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Aberdeen ; forestry students at, 181 ;

market gardeners and the " Plot-

ters," 25, 122 ; Potatos at. 29
Abies Koreana, 77 ; A. Mariesii, 103
Acacia dealbata, 130

Acer varieties, 312

Aesehynai.thus. ST

Agricultural Research Scholarships,
26

Agricultural workers and unemploy-
ment insurance. 1!).'!

Agriculture, Council of, lid: re-

search in, 109
• Allamanda grandiflora, 199
Allotments, model rules for. 170;
permanent, 26

Almond, flowering of the, 170
Alonsoa, 66
Alpine garden, the. 55. 03. 165, 190,

195, 233, 243, 299
Alpine house in the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Edinburgh, the. lili

Amalgamation of two gardening
societies, 50

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) for exhibi-

tion, the treatment, of, 142
American blight, 300 ; on roots, 27

Ammonium polysulphide, 188
Andre's, the late M. Edouard, library,
'230

Anemone baicalensis grandiflora, 233;

patens, 54; A. Pulsatilla. 190; A.

ranunculoides, 190
Anemones, 190
Annuals, for the rook garden, 164;
some useful, 66

Answers to Correspondents :

—

Annuals rabbits will not destroy,

240 , Apple scab, 228 ; Apple'

shoot, eggs on an, 48 : Apple shoot
with boring insect, 120 ; Apple
stems cankered, 134 ; Apple trees ;

construction of grafted. 48; prun-
ing neglected young, 132 : for

market, 168; Apples, self fertile

and self sterile, 96; Arsenateof lead,

156; Asparagus, French varieties

of, 48; Aspidistra leaves injured,

12; Azalea blooms for market,
108 ; Azalea indiea, 84 ; Azalea
with swollen leaves. 240; Bamboo
canes for Sweet Peas, 132; Hay
leaves spots on, 144; Beech tree,

undergrowth for a 48; lues.

diseased, 228; Berberis Darwinii,
252; Black Currants; diseased
shoots of, 120; pruning m»h
planted, 252 j Bovi Hug greens, 268

;

earth worms on, 240; Cabbage
leaves injured, 84: Caotaceus
plants, 292; Cat hide of calcium,
24 ; Cardo.ons, (56; Cattl iya fly,

48; Celery By, 12
; Chermes on

Conifers, 268; Cherries and star-

lings, 252: Chrysanthemums : in-

jured, 12; crown bud ami natural
crown bud of, 168; the stopping
if. 144. 252; Clematis Jaekmanii,
84; Climbers for walls, 60 ; Coton-
easier, inserts on, 292 J

Cowslip
crimson 216 j < juoumber foliagi

with holes. 252; Cucumbers foi

market .21; ( 'arrant gall mite,

^7 180; Cyolamens, unhealthy, 36,
48; Cyiisns. grafting, 24; Eel

.J

C-4

Ftjohardias, no
; Elm

bark, cork-like condition of, 60 :

Ericas, propagating hardy, 156;
Ferns and flowers, drying, :>(>4 :

Fertilisers, analysis of, 228 ; Fig

trees diseased, 204 ; Freesias in-

jured, 60, 96; Fruit, crystallising,

304 ; Fruit trees in hedgerows. 60 :

Gardeners' notice, a. 156; Garden
tractors, small, 204: Gladioli for

permanent planting, 60; Goose-
berry blooms eaten by insects,

204 ; Grape, Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat, 24 ; Grapes injured, 292 :

Greenhouse plants, 180; Ground,
cost of digging, 108 ; Horticul-

tural books, old, 96; Horticul-

tural training, 192: Hydrangea
paniculata, .'i(i : Iris disease. 24 :

Jacaranda fruit, 292: Jerusalem
Artichokes for cows, 192 ;

Kohl
Rabi, seeds of, 156; Landscape
gardening. 60, 292; Laurns regalis,

12: Lawn, moss in a, 36 ; Leather
jackets. 228; una put t inggreen, 120;

Ligustrum, grafting the, 24; Lily

of the Valley for forcing, 268 : Lime
tree avenue, 280 ; Lime-washing
walls, 84 ; Lupins, damage to, 280 ;

Maggots in soil, 156; .Manure for

hardj ferns. 268; .Miller's " Ga]
dening Dictionary," 24: Mistleto.

108; species of, 216; Monkey
nut. the, 120: Morello Cherry,
grafting the, on a sweel Cherry,
48; Narcissus in a Fir W I,

early-flowering, 144: Nectarines,
failure with early. 108

J
Nettles in

a wild garden. 281); Orange, graft-

ing the, 228 : Orchard trees, winter
work for, 36; Orchid leaves in-

jured, IDS; PassiHuta leaves

bleached, 252 ; Peaches and Morello

Cherries, the propagation of, 120;
Peaches, bud dropping in. 132 .

gumming and bud-dropping in 96 :

Peach leaves injured, 304 ; Peat

leaves blistered, 280; Pears, self

fertile and self sterile varieties nf.

96 ; Pergola, climbers for a, 180;
Pheasants, cover for, 48; Pipes,

hot water, blacking, 84 ; Potatos :

disease,]. 280 : soil for, 96 ; with

discoloured centres, 96; Poultry
manure, value ofj 252; Primula
obconioa injured. 12: Property,
disposal of. His ; Prunus, the

double flowered, 84; Qua&sia. in-

aeotioide from, 84 : Red spider mi
an Apple I ree, Is

; Rhododendrons,
budding, 216 : Richardias, eel-

worm in. 60 : Loses ; and wile

int i in", 156 ; from out! ings, 8 1
i

injured, 12. 4S; Shrubs: fur a shady
place, tin : fur walls, 252 ; Sil ha

Spruce as a hedge plant . : is

Soil, grey matter in, is: Solanum
( ap.-ieastrum unheal! by, 192 ;

Solanum Wendlandii, 96 ; Si raw

heiries. 84. 292 ; Sulphate of Am
ilia as a liquid manure, III:

Sweel I'ea Splendour, .'Hi; Tennis
courts, haul, the formation nf. 108 ;

Tet ninth tra calitotuiea. I l' .

Thrips mi garden Peas, 252 .

Ti in I ii. Bale of. .'Hi
;
Tomato plants,

failure « ith joung, Itts
; aiseased,

204 ; fun I

' ml in. I5:i. 2111 :

Tomatos, eel worm in. 240; Tree
lifting hiin". 268 . Tree i amp .

destroying, 132; Tree, tran.- plant-

ing a large, 292 ; Trees, screen. 48 ;

Trenching land, 48 ; Tulips, bran-

ched. 240 : Vegetables at exhibi-

tions, 96; Vine mites. 22s : Vinery,

a mixed. 228: Vines, insects mi.

60; tarring. 228; Viola sport, a.

252 ; Violets injured. 9(1. 228: Voles

in the garden. 10S : Water Lily,

an overgrown, 48; Wax, grafting,

132 ; White n\- mi Tomatos. 268 :

Wineberry. the Japanese, 156

;

Wire netting, preservation of, 22S ;

Wire worm, loam infested with,

252 ; Woman gardeners and par-

liamentary vote.-, 156; Working
hours in gardens in Cornwall and
Surrey, 228 ; Yew hedge, 50.

Antirrhinums. 60 ; trial of. at Wislev.

253

Aotus graoillimn, an Australian in-

door shrub, 5

Apple scab, 145

\pple trees: cordon, 209; on their

own roots, 27: the manuring of,

22; the pruning of. 105, Lis

Apples: Adam's Pearmain, 141 ;

Allen's Everlasting, 300 ; Belle de

Boskoop, 224 : Claygate Pearmain,

105, 141 : Dumelow's seedling, 46,

113. 200: Edward VII.. 277:

FlandersPippin, 113: King of Torap-

kin's County, 200; La \t mi's Superb,
1 13, 164 ; Lord Derby, 277 : Lord
Him Hip. 15:; : Margil.141 ; Miller's

Seedling, 105; Newton Wonder,
200; Norman's Pippin. 129:
t Mange Pearmain, 1 13 : Pearson's

Plate, III: Peasg I's Nonesuch,
224.25H : Ribaton Pippin, 129,312;
Royal I'eai main. Ill; Spring Li 1 '

sum or Baihlow Pippin, 14 1:

Tom Putt, 141 : Winter Pearmain,
141 ; Winter Ribston, 113

Apples : .I ie "|,l dessert, 1 13 :

late, 277: monuments to, 133; some
excellent late dessert varieties of,

141 ; top grafting, 188

Aquatics an. I bog plan's, a pleasing

association of. 9

iquilegias, doubling in. 301

Arenaria balearica, 299
Am,. hi Arboretum, early flowering

shrubs in the. 217

Artichoke, the spindle-shaped Jerusa-

lem, lis

\i.iiii. a bacterial disease ,.f the 152

Vliii. I"e Park, Rhododendrons at.

28L'

Uparagus, the French method ..t

growing, 129

taphodelus ramosus, 8

\-t. i -. ( Ihina, 66

Auricula, the. 31(1

Auriculas, t he propagal ion of, 1 61

Aust lalian indoor Bhrubs, 5

\
i

i hire, Potato plan ing in. si;

I; \< 1 1
•;: a i diseaw of the \ . a,

152

Bakei . Richard I | I
/,', n arc! >» the

Eucalyjitu and their essential Oils),

si,

Barnes, Mr. N. F., 194

Bartlett Pears, the ripening and stor-

age of, 121

Bartley Nurseries, Freesias at the, 147

Bean : Beck's Dwarf Broad, 46

;

Mange-tout Twickel, 190

Bsans: Broad, 257: French, 278 ;

Fr.-nch, in France, 259 : Variation

i t Scarlet Runner, 176

Bee* : and fruit bloom, 105 ;
supply

of Italian Queen, in 1921, 86

I! igonias, ornamental : foliaged, 128 ;

winter-flowering, 39

Bmcvolent Institution Gardeners'

Royal. 13, 50, 58, 206, 279, 281

Birkbeck College, lady professor of

botany at, 270

Birmingham, opening of a new public

park at. 253

Blsnnocampa pusilla, the leaf-rolling

sawfly, 277

Rooks, horticultural. 63

Books, Notices of A Book about

the Bee I Herbert Mace), 230: A Book
of Gardening for the Sub-tropios

(//. F. and 0. Wilherby), 25; A
Handbook of the British Lichens

(Annie Lorrain Smith),2Z0; A Mon-

ograph of Azaleas (/?. H. Wilson),

205: Antirrhinums and Pen' stemons

(4. ./. Macsdf), 207: Apples and

Pears [E. .1. Banyard), 7 ; A Short

Manual ..f Forest Management (H.

Jackson), 24:'.; Aspects of Plant

Life (/.'. L. Praeger) 309; A Re-

search on the Kueilypts ami their

Essentia] (His (Richard T. Baker

and Henry 0. Smith), 86: A Text-

l, ,ok of Plant Biology ( II'. Neilson

Jones and .1/. C. Rayner), 171 ;

Blaok's Gardening Dictionary, 134 •

Botanical Magazine. 121: British

Empire forestry Conference, 1920,

J7U ; Diseases of Truck Crops and
their Control (./. ./. Taubenhaus),

231 : English Flower Garden (JF.

Rohinson), 134: Flying Homer
Pigeons (.1. /. Macself), 182; Fruit,

Flower and Vegetable Trades' fear

I: iok, :S7 : Henry Nioholaon Ella-

, >{Arthur II'. IhlD.il ; In My
( lar.len

i Mary l'< ndi red and Alice

Stronach), :ts ; Jardins (•/. C. A'.

/•',»•, rtii r), 204 : Kew Guild Journal,

I 40 ; Keys to th • Orders of In-

ses (oFrank Balfour-Srowne), 135;

Landscape Gardening ("• C.

Simonds), 243; La Pomme de

I'.rre (8. Mottet), 13 : Manual of

Tropical ami Sub-tropioal Fruits

(Wilson Popenoe), 98, 221 ; Pages

frmn a Garden Notebook (Mrs.

Fmuris King), 270; Popular Gar-

dening, ISl ; Raspberry growing

in Scotland <•/. '/ Hodgi I, 161 :

Sw.et I'ea Annual 1 I. The
\nnais ..I Applied Biology, 206

;

The Banana (W. FawetU), 270;

The Caotaoete (//. L. Britton and

.1 . \ .
/,',,., i. 80 . I'h ' Carnation

>i ,;,, l'„.ok. l'II : I'll,' Chemistry

,,f Crop Production ( '/'. B. Wood),

40 : The Cooo-nul ( Edwin Him/ham

Gopeland), 131; 'I'h. Culture of the

( 'hi \ santheniuill ( II II . Us), 63 ;

CO
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The Fruit Grower Directory and
Handbook. 110; The Greenhouse

( WiUiam Truehve), 182 ; The Handy
Book on Pruning, Grafting and
Budding (./owe* Vdah), 123 ; The
National Rose Society's Select List
of Roses and Instructions for Prun-
ing, 1921, 123; "The Retir'd
Gardener," 198 ; Trees of Indiana
(Cha-i. C. Deam), 288

Boronia megastigrna, an Australian
indoor shrub, 5

Borders, herbaceous, 39
Borecoles, or Kales, 212
Botanical exploration of the north-

east frontier of Burma, 114
Botanical survey methods, lil

Botany Chair at Birkbeck College,

270 ; at London University, 281
Bottomley, Professor W. B., retire-

ment of, 14
Bonavist Bean, the genetics of the,

25
Books, horticultural, 271
Bowling green, formation of a flat, or

Scottish, 289
Bradford Chrysanthemum Society,

205
Brasso-Cattleya Albion, 55
Brent Valley Bird Sanctuary, 170
British Columbia, lumbering in, 126
British Growers' donation to the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-

stitution, 133
British plains and industrial alcohol,

205
Britton, H. L. (The Cac'acecg), 80
Broccoli, 104
Broom, the Hedgehog, 273 ; value of

the Spanish in Italy, 217
Brown rot disease of fruit trees, 157 ;

of Plums, 145
Brunton, Mr. J. S., honour for, 241
Brussels Sprouts, 57, 81

Bulb garden, the, 8, 53, 65, 87, 115,

222, 233, 249
Bulbs, forced, 201
Bunting & Sons, Messrs.. centenarv

of, 254
Bunyard, E. A. (Apples and Pram), 7
Buphane toxicaria, 255
Butler, Dr. E. J., 26

Cabbages, 57 ; Harbinger and April,

at theVicarage Gardens, Aldenham,
301 ; spring, 257

Callianthemum coriandrifolium, 165
Camellia, the, 87
Camellia reticulata, 116, 167
Camellias in the United States, 194
Campanula persicifolia, 278
Canada, fruit growing in, 281 ; trade

in fruit in, 145
Cape fruit industry, 14
Carnation cuttings, time of inserting

perpetual flowering, 21, 46, 55, 65,

92, 106, 119, 142, 167, 190, 288
Carnations : Laddie, 39 ; Lady Her-

mione, 288 ; winter-flowering, 106,
190

Carrots, young, 257
Castell Coch and Swanbridge vine-

yards, 1875-1920, 10
Cauliflowers, 257
Ceanothus, 211; C. dentatus, 211;

C. Gloire dcs Plantiers, 211 ; C.
Gloire de Versailles, 211 ; C.
rigidus, 211 ; C. Veitchianus, 211

Celery, 57 ; leaf spot of, 44 ; the
cultivation of, 237

Cemeteries, British wax, in France
and Belgium, 229

Cereal crops, the world's, 158
Cereus, 283
Certificated Fruits :—Apples : Clay-

gate Pearmain, 35 ; Laxton's
Superb, 83

Certificated Plants :—Angulocaste
Cooperi, 82 ; A. C. magnificum,
202 ; Aster alpinus Wargrave var.

261 ; Aubrietia Attraction, 214 ;

Azalea Hino Manyo, 238 ; A.
Kurume Siuzohi, 262 ; A. K.
Tsuta Momii, 262 ; A. K. var. Shin
Seikai, 262 ; A. mollis Robespierre.
178 ; A. viscosa glauca, 214

;

Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii Rex, 202 ;

B.-C. Gatton Snowflake. 82 ; B.-C.
Gilbertii majestiea, 251 : B.-C.

Mrs. J. Leemann The Dell var.,

259 ; B.-C. Muriel var. Mrs.
Hanmer, 46 ; B.-C. Samuel Gratrix,

203 ; B.-C. speciosa var. Lady
Colman. 155 ; B.-C. Somme var.

Joyce Hanmer, 251 ; B.-C. Vil-

moriniana Edgemoor var , 215

;

B.-L. Cattleya Britain's King,
35; B.-L.-U Gilbertic, 215; B.L.-
C. Hanmeri, 119; B.-L.-C Joan
Gratrix, 202 ; B.-L.-C. Juliet, 35 ;

B.-L.-C. Jupiter var. majestiea,'

291 ; B.-L.-C. Jupiter var. Nipon,
260; B.-L.-C. Jupiter var. Zeus,

259; B.-L.-C. The Baroness,
Edgemoor var., 46 ; Camellia Fred
Sander, 214; Carnations: Bonk-
ham Salmon, 261 ; Bookham Scar-
let, 261 ; Cupid, 34 ; Kelso. 261 ;

Tarzan, 261 ; Thor, 82 ; Wivels-
field Apricot, 238 ; Cattleya Douai
Edgemoor var., 143 ; C. Douai
Princess Marj, 215 ; C. Douai West
Point var., 202; C. Enid Edge-
moor var., 215 ;

('. Enid superlia,

203 ; C. Lady Rowena var. Hillary,

119; C. Leda perfecta, 71 ; C.

Mary Sander, 179 ; C. Marstonii,
119; C. Monarch brugensis, 59;
C. Princess Royal var Mildred, 46 ;

C. Tit\us Edgemoor var., 202;
C. Trevalla var. Edgemoor, 203 ;

C. Victory, 46 ; Cerasus Hizakura,
214 ; Charleswortheara nobilis.

35 ; Chrysanthemums : Autocrat,
34; Autocrat Incurved, 34;
Clematis Armandii x Pavoliniana,
Jeune's var., 130; Cymbidium
aWmnanese Populoniae, 119; C,

Alexanderi albens, 143 ; C. A.

aurantiaca, 143 ; C. A. Bolholt var.,

203; C. A. giganteum, 131; C.

Corona var. President Wilson, 119 ;

C. Dragon-fly, 82; C. Excelsior,

131 ; C. Landrail, 107 ; C. Lowio-
grandiflorum, 119; C. Martin, 59,

119; C. Pauwelsii var. nanum,
143; C. Queen Butterfly, 71;
C. rosefieldense, 71 ; C. Schleglii

Rosy Dawn, 203 ; C. Schegelii var.

Coraleen, 71 ; C. Sybil var. Melli-

boae, 119; Cypripedium Alabaster
var. Treasure Trove, 46 ; C. Bally-
handy, 46 ; C. Cavalier var. swin-
tonense, 46; C. Commodore. 71 ;

Dixon Thorpe, 119; C. Duke of

Lancaster, 119; C. Duke of York,
46; C. Elsie magnificum, 71;
C. Goldcrest, 46 ; C. Icarus, 46 ;

C. May Morn, 46 ; C. Memoria
F. M. Ogilvie var. Excelsior, 71 ;

C. Memoria F. M. Ogilvie The King,
71 ; C. Moira magnifica,46; C. Nydia
West Point var., 46 ; C. Olympus
var. Alabaster, 215 ; C. Olympus
The Chairman, 71 ; C. Pallas
Invincible, 35 ; C. Perseus Queen
Alexandra, 119; C. Pixie, 46;
C. Princess Mary, 46 ; C. Redwing,
119; C. Thais West Point var., 46 ;

C. Ursus, 71; C. Warrior, 35;
C. Warrior H. Green's var., 46

;

Dendrobium Butterfly Low's var.,

107 ; D. chessingstonense aurosum,
215 ; D. Cyble rubescens, 203

;

D. Gatton Sunray, 291 ; D. Lady
Colman, 143 ; D. Model The Dell
var., 107 ; D. nobile Royal Monarch
215; D. n. Sir F. W."Moore, 82;
D. Socis, 215 ; D. White Swan,
143 ; Dianthus Ruy Bias, 290

;

Dracaena Deremensis Bausei, 261 ;

Freesia Tubergenii Treasure, 130;
Geranium sp., 238 ; Hydrangea

Etincelant, 290 ; Iris Ambassadeur,
290 ; I. Banzai. 261 ; I. (regelio-

cyclus* Hebe, 238 ; Laelio-Cattleya
Alex, 215 ; L.-C. Beatrice gigan-
teum, 251 ; L.-C. Champion, 259 ;

L.-C. Enid alba var. Kathleen, 107 ;

L.-C. Eunice alba var. Constance,
107 ; L.-C. Felicity, 215 ; L.-C
H. T. Pitt, Fasev's var.. 82 ; L.-O.

Linda var. Achilles, 202 ; L.-C. L.

delicata, 215 ; L.-C. Momus var.

Perfection, 202 ; L.-C. Mrs. Wil-
loughby Pemberton var. magnifica,

291 ; L.-C. Orange Blossom, 179 ;

L.-C. Petrograd, Bletchley Park
var., 155; L.-C. Schroderae Ash-
lands var., 119 ; L.-C. S. Conqueror,
35 ; L.-C. S. Empress of India,

119; L.-C. S. Mrs. Hanmer, 71;
L.-C. S. perfecta, 119; L.-C. S.

var. Illuminator, 35 ; Lithosper-

mum prostratum album, 261 ;

Lupinus polvphvllus Pink Pearl,

261 ; L. p. Sunshine, 261 ; L. p.

Tunic, 261 ; Lycaste Imschootiana
Shrubbery var., 46 ; L. Skinneri
erythrochilon, 143; L. S. Irene,

71 ; L. S. Montrose, 203 ; L. S.

Rosalba, 251 ; L. S. Rosy Morn,
215; Magnolia Veitchii, 154;
Miltonia Hyeana The Dell var.,

215 ; M. Prince Imperial, 259

;

M. Venus superba, 203 ; M. Venus
var. Fascinator, 215 ; M. vexil-

laria Purple Emperor, 291 ; Nar-
cissus Crown Imperial, 155 ; N.
Enez, 179, N. Imperator, 155;
Odontioda Bradshawiae Brilliant,

251 ; 0. Cilleham var. Ada Evans,
35 ; 0. Colinge var. Athene, 82 ;

O. C. var. rubra, 203 ; 0. Daunt-
less Orchidhurst var., 291 ; 0.

Grenadier, 155 ; 0. Grenadier var.

Glow, 259 ; O. Hypatia McBean's
var., 35 ; 0. H. rotunda, 251 ;

0. Joiceyi splendens, 239 ; 0.

Madeline, McBean's var., 35 ; O.

Madeline Lilacintra, 251 ; O. M.
var. rubra, 143 : 0. Marigold, 251 ;

0. Marion Worsley, Orchidhurst

var., 259 ; 0. Nadia purpureum,
119; 0. Niobe Fasey's var., 59;
0. rosefieldense magnificum, 251 ;

O. Red Cross var. rosea, 143
;

O. Sehroderiana delica, 203 ; Odon-
toma Ceres, 35 ; 0. Pittae var. Rex,
202 ; 0. W. R. Fasey, 179 ; Odon-
toglossum Adula punctatum, 215 ;

0. Anak, 251 ; O. Barnaby Rudge,
179; O. Britannia, 155; 0.

Bullecourt, 131 ; 0. Chu Chin
Chow, 239 ; 0. Cobbiae var. Mars,

35 ; 0. crispum Ada Evans, 260 ;

0. c. Alport Ceasar, 202; 0. c.

Invicta, 251 ; 0. c. Monica, 202 ;

0. 0. Roma. 251 ; O. c. Rosindia,

35 ; 0. c. Rosy Rapture, 215

;

0. c. Ulysses, 251 ; 0. c. var.

Desdemona, 35 ; O. c. Victor
Newton, 259 ; O. c. var. R. Felton.

131 ; O. crispo-Solon Carminetta,

259 ; O. Desdemona, 215 ; O.

Diamond var. Perfection, 179

;

O. eximium Leonora, McBean's
var., 260 ; 0. Doreen magnificum.
251 ; O. Doris var. albolabiata,

203 ; 0. Garnet, 203 ; O. Gloriette,

Fasey's var., 155 ; 0. harvengtense,
Bridge Hall var., 215 ; 0. Lady
Avice Menzies, 179 ; 0. Lam-
beauianum Achilles, 143 ; O. L.

Prince Henry, 251 ; 0. maculatum,
35 ; 0. Princess Yolando var.

Majestiea, 35 ; O. Princess Zolande,
251 ; 0. Radiant, McBean's var.,

59; O. Robert Venables, 179;
O. Rosina var. Invincible, 215

;

0. Rubens var. Mrs. Harold Smith,
131 ; O. Rufus. 35 ; 0. St. George
var. Albion, 259 ; O. Trident, 59 ;

Oncidium Papilio Charlesworthii,

259; Potentilla Warrensii, 290^
Primroses, Spetchley Strain, 154 ;

Primula malacoides Pink Beauty,
107 ; P. chionantha, 214 ; P.

helodoxa, 261 ; P. sinensis Etna.
82 ; P. sinensis Intensity, 107 ;

P. stellata Fairy Queen, 59 ; Primus
Cerasus pilosiuscula media. 178

;

P. Sargentii, 178; Rhododendron
Bernard Crisp. 214; R. Britannia,

214 ; R. Donna Tizia, 214 : R.
H. T. Gill, 130 ; R. Hugo de Vries,

261 ; R. R. Fox Barclay, 154

;

R. Werei, 154 ; Rhus Cotinus
foliis purpureus, 261 ; "Roses

:

Florence, 261 ; Juliana, 261 ; Mar-
garet Horton, 154 ; Padre. 190 ;

Phoebe, 190 ; Sovereign, 190

:

Saxifraga hvbri.la H. Marshall.

154 ; S. Jenkinsiae, 154 ; S.

Mira, 154 ; S. Pompadour, 154

;

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Edna var.

Mrs. Hanmer, 251 ; S.-L.-C. Falcon,

82: S.-L.-C. His Majesty. 71;
S.-L.-C. Isabella, 35; S.-L.-C.

Joseph Charlesworth, 59 ; S.-L.-C.

Prince Hirohito, 259 ; S.-L.-C. St.

Gothard, 251 ; Tulips : Amber,
239 ; Arethusa, 239 ; Carrara, 239 ;

James Watt, 239 ; King George V.,

239; MarjorieBowen, 239 ; Orange
Perfection, 239 ; Rosabella, 239 ;

Viburnum fragrans, 107 ; Vuylste-

keara Memoria Joseph Charles-

worth, Haddon House, var., 119;
Wahlenbergia serpyllifolia Malby's

White, 238
Chamber of Horticulture, 241 ; floral

decorations, at the, 206 ; opening
of the, by H.R.H. The Prince of

Wales, 169, 205
Chapman, Mr. F. Herbert, 38
Cheal, Mr. Joseph, 170
Chelsea flower show, 14, 259
Chester Paxton Society dissolved, 169

Chicory, 57, 212
Chorizemas, 5
Chrysanthemum Society in America,

133.

Chrysanthemums, large flowered, 46,

58
Clematis, 63 ; C. Jeuneiana, 135, 159

Clitoria ternatea, 177

Club root disease, lime as a cure for,

205
Coelogyne cristata, 91

Colchicum, the, 8

Coleus from seed, raising, 199

Coleus Rehneltianus, 32

Conifers, notes on, 103 ; rate of

growth of, in the British Isles, 121

Coomber, Mr. Thomas, 230

Copeland, Edwin Bingham, (The

Coco-nnt), 134
Costmary, 93
Cotoneaster salicifolia floccosa, 7

Cowslips, crimson, 251, 301 ; the

propagation of, 161

Crataegus orientalis, 41

Crindonna memoria Corsii, 32

Crocuses, protecting, from birds, 201

Crowea angustifolia, 5

Crump, Mr. William. 270.

Cucumber, origin of the Fig-leaved, 86

Cucumbers, 224
Cultural memoranda, 22, 75, 92, 161,

189, 289
Currants, Black, reversion in, 253

Curtis, John Wright, herbarium of,

150
Cyclamen, the, 163, 177

Cymbidium Fortuna, 125 ; C. Juno,

149; C. Vesta, 91

Cyperorchis (Cymbidium) elegans,

171

Cypher, Mr. John, 62

Cypripedium A. J. Cholmlev, 245

;

C. Calpyra, 55 ; C. Dixon Thorpe,

285 ; 0. Memoria F. M. Ogilvie

var., The King, 235 , C. Warrior,

Green's var., 235
Cypripedium crosses, 235
Cypripediums : from Brockhurst, 91 ;

two famous, 235 ; warm growing,

285
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Daffodil fly, the, 15

Daffodil, introduction of the, to
Wales, 217

Daffodils, award for, 182 ; notable,

of the year 1921, 219, 249
Dahlias, Cactus. 233 ; at Messrs. J.

Cheal and Sons' nursery, 225 ;

for exhibition and garden decora-
tion, 271 ; Collerette, from an
amateur's point of view, 195 ;

in pots. 152 ; preparing ground for.

92 ; two new collerette, 55 ;

Daphne Blagavana, 165; D. Cneorum,
312

Davidia involucrata, 115
Deam, Ch.as. C. (Trees of Indiana), 288
Dendrobium Loddigesii, 211; D.
rhodoptervgium and D. poyphle-
bium, 309"

'

Dianthus Allwoodii, 185
Diener, Mr. Richard, 49
Diervilla floiida 306
Draba aizoides, 195
Dirca palustris, 197
Dobbie & Co.'s, Messrs., staff enter-

tained by the firm, 2
Douglas Fir, a phomopsis disease

of, 45
Dry rot of Potatos, 157
Dusting versus spraying, 253, 301
Dynamite, cultivation by, 2

Eastwell Park, sale of, 194
Eckford, Henry, memorial, 97
Edinburgh College examination in

horticulture, 195
Elaeocarpus reticulatus, 5
Employees entertained bv emplovers,

25
Entertainment tax and horticultural

exhibitions, 212, 229, 278
Epiphyllum, 224 ; E. bicolor, 224 ;

E. coccineum, 224; E. delicatum,
224 ; E. magnificum, 224 ; E.
Russellianum Gaertneri, 224

;

E. truncatum, 224
Erfurt, florists' jubilee in, 2

Erica melanthera, 2, 33
Erigeron subtrinervis, 185 ; E. fla-

gellaris, 307
Erinacea pungens, 273
Eriobotrya japonica variegata, 29
Eritrichium nanum, 233
Eschscholzias, 185
Eucalyptus globulus, 93
Eucalyptus, stereum disease of, 26
Eucharis grandiflora, 23
Eulophia alta, 171

Euphorbia (Poinsettia) pulcherrima,
80

Exacum affine, 189 : Forbesii, 189 ;

macranthum, 189
Exhibition Roses, 1910-1915, 99
Exhibitions, Potato, 73

Fatrchild lecture, the, 230
Falkirk, gift of an estate to, 1

Farming and nursery companies
registered in 1920, 25

Farm orchards, neglected, 23
Farms for an experimental and

instructional centre, gift of, 281
Farrer's, the late Mr. Reginald,
second exploration in Asia, 6, 31,

54, 90, 162, 274
Fawcett. W. (The Banana), 270
Federation of Rritish Growers, new

secretary of the, 254
Fertilizers, nitrogenous, 133
Filbert, flowering of the Kent, 69, 106
Fir, the Douglas, 281
Florists' flowers, 39, 55, 65, 92, 99,

116, 151, 163, 173, 195, 233, 248,

288, 271
Florists' jubilee in Erfurt, 2
Flower garden, the, 4, 16, 28, 40,

52, 64, 76, 88, 100, 112, 124, 136,

148, 161, 172, 184, 196, 220, 232,
244, 256, 272, 284, 296, 308

Flower Sunday, 145
Flower trials at Wisley, 2
Flowers, arrangement of, in exhibi-

tions, 217 ; seasonable, 45, 61 ;

spring, 233 ; stolen from graves,
110

Foods, vegetable, 1

Forestier/j. C. N. (Jardins), 294
Forestry, 103; at Oxford. 286, 297
Forest fires in the north, 193, 305
Forestry Commission, the, 37, 306
Forget-me-not, a winter-flowering,

123
Fream memorial prize, award of the.

306
Freesia flower, the future form ot the,

231, 312
Freesia La Frappante, 147 ; F. re-

fracta alba, 248
Freesias, at the Bartlev Nursery, 147 :

progress in, 255, 288, 312
Frost : at the Villa Thuret, 170

;

in Scotland, 238 ; some effects of

the, 21

Fruit and vegetable preservation,
instruction in, 282

Fruit blossom, the pollination of, 150
Fruit crops, insects and the, 27, 129,

176
Fruit cultivation, conference on, 37 ;

education in, 169
Fruit garden, the, 41 ; market, 27,

78, 105, 138, 188, 236, 300
Fruit growing, conference on, 68; in

Canada, 281
Fruit preservation, 158
Fruit prospects, 188
Fruit register, 53, 105, 113, 129;

141, 164, 176, 188, 200, 224. 250,

277, 300, 312
Fruit trees, brown rot, diseases of,

157 ; manuring newly-planted,
31 ; retarding the flowering of,

218 ; the management of newly-
planted, 200 : the pruning of, 41

Fruit year, a poor, 27
Fruits and vegetables, the preserving

of, by bottling and canning, 98
Fruits under glass, 4, 16, 28, 40, 52,

64, 76, 88, 100, 113. 124, 172, 184,

196, 221, 233, 244, 256, 272, 284,

296, 308
Fuchsia Riecartonii, 178
Fuchsias, 173

Galanthus Melvillei major, 87

Gardeners' Chroiicle seventy-five

years ago, extracts from the. 2,

14, 26, 38, 50, 62, 74. 86, 98, 110.

122, 134, 146, 158, 171, 182, 194,

218, 230, 242, 254, 270. 282. 294,
306

Gardeners' Company and Foreign
Horticulturists, 270

Gardening under plant stages, 210
Genetyllis, an Australian indoor

shrub, 5

Gentiana Farreri, 20 : (!. hexaphylla,

20 ; G. Lawrencei, 20 ; G. ornata,

20 : G. septemfida, 299 ; 0.. sino-

ornata, 20; vi. Veitchiorum, 20

Geranium Traversii, 123
Ghent horticultural exhibition, 85
Glastonbury Thorn in Hyde Park,

the, 159
Gloxinias from seed, 75
Goodyer, John, and Lobel, 157
Gooseberry bushes, importation of

infected, 144, 182

Gooseberry fruits, sale of, 158
Grafting, spring, under glass, 92
Grafting wax or tree styptic, 167
Grapes : at the Sheffield Show, 1 1 ;

from young vines, 33; without
fire-heat in central Perthshire, 33

Greenhouse plants as standards, 22
Green January, the 153

Green Park, famous gates for, 282
Grieve, Mr. James, 110

Griffith-Bosoawen, Sir Arthur, Minis-
ter of Agriculture, 85 ; presenta-
tion to, 281

Hamilton Palace grounds as a
public park, 1

Hardy flower border, 8, 39, 54, 89,

123, 147, 177, 185, 288, 307
Hardy fruit garden, the, 4, 17, 29,

41,' 53, 64, 76, 88, 100. 112, 124,

137, 148, 160, 172, 184, 196, 220.

232, 244, 256, 272. 284, 297, 308
Hardy winter-flowering plants, 8
Harrison, Mr. John, 145
Hedge clearing and stump ex-

tracting, 134
Hellebores, long continued flowering

of, 202
Hill, Arthur W. (Henry Nicholson

Ellacombe), 44
Hodge, J. M. (Raspberry growing in

Scotland), 161

Holland Park, South Kensington, 13

Honey, labelling, 281
Horticultural books, 63, 271

Horticultural instruction, 1

Horticultural inventions, new, 72,

156, 228, 292
Horticultural libraries in the United

States, 32, 51, 90, 140
Horticultural shows, judges' fees

at, 289
Hovea Celsii, 199
Htawgaw, on the road to, 186
Hyacinths La Grandesse and Paix
de l'Europe, 130, 190

Hydrangeas, blue flowered, 7

I

Ilex integra, 15

Incarvilleas, the pollination of, 97,

128, 137, 178
India, wild Roses in, 67
Indian timber, 169
Indoor plants, 5, 80, 87, 116, 128,

142, 177, 189, 199, 224, 283
Ingram, Mr. George, J., 50
Insects and diseases destructive to

plants, 293
Insects and the fruit crops, 27, 129,

176
International floricultural exhibition

in Italy, 13
International Potato conference, 269
Inventions, new horticultural, 72,

156, 228, 292
Ireland, notes from, 94
Iris paradoxa var. Choschab, 271 ;

I. Prospero, 89
Irises : a conference on, 254 ; of the

future, 258
Italy, international Floricultural ex

hibition in, 13

January, the green, 153

Jasminum nudiflorum, 15
Jones, W. Neilson (.4 Text-book of

Plant Biology)

Jordon, Mr. F. VV., retirement of, 37
Judges' fees at horticultural shows,

289

Kalanchoe flammea. 2S3

Kale, Labrador, 104

Kentia Palm seeds, 158

Kenwood as a public park, 270
Kew gardens, earlier opening of, 1 ;

notes from, 87 ; I'yruses at, 195

King, Mr. David, 8(i

King, Mrs. Francis (Pages from a
Garden note-booh), 270

Kitchen garden, the, 4, 16, 28, 40,

52, 64, 76, 88, 10(1. 112, 124, 136,

148, 160, 172, 184, 220, 233, 244'

256, 272, 286, 296, 308

Lachenalia pallida, 283
Lachenalias, 117
Lackey moth, the, 289
Laelia anceps varieties, 68

Laelio-Cattleya Faust, Broadlands
var., 183; L.-C. Orange Blossom,
201 ; L.-C. Santos, 235 ; L.-C.

Vesper, 116
Lambert, knight of the golden

Tulip, 174
Land reclamation, 281

Law Note : A market garden ejection,

47
Leaf curl in Peach trees, 202
Leaf spot of Celery, 44
Leak, Mr. G. W.. 14
Leeks, 57
Legacy to a gardener, 98
Le Mans International Horticultural

Show, 1921, 193
Lemoine, M. Emile, honour for, 230
Leschenaultia biloba major, 5

Leveson-Gower, Mr. George Granville,

honour for, 25
Lilies : for moist positions, 65 ; of the

Pacific coast, 306
Lilium oandidum, 233
Lily-of-the-Valley, 99
Lime as a cure for club-root disease,

205
Lime in soils, lack of, 181

Lime-sulphur as a spray, 289
Lonicera caerulea, 306 ; L. Hilde-

brandtii, fruiting of, 23 ;
germina-

tion of, 11

London, a fruit exhibition for, 253
London University, appointment to

the Botany Chair at, 281

Lonicera Standishii, 115
Loudon, J. C, and " The Gardeners'

Magazine," 246
Lowther, Mr., resignation of, 206
Luculia gratissima, 68
Lumb?ring in British Columbia, 126

Lvcaste Skinneri, 125
Lychnis Walkeri, 8, S9
Lycoris aurea, 1

1

M
Mace, Herbert (A Bool: about the

Bee), 230
Macself, A. J. (Antirrhinums and

Pentstemom), 207 (Flying Homer
Pigeons), 182

Magnolia Campbellii, 171

Magnolia parviflora, 171

Maize, dwarf, 254
Malby's, Mr. R., miniature alpine

garden, 182
Manchester Botanic Gardens, sale of,

61

Manuring : Apple trees, 22 ; newly-

planted fruit trees, 31 ; spring,

102
Marrows, vegetable, 257

Marvell, Andrew, 145

Matricaria suavoolens in Britain, 187

Matthiola pedemontana, 195

Meadow Saffron in the wild garden, 8

Mealy bug on vines, 34, 58, 80. 93 ,

Medicinal plants, the cultivation Ol

175
Melilotus alba, var. annua. 270

Melons, stem-canker in, 167, 202, 238

Memorial : the Henry Eckford, 97 ;

to Wisley students who tell in the

war, 305

Michaelmas Daisies, 39
Miltonia Venus var. Fascinator, 235

Minister of Agriculture, tin- new, 85.

98
" Monro " Concert, the, OS

Monro, Mr. George, 2, :iiKi

Moore, Sir Frederick W.. 158

Moorhens and Crocuses, 190

Morina longifolia, 147

Motor cultivation, 188

Mottet, S. (La Pomuu i/i Terre), 13

Mulgediiuii Bourgiei, 93
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Miinro, Mr. D.. presentation of por-

trait to. 157

Myosotis Blue Bird, 123

N

Narcissus Minister Talma, 53
National Horticultural Society of

France, 109

Nitrogenous fertilizers 133

Nursery companies registered in 1920,

25
Nursery employee, presentation to a.

13

Nursery Notes: Oheal .1. and Sons,

Crawley, 225
Nymphaeas: hardy, 312; planting,
'201

Obituary :—Anderson, Robert, 204 ;

Backhouse, Mrs. R. 0., 84 ; Baird,

John, 90 : Ballantine, Robert, 12 ;

Christie. William, 291 ; Coey,

James, 143 ; Davie, William, 143 :

Davis, Mrs. Norman, 304 ; Fiet, A.,

84 ; Findlay, Archibald, 216 ;

Forbes, Mrs., 192 ; Godseff,

Joseph, 132 ; Gosden, James,

280; Green, Frederick C, 240;
Hagger, Alfred, 132 ; Hobbs, Mrs.

Foley, 35; Houliston, John, 36;
Jarrett, J. A., 252 ; Leith, James
Corbet, 216 ; Mackenzie, The Rev.
James Banatyne, 23 : Meldrum,
James 47 ; Mathorst, Prof. A. G.,

2114; Nicholson, James, 23 ; Page,
Thomas, 120 ; Piatt, John, 36 ;

Randall, W. B., 156; Rolfe,

Robert Allen, 204 ; Sander, Henry
F. C, 12: Seden, John. 120;
Stevens, William. 36 : Strain,

John, 96 ; Stublev, J.. 203 :,

Taylor. John. 132 ; Veitch, Lady,
269 ; Watson, William. 280 ; W I.

Alfred C, 203

Odontiodas from Camden Park, 116

Odontoglossum Brunhilde, 68 ; 0.

crispo-Solon var. Carminett >, 309 ;

O. crispum Snowdrop, 91 ; 0.
Darenden, 55: ( . Desdemona, II.

235 : O. Grand Duke Nicholas, 245;

O. Jean Stuart Scott, 149 ; 0, S. T.

Wright, 15; 0. Theodora, 201

Odontoglossnms from Camden Park.

116
Onions, smut disease of, 269 ; the

cultivation of large, 144

Onosma albo-roseum, 243
Orange grove, a Queensland. 14

Orchards, neglected farm, 2.'!

Orchid houses, the. 4, 16, 28, 40. 52,

65, 77, 89, 101, 112, 124, 136.

149, 160, 172, 1S4, 196, 208, 220,

233, 244, 256, 272. 284, 296, 308
Orchid hybrids, new, 68, 101, 183, 309
Orchid notes and gleanings, 15, 32,

55, 75, 91, 101, 116, 125, 149,

171, 183. 201. 219. 235. 245. 285.

3(111

( Ircliitl seeds, the germination of, 61
Orchids, challenge cup for, 181. 306

;

in 1920, 3 ; sale of, 122 ; two new,
235

Orobus aureus, 207 ; O. cyaneus, 207 ;

O. lathyroides, 207; 0. montanus
aurantiacus, 207 ; 0. pallescens,

207 ; O. pannonieus var. varius,

207 ; O. sylvaticus, 207 : 0. ver-

mis. 207
Orphan Fund, Gardeners' Royal, 5".

106, 294
Oxford, forestry at, 286. 297
Oxygen supply at the roots oi plants,

211

P
Paeonies, prizes for. 241
Phaius Wallichii, 245
Palms of the Riviera, 127. 198. 287
Panshanger, the gardens at, 13

Parks, new public, 1. 13
Parsnip, need for a good stump-

rooted. 46
Parsnips, rust in. 11

Paul, Mr. George. V.M.H., 242

Paulownia. the Chinese, 273
Payne, Mr. C. Harman, honour for.

50
Peach Leaf Curl, 97. 200

Pear scab, 145
Pears : Beurre Perran. 209 ; Josephine

de Malines, 69. 105 ; Nouvelle

Fulvie, 209 ; late. 53. 209

Pea. the Glory, of New Zealand. 248

Peas. 257: culinary, 118; early.

10; late, 277
Pondered. Mary (In My Garden), 38

Periodicals, old garden. 271

Petrie, Air. J., presentation to. 110

Pettigrew, Mr. W. W.. 218

Phloxes, herbaceous, 177

Phormium tenax. hardiness of, 39,

69
Phylloeactus. 283
Picea Albertiana, 223, 247
Pickering, Mr. Spencer, bequests by

the late, 121

Pimelea, 5

Pineapple, the first English. 30

Pinus sylvestris, 139
Pippin, the meaning of the term.

176
Plant growth and potassium. 229

Plant notes. 125, 248
Plant photography on the Burma

frontier, 139
Plants and flowers in Chinese poetry,

111, 163
Plants and Potatos, exportation of.

86
Plants : breeding disease resist.'.nt,

275 : for the bog or streamside,

9, 46 ; length of growth of climb-

ing, 250; lost garden, 185; pro-

tections of raisers of new, 183

;

standard, greenhouse, 22 ; summer
bedding from seed, 19

Plants, New or Noteworthy : Buphane
toxicaria, 255 ; Coleus Rehnel-
tianus, 32 ; Crindonna Memoria
Corsii, 32 ; Rhododendron spinu-

liferam, 243 : Tecoma Hillii. 149
Plants under glass. 5, 16, 28, 40. 52.

64, 76, 88, 100, 112, 125, 136.

148, 160, 173, 185, 197, 220. 2.12,

245, 256, 273, 284. 296, 308
Pleione. 245
Plums, brown rot of, 145; sub-

laterals on, 300
Pollination, best conditions for, 138
Polyanthuses, the propagation of.

161

Polygonum campanulatum, 8

Popenoe, Wilson (Manual of Tropical
ami Sub-tropical Fruits), 98, 221

Potassium and plant growth, 229

Potato "blight" fungus on Tomatos
under glass in April, 311

Potato crops during 1920, inspection

of English seed, 25
Potato demonstration plots, 1921. 50
Potato disease, 312
Potato exhibitions, 73
Potato synonyms, 181
Potatos; Carisbrooke Castle, 141;
Dunvegan, 141 : Majestic, 11,-128;
The Bishop, 57; Warwick Castle.

94

Potatos: at Aberdeen, 29. 93;
British, in America, 154: common
scab of. 167 : corky scab in, 97,
226 ; dry rot of, 157 : export of

seed, 86 ; in Ayrshire, 86 ; in

Queensland. 230 : in the United
States, 218 ; resistant to disease,

2IS; seed. 193: seed and disease.

176. 202 ; soil sterilisation, for wart
disease in. 49 : spraying, 74;
the cultivation of, 13; trials of.

209 ; wart disease of. in Lincoln-

shire. 38

Praeaar. R. L. (Aspects of Plavl Life)

309
Preserving fruits and vegetables by

bottling and canning. 98
Primula helodoxa, 55 307 : P. sinen-

sis, 248: P. seotica alba. 190
Primulas at Reading. 75
Pruning: Apple trees. 138; fruit

trees, 41

Primus Padus parviflora. 287 ;

Pseudo-eerasus, 237, 297
Pterostylis curta. 201

Publications received. 14. 50, 02.

74, 86. 98, 135. 158. 171. 1S2. 218.

254. 270. 294
Pyrus baecata var. lulea. 197 :

P. japonioa, a new name for. 242 :

P. Maulei, a new name for, 242
Pynisos~at , l\cw, 193

Q
Queensland, Potato growing in, 230

Rabbits and wire netting, 130
Rampion as salad, 250
Ranunculus pyrenaeus. 140

Rayner, Mr. M. C. (A Text-hook of
Plant Biology), 171

Renton. public park for. 217
Research in Spitsbergen, 14

Regent's Park, tennis in. 230
Rhododendron spinuliferum, 243

Rhododendrons, raising hybrid. 126.

167
Rhubarb. 57
Rhodochiton volubile. 128
Ribes omentum, 197
Richmond flower show, 170
Robinson, W. (English flower Garden),

134
Rolfe, Mr. R. A., 74
Roots, American Blight on, 27
Roots of plants and oxygen supply,

241
Root vegetables. 57
Rosary, the, 51, 99, 111, 159, 175,

243,' 274. 289
Rose, J. N. (The Cactaceir), 80
Rose library, a remarkable. 222
Roses : exhibition of, 1910-1915, 99,

1 1 1 , 274 ; F. A. Grootendorst, 51 ;

for pegging down, 289 ; Lady
Inehiquin, 51 ; leaf-rolling saw-
fly on, 276 ; Margaret Horton,
175 ; Ophelia. 243 ; wild, in India,

67

Rothamsted Experimental Station.

242
Royal Academy of Arts, floral pic-

tures at the, 229
Royal Botanic Gardens Regent's

Park, 270
Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh,

Alpine house in the, 66
R.H.S. Gardens Guild, 294
Royal Scottish Arborienltural Society,

outing of the Aberdeen brarrah

of the, 293
Rubber exhibition, 293
Ruellia macrantha, 11

Ruscus aculeatus, the seeding and
germination of. 85

Rust in Parsnips. 11

Salads, 57 : winter, 17

Savoys, 57
Saxifraga exarata, 63 ; S.H. Marshall.

165; S. Jenkinsiae, 165; S. Mini,

165: S. oppositifolia, 142; S. Pom-
padour, 165

Scientific Committee : — Abutilon,
variegated. 143: Albino Orchis
mascula. 227 ; Anemone Pulsatilla

forms, 202 j Bananas, cockroaches
among, 5!)

; Black Currants,
hig bud in, 202: Clown Gall,

25] ; Delphinium Ajacis, l'Ol' ;

Dionaea muscipula, 252 ; Drimys
Winteri, 251 ; (Jalanthus maximum
119; Juniperus virginiana galled,

227 : Mints. 59 : Narcissus, aber-

rant, 227 : Pelargoniums, varie-

gated, 227 ; Primrose, effect of

selection of, 202 : Primula sinensis,

"linkages" in, 119; Primulas,

British, 143; Prunus Pseudo-

eerasus, fruiting of, 227 : P. sub-

hirtella autumnalis, " Witches

Broom" on. 119: P. triloba, fruit

of, 227 ; Pyrus. a hybrid. 227

;

Richardia, triple spathed, 59 ;

Rumex alpinns. 119: Sehizanthus

hybrids, 202 : Scopolia carnioliea,

288: Serapias pseu.lo eonligera,

119

School gardening, 62
Scotland, frost in, 238
Scots fir as an ornamental tree, 139

Scottish allotment holders and hor-

ticultural instruction. 1

Scottish Horticultural Association and

the Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society, incorporation of the, 37

Scree plants, 78
Seats, permanent garden, 163

Seeds, the steeping of, 38
Shakespeare's Garden at Old Place,

Stratford-on-Avon. 19, 305

Shiri river. Upper, natural history

of the, 206
Shows and the entertainment tax,

26
Shrubs : Australian indoor, 5 : on the

north-east frontier of Burma, 42

Simonds. O. C. (Lansdrnpe Gardening),

243
Size in vegetables. 85
Smith. Annie Lorrain (.4 Handbook of

the British Lichens), 230
Smith. Henry O. (.1 Research on tin

Eucalypts ami Hair Essential oils).

.86

Snowflake, the first spring. 115

Societies :
— Aberdeen University

Forestry, 95 ; Anwoth and

Girthon Horticultural, 106 :

Association of Economic Bioh -

gists, 119, 143, 226 ;
Banff-

shire Hort., 95 ; Bath and West and

Southern Counties Agri.. 302 ;

Bath Gardeners, 50 ; Birmingham

Chrys., 62 ; Bolingbroke Allotment,

106'; British Florists' Federation,

50, 61, 83 ; British Mycological,

83, 134, 191 ;
Chamber of

Horticulture, 291 : Dumfries and

District Hort., 46, 95; French

Chrys., 62 ; Horticultural Club. 50,

95;' Huntingdon Daffodil, 210

Imperial Bureau of Mycology. 1 :

International Commercial Horticul-

tural Federation, 270, 302; Kew
Guild, 279 ; Leeds and District.

Market Gardeners', 143 ;
Man-

chester and North of England

Orchid, 35, 46, 94, 119, 143, 202,

251 ; Midland Daffodil. 203 :

National Auricula, 227; National

Chrys., 50, 83, 242; National

Dahlia. 37; National Rose, 17,

191, 305 ; National Sweet Pea, 122 ;

National Union of Horticultural

Workers, 131; Professional Gar-

deners', 47 ; Reading and District

Gardeners', 23, 47, 95, 155, 167,

227 ; Royal Caledonian Hort.,

95, 143, 227. 251, 302 ; Royal

Hort., 34, 59, 61, 82, 95, 107, 119,

130, 143, 155, 178, 227, 239, 251,

259, 278, 290, 313 ; Royal Hort. of

of Ireland, 226; Royal Nations

Tulip, 251 ; Royal Scottish Ar-

boricnltural. 95 ; Scottish National

Sweet Pea, Rose, and Carnation,

25 : Shropshire Hoi*., 294. 305 ;

Soeietc National? d'horticulture

de France, 301 : Twickenham Hort.,

203 : United Horticultural Benefit
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and Provident, 23, 47, 96, 167.

250, 251, 27S, 282 : Wakefield and
Northern Tulip, 279; York Floral

Pete and Gala, 182, 303, 305

Soil problems, 293
Sophora tetraptera var. mierophylal

223, 247
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Cecil, 125 ;

S.-L.-C. Falcon, 101 ; S.-L.-C.

Sunbeam. 75
Sorrel. 104

Spinach, 57

Spitsbergen, research in, 14

Spraying, dry. 301

Spray, lime-sulphur as a, 289
Sprint; manuring, 102, 130

Starch and sugar production, 145

Statice Iatifolia, 89
Stereum disease in Eucalyptus, 26
Stove, remnants of the, 22
Strawberries, red alpine, 209
Stronach, Alice (In My Garden), 38
Stulton House Gardens, Ipswich,

large trees at, 251
Sugar Beet industry for 1921, pros-

pects of the English, 134
Summer bedding plants from seed, 19

Sunflowers, silage from, 194

Swanley Horticultural College, 62

Swedes, garden, 57
Sweet Peas, 39 ; in the United

States, 26

Tacca cbistata, 177
Tecoma Hillii, rediscovery of, 149
Tennis in the Edinburgh parks, 170
Teratology of the genus Datura, 109

Terregles Gardens, Bumflies, 134

"The Compleat Florist," 119

Tibet, english flower seeds for, 85
Timber. British Columbian, exhibi-

tion of, 269; blown oak, 164;
Indian, 169

Tithe rent charge on land under
special cultivation, 217

Topinhel, the, 11

Trade notes, 47, 60, 84, 144, 168,
ISO, 227, 252, 280, 292, 304

Tree and shrub growth at Halifax,
Canada.. 247

Trees and shrubs, 7, 15, 29, 41. 63,

77, 115, 139, 151, 159, 171, 197.

223, 235, 247, 255, 273, 287, 297,

312

Trees, choice, in a Lancashire gar-

den, 238
Trials at Wisley : Antirrhinum.

253 ; flower and vegetable, 2 ;

Onion and Cabbage, 305

Trials, Potato, in Oxfordshire, 269
Trifolium repens pentaphyllum, 46

Tropaeolum speciosum, 125

Truelove, William (The Greenhouse),

182
Tulip, a new strain of early, 38
Tulip thieves, 299

Turner, Mr. Arthur, 270
Turnip Greens, 57

U

Udale, James (The Handy Boole of

Pruning, drafting and Budding),

123

Vaughan, Dame Helen Gwynne,
appointment of, 270

Vegetable, a new root, 122
Vegetable foods, 1

Vegetable trials at Wisley, 2
Vegetables, 10, 44, 80, 81, 116, 118,

129, 141, 176, 224, 237, 250, 257,
276. 301 ; January, 57. 80

:

February, 104 ; March, 152 ;

April, 200 : May, 257 ; June,
307 ; new sorts in season, 104 ;

quality in exhibition, 73, 104;
size in, 86, 118, 165, 190, 301,
312; the judging of, 97

Veitch memorial trust fund, 62
Veitch, the late Lady, 269
Vessels, ancient wooden, 282
Viburnum bitchiuense, 247
Viburnums, 77
Vines, mealy bug on, 34, 58, SO, 93
Vineyards : 'British, 34 ; Welsh, 10
Violets, the cultivation of, 56, 189
Voles, plague of, 138

W
Ward, Mr. KrNGDON, 122 ; sixth

expedition in Asia, 217, 234, 298
War Memorials : at Kew, 279 ; at

the' Node Gardens, Welwyn, 26 :

at Wisley, 73, 306, 307
Wasps in 1920, 11, 23, 80
Wart disease infected areas, a map

of, 74
Weather, wintry, 195
Wells, W. (The Culture of the Chrysan-

themum), 63
Welsh vineyards, 10

Wenvoe Castle, Glamorganshire, 43

Wheat, rust in, 23
Wheldon and Wesley, Ltd., 122
White, Mr. Alfred W., 134
Whytock, Mr. James, 283
Wilson, Mr. Alex. M., 182
Wilson, E. H. (A Monograph of

Azaleas), 295
Winter, Mr. Thomas, presentation to

98
Winter salads, 17

Winter spraying, cost of, 13S
Wire fencing, barbed, the indis-

criminate use of, 269
Wire netting, rabbits and. 130
Wisley, trials at, 2, 253, 305
Wistaria chinensis, 151 ; at Systou

Park, 202
Witherby, H. F. and G. (A Book of

Gardening for the Sub-tropics), 25
Wood, T. B. (The Chemistry of Crop

Production), 49
Woodward, Mr. J. G., 254
Worcester Auxiliary of the Gar-

deners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, 294
Worcester Chrysanthemum Sooiety

to be re-constituted, 282

Xerophyllum asphodeloides, 11

Yacon, the, 81

Yams, hardy Chinese, 18
Young, Mr. J., 306

Zoological gardens, spring flowers

at the, 248
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Abies koreana, cone of, 77 ; A.-

Mariesii, cones and foliage of, 103
Apples ; Allen's Everlasting, 300 ;

Lady Henniker, 153 ; Dumelow's
Seedling, a late crop of, 113 ; Lord
Hindlip, 177 ; Norman's Pippin,

129
Artichoke, the spindle - shaped

Jerusalem, 118
Azalea hino manyo, 257 ; A. obtusa
kurume var. Kirin, 260

Barnes, Mr. N. P., portrait of, 194
Basket of Roses presented to H.R.H

the Prince of Wales by the British

Florists' Federation, 213
Bowling green, plans of a, 289
Bullock, Mr. Arthur, portrait of, 4
Buphane toxicaria, 255
Butler, Dr. E. J., portrait of, 26

Cabbages Harbinger and April, at the

Vicarage Gardens, Aldenham, 301
Camellia Kimberley, 87
Carnation Laddie, 39
Carter and Co.'s, Messrs. J., gold

medal exhibit of greenhouse plants

at Chelsea show, 275
Ceanothus Veitchianus at Diynham,
Walton-on-Thames, 211

Chapman, Mr. F. Herbert, portrait of,

38
Cheal, Mr. Joseph, portrait of, 170
Chelsea Show, the King and Queen

at the, 271
Clematis Jeuneiana, 135
Collier, Mr. J., portrait of, 4

Coomber, Mr. Thomas, poi trait of,

230
Cotoneaster salieifolia var. floccosa, 7

Coutts, Mr. John, portrait of, 4
Crataegus orientalis at Aldenham, 41

Crindonna Memoria Corsii, 32
Crowea, angustifolia, 5

Cymbidium Dragon-fly, 101
"

Oypripedium Dixon Thorpe, 285

Daphne Cneorum at Bordean House,
Petersfield, 312

Dahlias, at Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons
Nursery, 225

Dahlias ; Hussar, 55 ; Lochnagar, 55;
Davidia involucrata var. Vilmor-

iniana at Bayfordbury, 115
Dendrobium Model, The liell var., 116
Dianthus Allwoodii var. Joan, 263 ;

D. Ruy Bias, 31 1

.

Dirca palustris, a flowering tree of

197 ; flowers of, 196
Douglas fir stems attacked by
Phomopsis disease, 45

Dracaena deremensis Bausci, 274

Erica melanthera, 3

Erigeron suhtrinervis, 185

Erinacea pungens, 273
Eucalyptus globulus in a Reading
garden, 93

Exacum affine, 189

Fib, Douglas, plantation of the Van-

couver and Colorado varieties of,

287
Freesia, an open-flowered type of, 231

Freesia Apotheose, 147

Gentiana septemfida, 299; G. sino-

ornata in a rock garden, 20 ; G.

Veitchiorum, 21

Grieve, Mr. James, portrait of, 110

Griffith-Boscawen, Sir Arthur, por-

trait of, 98

H

Harrison, Mr. John, portrait of, 146

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales accepting

a basket of choice fruits at the

Chamber of Horticulture, 206
Hydrangea walk at Fota, co. Cor!: 6

Ilex integra, fruiting branch of, 15

Ingram, Mr. George. J., portrait of,

50
Iris Lord Lambourne, 265; I. Pros-

pero, 89

Japanese Larch plantation at Bagley
Wood, showing density of crop and
clear ground, 297

King, Mr. David, portrait of, 86

Leak, Mr. G. W., portrait of, 14

Lachenalia Brilliant, 117; L. pallida,

283
Laelio-Cattleya Orange Blossom, 201
Lambert, Knight of the golden Tulip,

174
Leeks growing at Aldenham, 104
Lilium candidum in association with
Rambler Roses, 233

Lonicera Hildebrandtii, fruiting of, 23
Loquat, the variegated, leaved, 29
Lycaste Skinneri as grown at Ash

Lodge, Cambusnethan, 125

M
Magnolia Campbellii, a flowering

branch of, 171 ; flowering in Devon,
173 ; M. Veitchii, 159

Matthiola pedemontana, 195

Meconopsis speciosa, growing in

north-west Yunnan, 79
Memorial to Wisley students who fell

in the war, 307
Miltonia Venus var. Fascinator, 235

Monro, Mr. George, portrait of, 2

Moore, Sir Frederick, portrait of, 158

Myosotis Blue Bird, 123

N

Narcissus Enez, 187: N. Magnificence,

137 ; N. Minister Talma, 53 ; N.
Saint Dorothea, 221 ; N. Silver

Salver, 219

Oak forest at Belleme in the thicket

stage, showing the density of crop,

295
Oak forests at Bagl°y Wood,

Oxford, and B«lleme, France, 286

Odontioda Joicayi var. splendens, 245

Odontionia W. R. Fasey, 183
Odontoglossum crispo-Solon var.

Carminetta 309 ; Desdemona 11,

234

Pateman, Mr. T., portrait of, 4
Paul, Mr. George, portrait of, 242
Pear walk at Copped Hall, Epping,

209
Pentstemons at Claremont, Esher

207
Pettigrew, Mr. W. W., portrait of,

218
Picea Albertiana, 222
Pinus sylvestris, 139
Pear Josephine de Malines, 105

Plantation of the Vancouver and
Colorado varieties of Douglas Fir,

287
Polygonatum campanulatum, 8

Potatos : Carisbrooke Castle, 141 ;

Majestic, 129; The Bishop, 57;
Warwick Castle, 94

Primula Etna, 75 ; P. Mrs. Wilson,

161 ; P. scotica alba, 190

Prunus Pseudo-cerasus, 236, 237

Ranunculus pyrenaeus, 140

Rolfe, Mr. R. A., portrait of the late,

74, 204
Roses : Augustus Hartmann, 99 ;

Florence, 277 ; Lady Inchiquin,

51 ; Margaret Horton, 175 ; Padre,

199 , Phoebe, 191

Rose, the Royal gardener, presenting

a Pineapple to Charles II., 31

Sander, Henry F. C, portrait of the

late, 12

Saxifraga H. Marshall, 165
Scots Fir, the rugged beauty of the ,

139

Seats, two permanent garden, 162>

163
Seden, John, portrait of the late, 120
" Shadow garden " shown by Messrs.

Piper and Sons at the Chelsea

Show, 262
Shakespeare's Garden at New Place,

Stratford-on-Avon. views in, 17,

19

Sophora tetraptera var. microphylla,

223
Sophro-Lselio-Cattleya Palcon, 91;

S.-L.-C. Prince Hirohito, 259

Staward, Mr. W., portrait of, 5

Sutton and Son's gold medal exhibit

of greenhouse plants at the Chelsea

Show, 261

Thuya plicata at Bagley Wood,
showing clear stems and absence

of undergrowth, 297
Tulip Carrara, 249
Turner, Mr. Arthur, portrait of, 270

Viburnum bitchiuense, 247 ; V. fra-

grans, 111
Vines in bearing fifteen months

after propagation from eyes, 33

Violets flowering in a frame in

winter, 56

W
Wahlenbebgia serpyllifolia Malby s

White, 243
Wallace and Co.'s rock and water

garden at Chelsea show, 265

Ward, Mr. Kingdon, portrait of, 122

War memorial to fallen gardeners

at The Node, Welwyn, 27 ; at

Wisley, 307

Warren, Mr. W. Hedley, portrait of,

4
Washingtonia filifera in a Neapolitan

garden, 127

Wenvoe Castle, Glamorganshire, 43

White, Mr. Alfred W., portrait of,

134
Whitelegge and Co.'s rock garden at

Chelsea show, 266
Whvtock, Mr. James, portrait of,

282
Wilson, Mr. Alex M., portrait of, 182

Wistaria chinensis in the conserva-

tory at Syston Park, Grantham,
stem of the old, 202

Wistaria-covered fountain basin, 151

Wistaria multijuga, 149

Woodward, Mr. J. G., portrait of, 254

Worcester Auxiliary branch of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-

stitution, members of the execu-

tive of the, 294

Yacon, the, 81

Yams, hardy Chinese, 18

Young, Mr. J: portrait of, 306

SUPPLEMENTARY COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS.
Cvpripedium Penelope, January 1,

'

1921
Iris paradoxa var. Choschab., June

4 1921

Pear Beurre Diel, March 5, 1921
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Atebage Mxan Temperature for tbe ensuing week
deduoed from observations during the lust fifty
years at Greenwich, 38.1.

Actual Temperature :
—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street.
Ce/vemt Garden,, Ixradon, Wednesday Decern her J!l

10 a.m.: Bar 29.9. temp. 54u . Weather—Dull.

The discovery of the essen-
Vegetable tia l part played by accessory

Foods. food substances (vitamines)
in maintaining the healthy

state of the human body has led to renewed
interest among physiologists in the study of
nutrition. Although it cannot be said that
the results so far obtained do much more
than confirm the general practices of man-
kind, they are, nevertheless, laying the
foundations of a rational and economical
system of dieting and are showing, inci-

dentally, that the more fresh vegetables are
used for food, the greater is the likelihood
of all the many requirements of the growing
body being supplied. It is often taken for

granted that any one vegetable is as good a
food as any other, provided that it supplies
the same quantity of the essential food sub-
stances—carbohydrates, fats and proteins.
Experiment, however, shows that this is nol
the case and that even vegetables which are
excellent as constituents of a mixed diet are
insufficient if used disproportionately in a
diet. This is due, in part at least, to the fact
that the value of a protein (nitrogenous food)
depends not only on its quantity but also on
its quality. These essential foodstuffs differ
greatly among themselves in composition,
and since the human proteins are complex,
the raw material, supplied in the food, out
of which they are constructed, must be l»>tli

.ill' quale in quantity and sufficiently diverse
in composition. A protein may ho tokened i"

a necklace of many diverse beads. The funds
BUpply, or should supply, the beads, and the
body of the eater strings them together. If

some of the beads are absent the necklace

cannot be made, and the adornment of the

body—that is, its health-— is defective. An
example of this fact is supplied toy recent

studies of the dietetic value of Peas. As
everyone knows, Peas are remarkably rich in

proteins, and of all vegetables would seem
to constitute a perfect food. Yet, good as

they are, Peas are by no means perfect

articles of diet. Their proteins lack certain

of the "beads," and hence, to compose a per-

fect diet, Peas must be used with other
nitrogenous foodstuffs which supply the con-

stituents in which they are lacking. The
Italian peasant would seem to be one of the

wisest oif eaters. His daily diet consists of

between 2| lb. and 3 lb. of mixed food

stuffs. Of this amount all, save ij ounce
of meat, consist of vegetables—Wheat
(bread) about 1 lb. ; Maize (Polenta) 5 or

6 oz. ; Rice, an ounce or so ; Potatos, 2 oz.

or 3 oz. ; Peas, an ounce and a half
;
fresh

vegetables, nearly half a pound ; fruit, nearly

a quarter of a pound ; a little oil or ifat for

seasoning and a sugar ration of less than
half an ounce. Yet, on this all but meatless

diet, the Italian peasant flourishes. From
that class come the finest, or almost the

finest, navvies jn the world—men whose
strength and precision in the use of it must
command the admiration and respect of all

who love fine work. The reason for the

success of this diet appears to lie in its

diversity. Any one of these vegetables alone

would produce defects of nutrition, but taken

together thev provide the body with the Taw
materials which it requires. A second and
scarcely less important reason for the

sufficiency of the Italian peasants' diet lies

in the large amount (5 lb.) of freslh vege-

tables combined in it. We are apt to think

that from a nutritive point of view all

vegetables are more or less alike ; that the

Potato is as good as the Cabbage. This,

however, is not so. Recent researches claim

to show that vegetables may be classified

into two groups: the reserve organ group-

—

comprising seeds, tubers, etc., in which
carbohydrates and other food materials are

stored; and the living leaf group in which
vital activity is proceeding vigorously and
whose members, although not richly en-

dowed with reserve foods, contain all that

variety of material necessary for carrying on
the business of living. Of these two groups
the latter is, from the point of view of health-

giving properties, more important than the

former. Both should be used in the daily

dieting, but the fresh green vegetables should
by no means be omitted. Those who arc

disposed to treat the findings of science

irreverently may aver that this conclusion

points conclusively to another— namely, that

Nebuchadnezzar, alone of all men, knew
what he was doing when he exchanged the

luxuries of his table for a diet of grass !

Needless to say, no wise man argues with
a wit; but without subscribing to the extra-

vagance of that conclusion it may be laid

down as a certain fad that the people of this

country do not eat sufficient fresh vegetables,

and that the general health of the commu-
nity would be improved if a larger ration of

these food Stuffs were made a part of the

daih diet.

Our Coloured Plate.—The coloured plate pre-

sented with the present issue represents Cypripe-
dinm Penelope, 'lie elegant arose between Oypri-
pedrarrj Morganiae (Stonei x auperbiens) ami
('. auperbiens (Yeitrhii) recorded in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, July 22.1905, p. 74. when
shown at the Royal Horticultural Society's
mooting by the late I. Gumey Fowler, Esq. The
illustration, although noi prepared until some
years later, was from tbe same plant. The intro-

duction of c auperbiens a second time into the
ins- ha- given ;m a 1 Id it i. 11 ml grace and beauty to

this production of a very favourite class which
made its appearance in the famous Yeitchian
Nurseries at Chelsea in 1880 as C. Morganiae.
The plants of this section are specially worthy of

cultivation on account of their handsome foliage

and the elegant arrangement of their flowers,
which, in a warm intermediate house, last long in

perfection.

Scottish Allotment Holders and Horticultural
Instruction.—The Scottish National Union of

Allotment Holders is objecting strongly against
the proposal of the Board of Agriculture for Scot-
land to appoint three- horticultural instructors.

They hold the view that these aire unnecessary,
and, especially three, would be a waste of'

money. They state that horticultural education
is already provided by other bodies, and sug-

gest in the first place an Allotment Organiser
who will devote his whole time to the allotment
movement, and not occupy any part of it for

horticultural instruction.

Earlier Opening of Kew Gardens.—In accord-

ance with instructions issued by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries, the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, will be opened to the public

every day throughout the year from 10 a.m.

Hitherto, admission has been from 10 a.m. on
week-days during the summer months and from
12 noon during the winter months, while
on Sundays the gardens have been opened
from 1 p.m. throughout the year. The new
order admitting the public at 10 a.im. on all

days except Christmas Day oomes into effect

to-day (January 1).

Hamilton Palace Grounds as a Park for

Hamilton.—At a, meeting of Hamilton Town
Council on December 23, 1920, Ptrovost Sir H. S.

Keith intimated that the factor to the Duke and
Duchess of Hamilton had given him a note from
their Graces making over to the Burgh of

Hamilton twenty-two acres in front of Hamilton
Palace for recreation purposes, together with
various superiorities in what is known as the old

town of Hamilton, and a big wall which has for

a great many years hidden the Palace and
grounds from the public. The gift was accepted
t.nd their Graces warmly thanked for it, and in

moving the vote of thanks Sir H. S. Keith men-
tioned that they had in the properties gifted a
nominal rental value of £750. As the Provost
remarked, Hamilton had recehed a handsome
Christinas gift.

Gift of Estate to Falkirk.—At a recent meeting
of the Falkirk Town Council a letter

was read from Mr. Robert Dollar. San Francisco,

a native of Falkirk, to the effect that he would
increase the sum of £3,000, previously intimated.

to £5,000 to be devoted to acquiring the pro
perty of Arnotdale, to the west of the town,
and about twelve acres in extent. Mr. Dollar
indicated the puirposes to which Arnotdale might
be put, but left the council entirely free in the
matter. He suggested that ) art of the grounds
might be opened to the public at present and
afterwards other portions ; also that a play-

ground for children might be provided.

Mr. Dollar was cordially thanked, and his

generous gift accepted on behalf of the rate-

payers.

The Imperial Bureau of Mycology.—The
Imperial Bureau of Mycology is the outcome
of a proposal unanimously adopted by the

Imperial War Conference in 1918 that a central

organisation should be established for the en-

couragement and coordination of work through
out the Empire on the diseases of plants caused
by fungi, in relation to agriculture. The ("out

mibtee of Management consists of some of the

foremost biologists in the country, with Viscount

II in. .ml as their Chairman, and includes the

following members :—Professoi I. Bayley Bal

lour, Mr. \V. Bates-mi, Professor V. H. Black
man, 1'iofi firmer, Mr. R D. Cotton,

Professor H. II. Dixon, Professor J, B. Farmer,
Captain A. W. Hill. Professor W. H. I

Sir Daniel Morris, Mr. J. Murray. Dr. (•. II

l'etli\ bridge, Sir David Prain, Dr. A. B
Rendle. Mr. II. V Ridley. Professoi R \

Kolierston. Sir A. E. Shipley, Professoi \\

Somerville and Mr II. W. T. Wager, Dr E J

Butler, late Imperial Mycologist, Directoi of the
Research Institute. I'us.i. and Agricultural
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Adviser to the Government of India, has been
appointed Director, and has started work at

the headquarters of the Bureau, No. 17-19, Kew
Green, Kew (telephone, Richmond 603) ; this

site has the advantage of proximity to the hne
library and collections of the Royal Gardens,
with the Director and staff of which the

Bureau will work in co-operation. The funds
of the Bureau are entirely provided by con-
tributions from the various self-governing

Dominions, India, Egypt, and the Soudan, and
the non-self-governing Colonies and Protec
torates. It will work broadly on the lines of

the existing Imperial Bureau of Entomology at

South Kensington, and will aim at doing "for

the other gre;it class of destructive agencies in

agriculture, namely, the diseases and blights of

plants caused by fungi, what the older Bureau
has so successfully done in regard to injurious

insects. It will be a central agency for the
accumulation and distribution of information
and for the identification of specimens sent in

from all parts of the Empire. It is proposed to

issue, as soon as funds permit, a periodical
journal through which those interested in

mycological work in regard to agriculture will

be kept informed of progress elsewhere There
are at present over fifty officials engaged in this

work in the overseas parts of the Empire, while
the number of agriculturists, planters and the
like practically interested is legion. The effect

•of fungous diseases in reducing crop production
is great beyond calculation. A Canadian scien-

tist has estimated the loss caused by rust in

Wheat in the prairie region of Canada in 191 1

at 100,000,000 bushels, representing a value of

between £25,000,000 and £50,000,000. For the
same year the loss in the five chief cereals in

the United States exceeded 400,000,000 bushels.

The effect of this waste on the provisioning of

the world may be easily imagined.

Messrs. Dobbie and Cos Staff Entertainment.
—Just before Christmas, on the evening of

Thursday, Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd., enter-

tained their staff and friends to a conversazione
and dance in the Town Hall. Portobello. Under
the chairmanship of Mr. Wm. Cuthbertson,
J.P., V.M.H., supported by Mr. Robert Fife
and Mr. A. M. Bumie (the other two directors

of the firm), a company of about three hundred
sat down to tea, and amongst those present were
Messrs. Jas. Wood, O.B.E. (Scottish Board of

Agriculture), Norman M. Macpherson, Wm. H.
Gray, T. Anderson (Scottish Board of Agricul-

ture), and Wm. Douglas. After a short speech
by the chairman, in which he spoke of the pro-

gress of the firm during recent years, a most
enjoyable musical programme was carried out.

Between the items remarks were made by
Messrs. Wood, Macpherson, Gray, and Robert
Smith, the last named being the senior in

years of service with the firm. About ten

o'clock the hall was cleared and dancing was
engaged in by about one hundred couples till

the early hours of the morning.

Florists' Jubilee in Erfurt.—A festival is to be
held next June in Erfurt to celebrate trie

jubilee of the journal Bindtknnxt, which is

devoted to the art of the florist and floral

decorator. The arrangements are being made
by a committee, of which we understand the
English members are to be a representative of

Messrs. Pipers, Bishop's Road, Paddington, and
a member of the firm of Messrs. Gerard and
Co., florists. An exhibition of floral decorations

is to form an important part of the proceedings,

and social events of various kinds are to be
provided.

Cultivation by Dynamite.—An interesting
r.ooount of results obtair.ed by sub-soiling by
blasting a rich upland with a hard sub-soil is

given in The Scientific American, CXIX. 13,

1918. The subsoiluig was done by means of
dynamite, of which charges thirty inches deep
were exploded at intervals of 15 feet over the
area of an acre. Cotton planted in the same
ground yielded—blasted acre, 1,804 lb. : un-
blasted, 912 lb. Barley sown the next year pro-

duced 2,614 lb. in the dynamited and 1,849 lb. in

the untreated acre. In 1916 Cotton was again
planted, and the yield of the blasted ground was
exactly double that of the unblasted land.

In the following year Maize yielded in the dyna-
mited area 42^ bushels a.nd 3 loads of fodder;

in the untreated area 35 bushels and barely 2g

loads of fodder. The cost of the operation was
recovered several times over.

Flower and Vegetable Trials at Wisley.—
In addition to the trial of blue and lavender

Sweet Peas, already announced, the Royal
Horticultural Society will carry out in their

garden at Wisley during the prseent year, trials

of Candytufts, annual Chrysanthemums, Mari-

golds, new Dahlias, Herbaceous Lobelias, and
Perpetual-flowering Carnations; and among
vegetables, Cabbages for spring sowing. Savoys,

Celery, Celeriac, maincrop and late Potatos,

mid-season Peas, and Tomatos for growing under

glass. Seeds and plants for these trials are in-

vited, and the Director, R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley,

Ripley, Surrey, will send the necessary entry

forms on request. All seeds should reach him
by January 31, 1921.

Mr. George Monro.—We have pleasure in repro-

ducing below the portrait of Mr. George Monro,

of the firm of Messrs. George Monro, Ltd.,

Covent Garden, and as well known a personality

in the horticultural world as in the commercial.

The people who do business in the great market

of Covent Garden hold Mr. George Monro in the

highest respect and esteem because of his out-

standing business ability and unfailing courtesy.

MR. GEORGE MONRO.

It is given to few to win such esteem at a com-
paratively early age, but Mr. Monro's reputa-

tion extends beyond Covent Garden, and
there are certain Government offices wherein his

name is the first to be mentioned when first-

hand information or advice is needed on some
question concerning commercial horticulture.

During the war his peculiarly intimate know-
ledge of these matters was of the greatest value

to the state, and Lord Ernie, Sir Daniel Hall

and Dr. Keeble would be among the first to

acknowledge the services he was able to render

in connection with food production and food

imports. In the war period, Mr. Monro took
the leading part in conducting tlie extensive

business of Messrs. George Monro, Ltd., while

his elder brother served in the army and his

late lamented father was feeling the weight of

increasing years. This, with its attendant
worries, would have been sufficient employment
for most men, but Mr. Monro added to his

responsibilities by joining the Metropolitan

Special Constabulary and became an inspector

in the Headquarters Detachment, of which he is

now Assistant Commandant. It was during the

war that Mr. Monro, with others, felt the need
of a centra'l body which would do for horticul-

ture what the Chamber of Agriculture does for

the sister industrv. He assisted in founding the

British Florists' Federation, the trade associa-

tion of flower growers,, flower salesmen and
florists, and was its president in 1917, 1918 and
1919. The assistance this body was able to render

its members led Mr. Monro to consider the needs

of commercial horticulture as a whole, and he felt

these needs could best be met by the establish-

ment of a Chamber of Horticulture wherein all

sectional interests might be gathered into one
strong unit for the good of all. It is due to the

initiative energy and generosity of Mr. Monro
that the Chamber was formed. By his personality

he attracted to this cause many of the most pro-

minent commercial horticulturists, and thus he
was able to found the Chamber with every pros-

pect of success. The need of the Chamber of

Horticulture is patent to all who take a broad
view o-f the future of the horticultural industry,

and it will continue its excellent work just so

long as it is supported by all sections and not-

hampered by sectional jealousies. Besides being
president and moving spirit of the Chamber of

Horticulture, Mr. Monro is a member of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Narcissus and
Tulip Committee, and of the Committee of the

Horticultural Club. The horticultural . charities

find in Mr. G. Monro a most valued

supporter, and he is especially active

in assisting the various schemes promoted
by Covent Garden salesmen for raising

funds in aid of the Gardeners' Royal Bene-

volent Institution, the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund, hospitals in the neighbourhood of the

market and other good causes.

Erica melanthera.—Among the several South
African Heaths which have contributed so

delightfully to the decoration of many a home
during the present festive season Erica

melanthera was conspicuously good and beautiful.

In certain years this Heath is not such a success

as in the one just ended, but the climatic con-

ditions prevailing in 1920 appear to have suited

E. melanthera uncommonly well, consequently

both Mr. Philip Ladds and Messrs. J. Sweet and
Sons placed wonderfully beautiful examples en
the market, and these were eagerly purchased.

The plants were profusely flowered and elegant,

the beauty of the tiny white blossoms being en-

hanced by the intensely dark, almost black,

anthers. The flowers are also slightly fragrant.

The plant illustrated on p. 3 (Fig. 1) represents

a specimen grown by Mr. Philip Ladds, at

Swanley Junction ; it was 2^ ift. high, in a 48-

sized pot, and after being three weeks in an
ordinary dwelling room where gas is the

illuminant used, it is still a " thing of beauty."

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago.

—

Journeyman Gardeners.—Among the
many communications which appear in the
C'/uonicle, I find nothing respecting the condi-

tion of the journeyman gardener, who has to

struggle on against adverse circumstances on
the poor pittance of 9s. a -week, which are the
general wages in Scotland, and on this sum
they ace exipected to maintain a respectable

appearance (which they in general do), but to

how many privations do they subject them-
selves in doing this ; and, moreover, to attain

any proficiency in the business they must pur-

chase books. Now, supposing them to have
acquired -a pretty fair share af education be-

fore they commence their apprenticeship, and
this I hold to be absolutely necessary, books
on horticultural subjects can scarcely be said

to be within the reach of men who earn only
9s. per week although in most places of any
consequence they have lodgings and firing, j.

am not aware how the journeyman gardeners'

conditions may be bettered, bmt this is a
" consummation devoutly to be wished "

;

should you, however, or any of your corre-

spondents, put in a word in their behalf, some-
thing might be done, for I imagine, that if

gentlemen were made fully acquainted with
the case in all its bearings, they would raise

the condition, and endeavour to increase the

comfort of those who must one day succeed
the men who are now their masters.

—

J. M'l.
(In our opinion, men should not become gar-

deners who have not friends capable of as-

sisting them with the means required for tbtir

education. Journeymen gardeners should, I'ke

other people, put the saddle on the right horse).

— t,ard Chron., Jan., 3, 1846.
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ORCHIDS IN 1920.

Distinct advances have been made in most
matters pertaining to Orchids during 1920, show-

ing unmistakable signs of increasing interest in

these charming plants, and indicating the

return to nearly normal times so lar as

altered conditions will allow. The Royal

Horticultural Society's shows and fortnightly

metings and the regular meetings of the

Manchester and Nortk of England Orchid
Society have invariably been well sup-

ported during 1920. We see by the stagieg

ot some exhibits from the Westonbirc

collection, exhibits from Sir H. S. Leon,
the Duke of Marlborough, Dr. Miguel Lacroze,

J. J. Joicey, Esq., E. R. Ashttii, Esq..

C. J. Lucas, Esq., and others who are now
taking a more active part in showing, in-

cluding A. J. Hollington, Esq., long missing at

shows, but who put in an appearance again last

year—that a revival is taking place

The Royal Horticultural Society's awards during

last year give additional proof m this direction,

the Orchid Committee having given twenty-six

First-Class Certificates, and seventy-two Awards
of Merit, also a number of Preliminary Com-
mendation Certificates in 1920, as against four-

teen F.C.C.s and sixty A.M.s in 1919. The
year's pictures of new Orchids bring the

Society's collection, with records and particulars

of award on the back of each, up to 2.609.

Taking the plants to which a First-Class Cer-

tificate was awarded as the best representatives

of excellence in the year (although the greater
numbers of distinctions were Awards of Merit,

mostly to less mature plants expected to take
the higher award later) we find that Sir

Jeremiah Gorman's Gatton hybrids, and notably
the Gatton blue hybrids, were frequently seen.

Two of his best plants were Brasso-Cattleya
Gatton Lily var. Triumph and the superb
Odontioda Gatton Glory, shown at Chelsea,
Among those securing the lower award was the

very remarkable Aerido-Vanda Mundyi. Baron
Bruno Schroder's crowning effort was the noble
group of Lae'.io-Cattleya Schroderae, for which
he gained the Gold Medal, and his grower, Mr.
J. E. Shill, the cultural Lindley Medal, on
December 14. At the same meeting he secured a

F. C. C. for L.-C. Schroderae var. gloriosa. He
received similar awards during the year

for Brasso-Cattleya Amber, Cattleya Heliodor,
Laelio-Cattleya San Juan. The Dell var., L.-C
Mrs. Willoughby Pemberton, and L.-C. Ivanhoe
superba
H.T. Pitt, Esq., Stamford Hill, the oldest and

most consistent grower in the London area of

species as well as hybrids, gained many awards,
his latest and best successes being the two
T.C.C.'s for the noble Cypripedium Forest King,
and the large, ruby-red Odontioda Juno, Pitt's

variety, at the last meeting in November last

year. W. B. Fasey, Esq., Snaresbrook., took
the highest award for Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya
Muriel var. magnifica, a noble pink flower of

fine substance. This exhibitor conies out on
top for Awards of Merit, his fine exhibits,

chiefly erf Odontoglossums, receiving no fewer
than twenty such awards.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park,
Leatherhead, opened the year with a First-

Class Certificate for the richly coloured Odon-
tioda Nada, Ralli's var., on Jan. 13, and con-

tinued with similar awards for the true blue

Yanda coerulea King of the Blues, and the per-

fect Odontoglossum St. George, Ralli's variety.

heside securing his share of other awards. The
very remarkable Miltonia Bleuana Reine Elisa-
1 otii. for which Monsieur Firmin Lambeau re-

ceived the highest award, was the only Con-
tinental exhibit of note.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., have been suc-

cessful in introducing some new types in Mil-
tonia crosses, as well as other uncommon plants.

The best during the past year wore the handsome
Odontoma Pittiao and 0. Gladys, Miltonia Har-
woodii Excelsior, and Odontioda cardinalis.

while the fine, dark-coloured Puylste
Memoria Joseph Charlesworth, shown on
October 5. marked the regretted loss of the
Eormi head of the firm. Messrs. Arm-
trong and Brawn, Tunbrkige Wells, have been

large exhibitors, especially of their line strains

of hybrid Odontoglossums and Odontiodas, two
of their best being the noble Odontoglossum
Victory Supreme and Odm. Sir Harry Veitch,

the small plant of which showed rich, ruby-red
colour. F.C.C.s were also obtained by this firm

for two noble forms of Cypripedium Memoria
F. M. Ogilvie and the large yellow and white C.

Florence Spencer, Chardwar variety.

Messrs. McBean, Cooksbridge, always to the

fore with Odontoglossmrs. showed one of the

largest ;3nd best in 0. Everest, which gained a

F.C.C., on March 23; their large, white Cattleya

Cowanae alba secured a similar award on

and C. Memoria F. if. Ogilvie var. Excelsior,
being grand hybrids.

Hyisrid Orchid List.
Very large numbers of fine hybrids are

recorded in the list we issue periodically, com-
piled by ilr. Jas. O'Brien, V.M.H., and which
is intended to maintain the continuity of the
records after the last list published in book
form some years ago. The additional number
recorded in the interval is approximately 1,400,

thus enabling these who were thoughtful to n.eep

their records rp-to-date and form a basis on
which to check reputedly new hybrids. The
list has been eminently successful and much

Flo. 1.—ERICA KBLANTHEBA.
1'. -'.)

the same occasion, while the showy Sophro-

Laelio-Cattleya Meuse, var. magnifica, was
honoured on March 9. Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co., Jarvisbrook, who in their Gold Medal
group, recently showed a profusion of Brazilian

Oncidiums, indicating that they were still faith-

ful to the imported species, have exhibited and
had recorded a large number of hybrid Cattle-

yas, Laelio-C'attleyas and other hybrids, their

Brasso-Cattleya fitae gr.mdis (F.C.C.) being

the largest and best of tin- yellow and pink

section.

Messrs. Plory and Black, Laingley, frequently

showed worthy examples of their hybrids in

Disas, Sophro-Cattleyas, Cattleyas and Odon-
Messra. Sanders, St. Albans, were regular

exhibitors of good novelties, Cypripedium W

appreciated. Bui the records indicate .bat the

Bhowiest hybrids are crossed "in and tn,

resulting in a merging of types into one wet ion,

and the exi lusion of colours such as the

scarlet of SophrouitlS, which was the object of

such crosses. Many such .losses made on to

the larger Bower result in forms practically

i,, Laelio-Cattleya whereas the reverse

,.,,,..•* v, ...i
] probablv show more of the scarlet

tint. Albino and yellow hybrids arc now [reel)

obtained and probably otner c< mbin itiona re

ed which, later, will give greater variety.

|. |a to 1"' regretted thai the raising ol line

. true from seed is Badly neglected! What

Bid be done than to I

of Phalaenopsis amabilie I.'

arid simi] IT useful Orchids and rare -

who li are t'.'- 1 dj "'- out, true ,

'

1'"" 1 see&
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The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bj T. Pateman,

The Node,
Gardener to C. A. Cain. Esq., J. P.,

Codicote Welwvn, Hertfordshire.

Forewords The vegetable grower should aim

at a high standard of cultivation, for well-grown

vegetables are by far the most economical to

U s fl and
amply repay
for t'ha little

extra time

r, n d atten -

tinn they in-

volve. Deep
cultivation £i'

thj soil ia

essential in

the growing
of high-class

produce.
Where space

is limited,

m r. n y at-
tempt to
grow too
much, and
crowding is

as fatal to

success as any other error in cultivation.

Forced Vegetables.—At the time of writing
there is every prospect of a good supply
of vegetables being available during the
winter, but where possible the grower should
endeavour to supplement these with a few dishes
of Asparagus, French Beans, Seakale, Carrots,
etc. Facilities for producing early vegetables
are often very meagre in gardens. Aspara-
gus is especially valued during the winter, and
at this season of the year is best forced in pits

furnished with hot water-pipes, as they permit
of admitting air under almost any conditions,
and plenty of ventilation is essential for pro-
ducing high flavour. This vegetable may, how-
ever, be forced on hot beds made of fermenting
materials consisting almost entirely of leaves,
which should be trodden tightly together. Such
a bod will produce a mill and lasting heat.
A bottom heat of 65° to 70° and atmospheric
warmth of 55° to 60° are suitable for forcing
Asparagus. Place about 4 inches of soil on the
bed of leaves and pack the roots of the Aspara-
gus lightly together, covering them with about
3 inches of soil. Use water sparingly at first,

but in no case let the roots suffer from drought.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collieb, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Oilman. Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Management of the Hot-Water System The
present time may be reckoned as the middle
of the resting or slow growing season, but even
in the coolest house ia little fire heat should

be used at
all times. Air
should b e

admitted in
ace o rdanc e

with the out-
side c o n -

ditions, a s

venti 1 a tion
with fire heat
is preferable
to keeping
the house
closed with-
out artificial

warmth. In
advising this.

I am aware
that more
Orchids are
spoiled b y
the use of

excessive fire-heat than from any other cause.
Therefore, exercise the greatest care in the
management of the hot-water apparatus at .ill

seasons Frequently too little piping is provided,

whereas, with more pipes the heat may be

modified with great advantage to the plants. The
extra cost of the pipes is small in comparison
with the cost of fuel in endeavouring to maintain
the requisite temperature with too little heating
surface. The various structures in which Orchids

are grown may be grouped into four divisimis,

viz., (1) East Indian house, (2) Cattleya house,

(3) Intermediate house, (4) Cool or Odontoglossum
house. The atmospheric temperatures at night

in the aforesaid divisions should be as nearly as

follow : (1) 60° to 65°, (2) 55° to 60°, (3) about
55°, (4) 50° to 52°. The temperatures I hiaive

given should be governed more or less by the

weather conditions. When it is extremely cold

a degree or two below the figures stated will

cause less harm to the plants than an excessive

amount of fire heat. The higher degrees should

be maintained whenever the external tempera-

ture ranges between 30° arid 40°. By day the

higher figures mentioned saould be adhered to,

and whenever the temperature is raised several

degrees by sun heat, the plants will be greatly

benefited thereby, provided the atmospheric con-

ditions of the house are suitable, and the

necessary amount of fresh air admitted. The
warmth from the hot-water pipes may be

economised by utilising protective coverings

over the roof exterior, but the covering should

always be removed early in the n.orning.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Bv Arthvr Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Temperatures.—Too much importance cannot

be attached to the regulation of the temperatures

of the fruit houses in the early stages of forcing.

Much un-

foreseen
mischief may
be caused by
m aintaining
high tem-
peratures by
the use of

e x cessi v e
fire heat, and
it is safer to

err on the
side of a
slightly
low'er tem-

p erature
when severe

frost prevails

than to main-
t a i n a
strictly set

degree of

temperature.
Pot Peach
trees started

early in December will now be showing signs of

active growth, and there may be some drop-

ping of the buds. This need cause no alarm

provided the trees have not received a severe

check at any time by becoming dry at the roots,

or from any other cause. Very little water at

the roots will be needed at this stage, but on
no account c-hould they be allowed to become
excessively dry. On bright days the trees may-

be syringed overhead, and if the temperature of

the house rises by solar heat to 50° a little

ventilation may be given, but the house should

be closed again early in the day to conserve as

much of the sun's warmth as possible and
thereby reduce the need of artificial warmth.

A night temperature of 45° is suitable.

Pot Figs.—To fmit pot Figs successfully early

a good bed of leaves and litter from the stable

is necessary for plunging the pots in. By this

means moisture and warmth at the roots may
be maintained without the need of the water-can

and bottom heat. The bed, consisting chieflv of

Oak leaves, should be made up a few days-

before the trees are plunged, to allow the

material to settle and provide a steady warmth.
An overhead temperature, of 55° will not be too

high and will allow of a humid atmosphere,

which is most important throughout the season

of growth.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By \Y. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Planting Operations.—At the time of writing,

wintry weather has stopped the work of plant-

ing all kinds of fruit trees. Those recently

planted
should have
tho surface

soil about tho

roots andstems
mulched with
partly -

decayed
manuro as a

p r o t e c tion

from sever.:

frost, like-

wise, thoss
that arj not
yet planted,

but heeled
in. With the
advent of
mora favour-

able weather,
arrears in

planting should be completed as quickly
as possible. Overcropped trees, or those
showing signs of weakness, should receive
a dressing of bone meal—lightly pricked
into the surface (if the soil—before being
mulched ; the stimulating properties of this-

fertiliser will improve the condition of
Ihe partly exhausted surface soil, as well as-

assist in attracting the feeding roots of the
trees to the surface Pears growing on the
Quince stock, and especially those planted
against walls, will readily respond to this
liberal treatment. Advantage should be taken
during frosty weather to wheel manure on
the land, for the mulching of bush and other
trees already in their permanent quarters
Ground not already prepared for planting
should be trenched or dug accoidint; to the
circumstances of the case. Deep trenching is

net in all cases necessary, for by that prac-
tice the surface or more fertile portion of the soil

is buried too deeply, and often a cold reten-
tive clay—as in this district—or in other cases
a hungry gravel, is brought to the surface, in
which the roots of the Hardiest trees will make
but little progress. Strong wood is also pro-

duced, which, continuing to grow late in the
season, is seldom sufficiently ripened; hence,
few fruiting buds are formed. Encouraging
the rocts to grow near the surface, by roo!

pruning and surface feeding, is desirable, even
in the case of the hardiest of fruit trees.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Coutts, Royal BotaDic Gardens, Kew

Bedding Schemes.—The scheme of flower bed-

ding is best drawn up when the various subjects

are in flower, as it admits of remedying faults

or weak
|

points in the
arrange-
ments. This-

i s essential

where a for-

mal flower

garden ha&
to be bedded
out in a de-

finite colour

scheme, and
w h e r e, at

least, a por-

tion of the
plants. for
example Pe-
largoni u m s,

Pentstemons,
and Calceo-

larias have to

be propagated during the autumn. Pelar-

goniums and Calceolarias are not employed

to the same extent as formerly, due
partly to a growing reaction against the

too common use oi such flowers and
Lobelias. Pelargoniums take up much valu-
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able house space during the winter, for they
require to be kept dry and fairly warm,
necessitating the use of a considerable
amount of fuel, which at the present time can
ill be spared for such subjects. Fortunately,
there are plenty of other beautiful plants that
may be raised from seed early in tire year, suit-

able for colour schemes in the flower garden.
The Antirrhinum alone offers a "wide range ol

beautiful colours, the different varieties coming
true from seed, if the latter is procured from
a reliable source. If a few rogues do appear
in any particular variety they may easily be
detected in the seedling stage by their different

leaf characters. For general purposes the in-

termediate type is best, while the dwarf, Tom
Thumb varieties may be used for small beds, or
edgings. The taller varieties are useful for fur-

nishing large beds or grouping in the mixed
border. Tuberous-rooted Begonias are very use-

ful, and plants raised from seeds sown this

month may be bedded out towards the end of

May or beginning of June ; as also may the
fibrous-rooted, semperflorens group of Begonias.
There are many other suitable subjects that may
be raised from seeds. Thus where no definite

bedding plan was prepared last sasor., it should
lie made now, and the required seeds ordered
without delay.

Annuals for Bedding.—Successful bedding
schemes may be made with hardy annuals, but
(hey are best confined to special borders, or
isolated beds, where they may be replaced by
later flowering subjects, such as hardy Chry-
sa nthe minis, or China Asters.

INDOOR PLANTS.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Staward, Gardener to C. Morewood Palmer,
Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Chrysanthemums—These plants have done
flowering, except a few late varieties. Cuttings
of the large flowering varieties should be

insert e d
singly m
small p o t s.

Shoots from
the base of

the plant
make the
best ciil-
tings, and
they should
be rooted in

a temporary
frame filled

with fine,

sifted ashes
in which the
pots may be
plunged, and
the cuttings
kept near
the glass.

A suitable compost for raising cuttings consists
of good sifted loam, leaf auuild and sand. The
soil should be made fairly firm in the pots after
inserting the cuttings, and afterwards be soaked
with water lu settle it.

Richardia africana.- Attention should be paid
In Arums coming into flower, and the syringe
should be used freely. If green-fly makes its
appearance fumigate the house as soon as oppor-
tunity affords, that is when the foliage and the
plants' surroundings are dry.

Calceolaria—Greenhouse Calceolarias should
be watered carefully, and have as much air as
the state of the weather will permit. Grow the
plants near the roof-glass to ensure sturdy
growth. In times of frost they should be
removed to a safer quarter. Calceolarias thrive
in a cool house, but in every stage of their
growth they are quick to resent neglect or care-
less treatment. The plants are especially sus-
ceptible to injury by a dry atmosphere
Tuberous-rooted Begonias.—Seeds of these

Begonias should be sown in order to have plants
in a condition to bloom satisfactorily during the
summer. The seed pans should be placed in a
temperature of about 60°. From a good strain
of seed it is easy to raise a fine stock of plants
possessing the highest decorative qualities, with
I lie probability of securing some striking
novelties equal in merit to named varieties.

AUSTEALIAN INDOOR SHRUBS.

Many beautiful and interesting greenhouse

shrubs from Australia, that were most popular

forty to fifty years ago, have almost disappeared,

and are forgotten by a great number of gardeners

of the present day, doubtless many of them
being lost to cultivation. Fashion in plants and
flowers has completely changed since that time,

especially in those suitable for indoor decoration

and for supplying cut blooms. There is, how-
ever, room for the cultivation of many of the

old favourites, and they would give a great/

Fig. 2.

—

crowea angtjsttfolta ; flowers deep
I'.l rsll PINK.

amount of pleasure to those who grow them.

Amongst a few that should find a place in any

ordinary greenhouse are the following :

—
Elaeocahpus reticulati's (cyaneus).— Tli k is

a most delightful evergreen flowering shrub, in

bloom, during July and August. The axillary

white flowers, with beautifully fringed petals,

are produced with freedom. The dark green

leaves are serrated and netted with veins, mak-
ing a pleasing contrast to the white Bowers

The seeds, divested of the pulp and polished,

make handsome necklaces. The plant is eapily

propagated from seed, or from cuttings of

ripened young shoots inserted in sandy SOU

under a bell glass, or frame, with slight bottom
heat.

Acacias.—Many of these are well known
spring flowering plants, with Bowers of various

shades of yellow. A few of the best are A i is

armata, A. cordata, A. dealbata (Silver Wattle).

A. Drnmmoiidii, A. gr.indis, A. linea/tft, and A.

Riceana. They are easy of culture, and may be
propagated from cuttings made of shoots taken
off at the joint and inserted in sand and peat
under a bell glass in slight bottom heat.

Chorizemas.—These are very free, spring-
flowering shrubs of easy culture, having flowers
of red and yellow. C. C'handleri, C. cordatum,
C. Henchmannii, C. Lowii, and C. splendens are
the best for garden purposes. Cuttings made
of half-ripened side-shoots may be inserted at
any time during the spring, under a bell glass,
in sandy soil, with slight bottom heat.

Crowea angustifolia (see Fig. 2).—This is a
very free-flowering evergreen shrub of graceful
habit, with deep blush coloured flowers. The
plant continues in bloom for several weeks din-

ing the months of July and August. C. latifoha
(saligna) is a pretty, dwarf, compact plant with
clear pink flowers, and is larger than C. angusti-
folia, both in flower and foliage, but not so

graceful in habit. The Croweas do not root
freely from cuttings, but do best grafted on
the common Correa, such as C. alba. Select
u ell-ripened young shoots for grafts.

Boronia Megastigma.—This popular plant is

generally known as the Australian Violet. It
is of remarkable slender habit, with erect
branches. The flowers are copiously produced
from the axils of the leaves, and are lemon-
yellow inside, while the outside is of dark
brownish purple, and the blooms, have a delicious
aromatic fragrance. One or two plants are
sufficient to perfume a room with their delight.
ful scent, and the flowers retain their fragrance
for a long time after they are gathered. Other
good garden varieties are'B. Drummondii, pink;
B. elatior, rosy-red; and B. heterophylla,
purplish pink. All these species are worthy of
cultivation.

Leschenaultia biloba major.—This is a very
striking plant, with intense, pure blue flowers
It should deservedly occupy a very high place
in every collection of greenhouse plants.

Aotus cracii.i.ima.—This is a graceful, slender
plant, producing dense spikes of yellow and
crimson flowers in May. It grows 2 feet to 3
feet tall, and is a valuable plant for grouping
purposes.

Grevili.ea Preissei.—The distinct, delicate
pinnate and hi pinnate bright green foliage ren
ders this a charming plant for plant houses.
The flowers are deep bright red marked with
yellow at the tip. G. Forsteri is also a pretty
flowering shrub, with large, reddish scarlet
trusses.

Genetyllis (Darwinia).—G. fimbriata, G.
fuchsioides, and G. tulip ifera are compact ever
green shrubs, with small. Myrtle. like foliage,
and flowers of reddish crimson, and scarlet
shades. When fully developed, they form large
specimens suitable for exhibit [on purposes,

PrMEi.EA.—P. decussate., red ; P. Hendereoaii,
rose; and P. spectabilis, bluish white, are useful
evergreen shrubs that flower freely during April
and May.
The last six kinds of plants may be propagated

easily from cuttings made from the pi mis of the
young shoots. They should he inserted in sandy
soil under a bell glass in slight warmth. As
soon as they are rooted, they should be plan',

I

in small pots, using a compost consisting of two-
thirds turfy peat, one-third light fibry loam,
and silver sand. The plants should be shaded
from direct sunshine whilst they are young and
"'•»l\ potted. Other good Australian shrubs in

elude Eriostemon, Correa, Dracophylluni,
gracile, Gastrolobium, Boaufortia, and Treman
ilia, but those described are the besl a d ni"st

admired. John Hail, I'.l/ //

Our Almanac.— We shall publish in our

issue of January S, a •• Gardeners' (In

Almanac f»r the year 1921, In order t<> make,

ii as useful as possilblt for reference, w< snail tr

obliged U of Horticultural, Botanical

and Allied Societies, or any of our oomspondents,

irill send us IMMBDIATB] INFORMATION of

all fixture* for the present year.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
Letters for Publication, « well as specimens of plants

for naming, should be addrcsesd to the EDITORS.
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London. Communications should 'be wbitten on one

side only of the paper, sent as early in the week

as possible, and duly signed by the writer. If desired,

the signature will not be printed, but kept a* a guaran-
tee Of good faith.

Mr. REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND
EXPLORATION IN ASIA.

No. 24.—The Season Closes.

NOVEMBER ushered in a new scene. Quite

suddenly the rain ceased, the clouds

were scattered, and hlazing brilliant

days alternated with frosty, moonlit nights.

Above 10,000 feet everything is now dead and

brown, as when we arrived, though the winter

snow has not yet fallen. The Rhododen-

drons begin to shed so rapidly that one

plucks their seed-heads in such a flying

cloud of wasted seed as might give the

sensitive hay-fever. But if the heights

are sad and depressing in death, the valleys

are still smiling. The Rice crop is at last

yellowing to the sickle in the few cultivated

flats, and on the open, barren bluffs Luculia is

in its fullest loveliness. I had first seen this

in bloom in July, on the gloomy cliffs that

hedge in the Ngaw Chang River; it had seemed

to me a lovely thing enough, but not quite up

to the beauty denoted by its specific name.

But in October it comes into bloom higher up,

in light coppice or on ridges and rooky spurs

;it 6.500 feet; and then you do indeed under

stand why it is " gratissima

From afar I took those blobs of colour for

a new autumn-blooming Rhododendron, and it

speaks sufficiently for the loveliness of Lucuiia

that I should at length have realised the truth

without any disappointment, when I came over

the limestone shoulder into close view of those

neat 6-foot boshes, dotting the barren slope,

and all snowed under with their weight of

great heads of pale-rose blossom exquisitely

though subtly fragrant. In fact, 1 do not

think there can well be a more entirely beauti-

ful flowering shrub in the world than Luculia

gratissima. And, what is mores I see no reason

why it should not be easy and general in culti-

vation. Away with hot-houses and cosseting

and coddling indoors ! The plant is so obviously

on the very verge of being hardy (to say no

more) that I should certainly experiment with

it as such. And, anyhow, it would stand out

gloriously in the summer at least, rather pot-

bound and in a limy soil (it is here perfectly

indifferent on this point, but the best masses

of all were on limestone), and go into a cold-

house for the winter. I have only to add that

my hopes of seed from those goodly bushes

were blasted a few days later, by seeing that

limestone spur, far below me, turned all black

;

the peasants had burned that strip quite bare,

regardless of Luculia. But I do think we

have been on a false tack with this treasure.

It ought to become a popular plant. Some

years since the R.H.S. distributed seedlings as

Luculia gratissima from Upper Burma seeds,

I cherished my specimen into a lanky tree of

12 feet, and wondered why it never showed me

a flower, till now. having seen the real thing,

I see that that impostor was never Luculia

gratisfiiima at all. So let no one be dis-

couraged by past failures.

• The previous articles by Mr. Fairer were published

i» oai issues for June 21, June 28. July 12, August 9,

August 23. September 6, September 2", October 18,

November 1 November 22, and December 6, 1919;

January 3 'jamuary 17, February 7, February 28,

March 20 April 24, May 29, July 10 July 31, September

4 O»toker 2 and December 4, 1920.

Late autumn still has some fine sights- in the

valleys. There is the great Lobelia, 8 feet high

and more, a stat:ly fountain of long, weeping

branches, set, all up, with pale, purple flowers;

and on the open slopes and in the marshes,

and even in the very rills themselves, there is

also the Giant Thistle. This forms huge

rosettes of sriny foliage, so handsome that I

expected nothing more ol it ; but the stems

(solitary and monocarpic) come towering up to

15 feet in September, and unfold, atop, a

branching head of pendulous, yellow flowers

A finer or more stately sight for the wild-

garden could hardly be imagined. Then there

is the climbing Ragwort, a trailer over bushes,

with airy corymbs of yellow flowers, so elegant

and so bright that- 1 never thought I could like

a Ragwort so much. A rival species attempts

quite a different line of charm, being a stiff

sub-shrub, with ample conical heads of yellow

above handsome silvery foliage. But this, 1

fear, really does bloom too late to be of much
hope for English gardens. The only other re-

markable Ragwort here will surely, I think, be

known .is an introduction of Forrest's, for it

On this limestone stratum it is interesting to

note the incidence of Rhododendrons, so ob-

stinate is the popular belief that they dislike

calcareous formation? -whereas the only thing

they do always insist on is vegetable soil. On
the limestone of the Feng Shui Ling, indeed,

I saw no new species nor any great multitude of

Rhododendrons (in the beginning of November
a new Rhododendron might easily elude

notice); but ail the larger Ilpimaw species

were quite as much in evidence here, as

there.

I also paid my respects to Primula Beesiana

and i'renuila helodoxa "at home," though of

course the sere dead stalks had long been

stripped of seed. P. Beesiana seems to me to

delight in more damp than the others, and to he

more a lover of open ground. It abounds in the

cosier hollows of the coarse open meadows,

and gives a hint of its possibilities by the way
in which it grows plastered on the wet clayey

w;,lls of the ditches. It was only up above, in

the forest, that I saw the nobler P. helodoxa,

though of course the grown-up Sedges in the

fields below may have obscured its relics. Any-

FlO. 3.—HYDRANGEA \V

(See

occupies glades and marshes and open meadows

about the Feng Shui Ling Pass—a very stately

thing, with eight-foot spikes of clear yellow

flowers.

From all this it will be gathered that I did

at last duly bring off my expedition to the Wind
and Water Pass; for Feng Shui Ling means no

more, though it sounds more learned. But to

go questing novelties on ground already ran-

sacked by Forrest and Ward is like trying to

find a new race of Alpines on the Rigi ; nor did

I have any other object in visiting this Pass

than to hunt for a certain marvellous Cypri-

pedium <if which Ward found only two flowers,

which he described as solitary, spssile. port

wine coloured, and of such size that "a baby

could put its foot in them." I also found one

specimen of a Cotoneaster, which I believe to be

C. adprpssa, sheeting an open limestone cliff in

foliage and red berries. For this is the one in-

terest of the Feng Shui Ling: it is the solitary

considerable eruption of limestone in these

parts, though otherwise a tedious bit of country,

with the hills all low and insignificant, and all

so densely clothed in forest that you p-ass by

the Boundary Cairn of Burma and China quite

unnoticing, so coyly does it lurk in the depths

of the woodland.

ALK AT FOTA, CO. CORK.
P. 7).

how, in the opener stretches of the woodland it

abounds at the path-side, loving the fat, wet,

whitish limestone mud that is so trying and
sticky to traverse. Which inclines me to be-

lieve that in the shelter of forest lies our best

chance of establishing P. helodoxa permanently,

in such damp calcareous bogs a? these. In

spite of all that has been said of its hardi

ness, my own personal relations with P. helo-

doxa have hitherto been brief and unhappy ; nor

have I much general confidence in the consti-

stution of plants from country so low and
wooded and southerly as the Feng Shui Ling.

The third of its Primulas is P. fragilis, which

depends on the mossy curtains of silt that hang
from the limestone cliffs of the Cypripedium.

But there is nothing about P. fragilis to indi-

cate any shattering degree of beauty or garden

value to outweigh the notorious miffiness of the

Yunnanensi's group.

And now the tale of this year, rich in results

beyond my highest, hopes, is at an end. Next
year I hope the tale will be no poorer, for l

hope to work a long way North of this, in the

same range indeed, but in a district where i

am led to expect opener country, with less of

forest and Bamboo, and more of limestone.

Reginald Farrer.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

Apples and Pears.

The botanist who sets out to classify flowering

plants soon comes to the conclusion that some of

the characters he finds in them are of

"classificatory " value, others, he believes, have
no such value in distinguishing one species from
another. Even the most ardent maker of new
species gives little heed to such characters as
colour and flavour. It is quite otherwise when
the attempt is made to classify the products of

the garden. Then colour and height, texture
and flavour, relative hardiness, and season of

maturity are things not to be ignored. Rather
are they characters to be regarded as of first

importance, because it is upon these and such
as these that the value of garden plants depends.
The objects aimed at by the philosophical
botanist and the describer of garden plants are,

of course, not the same. The former is more con-
cerned with the problems of descent; the latter

more with making a scheme by which the name
of an unknown variety can be ascertained with
certainty. The two meet on common ground in

their endeavour to give a recognisable word
picture of the things they set out to describe.

The work of the describer and classifier of gar-

den varieties is both easier and more difficult than
that of the systematic botanist. More difficult

because he has to take count of characters often
more minute and very often more evasive than
has the systematist of wild floras ; easier because
he need allow less range of variation in the forms
he describes. Both fail of their aim when they
write descriptions from or base conclusions upon
the examination of too few samples.
On the whole the classification of Apples and

Pears probably presents more difficulties than
is the case with other fruits, for their colour is

largely dependent upon conditions of which we
have the very vaguest conception, their flavour
largely upon soil and locality, their size

upon soil fertility, their fruitfulness

and their season upon, among other
things, the surprising vagaries of our
English climate, and the details of their shape
upon the accidents of insect attacks. Bearing all

this in mind we take up a book classifying and
describing Apples and Pears with the expectation,

at best, of finding it partially successful and
we should be little surprised to find it a failure.

Furthermore, such a book challenges comparison
with a classic out of print long ago, but until

now the only English book of weight in these
matters: we mean, of course, Dr. Hogg's Fruit
Manual. It is the more gratifying, therefore, to

find that the latest book* need fear nothing by
the comparison. It is easier to use, the descrip-
tions are accurate, clear, ignore unnecessary de-

tails, but include all important ones, give par-
ticulars of growth and leaf form as well as of
fruit, and a note on the synonyms, history and
source in every case where known, correcting
such details where errors occurring in the
Fruit Manual have been brought to light.
Furthermore, the descriptions are so drawn as to
show the possibilities of variation. We offer the
author our most cordial thanks for having com-
pleted so well a work that has long been needed
and which few would care to have attempted,
and none could have accomplished better, and we
thank him for giving us a reference to a depend-
able illustration where such exists. The classifira-

tory tables, those aids to the discovery of the
identity of an unknown fruit, are based upon the
characters of the fruit alone and have as their
basis colour and flavour, form and season.
Hogg's classification depended largely upon the
characters of the core and were often difficult to
follow. This should be much easier, and if

allowance be made for local and seasonable varia-
tions should rarely lead to a false start.

It must not be thought that all Apple and
Pear names known in England are referred to.

Many, including cider fruits, are omitted
altogether, as well as some well known locally,
such as the Sussex " Forge," but as it is some
700 names of Apples and all the well-known
Pears are included. There is some little lack of

consistency in spelling of names and in giving
cross references here and there, as, for instance,
on page 49 a description of " Dummelous
Seedling " is sandwiched between " Duke of
Wellington " and " Dummelow's Seedling," both
of which are referred to " Wellington," while
from " Wellington " we are referred to
" Dummelous Seedling," the form in the classi-

ficatory table being " Wellington," to which also
" Normanton Wonder " and " Belle des Vennes "

are referred, while the form " Dumelow's
Seedling " has not a separate line as it should
have. Further, this Apple could not have been
raised " in tTie latter half of the nineteenth cen-
tury," since Ronalds figures it in his Pyrui
Mains Brentfordiemsis, published in 1831.
Similarly we have Manx, Manks, Mank's Codlin

;

Bismark and Bismarck ; Rosebery and Rose-
berry ; Reinette de Canada, Reinette du Canada,
and so on.

plant that it makes it unnecessary to add much
by way of descriptive letterpress. Anyone look-
ing at it must realise at once the long, narrow,
widely spaced, alternate, dark, furrowed leaves,
with their white underside well shown where
one or two have been reversed, the slender
twigSj and graceful semi-pendulous growth.
What, however, cannot be shown in a black and
white illustration is the brilliant, scarlet shade of
the tiny berries, as bright, if not brighter,
than those of our native Holly. The varietal
name floccosa, which means " woolly," as
descriptive of the down that covers the under-
side of the foliage.

The plant which stood for this picture has
a height of 9 ft. and a spread of 13 ft., and is

between ten and twelve years old from seed.
It was discovered by Mr. Wilson in Western
Szechuan during 1906, at an altitude of some
2,600 metres, and was raised at Aldenham From
seed most kindly sent me by the learned Pro-

FlG. 4.—COTONEASTER SALICtFOLIA VAR. FLOCCOSA. R.H.S. AWAHli OF MERIT, NOVEMBER 2, 1920.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

.1 Hiiniriuiuk iif Fruit: Apples mill Peurs. Rv K. A.
Buny&rd. 205 pp. sm. 8to- London John Murray.
Price 7/6-

COTONEASTER SALICIFOLIA FLOCCOSA.
During the autumn and winter of 1920 almost

all members of the Cotoneaster family, including
the old-fashioned, C. frigid)., have been loaded
with fruit, and have formed a notable ornament
to our gardens, and certainly the one whose
name heads this note (Fig. 4) forms no excep-
tion to the rule. I doubt if there be any other
genus which modern collectors in China have
done more to increase our knowledge of than
that of the Cotoneaster, and the comparison of a

list made now with one of fifteen years ago
would show a surprising enlargement.
Although some of these plants are pretty

enough when covered with their small, whit,'

flower's, yet it is mainly for their fruits that they
are to be valued, and especially because these,

since they present comparatively little attrac-

tion to birds, remain for a long while in evidence.
The illustration of C. sahcifolia floccosa so

admirably reproduces the characteristics of the

fessor Sargent, to whom both Aldenham and
myself owe so much. This species has, 1 am
nhid to say, proved perfectly hardy, though
severely tested, for it passed uninjured through
the ordeal of one degree below zero. In con-
clusion, 1 must not omit to mention thai on
November 2 last it gained, what I hope I may
be pardoned fur regarding as well-deserved, the
Award of Merit of the RH.S. Virari/ Gibbs,

Aldenham Hi usi . Eletree.

BLUE HYDRANGEAS.
I enclose a photograph (see Fig. 3| which

shows a portion of a woodland walk, about one
hundred yards long, at Fota. Hydrangeas are

planted on both sides of the walk, and when in

full -bloom are very attractive. The flowers are

all blue, and it is surprising what a long time

the trusses remain in good condition. At the

present time (December) the flower trusses are

changing from blue to rose colour, and will

eventually turn green. Planted at the bail; ot

the Hydrangeas are fine clumps of Arundinaria

Falconeri. -Ernest Bec&elt, Fota Gardens, Go
Cork.
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HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
LYCHNIS WALKEEl.

This Lychnis is understood to be a plant of

hybrid parentage, between Lychnis I Agros-

ternma) coronaria and L. Flos-Jovis. It is a

valuable subject for the border and far superior

to L. coronaria, Inasmuch as it has more of a

perennial than a biennial character. I first re-

ceived it many years ago from the late Rev. 0.

Wolley-Dod, in whose county of Cheshire it was
raised, I believe by Mr. Walker, of Chester.

I have it planted well up on a rough rockery,

and it looks much better there than would be
expected, seeing that it is generally considered

more suitable for the border than the rock garden.

Among the taller rock plants it does not appear
loo big, but planted with the choicer gems it

flower there continuously for three months in

the later summer and eairly autumn of 1920.

ASPHODELUS RAMOSUS.
When on a visit to my home in Caithness

eleven years ago, I found Asphodelus ramosus
in flower in my brother's garden, where it had
been growing for over thirty years and was
then a strong clump. The flower spikes of my
plant grew nearly seven feet high and the four
spikes produced 645 flowers; the first three
opened on June 1, and blooms continued opening
each morning until the 28th of that month. It

was a great attraction to passers by and was
much admired, some getting so enthusiastic that
they brought their friends to see it. We have
also a beautiful speci.nen of the Salix babylonica
in our garden, over 40 feet high and 40 feet in

diameter. Neil Sinclair, Bournmlle.

Fig. 5.

' &
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PLANTS FOR THE BOG OR STREAM-SIDE.

The following is a list of moisture-loving sub-

jects, suitable for planting in bog and water
gardens, or by streams. In most cases I have
given the heights and a short description of the
slifferent subjects.

Acorus Calamus, commonly known as tlhe

ciweet Flag, is useful for planting either direct

in the water or in marshy soil. There is a very
pretty varieitv with silver variegated foliage.

Arundo Donax, the Great Reed, has magnificent
Bamboo-like steins some ±2 to 13 feet high,

and is a very handsome foliage plant. There
is a dwarfer form with green and white striped

foliage; the latter is a very suitable plant for

a sheltered nook. Many of the Astilbes are

adaptable for wrater-side planting, and their

pink or white Spiraea-like flowers are very
pretty in their season. The plants are from
2 to 4 feet high. Caltho palustris, the Marsh
Marigold cr King Cup, is delightful for water-

side planting, and there are double as well as

single varieties. These plants produce masses
of yellow flowers early in the spring. Carda-
mine pratense fl. pi., the double Cuckoo
Flower, is another early-flowering British plant,

suitable for growing in very damp soil. The
trusses of flowers are developed on stalks about
1 foot high. This is an excellent plant for a

damp, shady place. The Cimicifugas have
ornamental spikes of pure white flowers, whicli

appear in late summer and autumn. Their

height is about 4 feet.

Of the hardy Orchids Cypripedium pub?£Ctns

and C. spectabile, two hardy Slipper Worts,
make fine plants for the bog. and, if they are
planted in peat and leaf-mould, they will grow
and flower with freedom. Dodecatheon, known
as the American Cowslip, includes may graceful

species that will succeed in light, sandy soil,

but the sit lation should not be excessively wet

for these plants. Thev grow from 1 ft. to 2 ft.

high. Epilobium, the Willow Herb, in both

tin: pink and white varieties, includes charm-
ing plants for the water-side, especially in the

wild garden. They require plenty of room, as

they make underground shoots that spread and
form big clumps. Their height is about 4 feet.

The larger-growing species if Funkia are fine.

bold foliage plants, and they also produce
pretty spikes of pale-blue, Lily-like flowers.

These are suitable for the water-side, and will

grow some 2 feet high, Gunnera manicata and
G. soabra are both perfectly at home by the

water-side, but they require plenty of room,
as they develop enormous leaves on long, spiny

foot stalks. These plants are not perfectly

hardy, and it is best to plant them in a place

sheltered from strong winds. In winter the

crowns should be protected with such material

as dry bracken Fern. Several of the Gentians

are suitable for our purpose, including Gen-
tiana Andrewsii, G. a^clepiadea and G. Pneni-

monanthe. These plants succeed best in a deep,

light soil.

Helonias bullata is a very showy plant, pro-

ducing bottle-brush-ldke heads of pink flowers,

which grow to a height of 1 foot. Hemerocallis,
the Day Lily, should be planted in variety.

The plants are very effective with their long,

narrow foliage and numerous yellow or orange-

coloured flowers. They grow from 1 ft. to 3 ft.

high. Heracleum giganteum, the Giant Cow
Parsnip, is very suitable for planting near
.;iter in the wilder parts of the garden. They
have large, round leaves, and enormous umbels

of while flowers, the inflorescences growing

from 8 feet to 10 feet high.

Iris Kaempferi is a delightful species for

planting just above the water level. These
Japanese Irises are amongst the mor-t showy
of water-side plants (see Fig. 6). The large single

or double flowers have a wide range of colours.

The common yellow Flag, Iris Pseudacorus,
is suitable for planting in shallow water. There
is a variegated form that has pretty green

and yellow leaves; a most effective plant. Ir;s

sibirica, with flowers of white and various

shades of blue produced above the long grass

like foliage, is very effective from May to July.

The height is 2 to 4 feet. Juncus effusus aureus

striatals, the Golden Striped Bush, is a very
pretty foliage plant for w_

et land.
Lobelia syphilitic), of which there are nume-

rous coloured varieties, including blue, white,'
and rose shades, make fine patches of colour
along the water side. These plants grow about
2 feet high. L. cardinaiis is a charming scailet
species that blooms in late summer and
autumn. It grows about 3 feet tall. Lysi-

machia includes species wiih white and yellow
flowers, the plants ranging from li foot to 5

feet high. Lythrum, the Purple Loose Strife,

cs quite at home by the water-side. There are

various fine varieties, including Bose Queen and
Brightness. Beautiful spikes of pink blossom
are produced by these plants from June to

August, and are. some 3 to 4 feet tall The
scarlet Mimulus cardinaiis is a very showy
plant for wet land. Its height is about 2 feet.

M. luteus is a fine yellow species which makes
a suitable companion to the ether, and grows

tatam are two ornamental foliage plants with
pink and white flowers respectively. The blos-
soms are followed by large, coral-coloured fruits
which are very ornamental. Of the Primulas
there is a wide selection. Some of tiie best

are P. denticulata and P. cashmeriana, both
of which have round heads of blue llowers.
There are also white forms of these species, both
of which grow 1 foot high. P. jaiponica has
whorls of dark red blossoms. The newer P.
pulvernlenta, a crimson flowered species, and
P. Bulleyana, with orange and scailet blossoms
on spikes some 3 feet tall, are also valuable
for water side planting P. rosea grandiflora
is a little gem. for a damp spot, as it grows only
some 6 inches high. Rodgersias are very beauti-
ful ornamental foliage plants, producing spikes
of white flowers some 2 feet to 3 feet high.

Saxifraga peltata is a fine plant for damp
spots; the pink and white flowers are followed
by large, bronzy, peltate foliage. Seirpus

Fig. 6.

—

a pleasing association of aquatics and boo plants.

about the same height. Monarda. the Berga-
mot, does well in a damp situation; the red,

purple or white heads of flowers are very at-

tractive The plants are some 4 feet tall.

Myosotis palustris. the Water Forget-me-not. is

a general favo .irite and lasts a long time in

flower. Pamassia palustris, Grass of Parnas-
sus, produces white, green-veined flowers that

are very showy in late summer. '1 he height is

1 foot.

'

Phragmites communis aurea is a pretty golden

variegated form of the Water Reed and glows
4 feet high. Phormium tenax, the New Zea-

land Flax, is a plant of noble appearance with

tough, sword-like leaves that are about 4

feet long. Physostegia virginica has pink

flowers, and there is the white-flowered alba.

The blossoms are very pretty, and their ason

is summer. Height 3 feet. P. spcoioaum is a

useful autumn-flowering plant with pink

flowers. It grows taller than the last. Many
of the Polygonums, or Knot Weeds, are band-

some foliage plants for the water side and are

ps fnl for any position. They -'i-.iw from 4 to

8 feel tall. Podophyllum E di and P pel-

lacustris, the true Bull Rush, has large, round,

quill-like leaves that grow as much as 8 feet-

high. Some of the Senecios are suitable for the

bog garden, especially S. Wilsonii which has

large corymbs of deep orange flowers on spikes

-r 4 feet, and tall, bold, rcr.nd foliage,

Spigelia marilandica, the Maryland Pink Root,

is a charming plant with narrow leaves and

spikes of tubular, red flowers tipped with

pellow. The height of this plant is 1 foot.

Spiraeas of all kinds should be freely used fcr

water side planting, as not only is their foliage

ornamental but they give handsome spikes of

white, pink, or deep red flowers and range in

height from 2 ft. to 8 ft. For early summer
effect nothing is better than Trollius planted

in bold patches, the various kinds producing

large clumps of blooms in shades of yellow and
i inge. Many of the Feins are especially

adapted for damp places, notably the Oaimmdas,
Onoclea sensibilis, and Lastrea Thelypteris Or

tall-growing subjects suitable I u associating

with these plant- nothing is better than the

members od the B*miboo family, many of which

will grow almosl in the water, i '. ./.
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WELSH VINEYARDS,

THE CASTELL COCH AND SWANBRIDGE
VINEYARDS, 1875-1920.

When, in the year 1875, the late Marquis

of Bute conceived the idea of attempting to

resuscitate the making of wine in this country

from Grapes grown in the open, and for that

purpose planted the first portion of his vine-

yard at Castell Coch, near Cardiff, predictions

were not wanting in plenty that the attempt

was bound to meet with failure. That experi-

ment, after being conducted over a period of

45 years, has now been brought definitely to a

close, for the vines, both at Castell Coch and

at Swanbridge, were uprooted in 1920, and

the land devoted to other uses. The ex-

periment was undertaken seriously, and it is

therefore fitting that, before committing it to

the lumber of failures—for, it must be frankly

admitted, such it.'was—it should receive some
final review. In undertaking this, I shall

confine my remarks to essential points; readers

desiring fuller information, with regard to the

cultivation and to the methods of wine-making

practised, are referred to the Gardeners

Chronicle of September 9, 1893, and September

15. 1894—also to my father's paper in the

Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society,

vol. XVII., page 95.

The vineyard at Castell Coch embraced 3J

acres, and" was situated 5 miles to tb.3

north of Cardiff (latitude. 51° 50 N., and

longitude 3° 10 W.), and 6 miles from the

shores of the Bristol Channel.. It occupied

a gentle slope facing south-welt, with a mean
height above sea-level of 150 feet. From
north and east it was sheltered by the hill

behind, and it should be remarked (as bearing

upon the damage done by mildew), that this

hill was thickly wooded. The soil is a light,

fibrous loam, two feet deep, over-lying lime-

stone. The vineyard at Swanbridge (5 acres),

which was not planted until 1886. was situated

5 miles to the south-west of Cardiff, and within

a half-mile of the Bristol Channel. It also

occupied a slope facing south-west, with a mean
height of 120 feet above sea level. There were

here no sheltering plantations. The soil was
similar to that of Castell Coch, but its depth

was oTily 8 inches.

With respect to the climate of the district.

the following records, taken at the Cardiff

Municipal Meteorological Station (203 feet above

sea level) indicate the nature of the climate.

The average annual bright sunshine is 1.615

hours; mean temperature. 49.1°; rainfall

40.20 inches; relative humidity. 84 per cent.

After a series of trials the varieties of vines

were reduced to one, Gamay Noir, a variety

grown extensively in the colder wine-produciag

districts of France.
The system of planting was that generally

practised in the northern parts of France. The
vines were planted in rows 3 feet apart, the

plants 3 feet distant in the rows. The rods

were trained vertically to stakes 4 feet high,

3 to 5 rods to each plant, and these were cut

back annually as close to the ground as was
practicable. Routine cultivation included the

regular stopping and tying of the vines, ami

keeping the soil free from weeds. Manuring
consisted in applying a thin top-dressing of col-

liery manure about every three years.

The vin^s proved perfectly hardy. In soin !

years, however, the canes did not ripen thor-

oughly in autumn., and it occasionally hap-

pened that the young growths and flower clus-

ters were injured by frost in. spring and early

summer. Summer growth was always luxu-

riant.

The Vine Mildew (Oidium Tuckeri) had been

noticed on occasional vines prior to 1895, but

there was nothing in the nature of an epi-

demic. In that year, however, it broke out

with such virulence at Castell Coch that the

whole field was affected, and the crop of fruit

entirely ruined. Spraying with Bordeaux
mixture, both here and at Swanbridge. became
henceforth part of the regular routine work,
but up to the end the disease reappeared an-

nually at Castell Coch. though with varying
intensity, and the crops were always more or

less affected. The disease diil not appear as

an epidemic in the more open vineyard at

Swanbridge for some years later, and the effects

upon tho fruit crops were never so destructive.

Phylloxera never made its appearance at either

vineyard.
The degree of ripeness attained by the fruit,

and more particularly its sugar content, are,

of course, by far the most important points to

be noted in judging of the success of the ex-

periment. There were onily seven years in

which thorough ripening was attained; the re-

maining seasons were merely indiffe.'eit, when
only partial ripening was attained, or thor-

oughly bad, when there was no crop at all.

Most unfortunately the annual records of the

saccharinity of the must do not appear to

have been preserved, and I am unable, there-

fore, to give anything but fragmentary details

with regard thereto. This much is, however,
certain, that in no single year throughout the

whole course of the experiment was the natural

production of sugar sufficient for the require-

ments of wine making, and in consequence
varying quantities of cane sugar had to be

added to the must. In 1887, a glorious year.

considerable quantities were added. The year

1893 was one of the warmest and finest witr in

recollection, with a mean temperature of 3.2°

above the average; the fruit ripened thor-

oughly, and produced the record quantity of 40
hogsheads of must. This juice, however,
measured only 29° of saccharinity, as against

a required 32°. In spite of this deficiency, it

was decided to add no sugar, with the result

that nothing better than a vinegary liquor was
produced from that year's vintage. Another

outstanding year was 1911, with 252 hours of

bright sunshine beyond the average, and 1.5°

excess in mean temperature. Vet it was found
hit '-~my in that year to add 3A lb. of cane

sugar to every gallon of expressed juice. In

later years, the expedient was resorted to, in

some cases, of making good the deficiency by
fortifying the wine with brandy, and the re-

sults were good. It should be added that, on
account of the impossibility of obtaining sugar
during, and since, the War period, no attempt
was made at wine making after 1914.

Until 1893 the Grapes were pressed imme-
diately after crushing, and the juice run off

free from the pulp; in consequence only white

wines were made up to that year. From 1893
onwards the crushed Grapes were allowed to

remain in a large vat for upwards of a week
before the must was run off, and the pulp
pressed. In. this way the juice partook of the

colour of the skin, and red wines were made.
With regard to the quality of the White wines,

opinions were various. " A luscious golden

wine," and " resembling a first-class still cham-
pagne " were some of the published comments.
" Reminded us strongly of Barsac or Haut Sau
terne," wrote the editor of the Gardener*'
Chronicle. On the occasion of my father's

address before the R.H.S., in 1894, Mr. W. N.

G. Lance, as a chemist, "considered that the

samples of wine on the table were most excel-

lent as a British production; not only of full

alcoholic strength, but containing an agreeable
• amount of acid tartrate, as well as aroma

far in advance of Grape wines generally

manufactuned in this country." A red wine
(fortified) of 1900 was described by an expert

ais
" of full body, a very good wine." Finally

a trade catalogue, under the heading "Welsh
Wines; Canary Brand"—after stating that
" although the wines oannot yet be said to

possess the delicate nrcma and flavour of the

best foreign wines, they are eminently honest

and wholesome "—proceeds to quote eight

•sorts with such descriptions as these :
" Big

soft wine, medium dry'," and "Full rich wine."

The wines were at first offered for sale,

direct from Cardiff Castle Gardens, at the all-

round price of 60s. per dozen, but no serious

attempt was made t . push trade until in 1897

a firm of well-known London wine merchants
(Messrs. Hatch. .Mansfield and Co.) were ap-

pointed agents for the Welsh wines. The prices

quoted in their catalogue ranged from 48s. per

dozen for an 1885 wine to 36s. for a wine of

1892. In the early stages fair business re-

sulted—the purchasers, no doubt, being actu-

ated mainly by curiosity—but, I understand,

this trade soon fell off. Little further was done

to promote sales, and stocks were allowed to

accumulate until this year, when an amount

of something like 90 hogsheads was disposed

of—to a vinegar merchant.

In view of the foregoing results, the conclu-

sions would seem to be clear that, in similar

climates, and under the conditions described,

viticulture in this country holds out no pro-

mise of success. There is obviously something

wrong with the climate wheu in the most

favourable of seasons it is found necessary to

resort to the artificial addition of sugar or (as

in some cases) of alcohol. It has been shown

that quite tolerably good wines may be made by

the expedients described, but they are not the

genuine products of the English climate.

Moreover, it is clear that they can never com-

pete in the market with wines imported from

countries enjoying more suitable climates.

I suppose people will still be found to main-

tain that there are records of good wines

having anciently been made rm this country,

and therefore that they can still be produced

in situations more favoured than Castell Coch.

That there were vineyards in England in old

times cannot, be doubted; but, with regard to

their productions, I very much suspect that

they were, after all, " nought but grape vine-

gar, which fools call wine." A. A. Pettigrew,

Booth Park; Cardiff, December 8, 1920.

VEGETABLES.

EARLY PEAS
Undoubtedly the surest cf all methods of

obtaining early Peas is to sow the seed under

glass and transfer the seedlings to the open

when the plants are ready and suitable

weather conditions prevail. Sow six seeds

an inch apart in a 31-inch pot filled with

light, rich soil, covering the seeds to a depth

of two inches. The seed may be germinated in

a Peach house or vinery that has just been

started for forcing, or the seed pots may be

placed in any warm house. The seeds should

be sown early in January, and when the seed-

lings have made about two inches of top

growth they should be removed to a cold

fiame to become hardened before planting them

in the open. If sown later than the middle of

January, place the seed pots in a cold frame

at the time of sowing, unless the weather is

severe. Failing pots, use shallow boxes When
transplanting the seedlings in the open, remove

one side of each box. The work can then be

done with very little disturbance of the roots.

About the middle of February, or a little

later, the plants should be ready for planting

in their permanent quarters Choose suitable

weather for the. work, and plant in a warm
border. The rows should be a little wider

apart than the height to which the plants will

ultimately attain. After planting draw a few

inches of soil to the stems, insert the sticks,

and mulch with three inches or four inches

of light, half-decayed manure. It is an excel-

lent plan to place a few Spruce branches on

each side of the row to afford protection.

On fine, sunny clays these may be removed m
the morning and replaced at night, until the

plants are making steady progress; then no

further protection will be needed.

As soon as the condition of the weather per-

mits early Peas may be sown in the open on

well-drained, deep, rich, loamy soil. The

choice of sites for the different sowings is very

important, and calls for most oareful con-

sideration. A warm border sheltered by a

wall, facing south and open to the morning

sun, with shelter from the east winds is an

ideal site

The soil for Peas should be trenched two

spits deep, more if practicable. That is to

say, unless the subsoil or any part thereof is

of such a nature as to make it inadvisable to

bring it to the surface, in whioh case bastard-

trenching or double-digging must serve. In

the case of heavy soils, horse-n'anure should

be incorporated with the lower spits, while

oow-m inure should be used in light, sandy land

to consolidate the soil and make it more re-

tentive of moisture. Concentrated fertilisers
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may also be applied to the surfaoe and dug in.

Alter a few days the soil will settle and seed

sowing may be commenced. Take the precaution

if rubbing the seeds in red lead before sowing,

and. 'here mice abound, set traps to natch

them I prefer to have the drills sis inches

or nine holies wide and three inches in depth,

and cover the seeds with two inches of soil.

With Peas, as with all other seeds, it is a

common failing for the grower to sow too

thickly. However, early 1'eas should un-

doubtedly be sown considerably thicker than
late ones, because losses usually occur from
various causes; if all goes well it is an easy

matter to thin the plants before staking them.
One pint for a row twenty- five yards long is

a suitable quantity.
The seedlings in their very- early .stages must

be protected from birds, either by Pea guards
or by placing strands of black thread criss-

cross over the rows at a height of about three

inches. This should be done immediately after

sowing the seed. Supports will be require 1! by
the plants when they reach a height of six

Laches. Short, twiggy branches should first be
placed on either side of the low, and the longer

stakew, which constitute the permanent sup-

ports, outside of these. Where slugs are

troublesome, dust the plants and the ground
on either side of them with a mixture of soot

and lin.e. Birds also do much harm to the

buds and pods, and nets should be suspended
over the sticks to baffle them. Good varieties

for this sowing include Sutton's Pioneer, 2 ft.,

one of the best sorts, producing large and dark-

green pods on strong growth ; Hundredfold
2 ft.; Little Marvel, 20 inches; Carter's Eight

Weeks, 15 inches. Daffodil, 18 inches

;

and Chelsea Gem. Among other varieties

ranging from 2\ ft. to Z\ ft. in height, the

following are also reliable. The Pi'ot, Cartel's

Early Morn, Giant Lightening. Snowdrop,
Sutton's First of All, World's Record. Early

Giant. William the First, and Thomas
Laxton. James A. Paice.

THE TOPIHHEL

This recent introduction by de Noter is

reputed to be a cross between the Jerusalem
Artichoke (Helianthus lubcroans) and the Eel enti

(H. macrophyllus), and to hear larger tubers than
the Helianti and a bigger crop than the

Jerusalem Artichoke, the tubers being more
regular in shape. This unpropitious season, 12

plants of Topinhel in my garden gave an
average of 3 lb. 10 oz. per plant, whilst 22
Jerusalem Artichokes (all on fresh ground) gave
a yield of 2£ lb. per plant, so that so far the
claim has been justified.

The tubers are fairly regular and fusiform in

shape so that they are more amenable to the
peeling process without the notable loss that is

incurred with the often very irregular tubers of
the ordinary Jerusalem Artichoke. The skins have
a faint tinge of dull reddish colour. By repu-
tation, they should weigh about 15 to the kilo-

gram, but from my observation they are short of

that this season, for the ratio is about 19 per
kilo or 65 to the 1 lb. ; the tubers of the original

Helianti are stated to he much smaller and only
to scale 50 or 60 to the kilo.

The plant resembles the Jerusalem Artichoke,
and, like if, reaches a height of 10 to

12 feet : the heavy winds cause damage
when full growth has been attained, and
we treated the plant like its congener
by affording supports of stout stakes at the
corners of the patch and strings tied across from
these. The tillers, when cooked, are soft and
white like the Jerusalem Artichoke, and are pre-

ferably to be steamed rather than boiled; no
doubt they would do fried, mi gratin, or in curry.

In flavour they are more delicate and without
that "twang" which is most pronounced in the

purple variety of the Jerusalem Artichoke and
which is objectionable to son..' palates. Like the
•Topinamlioii! or Jerusalem Artichokf—the chii

food store seems to be in the form of sugar;
11.11 Toscopii ally some inulin can be seen, but

starch is absent. //. E. Ihirhnm.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor* do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

Potato Majestic—Continuing my notes of last

season re this Potato, 1 may state that I have
grown it this year from seed saved from our own
crop of last season. Practically all the seed had
to be cut, some of the sets into as many as six

pieces, and the resultant crop was of uniformly
god quality and quantity. There were few
"chats," but there were still fewer of the gross,

misshapen tubers which I had last year from
row Scotch seed. This year's tubers were of

beautiful size, shape and texture, and were
greatly praised for their splendid appearance
on the table and flavour. This latter point is

of especial interest to me, as I have on one or
two occasions heard this Potato somewhat dis-

counted by experts, for its alleged poo 1 ' culinary
qualities. Personally, I am firmly of the opinion

that Majestic is by fa.r the best of the more
recent varieties, and it will be a long tune before

I discard it. Our soil is a light loam over sand,

and I grow Potatos as a farm crop, with the

aid of farmyard manure and a light dressing of

sulphate of potash. - J. E. Palmer, ijr. to

Major G. Dewhurst, TU-iton* Gardens, Tar-
poTley.

Wasps in 1920 My experience in this neigh-

bourhood and at Eastbourne in July is that wasps
have been very scarce during 1920. Although
I have seen representatives of four out of the

five common species, 1 met with only one nest

about here, and that was a very strong one of

the large, common wasp (Vespa germanica).

which was in the bank of a small pond. I took

it about 8 a.m. on October 24, and as that

morning was very chilly and a little misty, and
the ground white with hoar frost. I was very

surprised when I reached the bank at 7.45 to

find about a dozen of the wasps clinging to the

soil outside and :ound the entrance hole in a

rather numbed condition, although two were
apparently getting up their circulation by
vibrating their wings. When I commenced
operations, two or three others very fiercely

flew out and at once struck me on the arm and
shoulder of my coat. I was not much surprised

to find very few wasps in evidence when I got

the nest out, but after a day or two in a. box
covered with glass in a tireless room facing

north-west, queens, drones and workers emerged
•from the nest in considerable numbers. It would
be interesting to have reports as to abundance,
o:- otherwise, of wasps and hornets in other parts

o£ the country. f '. Nicholson, 35, The
Avenue, Hale End, E.

Xerophyllurn asphodeloides.—This tuberous-

rooted North American plant is an admirable
subject to plant in sites which link together the

rock and stream garden. It may also be used
with good effect in the bog garden, where the

ground is moist, hut not too boggy. X.tenax—or

setifolium— (see Vol. LXVJJU., p. 275) is equally

suitable, and a moist, peaty soil meets the re-

quirements of each. Galax aphylla is another

attractive plant fri n. the same region and needs

similar treatment ; the evergreen foliage assumes
fine autumn tints. S. L.

Grapes at the Sheffield Show.—With referi oc

to Mr. W. J. Irvine's remarks (Vol. LXYIIL,
p. 292), the winning white Grapes (Muscat of

Alexandria) at Shrewsbury in 1897 were cut from
young vines 17 months old, raised from eyes or

buds, which I think is a record. They were

grown on an inside border 3 feet wide and 1 foot

9 in lies of soil, with 6 inches of drainage. Men-
tion of these remarkable young vines will be

found in the Gard. Chron., of February 21, 1920.

and in the Journal of Horticulture, of Septembe
23, 1897. John Bates, Meaford Gardens, Stone.

Ruellia macrantha.—This old stove plant, once

in general cultivation, is now seldom seen, but

it is worthy of more general cultivation, as it

is free (lowering and its large, rosy purple flowers

are very attractive. It is easily propagated by

means of cuttings, placed in a warm propagating

case. The plants grow freely in an into liate

temperature of some 50°. Ruellia Portellae is .1

more slender-growing plant, with small, rosj red

Bowers and attractive leaves, which are rosy-

purple on the under side. This species also

grows well in an intermediate temperature. J. V

.

Rust in Parsnips (See Vol. LXVIIL, p. 292).

—The varieties I dealt with are not placed in

the notes to recommend them, but merely to

record just what we are getting at Aldenham
at certain periods. It is not wise, as I have
frequently urged, to recommend a particular

variety, as what is eminently suitable for one
district is oftentimes a failure in another. Ella-

combe's Improved is a good Parsnip, as indeed

are many others, but as we do not grow this sort

at Aldenham I am unable to record it in use

here. Parsnip Rust is one of those ills of plant

life for which I would suggest prevention as

being better than cure, and by this I mean, if a

batch is affected by it, choose fresh ground for

growing Parsnips next year. This should always

be adopted for Parsnips, as they certainly

do better on a new site, rather than growing

them for two years in succession in one place.

Ground in which rusty Parsnips have been grown

should be well trenched, after giving it a good

dressing of fresh lime. One of the chief aids

to the development of the " rust " is excessively

rich soil, which causes gross growth, and thus

renders the root liable to attack. As to late

planting, I always favour the early sowing

I previously noted, as giving the best results,

in larger, better grown, and less wasteful roots,

though I know many advocate later sowing as

resulting in smaller roots. It is perhaps a matter

of taste rather than a question of good or bad

practise, but certainly the quality of small

Parsnips is not to be compared with that of larger

ones, and especially as they are nearly always

of a sticky and rather sodden consistency when

cooked. Rust has been particularly prevalent

this year in nearly all districts. Edwin

Beckett.

Lycoris aurea.—This has hitherto been looked

en as a Chinese plant difficult to grow in gardens,

and requiring some stove treatment. When I was

in China in 1912-13 I was surprised to find that,

contrary to the usual habit of such bulbs, it

flowered without leaves ir. the hot and rainy

season, and produced its leaves in the cold and

dryer season. Sir Frederick Moore recently sent

me a plant which he had received from Upper

Burmah that had been grown in a cool house

and about October threw up leaves which were

followed bv a flower-spike. I then removed it to

a warmer house, and when the flowers expanded

sent them to Kew, thinking that it might be

looked on -as a new species or geographical

variety. I an. informed by the director that it

.1 rees well with specimens collected by Hancock

(No. 290) and bv Forrest (No. 927), as well as

with a plant from the Teak forests of Burmah

received through Mr. A. Worsley in October,

1934. I communicated this information to Sir

E. Moore, who replies as follows: "The Kew
let 1

1 and vour note exactly bear out my experi-

ence here. 'I have had two consignments of these

bulbs. One collected by Col. Bensley in a com-

paratively warn, district, the otner by Lady

Wheeler Cufie at much higher altitudes in Upper
t '.11 1 mall. The bulbs are distinct; that from the

warm disbricl 1- a roundish short bulb, the other

from Lady Wheeler Cnffe, which puzzled you,

has a small narrow bulb with a long neck. They

alsodiffer in their growth; the one with the long

neck generally has" the leaves partly developed

ben flowering, the short bulb flowers here before

the leaves appear, which also coincides with your

observations." I wish to call attention to these

facts in the hope that larger importations of the

Upper Burmah plant may be made, as at this

in',,, of year a golden-flowered bulb of this

character is a decided acquisition to our plant-

houses. II. /. Elwes, Colesbovrne.

Germination of Lonicera Hildebrandtii. -

following the remarksupon the seed germination

of Lonicera Hildebrandtii in your issue oi

Dece 1 11. 1920 (see p. 284. Vol. LNVIIII. I

maj ad I t liit seeds -own on September 20, 1920.

commenced to germinate en October 3. 1920.

The seedlings an weD in 4-inch pote,

howing their. fifth' pair of leaves The seeds

,, on- sown direct from the plant in quite a green

state, and the plants have been growing steadily

,, miller. t,- beat. •/. 7;. Fin. '/''

Eariham Hull. XorwicA
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Robert Ballantine.—The announcement of the

death of Mr. R. Ballantine will come as a sad

and sudden surprise to the large circle of friends

who had no idea that his recent indisposition

had developed into a serious illness. For some
time past he had been ailing and was unable to

attend the 'meetings of the National Chrysanthe-

mum Society, at which he had been a regular

attendant for about 40 years. Indeed, we un-

derstand that the exhibition of this Society, held

at the Royal Horticultural Hall on November '£

last, was the first he had missed for that long

period. Although not a grower or exhibitor ol

Chrysanthemums he took a special interest in

these flowers, and while quite a young man he

showed that interest by taking a prominent part

in the management of local Chrysanthemum
societies. Subsequently he became a member of

the National Chrysanthemum Society, and was at

one time chairman of its Executive Committee.
Indeed, he appears to have been a prominent
working member of the Society during the

greater part c f its existence, and up to the time of

his death he was one of its vice-presidents and
a member of its Executive, Finance, and
Schedule Committees. He passed away at his

home, Linton Lodge, South Hackney, during the

evening of December 27, and almost his last

words had reference to the Society for which he

had done so much and wherein he had made so

manv friends by reason of his shrewd business

ability and his bright and cheery manner.

Henry F. C. Sander—It is with great regret

that we announce the death of Mr. H. F. C.

Sander, senior partner in the firm of Sanders,

St. Albans, whose great Orchid establishment,

enjoys a world-wide reputation. Throughout the

greater part of his life the late Mr. Sander
enjoyed robust health, but a few years ago an

illness occurred which necessitated an operation.

On more than one occasion the operation had to

be repeated, and he died at Bruges on Decem-
ber 23, 1920, following a further operation. His
remains were brought to this country and laid

ts> rest at St. Albans on Thursday the 30th alt.

The career of this indomitable man in the world
of horticulture has been a remarkable one.

In 1867 he entered the service of Messrs. James
Carter and Co., at their Forest Hill Nursery,
and while there he met Benedict Roezl, I he
famous explorer and plant collector. Both were
enthusiasts with regard to plants, and they de-

cided to combine forces, Roezl to collect, Sander
to receive and dispose of the collections. Mr.
Sander commenced business in a modest way at

George Street, St. Albans, principally as a

seedsman, but Roezl's consignments of Orchids
and other rare plants became so important and
so extensive that in 1873 Mr. Sander built his

first greenhouse, almost entirely wi^h his own
hands. This accommodation soon proved too
small, and in 1881 the present large nursery was
established just outside the town of St. Albans.
The business aptitude of the man is shown in

the fact that at one time he employed no fewer
than twenty-three collectors who were busy in

different parts of the world. His importations
became so large that for several years he had
Orchid sales in London on four days in the
week. By his introduction in quantity of Catt-
leya labiata Dendrobium Phalaenopsis, Catt-
leya Schroderae, and other Orchids Mr. Sander
did more than anv other man to popularise Or-
chids and bring them within the reach of tlhose

with modest means. During the eighties he
established an Orchid nursery at Summit, New
Jersey, U.S.A.. and placed Forsterman in

charge; later Mr. A. Dimmock became Ameri-
can manager, but as the nursery was so far

from the home centre it was eventually disposed
of to Messrs. Lager and Murrell, who still con-
duct it as an Orchid establishment. In 1894,

Mr. Sander started a new venture by estab-

lishing a nursery at St. Andre, just outside the
gates of the ancient city of Bruges. This
rapidly developed into a huge undertaking, with
over one hundred glass bouses, some thirty cf

which are devoted to Orchids. Azaleas and
Ray trees are grown in enormous quantities at

Bruges, as well as Palms, Liliums and Be-
gonias. This establishment passed into the

hands of the enemy during the war and was a
constant source of anxiety to its owner, who,
however, lived to see it freed again, and to

learn that his manager, M. Mellstrom, was safe.

During recent years Mr. ' Sander, with
his three sons, whom he took into partnership

in 1902, devoted much attention to the raising of

hybrid Orchids, which now forms the main
feature of "ie firm's activities. In his dealings

with men Mr. Sander had a pleasant manner, and
enjoyed a wide circle of friends; in his business

dealings he had the reputation of being clever

and just. However, he was essentially a homely
man as those who have enjoyed his hospitality

and now mourn his loss, know full well. In

addition to Orchids Mr. Sander introduced many-

new plants, and the horticultural world used to

look forward with the keenest interest to his

exhibits of new plants at the great Ghent
Quinquennial exhibitions. The noblo Yanda
Sanderiana, Aerides Sanderiana, Cymbidium
Sanderae Cypripedium insigne Sanderae. Dendro-

bium Sanderae, largo numbers of beautiful hybrid

Orchids, Dracaena Sanderiana, Acalypha his-

pida, and Nicotiana Sanderiana are a few of

the plants we owe to this capable nurseryman,

and will serve to perpetuate his name,

but his lasting monument will be

THE LATE HENRY F. C. SANDER.

the classical volumes and exquifeite coloured

plates of Reichenbechia, (commenced in 1886),

one of the most prized and costly works dealing

with Orchids. Mr. Sander was one of the first

to receive the Victoria Medal of Honour in Hor-
ticulture, and he was also holder of the Belgian

Order of the Croen.

Permit me space for a few words of apprecia-

tion of mv dear departed friend, Sander of St.

Albans. For the last forty years I have en-

joyed his friendship, and those who knew him
intimately, as I did, will ag'-ee with me that he
was indeed a noble fellow. Shrewd man of

business as he was, he worked and schemed as

few men are ablo to for success, which, when
it comes, too often breeds ill-will. In all his

dealings Sander was ai upright man. His
generosity verged on the extravagance, and 1

could relate many stories of his kind thought-

fulness for others. He really did good by
stealth. His generosity to Kew was qniH ex-

ceptional. During his more prosperous times.

Sav from 1880 to 1910. he freely gave plants of

all kinds, many of thorn of considerable com-
mercial value, to what lie used to call " our
great national garden." When he rrcctver! a
big importation of Orchids or other plants from
his collectors abroad, he would invite me to go
to St. Albans and "elect a share tor Kew. His
knowledge of the habitats of plants was ex-

ceptional, and he was a skilled cultivator. As
for enthusiasm, he was as full of it as a civat

Echoolboy. I used, to tell him he could turn a

blacksmith into an Orchid grower. The

Bruges nurseries were his great pride. And?
how he did work there ! He supervised the-

most trivial operations in the spirit of the

Yorkshire farmer whose man said " The mais-

ter's eyes do make the crops grow." It may
be truthfully said of Sander that no man con-

tributed more to the forcefulness of high-class

horticulture in Europe than he did. Although
German by birth, he was thoroughly English in

sympathy. I place him in my memory by ihe-

side of Wcndlan .1 of Hanover, Pfitzer of Stutt-

gart, and Bause of Norwood, four clever, lovable-

Germans whose friendship I am proud to have-

enjoyed. JI'. Watson.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Aspidistra Leaves with Rusty Markings.—
G. H. H. There is no sign of ai-y attacks by-

insect or fungus. The surface of the leaf

looks as though it has been scratched with
something and wounds have followed.

Chrysanthemums with Injured Foliage ; H. B.
The foliage is not attacked by any specific-

disease caused by fungous or insect pests. The
trouble is most probably due to the house-
having been insufficiently ventilated, with the
result that the atmosphere has been too damp.

Celery- Fly : H. 0. Two remedies have been
found to give a partial control of Celery Fly.

— (1) Dusting with lime 1 volume and soot o
volumes wiien the leaves are damp with dew
or rain. This should be done for the first

time about a fortnight after planting out,

and should be continued at intervals of two
or three weeks. (2) Spraying with paraffin

emulsion at the rate of two pints of paraffin,

with half a pound of soft soap to ten gallons of

water. The spraying should be begun early

and repeated every three or four weeks-
Both these methods aim at preventing egg-

laying. (3) Affected leaves should be pinched
between the finger and thumb to kill the en-

closed larva.

Laurus regalis and Tetranthera cali-

fornica : T . ./. //. L'iui-us regalis is a.

synonym of Laurus nobilis, the Bay Laurel,
or at most is a mere form of it. Tetranthera
ealiforiiica is a synonym of Umbellularia (or

Oreodaphne) califomica, the California!!

Laurel. These two evergreen trees, although
closely allied, are quite distinct from each
other. The Californian Laurel is hardy in all

but the severest winters, and is 20 feet high?

in the open at Kew. It is a handsome ever-

green, and certainly worth growing,

although it has little beauty of flower. The
leaves are more leathery than those of the

Bay Laurel, paler green, and have a more pun-

gent aromatic scent ; they do not differ very
much in size or shape. We do not think you
will, be able to get the Scabiosa seeds you re-

quire from the ordinary trade sources. Your
best plan would be to try some botanic-

garden.

Names of Fruits : A. 7?. The large bunch re-

presents the variety Alicante and the smaller

one Barbarossa.

Names of Plants: C. G. A Poplar, probably
Populus deltoidea, but foliage is necessary to-

determine the exact species.

Primula obcqnica Unhealthy : Experienced.

The plants exhibit no sign of injury by either

fungous or insect pests, and the trouble must
be ascribed to wrong cultural treatment.

Roses Diseased : A. W. M. Both specimens

are affected with a. grey "mould" called

Botrytis. Under unfavourable growing con-

ditions for Roses (too little warmth or too much
moisture) this fungus is able to attack the-

plants and cause "dying back." Remove and
burn all dead giowths. .

Communications Received.—G. F. 8.—T. G.

—

H. X.—W. \\\— Tt. G—J. E. W.—E. F. J.—R. H.
—H. K—F. S.—JI. B—w- a I._H. E. D.
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The Chelsea Show of 1921—As already

announced, the Royal Horticultural Society's

great summer show will be held in the grounds
of Chelsea Hospital on May 24. 25. and 26; and
in order to assist nurseryman who wish to

prepare rock gardens and other exhibits for
the open air at Chelsea, the Council of the
Royal Horticultural Society is prepared to con-
sider early applications for space. Forms of

entry may be obtained on application to the
Secretary, R.H.S., Vincent Square, Westminster,
S.VV.l, and should reach him not later than
Saturday, January 29. Spaces will be allotted
as soon as possible after this date.

The Sweet Pea Annual. -The National Sweet
Pea Society is not an old institution, as com-
pared with some other floral societies, but its

members and executive are thoroughly keen and
take advantage of every opportunity to press the
claims of this beaut ifui florists' flower, with the
result that it is a live society and continues to
make steady progress. Apart' from good manage-
ment and loyalty of the members, one of the chief
factors in sustaining interest in the Sweet. Pea
is the issue of a yearly publication, under the
title of The Sweet Pea Annual. The earlier
numbers have all been absorbingly interesting
and the issue for 1921 is equal to the best, albeit
the Editor makes the excuse that printer's
charges have necessitated eeonomv and especial] v
in the matter of illustrations. 'The princroal
object of the booklet is to record the doings ofthe Society by means of statistics dealing with
the trials, exhibitions, financial aspect, and soon but apart from these, there ore interesting
articles and illustrations bearing on the name'
Mower and its cultivation. Those who wish to
cultivate this beautiful annual, either for exhibi
t ion or the garden, or under glass, will find this
subject exhaustively dealt with by Mr Thos
Stevenson, one of the foremost cultivators in the
country Notes from growers in Dunedin and
Manitoba respectively throw light on the value
held by gardeners of the Sweet Pea in those
distant parts and show the varieties which they
specially favour. In " Some Reminiscences," Mr
Vnoi S

jUrtls
>

the Chairman of Committee for
19.il gives some interesting historv of the later
development of the flower in this country his
experience extending over 30 years. A full pacre
portrait of the President, Mr. Leonard Sutton
lorn.s the frontispiece, and there are other ex-
cellent reproductions of portraits of well-known
personalities in the Sweet Pea world.
A Queensland Orange Grove.-^i'hn description

of a visit recently paid to an Orange grove near
Mount Leyshon, Queensland. owned and
managed by an aged couple with their family is
told in The North Queensland Register.

'

It
appears that the family took over t lie property
seventeen years ago from a Chinaman, who by
neglect, had brought it almost to ruin. The

celestial had depended upon a well and his
kerosene tins for irrigation of the trees and
these methods would not suffice. For a time
the plants had a struggle, but, being true
Britons, the family fought on. More land was
brought under cultivation, more trees planted,
better methods adopted, the kerosene tins gave
way to a pumping engine, and now there are
over 500 Citrus trees, including Oranges, Lemons,
and Mandarins. A successful season has just
closed, and the demand for Lemons has been
particularly good. Even to-day, Australia
imports some Lemons from Italy, but the home-
grown product is more and more appreciated as
it becomes better known. The visitor to the
grove near Mount Leyshon was hospitably en-
tertained in an old-fashioned slab cottage, or
rather under its vine-covered verandah. The
bread served was made with lemon yeast, and
for liquid refreshment there was home-made
lemon squash.

The Cape Fruit Industry.—The trade with
this country in fruit from South Africa is of
considerable importance, and Covent Garden
and other markets are now receiving consign-
ments of Pears, Plums, Peaches, Grapes and
other choice fruits from this source. Accord-
ing to an agricultural census taken in 1918,
there were in the Union of South Africa, at thai
time, over 2.500.000 Citrus trees. There
were also 2,172,000 Apple trees, 1,162,000

Apricot, 97,000 Mango, 296,000 Nec-
tarine, 6,(X»,000 Peach, 789,000 Pear,

1,144,000 Plum and 2,400.000 other

kinds of fruit trees. The fruit-growing indus-

try of South Africa centres in the Cape Pro-

vince, although during the past few years rapid

development has been taking place in the Trajis-

vaal. Apple growing, particularly, has been
undertaken on a large scale in certain parts

of this province, with the object of supplying

local demands as well as foreign markets. An
important dried-fruit industry has also been

developed.

Mr. G. W. Leak.— It is difficult to understand

how Mr. G. W. Leak—whose portrait appears

on this page—finds time to fulfil his duties as

manager of Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech,
and to take a prominent part in so many and
diverse horticultural activities. A Yorkshire

man by birth, Mr. Leak commenced his business

career with a firm of salesmen at Spitalfi&lus

Market. Altogether, Mr. Leak spent about
eight years on the London and Manchester
markets and so obtained a thorough grounding

in commercial horticulture and acquired the

ability to think and decide promptly. In 1893

he entered Messrs. R. H. Bath's. Ltd.. service

as chief of staff and is now one of the directors

of that firm, whose activities may be

estimated from the fact that the annual wages

bill is not less than £20,000. Mr. Leak controls

ME. G. W. LEAK.

an extensive retail and wholesale business in

cut flowers, seeds, hardy plants and bulbs, but

his firm has also over 200 acres under fruit and
a large area under crops suitable for the pickling

industry. Mr. Leak is fond of raising new-

plants and has been successful with Delphin-

iums and Paeonies, but especially with Daffodils,

of which he has about 60,000 seedlings, all

from crosses made himself during the past dozen

years or so. Photography is his hobby. The
energy, ability and shrewdness of the man .may
be gathered from the statement that he is Presi

dent of the Horticultural Trades' Association,

of the British Florists' Federation, and of the

Wisbech Fruit Growers' Association; a member
of the Isle of Ely County Council, the Council

of the Chamber of Horticulture, the Council
of the British Growers' Federation, and of the

Horticultural! Education Committee, of the
Advisory Committee to the Ministry of Agri-

culture, and of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Floral and Narcissus Committees. Finally, as if

all these were not enough activities to fill up the

spare time of a busy man, Mr. Leak has been
appointed by the Ministry of Agriculture to

represent horticulture on the Agricultural

Council.

Professor Bottomley.—On his resignation after

twentv-seven years' service o f the chair of

botany at King's College, the Senate of the
London University has conferred the title of

Emeritus Professor of Botany in the
University on Dr. W. B. Bottomley. Dr. Bot-
tomley is best known to horticulturists for his.

work in connection with bacterised peat, which
it was claimed would provide growers with a
cheap and effective manure.

Research in Spitsbergen A small expedi-
tion is being organised in the University of

Oxford, to visit Spitsbergen during the forth-

coming summer, to conduct reseaches in orni-

thology, botany and palaeontology. The cost

of the expedition will be about £3,000.

Anthracite Coal and Coke as Fuel.— Mrs. M.
W. Fishenden, who has been undertaking,
researches in connection with coal fires for the
Manchester Corporation Air Pollution Board,
finds that the use of solid fuel is still cheaper
than that of gaseous fuel for fires which have to-

be in constant use. Experiments proved that
anthracite coal has a greater radiant efficiency

than ordinary coal, the figures being 24 and 27
per cent, respectively. With dry gas coke 28.5
per cent, of the heat was radiated, but this-

advantage over coal was lost if more than 10 per
cent, of moisture was present. This may offer a.

valuable hint to gardeners who use coke for-

bearing their greenhouse boilers, to take care that
the stokehole is kept dry. Two drv cokes pro-

duced by low temperature carbonisation
radiated respectively 31 and 34 per cent, of their

heat, but here again the presence of moisture was
found to have a reducing effect. Mrs. Fishenden
states that most of the powders sold for effect-

ing economies in fuel are worthless. Some of

these powders were examined and found to be
common salt coloured with iron oxide. No-
appreciable effect on the radiant efficiency of a
fire consuming coal treated with these salts could
be detected.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Monday,,
January 10 : Bath Gardeners' Debating Society's

meeting; United Horticultural Benefit and Pro
vident Society's meeting. Tuesday. January 11 :

Royal Horticultural Society's Committee meet-
ings; Scottish Horticultural Society's annual
meeting. Wednesday, January 12 : East
Anglian Horticultural Society's meeting; Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society's annual
meeting. Friday, January 14 : Royal Horti-

cultural and Arboricultural Society of Ireland

Council meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years
Ago. Transmission of Bulbs from India.
Bulbs experimentally prepared for a voyage to
England were received from India by the Court
of Directors of the East India Company, and
sent to the Garden for examination. One half
of the bulbs were simply wrapped in cotton and
packed in brown paper, while the other por-

tion (of the same kind of bulbs) was encrusted"

in a kind of white wax, and covered with cot-

ton like the others. When received at the Gar-
den in June, 1844, those bulbs which were
simply packed in cotton and brown paper had
emitted roots on the journey, and the tops in

most cases "had grown considerably, while those-

coated with wax remained quite firm and as

fresh as when first packed ; although according

to the statement on the outside of the parcel

containing them, they must have been confined

in the wax three months. The bulbs transmitted
in cotton began to grow first, but soon showed
symptoms of debility; while those sent in wax
did not move much before a month after they
were potted, but then they grew strong and"

healthy. In one or two cases the bulbs perished

in the cotton, while the same kind packed or
coated in wax survived the journey.

—

JournaV
of the Horticultural Society. Garcl. Chron.,

January 10. 1846.

Publications Received.

—

Daily Development
of Kernels of Hannchen Barley from
Flowering to Maturity, at Aberdeen, Idaho,
by Harry V. Harlan, Government Print-

ing Office, Washington.

—

British Rainfall,

1919, with maps and illustrations. Issued by
the Authority of the Meteorological Committee.
His Majesty's Stationery Office. Kingsway. Lon -

don. Price 12s. 6d. net.-
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THE DAFFODIL FLY. TREES AND SHRUBS.

In this district, roughly within five or six

miles radius of Morwellham, including the fruit-

growing district of the Tamar Valley to the

south, and Tavistock to the north, there was a

verv marked diminution in the numbers of the

Daffodil fly (Merc-don) in 1920. Two growers

of whom I made inquiries reported that they had
not seen a single Merodon. and all are agreed

that there were very noticeably fewer flies seen

about than usual. My catcl. this year was only

17, or, including grubs from bulbs in January,

41. For the three previous years 1917-18-19 the

numbers have been 133, 293 and 255. It would
be of interest and assistance in indicating the

cause, to know if this experience has been
general throughout England, or, if not, what
areas it has been confined to. Here the most
likely cause would appear to be found in the

weather conditions about the time of emergence
of the flies from the pupae, since, in my grounds
at any rate, the number of bulbs infested seemed
to be about as many as the year previous.

I could only find time in 1920 to attend to

the collection of pupae in January and March
from two plots, and only kept an exact record

of one. In this small plot 24 pupae or grubs
were found, as against 31 in the same plot last

year. If it may be assumed that this was a fair

sample of my whole collection there would have
been at least 300 pupae left in the remaining nn-

searcbed plots.

The time of emergence of the fly from the
pupae varies slightly each year, but from the
observations of six years I conclude that here
it is between May' 10 and 20. That is. the
majority of the flies emerge about that time,

although a few appear both earlier and later--

I have caught a Merodon as late as June 22. I

therefore obtained from Mr. W. J. Monk, the

meteorological observer at Tavis'tock, a record
of the weather conditions between these dates.

From May 10th to the evening of the 15th,

although there was fog and slight rain on the
12th, the weather was othea-wise fine and sunny
ind comparatively warm, and probably many flies

would have been tempted to come out. From the
evening of the 15th to the evening of the 20th
it wras overcast with some rain every day, heavy
on the 17th and 19th, and hail also on 'the 18th
and 19th, with a drop in the temperature of 6°

to 8°. The 21st was fine, hut with a sharp frost

of 5° on the grass at night. From these con-

ditions it is very probable that all the flies that

emerged up to the 16th would have perished from
cold and starvation, for they are very susceptible

to cold and could have obtained no food for five

days, all pollen being wetted. Probably during
these five days no more flies came out, but the
fine weather on the 21st would have stimulated
all those that would have come out during that

time to emerge all together, and many, if not all.

of these would have succumbed to the 6° of
frost if the following night.

If this is a true explanation of the compara-
tive absence of the Merodon in 1920. Daffodil

growers might view a ten-day spell of wet and
cold in the latter half of May with considerable
equanimity. But it cannot be counted on, and
for practical purposes I think the only way to

protect the bulbs from the Merodon fly is to cover
the ground during the time it is about. The
cheapest and simplest method I have found is

to tack slips of 38 in. wide tiffany to wood
battens 2 in. by £ in., and about 12 to 14 ft.

1< ng. The pints being 32 inches wide from centre
to centre of Hie two outside row? are safely
covered, and the battens keep the tiffany off tho
soil, so that it dues not rot. These 14 ft. lengths
are rolled up when not in use. take up very
little rn in when stored, and will last with care
four or live years. An improvement for some
purposes is to first fasten a wide mesh wire net-

ting to tiie battens and tack the tiffany over this,

but for seedling plots up to and including the
first year or two of flowering, when the losses by
Merodon are most serious and most annoying,
there is no need at all for the wire netting.
Apparently Hie Merodon flies do not creep under
these coverings even when (lie battens do not lie

quite close to the soil throughout their length.
.-1. .7. Bli»a.

ILEX INTEGRA.
Although, perhaps, not so attractiye as some

other Hollies for garden decoration, Hex In-

tegra (see Fig. 7), is a handsome evergreen
species, and distinct from all others by reason
of the entire absence of spines on the leaves. It

is less rigid in texture and not so dense as most
members of the genus. The leaves are obovate-
lanceolate, coriaceous, tapering more gradually
to the stalk than to the apex. A native of

China, Japan and Corea, it was introduced into

this country about 1864, but it is by no means
a common plant, owing undoubtedly to the

fact that if is generally thought to be not
hardy. Although, for the first year or two,
when raised from seed, it is slightly tender and
should be given protection for the first winter

or so until it becomes established, it will after-

wards be found perfectly hardy.

In its native country I. integra reaches from
30 feet to 40 feet in height, but it is doubtful

if it will grow more than half that height in this

gardeners, simply because of its wonderful habit
of flowering freely during spells of mild weather
in our dull, winter season. It is a deciduous,
rambling shrub, often growing over 12 feet in
height when supported by a wall or trellis, and
rendered graceful by reason of its pendulous
growths. It is frequently unnoticed through-
out the spring and summer, but during Decem-
ber and January it is an object of great beauty
in suburban as well as country gardens. The
luight yellow flowers are freely produced, and
when they are in the bud stage, if sprays are cut
and placed in water, the blooms open in a
pleasing manner. At the present time many
specimens are flowering in the Royal Gardens,
Kew, and others are to be seen, some of them
veritable cascades of gold, in small gardens
throughout the Thames Valley district, whilst
on cottage walls they provide a delightful picture

of floral beauty when all around is dull and
drab. Although a fairly popular plant, it is not
too much to say that this perfectly hardy,
winter-flowering Jasminum deserves to be more
widely cultivated than it is at present. C.

Fig. 7.

—

fruiting: branch of ilex INTEGRA.

country. Then' are several specimens on record
that fruit in England, but they are mostly
in Cornwall, Dorsetshire, and the Isle of Wight
The shoot illustrated in Fig. 7 is from a bush
about Bit. high growing in the Botanic Garden,
Cambridge, where if has grown ami produced its

luight red fruit-- freely for several years: being
dioecious the two sixes have been planted to-

gether and have grown up and formed one bush.
lienoe its fruitfulness. Similar results could be
obtained by grafting one sex on tin- other. The
plant is sometimes known as Ilex Aquifulitini var.

Bessoni, or japonica. but more generally it is

known as Ilex integra. /'. '.'. Preston, Cam
bridgi

.

JASMINUM NUDIFLORUM.
When collecting [or the Royal Horticultural

Society in China. Robert Fortune introduced'

Jasminm idiflorum in the year 1844, and it

is not too much to say that few of his introduc-

tions have given so much pleasure to amateur

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSDM S. T. WRIGHT.

THE spei imeti with six flowers of this distinct

Odontoglossum, raised between 0, amalule and
('. Armstrongae, named in honour of the

genial superintendent of the Royal Horticul

trial I 'aniens at Wi&ley, and shown by E. R
Ashton Esq., Broadlands, Camden Park, Tun-

Wells (gr. Mr. H. A. Varnum), on

November 30. 1920. represents a .lass which it

would be well to keep distinct. It has an attrac-

tive shape, and the clear violet-blue tint of its

markings provides a colour which is now in

danger of being losl in the < rosses which in-

variably produce markings of claret-coloured

tints, and which uow pre-loi ate. If types are

not kept distinct, Ihe merging of the characters

of the progeny result in quite different ci

being similar in effect.
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The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah C'olman, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Watering, Damping and Ventilating—When
watering is necessary, choose if possible a bright
morning for the work, always remembering that
careful watering is oiw of the secrets in the
successful culture of Orchids. On bright morn-
ings the bare spaces may be damped thoroughly,
and if the floors are damped again about 2 p.m.,
this will provide sufficient atmospheric moisture
until next morning. During dull, mild weather,
one damping before noon will be sufficient, but
cold weather necessitates the use of considerable
fire heat, and the amount of moisture should
be increased accordingly. The bottom ventila-

tors should be opened to admit fresh air on every
possible occasion. I endeavour to have one or
more open always, on the side of the house
most sheltered from the wind. If the cleansing

of the houses has not been done already, the
work should be attended to at once. The wood-
work and glass should be washed inside and
out, first removing the plants from the stages,

in order that they mav not be splashed with
dirty water. When this operation is over, the
plants should be sponged with a suitable insecti-

cide taking care to dislodge any scale insects
that may be present on the leaves and rhizomes.
Scrub the pots and replace the plants in their

positions on the staiges.

Zygopetalum.—As plants of Zygopetalum
Mackayi pass out of flower, any necessary re-

potting may be done. In order to secure the
best results, let the plants have ample pot room
and rich soil. As a rale, a receptacle two sizes

larger than the one the plant already occupies
will be suitable. The rooting medium should
consist of a mixture of good fibrous loam,
Osmunda fibre cut up small, and Sphagnum-
moss, in equal parts, with plenty of crushed
crocks and some silver sand added. Only a
small quantity of drainage need be used and a
layer of rough compost placed over it to
ensure a free outlet for water. The above re-

marks also apply to such hybrids as Zygo-
petalum leucochilum. Z. Sedenii, Z. Perren-
oudii. and Z. Sanderi. These hybrids and species
should be grown at the cooler end of the in-

termediate house, and they should be protected
from the direct rays of the sun at all times.
The plants dislike frequent root disturbance,
and repotting should not be done unless abso-
lutely necessary.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Coftts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Foliage Bedding Plants—There are many
beautiful foliage plants that may be used with
excellent effect, not only in the formal flower
garden but also in individual beds or groups
of beds in the less formal part of the garden,
and numbers may be raised from seed. They
include such subjects as Polygonum lanigerum,
with silvery foliage; Solmiums in variety, such
as S. marginatum, S. Balbisii, S. robustum and
S. Warszewiczii ; Albizzia lophantha, Centaurea
candidissima, Chamaepeuce diacantha, Eucalyptus
globulus, Grevillea robusta, Kochia trichophylla.
Melianthus major, Nicotiana colossea, N.
sylvestris, Perilla nankinensis, Ricinus in
variety, and variegated and quadri -coloured
Maize.

Flowering Plants from Seeds—Just as there
is a good variety of foliage plants that may be
raised from seeds, there is even a wider range
of flowering plants, including such useful and
popular subject:; as Heliotropes, Verbenas,
Ageratum, Pentstemons, Petunias, Phlox Drum-
mondii, Tagetes, Dimorphotheca aurantiaoa.
Delphinium grandiflora var. Blue Butterfly,
Dianthus Heddewigii, Nemesias, and Zinnias.
These may all be treated as half-hardy annuals.

The Rock Garden—Alterations in the rock

garden may be made in suitable weather. Even
if rebuilding is unnecessary, there are always
sites for groups of new plants that require fresh
soil. Many alpine plants have a root system out
of all proportion to their top growth, and where
such species are to be planted it is necessary
that the root-run should be deep ; a depth of
three feet is required by many subjects. This
does not imply that the hole should be filled
to that depth with good soil, in fact better
results are obtained by using plenty of small
stones and rubble mixed with a little rich com-
post. This system will ensure perfect drainage
during the winter, and help to conserve moisture
during hot weather. Nearmg the surface I have
found it an excellent plan to stand thin, flat

stones, or even slates on edge, just allowing
their upper edges to come up to ground level

;

if placed a few inches apart, it is an easy matter
to plant between them and it will be found that
the roots hug the sides of such stones. Many
rock gardens are merely gardens of stones, with
very little accommodation for the plants. In
constructing rock gardens, it should be re-

membered that the stones are merely a means
towards an end, principally to support the soil

in the form of slopes or terraces, according to

the lie of the ground and class of stone em-
ployed. All stones should be firmly bedded on
their broadest base.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS
By Arthur Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. Wythes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Late Vinery.—Grapes should no longer be
allowed to remain on the vines. The bunches
should be cut with sufficient of the current
year's growth to insert in the neck of a bottle
of water, taking great care not to spill any of
the water on the Grapes, otherwise they "will

rot quickly. Place the Grapes in a dark room,
having a temperature of 45°.

Viaery. —Pot vines that were started a few-

weeks ago are showing signs of growth, and at

this stage require the most careful attention.
The roots need watering with extra care, as
little moisture will 1 e lequired until, they are
active. I prefer to stand the pots on a base
free of plunging material if a steady warmth
can be maintaiaed in the house. There need
then be no doubt as to whether the plants
require water or not. Until the bunches of fruit

can be plainly seen a temperature by night of
55° to 60° will be sufficient, but during the
period of the setting of the fruit the temperature
by night may be raised to 65° or 68°. If much
artificial warmth is required to maintain the
neoessary temperature red spider must be
giiarded against, for if allowed to spread this

pest would soon destroy a whole house of plants.

A humid atmosphere will keep red spider in
check ; damping the floors and walls, and, on
light days, syringing the vines overhead with
clean soft water, are the best means of securing
humidity.

The Early Peach House.—At no time should
the bolder in which Peach trees are planted be
allowed to become excessively dry. If the house
has been used for storing Chrysanthemums the
appearance of the surface of the border may be
misleading as to the need for moisture; if any
doubt exists it should be watered copiously.
Prepare the trees for forcing by pruning and
cleansing them. Remove superfluous growth,
retaining a suitable number of shoots well
furnished with fruit buds. Trees that are in-

clined to be barren may require root pruning,
but thisoperation is best performed in the autumn.
Commence forcing with a night temperature
of 45°. On bright days the top ventilators may
be opened a little, but syringe the trees overhead
and close the house early to conserve as much
of the 'sun's warmth as possible.

General Remarks.— Every opportunity should
be taken to complete the work of cleansing the
houses for the season's work. Give ventilation
freelv to both Vines and Peach trees on every
possible occasion during their period of rest,

but exclude frost from the house. Close all

fruit houses containing trees at rest early on
bright davs to conserve the sun's warmth.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Node, Codicote, Wehvyn, Hertfordshire.

French Beans—A sowing of dwarf Beans
should be made in 7-inch pots, which should be
well drained. Use a compost consisting of two-
thirds turfy loam and one-third rough leaf-

mould. Three parts fill the pot with soil, leav-
ing ample space for applying top-dressings when
the plants are about. 6 inches high. A tempera-
ture of 60° at night, rising to 70° or 75° during
the day, with plenty of atmospheric moisture,
is suitable for forcing dwarf Beans. The plants
should be syringed frequently when the weather
conditions will admit, to keep red spider in

check.

Cauliflowers.—Plants raised in September and
pricked out in cold frames should be freely
ventilated whenever the weather is mild enough
to permit this being done. On sunny days
the liglits may be removed entirely from the
pits and the plants watered if necessary.
Where the stock of autumn-sown Cauliflowers
is short a sowing of an early variety should be
made without delay. The seed-pan should be
placed in gentle warmth until the seedlings are
through the surface, when the pan should be
removed to an ?iry structure, and the plants
pricked off when large enough to handle.
These seedlings should be ready for plantini* c.n

a warm border early in April. Choose 6uch
varieties as First Grop, Magnum Bonum and
Forerunner.

Seakale.—It is a good practice to lift

a number of Seakale roots and store them
in ashes in case of severe frost. Seakale will

now force more rapidly than it did a few weeks
ago. A batch should be put in about every
fortnight if a regular supply is necessary. A
Mushroom-house where the temperature does
not oftern exceed 55°, is a suitable place for the
forcing of Seakale. When the forcing is done
slowly the results are much better than whein
strong dry heat is employed. It a Mushroon.-
house is not available Seakale may be forced
readily where it is growing, provided stable

manure is available for adding to tree leaves.

The crowns should be covered with pots or old
boxes after the bottoms have been removed.
The latter, placed on top, will serve as lids,

thus allowing for inspection of the plants and
enabling the shoots to be cut easily.

General Remarks.—In frosty weather wheel
or cart manure on vacant plots where it may
be required. The manure should be put
together in compact heaps until such time that
it can be dug into the soil. Examine Parsley
in frames and remove all decaying leaves from
the plants. Parsley in the open should also be
kept free of decaying leaves.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Cineraria.—Plants of Cineraria that have
been retarded for late flowering should be shifted

into larger pots. Use rough compost for the final

potting, and it should neither be very heavy
nor excessively light in texture, with sand in-

corporated to render it porous. The plants should

be placed in a cool house where the temperature
may be raised in case of frost.

Plants for Forcing Azalea mollis, Deutzia
gracilis. Lilacs and a few more Hyacinths
should be placed in the forcing house for

succession, according to requirements.

Hippeastrum —A batch of the strongest

Amaryllis bulbs should be examined and those

selected for forcing should be removed gently

from their pots for the purpose of examining
the drainage. If the potsherds are clogged with

fine soil remove them and substitute fresh drain-

age. Replace the plant in the pot and make it

fairly firm. The surface soil should be removed
by means of a wooden label, and a quantity of

fresh soil applied as a top dressing. Remove
the plants to a Ihouse liaving a temperature
from 60° to 65°, and plunge the pots in a bed
of leaves. The bulbs will require syringing

each morning and evening and this will provide

sufficient moisture until top growth is evident.
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when extra care should be taken in watering

the plants, never allowing them to become dry
ait the roots.

Sweet Peas.—Plants raised from seeds sown
about the latter end of August or early Septem-
ber for spring flowering require shifting into the

pots in which they will flower. Use good loam
mixed with well decayed cow manure, a little

sand and leaf-mould. See that the pots are

well drained. When potted, keep the plants

growing steadily in a cool house and water the

roots with care.

Mignonette.—Autumn-raised plants of Mig-
nonette are growing freely and should be shifted

into 32-sized pots. Use soil of a heavy texture

and make it firm. Grow the plants in a light,

airy house, near to the roof glass. Place a neat

stake to each growth as required, and train the

plants to make a neat specimen.

Pot Roses.—If the plants have not been taken
indoors for forcing, they should be removed to

their flowering quarters forthwith. Shorten
their growth a little. It will be advisable to

close the house and fumigate it on two nights in

succession to destroy green fly. Afterwards
admit plenty of air, and as the snoots break into

growth raise the temperature and syringe the
plants freely.

WINTER SALADS.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlf.t Wabufn. Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Bush Fruits.—Plantations of Gooseherries
Currants and Raspberries may be made in mild

weather when the soil is light and fairly dry,

otherwise, def?r the planting until February
or March, but the earlier the work ;s done in

me latter month the better.

Wall Trees.—In planting trees against walls,

place the stems -it least eight or nine incites

from the wall; for if they are planted nearer

to it in a few years the stems, increasing in

size, will press against the brickwork, causing

injury to the bark. Wounds made in this

way result in gumming and cankering of the

tree. In pruning the roots of wall trees at

the time of planting, those on the side next

to the wall may be considerably shortened, un-

less the wall is built on piers or arches, but
those growing away from the wall should be

retained as far as possible, consistent with

clean trimming; spread the roots regularly

so that they may extend in all directions with

freedom. This method will increase productive-

ness, and the trees will also be less liable to

disease, because the wood will be less luxuriant

and better matured.
Wall Fruit.—The work of pruning, tying, or

nailing and training of trees on walls should be

pushed forward as rapidly as possible during

open weather. A point too frequently overlooked

is the thorough cleansing of the walls and sup-

ports. These should be made qnite free from
the larvae of insect pests. In old established

gardens, t lie surface of the wall is often

roughened by old age. and so forms a shelter

for all kinds of insect pests. Much good might
be done by limewashing the wall but should

this be considered objectionable, thoroughly

cleanse it with an approved insecticide. Insect

infested walls are a source of danger and trouble

throughout the growing season, when the pests

increase rapidly and do much injury. When
the trees are infested, while the shoots are young
and tender, the means employed to suppress the

pests frequently destroy or damage the foliage

and sometimes the young growths, whereas by
cleansing the walls during the dormant period,

injury might have been avoided. A good prac-

tice is to entirely loosen the trees from the wall

at the time of the winter pruning, and nib the

wall with a stiff hand brush, afterwards lime-

washing it or using an insecticide as may be
decided upon. The trees themselves will be
greatly lienefited by being washed or sprayed
with a safe composition. If cleansed by hand,
carefully draw the brush or sponge up the shoot,

for if done in the opposite direction the buds may
be damaged, especially those of the Peach and
Nectarine. If possible use the composition, in

a tepid state as the effects will be more satis-

factory.

In most establishments a supply of salads is

required the year round, and there is no
difficulty excepting in winter of providing a suc-
cession of the more important kinds, but to do
this a certain amount of fire heat is required.
Cucumbers demand the most warmth, for
although it is possible to obtain fair results
in an ordinary plant stove, the supply is made
more certain where adequately heated brick
pits, with provision for furnishing bottom-heat,
are at the grower's command. If plants are
raised early in August and planted out on ridges
Cucumbers vvill be available well into the winter,
but to make sure of a crop after these plants
are over a few young plants should be grown in
pots. For this purpose I prefer plants raised
from cuttings rooted from September onwards,
for although they do not grow so vigorously as
seedlings they come into bearing quicker. Cut-
tings root readily in small pots over a brisk
bottom-heat, and when well established should

bers. The chief difficulty of the grower is to
get the first truss of fruits to set, and if this
trouble Is surmounted the succeeding ones set
more freely. To obtain fruit from the end of
March seed shoull be sown eairly in September
and the seedlings grown in a house having a dry
atmosphere and a temperature of not more than
60°. Despite every care, these plants will grow
leggy, but they may be placed low down in
their pots.

Mustard and Cress may be raised by sowing
seeds on the surface of boxes filled with fine soil
and placing them in the dark in gentle warmth
until the seeds germinate.
Young Onions suitable for salad are trouble-

some to produce up to Febrrary. Frequent sow-
ings should be made in moderate heat, and extra
care taken in watering the seedlings directly
they are through the soil.

Radishes should be grown on a. mild hotbed
near the roof-glass. Thin sowing is necessary,
or there will be more foliage than roots, and
to prevent the plants from becoming drawn
ventilate to allow the air to circulate freely in

FlC. 8.—SHAKESPEARE'S GARDEN AT NEW PLACE, STRATFORD-ON-AVON
FILLED WITH FLOWERS MENTIONED BY THE POET.
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be potted into 12-in. pots. The plants should
be placed low down in their receptacles t"

allow room for periodical top-dressings. Loam
and a little sand at this season suits then. best.

The pots should be plunged in fermenting
material, or other means should be adopted to

secure a bottom-heat of between 65° and 70°.

Very little stopping of the shoots is needed until

the plants have made a fair amount of growth,
the aim being subsequently to promote even-
ness in both branch and fruit. Careful water
ing is necessary, and the water should he warmed
to the temperature of the iicuse.

Tomatos are invaluable, and. according to my
experience, to obtain a succession of fruits until

well on in the winter a number of bunches
should be well set before the season is far

advanced. Our practice is to raise plant -, al

ihe end of June or early in July, and grow them
in cool conditions while the weather remains
favourable. This ensures fruits setting before
October is out, and tin beat is used according
to the progress the plants make. At the fourth
or fifth truss the points of the plants are pinched
out and a top-dressing of rich compost is applied
to the roots to assist the fruits to swell. To
raise a batch to succeed these plants cuttings
are rooted in August, and Bettings are employed
for the same season as in the case of Cueum

mild weather. The Olive section, being of

rapid growth, is the best for forcing.

Of winter Lettuces there are now many good
varieties. From seed sow.i in early autumn.
and the seedlings pricked out into frames where
there is a little 1-eat at command when neces-

sary, a supply may be maintained through the
winter.

Endive is as much in demand for winter as
the foregoing. Seed should be sown from June
onwards, and the plants pricked out on a warm
border. They may be blanched by inverting
flowerpots over them, or by covering them with
a layer of fresh leaves. In blanching the latest

batch it often pays to lift the plants when Ihe
foliage is quite dry, and store them in a cool,
dark place. In any case, the plants forming the
latest batch should be dry when covered or they
will soon decay.
Chicory is indispensable to the salad bowl.

Roots raised from a sowing made in the >^ring
in the open should be potted, half a dozen in
each 9-inch pot, at short intervals, andplaoed in
a dark, moderately heated place. In order t.>

keep the growth 'crisp Chicory should not l„.

forced too hard. The same is true of forced
Dandelion.
Celery and Beetroot will be available until

well into the spring. Grotver.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,
Letters for Publication, as uj«« as specimens of plants

for naming, should be addrcsesd to the EDITORS.
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London. Communications should he written on onb

side only op the paper, sent as early in the week

as possible, and duly signed by the writer. If desired,

the signature will not be printed, but kept as a guaran-

tee of good faith.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by send-

ing to the Editors early intelligence of local events

likely to be of interest to our readers or of any

matters which it is desirable to bring under the notice

of horticulturists.

Special Notice to Correspondents—"'e Editors

do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations or to return unused communications or

illustrations unless by special arrangement. The Editors

do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions

expressed by their correspondents.

THE HARDY YAMS.

A
MODERN Pseudodoxia epidemico would

contain an inquiry into the vulgar and

common errors (1) that the Yams require

a tropical climate for their growth, and (2) that

they are sweet in flavour.

The Yam was introduced from China into

France in 1848 (Lea planles potagiresj and

reached England in 1854 (Thompson) ; about this

time the ravages of Phytophthora blight among

the Potatos had been severe, and some sub-

stitute for the Potato appeared to be not with-

out importance. At the present time the

incidence of other Potato diseases still keeps the

question of substitutes for that indispensable food

plant before our eyes. The variety of Dioscorea

Batatas which was known in those early days

was one in which the tubers were of great

length, and attained a depth of some 3 ft. ;

naturally this was a prohibitive condition for

cultivation on the commercial scale owing to the

great labour required in harvesting the crop.

At the present time less exigent sorts are avail-

able— (1) the improved or " Chapellier," whose

tubers do not exceed 10 or 11 in., and (2) the

round or " ITpeh " (Hupeh) whose tubers are

rounded and superficial.

The " Chapellier " Chinese Yam is grouped

under Dioscorea Batatas. It grows much like

the Black Bryony of our hedges, with a twist-

ing, climbing bine and similarly shaped leaves.

In a cool greenhouse blossoms have developed.

but for seed production both male and female

plants would be needed. The tubers are club-

shaped, tapering to a finger size at the upper

part and when grown in the open are generally

about 9 to 10 in. long. The specimen in the

photograph (Fig. 9, left-hand lower comer) was

greenhouse grown for purposes of multiplication

—weight Hi oz., length 11£ in., breadth at

widest part 2-| in. at that distance from the

extremity. I have generally regarded 12-14 oz.

to be the weight of a full grown tuber in past

seasons; this specimen, though grown under

glass, was severely handled to provide cuttings.

The outdoor crop, no doubt, suffered from the

cold season. Occasionally twin tubers develop

on a single plant, but they are then of medium

size. One or rarely two small offset tubers some-

times occur at the upper end.

This season a patch 2| by 1J, yards was planted

in four rows, the sets (some 60 or 70) being

placed about 6 in. apart in the row. From this

9 larger tubers weighing 3| lb. (average 6^ oz.

each), 24 medium sized ones weighing 3 1b. 9oz.

(average 3 oz. each), and a considerable number

of smaller ones (partly, however, from cuttings

and bulbils) were harvested ; it was probably due

t.> the cold season that a heavier yield was

u.it obtained. The total of consumable tubers

(7 lb. 7£ oz.) compares unfavourably with the

probable yield of the patch in Potatos, of which

6 or 8 might have been accommodated on the

same ground, but had all the Yams grown
equally, there should have been a yield of, at

least, 25 lb. The smaller ones (1 lb. 6oz.), how-

ever, are only of planting size for next season.

We store the crop in dry earth out of reach of

frost. Whilst remaining in the ground they

seem to be fairly well sheltered, for in the

severe winter of 191617 some tubers, left in the

ground, were perfectly sound when dug in the

spring although on three consecutive nights the

temperature had fallen to zero (Fahrenheit).

The Yam has the great advantage over the

Potato in not sprouting prematurely, so that

there is no need to go through the store and

break off shaws.

This Yam may be multiplied either by means

of cuttings of the tuber or by means of bulbils.

For cuttings, the upper, thin part of the tubers

may be used ; however, the size of the eventual

tuber seems to be dependent a good deal on the

size of the piece frouj which the plant was

grown, i.e., a good initial start is desirable.

Thus small pieces, only about \ in. thick, will

FlO. 9.—HARDY CHINESE YAMS.

practically invariably give only small tubers <>f

planting size, whilst larger pieces may give a

good yield. Small pieces, especially, are apt

to be very sluggish in starting to vegetate, which

means a shorter growing period. They are best

kept in pots or boxes of earth or leaf-mould in a

warm place (a scullery or kitchen will do) until

growth starts and the soil temperature without

has risen, when they are separated and planted

out in April or May. Planting-sized tubers receive

similar treatment, and should produce full-sized

specimens during the season ; they may be put

about six or eight inches apart in the rows, a

few stakes, strings or other support being pro-

vided to prevent the bines from trailing about

the ground ; although they grow some 6 to 9 ft.

tall, sticks three or four feet high will he

ample.

By far the most important mode of multiplica-

tion is by means of bulbils. The way described

by Thompson (1859) was to cut the bine into

pieces each with one node, and bury them

(except for the leaves) in the earth (preferably

under a cloche or frame) and recover the bulbils

at the end of the season (November), when they

will be found attached at the nodes as round

bodies, some smaller, some larger than a Pea.

I find it is preferable to cut off long pieces of

ripened bine and bury them as above, leaving

the leaves exposed, in a shallow drill.

Occasionally new growth of side shoots and root-

lets occurs, especially near the cut end, which is

buried or thrust in a few inches deep; in the

autumn two or even sometimes three (one of my
plants tends to put out three leaves close to-

gether) bulbils are found at each node at the end

of the season. Some Pare is needed in recover-

ing them, as they are easily lost to view in the

ea rtli.

Another method tried for the first time this

season was to bury the bine as usual, but without

severing it from the plant, and as it grew in

length it was buried further ; the results of this

procedure were not good, as will be seen from

the following figures:—Length of bine in con-

tinuity with plant, buried when about 4 ft. long

and further as the leaves became fully developed
;

total length buried 15 ft., total bulbils obtained

4 ; 7ione had formed in the terminal 6 ft. Cut

pieces of bine buried : (a) length 3 ft., yield

13 bulbils; 5 ft., yield 18 bulbils; and two pieces

6 ft. and 4 ft. long, yield 33 bulbils.

However obtained, the bulbils are stored during

the winter and are planted out preferably after

they have started growth, which begins earl}'; I

have utilised a cool house, but a frame or cloche

would no doubt serve, or they may be planted

out in May in the open. A couple of inches

apart is quite enough. Probably they will make
bines up to 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and some support

is desirable. At the end of the season tubers

of variable size, about finger length, will be

garnered ; these are shown at the left hand upper

side of the illustration (Fig. 9).

These planting sets are put out as above

mentioned, preferably after being sprouted in

boxes of earth, for it would be too much labour

to pot them off individually. When planting, the

upper end should be covered with a slight heap

of earth for protection and to provide moisture,

otherwise they sometimes wither and dry up

and lower buds have to develop. Beyond weed-

ing and hoeing but little is needed in the way of

after care, though I have usually given some

doses of artificials, and water should not be

stinted in dry weather.

The Yams are practically usable in any way in

place of Potatos. Though in the raw state there

is much mucilaginous juice, when cooked they

become mealy and are pure white in colour.

They may be boiled, or preferably steamed,

baked, fried, and from their delicacy of flavour

they are more amenable to making the basis of

sweetened puddings than are Potatos. They are

probably preferable to the Potato with such

things as pheasant, which need delicate adju-

vants.

The round, Upeh variety I have only grown for

three seasons and from want of material only on

the small scale of 6 or 7 plants. Besides differ-

ing in its somewhat flattened, rounded tuber

from D. Batatas, it has a trifoliate leaf

bereft of the shiny polished surface of the other

species. I gather from Kew that its botanical

position is not quite established, though it has

leanings to D. pentaphylla. The leaves, too,

tend to dehisce at the pulvinus and not at the

base of the petiole. The green stems do not

give that artistic finish which the Chapellier

variety affords with its red-brown coloration.

But the chief difference is in its refusal to be

multiplied by means of bulbils; burial of indivi-

dual nodes and of long lengths of bine cut from
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the plant have all failed to produce a single

bulbil, and a trial this year of burying bine in

continuity failed to bring forth a single bulbil

though altogether rather over 30 ft. of bine were

thus treated. Apparently the only mode for

multiplication (apart from seeds) is by means of

cut pieces of tubers. This season a tuber of

about 6 oz. weight was cut into 50 roughly

cubical pieces, each with a skin surface, these

were planted in a cool house a couple of inches

apart and an inch or so deep ; 21 grew up, mostly

with a short stem and a few leaves; two pieces

developed a definite bine of a foot or two. On
raising the crop it was found that besides the

above there were 24 new little tubers which had
formed without throwing up a shoot and
remained attached to the blackened remnant of

old tuber. Total, 45 recovered from 50 pieces.

In the upper right-hand part of Fig 9 are some
of the small tubers without leafy growth as well

as some which threw up leaves ; it will be

observed that the latter are very much larger.

At the time the photograph was taken
(November 20, 1920) this variety still had its

green leaves, whilst the other had lost them ten

days earlier. M. de Noter speaks of getting

these round Yams two or three pounds in weight
by growing them on for a year or two more, but
even though they require only a small space of

ground this would hardly seem to be a profitable

proposition, for in the meantime they are not
multiplying numerically. I hope to have further

experience with this variety next season, and on
a rather larger scale.

In the open, slugs so far have been the only
pest to cause any damage to the Yams, and under
glass the young shoots have been attacked by
aphis, but not to any destructive extent.

Diseases so far I believe are not known.
In conclusion, the Chinese Yams deserve

further attention and propagation. The only
disadvantage is their slow habit of starting into

growth and hence the desirability of promoting
this by storage in a warm place previous to plant

ing them out when the ground temperature rises.

Their food value, like that of the Potato, is

dependent upon the rich store of starch in the
tubers. Under the microscope large, somewhat
oval starch granules are to be seen. Sugar is

only present in small amount, in fact not more
than about 1 per cent, of the weight. I desire

to state that I am indebted to Sir David Prain

for much information concerning these and other

Yams. //. J'j. Durham.

SUMMER BEDDING PLANTS FROM
SEED.

It is only during comparatively recent years

that this method of raising plants for summer
bedding has become popular. Gardeners have,
of neees-ity, to be careful before They depart
from a method which experience has taught
them answers their purpose. Carpet bedding
had a long reign, and the system that fol-

lowed entailed almost as much work, and re-

quired more glass to carry the stock through
the winter ; but this method is not largely
followed now, and labour difficulties are hasten-
ing its end. As a oonsequenoe, other and easier
means have had to be adopted for producing
summer flowers in beds and borders than that
of wintering large stocks of tender bedding
plants.

Roses. Dahlias, and hardy plants have been
used with success, and a considerable saving
of labour in large beds, whilst for the mole
formal beds plants that arc best [raised annually
from seed have proved their worth. The sub-
jects named below are a few of these, and in
average sea-ons they give a brilliant and lad-
ing display. At about the end of January Un-
seeds should be sown in boxes of light soil, and
placed in a temperature of about 60°. Given
moist conditions, germination soon takes place,
after which a position near the roof glass is
essential to encourage dwarf, stiong growth in
the seedlings. In due course, the plants should
be pricked out into boxes or in slightly
heated frames, and until they are well estab-
lished a moist, warm atmosphere should bo

maintained. Afterwards these seedlings should
be gradually accustomed to cooler conditions. If

growth is forced it will be at the expense of
dwarfness and a vigorous root action.
The date for planting out will not be much

before June, and the treatment must be ar-

ranged accordingly. Some kinds grow more
quickly than others, and such should be re-

moved to a cold frame as soon as the weather
permits. Others do best if transferred to small
pots in the first instance, and subsequently into

48's, and these, together with any of 9low
growth, require warmer conditions until three
weeks or so before planting time, when they
should be gradually hardened off. At no stage
should any of these summer bedding plants be
allowed to suffer through lack of water, but in

the early part of the year more care in watering
is necessary than when growth is free.

To head a list of suitable plants that may
be raised in the above manner, none is more
suitable than Antirrhinums of the interme-
diate type. Their average height is about 15
inches, and in most seasons they give a con-

tinuous display from the end of June until frost

Fairy Queen, white and pink, with bronze-green
foliage, and attaining a height of about 10
inches is most effective ; the variety Crimson
Bedder is well named. Magnifka, a carmine
variety, with good sized flowers, is also suitable.
Other varieties of the semperfiorens class are
Coral Pink, one of the largest, and Crimson Gem,
also noteworthy for its crimsor-bronze foliage.
Until established, the seedlings need careful
watering, otherwise they are liable to damp off.

Verbenas have been much improved as bed-
ding plants, and though autumn propagation
fironi cuttings is largely practised, they may
be had fairly time from seeds sown in early
spring. New seed is the chief consideration.
Mildew and red spider quickly do much dam-
age if there is any check to growth.

Dahlias of all types may be raised from seed,
but the Star and single varieties bloom the
most freely at an early stage, and continue to
do so while the weather remains favourable,
provided decayed flowers are picked off. Sturdy
plants in pots should be the aim in this case,
and the cooler they are grown the better will be
the results.

YlC. 10.— SHAKESPEARE'S OARDEN AT NEW PLACE. STRATFORD-ON AVON : THE KNOTT OARDEN.

comes. The plants have a free, branching
habit, ami the range of floral colour includes

shades that are indescribably beautiful, and
thus in the selection of varieties it i~ possible

to study individual ta^te. Sharp contrasts

do not produce the same effect as harmonies.
Both tall and dwarf varieties are useful for

large beds and borders. Being quite hardy
subjects, cool treatment suits Antirrhinums
best after they are pricked out.

Salvias are very useful and showy summer
flowers- Two excellent varieties are Fireball and
GUory of Zurich, growing about 15 inches; Scar-

let Quean is a little later in flowering, and a few

inches taller. Either in bpds themselves or as

dot plants among other subjects, where they

are out of reach of strong winds. Salvias pro-

duce a striking effect when covered with their

long spikes of vivid scarlet flowers. The old
lil lie S. patens. 21 feet high, is still popular.

Salvias should be well, established in 48-sized

pots by the middle of May. Red spider is their

principal enemy, consequently dryness at the
roots should not be permitted at any time, and
the foliage should be freely syringed in hut

weather.

All summer flowering types of Begonias are

excel'len! summer bedder-. and lh.i-e with

fibrous roots are noteworthy, as they give an

uninterrupted display Hie summer through.

rentsteruons are charming almost everywhere,
as their range of floral colouring is a wide one,

and is accompanied by freedom and a. lengthy
season of blooming. Grown as half-hardy
annuals, they are as reliable as from any other

method of propagation. Grower.

SHAKESPEARE'S GARDEN.

It will be remembered that at the end of 1919,

an appeal was made to the public by the trustees

of Shakespeare's birthplace at New Place, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, for plants mentioned by the poet,

to furnish the garden at New Place, which the

guardians of the place proposed to convert into

an old-fashioned Elizabethan garden. The
response was very gratifying, and we reproduce
two illustrations in Figs. 8 and 10, showing the

scheme of planting adopted and the excellent

results obtained. Tho illustration of the Knott.

garden fho.vs a series of beds, enclosed with
treillage of cleft Oak and furnished with flowers

mentioned by the poet, the borders being com-
posed of Box, Thrift (Armaria), Lavender and
Thyme: whilst Fig. 8 shows a fine border "i

hardy herbaceous perennials, containing Biich

things as Sunflowers and Hollyhocks, with panel

beds of Antirrhinums and other flowers on the

opposite side of the path.
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THE ORNATE GENTIANS.

Newcomers from the Himalaya and the out-

runners of this mighty mountain chain into

Tibet and China are only just beginning to enter

our gardens, where, with due understanding

their career should be a triumphant one. A
few words about this new type of Gentian in

our gardens may be interesting to lovers 'of

hardy plants.

Of semi-deciduous habit, with large, up-

standing trumpets of lighter or darker blue, with

buff coloured, or white external markings or

throats, they usefully extend the flowering

season in our rock gardens into the late autumn,
and, opening their glorious flowers even in dull

weather, cheer us doubly by comparison with

the surrounding sereness.

Many years ago, early in the 1900's, I had a

great thrill on one of my periodical visits to

Wisley, by being proudly shown in the wood-

land, in a little mossy depression a frail, trail-

ing growth with an ample, wide-mouthed flower

of the richest sky blue. It was overhung by the

other famous gardens, but my ornata Gentian

went long before those troublous times.

Since those days, many Gentians of the ornata

section have passed through my hands, but I

could never satisfy myself that among them was
the exact counterpart of the Wisley plant that

so vividly survives, alas ! only in my memory,
and, I aim sure, in the memory of Mr. W.
Blakey, now assistant superintendent of the

Wisley Gardens.

The whole of the ornata Gentians, as I know
them, prefer a cool, rather moist situation, and
thrive in good loam, with sand and leaf-mould

added. With plenty of moisture available, full

exposure to the sun appears to be no disadvant-

age, but where moisture is scarce I should

advise a south-west or due west aspect to be
selected for them, and all the plants I have
handled and tried in various soil mixtures seem
to me to have been better without the addition

of lime, in fact, the best I ever had were grown
in a rather sandy and peaty loam distinctly on
the acid side.

In their native homes, I understand, all of
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FlG. 11.—GENTIANA SINO-ORNATA IN A ROCK GARDEN.

ruddy foliage of some of the North American
shrubby Vacciniums, carpeted upon dewy,
glistening moss, and flanked, if I remember
lightly, by a huge patch of bronzy-leaved
Schizocodon on one side, whilst close by were
Epigea repens and great tufts of Shortia galaci-

folia and Galax apliylla. On being asked which
Gentian I thought it might be, it came to me in

a moment, this must and could only be the
Gentian that had been figured in the Gardeners'
Chronicle as Gentian onnata, as introduced by
Messrs. Veiteh, and as such it lived in my
memory, although I learnt later that Veitch's
new Gentian was not true Gentiana ornata, but
had been given specific rank as Gentiana
Veitchiorum. Many have been my visits since

then to that choice spot, but never again did

I manage to find the plant, and the foreman in

charge of that part of the ground hunted with
me in vain. The plant had disappeared, but
Gentiana Pneumonanthe had formed a small
colony there, and some moisture-loving Iris had
taken possession and was threatening indeed the
several other choice plants which had found a
home to their liking in that secluded corner.
The war years had drawn away the greater

part of the trained staff of Wisley, and many
must have been the losses of that and many

them are plants of the high alpine meadows,
where the surrounding grasses give additional

support to the rather frail and Hopping stems.

These stems are annual, but nearly all produce

small shoots in the leaf axils, which send out

loots and anchor down the shoot, that finally

brings forth from the end the glorious, up-

standing, trumpet flowers in the last quarter of

the year. In the winter there is little visible of

the plant excepting here and there a little iTt-.en

tip of a shoot, and in really strongly-established

plants, a number of smill rosettes—the flowering

shoots for the next year. Not one of them
attempts .in evergreen tuft or caipet, like the
Gentians of the acaulds and veroa sections, and
all are benefited by a top dressing of gritty

material during the resting season, and again

when the lengthening shoots are putting out

their anchoring roots. That, too, is the time for

taking outtings of such shoots as can be spared,

or, indeed, the shoots may be removed when
they have rooted themselves down. Or an estab-

lished plant may be taken up in spring, divided,

and re-planted. They are by no means difficult

to grow, but amply repay any little extra atten-

tion. The taking of cuttings early in the year,

when the young shoots are about an inch long,

T hold to be a mistake. The cuttings from the

lateral growth of the lengthening flower stents

are far stronger, and do not weaken the parent
plant, or in any way injure the flowering.

They make good, strong flowering plants for the

following year, whilst the early top cuttings

mostly produce a flower in the autumn, which
is not nearly so good as those of older plants,

and weaken the parent plant badly.

Gentiana ornata (Wall., Himalaya.)

Bot. Mag. t. 6514.—This plant is described in

" Nicholson's Dictionary of Gardening," and
has apparently been grown in British gardens.

I see the flowering period is given as " May."
Unless this plant differs widely from its con-

geners this must be an error. If this plant has

all its growth to make in ihe spring like the

rest of this section, which only begin to flower

in September and October and carry on well

through November and into December in favour-

able seasons, I cannot see how so early a flower-

ing season can he achieved. The flowers are

described as solitary at the ends of the branches,

sessile, with a whitish corolla tube striped with

blue, sub-cylindric in shape, slightly inflated,

lobes intensely blue, small, triangular ovate

acute. There are five lobes to the flower. This

and the rest of Nicholson's description tallies

with the illustration I have seen of the plant,

which, I believe, is not in cultivation in our

gardens at the present day.

G. hexaphylla.—As a garden plant, I

believe we owe this species to the late Mr.

Reginald Farrer, whose recent death we still

mourn. How long this has been known to science

as a herbarium specimen I have no book avail-

able to tell. This, Mr. Farcer's " Blue-water

Gentian " was found to cover the high alpine

meadows of the Szechuan-Kansu march of Tibet

in immense quantities, and must have been a

wonderful sight to behold. It forms fair-sized

tufts, of rather untidy appearance, of thin,

straggling shoots, set with. Whorls of fine and
l arrow foliage ending in up-standing trumpets

of soft, clear blue with lines of darker blue

tunning down the outside.

Gentiana Farreri.—This new species we
owe entirely to Mr. Farrer, whose memory
will be long preserved through this plant, if

that were needed. The seed of it, I understand,

was, in the first place, collected by native

Tibetans set to gather seed of Gentiana hexa-

phylla. This, too, has slender, frailish stem's

with narrow, pointed leaves, and at the end of

the shoots great, wide-mouthed trumpets which
Farrer himself described as fierce, luminous Cam-
bridge blue within (with a clear white throat),

while, without, long Vandykes of Periwinkle

purple alternate with swelling panels of nankeen

outlined in violet, and with a violet median
line.

Gentiana sino-ornata (see Fig. 11).—Ex-

quisitely beautiful as Gentiana Farreri is, the

best garden plant of the ornate Gentians, to my
mind, will always be G. sino-ornata. It is by far

the strongest grower of this section, and soon

forms great spreading tufts if suitably placed,

producing in the autumn more freely than any of

the others very lovely, large, aaure trumpets

with spreading mouths. Once well established

it will go on for years with a little attention

to top-dressings and watering during dry spells.

An Award of Merit of the R.H.S. was given to

this plant on September 26, 1916, when it was
shown by Mr. Clarence Elliott, under the name
of Gentiana ornata variety, which, later on,

was altered to Gentiana sino-ornata. Apparently

the B.H.S. granted a similar award a year or

so later to another plant exhibited under the

name of G. sino-ornata, so that there may
possibly be two different plants being distributed

under this name.
Gentiana Lawrencei.—This is, to all in-

tents and purposes, a slightly frailer, but

perhaps rather more delicate version of Gentiana

Farreri, with flowers of an indescribably beauti-

ful turquoise colour. It does not seem to spread

into large tufts, and has given me more trouble

to keep it going than the others, yet it is so

very beautiful as to well merit a special amount

of care.

Gentiana Veitchiorum (see Fig. 12).—

Finally is the plant introduced by the

Irm whose name it bears under the
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title of G. ornata. It certainly is not
the plant I thought was Gentiana ornata, at

Wisley, and is the earliest of this section to

flower. I have known it to open its long sap-

phire trumpets so early as August. It is more
inclined to make a solid tuft than Gentiana
Lawrencei, and requires less "fussing." The
stems are, however, frail and flop about some-
what untidily, a fault of all of them excepting
Gentiana sino-ornata. This calls, to my mind,
for a loosely cai-peting, cover-plant—for these
Gentians do sprawl and flop over—to pre-

serve the gorgeous blooms from being splashed
with mud during autumn rains. W. E. Th.
Ingwersen, Bedwell Plash Farm, Stevenage,
Herts.

SOME EFFECTS OF THE RECENT FROST

In this district exceptionally sharp frost was
experienced on December 12 and 13 last. The
thermometer registered 27° of frost 3 ft. above
the ground, early on the evening of the 12th
and until the morning of the 13th. During the
same week 24° and 18° were registered respec-
tively.

We have a considerable amount of glass in

these gardens, but unfortunately no artificial

warmth, except in one small house, which has
just sufficient to keep out ordinary frosts.

All the best of the pot plants that could be
crowded into this small house were taken there,

liut several were left in the unheated houses
to take their chance. The result was surprising
and interesting. Twenty degrees of frost were
registered in these unheated houses, and they
contained a large Camellia, Fuchsias, Pelar-

goniums, Smilax, Ferns—Adiantum cuneatum,
and Pteris serrulata; Schizanthus, Heliotrope,
Tradescantia, Antherieum, Marguerite, Clark-
ias, Stock Beauty of Nice, Selaginella
kraussiana, a large Fig tree, Vines, Peach
trees, and a number of Chrysanthemums.
We expected everything to be ruined except

the Vines, Peaches and Fig tree. Nearly all the
plants were hanging down over their pots, the
soil was frozen hard, and pots frozen to the

staging. They remained in this condition until

the thaw set in, when we took measures to thaw
everything succulent as gradually as possible,

by means of shade and ice-cold water. The
result was the only things lost were a few
Schizanthus, and nearly all the Clarkias; the
latter, although regarded as hardy annuals, were
frozen right through at the collar, and collapsed.

The majority of the Schizanthus have re-

covered wonderfully, only showing a slight

blackness at the ends of the leaves. The
Camellia, a large specimen, is uninjured, and
the Heliotropes and Fuchsias are quite sound.
The Maidenhair Ferns, Pteris and Selaginella

remained green and fresh all through, and look

as good as ever, and the Chrysanthemums are

quite unaffected too. The Smilax is quite green

and fresh looking. Half the Tradescantia is

killed and the remainder uninjured. The Pelar-

goniums, kept well on the dry side, are un-

injured.

In the house which is slightly heated, a few
plants were frozen, and these look pitiable, owing,

no doubt, to the more rapid thaw there.

We have also a large unheated conservatory,

which contains large specimen Palms, Tree
Ferns, Dracaenas, a number of greenhouse Ferns,

Bamboos, Ficus repens, Phormium tenax. and
Genistas; also Pelargoniums. Fuchsias and
Hydrangeas at rest. All the former look as green

?nd fresh as they did before the frost, and the

three latter are uninjured. Nothing was done
to thaw these gradually.

No fire heat has been employed in this con-

servatory for five years, and all these plants

withstand the winter well, growing luxuriantly

in the siiring, and forming beautiful greenery

for the flowering plants that are placed there

during the warmer months of the year. To-

wards the spring they begin to look shabby, but
when the unsightly fronds and leaves are re-

moved, the new growth soon gives them a

pleasing appearance. Outside, and all around
this district, Brassiras have suffered severely.

tlic buttons of Brussels Sprouts being frozen end

rotted to the core; Broccoli and Cabbage have
also suffered severely.

Brompton Stocks are mostly killed, and Wall-
flowers seem sickly, but Antirrhinums are look-
ing healthy. The common Echeveria, often
coddled hi frames for the winter, is uninjured
out-of-doors. Pteris growing at the base of a
greenhouse wall outside are quite black, whilst
those inside the house are uninjured. All the
greenhouse plants were well on the dry
side whe.i the frost came, and the houses
were as dry as circumstances would per-
mit. The above experience is a very
striking instance of the amount of frost green-
house plants will withstand when not saturated
with moisture, and my experience proves that
they go ahead much better in the spring after

being subjected to this wintering influence.

I might mention that it is not a matter of

choice being without fireheat, as the boiler is

out of order: B. Gardner, The Lodge, Manor
Park, Potton, Beds.

W. M. M. My experience is, that in November
and December stronger cuttings are available
than in January, owing to the short days the
plants have gone through just at that time, and
in my opinion the secret of success lies in
obtaining strong, healthy cuttings from the base
of the first flower stems. H such cuttings are
rooted and potted into small pots before Christ-
mas and grown on a cool base, near the glass,

in an airy house with a temperature of about
50°, by the end of February every piant should
be ready for a fj4 sized pot. Grown on in the
same temperature and duly stopped, by the end
of May sturdy plants with five to ten strong
shoots should be ready for transference to pots
7 in. in diameter.

At this May potting we stand the plants in a
cold frame, and give a little less air than usual,

a slight shade, and spray them overhead
occasionally, according to the weather, until they
are established in the new soil; afterwards they
are only sheltered from heavy rains. Especially

Fie.

CARNATION CUTTINGS.

After hearing the paper read by Mr. L. Cook
on The Carnation, and the discussion which
followed it, at the British Carnation Society's

Exhibition, on December 1 last, I was im-

pressed with the great diversity of opinion re-

garding the cultivation of Perpetual Carnations.

This and the notes which have appeared on

pages 278 and 304, Vol. DXVIII.of the Gard.
Ohron., by -Mr. W. A. Cook and II'. .V. M.,

have promoted me to ask what is considered

the great drawback to November and early

December rooted cuttings by such a majority of

eminent Carnation growers?

I make a practice of rooting a good batch of

cuttings during the two winter months, and up
t.i the present I have no cause for regret. On
the 28th ult. I had a batch of about six hundred

rooted cuttings potted, and I do not atnticjnate

my great difficulty with then as suggested by

-GENTIANA VEITrHIORUM.
(See p. 20.)

do I find this early rooting suited to the strong-

growing perpetual Malmaison varieties, and

such as Carola, which require a long season of

growth. The stopping of these strong growers

fs generally finished by the middle of May, ami

in some cases they are only stopped once, but

with certain varieties, the Enchantress group for

example, we stop them as late as the first week

in Julv.

A method I do not favour is that of growing

these Carnations in small pots. I find the

plants need a good root run, but it would be

foolish to put miserable specimens in large pots.

Whether rooted in early winter, or early spring,

strong cuttings must be inserted, and if allowed

to become well rooted before being taken out of

the propagating boxes, plants may be grown

quite well and become suitable for 7 in. pots.

and, with careful treatment, give a bettor return

than iii a smaller pot. where the restricted root

run necessitates high fe,'ilinur - // '-'• Ken />,

tsrasted Plan Gardens, near S o noais.
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GREENHOUSE PLANTS AS STANDARDS.

The regular exhibits of standard Azalea indiea

at the winter and spring meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society not. only illustrate the great

decorative value of many splendid varieties of

this plant, but also serve as a reminder that

various other greenhouse plants are equally,

if not more, suitable for this method of cultiva-

tion, and also that they be grown to full size

in much less time.

Heliotropes, Fuchsias, several types of

Pelargonium and the fragrant-foliaged Lippia

(Aloysia) citriodora have been shown at intervals

and these are all of fairly easy cultivation.

Generally all that is necessary is to "run up" a

single stem to the requisite height, keep the

lower portion free from growth and restrict the

upper shoots until the necessary head is formed.

In the case of Heliotropes, of which the

lighter-coloured varieties make the most
luxuriant, plants, it is always wise to carefully

disbud the lower portion of the cuttings, other-

wise numbers of useless suckers will be con-

stantly produced after the plants have reached
standard size. I have found it best to do this dis-

budding after the cuttings have rooted, as the

buds at the nodes, which will be below the soil,

are then more prominent and consequently more
easily removed.
Cantua buxifolia, better known in former days

as C. dependens, makes a most uncommon and
wholly charming weeping standard. The best

effect is produced when the stem attains

5 ft. to 6 ft. or even higher. Greater care is

needed in forming the head with this plant than
is the case with those previously mentioned, as

this being naturally of a somewhat pendulous
habit the branchlets will hang too close to the
stem to be really effective. When the main
branches are trained out to an umbrella-shaped
support a most graceful effect is produced.
The chief enemy of this cool greenhouse plant is

t.hrip, but attacks of this pest may be combated
by the frequent use. of the syringe. A . 0. B.

SOME REMNANTS OF THE STOVE.

When members of garden staffs everywhere
doffed their blue aprons and put on khaki, the
plant stove lost its brilliant. Aroids, Ges-
mrnds and many other subjects, and fell from
that glory so characteristic of twenty-five
yenvs ago to the production of Cucumbers.
The house never seemed the same again. The
varied scents were lost. One looked towards
the roof instinctively for the Allamanda. the
Cissus, the Stephanotis, and the Philodendron,
but in vain. Huge plants were dislodged,
chopped to pieces, and relegated to the rubbish
heap. Here, among others, a large Codiaeum
(Croton) was an outcast and lay full length
upon the rubbish heap, its beautiful colours scin-

tillating in the sun one August evening. The
folk had left, and after viewing it for a long
half-hour. I found a barrow and covertly re-

placed it in the stove. We took a cutting or
two of this most precious species, and have
kept them like foundlings through the war
years During the past few months they have
been potted, cleaned, and to some extent re-

stored. Now, in the month which begins a
fresh year, the ..!d sto\c is the only bright
spot in tli e garden. iml the old cosy
atmosphere and bright colours are there.

Large specimen plants are absent, but tha
potentialities linger. A little group of Be-
gonia Gloire dp Lorraine at one end of the
stove is of immense importance in the truly
multitudinous galaxy of their flmvers. One
plant, a cutting rooted in May last, carries
163 flowers and just eight leaves. The colour
of the flowers is a warm blush, and the stamens
are short, almost sessile, but golden and har-
monious. Begonias are widely different. This
particular variety grows only a foot or two tall.

B. picta var. Lucerna, standing upon the floor,

grew into the lantern of the house 12 feet

high, and developed its candelabra-like in-

florescence—a remarkable sight. Of other
species we have only saved a plant or so

—

B. Rex var. ; and B. Bowringiana (?),a handsome
plant, with its leaves of many-hued green

upon the upper surface, and veins of brilliant

crimson; the under surface, too, is crimson.

The whole plant is covered with a velvety

pile. For the colours of the foliage alone, tins

plant is well worth a. place in any warm
house, and. added to this, the colour of the

flowers, golden yellow or salmon, is glorious.

I have been told that this Begonia is not

easily cultivated, but 1 have found no dilli-

culty with it, and it is one of those plants

which I was most anxious to keep until the

return of more normal times.

A few Codiaeums wore kept. They have

borne many vicissitudes, and after they go

into the dwelling-house to fill the place of

something better they will gradually pass out

and away for ever. Small decorative Palm-,

ton, are only tolerated for convenience. Cocos

Weddelliana will probably outlive all the

others, fur it clings to life It is a graceful

species, and may be easily raised. Cyperus

alternifolius and its variety is valued, also.

on account of its hardihood; it travels well,

is graceful and easy of cultivation.

Eucharis grandifiora is represented by just

three bulbs, and they only live to tell the tale

of other and better days. The genus Anthurium
is a gr->at favourite. The species differ greatly

A. erystallinum and A. Warocqueanum have

leaves which appeal strongly to those who
love stove plants. I grow both in very small

pots and during the early autumn months they

were submitted to drastic pruning of the root

stocks in order to keep them within bounds.

In spite of this, they are throwing out velvety

young leaves of a delightful green colour.

Anthurium Andreanum is an old and well-

known garden species which has given rise io

some verj beautiful varieties. The type

flowers freely and is always acceptable. The

variety Lowii has brilliant crimson spathes eight

or nine inches across. A few small plants

have been kept for the sake of their infloiesences :

they flower while in a very small state, i.

Scherzerianuin is a dwarf-growing species

which is useful for table decoration; unlike

some of the others, it is not in flower the

whole year through. I kept a bit of Columnea
coccinea var. purpurea; it tumbles over a

Ficus-covered wall, where its glowing scarlet

flowers are very showy. The Clerodendrons

were all thrown away, but nymph-like, out of

the bench, among the' gravel where the old pots

stood there grew some root cuttings. They must

have been there for weeks. I thought this an

omen, and straightway potted four of them.

Thev turn out to be C. Thomsonae, C. Camp-

bellii, and C. splendens, and are welcome back

again. A cutting of Medinilla magnifica looks

anything but magnificent; still, it is an old

favourite, and deserves retention in its six-inch

pot. Of the Alccasias there are two or three

surviving—A. cuprea (nietallica) and A. zebrina,

with the allied Colocasia antiquorum. All

of them are attractive on account of their re-

markable foliage colours and the sliajio of the

leaves. A. macrorhiza var has variegated

foliage with pale green and white blotches. This

is a handsome plant, a rapid grower, and re-

quires a much heavier soil than most of the

other species.
r
l he genus Gesnera furnishes

very variable plants, whose foliage and flowers

yiehj beauty in the most ^leasing combinations

of colour. Although thev have but little power
to resist attacks of mealy bug. I could not refrain

from) keeping a plant or two. The same may
be said of a few other old favourites.

Although the glory of the old stove has

passed away, perhaps never to return, yet I

believe it will have a hard death. There may
be plants, many and conspicuously attractive

no doubt, that will take the place of the usual

denizens of the stove. Yet how they linger.

Here the Allamanda has. to-day. been dropping
its butter coloured, soft flowers on to the

Boor from the roof; the Stephanotis, an isolated

specimen, has grown up the wires asain and
never did I see Rondelelia speciosa flower so

freely.

Further than this there is the more obvious
plea: where will the folk see the gorge^usness

of the tropics if the stove passes away? How
are we to visualise the beauties of the East r.r

West if we no more can see the Dipladenia, the
Caladiuni or Haemanthus? Moreover, outside,

the garden is raked from end to end with wind
and rain. There is scarcely a plant in bloom
in a position where one may linger to enjoy the
.sight. In the stove there are warmth and shelter.

There is no winter there. The plants are
growing, they are buoyant and bright. We
have stove Ferns in a house to themselves, and
apart from flowering plants, they axe immensely
attractive. In the stove the flowers and foliage

of even a few species afford delight, and awaken
keen pleasure. The warmth of the colours, the
varied shapes and textures of the leaves and
the different scents, all go to make up a glad

day although it be winter.

The season for potting stove plants is

governed by the plants themselves; several

species are best disturbed in August, especially

those that require light, spongy soil, but large

numbers are potted in March, when they begin

to greet the sunshine.

To oonclude, let who will disparge the plant-

stove, I cannot but believe that the few exotics

which remain, though they typify a day which
has passed away, have the potentialities for

making winter into summer, and a day which is

dreary and grey bright with the colours of a
sunnier clime. H. IF., Tolvean, Redruth.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

MANURING APPLE TREES.
The remarks by Market Grower, in Vol

LXVIII. (p. 300), on the subject of manuring
Apple trees are interesting, as are all his writ-

ings on fruit culture. The special note on this

phase of his article prompts me to give my
experience of an experiment I tried on two
.standard trees of Bramley's Seedling, among
two dozen similar trees, some thirty years

planted, all of which are considered to be fairly

good specimens of the variety. If they do not
cover so wide an area as some trees planted in

other localities, they are well furnished with
fruiting spurs from their centres almost to the.

extreme point of the cordon-like branches,
which radiate from the centre in a complete
circle. The soil here is a stiff loam, eighteen

inches or so deep, with a close, inert, almost
clay-like stub-soil freely intermixed with large

flint stones, which provide some natural
drainage. If the soil is trenched three feet

deep, perfect drainage is for ever secured^
Seven years ago two of the trees showed a slight

loss of chlorophyll or colouring matter in the
leaves, although the growth was reasonably
sufficient. Early in the autumn, before the
leaves had fallen, I opened a trench two feet

wide at the outside of a circle eight feet away
from the stem, and two feet deep. Among the
roots I applied half-decayed farmyard manure
to the extent of four cart-loads to a tree. The
year following the. leaves regained their lost

colour, and afterwards the trees made growth,
and never once since have they missed a crop
of fruit ; even last year these two trees bore
more heavily than any others of the same variety.

The growth has been sufficient, if not excessive,

hut I noted how much more leathery in substance
and darker in coIout were the leaves upon these

two tree; as compared with others. The fruit,

too. is larger, but not so deeply coloured

.

which, to me, is a strange coincidence. I

often wonder why? The colouring of Apples
generally opens up a wide, yet interesting, theme
for discussion. Seeing the beneficial result of

the drastic treatment meted to these two trees,

I treated others of the same sort in a similar

manner two years ago, and can already discern

a difference in the general, tone of colour of
leaf and extended growth. I need hardly say
I do not attribute the wiiole of the improve-
ment in the trees to the addition of manure,
because the stirring up of the soil would alone
have produced an improved appearance din the
trees. I am, however, convinced that the trees

receive much benefit from the manure, enabling
them to produce an annual crop of fruit when
other trees of the same variety and age within

?0 feet of them failed to crop. E. M.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.'}

Neglected Farm Orchards.—Your remarks

on page 313, Vol. LXVIII, concerning neglected

farm orchards in the West of England, can be
verified on all sides, and have been as much
commented upon by the local residents as by
outsiders. Why these orchards should have
been allowed to fall into such a dilapidated

condition puz/.les not a few, as there is usually

a market for good fruit, while the remainder

can be made into cider. The latter, properly

made and rf good "body," is easily sold and
commands a good price at the present time. I

think most of the fault can be laid at the door
of the tenant, for when new trees have been
planted, many fail to give the necessary pro-

tection to them which wire netting affords,

with three or four stout stakes to keep it clear

of the stem. In many instances they rely upon
gorse tied around the stem, which is easily

pushed aside even by rabbits, while a flock of

sheep will dislodge such a slight protection, to

say nothing of horses and bullocks which are

turned into the orchard during spring and early

summer to keep the grass down, as well as

manure the land. Trees once badly barked
never make proper progress. Another reason
for stunted trees is .allowing the turf to grow
over the root area of a newly planted tree

;

the ground should be kept open some two feet

all round the stem until the tree has made a

good start. It is quite remarkable, yet never-
theless true, that very few growers have taken
the advice given them by their County Council
lecturers as regards the renovation of cider
crchards in particular; some have re-grafted
their healthiest trees, and have attended
annually to the pruning and thinning of super-
fluous branches, but by the report you publish
it appears the majority have failed to do so.

I believe some landlords allow a certain per-
centage for every new tree required, which, if

correct, should be an encouragement to the
tenant to maintain his orchard in good condi-
tion, thus adding to his income, as well as
catering for our increasing population. J.
3fayne, late of Jlicton, Devonshire.

Wasps in 1920 (see p. 11).—I was interested
in Mr. C. Nicholson's experience as to the
scarcity of wasps' nests in his neighbourhood
during the past season. My experience in this
part of Worcestershire was just the reverse.

We did not search for nests, but during the
period from early June to late October
seventy-five nests were destroyed on the
estate, and despite this wasps were far tco
plentiful, especially towards the end of Sep-
tember attacking the wall fruit with great

vigour; orchard fruits, too, which generally
were very source, came in for their share of

attention. On another farm in this district,

which includes two or three large orchards,
seventeen nests were taken one day about
the middle of September. Most of them were
of the large, common species, although the
smaller tvpes were in evidence too. As regards
hornets, I only saw two nests, which were both
taken, one under an ornamental vase on a
terrace wall, the other in a hollow trunk of a

large Apple tree. Next spring wa intend In

give more attention to the destruction of queen
wasps, a course which would well r< pay in re

general effort. /'. .1. (lush. The Gardens,
Strenskam Court, Worcest r.

1 read with interest the experience of Mr.
Nicholson will) wasps, in East London (p. 11).

My experience here, 580 ft. above sea level, is

i lint they were plentiful. I took six nests between
August 23 and October 2. The last one was
very strung; I traced (lie wasps over the river

and took I lie nest at 6.30 p.m. There were
drones, workers and queens in the nest. The
wasps were fighting hard to get into a hive of

bees. When I tackled the nest they fought

bard to defend their home and flew at me
fiercely; fortunately, I was well protected with

a bee veil. The first queen seen here during

1920 was on May 9. In 1919 I killed 107 queens
during the month of April. We were not

troubled with wasps that autumn, but, strange

to sav. the first nest found in 1920 was in an

empty bee hive in an out-of-the-way place.

J). H. Dunn, Hafod, Devil's Bridge,
Cardiganshire.

Eucharis grandiflora.—The illustration (Fig.

141) on p. 304, Vol. LXVIII., could not fail to

be admired by readers who are interested in

choice exotic plants, and Mr. Blackburn
deserves to be complimented on his successful

cultivation. It is not often one sees Eucharis
grown really well ; they are too frequently met
with in a sickly state, due to the presence of

Eucharis mite, and even if the foliage is

luxuriant the plants are often shy flowering.

The position explained, near to the hot-water
pipes, with ample drainage, and, I may add,
judicious watering, has most to do with their

success, as I have good reason to know. Many
years ago on one of the plant stages in the Palm
house at Kew a corner was devoted to Eucharis,
over the hot-water pipes, and the position was
fairly well shaded by climbing plants at the
back. How well these Eucharis grew and
flowered I shall always remember, as also the
amount of admiration they received from pro-
fessional as well ias casual visitors. The plants

had much the same kind of soil as recommended
by Mr. Blackburn, but with the addition of

SOCIETIES.

Fig, 13.

—

fruit of lonicera
hildebrandtii.

pieces of broken charcoal, and a dusting of

bone meal. When growing freely, Eucharis
delight in copious supplies of water, and all

occasional supply of diluted liquid cow manure
until the scapes develop. After the flowers were
over, the bulbs were kept on the dry side to

give them a partial rest, but they were nut

allowed to become dry enough to suffer. Whin
in good health. Eucharis will flower two and
three times during the year if given a partial

rest after each flowering period. I have known
certain growers to dry off their Eucharis, but

I have experienced the best results from the
treatment recommended. II. French, Moulton

Grange Gardens, Pitsford.

Fruiting of Lonicera Hildebrandtii.—In

Gard. Ckron. October 30. 1920, you published

some experiments conducted by Mr. Sidney
Munis, with seed of Lonicera Hildebrandtii.

My huge plant of this species in an utvheated

greenhouse has borne many fruits this -.

and I send you one (see Fig. 13) in ease you

wish to examine it closely. P. C. M. Veitch,

The 'Royal Nurseries, Exeter.

Rust in Wheat.—Prof. Biffin deserves the

thanks of Wheat growers Cor giving us varieties

of the yeoman bype which are so full of gluten

that this type of Wheat is favoured mure by the

n.iller than any other. To obtain varieties that

are rust resistant would indeed be a further boon

An attack of rust, owing to adverse weather in

May and June is a calamity which has DO

parallel in the cultivation of Wheat and brings

about dire results in the yield and quality of the

giain. Rust is the main cause of " parched
"

grain. M.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.
The last fortnightly meeting for the year 1920

was held in the Recreation Club Room, Abbey
Hall, Mr. Councillor F. E. Moring presiding

over a good attendance. The subject for dis-

cussion was " Cyclamen persicum " and this was
introduced by Mr. E. J. Dove, of Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, who read an instructive paper on

the subject. He mentioned that the Cyclamen
could be had in flower from November to March
or April, and was exceedingly useful either as

pot plants or cut blooms. Full cultural details

were given under the following headings ;—Seed-

sowing temperature, watering, shading, potting

on, soils, summer quarters, manures, housing,

insects and pests. -A splendid discussion

followed, in which Messrs. Moring, Alex-

ander, Blackwell, Fulker, Townsend, Martin, D.

Dore, Carter and Smart took place.

In the competition for six bulbs of Improved
Reading Onion, the awards were :—1st, Mr. D.

Turner, The Gardens, Coley Park; 2nd, Mr.

G. Goddard, Reading; 3rd, Mr. C. Moulton,
The Gardens, Rookwcod. In the non-competi-

tive section a First-Class Certificate of Cultural

Merit was awarded to Mr. W. Chislett, The
Gardens, Bill Hill, Wokingham, for magnificent

sticks of the following varieties of Celery :—

Sutton's Superb Pink, Solid White, Standard

Bearer, and Giant White. These showed high

cultural skill, were in excellent condition and

typicaj in colour. Mr. E. Blackwell, The

Gardens, Foxhill, gained a First-Class Cer-

tificate for two boxes of eggs. These were con-

sidered to be extraordinary fine, large in size

and of excellent colour: they were of White

Leghorn and Rhode Island strains.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT.

The last Monthly Meeting of the past year was

held at the R.1I.S. Hall on Monday, December

13th. Mr. A. Bedford in the Chair. Four new
members were elected. The sum of £6 6s. 8d.

(interest on three members' deposit! was passed

for payment. The sick pay for the month oa

the Private Side amounted to £40 lis. 8d.,

State Section £45, and Maternity Claims £14.

The Trustees were empowered to' invest a

further sum of £800. Mr. A. Turner was co-

opted a member of the Committee, to fill a

vacancy. The New Rules were received from the

Registrar for minor alterations, and the Com-

mittee hope to let members have copies soon.

©bttuan?.

The Rev. James Banatyne Mackenzie—We
i egret to record the death of the Rev. J. Bana-

tvne Mackenzie, minister of Kenmore, Perth-

shire, which took place in Edinburgh, on Decem-

ber 25. Mr. Mackenzie was devoted to countrj

life, and took a deep interest in horticulture and

forestry and assisted greatly in advancing these

pursuits in Ins own district. He was a successful

exhibitor for many years at the Aberfeldy flowei

shows, and "as for long the leading winner of

prizes. He was also a keen antiquary, and eon

tributed valuable papers on the antiquities of his

part of Scotland to the Proceedings of tli<-

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. He had a

long and active life, having reached the greal

age of 87. and was for 63 years a parish minister.

James Nicholson.- -We regret to record the

death at an advanced age of Mr. James Nie'n.l

son. market gardener, Douievale, Dumfries.

Mr. Nicholson, who was an able garden. II bad

inn. b experience in both England and Scotland,

and some years ago, in company with a hn in. i.

stalled a 'market garden at Douwvale, Hum
fiies. where thev soon established a good con

lection. Mr. Nicholson was for some years an

active member of the committee of the South

of Scotland Cauleiiers 1

Association, and of the

directorate of the Dumfries and District Horti-

cultural Society
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Cabbide of Calcium: A. W. Spent carbide of
calcium from the generator of an acetylene
plant may Ibe used on the soil with good effect,
although it is not so valuable as slaked lime!
It should be placed in a vacant corner, and
allowed to become nearly dry, when it may be
dug into vacant land. No planting should be
done until at least two months after the
application of the material. A correspondent
in Gard. Chron. recommended its application
at the rate of one banowfui to every 12
square feet of ground. He states that he
found it effective in destroying soil insect
pests, including wireworm.--.

Cucumbers for Market : Dudley. You will be
able to grow Cucumbers in your 200 ft. by
22 ft. glass-house quite successfully, provided
you can maintain the temperature at 60° If
troubled with woodlice, distribute " Vaporite "
over the border and around the brickwork
forking it in a few weeks before planting. The
quantity you would require is about 3 cwt.
Put a forkful of manure at every 2 ft. apart
each side of the house, then put two barrow-
loads of horse manure and new soil, mixed to
each nine feet of hot-water pipe and make "the
soil m a mound on the top of the manure
Have healthy plants of Butcher's Disease
Resister ready for planting early in March-
they should be raised from seed sown now
Assuming you have wire trellis, with wires
about 9 in. apart and the same dis-
tance from the roof-glass, when the plants
reach the third wire pinch their tops out
This will strengthen the plants and cause them
to fruit earlier. Tie the laterals and stop them
at the second joint and again at the first joint,
and so on until the trellis is covered Everv
fourteen days or so top-dress the roots with
some of the compost used for planting. When
the fruits develop water the roots with liquidcow manure made by placing a barrowful ofdung in a tub of water. About the second
week in May sow seed for raising plants to
give a successional crop. Pull out the old
plants in time to get the house ready for the
second planting. Sprinkle "Vaporite" all
over the ridges, etc.. to till woodlice. cent!
pedes, etc., and fork it in the soil. Ventilate
the house a few days before planting These
successional plants should not be damped when
id fruit, but the roots should be kept well
watered and the floor of the house damped Use
plenty of manure, and you should have a good
crop. \ou could grow Tomatos. planting them
early in January, and secure fruits that develop
in time to permit of planting the house with
Cucumbers in June. These should remain until
the first week in October, when the house
could be filled with late Chrysanthemums.

Gjmpe Miis. Pimok's Black Muscat S 7Sour variety of Grape is Mrs. Pince's Black
.Muscat, which needs more fire heat than the
others named as being in association with it
this variety needs a little fire heat during
the ripening stage, and the shrivelling men-
tioned was no doubt caused by this deficiency
of warmth. Although somewhat shrivelled
the flavour is quite fair. Give the vine
another season's trial, and if possible start
the vinery a trifle earlier. The past season
was not one of the best for such a Grape as
this. When the berries commence to colour
next season cover the border, if an outside one,
with garden lights, so as to counteract any
check clue to a. period of wet weather and a
consequent cooling of the soil. The lights
will assist in warming the soil in any case.

•Grafting Cytisus and Ligcstrum : J. F.
Cytisus should be grafted in Febrm.rv using
seedling Laburnums as stocks. The" 'stocks
should be put in a warm house about a month
before they are grafted, to ensure that root-
-nction is started and the sap moving. After
being grafted the pla.nts should be put in a
close case with a bottom-heat of about 65°.
The inside of the case should be wiped dry.
of condensed moisture at least once a day,
and water must be sparingly applied, though

the plants must not be allowed to become dry
at the root. Union will take place in about two
or three weeks. Wax is not necessary. For
Ligustrum Delavayi, either the common or
oval-leaved Privet may be used as a stock.

The after-treatment is the same as for Cytisus.

Roses may be gralted from February to April,

but a close case is not necessary, though it is

an advantage if one is available. If a close

case is not used, the house should be kept as

nearly as possible to 60°. With indoor graft-

ing the following points are necessary to

ensure success :—Firstly, the stock should be
showing signs of root-action before being
grafted, while the scions should be dormant

:

secondly, the actual temperature is not so

important as an equable one, which is the

great advantage of a close case; thirdly, the
plants should not be exposed to draughts,
and should always be shaded from strong

sunlight.

Iris Disease: A. W. The bacterial disease of

Irises, due to Bacillus omnivorus, may be con-

trolled by dressing the beds with super-

phosphate applied at the rate of four ounces
per square yard. This manure, which contains

free acid, checks the disease and should be
applied and forked in between the plants
without, delay. Examine the plants during
growth, and carefully take up all plants show-
ing sickly yellow foliage. The best time to

do this is about the middle of July, when the
flowers have died dawn. Wash the roots and
rhizomes of the diseased plants and cut away
tin- soft and decayed portions. It is important
that this operation be done thoroughly and
every particle of diseased tissue removed.
Plant the rhizomes immediately after treat-

ment on ground which has not been previously

occupied with Irises.

Miller's Gardening Dictionary : Bookworm.
The value of Miller's Gardening Dictionary
is about 25s., if in good condition and an old
edition. Second-hand booksellers might offer

yoi much less for it. as they have to make
their profits. You could try Messrs. Foyle,
Ltd., 121-125, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2,
but you might obtain more for it by adver-
tising it in a gardening paper.

35 0-50
18-19

8 0-86

MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, January 4th, 1921.

Wholesale Prices.

. s. d. '6 d
Brazil nuts,

per cwt. .. 110 0-140
Chestnuts, per

50 kilo bags ..

Cob nuts
Dates, Tunis, per

doz. cartons
Grapes, Muscats,

special per lb. 10 0-12
best .. .. 8 0-90—Canon Hall . . 8 0-12—Alicante .. 2 0-36—Gros Colmar 2 0-46—Almeria, perbrl.20 0-40

Lemons

—

—Messina,barrels 30 0-40
Oranges, Jamaica

126's-252"s 23 0-25—Denia & Valencia
240*s-3fi0's 20 0-26

Peaches, Cape,
per box .. ..20 0-25

Pears, Californian
Winter Nelis,
per case

Pineapples
Plums. Cape, .

Rhubarb, forced
per doz. 5 0-60

Walnuts, per
25 kilo bass .. 40 0-45

Fruit
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The study* ;if the genetiea'.
The Genetics behaviour of the Bonavist
of the Bonavist or Hyacinth Bean (Dolicbos

Bean. Lablab, L.), by Mr. S. C.
Harland, although it intro-

duces us to no new forms of the mode of
inheritance of characters, illustrates in a
striking manner several important facts,

already known to apply to other plants. In
the first place Mr. Harland shows that
the difference between the climbing and
the bush form of Bonavist Bean is due to
the presence in the former of a growth factor
which is absent from the bush type. Thus
the cross bush (St. Vincent White) by the
climber* (Vilmorin'g Stringless) gives a
climbing F,, which, when self-fertilised, yields
offspring in the ratio of three climbers to one
bush. In the second place, and by means of

the same cross, it is shown that a coloured
flowered F, is produced by the mating of the

two white-flowered forms. The phenomenon
of reversionary' flower colour was first eluci-

dated by Bateson and Punnett in their clas-

sical investigations of Sweet Peas (see Gard.
Chron. Vol. XJLVI p. 56), wherein it was
shown that two white-flowered races mated
together give a purple F,. Similar behaviour
was subsequently described bv Miss Saunders
Tor Stocks (Ma'tthiola), and 'by M.iss Whel-
diale for Antirrhinums. The explanation
put forward by Bateson and Punnett applies

in all these cases- This explanation is that

two factors, complementary to one another.

must be present for colour to be produced in

the flower. If one factor only is present it

is without colour effect. Hence there 'may
be three genetic types of white-flowered
races, viz. (indicating the factors by the

letters C. and R.) C.r., c.R. and c.r. If la

plant of C.r. constitution be crossed with, one
of a constituton c.R, the F t generaton will

have the constitution C.c. R.r. , and since

both C. and R. are present the flowers which
it bears will be coloured. The truth of the

hypothesis may be verified by further breed-

ing experiments ; for it can be shown that a
self-fertilised plant of C.c. R.r. constitution

will give rise to offspring of which on the

average there are nine coloured to seven

white. This result was obtained by Bate-

son and Punnett with the reversionary

purple F, Sweet Pea, and has now been
obtained by Mr. Harland by breeding from
his coloured F, plants. A further note-

worthv point is brought out by Mr. Harland's
studies, namely, that a given Mendelian
factor, though its presence may only be re-

cognisable by one distinct effect which it

produces, e.g., causing a plant to become a

climber instead of a bush, nevertheless pro-

duces other effects as well in the plant's

structure. Thus Mr. Harland shows that a
careful examination of the two races of

Bonavist Bean, St. Vincent Bush White and
Vilmorin's Stringless, reveals the fact that,

whereas the former is quite devoid of pigmen-
tation and has cream-coloured seeds, the

latter has a trace of pigmentation in the

stipular hairs and has purplish-brown seeds.

If the constitutions of these two races be

written—St. Vincent C.r. and Vilmorin's

Stringless c.R. we may say that whereas the

factor C. in the absence of R. is powerless

for pigment production, the factor R. even

alone is just able to give rise to pigment in

certain parts of the plant, e.g., the stipular

hairs and the seed coat. When both C. and

R. are present, as in the F, generation of the

cross, the plant's power of pigment forma-

tion is so enhanced that deep colour appears

in seed coat (which in F t is black), nodes and
flowers. The behaviour of subsequent gen-

erations shows that the factors which con-

tribute to the formation of colour in the

flowers, also determine that of other parts

of the plant. If we knew more of the phy-

siology of plants, we should probably be able

to discover that those factors which affect

their outward and visible form—often in ap-

parently trivial ways—have an inward and
physiological grace which affects the whole

course of growth and development in ways
which at present our ignorance prevents us

from recognising.

* " lnhorit.am.00

1 by 8. C. Hnxlunil
X. October 3 1920.

n Dolicihos La-blab, L." Part
D.Se., Journal of Genetics, Vol.

Knighthood for the Commissioner of Woods
and Forests.—It is announced that His Majesty

the King has appointed Mr. George Granville

Leveson-Gower, Commissioner of Woods and

Forests, to be a Knight Commander of the Order

of the British Empire, the appointment to date

from January 1. Mr. Leveson-Gower has been

Commissioner of Woods and Forests since 1908,

and was private secretary to Mr. Wm. Gladstone

from 1880 to 1885.

Scottish National Sweet Pea. Rose, and Car

nation Society.—This Society will hold its annual

show in St. Andrew's Halls, Glasgow, on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, August 3 and 4.

Aberdeen Market Gardeners and the
" Plotters."—Considerable feeling is being mani-

fested in market-gardening circles in and around

Aberdeen over the competition they are meeting

from the large number of plotholders now
established in the city and its environs. A
letter from Mr. G. Garden, Secretary of the

Aberdeen and District Market Gardeners'

Association, was read at the Town Council meet-

ing on Tuesday, 4th inst., drawing attention

to the large number of applications for garden

plots before the Council. The Association had

no objection to the working man having his

own plot for his own use, but it was known
that several had two, and that plots had been
given to men in good positions. They also

desired to draw attention to the sale of garden
pioduce by plotholders in competition with those

in the trade, and trusted that steps would be
taken when letting the plots to stop the prac-

tice. It was having a bad effect in the employ-
ment of labour, and tended to swell the ranks
of the unemployed. In the Council's superin-

tendent's report it appeared that a plot as at

present let was capable of producing vegetables

sufficient for a man and a family of eight. Thus,
it would seem there must be a considerable
surplus from the average household require-

ments, and it ought to be reduced. The Council,

on the motion of the Lord Provost, remitted the

matter to the Plotholders' Committee for a
report. There are some 1,500 plots—90 feet

by 30 feet—now in existence in Aberdeen, with
nearly 300 applicants waiting to be supplied.

Farming and Nursery Companies Eegistered

in 1920.—We gather from Messrs. Jordan and
Sen's list, of company registrations at Somerset

House that under the heading of "Farmers"
twenty-six private and one hundred and twenty-

one public companies were registered in 1920,

with a total capital of £8,182,025. Under
" Nurserymen " two private and thirty-four

public companies are recorded with a total

capital of £726,750.

Gardening in Sub Tropical Countries.—The

literature dealing with gardening in sub-

tropical countries is not extensive, therefore,

the publication in the near future of A Booh

of Gardening for the Sub-Tropics, by Messrs.

H. F. and G. Witherby, will be awaited with

interest. The book is edited by Mary Stout

and Madeline Agar, and will appeal to the

amateur gardener between the parallels of 30°

N. and 30° S. latitude, and those who garden

upon the tropic highlands.

Reversing the Order of Service.—A unique

occasion in the relations between an employer

and his servants was a dinner given by Mr. and

Mrs. J. Osborne, of Drynham, Oatlands Chase,

Walton-on-Thames, to their employees, when the

host and members of his family waited upon the

guests. The gardener and agent, Mr. W. A.

Cook, formerly in charge of the late Sir Edmund
Loder's gardens at Leonardslee, presided at the

dinner, and at the subsequent proceedings in the

billiard room. Mr. Cook contributed to the

gaiety of the occasion by singing, giving

humorous readings and acting as accompanist.

He proposed a vote of thanks to his employer

and his family for their kindness, and Mr.

Osborne, in reply, expressed the great pleasure

the event had given Mrs. Osborne and himself,

and stated his intention of repeating the. dinner

next vear. Each servant had the privilege of

bringing a friend, and each guest received a

present as a memento. Councillor Phillips pro-

posed the " Health of the host and hostess," and

said that in what they had done that night Mr.

and Mrs. Osborne had set an excellent example.

It was very desirable that master and servant

should be drawn closer together, and with more

of the spirit animating Mr. and Mrs. Osborne

thay would have happier relationships between

employed and their employ rs.

Inspection of English Seed Potato Crops

during 1920.—In order to minimise the spread

of Wart disease so far as possible, the Ministry

of Agriculture has established a system of crop

inspection, under which growers may obtain

certificates free of cost if, after examination,

their crops are found true to type and free

from rogues. This system of inspection was

necessary in connection with the Ministry's policy

of allowing only the entry of immune varieties

of Potatos into areas infected with Wart disease.

A knowdedge of the extent and importance of

this svstem of inspection is obtained from the

recently published report* of the work carried

out in 1920. In the year under notice the

applications for inspection were 1,221, covering

an area of 11.664 acres; of this total the crops

in 10,532 acres were certified, while those in

• "The Inspection of Potato Crops during l'>-0
'

Journal of the Ministry or' Aoriruliure, Vol. XXVII ,

No. 10. January, 19'Jl.
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1,132 acres were rejected. The greater part of

the work of inspection was conducted in Lan-
cashire, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. The most
popular variety grown for seed was Great
Scot, which occupied more than twice the area

of either of the four varieties next in importance,

i.e., Ally, Kerrfs Pink, King George, and
Majestic. The report gives a table showing the

chief immune varieties of Potatos inspected in

England and Wales during 1920, and the acreage

certified or rejected respectively ; we give .the

figures for the rejected acreage in brackets :

—

Ally, 1,294 (438); Arran Comrade, 522 (7£)j
Dargill Early, 135 (2^) ; Edzell Blue, 120J, (J,);

Golden Wonder, 51 (5i) ; Great Scot, 3,004

(292) ; Kerr's Pink, 1,254^ (30^) ; King George,
l,233i (149); Lochar, 548J (32^) ; Majestic, l,271i
(113i); Templar, 498 (39); Tinwald Perfection,

351J (10i); and Witch Hill, 33 (|). In the

case of the rejected crops it should be noted

that rejection was due chiefly to the presence

of rogues, and this fact emphasises the need for

regular inspection, as well as for greater care on

the part of seed growers to maintain true and
pure stocks of the immune varieties. The report

shows that 438 acres of Ally were rejected owing
to the prevalence of rogues.

Shows and the Entertainment Tax.

—

The Essex Agricultural Society has decided
to send a deputation to the Ministry of

Agriculture and the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
asking that the entertainment tax should be
abolished so far as agricultural shows are con-

cerned. At the summer show at Colchester a

loss of £1.100 was incurred, of which £666 was
paid for the tax. Both horticultural and agri-

cultural shows are mainly of an educative
nature, and organisers should make application

for exemption under the clause which permits
of shows of an educational character being: held
tree of the tax.

Stereum Disease in Eucalyptus.—The presence
of Stereum hirsutum— a fungus akin to Silver

Leaf—in Eucalyptis plantations in the Transvaal
has proved to be so widespread that it as

likely to check the planting of Eucalyptus
globulus as a commercial proposition (for the
production of pit props) in that country. In-

vestigations made by Mr. A. M. Bottomley,
Mycologist, and Mr. K. A. Carlson, Conserva-
tor of Forests to the Transvaal Conservancy,
show thiat Stereum hirsutum is very widely
distributed, and one of the commonest of sapro-

phytic fungi in the country. The fruiting bodies

of this fungus appear in bracket-like fashion

on dead trunks, and it is probable that the
fungus finds entrance to living wood through
wounds, and it then becomes parasitic. At
present, Stereum hirsutum has been found only
on living trees of Eucalytus globulus at Cliffen-

dale, Roodepoort, Witwiatersrand, but as a
saprophyte on dead wood it is abundant in

manv districts. The felling, uprooting and the
burning of all infected trees, and the burning
of all dead wood and stumps is advocated as

a method of checking the spread of the disease.

The urgent need for the discovery of a pre-

ventive measure may be gathered from the

statement by Messrs. Bottomley and Carlson,

that "in its saprophytic form the fungus is,

of course, harmless to living trees, even though
the outer dead bark is attacked. As there is

no way of detecting the difference between
this and the parasitic form until living tissue

is actually attacked, it is advisable to watch
Blue Gum plantations carefully and take the

earliest possible steps to destroy the fungus

as soon as it first appears. If the trouble is

allowed to attain extensive proportions, destruc-

tion of the fungus becomes too costly to 'be

practical." So far, the only real remedy would
appear to be the substitution of an immune
species, such as Eucalyptus rostrata, for E.

globulus. Stereum hirsutum, it may be ob-

served, is the cause of white-piped and yellow-

piped wood in Oaks in Europe.

Agricultural Research Scholarships.—The
Ministry of Agriculture has, on the recommen-
dation of the Advisory Committee on Agricul-

tural Science, and with the concurrence of the
Development Commissioners, awarded Research
Scholarships, in Agricultural Science to Mr.
J. G. H. Frew, B.Sc, Birmingham University

(entomology) ; Miss M. S. Lacey, B.Sc, Bii-k-

beck College, London (plant bacteriolcgy) ; Mr.
J. C. Mann. B.A., Cambridge University
(animal nutrition), and Mr. -J. L. Rosedale,

M.A., Aberdeen University (animal nutrition).

These scholarships, which are of the value of

£200 per annum, and are tenable for two years

at such institutions at home or abroad as may
be approved by the Ministry, have been estab-

lished in order to train promising students

—

graduates of British Universities with honours
in science or equivalent qualifications—with a
view to their contributing to the development
uif agriculture by becoming research workers.

Dr. E. J. Butler, CLE The Director of the

Imperial Bureau of Mycology, recently

established at Kew (see p. 1) is Dr. E. J. Butler,

whose portrait appeal's below. Dr. Butler
studied biology under Prof. Marcus Hartog at

University College, Cork, and also, after graduat-
ing, under Van Tieghem, Cornu and Poirault in

France, Oltmanns in Germany, and Dr. D. H.
cicott at Kew—with a travelling scholarship in

plant pathology. He was appointed Cryptogamic

DR. E. J. BUTLER.

Botanist to the Government of India in 1901,

and joined the Botanical Survey of India. Sub-
sequently, he was transferred to the Imperial
Department of Agriculture, India, and appointed
Imperial Mycologist. From 1910 to 1912 he was
Acting Director of the Agricultural Research
Institute, Pusa, and Joint Director in 1919-20.

In May of the latter year he became Agricultural

Adviser to the Government of India, and in

Septemoer was appointed Director of the

Imperial Bureau of Mycology. Dr. Butler has
written numerous papers on mycology and plant

pathology, as well as several books, notably

Fungi and Disease in Plants (1918) and the

Report an- the. Agricultural Department,
Federated Malay States (1919). The Bureau of

Mycology has been established for the purpose
of encouraging and co-ordinating the work of

investigating the diseases of pkints caused by
fungi throughout the empire.

Permanent Allotments—The spirit of gar-

dening engendered by war-time allotments

largely remains, and there is a demand in all

parts of the country for permanent allotments.

Some of the local authorities are alive to the

benefits allotments confer on the community, not

only from an economic standpoint, but also

as a healthy recreation for the public, and they

have taken advantage of the Small Holdings and
Allotments Acts to provide suitable land for

plots. But in many cases direct opposition is

expressed to the movement by local powers,

and various subterfuges are sought to render

the Act null and void. In some cases the

plea is put forward that the provision of per-

manent allotments would involve a charge on.

the rates, and such an asertion ir, generally
sufficient to negative any proposition to acquire-
land for the purpiose. The ratepayers are

told that a special allotment department would
be necessary, involving expensive establishment
charges, whereas the wonking of the scheme
could be handed over to a responsible society

outside the Corporation or Council, with practi-

cally no charge on the ratepayers. In one
large town the acquisition of permanent allot-

ments is largely rendered inoperative because
the whole of the borough has been mapped out
under a town-planning scheme, and the argu-
ment is advanced that the whole of this is

building land which could not be secured for

allotments at a price to be economically success-

ful. In the same town there was a determined
opposition by the Toiwai Council to rent land
for permanent allotments, the plea being put
forward that there was no demand ; but the
local allotment societies called a public meeting,

at which nearly five hundred application.; were-

made for plots. This forced the hands of the-

Council, with the result that several acres oi

land have since been secured to meet the
dpmand. The Ministry of Agriculture is fully

alive to the opposition against the demand for

.irtotments, and those who are interested would
be wise to study closely the statement by the

Ministry, on this subject published in Gard.
Cliron.', December 18, 1920, p. 195.

War Memorial in the Node Gardens, Welwyn-
—From the garden staff at The Node, Welwyn,
the residence of C. A. Cain, Esq., no fewer than
twenty-three men joined His Majesty's Forces
during the early part of the war. Mr. T. Pate-
man, the gardener, writes : "It is with very
deep regret I have to state that seven of our'

men were killed during the war. The memorial
to their memory erected in these gardens by
my employer is of sonrewhat unusual character,

hence I enclose a photograph of it as requested."

(See Fig. 14.)

Sweet Peas in the United States.—It is esti-

mated that 2,000 acres were planted with Sweet
Peas in the United States in 1920, for the
purpose of seed production, as compared with
1.500 acres in 1919. Of the 1,500 acres growrr
in 1919, 550 acres were of the Spencer type, and
900 acres of the grandiflora type. There has
since been a decreased demand for the grandi-
flora varieties, and most of the acreage planted'
last year was of the Spencer or waved type.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day, January 18.— Bolton Horticultural and
Chrysanthemum Society's Annual meeting;
National Rose Society's Annual meeting. Thurs-
day, January 20.—Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution Annual meeting and election at Simp-
son's, 101, Strand, at 2.45 p.m.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years-
Ago.

—

Garde.iie.Ts' Itvyal Benevolent Institution.

—Notice is hereby given that the Annua!
General Meeting of the subscribers to this

Institution will be held at the London Coffee

House. Ludgate Hill, on Wednesday, 28th of

January next, for electing officers for the
ensuing year and receiving the accounts of the-

charity for the past year, and other business.

The chair will be taken at 11 o'clock precisely,

after which an election for four pensioners will'

take place, from among the following candidates,

whose testimonials have been examined and
approved of by the Committee :—John Adamson
(69), Mortlake; Barney Farelly (69), London;
Thomas Farmer (65), Mitcham; John Garnell'

(79), East Ham; Christopher Gibbons (60),

Hendon ; James Stedman (78), London; James
Everest (65). Bagshot ; John Longhurst (58),

Charlton; William May (77), Foot's Cray;
William Havers (73),

' Chigwell ; Christopher

Birmingham (75), Broad Cliff, Devon; Edward
Marshall (65), London; Ann Pratt (63), Waltham
Cross; Sarah Pryor (77), London; Henry Riches

(71), London; George Wallis (70), Bristol. The
ballot will be kept open for two hours after the-

business of the meeting has been considered.

The subscribers and friends of the Institution will

afterwards celebrate their anniversary by dining-

together at the above house. Gard. Chron.,

January 17, 1846.
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

The closing month of 1920 was about as un-

pleasant as it could be. There were only six

days without either rain or snow, though the

total rainfall at my place did not amount to

more than 3.68 in., which is often exceeded in

December. The only redeeming feature of the

month was the touch of real winter in the second

and third weeks, which no doubt did good by
producing a thoroughly dormant state in fruit

trees and other subjects, besides checking weeds

and improving the condition of the soil for

tillage operations.

The total rainfall in my district, for the year

was 28.26 in., which is 1.42 in. below the average

of the last twenty years. But rain was recorded

on 157 days, as compared with the average of

152 rainy days.

A Poor Fruit Year.

Few fruit-growers must have felt anything but

gratified with the results of 1920. The year

gave one of the worst crops on record, whilst,

trade was rendered difficult owing to the unsettled

and often depressed state of the markets. Yet it is

in such lean years that the best growers score.

In a season of plenty like 1919, even the most
neglected farm orchards are fruitful, but in a

year like 1920 only those growers who consis-

tently follow the best methods of cultivation

secure enough fruit to enable them to show a

balance on the right side. A moderate crop

in a lean year is worth more than a bumper
crop in a season like 1919. and it is worth while

to do anything possible to secure it. We can-

not, of course, altogether overcome the adverse
influence of an unfavourable season; the weather
must always remain the most important factor.

But recent investigations have thrown new light

on the problem of fruit-bearing, and shown
that regular cropping is influenced much more
by cultural methods than has generally been
thought possible. Intelligent manuring is pro-

bably the most important matter, with pruning
a good second. Skill and judgment in these

operations influence bloom production. Whether
or not blooming will be followed by a good
set of fruit, and the crop carried on to a suc-

cessful finish, depends greatly on our ability to

deal with pests and diseases by spraying. There
is no doubt that, where these matters are given

the closest study, cropping is much more regu-

lar and failures are reduced to a minimum.

Prospects for 1921.

There is good reason to feel hopeful about truib

prospects for 1921. The trees had a thorough
rest during the past year, and must have had »
good opportunity to store up foods and form
strong fruit buds for the coming season, particu-

larly as they held their leaves and obviously
remained active well into the autumn. A big
display of bloom seems almost inevitable.

Whether this will be followed by a bountiful
crop depends chiefly on the weather at blooming
time and our ability to keep down pests and
diseases. The earliest sign of promise is to be
seen already in the very profuse show of catkins

on Cob-nuts.

American Blight on Roots.

Young trees brought in for planting need
examination, as they sometimes have American
blight on the roots. I have just received one
lot so affected. If trees were as cheap and
plentiful as they used to be I would rather
burn than plant them ; but these were trouble
enough to get, and I must make the best of

them. The roots will be thoroughly soaked
in a solution of soft soap, paraffin and nicotine,

which should exterminate the insects. It ought
to be a punishable offence for a nurseryman to

sell trees with this pest on the roots, for a

young plantation so affected from the start must
be doomed to failure.

Apples on their Own Roots.

Two or three years ago I tried to strike

some cuttings of a particularly healthy variety
of Apple, with the idea of using them as stocks
on which to graft Cox's Orange Pippin, to see

if this would prevent canker. The cuttings

formed a callus, the buds burst, and the leaves,

just began to unfold—but none got any further.

Not a single cutting rooted. I have since

learned that Apple cuttings are very difficult

to strike. If a few shoots are roughly stuck

in as labels to mark the position of seed rows,

etc., they may root and grow very well; but the

most careful and successful attempt at striking

cuttings have seldom resulted in more than about

10 per cent, of successes and much more often

in complete failure. Yet Apples are grown on

their own roots, or on the roots of other varieties

known to be resistant to certain pests. For
instance, in Australia Apples are grafted on the

variety Northern Spy, because it is found to be

resistant to the root form of American blight.

I have just learned how it is done from the

report for 1919 of the Massachusetts Agricultural

Experiment Station.

The usual plan followed is known as the nurse-

root method. The scion is whip-grafted on to a

short piece of root of a seedling Apple stock,

and planted deeply, so that only two buds oi the

scion are above ground. After one or two

years' growth, generally two, the trees are

lifted, and it is found that roots have in most

INSECTS AND THE FRUIT CROPS.

Fig -WAR MEMORIAL TO GARDENERS AT THE

NODE, WELWYN.

(See p. 26.)

ia>es pushed from the scion or stem. The nurse root

is then cut off just above the junction formed in

grafting, and the tree is re-planted. It is now
on its own roots, and it can be grown on as such

or used as a stock on which to bud or graft

other varieties. Once having thus secured a

stock of trees on known roots, there is no

further need for the nurse-root system, as other

varieties can be grafted directly on to the known
roots.

The grafting is usually done in February or

March, using a scion 6 in to 8 in. long and a

piece of straight root 2 in. long. The best

results are obtained with young seedling roots.

The grafted roots are stored in coarse, moist

sand until they are planted out in nursery rows

in April. Good results were obtained also by
grafting in April and planting out at once,

except that the trees made a slower start and

less growth during the first year. Market
Grower.

The argument "no bees, no fruit crop," is as

wide of the mark as can possibly be. During
the season of 1919, we enjoyed a superabundance
of hardy fruits, yet bee life was notably absent.

That insect life does a great deal of good toy its

unconscious efforts will be admitted, but to give

all the credit to insects for good fruit crops

would be wrong. Having under my observation

nine Apple blossoms on the same branch, I

found the stigmas receptive at 11 a.m., and at

5 p.m. they were found to be pollinated and
slightly drooping, yet everyone of these flowers

set and the branch developed nine fruits. This

I attribute to a tree of Lord Suffield variety being

on the westward tide of the one in question.

Many trees in our orchards have top-most

branches fifty feet in height, and many of the

varieties are known as self-sterile. Yet these

branches—triennial growths—invariably produce

specimens known as "king" fruits, often hanging

like ropes of. Onions. How is it possible, then,

for insects to visit at a given hour or even in

a day the multi-myriads of blooms in our thou-

sands of acres of orchards and fruit plantations '!

Bees seldom visit blooms at a high altitude. The
Lime trees attract them to about 30 feet from the

ground, and they do not rise in the orchards for

work higher than 20 feet, and even less should

White Clover be in bloom in the district.

My contention is that pollination by means

of the wind with good pollinising varieties

to the westward, is the chief agent in

the fertilisation of our hardy fruits, and although

the theorist asserts that pollen grains do not

ascend, this is absolutely against the evidence of

practical observation. A pollen grain is so

minute that the naked eye cannot discern it,

therefore there is no reason why the breeze

should not lift and carry these particles many
miles. In fact, I have known an old Crab Apple

tree on the westward of an orchard nearly a

mile distant, and whilst it remained the orchard

produced abundant yearly crops, but since the

old tree was cut down, no fruit has developed in

this particular orchard. I can quote many cases

where the presence of pollenisers has proved to

be the primary cause of good crops. In the Ross

district, Cox's Orange Pippin never fails with

Worcester Pearmain on the west. I have two

places in my mind. They are about six miles

apart, One'of the owners informed me last week

that he had several cwts. of Cox's Orange
Pippin in readiness for dispatch to Manchester,

and, I am pleased to say, he is in agreement with

my views, as it was owing to my suggestions

the trees were arranged and planted, and he has

never failed to obtain a crop of this excellent

Apple for nine seasons. He has no hive bees,

but attributes his success to the aspect of the

trees, the use of washes and good cultivation.

My 30 years' observations fully justify my belief

that arrangement in our fruit gardens, planta-

tions and orchards is the chief asset towards pro-

duction. Pollen will remain potent for seven

days, yet the receptiveness of a stigma endures

bui four hours. In wet. sunless weather, such

as was experienced during the flowering perioa

of 1920, the climatic conditions prevailing spoiled

the pollen and damaged the stigmas, therefore

fertilisation could not be effected. I have in-

spected orchards during the past season, facing

due east, and it is surprisingly true that each

one of these orchards carried good crops of fruits

of cider and other varieties. This I attribute to

the somewhat late flowering of the trees, where

by they enjoy more summer-like weather for

pollination. The atmosphere at blossoming time

in a favourable season must be permeated with

clouds of pollen dust arising from the trees.

hence the common complaint known as hay fever

makes itself prevalent just then ; Mid when it is

recognised that one bloom alone contains thou

sands of pollen grains, it can be readily

understood how plentiful pollen is.

Bee-keeping I champion with every good will.

but my contention is that climatic conditions,

with affinity pollinators, have more to do with

generous production than has ever been reoog

nised. In the fruit garden or plantation tlio

varieties to foster as " affinities " are Worcester

Pearmain, Bismarck, and Lord Suffield, or any

variety of the Codlin type. Pomona.
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The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colsian, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Cypripedium—Many of the tool-growing
Cypripediums will soon be passing out .of

flower, and as soon as possible after blooming
any necessary repotting should be attended to.

Potbound specimens should be shifted into
larger receptacles nearly half filled with drainage
material, according to their sizes. Cypripediums,
unlike most other Orchids, benefit by a fair

amount of pot-room. Better flowers are obtained
from plants provided with plenty of rooting
material than from those that are potbound.
Almost any kind of rich, porous soil is suitable

as a rooting medium. The general practice is to
prepare a mixture consisting of equal parts good
fibrous loam, good English peat or Al fibre,

broken up rather roughly, with the smaller

particles shaken out, some Sphagnum-moss and
plenty of crushed crocks. Newly-potted plants
should be grown in rather more heat than is

afforded established specimens. A suitable

position is a moist, shady part of the inter-

mediate house. Apply only a .moderate amount
of water until after fresh root-action commences.
Established specimens will thrive in almost any
liouse having a winter temperature of 50° to 60°.

and they need plenty of light, but not direct

sunshine, and copious supplies of moisture at the
roots. Damp the spaces between the pots two
or three times daily, but guard against an
excess of atmospheric moisture. Spraying the
plants lightly overhead occasionally, especially

when the sun is shining, is beneficial.

Division—When it is necessary to divide a

plant of Cypripedium to increase the stock, this is

best done at the time of repotting, as it can then
be seen how to carry out the operation without
cutting through the roots, as on a divided iplant

every root is valuable. A strong growtli that

has flowered is of most value for propagating
purposes, as it will often produce two or three

shoots, whereas a new shoot will complete its

growth before starting again.

Cypripedium Seedlings—These should be
placed in the warmest house, and be potted on
as they require more root-room. Tlirips often
injure the leaves of Cypripediums. They should
be kept under by fumigating the house on
frequent occasions.

Zygocolax—These hybrids have been raised

from Zygopetalum crossed with Colax jugosus,
and include Zygocolax Veitchii, Z. Amesianus,
Z. Charlesworthii and Z leoperdinus. These
Orchids should be given similar treatment to

that advised for Zygopetalum Mackayi on p. 16.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
Asters (Michaelmas Daisies) and Phloxes.

—

Although indispensable in the mixed border,

both these flowers are seen at their best when
planted in large masses in special situations, or
in borders set apart for them. Where the right
position can he found, Asters are specially fitted

for massing, where the dressed portion and the
less formal parts of the pleasure ground meet.
The old flowering stems should not be cut down
during autumn, as is too often the case ; for

the brown stems give a welcome toucli of

colour during the •winter. At the date of

writing, January 1, a large border of these

plants at Kew, backed with evergreens, is

still attractive, and will remain so until it is

necessary to cut them down and cultivate the
border. Phloxes aire very fine When massed on
a large scale. Some of the colours are difficult,

and knowledge and car© are required in group-
ing them together. Mauve and purple shades
should be grouped together along with white,
while plants with grey or silvery foliage may
be used with them; mauve and purple colours

look best wnen seen in partial shade, for at

least some period of the day. The value ot

such colours is more dependent on light con
ditions than any other colour, and are perhaps
seen at their best in the half-light of the
e'.ening. Phloxes are gross feeders, and need
liberal treatment in the shape of manure, alio.

ample supplies of water during dry weather.
Wherever a large collection is grown, eelworm is

almost sure to prove troublesome, especially

among the weaker-growing varieties. Good
cultivation and frequent propagation of young
stock by means of cuttings from healthy plants,

will do much to keep the plants free of the
pest. In the case of bad infestations, it may
be necessary to make a fresh start on a new
site.

Lawns.—Advantage should be taken of suitable

weather to level any depressions on lawns,

especially in the more dressed portions of the

garden. Where bare patches of turf occur,

either on lawns or edgings, such places should
now be re-turfed. In public parks and gardens

—in spite of protective measures—there are

always many stretches of worn edges to be re-

fcnrfed in the winter. Lawns that are mossy
and in poor condition should be brush harrowed,

and afterwards given a dressing of well-rotted

stable manure, or of wood ash and sifted

soil from the compost heap. The application of

lime or basic slag will generally improve mossy
lawns; but the basic slag should not be used
on playing lawns, as it encourages the growth of

Clover. Such lawns will be benefited by a

dressing of fine bone-meal, applied at the rate of

4 to 8 oz. per square" yard.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Abthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes. Esq..

Copped Hall, Eppinff.

Early Vinery.—The early vinery, if not

already started, should be closed if ripe Grapes
are required by June. Assuming the vines have
been thoroughly cleansed, and the walls

whitened with lime, the border in which the

roots are growing should receive any necessary

attention. Removing the surface soil requires

to be done with great care to prevent damage
to the roots near the surface. A liberal dressing

of bone meal or Vine manure before fresh soil is

added will be beneficial. Substitute the old soil

by a compost of rich loam mixed witl! Vine
manure and thoroughly water the border.

Melons.—An eaily batch of Melons may now
be raised. Sow the seed in small pots con-

taining rich loam, and germinate them in brisk

bottom heat. Plunge the pots in a prepared

hot-bed or coconut fiba-e. It is important that

the plants do not become drawn and to pre-

vent this the seedlings, as soon as the first leaf

begins to develop, should be placed near to the

roof-glass. It hot-water pipes are underneath the

bed it will not be necessary to make a deep hot-

bed, but sufficient leaves should be employed
to prevent dryness. The soil in which the

plants are subsequently grown should consist

of rich stirong loam, and at this stage no
fertiliser should be added. Make a ridge of

soil, sufficient to receive the roots comfortably,

and add more soil as the plants make head-
way. Make the soil firm about the roots. At
this season, when most of the days are dull,

give the plants every attention possible.

Strawberries in Pots.—Where early Straw-
berries are in demand a special house for the
purpose of growing the plants in is a great

advantage, but more often they have to be
grown on shelves in vineries and other glass

houses. The danger of this method is that it

favours the spread of red spider, to combat
which the grower needs to be unusually vigilant.

Before the plants are brought indoors the foliage

should be dipped in insecticide just sufficiently

strong to destroy the pests. When the foliage

is quite dry remove the surface soil with
a pointed stick and substitute compost con-

sisting of good, fibrous Is -am enriched with a

little artificial manure. The temperature of the
house in which the plants are grown should
not exceed 50° by night in the early stages of

growtli, but may be allowed to rise consider-
ably by day by solar heat, when a copious
syringing overhead will be most beneficial.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J.P.,

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.
*

Onions.—To obtain large Onions seed should
now be sown in boxes filled with rich mellow
loam mixed with sufficient leaf-mould and sand.
The soil should be made inodeirately firm in the
boxes, watered with a fine rose can and allowed
to drain for several hours before sowing the
teeds, which should not be done thickly. Cover
the seeds lightly with soil and place the box
in a house having a temperature of 60° until

the seeds germinate, when a temperature of 60°

to 55° will be more suitable. Grow the seed-

lings on a shelf in a light position, and afford

ventilation whenever the condition of the
weather renders this possible. A selected stock
of Ailsa Craig and Premier are two suitable
varieties for present sowing. The ground in-

tended for these Onions should, i

= not already
prepared, receive attention whenever the
weather permits. The soil should be deeply
trenched and enriched with well-decayed
manure, leaving the surface in a rough con-
dition. After digging is completed the plot
should receive a good dressing of soot.

Leeks.—Where Leeks are required for early
use, a small sowing should be made and the
seedlings raised in gentle warmth. The seeds
should be sown thinly, either in 6-inch pots or
boxes filled with compost of an open texture.

When the seedlings are of a sufficient size, they
should be pricked out into boxes and grown on
in the same temperature until such time as

they have become well established, when they
may be removed to a cooler house and gradually

hardened off for planting outside in April.

Lettuce and Endive.—Cold frames in which
plants of these salads are wintered should be
freely ventilated on all fine days. A sowing of

Lettuce may be made in boxes and the seed ger-

minated in gentle warmth. The seedlings should
be grown in a cooler house near to the roof

glass and hardened gradually ready for pricking

out into frames as soon as they are large

enough to handle.

Carrots.—A stump-rooted variety of Carrot
may be sown in a frame placed on a mild hot-

bed, made chiefly of leaves, which should be
trodden lightly to produce a mild and lasting

warmth. Cover the bed with fine soil to the
depth of 6 inches or 8 inches, and when it has
become sufficiently wiarm and dry, make it

moderately firm by the use of. a rake. Sow the

seeds carefully and cover them lightly with
fine soil. Thin sowing is necessary, for ex-

cessive thinning would disturb the roots intended
for the crop. The surface of the bed should be
liglnly damped on fine days and the frames
kept, closed until the seedlings make their

appearance, when the frames should be carefully

vertilated on all possible occasions.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. C. Palmer Mor*.-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine Begonias of the

Gloire de Lorraine type that have finished

flowering should be shortened a little, placed

in a cooler liouse and given less water. These

plants will, in due course, develop new growths

suitable for use as cuttings, which should be

inserted to raise plants for flowering in autumn
and winter. The soil for potting should be

passed through a fine riddle. It should consist

of good loam, leaf-mould and silver sand. Select

a few of the very best of the old plants that

have broken into growth, shake them out of

their flowering pots and transfer them to smaller

ones. These plants may be grown on for

making largo specimens. Equally as good

results may be obtained from cuttings rooted in

a propagating case with a brisk bottom-heat

and never allowed to become dry. Some growers

raise a stock of plants from leaves. The mid-

rib is cut at intervals, the leaf placed on sand

and kept close to the sand by placing stones on

it. Although roots will soon form this is

a slow method of propagation.
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Clarkia.—This annual when well grown makes
one of the best displays in the conservatory and
well rejiays for extra trouble i'u its cultivation.

Flants should be. grown in 6- in. pots filled with

rich soil of a porous nature. The soil

on the top should be finer than that

at the bottom. Sow a few seeds in each pot

and thin the seedlings to two or three. Clarkias

will grow well in a cool house.

Poinsettia.—Plants that have developed their

bracts should be placed in a cooler house and
watered sparingly. This will give them a rest

before withholding water altogether. Continue

to use the syringe freely on plants that are

developing their inflorescences and feed the roots

with liquid manure twice weekly.

Schizanthus Seedlings of Schizanthus raised

from seeds sown in the autumn for spring flower-

ing require shifting into their largest-sized

pots. Use good loam and sand and place tne

plants near the roof-glass. If any of the plants

fail to develop side growths pinch but the tops;

this will result in a bushv habit.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. HK1H.EY Warrf.n, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Fruit Room.—Examine stored fruits and re-

move any decayed specimens. Exclude frost by
using covering material, or other means except

that of introducing fire heat. Never allow the

atmosphere of the fruit room to become stagnant,

but admit abundance of air whenever outside

conditions are favourable.

Canker.—This disease is rightly considered to

be the worst and most troublesome which
attacks the Apple. Wet, or badly drained soils

appear to be its most fruitful cause, hence, to

secure perfect drainage is of the utmost import-
ance when planihing new orchards. Although
this disease may yield somewhat to treatment,
and thereby be checked, it is very seldom that

a perfect cure is effected. Certain varieties of

Apples are more predisposed to it than others,

hence it is undesirable to plant such. Free sur-

face root action should be encouraged by plant-

ing the trees on mounds or extended ridges,

where the subsoil is at all uncongenial. Coarse,

unripened growths are most liable to be
attacked, especially if the bark is damaged or

biuised. Infected trees should bo treated by
excising the cankered portion, cutting into the
healthy tissues and subsequently dressing the
wound with a mixture of equal parts of clay

and cow dung, or within twenty-four hours of

the operation dress the wounded parts with a

styptic, which will render them waterproof.

POTATOS AT ABERDEEN.

An* exhibition of field and garden produce was
held on December 24, J920, in the Agricultural
Department, Marischal College, Aberdeen. The
Potatos, roots, grasses, cereals, fruit and vege-
tables had all been grown at the Demonstration
Farm of Craibstone. There were actually staged
520 varieties of Potatos and 220 of Turnips.
The most interesting point demonstrated in con-
nection with Turnips was that early sowing pro-
duced by far the heaviest crops—five to six

tons per acre of difference between two sowings,
one a fortnight later than the other.

The Potatos, nicely arranged on plates, five

typical tubers of each variety, were ph.ced on
tables ill round the large, well-lighted hall.

On each dish was placed a card giving the
following particulars of the variety :—Yield
per acre, ware and chats, immunity from Wart
disease, immunity from Mosaic disease and
Leaf Curl, susceptibility to Phytophtliora, and
whether it bore "plums." All were grouped
according to type, 39 British Queen type, 28
Abundance typo, 72 Upto-Dale type, and many
other smaller groups. On the walls were hung
large cards giving details of observations re-
garding the different subjects grown. The par-
ticulars regarding Mosaic disease in Langworlhy
Potato were interesting—8 plants attacked with
Mosaic gave 10J lb. of a crop, 8 plants free from
Mosaic gave 20J lb.

Mr. W. M. Findlay, the Superintendent ot

Experiments, suggested in his address that it

might be possible to build up a stock of Lang-
worthy free from Mosaic. I have often thought
the experiment well worth trying. It should
be undertaken by several responsible growers
simultaneously, and a decision arrived at once
for all if the " game is worth the candle." 1

would suggest Golden Wonder being selected

to work on rather than Langworthy. I think it

is unfortunate that Mr. Findlay arrives at such
enormous yields in his calculations, as they
are sure to be taken cum grano salh. He
figures out his crop returns up to 32 tons

16 cwts. per acre. Between 20 and 30 tons are

quite common figures in the yields. Were these

figures cut in halves, they would still be high.

The margin of experimental error in Mr. Find-
lay's figures is too great. Perhaps he will tell

us 'how he arrives at the weights.

Mr. Findlay is quite alive to the necessity of

drastically cutting down the list of varieties,

and if there is an official synonym committee
appointed by the Scottish Board of Agriculture,

I hope Mr. Findlay will be a member. We
already have a synonym committee operating

at Ormskirk under the aegis of the Ministry of

Agriculture and the N.I.A.B. (National ' In-

stitute of Agricultural Botany). That committee

TREES AND SHRUBS.

ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA VARIEGATA.
This very uncommon form of the well-known

Loquat (see Fig. 15) was shown by Messrs.
L. R. Russell, Ltd., at the last Chelsea show,
when it attracted the notice of lovers of un-
common plants. The variegation is particularly

even, and as the variety possesses all the vigour
of the type it should be a good garden plant for

milder parts of the country. Nothing seems to

be known of the fruiting capabilities of this

variegated variety, but as the type rarely, if

ever, ripens fruit out of doors in England, this

is of no particular moment.
In the Treasury of Botany, a most valuable

little work, it is recorded that at Blithfield,

Staffordshire, in 1818, Lord Bagot succeeded in

fruiting the Loquat under glass. A pot -plant

was wintered in a stove, and the fruits ripened

in the spring, two months earlier than the time

of ripening in its. native Japan, and that the

fruits were of excellent quality.

In wanner climates than ours, Loquat
fruits are fairly important productions, and the

tree is cultivated in parts of Australia, Southern

Europe and Northern Africa, particularly in aaid

Fig. 15.

—

the variegated-leaved loquat.

consists of Dr. Salaman, Mr. Bone, Mr. ('bitten

den, Mr. Lashani. Mr. Lesley, Air. McAlister,
and Mr. Taylor. If a Scottish committee is set

up, I hope it will be possible to co-operate in

some way and make decisions operative. To
do the latter, I am well aware they must have
the support of the Seed Trade, which support
they ought to get—and I believe will get—
unless their action is very high-handed. If the

520 names used at Aberdeen, which are actual

names sent in with tubers during the last

half-dozen years, could be reduced to 50, what
a blessing it would be for all concerned. An
official classification ;s wanted, and the sooner

we get it the better.

Mr. George E. Greenhowe is the horticultural

expert at the farm, and he was responsible for

a table of fruit and vegetable exhibits. Apples,

he stated, which do well in Aberdeenshire, are

Lane's Prince Albert, Bramley's Seedling, Stir-

ling Castle, Golden Spire, James Grieve and
Warner's King.

1 was surprised at the large attendance ot

keen growers at the above exhibition and did

not in the least regret travelling 260 miles t"

nee it ir Cuthbertson, Duddingston, Bdin
burgh.

around Algiers. At Trieste it was formerly cul-

tivated largely and several improved varieties

w.era greatly esteemed. There the flowers at

n idwinter are intensely Fragrant and do not

appear to suffer from a few degrees of frost.

It is this habit of flowering in late autumn and

winter that prevents fructification in our islands,

t
,

i t| M . shrub is quite hardy over a wide area.

Many specimens survived tlie severe winters ot

1814] 1830 and 1860, which proved so disastrous

tO large numbers of other trees and plants. The

dishevelled appearance of the examples at Kew
and in the Chelsea Physic Gardens is due I

t.> the fogs than to low' temperatures. Probably

ih, classic example of the Loquat in this country

is the splendid specimen growing in a front gar

den in the historic village of Clovelly, Devon.

As a hands. iiue foliaged -111111.. either for train-

ing against a wall or as a standard, the Loquat

his few equals. When sufficient moisture is

available during the growing season this beau-

tiful exotic dec mokes free and abundant growth,

S Is germinate freely, even in an unheated

greenhouse, and when obtainable this forms an

easy method of increase. If grafting is prsu

it, will be found that the Quince and Whiti

are good stocks. A. C. B.
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EDITORIAL NO TIDE.
Letters for Publication. <" well as specimens of plants

tor naming, should be addresesd to the EDITORS.
41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London. Communications should be written on one

bide only op the paper, sent as early in the week

as possible, and duly signed by the writer. If desired,

the sionature will not be printed, but kept as a guaran-
tee of good faith.

THE FIRST ENGLISH
PINEAPPLE.

THE English history of the " King of

Fruits " offers many attractive features

to students of such matters, and it has

recently taken what may be described as

a "topical" turn by the sale at Messrs.

Sotheby's of the well-known picture—which had

disappeared for r.early 80 years—ascribed to

Henry, or Hendrik Danckerts, or Dankerts, of

" Charles II. receiving the first Pineapple grown

in England from Rose, the Royal gardener."

Assuming the attribution to be correct, we can

arrive at a fairly approximate date at which

the picture must have been painted. Danckerts,

a native of The Hague, was invited to England

by Charles II., and was employed by him in

painting pictures of the Royal Palaces and

seaports; he is frequently referred to in Pepys'

" Diary " from January, 1668-9. and is called

by the diari.it '' the great landscape-painter."

He was in England in 1678-9. for the Calendar

of Treasury Books of that period records the

payment to him of £34 5s. 6d. for several

"prospect pictures and landslips" done by th?

King's command. At about this period he left

England for Amsterdam, where he died about

1690. John Rose, chief gardener to Charles II..

died in September 1677, aged 58, and the King

himself followed in 1635. From these facts we

may safely place the date of the Pineapple

picture as between 1669 and 1677. We know

from Evelyn's "Diary" that the Pineapple had

been successfully brought over to this country

some years earlier. Writing on July 9. 1661. he

says: "I saw the famous Queen Pine brought

from Barfcadoes and presented to His Majesty;

but the first that were ever seen in England

were those sent to Cromwell four years since"

—i.e., 1657. Six years later. August 19. 166?.

Evelyn writes :
" Standing by His Majesty at

dinner in the presence there was ol that rar3

fruit called the King-pine, growing in Barba-

does and the West Indies; the first of them I

had ever seen. His Majesty, having cut it up,

was pleased to give me a piece off his own

plate to taste of; but, in my opinion, it falls

short of those ravishing varieties of delicious-

ness described in Captain Ligon's ' History
'

1.1 True and Exact History of the Island of

liarbadoes, 1673] and others; but possibly it

might, or certainly was, much impaired by

coming so far; it has yet a grateful acidity,

but tastes more like a quince and melon than

any other fruit he mentions."

It is reasonably certain that John Rose did

not grow the first Pineapple raised in England,

and that the title of the picture as quoted above

is inaccurate, due probably to Horace Walpole.

The scene which it does represent is doubtless

that referred to in the earlier extract from

Evelyn, and probably Rose was selected to

present the fruit to Charles II. The picture

may have been painted some few years later to

embody portraits of Rose and his Royal master.

The history of the picture is unusually long

and fairly clear. It is to some extent told by
Horace Walpole himself in his letter to the

Rev. W. Cole, March 6, 1708 :
" Mr. Pennicott

[the Rev. William Pennicott, Rector of Long

Ditton, Surrey, 1758 till his death in 1811] has

shown me a most ourious and delightful picture.

It is Rose, the Royal gardener, presenting the

first Pineapple raised in England to Charles II.

They are in a garden, with a view of a good

private house, such as there are several at

Sunbury arid about London. It is by far the

best likeness of the King I ever saw; the coun-

tenance cheerful, good-humoured, and very sen-

sible." The picture, he further tells us, is

" extremely well coloured, with perfect har-

mony," and was " a legacy from London,*

grandson of him who was a partner with Wise."

The assumption is that the Pineapple picture

was either given or bequeathed to George Lon-

don by his old master. John Rose, and that it

remained in his family until the latter part of

the eighteenth century. Lover of pictures and

of gardening as he was, such a picture would

appeal very strongly to Horace Walpole, and

to him it was presented by the Rev. Mr.

Pennicott in 1780. It remained at Strawberry

Hill long after Walpole' s death, and at the

great sale there in 1842 it formed lot 20 on the

eleventh day (May 6), and was purchased by

a dealer for 21 guineas. In the interval it had

been engraved by Robert Craves, A.R.A.

It was acquired ' by—or possibly bought

on commission - for^the Right Hon. Henry

Labouchere, afterwards Lord Taunton (1798-

1£69). and remained among the Taunton

heirlooms until last July, when it was sold at

Sotheby's for £620 to Messrs. Agnew. By

the courtesy of the auctioneers the larger

part of the picture, which is 36 in. by

45 in., is reproduced in Fig. 16. The

house is traditionally said to be Dawnay
Court, near Windsor, the villa of the Duchess

of Cleveland, to whom Rcse was at one time

gardener. G. W. Johnson, History of English

Gardening, 1829, refers, apparently in error, to

this picture as being at Kensington Palace;

a copy in water colours was then in the Library

of the Horticultural Society.

Whilst " seven cities warr'd for Homer being

dead," so there are other claimants to the dis-

tinction of having first introduced the Pineapple

into Europe. There is even a rival picture to

that of Danckerts commemorating a like event.

It has the additional merit of being more

probably accurate, from a purely horticultural

point of view. In the Fitzwilliam Museum at

Cambridge there is a landscape with a Pineapple,

which grew in Sir M. Decker's garden, painted

by the younger Netscher—Theodore Netscher

(1661-1732), who came to England in the reign

of George I., "and practised here during six

years, with great emolument and profit." John-

son, who did not know of this picture, is very

emphatic in stating that the Pineapple was
" only successfully cultivated here about 1722,

by Mr. Henry Talende, gardener to Sir Matthew
Decker, at Richmond." Bradley, in his

Treatise on Husbandry and Gardening, says

that Mr. Tollende, having at length succeeded

in ripening them and rendered their culture

"easy and intelligible." he hopes that Ananas

may flourish for the future in many of our

English gardens. Sir Matthew Decker (1679-

1749) was a Dutchman who settled in England

and of whom an account may be found in the

Dictionary of National Biography; but of his

gardener, Henry Talende, possibly, like his

master, a Dutchman—there is no record beyond

* George London, the grandfather, who died January

12, 1714, waa a-n apprentice of John Rose; he and

Henry Wise (1653-1738), another Royal gardener, were

in partnership at the Brompton Park Nursery, 1694-

1701. Articles on these two esoellent men appeared in

The Gardeners' Chronicle in 1892, March 19 and May 14.

this single incident in connection with Pineapple

growing. It is worth noting that Lady Mary
Wortley Montague, writing in 1716, speaks of

having partaken of Pineapples at the table of

the Elector of Hanover, and refers to them

as something which she had never seen before.

The mention of the Dutchmen, Netscher and

Sir Matthew Decker, brings us to another Pine-

apple claimant. It is stated that Monsieur Le
Cour, of Leyden, of whose dates we are un-

certain, was the first to succeed, after many
trials, with little or no success, in producing

Pineapples " equally as good, though not so

large, as those of the West Indies." It is

further stated, not only that the Pineapple was

first cultivated in Holland, but that it was in-

troduced thence into England by the Earl of

Portland in 169*) ; although it did not fruit

here for 20 years afterwards. But the claim

of Holland to have been the first European

country to successfully cultivate the Pineapple

must be left to some other investigator.

During the first half of the eighteenth century

its cultivation in England had become popular

and reasonably successful. In the Universal

Magazine of November, 1749, a fine plate of the

Pineapple "in its natural colours" was pub-

lished, with some descriptive text; an article

on the culture of the Pineapple appeared in the

same magazine for March, 1751 ; and yet another

illustrated article was published in the number
for August, 1752. The most successful trade

grower was probably Henry Scott, of Wey bridge,

Surrey, who, as was seen from his fine trade-

card advertisement reproduced as a full-page

plate in The Hardeners' Chronicle on Novem-
ber 20. 1915, made a speciality of this fine fruit.

The plate is dated October, 1754; and in 1758

he was advertising through paragraphs in the

London newspapers that he had " about six

hundred Pineapples, and some ready to he cut."

About this time also, he had established a

central London agency for his Pineapples, and

John Priest, of the Golden Heart. Broad Street,
( 'arnby Market, Golden Square, near Oxford

Street, was advertising Scott's Pineapples,

"the price set on each fruit"; any fruit

that proved to be bad would be exchanged,

whilst fresh fruit was on sale three times a week.

Successful cultivation was quickly followed by

small books teaching others how to do it. The
first English treatise was that of John Giles

(1725-1797), gardener at one time to Lady Boyd
at Lewisham ; his " Treatise " appeared in 1767;

this was followed two years later by one written

by Adam Taylor, a gardener to J. Sutton, Esq.,

at Devizes; and other "Treatises" followed

at intervals of a very few years up to the

earlier part of the nineteenth century. William

Hone, in his entertaining Table Book, 1827, tells

us (p. 483-4) that Mr. Isaac Andrews, of Lam-
beth, cut 60 ripe fruit on the occasion of the

Coronation of George IV., "and many hundreds,

remarkable for size and flavour, came from dis-

tant parts of the country. One from Lord

Cawdor's weighed 10 lb., and after being

exliibited at th© Horticultural Society, was

sent to the Royal Banquet." Pineapples,

Hone further tells us, are not to be got in

Paris, aJid were only procured by the means of

Government messengers from Covent Garden.

What may be described as the literature of

the word "Pineapple" is exhaustively dealt

with in that monument of learning and research.

the New English Dictionary, where variants of

the word, probably not all applicable to the

fruit as we now know it, are given as found

in English writings so far back as 1398. II'.

Roberts.
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THE LATE REGINALD FARRER:
AN APPRECIATION.

Alas ! what a brilliant figure is lost to horti-

culture by the sudden and tragic death of

Reginald Farrer! As a collector of new and
beautiful plants he had already done magni-
ficent work, and as a writer he probably did
mere tlian any living man to spread apprecia-
tion, not only of Alpine plants in particular,

bi.t uf hardy plants in general.

What a curious, complex, fascinating per-

sonality was his! As a writer of garden books
he stood alone. He wrote as a rule, from a
peculiar angle of his own, giving queer human
attributes to his plants, which somehow exactly
described them. He wrote vividly, often at

the top of bis voice, as it were, and he could
weave romance round a plant, treating it as

a clever novelist might treat his most pro-

vocative character. And always behind his

plants was a background of Farrer's own in-

triguing personality. Readers of his garden
hoiks are lamenting Farrer's death—though they
niay never have met or even seen him—as a

real personal loss. Yet his writing was curi-

ously uneven. Sometimes he would run wild,

at other times he seemed to force his effects in

a way that was unbearably tiresome, and then
again he would produce whole pages of sheer
inspired literature.

The chief reason why his books are so valu-
able is that one can read them. He always
had something to write about. He knew his

subject. He could wiite. Evidently h° .en-

joyed writing, and so he was always readable.
The most erudite book is practically useless if

it can only be read with a yawn, and
Farrer's style was never of the order which
would say, " I then deemed it expedient to

apply manuitial assistance." And, after all,

the lapses that one found, the too much season-
ing or whatever it might he, gave occasion for

a grumble, which, a.t all events to those of

kindliness of heart, is hy no means an un-

pleasant thing.

Farrer's writing on rock garden construction,

the placing of stones, the grouping ot shrubs
and plants was to me extraordinarily sound,
suggestive and helpful. Indeed, in these matters
I always found far more help and inspiration

in his writings than in his gardens at Ingle-

borough. His "Cliff by the Tarn " was. of

course, a piece of inevitable inspiration, like

his best literary patotus' but his made rook
gardens, full of interest and full of good plants
though they were, always disappointed me a

little. If Farrer himself were there, it was
different. One had no time to be critical.

There were the plants to examine and discuss,

find perhaps a certain amount of " fencing
"

to attend to ! I remember once pulling a vigor-

ous plant of Land Cress (Tggse's Weed) from
his "Great Moraine" and looking for some
where to throw it. " Take it" he said—" take
it back to Stevenage to clothe your barren
territories!"

It is probable that his passion for travel and
collecting interfered a good deal with his work
of gardening. He was a tireless traveller, a
great walker, and a fearless clamber. I once
collected with him for one tremendous month,
and the amount we got through was amazing.
His staf work was very thorough. He had
planned exactly where we should go, when,
and what we should find—a sensational set of
rarities, including .Saxifraga florulenta, S.

Burseriana, Daphne rupestris, Campanula
Allicnii, Primula Allionii, Viola Vnlderia. etc.,

fie
, etc.—and with one single exception (Geum

reptans I think it was) we found every plant
we set out to find, and, of coutsc, many more.
To see Farrer in London—at the Chelsea

Show, say—"as a man about town," made it

difficult to picture him working as he worked
•n the Alps. Thirteen hours of hot and tedi
mis cross-Continental rail travel, five hours'
sleep, another sixteen hours' travel by rail and
Carriage, six hours' sleep again, and then a
S a.m. start for an expedition of sixteen hours'
severe climb and scramble to get Daphne
rurx-stris; back to our inn at 9 p.m. a memor-

able dinner, and so off at an unearthly hour
next morning by the early diligence to
" Savananza Water." That was one aspect of
Farrer in the Alps—always good company,
always stimulating. I remember a grilling
day, from end to end of Lake Garda on a
steamboat, having started at 7 a.m. or there-
abouts; then an execrable rail journey, and
finally a .'light drive in a tiny landau through
floods of icy rain and a thunderstorm to

Ferrara, which we reached at midnight, 'lhe
only meal that I remember on that day was
one of sardines, Marie biscuits, and creme do
menthe; yet Farrer insisted, during the last
and worst few hours of that pitiless night
drive, that all conv creation should be carried
on in verse. How we laughed! Next day we
did Monte Baldo. with a thunderstorm, hail.

Geranium argentsum, and Asti spumanti at
the top. He would walk with an odd little

imperious swagger, perfect grace, fearless poise,
even in the worst places, and quite tirelessly.

I was amazed at this, to me, new phase of

Farrer's genius. I believe he was practically
untaught—in fact, he told me as much—and
one could see by his work that often he had
the feeling for certain effects and strove to
produce them, yet had l.ot the technical skill

end knowledge to express wnat he felt. I put
this to him, and he confessed that that was his
trouble, and spoke of studying technique under
a master. Yet his paintings—the flower paint-
ings especially—were amazingly good, with a
curious primitive directness, bold, clean
colouring, and design which clearly showed the
influences of Chinese art, which made them
good portrait, and good pictures.

Farrer lectured before the Royal Geographical
Society, and, although geographical work was
only secondary with him, the Royal Geo-
graphical Society awarded him their Gill
Memorial Gold Medal. Farrer devoted his
life, and in the end sacrificed his life,

to horticulture, and as a Fellow of the Roval

Fir;. 16.
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(See p. 30.)

It was surprising to me that with his love

of beautiful things Fairer cared nothing for

music. I remember one heavenly evening at

St. Martin Vesubie. We sat out on the terrace

after dinner. Someone was playing Chopin
magnitie 'lit lv at a house across the valley. I

sit entranced. Farrer was literally driven
away by the music, ami it was then that he
told me that he cared nothing for it. Of pic-

tures, on the other hand. In was really fond.

At Botzen he was tremendously attracted by
a coloured engraving, and finally, in spite of

the rather formidable price, he bought it and
had it sent home, where it hung in his study
at IngleboTOUgh. Then, too, hi' was a painter

himself, though very few folk were aware of

the fact. It is amazing that, during his first

expedition to China and Thibet, besides all his

botanical and horticultural work, collecting

s -eds, drying herbarium specimens, writing.

and so forth he found tims In make a con-

siderable number of water-colour drawings,
l.elh flower studies and landscapes. An exhibi-

tion of these w i-, held at Hie fine \r; Societies'

Galleries ill Bond Street and when I saw them

Horticultural Society 1 cannot help regretting
ihe failure of the Society to award. its Victorian
.Medal of Honour to Farrer. 1 believe there is

no precedent for awarding the V.M.H. posthu-
mously, but all precedents are originally made,
end this would surely seem a fitting occasion
tor creating a precedent and honouring one of

the most distinguished horticulturists that
ever lived. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage.

Manuring Newly Planted Fruit Trees.— I never
can understand the wisdom of the advice some
writers and lectin eis give On the planting of

Apple trees, i.e., nut to apply manure to the soil

at planting time. The object of tree planters is

to obtain as large an area of branch growth as
possible in the shortest period of time. If

this in so, where is the value of the advice given
not to manure the trees, the only means of
quick growth. Where manure is in the soil,

either young or old trees mako a mass of lihrons
roots which, to me. is sufficient proof ol the
w isdom of such I roatment, /•.'. If.
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY PLANTS.

January 15, 1921.

CRINDONNA MEMORIA CORSII
[AMARYLLIS BELLADONNA 9 X CRINUM

MOOREANUM d).

Botanists will perhaps not deal too harshly with
the creation of a new genus for this bigeneric
Amaryllidaceous hybrid. Some years ago
a hybrid between Amaryllis Belladonna and
Brunsvigia was raised by Mr. Van Tubergen,
of Haarlem, and I remember to have seen it,

described as a Brunsdonna. Moreover, the
titles of new genera of hybrid Orchids are in

common use, and no confusion will arise in this

custom in horticultural botany. It should also be
remembered that Sweet settled for A. Belladonna
and its varieties a distinct genus—Belladonna.

Amaryllis Belladonna has many very fine

varieties, and if we reflect how many beautiful
species and varieties of Crinum may [be crossed
with them, the possibility of many magnificent
products may be imagined. The illustration

(Fig. 17) represents the original specimen (spoiled

by a wind storm), upon which the following
description has been made.
Crindonna memoria Corsii.—New hybrid :

Plant evergreen, the chief period of vegetation
occurring at the end of summer.- .Bulb—8-9 cm.
in diameter, ovoid, with rather fibrous tunic,
plentifully proliferous, with a nock about 15 cm.
long. Leaves—10-12 to .a bulb, drooping some-
times, showing a tendency to be distichous, dark
green, more or less carinate, 3-4 cm. broad,
70-90 cm. long. Peduncle—stout, compressed,
green, with a purplish tone at the base, lightly

glaucous, 50 cm. long. Spathe valves—about
13 cm. long, 3 cm. broad, with a rose-coloured
stripe occupying the third central portion in its

whole length. Flowers—8-12 in an umbel, 18
cm. long, including the pedicel, 10 cm. broad.
Perianth with a lightly curved tube, 14 cm. long

:

segments acuminate, the three external ones
2 cm. broad, the interior ones 3 cm. : colour
pinkish-rose, more deep in the centre of the seg-

ments and at their apex. Filaments—shorter
than the corolla and of the same colour.

Anthers—linear. Style—rather shorter than the
perianth, colour dark rose-pink. Stigma—trifid.

Flowering time—August.
I have dedicated this new hybrid to the

venerated memory of the late Marquis Bardo
Corsi Salvati, of Florence, the enthusiastic and
very intelligent lover of fine plants, who had
formed in his gardens at Sesto the most com-
plete collection of stove and other plants in

Italy. Dr. Odoardo Beccari, the eminent Palm-
ologist, of Florence, had sent him, during h :

s

journey at the Sunda Isles, many new plants
and seeds that completed the collections of thes?
gardens. The tuber of Amorphophallus Titanum
(lowered at Kew many years ago was raised
at Sesto from seeds sent by Dr. Beccari from
Sumatra and sown by myself. Dr. Attilio
Pagionieri, Castello, near Florence, Italy.

HORTICULTURAL LIBRARIES IN

UNITED STATES.

THE

COLEUS REHNELTIANUS.
Coleus Rehneltiands is a notable addition to

the small list of winter-flowering plants. i

bought seed last spring from Messrs. Haage and
Schmidt, of Erfurt. The resulting plants are
now a mass of bloom, and one of then, is carrying
oxer 100 spikes of lilac-coloured flowers. A. K.
Tiulley, Ness, Neston.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA GOULD WAL.
A flower of a very interesting cross between

Laelia Gouldiana and Cattleya Walkeriana is

sent by Frederick J. Ha.nbury, Esq., Brockhurst,
East Grinstead (gr. Mr. Matthews). In colour

and in its blooming in winter it is nearest
to L. Gouldiana, but in size it is intermediate
between the two parents. The sepals and petals
are rosy-mauve and the base of the lip, exter-

nally, matches the petals in colour, the inner
surface being closely marked with gold lines.

The front lobe and edges of the side lobes are

coloured ruby-purple, lighter towards the mar-
gin, which is crimped and slightly fringed.

I.—COLLECTIONS IN GENERAL
LIBRARIES.

The horticultural literature in the Library of
Congress has already been mentioned in The
Gardeners' Chronicle (May 24, 1919, p. 247), in
connection with that of the Department of
Agriculture, but it is logically to be considered
as foremost among the collections of general (as

distinguished from highly specialised) libraries
of the country. Its richness in such literature
as travel, history, and scientific and literary
periodicals may perhaps be taken for granted.

In addition to a very large body of literature
in the closely allied subjects of agriculture and
botany, it has several thousand volumes relat-

ing specifically to horticulture, ranging from
trade publications and war garden pamphlets
on the one hand to Parkinson's Paradisus,
Hill's Gardeners' Labyrinth, Austen's Treatise

of Fruit-tree?, Blake's Com/pleat Gardeners'
Practice. Volkamer's Niirnbergiselic Hcs-
perides, and Sweet's Geraniaceac; while the

Fig. 17.
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majority of its richly illustrated monographs
like Les Lilacies and Les Moses of Redoute,
the " Nouveau Duhamel," and floras such as

Roxburgh's Goromandel Plants, together with
numerous herbals are classed as botany, and
Le.i Mimoses of Kunth am! Les Melastomacies

of Bonpland are found with the Humboldt
Voyage, in a section which comprises many
other rich and beautiful botanical publications.

The Library of Congress also has many of

those works which are chiefly interesting as

literature, like Mason's English Harden,
Alamanni's La Colticazione, and modern essays

and poetry on gardens. It may be noted, more-
over, that while it has botanical works in all

languages and from all quarters of the earth, it

contains very few in agriculture and horticul-

ture save in English ; though it has many of

very early date, together with a good collection

of American publications, not only those of

recent times, secured by copyright, but most
of the older books, like Gardiner and Hep-
burn's American Gardener (1804). M'Mahon's
American Gardeners' Calendar (1806V Squibb's
Gardeners' Calendar (1809), Thorburn's Gentle-

man and Gardeners:' Calendar (1817). and
Cobbett's American Hardener (1819).

To those who regard the Library of Congress
as a repository of universal literature, its hor-

ticultural resources may not be surprising, but
it, is probable that very few persons realise the

extent and importance of the collections in some
other general libraries. There is a particu-
larly interesting one at the New York Public
Library, although there has been no systematic
attempt to develop it, and it is evident that a
large proportion of its most precious books
have been acquired incidentally, as part of
private collections which aire more fully repre-
sented in other sections of the library, as his-

tory, fine arts, or belles-lettres. There are
familiar names on many of the bookplates, and
it adds to the zest of the garden literature to
recall the interest it has had for persons who
are widely known in other fields. A copy of
the 3d. edition of Evelyn's Sylra (1679), once
belonged to William Cullen Bryant, while
many of the books on the Rose contain the
bookplate, autograph, or annotations of George
Bancroft, who, if he had been less distinguished
as a historian, might still have achieved a con-

siderable reputation as s> ro=?.rian. In his

garden at Washington was found the Rose, then
unknown, though later identified with one of

European origin, which was widely distributed,

and in this country is generally known as
American Beauty, and his copy of Dean Hole's
Booh eibovt Roses (5th ed., London, 1874), is full

of motes in his own hand, checking varieties he
wished to try, or adding the names and charac-
teristics of others he had already tested.

The horticultural section of the New York
Public Library is the more remarkable because,
without any special design, it has, nevertheless,
acquired so much that is important with com-
paratively few duplications. A complete sur-

vey of its contents would be a hnge task, but
during a recent visit I examined or catalogued
3< >0 or 350 titles which I had not previously
found elsewhere, besides checking mainy other
important items found in other American
libraries as well. It has one publication of

immense value, though of agricultural rather

than strictly horticultural interest, a set of

Annates de I'Aejriculture Francaise, 1798-1873,
over 200 volumes, and so fair as I know, the only
complete set in the United States. It is re-

grettable that it is located in a library which
cannot lend, and it would be an invaluable ser-

vice to agricultural research to publish a com-
plete index to the set, thus giving information
as to the contents of a series which seems to be
practically unknown in this country. A fea-

ture of the New York Public collection is a
lot of Swedish dissertations on fruit culture,

including several presented under Kalm amd
HeDenius at Abo, which I conceive to be very
rare. A line in which this library is very
strong is the reports, addresses, and charters of

early horticultural societies of the United
States, furnishing valuable material to anyone
who is working on the history of gardening.
Among books specially noted were Bivert's

Album de Pomologie, XV. Biicher von dem Feld-
]lau (Strasburg, 1588—a German version by
Sebitz of Estienne and Liebaiulfs Maison
Pustique), Elsholtz' Vom Garten-Bau (3, druck,

1684), FaircJhild's City Gardener, and The
Gardeners' Pochet-Booh, by R. S. (London, 1754).

In horticultural literature in general the New
York Public Library compares favourably with
other large collections; in landscape gardening,
especially the formal and architectural side, it

is particularly strong; it is weak in botany,

though containing some rare works, like Ven-
tenat's Decas Generum Novorum (Paris, 1808);

but it is very rich in travels and history.

I cannot give an accurate idea of the hor-

ticultural literature in the Boston Public
Library, where some years ago I noted a large

number of titles of old and rather rare books,
many of which have not come to light any-
where else. There is also, I believe, a good
selection of modern literature, though with the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society only half

a mile away, there is no need for the Public
Library to cover the entire field. Its greatest

strength probably lies in the accessory literature

it can supply for the study of the history of

cultivated plants—lines in which very few
American libraries are so well equipped, and
very little developed in the special botanical and
horticultural libraries of Boston, which it thus
supplements in great measure.
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The student and lover of old books on gar-

dening cannot afford to overlook the resources

of the older proprietary libraries, such as the
Boston Athenaeum. This has only a small col-

lection, but it includes a tew uncommon edi-

tions, and it also offers a note of personal in-

terest in the library of Washington, including
6uch books as Kennedy's Treatise upon Planting
(1777), Miller's Gardeners' Kalendar (1762),

Abercrombie's Hot-house Gardener (1789), and
Bucknall's Urchardist (1797). Still another
collection of the same class is the New York
Society Library, which was founded in 1754, and
lias fortunately been able to keep its collection

nearly intact from early times. Although it

has not many books on horticulture, they com-
prise a number of interesting 18th century
works, a set of Annates de Flore et de Pomone
ou Journal des Jardins et des Champs (1832-

1847), and one veritable treasure : the Quatre
Traictez utiles et delectables de VAgriculture
.(Paris, C. L'Angelier, 1560). The latter once
belonged to John Winthrop, jr. (1605-1676).

Governor of Connecticut, and is specially inter-

esting because its owner, like his father, Gov-
ernor John Winthrop, of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, was an assiduous planter and distributor

of fruit trees. Possibly both the Winthrops
may have owed much of their zeal and know-
ledge of fruit culture to a perusal of this little

book, which includes the Traite de la Maniere
de semer et faire Pepinieres et fain
Vergers . . . par Frere Dany, i.e, David Bros-

-sard, religieux de VAbbaye S. Vincent
lez le Mans, which was the French source oi

Leonard MascalPs Booke of the Arte and
Maner, how to Plant and Graffe all Sortes of
Trees.

In the Library Company of Philadelphia, or-

ganised in 1731 through the initiative of

Franklin, there are many old books on agricul-

ture and gardening, including a copy of Miller's

Dictionary (2 v., 1731) which was presented by
Peter Coliinson at the outset, and many others
which came by the annexation in 1792 of the
Loganian Library; Parkinson's Paradisus
(1629), Evelyn's Sylra (1729), Plat's Garden of
Eden (1675), Xeedham's edition of the Geo-
ponika (Oxonii, 1704). and Laurence's New
^System of Agriculture (1726) are among books
which originally belonged to James Logan, of

Stenton (1674-1751).

Though its connection with horticulture may
at first sight seem far (fetched, we cannot ignore
'the Fearing collection on angling, fish culture,

fisheries, etc., in the library of Harvard LTni-

versity. It happens nevertheless that since

early agricultural writers were so catholic in

their scope, a majority of them were claimed
by Mr. Fearing, who thus brought together a

superb collection of agricultural works, from
the earliest times down into the 18th Century.
not to be equalled in any other semi-public
library of the country, and which is incidentally

of tremendous importance from the standpoint
of horticulture. It would be beside the pur-

pose of the present article to dwell upon its trea
sures, but it may be of interest to note that
seems rather richer in German and Italian litera-

ture than similar collections elsewhere, includ-
ing Koenig's Georgira Helvetica Curiosa (Basel,
WOb). Colerus' Oecononvia, Muenchhausen's
Natisvater. and a German version of Crescenzi,
New Feldt unci Arherbaw (Franckfurt am
Mayn, 1583), while practically all the Italian
writers are represented, some of them very
largely.

Before turning to the libraries in which horti-

culture forms a special interest, I should note
the John Crerar Library oif Chicago, purely
scientific and technical in its scope, which per-

haps has no intention of acquiring all the rari-
ties in this subject, but makes it a point to
get everything, old or new, that may be
•needed for reference purposes, and has a fine

selection of gardening books, chiefly modern,
with perhaps its greatest strength in floriculture
-ind landscape gardening. Its methods and spirit
>of service make this library a joy to the re-
search worker, and it has a fine body of source
literature, as old herbals, old and modern voy-
ages and explorations, and a strong collection of
l.otanical and horticultural periodicals, as well
<•« general scientific serial publications. M. J.
Warner, Washington, U.S.A.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.}

Grapes from Young Vines.—With reference to
Grapes produced in record time (see Vol.
LXVIIL, p. 292) from young vines, I am sure
it will be of interest to your readers to learn
that, from eyes of the Black Hamburgh
variety, inserted on February 20, 1912, strong
canes were produced in 10-inch pots. After
being gradually hardened, the vines were
placed out of doors to thoroughly ripen, and
on November 10, of the same year,
they -were put under glass again and
started. The first bunch of ripe Grapes
was cut on April 23, 1913, that is (o
say, just over fifteen months from inserting the
eyes. Four bunches were allowed to each rod;
the heaviest bunch weighed 2£ lb. These
Grapes, of which I enclose a photograph (see

Alicante, Madresfield Court and Canon Hall

;

the last failed in setting last season, which,
I am afraid, is characteristic. You will note
I write as " we," as my son is now the head
here, and I am just one of the " old fossils," but
still alert at 74 and enjoy seeing him so en-
thusiastic in this new and large undertaking,
three years after starting out in a field of nine
acres. 11'. Irvine, Senr., Bradley New Gardens,
Grimsby.

Erica melanthera.—I was much interested in
reading your remarks on the above South African
Heath (p. 2 and Fig. 1). It may be of further
interest to some of your readers to know that
the plant does very well with me in the open in
Cornwall. The recent frost, 10°, does not seem
to have affected it in1 the least. I have grown
it in the open for a number of years, and have
specimens twelve feet high. The beauty of the
flowers is better seen when one can look up at
them. I grow a number of Heaths, but none can

F 1 1 : . 18. VINES IN BEARING FIFTEFN MONTHS AFTER PROPAGATION FROM EYES.

Fig. 18) were grown under the guidance of Mr.
W. Camm, at Cliveden Gardens, Taplow, Buck-
inghamshire. T . Brown. Norton Priory
Gardens, h'unmrn.

It is quite certain our record of fruiting

young vines is easily broken bv Mr. Bates's

account (see p. 11), which is certainly remarkable.
I used to grow jiot vines successfully, and got

presentable bunches in April from vines struck

from eyes eighteen months previously, but those
bunches did not compare favourably with those

from vines cut back and with a season's growth,
and the hobby of my noble and generous em-
ployer wlae upset by an employee who cut

eighteen of the finest fruiting canes right to the
pots; this so annoyed my employer that no mure
young vines were grown. We are expecting
great results this season from all our varieties,

which have done so well and from which the
Sheffield prize Grapes were cut, as they have
made grand wood, which is well ripened. The
varieties are Muscat of Alexandria, Black Ham-
burgh, Gros Colmar, Gros Maroc, Mrs. Pince,

compare with E. melanthera for beauty. When
grown in a greenhouse the flowers are white, but

in the open they become pink, as in E. australis ;

it flowers much earlier, however. Last winter

I had it in full flower on Christmas day, but

(his winter it is not quite out. Are there not

two forms of this Heath being sold in the

market ? Some years ago I bought some plants

from a nurseryman, but they turned out to be

much dwarfer in habit, the flowers smaller, and
the plants not so hardy. I notice in the

Botanical Cabinet, No. 867, that the flower is

figured, the plant described as sometimes
attaining the height of three feet, and that it is

propagated by cuttings, although not without
considerable difficulty. This, however, is not my
experience. .1. T . Bo8COWt n , f.udgvan Ifcrtnri/.

/."/if/ Rock, Cornwall.

Grapes without Fire-heat in Central Perth-
shire—I was an interested render of the apoonntfl

which appeared in Gard. Chron. during 1920

concerning the successful crops of Grapes which
had been grown without fire-heat in 1819; but.
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with the exception of one paragraph in answer
to a correspondent in Hie issue of Decemher 11

(p. 294) I have seen nothing regarding the
success or failure of crops in 1920. The accounts
to which I refer all applied to the South of

England, and it may, therefore, be of some
interest to Scotch readers to hear of my experi-

ence in Central Perthshire during 1920, in spite

of the fact that it was a most unfavourable one
boih for inside and outside fruits. I had no
fires throughout the winter of 1919-20, and
started the vines bv retaining all the sun-heat
T possibly could. My two vineries measure 60
feet, with a 18 feet roof-run. In the first

house there a*p Black Hamburgh, Muscat Ham-
burgh, Madresfield Court, Golden Queen. Canon
Hall Muscat and Mrs. Pince. The second house
contains Muscat of Alexandria, Gros Colmar,
Madresfield Court, Lady Dowries and Alicante.
The Black Hamburghs started freely in March

;

I commenced thinning out the bunches in the

first week of June, and cut Grapes on August 20.

The bunches averaged from 2 lb. to 3^ lb. in

weight, and the colour and flavour were excel-
lent. The Muscats were much later in starting,

but they also turned out considerably better
than I expected, and all finished with good colour
and flavour. Gros Colmar ajid Alicante, too,
weie exceptionally fine. In addition to Grapes
I also had all the vegetable and flower seeds
which are usually sown in heat, such as, Toma-
tos. Cucumbers, with summer and winter flower-
ing Chrysanthemums and Pelargonium cuttings.

Much can be clone by careful attention to airing,
watering and the conserving of sun-heat. W.
Pillams, The Gardens, Invermay, Perthshire.

MEALY BUG ON VINES.

BRITISH VINEYARDS.

In reference to Mr. A. A. Pettigrew's remark-
on page 10, " That there were vineyards in
England in old times cannot be doubted, but
with regard to their productions I very much
suspect that they were, after all, ' nought but
Grape vinegar, which fools call wine,' " be may
be glad to learn that there was equally as good
wine made in England as that imported, so far
back as the Norman Conquest. There are
several accounts of vineyards being in existence
in England in an early period of our history.
Vineyards are recorded in the Doomsday Book,
also by Bede, so early as the eighth century.

The Isle of Ely was expressly denominated the
Isle of Vines by the Normans. The Bishop of
Ely, shortly after the Conquest, appears to have
received at least three or four tuns of wine
annually, as tithes from the vines of his
diocese, and in his leases he made frequent
reservations of a certain quantity of wine by
way of rent; many of these wines were little

inferior to the French wines in sweetness. Few
ancient monasteries were without a vineyard
attached to them. Malmesbury mentions the
county of Gloucester as excelling every other
part of the country, in his time, in the number
and richness of its vineyards. In the reigns of
Stephen and Henry III. we meet with accounts
of vineyards. The first Earl of Salisbury
planted a vineyard in his park adjoining
Hatfield House, Hertfordshire, which was in
existence when Charles I. was conveyed there as
a prisoner to the army.

Historians and antiquarians appear remiss in
not accounting for the total neglect of British
vineyards, but we may conclude that as our
intercourse increased with the Continent it was
found more advantageous to import wine than
depend on the product of our own crop, which
must have been an uncertain one from the
variableness of our climate. Again, the low
price of foreign wine must have contributed much
to the neglect of making it in England, as in the
year 1342, according to Stow, the price of Gascon
wines in London was 4d.. and that of Rhenish
6d. per gallon, and in 1389 the price of foreign
wine was only 20s. per tun for the best sort,
and 13s. 4d. for the second quality. It may be
interesting to note that the first duty was put
on in 1272 at Id. per tun—or ton ! C. H. Jones,
Aberystwyth.

Where Mealy Bug is colonised on Vines,
steps should be taken be-fore the foliage drops
to destroy all the insects possible. There are
two fumi'ants which are both deadly to insect

life, either of which may be used. One is

hvdrocyanic gas, the formula for which is 4
of water, 2 of sulphuric acid, and 1 of potas-
sium cyanide. It iis usual to use 2 ounces of

the last-named to every 1 ,000 cubic feet of air-

space, limiting the period of application to 20
to 40 minutes; but in America only \ an ounce
is used, and the structure is kept close from
dusk, when 'he gas is produced, until the next
morning. The other fuonigant is nicotine,

which late in the season may be used at double
the strength to that' advised by the vendors,
when the leaves of vines will take no
harm from the extra strength. It is to be
noted, too, that this material is not nearly so
strong as it was a few yea.rs ago, owing, it is

said, to the difficulty in obtaining nicotine.
Neither of these specifics 1iarm Grapes still on
the Vines. Where these :ire cleared, supple-
mentary syringing with water at 150 degrees
Fahrenheit is useful, but care should be taken
not +o soften it wun the oily material mw
being sold for soft soap. Gishurst compound,
2 ounces to the gallon, is a safe and effective
substitute. Instead of applying the last-
named by means of a syringe, a sprayer should
be employed, which, while saving material, dis-

tributes the moisture more effectively.

Once the leaves have fallen and the Vines are
pruned, the bark should be softened a little

at a time with a soapy solution, after which
loose bark will be more easy to remove.
There are various washing mixtures used for

cleansing the rods of dirt and insects, that
which I esteem the best being Gishurst com
pound. The strength -advised by the makers is

8 ounces to the gallon, but I have known a
gardener at his wits' end to know how to exter-
minate mea.lv bug to rub it on without more
dilution than just enough water to make it

workable, and that with no bad effect to the
Vines, while every bug was destroyed. I
conclude, however, rhat an 8-ounce solution is

sufficiently strong, provided every' part of the
rods is effectively embraced in the process of
washing, not by any means a usual thing, and
to obviate the loss by a mistake of this kind
a second application should follow, and, if

possible, by another workman.
There remains to be considered the painting

of the rods—with what, and when? No doubt,
a mixture of clay and tar gives results as good
as can be expected, but how much tar should
be ufced is another question. I have always
employed a tree preservative called " Sniea.ro-
leum." It is applied to trees in the (pen where
(horses and rabbits abound, and is harmless to
bark. At the beginning of the war two lads
had a mixture of the above and clay given
them with which to paint the Vine rods. Hav-
ing got nearly exhausted, they kept adding
" Smearoleum " till it was so much cf that
article that the last of the Vines to be painted
were quite black. These were Muscats, and I
was greatly relieved when they broke and grew
just as well as those which had been more care-
fully treated. And though I would cleanse and
waish the rods as soon after pruning as possible,
I incline to believe that painting rhould bp
left till the last moment previous to growth
Btartdng. Before the buds break into leaf,
should there be indication of the presence of
mealy bug, the vineries may be filled OEce
again with hydrocyanic gas, and the Vines will
also bear spraying with warm, water at the
temperature already indicated. Should there
be ants working about the Vines after growth
has commenced, be very sure that bug will
soon be evident also, and means should be taken
forthwith to destroy the ants. Spraying the
borders with diluted nicotine is good for this
purpose, but ordinary lamp petroleum is equally
effective and very much cheaper. I use it hot,
and it is heated by pouring it into very hot
water contained in a pail or other suitable re

ceptacle. The heated oil floats on the surface,

and is easy to take up by a hand sprayer or

a. syringe and lightly sprayed over borders and*

haunts of the insect. A few repetitions are
necessary. Cultural details have something tc»

do with the rapid spread or otherwise of mealy
bug, a very hot and moist atmosphere being
very suitable for its rapid reproduction, also

where there is a superabundance of lateral

growth, much of which is inevitably soft and
suitable for the purposes of the insect. R. P.
Brotherston

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

January 11.—After the storms of the previous

day it was scarcely to be expected that there

would be a large attendance and exhibition

at the Royal Horticultural Hall on the above
date, but sufficient exhibits were forthcoming

to provide a moderate-sized display of cheerful

and interesting plants, although, save among
Orchids, there were no novelties of outstanding

merit or rarity. The attendance was above

the average for the opening show of the year.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

E. A. Bowles, W. J. Bean, John Green, G.

Reuthe, John Heal, W. Howe, Andrew Ireland,

C. R. Fielder, H. J. Jones, A. G. Jackman,
W. H. Page, C. Dixon, Arthur Turner, Chas.

E. Shea, Chas. E. Pearson, G. W. Leak,

Reginald Cory, E. H. Jenkins, W. P. Thomson,

J. T. Bennett Poe, W. A. Bilney, George Paul,

Herbert Cowley, W. B. Cranfield, Thomas
Stevenson, and J. W. Barr.

Awards of Merit.

Chrysanthemum Autocrat.—A splendid pure

white, late-flowering variety of reflexing Japan-

ese form. The florets are fairly broad and even,

and make up a substantial flower of fine size

for market use. Shown by Messrs. Lowe and>

Shawyer.
Chrysanthemum Autocrat (IncurvedJ.—This-

is a sport from the foregoing, and, like it„

pure white and very late flowering. It differs

only from the type in having loosely incurving

florets. Shown by Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer.
Carnation Cupid.—A handsome British-

raised seedling that is equal in size and form to

any American-raised variety. It has broad

petals, forming a full but not dense flower, a

good sten and delightful colouring—light,

cerise-tinged pink Shown by Mr. C. Engel-
mann, Saffron Walden.

Groups.

A charmingly arranged display of florists'

Primulas from Messrs. Sutton and Sons was

a great attraction. Arranged in mounds
were the varieties Double Pink, the vivid

crimson Etna, Oxford Blue, Duchess, and

Reading Blue, surrounded with splendid

examples of Coral Pink, Pearl, Giant White,

Royal White, and other first-class varieties, all

eminently suitable for the decoration of con-

servatory or dwelling room in winter (Silver-

Gilt Flora Medal). Bay trees in various shapes

and sizes were shown in capital condition by

Messrs. Ryders, St. Albans, who are new ex-

hibitors of plants. Some of the tall pyramid

Bays were fine examples of clever training, and

capital subjects for terraces and other formal

places in the garden. Box trees were also

shown, but in their unpainted tubs they were

not so effective as the stately Bays (Silver Flora

Medal).
In association with an admirable collection of

dwarf shrubs suhable for the rock garden, Mr.

Whitelegge showed beautiful batches of Iris

recticulata, I. Rosenbachiana and I. Danfordiae.

A few of the most notable shrubs were Tsuga
canadensis Sargentii pendula, Picea exoelsa

Romontii, P.e. clanbrasiliana, Abies balsamica

hudsonica, and Juniperus recurva 6quarrosa

(Silver Banksian Medal). The brightness of the

Azaleas shown by Messrs. L. R. Russell was en-

hanced by a few Camellias, and among these the

scarlet single variety Kimberley was particularly

attractive. Cyclamen and Clerodendron splen-

dens were also included in the exhibit. Id
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another part of the hall this firm grouped sprays
of early-flowering shrubs (Bronze Flora Medal).

Carnations were again a pleasing feature of the

exhibition, and Messrs. Allwood Brothers
contributed a bold display, in which outstanding
varieties were Edward Allwood, White En-
chantress, Destiny, Mrs. Walter Hemus,
Triumph, and Beacon, with a few varieties of

j

the inevitable Dianthus Allwoodii (Silver Flora
Medal). Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. exhibited
Carnitions, including the varieties Circe, White
Pearl, Winter- Glow and Lady Inverforth. The
same firm displayed well-grown Cyclamens,
Azaleas and the golden Acacia Baileyana (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Mr. G. Reuthe showed sprays of a number of

interesting trees and shrubs, including
Abies brachyphylla with cones, various
large-leaved Rhododendrons, also Irises

and other early-flowering hardy plants
(Bronze Flora Medal). Hamamelis japonica
Rhododendron Christmas Cheer, Hellebores.
Saxifrages, Crocuses and other early flowers
were exhibited by Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and
Son (Bronze Flora Medal).
Mr. C Engelmann's exhibit of Carnations

was greatly admired, and special varieties in it

were Bona, Circe, Jazz, Laddie, Cupid (see
awards), Saffron and White Wonder (Silver
Flora Medal). Messrs. Herbert Chapman.
Rye, showed Narcissus pallidus praecox, Snow-
drops, Freesias. and other harbingers of spring.
Mr. S. Aish, Dunstable, showed an interesting
little group of late-flowering Chrysanthemums,
the leading varieties being Miss A. Brooks,
Madame Oberthur, Heston White, Winter Cheer,
Enfield White, Baldock's Crimson, Burton
Avalanche and Miss Wilcox (Bronze Flora
Medal.

Orchid Committee.
_

Present:—Sir Jeremiah Colman^ Bart., in the
chair, Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas.
O'Brien (hon. secretary), R. Brooman White,
C. J. Lucas, Arthur Dye, S. W. Florv, Chas.
H. Curtis, J. E. Shill, J. Cypher, A. McBean,
E. R. Ashton, Pantia Ralli, Walter Cobb,
Frederick J. Hanbury and Stuart Low.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, in sympathetic terms,
spoke of the loss sustained by the death of
their old and respected former member, Mr.
Henry F. C. Sander, head of the firm of San-
ders, St. Albans. So long as Orchids were
known, the name of this great and enthusiastic
man would be m the forefront. The Committee
desired Sir Jeremiah Colman to send a letter
to the family expressing their sympathy.

Awards.

First-Class Certificate.
Laelio-Catticya Schroderae var. Conqueror

(C. Maggie Raphael alba x L.-C. Bella alba),
from Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell Park,
Englefield Green (gr., Mr. J. E. Shill). A
charming flower nearest to that which received
a similar award at the last meeting. Flower
seven and a lvalf inches across, petals pure
white, lip deep purplish-crimson with some thin
gold lines from the base.

Odontioda Hypatia McBean's variety (Odm.
ardentissimum x Oda Diana), from Messrs.
McBean, Cooksbridge. A noble flower of the
class which in size and shape closely invade
the Odontoglossum section. Colour, claret-red
with blush-white margin to the segments. Front
of the lip lilac; crest yellow with dark
blotch in the median area.

Award, of Merit.
Odontoglossum Rufus (parentage unrecorded),

from W. R. Fasey, Esq., Hoily Bush Hill,
Snaresbrook (gr., Mr. E. J. Seymour). Flower
large and of fine substance, claret-red with
clear white margin, and white front to the lip.

Odontoglossum Faustina (eximium x Dora),
from W. R. Fasey, Esq. Flower of good shape,
light purple with broad white margin. Lip of
fine shape with purple markings in front of
the yellow crest.

Odontioda Madeline, McBean'* variety (Oda.
Chorleiworthii x 0. crispum), from "Messrs.
McBean, Cooksbridge. A grand flower with
equally bread segments, coloured Roman-red
with the yellow ground appearing as small
markings.
Odontioda Cilleham var. Ada Evans (Oda.

Joan x Odm. illustrissimum), from Messrs.

McBean. Flower large, Odontoglossum-like,
reddish claret with thin, white margin.
Odontonia Ceres (Miltonia Bleuana x Odm

Lawrenceanum Cobbianum), .from Messrs.
Charlesworth, Hayward's Heath. A pretty
Miltonia-like flower, straw-yellow in colour with
reddish rose banu ni front of the yellow crest.

Charlcswortheara X nohilis (Oncidium
macranthum x Miltonioda Jjax), from Messrs.
Charlesworth. Habit of the Oncidium but
with smaller, chocolate-red flowers with yellow
margins.

Cultural Commendation.
To Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tun-

t ridge Wells, for a very fine plant of the new
Odontioda Alcibiades (Odm. Hylandianum X
Oda. Coronation), with a five-branched spike
bearing together thirty pretty blush-white
flowers with rosy-mauve blotches on the inner
halves of the segments.
To Messrs. McBean, Cooksbridge, for a grand

plant of Oattleya Maggie Raphael alba with ten

flowers on two spikes.

To Messrs. McBean for a grand specimen of

Odontonia bruggensis, with several spikes ot

light mauve flowers.

Groups.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

were awarded a Silver-Gilt Flora Medal for a

very fine group of Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas

and other hybrids, with a choice selection of

species including Vanda coerulea, V. Amesiana,
varieties of Dendrobium Phalaenopsis, including

the pure white form, Phalaenopsis Aphrodite
and other rare species.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a
fine group of Odontiodas, Odontoglossums and
Laelio-Cattleyas, some of them being new. A
feature in the group was a selection of many
varieties of Oattleya Maggie Raphael alba, all

with fine flowers having white sepals and petals,

but with Iabellums varying from rose to purple,

some having yellow discs.

Messrs. J. and A. McBf.an, Cooksbridge, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for an effective

group with Cymbidiums at the back arranged
with Odontoglossums, Odontiodas, and Catt-

leyas.

A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded to

Messrs. J. Cypher, Queen's Road Nurseries,

Cheltenham, for a very good and inter-

esting group principally of Cypripediuins,

which included the handsome C. viridissimum,

C. Cupid, C. Van Dyck, C. Thompsonianuni,
C. Actaeus Undine, a beautiful pale yellow and
white flower; C. Scipio, a bold and richly-

marked flower, and a selection of cut Orchids.

Other Exhibits.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.. Gatton Park,

(gr., Mr. Collier) sent a out spike of his new
Lrelio-Cattleya amelhystella (C. amethysto-
glossa x L. anceps Stella), a pretty flower with
intermediate characters, the colour being white
tinged with mauve, the lip crimson in front,

the bases being light in colour.

R. Windsor Etckards, Usk Priory, Mon-
mouthshire, sent a spike of a very pretty white

form of Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Mendelii,
nearest to B.C. Digbyano-Mendelii Fortuna.

Messrs. Flory and Black showed ;i selec-

tion of hybrids, including Brasso-Cattleya

Faseyi (B.-C. Massangeana x C. Luddeman-
niana Stanley!.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., sent Odontoglossum
Gloriette (President Poincare x crispum) a

good and showy seedling.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, sent the pro-

visionally-named Saccolabium Cooperianusn, a
rear ally of S. bellinum, but with taller and
more, erect habit.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Messrs. J. Cheal (in the Chair),

H. S. Rivers, Owen Thomas, E Beckett, S. B.

Dicks, G. Reynolds, A. Bullock. P. W. Tnckett,
H. Mankman, F. Jordan, Geo. V. Tinlev, E. A.
Bunvard, W. Bates, W. H. Divers, G. P. Berry,
W. Wilks, S. T. Wright.

First-Class Certificate.
Apple Clai/galr Prarmain.—Some fine fruits

of this excellent late-dessert Apple were shown
by Messrs. George Bunyard and Co., Ltd.,
Maidstone, and a First-Class Certificate was

awarded the variety. It is a well-known Apple,
and was said to be found in a hedge near Clay-
gate by Mr. John Braddick, of Thames Ditton.
In A Handbook of Fruits it is described as one
of the best late dessert Apples and of the
highest quality.

Groups.
The most noteworthy exhibit in the vegetable

section was a collection shown by Messrs.
Sutton and Sons. The quality throughout was
superb, and an award of the Silver-Gilt Grenfel
Medal was made. Blanched Dandelion was
remarkably fine, and there was also a fine com-
panion dish of Endive. Leeks of large size

and perfectly blanched included the varieties
Improved Musselburgh and Royal Favourite.
Onions were represented by large specimens of

the Sutton Globe, Improved Reading, Ailsa
Craig, Al and others. There were also fine

roots of New Red Intermediate Carrot, Tender
and True Parsnip, Salsify and Scorzonera. Of
greens there were excellent heads of Late Drum-
head Savoy and Al Kale.

A couple of fruits of Apple French
Crab that had been gathered for fifteen months
were shown before the Committee; the fruits,

were still in excellent condition.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

December 2, 1920.—Committee present :—Rev.
J. Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, A. Burns, J. C. Cowan, A. G. Ellwood,
A. Hanmer, Dr. R. X. Hartley, J. Howes, D.
McLeod, A. Keeling, E. W. Thompson, and
H. Arthur (Secretary).

Awards
Ferst-Class Certificates.

Odontoglossum Cobbiae var. Mars: O.
Beatrice maculatuni (cirrhosum x Lambeauia-
num), 0. crispum. Rosindia and 0. Princess
Yolando car. Majestica (eximium x L'Em-
pereur). from P. Smith, Esq.

Brasso-Larlio-t'attleua Britain's King
(B.-L.-C Veitchii x L.-C. Gertrude), Cypripe-
diwm Warrior (Alcibiades illustris X Duke of

Marlborough) and O. Pallas Invincible, from
S. Gratrix, Esq.

Lailio-Cattlcya Schroderae var. Illuminator
and Sopliro- Laelio-Cattlexja Isabella (S.-L.-C.

Marathon x C. Fabia), from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
Odontoglossum crispum var. Desdenwna, from

P. Smith, Esq.
Jiraiso-Laelio-Catthya Juliet (B.-C. Lee-

manae x C. chocoensis alba), from S. Gratrix,
Esq.
Awards of Appreciation—First Class
Odontoglossum Philomene (Rolfae X p°r-

cultum), 0. St. Edmund (Jasper x spectahile),

0. crispum Rameses, 0. Domingo de Lair-

rinagia., 0. Crai Edgemoor var. (nitidum X
Lambeanianum) ; Odontioda Hanmerae (Oda.

Sanderae x Odm. Jasper), Oda. Coligne Edge-.
moor var. (Coronation x orispum), from A.

Hanmer, Esq.

Groups.
S. Gratrix. Esq., West Poinit (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), staged a group of Cypripediums
;

Cattleyas in variety ; Biasso-Laelio-Cattleya

Britain's King; Brasso-Cattleya Juliet; and a

collection of Lycastes ; for which a large

Silver-Gilt Medal was awarded.

A Hanmer, Esq., Burbage. Buxton (gr. G.

GiWs), was awarded a large Silver Medal for a
group: and the Rev. J. Cuombleholme, Clay-

ton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. E. Marshall), a Silver

Medal fur Cypripediums.

©bttuarp.

Mrs. Foley Hobbs W© regret to learn of the

death of Mrs. Foley Hobbs which took place on
the 30th ult., after several years of great

suffering, at Thorneloe, Worcester. Mrs. Hobbs
took a been interest in Rose growing and was as

enthusiastic an exhibitor as her husband. The
well known Rose, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, was named
after her and will serve to keep in memory-

one whose sweetness was in keeping with her

name flower.
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William Stevens.—Intimation has just reached

us of the death of Mr. William Stevens, a

celebrated Orchid grower, who for a long period

liad charge of the late Mr. W. Thompson's
collection at Walton Grange, Stone, Stafford-

shire, where he was head gardener for forty-

four years. Mr. Stevens, who was well known
to a large number of our readers, died on
December 3rd, 1920; he was 81 years of age.

John Houliston.—Mr. J. Houliston, of North-
field, Dumfries, who died at his home on Jan-

uary 6, was a son of the late Mr. Houliston,

gardener, Carruchan, Dumfries, and was himself

A keen and highly successful amateur horticul-

turist. His garden was splendidly cultivated

and he was a successful exhibitor of flowers and
vegetables.

John Piatt It is with much regret we
announce the death of Mr. John Piatt, who
passed away in London on December 28, within

a few days' of his eighty-fifth birthday. During
a long life devoted to gardening, Mr. Piatt

enjoyed the esteem of a large circle of friends.

Born near Windsor, lie was the eldest son of

William Plat.t. who for a period of sixty-two

years was engaged in the Windsor Great Park.

John Piatt was educated at the Winkfield

Grammar School, subsequently becoming a

teacher there; but he forsook leaching for horti-

culture, and served as a young man in many
noted places. Having met Mr. Henderson, the

then head of the Pine Apple Nursery, he was

induced to take charge of the herbaceous de-

partment of that noted nursery. On leaving

Maida Vale he was appointed to the Hillington

Hall Estate, Norfolk, by the Dowager Lady
• Ffolkes, and afterwards served the late Sir

William Ffolkes. He next resided for some years

in the Godalming district of Surrey. The last

ten or twelve years of his life were spent in

retirement at Winkfield, the Downs, Bexhill-on-

Sea, where he will be well remembered by many
friends for his deep interest in antiquities. Mr.

Piatt was keenly devoted to his profession to

the end ; his services were much in request as

judge. He was for many v'_are secretary to the

Godalming Flower Shows and Chrysanthemum
Society. His knowledge of hardy plants was

profound. In association with others, he must

have been an early investigator of the disease

caused by eelworm, and of Potato, disease. A
lover of things beautiful, he will be remembered

as a great-hearted, happy and lovable man with

a strong attachment to chil Iren. His remains

were laid to rest near those of his wife—who
predeceased him some five years—on January 3,

in the cemetery at Bexhill-on-Sea, amid many
tokens of esteem. Nine sons and three

daughters survive to mourn the loss of a worthy

parent.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

'Cyclamens Unhealthy: A. F. The trouble is

due to some wrong cultural treatment, which
only those on the spot can determine. There

is no evidence of injury by either fungus

disease or attacks by insects.

Hydrangea paniculata : J. M. Cutting or

breaking the tips of the shoots of Hydrangea
paniculata will not in any way affect the

flowering of your plants. The plants should

be potted now and stood out of doors, plung-

ing or protecting the pots in some way from
frost, until you wish to bring them indoors.

The present growth should then be out hard
back to within two or three buds or eyes of

last season's pruning. If the plants are

strong, and receive proper treatment
Hydrangeas should flower from the terminal

buds of young growth made indoors—just as

they do out-of-doors, on the current year's

growth, when pruned hard back during the

spring.

JNIoss in Lawn : H. F. L. The growth of moss
in your lawn suggests that the drainage is at

fault, and the soil lacks lime. Do what is

necessary to provide better drainage, rake out
as much of the moss as possible by means of

an iron rake, and top dress the lawn with
finely-sifted, rich soil to encourage the growth

of the grass; with the soil mix lime in the

proportion of one of iime to four of soil.

Apply the mixture at the rate of two and a
half cart loads per rood of lawn surface. At
a little later date apply a light dressing of

some good proprietary lawn manure and water

it in.

Names of Plants : 7. T. It. Odontioda
loohrdstiensis (Coohlioda Noezliana x Odonto-

glossum odoratum (gloriosum) ; Vuylsteke,

1919.

Sweet Pea Splendour. C. P. : This variety

was raised, we believe, by Mr. J. Stevenson,

Poole Road, Wimborne, Dorset.

Sale or Timber: E. A. W. The following

firms should be approached with a view to the

purchase of the timber :—British Hardwoods,
Ltd., 11 and 12, Pall Mall, London, S.W. ;

Messrs. Calder and McDougall, Ltd., Calder

House, Piccadilly, London, W.l ; and Messrs.

B. Horton and Son, Timber Merchants,
Westerham Station, Kent. It might also be

advisible to write to M. C. Duchesne, Esq.,

Hon. Secretary, British Forestry Association,

Farnham Common, Slough. For small quanti-

ties of timber it is usually the best plan to

place the trees in lots and advertise them for

public tender. In such a case, a higher indi-

vidual price may be obtained for each kind of

timber than if the whole were offered to

one firm. Such a sale should be advertised

in county newspapers and in timber trade
journals.

Winter Work for' Orchard Trees : A. M. L.

The following will answer well for both old

and young trees:—Copper sulphate lib,

caustic soda 21b, water 10 gallons. Dissolve

the copper sulphate first in a little water in

a wooden or enamelled vessel, and make up
to nearly 10 gallons with water. Then dis-

solve the caustic suda in a little water, and
add slowly to the copper sulphate solution,

stirring the while ; never reverse the order.

Both chemicals should be 98 per cent, pure

and preferably in powder form. Use the wash
fresh, applying it with any kind of spraying

machine and thoroughly soaking the trees.

Protect the hands with gloves and the face

with vaseline. An easier plan would be to

buy one of the advertised ready-made winter

washes; but we cannot recommend particular

brands.

Communications Received.— CI. M.—E. W. t.—
M M — K. W. B.—B. W.—B,. M. 0.—C. H. J —
A. M.—I. J. McG—M. G. D.

MARKETS.
COYEST GARDEX, January 11th. 1921.

Fruit ; Average Wholesale Prices.
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blotting-paper, so that the book constitutes a
useful writing pad as well as a diary. A con-

siderable amount of text is included, dealing with
data of use to those engaged in the trades

mentioned. Besides calendars, tables, postage
rates and similar information, the work includes

a florists' calendar, giving the various plants
suitable for furnishing cut flowers for market,
under each month, showing the period they are
available on the market. There are also
valuable hints on monthly operations in the
orchard, market garden, and nursery, as well as
chapters specially written for florists, most of

these articles being illustrated by examples of the
florists' art. Not the least valuable part of the
book are the chapters dealing with various Acts
pertaining to the fruit, flower and vegetable
trades, and the lists of societies, associations and
federations connected with the industry. The
price of the Ibook is 3s. 6d. net, post free 4s.

" In My Garden."—This is the title of a
dainty little booklet in the form of a diary.
with cultural notes for each week and appro-
priate quotations on floral and nature subjects.
The authors, Mary Pendered and Alice Stronach,
designate the work as a little book for nature
lovers, and state that it is intended as a memo-
randum of all that happens out of doors. The
work is published by Messrs. Philip and Tacev,
Ltd., 69-79, High Street, Fulham, price Is. 6d.
net, post free.

The Steeping of Seeds.—In a communication
to the French National Agricultural Academy of
October 13th, 1920, M. Bachelier gave an" ac-
count of his research into the steeping and culti-

vation oif Barley seeds. He used unsoaked seeds
;

seeds soaked in pure water; seeds soaked in a
solution of potassium nitrate of 100 grams per
litre and of 200 grams per litre; seeds soaked in

a solution of 100 and 200 grams per litre of am-
monium nitrate. The immersion lasted 6 'hours,

and when dried the seeds were sown; the weight
of the solution was equal to that of the seed.
Seeds soaked in pure water gave the 'best yield.

The other plots gave smaller yields. 'The saline
solutions had a harmful effect, which was greater
in the case of ammonium nitrate than with
potassium nitrate, and -which was greater in the
stronger concentration, but even with a strength
of 0.5 per cent, the nitrate had a harmful effect.

M. Bachelier repeated his trials, using seeds
snaked in pure water and seeds soaked in a
solution of 20 grams of nitrate per litre of waiter.

Thess further trials showed that with this con-
centration, the solution had .no harmful effect

;

neither was it proved beneficial. The Agri-
cultural Office of Loiret earned out steeping
trials on Wheat, Barley, Potatos, Peas and
Beans with solutions of 10 and 20 grams of
nitrate of potassium per litre of watei, the
immersion lasting 15 hours. Sulphate of calcium
was also used. Negative results were obtained.
On the other hand the Director of Agricultural
Services of Hautes-Alpes had trials carried out
by more than 40 experimenters. Different seeds
soaked for several seconds in a 2 per cent, solu-
tion of nitrate of ammonia are said by this
director to have given excellent results, although
it should be noticed that Carlos Rossi advised
immersion in a 3 per cent, solution of nitrate
of ammonia for 12 to 14 hours. Lastly, tiie

trials carried out by Pion-Gaud in the Depart-
ment of Isere must be referred to. This agri-
i ulturist is said to have increased the yield of
core and straw 50 per cent., effecting atthesome
time an econnmv of 40 per cent in the seed. M.
Pion-Gaad, according to explanations which he
has given to the Press, does not carry out the
three preparatory ploughings of the soil as is

customary in his district, but uses a cultivator
instead of a plough. The operation is carried
out 8 to 12 times. He then sows seed soaked
for 12 to 18 hours in a solution of 3£ kgs. of
sulphate of ammonia per 100 litres of water.
The seed, which is stated to absorb 40 per cent,
of its weight of this solution, is then immersed
for several minutes in a steep of sulphate of
'opper, dried, and put in a heap until heating
lias led to germination. Seed thus prepared is
sown by a drill in lines, using a seed box
followed by another box, which places super-
phosphate in contact with the seed in order to
give growth a good start. According to a report

of the Director of Agricultural Services of Isere,

M. Pion-Gaud sowed a local variety of Wheat
known as Mothin Barbu, which is" resistant to

lodging. The fields of this farm are free from
weeds, while neighbouring fields are overrun,
notably with Thistles. Oats treated with a liquid

of secret composition gave an increase of 67 per
cent, in grain and 75 per cent, in straw. In

view elf these results, confirmed by the Depart-
mental Agricultural Office, trials are to he made
to throw light on the value of the discovery.

Mr. F. Herbert Chapman.—Among those who
have added to the interest, beauty and useful-

ness of our gardens, Mr. F. Herbert Chapman

—

whose portrait appears on this page—occupies

a high position as a raiser. That he has catholic

tastes is shown by the fact that he has raised

many beautiful Daffodils and Freesias, and also

improved Capsicums, Tomatos, and Vegetable
Marrows, his Rotherside Orange Marrow
being a favourite with many growers. In
the case of the vegetables mentioned, his aim
has been to obtain greatly improved flavour,

and in this he has been successful. He is best

known, perhaps, as the raiser of many charm-
ing Daffodils, a few of his more important
varieties being Crimson Braid, Silver Spangle,

F. HERBERT CHAPMAN.

Distich, Marseillaise, Vintage, ;nd the dainty
little Narcissus mir.icycla, which is the result of

crossing N. minimus with N. cyclamineus.
There are those, however, who consider Mr.
Chapman's greatest successes have been achieved
with Freesias, and everyone will readily acknow-
ledge the beauty of his deep yellow Freesia
Chapmanii ; while the varieties La France
and Lavender Queen are daintier, but no less

beautiful. Mr. Chapman is also the raiser of

two charming Irises, named respectively Rother-
side Masterpiece and Little Bride, and he has
added to the gaiety < f our greenhouses by
raising a number of new and distinctly Coloured
Nerines. Mr. Chapman's work as a raiser and
grower is conducted at Rotherside Gardens, Rye,
Sussex, and that he is as skilful a cultivator as
a raiser is proved by his successes at the Lon-
don and Midland Daffodil exhibitions. The
winning of the Engleheart Challenge Cup for
new Daffodils is to his credit for the years 1918
and 1919. Mr. Chapman has a very liappy way
of displaying his flowers, and in this gives ample
evidence of the artistic genius he possesses.

Wart Disease of Potatos in Lincolnshire.—
For the information of Potato growers and ex-
porters, it may be mentioned that outbreaks of
Wart Disease have occurred at the under-
mentioned places in Lincolnshire, and the
Ministry of Agriculture will be unable to issue

certificates of freedom from Wart Disease in

respect thereof :—The whole of the parish of

North Hykeham, and parts of the city of Lincoln
and of Bardney, Barton-on-Humber, Belton,
Bracebridge Heath, Brigg, Carlton Barn-
(Carlton-le-Moorland), Crosby, Glanford Brigg,
Holton- le - Moorland, Horncastle, Ingham,
Laughterton, Laughton, Market R.asen, Market
Stanton, Messingham, Nettleton, Scunthorpe,
Skellingthorpe, Spilsby, Tattershall, Thorpe-on-
the-Hill, Timberhnd and AVoodhall Spa.

A New Strain of Early Tulip At the meet-
ing of the Tulip Committee of the Haarlem Bulb
Growers' Society, held on January 10, Messrs.
E. H. Krelage and Son showed five varieties of
forced Tulips in pots. These Tulips are crosses
between Due van Thol and Darwin varieties and
combine the earliness of the former with the
colours and the longer stems of the latter. The
flowering period out-of-doors is the same as that
of the early single Tulips. These varieties may
be forced easily to bloom the first week of

January, and some varieties have been already
flowered in perfect condition, but with shorter
stems, on December 20. The colours of the
varieties shown were bright pink, salmon, orange,
maroon, cerise and brown with sulphur edge, but
we understand that Messrs. Krelage already
possess a great many varieties in other shades.
The first crosses were made in 1909. and have
since been continued yearly. Those newcomers
which, compared with the existing varieties for

early forcing, and repeatedly tried, prove to

be superior, will doubtless have a splendid future,

for a combination of early forcing qualities, new
colours and good steins would mean a decided
advance on all early forcing Tulips.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.

—

Tuesday, January 25, Royal Horticultural
Society's Committees meet ; Wednesday. January
26, Irish Gardeners' Association and Benevolent
Society's meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years
Ago.

—

Horticultural Society. January 20.—C. B.
Warner, Esq., in the chair. J. S. Schroder,
Esq., of Stratford Green, Essex, and M. Louia
Van Houtte, of Ghent, were elected Fellows.

At this meeting, considering the season, a large

number of gay plants were brought together,

and foremost among them was a charming col-

lection of Orchids, from S. Rucker, Esq., of
Wandsworth. These comprised some remark-
able specimens, especially one of Coelogyne
cristata. producing four spikes, each containing
five snow-white blossoms; Lycaste Skinneri, a

Guatemala species, remarkable for its beautiful
large pink flowers; Brassavola glauca, with
greenish-white blossoms; Tric.hopilia tortilis,

remarkable for its twisted petals and pink-

spotted lip; the Mexican Odontoglossurn corda-
tum, a green-flowered Laelia, and a cut spike
of Laelia superbiens, which, although very fine,

was, however, considerably inferior to a noble,
cut specimen of the same from the Society's gar-

den. This large head of bloom contained 10 fully
expanded rich purple flowers, which were ele-

vated on a flower-spike of about 5 feet in length.

Some disappointment was experienced on the
first flowering of this plant, from which much
was expected: but in this instance, we imagine,
it has fulfilled the highest expectations formed
of it. Besides the spike exhibited, the plant
had five others fast coming into beauty, and
will soon form an object of very great interest.

The plant was discovered in Guatemala by Mr.
Skinner, and Mr. Hartweg also met with it

in abundance in the neighbourhood of Chantla,
where large masses of it are planted by the
Indians in front of their doors. A Knightian
Medal was awarded Mr. Rucker for his
epiphytes.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, January 24,
1846.

Publications Received.—The Scientific Selec-
tion of Arsenate, of Lead and its Combina-
tions. Walter Voss and Co.. Ltd.. Millwall,
E.14.—Seed Trade Buyer's Guide, 1921. " The
Seed World," Chicago. Illinois. Price $1.00.

An Introduction to the Chemistry of Plant
Products. By Paul Haas and T. G. Hill. Vol.
1. Third Edition. Longmans, Green and Co.,

39, Paternoster Row, E.C. Price 16s. net-
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HARDY FLOWER BORDER. FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

HERBACEOUS BORDERS.
If not already done, the work in connection

with herbaceous borders should be undertaken
when the weather conditions are suitable.

Established borders should have well-rotted

farmyard manure forked in between the
plants; a dressing of basic slag at the

rate of 6 ounces to 8 ounces per square yard
may also be applied. Strong-growing subjects

that require dividing and replanting should be
reset as the work proceeds. In dividing hardy
perennials, select young, outer portions of the
clump for replanting. Some of the stronger-
growing varieties of Michaelmas Daisies repay
for replanting every year, and each plant when
growing, should have its shoots restricted to

four or six. Where old borders are cleared of

the plants, or new ones being made, the ground
should be trenched and enriched with plenty of

farmyard manure. The size of the border will

depend largely on the size of the garden and
the position; where there is ample space, the
border should be at least twenty feet in width,
and looks best when backed by a belt of

moderate-sized trees and shrubs. Such borders
have, more or less, to be planned and planted
in accordance with the requirements of the
establishment. For example, a border may be
required to be at its best at a particular season,

while another is needed to be attractive for as

long as possible. In the latter case, it is

necessary to leave space for the planting of

annuals, Dahlias and other summer-flowering
subjects. Again, one may have to plant to a

definite colour scheme, or the more usual mixed
arrangement may be favoured ; whatever plan is

adopted, much care is required in arranging the

various subjects in order that the colours will

not clash. In ia border of considerable size, the

groups should be large, and arranged in long,

irregular drifts, running into each other. In
many cases, early and late-flowering subjects

may be inter-planted ; some of the tall-growing
plants should be brought into the middle dis-

tance, and, in places, medium-sized subjects

should be kept well to the front, the aim being

to obviate a formal appearance. The frequent
repetition of the same subject should also be
avoided. Plants with handsome leaves should
not be overlooked, especially those with grey or
silvery foliage, which are specially charming, with

blue and purple flowers, and for leading up to

other colours. /. C.

>
HARDINESS OF PHORMIUM TENAX.

The New Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax) has

been in cultivation in this country for a full tesl

of its hardiness. It is not uncommon to observe

in good gardening works a statement that it is

hardy in the South of England and Ireland, but

that in colder parts of these islands it is best

treated as a greenhouse or conservatory subject,

which may be planted out in summer if desired.

Time has, however, proved that P. tenax may
be grown successfully in the open in many parts

of the three kingdoms, although it would be
rather a hazardous statement to make that it

was generally hardy throughout England,
Scotland and Ireland. I have, however, observed
it flourishing in widely-scattered parts of the
three kingdoms and can confidently recommend
all who are in districts with a comparatively
nvld climate to attempt its cultivation.

In many gardens where it was not expected to

survive. ;t has stood several hard winters with-

out suffering much, and in many cases without
injury at all. Heavy falls of snow may break
some of the leaves find render the plant unhappv
looking for a time, but in parts where there is

little snowfall this obstacle will not give any
trouble. In my own garden, which is fairly
exposed, a plant has been in the same
place for 15 years and has made a large speci-

men. Il was originally a part of a large plant
raised from seeds in a still colder garden
for some years previously. The New /..'aland

Flax is a bold and striking plant, even if it

never flowered, which it often does when estab-
lished and of some considerable size. S. Ainoit,
Sunnymead, Maxivelltown, Dumfries.
K

CARNATION LADDIE.
One of the largest flowered of the newer

Carnations is the variety named Laddie. This
was raised in America, and we understand Mr.
Dorner was the raiser. The colour of the
flower is bright and clear salmon-tinted pink;
the blooms are large and of excellent form (see

Fig. 19). In every respect this appears to be
a first-class Carnation, and it has passed the
somewhat severe tests imposed by the Floral

Committee of the British Carnation Society,

which awarded it 81 points out of a possible

100 on December 1, 1920, on the occasion of the
Society's winter exhibition at the Royal Hor-
ticultural Hall, Westminster. It was ex-

hibited on that occasion by Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co., Enfield, to whom the Award of Merit

expensive varieties may be sown singly in

smaller pots. To protect the seeds from mice,

they should be dressed with red-lead, or, if

this is not done, the pots should be covered
with sheets of glass until the seeds germinate.

Where large quantities are grown, the seed may
be sown some three inches apart in seed boxes,

as the seedlings transplant quite readily.

The seeds of lavender, white, and cream-
coloured varieties should not be covered too

deeply, as they are apt to rot. Certain varieties

have very hard seed coats, and rin their cases

the latter should be pared away a little. If

this is not done, they take a long time to ger-

minate, or may even fail to grow. The seed

pots or boxes are best stood in a greenhouse
until the plants are well through the soil, when
they should be removed to a cold frame, from
which they can be hardened off for planting

out of doors during April. The sites where the

FlG. 19.—PBBPETUAL-PLOWEHINQ CARNATION LADDIE
J

lilts. AWARD 0] MERIT, NOV. 30, 1920.

was granted. On the previous day, November
30, Mr. C. Fngelmann, of Saffron Waldcn,
exhibited Laddie before the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society, and gained

an Award of Merit, so the variety has been

doubly honoured, which many have taken as

ample evidence of the good qualities of the

variety, both from the general horticultural and
the oo] 'icial points of view.

SWEET PEAS.
SWEET Peas in their many fine varieties are

indispensable in the flower garden, not only for

supplying cut blooms and as screens fur the

vegetable quarters, but also fur grouping in the

mixed border, or. where .suitable situations may
be found, they may be planted in large beds in

the flower garden. The choicer varieties should

be sown in pots, Inwards the end of January
it beginning of February. Five or six seeds
may he sown in a 48-sized j*it, while new and

plants will be grown should be prepared now.

Seed may he sown out of doors towards the end

of February or beginning of March, hut much
depends on the character and condition of the

soil. C.

winterflowem.no bkuonias.
SU( it Begonias as Elatior, Mrs. Heal and Ex-

quisite, have finished flowering, and from now
until the beginning of June, is the most difficult

time with these plants. They generally

havi hut very little tuberous root-stock and
will not submit to a prolonged period of

drying oil'. Crow the plants in a house having

a moist atmosphere, an intermediate temperature

.01 i endeavour to maintain the foliage in a fresh

condition for as long as possible, which is best

d i

h\ careful watering, and especially bj fre

.iiniii sprayings among the pots. As Begi i

socotrana passes oul ol Bower the plants should

be phurd on a sunny Shelf and water gradually

« ithheld as the Foliage dies down.
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fi\c Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jekemiah Colman, Bart..

Q.itton Fart, Reigate.

Miltonia.—Many plants of both species and

hybrids of the Brazilian Miltonias, which include

l\i. Moreliana, M. spectabilis, M. Lubbersiana,

M. Bluntii, M. Regnellii, M. Clowesii, M. Can-

dida, and M. Lamarckeana, will soon be develop-

ing new roots. Any necessary repotting should

be done just as the new roots appear trom the

bases of the leading shoots. The plants succeed

best when grown in shallow pans. Employ as

a rooting medium Osmunda fibre and Sphagnum-

moss chopped up moderately short, with a liberal

amount of crushed crocks added. Any plants

that have grown from the middle and over the

sides of the pans should be divided. Remove

all the old pseudo-bulbs except two or three

behind each lead, and arrange the plants afresh

into shapely specimens. Keep each plant ele-

vated a little above the rim of the receptacle,

with the base of the leading growth just touch-

ing the compost. If the roots are not sufficient

to hold the plant firmly in the pans, fasten

them to the soil with small wooden pegs. After

repotting, great care should be exercised when
applying water at the roots, as the young growths

are liable to decay ; but when the plants are re-

established in the new compost, they should be

kept moist, and a little extra water applied

when the flower spikes appear. Miltonias thrive

best in a rather shady position in the inter-

mediate house, as they appreciate light; but

direct sunshine should not reach them, or the

foliage will become more yellow than is desirable.

Miltonia vexillaria and M. Bleuana.—These

Orchids and their many hybrids are grow-

ing freely, and should gain in strength as

the days lengthen. Plants that are well

rooted will, from now onwards and until

they have completed their pseudo-bulbs,

require an increased supply of water at

the roots. Often, during dull weather,

these Miltonias throw up growths with the

leaves folded together tightly. The latter, if

not released, will be permanently injured. The
handle of a budding-knife may be employed to

part them, taking care not to injure the tissues.

Thrip insects must be kept in check, for, once

they attack these plants, it is difficult to eradi-

cate them. The best plan Is to spray the plants

overhead once a fortnight with a solution of

quassia extract, at the strength of half a pint

to three gallons of soft water. Thrips may be

destroyed by immersing the leaves and young

growths in this insecticide, being careful not to

let the liquid soak into the compost. Do not

allow water to .remain in the sheaths at the

base of the young growths.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Beds of Hardy Perennials.—Numbers of hardy
herbaceous plants are suitable for planting in

large beds on lawns, and may be used for the

purpose instead of tender summer bedding sub-

jects. The Acanthus is a noble plant for fur-

nishing large beds or open spaces in the shrub-

bery. The two best species for the purpose are

A. mollis and A. longifolius. Achillea filipen-

dula is also a splendid subject for planting in

a large bed, and this, as is the case with most
of the plants mentioned, may be interplanted

with an early-flowering subject, which also maj
be more or less permanent, such as Trollius,

various Narcissi, Cottage Tulips, Chionodoxas,
Scillas, and Anemone apennina. Beds of Paeonies
look well interplanted with Narcissi, as the
coloured stems of the Paeonies are well up when
the Narcissi are in flower. The Narcissi may
be followed during the autumn with a display
of Gladiolus. Anchusa italica var. Dropmore is

very fine for our purpose. Many cultivators fail

with this plant because they do not propagate
it every year from root-cuttings, for it is not
always perennial, especially on cold and heavy
soils. It is also excellent for grouping by the
lake side. Sedum spectabile var. purpurea is

beautiful during the autumn, and should also

be interplanted with spring-flowering bulbs.

Eryngium planum is easily raised from seed,

and makes a beautiful bed, and may be planted
with Campanula persicifolia, or the newer var.

felham Beauty. Erigeron Quakeress is also a
i'ery beautiful perennial, and, if the plants are

cut over after flowering, a second crop of flower

is produced. This is also true of Delphiniums,
which are splendid subjects for furnishing large

beds, as also are choice varieties of Michaelmas
Daisies. Bocconia cordata is equal to any of the
tender so-called sub-tropical subjects. Geum
enccineum var. Mrs. Bradshaw is one of the
finest hardy plants for growing in large beds,

and continues in flower, more or less, through
the season ; it increases freely, and may easily

be divided, and, perhaps more important still, it

comes true from seed. Funkias, Anemone
japonica and some of its choicer varieties are

other useful plants for growing in beds.

Sub-Tropical Shrubs.—Several trees and shrubs
are excellent for producing a sub-tropical effect

in gardens, the best being Rhus typhina,

Paulownia imperialis, and Ailanthus glandulosa.

In each case the effect depends on the plants

being cut down every spring to cause them to

produce strong shoots with enormous foliage.

All three plants are readily propagated by means
of root cuttings.

Tillage.—Planting operations and ground
work generally should be continued during open
weather. When the ground is in good working
order, deciduous subjects may be planted at any-

time during winter and spring, when the con-

ditions are suitable. Many evergreens should
not be planted until the spring ; such subjects

are best transplanted just before they start into

growth. To ensure success firm planting is

essential.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthir Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Eppinpr-

Cucumbers.—Cucumber seed may be germin-
ated in the same way as advised for Melons on

p. 28. The compost to be used for planting should

consist of equal parts loam and decayed leaf-

mould. The soil should be placed in small

mounds at 4 ft. to 6 ft. apart on a well-prepared

bed of leaves and farm-yard litter. A night

temperature of from 60° to 65° should be

maintained and no ventilation given until the
sun's power is greater than in the early weeks
of the New Year. Maintain at all times a
humid atmosphere, by syringing the plants over-

head on bright, sunny days, and damping the

floors and walls in dull weather.

Tomatos.—Make a sowing of Tomatos, using

old potting compost in preference to a richer soil.

Plunge the seed pans over a brisk bottom-heat
and directly the seedlings appear place them
on a shelf where they will receive plenty of

light, but see that the plants are not exposed to

cold draughts. As soon as the first young leaves

begin to expand the plants will be in a con-

dition for potting singly in small pots. The
soil for the first potting should be moderately
warm and dry and should consist of loam and
well decayed leaf-mould in equal parts. Place
the seedlings in a light situation, after first

watering them overhead to settle the soil, in a

house where the temperature does not fall below
55° at night. There are many good varieties,

and it is difficult to enumerate any one of out-

standing merit.

The Vinery—Outside vine borders that need
renovating should be attended to and advantage
taken of mild, open weather to undertake the
work. If necessary, remove the surface soil

until the young fibrous roots are seen and
substitute a compost consisting of good loam
enriched with a liberal quantity of half-inch

bones and Thompson's or other reliable vine
manure.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patemin, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

PotatOS.—The sets required for planting in

brick frames on a mild hotbed to furnish an
early supply of tubers should now be put into

boxes or trays and placed in a light, frost-

proof house to sprout. Very early crops may
be obtained by planting seed tubers in pots or

boxes and growing them in a vinery in which
the vines are about to be started.

Peas.—Where facilities exist for growing Peas
in pots, an early dwarf variety should be sown
now in large pots and the seedlings grown on in

a cool house or in a span frame where a little

waranth from the hot water pipes may be

utilised when necessary. Use a compost con-

sisting of equal parts fibrous loam, well-decayed
leaf soil, and old Mushroom bed manure, with
a dash of bone meal added. Only half-fill the

pots with soil at the time of sowing; this will

permit cf applying surface dressings when the
Peas „re growing freely. Use about twice the
number of seeds required for each pot, and
thin the seedlings, leaving the finest plants.

Water the soil freely, and cover the seeds

lightly with fine soil. Another sowing may be

made in 4| inch pots or boxes, the seedlings

raised in a cool 1 ouse, and gradually hardened
eft' for planting out of doors on a warm border
as soon as the condition of the weather will

allow. These will give supplies between those
grown under glass and the ordinary crop in

the. open. A small sowing of a round-seeded
variety should be made on a warm border out

of doors

Asparagus.—Wherj Asppragus beds have not

already been top-dressed, take advantage of dry
or frosty weather to wheel the manure in readi-

ness to get this work completed at an early

date. The surface of the beds should be lightly

disturbed with a fork, pievicus to applying the
top-dressing, which should consist of well-

decayed manure, free from long, strawy litter.

Cover the manure with about two inches of

fine soil taken from the alley, to retain the
moisture. Afterwards dig the alleys deeply to

allow surface water to escape, and also to per-

mit of cropping the space with early Cauli-

flowers. On light, sandy soil a dressing of

salt is beneficial, but do not apply salt to soil

of a heavy, cold nature—rather give a dressing

of some approved fertiliser.

Mustard and Cress.—In order to have a cc/n-

tinual supply of these salads, the seeds should

be ,sown at intervals of about every ten days.

Sow the seed on the surface of boxes filled

with fine soil, and place the boxes in a dark,

warm place until the seed germinates.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. C. Palmer Mork-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Cyclamen Seedling Cyclamen raised from
seed sown last July, and pricked out into small

pots require larger-sized receptacles. The com-

post should consist of good, heavy loam, leaf

mould, silver sand, a little soot, and a reasonable

quantity of rough bones. The plants should be

grown in a warm temperature, and the syringe

used freely over and under the foliage. Older

plants will now be flowering freely, and may be

given liquid manure. They should be flowered

in a lower temperature than that advised for

seedlings, and should not be syringed overhead

when in flower.

Camellia Plants that have finished flowering

should be thoroughly sprayed with an insecti-

cide to check the spread of scale, thrip or

mealy bug. Pruning, to reduce the trees in size

or make them a better shape, may be done now.

The trees will then have a long summer for

developing the voung growth. The temperature

should be raised from 50° to 56° to help the

young growth to develop, and a concentrated

fertiliser applied to the roots. Syringe the trees

twice daily to keep the foliage clean.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—To raise Pelargoniums

for winter flowering the cuttings, may now be in-

serted singly in snnall pots filled with good
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sandy soil. As the plants get rooted, pinch out
the points of the shoots to cause them to break
!>:d make bushy specimens. When well rooted,
shift them into 3-inch pots and grow them on a

shelf near the roof-glass. When they require
another shift, use 32-sized pots, and when
the weather is suitable transfer them to a cool
frame. Watering, airing and pinching should be
attended to. Double varieties are most suitable
for winter flowering as they do not drop their
petals as do the- single varieties, and their

flowers last longer.

Allamanda.—Where a warm house is available
plants of Allamanda should be cut back and re-

potted. Any necessary training and tying of
these and other hardwood plants in the green-
house should now be done.

Begonia Gloire De Sceaux.—This is a hand-
some Begonia, and even the foliage is very pleas-
ing. The plant, as a rule, throws up suckers from
the base, and these should be taken off -with a.

sharp knife and inserted in small pots filled with
soil of a peaty nature. The cutting may be
rooted in a frame suitable for the purpose, in
which the atmosphere is kept moist.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedley Warben, Gardener to the Hon. rf. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

The Gooseberry.—This fruit will thrive in a
deep, rich, loamy soil, and in almost any open
situation

; but good crops of fruit are more cer-
tain if the situation is favourable to pro-
teotiflg the bushes in spring from cold east
winds, at which time the blossom is often in-
jured. Gooseberries may be planted in quarters
by themselves, or in borders around the garden.
If in quarters, arrange the rows about eight feet
apart, and set the bushes about six feet apart
in the rows. In planting, spread the roots as
regularly as possible, placing those near the sur-
face about three inches below the soil. Plant
firmly, and apply a mulch of half-decayed
manure immediately afterwards. The wiinter
pruning of established trees may be proceeded
with forthwith. Allow for a proper distribution
of shoots throughout the tree, in order that
fruiting branches may be about six inches apart;
where necessary, shorten the leading shoots to
about twelve buds. Cut clean away all growths
or branches that are not wanted," and remove
all suckers from the base of the stem.

Red and White Currants—The treatment of
both Red and White Currants is almost identical
with that of the Gooseberry, with the exception
of pruning. Always endeavour to keep the bush
furnished with plenty of young, vigorous wood,
as the fruit is much finer when produced from
such growth than from short spurs. It is usually
necessary to cut away a certain quantity of the
old wood every year. Excepting the main
branches, retain no shoots that are more than
four years old

; the former may at times be so
regulated that the bearing wood is not crowded.
The young shoots that are retained should be
about five or six inches apart, and the more
vigorous of these reduced by about one-third
of their length, the less vigorous in proportion.

The Raspberry—This fruit gives the best re-

sults when planted in a deep, light, loamy soil

that has been moderately enriched with well-
decayed manure. Young cares may be planted,
during open weather, at any time from the end
of October to the middle of March. If

they are to be cultivated as bushes or in

groups, they may be planted in rows about five

feet apart, and bun- feet asunder in the rows.
If planted against a trellis or wirework, plant
the canes singly about ten inches apart. Hasp
berries require both summer and winter prun-
ing. Summer pruning consists in removing tin-

old fruiting canes, and the pulling up, or rut
ting clean away, of all growths not required
for fruiting during the following season. The
early removal of useless shoots is a dis-
tinct gain to the canqs that remain, for they
will enjoy full exposure to sun and air during
the period of their growth and maturation.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PRUNING FRUIT TREES.
The general pruning of fruit trees may

be done at any time from autumn to
spring, during open weather. Early pruning,
however, affordis great assistance to the
fruit buds in bringing them to a proper state
of maturity, and permits the removal of unripe
growths before severe weather sets in. The
removal of soft, unripened wood should always
be insisted upon, for it is practically useless,

so far as the production of fruiting buds are
concerned, and severe frost always affects it to

the detriment of the tree in general. Where
there is an extensive range of wall trees it

necessarily requires considerable time to carry
out pruning operations. Peach. Nectarine and
Apricot trees should be dealt with first, next,
other kinds of fruit trees growing in a south
aspect, then those on east and west aspects, and
lastly those on walls facing north. Train in

so far as may be expedient a reasonable

MAIDENS AND FEATHERED TREES.
I have been planting 8 acres with Apples and

Plums, chiefly maidens. These are to be
trained to form half-standards with stems 3 ft.

high. Most of the Plums are already 5 ft. or
6 ft. tall, and so can be cut back at once
to start the formation of a head. The majority
of the Apples, on the contrary, are much
shorter than the 3-ft. stakes which support
them. This means that they must be grown
for a year before they can be headed back.
Thus a season will be wasted before the
formation of the tree can begin.

In order to make up the number required of
one variety I bought a batch of two-year -old,
feathered trees. These are trees which have
been allowed to grow naturally in the nursery
from the graft or bud, without any pruning.
They are a useful form of tree for market
growers who want to make half-standards, as
they are tall enough to cut back the first year.
It would be a good thing if nurserymen offered
more of these trees. Market Grower.

Fir,. 20.—CRATAEGUS ORIENTAL!? AT ALDENHAM.

quantity of young bearing wood in the centre of

the tree, for by unskilful pruning a tree quickly

becomes almost destitute of suitable wood at

that part, and in a few years becomes not only

unsightly, but unprofitable. From time to time.

.ils.]. an additional number of growths should

be retained in order to extend the tree until

it has covered its allotted space; consequently

there is a proportionate increase of fruit to

support, which moderates an otherwise too

luxuriant growth, and assists in keeping the

tree in a fruitful condition. Should, however,

the tree be inclined to grow too vigorously a

greater quantity of fruit may be allowed to

mature, whereby the extra sap may be expended
and its tendency to luxuriance generally

checked. It is seldom found necessary to root-

prune trees after they have reached their

maximum growth.
It is occasionally expedient to remove a

large branch from a tree to have space for train

ing in young wood. Stone fruits in particular

are more susceptible of injury from this opera

tion than any of the other kinds of fruit trees,

and care should be taken to dress the wounds
with a styptic to prevent subsequent gumming.
W. H. W.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CRATAEGUS ORIENTALIS.

One of the brightest trees at Aldenham this

autumn was one of our specimens of Crataegus
orientalis (see Fig. 20), sometimes known under
the synonymous name of C. odoratissima. It is

a pretty subject during late spring, when in

flower, with its many thit-.-urfaced groups of

white flowers, but even more beautiful is its

appearance in autumn, when the flowers are

replaced by innumerable fruits which are nearly

one inch in diameter, and coloured coral-pink,

to almost yellow at the region of the stalk.

This species is only a small tree, not reaching

more than 25 feet to 30 feet high, even in its

ripe old age, and is ideal as a specimen where
a fairly wide lawn space exists, though one
would not recommend it for this purpose in a
small suburban garden.

It was introduced over a century ago, and is

fairly well known in London, where it does well,

and is frequently found in the public parks,

where it proves a trial to the park attendants

owing to the fondness of small boys for its

fruit, which they pluck as often as they gel

the chance. E. Beckett, V..V.H.
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SHRUBS ON THE NORTH-EAST
FRONiIER OF BURMA.

ALTHOUGH the dominant formation on

the North-East frontier of Burma
is forest, whether low-down, where

it takes the form of jungle, or high

up, where it consists chiefly of Abies

sp with a fair admixture of Bamboo and Rho-

dodendron arizelum, yet nevertheless on slopes

which face the spring sunshine and the first

bitter rush of the rain when the monsoon

breaks over India, the ridges at least are devoid

of forest. They are clothed, in fact, with dense

thickets of shrub growth, though, to be sure,

long tongues of forest feel their way up the

gullies from the forest till choked out by the

rapidly advancing Bamboo which comes down
in force to meet it. Higher up, towards the

crest of the ridge, the shrub formation itself

generally thins out, and is replaced by irre-

gular patches of meadow, striped with long

narrow bands of Bamboo, marking the scuppers

down which water froths throughout the sum-

mer. Thus there is a definite and sharply

delimited shrub belt on south facing slopes; it

occurs between 8,000 and 9,000 feet, rarely ex-

ceeding a maximum depth of 1,000 feet, and

passing into temperate rain forest below, into

Conifer forest above. Indeed it contains a few

dwarfed representatives of contiguous belts

above and below, but for the most part entirely

different species and genera are met with, most
of them being natural shrubs, not dwarfed trees.

The presence of this shrub belt seems to be

due entirely to aspect and climate; at least

soil has nothing to do with its origin, for whether
the rock be limestone or granite the same for-

mation is met with ; the soil merely acts in a

selective capacity, so that a certain number of

different species are found on granite and lime-

stone, though the bulk of them are identical.

There is very little undergrowth, for the

shrubs, where they do grow, are thick ; but in

certain open spots there are a few herbaceous
plants, especially Liliaceae and Orchidaceae.
There are also a number of under-shrubs cover-
ing the barer rocks, for instance, Pieris and
even Rhododendron sp. The shrubs belong prin-

cipally to the following genera, but beyond the
fact that there are more Ericaceae than all the
rest put together (and within the limits of that
order more species and individuals of Rhodo-
dendron than anything else), no attempt has been
made to put them in numerical order :—Rhodo-
dendron, Enkianthus, SaJix, Hydrangea, Budd-
leia, Ribes, Philadelphus, Rubus, Rosa, Spiraea
Pyrus, Euonymus, Cotoneaster, Lonicera, Vi-

burnum, Pieris, Berberis, and a few others.

There are also climbing plants, the most notice-

able being Schizandra grandiflora, Clematis
Spooned, Akebia and Smilax. Scattered
through the shrub belt, especially where it ini

pinges on meadow, are a few trees such as Bo-
tula, Acer, Pyrus, Prunus, Quercus and several
tall Palm-like Araliaceae; some of them are

mixed up with the shrubs; others are found on

the other side of the ridge—for instance,

Magnolia and certain Rhododendrons.

In April and May the hillsides are a blaze

of colour, every shade of green passing over into

yellows on the one hand, into obsidian on
the other; the whole dabbled with the pinks,

purples and whites of innumerable Rhododen-
drons in bloom. Jn autumn the Willow leaves
turn sere and yellow, and are rapidly stripped

from the branches; the Enkianthus and Pyrus
leaves turn, the one blood red, the other

orange, and again the hillsides are alight with
gorgeous colour. Now the pendent fruits of

Euonymus, swinging on their slender pedicels,

betray themselves in orange livery, as the choco-

late-coloured flowers had never done; and the
fat spikes of Arisaema, fiery red, glimmer be-

neath the ragged bushes. It is only during the
summer months, under the lash of pitiless rain,

that the shrub belt looks drab and uninviting.
In winter, when the last leaves have been torn
from their hold, when the meadow patches
which chequer the tops of the ridges have been
battered down by the rain-laden wind, the
ehrub belt stands out grimly; stripped of then-

clothes the branches are seen in all their

beauty of design, aspiring, drooping, struggling,
ever pressing upwards towards heaven. Then
the snow swoops down and buries the moun-
tain tops, and creeps down through the Conifer
forest to the meadows, the shrub belt, and
the rain forest, and there stops. And for

three months the shrub belt sleeps, till in the
very early spring the Magnolias and Rhododen-
drons break into flblossom before the slope is

yet mantled with green.
'

I have written that there are more Ericaceae,
and especially more species of Rhododendron,
than anything else. Amongst the latter are the
following :—Rhododendron bullatum, or near
(3038, Herb. Edinb.). A compact shrub of 6-10
feet, not rare, but scattered. The flowers are
rather large, white, flushed with pink, and
fragrant. It is a typical species of the shrub
belt, and was never seen anywhere else. The
seeds sent home have germinated well, both
with Mr. A. K. Bulley and at Kew. Rhodo-
dendron sp. ; a slender, diffuse shrub, up to
12 or 15 feet high, bearing masses of pinkish
purple flowers, the base of the corolla dabbled
with darker spots. Perhaps the most floriferoois

species of all, and very common, generally
found in thickets, several plants growing to-

gether, so that in full bloom they make a brave
show. Under the numbers 3,039, 3,096, 3,156, 3,190
in Herb. Edin. I collected material of four more
or less different types or varieties, which, how-
ever, certainly differed in depth of flower colour.

Seed collected under No. 3,039 germinated at
Kew.
Another typical shrub belt Rhododendron was

one with brilliant blood crimson flowers, with
no markings, avd rather fleshy. It forms a
bush not above 10 feet tall, and is readily recog-
nised out of flower—first, by the thin flaking
bark, which hangs in tatters, exposing a smooth,
greenish-grey surface beneath; secondly, by the
slender curved capsule, seated on an almost flat,

shallow calyx. The species is quite common
in the shrub belt, and is handsome beyond belief

when ablaze with blossom ; it, too, collected under
my No. 3,040, has germinated with Mr. Bulley
and at Kew. Rhododendron habrotrychum
(3,042, Herb. Edinb.) forms a small, bushy
tree up to 25 feet high, with big trusses of

handsome pink flowers, having a dark purple
blotch at the base of the corolla. I saw it only

in the shrub belt, where it is moderately com-
mon in more sheltered positions. Frequently

it grows on the reverse side of the ridge, pro-

tected to some extent from the wind and sun-

shine, but poking its head over the edge. The
pedicels, calyices, petioles and leaves are covered

with glandular hairs. It is a member of the

barbatum series, and my seed has germinated

with Mr. Bulley and at Kew.

Another moderately common species is R.

siderium, a stout, somewhat bushy tree up to

25 feet high, seen only in the shrub belt. My
specimens are numbered 3,061 in Herb Edinb.

It is rot uncommon, but of nearly a dozen

trees found only two bore any flowers at all,

and there were not half a dozen trusses alto-

gether, so that I secured no seed. The flowers

are Daffodil -yellow, or even paler, with a deep

purple blotch at the base It is a member
of the arboreum group. My 3.155, in Herb.

Edinb., is (something of a curiosity. It is

common in the shrub belt on Imaw Bum, but

is apparently very local. I did not see it in

flower, but it must flower early—in April, pro-

bably, as the capsules were already quite fat

at the end of May. The chief characteristic

of this shrub—it grows 8 or 10 feet high—is

the peculiarly smooth, shimmering, tawny purple

bark, on which nothing will grow, neither Moss
nor fungus, nor any Fern. Seed collected has

germinated with Mr. Bulley at Ness and at

Kew.
R. crassum (3,248 in Herb. Edinb.) is a glorious

shrub. It never grows socially, but solitary

plantg were scattered through the shrub belt.

Its height is about 12 feet, or less, and it is

rather thin, lax, with dark green, leathery

leaves and few-flowered trusses of enormous

white trumpets, delicately fragrant. It is a

well-known Yunnan plant, and flowers late

—

at the end of June on the North-East Frontier.

My seeds germinated easily both at Kew and

Neston, so that in a few years it should be

possible to compare the Burma and Yunnan
plants and see if they really are one and the

-;me thing.

The last Rhododendron in the shrub belt to

which I would draw attention is a small bush

ut which I found a single specimen, not in

flower, on June 27. It grew in the Fir forest,

on an open, grassy, granite ridge, and I am
not in a position to say anything about it (3,274

in Herb Edinb.).

Cotoneaster is represented by two species, one

of which ib prostrate and in winter encrusted

with scarlet berries. Rosa sericea is scattered

through the Bamboo-haunted meadows; and

there are many species of Rubus, some growing

socially as Brambles, others more erect and soli-

tary. Of Saxifragaceae there are species of

Hydrangea forming large bushes ; Ribes—very

poor, this; Deutzia and Philadelphus—both of

them somewhat rare. I found only one erect

species of Lonicera, a shrub with dull purple

flowers; the North-East Frontier does not com-

pare favourably with Yunnan there ! Buddleia,

too, is a poor genus, but the deep lilac flowers

of B. limitanea are very fragrant.

There are two species of Enkianthus. two or

three of Euonymus. two or three of Berberis,

and a few other subjects. Spirea Veitchii. with

deep crimson flowers, looks fine. Then there are

the heath-like Ericaceae, growing in thick colonies

—Pieris, Gaultheria, etc., with beaded spikes of

milk-white or shell-pink, urn-shaped flowers.

Altogether it is an interesting belt by reason

of its limitations, and on account of its asso-

ciation with meadows. Shrubs are found in the

forest, too. both above and below the shrub belt

;

but they are generally of different species, and
do not form regular colonies as they do here.

F. Kingdon Ward.
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WENVOE CASTLE, GLAMORGANSHIRE.

Wenvoe Castle (see Fig. 21) is situated half a

dozen miles south-west of Cardiff, in a stately

demesne of some 6,000 acres. The place

has an interesting history, as is to be expected

of a castle dating from Norman times; the

original stronghold of the le Flemings has long

since been razed, and the present castle.—the

third structure erected on the same site—dates

from about 1776, soon after the estate was pur-

chased by Mr. Peter Birt, who settled in South
Wales from Yorkshire. The present owner is

Mrs. Jenner—the estate passed into the posses-

sion of the Jenner family by marriage with the

Birts—who takes the warmest personal interest

in her pretty gardens, that have an area of

some 15 acres, and occupy a sheltered position

at the eastern extremity of the castle, which
is built at the top of an escarpment.
The northern front is approached by a drive

that rises gently, and is bordered on either side

by shrubberies, in front of which are borders
planted, in summer, with the Pelargonium
Maxime Kovalesky. The scarlet -salmon of this
particular variety is a difficult tone to har-
monise with other bedding subjects, but used
alone against the varied background of the
shrubbery, and with a well-kept grass verge in
front, it appears to great advantage. Notable
amongst the shrubs is a plant of Olearia macro-
donta 14 feet high, and covered, at the time of

our visit (early in July), with clusters of white
flowers. There are also fine specimens of
Cedrus Lebanii, Araucaria imbricata, Sequoia
gigantea and Cryptomeria elegans. At the
main entrance to the castle the drive widens,
forming a broad, circular sweep surfaced with
Clee-hill granite, the colour of which har-
monises with the stone of the building. In
front is a bowling green—a fine level sward of

about 1$ acre, also tennis courts and croquet
lawns. The gardener, Mr. H. Wheeler, is

very proud of these green lawns, for a few
years ago he entirely remade them, as the
natural soil was very shallow and overlying
hard rock, so that the grass dried out quickly
in summer. Fresh soil to the depth of 1 foot
was added, made perfectly level, and sown
with grass seed.

A conservatory built at the main end of the
corridor of the Castle overlooks this part of

the grounds, and also affords a view to the
south-west, where the natural scenery is very
beautiful, with the lake, park, and woods in
the near distance and hilly country for miles
beyond.
The plateau on which the Castle stands falls

abruptly at this point, and the happy idea
occurred of concerting the bank into a
rock garden, and this was carried out during
the winter of 1911-12. (The photograph from
which the illustration is reproduced was taken
before that date and consequently does not
show the rock-garden.) Weather-worn stones
of the local grey limestone were utilised, and
the result is not only natural in appearance,
but the rock garden gives the impression of
having been in existence for a great number
of years. It is computed that 800 tons of stone
were used in its construction, many stones
weighing upwards- of 2 tons each; the area of

the rock garden is a quarter of an acre. The
central feature is a grotto with a dripping well,

the overflow from which, running by the side

of a path, supplies a Lily pool at a lower level.

A belt of Beech trees borders the north side,
and underneath the trees a long rustic, path
leading to a summer-house oocuping a position
facing the central path of the rockery is

planted with species and varieties of British
Ferns. Wide stepping-stones give access to all

parts of the rockery, and these are carpeted
with such subjects as Menthas, Arenaria
balearica, Aoaenas, Pratia repens ungulatn,
Hutchinsias, Erinus, Hypericums, and Calceo-
laria mexicana. Interesting plants seen in the
rock garden included Eurphorbia Wulfenii,
Pinus inops, P. montana, Picea Gregoryana.
P. Remontii, Abies Clanbrassiliana Phormium
tenax, Convolvulus Cneorum, Cistus algar-
vensis, C. alyssoides, C. florentinus, C. lusitam-
cus, C. purpureus Sunset, C. ladaniferus,

C. populifolius, choice varieties of Helianthe-
mums, Saxifragas, notably S. McNabiana (the
true form), S. longifolia, S. lingulata, also
species of the cushion, encrusted and mossy
sections. Pendulous plants, such as Abies in-

verta, Juniperus Sabina prostrata, Salix

sericea pendula, Cotoneaster adpressa, C.
humifusa and Rosmarinus prostrata are
utilised for draping some of the large

stones. The Lily .pool is centred in a
group of Bamboos with Rodgersias, colonies

of Irises and various Primulas on the banks.
An especially fine plant of Olearia nummu-
larifolia grows in this snug spot.

The terrace on the south front of the Castle

is pleasingly planted. The walls of the Castle

are clothed with Ivy, whilst those of the
annexes forming the long south front are fur-

nished with such climbers as Solanum jasmi-

noides, Bignonia radicans, Jasminum primuli-

num, J. officinalis, Magnolia grandiflora,

Clematis montana, and Banksian Roses. A
border, 12 feet wide, extending the whole
length of the Castle, is planted in summer with

Paul Crampel Pelargoniums, broken by large

oval beds containing Marguerites, Heliotropes,

Pelargoniums Harry Hieover and Flower of

tree of Horse Chestnut whose spreading limbs

form a canopy over a rockery in which shade-

loving plants, such as Ferns, Ivy, and Peri-

winkles luxuriate, providing a beautifully cool

retreat. There is another fine tree close by

of a double-flowered Cherry, the trunk of which

has a girth of 6 feet 6 inches. A pretty

feature is several beds planted with annuals,

such as Scabious, Zinnias and Helichrysums. The
shrubberies which border this part of the gar-

dens contain some fine specimens of Conifers,

including Cedrus atlantica glauca, C. Deodara,

Cupressus erecta viridis, C. Lawsoniana aurea,

Picea Pinsapo, Retinospora aurea, Abies con-

color, also specimens of Azara microphylla,

Ginkgo biloba, and Cercis siliquastrum.

Separating this portion of the garden from

the fruit and vegetable quarters are several

herbaceous borders, made on the site of an old

shrubbery. The border near to the wall that

separates this part from the kitchen garden

is well furnished with climbers, including

Clematis montana rubens, Ceanothus rosea, 0.

Gloire de Versailles, Akebia quinata, and Loni-

oera Halleana.
A wide spread of grass separates this border

from the others, and, in order to break the

Fig. 21.

—

wenvoe castle; showing the south front and terrace.

Spring, i. ml tall standout! Fuchsias and Helio-

tropes. Plants of Lcucophyton Brownii are

dotted at intervals to tone down the colour of

the Paul Crampel Pelargoniums, and an edging

formed of Leucophyton Brownii, pegged to the

soil behind Verbena Princess of Wales, with
a small scarlet Tropaeolum, planted alter-

nately, near the front line of Lobelia.

Beyond the terrace on the east side is a series

of small enclosed gardens; one, surrounded by

a well-kept hedge of Yew, has four central

beds planted in summer with Paul Crampel
Pelargoniums, standards, 4 feet high, of the

same variety being used to enhance the effect.

The outer beds are planted with standard Helio-

tropes over Lantanas and Heliotropes; whilst

other beds are filled by Salvia Pride of Zurich in

association with tall plants of Datura arborea.

The Rose garden is situated near this; it is en-

closed on three sides by a hedge of Penzance
Briars, whilst along the other side are festoons

of Roses, hanging from chains about 4 feet

high. Roses do exceedingly well in this delight-

ful spot, and the festoons of Lady Waterlow
variety were extremely beautiful, the plants

being laden with their delicate, salmon-pink,
semi-double flowers. The Rose beds are each
planted with a separate variety, and the

ground beneath them carpeted with Violas of

a colour that harmonises with the individual

variety of Bose. Hereabouts is a magnificent

view large specimens of the variegated

fonm of Acer Negundo are planted near the

rent re. The flower borders are serpentine in

shape, and, being some 15 feet wide, permit

of bold groupings of the taller-growing species.

In the centre, at intervals, climbing Roses are

trained to tall tripods. The borders contain

a wealth of interesting hardy herbaceous

dowers which contribute to the floral display

in spring, summer, and autumn,
Mr. Wheeler has a wide reputation as a

successful cultivator of vegetables, owing to

his success at exhibitions, so that we were especi

ally interested in the crops of the kitchen gar-

den. Everything showed the master hand, for

the whole place was a pattern of orderliness

and high cultivation. The area of the vege-

table quarters is some 2 acres, and it is en-

tirely enclosed by a wall 14 feet in height,

which offers opportunity for the growing ot

wall fruit trees. The soil is of a heavy nature,

but it yields excellent results, and. although

it. is not suitable for producing perfect tap-

rooted vegetables, such as Parsnips and Car-

rots, Mr. Wheeler gets over this difficulty by
making deep holes with an iron bar for these

crops, whether grown fur exhibition or home
use. Mr. Wheeler's method <>| growing liunner

Beans is somewhat novel, lie trains them to

poles 14 feet high, and retains only two lenders

on each plant. On these only the main leaven
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and flower spikes are allowed to develop, all

the others being pinched out, the treatment
being somewhat similar to that adopted for
Tomatos. Wenvoe has a reputation for large
Onions. The seed is sown on January 1, and
the seedlings transplanted in land that has
been specially prepared. Early in the season
nitrate of soda is used as a stimulant, with the
object of obtaining large plants that will re-
spond to feeding with other fertilisers during
the growing season.
There are several modern glasshouses " in

which Vines, Peaches, Melons, Tomatos, and
similar crops are well cultivated, also con-
servatories for furnishing a supply of flowers
suitable for indoor decorations. Two of the
houses are devoted entirely to the cultivation
of Carnations. There is a good range of pits

and frames and other conveniences for success-
ful gardening. Nothing, however, was shown
us by Mr. Wheeler with greater pride than the
bothy, which is a modern building, designed
with every comfort for the accommodation ot

the staff of under-gardeners

VEGETABLES.

THE CUETIVATION OF LARGE ONIONS.

The enthusiasm displayed in the production
of large Onions has been very marked for many
years past, and it is doubtful whether the
cultivation of any other vegetable creates so
much interest amongst growers.
Probibly the explanation of this lies in the

fact that the Onion is one of the few root-
vegetables in which development and progress
may be watched and noted; and comparison
made with past records, by reason of the bulbs
growing on the surface.

To obtain exhibition Onions of the best type
no detail in their cultivation must be neglected.
A long season of growth is necessary. Therefore,
early in the New Year the seed should be
sown in boxes that have been provided with
drainage; using a compost of three parts old

porting soil, one part good loam, with sufficient

sand and leaf-soil to render the compost porous.

After filling the boxes to a depth of three
inches with soil pressed fairly firmly, the latter
should be soaked with boiling water. When the
boxes are thoroughly drained the seed should
be sown evenly and fairly thickly on the
surface, and the box covered with glass, but
defer covering the seeds until they germinate.
which, in a temperature of 55° to 60°, will take
about four days, when a light covering of soil

should be provided, adding more soil after a
couple of days if it is thought desirable. By
this method the learres will carry the seed
cases on their apices and largely prevent them
being bent down by the weight, of soil, as often
happens when sown in the usual way. When
the seedlings are well through the soil, place the
boxes in a light position, and during the time
they remain under glass syringe the plants on
frequent occasions whenever the weather is

favourable for doing this. Take especial care

that the soil does not approach dryness.

Transplanting should be done when the seed-
lings are making their fourth leaf, selecting
only the strongest specimens. They should be
grown in similar soil to that used in the
seed boxes. If pots are employed, place a

single seedling in a 3' inch pot; if boxes are
used, transplant the seedlings at two inches
apart, inserting them half an inch deep in

either case. Floweir-pots are best, as they
enable the roots to be transplanted without a
check. After transference from the seedling
boxes the seedlings should he kept close until
the roots are again active and grown in a
temperature of 55° to 60°. The plants
in pots should be supported with stakes and
ties as this becomes necessary,

(

Before planting the Onions in their sum-
mer quarters, which is best done on the first

favoirable opportunity after the second week
in April, they should be removed to a cold
frame and hardened.
The preparation of the soil is an important

detail in cultivation, as Onion roots grow to a

great depth. The ground should be trenched

in the previous winter and enriched with

liberal supplies of good farmyard manure, with

a surface dressing of basic slag applied im-

mediately after the land is dug; or some other

phosphatic manure may be applied in the

spring.

In preparing the soil for planting, rake in a

liberal amount of burnt refuse from the garden

fire, then carefully tread the surface to make the

bed firm, and afterwards rake off all rubbish

and leave the surface level.

The distance apart at which to plant should

be governed somewhat by the size the bulbs

are likely to attain. For Onions up to two
pounds iii weight, fifteen inches between the

rows and twelve inches between the plants is

ample room, but if it is anticipated they will

reach three pounds in weight the distance should

be increased to 16 inches by 14 inches. After

each sixth row allow a space of two feet as an
alley, to permit of cultural attention.

Shortly after planting is finished, water each

plant with nitrate of soda in solution, at the

rate of £ ounce to one gallon of water, and
repeat this application on two other occasions

at ten days' interval, after which the use of

nitrate should cease.

The nitrogenous fertiliser will favour root-

action and tend to develop a strong plant that

will respond to future feeding. From this time
onward the Dutch-hoe should be used fre-

quently to destroy weeds and conserve the

soil moisture. The plants should be encouraged
to grow sturdily, and by the middle of June will

commence to show signs of bulbing, at which
time they should be fed regularly with weak
liquid manure, varied at times with a weak con-

centrated fertiliser or soot water.
In July the bulbs will increase in circum-

ference, at the rate of one-and-a-half inches each
week, and by the third week in the month
srraie specimens should be Seventeen inches in

circumference.

At the mid-August exhibitions it is the accep-
ted rule that Onions should be shown in a ripe

and finished state, conditions not always easy to

obtain. The bulbs may be advanced by clean-

ing off any decayed foliage and outside skins
whilst they are still growing in the bed; but
any at is intended to exhibit at that time must
be pulled, cleaned and placed in a dry. airy place

three weeks before they are shown. This will

allow time for the skins to take on the pale

straw colour so desirable in exhibition Onions.
Those remaining in the beds should receive

similar treatment with regard to cleaning, but
the removal of the skins must not be too drastic.

Extra size and weight may be obtained by
selecting promising Onions and protecting them
from rain and dew under handlights kept well

clear of the ground.
To ripen, the bulbs should be placed in an airy

position—standing them on some soft material,

or their weight may cause bruising. H. Wheeler.

LEAF SPOT OF CELERY.
According to the Ministry of Agriculture,

blight, or leaf spot, of Celery is largely on
the increase, and is causing serious financial

loss to growers. The Ministry recommends
all purchasers to obtain a guarantee that the
seed is free from blight; this is important,
for when diseased plants are allowed to run
to seed the fungus attacks the fruits. Thus the
infected seeds will produce diseased seedlings,

which, when planted out, serve as centres far

disseminating blight in all directions. If a
guarantee cannot be obtained, the seeds should
be steeped for three hours either in hydrogen
peroxide or in a diluted solution of formalin,
one part of commercial formalin in 600 parts of
water. In the case of seed that is two or three
years old. the spores of the disease are usually
dead, and if old seed is of good germinating
power it is advisable to use it. Plants badly
attacked should be taken up and destroyed oy
burning. As a preventive the plants should
be sprayed with either Bordeaux or Burgundy
mixture at least twice, or, in the case of severe
attacks, three or four times, at intervals of two
or three weeks, in dry weather.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Bitton.

Judging from the pages of the delightful
book before us * this name must evoke happy
and blight memories in very many hearts, for
F.itton Vicarage was a place of pilgrimage for
nearly a century, from 1817 to 1916"; its attrac-
tions were the vicar and the garden. Not one
vicar, but two vicars—father and son, Henry
Thomas and Henry Nicholson Ellacombe. but one
garden. And if, as is possible, though hardly
credible, there be some garden lover to whom the
word Bitton has no association, no meaning, I
urge him to order the book at once; for in so
doing he will not only make the acquaintance of
one whom all his friends combine to speak of as
the kindest, the wamiest-hearted, the most gener-
ous of men, a prince among gardeners ; they will
also learn much of his gaiden craft, of the very
simple and open secrets which brought his garden
to be a treasure house of all beautiful things.
The main part of the book consists of con-

tributions from friends, personal notes, reminis-
cences of visits to the Vicarage, short descrip-
tions of the garden at different times of the year,
extracts froiv. diaries, familiar talk in the
library when the day's work was done, and all

manner of subjects—.botanical, architectural,
historical and literary—were discussed, and the
whole has been wrought into one piece by Mr.
Arthur W. Hill, F.R.S., Assistant Director of
the Royal Gardens, Kew, and by Mr. W. J.
Bean, also of Kew. And the contributors are
men and women whose names are well known in

the garden world and outside it, men and women
of very various tastes and interests, each of
whom brought to Bitton some gift, large or
small, a plant, a seed-pod, a good story, an apt
quotation, a drawing, and went away with hearts
rejoiced and refreshed, and, nine times out of

ten, with hands laden with plants. Among their
names we find Mr. A. C. Bartholomew, Mr.
H. J. Elwes, Mrs. Graham-Smith, Sir Arthur
Hort, Mr. D. C. Laithburv, Sir Herbert Maxwell,
Sir David Prain and Sir W. T. Thistleton Dyer,
successive Directors of Kew, Miss Ellen Will-
mott, Mr. G. H. Wollaston. Miss Willmott gives
a special chapter, entitled " Pearsall and the
Ellacon.bes," and the frontispiece of the book is

a reproduction of a pastel drawing made by Mrs.
Graham-Smith in the summer of 1914.

Henry Thomas Ellacombe was born in 1790,
and, after taking his degree at Oxford in 1812,
he entered the office of the great engineer, Sir
Marc. Isambard Brunei, by whom his talents
were highly appreciated and who shortly pro-
moted him to be his confidential assistant.

While Brunei was absent in France in 1816,
Ellacombe was left as resident engineer at the
great works at Chatham, and in May of that year
he was informed by the Navy Board that his
services were no longer required. He protested
that he could not abandon the trust committed
to him in the absence or without the authority of

his chief; to which the Navy Board replied that
no salary wordd be paid to bin. as from the day
on which his services were stated to be no longer
required. The result was that, giving up the
engineering profession, he took Holy Orders in

the same year, as had been his original inten-
tion, and was appointed curate^in-charge of
Bitton in 1817, and Vicar in 1835. In 1850 he
left Bitton for the Rectory of Clyst St. George,
in Devon, where he died in 1885 at the age of
ninety-five yeais. He was buried at Bitton.

It was during the years 1817-1850 that, as
curate-in-charge, and as vicar, he laid the foun-
dations of the garden which was to become so
celebrated before the end of the century. Pub-
lished in The (Tardea, December 24, 1881, p.

612, and reprinted as an appendix to this volume,
is a " Catalogue of Trees and Shrubs cultivated
in the Garden of Bitton Vicarage. December,
1830." It contains the names of one hundred
and seventeen genera; of the species forming
them it often happens, of course, that only one
or two names occur, but now and again, as in

Cistus. Heliaiithemum, Pinus, we find a dozen or

a score, while under Rosa we reach the astonish-
ing number of two hundred and forty-seven

tlenry Nicholson Ellacombe, 1R22-1916. A Memoir.
Edited by Arthur W. Hill. Tim Country Life Library.
1919. Price 10s. 6d. net.
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species, varieties, and forms. It is a list of only

the trees and shrubs, of the woody plants; no
list is given of the herbaceous plants. Judging by
the ratio in which these are to be found in most
gardens, we may fairly suppose that their num-
ber was very much greater : it was, indeed, a

well-stocked garden, into the possession of which
hi; son entered in I860.

That son was Henry Nicholson Ellacombe, the
subject of this Memoir. Born at Bitton
Vicarage on February 18, 1822, he spent the
whole of his long life in the same house with the
exceptions of his school years and his Oxford
years, and of one year when, immediately after

his ordination, he held the curacy of Sudbury,
in Derbyshire. It was his Vicarage ; the house
_n which all his parishioners were wont to find

wise help and loving advice; in which all the
charitable works of a very large parish centred

;

in which all his plans for ihe spiritual and bodily

good of his flock or for the adornment of his

great church were concocted ; in winch he met
his young people and prepared them for con-

firmation. It was his hone; to it, in 1852, he
brought his bride, the beautiful Miss Emily
Aprella Wen.yss ; in it all his children were born

;

in it he entertained Iris, many friends with
generous good cheer for body and mind ; in it he
died peacefully on February 7, 1916, eleven days
short of his ninety-fourth birthday. He was
buried by the side of his wife in Bitton Church-
yard, surrounded by a, very great number of

relatives and friends, on February 10. The last

pages of "The Memoir," an article published in

Country Life, February 19, 1916, give ex-

pression to the poignant feelings which filled the
hearts of the many who were present on that 6ad
day, and incidentally give glimpses of the garden,
of the trees and shrubs and herbs, and of the
well loved gardener, R. Ashmore. Etiam fleverc
myricae.

"Recalling many happy hours with Canon
Ellacombe at Bitton, 1 feel that the dominant
characteristic of the man was his loving kind-
ness. His knowledge, classical, antiquarian,
literary, and botanical, was wide and varied, yet
in my memories of him it is that that stands
out before all. Characteristic of him, too, was
his openbaaidedness, his generosity."

Mr. Lathbury says : "His favourite doctrine
was that a true gardener is known by the

pleasure he takes in giving plants to his friends.

And certainly, judged by this standard, he was
a prince among gardeners. He had one con-
stant inquiry for his friends when (after going
round the gaixlen) they returned either to his

study or to his seat in the garden :
' I hope you

have found something to take away with you.'
And, unless their interest in plants was merely
assumed as a matter of courtesy, this hope was
never disappointed."
And to Mr. Bartholomew he writes :

" If ever
you say you are in debt to Bitton I will not
speak to you again. If I give a friend a hundred
plants and he gives me one, I thank him for the
one, but I don't enter him as my debtor for
ninety-nine."

And so, through all those years, little by little,

the Bitton Garden grew to be the thing that it

was. Who shall tell of its beauty, of its

variety, of its interest? Let us hear Mr. A. C.
Bartholomew speak. " What were the special
features in the garden which gave most delight?
Well, I can only answer for n.yself, and even so,
I find it very difficult to decide. Shall it be the
Cyclamen Coum in their myriads, flourishing
apparently anywhere, even in the grass beneath
the ancient Yews ? Or shall it be the glorious
Snowdrop from Naples, with its stalks two feet
in length, 3nd flowers of proportionate size,

which grow in masses under the south wall, and
seem to do all the better the more crowded they
grow? Could anything be more beautiful on :i

sunny spring morning than the long stretch of
Anemone blanda. with double flowers of every
shade of colour, mingled with the single? What
is one to say of the middle path all aflame on
either side with Anemone fulgens, or of that
same path in the Iris season? Or the innumer-
able species of Roses? or the glory in autumn,
when the leaves of the vines are all crimson
and gold? or the vision of Rhus cotinoides as
you look through it towards the western sun?

" What of Poinciana Gilliesii, or of Wistaria
n.ultijuga alba, or of Tecoma grandiflora, when
a hot suniDiier has tempted it to flower, or Gaya
Lyalli, or Abutilon vitifolium, or Clematis
Sieboldii or the beautiful tamarisk, which was
the tiling that struck me most on the happy day
which introduced me to Bitton? I don't think
that he could have said which of his treasures
gave him most delight."

Many more such extracts, might be given,
indeed, it is very difficult to refrain, but space
allows of no more, and enough has been written
already to show something of what the man,
" The Canon," was, and what his garden was,
and, it is to be hoped, to induce many who have
not the book, to obtain it for themselves at once.
One word more must be written about the book.
It has no index, and, in these days of pro-
fessional index makers, the omission is an almost
unpardonable sin. Had a proper index been
provided, at least half the time spent on writing
this notice would have been saved. G. H. W.

Fig. 22.

—

pouolas fir stems attacked by
phomopsis

; showing the swelling above
infected areas.

A PHOMOPSIS DISEASE OF

DOUGLAS FIR.

During the summer and autumn of 1920 I

had frequent cases under observation of a very
destructive disease of Douglas Fir, previously
undesori'bed as British, caused by a fungus
which I had called by Land's name of Phomopsis
pithya (Liind's Danish Fungi, j>. 421). After I

had concluded these notes a very interesting
paper by Dr. Malcolm Wilson in the last num-
ber (Part II., 1920) of the Transactions of the

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society recording
it from Scotland was published. He, in studying
this same disease, has concluded that the fun-
gus causing it should be considered a new
species, which he names Phomopsis pseudo
tsugae.

The English localities from which I have
received specimens of this disease are:—The New
Forest, Hampshire; Bugshot, Surrey; Swinley,
Berkshire, and Midhurst, Sussex. A list of

Scottish localities is given in Dr. Wilson's
paper.
The genus Hhomop-is deviates from the genus

Phoma, in which originally tlhe fungus caus-

ing this disease was placed by Hartig and
others, in various ways, among which can bo

named the size of the spares, the divisions of the

spore-case or pyenidium, and the fact that the

hymenial layer, the layer bearing spares, is

mostly confined to the base of the pyonidium.
Occasionally, however, a Phoma may be found
that is apparently tending to become many-
chambered.

The pyenidia in this case aire very variable
indeed. In early stages they approach the
single-chambered Phoma type, and in old fruc-
tifications they become almost like a Cytospora.
It is a point worth considering whether the
affinities of Phomopsis do not lie nearer to
Cytospora than to Phoma. In this connection
can be mentioned the very destructive Chestnut
bark disease of America, caused by Endothia
parasitica (Murr.), P. J. and H.W. And. This
disease also has a Cytospora form an its pyemd-
ial stage, and it need only be named to recall
the enormous damage done to the American
Chestnut woods in the Eastern States by this
fungus, which has caused perhaps the most
serious epidemics of a plant disease ever known.
A tree attacked by Phomopsis pseudotsugae

shows an apparent constricted area in the stem,
where the lungus is present, as the growth of

the stem is interfered with and the stem swells
considerably above the affected area (see Fig. 23).

The, bark shows a tendency to crack all round
the edge of the cainker, and if the tree or branch
is entirely girdled it cracks above and below
the affected area. When completely girdled
the branch or stem dies. The affected' patch is

covered with minute black points which appear
under a lens as tiny horizontal slits. The
spores ooze out as a whitish mass at each point.
In the swollen portion above the affected area
the bark is dotted with numerous enlarged Tesim
pockets which show as small rounded basses,
varying in size, and about that of a Pea.
Attacked branches become yellowish and sickly
above the injury, and if the stem is attacked
the whole tree is affected in this way. Some-
times a lesion may be only on one side and of a
long, vertical, oval shape, in which case only
one side of the tree will seem to be affected.

A form of die-back is also very common in

the English specimens, and the leader in this
case is often killed out. In some cases the
effect is very similar to that of an attack of
Botrytis, which is common in Douglas Fir.

Indeed, occasionally, much care must be taken
to distinguish the two. as the Botrytis attacking
Conifers farms tiny black sclerotia on the bark
after the twig is dead, and these may possibly.

without a lens, be taken for the fructification^
of Phomopsis.

The disease is causing serious loss amons
the Douglas Fir plantations in England. Im a
plantation formed in Hampshire in 1919 t li

•

trees have suffered severely firorn the disen-e.

principally from a die-back. Over 20 per cent,

of the young leaders are reported to be killed,

which will seriously affect the future shapeli-

ness and value of the trees. In an adjoining,

rather older plantation of trees, about 8 years'

old, considerable numbers of stems and
branches are affected. At Bagshot, in the nur-
sery at Rapley, the Phomopsis has attacked

and injured a considerable number of trams-
phmts, i.e., four-year-old plants. At Swinley,

Berkshire, and in other nurseries the disease

has ait tacked the leader or the young brandies
of a considerable number of plants. It has

been found ;it Midhurst im Sussex, and it is

probably widespread and is evidently a serious

pest as regards voung Douglas Fir. A very

similar disease, Phomopsis juniperovora. Halm,
is described as a widely distributed parasite on
young "Cedars " (Junipers), causing a nursery
blight in the I'nited States (llahn. I'lii>nu>i>,-is

juniperovora, nov. sp. Phytopath. Vol. 10,

No. 4, April, 1920.) Ar
. L. Acock, Kew.

Seasonable Flowers.—Mr. J. E. Fitt, Earlham
Hall Gardens, Norwich, writes to inform us

thai Iris Bakeriana is again making a splendid

display of colour in the rockery. " A charm
ing little species, growing only six inches high,

with standards of blue, and the falls white

with purple spots, and is agreeably scented."

Our correspondent states that Iris Histrio,

another of the bulbous, early flowering specdes,

IS also making a bright display.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed bij correspondents.]

Apple Dumelow's Seedling.—I notice in your

review of Mr. Bunyard's book on Apples and

Pears (see p. 7) you state that Dumelow's Seed-

ling Apple could not have been raised in the

latter half of the nineteenth century, since it is

mentioned in Ronald's in 1831. I find in Linley's

Kitchen Garden, published in 1831, this Apple is

called " Dumelow's Seedling " and " Dumelow's

Crab "; after describing this Apple, it is stated:

" Raised some years ago by a Mr. DumeloW, a

nurseryman, near Derby. It is well known in

the counties of Derby, Lancaster and Notting-

ham by the name of ' Dumelow's Crab. Its

fruit was first exhibited at the Horticultural

Society in 1820." From this it would appear

to be an old Apple, and from its sourness called

a Crab. Linley's book is one of 'the best we

have on fruits and was, I believe, the founda-

tion of Hogg's Fruit Manual. This Apple can-

kers badlv here and in my opinion is too sour,

although 'it cooks well and can very well be

discarded now -we have such good sorts as New-

ton Wonder, Bramley's Seedling, Lane's Prince

Albert, etc ' F. Boyes, Beverley.

Trifolium repens pentaphyllum.—The per-

sistence of special forms of plants in gardens is

remarkable, and the above has been in existence

for considerably over three hundred years. John

Gerard gave a figure of it under the name of

Lotus quadrifolia, with several English names,

such as Four-leafed Grasse, Four-leafed Trefoile.

Purple-wort and Pin ple-grasse. He said it some-

times degenerated into three, five or seven leaves,

but that four was the proper number: yet his

figure showed five leaflets mostly. Johnson, in

criticising the original description, said he did

not think it to be the Purple-leaved Trefoile,

commonly called Purple-grasse, for he could

never see more than three leaves upon a stalk.

He must Lave had a degenerate plant under

observation. Fifty years ago it was common
under the name of Four-bladed Shamrock. About

fifteen years ago or more, someone made a

speciality of it at the exhibitions in the London-

Scottish Drill Hall. Recent names for it are

Trifolium repens purpureum, T. pentaphyllum,

and T. nigrescens. The dark colour of the foliage

as one of its most striking features. Gerard called

it Black Clover, and described the leaves as

browne purplish. Others describe them as bronzy,

bronzy five-leaved Clover, velvety black, and

black-leaved Clover. In a quiet way it may be

considered a popular plant, with a long and

varied garden history. F. K.

Plants for the Bog or Stream-side.—The ex-

haustive list of bog and aquatic plants on page 9

reminds me how easy it would be to make such

plants a prominent feature of any garden well

supplied with clean water, whether it be a

pond or a running stream. The placing or

planting of each subject in the proper relation

to water would be a study almost, or quite, as

great as the planting of rockery plants in proper

positions as to sun and shade, soil or moisture.

Long as is the list of plants given, it could be

greatly extended by natives and exotics, rela-

tively easy to grow. Amongst those that could

be grown in a greater or less depth of water are

Sagittaria sagittifolia, S. variabilis, S. v. flore

plena, Butomus umbellatus, Typha latifolia, T.

angustifolia, the Water Violet (Hottonia palus-

tris), Ranunculus Lingua, Cyperus longus, Carex

pendula, C. pseudo-cyperus, Cladium Mariscus

and other Sedges. Floating plants could be

represented by Calla palustris, Frog-bit (Hydro-

charis Morsus-ranael, and Limnanthemum pelta-

tum. The two last would require to 'be reduced

within limits occasionally. Beautiful plants of

a dwarf character for a peaty bed, raised slightly

above the water, are Anagallis tenella and Trien-

talis europaea. Under similar conditions several

of the British species of Orchis could be grown,

including O. latifolia, 0. incarnate and 0. macu-

late. What can be more striking than a clump
of the Marsh Marigold on the opposite bank of a

sheet of water, and reflected in it? Cardamine

amara lias larger flowers and more of them than

C. praitensis. That and Polygonum Bistorte and

Onoclea geimauica are plants for the margin of

a stream. J . F.

Large-flowered Chrysanthemums The number
of growers of large-flowered Chrysanthemums
in the Dumfries district has been largely

reduced, the prevailing taste being for smaller

blooms. One of the very few remaining collec-

tions of these left in the district is that of Mr.

John Primrose, of Arundel House, Maxwell-
town, Dumfries, who retains his affection for

these flowers, which are admirably grown on the

cut-back system by his gardener, Mr. J. Allan.

The plants this season have been sturdy, healthy,

well-bloomed ones, with generally three or four

blooms to a plant. The flowers have been up to

the highest standard of quality. It is interesting

to find some old varieties, difficult to surpass

still, such as Mme. Gustave Henry, which Mr.

Allan says he has grown fox 30 years, along

with Guy Hamilton. Mrs. A. T. Miller retains

it popularity at Arundel, and other good varie-

ties in first-class condition were Lady Talbot,

Elsie Fulton, R. Findlay, Enchantress, Mis. G.

Drabble, N.C.S. Jubilee, K. Luxfoid, Mrs.

T. "W. Vallis, and Queen Mary. S. A.

Perpetual Flowering Carnation Cuttings.—

I

was delighted to read the remarks from Mr.
H. E. Kemp in Gard. ('/iron., p. 21, and entirely

agree with all he states : in fact, he is so excellent

a grower that few are qualified to disagree with

him. The active members of the British Carna-

tion Society are mainly market growers and
naturally conservative in their methods. They
favour December and January rooted cuttings

because of the minimum cost of raising the young
Carnation stock and also for the maximum re-

sults, because the plants are established

in their small pots just as the sun
commences to gairi power, hence a stronger

growth. October and November rooted cuttings

are splendid as Mr. Kemp contends, and espec-

ially in the north or near smoky towns, be-

cause the cuttings are stronger during those

months, and if wintered in a cool, light, airy

greenhouse they will commence a strong growth
in late January or early February. However, I

have found that in the case of certain varieties

as large a plant is obtained from a January
rooted cutting as 'from one Tooted in October.

Certain quantities of cuttings are propagated

here practically all the year round mainly for

export trade so that the right grade of stock

may be shipped. Also many of the gardeners

in the North ask for extra early propagated

stock. Of course, the new Perpetual Border
Carnations are propagated by cuttings all the

year round, except in winter. The same applies

to Dianthus Allwoodii. As for flowering Per-

petual Carnations in smali pots, as Mr. Kemp
states 7 in. pots are small enough for

well grown plants, while to use highly concen-

trated chemical fertilizers is ruinous When
will growers learn that the Perpetual Flowering

Carnation which grows through the entire twelve

months of the year without a rest, must have

a slow acting, organic Carnation food, to produce

the best results ? Montague C. AUwood, Wivels-

fieJd.

Beck's Dwarf Broad Bean —This compact
growing variety is not frequently mentioned

by writers, and yet it is one of the best of Broad
Beans, if not quite the best, for early use,

especially for cropping in pots or boxes. Being
dwarf, the plants take up but little room—

a

very strong point in their favour for early use.

The pods are, naturally, small, but they are

freely produced and filled with three to five

roundish Beans. Moreover, the quality is first

rate, and the variety is occasionally mistaken

for the Fan or Cluster Bean, which it closely

resembles. For a. first-early out-of-door crop.

Beck's does best if grown in rather lighter soil

than it is customary to ohoose for Broad Beans.

G. T., Ampthill.

Need for a Good Stump Rooted Parsnip—

1

was interested in Mr. Beckett's remarks on large

versus small Parsnips, on p. 11, and when dig-

ging Parsnips recently, was forcibly reminded of

the need for a good stump-rooted variety, as the

labour entailed in digging out the thin, tapering

tap-root of the ordinary kind is not commen-
surate with the value of the tip when secured.

I know we have the short, thick Lisbonnais

variety, but I think raisers could give us some-

thing better. Sententious.

SOCIETIES.
MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND

ORCHID
December 16, 1920, Committee present:

—

The Rev. J. Crombleholme (in the chair), Mrs.
Slingsby, Messrs. R. Ashworth, A. Burns, A.
Coningsby, D. A. Cowan, J. C. Cowan, J.

Cypher, J. Evans, Dr. Hartley, J. Howes, A.
Keeling, D. McLeod, E. W. Thompson, J.

Thrower, and H. Arthur (Secretary).

Awards.
First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya, Victory, a fine large flower with
broad, mauve-eolomed sepals and petals, and
very dark lip; Cypripediinr. Nydia West
Point var. ; C. Thais West Point car., a large

flower of fine shape and with broad petals, from
S. Gratrix, Esq.
Cypripedivm Cavalier var. swintonense, a

richly-coloiu-ed flower of good shape, with white
dorsal sepal, having a light green base and crim-

son; spots ; C. Ballyh.an.dy (Antinous x Alci-

meda), round dorsal sepal with Apple-green base,

broad white margin, chocolate spots; petals

broad with light green ground and sepia mark-
ings, from B. J. Beckton, Esq.

Brasso-C'a'Jleya Muriel var. Mrs. Hanmer,
extra large flower of light mauve colour, with
fine yellow throat ; Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya The
Baroness, Edgemoor var. (B.-C Leeana. x L.-C.

Ophir), a large flower of greenish yellow colour

and large lip of good colour, from A. Hanmer,
Esq.

Lycasle Imschootiana Shrubbery var., from
Mrs. Gratrix.
Cypripedium Warrior H. Green's var.

(Alcibiades illustris x Lord Wolmer Westonbirt
var.), a large flower with sepal round dorsal of

perfect shape, beautifully spotted and with a
white margin, from H. Green, Esq.

Cattleya Princess Royal var. Mildred,
flower with white sepals and petals, and deep
purple lip with large yellow blotches; and
Oncidium bicallosum, from Sir H. Leon, Bart.

Awards of Merit.

Cypripedium Princess Mary (Niobe Weston-
birt var. x Lord Wolmer), and C. Duke of
York (Alcibiades x Shogun), from Mrs.
Gratrix.

C. May Morn (hirsuto-Sallieri x Leeanum
Clinkaberryanum nito-Hallii) and (' Alabaster
car. Treasure Trove (Godsefnanum x Alci-

biades), from Mrs. Slingsby.
C. Pixie (Alabaster x Alcibiades), and C.

Moira magnifica. from S. Gratrix, Esq.
C. Icarus (Dreadnought x Alcibiades illus-

tris), from B. J. Beckton, Esq.

C. Goldcrest (Monte var. x insigne Sanderae),
from Messrs. Sanders.

Awards of Appreciation—First Class.

Odontoglossum erispum var. The Tetrarch,
0. Rosina -var. Savoy, and 0. Crethus (Lam-
beauianum x Dusky Monarch), from Dr.
Craven Moore.

Odin. Santa Lucia (ardentissimum x Phillip-

sianum), from the Rev. J. Crombleholme.

Groups
The following medals were awarded for col-

lections : Large Silver Medals to S. Gratrix,
Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J. Howes), Mrs.
Bruce and Miss Wrigley, Bury (gr. Mr. A.
Burns), and Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Chel-
tenham.
A Silver Medal to the Rev. J. Crombleholme,

Clayton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. E. Marshall).

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

An adjourned meeting of the members of this

society was held in the Wesley Hall, Buccleuoh
Street, Dumfries, on the evening of January 8.

Provost S. Arnott occupied the chair, and, in

the unavoidable absence of the secretary, Mr.
T. Douglas, submitted the financial statement.

This showed a credit balance of upwards of £31,

a reduction on that of last year owing to fewer
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subscriptions and the operation of the entertain-

ments tax, although the receipts at the door were
considerably in advance of those of the previous

year and the show had been otherwise highly

successful. After a full discussion, it was agreed

to suspend the show for this year. As neither

the chairman, who has been president for a

number of years, nor the secretary desired re-

election, the following office-bearers were

appointed, it being left with the president and
vice-presidents to arrange for a. secretary :

—

President, Mr. A. W. M'Alister ; vice-presidents,

Mr. J. Maxwell Gray, Mr. J. Croall, and Mr. J.

Bogie. Vacancies in the committee caused by
deaths and retirement by rotation were filled up.

On the motion of Mr. A. W. M'Alister, Provost

S. Arnott was warmly thanked for his past ser-

vices, and on the motion of the latter, a similar

acknowledgment was made of the work of Mr.

T. Douglas.

NATIONAL ROSE.

The 44th annual meeting of the National Rose

Society was held on Tuesday last in the Institute

of Painters in Water Colours. 195, Piccadilly, W.
The president, Mr. H. R. Darlington, was unable

to be present, and Mr. C. E. Shea was elected

to the chair. The whole of the proceedings were

marked with great harmony and enthusiasm ; all

the business was of a purely formal nature, there

being very little discussion and no opposition.

Both the Committee's report and the balance-

sheet were taken as read and adopted without

comment, save a few remarks by the chairman.

The balance-sheet showed total receipts for the

year, including a balance of £37 4s. 7d. brought
forward from last year, amounting to

£3.876 10s. lid., whilst the payments for the

same periorl amounted to £3,845 4s. The
expenses, therefore, slightly exceeded the year's

income.

The chairman referred to the necessity for

economy, and stated that the only way of solving

the financial problem was to augment the mem-
bership. No fewer than 1,092 members were
elected (luring the past year, which is a record

for the society ; the total membership is 6,025.

Mr. Shea stated that the society had made no
investments during the past year, but the last

thing the council was desirous of doing was to

increase the subscription.

The council of 36 members was elected, and for

the first time in the history of the society, lady
members were elected to serve. The new coun-
cillors are : Mrs. Darlington, Mrs. Oakley Fisher,

Mrs. Courtney Page, and the Rev. J. Jacob.
Mr. E. J. Holland was elected president, and Mr.
W. E. Martin, deputy-president. The retiring

president, Mr. H. R. Darlington, was awarded
the Dean Hole Memorial Medal, and in his un-
avoidable absence, he being engaged at the Law
Courts, it was handed by the new president to

Mrs. Darlington. After the business proceedings
a conversazione was held in one of the adjoining
rooms.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS.
The annual meeting of the above association

was held in the Recreation Club Room, Abbey
Hall, on Monday evening last. The president

(Mr. Councillor F. E. Moring) presided over a
large attendance. The report and statement of

accounts for 1920, as read by the lion, secretary,

showed that the association was in a most pros-

perous condition. The attendances at the meet-
ings had been large, especially during the autumn
session, the summer evening meetings enjoyable
and educational, the competitive and non-
competitive exhibits excellent, the lectures most
practical, and the discussions well maintained,
while the financial position of the association
remained strong.

Mr. Moring was re-elected president; Mr.
Leonard Sutton, Mr. Alderman F. B. Parfitt

and Mr. E. P. Foquett Sutton, vice-presidents;
Mr. A. H. Leaver, treasurer; and Mr. H. (!.

Cox, and Mr. E. J. Dore, lion, secretary and
assistant lion, secretary respectively. Mr. W.
cliislctt, N.D.H.. Bill Hill Gardens. Wokingham,

was elected chairman, and Mr. H. H. Cook, the
University College Gardens, Shinfiekl, vice-

chairman. The election of committee resulted
as follows :—Messrs. E. Blackwell (Reading),

G. Carter (Mapledurham), A. J. Cobb (Shinfiekl).

F. Cox (Sindlesham), D. Dore (Reading), A. H.
Fulker (Reading), M. Goddard (Bear Wood),
F. Goodger (Calcot), H. Goodger (Calcot), E. R.
Janes (Reading), J. R. Lloyd (Shinfield), H. C.

Loader (Whiteknights), T. Martin (Reading), C.

Moulton (Reading), H. Reeves (Reading), A. E.
Sharpe (Reading), H. W. Topp (Caversham), G.
Tovey (LeigiTton Park), F. Townsend (Reading),

and D. Turner (Coley Park).

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

The monthly meeting of this Society was held

in the R.H.S. Hall, on Monday, January 10.

Mr. Chas. H. Curtis in the chair. One new
member was elected, two members were allowed
to withdraw £9 0s. 4d.—double the amount of

interest, and two members who had reached
the age of seventy years withdrew £114 13s.

The sick pay for the month on the ordinary
side amounted to £80 10s. 7d., and on the
State Section to £84 2s. 4d. ; maternity claims
came to £20. The trustees reported that they
had invested a further £900 in War Loan, and
a further £250 was sanctioned to be invested
for the State Section.

PROFESSIONAL GARDENERS.
The first annual meeting of this association

was held at the Victoria Hotel, Leeds, on Satur-

day, January 15, at 5 p.m. There was a large

attendance of members and friends. The
accounts for the year were passed and the

election of officers proceeded with. 'It is in-

teresting to note that the affairs of the asso-

ciation are in every way satisfactory. Head
gardeners are invited to become members.

©bituan?.

James Meldrum We regret to report the

death of Mr. James Meldrum, at the age of 71

years. He had for many years been in the

employ of Messrs. Hurst and Son, Houndsditch,
and he was formerly a well-known seedsman in

Kendal. Mr. Meldrum had been for some time

past in failing health, but up to a few months ago

was in very regular attendance at Messrs. Hurst

and Son's (lower seed department.

THE WEATHER.
WEATHER IN DECEMBER, 10211.

\tt>[- :i few mild opening days which inelu,l<d the
only (jaie of the month, a spell of except ioiuUly cold
\ve,'LtU< r set in on December 8, nnd (except for a
couple of dt&ys) this continued until the 23rd. Un-
usually warm condritions then prevailed throughout the
final week. The wintry period was remarkoMy calm;
and throughout the entire month the predominant fea-
ture was the rarity of winds from westerly points,
and the great prevalence of light airs from the north-
east, east, and south-east. In consequence, the at-
mosphere was hazy nnd humid, practically mi evapora-
tion, occurred, and there was a decided deficiency of
ozone- Actual cloudiness, however, was not great the
rainfall was less than usual, and there was a norma]
record of siin.-'iitie. The underground wat.r-levcl
retmnined very low during most of the month, but
was rising rapidly at its close. The mean temperature
of the complete month was 39.2 degrees or hall
below the 45 years' average. Only 2,54 im li

rain fell, or 0.63 noli Lees than the average. Wind
movement was as much as 125 miles per dag
the normal. Hhe duration of Bnnsniine almost exaetorj

equalled tin local sta<adard Deoeuuber amount of :t."i

hour-- A strong t.. whole gale, from s.w. veering
to N.W. OCCUpied -1 hours OS the 3rd to lt.li and
contained gusts at the late of si miles per hour.
Frost ooourred on n days, with absolute minimum
temperatures of lit degrees m tin- shade, ami i_! degrees
over snow, both on the i:uh. Fog was very preva-
lent from the Mli lo the loth. Only trivial

amounts of snow and hail fell <ei two days each.
There was no thunder. Joseph BaxendeU Borough
Meteorologist, The Fernleg Observatory, Southport.

DECEMBER (1920J WEATHEB IN BCOTLAND.
In temperature and sunshine the weather for I) m

ber, 1920, departed little from the nor t. but tie' total

rainfall showed r\ considerable i&orease. Dull d-**

were frequent during the month, with rime and fog.
Rain I'll on 21 .lays, as against a normal of 17 days,
the total fall being 3.37 inches, aan excess o 0.71 inch
over the average. Snow fell on 2 days. The sun
shone on 12 days and registered an aggregate of 44.9
hours—this gives an average of 1.39 hour per day, and
a percentage of 20 on the possible sunshine. With a
mean of 29.92 inches, the barometer varied from a
highest of 30.61 inches on the 5th to a lowest of
28.85 inches on the 21st. The mean temperature for
the month was 37°, with a mean maximum of 42° and
a mean minimum of 32°, the mean range being thus
10°. On the 25th and 26th we had the highest maxi-
mum of 50°, and on the 18th the lowest minimum of
21°, giving an absolute range of 39°, while the lowest
maximum of 32° was recorded on the 17th and the
highest minimum of 41° on the 4th. On 10 nights
the air temperature fell below the freezing point. The
grass thermometer gave a mean minimum for the month
of 25°, with a lowest of 12° for the 18th; there were
27 nights of ground frost. At one foot deep, with a
mean of 38°, the soil temperature fell from 42° to
35° and then rose to 37°. The prevailing winds were
from the south and west; there was a gale on the 3rd.—
Join: Davidson, Director of Studies. Meteorological
Station of the St. Andreas Provincial Committee at the
Training College Gardens, Kirlcton-ot-Mains, near
Dundee.

LAW NOTE.
ACTION OF EJECTMENT AGAINST A

MARKET GARDENER.
An interesting action of ejectment agaanst an

Edinburgh market gardener has just been decided
in favour of the tenant by Sheriff Guy, by whom
the case was heard. The ground was held by the
defender from year to year, and on August 1,
1S19, the pursuer gave notice to the defender to
determine the tenancy at Martinmas, 1919. The
Sheriff found that the notice was insufficient in
terms of the requirements of Section 18 (1) (b)

of the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act,
1908, requiring notice of not less than six
months of the termination of the lease, and has
dismissed the action with expenses to the
defender. In the course of a note accompanying
the decision, the Sheriff said the main question in

this case was whether a garden used for the
cultivation of flowers for trade or business con-

stituted the garden a market garden. His Lord-
ship stated that he agreed with Lord Salvesen
in the case of Grewar p. Yean.an. that a market
garden might be confined to flowers only sold by
way of trade, whether sold as flower plants or as

• ut flowers. He said that even if he were wrong'
in holding that he had also to fall back on what
was stated that the defendant had erected glass-

houses, and in these had grown crops of Tomatos.
This might involve the question of compensation,

but this was not before him.

TRADE NOTES.
MANX friends will regret to learn that Mrs.

Spencer Hamilton, only daughter of Mr. John
Wort. London and Southern representative ot

Messrs. Dicks-Tin nnd Robinson, died suddenly at

Chatham, Ontario, on the 31st ult.. at the early

age of 33.

The many friends of .Mr. Horace J. Wright
will lie ml rested to knew thai he has estab-

lished ;i seed business at Lidlington. Ampthill,

Bedfordshire. His catalogue contains a g 1

selection <>f hi th flower and vegetable .seeds', nnd
special Drominence is given I i Sweet Peats, with

which his name is intimately connected, both

as a former Secretary nf the National Sweet Pen

Society and as author of works mi this popnlaa

annual.

Among the Companies registered in Scotland

during the week ending December 31 appears

the following:—11,550, Geo. M'Omiah (Limi-

ted) Crieff (private Company) to carry on the

retail and wholesale business of seedsmen, fruit

merchants, florists, nurserymen, etc.. capital

£22.000 in £1 shares.

Readers will learn with interest that the

director oi agriculture at Jamaica has reported

that " Blighty "
is a most excellent fungicide

and in every way supports the claims made for

it by its makers, The Mond Nickel Company.
We learn also that this fungicide has been used

with success in Messrs. Sutton and S.-n's tri.i

grounds, Reading, and in the Royal Gardens,

Windsor.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

" There are few gardeners, and still fewer amateurs,
-who do not on occasion require immediate information
upon various points of practice. But either from an
unwillingness to inquire, or from not knowing of
whom to make the inquiry, they too often fail to
obtain the information they' are in want of. And let
no one be alarmed lest his questions should appear
-trifling-, or those of a person ignorant of that which
he ought to know. He is the wisest man who is
conscious of his ignorance; for how little do the
wisest really know!—except that they know little: If
one man is unacquainted with a fact, however com-
mon, it is probable that hundreds of others in the
same position as himself are equally in want of
similar information. To ask a question, then, is to
•consult the good of others as well as of one's self "—
Gardeners' Chronicle. No. 1, IV. I., January 2, 1841.

CaTTLEYA Fl,Y (IsoSOMA OrCHIDEARUJI) : C.
Although certain to cause much damage to
the plants if not dealt with promptly, the
Cattleya fly is not difficult, to stamp out if

proper means and continual observation are
resorted to. In the fly stage frequent light
fumigations with some reliable preparation, or
spraying with diluted XL All effectively dis-
poses of them in a short time. Even where
they are suspected to be present, but not seen,
the precaution is advisable. When swollen
buds or roots are observed they should be
cut away immediately and burnt. The portions
affected would not be of any use to the plant,
and their prompt removal admits of the eyes
of the back growth at once developing to
take the place of the buds removed. Fresh
consignments of plants should always be ex-
amined to make sure whether such "pests are
present or not.

Cover for Pheasants : //. T. S. For a moist,
shady place you cannot do better than plant
the common Privet (not the oval-leaved
kind), Laurels, Berberis vulgaris, Myrobella
Plum, and Spanish Chestnut. We have
noticed on several occasions that pheasants are
particularly fond of woods where Blackberries
are plentiful, as the long, trailing shoots make
admirable cover for them, and we have heard
it stated that they are fond of the seeds found
amongst the decaying fruit. Should you
require taller-growing subjects than those
mentioned above any of the common forest
trees would be suitable, but your choice should
preferably be of those which grow most freely
in your district.

Cyclamens Unhealthy : S. A. The fungus
Botrytis was present on all the specimens sent.
This fungus is a common pest of many plants,
and its appearance is generally due to wrong
cultural treatment such as growing the plants
in too little warmth, or affording them an
excess ot moisture at the roots and in the
atmosphere. Badly affected plants should be
destroyed by burning.

Constriction on Grafted Apple Tree:
G. H. If the wound shows any torn surface,
pare it down to live tissue with a 'knife;
then cover it with grafting wax. It will
probably heal over and almost disappear in
one season. We presume that you have
already drawn out the binding material so far
as possible.

Eggs on an Apple Shoot: H. II. S. The
eggs are those of the Lackey moth (Clissio-
campa neustria). Destroy all the bands of
eggs and spray the trees next spring with an
arsenical wash. Thick grease bands should be
placed around the trunks of the trees to pre-
vent any of the larvae that may be on the
ground from ascending the tree.

French Varieties of Asparagus: T. A. The
varieties of Asparagus grown for the Paris
market are Early Argenteuil and Late
Argenteuil, the names referring to the localitv
where they are chiefly grown. The ground of
the district is light with a chalky sub-soil.
The method of cultivation mostly adopted by
the specialists is as follows :—The ground
intended for the crop is well dug earlv in the
winter. Early in March rows are marked out.
from 2 ft. 6 in. apart and up to 4 ft., accord-
ing to whether the grower requires market or
exhibition produce. A trench 1 ft. wide and
4 in. deep is made for every row and this

is half filled with well decayed manure, a
stick being placed every 2 ft. "6 in. along the
trench to mark the position of each plant, and
a shovelful of fine soil is placed round each
stick. On each of these small mounds a two-
year-old plant is set and the roots are evenly
spread out. The soil from the trench is used
to cover the roots, and the bed is made level.
During the summer the bed is kept clean, and
the plants are made secure by tying the stems
to canes. Early in winter the dead stems are
cut down, care being taken to leave the
stump to mark the position of each plant; the
ground is then dug deeply between the rows,
and in the following early spring a good dress-
ing of well decayed manure is forked in.

Similar attention is given the crop during the
second season, but in the second winter the
soil is removed from the roots and placed in
ridges between the rows, and in the following
sparing manure is placed over the plants, the soil
being brought back in the shape of a ridge, as
when earthing up Potatos. Asparagus is cut
during the third season, but only two or three
sticks are taken from each plant. Every
winter the soil is removed from the roots and
replaced every spring, and the higher the
ridge is the longer will the produce be.
Asparagus is a very gross feeder and yearly
manuring is advisable ; well decayed manure
answers the purpose, and it is preferable to
use it in the spring previous to ridging up
the roots.

.
The -best produce is obtained from

the sixth to the tenth year, and a plantation
of Asparagus may last from twelve to
fifteen years. When in full bearing the plants
are examined daily and the heads are
gathered when about an inch above the
ground. It is advisable to let some of the
stems grow during the cutting season, so as
not to weaken the plants; gathering should
cease about June, 20.

Grafting Morello Cherry on a Sweet
Cherry : M . If the tree of your sweet Cherry
is in good health there is no reason why it

should not make an excellent stock for "the
Morello variety.

Grey Matter in Soil : O. R. S. The grey matter
in the sample of soil is derived from the waxy
coat of an aplus. Not many of these
particles of grey matter could be found in
the sample received as the jolting experienced
in the post tended to destroy them. In the
whole sample only one aphis could be found,
and that was dead. The genus to which this
probably belongs is called Tetraneura. This
genus has several species, which have a similar
life history. They form various kinds of galls
on the leaf of the Elm and in summer migrate
to the roots of grasses. Here they do not seem
to be particular as to their host, but infest
a large number of different kinds. In the
autumn migrants fly back to the Elm and form
galls again during the early part of the follow-
ing year. It is due to their autumn migration
that it is difficult to find these aphides in the
soil at the present time. The specimen found
may have died accidentally or been too late to
migrate. The particles of grey matter are
therefore the remains of the waxy coats of
aphides which have been sucking grass roots
during the summer season

Overgrown Water Lily : F. B. At this season
it is not advisable to disturb the plant in ques-
tion. During April of next spring, however,
when growth commences, the root stock should
be lifted and broken up. When replanting any
part of it choose the smaller crowns and plant
them in a shallow hole so as to check exuber-
ant growth in the future. Use good loam for
this purpose, with road scrapings and a little

leaf-mould.

The Sitka Spruce as a Hedge-plant.
J. W. M. We do not recommend the Sitka
Spruce as a hedge- plant, as it is not a great
success in many parts of this country. In
the United States the Sitka, Black and 'White
Spruces are all used for hedges, but there
thev are native plants growing in a climate
and soil congenial to them. We know of no

hedge of the Sitka Spruce in this country,

and, though we do not doubt it could be

made to form some sort of a hedge, yet it

would not possess the impenetrability you re-

quire. For an evergreen hedge in this coun-

try nothing surpasses the Common Holly,

which, when well-grown and properly cared

for, is impenetrable to both man and beast.

Roses Diseased : A. T. S. The Rose bushes are

affected with a grey mould called B'otrytis.

This fungus is due to wrong cultural treatment,

probably too little warmth or too much
moisture. Remove and burn all dead growths.

Red Spider on Apple Shoots : Ignor. The
eggs are those of one of the red spiders.

From the egg stage it is impossible to tell

whether the adult mite is one that spins a

web or not. Probably it is a species of

Tetranychus. Red spiders thrive and

multiply most in hot, dry conditions such as

in a greenhouse, where nb syringing is done,

or in the open on wall trees. Apples trained

against walls are especially liable to attack.

Gooseberries are attacked by another genus.

The Psylla or Apple Sucker is an insect, that

is, a creature with three pairs of legs in the

adult stage, while red spiders are mites, re-

lated to spiders, neither of which are true

insects, being distinguished by possessing four

pairs of legs in the adult stage. Beside red

spider eggs, there were present on the twig

enclosed a fair number of eggs of one of the

Apple aphids and a few Mussel scales full oi

eggs. Under the circumstances, the best

wash to 'apply would be lime-sulphur, 'but

not in winter. The best time is in the very

early spring, just as the buds are showing

green ; this will be about the end of March.

Use the lime-sulphur at a strength of one in

twelve. Even though put on at winter

strength at this time, no material injury will

be done. This method has been shown to kill

a large proportion of aphis eggs. The sulphur

that is deposited on the tree will also have a

great deterrent effect on the red spider and
Mussel scale larvae when they hatch a little

later.

Screen Trees : A. W. Lime would be better

than Plane in the position described. The
two best Limes for the purpose are Tilia

dasystyla ;nd T. petiolaris.

Trenching Land : T. S. The number of cubic

feet of ordinary trenching a man might be

expected to do in a day depends on the con-

dition of the soil, the capacity of the man
for the job and other circumstances. On a

good medium soil that had been fairly well

worked previously, a competent workman,

given good conditions, would probably turn

over two spits, clearing as he went and finally

forking up the bottom, for a length of about

30 yards, of one yard wide, and one yard

deep, or, say, about 810 cubic feet, which

wo aid represent about a pole of ground in

area.

Undergrowth for a Beech Tree.—A. M. L.

It is very difficult to get shrubs to grow
under a Beech tree, especially if it is an
old-established specimen, because, in addi-

iton to the dense shade, the Beech has such

an enormous system of fibrous roofs near the

surface. If your tree is a specimen on a

lawn, with the branches well clear of the

ground, grass will grow up to the trunk, and,

on the whole, ct is the most pleasing carpet.

If the groiind is broken up in certain places

and fresh soil added, Crocuses and Narcissi

might be planted and would suoceed for a

time. If the ground is grubbed over and
fresh soil added, Ivy, Hypericum calyoinum.

Berberis aquifolium, and Ruscus aculeatus

(Butcher's Broom) would grow for a time,

but would be starved out in a few years.

In high, open Beech woods, Bluebells grow
freely, as well as Brambles and other under-
growth where there is sufficient light.

Communications Received.—E. P. J.—S. A.

—

Ignoramus—F. B.—G. 8.—G W. L.—E. .T. B.

—

a. H. W—A. N. L—Dr. V.—J. J —T. C. R —
G. L.—0. H. J—W. A. C\—E. G. S—A. G. B.

—L. D—J. A. B—B. M—E. C—I. N. McG.
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—

Gardener)' Chronicle Offioe. 41, Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, January 26,

10 a.m. : Bar. 30.1; temp. 50°. Weather—Raining.

The young gardener who
The wishes to learn what

Chemistry of modern science has to
Crop teach concerning the pro-

Production.* ductivity of the soil which
he cultivates will find in

Professor Wood's little book on The
Chemistry of Crop Production an admirable
introduction to his studies. The objects
of Professor Wood are to state the
scientific principles of crop-production and
to show the factors on which production
depends ; both these objects he has fully

achieved. The result is a book which tin-

beginner will read with understanding
and profit, and the experienced, who realise
the deftness of its workmanship, with
admiration. The factors which determine
crop production — water-supply, light,

minerals and other constituents of the soil

—

are treated of in turn, and lead up to a
demonstration of the manner in which certain
of these factors may be modified in

favour of increased crop production. The
method employed in this exposition is to
describe experiments by which the plants
and the soil may, so to speak, be made to
reveal their secrets. Starting with the
chemical composition of the plant, the
sources whence the raw material of plant-
food are derived are considered. The
enormous demand made by the growing crop

• By T. B. Wood, F.R.S. London, W. B. Clevc,
University Tutorial Press, 1, High Street, New Oxford
Street, W. 1920. Prioe 5s. 6d.

on the water supply of the soil is illus-
trated by the fact that an average Wheat
crop removes from the soil in the course of
its growth 1,000 tons of water per acre—the
equivalent of io inches of rain. Hence it

is easily understood that in some years, at
all events, rainfall proves—even in this
country, e.g. in the eastern counties with
an annual rainfall of 20-25 inches—the factor
which limits Wheat production. Having
established the importance of an adequate
water supply, Prof. Wood proceeds to
describe the state in which water exists in
the soil. This involves a description of the
methods whereby a physical analysis
of the soil is made, and the causes of the
movement of water in the soil—by percola-
tion and by capillary rise from the subsoil.
Following upon demonstrations of these
phenomena is an account of the ways
whereby the water-supply in the soil may be
conserved, e.g., by soil-mulching. The gar-
dener is, of course, well aware of the value
of mulching in general, but will nevertheless
be interested to learn from the experiments
cited on page 31 that the surface cultivation
(soil mulching) of soil may result in the
conservation in an acre, in the course of a
week, of no less than 175 tons of water;
the equivalent of ij inch of rain, or about
one-sixth of the total amount of water re-

quired by a good crop of Wheat. Needless
to say, the autumn digging of heavy
soils has a like effect, and from experiments
carried out at Wye College, the amount of
water conserved in an autumn-ploughed
part of a field was shown to exceed by 100
tons to the acre (1 inch of rain) that in the
unploughed part of the -same field. The
account of different types of sail as
revealed, on the one hand, by their physical
analysis and, on the other, by the crops which
they grow well, is .most interesting. In the
" Wheat and Bean " soil types—heavy soils

—the proportion of fine particles (clay and
fine silt) to coarse particles (sands and coarse
silt I varies roughly from 1:2 to 1:1!,
whereas in the case of "Sheep and Barley
land" the corresponding ratios are from 1 : 7
to 1 : 4. Of course everyone connected with
the land knows well enough that Barley
flourishes on ground so light as not to be cap-
able of growing good Wheat. The interest,

however, of these studies to which Professor
Wood's book provides such an admirable
introduction, lies in the demonstration that it

is possible by physical analysis to map out the
soils of a country into a series of types, and
to show that there is a real relation between
the physical structure of a soil and
its crop-production. Again, bv the study of
rainfall it is easv to show that the types of

farming practised in different parts of the
country have arisen in the main in response
to the exigencies of weather—arable in tin-

eastern counties of relatively low rainfall,

and pastoral husbandry in the relatively

rainy western counties. Evidently, there-
fore, the modification of these types of farm-
ing must depend in part on the adoption
of methods of cultivation, drainage, etc.,

which enable the farmer to get rid of surplus
water and impart an accurate means of
knowledge of the impending weather.
Hence Professor Wood proceeds to give an
account of Nature's methods of weather-
production and the mode of forecasting the
weather which lies 24 hours ahead. On
the subject of soil treatment, Professor
Wood has much to say that is of practical
value, as for example the use of lime in

making heavy soils more workable and less

likely to cake on drying, and the damag
that may be done to clay soils by attempt
ing to work them when they are wet; the
poorness of pastures in which humus

is allowed to accumulate and the methods
of improving them by winter-harrowing,
liming and dressing with basic slag. No less
interesting and instructive to the gar-
dener is the consideration in the later pages
of Professor Wood's book of the require
ments of crops with respect to mineral sub-
stances, compounds of nitrogen, phosphoric
acids and potash. That these require-
ments are relatively small may be
concluded from the amounts of them which
are contained in the crop : thus in the case
of Wheat a good crop contains to the acre
about 50 lb. of nitrogen, 20 of phosphoric
acid and 30 of potash. A six-ton crop of
Potatos requires 70 lb. of nitrogen, 25 of

phosphoric and 80 lb. of potash, and a 25-ton

crop of Mangolds requires per acre 1501b.

of nitrogen, 50 of phosphoric acid and
300 of potash. Having demonstrated the

scale of the mineral requirements of

plants, Professor Wood concludes with an
account of the various fertilisers and their

uses. We are convinced that any young
gardener who will read this little book and
re-read it till he has grasped the sugject

thoroughly, will derive a fund of sound know-
ledge which will be of continual help to

him in his work.

Wart Disease in Potatos and Soil Sterilisa-

tion.—Experiments in soil sterilisation to destroy

Wart Disease in the soil have been

undertaken in this country by Professor

Barker at Bristol, by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries at Ormskirk, and by

Dr. Russell in Lincolnshire. The experiments at

Bristol were conducted only on a small scale

;

positive results were obtained and gave rise to

the hope that infected soil might be sterilised

and wart disease killed by the application of

prolonged heat. In the experiments at Ormskirk,

neither the heat r.or the chemicals used were

sufficient to kill the disease. Dr. Russell, experi-

menting on a small infected garden at Boston,

Lincolnshire, failed to kill the spores of the

disease by the application of heat and two

chemical substances which had proved success-

ful with other diseases. These experiments show

the complexity of the problem, arid indicate that

research on a larger scale is necessary if success

is to be achieved.

Luther Burbank's Rival—California is

reported to have another plant wizard whose

productions are amazing the scientific world.

He believes that both plant and animal life can

be increased in size and quality by a scientific

process which he has discovered, until the

ordinary chicken will become as large as an

ostrich." He thinks Nature would impose car-

tain limitations to prevent such monstrosities

being a permanent breed, however, if anyone

were tu attempt them, but he sees no scientific

reason why they cannot be achieved. We
gather from The Seed World that Mr. Richard

Diener—this "miracle man"—has an experi-

mental nursery located near the town of Kent-

field, and claims to have tripled the size of

half-a-dozen well-known flowers In the past

three years; made six bushels of Wheat grow

where one grew before; developed perfect,

blightless Tomatos weighing 3 lb.; and grown
Win 1 1- Beans the size of birds' eggs. It is

also reported that Diener has taken the old-

fashioned garden variety of Petunia and pro

dueed a flower of such perfection and beauty

that it has become a rival to the Orchid; that

he has increased the size of Potatos to such an

extent that a single tuber will feed a family of

fifteen persons; and that he has created a
giant 10-pound White Leghorn rooster whoso
progeny lay eggs that would wreck any bad
actor's career! We learn further that Diener
is a man of 46. who begun experimenting with
plants when 14. anil the results he is now ob-

taining are the fruits of life-long experimen-
tation and hand wm t ; sin<-e 1915, Mr. Diener
has astonished the world bv his demonstrations
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on eight acres of soil so alkaline that it was con-

sidered useless. Here, during the early years

of war, he perfected his Liberty Wheat, plant-

ing 18 pounds of seed to the acre instead of the

usual 60 pounds, and reaping a yield of 150

bushels per acre as against 25 or 30 which
result from the average crop. Though Califor-

nia is not a corn country, he produced an ear
weighing two and one-half pounds, grown on
12-foot stalks that bore a dozen ears apiece ! So
Mr. Luther Burbank and others raisers must
look to their laurels !

Mr. C. Harman Payne—Readers who are

Chrysanthemum lovers will be interested to

know that our old correspondent, Mr. C. Harman
Payne, has once again been appointed a member
of the Floral Committee of the Chrysanthemum
Section of the National Horticultural Society of

France. This is a distinction without precedent
in the annals of " the Golden Flower," no other
Englishman ever having occupied a seat on that
committee.

Amalgamation of Two Gardening Societies —
The Bath Gardeners' Debating Society and the
Bath Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Associa-
tion have amalgamated, and the new organisation
will be known as the Bath Gardeners' Society.

Mr. T. Parrott has been elected Chairman of the
new society; Mr. W. E. Mallett, President;
Messrs. J. D. Halliburton and C. F. Langdon,
Vice-Chairmen; Mr. J. T. Franks, Treasurer;
and Mr. F. Morris, Secretary. A committee
was also elected. The new society will hold
meetings monthly.

Potato Demonstration Plots, 1921 The
Ministry of Agriculture has invited County Com-
mittees to set up demonstration plots in their
respective counties during 1921, for the purpose
of ascertaining those immune varieties of

Potato-, which are Ibest suited to the different
districts, and also to demonstrate the most
approved methods of Potato culture. The
trials aie to be divided into two mam
sections: (1) trials of first-early varieties,

and (2) trials of seen,d early and main-
crop varieties. Definite schemes have been
formulated for each section, and circulated to
county committees. It has been considered
advisable, in order to compare results in different
counties and districts, to obtain the seed used in

the demonstration plots from the same source
and to see that the plots are, so far as possible,
treated in the same way, planted on the same
date, and the crops generally given like oppor-
tunities for development. It is considered
important to continue during 1921 trials to test
both the early maturity and cropping qualities
of certain early varieties of Potatos. but these
trials will be limited to districts where soil and
climate are suitable for growing "earlies" on a
commercial scale. Accordingly, committees of
certain selected counties only have been re-
quested to undertake this section of the trials.

With regard to early varieties, it is desired to
determine not merely the dates when the crops
mature, but when they may be marketed pro-
fitably, and the comparative value of these
varieties will be obtained by noting the results in
market prices at the time of lifting. The immune
varieties chosen for experiment are Arran Rose,
Ashleaf (Broadleaf), Dargill Early and Resistant
Snowdrop, or Witch Hill. These should be com-
pared with the non-immune varieties Ninetyfold
and Epicure. These non-immunes may be planted
on any land, whether within a Wart Disease In-
fected Area or not. The only exception is in the
case of iand on which Wart Disease has actually
occurred. It is suggested that one-half of the
seed of each variety should be boxed and
sprouted under the most approved methods and
conditions, whilst the remainder should be
bagged, placed in the dark in a cold store, or
clamped until planting time The fertilisers sug-
gested are farmyard manure, applied in the
drills at the rate of 15 tons per acre, supple-
mented by the following dressing per acre of
artificials :—2 cwts. sulphate of ammonia, 3 cwts.
superphosphate, 30 per cent, sol., 1 cwt. steamed
bone flour, 1 cwt. sulphate of potash. Tho
method of planting suggested is in drills 24 inches
apart, with sets 12 inches apart. Second-early

and main-crop varieties chosen for demonstraticfh

are :—Ally, Arran Comrade, Early Market, Great
Scot, King George, Kerr's Pink, Lochar, Majestic
and Tinwald Perfection. The fertilisers which
should be used are farmyard manure, applied in

the drills at the time of planting at the rate of

15-20 tons per acre and also artificials in the
following quantities per acre:—superphosphate
(26 per cent.) 4^ cwts., sulphate of ammonia,
1 cwt., sulphate of potash, 1 cwt. The [method
of planting suggested is in drills 30 inches apart,

with sets 12 inches apart.

Mr. George J. Ingram.— For over thirty years,

Mr. George J. Ingram has been secretary of the
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, and
during that period he has carried out his duties

on behalf of this charity in a manner that has
endeared him to all who have been associated

with him in its management and to those who
have been beneficiaries. The Institution was
founded in 1838, and since it has been in

existence, the charity has distributed in per-

manent and temporary relief upwards of

£185,000, and the larger part of that sum has

been distributed by the present secretary, who

MR. GEORGE J. INGRAM.

carries out his duties in a most humane fashion

and not in the perfunctory and red-tape manner
that occasionally characterises the distribution

off charity. Few men would have devoted so

much time, thought, and energy to such duties

as Mr. Ingram has. and how he manages to

get through so much work practically unassisted

in his office, is a wonder to all who have any
knowledge of the amount of business the con-

duct of the Institution entails. Mr. Ingram is

well known to metropolitan horticulturists, and
the holding of another annual general meeting
and election of the Institution, a report ot

which appears on p. 58, is a suitable occasion

for publishing his portrait, and to take the

opportunity of reminding our readers that

additional gifts to this deserving charity would
relieve Mr. Ingram of many worries, and enable

his Committee to assist numerous deserving

cases which cannot at present be relieved owing
to lack of funds. We may add that Mr. Ingram
is Secretary of the Hortus Lodge of Freemasons,

the members, of which are ;.ll prominent horti-

culturists. His official addresjs is 92, VicK
Street, London, S.W.

Horticultural Club.—The Annual General
Meeting of the Horticultural Club will be held
on February 8, at the Trocadero, Piccadilly
Circus, W., at 6.30 p.m. The President, Lord
Lambourne, C.V.O., will preside. Subsequent
lo the annual meeting, a dinner will be held,
followed by a lecture by Mr. Euan Cox, on

" Plant. Collecting with the late Mr. Reginald
Fairer." The lecture will be illustrated by
lantern slides, from photographs taken by Mr.
Cox in the Burma-Chinese region. The tenancy
of the Club Room at the R.H.S. Hall, West-
minster, having terminated, the Committee has
made arangements 'with the Chamber of Horti-
culture for the Club to be held temporarily at

18, Bedford Square, W.C.I.

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—The Annual
General Meeting of the subscribers to this Fund
will be held at " Simpson's," 100, Strand,
London, W.C., on Wednesday, February 9,

1921, for the purpose of receiving the Report of

the Committee and Statement of Accounts for

the past year ; to elect officers for the ensuing
year; to elect thirteen children to the benefits

of the Fund ; and to transact such other business

as may arise. The chair will be taken at 4 p.m.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The annual
general meeting of the members of the National
Chrysanthemum Society will be held on Mon-
day, February 7, at 6.30 p.m., in the small
hall at Essex Hall, Strand.

British Florists' Federation—This association

of commercial florists will hold its annual
general meeting at the Hotel Cecil, Strand,
W.C., on Monday, January 31, at 3.30 p.m.
The business meeting will be followed by the
second annual dinner in the Richelieu Room,
Hotel Cecil, at 6.30 p.m.

Festival Dinner of the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution.—His Royal Highness
the Duke of York has very kindly consented to

preside at the festival dinner to be held in

aid of the funds of the Gardeners' Royal Beme-
solent Institution at the Hotel Victoria,

Northumberland Avenue, S.W., on May 24.

The Cammittea of the Institution confidently

hope His Royal Highness will receive a very
large ?neasure of support on this occasion.

The names of any ladies and gentlemen who
desire to be placed on the Duke of York's list

of stewards will be gratefully received by the

Secretary, Mr. Geoige Ingram, 92, Victoria

Street, S.W.

Appointment for the Ensuing Week—Tuesday,
February 1 : Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society's meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-tive Years
Ago.—Planting Fruit Trees.—I would recom-

mend everybody about to plant, and desirous

of bringing the trees into a good bearing con-

dition, with the least amount of labour, to plant

them high and with the roots barely covered :

if on newly trenched ground, to plant on the

surface, and just to cover the roots over. Four
years ago I planted three young Peach trees

;

the ground having been previously trenched, 1

trod it down, refilled the space with soil, and
again trod it down, until the whole was level

with the surface of the border, and perfectly

smooth ; I then placed the trees on the plain

surface, covered their roots with soil and trod

it down as before. They n.ade excellent

bearing-wood the first season, bore a few fruit

the second year; the third year I had a fair aver-

age crop, i<nd in the fourth year an excellent

crop of very fine fruit, which I consider to be a
decided proof of the superior effects of

shallow planting ; whereas, three planted deeply

in the usual way, have been seven or eight

years before coming into (bearing at all, and
then the fruit has been of very inferior quality,

which to amateurs and persons possessing small

gardens, must be very disappointing. In pre-

paring a border, the soil I prefer is the green

sods from a loamy pasture, chopped fine with
the spade. J. L. Snow, Swinton Park.
Gard. Chron., January 31. 1846.

Publications Received.

—

The Influence of Cold
in Stimulating the Growth of Plants. By
Frederick V. Coville. Reprinted from the
Journal of Agricultural Research, Vol. XX., No.
2, October 15, 1920. Government Printing Office,

Washington. Annual Report of the Board of
Ifeoents of The Smithsonian Institution, 1918.

Government Printing Office, 'Washington. Little

Gardens fur Little Purple. The Premier Seed
Co., Ltd., 117, London Road, Brighton. Price

6d., post free.
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HORTICULTURAL LIBRARIES IN THE

UNITED STATES.

II. Botanical Libraries.

Of the six important botanical libraries of

the United States, three are in Greater Bos-

ton: those of the Arnold Arboretum, Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society, and Gray Her-
barium of Harvard University; but the last

named, as well as the Lloyd Library in Cin-

cinnati, though bjth are of great importance
from the botanical standpoint, has paid little

.attention to horticultural literature in the

strict sense. The other two, at the New York
.and Missouri Botanical Gardens, are on the

other hand very rich in gardening books.

The Missouri Botanical Garden at St Louis

has an all-round botanical and horticultural

library, but has special reason to be proud of

its Sturtevant pre-Linnean collection, compris-

ing many herbals and early agricultural works,

largely acquired by Dr. Edward L. Sturtevant,

who was widely known for his studies on the

evolution and history of cultivated plants, par-

ticularly esculents. In this section of the library

are to be found a copy of -the Opus
Iluralium Commodorum of Orescenzi, printed

by Joannes of Westphalia in 1474, and the

Herbarius Latinus printed at Mainz in 1484,

as well as many other books of interest belong-

ing to the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries There
are two editions of Estienne, De re hortensi

libeling (Lugduni, 1536, and Lutetlae, 1545),

and the Siben Biicher von dem Feld-Baw
•(Strassburg, 1580)—a partial translation by
Sebitz of the Maison. Bustique, the Hortorum
libri triginta (Lugduni, 1560), of Curtius or

Lecourt, Magazzini, Coltivazione toscana (Fior-

enza, 1634), Tlieatrum florae (1638), Plat, Gar-

den of Eden (1653), Stengel, Hortorum, florum,
et arborum hisloria (Ed. 2, Augustae Vindeli-

•corum, 1650), Joncquet, Hortus regius (Parisiis,

1665), Commelin, Nederlandtze Hesperides

(1676). Two obher features of horticultural in-

terest at the Missouri Garden are an extensive

index to illustrations of plants, and a collection

of seed and nursery trade catalogues, which,

though comparatively small, includes many issues

of importance. The modern literature of horti-

culture in all its branches is more fully re-

presented here than anywhere else outside Wash-
ington and the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, and there are many rare books outside

the pre-Linnean collection, as Duchesne's His-
toire naturelle des Fraisiers (1766), Majlet's

Beaute de la Nature of Fleurimanie raisonnee

(1775), Pfeiffer, Enumeratio diagnostica cac-

iearum (1837). Although the section of horti-

cultural periodicals is weak in that it has many
incomplete sets, it is fortunate in possessing the

first twenty-one volumes of Otto and Dietrich's

AUgemeine Garlenzeitung, of which the first

three are to be found nowhere else in the country
save at the Gray Herbarium ; a set of Annates
de la Flore et de Pomone, ou Journal des Jar-
dins et des Champs (1832-1847), and one of the
•earliest Italian agricultural periodicals, tin

Lunario per i Contadini delta Toscana (1774—1785), founded by Marco Lastri, who contri-

buted to it many valuable articles

Only a small space is devoted to agriculture

and horticulture at the library of the New
York Botanical Garden at Bronx Park, New
York City, but one is amazed to see how many
treasures it contains. That the library should
be strong in publications relating to or eman-
ating from botanical gardens is not surprising,

or that it should have picked up many of the
titles relating to botany and gardening in early
New York, as Hosack's pamphlets on the
Elgin Botanic Garden, the trade catalogues of

Prince, Thorbum and Floy, or the papers of

the New York Horticultural Society, founded
in 1822. But it hits also many of the rank
and file of the American Horticultural Books
listed in the Standard Cyclopedia of Horticul-
ture (v. 3, p. 1523-1562, 1915), and still more re-

markable, many works on formal and architec-
tural gardens, as Vriese, Hortorum viridar-
inrumgue elegantes et multipliers formae, etc.

'{Coloniae, 1615) and Diesel, Erlustierende Aug-
enweide in rorstelhmg herrlicher Garten und
Imstgeb&ude (Aug. Vind. 1720?)

Herbals are numerous, and there are many
fine illustrated works of imore recent times,
among which I will mention only the Editio
picta of Jacquin's Selectarum stirpium ameri-
canarum historia (Vindobonae, 1780?) with
hand-coloured plates, of which there are only
two other copies in the United States, at the
Arnold Arboretum and Library of Congress, and
not more than eighteen copies supposed to have
been issued. But neither herbals nor sumptuous
modern floras can compete with t)he charm of
a row of Estienne's little books, his Seminarium,
Yinetum., De re hortensi libellus (several edi-

tions of most of them), Gabbema, Friesische
Lust-Gaarde (1687), the 6econd edition of Van
Oosten's De Neederlandsen Hof, bepla?it met
Bloemen, etc. (Leyden, 1703), De Nieuwe en
naauheurige Neederlandse Hovenier (Leyden),
1716)—which I expected to find a new edition
of the preceding, but oannot identify—the second
edition of Elsholtz, Voin Garten-Bate (Coelin
an der Spree, 1672), Elias Pein's Hortus
Bosianus (1699), a German translation by

THE ROSARY.

ROSE LADY INCHIQUIN.
The new hybrid Tea Rose illustrated in Fig.

23 was shown by Messrs. Alexander Dickson
and Sons, at the Metropolitan exhibition of the
National Rose Society, on July 1 of last year,
when it gained a Certificate of Merit.
As will be seen on reference to the illustra-

tion, the variety, named after Lady Inchiquin, is

of excellent shape and is a " full " bloom with
broad petals. The colour is a delicate shade of

rose pink, suffused with glowing cerise, and in

addition to its exquisite colouring the variety
is fragrant, a quality which many new Roses do
not possess. This new variety also possesses a
vigorous habit of growth, and for that reason
will be useful for bedding. Although there are
very many fine pink Roses, many will desire to

possess this beautiful novelty, as the colour is

exceptionally bright, owing to the suffusion of

glowing cerise.

Fig. 23.

—

rose lady inchiquin.

Danreitter of Dezallier d'Argenville (Augspurg,
1731), La Flore Sainte, par F. B sieur de
l'Ecluse (Saumur, 1675), Mollct, Theatre de
Jardinages (1678), the Musaeum Tradescan-
tlanum (1656). first edition of Worlidge's
Vinetum Britannicum. (1676), Richardson's
poem, De cultu hortorum (1699), and a ninth
edition of Evelyn's Kalendarium, published at
London by Francis Fawces, 1699, and identical

ill paging with another of the same date in the
Department of Agriculture, which was pub-
lished by G. Huddleston. I was also interested
in a little manuscript on gardening of the year
1725, A System of Vegetation or Generation

of Plants, by John Jolliffe, who was gardener
to " Madame Skene." .1/. F. Warner,
Washington, U.S.A.

(To be continued.)

A NEW HEDGE ROSE.

According to The Florists' Exchange, an
American nurseryman, Mr. A. N. Pienson,

Cromwell, Conn., ha's a new variety of Rose
named F. A. Grootendorst, raised from Crim-
son Rambler and Rosa rugosa, which is said to

form an excellent hedge plant. It is of robust
habit and makes iampant growth, which forms
a solid, impenetrable hedge in a very short time.

The thorns are long, sharp and extremely
numerous, and these make the plant almost im-

penetrable to even a dog or cat. The flowers

are said to be almost identical with those of

Crimson Rambler, whilst the general aspect of

the plant resembles that of Rosa rugosa, which is

often used as a hedge plant, but apt to become
gappy at the base.
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The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Coelogyne—Plants of Coelogyne cristata and
its varieties have their flower spikes well

advanced, and the amount of water at the roots

may be increased gradually, but care should be
taken to prevent moisture accumulating in the
young growths, or both they and the flower
spikes will decay. Coelogyne Mooreana is one
of the most beautiful of this section of Orchids.
Its upright spikes of yellow and white flowers
last for a long time on the plant in good con-
dition. This Orchid is quite easy to cultivate,

and is well worthy of being included in every
collection. Repotting should be done soon after

the flowers have faded. Moderately deep pans
provide suitable receptacles adaptable for sus-

pending the plants from the roof-rafters in the
cool Odontoglossum house. The most suitable
rooting medium is Osmunda fibre and Sphagnum-
moss, with a few crushed crooks added. Afford
the roots plenty of water while the plant is grow-
ing actively, but at other times the compost
should be kept only just moist. C. ocellata and
C. elata are sending up flower spikes and the
roots need a plentiful supply of water. Such
species, C. Cumingii, C. sulphurea, C. Rossiana
and C. graminifolia, may be repotted if necessary.
Plants of C. Massangeana, C. ton.entosa and 0.

flaccida are at rest, and should be watered
sparingly until the flower spikes appear or new
growth commences.

Deciduous Calanthes.—The majority of these
useful winter-flowering Orchids have passed
out of flower, and. after the flower scapes are
removed, the plants will require a decided rest.

Some growers prefer to allow them to remain
in the pots, in which case they should be placed
in a dry position near the roof-glass in a house
having a temperature of about 55°. If space in
the houses is limited the pseudo-bulbs may be
turned out of the pots and a portion of the old
roots cut away, leaving just sufficient to hold
the pseudo-bulbs in an upright position when
next potted. All scale insects should be
removed, the plants placed closely together in
shallow boxes, with a mixture of chopped
Sphagnum-moss and silver sajid round their
base, and water withheld entirely from the
roots. Late-flowering species such as C.
Sanderiana, 0. Stevensii, C. Regnerii, and
C. Williamsii and their hybrids should be
afforded water at the roots occasionally. If their
strong spikes are gently bent over during their
development it will cause them to extend in an
arching manner that adds greatly to their use-
fulness for decorative purposes.

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Ooutts, Royal Botanic GardeH6, Kew

Ranunculus.—These plants are frequently
planted during the autumn, but. unless on a
warm, light soil, I have usually found autumn
planting unsatisfactory. Much better results
are usually obtacned by planting at this time.
when weather and soil conditions are suitable.
The beds or borders are best prepared during
the autumn, and enriched by digging in plenty
of well-leoiyed stable manure Heavy, cold
soils should be lightened bv the addition of
plenty of coarse, sharp sand', and the beds or
borders raised somewhat above the general
level. The planting may be done in drills
4 inches apart, and about 4 inches deep, setting
the claw-like tubers from 4 to 6 inches apart.
That known as the French Ranunculus is the
strongest growing, and is splendid for supply-
ing cut blooms, giving a large supply over a
considerable period. Fo? this purpose a large
bed should be planted in the reserve garden.

Anemones.—Anemones of the coronaria type,
both single and double flowered, are best

planted during September, under the same
conditions as advised for Ranunculus. If the
planting was not done in autumn, they may
be inserted now; in fact, by suecessional plant-
ing, the plants may be had in flower more or
less all the year round. .Anemones are also
easily raised from seed, which may be sown
during Ma>rch. It is generally advised to sow
them out-of-doors where the plants are to
flower, but I have sown the seeds indoors,
pricked the seedlings off into boxes, and
grown them in cold frames until such time as
they were large enough to set on a warm,
sheltered border. Treated in this manner,
they commence tu flower in November, and in
warm parts of the country will give, accord-
'ing to weather conditions, 'a sprinkling of
flowers all through the winter, coming into
full flower during the spring. To facilitate
sowing, the woolly coated seeds should be
mixed with dry sand.

Paths.—No feature in a garden so detracts
from its good appearance as badly made, and
badly kept paths The present is a'suitable time
to alter the line of existing paths, where
necessary, make new, and re-make existing ones.
Old paths usually contain plenty of gravel, ana
all that is necessary is to break them up and
rake them into proper shape, finishing with a
sprinkling of fresh gravel on the surface. Path
and road-making, even when suitable material is

at hand, is always an expensive operation. This is

the more reason why they should be made
properly, for badly constructed paths are never
satisfactory, and their upkeep in after years is

a source of unnecessary expense. Efficient drain-
age is important, not only to keep them dry
in wet weather, but also to carry off storm
water quickly.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur BrLLOcK, Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq..

Copped Hall. Epping.

The Cherry House—Cherry trees, whether
grown in pots or planted out in borders, will
at no time respond to hard forcing, and should
be grown steadily from start to finish. The most
successful results are obtained when a house can
be devoted entirely to the plants. Trees in pots
that were removed out-of-doors after cropping
last season n.ay now be placed in the house
again. Examine the bottom of the pots to see
that the drainage is perfect, and, if the trees
were not repotted in the autumn remove a por-
tion of the old surface soil and substitute rich
compost as a top-dressing. Use a pointed stick
to pick out the old soil and add old mortar
rubble to the new. The temperature of the house
containing the plants should not exceed 45° by
night and if this warmth can be maintained
without fire heat so much the better. Ventilate
the house freely on every favourable occasion.
New Vineries'.—In making new Vine borders,

the provision of good drainage is essential to
tn-ure success. Unless a concrete bottom is
made, the Vine roots will be likely to get be-
yond control and cause much subsequent
trouble. A layer of brick-bats or clinkers to
a depth of 12 to 18 inches is also necessary,
and on ton of this material place a layer of
turves, grass side downwards, betore the' com-
post for planting in is added. Similar turves
should be used for building a wall to restrict
the burden- to a width of 3 to 4 feet at the
time of planting. The compost should consist
of loam cut from a stack of old ^urf that has
been standing for at least twelve months, clean
half-inch bones, and Vine manure in moderate
proportions. The compost should be well
mixed, and afterwards allowed to remain for
a few days before being used. The soil should
be carefully shaken from the roots of the
young Vines, the roots washed by immersing
them in a tank of water, and siread out as
the border is being made. After the work of
planting is completed, cut the rods back
to within 2 feet or so of their bases, and cover
the cut surface with styptic to prevent loss of
sap by bleeding. Keep the house closed, and
Jo not use fire, heat except when it is neces-
sary t) exclude frost, until the Vines show
signs of active growth.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C.' A. Cain, Esq., J.P.,

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Chicory.—Fresh batches of Chicory roots
should be introduced to warmth 1or forcing at
intervals, in order to maintain an unbroken
supply. Pla^e about half a dozen roots in a
9 inch pot, and force them in a moderately
heated place. To ensure thoroughly well-
blanched heads. Chicory should be grown in
perfect darkness. The plant should not be
grown in an excessively damp atmosphere, as
the tender young shoots are often harmed by
too much moisture.

Broad Beans.—Seed of Broad Beans should
be sown either in pots or boxes to raise plants
for transplanting in the open. By adopting
this method of sowing there will be a gain
of ten to fourteen days in the date of crop-
ping. Use a rich compost containing of three
parts loam and one part leaf-mould, with
coarse silver sand or road grit added. Three
parts fill the boxes, and set the seeds about
2 inches apart ; cover them with a little fine

Boil, iand make the latter moderately hrm.
They may be germinated in a cool vinery or
frame, and the seedlings should be gradually
hardened off for planting out-of-doors as soon as
the weather conditions are favourable. A sowing
may also be made out-of-doors whenever
the soil is in a suitable condition.
As a rule, Broad Beans are sown in
double lines with a 3 feet space between
each pair of rows. If sown in single rows,
a space of 2 feet will suffice. Where seed was
iso'm in the autumn, the ground about the
seedlings should be hoed whenever the soil i's

dry enough to permit of this being done.

Rhubarb.—Where it is necessary to make
new beds for ordinary use, or for raising roots

for forcing purposes, the work should receive

attention without delay. The ground should
be deeply trenched and manured. Select good,

strong crowns for planting, and allow a space
of 3 to 4 feet between the rows and a distance

of 2 feet 6 inches in the lines. When tho
planting is finished, mulch the roots with stable

manure. It is not advisable to gather stems
from newly planted beds, especially if the
plants are to be used for forcing next season.

Introduce into warmth at intervale fresh roots

to keep up un unbroken supply until the out-

door crop is available.

Broccoli.—Early Broccoli should be examined
frequently, and prelection afforded as it be-

comes necessary. The plants may be pro-

tected by placing a few leaves or Bracken Fern

over the crowns; but, if the weather is likely

to be very severe, it is a good plan to lift

those that are nearing maturity and place

them in deep frames, where they may be more
easily protected from severe frost.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer Morb-

WOOD, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton., Derbyshire.

Codiaeum (Croton).—If suitable space is avail-

able these foliage plants may be propagated from

cuttings, or the points of the shoots may be
rooted by cutting them half through and making:

a tongue by drawing the knife upwards, placing

a piece of small wood under the tongue to keep
it open. Bind clean Sphagnum-moss mixed with

silver sand moderately tightly around the

tongued part, and never allow the Moss to

become dry. Roots will develop freely in a few
weeks.
Dracaena.—These plants may he propagated in

the same manner as advised for Crotons. After

the top lias been rooted and removed, the old

stool may be shaken out of the pot, the small,

finger-like pieces removed and inserted in small

pots. Placed in a hot bed, growth will develop

which, in the course of time, will make a good
plant.

Panicum.—This Grass makes a good plant for

decorating the staging, either in a stove

or greenhouse in summer. A batch of

cuttings should be inserted in pots of

a suitable size, those of 4£ inches dia-

meter being large enough. Place five to six
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cuttings in each pot filled with sandy soil. At
the same time insert a batch of Tradescantia

cuttings, as the varieties of Tradescantia and

Panicum blend well together.

Palms.—Palms that reed cleansing should

be sponged and syringed all over with an in-

secticide. If the plants are infested with scale

or mealy bug, this will loosen them and the

sponging be much more easily done. When
the sponging has been completed, use the

syringe freely every day to keep the leaves

clean and free from scale insects. The
surface soil of plants in tubs and large pots

should be removed to the depth of 21 inches,

and substituted with good loam mixed with

charcoal. Smaller plants should be shifted

into larger pots, but not too large, as many
plants are ruined through over-potting. Care

should be taken to see that the drainage is per-

fect.

Cleansing Plant Houses.—Where plant houses

have not been cleansed this work should receive

attention, and if any require painting, the present

is a suitable time to do the work All the wood-
work and glass, both inside and out, should be

thoroughly washed to allow all the available

light to reach the plants. Material on the stages

may need renovating, and the wails lime-washed.

Return the plants to the clean house as soon as

possible.

FRUIT REGISTER.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedley Wahben, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Raspberries.— The winter pruning of Rasp-
berries consists in simply shortening back

the oanes to the required height. In
established plantations, many of the roots will

be near the surface, and deep digging close to

the plants would destroy a large number of them.
Lightly stir the soil with a garden fork or iron-

toothed rake, and mulch the roots with decayed
cow or stable manure. Raspberries are gross

feeders, and, if properly cared for, will continue
to bear fruit for at least seven or eight years
from the time of planting, after which they may
be discarded. Two years previous to this being
done, new plantations should be made, to take
the place of the older canes destroyed.

The Winter Cleansing of Fruit Trees-
Trees infected with American blight should
l>e dressed or sprayed with a suitable specific

fot its destruction, and in some instances it

may be found necessary to repeat the dressing
before the buds are far advanced in growth
Moss and Lichen may be removed by the
ppplieation of an alkali wash or lime sulphur
fungicide, either of which will speedily destroy
parasitic vegetable growths and dormant insect
nests. Many growers dress the trunks and
larger branches of the trees with a mixture of
clay, soot, and lime, adding sufficient water
to convert it into a thick liquid, but the more
modern washes are certainly to be preferred,
as being not only more effective in results, but
less expensive in application.

Top-Grafting.—Old . trees and others that
have been marked for re-grafting in March
may be headed back, and scions that have
been selected for insertion tied in bundles,
labelled, and plunged for 5 or 6 inches of
their length in soil, in a shady border, to keep
them quite dormant until they are required for
use.

General Remarks.—Collect and burn all rub-
bish, vegetable trimmings, and prunings; the
ash will form valuable material for orchard trees
on grass land or partly worn-out borders.
Where a deficiency of lime in the soil is

suspected, surface dressings of some calcareous
matter may now be applied Lime is an
essential irgredie-nt /in soils where fruit of
almost every kind is grown, and its absence
is often a causc of partial failure.. Or-
chard trees should be relieved of some ot
the branches where they are crowded, or those
that cross each other, and all weal; ' or sappy
growths, which are usually found near the
centre of the tree.

TWO GOOD LATE PEARS.
For late December and January use Josephine

de Malines and Santa Glaus are two excellent

Pears to grow. With me the former is the most
prolific, never fails to crop well, and is always
very much appreciated for dessert. The failure

to obtain good Pears at this season of the year

is, perhaps, partly due to want of attention in

watering the roots during the hot summ er

months, and often to early gathering. Late

Pears should be allowed to remain on the trees

as late in the season as possible, as they require

THE BULB GARDEN.

NARCISSUS MINISTER TALMA.

During the past few days some fine Daffodil

blooms have arrived in the Covent Garden
Flower Market, and have sold remarkably well.

In size of bloom and length of stem these have
been far ahead of the popular Golden Spur and
other early sorts, while, in the matter of colour,

they are good, but the shade is scarcely so

brilliant as in Golden. Spur. The flowers, two of

which we illustrate (see Fig. 24), were sent to

market by Mr. d'Allcorn, of Spalding. The

Fig. 24.

—

narcissus minister talma.

a long season to mature. As a rule these varie-

ties are gathered here about the last week in

October, and are ready for use about the third

week in December. But much depends on the

season. I have also observed that these varie-

ties do much better when trained horizontally

than when grown on the cordon system, and the

fruit is much superior. It would be interesting

to learn if others have had similar experience.

Josephine de Malines was raised in 1830 by
Major Esperen of Malines and is named after

Mrs. Esperen. It is a most delicious Pear
and the only defect the tree has is its some-
what straggling habit of growth. Santa Clans

is of Belgian origin and received the li.H.S.

Award of Merit on January 3, 1905. T. Pate-

won, The Node Gardens, Welwyn

name of the new Daffodil is Minister Talma, and

it is a variety raised by Messrs. A. Philippo and

Sons. Hillegom, Holland, and distributed l>y

tin. in in 1920 for the first time. In general

character the variety is somewhat like Henry

[rving, and Mr. G. W. Leak, of Wisbech,

describes it as a very large, improved Benry

Irving. He also states that the variety appears

not to be quite true in character so far as its

capacity for being forced is concerned, and Ins

experience is that there max lie len in- fourteen

days difference between the time the earliest and

latest flowers appear in a hatch receiving identi-

cal treatment. If the variety is cultivated on a

large scale and the easily forced strain is

selected, there is no doubt that Minister Talma

will become an extremely popular earl} Daffodil.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Local News —Correspondents will greatly oblige by lend-

ing to the Editors early intelligence of local events

likely to be ol interest to our readers or of any

matters which it is desirable to bring under the notice

of horticulturists.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of plants

tor naming, should be addresesd to the EDITORS.
41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London. CommunUationt should be written on one

side onl't or the PAPER, sent as early in the week

as possible, and duly signed by the writer. It desired,

the signature will not be printed, but kept as a guaran-

tee of good faith.

Illustrations —The Editors will be glad to receive and

select plioto'iraphs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or ol remarkable flowers, trees, etc..

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Special Notice to Correspondents—™"' Editor,

^
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations or to return unused communications or

illustrations unless by special arrangement. The Editors

do not hold themselves responsible for anil opinions

expressed by their correspondents.

Mr REGINALD FARRFR'S SECOND
EXPLORATION IN ASIA,*

No. 25.

—

Maymyo.

BEFORE I embark on my second year of

travels. I may as well present you

with some picture of Maymyo, the

official summer station of Burma, where I spent

the two months of winter rest that was all I

could afford myself in view of the distances soon

to be traversed. North even of Bhamo, the great

rampart of granite that makes the boundary of

Burma and China, and the watershed of the

Salwen, and the N'Mai Hka (unfortunately

rendered in botanical monographs from some-

body's handwriting as " Nwai ") has died away

to a range of low hills and plateaux ; but these

continue all down the rim of Burma, still hedging

it from China, and ultimately from Siam. And,

on an upland of these, within a motor drive "f

Mandalay, are scattered the bungalows of

Maymyo. That motor drive, indeed, is one of

life's most beautiful delights. After an hour or

two over the hand-flat plain of Central Burma

the road abruptly begins coiling up the heights,

with more and more marvellous views westward

over the vast flats round Mandalay, with gleams

of the Irrawaddy and the far-off Chindwin, and

their little dividing range at Sagaing, all brist-

ling with pagodas. From this spectacle, unrolled

like a map beneath your feet, the road (and the

railway) turns away at last over the brim of the

height and careers up and down, through light

jungle and through an air more brisk and

delicate than that of Athens itself, until, in a

few hours more, Maymyo is reached.

Maymyo lies at some 3.400 feet, the highest

point of the plateau, with a few wooded fells

rolling about it in the distance. The scene does

not suggest a hill station at all, or a highland

plain. One forgets altogether the stretches of

Burma, three thousand feet below, and might

at once imagine oneself in some such country as

that of Ascot, all open undulations of Heath,

variegated with Pinewoods. Not, indeed, that

Pinus Khasya does here make a*y such feature

in the landscape as it does further south at

Kalaw, a similar, but less "official" summer

station on the same boundary range. On the

contrary, P. Khasya is here a rare tree, but the

suggestion of a Surrey landscape is unescapable.

• The previous aitioles by Mr. Farrer were pub-

lished in our issues for June 21, June 28, JulF 12,

August 9, August 23, September 6. September 27, Octo-

ber 18. November 1, November 22, and December 6,

1919; January 3, January 17, February 7, February 28,

March 20, April 24, May 29, July 10, July 31. September

4, October 2, December 4, 1920, and January 1, 1921.

If only Surrey rejoiced in such a climate ! for

that of Maymyo appeared to me of a singular

perfection. During January and February its

seasoned inhabitants wail over the cold and

cuddle by fires ; but with gardens then all

ablaze with Poinsettias and Roses and Violets

and Sweet Peas it did not seem to me that these

arctic conditions were so very fatal to enjoyment.

The air, in fact, in Maymyo during the winter

is always refreshing and never nipping ; its sun-

light always brilliant and never burning.

At the same time, with Strawberries

ripening by the acre in the end of January,

Maymyo, it must not be forgotten, is still hand-

somely within the tropics. Our lamentations

and wonderings over the tenderness of that

beautiful Codonopsis convolvulacea are all

explained when we learn that it is a common
plant about Maymyo. I could not confidently

recommend or attempt any species from such

a district, though anxious to try conclusions with

a certain Lily called the Taungyi Lily, from the

neighbouring States on the border, which is very

highly praised by growers in Maymyo, and does,

indeed, from its photographs, appear to stand

towards ail other Lilies of the longiflorum group,

somewhat as Narcissus Emperor stands in splen-

dour to N. cyclamineus. The orange Tecoma,

too, is a speciality in Maymyo, literally curtain-

ing the Clubhouse, among others, in a carpet of

colour, and only to be deplored when its associa-

tion is with red brick. And a lovelier sight I

have never seen than that of Prunus Puddum, in

clouds of bright rose-pink in January, in all the

gardens and waysides' and untouched coppice

about Maymyo.

One may wander for happy hours over the

wiry, moorish grass of race course and golf course.

In a few more seasons Maymyo will also have a

botanic garden that should assuredly rank with

Buitenzorg and Peradeniya as an abject of

pilgrimage. Indeed, I think it may even be

lovelier, not only because it will accommodate a

less exclusively stove-house population, but, also,

because a particularly beautiful piece of ground

has been chosen—a winding shallow vale, full of

diversities, between shallow hills, and with a

lake, blue as Gentians in its raw red banks, at

present forming at one end, fed by little rills and

marshes that offer all sorts of opportunities.

Further, all these natural advantages are being

made the very best of by Lady Cuffe and Mr.

Rodger, who, bit by bit, are laying out the

garden with a special eye to aesthetic, as well as

cultural, effects. At present, of course, all is

still young and small ; labels are sometimes more
conspicuous objects than their owners, but in a

very few years of this wonderful climate I have

no doubt that the Maymyo Botanical Garden

will be a paradise.

Which brings me to the one deficiency of

Maymyo. Its soil or its climate seems incurably

hostile to Rhododendron. Though the flora of

the district is notoriously rich Rhododendron is

not included in it, nor has any Rhododendron yet

been brought to endure cultivation in its

gardens. The soil, indeed, is hard and deficient

in vegetable decay
;
yet down at Kalaw, which

can hardly be so very dissimilar, Rhododendron

is represented in the hills by some three species.

But this race, even in the tropics, remains

unalterably alpine in its tastes, with the one

exception of R. indicum, and even this will not

be seen along the Irrawaddy. but only when you

get into the hilly districts of the M'li Hka and

the N'Mai Hka. Otherwise you may hopefully

scan the wooded heights at 3,000. 4.000, and

5,000 feet, and your hopeful eyes will invariably

be disappointed of Rhododendron. It is only

when the 6,000 ft. lin.it has been reached and
passed that the lovely breath of glorious R. Mc-
Kenzieanum [F. 801] is sure to greet you. I

speak, of course, only for the Burmese northerly

hills and borders; I cannot tell about Tengyueh,

the happy centre for the Various species in the

close relationship of R. ciliicalyx,

But if Maymyo altogether lacks Rhododendron,

on the contrary, it paradoxically possesses a

Primula. Nothing could be more unexpected in

a place so bright and open and unalpine. Yet
there primula meiantha astonishingly is, abound-

ing in the coarse grass of race course and golf

course, making drifts of colour in February,

beside rills or in marshy places or along cool

banks. An appendix to the English Bock

Garden speaks scornfully of P. meiantha, follow,

ing the Latin diagnosis and the contemptuous

name. So that here I am particularly glad of

the opportunity to make my apologies to a

charming little Primula. It will never, of course,

be a hardy plant, nor, between P. Listeri, P.

obconica, P. Forbesii, etc., will it ever be

anxiously required in greenhouses. At the same

time there is no scorning a Primula that, with

all its differences of section, several-stemmed

habit, and tropical tastes, so exactly repeats the

charm and habits of P. farinosa, that many a

time, rejoicing over P. meiantha in the moorish

stretches of the race course at Maymyo, I have

felt myself back on the Long Scaur under Ingle-

borough in the heyday of the Bird's Eye. But,

indeed, the beauties and delights of Maymyo are

so many and so varied and so homelike that even

I, who, as a rule, extremely detest European
" stations " in the East, was so captured by its

beauty as to wonder why a place of such attrac-

tions should be still not even a name to the

general public at home. And of the varied

charms of Kalaw I hear a similar tale, with the

added advantage, for winter pilgrims, of much

more open accommodation than at haughtier

Maymyo, monopolised at present by the official

world of Burma. Reginald Farrer.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

ANEMONE PATENS.

This Anemone delights in full sunshine, and

in some of its native habitats it is very

abundant, its goblet-like flowers, generally of

violet colour, but varying to white and even,

according to some, to yellow, is most pleasing

in spring. In the garden it generally responds

to the treatment called for by A. Pulsatilla,

but does not seem so partial to a calcareous

soil. It may be readily distinguished from the

latter by having the frill in which the bloom is

set less cut. The leaves unfold after the bloom,

which is silky on its outer segments, and tipped

with a silky tuft. The whole flower is very

pleasing. '^he species is a native of part of

Russia and Germany, as well as of North
America, where it is very common on the

prairies. There is much interesting matter

regarding this Anemone in Bulletin No. 39,

second series, recently issued by the Canadian

Department of Agriculture, entitled " Principal

Poisonous Plants of Canada." It is stated

there that, besides its acrid properties which

causa irritation when applied to the skin, and

the vapours from the fresh plant which are

alleged to irritate and inflame the eyes, it is

said to be dangerous to sheep grazing on the

prairies. These feed on the flowers, and the

balls of felt caused by the down of the blooms

impair the. digestion of the animal so much that

it often proves fatal. This Anemone may be

raised from seeds, which are generally slow :'n

germinating. S, Arnott.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

BBASSO CATTLE 5fA ALBION.

This new cross between Oattleya Trianae

alba and Brasso-Cattleya Thomtonii (B. Digby-
ana x G. Gaskelliana), shown by Messrs. Stuart
Low anil Company, Jarvisbrook, Sussex, for the

first time in their fine group at the

Roval Horticultural Society on January 11, is

one of the finest of winter-flowering Orchids,

the expanding effect of the C Gaskelliana alba

in C. Thomtonii, previously remarked, being

well exemplified in the very broad and openly
displayed petals of its fragrant, pure white

flowers.

It is an additional recommendation to state

that this hybrid is nearest to the fine Brasso-
Cattleya Gatton Lily of Sir Jeremiah Colman,
forms of which have gained First-Class Cert in-

cites at the Royal Horticultural Society.

ODONTOGLOSSUM DAEENDEN.
The distributed collection of hybrids raised

by C. J. Phillips, Esq., is giving some very

pretty plants, several Odontiodas and Odonto-
glossunis, previously recorded from that collec-

tion, having been received. Pantia Ealli,

Esq., Ashtead Park, sends a flower of Odonto-
glossum Darenden (ardentissimum x xanthotesl

and Phillipsianum (eximium x luteo-purpureum

Vuylstekeanum).

Notwithstanding that both parents of this

hybrid contain strong elements of colour sup-
pression (neither the yellow of the luteo-

purpureum" nor the clear white of the other

parent is produced), the resultant hybrid re-

tains the rich claret blotching of O. eximium.
'I he flower is of broad proportions and well

displayed.

CYPBIPEDITJM CALPYRA.
From the "Duke of Marlborough's gardens

Blenheim, Woodstock, Mr. J. T. Barker, the

gardener, sends a flower of a cross between
Cypripedium Calypso var. Flamingo (Boxallii x

Spioerianuon) and C. Pyramus (Hera Euryades
x Mrs. Wm. Mostyn), flowers of which he con-

siderately sends for comparison. C. Calpyra
shows a merging of the characters of both
parents, the claret blotches in the dorsal sepal

r.f C. Pyramus being blended as in C. Mrs.
Win. Mostyn and the colour intensified. The
upper third of the dorsal sepal is pure white,

the basal portion blackish claret, and the
middle purplish rose The petals nave a

yellowish ground colour striped with chocolate,

and the lip is pale greenish yellow tinged with
rose.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

PRIMULA HELODOXA.
Ok the newer species of Chinese Primulas P.

helodoxa promises to become a popular and use-

ful garden plant. It lacks the "miffy" character
of many of its kindred which have come to us
within recent years, and gives every prospect
of being as valuable in its colour as P. japonica.
It has the same free, bold growth, and in its

whorls of bloom it reminds one greatly of that

valuable species, with, however, a difference in

colour. It has numerous whorls of flowers which
are of a clear, rich yellow, and good plants are
highly attractive when seen under congenial
conditions.

P. helodoxa appears to thrive under the same
conditions as P. japonica, and has every appear-
ance of being as hardy; even in gardens well
prth of the Tweed it has grown out-of-doors
for several winters without loss. When growing
in moist conditions the. plant will attain to a
peighl of nearly three feet, but in the border it
is considerably dwarfer. The late Mr. Reginald
Farrer called it the " Glory of the Bog," a title
of distinction not easy to disallow to this noble
Primula. It is as easily raised from seeds as
P. japonica, and may also be increased by
division.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

CARNATION CUTTINGS.
Being interested in the culture of these

plants for whiter flowering, I have followed the
remarks of the correspondents on this subject in
the Gardeners' Chronicle. I entirely agree with
Mr. Kemp in his remarks on page 21 in the issue
for January 8. The method adopted here with,
I think I may say, success, is to root the cuttings
about the end of October in a close frame, and

are well rooted. I contend that these plants

are large enough if the roots are well fed, and
they can bs repotted again into seven and
eight-inch pots early in March, when the grower
will be well rewarded all the summer with a
fine crop of flowers. B. W. Thatcher, Carlton
Gardens, Market Harboro'.

TWO NEW COLLERETTE DAHLIAS.

During recent years, the Collefette Dahlias
have become great favourites with growers, be-

FlG. 25.—TWO NEW COLLERETTE DAHLIAS. TOP FLOWER, LOCHNAGAR
J
BOTTOM FLOWER, HUSSAR.

the pots are plunged in a slight bottom-heat.

One cutting is placed in each 2£-inch pot, and
95 per cent, are rooted in about 18 days. The
compost used is a fine mixture of brown sand,

kaf-n.ould and loam, the sand predominating.
Certain varieties are more difficult to root than
others, ?nd I believe varieties of the Carola

type are as well increased by layering, if not

better. I have found these autumn-struck
plants make far better specimens by September,
and they flower better during the winter. I am
now (January 10) repotting the cuttings into

large sixty-sized pots and placing them in a

frame with one row of pipes running around it.

Moat of the plants have three or four growths
showing, and will be potted on into six-inch

pots, and some into seven-inch pots whea they

cause of their value for decorative garden pur-

poses and many tine novelties have been

forthcoming, several of which have received

awards. In Fig. 25, we illustrate two beautiful

varieties of this type, named respectively,

Lochnagar and Hussar. The former is a l»>ld

flower of crimson maroon colour and it has
a prominent white collar which is splashed with
maroon. Hussar is of even more striking appear'

ance; the colour is an intense fiery red, against

which the red and white collar shows oon
spicuonsly. This Dahlia Is said to have an ideal

habit of growth and to be exceedingly free

flowering. This variety received a Firs! Class

Certificate from the Scottish Horticultural

Association. Both these novelties were shown
by Messrs. Dobbie and Co., at one of the

BUS. exhibitions last autumn.
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THE CULTIVATION OF VIOLETS.

Violets are generally distributed over Europe

and Russian-Asia, and in the British Isles they

do exceptionally well in the south-west, particu-

larly on sunny slopes in Devon. They will grow
freely in most soils, but show a distinct pre-

ference for the lighter types of land in the

vicinity of trees, clumps of bushes or hedgerows,

where the leaves on falling have been allowed to

lemain on the surface of the ground and have

left a rich deposit of humus.
Choice of situation will depend on the require-

ments of the grower, and for this purpose I

may divide the subject into two parts, con-

sidering, firstly ,t he growing of Violets in borders,

clumps, or beds, where their value lies in general

effect; and, secondly, their culture in the garden

to supply blooms for decorative purposes.

In the case of herbaceous "borders, woodlands,

dells, rockeries and shrubbery fringes, the most

suitable soil for these plants is one of a light,

friable texture, containing a considerable pro-

portion of river sand and leaf-mould. In this

case the situation is practically negligible and

will depend upon the general aspect of the

immediate neighbourhood. An abundance of leaf-

mould should be well worked into the soil to a

depth of eight inches, as the Violet is a deep-

rooting plant. If leaf-mould is unobtainable

farmyard manure, which has been previously used

for a hot-bed and is so far decomposed as to be

easily broken up with the fork, should be used.

The ground should be prepared in 1 lie

autumn in order to allow it to become
consolidated during the winter, which, together

with the disintegration of the soil surface

by the weather, will mellow the compost

in preparation for planting in the spring.

A similar proceeding should be followed

where it is required to cultivate Violets under

glass or in frames.

As regards manuring, I have found that it is

practically impossible to render a soil too rich

for these" plants. Perhaps the most benefit is

derived from the application of soot to the pre-

pared beds in spring at the rate of one bushel

per 100 sq. yd. ; following the application the

beds should be lightly pricked over, then, after

allowing one day's interval for surface drying,

the surface should be well trodden. The beds

will then be ready to receive the plants.

For herbaceous planting clumps of six plants

are very satisfactory. Violets will do exception-

ally well even under trees that cast so dense a

shade as the Cedar, and will flower profusely

during May and June in such situations.

For fringing shrubberies Violets and Poly-

anthuses do exceptionally well intermingled, and

the plants will flower practically through the

winter. On rockeries, if planted with due con-

sideration as to aspect, Violets will flower over a

considerable period, those on the southern side

blooming so early as February, and those facing

north in mid-June.
Successful Violet culture under glass depends

on the careful attention to details. Perhaps the

most necessary operation is the proper prepara-

tion of the soil, particulars of which have been
given. With suitable soil the remaining cultural

points are almost of secondary importance
During the second and third week of April

Violet plants obtained from a reliable source

should be planted out in the prepared beds. The
large single varieties, such as Princess of Wales,
should |be set at ten inches apart in rows twelve

feet asunder, and the smaller, double-flowered
varieties at nine inches apart in rows ten inches

apart. They should, in all cases, be planted

at a depth corresponding with*the soil level as

shown on the plants ; the trowel should be

inserted into the soil and drawn forward towards
the operator, the plant placed in the hole thus
opened and the trowel removed. The plant
should then be below the level of previous plant-
ing, and will be gently drawn upwards until the
soil level is reached, when the soil may be firmly
pressed round the roots and crown. Should
the weather be showery no watering will be
necessary, but in dry weather the bed should
be watered. The water for the purpose should
stand in tanks or tubs for some time previous

to use, and thus be slightly warmer than that
drawn directly from taps. With suitable treat-

ment the plants will make strong, healthy
specimens, eminently suited to frame culture.

As soon as the plants make good headway they
should be sprayed with clear water in the

evenings, especially after bright, warm days,

the water for this purpose being obtained from
tanks. It is well, as time goes on, to place a
muslin bag containing soot in the tank, as this

will further stimulate growth and encourage the
formation of big crowns. Eventually the plants

will develop strong foliage; if they are grown
under a wall facing north so much the better.

The crowns will now be increasingly

prominent, and the plant will produce side

shoots; when these are observed they should be

removed immediately by the process known as
" tearing-out." 'the crown being firmly held by
the left hand and the side shoot wrenched away
sharply. Success is proportionate to the atten-

tion paid to the continued removal of these

and leaves, this should be well trodden, and the

surface covered to the depth of ten inches with

a layer of clean soil and leaf-mould, well mixed
together with a little river sand if this is

obtainable. This layer also should be well

trodden.
Great care should be exercised in the handling

of the plants, as the flower buds are very pro-

minent and extremely sensitive to rough treat-

ment. A hole, proportionate to the size of the

plant rootage, should be made and after the

plant is inserted the soil should be pressed

tightly into position. In dry weather this opera-

tion should be followed by a copious watering.

The lights may be removed until the advent of

frost, after which an abundance of air should lie

admitted on every possible occasion. Towards
the end of October the frames should be

covered nightly with cocoanut matting to pro-

tect the foliage from damage by frost.

By trie beginning of October an abundance of

flowers should be produced, and the supply will

Fig. 26.

—

violets flowering in a frame in winter.

lateral growths. During the growing season the
beds should be stirred with the Duteh hoe at.

weekly intervals—this operation being important
in that it keeps the beds clear of weeds, and by
aerating the soil and conserving the moisture,
promotes healthy growth.
By mid-September the plants should have large

crowns and be ready for transfering to their

winter quarters. The lifting of the plants needs
to be done with care; the spade should be
inserted to the full depth on each side of the
plant, the whole mass, including plant, roots,

and soil, lifted out by hand and placed in a

wheel-barrow for conveyance to the frames. In
the case of Princess of Wales variety four such
plants will fill an ordinary barrow. The frames
best suited to the winter culture of Violets are
constructed by surmounting the usual wooden
frame on a brick foundation, the total height at

the back being 4 ft. 6 in., and in front 3 ft. 6 in.,

thereby allowing a fall of 12 in. in 6 ft.

The frame should be filled to the top with
fermenting material, consisting of stable manure

continue until about the end of March (see

Fig. 26). During the winter the plants in these

frames will throw out a few side growths; these

should be encouraged to develop as they will

furnish the runners for the following season.

The plants used thus for winter flowering

may afterwards be planted out in wood-
lands and dells. The chief insect pest

which attacks Violets is the red spider. This is

fostered by poor root-action, by drought and by

lack of intercnlture, while its spread is favoured

by much exposure to bright sunlight. The best

methods to adopt on badly attacked beds are to

remove all infested leaves, hoe well between the

rows, and syringe the foliage repeatedly with

soot-water.

Twenty years' experience in cultivating Violets

on the methods indicated prove that the plants

readily respond to this treatment and flower pro-

fusely. The Princess of 'Wales variety will

develop flower stalks up to 11 in. in

length with flowers 1| inches across. W. H.
Miles, Lydney Pari Gardens, Gloucestershire.
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JANUARY VEGETABLES.

With the advent of the New Year there is the
usual winter shortage of vegetables, and often-

times certain vegetables have to be used so fre-

quently as to become monotonous on the table.

Perhaps at no period of the year is change so

desirable as now, and such change can only be
attained where careful steps have been taken to

add to the number and variety of the crops
by earlier planning and forethought. At
Aldenham, at the present time, we are able
to effectively "ring the changes" with over 30
different kinds (not varieties) of root, stem and
leaf vegetables, leaving out of the count flavour-
ing vegetables and herbs, and, I think, readers
will agree that we have ample selection.

Of the vegetables mentioned last month, we
still have supplies of the following :

—

Cabbages and Savoys.—These still form, to a
large extent, the base of supplies, and 60 far as
Savoys are concerned, I think it would be diffi-

cult to name a green vegetable more hardy or
more useful for winter supplies. Red Cabbage,
as stated last month, is a full and useful supply.
and a vegetable always in demand, wherever it

is grown. When properly prepared for table
Red Cabbage is by no means to be despised, and
it makes a welcome change ; it is much appreci-
ated here !

Celery.—Of this, too, we still have a good
yield, though if mild, muggy weather continues,
I rather fear the crop will finish much sooner
this season than is usually the case. Still, we are
getting useful heads from 1 he main batch of the
four varieties mentioned last month. As many
growers are ordering their supply of seeds for
the coming season, I would again warn pur-
chasers to be -sure to obtain their seed of this
particular vegetable from a reliable source, for.

unfortunately, there are still inferior stocks of
standard varieties of which I have frequently
written, and leaf-spot disease is spread by spores
of the disease on the seed, as stated on p. 44.

Spinach.—'We are getting excellent supplies
of both Winter or Prickly Spinach and
Perpetual Spinach. The leaves are very welcome
as a culinary dish at this time of the year.

Brussels Sprouts.—.The yield from Dwarf Gem
variety is continuing, owing to having plants of
two sowings, as previously stated.

Leeks are still giving full supplies from the
sowing that was made n the open at the end
of March, details of which were given when
recording the vegetables :'n season for the month
of November.

Snot Vegetables.—We are still in the same
position with regard to these, taking from store
such as Carrots, Turnips, and Potatos. Of the
last-named, we are chiefly relying on the varieties
King Edward and King George. The first-named
gave a fine crop this season, of very high quality
tubers. King George, which is not such a well-
known variety, is a very heavy cropper, though
in quality it is not to be so highly placed as the
other, though it may be termed very good.
Celeriac also we use from the stores, as this
vegetable is not quite hardy.

Artichokes, both Jerusalem and Chinese, we
lift from the open, for these vegetables are
apparently unharmed by frost. It is interesting
to note that though both termed "Artichokes,"
and both somewhat similar looking root vc^i'-

tables, the Jerusalem variety belongs to the
Helianthus family, whilst the Chinese kind is a
species of Staehys, and not related to one
another. Parsnips, as previously stated, are dug
from the open ground as required, and we are
also getting full supplies of those two useful root
crops. Scorzonera and Salsify.

Last Month's Additions.—Broccoli, both white
and Purple-Sprouting, are giving full supplies,
and of the white sorts, Christmas White and
Snow's Winter White. furnish our main
supplies.

Both Cottagers and Scotch Kales are supply-
ing all that we need in these directions, and,
owing to the open season, the plants are in
excellent condition, whilst Sea Kale, forced by
the method given last month, will continue to
yield as much as required, bv putting in fresh
batches, as and when considered necessary to
keep up the subdUo" <M Mushrooms, we itQl

have plenty, and fresh beds are made at intervals
of four weeks.
There are four vegetables to be added to the

list for January.
Chicory.—This is useful, not only as an

additional salad for winter and early spring,
but also for serving in a cooked state. We grow
the Whitloof variety, and make a sowing or
two during April and May in drills made a foot
apart, on ground that has been previously well
prepared and manured for a previous crop.
When the seedlings are well through the soil

and large enough to handle, they are thinned so
as to leave those remaining at about nine inches
to a foot apart, after which all that is necessary
is an occasional stirring of the soil round about
them, with the Dutch Hoe, until their growth
period is completed. The roots should be care-
fully lifted by means of a fork, about three
weeks before blanched leaves are required. The
foliage is cut off just above the crown and the
roots are placed thickly together, either in deep
boxes or pots and covered to the crown with fine

soil. When this is done they are stood in a frost-

proof place from which light is excluded, such
as the Mushroom house, a cellar, or a cool shed,
and given an occasional syringing with tepid
water. A quantity of leaves may thus be ob-
tained from very few roots.

in autumn,, at once lift the stools, and allow them
to have. a period of rest, by standing them at
the foot of a north wall with a little straw or
long litter strewn over them; a fortnight will
suffice for this. To ensure a continuance of
supplies, a sufficiency of roots for three or four
batches should be thus prepared, and these
should be placed, in sequence, in the wanner end
of the Mushroom house, in a cellar, in a warm
pit, or even under the staging in a temperate
house, and kept dark, the roots being covered
vith a sufficiency of toil. Syringe the stools
twice daily with warm water. We are gathering
excellent stems from those fine varieties, The
Sutton and Victoria, and find that it takes about
three weeks from the date of commencing to
force until the sticks are sufficiently large for
pulling.

Salads and Seasoning.—For salading we still

have those previously given, including Tomatos,
Cucumbers, Lettuce, and Endive, from frame
plants, Mustard and Cress, and Watercress,
which we can glean from a small running stream,
in the bed of which we set a good gravelly
bottom, for this aquatic plant to thrive in.

Seasoning vegetables comprise the usual herbs,
such as Thyme, Sage, and Mint, in dried form,
Cherril, Shallots, Garlic, and Tarragon, whilst
Parsley is now being gathered from plants in

Fig 27.

—

potato the bishop.

Turnip Greens.—Owing to the fine, mild, and
open winter. Turnip tops, a great favourite with
many folk, have come into use somewhat earlier

than usual, and are of excellent quality. They
are from plants raised from seed sown during
the late autumn for the supply of roots for winter
use, and where the plants did not form "bulbs."
they prove useful for yielding Turnip Greens.

Garden Strides,—Many people regard Swedes
as somewhat coarse vegetables grown only for
cattle food, but those who know what a delicious

dish, as a table vegetable, a properly grown
garden Swede is will readily testify to the value
of this crop. Any good variety should be sown
in small quantities from April to July, and the
plants afforded the same cultmal treatment as
Turnips. The Swede is a much hardier vege-
table than the ordinary Turnip, so that there is

no need to lift the roots unless the space they
occupy is required. In the event of very severe
weather threatening, a little covering with
bracken, straw, or similar material should
suffice for their protection, or they may then be
lifted.

Bhubarb.—We aim at having supplies of
Rhubarb by forcing crowns from mid-winter
onwards, and arrange for this by growing a
number of plants on a south border, where
early growth and quick ripening are assured.
Arrangements should be made so that the plants

have two seasons' growth before forcing com-
mences, and known early varieties should be
selected for forcing. When the leaves die down

frames. Parsley is doing wonderfully well

this season. Edwin Beckett.

POTATO THE BISHOP.
One of the most valuable discoveries of plant

investigators is the fact that certain varieties

of Potatos are immune to Wart Disease, and the

knowledge was available just in time to pre-

vent what can only be termed a calamity to the
people of this country, for the Potato constitutes

a most valuable food product, as we were all

forcibly reminded in the war years, when the

stocks of Potatos became exhausted. It is

greatly to the credit of British raisers that, so

soon as the discovery of immunity was made,
they it ediately began raising disease-proof

sorts, and at the present time there are varieties

of all sections which resist Wart Disease, many
of them of most excellent quality and prolific

croppers. The variety The Bishop, illustrated in

Fig. 27. is ;. valuable main crop variety re-

sistant to Wart -Disease, and, as will he seen on

reference to the illustration, is a very shapely

tuber of the kidney type. The plant is rather

slow in starting into growth, and for this reason

the seed tubers should be well sprouted before

thej are planted, which should he done at all

early date to allow for its backwardness in this

respect. The eyes of this fine Potato are very
shallow, and the skin is exceptionally .smooth

and clean, so that in addition to its value for its

excellent culinary qualities, it is one of the very

best [or exhibition purposes.
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HOME CORRESPONDEICE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Large- flowered Chrysanthemums 9. A., in

his note on p. 46, involuntarily propagates an
error in repeating Mr. J. Allan's statement that
he has grown the tine, old, white, Japanese
Chrysanthemum, Mme. Gustave Henry, for 30
years. I well remember that flower being put
into commerce by its raiser, the famous French-
man, M. Ernest Calvat, in 1896. It formed one
of a collection of new seedlings which M. Calvat
called the " jubilee set," out of compliment
to the N.C.S., which was in that year celebrat-

ing the fiftieth anniversary of its foundation.
Another flower in that set which will be
remembered by some of your readers in Calvat's
Australian Gold, a fine, yellow, Japanese. Ma
Perfection, a white incurved, was another. If

Mr. Allan grew Mme. Gustave Henry the first

year it was distributed he is still five years out
of his reckoning. C. H. P.

Mealy-bug on Vines.—I have been much
interested in Mr. R. P. Brotherton's remarks on
the above subject (page 34). I think it may be
of some interest to your readers to relate my ex-

perience. When I took charge of these gardens
some four years ago, Mealy-bug simply hung
in ropes from the vines. After the Grapes were
cut I gave the vines a good syringing •with

nicotine soap insecticide at the strength recom-
mended for Mealy-bug, using an Abol syringe
with a fine spray. As soon as the leaves had
fallen, the vines were pruned and the rods
subsequently dressed with the nicotine soap
insecticide, working it well in round the spurs
and in the (Tevices with a fairly stiff paint
brush ; this softens the bark for cleansing, making
it quite easy to remove. After all the loose bark
had been removed the rods were painted over
with a mixture of tar and clay, one part of

Stockholm tar to three parts, of clay. I reduced
the clay to the consistency of thick paint, put
it in an old tin over an open fire and gradually
brought it to boding point, then added the
required amount of Stockholm tar, well stirring
it for a few minutes and applying it to the vine
lods when warm, working it well in, carefully
avoiding the dormant eyes. The first season I
gave the vines a second application just previous
to growth starting. During the growing season
the vines were examined at intervals as time
would permit, and a little methylated spirit was
used with a soft paint brush to destroy what
little Mealy-bug could be seen. I also did what
Mr. R. P. B'rotherton suggested as to destroy-
ing ants. After three years' treatment, it would
be difficult to find any trace of Mealy-bug here.
II . P. Hinchingbroolce.

SOCIETIES
GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT

INSTITUTION.
January 20.—The annual general meeting of

this useful Institution was held on the above date
at Simpson's Restaurant, Strand. Sir Harry J.

Veitch presided over a very small attendance.
The report of the Executive Committee for the
year 1920. and 'the statement of accounts for the
same period were read by the secretary, Mr.
Geo. J. Ingram.

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE
COMMITTEE FOR 1920.

At the beginning of 1920 there -were 251 Annuitants—men and widows—in receipt of £20 and £16 a year
respectively. Of that number several have passed away
during the year. Seven men left widows, whose oases
being eligible and deserving, were placed on the funds
in succession to their late husbands in accordance with
Rule III. (13). To-day. of 47 approved candidates, the
Committee recommended that 18 be elected—in addition
to John Bowlby who has been nominated to receive
the Annuity which has recently become vacant from
the " Sherwood Commemoration Fund."
The " Victorian " Era Fund" as well as the "Good

Samaritan Fund " have continued to prove of much
benefit. The first-named fund has given grants to all

the unsuccessful candidates in amounts pro rata ac-
cording to the length of time they had subscribed;
whilst the " Good Samaritan Fund " has enabled the
Committee to give immediate temporary assistance in
deserving cases of a distressing and pressing character.

for which the recipients have been deeply grateful.

No fewer than 77 persons have been benefited from
these sources during the year. Unfortunately the in-

come derived from both these funds is limited, and as
the applications are always increasing, any special
contribution for either of them will be gratefully
welcomed.
The Annual Festival Dinner on behalf of the funds

was held by kind permission of the Worshipful Company
of Grocers in their beautiful Hall on June 29th. H.R.H.
The Duke of Connaught, E.G., graciously presided on
the occasion and eloquently advocated the claims of
the Charity, which resulted in a very substantial
amount being raised towards carrying on the work.
The Committee desire to express their deep gratitude
to His Royal Highness, and to the Worshipful Company
of Grocers for so kindly again lending their Hall.
The Committee respectfully and gratefully acknowledge

the renewed Annual Subscription from His Majesty
the King (Patron), likewise a generous Donation, by-

desire of Her Majesty Queen Alexandra (Patroness),
from the proceeds of " Alexandra Day."
Very grateful thanks are also given to the following

generous Donors : Messrs. William and Edward Sher-
wood, Messrs. Rothschild & Son, Reginald Cory, Esq.,
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Mrs. Monro and Messrs. E. G.,
Geo. and B. J. Monro, William Atkinson, Esq., W. L.
Corry, Esq.. Rev. J. Jacob, James W. Sweet, Esq.,
V.M.H., Edward White, Esq., A. J. Wood, Esq., and Sir
Harry J. Veitch (Treasurer).
The Committee are deeply indebted to <the Rt. Hon.

Lord Northbourne, The Lady Battersea, C. W. Dyson
Perrins, Esq., and Roger B. Corbet, Esq., for so
kindly allowing theic gardens to be opened in the
past year to the public for the benefit of the Institution.
They have also much pleasure in acknowledging the
kind honorary services of Messrs. George Coblev & Co.
(Chartered Accountants) in auditing the accounts, and
to Messrs. Morgan Veitch and Bilney for honorary legal
advice. They have also asain to refer to the kindness
of Sir Harry J. Veitch (Treasurer), Arthur Sutton,
Esq., J.P., and Geo. Monro Esq. (the late) in providing
allowances to three unsuccessful candidates at the last

election.

The several auxiliaries continue to afford much help
to the Institution, and the Committee offer their cordial
and appreciative thanks to the honorary Officers, for

their valued interest and work.
With the deepest regret, the Committee have to

report a heavy death roll amongst their subscribers in

the past vear. Among the foremost of these was Geo.
Monro, Esq., V.M.H., who had for forty-five years

served on the Committee of Management, where his

wise counsel and practical advice were very keenly

appreoiated. Ever ready at all times to further the

interest of the Charity, he never missed an opportunity

of pressing upon his manv friends its claims for

support. In him the Institution and the beneficiaries

1-ave lost a staunch and generous friend, but they

rejoice to know that his good work will be carried on

by his three sons, one of whom they are very pleased

to sav has taken his late father's place on the Com-

mittee, and will continue to evince the same warm
interest in the welfare of the Charity.

Others whose names must be added to the list of

those who have passed away are:—The Lady Wantage,

n. Ballantine. Esq., James Brown, Esq.. A. Chapman,

Rsq.. -1. Charlesworth, Esq.. G. Randell Higgins, Esq.,

R. .Tardine Esq.. Geo. Messer, Esq.. Thomas Lunt.

Rsq.. F. Sander. Esq., V.M.H., and G. Smith, Eso.

These warm-hearted friends and liberal subscribers will

be much missed.

HARRY J. VEITCH.
Chairman nf Committee and Treasurer.

GRORGE .!. INGRAM.
Secretary.

The receipts in. the " Victorian Era Fund amounted

to £338 19s. 6d. Grants were made amounting to

£155 5s.. leaving a balance of £183 14s. 6d. The " Good
>amantan " Fund accounts showed receipts for

£033 3s. lid. Grants in aid amounted to £2(il 16s. 8d.,

and a baianee at bank of £371 7s. 3d.

Sir Harry J. Veitch moved the adoption of the
report and balance-sheet, and briefly reviewed
the work of the Committee for the year 1920.

He. stated that although the Institution had lost

several old and generous friends others had come
forward to help the Institution, and he especially

mentioned the sons of the late Mr. Geo. Monro,
who had provided a sum of £2,000, the interest

of which would go to assisting the objects of the
Institution. Mrs. Monro had also kindly pro-

mised to provide for one unsuccessful candidate,

and Mr. Arthur Sutton had continued his

generous annual offer of assistance. The resolu-

tion was seconded by Mr. H. Morgan-Veitch,
and carried without further comment. Sir Harry
Veitch was re-elected chairman and treasurer on
the motion of Mr. Geo. Monro, and heartily

thanked for his able services. Mr. G. J. Ingram
was re-elected secretary, and Messrs. G. H.
Cobley and Co. were re-elected honorary
auditors. The Committee was re-elected, and
vacancies filled by the appointments of Mr. R. B.
Kerr, Mr. R. H. Wallace, and Mr. Leonard
Sutton. At the conclusion of the formal business

the meeting was adjourned for the taking of the
poll, the result of which was as follows :

—

Number of

Age. Votes.

Prince, Rebecca 65 ... 4,831

Delve, Frederick 75 ... 4,737

Elton, Ann 68 ... 4,392
Matthews, James 72 ... 4.302

Martin, Francis 73 ... 4,185
Stephens, William T. ... 71 ... 3,858

Castle, William H 70 ... 3,795

Williams, Sarah A 62 ... 3,641

Abrahams, William J. ... 73 ... 3,570
Curtis, William 68 ... 3,540
Short, John 69 ... 3,292
Wilson, Alfred 76 ... 3,170
Newell, Charlotte 67 ... 3,039
Roberts, Ann 81 ... 2,968

Kidley, Ann 71 ... 2.899

Rhvmes. Elizabeth A. ... 67 ... 2,771
Hovell, Nathaniel J 73 ... 2.639
Drewett. John James ... 75 ... 2.637

In addition to the above, Mr. John Bowlby
was nominated by Mr. Edward Sherwood for the
vacant annuity of the Sherwood Commemora-
tion Fund. Sir Harry J. Veitch provided one
year's allowance (£10) for Elizabeth Salmon

;

Mr. Geo. Monro provided one year's allowance
for Martha Chudleigh ; Mrs. Monro one year's

allowance for Mary E. Holmes: and Mr. Bert J.

Monro a year's allowance for Henry Southgate.
The meeting concluded with a hearty vote of

thanks to the scrutineers and to Sir Harry J.

Veitch for presiding.

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS OF THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

For the Year ending December 31, 1920.

RECEIPTS.
To Balance with Bankers, January

1920 :—
On General Account
,, Deposit Account ...

,, Do. (Wolfe Legacy and In-

jlterest) ...

Annual Subscriptions
Donations
Schroder Annuity
D vidends and Interest (less tax) 845 10

Income Tax refunded
Deposit Interest (Wolfe Legacy)

1,465
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Tuesday, January 25.—The Royal Horti-

cultural Hall presented a very bright appearance
on this date owing to the number of Orchids,
•Carnations, and early spring flowers displayed.

The exhibits were not numerous, but were well

arranged and of considerable interest. There
were very few novelties submitted, as our report
shows. The attendance was good throughout the

•day.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

W. J. Bean, Jas. Hudson, J. Heal, Geo. Harrow,
W. Howe, C. R. Fielder, Arthur Turner, H. J.

Jones, Chas. E. Pearson, E. F. Hazelton, George
Paul, H. Cowley, W. B. Cranlield, E. H. Jen-
kins, and J. F. McLeod.

Award of Mertt.

Primula stellata Fairy Quean.—A charming
variety which is somewhat intermediate between
•the small-flowered and original stellata type and
the larger-flowered florists' form. The habit is

good and trusses are freely borne. The in-

dividual blooms are shapely, about Ti inch
broad, with a deep notch in each segment. The
flowers are white, with a pale orange-yellow eye
which is surrounded with a zone of rosy mauve,
-which shades out into the white portion. Shown
by Messrs. Jas. Carter and Co.

Groups.

Indian Azaleas in a variety of colours were
'shown in a large group by Messrs. L. R. Rus-
sell. The two outstanding varieties were the
pink blotched Vervaeneana and the white
Deutche Perle (Silver Grenfell Medal). Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co. displayed Acacias, Azaleas,
Daphnes and a capital group of Carnations,
these last including the varieties Lady Inver-
forth, Eileen, Winter Glow, and White Peart
.(Silver Banksian Medal). Dwarf shrubs, suit-
able for the rock garden, were shown by Messrs.
-J. Cheat, and Sons, and one of the showiest was
Retinospora obtusa aurea Crippsii. Soldanella
alpina, Saxifragas, lilac-coloured Primroses and
Adonis amurensis, provided a setting for the
shrubs (Bronze Banksian Medal).
The handsome exhibit of Carnations from

Messrs. Allwood Brothers filled a large space
and provided a fine display of colour. Varieties
shown in excellent condition were Beacon, Sal-
mon Enchantress, Mary Allwood, Edward All-
wood, Mrs. Walter He.nus, Triumph, and Wivels-
field Claret (Silver Gilt Banksian Medal). Mr.
J. J. Kettle's Violets were much admired, and
although he had a wider range of varieties than
usual, the variety Mrs. Lloyd George was the
one most in evidence (Bronze Flora Medal).
Alpine flowers were shown by Messrs. Tucker

and Sons, whose small collection included Iris

histrioides major, a fine batch of the golden 1.

Danfordiae, Saxifraga Boydii alba, Primula Win-
teri, and P. Juliana (Bronze Flora Medal).
Messrs. Ryder's exhibit consisted of Cyclamen,
in pots and shown as cut flowers ; their large-
flowered white variety was represented by well-
grown plants (Bronze* Banksian Medal).
A bright and prettily arranged exhibit of

a] nine flowers was set up by Messrs. J.
"Waterer, Sons and Crisp. Iris Danfordiae
and I. histrioides were the most prominent fea-
tures, but Pulmonaria Sunset, Adonis amurensis.
Anemone blanda coerulea, Iris sindjarensis, and
Rhododendron praecox, were all represented
(Silver Banksian Medal). Messrs. Whitelegge
again made a feature of dwarf shrubs suitable
for planting in a rock garden, and with these
they grouped Iris reticulata, beautiful and fra-
grant, and Primula Winteri (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son showed Car-
nations and also displayed Hellebores, Saxi-
fragas, and other alpine flowers in a separate
group (Silver Banksian Medal). Crocus Sieberi,
C. Imperati, C. biflorus, Iris Danfordiae, and I.

histrioides major were grouped with miniature
shrubs by Messrs. Bowell and Skarratt
(Bronze Flora Medal). Mr. G. W. Miller's
Polyanthuses, coloured Primroses and Daffodils,
contributed bright colouring and a touch of
spring (Silver Grenfell Medal). -Messrs. Her-
bert Chapman's tiny exhibit of seedling
Freesias, seedling Irises of the reticulata type,

I. Cantab, and the new and bold Narcissus Jam-
boree, were very attractive.

Messrs. Jas. Carter and Co. had a pleasing
group of Primula malacoides King Albert, a
graceful plant ; P. m. President ; a large-flowered

white form of stellata, and the hew P. stellata

Fairy Queen (Silver Banksian Medal). Carna-
tions were shown in good style by Mr. C.

Engelmann, whose examples of Ethel Fisher,

Jazz, Circe, Saffron, Laddie, Boadicea, Thor,
Peerless, and Lady Northeliffe were finely

coloured (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Mr. Scrase Dickins showed an unusually well-

grown and floriferous specimen of Rhododendron
moupinense, in which the petal colour of the

flowers is a delicate rose colour and not white,

as in the typical plant. Several of the flowers

are borne in pairs, too, and not singly, as is

usually the case with this species. This beauti-

ful plant was described and figured by Mr.
Grove in The Gardeners' Chronicle of Feb-

ruary 21, 1914, Fig 60.

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas.

O'Brien (Hon. Secretary), C. J. Lucas, Arthur
Dye, R. Brooman-Whit'e, W. H. White, S. W.
Flory, Chas. H. Curtis, H. G. Alexander, Fred

K. Sander, A. McBean, T. Armstrong, E. R.

Ashton, Pantia Ralli, and Frederick J. Hanbury.

Awards.

First-Class Certificate.

Sophro-Laelio-C'attleya Joseph Charlesworth

(L.-C. Eurydice x S.-L.-C. Marat/ton), from
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath. One of the largest and most brilliant

of the crosses with Sophronitis grandiflora as

an ancestor. The flowers were of good size

and form. The sepals and petals are reddish-

rose, with a golden sheen, and there is a purple

band on the petals. The lip is crimson, with

yellow lines from the base.

Awards of Merit.

Cymbidium Martin (Lowio-grandiflorum x
Parisliii Sanderae), from Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo.

L. Holford, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt (Orchid

grower. Mr. H. G. Alexander). A graceful hy-

brid, not yet showing much of the C. Parishii

parent. The sepals and petals are lanceolate-

acuminate, and coloured pale yellow. The lip is

white with a dotted band of purple, and purple

lines on the side lobes.

Odonlioda Niobe Fabry's variety (Odin.

Jasper x Oda. Bradshawiae), from W. R.
Fasey, Esq.. Snaresbrook (gr. Mr. E. J. Sey-

mour). A richly-coloured flower of fine form,

deep claret-red in colour, with slight white

margin and front to the lip. which has a yellow-

crest.

Odontoglossum Radiant McBean's variety

{Dora x Alexandrina), from Messrs. J. and A.

McBean. Cooksbridge. A model flower in size,

shape, and colour The broad sepals and petals

are white with a rose-pink tint, dotted with

deep claret-red on the inner halves. The lip is

blush white with purple markings.
Cattleya Monarch brugensis (Empress

Frederick x Trianar ignea), from Messrs. San-

ders, St. Albans. One of the largest and best

Cattleyas, and an improvement on the parents,

with an inclination towards C. Trianae. The
dowel's are of the largest size : the broad petals

are light rose coloured, the fine labellum Tyrian-

purple. with gold lines from the base, the mar-
gins being crimped and fringed.

Odontoglossum Trident (eximiiim X King
Albert), from Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.

A flower of rich claret-purple. The lip is

white in front with a large purple blotch

before the yellow crest.

Groups.

Messrs. CHARLESWORTH were awarded a Silver

Flora Medal for an effective group of good
hybrid Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and Sophro-
nitis crosses. Specially good were Laelio-Catt-

leya Elysian (Myrrh x Smilax) and L.-C. Ilene

(Creasa x Golden Oriole), a showy yellow flower

with a quaint vinous-purple band on the petals.

and dark purple lip.

Messrs Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded
a Silver Banksian Medal for a group with Cym-
bidiums at the back and a good selection of Cy-
pripediums and Laelio-Cattleyas. Among the best

were Odontoglossum Knight Templar (amabile

X Rio Tinto), a large dark red flower, with
some lighter markings; and Cypripedium Nubian
(Niobe x Thompsonii), a grand flower of fine

substance.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, were accor-'

ded a vote of thanks for an interesting selec-

tion of hybrids, two of the most remarkable
being Rolfeara Mrs. M. Gratrix (Sophro-Cattleya
Doris x B.-C. Digbyano-Mossiae Queen Alexan-
dra), a softly-tinted flower, and a pretty cross

between C. iridescens and S.-C. Doris.

Other Exhibits.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park
(gr. Mr. Collier), showed a selection of cut

flowers of Lycaste, including several white forms

;

the dark L. Skinneri Purple Emperor, and
Lycaste costata.

Sir Herbert S. Leon, Bletchley Park, showed
the fine white Cattleya Mabel, a pretty form of

C. Trianae, and the white Vanda Watsonii.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Stieatham, sent Catt-

leya Denone, C. Maggie Raphael alba, and other

hybrids.

Pantia Ralli, Esq.. Ashtead Park, showed
Cattleya Trianae White's variety.

Sir Geo. L. Holford showed Cypripedium

Judah (Alabaster x Bronzino), a superb flower

and very distinct.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., exhibited the nearly

black Odontoglossum Ebony (Thompsonii x King
Arthur), and other good Odontoglossums.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean showed a grand
example of Odontioda Latona lilacina, with two
spikes of thirty-three flowers.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman), J.

Cheal, G. F. Tinlev. P. C. M. Veitch. G. Rey-
nolds. S. B. Dicks. A. W. Metcalfe. E. A. Bun-
vard, W. Bates. W. H. Divers, W. Wilks and

S. T. Wright.

The only exhibit in this section was a collection

of Kales shown by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, for

which a Silver Knightian Medal was awarded.

The exhibit was very attractively displayed, the

inclusion of such coloured varieties as the varie-

gated pale purple, dark purple and white varie-

gated varieties serving to this end. Of the curled

types there were Al, the best of this section ;

Scotch Curled and Improved Hearting. The-

Asparagus type wfas represented by Sutton's

Favourite, one of the finest flavoured of all

winter greens; Asparagus and Labrador, the last

with a purplish tint and very hardy. Others were

Veitch's New Sprouting, Sutton's Hardy Sprout-

ing, these having stem shoots like loose Brussels

Sprouts: Cottager's Kale. Ragged Jack, with

deeply dissected leaves, and Arctic Purple, a

dwarf, purple curled variety.

Scientific Committee.

January 11. 1921.—Present : Mr. E. A.

Bowles, M.A. (in the chair). Dr. Rendle. Messrs.

J. Fraser. W. Cuthbertson. Rev. W. Wilks. and

F. J. Chittenden (hon. secretary).

Triple-spathed Richardia.—Mr. C. J. Lucas

sent an inflorescence of Richardia aethiopica

with three white spathes, the innermost being

very small.

_i/;„ts.—Mr. Fraser showed specimens, and

made remarks upon various forms of Mentha
aquatica. including an albino.

( 'ochroach among Bananas.—A beautiful

green cockroach (Panchlora viridia) found among
imputed Bananas was sent for identification.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.

The Annual Business Meeting of the Scottish

Horticultural Association was held at 5, St.

Andrew Square, Edinburgh on the 11th inst., for

the purpose of receiving the report by the Council

and the statement of the accounts for session

1920. The president. Miss M. E. Burton, was

in the chair, and there was a very full atten-
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dance of the members. The report by the
Council stated that the average attendance at

the monthly meetings was 61, that the exhibits

numbered SO, and that 1 gold medal, 2 first-

class certificates, 5 certificates of merit, and 8

cultural certificates were awarded. During the
session one life and thirty ordinary members
were admitted and the number of life and
ordinary members transferred to the Royal
Caledonian Society was 800. The financial state-

ment showed that there was a net decrease in

the funds of £140 9s., which was largely due
to the great increase in the cost of publishing' the
Transactions, and to increased costs of working
generally.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

TRADE NOTES.

A meeting of the Transport Sub-Committee of

the Chamber of Horticulture was held at 18,

Bedford Square, on the 19th inst., Mr. E. B.
Champernowne piesiding. Tiie Horticultural
Trades Association was represented by Mr.
A. G. Jackman and the General Secretary ; the
Federation of British Growers by the Secretary :

and the Chamber of Horticulture by the Secre-
tary and Mr. H. Morgan Veitch, solicitor. It

was the opinion of the meeting that there was
not a great deal of difference in the proposed
classification (so far as it affects horticulture) to
that at present in operation, but that there were
certain matters which called for modification.
It was decided to support the National Federa-
tion of Fruit and Potato Trades' Associations,
in so far as their proposals affected the horti-
cultural trade. It was agreed that Mr. C. C. L.
Du Cann, barrister-at-law (General Secretary of
the H.T.A.) be briefed to conduct the appeal
before the Rates Advisory Committee. Mr.
Champernowne consented to give evidence on
behalf of the Federation of British Growers, and
Mr. A. G. Jackman for the Horticultural Trades'
Association. The time for lodging objections to
the Railway Companies' provisional proposals to
the Rates Advisory Committee has been extended
by one month, to February 28.

Messrs. Joseph Bentley, Limited, have
acquired the goodwill of the old-established busi-
ness formerly carried on by Messrs. B. Eddy and
Sons, at Torleven Works, Porthleven, Cornwall,
and are supplying all the goods hitherto supplied
by Messrs. Eddys, from their address at Barrow-
on-Humber, Hull.

The Worcestershire Echo, of recent date,
contains the following notice of Mr. E. J.
Parsons' new business premises at Worcester :

—

" Mr. E. J. Parsons, the well-known seedsman,
has rendered a public service by erecting his
new shop on the ugly, open space which
previously existed at the corner of Church Street
and High Street. The shop front is of very
elegant design, and is bound to attract attein-
tion on such a capital site. Mr. Parsons intends
to add to its attractiveness by having a garden
on the roof, where rambler Roses and other
features grown in tubs will help to hide the
present rough background. At present there
are trees and shrubs."

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr- Hugh Maxwell, as Gardener to Capt. Wemvss,

Wemyss Castle, in succession to Mr. Sunpson, who,
after 16 years, has relinquished charge of the
gardens and taken over the charge of the woods
and forest department.

Mr. A. J. Biooker, previously for five years Gar-
dener to Colonel BrjLKELEr, Linden Hill, Twyford,
Berkshire, as Gardener to H. C. Holder, Esq., at
the same address.

Mr. J. P. Gilks, previously Gardener to H. A.
White, Esq., Lenchwiek House, near Evesham, as
Gardener to S. H. Keeling, Esq., Parkfield, Kenil-
worth.

Mr, W. H. Adams, for the past two years General
Foreman at Scone Palace, as Gardener to The
Right Hon. The Eabl op Crawford, Balcarres,
Colinsburgh, Fife.

Mr. J. Bakewell Smith, recently Gardener at the
Surrey County Asylum, Ncthernc, as Gardener to
Thos. F. Agar, Esq., Gayton Ledge, Parkside,
V\ inibledon.

Mr J. W. Funge. previously Gardener to H.H.
Prince G. V. Biblsco, Parcul Mogosoea, Gara
Chilila, Roumania, is now returning {after the
war} to the same place.

Climbers for Walls and Shrubs for Shady
Place: H. A., Whitchurch. On the wall
facing the west you could plant Jasminum
nudiflorum, Garrya elliptica, Ampelopsis
Yeitohii, Pyracantna Lelandii, and Clematis
montana. For the other wall, facing the
north, we can only recommend Ivy, more par-
ticularly some of the small-leaved green and
variegated kinds, which are practically the
only plants which succeed in such a position.
In the open space you can only succeed with
evergreens, ias flowering shrubs are usually a
failure in a confined space where there is no
sun. We recommend Holly, Yew, Laurel,
Aucuba, Griselinia littoralis, Olearia Haastii,
Veronica Traversii, and Berberis Aquifolium.
A certain amount of colour could be introduced
by intermixing such subjects as Golden Privet,
Golden Euonymus, and variegated Hollies of
sorts. We do not recommend any of the Coni-
ferae for the position, as these Tequire plenty
of sun and air.

Cork-Like Condition of Elm Bark : E. G. S.
There is nothing abnormal or injurious in the
condition of the Elm bough, as the bark of a
great many of the species and varieties of
Elm is of this peculiar cork-like nature,
notably Ulmus alata (the Winged Elm) and
U. campestris var. suberosa (the Cork-Barked
Elm). A large proportion of Elms in a wild
state will be found on examination to show
this cork-like condition of the bark in a greater
or lesser degree. The same condition of the
bark, however, is not seen so often in Maples,
and with them it is a local effect due to soil

or climate, and more particularly to the effects

of spring frosts. There is nothing injurious to
either Elms or Maples in this corky bark, nor
is there any likelihood of it spreading to other
trees. Basic slag can be applied to grass
land at any time, in early spring during
showery weather. The shrub sent is Cupressus
ipisifera var filifera.

Eelworm in Richardias : A. Your plants are
suffering from a very bad attack of eelworm.
There is no remedy, as the whole plant is

invaded by masses of eelworms. The soil in
which such plants are growing as well as all

the plants attacked should be burnt at once.
New stock should be obtained from a clean
source, and care should be taken that the soil

used does not contain eelworms. Arums are
often (badly attacked by eelworm, especially

when they are forced.

Freesias Failing to Grow : W. G. D. Most
cultivators of Freesias have discovered that
sometimes, and for no apparent reason, the
corms take a year's rest. Mr. F. H. Chapman
and others, who specialise in the flower, have
noted this peculiarity, and have also found
that when the corms are turned out of the
pots at ripening time, those which have failed

to grow for a whole year are quite sound and
usually grow well the following year. There
appears to be nothing the matter with your
corms, and we can only assume that they
have taken a year's rest.

Fruit Trees in Hedgerows : M. M. The
following Apples are suitable for hedge-
row culture :—Brantley's Newton Wonder,
Lord Derby, and Blenheim Pippin. Of Pears
the variety Chalk is often planted as shelter
hedges, and Hessle would also be suitable.

Damsons, such as the Farleigh and Westmore-
land, do well in hedgerows in some districts,

and so do the commoner, free-fruiting Plums,
such as Kentish Bush and Monarch. The
trees should be full standards on free stocks,
and the stems would have to be protected from
rabbits and hares with wire netting 3 ft. high

;

also from live stock if in hedges adjoining
pastures. The varieties should be mixed to
ensure cross-pollination, and each tree must
be supported by a strong stake.

Gladioli for Permanent Planting: J. A. B.
Except in very warm, dry soils Gladioli
cannot safely be left out of doors all the
winter. Even on such soil they require to be
lifted at least every second year. It should

be remembered that in most cases the original
species are natives of South Africa. The G.
gandavensis section may be considered the
most handsome, while the G. Lenioinei and
G. Nanceianus varieties are probably hardier.
The newer G. primulinus hybrids are very
beautiful, but, like the other sections, require
to be lifted every year. The hardiest section
is really the dwarf early flowering, G. nanus
group, varieties of which are so largely
cultivated in pots for early flowering, and
includes such well known sorts as Peach
Blossom. Blushing Bride, Ackermanni and
Fire King. They may be planted out of doors
during the autumn, and are perfectly hardy,
except on heavy cold soils or during very
severe winter. They are best lifted and
divided every second year. It is, of course,
a matter of individual taste, but Dianthus
Allwoodii does not seem to be the right type
of pliant to associate with such stately subjects
as Gladioli; they require grouping with bold
and handsome foliage plants. They would be
in flower at the same time as the Pinks, and
their large, brilliantly coloured flowers would
spoil the appearance of the latter.

Insects on Vines : D. H. R., Llandudno.
The insects enclosed are not those of
Phylloxera. This insect is very rarely
reported from English vineries. The signs
from which a Grape grower may suspect
Phylloxera are two. Firstly, the insect forms
galls on the roots. Should a vine look sickly
and should there be no other obvious
cause for the sickliness, a small portion of
the roots should be exposed and the presence
or absence of galls, which are about as big
as a Radish seed, be noted. The second sign
is the presence of leaf galls. These are quite
characteristic in shape and appearance. The
insects enclosed belong to the Psocidae, which
are a division of the great class of Neuroptera.
The Psocids are rather an obscure group with
peculiar scraping mouth parts. Many of the
forms are unwinged in the adult state and
the form most commonly known to ordinary
people are the " book hoe," which run about
libraries and infest books and papers that <are

not much used. They do not appear to be very
harmful. The particular insects sent feed
mainly on lichens and fungi and so are
harmless.

Landscape Gardening : G. 1. A. Works on
landscape gardening are somewhat expensive.
You will find The Art and Craft of Garden
Making, by Thomas Mawson, a useful work of
reference, and also The Art and Practice of
Landscape Gardening, by H. E. Milner. The
latter is published by Messrs. Simpkin,
Marshall and Company, and the former by Mr.
B. Batsford.

Yew Hedge : Y. Z. There is no reason why
a' Yew hedge should not succeed in the
position you mention, provided the ground is

properly prepared beforehand. As the soil is

chiefly clay, we advise you to trench it to a
depth of 2 feet and 3 feet in width, getting
rid of some of the worst of the clay in the
process and replacing it with lighter soil and
a fair proportion of stable manure. Yews are
not particular as to soil, provided it is well
drained. They are slow-growing, and specimens
2 feet high, planted about 18 inches apart,

would take at least five years to attain a
height of 6 feet.. For a screen of Rhododen-
drons you cannot do better than plant the
back part with R. ponticum, facing-up on the
side nearest the house with good-named
vaa'ieties or some of the hybrid Seedlings to

be obtained from any large grower of Rhodo-
dendrons. If you used plants about 3 feet

high you should have a good screen in about
4 or 5 years, though it would take quite
twice as long for them to attain a height of

12 feet.

Names op Fruit.—E. C. D. 1, Apple, Barnack
Beauty; 2, Pear, Catillac.

—

Correspondent.
(No letter.) Minchull Crab.

Communications Received.—B. J. B.—Constant
Reader.— F. C.—V. B—H. T. F.—J. C—A. R. H.—P. S. Co., Ltd.—E. F. ,T.—M. E. S.—E. M,—
E. Gv—R-. P. B.—M. N.—H. W. B.—C A. B,—
H. »R, D—S, L.
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The Report of the Council,
The Royal which will be presented at
Horticultural the one hundred and seven-

Society, teenth annual General
Meeting- of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on Tuesday, 'Febuary 8,

is chiefly interesting by reason of the fact

that it records the retransference of the
activities of the Society from war purposes
to those of fhe peace-time advancement
of horticulture. We are particularly glad to
observe that the work of revising Pritzel's

Index is proceeding steadily. Having regard
to the world-wide interest in horticulture,
is it surprising that this work is proving
more arduous than had at first been antici-

pated, but in spite of the inevitable delay
1

caused by the necessity of extending the list

of works to which reference must be made,
the Council anticipates that the new Index
will be ready for the printers in the course
of the present year. The reduction in the
number of Parts of the Society's Journal,
which will be regretted by many Fellows,
was imposed on the Council by the high cost
of printing and paper, but we are glad to
note that the Report holds out hope that it

may be possible before long, to enlarge the
Journal from its present reduced size. We
observe with pleasure that the number of
Fellows of the Society, which is now 15,280,
shows an increase of well over 1,000 on that

;

ot 1919. At Wisley, a Mycologist—Mr.
(J- Dawson, late Government Mycologist in
Kenya, has been appointed, and under Mr.
Wright, the new rock garden foreman,
Mr. Gosden is working hard to bring the
rock garden back to its pre-war state.

The announcement that Mr. Arthur Sutton

is compelled bv continued ill-health to retire

from the Council will be received with
general regret, as will also the resignation

of Lord Balfour of Burleigh, who, however,
as ,a Viice«tPresidemft will continue his

valuable connection with the official work
of the Society. Sir George Holford also re-

tires, but will continue his membership of

the Orchid Committee. Two of the vacan-

cies arising are to be filled by the appoint-

ment of Mr. Gerald W. E. Loder, whose
enthusiasm ifor horticulture is well known,
and by Mr. R. W. Wallace, whose strenuous

and liberal-minded support of the interests of

the horticultural trade should make him a

valued and stimulating member of the Coun-
cil. Perhaps the most important develop-

ment of the year, although no reference to

it is made in the Report, is the appointment
on the Exhibition Committee of gentlemen
specially qualified to represent the interests

of exhibitors. Hitherto it has been the

custom to confine membership of this im-
portant Committee to members of the Coun-
cil or other officers of the Society. The
decision to include other representatives is,

we are convinced, a wise one and certainly

no better choice could have been made than
that shown in the selection of Mr. G. W.
Leak of Wisbech and Mr. A. McBean of

Cooksbridge. The wise policy of the Society

in giving generous support to the educa-

tional and research side of their work,
which is carried on at Wisley, is shown
by the balance sheet appended to the

Report. Of the favourable balance of

,£9,729, £7,714 is devoted to aiding

the maintenance of the gardens and
laboratories at Wisley, the total cost of which
amounted to £9,773- Of this sum, £200
is contributed by the Ministry of Agriculture

and £1,252 is provided bv the Wisley Trust
Fund.

The Germination of Orchid Seeds.—At the

reoent meeting of the British Mycological Society,

Mr. J. Ramsbottom exhibited lantern slides

illustrating the germination of Orchid seeds. He
demonstrated that Orchid seeds show no
differentiation into plumule and radicle, but

often possess larger cells at the suspensor end.

The symbiotic fungus enters there, and the

growing points of stem and root are situated at

the further end of the seed. The root pushes its

way through the tissues of the corm, but misses

(he fungal zone, and is free from fungus on
entering the soil. Later, the fungus enters the

root. Cultures of fungus and Odontoglossum
seedlings were exhibited, together with slides

showing the " pure culture " method of raising

Orchids on a commercial scale at Messrs. J.

Charlesworth and Co.'s establishment at Hay-
ward's Heath.

British Florists' Federation.—The annual
general meeting of members of the British

Florists' Federation was held at the Hotel Cecil,

on the 31st ult., under the presidency of Mi-

.

G. W. Leak. There was a good attendance, and
those present .showed keen interest in the past,

present and future working of the Federation.

The Report of the Committee and Statement of

Accounts for 1920 were presented and adopted.

Air. Alfred W. White was elected President for

the ensuing year, and Messrs. John Collingridige,

W. Robins and G. W. Leak were elected on the

Committee. The business proceedings occupied
about two hours, and we hope to refer to them
again in a subsequent issue. After the general

meeting, about sixty members and friends sat

down to dinner at which Mr. G. W. Leak pre-

sided. An excellent musical programme was
rendered and a most enjoyable evening was spent.

Sale of Manchester Botanic Gardens.—At the
annual meeting of the Royal Botanical and Hor-
ticultural Society of Manchester and the Northern
Counties, held on the 25lh nit., it was stated that

12,000 yards of land forming part of the Botanical

Gardens had been sold and it was hoped that
during 1921 private offers would be received for

the remainder of the laud. The Chairman, Mr.
Henry Broome, stated that out of the income
which would be received from the Society's in-

vestments it was hoped in future to do something
for horticulture. The. Society has been asked
to give .assistance to the University, and there
was a Corporation scheme in connection with the
parks which it was also desired to aid, but
nothing could be done until the Society had sold

all its land. The chairman, officers, and council
were re-elected.

Flowers in Season.—From Mr. W. A. Cook,
Drynham Gardens, Walton-on-Thames, we have
received sprays of Chimonanthus fragrans,

Daphne Mezereum, Jasminum nudiflorum and
Garrya elliptica, the last with male catkins.

Mr. Cook states that the blossoms of the sweetly-

smelling Chimonanthus are gathered singly,

placed in china saucers and stood about the

dwelling rooms, which they perfume with their

{beautiful fragrance. He states also that

Jasminum nudiflorum is flowering magnificently

this year, and we agree with him that- there are

few plants more beautiful out-of-doors at Christ-

mas and onwards into the New Year. The
silvery-grey catkins of Garrya elliptica were ex-

ceptionally long. Besides. Daphne Mezereum, D.
blagayana is also fully in bloom. Other plants

in flower at Drynham include Crocus
Tommasinianus, which is planted between paving
stones, in a dry wall and in the rock garden;
several species of Erica, Narcissus minimus,
Saxifragas Burseriana and S. apiculuta.

Help for the Gardeners' Orphans Two
acceptable donations to the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund have been received by the

secretary from Mr. F. C. Stainsby, Brocklesby
Park Gardens, Lincolnshire, and the Altrincham
and District Gardeners' Mutual Improvement
Society. Mr. Stainsby organised a dance
at The Hut, Brocklesby, on January 13,

and that it was well patronised is evident by the

very handsome profit of £21 which he was able

to forward to Mr. Brian Wynne. Mr. Stainsby

was indefatigable in his efforts to make the affair

a success, and he even took the trouble to write

the tickets in order to save printing charges.

The Altrincham and District Gardeners' Mutual
Improvement Society's donations amounted to

£30, being part, proceeds of a concert

organised in aid of charity. We con-

gratulate both Mr. Stainsby and the

Altrincham Society, of which Mr. R, Leech is

secretary, in their laudable endeavours to assist

this most deserving gardening charity, and we
trust that others will be actuated by similar

motives in raising funds for the orphan children

of gardeners.

Botanical Survey Methods.—Dr. MacGregor

Skene, lecturer in Vegetable Physiology at Aber-

deen University, gave a delightful and informa-

tive paper on "Botanical Surveys" on Tues-

day evening, January 25, under the auspices

of the Aberdeen Survey Association; Dr. Alex-

ander Bremner presided. Dr. Skene said botani-

cal surveys originated in the notes of situations

which formed an incidental feature of floras.

From being mere aids to easy finding and

identification these notes developed into a new

branch of the science. Geographical botany

might be approached from two points. A sur-

vey might be made of the different species

of' plants or of the different kinds of vege-

tation. Each type of survey revealed and helped

in the solution of particular sets of problems.

Such were, for example, the distribution of the

alpine and lusitanian elements of their flora;

the sporadic distribution of many rare plants

like the Liniiaea ; the causes of the preference

of certain plants for certain soils. Surveys of

vegetation were conveniently recorded by means

of maps, and the same method might be applied

to floristic records. The example for this coun-

try was set by the maps constructed for Fife

and some few other Scottish counties by Dr.

W. G. Smith and his late brother, Robert Smith,

With regard to floristic survey work, methods
had been developed and applied in great, detail

to the local flora by the late Dr. Trail, pro-

fessor of botany in Aberdeen University. In the

course of an animated discussion which followed
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the lecture, Mr. A. S. Watt, lecturer in Forest

Botany in Aberdeen University, referred to the
effect of biological factors in the replacing of

one type of vegetation by another. He also re-

ferred to the inter-relation between the animals
in a district and plants. The disappearance of

a species or a change in the appearance of a
community of species was often due to the in-

crease or the introduction of foreign animals.
As one example, he stated that Bracken was
spreading very rapidly at the present time, and
gaining ground at the expense of the ordinary
Heather. Two reasons might be assigned for

this. One reason was that Bracken was poison-
ous to Heather, and gradually killed it out.

The other reason, still more potent, was that
rabbits did not eat Bracken, but they nibbled
Heather. Sheep also left Bracken alone, but
ate Heather, especially during times of stress.

The rabbit was a recent introduction to Scot-
land, and had become so numerous that it was
now affecting the type of vegetation and the
distribution of species. Dr. J. L. Mclntyre, the
president of the association, moved a vote of

thanks to Dr. Skene, which was warmly ac-
corded.

Veitch Memorial Trust Fund—At the recent
Annual Meeting of the Trustees of this Fund,
it was decided to offer gold medals to Sir

Frederick Moore, F.L.S., V.M.H., of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin, in recog-

nition of his great services to horticulture, and
also to K. A. Rolfe, Esq., A.L.S., in recogni-

tion of his botanical work, particularly in

connection with Orchids. It was also decided
to otter a medal to the best collection of hardy
fruits exhibited by an amateur at the
Autumn Fruit Show of The Royal Horticul-

tural Society, Vincent Square, on October 4, 1921

—the medal to be in addition to the Society's

award.

Flower Shows at Norwich.—The Norfolk and
Norwich Horticultural Society will hold a Rose
show on July 7, in the Chaipel Field Gardens, if

pel-mission can be obtained. The Chrysanthe-
mum show will be held in the St. Andrew's Hall

on the same dates as the Cattle Show. It is also

proposed to hold a spring exhibition in St.

Andrew's Hall on April 21 ; the spring shows
have always resulted in financial loss and the

deficit in 1920 amounted to £82. It is proposed
to provide additional attractions at this show, the
details of which are left to a sub-committee to

arrange.

French Chrysanthemum Society After an
interval of eight years, the above Society lias

made arrangements to renew the holding of

its Annual Show and Congress. The last one

was held at Ghent in T913, the next will be

at Le Mans, from the 5th to the 13th Novem-
ber next. In conjunction with the local Horti-

cultural Society, a very good schedule of prizes

has been provided; the financial support pro-

mised is very considerable. As this is a
special effort, great enthusiasm is being dis-

played by all those concerned in endeavouring
to make a very brilliant success of this im-
portant revival. Only those who have attended
these gatherings have any idea ot the delight-

ful time that may be spent in a visit to the
French Chrysanthemum Congresses. The
schedule comprises 59 classes, and among those
for Chrysanthemums provision is made for cut
blooms and pot plants of new seedlings which
to-day are rarer than ever in France. English
exhibitors in this section would have very
little competition to contend with. Classes for
plants and cut flowers in collections arc also

provided for, and there are classes for large
show blooms, and others, for example, of good
culture, while single-stemmed specimens,
decorative plants and market plants, are all

provided for. Floral art, fruit, fruit trees,

shrubs, together with exhibits in Fine Arts
and horticultural sundries are invited and
provided for. The organisers very earnestly
desire the co-operation of English exhibitors
and visitors, who will be cordially welcomed.
The desire is to make the Show an Inter-
national one. not only in name but in fact.
Mr. C. Harinan Tayne, Foreign Secretary,

National Chrysanthemum Society, 195, Well-
meadow Koad, Catford, S.E., will be pleased
to give further particulars to anyone
interested.

School Gardening.—A course of instruction for

teachers in Rural Science is to be held at Cam-
bridge in July, under- the direction of Dr. E. J.

Russell, head of the Rothamsted Experimental
Institution. Candidates for the course of instruc-

tion will be selected on the ground of their

knowledge, enthusiasm, and efficiency in horticul-
ture. The Board proposes to pay tuition fees and
rail-way fares, and to allow £1 a week towards
maintenance.

Mr. John Cypher, V.M.H.—Among the mem-
bers af the horticultural trade who exhibit ex-

tensively at the principal London and Provin-
cial shows, there is no one more popular than
Mr. Tohn Cypher, V.M.H., head of the firm
of Messrs. James Cypher and Sons, of Chelten-
ham. As an Orchid grower, and particularly
as a raiser and cultivator of Cypripediums and
Dendrobiums, Mr. Cypher has achieved great
success, while as an exponent of the decorative
florists' art he has won almost innumerable
prizes for groups of flowering and foliage plants
throughout England. In former years his firm
was well known for the wonderfully fine speci-

men plants it exhibited, but during recent

MR. JOHN CYPHER, V.M.H.

years very few societies have offered sufficiently

attractive prizes to insure competition in clas-

ses for large trained plants, the growing of

which entiils considerable time and expense.
However, the older members of the art and
craft of gardening will remember the magnifi
cent examples of Erica, Clerodendron, Alla-
manda, Rondeletia, Bougainvillea, Pimelia,
Rhynchospermmn, Statice, Codiaeun, and var-

ious Palms, exhibited by Messrs. J. Cypher and
Sens at the shows at York, Shrewsbury, Han
ley, Taunton and Cardiff and Wolverhampton
floral fetes. Mr Cypher is a member of the
Royal Horticultural Society's Orchid Com-
mittee, and the Committee of the Manchester
and North of England Orchid Society. For the
services he has rendered to horticulture, both
as a grower and exhibitor, he was awarded the
Victoria Medal of Honour in Horticulture in

1911.

Swanley Horticultural College Dr. Russell
Wells, Vice-Chancellor of the University of

London, opened the new session of the Horti-
cultural College, Swanley, Kent, on the 27th ult.

The Vice-Chancellor with his mace-bearer and
attendants—one of whom, out of special com-
pliment to a women's college, was his daughter,
Miss Russell Wells—entered the College Hall in

procession with Sir John Cockburn (acting chair-

man of the Board of Governors in the absence in

Switzerland of Kathleen Viscountess Falmouth)
;

the principal, Miss F. M. G. Micklethwait

;

members of the Governing Body ; Dr. Goodchild,
of the University of London ; Mr. Dallinger,

representing the Ministry of Agriculture; Dame
Meriel Talbot; Mr. Salter Davis, Director of

Education, Kent Education Committee; and Mr.
Dykes, secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society. The Vice-Ohancellor said he was one of

those who had had a great deal to do with found-

ing the B.Sc. in Horticulture, and Swanley

College was now recognised by the University for

preparation for this degree.
' A gardener might

be a good gardener up to a certain point, working

by rule of thumb methods, but directly the

question of disease came in he was helpless with-

out expert aid. He impressed upon the

students that every man was a debtor to his

profession, and said that he hoped that Swanley

would become an institute where expert advice

on all matters concerning the vegetable kingdom
could be obtained. The Vice-Chancellor and

other visitors were afterwards entertained to

tea and inspected the College gardens and

glasshouses.

Birmingham Chrysanthemum Show.—As will

be seen from our advertisement columns, the

Birmingham Chrysanthemum Show will be held

on November 3," 9 and 10. in the Bingley Hall.

Birmingham. The schedule is being revised, and

will include a special class for large Japanese

blooms and single dish classes for fruits. Thej
Birmingham Chrysanthemum Show attracts fine

exhibits in the Japanese, single and decorative

sections, whilst there are always important dis-

plays of fruits and vegetables.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—
Monday, February 7—National Chrysanthe-

mum Society's annual meeting; Nottingham

and Notts Chrysanthemum Society's meeting.

Tuesday, February 8.—Royal Horticultural

Society's Committee meetings ana annual

general meeting; Horticultural Club annual

meeting. Wednesday, February 9.—East Ang-

lian Horticultural Society's meeting; Royal I

Gardeners' Orphan Fund annual meeting and

election at Simpson's, Strand, W.C. Thurs-

day, February 10.—Royal Horticultural and!
Arboriculturai Society of Ireland Council

meeting.

Gardeners' Chronicle Seventy-rive Years Ago.

General Tom Thumb Pelargonium.—As many
complaints have been made in the Chronicle,

j

of flower-seeds being sold for what they are!

not, T think it right to direct the attention of

your subscribers to an advertisement in a late
j

number, offering " 100 Pelargonium seeds saved

from Gen. Tom Thumb, for 2s. 6d." Now, as I

I have cultivated this Pelargonium for the last
]

seven years, and had, I believe, a larger stock
|

of the plant than almost any person in the

country I have no hesitation in asserting that

whoever sold the seed to Mr. Waite as saved
]

from the plant in question was guilty of saying 1

that which was not true. I have long been

desirous of raising "a young stock from my little

favourite, and, though I have had hundreds of I

plants, I never yet obtained a seed that woidd
|

grow. Indeed, this Pelargonium, being a true
j

hybrid between two distinct species, it is, like

all such plants, a very shy seeder—so shy that

I would willingly give a sovereign for 100 seeds

i ' I could 'depend upon their being genuine, i

Mr. Wilson, gr. to Win Pigott, Esq. , of Dulling-

ham House, Newmarket, who raised the General,

never obtained but two seedling plants from it,

and a neighbour of mine has one plant at the
j

present time, which are all I have ever heard

of, so I have very little faith in the seed offered
£

by Mr. W., who', no doubt, has been made the
(

dupe of some designing knave. W. P. Ayres,

BrooUands, Blackheath. Gard. Chron.,%

February 7, 1846.

Publications Received.

—

Forty-third Beport of I

The. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Sta- <

lion, 1919 State of Connecticut, New Haven.
Landscape Gardening. By O. C. Simonds.

Illustrated, with charts, mai s. etc. Macmillan

and Co., Ltd., New York. Price 31s. 6d. net.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Culture of the Chrysanthemum.

There is probably no flower in cultivation
which appeals more to the gardener than the
Chrysanthemum, and none which has shown
greater development under cultivation. The
potentiality of this Eastern flower for change
seems almost unlimited, and it is a triumph
for the florist to have evolved, not only varie-
ties with blooms of exceptionally large size and
in a variety of most beautiful colours, but to
have obtained such forms as those represented
by the Pompon, Anemone-centred, Incurved,
and various others whioh are cultivated in gar-
dens. Mr. Wells' book,* of which a new edition
has recently been published, is written by one
of the most expert growers and exhibitors of
recent years, and his advice may be relied
upon, for it is the result of many years' ex-
perience. He deals with all aspects of the
subject, including the raising of the plants
from cuttings, their cultivation in pots and
borders, and methods and time of taking the
buds, stopping the plants, and their general
treatment np to the flower stage. There are
also chapters on the packing of Chrysanthe-
mums, Chrysanthemums for market, the
method of exhibiting these flowers, most suitable
soil for potting, and the best types of houses in
which to grow the plants. As an old exhibitor,
he has much that is valuable to say on such sub-
jects as dressing the blooms for the exhibition
table, methods of packing them, and remarks
on judging. Various insect pests and diseases
which attack the plant are given, also measures
for combating them. The list of varieties is

brought up to date, and there are several ex-
cellent illustrations of some of the most popu-
lar sorts. Diagrams showing the methods of
taking the various buds to obtain the best
flowers will be especially helpful to beginners,
and there are equally useful diagrams on the
method of taking the cuttings and inserting
them in pots.

HORTICULTURAL BOOKS.

I am exceedingly pleased to see a reply article

to mine of the above title from so well-known
a horticultural biographer and historian as Mr.
C. Harman Payne, and have read his remarks
with the keenest interest. While I am
optimistic about the matter, perhaps too opti-
mistic, he is pessimistic, very much so, and I

hope too pessimistic.

To show that there are plenty of people want-
ing horticultural books, and * that there is a
good opening for a horticultural bookseller
despite all that .-1 Modest. Collector may say
about weary waiting for customers, it maybe of

interest to readers to know that the present
writer has recently disposed of three sets of
Nicholson's Illustrated Dictionary of Garden-
inn, two sets of Williams' Choice. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, one set of Sowerby's
English Botany, 15 vols, of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Journal and a number of

other vols, too numerous to mention, by advertis-
ing in the horticultural Press.

In answer to the points raised! by Mr. Payne,
the fimis he names have sent very few reports of

horticultural works to me. The difficulty with
any firm whatever which has a gardening branch
is that only the ordinary books are kept, and
the rarer ones not stocked. Hogg's Fruit
Man not and Knight's Pomona hereforil'u usis

may be bought at some time or other, but
they are never listed for smne reason. If one
calls, one may pick them up for ai shilling or
two, whereas they are probably worth £9 or

£10. I think specialising needs to be done in

the older works, and these can be obtained
despite Mr. Payne's American contention. Nor
will prices rise to the fabulous extent predicted,

since even Americans have a limit to the amount
thev will expend on rare books.

It is the purchase of libraries that makes avail-

able the rarest books, such libraries being sold

privately. If they are offered by public auction

* The Culture of the Chrynanthemum , bv W, Wellfl.

•Country T.ifc, Ltd., 20, Ta-visrtock St.r«it W.C. Prioe
C». Grt. net.

of course they go across the water, since

Americans are not slow to recognise value, which
we English unfortunately are.

I do not think it is necessary to add mudh to

what I have already said to ,4- Modest Collector,

though I may point out that it is the horti-

cultural works out of print which are valuable,

and that nothing which is still "in" print is a

rarity. But if it is possible for me through the
post to dispose of tlie works referred to, and
dispose of them for a nice profit, too, surely

someone who has studied gardening literature,

and has some capital, could make it pay
in London. A Bool- Collector.

Fig. 28.—clematis duchess of Edinburgh.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

CLEMATIS.
Tin; various species and varieties of Clematis

are valuable garden plants, and most of them
are climbers, although those of the herbaceous
section are no less important, and Include

such fine subjects as C. recta and it ^ var,

rlore pleno, C. coccinea, C. heracleaefolia and
in variety Davidiana and C. integrifolia. There
are also M. Lemoine's beautiful hybrids of

C. Davidiana, such as Campanile, Oiseau Bleu
and Cyprisj also the hybrid Hendersonii, which,
ir' cut down during February, will make growths
some, seven or eight feet in length, and flower

on shoots of tho previous year, as do the
other species and varieties mentioned. From
the gardener's point of view the most impor-

tant of the climbing section is tliat comprising
the large flowered hybrids, as represented by
the Jackmanii type, and the many other fine

varieties derived from C. lanuginosa, C. florida

and C. patens. They may be used for oovering

walls or training over rough supports, while

the stronger-growing sorts are very beautiful

when allowed to ramble through small, thin-

growing trees.

The large flowered sections generally have a

bad reputation, as they are apt to die without

any apparent reason ; some writers attribute

this to the fact that they are so generally

grafted on stocks of C. Vitalba, but I have

found that plants on their own roots are just

as prone to die off. And there is little doubt

but that the trouble is really due to a fungus,

as the disease is generally above the ground

line, while the roots are unaffected, in

fact the plant frequently sends up strong,

healthy growth from the ground, after the top

has died. After soil, position and aspect are

pcihaps of most importance in the successful

cultivation of these plants than anything else

;

east or west aspects are better than south.

For Clematis, planted in warm, southern

aspects, it is essential that the roots and lower

parts of the plants should have some shade

from hot sunshine. They grow well in a rich

loam, 'but <hhe soil should be well drained,

for the soft fleshy roots are apt to perish in

water-logged ground. They enjoy plenty of old

mortar rubble in the soil, liberal mulches of

well-rotted manure, and copious supplies of

water during dry weather. With attention to

these details of cultivation, the plants will last

in good condition for many years. Pruning is

an "important operation, and a knowledge of

the characters of the different groups is essen-

tial. The Montana, florida, patens, and

lanuginosa types, all flower more or less en

old or well-ripened wood made the previous

season. Thus pruning consists in cutting out

dead overcrowded, weak, and straggling shoots,

and is best done during February and March

before they start into growth. The Viticella,

Jackmanii, and Flammula groups all flower on

vouncr shoots, and, may. except where required

for extension, be cut down to within a toot

or 18 inches of the ground.

\ s alreadv indicated, the Clematis is usually

propagated "by means of grafting. Cuttings

are generally regarded as being difficult to root,

and that is'true if ordinary nodal cuttings are

used whereas internodal cuttings root readily.

S,,me good representatives of the various large-

flowered groups are the following :_Jackmanii

-Jackmanii alba, Gipsy Queen, Mnie. Edouard

\mlre Mrs Cholmondeley, Star of India, and

vclutina purpurea; lanuginosa-Beauty of Wor-

cester. Blue Gem, Fairy Queen, Gloire de bt.

Julien Lady Carcline Neville, Nelly Moser.

Marcel Moser, and Queen Alexandra; Honda-

Belle of Woking, Duchess of Edinburgh tse*

Fi" 281 and Lucie Lemoine; patens—Fair Hosa-

mcrnd. Lady Londesborough, Stella Miss

Crawshay. and Mrs. Geo. Jackman. /. C otitis.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

SAXIFRAGA EXARATA.

Saxikhaga EXARATA is one of the freest -flower-

ing of the Mossy Saxifrages of comparatively large

growth and one which is most valuable in the

rook garden or for planting near to the foot of

the wall garden. It has not the purity of such

Saxifrages as S. Wallacei, but is of a creamy or

yellowish white. The flowers are. however,

borne with profusion and any shortcoming which

.Mi,,,, would find in this Saxifrage may well be

,,\crlu,,ked because of its freedom of flowering.

Its cultivation is as eosj m that of any w
the Mossy Saxifrages, and, like its allies, tho

plant delights in a cool, moist, but not excessively

wet spot, where it is comparatively free from

sun. yet not overhung by trees. There are

several forms of the plant, and other Mossy

Saxifrages are sometimes substituted for the

true spa ies. li may be raised from seeds or pro-

pagated by division or cuttings, S. Artwtt.
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The Week's Work

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By John Ootttts, Royal Botanic Gardftne. Kew

Lilium—As Lily bulbs are received from tlie

bulb merchant, they should be dealt with at

dice, as they quickly suffer if left exposed to

the air. They may be planted direct in the
beds or borders now, or ohcice varieties may
be placed in small pots, grown in cold frames
until they have made plenty of roots and some
top growth, and set out-of-doors when all

danger of inclement weather is past. They
are best planted among dwarf shrubs, which
shelter the young growth from cold winds and
afford shade to the roots, which is very
essential to the well being of most Liliums.
Plenty of rich compost should be added to the
ordinary soil, and the drainage should be free.

Cover the bulbs with plenty of sharp river

sand: silver sand is not so good, as it is

finer and seems to retain too muck moisture
during the winter. All stem-rooting Liliums,
such as L. auratum, L. speciosum, L. Henryi,
and L. regale, should be planted deeper than
those that do not produce roots from their

stems, of which L. pardalinum and L. candi-

duni are good examples. Some are essentially

loam-lovers, as L. regale, L. sutchuenense, L.
tigrinum and its varieties, and L. croceum,
while L. Henryi does best in heavy loam. Cer-
tain others, especially the North America
species, and most of the 6pecies with rhizome-
like roots, need peat or plenty of well-decayed
vegetable matter in their rooting medium. L.
giganteum needs partial shade, say, in Ike
margin of thin, open woods, and enjoys plenty
of well-rotted farmyard manure and decayed
leaves at its rootis. Do not be tempted to

plant large, so-called flowering bulbs of this
Lily, or, in fact, of most others; they will

probably flower once, and then gradually die.

Sound, medium-sized bulbs develop and im-
prove in quality for a number of years.
Wherever seed can be procured, stocks should
be raised eaoh year by this means, as it is

the only method of retaining a stock. Seed-

lings of L. regale, L. sutchuenense, and L.

tenuifolium will produce flowers in two years;
others, including L. auratum and L. giganteum,
will take about six years before they bloom
from seed.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Abihttk Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Eppingr-

Cucumbers.—Before planting Cucumbers, see
that the house is thoroughly cleansed Make
a good hotbed of fresh leaves and stable litter,

and well tread the materials. For a compost
vse loam and well-decayed leaf soil mixed with
a little fresh horse droppings. Place about a
wheelbarrowful of the compost in heaps about
3 feet to 4 feet distant. As roots appear on
the surface, add fresh compost to the heaps.
Maintain a moist atmosphere by damping the
walls and floors, and syringe "the plants on
favourable occasions.

The Grape Room.—Grapes recently cut from
the vines will require an occasional inspection.
On the least rign of decay in a berry, it should
be cut out at once, or decay will spread to
other berries Maintain a dry atmosphere by
admitting a little fresh air when the conditions
are favourable.

Vine Eyes.—The propagation of vines by eyes
or buds should now be commenced. The buds
should be selected only from well-ripened shoots
that were removed from the vines during the
autumn. The easiest method of raising canes
in this way is to sever the growth with a sharp
knife an inch or so behind the bud, leaving
in the same way about half an inch in front

of the bud. Place the buds in small pots that
have been previously filled with good fibrous
loam, in a sloping direction, with the bud upper-
most and above the soil, and plunge the pots
in a brisk bottom heat m a frame or hand light

in a Cucumber house or a similar structure. In
a few days the buds will show signs of growth,
and at this stage great care must be taken that
the shoot does not damp off, for there are no
Toots to support it, and once or twice a day all

the condensed moisture should be wiped off the
frame or hand light in which the pots are
plunged. Examine the bottom of the pots from
time to time for roots, and, when these are seen,

remove the plants gradually to the light.

The Strawberry Grape.—This variety, not
usually cultivated probably on account of the

smallness of bunch and berry, is, nevertheless,

worthy of a place in collections. Grown as a
pot vine, it is easily raised each year from eyes,

and larger bunches are obtainable than when
planted in a border and pruned on the spur
system. The ripe fruit has a pleasing fragrance,

a rich purple bloom, and is refreshing to the
palate.

Muscat Vinery.—Assuming the vines of Muscat
of Alexandria have enjoyed a period of rest, to

obtain ripe Grapes by August they should now
be started into growth. The same careful atten-

tion to detail should be observed as advised
for the early vinery on p. 28.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Node, Codicote, We-lwyn, Hertfordshire.

Cabbage.—Owing chiefly to the recent mild
weather Cabbages are growing freely and at the

time of writing there is every prospect of an
early supply of heads. When the weather and
condition of the soil will allow, remove all

dead leaves and weeds and stir the soil lightly

between the rows with a hoe. Plants that have
become loosened in the soil through the action

of winds should be marie firm again by treading,

and any vacancies should be made good from
the seed bed. Where it is thought that the

quantities planted will not be sufficient to meet
the demand a sowing of an early variety should

be made in boxes or pans, and the seeds germin-
ated in a gentle warmth. When the seedlings

appear through the surface they should be re-

moved to a cooler structure, and, as soon as
they are large enough to handle, pricked out
in a cold frame and finally hardened off for

planting out early in April.

Brussels Sprouts.—To obtain an early supply
of this vegetable seed should be sown now in

a box. Germinate the seeds and treat the seed-

lings in the same way as advised for Cabbages.
A good variety for present sowing is Early Gem.

Seakale.—When lifting Seakale roots for forc-

ing select the strongest thongs of the lower
roots for raising fresh stock. The roots should
be cut in lengths of about 6 inches, tied in

bundles, and stored in ashes until such time as

they are required for planting. Select an open
position for this crop and soil of a fairly rich

nature to produce good crowns for next season's

forcing.

Roots in Store.—Whenever the weather con-

ditions are unfavourable for outside operations

Beet and all other roots in store should be ex-

amined for decaying specimens, and all young
growths removed. The store room should be
kept as cool as possible, but frost must be ex-

cluded. Onions should be examined for decay-
ing bulbs, and any that may have started into

growth should be placed on one side for present
use. Potatos should be selected for planting
purposes, and the tubers placed in single layers,

on end, in boxes, in a frost-proof structure,

where light and air can be admitted on all

favourable occasions. Those intending to procure
seed Potatos from nurserymen should send the
order forthwith.

Mint.—Dig up some prepared Mint roots,

plant them in shallow boxes, and stand the
boxes in a warm bouse to obtain an early

supply of ^aves

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to E. C. Palmer Mors-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Fuchsia.—Cuttings of Fuchsias that were?
rooted last autumn should now be potted
singly, using rich soil containing a goodly pro-
portion of sand, charcoal, and leaf soil. For
subsequent potting, the material should be of
a heavier nature. The plants should
be placed in a brisk heat and syringed night
and morning. Pinch out the tips of the
shoots, except in the esse of those intended
for specimen plants, but shorten the side growths
to about two leaves. Older plants that have-
been resting through the winter should be
pruned and repotted; those that are already in
large receptacles may be removed from their pots,
the old soil taken away, and fresh material
used for repotting Use a sharp-pointed ram-
mer for working the soil around the roots, and'
make the soil fairly firm generally. The
plants may be stood in a cool house for a few
weeks before using fire heat.

Ferns—Plants of Adiantum cuneatum that
have been used for decorative purposes during
the winter now require a rest. They may
be removed to a cool house, placed on their
side, ahd have water withheld from the roots.
A period of nine to ten weeks' rest will suit
these plants. When thoroughly ripened, the
old fronds may be cut close down with a pair
of sheirs. After the plants have ripened and
rested, they may be placed in an intermediate
house and sprayed overhead to encourage them
to grow. When the new fronds are about
an inch high, the plants may be repotted in

good loam mixed with peat, sand, and ground
oyster-shell.

Seeds.—Plants such as Acacia, Asparagus,
Grevillea, Canni, Aralia, Eucalyptus, and
Smilax may be raised from seed sown now.
The seedlings will make good specimens before
the end of the season. The kind of soil used for

seed-sowing will suit most of them. Use a fair-

quantity of good leaf Boil and sand in the com
post, and place plenty of rough material over
the crocks. Water the soil in the pots or pans.

before sowing the seed, and, if it becomes dry
afterwards, place the pot or pan up to the rim
in water, and, as soon as the water moistens-

the whole, take it out.

Chrysanthemums.—Continue to insert another
batch of cuttings of late varieties. Admit

plenty of air to the earlier bitches of cuttings

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Planting.—Fruit trees of all kinds may be

planted any time this month in open weather.

Let every tree have plenty of room, so that

there will be no danger of its crowding its neigh-

bour in years to come. The preservation of the-

fibious roots is of paramount import-

ance; these roots are extremely delicate,

and soon destroyed. It is, of course,

impossible to remove a tree. however
small, without injuring the smaller roots

in some degree, and if transplantation is done

caielcssly many of them will be destroyed; in

proportion to the age and size of a tree is the

difficulty of preserving them increased, hence

the difficulty of transplanting is increased also.

Wherever the larger roots are cut through, new
fibres will develop—provided the tree is healthy

—and are much more easily taken out of the

ground without injury than if they were longer

and more scattered through the soil. For this

leason nurserymen lift, their saleable stock

annually. Provided a slight degree of growth is

maintained, the fibrous roots are speedily re-

placed, and this is one of the reasons why trees-

removed early in the season—say October

—

succeed better than if transplanted at any other

time, for the growth of a tree at that season is

not quite over. In planting all kinds of fruit

trees, it is of the greatest importance that they

be not planted too deeply. Open for each trea
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a circular liole, wide enough to receive the roots

when fuUy extended, so that none of them will

press or rest on the sides
;
prune away all broken

or injured roots, and be careful not to cut away
any of the smaller fibrous ones, as they are the
principal organs which convey nourishment to

the tree. This done, spread out the roots and
root fibres, carefully covering them with good
compost prepared previous to planting. If it

be considered necessary, from the nature of the
soil, to plant entirely in a prepared compost, let

that be done. If the natural soil is good, use
that only, arranging and gently pressing it

about the roots, first with the hand, and, after a
goodly portion has been put in, with the foot;
but this should be done carefully, so as not to

injure the roots by bruising them, or tearing
theiq from the stem of the tree. Use every
care, whilst tlie soil 'is being replaced, to work
it closely amongst the roots in order that the
finer particles may fill the spaces between them.
When the operation of planting is finished and
the tree secured to a suitable support, water the
roots if necessary.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collif.b, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart..

Gfttton Park, Reigate.

Mexican Laelias.—Many Laelias of the anceps
type, also L. autumnalis and L. Gouldiana, are
passing out of flower, and the plants should be
kept moderately dry at the roots, it being only
necessary to prevent the pseudo-bulbs from
shrivelling. In some establishments a separate
house or division is set apart for Laelias, while
other growers are compelled by circumstances to

cultivate them with other plants. In either case
they should occupy a light position near the
roof-glass, and be grown in an intermediate tem-
perature.

Repotting Laelias.—At this season some of the
plants develop new roots from the bases of the
last-made pseudo-bulbs; others will reach that

stage in a few weeks' time. Immediately this

IS observed supply fresh rooting materials to
the plants should it be needed. Well-established
specimens in receptacles that are sufficiently

large for their needs should not be disturbed un-
necessarily, but should the old compost have
become loose and decayed, remove it carefully
with a pointed stick, and by washing out the
fine particles which cannot be conveniently
dislodged otherwise, the drainage will bo
cleared. The drainage should then he
made perfect and fresh materials added. For
repotting shallow pans form the most suitable

receptacles, and they should be of sufficient size

to accommodate the plants for at least two sea-

sons. When remaking up a specimen it is not
necessary to retain more than two or three
pseudo-bulbs behind each leading growth, and
several pieces may be distributed equally over
the surface, taking care that one or two point
towards the centre of the pan. Keep the rhi-

zome of the plant just level with the rim of

the pan. The pan should be about half filled

with clean crocks for drainage ; the compost
mould consist of coarse Osmunda fibre, from
which the dusty portions have been sifted out,

and a small quantity of Sphagnum-moss. Press
the materials firmly along the base of the
rhizomes, and insert a few crocks here and
there in the compost ; this will ensure the
free passage of water, which is always important
with this class of plant.

After-treatment.—Water the plants sparingly
for a few weeks, for only sufficient mois-
ture is needed to prevent to pseudo-bulbs from
shrivelling and at the same time to encourage
root activity. The surface of the compost should
be lightly sprayed over whenever it appears to

be dry. When new growth appears, let the
plants have plenty of sunlight, but guard against
Scorching the foliage. Spray the plants overhead
on tine days as the season advances. Admit air

at night by opening the top ventilators an inch
or so whenever tin' weather is favourable, and
increase the supply of water at the roots.

Guard against injury to the new roots by in-

sects, such as wood-lice and cockroaches, both of
which do much harm by gnawing them and
destroying their succulent points.

THE BULB GARDEN.
LILIES FOR MOIST POSITIONS.

Although the fine Liliums of Japan require
good drainage and a sunny border, there are
various beautiful Lilies which do best in a damp
place, with partial shade, where their effect,

when in bloom, is most valuable during the
later summer months. Peaty loam or leaf-
mould should be added, with an admixture of
charcoal, to the soil for them, and they may
now be planted. Lilium giganteum, a noble
Lily of great height, is one of the best for a
shady position; but it differs from other Lilies
in many respects, and is not often seen, for the
young bulbs do not blossom for several years,
and in order to obtain a flowering plant it is

best to get an old one in a pot and plant it

out without much disturbance of the roots.
Such bulbs develop tufts of large, shining leaves

beauty. To complete the collection, L. monadel-
phum may be planted ; it gives fine yellow
flowers, the shade varying from rich canary
yellow to pale lemon. It produces a pyramidal
mass of over a dozen blossoms on stems which
reach 5 feet in height. J. L. Richmond.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PERPETUAL FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
After reading the article by Mr. H. E. Kemp

on p. 21, I may state that while serving as
journeyman in the Carnation and Orchid houses
at Alnwick Castle I found from experience that
a good batch of cuttings, selected from strong,
healthy plants, and rooted in November, in sand,
gave every satisfaction. We afterwards trans-

ferred the plants to small pots, before Christmas,

Fig, 29.

—

chrysanthemum autocrat incurved : t new white variety.
R.H.S. AWARD OF MERIT, JANUARY 11, 1921. (SEE P. 34.)

and throw up a stem from 7 feel t>> 10 feel

high, bearing about a dozen long, white flowers
(which are fragrant] in August. After flower-
ing, a large bull) [iodines many small ones,
and these should be planted out in groups at

once and allowed to mature. They air perfectly
hardy, and such bulbs form fine groups, after
they come to full growth.
A good contract to this stately plant

is found in L canadense, which pro
daces tefminal clusters of bright orange
flowers on slender stems about 5 feet

high, a mass ot these producing a glow-
ing effect of colour in August. Another North
American Lily is L. superbum. with s|x>tted

red blossoms; this multiplies itself very satis

let iilv iii a moist corner with partial shade.
1.. pardalinum, the Panther Lily, is somewhat
similar, but a taller grower, reaching the height
of 8 feet where full grown

L. Huroboldtii is distinguished by having
purple stems about 6 feet tall, with drooping,
brilliant yellow flowers, spotted with reddish
purple, which persist for a considerable time in

and grew them on a shelf, near the roof glass, in

a house having a temperature of 45°.

Plenty of fresh air was admitted during suit-

able weather—but 'he plants wore nut exposed
to cold draughts. Some of the varieties were
stopped once whilst they were growing in

the small pots, and in some oases they
were stopped again whilst they were in

4-inch pots. After potting them into the latter

receptacles they were grown in the same house
for a few weeks, afterwards placing them into
the cold frames ready for their final |H>tting

into 7-inch pots. We also sprayed them lightly

overhead in suitable weather—and thej were
slightly shaded from bright sunshine. These
Carnations need plenty of fresh air and .-hell,':

from heavy rains and rough storms. 1 may add
that the plants always gave every satisfaction.
From my experience Perpetual Carnations
require plenty of room, an abundance of fresh
air, cool treatment, a slight shade during periods
of strong sunshine, and careful watering at all

times. /,'. Wilson, Silktworth d'ardi «.-. Sun-
derland.
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EDITORIAL NO TIGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by fend-

ing to the Editors early intelligence of local events

likely to be of interest to our readers or of any

matters which it is desirable to bring under the notice

of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—The Editor* will be olnd to receive and

select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury..

SOME USEFUL ANNUALS.

THE value of annuals in the flower garden

may be overestimated. To obtain the full

decorative value from them they must

be selected rigorously. For instance, the

varieties of Aster sinensis have to be very

judiciously selected in order to secure just what

is wanted, both in section or class, and variety.

With the Snapdragon it is rather a matter of

selection for colour, and so with Larkspur and

many other kinds. I have seen a colour scheme

of Snapdragons spoilt by a few white-flowered

plants here and there, which arrested the eye

and diminished the force of the impression that

ought to have been made. Similarly a dark

crimson may prove a disturbing element, and

last sun.mer I had a whole border rendered un-

attractive by a row of yellow, which proved on

flowering the wrong shade. Of course the

personal liking for colour and the affection in

which some plants are held must always be a

guide to what is grown, and it is from that point

of view that the following notes are offered.

Quite a number of annuals I do not care for in

the very least.

It is unfortunate that seedsmen catalogue

varietal colour forms under names, each accord-

ing to his pleasure, so that it is not possible to

be sure that what one names from one list is

not catalogued in another under a new designa-

tion and a slightly different description.

Nor, where the names are similar, can one

be certain that the strains are alike.

Of intermediate Antirrhinums, I like Delicate

Pink; a line of this between two different shades

of yellow is very pretty. Bonfire, Carmine Pink,

Fire King, Cottage Maid, and The Fawn may

be arranged to give every satisfaction. When
seedlings of these damp off in the seed-boxes

dry, airy conditions should be provided and a

layer of clean sand that has been heated for some

hours dusted over the soil, but the better way is

to prick out the seedlings into new soil. A
better display is secured when the plants are

topped either before planting out or when they

are established, and no spike should be left to

carry seed. Of the tall varieties, Carmine Pink,

Golden Chamois, Delicate Pink, White and

Yellow are all fine forms.

Asters are numerous, yet for decorative pur-

poses only a few need be selected for each year,

according to pre-arranged schemes. A good strain

of singles is almost an essential, and colours need

not be multiplied. There are flowers of a

fine violet-purple, light-blue, and rose which give

a charming effect. I had a long border almost

entirely of these last autumn, which was very

pleasing. The dwarf Chrysanthemum type is

good where low plants are wanted, and also the

dwarf Ostrich Plume, in rose, salmon-pink and

blue, while Victoria is still invaluable where

tall plants are needed.

Of Alonsoa, Mutisii provides a distinct colour,

and Warscewiczh (not the dwarf form) is

valuable. The Swan River Daisy, in blue and
white, is a very pretty dwarf, carpeting plant. Of
Marigolds one cannot do without a good few.

The best Calendula officinalis is undoubtedly

Orange King, and of Tagetes, T. signata pumila,

very dwarf, provides a glowing and satisfying

yellow shade. The African Marigolds, in orange,

double and single, are the best, but the lemon,

double form, is also good, and of each there are

dwarf strains which, for my part, I do not care

for. Of French Marigolds, Ryders supply two

very dwarf forms, brown and yellow, which are

usefud. A good strain of striped in which

velvety selfs, single and double, and self yellows

appear, is also worth attention. All are easy to

cultivate. I sow seeds at the end of March or

even in April in a little heat, and wide enough

apart in the boxes for the seedlings to succeed

without further attention until they are

planted out.

Of Celsias a note was made last year in

April (see p. 179, Vol. LXVII). The Wiue Corn-

flower is the only one of that family I care

for, and then only when mixed with some other

plants such as Shirley Poppies or Anthemis

tinctorial. For some years a few desirable

varieties cf Clarkia elegans have been obtainable,

those of a salmon colour being the most useful.

T find they are most satisfactory when not over-

much thinned, say, to 6 or 9 inches apart. Of

Delphiniums, Blue Butterfly and D. nndicaule

are both valuable,
- but the annual tall species are

of much greater decoTative value. The com-

mon field form seems to be unavailable though

for its colour it is unsurpassed. The double

Stock-flowered Larkspurs are superb decorative

subjects, growing under good culture up to six

feet in height. Rosy scarlet and white are those

of my choice. There is frequently a loss of plants

which die without any apparent cause. 1

believe it is due to a check to growth—the plant

being tap-rooted owing to too late planting.

Ours are transplanted from seed-boxes when

quite small, and very rarely do any die. Nearly

as valuable is the Emperor Larkspur, all the

colours of which are good.

Lavatera rosea splendens is another majestic

annual of great beauty. Though Lobelias have

been the object of much abuse they are never-

theless indispensable. For special purposes stock

must be grown from cuttings, but some strains

are remarkably true from seed. I use Lobelia

mostly for mixing with other plants; among

tuberous Begonias, for instance, a rough habited

variety 'being superior to a compact one, and the

plants to be extra to the Begonias, that is to

say, the latter to be close enough planted to fill

up the beds eventually. Of Lupinus, Hart-

wegii Azure is fine and of the Polyphyllus

section, which flowers the same year, the pink

one is probably the most useful. Matricaria

eximia Golden Ball, raised in heat and planted

out early in May, is to be commended. Of this

there is a lighter variety, but not so good on

the whole. Nasturtiums are a host in them-

selves and most useful for poor soils. Aurora

and The Pearl I esteem as the pick of the lot.

For covering any unsightly object nothing excels

the climbing varieties, to associate with which

the Canary Creeper (Tropaeolum aduncum) may
be named. This is also of value for associating

with Sweet Peas.

Very lovely, too, are the Nemesias. Not only

the Suttonii forms, but also the smaller-flowered

strains. All should be rather closely arranged in

order to secure a fine effect, and it may be

truly said of all that they are equally valuable.

Nigella Miss Jekyll is certainly the best form

of this flower, the tone of blue being 'very good,

and there are none too many blue flowers. Of

the many Poppies, apart from the Shirley sorts.

Papayer nudicaule is essential, and in P. pilosum,

which flowers from seed the same ,year, we
have a colour of rare beauty. Poly-

gonum orientale is a beautiful annual,

but rather difficult to get to succeed

everywhere. I have had very good results with

Prince's Feather, the most amenable to our

climate of all the Aniaranthuses. Salpiglossis

variabilis is, for its gorgeous colouring, quite

indispensable, and to enable it to produce its

best good cultivation is imperative. Of Salvia,

a good strain" of Horminum with its blue-purple

bracts should be chosen, and of Saponaria a deep

rose strain of S. calabrica, which I have found

difficult to get in recent years, is essential.

Associated with Godetia Schaminii fl. pi. no

finer combination need be wished.

The mauive variety of Statice sinuata is capital

for grouping in large borders. It is here sown

in boxes under glass, the seedlings being

separated when large enough and planted in

other boxes io gain strength previous to planting

out. S. Suworowii is also worth growing, only the

plants have a tendency to die while in full bloom,

a disconcerting proceeding for the gardener in

view of the gaps resulting. Of Stocks the

Scottish gardener naturally relies on the East

Lothian varieties, a giMid strain of which is as

good as anyone need wish for. They should he

raised very early in the year, grown on in the

cool house and planted, if possible, early in

May. There is a profusion of strains of Pansies

and bedding Violas, but I am afraid I do not

care for any of them as annuals. However, the

gracilis type is well worth growing in large

masses, the purple of its flowers being eminently

beautiful. Of everlasting flowers Xeranthemum
superbissimum at least should be grown. The
colour is also purple, but of a distinct light

shade.

Of Sweet Peas I have nothing to write, and

a few popular annuals are omitted because 1

have no predilection for their presence in the

garden. On the whole, however, I believe those

named will give satisfaction to anyone who may
care to try them. 7r. P. Brotherstun.

THE ALPINE HOUSE IN THE ROYAL
BOTANIC GARDENS, EDINBURGH.

In spite of pushing buds and stirring life

in the garden, February is still a very wintry
month. Beyond a few Snowdrops, Winter
Aconites, and such brave harbingers of spring,

there are not many flowers out of doors at

preaent. The alpine house, however, is an
immense source of interest and pleasure. it

may be filled with ordinary, everyday plants, or

used as the sheltered home of the rarer, more
difficult species that love the little extra

dryness and protection from wind and rain such

a house affords.

There are many plants that are perfectly

hardy, yet have their early blossoms ruined by

inclement weather; they may not be

harmed by frost, but they enjoy dryness and
stillness, and anyone who has noted the

difference which the protection of a sheet of glass

or a bell-glass affords to such plants out-of-doors

will readily understand how much more can be

done inside a well-made glasshouse.

In the alpine house at Kew the plants

are grown in pans or wide, shallow pots set

out on a narrow staging which runs each side

of a straight path. Close to this Alpine

house are cold frames in which the plants are

grown until they are in bud or bloom, when

they are brought into the glasshouse, to be

returned again to the frames when past their

beauty. By this means the house is kept

exceptionally gay, and even on a visit

paid there one year in late December I found

much bloom. Crocuses, for instance, were most

satisfactory, and included such species as
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C. Imperati, C. Sieberi, C. vitellinus, 0.

hj emalis, C. ancyransis, a.hd others. Snow
drops were well represented by (lalanthus
lUariae, G. byzantinns, G. Elwesii and G.
cilicicus. Good colour was provided by

Iris alata, and I. Vartanii and Sternbergia
Pisoheriana. Some Saxifrages wore in bud,
and other plants in flower included Iberis

gibraltarica, Corydalis angustifolia, Potentilla

alba and Merendera cauoasioa, whilst bright

red foliage tints were afforded by the leaves

of Shortia uniflora, S. galaeifolia and
Galax aphylla.

The Alpine House at Kew is an old-established

one, and the newer one at Edinburgh differs

in some essential ways. It is a larger structure,

and round the eaves, along the inside, runs a

small* hot-water pipe, in which heat is occasion-

ally, but very occasionally, used when iai par-

ticularly severe frost is experienced. For
instance, in November, 1919, it was used during
severe weather, but not again that winter at

all. Still, it constitutes a difference from the

one at Kew, where no heating apparatus is even
installed.

The Edinburgh Alpine House is comparatively

large, and shaped rather like the letter " Z,"
but its chief characteristic lies in the

fact that the more usual method of growing
the plants in pots and pans has been discarded

in favour of a more natural arrangement in

the form of a miniature rock-garden, where the
various little inhabitants spread themselves
happily according to their several needs.

The general scheme, built of red sandstone,

is in the form of little terraces, dropping in

ledges to the ground level on either side of a

narrow path. It is boldly conceived, and now
that the larger sla'bs are getting clothed and
many of the shrubs and plants have become
established for two or more years, the whole
effect is very natural and delightfully warm-
looking, owing to the rich colour of the sand-

stone. It n.ay be of interest to give a brief

account of some of the plants flowering there

early in January this year. Fuchsia parviflora

from Mexico, a neat little bush some 18 inches

high had many of its tiny coral-scarlet

flowers out, while earlier blossoms had given

place to quaint little Black Currant-like fruits.

A healthy clump of the white variety of Iris

unguicularis was fully out in bloom, and so was
the rare Gentiana rhodantha from China, a gay
little upright species 15 inches high,

covered with pale pink, well-opened tubular

flowers. Mazus reptans had only a few pale

violet flowers nestling among its green carpet

of tiny leaves, and a tall Linum monogynum
(New Zealand) still bloomed persistently on

a high ledge. Calceolaria virgata from Peru was
a mass of buds ; a few had opened their creamy
petals. The whole plant, healthy in foliage and
general appearance, looked ready to burst

forth into blossom on the first sunny day. Two
very pretty Corydalis species, both from China,
were out, growing low down near the edge of

the path. C. thalictrifolia is a paler yellow
colour than C. Wilsonii ; the foliage of both
is most gracefully lobed and deeply cut, the

former of a light green shade, the latter of a
charming glaucous grey. Shrubs are a great

feature in Oris Alpine house, and give character
and solidity to the scene. They break up the

perspective, and in one comer, where some little

Rhododendrons are flowering, it was not
difficult to imagine oneself out. on some minia-
ture hillside. Here R. moupinense was nearly
bursting its fat buds, not so surprising a fact

when I remembered seeing it out of doors here
in the rock-garden with its comparatively large

cream-coloured flowers fully expanded on
February 6, 1914. It is a choice little compact
species from China, of fairly recent introduction,
and should prove very useful. To return to the
Alpine House, there was also flowering
Tetrat.heca pilosa, a small Heath-like shrub,
with daintily arched branches freely bearing
mauvy-crimson bells. Bauera rnbioides (Aus-
tralia), another small-leaved kind, had its

stiff, three-foot long branches set with little

crimson flowers. A tall Veronica, probably a
hybrid of V. speciosa, was blooming well in
a corner, and, in passing, one might add how
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valuable these hybrids are for furnishing

a cold greenhouse, for they flower all through
the autumn and often through the wintor.

One of the most curious and quaint of all

shrubs is Platyfheca galioides, from Australia;

a small, upright plant, twisting and turning its

slender branches round itself in a circular way;
the thread-like leaves are set in whorls, and
the whole effect is one of grace and cloudiness.

It was bearing several crimson-violet flowers,

and grew about two feet high. Osteomeles
anthyllidifolia (China) was also pretty, though in

a denser, more robust way; its leaves reminded
one of the Mimosa, and its flowers of the Haw-
thorn. Though not in bloom, the foliage of

Coronilla glauca var. variegata was par-

ticularly golden and bright, and two other

plants equally effective, though out of bloom,
were Celmisia coriacea and Helichrysum
crassifolium, from South Africa, whose big,

fleshy leaves, covered with grey, woolly down,
are exceedingly handsome. The Celmisias,

natives of New Zealand, have large Daisy-like

flowers in summer; G. coriacea resembles a

small Yucca in foliage; the long, pointed leaves
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rarely too hot to enjoy the beauties we may
gather under its sheltering roof. I remember
wandering into the Alpine House at Edinburgh
one summer day last July. All the windows
and doors stood open ; a man was watering and
" damping down " the path, and a pleasant

smell rose up of green things growing and
giving off scents from leaf and flower. 1 noticed

many Campanulas out, such as C. Zoysii and C.

excisa ; also Gentians like G. Purdomii and G.
micrantha. The large, flaming blossoms
of Mutisia deouirrens fell over a high rock. There
were many other lovely flowers, but what
satisfied the eye most were big, rounded sheets

and drifts here and there of Convolvulus
mauritanicus, the pretty mauve-blue flowers

so freely produced as to almost hide the grey
foliage. This little plant is so nearly hardy
that in southern, more favoured parts oi' the.

British Isles it grows rampantly out of

doors, and is often used as a carpeting under
Roses. Indeed, it is for just such plants that

a cold greenhouse is so admirable, where many
species that barely exist out of doors may lie

seen in full vigour and profusion of blossom.

Fin. 30.—WILD ROSES BY A ROADSIDE AT M1RREE, INDIA.

are also pleasingly striped with a dense white
down, so that the plants are quite conspicuous

and almost tropical in appearance.

Not only flowers and foliage, but berries also

added interest and colour to the scene. There
was Pratia begonifolia (Himalaya and China),

a green carpet set with dull crimson fruit like

small Gooseberries. Another green carpet,

covered with orange coloured berries, was
Nertera depressa, from New Zealand, better

known by the name of " Fruiting Duckweed."
Another tangle of little creeping stems and
leaves, set with shining scarlet fruit, was seen

in Hemifragma heterophyllum (Himalaya).

It will be seen from the above list how a

botanical collection may be grown in an Alpine

house. It may serve as an example, and
perhaps prove an inducement to many of us

We may prefer to begin with commoner and
more everyday plants; Crocuses, for instance,

Scillas, Tigridias, Primulas, Saxifragas, Daphnes
and Berberises. In summer such a house may
not be appreciated, but on dull, wet days it

may prove interesting even at that time of

year, and certainly here in the North it is

In it we may also ourselves take refuge from

rain and keen winds, and enjoy the pinnies

of expanding leaf and flower. .1/. E. StelMng.

WILD ROSES IN INDIA.

1 AM enclosing a photograph of wild Dog Roses

—or commonly called so in England—but these

Rowers grow very profuselv on the Himalaya

Mountains and are especially very fine at Mur-

ree, where the photograph was taken. The
Roses climb up trees and over bushes, and when
in full bloom they appear to have taken posses

sion of the whole tree or bush. The effect on

the landscape is very artistic and beautiful. The
Roses were very lovely in the summer of 1920

and came to perfection about the beginning of

June. When we have rain in April or May and

a dry June, as we did in 1920. there is always

;i fine show of Roses on the roads and hill-

sides around here. I thought the illustration

(Fig. 30) might be of interest to your renders,

ir. //. Broom, Civil Lints, Rawalpindi, Pun-
jab, India.
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ORCHID BATES MB GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM BRUNHILDE.

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, sends the

first flower of a new cross between 0. Lohen-

grin (Fascinator x Rolfeae) and 0. illustris-

simum var. Blue Bird (aidentissimum x Lam-

beauianura), which shows good qualities in size,

form and colour. The parentage is so complex

that it is difficult to trace any of the original

species concerned. The colour has spread almost

completely over the sepals and petals, which are

claret red with slight white spotting at the

margins and tips. The lip, which shows the

influence of 0. Harryanum from two of the an-

cestors, is white, densely spotted with purple.

LAELIA ANCEPS VARIETIES.

The hundreds of spikes of Laelia anceps

varieties, both white and coloured, now com-

mencing their display in Mrs. Bischoffsheim's

gardens, The Warren House, Stanmore,
_
and

borne on plants in trie most vigorous condition,

show the value of this fine species, when

flowers are not plentiful, in a marked degree.

The coloured forms are selected varieties of the

grandiflora and Morada types, and the whites

are chiefly the varieties alba, Dawsonii.

Sanderiana and Stella. It may be useful to note

the culture adopted which has resulted in the

comparatively small plants purchased, some years

attaining to specimens in 12-inch teak-wood

baskets, furnished with five or six spikes.

The baskets they are now in are to be the

standard size. When the growths get beyond

the edge the rhizome is severed behind the

third pseudo-bulb, and the plant behind the

severed portion sends out new growths, thus

keeping the centre of the plant well supplied

with new and flowering pseudo-bulbs to replace

those which have gone beyond the basket too

far. The portions thus removed are placed in

another basket, those from the same plant being

arranged together. By causing the plants to

" break back " many of those now in flower

have two sets of back pseudo-bulbs furnished

with spikes, as well as the leading growths. The
method also preserves the compactness of the

plants, and increases stock.

The specimens are grown suspended in a cool

intermediate house until the flower spikes are

too long to allow of their occupying that

position, when they are placed on the open

staging of the house until flowering is over,

when they are attended to in any matters

required, and they are suspended again. This

method of bringing the active part of the plant

back to the centre is pursued by Mr. Haddon,

the Orchid grower, very successfully with

Oncidiums flexuosum, which has been making

a fine show, and other Orchids of a straggling

nature.

INDOOR PLANTS.

LUCULIA GEATISSIMA.
Compared with many other plants of less

merit, this Luculia is fairly easy of cultiva-

tion. It will do well in pots, but is niuoh

better planted out in the greenhouse border.

Although it is usually recommended to plant

it in a mixture of peat and loam, it will thrive

in stiff loam—so well, indeed, that trusses of

bloom from a plant so growing, exhibited at

one of the R.H.S. meetings in 1914, gained

that society's cultural commendation.

The plant should be pruned b.ick to about

two eyes from the base of the previous year's

wood about the beginning of February and

started into growth a month later. As growth

becomes active, plenty oi water is needed and

occasional applications oi liquid manure are

helpful. Frequent synngings aire necessary to

keep insect pests in check. Mealy bug in par-

ticular should never be allowed to spread, it

being extremely difficult to dislodge the insect

from the hollow stems and rough bark. In-

secticides should be used with great caution,

as the young growths are exceedingly tender.

Vmln- good treatment the plant flowers

freely and well from November to February,

individual trusses remaining in bloom far quite

six weeks. The stronger growths develop about

four feet long, each carrying a terminal truss

of fifty to sixty blooms, as well ais six or eight

lateral trusses.

Luculia gratissima may be propagated from

cuttings, which are cMfficult to root without

special care, and by layering in the autumn,

the layers being ready to detach in six or nine

months' time. Care should be exercised in

lifting the roote-i shoots, as the young roots are

small and very brittle. //. F. Comber.

MEW HTBR1DS.
(Continued from December n, 1921, P- -9°-)

Name.

Brasso-Cattleya Albion
BraBso-Cattleya Faseyi
Brasso-Cattleya Juliet
Brasso-Cattleya Una
Brasso-Cattleya Zephyr
Brasso- Laelio-Cattleya Britain's

King
Cattleya Lindley
Cattleya The Prince
Cypripedium Ballyhandy
Cypripedium Calpyra
Cypripedium Duke of York
Cypripedium Goldcrest
Cypripedium Mandarin
Cypripedium May Morn
Cypripedium Icarus
Charlesworthara nobilis
Laelio-Cattleya amethystella
Laelio-Cattleya Gouldwal
Laelio-Cattleya Frolic
Laelio Cattleya Kennie
Laelio-Cattleya Lama
Odontioda Alcibiades
Odontioda Copper Queen
Odontioda Hanmerae
Odontoma Ceres
Odontoglossum Cretlius
Odontoglossum Heli<>i e
Odontoglossum Gloriettc
Odontoglossum Magnum
Odontoglossum Princess Yolande...

Odontoglossum Maxim
Odontoglossum Eufus
Odontoglossum St. Edmund
Sophro-Cattleya Fabia
Sophro-Cattley;i Iridescens
Sophro-Laelio Cardinal
Sephm-Laelio-Cat'leyalangleyensis
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Marcelia ...

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Pixie
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Rosalind ...

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Yule

Parentage.

C. Trianaealba X B.-C. Thorntomi
B.-C. Massangeana X C. Luddemanniana
B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann X C. cliocoensis alba

B.-C. Digbyano-Trianae x C. cliocoensis alba

C, Leda x B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann
B.-L.-C. Veitchii x C. Gertrude

Fabia x Venus
Mendelii x Bhoda
Antinous x Alcimeda
Calypso Flamingo x Pyramus
Alcibiades x Shogun
Monte x insigne Sanderae
Shogun x Earl Tankerville
hirsuto-Sallieri x Leeanum
Dreadnought X Alcibiades
Onc.id. macranthum x Miltonioda Ajax
C. amethystoglossa X L. anceps Stella

L. Gouldiana x C. Walkeriana
L.-C. G. S. Ball x C. Suz. Hye de Crom
C. Gaskelliana X L,-C. Gladiator
L. De Geestiana X C. Gaskelliana alb a

Odm. Hylandianum x Oda. Coronation
Odm. Jasperx Oda. Scliroderi.ina .

Oda Sanderae x Odm. Jasper
M. Bleuana x Odm. Lawrenceanum
Dusky Monarch x Lambeauianum
unrecorded
President Poincare x crispum
gandavense x Doris
eximium X l'Empereur

Doris x Promerens xanthotes
unrecorded
Jasper x crispo - Harryanum
S.-C. Atreus x C. Fabia
S.-C, eximia x S.-C. Doris
L. cinnabrosa x S. grandiflora
C. Dowiana X S.-L.-C, Marathon
L.-C. Mercia x S.-C. Saxa
S.-L. Marriottiana x C.Pcrcivaliana
L.-C. Dominiana x S.-C. Pearl
S.-L. Psyche x C. Octave Doin

Exhibitor.

Stuart Low.
Flnrv & Black.
S Gratrix, Esq.
Flory & Black.
Flory & Black.
S. Gratrix, Esq.

Stuart Low.
Stuart Low.
B. J. Beckton, Esq.
Duke of Marlborough.
Mrs. Gratrix.
Sanders.
Sanders.
Mrs. Slingaby.
B. J. Beckton, Esq.
Cliarlesworth.
Sir J. Colman.
F. J. Hanbury, Esq.
Stuai t Low.
Flory A Black.
-Stuart Low.
Armstrong & Brown.
W. R. Fasey, Esq.
A. Hanmer, Esq.
Cliarlesworth & Co.
Dr. < raven Moore.
W. R. Fasey, Esq.
W. R. Fasey, Esq.
Armstrong & Brown.
Cliarlesworth and A.

Hanmer, Esq.
Armstrong & Brown.
W. R. Fasey, Es<v.

A. Hanmer, Esq.
Flory cfc Black.
Flory & Black.
Flory * Black.
Flory & Black.
Stuart Low.
Stuart Low.
A.McBean.
Flory & Black.

CONFERENCE ON FRUIT GROWING,

Organised by the .Surrey County Horticultural
Superintendent, the object of this Conference,

which was held in the Trinity Hall, Guildford,
on the 25th ult., was to give fruit growers and
others interested in commercial horticulture the
opportunity of discussing with the Controller of

Horticulture questions relating to the progress of

the industry and of witnessing demonstrations
of modern efforts to increase its efficiency.

The Chairman, Mr. Tringham, in his opening
speech, referred to the large population of the
county and the consequent demand for commo-
dities, and emphasised the importance of the
producing and consuming areas being brought
into closer touch with, each other. Further re-

quirements were a high quality of produce sent

to mairket and a proper system of grading it.

Educational work carried on by the county staff

had, he said, done muoh good in increasing the
efficiency of domestic horticulture, but am ex-

tension of it to the commercial field was still

needed. For general purposes the staff were as-

sisted by an advisory committee of men with
practical experience in various branches of hor-

ticulture, but what commercial growers required

was a competent outside committee qualified to

assist them in dealing with the problems with
which they specially had to contend.

Mr. Lobjoit, the Controller of Horticulture, in

reviewing present conditions and the trend of

events, spoke of the anxiety which growers felt

with regard to the future. The temporary wave
of prosperity which they had enjoyed had de

finitely receded. Prices were falling, but the

cost of production remained the same. Wages
alone absorbed more than half the gross returns,

whilst further burdens wpre imposed by heavy
taxation affid transport difficulties. Economic
conditions generally were gradually recovering,

but this meant increased imports and foreign

competition in home markets.

On the other hand there were certain advan-

tages to be considered. One was the perishable

nature of the produce concerned. Though, in

one way this might be regarded as a drawback,

it .gave the home grower a decided advantage

over foreign competitors. Our climate, more-

over, is favourable to the growth of high quality

produce. The high rates and reduced facilities

of the railways would probably lead to a revolu-

tion in methods of cropping, as growers would

have to study near rather than distant markets

as they used at one time to do. The cost of

railway freights would also harve the effect of fix-

ing a minimum price level. If erowers are to

cope with coming conditions with any_ success,

said Mr. Lobjoit, the first essential is unity. The

whole industry must be properly organised-

growers of different classes in sectional bodies,

and each section linked with a national organi-

sation. A step in the right direction had been

made by the association ' of two formerly an-

tagonistic bodies in the National Federation of

British Growers. As an example of what might

be done, reference was made to the completely

organised cotton industry, in which employers

and employed work together to keep the indus-

try running as efficiently as possible. Similarly

an organisation of commercial horticulture might

extend its activities beyond politics
_
to the

economic and commercial sides of the industry,

with benefit to the public as well as to its mem-

bers A hopeful indication of the possibility ot

such a scheme is the co-operation recently no-

ticed between farmers and agricultural workers

to forward the interests of the agricultural in-

dustry of the country.
.

Anions the questions which require dealing

with are those of the standardisation of weights

and packages, the control of methods of pre-

sentation,
'

the practice of sending diseased

produce to market, and the establishment of a

proper svstem of grading fruit, fhere are on

foot negotiations for the introduction of a sys-

tem of authorised labels. Growers who undertake

to conform to a certain standard of packing and

grading will be entitled to use such labels,

which will serve as an official guarantee

With regard to the importation of diseased

plants, the" speaker remarked that this is the

only country in which, with the exception of

the control of Gooseberry Mildew, there a~> no
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restrictions on the practice. The result is that

goods refused hy othea- countries are passed on
!

to us. To deal with t h <! situation the Ministry

.have drawn up a Sale of Plants Order which

would require certain conditions of health in

i

plants to be observed. It is, however, held up

lor the present by the Government on the plea

that its enforcement would prove too costly.

In conclusion, the importance of trials and

:
experiments was mentioned with special refer-

!
enoe to the selection of the best varieties of

'

plants, e.g., Potatos, for a particular locality, as

this lias a material influence on the crop, while

i work was required in the direction of selecting

fruit stocks with a view to lessening susceptibility

to disease, e.g., Silver Leaf. The Ministry was
doing much in this direction, as could tie seen

from the exhibits in the hall, and it was its wish

to be regarded by the grower, mot as a police-

man, but as a friend and helper.

Mr. W. P. Berry, of the Ministry of Agricul-

ture, then gave some results of his experience in

connection with the various types of soil in the

county. Surrey possesses a greater variety than

any other, as a reference to a geological map
shows. They include a band of chalk, an area

of Berkshire sand, districts of upper and lower
greensand, and in the south, weald clay. The
most nearly ideal soils are found in districts

where areas of light and heavy soil meet. The
region of Bagshot sand to the north-west of
Guildford had long been the site of nurseries, as

it affords a good rooting medium for cuttings. It

might, however, be profitably opened up as a
i seed-growing district, the good drainage being
favourable to early ripening of the seed pods.

One of the disadvantages it possessed was the lack

of lime, and the addition of lime in large quanti-

ties did not give good results. Chalk, however,
was more satis.facto.ry. The best dressing was 15
tons of stable dung per acre, and phosphates in

the form of steamed bone flour. The upper green-

sand responded well to ordinary manuring, and
the areas of brick earth gave good results if

judiciously worked. To meet the manure short-

age the only effective method was green manur-
ing. In summer, Mustard and related crops
could be used, but for winter Rye was the best

;

160 lb. per acre sown in October would produce
a good supply of green matter to be ploughed
in during March. Leguminous crops were found
to poduce am insufficient quantity cjf nodules
during the first season.

Reference was again made to the importance of
suiting the varieties to the district, and expni-
mental work in connection with the best times
for sowing vegetables. The results of the Pea
trial at Wisley suggested that varieties which
were nominally second early might justify their
treatment as first earlies.

Finally, he said that what was needed in ad-
dition to organisation was an all-round improve-
ment in the standard of cultivation.

Mr. Gruibb, representing the East Mailing Re-
search Station, gave am outline of the work of
the institution since its inception in 1914 under
the control of Capt. Wellington. The investiga-
tion of Apple stocks being decided on, an ar-
rangement was made with Long Ashton, by
which one station dealt with the free and the
other with the Paradise type. Investigation
showed that nine different types of the latter
were in cultivation—varying from the weak
French type to the strong* kind capable of bear-
ing a standard tree. Quince stocks have been
dealt with, a report on Plums was in preparation,
and investigation in Cherry stocks was being un-
dertaken. Experiments in manuring Black
turrants and Apples were in progress, and
attempts were being made to find the effect of
manures on different varieties of Raspberries,
for the work of the institution to succeed co-
operation of growers was essential.
Subsequent discussion showed that the plea for

organisation and the proposal with regard to
authorised labels were favourably received.

After the meeting a demonstration of fruit
packing was given by Mr. Misken, of Wye, and
there were well-arranged educational exhibits
of ready-packed fruit by Mr. Robson, of Guild-
jord, of variation in stocks, etc., by East Mal-
"ng, and of Potato wart disease and immune
yaneties; and of bottled fruit and of various
insect pests by the Ministry of Agriculture.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Portugal Cabbage—I find this form of Cab-
bage is much appreciated and most useful in

that it is available when the best of the ordi-

nary kind is over. Of the two kinds the Bra-
ganza, or Couve Tronchuda as it is usually
listed, is the more tender, at any rate during
the winter. The Portugal kind is easily grown,
being sown in spring and planted out like the
summer Cabbage. Its large, somewhat hollowed
leaves have a double value inasmuch as the
white fleshy midribs (often tied in bundles
like Asparagus) are usable as a dish distinct

season hardly any male flowers are to be seen.

The tree is a large one, 20 years old, and not
more than six catkins have appeared. Last
season there were many more than this. It

seems, therefore, that the production of male
blossoms may be due to external conditions,
weather or nutrition, and opens up an interesting

field for experiment. E. A. Biaii/ard.

Phormium tenax (see page 39).—This plant is

easy to increase by seed, which in certain years
is produced in abundance, and certainly its value
as a garden plant is increased enormously where
it flowers. It is, moreover, a plant of great
value to the gardener on recount of the flexi-

bility and strength of its fibre. Torn into

Fig. 31.

—

primula stellata fairy queen ; flow
the tale orange-yellow eye. (r.h.s. awa

from the leafy portion and head; both parts
are of very good flavour arid tender. In ad-
dition, numerous young shoots develop around the
top of the stalk under the loosely formed brad
which, after the latter is cut, develop and make
serviceable supplies in February and March
when other green stuff is less plentiful. 0.
Turner, AmpthiH I'm/: (,'ardnis, Jlrclforrhliin .

The Flowering of the Kent Filbert.—It is well
known that the Kent Filbert is neither regular
nor prolific in cropping. This is probably due
to the fact that the catkins produced are very
few and usually, so far as my observation goes,
expand after the flowers are mainly over. On a
tree, which has been under observation for
some years, considerable variation in the an.mint
of catkins annually produced is noticed. This

ERS WHITE WITH A ZONE OF ROSY-MAUVE AROUND
id of Merit. January 25, 1921. See p. 59.)

m.rrow strips no thicker than sewing cotton, the
material is useful for tying such plants ae Carna-
tions, ami, of coarse, much stronger and thicker
pieces may be used for other purposes. />'. /'. B.

Pear Joseph de Malines.—I was interested in

.Mr. Pateman's remarks "n page 53, on . the
above-named Pear. At Eastnor Castle gardens
a number of years ago this Pear was grown as
horizontally trained trees. Mr. Mullins, the
gardener, gave much care and attention in water-
ing the routs and gathering the crop, the latter

being an all-important item. The tiers were old,

hut cropped well, and the fruits were stored in

single 'avers on shelves in the Grape room; I

have often seen tine, firm fruits of this Pear of
;i delicious melting flavour, well into February.
./. /;.. Bedwellty I •ark.
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THE SNOWDROP FUNGUS.

To lovers of the Snowdrop who dwell in mild
districts having a. heavy rainfall in winter and
spring, when the Galanthus is coming into flower

I would suggest that they should keep an eye on
their plants lest the fungus (Botrytis (Polyactis)

galanthina) should appear. I have found from
many years of experience that a mild season,

or one with frequent alternations of wet
weather and frost, is the time when the fungus
seems to appear most frequently and to be most
virulent. The complaint is not difficult to

detect if the plants are examined closely. The
first appearance consists in a greyish n.ould
around the springing Snowdrop just at the
surface of the soil.- This mould spreads until the
whole, or nearly all, the leaves and flowers are
covered, should the stem not collapse before that
happens. 1 do not believe that it is possible to

cure the individual Snowdrop which is attacked,
as the disease comes from below and the bulbs
.are badly affected also. In my opinion the only
method to adopt is to carefully lift the plant

—

bulb, roots and all—and destroy it in the fire.

This should, if possible, be done as soon as the
fungus is detected.

Possibly spraying the unaffected plants with a
fungicide might check the spread of the disease,
but with timely removal of the affected bulbs
I have found that a dressing of flowers-of-sulphur
on the soil has been useful, or, at any rate, the
disease has not reappeared either in that or the
following season on the same groups.
This fungus (Fig. 32) is not restricted to plants

in gardens, as I have observed it on those which
have been naturalised for generations in grass
and especially under trees. Some places are
absolutely free from any sign of this disease.
In my present garden the Snowdrops have
shown few signs of its presence over a period of
fifteen years, but in a former one near the sea I
lost considerable numbers of good Snowdrops
through its ravages. It is only fair to add, how-
ever, that Snowdrops have died off, but these
have shown no signs of the fungus and have
generally been delicate species or varieties. For
example, I have never seen the disease on the
typioal Galanthus plieatus, but I have been
unable to keep this fine Snowdrop for more
than a few years. In addition to burning the
diseased plants I burn also some of the soil
from the surface round about it and also that
which is in contact with the roots and bulb.
S. Arnott.

VEGETABLES.

TOMATOS IN WINTER.
The suncesfu! fruiting of Tomatos in winter

is, by many growers, considered a most difficult
task, and in a well-known work on Vegetables
it: is stated that " the deficiency of light dur-
ing the winter months renders it almost im-
possible to ripen fruits in mid-winter." Not-
withstanding this expression of opinion, I find
it possible to have excellent fruits at Christ-
mas and onwards in the New Year, provided
a suitable houlse is available for the purpose,
and especially from September to November.
The house should be so situated that it is

exposed to all the sunlight available, and it

should be provided with artificial warmth to
admit of ventilating, which is necessary to
ensure the fruits setting freely on each of the
four or five trusses allowed to each plant.
After November it matters but little where
the plants are grown, provided the necessary
amount of heat and light is available, with
a dry atmosphere. Careful watering and air-
ing on fine days >re essential details to success.
I prefer a lean-to house facing south, or a
span-roofed house running east and west. The
latter should be 15 feet wide, with a central
path, and borders on either side. A suitable
height is 9 feet in the centre, and 2^ feet
at the sides; tile roof, from the side to the
ridge, 7 feet. This type of house obtains all

the sunlight possible, and plenty of light is

necessary from September to November to en-
sure a good set of fruits, as well as short
jointed, well-ripened growths. With proper

management, the plants will produce highly

coloured fruits, equal to those obtained during
the summer. Ventilators should be provided

en both sides, both at the top of the house
and near to the ground. Return and flow

4-inoh piping should be piovided around the

house, close to the walls, and the cold air

that enters will then be warmed a little by
the pipes before it reaches the plants. It is

very necessary that the pollen, should be dry

for the fruits to set.

If a dry atmosphere is maintained with
gentle warmth in the pipes, combined with

liberal ventilation and careful watering, so

that the plants do not suffer from drought at

any time, good results will be ensured.

Fig. 32.

—

the snowdrop fungus (botrytis

galanthina).

The best time to sow the seed is in June
and July, the first sowing to raise plants for

fruiting from November to Christmas, the later

batch for furnishing supplies in the New Year
and onwards, Seed pans, 8 inches in diameter,
(Should be well drained, and filled with a mix-
ture ol loam, wood ash, and sand. Make the
Boil fairly firlm, water it, and allow it to

settle for fifteen minutes, then sow the seeds

thinly and cover them lightly with fine soil.

Germinate the seed in a propagating case in

i temperature of 65c to 70°, and shade the
seed pan from the light. As soon as the seed-

lings appear, place them on a shelf near the
r0(f-g'.iss in a house having an intermediate
temperature, and water them with extra care.

Wnen tnpy have made two to four leaves prick

them off into boxes filled with similar ooni-

pest to that recommended for thy seed pans,

and make the soil fairly (inn, as this will

favour the development .of short-jointed,

sturdy growth. Place the seedlings in a

slightly heated frame, which should be kept

close and shaded for two days, and spray

them overhead. Afterwards admit air freely,

and in a week place the seedlings in a cold

frame and water them very carefully. When
5 to 6 inches high, they should be shifted into

6-inch pots. Lift the roots carefully, with
plenty of soil attached, and pot fairly firmly.

A mixture consisting of one part loam, onu
quarter wood-ash, and one quarter sand will
be suitable.

Grow the plants in a cold frame near the
glass, but allow room for them to grow several

inches tall. A neat stake should be placed
to each plant after they are potted. Keep the
flame closed for about two days, and, if strong
sunshine prevails, spray them very lightly

with clear water and shade them. Afterwards
dispense with the shading and admit plenty
of air, and remove the lights during the day-
time. Water carefully, and do not allow the

plants to suffer for want of moisture. In a

short time—say, three to four weeks—the plants
should be shifted into their largest-sized pots,

8 inches or 9 inches in diair.eter Drain the

pots carefully, and place some rough material

over the drainage. Prepare a mixture consist-

ing of one and a half parts fairly rough loam,

one quarter wood ash, one quarter decayed
cow maxifure, one quarter sand and a little

lime rubble. Select the best plants, pot them
firmly, place them in the house recommended
at the beginning of the article, and dew them
overhead for a few days. Two days afterwards

water each plant that lequires moisture. Be-

fore the plants are potted, see that they are

moist at the loots, as it is only courting

failure to pot Tomatos when they are dry.

They will subsequently require very careful

watering.
The flowers should be pollinated iwith a

camel-hair brush or a rabbit's tail. The
plants in the back row may be trained to the

trellis; those in front to canes 4 or 5 feet

long.

After the fruits on the second truss are set.

feed the plants with liquid manure made with

sheep or cow dung, with the addition of a little

soot in a bag. The temperature should be 58°

to 63° at night, rising to 65° by day, but ex-

cessive fire heat is as harmful as a low tem-

perature. I aim sending a sample of Tomatos
grown exactly as I describe in this article.

The variety is Sutton's Best of All. James

J. Staward, Bean Manor Gardens. Woodhouse,

Lounhharough. [The fruits sent us bv Mr.
Stawa.rd were large, even-shaped, of remark-

ably fine colour, and of splendid quality gene-

rally.—Eds!
1

]

SOCIETIES
NATIONAL DAHLIA.

January 25.—The annual meeting of the 1

National Dahlia Society was held on this date I
in the Royal Horticultural Society's Hall, Vin-i
ceni Square, Westminster. The Chairman, Mr.B
Joseph Cheal, presided over a small attendance. I

After the minutes of the previous annual meet- I

ing had been read and confirmed, the Secretary*

submitted the annual report and balance-sheet*

for 1920. The following are extracts from theS
report :—

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE
COMMITTEE FOR 1020.

The Committee again have much pleasure in recording

a. satisfactory year's work. The season was more

favourable to the growth of the Dahlia than foT some
,

years past, amd the period of flowering was unusually
j

long. The membership remains satisfactorily, though

the" Committee feel that a large increase is required

to place tlie Society on a satisfactory basis, and

enable it to extend its influence, over a wider

sphere.

The annual Exhibition, showed a. considerable im-

provement in the number of exhibits, especially in

the amateur classes. The President, Mr. R. Cory,

r.w- the .handsome 'donation of .£'20 to

supplement the prize list, for which the Committee i

express their great appreciation.

The Floral Committee, acting dn conjunction with,

the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, met on four occasions, and dealt with a

large number of seedlings on each oeoasion, which em-
braced almost all the known, sections of the flower.

Recommendations for awards were made in the case of

fifty varieties, and the awards will subsequently bfl\

confirmed after trial at the R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley.

Owing to the high cost of printing, the Com-
mittee has not published The Conferences and Tear

Book, but the new varieties and selections of the best

sorts' a.re compiled and published as a supplement to

the schedule.
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ACCOUNTS.
The statement of accounts showed total receipts

amounting to £105 12s. 9d,, the principal items being
the balance from last year's account, £21 Is., and sub-
scriptions and donations, £69 14s. 3d. The
payments included prizes £57 13s. 6d., printing
£25 and honorarium to the Hon. Secretary £10. The
assets are valued at £17 3s. 4d.

(
whilst the liabilities

amount to £16 17s. 3d., showing a surplus of assets

over liabibties of 6s. Id.

The adoption of the report was proposed by
the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. J. Green, who referred

to the small balance on the year's working and
stated that the financial position gave the Com-
mittee considerable anxiety, but there was every
hope that they would be able to continue. This
was seconded by Mr. J. Cheal, who stated that
the Society had not yet recovered from the
effects of the war. The Committee felt that with
a little extra energy on the part of the mem-
bers, there is every prospect of the Society con-

tinuing successfully. The Dahlia was more
popular to-day than ever, and many new sections

of the flower had been raised as well as numbers
of sterling varieties. Although the President
was unable to be at the meeting, he had ex-

pressed his pleasure at his name being sub-
mitted for re-election. The report and balance-
sheet were adopted without further comment.
Bylaw 6 was altered so that instead of 40

members, the General Committee should consist

of 24 members, these to form the Executive
Committee to manage the affairs of the Society,

five to constitute a quorum. The nineteen mem-
bers of the General Committee were re-elected

and the names of Messrs. J. B. Riding, G. J. E.
Prior, H. Brown, and C. Lucking were added.
Mr. R. Cory was elected President, Mr. J.

Cheal, Chairman of Committee, Mr. J. Green,
Treasurer, Mr. Emberson, Show Superintendent,
and Mr. D. B. Crane, Auditor. Owing to pres-
sure of business Mr. Riding resigned the Secre-
taryship and Mr. G. Hillier was elected in his
stead. On the proposition of Mr. G. F. Tinley,
seconded by Mr. Holton, a hearty vote of thanks
was passed to Mr. Riding for his valued services,
and this was carried with acclamation.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

January 6.—Committee present : Rev. J.
Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J. Evans, J.
Howes, A. Keeling, D.

* McLeod, E. W.
Thompson, and H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Cymhidium Schlegelii var. Coraleen, one of
the best of its type; the flower has broad
segments and heavily spotted lip; Cymhidium
Queen Butterfly, a graceful yellow flower with
deep red colour over a great part of the lip

;

from the Rev. J. Crombleholme. Cypripedium
Elsie magni/icum, a large flower, with white
dorsal sepals spotted and barred with purple,
the petals and pouch coloured light brown; Ly-
caste Skinneri Irene, a flower with light rose
sepals and yellow lip with a red margin, from S.
Gratrix, Esq. Laelio Catllei/a Schroderae Mrs
Hanmer (L.-C. Bella alba X Maggie Raphael alba),
a large flower, the sepals and petals extra broad
and white ; lip very dark with veined yellow
throat; Sophro-Laelio-Catllcya His Majesty, a
flower of fine shape and brilliant colouring with
an exceptionally dark lip; from A. Hanmer,
Esq. Cypripedium Memoria F. M. Ogilvie The
King, the petals very broad, the upper half
light chestnut, lower half light yellow, with
chestnut spots; the dorsal segment white with
a green base and large orimson spots; from H.
Green, Esq. Cypripedium Olympus The
Chairman, a large, round flower, with white
dorsal sepal shaded with green at the base, tin'

central portion covered with srr.all light purple
spots, the broad petals are chestnut brown;
from B. J. Beckton, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
Cypripedium Commodore (Alcibiades x

Memoria Jerninghamae); Cypripedium f'rsus
and Cattleya Leda perfeela, from S. Gratrix.
Esq.. i

'
ymhidium Host /n /dense, from the hVv. .1.

Crombleholme. Cypripedium Memoria F. M.

Ogilvie var. Excelsior, from H. Green, Esq.
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Thyone, Joyce Hanmer,
from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Awards of Appreciation (Flrst Class).

Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes Edgemoor
var., Odm. Promercns Ursus (crispum x Franz
Masereel), Odmi. promerens Cyrene (eximeum x
crispum Graireianum), Odontioda Marina
Edgemoor var. (Odta Diana x Odm. Dusky
Monarch), from A. Hanmer, Esq.

The following medals were awarded for
collections :—Silver-Gilt Medals to S. Gratrix,
Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J. Howes), and B. J.
Beckton, Esq., Irlams-o'th-Height (gr. Mr. W.
Stewart). Large Silver Medals to A. Hanmer,
Esq., Burbage, Buxton (gr. Mr. G. Giles).
Silver Medals to the Rev. J. Crombleholme,
Clayton-le-Mcors (gr. Mr. E. Marshall), and
Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham.

Messrs. A. J. Keeling and Sons, Bradford,
staged the rare Odm. madrense, and Cypripe-
diiuns, Hitchenisae Keeling's var., and Traceyi.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS.
The first fortnightly meeting of the spring

session was held on Monday the 2-lth ult., in the
Recreation Club Room, Abbey Hall, when Mr.
W. Chislett, N.D.H., presided over an excellent
attendance, including member's from Woking-
ham, Bear Wood, Tindlesham, Woodley, Little-
wick, Shinfield, Purley, Calcot, Tilehurst,
Caversham, Mapledurham, etc. The subject
for discussion was " Herbaceous Plants (Peren-
nials and Biennials) from Seed "; this was
introduced by Mr. E. J. Dore, of Messrs. Sutton
and Sons, who referred to the value of such
plants, especially in gardens where large quan-
tities were -required for the embellishment
of borders, large beds, rockeries and wall gar-
dens. He only proposed to touch upon those
kinds which could be raised and flowered twelve
months from the time of seed sowing. Seedlings
had much more vigour than plants which had
been divided or propagated from off-shoots.
From the middle of May till the second week
in June was the best time to sow seed of the
majority of these plants, as this allowed time
for the seedlings to become strong before being
transferred to their permanent quarters in the
autumn. The best soil to use for seed sowing
was composed of equal parts loam and leaf soil,

with an addition of coarse silver sand, sufficient
to make the whole porous. The seed should be
sown thinly in boxes and when the seedlings
were fit to handle, they should be transplanted
into shallow trays and placed in a shady position.
All the best kinds suitable for raising from seed
were referred to, colour, height and character-
istics being noted. A prolonged discussion
followed; among those taking part were Messrs.
Chislett, Davies, Townsend, Fulker, Blackwell,
F. Cox, M. Goddard, Moulton, H. Goodger.
Trart. Reeves, Saunders, Young and Cook. A
very hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Dore for his excellent paper.

Mr. Udale exhibited an interesting natural
history study in the form of several stems of
Brassicas covered with galls. These galls had
been punctured by starlings and tits, and the
weevils extracted, plainly showing that birds
are not always the enemies of the gardener.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
The Annual General Meeting of the Royal

Caledonian Horticultural Society was held in

Dowell's Rooms, 18, George Street, Edinburgh,
on the 12th ult., Mr. E. P. Laird, one of the
vice-presidents, in the chair. After referring to

the incorporation of the Scottish Horticultural
Association with the Society, and the arrange-
ment concluded between the two bodies for the
Dairying on of the work in future, the report by
the Council went on to say that the Neill Prize
for the period 1918-1920 bad been awarded to

Mr. David Storrie, Nurseryman, Glencarse, as a
cultivator. It also stated that the Council had
under consideration a scheme for the institution
of a Scottish Diploma in Horticulture, regarding
which information would be issued later. The
accounts for the year showed a net decrease in

the funds of £145 14s. 6d., which was largely
brought about by a deficit on the autumn fruit
and flower show. The payment of Entertain-
ment Tax at the shews was discussed, and the
opinion was very strongly expressed that, seeing
that exemption was granted in the case of the
Royal Horticultural Society, which was doing
work of a similar nature, and also in the case
of the Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland, this tax should not be imposed on the
society.

The following office-bearers were elected :

—

Honorary president, The Marquis of Linlithgow

;

president, Mr. David King; vice-presidents,
Messrs. James Dobbie and Wm. G. Pirrie;
councillors. Miss M, E. Burton, and Messrs.
R. L. Scarlett, Thos, Fortune, Wm, J. Thom-
son, and Alex Innes. The secretary and trea-

surer of the Fcyal Caledonian Horticultural
Scciety is Mr. Donald Mackenzie, 4a, St. An-
drew Square, Edinburgh,

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.
On Friday, January 28, a general meeting of

the Association of Economic Biologists, presided
over by Sir David Prain, was held in the
Botanical Department of the Imperial College

of Science, South Kensington. Mr. E. E.
Green exhibited a large Gasteropod, which has
been introduced into Ceylon, and is now present

in destructive numbers. It obtains its lime from
buildings, and a photograph was shown of a
large aggregation of the animals feeding on the

Peradenya Bridge. The president noted that
the same creature was introduced into Calcutta
many years ago, but that beyond the unpleasant-

ness caused by its size, it was relatively

harmless. «

Dr. Llewellyn Lloyd then read his paper on
" Greenhouse White-Fly and its Control,"
illustrating his remarks by sketches and lantern
slides. Many new facts in the structure and life-

history of the insect were described, of particu-
lar importance perhaps being the sexuality of

the oflispring, the over-wintering in the egg
stage, and the very curious attraction of yellow-

colour to the flies. Methods of control were fun-
discussed, the only successful treatment being
fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas. Even
here the elimination of the pest depends largely

upon external factors. Atmospheric humidity,
usually considered of great importance, is

relatively negligible. Light is vital and the
temperature should be from 40° to 60°. The
fumigation should be carried out at intervals of

fourteen days in summer and of twenty-five days
during the winter months, and the dosage
recommended is one-quarter ounce of sodium
cyanide to every thousand cubic feet of space.

Cyanide fumigation is very often accompanied
by foliar burning, but the amount of this may
be greatly reduced or the damage prevented by
ensuring that the plants have dry roots during
the period of treatment. The paper was dis-

cussed by Mr. E. E. Green, Professor V. H.
Blackman, Dr. A. D. Imms, Dr. Hargreaves,

Mr. Dykes, and Mr. Emptage.

A paper was then, read by Mr. Brierley on
" Personal Impressions of some American
Biologists and their Problems." Mr. Brierley

was one of the three foreign representatives

invited to the American Phytopathological

Congress in 1920. He subsequently visited the

principal scientific institutions in the country

and many regions of botanical and agricultural

interest, his itinerary carrying him as far north

as Quebec and Minneapolis, west to Colorado

and the Rocky Mountains, and south to the

Mississippi delta and the Floridan Keys.
During his visit he met the greater number of

well-known American biologists and saw much
of the research work actually in progress
His impressions of American investigators and
their problems, of American universities and
scientific institutions, and of the great Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington with its

myriad offshoots were vividly described. A
discussion followed, in which Professor V, II

Blackman. Dr. S. Paine, Mr. E. S. Salmon, and
others took part.
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©Mtuan?.
Louis Casartelli.—Members of the wholesale

fruit and vegetable trade in Covent Garden have

learned with deep regret of the death, on the

27th ult., from sleeping sickness, of Mr. Louis

Casartelli, who for many years contributed to the

Daily TeUgraph a weekly article dealing with

the activities of the great market. He was a

clever journalist and always careful to verify his

facts, and for that reason was a pcrzona grata

in Covent Garden. Mr. Casartelli was bom in

Sicily ; he was extraordinarily versatile, no mean
musician, and only 47 years of age.

NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS,

E.—Weed extractor.

Latest Patent Applications.

1833.—Coleman, C. J.—Power operated lawn,

etc., mowers. January 12.

1937.—Coleman, C. J.—Power operated lawn,

etc., mowers. January 13.

1135.—Cooper, W.—Handles for shovels, etc.

January 10.

2028.—Haigh. J. E.—Sieves. January 14.

1747 —Hollis, H. B.—Appliance for tolling sex

of animals, birds, eggs, plants, etc. January 11.

1377.—Linden, C. A. J. J. van der.—Protec-

tion of plants from night frost. January 10.

1763.—McBride T. J.—Seeding machines

January 11.

1817.—Martin,
January 12.

Specifications Published This Month.

150665.—GiUet et Fils.—Process for the treat-

ment of vegetable fibres.

155695.—Cox, F. J.—Driving lawn mowers by
means of an engine.

156451.—Sager, S. S.—Fruit and like jars and

closures therefor.

Abstracts Published this Month.

Fertilizer.—Mr. W. H. Wyatts, of Kingston-

on-Thames, has recently been granted a patent

No. 153474 for an improved fertilizer. It is of

the solid kind and contains calcium carbonate,

sodium and calcium sulphates; is obtained by

mixing powdered chalk in excess with nitre

cake.

The above list is specially compiled for The
Gardeners' Chronicle by Messrs. Rayner and
Co., Registered Patent Agents, of 5, Chancery
Lane. London, from whom all information relat-

ing to patents, trade marks and designs may be

obtained gratuitously. Messrs. Rayner and Co.

will obtain printed copies of the published

specifications and forward them post free for

the sum of Is. each.

MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, February \»t, 1921

Fruit ; Average Wholesale Prices,

s. d. s. d. s. d. e. d.
Apples

—
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Although every gardener of

Winter Cold experience is well aware of

and the facts that the cold of

Summer winter has influence on the

Growth. growth of plants in the sub-

sequent spring and summer,

and that manv plants pass naturally into a

dormant state before winter cold works its

effects upon them, the realisation that these

facts are matters of common knowledge does

not appear to have occurred to Mr. Frederick

V. Coville, Botanist in the Bureau of Plant

Industry' of the United States Department of

Agriculture. The fact that Blueberry plants

brought into a greenhouse and kept at a

fair temperature drooped their leaves and

went into complete dormance, Mr. Coville

refers to as a " strange phenomenon"*. It

is, of course, a commonplace fact familiar to

botanists and gardeners alike that the elabor-

ate "reparations for what is called " winter

rest " are begun by plants of such climates

as ours long before" winter is near. Growth

of wood slows down, bark forms, closing the

breathing pores of the stem even before

autumn has come, and the ephemeral leaves

often show signs of old age at a no less

early period of the year. Struck by his obser-

vation on the Blueberry, Mr. Coville extended

it to other plants, and found, as might have

been predicted, that they too did not require

the warning touch of frost in order to get

themselves into their leafless condition. More

interesting—although little or any more novel

—is Mr- Coville's next observation that plants

•"The Influence of Cold in Stimulating the Growth

of Plants," hv Frederick V. Coville. Journal of

iuricultural Research. XXII. Washington. D.C.

October, 1920.

Kept continually warm during winter start

into growth later in spring than those that

have been subject to a period of chilling.

Everv gardener who forces Rhubarb has had
experience of a similar phenomenon and

knows that previous exposure of the roots to

hard weather makes them more amenable to

forcing. The same principle is illustrated by
the practice of resting vines and turning

pot-fruit trees out of doors after their crops

have been gathered. Mr. Coville then dis-

covered that just as local warming—as for

example putting part of a plant in warm
water—causes local growth in dormant plants,

so local chilling of plants which have win-

tered in a warm greenhouse produces local

growth. The unchilled parts of the plant

continue to remain dormant for a long time,

whereas those parts which are subjected to

cold during- winter push vigorously into

growth when spring comes. To the discovery

of these well-known facts, Mr. Coville adds

another no less well-known, that when the

temperature falls the reserve starch stored in

plants becomes converted in part to sugar

The " frosfing " and " sweetening " of Po-

tatos is a familiar illustration, and long ago

Swedish botanists showed that many hardy

plants of their country are distinguished by

the presence of sugar in their leaves, and hold

the conclusion that sugar serves as a measure
of protection of the plant's tissues from the

effects of -extreme cold. Mr. Coville has

found a similar change in many American
plants. He finds also, as who would not

who had a fruit garden and watched the trees

throughout the winter, that buds may swell

during the winter. Mr. Coville exclaims that

it is an astonishing fact that a temperature

near freezing-point should start buds into

growth. Of course, everything in Nature is

astonishing, and remains so to the wise even

though it becomes familiar. Those of us

who" knew long since that fruit and other

buds plump up in winter weather have never

ceased to wonder at it, but our chief surprise

is to discover that a botanist was not from

this student davs familiar with the fact. Mr.

Coville next sets himself to account for the

formation of sugar which takes place in plant

tissues when they are chilled. The current

hvpothesis to account for this and similar

phenomena is that the living barrier between

the starch and the agent (diastase) which

changes starch to sugar, ceases to be intact

as the result of the chilling process, and in

consequence the diastase makes its way to

the starch and converts it into sugar. This

generally accepted explanation is that

adopted by Mr. Coville. There is no need to

follow the author further in his endeavours

to find explanation of the internal agents

which set growth going in the spring- They

are unknown and the idea that the bursting

of buds is due to the high pressure of the

cell sap—which idea naturally occurs to Mr.

Coville as also to everyone familiar with the

facts—does not, in point of fact, help us very

much, if at all, to unravel the mystery of

growth. So far it is easy to follow Mi.

Coville, but when he attributes the success

achieved l>\ tin- Department of Agriculture

in improving the Blueberry by hybridisation

to the application of the principle of chilling,

we are at a loss to understand his meaning.

May it mean that when this work was begun

it was supposed that b\ bringing a plant into

a greenhouse out of season it could be made
to change its racial habits, or may it mean
that, like our Rhubarb, tin- chilled Bluebem
grew apace and enabled the hybridist the

quicker to get on with bis work? Tin- publi-

cations of' the staff of the United Stairs

Department of Agriculture are generall)

models of accurate statement, discriminating

clearly what was done by others or is already

generallv known and what the author has

discovered. It is to be regretted that Mr.

Coville has not followed this admirable prac-

tice more closely ; as his address stands, the

members of the National Academy of Science

may have carried away the impression that

it was Mr. Coville who first made manifest

to the world the influence of cold on the

growth of plants, whereas as we have tried

to indicate that influence—though its nature

is still obscure to them and to him—'has been

known by its manifestation to countless races

of gardeners and more than one generation of

botanists.

Wisley Gardens War Memorial.—The Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society has agreed to

erect a memorial to Wisley students who fell in

the war. The work has been entrusted to Sir

Robert Lorimer, A.R.A., F.R.I. B.A., and we

understand that it is now well in hand and will

shortly be placed on the wall of the entrance

hall in the Laboratory. The memorial consists

of a bronze panel surrounded by a frame of

Hoptonvvood stone. The height is 4 ft. 3f in.,

and the width is 2 ft. 3 in. On the bronze panel

in raised letters are the full names of the

students who fell in the war. Above the panel

is the crest of the Society surmounted by the

royal crown. At the upper corner on the dexter

side is a shield with three English lions upon it,

and on the sinister side a shield carved with

the Passion Cross.

International Commercial Horticultural Con-

ference It has now been arranged that the

International Conference to be held this year in

London shall take place at 18, Bedford Square,

W.C.I, on May 25 and 26. In 1920 the Con-

ference was held in Ghent ; in 1919 it was held

in Paris.

Potato Exhibitions.—Show Committees will

soon be meeting to draw up schedules for their

annual exhibitions. In the case of shows that

may be arranged in districts certified as

Infected Areas under the Wart, Disease of

Potatos Order of 1919. the Ministry of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries desires to draw attention

to the necessity for taking steps to restrict the

classes for Potatos to specifically named varieties,

so as to debar from competition all Potatos

other than those authorifed to be planted in

the show area. Some Committees in the

scheduled areas in Wales have already adopted

this procedure. In the past, it has often been

the practice to invite entries for white rounds,

coloured kidneys, etc. Such terms, however,

admit entries of unnamed and possibly

prohibited varieties, which the judge cannot

disqualify, as they are "according to schedule.

Oases have arisen occasionally where persons

have planted for competition purposes, a few

Potatos of a certain variety, the planting of

which, on account of its susceptibility to Wart

Disease, has been declared illegal in the area. If

prizes were offered for particular varieties only, it

would prevent such action on the part of

exhibitors. Moreover, it should be borne m
mind by those concerned in organising

exhibitions, that the educational value in the

case of Potato as well as other exhibits is

enhanced when the name of the variety staged

is displayed, it is true that only a few

classes for Potatos are usually provided at

purelv agricultural shows, and in such cases

thene" would be no objection to a prise being

offered to the best exhibit of any one of three

or more named varieties.

Quality in Exhibition Vegetables.—Over the

signatures of Lord Lambourne and Mr. W R
Dvkes respectively president and secretary of the

Royal Horticultural Society, we have received

the following interesting commiiini lation :--

Vegetables are grown primarily to be eaten and

vet anvone who has attended shows where vege-

tables "have been exhibited must have noticed

that size has often been preferred bo quality.

Size in itself is not necessarily a defect, except

in such cases as that of the Vegetable Marrow.

which loses so much of its flavour unlets it can

be cooked whole, but no one can deny that huge
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vegetables are only too often coarse in quality

and fail to represent the best product of the

particular variety. It is, of course, true that

when only a small area of vegetable ground is

available to supply the needs of a family quality

may have to some extent to be sacrificed to

quantity, and it may be necessary to provide

special classes for the cultivators of such small

plots, but this will not apply to the majority of

those gardeners whose vegetables find their way
to horticultural shows. The Royal Horticultural

Society has resolved to insist that at all its

meetings vegetables shall be judged according

to their fitness for table use and not merely by
•heir size and external appearance. With this

object in view it has decided to ask the assist-

ance of eminent chefs as judges in making its

awards. It is not difficult to imagine what the

decisions of such judges will be. For instance,

Peas will be commended not so much for the

large size and plump appearance of the pods as

'for the tenderness and number of the individual

seeds contained in them. Carrots will have to

be of moderate size and of that tender crispness

wlliicli is lost in full-grown examples, while
Cabbages which could be profitably used for

feeding cattle will no longer be tolerated. Since
this decision of the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society will effect a change in the
conduct of vegetable exhibitions it seemed
advisable that timely notice of the change should
be given in order that growers may be fully pre-

pared and not be disappointed when monstrous
examples ef this or that vegetable receive no
recognition from the judges.

A Map of Wart Disease Infected Areas The
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries lias issued
a map showing those districts in England and
Wales which are now infected areas under the
Wart Disease of Potatos Order of 1919. This
map should prove of value to all parsons con-
cerned in the distribution and movement of seed
Potatos. A licence must be obtained from the

Ministry before any seed Potatos, other than
certified stocks of varieties approved by the
Ministry as immune from Wart Disease, are in-

troduced into these infected areajs. Copies of the
map, together with a list of the infected areas,
may be obtained on application to the Ministry
at 10. Whitehall Place, London, S.W.I, price
6d., post free.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution
(Worcester and District Auxiliary).—The Wor-
cester and District Auxiliary of the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution contributed £95 tc,

the parent institution during the past year,
bringing the total contributions since the
Auxiliary was formed to £2,239. A considerable
part of the £95 were the proceeds of opening the
Hon. Earl Beauchamp's garden at Madresfield,
and Mr. Roger .T. Corbett's garden at Ynys-y-
Maengwyn to the public. The hon. secretary is

Mr. P. G. White, 51, Broad Street, Worcester.

Birmingham Floral Fete The Birmingham
Horticultural Society will hold its floral fete in

Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham, on July 22 and
23. The schedule includes 147 classes, and sub-
stantial prizes are offered in addition to numerous
gold and silver-gilt medals for trade groups.

Schedules may be obtained on application to

the secretary, Mr. L. W. Webster, 62, Frederick
Road, Stechford, Birmingham.

Spraying Potatos.—The tenth Report of the
Department of Agriculture and Technical In-

struction for Ireland summarises the results

obtained over a series of years (1911-1918) by
usi«g 1 and 2 per cent, of Burgundy mixtures
for spraying Potatos. The net result is that the
1 per cent, solution gives just as good results

as the 2 per cent. The authors of the Report
recommend that farmers should therefore ex-

periment in the use of these strengths, for if

they are satisfied that the weaker solution is

efficacious, a not inconsiderable saving may be
effected Experiments in the number of applica-
tions of the mixture show that spraying twice
is better than spraying once, and thrice better
than twice. Thus, in one set of experiments
with the variety Champion, the yields were:

—

Once sprayed, 5.97 tons with 10.5 per cent.
blighted ; twice sprayed, 6.28 tons with 8.7 per

cent, blighted ; thrice sprayed, 7.07 tons with
6.6 per cent, blighted. The conclusion drawn
is that the second and third spraying are highly

remunerative, the extra profit amounting to from
25s. to £5 per statute acre. The same Report,
dealing with the variety trials for resistance to

blight, shows the following results :—Very re-

sistant—Olifden Seedling, Champion II. ; re-

sistant—K. Seedling, Shamrock, Summit ; not

lesistant—Northern Invincible, Arran Chief,

Langiworthy, Golden Wonder; distinctly sus-

ceptible—King Edward VII.

Mr. R. A. Rolfe.—The portrait reproduced
below will be recognised by many of our readers,

and by Orchid growers especially, as that of one
of the most prominent orchidologists in this

country. Indeed, Mr. Rolfe's reputation extends
to even a wider sphere than his own country, for

his name is well known both on the Continent
and in America. Mr. Rolfe has spent the
greater part of his professional career in the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, which he entered
as a young gardener in 1879. Previous to that
he was engaged in the gardens at Welbeck
Abbey, Nottinghamshire. It was not long after

he entered Kew that he obtained a post as

assistant in the herbarium after a competitive
examination in July, 1880. By the advice of Sir

MR. ROBERT ALLEN ROLFE, V.M.H.

Joseph Hooker, who was then Director of the
Gardens, Mr. Rolfe made Orchids his special

study, and during his long period in the her-

barium the Orchid specimens received at Kew
have been mostly dealt with by him, although
before his time they were sent to Professor
Reichenbach, in Germany, for determination.
Although Mr. Rolfe is known chiefly for his

work in connection with Orchids, he has
devoted considerable time to other groups of

plants, notably Myoporineae, Selagineae and
Rosaceae (chiefly Rubus and Rosa). Among the
tarliest work of importance in which Mr. Rolfe
was engaged was one dealing with the large

collections of Senor Don Sebastien Vidal, of

the Philippines, whose specimens numbered over
1,400, and he collaborated with Senor Vidal in

tho production of Phanerogamae Cumingianae
J'hilippinarum, in 1885. Many of the plants,

and especially Orchids, in recent numbers of the

Botanical Magazine, have been described by Mr
Rolfe, and he has also contributed to Hooker's
lames Plantarum. His literary activities also

include the founding and editing of the Orchid
Review. He is an associate of the Linnean
Society, Hon. Fellow of the Royal Horticultural
Society, and a member of the latter Society's

Scientific and Orchid Committees. He was
awarded the Gold Medal of L'Aeademie In-

ternationale de Geographie Botanique a la

Science in 1917, and on the occasion of the

Royal Horticultural Society's annual meeting on

Tuesday last, was awarded the Victoria Medal

of Honour in Horticulture. As announced in

our last issue Mr. Rolfe has also been awarded

the Yeitch Memorial Medal.

Association of Economic Biologists.—The

annual general meeting will be held at 2.30 p.m.

in the Botanical Lecture Theatre of the Imperial

College of Science, South Kensington, on Friday,

February 18, 1921. The president, Sir David

Prain, Director of Kew Gardens, will de-

liver an address, entitled " Some Relationships

of Economic Biology." The annual meeting will

be immediately preceded by an Extraordinary

General Meeting at which an alteration in the

Laws of the Association will be proposed for rais-

ing the annual subscription of ordinary members

to 25s., and the compounding sum to £<to.

These increases are the absolute minimum

nectary to meet a portion of the increased

costs of publishing the Annals of Applied

Biology.

Gardeners' Company and Horticultural Teach-

ing —The Master and Wardens of the Worship-

ful Company of Gardeners is undertaking «

scheme of technical training in horticulture, to

take various forms, including lecturer, in various

parts of the metropolis. The scheme is to be

worked in collaboration with the Mational Union

of Allotment Holders and the Vacant land

Cultivation Society. An exhibition will pro-

bably be held in the Guildhall, when a Cuv> and

various other prizes will be offered ^horti-

cultural produce. It is further proposed that

the Company out of their charity funds, should

endow annually one indigent gardener and one

orphan boy, through the medium of the Gar-

deners' Royal Benevolent Institution and the

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund respectively.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-

day February 14: United Horticultural

Benefit and Provident Society's meeting; Bath

Gardeners' Debating Society's meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle'" Seventy five Years

Ago —Bicton, near Sidmouth, Devon.—Haying

recently made a tour into Devon aud Cornwall,

on my return I paid the gardens at Bicton a

visit and having read much respecting Mr.

Barnes's skill in the culture of the Pineapple,

etc., I expected to find things well done; but

unless I had seen I could scarcely have be-

lieved everything to be in such excellent con-

dition. I have never seen siuch magnificent

Pine plants; they are of an enormous size, and

if I understood Mr. Barnes, not exceeding 18

months' growth. I am aware that there are

many gardeners who have doubts respecting

Queen Pines ever attaining the weights of 8 lb.

5 oz , 8 lb. 3 oz., 8 lb. 1 oz., 8 lb., and many

above 7 lb. ; but this was effected by Mr. Barnes

last summer. Facts are stubborn things, and

I would recommend disbelievers to pay Mr.

Barnes a visit in Mav, when I imagine they

will find Queen Pines "still larger than any of

those above mentioned. Mr. Barnes himself

thinks that he shall have Queens 10 lb. weight

before the end of next summer, and even if he

has them 12 lb., I shall not be surprised after

what I have seen, for his plants are now show-

ing fruit of great strength. The whole place is

in masterly keeping in every department. The

Pinetum contains most of the known species ot

Pinus, which are growing freely; the trees are,

however, rather too thick for mature growth,

and are planted at equal distances, or nearly so,

presenting an appearance somewhat like that of

the Devonshire orchard. I observed a very-

nice specimen of Araucaria imbricata, but not

equal to the splendid trees at Drop-more. The

tree at Bicton has a cone now formed which

will be full grown by the end of the summer.

The Arboretum contains specimens of nearly

every hardy tree and shrub. The mild season,

added to the usually favourable climate of

Devon, has caused the crops in the kitchen gar-

den to look beautifully, and many of the hybrid

Rhododendrons in the pleasure ground were in

full bloom. Philip Frost. Card. Chron.

February 14, 1846

Publication Received The Fruit Grower
Directory and Handbook. Benn Bros., Ltd. 8,

Bouverie Street, E.C.4. Price 10s.
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CULTURAL MEMORANDA. THE READING PRIMULAS.

GLOXINIAS FROM SEED.
It is surprising that a large number of people,

gardeners included, imagine that the Gloxinia

is a very difficult flower to raise and cultivate,

and that a very warm greenhouse is essential

to success. Such a fallacy is disproved at once
by the mere test of cultivation.

Once over the initial difficulty of raising the

seed a house with a night temperature of 50°

to 55° is quite suitable for the plants that will

produce a profusion of bloom from July on-

wards.
If seed is sown now in a temperature of 60° it

will germinate readily. From the time the

seedlings are pricked off to the final potting the
plants should receive no semblance of a check.

If there is any secret in growing Gloxinias it

is to always keep them in active growth.
Sow the seed in a fine, peaty mixture, and if

the seed pan is covered -with a sheet of glass a

sharp watch must be kept for the appearance
of the seedlings, after which the glass should

be removed and the plants gradually exposed to

the light. A few days' only need elapse before

the little plants are transferred by means
of a small forked stick to other pans con-
taining a light, peaty mixture, placing them
about half an inch apart. They will need slight

shade from bright sunshine, and if the weather
is congenial they will grow very rapidly; their

next shift should be to boxes, spacing them
about two inches apart.

By the end of April they will need to be
transferred to 60-sized pots. In light soil they
will readily fill the pots with roots and be
ready for their final potting by the end of

May. The soil for this potting should consist

of two-parts black loam, one part peat, and
the remainder of leaf-mould, sand and crushed
charcoal ; if the loam is known to be of poor
quality a little old Mushroom -bed manure may
be added. I do not advise the use of artificial

manures as they can be given if necessary at a

later stage. When potting press the soil firmly

all round the pot, but guard against very hard
potting, which is often a cause of failure in

Gloxinias. Take care not to injure the foliage,

which is easily bruised, and once marked the

beauty of the plant is spoiled.

A close, humid atmosphere is at all times

necessary, and shade from bright sunshine

imperative, while careful watering and cleanli-

ness will be all that is needed to bring the plants

to perfection. The frequent use of the syringe

in hot weather, under the plants rather than
over them, will do more than anything else at

this stage to keep them clear of red spider

and thrip.

As the flowers begin to open, provide a drier

atmosphere to prevent the flowers damping, aiu

if spent flowers ;.re picked off the plants will

bloom until the late autumn, when the corms
may be gradually dried off and stored for the

following season.

The flowers last well when cut, and a large

bowl filled with Gloxinias, Adiantum Fern, and
Eulalia japonica is as charming a combination

as one could wish for. J. 8. D.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

SOPHRO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA SUNBEAM.
A. J. Hollington, Esq., Forty Hill, Enfield

(gr., Mr. W. May), sends a pretty flower of a

cross between S.-L.-C. W. J. Biggs, of unre-

corded parentage, and Cattleya Dowiana aurea,

named S.-L.-C. Sunbeam. Oattleya Dowiana in

form and colour predominates, but in a rather

smaller-sized bloom, which is uniformly pale

yellow with a delicate pink shade, the disc of the

lip being orange colour, and the margin crimped
and fringed. Although there are over two hun-
dred and twenty direct crosses with C. Dowiana
aurea, and its presence indirectly is to be traced
in many hundreds of crosses with the progeny
of Brassavola, Laelia, Sopihrondtis, and other
genera, it is yet regarded as a certain agent in

producing choice flowers. It never fails to impress
its personality on the offspring, but some of the

different crosses are similar in appearance.

There was a time when the florists' varieties
of the Chinese Primula were grown in con-
siderable numbers by the market men who
specialise for the trade in flowering plants in
pots. But that time has passed, and at present
very few Chinese Primulas are to be seen on the
stands in Covent Garden flower market. Every
plant used in this branch of commercial horticul-
ture has to pass a severe test, and it is only
regarded as suitable if it travels well and is

practically as beautiful at the end of a jolting

journey as it was before it was packed. No
doubt Primulas were ousted from their former
position as market plants by the introduction of

ether winter-flowering subjects which travelled

better, and by the newer methods of retarding
and forcing which have made possible many
things heretofore considered impossible. However,
there is just a possibility that market growers
have overlooked the wonderful improvements
which have taken place among Primulas during

the writer feels sure the Reading Primula would
soon be "all the rage." The bricky-ired, slatey-
blue, and magenta-purples of past years liave
been superseded by vivid scarlets and crimsons,
clear blues of several shades, and rich purple,
while delicate shades of pink and salmon and
terra-cotta have been added. Then, too, there
are the Giant strains for those who prefer a
few big, firm-textured, beautifully-formed
flowers, to the larger number of smaller blooms,
while Star Primulas provide a distinct race
with almost as many colour forms as the older
type.

No words can tell how much painfully pains-
taking work has gone to make the improve-
ments exhibited by the Reading Primulas.
Thousands of plants are thrown away annually
simply because they do not conform to the high
standard of colour, form or habit set by this

firm ; and always the standard is being set a
little higher. The story of how certain Giant
Primulas are kept pure in colour and perfect in

fornj is one of temptations overcome, of sorrow
endured and sacrifices made; it would be so

Fig. 33.—PRIMULA ETNA; FLOWERS BRILLIANT CRIMSON-SCARLET; FOLIAGE DARK.
(R.H.S. AWARD OF MERIT ON TUESDAY LAST.)

the past ten or twelve years; if that is so then
a visit to Messrs. Sutton and Sons nursery at

Reading in January or February would enlighten
them, while a visit to the Royal Horticultural
Hall at this season of the year when the Reading
firm is exhibiting Primulas would provide
ocular demonstration of the capabilities of the
plants in regard to travelling.

In the matter of habit and constitution the
up-to-date strains of Primula are far ahead of

the weedy plants of long-past years ; they do not
damp off as seedlings, nor " go off at the
collar " in the provoking manner so well known
to growers a score or more years ago ; further,

with better methods of cultivation it has been
proved beyond all question that modern
Primulas do not need crutches to keep them
upright. Readers of an older generation will

remember the need for placing three or four

uprigrt pegs close up to the base of each
Primula plant before it could be moved with
safety. Sutton's Primulas prove that supports

of tris kind are unnecessary, and Mr. Janes,

their grower, would be the last man to believe

that either market men or private gardeners

fall short of his ability as a cultivator.

So far as colour is concerned there are shades

to please the most fastidious, and if Messrs.

Sutton were to fill a florists' window in Bond
Street or Piccadilly with examples of their

delightful varieties, showing the range of colour,

easy to retain beautiful plants which show only

the minutest divergence from the standard of

excellence, but retention would spoil the strain,

and Messrs. Sutton and Son's long experience

has taught them how to detect those minute
tendencies to reversion which so many people

would fail to discover.

As a Sutton catalogue may (be had for the

asking there is. no need to make out a long list

of varieties, and yet it is not possible to con-

clude these notes without a word of admiration

for Giant Royal White, Giant Pink, and Giant
Scarlet; for the exquisite Duchess, Crimson
King, the ever-popular Pearl, Coral Pink and
Reading Scarlet; for the white, ruby, silver, pink

and blue Star varieties; for the double white,

blue, pink and Duchess forms, all of great charm
and usefulness ; and, finally, an exclamation note

for the wondrously-brilliant, newly-raised Etna
(Fig. 33), which is so glowingly crimson scarlet

that it thoroughly justifies its name.
In addition to the beautiful colours and varia-

tion of form exhibited by the Reading Primulas,

the foliage also is of several distinct types.

In some varieties the foliage is light green, in

others it is quite dark, as in Etna. Foliar

form differs as well as foliar colouring, and there

are fern-leaved forans of several varieties.

Another distinct "break " is to be seen in

the eyeless flowers, where the yellow, orange

or red-brown zone is entirely absent.
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fhc Week's Work

THE FLOWEE GARDEN
By John Codtts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Carnations.—Carnations planted in autumn are

apt to become loose in the soil by the action

of frosts, and should be examined now, and, if

necessary, made firm by treading. Stir the

surface soil afterwards with a hoe. Any plants

that have failed in the beds should be made
good towards the end of the present month from
reserve stock which should be grown in pets

for the purpose. Where local conditions are

suitable, Carnations are best planted during the

autumn, but in damp, low-lying situations this

is often not possible. Where such is the case,

the soil should have been prepared last autumn
by digging it roughly to expose it as much as

possible to the weather. Where this has not

been done, the work should be undertaken
towards the end of February or at the beginning

of March. Before planting, a dressing of lime

should be lightly forked into the soil, as lime in

some form is essential for the well-being of most
of the Dianthus family, especially those with
glaucous foliage.

Dahlia The old roots in store should be
examined. Where the stock is short they may
be packed in boxes containing leaf-mould and
placed in an intermediate house to produce shoots

for use as cuttings. Shoots some three or four

inches long will root readily in a close case, and
are best taken off with a paring of the old root-

stock. The cuttings should be removed from the
propagating case as soon as they are rooted,

potted off, and, in a few days, removed to a

cool house or frame ; if kept in a warm, close

atmosphere they quickly become drawn and
spindly. Where there is ample stock of old

roots I find it best to divide them during March
and place the portions in six-inch pots. It may
be necessary to shorten the tuberous roots, but
this does no harm provided the cut surface is

dusted with lime. They may then be stood in

a cold frame or even out-of-doors in a sheltered

position. If stood out-of-doors provision should

be made for drawing a blind over them at night.

Such plants are better than young ones, as they

seem to make sturdier and harder growth and
come into flower earlier. They need not even
be potted, but mav be placed in rousrh frames
and packed around with leaf-mould. If exposed
to the air freely at all times, except during

the night, they will make short, hard growth
and transplant without any harm.

Salvia.—A few roots of Salvia patens, both
blue and white, may be started like Dahlias for

the increase of stock. This plant succeeds quite

well from cuttings, but better results are

obtained by raising seedlings each year.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Aethuh Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthf.s. Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping.

Peach Cases.—Owing to the extraordinary
mild winter, trees that should be dormant at
this season are already very forward, and the
work of cleansing, tying and training should
no longer be delayed. Trees that have an
abundance of flower buds should be thinned
of growth sufficient to allow a space
of at least two inches for the shoots that re-

main. After the necessary work has been
completed retard growth as much as possible
by opening the ventilators freely both day and
night in mild weather.

Apricots in Pots.—Trees intended for fruiting
during the coming season should have been
established in their pots for at least twelve
months. Provided a suitable structure is avail"
able, pot Nectarines are not difficult to cul-

tivate. A free circulation of air is essential
at all seasons when climatic conditions are
favourable, and it is important not to allow the

roots to become dry. The latter must also

be somewhat restricted by being confined in

pots of a moderate size. Diluted liquid manure
may be given the plants before they come into

bloom, and the strength increased directly the
fruits have set. If young, fibrous roots

appear on the surface, apply a top-dressing of

loam and fine lime rubble. A night tempera-
ture of 45° is sufficient warmth in the early
stages of growth, and if this degree can be
maintained without the use of fire heat
so much the better.

Late Vineries.—If the vines are not already
primed and the vinery cleansed, the work should
be done forthwith. Where mealy bug is pre-

sent the dormant season of the vines offers the
best oppoitunity for destroying the pest. The
vines should be thoroughly examined and all

loose bark removed.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer MoBir
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Streptosolen Jamesonii.—This beautiful green-

house flowering plant is useful for covering walls

and pillars. The old shoots should be cut away
and last year's young growths trained in, as

the trusses of orange scarlet flowers are pro-

duced on the young shoots. The plants will

grow freely in good sandy loam containing old

lime rubble. The foots need plenty of water in

the growing season.

Primula.—Plants of greenhouse Primulas that

have been kept on the dry side throughout the

winter now require a little more moisture at

the roots, and well-rooted specimens a stimulant
once every week. As they are sending up their

flower spikes a thin shading should be put
on the glass outside as very bright sunshine
will soon make the colours fade, and especially the

pink shades. Seed should be sown now to

secure plants for flowering in the coming autumn
and spring of 1922. As soon as the seedlings

are large enough to handle they should be
pricked out into small pots or boxes and never

allowed to become dry at the roots.

Pelargonium.—Large-flowering plants of Pelar-

gonium that were cut back in the autumn are

starting into growth , and should have plenty

of air. Fumigating is necessary occasionally to

ward off green fly. which is a very troublesome

pest of Pelargoniums. Rooted cuttings require

shifting singly into small pots, and when they

are well established their tops should be pinched

out to promote a bushy habit. Grow the plants

on a shelf near the roof glass to favour the

development of short compact growth.

Ixora.—Old plants of Ixora should have a
goodly portion of the old soil shaken from the

roots and be repotted in good, turfy loam, peat

and silver sand. Pots of various sizes may be

used according to the size of the plants ; very

large specimens may be grown in tubs. See

that the drainage is perfect when placing these

plants in tubs, as they should not need re-

tubbing but merely top-dressing. After repotting

the plants place them in the stove and shade

them from bright sunshine. Water the roots

with extra care, using tepid water. Syringe

the plants freely when they have recovered from
the disturbance of the repotting. Ixoras are

subject to attacks of mealy bug and every care

should be taken lo eradicate this pest.

Clerodendron.—Plants of Clerodendron Bal-

fouri and C. splendens sp?ciosissma that have
been late in flowering should have all their old

flowers cut off and specimens growing in large

pots or tubs for a considerable time furnished

with fresh rooting material. The old soil should
be carefullv removed with a trowel without
injuring the roots and the drainage made per-

fect. Fnr compost use good turfy friable loam
and leaf-mould mixed with a good quantity
of silver sand and a little wood ash. In placing

this soil about the roots use a rammer to make
it fairly firm. Water the plants afterwards to

settle the soil. Clerodendron fallax is raised

easily from seed, or old plants may be grown a
second season.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedley Wahren, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots—If not

already done, the work of pruning these trees

should be finished forthwith, as the buds are

rapidly swelling, and the trees will be in bloom
before pruning and training are completed. As-

a rule it is better to defer these operations until

the middle of the present month, but the

advanced state of the trees at the present time

will admit of no further delay. If due attention

has been given to all the details of management
during the past season the amount of pruning

necessary at tins time of the year is not large,

but neglected trees may require a very con-

siderable amount of manipulation in respect to

removing crowded main branches and the thin-

ning of side growths and bearing wood. Severe-

winter pruning is not desirable in the case of

most stone fruits, as it interferes with the correct

balancing of growth, and if carried to extremes

frequently means the loss of the entire tree.

Crowding of the shoots, however, must be pre-

vented or the quality and flavour of the fruit

will be inferior. The main object should be to

retain a fair amount of vigorous, but not
luxuriant, wood, removing the old growths as

much as possible, at the same time taking care

to secure successional growths from the base of

the previous year's fruit-bearing shoots, as well

as in other parts of the tree where it is found

necessary to furnish bare spaces. The removal

of the old fruiting shoots should be done in the

autumn, immediately after the fruit has been

gathered, and but little, if any, left for removal

at the present time. The bearing wood should

be thinned to allow for the disposal of the shoots

at about three or four inches apart. In all

cases the unripe end of the shoots should be
cut back to a triple bud, or, failing that, a single

wood bud, as shortening back to a wood bud is

most important. The difference between a wood
and blossom bud is that the former is thin and
pointed, whilst the latter is plump and round.

Shoots vary in character as to the number of

particular buds they carry; some carry almost

all blossom buds, the shoot ending with a

terminal or wood bud; these should not be
shortened at all. Others carry a majority of

wood buds, which are useless for fruiting and
should be cut back to basal or semi-basal buds,
according to the space at disposal. Invariably

the best shoots to retain are those that have an
average number of both kind of buds. From these

successional shoots are more easily obtained each
season. Spur growths should not, as a rule, be
encouraged to develop, except in the case of

Apricots, which produce short spurs readily, as

well as annual growths. Artificial spur growths
are formed by pinching back the surplus breast

growths during the early summer and the
pruning back of subsequent growths in the
autumn. As a rule, however, Apricots form an
abundance of natural spurs or short clustering
growths without any assistance by pruning. In
training, dispose the main branches over the wall

as evenly as possible, filling in with the sub-

sidiary branches and young wood. The top
layer of soil or mulch is usually exhausted of its

nourishment by the end of the season, and should
be removed and a top-dressing consisting of turfy

or fibrous loam, wood ash, and a sprinkling of

bone-meal, substituted, or well-decayed manure
may be applied, making the whole thoroughly
firm.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patvmin. Gardener to C. A. Catn Esq., J.P.,

The Node, Codjcote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Celery.—A small sowing of Celery may now
be made to obtain plants for early use. Sow
the seeds thinly in light, rich, finely-sifted

soil in well-drained 6 in. pots, and germinate
them in a temperature of 60° to 65°, remov-
ing the seedlings to a cooler structure imme-
diately they are through the surface.

I do not advise the growing of a large batch

from this sowing, but only just sufficient t»
meet the demand.

Shallots.—As soon as the soil is sufficiently

dry, Shallots may be planted in lines made one-
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foot apart, and set 9 inches asunder in the

rows. The soil for this crop should be light,

rich and well tilled. Make the sets firm in the

ground and draw soil lightly over them. Garlic

should also be planted now; this bulbous plant

will grow freely in any good garden soil. Allow

a little more space between the rows than that

advised for Shallots.

Jerusalem Artichoke.—The crop of Jerusalem

Artichokes should now be lifted and the tubers

stored in a clamp out-of-doors. Select medium-

sized tubers for immediate planting. The
ground for this crop should be well trenched

and liberally manured. Artichokes well repay

the little extra attention given in regard to

cultivation. When planting, allow a distance

of 3 feet between the rows and a space of

18 inches between the plants in the rows. The
improved white form is more prolific and better

flavoured than the old purple sort, and certainly

more taking in appearance.

Chinese . Artichoke (Stachvs tuberifera).—

This Artichoke makes a welcome addition to

winter vegetables, and is much appreciated here

as a change from Brassicas. A moderately rich,

free-working soil is necessary for its cultivation,

and the best crops of -well-formed tubers are

obtained from land that is in a finely divided

state. The tubers should be planted in drills,

about 18 inches apart, and strong, whole tubers

set 9 inches to 12 inches asunder in the rows.

The entire crop should now be lifted before

growth takes place, but . do not expose the

tubers long to the air, as this discolours them;
Lhey may be stored in moist sand or fine soil.

Radishes.—Make frequent sowings of Radishes

on a small hotbed to obtain an unbroken supply.

Guard against sowing too thickly.

General Remarks.—Remove all stalks of

Brussel Sprouts and Broccoli as they become
of no more service and continue the digging

of vacant ground in readiness by the time it

is required for sowing early crops. Labels

should be written in readiness from the seed

packages; this will save time when the busy

season for planting and sowing out-of-doors

arrives.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

A NEW FIR FROM KOREA.
(ABIES KOREANA.)

In a note in The Gardeners' Chronicle of

December 18th, 1920, on "Rare Conifers in

France," I referred to a new Abies first collected

in 1907 by Pere U. Faurie in Quelpaert

island, in Korea (not Japan), again in 1908

by Pere R. P Taquet, and introduced into

cultivation by M. Maurice L. de Vilmoriu.

I stated that this new Fir was very distinct

from any other in cultivation, and could not

be considered as A. Veitchii. Through the

kindness of M. R. Hiekel, secretary of the

Society Dendrologique de France, I am now
able to write that this Abies agrees in every

point with A. koreana. described as a new
species by Mr E. H. Wilson in the Journal

of the Arnold Arboretum (1920, No. 3, p. 188),

from which I quote the following information :

—

"This new Fir is a most interesting addition

to the flora of Korea, where it is confined to

the volcanic island of Queipaert and to the

Chiri-san rang'e in the south of the peninsula.

It is characterised by its pyramidal habit, its

deeply-fissured, rough bark and its cones with

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Keigate.

Oncidium.—As the winter-flowermg Oncidiums
of the 0. verucosum section, also O. Forbesii

and O. concolur pass out of flower, the plants

should be kept rather dry at the roots, affording

them just sufficient water to prevent the pseudo-

bulbs from becoming shrivelled. The plants

will soon commence to grow afresh, and as soon

as young roots develop from the bases of the

young growths any necessary repotting should

be done. These Orchids are best grown in pans,

which should be only just large enough
to accommodate the plants, as they need a

restricted rooting space. If possible, suspend
them from the roof-rafters in a bouse having

a winter temperature of 52° to 55°, allowing

it to rise to 60° or 62° as the season advances.

A suitable rooting medium consists of Osmunda
or Al fibre and half-decayed Oak leaves in equal

proportions, with sufficient crushed crocks added

to render the compost porous. The Oak leaves

should be rubbed through a half-inch sieve.

Pot the plants moderately firmly and place the

bajse of the young shoot well down on
to the compost in order that the young roots

may grow down into it, thus minimising the
danger of damage by slugs and woodlice. Both
these pests are particularly fond of the young
roots of Oncidiums. Plants of 0. macranthum
and O. lanielligerum are sending up their flower-

spikes. These should be trained along under
the roof of the house, or around sticks, and
when they have reached a reasonable length the
tip may be pinched off, as this will cause the

spikes to branch and the flowers to develop
finer.

Shading.— If the outside blinds were removed
from the glasshouses at the end of the summer.
they should be fixed in position without delay,
for in bright weather shading will be necessary
for the occupants of the Odnntoglossum house
during a short time in the middle of the day.

confused this species with A, nephrolepis,

Maxim., but when travelling together on
Hallai-san, I pointed out differences and he
readily concurred that the two were quite

distinct species. Pere "U. Faurie was the

first to discover this Fir, and his specimens.
together with those of Pere Taquet, have been
for some years in this herbarium unnamed.
When studying the Chinese Firs for Plantae
Wilsonianae,, and those of Japan for my
Conifers and Taxads of Japan. I noted the
difference of the Quelpaert plant, and in 1917

visited the island to study the living tree. I

was able to secure a supply of seeds of this

Fir, which were sent to the. Arnold Arbore-
tum, where plants are now growing."

In addition to the Arboretum at Verrieres,

and Les Barres, A. koreana has been planted

in the other large Arboretum at Pezanine.

established since 1904 by M. Ph. L. de Vil-

morin in the centre of France, near Cluny,

in a cold, high and granitic region. There
more than a. dozen young trees have with-

stood hard winters and are growing well,

some of them having borne cones during re-

cent years, those represented in Fig. 34
having come from that place.

As Mr. Wilson states, A. koreana is a very

Fig. 34.

—

cones of the new abies koreana.

exserted bracts. It combines most of the

characters of the three related spe.ies : Abies

nephrolepis, Maxim ; A. sachalinensis, Mast. ;

and A. Veitchii, Lindl. Abies koreana, Wife.,

is an alpine species, and on Hallai-saii is

abundant above altitudes 1,000 metres, either

forming pure woods or mixed with Betula

Ern.ani, Cham., but the trees are not large. On
Chiri-san, on the mainland, it is cuiuinon almw
1.000 metres to the summit (1.850 metres), grow

ing with mixed deciduous—leafed trees and

Picea jezeonsis, Carr., and there the trees

reached their maximum development. From
youth to the middle age it is a handsome tree,

densely branched and with its lower loan, lies

sweeping the ground; the habit is broadly

pyramidal, and the lustrous green leaves witn

(heir white undersurfaees add character to the

tree. It produces cones rather freely, but

less so than A. nephrolepis, Maxim. Old trees

are scrawny and not attractive. Dr. Nakai

distinct species and very showy in youth on

account of its still and neat habit, and es-

ially on account of its silvery tohage.

tine of tin- batch of seedlings raised from

Pere Fauirie's seeds has been presented dur-

ing the war to V. R. B. Balfour, Esq., at

Dawyok, in Scotland. I should much like to

know' it there are other trees of it grown in

the British Isles. .V. Mottet.

Viburnums.—In commenting upon good garden

snecies of Viburnum, the BuHettmo d. If. Soc.

Toscana de Orticvllurt (XLV., 11-12) signals

out for special commendation V. corinceuni,

en account of its fine foliage and flowers; V.

Davidii, for its compact habit; V. Henryi, for

its coralred, long-laating fruits; \. propin-

quim. of recent introduction; \. ihytulophyl-

]„,„. f„r its elegance; and V. utile for its

, arliliess. „ ,
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EDITORIAL MO TIGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by send-

ing to the Editors early intelligence of local events

likely to be of in teres t to our readers or of any
matters which it is desirable to bring under the notice

of horticulturists.

Illustrations.—Tfle Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
JANUARY was extraordinarily mild. I did

not record more than 5 deg. of frost, and

that on only one occasion. Rain fell on

twenty days, which made the month ' seem

wet, but often it was a mere drizzle,

so that the total did not amount to

more than 2.39 inches, making it the

driest January in the past four years. The mild

weather naturally produced forward vegetation.

Yellow Crocuses were in bloom in my garden

on the 16th, and Primroses of various colours

were flowering during the greater part of the

month, whilst Daffodils were showing green buds

towards the close. Only in two previous years

during the past twenty-two were the Crocuses

fully open in January, and then only quite at

the end of the month. That was in 1913 and

1916, both forward seasons. Even last year

they were nearly a month later. So far, the

fruit buds of Plums and Apples do not show
signs of activity, but those of Pears have dis-

tinctly changed colour. Both the male and

female blooms of Cobnuts could be seen quite

early in the month.

Rabbits Troublesome.
Rabb|its are said to be most troublesome in

severe winters. That may be the general rule,

but there are exceptions to it, for I have had
a lot of bother with them this winter. They
did a great deal of damage to young fruit trees

in 1918, but last winter they did no harm at all.

There seems to be no accounting for it. It is

certainly not that they are exceptionally nume-
rous, for they have been shot down very closely.

As a rule, they gnaw only young trees, tut this

year they have taken a lot of bark off the stems
of Cox's Orange Pippin, 15 years old, from
which some of the wire netting guards had been
removed.

I was unwise enough to make a new plantation
of bush Apples, instead of half-standards, in the
autumn of 1917. They were supposed to have
18-inch stains, and ?nany of them h;id; and these

were protected by rings of wire netting. This
did not prove high enough, and much damage
was done to the young shoots above the netting.
Consequently I erected a rabbit fence all around
the field. This fence stands just over 3 feet out'
of the ground, and has 6 inches buried flat to
prevent burrowing. Yet the rabbits have
managed to get in and do a certain amount of
damage again, this winter. They do not get under
the netting, and I cannot see where they can
get through, unless they squeeze in round one of
the gates which did not fit any too closely against
(he post. People tell me they learn to climb
over when bred close to such a fence, but I
want to see one do this before I can believe it.
They have not done any more harm lately so
I am hopeful that the faulty gate was 'the
trouble.

Rabbits have done n.ost damage to some trees
of Charles Ross, which have practically no stem
I have painted these from top to bottom with a
bark-protecting dressing. It is supposed to be
quite harmless, but I shall watch those trees

with some anxiety during the coming season.

I quite believe that the stuff does no harm on
the stems, where the bark is tough ; but paint-

ing shoots as well is rather drastic treatment.

Winter Spraying.

I am just starting the most unpleasant job of

the year—winter spraying. Every one who has

to take part in this detests it, although a power
sprayer has robbed it of some of its terrors. It

involves much heavy carting of water on muddy
roads, dragging and lifting of dirty hoses and
pipes, spoiling of clothes, and burning of hands
and faces. My own part in it consists in weigh-

ing out chemicals and mixing the wash, work
which one does not care to trust to others. So
long as lime-sulphur is being used, this does not

give much trouble; but I have half a ton of

powdered caustic soda to weigh in 8 lb. lots, and
this is horrible stuff to deal with.

My winter spraying campaign is on an extra

large scale this year, because I was so firmly

convinced last year that this is the most power-
ful weapon we have against Apple scab and
brown rot. I am going to depend on winter

spraying entirely for the prevention of fungous
diseases, and concentrate on insect pests in the
summer. Rightly or wrongly, I have come to

the conclusion that summer spraying against

scab is of such doubtful utility as to be hardly

worth while. Lime-sulphur would have been
used exclusively for winter spraying but for the

fact that American blight made a good deal of

headway in two plantations last year. Here a
combined caustic soda and copper sulphate wash
will be used, this having proved a splendid

fungicide and a decide check to American
blight.

Teaching How to Prune.
It is much easier to prune than to teach others

to do it as you wish it to be done. A few
workers seem to have an instinct for pruning,
tut others are always liable to do too much or

too little. Of these faults the latter is the less

harmful. The difficulty arises through there

being so much scope for judgment. I,i teaching
beginners, definite instructions are wsnted, but
exceptions arise so frequently that it is not easy
(c make hard and fast rules. I jv-une young
trees myself for so long as possible, as judgment
is called for chiefly whilst pruning the tree and
bringing it into bearing. This leaves the older

dees to the workers, who have little to do be-

yond thinning the shoots, the removal of diseased
wood, and the treatment of laterals. It is in the
last that they are most likely to go wrong. I

dislike the system of pruning which makes every
branch practically a cordon, though it certainly

has the advantage of being fool-projf My in-

structions to pruners with regard to laterals are
now as follows :—Never cut them just because
they are laterals. If there is ample room for

them to extend leave them full length. If there

is not room, cut back to a fruit spur, if there is

one ; if none, cut to about 5 inches of the base.

This looks clear enough. The only exceptions

likely to arise are some laterals which ought to

be cut clean out, because they are pointing in a
wrong direction or are too close together.

Apples in Boxes.
Fruit-growers are being persuaded to abandon

the usual salesmen's empties for marketing
Apples and adopt the boxing method, which is

essential for overseas growers who have to reach
a market thousands of miles away. Why we
should imitate this system for markets close at

hand I have never been able to understand. Nor
am I convinced that it is any improvement on
our present plan if grading and picking are done
as carefully as they have to be where boxes are

used. The fine Apples exhibited at the com-

mercial fruit shows do not look attractive in

their boxes, and many of them are badly bruised

as a result of packing with a " bulge "—that is.

using the spring of the wood of which the box

is made to hold the Apples tight, instead of rely-

ing upon packing material. It is generally re-

cognised that most Colonial and foreign Apples

are of drier texture than ours, and for this

reason they seem to be able to stand the "bulge"

without worse damage, in most cases, than a

flattened cheek. Home-grown Apples do not

escape the treatment so lightly.

The chief obstacle to boxing is its cost. In

Canada a box to hold less than a bushel costs

7d. to 9d., but in this country it must cost

quite 3s. at the present time, and is not likely

to be much cheaper, considering that we have to

import the timber, which is in very keen demand
for other purposes. Pioneers of the boxing

system are very likely reaping the advantage

which always accompanies good grading, but it

is only reasonable to assume that much of this

would be lost if boxing became general. Marled

Grower.

SCREE PLANTS,

Beyond reach of the monsoon rains in north-

western Yunnan are high rocky mountain ranges
whose flanks look sleek. Above, their crests are
splintered into a million pointed towers; cold

winds eddy round the cliffs, and bitter frosts

shiver the hard rock. Far. far below are green
valleys, and streams edged with flowers, and
dark forests. Between the gaunt cliffs and the
meadow-floored valley are the screes—steep

slopes of grey gravel which is ever slipping and
sliding down; from time to time the chutes above
tip out fresh rubble which comes down with a
roar, raising clouds of dust. Less frequently,

great boulders are set in motion, and, bouncing
once or twice, hum through the air as though
shot out of a gun. When rain comes, it sinks

rapidly through the porous scree, and the sur
face Is soon dry again; all the lighter gravel i:

washed off the top. leaving only angular stones,

and the steepest pitches slither and slide onci-

more, it may be imperceptibly, or by visible

fits and starts, but the scree is ever on the move.
Fierce winds sweep across these gravel slopes,

and a pitiless sun beats down upon them.
Small wonder that few plants can successfully

contend aganst such hostile reception as they
get here ! And yet there are plants which
thrive on the cruellest rock slides, scorched by
the sun, buffeted by the wind, struggling for

water ar.d for footing in the treacherous
material.

It will be as well first to point out that there

;ire three types of scree met with, each of which
has its peculiar flora. These types are:— (i)

Boulder screes, found at the heads of old glacier

valleys; (ii) oarth screes, forming steep slopes

under slaty rocks, very high up; mid (iii) gravel

screes, built up of fragments shattered from the

cliffs accumulating on a long slope.

The boulder screes are more or less without

sell, and. except in niches where soil has col-

lected, ore devoid of plant life The most
characteristic plant of these niches is Meco-

nopsis speciosa (see Fig. 35).

The earth screes, too, are almost without

plant life; but on the gravel screes many
.species are. found, and it is to these that the

following remarks apply.

I may state that the r.nigle of slope varies

a good deal with the size of the fragments, but

that, generally speaking, at is lees than it looks.

A long slope raiely exceeds 45 deg., though it

may be as much as 60 deg. for short distances;

naturally the slope tends to increase as one

iscends.' hence the danger in climbing some of

the narrow gullies.

On the gravel screes are found species of

Corvdalis, Lychnis, Gentiana. Crepis, Saussuxea.,

Sax'ifraga, Aonnitum, Fritillnria, Polygonum,
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Lactuca, Cardaniine, Corydalis, raid others; also

a few dwiirf shrubs, striping tlie slope irregu-

larly under the protection of the cliff—species

of Lonieera and Juniper chiefly. All these

plants are found to have a very extensive root

system, which growls deep down into the finer

soil below—not so much on account of the diffi-

culty of obtaining water (though that is, no

doubt, one consideration), for the subsoil I

found to be quite moist, but rather with a view

to counteract the effect of movement in the

scree. A shallow-rooted plant might easily find

itself lying on t he surface' one day, the soil hav-

ing slipped from under it.

Some plants are provided with tap roots; for

instance, a Saussarea 4 inches high had a root

system penetrating the scree to a depth of over

2 feet. More, generally, the rcot is repeatedly

branched, dividing first into a J_ or A. shaped

brace before ramifying in all directions. A
more typical habit than the erect Sanssurea is

that of Corydalis, Lychnis, and others, where the

5tem is :o weak that it lies along the surface

of the scree, growing uphill. Thus as the scree

slides the stem is simple carried bodily along

towards its point of origin, without being sub-

jected to any strain.

Still a third type is furnished by Lactuca

Souliei and CrepLs rosularis—rosette plants,

whose stems rise less than an inch above the

surface, bearing a crown of leaves which lie flat

on the ground. A specimen of Cre-pis I examined
possessed eighty leaves, arranged in three over-

lapping series, radiating from a hollow stem

which bore 182 capitula, each with four flowers.

Yet the receptacle was only an inch in dia-

meter !

Such slender plants as Corydalis, Lychnis,

Cardamine, and Fritillaria have but a short life

above ground ; but it was otherwise with some
of the Compositae, and the various species of

Sanssurea were all well protected against cold,

with sheepskin not unlike that worn by the

Tibetans themselves; For the closely whorled
leaves of these plants overlap and are covered

with a dense coat of long, woolly hairs.

Jt may be noted that the " cushion " plants

—

Arenarix polytrichoides, Potentilla sp, and
others—are generally absent from the screes

—

at least, from the steeper ones; they would
present ioo large a surface to bombardment
from the cliffs above, and would run consider-

able risk of being torn out of the soil or buried
under a rock slide. Such massive hassocks
would not nimbly accommodate themselves to

all the changes and chances of scree life, as do
independent plants.

But of all scree plants the most notable is the
Cambridge blue Poppy, ifeoonopsis speciosa,

Prain. It is generally found growing amongst
the boulders, under the lee of a rook, above
rather than below 16,000 feet. I have seen only
scattered plants, though on one occasion I
counted forty within a space of a few square
yards. It is astonishing the number of blooms
bc-rne by a. single; plant. One specimen I noted
was '20 inches high, crowned with twenty-nine
flowers and fourteen ripening oa.psules, with
five buds visible below—forty-eight flowers in
all. Indeed, the plant seems to go on through-
out the summer, unfurling flower after flower
out of nothing, like a Japanese pith blossom
in water; for the stem is hollow and the root
shallow. Another specimen lx>re eight fruit.,,

fifteen flowers, and five buds; numbers which,
though they do not c< mpare with some other
species—M." Wallichii, for instance, plants of
which carry upwards of one handred and fifty
flowers during the course of the summer—are.
nevertheless, astorishing. For. be it remem-
bered, each flower is between 3 and

inches in diameter. coloured brilliant
azure blue, with the texture of Japanese
silk, massed with old gold in the centre:
the effect of a constellation of such
stars of the first magnitude is almost in-
describable. Jf. speciosa is, moreover, unique
amongst the species of the genius with which
1 am acquainted in being fragrant. A field of
blue Toppies r.-ould be an entrancing sight. 1
bare never come across anything approaching it
n Yunnan, for all plants are scattered on Hie

scree. F,v<vn where several dozen Poppy plant*

may be counted at once, there is so much grey
rock about that the flowers s ! ill appear widely
scattered.

Like the other species, M. speciosa produces
enormous numbers of seeds, very few of which
ever oome to maturity; for the green capsules
rre attacked by a small grub which feeds on
the ripening ovules. It seems probable that
the fly, or whatever insect it is, deposits its eggs
in the very young ovary, and that both develop
together, the grub finally eating its way out of
the capsule. Of those seeds which do sur-
vive, to be shaken out of the capsule in October
amongst the cold grey Hocks, how many are

Poppywort is monocarpio; and it may be
doubted whether half a hundred of their off-

spring will replace them. Nevertheless, if ten

bloom where nine bloomed before, the sacrifice

was not in vain.

On the soree, these plants do not compete
directly with each ether for place, for water,
for sunshine, and iso on ; they struggle

l
each

fur itself against austere conditions. Yet
ultimately, of course, they do compete with
each other, since that plant which best suc-

ceeds in bringing itself into harmony with the
temper of the scree usurps a larger share of the
places ~*pen to cultivation.

Fig. 35.

—

meconopsis speciosa crowing in scree in north west vtnnan.

fertile? How many perish before spring comes
again? How many seedlings, of those which
com© up, live till the following year, to flower

and produce seed? For M. speciosa is biennial.

We may well suppose that, of all thai huge
number of seeds, or rather ovules, few, very

few, survive to produce flowering plan'.; in the

second summer ,

lake the forty plants seen in a few square

yards of ground, bearing, say, twenty-live

flowers each—a very modest estimate—with five

hundred seeds per capsule; that is, half a

million embryos to lie scattered amongst the

boulders, for the seeds are not shaken far afield.

Yet it is unlikely that there will lie fifty plants

(wo years hence where forty are now. The
forty will, of course, have disappeared, for this

The Meeonopses are more callous about the

Pate of their offspring than are most of the

scree plants; no other plant is so utterly reck-

less in seed production, though some of the

Compositae produce a large number. On a

plant of Saussurea 1 counted 828 seeds, and a

plan! of Crepis rusularis produced 728—large

numbers, consid.nine the care bestowed on

each. Some plants

—

e.g., Androsace sp.—pro-

duce but iwo or throe seeds per flower, and
the fewer the seeds, as a rule, the better they

germinate. The Saxifrages and Gentians

usually produce a good many, but they <h> ii"l

germinate very well. Hut the bine Poppy, with

its vast seed resources, dvspite the extravagant

wastage, certainly holds its own on the screes
'•' Kingdon H'nrrf.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

EUPHORBIA (POINSETTIA)
PULCHERRIMA.

Although there is a fairly wide choice of

winter inoloor-flowering plants, the Poinsettia

is still amongst the most useful. It is also one of

the very few warm-house plants that are seen in

high-class florists' windows during the Christmas
season, where its brilliant scarlet bracts prove a

great attraction. There are a rose coloured

and a white form. While the soft colour of

rosea is very pleasing, the plant is not as easily

grown as the old one, whilst the white variety

is far from being pure white in most cases. The
plants need to be grown in the stove-house when
flowering, but rather cooler conditions are more
suitable after the faded bracts have been removed
in order to give the plants a rest by reducing

the amount of water at the roots.

Early in April the plants should be well

pruned and the old stools induced to break by

placing them in the warm stove. Very little

water is needed at the roots, but the tops should

be moistened frequently with tepid water from

the syringe. In due course young shoots will

appear, and when long enough these should be

cut off with a heel and inserted in small pots

containing light, sandy soil. To prevent bleed-

ing dip the cut surface in powdered charcoal.

Plunge the pots in a propagating case over a

gentle bottom-heat, and when the cuttings are

rooted gradually expose them to the air of the

house. When fully established place them
singly hi small pots, using similar soil ais before,

and stand them on a shelf near the roof-glass to

encourage sturdy growth. Maintain a warm,
moist atmosphere, and syringe the foliage well

on the undersides daily- Shading will be neces-

sary to prevent, scorching by direct sunshine.

The .size of the plants must govern that of

the pots in which they will flower, but in

most cases large 48-sized pots are suitable.

Provide ample drainage in the pots and use a

fairly rich, open Boil consisting of fibrous loam.

Poinsettias are amongst the few subjects that

lend themselves to different methods of culture.

Some prefer to grow them in the stove-house

throughout the year, others find cooler treatment

answers as well. Much depends on the locality.

The latter system does not always prove satisfac-

tory in the north. The advantages of a combina-

tion of both methods, however, are to be seen

in somewhat dwarfer plants, riper wood, and

richer coloure'd bracts than often follow when
the plants are subjected to the tropical heat of

the stove all the summer. The chief thing is to

bring about the change from one condition to the

other gradually. A heated pit or frame should

be prepared for the best plants early in July.

For a few days after they are introduced to the

pit keep the night temperature about the same
as that in the stove, but take advantage of the

first warrr. 1 spell to reduce, the use of artificial

warmth to a minimum, at the same time

ventilating as much as possible without creating

draughts. In a short time the plants will become
acclimatised to the cooler treatment and, except-

ing during cold periods very little fire heat will

be necessary. About the middle of September

the pipes should be gradually warmed.
Where large specimens are required a few of

the best shaped old plants should be grown on.

Start them into growth a little later than those

fur furnishing cuttings, and when the shoots are

about an inch long reduce the ball and transfer

the roots to small pots. When these are filled

with fresh roots pot the plants on in the usual

manner, and if they have rooted well feed them
liberally from the beginning of August until the

approach of winter, when fertilisers should be

used more sparingly. Treated in this way the

plants will be about 3 feet high in December.
Dwarf plants are always useful, and while there

is something to be said for late propagation the

results do not compare favourably with those

raised as follows :—About the first, week in

August select the best plants from those rooted

in April, and cut the stems half-way through
below a joint, about four inches from the top.

Bleeding will naturally follow, but in a few
days the cut will be sealed by the hardening of

the sap in the form of a callus. At this stage

sever the cuttings entirely and insert them
singly in small pots containing porous soil and
group them in a shady corner of the house.
Guard against over watering, but. spray the
foliage frequently and keep the surroundings
moist. When sufficiently rooted place them in a
light position, not near to the roof-glass, and
shade them during the hottest part of the day.
In due course transfer them to 48-sized pots and
encourage the development of short-jointed
growth by keeping them near the roof-glass,

shading only to prevent actual disfiguring of the
leaves. Under this treatment the bracts will be
as large almost as those on the uncut plants,

but they will only be half the height. The
parents of these dwarf specimens are useful fur

grouping if encouraged to break after being cut

a little lower down the stems, Grower.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Cactaceae.*

It was a fortunate circumstance that two such

eminent American botanists as Dr. Britton and
Mr. J. N. Rose were able to undertake the study

of the Cactaceae over wide areas in the United
States, Mexico, the West Indies, and South
America, and that, thanks to the munificence of

the Carnegie Trust, they have been enabled to

amass an enormous amount of material and in-

formation to permit of a monograph of the order

on a scale worthy of the subject. They com-
menced operations in 1904 with field, greenhouse,

and herbarium studies of the plants, and con-

tinned exploring and collecting until 1918. Many
living examples were secured for the New York
Botanic Gardens, and numbers of these are

being cultivated in the hope that they may bloom
in time to be dealt with in an appendix before

the work is completed.
The genera are systematically dealt with, each

species being carefully described and its distri-

bution in nature given, together with notes on

its economic and cultural history. The illustra-

tions are numerous, those prepared from photo-

graphs being particularly interesting, and the

coloured plates are beautiful as works of art

and helpful botanically. In short, the Order is

fortunate in having at last received masterly
attention, and, if we are not now in a position

to obtain a complete knowledge of one of the

most interesting families in the vegetable king-

dom, and to unravel some of its many cur •

plexities with respect to generic and specific dis-

tinctions, the subject is indeed hopeless.

The authors have not hesitated to divide some
of the groups into a large number of genera.

Thus the Cereus group, hitherto consisting of

three genera, has been cut up into no fewer

than thirty-eight ! Pilocereus, as formerly

known, is now Cephalocereus, Espostoa, and
Oreocereus. Here are a few other old friends

with new generic titles :—Cereus Emoryi = Ber-

gerocereus, C. Eruca = Machaerocereus, C.

Greggii = Peniocereus, C. serpentinus = Nycto-
cereus, C. pentagonus = Aeanthocereus, C.

spinosissimus = Heliocereus, C. chilensis =
Trichocereus, C. eriophorus = Harrisia, C. tri-

angularis = Hylocereus. C. giganteus = Car-

negia, C, grandiflorus = Selemeereus, C. flagelli-

formis = Aporocactus, and so on. There may
be ample justification for this drastic carving up
of a genus wliich has hitherto held together

nil what other authorities have considered good
enough specific relationship. It can be imagined
how such a genus as Euphorbia would fare if

dealt, with on similar lines. However, whether
Messrs Britton and Rose have erred in thus
dealing with an Order which is admittedly very
difficult does not much concern us. We
can accept their determinations or not, as we
choose. The great value of their work is in the
enormous amount of information it gives of a
family of plants which for various reasons has
hitherto failed to interest horticulturists in this

country, notwithstanding the attractions, both of

form and great floral beauty, possessed by many
of the species. We look forward with pleasure
to the appearance of the third volume.

* The Cactaceae. Description and illustrations of
plants of the Cacti Family. By H. L. Britton and
J. X. Rose. The Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Vol. I. (1919), Vol. II. (1920), Vol. III. to follow.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do nut hold themselves responsible for

the opinion^ expressed by correspondents.']

January Vegetables.—In his list (p. 57), Mr.
Beckett does not mention some items which
are, or should be, available in January. Kohl
Rabi keeps well in store ; a maincrop large

variety shonld be sown k.te, say, May, for

storage ; the early varieties are not of much
use, as they turn fibrous very readily ; I put out
hut few of them. The young shoots make ex-

cellent "Broccoli " or greens. Pe Tsai may lie

stored with slight protection ; this year my
crop «iii a. failure. Chinese Mustard (15.

rugusa) left in the open makes a good dish and
adds variety to other "greens." Sugar Parsley

stores well, but I believe might be left in the

open with slight shelter ; ordinary Parsley wet
protect with the paper shelters I described
some years ago. Stephen Switzer (1729, 4th
ed.) highly commended ordinary Parsley when
blanched as a. salading. I meant to have put 4

some in the dark this year ; perhaps some reader

may have tried it. Corn Salad from frame or

cloche gives a welcome salad. Gorizia, as the

red or Venetian Chicory is called along the J

Adriatic, makes a pretty addition to a bowl of J

Witloof, or taken by itself alone ;
perhaps it

has not quite the quality of the Witloof (la

vraia endive of Escoftier) ; the ordinary Endives

may also be boiled as a vegetable. Finnochio

should also be in use ; care should be taken to
j

allow it plenty of air ; in a closed frame it melts

away. The germination of seeds was so badl
that we have but a plant or two left iiow.1

Jerusalem Artichokes we store in a large box_

with dead leaves. The variant "Tnppinhel," If

dealt with recently. Brussels Sprouts and Leeks

from single sowings still provide crops with us.

H. E. Durham.
Wasps in 1920.—In reply to the query frum

Mr. Nicholson regarding Wasps in 1920 (sea

p. 11), so far as these gardens are concerned;.,

wasps were not at all plentiful; in fact, it was

only at the end of the season that a few put

in an appearance, and one or twu nests were

discovered. An old Mulberry tree ripened its

fruit to perfection until almost the close on

the season, when a few wasps attacked them..

Peaches went practically unharmed, and also'

Plums, though the latter suffered badly from

the continuance of wet weather. Queen wasps

were not plentiful, though a keen watch was

kept for them. In the previous season (1919)

I killed ninety or so in a little over an hour

on a large bush of Cotoneaster Simonsii. When
in flower this shrub appears to be a grea»
source of attraction to them. This induced m|
to observe other species of the same genus,

hut I only found an occasional wasp on them.

The advantages following the destruction of

such a number on one day cannot be overr

estimated, and fully compensated for the small

amount of damage done to the tips of some

of the branches. E. B., Fota.

Mealy Bug on Vines.—I have read Mr.

Brotherston's and Hinchingbroohes' experiences

with mealy bug on vines. They are very in-

teresting, and I venture to relate an experience

I had twelve years ago with a vinery. The
vines were literally white with bug and the

pests had to be washed out of each bunch

before the Grapes were fit for use. After the

Grapes were all cut and the foliage ripe, the

house was fumigated with 4 oz. of potassium

cyanide (98 per cent.) to every 1,000 cubic feet,

the operation being done in the evening and the

house left till next morning, when the ventilators

were opened and left so for an hour. Several

specimens of mealy bug were taken from each

vine and examined with a lens and found to be

quite dead. During the winter, the rods were

barked and dressed with a strong solution of

caustic soda with a little soft soap added, one man
holding a bucket underneath the rods while

another worked the solution well in with a paint

brush ; each man wore rubber gloves. Just be-

fore starting the vines, the house was fumigated

with potassium cyanide (98 per cent.) 3 oz. to

each 1,000 cubic, feet. The vines broke well and

grew as strongly as ever and carried a good crop-

that wias quite clear of mealy bug. The vines

are dressed annuallv with caustic soda solution.

T). H. Dunn, Hafod, Aberystwyth.

1
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THE YACON.

The Yacon, Polymnia edulis, was found by
Weddell in 1857 near Bogota, in the Andes, and
described by .him in Ann. Sci. Nat. Hist. Bot.

VII., p. 114, as Capt. A. Hill, F.R.S., Assistant

Director, Kew Gardens, has kindly informed me.

The chief interest of the plant is centred in the

sweet sugar which is contained in the tuberous

roots, but it does not seem to have attracted

much attention on this side of the world from
this aspect.

In view of the notorious sugar shortage in

recent times, it seemed to be worth further

investigation, and after a delay of more than
a year, I obtained from de Noter, of Aulnay-
sous-Bois, who has apparently been instigating

its reintroduction. a single planting eye. One
needs be cautious with only a single season's
experience on a single plant, but since it ap-
peal's to have been the only plant in the coun-
try last year, perhaps a few notes may be ex-

cusable. In general, the treatment which is

meted out to the Dahlia is that which the
Yacon should receive, and it may be noted here,

that the eyes for further propagation exist in

the central stool and none occurs on the tubers
themselves, a matter which is of interest since
the valued part is not subject to use for further
propagation as in the case of the Potato or
Topinambour.
The plant grew to a height of 4^ feet and

had a spread over a like diameter. The curiously

Fig. 36.

—

the yacon; polymnia edulis.

cut leaves with their velvety surface make the
plant very distinctive and quite ornamental, as
will be seen in the accompanying illustration

(Fig 36); the single blossom that it consented
to produce, late in the season, though of a

rich golden-orange colour, was not striking

enough to suggest that, for decorative pur-

poses, it would be likely to achieve merit except
as a foliage plant. In the hope of stimulating

the production of sugar, during the growing
season it was given several dressings of potassic

manure (some remains of carefully hoarded
Btassfurt sulphate) as well as superphosphate
and nitrogenous salts.

The yield of tubers, removed from the central

stub, amounted to 4 lb. 10 oz. As will be
seen in the photograph (Fig. 37). they are of

fusiform shape and varying in size (the joint
in the included measure is at the 9-inch mark),
dull pinkish nuance in colour and distinctly
translucent when held against the light. On
section they show a radial structure similar to
that of a Dahlia, and viewed through a micro-
scope were seen to contain inulin-like bodies,
but no starch. For analysis, portions were ex-

tracted with cold water, hot water, and also

with alcohol and basic lead acetate, in a Soxhlet
apparatus; at the same time a Dahlia tuber was
examined by the latter method as possibly

interesting tor comparison with ' a more or less

nearly related plant. The results are shown
in the table :

—
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

February 8.—The annual meeting was held on
Tuesday la-st, and, as is usual at this important
meeting, there was a good exhibition and a large
attendance. Orchids were shown extensively,
also Carnations, Primulas, and Alpines, whilst
in the fruit and vegetable section theire w.er©
notable exhibits of Oranges and Potatos.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

John Green, W. B. Granfield, E. N. Jenkins,
E. F. Hazelton. G. Reuthe, W. Howe,
W. B. Gingell, R. W. Wallace, G. W. Leak,
R. C. Notcutt, J. Jennings, H. Cowley, W.
•Cuthbertson, C. R. Fielder, J. Dickson, Arthur
Turner, W. H. Page, George Paul, E. A.
Bowles, W. J. Bean, J. W. Barr, H. J. Jones,
Chas. E. Shea, H. R. Darlington, Chas. E. Pear-
son, Jas. Hudson, and Clarence Elliott.

Awakds of Merit.

Primula sinensis Etna (see Fig. 33).—A fine
and distinct variety, with dark foliage and stems,
and heads of brilliant crimson-scarlet flowers.
Undoubtedly this is one of the finest of the many
splendid varieties of Primula raised at Reading
tiy M3ssrs. Sutton and Sons.

Carnation Thor.—A perpetual - flowering
variety of great value for winter flowering, as
it blooms freely in the dull season. The colour
of the shapely flowers is rich scarlet. We have
seen the variety flowering in quantity in Decem-
ber. Shown and raised by Mr. C. Engelmann,
Saffron Walden.

Cultural Commendation.

Mrs. C. C. Fletcher Toomer, Belsize Court,
Hampstead, for a delightful plant of Cephalotus
folicularis, a quaint little Antipodean Pitcher
plant.

Groups.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons struck a novel and

very effective note in the arrangement of their
superb exhibit. A goodly floor space just in-

side the hall contained a selection of the many
excellent Primulas and Cyclamen which have
been grown on trial at Reading this season.

The central mound of Primula Etna, a brilliant

crimson sinensis variety, surmounted by a

graceful Phoenix, immediately compelled ad-
miration. This Primula is of the dark-foliaged
sinensis type, and is probably sturdier and
more lasting than the pale-leaved sorts. Other
noteworthy Primulas were Giant Salmon Pink,
The Duchess and Reading Blue, and all were
•of equal excellence. The many Cyclamens were
also of exceptionally good strains and profusely
flowered (Gold Medal).

Messrs. J. Carter and Co. specialised in

Primula malacoides, and showed several greatly
improved varieties. Princess Patricia, King
Albert and Gigantea are all somewhat similar
in colour to the type, but are much more de-

sirable by reason of more robust habit combined
with grace and increased floriferousness. The
double-flowered President is particularly desir-

ablej while double-white and single-white are

"both of especial purity (Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal).

Carnations were a great feature of the
meeting, and these were particularly noteworthy
on account of the excellence of the brightly

•coloured sorts which have long been desired at

this time of the year. Messrs. Allvvood Bros.
had a fine display of their new scarlet, Edward
AUwood, which is the embodiment of the ideal

scarlet winter-flowering Carnation. Their new
Apricot was also of great merit, while Mrs.

Walter Hemus glowed with warm pink colour

(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

In the large collection of Mr. C. Engelmann
scarlet colour was also prominent, and of the

several varieties Thor stood out as being of un-

usual merit. Of the very many other varieties,

Laddie, Ethel Fisher and Boadicea evoked
admiration (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Wm. Cuibush and Sons included, good

Carnations with a general exhibit of Azaleas,

forced hardy shrubs and an attractive batch of

Christmas Roses (Silver Banksian Medal).

Lord LAMBOURNrf sent a selection of excellent

Carnations which he has grown and exhibited
successfully over a long period (Silver Grenfell
Medal).

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. showed several
desirable varieties of Carnations, but the major
portion of their exhibit was of greenhouse shrubs,
particularly of tall plants of Acacia Baileyana,
\arious Epaoris and Comsa cardinalis (Silver
Banksian Medal).
Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd., had many well-

flowered Azalea indica varieties and bushy
Camellias of good sorts (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons associated Alpines
with a goodly collection of Conifers and flower-
ing shrubs (Silver Grenfell Medal).
Mr. G. W. Miller had a generous array of the

Polyanthuses and Primroses he grows so well.

The old-fashioned double-mauve Primrose and the
brightly-coloured Lingwood Beauty were parti-

cularly admired (Silver Grenfell Medal). Messrs.
Wateeer, Sons and Crisp had various Alpines
and dwarf early Irises (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Mr. M. Prichard included an attractive
batch of the dainty little Cyclamen Coum with
different Alpines, Primroses and Erica carnea
(Silver Banksian Medal).
Alpines and dwarf border flowers were also

shown by Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons (Silver

Banksian Medal); Mr. Clarence Elliott (Bronze
flora Medal); Messrs. W. VVhitelegg, Ltd.,
w ho specialised with a large variety of Conifers
(Bronze Flora Medal) ; Messrs. Bosweli. a.vd

Skarratt, who also staged shrubs and an at-

tractive colony of Crocus versicolor (Bronze Flora
Medal) ; Mr. G. Rluthe. who included the earli-

est blooms of Rhododendron (Bronze Flora
Medal) ; Messrs. Barr and Son (Bronze Flora
Medal) ; and Messrs. Maxwell and Beale
(Bronze Flora Medal).

From the Chalk Farm Nursery Co. came
plants of a splendid strain of Primula obconica
(Bronze Flora Med;il). Mr. J. J. Kettle and the
Misses Akken-Brown showed excellent Violets
(Bronze Flora Medals).

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present: Messrs. E. A. Bowles (in the chair),

G. W. Leak, Geo. Monro, J. W. Jones, W. B.

Cranfield, H. V. Warrender, W. R. Dykes,
R. W. Wallace, Geo. Churcher, Peter R. Barr,

F. H. Chapman, Rev. J. Jacob, and Chas. H.
Curtis (hon. secretary).

The death of Mrs. R. O. Backhouse was
reported, and the Committee passed a vote of

condolence with the relatives of this lady, whose
successes as a raiser of Daffodils and Snowdrops
are so well known.
The only group before this Committee was

one from Messrs. Ryders consisting of pink,

white, and fawn-coloured Tulips, and golden
Daffodils, set up in wicker baskets, the whole,

with a few Hyacinths, producing a pleasing effect

(Silver Banksian Medal). Messrs. F. H. Chap-
man submitted a few early Narcissi, with some
seedling Irises and Freesias.

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Gorman, Bart, (in the

chair), Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary), R.
Brooman-White, C. J. Lucas, S. W. Flory.

Arthur Dye, Chas. H. Curtis, J. E. Shill, Fred.

K. Sander, H. G. Alexander, J. Cypher, T.

Armstrong, A. McBean, E. R. Ashton, J. Wilson
Potter and Frederick J. Hanbury.

Sir Jeremiah Colman informed the Committee
that the Rev. J. Crombleholme, Chairman of

the Manchester Orchid Committee, had been
asked to join the Committee, and the Committee
expressed great satisfaction. Also that the pre-

war rule that no exhibits were to be removed
from the hall without express permission would
in future be adhered to.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Sophro-Laelin-Cattleya Falcon (Sophronitis

grandiflora x L.-C. Aureole), from Lt.-Col. Sir

George L. Holford K.C.V.O., Westonbirt (gr.,

Mr. H. G. Alexander). One of the finest ex-

amples of a production carrying out the object

of crossing with S. grandiflora, which we have

always urged, the Sophronitis colour predominat-
ing. The flowers are scarlet-red, with a gold

glow, the lip ruby-red, with o light, orange base.

The C. Iris in L.-C. Aureole shows well in the
lip.

Oymbidium Dragon-fly (parentage unre-

corded), from Sir George L. Holford. Flowers
white, with a pearl-white tint; the lip with claret

lines on the side lobes, and beavy claret-purple

markings in front. The variety is probably a C.

Parishii cross.

Awards of Merit.

Brasso-Cattleya Gatton Snowflake (C. chocoen-

sis alba x B.-C. Thorntonii), from Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart., Gatton Park (gr. Mr. Collier).

A perfectly-formed flower; pure white, with a

light yellow tinge in the tube of the Up.

Dendrdbium nobile .Vie F. II'. Moore, from
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells. A grand flower obtained between D.

nobile nobilus, and the D. n. Elephant of the

Gurney Fowler collection, and surpassing both.

The very large flowers are white, heavily tinged

with rosy mauve, the centre of the lip being

deep maroon.
Laelio-Cattleya II. T. Pitt Fasey's far. (C.

Enid x L.-C. Bella), from W. R. Fasey, Esq.,

Holly Bush Hill, Snaresbrook (Orchid gr., Mr.

E. J. Seymour). The broad sepals and petals

are rosy mauve; the lip is crimped and coloured

reddish-purple.

Odontioda Colinge var. Athene (Oda. Corona-

tion x 0. crispum), from G. W. Bird, Esq.,

Manor House. West Wickham (gr. Mr. Redden).

A variety differing from that recorded from the

Phillips' collection in having a white ground

edged with lilac and central purple markings.

Angulocaste Cooperi (Anguloa Cliftonii X
Lycaste cruenta), from Messrs. Sanders, St.

Albans. This raises one of those difficult ques-

tions which the dominating influence of certain

species, as evidenced in Zygopelalum Mackayi
crosses, presents. The flower is Lycaste in shape,

but the extra broad leaves and some other indica-

tions in the plant, together with the peculiar

vinous purple markings at the bases of the petals,

indicate the Anguloa parent. The flowers are

pale yellow, with a few purple markings.

Groups.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. were awarded a

Silver-gilt Flora Medal for a fine group of Catt-

leyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and other hybrids with

selections of Phalaenopsis Rimestadiana, Dendro-

bium Wardianum and other showy species. A
Silver Flora Medal was awarded to Messrs. Arm-
strong and Brown for a good representative

group of Odontoglossums, Odontiodas, Cattleyas

and Laelio-Cattleyas, with fine Dendrobiums and
interesting species, including varieties of the

pretty little Epidendrum polybulbon.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, were
also awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a splendid

group of Cymbidiums and other hybrids, which

also received a cultural commendation.
Silver Banksian Medals were awarded to

Messrs. Sanders for a group of hybrids, some
of which were raised at Bruges; Messrs. J.

Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, for a group of

fine Cypripediums, the unique C. Ernest Real, of

the Gurney Fowler collection, and C. Moonbeam
being prominent.

Other Exhibits.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., showed Lycaste

Skinne.ri Rainbow, a model, pearl-white flower

of fine size and substance.

J. J. Joicey, Esq., Witley, sent a very pretty

form of Laelio-Cattleya Beatrice.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., showed Odontoglossum

Redskin Fasey's variety and 0. Lakeland.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., exhibited

Odontoma Iris (M. Roezlii x Odm. Epicasta).

Pantia Ralli, Esq.. sent Odontoglossum
Fabia excelsa of fine shape and colour.

Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell Park, Engle-

field Green, exhibited eleven cut spikes of Oym-
bidium Pauwelsii The Dell variety, and a vase

of Calanthe Baron Schroder.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman),

H. S. Rivers, G. Reynolds, G. Woodward, P. D.

Tuckett, E. A. Merryweather, P. C. M. Veitch,
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Ed. Beckett, E. A. Bunyard, S. B. Dicks, Geo.
F. Tinley, Geo. P. Berry, W. H. Divers, W.
Wilks, F. Jordan, S. T. Wright, A. Bullock, E.

Neal, T. Pateman, Ed. Harris, and A. W.
Metcalfe.

First-Class Certificate.

Apple Laxton's Superb.—This fine late

culinary Apple was illustrated in The
Hardeners' Chronicle, March 2, 1918, Fig
38. It received the R.H.S. Award ot

Merit on August 26, 1919, so that it has
a Ions; season, extending into March. It

is a cross between Wyken Pippin and Cox's
Orange Pippin. The fruits are somewhat
similar to those of Cox's Orange Pippin in

appearance, and they are of first-class flavour.

Shown by Messrs. Laxton Brothers, Bedford.

Groups.
Messrs. T. S. Rivers and Son showed an

exhibit of Citrus fruits, including Oranges,
Demons and Citrons. There were several large

trees in tubs, notably of the St. Michaels and
Embiguo varieties of Orange, carrying heavy
crops of fruit. There were also numerous pot
trees of Satsun.a or Oonshii variety, of the
Tangerine type, of a very ornamental character.

The exhibit included fruits of such sorts as Sil-

ver Orange, Maltese Blood Orange and Don
Douise. A Silver-gilt Hogg Memorial Medal was
awarded this uncommon exhibit.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. exhibited 28 baskets
of Potatos of varieties immune to wart disease.

The tubers had been well kept and were of out-

standing quality. Such sorts as K of K, Kerr's
Pink, Arran Comrade, The Bishop, Immune Ash-
leaf, Di Vernon (an early, pink-eyed variety)

Resistent Snowdrop and Witch Hill, offer a good
selection for planting in districts where wart
disease is prevalent. Silver-gilt Knightian Medal.

Mr. G. Woodward brought from Barham Court
Gardens, Maidstone, some choice fruits of Pear
Josephine <le Malines, one of the finest of late

Pears, to which reference was made in last

week's issue, page 69.

Annual Meeting.
There was a moderate attendance of Fellows

of the Society at the annual meeting held
during the afternoon and presided over by Lord
Lambourne. The proceedings were purely
formal ; the Report and Accounts were adopted
and officers and Council re-elected, while Mr.
•C. T. Musgrave was added to the Council in

place of Mr. Arthur Sutton, who had resigned
through ill-health. Towards the end of the
formal business. Lord Lambourne, on behalf of
the Council and Fellows, thanked the members
of the Society's staff for the very painstaking
way in which they carried out' their duties. The
Lawrence Medal was awarded to Mr. R. W.
Wallace for the splendid exhibit of an Iris

garden made by his firm at the Chelsea Show
last year. A vote of thanks to Lord Lambourne
moved 'by the Rev. W. Wilks concluded the
proceedings.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
The annual general meeting of the members

of the National Chrysanthemum Society was
held at Essex Hall," Strand, on Monday, the
7th inst. Mr. E. F. Hawes presided, and there
was a moderate attendance. After the pre-
liminary proceedings, the annual report and
accounts for the year 1920 having been
circulated, were taken as read ; their adoption
was moved by the chairman, who referred to the
great success of the November show in 1920, and
the opening of the show by the Japanese
Ambassador. He referred also to the excellent
work of the Floral Committee and to the revived
publication of the Society's Transactions. He
pointed out that while the financial position of

the Society was sound, the Committee had had
to draw upon the reserve fund to the extent of
£25, as a consequence of the increased cost of
printing and paper. The prospects for the
present year were, he considered, particularly
good, and he expressed the hope that all

members would endeavour to obtain new mem-
bers. The motion was seconded by Mr. J.

Green and carried unanimously. Sir Albert
Rollit was re-elected president, Mr. J. Green
treasurer, Mr. E. F. Hawes, chairman of Com-

mittee, Mr. David Ingarr.ells vice-chairman of

Committee, Mr. C. Harman Payne honorary
foreign corresponding secretary (for the 33rd
year in succession), Messrs. R. A. Witty and
S. J. Bayley auditors, and Mr. Chas. H. Curtis
general secretary. All these officers and Com-
mittee were thanked for past services. The
eligible retiring members of Committee were re-

elected, and Mr. W. Holden, Mr. Day and Mr.
C. Davis were appointed to fill vacancies
arising ' from resignation and death. The
proposal of the Committee to raise the
minimum subscription from 5s. to 7s. 6d.

per year was accepted, and Rule 6 was altered

accordingly. At the close of the general busi-

ness Mr. Harman Payne referred to the
resuscitation of the French Chrysanthemum
Show, and Mr. Hawes referred to the two days
show which the National Chrysanthemum
Society had arranged for November next.

BRITISH FLORISTS' FEDERATION.
Mr. G. W. Leak presided over the annual

general meeting of the British Florists' Federa-

tion which was held at the Hotel Cecil on
Monday, January 31. There was a very fair

attendance and the members showed consider-

able interest and enthusiasm in the work of the

Federation. The Annual Report and Accounts
for the year 1920 were presented and their

adoption moved by the chairman. From the

report we gather that the Federation was suc-

cessful in obtaining better conditions for the

conveyance of pot-plants by passenger train

and their acceptance for conveyance at the Lon-

don termini ; that it secured improved con-

ditions in the French flower trade ; that it took

part in the International Horticultural Con-

ference at Ghent and the International Exhibi-

tion at Antwerp ; that it materially assisted the

salesmen in the Covent Garden flower market,

and took its part in connection with the

trades boards. Mr. David Ingamells, Chairman
of Committee, seconded the motion, which was
carried. Several speakers raised interesting

points such as the sale of flowers from private

establishments, the competition with Dutch
produce, closer working with the H.T.A., and
the publication of wholesale prices.

Mr. Alfred W. White, of Spalding, was
elected President for the ensuing year a.nd Mr.
Leak was thanked for past services. The
eligible retiring members of Committee were re-

elected and Messrs. John Collingridge, W.
Robins and G. W. Leak, were appointed to fill

vacancies arising through resignation. Mr. H.
Morgan Veilch was reappointed Solicitor and
Messrs. Geo. and H. Cobley and Co. as Hon.
Auditors, and these were accorded thanks for

services rendered. The business proceedings

concluded with a vote of thanks to the Secre-

tary, Mr. Chas. H. Curtis, and to Mr. G. W.
Leak for presiding

A little later in the evening about 60 members
and friends, including Several ladies, dined to-

gether at the Hotel Cecil under the Presidencv
of Mr. G. W. Leak. Mr. Leak, Mr. A W.
White, Mr. J. Lambert. Mr. Geo. Monro and
Mr. W. H. Page were the chief speakers in

proposing or responding to the toasts. An
excellent musical programme was rendered and a

very enjoyable evening was spent.

BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL
A meeting of the British Mycological Society-

was held in the Botanical Department of Uni-
versity College, London, on the 22nd ult. Mr.
T. Petch, vice-president, took the chair. In
opening the proceedings the Chairman remarked
upon the new development of the Society in

holding meetings additional to the annual spring
and autumn forays. It is intended to hold two
further meetings this year—one in March
and the other in November. The Spring Foray
will take place at Haslemere, at Whitsuntide, and
the Autumn Foray and annual meeting at Wor-
cester, in September. The experiment of last

year in holding an autumn foray for London
students will be repeated, and a similar spring
foray is to be held.

The first paper given was by Mr. T. Petch, on
"Thread Blights." In the tropics one finds

mycelia overrunning living shrubs, and even in
the tops of trees 40 or 50 ft. from the ground.
Two forms are sufficiently conspicuous to have
attracted the attention of the planter, and these
have received the names of Horsehair Blight and
Thread Blight respectively. Horsehair Blight is
a thin black cord, somewhat resembling a horse
hair. There are several species, and where the
fructification has been found it is always a
Marasmius. Thread Blight is a white cottony
thread which has the appearance of an ordinary
mycelium. It is usually closely adherent to a
stem and passes to the leaves via the leaf stalks
and, as a rule, is confined to the lower surface
of the leaf. There are undoubtedly many Thread
Blights, but in only two species is the fructifica-
tion indisputably known. Moreover, it is clear
that in each country of the Eastern tropics there
are at least two species, one parasitic and the
other epiphytic. Much confusion has arisen in
harmonising the descriptions of Thread Blight
from the different regions, and opinions regard-
ing the effects of Thread Blight have been totally
at variance.

Differences between parasitic and epiphytic
species, which appear to be fairly constant, were
described and specimens sent round illustrating
the microscopic characters. Thread Blight is

able to survive the dry weather because the inner
part of the cord is sclerotioid and the exterior
is covered by a more or less waterproof coat.
Some of the Thread Blights possess a peculiar
type of cell either terminal or intercalary on the
normal hyphae. This is oval or pyriform, with
a greatly thickened wall with a long point at one
or both ends and three or four similar points
arranged in a circle round the middle. These
c ells were called " anker " cells by Zimmern.ann.
All the known Thread Blights which have these
cells are parasitic, but the converse does not hold.

Dr. E. J Butler gave an account of the aims
of the newly organised Imperial Bureau of
Mycology, of which he is the first director.

Miss G. Lister described and exhibited a new
genus of the Mycetozoa, based on a specimen
collected in the island of Kii, Jjpan, by Mr.
Kumagusu Minakata. It appears to be most
nearly allied to Perichaena, and is to receive the
name of Minakatella in honour of its finder, who
has rendered distinguished service to science by
his enthusiastic study of Mycetozoa in Japan.
The exhibit was illustrated by a lantern slide and
drawing. A full description of the genus will

appear shortly in the Journal of Botany.
Mr. J. Ramsbottom exhibited lantern slides

illustrating the germination of Orchid seeds.

Mr. F. T. Brooks gave an account of certain

Tomato fruit diseases which he and Mr. G. 0.

Searle have recently had under investigation.

These rots commonly occur both on imported
and upon home-srown fruit, and are caused by
several different fungi, about the identity of

which there has been much uncertainty. The
fungi isolated from rotten Tomatos in this

country have been compared with authenti-

cated cultures of certain supposedly identical or

closely related fungi from America. One of these

rots is caused by Phoma destructiva, the British

form of which is identicM with that from
America, where it has recently been re-

described. Another of these rots is produced by
a fungus which has hitherto passed under the
ii.inii' cif Mycosphaerella citrullina in this

country, but which is certainly not identical with

the American fungus of that name. In the

United States, M. citrullina causes a serious

disease of Melons, but not of Tomatos. The
British fungus, which has hitherto been mistaken

for this and which causes Tomato stem "canker "

as well as a fruit rot, it is proposed to call

Diplodina Lycopersici. Another pyenidial fun-

gus, found only once as the cause of a Tomato
rot, is associated with an Alternaria stage, and
it is suggested that this fungus be called Phoma
Alternariae. Finally, various strains of Gloeo-

sporium or Colletotrichum have been found to

be pathogenic to Tomato fruits. One of these

fungi is undoubtedly identical with the American
Cclletotriohumphomoidos, and probablyallof these

forma aTe thus lest grouped Full diagnoses

of the two new species will he published later.

Each of the communications gave rise to in-

teresting comments and discussions.
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A. Fiet.—It is with regret that we have to

announce the death of Mr. A. Fiet, the Curator
of the Botanic Garden at Groningen, Holland.
Deceased was 70 years of age, and for 41 years
Curator. He was not only a great lover of

plants, but an excellent grower of Playtyceriums.
For about 20 years he was the Editor of

Floralia, and he wrote several books on hortiqul-
tural subjects. The funeral took place on Feb-
liiary 5, and was largely attended. J. K. B.

Mrs. E. 0. Backhouse It is with very deep
regret we learn of the death of Mrs. R. 0.
Backhouse, of Sutton Court, Hereford. For a
number of years past Mrs. Backhouse has been
one of the most successful raisers of new
Daffodils, and her small exhibit at the London
Daffodil Show in 1920 created quite a sensa-
tion among Daffodil enthusiasts, because of the
wonderful colouring and fine form of the new
seedlings she exhibited on that occasion. Mrs.
Backhouse added considerable lustre to the fame
of a family which has done much to improve
Daffodils. She was a men.iber of the R.H.S.
Narcissus Committee, but had horticultural
interests basides those of bulbous flowers.

TRADE NOTES.

Shortmede, Russells Ride, Waltham Cross,
containing 33 greenhouses, was sold by Messrs.
Protheroe and Morris, at their auction on Jan-
uary 31, for the sum of £1,100.

The Premier Seed Company, Ltd., Brighton,
have published a little treatise on gardening, in

which useful hints are given to children, with
the (jbject of inducing them to take up garden-
ing as a recreation. The scheme of the
pamphlet includes a monthly diary of work in
the vegetable garden, and the directions for
cultivating the various crops will be especially
useful to those engaged in school gardening.
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deduced from observations during the last fifty

years at Greenwich, 39.7.

Actual Temperature :

—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, February 16,

10 a.m.; Bar. 30.5; temp. 54. Weather—Dull.'

It is probable that much
Size in discussion will be evoked by

Vegetables, the announcement made
in our columns last week

that the R.H.S. had decided to place quality

before size in judging vegetables. There
will naturally be on all hands a good deal
of sympathy with the proposal which, after

all, is only an extension of a practice intro-

duced some years ago with respect to the
trials of Potatos at Wisley. But although
everyone will agree that unless vegetables
are of good flavour mere size is no recom-
mendation, yet those who know most of the
art of cultivation will foresee grave difficul-

ties in the general and consistent application
of the cooking test. For example, the length
of time which elapses between picking and
exhibiting—which necessarily varies with the
distance of the exhibitor from Vincent Square
—makes a large difference in flavour between
two vegetables of the same kind and variety.

Moreover, although large size is in some
cases an undesirable quality—in Carrots and
Turnips, for instance ; in the case of other
vegetables it may be the best possible guaran-
tee of good quality. Who, for example,
would eat small Leeks when he could get
large ones, or who would not prefer the
•inside stalks of a large-grown head of Celery
to those from a small-grown head? Little

Brussels Sprouts have, unless wc are mis-
taken, a stronger dose of the objectionable
I abbage flavour than have large Sprouts.
But behind these questions of individual
taste trjere remain larger and more im-
portant ones. The main purposes of exhibi-

tions are to demonstrate and encourage horti-

cultural skill and to spread knowledge of
gardening. It is easier to grow a thing of
moderate size than of maximum size, and
hence in default of a better method size has
come to be one of the chief criteria of ex-

cellence. Needless to say, it has never
been among good judges the only or the
chief criterion, for the somewhat indefinable
but very real question of quality has alwavs
been insisted upon by them. Everyone
knows that among fruits size beyond a cer-

tain point means often a decrease in flavour

;

but, on the other hand, commercial horticul-

ture, the interests of which must not be for-

gotten, has to consider the marketing quality

of the fruit no less—and we fear sometimes
more—than its flavour. The best-flavoured
Strawberries, for instance, rarely reach the
market, either because they are relatively

poor doers or because the}' do not travel well.

Hence, it looks as though it would be neces-
sary for the R.H.S. to create, in some cases,

new classes and to distinguish between those
of fruit and vegetables whicn are best for

private and for commercial use. It is cer-

tainly a praiseworthy work to endeavour to

improve popular taste but, unless we are mis-
taken, it will prove very difficult. The public

has a fairly definite idea of what it wants. It

by no means always wants the ideally best,

but there is generally g'ood reason for its

tastes. If these can be improved, so much the
better, and all credit to the R.H.S. for under-
taking the task. If successful, this work will

lead in a much desired direction, namelv, to-

wards improvement of flavour instead of mere
augmentation of size. It will, we hope, lead
yet further—namely, to the improvement of

the feeding-value of vegetables. Work in this

direction was initiated some years ago at

Wisley and is, we believe, being continued
there and elsewhere. Even so far as it has
gone this work has shown that marked dif-

ferences of feeding-value exist between dif-

ferent varieties of Potato, and there is little

doubt but that similar differences exist be-

tween varieties of other vegetables. Even
there the room for research does not cease

;

for vegetables provide, as is now well known,
accessory food bodies which play important
parts in maintaining health. Indeed, it

is probably no exaggeration to say that it

is upon the amounts and kinds of tljese vita-

mines that the food values of vegetables
chiefly depend. To test these, however, is

beyond the powers even of a chef, and we
must at present admit our ignorance as to

whether different varieties of vegetables have
different vitamine values.

The New Minister of Agriculture.—Sir Arthur
Griffith-Boscawen has been appointed Minister
of Agriculture in succession to Lord Lee of

Fareham, who has received the appointment of

First Lord of the Admiralty.

English Flower Seeds for the Dalai Lama.

—

That the love of horticulture has penetrated
to Tibet—a country which was regarded as

one of the most inaccessible and inhospitable

a few years ago—is a matter of more than
passing interest. To foster this love the

British officer on special duty in Tibet has
sent to Messrs. Sutton and Suns. Reading, an
order for a collection of flower seeds for pre-

sentation to His Holiness, the Dalai Lama, at

Lhassa, who, it would appear, is interested in

colour schemes and has expressed a desire to

become acquainted with the flowers commonly
grown in English gardens.

Seeding and Germination of Ruscus aculeatus.

—In a paper read at a recent meeting of the

Linnean Society, Mr. T. A. lh-mer, F.R.S.. ex-

plained the processes of seeding and germination

of Ruscus aculeatus. He stated that in the

South-Eastern quarter of England the benies and

seedlings perish by severe frost although the
adult is hardy. Many seeds fail to germinate,
because immature. Geimination begins in July
or August with the extrusion of the radicle ; the
cotyledon remains within the endosperm.
During the first season the plumule is merely a.

short axis, completely invested by scale-leaves

;

it remains underground from the close of the first

seas"n until the following summer. Frost kills

many seedlings during the first winter. Better
results are obtained by sowing, as soon as the
seeds are ripe, at a depth of one inch than at a
greater depth or in the spring. Survivors in the
second season produce an axis some three inches
long, bearing a few scale-leaves and, at the apex,
about, six phylloelades in the axils of scale-leaves,
which are longer than tlio.se of the adult. The
radicle perishes, and adventitious roots are pro-
duced of about five inches in length. During the
second winter the seedlings are unable to with-
stand severe frost. There is no recapitulation of
the ancestry by the seedling.

Ghent Horticultural Exhibition Our Belgian
horticultural friends had hoped to hold a large
exhibition at Ghent this year, but it has not been
possible for them to fulfil their hope. However,
we learn from M. ArfTnn' de Smet that the
revival of collections of plants is proceeding
slowly but surely, and there is a possibility of

holding a great exhibition in Ghent in April,

1923.

Proposed Awards for Orchids at Chelsea
Show.—The Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society has decided to offer a cup and medals
for groups of Orchids exhibited bv amateurs
at the Chelsea Show, on May 24. 25, and 26,

on a table space not exceeding 48 square feet.

Entries should be made in writing to the
secretary, at "Vincent Square, not later than
April 21.

Gold Medal Award to Orchids We learn

that the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society awarded a Gold Medal to Messrs. J.

and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, for their fine

group of Cymbidiums and other Orchids, ex-

hibited at Westminster on Tuesday, February

8. Ill our report (see page 82) we stated

that a Silver Flora Medal had been granted;

we received no notification of the higher award,

which was given after our representative had
left the hall.

Turin International Horticultural Show, 1921.

—We have just received the schedide of prizes

and regulations for the exhibition to be held in

Turin in May next, at which nurserymen, gar-

deners and all others interested in horticulture,

agricultural machinery and apiculture are invited

to compete. The exhibition is under the auspices

of the Royal Horti-Agricultural Society of Pied-

mont, which celebrated its jubilee in 1904, when
several representatives of English horticulture

were present. On this occasion there is a com-

mittee of honour, appointed under the patronage

of the Duke of Genoa, the Minister of Agriculture

and the Prefect of the Province of Turin. A
number of Italian celebrities form the first sec-

tion, then follow the ni'nes of distinguished

foreigners in the horticultural and agricultural

world. France is represented by MM. D. Bois,

Chatenav, Vilmorin. H. Martinet, Nomblot, Ph.

Rivoire, Truffaut. Viger, Jules Vacherot, etc. :

Belgium bv M. Lueien de Cock, M. Mahenhaut, M.

Callier and others. Holland's representatives are

Messrs. Ernest Krelage, Borell de Hogenlande and

Van Doom, Portugal is represented bySeiior J. E.

Dias de Silva.; Japan by Mr. H. Foukouba;

Great Britain by Lieut. G>1. Sir David Prain and

Mr. C. Harman Payne. The general committee,

presided over by Count Frola, is constituted of

local notabilities in horticulture and kindred arts.

The show will be opened in May ;
the exact date

is apparently not yet decided upon—and will

remain open for three weeks. There are 505

classes, divided into the following sections :

—
\.w Plants, Fruit Trees and Fruits. Foiest Trees,

etc., Vegetables, Ornamental Plants for Parks

and Gardens, Shrubs in Flower, Roses, Her-

baceous Plants, Annuals and Biennials. Bulbous

Plants in Bloom, Carpet Bedding. Greenhouse
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Plants, Orchids, Plants for Decoration of Apart-
ments, Cut Flowers, Floral Decorations, Bouquets,
etc. Tlie remaining sections deal with the arts

and industries connected with gardening, garden
plans; vases, statues, etc.; greenhouses, garden
frames and similar constructions, whilst manures,
insecticides, herbaria, and all kinds of machines,
tools, implements etc., are provided for, together
with a fine art section. Entries must reach the
executive committee before March 1 next,
special forms being provided. A charge for
space will be made. The jury will be an inter-
national one, and will make its awards the day
before the opening of the show. Besides a
number of special prizes, the jury will have the
disposal of a number of diplomas and gold
medals, silver-gilt, silver and bronze medals.
What is unusual in this country is the awarding
of diplomas of merit to those *

persons who, by
their efforts, shall have contributed the mos't
to the success of the show. Mr. 0. Bava, 23,
Via Geneva, Turin,- is the Secretary General.

Royal Horticultural Society's Examinations
Tlie following dates have been fixed for the
R.H.S. examinations in, 1921 :—General examina-
tion in horticulture: Wednesday, April 6;
entries close on March 3. Teachers' examination
in school and cottage gardening. Preliminary
and honours written examination. Saturday,
April 33 ; entries close on March 19. Honours
practical examination at the R.H.S. Gardens,
Wisley, 'Wednesday, June 15 ; entries close on
February 26. National diploma examinations
(for members of the gardening -profession
only)—Preliminary and final written examina-
tion, Saturday, May 28; practical examination
at the R.H.S. Gairdens, Wisley, on dates between
June 21 and 24; entries close on Saturday,
March 5. For syllabuses and entry forms apply
to the Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,
Vincent Sqitere, Westminster.

Supply of Italian Queen Bees in 1921
In continuation of the scheme for the intro
duction to this country of a strain of disease-
resistant bees, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries has arranged for the importation and
distribution during the summer of guaranteed
pure fertile Italian queen bees at the following
prices:—lis. fd. each for delivery during Mav
and to June 25; 8s. 6d. for delivery
during July :md August. The queens will be
examined before re-despatch by the Ministry's
expert. Any found dead on arrival will be
replaced free of charge, provided the cages are
returned to the Ministry immediately and un-
opened. If possible bee keepers will receive a few
days' previous notice of delivery, but they will
in all cases be advised by telegram of the
despatch of the queens by "the Ministry. Each
bee-keeper will also be supplied with printed
instructions as to the best method of intro-
ducing the queens to colonies of bees. Appli-
cations for queens, together with a remittance
to cover their value, should be forwarded, prior
to February 28, to County Education Commit-
tees and not to the Ministry.

Exportation of Plants and Potatos The
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries desires to
inform nurserymen and others interested in the
export of plants or Potatos to foreign countries
and the colonies that it has been found necessary
to revise the existing scale of fees charged,
whether for the work of inspection or for the
issue of certificates. The revised scale will
come into operation on March 1. 1921, except
in cases where an inclusive fee has already been
paid to cover the issue of certificates down to
May 31 next. The new fees will be as follow :—
For inspection of nurseries, £2 2s. per day, with
minimum of £2 2s. ; for inspection of growing
crops of Potatos (for export to Holland or else-
where), a minimum of £1 Is., but the fee will
vary with the acreage inspected: for each
certificate issued. Is. The scale of fees for the
inspection of small consignments of plants at the
Ministry's Offices, including the issue of
certificates, will remain as before, viz. :

Packages not exceeding 11 lb. in weight. Is.
each; over 11 lb., but under 56 lb.. 2s. 6d. each;
over 56 lb., but under 1 cwt., 5s. each.

Potato Planting in Ayrshire Potato planting
began in the Girvan district of Ayrshire during
the second week of February. It was about the

middle of March before a beginning _was made
in 1920, and this year's date is probably the
earliest on which the field cultivation of early

Potatos commenced in this district.

Mr. David King.—The new president of the
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, Mr.
David King, is an outstanding personality in

Scottish horticultural circles, and a worthy
successor to those many splendid Scotsmen who
in previous generations have so noblv upheld all

that is best in the art and craft of gardening.
After serving an apprenticeship at Millfield, near
Falkirk, Mr. King obtained further horticultural
experience in the gardens of Kinfauns Castle, but
as gardening in private establishments did not
offer sufficient scope for his energy, he com-
menced business at Edinburgh in' 1874 as a
cultivator of plants and flowers for market. His
enterprise proved eminently successful as he was

MR. DAVID KING, THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THI
ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

not content to work along old lines. One of his
great successes was the forcing of Due van Thol
Tulips and placing the plants in neat receptacles
with small Ferns for sale during the Christmas
season. In later years Mr. King has taken up
landscape gardening and he is now recognised as
the chief Scottish exponent of this branch of
horticulture, but this is in addition to the con-
duct of his business at the Osborne and Green-
side Nurseries, at Murrayfield, Edinburgh.
There is no more popular or highly esteemed
horticulturist in the Edinburgh district than .Mr.
David King. He is a capable speaker, a man of
broad sympathies and wide experience, hospitable
and humorous, consequently when the Scottish
Horticultural Association amalgamated with the
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society he was
chosen as president because he was regarded as
the one man able to weld the two societies into
cne great and effective body for the advance-
ment of horticulture in " bon'nie Scotland."

Origin of the Fig-leaved or " Siamese "

Cucumber.—At the meeting of the Scientific
Committee of the National Horticultural
Society of France, held on the 27th ult., Mon-
sieur G^rome. of the Natural History Museum,
read an interesting paper on the origin of the
Fig-leaved Cucumber, known as the Siamese
Cucumber, Melon-Cucumber of Malabar, etc.—
Cucurbita ficifolia. Bouche. Fnti] recent years,
all writers have agreed in attributing an
Asiatic origin to this species, although no
spontaneous specimen existed in herbaria. M.
Candolle alone (Origins des Plantes Cultiries)
threw a doubt on this theory, observing that

all the hardy Cucumbers known to cultivation
were natives of Mexico or California. Recent
information furnished by various Ameiican
publications, and by M. Diguet, the well-known
French naturalist, demonstrates that this view
is the oorrect one, and that the origin of

Cucurbita ficifolia is Mexican, the species having
been known to the Aztec peoples. The plant
was mentioned for the first time in 1824, in

a list of exchanges with the Carlsruhe Botanic
Gardens, and was distributed by the Curator of

this garden under the name of Cucurbita rnela-

nosperma. In 1837 the authorities at the Botanic
Garden at Berlin again drew attention to this

plant, and Bouche identified it as C. ficifolia.

In 1854 the French Consul in China, Monsieur
de Montigny, sent with a troop of Yaks he
was exporting to France a cargo of the fruits

of this Cucumber for their fodder. As a con-

sequence of this, Naudin recommended the

plant to be grown for forage. The species is

now cultivated in many districts, and is freely

used far human food. It is well known that

the celebratod sweetmeat called " Cheveus
d'Anges " or " Cabellos del Angel," so popular

all over Latin America, is made from the pulp

of this species of Cucumber, extracted in the

form of filaments. Some interesting informa-

tion as to the use of these fruits is given in

the work of M.M. Pailleux and Bois, entitled

Le Potager d'TJn Curieux. When mature, the

fruits are very hard and durable, and can be

kept good for several years.

Export of Seed Potatos Growers and ex-

porters will be interested to learn that seed

Potatos may now be exported to all destinations,

except Soviet Russia, without a licence from

the Board of Trade. Exporters are warned,

however, that it will still be necessary to obtain

from the Ministry of Agriculture certificates of

freedom from disease (in respect of Potatos grown
in England or Wales) before export can take

place to certain countries, in order to comply
with the importation regulations of those coun-

tries. This requirement will continue as here-

tofore.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—
Tuesday, February 22 : Royal Horticultural

Society's Committee meetings ; lecture by Mr.
Vivian P. Davis on " Beautiful Gardens " at

3 p.m. Wednesday, February 23 : Irish

Gardeners' Association and Benevolent Society's

meeting; Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-

cultural Society; lecture of "Fungous Diseases

( .f Plants" by' Mr. Dudley V. Howells.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five

Years Ago.

—

Erantlu tnum pulchellum.—Blues

amongst forced flowers are rare ; therefore,

this plant is very desirable. Struck from cut-

tings in the early part of February, and highly

cultivated, they will make nice bushes by the

early part of August, when they should be
removed from the stove to the cool greenhouse,

to oheck further excitement to growth. Intro-

duced to a lively temperature of from 65 deg.

ti, 70 deg. in the early part of November, and
if possible to bottom-heat, they will blossom
beautifully through December and January ;

when, if cut down, disrooted, and carried

through the same routine as the cuttings, they
will make better bushes still by the autumn
following—having more flowers in proportion to

the foliage. These plants delight in abundance
of moisture at the roots, and are better kept in

pans of water when in flower. Soil should be

strong loam, ipeat, and leaf-mould. It. Erring-
ton, Oulton, Gard. Chron., February 21. 1846.

Publications Received.

—

Index Se.rn.inum in

hortis Musei Parisiemis, anno 1920 collectorum.

Museum National d'Histoire Xaturelle, Rue de
Buffon, Paris. The Philippine Agricultural
Review. Issued by the Bureau of Agriculture.

Bureau of Printing. Manila. Varieties of
Potatos Immune to Wart Disease. 1920.

University College of North Wales, Bangor.
A Research on the Eurali/pt* and their Essential
nils. Bv Richard T. Baker and Henry G.
Smith; Second Edition with coloured illustra-

trations. Technological Museum. New South
Wales; William Applegate Gullick, Sydney.
Acta Forestalia Fenniea. Twelve volumes.
Forestry Association in Finland, Helsinjrfors.
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INDOOR PLANTS. THE CAMELLIA.

AESCHYNANTHUS.
The i,onus Aaschynanthus comprises hand-

le me, epiphytic, twining plants, requiring a

warm greenhouse or stove temperature. Several

species were introduced from. Java and East
India, where they are generally found growing
on trunks of old or decaying trees. They are
most suitable for growing on blocks in pots or

pans filled with fibrous peat and Sphagnum-
moss in about equal parts, with silver sand
added ; for creeping up the stems of dead tree

Feins or other decayed stumps; or for furnish-

ing hanging baskets.

Practically all the species are very fr%'-

flowering, and make a pretty, display during
the summer with their neat foliage and bright
terminal flowers. They are especially useful for

growing in houses where space is a considera-

tion. The following are the best and most
distinct for the purpose:

—

Ae. fclgens.—A species with large, thick
leaves, and terminal umbels of bright crimson
tubular flowers with a yellow throat.

Ae. grandlflorus.—An extra fine species

with large crimson and orange shaded flowers,

and thick, leathery leaves.

Ae. Hildebrandlt.—A very distinct species.

The plant is dwarf and rather loosely tufted;
the stems are slender, sub-erect, 2 to 4 inches

high, with oval, pubescent leaves about an inch
long. The flowers are produced from the axils

of the uppermost leaves. The corolla tube is

about an inch long, curved and dilated at the

tip into a deeply two-lipped limb, bright orange-
scarlet above and orange-yellow below
Ae. Lobbianus.—A drooping species, particu-

larly suitable lor hanging baskets. This is a

very striking plant from the strong contrast

of the purplish black calyx and the bright hue
oi the corolla. It is very free-flowering.

Ae. longiflorus.—This plant has erect, long,
tubular flowers of a brownish-purple colour,

with projecting stamens.

Ae. obconicus.—A pretty, neat, very distinct

plant, with broad, ovate, leathery leaves. The
flowers are produced on short, upturned
peduncles, in clusters. The calyx is a dark,
glossy red colour, the corolla bright cinnabar
red.

Ae. pulcher.—A beautiful species of excep-
tional merit, with large, bright scarlet flowers

<i"d bright green foiiage.

Ae. speciosus.—A handsome species, with
rich orange-rtd flowers, produced in terminal
bunches; this should be grown for the rich

colour of its blooms.

The Aesrhyn.inthus are easy of cultivation,
not subject to insect pests, and may be propa-
gated freely froim seed, or from cuttings of half-

ripened shoots inserted in sandy soil, rooted
m bottom heat under a bell glass, hand light,

or frame. John Heal, Y.M.U.

^THE BULB GARDEN.

GALANTHI'S melyillei .major.
Melville's Snowdrop, growing in my garden

by the side of a big plant of Menziesia
(Daboeeiat polifolia, i> again giving a display of
its lovely flowers, the dark foliage of the Heath
adding greatly to the virgin-like whiteness of the
Galanthus.
The origin of .Melville's charming Snowdrop

las been so often related thai it appears super-
fluous to repeal it. One need only say that it

originated in the grounds of the Duke of Suther-
land's place al I )un robin Castle, Sutherlandshire,
mi»1 was introduced to notice hy Mr. Melville,
""' gardener there. It has received high en-
comiums from the best connoisseurs of the
Snowdrop, and it is only a pity th»t it is so
difficult i , pro nre from nurserymen. Why the
"lime should I,.,,, the addition of ''major'" is
"'' '

' "-''. a s there is no Melvil.'ei minor or other,
"'deed, than it elf with the name of Mclvillei
connected with it. S. trnntl

As in most other tilings, fashion in garden-
ing is constantly changing, and in no respect
is this seen in a greater degree than anion ;st

hard-wooded plants, such as the Camellia,
which at one time was a great favourite for
conservatory decoration When at the height
of its popularity, this showy flowering plant
was grown in nearly every garden, and a
large trade in them was done by nurserymen
who had extensive collections. The decline in
favour of this beautiful flower is probably to
be accounted for by its rather stiff, formal
appearance, but this is true of many others,
and it is surprising that the swing of the
pendulum went so far as to make the Camellia
one of the scarcest plants in cultivation. In
recent times, however, there has been a re-

Fig. 38.

—

camellia kimberley; colour huh
CERISE-CRIMSON, WITH CENTRAL Buss 01 GO] I I \

TIPPED STAMENS.

vival in its favour; this may lie parti] due to

the iv ling of so many new, beautiful varie
ties ol the Anemone-flowered and single sec

lions, which are more decorative than the
imbrie.it. i type. The resuU is that, whilst

.some of the old favourites ifii iii in , cultivators me
turning their attention mostly to such bean
tiful lie v sorts as the one illu>'t rated in lie.

38. named KimU'i'Ly. The colour of this

novelty is cerise n iin.-i hi. ,i moat glorious tone
well set off by the dense clustei of stamens in

the centre, which are led, tipped with sura

yellow. Another new variety of this type,
named Sylva, has larger blooms, bu'l the pollen
masses are not so prominent. The white
Devoni i, another tine single vainly, received
the Royal rfortieulini.il Society's Award of

Merit on May 8, 19O0. wl en exhibited by my
firm.

line • alne of the Camellia is that it is per-

fectly hardy, and the e whi wen acquainted

with the old E.H.S. Gardens at Chiswick will
temembsr the beautiful Camellia border at the
toot of a north wall, where the plants were
protected from the early morning sun in times
of frost, for the greatest injury is done to the
plants when the frozen leaves become thawed
suddenly. Thus the common belief that they
are only hardy in the warmer parts of the
British Isles is an erroneous one, as the many
magnificent specimens to be seen in the neigh-
bourhood of Windsor proves. In this connec-
tion the Anemone-flowered and single kitids
demand the attention of intending planters, as
the flowers of these types have for the most
part thicker petals than those of the doable
varieties, and do not show the result of damage
by frost so rapidly.
A note on the Camellia would be incomplete

without reference to the beautiful C. reticu-
lata. This is a delightful shrubby plant for
the conservatory or cold greenhouse, with
flowers of red rosy lake, and will succeed per-
fectly on walls out-of-doors in warm localities.
This species was brought from China by a
Captain Rawes, and it first blossomed in 1826,
in the conservatory of Thomas Carev Palmer,
Esq., at Bromley. For many years it was
known as Captain Rawes's Camellia.
For the information of those who desire to

plant Camellias, I give below a list of the most
desirable varieties, with their colours:—
Semi-double Varieties.—Conspicua, deep

rose, extra large flowers; Donkelaari, crimson,
marbled with white, a medium-sized flower;
plant very free-flowering; Lady Audrey Buller,
v very pleasing shade of rose, occasionally
nottled with white, a large and beautiful
lower

;
Lady Vere de Vere, a deeper rose than

Lady Audrey Buller, sometimes striped wit I:

,
ile rose: latifolia, brilliant, deep rose-coloured,

very large flowers, with reflexed petals;
magnolaeflura, a lovely shade of warm flesh
pink, with a beautiful salmon-pink flush on
the young flowers; of medium size.

Single Varieties.—Cuspidata. white, with a
faint rose (liish-.a small-flowered variety very
free blooming, with small leaves ; Devonia, a
white flower, with golden stamens: the plant is

a vigorous grower, with large haves, and the
Rowers aire 3 inches in diameter; Kimberley
jsee Fig. 58), bright cerise-crimson, flowers 3
inches in diameter, with a broad boss of red
stamens in the centre, with straw-yellow tips

;

Oleifera. white, slightly tinged with rose, a
medium-sized flower, with a delicious perfume:
Sylva. light crimson, free flowering; Sasanqua,
single end semi-double, in shades of pink, red,
;nd white. P. C. M. Veitch, K.rrter.

NOTES FROM KEW.

Several large bushes of Forsythia inter-
media var. spectabilis in the conservatory have
been in full flower during January, ft is a
splendid subject for forcing, as it mav be had
in Howe.- 1,\ Christmas, ami lasts in bloom for
a month. Ii is also the best of all the For-
sythias for massing out of doors, as all parts
of the plants are covered with a profusion of
flowers of a deep ""Idea yellow. Altogether, a
lai-ge group of it is very effective, having a
.solid, well-furnished appearance, which the
other species ami varieties, beautiful as they
are. lack.

h'hododendron om.iseuluni is also represented
in the conservatory l>\ several large specimens
which are covered with a profusion of small,

I
:h-. silvery, mauve coloured flowers. This
Rhododendron is naturally early in flowering,
and, unless grown out-of-doors in a sheltered
position, the (lower buds usually get damaged
by late frosts. Tins plaint was known as I!.

dauricum var. atrovirens, but was renamed R.
emaseuliim, as it i s peculiar in having all its

stamens aborted. Whatever it- origin, there

is no doubt about its merits ,i- a forcing plant.

Rhododendron Kaempferri is also represented
li\ plants in varying shades of clear pink,

salmon, an I briol red, li ie rather surprising
that i his Rhododendron has been overlooked

cing subje t for the conservatory. ./. <'.
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The Week's Work

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Ooftts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Edging Plants—Santolina Chamaecyparissus,

the Cotton Lavender, makes a beautiful

edging to herbaceous borders, and, where
a formal effect is required, should be
kept clipped. Pinks, also, are suitable

for edgings, their glaucous foliage always being

attractive. Pinks may be used as edging to Rose-

beds, especially those on gravel or stone-paved

paths, where the beds are generally edged with

stones or tiles, which have a hard, stiff appear-

ance unless covered with plants. In such
positions, also. Mossy Saxifragas and many other

low-growing plants may be used with advan-
tage. Armeria maritima, the Common Thrift or

Sea Pink, both red and white, also makes an
excellent edging for paths, and is best replanted

every few years. In the south, and especially on
light, warm soils, Zephyranthes Candida, the
Zephyr-flower, makes an excellent hard-wearing

edging, and produces its white, Crocus-like

flowers in profusion.

Summer Bedding Plants.—Large plants of

Heliotrope, Fuchsia, Plumbago, and such like

subjects used for summer bedding, should now
be examined for pruning and trimming generally.

When they have started into growth the plants

should be shifted into larger receptacles or top-

dressed if repotting is not required. It is the

season for propagating bedding stock generally,

and many subjects may be raised from seeds

sown now, including fibrous-rooted Begonias and
Solanums. Do not sow too early, for all the

quickly-growing plants are soon spoiled and
starved if kept too long in the seed-pans before

being planted. Small, healthy plants grow
quickly, and give better results in the end. For
example, some cultivators sow Antirrhinums at

the beginning of January, whereas equal, or

perhaps better, results may be obtained by
deferring sowing until the middle or even the end
of February. This is especially true in the
immediate neighbourhood of London and other

large towns, where there is a deficiency of light

in winter.

Tender Shrubs.—Make preparations for the
planting of shrubs which require shelter by
walls, fences, or other hardier plants. The plants

are generally grown in pots by nurserymen,
and they may be planted at any time, but it is

best done when the weather conditions are more
favourable. The successful cultivation of these
semi-hardy subjects depends very largely on the
aspect; thus positions facing west or even north-
west are better than south, as the chief thing
to avoid is to plant in positions where the plants

are likely to be exposed early to the sun when
frozen. In positions where they will become
thawed gradually there is much less chance of

them suffering damage. Thus many such plants
are best grown at the foot of west walls, or
even in the open if planted on the west side
of groups of hardier shrubs or trees. If any
protection is given such plants, it is best
afforded by placing branches of evergreens
amongst them, as they allow the air to circulate.
Material that prevents this, and retains damp,
is likely to do more harm than good.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Abthoe Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epplng.

The Orchard House—To obtain the very best
results with fruits in orchard houses, the trees
should be grown in a span-roof structure where
they will have plenty of light and ventilation
throughout the season of active growth.
Varieties of Pears that are frequently lacking in
flavour when grown out-of-doors may be brought
to a high state of cultivation both in colour and
flavour when grown under glass. The ad-
vantage, too, of inside cultivation is that there
ere but few varieties of Pears which are failures

in the open which cannot be successfully grown
in the orchard house. Such varieties as
Marie Louise, Beurre Hardy, Madame Treyve
Josephine de Malines, Doyenne du Cornice,
Beurre Ranee, Souvenir du Congres, Beurre
Diel and Beurre Superfin, are amongst the best
for pot culture. Assuming the trees are already
established in pots they should be placed in-

doors without delay. Beyond an occasional
watering, they will need very little attention for

the time being. No attempt at forcing should
be made at this stage, and a free circulation
of air should be allowed to pass between the
trees on every occasion when the condition of

the weather is favourable for opening the
ventilators.

The Early Vinery.—These early Vines are
now breaking into growth, and superfluous buds
should be carefully removed by rubbing them
out, leaving for the time being only two to eacli

spur. Later, if the old spurs are close together,

they may be reduced to one only. Little fire

heat has been necessary up to the present, which
is an advantage in more ways than one. About
this time of 1he year the weather often turns
very cold suddenly and stoniis may be expected,
therefore it is necessary to watch the tempera-
ture and ventilation very closely. Admit a very
little air by the top ventilators only when there
is sufficient warmth in the sun's rays to raise

the temperature of the house quickly, but reduce
the ventilation at onre during the passing of

cold stortms. The temperature of the house at

night at this stage may be raised to 55°. Main-
tain a moist atmosphere by damping the floors

and walls on all favourable occasions.

Pot Peaches.—The trees are coming into
flower, and to ensure a successful crop pollina-

tion by hand will be necessary. This may be
done with the use of a rabbit tail drawn care-
fully over the flowers each day until the trees
have passed out of bloom. The atmosphere
should be kept somewhat drier whilst the trees
are in bloom to assist the pollen grains to

disperse readily.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P..

The Node, Codicote, Welwya, Hertfordshire.

Onions.—Seedling Onions that have been
raised indoors to produce large bulbs are develop-
ing their third leaf and require potting off into

small 60-sized pots, or pricking out into boxes.

Perhaps the best results are obtained by the use
of pots as the roots are not much disturbed when
the final planting takes place, generally about
the second week in April. Use similar soil to

that advised for seed sowing and insert the roots

half an inch below the surface to keep the seed-
lings in an upright position. If pots are chosen no
crocks need be placed at the bottom ; rather use
rough fibrous loam or spent Mushroom-bed
manure for drainage. Careful attention must be
paid to 'watering, for, although the soil shoidd
never be allowed to approach dryness, it must not
be saturated with water at this stage. Frequent
sprayings overhead will be very beneficial

to the seedling Onions on all fine days.

In districts where the Onion fly is troublesome
many growers rely principally for their main
crop on seedlings raised under glass. The seed
should be sown now in a little warmth and the
seedlings gradually hardened off in cold frames.

Sow the seed thinly in boxes where the plants

may remain until such time as the weather con-
ditions will allow of planting them outside. Any
of the main crop varieties may be treated this

way.

Leeks.—Seedlings raised from seed sown as

previously advised require shifting into sn.all 60-

sized pots, or they may be pricked out into

boxes. Treat the plants in the same manner
as advised for Onions.

Autumn-Sown Crops.—At the first opportunity
when the soil conditions will allow, the crops
of winter Onions, Spinach and Lettuce sown last

autumn should receive attention. First remove
all dead leaves and weeds and then stir the soil

between the rows lightly with a hoe. This will

tend to keep the plants drier and render them
less likely to be affected by mildew.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer Mobx-

Wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Coleus—Seeds of Coleus should be sown now,
and it is also a suitable time for inserting
cuttings, which will root quickly in a propa-
gating frame. Coleuses, as a rule, grow very
quickly, and should never be allowed to be
come pot-bound in their young state. Insert
fresh batches of cuttings at intervals of two
weeks to maintain a supply of young plants
for decorative purposes indoors. Coleus
thyrsoddeus, a blue, winter-flowering species,

may be propagated from cuttings or from seed;
plants raised from seed grow ranker than those
from cuttings.

Stove Plants—Many of the plants in the
stove require potting, and those that most need
this should be attended to first. Young
Codiaeums (Crotons) should be handled care-
fully, and the soil warmed to the temperature
of the house in which they are grown. If

space permits, it is much easier and quicker to

pot them in the glass-house, clearing part of

the stage for the purpose and having the potting
material and pots in the house a day or so
before. Large specimens of Crotons do not need
much larger receptacles than those they are
growing in; a good top-dressing will suffice.

Before repotting is commenced every plant
should be thoroughly cleansed with a suitable
insecticide.

Winter-flowering Carnations.—Cuttings of

wintering-flowering Carnations should be in-

serted in a clean propagating case. The cutting

pans should be plunged to the rim in a layer

of suitable material. The cuttings will soon
|

develop roots, and as soon as they have done ,

this they should be placed singly in small pots
and grown in a cool frame, which should be
closed for a few days. At a later stage air

should be admitted, as the cooler the plants
are grown the better will they succeed.

Rondeletia speciosa.—The plants should be
pruned hard back to the old wood and the
roots kept somewhat dry until new growth
develops, when water should be used freely and
the plants syringed overhead.

Acalypha Sanderi.—Old specimens of Acalypha
Sanderi, now past their best, should be cut back
and placed in a house having a temperature of

60° to obtain a supply of cuttings. As goon
as the young growths are long enough, they

"

should be inserted in rich soil in a propagating
frame. A few of the old plants should be potted
on, as they will make good specimens. By the
end of the year, if these plants have too many
growths, they may be reduced to five, and a
stake placed to each as it grows to keep them
upright. A. hispida is a gross feeder, and
should be given stimulants from time to time
in the growing season. Syringe the plants freely,,

and maintain a moist atmosphere.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warben, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Gooseberries and Currants.—Should the prun-
ing of these fruits be finished, let the ground
among them be dug over and apply a mulch of
manure if necessary. The digging should be
done carefully, in order not to injure the roots,

and if the bushes are planted in quarters, spread
most of the manure in the centre of the rows.

If planted in straight lines the same rule may be
followed, as all roots are best fed at their ex-

tremities. Recently planted bushes, especially

those on shallow soils, should be mulched at

once, as drying winds and sunny weather may
be expected. Where the soil between the bushes

was turned up early in the winter—and a mulch
is not considered necessary—a good plan, after a

dry day or two, is to rake the surface with a
coarse rake. The object of doing this is to destroy

any small weeds, and the seeds of any weeds
that may be germinating. It will, moreover,
level down the soil, which, if left in a rough
state, would prevent the hoe from performing its

work properly throughout the season. Bushes
that are inclined to be stunted in growth may
be given artificial manure ; the effects of this
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gil •• being carried to the roots by rain—will

be to induce the trees to break into free

growth.

General Remarks.—Much of the seasonable
work in this department has been delayed by
the abnormal rainfall, therefore advantage
should be taken of every favourable oppor-
tunity to complete arrears. Stake all newly
planted trees, mulch them with half-decayed
manure, and push forward the work of pruning,
cleansing and training of the trees. The
borders should be neatly dug as soon as the
work of pruning and nailing the trees is finished.

In turning up the soil, care must be taken not
to dig too deeply, for fear of injuring the roots
of the trees, and in doing this use a three or
four pronged fork, and not a spade. Rasp-
berries may still be pruned, and plantations of
them may yet be made. Red and White Cur-
rants should be planted to fill bare spaces of
walls haiving a northern aspect; the fruit will,

if protected by nets, keep long, and be very use-
ful in the autumn.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Odontoglossum.—Plants of Odontoglossum
citrosmum are starting into growth, but thev
should not be unduly hastened by the use of
much artificial warmth, or they may fail

to produce flower-spikes. They 'should still
he kept fairly dry at the roots, but immediately
flower-spikes appear in the centre of the new
growths the plants may receive more generous
treatment in watering and afforded more
atmospheric moisture. 0. grande and O.
Inslayi leopardinum should still be resting in
the warmest part of the Odontoglossum house.
These plants will require little or no water
until growth becomes active. If these Orchids
are not allowed a long season of rest they will
fail to flower in a satisfactory manner. Many
plants of Odontoglossum crispum, 0. Pescatorei,
and numerous hybrids are developing flower-
spikes, and when the inflorescences are of suffi-

cient length they should be tied to neat
sticks. This also applies to Odontiodas. which
should be grown in the very lightest position in
the, Odontoglossum house near the roof glass.
Search night and morning for slugs, which are
very destructive to the young, succulent flower-
spikes. Lettuce leaves or damp bran placed
near the plants form excellent traps. Small or
weakly plants should have the flower-spikes
removed as soon as they are observed. Plants
that need fresh rooting materials may, provided
the young growths are a few inches in height
and are developing new roots from their bases,
be repotted. A suitable compost consists of

equal parts Osmunda and Al fibre, a small
quantity of Sphagnum-moss cut into rather short
portions, and some crushed crocks. Great care
must be exercised in affording water to newly-
potted plants at this season.

Sophronites.—The glowing scarlet Sophronitis
grandiflora has been bIoo7ning for some time,

I the flowers being produced on the partly de-
veloped pseudo-bulbs. The plants require to

be kept sufficiently moist at the roots to main-
tain the Sphagnum-moss in a green ami
healthy condition, but care must be taken
that water does not lodge in the centres of the
young growths, as it may cause them to decay.
Frequent, or even annual disturbance of the
roots is not desirable if the compost is in a

sweet condition. But any plants that are in

need of fresh rooting materials should be given
attention as soon as young roots begin to push
from the base of the young shoots. Shallow
pans with wire handles form the most suit-
able receptacles, as the plants grow best when
Suspended from the roof rafters of the cool
house. The pans should be filled to more than
hall their depth with clean crocks for drain-
age, with a thin layer of Osmunda fibre, and
a sprinkling of Sphagnum moss. During their

Season of active growth they need to be well

Supplied with water, less sufficing when the

small pseudo-bulbs arc fully made up.

STATICE LATIFOLIA.
Popularly and appropriately called the

"Great Sea Lavender," Statice latifolia is too

infrequent in the gardens of growers of hardy
border flowers. Why this is so is difficult to

understand, as there are few late summer-
flowering plants of such distinct appearance to

be met with in the bolder at the season it

which it blooms. It is a decided ornament to

the flower border; while in many places it

might be employed in beds or in masses in

grass to give a definite feature to the garden
or grounds. This Sea Lavender has large,

,

broadish leaves, which are in themselves pleas-

garden was a long herbaceous border. Here
one day I was standing with my friend, Prof.
R. Newstead, F.R.S. (in his pre-professional
days), when his observant eye caught sight ot
a plant that I had not noticed, but which he
recognised as distinct both from L. coronaria
and L. Flos-jovis, which were in the border.
Probably some insect had cross-fertilised one
species with the other; they had not been
crossed by human agency. Seeing its merit, 1

propagated the plant by division, and three or
four years later sold some of the stock to
Messrs. F. and A. Dickson and Sons, Chester,
who, without consulting me, sent it out under
the above name. I have always objected to
the name as apparently indicating a species
or home-raised hybrid. The plant, which is

Fig. 39.

—

iris prospero; falls violet-pvrple, standards clear lavender, r.h.s. award of

merit june 1, 1920.

in", and, when surmounted by the flowers, give

a must pleasing effect. Rising above 'he leaves

to a height of iron. 20 to 30 inches are the broad

panicles of Light blue flowers of the character-

istic form of the Statices, the whole colouring

being modified into a kind of pleasing greyish

blue, owing to the colouring of the bracts and

calyces. A good plant is highly imptresive, with

its masses "f these panicles and the fine leaves

combined. S. latifolia is not a difficult subject t.'

cultivate, and will flourish in any good Mill,

although I am of opinion that it prefers a

rather light, but rot too poor, rooting medium,

and it needs a sunny situation. S. Arnott.

LYCHNIS WALKERI.

As the person from whom this plant was

named and in whose garden it originated, an

account of its origin may be of interest to

growers of hardy plants. "In the early 'eighties

The Shot Tower at Chester bad a dwelling

house and large garden attached to it,

occupied by me as managing partner. In the

certainly much more decorative than either

of its parents, having five or six times

as many flowers, has not become so popu-

lar as it deserves. This is probably because

it requires to be propagated by division about

every third year, as the roots are small and soon

exhaust the" adjacent soil ; otherwise it is per-

fectly hardy and not at all exacting with regard

to soil. Alfred 0. Walker, Z'lcombe Place,

Maidstone.

IRIS PROSPERO.
Among the many fine Irises exhibited by

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Colchester, at the

Chelsea Show in 1920, one of the boldest and

finest was named Prospero (see Fig. 39). This

variety belongs to the tall, bearded section, and

was a's remarkable for the vigour of its spikes

as for the beauty of its flowers. The latter have

violet-purple falls, paler at the margins, and

reticulatelv veined at the base: while the arch-

in- standards are broad and of a deep lavender

colour. The variety gained the R.H.S. Award
of .Merit on the occasion of tile exhibition.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.—The Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable /or reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or iniuru.

Mr.REGINALD FARRER'S second
EXPLORATION IN ASIA,*

26.

—

Up-Cottntry.

AFTER much wrestling with authority and

with all the many difficulties that -spring

up in such malignant clusters round the

/eet of an intending explorer, I left Maymyo
at the 'beginning of March, and by the middle of

the month was ready once more to set off from

Myitkyina. And at this point, for the benefit

of all who are interested in my wanderings,

either platonically or with a more intimate

concern, it becomes necessary for me to

explain their scope and limitations. Take

to yourselves a map—.such as there is

-of Upper Burma. You will there see

,iow the top of the country called Burma (for

lack of any better name, but really nameless) is

walled off from Assam on the west, from Tibet

on the north, and from China and Siam all

iown the east, by one great sweep of mountains,

rising straight on all sides from the tropics they

enclose. Now these have their foothills clothed

in jungle " of a Malayan density," and are

entirely unnegotiable except by a very few

passes of extreme difficulty. You will also

perceive the two great rivers, the M'li Hka and

N'Mai Hka, forming a sort of Y, of which the

(wo arms meet at Myitkyina, thenceforth to be

called the Irrawaddy. Up the East River I went

last year to Hpimaw, also to be discovered on

the map ; this year I had hoped to get up to the

sources of the West River (the M'li), where it is

born, amid an incessant downpour, in the

wuthern folds of the 18,000-feet Alps that there

*edge Burma from Assam and Tibet. For this

place called Putao is the starting point ; un-

luckily, there is neither road nor population

beyond there, so that all supplies for the year

have to be taken up on coolie-back, as well as

\ complete stock of rations for the coolies tliem-

elves. This means a small army of carriers

;

and authority, in the form of the Putao Deputy
Commissioner, was itself making such heavy

drains on local labour for fort building, etc., that

it was felt no more could be made. Accordingly

the northward direction, up the Adung Long,

was closed to me absolutely, and I could only

get admission to the district at all by promising

to use nothing but mules for my transport.

Now, from Putao there is but one mule road.

It goes due east, crosses the M'li, crosses the

watershed of the M'li and the N'Mai, crosses the

terrible N'Mai itself, and then winds for nine

days further, up to the alpine wall of China,

more than a hundred miles north of Hpimaw,
but on the same eastern range. There does not
seem much point in its doing so, except to keep
the Akhyang Valley from falling back into the

hands of China, to whom by rights, like

Hpimaw, it has immemorially belonged. How-
ever, there it is, and I was faced with only two
alternatives, either to come home or to make the

Akhyang Valley, and Nyitadi at its head, my
objeetives for the year. I am anxious to put
this point plainly, lest any should think that

avoidably or from slackness I have shirked the

•The previous articles by Mr. Fairer were pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 28, July 12.
August 9, August 23, September 6, September 27, Octo-
ber 18, November 1, November 22, and December 6,
1919; Januarv 3, January 17, February 7, February 28
March 20. April 24, May 29, July 10. July 31. September
i, October 2, December 4, 1920. Januarv 1 and
January 29, 1921.

Adung Long, and taken the risks of returning

—

though to a far northerly portion of it—to the

same range along which I worked last year. But
I had, in fact, no other choice. And, further-

more, I was encouraged by promises from the
only two Europeans who had ever been up to

Nyitadi, of a pleasant absence of Bamboo-scrub
there, and a plentiful presence of limestone.

(After this, need I add that, when I got there

I found as much Bamboo as ever at Hpimaw
and not one scrap of limestone in the whole un-

brokenly granite country ?) And if anybody
fancies that one comes to Nyitadi out of slack-

ness—let him only try for himself and see

!

From Myitkyina to Putao is three solid weeks
of travel. But as this is all through jungle of

the upper tropics it need not detain readers of the

Gard. Ohron. so long as it detains the traveller.

Only within a day or two of Putao itself do the

high snows begin to appear, rising in a wall all

round the plain in which lies the little knot of

shacks which is Putao. The plain, indeed, is a

series of tilted levels, with Putao on the upper-

most one, running out in a little lateral promon-

tory. These stretches are clothed in deep, coarse

grass, but already, by the wayside, flowers of a
more familiar and less tropical sort begin once
more fo gladden eyes that have grown sick to

death of Palms, and of travelling for three weeks
through jungle' like some interminable con-

servatory at Kew. Pretty little ground OTchids

are there, and among other small fry reappears

that universal treasure of the East, Viola Patrinii.

Now from the penultimate station to Putao

the road strikes straight away east for another

solid three weeks of travel to Nyitadi. The M'li,

always a smaller and much tamer river than the

N'Mai (which, like the other great rivers—its

rivals—the Salwen, the Mekong, the Yangtze, is

certainly trained for its ferocious career up in the

remote cradles of Tibet), is easily crossed, and
gradually the mule-road coils up the watershed

for a week or so, passing the hill fort of Kong-lu,

the last European outpost, on a spur of the hills.

It is not till Kong-lu has been left behind that

the road grows interesting. It also grows

amazingly bad. Up to Kong-lu the Public

Works Department has built a quite creditable

mule-track fhrough the jungle (and. Oh for China

where there's no jungle at all and an abundance of

mule-tracks!), and away on the other side of the

N'Mai the Kong-lu Assistant Superintendent has

built another up the Akhyang Valley. But
between Kong-lu and the N'Mai the track is only

the native one. And a Kunung track deals

drastically with mountains. It runs straight up
them mercilessly, ripples along their dorsal ridge,

and then drops as straight and as mercilessly

down again when this comes to an end.

Exhausting therefore, and difficult is the toil

over the watershed. But, at least, though still

densely jungled, the mountains are now over 6,000

ft. Rhododendron McKenzieanum reappears, and
at 7,000 ft. R. tanastylum. [F. 812]. The path
even climbs to '8,000 ft., traversing the notoriously
evil pass of the Shingrup Chat, from whose notch
you suddenly see all the Alps of the Akhyang in

front of you, deep still in snow, very grand and
sombre, and the wicked waters of the N'Mai
looking minute and placid and demure, straight

down far below. And here, too, there was a
lovely little Primula of the obconica section,

with leathery leaves like a Soldanella's, haunting
damp cliffs of broken shale with its fringy flowers
of violet-blue, themselves not unlike those of a

flattened Soldanella.

Down to the N'Mai the path, in time, precipi-

tately took us. And there, though everyone had
agreed in promising me a fine new bridge, I

found nothing but a ferry raft of Bamboo poles
tethered together and completely awash in that
tempestuous tide. With one accord the mule-
men declined to budge a yard further or to
attempt the crossing of such a river. Now
ensued scenes of passionate argument in which
nobody listened and everybody screamed
simultaneously as loud as they could for several

hours on end. With as much dignity as possible,

to prove the safety of the passage, I took my
place on the raft, squatting gingerly upon the

poles and the waves that seeped and ebbed among
them. Upstream the two naked paddlers

laboriously wrought the raft gradually out

and out until it was caught in the race of waters,

and then came crushing down on their full fury,

boppledy, boppledy, like a cork in a chaos of

white breakers, from which, by degrees, the

herculean efforts of the raftsmen brought it at

last into peace under the further shore. So there

was I, and there, in due course, were all the

chattels. But still the mulemen would not

budge. I had a certain sympathy with them,

though never yet have I known a Chinese to

break a contract. The loftiest remonstrances,

however, were unavailing. For three days I

sat in the Rictam shanty in an unceasing down-

pour, and at last these perjured mulemen

imperturbably turned round and went home

again, leaving me to cope with all the unantici-

pated problem of securing coolie transport and

paying for it.

Between Kong-lu and the N'Mai there is noj

sign of human habitation whatever, but,

fortunately, once across the river you come into

a country of Lissu's, more densely populated

than most in these unvisited regions. With far

less difficulty than I had feared, indeed, almost

automatically, without any difficulty at all, there

accrued to me a whole crowd of all ages and

sexes and sizes, the ladies especially notable for

their tiaras—broad bands sewn thickly with shirt

buttons, from which hangs out all round a thick

fringe of coloured beads and cowries. So that]

quite easily a caravan was collected, and in a]

day or two I was successfully setting forth once

more at the tail of my new army, feeling as I

contemplated their endless array like the great

king himself setting out for the invasion of I

fiieece. Reginald Farrer.

HORTICULTURAL LIBRARIES IN THE
UNITED STATES.

II.—BOTANICAL LIBRARIES.
(Concluded from p. 51.)

Until recently my own knowledge of the Ar-
nold Arboretum Library was chiefly that of al
constant and grateful user of its catalogue. A
large debt is due to Miss Tucker, t he Librarian
of the Arboretum, for these two volumes (1914-

1917), covering respectively author and subject
entries, with two supplements to the former,
altogether constituting the most important
botanical catalogue which has been issued in

many years—as the Bradley Bibliography,
edited by Dr. Rehder, and also published by
the Arboretum, is the chief botanical biblio-

graphy. I shall not try to give details in re-

gard to the contents of this library, but limit

myself to general considerations.
In the first place, it should be stated that

the library of the Arnold Arboretum is not at

all a horticultural collection; neither does it

attempt to cover the subject of forestry; it is

essentially a botanical library, with special re-

ference to woody plants. Works dealing ex-

clusively with herbaceous plants are not in-

cluded, yet so catholic is the scope of the col-

lection that many books on floriculture have
been admitted, simply because they contain
something on the Camellia, Pomegranate, Cit-
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rus, and the like. Another characteristic of

the library is the practice of getting many edi-

tions of desired works, as seven of Macer Flori-

dus, sixteen of Theophrastus, nine of Bomne-
fons' Jardinier Francois, seven of Van Oosten's

Nederlandse Bloemhof. This gives tine oppor-

tunities for comparing the different issues of cer-

tain books. I had long wanted to trace some
statements in Miller's Gardeners' Dictionary,

and here at the Arboretum found it easy to

marshal the folios side by side and compare
their respective abridgements ; most of the known
editions seem to be here. The classification also,

which is rather broad and simple, adds much to

the interest as well as the convenience and use-

fulness of the Arboretum Library. One great

room contains reference books, systematic bo-

tany, the richly-illustrated and handsomely
bound portfolios, and geographical botany. A
similar room contains the periodioal publications,

arranged by their countries in a series of al-

coves. These include the only copv I know of

tion is more apt to be chronological; while to

the book lover tliis grouping is specially con-

venient and satisfying. Although this part of

the library offers less intrinsic beauty than
the sumptuous modern books, the Arnold Ar-
boretum has bought rather more incunabula
than our other botanical libraries, and the
catholicity of selection to which I have pre-

viously referred results in one's finding the

most unexpected treasures in the pre-Linnean
section. Space forbids anything but a glance

at the richly bound and illustrated books, of

which I have already mentioned the copy of

Jacquin's Editio picla (Vindobonae, 1780?);

but probably the most unique possession of the

Arboretum library is the copy of Elwes and
Henry's Trees of Great Britain and Ireland,

which was presented to Dr. Sargent by English

friends, and specially bound in woods of

characteristic British trees. M. F. Warner,
Washington, U.S.A.

the white ground of the sepals and petals.

The showy lip is striped with ruby-red on

the inside of the side lobes, the front being of

the same colour with a narrow white margin.

Flowers of white and yellow forms of C.

Schlegelii, with showy markings, and three

dissimilar forms of C. Castor were also sent.

AN EASILY MANAGED ORCHID.
Coelogyne cristata is a most useful Orchid

during January and February, when other

choice flowers are somewhat scarce. Its white

flowers, with yellow base to the lip,

look quite charming when the plant is sus-

pended in a conservatory or stood in a dwelling

room. Coelogyne cristata is easily managed,

provided the few necessary details are attended

to, such as watering and keeping the plants

clean. The plants thrive in pans suspended from

the roof-rafters in a temperature house, where a

temperature of from 55° to 60° is maintained.

tlG. 40.—S0PHRO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA FALCON; COLOUR SCARLET-RED WITH A GOLD SHEEN. R.H.S. FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE, FEBRUARY 8, 1921; FROM SIR

GEORGE HOLFORD'S COLLECTION (SEE P. 82).

Dietrich's Odconom isch-botan ischea Garten-jour-

nal (6 v., 1795-1804), a full set of the Verhand-
lungen des Vereins zur Beforderung des Garten-

baues in Berlin, the Annates de I'lnstitut Horti-
cole de Fromont, and Landreth's Floral Maga-
zine and Botanical Repository, an excessively

rare American journal.

A large proportion of the library, however,
is housed in the fireproof staok which also con-

tains most of the herbarium; here are found
the pre-Linnean works, comprising everything

before 1737, whether on medical botany, agri-

culture, general natural history, fruit culture,

or what not. This room also contains the more
recent agricultural and horticultural books, by
no means an insignificant group; also the mono-
graphs of plant genera and families, arranged
according to the Natiirlichen l'flanzcnfamilien,
and covering many works on ornamen-
tal shrubs, fruits, the vine, etc. But there is

no question that the segregation of the pre-Lin-
nean books gives dignity to the entire collec-

tion; there is no advantage in arranging
them by subject, since they are almost never
consulted from the topical standpoint, but most
commonly cited by author, or used in the study
of the history of plants, where their associa-

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM SNOW-
WHITE.

A beautiful, pure white form of Odonto-
glossum crispum of more than ordinary interest

is flowering in the collection of Mis.

Bischoffsheim, at Stanmore. It is of perfect

shape and differs in its spotless, snow-white

flowers of thick substance from any of the

ordinary type, the segments being broadly ovate

and but slightly pointed at the tips. The ovate

white lip has a chrome-yellow disc, and there

are a few small red markings on the column. It

flowered out of a small lot specially collected by

the late Mr. John Carder, and which produced

several interesting natural hybrids, two of which
of the 0. Andersonianum class, but with white

ground spotted with red, are also in bloom.

CYMBIDIUM VESTA.
G. Hamilton-Smith, Esq., Northside, Leigh

Woods, Bristol (grower Mr. W. E. Walker),

sends a flower of a beautiful new cross be-

tween C. insigne sajiguinolentum and C. Alex-

ander! roseum, the rose tint of which suffuses

Large specimens, too heavy for suspending,

should be raised on inverted pots or bricks on

the staging. F. Pye, The Gardens, Upton

trii-i/ House, Basingstoke.

[Mr. Pye sent a photograph showing a well-

flowered specimen but, unfortunately, it was not

suitable for reproduction.

—

Eds.]

CYPRIPEDIUMS FROM BROCKHTJRST.

Frederick J. Hanbury, Esq., Brockhurst,

Bast Grinstead, sends flowers of three excel-

lent new Cypripediums. C. Anselm is a model

flower with petals rather more than two

inches in width; the showy dorsal sepal is

white, with apple-green base, and dark maroon

spotting, heaviest in the centre. The cross

is C. nitens Magnificent x C. Pyramus. C.

Alliance, between C. Boxallii and C. Hera
Kuryades is of fine substance. The dorsal sepal

is white, with emerald-green base, and has dark

claret blotches in the centre. C. Benhera.

obtained by crossing C. Bendis and C. Hera
Kuryades, shows the C. Mons. de Curte in

('. Bendis in a marked degree in the heavy

claret purple blotching on the dorsal sepal.

The broad petals and lip are yellow, tinged

with purple; the sepals have purple blotches.
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SPRING GRAFTING UNDER GLASS.

Grafting may be done under glass from

February to April, using stocks that have been

potted beforehand, and which should be started

into growth before being grafted. A close case

with a bottom-heat of from 65° to 70° is

necessary, and the bottom of the case should

be slate, stone, or even sheet-iron in preference

to wood, as the warmth and moisture of the case

tend to the growth of fungus if wood is used.

The fungus will often spread through the cover-

ing material—which may be sand, ashes, coke-

dust, or preferably cocoa-nut fibre—and up
through the pots to the detriment of the plants

by injuring the young roots.

There axe several methods of grafting, but side

and saddle-grafting are the two most commonly
practised under glass. I always prefer the latter

method if it is possible to adopt it, as the union

is stronger, though both stock and scion have to

be of the same size, and this is not always

possible to provide, so that side-grafting has

sometimes to be resorted to. Two sharp knives

are necessary, whichever method is used ; one to

be used for the stock and the other for the

scion.

In saddle grafting the top of the stock is cut

off at the point where the scion is likely to fit.

and the stem left is cut up each side for about

an inch to form a wedge-shaped point. The scion

is cut inversely, that is, a piece is cut out of

the base so that it will fit exactly over the top

of th? stock. The stock and graft are then
lightly bound together, and if the work has been

cleanly done union will soon take place. To
the beginner I recommend my own practice of

years ago, and that is to obtain some Willow-
rods or other soft wood, and to continue prac-

tising until the whole operation can be done with

four clean cuts, two for the stock and two for

the scion. If any shaping has to be done after-

wards it is rarely satisfactory, so that it is best

to practise first on something that is of no value

to obtain perfection. This will be found also to

be a training for the eye, as two pieces of stem
that appear to be of the same size aTe often

found, on being fitted together, to vary to a

greater extent in thickness than might be
imagined by those inexperienced in work of this

nature.
In side-grafting the stock is headed back, and

a piece cut off one side only, sufficient in size to

take the scion. This method is best where stock

and scion differ considerably in size, as the

former need only be cut sufficiently to take the
latter. In binding the two together care must
be taken that the barks of the two fit exactly

all round, as that is where union takes place

first.

Another method of grafting, which I have used
successfully on several occasions, is to sow seeds

of the required stock in heat in January, and
grow the young plants in pots until May or

.Tune, when the plant to be propagated has made
plenty of young shoots. Some of these growths
of about the same thickness as the young stocks

are selected and used as scions.

In grafting, the top of the stock is cut off and
the stem cut down with a sharp knife to a depth
of half an inch or so. The young scion is then
cut away on either side to form a wedge, which
is inserted in the cleft of the stock and the two
bound firmly together. They are then put in a

close case for a week or two, when union will

be found to have taken place. These young
plants should be grown on in gentle warmth for

a short time afterwards, and then be gradually

hardened off and finally stood in a cold frame
until the following spring. I have used this

method more particularly in grafting Cytisus on
Laburnum, as seeds of the latter soon germinate,
and the seedlings grow quickly. One-year-old

seedlings may also be used as stocks, but they

should not be started into growth too soon or

they will be too far advanced before the scions

are ready. I have found this herbaceous graft-

ing, as it is called, to be very successful, but

a steady hand and sharp knife are essential as

the work is very fine and the tender wood of

both stock and scion is easily damaged.
Root-grafting, or using pieces of root as stocks,

is used more particularly for the propagation of

Clematis in spring. The roots are obtained
during the winter from old plants of Clematis
Vitalba or C. Flainir.ula. They are cut into

lengths of two to three inches, the upper end,
that is, the end nearest the stem of the plant,

being cut straight across, and the lower end cut

slanting. This is done merely to distinguish the
two ends, otherwise there may be some difficulty

in doing so, especially if there is not much dif-

ference in thickness in the two ends. The roots

are tied in bundles and buried in the ground out-

of-doors until required.
The plant selected for propagating is cut

down to within two or three eyes of the base
early in the year and started into growth in

heat. When the plant breaks, one shoot only
should be allowed to grow, and when this has
attained a height of three feet to four feet it

should be stopped. About a fortnight later it

is ready for grafting, and every bud on the
stem will form a scion. As the buds on Clematis
are opposite the sten. may be split down to form
two scions, but this is not done as a rule unless

stock is limited.

In grafting, the roots aTe brought in, cleansed
free of soil, and the scions side-grafted on them.
They are then potted singly in small pots, and
put into a close case, when union will take place

in about two or three weeks. Most Clematis,

however, root readily from cuttings, which may
be inserted at almost any time during spring or

summer. They should not be cut at a joint,

but at the internodes, as Clematis differ from
most plants in that they will rarely root at a

joint, but are easily propagated by internodal
cuttings.

In conclusion, I may say that the purely

mechanical part of grafting is soon mastered,
as it is merely a question of practice, but the
other factors require careful attention. Perhaps
the most important of these is the question of

stocks, which should- always be young and
vigorous, free from disease, and allied as nearly

as possible to the plant that it is desired to

increase. Scions should (be obtained from per-

fectly healthy plants and should not be too large

—a common mistake with beginners. The plant

may be grown after it is propagated ; there is no
gain in using large scions in the expectation of

getting plants more quickly. With regard to the

temperature that the grafted plants are put in,

the actual heat—provided it is not too low

—

is not so important as that it should be regular

and constant : and too much moisture must be

prevented, though the plants should on no
account be allowed to become dry at the roots.

J. Clark, St. Albans.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

PREPARING GROUND FOR DAHLIAS.

To grow Dahlias successfully it is absolutely

necessary to prepare the ground during February

or March, unless they are following another crop

where the land has been well cultivated previ-

ously. In view of the fact that the Dahlia is a

deep-rooting plant, it is essential to dig the

ground a foot deep, forking the subsoil, but keep-

ing it at the bottom, and mixing it with a layer

of rotted manure.
If the ground selected is of a wet, retentive

nature, a dressing of lime and wood ash from
the garden refuse fire heap will be very bene-

ficial. The ground will then be in good con-

dition for staking and planting when the time
arrives for putting out the plants in the first

week of June. A liberal dressmg of soot when
planting, and again during the growing season,

acts as a stimulant to the plants, and will also

give brilliance to the colours. Ground prepared

in this way will save an enormous amount of

work in the way of watering. The plants will

generally withstand the hottest weather without
flagging, which often happens when Dahlias are

planted in ground not dug deeply. Three of the

best varieties for wreath and bouquet work are

the Bride, a small white cactus sort; Delice, a
pink decorative variety; and the Maid, a small

white decorative sort. R. H. Holton, Crawley.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS

PROGRESS IN PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATIONS.

The love of plants and flowers is to many an

inheritance, and such gardeners and nursery-

men who possess it seem to understand how to

cultivate as though by instinct.

Others become gardeners by accident; they

may or may not be skilled in the art of garden-

ing, and too often they live on the past: they

love to state what they have done, where they

lived as apprentice, journeyman and foreman, the

extent of the gardens in which they worked, the

numbers employed, and what wonderful plants

were grown. If anyone can justify his past with

still greater craftsmanship m the present, he is

in a sure way to make progress and is bound to

come to the top of his profession.

None of us can live on the past alone, as the

past id dead and the present and future are the

important parts of life ; to be satisfied or content

with what one has done means stagnation, even

retrogression, in our craft. We nurserymen who

hope to survive and even flourish must have

never-ceasing energy to learn to improve more

and more, not only our methods, but our know-

ledge of the plants which we specialise in.

Everything around us is progressing, and we

must progress, for we not only have to contend

with competition from within our own shores,

but competition from foreign lands. It is a

never-ending fight, and every new method and

improved variety must be employed to maintain

our position, much less improve upon it.

No flower of recent times has shown such

wonderful improvements as the Carnation, which

is being improved and developed beyond all re-

cognition, and the end is not yet. Moreover, the

methods of cultivation are being changed and

improved. The gardener who is content with

the knowledge he gaine"d in Carnation growing

half a decade ago is out of date; if he realises

this, yet is determined to improve his methods,

or will consult some specialist on the subject

with this object, he will succeed.

I was talking recently to a head gardener in

the North of England who had spent the early

part of his life in an iron foundry, I asked him

why it was that he could grow such wonderful

Carnations when his neighbours, with better

facilities, only half succeeded. He replied. " I

have nothing to forget." He obtained books

written by specialist growers on various plants,

and, being himself a bom gardener, he built up

his 'methods on what he read, after making his

own deductions.

Times have changed, and our methods

must change with the times. We commercial

horticulturists had to gain our experience in

a hard school, and many head-gardeners might

adopt many of the wholesale labour-saving

methods employed by nurserymen, particularly

in establishments where large quantities of cut-

flowers are required.

Full well I know of all too many gardeners

who have only endless difficulties and dis-

couragements to meet; they toil unceasingly for

a mere pittance ; such brothers of our craft we

all are anxious to help when occasion arises;

but the man who fails and is content with

failure, who is too conceited to learn, is entirely

unfit for the competition of the present age.

My firm has a suggestion box, and payments

are made for suggestions which will improve the

efficiency of the firm; the best suggestions for

improving our methods of growing Carnations

come from employees in such departments as the

Office, Despatching, Building and even the

Motor Departments. These suggestions only

improve minor details in our methods, hut the

men look at the Carnation grower's work from

an outsider's point of view, and it is wonderful

what those of us who started to learn gardening

when we left school, have yet to learn.

Not only are such suggestions of value in obtain,

ing greater efficiency, but the men who make

them are stimulated to take a greater interest

in their work, and this co-operation of the staff

might well be adopted in private as well as

commercial and public gardens. Montagu C.

Allwood, Wivelsfield Nurseries, Hayward s

Heath, Sussex.
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HOME CORRESPONDEICE.

TTTte Editors do not hold themselves responsible /or

Xhe opinions expressed by correspondents.^

Mealy Bug on Vines.—After reading the cor-

respondence on the treatment of vines for mealy
bug, I give, for what they may be worth, very
simple means that I adopted during the past few

seasons for keeping the bunches of Grapes free

from this insidious pest. Though winter dressing

of the vines is all important, sometimes through
unavoidable circumstances in the spring it

is impossible to keep a careful watch for mealy
bug that escapes the rigorous treatment, and
if these stray bugs are allowed to remain un-

checked they multiply in an almost incredible

manner. Last season, after reading an article

which came from a source well known to Grape
growers, I decided to act on that advice, which
I thought would be instrumental in aiding my
plans, and I might say proved highly satis-

factory. It was not to syringe the rods or foliage

of the vines at any tin.e, and therefore soon after

thinning was completed I took sheets of cotton

wool, carefully opened them to the woolly
side and tied a piece where the stalk of the
bunch joins the wood. Previous to that we
thought that syringing the foliage daily kept
mealy bug in check, and the wadding was
applied just as the berries began to colour.

But after last season's results I do not wish to

depart again from the good advice given, for

though traces of bug were found on the foliage,

the bunches finished well and were perfectly

clear of the pest, whilst the wadding at the
finish was almost the same as when applied,

and formed a barrier against ants. Bunches
that hang quite faee of the vines, such as those

of Black Hamburgh, give no trouble in prevent-
ing ants from reaching the berries by this means,
but needless to say, other -"arieties that produce
their fruit nearer to the foliage must also have
other lines of communication, such as touching
leaves and wires, barred also against the passage
of ants. E. B., Fota.

Potatos at Aberdeen.—My attention has been
drawn to a report in your issue of January
15th by Mt. W. Outhbertson, Edinburgh, on
tho exhibition of Potatos held at Aberdeen.
In this report Mr. Cuthbertson states that, in

his opinion, the yields obtained per acre were
too high, and asked how the weights were
arrived at The Potatos were grown on one
of the fields on the farm, the land being culti-

vated and drilled in the ordinary way, the drills

being 27 in. apart. The varieties were planted
in rotation, each variety occupying 5A yards.

The sets were planted at different distances

according to class, viz., earlies 9 in., second
earlies 10 in., and maincrop and lates 12 in.

When lifted each lot was weighed separately
and the weight per acre calculated. It might
at first sight appear that the exceptionally
high yields per acre might be due to errors
in calculating from the weights from these
small areas, but the bulk of a half-acre grown
alongside was weighed, and this approximated
very closely to the average yield per acre cal-

culated from the yields of the varieties

weighed singly. I attribute the high yields

in the first place to the great care taken in

the selection of each individual set, and in

the planting of these accurately in the drills

at the fixed distances. The relatively close

planting has also a considerable influence on
the result. All the sets were sprouted and
the best and strongest of these selected, with
the result that there were no blanks and a
very uniform growth. The crop received a
dressing of 12 tons of dung per acre and the fol-

lowing fertilisers :—1£ cwt. sulphate of
ammonia ; 3^ cwt. of superphosphate

; £ cwt.
steamed bone flour; 1 cwt. potash salts. The
land was thoroughly cultivated and kept
clean. I may add that the seed has not been
changed since these experiments started.
About 130 of the varieties have been tried
for seven seasons and in no case has there
been any deterioration. Apart from varia-
tions due to differences in the seasons, the yields,
of the previous years approximated quite
cl" dy to those of last season, and nil have-

been consistently much higher than the
average published yields of the country.
Apart from the. information gained regarding
the relative yielding powers of the different
varieties, these experiments have been useful as
showing the crops that actually can ' be obtained
where proper attention is paid to every • detail
in the culture "of the Potato.' Wm. M.
Findlay,' Marischal College, Aberdeen.

Costmary.—The name Costmary was well
known in this country over three hundred years
ago, for in 1578 Dodoens said the plant was com
mon in gardens everywhere. His botanical name
for it was Balsamita_ major, and this has beeu
adopted in succession by" Gerard, Parkinson,
Linnaeus and Despont. The flower heads are
sometimes rayed, sometimes rayless, and
Linnaeus seems to have taken the two forms for
different plants. In the second and third edi-

had to give way to more showy flowering plants,
but many of the present generation have picked
it up as new to then.. J . F.

Hardiness of Eucalyptus globulus I am
enclosing a photograph (see Fig. 41) of two trees
of Eucalyptus globulus growing in my front
garden. Both trees were raised from seed and
were planted at the end of May, 1918 ; they were
then about 2 ft. 6 in. in height. The taller

has now reached a height of about 22 ft., the
other being about 18 ft. A. G. Taylor, 37, St.
Peter's Hoad, Reading.

Mulgedium Bourgaei.—The above plant is a
native of the Orient, and has several times been
collected between 1900 and 1913. Within
recent years it has found its way into gardens.
The blue-flowered species of Lactuca are
regarded by many botanists as a section of this
genus, but are more often kept separate under
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Fig. 41.— eucalyptus globulus in a reading front garden.

tions of hi* Species Plantar urn he recorded the

rayless form as Tanacetum Balsamita, and the

rayed one as Chrysanthemum Balsamita. The
latter is now regarded as the correct name, and
has beea for forty -five yea^-s at least, yet we
find such nan.es as Tanacetum Balsamita. and
Pyrethrum Tanacetum in more recently printed

books. Willdenow named it Balsamita vulgaris,

and that, as well as other names, are still main-

tained in nursery catalogues. If we trace the

origin of Costmary, that takes us back to Costuu
hortcrum, a very old garden name, and Mary
means the Virgin Mary. It was also named
Alecost, because it was steeped in beer, with
this and other herbs, for the making of Sage
ale. Apart from that, the plant has had a long

run of popularity for the agTeeable smell of its

leaves. Within the last forty years or so it has

the name of Mulgedium. Most of them come
from high elevations, including the species under

notice, which has been gathered in valleys and
in woods or on the margin of them, and on the

banks of streams at an elevation of 5.400 feet

at least. That would seem to accord with its

behaviour n this country, because a height of

three feet would seem to be its average in the

South, whereas it grows five feet high in the

cooler and moister climate of Scotland. The
rays of the flower heads, as I have seen them,

are sky-blue, but in some cases they are

described as violet. That might be the result

of raising plants from seed. The leaves are

finely scalloped-toothed instead of being deeply

lobed like those of most other species. It would
be a very appropriate plant by the kinks uf

streams, pouds and lakes. /'. A".
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NOTES FROM IRELAND.

A practically frostless January, with com-

paratively -high temperature prevailing

generally, has' caused things to grow apace. In

no way has this been more evident than among

our wildlings, that Italian vagrant, the winter

Heliotrope (Petasites iragrans) having more than

usually favoured our Co. Dublin roadsides

with floriferousness and sweetness.

For precocious brightness, however, the

palm goes to Wordsworth's little Celandine in

dense, clustering colonies on damp but sunny

banks, and as the herald of outside things a

lady garden-lover who has introduced it in

chinks" of the nagged path in her rock-garden

thinks it well worth the honour as " the first

gilt thing to wear the pearls of spring."

But alas for the Roses, especially the ramb-

ler section now making more or less mad
growth. Such growth is usual, perhaps, with

us at this season, but we do not forget how

a May blizzard last year, and a June gale in

1919, tore the tender growth to tatters, and

left a Meath man lamenting, even to tears,

at the pitiable condition of what he will per-

sist in calling " Perethy Dorkins."

Agriculture and Technical Instruction, and the

syllabus for an examination to be held in July

is in circulation. No age limit for candidates

is fixed, but it is a condition that they must

have had " two years experience of good prac-

tical gardening." Thus far lady gardeners

take the keenest interest in this innovation

The Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland will

hold a summer exhibition on July 13 and 14,

the dates of the spring show, as previously

intimated, being April 13 and 14. A'. Dublin.

VEGETABLES.

POTATO WARWICK CASTLE.

The excellent "Castle" strain of Potatos,

being varieties sent out by Messrs. Sutton and

Sons under the names of noted castles of Great

Britain, includes many sorts that are popular

with gardeners, and some, such as Windsor

Castle, have attained a high reputation tor

their tine flavour and general culinary quali-

ties. The one illustrated in Fig. 42, named

Warwick Castle, belongs to the second-early

section and is a most prolific cropper; for its

Fig. 42.

—

potato Warwick castle.

A note from Kilcool, on the Wicklow coast,

twenty miles south-east of our oity, tells of

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, which have flowered

the winter through, clothing the cottage fronts.

On the less favoured north side of Dublin,

Paul Crampel has thus far managed to survive.

It is worth noting that the most conspicuous

outside object at Glasnevin has been, and is,

Pyracantha crenulata yunnanense, a luxuriant

specimen of which, trained on a lodge at the

entrance, is laden with a' heavy crop of rich

red berries, and is certainly the most ornamental

of berried subjects which abound at Glasnevin.

The plant is but little less attractive during

early summer in its wealth of blossom.

As usual, there has been a fine display of

Cypripediums in the Glasnevin Orchid houses,

chiefly of the insigne type, quite the dominant

one being C. Alcibiades, with its superbly

inflated, frilled petals. But even Orchids were

eclipsed in the eyes of visitors by an over-

hanging basket of the gorgeous flowered Colum-

nea gloriosa. The extensive rock-garden at

(tlasnevin seemed unusually quiet at the ad-

vent of the year.

The scheme of a Certificate in Horticulture

(Ireland), inaugurated by the Royal Horticul-

tural Society of Ireland has now materialised

under the auspices of the Department of

high yield, combined with excellence of culinary

qualities, it received the R.H.S. Award o'f

Merit last year when grown under trial at

Wisley with a collection of other second-early

varieties.

It will be seen on reference to the illustra-

tion that the tuber is of pleasing appearance

and has very shallow eyes withaslightly russetty

skin. The flesh is white and mealy, and the

flavour exceptionally good. We have grown
this fine Potato and find^ it one of the very

best second-early varieties; each root gives a

high yield of fine, serviceable tubers, and the

crop was free from disease in a season when
most late varieties were seriously affected with

Blight. The value of the second-early varie-

ties in respect to freedom from Blight disease

is a point that is largely overlooked by many
growers, for it must be remembered that

Potato disease in most seasons makes but very

little progress by the time second-earlies are

ready for lifting. A large cropping second-

early variety is an advantage in more than

one respect, for, apart from freedom from

disease, the weather in September is much
drier than is .usual in October and November,

and it is easier to get the tubers perfectly

dry for storing, whilst the work is more agree-

ably performed in fine weather.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Trials of Spinach and Turnips.

The following awards have been made by the
Royal Horticultural Society after trial at

Wisley.
Winter Spinach.

Award of Merit.
No. 16, Broad Flanders, sent by Mr. W. G.

Holmes.
Highly Commended.

No. 4, Boston, sent by Messrs. W. Johnson;
No. 6, Prickley Selected, sent by Messrs.
Toogood and Sons.

Commended.
No. 3, Munsterland, sent by Messrs. Barr and

Sons.

Winter Turnips.

Award of Merit.
No. 66, All tin- Tear Round, sent by Messrs

Toogood and Sons.

Highly Commended.
No. 11, White Egg, sent by Messrs. Burpee;

No. 52, Golden Ball, sent by Messrs. Cooper
Taber and Co. ; No. 63, Yellow Dutch, sent h\

Messrs. J. Carter and Co.

Commended.
No. 44, Green-top Six Weeks, sent by Messrs.

Toogood and Sons ; No. 45, Golden Rose, sent

by Messrs. J. Carter and Co.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

January 26.—Committee present:—The
Rev. J. Crombleholme (in the chair), Mrs.
Slingsby. Messrs. R. Ashworth, A. Burns. A."
C'oningsby, D. A. Cowan, J. C. Cowan, J.

Cypher, J. Evans, Dr. Hartley, J. Howes, D.

McLeod, J. McNab, E. W. Thompson, and H.
Arthur (secretary). Mr. E. J. Seymour was
invited to sit with the Committee.

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Laelio-Catileya Schrbderae Fasey's var., a

charming flower of perfect shape, with sepals

and petals pure white, and lip deep purple-

crimson; Odontioda Hypatia (Odn.. ardentissi-

mum x Odta. Draco), a flower of fine form, the

sepals and petals rich claret-red with rose

margins, the lip lilac with a dark blotch in the

centre, from H. R. Fasey, Esq. Cypripedium
bdlatulum gloriosum, a well-shaped, large

flower, beautifully spotted in the centre, and
with fine pink lines around the margin, from

Mrs. Slingsby. Lycaste Skinneri rubens, a
large flower of very dark colour, from S.

Gratrix, Esq. Cymbidium Alexander! Egret,

a white flower of fine shape, the lip marked
with a reddish line all round, from the Rev. J.

Crombleholme. Cypripedium Persius var,

Ruth, a large flower with white dorsal sepal,

having a greenish base lined with brown and

crimson spots, the broad petals chestnut

brown, the pouch large, and of the same colour,

but slightly deeper in tone, from Harry
Worsley, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Lycaste Bossiana, L. Skinneri van.
xanthoglossa, Lady Mary, and Pink Beauty,

and Cypripedium Pyramus Imperator, all from

S. Gratrix, Esq.
' Odontoglossum. Domingo

(illustrissimum x Harryanum), from the Rev.

J. Crombleholme. Cypripedium aeruginosvm

(aureum Hyeamim x Victor), from B. J.

Beckton, Esq.
Groups.

Silver-Gilt Medals were awarded to S.

Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J. Howes),

and Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham; and

a Silver Medal to Mrs. Bruce and Mis

Wrigley,
collections.

Bury (gr. Mr. A. Burns), for

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT HORTI-
CULTURAL.

As previously reported in our columns, this

Society decided at. its annual general meet-
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ing to hold no show this year. This decision
was not well received by a number of the
members, and a requisition was presented to

i
the president asking him to call a special meet-
ing to reconsider the decision. This meeting
was called, and after a full discussion the
members resolved unanimously to rescind the
former resolution and to hold a show. In pre-
vious years the exhibition has been held on a
Saturday, but the meeting agreed that in 1921 it

should be on a Thursday.

ROYAL SCOTTISH AEBORICULTURAL.
February 12.—The 68th Annual Business

Meeting of this society took place at 5, St.

Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on this date, his

Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, K.T., president,
in the chair.

The report of the council stated that the mem-
bership now stood at 1,683. In view of the
heavy expenditure which the society had now
to face, the question of raising the members'
subscriptions "was discussed, and several sug-
gestions were put forward with a view to cur-
tailing the expenditure; but no decision was
come to, and the matter was left in the hands
of the council.

The Duke of At-holl was elected president for

the current session. Mr. C. Buchanan was
elected to the vacant vice-presidency, and the
following were elected to fill the vacancies on
the council : Mr. W. H. Massie, 1, Waterloo
Place, Edinburgh ; Sir Andrew Agnew, Bart.,

of Lochnaw; Mr. J. W. M'Hattie, Superin-
tendent of Parks, Edinburgh; Mr. John Scrim-
geour, Doune; and Mr. Harry G. Younger, of

Benmore. Viscount Novar was elected honorary
secretary in place of Sir John Stirling Maxwell,
who expressed his desire to retire from the office.

The other office-bearers were re-elected.

On the conclusion of the formal business, an
interesting discussion on " Planting Distances,"
opened by Mr. George Leven, Bowmont Forest,
Roxburghshire, took place. Amongst those who
spoke on the subject were Sir Hugh Shaw
Stewart and Professor Stebbing.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
February 1.—The first monthly meeting of

this society was held at 5, St. Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, on this date, Mr. David King, presi-
dent, in the ohair.

The president delivered his inaugural address,
and under the title " Then and Now " he drew
a contrast between horticulture as it was in
the earlier part of last century, and its con-

I
dition at the present time, and iecalled many

i of the changes and developments that had taken
I place in the interval. In introducing his sub-
ject, he gave an interesting resume of the earlier

' experiences of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural
I
Society, the formation of which was initiated at
a meeting of a few enthusiastic amateur and

i professional gardeners at the residence of Mr.
Thomas Dickson, of the Leith Walk Nurseries,
Edinburgh, on November 25, 1809, and on
December 9 following the first formal meeting

1 of the society was held in the hall of the Royal
College of Physicians, George Street, Edinburgh,
on the site of which the Head office of the
Commercial Bank of Scotland now stands. At
this meeting Dr. Patrick Neill, whose intimate
association with the affairs of the society con-
tinued for a long period afterwards, was elected
one of the secretaries.

The exhibits were : Collection of 29 varieties
of Potatos. from Miss M. E. Burton, New
Saughton Hall Gardens. Bolton, for which she
was awarded a Silver Medal ; and some shrubs
in flower from the open air, from Mr. J. A.
Sword, Inveralmond Gardens, Cramond.
A fine portrait in oils of the veteran horfi-

• culturist. James Grieve, painted bv the well-
known Edinbuigh artist, Mr. Henry W. Kerr,
R.S.A., was exhibited at the meeting. The
portrait is the property of Mr. Wm. Cuthbertson,
V.M.H., who very kindly brought it to the

|
meeting for exhibition. It is a very fine example
°f Mr. Kerr's work, as well as a very charac-
teristic and striking likeness of Mr. Grieve. Mr.

Cuthbertson was cordially thanked for his

kindness.

A dinner to celebrate the incorporation of the

two societies was held in Ferguson and For-

rester's Rooms, Princes Street, Edinburgh, on
the 11th inst., Mr. King, the president of the

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society, was in

the chair, and there was a company of about
sixty ladies and gentleman. The toast of the

Royal Caledonian Society was proposed by Mr.

Alex. Mackenzie, of Messrs. Mackenzie and Mon-
cur, Ltd., and replied to by the chairman. Other

toasts followed, and an excellent musical pro-

gramme was contributed by a number of ladies

and gentlemen. Mr. A. D. Richardson was
made the recipient of a handsome present in the

form of a wallet of Treasury notes as a mark

of appreciation of his services as secretary of

the Scottish Horticultural Association for the

past fifteen years. The presentation was made

by the chairman, who, in a humorous speech,

referred to the esteem in which Mr. Richardson

had been held by the members of the Associa-

tion. Mr. Richardson warmly thanked the donors

for such a tangible token of their goodwill, and

referred to the happy relations which had existed

between the members and himself during his

term of office.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS.

There was a large attendance of members

at the fortnightly meeting of the above Asso-

ciation held in the Club Room, Abbey Hall,

on the 7th inst. Mr. W. .
Chislett, presided.

The subject for' the evening was "Insect Pests

of the Garden," introduced by Mr. F. 0. Mosley,

Entomologist of the University College. Need-

less to say, the lecture was not only educational

but exceedingly interesting. The lecturer de-

scribed what an insect was, its form and

characteristics, and mentioned that there were

ten million species of insects in the world, and

if there was no check to their existence they

would in six years dominate the world and the

human race would be extinct. The subject

was such a large one that only a few of the

more common of the pests were touched upon,

such as the Cabbage White butterfly. Cabbage

moth, Cabbage Root fly, Cabbage gall weevil,

Onion fly, Carrot fly, mdlipedes, centipedes,

leather-jacket, American blight, and last, but

not least, the Wireworm, which is the larva

of the Click Beetle or Skip Jack. Formulas

were given for the prevention or destruction

of the various pests, excepting Wireworm, for

which there is no artificial cure. The only

means of eradicating this pest is the con-

tinuous cultivation of the soil; by this means

the larvae are brought to the surface of the soil

and devoured by birds. An excellent and
animated discussion followed, showing the

interest the members had manifested in the

lecture, during which other pests were noted,

such as the Tomato White fly, Eel-worm,

which cannot be teen by the naked eye, and
Slu<»s. Those taking part were Messrs. Cobb,

T. H. Turner, G. Smith, H. G. Cox, Black-

well, M. Goddard, H. Goodyer, Maw. Chislett,

Barns, Cook, F. Cox, Carter and Udale. A
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the

lecturer, who, in reply, said that he would be

willing at any time to help any member in

difficulty with regard to insect pests. Several

new members were elected.

ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY FORESTRY.

"The Wood Forests of North America" was
the subject of a paper given by Mr. Peter

Leslie, lecturer in forestry at Aberdeen Uni-

versity, to the members of this society on Thurs-

day, the 20th ult. Mr. Taylor, who received a

vacation of three months from the University
authorities to visit the forests of North
America to gain insight and information con-

cerning these vast afforested regions, evidently

made good use of the time at his disposal.

Describing the continent of North America as

one of the most important forest regions of the

world, there being three or four hundred million

acres of woodland in Canada, and about double
that area in the United States, Mr. Taylor had
much to say of the variety and extent of the
forests he passed through. He gave some aston-
ishing figures as to the growth of the pulp
industry, pointing out. that the export of pulp
and paper from Canada in 1890 amounted to

only £30, in 1910 it was £1.110.000, and in 1920
£21,000,000. The agricultural regions of the
prairie, said the lecturer, were of special interest

to the forester, for the very reason that they
were destitute of tree growth, and were, there-

fore, a legitimate subject for experiment. Where
plantations had been established on the prairie

they had been found to le of the greatest value

in affording shelter from the wind to cultivated

crops, settlers' homesteads, and cattle. Plan-

tations also broke the force of the hot chinook

winds in the summer and retarded evaporation.

They also supplied fuel and wood for repairs in

districts where no natural timber existed.

Mr. Taylor said he was much interested in the

Government nurseries for growing trees suitable

for planting on the prairies. The species most
suitable and most successful were the Manitoba

Maple, the Green Ash and the White American
Maple. The Siberian Larch rnd the Euro-

pean Larch had also been proved to be successful,

but the former was a more suitable tree than,

the last named. The methods employed in the

nurseries in Canada differed in some respects

from those practised in - Britain. Seeds of

Conifers were sown in much the same way, but

care was taken to protect the seedlings from the

sun. The seeds of hard-wood "trees' were sown
in drills, which were set very widely apart, with

about 30 inches "between the rows. This enabled

the ground between the rows of seedlings to

be thoroughly cultivated. Much valuable in-

formationi—statistical and otherwise—was em-

bodied in the paper, and, after a most interesting

discussion, a very cordial vote of thanks was

accorded Mr. Leslie.

BANFFSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
The annual meeting of this society—the premier

society in the county—was held in Banff on 20th

ult., Baillie John R". Gordon presiding. In sub-

mitting the balance-sheet, the chairman said the

past year had been very successful, and, taking

into account the plant and money, they had

assets of the value of about £200. The chair-

man suggested that lectures might be given peri-

odically by practical gardeners. The suggestion

was favourably received, and lectures on vege-

tables and flowers were offered to be given by

Mr. J. A. Grigor and Mr. Troup, of Duff House,

Banffshire.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

The annual general meeting of the members

of the Horticultural Club was held on the 8th

inst., at the Trocadero Restaurant, Piccadilly.

The chair was occupied by the President, Lord

Lambourne. C.V.O.. and there was a good

attendance. After the minutes of the previous

annual meeting had been read, Lord Lambourne

read the annual report of the committee, which

sin wed that the membership is 176 and that

the headquarters of the club have been trans-

ferred to the Chamber of Horticulture. 18,

Bedford Square, W.C.I.

The Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. F. Tinley, read

a letter from the Hon. Treasurer, Sir Harry J.

Veitch, expressing his regret at being unable

to attend, and the Secretary in his absence re-

ferred to the principal items on the balance-

sheet, which showed a clredit balance of

£15 9s. 7d. The report and balance-sheet were

adopted without comment, and the meeting

proceeded to the election of officers, all of whom.

including the President, Lord Lambourne, the

Hon. Treasurer, Sir Harrv J. Veitch, and the

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. F. Tinley, were re-

elected.

After the annual meeting, fifty members and

friends sat down to dinner, and later in tho

evening a most interesting lecture, illustrated

bv lantern slides, was delivered by Mr. Euan

Cox, who related his experiences with (he late

Mr. Reeinald Fn.rrer in plant collecting on the

Burma-Chinese Frontier.
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UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

At the monthly meeting of this society, held

in the R.H.S. Hall on Feb. 14, .Air. Ch'as. H.

Curtis presided. Seven new members -were elec-

ted; three members were allowed to withdraw
interest, amounting to £9 9s. ; the death certifi-

cates of two deceased members were produced, and
the sums of £28 Os. lid. and £104 5s. 9d. were
passed for payment to their respective nominees.

The sick pay for the month on the ordinary side

came to £62 lis., and on the State Section to

£62 14s. 6d., while maternity benefits totalled

£12.

The new rules were received from the regis-

trar; these enable the committee in future to

pay a sum of £10 to the nominee of a deceased

member who was in benefit at the time of his

death, in addition to any sum which might
be standing to his credit.

The annua] meeting will be held on Monday,
March 14, at 7.30 p.m., when important discus-

sions on the future of the society will take
place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

©bttuan?.

John Baird.—The older generation of horti-

culturists in London's western suburbs will

learn with regret of the death, at his Ealing
residence, of Mr. John Baird, which took
place in January. Despite the near approach
of his 79th birthday, Mr. Baird retained a keen
and active interest in horticultural affairs to

the end of his life. After serving an apprentice-

ship at Rossie House, in his native Perthshire,
deceased came south about half a century ago.

After a few years at Hampstead he lived for

nearly 40 years at Ealing, where he gained an
outstanding reputation as one of the most suc-

cessful local exhibitors. He was a founder and
committeeman of the Ealing and District Gar-
deners' Association, by the members of which
his genial personality will be greatly missed.

John Strain.—There passed away on
February 10, at his residence. Birch Cottage,
Rattray, Perthshire, a well-known man in con-
nection with the fruit-growing industry in the
county, in the person of Mr. John Strain, who
was widely known as the secretary of the
Blairgowrie and Rattray Fruit Growers'
Association, a flourishing organisation which
owed much to his personality and business
ability. Air. Strain was a native of Rattray, and
was highly esteemed by his many friends in

England and Scotland.

INQUIRIES.

Can any reader inform me if any books exist on
the history of gardening tools? Any works deal-
ing with agricultural implements used in the past
centuries woidd answer the purpose. L. W. C.

An old friend of Mr. Henry R. Holmes,
formerly foreman at Brynkinalt Gardens,
Chirk, and afterwards foreman at St. Anne's,
Clomtarf, would like to know his present ad-
dress or any information concerning him.

Can anyone tell me where to purchase a white
Hyacinth called Paix de l'Europe, as I am
unable to find it in any of this last year's cata-

logues? Among many sorts that I have grown
this has been by far the best one for open-air cul-

ture, asit increases yearly and has produced many
useful spikes of flowers for the past seven years
in my garden, the effect being similar to that
of Roman Hyacinths indoors. As it produces
several spikes to one large bulb, it has no doubt
dropped out of fashion for pot culture, but grown
out-of-doors for cutting this is all in its favour.
The rigid, heavy spikes of most sorts are prac-
tically useless for vases wjien cut. ,s'. G.
Thorold.

Freesias Unhealthy: C.P. Your Freesias

have suffered from a lack of moisture at the
roots. In addition, something has been eat-

ing the leaves, possibly a Cockroach or beetle

of some kind.

Gumming and Bud-dropping in Peaches:
Ajax. Gumming in such stone fruits as

Peaches may follow the bruising of the bark
with a hamiwier, an accidental cut with the

knife, pressure against nails and wires by
tight tying, or severe autumn frosts causing
damage to the bark. In most cases the

strongest branches suffer most from gum-
ming, and, as gross shoots are produced by
gross roots, root-pruning must not be
neglected. When the trees are producing
crops of fruit regularly each year, there will

be less wood growth. Bud-dropping in these

fruit trees generally follows as a check
caused by insufficient water at jthe roots

during the late summer and autumn. Guard
against unduly high temperatures or an exces-

sively close atmosphere of the house during
the early stages of forcing.

Names of Plants : Constant Reader. 1,

Begonia carminata; 2, Nepeta Glechoma var.

variegata ; 3, Arundinaria Fortunei var.

variegata; 4, A. Fakoneri; 5, Adiantum
cuneatum var. fragrantissimum ; 6, Adiantum
formosum.

—

W. H. H. 1, Photinia serrulata;

2, Arbutus hybrida (Andrachne x Unedo) ; 3,

Ceanothus papillosus.

—

H. F. M. B. Trachy-
stemon orientale.

—

G. A". P. Rosmarinus
officinalis.

Old Horticultural Books: Antiquary. Very-

much depends on the condition of the books,
especially of the binding. The books by
Withering, Temple and Steuart are not of

much value—5s. -«ach at most; Speechley's a
little more. Switzer's works are worth about
10s. each, and the Catalogue of Fruits about
the same. Quintinye's work in 6 vols, we
do not know; the 2 vol. folio edition of the
same date should realise from £3 to £5.
Marriotts' book we do not know.

Potatos with Discoloured Centres : M. A.
The internal discolouration of the tubers is clue

to the affection known as " Sprain," about
which very little is known. The complaint first

became a serious menace to Potato growers on
light, sandy soils on the. shores of the Forth.
The general indications of " Sprain " are brown
markings, sometimes taking the form of veins
in the flesh of the tuber. A considerable

amount of scientific investigation was carried

out in Midlothian, but, as already indicated, no
very definite result was obtained. Certain
varieties apparently are more liable to the
disease than others, but the general concensus
of opinion would appear to indicate that the
affection is seldom met with in Potatos grown
in good loams or heavy clays, but most
frequently occurs in tubers from light, sandy
soils, which have a tendency to be affected by
extremes of drought. Previous to the outbreak
of " Sprain " Potato growers in the Forth dis-

trict used seaweed (kelp) largely as a manure
for the crop, and it was contended that in the
old days no "Sprain" was ever detected in the

tubers. It was also found that by applying
potash salt to the Potato crop the affection

was very considerably ameliorated although
not absolutely cured. It is generally held that

the affection is the result of some check during
the season of growth or a deficiency of some
necessary constituent in the soil, and is entirely

physiological and not due to fungus.

Soil for Potatos: G. and M.L We do not
undertake to analyse soil for our readers.
From a superficial examination the sample
sent does not appear to be of good quality
and is lacking in humus. If you are plant-
ing Potatos on the same land again this
season, we advise you to use a little stable

dung and super-phosphate. It' the manure

is short you can adopt the practice of some
growers of placing the dung in the rows after
scattering the super-phosphate at the rate of
1 oz. or 2 oz. to the square yard in the open
trench. Just before the topN of the Potatos
are expected to appear through the surface
use a little sulphate of ammonia.

Solanum Wendlandii : P. II. C. This plant is

a rampant climber, and on this account, if

space is a consideration, it is best planted in
a restricted root run. The three shoots on
your plant, if not required for extension,
should be cut well back, as it should make
yards of growth during the season. This species
flowers on the young current year's wood.
Beyond keeping the shoots tied and thinned
as they become crowded, Solanum Wendlandii
requires no further attention. The young
growth and underside of the leaves are some-
times attacked by aphides, but these are easily

got rid of by fumigation, or syringing with
a nicotine insecticide. The shoots cut
out at this time, if they are last year's growth,
may be cut into pieces about three inches long
and inserted as cuttings in pots of sandy soil

;

plunged in a warm propagating case they will

root readily. If potted and grown on in six-

inch or seven-inch pots the plants will flower
the same season. The young growth should be
trained around three stakes about three feet in

height, and each growth should be terminated
by a large truss of flower. During the summer
this Solanum grows quite well in an ordinary
greenhouse.

Self Fertile and Sterile Apples and Pears :

W. T. P. The self fertile varieties of Apples
in your list are Cellini. Court Pendii Plat,

Rival, Lord Suffield, ' and Mete de Menage.
Dumelow's Seedling and Stiidringham are
slightly self fertile, and Norfolk Beauty is

probably fertile, but as to the fertility or

otherwise of Melon, Ruddy, May Queen,
Gloria Mundi, Baxter's Pearmain, and Pears
Fondante d'Automne, Santa Claus, and
Beurre d'Aremberg, we have no knowledge.
With regard to the other Pears, Marie Louise
d'Lccle and Beurre Brown are self fertile,

whilst CTapp's Favourite, Alarguerite Mamllat,
Duchesse d'Angouleme. Passe Colmar and
Jargonelle are all partly self fertile. Con-
seiller de la Cour, Doyenne du Cornice, AVinter
Nelis, Beurre Giffard, rnd Thompson's are

self sterile.

A'egetables at Exhibitions. A. P. The
various kinds of vegetables are usually
accorded different numbers of points at ex-

hibitions, according to the regulations laid

down in the schedule. There is much diver-

sity in the number of points given for each
kind and with ai view to helping those re-

sponsible for exhibitions, the Royal Horti-

cultural Society has published A Code of
Pules for Judging wrhich may be regarded as

authoritative. Thus, such important vege-

tables as Broccoli, Cauliflowers, Carrots,

Onions, and Peas, are given a maximum
number of eight points, whilst Runner and
Kidney Beans only oarry a maximum of

seven points, and in the case of Radishes and
Spinach the maximum is only four points.

You would be well advised to obtain a copy
of this useful Code from the Secretary of the

Reyal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square,
Westminster.

Violets Dying.—F. II". //. From your letter

we gather that the plants are affected with
spot disease, caused by the fungus Ascochyta
violae. A few years ago. we received num-
bers of A'iolets affected with this complaint,

but H does not appear to have been so viru-

lent in The last year or two. Affected plants

should be destroyed by burning. Healthy
plants from a fresh source should be obtained
for a new bed, and, as a preventive, sprayed
with potassium sulphide at a strength of

one ounce ir, three gallons of water, at inter-

vals of a fortnight.

Communications Received.—E. F. J.—H. .T.

—

Q. R. S.—B. H. M.—E. L.—O. S.—Grit. Lancaster
—A. W.—A. H.—W. P.—M. M—A. G. M.—
H F. G.—E. H.—H. & Co.—L. Bros.

—

W. B. C.

—

F. L. W—H. B. I.
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The endless and varied
The Pollination floral mechanisms for secur-
«f Incarvillcas,

jng the co-operation of
insects in the pollination of

flowers is a theme which, though at present
lather out of fashion among- botanists, is

always provocative of wonder and admira-
tion. The methods of pollination in species
erf Incarviilea have recently been studied in
•detail by Mr. E. M. Cutting* and illustrate
in a striking manner the meticulous pre-
cision of floral pollination mechanism. The
flowers of I. Delavayi are fairly familiar
objects to the gardeners. They are tubu-
lar, with an open "mouth." The flower is

yellow with purple spots and the latter rose-
purple and also spotted. They are scentless,
but produce plenty of nectar at the base of
the corolla tube and the flowers, when
mature, stand out more or less horizontally.
rhere are two pairs of stamens, one shorter
than the other, and both held bv projections
or pads close against the style'. Like that
of Mimulus and other plants the stigma of

Incarvilleas is sensitive to contact. The
anther lobes of the stamens are provided
each with a prong and these prong., <>r

processes are so placed that an insect, such
as a bee, entering the flower must touch
one prong, with the result that pollen is

released and dusted on its back. On with-
drawing from the flower the other prong is-

•actuated in like manner and a second re-
lease of pollen takes place, so that there
being four prongs, one to each of the four
anthers, there is a little risk of the pollen
not being well distributed on the foody of the
insect. In view of the perfectness of the
mechanism it is curious that in the plants
examined 'by Mr. Cutting no Incarviilea
pollen was found on the stigmas. Although

* "On the Pollination Mechanism of Inoarvillea Dela-
»a?i Franch," by E. M. Cutting, M.A. Annah of
&°ttmy, XXXV., January. 1921.

the author ihas observed, and !by hand pol-
lination procured, the setting of seed, he
has not succeeded in obtaining from his
plants, which were grown in the open, seed

. which proved capable of germination. It

would be interesting to know whether In-

carviilea Delavayi and other species are
generally sterile when grown out-of-doors
in this country. The fact that the capsules
swell and seed appears to form is, of course,
no proof that fertilisation has taken place.

Pollination suffices in many plants, e.g.,

seedless Grapes, Bananas, etc., to cause fruit

formation although in the absence of perfeat

ovules fertilisation cannot take place. The
swelling of Mr. Cutting's fruits may be a
simlilar phenomenon. That something is

lacking in the mechanism—in spite of the

apparent perfection otf the mechanism

—

seems to follow from the facts that both
pollen and stigmas are dry. In the absence
of an adhesive it is difficult to see how the

pollen may be brought by the bee or other

insect to the stigma. In species of Torenia
this omission does not occur, for in this

plant one pair of anthers bears dry and
the other pair moist pollen, and in Lager-
stroemia indica not only are there moist

and dry pollen, but the moist pollen

which is used as food by visiting in-

sects is borne in stamens which are

conspicuous, and dry pollen which serves

Ifor pollination is borne in inconspicuous

stamens. It would appear from Mr.
Cutting's observations

suggested, something
flower to bring the

ism to successful use.

common enough phenomenon among culti-

vated plants. Removed from their habitats,

though they seem to have retained all their

characteristics, some are, nevertheless, lost.

As an example may be mentioned the case

of Eschscholzia of which some species in their

native places are self-fertile, yet become
freely self-sterile when cultivated in this

country. Some change, although not of this

kind, may be happening among Meconopsis,

certain introduced species of which are shy

of seeding with us. It may. however, be

that careful hand pollination would result in

the formation by the plant of fertile seed,

for the Meconopsis appear to be protero-

gymous, that is, their stigmas ripen before

the pollen is shed and, therefore, unless the

right insects find the flowers out. and unless

flowers in different stages of development

are present and near one another in a gar-

den, the chances of natural cross fertilisa-

tion are but small.

that, as has been
is lacking in the

elaborate mechan-
This is, indeed, a

H.E H. The Prince of Wales and the Chamber

of Horticulture.—We learn from the Chamber of

Horticulture that His Koyal Highness the Prince

of Wale6 has graciously consented to formally

open the Chamber's new premises at 18, Bedford

Square, London, during the afternoon of Thurs-

day. April 21st. Every branch of Horticulture

will be adequately represented on this occasion,

and a gathering ' worthy of the industry will

assemble to accord to His Royal Highness that

loyal and enthusiastic welcome such an auspicious

occasion merits.

Peach Leaf Curl— In view of the fact that

Leaf Curl disease of the Peach was so prevalent

last season, growers should take measures to

check the complaint this season, although it may

not be so virulent in 1921. It is interesting to

observe that the Peach tree seems able to resist

the Leaf Curl fungus, unless it receives a check,

and because of this Fact, tiers in glasshouses

and those well protected may show no signs of

the disease, whilst others in the same garden,

suffering from a check caused by frosty nights

or cold winds, may be affected. It has been

found that Leaf Curl may be controlled very

vffectually by spraying the trees with either

Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture. The best time
to apply the specific is just before the buds
begin to swell, which in normal seasons is from
the latter part of February to the first week of

March. A spray made of copper sulphate

2£ lb., sodium carbonate 2J lb., and water 12
gallons may be used, or if a smaller quantity be
required, an alternative formula may be used as
follows : copper sulphate 9f oz., sodium car-

bonate 11 oz., water 3 gallons. The copper
sulphate—which should be of 98 per cent.

purity—and the sodium carbonate should be
dissolved each in half the water in separate
wooden vessels and mixed together when com-
pletely dissolved. One thorough spraying, just

before the buds open, is usually sufficient, but a
second application three days later gives addi-
tional assurance of success. Great care should
be taken to see that the buds are completely
coated with a film of the mixture. Before spray-
ing, all dead twigs and any obviously diseased
shoots should be cut away.

Henry Eckford Memorial.—It is with great
pleasure we learn that efforts are being made
to create a memorial to the memory of the late

Mr. Henry Eckford. For some time past a
number of the older enthusiasts who knew the
late Mr. Henry Eckford and greatly admired his

pioneer work in Sweet Peas have desired to see

his name commemorated in some suitable

fashion. In this desire they have been joined

by modern raisers and growers who thoroughly

appreciate the work Mr. Eckford accomplished.

Subsequently the subject of a memorial was
taken up bv the Committee of the National

Sweet Pea Society, and this body has decided

upon striking a commemorative medal to be

awarded annually to someone who has done good

work in improving or extending the cultivation

of Sweet Peas. It has been decided that the

memorial shall be raised by voluntary subscrip-

tions. Already many promises have been

leceived. but a sum of at least £100 is needed

to design and strike the medal, and to ensure

the production of one medal per annum for

several years to come.

Retirement of Mr. F. W. Jordan.—Mr. Jor-

dan's services as hall-keeper at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Hall, Vincent Square, West-

minster, terminated on Tuesday last, and, to

mark the occasion members of the Council and

the staff at Vincent Square presented him with

an aim-chair. We understand that the testi-

monial from exhibitors and friends of Mr. and

Mrs. Jordan is closed, and that the gift will

take the form of a cheque for £130. Mr. and

Mw. Jordan will make their new home at Crof-

ton Park, near Brockley. Mr. D. MUes has

been appointed the new hall-keeper in succession

to Mr. Jordan.

The Judging of Vegetables. — Mr. W. R.

Dykes, Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society, wishes us to point out that the letter

which was sent to the Press on behalf of the

Council of the R.H.S. on the matter of judging

vegetables was never intended to mean that all

the judges would be cooks or chefs, but merely

that it had been decided to ask one or two
eminent chefs to assist the other judges by
giving them their opinion as to the culinary

value of the exhibits.

Corky Scab in Potatos Corky Scab of Potatos

is a disease of the tuber which in earlier stages

resembles closely the ordinary scab so common
in some soils. Under certain conditions it be-

comes serious and, unlike ordinary scab, pene-

tratea the skin; a corky or spongy appearance

results. Badly attacked tubers become shape-

less and show shallow depressions which are

tilled with a sand-like material, the "sporeballs"

of the fungus. " Second growth " seems partic-

ularly susceptible to this disease and not infre-

quently the combined action of second growth

and Corky Scab causes a tuber to look as though

it were attacked by Wart Disease. This resem-

blance gives rise to the idea that immune varie-

ties sometimes take Wart Disease. Owing to

the bad attacks of Corky Scab in certain dis-

tricts, more particularly in Derbyshire and Lan-
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cashire, the Ministry of Agriculture started a
series of small experiments with a view to test-

ing the resistance of various varieties. It was
known that some of the varieties immune to

Wart Disease are particularly susceptible to
" Corky Scab " and, unfortunately, many of the

gardens which were infected already with Wart
Disease, and where only immune varieties could
be grown, proved to be infected with " Corky
Scab " as well. Hence, in the first place only
kinds immune to Wart Disease were tested, al-

though in one case Sharpe's Express was
also tried. Trials were undertaken at two
centres, namely two adjoining garden plots in

Derbyshire, near Stockport, and another garden
plot at Gisburn, near Clitheroe, in the West
Riding. It was known that the soil in the
Derbyshire plots was badly infected with Corky
Scab, but less information was available concern-
ing the Gisburn soil, although it was ascertained
that the disease had been present there in

former years. In Derbyshire, where the trials

were carried out by officers of the Derbyshire
Agricultural Education Sub-Committee, the fol-

lowing sorts were planted, and the percentage
attacked by the disease is given : Great Scot
(100 per cent.), Golden Wonder (98 per cent.),

Flourball (98 per cent.), Arran Comrade (95 per
cent.). King GeOrge (80 per cent.). On another
plot in the vicinity, only Great Scot and Templar
were grown, with the result that 95 per cent,

of the tubers of Great Scot were attacked, but
the intensity of the disease was less. Templar
was attacked to the extent of 60 per cent. At
Gisburn no variety was very badly attacked,
owing probably to the slight infection present
in the soil. - On the other hand, all varieties were
attacked. The percentage of diseased tubers and
intensity of the disease was as follows :—Edzell
Blue, 30, bad ; Great Scot, 10 to 12, general

;

Majestic. 10, general; Bishop, 10. slight; Dargill
Early, 10, slight; Sharpe's Express, 9, slight;
Lochar, 9, slight ; Golden Wonder, 8. slight

;

Arran Rose, 8, general ; Kerr's Pink, 6, very
slight ; TinWald Perfection, 6, slight ; King
George, 6, slight; Ally, 5, general; Templar, 4,
very slight. While no variety of Potato appears
to possess immunity from Corky Scab, some exer-
cise more resistancy than others. In every in-

stance the soil where the Potatos were grown
was heavy and had a tendency to hold water.
The natural and probably the most efficient
remedy in dealing with soils producing corky
scabbed Potatos lies in proper and efficient

d:ainage.

Appointments by the Minister of Agriculture.
—Lieut.-Col. The Right Hon. Sir Arthur Griffith-
Boscawen, MP., Minister of Agriculture and
Fisheries, has appointed Captain A. R. Whyte
and Mr. A. Balfour to be his private secretaries.

The " Monro " Concert.—The twenty-second
annual Bohemian Concert, in aid of Horticul-
tural and trade charities and hospital funds,
was held at Queen's Hall, Langham Place, W.,
on Tuesday the 15th inst., when the building
was filled by members of Messrs. Monro's staff,

their friends, and growers and salesmen of
Covent Garden. Delightful music was pro-
vided by the string band of the Royal Artil-

lery, and the principal artistes included Miss
Muriel Webster, Miss Olive Sturgess, Miss
Muriel George and Mr. Ernest Butcher, Miss
Suzette Tarri and Mr. Tom Copeland, and
Messrs. Harry Dearth, Hubert Eisdell, Harry
Tate, W. V. Robinson, Norman Long and Fred
Curtis The stage was beautifully decorated by
Messrs. Wills and Segar with foliage and
flowering plants, and the tables in the arena
were brightened with vases of magnificent
Daffodils kindly presented by Messrs. Lowe and
Shawyer. As a result of the Concert held in
1920 the sum of over «£40 was distributed
amongst deserving institutions.

Legacy to a Gardener—By the terms of the
will of the late Lord H. Vane-Tempest., Plas
Machynlleth, Montgomery, his gardener, Mr.
A. Gribble, is left a lega*cy of £250.

Presentation to Mr. Thomas Winter Mr.
Thomas Winter, Superintendent of the Parks
and Gardens, St. Marylebone, for many years

treasurer of the British Gardeners' Association,
and later treasurer to the National Union of

Horticultural Workers, was presented with a
handsome testimonial (in the form of a cheque)
by the Executive of the latter body on the 19th
irst., as an appreciation of services rendered.

Mr. Winter has for many years been treasurer

also, of the United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society.

The New Minister of Agriculture The
announcement of the appointment of Lt.-Col. Sir

Arthur Griffith-Boscawen as Minister of Agricul-
ture in succession to Lord Lee of Fareham,
made in our issue of February 19, has been
received with much pleasure by horticulturists,

many of whom will remember the energetic part

Sir Arthur played when many years ago he
acted as Chairman of the Committee on Fruit

Growing. The major recommendations of that

Committee failed for a long time to bear fruit,

but when the war came horticulture found its

opportunity, and a great extension of the
Ministry's assistance to horticulture was
witnessed. The present need for economy may,

Lt.-coi.. sir arthvr orifkith-boscawen.

we fear, cause curtailment of the programme of

horticultural development laid down while Dr.
Keeble held the office of Controller of Horti-
culture, but horticulturists will find that Sir
Arthur Griffith-Boscawen has their interests at
heart and may be assured that he will do all

that it is possible to do to advance and extend
small cultivation in this country. As the new
Minister pointed out to the deputation which
recently waited upon him, the surest way to
advance horticulture is to encourage research.
The work in horticultural research which is being
done at Long Ashton, East Mailing and else-

where has already proved its worth. What is

especially required at the present time is a
research station for investigations in problems
connected with the growing of vegetables. The
proposal to found such a station some years ago
received sympathetic attention from the
Ministry. We have not learned, however, that
the project has yet taken shape, and fear that
the need for economy which is, we confess,

urgent, may be delaying the establishment of

the station. Perhaps the Horticultural
Advisory Committee will give consideration to

this question, and even though it must be held
in abeyance for the time being, ensure that when
better times come the scheme may be put into
operation.

The Preserving of Fruits and Vegetables by
Bottling and Canning—One of the most valuable
of the many propaganda instituted by the Food
Production Department of the Ministry of

Acriculture during the war years was the teach-

ing, by demonstrations up and down the
country, of the best methods of preserving fruits

and vegetables when they were plentiful, for

use in times of scarcity. The Ministry wa»
fortunate in securing the services of Mr. Vincent
Banks, whose exhibits of preserves at the
R.H.S. fortnightly meetings long before the .

war, stimulated great interest in the method of

preserving fruits in vacuum bottles without
I

sugar. Mr. Banks held his first class under the

auspices of the Food Production Department in.

May, 1917, and he was subsequently appointed

chief demonstrator and lecturer in fruit and
vegetable preserving for the Ministry, which is

now closing down this section of ' its work.

We understand that Mr. Banks proposes to con-

tinue giving his useful demonstration lectures

in a private capacity, and is open to engagements
from gardening soc.eties, either at shows or

monthly meetings.

" The Orchid Review."—We deeply regret

that, owing to the serious illness of the Editor,

Mr. R. A. Rolfe, the publication of 7'Iie Orchid
Review will be suspended until further notice.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Tues-

day, March 1 : Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society's meeting. Saturday, March 5

:

Gloucestershire Root, Fruit and Grain Society's

Annual General Meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years.

Ago.

—

Gardeners' Soiree.—On Tuesday evening

last, the Gardeners' Societies for Mutual In-

struction in the neighbourhood of London, eight

in number, held their first annual soiree at the

City of London Mechanics' Institute, Gould
Square, Crutched Friars. Soon after 7 o'clock

the company began to assemble in great numbers,
and by 8 the hall, which was capable of accom-

modating about 300 persons, was densely filled,

so much so that those who had not previously

purchased tickets were unavoidably refused ad-

mission. After the tea and coffee had been-

served, the chair was taken by Mr. R. Fish,

who, in a speech explanatory of the object of

the meeting, adverted to the origin of societies

among gardeners, and tothe indifference manifested"

at first by parties who now begin to recognisfr

their importance; he ascribed their present pros-

perity to the reliance of members on their owi»

exertions, rather than in the hope of extraneous

support ; and enforced the necessity of perse-

vering in the same course. Several other
speeches were given. Mr. J. Caie (of the-

West London) dwelt at some length on the

benefits afforded to gardeners by these societies -
r

of their ameliorating influence on the mind, and
oheir elevating and refining tendency on the

character. Mr. M'Ewen (of the Regent's Park)

spoke of the good already effected by existing;

societies, and pointed out the advantage that

would necessarily accrue from the establishment

of similar institutions in every part of the king-

dom. Mr. C. Moore followed in the same sub-

ject. Mr. Plumridge (of Long Ditton) advocated*

the union of gardeners' societies, and enumerated
the advantages to be realised by the establish-

ment of a central Metropolitan Board of Direc-

tors of all the societies, by whom subjects'

might be arranged, agreeable to the wishes of

each, without interfering with the independence-

of either; and thus scope might be given for a

large display of that mutual assistance and
reciprocal benevolence which is the characteristic

feature of the system throughout. Mr. Kempt
(of the Philanthropic, Chelsea) alluded to the-

plan adopted by the Chelsea Society of affording

pecuniary as well as other assistance to mem-
bers in cases of need, and advocated the same
provision being made in connection with the

regulations of all other societies. Mr. Sher-

wood (of the Stamford Hill) spoke of the

good effects of mutual instruction on the physical,-

mental, and moral condition of mankind, and
exhorted gardeners to persevere in pursuit of

knowledge. Gard. Chron.. February 28, 18*6.

Publication Received.

—

Manual of TropicaT
and S' iib-Tropical Fruits. By Wilson Popenoe,
The Macmillan Company, New York. Price,

$5.00.
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THE ROSARY.

EXHIBITION ROSES, 1910-1915.

"When they bring out a new exhibition

Rose I bud an old one," said a gardener

friend of mine as we were setting up
our boxes side by side at a local show. My
friend has been, and I am glad to say still is,

a very successful exhibitor both in London and

the provinces, and his remark insistently re-

minded one of Hazlitt's famous observation with

regard to books, though, unless I do him an in-

justice, I think my friend's acquaintance with

Hazlitt can have been small ; but there is about

the same amount of truth implied in both state-

ments. At any given period it is probable that

the best exhibition Roses, and the best books, are

to be found among the older ones, but in

neither case has this in any way stayed the

introduction of new Roses or new books, some
few of which are gradually found to be of suffi-

cient merit to challenge, and gradually to super-

sede some of the older ones.

Whether it be that exhibitors are as a whole
a conservative race, or whether the exhibition

Rose has, within its rather definitely prescribed

limits, attained a higher standard of perfection

than other Roses, I know not; but it is never-

theless true of exhibition Roses that at the

present time the proportion of newcomers that

succeed in ousting their predecessors is smaller

than in the case of garden Roses.

But though the rate of improvement may for

the moment be less than with garden Roses,

the advance of the exhibition Rose is quietly

proceeding, and it may be worth while to glance

at a few of the successful aspirants.

The last year for which a list and analysis of

prize-winning exhibition Roses were kept on the
lines initiated by the late Mr. Mawley was that

for the year 1916. The list contains 64 names
of Roses, of which only 11 had appeared before

the beginning of the century (1900), whereas no
fewer than 40 of these 64 had been brought out

before 1910. Of the 24 which remain I shall

have something to say later, and for the pur-

pose of this article I shall call the Roses of

1910 or later, new ones, while those introduced

earlier will be included as old Roses.
The first four Roses in the list, Dean Hole.

Frau Karl Druschki, Mildred Grant, and Wil-
liam Shean are all old ones, the first new Rose
being George Dickson, which found a place at

fifth. Among the first 12 names we find 3 new-
comers, among the first 24 there are 7, and prob-
ably a rough average of about one-third of new
Roses to two-thirds old varieties will be found
somewhere near the average in most years. See-
ing that the nurserymen have first to obtain
the new . varieties before they can distribute

them to their customers, one would expect to
find the proportion of new Roses rather higher
in nurserymen's boxes than in those of amateurs,
and this is generally found to be the case.

Just as a valued old book may become super-
seded by one of modern date, which is not neces-
sarily better in itself, but is more suitable to

modern requirements, so it is with our exhibition
Roses. Perhaps we seldom see a crimson flower
more beautiful in itself than a perfect example
of Horace Vernet. George Dickson has many of
its qualities, fine form, deep rich colouring, and
delightful fragrance, but while Horace Vernet
is not altogether an easy Rose to grow well,
George Dickson has a fine, strong habit and
may be grown in almost any garden with little

difficulty. It was introduced in 1912 and is now
regarded as the first of our exhibition varieties.
As a garden plant it has some drawbacks, it

nangs its head, a large proportion of the flowers
come quartered, and it is rather liable to mil-
dew, but its fine, growth and quality, when a
perfect flower does appear, make up for a good
many imperfections.
The next Rose in my list is Mrs. J. H. Welsh,

which appeared in 1911 and attained a position
equal to that of the redoubtable Bessie Brown,
for many years a prime favourite with exhibitors.
Mrs. J. H. Welsh is also a good grower and
carries a rose-pink flower which is very distinct
in form. The flower is large but has not a great
number of petals, the inner ones however fold
well over tho centre and retain their form

well. H. V. Machin (1914) is the next new
Rose in the list. It is a very beautiful flower

of fine form and bright scarlet-crimson colour-

ing. Unfortunately it is so poor a grower that
in spite of its merits as an exhibition flower it

would be unlikely to retain its high position

for long, but a climbing sport has recently ap-

peared, and perhaps if this proves satisfactory

it may rescue this fine Rose from the fate that
sooner or later attends all weakly growers among
Roses.

Close to the last comes Augustus Hartmann
(1914) (see Fig. 43), which is a good example of

a flower of fine form which is not pointed in the
centre ; it always reminds me of Ulrich Brunmer
with a dash of scarlet in its colouring. It is cer-

tainly a good exhibition Rose, and the plant
usually grows well if it gets over its move from
the nursery. In making a new bed a rather high
proportion of winter losses is not uncommon,
but when once established the plant gives little

FLORISTS' FLOWERS

LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY.
In addition to being a favourite plant for sup-

plying cut blooms, Lily -of-the-Valley is also
useful for planting in the wilder parts of plea-
sure grounds, as it grows well in the shade.
Although Convallaria majalis will grow almost
anywhere, it is wise when planting it in the
wilder parts of the garden to first thoroughly
prepare the ground by deep digging, adding, at
the same time, decayed leaves, or some such
material from the garden compost heap. Now
is a suitable time to undertake such work, and
also the planting of new beds in the reserve
garden, to furnish a supply of cut flowers, and
in due season a supply of crowns for forcing.
For this purpose fresh beds should be planted
every year, thus providing a continuous supply
of strong, vigorous stock.

FlU. 43.— ROSE AUGUSTUS HARTMANN ; A CERISE-PINK H.T. VARIETY.

trouble. This seems to point to impatience of

removal, rather than want of hardiness.

Two places lower I find Mrs. A. E. Coxhead

(1910), a Rose with many good qualities. The
flower is nearly always well funned, of good size,

and fragrant, and it retains its form well. It

would have a higher place but for its colour,

which is a not very attractive shade of rose-pink.

The plant grows well and produces gfjod flowers

quite late into autumn.

All the foregoing new Roses have highly

coloured flowers. My next Rose, two places

lower, is Mabel Drew, a creamy yellow, some-

times nearly white flower^ which appeared in

1911. It is somewhat of. the type of Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria, well formed and often beauti-

ful, and the plant gro&s quite reasonably well.

It is a very satisfactory Rose for exhibiting for

it retains its shape' well, and may be grown to

a fair size, but will usually be found in the

centre row rather than the back one in the

exhibition box. w/ti'c Rose.

(To be concluded.)

To obtain the best results with Lily-of-the-

Yalley the soil should be dug deeply and liber-

;illv enriched with well-rotted farmyard manure.

For convenience it is best to plant in beds, four

or six feet in width, with the plants in lines nine

inches apart, placing single crowns four inches

apart in the rows. In their third and fourth

years the plants should form fine, strong crowns

suitable for forcing. If Fortin's variety is

selected, good home grown crowns may be had

equal to any that are imported. It is well to

choose a position where the bed is partially

shaded for at least a portion of the day. Es-

tablished beds should now be cleaned and top-

dreaaed with decayed stable manure; old Mush-

room-bed material is excellent for this purpose.

Lily-of-the-Valley responds to liberal feeding,

and when the leaves are developing rapidly appli-

cations of liquid manure at the roots are very

beneficial. This fragrant flower is a great

favourite with everyone, and it is worth while

to take special mea'suresto prevent the flowers

from being spoiled by the weather. ./ Couttt,

B
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The Week's Work

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Codtts, Royal Botanio Gardens. Kew

Edgings.—Where dwarf Box is used as an

edging, and requires relaying, the present is a

suitable time to carry out the work. The plants

should be lifted, pulled to pieces and the old

woody roots chopped off; they should then be

sorted, for to facilitate relaying it is impor-

tant to have the plants all the same length

The ground should be dug, ^'V^ Vetch
.irmly and brought to the proper level. Shetch

a line over it and beat it down with the back

of a spade. The line should then be tightened

ana the planting Hue or trench cut out towards

the bed or border in older that the plants nay

t-e placed against the firm side by the path

The planting should be done by an experienced

workman, and no two men should work on the

same row, as it is practically impossible to get

two persons to place the plants in position a ike.

For edging on a large scale, such as along

shrubbries or drives, Ivy is splendid, as also is

Euonymus radicans and its variegated variety.

The Euonymus makes a good, hard-wearmg

edging, and stands clipping well.

Spring Flowers.—When the ground is dry and

in. good working condition beds planted with

spring flowering plants should be examined and

failures made good from plants in the reserve

warden. In the immediate neighbourhood ot

London Myosotis is very apt to damp off. Es-

pecially is this the case when large well-grown

plants are put out ; it is better to sow late, as

smaller plants winter better and soon grow-

away in the spring. Any plants loosened by

frost should be made firm. The surface of all

beds should be stirred with the hoe when the

around is in suitable condition. Beds and

borders should be prepared for the planting ot

Violas, young stock of which has been wintered

in cold frames, from which the lights have been

removed on every favourable occasion to cause

the plants to grow strongly and sturdily. In

the South, at least. Violas are best put oul

early in March, that they may become well es-

tablished before hot weather.

General Remarks.—During frosty weather,

when ground operations are impossible, stakes

should be collected and prepared ready for use.

A coppice containing Hazel and Sweet Chestnut

will furnish good material for stakes, the brown,

natural bark being much better for this work

than the usual green painted garden stake. The

shoots should be trimmed and tied into bundles

of various lengths and sizes. Hazel branches

provide the best material for staking Sweet

Peas; but straight Bamboo canes are best where

the flowers are intended for exhibition. Plenty

of branches, with the smaller spray trimmed off,

should be prepared for supporting the plants m
the herbaceous border.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Stawakd, Gardener to R, C. Palmer Mobkt

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Rhododendron indicum (Azalea indica).—As
these plants pass out of flower the old flowers

should be picked off, and any plants that need

iepotting should be attended to. Use good,

sandy peat for the purpose. Stand the plants in

a warm house where the temperature is about 50°

to 55°, and syringe them freely over-head twice

daily. A concentrated fertiliser should be given

the roots at intervals to assist the young shoots

to develop. When the latter have completed
their growth the plants may be placed in a cool

pit or frame for the present, and as soon as the
weather is favourable plunged in ashes out-of-

doors in a place where they will not be ex-
posed to the full rays of the sun in summer.
The roots should never be allowed to become
dry.

Acacia (Mimosa).—As soon as Acacias have
passed out of flower the plants may be cut hard

back to cause long, young growths, which will

flower the following season, to develop. Acacia
armata and A. dealbata are two good species to

grow for flowering. Seeds of the former may
be sown now. They should be soaked for

twelve hours in water before they are sown as

the outer coat of the seed is very tough, and
soaking hastens germination. Acacia lophantha
is extensively used for sub-tropical bedding.

Campanula isophylla.—This is a splendid sub-
ject for arranging along the edge of a stage or

for growing in baskets hung from the roof-

rafters. Never allow the plants when in a grow-
ing state to become dry at the roots. A cool

house suits Campanulas best. The plants should
be sprayed over-head until they commence
flowering, when spraying should be discontinued.

Eucharis grandiflora.—Plants that are in large
pots and in good health require top-dressing
only ; use good loam to which has been added
decayed cow manure. Eucharis succeeds well
when grown in rich, loamy soil, and the pots
should be provided with plenty of drainage
material. Liberal waterings are necessary, and
the syringe should be used freely over and under
the foliage to keep the leaves clean. Eucharis
are subject to attacks by mealy bug. Much
labour will therefore be saved if the plants are
syringed over and under the leaves with an
insecticide at intervals of two or three weeks.

Gloxinia—Corms of Gloxinias that have been
resting through Hie winter in their flowering
pots should be removed from their receptacles
and all the old soil shaken from them. They
may afterwards be placed in boxes containing
a mixture of decayed leaves or peat and sand
and placed over bottom-heat. Spray them over-
head and keep the atmosphere moist. They will
soon develop fresh growth.

Asparagus Sprengeri.—Strong clumps of this
decorative Asparagus planted in hanging baskets
containing good fibrous loam mixed with bone-
meal and leaf-mould, will furnish long trails
of growth suitable for decorative purposes.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Abthtb Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping.

Grape Madresfield Court This variety of
Grape should, from choice, be grown in a house
by itself. By this means the splitting of the
berries at the ripening stage, which frequently
disfigures this handsome Grape, mav easily be
prevented by treatment that could not be given
if other varieties were grown in the same house.

Strawberries in Pots—To ensure the fruits
setting it will be necessary to distribute the
pollen ..evenly over each flower with the aid of
a rabbits tail or a camel-hair brush. The lack
of sun for the past week or two has
militated against the setting of the berries, and
unless the individual flowers are carefully
pollinated ill-formed fruits will develop. When
the plants have passed out of flower the
number of berries should be reduced to eight on
each plant. Syringe the foliage twice daily
with soft, tepid water during bright weather.
This will not only help the berries to
swell, but will also keep red spider in check.
The plants should be given a stimulant at the
roots in the form of diluted liquid manure
made with sheep dung. The temperature of the
house may be raised to 55° by night.

Tomatos.—Another sowing of Tomato seed
should be made, employing the same method as
advised on page 40. The plants from this sow-
ing should form the main crop both for cultiva-
tion indoors and in the open.

Pot Vines—Vines in pots will now be reach-
ing the flowering stage, and for a week or more
the hunches should be pollinated each day. If
there are any signs of red spider on the foliage
sponge the leaves with soft water. While the
fruits are setting a drier atmosphere should be
maintained, but the plants themselves must not
be allowed to become dry at the roots.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Nod^, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Perennial Herbs—Now is the best time to

deal with perennial herbs. Well dig and manure
the ground, divide the plants into suitable por-

tions, and replant them. Mulch the roots lightly

with very short manure.

Tomatos.—The seedlings raised from seed sown
as previously advised are ready for transference
to small pots. See that the soil is warmed before
use. Grow the plants near the roof-glass.

Parsley—This herb is in constant demand,
and it often happens that during late May and
June the old plants run to seed, and outdoor
sowings are not ready for use. It is therefore
advisable to make a small sowing in boxes or
pans, and raise the plants in gentle warmth.
Sow the seed thinly to obtain strong, sturdy
plants and allow them to remain in the seed
boxes until the weather conditions will allow
them to be pricked out on a warm border out-
side.

Peas.—A liberal sowing of Peas should be
made on a warm border. If the soil is not on
the heavy side it will be safe to sow a wrinkled
variety of a dwarf and medium-sized habit.
Allow a space of four feet between the rows
and make a sowing of Spinach between each
pair of rows. Mice are sometimes troublesome
in destroying seeds of Peas and Beans, and
measures must be taken to trap the pests. Peas
and Broad Beans that were sown in a cool
house will now be ready for transference to
cold frames to harden them for planting out-of-
doors. Cover the frames at night should the
weather be frosty.

Cauliflowers.—Seedling Cauliflowers raised from
seed shown as previously advised should be
pricked out either in boxes or frames where
protection from frost may be given. Make a
further sowing of a second-early variety in boxes
or pans and raise the plants in a cool frame.

Potatos in Pots—As Potatos in pots make
progress a little weak stimulant may be given
them. It may take the form of diluted tank
manure; failing this, any good fertiliser in weak
solution will prove beneficial Support the
haulm with a neat stake and top-dress the roots
as occasion requires.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlei Wabben, Gardener to the Hon. S. 0.

ROTH80HILD. Aston Clinton, Tring.

Pruning Figs.—The Fig may be trained in
any way, but the fan form is that generally
adopted. Thin out all superfluous shoots, re-
move the older laterals, and introduce fresh
or younger growths in their places. The Fig
being a slow, or shy bearer in a young state,
the tree seldom fruits to any extent before it

has reached several years of age, unless under
very exceptional conditions. Restrict the de-
velopment of the roots, and endeavour to pre-
vent the tree making strong, unfruitful growths.
Planting may still be done, as the Fig is one
of the latest of fruit trees to start into growth.
A position against a wall facing south or
south-west is best,. The soil should be. well
drained and not excessively rich in quality.
Brunswick. White Marseilles and Brown Turkey
are varieties most suitable for outdoor culti
vation. The last sort succeeds well in warm
localities, and in point of fruitfulness is the
most reliable.

Apricots.—The flower buds of these trees are
swelling rapidly, and by this time both pruning
and training should be completed. No time
should be lost in making the necessary prepara-
tions for the protection of the blossom, as these
are the first- of our hardy fruits to flower.
Stout netting, light canvas or tiffany should
be got in readiness, together with the poles,
quartering, wires, etc., that may be needed for
securing the material. Arrange the protecting
material in such a manner that it does not
come in contact with the buds or blossoms dur-
ing windy weather, and make sure that all ties

and fastenings are secure. Walls that are fitted

with glass copings are most, effective, and more
easily dealt with, where front coverings are
used, as the latter can be so arranged that on
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dry warm days these can be drawn aside, or

removed, and the trees receive the full benefit

of both light and warmth.

General Remarks.—Finish as soon as possible

the work of pruning, regulating, and tying of

espalier, pyramid and other trained trees, as

the blossom buds will soon be so far advanced
as to make it impossible to attend to the trees

without rubbing them off. Head back newly
planted trees, and stake standards and other

tall trees, to secure them from high winds.

Strawberry runners may now be planted in their

permanent quarters ; firm planting is recom-
mended, as an additional precaution against

drought during the early part of the growing
season. Established beds may be cleaned, and
dressed with a suitable artificial manure; if

the soil is in good condition a dressing of soot

will suffice, and act as an additional safeguard
against ground pests. In many establishments
Alpine Strawberries are raised from seed an-

nually, in order to obtain a succession of fruit.

The seed may now be sown in boxes, and ger-

minated in a house having a temperature of

about. 65°. When large enough the seedlings

may be pricked off into boxes—or, better still,

on the surface of a half-spent hotbed—and
gradually hardened off, before being planted in

their permanent quarters, during the early part

of the summer. This type of Strawberry is a
welcome addition to autumn fruits, and should
be more extensively grown. Complete the
pruning and training of Morello Cherries. As
a rule this fruit tree needs but very little prun-
ing, beyond the removal of old fruiting wood
and unsightly growths. Guard against crowding
the shoots when training in the young wood,
which should be retained at its full length, and
not pruned back, or spurred in, as with Sweet
Cherries. The pruning of outdoor Vines should
be completed this month, otherwise the rods

may bleed. Filbert and other nut bushes may
still be planted.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. CoixiF.il, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colmah, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Cattleya and Laelia.—The better known
winter-blooming species of Cattleya are C.

Trianae, C. Percivaliana and C. chocoensis,
and many of these plants have already de-

veloped their flowers. In addition to these
Swedes many hybrids of Cattleyas, Laelio-

Cattleyas and Brasso>-Cattleyas bloom at this

season. After the plants have passed out of

flower, specimens that are beginning to de-

velop fresh roots from the bases of the last

made pseudo-bulbs may be repotted, although
the present is not the usual time for the
general repotting of this class of plant. The
work is better done now than when the roots

have attached themselves to the sides of the
pot. If procurable Osmunda fibre cut up
rather roughly, with a small quantity of

Sphagnum-moss and some crushed crooks
added, is a suitable rooting medium Pot
firmly; and after repotting supply witter to

the roots sparingly until new roots are seen
to be pushing through the compost, when the

supply of moisture may be gradually increased.

Numerous plants of the above-mentioned
Orchids are pushing up their flower spikes
through the sheaths, and, in order to bring
the blooms to perfection, a little extra water
should be afforded the roots, reducing the amount
of moisture again when the blooms are fully ex-

panded, after which a very limited supply is

desirable, until the plant commences to grow
afresh. During the winter these Orchids are
very subject to attacks of scale insects, which
should be removed by sponging the leaves and
rhizomes with a nicotine insecticide, taking care
to dislodge the pests from around the " eye

"

at the base of the pseudo-bulb. The creatures
secret themselves underneath the outer skin,

which should be opened carefully and the stall'

removed by the aid of a small brush. If scale
insects are allowed to remain unchecked they
will infest the young growths as the latter de-
velop, causing the plants to become yellow ami
unhealthy.

SOPHRO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA FALCON.
The handsome dark scarlet-red of Sir George

L. Holford's very beautiful cross between
Sophronitis grandiflora and Laelio-Cattleya

Aureole (C. Iris x L.-C. Luminosa) in which the
intensified scarlet of S. grandiflora is handed
on unmarred by purple or rose (complications,

opens up the question why such success should

be attained in this instance when so many
Sophronitis crosses of other combinations have
failed in the desired object. In considering the

question the mind naturally turns to the nearest

example among former productions, which is

the handsome vermilion-scarlet Sophro-Laelio-

Cattleya Jeanette (S. grandiflora X L.-C. Mar-
tinetii), for which Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.

received a First-Class Certificate on September
12, 1911. Bearing on this point, E. R. Ashton,

Esq.. Broadlands, Camden Park, Tumbridge
Wells, sends a flower of Lowiara in3ignis

(Brasso-Laelio-Helen x S. grandiflora), with

we find that in

40, p. 91), the
C. Dowiana x

S.-L.-C. Jeanette
is C. Mossiae

reddish-scarlet sepals and petals, the lip only
having a reddish-mauve tint. In all these the
desired object of perpetuating the scarlet of the
Sophronitis is attained, and the question is what
is the basic factor which carries forward this
desirable colouring.

On analysing the ancestry,
S.-L.-C. Falcon (see Fig.
L.-C. Luminosa in it is

L. tenebrosa. Likewise in
the L.-C. Martinetii in it

X L. tenebrosa; and in Lowiara insignis the
Brasso-Laelio Helen is obtained from B. Digbyana
X L. tenebrosa. The inference therefore is that
Sophronitis grandiflora and decided scarlet
hybrids crossed with hybrids of Laelio
tenebrosa, in which there are yellow colour, and
not much rose and purple, may reasonably be
expected to carry on the pure scarlet and red
tints in some degree. Such questions are well
worthy of consideration hy the hybridist, as
crossing with an object instead of taking an un-
studied chance is likely to save much time and
labour in obtaining the desired results.

Fl<;. 44.—CYMBIDIUM DRAGON-FLY. FROM SIR GEORGE HOLFORD's COLLECTION.

R.H.S. FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE, FEBRUARY 8, 1921. (See p. 82.)

NEW HYBRIDS.

(Continued from February 5, 1921, p. 68.)

Same.

Angulo-caste Cooperi
Brasso-Cattleya Gatton Snowfl tkc
Brasao-Cattleya Canada
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Nina ...

Cyrabidiuui Dragon-tly
Cymbidium Martin
Cymbidium Vesta
Cypripedium Anak
cypripedium Albatross
Cypripedium Amber
Cypripedium Alliance
Cypripedium Anselm
Cypripedium aerugiuosum ...

Cypripediniu Benbera
Cypripedium Bustard
Cypripedium Judah
Cypripedium Lantern
Cypripedium Osprey
Cypripedium Prince Rupert ..

Cypripedium lmperator
Cypripedium Snowclad
Laelio-Cattleya Adolhar
Laelio-Cattleya cadet
Laelio-Cattleya Elysian
Laelio Cattieya Ilene
Odontioda Marina
Odontoglossum Brunhilde ...

Odontoglossum D >mingo
Odontoglossum Kuiglu-Templar
Odontoglossum Lakeland
Odontoglossum Radiant
Odontoglossum Trideut
Odontoma Iris
Rolfeara Mrs. Gratrix
Soph.o-Laelio Cattleya Falc an
3epb.rn-Laelio-Cat leya Irene
Soptiro-Laelio-Cattleya Joseph

Cuarleswortli

Paientage.

Anguloa Cliftoni x Lycaste crueiita

C. cuocoen^is alba x B.-C Thurntonii
C. Artemis x B.-C. Mrs. J. Leeiuann
B.-L. D goy ano-purpurata x C. Octave Djiu
unrecorded
Lowio-grandiflorum x Parisliii

m-signe x Alexanderi
Tbe Duchess x Cyclops
Baldur x Alcibiades
nitens-Leeanum x Cyclops
Boxallii X Hera Euryades
nitens x Pyramus
aureum Hyeanum x Victor
Bendis x Hera Euryades
Leeauum x Bronziuo ...

Alabaster x Brouzino
Leeauum x Lucuer ...

Lucifer x Caractacus
Alcibiades x Pyramus
Pyramus x Alcibiades
nitcus-Leeanum x Troilus Archimedes
L.-C. Adolph aurea x L. harpoi hylla

C. labiata x L.-C. Centaur
Myrrha x Smilax
Creusa x Golden Oriole
Oda. Diana x Odm. Dusky Monarch
Lohengrin x illustiissimum
Harryanum x illustrissimum
amabile x RioTinto
Lakinae X illustre Europe
Alexindrina X Dora
eximium x Kiug Albert
M Roezlii X Odm. Epicasta

S.-C Doris X B.C. Uigbyano-Mossi ic ...

S. giaudillora x L.-C. Aureole

C. Fabia x S.-L.-C. Laconia

L.-C. Eurydice X S.-L.-C. Marathon

Exhibitor.

Sanders.
Sir J. Colman.
Charlesworth.
Stuart Low.
Sir Geo. L, Holford
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
G. Hamilton Smith, Esq,
Sir Geo, L. HolforJ.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
Sir Geo. L. Holford,
Fred J. Hanbury, Esq.
Fred J. Hanbury, Esq.
B. J. Beckton, Esq.
Fred J. Hanbury, Esq.
-ir Geo. L. Holford.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
Sir Geo. L. Holford.
sir Geo. L. Holford.
Sanders.
Sanders.
Fred J. Hanbury. Esq.
Mrs. Bischoiishcim.
charlesworth.
Charlesworth.
A. Hanmer, Esq.
C. J. Lucas, Esq.
Rev. J. Crombleholme.
Sanders.
W. R. Fasey. Esq.
Charlesworth JkMcBcan
Flnry & Black.
Charlesworth.
Fiory & Black.
Sit Geo. L. Holford.
Stuat t Low.

Charlesworth.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.— 2fl e Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, 01 gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but theg cannot be responsible for loss or Inluru.

SPRING MANURING.
NOW that the use of artificial fertilisers

has become so common and their

action both on the plant and the
soil is so well known, there is no longer
any necessity for the gardener to hesitate

in employing them. They have many
advantages. They are very concentrated, a
very few lbs. only to the rod need be used,

and they do not render the garden unsightly
like dung would do at this season of the
year. They are very quick in action

; the
plant at once feels their effect and if it

needs them at all it will at once begin to

derive benefit. They may be used in Spring,
or even, in special cases, in Summer and
Autumn. Lastly, they are definite in their

action and may always be expected to have
the same general effect, so that the gardener
who knows tihe effect produced by, say, a
nitrogenous manure, can always hope to

get that effect by using the manure cor-

reotly. In addition to their action on the
plant some manures also act favourably on
the soil and greatly improve its mechanical
condition.

There are five substances which act

as manures, and all the hosts of manures
on the market derive their value from the
fact that they contain one or more of these
bodies. The five are nitrogen, phosphorus,
potash, lime and magnesium ; the first three
act on the plant alone, the other two, besides
benefiting the plant, also improve the tex-
ture of the soil. The general effect of nitro-

genous manures is to promote vegetative
growth and leaf production. They are there-
fore of specia 1 value on plants like Cabbage,
Spinach and grass where leaf alone is

wanted
; they are also desirable for all her.

baceous plants to secure vigorous growth.
Not only do they favourably affect the pro-
duction of leaf in good "growing " weather,
but at other times as well, so that when the
growth has been brought to a standstill by
a spell of cold weather the addition of a
suitable nitrogenous manure will start again
the processes of assimilation and growth.
Indeed, the effect of low temperature on
assimilation and growth is very much
modified by the presence of nitrogenous
foodstuffs.

Of the several nitrogenous manures the
quickest to act is sodium nitrate; in an
emergency it is therefore the most valuable.
Used at the rate of i lb. to the rod, it is

exceedingly useful when young plants are
being kept back by cold weather and show-
ing the yellowing of the leaf characteristic
of a bad condition generally. The writer
has used it with advantage on young Peas
checked by a cold spell and suffering mean-
while from the attacks of slugs

; it is also
useful for young Carnation plants held back
in the same way. Similarly, a poor lawn
may be improved by nitrate of soda ; so long
as the grass roots are still alive it causes
growth to start early and to cover up the
bare places. Indeed, wherever an early
start is wanted cither to secure greater
growth or to enable a plant to grow away
from some pest, a small dressing of nitrate
of soda at the rate indicated may be ex-
pected to be useful. Care i^ necessary in
applying it : like other saline mixtures, it

should not be put on to dry soil nor should
the solid get on to the young foliage. The
most satisfactory way to apply it is to dis-

solve i lb. of nitrate in about 2 galls, of
water and water it into the soil. Another
effect of nitrate of soda is to improve the
colour of the plant. Cabbages may be
greatly improved in appearance bv applying
two small dressings, one about five weeks
before and the other about a fortnight before
they are to be cut ; they thus get a fresher,
brighter colour than if they have had no
dressing. A similar improvement is effected
in the appearance of Spinach.

Though not quite so useful as nitrate in
an emergency, sulphate off ammonia is fully
equal to it for all ordinary purposes. Indeed,
for some special purposes it is superior.
Thus it is found to be better for Potatos
than nitrate

; it produces an increase in
yield without injuriously affecting the
quality. There is a common belief among
Barley growers, which is probab'y well
founded, that sulphate of ammonia is the best
nitrogenous manure for that cereal. It is some
times used by exhibitors for keeping growth
going just a little longer than would hap-
pen in the natural course of events

; Chry-
santhemums which promised to be over a
few days before the show date have been
kept going for the necessary fJime by adding
a small amount to the water supplied. As
a dressing for the kitchen garden and for
herbaceous borders, 1 lb. to the rod is pro-
bably sufficient; this quantity contains some-
what more nitrogen than does 1 lb. of
nitrate of soda. The high and increased
price of 'these fertilisers has led to a careful
search for other nitrogenous manures, and
the knowledge that nitrogen—the essential
constituent— is theoretically obtainable 'in

unlimited quantities from the air, has caused
inventors to attempt to manufacture them,
and several promising fertilisers, e.g., cal-
cium nitrate or nitrate of lime, and calcium
cyanamide or nitrolim, have already been pre-
pared. Further work is needed before their
absolute value will be known, but it is al-
ready clear that they are useful additions to
this class of manures.
The second manurial constituent is phos-

phoric acid, commonly spoken of as phos-
phate. Four important fertilisers owe their
value to it—superphosphate, basic and bone
manures, and ordinary guano. Phosphates
tend to produce a fibrous root development,
and are very useful for plants like Turnips
and Potatos, which depend to a large extent
on a development of fibrous roots near the
surface.

_ Probably most herbaceous plants
are benefited by phosphates for this reason.
Another very valuable function of phosphates
is that they promote the ripening processes,
so that a crop well manured with phosphates
will finish sooner and ripen better than if

phosphates are absent. This is strikingly
seen in agriculture in the Rothamsted Barley
experiments : the plots treated with phos-
phates have in late summer a bright golden
appearance, while the others are still green.
Experience in the north of England shows
that Wheat manured with phosphates is

ready for cutting some days earlier than a
similar Wheat field which has received none.
Garden crops wanted to ripen early should
therefore receive good dressings Oif phos-
phates. To mention only two instances :

early Peas and Potatos have been found to
benefit considerably. Phosphates have the
effect of encouraging Clover on grass land.
Flower production also seems to be
favoured : successful exhibitors of Tulips,
Roses and Chrysanthemums make use of
phosphates for this reason. Many gardens
suffer somewhat from a deficiency of phos-
phates. Dung, the staple dressing of horti-
culturists, contains an insufficient amount,
and where bones or Peruvian guano have
not already been applied they should be used.

Coming now to potash, this serves several
important functions, but it is less frequently
necessary as a special manure since dung
contains a fair quantity of potash, and a good
dressing of dung will generally supply much
of what is needed. In certain special cases,
however, it is very advantageous. In some
way not yet understood) potash helps the
plant to make the food needed for the next
generation. For instance, it increases the
store of sugar in Sugar Beet and Mangold,
and of starch in the Potato and the Wheat
seed. The sugar or starch is not wanted for
present use, but for future growth ; it is

being stored up for the following season.
Another characteristic effect of potash is that
it prolongs the life of the plant. The fruit

trees on the plots in the Experimental gar-
dens of the Wye Agricultural College kept
their leaves longer than the others : a simi-
lar prolongation of life is also observed on
some of the Rothamsted plots. This perhaps
accounts for the great value of potassic
manures on thin chalky or sandy soils where
the plant tends to ripen and finish off at a
somewhat early date. Further, potash checks
rank growth and is particularly useful in

correcting an excessive autumn dressing of

dung. This is very clearly demonstrated on
the Rothamsted Mangold plots. Where large
amounts of nitrogenous manures without
potash are applied the growth is exceedingly
rank and the plants are liable to disease

;

but where potash is added the plants become
healthy and produce increases in crops.

Without potash the extra nitrogenous man-
ure is wasted ; with potash it is able to exert

its proper effect. Potash is always worth try-

ing in a garden where the general rankness
of the foliage and the bad colour of the flowers

indicate a disproportionately large amount of

nitrogen in the soil ; in fact, wherever colour,

whether in fruit or in flower, is not quite

so good as is wanted, a dressing of potash
may be tried. The Lea Valley experiments
show that it is one of the most useful man-
ures under glass. Bush fruit has been shown
to benefit considerably from dressings of pot-

ash, provided dung has previously been
added ; on grassland it favours Clover, par-

ticularly on sandy or on chalky soils. Seve-

ral potassic fertilisers are obtainable, but
perhaps the most generally useful is the

sulphate, which may be used at the rate of

3 lb. to 4 lb. to the rod. The muriate is also

a late spring manure, but there was, and
to some extent still is, a prejudice against

it because of the supposed adverse effect on
the quality of Potatos. Kainit may be

more suitable where a garden is being run

for profit, but this should go on in autumn
or early spring, and cannot be used now.

Lime and organic matter must be distri-

buted in autumn, and are therefore not dealt

with here ; they are, of course, of equal

importance with any of the others, and each

produces characteristic effects shown by

nothing else. As a general dressing for the

kitchen garden or herbaceous border a mix-

ture of 1 lb. of nitrate of soda or sulphate

of ammonia, 3 lb. of superphosphate and 3 lb.

of sulphate of potash, may be usefully

applied per rod as early in the season as

possible, supposing the land has been fairly

well dunged and is not deficient in lime.

However, much of the advantage of artificial

manure lies in using either the single man-
ure or a mixture of the particular manures
indicated as necessary by the general condi-

tion of the plant, and the gardener who will

make the experiment and try the effect pro-

duced by these manures will be in a better
_

position to obtain results than one who makes
only haphazard use of composts or farmyard
manure. E. J. Russell.
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NOTES ON CONIFERS.

XXI.—Abies Mariesii.*

In September, 1919, while inspecting the fine

collection of young Conifers in the Duke of Bed-

ford's beautiful estate at Endsleigh, Devon, I

was much pleased to see six healthy trees of the

rare Japanese Fir, Abies Mariesii, especially as

one of the specimens was bearing a fair crop of

violet-coloured cones. Subsequently the head

gardener, Mr. Fitt, kindly sent me a branch

bearing cones which Mr. Wallis has photo-

graphed (see Fig. 45). Although Abies

Mariesii has been in cultivation more than forty

years it is still a scarce tree in collections, and

I am not aware of its having previously produced

cones in this country. I shall, however, be glad

to have any information on this point. The
Endsleigh specimens, which were planted in

1908, are now about 12 ft. high and look like

making good trees.

Webbiana from a tree at Dunphail, Morayshire,

was figured as A. Mariesii in the Bot. Mag.,

tab. 8098 (1906).

Wilson * gives a detailed account of the dis-

tribution of this Fir in its native habitats. It

was discovered by Charles Maries, one of the

Veitchian collectors, on Mount Hakkoda, near

Aomori, in Northern Hondo, in 1878. Aomori is

the northern seaport of the main island

of Japan. Abies Mariesii is the Alpine

Fir of Central Japan, and the only species

known in a wild state in Hondo. North

of the Nikko region Wilson saw a pure forest of

it on the borders of Iwashiro and Uzen pro-

vinces, some of the trees being up to 90 ft.

high and about 9 ft. in girth. Numbers of

these have, unfortunately, been cut down.
Shirasawa states that on Nantai, a mountain

above Nikko, it grows with A. Veitchii at an

altitude of 7,000 to 8,000 feet. The timber is

apparently of no economic value. A. Bruce

Jackson.

to plant 200,000 trees during the first 10 years

—50,000 by private or public bodies and 150,000

by the State. The Board of Agriculture returns

for 1914 showed that in England and Wales

about 3^- million acres of mountain and heath

land were used for grazing; of this area nearly

half-a-million acres were situated in Northum-

berland, whilst the four Northern counties con-

tained practically one million acres of such land;

yet these were the worst wooded counties in

England. In the North of England, therefore,

there appeared exceptional scope for afforestation

schemes and, with a large amount of pit-timber

required locally, it seemed that Northumberland

should play an important part in the Govern-

ment programme. It is to be hoped that some

joint scheme of afforestation and small holdings

might develop in the country. One was comple-

mentary of the other. Labour was required in

woods, mainly in the winter, when work on

small holdings was at a standstill. The position

of the small-holder, apart from the other work,

Fig. 45.

—

cones and foliage of abies mariesii, from a tree at endsleigh. tavistock, devon.

The best specimen I am acquainted with is in

the famous collection of Conifers at Tregrehan,
St. Austell, Cornwall, recorded by Bean t as

being 30 ft. high (by 1 ft. 6 in. in girth in 1916,

but I am not aware when this specimen was
planted. I know of no other trees of any con-

siderable size.

There is said to be one at Scone Palace in

Perthshire, but the tree I saw so named there

in 1916 was certainly A. Veitchii, with which
A. Mariesii is sometimes confused. The two
species are quite distinct. A. Mariesii being
always easily known by the rusty-red or

Bkocolate colour of the densely tomentose
branches, and by the marginal and not sub-
epidermal resin canals in the leaves, which are
also shorter than in A. Veitchii. The cones
resemble those of the Himalayan A. Webbiana.
being 4 to 9 cm. long, 3 to 4 cm. wide, and
somewhat cask-shaped. A specimen of A.

*Abirs Mariesii, Masters, (lard. Chron.. XII., 788.
Pig. 129 (187(1), and Journ. Linn Soc. (Bot.), XVIII..
510 (ISHI); Mayr., Ablet .In pun ReichtS, 40, t. 2, f. 5
|18!X)); Shirnaawa Icon. Essences, Forest Japan,
text 15, t. 4, ff. 15-18 (1900); Kent, Veiteh't Man,
Conif.. 520 (1900), Blwes ami Heirrv; Tree* of Great
Britain and Ireland, IV., p. 771 (1909), Clinton-Baker;
Was. Conif., II., 18 (190(1).

t Kew Bull, 1910.

FORESTRY.!

The Royal English Arborieultural Society had
its origin in Northumberland in 1882, and since

the society's formation it has endeavoured to

uige the importance of forests to the nation, the

need for improving methods of management, \

tending the operations of forestry and placing

the industry of growing timber on a sound eco-

nomic basis.

At the present time the main points confront-

ing afforestation are (1) the improvement of

existing woodlands, (2) the replanting of the

areas recently felled, (3) the planting of areas

mure suited fur afforestation than for other pur-

poses, (4) the creation of a healthy and intelli-

gent interest on the part of the pul lie mind
towards the subject. An opinion was held in

certain quarters that forests had an effect on

the rainfall, but this is doubtful.

In order to safeguard this country in time of

national emergency an additional 1,770,000 acres

of forests are required. The programme was
' * Conifer* of Japan, p. 59 (191(i)

t From a lietnr' on '•Afforestation," by Mr. Edward
IhivhKnn, Hiivilon Briil^e, Nortliiimlirrl.-Hi'l. S,', ivl :o->

i,r id,' Royal Enriisl Arborioulturnl Society. Delivered

m the llnneoek Museum, Newoastle-upon-Tyne, ffeb.

9. 1921.

was precarious, but with a prospect of winter

work his future was assured. Mr. Davidson re-

ferred to the planting of pit mounds, of which

there were many in the North, and gave as an

example of what could be done in this way

—

the Scremerston old colliery mound, which was

planted in 1887 by his father, with Larch,

Scotch Pine and Birch. The last did not thrive

and the Birch trees were removed as thinnings.

The Scoti h Pine proved most successful.

The whole problem is one of finance. At the

present prices, planting on an extensive scale

is almost prohibitive. Large estates have been

broken up and in some cases portions of es-

tates have been bought by speculators, who, after

the timber had been removed, resold the land.

With the present high taxation the owners of

many estates found it no easy task to provide

funds for ordinary maintenance, and if land

owners were expected to replant their felled

areas and increase their woodland area, necessi-

tating, as it would, the sinking of a large amount

of capital from which they might get little

or no return during their lifetime, but which

on the other hand, might for years be a source

of additional expense, some encouragement

would have to be given to such planting by the

Stale.
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FEBRUARY VEGETABLES.

Before dealing with February vegetables, I

will refer to Dr. Durham's letter in the " Home
Correspondence " columns in the issue for Feb-
ruary 12. His supplementary list is an interest-

ing one, but I would explain that I have en-

deavoured to enumerate those vegetables which
we have actually in use at Aldenham during the

period immediately before the publication of my
note, and those which will probably come into

use shortly after. Certain vegetables -will be
found to be missing from my lists, as we only
cultivate those which are appreciated by my em-
ployer, and the cultivation of some that we have
grown in the past has been discontinued owing
to their being uninteresting, or for other reasons.

With regard to Kohl Rabi, I was, perhaps, a

little at fault in not again referring to this

vegetable, though reference was made to it in

the list of " October " vegetables. Kohl Rabi
is, however, a second-rate vegetable, and, being
decidedly inferior to well-grown white Turnips,
we count its value low at Aldenham, and con-
sequently I did not again refer to it.

store. With regard to Dr. Durham's comment
on obtaining Leeks from a single sowing, the

only difference is that our practice is not the

same as his; instead of relying on a single sow-

ing, as from his remarks he appears to do, we
sow at two or three different periods, in order,

not only to ensure a continuance of supplies, but,

also to prolong the season as much as possible,

as the later crop never runs prematurely to

seed, and the same object prompts the sowing
of Brussels Sprouts in two batches.

Celery is yielding well, whilst of green vege-

tables we have an ample supply of such kinds as

Kales in variety ; Purple Sprouting and White
Sprouting Broccoli (an item not previously re-

ferred to, but not requiring comment, as it is

so closely allied to the coloured one), Savoys,

Cabbages, and Turnip tops, which delicious

vegetable I referred to last month, and

which is doing so well this season. Brussels

Sprouts are also doing remarkably well, also

Spinach, of which we are getting good quantities.

Of vegetables that we are forcing, we are getting

full supplies of Seakale, Chicory, Mushrooms,
and Rhubarb—which is most excellent in quality

Fig. 46.

—

method of growing leeks at aldenham, showing intercropping.

We are now at what may be described as the
dead-end of the vegetable year; there is nothing
very new to relate, and probably much the same
kinds will come under the heading ot March
vegetables. All the kinds in use during last

month are' still available, as the weather has
been so remarkably open that nothing has been
destroyed by frost. The only fresh subjects that
call for comment are Sorrel, Brussels, tops,
Labrador Kale, and a variety of Broccoli.
Of the vegetables mentioned last month and

previously, we still have stocks of the following
root crops :—Artichokes, both the Jerusalem and
the Chinese forms; Beet, of which we have good
stores, pending the time when the new crop that
is being raised in frames is available;
Carrots, of which those in heated pits are making
good progress, to follow the old roots drawn
from store; Celeriac, Swedes, which, though a
delicious dish when properly prepared, fai) to
reach the level of good Turnips; Kohl Rabi, of
which the same criticism is true; Turnips,
Parsnips, Scorzonera, and Salsify, all of which
we have good stores. Leeks, Onions and Shallots
are also in full use, the Leeks being dug from
the open ground, the other two drawn from

this season— in fact, I do not think I have ever
known it to be better.

Of Salading, etc., we have good yields of
Cm umbers, lomatos. Endive. Lettuces, Mustard
and Cress, and, of the flavouring group, besides
those previously mentioned under the other
groups, we have Parsley, Chervil, and, in addi-
tion to these, Green Mint and Tarragon, which
we raise in boxes of light soil in gentle warmth,
keeping the plants moist. By this method one
may soon obtain useful young shoots, that yield
good supplies during the winter and early spring
until the outside crops are ready. Of othar
herbs we have, in the dried state, Mint, Sweet
Basil, Knotted Marjoram, Sage, etc. At one
time we raised Fennel in quantity, but, this
plant not being appreciated here, its cultivation
was discontinued.

New Sorts in Season.

I referred at the beginning of my note to
Brussels tops, Sorrel, and Labrador Kale, and
now purpose to deal further with these three
items, and also the fresh variety of Broccoli.
Brussels Tops.—These we have only just com-

menced to cut, as we always make it a point of

practice not to commence using them before

February, as we find that, when they are cut

before this, there is a distinct tendency for the

sprouts to be over sooner. Brussels tops make
a very useful, as well as a delicious, change
vegetable, and should be fully utibsed at this

time of the year.

Broccoli.—The variety Leamington, which has

just commenced to yield, is one of the first, if

not the first, of the batch of the later varieties

which are so useful for continuing the supplies,

and should be employed by growers for this pur-

pose, being an admirable late variety.

Sorrel.—This vegetable is a great favourite

here, and is used very largely. We sow the

seeds about the beginning of April, in shallow

drills made one foot apart, thinning the young
plants, when they are large enough, to six inches

asunder and transferring them to their permanent
quarters by September. For this purpose a west
border is preferable, and we have used the same
site at Aldenham for this crop for the past
twenty years. The position should be well dug
and heavily manured, and the plants allowed
eighteen inches each way for growing space. The
plants will yield a good supply of leaves, which
much resemble Spinach, for fully six years, tne
ground requiring an annual top-dressing of well-

decayed manure, which should be forked into the
surface. Do not permit the plants to flower,

but remove the spikes as they appear, or they
will weaken the plants. I understand that in
Belgium, where this vegetable is largely grown,
it is used in conjunction with Spinach, in the
proportion of half and half, and I am told that
thus combined they make a very tasty dish.
Labrador Kale.—In my opinion, this is by far

the best-flavoured of all the Borecoles. Coming
into use rather late, it may generally be relied
upon to produce sprouts, unique in flavour, over
a longer period than any other variety of Kale
that I know, and its season generally lasts well
on to the time when Spring Cabbages are avail-
able. I have grown this variety for nearly forty
years, it having been first given to me by a lady
who had received the seed direct from Labrador.
Fortunately, by saving our own seed annually,
we have always been able to rely on a true stock.
Labrador Kale is dwarf in its habit of growth,
and we have always found it to be a perfectly
hardy vegetable. It is a most useful crop at
this time of the year, when novelty is missing
generally from the vegetable part of the menu,
and all should grow it where there is a possi-
bility of so doing. We sow the seed broadcast,
on a finely prepared seed bed, about the second
week in April, in the same way as for the
other varieties of the group, and the treatment
thereafter is precisely similar, and to continue
the supply we make a second sowing about a
fortnight later. Ed. Beckett.

QUALITY IN VEGETABLES.

I was pleased to read on page 73 that the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society
intends to discourage the awarding of prizes for
mere size in vegetables at their exhibitions. I

need hardly say that there is a difference of
opinion as to what constitutes undesirable size

[

and coarseness in certain vegetables, and with- 1
out some guidance exhibitors will be at a loss

j

to know how to stage certain kinds. It would
be of assistance if the Council state their wishes
in respect to certain vegetables about which
there is a doubt in the minds of many cultivators.
The following vegetables should, in my opinion, A
be shown as medium-sized examples :—Cauli- i

flowers. Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Carrots,
,

I

Kidney (French) Beans, Parsnips, Potatos.
Turnips, Beet, Tomatos, Cucumbers, Vegetable
Marrows, Broccoli and Savoys. Peas, when of

the Marrowfat type, possess more flavour and
substance when fully developed, as compared
with smaller specimens ; I refer not to the pods
but to the seeds. Is not a large Ailsa Craig
Onion weighing 2 lb. equally as useful as a bulb
of 1 lb. weight ! Leeks with stems blanched 15
inches long and 2 inches in diameter are
superior to those with 6 inches of blanched stem,
merely because they are grown more rapidly.
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Thick Asparagus stems are surely superior to thin

stems. Celery, when grown vigorously, possesses

more succulence either iur cooking or eating in

a raw state than small heads. Large Seakale is

also preferable to smaller produce. Full-sized

Spinach leaves do not lose in succulence or

flavour. Broad Beans, when small, but long in

the pod, are preferable to those half the length,

because increase of pod length by an improved
method of culture does not result in a deteriora-

tion of the quality of the beans. Runner Beans
come under the same category. It would be
interesting to hear the views of others interested
in vegetable production. E. M.

FRUIT REGISTER.

PEAR JOSEPHINE DE MALIXES.
Mr. Pateman's notes on page 53 regarding

the above Pear are most interesting and coin-
cide with my experience in growing this delicious
late variety. I have cultivated this Pear very
successfully in the North, where it proved to be
a reliable and good cropper. There is no doubt
but that the finest individual fruits are obtained
from horizontally-trained trees, particularly
where the trees have the shelter of a wall or
wooden fence. This variety also fruits well as a
cordon, when the trees are inclined to the south
at an angle of 45°. In sheltered situations it
does quite well as a bush when double worked.
The natural tendency of the tree is to make some-
what irregular, straggling growth, but this defect
of habit should not affect the more extended
cultivation of this excellent late Pear. W. H.
Jenkins, Beckenham.

For the past seven years I have grown bush
trees of this Pear in the open, in quite stiff
soil and planted but 5 feet apart. The trees
have not missed a crop once.

I look upon this Pear as one of any six best
varieties. In fact, if I were restricted to three
sorts, Josephine de Malines would be included.
The keeping qualities are so good that its season
lasts fully two months—January and February.
It is true the growth is a bit sprawly but
summer pruning does much to keep the trees
shapely. As an espalier this Pear should suc-
ceed. On wall trees, no doubt, larger fruit
would be secured, but for flavour I prefer those
from trees in the open. E. M.
[We are indebted to Mr. J G. Woodward,

of Barliam Court Gardens, Maidstone, for the
opportunity of illustrating this fine late Pear (see
Fig. 47). It will be remembered that Mr
Woodward showed fruits at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's meeting on the 8th inst.,
when the Fruit and Vegetable Committee
awarded the variety a first-class certificate.
In kindly forwarding specimens for illustrat
mg, Mr Woodward sent the following parti-
culars:—" The fruits are not quite so large as
we have had them, but they are fair speci-
mens. With me the variety does well, worked on
the Quince and grown either as a bush or branched
candelabra specimen. It is also suitable for
growing as a cordon. The branches form spurs
freely, and these have to be thinned occasion-
ally. When grown as a bush specimen, it is

advisable to prune to a bud pointing upwards,
as the habit of growth is somewhat drooping
This variety, as in the case of all late Pears
planted against walls, requires an abundance
of water. We sometimes tie the fruits on the
branches to prevent them from falling before
they are ready fur gathering, but this is not
always necessary, only when the autumn is very
boisterous. The finest fruits are obtained from
wall trees, but in tome seasons those from
trash trees are of excellent flavour."—Eds.]

APPLE CLAYGATE PEARMATN.
Many fruits have been found as chance seed-ing, but there have been few luckier finds

'T
th

.

e_ AW le ab°ve named. To Mr. Brad-
dick, of Thames Ditton, we owe Clayeate Pear-inain. which he found growing in a hedge in

I the village of Claygate. Surnw

volumes of the Transaction* of the Boval Hor

ticultural Society will reniernber that Mr. Brad-
dick was a noted amateur cultivator of fruits,

and the Nonpareil named after 'aim constitutes

a worthy memorial. He died at Boughton
Mount, near Maidstone, in 1828, so we must
place the discovery of Claygate Pearn.ain early

in the last century, if not before. It is curious
that this fine Apple, discovered not long after

the. Ribston Pippin became generally known, and
some time before the introduction of Cox's
Orange Pippin, should not have been by now
equally well known, as it is entirely worthy of

a place beside them.
Claygate Peannain makes a large standard,

and does well in the stiff Surrey clays, and also,

on the Paradise stock, in lighter, sandy loams.

Its chief fault it shares with all the best Apples—i.e., liability to canker. Apart from this, how-
ever, it can be highly recommended, and those
who like the Ribston Pippin flavour with tender,

juicy flesh, will find in this fruit all they could
wish.
The Apple which Or. Hogg describes as Rib-

ston Peannain is identical with Claygate Pear-

a standard will produce a more sturdy or
straight stem or a better head than will this
Apple. Ralph E. Arnold, The Gardens,
Cirencester Park.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

BEES AND FRUIT BLOOM.
I am inclined to believe with Pomona (p.

27) that fruit bloom is often fertilised by wind-
borne pollen, in spite of the fact that experts
tell us that this occurs only to a small extent,
and that insects are almost entirely responsible.
It is almost incredible that insects can visit a
fraction of the thousands of blooms in a large
orchard during the short time that the stigmas
are receptive. Last spring a large block of Early
Rivers Plums burst into full bloom very sud-
denly, and the fetalis fell within a few hours.
The blossom was showing for such a short period
that I was afraid that it could not have set, since
few of the bloom* could have been visited by

Fig. 47.

—

pear Josephine he malines.

main. Its season is from December to Feb-
ruary, and, like all late Apples, its keeping
qualities depend on it having been well finished

on the tree. Fruits grown in the shade or

those of an abnormally heavy crop will be
tasteless, and the fle-,h tough and indigestible.

This Apple was awarded a first-class certificate

at the meeting of the R.H.S. on January 11,

1921. E. A. Bunyard.

APPLE MILLER'S SEEDLING.
Although very infrequently met with. Miller's

Seedling Apple is of first-rate quality as a
culinary variety, and is not to be despised bli-

the table. Succeeding admirably on the Crab
stock, as a standard, it is a valuable orchard
Apple, while grown on the Paradise in bush
form it forms a compact tree. Commencing to
bear at a very early age, it is a free and con-
sistent cropper, and, even in the worsl of
seasons, an average yield of fruit may be ex-
pected, i.wing in some measure, no doubt, to
its late flowering.

The fruits are of medium size, in colour an
attractive cream shade, flushed and streaked
with bright pink on the exposed <l k : it

matures during the latter half of September.
It is doubtful if any other variety grown as

insects in time. Vet the tiees all bore a full

crop.

I certainly agree that the importance of hive

bees has been exaggerated. Bees were kept

about my plantations until Isle of Wight disease

cleared them off. Crops have been no lighter in

consequence, as witness the great yield of 1919.

The bees, were seldom seen on the fruit bloom,

but could often be traced streaming away to

some distant field of white Clover or Charlock.

Humble bees are far more frequently found busy

amongst the fruit bloom. Market Grower.

PRUNING APPLE TREES.
Market Grower writes so interestingly on fruit

culture that I never miss reading his contri-

butions, because he is instructive as well as

interesting. .May I ask 'nim two questions

arising out of his article on page 78?

He stales: "I dislike the system of pruning

which makes everv branch practically a cordon."

Why, I ask?
A little later in his note he writes, in dealing

with the pruning of laterals, " cut to about

5 inches of the base." Will he say, when are

these shortened, if they are at all? If not, do

not the blanches become crowded to excess.

S. II.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible /or

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Winter-flowering Carnations The discus-

sion which has arisen out of Mr. W. A. Cook's

article under the above heading, which ap-

peared in your issue of December 4 last, involves

two questions, i.e., the cultivation of perpetual-

flowering Carnations and the cultivation of

winter-flowering Carnations. It is the adapta-

bility of the perpetual-flowering Carnation

which makes it such an invaluable subject as

a florist's flower. It may be propagated at

any time and flowered all the year round, so

that there is nothing novel in the practice of

propagating during the autumn months; in-

deed, it is a very common practice and one

which should be adopted by every grower who
requires flowers all the year round, and even

for winter flowering for a few " miffy " varie-

ties, as Mr. Knowlden would say. But for

winter flowering generally, I hold that January

is the best month for propagating these Carna-

tions. Mr. Thatcher writes regarding autumn pro-

pagation that " the grower will be well rewarded

all the summer with a fine crop of flowers,"

which is precisely what most growers know.

In fact, the flowering of perpetual Carnations

in summer is a simple matter; they will

flourish in 7-inch pots filled with London clay

during that season. But I maintain that the

growing of winter-flowering Carnations is a

very different matter, and repeat that of the

many who try comparatively few succeed in

their object. I have been growing winter-

flowering Carnations since the days when

Winter Cheer, Miss Joliffe and Madame
Franco were the standard varieties, and they

were propagated in January. To-day (Feb-

ruary 7) I have—perforce—only got my main

batch of cuttings inserted in their sand bed,

but do not fear that I will be unable to cut

plenty of flowers during the dull months of

next winter from the plants, in 5-inch and 6-inch

pots. I wonder if the " big pot " exponents

have noticed that the very finest quality of

flower, with the stiffest stem and most perfect

calyx, may be cut from a plant in its second

year, rootbound in a 6-inch pot? I am very

pleased to see that my old foreman, Mr. H. E.

Kemp, is so very successful in his cultivation

of this popular flower, but it would be a bene-

fit to your readers if your correspondents

would discriminate between the two points I

have set out. The question I took up in the

first place was that of stopping the plants,

but on that subject there is silence. Why
should cultivators be so conservative in thi<:

matter? It means more than a month or two

in propagating. I acknowledge that I made a

slip of the pen in the matter, but now assert

that scarcely any variety will give of its best

as a winter-flowering plant if it is pinched

later than the month of May. Spraying over-

head, after the young plants have been

removed from the propagating house is bad
practice, but damping between the pots is essen-

tial in hot weather. W. M. M., St. Andrews.

Flowering of the Kent Filbert (see p. 69).—
Not even the common hedge nut, Corylus avel-

lana, could excel the Kent Filbert in the amount
of flowers we have here, and there could not

possibly be more catkins, of which there are

three to a node, and every small puff of wind
seems to release a fresh supply of pollen. I

have not noticed that the flowers are over be-

fore the pollen is shed ! The contrary seems true.

It is true that the Filbert is an uncertain
crop, even if the bushes look promising, on
light soils. The last two seasons we have had
good crops of this nut here, and, so far as I can
gather, for several seasons previously. The bushes
are growing in a very heavy soil which contains
far too much clay to be worked comfortably
These gardens are 350 feet above sea-level,
and the Filberts are sheltered by larger trees.

E. Austin, Trusley Towers Gardens, Wrotham,
Kent.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL GARDENERS ORPHAN FUND.
The annual general meeting of the subscribers

and supporters of this national gardening
charity was held at Simpson's Restaurant,
Strand, on Wednesday, the 9th inst. The
treasurer, Mr. E. Sherwood, presided over a
small attendance. After the notice convening
the meeting and the minutes of the previous
annual meeting had been read by the secretary,

the chairman presented the balance-sheet and
annual report of the Executive Committee, of

which the following are extracts:

—

Extracts from the Report.
la presenting the Thirty-third Annual Report to the

supporters and friends of the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund, the Committee does so with much thankfulness
and gratitude for the good work which it has been able
to do during the past year. As in the case of all funds
of this 'nature the long continued war reacted adversely
on the receipts, and during 1 that time it was necessary
to realise some of the invested funds to meet the annual
liabilities of the Institution, but the Committee is

much relieved by being able to announce that all

realisations of this nature, and loans from the bankers
have been unnecessary in 1920, due in a great part

to the success of the Annual Festival Dinner held in

May, under the presidency of the Viscountess Astor,

M.P., the dinner having proved the most successful in

the annals of the Fund. It will be remembered that,

owing to the exigencies of the war, these annual
festivals were abandoned for five years; but the amount
derived from the dinner in 1920, together with generous
contributions, donations, etc., from other sources,

reached a total sum of £850 in excess of the receipts

for 1919. Reing thus assured of sufficient funds for

the purpose,' the Committee has been enabled to make
provision for destitute children in the same degree

of adequacy as before the war; durinig 1920 it was
enabled to place eighteen orphans on the Fund—

a

number quite equal to the average. These new additions

brought the total number of children receiving the full

benefits of the Fund to 129 whilst twenty candidates
awaiting election received compassionate allowances.

Of these twenty, eighteen were elected at the Annual
Meeting in February.
During the year the Fund has lost by death such

valued supporters as Mr. Geo. E. Messer and Mr. J. W.
Moorman, both active members of the Committee for

some vears; Mr. George Monro, Sir John Gilmour. Bt.,

Mr. Francis Ricardo, the Ladv Wantage. Mr. J.

Watkins. Mr. J. Charlton Parr, Miss Bradshaw, and Mr
Robert Ballantine.
The interest taken in the welfare of the Fund by

Gardenprs' Improvement Societies is gladly recognised
and acknowledged. The local Honorary Secretaries have
been, as helpful as ever during the year and your
Committee again offers them its grateful thanks.
The members of the Committee who retire bv rota-

tion offer themselves for re-election. To fill

five vacancies your Committee has much pleasure in

recommending for election Mr. John Cull. Flamstead
rrouse, Cheshunt. Mr. J. E. Dixon, 152. Honndsditeh,
E . Mr. C. B\ King, Kingscot. Sheen Park, Richmond,
S.W., Mr. F. C. Stainsbv, The Gardens, Brocklesbv
Park. Lincolnshire, and Mr. David Swain, 101, Sussex
Road, Holloway, N.

The adoption of the report was seconded by
Mr. William Bates, who congratulated the

fund on the satisfactory position as revealed

by the accounts. There being no further com-
ment, the report was unanimously adopted.
The chairman moved a vote of thanks to the

Viscountess Astor, M.P., for her kindness in

presiding at the Victory Festival Dinner, and
proposed her election as vice-president of the
fund. This was seconded by Mr. David
Ingamells and carried by acclamation. Mr.
Ingamells also proposed that Mr. H. B. May,
who had officiated as chairman of committee
for twenty years, should be elected a vice-

president and thanked for his valued services.

This, also, was carried unanimously. The
meeting then proceeded to the election of

officers. Mr. E. Sherwood was re-elected

.treasurer on thei proposition of Mr. J. F.
McLeod, who stated that Mr. Sherwood was
one of the most generous supporters as well as
treasurer of the Institution, and his advice on
all matters concerning finance was most valu-
able to the committee. Mr. Sherwood, in
replying, thanked the members for re-electing
him, and stated that what he did on behalf
of the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund gave
him the greatest pleasure. He was gratified to
know that the fund was in a better position
than last year, and it was especially gratifying
to know that the festival dinner had proved
most successful. During the war years, the
fund was compelled to sell a considerable
amount of its invested funds, and he regretted
that the executive had not been able to invest

anything during the past year. He hoped that
this year something might be done to recover
part of the position lost during the war
period. He appealed to all lovers of gardening
to come forward and help the fund to their
utmost capacity.

The retiring members of the committee were
re-elected, and vacancies caused by the deaths
of Mr. J. W. Moorman, and Mr. G. E. Messer,
and also the retirement of Messrs. Charles
Dixon, W. H. Dhers, and A. R. Allan, filled

by the election of Messrs. John Cull, J. E.
Dixon, C. R. King, F. C. Stainsby, and D.

Swain. Mr Peter Ban- and Mr. R. A. Witts
were appointed auditors for the ensuing year.

The secretary, Mr. Brian Wynne, was also re-

elected for the twenty-third time.

At this stage of the proceedings, there being
no poll, Mr. J. M. Bridgeford moved that the
thirteen candidates on the list be elected to

receive the full benefits of the fund, namely,
Hilda Mary Asnton, Sylvia Agnes Ashton,
Alexander Robertson Bruce. Catherine Clara
Button, Arthur George Edwards, Arthui
Philip Jelley, Ivy Edith Jelley, Alice Evelyn
Johnson, Harold John Langdown, Arline Edith
Randall, Elvin John Royall, Stanley Salter,

and Janet Hilda Swanborough. These were
all duly elected, and on the proposition of Mr.
J. F. McLeod, seconded by Mr. W. Bates, Bar-
bara Nellie Holmes and Kenneth John Holmes,
children of the late Mr. W. A. Holmes, whose
applications were received just as the previous
list was being prepared for press, were also

elected, making a total of fifteen. A hearty
vote of thanks to the chairman concluded the

proceedings.

BOLINGBROKE ALLOTMENT.
A meeting that will live long in the annals

of the war-time Allotment Movement was held
at St. Michael's Hall on Saturday last, on

j

the occasion of the annual meeting and winding
up of this Battersea Society, the plotholders
having been dispossessed of their allotments by
the London County Council. The chair was
taken by Alderman White, President, supported
by Mr. W. D. Wiltshire, Vice-President; Secre-

tary Mr. W. Lovegrove, and Mr. A. Purnell,
Assistant Secretary. The balance-sheet for the
past year showed a profit of ,£18 14s. 10d., out I

of which .£13 was allocated to the two local

hospitals. The President referred to the sue-
!

cess achieved by the plotholders during their

tenancy, and the friendships formed. Mr. W.
Lovegrove referred to the success of the Shows
and Socials held by Battersea allotment-holders,

by means of which nearly ,£500 had been '

raised since 1917, and given to local hospitals

and other charities, which he thought consti-

tuted a record. Mr. W. D. Wiltshire was ac-

corded a very hearty vote of thanks for his ser-

vices as the panel representative to the Royal
Horticultural Society, and to whom the Chair-
man said much of their success was due, as he
was always ready to give advice. Mr. Wiltshire
said the help he had given had been a pleasure
to him. Mr. A. Purnell, Assistant Secretary,

who has been a hard worker for the Society,

regretted that this was the last meeting, as,

like all other members, he had made many
friends. He also thanked the members for

the handsome clock presented to him at a

recent meeting. A vote of thanks was also

passed to the Committee for their services..

During the evening a black Ebony Chair-

man's Mallet, with silver medallions inserted
and suitably inscribed, was presented to the

President as a memento of his Presidency
during the last four years.

ANWOTH AND GIRTHON
HORTICULTURAL.

The annual general meeting of this Society was
held in the Town Hall, Gatehouse, on Feb-
ruary 10. Provost Laurie presided over a good
attendance. Office bearers and a Committee were
appointed, and it was resolved to hold a show
this year. It was remitted to the Committee to

fix a suitable date and make arrangements for

the exhibition.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
February 22.—With bright sunshine stream-

ing through the windows and lighting up the

gay colouring of spring bulbous flowers, Rhodo-
dendrons, Carnations, Orchids, and Alpine

flowers, exhibited in large numbers, the Royal
Horticultural Hall presented a very spring-like

appearance on the above date. There were few

novelties; the attendance was quite good.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

W. J. Bean, E. A. Bowles, Jas. Hudson, G'.

Reuthe, J. Harrow, H. Cowley, C. Williams,
J. Green, J. Heal, Donald Allan, J. F. McLeod,
Andrew Ireland, C. R. Fielder, Thos. Stevenson,
John Jennings, W. Howe, Chas. E. Pearson,
W. B. Gingell, C. Dixon, Arthur Turner, R. W.
Wallace, E. H. Jenkins, H. R. Darlington,

W. R. Dykes, W. Thomson, E. F. Hazelton,

J. T. Bennett, Poe, Clarence Elliott, Reginald
Ccry, George Paul, G. W. Leak, H. J. Jones,

and Chas. E. Shea.

Awards of Merit.
Primula sinensis Intensity.—A new and

striking variety with bold, substantial flowers

borne in large trusses and carried just above
the dark foliage. The colour is deep red, with

a rosy zone round the rich, dark orange eye.

Shown by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading.
Viburnum fragrans.—This delightful and

fragrant flowered shrub may be well described
as a miniature V. Carlesi that flowers out of

doors at the present early -season. The flowers

are white, in terminal clusters and have the
Verbena-like form found in V. Carlesi—only
they are considerably smaller than in that use-

ful species. Shown by E. A. Bowles, Esq.,

Myddelton House, Waltham Cross.

Primula malacoides Pink Beauty.—A finely-

grown plant of this new variety was exhibited,

consequently its true character and capabilities

were displayed. The flowers are of large

size for P. malacoides, and the segments
are deeply notched, while the colour, as we
should approximate it, is rosy mauve, rather
than pink, but that does not detract from its

beauty. Shown by Mr. W. Landell, Maidenhead.

Groups.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons had a capital dis-

play of Miniature Hyacinths. As is now fairly

well known, Messrs. Sutton and Sons, recognis-

ing the objections to and drawbacks of the

appellation, instituted a competition in the hope

of finding a more euphonius alternative name,

and out of the nearly 500 suggestions sent in

Cynthella was selected by the judges as being

the best, and this name the Reading firm have

adopted. The first syllable of the new name was

not adapted from Hyacinth, but from Cynthia in :

" Come then, the colours and the ground pre-

pare !

Dip in the rainbow, trick her off in air

;

Choose a firm cloud, before it fall, and in it

Catch, ere she change, the Cynthia of this

minute." —Pope.

So much for the new name ; but, after all, the

flowers are the thing, and the exhibit was
very beautiful. The show-attending public

have long become accustomed to tasteful arrange-

ments of the Sutton exhibits, and the present

occasion was no exception to the rule. There
were many hundreds of the dainty blooms. In
some ways these Cynthella Hyacinths are more
decorative than the older, heavier tvpe. (Silver-

Gilt Medal.)

Greenhouse Carnations were again shown in

quantity and in great beauty. The improve-
ment in varieties and probably in cultivation

during the past decade or so has resulted in

their being but little difference in size and
colour of the blooms at any season of the year,

and those on show last Tuesday were almost
equal to any of last summer. The exhibitors
were Messrs. Allwood Bros. (Silver Flora
Medal), Mr. C Engei.mann (Silver Banksiati
Medal) and Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., who
also staged floriferous plants of Acacia armata
and Azalea indica varieties (Silver Grenfell
Medal).

Azaleas of various types and all bearing
generous quantities of handsome flowers were
attractively arranged by Messrs. L. R. Russell,
Ltd., who associated with them forced hardy
shrubs, particularly graceful Wistarias (Silver
Flora Medal).
Messrs Wm. Cutbush and Son also con-

tributed Azaleas, and theirs were principally
varieties o|f that variable species Azalea
Kaempferi. The colouring of several were
particularly fascinating, as also were the dainty
plants of Azalea amoena. Profusely-flowered
Pyroses added much to the attractions of this
exhibit (Silver Grenfell Medal). Messrs. R.
Gill and Son brought from their Cornish
Riviera nursery a wonderful collection of Rhodo-
dendron blooms, cut from bushes growing in
the open air. These were exceptionally well
arranged and made a glorious picture (Silver
Flora Medal).

Mr. G. Miller again showed an extensive
collection of the Polyanthuses and Primroses he
grows so well. The plants were particularly
well flowered and illustrated excellent strains as
well as expert cultivation (Silver Grenfell
Medal).

Messrs. Barr and Son effectively associated
many forced hardy shrubs with early alpines
(Silver Banksian Medal). Mr. M. Prichard
had a collection of alpines in flower that found
many admirers (Silver Banksian Medal). Messrs.
R. Tucker and Son arranged many dainty
Saxifrages and other high altitude plants to
good effect (Silver Banksian Medal).
Mr. G. Reuthe showed his customary collec-

tion of uncommon shrubs and alpines, and on
tin's occasion had a few early Rhododendrons
and sprays of Andromeda japonica (Silver
Banksian Medal). Messrs. Bakers. Ltd.. built
a small rockery where they displayed excellent
varieties of Primula denticulata and other
appropriate plants (Bronze Flora Medal).
Messrs. Waterer, Sons, and Crisp also had
excellent alpines (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. J. Piper and Sons included a number
of plants of Corokia variabilis and a Golden
Eleagnus in an interesting exhibit (Bronze Flora
Medal). Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons displayed
various dwarf Conifers suitable for rock garden
planting with other types and border plants
(Bronze Flora Medal). Messrs. Maxwell and
Beale brought various interesting and valuable
shrubs and alpines (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Excellent Violets were shown by the Misses
Bowell and Skarratt (Bronze Flora Medal);
and bv Mr. J. J. Kettle (Bronze Banksian
Medal).

Messrs. Ryder and Son set out a very large
mur.berof Primula blooms in colour sets. These
were all of excellent strains of Primula sinensis
varieties. The new Giant Pink and Dark Blue
varieties were exceptionally meritorious. Bronze
Banksian Medal.)

Mr. CLARENCE Elliott had an interesting
exhibit of alpines (Bronze Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co. again showed
excellent blooms of St. Brigid Anemones (Bronze
Banksian Medal).

Orchid Committee.

/'resent :—Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
chair). Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas.
O'Brien (Hon. Secretary), R. Brooman-White,
0. J. Lucas, Arthur Dye, Chas. H. Curtis, J. E.
Shill, H. (!. Alexander, T. Armstrong, John
Crombleholme, A. McBean. E. R. Ashton, R. O.
Thwaites, Frederick J. Hanburv and J. T.
Barker.

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

I'ymhidium Landrail (Dryad x Lovrianum),
from Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, Westonbiri,
Tetbury (gr., Mr. H. G. Alexander). A noble
hybrid and quite the best of its class, the ('.

Parishii Samlerae, which with C. insigne pro-

duced C Dryad, quite obliterating the green and
olive tints of C. Lowiantim. The fine spike bore
ten large pure white flowers, which have a
pretty reddish maroon band on the front of the

lip.

DendrMum Model, The Dill variety (Cybele

x Xnhih), from Baron Bruno Schroder. Engle-

field Green (gr., Mr. J. E. Shill). The name
correctly describes this large, perfectly-shaped
Dendrobium. The very broad sepals and petals-
have white bases, the outer halves being bright
mauve. The broad lip has a deep maroon disc,
with white band, the front being coloured like
the petals.

Awards of Merit.

Laelio-C'attleya Enid alba var. Kathleen
(Mossiae Reineckiana x Warscewiczii Fr. M-
Beyrodt), from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge. A white flower with rose purple
veining in front of the pale yellow disc.

Laelio-C'attleya Eunice alba var. Constance
(L. anceps Schroderiana x (J. chocoensis alba),
from Messrs. J. and A. McBean. The flowers are
of the ascending habit of L. anceps and inter-
mediate in form; they are pure white and well
displayed.

Dendrobium Butterfly Low's var. (D. Ains-
worthii x D. Ohessingtonense), from Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook, Sussex. A
remarkable pale yellow Dendrobium of fine size

and shape, lighter in colour than the original

raised by Messrs. Armstrong and Brown. The
flowers are Cowslip yellow with deep manxni
disc to the lip.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. H. J. Gillett, Orchid grower to Col.

Stephenson R. Clarke, Borde Hill, Cuckfield, for

a fine specimen of Platyclinis glumacea with
over forty sprays of pretty white flowers.

To Mr. Colliee, gardener to Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, for Dendrobium
nitidum (speciosum nitidum) with a profusion

of greenish yellow flowers.

Groups.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.,

Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver Flora

Medal for a good group in which the central

plant was the famous Odontioda Lady Veitch,

the large and perfectly-formed rich ruby-crimson

flower having a narrow white margin. The
group contained a good selection of Cypripe-

diums, including the Rosslyn C. Roundhead, a

showy flower; C. Royal George, C. Moonstone,
('. Proserpine, a very singular C. glaucophyllum

cross, and an interesting selection of rare spe-

cies.

Messrs. J. and A McBean. Cooksbridge, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group of

finely-grown Odontoglossums, Cattleyas and

l.aelio-C'attleyas, in which good white forms were

a feature.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywaids
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a group, at the back of which the pure white

Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes with scarlet

Odontiodas were very effective. A selection of

new hybrid Odontoglossums well displayed the

perfection to which this elass has been evolved.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for an ex-

cellent group of Cypripediums, Dendrobiums and

ether hybrids, together with a very interesting

selection of species, the Phalaenopsis and Laelia

anceps at the back being well arranged.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge

Wells, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal

for a group, the centre of which was of the

very handsome Dendrobium nobile. Sir F. \\

.

Moore, "f large size and rich colour, arranged

with pure white D. n. virginalei. Cypripe-

diums of the Maudiae section were on one side,

ami the white forms of C. Venus on the other.

Other Exhibits.

Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart., showed a small

group with four examples of the pretty Sarco-

.lnliis Hartmarinii, a grand plant of Zygocolax

Wiganianuus, Megachnium purpuro rachis, a

pretty form of Lycaste Skinneri, and other

curious species.

The Dike 01 MARLBOROUGH, Blenheim (gr.,

Mr. 1 T. Barker), showed the handsome white-

i". i.i 0-LaeIio-Cattleya Rumania, the show)

B.-C. Massangeana, L.-C Mygdon and Cattleya

i leneral Pultenei
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Baron Bruno Schroder sent Laelio-Cattleya
Schroderae var. Victrix, a large, white flower
with Tynan purple lip.

Mr. 'j. B. Lakin, Orchid Dene, Twyford,
showed a good white Cattleya Harrisoniana alba.

Messrs. Flory and Black sent Sophro-Laelio-
Cattleya His Majesty.

B. H. Smith, iisq., Frant Court, Sussex (gr.,

Mr. G. Smith), showed a fine mauve-tinted
Odontioda Juliet.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., Snaresbrook, showed the
fine Odontoglossum Continental.

Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford exhibited the

new Cymbidium President Wilson (Lowianum x

Alexanderi), wliich has the main features of C.

Lowianum, but in a florally magnificent form.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee
Present : Messrs. E. A. Bowies (in the chair)

G. W. Leak, Peter R. Barr, George Monro, F.
Herbert Chapman, G. Churcher, John W. Jones,
Herbert Smith, G. Eeuthe, W. Poupait,
Reginald Cory, Robt. W. Wallace, and Charles
H. Curtis (Hon. Sec.).

A charming group of Daffodils in bowls
associated with Tulips, Hyacinths and Crocuses,
was displayed just inside the door by Messrs.
R. H. Bath. In regard to variety, cultivation
and arrangement, this exhibit merited the many
encomiums it received. The Mom Tresor and
Keiserskroon Tulips were very fine, also the
bowls of King Alfred Daffodil. (Silver Gren-
fell Medal.)
Almost in the centre of the hail Messrs. Jas.

Carter and Co. displayed Tulips in a large
formally designed group' on the ground level,
with a 'broad margin of turf. The combination
of colours was somewhat curious and gave
visitors plenty of opportunity for comment and
discussion. The leading varieties were William
Copeland, which occupied the central position

;

Tea Rose, Yellow Prince, and Reve d'Or
(Silver Flora Medal.)

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present :—Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair), W.

Poupait, G. F. Tinley, S. B. Dicks, W. Divers,
R. D. Tucket t, Ed. Beckett, G. Reynolds, E
Neal, T. Pateman, J. S. Kelly, A. Bullock,
W. Wilks, E. Merryweather, F. Jordan, A. W.
Metcalfe and G. Berry.
A seedling Apple named Peter Lock, which

was shown last season, when the sender wae re-
quested to submit fruits again this spring, was
submitted by Mr. J. A. Devenish, Goulds, Staver-
ton, Devon. The variety is commonly grown
in the neighbourhood of Dean Prior, near Buck-
fastleigh, Devon, and is said to' 'be one of
the earliest to bloom in the orchards there.
Tin. tree is of upright habit aaid said to bear
freely. The fruits are of very good quality

;

the skin is pale yellow, in some cases faintly
striped with pink. The shape somewhat re-
sembles that of Bramley's Seedling. A deputa-
tion was appointed to inspect the tree next
autumn.
Comments were made on the question of

judging vegetables, as raised by a letter on the
subject recently issued by the Council. The
members unanimously decided to send a pro-
test to the Council against the proposed nidging
of vegetable exhibits by rhefs.

6 °

AKSWERS TO CGRRLSPOKDEMS.

INQUIRY.

Can any reader who lias successfully combated
root aphides on Auricula give particulars in the
pages of your journal ? " Clnbicide " and other
soil fumigants have been tried, with only partial
or temporary effect. S. and S.

REPLY.
Yodr correspondent /,. IF. P. will find manv

illustrations of both agricultural and garden tools
in Leonard Mascall's Book on Graftinq (1572)

:

Walter Bligh's English, Improver Improved
(1652)

,_
and The Com,,hat Florist, London.

1706, in which there is a chapter upon them
with several pictures. Donald McDonald.

Azalea Blooms for Market : G~. S. S. It is

usual to market Azalea blooms in neat bunches
of a dozen flowers, cutting the stems as long
as possible. The flowers should be gummed
by placing a drop of florist's gum in the
centre of the flower or on the outside at the
junction of the base of the flower and the
stem. Floral gum suitable for the purpose
may be obtained from most dealers in horti-

cultural sundries.

Cost of Digging Ground : A. W. The cost of

digging varies in different localities, but a
fair charge for digging a piece of ground
80 yards by 26 yards would be £4. If the
soil is to be trenched two spits deep and the
bottom broken up, the cost would be £8. In
the case of exceptionally heavy land, where
the work would be necessarily slower, you
must be expected to pay even more.

Failure with Young Tomato Plants ; H. ,/.

From the symptoms you describe the Tomato
plants are suffering apparently from collar rot
due to the fungus Phytophthora cryptogea,
which has become a very serious disease within
recent years. The fungus is present in the soil

and nothing can be done to save a seedling
when once it is attacked. All plants should
be raised and potted in steam-sterilised soil,

and it is also essential to sterilise the seed
pans and pots before using them.

Failure with Early Nectarines : R. H. T.
The failure of your Early Rivers and Lord
Napier Nectarines is entirely due to keeping
the house much too close and warm for the
purpose of obtaining a second crop of Figs.
Keep the ventilators fully open after you have
gathered the first crop of fruits, and allow
the second crop of Figs to ripen naturally

;

the fruits will be rather smaller, but of equal
or even better flavour.

Formation of Hard Tennis Courts : M. O. L.
One of several methods may be followed in the
construction of a hard tennis court, the

principal methods being as follow :— (1) Dram
and level the site to the required size. Though
the regulation court is 78 ft. by 36 ft., for

obvious reasons make the prepared area 90 ft.

by 48 ft. if possible. Place a layer of stones
evenly over the bed to a depth of 4 in. The
second layer, 2 in. in depth, may be of broken
stones or gravel passed through an inch screen.
The top layer, 1 in. in depth, of broken stones
or pit gravel should ibe passed through a ^-in.

screen and mixed with a third of its bulk of

broken limestone or chalk. Spread evenly to a
level surface. Water and roll with a heavy
roller until the surface is quite smooth. Much
depends on the binding quality of the local
material in making the surface of such a court
sufficiently lasting. (2) Prepare the court with
the first and second layer as in (1). Then,
as regards the top layer, to every ten parts of
the material, i.e., broken stones, gravel, and
limestone, add 6 gallons of distilled tar, 14 lb.

pitch, and 1 gallon of pitch oil (the pitch oil

only being used if the viscosity of the tar is

high) ; boil the tar and pitch and pour the
same over the stones (which should be dry)
and thoroughly mix by turning the material at
least four times. Then spread the mixture
evenly, level, tamp and roll until the surface
is firm and smooth. If a finer finish is desired,
once the surface has set a little, apply a
coat of the warm tar and pitch and dust it

with dry lime. Tar Macadam : Prepare site as
in (1). Fix a creosoted wood border 3 in. by
1 in. round the area, and over the bottom
layer of broken stones or brick, place a bind-
ing layer of ashes, gravel, or fine stone shivers

;

roll thoroughly with a heavy roller—10 to 15
ewt. Then lay tar-macadam to a depth of
12 in., in two layers, the first layer being com-
posed of stone broken to 1 in. and 1J in. sizes,

thoroughly coated with standardised bitu-
minous tar; spread the layers evenly and roll

thoroughly. The second layer should be com-

posed of crushed limestone to pass a |-in.
screen and he caught in j-in. screen. Heat the
limestone and mix with bituminous tar.
Spread the mixture evenly and roll thoroughly.
After the tar-macadam has hardened for about
a week it is advisable to paint it with a light
coating of bituminous tar, and dust it over
with limestone dust. This material fills the
interstices and leaves a surface which is

practically impervious to water. Limmer
Asphalte : Prepare the site as in (1).
Lay a foundation of concrete 4 in. thick with
an unfinished surface, but thoroughly level, on
which lay the asphalte to the thickness of § in.
in one coat; the asphalte should be tempered
to withstand traffic. If permanent lines are
desired fix wood screeds, say, two inches broad
in the concrete on the lines and work the
asphalte on either side. Then, after the
asphalte has been set remove the screeds and
fill the spaces with a specially made up asphalt
mastic with which is incorporated fine marble
drippings or other material to make the lines

distinct, carefully pressing the mixture in to

join with the surrounding asphalte without
breaking the line edges; make the surface true
and even by rubbing. Permanent lines may be
made in all these courts by adapting the
colouring of the material to euit each case.
In all hard-surfaced courts there should be a
slight camber from centre to sides to throw off

rain water; Jj- to £ inch to the foot will

suffice. We would point out that ordinary coal

tar is of no use for the purpose as it never
binds, and in the heat of summer becomes a
positive and disagreeable nuisance. Limestone
is recommended owing to its affinity for tar.

There is a preparation called " Rocmac,"
which makes an excellent binding for ordinary

macadam roads, which might also suit such

a surface as advised in No. 1. This, however,

we have not seen tried for tennis courts.

Geranium Leaves Diseased : J. M. The speci-

mens were almost dead on arrival, and were
entirely insufficient for the purpose of deter-

mining the nature of the disease.

Mistleto : B. P. As the berries of Mistleto

are now fully ripe, this is the most suitable

time to sow them, which should be done by
squeezing a berry until it bursts and reveals

the viscid contents with the flattened seed.

The best plan is to select a healthy young
twig of the Apple tree and place the glutinous

mass containing the seed on the under surface.

Mistleto will grow on several host trees beside

the Apple, and you may try it on the Lime,
Poplar and Hawthorn. Choose a twig on the

shady side of the tree, as the seedlings may
become dried out if the situation is too sunny.

Names of Plants : C. H. H. Pieris (Andro-

meda) japonica. II'. II. C. (1) Phillyrea

decora
; (2) Ligustrum japonicum var.

; (3 and
4) Mesembryanthemum sp. , impossible to de-

termine correctly from scraps sent; (5) Daphne
Laureola

; (6) Garrya elliptica.

Orchid Leaves Spotted : X. Y. Z. The disease

is the common Orchid spot and its presence
almost invariably indicates a low temperature,
combined with an excess of mo :sture in the
atmosphere and at the roots of the plants.

During very cold weather, when the usual
temperature cannot be maintained without ex-

cessive use of fire heat, the plants should be
kept comparatively dry at the roots for the
time being.

Voles in the Garden : C. S. When vole3
become extra numerous, they are difficult to
clear out of a garden. It is said that they
may be caught in pitfalls dug 18 in. deep,
wider at the bottom than at the top. Cats are
useful aids. It is possible that one of the
advertised soil fumigants sprinkled around
plants would protect them, or even Sanitas
powder.

Communications Received.—C. H. H.—J. J. T.

—

P. A.—E. B.—Silverlands—H. J.—W. L.—R. G.

—

E. W. E.—G. L.—H. B. I.—C. T.—E. H.—
A. G. M—W. B. C—F. I,. W—A. H. I..—
F. W. K —J. M. B—G. J. I.—J. D. C.
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A clear and concise state-
Research in ment of the schemes formu-
Agricuituro lated by the development

Commissioners for Research
in agriculture was given before the

members of the Roval Society of

Arts on the 23rd ult., bv Sir Daniel
Hall, Chief Scientific Adviser and Director-
General of the Intelligence Department,
Ministry of Agriculture. At the outset Sir

Daniel referred to the neglect of research
in this country, as applied to agriculture,
before the setting up of the Development
Commission in 1909, although he paid full

tribute to the experimental work at Rotham-
sted and YVoburn, as well as that of the
various agricultural colleges and departments
which had sprung up during 1S90 and on-
wards. The Development Commissioners were
expressly charged by the Act of their appoint-
ment with the promotion of research, and
decided that this object would be best secured
by providing for research in various centres,
and generally in conjunction with a Univer-
sity or Institute, each charged with investi-
gations relating to a given branch of agri-
culture. This was done because it was con-
sidered desirable to remove research from
immediate State control, for, as Sir Daniel
truly observed, not only are scientific workers
more at home in the .atmosphere of a Univer-
sity than in a Government department, but
they are less likely to be criticised impatiently
as to the volume of their output; for official
departments themselves are apt to be judged
rather by the volume than by the qualitv
of their work. Research is a product of the
brain, and good results can onlv arise when
there is unhampered freedom to exer-

cise it. Another great advantage of the
Institutes being in contact with centres of
learning is that the applied worker is in touch
with workers in the domain of pure science,
and when one considers the nature of re-
search, " the slowness and irregularis with
which results of visibly economic value
accrue, the remoteness of its methods from
those of a public department, and particu-
larly the character and personality of the
men who distinguish themselves in research,"
it will be generally agreed that the looser
system of control prevailing in a University
is the more appropriate. This and other
reasons were advanced for attaching- the
scheme to Universities and kindred bodies
instead of making it a part of the Ministry
of Agriculture. The Commissioners wisely
realised that the problems presented by agri-
culture are complex, and that no institution
could equip itself for dealing; with them all.

Research in agriculture involves the study
of problems in physical and organic chemistry,
pure physics and mathematics, whilst investi-
gations of animal nutrition present problems
for the pure chemist and phvsiologist. On
the other hand, it is equallv important for
investigators to keep in touch with
practical farmers, and thi» is possible
at Universities where agriculture is taught,
and where, as is necessarily the case,
the University agricultural staff is on
terms of cordial co-operation with the
farmers of its district. The organisation
presented certain difficulties mainly because
the various researchers would have to deal
with many types of work and many of the
subjects have little in common. So it was
resolved by the Commissioners to encourage
team work within each Institute, and it

was decided to confide a group of cognate
problems to Institutes best qualified to under-
take that branch of research. Thus Rot-
hamsted was selected for investigations in
soil, the nutrition of plants, and plant patho-
logy. Plant pathology is included in the
work entrusted to Rothamsted because ex-
perience has shown that it must be treated
as a single subject in which workers in

mycology, entomology and helminthology
must co-operate with one another and with
investigators of soil physics, chemistry etc.

For, as is well-known, the incidence of a

disease, is, in many cases, determined by
soil conditions. For similar reasons it was
resolved to entrust the investigation of prob-
lems in animal nutrition to Cambridge and
Aberdeen

; plant breeding to Cambridge,
where cereals and the main farm crops would
be studied ; and Aberystwyth where fodder
grasses and Clover would be dealt with ;

investigations in fruit-growing to Long
Ashton, Bristol, and East Mailing, Kent :

stations offering contrast of climate and
type of cultivation; dairying to Reading;
plant physiology to the Imperial College of

Science, and agricultural economics to Ox-
ford. Sir Daniel pointed out that the Minis-
try had no desire to warn off other workers
who have ideas and could advance the sub-
ject, and to assist such independent workers
they set aside a separate sum of ,£5,000
per annum.
The team work would be co-ordinated and

directed bv a research council consisting of
the directors of the Institutes, a few inde-

pendent scientific men ami certain Govern-
ment officials. The Council would discuss
the programme of work submitted bv the
various directors and the Ministry might
also suggest problems caHinir for the work
of more than one Institute. The Ministry
were desirous of obtaining as wide a dis-

semination of the results of research as

possible, and for this purpose there would be
' Staff of advisory officers, forming a link

between the Institutes and the farmers, for

bringing to the notice of the Institutes prob-
lems ol local importance. It is satisfactory
to know that the Government have set aside
a sum of .£105,000 for the working expenses
of the current year. Although this amount
is very small compared with grants for simi-
lar work in America, and in Germanv before
the war, it may appear a large one in
these times of high taxation. Sir Daniel
Hall remarked that he had no fear of the
State not getting good value for its expendi-
ture, and we have proof of it in the fact that
the majority of solutions of really first-class

problems connected with agriculture have
been made in the past twenty vears in the
laboratories of this countrv.

Our Coloured Plate.—With the present issue,

we publish a coloured plate of Pear Beurre Diel,
a favourite variety with many growers on account
of t'ne good quality of the fruits and the very
prolific cropping of the tree, which does well in

most soils and situations. The flavour is excep-
tionally good and the flesh has a pleasing aroma.
A defect is the somewhat gritty nature of the.

flesh, but this is scaa-oely sufficient to warrant
ihe condemnation passed upon it by the late Mr.
Blackmore, who described it as "a Pear of

coarse texture and vastly overrated." Mr.
Blackmore was probably not aware tlnat the
variety is much better hi some districts than in

others ; indeed, some hold the opinion that there
are two distinct types of this Pear, one ripen-

ing much farlier than the other, but this is

probably due to soil and locality. Well-grown
.specimens, such as those depicted in tile illus-

tration, are of a very pleasing appearance, and
veil-developed examples form a very notable
addition in a collection cf fruits. The variety

is of Belgian origin, and, according to Dr. Hogg,
was discovered by M. Meuris, gardener to Dr.
Van Mons (both noted raisers of Pears), in the
village of Perck, and it was dedicated by Van
Mons to 'nis friend Dr. A. F. Adrien Diel. Dr.
Hogg records no fewer than thirteen synonyms,
which must be regarded as. evidence of the popu-
larity and wide distribution of this Pear.

Teratology of the Genus Datura.- At the re-

cent meeting of the Linnean Society, Dr. A. B.

Rendle read an interesting communication from
Prof. Giovanni B. De Toni. Under the title of
" A Contribution to the Teratology of the Genus
Datura," Prof. De Toni described a hitherto

unreported malformation of the flower of Datura
Stramonium. A plant grown in the Botanical

Garden at Modena produced flowers of two
kinds ; normal flowers appeared on the lower
part of the plant and produced perfect capsules r

hut flowers produced in the upper part of the

plant later in the year were remarkably different

In the^e blooms the calyx was large, leaf-like,

and inflated, recalling the ventricose calyx of

Physalis; the corolla was absent, or represented
only by small green structures ; and the androe-

cium and gynaecitiim were reduced to incon-

spicuous barren rudiments. .Air. W. R. Dykes
observed that five years ago many gardens at

Oodalming produced specimens of Datura, aa

weeds. In . eply to Lt.-Col. Tull Welsh, who
asked whether Indian troops were quartered in

camps near these gardens—as Gunjah smokers
were accustomed to add t'ne seeds of Datura to

their smoking mixture to increase its intoxicating

properties— Mr. Dvkes stated that all the troops

camped near Godalming were Canadians.

National Horticultural Society of France.—The
receipt of the January number of this Society's

Journal gives a pleasing indication that the

etVicts of the war on the work of the Society

are gradually, but surely, being effaced. This

number contains no fewer than 72 pages, a

notable increase n.n past issues since 1914. It

contains the annual report, for 1920, from which
we gather that the falling off in membership
from 5.114 in January seven years ago. to 3.313

in January this year, may be expected to cease.

ami that every hope exists tor an upward move-
ment in that respect. As in the case of most

other societies, the high cosfl ol paper, printing,

etc.. put an extra strain on the finances, and
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in consequence it has been determined to modify
slightly the annual subscription of ordinary mem-
bers. This, which was formerly 20 francs a
year, is now to be 25 francs, with the addition,

in the case of new membeis, of an entrance fee

of a further 10 francs. Briefly, the text is de-

voted to various matters interesting to members,
including the rules for the Horticultural Con-
gress to be held in Paris on May 21, 1921.

Accounts of the fortnightly meetings and the
composition of the various newly elected com-
mittees are given. Lists of new members elected
during the month show that 44 new names were
added. An interesting list of publications re-

ceived for the library during 1920 occupies four

pages. This is followed by a biographical notice

of the late Anatole Cordonnier. The Chrysan-
themum section having decided upon the new
groups of the best Chrysanthemums for various
purposes—14 in all—these occupy an important
part of the number. Several scientific articles

and reports of shows complete a very interesting

issue.

Turin International Horticultural Exhibition,
1921.—Referring to our previous announcement
concerning this exhibition, Mr. Harman Payne
writes :

—
" It may interest intending English

exhibitors to know that the last date for re-

ceiving entries lias been changed from March 1
to March 31. The secretary general has just
written me the information and expresses the
hope that the additional time granted may be
helpful in enabling exhibits of any kind to be
sent from this country." Mr. Payne is now in

possession of schedules, and applications to him
direct (195, Wellmeadow Road,' Catford, S.E

)

for them would result in a distinct saving of

time. There are many classes for exhibits other
than plants and flowers. Books, garden plans,
paintings, engravings, photographs, tools,

machinery, and other things connected with
gardening are liberally provided for.

Midland Daffodil Show.—The dates of the Mid-
land Daffodil Show have been fixed for April
13 and 14. and the exhibition will be held as
usual in the Botanic Hardens, Edgbaston.

" The Fruit Grower Directory and Hand
book."—Market gardeners, fruiterers, florists,
and those engaged in allied trades will find this
publication, issued by Messrs.- Benn Bros., Ltd.,
8, Bouverie Street, London, very informative,
not only as a work of reference on recent Acts
and Orders pertaining to the retailing of fruits,
etc., railway regulations, rates and transport,
legal points for market growers, digest of im-
ports and overseas trade, and similar subjects,
but also as a valuable directory, with the names,
descriptions and addresses of those connected
with or engaged in the above industries in the
United Kingdom. There is also a useful list of
growers, exporters, dealers, etc., in the colonies
and British possessions. The work embraces 430
pages, and includes 4O.0C0 entries; the price is
10s., or, free by post, lis.

Official Summer Time.— Official summer time
will commence this year at midnight on Satur-
day. April 2, and conclude on Sunday, October
2. at midnight. It will be desirable,' therefore,
to advance the 'nands of clocks one hour at mid-
night, Aprii 2.

Association of Economic Biologists.—A general
meeting will be held at 2.30 p.m., on Friday,
March 11, in the Botanical Lecture Tneatre of
the Imperial College of Science. South Kensing-
ton, S.W.7, when, in addition to exhibits and
short communications of interest, Dr. J. David-
son, of the Rothamsted Experiment Station, will
discuss "The Cells of Plant Tissues in Relation
to Cell-sap as the Food of Aphides," and E. R.
Speyer, of New College, Oxford, will read a
paper on "Ceylon Scolytid Beetles: their
Bionomics and Relation to Ambrosia Fungi and
Problems of Plant Physiology."

The Council of Agriculture for England.—The
second meeting of the Council of Agriculture for
England will be held at. Essex Hall. Essex Street,
Strand, on Friday, the 4th in'st. The proceedings
will be opened at 11.30 a.m. The gallery of
the hall will be open to the public, and admission
will be- free, without ticket.

Mr. James Grieve.—Mr. J. Grieve, the
doyen of Scottish florists, began his gardening
career in 1854, and after five years' experience
in private establishments he entered the service

of Messrs. Dickson and Co., of Edinburgh, in

lb59. uid from 1860 to 1895 had charge of the
Pansies for that firm. He began, in the early
'sixties of last century, by crossing all

the species he. could obtain, including
Viola lutea, from the Pentland Hills;

V. cornufja, from the Pyrenees; V. strict a,

from India; and V. amoena (lutea?) from
Moffat. His earliest varieties of Violas (Ariel

and Bullion are still in commerce) were ob-
tained by crossing the wold types with the show
Pansies, but his latter varieties were all raised

by selection. When Mr. Grieve introduced his

Violas, ;hey were scoffed at by the florists of

the period. Those were the days when regular

form and clear, distinct marking were regarded
as essential points of the show Pansy and Viola.

Nothing else mattered. The show Pansy—now
practically extinct—was then supreme, and the

modern fancy Pansy was in process of

evolution, as it only made its first appear-

ance in Scotland about 1861. Mr. Grieve

declares that the fancy Pansies were bred en-

MR. JAMES GRIE

tiicly from Continental introductions, and were

never crossed with the show Pansies. There
were few contemporaries with Mr. Grieve in his

early work with Violas, and he staged his first

exhibit of them at the Crystal Palace in 1870.

Ho put up 48 bunches of bedding Violas

and Pansies, but, instead of booking orders,

he got nothing but jeers. George Glenny, the

noted English florist, gave him a terrible dress-

ing for "bringing such weeds such a distance."

Mr. Grieve was not discouraged; he persevered,

and when the time arrived for the use of Violas

as bedding plants he was ready for it. Mr.
Grieve Has raised a large number of Apples, the

most prominent variety being his namesake.
James Grieve. He also raked many plants when
at Pilrig Park Nurseries, and mention may be
made of Rhododendron Grievei, which has now
become very scarce. It is a cross between R.
glaucum and R. ciliatum, and is of dwarf habit,

producing fine heads of blush-pink flowers. It.

has been written that " Days should speak and
the multitude of years should teach wisdom."
Mr. Grieve is now well over the " threescore
years and ten," and is still head of the firm which
he established about 25 years ago when he left

the service of Messrs. Dickson. In his moire
active days his services were in great demand as

a judge and lecturer. Brought up in a hard
school, he has enjoyed a long period of good
health, and his physical vigour has been accom-

panied by many virtues—hopefulness, cheerful-

ness, courage, steadfastness, confidence and en-

durance. These traits, and his pawky wit, make
him very popular, and wherever men gather in

horticultural circles there is no more esteemed
and revered name than that of James Grieve.

The above excellent portrait of Mr. Grieve is

from a fine painting by Mr. Henry W. Kerr,

R.S.A. Photographic reproductions for framing
are obtainable at the price of one guinea. Many
of Mr. Grieve's old friends and pupils will, no
doubt, like to secure a copy, as the proceeds
are to go towards a testimonial to Mr. Grieve.

Full particulars may be had from Mr. G. M.
Taylor, c/o Dobbie and Co., Ltd., Edinburgh.

Stealing Flowers from Graves.—In a recent
case before the Chatham magistrates, two de-
fendants were sentenced to three months' hard
labour each for stealing flowers from graves in
the local cemetery. It was stated that no fewer
than twenty graves had been despoiled in this

way Although the sentences were severe, » e

are J,lad that the magistrates regarded such
vandalism as serious and the penalty may serve
to defer others from engaging in this i.ofaric.'ja

practice

Presentation to Mr. J. Petrie Mr. J. Petrie,
for many years gardener to Sir Thomas Burnett,
Bart., of Leys, Crathes Castle, Kincardineshire,
who has relinquished his post, has been pre-

sented by his many friends with a valuable

marble time-piece. Captain J. C. F. Dunbar,
factor on the estates, in making the presenta-

tion, spoke of the ability and worth of Mr.
Petrie. who would carry away with him the

respect and esteem of a large number of friends.

Mr. Petrie, in a reminiscent speech, made
suitable reply. For many years Mr. Petrie 'nas

specialised in Sweet Peas, his fine work in this

department making the Crathes Castle exhibits

renowned all over Scotland. In 1913 he gained

the Scottish Challenge Cup at the Royal

Caledonian Society's Show. Edinburgh. In 1912

and 1913 he gained the Silver Challenge Cup
at the Royal Aberdeen Show, while in the same
year he won the Challenge Cup at the Royal

Horticultural Society's show, and in 1920 wok

it. outright. After the presentation, dinner was

served, followed by a dance. We understand

that Mr. Petrie is to engage in private business,

dealing more especially with seed Potatos.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week —
Monday, March 7: Nottingham and Notts

Chrysanthemum Society's meeting.—Tuesday,

March 8: Royal Horticultural Society's Com-

mittee meetings; lecture by Dr. A. B. Rendle

on "Plants in the Exhibition," at 3 p.m.—Wed-

nesday, March 9 : East Anglian Horticultural

Societ'v's meeting, lecture by the Rev. W. L.

Taskei- on "The Pruning of Hardy Fruits.' —
Friday, March 11 : Royal Horticultural and

Arborioultural Society 'of Ireland Council

meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago.—AmciTunthus oleraceus. The Chusan Han-

tsi. Tender Annual Esculent (Amaranths),

Chusan.—Mr. Fortune states that this is " a

vegetable, used as Spinach by the Chinese. The

variety grows strongly, and ought to be sown in

beds or rows rather thinly." It requires to be

grown in a very rich, light soil, and a rather

moist temperature of about 60°. If p™PPC

accommodation can be afforded t'ne seeds may

be sown at any time, and the leaves will be fit

for use in two mouths after. Some plants were

put out in June, on a warm border, but did not

succeed. At the first gathering, the tops may

be cut off, and fresh leaves will be thrown out,

but they will be smaller than those first pro-

duced. A few leaves of Sorrel impTOve the com-

mon Spinach. The Han-tsi possesses in itself a
,

very slig'nt but agreeable acidity which renders

the' above addition unnecessary. It is to be

regretted that it is not yet sufficiently hardy to

succeed out of doors ; biit it can be easily culti-

vated in pits or in pots in any forcing house,

and thus afford an additional variety to the

culinary list, even in winter.

—

Journal of the .

Horticultural Society. Gard. Chron., March 7,

1846.
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS IN CHINESE

POETRY.

THE ROSARY.

When His Excellency the Japanese Ambas-
sador opened the N.C.S. Exhibition last

November, he mentioned, in the course of

his speech, that if some of the members could

make search in Chinese poetry they would
discover many references to the Chrysanthe-

mum there. This, of course, is a practical

impossibility for most of us, especially if the

research were to be made in the vernacular.

The scope, too, of Chinese poetry is immense,
even for those capable of undertaking such
work.

Fortunately, there are a few English trans-

lations obtainable of some of the principal

Chinese poets' works. They cover many cen-

turies, and, of course, these English versions

have been made by the translators without
any regard to the particular subject under
consideration. Among a few such books on
my shelves there is an English rendering of
" The Odes of Confucius," by L. Cramner
Byng, and, prompted by His Excellency's sug-

gestion, I turned to it in a few odd moments
of leisure to see what could be found. Any
mention of the Chrysanthemum was con-

spicuous by its absence, but there were a few
references to other plants and flowers which
may perchance interest some of your readers

who listened to His Excellency on the occasion

mentioned.

The brief extracts which follow are, of

course, taken quite out of their context, and
are merely given to show the names of the
plants and flowers referred to by the great
Chinese Sage.

Thus in " The Deserted Wife " these lines

occur—
" Before the Mulberry tree

With leaves hath strewn the lea,

How glossy-green are they! how rare! "

Later in the same poem it reads

—

" When the lone Mulberry tree

With leaves bestrews the lea.

They yellow slowly, slowly down,
From green to gold, from gold to brown."

Concluding references in this poem are

—

" 'Neath Lilac boughs " and
" The Willows stir and fret."

We pass on a little further in this volume
and come to " The Tower of Wan," which
consists of five verses only. The second one
begins

—

" The King was in the wondrous park.
The does so sleek and brown
Lay couched in fern;"

The blue flies are said to rumble round
" I'pon the Gum trees lighting," and also
" t'pon the Hazels blunder."
In the " City of Chow " we read in the

opening lines
" Cold from the Spring of Waters pass
Over the waving pampas grass."

While the concluding verse starts with
" Cold from its source the stream meanders.
Darkly down through the Oleanders."

Very picturesquely are some of these allusions
worded. " Maytime " has a line—
"The little dwarf Oaks hide a leafy dell,"

and in the " Lady of the Lagoon " especially
so, where it begins

—

" By the shore of that lagoon,
Where the Water-lily lies,

Where the tall Valerians rise."

And so in many of the other poems refer-
ences occur that are quite as graphic and
extend the number of plants and flowers men-
tioned by Confucius. Just one or two more
will bring my selection to a close. Odd lines
selected at random which mention plants not
previously quoted are: " Like flowering Eushe-
were the maids," " This shade-bestowing Pear
tree," " A yellow 1'lum was given me," " A
princely Peach was given me," and " With

|
taper rod of tall Bamboo."
My search through the Odes was rather dis-

appointing, for not the slightest reference to

the Chrysanthemum could be found. C. II. /'

EXHIBITION ROSES, 19101915.

[Concluded from paye 99.)

Now come a batch of three pale Roses of

very different habit of growth : Mrs. Amy Ham-
mond (1911), cream with a wash of pale pink

or yellow, Mrs. Cornwallis West (1911), and
Florence Forrester (1914), both white. Mrs.
Amy Hammond is the best garden Rose of the

three, making a well-shaped bush and growing
freely. The flower is fairly well formed and can
be grown to some size, often making a back row
flower. Mrs. Cornwallis West is a Slightly

smaller flower, the centre flushed pink, with
nicely arranged petals ; the bloom is carried at

the end of a long shoot which often bends down-
wards, making it of little value as a garden
plant. Its value as an exhibition Rose is decreas-

ing. Not so, however, with Florence Forrester,

which has yearly improved its position. The
flowers are well-formed and a large proportion

Edward Mawley (1911) is a deep crimson

flower with large shell-shaped petals of the in-

curved type. Often giving a fine flower, when
well grown, the plant has not proved satisfactory

in all gardens, though I have seen it vigorous

enough, and care must be taken to prevent at-

tack from black spot. I have found it best to

rebud this variety every few years, discarding

the old plants. Mrs. George Shawyer (1911)

grows well and produces a large flower with

much depth and a high-pointed centre. The
colour out-of-doors is a pale rose, but the flower

is at its best when grown under glass. Eliza-

beth (1911) is a nicely made pink flower of no

great distinction.

Mrs. George Norwood (1914) is a beautiful

flower of pink colour, most delightfully fragrant,

one of the best we have for perfume, and pos-

sesses great lasting qualities. The plant is a
dwarf grower and carries its flower upright on

the top of a short stem. It is not a strong

grower and requires good cultivation. St.

Helena (1912) has a creamy flower tinted with

Fig. 48.

—

viburnum fragrans; flowers pure white, fragrant, r.h.s. award of merit,

february 22. shown by mr. e. a. bowles. myddelton house, waltham cross (see p. 107).

good; they are carried upright on the top

of a short", stiff growth, of the type that used

to be called robust, and protection in bad wea-

ther is therefore essential. Not being of bushy
habit the plants may be grown rather closer

together than is desirable with most Roses.

Mrs. Charles Russell (1913) came from America
with a certain reputation, and often produces

a good flower. Its colour, however, is a not

very pleasing shade of rosy carmine, and so far

as t can judge, it is not increasing in popularity.

Mrs. Andrew Carnegie (1912) is another Rose
for which protection is essential, the colour is

creamy white, the flower long and pointed, but

the substance of the petal is what is called

papery, and readily spoiled by a passing shower.

litis often leads to disappointment, and though
the plant grows well enough, it shows no signs

of becoming the great Rose which one hoped
it might lie, a good white Rose with a certain

fragrance being desirable.

yellow and soft pink, well-formed with a high

centre. Some beautiful examples have been

shown, but it seems unlikely to attain a very

high position.

Lady Barham (1911) is a very big flower of

pale salmon pink and the plant grows well. It

is often useful as a back row flower, but its

form is not often good enough for the middle

row

.

Colleen i- somewhat of the type of Killarney,

and though not so liable to mildew does not

possess I lie beautiful foliage of that Rose. Edgar

M. Burnet (1914) is another large back row

flower, flesh-coloured and of fair form.

Gorgeous (1915), though the last 1 shall hero

mention, is one of tine most promising of the

recent exhibition varieties, and in addition

iiak.'s a good garden plant. The colour is

orange-flushed reddish-pink, and a bed of this

Rose ni early summer is very attractive. W'hiU

Hose.
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The Week'$ Work

THE FLOWER GARDEN
By John Coutts. Royal Botanio Gardens. Kew

Annuals.—In the wild-garden; the pleasure
ground proper, as well as in the undressed parts

of the flower garden, considerable space often

exists where large sowing of suitable Animals
may be made. Such sowings may be made in

large beds or other large spaces which have
been recently planted. In the wilder parts

large, open areas may frequently be prepared
for such work. Annuals suitable for this pur-
pose are Annual Poppies, including the Opium
Poppy, Paipaver somniferum, in its many
colours; Papaver commutatum (syn. P. pavo-
nium), with its brilliant scarlet and black
blotch at the base of the petals, and Shirley
Poppies. Some of the Annual Lupins are
also suitable, the best for large spaces being
the white and carmine atro-coccineus, which
lasts in flower for a long time, and L. Hart-
wegii and its beautiful variety of azure blue
colour. For smaller spaces there are many
suitable subjects, such as common Mignonette,
but not the large flowered strain. For autumn
planting in such situations choose Lupinus
polypbyllus and its varieties, Foxgloves, the
white flowered variety of the Common Honesty,
planted in triangular drifts, with Yew or other
evergreens as a background. Among Annual
subjects suitable for our purpose, the merits
of the common single " China Aster," Callis-
tephus hortensis, should not be overlooked, as
large drifts of this plant in open woodland
spaces are very beautiful.

Montbretia—The Montbretia is too often
neglected, being left undisturbed for years,
with the result that the plants become crowded
and make growth that is weak and weedy. In
warm, dry soils the plants are hardy, and hav-
ing started to grow may now be lifted and
divided, replanting them in positions that have
been prepared for them, by digging in plenty
of well-decayed stable manure. On cold, heavy
soils, the choicer varieties at least should be
lifted during the autumn and placed in boxes,
with some light soil about them. They should
be wintered in cold frames, just keeping frost
from them, as they are too apt to start into
growth if kept close. Having started into
growth they should be divided, taking off single
growths and placing them separately in small
pots, or, where large quantities are grown,
they may be placed in boxes. By this method
fine, large spikes of bloom are obtained, and a
large stock may soon be secured. If just or-
dinary cultivation is desired, and quantity of
flower, the corms should be used for planting.
Whatever method is adopted, the plants should
be grown quite cool, and the frame lights
taken off on every favourable occasion, so that
the growth is hardy and sturdy when the corms
are planted out during April or May.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer Morr-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Achimenes.—The rhizomes of Achimenes may
be shaken free of the old soil, placed in shallow
boxes and covered with sandy peat or leaf-
mould and sand. When they have made about
one inch of top growth they mav be placed
in their flowering pots. Achimenes should be
grown in a temperature of from 60° to 65°
until they are well advanced in growth, when
they should be gradually accustomed to cooler
conditions. They are good subjects for furnish-
ing hanging baskets, and with plenty of
rhizomes planted in them the baskets become
covered with the pretty flowers.
Tydaea.—Amongst Gesneraceous plants which

are so decorative in the stove, the brilliant
tints of the flowers of Tvdaeas are most con-

spicuous in a variety of shades. The stolons
should now be attended to. They should be
placed in shallow boxes with a covering of

peat, leaf-mould, loam and sand. Have a piece
of glass cut the same size as the top of the box
and place the box in a propagating frame where
there is a brisk bottom heat. Give the roots
a good soaking with water when they are
placed in the box, and admit plenty of light as
growth develops. Keep the surroundings
moist, never permitting the atmosphere to be-

come dry. Tydaeas do best in a. house where
they can be shaded during bright sunshine.

Seedlings.—As the seedlings of various sub-
jects sown this spring appear they should be
removed to a shelf near the roof-glass and care-
fully examined both morning and evening.
Certain kinds of seeds take longer to germinate
than others, and plenty of time should be
allowed for them to develop. As soon as the
seed/lings are fit to handle, transfer them to
small pots or boxes, whichever is most suitable.
Care should be taken not to allow the roots to
get dry or excessively wet. Spray them over-
head both morning and evening. If water ia

necessary the pots should be placed in a pail
of water until the latter reaches the rim of the
pot. This will give the plants a thorough water-
ing from the bottom of the pot upwards.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. O.

Rothsohild. Aston Clinton, Trinjj.

Heading Down Old Trees—When fruit trees
have become stunted, either through old age,
or. unskilful management, they may be headed
down for the purpose of renovation ; indeed,
all trees, excepting the Peach, Nectarine, and
Cherry, may be much improved by this method
on their showing symptoms of decline. In per-
forming this operation, the whole of the
branches of the tree should be cut off in a
careful manner with a saw, afterwards trimming
the wound smooth 'with a sharp knife. Make
the cut in a sloping direction, for the purpose
of allowing rain water to pass off freely, and,
after the operation is finished, coat the wound
with a non-corrosive paint, to prevent all
possibility of moisture lodging in the tissues
and setting up decay.

Heading Down Young Trees.—All young trees
planted during the late autumn or winter months
should be headed down or out back, according
to the various kinds and the modes of train-
ing to be subsequently adopted. On account
of war conditions many varieties of almost all

kinds of fruit trees are' now difficult to obtain,
except as maiden trees. These require special
treatment in pruning to obtain the desired form
of trees.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Presuming that
maiden trees of these fruits are planted, as soon
as the buds begin to push they should be
cut down, if strong trees, to six buds or eyes;
if weak, to four eyes; and if very weak, to
two buds. If trained trees have been planted,
then the shortening of the shoots, as recom-
mended for established trees, may be followed.

Plums.—If maiden trees, head down to six
eyes, from which four or five good branches
may be expected, wherewith to form the future
tree. If to be trained as wall trees, and five
branches appear two of them should be laid
in on each side of the centre one, which should
be trained in an upright position. If but four
branches appear, then one on either side should
be laid in horizontally, the other two inclined
to the right and left.

Cherries.—These trees should be headed down
to four eyes and the shoots that proceed from
them laid in fan-wise, as they proceed. No
fruit tree resents so much the knife as the
Cherry, and if rightly managed during the
summer—or growing period—there will be little

need for winter pruning. Summer pinching of

the shoots properly managed does away almost
entirely with the necessity of winter pruning.

Apricots —If the trees are healthy. Apricots
should be headed down to about six eyes, and,
if weak, to fo'ir. Their after management
should be the same as for Peaches and Plums.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J.P.,

The Node, Codiuote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Parsnips.—This crop requires to be grown in

deeply cultivated ground that is free from large

stones. Therefore, choose soil that was well

manured and deeply worked for the previous crop.

Although Parsnips require a rich, loamy soil,

newly manured ground tends to produce forked
roots and a good dressing of wood ash will

be (more beneficial than dung applied now. When
the ground is sufficiently dry make the surface
fine and level with a rake and draw drills about
18 in. apart and about 2 in. deep. Sow the seeds
evenly in the rows or sow two or three seeds
in stations about 12 in. apart in the rows and
cover them with fine soil, finally raking the
surface lightly. If extra fine roots are required,
it is necessary on heavy soils to make holes
three feet deep with a crow-bar and fill them
with finely silted soil of a rich nature. Sow i

several seeds at each station and as near the
centre of the hole as possible, about one inch
deep, and cover them with some of the pre-
pared soil. A careful watch must be kept for
slugs as the seedlings appear through the sur-

face. The old Parsnips should now be lifted

and stored in a clamp. This will permit of the
ground being prepared for another crop. As
the soil received no manure last season a liberal

dressing may be given and the ground trenched
at the earliest opportunity.
Broad Beans.—Make a further sowing of

Broad Beans whenever the condition of the soil

will allow. Sow in double rows, 3 feet apart,
and allow a space of T3 inches between the
seeds. Varieties of the long-podded section are
perhaps the most prolific, but the Windsor type
is to be recommended for high flavour.

Onions.—The land for this important crop
should consist of a deep, rich, loamy soil, al-

though good results may be obtained from
ordinary garden soil that has been deeply
trenched and liberally manured during the early
winter, and left im a rough condition to be
pulverised by the elements. Ground on which
a crop of Celery has been grown the previous
season is also very suitable for Onions. The
soil, having been well dug and enriched with
manure for the Celery crop, will not need to bej
trenched again, but merely levelled with a fork.

At the first favourable opportunity the ground
should be broken down into a fine, level condi-

tion, removing all large ster.es and hard lumps
of soil with a rake. A sprinkling of wood
ashes and soot raked well into the soil before
sowing is very beneficial to the Onion crop.

The drills should then be drawn 9 inches to 12
inches apart, but the distance between the rows
should be largely governed by the strength and
condition of the soil. Sow the iseeds thinly and
covev them lightly with fine soil. After the

drills 'Pre covered they shoulo! be trodden to

ensure the soil being firm, and the bed raked to

a. fine tilth.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Cymbidium.—Many hybrid Cymbidiums. suoh '

as C. Pauwelsii, C. Alexander!, C. Coningsby-
anum, C. Queen of Gatton, C. Schlegelii and
other hybrids from C. insigne (syn. Sanderi)

are now in bloom or developing their inflores- .

cences, and require liberal supplies of
j

moisture at the roots. When affording the '

plants water, soak the compost through, but
allow it to become moderately dry between each
application. After the plants have ceased to

flower, and until they commence to grow again,

water should be afforded sparingly, at the same
time guarding against excessive drought, which
would injure the roots, and cause the foliage

to turn yellow. The supposed natural hybrid,

C. Traceyanum, will now be passing out of

flower. This Orchid, like other Cymbidiums,
resents frequent root disturbance. But plants

that have quite outgrown their rooting spar*
and need repotting should he attended to now.
Specimens with sufficient room in the pot for

the new growtlis to develop will not need re-,

potting until another season has passed. The
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same remarks apply to the hybrids mentioned,

together with many of the species. In repotting,

a substantial compost should be used, as the

flower spikes which develop from the base of

the newly-formed pseudo-bulbs after their com-

pletion in the late autumn or early

winter take a long time to come to perfection,

and are a considerable drain upon the resources

of the plant. For receptacles I prefer fairly

deep pans without side holes. Place a thin

layer of crocks over the bottom of the pan for

drainage. A suitable compost consists of three

parts rich fibrous loam and one part fibrous

peat, or Osnvunda fibre, with sufficient crushed

crocks added to ensure a free passage of water.

The plants thrive and flower best in a house

Having an ordinary greenhouse temperature. A
careful watch should be kept for the appear-

ance of a small brown scale insect that some-

times attacks the plants, and measures should

be taken to destroy any that are found.

Aerides, Angraecum, Saccolabium, and Vanda.

—Many of these Orchids are showing signs of

fresh root action, and any necessary repotting

should receive attention. Aerides. Angraecums,
and Vandas are best- grown in pots, whilst

Saccolabiums give the best results when placed

in teak-wood baskets and suspended from the

roof rafters. Plants that have lost their lower

leaves may be repotted when new roots are seen

bursting out of the stem. The stem may be
cut back at the base to within a few inches

of the living roots, and then placed in the

receptacle with the foliage near to the surface

of the compost. To achieve this object it will

be necessary to put the stem into the pot,

then about half fill the latter with clean pot-

sherds. The compost should be composed of

clean, chopped Sphagnum-moss and Osmunda
fibre, with a good sprinkling of crushed crocks.

Fill the receptacles to their rims, raising the

compost slightly higher in the middle of the

pot, and finish off with a layer of living Sphag-

num over the surface. Plants that do not need

repotting should have the old material removed
from their roots and fresh compost substituted.

Clean the plants of scale insects, which often

infest the stems, and axils of the leaves. Water
the roots copiously, and place the plants in a

warm house. Afterwards keep the moss moist

by spraying it with clear water until growth is

again active, when water may be applied freely.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By aethub Btjixock, Gardener to E. J. Wttheb, Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping-

Pot Vines.—Carefully thin the bunches when

the berries have reached the stoning stage;

the operator should look for stoneless

berries, of which there are sure to be several,

particularly towards the bottom of the bunches,

and remove these in preference to more perfect

berries. The vines at this sfage require stimu-

lating, and if young surface roots are

visible a small quantity of rich soil should be

applied, but only in sufficient amount to just

rover the roots, bearing in mind that it is

better to repeat the top-dressing periodically

rather than apply a larger quantitv of soil at one

operation. If there is not sufficient room in

the pot for watering, apply a band of zinc

around the rim of the pots.' making sure that

where the ends meet they are sufficiently over-

lapped to prevent t'he wafer escaping.
_
Freely

diluted sheep manure water mav be given the

roots with beneficial effects up to the time the

berries beein to colour, after which clear water

only should be used. I would repent the warn-

ing previously given of the evil effects of red

snider if this pest is not cfiecked at once, and

it mav be present on the vines, as latterly a

considerable amount of fire heat has been neces-

sary to maintain a night temperature of 65°.

If (lean, soft water is obtainable, the plants

mav he freelv syringed overhead until the berries

show signs of color-ring.

Melons.—Young Melon plants that were raised

as advised in a former calendar have, owing
to Uie absence "f sun. become somewhat drawn

and weakly. The plants will improve under

(he kindly influence of I lie svm's ravs now thai

the davs are lengthening. Sow another batch

of seed to raise plants for successional cropping.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE DUMELOW'S SEEDLING.
The illustration in Fig. 49 represents a tree of

Dumelow's Seedling (syn. Wellington), carrying
its crop of fruits after defoliation. The photo-
graph was sent us by Mr. C. Turner, Ampthill
Park Gardens, Bedfordshire, who states that
" the fruits were not gathered until November
an J were available for use until June." Although
there is a danger of heavy autumn gales causing
much loss by windfalls when crops of late keep-

ing Apples and Pears are allowed to hang on
the trees late in the autumn, it is, nevertheless,

necessary for fruits of late keeping varieties to

remain for as long as possible if they are to keep
well in store. A frequent cause of late Apples
and Pears shrivelling is harvesting them before
they are perfectly ripe. Dumelow's Seedling is

one of the best culinary market Apples. In
Covent Garden and other London markets it is

generally known as Wellington, although it was
originally named after the raiser, a Mr. Dumeller
(pronounced Dumelow), a farmer of Shakerstone,
Leicestershire. A Chiswick nurseryman received
it. and gave it the name of Wellington.

SOME CHOICE OLD DESSERT APPLES.
Many old varieties of good Apples will, I am

afraid, suffer extinction unless grafting is re-

sorted to, and it would be a great pity should
the following sorts be lost to cultivation, as they
are hard to excel for cropping and flavour in

their season.

The sorts referred to have a reputation of

over 150 years, and isolated trees of them may
be found in the orchards of Herefordshire,
although some or most of the trees have an
ancient appearance, and do not carry crops of

their luscious fruits as of yore, on account of

being infested with mosses, lichens, Mistleto, and
other parasites and pests. Still, grafts may lis

obtained and many a worthless tree headed and
made profitable. Nonesuch is an early September
variety, bearing fruits of medium size, curiously

marbled with crimson, yellow and green. The
flesh is very white, melting, and full of a
pleasant sub-acid juice. The wood is somewhat
thorny and the leaves have a fine, whitish
fomentum.
Court of Wick Pippin is a variety suitable for

cold situations, and originated from the old

Golden Pippin in Somersetshire. The fruit is

small, oval, flat at both ends ; the eye is large

Fig. 49.

—

crop of dumelow's seedling apple hanging on the tree in November.

APPLE LAXTON'S SUPERB.
Those who know this fine late dessert Apple

were not surprised that the Royal Horticultural

Society's Fruit and Vegetable Committee con-

sidered it worthy of a First-Class Certificate

when shown at the meeting on the 8th ult.

The variety has been in existence since 1895,

when it was raised by Messrs. Laxton Bros,

from Wyken Pippen crossed with Cox's Orange
Fippin. Trees in t/.ie Bedford nursery have
cropped for the past ten years, and Messrs.

Laxton Bros, inform us that they have never

yet failed to fruit well during fliat period. The
variety may be self-fertile, for in 1920, when
the crop of Apples in the Bedford district was
very light, the variety Superb fruited heavily.

The great value of this newcomer is that it is

available for use so late in the season, as it

keeps in good condition until March, and, being

of the Cox's Orange Pippin type, possesses excel-

lent flavour and good quality generally. The
growth is slender, after the Cox's Orange Pippin

parent, but the foliage is large and is said to

resist mildew better than that of Cox's Orange
Pippin. We regret that in error wo referred

to the variety as a culinary, instead of a dessert

variety, on p. 83. Messrs. Laxton Bros, will dis-

tribute this new Apple in the autumn of 1922.

and open, the skin coloured bright orange,

tinged with red next to the sun. The flavour is

excellent ; in use from November till April.

Brandy Apple is a very old russet variety, and
old trees around t'ne countryside carry good
crops. The fruits are under middle size, heavily

ever-laid with i rich brown russet, having u
tinge of red next to the sun; the variety is a

long keeper and of excellent flavour. TVlis old

Apple will be belter known to some as Golden
Harvey.
Flanders Pippin is a useful variety for dessert

or cooking, the size of the fruits being medium
to large and the quality good; the colour is

deep yellow, with a pale red cheek. The fruits

will keep sound until April.

Winter Ribston, resembling a small Blenheim
Pippin, was introduced about 1750; the flavour
is delicious. The tree is a strong grower, and
the variety worthy of extensive cultivation. The
colour of the fruit is golden russet, with rich
red next to the sun.
Orange Pearmain is a delicious fruit, and the

tree a good cropper; the flesh is yellow, anil

flavour unsurpassed in its season, which is n-botil

early December to the new year The skin is

yellow and russety, with slight colouring on the
side next to the sun, (he colouring varying on
different soils and in different aspects, Pomona,
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.—Th ' Editors will be glad to receive and

select photographs or drawings suitable tor reproduc-

tion, 01 gardens, or oi remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

THE BOTANICAL EXPLORATION
OF THE NORTH-EAST

FRONTIER.

IN
1897 Lt. Pottinger set out from Myitkyina,

in Burma, to explore The N'Mai Hka, or

eastern branch of the Irrawaddy

—

the

Irrawaddy as it has since proved itself, being a

much bigger river than the western branch. In

those days Myitkyina was a small outpost, itself

in the wilds. There was no railway, no white

civil population, no post or telegraph office, no

bazaar, and Lt. Pottinger plunged absolutely into

the unknown.
After a journey lasting four months, during

which time he got as far north as 26 deg. 45 sec,

he and his companion arrived back in Myitkyina

minus most of their botanical collection and kit

;

for they had been attacked by the Marus at the

furthest point reached, and forced to bolt for

it, leaving almost everything behind.

So much for the expedition.

Subsequently the results were published in

the Records of the Botanical Survey of India

under the title "A Note on the Botany of the

Kachin Hills North-East of Myitkyina," by E.

Pottinger and D. Prain. A general account of

the vegetation of the Kachin Hills is first given

by Pottinger, followed by a list of plants col-

lected. Finally, Sir D. Prain analyzes the re-

sults in the light of previous knowledge and the

known distribution of the species, or, if new,

of their nearest relatives, in surrounding areas;

and arrives at certain conclusions.

In all, 627 species are enumerated, but of

these no fewer than 483 were collected in the

immediate neighbourhood of Myitkyina itself, and

do not really throw any great light on the affini-

ties of the North-East Frontier flora, by which

I mean the mountain flora; for the real N.E.

Frontier is a highly mountainous belt of country,

intersected of course by deep, though narrow,

valleys, but with nothing at all in its topo-

graphy comparable to the broad plain of Myit-

kyina down in the Irrawaddy Valley, a mere 600

feet above sea level.

Of the remaining 244 species, not one w^as se-

cured north of 26 deg. (all plants secured fur-

ther north having been abandoned during the

flight) and only about a dozen were collected

from so high as 7,000 feet (all from one pass),

the great majority coming from between 2,000

and 4,000 feet. Lt. Pottinger, however, makes

a few remarks on the flora of the high ranges

crossed durilig his flight (the Wulaw Pass,

11,000 feet), though owing to the unfortunate

circumstances, and to the earliness of the season,

these only give a vague hint as to the

possibilities of this region for the plant

collector.

Thus he states :

—" In the hills above 5.000

feet several species of Rhododendron, both red-

flowered and white, were met with ..." and

again: "Among the striking plants noticed were

a white rose (Rosa involucrata) Hydrangeas, Gar-

denias, Begoniats, and a very fine species of Chir-

ita (C. speciosa) ; also Balsam, Honeysuckle,

several Jasmines, a Clematis and Ivy."

Although there was no very definite informa-

tion to go on, and the paper above referred to

would not have attracted attention outside bo-

tanical circles, still at finst sight it seems a little

strange that for over fifteen years no attention

whatever should have been directed to the N.E.

Frontier as a botanical hunting ground. Mean-

while. Orchid fanciers had ascended the Chind-

win river to the west, whilst Yunnan to the east

was being profitably explored for Alpines.

But the explanation is really quite simple.

The N.E. frontier was "unadministered terri-

tory," it was closed to European travellers as

far as possible. Moreover the experiences of Lt.

Pottinger, the dense jungle, unfavourable cli-

mate, absence of toads and scarcity of popula-

tion, did not tempt men, with Yunnan so close.

Nor was there any popular travel book on the

region, unless indeed Prince Henry of Orleans'

book, From Tonlin to India, recording his

bold journey from Yunnan to Assam,

across the head-waters of the Irra-

waddy, and far to the north of Pot-

tinger's furthest, could be described as

such; but Prince Henry gives us little exact

information about this region, which is thickly

covered with dense forest. Nor was the riddje

of the Irrawaddy sources, and its subsequent

course, Isolved by this traverse. The only in-

formation which existed then about this inhos-

pitable region was contained in the slowly accu-

mulating government reports, all, of course, con-

fidential and locked away in office boxes, acces-

sible to no one, and therefore practically use-

less.

Thus the N.E. Frontier remained not only un-

explored geographically and botanically, but

quite unknown and unthought of in the latter

sense; and though the Hpimaw Pass, over the

Salween-Irrawaddy divide had been visited by

several travellers some years before (including

the indefatigable Mr. G. Forrest), it was not

till 1912, iwhen the Indian Government, having

decided to administer the territory and delimit

the frontier with China, sent exploring columns

up both branches of the Irrawaddy, that any op-

portunity presented itself for thorough botanical

exploration.

Captain Toppin accompanied the column up the

west branch (M'li Hka) as botanist, but there

was no botanist with the N'Mai Hka column,

which had a much more difficult task.

There is still plenty of unadministered territory

north of Myitkyina, including the tract between

the two rivers, nor is the frontier with China

delimited throughout ; but broadly speaking, this

action on the part of the Indian Government has

enabled travellers to visit the most interesting

regions, one or two of which have been, so to

speak, scratched for plants.

In 1914 I made my first journey to the N.E.

Frontier, spending to begin with three months at

Hpimaw Fort, the furthest post up the N'Mai

valley (26 deg.) and fourteen marches from Myit-

kyina.

By this time matters had been made com-

paratively simple for the botanist. There was

the mule road from Myitkyina, and a post, with

bungalows, and a British officer, at Hpimaw
Fort. In fact, by 1914, Hpimaw was very much
what Myitkyina must have been in 1897— rather

more remote, perhaps ; and in comparing results

and conclusions drawn therefrom, I am far from

casting reflections on Lt. Pottinger. His journey

was a sheer plunge into the unknown, a pioneer

journey of exploration ; whereas everything had

been greatly simplified ifor me.

Hpimaw Fort is situated at an altitude of

8.000 feet on the Salween-Irrawaddy divide,

three hours' climb from the pass, which leads

directly into the Salween Valley. It is not ex-

actly in the valley of the N'Mai Hka, but in

that of the Ngawchang Hka. a big tributary, of

the latter.

From here I visited the Hpimaw Pass, the

Feng-shui-ling, a pass immediately to the south

of Hpimaw, leading into the valley of the Shweli

on the China side: and Imaw Bum, one of the

highest peaks in the neighbourhood, rather over

13,000 feet.

On the whole, this last struck me as the

richest hunting ground in the district, though

the Feng-shui-ling ajso yielded some good plants.

In August I left Hpimaw, marched up the Ngaw-

chang Valley, crossed the Wulaw Pass into the

Laking Valley, and reached the village on the

N'Mai Hka where, seventeen years previously,

Pottinger'B party had been attacked. In this

journey I followed the route he had taken—in !

the reverse direction—during his flight.

Pottinger, who crossed the Wulaw Pass in the

last week of May, mentions only Fir trees, wild

Garlic, and great quantities of Calanthe brevi-

cornu as noticed by him.

I found the same region covered with flowers,

amongst which were Meconopsis Wallichii, Pri-

mula Delavayi in fruit, several species of Stro-

bilanthes, a crimson Lily (Lilium Thompsoni-

anum), a climbing Aconitum, Thalictrum, and

many more meadow plants, besides trees and
shrubs.

From Tawlong I marched up the N'Mai Hka
for ten days, crossed the river in about lati-

tude 27 deg. 30 min., crossed the ranges to the

west, and came out on the Hkamti Plain as

Prince Henry had done twenty years before :

thence south down the M'li Hka. and so to Myit-

kyina. During this two months journey from

Hpimaw I was not able to collect many plants,

but of those I did collect, a large proportion

was new. In all, my 1914 collections amounted

to about 600 species, of which 20 per cent, were

new to science.

Five years were to elapse before I saw the

N.E. Frontier again. In 1919 Mr. R. Fairer and

Mr. E. H. Cox went to Hpimaw to collect, and

I, following them, decided to devote my atten-

tion exclusively to Imaw Bum, so as not to

clash with them altogether. Moreover, this time

I attacked the mountain from the other— the

west side, eventually reaching the summit in

the last weeks of July, after repeated failures.

One of my camps was not more than five

marches from Hpimaw, which was visible from

the summit of Imaw Bum, about twenty miles

distant in an air line. Moreover, Mr. Forrest,

as luck would have it, was at T'eng-yueh, on the

China side, and had sent some of his collectors

over the Hpimaw Pass. Thus the efforts of col-

lectors were somewhat concentrated on this small

comer of the world—an unfortunate circum-

stance, perhaps, (for those who wanted seeds only,

but a very fortunate one for science.

Fairer and Cox concentrated their energies on

the Hpimaw Pass arid the Chimili, the next pass

to the north leading direct to the Salween, which

I had not visited in 1914. They also paid a

flying but successful visit to the Feng-shui-ling.

Although I was so close to them, and we of

course "collected many identical species, I was

struck by the fact that the flora on either side

of the Imaw Range, at leaist in the valleys, was

startlingly different; a strange fact considering

that the same river flows on both sides of the

range. But then the course of this river is

strange, like the letter U.

Even the alpine flora on the Imaw Range, ;ui,l

the Salween divide showed differences,' though

these ranges are connected further north, form-

ing a sort of letter Y with the deep rdver valley

between the arms ; the arms, however, do not

diverge, but are almost parallel to one another

for manv miles.

The results of all this are reflected in our col-

lections. Farrer's collection numbered some 800

species, mine rather under 750 species. Fairer,

of course, collected many species I had found in
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1914, and for the matter of that, so. did I. But
allowing for all this, he had some 100 species

which I did not find, while I had about the

same number unknown to him. If now we take

Pottinger'is collection, those of Forrest, Farrer

and Cox, and my own, besides the smaller but

no less interesting collections of Lady Ouffe we
shall probably find that we have quite a thou-

sand species of plants from this one little cor-

ner of the X.E. Frontier, called the Htawgaw
Hills—not that they are by any means thus ex-

hausted.
This, however, is sufficient to give us some

idea of the whole of the N.E. Frontier flora, and
to permit us to speculate on its origin and affi-

nities, whioh is why I Bay that -this concentrated

effort on one corner is a godsend to science.

For in sluch a region, the best method is to

select certain spots and make as complete col-

lections as possible at those spots; rather than,

in the course of a long, rambling journey, gather

a plant here and a plant there.

Many -more spots on the N.E. Frontier remain
to be worked. It will be long before we have
anything like a full knowledge of this interesting

region, a fact only emphasised by the collections

so far made. But, at least, a start has been
made. F. Kingdon Ward.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

DAVIDIA INVOLUCRATA.
One of the most remarkable of the Chinese

trees introduced by Mr. E. H. Wilson is Davidia
involucrata. As now is the time for planting
such a desirable acquisition in any park or plea-

sure ground, the illustration of a fine specimen
at Bayfordbury, near Hertford (see Fig. 50),
should be interesting to readers. Mr. H.
Clinton Baker states that this tree, which is

about 24 feet in height, was a wonderful sight
when in full bloom last summer. The pendulous
flowers, which were illustrated in the Gard.
Chron. of April 11th, 1903 (Fig. 98), are con-
spicuous on account of the two snow-white,
connate bracts at their base. These bracts are
unequal in size, the larger one being 6 or 7
inches in length, and the smaller one 3 or 4
inches. They are greenish at first, becoming
pure white as the flowers ripen, and ultimately
turn brown. The fruit, which is freely pro-
duced, is like a small Walnut in appearance,
and contains a hard, ridged, unbreakable nut;
and the seeds can only be extracted with the
aid of a sharp axe or saw. If, however, the
fruits are put in the ground, germination will

occur sooner or later, owing to a remarkable
natural contrivance which was described by
Hemsley in Journ. Linn. Sue. Bol., xxxv.
(1903), p. 556.

Much discussion has arisen as to whether there
is more than one species of Davidia. M. Dode,
of Paris, distinguished no fewer than three species
in Revue Hor/ieole, September 1st, 1908, namely
the original D. involucrata, Baillon. with leaves
densely pubescent beneath ; D. Vilmoriniana,
Dode, with leaves glabrous and glaucous beneath ;

and D. laeta, Dode, with leaves glabrous and
green on the under surface. Mr. E. H. Wilson,
in Plantae Wihonianae, ii., 255 (1914), recog-
nises two forms only : namely, typical D.
involucrata, a native mainly " of Western
Szech'uan, with pubescent leaves, and D. in-
volucrata var. Vilmoriniana, Hemsley, in Bot.
Mag., t. 8,432, a native of Eastern Szech'uan
and Hupeh, with glabrous and usually glacous
eaves, the branches in deep shade producing
leaves which are green and not glaucous on
their lower surface.

The typical D. involucrata is distinctly more
ornamental than the variety, as its leaves have
red stalks and veins. It was introduced bv
VVilson into Veitch's nurserv in 1903. The var.
\ ilmorimana, to which Mr. Baker's tree belongs
was introduced by seed sent bv Pere
i-arges in 1897 to M. Maurice de Vilmorin. but
"lily one plant was raised. Wilson subse
quently, while on his 1899-1901 expedition, sent
» large quantity of seed to Messrs. J. Veitch
and Sons, from which no fewer than 13,000
plants were raised.

Davidia occurs mixed with other broad-
leaved trees in the mountainous regions of

Central and Western China at 5,000 to 7,500

feet altitude, and makes a tree 30 ft. to 60 ft.

in height and 3 ft. to 6 ft. in girth. It has
dark bark, scaling off in small irregular flakes.

The structure and affinities of Davidia are
peculiar, and have been the subject of an
elaborate monograph by A. S. Home in Trans-
Linn. Soc. Bot., vii., *303-326 (1909). He con-

siders it to distinctly related te Alangium and
Nyssa. A. Henry, Royal College of Science
for Ireland, Dublin.

which has been named L. S. lancifolia. As a

bush it is lighter and more graceful in habit,

otherwise there is little to choose between it

and the type, for both are hardy and may be
grown on walls or as bushes in the open. J. F.

THE BULB GARDEN.
THE FIRST SPRING SNOWFLAKE.

The first of the Snowflakes of the year to

open is the lovely Leucojum vernnm, var. Vag.
neri Stapf., a bulbous plant of great charm. It

Fin. 50.—DAVIDIA INVOLUCRATA VAR. VILMORINIANA AT BAYFORDBURY.

LONICERA STANDISHII.

Two species of Honeysuckle stand out dis-

tinctly from all the rest by reason of their

flowering in winter or early spring, according

to the weather. They are Lonicera Standishii

and L. fragrantissima. the one being

mistaken for the other. Both were introduced

from China by Fortune in 1845. No confusion

need arise if the leaves are observed, and
it rarely happens that the bushes become quite

deciduous. The leaves of L. fragrantissima are

short, broad, and glaucous beneath. Those of

L. Standishii are oblong, much longer and
of a dull green. This has been flowering freely

for some time past on walls, to which the

hush is trained to shelter the flowers from wind
in our variable and often inclement winter.

Tlie flowers lire strongly fragrant, and though
not showy, the twigs bearing them may be cut

and placed in water in rooms. Tn 1908. Wilson

introduced a narrow, leaved form of this,

comes into bloom in most years only a trifle

later than the Snowdrop, and even anticipates

a number of the colonies of the Galanthus. It

cannot be said to appeal to us in the same way
as the Snowdrop, but the Snowflake is more im-

posing in its beauty, and good masses or groups

are of exceeding charm, with their large, snowy,
open balls depending from the sturdy stems and
adorned by the deep green spot on the exterior
of the perianth segments. The variety Vagneri
differs from the tyne by its taller and more
strrdy growth and by the stem-; generally

(arrving two instead of one flower, and
also by the deeper green spot on the

perianth segments. Two flowers on the

stem are not universal in this variety, and in

a chimp plants frenuentlv an-nenr with one bloom
onlv. A marked distinction, however, is its

earlinesa to flower, as it eomen considerably in

advance of the typical T.. vcrnuni or its yellow-

lipped variety, carpaticum, .1
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUMS AND ODONTIODAS
FROM CAMDEN PARK.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge

Wells, sends flowers of a selection of remark-

ably beautiful hybrids in flower in his collection.

Odontoglossum percultuni Purple Emperor is

a noble flower with pure white markings between

the heavy purple blotches; 0. Medean, of un-

recorded "parentage, is a richly blotched flower

of tine shape; and a very large pearl-white 0.

crispum favourably compares with the hybrids.

Odontioda Lady Patricia Ramsay is ruby-red

with well-formed white labellum. having a

purple blotch in front of the yellow crest ;

Odontioda Joan, Fowler's variety, with its

straw-yellow ground blotched with orange-red,

maintains its distinctness from other varieties,

and Oda. Hermoine (C. vulcanica x Oda. hea-

tonensis) reveals interesting traits of all its

ancestors, the form of Odm. eirrhosum in Oda.

heatonensis being the main feature in its crimson-

blotched flowers.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
There is undoubtedly great diversity in the

treatment of Perpetual Carnations, which of it-

self would indicate how Mttle difficult is their

cultivation ; that is, if success is attained by
each and every method. It is many years

since I found that in our northern climate it

was essential to propagate the plants in autumn
in order to obtain strong floriferous specimens

to flower from the next autumn right on for

twelve months or more. I am not surprised to

notice that growers in the south are preparing

plants to be well rooted in readiness for the

quickening influence of early spring. Some
growers still prefer to use small pots, but my
experience is that 7-inch or 8-inch pots are

suitable sizes to preserve the plants in good
condition and to continue the production of

strong flowering shoots for an extended period.

It may be that the soil I have to use. which
is very light, may have a bearing on this point,

as opposed to what those who are able to com-
mand a good quality of loam have found to

shallow a manner as to 'nave its main roots
exposed, once it gains strength, will never
succumb in this way. Some growers are very
insistent that cuttings should be broken off from
the parent stem, assuming that these are superior
to those cut from below the joint. In my
experience, provided the shoots are in proper
condition, it does not matter in the least as
to these points, not even if the cutting is not
severed under a joint.

Certain varieties are profuse in the production
of side growths, and so profuse that it is just

as important a detail in maintaining the
quality of the bloom that these should be
regularly thinned as the flowering stems should
be disbudded. It is quite obvious that the
retention of a large number of shoots is a
source of weakness; some never attain enough
strength to produce bloom, and such plants are
incapable of making strong shoots—apart from
bloom—when the time arrives to seek for
cuttings.

Last year I amused myself growing about a
hundred plants on single stems. I thought it

might be that these would produce blooms of

better quality than stopped plants bearing a
number. The cuttings were rooted in mid-April,
transferred from thumbs into 4-inch pots, and
all the growths, save the central one, removed
as they appeared. The plants began to flower
in September, but the result was disappointing,

a variety which gave splendid blooms being
Snowstorm, others being nothing remarkable.
I hope, however, to try this method again,

but this time growing three plants in a 6-inch
pot. But. apart from the bloom, the trial was
not barren, for the attempt of the plants to

produce side, growths was so persistent that
I have now plenty of good material in 6-inch

pots and some in larger receptacles which will

be useful for early flowering later. In the case

of such a slow variety as Baroness de Brenien
these established young plants will be invalu-

able. I think Carnations have been more
sportive in 1920 than ever before. It is true
that in many varieties two forms are current,

one good, another better. Mary Allwood and
Mikado are notable examples And there is

the two colour forms of Gorgeous, the one like

Britannia, the other the cherry-crimson bloom
which we bought it for. Among other vagaries

of the past year has appeared an apricot from
a yellow and an old variety which is much
appreciated here, named Bay State: the flowers

have come nearly white, and on every plant. I

have seen it a pure purplish coloured self pre-

viously, but never with the stripes nearly gone

from the white. P. P. Brotheraton, Tyninghamt
Gardens, Prestonkirle.

Fig. 51.

—

dendrobium model, the dell variety; flowers deep mauve and white, r.h.s. first-

class CERTIFICATE, FEBRUARY 22. FROM BARON IIHCNO SCHRODER'S COLLECTION, EGHAM (SEE P. 107).

LAELIO-CATTLEYA VESPER.

This very showy new hybrid, flowering with

Frederick J. Hanbury, Esq., Brockhurst, East

Grinstead, and raised between Laelio-Cattleya

Mercia (C. "Schroderae x L. flava) and L. C.

warnhamensis (C. Trianae x L. cinnabarina),

gives further assistance in solving the problem of

colour development.
The bright golden yellow of xhe ground

colour in this hybrid is fixed by the L. cinna-

barina and L. flava in its composition, the

Cattleyas supplying the ruby crimson of the

lip and a heavy band of the same colour on

the outer halves of the petals. These brightly

coloured markings on the petals seem to be de-

rived from the colouring of the labelliuns of

the Cattleyas used, the odd segment of the inner

set, called the labellum, passing 'on some of the

colour to the petals of the hybrid, as frequently

demonstrated in the abnormal development
called trilabellia, the colouring being intensified

in the process.

A well known example of trilabellia is Den-
drohium nobile Cooksonia/nmn, wherein the petals
i arrj the colouring o{ the lip.

be best, but on the whole I think that it is

reasonable that the sizes I mention should yield

better returns than those of smaller dimensions.

It should be clearly understood that the value

of autumn propagation consists mainly in

securing a strong, well-rooted plant which may-

or may not have been stopped during winter to

produce stout shoots early in the year. And
there is a danger in defeating this object by

leaving too much of the plant when stopping,

with the result that only a shoot or two breaks

from the recently formed growth. Of course,

it seems wrong, after allowing growths of several

inches in length to be made, to remove the

whole of it down to, perhaps, the lower

inch and a half of the plant, but there is

no other certain way of securing a dwarf,

equally branched little plant as a foundation to

start on.

There is another cultural item that I have

seen some clever growers fail to observe, that

of shallow potting—even in the cutting stage.

When the stem is buried in potting even to

a slight extent there is always a liability of

the plant dying, usually when at its best. A
plant, on the contrary, that is potted in so

INDOOR PLANTS.

CAMELLIA RETICULATA.

This lovely Camellia is just, now in flower in

the Temperate Honse at Kew. The flowers are

the largest of anv Camellias, and are semi-

double. This is. in the opinion of man v. the

most beautiful member of the genus. The flowers

are of a lovely shade of glowing pink, and

have golden stamens. The individual bloasonj

measures from 5 to 7 inches across, and last

fresh for some considerable time. The habit

of the plant is more graceful and slender than

that of most other Camellias, and instead of

the glossy foliage of most of the species the

leaves have a duller and rougher appearance,

and are more pointed.

The tree in the Temperate House at Kew is

about 16 feet high and half as much through.

Unfortunately the species is not hardy, and only

in favoured places in the west is it possible to

obtain really good flowers out of doors.

Another very graceful Camellia is Camellia

japonica var. magnolaeflora, which, as its name
implies, has flowers resembling those of a Mag-
nolia. The flowers are of a pleasing shade of

flesh-pink, and are semi-double. The name
aneiv.qnaeflora 13 derived from the general aspect

of the flower to a double Anemone, owing to

the majority of the stamens being petaloid

J!', .v. jjavender, Paynes Park.
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LACHENAL1AS.

The old proverbs, "Better be born lucky

than rich," and " It's ail ill wind that blows

nobody any good," have once again proved their

truth "in what has happened at Whilewell to my
Lachenalias Never before in all the years that

I have grown them have I had such a show :
—

handsome, leathery, spotted foliage, looking the

picture of health, and such flower stems, " verit-

able bars of iron" (as Alphonse Karr's Tulip

fancier said of his beloved Tulips), to whom it

would be insulting to offer the help of a stick
;

fine tall fellows, anything from twelve to seven-

teen inches high, clothed with flowers in almost

every shade of the conventional yellow, and

many with such lovely and lasting red edges,

that I very much doubt if any such have ever

before rejoiced the heart of a lonely Lachenalia

man.
Sir Frederick Moore is my Elijah. He is my

Lachenalia father (see Fig. 52, which represents

a beautiful variety for which he obtained an

Award of Merit from the Koyal Horticultural

Society, on February 28, 1905), both spiritually

and materially. It is his mantle that I have

taken up in my endeavours to get more out of the

genus than nature has provided us with ready

made. I remember so well what he onoe said

apropos of his being about the only person who
went in for raisins seedlings, " It's hard work to

go on ploughing a lonely furrow." It is just the

same to-day. Perhaps, the necessary change in the

conditions of many glass-houses will be the ill-

wind that will bring these comparatively speak-

ing unknown flowers into their own, just as a

lucky negligence or forgetfulness hist July and
August, has provided us, I believe, with what is

certainly our high-water mark of cultivation and
seedling raising. The two things partly go

together.

Wherein consisted our forgetfulness ? My man
and I had a dozen small pans or low pots of seed-

lings raised in 1919, and from which, as I thought.

we had picked out the best last February t'.ial

never got turned out when we were busy with
. ur named varieties. The plants began to grow

before the end of July. They had a lot of leaves

in October. I was all the time wondering what
would happen to them. We kept feeding them

' with mild doses of liquid manure, and they

looked all the time very strong and healthy.

Then, no doubt, the mild winter has been a slice

of good luck, for they have been ever since

growth started in July in a cold or a very slightly

wanned house, ;.nd this low temperature has

suited them admirably. The i nkhidest action

that one can do lo a Lachenalia—at any rat;.

such hybrids as have been raised at Glasnevin
and Whitewell, and such species as glarucina,

pallida and Tacemosa—is to keep them too warm,
especially in their earlier stages of growth.

To sum up, the past twelve months have taught

me that we should start the bulbs into growt'n

as soon as possible. Hitherto the opening day

for grouse shooting (August 12), has been our

ideal time for planting, as the Tulip florist's is

Lord Mayor's Day. Now we must put it back

to the feast of St. Swithin. Secondly, we have
discovered the benefit of early, regular, and
gentle feeding. Thirdly, we had an ocular de-

monstration of the benefit of cool treatment, for

some varieties, which, owing to circumstances,

had to be put in a warmer house than the others

during their early stages of growth, show un-

mistakably weaker flower stems and more floppy

foliage.

Lastly, we have seen that what is perhaps
the best way of all of growing Lachenalias is to

plant tiny seedling bulbs, about the size of round
Sweet Pea seed, which will give little or no
bloom the following year—the less, in fact, the
better—and then to leave them alone in the small
pans or sh dlow pots without turning them out,

so that they can start growth whenever they ftvl

helmed. All that is necessary on the part of

the cultivator is to see that the soil is just slightly
damp—abmt as damp, let me say for want of a
better standard of comparison, as a damp bed.
And now

" Let me go over the good points
lhat crown you queen:

(Swinburne's Faiixlinr).

(1) The simple and inexpensive way in which

they may be grown. A cold frost -proof frame and

a glass-house which is slightly wanned, are all

that is required. Early potting in July, or, if

rot then, in August is also a necessary factor to

get the best results. Then a long period of

growth and gentle feeding help matters consider-

ably. Finally, the after-care of the plants must
not be neglected. They should be watered

regularly, and kept out of the reach of frost until

the foliage turns yellow, when all supplies of

FlG. 52.—LACHENALIA BRILLIANT ;
FLOWERS

RICH GOLDEN YELLOW, TIPPED WITH RED.

moisture may be stopped, the soil baked in

the sun, and the plants kepi perfectly dry until

planting time again r.omes round. During this

last period it is advisable to put an extra covering

of soil over the bulbs if they are near the surface.

(2) When once a stock has been bought there is

no reason why it should ever be necessary to buy
again, except when new varieties are to be

added to tin- collection.

Anyone can grow their own bulbs from year

to year and get the best results. I have seen, Sb1

a farm, a beautiful little pan of Lachenalias

which had been grown for two generations

entirely in the house, for there was no green-

house, and not even a cold frame on the premises.

(3) The period at which they bloom—in ordinary

years in February and March—is one in which
flowers are always appreciated. Lachenalias,

when well cultivated, provide a change from the

beaten track of forced bulbs. They are popularly

called Cape Cowslips: I imagine from yellow

being their predominant colour; but in their

general appearance they are very similar to the

Spanish form of wood Hyacinths, and might
equally appropriately be named Cape Wood-
Hyacinths. (4) The splendid lasting properties of

the blooms is an important consideration. My
group of seedlings to which I have alluded above

has ah-eady, at the time of writing, "been a

snow" for three, weeks, and unless an extra

sunny and warm spell of weather sets in they

will be quite decorative at the' end of another

week or ten days. As cut flowers they are just

as lasting in their way. It is nothing out of the

common to find that spikes in a vase will last

a couple of weeks in a room, or with extra care

even longer. Few cut flowers have such staying

powers. In my latest-out varieties the stems

have so much lengthened that we get vases of
'

flowers which measure from the table level to

the top of the spikes 14 or 15 inches.

It is difficult to describe the beautiful soft

look of a well-arranged combination of yellow

and orange shades of Lachenalias in a wide-

mouthed vase ; and if only it can be put where

in an evening artificial light shines through the

spikes, or illuminate them from above, the effect

is still more satisfying.

Seedling Raising.—With the help of man
seed is freely produced, buC although repeated

attempts have been made to mate the red pen-

dnlas with tricolour and quadricolour hybrids

none has been successful. Tne same tale has

to be told with regard to the sweetly-scented

glaucina and the sweetly-scented pallida. No
cross has as vet taken. It- is disappointing, for

it would add "a great deal to the charm of Pegu,

Japan. Leiden, and Siam, if only they had the

attribute of scent, On the suggestion of Mr.

Worsley, of Isle worth, I have more than once

made 'attempts to raise hybrids between

Veltheimias and Lachenalias, ,
but up to the

present I have not obtained a single seed which-

ever way the cross was made. Now that we are

getting into our stride again after the upset of

the war, I hope to see if I have any better luck

with allied genera, such as Sparaxis.

Everyone should try to raise their own seed-

lings. 1 believe we should frequently renew the

plants from seed. The triennial plan has given

us such wonderful results this year that it will

be repeated. I must back tmy luck. Here

follows a timetable. 1921. In March, cross-

fertilise to get seed. In July, sow the seed in

7-inch pots in a cool or cold house. 1922. Allow

the small round fleshv foliage of the seedling to

die off graduallv: then in July plant the tmy

bulbs at least an inch apart each way in small

round pans or low -made pots about 8 or 9 inches

in diameter. 1923. In February or March a

few will bloom. Leave, all the bulbs where they

are and aeain drv them off. In July begin to

damp the soil to p'omote growth. Keep them

from then onwards in a cold or very cold glass-

house 1924. In February and March there

should be a rich harvest of the hundredfold type.

Soil—All Lachenalias like a light, rich and

well-drained soil. We used to employ a good

deal of peat, but we now think an ample

quantity of half-rotten leaf-mould is better. We
also use dried cow manure put through a quarter-

inch riddle as an ingredient of the compost. It

helps to make it porous. Joteph Jacob.

[The Lachenalia. which Mr. Jacob cultivates

so well, has never lorn very popular as a garden

riant. This is somewhat surprising, seeing, as

Mr Jacob points out. how vow easily the plant

may be cultivated. The work which Sir

Frederick Monro has done in raising unwroved

varieties of this interesting genus of Libaceae

ma,y be seen on reference to the 1'-' of plants

honoured by the R<>vi' Horticultural Society,

for out of eleven which received Awards ot

Merit prior to 1910 no fewer than eight are

credited to the Keeper of the Qlasnevm Botanic

Gardens.—Ens.]
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VEGETABLES.

THE SPINDLE-SHAPED JERUSALEM
ARTICHOKE.

Several years ago Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux
and Co., of Paris, conceived the idea of pro-
ducing a Jerusalem Artichoke of longer and
smoother shape than the ordinary type. Their
efforts in this direction proved successful, and
as a result of experimental sowings made at
their Verrieres establishment, followed by a
process of careful selection, they have evolved
an elongated, or spindle-shaped', form of this
vegetable, which is likely to gain more favour
in the kitchen than the old form, because the
tubers are much more easily peeled and there is

much less waste in preparing them. This new-
type (Fig. 53) is quite as hsrdy as the common
form, and craps freely in all soils excepting those
which are naturally very heavy and wet. Messrs.
Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. were awarded a Cer-
tificate of Merit for their spindle-shaped Jeru-
salem Artichoke by the French National Hor-
ticultural Society in December, 1915. C.

CULINARY PEAS.
Green Peas are highly esteemed everywhere,

ond, while there is a certain amount of im-
portance attached to very early and very late
dishes, neither count for very much unless
there are regular supplies throughout the sea-
son. Where space under glass is available, the
plants from early sowings will now be growing
freely, and those to furnish a succession in
the open will be undergoing a gradual harden-
ing off in a cold frame, but the following re-
marks are restricted to sowings made in the open.
The garden Pea is a deep-rooting subject,

and its roots will penetrate a great depth
in a dry season, in search of nutriment and
moisture, if given the opportunity. Hence the
necessity for selecting ground that has been
trenched and well manured some months
beforehand. Plots lately occupied by Celery
and other crops entailing much working of
the soil invariably prove satisfactory for Peas.
Old garden soils containing plenty of humus
through regular manuring very often produce
fine crops of Peas with nothing but a good
digging following a dressing of lime. In some
cases it is necessary to exercise caution before
trenching in the usual manner. Where the
second spit is likely to prove unsatisfactory
it should not be brought directly to the sur-
face, but be well worked, and have a liberal
dressing of rotten manure incorporated with it.

This method will prove acceptable to Peas,
and makes subsequent trenching much easier
and a niore profitable undertaking. Time does
not, however, always allow of trenching after
the turn of the year, in which case it is ad-
visable for main and late dropping varieties
of Peas to make the trenches separately, much
after the same style as for Celery. In any
case, time is well spent in providing a deep,
fairly rich, and friable soil, adding lime or old
rubble wherever it is deemed to be necessary.
The earliest sowing may be made on a warm

border as soon as the ground is workable.
Whether a round-seeded variety or a wrinkled
one is preferred, it does not' alter the fact
that a fine tilth for a covering has a great
influence on {he number of seeds that germi-
nate strongly enough to appear above the sur-
face, regardless of the weather. In the case
of seed : own up to the end of Mao-ch, where
the soil is naturally heavy, it pays to oover
them with eld potting soil, or some similar
mixture that is Light and sandy. It is not
usual to grew other crops between the early
rt-ws of Peas, but space should be allowed be-

tween each row to admit light and air.

When the seedlings appear, give them a slight
dusting of soot ami lime as a precaution
against the ravages of slugs ; while, if birds are
troublesome, three or four lines of black cotton
strained along the rows are usually effective
in keeping them away. In due course earth
up the seedlings, and put short brushwood on
either side to act as a shelter and support,
and later ordinary sticks. Up to the end of March,
early varieties should be sown rather thickly.

as it is much easiei to thin out the plants
than it is to fill gaps. Mid-season and late varie-
ties are not a success when thick seeding is prac-
tised. According to the strength of the varieties
the plants should be thinned to 2 inches or
3 inches apart, and with most varieties
three rows of plants in each trench should not
be exceeded. Large-podded kinds for exhibi-
tion purposes require much more space, and,
in addition, the growing point should be
pinched out when a good set of pods has been
obtained. The distance between the rows has
often to be ruled by the space at disposal, but
I am of opinion that it is not always wise to
grow all t'oe Peas on one plot, since, if t.hrip

or any other evil obtain a hold on one row,
nothing can save the others; whereas, if they
are distributed about the garden, there is

Fig. 53. -THE SPINDLE-SHAPED JERUSALEM
ARTICHOKE.

always the ohatDce of some escaping. No sup-
ports for Peas are likely to displace the old-

fashioned twiggy sticks, and, if well and frnrrdy

fixed, they always look neat; but, as in the
case of the early rows, the plants must be
carefully earthed up beforehand, in order to

facilitate watering. In fact, this operation,
with mulching between or along the sides of

the rows with short manure, are cultural de-

tails on which a regular supply often depends.
During spells of very hot weather it is bene-

ficial to the plants to damp them overhead
early in the evening with water that has
been exposed to the air for some hours. As
the season advances, this should be discon-

tinued. Out on no account should late varieties

be allowed to lack moisture at the roots, or
mildew may obtain a hold and put an early

end to the crop.

Owing to the skill and enterprise of a few
specialists, there is available a splendid selec-

tion of Peas for all seasons. Amongst dwarf
sorts for early sowing, Little Marvel still holds
its own, with a selected stock of Pilot a close

second. Clibran's First of the Season also
did well last jear. To succeed these, Sutton's
King Edward, Duke of Albany, and Stour-
bridge Marrow I find difficult to equal. Then
come Senator and Alderman, and, hist of all,

a good strain of Gladstone and Sutton's Late
Queen. By sowing the above at intervals of

about ten days from March to the end of the
first week in June, a succession of Peas is

assured as long as the season lasts. Grower.

SIZE IN VEGETABLES.
By a sriange coincidence, on the advertise-

ment page facing the leading article on
the above subject in the issue of (lard.

C'hron., February 19 (page 85), is the repro-

duction of a gold medal exhibit of vegetables

by a well-known firm of seedsmen, and, though
I had not the pleasure of seeing this collection,

I can form a fair estimation of what a good
exhibit it must have been. It appeals to me
as a typical group of modern vegetables of high
quality, and the real outcome of competitive

showing during the past 30, 40, or 50 years. The
high standard of the modern varieties, which
have replaced the older and poorer sorts, is the
result of strenuous efforts of practical gardeners
and raisers owing to the incentive of exhibition
awards. Now, alas ! this is threatened by the
action of the Royal Horticultural Society in de-

ciding to ask chefs to assist in adjudicating
vegetable exhibits. Is this right? Is it fair?

Chefs do not cater for the masses, nor have they
the necessary technical and practical training

to qualify them to act as judges of the raw
vegetables the gardener has produced. If they

were asked to judge exhibits of cooked
vegetables to decide which had received

the best ouliinairy attention, all well and
good; though even then I am rather

inclined to think there wonld be many
others besides chefs who could better decide this

—a chef's patrons, for instance—but that they

should be asked to judge the garden produce is

an absolutely inconceivable thing to me. Where'
chefs are to act in such a capacity, I for one
shall refrain from competing, for I do not pur-

pose having the results I submit pronounced
upon by unqualified persons in this way.

If exhibitors were in the habit of showing
coarse, enormous vegetables like those raised for

cattle food, then there would be ground for this

innovation in judging: but, so long as fine ex-

hibits of moderate sized specimens are displayed,

there is absolutely no need for such action as

that of the QR.H.S. All competent and sensible

judges of vegetables at shows not only do, but
will continue to, discount gross specimens in

exhibits. I agree most fully with the remarks in

(lard. (.'/iron, on such subjects as Leeks anc/

Celery, and there are other items that alst

should come into the list. Take the humble
Cabbage as an example. This is generally con-

sidered as a second-class vegetable, yet a quickly
grown, good-sized Cabbage is a fine vegetable
food, and infinitely superior in quality and
flavour to a small one that is oftentimes of

small size owing to slow, stunted growth caused

by a check of some sort or other during its

career, and which certainly does not improve its

value.

So far as Turnips are concerned, large size

is not necessarily a defect, and I prefer a well

and quickly grown specimen of from medium
to large size to a small one, for its flavour and
texture is far in advance of the other, which is

frequently woody and strong to the taste, a

result often caused by a bad season, poor culture,

and inferior variety.

Modern varieties of vegetables, whilst un-
doubtedly of larger size, have also gained in

increased delicacy of flavour, and this is gain
accomplished on the same lines as the improve-
ment that has been attained by stock breeders.
To-day's vegetables are the results of careful
selection and crossing, and the comparison exist-

ing between, say, the Marrowfat Pea and the ori-
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ginal small type of Peas, such as the field sort,

emphasises this improvement. Themodern Celery

compared with the type of 50 years ago, or the

Scarlet Runner Bean placed against the old type,

all exhibit these characteristics of improvement,

and the rjresent forms are nearly all giants com
pared with the ancients, yet surely they are not

to be condemned solely on account of increase in

size? Yet the R.H.S. communication seems to

carry this suggestion, and hints that chefs are

necessary to check increase of size. What an
extraordinary suggestion is also contained in the

reference to Peas ! I should regard a man as

a poor judge of vegetables who only considered

the size and condition of the pods, and omitted
to refer to their contents in formulating his

decision, and I feel confident that in all cases
judges frame their verdicts on the proper con-
dition of vegetables, counting size as a minor
consideration, but at the same time not losing

sight of this factor where necessary.
Further, are chefs likely to bring an unbiased

view to bear, for their likes and dislikes may
clash severely, whereas the members of the horti-
cultural profession have a very carefully formu-
lated code whereon to base their decisions. The
whole suggestion savours really of the ridiculous,
but a strong element of danger also exists, and,
if this extraordinary scheme is persisted in, the
horticultural world will very likely be split into
two camps, the pro-cihefs and the anti-chefs,
and irreparable harm done, for one of the first

results, to my mind, will be the lessening of
entries of vegetables at big shows, owing to the
refusal of the many, who know how to raise
what they show, to submit their products to
the judgment of unqualified chefs, and, even
further, it is almost certain many judges will
refuse to act in conjunction with chefs, however
eminent the latter may be—as chefs.
Why stop at chefs? How would it be to

seek the advice of capable cooks and vegetable
dealers for the judging of exhibits, and then the
movement could be extended so that fruiterers
and butlers could be asked to judge the fruit
entries, and parlourmaids to adjudicate on the
floral groups ? If chefs are to be considered
why not the others? All these are expeits from
their own points of view, and the suggestion
appears just as feasible to me as the other very
questionable scheme. Edwin Beckett

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
\TKe Editors do not hold themselves responsible tor

the opinions expressed by correspondents.-]

Perpetual-flowering Carnations.—I read with
interest Mr. Allwood's letter in the Gard. Ohron
ot February 19, because twenty-two years ago I
was growing Tree Carnations under an old gar-
dener in Perthshire, and we had considerable
success. I had no further experience with the
subject until six years ago, upon taking up an
appointment in Shropshire. I then was much
surprised to find that my old method of growing
these Carnations was quite unsuitable for the
varieties grown at the present day. A friend
advised me to get Mr. Allwood's book on
Perpetual-Flowering Carnations. I did so and
tound that my methods were wrong, as I was
using leaf-mould and .providing a high tempera.
lure. I quite agree with Mr. Allwood thai no
gardener should be content with his past know".

P ,
' n

n
,°7,

g<?t sPle» c)i d results. John
l eterson, Phillmore Gardens, Shropshire

*v'l"

rhe C
oT?!

eat Florist-"-ln your issue forFebruary 26 Mr. Donald McDonald (see p 108)
replying to a correspondent, mentions " The
Wompleat Florist, London. 1706. in which there
is a chapter on them (garden tools) with several
pictures. I know The Com pleat Florist 1740
ES i.

„fditions, also the plagiarism of
Gilberts Florists' Vade-mecum, entitled The
Complete Florist, published without a date
got >1 Mr. McDonald has made no mistake in
nis rererence there must be a book bearing
the above title of great rarity, for I know of
rone nor can I find any reference to a 1706
edition. Neither The Compleat Florist nor The
Complete Florist which I know contain illustra-
tions of tools at all. Will Mr. McDonald
kindly explain? C. Harman Payne.

SOCIETIES.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

February 8, 1921.-—Present : Mr. E. A.
Bowles, M.A. (in the chair), Dr. J. A.
Yoelcker, Prof. W. Bateson, Messrs. J. Fraser,

A. Worsley, W. Hales, O. Hosking, W. R.

Dykes, A. W. Sutton, F. J. Chittenden (hon.

secretary), Miss C. Pellow and S. Pope (visitors).

Galanthus maximus, Vel.—Mr. Bowles said he
had examined this plant brought to the last

meeting by Mr. Elwes, and he considered it not

specifically distinct from G. Elwesii, peculiar in

its extreme western distribution in Bulgaria.

Serapias pseudocordigera.—Dr. Rendle re-

ported that the plant, brought to the last meet-

ing from Palestine, was Serapias cordigera.

Bumex alpinus.—Mr. Fraser showed dried

examples of this fine plant as seen in alpine

meadows (usually starting its growth too early

to be really effective in England), and remarked

that it was apparently a survival of old cultiva-

tion around monasteries.

"Witches Broom." on Prunus subhirtella

autumnalU.—Mr. P. D. Williams sent a Witches

Broom from this plant, which had developed

after pruning in the spring of last year. It

was referred to Wisley for further investigation.

" Linkages " in Primula sinensis.—Mr. Bate-

son showed specimens of Primula sinensis to

illustrate the process by which the new variety

" Etna," that day exhibited by Messrs. Sutton

and Sons, had been bred. In it were combined

for the first time a red stigma (a feature which

has a peculiar influence on the colour of the

petals) with dark red foliage. Hitherto all com-

binations with dark red foliage have been weak

in flower colour. The variety was interesting

as a by-product of the research into the some-

what abstruse theory of "linkage." undertaken

first in Cambridge and afterwards at the John

Innes Horticultural Institution in conjunction

with the late Mr. R. P. Gregory, who had done

most of the work. About 30 pairs of factors

have been distinguished in the species, of which

four form one linkage group, namely, magenta,

thrum, light-red leaf, green stigma, with their

recessives red, pin, dark leaf, red stigma. The

linkage between leaf and stigma colour is ex-

tremely close, more than 30 : 1. and the cross-

over combination is consequently very rare.

From theoretical considerations it was neverthe-

less highly probable that, such a combination

might eventually be produced. Had the original

combination been in the form red stigma with

dark leaf the abundance of anthocyanin in both

organs might, in accordance with older views,

have seemed a natural correlation and been

attributed to a single factor, but this would

have been a mistaken inference. From the new

combination further novelties can now be readily

made. Mr. Bateson acknowledged the great.

assistance he had received during more than 20

years from Messrs. Sutton, who had allowed him

'to keep constantly in touch with their operations

on Primula and' other plants, and it was a

pleasure to be able to send them in return a

plant of horticultural interest from which they

had worked up the fine group of "Etna" ex-

hibited in the hall. Mr. Sutton said the whole

field of hybridisation for raising new varieties

of vegetables and flowers has been altered by

Prof. Bateson's Mendelian research work—so

that we are now at once able to make crosses

with a more or less certain knowledge of what

will result from the crosses—instead of working

in the dark and taking the chance of what might
" turn up."

Awards.
First-Class Certificates.

Laclio-Cattteya Schroderae Empress of India,
a large flower of exceptionally fine shape with
white sepals and petals, the large, round lip is

deep purple, the side lobes and throat yellow;
L.-C. Schroderae perfecta, a large white
flower, the lip deep purple with deeper
veins; Cattleya Marstonii (Schroderae x Enid),
sepals and petals deep mauve, lip deep magenta,
throat with yellow veins; Cypripedium Dixon.
Thorpe, dorsal sepal white spotted with dark
purple, and with a purple line up the centre,
base light green, petals light brown, lip greenish
yellow; U. Perseus Queen Alexandra,
a fine flower of the Alcibiades illustris type

;

from A. Hanmee, Esq.
Cymbidium Lowio-grandifloriim, a fine green

variety with deep splash of velvet red on the
lip; C. albananesc Populoniae (erythrostylum x
insigne) the best of the erythrostylum crosses;

C. Martin (Parishii Sanderae x Lowio-grandi-
florum) sepals and petals delicate yellow, dis-

tinctly dotted lip; C. Corona var. President
Wilson, golden orange segments and rich red

lip; C. Sybil car. Meltiboae (eburneum x

I'auwelsii), cream-coloured segments and
delicately spotted lip ; from the Rev. J.

ClvOMBLEHOLME.
Cypripedium Duke of Lancaster, broad

dorsal sepal, greenish yellow with dark brown
spots and deep white margin, petals and poudi
light brown ; from Mrs. Gratrix.

C. Perseus Queen Alexandra, a fine flower of

the Alcibiades illustris type; from S.

Gratrix, Esq.

Lae.lio-Cattle.ya Schroderae Ashlands var.,

sepals and petals white, lip dark with yellow

side lobes ; from R. Ashworth, Esq.

Vuylstekeara Memoria Joseph Charlesirorth,

Haddon House, car. (Odta. Brewii x Miltonia

Charlesworthii), sepals and petals deep velvety

purple, lip dark rose with darker veins; from

P. Smith, Esq.
Awards of Merit.

Cypripedium Redwing (Hitchensae x

Euryades splendens) ; C. Knight Templar
(Hannibal X Alcibiades illustris); Lycaste

Princess Marie Louise and L. Anzac; from S.

Gratrix, Esq.

Cattleya Lady lfou-ena car. Hillary, from

Mrs. Gratrix.
Ci/mbirliuni Lqwio-Pauwelsii, from the Rev.

J. Crombleholme.
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Hanmeri (B.-C. Mari

x L.-C. Feronia). from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Odontioda Xada purpureum (Odta. Red Cross

X Odm. eximium). from P. Smith, Esq.

Groups.

A Gold Medal was awarded to S. Gratrix,

Esq . West Point (gr. Mr. J. Howes) ; a Large

Silver-Gilt Medal to A. Hanmer, Esq., Burbage,

Buxton fgr. Mr. G. Giles); and a Silver Medal

to Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, for

collections.

Note —Cypripedium Princess Mary that

gained an 'Award of Merit on December 16

when exhibited by S. Gratrix, Esq., has been

re-named Our Princess.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

February 3.—Committee present :—Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair). Messrs. R. Asli-

worth, A. Coningsby, 1). A. Cowan. .1. C. Cowan,
J Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, .1. Evans, A.
Hanmer, R. N. Hartley. .1. Howes. A.
Keeling, D. McLeod, E. \V. Thompson, and H.
Arthur (secretary).

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.

Vr the annual general meeting of the Associa-

tion of Economic Biologists, held in the Imperial

College of Science, on Friday. February 18. the

following were elected officers and councillors

for the vear 1921 :—President, Sir David Pram;

Hon Treasurer. Dr. A. D. Imms; Hon. Scretary

(Gen. and Bot.), Mr. Wm. B. Brierley :
Hon

Secretary (Zool.) Dr. S. A. Neave; Hon. Editor

(Bot.), Mr, Wm. B. Brierley; Hon. Editor

(Zool.) Mr. D. Ward Cutler. Council :
Dr. \V.

Lawrence Balls. Prof. Y. H. Blackman. Mr.

F. T. Brooks. Mr. A. B. Bruce, Dr. E. J. Butler,

Mr. F. .T. Chittenden. Mr. A. D. Citton. Mr.

.1 C F. Fiver, Prof. .1 P.. Farmer. Mr. E. E.

Green, Dr. O. A.K. Marshall and Dr. E.J. Russell.

In view of the very great increase in the costs

of publishing die Annals of Applied Biology,

it was decided to establish a publication fund.

Sir David Prain then delivered Ins m'esideiili.il

address on "Some Relationships of Economic
Siology."

S
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MARKETS.
COYENT GARDEN, March 1st. 1921.

Fruit ; Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s. d. b. a. s. d
Apples

—

(Jalifornian New-
town Pippin, .. 1

Nova Scotia, barrels,

Golden Russet, 60 0-55
—Baldwin,—Ben Davis, .

.

—Stark
—Fallawater, .

.

Oregon. Newtown
Pippin

Washington,
—Winesap,
Bananas, singles 22 6-37 ti—doubles . . 30 0-40
Cape I'mifc, per box
—Plums 6 0- ft

—Nectarines, .. 8 0-10
—Pears, (Ciapp's

Favourite) and
William's Bon
Chretien

—Peaches,
Chestnuts

Spanish,..
Cranberries, case

6-19

45 0-50
42 6-47 6
45 0-50
45 0-50

21 0-23

.. 15 0-17

6 0-
6 0-

8
8

43 0-45
15

Custard Apples,
cases 12"s-30's

Dates, Tunis, per
doz. cartons .

Grapes,
—Groa Colmar—Belgian Colmar,

Grape Fruit,
-Jaffa
Lemons

—

—Messina,
—Murcia
Oranges,Denia
and Valencia,

—Murcia bloods,
200 ,

s-360
,

s

—bitters .

.

—Seville,

370's 400's

Pears, Californiati 36 0-38
—Kaster Beurre, 36 0-38
Pineapples
Tangerines,

84's-96's .. 9 0-12 o
Walnuts, Boeri. 40

15

5 6-66

3 3-56
2 9-36

18 0-21

15 0-20
16 0-20

20 0-25

23 0-27
15 0-20

32 0-35 o

2 0-50

Reahuks.—The fine* weather has contributed largely
to greater freedom in buying than has ob-
tained for some time past. The latest shipment of
fruit from South Africa was of considerable quantity.
Unfortunately for the shippers, the condition was far
from satisfactory. The tone of the Apple trade has a
better tendency, stocks available being rather smaller
than of recent date. Ample supplies of Tomatos from
the Canary Islands have been available, the slightly
easier rate inducing a brisk demand. Bananas from
the same source have also met a good demand. Both
Oranges and Lemons have an improving tendency, and
in each instance there are indications of higher prices-
English Grapes are, of course, nearing the end of their
season, the demand being firm for available supplies.
Belgian Grapes are realising prices that must be satis-

factory to the producers. The improved supplies of Aspara-
gus from France, Devon and Middlesex are reflected
in the lower quotations now ruling. Although quantities
of Mushrooms coming to the market are on a com-
paratively small scale, absence of any keen demand
keeps prices from rising. The fine weather has caused con-
siderable augmentation in the consignments of Cucumbers.
The same remark applies to forced Beans from Guernsey
and Worthing, and prices show considerable reduction.
Forced Rhubarb is abundant, but prices hardened to-

wards the week-end. Green vegetables are in moderate
supply, and prices have an upward tendency. Cauli-

flowers from France, the Channel Islands, and some
home districts, are a larger supply. Ample stocks of

Potatos are available, but the demand is very moderate.

Plants in Pots, &c. ; Average Wholesale Prices.

(All 48's per doz. except where otherwise stated.)

s. d. s. d.

Aralia Sieboldii 10 0-12

Asparagus plu-
mosus .. .. 12 0-15

—Sprengeri .. 12 0-18

Aspidistra, green 48 0-72

Azaleas, white &
coloured, each 6 0-80

s. d. s. d
Cacti, per tray

12*s, 15's .. 5 0-60
Cyclamens. .. 24 0-30
Marguerites-whitel8 0-24
Palms, Kentia.. 24 0-36—60's .. ..15 0-18
—Cocos .. ..24 0-36
Solanums, .. 15 0-20

Cut Flowers.

Remarks.—A better supply from home sources and
also from the Channel Islands caused- a- further reduc-
tion in prices during last week-end. Large supplies of
Daffodils arrived from the Scilly Isles, also white and
yellow Narcissi, from Guernsey, during the week, all

the flowers arriving in good condition. Hoses are now
one of the most attractive subjects, and their prices
are lowering, owing to the increased supplies. Darwin
varieties are the most prominent amongst the Tulips, of
which there are sufficient supplies for the present
requirements. All Liliums are cheaper, and the supply
of Lily-of-the- Valley exceeds the demand. Large
supplies of Anemones, double and single, also Ranuncu-
lus, white Heather, Mimosa, Violets, Stocks, Allium
(Star), and Parma Violets are arriving from the South
of France. White and coloured Stocks are arriving in

good condition,; the white varieties of Stock are
greatly welcomed, white Narcissi from this source being
almost finished for the season.

©bttuarp.

Thomas Page.—We deeply regret to learn that

Mr. Thomas Page, of Avenue Nursery, Hamp-
ton, died on the 26th idt. Death was due to

heart failure, following a severe attack of

pneumonia. Mr. Thomas Page was one of seven
brothers, all of whom have been engaged for

many years past in the cultivation of flowers for
market, and who have their nurseries at Hamp-
ton, in Middlesex. Mr. Thomas Page was 59
years of age, and ieaves a widow, daughter and
step-son. He was a large grower of Chrysanthe-
mums, Carnations, Liliumi longiflorum, and
Tulips for the Covent Garden flower market.

and was also engaged in several other enter-

prises. As a cultivator he occupied a very high
position ; indeed, it is doubtful whether any
grower surpassed 'nim. In addition to being a

clever grower, he was also keenly interested in

raising new varieties, and in this direction his

chief successes were Edward Page and John
Page Carnations, and Tom Page and Edward
Page Chrysanthemums, the latter one of the

finest market varieties ever produced.

John Seden.—Horticulture has lost a worthy
representative in the death of Mr. John Seden,

V.M.H., who died on the 24th ult., at Worthing.
He will be remembered by the older generation

of horticulturists for his genial personality and
integrity and his name will occupy a prominent

position in horticultural history as one of the

pioneers in hybridising. In 1860, after exhibiting

Orchids very successfully at Regent's Park and
the Crystal Palace, he was offered an appoint-

ment in Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons' Nursery as

Orchid grower, and started work there in Janu-
ary, 1861. In the autumn of that year he was
transferred to the Exeter nursery of the firm

under Mr. J. Dominy, and it is not surprising

that lie commenced work on the hybridisation of

plants, for Mr. Dominy's results in plant

breeding had attracted wide attention. Seden
returned to Chelsea in 1862, and there continued

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

THE LATE JOHN SEDEN, V.M H.

his work of raising plants. Not only

Orchids, but Nepenthes. Caladiums, Begonias,

Alocasias, Gloxinias and Amaryllis were crossed,

and many notable results secured. When Mr. J.

Veitch settled at Stanley Hou e, Chelsea, he
took Mr. Seden into his service in a private

capacity, and hybridising was continued, one of

his most notable successes being the raising of the

first tuberous-rooted Begonia. Details of Seden's

other crosses, and especially his results with
Orchids, were given in Gard. ('/iron., July 15,

1899, where it will be seen that he subsequently
continued his work at the firm's nursery at

Langley, where he raised various fruits, in-

cluding Strawberries Yeiteh's Perfection and
Veitch's Prolific, Apples Langley Pippin and
Mrs. John Seden ; Gooseberries Langley Beauty,
Langley Gage, and Golden Gem, all of which
have received awards from the R.H.S. Fruit and
Vegetable Committee. In all, this clever hybrid-
ist made some 490 crosses, the majority of which
yielded plants or fruits of much merit. During
recent years he resided at Worthing, where,
owing to the liberality of his former employers,

he was enabled to pass the eventide of his life

in leisure and happiness.

Apple Shoot With Boring Insect : J. J. T.
The tunnelling in the Apple shoot sent has
been made by the larva of the Wood Leopard
Moth. A piece of stiff wire pushed into the
'noles will destroy the insects, or pour carbon
bisulphide on to a piece of cotton wool and
plug the entrance with it. If many holes are
formed in the stem by this moth, the tree is

apt to decay from the rain entering, and it is

advisable to plug the entrances with wax or
pieces of wood.

Llack Currant Shoots.— .1/. M. The specimens
sent aiv, as you suspect, affected with l!ig

Bud. If the whole plants are as badly
affected as the shoots you send, your best
plan will be to iout down the hushes and
burn them, on the garden fire. The plants
will send up strong sucker growths and fruit

again in a year or two. If the numbers of

big buds, however, are not very numerous,
remove Ihe swollen ones by hand picking,

taking care not to allow them to fail on the
ground, but to burn them. A little later,

thi bushes should be dusted with lime and
sulphur, one part ct finely ground quicklime

and two parts of sulphur, and again on two
occasions at intervals of a fortnight.

Leatherjackets on a Putting Green : A. IT.

Your best plan would be to dress the turf with

a soil fumigant such as Vaporite. It is said

that a mixture of 1^ cwt. of guana, 1 cwt. of

kainite, 1 cwt. superphosphate, and 2 cwt.

salt per acre applied in May and a heavy roller

afterwards drawn over the turf is successful

in combating the pest. The grubs draw them-
selves through the soil and appear above the
surface at dawn and dusk, and if the greens
are rolled at such times, many of the insects

will be destroyed.

Monkey Nut : Grit, Lancaster. The Monkey
Nut, or, as it is more commonly known, the

Ground Nut, is the fruit of Arachis hypogaea.
The plant is a member of the Leguminoseae.
After the flowers have fallen, the stalk to

which the fruit is attached grows in length

and curves downwards until the small ovary
is thrust into the ground. Subsequently, the

ovary begins to enlarge and forms the pale

yellowish, wrinkled pod which is so familiar

nowadays in greengrocer's shops. The plant

is a native of the West Indies and West
Africa, and is largely cultivated in other

'warm climates for the nuts. We have never
heard these fruits referred to as Castor Oil

Nuts.

Propagation of Peaches and Morello
Cherries : E. L. (1) Peaches should always be

.

propagated by shield budding, either with dor-

mant buds in July and August, or with pushing

buds in April. The latter are taken from
scions retarded by bedding under a north wall.

The stocks used are the Mussel or St. Julien

Plums, or the seedling Almond for light soils.

Grafting is possible (in April), but is less satis-

factory than budding. (2) Peaches may be

budded on seedling Cherry, but we do not

think there is any advantage. (3) Morello

Cherries are generally budded on Mahaleb (not

Myrobolan), and sweet Cherries may be treated

in the same way to obtain a dwarfing effect.

(4) Trim the edges of the bark on each side

of the girdle. Cut a number of ordinary scions

2 in. longer than the width of the girdle.

Sharpen and flatten 1 in. at each end. and
press one end under the bark above the Ecirdle

and the other below it. Several scions should
be inserted, so that they almost touch. The
work is completed by binding round the bark
over the ends of the scions, and applying wax
to all exposed wood. The plan is applicable

only to trees o!f good size. A coating of graft-

ing wax over the gnawed wound equally

answers the purpose better.

Communications Received.—J. M.—V. H.. Shiffs-
Show—W. s. S.—.1. C —G. T,.—M. M—C. S.-

.T H—H. S—M. H—F. R. P.—G. L—F. J.
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plate, they are orange-red overlying a lighter
orange, tinea seuiliflora, tab. 8868, is a .South
African Heath of sturdy habit and robust
growth, and lias semi-transparent flowers. The
plant lias a wide range of habitat and there
appears to be a considerable degree of variation
in some of its characters. The flowers form a
terminal inflorescence and are sessile in the
axils of t'ne uppermost leaves. The corolla is
narrowly funnel-shaped, about 1 inch long and
coloured yellowish green. Syringa reftexq, tab.
6869, has an inflorescence that suggests a Ribes.
It was discovered by Dr. Henry in Central
China, in 1889, but it was not until Mr. Wilson
sent specimens home, in 1910 that the species
was described. The inflorescence forms a
terminal, pendulous raceme, the flowers having
pale, purplish-red corolla tubes and white lobes.
The leaves are obovate or widely lanceolate. T.ie
plant thrives in rich, loamy soil and may be
increased by means of cuttings. Phlomis spec-
tablis, tab. 8870, though known since 1828, was
not introduced to cultivation until Mr. H. J.
Elwes obtained seeds collected in Kashmir by
Mr. Kadcliffe, of the Forest Department. Mr.
Elwes sent flowering material to Kew in Sep-
tember, 1916, and again in August, 1919. He
states that the plant is quite hardy and grows
in any soil. Its height is about 6 ft., and the
basal leaves are as much as one foot long. The
tall inflorescence consists of dense w'norls of
rather large, rose-purple flowers and farms a
striking object in the herbaceous border. Rho-
dodendron Sargentianum, tab. 8871, is a yellow-
flowered species from Western Szechuan, and
belongs to the dwarf section ; it does not exceed
2 ft. in height. The flowers are lemon-yellow.
The sipecies is suitable for the rock garden.
Mesembryanthemum dichroum, tab. 8872, is a
dwarf plant with very glaucous, linear-oblong
leaves, and pink flowers on very short stalks, the
base of the petals being white. Tie species was
presented to Kew amongst a collection of various
succulent plants, and beyond the fart that it is

South African, nothing is known of its history.

Odontoglosnum. Hameanum. tab. 8873, was first

figured in Gard. Chron., 1876, Vol. 5, p. 170.
and described by Prof. Reichenbach, who con-
sidered it a natural hybrid, the parents he sug-
gested being O. Rossii and O. cordatum. Many
years later 0. Rossii and O. maculatum were
crossed by Mr. F. H. Moore, of the Royal In-
firmary, Liverpool, and in 1918, when the seed-
ling was nineteen yeirs old, it flowered, pro-
ducing an inflorescence of four blooms, exactly
in agreement with those of the wild, presumed
natural hybiid collected in Mexico.

National Sweet Pea Society—The schedule of

prizes offered for competition at the exhibition

of the National Sweet Pea Society, to be held

in the Royal Horticultural Hall. Vincent Square,

Westminster, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
July 12 and 13. includes 41 classes, and the

value of the prizes amounts to nearly £500.

Numerous challenge cups are offered in the

various sections, including one valued at 100

guineas, presented by the Daily Mail in a

class for twelve bunches of distinct varieties.

The Sutton Challenge Cup is offered for eighteen

bunches distinct, the Cory Challenge Cup for

six bunches distinct, and the Monro Challenge

trophy for varieties raised or introduced by the

exhibitor in a class restricted to traders. Other

interesting classes are those in which the

president, Mr. Leonard Sutton, offers a Silver

Cup for twelve bunches distinct; the E. W.
King Challenge Cup class for twelve bunches

distinct, and the Burpee Cup class for a dis-

play of waved varieties arranged on a space

measuring 8 ft. by 3 ft. The four district

classes, including London. Scotland. Ireland, and

the Northern Counties, are for six bunches dis-

tinct, with the first prize in each case of a piece

of plate valued at two guineas, whilst a pi'ver

challenge trophv and Gold Modal are offered for

the finest exhibit in this section. The schedule

includes sections for single-handed gardeners,

amateurs, and growers of rewer than 350 Sweet
Pea plants, and there is the usual section for

floral decorations. Few exhibitions provide a

greater number of challenge trophies than this

metropolitan show of the National Sweet Pea

Society, which should attract a large number of

competitors as well as visitors. The secretary is

Mr. Henry D. Tigwell, Greenford, Middlesex.

Mr. Kingdon Ward.—Mr Kingd"ii Ward,
traveller and plant collector, is an elusive
mortal. He is here to-day and on t'.ie morrow
has gone back to his beloved China. "Beloved "

is the right word, for the whole centre of his
life is fixed in Yunnan and the North-East
Frontier of India. The son of a Cambridge
Professor, he began life as a schoolmaster, but
the spell of t'ne wilds soon caught him in its

net, and there it has held him ever since.

Though he will talk about the botanical side of
his work, yet it is the hardest task in the world
to get him to desoribe his personal experiences,
and it is next to impossible to keep track of ',iis

wanderings, ranging up and down the broad
strip from the Irrawady to the Tali Mountain,
and from the Tibetan border down to Bhamo.
Theie is hardly a village in that enormous
expanse about which, if pointed out on a map,
he will not vaguely exclaim that he visited it

in such and such a year. As a travelling
botanist or as a botaaiical traveller, he has
hardly an equal. For in that he differs essen-
tially from Forrest and Farrer. They set out
to cover a certain fixed area each season, but
ivingdon Ward's preference is to skim the

MR. KINGDON WARD.

cream off a large surface ; and he succeeds.
Among his many notable discoveries are Rho-
dodendron megacalyx, R. euchroum, R. aga-
petum, Viburnum Wardii, Primula pseudo-
capitata, P. redolens, P sciophila, P. vernicosa
and P. philoresia. The garden owes a big debt
of gratitude to his indomitable energy and to
hie keen eye for beautiful plants. Mr. Ward
has just started out on another expedition, this

time a little to the north of his usual hunting
ground. It is a vague spot on the map, some-
where on the border between Szechuan and
Yunnan.
Aberdeen Market Gardeners and the

" Plotters."—As noted in these columns on
January 15, the Secretary of the Aberdeen and
District Market Gardeners' Association sent on
behalf of that body to the Aberdeen Town
Council a letter of protest against what was
considered an invidious practice on the part
of the plotholders, hundreds of whom are
tenants of the Council. After discussion, the
Council remitted the letter to their Allotments
Committee for investigation and report. After
hearing evidence, the Committee drew up the
following report for submission to the Council :

" With reference to the remit from the Council,
the Allotments Committee have had before them
the letter from the Aberdeen and District

Market Gardeners' Association on the subject
of the existing arrangements in connection

with the letting of garden plots by the Council,

and alleging that the plotholders were entering

into undue competition with market gardeners

in the disposal of surplus stock. The letter

further alleged that certain plotholders had
been given more than one plot. The Com-
mittee resolved to recommend that a reply

should be returned to the effect that, as the

result of the inquiries which have been made,

they are not aware of any case in which an in-

dividual plotholder has been granted more than

one plot. They further beg to state that they

are not prepared to make any alteration with

respect to the existing arrangements as regards

the letting of plots, or to interfere with the

plotholders as regards any surplus produce

whioh they may have at their disposal."

Sale of Orchids.—The Fairlawn collection of

Orchids, comprising some 7,000 plants, the pro-

perty of Mr. H. Goodson, of 85, West Hill,

Putney, will be sold by auction by Messrs.

Protheroe and Morris on the premises on

Monday, the 14th inst., and the three following

days.
" The sales commence at 12.30 p.m. each

day. Included in the sale will be a quantity of

greenhouse plants, garden tools, and other items.

Wheldon and Wesley, Limited.—Most of our

readers who take an interest in old garden

literature, either as students or collectors, will

learn with same pleasure that amalgama-

tion is about to take place between

two very old-established and prominent firms

which have acquired a worldwide reputation as

second-hand dealers in old natural history and

scientific books. Messrs. John Wheldon and

Company, of 38, Great Queen Street, W.C.,

and Messrs. W. Wesley and Son, of 28, Essex

Street. Strand, W.C., are about to combine in

a limited liability company with a capital of

£35,000.

A New Root Vegetable.—The Agriculture

Gazette, March 4, publishes an illustration of a

roof said to be raised from a Cauliflower

crossed with Kohlrabi. The root is to be

known as Cauli-rabi, and is said to be

larger than Kohl-rabi, and richer in sugar.

Advantages claimed for this new crop are

that it does not take so long to grow as

Turnips, Mangolds or Swedes, and, as the roots

g row entirely above the ground, they are easily

harvested and practically no soil adheres to the

bulb. The Cauli-rabi is only another example

of the many crosses whioh have been effected

between cultivated Crucifers.

Appointments for the E.tsuing Week.—Monday,

March 14 : United Horticultural Benefit and

Provident Society's Annual Meeting; Bath Gar-

dener's Debating Socitey's Meeting.

The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five

Years Ago.— Vine Growing Without Artificial

/fe(,t.—As an active controversy is now occupy-

ing your columns as to the best method of heat-

ing greenhouses, I believe I can give youT Grape-

growing readers, at least, some information on

the subject ; in which I hope to show that the

finest Grapes may be matured in this country

without the aid of artificial heat. I have two

Vineries, each about 20 feet by 10 feet, both

heated by hot- water pipes; one house having

the addition of a few loads of tan. The vines

are chiefly Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, and

Sweetwater. As the Ham'buTghs did not colour

to my satisfaction, I tried the experiment of

inarching on the Black Prince; and I think I

gained something in colour by the trial. But
being still dissatisfied, I erected a small glass-

house on the south-westerm side of the dwelling-

house. Here I introduced from the garden a

branch of a Sweetwater, on which I inaTched

a Black Hamburgh. The result was that in the

second year, I obtained from this vine, without

artificial heat, Grapes not only superior to any
in my other houses, but which carried the first

prize at the last horticultural exhibition at ,

Maidstone last year, against fifteen competitors

from some of the best vineries in that part of

Kent. A Subscriber, Bearsted House. Gard.

Chron., March 14, 1846.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Select Roses.

The National Rose Society is issuing to its

members a new list of select Roses*, with instruc-

tions for pruning, which is a re-issue brought

down to date of a similar publication which

•appeared in 1917.

The book begins with selections ot Roses for

various purposes, such us bedding, pegging

•down, forming a hedge, and the like. In the

selection for bedding we think the Society has

•been almost too liberal. There are a large

number of Roses that will make a showy bed,

•say, in June or early July, but fail later, par-

ticularly in the ranis of autumn, and only Roses

which will persist throug'n the season should

be included as first-class bedding .varieties,

further a bedding Rose should be sturdy, and

possess a bushy habit of growth; a straggling

grower such as Hadley, which appears in the

list, is quite unsuited for the purpose.

After a list of Roses considered too much

a]jke—which perhaps might be extended—we
come to the "Descriptive List," which takes the

place of the old "Official Catalogue." In pre-

paring this list, the Society has cut out many
old favourites and replaced them by newer

varieties. With all catalogue makers t*ne attrac-

tion of a new name seems irresistible. Without

doubt too many Roses are brought out which fail

to grow satisfactorily in our gardens with ordin-

ary treatment ; they may be capable of producing

fair plants ,'is maidens, and when grown in

quantity will furnish a fine exhibit, but for the

ordinary grower, who has room perhaps for only

a few plants of any one variety, they are of little

value. Consequently, a severe winnowing pro-

cess is necessary. To a large extent this has

been carried out'in the list before us, but it should

be carried further, and there are at least half

s. dozen of the newcomers to the list which even

present experience shows are unlikely to find a

place in the next edition, as they lack vigour in

growth.
The second part, of the volume contains

instructions on pruning. These are illustrated

by drawings and reproductions from photo-

graphs, which should enable even the inexperi-

enced to prune correctly, provided the instruc-

tons are followed carefully. To this issue

are added some new illustrations of standard and
weeping Roses before and after priming, which
a*e excellent, and perhaps give even a clearer

idea of the object to be attained than do the

illustrations of the dwarf plants, in which it is

sometimes a little difficult to see the preciso

position of the buds.

Altogether, the little book is a very useful

production which is highly appreciated by its

recipients, and the Society is to be congratulated

on the new issue.

Pruning, Grafting and Budding.

t

There is so much variation in the practice of

different gardeners with regard to pruning that

Colonial visitors to this country have been known
to say that we have no system at all. No
wonder, then, that beginners find it. at first

a somewhat mysterious process, and feel the

need for a simple, straightforward guide. It ts

evident that many have found this in Mr.

TJdale's handv little book, for it was first pub-
lished in 1905. and has remained popular ever

since, a fourth edition now being issued.

As chief horticultural instructor for Worcester-
shire since 1891 the author has had ample op-

portunity to gain a knowledge of the subject

which enables him to write with authority, and
he has the gift of presenting bis information in

a clear style, which should leave few doubts in

the minds of beginners. Much may be learned
also from the numerous illustrations from photo-
graphs of pruned and unpruned trees.

On the much-discussed question whether young
dwarf and standard trees should be cut back in

• The National Rose Society's Select Lint of Roses
<ind Instruction* for Prvning 1921. 123 pp. Pub-
lished by Courtney Page, Hon Sec. 25. Victoria Street,
8.W.

t The Randy Booh on Priming, Grafting, and Bad.
djno. By .Tames Udnle. Fourth Edition. London :

Blmpkin, Marshall, Hamilton. Kent and Co., Ltd.
Price 2s. 6d

the first or second year after planting, Mr. Udale
favours the former plan, with certain exceptions,

tut he prefers to delay the pruning until the

spring when the buds are pushing. He rightly

insists on the importance of hard pruning lor

the first four or rive years with the object of

wood production and the formation of a good-
sized tree before cropping is encouraged. After
this pruning is modified in order to get the tree

into bearing, due regard being paid to the habit
of growth of different varieties. The only point

on which the present writer has any fault to

find is the shortening of laterals to one or two
buds to form spurs. This, of course, is the
orthodox practice, but longer spurs become
fruitful much sooner, . particularly in the case

which has soon made its way into favour. It

is an exquisite plant, with silvery leaves of the
loveliest sheen and charming flowers of pink.
There is also a white variety, but I consider

the lovely pink colour of the type consorts

better with the silvery leaves than the white.

But that is a matter of taste, for both forms
are very beautiful. I am doubtful, from some
experiences I have had, if G. Traversii is quite

so uardy as G. argenteum, inasmuch as I have
lost plants in a severe winter or two. In
milder, well-sheltered gardens it is quite hardy,
md a group in the border or rock garden gives

true delight. A dryish soil and a sunny,
sheltered place seem to suit the plant. iS\

Arnott.

Fig. 54.

—

myosotis blue bird; a deep blue,

r.h.s. award of merit,

of strong-growing varieties. The sections on

restricted or trained trees are too brief to afford

the beginner much instruction, and might almost

as well have been omitted; but there are useful

chapters on the pruning of bush fruits, Roses,

flowering trees and shrubs, and on simple

methods of grafting and budding. M. G.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

GERANIUM TRAVERSII.

For long the charming Geranium argenteum

monopolised the chief favours of the gardener

who loved a silvery-leafed Cranesbill. It had

much to commend "it in his eyes, and as the

most silvery of the race then in gardens it be-

came a first favourite. Of late its preeminence

has been challenged successfully by the appear-

ance of Geranium Traversii from New Zealand,

WINTER-FLOWERING FORGET-ME-NOT.

NOVEMBER 30, 1920.

4

A WINTER FLOWERING FORGET-ME-NOT.

Whether Myosotis oblongata is identical with

M. svlvatica, or a mere form of the Woodland
Forget-me-Not, is a matter for botanists to de-

cide, but to whatever species it belongs there

can be no question as to the usefulness of the

variety Blue Bird (Fig. 54), which Mr. C. Engel-

maim grows so well and in divers manners, at

Saffron Walden. The flowers are large for their

kind and of a deep, clear blue colour. Mr. Engel-

mann grows plants in pots in a cool house, others

in a slightly wanner structure and others in

fiames; some be plants close to the hot-water

pipes and others he places in boxes on shelves

in Carnation and Chrysanthemum houses, and

all succeed, though not in quite the same degree,

the pot plants in a cool house proving most

successful. Myosotis Blue Bird is suitable for

a cool conservatory and Mr. Engelmann has

proved its value for market, as he sends flowers

regularly to Covent Garden during winter.
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Tt\e Week's Work

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Wabeen, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothsohild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Apples and Pears.—Maiden trees of Apples

and Pears should be shortened to four

or six eyes, according to their strength. J

I

five shoots develop, two on either side may be
trained horizontally, the central one upright.

The heading down, as here recommended, is

chiefly applicable to the fam and horizontal

modes of training; the principal object, how-
ever is to obtain a sufficient number of branches

close to the stem of the tree, whence branches

may be afterwards selected for most other

modes of training.

Inducing Fruitfulness in Trees—Almost every

kind of fruit tree will come into bearing in

due course, according to its nature, if plantea

not too deeply, in a suitable soil, for it is

necessary that the roots do not penetrate into

an unsuitable sub-soil. A shallow soil will ren-

der trees fruitful sooner than a deep one. there-

fore care should be taken in planting, to pre-

vent the roots penetrating too deeply. If the

roots grow deeply into a gravelly subsoil,

thev will, sooner or later, get into a diseased

condition; if on the contrary they penetrate too

deeply into a very rich soil, the trees make
too much wood growth and fail to fruit satis-

factorily. Judicious root pruning and trans-

planting periodically up to a certain point are

the best means for suppressing superabundant
growth. In order, therefore, to induce the

larger roots to develop a greater num-
ber of root fibres shorten the stronger

ones, and especially the tan-roots, which penetrate,

too deeply in search of food. The branches are

shortened to produce more fruitful shoots, and
the stronger roots should be shortened to create

a number of fim-ous roots for collecting food

to nourish them. Transplanting produces this

result, while it serves the equally valuable pur-

pose of removing the tree into fresh feeding

ground and is, for all practical purposes, the most

rational and safest to follow, for when a ire©

is once 'brought to a bearing condition, its

luxuriance is easily checked.

General Remarks.—It is not too late to prune
established trees, but the sooner the work is

done the better, especially as Plums. Cherries,

Apricots, and the early varieties ctf Pears
are now fast swelling their fruit buds. Adopt
some method of protecting the blossoms of wall

trees, as advised in a former calendar; water
and mulch recently planted trees before the
advent of dry weather and drying winds. Make
necessary preparations for grafting, and
select. a tine but dull day for the

operation. Speed up all arrears of work in

this department so that everything may be in

good order with the advent of the growing
season, when little can be done to make up
for lost time or neglected work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bt Jobt» OnTTTTfl. Royal Botanio Gardens. Kew

Chrysanthemums.—Hardy border Chrysanthe-
mums may be propagated this month. Cuttings
dibbled into shallow seed boxes, which should
be stood in a house or heated frame where a
temperature of about 50° can be maintained,
will quickly form roots. When they have rooted
and started to grow, the plants should be
stopped once, and. when they have started into
growth again, hardened off, and planted out
in the nursery or reserve garden. Stop them
on several occasions during the growing season
to promote a bushy habit. Border Chry-
santhemums are very accommodating plants,
and mav at any time, even when coming into
flower, be lifted and used to fill spaces in beds
or borders, when early-flowering subjects are
over; or, as is the custom in the North, they
may be planted direct into their flowering
quarters like ordinary plants. For bedding pur-

poses the dwarfer varieties that do not require
staking are best; all the Marie Masse family are
good examples of this type. If required for
supplying cut blooms, the taller varieties are
best, as flowers may be cut with long stems,
and the sprays are more free and elegant in
appearance

Kniphofia.—The many fine species and varie-
ties of Kniphofia are handsome subjects for
planting in beds on largo lawns, while the
largest and hardiest varieties may be massed
with excellent effects in the wilder and less
formal part of the garden. Some of them are
not very hardy, and a'l are impatient of damp
during winter, although they enjoy copious
supplies of water during the summer. The
plants should not be cleaned and trimmed
during autumn and winter, for, if this is done,
they are likely to srrffer during spvere weather.
In most parts this work is best deferred until
the middle of March, which is also a suitable
time for lifting, dividing, prid replanting them.
when t his is necessary. Some of the smaller
and less hardy kinds should bp. planted in
warm, sheltered positions, such as in a border
at the foot of a wall Such species as pauei-
tiom. Macowanii, NV.sn di, citrina. and brevi-
flora are all safer in R'vch positions, but. of
course. much depends on the district and
character of the soil. I\. caulescens, K.
Tvsonii, and K. Xorthiae are distinct tyoes.
with broad, glaucous leaves, and groups of them
niav be used with striking effect in large rock
gardens. For ordinary garden purposes, K.
plhides. i*"j. T- VPV ; a an(j j ts many nne varie-
ties, are the hardiest and best.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patemas, Gardener to C. A. Caiv. Ffn . .11'.

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Winter Onions.- -Autumn-sown Onions should
now be transferred to their final quarters.
Choose ground tliat has been well trenched and
manured in the early winter, level the soil as
advised for the seed sowing and, as soon as it

is in a workable condition, plant the seedlings
in rows madp 14 inches apart, allowing a dis-

tance of 6 inches to 9 inches between the plants
in the rows. If la.rge bulbs are required, allow
more space between the plants in the rows. Lift
t'ne seedlings with care, and make the soil firm

about the bulbs; do not plant very deeply. As
a rule autumn so»'n Onions do not keep for any
length of time, therefore only sufficient to meet
the demands should be planted.

Vegetable Marrows.—Seed of Vegetable Mar-
rows should be sown, the seedlings raised in

heat, and afterwards grown in a pit or frame
where a temperature of 50° may be maintained.
f have seen excellent crops taken from plants
that have been grown in a span-roofed house
and trained to a trellis overhead. Guard against
overwatering. but damp the floors frequently
and admit air whenever the outside conditions
will permit.

Mushrooms—To maintain a continual supply
of Mushrooms it is necessary to make fresh
beds at intervals during the season. Fresh horse
manure should be collected and placed in thin
lavers or in small ridges and kept in a dry
place. The long straw should be removed and
dispensed with, but a portion of the short
litter may be retained The material should be
turned frequently in order to allow the rank
gases of fermentation to escape, but it must
not be allowed to lose all its heat. In making
the bed the manure should be distributed
evenly in layers, and the whole made firm to
the depth of 15 inches at the back and about
3 inches lower in the front. When the tempera-
ture of the bed is about 75° or on the decline
from 80°, the spawn may be inserted. It should
be broken in lumps about 2 inches square, and
placed 6 inches to 8 inches apart, a little below
the surface. When it is seen that overheating
is not likely to take place, the surface of the
bed should be covered with about 2 inches of
warm soil, and the whole should be covered
with hay or litter after the soil has been in
position for eight or ten days. The house
nnould be kept at a temperature of about 55°.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

The Cherry House.—The buds are beginning
to expand, and a close examination should be.

made for a maggot which, if allowed to remain
undisturbed, will soon bore its way right into

the heart of the flower buds, with consequent
less of tlie whole flower truss. Ordinary methods
of cleansing have no effect upon this little pest,

for it so protects itself under the scales of the
flower buds that nothing but careful searching
and destruction are effective. The creature is.

less than a quarter of an inch in size and dark I

brown in colour ; with care it may soon be eradi-

cated. While the trees are developing then-
blossom, syringe them overhead on bright days, I

allowing sufficient time to elapse for them to !

become quite dry before night. If the trees: j

are planted out in a border, it is important that
the soil should not be allowed to become unduly
dry.

Pot Plums—These trees are in full flower,
j

and should be treated as advised for pot t

Peaches by daily pollinating the blossoms with
a rabbit's tail, after which the trees should be

J

gently shaken to ensure the pollen being freely 1

distributed. The atmosphere of the house •

should be dry and the air in circulation whilst
the trees are in flower.

Peach Houses—Before Peach trees come into-
bloom, fumigate the house with a nicotine' j

compound, for at this stage aphis becomes very
j

active, and, if allowed to spread, will be very
J

difficult to exterminate. Fumigating is best.
I

done on two nights in succession.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colmah, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Cultural Details With the arrival of March
all Orchids should have a. more liberal treat-

ment, and those in each house or division,

need extra attention. The temperatures

may be slightly raised, and great care should

be exercised in the matters of shading and venti-

lating. The growths and leaves that are now
developing are very tender, and soon scorched

and disfigured if unduly exposed to the sun's

rays. But discretion must be exercised in the
.

use of blinds. It is advisable to be on the

safe side, at the same time the blinds should

not be allowed to remain down longer than

is necessary, as the regulation of the amount
of sunshine is an important item in success with

Orchids, particularly at this season. With an
increased amount of sunlight, growth becomes
more active and flower buds develop more
rapidly. Already the warmth from the sun has,

on several occasions, had the effect of raising

the temperatures of the houses higher than is

necessary for many of the occupants. Cold winds

oftimes alternate with bright sunshine, the ex-

ternal temperature being perhaps 40° or even

lower. In these conditions it is not advisable

to admit fresh air in sufficient quantities to

keep down the temperature. On such occasions

use the blinds, and. when the outside tempera-

ture rises to over 45°, the amount of ventilation

may be increased, and shade afforded with dis-

cretion. Never permit, cold air to pass over the

plants. To prevent this do not open the top

and bottom ventilators at the same time, and

only those on the leeward side of the house.

But. as the season advances, more freedom in

admitting air may be practised, especially in

the cool houses. The atmospheric moisture may
be increased by sprinkling the stages and floor

when thev become dry, but this should not be

done until the temperature is rising gradu-

ally. Most plants will require more water at

the roots than hitherto, but exercise modera-
tion in supplying moisture. In watering, it

should be noted whether the plant is in active-

growth or otherwise, and, if possible, the water

should be nearly the same temperature as that of

the house. Many Orchids, and especially Odonto-

glossums. Cypripediums and seedlings of all

kinds, are greatly benefited by light sprayings
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overhead. But this should be done only on
bright days ajid then sufficiently early in the
day for the foliage to become dry before sunset.

The atmospheric moisture may be increased by
sprinkling the stages and floors when they be-

come dry, but this should not be done until

the temperature is rising gradually.

Temparatures of the Respective Houses.—The
following temperatures may be maintained for the
present :—East Indian or warm house, day 70°,
night 65°; Cattleya house, day 65", night 60°-;

Intermediate house, day 63°. night 57° ; Odonto-
gjossran house, day 55° to 60°,. The maxi-
mum readings should be reached about midday.
A close watch should be kept on the fires in
conjunction with outside conditions. On bright
mornings the dampers should be closed down,
but the fires should be started again sufficiently
early to prevent a sharp fall in the temperature
when the sun is fast losing its power. The
houses should be vaporised at intervals of about
three weeks as a preventive against attacks of
thrips and other insect pests.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. 0. Palmbb Mohi.

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.
Salvia splendens. Seeds of this Sage may be

sown now, and as soon as the seedlings develop
their first two leaves place them singly in small
pots. Some growers plant this Salvia out-of-
doors in summer, lift and re-pot them in autumn
to obtain cuttings, but fresh stock raised from
seed does much better, although good plants
may be grown from cuttings. As soon as the
seedlings are 6 inches high the points of the
shoots should be pinched out, and laterals that
develop subsequently pinched at every secon !

leaf on at least 6 or 7 occasions durin"
the growing season. The seedlings shoul I

never become pot-bound, but grow freely until
they are transferred to their largest pots, which
should be eight inches in diameter. In drv.
sunny weather syringe over and under the
foliage and never allow the roots to be dry, as
this would cause the bottom leaves to drop.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias.—Begonias that have
been resting in their pots should be placed in

a higher temperature and damped overhead.
As soon as the top growth becomes one inch
high the plants should be repotted, care being
taken when shaking them out of the old soil not
to break the fibrous roots. It is much better to

place the tubers in moderately-sized pots than
to transfer them direct to those in which they
will be flowered. When the smaller pots be-

come filled with roots the plants may be placed
in larger receptacles.

Freesia.—Batches of Freesias should be placea
in a warm house and receive weak application*
of manure water at the roots once a week. As
the growth becomes longer stakes should be
placed around the pots to keep them in position.
The plants should be well supplied with waiier
at the roots in the growing season. Plants of

earlier batches that have passed out of flower
should be placed in a cool house, and be given
a few applications of manure water; this stimu-
lant will assist the young bulbs to swell before
the resting period.

Begonia Grloire de Lorraine.—As cuttings of
this valuable Begonia become available they
should be inserted forthwith in small pots filled
with good peat, loam and silver sand, all of
which has been put through a fine sieve. Place
some of the rougher material over the potsherds,
as efficient drainage is essential to this Begonia.
The cuttings should be rooted in a propagating
case provided with bottom heat.

Olivia (Imantophyllum).—Plants of Clivia
requiring larger receptacles should be
attended to now. as the roots of these
plants are generally matted together and
the crocks are with difficulty taken from
the roots. The bottom part of the roots
may be cut away with a spade with very
little injury to the plant; this saves time and
the plants are easier to handle. A good loamy
mixture foims a suitable compost. Great care
should be taken in draining the pots, as the
plants seldom need re-potting every year.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

SQPHEO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA CECIL.
Raised by orossing Cattleya Leda (Dowianax

Percivaliana) and Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Mara-
thon (C. Empress Frederick x Sophro-Laelia

Psyche) S.-L.-C. Cecil has in its composition

Cattleya Dowiana (twice), C. Percivaliana, C.

Mossiae, Laeha, cinnabarina, and Sophronitis

grandiflora. The finely shaped flower is six

inches across; the sepals and petals rosy mauve,
with a scarlet shade, the outer halves of the
petals gradually getting deeper in colour towards
the tips, which are dark ruby crimson, while the
front of the Lip is of the same tint, and its

base has branching yellow lines to the centre.

It is very brightly coloured, the colour varying
in different lights. It comes from E. R. Ashton,
Esq., Broadlands, Camden Park, Tunbridge
Wells.

LYCASTE SKINNERI.
James Graham, Esq., Ash Lodge, Cambus-

nethan, Wishaw, N.B., sends half a dozen
flowers and a photograph (see Fig. 55) of a

grand specimen of a very fine variety of

CYMBIDIUM FORTUNA.
Two fine flowers, the larger over four inches

across, and both with very bread petals, of a
new cross between C. ebumeum and C. Schlegelii
Southfield variety (insigne x Wiganianum) are
£.ent by W. Waters Butler, Esq., Southfield,
Edgbostcn, who remarks that both came from
the same pod of seed. The larger is wax-like in
substance, pure white, with very small purple
spots on the lip md face of the column. The
other is white, tinged with rose and with &
purple back to the column. Both have strong
indications of C. ebumeum, which was used
directly, and also indirectly through C.
Wiganianum. The fleshy callus on the lip is

yellow and darkest in the rose-tinted form.

PLANT NOTE.
TROPAEOLUM speciosttm.

This plant is interesting in any garden, and
it shows to advantage in no position better than
when closely associated with a Yew hedge.
The dark green foliage of the Yew provides

a fitting background, which throws the bright
flame-coloured flowers, and later the purple seed-

FlG. 55.—LYCASTE SKINNERI AS GROWN AT ASH LODGE, CAMBUSNETHAN.

Lycaste Skinneri, well worthy to rank with the

best produced by the species since its intro-

duction from Guatemala eighty years ago. Mr.
Graham also gives the following interesting par_

ticulars:
—

" The pseudo'bulbs were sent me by
a frieud <-ome years ago, and were seemingly
newly imported. The plant is now well de-

veloped in a 10- inch pot, and has flowered freely

during several winters This season, since the
middle if December, it has been in magnificent
flower, some fifty or sixty blooms being ex-

panded at one time. It has been grown in a
light, airy, span-roofed, intermediate house,

along with Cypripediums, Coelogynes, etc.. A
fairly solid compost of peat and S;ihagiuiin-

moss has been used in its cultivation, and
abundance of water given, both summer and
winter, guarding against the shrivelling process,

so fatal in many oases to successful treatment.
The application of weak liquid manure during
the growing sea.' on seems to me to be beneficial.

The plant has five leads and leaves 3 feet to

4 feet long."

berries, into relief, whilst its slender growths,

rambling at will, find congenial support on such

a hedge.

It is obvious that, in such a position, the

soil is usually dry, and some might consider

this is disadvantagwas to the plant's well-

l«ing; but this opinion is fallacious, neither is

paaty soil imperative for its successful cultiva-

tion, as it does well in ordinary garden soil. A
i; rth a east aspect is best, as the plant enjoys

full exposure to sunlight.

A lilroulty with this plant is to get it estab-

lished, as it does not take kindly to trans

planting. After experiencing failures, I had

roots sent me, packed in damp moss, the object

being to prevent the rhizomes becoming dry in

transit, and, after being planted in a position

as dcseiihod above, they grew with vigour and

increased in numbers as season followed season.

'I hey .vce obtained bite in March, just as growth

was' commencing, and this. I think, is one of

lie iraie Factors in successfully establishing the

olant S. Wheeler, Weniw Otutte Qardent
> B
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be Bent to the

PUBLISHER. 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Letters lor Publication, "s well as specimens of plants

tor naminu. should be addresesd to the EDITORS.
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
London, communications should be written on one

side only OF the paper, sent as early in the week

ds nossible, and duly sinned bu the wrifr. If desired,

the signature will not be printed, but kept as a guaran-
tee of good taith.

LUMBERING IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA,

HAVING spent a week at three of the

principal logging camp s in British Colum-

bia, it has occurred to me that

a description of the many interesting

stages from "cruising" the "stand" in

the natural forest to converting the

timber at the sawmill might be of interest

to readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

The Canadian lumber industry is one ot

the oldest and most important, and as Great

Britain is the largest consumer of timber she

has, therefore, a keen interest in what Canada

is able to accomplish in the matter of lumber

production. Having secured the " oruise
"

from the Government, the first procedure is

to get an estimate of the quantity and quality

of timber on the site that it is proposed to

cut, this being carried out by what is known

as a "cruiser" or (rained forest engineer,

whose duty it is not only to estimate the

quantity and quality of timber, but to advise

on logging conditions generally and also to

furnish a topographical map of the tract to bj

stripped of its merchantable timber. Estimat-

ing the quantity of timber may be carried out

in several ways, the usual procedure being to

mark off an acre or part thereof in several

districts of the forest, and by counting the

number of merchantable trees and taking an

average of their dimensions, a fair estimate

can be arrived at. In other cases the

cruiser, by dint of long experience and a prac-

tised eye, can make a fairly accurate mental

calculation of the contents of the trees over

a given area, for the diameter and length of

a log being obtained, reference to the log-book,

with which the measurer is provided, shows

the number of board feet that it contains,

while flaws, crooks, knots and other defects

are noted at the same time. Aided by the

cruiser's report, the foreman or ganger and

contractor will carefully survey the ground

and draw out a sort of working plan for fell-

ing, skidding and hauling the trees, at the

same time noting the best position for camp

and roadways.

The location of the camp—and its several

buildings, which usually consist of bunk

houses, cook-shop and food stores, dining room,

office, stables, tool house and a blacksmith's

shop—must be made with special reference

to a dry and sheltered situation, general accessi-

bility, water supply and sanitation, as well as

being within easy reach of operations. The

buildings are of a single storey, constructed of

timber that is usually sawn on the spot, the

roof being of Cedar shingles, any cracks 'be-

tween the boards being rendered waterproof
by using strips of tarred paper. The dining

tables and benches are of stout planking, the

former being neatly covered with white wax
cloth, while suitable cupboard accommodation is

provided around the room. In the camp
stores will be found a miscellaneous collection

of such necessary outfit as loggers' spiked

boots, overalls, socks and gloves, all bein"

specially designed for the rough wear and tear

to which they are subjected; while the tool

nouse and saw-sharpening sheds are well equipped

with the most modern and up-to-date require-

ments. The cooking or camp kitchen is

usually separated from the dining or eating

room. The bunk houses have very com-

fortably fitted interiors, the beds, whether of

wood or metal, usually the former, being, as

well as the racks for clothing, arranged around

the room. In most of the larger camps, not-

ably that of the Capalino f/iunbering Com-

pany, there are single and married quarters,

very comfortably arranged and fitted, and often

with plant-decorated windows and borders of

flowers. Food is of the very best quality and

most varied description, abundant, and

served to the minute—indeed, fortunate is he

who is invited to share a logger's meal.

The. whole of the lumbering gang, which,

according to the extent of logging operations,

varies from 80 to 100 men, assists at clearing

the camp site, erecting the buildings, providing

water supply and constructing suitable road-

ways; after completion of which a general

sub-division of the men takes place, one gang

being allocated for tree-felling, another for

skidding and haulage, while another erects

the necessary cables and places the don

key engines in position for removal of the

trees from the forest.

In felling the trees, usually two sawyers and

an axeman form a gang, the latter, who is

known as a " notcher," preceding the sawyers,

and after caret iilly-Jeeiding in which direction

the tree should fall, cuts out a deep notch on

that side of the stem, usually at a distance of

five feet or six feet from the ground. In order

tu do so a smaller notch is first cut out, about

10 inches deep and two or three feet from

the ground level, into which a spring-board,

which is simply a Maple plank five feet long

and fifteen inches wide, shod at one end with

iron, is inserted, and on this the axeman

stands when cutting out the deeper notch.

The sawyers work from the opposite side of

the stem towards the bigger notch until the

tic.' crashes to earth, iron wedges, if found

necessary, being inserted to keep the saw from

jamming. Branches are first removed, after

which the tree is sawn into pre-arranged

lengths. From five to seven trees of fairly

large dimensions are considered a fair day's

work lor each gang of three, but much depends

mi the situation and condition of the trees.

Removing the top of a tree at 150 feet from

the ground, called " top-rigging," is one of the

most daring and spectacular feats that the

Lumberman is called upon to carry out, and

one that requires the utmost sang-froid and a

nerve of iron that is possessed by few. With

a climbing stirrup attached to each leg and a

strap around his waist, to which a saw and axe

are attached, the top-rigger mounts the tree and

at the desired height makes himself secure

by passing the body belt around the trunk.

After due consideration and the most careful

manipulation and undercutting, so as to avoid

cleavage of the stem after the top falls away,

which would be certain death to the operator,

about 50 feet of the tree top bends gradually

away from the trunk and crashes to the ground

150 feet below. Top-rigging is only necessary

where a high lead for sky-line haulage is

adopted.

Removing the logs by the skidways, which

are formed by placing 10 feet lengths of poles

four feet apart on the previously cleared road-

way, to the main or principal road and thence

to the water side or other loading station, is

the next operation which, in mos: modern

tamps, is carried out by the employment ol

steam power machinery, for feet and inclic?

convey but a poor idea of the contents of some

of these giants of the forest. Overhead car-

riage of the logs, by suspending these from a

cable—by means of a trolley-carrier—that is

supported between two stout trees, is the usual

method adopted ; but there are other ways, such

as by dragging the logs along a prepared

woodenV-shaped trough that is formed by plac-

ing three trees side by side, the middle one

being about a foot below the level of the other

two. thus forming a groove along which the

logs are hauled to the water-side. When suf-

ficient logs are got together they are formed

into a " boom," which is a collection of logs

placed closely together and held taut bj means

of chains that are passed along and securely fas-

tened to the outer or circuit logs, and con-

veyed to their destination by steam or motor

tugs.

In the case of logs that—as at the Capalino

Camp—are to be loaded direct into private rail-

way trucks for delivery at the base, the over-

head or sky-line system of collecting is adopted,

which consists of an endless wire rope worked

by one or two donkey engines, and an interest-

ing and unusual sight it is to see huge logs of

the Douglas Fir or Cedar passing along tin

wire suspended high up in the air. flavin.;

arrived at the sawmill, which is usually con-

veniently situated by the water-side, whether

the sea or navigable lake or river, the float-

ing logs are drawn by power machinery into

the mill and there converted by circular or

band saw into the desired specifications,

whether as commercial lumber or for railway

ties, boards and scantlings.

Conveying some of the mighty logs of Cedar

or Fir to the saw bench by means of iron car-

riers, placing and holding them in position, so

that the exact dimensioned boards and scant-

lings may be cut off, and removing the con-

verted timber to wharf or rail for dissemina-

tion to almost every part of the globe, point

out how up to date are the machinery and ap-

pliances in these well-appointed Canadian mills.

When not required for immediate use the con-

verted wood is carefully stacked in the adjoin-

ing timber-yard, each kind and size being

placed separately, there to remain until a suit-

able order calls for their removal. Some of

the Vancouver sawmills turn out about 130

million feet annually, and can deal with logs

100 feet long and 6 feet in diameter. Planing

machinery is often an adjunct of the sawmill

where flooring boards, doors, window frames

and moulding of every description are manu-

factured. A. D. Webster.

RAISING HYBRID RHODODENDRONS.

I VENTURE to put in a plea for a little dis-

crimination in the hybridising of Rhododendrons.
To begin with, I would like to make two

points plain ; first, anything I say is from

the point of view of the ordinary gardener, not

of the specialist in Rhododendrons; secondly.

I can by no possible means call myself an ex-

pert. On the other hand, I have seen at leait

fifty-three species growing in their wild beauty

on the Burmese-Chinese frontier, and I am fur-

ther emboldened by knowing that Mr. Fonesi

and Mr. Kingdon Ward agree with me.

There is a rumour that five couple of rabbits
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may have a million descendants at the end of

five years, but that is nothing to what an
ardent hybridiser will accomplish, given favour-

able conditions, with Rhododendrons
Let me first take the question of Rhododen-

drons as a whole. I do not think I am over-

estimating when I say that at least 250 new spe-

cies have been discovered in Eastern Asia within
the last ten years. Add to this the enormous
quantity of new hybrids and one is stunned
at the list. I hear voices raised in protest,

saying that at least fifty per cent, are not even
in cultivation at Caerhays. Perfectly true, but
the number left is sufficiently large to cause
great hesitation when choosing new plants for

the garden. Many people have enough interest'

in the subject to like the sensation of watching
Rhododendron grow from a tiny seedling to

full maturity. Of course, many kinds have not
yet reached the flowering stage, so it is im-
possible to pick and choose among such. I think,

however, a very good idea of individual value
could be arrived at if there was some central

authority in the Rhododendron world. Professor
Bailey Balfour's notes in Note.* from the Edin-
hurr/h Royal Botanic Gardens are the last word
that can be said about new Rhododendrons, but
they are written more for the specialist than for

the ordinary gardener—again that phrase has to

be used, but there is no synonym. Surely some-
body could be found who would write a precis

'of the Professor's notes, bringing in the collec-

tor's field notes, the question of habitat,

etc.

I have suggested a " central authority," as

there are so many discrepancies in the different

nursery catalogues that it is next to impossible

to obtain a true idea of the value of mar.y
hybrids and species. Supposing that I had th>
making of a garden on the North-East Coast of

Scotland, on a slope facing east , with no "pro-

tection from the wind. To whom can I write to

ask for information as to which Rhododenrons
grow best on a bleak hillside? Would the Rho
dodendron Society undertake such a useful work
as the collation of new finds for the benefit cf

the general public. There is no body better

qualified to do so.

To return to the point concerning discrimina-

tion. Shortly after my return from Bui-ma I

went to the Chelsea Show, onlv to see masses
of hybrids of the Pink Pearl persuasion, each
exactly alike another in form. So round and
formless were they, that they might have been
clipped Yew. I have seen Rhododendron tree'=

sixty feet high. I have seen dwarfs of three
inches high, and Rhododendrons forming flat

tables acres in extent on windswept slopes, bu 1

they all have a rugged simplicity of line, that

is a beauty in itself apart from the flowers.

But except at the Chelsea Show never have I

seen so many plants with the contour of an
egg; it does not inspire me. To my minci

hybridisation has reached such a pitch—well, let

us try to imagine a parallel case. Suppose that

thirty people, all bubbling over with artistic

feeling, each set out to write a monograph
yearly on the paintings of Reynolds. The result

would be an overwhelming mass of volumes out

of which one or two each year would be better

than the rest. So with hybridisation. Every-
one quite naturally swears by the best of his

own producing, but how is the ordinary person
to tell which is the best?

I have a theory—however much of a pleonasm
mad however fallacious it may be, it sticks—that

no one can beat Nature by artificial means. If

it. is not found already, something will be dis-

covered which will beat every hybrid into a
cocked hat. For example, for years there has
been a plethora of crossing in the effort to

obtain a perfect blood-scarlet flower. Out of my
own scanty knowledge I know of two Rhododen-
drons which have a finer, purer, more hrilliant

scarlet than any hybrid I have ever seen; R.
Kyawi and R. agapetum. It is no excuse to
fay that they are new importations. They have
been waiting to be discovered for a thousand
year. If only a little of the energy and money
which has been expended in the past on the
production of hybrids had been guided into the
channel of further botanical exploration

Well. " If ifs and ands
Were pots and pans!" Kuan II. Cn.r.

PALMS OF THE RIVIERA.

I dealt first with the genus Phoenix because
it includes our two Talms of most importance,
and especially P. canariensis. In the same way
I propose to enumerate other genera, not in

systematic order, but exclusively with regard to

their importance in Riviera gardens. Next to
Phoenix canariensis, found in almost every
garden, one meets most of the so-called Cali-

fornia Fan-leaved Palm, Washingtonia
(see Fig. 56). a species introduced
Riviera less than forty years ago,

such rapid growth that specimens

filifera

to the

but of

iatural state if only for comparison with trimmed
ones.

As the specific name indicates, threads are
found on the margins of the divisions of the
leaves and these long, white threads are often
used by birds for making their nests. The
colour of the leaves, of which as many as ninety
are often found on a healthy plant, is of a some-
what greyish-yellow green, and the exceedingly
graceful spadixes of flowers, each some five

metres in length, form a circle of some five or
six in number, hanging down between the
leaves. As in most Palms, the individual flowers

are small and of a whitish colour. The fruits

Fig. 56.

—

two fine specimens of WASHINGTONIA filifera in a Neapolitan garden.

some fifteen metres high or more are found
in gardens. Like Phoenix canariensis this Palm
has a very thick trunk, some three metres in

circumference, but as the crown of leaves is

ample and the leaves three metres long or more,

the appearance of this Palm is imposing, but
less graceful than certain other fan-leaved Palms
with a less massive trunk. In a natural state

the dead leaves bend down closely against the

trunk and form a thick mantle reaching down
to the ground, thus hiding the trunk Completely,

but gardeners nearly always cut off the dead
leaves, leaving the trunk naked. Plants treated

in this way have an appearance totally distinct

from that which they present in a natural state,

but it cannot perhaps be claimed that there is

any loss of ornamental character by cutting off

the dead leaves. Still, lovers of nature will like

In leave al least sonic of these Palms in then-

are small, ovoid in shape and of a purplish

colour.

However rapid is the growth of Washing-
tonia filifera, another species, Washingtonia

robutta, which was introduced to the Riviera

onlv some ten years later, surpasses it very

much in that respect, being about twice as quick
growing. It is, indeed, by far the quickest

growing Palm introduced here and probably the

quickest growing of all Palms for temperate
climates. Specimens less than thirty years old

exist here, which are about twenty metres high,

and even the tallest wild specimens known of

this, as of the former species, are said not to

surpass such a height. It has to be seen then
if mi. In- conditions of cultivation theso quick-

growing Palms will attain a greater size than
in their natural habitat, which is quite possible,

such being often the case with plants when
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growing in particularly good conditions. The
trunk of Washingtonia robusta, and especially of

the variety robusta gracilis, is less thick than

that of W. filifera, and the leaves also are some-

what smaller, forming a denser crown. The
colour of the leaves is more pure green. Prof.

Beccari distinguishes two species, but several

varieties, and the botanist, S. Parish, three

species, also with varieties. Whatever can be

said in support of these different classifications

based on very unimportant characters, it is from

the horticultural point of view quite sufficient to

distinguish only two types, the one with a very

thick trunk and greyish-green leaves and few

and small spines on the petioles near the base.

and the other with a much more slender trunk,

pure green leaves and petioles armed with spines

their whole length.

Both these species of Washingtonia are

eminently adapted both for planting singly in

small gardens, and foT grouping, and if anybody

has sufficient space, I would advise him to make
a Palm wood. If he chooses the exceedingly

quick-growing Washingtonia robusta gracilis, lie

can plant the seeds himself and some eight or ten

years afterwards walk in the shade of his Palm
wood.

Washingtonia filifera has proved absolutely

hardy even during such a frost as the one ex-

perienced on December 17, 1920, a frost of such
severity as probably not known here for a

INDOOR PLANTS.

RHODOCHITON VOLUBILE.
When in bloom, this climbing plant forms

a very striking feature in the greenhouse, being
distinct from the other occupants of that struc-

ture. The climbing shoots are, for the most
part, of a soft, herbaceous character, only the
base of the main stem being at all woody. The
cordate shaped leaves are green above and
tinged with purple beneath. The flowers,

which hang suspended by slender pedicils, are
very freely borne. They are cylindrical in

shape and of a dark purplish red colour. A
notable feature of the inflorescence is the large

bell-shaped calyx, which surrounds the flower,

and is of a considerably lighter shade of colour.

These blossoms are borne for a considerable
period during the summer.
This Rhodochiton mounts upwards by twist-

ing the petiole of a young leaf wound any
slender support. It is a native of Mexico, and
may be readily increased either by cuttings
inserted during the summer, or by seeds, which
frequently ripen in this country.

A member of the order Scrophularineae, this

Rhodochiton is widely removed from any of its

immediate relatives, the Calceolaria for instance.

Very few nurserymen now stock this plant, for

in common with hosts of other good things
there is now scarcely any demand for it, the
main feature of the present-day commercial

Fig. 57.

—

potato majestic (see p. 129).

hundred years or more, while Washirgtonia
robusta gracilis has had some leaves slightly

blackened where the rays of the mornii g sun
caught them. Some of the leaves may even dry

up, but in ordinary winters this Palm never

suffers.

This small genus of Palms, the Washing-
tonia, formerly classified (by the Palmograph
Drude) as a sub-genus of Pritchardia, is still

sometimes grown in Riviera gardens under the

name of Pritchardia. As with some other Palms,

like Phoenix canadensis, the Washingtonias are

much more numerous as cultivated plants than
in the wild state, where they are found only in

quite small groves along streams or near sub-

terranean water.

These Palms are all natives of the dry,

desert-like parts of the most south-western
parts of the United States, Lower California,

and Mexico. Like the Date Palm, Phoenix
dactylifera, they thus belong to a very dry
climate, but need to be planted where moisture is

not lacking in the soil. They may live here on
the Riviera without watering, but with us their

growth is not very rapid, and the leaves last

only a short time, so that the crown consists of

only a few dozen leaves or even fewer. Dr. A.
Robertson Proschowsky, Jardin d'Acclimatation,

Les Tropiques, Nice, Alpes Maritimes, France.

gardening being to specialise in a few kinds of

plants. It was very different at one time, when
the nurseries around London, of which there

were many, resembled botanic gardens from the

vast number of plants there represented. A
perusal of the catalogues of bygone days will

serve to show this. W.

ORNAMENTAL-IOLIAGED BEGONIAS.

So uuch interest has been concentrated of

late years on the miany beautiful winter-

flowering h>briu Begonias that the merits of

other useful kinds are apt to be overlooked,

and especially those with ornanientiil foliage,

which are particularly valuable on account

of their various shades of rich colours in the

leaves. The plants are useful decorative

subjects for greenhouses and conservatories

and especially at a season when flowering plants

are scarce. Moreover, there are often places in

glasshouses where the majority of plants will

not thrive and grow, and nothing is more
suitable for making such places look bright and

gay than ornamental-foliage Begonias. The
plants will grow most luxuriantly on rockeries,

also along the edges of paths, under plant

stages, or beneath the grating in the central

paths, and on back walls, in peat and moss

held in place by wire, in a warm house with

a moist atmosphere.

As pot plants for arrowing amongst Ferns
and other miscellaneous plants they are in-

valuable. These Begonias are 'very easily culti-

vated and may be propagated freely from
half ripened leaves, out in pieces, similar to

raising '.he Gloxinia from loaves. The leaf-

cuttings should be inserted in sandy scil, or

the leaves, with the principal veins cut across,

may be laid on sandy Suil and rooted in mode-
rate warmth under a hand "tight or frame.
The plants are generally known and de-

scribed as Begonia Rex varieties. B. Rex was
introduced from Assam in i8h8. It sron be-

came popular, and is the forerunner of the

handsome coloured hybrids of the present d- ; y.

The following are amongst the most distinct

and best vanities:—Princess Charles of Den-
mark, one of the most beautiful of the type;

the young leaves are bronzy white, with red-

dish brown markings among the veins. Marie

Luuise a variety remarkable for its dwa'f

habit and distinct coloration of tie leaves; the

centre is bnnzy brown, the margin brown,

with numerous white spots. The Queen, bronzy

purple margin and centre, green band with

silver dots. Mrs. H G. Moon, diver ground,

margin and centre deep purple. Adolphe

Pollock, bronzy green, with silver markings.

Her Majesty, >osy lilac, changing to rich car-

mina. Gispird Crayer, dark green, heavily

spotted with silvery white. La Fiance, dark

ground, silvery centre, with spotted white

border. Leontre, silver ground, centre and

margin light, spotted green. There are many
others of great merit, and all are worthy to

be included in a collection of warm greenhouse

plants. John Heal, V.M.H.

POLLINATION OF INCARVILLEA.

In the article referring to Mr. E. M.
Cutting's experiments with Incarvillea

(page 97) it is remarked that "it would

be "interesting to know whether Incarvillea

Delavayi and other species are generally

sterile when grown out-of-doors in this country."

About a fortnight ago I was planting out a

pan of seedlings of I. Delavayi raised from

parents in the open border, without any mani-

pulation to ensure fertilisation. Until I read

the article, my attention had not been drawn

to the peculiar pollinating mechanism of this

species. Here, on the west coast of Scotland,

no herb ripens seed more regularly than I. Dela-

vayi, and none germinates more freely. This

appears to be the case also in Ireland. Amonb

some seeds sent to me recently by a friend in

that country was a packet of I. Delavayi, which

I shall enclose with this note, in case Mr. Cut-

ting cares to use it in the course of his research.

As the plant thrives most vigorously in a cool

soil and moist climate, possibly it might fail

to produce fertile seeds in a dry environment

It bears ite handsome blossoms so freely and

has proved so perfectly hardy, that I cannot but

think that the reason for its not being more

commonly seen in gardens is its tardy appearance

above ground late in spring. April is always

past before any sign of growth is visible, a

circumstance which exposes it to risk of fatal

injury from hoeing and weeding. I do not

understand the statement in the article referred

to, that the flower of I. Delavayi is "yellow

with purple spots." I am aware that there is

a yellow-flowering species of Incarvillea, though

I have not seen it. The bloom of I. Delavayi

is a good, clear rose colour. Herbert Maxwell,

Monreith
, In the Gard. Chron. for February 26,

you refer, in connection with a note on a

paper by Mr. Cutting, to his experience on the

non-fertility of Incarvillea seed grown in the

open This statement certainly surprised me,

because my whole supply of Incarvillea Delavayi

was grown in Scotland from my own saved seed

Some years before the war—during that

anxious period most of my plants died out-

tfie seed germinated freely, and I suppose 1

must have raised some 200 plants from a single

sowing. A. B. TT-. Smeaton Hepburn,

Prestonkirk.
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VEGETABLES. INSECTS AND FRUIT TREES.

THE FRENCH METHOD OF GROWING
ASPARAGUS.

The fine sticks of Asparagus one sees in the

shops and restaurants of Paris are largely grown
in the neighbourhood of Argenteuil.

The method of culture is roughly as follows :

—

Market growers plough the ground about
12 to 14 inches deep in autumn after first dress-

ing it thoroughly with manure. The surface

is left, as rough as possible during the winter.

The best results are obtained by growing the
plants in sandy loam, but where the soil is

heavy in texture good results are ensured by
adding a large quantity of gritty soil, always
provided the drainage is free. Great care is

exercised to procure plants from a reliable

source, as much depends on the stock. One of

the largest growers informed me last year that

he never planted roots more than a year old.

as they more rapidly made strong growth and
suffered less from disturbance than older plants.

The appearance of his Asparagus showed that

they could not well be better. I should never
plant roots older than one year, as one-year-old

plants grow rapidly. Cutting from these plants

can be commenced cautiously the third year
after planting, but only two or three stems
are taken from each stool. When the stools

are ready for planting a very shallow trench

is made, the roots carefully spread out. and
covered with not more than 2 inches of soil,

usually rich compost taken from frames.

During the first two seasons catch crops are

planted between the Asparagus, but before the
third spring the roots are earthed up. and little

hillocks one foot hiem placed over each stool.

The distances apart for each plant varies from
I yard to 4 feet according to the sod and the
amount of manure to be applied. Tt is cer-

tainly not essential to apply fresh manure
each season, but for the largest sticks to b=
secured food feeding nays. In the neighbour-
hood of Paris night soil and road sweepings are

usuallv applied.

With regard to blanching, for those who like

blanched stocks the hillocks suffice; if the As-

paragus is preferred grpen. on.lv a verv small
amount, of soil is placed over the stools. II".

Lavender.

POTATO MAJESTIC.
The remarkable cropping dualities of this

companti^ely new variety, of which a typical

tuber is illustrated in Fig. 57 has. resulted in ; t

becoming very popular with growers, and the
results of remarkable yields of the variety have
appeared in these pages on several occasions.
It is a white, kidney, main crop variety, im-
Irune to wart, disease, and is now grown almost
as extensively by fanners as gardeners and
snail cultivators. When the varietv was first

introduced, it exhibited such vigour that almost
all the tubers were so large as to be almost
on the coarse side, and it was a difficult matter
to obtain sufficient small sets for the purpose
of propagation. However, as with most other new
varieties, this juvenile robustness begins to
show signs of considerable reduction, and
doubtless it will soon settle down to the normal,
without the plant necessarily losing its high
yielding powers. The difficulty of obtaining
small sets necessitated growers cutting their
seed of this variety. and readers will remember
the sever d interesting notes which appeared in
Gard Chrrm. in 1918 and 1919. regarding the
behaviour of cut seed. Mr. Cuthbertson, in
Gard. Chrnn.. Decern l>er 28, 1920. advised the
sprouting of the sets about ? inch long, cutting
the tubers very carefully a few davs befor"
planting, and dusting the cut surface with
powdered lime. One of the most remarkable
yields recorded of Maiestic was obtained bv
the headmaster of Edward Street Senior Boys'
School, Grimsby. He bought 7 lb. of seed.
consisting of 38' tubers. These, after sprouting,
Were divided into 87 sets, cutting being done
]ust previous to planting, and the cut surfaces

i were dusted with quick lime. The total crop
lifted was 4 cwt. 2 at. ' lb., representing about
34 tons per acre. The heaviest root yield..

I

II lb. 15 oz.
'

The following result of an experiment may
interest Pomona and others.- Many slips

of glass smeared with glycerine to render them
sticky for some time were suspended at dis-

tances varying from three to six feet away
from fruit trees (Apples, Pears and Plums) in

full flower. They were placed at different

heights from the ground _and on all sides of

the trees. The weather was dry, sunny and
breezy, and the subsequent set of fruit good.

Microscopic examination showed many pollen
grains caught upon some of the slips. On
only two, however, were the pollen grains those
of fruit trees. Most of the grains were those
of Pines. On the two slips mentioned the
pollen grains were in close groups, not scat-

tered as they would have been had the air

been " permeated with clouds of pollen dust
'

arising from the (fruit) trees," and as was
the Pine pollen. Each of these groups had
been left by a fly alighting upon the slip.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE NORMAN'S PIPPIN.
An Apple of first-rate dessert qualities that,

will keep well until March is deserving of wide-
cultivation, yet how few grow the fine variety
named Norman's Pippin, of which an illustration
is reproduced in Fig. 58. This excellent late
Apple is easily distinguishable by its long stalk,
and a number of dots on the skin, both of
which characters are well presented by the
fruits illustrated. The flesh is yellowish and of
excellent flavour, the texture firm but soft in
eating, a point that will appeal to many who
object, to hard Apples. The tree is a compact
grower and, although not amongst the most
abundantly bearing ones, it is moderately fertile.

The late Mr. George Bunyard described this
Apple as of very rich flavour, and recommended
it in a list of dessert sorts.

Growers would be well advised to plant a tree
or two of some of these older varieties to test
their behaviour in the particular garden and.
district.

Fig. 58.

—

apple normxn's pippin.

and call fly had left a leg behind as
evidence!
Hay fever, by the way. is not a common com-

plaint when fruit trees are flowering—for that
many of us have learnt to dread the wind-
borne pollen of the grasses, not the pollen of

insect-pollinated plants such as fruit trees.

So far as Apples go, the results of a very
large number of experiments at Wisley lead
us to conclude that: (1) There are few varie-

ties absolutely self-sterile, perhaps none. (2)

A few varieties are very self-sterile. '(3) Even
the varieties most fertile with their own pollen

generally set more fruits with pollen of

another variety. (4) There is no clear evidenc
that pollen of one variety is useless for setting

fruit of any other variety, nor that the pollen
of one variety is l>etter than that of another
for the setting of fruit of. say, " Cox's Orange
Pippin." or anything else. In other word-.
the theory of affinities finds, at present, no
Mibstanti.il support. The practical outcome ot

all this is that it is important to interplanf
varieties of Apples that flower at the same
time, and within this limitation the grower
may choose varieties that best suit his taste
or his market. The wind will not carry the
pollen from trees. I ui insects will. The insects
need not be honey bees (which ton often stay
at borne even when they live near the trees,

if the weather be ungenial), but the hairy wild
bees, the two-Winged flies, and even beetles and
other Hying creatures. F. ./. Chittenden.

APPLE RIBSTON PIPPIN.
The history of this celebrated Apple appears

to be involved in much mystery.
Ilai-grave. in his history of Knaresborough.

states that the original tree was raised at
b'ibston Park in the year 1688, from seed sent

to Sir Henry (ioodricke, who planted three
pips, two of which failed to germinate. The
third grew and gave us the Ribston Pippin.

Mr. I.owe. a nurseryman at Hampton Wick,
stated that his father, who lived as gardener
at Ribston Hall, raised it from the seed of the
Spice Apple, but there has always prevailed

a doubt regarding this version.

(i. I.indlev informs us that he visited the

gardens in 1789 and saw the original tree (jusl

about the period this variety was being put
mto commerce), and found it in a healthy con-

dition, but that it was blown down ill a violent

gale in 1810 and in 1815 still continued
to bear fruit, although lying on the ground.
Therefore the guide who stated the present

tree was the original must have been in error,

as 1 have been informed from a most reliable

-.in... the original tree ended its career about
1840. the estimated age of such at the lime
hem;; about 150 years. This was. no doubt,
owing to the ravages of canker, to which I Ins

varietv is most liable, and because it was tmt

budded or grafted on a foster stock.

Probably trees of Ribston Pippin would have
a longer life ami grow more vigorously if

raised from cuttings and established mi their

own roots. Pomona.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

Hyacinths Paix de l'Europe and La Grandesse.

—The description by S. G. Thorold (see p. 96).

reminds me of a fine clump of white Hyacinths

.growing in the herbaceous gardens at Belvoir

Castle when 1 took charge in 1894. It had been

in that position more than a year, but exactly

•how long was not ascertained. This variety

proved to be La Grandesse on comparing it 'with

authentically named bulbs ; it proved per-

fectly hardy, and the number of spikes increased.

The group continued .there during the 23 years

I had control, and possibly it may be there at

the present time. It was lifted and replanted

once, and only once if memory serves me right.

I do not know the variety Paix de l'Europe, but

if your correspondent wishes to have a hardy
white Hyacinth he cannot do better than obtain

La Grandesse, which is probably still in most of

the trade lists. The soil in which it grew had
been much improved by cultivation, but below
the second spit was a cold heavy clay; there

were no special advantages in the way of shelter.

W. H. Divers, V.M.H.
Acacia dealbata.—On page 185 of your issue

of April 10th, 1920, Mr. J. J. Gribble gives an
interesting account of a very fine specimen of a
Acacia dealbata growing at Penlu Gardens,

Penzance. He asks is there another specimen
equal to this in the British Islands? In reply

thereto I send a photograph of a fine tree

growing here, together with the dimensions, in

the hope that they may prove of interest. I have
measured our specimen carefully, and find it

35 ft. 10 in. high. The trunk at 3 ft . from the

ground has a circumference of 71 in., and just

above this the trunk branches into two stems,

one 44£ in. and the other 48 in. in circumfer-

ence. The branches have a spread of 15 yds.

E. Beckett, Fota.

[We regret the photograph was unsuitable for

reproduction.

—

Eds. ]

Babbits and Wire Netting.—In his article on
' The Market Fruit Garden " Market Grower
seems to doubt the fact that rabbits will climb

wire netting. Except for a period in His

Majesty's Forces I have had these gardens in

my charge since 1910. There is 4 ft. of netting

all round the garden, and it is composed of 1-in.

inesh, 2 ft. high, and above that it is about

2ij in. mesh. Almost every year one or

more rabbits have managed to get into the

garden, and they have done so by climbing up
the small-mesh netting and squeezing through
the 2^-in. mesh; I have watched them doing so.

Moreover, some years ago, we kept two tame
labbits inside the garden, and one of these got

ouit repeatedly, and I could only keep him in

by putting wire netting over the top of the run.

W. H. Clark, Stissochwood Gardens, nr. New-
bury, Berkshire.

Spring Manuring.—I read Dr. Russell's article

in your issue of February 26 with much pleasure.

Dealing with nitrate of soda, Dr. Russell states,
<: the most satisfactory way to apply it is to

•dissolve 1 lb. of Urate in about 2 galls, of

water." Surely, 1 oz. is meant. This would
te 2

- -°z - to the gallon of water, now the recog-

nised maximum dose, for although 1 oz. to the
gallon can be employed safely by experienced
nands in suitable soil, it is not at all a safe

strength in general practice. One pound to

2 galls, would be so excessive as to make far too
strong a solution and concentration in the soil

water, besides killing off not only the protozoa,
but also all but the resting stages of the soil

•bacteria. As sulphate of ammonia is converted
into nitrate of lime, the state in which it is

found in the plant, I would suggest ammonium
nitrate in preference. It will be found superior
to the sulphate in all the advantageous points
mentioned in the article. So essential is

ammonia to the plant that it breaks down by
dehydration the proteins, and by rehydration
builds up other compounds in which ammonia
figures in order to form meristematic tissues for
the following season. In such instances the
ammonium nitrate has distinct advantages ove-'

nmmonium sulphate. C. A. Jardine.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

March 8.—The meeting at Westminster on this

date was the best so far as the present season

has gone. There was a large attendance, and

the Royal Horticultural Hall was well filled with

bright and interesting exhibits, which included

several rare plants and some outstanding

novelties.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

C. Williams, E. H. Jenkins, J. Green, J. Heal,

G. Reutlie, E. A. Bowles, G. Harrow, C. R.

Fielder, F. J. McLeod, W. Howe, W. B. Gm-e'l,

Chas. Dixon, Arthur Turner, Chas. E. Shea,

Chas. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson, J. T. Bennett

Poe, E. F. Hazelton, George Paul, G. W. Leak,

R. W. Wallace, Jas. Hudson, H. J. Jones,

W. B. Cranfield and Herbert Cowley.

Awards.

First-Class Certificate.

Clematis Armandii x Pavoliniana Jeune's

var. One of the finest of the new hardy plants

and a flowering climber of the first class. As
shown it was growing in a pot, but we under-

stand it is quite hardy. The flowers are 2| inches

in diameter and are borne in threes or fives,

but these three-flowered spikes come in huge

clusters, which sometimes contain as many as

thirty of the white blooms from a pair of leaf

axils'. This new Clematis is a profuse-flowering

natural hybrid between C. Armandii and C
Pavoliniana, and deserves a distinct name. The
leathery trifoliate leaves are very like those of

C. Armandii. The colour of the flowers en

masse is silvery blush, due to the pink under-

side of the segments. Shown by Capt. B. H.
Symons Jeune, 45, Hill Street, Knightsbridge.

Awards of Merit.

Freesia Tubergenii Treasure. A sweetly

fragrant, large-flowered yellow variety of very

sturdy habit. Un the outside of the segments

there is a little dull mauve shading. Shown by
Messrs. C. \an Tubergen, Jnr., Zwanenburg
Nursery, Haarlem, Holland.

Freesia Tubergenii Apothiose. This variety is

of exceptionally sturdy habit, the stems being

stiff enough to carry the large flowers erect.

The blooms are white, lined with mauve and
with mauve tips to the segments. There is also

a yellow base and a tinge of yellow on the
lower segment. Shown by Mr. C. Van
Tubergen, Jnr.

Rhododendron H. T. Gill. For clear and
brilliant colouring, combined with good size, fine

form of flower and large truss, trus handsome
hybrid between R. Fortunei and R. arboreum,
would be hard to excel. The big blooms are
of a rich rose cerise shade with a few red-

brown dots over the centre. Shown by Messrs.
Gill, Falmouth.

Other Novelties.

Primula limnoica (Farrer's No. 832) was ex-

hibited by Lionel de Rothschild, Esq. (gr.

Mr. A. Bedford), Gunnersbury House, Acton.
This is somewhat like P. denticulata in general
appearance, and has a yellow eye to its rose

or rose-purple flowers. Magnolia Campbel/ii
was grandly shown by W. J. H. Whitall, Esq.
(gr. Mr. Oakford), Hasleniere; one branch car-

ried 15 gloriously large pink flowers.

Groups.

As is to be expected at this season,

spring flowers predominated, and these consisted

largely of Hyacinths and forced shrubs.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons occupied the same
central position as on the previous meeting, and
much as we admired their display then, we
were compelled to the conclusion that it was
excelled on Tuesday. As always, the quality

of the Reading exhibit was excellent, and the
general idea and details of arrangement con-

tributed to a most successful dispiay. Briefly

the ground plan may be likened to that of a
formal garden, though by reason of the light-

ness and taste shown in the disposal of the
plants there was no formality in the general

effect. Sufficient graceful Palms of moderate

size, and rising from the centres of the principal

groups of Hyacinths, gave a free and dainty

appearance. The Hyacinths were mostly of the

handsome, largespiked sorts such as Grand
Maitre, City of Haarlem, and Purity, but

seveial sets of multiflora Hyacinths found many
admirers by reason of their freedom in flowering

and beauty. Freesias were strongly represented,

and these were shown as groups of pot p.ar.ts

and also in raised vases, where, perhaps, their

charm was even more fully displayed. Besides

what may be considered the type varieties there

were many hybrids, such as Apogee, soit lilac,

Buttercup, rich yellow, Conquest, rose pink,

and Mo'iette, cream, flushed with rose. These
relatively new hybrid Freesias as shown by
Messrs. Sutton and Sons were fully equal in

point of size and floriierousness to the older F.

refracta alba. Crocuses of all shades and in

beautiful china bowls were also admirable (Gold
Medal).

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. filled a long table

space with an admirable collection of pot
Hyacinths grouped in their varieties. These
were mostly of such popular sorts as King of the
Blues, Gertrude, LTnnocence, Pene Brilliant,

Linnaeus and Ivanhoe, but all were of great

merit and made a glorious display (Silver-

Gilt Banksian Medal).
Hyacinths in great variety were also arrangeu

by Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, who had them
freely interspersed with Asplenium bulbiferum.
The principal sorts were Electra, Pink Per-
iection, Moreno and King of the Blues, and
all possessed unusually long, well-furnished

spikes (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. Ryder and Son had a smaller but
very meritorious collection of pot Hyacinths,
including the best varieties, and in another part
of the hall displayed excellent Cinerarias and
Primula malacoides, both illustrating desirable

strains and high cultivation.

Carnations were again shown in quantity and
of excellent quality. Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co. had such sorts as Violet Mond, Circe and
Winter Glow, and also contributed profusely
flowered Azalea indica varieties, Epacris and
Acacias (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. Allwood Bros, made their customary
attractive display of Carnations, and included
beautiful blooms of Mary Allwood, Mrs. Walter
Hemus and Wivelsfield Claret (Silver Flora
Medal). Mr. C. Engelmann (Silver Grenfell

Medal) and Messrs. Keith, Luxford and Co.
(Bronze Flora Medal) also contributed good
collections of cut Carnations. Messrs Barr and
Sons effectively associated forced shrubs with
spring border flowers. Amongst the former were
good varieties of Cydonia japonica and For-
sythia, while many Crocuses, Primulas and
Dicentra spectabilis were prominent in the fore-

ground (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Mr. G Reuthe included a spray of the de-

lightful pink Magnolia Campbellii in his ex-

hibit of shrubs and Alpines; Rhododendrons and
Andromedas were also prominent (Silver Grenfell

Medal).
Messrs. R. Gill and Sons again brought a

collection of their glorious West Country Rhodo-
dendrons in full bloom and cut from bushes
growing in the open. Besides many hybrids,

there were sprays of R. ciliatum, R. barbatum,
and R. argenteum (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert had many Azalea
mollis bearing plenty of bloom of warm, glow-
ing colours (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd., filled a corner

of the hall with an excellent exhibit of Azalea
indica varieties, Japanese Cherries, Laburnums,
Lilacs and Forsythias, and on a table space dis-

played dwarf Conifers and heavily-berried

Skimmias (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs J. Cheal and Sons had an attrac-

tive exhibit of forced shrubs and border plants.

The central vase of Prunus Pissardii flanked by
Magnolia conspicua was very effective (Silver

Banksian Medal). Messrs. Waterer, Sons and
Crisp had shrubs and Alpines (Silver Banksian
Medal), while Messrs. J. Piper and Son built

a small rock garden in a corner of the hall, and
planted it appropriately (Silver Banksian Medal).

Mr. G. Miller brought another collection of

his admirable Primroses and Polyanthuses (Silver
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Banksian Medal) ; Messrs. R Tucker and Son
liad many good Alpines, particularly Saxifrages

and Primulas (Silver Banksian Medal) ; Mr.
Maurice Prichard staged various Primulas and
Primroses, and massed good clumps of Erica

earnea (Silver Banksian Medal).

Alpines and border flowers were also shown by
Messrs. W. H. Whitelegg, Ltd. (Bronze Mora
Medal) ; Messrs. Bowell and Skarrait, who
included Magnolias and Forsythias (Bronze Flora

Medal; Messrs. Maxwell and Beale, who
planted theirs amid boulders and also showed
tragrant Violets (Bronze Flora Medal) ; Mr.
Clarence Elliott, who placed dwarf Conifers

in the background (Bronze Banksian Medal)

;

and the Misses Hopkins (Bronze Banksian
Medal).

Messrs. J. Carter and Co. arranged excellent

plants of Primula nialamides Princess Mary, and
Primula sinensis Princess May, both of excellent

strains (Bronze Flora Medal).
Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co. again displayed

splendid Anemone St. Brigid (Bronze Flora
Medal). Mr. G. H. Dalrymple had a small ex-

hibit of choice Freesia Hybrids, showing un-
common and beautiful colours (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Violets were splendidly shown, and attracted
a deal of deserved admiration. The exhibitors
were Mr. H. Hicks, who showed both doubles and
singles in pots (Bronze Flora Medal) ; and the
Misses Allen-Brown, who included with the
many gathered blooms, several plants of the
uncommon single, rosy-coloured Coeur d'Alsace
(Bronze Flora Medal).
Mr. E. J. Hicks displayed a welcome and most

attractive collection of forced Roses of uncommon
merit (Silver Banksian Medal).

Orchid Gommittee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
(lion. Secretary), C. J. Lucas, Arthur Dye, C.

Cookson, Ohas. H. Curtis, S. W. Flory, W. H.
Hatcher, Fred. K. Sander, T. Armstrong,
Pantia Ralli, Richard G. Thwaites, Stuart H.
Low, Frederick J. Hanbury, Gurney Wilson, A.
McBean, and H. G. Alexander.

Awards.
First-Class Certificate.

Odontoglossum crispum var. B. Felton, from
Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge. A
grand home-raised 0. crispum between two of

the finest forms in the famous Cooksbridge col-

lection. It is of the typical crispum class with
immense white flowers, slightly flushed with
lilac, and with an occasional purple blotch.

Awards of Mebit.

Cymbidium Alexander! giganteum, from Mrs.
Bischoffsheim, The Warren House, Stanmore
(gr., Mr. Taylor). The finest of a large batch
of many varieties now flowering at The Warren
House. The spike bore a head of flowers five

inches across, wax-like in texture, blush-white
with faint purple lines, and purple spotting
on the lip.

Odontoglossum Rubens var. Mrs. Harold
Smith (ardentissimum brugensis x eximium),
from Messrs. Sanders, St. Alha,ns. A very
pretty flower of good shape, the inmer two-
tliirds of the segment coloured deep violet, the
margins and slight markings between the
blotches being white.

Odontoglossum Bullecourt, from H. T. Pitt,
Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr., Mr. Thur-
gond). A dark red flower with white margins
nnd occasional white lines between the blotches.
The lip i s white, with purple blotches in front
of the yellow crest.

Cymbidium Excelsior (Schlegelii x Pauwelsii),
from Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge.
A handsome cream-white flower of large size
with rose spotting on the lip. Schlegelii is yet
one of the finest Cymbidiums, and this is a fine
light form of it.

Preliminary Commendation.

Odontioda Scarlet Emperor (C. Noezliana x

Odm. Tier Majesty), from W. R. Fasey, Esq.,

Holly Bush Hill, Snaresbrook (gr., Mr. E. J.

Seymour). A perfectly-formed pure scarlet

variety, the plant bearing its first tiowei

.

Groups.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park
(gr., Mr. Collier), was awarded a Silver-Gilt

p lora Medal for a representative group, in which

superb forms of the popular Orchid of the

season, Lycaste Skinneri, were represented in

great variety, from white to deep crimson-

blotched forms. The best noted were L. S.

alba magnifica, with very fine snow-white
(lowers; L. S. Rainbow, and L. S. delicata, blush"

white L. S. Winsome, blush with rose markings

;

arid several very dark forms. A general collec-

tion of Cymbidiums, Odontoglossums, Odontiodas

and Odontoglossums, was also staged with the

handsome white Brasso-Cattleya Gatton Lily, a
charming variety having pretty rosepink mark-
ings on the lip.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge, were
awarded a Silver-Gilt Flora Medal for a fine

group, m which Cymbidiums were of excellent

quality. Of other Orohids, Cattleya Cowamae
alba. var. Enchantress, a fine white flower,

Odontoglossum St. Flmo (Admiral Sturdee x

impress of India) and 0. St. l»eorge var. Eclipse,

very richly coloured, are worthy of special men-
tion.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst,
Tunbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal tor a good group of Odontoglossums,
Odontiodas, Cymbidiums, and Dendrobiums,
among the last-named being the large and hand-
some D. nobile var. Sir. F. vV. Moore.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a SilveT Flora Medal for

a representative group of well-grown Orchids, the
central plant being the rare Moorea irrorata,

with three fine spikes. Cattieyas, LaehoCattleyas,
Odontoglossums and Odontiodas were shown
well. i. attleya Thora var. Electra is a distinct

novelty.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded a
Silver Flora Medal for a pretty group of

Cymbidiums, Odontoglossums, Odontiodas and
other hybrids. A pretty effect was made by a
i-eleution of -species with the fine yellow On-
cidium bicallosuim.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill

(gr., Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver

lSanksia.il .Medal for a group of hybrids and
interesting species. Varieties of Odontoglossum
crispum, including the pure white U. c. Vir-

gmale, and the nne old forms of spotted O.
crispum, including the variety Ashworthii, were
a feature in the group.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a neat
group of specially well-grown hybrids.

Other Exhibits.

Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford K.C.V.O. (gr.,

Mr. II. G. Alexander), showed a grand specimen
of Cymbidium Dryad (insigne x Parishii San-
derae)), C. President Wilson (Lowianum x Alex-
anderi), and the charming yellow Laelio-Cattleya
Orange Blossom (Elinor x Trimyra) with a spike
of ten clear yellow flowers.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, showed a fine plant of Cattleya Albion
(O'Brieniana alba x Suzanne Hye de Crom) with
nine pure white flowers.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., sent Odontoglossum Vul-
ture (Vuylstekeae x eximium), of fine colour.

Col. Stephenson Clarke, C.B., Borde Hill,

Cuckifield (gr., H. J. GJillett). showed Brasso-
Laelio-Cattleya Grace (B.C. Digbyana Mossiae x

L.C. G. S. Ball), a pretty white variety with
lemon yellow disc to the lip; and the handsome
Laelio-Cattleya Tyre, of unknown parentage.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present: Messrs. E. A. Bowles (Chairman),
W. R. Dykes, Joseph Jacob, G. W. Leak, G.
Reuthe, Rollo Meyer, Herbert Smith, W. A.
Watts, Geo. Churcher, F. Barchard, J. W.
Jones, W\ Poupart, H. G. Hawker, and Charles
H. Curtis (Hon. Sec).

First-Class Certificate.

Narcissus Magnificence.—This very fine

golden trumpet Daffodil obtained an Award of

Merit from the R.H.S. in March, 1920, and
secured the higher award on Tuesday last,

when many splendid blooms of large size were
shown. It should become a useful market
variety, as it has rich colour, good size, and
earliness in its favour. Shown by the Donard
Nursery Co., Newcastle, Co. Down.

Groups.

Messrs. R. H. Bath contributed a charming
group of Tulips, Daffodils, Hyacinths, Crocuses,
and Fritillarias, grown in hbre, in bowls and
pans. The pans of Fritillaria Meleagris were
delightful, while the bowls of La Reve Tulip

carried exceptionally large and finely coloured
blooms (Silver-Gilt J^anksiani Medal).

Mr. Watts, St. Asaph, showed his new early-

flowering Narcissus Gwendal, an incomparabitis

form with yellow perianth segments and an
orange tinted cup. The weak point in this

variety is that the blooms hang downwards.
The Donard Nursery Co. showed examples
of the Tenby Daffodil, and of their new Narcissus
-Magnificence.

Messrs. Hearson and Co. exhibited their useful

appliances for the sterilisation of small quanti-

ties of Daffodil bulbs, by the hot-water system,

for the destruction of eelworm.

Fruit and Vegetable Committeo.

Present : Messrs. C G. A. Nix (Chairman),

J. Cheal, E. Merryweather, W. Poupart, Geo. F.

Tinley, T. Pateman, Owen Thomas, Ed. Beckett,

A. W. Metcalfe, G. Reynolds, W. Bates, S. B.

Dicks, A. Bullock, W." H. Divers, W. Wilks,

G. P. Berry, S. T. Wright, J. S. Kelly and
E. Read.

In a discussion concerning size in vegetables at

exhibitions, it was stated that the Council had
not yet decided to have the judging done wholly,

or even in part, by chefs.

An exhibit of 34 dishes of Apples and one ot

Pears was shown by C. A. Cain, Esq., The
Node, Welwyn, Herts (gr. Mr. T. Pateman), for

which a Silver-Gilt Knightian Medal was
awarded. The fruits were excellent specimens,
and remarkably fresh and plump for so late in

the season. The varieties included Charles Ross,
Hoary Morning, Crawley Beauty, Lord Strad-
brook, Rival, King of Tompkin's County and
Claygate Pearmain.

Mr. ViM'tsi Banks, 111, Lambeth Palace
Road, London, displayed some 300 specimens of

bottled fruits and vegetables, and other pre-

serves, for which a Gold Medal was awarded.
'Ibis was one of the finest exhibits of preserved
fruits and vegetables ever displayed in the Vin-
cent Square Hall, and comprised almost every
thing the garden provides, as well as such things
as salad vinegars, syrups and catsups. Of the
dried fruits, Apples and Damsons call for special
comment ; these fruits are recommended as bemg
most suitable for the desiccation method of
preserving.

NATIONAL UNION OF HORTICULTURAL
WORKERS.

At the meeting of the Executive of the
N.U. of H.W., held on the 19th ult., it was
decided to take a ballot of the members in

the Lea Valley on the question of whether or
not they desire a strike for the purpose of

obtaining increases of wages, which now average
55s. per week. It was reported that complete
agreement had been arrived at with the Execu-
tive of the National Union of Agricultural

Workers with regard to the amalgamation of

the two unions, and a delegate conference of

the N.U.H.W. is to be held in London on Satur-
day, April 30th, to endorse the action of the
Executive.

Several cases of under-payment of employees
by nursery firms were received, and the General
Secretary was instructed to take action to re-

cover the amount due under the Corn Pro-
duction Act.
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MARKETS.
COrEXT GARDEX, March 8th, 1921

Fruit ; Average Wholesale Prices.

8. (1. 8. d

18 0-23
18 0-20
18 0-20
20 0-21
17

!. d. s. <J

15

5 6-66

Custard Apples,
cases 12'3-30's

Dates, Tunis, per
doz. cartons

GrapeB,
—Alicante
—Gros Colmar
—Belgian Colmar
Grape Fruit,
- Jaffa,

Lemons

—

—Messina, 320 's

—extra large, 300's 25 0-30

Oranges,Denia
and Valencia,
bitters

3 6-46
3 6-60
2 9-36

19 0-22

15 0-20

24 0-30
19 0-20

30

2 0-6

10 0-12 6
:
J
ll

Apples

—

Canadian, cases,

—Golden Russet.
—Baldwin, .

.

—Northern s
i>y,—Greening...

—Ben Davis,
Nova Scotia, barrels

—Golden Russet, 60 0-60
—Ben Davis, . . 45 0-50 o

—Stark 45 0-50
—Fallawater, . . 45 0-50
Washington. New-
town Pippin, 21 0-23

Banana*, singles 22 6-37 6
—doubles .. 30 0-40
Cape fruit, per box
—Pears. —Seville

—Louise Bonne, i

37O's-4O0's

of Jersey ' a n an Pineapples—Beurre Hardy,
|

° ° Tangerines,—Beurre Bose, J .
84's-P6's

Cranberries. ca»e 15 0-18 Walnut". 50 kilo

Remakes.—Business continues to show satisfactory

expansion, and the demand is materially improved by
tlie tine weather experienced lately. Stinks of Apples
available are considerably ligtiter, and prices have a

firmer tendency all round. Arrivals from the Cape
Sihow improvement in condition, and a, good demand
is maintained Tomatos from the Canary Islands are

in fair eupply, with a slight hardening in price.

Canary Bananas are a moderate trade. Large quan-
tities of Jaffa Oranges are on the market, but a slow
demand lias tn li r-i-rdrd-. Spanish Oranges are in

shorter supply, and prices have a tendency to rise.

Lemons are a rather better trade. Forced Rhubarb is

in better demand, due- t'O improved value of cooking
Apples. Forced Asparagus is more plentiful, sup-

plies from Fnnee showing a seasonable increase.

Forced Beans from the main source of supply. Wor-
thing, are in heavier supply, with a. consequent re-

duction in value. Cucumbers are increasing heavily,
and figures show consiilcralile reduction on recent
prices. Mushrooms are in better supply. Cauliflowers
slightly easier. New Potatos from Guernsey show im.

proved values. Green vegetable* are in moderate de-

mand.. Potatos are an amide supply, with only a
fair demand for even best varieties..

Cut Flowers, etc. ; Average Wholesale Prices.

t. d. s. d.

Azalea white
per doz. bun. 8 0-ui

Camellias. per
box, 12

-

s, 18's 3 0-36
Carnations, per

doz. blooms,
best American
var 2 6-46

Daffodils, doz. bun.
—Golden Spur, 8 0-12
—Victoria. .. 15 0-18
—Emperor .. 15 0-18
Freesia. per doz.

bunches .. .. 3 0-40
French and Guernsey

—

—Allium (Star),

per pad 12 0-18
—Anemones, per

doz. bun.—fulgens 4 0-60
—double pink. .. 4 0-60
—single mixed... 10 0-12
—Lilac, doz. sprays
—white . . . . 5 0-80
—manve 7 0-80
—Narcissus, per pad

paper-white .. 20 0-25
—Grand Primo,

per doz. bun. 8 0-10
—Guernsey, Soleil

d'Or, doz. bun. 6 0-90
—Stock, double

white, perpad, 12 0-15
—Violets, Parma,

per large bunch 4 0-46
Forget-ine-Not,

perdoz. bun... 15 0-18
Hyacinths,
—Dutch white,
per doz. spikes. 3 0-40

Iris, Spanish Blue,
per doz. blooms 2 6-30

Lapageras, per
doz. blooms . . 6 0-60

Llllnm lancifolium
album.doz.blms 4 0-60—long, per bun. 4 6-50

—rubrum, short,
per doz. blooms 4 0-5

a. d. s. d
Lillum longiflorum,

per bunch .. 9 0-10
—short, per doz. 9 0-10
Lily of the Valley,

per bunch .. 2 6-40
Narcissus, doz. bun.
—ornatua 12 0-15

Orchids, per doz.,

—Cattleyas ..16 0-30
—Cypripediums 5 0-80
Pelargonium,
double Bcarlet,

per doz. bunch 12 0-16
—white .. .. 9 0-10

Primroses, per
doz. bun. . . 3 0-60

Richard ia(Arums),
perdoz. blooms 8 0-10

Roses, per doz.
blooms

—

—Hoosier Beauty, 15 0-18
—Joseph Lowe, . . 9 0-12
—Ladylove, .. 12 0-15
—Richmond, . . 8 0-12
—Sunburst, .. 8 0-12

Tulips, per doz.bun.
—single white, . . 24 0-30
—yellow 30 0-36
—red 30 0-36
—pink 30 0-36
—terra cotta, .. 30 0-36
—Copeland (mauve)

per bun. .. 3 0-40
—Double Couronne

d'Or. per bun. 3 0-40
—Double Murillo, 2 6-30
—Lucretia, double
—pink, per bun. .. 2 6-36—Darwins, per bun.
Rosy Bed, . . 3 6-40
Mauve . . . . 3 6-40
Pink 3 6-40
Bronze, . . . . 3 0-36

—Matador, red, 2 6-30
Violets

—

Princess of Wales,
per doz. bun. 4 0-80

Ferns and Palms ; Average Wholesale Prices

3. d. a d

48's
Adiantum
enneatum
perdoz..

— elegan9 ..

Asplenium, 48's

per doz...—32's . . .

—mdus. 48's .

O-rrnolm «-"

Remakes.—There
in this department.

s. d. s d.
Nephrolepis, In

variety, 48's.. 12 18
13 0-15 —32'3 .. .. 24 36
15 0-18 Pteri9, in variety,

48's .. .. 12 21
12 0-18 —large 60'» .. 6 6
24 0-30 —small .. 4 4 6
12 0-15 —72's, per tray of
in n-i*. n i6*s . 3 fl 4 n

no important change to record
Roses are getting more numerous.

Richmond, Ladylove, and Mrs. Joseph Lowe being

the most plentiful. These sor-ts are excellent in

quality, and blooms of Richmond are the cheapest lines

offered. Other sorts include Sunburst, W. Stevens

(white), Hoosier Beauty (dark crimson), and Melody

(yellow). There is a good supply of all Carnations,

but onlv of medium quality. Anything good in white

blooms show a tendency to harden in price. Richardias

(Arums) and Lilium are much shorter supplies

this morning, as also is Lily of the Valley. Similar

conditions apply to white and coloured Tulips. Roman
Hyacinths being almost over for this season, the large

Dutch White Hyacinth finds a ready sale. There is

an abundant supply of white Freesia from home
growers, and also from Guernsey. Daffodils, home
grown, remain firm in price. The leading sorts are

Emperor. Sir Watkin, and Victoria. Narcissus

01-natus is now much finer in quality, and, like other

better lines, is likelv to advance in price if the cold

weather continues. Supplies from the Channel Islands

have been much shorter during the past week; there-

fore, higher prices were realised for all Daffodils and

Narcissus throughout last week. Supplies from across

the water fluctuate considerably. As regards the

supplies from the South of France, the situation looks

more favourable: Double White Stock and Star

( Mliuiu)—which is now arriving in first-class condi-

tion, and greatlv appreciated by all floc'sts for the

making up of designs—are moderate in price, and tic

arrivals are now more consistent. Mimosa (Acacia)

is practically finished for this season. Anemones,

double and 'single, and also scarlet Ranunculus are

much more plentiful, and prices easier.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

©bttuan?.

Alfred Hagger.—Horticulture has lost a very

skilful cultivator by the death of Mr. Alfred

Hanger who for a period of forty years was 111

the" service of Messrs. W. and J. Brown, .of

Stamford and Peterborough, by whom he was

held in the highest esteem. He was an expert in

the art of budding and grafting, and had an

exceptional knowledge of Roses, shrubs, and

forest trees. Previous to entering the service of

Messrs. W. and J. Brown. Mr. Hagger was In

1he employ of the- late Mr. John Fraser, at

the Lea Bridse Nursery. During his long asso-

ciation with Messrs. Brown, Mr. Hagger made

manv friends in the nursery and seed trade.

Heath occurred on Thursday, the 24th alt., and

the interment took place on Saturday, February

26, amidst many tokens of the high esteem 111

which Mr. Hagger was held

John Tavlor.—We regret to announce the

death of Mr. John Taylor, which took place

at Hardwicke Grange Gardens on March 1. De-

ceased was 79 vears of age and had been in

charge of the Hardwicke Gardens for a period

of 49 years, during which time considerable ex-

tensions and improvements were effected. He
had served as Steward for the Gardeners' Royal

Benevolent Institution. He leaves no issue;

bis second wife predeceased him only two days.

Josenh Godseff.—The death of Mr. Joseph

Godseff. St. Albans, which occurred on the 5th

inst.. in his 75th year, deprives British horti-

culture of one of its leading exponents. He was

manager to Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans,

for about thirty years, and before that he was

manager to Mr." William Bull, Chelsea, for about

ten years. In both these famous establishments

Joseph Godseff distinguished himself as a pro-

pagator and cultivator and acquired a greater

knowledge of the commercial value of plants

than any man in the trade. His delight was to

become possessed of a new plant of promise and

he appeared to have an extraordinary power of

gauging its capabilities and cultural require-

ments. Naturally, he knew garden plants ex-

ceptionally well, and having a good memory and

true eye, Mr. Godseff was a recognised connois-

seur among the experts. Both Mr. Bull and Mr.

Sander appreciated his Dualities and he was a

most eoiergetic and loyal servant to them. A
handsome man. of fine physique, Mr. Godseff

was a general favourite among the cognoscenti.

Professionally, he stood on the same plane as

John Seden, James Douglas and Thomas Roch-

ford, with whom he helped largely to maintain

British horticultural art at its highest position.

Owing to physical infirmity. Godseff was forced

to give up work a.bout four years ago, but he

retained a keen interest in horticulture to the

end.

Bamboo Canes for Sweet Peas : SUverlanda
The only firm we know who can supply

Bamboo canes of the length you require is

Messrs. Littlewood Bros., Ltd., 103, London
Road, S.E. Tney inform us that they have

canes of 12 feet and even longer, but' that they

taper rather narrowly at the top; you would
be advised to have canes longer than you

require and shorten them at the thinner

part.

Bun Dropping in Peaches : ,/. 11'. Such whole-
sale bud dropping as you have experienced'
can only be the result of some severe check.

As you are certain the trees have not suffered

from want of water, it is possible the winter
dressing for scale insects was too strong, but
the soft soap and salad oil mentioned are not
likely to have been the cause of the trouble.

The wood sent is clean and healthy, but
rather strong. Bud dropping lias been verv
prevalent on Peaches and Nectarines this-

season, and nothing can be done now except
to carefully train in the wood for next
season's crop.

Chrysanthemum Varieties: E. ('. II'. Madame-
Dupree is a white incurved variety; G.
He inning. Japanese, amaranth : Coronation,

Japanese, pink; J. Valet, decorative Japanese,
white; Triumph, decorative Japanese, pink;
Evangeline, Japanese, white; Mary Poulton,
Japanese, pink; W. Vert. Japanese, crimson:
Phyllis C'ragg. single. Mr. Meatre and
Beauty are probably local varieties.

Destroying. Tree Stumps : A'. /'. The Oak
t^eo stumps a.nd roots may be killed bv hnrmg
holes an inch or so in diameter well into the
main roots and filling thenn witlii weed-killer.
At the same time, bore a few holes around"
t lie outside of the belts just within the bark
and let these be filled in a like manner. The
mot efficacious method of destroying the
butts and roots after they are dead is bv the
introduction of spores of parasitic fungi. It
is sometimes recommended that holes be bored
into the stumps to penetrate more than half-
w:iv through them, and that the holes be
filled with saltpetre and paraffin or water,
r.-.-i-TOl nn titrhtlv Pnc] a iv,wed to remain for
three or four months. Then by filling the
holes with paraffin and applying a light tine-

stumps are said to smoulder away. Unfor-
tunately, this method does not always answer-
expectations.

Gr*vttno Wax : H. K. It. Obtain Burgundy
pitch 1 lb., black pitch 4 oz., resin 2 oz.,

beeswax 2 oz., and mutton suet 2 drachms:
melt all together over a clear fire and apply
warm. A small oil stove is useful for keeping
the wax warm while it is being used.

Names of Plants : E. R. B. 1. Pieris (Andro-
meda) floribunda ; 2, P. japonica.

—

G. H. 1.

Abies Nordmanniana : 2, Cupressus pisifera

var. plun.osa aurea : 3, C. p. var. iplumosa ;

4. Picea pungens var. glauca; 5, Thuya
orientalis var. : 6. Cupressus macrocarpa.

—

biue.ie"pj % f umuwlu umi.ioi^dn'H' 'f fumsorjtA

mnipadijd.^Q 'y, Soriqou umiqojpuan 'j ?} \f
Makoyana; 5 and 6. not recognisable from

the specimens sent; 7 and 8, Cordvline- enn-

not determine species from a. single leaf.—

-

A". .1. Viburnum Tinas.

Peach Shoots Diseased: E. H. Kindly send
one or two more specimens for further

identification.

Pruning Neglected Young Apple Trees :

('
. W. The trees should break perfectly well

if treated as suggested, provided that care is

taken to cut to a wood bud. If any fruit

fipurs have formed, it may be necessary to

prune rather harder than would have been

done last year in order to avoid these and find

a suitable wood bud.

Communications Received.—W. H. W.—Nursery,

man—J. C— E. L —R. G —T. G.—W. L.—H. T.—
H. W.—F. J.—B, L.
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the instance of Sir William Hooker, to the

Government for a nominal sum and free of any
obligations to ourselves as publishers. Later on
H.M. Stationery Office informed us that the

matter had been referred to them and asked us

for copies of the work to enable {hem to form
an opinion on its production. We do not know
what report the Stationery Office n.ade, or,

indeed, whether they offered any opinion at all,

but more recently we have received a com-
munication- from the Ministry of Agriculture
regretting that the Ministry is unable to accept

our offer. We have taken no further steps in

the matter at present, but are receiving and
considering letters from various sources as the
result of our announcement in the last issue."

In our opinion it would be a disaster to the
horticultural and botanical world if the publica-

tion of the Botanical Magazine ceased, and we
hope that some way out of the present difficulty

will be arrived at whereby this classical work
may be continued.

British Mycologkal Society—An interesting

programme has been arranged by this Society

for the present year. On March 19, the London
meeting will be held in the Botany Lecture
Theatre, University College, Gower Street,
W.C.I, commencing at 11 a.m., when the follow-
ing papers will be read :

—
" Studies in tihe

Physiology of Parasitism," by Dr. W. Brown;
" The Ministry oif Agriculture's Plant Disease
Survey," by Mr. A. D. Cotton ;

" The Use of
Carrageen in Place of Agar as a Culture
Medium," by Dr. P. Haas: " Lichens and Trans
migration," by Miss A. Lorrain Smith;
" Bhisoctonia Disease of Scots Fir," by Mrs.
N. L. Alcock; "A Polymorphic Aposphaeria,"
by Dr. A. S. Home; and " Protococcus as the
Gonidhim of a Lichen," by Mr. R. Paulson.
The Spring Fungus Foray will be held during
the Whitsuntide holidays, with headquarters at
the Educational Museum, Haslemere. Mr.
E. W. Swanton has kindly consented to act as
leader. There will be a social gathering during
the evening of May 13, and three succeeding
days will be taken up for the foray. For Loin-
don students there will be a Spring Fungus
Foray on -June 4, and an Autumn Foray
on October 9. The general Autumn Foray
and Annual Meeting of the Society will take
place at Worcester, on September 19* to 24. The
concluding meeting of the year will take place
on November 19, at the "University College.
Fidl particulars with regard to the forays may
be obtained from the General Secretary, *Mr. J.
Kamsbottom, British Museum, Natural Historv,
S.W.

Terregles Gardens, Dumfries.—On the acquisi-
tion of the historic estate of Terregles, Dum-
fries, by the Board of Agriculture for Scotland,
a general fear arose in the district that the
beautiful gardens would practically disappear
to make room for more utilitarian develop-
ments. Happily, it would appear as if
these gardens were to be well maintained,
and they are still under the charge of
Mr. David Airdrie, who was appointed
head gardener by Major Galbraith when Mr.
W. Hutchison accepted an important appoint-
ment at Gretna. On the acquisition of the
estate by the Board, Mr. Airdrie's services were
retained, and the gardens are now well main-
tained. It is understood that though their
future is net yet definitely settled, they will
probably be used in connection with training in
practical horticullure, and their present con-
dition makes them highly suitable for this
purpose. Since Mr. Airdrie took charge he has
devoted much of Ids attention to fruit culture,
and his success at important shows marks him
out as a first-class grower. Terregles Gardens
are of great interest and comprise many old-
•vorld features, accentuated bv the magnificent
1 ew hedges and the old formal garden.
Hedge Clearing and Stump Extraction.—The

Ministry of Agriculture does not propose to
repeat the successful stump-pulling and hedge-
cleanng demonstration which was given in
Hampshire on Thursday. February 24. It has
been stated in some quarter's that the
demonstration would be repeated, but this state-

ment is due to an error. Full particulars of the
results of the tests of the various devices used
will be published as soon as possible.

Two Veteran Scottish Gardeners in the United
States.—Two of the inmates of the Scottish Old

Peoples' Home, at Biverside. Chicago, are

Scotch gardeners, Mr. John Beid, one time gar-

dener to the Duke of Buccleuch and the Duke
of Argyle and Mr. John Bell, former manager
of the estate of the Duchess of Athol. Mr.
Reid, who comes from a long line of gardeners,

was born in Banffshire, and settled in America
in 1890. Mr. Bell is a native of Dumfries.
According to The Florist*' Exchange, the gar-

den attached to the Home bears evidence of the

skill of these two veteran experts in horticulture,

for passers-by are moved to comment on its

wonderful beauty.

Mr. Alfred W. White.—Mr. Alfred W. White,
of the firm of Messrs. J. T. White and Sons,
Daffodil Nurseries, Spalding, was recently
elected president of ihe British Florists' Fedeia-
tion, of which he was one of the founders. Mr.
White is an expert in all that pertains to Daffo-
dils and their cultivation for market, but he is

not one of those who believe that it is possible

to grow Daffodils in this country for the dual

Me. ALFRED W. WHITE.

purpose of producing saleable bulbs and market-
able flowers. He has taken the closest possible

interest in Mr. J. K. Ramisbottom's experiments
directed towards the elimination of eelwonm
disease in Daffodil bulbs, and his finn was one
of the first to set up a large apparatus for the
purpose of submitting bulbs to the curative hot.
water treatment. Mr. Alfred White is a fanner
on a fairly extensive scale, and he has an expert
knowledge of pigs and pig keeping, but Daffodils
claim his chief interest, as is shown bv the fact
that he was cbrs.-n pre6identof 1 lie Spalding Bulb
Growers' Association. In the work accomplished
by the British Florists' Federation and by the
Chamber of Horticulture, Mr. A. White has
taken a. leading part, and in the councils of
these two bodies, his foresight and geniality
have gained for him the highest possible esteem.

Prospects of the English Sugar Beet Industry
for 1921.—Home Grown Sugar. Limited, the com-
pany in which the Ministry of Agriculture holds
half the shaire capital, has now closed its list of
contracts with farmers who have agreed to
grow Sugar Beet during the present year. The
capacity of the factory is 60,000 tons of Beet.
or 600 tons per day for 100 days, but acting
on the advice of their French specialists, the
management have limited the tonnage for the
first year to 20.000. The farmers in

Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire, to whom
Beet is a new crop, have shown the necessary
enterprise, and, therefore, it would have been
possible to have doubled the acreage actually
contracted for. There are 425 farmers with an
average of 5£ acres under cultivation. The
20,000 tons expected from the 2.365 acres con-
tracted for will be despatched from 156 railwgj
and barge stations, and a large tonnage will

also be transported by road. The price is £4
per ton debvered at the factory, which is

equivalent to £3 7s. 6d. delivered on rail, and
this price was fixed after careful calculation

of costs, so as to give an incentive to the
grower during the first year to make a
speciality of his Beet crop, and not limit his

expenditure on fertilisers, cultivation and
supervision—all of which have a material effect

upon sugar content as well as yield. Accord-
ing to the figures of the test crops on the

Kelham Estate last year, the cost per acre of

12 tons delivered on rail was £29 3s. 4d., and
the sugar content averaged over 20 per cent, on
the crops with a complete manurial dressing.

A silver cup has been offered by the British

Sugar Beet Growers' Society, which promoted
the present company and has been assisting

in the propaganda among farmers. It is to be
competed for each year by growers of 10 acres

and upwards, and the competition will be con-

fined this year to growers for the Kelham
factory. In this competition sugar content
secures the largest number of points.

Appointment for the Ensuing Week.—Tuesday,
March 22 : Royal Horticultural Society's Com-
mittee meetings : lecture by Mrs. Arber on
" Some Early Herbals " at 3 o'clock.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years
Ago.—At a meeting of the Horticultural Society
held on March 17, several cut specimens of half-

hardy plants were produced from the open walls
of the gardens at Curraghmore, the seat of the
Marquis of Waterford. with the view of illustrat-

j

ing what kind of climate they have in Ireland I

in the county of Waterford. Some of the speci-

mens were from a south-east aspect, and the
j

plants from which they were cut were stated
to be of the following dimensions :—Edwardsia

i

microphylla, in full bloom, covering 250 square i

feet, the stem, a foot from the ground, measuring
!

13 inches round ; E. grandiflora, showing flower, I

covering 210 square feet, the stem measuring 15
inches round ; Acacia verticillata. in full flower, !

covering 400 square feet, the stem measuring 21
inche-s round; Clianthus puniceus. stated to have
been in flower for these three months past, cover- '

ing 200 square feet; Pittosporum. Tobira, cover-
ing 130 square feet, has been in flower all

'

winter; Eucalyptus robusta. covering 100 square
feet; Solanum crispum. covering 300 square feet,

lias been in flower a month ago, as has also been
Bibes speciosum, covering 200 square feet of

wall ; Magnolia conspicua, covering 160 square
feet, has 100 open flowers on it; Fuchsia gracilis

is showing flower, and F. microphylla was stated
to have been in flower all winter. On a south
aspect the following plants, portions of which
were sent, had stood two winters unprotected;
the following were not in flower :—Mimosa pros-

trata, White Indian Azalea, an Aster. Grevillej
arn.ata, and Metrosideros floribunda. The
following three were in flower, viz. : Grevillea
rosmarinifolia, a small red Camellia, and
Coronilla glauca. The following were mentioned
to have stood last winter unprotected :

—

Leonotis Leonurus, Eutaxia myrtifolia, Veronica
speciosa, Nerium Oleander, Abutilon striatum.
Goodia latifolia, Teucrium fruticosum, and
Acacia armata; the three last were in blossom.
These were all somewhat damaged by travelling,

but they, nevertheless, bore conclusive evidence
of the unusual mildness of the climate of

Waterford.—Gard. Chron., March 21. 1846.

Publications Received.—Black'* Gardening
Dictionary. Edited bv E. T. Ellis. A. and C.

Black, Ltd., 4-6, Soho Square, W. Price 15s.

net. English Flower Garden. By W. Robin-
son ; thirteenth edition. John Murray, London,
W. Price 30s. The Coco-nut. By Edwin Bing-
ham Copeland. Macn.illan and Co., London.
Price 20s. net.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Classification of Insects.

This little book* will doubtless be useful

to entomologists outside the classes at the Uni-
versity, for whom it was compiled, and on that

account we give it a cordial welcome. It is,

however, purely a student's book, not intended
for the general reader and of no use to him,
for it merely contains short descriptive keys
enabling a close and fairly experienced observer
to ascertain the Order to whicVt a mature insect

belongs. Twenty Orders are recognised, and the
six largest—Orthoptera, Rhynchota, Lepidoptera,
Coleoptera, Diptora and Hymenoptera—also have
separate keys to the families of which they a e

composed. It seems a pity that the work was
not completed by an arrangement of the families

of the other fourteen Orders and by the projected
keys to the recognition of larval forms. The
last would be particularly valuable if done as
well as are the keys to the perfect insects. Even
in these days of dear books the price is distinctly
high.

CLEMATIS JEUNEIANA.

This plant was recognised at the last meet-
ing of the R.H.S. with a First-Class Certifi-

cate, and adds yet another name to the group,

of wluch three at least have been introduced,
each bearing the name of their finder. All hail

from that district so vaguely known as Western
China, and all are still unproved in cultiva-

tion, txcept possibly C. Arn.andii. I make
even this exception with reluctance, for al-

though many people grow a form under this

name, yet I would hesitate to say that they all

mean the same thing. What is clear is that

all the forms have something in common; they
are all evergreen and all trifoliate, which rather
suggests a common title such as C. trifoliate

seiwpervirens to indicate the group, adding a

distinguishing name for new forms as they de-

velop. Very little indeed is known of this

most beautiful species, but before proceeding to

discuss the general details which apply to all

forms, I will deal briefly with each variety

separately.

Clematis Armandii is the best known of the

group, having been grown in England for soa'.e

years. It flowers six weeks or so later than

the other varieties, and is at its best about

the middle of April. It ha,s muoli darkei

foliage, and is much mure vigorous in all its

pa.rts than the others. The flowers are—or

should be—rounder and more numerous, and it

sets seed with greater ease. There seems no

difficulty in propagating it also from layers and
grafts.

The next is C. Meyeniana. This plant

flowers about the end of March, but the clus-

ters in the axils of the leaves ere fewer flow-

ered, and more starry in design; the foliage

is lighter and more attenuated, and the growth
is not so strong, but the plants are just as
hardy. Although it lacks the amplitude of C.
Armiandii, it is a truly lovely thing, and in

England, at any rate, the time of its flowering
should give it an added charm.
The only other form I know is C. Pavolini

ana, which is like the last, only even slighter
in growth and of a delightful grace and airi-

r.ess. On tlie Riviera where these Clematises
make a marvellous display, there are two dis-

tinct forms, C. Armandii and one of the other
t"". Of these C. Armandii seeans greatly
superior. Some years ago I was given a plant
labelled C. Armandii, which turned out to be
the early flowering form. I showed this last
year in bloom as C. Meyeniana. and was given
an A.M. The name was afterwards changed
to ('. Pavoliniana [see Gard. Chroti., April 10.
1920. p. 177 and Fig. 79). It had alreadv
been introduced two or three times but failed.
How, however, it has consented to be propa-
gated. I have two seedlings from it and sev-
eral layers. It is said to be a geographically

Brnil''"" w ""Orders of Insect*. By Frank Balfour-

told« ,w'\ v
;

'

' S "P' l
Tni'eraity Press, Oam-WWge, hijo. Ta. Oil. mi, paper onvei

different form of C. Meyeniana, which is pro-

bably correct, although I fancy also that seed
of one may produce the other.

C. Jeuneiana (Fig. 59) is exactly intermediate
between C. Armandii and one of the other two
forms. That is to say, it has the good points of

both, being strong in habit like C. Armandii, but
having the light graceful flowers of the others,

more numerously borne however and gaining in

beauty by contrast with the dark foliage which
it gets from C. Armandii. It is even earlier

flowering than the earliest, and as hardy and
vigorous as C. Armandii. It is obviously a
garden hybrid of the two forms—probably an

Up to now, C. Armandii (I do not think the
others have been tried) grows well enough in
England, but does not flower well. This is due,
I think, to our ignorance of the 'plant. There
is no need to plant it in a position sheltered
from wind and cold, such as against a wall.
It does not mind cold, but what it needs is

protection for its roots against damp during
the siutmmer and autumn to enable it to ripen
its wood, for it flowers on last season's growths.
My plaints have been frozen, and that in a
pot, but I have covered them overhead in the
autumn against rain, and they have flowered
as they should. Our- own native C. Vitalba has

Imo. 59.—II Hill! JEUNEIANA (C. AKMANDII X C. I'A . 01 I N'l ANA).

CERTIFICATE, MARCH 8.

R.H.S. FIRST-CI. \SS

early bloom of C. Armandii was fertilised with
pollen from a late flower of (.'. Pavoliniana. I

doubt, however, if this could happen in a wild

state, when the prevailing form would only be
one or the other, and bot'.t would not be grow-
ing together as in a garden. Let us hope that

it will be .is easy of increase as C. Armandii,
for it is by far the most beautiful member of

the group yet seen in this country.

As to cultivation, all forms at present known
aiv hardy except in the severest of seasons a

certain percentage died out of doors in the

winter of 1916). Even if tin- Bowers are frozen

stiff they do nof suffer. It is interesting to

note that the reverse side i- tinged with rose

or red, so tmi are other Southerners when, for

some reason, they grow in less sunny climos.

such as our own Wood Anemone and Anemone
alpine., and ..gain Tulipa Crusiana, which i<

mains closed except when the sun is .mt Per-

haps this is Nature's way of providing protection,

its roots under and in skelter of a bush or long

grass, while the upper shoots only are in sun.

Il makes its growth in early spring, and then

Leaves come on iU covering bush and the

coots are bone dry. So perhaps should tins

species be treated.

Propagatioja should be attempted in different

ways: by seed, but forms will vary; by layers

and by grafting. Layering is difficult as a rule

, ii 1 slow, but one gets the true form; it suc-

ceeds best by internodaj layering. I prefer this

to grafts, as grafted stock is not always satis-

tactory. It is as a pot plant that the beauty
of these Clematises can be enjoyed best, for in

a room or greenhouse the delicate scent will

be an attraction, and few plants are more worthy
.if such treatment. Meanwhile, as there is no
diffi< ulty at all in glowing these Clematis, it

is bo be Imped that they may be plentiful enough
soon for genera] cultivation. /.'. //. H. Symont-
./> une.
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The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Collieb, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colmjh. Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Tbunia.—It is necessary to repot Thunias

annually, and this should be done as soon as

the plants commence to make new growth.

The roots should be shaken free of the old

compost, and those that are dead shortened, leav-

ing just sufficient length to hold the stem in the

new soil. In repotting, the general method is

to place three of the strongest stems in a

6-inch pot, or, if space in the houses is limited,

seven or eight may be planted together in an

8-in. or 9-in. pot. Place crocks in the bottom

of the receptacle for drainage and cover them

with a layer of turfy loam. Fill the pot almost

to the rim with a suitable compost, which

may consist of equal parts good fibrous loam,

Osmunds fibre and Sphagnuim-moss, the whole

cut up rather short, adding sufficient crushed

crocks and silver sand to render the mixture

porous. Pot moderately firmly, placing the

bases of the pseudo-bulbs on the surface of the

soil, and tie each stem to a neat stick. After

repotting, place the plants in the lightest posi-

tion available in the warmest house near to

the roof-glass. For the next few weeks and

until the young growths are making plenty of

fresh roots water should be afforded sparingly,

but when the new shoots are well established

moisture may be freely applied, and weak liquid

cow manure used on occasions.

Calanthe.—Deciduous Calanthes that have
been kept dry and resting since passing out

<jf flower should be potted just before the new
roots begin to push from the young growths.

All the old rooting materials should be shaken
from the roots, which should be cut away from
the pseudo-bulb, leaving just sufficient length

to hold the plant in the new compost. The
back pseudo-bulb should be removed, leaving

only the one of the previous year with the

new shoot. Calanthes enjoy a richer and more
retentive compost than most Orchids, and good

fibrous loam should be chiefly used. This
should be obtained and placed in a suitable

place to dry and become slightly warmed.
Select only the best fibrous pieces, which should

be broken up roughly; remove. all the finer par-

ticles of the- soil and incorporate with the other a

little bone meal, a small quantity of dried cow
manure that has been rubbed through a fine

sieve, and some crushed crocks. Free drainage

is necessary, and the soil should be pressed

firmly into the pot, leaving it about half an

inch below the rim to allow sufficient space for

the application of water. Very little water
should be afforded the plants until the new
roots have grown well into the compost and the

leaves begin to unfold, when the supply should

be increased, and from then onwards they should

never be allowed to suffer from want of moisture

at the roots. Where a house is not specially

set apart for Orchids, Calanthes may be grown
in an ordinary plant-stove or a Cucumber
ur Melon house. Plenty of light is needed, short

of scorching the foliage; also ample atmos-

pheric moisture. The back pseudo-bulbs may
lie employed for purposes of increasing the

stock by placing them in pans filled with
(links till they break into growth, when they

may be potted. They should develop good
pseudo-bulbs by the end of the season.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Josh Oovtts, Royal Botanic Gardens. Kew

Roses.—About the middle of March a start

may be made with the pruning of Roses, com-
mencing with the hybrid perpetuals, and fol-

lowing with the stronger and hardier hybrid
Teas. The weaker varieties and the Teas should
rot be shortened until April, much, of course,
depending on locality and local conditions. No
hard and fast mile can be laid down regarding
lb.' pruning of Riises. The cultivator must

study his plants, and from observation and
experience prune them in the way that he
finds suits the particular variety best. As a
general rule, strong-growing varieties should

not be pruned so hard as the weaker-growing
sots. Again, if grown for decorative or bed-

ding purposes, they should be much more
lightly pruned than when grown for producing

exhibition blooms. In pruning bush or dwarf
Rcses it is important that at least one old

shoot should be cut right out, as this induces

a strong bud to start from the base. All weak
wood should be cut out, and soft, sappy shoots

cut bask to firm, ripe wood, and, whenever
possible, prune back to dormant eyes. Strong-
growing varieties, such as Frau Karl Drusehki,
Hugh Dickson, and Gustave Regis, should be
pegged down, leaving the shoots 4 or 5 feet

long, according to their strength. The unduly
mild winter has induced much premature
growth in Roses, which is almost sure to

weaken many varieties. There is also much
evidence of unripened wood, as many shoots
have died back to at least half their length.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to E,. 0. Pai.ubr Mobs-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, AJfreton, Derbyakire.

Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations.—Admit
plenty of air throughout the day in houses in

which these plants are growing, and leave the
ventilators open on mild evenings. Feed the
roots to assist the plants to develop their flower
buds, using for the purpose manure water
made from sheep droppings placed in a sack
and steeped in a tub of water for two weeks,
adding £ lb. of soot to each bushel of manure.
Disbudding should be done to ensure good-
sized flowers. Two-year-old plants will be
benefited by a top dressing of rich material.
Fumigate the house if there is the least sign
of green fly. Watering should be done with
great care. Plants in 3-inch pots should be
shifted into others 6 inches in diameter.

Gloriosa superba—Turn these plants out of

their receptacles and place them in larger pots.

The roots are very brittle and easily injured.
Use a rich compost. Syringe the plants over-
head to encourage free growth. Seedlings of

Gloriosa raised from seed last month will soon
be ready for potting singly into uuall pots.

The seedlings should be shaded from strong
sunshine for some time after they are potted.

Aralia Sieboldii (syn. Fatsia japonica).

—

Young plants in small pots should be shifted
into larger receptacles; older plants may be
repotted at the same time, but they will suc-

ceed in the same pots for a considerable period
if given artificial manure occasionally. This
plant grows well out-of-doors in various parts
of England in sheltered positions, and stands
fairly well throughout the winter.

Bulbs.—As Tulips and Hyacinths pass out of

flower they should be planted out in a nursery
bed to enable them to develop young bulbs.
Fire heat may be dispensed with now as bulbs
develop very quickly in sun heat, and the flower
spikes will develop much stronger with cool

treatment. Late batches of Freesias should be
given manure water freely at the roots at in-

tervals and sprayed overhead until the flowers
begin to expand. Earlier batches of Freesias
should never be allowed to become di-y at the
roots directly after flowering, but should be
placed in a cool frame and be given manure
water to help to develop the new bulbs.

Stock Plants.—At this season all stock plants
should be given every attention. Grow them
in plenty of light. As soon as suitable shoots
for cuttings become available they should be
taken off and inserted in a suitable compost.
Only prepare as many cuttings at one time as

may be inserted quickly, for if they flag before
insertion few will root readily. Eupatoriums of

the old variety should be trimmed, repotted and
grown on under glass until the weather is suit-

able for placing them out of -doors during the
summer months. The plants may be removed
indoors in the autumn, and will flower well

during the winter.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Ahthbb Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Watering Borders—At no time throughout
the year should borders in which fruit trees are
planted be allowed to become excessively dry.

At this season, when there is considerable root-
action, it is very important that the borders
are in a proper condition of moisture, neither
sodden nor excessively dry. With modern
herders, provided with substantial drainage, very
little difficulty arises, but those made without
regard to efficient drainage give much trouble if

an excess of moisture is applied, and particularly

is this true of borders in which vines are
planted. If any doubt arises as to the actual

condition of the soil an examination should be
made with an implement made for the purpose.

Excessive damping of the borders to maintain a
humid atmosphere is sometimes veiy misleading
as to the true condition of the soil, and damp-
ing should be done sufficiently early in the day
to allow the surface of the border to become
dry towards evening.

Late Vineries Now that the buds on late

vines are beginning to swell the houses should
be closed and treated as advised for earlier

vineries. If the weather continues mild there

will be no occasion for the use of fire heat, but

syringing the vines and damping the walls and
floors on all possible occasions will be of great

benefit to the vines.

Cucumbers.—Seeds may now be sown singly

in pots to raise Cucumbers for cropping in

frames, or, if a good hotbed has been prepared
and a steady warmth can be maintained in the

frame, the seeds may be planted in the soil

direct. T'ne better plan, however, is to place

the seeds in pots, for by the time the plants are

ready for planting one can judge of the con-

dition of the weather and defer the planting for

a few days if necessary.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By T. Patemax, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Efq„ J. P.

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Seed Sowing.—Make a sowing of Shorthorn

Carrots and Radishes to follow those that have

been grown in frames. Brussel Sprouts, Cabbage,

Red Cabbage, and Leeks should also be sown
uut-of-doors to obtain plants for the main crop.

Protect the seed from birds by spreading a net

over a light framework erected about 2 feet

from the ground, or the net may be propped
up with sticks. Chaffinches are the chief

offenders, but I have found the chaffinch a

useful bird in the garden in other respects.

Parsley—Make a sowing of Parsley in a

sheltered position out-of-doors. As a rule,

Parsley is sown by the edges of paths in the
kitchen garden, where it may easily be
gathered, and it also makes a neat edging
plant.

Garden Paths. —When the work of carting ur

wheeling manure in the kitchen garden is com-
pleted undertake any necessary repairs to gravel
or grass paths. If the latter are worn, with bare
spaces, renew such parts with fresh turves.

Paths requiring gravel may be re-surfaced, the
present being a convenient time to get this

work out of hand.

Peasticks and Bean Rods —Whenever the

weather is unfavourable, for soil operations take

advantage of the opportunity to get in readiness

all Peasticks and Bean rods. The varieties of

Peas should be noted as regards their height,

and the required number of sticks cut

accordingly.

Capsicums.—These plants are raised from seed

sown in pots or pans filled with light, rich

soil and plunged in a mild hotbed. A house

having a temperature of 70° with a moist

atmosphere is best suited to Capsicums. When
the seedlings appear through the surface they

should be grown near the roof-glass, and when
about 2 in. high transferred to 3-inch pots, and

later shifted on until they are finally place!
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in 6-inch or 7-inch receptacles. Capsicums
should never be allowed to become excessively

dry at the roots, and special attention must
be' given to syringing to ward off attacks of

red spider.

Raising Asparagus.—Plants may be raised

from seed sown in rows in a selected quarter

of the kitchen garden during the month of

April; or they may be sown now in boxes, the

seedlings raised under glass and planted out in

rich soil as soon as they are large enough to

handle

Early Potatos.—A few early Potatos may be
planted on a warm south border, although for

preference I advise planting the tubers in a

skeleton frame where protection may be readily

given should the nights prove frosty when the
tops are appearing through the soil. Potatos
growing in frames should be top dressed with
old potting soil, and, when the soil is approach-

ing dryness, watered with tepid water on a
bright morning.

POLLINATION OF INCARVILLEA.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hidlei Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild. Aston Clinton, Tring.

Mulches find Mulching.—The practice of mulch-
ing is particularly necessary in the case of re-

cently planted trees, the new root-fibres which
such trees make during the first year or two re-

qniring plenty of moisture and food. On light,

porous soils mulching is particularly necessary,
and means should always be taken to prevent
excessive evaporation of moisture from the
soil. A suitable mulch serves the purpose
also of attracting the roots to the surface,
and induces fruitfulness. Of materials that may-
be used as a mulch, half decayed farm-yard
manure, or materia] from a spent hotbed are the
most serviceable, but half-decayed leaves, short
grass, rough, turfy loam, or other suitable mate-
rial that is not injurious to the soil, may also

be used to advantage. In practice it is found
that a mulch of an average depth of three or
four inches is sufficient ; if of less quantity it

soon loses its efficiency, whilst, on the contrary,
if too de^p it excludes air and warmth,
both of which are necessary and important for
the growth of the roots. Mulching also assists

in maintaining uniformity of temperature in

the surface soil.

Strawberries.—T'ne soil is in excellent con-
dition for making new plantations of Straw-
berries. In preparing the ground for the plants
it is necessary that it should be trenched or
deeply dug, and well manured. For prefer-
ence choose runners that have been wintered
in pots ; failing these, offsets that have been
planted in nursery beds and have well-developed
ciowns. Lift each plant carefully, and with as
much soil as will adhere to the roots. Plant
in suitably sized holes, and do not cramp the
roots, but spread them out. Make each plant
firm in the soil as the work proceeds, and
afterwards apply a midch of light stable
manure between the rows. The distance apart
to plant depends entirely upon the variety,
but the strongest may average about 30 inches,
whilst those of weaker habit require only 20
to 24 inches between the rows, and 18 inches
apart in the rows. Spring-planted Strawberries
should not be allowed to flower or bear fruit

the first year, for if they are cropped the same
season they will make stunted growth and
produce inferior fruit the' following year. The
duration of Strawberry beds depends on a
variety of circumstances; sometimes they
will last for several years, and often only for
two or three, but they should seldom be allowed
to remain for more than four years. Straw-
berries require a larger amount of water than
almost any other of our cultivated fruits to
bring their crops to perfection. Soil of a
somewhat tenacious nature and ground sloping
towards the south best suit the Strawberry. If
not already done, all dead and discoloured
foliage should be removed from plants in estab-
lished beds, and the surface of the soil between
them mulched with partly decayed manure. On
pour soils a light dressing of chemical manure
may be given before applying the mulch.

Having read with interest the article on

the pollination of Incarvilleas [Card. Ohron.,

Feb. 26), I understand that Mr. E. M.

Cutting, M.A., failed to procure seed

capable of germinating from plants grown

in the open in this country; it n.ay be

of interest, therefore, to state that from a

clump of Incarvillea Delavayi I gathered seeds

last September and sowed them on February 7.

They have now germinated, and the seedlings

are "growing freely. The plants from which

seed -was obtained were transplanted when
growth had commenced last spring, and planted

under a Siberian Crab Tree, where they bloomed
most profusely. A. Neal, Casvwick, Stamford,
Lincolnshire.

well-prepared ground to which some peat has
been added—a sheltered nook being chosen to

prevent damage by wind. Most of the plants

will flower from the third year onwards. Here
they carry flowers on stalks 2^ feet high, in

their prime, and are both striking and beautiful.

The plants of Incarvillea Delavayii are apt to

die out after a few years, hence the practice of

sowing a few seeds annually, for by this method
a good stock of vigorous young plants is main-
tained with the minimum of trouble. T. E.
Tomalin, Bessborovgh Gardens, Pil/own, Co.

Kilkenny.

I 'nave never had any difficulties, in harvesting,

during the past six years, fertile seeds of In-

carvillea Delavay, I. grandiflora, and the latter's

sub-variety brevipes.

Incarvillea variabilis, an almost shrubby

FlO. 60.—NARC1S3U3 M U;NIFICENC'E. It. U.S. FIRST-clASS CERTIFICATE. MARCH

According to the article on p. 97, some doubt

seems to exist as to the fertility of the seed

of Incarvilleas, when grown out-of-doors in

these islands. My experience with Incar-

villea Delavayii is that it invariably sets

phmty of fertile seeds. During the last ten

years, I have raised thousands of young plants

from home-saved seed without artificial pollina-

tion. The capsules are gathered when perfectly

ripe and dry, and the seeds, which separate

easily, are sown in shallow drills in the "i" n

ground in May of the following year. The young

plants are left undisturbed until autumn, by

which time they will have formed tubers Cram

two to four inches long. These are carefully

lifted after the first frost has cut down tin'

leaves, and stored in sand in a frost-proof house

for the winter. The full. .wing April the tubers

are planted out in their permanent position- in

species, lias al-.. p induced seeds that germinated

freely. I should like to know whether Incar

villea lutea, which was imported some 10 years

ago by Messrs. Bees, Ltd., has ever flowered,

ht alone seeded, in this country. Out of a dozen

plants I managed to keep some alive for five

years, « itlu.ut s'.mwing any flowers at all, yet 1

had grown them in various positions—sunny.

shady, hot, dry and moist. I have been told

that it has never flowered in this country yet.

After the remaining plants in Messrs. Bee.s,

Ltd., Scalane! Nurseries, had beer, ploughed in,

the season afterwards one or two solitary, mis

formed flowers were seen on a plant which had

been thrown away.

To my mind, this is one of the mast remark-

able cases of plants refusing to aeclimatise. and

I feel very disappointed, as I intended to hybridise

the various species. /.'. Sichli Codsall, Staffs.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 41, Wellington Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.2.
. u „ t„, -DuKliration os well as specimens of plants

**^JSSS^3t»iumat to the EDITORS.
41 Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

£nkdon CoSmunieaUons should be wbitten on one

"eml't or the paper, sent as early in the week

„, posiMe. and dull/ signed bu the writer. If desired,

the signature will not be printed, out kept as a guaran-

tee of good faith.

Local SewB.-Corre>pond»nu will greatly oblige '"J

^'feiding to the Edit rly inUUsgmce_.pl focal

events likely to be o) intereat to our readers, or oj

a", mutters which it is tte'irable. to bring umt r

the notice of horticulturists.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

FEBRUARY was an ideal month for t'.ie

fruit farm. Rain fell on only two days,

the total amount beuLj only .75 in. at my

place. This makes it the driest February of

which I have any re, ml. with the exception

,,f last year and 1911. The weather was,

moreover, cool enough to hold vegetation in

check, though there were no severe frost* to do

any harm. Fruit trees axe forward, but they

appear to be at least a fortnight later than they

were last year, which gives more hope that they

may bloom in favourable weather. Black

Diamond Plums were showing just a few white

bloom buds at the close of tine month, and

some of the Pear buds were in the closed cluster

stage; but there was no fruit bloom actually

open. Apples were a long way from expanding

their buds.

Winter spraying was done under the best

possible conditions. Twenty-eight acres were

sprayed in fourteen working days, without the

slightest interruption from rain or wind ;
and

the work was made all the easier by the dry

stati of the ground.

Best Conditions for Pollination.

Gardeners would do well to make careful

notes of the weather experienced dining the

blooming time of the various hardy fruit trees.

If this were done every year we might learn

more than we know at present about the con-

ditions which favour or prevent pollination.

As it is, whenever a poor set of frait follows

a good show of blossom, we invariably east our

memories back and try to find some excuse in

the weather at blossoming time. The weather

is no doubt a most important factor, but it is

also certain that it is often blamed wtien the

tiue fault, is lack of nutrition (giving weak

hloon. which does not set) or one of the many

posts and diseases that attack the trees at that

season.

Observations made for three years at the

Minnesota Experiment Station indicate that

rain and a low temperature at blooming tune

are the chief negative influences on the setting

of Plums. It was found that in atmosphere

saturated with moisture the anthers, even if

ripe, cannot open ; and, if they are already

open, they bend ever at once when it begins to

rain. Much rain during the period when the

stigmas are receptive is alone enough to prevent

the setting of fruit. Similar- results were

obtained artificially by continuous spraying of

trees in bloom with water. Low temperature

acts adversely by retarding the growth of t'ne

pollen tube. The stigma of the Plum remains

receptive for one week at the most, but the

time during wihich pollination is practicable is

further shortened by the formation of a layer

or paitition of modified and thickened cells in

preparation for the detaching of part of the

pistil, which takes place eight to fifteen days

after floweiing. This partition may cut off the

growth of the pollen tube towards the ovary

if the development of the tube is retarded by

low temperature.

It appears, therefore, that warm and dry

weather is necessary for the setting of Plum

blossom, and probably that of other fruits also.

I imagine, however, that rain must be con-

tinuous to do mucin, ham,, for I have noticed

that fruit bloom sets better in a warm, showery

period than when the weather is of a perfectly

dry, brilliantly sunny character. Some growers

of Capes, Peaches, and even Tomatos, have

to!d me that they find occasional or light

! praying with water at blooming time useful in

the case of some thy -setting varieties.

Gardeners who have the care of orchard

houses could probably help us if they Would

state what atmospheric conditions at blooming

time they find to give them the best results

under glass.

Cost of Winter Spraying.

A careful account of winter spraying was

kept this year, and some of the facts may
pi ssibly be of use to others. To spray 28 acres

of trees varying in age from 11 to 20 years,

mostly half-standard Apples and Plums

averaging about 15 years old, 14,800 gallons

of wash were required. The trees are 12 ft.

apart each way (302 to the acre), and mast of

them practically meet overhead between the

rows. This works out at a little less than 2

gallons per tree. As most growers mix their

wash in old paraffin barrels, it is convenient to

consider it as 12 to 13 ban-els to the acre. I

reckoned on this basis when ordering the

materials, and was very nearly correct.

Using a power sprayer with four nozzles, we
got through the work at the rate of two acres

per day of 8^ hours, which includes anue'n time

taken in shifting the main pipe and moving from

one field to another.

The tost for the 28 acres worked out as

follows :

—
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PLANT PHOTOGRAPHY ON THE BURMA

FRONTIER.

Ii may interest certain readersof The Garde iters'

Chronicle to know some of the difficulties and
tribulations which attend the photographing of

plants a thousand miles from a dark-room. I

must say in all fairness to the makers of photo

graphic apparatus that the excellence of the

materials they supply negatives many of

the difficulties which older travellers

experienced.

First of all comes the question of cameras and
materials. To my mind there is nothing to beat

an old-fashioned, Mahogany, half-plate camera,
with collapsible bellows and folding tripod of

well-seasoned Ash. It does whatever work is

required. It will take landscapes; it will stand
firm in the wind, when close-up long exposures
of flowers are required for purposes of identi-

fication; you may stand it anywhere and it will

take anything. On my last trip, with Mr.
Reginald Farrer, I used a Zeiss Tessar lens 4.5.

It might have been better. For quick work it

was unexcelled, but it had not quite enough
depth of focus for close-at-hand work. The
enormous width of the corollas of many of the
Rhododendrons, like R. basilicum and R.
sidereum, and of Primulas like P. sonchifolia.

made it necessary to take them at a distance.
and then one had to pray for the good-keeping
qualities of the plates, so that they would stand
enlargement on their return to England. All
plates are good nowadays, but some are better
than others, and far the most satisfactory for
every class of work I found to be the Ilford
screened chromatic. At the end of a year of
terrific weather, provided they were pawked in
tins, I got just as good results as if they had left

the maker's factory a week before. Their sensi-
tiveness to colour is not quite so good as the
pan-chromatic, but the latter will not stand the
climate of the East.

I was bold enough to insist upon taking out
{ number of Lumiere autoohiomes. Everybody
told me that it was money thrown away, that
they would not stand the voyage through the
tropics, let alone the monsoon after our arrival
,'i< Bpimaw. To a slight degree i lie warnings
were correct, for the half-plates I took were
mildewed on our arrival in the hills, but the
quarter-plates more than made up for the bad
results with the half-plates. I took excellent
photographs exactly a year after the time which
was supposed to be the limit of their keeping
powers. I believe that the emulsion has a great
deal to do with their sensitiveness to damp.
One series may live for two years when another
may be attacked by fungus within two weeks.
Our real difficulties in photography begun

when we discovered the extraordinary denseness
of the jungle and Bamboo scrub. It at once
precluded the photographing in situ of any plant
growing below 11,000 ft. Our usual plan was to
collect all the morning, and then I would rush
back to headquarters, accompanied by a coolie
laden with masses of sprays and bunches and
racemes of blossoms, in fact, looking exact!)
like a florist's shop on the move. The actual
photography always caused tremendous excite-
ment

; the natives would crowd round and do
anything tout keep out of the way. They would
ask to look through the screen, and then twist
and screw their heads and necks to see it the
right way up. I had to keep a special bottle of
liniment to cure the stiff necks.
The developing nearly killed me. I had a

most ingenious, folding, developing box, with
elastic sleeves and goggles to fit over the eyes.
Once fitted into this contrivance with the slides
open I could not move until the operation was
Unified. It was then that I was always attacked
by mosquitos or sand flies. They had a
diabolical instinct which told them to the minute
when I was defenceless. It became such a trial
and a tribulation that, like the Pharaohs, I had
to have an official fly swisher. Another trial
was the natives' passion for glass. T used to
wash the plales in the streams; unless there was
a giinrd placed over the wash pool, in five

minutes they would disappear and v.e would dis-

cover a coolie in his bamboo shelter laboriously

scrapping off the gelatine with his thumbnail.

'I hey were usually perfectly trustworthy, but

glass was too great a temptation to resist. No
amount of fining would cure them.

I venture to give one or two suggestions to

intending travellers in the East who are fond

of photography. Take all supplies from home.

Those you buy locally are usually unreliable.

Always take plates if you are in the tropics.

They are more bulky than films, but the results

are worth it. Take a plentiful supply of the

Ilford Liquid Hardener. It is invaluable. It

beauty to the most glorious exotic introduced

for the embellishment of gardens:. Many will

recognise them as being in tile gardens at

Aldenham, and all who have visit'ecl the Hon. V.

Gibbs' gardens will have been impressed with

the beauty of these two old Pines that are grow-

ing in company with rare and choice trees and
shrubs which the owner has gathered from all

parts of the world.

The Scots Pine is as characteristic of our

landscapes as the Palm is of tropical regions, and

Mr. Bean truly observes in Trees and Shrubs
Hardy in the British Isles, " there is scarcely

any tree more picturesque than an old Scots

BB

Fig. 61.

—

the rugged beauty of the scots fir.

does not lengthen developing or fixing and the

surface of the plate is almost indestructible after

use. Lastly, and most important, never let

native photographic dealers touch your plates.

They are the worst and most careless craftsmen

in the world. As there are practically no

Europeans who do developing themselves, even if

they own a shop, the advice is, do everything

yourself. Euan Cox.

TREES
THE SCOTS FIR

AND SHRUBS.
ORNAMENTALAS AN

TREE.
Lovers of nature will agree that the t'.»>

majestic old trees of Scots Fir (Pinus sylvestris),

illustrated in Fig. 61, have an imposing

grandeur in their rugged character, equal in

Pine, or with a greater beauty of trunk,

especially when lit up by the low rays of the

winter sun." This Pine will attain to a height

of over 100 feet with a diameter of trunk of

five feet, but the majority of specimens in the

British Isles grow in the poorest of soil ami

are of much smaller dimensions. The whole out-

line of the tree is pleasing and the trunk has a

beautiful red tinge; in old specimens the deeply

fissured bark gives an additional air of

ruggedness.

The timber is of value, and much of it is

imported from northern Europe under the name

of yellow deal. There are several forms of the

tree, some selected by foresters for their timber

and others as purely garden varieties. Of the

latter Bean enumerates seven, namely, argentea,

aurea, fastigiata, globosa, nana, pumila. and

variegata. and states that of these the finest for

planting are aurea and fastigiata.
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HORTICULTURAL LIBRARIES IN THE
UNITED STATES.

III., Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

It may be said that the three botanical
libraries previously considered, in spite of many
< "iiiii, ,n aims, and reference collections, includ-
ing many of the same fundamentally important
botanical books, .are, nevertheless, more
remarkable for their differences than for their
likenesses. This is primarily due to their
adaptations to the several institutions which they
serve, but this on the other hand, is the common
characteristic which distinguishes them from the
library of the Massachusetts Horticultural
•Society, essentially botanical as to its contents
though not in its aims, and which, though
begun with the object of educating the gardeners
and raising the standard of gardening in
Massachusetts, has long since merged these
earlier aims into Hie larger concept of a model
horticultural library for all time; in short, the
other libraries are tools and equipment for other
work, while this one is an end in itself.
From its foundation in 1829 the Society has

always had a standing committee on the library
and early records show much interest in obtain-
ing suitable books; the catalogue printed in the
New England Farmer (August 10. 1831, Vol 10
p. 26), when the Society was only two years old!
gives 110 titles, including a number of important
works; and since then the interests of the library,
though sometimes subordinated, have never been
entirely overlooked. The international relations of
the Society, through its honorary and correspond
mg members and the exchange of its publications
with similar organisations all over the world
have helped to build up the library in a sub-
stantial way, while certain special' funds have
enabled the purchase of many costly and
elegant works. I shall not try to analyse the
collection, which was lately noticed in these
columns by .Mr. C. Harman Payne ("The
( atalogue of a Notable Library." Gard Chron
duly 26, 1919, p. 50-51). while there are sugges-
tive earlier accounts in the History of the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society (Boston
1880. p. 184-212), and in its Transactions for
1892 (pt, 1. pp. 174-186. " The Library of the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society," by W K.
Endicott). The collection of American horti-
cultural books is unsurpassed, and the seed and
nursery trade lists, nut included in the main
catalogue with the books and periodicals, though
perhaps outnumbered by those in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, are more complete
for the American firms, on which the Horti-
cultural Society has specialised. The value of
these trade lists a* reference material is more
and more recognised.
Now that the Royal Horticultural Society

(England) has its revision of Priizel
actually under way, readers may be interested
in the fact that the Massachusetts Society many
years ago began a supplement to the Iconum
Botanicarum Index, but after some 86,000
cards had been made the project was interrupted
for lack of assistance and has never been
resumed, though the index as it stands has
bean of great service in reference work. It is
a -l-it.v that this index as well as that of the
Missouri Botanical Garden, which has likewise
been abandoned, could not have been co-
ordinated with similar work which has doubt-
less been undertaken in other places, and is still
kept up in the Bureau of Plant Industry of the
Department of Agriculture.

Periodicals form one of the most important
sections of the Horticultural Society's library,
with generally complete sets of standard
journals, many of which, like the' file of the
Gardeners' Magazine, cannot be duplicated in
this country, and a very full representation of
early and ephemeral American periodicals. It
may not seem a lofty ambition to cherish odd
reports of county or district horticultural
societies, but it is essential that someone should
be responsible for them, and the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society is one of the few places
where one may expect to find such elusive pub-

lications, merely because they form part of the
history of gardening in America.

It is only fair to say that my own estimate

of this library, as of the other collections dis

cussed, is in certain ways much prejudiced; in

the first place, works which are not in Washing-
ton are apt to impress me as rare or unusual,

which is by no means necessarily the case; and
secondly, long familiarity with the working
literature of botany, while it has not bred con-

tempt, has moderated my enthusiasm for many
looks which seem to others most noteworthy.

Mr. Endicott's account, for instance, devotes

much .'pace to some 50 or 60 richly illustrated

floras and monographs, which are very valuable,

but are, nevertheless, to be found in nearly all

of our botanical and many general reference

collections ; he also refers at some length to the

herbals, but names only two 16th and 17th

century agricultural works. Under pomology be

gives a few well-known pomonas, and only one

title, Bivort's Album de Pomologie, which in my
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experience is particularly rare. But his account

was written nearly thirty years ago, since when
the majority of books of greater bibliographical

interest have been acquired, very many of them
during the last decade, so that from the com-
parative standpoint, an account of the

Massachusetts Horticultural library at the

present time might be more apt to point out the

first editions of Mandirola's Manuale di

Giardinieri (Macerata, 1649), and Morin's
Bemarques nicessaires pour la culture de
Fleurs (Paris, 1658), Hughes' The, Flower
Garden and Complete Vineyard (1683), Krause's
Der Huge und sorgfaftige Gartner (Langen-
saltza, 1738), or Mayer's Pomona franconica
(Nuremberg. 1776-1801), and Mathieu van
Noort's Pomologia Batava (1830), which are as

useful as they are rare, or even a work of no
particular merit, but no less interesting and
apparently quite as rare, the Garten-Memorial
oder Kurtzt Erinnerung teas ein fleissiger

Baumgartner alle, Monat das game Jahr iiher,

bey den Bdumen in acht zunehmen hat . . .

Ooservirt und zusammengetragen dureh
Florianum Baumgartner (Niirnberg, 1659);
not that these works are necessarily of more

importance than many others of which numerous
copies are accessible. In view of the altruist!
spirit which controls the Horticultural Society's
library one is glad to find it in possession of
such rarities, and could wish that more of those
now scattered throughout different collections
might likewise have been conserved here, where
the ideal of a great gardening library is kept
always in view, and conditions are peculiarly
favourable to bibliographical work.

-,
The nl?rary of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society is by no means perfect or complete; at
present it lacks both the funds and the space
for reasonable expansion, having some time ago
outgrown its very attractive but rather incon-
venient quarters in Horticultural Hall. This
expansion is desirable, moreover, not only for
the sake of the collection itself, but because of
the risk that a library so little used may stag-
nate unless it is either actively growing or
engaged m constructive bibliographical work, as
the Massachusetts Horticultural library is at
present in connection with its subject catalogue.
But expansion in its turn will lead to larger
use, as the collection becomes more complete,
and another generation may perhaps have a
larger appreciation of the privileges of which
the present is ignorant.

The foregoing notes do not, of course, pretend
to cover all the libraries of the United States
which contain any appreciable number of horti-
cultural books, but only those few which I have
at^ some time visited with such literature io
mind. I have no means of knowing what books
may be in private hands; undoubtedly many of
the older and more beautiful works must be il
the hands of collectors, and there are also a
number of semi-public libraries said to contain
many books on botany and gardening which are
still unknown to me. The,re can be little doubt,
however, that so far as accessibility is con-
cerned, the bulk of the horticultural literature
in America is to be found in some seven or
eight large collections. There is also, un-
fortunately, no doubt that a large percentage
of the older books, taking into account the
multiplicity of editions, is not yet to be found
at all in America, where the bibliography of
the subject seems as yet to arouse very little

interest. .V. F. Warner, Washington, U.S'.Ji

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
RANUNCULUS PYRENAEUS.

One of the most delightful of the many white-
flowered members of the Buttercup family is the
beautiful Ranunculus pyrenaeus, an abundant
dwarf alpine which produces great sheets of
white during early spring on the alpine meadows
of Switzerland and Fiance, and is equally at
home in British gardens, either in the rock
garden or the flower boi'der. It varies some-
what in size and form of leaf. It is one of the
few alpine flowers which thrive in richly manured
soil, and Mr. Farrer in his English Bock
Garden states that "it is a most significant thiiif!

that on it- own wild hills where it so abounds,
R. pyrenaeus is one of the very few alpines
that not only does not wither away under the
corruption of manure, but grows fat imme-
diately, and clamours for more. The most
splendid specimen I ever saw sprang on an

ancient heap of garbage by the outlet of the
Monf f'enis Lake, while in the manured high

alpine plain of the Granges Savines, the Butter-
cup in its time is like a solid tahlecoth of moon-
light,"

Ranunculus lacerus, R. Yvesii, R. Luizetii,

and R. Flahaultii are regarded as hybrids of R.

pyrenaeus. The second parent of R. lacerus is

R. aconitifulius, a species popularly repre-

sented in gardens by its double flowered variety

which is known by the popular name of

Bachelor's1 Buttons. In the case of R. Yvesii,

R. pyrenaeus has become mated with R.

Seguieri, a white-flowered, high alpine not at

all well known in gardens R. Flahaultii is the

result of a cross between R. pyrenaeus and I

the well-known R. parnassifolius, and R.

Luizetii is also considered to be a hybrid be-

tween the same two species.
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FRUIT RE6ISTER.

APPLE TOM PUTT.
Is there another form of this old Somerset

Apple known as Spicy Tom Putt? I am well

acquainted with the red-striped fruits of the
culinary variety as grown in the Somerset and
Devon orchards, but. in one garden in which
I was engaged we had a tree labelled Spicy
Tom Putt, and the Apples from it were very
agreeable eaten direct from the tree, being sweet
and very juicy. The local growers in the
Western Counties have corrupted the name of
the Rev. Tom Putt, Rector of Trent, Somerset,
who raised the original variety, into Tom Potter,
and other synonyms for the Apple are Devon-
shire Nine Square and January Tom Putt. The
old Pym Square is a very beautiful Apple of
the same type. I wonder if anyone now grows
the old Shepherd's Fame that was at one time
very popular in certain districts of Lincolnshire.
The tree was a very free cropper, the fruits
handsome and of good quality. Sententious.

SOME EXCELLENT LATE DESSERT
APPLES.

The following excellent varieties of late dessert
Apples should be extensively planted as bush
and espalier specimens, these being the best
systems for good crop production and quick
returns.

Pearson's Plate.—A variety of great
excellence, with good keeping qualities, and of
first-rate flavour. The fruits are rather small
with a greenish-yellow skin and red blotch on
the side next to the sun. The flesh is greenish-
yellow, firm, crisp, sugary, with a brisk flavour
and a pronounced aroma.
Royal Peaemain, an old variety, still found

in the Herefordshire orchards, but not so ex-
tensively known as its merits deserve. It is

very productive on the dwarfing stocks. The
fruits are large, the eye small and open ; stalk
short and slender. The skin is coloured red and
streaky next the sun, but greenish-yellow where
shaded. It is a luscious-looking fruit. The tree
makes clean growth and is very hardy. The
flavour of the fruit is brisk. This variety is good
either for dessert or culinary purposes.
Spring Ribston or Baddow Pippin.—One of

the very best dessert Apples, yet often omitted
from collections. The fruit is of small size, but
of first quality and with an aromatic flavour.
The skin is yellowish-green, with a dull red
blotch on the side next the sun. The flesh is

crisp, sugary, and full of juice. This variety is

most productive as a bush, cordon or espalier.
Claygate Pearmain.—This fine late Apple has

not taken the Apple growers' fancy in a manner
worthy of the variety, probably on account of

its rather didl colour, but would they only add
a specimen to their collections I feel certain that
more trees of this variety would be planted.
The fruits, when well grown, are rather large

;

the eye is large, stalk short, colour dull yellow
with broad stripes of red ; flesh, yellow ; flavouY,

sweet and rich with an abundance of juice. It is

one of the best February-March Apples, and the
tree succeeds well as a standard.
Margil is an excellent. Apple in season up to

March. It has many admirers amongst, the old
school of pomologists, and is worthy to rank in

the first six varieties of late dessert. Apples; in

some seasons the flavour is not inferior to that
uf (ox's Orange Pippin. It is singular that so

excellent an Apple does not. find a place in most
gardens where Apples can be grown successfully.

The fruit is medium to small in size; shape
angular, stalk short, colour light russet, tinged
with led next the sun; flesh firm, yellow; juice

sweet and abundant. The variety was grown
extensively a century ago, but is nol SO much in

demand now. The tree may be grown as a
bush, half standard, cordon or espalier. It is

a splendid variety for covering with dry sand
for late, keeping in tubs. 1 have seen fresh and
highly coloured specimens taken from the sane!
as late as June, and the flesh had the true Cox's
Orange Pippin flavour.

Golden Winter Pearmain, sometimes con-
fused witli King of the Pippins, is quite distinct
from that sort, the skin being quite green on the

shaded side, instead of yellow. There are a few
tree, of this old, first-rate sort in some of the
orchards of Herefordshire. The fruits keep until

April, and considerable enterprise is lacking to

allow the variety to die out. The fruit is of

medium size, the eye small and closed ; the stalk

short and slender; colour green on the shaded
side, slightly coloured on the side next the sun;
flesh firm and crisp, flavour aromatic. I believe

with several nurserymen it has been thrown in

the same basket as King of the Pippins, which it.

somewhat resembles in shape; but it has longer

keeping qualities and is equally good for all

systems of training.

Adam's Pearmain is another choice late

variety. Neither the late Dr. Bull or Dr. Hogg
could discover the origin of this desirable Feb-

ruary Apple, but on making local inquiries I

was informed by Mr. A. Partridge that his

grandfather claimed to be the raiser, his

christian name being Adam, and named it

Adam's Pearmain, but whether this statement is

founded on facts I cannot vouchsafe. Neverthe-

less, it is a most productive sort and worthy of

a place in every garden. The fruits are rather

large and of true pearmain shape; the eye is

small, the stalk long and slender; colour

Like most of the first earlies, tjhe plant is of
dwarf, compact habit so that the rows may be
set somewhat closer than for main crop sorts,

and in this way some little compensation may
be had for the reduction of yield. The tubers
of Carisbrooke Castle are furnished with very
shallow eyes, and shapely specimens are well

suited for exhibition ; whilst the quality is all

tliat could be desired in a new Potato. It war
sent, out by the raisers, Messrs. Sutton and Sons,

in 1914, and is one of their excellent series of
Castle varieties. Messrs. Sutton and Sons have
done much pioneer work in the raising of new
Potatos, and their latest success is Dunvegan,
which is a first early variety, and is immune to

Wart disease. The tubers are of oval shape and
white skinned. In the Ormskirk trials latit year
this novelty attracted much notice from those
who were present when the crops were lifted,

and the opinion was freely expressed that it is

one of the very best of the early immune sorts.

Duuvegan will not be distributed until 1923, and
we understand that it will be tried a second
time at Ormskirk this year, when those who
were not present last year will have an oppor-

tunity of judging of its behaviour under cultiva-

tion.

Fig. 63. —potato carisrrooke castle.

greenish-yellow and russet, deep, yellow tinged

with rose on the sunny side; the flesh

is firm and aromatic, crisp, with abundant juice.

The tree is productive grown as a bush, cordon

or espalier. Pomona.

APPLE LAXTON'S SUPERB.
With reference to that splendid new Apple,

Laxton's Superb, I can, from personal acquaint-

ance, endorse all that you say about it (see p.

113); indeed, I am sure that it will take its

place in the very front rank of dessert Apples
and prove a great acquisition among our late

varieties. I am sorry we have to wait so long

before being able to plant what I consider the

finest Apple the Laxton firm has ever put into

commerce. A. W. Puffin, The Gardens,
Til iffy House, Turvey, Bedfordshire.

VEGETABLES.

TWO GOOD FIRST EARLY POTATOS.
Iv Fig. 63 we illustrate a tuber of the com-

paratively new first early variety, Carisbrooke

Castle. It is an exceedingly heavy cropper and
of handsome 'kidney shape. The chief objection

that is raised against the earliest varieties of

Potatos is that they are not very profitable, for

the crop is usually much below that of the later

sorts, but there are a few varieties of this sec-

tion, such as Duke of York, which give fairly

bountiful yields, and in Carisbrooke Castle, we

have another one which is very remunerative,

and will doubtless lieeome popular with

growers.

THE JUDGING OF VEGETABLES.
The decision of the Royal Horticultural

Society relating to quality in vegetables taking

precedence to size is of much interest to ex-

hibitors and others. As a fairly frequent

visitor to the R.H.S. Autumn Vegetable Meet-
ing, I have in the past always thought that

quality was the governing factor in deciding

the awards, and only in the case of certain

vegetables, which are divided fur the purposes
of cooking, was size an advantage, provided thj

other necessary qualifications were also present.

To the general exlubi'or. piobabU the vege-

tables which in most instances will be affected

by this decision are Celery, Leeks, Onions, and
Parsnips, and the question when they exceed
proportions beyond that of utility must neceS'

Sarily be governed by their ultimate use.

It is generally conceded that a large Onion,
used as a whole vegetable, possesses SuperiOT

qualities to a smaller one.

Leeks. Parsnips, and Celery grown quickly,

which is always a condition by which huge
specimens are produced, certainly do not. lost-

quality by reason of large size. In the R.H.S.

Rules fur Judging, the above vegetables are

allotted an equal number of points for size,

and the number of points are equal for quality.

the compilers of the rules apparently re

cognising that skilled cultivation is required
to produce the combined results. If the R.H.S.
is of the opinion that, in the past, these and
other vegetables have been exhibited too largo
for utility purposes, they should define the sine

they consider desirable as a standard. //

Wheeler, Wenvoe Gardens, if or Cardiff.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible /or

the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

Saxifraga oppositifolia.—This Saxifraga does

not seem to have been known to the old herbal-

ists, such as Dodoens, Gerard, and Parkinson.

Linnaeus first discovered it on July 4, 1732.

on the heights of Wallavari, an outlier of the

Lapland Alps, and described it. In this country
it occurs from Breckon to the Shetland Islands,

on the higher mountains. I have it from the

Brecknock Beacons, where it assumes a trailing

form, and have gathered it on sea cliffs facing

the Moray Firth, where the situation is the m^st
unique in Britain, so far as I know. Here it is

very compact in growth, and flowers profusely.

On the Breadalbane Mountains both the compact
and the trailing forms are quite plentiful. The
flowers also vary with long, pointed petals,

and with large and broad rounded ones, better

than some of the common forms in cultivation.

The intensity of the purple colour also varies

greatly. The compact growing forms are the
most floriferous, and usually occur where there

is little rooting space. Sometimes small patches

occur in shallow hollows of boulders where depth
of soil is impossible, yet they flower most pro-

fusely, owing to the cool conditions and the
frequent mists and rain, even in summer. /. F.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations I have read
with much interest the corres.ponde.nce in The
Gardeners' Chronicle, respecting the various
times for rooting cuttings of perpetual-flower-

ing Carnations. This question came up at the
conference Iheld fit the Royal Horticultural
Hall on December 1 last, and I think the best

answer was then given by an amateur grower
who stated he rooted a good cutting " when
he could get it." I have rooted cuttings from
August until April, but for most varieties

January cuttings make the best plants by the

following September. I believe Mr. W. E.

Wallace and Mr. C. Epgelmann would plump
for January cuttings. Mr. L'ngelmann was
here on January 12. and he considered that

was an ideal time for inserting cuttings. I

believe many gardeners and amateurs coddle
their plants far too much. Having grown prac-
tically every variety, I consider the best for

general use are as follow:—Laddie, which has
a habit of growth especially suitable for flower-

ing in the winter; Lady Northcliffe, still one
of the best bright pink sorts; Delice and En-
chantress Supreme are two good paler pink
varieties, both sports from our old

favourite Enchantress; Rose Sensation
and Mrs. C. W. Ward are the test
rose pinks; Bona and Salmon Enchantress, the
best salmons ; Carola and Triumph, the finest

crimson sorts; White Wonder and Crystal
Whit?, two of the best whites; Aviator and
Scarlet Carola, the best scarlets; while Saffron
and Simstar are the finest yellows. Mary All-
wood and Mikado are two excellent varieties
readers had best describe themselves. Fancies
are not numerous, but the best are
Benora, Circe, and Fanny. Of the novelties
for 1921 I advise every grower to give a trial
to Cupid, a grand pink sort; Thor and Edward
Allwood, scarlet; White Pearl; Lord Lam-
bourne, rose; and Wivelsfield Apricot. These
are the best of the varieties I have seen. In
conclusion, I would suggest that all keen Car-
nation growers should join the British Carna-
tion Society, and persuade their employers to
join. A. K. Usher, Banston Gardens, 'Bland-
ford.

"The Compleat Florist."—A thrill of intense
delight overtakes an humble amateur when
led to the opinion that he is the fortunate
possessor of a book which arouses the
susceptibilities of an expert (see p. 119).
The best explanation I can offer Mr. Harman
Payne is to quote the exact wording printed
upon the title page of my copy:—" The Com-
pleat Florist. Or the universal culture of
Flowers, Trees and Shrubs; proper to Embellish
Gardens; with the way of raising all sorts of
Parterres, Greens, Knots, Porticos, Columns and
nther ornaments. The whole illustrated with
many cuts, and with the Fable and Moira] of

each plant. By the Sieur Louis Leger D'Auxerre
In three parts, newly done into English. Lon-
don. Printed for lienj. Tookc at the Temple
Gate, Fleet Street, 1706." it should be stated

that it is bound up with another volume of

w'nioh it forms pages 129 to 490. Chapter 6 of

part 1 is devoted to the Instruments necessary
for a Florist Gardener, occupying 9 pages, with
33 illustrations of garden tools and appliances.

Donald McDonald.
Spraying Roses.—A very effective little tool for

the purpose of spraying Roses is the sprayer
used by artists for fixing charcoal drawings. It is

cheap, no more bulky than a fountain pen, and,
although worked by blowing, the design absolutely
precludes the possibility of liquid being sucked
into the mouth. Laurence Kendick, Kingsfield
Road, Bushey.

INDOOR PLANTS.

GARDENERS' GRIEVANCES.

Up till quite recently gardening has been
regarded as an occupation that may be under-
taken by fools and knaves, demanding no sjjeeial

training, and certainly no brains. Now, how-
ever, all that is changing, and people are
beginning to realise that all gardeners need not
necessarily resemble the humorists' caricatures of

the tillers of the soil, as depicted by comic
papers with an expression which could not be
described as either active or intelligent.

This prevailing and deep-rooted idea that the
pursuit of gardening is for those of feeble
intellect is strangely difficult to combat. One
finds it <ropping up in all sorts of places, and
being promulgated actively by the most unlikely
people, that one would have thought ought to

know better.

By ruling out people with any intelligence, we
are doing away with the possibilities of fresh

ideas, new methods, research work, and other
progress in scientific investigation.

It should, however, be of great cheer to all

gardeners to know that there is to be a residen-

tial college at Cambridge for men students in

connection with the University.
There should surely be no necessity to point

out the very close union that must exist between
botany and horticulture, as it is really impossible
to separate the two ; every ambitious gardener
should know something of botany, and if every
botanist knew something of gardening, then his

study would be invested with life, and botany
would not rank as a " dry-as-dust " subject, as
has so often been the case in the past. Botany,
to be of keen and vital interest to children, needs
to be something more than a table of Natural
Orders, and a long list of Latin names. Surely
the method of teaching on these lines must have
been very much at fault, but this fact has
happily been recognised now. and the work is

begun at the other end, i.e., a love of plants is

first inculcated, and some knowledge imparted
as to their work and growth, and then the
Natural Orders, and the long names come more
raturally afterwards, when a keen interest in

this most noble science has been awakened.
Then, for gardeners, how very essential it is to

know something of the inside life of the plant.
It seems that unless a gardener has at least an
elementary knowledge of the wonderful structure
of plants, and how they feed and grow, he must
of necessity be working in the dark in carrying
out his various operations.

The profession of horticulture does most un-
doubtedly call for all the best brains that can be
put into it; there are plenty of unexplored fields

still awaiting our efforts in the matter of raising

new varieties and improving existing ones, both
in the fruit and vegetable kingdom, to say noth-
ing of flowers.

Then there is still much valuable lesearch work
that requires to be done in the eradication of the
insect and fungous pests that attack our crops

;

perfection lias not yet been reached in that
direction.

Gardening, undertaken intelligently, calls for
much study, and if agricultural and horticultural
work is studied by scientific people from a
scientific point of view, it will surely be raised
more to its proper level. M. G. Kennedy Bell.

THE TREATMENT OF AMARYLLIS
(HIPPEASTRUM) FOR EXHIBITION.

The question lias often been put to me;
How did you manage so successfully to get
Amaryllis into bloom by a certain date, prac-
tically the day of a certain exhibition? In
a great measure one has to be guided by the
weather conditions, especially during the
months of February and March, when the
mornings are often bright and sunny, raising
the temperature of the house above the
average, which causes tiie flower scapes to
develop rapidly. After such mornings it often
turns dull and the temperature outside be-
comes raw and cold, necessitating the use of
fire heat, which is not so beneficial for the
growth and opening of the flower as sun and
heat combined. Some scapes grow more rapidly
than others; therefore it is necessary to watch
the plants and remove the forward ones,
placing them in a cooler house. Such plants
may require shifting several times forward
and backward from the warm to the cool
house, according to the weather. In February
and March, a period of seven to eight weeks
elapses after the scape is showing through the
bulb before the flower opens in a house having
a temperature about 50°. By damping the
floor and other bare spaces occasionally when
the weather is warm and bright, and admitting
a little air. the flowers develop more substance
and the colouring is enhanced, the treatment
being most beneficial to the plant as a whole. 1
The flowers .should be allowed to develop

gradually, and in the early months it takes I
five to six days for the flower to heroic fully
expanded after the sheath has commenced to
burst. Later in the season the blooms do not
take so long to open. The plant, when in
flower, should have .strong, healthy foliage
about 10 to 12 inches high, for a setting of
bold leaves improves the appearance of the
plant for exhibition purposes. If grown in

strong heat, the foliage generally outgrows the
scape and weakens it; drawn foliage also gives
the plant an untidy appearance.
Hippeastrums may be had in flower for

exhibition from January to July, as was de-
monstrated by the fine collection exhibited by
Sir George Holford at Cardiff in July, last 1

year. The treatment of Amaryllis should be
such as will cause it to grow freely during
the summer, and to gradually ripen its bulbs
in the autumn. As .soon as t lie foliage is over,
select the best bulbs for flowering the follow-
ing season. Do not choose those that flowered
the previous year, as those wen- weakeneJ
by flowering, and very seldom bloom so finely

the following season ; such bulbs should be
grown with the best treatment for two years
before being allowed to flower again ; the same
rule should be followed in the case of bulbs
that have been used for seeding. When the
bulbs are selected, place them in a house
having a temperature of about 40°, either on
a shelf or under the plant stage on their side,

where water dripping from, the plants above
cannot reach them. Keep the soil quite dry
until the time arrives to start the plants again.

For exhibiting at the International Exhibition,

Chelsea, on May 22 to 30. 1912, Messrs. James
Yeiteh and Sons selected 400 bulbs and placed
them under the stage during the winter, with
their pots laid on one side. At the. beginning of

April (exactly 44 days before t lie show), 150
of the plants Were just showing their flower

buds. All were dipped in a bath of water
and given a thorough soaking. Those show-
ing growth were put in a cool house, those not

showing in a house where the temperature was
about 60°, with the object of having all their

scapes showing through the bulb about half an

inch at the same time, so as to be able to

regulate them in time for the exhibition.

Over 300 of the plants flowered and were
exhibited. During the time they were grow-

ing, the rcots weie given liquid manure once

or twice a week, and this stimulant assisted

them to develop healthy foliage, strong scapes,

and flowers of goodsubstance. John Ihtd. V.M.H.
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SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

March 8, 1921.—Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the chair), Messrs. Fraser, Hales, Faw-
cett, Odell, Hosking, Worsley, Balfour, and F. J.

Chittenden (lion, secretary).

British Primulas.—Mr. Fraser showed a
specimen of the well-known hybrid Primula

veris x acaulis. and of P. elatior, and drew
attention to the fact that not only is the throat

of the corolla open in P. elatior, but the capsule

is longer than the calyx.

Variegated Abutilon.—Mr. Hoskins showed
specimens to illustrate the transmissibility of

variegation in Abtitilons. The case of A.

Thomrsoni on A. striatum is well known, but

Mr. Hosktns showed it could also be used to

cause variegation in A. insignis and other

species.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

February 17.—Committee present :—The Rev.
J. Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, A. Burns, A. Coningsby, D. A. Cowan,
J C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J. Evans. R. N.
Hartley. J. Howes, D. McLeod, J. McNab,
E. W. Thompson, and H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Cymbidium Alexanders aliens, a finely formed,
almost white flower; from the Rev. J.
Crombleholme.
Dendrobium Lady Colman, a large, well-

shaped flower of good colour, with extra large
dark blotch in the centre of the lip, from S.

Gratrix, Esq.
Lycaste Skinneri erythrochilon. a large flower

with rose sepals, petals purplish red and lip

darker, from Dr. R. N. Hartley.
Odontioda Madeline var. rubra (O.

Britannia x Odta. Charlesworthii), an
exceptionally large flower of good shape, from
P. Smith, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
Cymbidium Alexanderi aurantiaca and C

Pauwelsii var. nanum, from the Rev. J.

Crombleholme.
Cattleya Douai Edyemom- var. (intertexta

alba x Susanne Hye de Crom), and Odonto-
glossum Lambeauianum Achilles, from A.
Hanmer, Esq.
Dendrobium White Swan (Apollo alba X

nobile alba) from S. Gratrix, Esq.

Odontioda Bed Cross var. rosea, from P.

Smith, Esq.
Groups.

A Silver-Gilt Medal was awarded to S.

Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J. Howes)

;

a Large Silver Medal to the Rev. J. Cromble-
holme, Clayton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. E. Marshall)

;

and a Silver Medal to Mrs. Bruce and Miss

Wrigley, Bury (gr. Mr. A. Burns), and Messrs.

Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, for collections.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.

March 1.—The monthly meeting of this

society was held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edin-

burgh, on this date, Mr. David King, President,

in the chair.

A paper on Town Gardening was read by

Mr. Alex. Macrae, Superintendent of Paiks,

Dundee. Mr. Macrae dealt with the subject

laTgely from the constructional point of view,

and lie advocated the adoption of tar-macadam

roads and paths. He also favoured the sowing

of seeds in the formation of bowling greens and
lawns, from which he maintained that as early

results could be got as from turfing them, and
at smaller cost. He had had a bowling green
in use fourteen months after sowing. The
pruning of trees and shrubs was dealt with,
and he emphasised the necessity for distinguish-
ing between those which flowered on the shoots
produced in the current year and those which

produced their flower buds on the previous
year's shoots. For town planting he recom-
mended the following subjects :— Trees—Douglas
Fir, Cedrus Deodara, Abies nobilis, Sequoia
gigantea, Tsuga canadensis, Pinus Cembra,
Birch, Scots and English Elms, common Syca-
more, purple Beech, London Plane, Hawthorns,
and Lombardy Poplar. Shrubs—Rhododendrons,
Olearia Haastii, common Mahoaiia, Holly, Os-
manthus, Cherry and Portugal Laurels, oval-

leaved Privet and its go'den-leaved form,
Veronica Traversa, Aucuba japonica, Box (green
and variegated), Casinia fulvida, Escallonia
macrantiha, Brooms, Berberis Darwinii, Kalmia
latifolia, Laurustinus, Lilacs, common Mock
Orange, flowering Currants, Spiraea dumosa
(ariaefolia) and S. Vaa Houttii, Diervilla,

Snowberry, Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora,

and Deutzia.

Mr. D. Armstrong, The Drum Gardens, Mid-
lothian, showed winter-flowering Sweet Peas, and
Mr. Walker, Mill-bank Gardens, Edinburgh,
showed Cyclamen, for which he was awarded a

Cultural Certificate.

LEEDS AND DISTRICT MARKET
GARDENERS.

The eighth annual Rhubarb show of this

Association was held at the Griffin Hotel,

Leeds, on the 5th inst. The entries were
numerous and constituted a record, whilst the

quality of the exhibits surpassed that of any
previous shows. In Class I. for the best sticks

of Prince Albert or Linnaeus Rhubarb, 1st

prize was won by Mr. A. Ralph. Rothwell, nr.

Leeds; 2nd prize by Messrs. Whitwell and
Briggs, Bramley, nr. Leeds. Messrs. Whtt-
v»i:ll and Briggs were successful in win-

ning the 1st prize in Class II., tor the best

sticks of Victoria Rhubarb or any other

variety; the 2nd prize was won by Mrs.

Wheatley, Bnslingthorpe, Leeds. There were
thirty-five entries in this class. The 1st prize

and silver cup, valued 30 guineas, for the best

six sticks of Dawe's Champion, was won by
Mi'. J. R. Groundwell, Buslingthonpe, Leeds

;

2nd, Messrs. T. W. and H. Popplewell, Pars-

ley, nr. Leeds. In the class for the best three

marketable bunches of Victoria Rhubarb, the

1st prize and silver cup—the latter given by
Messrs. Garcia Jacobs and Co.—was awarded
to Mr. A. Cowling, Tinley. nr. Wakefield;
Mr. A. Ralph, Rothwell, nr. Leeds, 2nd. Mr.
J. R. Groundwell, again won the 1st prize

for the best three marketable bunches of

Dawe's Champion Rhubarb, with Mr. T. H.
Holmes, Morley, nr. Leeds, 2nd.

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS
A meeting of the Association of Economic

Biologists, presided over by Sir David Prain, was
held in the Botanical Department of the
Imperial College of Science, on Friday. March 11.

Dr. A. S. Home exhibited cultures of fungi pro-

ducing spotting of Apples and a demonstration
of the enwmic action of Polyopens in solid

nutrient media containing starch. Dr. S. G.
Paine showed cultures of the causal organism
of a Potato disease and demonstrated a novel

and useful method of inoculation of Potato tubers
with pathogenic organisms. Mr. Wm. B.
Brierley showed a very beautiful exhibit of the
differential infections of pure lines of Wheat by
biologic forms of Puccinia graminis tritici. which
had been prepared by Professor Stakman. of the

University of Minnesota. Mr. G. C. Gongfa
exhibited specimens of Potato tubers which had
been attacked by both corky scab and wart
disease.

Dr. J. Davidson, of the Rothamsted Experi-

ment Station, then read his paper on " The
Cells of Plant Tissues in Relation to Cell-sap as

the Food of Aphides," illustrating by finely-drawn

and coloured diagrams. The structure and
function of the sucking organs of the aphis were
described, and the relation of these to the

tissues of the host plants. The intercellular

path taken by the stylet and the puncturing of

the phloem cells were shown, together with the

interesting effects upon the contents of adjacent
cells. The very important question—in
particular, perhaps, from- a botanical point of
view—of the food values of saps at different
ages of the plant was considered, and the rela-
tion between the mature size of aphides and the
food values of different host plants pointed out.
Dr. Davidson's investigations are of very con-
siderable importance, not less from a zoological
than from a botanical standpoint, and the paper
opened a very interesting discussion, in which
the following took part :—Mr. Brierlev, Dr
Home, Mr. Speyer, Dr. Paine, Mr. Chrvstal
Dr. Lnins, Professor V. H. Blackman. and Dr'
Harland.
A second paper was read by Mr. E. R.

Speyer on " Ceylon Ambrosia Beetles and their
Relation to Problems of Plant Physiology." In
Ceylon there are sixty-six species of Scolytid
beetles, of which thirty-two belong to the o-emis.
Xyleborus. Well-known examples are" X.
Inrnicatus. originally parasitic on Ricinus com-
munis, but now "attacking some three-quarters of
all the Tea in Ceylon ; and X. compactus, very
destructive to Coffee in Java. All these beetles
maintain pure cultures of degenerate
aseon.ycetous fungi in galleries tunnelled into the
wood of their host plants. The eggs are laid
in these galleries and the developing larvae feed
on the fungi—each beetle having its own
particular species—the mature insect emerging-
from the original entrance hole. The fungi
apparently gain their carbon from the vege-
table substratum and their nitrogen from the
cast skins and excreta of the insects. The fungi
cultured in the galleries only remain pure as
long as the insects attend to them, and on
the death or removal of these insect gardeners
the spawning beds rapidly become overrun with
weeds. The interesting statement was made and
disputed in the discussion, that these beetles onlv
attack Hevea rubber trees after they have been
invaded by fungi such as Corticiimi, or
Diplodium. The paper closed with a brief review
of the various insect groups which are known to
culture fungi and of the fungal species
maintained.
This question of the possible svmbiotic

relationship of insects with fungi and the
mechanism—we might almost say the pure
cultural technique—by which it is maintained,
is one of the more obscure problems in biologv,
and mycologists in particular will be grateful to
Mr. S]ieyer for any light he may throw on their
side i.f the problem.

©bituarp.

William Davie—We regret to learn of the
death, on March 5. of Mr. William Dane, at
his residence. 38. Market Street, Haddington.
Mr. Davie carried on business for many years
as a seedsman and Potato merchant, and was one
of the best known of the public men of the east
of Scotland. He took an active and interested
part in public affairs, serving for a considerable
time on the Haddington Town Council, in whi -li

he held office as Dean of Guild.

James Coey.—The death of Mr. James Coey,
I

.
i »| 1 1 !.-t , ,!- of the Donard Nursery Co., New-

castle co. Down, has removed from 'lie ranks.
>jf Daffodil lovers, one of the foremost
raisers and growers. Mr. Coey «.is a Daffodil
specialist, and the magnificent way in which
h<> grew bulbs has been demonstrated at

Westminster on several occasions. the variety
Magnificence (see Fig. 60) was raised by
him, and is one of his fine series of

Donard seedlings. But Mr. Coey was more
than a Daffodil expert; he was an enthu-
siast in regard to the rarer trees and shrubs.

especially such as grow in the kinder district.*

of these islands, and his fine displays at Chelsea
shows gave abundant evidence of the care he
had taken in forming his collection. Mori -

Mr. Coey was a bleeder of shorthorn cattle and
an authority on this breed. He had a delightful

personality, and he will be greatly missed in

Ireland and in the Metropolitan area, where he
made many friends.
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TRADE NOTES.

Messrs. Ptolham and Son have appointed Mr.
E. F. Hazeltun to take charge of their nurseries

at Elsenham. Mr. Hazelton is a skilful cultivator

and specialises in hardy plants. By this appoint-

ment Mr. H. C. Pulham will be able to take a

larger share in the many important planning and
planting undertakings that the firm have in hand
at the present time.

The Chemical TJnion, Ltd., Ipswich, proprie-

tors of ihe Canary Guano, have published an in-

teresting little booklet showing how and when
to use this manure to the advantage of certain

crops. The advice is given in calendar and sec-

tional form and the booklet is obtainable post

free on application to the proprietors.

A melting of the Seeds Section of the

Chamber of Horticulture (Growers and Whole-
salers) was held at 18, Bedford Square, on Tues-

day, March 8, Mr. J. E. N. Sherwood (Messrs.

Hurst and Son) presiding. The meeting had been
called at the request of the Section to discuss

the advisability of the inclusion of seeds in the

proposed case for the regulation of imported
horticultural produce. The matter was very fully

gone into, Messrs. Sherwood, A. Watkins, W.
Nutting, John Harrison, Junr., and G. H. Dicks

{Cooper, Taber and Co.) taking part in the dis-

cussion, and ultimately the following resolution

was unanimously carried :
—" That while this

Committee is in agreement with the idea of the

regulation of imported foreign horticultural

produce, it is of the opinion that the time is not

ripe for the inclusion of seeds in the scheme."

LAW NOTE.
IMPORTATION OF INFECTED GOOSE-

BERRY BUSHES.
A case of some interest to fruit growers was

heard at Grimsby recently, when Theodore
English, a horticultural agent, of Cheltenham,
was summoned, under the American Gooseberry
Mildew Order, with landing in England Goose-
berry bushes from abroad.

An inspector under the Ministry of Agriculture
found some diseased Gooseberry bushes in the

shop of a Mr. Hindson, at Nuneaton, who ex-

plained that lie got them through Mr. English.

The latter, in evidence, said he was appointed
sole agent for a man named Sander, of Ham-
burg. He received an order from Hindson and
Sander sent the bushes direct to Hindson.
Therefore he pleaded, through his advocate,

that it was Sander and not himself who was
responsible for the landing of them in this

country. Hew-as also ignorant of the regulation.

Indirectly, a Customs officer at Grimsby,
where the goods were landed, said they arrived
among a consignment of Rose trees and were
not detected, otherwise they would have been
detained.

The Stipendiary Magistrate held that the de-

fendant, as agent, landed the goods within the
meaning of the Art, and said he was sorry that

the Court was unable to proceed against the
actual shipper. It was obvious that he knew
the plants were diseased. He added that it was
curious how people engaged in a considerable
"way of business were ignorant of the Govern-
ment Orders relating to that business.

He imposed a fine of five guineas and five

guineas costs, and declined to state a case.

Mr. George Cecil Gough, a botanical inspector
under the Ministry, explained that the proceed-
ings were heard at Grimsby because the goods
were landed there.

INQUIRY.

I have successfully grown Melons for thirty
years with good result;-, but these last thre'p

years my plants have collapsed, with splendid
fruit just beginning to set ; the foliage flags at.

the tip and then wilts away. I have grown
them where Melons have never grown before,
and in frames, in pote. and different kinds of
loam, and high and dry 10 prevent canker, but
the result is the same I hope some of the
numerous lenders of the Gard. C/iron. will

kindly suggest some remedy. The houses have
been thoroughly cleaned, fumed with burnt

suljphur, white-washed, and thrown open to

sweeten, but all to no purpose. Anxious.

REPLIES.

In reply to .S'. G. Thovold, we know and sell

the Hyacinth Paix de l'Europe. It would be
interesting to know if the bulbs have been lifted

annually by your correspondent and replanted.

Ikes, Ltd. ' [Will Mr. Thorold kmdlv send us

his full address?—Eds. 1

In reply to S. and S. (see page 108), root
aphides may be effectually removed from the
roots of Auricula by disinfecting the soil.

Dibble into the soil very small pieces of calcium
carbide, close up the holes, and, so soon as

moisture reaches the carbide, gas is formed
which will kill all soil insects. The operation
should be repeated after an interval of about
three or four weeks' time, so as to kill a probable
second generation arising from eggs remaining in

the soil after the first operation. J. Smith,
Havant.

THE WEATHER.
The Weather in Scotland.

The mild dry winter of 1920-21 reached its climax
in February, with a mean temperature two degrees
above, and a rainfall of less than one third the normal.
Rain fell on seven days, as against an average of

14 days, to the total of 0.49 inches, the 24th being the
wettest day, with 0.22 inches. Snow fell on the 7th
and 8th. Of bright sunshine we haa 82.6 hours, an
average of 2.9 hours i>er day, and a percentage of 30;
there were three sunless days. With a mean of 30.24

inches, the barometer varied from a lowest of 29.5.">

inches on the 1st. to a highest of 30.78 inches on the

10th. The mean temperature was 39.5°, with a mean
maximum of 46° and a mean minimum of 33°, giving

a mean range of 13°. The highest maximum was 58°

on the 16th, and the lowest minimum of 26° on the

4th. while the lowest maximum of 36° were registered

for the 8th, and the highest minimum of 43° for the

14th and 28th. It is worth noting that the mildness of

thie month was due almost entirely to the dry atmos-

phere, the meain minimum being but half a degree above

the normal. On the grass, the thermometer gave a

mean of 27°, with a lowest of 17° on the 4th; there

were 21 nights of ground frost. At 1 ft. deep the soil

temperature fluctuated considerably, the lowest point

reached being 35°, and the highest 40°. The prevailing

winds were westerly.

—

John Davidson, Director of

Studies. St. Andrews Provincial Committee tor the

Training of Teachers. Kirkton-of-Mahui, near Dundee.

The Weather for February.

The February of 1921 was one of the calmest months
of its name ' on record, easterly and south-easterly

anti-cyclonic airs largely predominating—the former to

an exceptional degree. Air pressure was high, and

steady, and rainfall was practically confined to two

nights. The stagnant atmosphere, however, was very

humid; and there was naturallv a deficiency of ozone.

During the earlier half of the month, temperature was

generally low; afterwards the days were much warmer,

but some further cold nights occurred. The ground and

water were, relatively, much less cool than the air;

and the amount of evaporation was therefore nearly

normal. The opening week or so was very dull, but

subsequently many bright days occurred. The mean

temperature of the month was 40.6°, or just a degree

above the average. Only 0.38 inch of rain fell, or

171 inches less than the normal quantity. There were

63 hours of sunshine, or a deficiency of 7 hours.

Wind movement was only 277 miles a day, or no less than

135 miles per day below the average. No gales or even

hig.h-wi.nrts occurred. Frost was registered in the screen

on eight days, and ground-frost on ten days. There

was much haie. but actual foe; was only reported on

two nsions.— Joseph Baxendell, The Fernleu Observa-

tory, S&uthport.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Cankered Apple Stems : II'. A. The disease

from which the trees are suffering is Apple

ranker (Nectria ditissima). The winter fructi-

fications (perithelia) look somewhat like red

spider and were present in large numbers on

the spurs. Cut away and burn all dead wood.

Spraying with lime sulphur at winter strength

will generally clean the trees.

Early-Flowering Narcissus in Fir Wood :

A. T. H. None of the finer modern varieties

of Narcissus are in keeping with X. scoticus

from an early-flowering point of view. Your
hope lies, therefore, in the introduction of the

earliest of the older types, not a few of winch,

while admirably suited to woodland planting,

particularly where cool loams obtain, are free-

seeders also. A first choice of these would
include the Tenby Daffodil (N. obvallaris)

;

Bayonne Daffodil (N. pallidus praecox), quite

a gem ; N. princeps, a veritable weed in not a
few soils ; N. maximus, with the richest colour-

ing the genus affords ; Henry Irving, and
Golden Spur. Even with these artificial

pollination n.ight have to be resorted to, and
the remark applies equally to what you have
in order to obtain fertile seeds. Where it is

merely a question of obtaining seeds, however,

a few hundred flowers could soon be treated.

A second selection might include N.
cyciamineus (the earliest of all), Queen of

Spain, Countess of Annesley, N. minor, and
Victoria. N. incomparabilis varieties flower

later, though as a host apart and not a few
eminently well suited to woodland planting,

these are worthy of consideration alone for the

succession they would afford. Usually, how-
ever, the progeny of N.i. Sir Watkin is very
disappointing.

Names of Plants: V H. {Staffs). 1,

Cassinia fulvida; 2, Lonieera nitida; 3, Azara
microphylla; 4, Cupressus pisifera var. plum-
i.sa.—B II". 1, Begonia Cathayana; 2.

Isotoma 'syn. Gefnera) bogotensis

—

T A. H

.

Probably Hyperium calyoinum.

—

C. A. 1.

Cassinia fulvida; 2, Cupressus Lawsoniana var.

lutea; 3. Thuya dolabrata var. variegata ; 4.

Cupressus obtusa var filifera.; 5 and 11, Pseu-

dotsuga Douglasii ; 6, Juniperus communis; 7.

Cupressus macrocarpa; 8, missing; 9, Cupres-

sus pisifera; 10, Azara microphylla; 12, Cedrus
atlantica ; 13, C. Deodora ; 14, Abies nobilis

var. glauca; 15, Juniperus communis var. fas.

tigiata; 16, J. ohinensis var. albo-variegata

;

17, Cupressus semperviiens ; 18, C. Lawson-
iana; 19, Abies grandis ; 20, Cedrus Libani

;

21, Abies brachyphylla; 22, A. Normanniana

;

23, Picea excelsa var. iuveita; 24, Cupressus
pisifera var. squarrosa ; 25, Juniperus Sabina ;

26, Picea excelsa; 27, P. Morinda; 28, Cryp-

tomeria japoniea; 29, Cupressus pisifera var.

plumosa aurea ; 30, Cephalotaxus pedunculata

:

31. Tsuga Pattoniana ; 32, Abies lasiocarpa.

—A'. -4. TJlnius nicTitana var. pendula (the

Weeping Wych Elm).

Names of Fruit: /. /. T. Shepherd's Newing-
ton

—

E. G. D. Broad-Eyed Pippin.— IF. P.
Gooseberry Apple.—II. F. G. The fruit was
mealy and quite beyond recognition.

Stopping Chrysanthemums : J. B. Mrs. E. A.
Tickle (Jones), mauve, natural crown ; Maud
Jefferies (Godfrey), white, stop in mid-April
for second crown ; Captain Fox (Wells) crim-

son, second week in April for first crown

:

W. Turner (Wells), white, third week in April

for second crown ; W. Rigby (Wells), yellow,

natural crown: Queen Miry (Wells), white,

natural crown; Madame R. Oberthur (Cal-

vat), white, mid -May for first crown; and
A. J. Balfour (Robert Owen), rosy mauve,
natural second crown.

' Sulphate of Ammonia as a Liquid Manure -.

E. H. *W. One ounce of sulphate of ammonia
to one gallon of water is the strongest solution

to apply to Cinerarias and greenhouse
Primulas, and j oz. to the gallon for Azaleas
and Camellias. For seedlings under 1 in.

high, i oz. per gallon would be ample. But
surely it is unusual and unnecessary to apply

a manure of this description to young seed-

lings. What is the point? In using a manure
of this description it is well to be on the safe

side, and apply it in weak doses, and at more
frequent intervals. As a rule 1£ oz. of sul-

phate of ammonia to three gallons of water
is a good proportion for general application.

Spots on Bay Leaves : E. C. D. The spots are

not caused by the punctures of insects nor is

any fungous disease present. The danger

appears to be due entirely to severe cold.

Communications Received.— K. 0. D.—.T. D. C.

G H. S — L. B. ¥..—G. H.—W. T. H.— .1. K.—
F H—F. K.—W, L.—A. -T. H.—V. ('. \ F. G —
Dr. D.—W F.—H. W
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A.YEHAGR Mean Tempehatdee for the ensuing- week
deduced from observations during the last fifty

years at Greenwich, 43.7.

Actual Tiupbbattjbb :

—

Hardeners' Chronicle Office, .">. Tavistock Street.

Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, March 23,

10 a.m.; Bar. 30.2; temp. 58°. Weather—Dull.
•

Both starch and sugar are of
Starch and high importance for food, and

Sugar from this aspect alone abun-
Production tLant production is needed to

supply ourselves and our
flocks. Economical production, especially

home production, as the recent war has
taught, on an adequate scale is al\va\ s

needed for this purpose alone. Be-
sides the question of use for food, whether
by man or animals, very great needs for

these substances are now ever present for

manufacturing purposes. In his recent Can-
tor Lectures to the Society of Arts, Mr.
Chaston Chapman, F.R.S., described a

number of necessary articles in the pro-
duction of which either starch or sugar is

a sine qua non. Peace requirements of

alcohol for industrial purposes, not to men-
tion domestic consumption, vinegar, lactic-

acid for dyeing, and war needs such as the

production of acetone for preparing cordite

and other explosives, are some of the sub-
jects touched upon, in which the prime
origin resides in starch or sugar, though,
of course, other substances are usually

needed at the same time.
Whenever, however, starch is used as a

source, the first process is always one-

designed to convert it to sugar. This con-

version adds to the trouble and expense of

production of the substance which is desired
;

sometimes it is attained by direct means, as

by treatment with acids, sometimes biologi-

cal!} as in the malting process and lastly

(and most recently) biochemically bv the aid

of various moulds or bacteria. This last

means of getting the desired conversion is

one which is now becoming increasingly
important, and one in which our knowledge
and technique are daily becoming aug-
mented. In many cases the manufacturer
would be relieved of a big load of anxiety
and expense if the sugar could be obtained
directly without the need for elaborate

attacks upon starchy matter. In the case of

the Beet, nature is allowed to take her own
way, for bv storage after harvesting the con-

version of starch into sugar proceeds ; a

matter to which due cognisance was not
given bv amateur jam-makers in war time,

who boiled up their crap of Beets immedi-
ately after raising it. Plants, unfortunately,

are much more apt to store their reserves as
starch rather than as sugar, hence the for-

mer is a cheaper base to work from, not-

withstanding the expenses of conversion.

Apart from the cereals, which are by far

the greatest sources of starch, and neglecting

plants which are unable to thrive in this

country, from the point of view of attempts
to make ourselves more and more self-sup-

porting, the Potato stands out as the most
important source of starch, and the Beet as

the most likely agent for direct sugar pro-

duction. Advocates of the home production

of industrial alcohol and other essential

needs, rightly look around for plant sources
which are not of great importance for food
purposes, thus the Topinambour or Jerusalem
Artichoke is being- submitted to trial as a

prime source. Search for other sugar or

starch-producing plants of sufficient hardiness
and productiveness has suggested Maize, ot

which many varieties exist and some of

them, under suitable conditions, give a
very appreciable sugar yield; also the tribe

of Grasses including the Sorghum species.

The sugar-producing tuber of the Andes, o

Yacon, seemed a possibility, but so far its

performances are hardly up to the required

standard of efficiency. The millennium on
this point is vet hardly with us, and further

search and trial must be provoked.

Our New Address.—In last week's issue we
announced we were vacating our premises at 41,

Wellington Street, and Temoving to Xo. 5,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2. The
Gardeners' Chronicle has been so long associa-

ted with Wellington Street that both our readers
and ourselves, will doubtless find the change
of address a little confusing for some time.
During the history of the Gard. Chron., it has
had, including the present one, five addresses :

The first number, issued in January 1841, was
in, printed 3. Charles Street. St. Paul's. Covent
Garden, arid that address continued until Jan-
uary 13. 1844. when it was given as 5, Charles
Street, .which remained the address until August
11. 1855, when the paper was issued from Xo.
5. Upper Wellington Street. In Gard. I '/iron.,

March 24. 1860. it was announced that " the
Metropolitan Board of Works had directed that

in future the street in which our offices were
situated should be called Wellington Street, and
that the number of our offices should be 41."

Thus for 61 years the Chronicle has been
issued from 41. Wellington Street, and it is

rather a. coincidence that the date when the
change was made was practically the same as

on the present occasion, namely March 24. It

is probable that very few readers at present
alive have corresponded to the Gardeners'
Chronicle under any other address than 41.

Wellington Street. Our old offices are a land-

mark to those frequenting Covent Garden mar-
ket, for since the premises were built the mar-
ket has encroached on all sides until they
have become surrounded by it. the principal

entrances to the Flower Market being on either

side. In our new and convenient premises, we
shall still lie, in a measure, associated with the

famous metropolitan market, for our windows
look across the street to the great Flower
Market, whilst our immediate neighbours are
Messrs. Geo. Monro. Ltd.. whose establishment
in Tavistock Street is one of the largest in
the Covent Garden district. It will be a
convenience to our readers and advertisers
that we are retaining the old telephone
number Gerrard 1543 Only those who have
experienced a removal from an address of

over sixty years standing can realise the
difficulties and discomforts it entails, and in

these circumstances any slight defects which
the current issue of the paper may contain,

will, we trust, be condoned by sympathising
readers.

Apple and Pear Scab.—It is not so generally

known as it should be that the Apple and Pear
Scab fungus hibernates frequently in the

form of blister-like swellings on the young wood
of Apple and Pear trees. These blisters are

more common on certain varieties than others,

but spores are produced on the susceptible

varieties, and these may lead to the infection

of many other kinds. Scab is particularly

common' on the wood of Cox's Orange Pippin

and Lord Suffield Apples, but Worcester Pear-

main and James Grieve also suffer. As it is

chiefly from diseased shoots that the Scab starts

afresh each year, the Ministry of Agriculture

suggests that. it is worth making a

determined effort to attack the fungus in this

position, and also so far as possible to prevent

it from infecting the wood in future seasons.

When the wood is badly diseased, so much as

can be removed without injuring the trees should

be cut out. The work should be completed by

the end of March. In this way the source of

infection will be reduced to a minimum, but a

certain amount is almost certain to remain.

To prevent the new wood being affected it

is necessary to spray during spring and summer.

In the case of Pears the disease on the wood

is even more common. Pears may he safely

sprayed with Bordeaux Mixture, and if this

treatment is properly carried out a good

clean crop of Pears may be obtained.

Andrew Marvell.—In view of the ter-

centenary of the birth of Andrew Marvell,

statesman and poet. who was born at

Winestead on March 51. 1621. the Rev. Joseph

Jacob writes; "It would ill become horticulture

to be wholly silent, for if he cannot be classed

among the 'John Evelyns, the Berkeleys, and

the Reas of his time, who were practical gar-

deners of the highest repute, Marvell took a

great interest in flowers and plants, and if we

ii,ay trust his poetry in which he refers to

gardens and their occupants, he wa.s a well-

informed man. and had his own opinions on the

gardening fashions of the age. The fashion-

able poet of the age when Marvell lived was

Mnaliani Cowley, and if there are critics who

der»j to him a true love of nature, gardens and

flowers, no one has. so far as I am aware,

ever suggested thai wnal the less known man

wrote was not a true index of his personal feel-

ings Judging from a. gardener's more or less

matter of fact standpoint, hhe two poems that

appeal to me more particularly are The Garden

(a translation), and Tht .!/..».,-. against

Gardens, but these by no means exhaust our

interest. There is the much longer poeun, Upon

Ippleton //"»-. written when he was about oO

years of age and living there as tutor to the

great Lord Fairfax's daughter. Mary, who after-

ward- became Duchess of Buckingham. There

are, too, numerous references to points of ra-

in others, such as Thr Picture of Littlt

TC in a Prospect of Flowers: The Nymph
Complaining for the Death of tier Fawn; and

/), mon, the Mower. Here we find the author

was familiar with some of the old wives' fables

that were then current; for example, in

JJaphnis uml Chlot we read:

' Or the witch that midnight wakes

For the fern, whose magic weed

In i. ne minute east the seed

Ami invisible him makes.'

Then he must have known something of the

teaching of the Herbalists, like William Coles.
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for when Damon on mowing cuts himself very
badly with his scythe

:

' With shepherd's purse and clown's all-heal
The blood I stanch, and would I seal.'

But to come to gardening proper and more
particularly to the two poems which I have
singled out as of special interest. In The
Garden we have the well-known lines about the
Dial of Flowers

:

' How well the skilful gardener drew
Of flowers, and herbs, this dial new;
Where from above, the milder sun
Does through a fragrant zodiac run.
And, as it works, the industrious bee
Computes its time as well as we !

How could such sweet and wholesome hours
Be reckoned but with herbs and flowers?

'

If, as has been suggested, almost all Andrew
Marvell's garden and rural poems were written
while he was living at Appleton House (Xun-
appleton), although only about 30 years old, he
had decided opinions on many matters pertain-
ing to gardening. From The Mower, against
Gardens, we may fairly put hkn down as in
sympathy with what we sihould to-dav possibly
call the "Natural School." He certainly had
inclinations towards nature unadorned

:

' 'Tis all enforced, the fountain and the grot,
While the sweet fields do lie forgot.'

He tilts at changes in flowers brought about
by human agency as if man's interferences were
not wholly good.

' The Pink grew then as double as his mind.'

' With strange perfumes he did the Roses
taint.

'

• The Tulip white did for complexion seek.
And learned to interline its cheek.'

And in the Cherry he does Nature vex
To procreate without a sex.'

Yet, like all sensible people, he does not drive
his theories and ideas to such an extravagant
excess as to become a crank. Nature is capable
of improvement in certain directions, for in

The Picture of little T.O. in a Prospect of
Ftoivcrs, he nt**m the wishes

:

' -Make that the Tulips may have share
Of sweetness, seeing they are fair ;

And Roses of their thorns disarm
;

But must procure
That Violets may a longer age endure.' "

Kew Guild Journal.—Although, for obvious
reasons, not quite so bulky as some of its fore-
runners the issue of the 'Kew Guild Journal,
dated 1921, is not inferior in interest to its mem.
bers. Besides the customary lists of members,
chronicles of successes and accomplishments in
the lecture room, or the sports ground on the
part of the junior members; and in the
more strenuous outer world by Old Kewites, the
Journal contains interesting communications
from the latter. The brief account of the pre-
sent state and condition of the " Older Present
Kewites" is a welcome innovation and will
greatly interest the very many members wiho
knew them. "The Passage of Time" tells
equally sufficiently of the doings of various Old
Kewites who have found their work outside
their Alma Mater. A trenchant criticism by
the irrepressible Alexander S. Gait is bound to
make members consider their position in con-
nection with the sphere and scope of the Guild,
even though it is admittedly destructive and
not the constructive criticism that is most help-
ful. Those of us who know him will probably
suspect that he wrote with his tongue in Ihis

cheek. The Hand of Death has again fallen
heavily on the Guild, and for the first time in

its history a President has passed to the great
majority during his term of office. Mr. George
Stanton died on March 14th last year. Other
deaths chronicled include those of Mr. J. R.
Jackson, who charmed so many Kewites as

much by his unvarying patient, courteous

manner as by his admirable lectures in the
museums; William Truelove, latterly a most in-
formative writer on stove plants and an heroic
martyr to incurable ill-health ; the genial James
Rourke, of Glasgow Botanic Gardens, just when
he had begun to receive the reward of good
work long done; and Dr. John Gilbert Baker,
whose work will long live. The President Elect
is Mr. Joseph Jones of Dominica, who left Kew
for the West Indies in 1892. Besides his im-
portant work as Curator of the Botanic Gardens
on the island his public services have been ex-
tensive, and were recently rewarded by a seat
on the Legislative Council of Dominica.

Mr. John Harrison, F.L.S.—Mr. John Harri-
son has long been known in the Horticultural
Trade as one of the leading seed growers and
merchants of this country. He became a prin-
cipal of the very old-established firm of Messrs.
Harrison and Sons, of Leicester, so long ago
as 1865, and still continues to take an active
interest in its affairs. He is a Fellow of the
Linnean Society and his horticultural interests
have been widely spread. Amongst other
things he has been a member of the R.H.S.
Fruit and Vegetable Committee for a very long
time, was President of the Horticultural Trades'
Association in 1909, and is a Vice-President of

MR. JOHN HARRISON, F.L.S.

the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund. Mr.
Harrison's activities have not 'been confined t"

horticulture, for he has long taken a keen in-

terest in practical and scientific agriculture and
lias been a life member of the R.A.S. since
186V, and was President of the Leicestershire
Chamber of Agriculture from 1893 to 1909. It

is the busy man who finds time to do things, so

one is not surprised to know that besides being
a very busy business man, Mr. Harrison has
entered largely into the social and political life

of his district and is a prominent Freemason,
holding Past Grand honours.

Brown Rot of Plums.—The latest communica-
tion from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries contains a reminder of the urgent
necessity for the prompt removal of as many
as possible of the mummied fruits which may
lip hanging on the Plum trees. The Brown Rot
disease was particularly severe last year, and
entailed heavy lasses to many growers. So far,

no viery satisfactory control measures have been
discovered, and at present growers have to
practically confine their efforts to preventive
and curative measures by cutting away affected
branches and spraying with a caustic winter
wash. The aim of the spraying is to destroy
the spore pustules which are on the trees, but,
owing to their powdery nature, the spray fluid

runs off, consequently it becomes a difficult

matter to wet them sufficiently. The use of soft

soap as an adhesive has, however, been a great

help towards solving the difficulty. The mix-

ture recommended by the Ministry is 1 lb. soft

soap, 1 lb. caustic soda, to 10 gallons of water.

This is, of course, a winter wash, so in this

early flowering season it is decidedly too late

to apply it now. During March and April the

small, grey spore pustules, which winter on the

twigs and any mummied fruits, give vast

quantities of spores which infect the new leaves,

flowers and. shoots; hence the need for the

prompt removal and burning of the source of

infection.

Canadian Trade in Fruit.—It is stated that

amongst the many purposes of the official visit

of the Hon. Manning W. Doherty, the Minister

of Agriculture for Ontario, is the discussing,

with the Agent-General here, of the possibilities

of opening up trade in this country and in fruit

and dairy products particularly. Since last

autumn the Niagara Fruit Growers, Ltd., a co-

operative bodj' composed solely of growers, has

been formed with a capital of half a million

dollars, and it will very largely take charge of

the grading and marketing of Ontario fruit.

Flower Sunday.—While the Sunday next be-

fore Easter is known in England as Palm Sun-

day, when leaves of a true Palm are used in

the Roman Catholic Churches and flowering

branches of Salix caprea in the Protestant
Church, in Wales it is called " Flowering Sun-
day," and on that day floral remembrances are

laid on the graves by relatives and friends.

Flowering Sunday was observed fully in Wales
this year and large quantities of cut flowers

weoe despatched from Covent Garden on the

previous Friday and early Saturday morning.
Anticipating, as it does by a week, the English
Easter decorations, there was no lack of flowers.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Wed-
nesday, March 30.—Irish Gardeners' Associa-

.

tion and Benevolent Society's meeting; Glasgow
and West of Scotland Horticultural Society's

lecture by Mr. W. M'Connochie on " The Cul-

tivation of Vegetables." Saturday, April 2.

—

Paisley Florists Society's Spring Show.

Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five YearsAgo—ho*<a Being a resident in Paris, an
ardent lover of Roses, and possessing a collec-
taon of 200 of the best sorts grown in France,
and therefore well acquainted with the French
practice, or at least with the practice of the
nurserymen in Paris and its environs, which
I presume may be considered the principal dis-
inct in France for Rose culture, I -beg to
rectify an error in your volume for 1844 page
68. under the head of the " Rose Garden,"
where the author says " the French are in the
practice of budding in hedges and of removing
the plant from thence for sale," and tells his
readers to bear this in mind in choosing Roses
sent from France. Now, he must have never
been in France, and, moreover, must have been
very much misinformed, and, I would add,
must have inserted this part of the informa-
tion without due consideration. In the first
place, hedges are not so common in France,
or at least in the district I have mentioned,
which is the most probable one from which
Roses would be sent to England. Although I
have been living in Pars several years. I
never heard of one instance of a nurseryman
budding Roses in hedges; to use a common
phrase, he would not get salt to his porridge
by such an itinerant mode of Rose-culture,
independent of which it must be admitted
that it would be a very disagreeable—nay,
" piquant "—business, and" would subject the
" wandering nurseryman " to be robbed of his
standards just at the time he would perhaps
be wanting them. I will conclude by making
an appeal to Mr. Rivers, who I know has been
over to France, and who knows, if not all. at
least the greater portion of the French nursery-
men who grow Roses to say if he ever knew
a single instance of Roses' being budded in
hedges for sale in France.— V 4 P B ,

Gard. Chron., March 28, 1846.
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THE BARTLEY FREESIAS, ^

To the ardent lover of beautiful flowers who
has seen and admired the excellent little ex-

hibits of coloured Freesias that have been

shown at Vincent Square by Mr. G H. Dal-

ryniple from, time to time, a view of the whole
collection in flower at home is at once a joy

»nd a revelation. Picture a long corridor con-

necting a range of glasshouses filled on both

sides with thousands of blooms of this flower

of fragrance and grace in every imaginable

shade of soft colour. The word " soft " is used

here discreetly, as amongst all these numerous
blooms there is not one that can be described

as intense in colour. At present it is useless

to look to Freesias for the vivid brilliance that

is found among Tulips or Gladioli for instance.

Efforts are continually being made to produce

clear, bright colourings, and so far as pink, yel-

low, lilac, rose and lavender shades, and all the
intermediate tints, are concerned, a very great

measure of success has already been achieved.

There is nothing approaching a real blue or a

vivid scarlet or crimson among them, and, per-

sonally, I think it is as well that there is not.

Its light and elegant form, renders the Freesia

one of those flowers that carry soft inter-

mediate tints better than full, vivid colouring.

It shares this characteristic with the Sweet
Pea, and I think no one will deny that despite

the abundance of vivid colours among the
Sweet Peas it is those of delicate colouring that
are the most attractive.

Unquestionably one of the greatest charms
of the Sweet Pea is its easy adapta-
bility for table decorations, and other
floral embelishments of the home. All that it

can achieve in this direction for the summer
months can be equally well effected by the
coloured Freesias in late winter and early
spring. True, it is not quite so much the flower

for every garden, as to produce it at its best

a certain measure of protection must be given.
Cool greenhouse treatment, or even a cold
frame, will prove quite adequate protection,
and by varying the time of potting, and regu-
lating the temperature (which must never be
inordinately high), the flowering period may
be prolonged over many weeks.

If the effect of the collection at Bartlev is

thrilling, with its wealth of creams, pale yel-
lows, lilacs, lavenders, mauves, pinks, blush,
shades of rose from very light to very dark,
tints that approach very nearly to copper and
orange, a detailed study of the in-
dividual varieties is full of interest. Many of
the varieties are the direct result of hybridising
on the part of Mr. Dalrymple himself. In-
dubitably amongst these are all the best
colours, and many of magnificent size. A few
by other raisers are certainly larger. Mere
size may be an added attraction in the eyes of
some people.

While looking over the collection with Mr.
Dalrymple, with all the justifiable pride he
displays in his own achievements, it is impos-
sible to ignore the note of regret, almost pathos,
in his tone when he points to a bold mass of a
varietv here and there, and says: "This is
one of so-and-so's raising, and so far none of
mine have beaten it—yet !

" The "yet" is
always there, but after lookine over the results
of his work, discussion with him his methods,
noting his latest selections, and realising his
superb enthusiasm, it is impossible to doubt
that he will yet beat his own and everyone
else's best. His process of elimination is rigid,
and extreme, as ; s shown by the fact, t.hat
he proposes to discard at least one variety
that has alreadv. rwWl dooervedlv. received the
J4.F.S. Award of Merit, because he realises that
he has now greatly surpassed it in every way.
Amongst those of outstanding merit that time

permitted me to note, the following constitutes
the most, desirable selection. I cannot, how-
ever, vouch for the absolute accuracy of the
colour descriptions, as mv nctes were made in
the early morning with breakfast waiting and
a train to catch.

Several of the varieties described were raised
by Messrs. Van. Till ergen. of Holland, who

haive won awards at the R.H.S. meetings for

some of their novelties, their latest successes
including the variety Apotheose illustrated in

Fig. 64 and described on p. 130.

Yellow and Cream.
Goldfinch.—An exquisite golden yellow, not

the largest, but very striking on aocount of its

rich colouring, the gold shading to orange yel-

low in the throat.

Buttercup.—A very large open flower, cer-

tainly not buttercup yellow, but nevertheless
very deep and rich, and deepening to orange in
the interior on the lower segments.
Apogee.—A fine flower, very shapely, of cream,

shading to deep yellow, with warm orange
marking on two lower segments.

Contrast.—Primrose, with a distinctive splash

of orange yellow.

Ciouded Arnbar.—Really an amber ground,
with yellow and dull copper suffusion, and very
fragrant. It is the best of its colour, but I

think the near future will produce a variety

a little less dull in its general colour scheme.

Treasure.—This is a very long tubular flower

of magnificent size and well expended. The ex-

Bartley Rose.—A striking flower, but at the
time I saw it rather dull, owing to advanced

White and White Grounds.

Jubilee.—This variety has a ground colour of

new ivory shade, delicately suffused with lilac,

that deepens towards the edges, the outside of

the flower being much deeper in colour.

Mouette.—Tins is a white sort in which the
deep tint on the outside shows through the
flower and gives it a pearly texture, producing
a delicately beautiful effect.

Just a word with reference to the above
colour descriptions. These are not in all cases

quite comparable with those given by the

raisers. Mr. Dalrymple admits, however, that

he has found it difficult to give accurate descrip-

tions of many of the tints produced. This is

quite explicable, as they belong to those in-

definite colour tones that defy analytical

description. Much of the charm of the coloured

varieties lies in the subtlety of their tinting,

and subtlety in colouring in any flower always
bespeaks charm and delicacy. Geo. Dillistone.

Fig. 64.- -FREESIA APOTHEOSE. FLOWERS WHITE WITH MAUVE SEGMENTS, SHADTNG AND MARKINGS.

R.H.S. AWARD OF MERIT, MARCH 8 (see p. 130).

ceedingly rich cream (not quite yellow) ground
deepens to yellow. The rich ivory texture of

the flowers gives it a striking appearance, re-

minding one of some of the best of the Hemero-
callis in its solidity.

Lilac and Lavender.

Dainty.—A delicious little flower, coloured

lilac pink, that grows deeper with age.

La Frappante —Soft mauve lilac, into which
creeps a lavender shading that is very fascinat-

ing.

Preciosa,—Lilac grour d deepening to lavender,

with a pale, almost white, throat.

Rose.

Robinetta.—Clear old rose of a very deep
tone, deepening to carmine lose with a dis-
tinctive yellow blotch on the lower segments; it

is a flower of good form.

Conquest.—Bright rose pink, pure and oleair

in col >ur, and of very dainty form.
Le Phare.—Bright rose with a carmine

suffusion that is very pronounced towaids the
edges of the segments.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

MORIXA LONGIFt ILIA.

This hardy plant is seldom met with in gar-

dens, but specimens planted in the herbaceous

border never fail to attract the attention of

keen horticulturists or to elicit the question of

others as to its name. It is of striking appear-

ance and blooms freely throughout the summer.

The flowers when they first open are almost

white, changing later to a bright pink, ulti-

mately taking on a much darker shade. They
are produced in whorls, in the axils of the upper-

most leaves, being very thickly placed at the

top of the spikes, which attain a height of two

to three feet. The leaves are very spiny, of a

bright green colour and Thistle-like in appear-

ance. The roots are of a coarse, tliick nature,

tot unlike those of the Eryngium: ami although

propagation by division is possible, the best

method of increase is to raise plants from seeds,

which, if sown earlv, will produce plants that

will flower the same year. With me it is an

old acquaintance; a few years ago I saw seed of

it advertised and again obtained it. //. Whttler.
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The Week's Work

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Jon* Oottts, Royal Botanic Gardens. Kew

Phloxes.
—

'Hie stock of herbaceous Phloxes
is best maintained by means of young plan!*

raised from cuttings. Established plants have
made growth a few inches long, a portion
of which should be detached for use as cut-

tings. The latter may be dibbled into beds
in oold frames, or inserted in cutting boxes.
They will root in a few weeks, when they
should be hardened off and planted out in

the reserve garden

Lawns.—Owing to the very mild winter the
mowing of lawns has already necessitated much
work. In preparation for mowing the sward
should be swept and rolled, when conditions
are suitable; this should not be done when the
grass is wet. After they are used mowing
machines should be cleaned, oiled, and put
where the blades will not get rusty.

Pruning Shrubs.—During March many hardy
shrubs require to be pruned hard. They in-

clude all that flower on the current year's
growth, such as Buddleia variabilis and its

varieties, Hydrangea paniculata and its var.

grandiflora ; Ceanothus Gloire de Versailles,

and C. Arnoldii. Most of the species of
Ceanothus, requiring the shelter of a wall, are
best, pruned immediately after they have
finished flowering. Many of the summer and
autumn flowering Spiraeas are best pruned at
this time, including S japonica and its varie-

ties, S. Lindleyana, S. Douglasii. and S.

Margarita©. The earlier-flowering sorts, such
as S. arguta. S. Van Houtte, and S. prunifolia
fl. pi., should have some of the old wood
thinned out after they have finished flowering.
Tamarix pentandra is best pruned hard back
at this time. Whore Paulownia imperialis and
Ailanthus- glandulosa are grown in Urge beds
for sub-tropical effect, the strong shoots made
last year should now be cut down to the
ground level. In dealing with flowering
shrubs a little study will generally give the
clue as to how and when they should be pruned.
Most subjects that flower on the wood of the
previous year require to be thinned or pruned
hard back immediately after flowering is over.

Any pruning reouired by evergreen subjects

is best done at this time, as they are on the
point of starting into growth. Ivy on walls.

screens, or trellises should be trimmed hard
back every year. It is true that Ivy looks
very bare for a few weeks after it is clipped
severely, but if the work is done during the
latter half of March, new haves and growth.
which appear fresh all the season, Poor
develop. Another important advantage is that
all dead leaves and- rubbish may be. got rid

of for the season. Where large areas have to

be dealt with, it is just as well to remember
that certain individuals are apt to suffer from
poisoning, which causes a kind of rash, and
this is more likely to happen if the work is

done during bright sunshine.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hidlet Wahben, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild. Aeton Clinton, Trine.

Late Planted Trees.—Fruit trees which were
not pruned or staked at the time of planting
should now receive attention ; it, is not always
necessary to support such trees, much, depending
on the situation in winch they are growing.
Where, however, they are exposed to high winds
it is wise to secure them to suitable stakes to
prevent root disturbance or other damage.
Pruning may be proceeded with as soon as tne
terminal buds on the shoots begin to start

into growth, when they may be cut back to

about two-thirds or more according to their
strength.

Figs.—Fig trees planted at this season suc-

ceed, as a rule, better than those planted at

any other period of the year. Turn the plants
out of their pots without disturbing the ball of

soil, unless the roots are much matted, in

which case the balls should be carefully broken,
to admit of separating the roots and spreading
them out horizontally in the hole made for

their reception. If planted against a wall,
the shoots should be nailed or tied in position
immediately to prevent their being broken, as

they are very brittle. The warmer and drier
the position the better will the trees succeed,

and the soil should not be of a rich nature.
The ideal place for the Fig is a sloping border
with a sharp pitch towards the sun at the foot

of a south wall. A mixture of fibrous loam,
lime rubble, and smashed bricks should be in-

corporated with the natural soil of whatever
kind or texture it may be. The shoots of
established trees should be trained thinly apart,
for crowding them is fatal to success, as it pre-

vents the sun and air entering freely, and this

is necessary to ripen the wood. The trees

should be trained fanwise, something like the
method adopted for the Peach and Nectarine,
but three or four times the space should be
allowed between the branches. Established
trees require, as a rule, but little pruning
beyond the removal of weakly growths, and the
shortening of a branch to keep the lower part
of the tree furnished with fruiting wood. Al-
though two, and. sometimes three, crops of Figs
may be gathered from trees grown under glass,

one crop only is, as a rule, obtained from trees

growing out of doors in our climate. Mulch the
surface soil over the roots, especially where the

border is fully exposed to the sun. and give

the roots frequent waterings during a dry
season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer MoRir

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—Plants raised from
cuttings struck last autumn, and in-

tended for flowering in the conservatory
during the summer. should be shifted
into 32-sized pots, in which they
will flower. The compost should consist

of good loam, leaf-mould, and sand well mixed
together. See that the drainage is ample, and
ii Sphagnum-moss is procurable, place a layer

of it over the potsherds. Give the roots a
good soaking with water after potting the
plants, and place the latter where they will

receive plenty of sunlight. The shoots may be
pinched in a week or two after potting.

Grevillea robusta.—Plants that are bare of

leaves at their bases should be cut down to

within four to six inches of the pot. These
old plants will break into new growth if placed
in a warm house and syringed frequently. Keep
their surroundings moist, and when growth is

three to four inches long, top dress or repot the
plants (whichever is most suitable! Seedlings
raised from seed sown this spring are ready for

pricking off into small pots filled with sandy
soil.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Insert the main
batch of cuttings of this Begonia at the earliest

opportunity. Us? good peat and sandy soil as

a rooting medium, and place the cuttings over

a brisk bottom heat It is :i good plan to in-

sert three cuttings in a small pot. and transfer

them later to larger receptacles without break-
ing the ball of roots- Some pinch the tops out
of the plants to cause them to break, but good
results may be obtained without pinching,
merely training the shoots, removing the flower

buds as they develop, and growing the plants

in a brisk heat. Syringe them overhead several

times daily, and shade from bright sunshine.
In potting use plenty of drainage material, and
place some of the rougher portions of the com-
post over the crocks. Several other Begonias
are worthy of cultivation in glass-houses. The
variety. President Carnot, does well trained

along the roof rafters. This, together with B.

weltoniensis, B. Haaigeana and B. Dregii. may
be propagated from cuttings, and with a little

care good plants may be obtained in this way.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Aether Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Disbudding Peach Trees.—Tin- operation
should be performed directly the shoots are
long enough to handle—that is. when they are
about a:i inch in length—but care must be
taken not to disturb the young fruits which
are now swelling, unless they have set unusually
freely, when it may be desirable to remove
a few at this early stage. Remove, by rubbing
out, all the growths on the under side of the
old wood at the first operation, subsequently
thinning those remaining on the top side to

the necessary distance at a second or third
i peration. The remaining growths, when the
tries hi? finally disbudded, should be at least

8 to 10 inches apart. If the same method is

followed as in the early training of young
trees, good shapely specimens with well-

furnished growths from the base w'il result.

Pot Peach Trees.—The fruits of Peaches in

pots are rapidly .swelling, and it will be safe

to piune the trees to a reasonable shape.

Long; straggly growths should be shortened to

a good bud. Give the roots a little weak
liquid manure, and syringe the trees overhead

thoroughly twice daily. Maintain a free circu-

lation of air, and do not lot the temperature

rise too high by the use of artificial heat. If

aphis is present, fumigate the house on two
or three evenings in succession with "XL All"
insecticide.

Early Vines.—If ordinary care is exercised

in trying the young growths of Black Ham-
burgh" to the wiies, none need be broken out,

for this variety is probably the easiest to

regulate.. As soon as the growth touches the

glass, it should be drawn dowm carefully as

near to the wire as is deemed safe. In a few

days' time it may again be drawn nearer the

v. ire. and finally secured to it. Remove all

lateral growths from the base to the bunch

of fruit, but great care must be taken not to

damage or destroy the first and second leaves,

as these are necessary for nourishing the buds

for next season's growth. Pinch the lateral

growths beyond the bunch to the fiust leaf

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By T Patehan Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq.. J. P..

The Node, Codieote, Wehvyn, Hertfordshire.

Asparagus.—Where it is proposed to make

new beds of Asparagus, if the soil is wet and

of a heavy texture, provision must- be made to

drain it.
" After the soil has been thrown up

on either side to the required amount a layer

of brick rubble may be placed at the bottom

of the trench and connected with a drain. In

the case of gravelly or other soils that are

naturally drained this is obviously not needed.

Water remaining near the roots of -Vsparagus

proves very detrimental to the crop. In all

cases the. ground should be deeply worked anrt

liberally manured; if on the heavy side, work

in gritty materials, which should be well mixed

with tlie staple soil. Where the soil has not

already been prepared, the work should be

done without delay. Asparagus may be planted

in some seasons at the end of March, but

generally the first fortnight in April is the best

time. When the soil has been thoroughly pie-

pared, decide on the width of the bed : a good

plan is to make the bed about 5 feet across a

suitable width which will allow for planting

three rows at a distance 15 in. from each other.

Allow a space of 20 in. between the plants, and

place them alternately in the rows. An alley of

2 ft. 6 in. should be "allowed between the beds.

Where the soil is of a porous nature the beds

may be made on the flat and not raised as

advised for wet land. The crowns for planting

may be one or two years old, and should be

as fresh from the ground as possible.

Globe Artichokes.—The long manure used for

protecting these plants during winter may be

removed, and a good dressing of well-decayed

manure worked in about the stools to encourage

them to make vigorous growth. Where it is

intended to increase the stoA of these plants
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or to fill vacancies, the side shoots or suckers

may be detached from the old plants and re-

planted in lines three or four feet apart each

way- New beds may also be made with plants

raised from seeds.

Celery.—If Celery seed was sown as previously

advised, the seedlings are ready for pricking off.

Grow only sufficient of these early plants to meet
the demand of the establishment. The seed-

lings may be pricked off into boxes filled with

li 'lit, rich soil, and grown on in a heated frame.

From now onwards will be a favourable time

for sowing the main crop of Celery. Sow in

6-inch pots tilled with light, rich soil and ger-

minate the seed in a temperature of 55° to 60°.

Trenches for this crop may now be prepared.

It is a mistake to make these so deeply, as sum,.

are inclined to do ; a depth of six to eight

inches is quite sufficient on heavy, cold soils.

Use manure generously for this crop, as Celery

delights being in a richly manured soil. Well-

decomposed farmyard manure is suitable, and
it should be placed at the bottom of the trenches.

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY PLANTS

RE-DISCOVERY OF TECOMA HILLII.

The rarest Australian plant, Tecoma Hillii
*

- the most beautiful flowering species of all the
indigenous Bignoniaceae—was discovered by me
in September, 1876, when the Government of

Queensland instructed me to make a survey of

the native timber trees, to describe their dis-

tribution and economic importance, and to

collect the flora growing on Fraser Island and in

tiie country bordering on Hervey Bay, where I

carried on my investigations for six weeks and
four days. During that time I explored much
of the country, and found only one specimen of
(his new and rare Tecoma.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CYMBIDIUM JUNO'.

Raised between C. eburneum and C roseum,
G. Hamilton Smith, Esq., Northside, Leigh
Woods, Bristol, sends a flower of a pretty
hybrid with much more of the C. eburneum in

it, and its odour, than most other Cymbidiums.
It is white with a slight blush tint, and many
claret coloured spots and lines on the laibelrum.

Flowers of two other novelties are also sent—
C. Electra (insigne x Ballianum) and C. Draco
(eburneo-Lowianum concolor x Gottianum),
both good productions. Also C. Schlegelii
yellow variety (insigne x Wiganianum) with
more than usual evidence of its ancestor <

'.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
B> J. Coiliee, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah ConiAS, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Dendrobium Phalaenopsis.—After their long

season of rest, plants of Dendrobium Phalaenop-
sis are developing new growths, and as soon as

fresh root action commences any necessary re-

potting should be carried out. The plants will

grow equally well either suspended from the

roof rafters or on the stage. But an important
detail in their culture is to place them near the

roof glass so that they obtain all the light

possible. If it is intended to suspend the plants

they should be grown in shallow pans, preferably

without side-holes. Plants that are to stand on

the stage should be grown in pots. It is not

advisable to repot Dendrobiuns that were
potted last season if the compost is still good,

but some of the old material may be removed
from between the surface roots and replaced

with new. The receptacles should not be larger

than is necessary, as the plants do not nee.l

much rooting space. When potting, half fill

the receptacle with crocks, and arrange the

plants so that the bases of the young growths are

on a level with the rim. Tie the pseudo-bulbs

to a neat slick, ( r, in the case of those in pans,

to the wire handles. A suitable rooting medium
is composed of three parts Osmunda fibre and

one part Sphagnum -moss cut up rather short,

adding sufficient crushed crocks to ensure

porosity. Pot rather firmly, and prick in some
living heads of Sphagnum over the surface of

the soil. After repotting, the plants should be

carefully watered until after I he young roots

have grown well into the new compost, after

which they will require a liberal Jupply of

moisture. During its season of growth

this Orchid requires considerable warmth
and plenty of atmospheric moisture, and

will only' require shading from bright

sunshine during the hottest part of the day.

Various Dendrobiums.—Spring-flowering Den-

drobiums have, in some collections, formed a

prominent feature for some time past, but the

majority are now passing out of bloom, and

developing their growths freely. They will soon

be forming new root*, therefore those that need

repotting should he attended to at once. It will

be noticed that all the plants are not ready a I

the same time; therefore, it is advisable ti

make examinations weekly, until the whole of

the plants have received attention. When re-

potting well-established plants, root disturbance

should be avoided as much as possible. Plants

that, have filled their receptacles with roots may
)>o difficult to turn out without causing injury .

in such cases, break the pot. and if the soil is

decayed, pick it out. but il it is in good con-

dition do not disturb it but merely place roots

and compost in a ]>ot or pan of larger size.

Other plants, particularly those with a large

number of back pseudo-bulbs and that are show.
ing signs of deterioration will need more atten-

tion. These should be taken out of their pots,

have all the old compost shaken from the roots

and all useless back pseudo-bulbs cut away,
leaving only three or four behind each shoot.

Fig. o5.—wistaria muxtijTjga flowering on hie walls of a dwelling-house. (See p. 151.

A short time since, I procured seeds of this Te-

coma for the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
England. Although several botanists and plant

collectors have since Collected plants in the same
part of Australia., not another specimen of

Tecoma Hillii was found until quite recently.

The tinder was Mr. \V. R. Pet lie, a forestry

official, resident on Fraser Island, who has been
making collections of the arboreal vegetation on

that island for several years. A figure and an
account of this rare plant appears in a communi-
cation by Mr. ('. T. White. F.L.S., Government
Botanist, Queensland, in the Queensland
Naturalist, Vol. II., No. 4.. October, 1920.

Frnl Turner, Chatswood, Sydney, Australia.

* Mueller's " Fraomtnta" Vol, X., p. 101,

Tracvannm. to the great enhancement ol us
I eauty.

ODONTOGLOSSUM JEAN STUART SCOTT,

A flowed and photograph of a pretty lieu

hybrid raised between 0. Wilckeanum (crispum
x luteo—purpureum) and 0. Her Majesty, an'

senl by Sidney 0. Stephenson, Esq. Bast Lodge,
Worthing. The hybrid shows the influence of
luteo-purpurenm even more than 0. Wilckeanum
• Lies, its dark- reddish chocolate sepals being

li as in some ti. luteo-purpurenm varieties.

The petals and lip have primrose yellow ground,
the petals being heavily blotched with choco-
late red, and tie 1 fringed lip having large
and some smallei chestnut ie,l blotches around
the yellow crest.

I!
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Letters for Publication, <•> "»« «• specimens ot plantj

tor naming, should be addresesd to the EDITORS.
S Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
London, communications should be written on one

side only op the paper, sent as early in the week

as possible, and duly signed by the writer. It desired.

the signature will not be printed, but kept as a i/imran-

te« of good faith.

Local News-Correspondents will greatly oblige by

tending to the Editor/ early intelligence oj local

events likely to he of interest to our readers, or of

inn, mutters which it is desirable to bring under

the notice of horticulturists

JOHN WRIGHT CURTIS (1814-

1864) AND HIS HERBARIUM.

THROUGH the kindness of Mr. H. T.

Mennell, of Croydon, a small collection

of dried plants, formed by Dr. J. W.

Curtis, of Alton, has come into my possession,-

and I have extracted therefrom the more interest-

ing records.

The present Dr. William Curtis, ot Alton (who

published a history of that town in 1895. which

included a short list of local plants by the Rev.

J. Vaughan), has been good enough to furnish

me with a copy of his interesting pedigree,

dating back to 1660. From these, documents I

note that the celebrated author of Flo: a

Londintneis was one of the eight children of

John Curtis, whose brother James's grandson,

the subject of the present note, was thus first

cousin once removed to the rerowned botanist.

Dr. Curtis tells me, also, that John Wright

Curtis, " a quiet man and not very social," was

most devoted to botany and m'croscopy, and

helped considerably with the Alton Institute and

Museum, in which he frequently lectured.

As regards the herbarium, the majority of ths

plants, as might be expected, w.re gathered in

the vicinity of Alton, but there are occasional

examples from Sussex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Bed-

fordshire, etc. Many of the Al'on stations

were difficult to localise, and I have been con-

siderably helped in this direction by the iate Miss

Phyllis Messenger, of Bonlian s. The original

spelling has been retained, and explanatory notes

are in square brackets. The numerals before the

Hampshire localities refer to the districts in

Townsend's Flora, an asterisk denoting that tie

plant is new to that division. Non-native species

are marked with a dagger.

t Anemone apenninn. L. * X. Anstey [near

Alton 1. 1837.

Ranunculus arvensis, L. X. Cornfield near

Great Wood [Alton].

+ Hesperis matronalis, L. * VI. (1). An-

dover. Maria Heath. 1834.

Teesdalia nudicaulis, Br. Silsoe [Beds.].

Helianthemum vulgare, Gaertn. Odiam Road

[Alton]. M. Heath. 1836.

Viola Lloydii, Jord. (yellow form), V. lutea

Huds. and its f. amoena Symons Aberistwythe.

[Cardigan]. 1838. Determined by Dr. E.

Drabble.

Frankenia laevis, L. Pagham harbour ( Sus-

sex]. 1839.

Dianthus Armeria, L. Chichester [Sua
1839.

ssex ]

.

Spergularia salina, Presl. Bognor [Sussex]
1839.

S. marginata, Kittel. Erith [Kent]. 1836.

t Hypericum calycimim, L. * IX. Near
Hawkley Mill. 1839.

Radiola linoides. Roth. X. Kingslev pond
1839. ' '

Geranium pyrenaicum, Burm, fil. St.
Leonards [Sussex]. 1837.

Genista tinctoria, L. * X. Binsted. 1836.

Lathyrus Nissolin, L. Layer Breton [Essex].

Ann Lindly.

L. sylvestris, L. X. Hartley.

Potentilla Anserina. L. X. Shalden dale.

[This is var. concolor Wa.llr.]

Alchemilla minor, Huds. Harpenden [Herts].

Rosa (group) lutetiana. X. Sha'den dale.

1840; Anstey Lane and Great Wood [near

Alton]. 1836. Determined by Col. A. II

Wolley-Dod.

Pyrus Aria, Elirli. X. Great Wood.

Lythrum Salicaria, L. Between Little Hamp-

ton and Bognor [Sussex]. Peckham Canal |a

branch of the Surrey Canal, running to Peck-

ham, Surrey]. 1836.

Epilohium angusti folium, L. X. Great

Wood. [Var. braehyoarpum Leight.]

(Enanthe fistn/osa, L. X. Bins pond.

Kingsley. 1839.

Oaucalis arvensis. Huds. * X. Ansty.

1839.

Galium uliginoaum, L. X. Lynch Mill.

[Alton].

Puliearia vulgaris, Gaertn, XI. Warn-

borough railway. 1836.

Artemisia Absinthium, L. IX. Hawkley

Mill. 1839.

Centaurea Cyanus. L. Harpenden [Herts].

Monotropa Hvpopitys, L. X. Monks Weed
[near Alton]. 1839. [The glabrous form.]

Primula veris x vulgaris. X. Theddon

copse [Alton]. [Labelled P. elatior.]

Samolus Valerandi. L. Chichester [Sussex].

1839. Surry Canal
|
The Surrey Canal ran from

C'amberwell to the Orand Surrey Docks, the

greater portion being in Surrey : barely a mile,

nea/r Deptford, is in Kent],

Vinoa minor, L. X. Froyl. VI. (1).

Rooksbury, Andover, 1835.

Myosotis caespitosa, ,-Vhultz X. Qneen

St. [near Kingsley |.

Solatium nigrum, L. X. Oakhanger [near

Kingsley], 1836.

+ Datura Stramonium, L. Erith [Kent],

1836.

Hyoscynnius niger, L. XI. Old Basing.

1841.

Verbascum nigrum, L. X. Odiam Road

[Alton].

Lycopus Europaeus, L. Surrey Canal. 1836.

Calamintha Acinos, Clair v. X. Great

Wood. 1839.

Oaleopsis angustifolia, Ehrh. X. Trun-

cheants [Alton], 1839. [Var. eanescens

Schnltz.]

G. qpeciosa, Mill. Dolgelley [Merioneth].

1838.

Chenopodium Bonus-HenrU-us, L. IX. Enip-

shot. 1839.

Suaeda maritima, Diim. Pagham [Sussex].

1839. [Comes under Rouy's flexilis].

Polygonum ampbibium, L. X. Kings pond

[Alton]. 1839. LThe f. terrestre Moss.]

Daphne Mezereiim, L. X. Akendar [a mile

from Alton].

Euphorbia Helioacopia, L. XL Warn-

borough. 1836.

E. platyphyllos, L. X. Monk Wood. 1839.

Papulus tremula, L. X. Bride Stone Lane,

p'arringdon. |Tbe more frequent glabrous

form.]

Hydrocharis Morsus-ranae, L. Chichester

|
Sussex], 1839.

Spiranthes autumnalis, Rich. Pegsden, near

Hitchin [Herts.].

Iris foetidissima, L. * X. Akendar 1E42.

I. Pseudaeorus, L, X. Bottom of Lynch hill.

Narcissus PseudonNarcissus, L. Harpenden

|
Herts.]. 1841.

Ornithogalum umibellatum, L. VI. (1). An-

dover. Maria Heath. 1835.

Fritillaria Meleagris, L. Harpenden
|
Herts.].

Typha latifolia, L. Brixton [Surrey].

Acorus Calamus, L. Epping [Essex]. 18.'6.

Lemna gibba, L. X. Kingsly.

Sagitlaria sagittifolia, L. Butomus umbella

tns, L. Potamogeton densus, L. Surrey Canal.

1836.

Zannichellia palnstris, L. IX. Hawkley
Mill. 1839.

Scirpus sylvaticns, L. IX. Hawkley. 1839.

CaJamagrostis epigeios, Ruth. In sylvis et

sepibus sub bumidis inter Xewington dictam
Stoke at Hornsey [Middlesex]. Mr. Crouch.
[Recorded from this station, with no collector's

name, in Huds. Fl. Angl. 43, 1762. The present
gatherer was probably the Rev. J. F. Crouch

(died 1889), a contemporary of J. W. Curtis],

Lepturus filiformis, Trin. Erith [Kent],
1836 C. K. Salmon. lieigale.

THE POLLINATION OF FRUIT BLOSSOM.

On many occasions the condemnation of a
fruit tree has heen brought under my notice
owing to its non-bearing
The owner of a Pear tree covering a great

expanse of wall, informed me that he had not
gathered nine fruits from the tree in nine years.
I advised him to tie a rabbit's skin on a

pole, slightly touch the blossoms of any of the
perry varieties in the orchard, and ran the fur
over the blocsoms of the sterile variety, anti-

cipating good results. This advice has been
followed for five years, with the result that
every season since (even last year) a bounteous
crop has been the reward.

In a school garden a. number of cordon Pears
had been planted on a west wall, but the crops
wire so sparse that the trees were condemned
to 'be uprooted and destroyed on the fire. My
advice was to plant a tree of Conference at. each
end of the wall, with the result good crops are

now taken annually from these trees We are
learning from different sources (but chiefly by
keen observation), that the members of the

Mains family are, in a great measure sterile,

and by observation I find those vai ieties having

a tendency to self-fertility (which are very

few), do not carry such perfect fruit as the

same varieties do if set by pollen from a dif-

ferent sort.

An Apple orchard at Tenbury proved

absolutely fruitless planted with one variety,

namely, Ecklinville Seedling.

The tenant has now headed every tree and
grafted Scotch Bridget thereon, and to my way
of thinking has jumped out of the fry pan into

the fire, as I feel assured he will ne\er get the

benefits intended, as his trees are lacking a

mate, a point to bear in mind, when airranging

orchards and fruit plantations. In an old

orchard 'near Withinglon there are several fine

trees of Blenheim Pippin Apple, trees capable

of carrying 15 cwt. of fruit each, yet during the

past ten years the crop has hardly paid for

picking.

The owner asked me to explain why he never

got crops now, that is to say, nothing in com-

parison to those of a few years ago.

I put forward several explanations, and then

one can.e as a c'.imax.

On asking him whether he had at any time

lost a tree near this particular tree in question,

he infonned me that a very large Crab tree on

the westward side was blown down :«bout twelve

vears a.go, which of course, explained the

reason, as undoubtedly the fruits were set by

the pollen from the Crab blossoms.

An orchard near Leominster contained about

thirty standard trees of Ecklinville Seedling,

these being on the north side of the orchard,

ami the crop was n total failure, until every filth
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tree was grafted with Bismark. This has worked
wonders, as these fruitless specimens of ten

years ago are now giving bounteous crops.

A four acre fruit plantation south of London
has been planted with Cox's Orange Pippin,

and during a, period of fourteen years the crop,

j on information, measured out to about forty

bushels, the fruits being mostly gathered from

the trees on the outside of the plot. T advised

that even' eighth tree should be headed and

grafted with Bismark and Worcester Peamiaiin,
'

these sorts* being profuse in flowering and fertile

agents.

Here is shown quite clearly the waste of time

and money in planting any one variety in large

blocks.

I may state the trees were on the Paradise

stock and in bush form-

It has impressed me on many occasions whilist

walking through the old orchards of Hereford-

shire, that wherever one sees mixed varieties

there is sure to be fruit, little or mvuch, irre-

spective of season, and although there aire no

records left, to tell us -why this mixed planting

wai* done, no doubt in a rude method the idea

had iheen copied from the monks, who, in their

gardening puiisuits followed very closely and

scholarly the animal kingdom's ordeals and

ideals, and by their application a success

ensued. Plums and Pears come into the same

category as Apples, and require "affinity " sorts

in proximity to ensure a crop. The Crab Apple

iPyrus Maliis) is one of the best for pollination,

e penally on the westward or south-west of the

.nva, therefore it surely would be wise to plant

a few such trees around the hedge-rows of

orchards and they would not entail a great loss,

for the fruits of the Crab Apple make delightful

jelly. Pomona.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

WINTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
Several interesting points arise in the remarks

nv W. M M., on p. 106, which are all-

important to success in flowering Carnations in

.nid winter. I agree with him that comparatively

few growers make a success of flowering Carna-

tions well in November, December and January,

bike W. M. .!/ I was growing Carnations when
such varieties as Miss Joliffe were the best, and

have been growing them ever since, and for

years have had the impression that where many
err in the culture of the Carnation for winter-

flowering is in over-potting them. It is astonish-

ing the firm, strong stems, and the quantity of

large, well-developed flowers of good colour that

may be had from plants in 4j-in. and 6-in. pots,

both in the first and second year—in the latter

iit is only a question of constant feeding and
watering.

I may be extra critical, but to me many of the

|ilants seen at exhibitions show evidence of three

tilings, over-potting, over-watering and over-

feeding.

I believe in encouraging natural growth in

young plants as distinct from forcing them un-

duly either by applying manure or using much
heat. When our plants are in their flowering

pots we usually half plunge them in frames in

order that the lights n.ay be placed in position

v.hen necessary to prevent the soil in the pots

becoming saturated in stormy weather. Con-

tinual saturation of the soil is most, harmful.

When the plants are well established a little

artificial manure may be given at intervals of

two or three weeks, but at all times beware
of over-manuring. If this happens plenty of

growth is made, but of a soft nature, and such

flowers as develop will be of poor quality and
weak in the stem. the most important detail

in the culture of winter-flowering Carnations is

to get, the plants thoroughly ripened. So much
importance do I attach to this point that for

some years I have placed Carnations in their

winter quarters by the end of August. Here, in

Kent, we usually get our full share of sunshine,

and to the ripening of the growths I attribute

our uniform success.

When the plants have gone through this pro-
cess the fulling of hundreds of good blooms

in mid-winter is a foregone conclusion. But
there is another great advantage; after flowering
these plants start very quickly into fresh growth,
and the following spring and summer give most
bounteous crops of bloom.

I know no plant which so thoroughly repays
for good cultivation as does the Perpetual-
Flowering Carnation.
To sum up the result of my long experience

in Carnation growing, the' small pot will
certainly beat, the large one for the production
of Carnations in mid-winter, and the same is

true of Malmaison Carnations. We have been
interested to find that strong layers flowered
in small pots produced blooms of larger
diameter than the pots they were growing in.

J. G. Weston, East well Parh Gardens.. Kent.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
WISTARIA CHINENSIS.

Strangely enough Wistaria chinensis has
never become the people's climber. The most

his been used by gardeners in this country
largely as a wall shrub, yet, as is'so well seen iii

Pig. 66, its real place is on railings or
pergolas, where the elegant, fragrant recemes
may hang free and disclose to the full their
I
erfect charm.

Flowering as it does towards the end of .Max-
there is always a present danger of damage by
late frosts even when given the partial' pro-
tection of a wall. At Clarement. where magnifi-
cent plants of Wistaria chinensis are prominent
features of the extensive garden walls. Mr.
Kelly used to protect, the buds and flowers
nightly when frosts threatened by covering I be
several hundreds of feet, of wall specimens"witb
tiffany, and was thus always practically certain
of preserving the racemes from injury.

Being more favourably situated, as regards
accessibility, the fine old specimen at Holland
House is better known than those at Clare-
ment, and I believe this was one of the
earliest introductions. To a certain extent this

Wistaria has been allowed to extend without

Fig. 66. -A WISTAIUA I oVEKED FOUNTAIN BASIN.

popular wall plant in this country is undoubtedly
Cydonia japonica, the " Japonica" of the non-
gardener, but- the Wistaria is easily the most
beautiful (limber thai can lie grown out-of-doors.

Almost immediately following its introduction

from China, a little over a hundred years ago,

it must have impressed many garden owners by
its uncommon beauty and great charm, for in

numbers of gardens throughout the country one
se"s fine old specimens, or is told that formerly

there was one, which for some reason or

other no longer exists. These fine Wistarias are

practically all of W. chinensis; Wistaria

multijuga is still comparatively rare, yet it has

been known for nearly fifty years—long enough
for plants to have attained maximum size.

The reason for the comparative neglect of the

Wistaria may be its price, which is. unfortun-

ately, though justly, higher than that charged (in-

most hardy shrubs; or what is. perhaps, more
likely the reason, because it cannot be offered

for sale m Bower except a! a price really pro-

bibitive to the average person. For the

suburban gardener plants bis wall shrubs, border

plants and what not. when they have some

Bower, at least, showing. In the majority of

instances be is aware that this is " not garden

ing." but he. or it may be the power behind the

, nolle, requires immediate effect.

Whilst, for the most part. Wistaria chinensia

let or hindrance, and a most charmingly graceful
effect is the result. Despite its age it is so
•vigorous that it seems as though, given the
opportunity, it would advance indefinitely and
so quickly reach the King's highway.
Although it has, as one, might say, a perfect

I

assioo for rambling, yet the Wistaria bears
restriction well, an 1 there seems no reasonable
limit to the age which dwarf standards, closely

pruned each year, may attain. Such specimens
are indispensable adjuncts to the English
"Japanese " garden, and while Wistaria chinen
sis is used in this phase of gardening it is

W. n.ultijuga, which produces much longer
racemes, that is employed in the Chinese
gardens. Although it does not flower quite so
fieely as W. ehinensis in this country W.
multijuga is also an excellent, subject On
furnishing pergolas, rustic bridges and similar
places, but the fact of the possible length ,,t

the Bower racemes being up to four feet mu-i
I c recognised and ample bead-room allowed.

Occasionally one sees a, good example of

Wistaria chinensis vur. alba, and a few of the
coloured varieties of W. multijuga have a

til am fascination, but generally I hey are not

equal in decorative value f.. the two species
no nt loiicd. Except t,i Ibe lover of the curious

III plant life the double flow eiixl forms ale so

inili.ilili.il looking as l.i appear ugly. .1. O H.
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A BACTERIAL DISEASE OF THE ARUM.

A disease of the Richardia (Arum) winch is

causing serious losses to commercial growers ot

this plant is being investigated. The first

symptom of the disease is a stoppage in growth of

the aerial portions. This persists for some weeks,

and is followed by a yellowing and withering of

the leaves. The adventitious roots are brown

and watery, finally becoming merely empty

lubes, and the rot spreads into the corm itself,

where local soft, rots occur around the base of

the roots. Finally, in an advanced stage of the

disease, the greater portion of the corm becomes

rotten,' leaving only a healthy piece at the base

of the leaves. Frequently eelworms and spring-

tails are present, but they are only secondary,

the primary cause of the disease being bacterial.

The casual organism has been isolated and

shown to be pathogenic. It is a bacillus, but

apparently not identical with Bacillus aroideae,

Townsend, described as producing a rot of the

leaves and corms of the Calla or Arum Lib'.

It is, however, identical with an organism which

lias been under investigation for some months,

and which rots Tomato fruits, Potato tubers,

Turnips and Cabbage stalks. The disease may
lie transmitted in drainage water and cow dung.

Heavy watering assists the progress of the

disease, while dry treatment helps the plants to

recover. Once the disease symptoms appear it

is advisable to give -water only in the form of

overhead dampings, and all diseased plants

should be isolated at once. Preliminary experi-

ments indicate that successful control of the

disease may be accomplished by removing the

oorma from the soil and treating them with

formaldehyde solution, mercuric chloride, or hot

water. W. F. Bewhy, Experimental Station,

< 'In-shunt.

THE AURICULA AND WOOLLY APHIS.

Most cultivated plaints seem to have an

enemy, either an insect or a fungus, to which

they are particularly susceptible, or more pro-

bably, the enemy has a particular liking for a

certain plant.

"

The Auricula, especially the Show and pot-

grown Alpine sorts, are. very liable—in addition

to the attentions of the ubiquitous green fly—to

the attacks of an aphis, which infests the roots

and collar of the plant This troublesome pest

is known as the Woolly Aphis, or Trama Auri-

culae. It is distinguished by its silvery white-

ness and woolly appearance, and its location is

around the collar and lower leaves of the plant,

as well as along the main roots and the inside

of the pot itself.

I have been fighting this disease for some

years, and last season determined to take strong

measures for its eradication, as I am satisfied

that, as with mealy bug and white fly, nothing

but drastic treatment is of any avail ; and in my
case it was the only alternative to losing prac-

tically all my plants. The disease is a con-

tagious one. which is proved by the fact that a

batch of home-raised seedlings, 15 months old,

which were grown and planted in soil that had

been previously sterilised by heat (owing to its

being known "to be infested with wire-worm)

were as badly attacked as'the older stock with

which they "

'nad been grown in company,

although not in actual contact.

The season of active growth of the Auricula is

from February to June. From June to August
growth is practically at n standstill, but begins

again towards the end of t lie latter month. Re-

potting is then rather too late to enable the

plants to become properly established and pro-

duce good blooms the following spring. So I

bided my time, and at the end of April a. time

was chosen when the compost of most of them
was on the dry side. They were removed to a
shed away from the house in which they had
been flowered. Every flower stalk was pulled

cleanly away and all faded or yellow leaves

similarly treated. These, together with the old

soil and crocks, «ere put on a fire. The soil at

the roots was crumbled carefully away, and ns

much as possible shaken clear. The roots were

then washed in a large bucket of water. Each
plant was then plunged overhead in a basin oi

Richard's XL. All liquid insecticide (1 part in

b of water) for one minute, and then shaken

fairly dry and repotted ; the pots having been

scrubbed out previously with paraffin and soft

soap mixture, 1—30 in hot water.

A very long tap-root is a fruitful source of

disease in Auriculas and invites decay. It is

a noticeable fact that any plant in a weakly

condition is more liable to a disease, therefore,

before potting, the tap-root was shortened by a

clean, square cut to about 2 inches, in order to

promote strong, new growth. The plants were
then putted moderately firmly in fibrous loam,

4 parts; decayed leaves (2 years old), 1 part;

well-decayed horse manure, 1 part; and coarse

sand, 1 part.

Dr. Horner, in his lucid directions for grow-

ing the show Auricula, states that a firm cone

should be formed of the potting material, high

enough for the tap-root to rest on, and, this is to

be surmounted by a good pinch of sharp sand ;

the roots are to be then spread out round the

cone with the tap-root resting on the sand and
the pot filled nearly to the brim with the com-

post. The pot should then be struck smartly

on the bench tlrree times to make the potting

material firm'.

My plants were potted up in this fashion (a

little powdered charcoal being added to the sand

on the cone), placed in a cold frame and kept

close without watering for three days, then given

air and water, as required. This season they

are in perfect health, without the slightest trace

of the aphis. From all appearances there is

every indication of some record blooms, and my
Auriculas are happy at last ! JR. N. Hartley,

Pemberton.

THE CULTIVATION OF DAHLIAS IN POTS.

It is not generally known that Dahlias of

certain types may be grown quite successfully in

pots. Pot-roots, or early-struck cuttings should

be obtained early in the spring and kept in small

60-sized pots luntili well established, in an

ordinary greenhouse as near the glass as pos-

sible to keep the plants sturdy. As soon as they

are well rooted, they should be transferred to

5 inch and 6-inch pots, in a mixture of fibrous

loam and leaf soil, with a little sand. Always
keep the plants as near the light as convenient,

as this is a very important item.. About a fort-

night or three weeks later the plants will be

ready for their final potting, and pots of a

size known as No. 16 will be quite large enough.

A mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and a

little old hot-bed manure will provide a. suit-

able compost. Moderately firm potting is de-

sirable. Very little water will be required until

the plants are well rooted, but later on,

especially in sunny weather, spraying or syring-

ing overhead and plenty of water at the roots,

w ill be found necessary ; weak liquid manure
should then be given occasionally. Ordinary

4 feet canes or hazel sticks should be used for

supporting the growths. After April, no heat

will be required.

The Star type will be found very suitable for

this method of culture as these Dahlias do not
make large tubers, and consequently will thrive

in pots about 8 in. or 9 in. in diameter, making
shapely specimens that flower from April until

October, and produce an enormous quantity of

bloom suitable for cutting for table decoration.

During very hot weather- it is necessary to

slightly shade the plants ; a mixture of flour

and water sprayed on the glass is a method I

have adapted ; this will remain on the glass for

a considerable period and is not injurious.

Fumigate the house occasionally.

If the blooms are not all needed for cutting,

the old flowers and stems should be removed
regularly. White, pink, primrose, orange, and
coral shades predominate in the Star type and
the blooms have all good lasting qualities. They
require no wiring, the blooms standing perfectly
erect, on stiff, wiry stems; associated with
sprays of Asparagus plumosus, A. Sprengeri or

Adiantum Fern, they are admirable for table

decoration.

I know no plants that will produce more bloom
in a cool, unheated house during spring, sum-
mer and autumn, if treated as described above,
than these Dahlias. It is always advisable to
cut the blooms in the morning and place the
stems fairly deep in water for a few hours in a
cool place before using them. If flowers are
required for a special purpose, select, those that
have not developed pollen in the anthers, as these
will last, for several days without shedding either
pollen or florets. Having grown a collection of
these charming Dahlias in pots for several years
I can speak from experience as to their va'lue as
decorative subjects under glass. Tt. 11. l/„//n„

MARCH VEGETABLES.

As foreshadowed in my notes on February
Vegetables, there is not a startling list of new
vegetables for this month; there are, however
two or three additions, and these will he dealt
with at the end of these notes. It will be per- I

haps, useful to run through the list again in
|order to record what, vegetables there actually

are at this period of the year, or. in othe- I

words, what we are able to draw on for sup- l

plying the culinary departments.
Green Vegetables.—This year we were

jearly with Turnip Tops, and we are getting a .

full yield now, whilst that useful winter vege-

!

table Spinach is giving us plenty of good sup-
plies, as also is Sorrel, which I dealt with fully
last month. Brnssol Sprouts continue in

i

plenty, and also the Brussel Tops from the
earlier batch of plants, these being the first to
be brought into use during February the later-
batches being drawn on in their turn. Of the

\

three Kales which have been previously noted
we are getting full supplies from all, viz., Cot-

i

tagers' Kale, Scotch Kale, and the delicious!
Labrador Kale. As I previously stated, I
regard the last as one of the most useful and
delicious green vegetables grown, and it a,lsn

has the decided additional advantage of being)
available over a long season, and of coming ini

later than the other Borecoles. One other
group of which we are providing full supplier

I

is the Broccoli. I dealt with the variety
Leamington, which we are now principally
drawing on, last month, whilst both Purple and
White Sprouting Broccoli are yielding well.

Root Vegetables.—These are also in the

same position as last month, no stores being ex-

hausted, and comprise Oeleriac, Scorzoiiern,

Salsify, Jerusalem and Chinese Artichokes,

Beets, Carrots (both of which we hope to be able

to draw from the early supplies in pits and
frames soon), Celery, and Turnips, whilst other

stem vegetables which may well be included

with these are Leeks, which we are still able to

draw upon largely, and the forced supplies of

Rhubarb, Seakale, Chicory, and that delicious

esculent, the Mushroom, which, as I have noted

previously, may be bad in season all the year

round by carefully making up beds at intervals

wfctere facilities exist for so doing. Two others

call for recording, firstly the Onion, which is

always with us in some form or other, and its

companion, the useful Shallot, which often acts

as a substitute for the Onion, as a flavouring

vegetable.

Salads.—The various salads, which we have

in plenty, provide a welcome form of

vegetable food during the winter, so

much so that I would urge the grow-

ing of salads, wherever this can be done, for

the winter period especially. We are cutting

all we require of Mustard and Cress. Endive

and Lettuce, and have in addition Watercress.

Tomatos. and Cucumbers. For those who arc

running short of Lettuce, a small sowing of a

suitable variety made in gentle warmth will

soon give a supply of seedlings which should be

pricked off three inches apart each way i"

boxes, and these will soon yield small plants of

sufficient size to prove extremely useful. Groff

them close up to the roof-glass.

Herbs.—These are of the kinds previously

noted last month, and comprise Parsley, Cher-

vil, Tarragon, Green Mint, and Sage, all in th"
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green state, and brought along in frames ; the

only other thing to add to the list other than

herbs in the dried state, being Horseradish.
So much for the record of those previously

dealt with. We now have to consider four new
vegetables, which have been forced by the aid of

frames and pits; these are Asparagus, French
Beans, new Pobatos, and Radishes.

New Sorts in Season-

Asparagus.—This is a fairly easy vegetable

to force, and here I mav state that it is not
good practice to attempt the forcing of this

vegetable in the permanent beds. The method
that should be adopted is to place a frame on a
mild hot bed when the bed is first made up,

and whilst the temperature is on the rise.

When the heat is declining, and at about
60° a light compost, such as two parts light

loam, one-part leaf-mould, and one part old

Mushroom-bed manure, well mixed together,

should be placed on the hot bed inside the

frame to a depth of about three inches. On
this place the crowns, and cover them with

about four inches of the same compost, and
give the whole a good soaking with tepid

water. Maintain a temperature of from 60p

to 65°. admitting air to keep the temperature
down should it rise unduly in warm, sunny
weather. Good shoots may be cut in about
three weeks after the commencement of forcing

;

to maintain the supply it is well to have two
frames in use, one yielding fully, the second to

be made up, and so on, to give a yield till the
permanent beds come into use.

French Beans.—We are gathering pods from
plants raised from seed that was .-own about
January 1 in ten-inch pots. The receptacles

are well drained and half-filled with a moder-
ately rich, light soil; the pick of the seeds are

selected for the purpose, and five allotted t<>

each pot. The seeds are covered with an inch
of the soil, and the seedlings raised in a tem-
perature of from 60° to 70n . A further sowing
was made in a similar way on February 1 to

1 carry on the supplies. The young plants require
careful attention with regard to watering and
airing. When they are above the top of the

pot, a top dressing of good, fibrous loam mixed
with spent Mushroom-bed manure is applied,

using sufficient of the material to bring it to

within an inch of the rim of the pot. At the

6aine time we pinch out the points of the
plants, and thereafter syringe them twice daily

to promote a moist atmosphere, and the

syringing does this, and, at the same time.

keeps red spider in check. When required, a

few Birch twigs arc placed in the soil to act as

supports to tlic plants, and. as soon as pods
form, the roots are fed with weak liquid

manure warmed to the same temperature as the
atmosphere of the house in which the plants

are growing. At this stage air is admitted
freely.

New Potatos.—These we are now able to use,

being obtained from seed tubers grown in a

mixture of light, turfy loam and well decayed
leaf-mould in eight-inch pots, which were half

filled with the compost about the end of De-
cember. The seed tubers were greened and
sprouted as usual, and were of the two varieties.

May Queen and Midlothian Early- Two
tubers are placed in each pot, and these are dis-

budded of all but the strongest shoot. Two
fetches of soil is placed over them, and then
tepid water is applied, thereafter they re-

quire but little moisture for several week-. We
start them in a mild temperature, and when
the shoots appear through the soil they are
placed in a light position, and, when the tops
jtM sufficiently high, the plants are top dressed
with similar soil, up to the surface. At the
same time we place three neat sticks about a foot

and a half high around the pot. and around
these run string, sufficiently strong for the pur-
pose, to support the growth in an upright posi-
tion. Thereafter they will grow well in a

moderately warm temperature. Three such
plantings will generally seirve to give supplies
until the early varieties in the frames come
into use.

Radishes.—We are now getting the results
"t sowings that were made about the middle of

January of th e two varieties, French Breakfast
and Sixteen Days, the seed of which was sown
in shallow drills, between the rows of Beet,

Carrots, etc., in frames, and the Radishes will

be cleared before the room is required for the

larger roots. Edwin Beckett. ,

FRUIT RE6ISTER.

APPLE LORD HINDLIP.

The several interesting communications pub-

lished in recent issues of The Gardeners'

Chronicle on the merits of certain little known
late dessert Apples, have omitted any mention

of the variety Lord Hindlip, which is in sea-

son until April and of first class quality. Typi-

cal specimens are illustrated in Fig. 67, and it

will be seen that the fraits are small to medium
size, somewhat conical in shape, with a regular

of Lc Jardinier Solitaire, the Solitary or Car-
thusian Gard'ner, etc. . . Also the Compleat
Florist, etc. There is no separate title page
to the second part. This volume is composed
of an English translation of two famous French
books which were never published in English

separately. They are Dom Gentil's Le Jar-

dinier Solitaire, and Louis Liger's Le Jar-
dinier Fleuriste. It is curious that in 1706

two separate editions of these two French "Works

appeared in English—the one quoted above and
another by London and Wise entitled The Be-

tir'd Gard'ner in two volumes. The latter was

also brought out in 1717 by Joseph Carpenter in

one volume revised. Mr. McDonald was
evidently under the impression that he was
quoting from a separate and independent work,

which it will be seen is not the fact. The
eighteenth century saw a good many of these

double-barrelled volumes, two or three trans-

lated works rolled into one under a single title.

In. 67.

—

apple lord hindlip.

outline, rather higher on one side than the
other. Tin- skin is greenish yellow, covered
with dark crimson Hushes and stripes, with

russety spots here and there. The eye is set

in an angular, moderately shallow basin, and
the stalk, which is an inch long, is set in a deep
cavity. The flesh is crisp, white, and pleasantly

flavoured; the juice being somewhat acid. This
variety received the Et.H.S. Award of Merit on

January 14, 1896, when shown by Mr. J. Wat
kins, Pomona Farm. Hereford, who stated that

the variety originated as a seedling in \\ orcester

shire. The tree makes slender, upright growth
and bears freely.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor! do not hold thmttlvei retpuntible lor

the optnwng expressed by correspondents.]

" The Compleat Florist.''—I am disappointed

Mr. Donald McDonald'6 kind reply explains my
wonder (p. 118), The I k he quotes under the

above title so far as it is known in its English

form is only half a book and not an indeperj

dent one. It forms th cond part of a
volume published anonymously under the title

Van Oosten's work is a similar case. He made
his up from several French cultural treatises.

They were translated into English, and appar-

ently form distinct chapters of his work. His

English publisher also used as a subsidiary part

ol Ins title the heading which precedes these

notes thus: The Dutch Gardener or tht Com-
pleat Florist. But neither the second part oJ

the English book called Le Jardinier Solitaire

etc.. nor Van Oosten's can properly be referred

to ;s 'I'h' Compleat Florist, and nowhere are

the) catalogued under such a title. Hence my
query and thrill of disappointment, for which 1

willingly forgive Mr. McDonald. C. Harman
I ''i yne.

The Green January —Since 1906. part of ray

phenologies] work has been to note weather
effects by means of the number of flowers to

1h> found blooming ill my garden. The January
average for tic fifteen years up to 1920 has

been fifty-six, of which twelve came nut Rral

during the month. The most was one hundred
and four in 1913. with twenty sis fresh sub-

ject so many, including eighteen kinds of

Roses, having survived from the one hundred
and twentj two blooming in the previous

Percentage a\ fresh flowers in the new season up to May.

Fifteen years mean, 1906-20.
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December That January was 3 deg. warmer
than the average, but the temperature of Janu-
ary, 1916, was more than 7 deg. in excess of

the thirty years' mean. No wonder, then,
that out of eighty-two in all (with four Rosas

/

forty-6ix were fresh subjects. At the other ex-

treme came 1917, when not a single fresh flower
was added during the month to the sixty-three
out of one hundred and nine that lasted on from
December into January.
This season, out of one hundred and three

in December (twenty-four Roses) only -thirty-
two, with not a single Rose, survived into
January, owing to the severe frosts about the
13th. but thirtyjseven fresh kinds flowered.
The last few days added, among others, the
three ordinary forms of Lenten Rose, Seilla
sibirica, and S. bifolia alba, Starch Squill,

Spring Crocus (C. aureus already on the 17th),

perennial Candytuft, and Pyrus japonica.

r\ EsuiTitic Curves,

70 %

60i

50J

«?.

30^

20J

10!.
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Medal). Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd., as-

.eociated a few splendid plants of Hippeastrums
with Azalea indica varieties, forced Laburnums,
Pyruses and Lilacs (Silver Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Ryder and Son exhibited many
.splendid plants of their winter-flowering Stocks
The plants were in five-inch pots, but bore
large fragrant trusses of bloom. Mignonette
Matchet was also excellently shown (Silver Bank-
sian Medal).

tarnations were shown in quantity, and all

the blooms were very fresh and of very good
-colours. Mr.

_ C. Engelmann displayed such
sorts as Beacon, Enchantress, Benora and
Gorgeous (Silver Flora Medal). Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co. and Messrs. Allwood
Bros, displayed splendid vases of Wivels-
f.eld Apricot, Wivelsfield Beauty, the glowing
red Edward Allwood and Destiny (Silver Flora
Medal).

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co. showed many
vases of St. Brigid Anemones of great beauty
(Bronze Flora Medal).
Violets were well shown by Messrs. J. J.

Kettle (Bronze Flora Medal), and Messrs Max-
well and Beale, who also staged various
.alpines and hardy shrubs (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. Bowell and Skarratt contributed
seasonable alpines in full bloom, and a number
-of hardy shrubs (Bronze Flora Medal). Mr.
Reg. Prichard contributed choice alpines.
particularly varieties of Saxifraga (Bronze Bank-
sian Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary), R.
Brooman-White, C. J. Lucas, E. R. Ashton,
Arthur Dye, Chas. H. Curtis, S. W. Floi^
-J. T. Barker, W. J. Kaye, Fred K. Sander, A.
McBean, T. Armstrong, C. Cookson, Pantia
Ralli, Frederick J. Hanbury, J. Wilson Potter,
and Gurney Wilson.

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Brasso-C'attlcya speciosa var. Lady Colman
{B.-C. Digbyano-Mendelii Fortuna x C.
Schroderae), from Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,
Gatton Park (igr. Mr. Collier). A noble
hybrid of large size, perfect, in shape and of fine
substance. The flowers are white with a deli-
cate pearly-pink tinge, and the lip has a chrome
yellow disc.

Odontoglossum Britannia (Solon x The
Czar), from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,
Hayward's Heath. A model flower with equally
broad segments, which are almost covered with
claret-red blotches, the white ground showing
effectively between the markings and on the

' fringed margin.

Awards of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya Pctrograd, Bhtchley Park
variety (parentage unrecorded), from Sir H. S.
Leon, Bletchley Park (gr. Mr. W. W. Field).
A superb flower, probably a C. Mendelii cross.
The broad sepals and petals are pure white, the
squarely-shaped front of the lip ruby-purple and
the disc yellow.

Odontoglossum Gloriette. Fasey's Variety
(President Poincare x Crispum), from W. R.
Faset, Esq., Holly Bush Hill. Snaresbrook (gr.
Mr. E. J. Seymour). The flowers are large and
broadly proportioned : they are white, with
beautiful blotching of claret-red over three-
fourths of the surface.

Odontioda Grenadier {Sanderae X Chanii-
•rler), from Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans.
The well-grown plant bore a fine spike of many
dark scarlet flowers, with light lilac front to
the lip.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. J. T. Barker, gardener to His Grace
the Duke of Marlborough, for a grand specimen
of the white Cattleya Suzanne Hye de Crom var.
citrina, with very handsome flowers.

To Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge.
lor a grand plant of Cattleva Suzanne Hve de
vrom with six flowers.

Groups.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver-Gilt Flora Medal for a fine group of

splendidly flowered Odontoglossums, Odontiodas,
Cattleyas, and Laelio-Cattleyas. Specially fine

were the new Brasso-Cattleya Bedfordiae (C.

Luegeae x B.-C. Cliftonii magnifica), a clear,

light mauve flower of fine shape, and some
pretty new hybrid Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a fine group, in the
centre of which were Cypripediumi Maudiae, with
tall sprays of Oncidium Papilo majus between,
and white and coloured Odontoglossums and
Odontiodas behind. Among the Odontoglossums
the finest was the new Odm. Promerens var.
Beryl, a flower of fine shape and rich colour.

The choicest of the Odontiodas were the new
Oda. Bonar Law, Orchidhurst variety, and Oda.
Coronation x ardentissimum, a deep ruby
crimson flower with white margin.

Messrs. Sander were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a pretty group, in the centre of which
was the true Cymbidium insigne Sanderae with
tall spikes of white flowers spotted and tinged
with rose. A good selection of Odontoglossums
and Odontiodas was included in the collection

with hybrid Miltonias, the finest of which was
Miltonia Magpie, a good white variety with
nearly black mark to the lip. The Lycastes

included the fine L. Skinneri var. Hamilton
Smith, which had previously received an Award
of Merit.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.,

Mr. Thurgood), received a Silver Banksian
Medal for a representative group of hybrids and
species, a feature of the Odontoglossums being

the well-represented older forms, such as the

yellow 0. waltonease and 0. Penelope (Rolfeae
x Olympia). Among the species were Miltonia

Warscewiczii, Coelogyne Sanderae, fine scarlet

Sophronitis, and various Dendrobiums.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. were awarded

a Silver Banksian Medal for an interesting group
composed chiefly of good hybrid Odontoglossums,
Dendrobiums, and Cattleyas, some of which were
new and have yet to be recorded. Among the

rare and interesting species were the singular

yellow Bulbophyllum Sillen.ianum, B. Lobbii
siamense, Cirrhopetelum picturatum. and species

of Dendrobium.
Messrs. J. and A. McBean received a Silver

Banksian Medal for an effective group of

Odontoglossuims, Cattleyas, and Laelio-Cattleyas.

Other Exhibits.

C. J. Lucas, Esq.. Warnham Court, showed
Odontoglossum Britannia, Warnham Court

variety, a light-blue flower: O. Joy (TTro-

Skiimeri X eximium) ; and the new 0. arden-

tello (ardentissianum X Othello), a showy flower

of good shape.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, sent a fine form

of Laelio-Cattleya Lady Evelyn (L.-C. Goldfinch

x C. Empress Frederick).

R. G. Thwaites, Esq.. Streatham, exhibited

an interesting selection of Sophro-Cattleyas.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., showed the fine Odontioda
Bonar Law, Fasey's variety (Oda. Coronation

X Odm. ardentissimum), a richly coloured

flower.

Messrs. Flory and Black. Slough, showed a

selection of hvbrids. including the vellow Sophro-

Cattleya Santa Fe (C. Rhoda x S-C. Doris).

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present: Rev. G. H. Engleheart (in the

chair), Miss Willmott, and Messrs. Geo. Monro,

F. H. Chapman, J. W. Jones, Geo. Churchei

,

P. R. Barr. W. R. Dvkes. H. V. Warrender,
Reginald Corv, Herbert Smith, P. D. Williams,

and Charles H. Curtis (Hon. Sec).

Awards of Merit.

Narcissus Impcrator.— A large and hand-
some trumpet-Daffodil of X. maximus parentage.

The colour is golden yellow. The perianth seg-

ments are broad and have a very slight twist,

while the recurving run of the trumpet is

broadly frilled. Shown by the Rev. G. H.
Engleheart.
Narcissus Crown Imperial.—This is a very

beautiful Daffodil of N. maximus parentage and
of rather more refined appearance than Im-

perator. The perianth segments are slightly
more twisted than in Lmperator, but it is quite
as large and has a prettier frilling to the bold
trumpet. The colour is rich, bright golden
yellow. Shown by Rev. G. H. Engleheart,
Dinton.

Groups.

Messrs. R. H. Bath displayed a great variety
of Darwin Tulips growing in boxes of fibre and
also as cut blooms. The principal varieties
were Dal Orgaro, Pride of Haarlem, Feu
Brilliant, La Reve and Ascani. Snake's Head
Fntillaries, Chionodoxas, and such Narcissi as
Flame, Feu de Joie, Decorator, Homespun and
King Alfred (Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal).

Messrs. Carter and Co. displayed Daffodils in
a novel and attractive manner. Undulating
mounds were built up on a prominent floor space,
and these were surmounted by Prunus triloba'
turfed, and studded with Narcissus King Alfred
(Silver Grenfell Medal).

Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert had an excellent
collection of Dutch Tulips in six-inch pots.
Panama, a r.ew rosy-lilac variety; Coeur de
France, rich yellow, flaked with orange-scarlet

;

Beauty of London, shaded old rose; White
Beauty, Pioneer, crimson, lightly flushed with
maroon; and Rising Sun. deep yellow (Silver-
Gilt Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Barr and Sons set up excellent
bloon.s of a great variety of Narcissus. Large
Trumpst Daffodils were prominent, and these
included Golden Empress, Golden Melody,
Ptolemy and several admirable seedlings. The
bright coronas of Fireglow, Bedouin, Jasper,
Sunrise, and Blazing Star attracted much
admiration (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. H. Chapman, Ltd.. gave special pro-
minence ,n their exhibit of Narcissi to three
vases of Sunrise, the brilliant crowned variety

;

behind these were several exceedingly large
Trumpet seedlings. Other named sorts were
Bijou, Socrates. Downcast and Flagstaff, but the
exhibit was mostly of excellent, unnamed seed-
lings (Silver Flora Medal).

Fruit and Vegetable Committee,

/'resent: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (Chairman),
.T. Cheal, W. Poupart, G. Reynolds, A. W. Met-
calfe, G. F. Tinlev, P. C. M. Veitch, W. Bates,
S. B. Dicks, Ed". Beckett, F. Jordan, G. F.

Weston, T. Pateman, H. Markham, P. D.

Tuckett, E. A. Merrvweather, A. H. Pearson,

W. H. Divers, W. Wilks, and S. T. Wright.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons were awarded a

Silver Knightian Medal for a collection of

vegetables. This attractively arranged ex-

hibit was notable for the high quality of the

Cauliflowers, Golden Ball Lettuces, and
Cucumbers, and in addition it included ex-

cellent samples of Purple Sprouting Broccoli,

Salsify, blanched Dandelion leaves, Scorzonera,

Perpetual Spinach, Mushrooms and Radishes

—the whole representing some of the most

useful garden produce at present available

from the kitchen garden. The Superb Early

White and Snow White Broccoli were of excep-

tional merit. A Silver Banksian Medal was

awarded to Messrs. E. Westmacott and Co.,

368. Strand, tor an exhibit of Cape fruit.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.

At the usual fortnightly meeting, held in the

Recreation Club. Abbey Hall, Mr. 6. B. Baskett.

The Gardens, Woodlea. Virginia Water, a

men. her of the Egham Gardeners' Society, gave

a lecture on " Roses. Past and Present, and their

Effect in the Garden."
Mr. Baskett gave a general outline of the

history of the Rose, stating that the Rose was

more widely distributed throughout the world

than any other plant, and followed with the

various classes of Roses, setting forth the claims

of those varieties best suited for giving a

decorative display in the garden. A good dis-

cussion followed. There was a large attendance,

and Mr. W. Chislett. Bill Hill Gardens,
presided. The Chairman exhibited a splendid
vase of Jasminum primulinorn.
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NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

PARAGON GLASS FASTENER.
We have received a sample of this ingenious

and effective invention, which provides an ex-

ceedingly simple method of fixing glass on green-

houses. It is made of brass and n.ay easily be

fixed by the amateur to the sash bars, obviating

the use of priming and putty. As the price (6s.

per gross) is very reasonable, we anticipate its

A A
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Brown Rot
Diseases of
Fruit Trees.

Few fungous pests are more
widely diffused or cause
more damage to fruit trees
than the two species of
Monilia, M. fructigena and

M. cinerea, which cause the diseases popu-
larly known as Brown Rot. Fruit growers,
whose plantations have suffered from these
diseases, will be glad to know that a com-
prehensive investigation of the parasitic fungi
which cause Brown Rot has been carried out
by Mr. Wormald*, of Wye, with results
which are both interesting and important.
These fungi are remarkable because of the
variety of damage which they cause. Gain-
ing access to fruits of Pvrus and Prunus

) species they give rise to discolourations which
become_ brown—hence the name, Brown Rot

! —and finally induce a mummification of the
.

fruit, which may remain on the tree
,
for months in a shrunken and diseased
condition. When it attacks Cherries,
Monilia may destroy flowers, fruit and
branches, and it is now known that Blos-
som Wilts are in many cases to be attributed
t<> these fungi. The blackening of fruits e.g.,

I

of Apples in store, described by Worthing-
ton G. Smith in these pages so long ago as
18S5, is due to Monilia fructigena" and
Blossom Wilt and certain canker diseases of
Apples to Monilia cinerea. To some extent
the two species specialise. Thus Mr. Wor-

.
maid finds that "acid Cherries in England
are very susceptible to attack by M. cinerea

,

and suffer severely "
; whereas in his ex-

1 perience M. fructigena is not found on these
I Cherries. On sweet Cherries, however.

Brown Rot Diseases nf Fruit Trees," bv H. Wor-
mnlri. M.80. Annul, ol Bnl,m v , XXXIII., No. CXXXJ..
Julv. 1919; and No. CXXXIV., April. 1920.

both species occur, the former being re-

sponsible for outbreaks of Blossom Wilt,
which often cause serious damage in the
Cherry orchards of Kent. To this tale of
their delinquencies must be added the
" Wither Tip " disease of Plum trees which
prevailed in Kent in 1916, and again in

1918, when it was associated with
attacks of aphides which either carry
the spores, or prepare the way for their

entry by puncturing and weakening the
tissues. The Cherry, however, although in

years of bad weather it suffers severely, is

not subject to chronic disease from Monilias.
The Plum, on the contrary, is a subject

of their constant attack, and every year
heavy losses in Plum orchards are experi-

enced as a result of the parasitic activities of
these fungi. M. fructigena destroys the fruit

year after year; M. cinerea damages fruit,

flowers, leaves, young shoots and branches.
The poor yield of Plums and Cherries in

Kent in 1918, Mr. Wormald attributes in

large measure to M. cinerea, aided bv bad
weather, and he points out that the big
crop of the previous year, which led to much
fruit remaining unpicked, was also a con-

tributing factor to the epidemic. For among
the unpicked fruits were many that were
mummified, and these producing crops of

spores in the following spring ensured a

thorough infection of the orchards. On
Apples, also, M. fructigena tends to confine

its attack to the fruits, and extends only
rarely to a fruiting spur or a branch where
it forms a canker. M. cinerea is more
catholic, affecting and blighting the flower

spurs, which it kills, and the branches
which it girdles and cankers. The dis-

covery of the nature of the damage done by
a parasite is a first and important step' in

the working out of remedial measures. Mr.
Wormald has accomplished this work, and
more, for he has discovered that each of

these two species of Monilia exists in two
biologic forms, that is, forms which,

although not distinguishable by their appear-

ance, are bv their effects. Thus one of the

biologic forms of M. cinerea produces a

"Blossom Wilt and Canker Disease " of

Apples and the other, when introduced into

an Apple inflorescence attacks that and that

onlv. One .is evidently a mild and the other

a virulent race. In the course of his fur-

ther studies, Mr. Wormald has found that,

whereas in M. fructigena spore formation

is checked in winter, in the more malignant

M. cinerea new spore-producing pustules are

l . be lound in December and produce conidia

Kw'v in winter and spring. He has also

discovered that the form of M. cinerea

parasitic on Apple trees is biologically

different from that which occurs on Plums

and Cherries, the Mali form producing

Blossom Wilt of Apples and the Pruni form

only capable of affecting the flowers inocu-

lated with it. A perusal of Mr. Wormald's
paper brings home to the reader the great

importance of systematic orchard cleansing ;

for without such a routine the illimitable

myriads of such spores as those of Monilia

must always be present in quantities far in

excess of those necessary to infect the young
growths, and hence it only needs a spell of

inclement weather to ensure the rep>lanting

of disease in an unclean orchard.

Presentation of Portrait to Mr. D. Munro.-

On the occasion of the annual dinner of the

North of Scotland Home Timber Association in

the Imperial Hotel, Aberdeen, on March 18.

presentations were -made to Mr. Donald Munro,
O.B.E., J.P., the President of the Association,

for this services to Forestry during the war,

and to Mrs. Munro. The uresentations took

the form of excellent portraits of Mr. and Mrs.

Munro, executed in oils by Mr. J. B. Anderson,
Glasgow. That of Mr. MunTo was presented by
Col. J. D. Sutherland, the Assistant Com-
missioner of Forestry for Scotland, who spoke in

highly appreciative terms of Mr. Munro's iwork
during the war in connection with the Forestry
Department. The portrait of Mrs. Munro was
presented by Mr. T. Murray, Glasgow. Mr. and
Mrs. Munro made suitable replies.

Water on the Allotment.—While viewing the
activities and ambitions of the many allotment
societies with interest and sympathy the Min-
istry of Agriculture and Fisheries does not
approve of the almost general desire on their
part that water should be permanently laid on
all allotments. As the Ministry rightly points
out, the expense of installation is usually out
of all proportion to the results obtained, and
also, which to us seems more important, in-
sists that deep cultivation and frequent
hoeing of the surface soil " creates a reserve of
moisture in the soil." which renders watering
unnecessary.

Dry Rot of Potatos.—At this season of the
year the disease known as Dry Rot is apt to
show itself in seed of first early Potatos, and it
is particularly severe in the variety May' Queen,
The disease is caused by a fangus which, enter-
ing the seed after it lias been lifted, develops
extensively after the turn of the. year and
destroys the sets. It is now too late" to check
the fungus, though the further spread of disease
may be prevented by removing and burning
affected specimens. Careless handling and bruis-
ing predispose the tubers to disease by assisting
the fungus to gain entrance. Early varieties for
seed purposes should be lifted in good time,
handled and riddled with great care, and put
into the sprouting boxes as early as possible in
the autumn. Tubers which are boxed in October
and " greened " early are seldom attacked badly.
Extremely susceptible varieties like Ninety Fold
and May Queen should never be stored in clamps
or in bins. Dry Rot is a disease quite distinct
from the common blight, which is often
responsible for the loss of seed during winter.

Jdnn Goodyer and Lobel An unusually
interesting discussion took place at a recent
11 eeting of the Linnean Society, where Dr. R. T.
Giinther exhibited certain manuscripts from the
library of Magdalen College, Oxford. Mr.
Guntlier said the exhibits were all bequeathed
to Magdalen College, Oxford, by John Goodyer
with his botanical library in 1664. Goodyear had
not been a member of the College himself, but
knew it through his father having been a tenant
of a College farm at Alton, where John Goodyer
was born, through his brother-in-law, William
Yalden of Sheet, who acted as one of the College
bailiffs and clerk of the account, and through his

lien- and nephew, Edmund Yalden, who became
a Demy and Fellow of the College. The manu-
script, bound in Goodyer s time, includes his own
translations of Theophrastus and Dioscorides into

English—the latter has not been undertaken by
any other scholar either before or since. One
vol ime contains a long list of Grasses with their

synonyms and short descriptions: descriptions of

\ arious plants copied from Lobel's MSS. (now
lost?); an Index of Plants in Goodyer' s hand,
an Index to Gerard's Herbal (1597) and Stone-

house's Catalogue of plants growing in his garden
a 1 Darfield in 1640 (see Gard. Chron. Mav 15,

22. 29, and June 12, 1920). The loose

papers recently sorted and bound comprise
a part of the MS. material for Lobel's projected
wink. Stirpium Tlhizlrationes, now bound in

three parts, the first of which, containing the

descriptions of 223 species of Grasses, has been

bound in a cover which appears to have
originally held notes, De FebribvS, by Lobel's

master. Rondelct. A volume of the leaves from
which How's selection from Lobel's Stirpium
Tllustrationes was printed in 1655: this is a relic

of the highest interest, typographical as well as

botanical, and because it contains Libel's

original imprimatur signed by the President of

the College of Physicians and other members, an

original letter from Argent to Lobel, and How's
own animadversions on Parkinson. Two other

volumes contain a Svnonymy of Plants, used bv
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Goodyer, and the remains of a small Hortus
Hyen.alis in which Ferns and Mosses were pre-

served. Goodyer's miscellaneous papers quite

bear out the high reputation in which he was
held by his contemporaries—Johnson, Merret.
Parkinson, eto. They include dated descriptions
of some 90 new or rare species of plants eithei

collected by him or flowered in his gardens

;

early lists of plants grown in the gardens of

William Coys in Essex in 1616. which is. there-
fore, the second English garden-list known ; of

Franqueville, Gibbs, Parkinson, and probably in

his own garden at Droxford. Hants, where he
lived until he moved to Petersfield on his
marriage. It is hoped that it may soon be
possible to print this and much other personal
detail relating to Goodyer and his con-
temporaries. By the kindness of Mrs. Ruck-
Keene, a portion of a deed relating to Goodyer's
connection with a Bramshott property was also
exhibited. Mr.' C. C. Laoaita stated that his
interest in John Goodyer dated from his own
investigation into the history of the Jerusalem
Artichoke. Goodyer was '

stated to be of
" Mapledurham,' which was not the Maple-
durham on the Thames above Reading, nor
Mapledurham in Hampshire, but the Manor of
Mapledurham near Petersfield in Sussex. Mr. B.
Daydon Jackson congratulated the author on his
discovery that Mr. "Coel." Lobel's son-in-law,
was identical with Master James Cole, a London
merchant mentioned by Gerard several times,
always in commendation. His conclusion, arrived
at some years previously, was confirmed by Good-
yer's entries. He also pointed out that Lobel
had another son-in-law, referred to as Ludovicus
Myreus, apparently a London apothecary of
repute, and named also by Clusius in' bis
Exotica. Thus Lobel must either have had two
married daughters or a daughter who was twice
married.

Fruit Preservation—The home preservation
of fruit and vegetables is a subject that the
housewife, particularly the housewife of our
rural areas, can ill afford to disregard, and it

will be good news to many that the Ministry
of Agriculture proposes to oontinue at the
Experimental Station. Camipden, Gloucester-
shire, the course of instruction inaugurated
last year. The first of the season's fortnightly
Home Courses will open on May 10, and house-
wives and domestic science students will be
able to obtain expert tuition. The syllabus
is an extensive one. It covers fruit and veget-
able preservation, canning, drying, crystallising
and the making of jams, marmalades and
jellies. In addition, pupils are taught the best
methods of brining and pickling, and of
making chutneys and fruit syrups. With a
break during the month of July, these fort-
nightly courses will be continued throughout
the season, and the charge for tuition and
material is limited to £2 10s. per head. In
addition to the Home Courses others of con-
siderable importance have been arranged. The
first of these is a Commercial Course intended
primarily for the nominees of the trade and
for others interested in preservation on a com-
mercial scale. This is to open on July 19 and
will terminate at the end of September.

The World's Cereal Crops From the Inter
national Agricultural Institute at Rome comes
the information that in Franc* 12,138,000 acres,
or 107 per cent, of last year and 108 per cent,
of the average, have been sown with Wheat;
2,052,000 acres, or 105 per cent, of last year
and 103 per cent, of the average, with Rye;
and 1.849.000 acres, or 101 per cent, of last
year and 108 per cent, of the average, with
Oats. The area sown with the winter Wheat
in Bulgaria is 2,481,000 acres, or 101 per cent.
of last season's acreage and 107 per cent, of
the average of the five preceding vears. The
area under Rye is 404.000 acres, 'or 106 per
cent, of last year and 86 per cent, of the
average, and 413,800 acres have been sown with
Barley, the corresponding percentages being 106
and 73. The condition of cereals in Belgium.
Bulgaria. Spain, France, Italy, the United
States, Japan and North Africa is generally
good.

Sale of Gooseberry Fruits.—All restrictions

on the sale of home-grown Gooseberries affected

with American Gooseberry Mildew have now
been removed. The restrictions previously

imposed, to the effect that Gooseberries

affected with this disease might only be sent

to jam factories, are now revoked, and in

future any Gooseberries fit for human con-

sumption may be sold freely in any marked
or shop.

Sir Frederick W. Moore.—The Keeper of the

Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin,

enjoys many well-earned distinctions. He is

one of the best known of Irish botanists; a horti-

culturist with a wonderful collection of plants

under his care; a raiser of new plants, and a

gardener who loves to make this charge as in-

teresting to the general public as to the

students. Moreover, he is a great organiser

who has done a vast amount of work in develop-
ing the agricultural and horticultural industries

of the Sister Isle, and who did great things in

connection with food production during tile

period of the war. Sir F. W. Moore was for-

tunate in having such an able botanist for his

father as the late Mr. David Moore, who was
appointed to the charge of Glasnevin in 1835.

SIB FREDERICK MOORE, V.M.H.

and held the position for 41 years. With so
able a tutor it is small wonder that the son
quite early in life became Curator of the Trinity
College Botanic Gardens, a position he left iii

1879 to succeed his father at Glasnevin, he
himself being succeeded at Trinity College
Botanic Gardens by the late Mr. F. W. Bui-
bidge. Sir F. W. Moore, who received his
knighthood a few years ago, on the occasion of

a Royal visit to Ireland, is one of the original

holders of the Victoria Medal of Honour in

Horticulture. His knowledge of plants and
their cultural requirements is exceptional and
he has for many years made a special feature
of what is know as botanical Orchids—of which
Glasnevin has a very fine collection. Sir
Frederick has also devoted considerable atten-
tion to the improvement of garden plants and
has raised a number of charming varieties of
Lachenalias ; in this connection, it is appropriate
to mention that he was recentlv a recipient of

the Veitch Memorial Medal. Those who have
had the pleasure of visiting Glasnevin know
that, both under glass and out of doors, the
plants are arranged in a manner that appeals
alike to a gardener and botanist, and all reflect

the genius of the Keeper. Incidentally it may be
mentioned

1

that Sir Frederick Moore is not a little

proud of the fact that he has not had a single
day's sick leave during the 41i years he has been
at Glasnevin.

Two Day Meetings of the R.H.S.—Attention
is drawn to the important change in the
arrangements for the fortnightly meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society at Vincent Square.

During the months of April, May and June the

meetings v\ ill continue over a second day. On
Tuesdays the hall will ibe open to the public

from 1 till 7, and on Wednesdays from 10 till 5.

On Tuesday next, April 5, there will also be
another new departure. There will be no lec-

ture at 3 p.m., but at 5 o'clock there will be a
meeting for the exhibiting and discussing of any
interesting plants in flower at the time. Fellows

of the Society are cordially invited to bring ex-

hibits, even if it is only a single plant or

flower, and to give their experience of its culti-

vation and value in the garden. It is hoped
that the late hours fixed will make it possible

for many to attend who liave hitherto been

prevented by business engagements from attend-

prevented by business engagements from being

present at early afternoon lectures.

Kentia Palm Seeds.—The Agent-General for

New South Wales- has received a cablegram

from the State Government notifying that satis-

factory supplies of Kentia (K. Forsteriana and

K. Belmoreana) seeds are available for distribu-

tion by the Lord Howe Island Board. Sydney.

Distribution for export may be effected through

local firms of seedsmen, none of whom has

been granted a monopoly; orders will be re-

ceived from any reputable firm.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, April 4: Nottingham and Notts Chry
santheinum Society's meeting. Tuesday, April

5 : Royal Horticultural Society's committees

meet, and Daffodil Show (2 days); Royal Cale-

donian Horticultural Society's meeting. Thurs-

day, April 7 : National Rose Society's exhibition

of forced Roses at the Royal Horticultural Hall,

Westminster. Friday, April 8: Royal Horticul-

tural and Arborioultural Society of Ireland

Council meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years

Ago.

—

Price, of Orchids.—As our readers mav be

interested in seeing what the prices are which I

imported Orchids are now fetching, we subjoin

the amount paid for some of the more remark -

aide lots .sold the ether day by Messrs. Stevens :

—Coelia maerostachya. two plants, £5 15s. ;

ditto, two fine plants, £10; ditto, very fine

specimen, £12 10s. ; ditto, six plants, £7 5s. ;

white-flowered ditto, distinct species, eight

plants, £7 5s. ; Laelia acuminata, two plants,

£2 8s. ; Sophronitis pterocarpa, eight plants,

£2 17s. 6d. ; Mormodes ( ?), from a new dis-

trict, may possibly be pardinum, two plants.

£5 ; Coelia ( ?), supposed to be the white-flowered

species, fine specimen, £8 ; Epidendram, new
species (?), six plants, £2 15s.; Cycnoches

n.aculatum (?), one plant. £4 15s. ; Lycaste

cruenta, fine specimen, with Epid. aurantiacum

attached, £5 ; Arpophyllum, supposed to be

giganteum, very fine mass, £10; ditto, distinct

species (squarrosum), £15; Barkeria spectabilis.

splendid mass, £6 5s. ; ditto, one plant, £17

;

Epidendrum rhizophoruni, fine mass, £2 4s. ;

Laelia superbiens, a most magnificent specimen,

in fine health, £15; ditto, fine specimen, £13;
Arpophyllum, new species, in robust health, one

plant, £10 10s. : Sobralia macrantha, two mag-
nificent specimens, in fine health, £10 10s. :

Cdontoglossum, new. with an Isoehilus, and

Epidendrum Staaufordianum, £5 5s. ; Odonto-

glossum. three plants, £5 15s. ; ditto, laeve, two

plants, £31 12s. 6d. The total amount of sale

nearlv £600. for 168 lots.—Gard. Chron.,

April 4. 1846.

Publications Received.

—

The Culture of Vege-

tables and Flowers from Seeds and Roots, by
Sutton and Sons, Reading. Sixteenth edition.

Price 10s. 6d. net. London : Simpkin, Marshall,

Hamilton. Kent and Co,, Ltd. A Short Manual
of Forest Management, by H. Jackson. Univer-

sity Press, Cambridge. Price 7s. net. Bourne-

mouth Trees, an address delivered by Sir Daniel

Morris to the members of the Bournemouth
Rotary Club. Reprinted from the Bournemouth
Daily Echo, February, 1921.
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THE ROSARY.

EXHIBITION ROSES, 1910-1915.

The statement made by White Rose in his

' article on " Exhibition Roses, 1910-1915,"

j that at th.j present time the proportion of

new-comers that succeed in ousting their pre-

decessors is smaller than in the case of garden

Koses, is perfectly true. There is, however,

a very good reason for this lack of proportion

between the two types. In the first place,

| an exhibition Rose can never hope to obtain

i a standing or even a fair share of recognition

amongst competing rosarians unless it proves

S to De—what it always should be—an improve-

ment upon an existing variety. The exhibition

standard is a high one, and the test is severe

in the extreme. It is not so in the case of

alleged " garden " Roses.

During the last decade there has been a

large introduction of what are called " decora-

tive
" Roses, and, whilst there has been a

multitude of sacrifices, varieties of this type

have survived in greater proportion than have

purely exhibition sorts, simply because they

have not had to undergo so severe a test as have

those that must obtain recognition on the

competition tables. This will always be the

case under the present conditions of making
awards to new-coiners. The hall-mark of

sterling merit is ascertained in keen competi-

tion, so far as exhibition Roses are concerned,

and in this connection what the late Mr.
Mawley used to call a " butterfly " is useless

and hopeless.

But " garden " or " decorative " Roses are

still judged for merit as exhibition Roses are

properly judged, and until this is altered and

we have trials for " garden " Roses—the only

satisfactory method of ascertaining their

claims to recognition—these somewhat flimsy

members of a royal race must remain in

greater numbers than purely competitive

varieties. The present system of staging new

decorative Roses that are deemed worthy of

a place in commerce in order to obtain an

award for them is hopeless. It is an anachro-

nism. It is my experience that many good

Roses—not only those of exhibition calibre,

but also those of great value for bedding and

decorative work—are often overlooked for years

, before they achieve a well-deserved popularity.

I may instance the article. " Exhibition

Roses, 1910-1915," as an example. Candeur
Lyonnaise (Ooibier, 1913) is missing from the

list of Roses mentioned by White Rose. For

what reason? It can beat Frau Karl Druschki

as an exhibition Rose. Louise Crette (Cham-
bard, 1915) is perhaps the finest white exhibi-

tion Rose in commerce at the present time,

yet it is not included. Candeur Lyonnaisa is

i simply a seedling from Fran Karl Druschki,

hut Louise Crette was raised from Frau Karl

Druschki x Climbing K. A. Victoria. Hence, no
doubt, the reason for the somewhat vigorous

growth and also for the delisrhtful creamy
centre of Louise Crette. Naarden (Van

j
Rossem, 1913) is a most worthv exhibition

) variety. It is much superior to Mrs. Andrew
Carnegie, and is much easier to grow than
that variety. In judging at some of the pro-

vincial shows I have often noted Naarden in

magnificent form, and also Mine. Chas. Lutand
(Pernet-Ducher, 1912). Some of the Scottish

miners can show the latter Rose in great per-

fection. Marcella (W. Paul and Son, 1915) is

missing from the list. It is rapidly coming tn

the front, and is undoubtedlv an exhibition

Rose of great merit. Last, but not least, there
is Mrs. Franklin Dennison (McGredy. 1915).
A keen exhibitor would not like to be without
this fine variety.

I cannot refrain from writing a word in
regard to Augustus Hartmann. This variety
has been disregarded in the north, generally
owing to its irregularity in colour. One rarely
gets " the brilliant Geranium red flushed with
orange " which this Rose is capable of pro-
ducin*' It all too often comes a most dead,
washed-out tint that puts it out of court with
the average exhibitor. George M . Taylor,
Edinburgh.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CLEMATIS JEUNEIANA.

It would be as well to defer final judgment on
the identity and relationship, of this plant (see

p. 135 and Fig. 59) until more is known of its

origin and affinity.

Discussing the plliyletic 'position of C.

Armandii, C. Pavoliniana, and C. Meyeniana, on
page 135, the author of the name expresses the
view that " the plant is obviously a garden
hybrid of the two forms—probably an early

bloom of C. Armandii was fertilised with pollen

from a late flower of Pavoliniana," adding that
" it is exactly intermediate between C. Armandii
and one of the other two forms."
The exhibit appears to have been definitely

accepted by the R.H.S. Floral Committee in the

customary informal fashion as a hybrid with the
parentage indicated, but in the absence of

definite information as to the origin of this

Clematis, we shall probably not be far wide
of the mark if for the present we regard it as a
varietal form of C. Armandii. It is known that
the latter is a very variable plant, both in leaf

and flower; there is a large-flowered form in

cultivation, as well as one in which the sepals

names, C. Jeuneana and C. Jouiniana, the latter

an old hybrid.—Eds.]
1 was very interested to see in your issue

of March 19 an article by my brother-in-law,

Capt. B. H. B. Symons-Jeune, on Clematis

Jeuniana, accompanied by an excellent illustra-

tion. This must be a seedling which I gave him

a few years ago, raised at La Mortola from

seeds of a 0. Armandii grown from the original

seeds sent my father by Mr. E. H. Wilson, from
Western China.

It may interest your readers to see a photo-

graph of the true C. Armandii grown on a

pergola at La Mortola, which shows the beauti-

ful pendent growth and the wreaths of

inflorescence. During the past ten years at La
Mortola we have raised many hundreds of plants

of C. Armandii. Meyeniana and Pavoliniana and
have distributed hundreds of packets of seeds

of, them to Botanical Gardens in Europe,

America, and Australia. We have noticed a

great variety in the form and shades of the

flowers of this group of Clematis, but owing to

the war, shortage of labour, etc., we have not

yet been able to have them authoritatively

classified. Cecil Hanbury, Kingston Maurward,
Dorchester, Dorset.

Fig. 68.

—

magnolia vErrcHn (m. conspicua x m. campbellii). (reduced) r.h.s. first-class

CERTIFICATE, MARCH 22 (SEE P. 164).

are unusually narrow ; at Les Barres. some years
ago, one could have picked out half-a-dozen
definite forms of this species, and in the
herbarium material of Henry variations are
noticeable. In the variety Farquhariana, too,

the bloom is a pale rose colour.

C. Meyeniana. Walp, has not been reported
from Western China, and unless in cultivation in

the place whence the plant under notice
originated, may be ruled out as a possible parent.

As to the constitutional hardiness of C.

Armandii and alliel species, a long series of

mild winters is no doubt responsible for the
apparent loss of all sense of proportion so pre-
valent now in regard to the frost-resisting

qualities of plants. Recently, for example, on
the strength of existence through a couple of

the mildest winters on record, we have been
assured in the Press that Habranthus pratensis
is perfectly hardy, and plants that would never
have been grown outside a bouse twenty years
ago, are now indiscriminately labelled hardy.

Proof of the pudding, however, is in the eating
and a week or two of only moderately cold
weather in the early part of 1919 crippled C.
Armandii severely in many places. One has only
to se? it flourishing in Cornwall and Devon to

realise what it really wants, and that is not. to
say that in certain places and situations in other
counties it will not grow well. F. L. S.
[We may point out that there is a possibility

o f confusion arising from the similaritv of the

[Unfortunately, although the photographs sent

by Mr. Hanbury indicated the wonderfully free-

flowering habit of C. Armandii, they were not

suitable for reproduction.

—

Eds.]

THE GLASTONBURY THORN IN HYDE
PARK.

At no other period of the year can the differ-

ence between .the common Glastonbury Thorn be

more readily detected than the present.

By the path-side between the Victoria and

Alexandra gates in Hyde Park, there are

several specimens of this interesting tree,

all being in full leafage, whereas in

the species the buds are just starting

into growth. The nearly prostrate tree

of the Glastonbury Thorn in Clissold Park

is in all probability older than any of those in

Hyde Park, but it is not sucih a perfect speci-

men, and has been carefully propped and other-

wise attended to in order to prevent uprooting.

Since the publication of T.ondon Trees, there

have been several inquiries as to the exact site

of the rare and curious Pterocarya fraxinifolia.

in Hyde Park. It also is growing near the

path-side between the above-mentioned gates,

and may be readily detected by the rough bark,

wide-spreading, somewhat flat head and grepn

tips of the young shoots appearing at the branch
tips. One of the Glastonbury Thorns is dis-

tinctly labelled, but the Ptarocaryas is not.

A. D. »'eb/>ler.
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The Week's Work

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Abthcb Bollock, Gardener to E. J. WrTHra, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Eppinf.

Fig House.—Trees that were started in
warmth earlv in the year will now be develop-
ing foliage and fruit, and if the presence of
mealy bug is to be feared a daily inspection
of the trees should be made and every
endeavour made to eradicate the pest. This
may be done provided proper attention is given,
but it will require the closest vigilance to pre-
vent the insect from spreading. Syringing with
insecticides and fumigating have not the effect
that a close daily scrutiny will have, but may
help in the extermination. Maintain a moist
atmosphere and syringe the trees overhead once
or twice daily (whenever the weather is favour-
able). The roots may be watered with diluted
liquid farmyard manure, •whilst a. mulching of
well-rotted dung spread over the surface will
prevent the soil of the borders from cracking
and also help to maintain the humidity of the
atmosphere so necesary to this particular fruit.
A night temperature of 60° under these condi-
tions will be suitable.

Melons.—The early batch of Melon plants
have set their fruits and should be encouraged
to grow freely without a check. Only on very
bright sunny days will a little top ventilation
be necessary, and then the house should be
closed early and the temperature allowed to rise
to 90° or even more provided the atmosphere is
moist and the plants are syringed overhead. The
temperature by night should not fall below
65°. To obtain plants for successions! crop-
ping, seeds should be sown and the seedlings
raised, as. advised on page 28. As a rule Melons
are not difficult to cultivate, but a good, strong
loam is essential to success. In planting
Melons I prefer to place them at a distance
of one foot apart and crop only two fruits to
a single plant. The reason for this is obvious
at the period of the fertilisation of t lie

blossotns and again as the fruit ripens. A
difficulty I have sometimes experienced in the
culture of Melons is the collapse of the plants
at a certain stage, usually when the fruits
are about half developed. I have never been
able to determine the cause of this trouble..
The plants one day are apparently in the most
healthy condition and the next lifeless, ana
upon examination nothing can be seen
to enlighten one as to the cause. Absence
of lime in the compost, and a bed not suffi-
ciently firm at the time of planting, may be
partial causes of failure, either of which may
be remedied when the bed is being prepared.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
ly W. Hidi.it Wirben, Gardener to th« Hon. K. 0.

Rothschild. Alton Clinton, Trine.

The Mulberry.—The Mulberry is one of the
latest trees to burst into growth, and may, with
safety, be planted as late in the season" as the
middle of April. Choose a sheltered spot, pro-
tected from high winds, on account of the
brittle nature of the wood

; yet the latter is of
so hardy a nature that dt will withstand the
severity of our winters, except perhaps in the
extreme North, where it needs the protection of
a wall. The most suitable soil is a deep, rich,
well-drained loam. The ordinary soils of our
so.ut.hern and western counties 6Uit it well, but
of whatever nature the land may be, the site
should be warm, yet not lacking in moisture.
The older and larger the tree, the more pro-
lific is the crop; in fact, age is essential to fer-
tility; it is a rarity to find an aged tree bare of
fruit during the bearing season. ILittle, if any,
priming is needed by Mulberry trees after they
hare* arrived at the fruiting stage ; the removal
of sprays that have perished—a confirmed habit
of the Mulberry— is all that is necessary.

General Remarks.—If not already done, re-

move suckers from the base of Filberts and other
Nut bushes, and keep the ground around them
loosened with the hoe. Autumn-bearing Rasp-
berries should be cut down to within a few
inches of the ground. Loosen the surface soil

between Strawberries with the hoe, and place
long litter about the plants to keep the soil

moist and the berries clean when ripe. This
is better applied now than when the plants
are in flower and setting their fruit ; they are
not so liable to be injured by being trampled
on, as when they are in a more forward state.

Be on the alert for the first appearance of cater-

pillars on Gooseberry bushes, or both bushes
and fruit may be ruined. Loganberries may now
be planted; for preference, select specimens that,

have been raised and grown on in pots. These
Rubi should be allowed ample room ; at least

ten to twelve feet apart, in the rows. The
Loganberry and allied fruits delight in a deep
rich soil, with ample drainage; stagnant, wet
ground is fatal to their well-doing. Heavy
mulchings should be given tliese plants' where
the soil is shallow or of poor quality—and they
need a prentifui supply of water during the grow-
ing season. Throughout the fruit quarters hoeing
the surface soil should rxe done at every op-
portunity, thereby checking the growth of
seedling weeTTs. and favouring the entry of air

and warmth into the soil, both important factors

in fruit cultivation.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Repotting—Many species and hybrid Orchids
are responding to the influence of the spring
sunlight, and the development of new roots and
top-growth show that the resting season is over.

Among the many subjects that need attention at
the roots at this period are the terrestrial kinds
of the genus Phaius. which will now be passing
out of bloom, and after the flower scapes are
i emoved and their young growths have started
from the base of the last-made pseudo-bulbs,
the necessary repotting should be done. These
are strong-rooting plants and require a compost
of a retentive nature, which may be composed of

at least three-parts of good fibrous loam, from
which the earthy particles have been shaken out.
the remainder of peat, a small proportion of

-chopped Sphagnum-n.oss and a sprinkling of

crushed crocks and charcoal. The pots should
be well drained, and the repotting carried out
in a similar manner as with ordinary greenhouse
plants. Water should be applied sparingly until
the pots are well filled with roots, after which,
all through their growing season, the plants
should be watered liberally, with an occasional
application of weak liquid manure. The plants
should be placed in the warmest part of the
intermediate house whilst they are growing
actively, and in the coolest part when at rest;
for a considerable time during their resting
period very little water will be required. Proper
ventilation is necessary, as a close, stuffy
atmosphere is very injurious to these Orchids.
TVireet sunshine should not reach the plants.
Red spider and scale insects should be watched
for, and, when seen, the foliage should be
sponged, especially on the undersides. The
plants should be placed on the stage in a position

where the leaves may be syringed freely. The
hybrid Phaio-Calanthes should be grown under
similar conditions.

Anguloa.—Such Anguloas as A. Cliftonii. A.
Raickeri, A. uniflora, and A. eburnea, are he-

coming active at the roots after their long
season of rest. They are strongly-rooted plants,

and a compost suitable to that mentioned for

Phaius may be employed as a rooting medium.
Place sufficient crooks in the bottom of the pot
to ensure efficient drainage. Anguloas should be
grown in a light position in the intermediate

house or in the lightest and warmest part of the
Odontoglossum house.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Node, Codieote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Planting.—Peas and Broad Beans raised under
glass and suitably hardened may be planted out
on a warm border. Autumn-sown Cauliflower*
that have been wintered in cold frames may
also be set out-of-doors, choosing a time when,
the soil is in a good working condition.

Seed Sowing. —Continue to sow Peas. Broad
Beans, Spinach, Radishes and Mustard and
Cress. French Beans may be sown in 60-sized
pots to raise plants for setting out in cold
frames, to provide an unbroken supply of pods.

Seakale.—Thongs that were saved from the
forcing roots should now be stood upright in deep
boxes and the spaces between them filled with
fine soil. The roots will soon make growth in

a cool house and be ready for planting out in

a short time. Have the ground in readiness for
this crop, incorporating well-decayed manure in

the bottom of the trenches. Seakale left in the
open ground for late supplies should be covered
with fine ashes to a depth of 9 inches, or
large flower-pots may be inverted over tha
plants ; the drainage hole should be covered to
exclude the light.

Carrots.—The main crop varieties of Carrots

should now be sown. Choose a site that has not

been recently manured, and sow in rows made
fifteen inches apart whenever the ground is irJ

a suitable condition. Remove all large stone*

and hard lumps of soil with a rake. If this

crop was attacked last year by the Carrot fly

it will be advisable to make the new plantings

at some distance from the old ones. Where the

fly is prevalent do not rely mainly on this sow-

ing for winter supplies, but rather sow again

about the first week in July, when the plants

will not be attacked by the 'fly. To obtain fine

specimens it. is necessary, on some soils, to pre-

pare special stations for them by making holes

with a crowbar and filling them with fine soiL

Place a few seeds at each station as near the

centre as possible, cover them with fine soil

and press them lightly with the hand. Very
little firming of the soil is necessary for Carrots.

Turnips.—Seed of Turnips may be sown on a

warm border for the earliest supply. Choose a

quick-maturing variety; sow the seeds thinly

in drills made one foot apart and cover them
lightly with fine soil. Turnip seed germinates

quickly, and the seedlings are often destroyed

by birds unless they are suitably protected.

Should the weather prove dry the Turnip fly

will also attack young Turnips, which should be

dusted with dry wood ash at intervals until

such time as they have formed their rough

leaf.

Corn (French Maize).—Maize or sweet corn is

becoming a favourite dish in a great many estab-

lishments. The seed may be sown thinly in

boxes, or singly in small pots, and germinated

in slight warmth. The seedlings may be grown

in cold frames and finally hardened off for

planting out at the end of May.

Celeriac—Seeds of this root vegetable should

be sown and treated as advised for Celery.

Spinach.—Make sowings of this vegetable at

intervals to maintain an unbroken supply, and

thin the earlier rows. Much better leaves are

obtained by judicious thinning of the plants than

when the latter are crowded.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. C. Palmbr Uoiv

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Affreton. Derbyshire.

Bouvardia—As young shoots of Bouvardia
suitable for use as cuttings are procurable they

should be inserted singly in small pots and

plunged in a propagating pit. Old plants that

are intended to be flowered another season

should have a fair amount of the old soil shaken

from the roots and be replanted in rich loam,

to which leaf-imould, decayed manure and samd
'

have been added.

Eulalia japonica variegata.—This exceedingly
handsome grass is splendid for decorative pur-
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poses. It may be propagated by dividing the

larger plants. The compost should be neither

too light nor excessively heavy in texture, and

silver sand should be mixed with it. The plants,

when divided to a reasonable size and replanted

should be shaded from bright sun and grown

in a moist atmosphere until they become re-estab-

lished. Carex japonica and Isolepsis graci'is may
be increased in the same manner.

Mochosma riparium.—This winter-flowering

plant may be propagated at the present time.

Young stock raised tram cuttings does better

than plants grown the second year. Care should

be taken never to allow the roots to become dry,

and another thing to guard against is over-

potting. Pinch the shoots in the growing season

on about two or three occasions. Good plants

may be grown in five-inch pots suitable for

decorative purposes.

Solanum Capsicastrum.—As these plants lose

their beauty they should be severely pruned, the

old soil shaken from the roots and repotted in

gcod loam mixed with leaf-mould and sand.

Grow the plants in a moist atmosphere for

a few weeks until they break into new growth,

when they may be transferred to a cooler

house.

NOTICES OF BOOKS. CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

Raspberry Growing in Scotland.*

Rather more than twenty years ago a sn.all

farm of 30 acres, near Blairgowrie, came into

the market. A lawyer suggested to a local

merchant that he should buy it and divide it

into small holdings for fruit culture. The sug-

gestion was taken, the land being let at £5 an
acre, and this was the beginning of the famous
Blairgowrie Raspberry-growing industry. Many
other settlers followed the pioneers, and there
was quite a boom in the culture of Raspberries.
When this reached its height, about 1902. land

was selling freely at £100 per acre, and a
tenant's right in a plantation in full bearing
sometimes brought more than that sum. About
that time an estate of 450 acres, three or four

miles out of Blairgowrie, came into the market.

The, Blair Estates Company, a small private con-

cern, was formed to purchase this and divide it

ir-io small holdings. One of the directors was
Mr. J. M. Hodge, the author of the book under
notice, who tells the story of the rise of the
industry in very interesting manner. The
settlers who took up these holdings were not
poor men or labourers, because even in those

THE PROPAGATION OF POLYANTHUSES,
COWSLIPS AND AURICULAS.

If not already sown, seed of Polyanthuses
should be sown forthwith, especially if good
plants are required for autumn planting. Seed
of a reliable strain should be purchased, and,
according to requirements, plants may be had
with mixed or separate colours. The seed should
be sown in shallow seed boxes, which should be
stood in cold frames and kept shaded until the
seeds germinate. When large enough the seed-

lings should be pricked off several inches apart
in boxes, and, later, hardened off and planted
out in well-manured ground in the nursery or

reserve garden.
Cowslips should be raised in the same way as

Polyanthuses and they require similar treat

ment in every respect. Although both the Poly-
anthus and Cowslip are excellent for spring
bedding, for which purpose they are largely

used, they are only seen at their best where
planted out and left undisturbed during the
autumn. The ideal soil for them is rich, moist
ground, and the situation should be partially

shaded, suoh as in thin spinneys or woodland.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J«mn Ooma, Royal Botmie Gapdeu, Kew

Canna.—Choice varieties of Canna give a fine

sub-tropical effect in summer bedding arrange-

ments. The plants are particularly effective,

massed in large beds or borders, in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of buildings. Where
plenty of stock was carried over from last

year, all that is necessary at this time is to

divide the rhizomes into strong pieces and
transfer them directly into 48-sized pots. They
may then te stood in cold frames, which
should be kept rather close until growth de-

velops. They should be kept rather dry at

the roots, as the plants are very apt to damp
off if too much water is given them until they

have made fresh roots and some top growth.

If it is desired to increase the stock, the

rhizomes should be laid on a bed of fibre in

a house with a temperature of some 55° to

60". In suoh conditions they soon start into

growth, when they may be divided, and the

portions placed in small pots. By this means
a large stock may soon be obtained, as

every dormant eye may be started into growth

and is capable of making a plant. The young

plants, as they require increased room, should

be potted on. and in due course removed to

cold frames to be hardened off before bedding-

ont time.

Chrysanthemums.—Cuttings that are well

rooted should be shifted singly into small pots.

If a few large decorative specimens are re-

quired, some of the old stools should be selected,

the best-shaped plants for preference, the old

soil shaken from the roots, and the latter placed

in 48-sized pots. Grow them in a cool frame,

which should be shaded from bright sunshine

for a few days until the plants have recovered

fiom their disturbance, when they may be ex-

posed to plenty of light and air. These new

growths should be pinched a few days after

potting and again at intervals during the

growing season. Stake and tie the shoots,

never allowing them to fall down, but keep

them in an upright position from the com-
mencement.

H irdy Annuals When soil and weather con-

ditions are suitable hardy annuals are best sown

sometime during March. One must, however.

be guided somewhat by local conditions, for if

the soil is cold and wet nothing is gained by
sowing too early. Care should be taken to sow
thinly, and to" thin the seedlings before they

become crowded. Most annuals are much better

in firm, rather than loose ground ; this is

important, and newly worked ground should be
made moderately firm by treading. One hears
many complaints about Mignonette failing to

germinate and grow satiVactorily ; such fai' 'res

are nearly always due lo a loose seed hed and
a lark of limp in the soil.

Fig. 69.

—

primula mrs. wilson; a fine blue flowered variety.

days the cost of planting was very high and the

risk great. Taking lean years with fat, good

land with bad, the growers have done well.

The few failures have generally been due t"

planting low-Vying land where frost injury is

frequent. Some idea of the extent of the in-

dustry is shown by the fact that, when the

Government commandeered the whole crop in

1917, it amounted to 3,537 tons. The crops of

earlier years were, however, much heavier. The
four and five ton per acre yields of those days

are now only a memory. leaving out some of

the best holdings, it is questionable whether the

average is now 30 cwt. per acre The drop is

due largely to the depredation of three insert

pests—the Raspberry moth. Raspberry weevil,

and Raspberry beetle. Limiting the culture to

one crop, even one variety (Antwerp), without

giving the land a rest or change, has given these

pests every chance. It is hoped, however, to

overcome this trouble by adopting improved

methods and introducing fresh stock. The diffi

culty of getting sufficient labour to harvest the

crop is, however, a more definite limiting factor

in the spread of the industry. It. 0.

» Ratpberni Growing In Scotland, by 3 V. HnHev.

The Scottish Smallholders' Organisation. T.trt l>ri<-- n

where suitable positions may be prepared for

them. In this connection a good strain of the

blue Primrose, or a named variety such as the

one illustrated in Fig. 69. should not be over-

looked, for, planted in large drifts in such situa-

tions, they are wonderfully effective. On poor,

hot soils,' and in the immediate neighbourhood

of London—where the acid-laden atmosphere

seems to affect it—this Primrose (or indeed any

other Primrose) is not happy, and fails to grow

well ; the colour also comes poor and washy.

Seed of Auricula should be sown as recom-

mended for (he Polyanthus; this plant is of

much slower growth, and niusl be grown for

two years before it is large enough for bedding

out. 'Auriculas are best kept in cold frames

the first year. As soon as t lie old plants pass

out of Bower, they should be lifted, divided,

and replanted in a partially shaded border,

ill the reserve garden. When dividing them
much of the old rool stork .should lie cut awaj

;

a few of the old bottom leaves should also be

stripped off. Til.' portions may then be planted

deeply, up to the hot loin leaves. They "ill soon

develop plenty of fresh roots from I lie stem.

This annual division and deep planting is PSSen

lial for the well being of manj Primulas. O.
B
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

MR.REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND
EXPLORATION IN ASIA.*

27.

—

The Akhyano Valley.

FOR some days the journey continues deep

down, in the trough of the N'Mai Hka,

where all is therefore tropical, and there-

fore nothing of much interest for us, except a

yellow Arisaema, so handsome that 1 cannot

help hoping it may survive experiment. But

(he Akhyang at last joins the N'Mai at a very

acute angle, so that here the track, crossing

the intervening range, not only climbs into

sight of the great frontier Alps, up at the head

of the valley, but also ascends 'to a profitable

level. In the long woodland ascent of Kum
la Hum there was much, even at the end of

April, to detain my attention, as the height

is over 8,000 feet.

A beautiful white Rhododendron hangs in

the tali trees, usually very un-get-af able. This

is certainly a ciliicalyx member of the Mad-

deni group, but is equally certainly not iden-

tical with F.848, which I believe to be King-

don Ward's R. dendricola. and still less with

F.842, which is probably R. bullatum. It is,

I think, an even finer thing, with larger

Mowers, often heavily flushed with rose, and

very fragrant. But, of course, its precocity

of flower is against it. for English cultivation.

At the lower levels—that is, under 9,000 feet

—

T advise people not to be too sanguine a.s to the

usefulness at home of any Rhododendron bloom-

ing earlier than May—though this rather plunges

me in gloom as to the prospects of the lovely

and fragrant R. McKenzieanum, which is in

full tenderness of shoot in mid-April.

I do not think, though, that this fear over-

shadows its contemporary, R. tanastylum

(F.815), for this is a plant of higher elevations,

and is still in copious bloom in mid-May. R.

McKenzieanum does not ascend above 8,000

feet ; R. tanastylum goes up to nine, and has a

long flowering period. Much as I admired it

last year, occasional and not too happy, in the

Hpimaw vcods, I now think it an absolutely

first-class plant, and rejoice in the hope of

getting more abundant seed of it, for in these

ranges it is clearly in its happy home, and in

April-May is a blazingly conspicuous feature

of the lower and lighter alpine woods, flower-

ing so profusely that, though the innumerable

balls of blossom are really crimson, the effect

is of blood-scarlet from afar ; while, as May

draws towards its close, the woodland ways

are hidden "by the rosy carpet of its fallen

Irumpets. This is not the only instance I

sliall have to give of a Rhododendron occur-

ring at Hpimaw, but much more abundant and

at home up here.

And one Rhododendron there already is, to

which. Hpimaw is quit* a stranger. Twice T

came on fallen flowers before I dared realise

that here I had, not the igeneral white

epiphyte, but a new member of that grand

group which climbs, through 1{. megacalyx, to

" The previous articles by Mr. Farrer were pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 28, July 12.

August 3, August 23, September 6. September 27. Octo-
her 18. November 1. November 22, and December fi.

1H19; January 3. January 17, February 7, Februarv 28.

March 20. April 24, May 29, July 10, July 31. September
4, October 2, December 4, 1920, January 1. -Tannnry
2!) nnil February 19, 1921.

its climax in R. excellent of the hardy, and

11. Nut/tallii of the tender, Rhododendrons.

This too is an epiphyte, a thin, sprawling bush

in the tops of huge trees, flopping down with

large, regular trumpets of purest Frau Karl

Druschki" white, that almost give the effect of

a Eulirion, Lily. It is hard to obtain, though,

as perfection, and I tremble to think how few-

pods I was able to mark down, fiercely though

1 peered up for them, as 1 passed along, over

strata of fallen petals from a beautiful snowy
Magnolia of these elevations, which makes a

tall tree, so densely covered with stellata-like

flowers that their multitudes dapple the dark

forest from afar with blobs of whiteness.

Emerging from this forest, you command the

Akhyang Valley. 'this is an open, cleared

scene, rather like the Hpimaw Valley, but on

a very vast scale, with innumerable lateral

glens as large themselves as that of Hpimaw.
So steep, are the slopes, and so deep the river

gorges, that these seem, like a string too tight,

to have cut down into the flesh of the earth.

veiled from, view in April by clouds of blossom

more vividly rosy than in Pruuus Puddum.
The winding course of the Akhyang Valley

offers much the same valley flora as do the

open spaces below Hpimaw. At present I can-

not say much as to its possibilities; though

a Lily was copiously arising. 1 suspect it

may be only the F.911 which I, perhaps rashly,

labelled L. Wallichianum. Deep in the gorge

below, and afar I spotted, at one point, indeed,

blurs of white that must be a Rhododendron;
but the peasants all talked perversely about

precipices and would not go. What, then, was

my joy when, on turning a corner some days

later, I came on a rocky rib. all covered with

this same treasure. And what a treasure—

another glory in the ciliicalyx group, but not

blooming fully till the end of May, and ascend-

to 10,000 feet, and, whether in tree-tops or on

cliffs, forming a bright-green bush of 4-5 feet,

inordinately profuse with clusters of 3-4, very

large, wide, fragrant flowers, opening creamy

and passing to pure white, but varyingly

Fig. 70.

—

ornamex STONE SEA! A SETTING OF FHILI.YREA JIEDIA ISEE P. 16j).

which has thus puffed up over them on either

side. As we descend, fresh objects of interest

appear— a Michelia of intense fragrance,

another Magnolia, and. again, a Rhodoleia,

which may or may not be R. Championii. but

which is still a notable object, with its clusters

of crimson tassels. For my F.825 turns out

to be R. Championii, remarkable though such

a distribution be—collected only at Hongkong,

and then at 8,000 feet and all the way across

China, at Hpimaw, Styrax, too, resumes. This

year I have seen two. if not three, species

—

one, quite useless and tropical, down by the

M'li Hka. one the tall forest-tree that I saw

la-:t year, and another, a smaller tree, or

big bush much rarer, but equally lovely and
fragrant, which occurs occasionally up the

Akhyang Valley, in light scrub and coppice.

And I am particularly pleased, too, this season

io have secured specimens, and hope of seed,

of the beautiful Cherry that baffled me on the

Hpyepatt. This blooms, indeed, so early that

I dare not prophesy its usefulness at home,
especially as it barely and very rarely ascends
to 8,000 feet, anyhow, it is well worth experi-

ment—a statelv 60-foot foresl-tree of a Cherry,

flushed with rose outside, and with a rich apricot

stain in their throat, usually transfusing the
]

whole blossom. Not often have I met with any-

thing that gave me more delight or higher hopes.

But by this time the long, long trail was
nearly ended. For some days now the Alps

had been quite out ol sight, and the windings

and ravines of that contorted, open valley had
grown wearisome. A few days more, though,

and the ooilings of the narrowing glen, high

above the diminished Akhyang (here become
the Zitta) brought us round bend after bend,

and into sight of the most terrifying pinnacles,

like frozen flames in a wind, but pitchy dark,

tar away up in the sky; and there was the

city of Nyitadi, consisting of two chalets ami
three goats, and a little straw-and-hamboo
shack for the rare visits of the Superintendent.

And, sweeping round it, high overhead, a vast

semicircle of savage Alps, all peaks and pre-

cipices, and all still a white wilderness of snow
against the greyness of the clouds. Incredibly,

against all my doubts and difficulties, the jour-

ney was accomplished, and the place, so long
the mvre :iame of my visionary ambitions, had
materialised at 1,1st into a solid and definite spot,

on earth's surface Reginald Farrer.
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS IN CHINESE
POETRY.

Ik an article under this heading in the

Gardeners' Chronicle for March 5, C. S. P.
cites a number of references to plants in the
Odes of Confucius, but tells us that he has
(ailed to find any mention of the
Chrysanthemum, although His Excellency the
Japanese Ambassador, in a recent speech
indicated that this flower played a part in

Chinese poetry. Few of us can turn to the
original sources, but, luckily for the unlearned,

quite a large body of Chinese lyrical poetry has

now been rendered into English, so that it is easy

to carry the search for references to flowers

a little further, and I give a few examples below.

In Chinese Poetry in English Verse (H. A.
Giles, 1898) there are many incidental allusions

to plants—Maple leaves, Peach blossoms, Lilies,

Bamboos, Hibiscus, Pine cones, Willow catkins,

and the " pink-flowered Almond spray." But
two recent books by A. D. Waley (^4 Hundred
and Seventy Chinese Poems, 1918, and More
Translations from the Chinese, 1919) are far

richer from our present point of view. These
versions are unrhymed and convey the impression

of being more literal than those of Professor

Giles; many of them have a peculiarly subtle

cham..
Cypresses, White Aspens, Lotus, flowers,

Marsh Mallows, Wistaria, Paulownia, and num-
bers of other plaints are mentioned. Some of

the poems are very early, and in one which
dates from the fourth century B.C., there is an

allusion to "Orchises and Sandal trees." The
Chrysanthemum does not seem' to be often

named, but in a poem by the Emperor Wu-ti
(157-87 B.C.) the following line occurs :

—

" Orchids all in 'bloom ; Chrysanthemums smell

Sweet."
There is also a reference in a ninth century

poem to Chrysanthemums flowering in the late

autumn.
Mr. Waley's anthologies give one the feeling

that plants must always have filled a

prominent place in Chinese thought. In some
lines belonging to the first half of the ninth

century, the writer even manages to invest with

poetry the Bamboo shoots which he is in the act

of cooking for his meal :

—

For two farthings, I buy a whole bundle.

I put the shoots in a great earthen pot

And heat them up along with boiling rice.

The purple nodules broken—like an old brocade

;

The white skin opened like new pearls.

Another poem by the same author—Po Chti-i.

who lived from a.d. 772-846—is of special

interest to gardeners. His lines, describing the

Bower market in the Paeony season, make one

realise that a passionate enthusiasm for the grow

ing of flowers is no new thing in the history of

the world :

—

The cost of the plant depends on the number of

blossoms,
i For the fine flower—a hundred pieces of damask :

For the cheap flower—five bits of silk.

Above is spread an awning to protect them;

Around is woven a wattle fence to screen them.

If you sprinkle water and cover the roots with

mud,
When they are transplanted, they will not los»

their beauty.

And the poet realises, too. the extravagant

side of the Paeony cult, for he puts into the

mouth of an old farm labourer the wistful

murmur :

—

i A cluster of deep red flowers

Would pay the taxes of ten poor houses.

But perhaps the intense feeling of the Chinese

for flowers is brought home to ns most vividly

in a short poem dating from about one hundred

years before the birth of Christ and written

on the morning of his departure to the battle

! ground by a general who had just been

summoned' to the wars. It is addressed to his

wife, and gives certain directions for her

observance during his absence, the chief of which

is :

—

.

With nil vour might enjoy the spring flowers

Agnes Arber.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

THE CYCLAMEN.
I refer to Cyclamen persicutu, not the wee

flowered, sparsely-bloomed specimens we culti-

vated with so much care and disproportionate
success 50 years ago, but to the marvellous later
generations that have been evolved, and whose
culture is as simple and as easy as that of the
type was difficult and evasive.

In advising how to treat Cyclamens, the
usual way is to commence with sowing the seed.
That, I think, is not the best way unless, of
course, one is out to endeavour to improve the
race. For ordinary purposes, the better way
is to purchase seedlings in spring, little stuff

ready to plant into thumb pots. It saves much
bother, and is no more expensive in the long run
•than purchasing seed of a selected strain.

I have grown Cyclamen in this way for many
years, and therefore can recommend it. The
plants are given warm treatment, and as they

flowering, resting them for some time, " shak-
ing out " and repotting is not the one I have
followed. On the contrary, they have only a
rest of about six weeks' duration, when some of
the loose material is removed, and then they
are repotted.

Old plants, as well as young ones, are subject
to the attack of thrips, and there is yet another
enemy, for which I do not think any specific
has been found. It is the grub of Otiorynehus
sulcatum, and the first intimation of its presence
i<? the sudden collapse of the plant, which, by
the inexperienced, may lead to the application
of repeated doses of water. On turning out the
balls of soil, a creamy coloured grub will be
found, and where there are many of these the
plants should be burnt, and new stock obtained
Cut blooms of Cyclamens are invaluable for

decorative purposes in small vases. It is best to
pull out. and not to cut the stalks, but the
hard ends should be removed, otherwise the
blooms soon flag, and do not last. J'. I'.

Brotherston.

Fig. 71.

—

a stone seat by the side of a lily pool.

progress are shifted into four-inch pots, in

which they flower and exhibit their qualities,

for even in a good strain there are some not so
good as the best.

In the second potting, and any subsequent
occasions of shifting, though not essential,

it is advantageous to cover only a little part
of the corm, and the cultivator will notice why
if he examines the conns from the end of July
till somewhat later, when thick roots are pro-

truded from all round the lower sides of the
conns. Even were the base of a corm planted
level with the soil, these roots would find their

way into the soil, but I conclude that it is

better for them to strike into the soil directly.

At this stage, the supply of water which hither
to has been very sparingly applied must thence-

forward be considerably supplemented, and an

occasional application of manure given. Mean
while a sharp look-out for thrips must be

kept. These do not always attack, but a check

is almost certain to lie followed by their ap-

pearance. Thrips do not so much harm the

older foliage as the young, and when they are

left to themselves they teed on the flo\s*r buds.

and render the flowers unsightly. Fuming
with a nicotine compound is recommended, but
where there are other plants grown with the

Cyclamens dusting thickly with tobacco pow-
der, and working it well among the buds will

keep them tree from attack.

The system of drving-off the plants after

PERMANENT GARDEN SEATS.

In the present issue we illustrate two
examples of garden seats in stone. The one
shown in Fig. 70 is in the gardens of Alden
ham House, and the clipped bushes of Philly-

rea media form a very appropriate setting

t' what in itself is a very beautiful feature.

The other seat, shown in Fig. 71, is of a nToTF

simple character, but. nevertheless, exceed-

ingly beautiful, and the plants of Funkia on
either side are in complete harmony and very

ornamental in summer when such seats are

most used. The view from this seal, overlook-

ing the sunken Lily pool, must be very beauti-

ful, and the spot just the place where one
would wish to linger on a hot, summer's day,

and enjoy the cool, quiet effect of the

water.

Seats are almost necessary adjuncts of gar-

dens, and they need to be durable, for thev

are exposed to all weathers. Hence, those of

stone are tli«' most lasting, and. when of th»

character of the two illustrated, are in perfect

harmony with their surroundings; they lose

nothing with age, for in time they become
partlv nrlionred with neighbouring vegetation,

when Ihev are equally as useful and iiiuoh

more picturesque .
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FORESTRY.

BROWN OAK TIMBER.
What is known in the trade as Brown or

Red Oak timber is only found in England,
nnd then in a very limited number of stations.

It, should be understood that Brown Oak
timber is a strictly English product, that is

more or less confined to the midland and
eastern counties, and does not exist on the
Continent or in America. The largest and
most valuable trees of this kind that I have
had to deal with are growing on the Duke of

Bedford's property, at AmpthiM, though
probably a tree pointed out to me by the

woods manager at Welbeok. which had been
told for £100, contained timber quite as valu-

able. At Ashridge, in Kent, there are many
valuable Brown Oak trees, also in the famous
Rockingham forest in Northamptonshire, where
quite lately £105 and £75 were paid for trees

of this type. There are other estates where
Brown Oak timber is to be found, but the above
are the principal.

Strange as it may appear, all the best

trees of the Brown Oak have been sent to

An. erica, where the timber is greatly valued

and extensively used as veneer. The dining

room in the White House at Washington is

entirely panelled with English Brown Oak,

while thin veneers of the same timber are

extensively used in the making of the best

class of furniture and in the decoration of

Pullman cars. So valuable is Brown Oak
timber that it is used in thin veneers of

from thirty to forty to the inch. Im England
there are but few furniture speoimens of

<*olid Brown Oak, though in one old country

mansion in Bedfordshire, a bedroom suite is

entirely made from the wood. The cause of

the natural white timber turning to a rich

brown, or chestnut collour, is a vexed question,

though it is generally ascribed to certain

properties in the soil. In some oases it is

brown from infancy. Mr. Michie, woods

manager to the Duke of Portland, whose
experience with Brown Oak timber on various

estates is perhaps greater than that of any
other person, tells me that, in his opinion,

the particular Oak which produces the brown
timber is a distinct variety or species. In

the case of trees that have been pollarded,

the timber may be brown from decay, and
certainly many of those at Ampthill, where

some of the most beautiful wood is produced,

are in such a condition. On the other hand,

the highest-priced and most beautiful Brown
Oak timber that I have seen was from a tree

that was perfectly free from rot or blemish,

and had not been pollarded. There is, how-

ever, considerable difference in the colouring

and texture of wood produced by pollarded

and nnpollarded or maiden trees. Thj timber

from the pollard Brown, or Red Oa.k, is usually

of fantastic shapes in graining, with a gireat

variety of beautiful figuring, owing largely

to the growth being stopped vertically and

spread over the butt end. It has been said

that Brown Oak owes its colour to the activity

of a fungns living in the wood, but specimens

of the timber from Welbeck and Woburn
fail to substantiate the statement. It is far

more likely that the absorption of iron from

the soil is "the cause of the beautiful colouring

in Brown Oak.

Though in England we have son* of the

finest examples of Oak panelling and wood

carving that are to be found in any country,

yet neither in design nor workmanship cam

they lie said to be of British origin. The use

of wood for panelling has been known from

early Tudor times, yet it was only when

William the Stadholder came from Holland

in 1685. that the most decorative method of

clothing the surface of walls was generally

adopted. Previous to that time and up to the

later Jacobean period, the panels in woodwork

were insignificant in size when compared with

those of a later date, and rarely exceeded

14 inches by 9 inches. This is readily

accounted for by the fact that the Dutch

artisans and craftsmen who came over ahoyrt

the same time were not onlv more skilled

carpenters and joiners than our own men, but
were acquainted with certain technicalities of

the timber trade to which the British workman
was an entire stranger. With the aid of the pit

or frame-saw, the foreigner was able to cut
out wide planks for panelling and other
purposes which our home carpenters or wood-
workers could not do, simply because suitable

tools were not at their command. These larger

panels allowed of much more elaborate decora-

tion, and this beautiful woodwork of William
III period has had no equal.

Then, too, the famous Anglo-Dutch carver,

Grinling Gibbons, took advantage of the larger

Oak panellings as a background on which to

place, or rather superimpose, his Limewood
carvings, which, for clearness of delineation

and beauty of design, have never been equalled.

From this it will be seen that the wide panel-,

ling of to-day was coeval with the Dutch pit

saw, and the most artistic and finely-executed
carvings were the work of an Anglo-Dutchman.
The small panel of the Jacobeam and Stuart
times was ill-adapted as a background and for

pictures, but the larger pattern and beautiful
grained Oak work of a later period were in

every way suitable for such a style of ornamen-
tation. There are many fine examples of the
larger type of panelling and carvings by
Gibbons, as in St. Paul's Cathedral, the Tower
of London, and at Petworth. What is known
as the Clifford's Inn room, a relic of the City

Inns of Court, now in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, is probably the best example extant

of wide Oak panelling with applied carvings.

But for some unaccountable reason a change
came about during the reign of George I., anil

the beautiful Oak panellings in many parts of

the country were hidden by paint, whitewash,
or paper. Probably a desire for lighter tint6

in our dwelling rooms was the cause of the

change, but for whatever reason numbers of

the finest examples of Oak beams and panels

were hidden beneath a coat of paint or plaster.

Even painted Pine wood was substit/ut ;d

for Oak in the erection of not a few old Engli >h

homes. Of late, however, quite a change r. t,s

come about, and many of these costly Oak
panelled rooms have been stripped of their

gaudy colours, and the beautiful tints and
graining of the native timber brought again

to view. This is well exemplified in the rich

beams and panels that have recently seen the

light in the King's House. Tower of London,
and at Cambridge, by the Newmarket road, in

Benets' house, where many of the rooms from
floor to ceiling are completely panelled with

16th century Oak. This is an excellent and
valuable example of old Jacobean Oak-work.

The wooden galleries of the Four Swans in

the City and Peter Pindar's house were other

early and noteworthy examples of woodwork,
and one of the most enjoyable mornings I

have ever spent was in examining the mighty

beams and purlins in the roof of Westminster

Hall, which, everything considered, is one of

the finest feats of carpentry extant, and a

marvel of Oak timber and engineering con-

struction.

To those who are interested in the old Oak
timber of England, a visit to the Roy il Chapel

and Banqueting Hall in the Tower of London
will afford a pleasant surprise. The great

Oaken beams of St. Paul's Cathedral, which

were brought from Welbeck in 1695. and the

Cloister allies of Durham Cathedral, are other

early and splendid examples of the beauty and

lasting properties of British Oak. A. D.

Wthsttr. . ''f

ANNUALS FOR THE ROCK GARDEN.

Although the rock garden is not intended

primarily as a site for the display of annual

flowers, ' however beautiful these may be, yet

there are well-planned rock gardens planted with

recognised rockery subjects, that would be the

brighter for an occasional clump or drift of

some well-chosen annual. In most rockeries

vacancies occur owing to plants dying unex-

pectedly, and because others fail to fill their

allotted positions. Again, as the season advances,

blank patches may appear because the rightful

occupants were early in flowering.

In all such circumstances annuals may be used

to immense advantage, if wisely selected, while

a newly-made rock garden offers a special op-

portunity for their use, because of the imper-

fect establishment of the permanent subjects.

Encroachment on the latter must, of course, be

guarded against, although, for the first season,

this may not be an unmixed evil inasmuch as

slight shade and protection from sun and wind
will be given the true rock plants and so assist

their root action—while the beautiful effect of

the annuals in flower will be a delight.

Strong-growing annuals should be avoided, es-

pecially within the narrow limits of small rock

gardens. Those of dwarf and prostrate growth

should be chosen, thus, in a measure, preserving

the character of the surroundings by their nearer

approach to the habit of alpines. To describe

the habits and good qualities of all the avail-

able kinds of annuals for this purpose would

take up considerable space, so I mention only

those kinds I know best :—
Abronia umbellata, Alyssum prooumbens,

Brachycame, Campanula atticn, Convolvulus

mauritanicus—really a perennial, but does well

treated as an afm'ual ; Dianthuses or Japanese

Finks, Dimorphotheca hybrids, Eschscholzia

tenuifolia, a dainty Primrose-coloured species not

very often seen ; Gilia tricolor, Godetias Crim-

son Glow and dwarf mixed ;
Gypsophila muralis,

Mesembryanthemum crystallinum, the Ice plant;

Ionopsidium acaule, a lovely miniature plant of

rapid growth, with lilac flowers; Leptosiphon

hybridus, one of the gems among annuals ; Lim-

n'anthes DougJasii. Lobelia tenuior, Mathiola

bicornis, the Night-scented Stock; Mignonette,

dwarf Tropaeolums, Nemesias, Nemophila,

mixed ; Iceland Poppies, Phacelia campanularia,

yielding intense blue flowers; Phlox Drumn.ondii,

Portulaca, which requires the hottest position

possible; Rhodanthe, Sedum caeruleum, a lovely

Stoneorop, bearing pale blue flowers; Cnpid

Sweet Peas, Virginian Stock, Viola cornuta, V.

gracilis, V. Papilio and their many hybrids—

The last, though perennial, succeeding admir-

ably as annuals.

Some of the kinds mentioned are classed as

half-hardy, but the seeds will germinate quite

well out-of-doors if not sown too early, or they

may be sown in a cold frame, and the seedlings

afterwards transplanted. The hardy kinds should

be sown where they are to bloom, thinned

and supported with twiggy sticks if necessary.

C. Turner, Ampthill Park Gardens.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE LAXTON'S SUPERB.

I was very pleased to see the testimony to

the excellence of this variety that has recently

appeared in the pages of The Gardeners

Chronicle, and was just on the point of writing

a note on its merits when the last letter from

Mr. A. W. Pullin appeared. I have recently

had ample opportunity of testing the fruit, and

in my opinion, Messrs. Laxton have another

real gem in this Apple. The last fruit I tried

was on Saturday, March 19, and though it had

passed its best then, it was still very fine. The

previous " tasting " had taken place a fortnight

before, and the Apple was then at its very

best. The flavour is unquestionably allied to

that of Cox's Orange Pippin, and being in so

fine a condition at so late a date gives it a

two-fold merit, over and above the claims made

for it by Messrs. Laxton, with regard to its

fruiting capacity and its resistance to mildew.

It was without doubt fully worthy of the

First- Class Certificate awarded it on February

8. I, too, bemoan the fact, with Mr. Pullin,

that we have to wait so long for so fine a

fruit, for even nowadays, whilst at times we

gravely consider whether or not there are too

many varieties of both dessert and cooking

Apples, there is always room for such a ster-

ling introduction as this, and Messrs. Laxton

deserve the highest commendation for produc-;

ing it. Edwin Tteclvtt,
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DAPHNE BLAGAYANA.
Few dwarf shrubs possess the charms of

Daphne blagayana in the eyes of the lover of

the rock garden. It has rivals in its own race,

but it is peerless in its way. Not that other

Daphnes are not fascinating in the highest de-

gree, but the creamy white flowers of this

species look so chaste and so charming, and are

dowered with such sweet perfume, that these

attributes commend it highly to us all. At one
time its culture was not well understood. It

was grown in rich soil, which it resents, and it

was only when it was found that it required
to be pegged down, or, better still, have big
stones put over its branches, that its full merits
were revealed. A bed of it a yard or two across,

with the plants trailing amongst stone® and
furnished with many clusters of fragrant flowers,

is a picture of loveliness. This pegging or layer-

ing down by means of stones is the secret of

success, especially when the plants are growing
in a stony soil, but supplied in times of drought
witli plenty of water.

CALLIANTHEMUM CORIANDRIFOLIUM.
Although more commonly known in gardens

as Ranunculus rutaefolius, and, occasionally, as

Callianthemum rutaefolium, the above is now
the accepted name of a pleasing, though not
showy, alpine plant, which is accommodating
enough to grow well in rock gal'dens or mor-
aines. It is not the finest of the plants in the
genus by any means, yet it has an attraction
to the grower not always possessed by such
flowers. This lies in a quiet grace, shared alike

by the Fern-like, finely cut foliage, the subdued
white of its ray florets and the quiet, greenish
tone of colour given by the centre of the flower.
Grown in a somewhat poor soil the foliage does
not become coarse and is more proportionate to
the size of the blooms than when the roots
ramify in a richer compost. I have found that
it looks best in a flat part of the rockwork in

pcor, gritty soil, where it gains a more refined
appearance from the poorness of the compost.
In such a position, however, it requires and
receives occasional soakings of pure water in
spring and summer. I once had a healthy plant
that I cultivated in this way, until, in an un-
happy hour, an attempt was made to propagate
it by root cuttings—a method which a diagnosis
of its roots seemed to suggest. This Callian-
themum, however, resented this, and its un-
timely demise was the result, leading to its sub-
sequent replacement by another plant. The late
Mr. Reginald Farrer spoke with some reserve
of the beauty of this Callianthemum, and one
cannot deny that his strictures, moderate as
they were, were quite justified. Still there is

about this rather prostrate plant, with its finely
divided foliage and its quiet flowers of Daisy-
like form, something of beauty which appeals
to many. In nature it is widely spread through-
out a wide area in the Pyrenees and elsewhere
in southern Europe, but it is never very com-
mon in cultivation, due possibly to its slow
increase, which must be carefulTy effected by
the division of good-sized plants (which are
seldom met with) or by seeds, which are diffi-

cult to procure and slow o'f germination. S.
Arnott.

FOUR NEW SAX1FRAGAS.
At the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, no fewer than four new Saxifragas
received Awards of Merit, including the one
illustrated in Fig. 72, named H. Marshall.
This variety was shown in tiny pots and the
little plants, crowded with relatively large,
while flowers, faintly tinted with silvery rose,
were very charming. This belongs to the en-
crusted section, and there was another of this
type named Jenkinsiae, which is somewhat of
the type of H. Marshall, but has a little longer
flower stalk, and a rather clearer tone in the
silvery blush tinting of the flowers. Another
named Mira has rosy carmine-coloured flowers
and made a dainty little picture between a set-
ting of tiny stones, showing its adaptability for
planting in crevices of the rock garden.

' The
fourth, named Pompadour, belongs to the mossy
section and has deep rose-coloured flowers.

It seems quite easy to make a rule concern-
ing the size that should be honoured in a

vegetable; it should be as large as the pro-
verbial " lump of ohalk "! But it is a matter
to rejoice in, thai the question of the show-
table should be given some serious considera-
tion. I opine that the shows as at present
constituted are merely greengrocery exhibi-

tions, which might as well be relegated to the
shop window, with facilities, as a forum, for
touting this or that variety. Presumably the
object of a show is to emphasise well-grown
specimens of desirable sorts, and there are
three main aspects of the procedure— (1) that
of the horticulturist, (2) that of the gourmet,
and (3) that of the advertiser; the last of

these seems to be the chief feature of most
shows I have yet to see a show which might
be considered to be one organised by a horti-

cultural society, for the exhibits axe merely
greengrocery. For a horticultural show, so

far a.3 inay be possible, the character of each
exhibit should be manifest. For this purpose
the specimens should be untrimmed, or well-

nigh so, and as much as possible of the plant,

if not the whole plant, staged.

My gardening soul, if I have one. is left

cold at the sight of a half-dozen Cabbages
stacked with orthodoxy and trimmed to beati-

fication ; I want to see the height and stuTdi-

ness of the stem, the amount of redundant

lection of Mange-tout Peas. Then I practised
what I now preach, for I sent large portions
of the plants ; they arrived three days before
the show, and were kept a further fortnight
before they reached the show-table, when they
must have been a sorry plight. So much for
the horticultural aspect.

Next we came to the consumer's view, and
here we find ourselves on the battle-ground of
the gourmet on the one side and the com-
mercial man on the other; the latter wants
something that is hard enough to travel, some-
thing which gives a good yield in weight to

his efforts, and also as big a weight as ihe can
extort. He picks his Peas or his Bea,ns at

the limit of their edibleness, so that he may
market as many pounds or hundredweights
as possible; the gourmet does not want Peas
that bounce up from the floor when he drops

them, nor does he want a Bean that is tough

and full of parchment. And here we come
face to face with the question of size. Since

a green Pea should not have exceeded

two-thirds or three-fourths of its eventual

size when put before the gourmet, it

follows that one which grows to a

large size is desirable. So, too. with .a

Bean of the Flageolet or Runner type. A
big sort is wanted, so that a succulent

and parchmentless pod may be dished

up. Here I may interpose the remark
that Mange-tout and Flageolet types should be>

clearly discriminated in separate classes, Why

Fig. 72.

—

saxifeaga h. Marshall, r.h.s. award of merit, march 22, 1921,

coarser leaves now vanished froim the peri-

phery. Likewise, a few dozen pods from a
dwarf Bean, carefully selected to uniform size,

give n.e no idea of how many plants have been
ransacked to fill the plate; I want to see the
whole plant that I may judge of the cropping
quality and habit. Or if the pods are from
a climbing Bean or a Pea. I wish to see a

good length of the bine, so that the distribu-

tion of the pods and their mode of bearing
may be seen. Let Tomatos be a final example;
possibly I might go round my plants and pick

from here and there a set which would rival

many show lots, and yet leave many which
would be graded as unshowable; to exhibit

whole plants, especially such as are some six

feet hip;h and loaded with eight or ten trusses,

would be impossible; moreover, the crop below
would be over-mature, whilst that above had
hardly vet developed. So that in such case

it woull suffice to show merely whole trusses

of fruit. I have only once sent anything to

a show, and that by invitation—namely, a col-

so many people grow and so many seedsmen
list merely the latter type is a marvel, swing
that there are SO nianv good Mange-tout varie-

ties for eating in pod form; and this is espei i-

ally important for the small garden, since the

waste from pods getting too old is reduced

w ellnigh to /.ero.

Speaking generally of the whole gamut of

\egetables, size and delicacy bear no constant

ratio; a small sort may be less, equally, or

more delicate than a large one; so far as one

can generalise, a small sort tends to hard-

ness and a large one to coarseness; the final

judgment must always be the table.

Generally speaking, too, a vegetable must
In young that it may have tenderness. Some
time back, a visitor, looking from the " huge

pod " Mange tout Pea to a row of little

Bretons, and from a monster-pod climbing Bean
to a little stringless Mange-tout Bean, re-

marked derogatorily of the smaller sorts, "Ah,
those arc conk's teasers! " When, however.
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he appreciated that the Bretons did not re-

quire any podding out, and that the little

Beans, which could be picked a handful at

.1 time, merely required casting into the sauce-
pan without any previous treatment other
than washing, he apologised to the little chaps.
And this leads on to the place of the chef on
the panel of juryfolk (men and women). The
chef may be cuisinier or gourmet, or both. I
hope that the antithesis will not be actionable
as a libel. As a cook he may be useful to
act daninatonally on "Cook's Teasers": as
a gourmet he is handicapped at the show-
fable, for the dinner-table is his Court of
Justice, exception being made for such items
as saladings or fruits which are eaten un-
cooked.
The use of the gourmet is well shown by an

experiment related by Vercier. Bight plots of
Asparagus were treated with different
manures, the crop from each cooked and put
before a jury of persons of taste, who gave
marks to each as they judged well or ill of
the flavour. An average of these was struck;
it showed that stable manure tended to rank-
ness. salt to a want of charm, lack of phos-
phate tc want of pleasantness; hence we pile
on the phosphates, avoid organic manure, ex-
cept leaf-mould, and tliink the Asparagus we
get on friends' tables poor, rank stuff. A
similar trial is related for Strawberries; but
this is of little interest to us, for the common
idea of a Strawberry is that it should be enten
with sugar and cream, additions, indeed,
which are needed bv popular sorts, but these
utterly destroy the charm of a Strawberry really
worth eating!

In former times drugs derived from
vegetable were assessed by their appearance,
and they still are in China; but nowadays
their value is ascertained with greater cer-
tainty by the aid of the chemist and physiolo-
gist. At the vegetable show mere inspection
still mainly prevails, yet in certain oases some
simple means of test are available.

What can be learnt by mere inspection of
a plateful of selected Potatos? It has recently
been pointed out in these columns that the
main desideratum in this country is for the
starchy, "floury" sorts, finer

'

oualities of
flavour being of little account. High starch
Talue is precisely the quality demanded by the
German spirit distiller, and he does not relv
solely upon, appearance; it has been found
that a fairlv good estimate can be arrived .it

by the simple means of " taking the specific
gravity " of the sample—that is to say, com-
paring the weight with the bulk. Whilst ela-
borate apparatus for weighing large quantities,
both in air and whilst immersed in water, are
used, a smaller and simpler apparatus avails
for the purpose. A glass cylinder which will
hold about three litres is provided with a
piece of wood which bridges over the top;
through this a wire or knitting-needle is
thrust vertically downwards, so as just to
touch the surface of a measured quantity of
water; a couple of pounds (1 kilo) of

' the
sample are carefully weighed, and the amount
of water required to fill up to the index whilst
the Potatos are immersed is noted; the differ-
ence gives the bulk occupied bv the tubers,
whence reference to tables w:ll give their
eomputed starch value, or the value of two or
more samples may he directly comoared. This
is a type of examination which might well be
carried out at the show-table; of course, the
quantity exhibited should be adequate for the
purpose.

Another desideratum i« that different stages
of the same variety should be shown together,
one when in a satisfactory condition for hand-
ing to the cook and the other when complefo
or quasi-complete growth has been attained
This applies especially to Peas and Beans, and
gives a chance of appreciating their merits:
thus a parchment or Flageolet Bean which is
still edible when approaching its mature size
must surely be better than one which can only
be allowed to reach a lesser fraction of its
full size.
v'" frankly commercial shows, it would he

useful to have appended statements of costings ;

but as this would be asking too much,
at any rate that of packing would be desir-

able. With the present rage for elaborate

packing of Apples, the buyer should be in-

formed as to the amount of the price which
is due to the packing. It would be an ad-

vantage, too, if in seedsmen's exhibits num-
bers of different varieties were staged side by
side; French catalogues list seven to nine

sorts of Corn salad, a Dutch and a pre-war

German one—four each ; most English lists con-

tain but one; now an exhibit of tie half-

dozen or more as whole plants would be a

useful object-lesson for a horticultural show.

The criteria of the home garden will always

be higher than those of the market, with its

inherent packing and travellings, but the

mass of * he town-living public has to put up
with what it can buy. It is presumably for

the home garden that shows exist . and the chief

thing wanted here is to enable the visitor to

judge, from his point of view, the types of

plants that are shown ; he may care nothing for

certificates. H. E. Durham*

EARLY AYRSHIRE POTATOS.

I should like to support the forcible argu-

ments used by Mr. Edwin Beckett in The

Gardeners' Chronicle, March 5, p. 118, regarding

the new proposal of the Royal Horticultural

Society to judge vegetables with the aid of chefs.

In my opinion, no more retrograde movement
cculd'be suggested. It seems to imply the in-

capability of the Vegetable Committee and the

appointed judges, and this will not be accepted

without question. Every show in the king-

dom would be expected to follow the example

of the leading society, and. if it did so, I ven-

ture to predict that the public would lose

Fome of the finest, vegetable exhibits and the

incentive to excel would cease.

For over forty years I have been interested

in vegetable-growing for exhibition. and I

venture to say that the best exhibits are not

onlv excellent from the cultural point of view.

but of superb table quality. If there had

been more of the practical element in the

Council of the R.H.S., I feel certain this de-

cision would not have been heard of. Let the

best growers sound an emphatic—Never ! Pobt.

Fife, Edinburgh.

The article on the above subject by Mr.

Beckett in the Gard. Chron. of March 5

(page 118) will be read with great interest and

approval by many gardeners, and more espec-

ially those who are proposing to grow produce

for exhibitions. The recent note published by

the R.H.S. has met with disapproval generally

amongst gardeners, and it occasioned no surprise

to see that an unanimous protest had been for-

warded to the R.H.S. Council from its Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Surely, chefs are not the men to judge the

raw material produced by the grower, and,
moreover, if two or three chefs were asked to

judge together at a vegetable exhibition, I very
much doubt if there would be an unanimous
verdict on any one particular entry where there
was strong competition, because as very many
gardeners know, only too well, what is required
by one chef in a kitchen would not be tolerated
by another, whereas the gardener lias some stan-
dard to go by, and his mind has been trained
during years of experience to know what the
quality and size of exhibition produce ought to

be.

For years past quality has been taken as the
leading feature of exhibition vegetables, with
large size to show good cultivation, for after all.
very little skill is required to produce an Onion
half a pound in weight; so unless some standard
as to size is very clearly set out by the R.H.S.
in future, judges will 'have the difficult task
of deciding whether to award a prize to shapely
Onions of J lb. weight or those of 3 lb., and
exhibitors will be in a dilemma as to what
to place on the show-tables. //. Prince, Poles-
di n TjV."ii Gardens. Dorhiru.

The planting of Epicure Potatos on the South
Ayrshire coast was commenced about Feb-
luary 8 this year, which is the usual time
for growers to start operations provided the con-
ditions are suitalble. From that time until the
end of February the work was carried on
practically uninterruptedly under almost ideal
conditions. It is many years since so favourable
a season was experienced, and even the oldest
growers cannot remember a time when the work
was carried through so well in the early part
of the year.

It has been a great boon to the large culti-

vators, many of whom grow about 200 acres of

Epicure variety, and some have already
planted 100 to 150 acres. March was not
so favourable, but the long-continued spell of

planting has resulted in other important work
getting in arrears, and this is now being
brought forward.
The cost of planting has this year reached the

highest level so far attained ; the grower's
estimate per acre is £50 to £55. This is due
to various causes, one of which is the high price

of seed when it was bought last summer, and
the subsequent waste through disease. The
waste has really been phenomenal, and many
growers have lost 50 per cent, of their seed,

which, together with the cost of picking, has
added very considerably to the expense.

Manure also is dearer than ever; when Potatos
are grown on the same land everv year, a very
heavy dressing of dung is necessary to secure

good crops. Last, but .not leaot, the cost of

labour still remains at a high level, and is a
serious item.

It is very questionable whether Potatos will

prove to be a. paying .crop this season, and most
farmers will be well satisfied if they cover their

expenses without a profit. Last season was the

most profitable one they ever had, when they
secured magnificent prices for their crops. One
lot in a specially favoured field realised the high

price of £183 per acre, and from £100 to £150
was quite common on farms near the shore. '

At this time last year the merchants were
exceedingly eager to buy, but as many of them
lost heavily, and with the depressed condition of

trade generally this year, no such eagerness is

being displayed.

Epicure is the variety which is universally

grown, and so far no other sort appears likely to

oust it from favour for some time to come.

J. Stewart, Girvan.

THE RASPBERRY GALL FLY.

(LASIOPTERA RUBI.)
A comparatively unusual pest has been

noticed quite recently on Raspberry canes. The
insect foims large galls, black in colour ; when
opened ^hey show a number of small orange
larvae feeding on the interior. According to

Professor Theobald they mature in April and
pupate in the galls early in May. The flies

emerge at the end of May and during June,
when egg-laying proceeds, the eggs, eight or

more in number, being laid at the base of buds
and side shoots during June. After hatching
the larvae bore into the stems, causing the
formation of the galls, and remain there until

the following spring.

At present the fly does not seem to be very
prevalent, and an early recognition of its habits

should prevent any serious extension of its

activities. The obvious and most satisfactory

remedy is to cut off the attacked portions and
burn them at once. Pteris.

Grafting.—This operation may still be per-

formed, but the sooner it is done the better;
preference should now be given to working the

late kinds of Apples, Pears and Plums, but only
healthy trees, free from canker, and other pests,

should be operated on. Clean, smooth cuts are
essential in the case of both scion and stock,

and the "ess the cut surfaces are exposed to

the air the better; therefore, perform the opera-

won as expeditiously as possible. 11'.//. II".
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Stem Canker in Melons.—With respect to the

enquiry by Anxious on page 144 on canker in

Melons, attacks of the disease may be remedied

as follows :—Select a quantity of fibrous loam

and sterilise it with red-hot bricks, turning the

compost twice during the period of sterilisation.

To one barrow-load of loam add a seven-inch

pctl'ul of broken charcoal, four ounces of

steamed bone meal, a small quantity of wood

ash and burnt soil, and one ounce of flowers

of sulphur (black or yellow), mixing the whole

thoroughly. Place the soil in position for re-

ceiving the plants, about a peck measure full

being ample, making it in the shape of a slight

mound. Work the centre of the hillock to a

saucer-shape and place the plant in the centre,

making the soil about the roots moderately film.

Place a few pieces of lump charcoal and also

some pieces of lime around the plants, about

three inches from the stem ; this will dry up
excessive moisture. Keep all drip from the

stem and do not allow water to fall near the

base of the plants. As needed, apply fresh soil

as rich top-dressing, and exercise great caution

in the application of solid manures, as liquid

stimulants are the most beneficial to the plants.

Great care must be taken in ventilating the

house : never allow cold draughts> to enter.

Pomona.

The Hardiness of Camellia reticulata.—I think

that W. S. Lavender is unduly pessimistic in

his remarks on p. 116, about the hardiness of

Camellia reticulata. I have a specimen here, on
a south-east wall of the house, planted about
ten years ago and about 10 ft. high. It

flowers well every year, the blooms de-

veloping perfectly, and I have never known
them to be harmed hy frost. I find that this

Camellia is nothing like so susceptible to frost

as many of the early flowering Rhododendrons,
such as arboreum, ciliatum and oleifoliuin.

Mavrice Yorke, Hillbrook Place, Iver Heath,
Buds.

Raising Hybrid Rhododendrons.—Your corre-

spondent. Mr. Euan H. Cox, sounds a pessimistic

note in his article on p. 126 on this subject, and
Rhododendron hybridisers in general are pulled

up by him not for exceeding the speed limit.

but for indiscretion in their work. He has had
the pleasure of seeing growing in their wild
habitat, numerous Rhododendron species, which is

more than many of us ordinary gardeners may
ever hope to realise. As he states, the rate of

increase by hybridisation is very prolific, but the
slow growth and maturity of hybrids, or rather
ciosses (if those growing here may be taken as

a criterion, which have taken 17 years to reach
their flowering stage) give results slowly. These
are the Himalayan R. eximeun. x R. Hodgsonii

;

no two plants are alive, for they differ in habit,
vigour and stature. Of course, the worthless
should be eliminated and the best retained.

The raising of seedlings, or. better still, crosses

from good parents, creates a perpetual interest
in their culture, and the excitement of having
something new in an already full floral world.
My experience of the various named hybrids.
Pink Pearl included, is that each, like the stars,

has its own particular glory. Take the variety
Gomer Waterer. which has a compact habit ; the
one named Lady Eleanor Cathcart is inclined to
he tall and stately ; George Hardy. B. de Bruin,
Corona. Cynthia, each has its own particular
habit of growth. The suggestion of a central

authority, similar to the Rose and other societies,
would certainly meet the approval of all lovers of
the Rhododendrons ; at present we rely on the
decision of the R.H.S. But why this central
authority if Mr. Cox's theory " however
fallacious" that 'no one can beat Nature by
artificial means" is true? There is plenty of
room in the world for improvements and select
species. However indiscriminate hvbridisers
have been, Nature is really a worse offender and
comes under a lower category. Nature employs

:
insects, wind, water, etc.. as her agents to
convey oollen to the respective stigmas; and this
i s all done by accident. Human agency is

Utilising all the breeder's faculties to co-operate

towards a definite purpose—size of hloom, or pip,

habit, hardiness, etc. The trade caters for

public taste, as witness the great popularity of

Pink Pearl. We owe a debt of gratitude to our

brave botanical explorers, and my hope is that

their enterprise and courage will be well sup-

ported without impeding those at home who
carry on their pet hobby of raising hybrids.

J. E. Dailies, Talygarn.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations I think I may
claim to be a fairly successful cultivator

of these flowers, at least horticultural

travellers who call on me and have oppor-

tunities of comparing, tell me they have
not seen (many to equal my small

collection and none to surpass them. I con-

sider the best way, instead of talking round

the subject, is to give more details as +o

results obtainable under the various systems.

Personally. I plump for autumn struck cuttings,

although I do not doubt that others are very

successful with those rooted in January and

February. I am not raising any discussion

oii that point, I have tried both systems, and
so far as my observation goes and results

obtained, autumn rooted cuttings with me
easily give the best results. Unlike W. M. M.,
St. Andrews, I find that varieties such as

R. F. Felton, Mrs. Burnett, and May, Day, may
be safely stopped until the end of June and the

first week in July, but types like Carola, Mrs.

Raphael, Edith Walters and Baroness de Brienen,

I agree should not be stopped after

May. During autumn and winter I have
grown a collection of 170 plants, ranging

from specimens in 24 sized pots to those

in 48-, giving an average of 4^ dozen flowers

pvr we.ik from 'he first week in October. For

Christmas decorations I picked 54 blooms. My
highest total was reached in a recent week

when we had 6i dozen blooms. From some

plants I have already taken from ten to twelve

blcoms o* s-ch varieties as Orpheus. May
Day, La Mode and Pink Enchantress, and the

small house in still full of opening flowers and

buds. I can safely say that not a plant has

rust. H. G. Small, The Gardens, Bookham
Grove, Gt. Bookham. Surra/.

[With this note we received some blooms

of Perpetual -flowering Carnations of excellent

quality.

—

Eds.]

Grafting Wax or Tree Styptic—The very

best grafting wax I have used is made as

follows :—Melt together in a glue pot or similar

vessel 16 oz. of common rosin or resin (pow-

dered), 8 oz. of methylated spirit and li oz.

af olive oil. Apply with a small brush. In a

few days it will set hard on the grafted part.

The melted wax keeps in a liquid state for

several days, and can always be re-melted. It

is cheap and good. 11'. /. Farmer, Redruth.

Common Scab of Potatos.—I have long known
that Professor Seton and his colleagues in the

Department of Agriculture, University of Leeds,

have been studying the problem of Common
Scab of Potatos. There has just been issued

by the University and the Yorkshire Council for

Agricultural Education a pamphlet giving an

account of the experiments carried on since

1905. It is beautifully printed and gives fifteen

full page illustrations of processes and results.

The price is 8d. post free from the Professor

of Agriculture, The University, Leeds, and
everyone interested in Potatos ought to have a
copy in his library. It is clearly proved that

such a thing as mechanical Scab does not exist.

Scab is produced by the attack of a fungus' be-

longing to the group of soil organisms known
as Actinomyces. At the moment what will be

of great interest to many gardeners is the proof

adduced by Dr. Millard, who is the writer of

the brochure, that Scab can be prevented by
the addition of grass clippings to the soil when
planting. Dug in generously (up to 20 tons per

acre) or placed in the drills before planting.

Scab is prevented. I knew that in Cheshire the

ploughing in of green stuff as manure was
adopted to counteract Scab, but here is a plan

which many gardeners can easily carry out il

their soil gives scabby tubers. Creen manure 'i

a decoy or a host which the onanism prefem

tn the Potato, II'. Cuthbertson, Vuddingston.

SOCIETIES.
UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND

PROVIDENT.

There was an excellent attendance at the

annual general meeting of this benefit and pro-

vident society, held at the Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall, on Monday, March 14. Mr.

C. H. Curtis presided. At the conclusion of the

formal proceedings, the usual and impressive

silent vote in memory of those who fell in the

war was taken.

The annual report and accounts for the year

1920 were presented, and these showed that the

Society continues to do excellent work and is

in a particularly sound financial position, having
been able to invest £1,600 during the year, thus
bringing its total investments to £59,700. One
of the chief items of interest to members is the

benefit of £10 to the nominee of a deceased
member, which is in addition to such member's
deposit account and is provided without any
extra cost to imembers.

In accordance with the new rules issued last

year, the whole of the members of the Committee
were elected instead of one-third of the num-
ber, as has been usual for many years past.

Two of the old members did not offer themselves
for re-election, but Messrs. T. R. Butler, A.
Turner, W. H. Divers, C. F. Harding, F.

Oxtoby, M. L. Sargent, W. H. Bashford, A.
Bedford, W. J. Penton, and W. Wesker, were
reappointed, and Mr. J. Craig and Mr. H. R.

1 Russell were appointed to fill the two vacancies.

Mr. T. Winter was elected Treasurer and Mr.
A. C. Hill was re-appointed Secretary; his

position now becomes a permanent one. Messrs.

Gunner and Puzey were re-appointed auditors

of the Society's accounts and thanks were
accorded the Committee, officers, and the horti-

cultural Press.

In the course of his review of the Society's

affairs, the Chairman referred especially to the

working of the State Section, and to the

Government valuation, which showed that there
is now available for additional benefit a sum of

about £2,900, and at the same time, over

£1,500 is carried forward. The whole of this

matter was referred back to the general com-
mittee with full powers to draft and put into

force a scheme for the distribution of increased

benefits to the extent of the sum placed at their

disposal by the Government valuer.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman, who was
subsequently re-elected Chairman of Committee,
closed the proceedings.

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS
There was an excellent attendance at the

recent fortnightly meeting. The subject for the

evening was " The Vine," and it was intro-

duced in a most interesting and practical man-
ner by Mr. H. Maw, Grape grower at Menpes
Fruit Farm, Purley, whose experience in the

cultivation of the Grape is life long. He traced

the history of the vine, mentioning that it was

known 2,000 years B.C., and grew wild in

various parts of Italy, Africa and Asia. The
heaviest bunch of Grapes recorded in this

country weighed 26^ lb. For commercial use, a

bunch" weighing about 1 lb. to li lb. was the

size aimed af. There was a great difference

between the commercial grower and the private

gardener's methods of culture and no fast

rule could be laid down ; the former selected

his site and soil, the latter had to make the

best use of the circumstances in which he was

placed. Plain practical details were given on-

planting out, the extension system, training,

cutting back, mulching, ventilating, wiring,

borders, dressings, watering, and the cleaning

of rods after the fruit had been cut. A splendid

discussion followed and it was mentioned that

from seven houses i>f (Iros Colmar, at Purley,

over which the lecturer bad charge. 12J tons

of Grapes were cut (luring the past season.

There were some interesting exhibits; Mr. F.

Townsend, The Gardens, Hillside, staged an

excellent group of seedling Amaryllis, the spikes

carrying splendid blooms ol good colour.
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NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTION.

PARAGON GLASS FASTENER,
Owing to a clerical error the name of the in-

ventor of this new invention was wrongly given
(see p. 156) as Mr. J. A. Turner. The inventor
is Mr. J. A. Furness, and Messrs. Furness and
Richardson, Tweedy Road, Bromley, are placing
the invention on the market.

TRADE NOTE.
At the recent fortnightly meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society, Messrs. Chas.
Hearson and Co., Ltd., \Villow Walk, Ber-
mondsey, have displayed the various types of

their hot-water baths for the treatment of
Daffodil bulbs affected •with eehvonn
disease. The soaking of Narcissus bulbs for three
hours at a constant temperature of 110°F. calls

for very careful handling, and the placing of

these small baiths on the market will enable
Daffodil growers to adopt the treatment without
fear of damaging the most expensive bulbs and
with the satisfaction of knowing that the
disease is being effectually controlled.
The baths are of three sizes, the largest to

hold about one and a half hundredweights of
bulbs; the second size has a soaking capacity of
three-quarters of a hundredweight; and the
third is a small bath to hold about two hundred
medium-sized bulbs. Reckoning the time of
treatment throughout the months of July,
August and September, and estimating four
soakings a day, about thirty tons of bulbs can
be passed through the largest-sized bath in the
season. The smallest size has been specially
made for the use of the hybridist, who
generally holds very expensive and quite small
stocks of bulbs.

All the types may be heated with either gas
or oil ; t'he fact that oil fuel may be employed
is in itself a boon to those growers who are
situated in remote country districts and who
could not otherwise take the same advantage of
the treatment as those within reach of a gas
supply.

It is not necessary to give a detailed descrip-
tion of the baths, but it may be remarked that
a good deal of attention has evidently been given
to points of detail with a view to ease in
handling and saving of wear and tear. All the
baths are fitted with the Hearson Patent Ther-
mostat, a device which operates to bring the
water to the desired temperature and maintain
it at that temperature throughout the whole
period of its working.

It is gratifying to learn that inquiries for the
Hearson Bulb Hot-Water Baths have been re-
ceived from growers in New Zealand. South
Africa and the Continent, and we have reason to
believe that the hot-water treatment must be
regarded as an operation in the successful culti-
vation of Daffodils just as the fruit grower
must spray his orchard to obtain healthy trees
and clean fruit. The prices range from £10
for the small size, to £45 for the largest oil-

heated batlh ; a descriptive pamphlet with de-
tails of working has been prepaied and may be
obtained upon application to the makers.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

***In future, correspondents are requested to
address all communications for the Gardeners'
Chronicle, whether to Editors or Publisher, 5,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C.2.

Apples for Market : F. ff. The two fruits
were wery much bruised when received.
Their quality for culinary purposes is good,
no doubt, but we do not think your varieties
are so good as those now in commerce. For
dessert purposes they are far below the high
quality of the many good sorts now in use.
If yon wish to have the several varieties
thoroughly tested, you might send specimens
of the best six to the Royal Horticultural
Society's Gardens. Wisley.

Crown Bud and Natural Crown Bud : B. H.
The terms " crown bud" and " natural
crown," as applied to Chrysanthemums, are

identical in their meaning. When a plant is

allowed to break naturally, without beThg
stopped, the first bud that develops on
each shoot is a " crown bud." When the
" crown bud" or " natural crown" appeal's

too early in the season, it is pinched out,
as also are all the growths on each branch
except one, which is allowed to extend, and
will in due time produce a flower bud sur-
rounded by shoots. This flower bud is the
natural " second crown " and it is retained
to produce the bloom. There is no difference
between a " natural second crown" and a
" second crown bud." Certain Japanese
varieties are somewhat late in flowering.
These should be stopped at the time pre-

viously recommended, to induce them to pro-
duce their buds earlier, either crowns or
second crowns. The third bud is generally
surrounded by a cluster of buds and is called
the " terminal," but certain short-jointed
varieties have been known to break three
times before producing the " terminal " flower
bud. Mrs. A. T. Miller should be stopped
during the third week in May, and the
" crown bud" secured; Frank Payne, Mrs.
Knox and Mrs. H. Emmerton, should be
similarly treated. Mis. Bains and Mrs. E.
Dunne should be stopped at the end of March
for the purpose of securing a second crown
bud.

Disposal of Property: A. Z. The question
you raise turns entirely upon what was the
actual arrangement you made with your
wife, and this is, of course, a matter within
your own knowledge. If you gave the pro-
perty- absolutely to your wife, then you are
only her tenant-at-will. On the other hand,
the subsequent course of events would rather
appear to suggest that your wife took the
property as trustee for you. You had better
consult a solicitor.

MARKETS.
VOVENX GARDEN, March 29, 1921.

Fruit ; Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d . i. d
Pears,
—Hermitage,
—Colmar
—-Hanepoot
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—
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10 a.m.: Bar. 30.4; temp. J4°. Weather—Dull.

The information contained in
Indian Timber. Professor's Troup's paper on

this subject read before the
Royal Society of Arts* is of the greatest
interest to all citizens of the Empire. As
Professor Troup observes, it will come as a
surprise to most persons that India contains
some 2,500 indigenous species of trees, of
which Oaks number nearly forty. In India
itself many species otherwise valuable as tim-
ber-producers are of ho account owing to

their inability to resist the ravages of white
ants. .Since, however, this pest is not known
in Europe, timbers which succumb to it need
not be ruled out as unserviceable here,
particularly those remarkable for beauty of

colour and of grain. In India, the
three most valuable timbers are Teak, Sal
amd Deodar, and outside India, Teak is in

greatest demand owin" to its value in ship-
building. Sal and Deodar are in such re-

quest in India for railwav sleepers and con-
structional work, that, in spite of their
abundance, not much is available for export.
Freight charges are, of course, the great
bar to the export of Indian timber and, for

this reason, India cannot hope to compete
with nearer countries— Scandinavia and
Canada—in the export of Coniferous and
other timbers of cheap grade. Another diffi-

culty is the distance of forest from sea. For
this reason it would appear that the regions
which are most promising sources of supplv
are Burma, Andaman Islands, the west coast
of the Peninsula and possibly to some extent

* Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, Nn. 3,.'><Sfl.

LXIX.

Bengal and Assam. Of these regions Burma,
with its 130,000 square miles of forest, offers

the widest scope. Estimates place the quan-
tity of standing timber—other than Teak

—

in the Burmese forests at 584 million tons.

The most abundant timbers of this region
are Iron Wood (Xylia dolaibriformis), a hard,
strong, heavy and durable reddish-brown
wood; Rose Wood (Dalbergia latifolia), like

Iron Wood a member of the Leguminoseae,
purple with dark streaks, well-known for its

use in piano manufacture ; Millettia pendula,
another leguminous plant, which produces
a dark chocolate-coloured wood ; Pterocarpus
macrocarpus, yielding a strong wood of
brick-red to light-brown colour. The Anda-
man species, P. dalbergioides, gives hard,
strong rich red timber that is even
better for decorative work such as par-
quetrie and panelling. Albizzia Lebbek,
called sometimes East Indian Walnut, is a
beautifully streaked and mottled dark brown
wood, excellent for furniture. Another im-
portant order of timber-producing plants

—

all the foregoing- examples are leguminous

—

is the Dipterocarpeae which include the Sal
(Shorea robusta and S. obtusa, and Pentace
suavis), all timbers of great strength and
durability and in great local demand. Pro-
fessor Troup predicts a great future for two
other members of this order ; Dipterocarpus
hirbinatus and D. tuberculatus ; the former
is already in demand for railwav carriage
building, and tests applied to it show that it

is stronger than English Oak. Of Mahogany
substitutes. India possesses a good variety

;

Pentace burmanica with beautifully satiny
red wood with ribbon-like markings

; Cedrela
Toona, C. multijuga, etc. Other woods
of mote are those of Terminalia tomentosa,
which resembles Walnut, but with a finer
figure, and the silverv-grev Terminalia bia-
lata of the Andamans. The magnitude of
Indian forests may be judged from the fact
that the Forest Department has in its charge
251,000 square miles; of this area 110,000
square miles are reserved or protected, to
be managed permanently as forest. In order
to equip themselves for "this work the Forest
service has inaugurated a new service of
forest engineers to be trained in methods of
timber extraction.

Visit of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales to the
Chamber of Horticulture.—Owing to the limited
accommodation in the Council Room of the
Chamber of Horticulture, the Federation of

British Crowers has kindly consented to throw
open its room (which adjoins the Council Room)
on the occasion of the visit of I he Prince of
Wales on April 21. It is estimated that this
will enable the committee to provide accommo-
dation for about 175 visitors. The committee
has therefore .decided to invite a large per-
centage of the Councils of the Federation of

British Growers, the Horticultural Trades'
Association, the British Florists' Federation,
the Lea Valley Growers' Association, ami the
Royal Horticultural Society, the names being
selected by ballot. A percentage of the private
members of the Chamber will also be invited

by the same means. It is anticipated that the
proceedings will occupy about an hour and a

half, during which time speeches will be made
by the Minister of Agriculture and the Presi-

dent of the Chamber, to which His Royal High-
ness will reply. The Federation of British

Growers lias undertaken to make a presentation

to the Prince of Wales of a collection of fruit

worthy of the British Growers, while the

British Florists' Federation have undertaken to

present a basket of flowers. Mrs. Geo. Monro,
assisted by other ladies, lias kindly consented to

provide and Superintend afternoon tea and
refreshments. It has been arranged that during
the afternoon many presentations of lending

horticulturists will be made to His Royal Hi ;h-

ness. The Minister of Agriculture, the Rt.

Hon. Sir Arthur Gnffith-Boseawen, has in-

timated his pleasure at being able to be present
at the banquet in the evening, to commemorate
this auspicious occasion, and it is hoped that,
owing to the adequate accommodation at the
Hotel Cecil, those who are unable to be present
at the afternoon reception will make a special
effort to be present at the banquet in the even-
ing. In the event of any member of an
affiliated society of the Chanuber not receiving
a special notice to attend the banquet, he should
apply dirijct to the Secretary, at 18, Bedford
Square. The price of the ticket for the
banquet will be one guinea, exclusive of wine.
Ladies will be specially welcome, and several

have already signified their intention of being
present.

Chester Paxton Society Dissolved.—It having
been found impossible to continue this Chester
gardening society on a voluntary basis under
present conditions, it has been dissolved. The
Chester Paxton Society was founded in 1891,

and during the whole of that period Mr. G. Miln
has held the office of secretary, whilst Professor

Robert Newstead has been Hon. Consulting
Naturalist from the commencement. The first

president was Mr. T. Weaver. As in the case

of many gardening societies, the war reacted
adversely on its activities, and since the Govern-
ment has decided that educational work similar

to that for which the Paxton Society was
oiiginally founded should be done through the

County Councils, the Committee concluded there

would be overlapping. The members gave

a dinner at the Blossoms Hotel, on Saturday,

the 19th ult.. in honour of the President,

Mr. T. Gibbons Frost, the Hon. Secretary. Mr.
n. P. Mile, and the Chairman of the Committee.

Mr. N. F. Barnes, to all of whom pre-

sentations were made. Mr. Frost has been

President of the Society for fifteen years, and

Mr. N. F. Barnes, on behalf of the members,
presented him with a Gold Medal inscribed

"Presented 1c T. Gibbons Frost. Esq.. J. P..

as an Expression of Gratitude for his Valuable

Services as President, 1905-1920." The presen-

tations to Mr. Miln were made by the Chair-

man, and consisted of a silver salver and rose

bowl. Mr. Barnes' souvenir took the form of a

silver cigarette box. and was inscribed, " Pre-

sented to Mr. N. F. Barnes by the Committee
of the Chester Paxton Society as a Token of

Appreciation of his services as Chairman." Mr.

Miln stated that the Society had accumulated a

fund of £60, which it was proposed to divide

between the Chester Royal Infirmary and the

two gardening charities, the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund and the Gardeners' Royal

Benevolent Institution.

Education in Fruit Culture. -The members of

the Hampstead Garden Suburb Allotments and

Horticultural Association, to promote the culti-

vation of fruit trees, acquired ten poles of

allotment land in Temple Fortune Lane,

Golders Green, in March, 1920. The ground

was part of an old nursery which had been in-

differently cultivated during the years 1908 to

1916. and entirely neglected from 1916 to 1920:

it. contained a very large amount of Couch Grass

and Bindweed. One-third was hurriedly cleared

in order to prepare for planting trees at a

demonstration on March 27, 1920, when the fol-

ic wing were planted :—Six Apples, two each of

Bramley's Seedling. Stirling Castle and Lane's

Prince Albert : one Pear Burondeau ; one Plum
Mi [larch ; one row each of Gooseberries, Black

Currants and one row of Red and White Cur-

rants. Owing to the lateness of the season amd

to the fact that stocks of fruit trees were very

scarce at the time, the ttees obtained were not

very good specimens. It was felt, however, thai

this was no detriment, as it would afford

amateur gardeners a good oppiut unity of

similarly treating their own trees, many of

which would be of that type. For this season's

planting eight maiden Apple trees were pur-

chased, two each of Lane's Prince Albert, Dume-
low's Seedling (Wellington), Worcester Pear-

main and Radford Beauty, and a further plant-

inis demonstration was given on January 22,

1921, on which afternoon the lh.-l hatch was

pruned in the presence of a large number of
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members. Since that date one each of the

maiden trees has been out back to test the ad-

visability or otherwise of pruning the same

season as planted or deferring the operation

until the next whiter. As the first portion of the

ground was not properly cleaned, for the reason

already stated, it has been decided to remove
the trees to the third section next winter, thus

affording an opportunity for a demonstration in

root pruning. The ground will then be cleaned

and prepared for a further planting. Owing to

the inevitable difficulty of obtaining the. volun-

tary services of already overworked committee-

men, arrangements have been made with a

member of the Association whereby he agrees

to keep the ground clean on condition that he is

allowed to intercrop, and this scheme works

very well. The outlay will not cost very much,

the* expenditure being spread over three years.

After that period some of the best developed

trees may be sold to members, maidens being

put in their place. The chief object is to afford

opportunities for progressive and seasonal in-

struction in fruit growing and to find which

varieties, old or new, will do best in the neigh-

bourhood. It is also hoped to obtain stocks for

demonstration in buddii g The arrangements

are under the supervision of Mr. J. T. Marks,

the Estate Gardener to the Han.pstead Garden
Suburb Trust, Ltd., who carried out the first

ten years' fruit tree planting and training at

Bourn ville.

Destructive Frost at the Villa Thuret.—

A

destructive frost occurred in the last week of

March at the Cap d'Antibes, in the South of

France, the thermometer at the Villa Thuret
having fallen to — 10° C. (equivalent to 14°

Fahr.) for over 24 hours. The collections of

trees and shrubs have suffered severely. Pro-

fessor Poirault, the Director of the Laboratory

at the Villa Thuret—which is now a State In-

stitute of Botany—writes that he must commence
at once to replace the rare species that have been
destroyed. He would be grateful for seeds of

Conifers, especially those that are natives of

Japan, Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and
Chile.

Tennis in the Edinburgh Parks.—A proposal

to form twelve new tennis courts in Edinburgh
public parks having been remitted back to the
Committee by the Town Council, the subject was
again before the Games Sub-Committee of the

Parks Committee, and after consideration, it was
agreed still to recommend the formation of the

new greens.

Model Rules for Allotments.—In consequence
of the passing of the Agriculture Act, 1920, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has
revised its Model Rules for Allotments for the

use of Local Authorities authorised to maJke
such Rules. The Clerk of any Council which
provides allotments may obtain copies of the
Model Rules on application to the Secretary

of the 'Ministry, 10, Whitehall Place, London,
S.W.I.

Flowering of the Almond.—The Almond tree

on Wandsworth Common, the date of flowering

of which was recorded over many years by the
late Mr. R. Hooper Pearson, expanded its first

flowers this* year on February 22, as compared
with February 13 last year and March 14 in

1919. Although the past winter has been very
mild, it will be seen that the date is nine days
later than last year, which is owing to February
of 1920 being more sunny than February of this

year.

Richmond Flower Show.—Although it was
feared at one time that, owing to financial diffi-

culties, the Richmond Horticultural Society
would be unable to hold an exhibition this year,

it was decided at the annual meeting, held re-

cently, to hold a show this summer. It will be
remembered that last year's exhibition was held

during most unfavourable weather and the gate

receipts were very meagre in consequence. We
congratulate the Richmond Horticultural Society

on their decision and trust that {"heir efforts may
be well supported by both exhibitors and visitors.

The Richmond flower shows in the past have

provided some of the finest exhibitions of their

kind in the immediate neighbourhood of the

Metropolis, and it would be a great pity if they

were allowed to lapse.

Mr. Joseph Cheal, V.M.H.—Mr. Joseph Cheal,

of the firm of Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Craw-

ley, Sussex, has a host of friends in the garden-

ing world, for, besides having a wide and general

interest in horticulture, he is one of the most

courteous of gentlemen, and his kindly nature

makes him a favourite with all who know him
His forebears were farmers, and in 1871, he

established—in conjunction with his brother,

Mr. Alexander Gheal—the Lowfield Nurseries, at

Crawley, on the main London to Brighton road.

Although Mr. Cheat's gardening tastes are

catholic, his greatest interest lies in the cultiva-

tion of fruit. He is one of the oldest members
of the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit and

Vegetable Committee, and for some seven or

eight years acted as chairman; at the present

time he is a vice-chairman and frequently pre

sides over the deliberations of the Committee at

the fortnightly meetings. He is the author of

a useful book entitled Practical Fruit Culture.

which has gone through many editions. A few

years ago, when there was a considerable in-

terest in the revival df the fruit-growing industry

in this country, Mr. Cheal devoted all his energy

to the scheme and took part in conferences on

MR. JOSEPH CHEAL, V.M.I1.

the subject in London, Brighton, Bristol, Bir-

mingham, Lancaster, Edinburgh, and other

places. He was one of the organisers of the

large fruit show at the Guildhall, and for bis

efforts received special letters of thanks from

Sir J. Whitehead, the Lord Mayor of London,

and was presented by the Corporation with the

Freedom of the City of London. For over forty

years he has taken the keenest interest in

Dahlias and he is the leading spirit of the

National Dahlia Society, of which body he has

for many years held the office of Chairman of

Committee. His firm has given lis one of the

most useful types of this flower, in the re-

latively new Star Dahlias, and Messrs Cheal

have also done much to improve the Cactus

Dahlia for garden display. Mr. Cheal is a noted

landscape gardener and one of his hobbies is

the designing of gardens and parks. His best

example in this branch of gardening is to be

seen at Hever Castle, the grounds of which

were entirely remodelled and greatly enlarged

by his firm. Mr. Cheal is a noted traveller and
has visited most of the countries on the con-

tinent, also Gibraltar, Morocco, the Canaries,

Tenerifie, Madeira, Egypt, Syria, Palestine,

the United States and Canada. His local

activities claim a great share of his time and

his latest interest is in the development of the

Enham Village Centre for disabled service men,

where his knowledge of gardening, and fruit

growing especially, well fits him for the office

of Chairman of the Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Committee. Mr Cheal is a member of

the Society of Friends and many of Ids journeys

abroad have been made for the Friends' Foreign
Mission Board to assist them in matters per-

taining not only to policy but also to properties

belonging to the Board.

Brent Valley Bird Sanctuary.—The committee
of the Brent Valley Bird Sanctuary have re-

ceived from an anonymous friend sufficient funds
to secure the Sanctuary permanently. Not onl;

is the sum of £4,500 sufficient to acquire the
original 22 acres forthcoming, but also the cost

of several additional acres of land has been
guaranteed as well. The committee still hope to

secure a further 25 acres, and the whole scheme
will form a fitting memorial to Gilbert White in

connection with his bi-eentenary last year. The
chairman, Mr. Wilfred Mark Webb, appeals to

the pubhc to purchase nest boxes made at the
Sanctuary, the sale of which helps in the main-
tenance of the estate.

International Flower Show at Pallanza.—An
international flower show will be held in April
and May on the Isola Madre, one of the enchant-
ing Borromean Islands on Lake Maggiore, be-

tween the resorts of Pallanza and Stresa, where
the culture of flowers enhances so much the
charm of this locality. A special section of the
show will be devoted to flowers and plants

suitable for embellishing private houses and
hotels. Particulars may be obtained from the
London offices of the Italian State Railway?,

12. Waterloo Place, Regent Street, S.W.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, April 11.—United Horticultural Beuefit and
Provident Society's committee meeting; Bath
Gardeners' Debating Society's meeting. Wed-
nesday, April 13.—Royal Horticultural and
Anboricultural Society of Ireland Spring Show
(2 days) ; East Anglian Horticultural Society's

meeting ; lecture by Mr. H. Dobbie on
" Aphides, their history and methods of destroy-

ing them." Thursday, April 14.—Huntingdon-
shore Spring Flower and Daffodil Society's Show.

"Gardeners' Chronicle" Seventy-Five Years
Ago.

—

Glycine sirUnsis at Systim Park. A very

large specimen of Glycine sinensis is now in

flower in the spacious conservatory here. It haa

more than 5,000 bunches of flowers on it, each

bunch, or raceme, being from 9 to 12 inches in

length, and composed of from 50 to 60 flowers.

It was planted about 19 years ago, the roots

having the full range of the bonder. The plant

is coiled many times round one of the columns
to the height of 12 feet, here it divides into

numerous branches, which are thickly studded

with lateral-flowering spurs. The main branches

are so arranged as to cover an area of 6,800

square feet, and are suspended in festoons at

various heights from 1 foot to 10 feet from the

glass roof. The pendent racemes of delicate

purple and lilac flowers hanging over the dark

green foliage of Camellias and other plantf

present a striking display of floral beauty not

often to be met with, while the delicious fra-

grance which it diffuses through the rooms

attached to the conservatory renders it a most

desirable climber for such a situation. The

main stem, at 12 inches albove the ground,

measures 36 inches in circumference. This noble

climber will no doubt again be, as it has always

hitherto been, a mass of beauty in July and

August.—./. S., April 7. Gard. Chron.,

April 11, 1846. [Most of our readers will

remember that Glycine sinensis of 75 years ago

is the Wistaria chinensis of to-day.—'Eos.]

Publications Received.

—

Aspects of Plant Life.

By Robert Lloyd Eraeger. Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge, 6, St. Martin's

Place. W.C.2. Price 6s. net.—The Forest Flora

of New South Wales. By J. H. Maiden. Vol.

VII., Part 5- William Applegate, Gullick,

Svdnev.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS. TREES AND SHRUBS.
A Text-Book of Plant Biology.

This is not an elementary text-book of

botany;* it is an attempt to present a clear

and -intelligible account of the living plant

—

its nutritive processes, its reproduction, and
its relation to its environment—that will be

suitable for students who have already

acquired 60me knowledge of morphology and
anatomy. It is divided into three sections.

The first part, which occupies about one halt

of the book, is devoted to a consideration of

the plant as a working machine. It. deals in

a lucid and interesting manner with the phy-

siological processes concerned in the nutrition

of plants, their respiration, and water rela-

tions. At the end of each chapter directions

are given which will enable a student, with

simple apparatus, to carry out a series of

experiments which should give reality to this

part of the work.

The section on reproduction, which has per-

haps suffered to some extent from condensa-

tion, deals with growth and cell division, and
includes a useful chapter on variation and
heredity. The third section, which the student

may find it profitable to read after the first,

is an admirable introduction to the study of

the plant in relation to its environment. It

is refreshing to find in a botanical text-book

a chapter in whioh the importance of the

chemical and physical characters of the 601I

are clearly emphasised. The chapters on

Ecology and Plant Geography are written in

a most stimulating and suggestive style and

with a marked restraint in the use of eco-

logical terms. The authors throughout have

assumed that their readers will be already

familiar with the subjects generally included

in an elementary course in botany; and to

such students—whether of botany or of garden-

ing—the book can be cordially recommended.

B. J. T.

DRCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS

ETJLOPHIA ALTA.
It is interesting to note the reviving interest in

pretty species of Orchids, most of the shows at

the Royal Horticultural Society disclosing an

interesting display of them. Recently Miss

Muriel M. Shaw, Kentchureh Court, Hereford,

sent the species which is enumerated as Eulophia

alta, comb. nov. by Dr. Rendle and Mr. William

Eawcett, in Flora of Jamaica, Vol. I. (printed

hy order of the Trustees of the British Museum).
At page 112, the name is given with the

synonyms E. Woodfordii. Rolfe, in Flora

of Tropical Africa; Limodorum altum

;

Ciytopodium Woodfordii. Sims, in Hot. Mag., t.

1614; Cyrtopera Woodfordii, Lindl, and many
other references.

It is a widely-distributed species, and varies

much in stature and in colour, many of the

forms being whitish or green with a few dark

markings. The pretty form collected by Miss
Shaw at Hollymount. Jamaica, about 4,000 ft.

altitude, has a greenish ground colour prettilv

tinted with rose-purple. The inflorescence is

about 3 ft. high, the upper portion bearing the
numerous blooms.

CYPERORCHIS (CYMBIDITJM) ELEGANS.
A fine, densely flowered, pendulous raceme of

this distinct Himalayan species, commonly
known in gardens as Cymbidium elegans, is sent
by Eustace F. Clark, Esq., Evershot, Dorset,
The raceme has about forty flowers, each nearly
two inches in length, the segments being
uniformly arranged round the columns, and of a
light straw colour. The white C. Mastersii, the
only other member of the section, sometimes
fcund in gardens, forms a connection with the
true Cymbidium class. But although a few
-crosses between the two sections have been
made. C. elegans might well be used more
frequently in crossing the larger flowered
Cymbidiums to give variety in the shape and
method of production of the flowers.

• A Text-Bool- of Plant Biology, bv W. Neilson
Jones and M. 0. Rnyner. Mcthui-n & Co., Ltd. Price
To

MAGNOLIA CAMTBELLII.
I enclose a photograph of a fine tree of

Magnolia Campbellii (Fig. 74) which was in full

bloom here on March 5. The tree .was planted
thirteen yeans ago, and is now sixteen feet high.

It is on its own roots. This is the first year it

has flowered, and it has carried over 150 of its

large and beautiful blooms. C. H. Care,
Sidbury Manor, Sidmouth.

A plant of Magnolia Campbellii has been in

full bloom here during March. It was planted
at the foot of a 10 ft. high wall 15 or lb years

ago. and now tops the wall by some 10 ft.

or 12 ft. It would have been taller had not

a gale of wind, some years ago, broken off the

MAGNOLIA PARVIFLORA.
Many hardy Magnolias are remarkable for the

beauty of their flowers, and several may be con-
sidered amongst the most floriferous trees and
shrubs in the garden. Such well-known species
as M. stellata, M. conspicua and M. Soulangeana
worthily represent this type of plant, and
i-jiyone who has seen a well-grown specimen of

either in full flower during April cannot fail

;o appreciate its worth. M. parviflora, however,
belongs to quite another type, for fewer flowers
open at once, but the blossoming period extends
over a longer period during early summer. The
specific name would lead one to imagine that
the flowers are small, but such is not the case,

for when fully expanded they are quite 3 inchea
across. It is a Japanese species, and is found
in the Alpine regions of the island of Nippon
and other places. It forms a somewhat loose

Fig. 73.

—

magnolia campbellii
; a flowering branch exhibited

ON MARCH 8 BY W. ]. H. WHITALL, ESQ. (See p. 130.)

top level with the wall. Last autumn 30 flower
bud; developed, which were quite unaffected
by 12 degrees of frost in the early autumn and
by 5 degrees at the end of February after the
sheath of the buds had fallen off, and by 2 or

3 degrees of frost when the flowers were ex-
panded. The first flowers opened on
February 22 and fell on March 7. Probably,
however, the flowers would have lasted longer
had a gale of wind not blown them about when
they were opened. The individual flowers were
10 inches across when expanded, the inside of

each being pure white and the outside a clear

shell-pink. Each flower had 12 petals arranged
in three circles of four. The reflection of the
pink colouring on the white interior is very

beautiful. J/enri/ 7>. McLaren, Bodnani.

bush a few feet in height with oblong leaves

4 to 6 inches in length.

The flowers are cup-shaped, and have petals of a

delicate rose shade, which forms a contrast to the

white or creamy petals, in the centre of which
a mass of crimson stamens appears with green
stigmas in the middle. The flowers open at

irregular intervals, though on a fair sized bush
a dozen or twenty may bo expanded at the
tame time. As is the case with most of the

other Magnolias, the flowers of this species are

very fragrant. Another Bpecies, very like M.
parviflora. but a stronger grower with larger

leaves and flowers, is M Watsonii, also from
Ja.nan. Both are a little fastidious regarding
soil, and thrive best in somewhat light loam
to which a In tic peat, has been added. W. D.
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IHThe Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collieb, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah uoimam, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Chysis.—Since the pseudo-bulbs of such Chysis

as C. bructescens, C. langleyensis, C. aurea and
C. Sedenii matured last autumn, the plants will

have been resting, and upon the first indication

of growth and the development of flower spikes,

the plants should be afforded moister con-

ditions. As the plants flower from the young
shoots they should not be repotted until the

flowers are over, after which any necessary re-

potting should be done forthwith, as the plants

produce very tender roots and any delay in root

disturbance is injurious. In repotting adequate

drainage should be provided. A suitable com-
post consists of a mixture in equal proportion

of fibrous loam, from which all the earthy por-

tions have been shaken out, Osmunda or Al
fibre, and Sphagnum-moss. Dining their grow-
ing season these plants delight in strong heat

with plenty of moisture in the atmosphere and
at the roots. They are best grown in TeakwooJ
baskets hanging from the roof-rafters at the

warmer end of the Catlleya house.

Catasetum, Cycnoches and Mormodes.—These
Orchids need similar cultural conditions. The
plants are commencing to grow after their winter

rest, and should no longer be kept quite dry at

the roots. They need repotting each year, and
this should be done just as the young roots

begin to push from the base of the new shoots.

Shake all the old compost from the plants, cut
away all decayed portions and dead roots, and
pot them afresh. Ordinary flower pots or

somewhat deep pans without side-holes are the

most suitable receptacles, and they should be
filled to one-third their depth with clean crocks

for drainage. A suitable rooting medium con-

sists of a mixture of Osmunda-fibre, cut into

rather small portions, some chopped Sphagnum-
moss, and sufficient crushed crocks to render the
compost porous. Employ pots of a. suitable

size, but guard against over-potting. Press the
soil firmly around the base of the psuedo-bulbs.

The plants grow equally well either standing on
the stage or suspended from the roof-rafters,

but in either case they should be placed near

the roof-glass in the warmest house. Afford
only sufficient water to keep the compost moist
until the new growths begin to develop roots

from their bases ; as growth advances and roots

become plentiful, increase the supply of moisture
gradually. As the young growths begin to form
pseudo-bulbs they should be given a liberal

supply of water until the season's growth is

completed. Use a thin shading during the early

stages of growth, but, as the pseudo-bulbs
develop, the plants may receive more direct sun-

light. One of the principal details in the culti-

vation of these Orchids is to grow the plants

as quickly as possible. Most of them are de-

ciduous, and as soon as the leaves allow signs

of falling the amount of water at the roots

should be reduced until, when they are at rest,

moisture may be withheld entirely.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq.. J. P.

The- Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Onions.—Seedling Onions raised from seed

sown under glass early in the year should be
hardened off for planting out-of-doors when
the soil is in a suitable condition. Rich', firm

ground is necessary to produce fine 'bulbs. Sup-
port the tops, by means of small canes, to pre-

vent them being broken by strong wind. Care
is necessary in planting to see that the base of

the plant is not buried too deeply. If the
weather is dry give the plants a little water in

the evening of the same day they are planted.

Potatos.—The planting of Potatos should be
proceeded with whenever the condition of the

soil is suitable. The method of planting I favour
most is in trenches made with a spade. A dibber
should never be used tor planting Potatos on
vet, heavy land. The distance for planting
should be regulated somewhat by the strength
of the soil ; where the land is in good condition
first and second early varieties, should be
allowed a space of 2 ft. 3 in. between the rows,
or a little more if the special variety pro-
duces vigorous top growth, and 15 in. between
the sets in the rows. Late varieties require a
distance of 2 ft. 9 in. to 3 ft. between the rows,
and should be 18 in. apart in the rows. A depth
of 4 inches is suitable for all varieties. On poor
soil these distances may be reduced ; land in
poor condition should be enriched with a special

Potato fertiliser, some of which may 'be placed in
the drills or trenches at the time of planting
according to instructions by the makers ; soot
may also be used in the same manner and is an
excellent fertiliser for this crop.

Cardoons.—Seeds of Cardoon may be sown
either where the plants are to remain for crop-
ping or in pots in a frame for transplanting

;

raising them in pots is to be recommended.
Place two or three seeds in each pot to guard
against losses by insects, and when danger from
this is over thin the seedlings to one in

each receptacle. Cardoons require to be grown
in light, rich soil, and an open situation. The
ground intended for these plants should be pre-
pared, as in the manner advised for Celery.

Tomatos.—Seedlings intended for setting out-
of-doors at about the end of May should be
grown near the roof-glass until they become
well established in 60-sized pots, when they may
be grown in hardier conditions. Early sown
Tomatos. are now ready for their final potting
or for planting out in borders—whichever method
is adopted I do not advise the use of very
rich soil. If the plants are to be fruited in pots
allow sufficient space in the pot for applying
top-dressings from time to time.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By aethub Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq..

Copped Hall, Eppin?.

Pot Strawberries.—The remainder of the
plants from which the batches for suecessional
forcing have been drawn should not be
neglected, for they are in active growth and
need water to prevent a check and consequent
failure to fruit. If the plants are still packed
closely together, as when they were stored in
the early winter, they should now be removed,
preferably to cold frames, where the necessary
attention can be given them. Let the plants
have a thorough soaking at the roots if the
latter are at all dry. after which they should
be fori regularly with liouid stimulant made
from sheep manure. This will help the plants
to develop their fruit trusses and also assist
in making strong plants suitable for forming
new plantations, for which these later plants,
which require very little forcing, are so useful.

Temperatures and Ventilation.— At this sea-

son, when cold winds often prevail, more than
ordinary care is required to combat the effects

of rapid changes in the teiiDerature of a glass
house. Bursts of sunshine, followed by
cold hail-storms in quick succession, with all

the inmates of fruit houses in an advanced
condition, make ventilation a difficult

problem, and, unless immediate attention is

given in admitting and shutting out fresh
air, as the occasion arises, the plants may
experience a check, the effects of which
may prove to be disastrous. The temperature
of the houses at night is another important
matter at this stage. Excessive fire heat must
be guarded against, but a steady temperature,
suitable for free growth, should be maintained.
Conserve as much of the sun's wairmth as
possible by closing the houses early in the
afternoon, and, where fire heat is necessary,
create a humid atmosphere by thoroughly damp-
ing the floors and walls of the houses when
closing the latter for the dav.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
my W. Uidi.fi Wabben, Gardener to the Hon. Jf. 0.

Rothschild. Aston Clinton, Tnng,

Peaches and Nectarines.—These trees usually
require to be disbudded on two occasions, the
first as soon as the shoots are about one
to two inches long. Retain all shoots that
have fruit at their bases, but all that have
not fruit so placed shouid be rubbed oft. except
the lowest and uppermost ones, wihioh ought
always to be retained, whether they have
fruit on their bases or not. As a rule, the
lowest shoot and those that have fruit at their

bases may be retained, but do not permit the
shoots to crowd each other, however they may
be situated. The necessity of preserving a
terminal shoot on the previous year's wood
arises from the fact that through it the sap
is conducted to the fruit growing below it;

fruit beyond that growth will generally drop
for want of nourishment In rare cases a fruit

may survive when destitute of a leading shoot
above it, but it seldom arrives at a proper
state of maturity, and is usually lacking in

flavour. After the first disbudding, allow the
remaining shoots to grow unchecked until they
have reached a length of three or four inches.

It sometimes happens that shortly after the
first disbudding the trees are attacked by
aphides, and prompt measures should be taken
to destroy the pests. If the shoots are seri-

ously damaged by them at this early stage,

they may be spoiled for bearing fruit the fol-

lowing year, by causing each to make several

lateral growths. When the fruit has reached

the size of large Marrowfat Peas, it will be
necessary to examine the trees, and, where
two or more fruits are situated together, re-

move all but one, also any others that may be
superfluous, taking care, however, to leave half

as many more as it is decided the tree shall

finally carry. When the shoots have grown to

about three or four "inches in length, the
second disbudding may be done, for by this

time it will be seen if any over-luxuriant

growths are pushing ahead of the others. If

so. let such be out clean away, unless they are

situated where more than the usual number
of growths are required for the following year,

in which case allow them to grow until they
are about ten or twelve inches long, when the

tops should be pinched off, which will cause

lateral shoots to push ; these are usually

moderate in size, and will mature fruiting

buds for the following season. When
f.uper-luxnriant growths are allowed to

remain the entire season, and removed at

the winter pruning, a large amount of sap is

spent in a useless manner, when it could have

been usefully employed in strengthening

weaker shoots which remain. Neither should

such growths be allowed to remain—as is the

practice with some—until about midsummer,
for at that season a wound is more difficult

to heoi, and gumming: generally results,

followed by canker. Sudden checks to growth

are frequently the cause of withered and

diseased wood or stunted growth.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Jdhn Ooutts, Royal Botanio O-a-rdeine, Kew

Delphiniums and other Hardy Perennials.—

Seeds of Delphiniums and many other hardy

herbaceous plants may be sown at this time, and
the seedlings will be ready for planting out dur-

ing the coming autumn, or at least next spring.

This is a ready means of renewing the stock of

many subjects that cannot readily be increased

by means of division, Gypsophila paniculata

being a good example of this class of plant.

Many perennials may be successfully raised out-

of-doors later in the season, but if sown in

boxes at the present time and raised in cold

frames, the plants have a longer season for

development. When large enough they should be

planted out in the nursery or reserve garden.

Half-hardy Annuals.—Flowers of this class

which have to be raised indoors should not be

sown too early, for this is a common cause of

failure; if kept too long before being planted
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uut, they generally become starved and get

spoilt by crowding. Much better results are

usually obtained from later sowings; the plants

may be smaller, but they transplant better, and
grow away quicker than large, over-grown speci-

mens. In the south many half-hardy annuals,

such as Phlox Drummondii, may, with advan-
tage', be sown out-of-doors during May.

Pentstemon.—Plants in frames may now be
safely set out-of-doors, and it may be necessary

if the frames are required for other plants. If

the beds are not vacant for them, I find it a

good plan to line them out a few inches apart

in the nursery, placing half-decayed leaves

around the roots. Treated in this way they
may be lifted and transferred to their flowering

Quarters at the end of April or beginning of

May, without suffering a check. They also

Bake better plants than if they are kept in

pots—as is sometimes the custom—for a corres-

ponding period.

Thinning Hardy Perennials.—Many hardy
herbaceous plants—especially such as have not

been replanted for two or three years—benefit

by having their shoots well thinned. They in-

clude such subjects as Phloxes, Asters, Heleniuims
and Helianthus. A plant of Aster, if restricted

to m.\ strong shoots, will branch right down the

stem and give much more flower than one with

a mass of weak, weedy shoots. Growth; is now
sufficiently advanced for this thinning to be done.

I find a half-worn Asparagus knife, in the hands
of an intelligent and careful workman, a most
useful tool for the purpose.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to E.. 0. Palmer Mobilt-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Canna —The dormant roots of Cannas should
have the dry soil shaken from them. They
may then lie placed in boxes and covered with
light, sandy soil and stood in a warmer house
to start into growth. When the shoots are
about three or four inches long, the plants
should be potted, grown in a light situation.

and afforded moisture at the roots. Large
cluntp,s may be divided for increasing the
stock

.

Nephrolepis —Old plants of these Ferns may
be broken up for increasing the stock. The
many beautiful varieties of Nephrolepis are

very useful for decorative purposes, and they
will succeed in a cool house, stood on an ash

base. They need a fair amount of shade and
moisture. Nephrolepis make excellent plants
far furnishing banging baskets; they should
never be allowed to become dry at the roots.

Asparagus plumosus.—Plants of this decora-
tive Asparagus may be shifted into larger

receptacles, using good loam with a fair

amount of decayed1 manure mixed with it as

a rooting medium. Old plants may be divided,

and the portions will make nice specimens
for furnishing. Large plants may be grown
against a back wall of a glass house, and will

furnish a supply of trails useful for cutting pur-
poses. A sprinkling of salt applied at intervals

will benefit tin" plants, improving both the

growth and the colour of the foliage.

Lapageria.—Plants growing on the roof-rafters

should be pruned of the old wood, and some
of the young shoots trained in the space. If

the plants are growing in tubs, the surface
soil should be removed and a top dressing of

good soil substituted. Lapagerias need plenty
of water in the growing season, and the recep-
tacles in which they are grown should be well
drained. Syringe the plants overhead during
the season of active growth, but not when the
flowers begin to open.

Seedlings.—As seedlings become ready for
transplanting, they should be pricked out in
boxes or small pots. Some subjects will do
well for a time in boxes till space permits
of them being potted oil' singly. t'.se soil of
a nature best, suited to the individual kinds.
and let it be warmed to the temperature of
the house before it is employed, for seedlings
placed in cold soil are often crippled.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PROGRESS IN PERPETUAL FLOWERING
CARNATIONS.

Mr. Montagu C. Allwood's letter on page 92
is most refreshing to read. There is no denying
the fact that gardeners as a class are very con-

servative—probably the isolation of their calling

in so many instances is one of the reasons why
it is so easy to get into a stereotyped groove
and, as Mr. Allwood truly remarks, "live on
the memories of the brilliant things we have
done—or thought we did in our younger days."

I ha.ve been growing Carnations for nearly 30
years and many times have been astounded at

t'ne fearful and wonderful treatment this most

of Carnations, entered a new situation, where
the head-gardener of that time certainly be-
longed to the older school, and knew little of
modern Carnation culture. His theory was
''that he did n>t think much of a man who
could not strike Carnations in May, and flower
then, the following winter." As moist heat was
one of the methods employed, it is abnost un-
necessary to say that Carnations in that place
were not a conspicuous success. J. (1. Weston,
Kant well Park Gardens.

FUCHSIA.
When the young shoots of Fuchsias

are long enough they should be used for

increasing the stock. Place three cuttings in a

2j inch pot and as soon as they are rooted repot

Fig 74.

—

a tree ok magnolia campbkm.ii flowering in the garden of c. h. cave, esq.

sidmouth, devon. (See page 171.)

long-suffering plant is sometimes subjected to.

I was once engaged as foreman in a large estab-

lishment, and was told that Carnations were to

be a speciality (I may say there were plenty
of good Carnations grown locally). Judge of

my amazement when I found the small stock of

Malmaisons " had been wintered on a shell

io one of the dampest stoves I ever saw.
Mr. Peterson's note on page 119 recalled an

incident that occurred not many years ago. One
of my young men, who was a skilful cultivator

them singly and grow them in a fairly moist

atmosphere. Of the young Fuchsias that were

looted last autumn select a few straight, well-

balanced plants for training as standards. Shift

them into larger receptacles before they become

pot-bound and place a stake to each plant of

lb,- same height as the length of stem required.

Give the plants every encouragement to make

good growth : remove all side shoots and stop

the leading shoot when it has attained a suit-

able height. S.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

LAMBERT, KNIGHT OF THE
GOLDEN TULIP.

TTjST a* we say of a man he has a great

I heart, so it may be said of Bowers and

i gardens they have a great spirit, whose

gifte and operations are many and diverse.

To a Reginald Fairer it gives a life of

exciting adventure and most interesting ex-

ploration; to a Harman Payne an absorbing

life-long interest in floral literature, more

especially in that of the small, ill-defined

inner circle of books on what are popularly

called florists' flowers; to a John Evelyn the

great opportunity of serving his country by

writing a book on trees ; to a careworn Roman

Emperor a happy time of busy leisure, far

from the madding crowd and the cares of

" If I, my friends (said he), should to you

show

All the delights which in these gardens grow,

Tis likelier much that you should with me

stay

Than 'tis that you should carry me away;

And trust me not, my friends, every day

I walk not here with more delight

'I ban ever after the most happy fight,

In triumph to the Capitol I rod.

To thank the gods, and to be thought myself

almost a god."

("The Garden": A. Cowley.)

To a George Gill, of Yorkshire, hours upon

hours of pleasure and loving care as he sat

mending boot-; and shoes in the shed in his

little garden, with one eye on his work and

the other on his beloved Tulips, covering and

uncovering them as cloud or sun or rain necessi-

tated; to the Grand Monarch, Louis XIV.,

an opportunity—thanks to the famous Le Notre

—of displaying a magnificence in the sur-

roundings of his home, which must have been

highly gratifying to that wonderful person; to

that ever-increasing number of nameless culti-

vator's personified in Milton's " Eve " a daily

gratification as the fruits of labour and care

gradually take shape and grow:
" () flowers,

That never will in other climate grow.

My early visitation, and my last

At even, which I bred up with tender hand

From the first opening bud. and gave ye

names,

Who now shali rear ye to the sun, or rank

Your tribes, and water from the ambrosial

fount?''

To tjhe writer a wish to follow up all that

pertains to the Tulip and its associations with

mankind.

Hence, hearing that there was in existence

a pack of cards of which the eight of hearts

contained a picture of a man in Cromwellian

dress, standing in a garden and holding in his

right hand a Tulip (Fig. 75), I could not rest

until I ran the pack to earth in the Guildhall

Library of the City of London. It was one of a

satirical rack issued in the time of Charles

the Second in order to take off different people

and events of the Protectorate as seen through

Royalist eyes. To be accurate, the pack I

saw ; s only an exact replica of the original

which is in the British Museum.
How came it that a pack of playing-

cards should be male a chosen vehicle of

Royalist satire? Why should this famous

general be pictured as a man of peace stand-

ing in a garden, which, as Bacon seems to

hint in his often-quoted essay " Of Gardens,"

is a pla -e far removed in its associations from

war and fighting? What was it that, among
all the flowers then cultivated, suggested the

image and superscription of a Tulip? Why
should it not have been the Guernsey Lily,

since, if we may trust the suggestion in the

Dictionary of National Biography, this his-

torical flower first flowered in England in

Lambert's gardeji at Wimbledon? A discus-

sion of the historical problems is out of place

in a gardening paper; all that need be said

about them is that there was a period of

estrangement between Cromwell and his

capable general, and that during these years

he seems to have lived on his estate at

Wimbledon, where he was Lord of the Manor.

His enforced leisure from war and politics

was occupied in gardening. He was a man
whom we should call to-day a great gardener.

We learn this fact from several sources. I

propose now to draw attention to one of these.

FlG. 75.—LAMBERT. KNIGHT OF THE GOLDEN
TULIP.

which seems to have been unknown to the
writer of the article on John Lambert in the

Dictionary of National Biography, as it is

not mentioned in the list, of books out of

which he gleaned his facts. This is a

privately printed work, entitled A Memorial
of the Parish and Family of Hanmer, written
by John. Lord Hanmer, and published in

1877. We there find that the owner of Bettis-

feld from about 1640 to 1678 was a Sir Thomas
Hanmer, whose diary and letters prove him
to have been a keen gardener and that he was
in touch with such people as John Evelyn, the

famous English squire, and John Rea. the
author of Flora, Ceres, anil Pomona, which
will always be a notable publication, inasmuch
as it is the first book of importance the con-

tents of which are wholly of a gardening
nature. Something might he said about the

connection of Sir Thomas and Rea. In a foot-

note on page 96 Lord Hanmer states: " Sir

Thomas's collections seem to have been given
to Rea and used by him in his Flora and

were not published by himself." 'Hie two

men were evidently very friendly with one

another, and plants must often have pas-eel

from one to the other. Sir Thomas knew
Rose, the gardener of Charles the Second, who
seems to have visited Bettisfield, as we may
infer, I think, from, one of the extracts I am
about to quote with reference to Lord Lambert.

The first is dated "June, 1655," and goes on:

" Ld Lambert. I sent him by Rose a very

great mother root of Agate Hanmer. Lord

Lambert hath the yellow jasmyn, the double

striped pomegranate, many Narcissi of Con-

stantinople and Algiers. Mr. Bod.vngton. a

merchant, furnishes Lord Lambert with these

varieties." Two questions arose from this

quotation. Why does Sir Thomas call Lam-
bert "Lord Lambert"? He is not called
" Lord " in the Dictionary of National

Biography. I can get. no explanation from
the books and people whom I have consulted.

The other point of interest is the reference

to Agate Hammer. This was one of the best

Tulips of the time, and is very highly eulo-

gised by John Rea. Its colours were (4 lis dp

lin, crimson and white. The designation

agate was a technical term and denoted flowers

of at least three colours, which ran into and

blended with one another as we find in an

agate stone. We may parallel this with the

divisions made by florists and gardeners with

•respect to the Dahlia, and the technical terms

by which they are known.

The second quotation from Sir Thomas's

notes is as follows: "June. 1656., Tulipes

given to Ld. Lambert, Belle Isabelle, Belle

Susanne, etc." That " etc." is important.

Lambert must have been busy with his

Tulips, getting together as good a collection

as the could. Hence this gift.

The third extract, on the to]) of page 91 of

Lord Hanmer's book reads: '' In my last

letter 1 wrote to Moryn (P. Moryn le Jeusne

dit troisieme) I would give but 16 pistoles

for the anemonies and ranunculus I sent for

in my first letter. He asked 18 pistoles."

"Jeusne'' is an error; the proper word is

" jeune." Pierre Morin was a famous dealer

in floweis who lived in Taris. My suggestion

is that this reference strengthens the .proba-

bility of the assertion that Lambert was the

first person to bloom the Guernsey Lily in

England. My reasoning is as follows: Sir

Thomas got flower roots from Morin. Sir

Thomas knew Lambert. If Sir Thomas knew

how Lambert got his plants, the reverse is

likely to be true. The Hist Guernsey Lilies

that came to Europe found a resting-place in

Morin's garden. Is it not quite likely that

such a collector of garden rarities as 'Lord

Lambert was should get to know about Morin

from Sir Thomas, and every now and again

give him an order?

There are further considerations which point

to the accuracy of the " take off " on the eight

of hearts. H the pack saw daylight for ihe

first time in the reign of Charles II.
.
Lambert

would be alive and living in a sort of com-

fortable banishment in Guernsey. If he had

not been a well-known cultivator and collector

of Tulips at Wimbledon, the skit would have

fallen verv flat and would have been easily

contradicted. Again, Tulips at the period of

the Protectorate were one of the " great " gar-

den flowers. If anyone doubts this, he has-

but to turn to R»a's Flora, Ceres, an<1

Pomona, and to Samuel Gilbert's Fhnsls

Vade-Mecum, to see the number of pages give"

to varieties of Tulips. Andrew Marvell. the
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statesman-poet, undesignedly testifies to the

same fact. His poem. The Mower against

Gorr/eim. exhibits the author unconsciously as

an early example of the natural school—a sort

of Pope tilting at the artificial fashioning of

Yews and Box, or a Forbes Watson or a

William Robinson sticking their knives into

the "vexing" of Nature:
"And flowers themselves were taught to paint,

The Tulip white did for complexion seek,

And learned to interline its cheek,

Its onion root they then so high did hold,

That one was for a meadow sold.''

To put in a nutshell all that has gone before

—Lambert, when war and politics allowed him
leisure, spent much of his time gardening at

his home in Wimbledon. He was particularly

strong on Tulips, and was widely known as a

keen fancier. His taste reflected the fashion

of the age in which he lived. Incidentally,

his old eight of hearts has introduced us to

two good garden-lovers of a past age, Lord
Lambert and Sir Thomas Hanmer. Joseph

Jacob.

THE CULTIVATION OF MEDICINAL
PLANTS.

An extremely interesting paper on " The Cul-

tivation of Medicinal Plants in Scotland—Past

and Future " was read by Mr. R. Glode Guyer
before a recent meeting of the North British

Branch of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain. This subject lias received considerable

attention during recent years, especially by mem-
bers of the gardening profession, and is now a
commercial possibility in these islands.

Mr. Guyer related the events which preceded

the establishment of a Medicinal Plant Farm by
Duncan, Flockhart and Co.. at Warriston, Edin-
burgh. This farm was begun in 1915 and at the

present time Aconite, Belladonna, Colcbicums,
Foxgloves, Henbane, Poppies, Roses, Stramon-
ium and Valerian are all grown commercially.

Experiments have been conducted, with Broom,
Calendula, Dandelion, Elder and Veratrum
amongst other subjects.

Aconite (Aconitum Napellus) is at present a

fairly popular drug. It appears that its toxic

powers are variable; in some places in fact it

can be used as a salad. The plant is dug up
in the autumn, the main root removed and the

young roots used for the following year's crop.

It is always necessary to determine its alkaloidal

value, which should be not less than 0.4 per

cent, to accord with British Pharmacopoeia re-

quirements. In 1920 the Scottish product gave
0.69 per cent.

Belladonna (Atropa Belladonna) is of great im-

portance, although it was not used much before

1860. For successful results, it is necessary to

have a hardy, vigorous strain; the Scottish farm
procured its seeds and plants from such widely
separated places as Surrey, Northumberland and
Germany. A perennial plant, the Belladonna is

not grown for longer than three years, owing
to the large size to which the roots attain.

Medicinally, one-year-old plants are as efficient

as the longer lived specimens. That the plant

is very vigorous may be realised by the fact

that if left untouched the first year, in the

second it will make 6 feet of growth by July
and, if cut down then, another two or three
feet will be obtained by September.

It is interesting to note that much of the

continental Belladonna, root is actually derived
from a different plant. Scopolia carniolica. The
latter is a bushy plant, about 12 inches high,
with a horizontal rooting system. From India
another substitute, Atropa lutescens, is often re-

reived.

The value of the Foxglove (Digitalis purpurea),
both from a medicinal and ornamental view
point, i.s well known. Although growing wild
everywhere, it is unprofitable to collect the wild
leaves, this making it necessary In include it in
the cultivated list.

Henbane (Hyoscyanius niger) is another inte-
resting plant. It is an unsolved problem whether
'I is a biennial or an annual, in spite of expeii
ments having been undertaken to clear up this
point. Previous to 1898, it was thought that

only the flowering tops of two-year-old plants

were of value, but since that date the point

has remained open. The biennial form differs

in several particulars from the annual, but it

is difficult to distinguish between their flower-

ing tops except by direct comparison, when the
leaves of the biennial prove closer and heavier
than those of the annua!.

Valerian (Valeriana officinalis) was known to
the Greeks and Romans for its medicinal pro-
perties, who termed it " Phu " or " Fu." Col-
loquially, the red garden Valerian is often called
" Phu," although quite distinct from the medi-

In conclusion, mention should be made of
the Male Fern, which grows wild in abundance
in Scotland and is collected in the wild state.

Here, again, prior to the war, the market was
flooded by German material, and it was only
during the war that the manufacture of the
extract from Scottish roots was begun on a
large scale.

It is apparent that there is a good prospect
for the cultivation of medicinal herbs, but it

can only be successful if the industry receives
a proper backing by those interested in it.

A'. Humphrey, Horticultural College, Swanky.

I'u;. 76.— ;i.t. rose Margaret horton, r.h.s. award of merit, march 22.

i -i i i.i 1 species. The Anglo-Saxon favoured it as

a salad. Propagation is effected by replanting

the rootlets, when the rhizome and roots are

dug up in the autumn, and sturdy plants are

rapidly obtained. Growing to a height of 3 feet,

it produces pale violet flowers borne in umbels.
Elder and Juniper are both recommended as

windscreens and to divide up the various areas
under cultivation There is always a demand for

the flowers of the former and the berries of

the latter. Broom (Cvtisus Scoparius) is also

doubly valuable, both as a wind-screen and for

its spiky tops. This is another old remedy, ap-

pearing in the Great Herbal of 1491. It was
used by royalty in other days. King Henry VITf.

having greatly benefited by an infusion of it.

Timothy Grass (Phleum pratense) is of con-

siderable interest as it is quite a modern inno-

vation. It is grown for its pollen, which is

used in the preparation of hay-fever vaccines

THE ROSARY.

ROSE m uicarkt i mutton.

This beautiful new hybrid Tea Rose illustrated
in Fig. 76 was shown by Mr. Elisha Hicks at

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,
on .March 22. when it received ail Award of
.Merit. It is a glorious flower of rich aprii ol

colour, faintly suffused with rose, the apricot

tone being paler on the outer petals and towprd
the tips. The variety is not a very tall grower.

bill has a good habit and tin- flowers are borne
on long, stiff stems, >\hi< li is an advantage when

in- used as cut blooms for decorative put

poses The raiser informs us thai the foliage
not very susceptible to attacks by mildew. In

addition to its value for garden purposes, it

is a first-rate Rose for cultivation under glass.
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VEGETABLES.

"SEED" POTATOS AND DISEASE.
Among cultivated plants liable to disease the

Potato is one of the most susceptible. There
are between twenty and thirty well-established

diseases of the Potato which are due to the

action of fungous or bacterial parasites, ami

these attain a greater or less degree of virulence

according as the climatic or soil conditions are

favourable or otherwise. The particular disease

which held the field in the North last season

was that known as Corky-acabi, due to the

attack of Spongospora subterranea, an organism

which lives in the soil and, once introduced

theie, can maintain itself in the soil for a con-

siderable number of years and infect succeeding

crops. The continued wet of last season led to

its unusual prevalence in this district, and it

appears to have been widely distributed in a

very serious form
When one considers the enormous loss caused

by disease in Potato tubers—and the estimate of

one million tons per annum is recognised as

being substantially near The truth—the neces-

sity of obtaining "clean seed" requires to be

recognised. The most usual method by which

these parasites are spread is by infected "Seed

Potatos." Corky scab is primarily spread in this

would show the serious nature of the problem,
and if farmers, loaders and seedsmen alike were
able to detect the more notable diseases as they
are discernible in the seed, much could be done
to prevent their dispersal throughout the

country.
My object in writing this short note is to

make a plea for greater care in the selection of

"seed." The effort is much worth while and
would undoubtedly lead to greater productive-

ness and a better quality in one of our most
important food crops. M. C. Potter, Arm
strong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

VARIATION IN SCARLET RTTNNEU BEANS.
QnrE recently, Monsieur Jacques de Vilmorin

read l)efore the Scientific Committee of the

French National Horticultural Society a paper

mi a remarkable series of variations in the

colouring of the seed in Fhaseolus multiflorus

(the Scarlet Runner Bean). About forty different

forms were displayed. These all appeared after

t'ne introduction to the seed-grounds at

Verrieres-le-Buisson of a form of Phaseolus

multiflorus with a black seed, received from the

Bucharest Botanic Garden in 1909, which

crossed spontaneously with the older forms.

The Scarlet Runner is not always strictly self-

fertile ; it is very much more subject than the

common Haricot to accidental crosses. Before

Fig. 77.

—

.apple lady henniker.

manner, and it is by no means uncommon to

find seed Potatos bearing the spores of the

parasite which produces Ibis disease. Out of

ten samples of seed Potatos from different

parts of Scotland which I have examined quite
recently, no fewer than six were found to be in-

fected with Corky-scab, the sample most badly
infected coming from Arbroath, where the

disease was supposed to be non-existent. In

this last example 69 per cent, were infected

with Corky-scab, 21 per cent, were infected with
other bacteria or fungi, and only 10 per cent.

\v ere free from disease.

I believe that the growers often do not recog-

nise the disease when it is present. There is

a very prevalent idea that scabs upon the

Potato are due to the mechanical irritation of

sharp soil. This is a very mischievous notion ;

it is entirely erroneous and it must be insisted

upon that these scabs are never developed, even
in the sharpest soil, unless the specific organism
which causes the disease is present. There is a

need for more exact knowledge. Information is

available in plenty. Leaflets are published by
the Ministry of Agriculture which clearly

describe the most important Potato diseases and
the methods to be adopted as a means of check-
ing them. There is also the pamphlet published
as a supplement to the Journal of the Ministry
of Agriculture (March, 1919), which deals ex-

clusively with the cultivation, composition, and
diseases of the Potato. A careful study of these

the introduction of this Black Spanish Haricot,

t'ne cultivated foims crossed accidentally from
time to time, but the results, so tar as the

colouration of the seed was concerned, presented
no variation, and the seeds differed in no way
from those of the cultivated varieties. The
black variety intrxia^ed a considerable colour

disturbance. By the second year of cultivation

about ten new colours had appeared. Most of

the possible combinations bet wet n the colours

"wine-colour," black, grey and maroon, were
displayed, in many different kinds of marbling,

varying in intensity of colouring, and in extent.

Besides this, heterozygous forms distinguished

themselves from homozygote, or pure, forms.

In consequence of the closeness of the plants one
to another, and of the difficulty of properly

isolating thean, it has been found almost im-

possible to disentangle the number and quality

of the hereditary fr.ctors at work, and investiga-

tion from the Mendeliam point of view has not

been undertaken. It can, however, be stated

that this forms a fresh example of considerable

variation introduced by a foreign type into a

group of forms hitherto relatively stable. These
facts corroborate the important investigation;

made by Miss Wheldale (" Anthocyanin Pig-

ments of Plants "). Here the anthocyanin is

introduced by the ordinary type of Scarlet

Runner, but it is absent from the type known
as the Hybrid Scarlet Runner and from the

Black Spanish Haricot. During t'ne process of

ripening, there are also to be found forms
devoid of anthocyanin in the sense that the seeds
pass through a phase of pink or red before
attaining their permanent colouring ; but it is

sometimes difficult in the case of certain highly
coloured forms to distinguish, at the stage of

maturity, the seeds which have passed through
such a phase from those which haTe not.

INSECTS AND FRUIT TREES.

The remark's by Mr. F. J. Chittenden on page
129 are by no means convincing to, or eons

sistent with the observations of, one whit has
had twenty-five j ears' experience in the

orchards of a fruit-growing county. Indeed,

his theories, long known to myself, have been
the source of intense interest to me. 1 hav
surveyed hundreds of orchards and fruit

plantations, and found many first-rate com-
mercial varieties practically fruitless. year

after year, although the trees blossomed pro-

fusely; yet. when the aspects were reversed.

they yielded full crops, which certainly goes

to prove that arrangement has something to

do with fructification. The fertile period of A

flower is only about six hours, and it is out

of the question and beyond the sense of reason

to admit that insects can visit the multi-

myriads of blossoms at a given time to ensure

fertilitv. As regards pollen distribution, 1

still adhere to my statement that it is breeze-

borne, and, by the way, may mention—as a

vocalist—that the blossoming of the orchards

always affected my throat, and for years I

always termed it the gargling season.

An orchard arranged and planted under my
" affinity " laws produced fruits on every tree

the second season after planting, and this I

attribute to affinity pollination. Cordon Pearl

trees planted on a west wall proved nearly

fruitl9% for a number of years, but, after

introducing three cordon Pears of another

variety, good crops have been obtained ever

since. Practical pomologists and horticulturists

have always been interested in theory trials,

but Natu-e's laws and weather factors are

great assets in the vegetable kingdom, and

results may be greatly assisted by study and
common-sense. Pomona.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLES LADY HENNIKER AND LORD
HINDLIP.

We regret that the illustration of Apple Ladv
Henniker (see Fig. 67 in our issue for March 26)

appeared over the inscription of Lord Hindlip.

In the present issue we illustrate the two
varieties. Lady Henniker (Fig. 771 is an old

culinary Apple, in season up to January orl

February, and is of remarkably good quality,

the flesh, which is yellow, having much of the

Blenheim flavour. The skin is pleasingly striped

with golden yellow, and a few patches of red oil

the side next to the sun. According to Hogg, in

the Fruit Manual, it was raised between 1840

and 1850 at Thornham Hall, near Eye, in Suf-

folk, th» residence of Lord Henniker. Several

bushels of Apple pips from the residue of cider

making were sown between those dates, and the

variety in question is one of the seedlings. The
tree is very healthy and a great, bearer.

The illustration of Apple Lord Hindlip in

Fig. 78 shows the one side of the fruit higher

than the other, which is characteristic of the

variety, a description of which was given on

p. 155.

THE MEANING OF THE TERM PIPPIN.

The origin of the pomological term "pippin
"

has always been a debatable matter, and many
suggestions have been propounded as to its

meaning.
One writer borrows a French word to sug-

gest an explanation, but in English folk-

lore, especially in Cornwall, the word means

pretty and rosy-faced, and most of the Cornish

mothers in the villages use the word "pippin,"

in respect to a baby, as a compliment.

Pomona
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INDOOR PLANTS. HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
CLJTORIA TERNATEA.

This Clitoria is, I believe, a very common
weed in many tropical countries, but it is well

worth cultivating as a stove climbing plant in

this country. It is seen to considerable advan-
tage when trained as a screen plant at the end
of a glasshouse or in some similar position, as

the beautiful, blue, Pea-shaped flowers are
never seen to greater advantage than when tne
plant is trained to the roof of a lofty structure.

This Clitoria was particularly well grown by
the late Mr. Wythes when gardener at Syon
House. As a roof plant in a small house it is

very pleasing if the shoots are trained to strings

or wires till the space is covered and then
allowed to grow naturally. In this way the
drooping shoots, studded with blossoms, form a
delightful feature. Pretty little specimens may
also be grown in pots five inches in diameter. A
few twiggy branches may be stuck in the pot,

over which the shoots will ramble, and when the
plant is in full flower it is useful for various
decorative purposes.

This Clitoria may be readily raised from seeds

sown early in the spring. The young plants

should be grown on freely, as if they receive a

oheok, or if the atmosphere of the house in which
they are growing is very dry, the foliage is very
liable to be attacked by red spider. Whether
planted out or grown in pots a liberal use of

stimulants is beneficial. While the rich blue-

flowered form is the more showy there are others

markedly distinct from it. For instance, one
variety has white blossoms, another white and
blue, while I have also noted a form with flowers

more or less double.

TACCA CRISTATA.
Though it cannot be regarded as showy, this

Tacca, when in bloom, is so quaint as to at

once arrest attention. It is an old plant in

gardens, but is now seldom seen, and if met
with is usually under the name of Ataccia

cristata.

A native of the Malayan Archipelago, this

Tacca needs a stove temperature for its success-

ful culture. It forms a stout, fleshy rhizome,

from whence is pushed up a mass of purplish-

green leaves, each from one foot to eighteen

inches in length. The flower scapes, each

terminated by a cluster of blossoms, well over-

top the leaves. The flowers proper are. how-
ever, the least conspicuous portion of the

inflorescence, as they are small and dull in

colour. Each cluster has four large bracts in

connection therewith, the most conspicuous

being two that stand up in such a manner as to

suggest the dorsal sepal of a Cypripedium.

These bracts are in colour purplish- green with

conspicuous veinings.

A very notable and attractive feature is

furnished by numbers of long, thread-like

filaments, which are produced from each cluster

of blossoms. These filaments are, for the most
part, of a yellowish tint and in conjunction with

the curious, erect bracts furnish the major
portion of the inflorescence.

Given the temperature of a fairly moist stove

the cultural requirements of this Tacca are not

at all exacting. It needs a rich, open compost,

mainly consisting of fibrous peat, pulled to

pieces with the hand, to which some chopped

Sphagnum-moss and silver sand have been

added. Thorough drainage is essential, as

copious supplier of water are needed by the

roots during the growing season In winter

they should be kept drier. Shade in the sum-
mer is essential to the plant's well doing. W.

CYCLAMEN.
Seedling Cyclamens in small pots and in-

tended for flowering in the autumn will now
be rcndv for shifting into 48-sized pots. The

' potting material should be the best obtainable,
and may consist of good loam, one quarter ; sand,
one quarter ; well-rotted leaves and a good
sprinkling of bone meal. Grow the plants near
the roof glass for a. few weeks in a house having
an even temperature, and when the weather
is warmer stand them in frames on a layer
of ashes. W. S.

HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.
Of all hardy flowers, Phlox dec.ussata in its

numerous varieties is one of the most useful,

attractive and interesting. From the middle of

June until early October they provide a con-
tinuous mass of blossom, and the perfume night
and morning is especially pleasing.

Their culture is of the simplest character, and
Phloxes are especially valuable to amateurs for

brightening the herbaceous border. The best
method of enjoying herbaceous Phloxes is to
plant them in a mass by themselves in a border
having, for preference, a western aspect, for

slight shade is beneficial to them, especially

during hot, dry weather such as obtains in June.
July, and August.
The roots of Phloxes grow mainly near the

surface, and the soil should be deeply trenched
and heavily manured. In. stiff soils spring plant-

ing is preferable to autumn planting, as slugs

are much more liable to damage the crowns
during the winter. In sandy soil the circum-
stances are different, and October planting is

preferable, as the plants have a better chance
to become established before hot, drv weathw

hidden by the leaves and flower trusses, and!
their presence is not apparent.
Like all popular flowers, herbaceous Phloxes,

are fast increasing in variety. I grow fifty

/.orts and strongly recommend the following
varieties for general garden purposes.
White Varieties.—These are numerous and

there is considerable difference of opinion as to-

which is the best sort. In my opinion, Frau
Van Lassberg is the finest for various reasons.
The flowers are pure white, the blooms are
large, the growth vigorous, and the stems so
stiff and erect that no extra support is needed
to maintain an upright growth of 2^ feet.

Another point in its favour is the long time
the flowers remain fresh. Amazone. Mrs.
Jenkins, Independence, La Neige, and Tapis
Blanc are all desirable white varieties ; the last

bears extra large blooms on plants less than
1 foot high.

Coloured Varieties.—The following varieties

may be recommended. I give their colours and'

heights. Aubrey Alder, rich salmon with a
carmine eye, height 3 ft. ; Elizabeth Campbell,
light salmon, changing to pink, one of the bestr

2j ft. ; Rhynstroom, the largest of the rose-pink

varieties, and in my opinion the finest of all

Phloxes, 4 ft. ; General Van Heutsz, salmon
scarlet with a white eye, 4 ft. ; Stueben, cerise-

Fig. 78.

—

apple lord hindld?. (See p. 176.

is experienced. Copious supplies of water at thecr
roots, with occasional applications of liquid

manure, promote a free growth and enable the

plants to make large panicles of full-sized blooms.

If extra large panicles of full-sized blooms are

required, the number of stems should be limited

to about six on each plant, but to obtain a mass
of colour in the mixed border the plants may
be allowed to develop as many as twenty stems
each. Even then where the plants are several

years old it is a good plan to remove all weak
shoots in the spring. If this practice is fol-

lowed yearly and the border mulched with half-

rotted manure in the autumn, allowing it to

decay among the surface roots, the clumps will

continue to thrive for many years without dis-

turbing them.
Some persons advocate replanting these

Phloxes every other year, hut that is not neces-

sary. A sprinkling of soot on the surface during
showery weather in April and May will stimu-
late the plants. Many fail to obtain a good
display of blossom through neglecting to sup-

port the stems. Where the shoots are limited

to, say, six or eight, each stem should be sup-

ported by a stake leaning in a slightly outward
direction. Where the shoots are more numerous
short, Wiggy Pea slakes, thrust around and ill

the centre of ea"h plant, will support the shoots

admirably. In time these supports become

imson, very bright, 3 ft. ; Hindenburg, deep

cerise, 2 ft. ; H. J. Jone^, orange red, extra,

fine, 3 ft. ; Mons. Kind, rosy orange, a grand
colour, 3 ft. ; Aegir, crimson scarlet, 2^ ft. ;

Antonin Merrie, lilac or lavender. 3 ft. ;

Coquelii-ot, bright orange scarlet, 4 ft. ;

Eclaireur, dark carmine, early in blooming, 3 ft. ;

Europa, snow white, with a carmine eyer
2 ft. 6 in. ; Gruppenkonigin, flesh colour with

a carmine eye. 4 ft. 6 in. ; Le Mahdi, rich violet

blue, 3 ft ; Selina, salmon pink, brilliant eye,

2 ft. ; Evangeline, deep rose pink with a white-

eye, 3 ft. : Baron Von Dedem, deep red. 3 ft. ;

Dr. Konigshofer, deep crimson with a scarlet

eye. 2 ft. 6 in. ; Hanny Pfleiderer, creamy white

with a salmon eye. 5 ft. ; Mrs. Adams, purple

lilac with a large white eye. 2 ft. 6 in. : Mrs.

Oliver, pink with a white eye, a variety giving

grand trusses of compact growth, and lair m
flowering, 2 ft. 6 in. ; Sheriff Ivory, salmon pink

with a crimson eye. 2 ft.; Reich Graaf Von-

Hockling, an effective dark blue variety. 3 ft.;

Thora, salmon, branching spike, 3 ft.; Widar,
lilac with a white eye, a, large bloom, 2 ft. 6 in. ;

E. A. Sti'ohlein. orange scarlet with a carmine

eye. 3 ft. ; Pantheon, rich, bright rosy salmon,
4"

ft. ; Eugene Danzanvilliers, pale heliotrope,

3 ft. ; Forte de France, deep salmon with a car

mine centre, "
ft. K. Molynzux, Swanmorr.

Park, Bishops Waltham.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

Pollination ol Incarvilleas.—The Incarvilleas

grow extremely well here. Last spring we
planted about three dozen I. Delavayi and a
like quantity of I. grandiflora. They were given
a fully exposed position without shade or shelter
of any kind. They grew away at once and
flowered very freely, followed by great fat cap-
sules absolutely packed with seed. These were
left on the growing plants until just on the
point of bursting. The. seed was then gathered
and stored in tins, without any pre-
liminary drying or cleaning. It was sown
early in March and germinated quickly and
freely. From this sowing we now have over a
thousand strong and sturdy seedlings. I may
add this is no exception with us, and that In-
carvilleas may be relied on to seed in good
season and in bad. Geo. A. Linhaim, The Lake-
land Nurseries, Windermere, Westmoreland.

Fuchsia Riccartonii.—I am much interested in

a planting of Fuchsia Riccartonii which is being
made in a Scottish garden in a district where it

is uncertain whether the plant will be hardy or
not. A good deal depends upon its treatment,
as new growth will probably spring from the
base if the plants are cut back, as is intended,
and protected with ashes or dry litter in winter.
Treated in this way this Fuchsia often survives
in places where it would do little good other-
wise. F. Riccartonii, which was raised more
than ninety years ago at Riccarton, in Scotland,
is derived from F. macrostema globosa (syn. F.
globosa), and has finer flowers than the latter.

It is so well known by sight, though not always
by name, that it is sufficient to mention that it

has a purple corolla and scarlet sepals. There
are now a number of varieties or hybrid
Fuchsias, of comparative hardiness, in the' pro-
duction of which either F. Riccartonii or F.
macrostema globosa has played a part. In mild
parts of the country the cutting back of F.
Riccaji'tonii is unnecessary, and old plants
may attain a iieight of twelve feet or more.
In the South of Ireland there are wonderfully
fine specimens of this Fuchsia, which has a
most graceful habit, 6'. A.

Winter-flowering Carnations.—In answer to
II . .1/. M.'e remarks on page 106 1 venture to

state that no hard or fast rule can be laid down
as to the time for propagating. Better and
stronger cuttings arc available in October than
in January, and most varieties make finer plants
by the following autumn than if struck in the
same year. W. M. M. himself writes, "It is

a very common practice, and one which should
U>e adopted by every grower who requires
flowers all the year round." I have no doubt
that nurserymen strike cuttings all the year
round to maintain a varied stock of plants of a
suitable size to suit their customers, but the
private grower usually relies on one or two
batches inserted at times which he thinks best.

I agree with W. M. M. when he says that
"five or six inch pots are large enough."
They are for the first year's flowering, and, if

fed judiciously, the plants will produce fine

blooms and plenty of them the first winter, but
if they are desired to bloom the following year
then shifting them into seven or eight inch pots
in March is advisable, and the plants will

require less laibo'i.r in watering during the
summer I am aware that it is easy to produce
a fine crop of flowers during the summer, but I

find that the blooms are none the less acceptable
at that period of the year, although, of course,
the winter is the time when growers should
strive to have plenty o* these Carnations. As
regards the final stopping of young plants for
winter flowering certain varieties may be stopped
till the end of June, and they will then produce
plenty of strong flowering shoots I may say that
I do not think the plants require spraying over-
head the first yeair if they are grown in a cold
frame on a bed of ashes ; there is usually enough
moisture from the ground. In their second
season when flowering under glass a light
syringing overhead! on hot days is beneficial, and
will keep red spider in check. 7?. IF. Thatcher,
Carlton Park Gardens, Market IIa rborough

.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

April 5 and 6 : The meeting at Westminster
on these dates was an unusually fine one, tho
hall being well filled with bright, attractive and
interesting exhibits. The Society's Daffodil
show, with its numerous classes and exhibits,

occupied considerable space, and as there were
nine trade displays of Daffodils it will be obvious
that these spring flowers predominated.
Other spring flowers were freely shown, es-

pecially flowering shrubs, while Orchids were
fairly numerous. There were several interesting

new plants.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

W. P. ThonLSon, H. J. Jones, E. H. Jenkins.
J. F. McLeod, W. B. Gingell, John Green,
J. W. Barr, W. Howe, C. R. Fielder, John
Heal, G. Reuthe, W. J. Bean, R. C. Notcutt,
Reginald Cory, H. Cowley, Clarence Elliott,

G. W. Leak, Chas. E. Pearson, E. F. Haaelton,
W. G. Baker, H. R. Darlington, Arthur
Turner, E. A. Bowles, D. Allan, R. W. Wallace
and Chas. Dixon.

Awards of Merit.

Prunus Census pilosiuscula media.—

A

slender-growing, much^E-ranched tree or shrub
from Szechuan and Western China, where it

was discovered by Dr. Henry and subsequently
introduced by -Mr. E. H. Wilson in 1900 and
1907. The flowers are very numerous and
borne in true Cherry-like clusters all along the

blanches. The individual blooms are less than
one inch wide, and of soft rose-pink colour,

with long stamens that stand out prominently
from the middle of the reflexing petals. The
young leaves are red-tinted. Shown by the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs (gr. Mr. E. Beckett),

Aldenham House, 'Elstree.

Primus Sargentii.—This is a handsome free-

flowering Plum with broad petalled, rounded
flowers about li inch in diameter. These are a

lovely pink colour and borne in clusters on
sturdy petioles. Shown by the Hon. Vicary
Gibbs.

Azalea mollis Boaespierre.—A gorgeous
variety with immense flowers of a rich, clear,

salmon-orange colour, with pure orange shading
on one of the segments. The plant is very free

flowering and the big blooms are developed in

large trusses. Shown by Messrs. R. and G.
Cuthbert, Southpate.

Other Novelties.

Rhododendron habrotrichum, with pink
flowers, shown by T. H. Lowin&ky, Esq.,
attracted attention, but not much enthusiasm.
R. oxyphyllum, white, with yellow base to the
upper segment, is very distinct and very free

flowering, but there was no card attached to
show who sent the plant.

Groups.
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. staged a large group

of excellently grown plants of Schizanthus Dr.
Badger's Hybrids Improved. The blooms are
exceptionally large and of beautiful colours,
making it a most desirable strain in every
respect (Silver-Gilt Flora Medal).

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. again con-
tributed interesting pot plants of Acacia, and
included in their exhibit Clianthus magnificus,
Epacris in variety, Diosma capitata, Boronia
megastigma, Eriostemon scaber, Hydrangeas,
and a collection of choice Carnations (Silver
Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Cheal and Sons exhibited excellent
plants of C'erasus Sieboldii, C serrulata fl. pi.,

C. Kigansakura, Tricuspidaria Hookeri. Deut-
zia Veitchii, with Azalea mollis and interest-
ing varieties of A. Kaempferi (Silver Flora
Medal).

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son had an attrac-
tive grouping of standard Brooms. Wistarias,
Japanese Maples and Laburnums, rising above
Azalea Hexc, Azalea Ghent varieties, and
dwarf Brooms (Silver Flora Medal).

Messrs. G. G. VYhitelegg and Co. had a
beautiful little collection of Azalea Hidsmanyo
flanked by Azalea Hinodigeri. in their exhibit.

The old favourite Dielytra (Dicentra) spectabilis

was represented by several charming plants

(Bronze Flora Medal).
Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons showed alpincs,

including Androsace pyrenaica, Saxifraga
Stuartii, and S. aretioides priinulina (Bronze
Flora Medal}.
Messrs. Baer and Sons exhibited Darwin and

Cottage Tulips, with many hardy border plants

and alpines. Fritillarias, Bulbocodiums, Primulas
and Iris olbensis were prominent features

(Bronze Flora Medal).
Mr. G. VV. Miller associated Grape Hya-

cinths, Primula Juliae, Double Daisies and Saxi-

fragas with his splendid Polyanthuses (Bronze

Flora Medal).
Mr. M. Prichard displayed a number of

valuable alpines and hardy shrubs. Amongst
the former we noted Saxifraga Twynhara
Beauty, S. Gem and S. Russell Prichard,

Linaria multipunc lata, and Onosma alba, rosea

(Silver Grenfell Medal).
Mr. Clarence Elliott showed various

Primulas, Saxifragas and other alpines, with
dwarf Conifers (Bronze Banksian Medal).

Mrs. Berkeley, of Spetchley, again showed a
number of plants of her fine strain of Polyan-
thus, in which the flowers were of wonderful
size and exquisite colouring (Silver Banksian
MedaJ).

Mr. C. Engelmann staged splendid blooms in

quantity of Carnations Enchantress Supreme,
Jessie Allwood, Laddie, Tarzan, Volcano, and
Destiny (Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Allwood Bros, arranged large and

artistic jars and vases of cut Carnations most
effectively. The principal varieties were Mary
Allwood, Edward Allwood. Salmon Enchantress,
Mikado. Triumph, and Destiny (Silver Flora
Medal).

The Donard Nursery Co. included flowering

sprays of such uncommon species as Edwardsia
Mierii, and the true Ceanothus rigidus, in an

interesting collection of hardy shrubs (Bronze

Flora Medal).
Messrs. J. Plper and Son filled a large floor

space with a collection of well-coloured Japanese
Maples, variegated Elaeagnus and Euonymus,
clipped Box and Yew and. at one end, built a

low rockery, which was brightly furnished

(Silver Flora Medal).
Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert staged excellent

plants of Azalea mollis, Azalea Hexe. and
indica varieties, with large quantities of white

Lilac (Silver Grenfell Medal).
Mr. G. Reuthe showed Rhododendron,

Fritillarias, Viburnums, Andromeda (Pieris),

Hepaticas. and other alpines (Bronze Flora

Medal).
Mr. L. R. Russell grouped large Pyroses in

such sorts as astrosanguinea. purpurea and
spectabilis, with Viburnum Carlesii and
Azaleas (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. Maxwzll and Beale built a small

rockery and furnished it with appropriate

plants (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs Waterer, Son, and Crisp showed,

under natural conditions, breadths of Aubrietia,

J. S. Baker, Androsace laetiflora. Morisia

bvpogea, and other alpines (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Messrs. Carter, Page and Co. showed cut

blooms of a wide range of excellent Violas, and

also flowers of the beautiful blue Nemophila
insignis (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. Reamsbottom and Co. again showed
splendid blooms of their St. Brigid Anemones
(Bronze Flora Medal).
The Misses Hopkins specialised with their

attractive blue Primrose, which received deserved
admiration. The other alpines were also very

meritorious (Bronze Flora Medal).

Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son had a very effec-

tive group of pot Roses. Tall, floriferous pillars

of Tausendschon, white Tausendschon, and

Paul's Scarlet Climber, rising above such dwarf

sorts as Molly Sharman Crawford, Captain Hay-
ward and Madame Edouard Herriott, made a

delightful display (Silver Flora Medal). Messrs
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B. R. Cant and Co. had splendid vases of their

new varieties, Padre, Constance Carson, Golden

Ophelia, Cream Ophelia and Lady French, all

in excellent condition (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Mr. Elisha J. Hicks displayed Glory of Hurst,

-Joanna. Bridge, Climbing Lady Hillingdon, Iso-

bel, Ophelia, and many other beautiful Roses

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present.—Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Secretary),

C. J. Lucas, Arthur Dye, H. G. Alexander,

J E. Shill, A. McBean, T. Armstrong, Pantia

Ralli, E. R. Ashton, Richard G. Thwaites, Wal-
ter Cobb, Frederick J. Hanbury, Stuart H. Low,
Fred K. Sander, and R. Brooman White.

Awards.
First-class Certificates.

Laelio-Cattleya Orange Blossom (L.-C. Elinor
x L.-C. Trimyra), from Lt.-Col. Sir G. L.

Holford, Westerbirt (gr., Mr. H. G. Alexan-

der). A superb, rich chrome yellow flower with

a warm orange shade. The spike bore four

finely-formed flowers.

Odontonia Il
r

. B. Fasey (Miltonia Venus x

Odm. Louise), from W. R. Fasey, Esq.,

-Snaresbrook. A distinct cross, with prettily

formed flowers of showy tints. The inner parts

of the segments are white with a profusion oi

dark claret spots. The outer portions are rosy-

lilac, and similarly spotted.

Odontoglossum Diamond var. Perfection (King
Arthur x eximium). from Messrs. J. and A.
McBean, Cooksbridge. The flowers are large

and perfectly formed ; the colour is claret red

with a white margin and some white lines be-

- tween the masses of colour.

Awards of Merit.
Odontoglossum, Barnaby Budge (parentage un-

recorded), from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge. An immense flower of fine shape

and substance, coloured violet-purple with white

margin and conspicuous white front to the finely-

formed lip.

Odontoglossum Bobert Venables (eximium x

Bosella), from Mr. R. Fasey, Esq. The plant

bore four grand flowers with a white ground,

three-fourths of the surface being heavily

blotched with dark violet colour.

Cattleya Mary Sander (Dusseldorfei Undine x

Suzanne Hye de Crom), from Lt.-Col. Sir

Geo. L. Holford. A noble, pure white hybrid

with chrome yellow disc to the lip. The finely-

grown plant bore a spike of four flowers and

a Cultural Commendation was awarded to the

grower, Mr. H. G. Alexander.
Odontoglossunu Lady Arice Menzies, from Lt.-

Col. Sir Geo. Holford (gr., Mr. H. G. Alexan-

der). One of the prettiest of recent novelties,

the clearly-defined dark violet-red blotches show-

ing to great advantage on the white ground,

and the margin is also white.

Groups.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park (gr.,

Mr. Collier), showed an interesting selection,

which included the handsome blush-white Brasso-

Cattleya Mildred Gatton Park variety. Odonto-
glossum Gatton Thella (Maid of Gatton x

•eximium), a showy flower of great promise; a

pretty new Odontioda, Acineta Humboldtii Col-

man's variety, and other showv Orchids.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn,' Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a pretty group of Dendrobiums, Odon-
toglossums, Odontiodas and choice species, in-

cluding Coelogyne Sanderae, C. Lawrenceana and
good Cymbidium insigne.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orehidhurst,
Tunbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for an effective group of Odontoglossums,
richly coloured Odontiodas and Miltonia ; speci-

ally noteworthy were the elegant Oncidium in-

curvophorum (incurvum x corynephorum), with
a six-foot, branched spike of pretty rose and
white flowers : a superb rosy lilac and purple
form of Odontioda Lady Patricia Ramsey (Oda.
Coronation x Odm. Lambeauianum), one of the
finest of its class ; some very fine home-raised
white Odontoglossum crispum and the elegant
species 0. naevium majus.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's

Heath, were given a Silver Flora Medal for a

very fine group of new and rare hybrid Odonto-
glossums, Odontiodas and Miltonia hybrids. Spe-
cially interesting were the fine specimen of

the beautiful Vanda Parishii Marriottiana with
a strong spike of seven, large, wax-like flowers;
and the neat little white Angraecum hyaloides.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a pretty group, con-
taining a great variety of Dendrobiums mingled
with the, tall spikes of various Cymbidiums, the
best of which was the very handsome C. Ceres,
a pretty rose-tinted flower.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

an excellent group of well-grown and remark-
ably fine Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas, Odonto-
glossums, Odontiodas and other hybrids, with
a selection of interesting species, including Bul-
bophyllums, Coelogynes, Dendrobiums and Mas-
devallias, which included the little gem, M.
O'Brieniana.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Broadlands, Camden
Park, Tunbridge Wells, was awarded a Silver
Banksian Medal for a small but. select group
of handsome Odontoglossums and Odontiodas, the
most remarkable of the latter being the charm-
ing white Odontioda Fairy Queen (Oda. Corona-
tion x Odm. Pescatoi-ei), with some pretty red
spotting on the petals.

Other Exhibits.

Lt.-Col Sir Geo. Holford showed a very
handsome form of Laelio-Cattleya Sargon.

Baron Bruno Schroder exhibited a fine

bloom of his new Cattleya Hesperus (Hardy-
ana x Enid) and the famous Odontoglossum Pes-
catorei Veitchianium.

B. H. Smith, Esq., Frant Court, Sussex,
showed a remarkable and beautiful form of Odon-
tioda Joan (Odm. ardentissimum x Oda.
Charlesworttm) unlike any previouslv exhibited.
H T. Pitt, Esq.. sent "Miltonia Venus dulcis,

a very pretty and distinct variety.

Col. Stephenson R. Clark. Borde Hill, Cuck-
field, again sent a fine form of his Brasso-Laelio-
Cattleya Grace, with handsome, blush-white
flower.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present.—Messrs. C G. A. Nix (chairman),

J. Cheal, E. A. Merryweather, Geo. F. Tinlev.
Owen Thomas, E. Neal, Ed. Beckett, G. Rey-
nolds, S. B. Dicks. A. Bullock, A. Metcalfe,
W. Bates, Wm. Poupart, E. A. Bunyard. G. P.
Berrv, W. Wilks. John Harrison. W. H. Divers,
F. G. Treseder, J. S. Kelly, and S. T. Wright.
The only exhibit was Apple Lord Hindlip,

shown by the Rev. W. Wilks. The members
of the Committee were unanimous in their praise
of this fine late dessert Apple, which is illus-

trated in Fig. 78.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present.—Mr. E. A. Bowles (in the chair), Miss
E. Willmott, and Messrs. G Reuthe, Geo. H.
Engleheart, J. W. Jones, W. A. Milner. Peter
R. Barr, Rollos Meyer. W. B. Cranfield. Geo.
Monro. H. G. Hawker, H. V. Warrender, Regi-

nald Cory, J. D. Pearson, G. W. Leak, *\

Barchard. P. D. Williams, and Charles H.
Curtis (Hon. Sec.).

The members of the Narcissus Committee had
a busy morning, as many of them acted as judges
in competitive classes as well as of new varieties.

They were in a critical mood, and only one
award was made. The Peter Barr Memorial
Cup was awarded unanimously to Mr. Alex
Wilson. Presteigne, for "' good work done
connection with Daffodils."

Award of Merit.

Narcissus Ewz.—,A big Daffodil of the large
coloured Leedsii class. It has broad perianth
segments and a wide-mouthed cup with a frilled

margin. The colour is greenish primrose, with
a deeper yellow shade along the margin of the
cup. Shown as an exhibition variety by Mr.
W. F M. C'opeland, Shirley, Southampton.

Groups.
Messrs. Barr and Son gave the place of

honour to a vase of a delightful pale salmon-
centred Leedsii variety, in which the corona
was almost nil true trumpet length. The un-

common colouring fascinated many visitors, as

also did another unnamed seedling which

possesses a flatfish, very broad, brilliant corona.
The large quantity of blooms were all of great
excellence, and besides many other seedlings, the
following were of great merit : Xysa, Dorosis,
Ornament, Adunia and Red Beacon, of the
Barrii section and Cragnamour, Drucilla, Uncle
Robert, and Golden Empress of the large trum-
pets (Gold Medal).
The Donard Nursery Company had many

excellent varieties, particularly of large Trum-
pet Daffodils, in their exhibit. The chief sorts
were Harvest Moon, Prospector, White Wax,
King Alfred, Queen of the West, and Weardale
Perfection. Of the Barrii section, Firebrand,
Croesus, Siskin, and Coeur de Lion were
especially noteworthy, as also were many Leedsii

and Incomparabilis varieties. All the blooms
were noteworthy for their large size and good
substance as well as their freshness. (Gold
Medal).
The arrangement by Messrs. Sutton and

Sons was particularly effective and attracted a
deal of admiration. The large stands of such
sorts as Frost-bound, Bernardino, Argent, and
an unnamed large golden yellow Trumpet were
admirable, as also were the smaller collections of

such sorts as Sunrise, Bard of Avon, Bridesmaid,
Blood Orange, and Radiant, whose coronas were
particularly bright (Silver-gilt Grenfell Medal).

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., had a very in-

teresting collection which included such double
Daffodils as Inglescombe, Sulphureus, and Car-
nation. Sunrise, Croesus, Dragoon, and Harold
Finn, amongst the Barrii varieties arrested atten-

tion. Great Warlev, Hypatia, Van Waveren's
Giant, Bernardino, and Olympia, were also

admirable (Silver-gilt Floral Medal).

Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin, Ltd.,
showed excellent vases of Bernardino, Sunrise,

Rmby, Macebearer, Cossack, Beryl, Jasper, and
Gloria Mundi, with very bright coronas. Amongst
the large Trumpet varieties, Frostbound, Lolah,

Glory of Leiden, and Monarch were excellent

(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons showed
several seedlings of promise and a number of

excellent examples of named sorts. Van Waver-
en's Giant Pedestal, Potentate, Red Lady,
Marshlight. Scarletta, Thorkel, and Charles

were admirable (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).

Messrs. Ryder and Son contributed a large

quantity of really excellent Narcissi of all types,

but the exhibit would have been of more value

had longer time been spent on its arrangement.

Nevertheless, the quality of the blooms left

nothing to be desired, and these were of the

best varieties (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Unnamed seedlings of merit were prominent in

the collection from Mr. W. F. M. Copeland, and
these were fairly comprehensive, including large

Trumpet, Incomparabilis. Leedsii, Barrii, and
double sorts (Silver Banksian Medal).

The Anglesey Bulb Growers' Association
adopted an attractive method of displaying

their many blooms. Col. Cotton, large golden

yellow Trumpet. Lord Kitchener, bicolour Trum-
pet, and Orangeman, were especially valuable

(Silver-gilt Flora Medal).

raffodil Show.

Competitive Classes.

This feature of last Tuesday's meeting was
somewhat irregular. In many classes the com-
petition was very good and the quality ex-

i client, while in others both were quite ordinary

—the quality of the blooms so much so that

the first prizes were withheld. In the classes

foi new varieties and for single blooms the

competition was distinctly the best, in ill

respects.

It was in :l pen classes generally that the
competition was poorest ; in several classes there
was no exhibit. Class 1 was empty, but there
were three exhibitors in Class 2, which re-

quired 12 varieties of yellow or lemon-yellow
Trumpet Daffodils, and here Messrs. E. H.
Krelage and Son, Haarlem, were awarded first

prize for a fine collection which included Pas-
saeus. Pegasus, Yosme, Blanehfleur ; 2nd,
Donard Nursery Co.

J
3rd, Mr. F. H.

Chapman.
The. only 12 Incomparabilis varieties were

by The Donard Nursery Co., and this mllev-
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tion was deservedly awarded the first prize. The
blooms of Lady .\ioore. Bernardino, Festive and
Lady -Margaret Boscawen were very beautiful.

Mr. F. H. Chapman, the oily exhibitor of

12 Barrii and 12 Poeticus, was awarded second
prize in each class.

In the Amateur Classes competition was rather
better, and the general quality of the blooms
very good. The only collection of 24 varieties
was from Mr. J. L. Richardson, Waterford,
Ireland, and this received the .second prize. It
was fairly lepresentative and included a number
of good blooms, particularly of the, large
Trumpet varieties. Mr. Richardson was also
awarded the second prize in the class for six
vases of Trumpets; first prize for six of In-
comparabilis varieties, which included good
blooms of Lady Moore, Whitewell and Great
Warley ; and second prizes for six Barrii and six
Poeticus varieties respectively.
In Section III., for amateurs, Mr. H. R.

Darlington, Potters Bar, won many prizes.
He was first with 12 varieties, representing not
fewer than six of the different divisions, show-
ing good blooms of Lucifer, Lord Roberts and
Monarch ; three varieties of any section ; three
Incomparabilis varieties; three bicolor Incom-
parabilis varieties ; three small-crowned Leedsii
varieties; and three Tazetta varieties; and
second in both the classes for Trumpet varieties.
in which the first prizes were won by Miss
Warren, Canterbury. Miss Warren was also
first with three Leedsii (b) varieties, of which
6he showed clear, typical blooms.
The best three Poeticus varieties were from

Mr. G. Chcrcher, Alverstoke.
In the open classes for new varieties there

was no entry of 12 varieties introduced into
commerce since 1913. Mr. N. Y. Lower,
Radnor, was first with 12 varieties not in com-
merce, showing splendid blooms of Beauty of
Radnor, and unnamed bicolor and Leedsii
blooms ; 2nd, Mr. P. D. Williams, who had a
fine Barrii variety. The best six varieties of
unnamed seedlings were from Mr. W. F.
Egerton, Ulverstone.
The Donard Nursery Co. won first prize

with Festive and two seedlings in the class for
three varieties. In the class for nine blooms,
each of three varieties, the second prize was
awarded to Mr. W. A. Watts, St. Asaph, while
Mr. Lower, who showed a beautiful vase of
Clarion, a self yellow Trumpet, won the first

prize for nine blooms of one variety.

Of the four exhibits of nine varieties of
Triandrus Hybrids, the best was by Mr.
Copeland, who had a good range of seedlings
Showing mostly unnamed blooms, Mr. Lower
was first in the class for 12 varieties raised
by the exhibitor, where Mr. Welchman was a
good second. The class for six similar varieties
was poor, only the second prize being awarded.
That for three varieties was much better, and
here the first prize winner was Mr. E. Eng-
land, Exeter.

The single bloom classes induced keen com-
petition. Showing a beautiful bloom of
Monarch. Miss Warren was first in the class
for yellow Trumpets. The Donard Nursery
Co., who staged White Wax and a seedling, won
the first prize for other Trumpets; with Tene-
dos ,is the best Leedsii (a) and Ringdove in the
Poeticus class. Mr. P. D. Williams, showing
seedlings, was first in both Incomparabilis classes
and for ^up-shaped Triandrus Hybrids. Bethe.
by Mr. W. Welchman, was the* best Barrii (a)

bloom ; while Mr. Watts' seedling was the best
bicolor Barrii.

Mr. Lower, shuwing seedlings, was first for
Leedsii (b) and Cyclamineus hybrids. The best
Trumpet-shaped Triandrus was a seedling by
Mr. Copeland, which, with Mary Copeland,
was also first for double varieties.'

With Buttercup, Mr. Churcher was first for
Jonquilla hybrids, and in a good seedling the
Rev. G. Pearce had the best Tazetta hybrid.

Mr. J. Lionel Richardson was awarded the
first prize for an admirable collection of 36
varieties, in which perhaps the Trumpet
varieties were the very best, though it was also
strong in Barrii blooms. The second prize was
won by Mr. J. S. Arkwright, Presteigne.

TRADE NOTES.

We understand that the Grove Nursery,
Staines Koad, Hanworth, was sold with vacant
possession for £3,600 at the sale by auction con-
ducted by Messrs. Protheroe and Morris on the
31st ult. The nursery occupies about lj acres,

and contains ten modern greenhouses.

The prohibition of the export of certain
fertilisers was imposed for the duration of the
war, so as to secure to agriculturists adequate
supplies of the principal fertilisers at moderate
prices. A short Act was placed on the Statute
Book during the last session, enabling the
export of those fertilisers to which the prohibi-
tion under the old powers applied—sulphate of

ammonia, superphosphate of lime, basic slag,

potash, manures and compound fertilisers con-
taining any of the foregoing substances—to be
prohibited by Order in Council until December
31, 1922. Further, the Act empowered the
Government Department prescribed in the
Order to issue licences for the export of any
of these fertilisers.

The Order in Council has since been issued.

It prohibits the export from the United King-
dom of all the above fertilisers, with the ex-

ception of potash manures, of which the sup-

plies are sufficiently assured, and empowers the
Board of Trade to issue licences, subject to the
conditions specified therein. Applications for

permission to export sulphate of ammonia,
superphosphate of lime, basic slag, and com-
pound fertiliser's containing any of these sub-

stances must therefore, be addressed as hitherto

to the Imports and Exports Licensing Section,

Board of Trade, Great George Street, S.W.I.
The Board of Trade refers such applications to

the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and
the Board of Agriculture for Scotland, which
Departments are following the policy of recom-
mending that permission be given to all fer-

tilisers not absolutely necessary for home use

to be freely exported. No application need
be made by makers, merchants, or others wish-

ing to send fertilisers of any description to the

Channel Islands.

Copies of the Order in Council and the Fer-

tilisers (Temporary Control of Export) Act,

1920, under which it is issued, may be obtained

through any bookseller, or direct from His
Majesty's Stationery Office, Imperial House.
Kingsway, W.C.I.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

***In future, correspondents are requested to

address all communications for the Gardeners'
Chronicle, whether to Editors or Publisher, 5,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, London,
W.C.2.

currant Gall Mite : J. C. This minute
insect generally migrates to fresh quarters
from the beginning of May to the end of June,
but this, naturally, varies with the season.
The mites lay their eggs in fresh buds, and
these are hatched out during the summer

—

mites have been found in t lie new season
Black Currant buds as early as July. These
mites, in turn, lay their eggs which are
hatched sometime about March of the follow-

ing year. As the mites and eggs are so
securely protected it will be readily seen that
spraying or dusting the bushes is of no avail

except during the season of migration when
the mites emerge. During this period affected

(bushes should be frequently (at least every
fortnight) dusted with a mixture of one part
of ground quicklime and two of sulphur. In
bad cases the tiny mites, which are invisible

to the unassisted eye, swarm all over the
branches, so, to be effective, the dusting
should he thorough. Spraying with a good
insecticide applied through a fine jet is also
likely to be a .good method of destruction.
The Yalding Manufacturing Company, Yald-
mg, Kent, lias recently conducted a series of

experiments on the eradication of "Big Bud "

in Black Currants, and, we believe, claim to

have a preparation which is very effective. As
certain numbers of the mites always fall to

the ground during migration and harbour on
the roots treating the branches alone is not
sufficient, nor, for this reason, is cutting the

branches down to the ground. New shoots

which spring! from the roots are often found to

be more badly infected than the others. When
a small number of bushes is affected hand
picking remains the best of all methods, but
this is impracticable in large areas.

Climbers for Pergola: F. J H. Wistaria
ehineiisis and W. multijuga var. alba ; Roses,
American Pillar, Sander's White and Dorothy
Perkins or Excelsa ; Clematis Jackmiannii and
C. mont.ina var. granditlora, and var. rubens,

Lonicera serotina (late Dutch Honeysuckle).
Forsythia suspensa, Jasminum officinale var.

major and J. nudifloruin are all suitable

flowering climbers for furnishing a Pergola.

Greenhouse Plants: T . B. K. 1, The Cam-
panula appears to be C. isophylla, but the'

specimen was too small for proper identifi-

cation. This plant thrives in a cool green-

house, and makes a beautiful basket plant.

As a hanging plant it is very popular with
cottagers, and is commonly seen in great

perfection in cottage windows. Old plants
may be divided, or propagation may b*
effected easily from cuttings. If the growths-

are tied to stakes, this Campanula also looks

well. 2, The bulbous plant is a Nerine,

probably N. Fothergilli a native of South
Africa. It requires greenhouse treatment, or

may be grown in a cold frame. Keep the roots

well supplied with water when, the plants are

in active growth, and gradually with-

hold moisture as the foliage becomes
yellow and dies down. During the
resting period stand the plants on
a shelf in a greenhouse, or in a cold frame,
fully exposed to the sun. Nerines should
flower about the end of August or beginning of

September, when they will start to grow again,

and will require to be watered, the supply be-

ing increased as growth advances. The Narines
flower best when pot-bound. 3. The small
seedling appears to be a Juniperus, possibly

J. bermudiana, but in the juvenile stage it

is impossible to say; if it is this species,,

a cool greenhouse will suit it. 4, Seedling -

Freesias, if well grown, may be flowered next
year. Afford them the treatment advised for

Nerines; but at about the end of August
turn them out O'f their pots, sort out the-

largest corms, and repot them, putting about
twelve corms in a four inch pot; stand in

a cold frame, and shade them until they

start into growth, increasing the water sup-

ply as growth advances. Give them cool

greenhouse treatment, or keep them in a
cold frame until growth is well advanced,

when tbey will appreciate a sunny position

in <he greenhouse. The smaller corms may
be potted and grown on to flowering size

for next year. 5, Unless there is very severe

frost, it should not be necessary to protect

Potatos in an unhealed Peach house. 6. In

taking the measurements of a glasshouse

for fumigating, the measurements should be

made inside the house.

Names of Plants: G. H. 1. Missing; 2,

Thuya plicata ; 3, Cupressus sempervirens ; 4,

Juniperus Sabina ; 5, Cedrus Deodara ; 6, C.

atlantica.

—

W. C. 1, Cedrus atlantica ; 2,

Pinus excelsa; 3, Missing; 4, Pinus Cembra;
5, Pseudotsuga Douglasii; 6, Cedrus Deodara;
7, CupTessus macrocarpa ; 8, Abies Nordman-
niana; 9, Prunus Davidiana var alba.

—

G. H. S. 1. Nepeta Gleehoma variegata;
2, Helxine Solierolii.

—

G. H. Pinus cepha-
lonica.

—

C. E. F. 1, Erica carnea ; 2,

Spiraea prunifolia; 3. Saxifraga oppositi-

folia ; 4, Olearia stellulata; 5. Polygala
ichamaebuxus ; 6, Elaeagnus pungens aurecv

variegata.

—

T. J. II

.

Specimens sent
shrivelled; impossible to name.

—

J. '/'•

Ercilla volubilis.

Communications Received.— H. F.—W. D.

—
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Everyone who is concerned with
Potato

the cultivation or sale of Poratos
Synonyms, knows that there are more

names of Potato* than there are
distinct varieties, and there is general agree-
ment that 'this multiplicity of unnecessary
and hence misleading names is a nuisance.
The experience of those concerned with the
immunity trials at Ormskirk shows how
troublesome and considerable is the practice
of giving an old variety a new name. As
examples, the report of (the Potato Synonvm
Committee appointed by the National Insti-
tute of Agricultural Botany states that out
of 242 varieties tested last year at Ormskirk
forty-one proved to be indistinguishable from
Up to Date, twenty were indistinguishable
from Abundance, seventeen indistinguishable
from British Queen, and fourteen inseparable
from King Edward. It goes without saying
that so many stocks which when grown were
identified by the experts of the Committee as
synonyms with well-known varieties cause
unnecessary labour and expense in conduct-
ing the trials, and what is of more impor-
tance must cause, if they are put in the
market, each under a new name, much dis-
appointment Ito purchasers. It is easy to
argue that a given variety of Potato 'mav
arise more than once and from different
crosses. This is probable, but it does not
affect the auesition, for if the two varieties
are_ identical, one name will suffice for them.
It is also easy to argue that although two
varieties are identical in all visible aspects
yet they may differ in constitution, earliness,
prolificness or other physiological property.
That also is possible, but in point of fact
•t is so rare as to be well nigh negligible.
Two stocks of one and the same variety
often^ differ widely from one another in
Cropping capacity, but the only proper con-

clusion is to discard the inferior stock and
preserve that which yields better. It is

therefore a matter of congratulation that
the Synonym Committee have tackled this

question of synonyms with courage and
they point out with candid emphasis that
the large proportion of synonymous varie-

ties are indistinguishable from popular varie-

ties, and that a smaller proportion are identi-

cal with varieties which have been dis-

carded from general cultivation but linger

on in remote districts, their only use

being apparently to reappear after re-

christening, occupy space, and test the
perspicacity of the Synonym Committee.
It is interesting to observe that of the
many varieties which on examination proved
to be of Abundance type—that is, to all

intents and purposes Abundance, all proved
immune from Wart disease, and that of the
numerous aliases of British Queen all were
found on trial to be, like that variety, suscep-
tible to Wart disease. Up to Date varieties

again, of which many were sent for trial,

were also without exception susceptible. Thus
the close similarity of form was associated

with identity of behaviour. Wherefore it

would seem desirable that senders of varie-

ties for trial should eschew in future the
sending in of kinds which, although they
believe them to be distinct, are in general
characters similar to well-established varie-

ties known to be susceptible.

Turning to the more positive results of

the Ormskirk trial, it is interesting to note
that no fewer than 17 of the varieties tested

proved to be distinct and immune ; an even
larger number (38), though distinct, proved
to be susoepbTble. Another fact of first

Importance is thalt although these trials

have been continued now for a number of

years no case has been observed of an
immune variety becoming susceptible. The
Ormskirk trials have undoubtedly rendered

a great service to the Potato industry. In

these trials immunity from or susceptibility

to Wart disease is tested. That is what
they are for. To attempt to combine such

a test with one of cropping capacity or time

of maturity would be unwise. Yet these

are qualities of the first importance, and the

National Institute of Agricultural Botany has
therefore done well to institute other dis-

tinct trials with the object of testing the

relative times of maturity of the earlier

immunes. Such a trial will give incentive,

if further incentive be needed, to the search

for a good first-early immune Potato-. The
proposal made by Dr. Salaman, chairman

of the Svnonvm Committee, to publish an

annual hand-book of synonyms has received

the support of the Potato Conference and
will undoubtedly prove of great service to

all who are concerned priactically with the

cultivation of the Potato. If to this infor-

mation can be added, as proposed and

aoopted bv the Conference, the names of

the producers, the dates of production and

where possible the parentage of new seed-

lings, a great step Willi have been taken to

put Potato raising and Potato naming on

a scientific basis.

Challenge Cup for Orchids—Mr. W. R.

Dykes, Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society, informs' vis that a number of trade

growers of Orchids, hoping to see more ex-

hibits from amateur growers at Chelsea, have

offered the Council of the Roval Horticultural

Society a Challenge Cup valued at fifty guineas

to be competed for at the Cfielsea exhibition on

May 24 by amateurs who employ not more

than three gardeners in their Orchid houses, in-

cluding the head gardener. No group may ex-

ceed sixty square feet and the award will he

made especially for the following points : best
cultivation, arrangement, quality and variety.
The Cup will become the absolute property of
any exhibitor winning it on three occasions.

A replica of the Cup will be provided
on each occasion when the Cup is avrarded, ex-

cept when it is won outright. Medals will be
awarded by the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society to the competitors placed
second and third, provided their groups are of

sufficient merit.

" Popular Gardening."—Our contemporary,
which, as The. Gardiner and under its present

title, has been published by Messrs. Cassell and
Co. sfcice it first appeared in 1899, has recently

changed hands and in future will be published

by new proprietors from Link House, Fetter

Lane, E.G. Mr. H. H. Thomas, who has been

editor of the paper for the past thirteen years,

has been invited to continue in the same
capacity. On the occasion of his departure

from Messrs. Cassell's, Mr. Thomas 'was pre-

sented by his colleagues with a handsome clock

as " a token of their regard and esteem." The
presentation was made by Sir Arthur Spurgeon,

Chairman of the Directors.

Lack of Lime in Soils.—It has became an

urgent necessity to renew the lime on British

farms. In the 18th century, or earlier, farmers

practised liming and chalking so extensively

that they built up the soil for generations to

come. Their descendants have inherited their

labours and have been put to small expense

in respect of lime. But there are limits to the

possibilities of living upon ancestral capital and

British farmers must now consider seriously the

renewal of lime upon their lands. There are

sure indications that fields stand in need of this

fertiliser. On grassland the gradual accumula-

tion of a skin or mat of undecayed vegetable

matter is an indication. Where such mats occur

the husbaniman finds Bent-grass, Sorrel or Sour

Dock, Sheep Sorrel, Heath Bedstraw and other

moorland plants, such as Bracken, Ling and

Bilberry. Other indications are the absence of

Clovers and in patches the total disappearance

of the herbage. On arable lands unreliability in

Clover, Lucerne, Barley, Turnips and Swedes

gives timely notice that' the soil is turning sour.

Such crops grown on sour land go off in patches

at a fairly early stage or show themselves less

capable of withstanding drought, insect attacks

and diseases. None of these troubles can be

ccntrolled so easily as soil sourness. The wise

farmer will, therefore, go to the root of the

matter at once and hasten to renew the supply

of lime. The impossibility of obtaining a good

Clover crop, one of the most important in the

rotation, is a serious drawback; sour land re-

sults often in a seed crop consisting almost

entirely of Rye grass (or ot weeds where no

Rve grass has been sown), which tends to de-

plete rather than increase the store of nitrogen.

Finger-and-Toe or Club-foot in Turnips. Swedes

and other cruciferous crops is a sure indication

of lack of lime. On heavy lands excessive

stickiness, a tendency to set hard and difficulty

in obtaining a tilth, 'all prove deficiency in that

leserve of lime essential to good husbandry.

Aberdeen Forestry Students.— A most delight-

ful and instructive tour of the forests of

Strathspey was made during the week ending

Saturday." March 26, by forestry students at-

tending" Aberdeen University. The students

were accompanied on this ocasion by Mr. Peter

Leslie, lecturer on forestry in the University,

and by Mr. G. K. Fraser. During the tour,

lectures and study were supplemented with 3

series of excursions arranged by Mr. Gilbert

Brown, woods manager, Strathspey Estate.

Tuesday morning found the party on the

western slopes of Tumintoul, Cromdale, where
are to be seen some of the finest specimens of

Larch and Scots Pine this country- can produce.

From thence the party proceeded to Anagoch,
where are capital woods 30 to 70 years old.

Here they were taken through an area of about

1.000 acres of naturally regenerated Scots Pine,

in which the greatest interest was evinced. At
Castle Grant, they found magnificent Pine woods
planted some 130 years ago, with a volume of
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a,000 cubic feet to the acre, including some
giant specimens nearly 120 feet high. Wednes-
day was spent in the forest of Abernethy, where
attention was drawn to forests of young trees in

various stages of growth, from the wiry, stunted

lour-year-old to the fresh, vigorous sapling whose
•trong tap root has pierced the pan. The
visitors penetrated as far as the Sluggan .Pass,

on the outskirts of Glenmore. In the extensive

8kye of Carr woods they were shown Pines 200
years old, along with a splendid crop of young
trees, seeded from the old woods. These were
in excellent condition—£ne result largely of a
good seed year and soil and climatic conditions

favourable to natural regeneration. On the
Gaieh slopes was seen an interesting example
of forestry and agriculture reconciled—here the
old open wood provides sheep with both pas-

ture and shelter. Thursday was devoted to the

Hazels of Dreggie and the Birch and Scots Pines
of Auchnafearn, where much valuable informa-
tion was obtained. Mr. Brown gave demonstra-
tions of the methods in favour in the district

—

methods •which have earned the highest en-

comiums from leading British and Continental
forestry experts. Mr. Brown showed how, by
securing good self-seeding conditions, afforesta-

tion can be brought about at the minimum cost.

Altogether it was a great tour-, and the students
were loud in their praise of the skill and ex-
perience placed so generously at their disposal
throughout the days spent in a district where
much valuable information i6 to be gained on
everything pertaining to forestry. The weather
was gloriously fine.

Association of Economic Biologists.—A general
meeting will be held at 2.30 p.m. on Friday,
April 22nd, in the Botanical Lecture Theatre
of the Imperial College of Science, South
Kensington, London, S.W.7. Lectures will

be delivered as follows :— (1) Green Plant
Matter as a " Decoy " for Actinomyces scabies
in the soil. By W. A. Millard, of Leeds Uni-
versity. (See Common Scab and Potatos Bulle-

tin No. 118 of the Department of Agriculture,
Leeds University.) (2) The Action of Bacteria and
Protozoa in Conserving the Nitrogen in Sewage.
By E. H. Richards, of the Rothamsted Experiment
Station. (3) On the Methods of Infection of the
Apple Canker Fungus. By G. P. Wiltshire,

of the Agricultural and Horticultural Research
Station, Long Ashton.

Importation ol Gooseberries.—Under the

American Gooseberry Mildew (Importation of

Fruit) Order of 1910, Gooseberries may only be

landed in England and Wales under licence

issued by the Ministry. It has been decided
that, during 1921 and until further notice,

Gooseberries may be so landed provided that

they are accompanied by a certificate of free-

dom from American Gooseberry Mildew issued
by a duly authorised official of the country of

exportation. A general licence authorising the

landing of Gooseberries subject to this condition

hag been issued accordingly. Importers of

Gooseberries should, therefore, note that they
will no longer be required to obtain individual
licences from the Ministry, but that they must
make certain when purchasing Gooseberries from
abroad, that the required certificate of freedom
from disease has been issued in respect of the
fruit purchased. If such certificate does not
accompany any consignment, its landing in this

country will not be permitted by the Customs
authorities.

Mr. R. Malby's Miniature Alpine Garden.—
Mr. Reginald A. Malby, whose photographs are
frequently reproduced in our columns, is an
enthusiastic cultivator of Alpine plants, at Wood-
ford. Because of this enthusiasm he was invited
to lecture before the Linnean Society on the 7th
inst. His lecture, entitled " A Miniature Alpine
Garden from January to December," was
illustrated by a long series of lantern slides,

many of them coloured. Among the subjects
shown were Saxifraga Burseriana, S. Grisebachii,
S. Stribonyi, S. longifolia, S. Cotyledon var.

islandica, Anemone vernalis, A. sulphurea,
Nymphaea Mooreana, Primula frondosa, P.
denticulata, P. marginata, P. Juliae, Iris sibirica,

I. gracilipes, Campanula Allionii, C. pusilla, C.

garganica, Shortia galacifolia, S. uniflora,

Petrocallis pyrenaica, Crocus speciosus, Narcissus
Johnstoni, JSi. monophyllus, N. triandrus, N.
minimus, Oxalis enneaphylla, and O. lobata.

The lecturer was asked numerous questions, and
in his replies he stated that the slides were
hand-coloured with aniline dyes, the only diffi-

culty being in blending the tints ; he had
grown Alchemilla alpina in his garden for

some years, but had discarded it as not
interesting him ; his garden at Woodford was 75

feet long and 25 feet wide, but its surface was
much increased by the throwing up of

banks for the alpine plants; the slides shown
were the result of several years' work ; Lumiere
slides were not found useful,- and, that Anemone
sulphurea throve with him when planted in a
two feet depth of decayed vegetable matter, with
constant moisture and perfect drainage.

Mr. Alex. M. Wilson.—Those who are familiar

with the Classified List of Daffodil Names,
published by the Royal Horticultural Society in

1916, may remember that the first two Daffodils

named in the list indicate varieties raised by
Mr. Alex. M. Wilson. Between Abigail (Wilson)

on page 9, and Zenobia (Wilson) at the foot of

page 70, very many varieties appear with the

name of Wilson added as the raiser. This in

MR. ALEX M. WILSON.

itself is sufficient to show that Mr. Wilson, who
now resides at The Moor, Presteign, Radnor-
shire, has taken a very large part in the im-

provement of Daffodils during recent times. He
has raised many beautiful and refined varieties.

Indeed, one has only to know Mr. Wilson, to un-

derstand that the varieties he raises are entirely

devoid of coarseness. Many years have passed

since Mr. Wilson commenced to raise new Daffo-

dils, and during this period he has met and
overcome many difficulties, and now appears to

have fixed upon a site where difficulties of soil

and climate will be fewer than those previously
experienced. Unfortunately, Mr. Wilson has not
been blessed with robust health; consequently,

he is not so well known to the general public as

some other raisers of Daffodils, but that his work
is highly appreciated by those best able to judge
is evident from the unanimous vote by which his

fellow members of the R.H.S. Narcissus and
Tulip Committee awarded him the Peter Barr
Memorial Cup on April 5.

York Flower Show and Gala.—The Grand
Yorkshire Flow Show and Gala, which will be
held in Bootham Park, York, on June 15, 16.

and 17, promises to be as popular and extensive

as any of its many predecessors. The schedule
of prizes contains 73 classes, and in most of

these very substantial cash prizes are offered for

competition. During recent years a system of

arranging large groups of plants and flowers on

the ground level lias been followed at York, and

with so much success that it is being continued

this year. In the class for a group of miscel-

laneous plants arranged for effect upon a 6pace

not exceeding 300 square feet, six prizes are

ottered to the total value of £70 ; £35 is offered

in prizes for a lock garden and a similar sum

for an ornamental rockwork display suitably

planted ; £23 for a water garden, and £40 in

five prizes for a collection of hardy perennials

arranged on an area of 250 square feet. There

are eight classes for Orchids and for a display

of these flowers three prizes, totalling £29, are

offered; £50 is offered as prizes for various

groups of Roses, in addition to large sums for

cut blooms. Hardy bolder flowers are well

catered for, and there are classes for groups of

such florists' flowers as Delphiniums, Lupins,

Antirrhinums and Irises. There are sections for-

floral decorations, for vegetables atnd for fruits,

and in the last the leading class is for a

decorated table of ripe fruit, with prizes of

£10. £8 and £5 respectively. The secretary

is Mr. A. Anderson, of 44, Coney Street, York.

Award for Daffodils.—The Engleheart Chal-

lenge Cup was awaided to Dr. N. Y. Lower,

of St. David's, Presteign, Radnor, at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Daffodil Meeting on

April 5, for the best twelve varieties of seed-

ling and new Daffodils not in commerce. This

is the second time in successive years that this

Cup has been won by Dr. Lower.

Royal Horticultural Society—As the meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society are usually

held at fortnightly intervals we remind our

readers that an exception occurs this month and

the next meeting will be held at Vincent Square

on April 26 and 27, and not on the 19th.

Appointment for the Ensuing Week.—Friday,

April 22.—Association ot Economic Biologists

meet.

« The Gardeners' Chronicle'' Seventy-flye

Years Ago.— Itoyal Botanic Garden, Begent's

/;u-k-.—A portion of the large conservatory or

winter garden, a model of which has been in this

garden for some time, is now in course of erec-

tion. It occupies about one-fourth of the

original design, and encloses an area 175 feet in

length and 75 feet in breadth. It consists of a

series of curvilinear span roofs, the centre one

being 40 feet in height and 50 feet in width, and

the two others on each side of it being about

25 feet in height and the same in width.

These are supported on rows of iron pillars,

which are tubular, for the purpose of conduct-

ing rain water from the roof to easterns to be

made available for watering the plants, the

centre span has a semi-circular end, standing

out about 25 feet from the front line of the

building, forming the principal entrance in

which the broad walk leading from the south

gate terminates. A span roof of the same

height and width as the others (25 feet) starts

from each side of the principal or centre arch,

and extending along the front at right angles

to the other roofs, presents a fine looking front-

age resting on a perpendicular elevation of

about 10 feet, thus improving its general ap-

pearance, which would otherwise be of a zigzag

form At each end of the building a curve,

starting from the spring of the upper one, comes

down near the ground, forming as it were, a

lean-to curvilinear house, of about 12 feet in

width, but having no partition to divide it

from the rest of the house. In regard to heat-

ing, this is to be effected by the agency of hot

water, which, entering at one corner, is made

to travel in six coils of 4-inoh iron pipes round

the whole area within a short space of the

boundary, and in four pipes up and down the

middle of the house. Gard. Chron. April

18, 1846.

Publications Received.

—

The Greenhouse and

How to Make the Most of It. By W. Truelove.

Country Life, Ltd., 20, Tavistock Street, W.C.

Price 9d. net. Flying Homer Pigeons. By

A. J. Macself. Country Life, Ltd., 20,

Tavistock Street, W.C. Price 9d. net.
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PROTECTION OF RAISERS OF NEW
PLANTS.

Mr. F. J. Chittenden, V.M.H., attended the
recent meeting of the Council of the Chamber
of Horticulture, by invitation, as also did the
Comnjttce for the Protection of Raisers of new
varieties of plants, flowers, fruits and vege-
tables. He made it clear at the outset that
the views he expressed were entirely his own.
He agreed that the raisers of new varieties
should receive the fullest recompense and
recognition, and considered there were two
categories of plants : (1) Perennials, capable of
vegetative propagation; and (2) Plants raised
from seed.

The method of protection, and mode of en-
suring satisfactory recompense to raiser might
be : (1) Restriction of right to propagate ; which
entails (a) registration of recognisable descrip-
tion, (b) circulation of warning of protection;
(c) the right to prosecute for infringement of
protection. ;2) Restriction of right to "propagate
to the raiser, and sale on the understanding that
none of the plants shall leave the hands of 'the
purchaser, again involving registration with an
accurate and recognisable description.
The registration of new plants is much like

patenting, but differs from it in certain ways.
A patented article is a finished thing, but a
plant is not : different plants have different
periods in which they come to maturity. So
many new " varieties " are not the result of long
"work and study, but just come hy chance. If
a plant were patented, or legally protected, a
large number of prosecutions would be neces-
sary to ensure the collection of royalties. There
Is no method of marking plants," such as the
secret marks of a patented article. There are
also many instances of two or more persons
raising the same thing. A patent is often the
result of prolonged experiment and careful cal-
culation, whereas a new plant is frequently the
result of Nature's work.
With regard to the protection of the name,

Mr. Chittenden asked if this really were worth
\vhile—in a large number of cases it is not, as
it leads to the multiplication of names, which
most people deplore. Multiplication of names
<13 not to the best interests of horticulture. The
best means of gaining a recompense for new
varieties lies wfth the man Who raises them,
without any legal protection. He should be
ensured of the value of the plant he raises; he
•should work up a big stock, and advertise well.

The effective registration of names of new
plants is a desirable thing, but this, in itself,
is not sufficient. It is most desirable that
there should be a photographic record made of
the plant, so as to bring out its salient points,
and, in certain circumstances, there should be
preserved specimens. It is also extremely de-
sirable that some understanding be arrived at as
to the kind of name to be used. Oftimes names
are too long, and are apt to be confused with
ethers. When a plant is brought from one
•country to another, the name it is known by in
the country of origin should be translated into
the language of the country to which it is im-
ported.

A scheme for an International Bureau for the
registration of names of new plants had re-
cently been circulated, but it seemed to fall
short of what might be done. Effective registra-
tion entails the use of a full and accurate
description of each plant, and the provision
liiade in the scheme is totally inadequate.
Further, the description should be drawn up
by a competent person, and raisers are not
always competent in this direction. Everything
depends upon the accuracy of a description.

[The International Bureau referred to in Mr.
Chittenden's observations as the International
Rureau for registration of the Names of New
Plants, and this was established at the Confer-
ence of the Federation Horticole Professionnelle
Internationale, held at Ghent on Mav 10 and 11,
,1920 (see Card. Ohron., May 22,' 1920, page
259). The Rules have been revised by the
•Several societies attached to the Federation and
published recently with a translation in English.
^Eds.]

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA FAUST BROADLANDS
VARIETY.

Raised between L.-C. Emestii (L. flava x
C. Percivaliana) and L.-C. luminosa (L. tene-

brosa x C. Dowiana), a fine flower sent by E. R.
Ashton, Esq., Broadlands, Tunbridge Wells,
shows a marked advance in orange-tinted
hybrids, and at the same time points to the
power of Laelia tenebrosa to receive and pass on

183
yellow colours, \>.

of other species in IT anic tints
first flowered by the raio..ting the cy

-jjmestii.

Brunoy, France, in 1899, •&.
. ^aron >

°"

class Certificate for the variety*^ , a first-
was the first break in a desired Hi. „sg 01ga >

on this M. Maron improved in the < and
L.-C. Faust in 1910. :nal
The present variety, with dark orange sepals

and petals, with bright Apricot glow, and rich
ruby lip, with orange base, is far superior to the
earlier production.

Fig. 79.

—

odonionia w. r. fasey. r.h.s. first-class certificate, april 5. (See p. 179.)

NEW HYBRIDS.

(Continued from February 26, page 101.)

Name.

Brasso-Cattleya Bedfordiae
Brasso-Cattleya Menhye
Brasso-Cattleya Nena
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Caligula
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Grace
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Le Fanion...
Cittleya Marstonii
Cymbidium Draco
Cyinbidiuni Electra
Cymbidium Excelsior
Cymbidium Juuo
Cymbidium Landrail
Cymbidium President Wilson
Cypripedium Knight Templar
Cypripedium Redwing
Dendrobium Model
Laelio-Cattleya Petrograd
Laelio-Cattlcya Vesper
Miltonia Magpie ..

Odontioda Bonar Law

Odontioda Grenadier
Odontioda Nancv
Odontioda Ciatelet var. Scarlet

Emperor
Odontioda Trivial
Odontioda Vera-rubra
Odontioda Veritas
Odontoma W. R. Fasey
Odontoglossum ardentello
Odontog.ossum Britannia
Odontoglossum Barnaby Rudge ...

Odontoglossum Continental
Odontoglossum Jean Stuart Sc it ...

Odontoglossum Aglaon var. Vulture
Odontoglossum Garnet
Odontoglossum Gatton Tliella
Odontoglosgum Lady Avice Menzies
Odontoglossum Llewellyn
Odontoglossum Regalia
Odontoglossum Sandow var. Robert

Venablcs
Odontoglossum St. Elmo
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Cecil

Parentage.

C. Luegeae x B.-C. Cliftouii
C Mendelii x B.-C. Madame Hye
B.-C. I'igbyano- Mendelii x C. Tityus
B.-C. Cliflonii x L.-C. callistoglossa
B.-C. Digbyano-Mossiae x L.-C. G. S. Ball ...

B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemaun x L.-C. Hon. Mrs. Astor
Schrbderae x Enid
eburneo-Lowianum x Gottianum
insigne x Ballianum
Seblegelii x Pauwelsii
eburneum x roseura
Dryad x Lowianuin
Alexanderi x Lowianum
nitens-Leeanum Hannibal x Alcibiades
hiteheDSiae X Hera Euryades
Cybele x nobile
unrecorded
Mercia x warnhamensis
unrecorded
Oda. Coronation x Odm, ardentissimum ...

Sanderae x Cliantecler
Vuylstekeae x Latuua lilacina

C. Noezliana x Odm. Her Majesty
Cochlioda vulcanica x Odm. triumphans ...

Odm. Aliceae x Oda. Joan
Odm. Mendax x Odin, warnhamensis
Miltonia Venus x Odm. Louise
Ardeutissimum x Othello
Solon x The Czar
unrecorded ...

Lambeauianum x Promercns
Wilckeanum x Her Majesty
Vuylstekeae x eximium
ertspum Graireaum x Amethyst
Maid oi Gatton x eximium
unrecorded
amabile x Georgius Rex
Empress of India x pcrcultam

eximium x Rosella
Admiral Sturdee x crispum Empress of India
C. Leda x S.-L.-C. Marathon

Exhibitor.

Cliarlesworth.
Stuart Low.
Flory & Black.
Sir Geo. Holf rJ.

Col. S. R. Clai k.

Mons. Maron.
A. Hanmer, Esq.
G. Hamilton Smith.
G. Hamilton smith.
McBean.
G. Hamilton Smith.
Sir Geo. Holfm d
Sir G. Holford & Sanders,
Sanders.
S. Gratrix, Esq.
Baron Schroder.
Sir H. S. Leon.
F. J. Hanbury, E-q.
Sanders.
W. R. Fasey, Esq., &

Armstrong & Brown.
Sanders.
McBean

W. R. Fasey, Esq.
C. J. Lucas, Esq,
H. Smith, Esq.
C. J. Luoas, Esq.
W. R. Kasey, Esq.
C. J. Lucas, Esq.
Charlesworth
W. R, Fasey. Esq.
\V. R. Fasey, Esq.
S O. Stephenson. Esq.
W. R. Fasey, Esq.
S. Gratrix, Esq.
Sir J. Colman.
Sir Geo. Holford.
P. Smith, Esq.
S. Gratrix, Esq.

W. R. Fasey, Esq.
McBean.
E. R. Ashton, Esq.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Jem* Oo»TT8. Royal Botanic Gardans. Kew

Aubrietia.—Where there are large stocks of

Aubrietia it is an easy matter to increase these

plants to almost any extent by dividing them.

Small pieces planted firmly in lines in the nursery

goon make large clumps. On the contrary, when

large quantities have to be worked up from a

small stock, manv cultivators find a difficulty

in propagating this plant from cuttings. This

difficulty mav be overcome by placing the stock

plants 'in heat—say a temperature of 50 to

55°—to induce fresh growth. The resulting

young shoots will root as readily as Lobelia, and

if hardened off and planted out in the nursery

will make good specimens for autumn planting.

Hollies.—The next few weeks is the best time

to transplant Hollies, and, in the more northern

parts of the country, they may be shifted even

during Mav. This work is best done just before

the trees start into growth, and is regulated in a

measure by the weather. These remarks apply

to many "
other evergreen subjects, such as

Quercus Ilex, the Evergreen or Holm Oak, a

subject which requires care in transplanting.

Many Pines may also be successfully moved at

this time, in fact Pinns Laricio can only be

successfully planted just when it is commencing

to grow afresh. In moving large Hollies or other

evergreens, a good ball of .soil should be re-

tained at the roots, and care- should be taken

to ram the fresh soil firmly as the work of filling

in proceeds; this is one of the essential details

in successful planting, and a point that is too

often overlooked. At this time watering is

generally necessary, after planting; when the

moisture has drained away the surface should

be stirred with a fork, and a mulch of leaves,

straw, or some such material applied.

Bamboo—The various Bamboos are best

planted or transplanted during April or the be-

ginning of May; shifting them in autumn and

winter generaliv lesults in serious losses. Tn

selecting a site for Bamboos choose a fairly moist

situation and one sheltered from cold winds.

Sweet Peas.—Plants raised in cold frames

should be hardened off preparatory to plant-

ing them in sites previously prepared for them.

Whether planted in lines in the reserve garden

for supplying cut blooms, or in clumps in the

mixed border, the plants should be set out

singly from nine inches to one foot apart. They

should at once be supported with small, twiggy

shoots, and where slugs are troublesome dust

the ground with soot or lime. In the neighbour-

hood of London, at least, sparrows are very

troublesome to Sweet Peas, eating the young

shoots and later the flower buds.

Pot Plums The trees having passed out of

bloom' may now be syringed freely overhead. If

aphis is present, and this is easily detected by

the curling of the foliage, fumigate the house

with XL All insecticide. If the pest is ex-

terminated in the early stages of growth little

trouble will be experienced later, as the ordinary

treatment of the trees will keep them free of

insects. When the trees have made growths five

or six inches in height pinch out the point of

the shoots. From this stage onward the trees,

when requiring water at the roots, should be

stimulated with diluted farmyard manure and

a teaspoonful of Le Fruitier once a week will

assist the fruits to form their stones. No
attempt should be made to force the trees. A
free circulation of air at all times, unless the

weather is unusually inclement, is necessary, and

fire heat should be dispensed with.

The Cherry House.—The trees are in full

flower and should give successful results. Main-

tain a current of air both day and night, and

on bright days spray the trees lightly with clear

water.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Ihthbb Bcixock. Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq.

Copped Hall. Epping.

The Early Vinery—Directly the vines have

passed out of flower, the bunches of fruit will

begin to swell rapidly. Remove at once all

superfluous bunches, and, as soon as the

berries are large enough, proceed with the

thinning by removing from around the shoul-

ders of the bunch the superfluous berries, and

complete the thinning at a second operation.

Cold Peach Houses Directly the trees pass

Out of bloom they should be fumigated with

XL All nicotine compound as v precautionary

measure, and if the fumigating is done on two or

three nights in succession, choosing still nights

for the purpose, it will destroy embryo aphides.

Admit a free current of air during the day, and
give the trees a thorough syringing overhead
daily. See that the borders are sufficiently moist

without being saturated. A good mulching of

decayed manure will be of the greatest possible

"benefit to the trees at this stage.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Coiliee, Gardener to Sir Jebemiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Coelogyne cristata.—As soon as the flowering

period of Coelogyne cristata has passed and new

roots begin to develop from the bases of the

young growths the plants should be given, atten-

tion." Healthy specimens that have sufficient

rooting-space should not be disturbed. Those

needing immediate attention are such as have con-

siderably overgrown their receptacles, or are m
an unhealthy condition. These should be turned

out of their pans, and the old compost removed

;

cut away the back pseudo-bulbs, leaving only

three behind each leading growth. The leading

portions may be made up into a specimen,

placing theni fairly closely together, allowing a

few of the growths to point towards the centre

of the pot or pan The receptacle should be filled

to one half its depth with drainage material and

the rooting compost may consist of three parts

Osmunda fibre and one part good fibrous loam,

from which the small portions should be

removed, with some chopped Sphagnum-moss

and crushed crocks added. For a few weeks

after repotting afford water sparingly, but the

plants should be sprayed frequently overhead,

and. when well rooted, they will need copious

supplies of moisture whenever the soil becomes

fairly dry.

Maxillaria.—Among numerous other Orchids

that are commencing to grow and need atten-

tion at their roots are such Maxillarias as M.

Candida. M. venusta, M. nigrescens, and M.

Mooreana. These plants may be grown either in

pots or shallow pans. They develop, as a rule,

numerous small roots and require plenty of sur-

face to ramify in and an open, porous compost,

A mixture of Osmunda-fibre and Sphagnum-moss

cut into rather short portions with crushed

Clocks added forms a. suitable rooting medium.

More than half-fill the receptacle with drainage

material, for although Maxillarias require a

liberal supply of water when growing actively

the roots soon decay if the soil becomes sour.

Newlv potted plants should be placed in a shady

position and watered very carefully, pouring the

water around the edge of the receptacles in

order that moisture may not lodge in the young

growths. Afford only 'sufficient water to keen

the moss on the surface healthy, but when growth

is active and roots plentiful the supply of mois-

ture should be liberal. Such species as M.
Hubschii, M. fuscata. and M. Sanderiana, which

are now showing their flower spikes, should not

be potted until the flowers have faded. Owing
to the flower spikes of M. Sanderiana and M.
Lindenii being sometimes decumbent like those of

Stanhopea. the plants should be placed in Teak-

wood baskets, with Fern rhizomes and not

crocks for drainage. All the species named
succeed well in an intermediate temperature and

are benefited by a moist atmosphere.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hidlet Warben, Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, AiU.n Clinton, Tring.

Wall Trees.—Give careful attention to the pro-

tection of trees in bloom, not only Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots, but also Pears, Plums,

and Cherries. The blossoms will withstand a

considerable degree of cold without injuiry, it

they are kept dry, for, as a rule, they suffer

more from ram. snow and hail than from frost.

Fig trees should be pruned, and the branches

trained. The surface of the borders should be

forked o\ er—especially where the soil is reten-

t.jve—in order to afford the roots the benefit of

the sun's warmth, and warm spring rains. Both

Peaches and Nectarines should be frequently

examined for the presence of green aphides, or

the expanding foliage may be seriously

damaged, as these pests increase with igreat

rapidity.

Watering and Syringing Wall Trees.—The long

period of fine, dry weather so early in the season

will necessitate the application of moisture to.

the roots of all kinds of wall trees at an earlier

period than usual. This is a matter too often-

neglected, even in the best-managed gardens,

and that a goodly portion of the moisture it.

absorbed from the soil by the surrounding brick-

work is too frequently lost sight of. Hence there

is a tendency towards drought in that direction,

which is inimical to the health of the trees.

Water should be given freely to such trees- As

soon as the fruit has formed, syringing daily-

tor preference early in the day—will counteract

the evil effects of drying winds. From now-

onwards, until the fruits on wall trees begin to

ripen, watering and syringing the trees are neces-

sary until such times as rain falls, or the

atmosphere attains a proper degree of humidity.

Later in the season watering and syringing

should be done during the afternoon or early

evening.

Vines on Walls.—The vines are in an advanced

stage of growth, especially in warm localities,

and the rods will need disbudding earlier than

usual. This should be performed by rubbing off

the. shoots close to the stem. Retain a sufficient

number of shoots, at regular distances apart, for

bearing fruit, and see that the fruiting laterals

are equally distributed over the plant and not

crowded. In training wall vines it is necessary

to keep three principal objects in view—first,

to cover the space with fruit-bearing branches,

leaving room both for the fruit and the branches-

that are to bear fruit the succeeding year to-

ripen; secondly, to remove the top ot each

branch bearing fruit at the second or third joint

beyond the bunch of fruit ; thirdly, to remove all

lateraU as they develcp, and any shoots-

which, though trained in for fruiting, prove un-

productive, that the entire strength of the vine

may be properly distributed to both the fruit

and the wood for succeeding crops. By early

regulating the vines the fruit will advance freely

in growth, become larger, more regular, ripen

sooner, and be in greater perfection than when
the shoots of the vines are suffered to run into-

confusion. In addition, the work will be per-

formed with greater correctness, regularity, and
beneficial effects, both to vine and fruit.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bj T. Pateman, Gardener to 0. A. Cain, Esq., J.P .

The Node, Oodioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Seed Sowing.—Early varieties of Broccoli such

as Michaelmas White'and Self-Protecting, should

be sown on a warm border. Sow Early

Autumn Giant Cauliflower, Savoys and Kales.

Seeds of all Brassicas germinate quickly, and'

the seedlings should be protected from birds by

placing a net over the seed-bed. If the weather

is dry dust the seedlings immediately thev

appear through the surface with dry wood ash

to ward off fly.

Salsiiy.—A sowing of this vegetable may be

made whenever the condition of the soil will

allow. Sow in drills made about 2 inches deep.

allowing a space of about 15 inches between the

tows. Thin the seedlings to about one foot

apart in the lines. This vegetable requires an,
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open situation, therefore avoid sowing in the

vicinity of tall, dense trees. It delights in a

light, rich, deep soil, hut the latter should not

be freshly manured for this crop, as fresh

dung tends to produce specimens with forked

roots. Should the soil be dry, it will be advis-

able to water the drills before sowing. Salsafy

seed sometimes germinates very slowly when
sown in a dry soil.

Cabbage.—Seedling Cabbages raised from

seed sown under glass early in the year to

supplement the autumn crop should now be
planted in the garden at the first favourable
opportunity. With regard to the distance to

plant, much will depend on the variety. Har-
binger and Ap-i'il only require a. space of 15

inches between the rows and about 1 foot apart

in the lines. Slugs are sometimes destructive

to young Cabbages and it will be necessary

to protect the plants by some means; lime or

soot placed around each pJant will act as a

deterrent to these pests.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawaed, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer Moek-

WOOD, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Dracaena.—Plants of Dracaena that were
ringed as advised in a previous calendar will

now be ready for detaching ifrom the old plants.

Care must be taken not to break the young
roots as they are very brittle. Use a mixture
of good loam, silver sand, and leaf-mould or

peat as a rooting medium, and small receptacles.

When potted, plunge the plants in bottom heat
and shade them for a few days. The old stools

should be retained, for they will develop new
growth, and when the shoots are about 6 inches

long, these should be inserted as cuttings in

small pots and will make good specimens by
the following year. Dracaena Victoria and D.

Lindenii are best propagated by layering, bury-

ing the whole stem in good sandy peat, with
plenty of bottom heat and moisture.

Primula obconica.—Seedlings of this Primula
are ready for pricking out into small pots or

boxes, the former for preference. Use good
sandy loam and shade the seedlings from bright

sunshine until they recover from the disturbance.

Water them overhead both morning and even-

ing with a rosed watering-can. Later, the
young plants may be placed on shelves where

they will receive plenty of light and air. When
the weather becomes more favourable they may
be grown in frames with a layer of ashes in the

bottom. Dust the plants freely with soot and
damp them regularly overhead. Close the frame
early in the afternoons.

Seedlings.—As seedlings become tit to handle

they should be pricked off forthwith and never

allowed to remain long without attention. If

Cinerarias are required to flower early, a sow-

ing should be made now ; sow also Primula

sinensis.

Streptocarpus.—Any specially tine variety of

Streptocarpus may be divided for increasing

the stock. Streptocarpuses are subject to

attacks by mealy bug and plants that are in-

fested with this pest should he burned, for

once mealy bug attacks the Streptocarpus it is

hopeless to attempt to rid it of the insect.

The propagation of Streptocarpuses from leaf

cuttings gives good results, but it is a slow

method of increase.

Richardia.—As Arums pass out of flower they

should be transferred to cool pits and given

less water at the roots. The foliage will

gradually die down until the plants come finally

to rest. Some growers plant their Richardias

out-of-doors during the summer months and lilt

them in autumn. But good results follow dry-

ing them off. In August, when the plants com-
mence to grow and the growths are about four

inches long, remove them from their recep-

tacles, take away a goodly portion of the old

soil and repot them, using a mixture of rich,

fibrous loam, leaf-mould, charcoal, and a little

sand. When potted, place the plants in a cool
frame, to which plenty of air should be ad-
mitted.

ESCHSCHOLZIAS.
These old-fashioned plants include some of

the showiest of annuals and are easy to culti-

vate; they are not very particular as to soil,

but a sunny border should be selected for them.
Those who have used Eschscholzias as bedding
plants know wnat a brilliant effect is produced

by varieties with the newer shades of colour.

The ome known as The Geisha has the appear-

ance of a mass of glowing embers when in full

sun and seen from a distance. This colour is a
mixture of brilliant gold inside the petals, and
brilliant orange-crimson on the outside. The
petals are prettily fluted and do not open so

widely as some. Other good varieties include

Mandarin, orange crimson and deep yellow

;

Ruby King, Rajah, carmine and purple; and
Mikado orange and carmine. The older sorts

have shades of orange, yellow, white and rose.

The habit of the five named is more compact
than that of older forms. The flowers, if cut in

the early morning, will last fresh in water for

several days, and are very effective under arti-

ficial light, being especially useful for table de-

coration. Although referred to as annuals they

DIANTHUS ALLWOODII.
What a lovely thing " Rufus " of this section

is. I should call the colour of the bloom a
deep rose and the scent is decidedly that of
the Pink. Tastes, of course, differ, but I think
no one will dislike this Carnation. I have heard
Phyllis mentioned with disapproval, yet it is

an attractive flower. II. 1'. Brothersio'n'.

Fig. 80.

—

erigeron subtrinervis.

are really perennials, but they are more use-

ful when treated as annuals. W. L. L.

ERIGERON SUBTRINERVIS, RYDLE.

Several pieces of Erigeron known to us in

gardens have come from the western part of

the United States; and among these I may
mention E. speciosus, E. Coulteri, and E.

superbus. A very beautiful perennial which

should be introduced to European gardens is

E. subtrinervis, Rydlc, of which an illustra-

tion is given in Fig. 80 showing the plant

mowing under natural conditions in Buxton

Dell, in the State of Colorado. The plants

,ne finely pubescent and attain a height of

from 2 \ feet to 7 feet. The leaves are entire,

the basal ones oblong, oblanceolatc and

somewhat clasping. The beautiful flower

heads appear over the entire summer; they

are 3 inches to 3£ inches in diameter, and the

numerous riv flowers are blue, but in -<<»"•

individuals the colour is pink. E. siil.tn

nervis may be cultivated in the same manner,

and for the same purposes, as E. speciosus.

J. C. Th. T'iphnf, Busnim; Holland.

LOST GARDEN PLANTS.

April 1 seems a suitable date for recalling
a few of the fine plants which for one reason
or another have disappeared from gardens
Maybe some of them still linger in gardens un-
known to me. If they do, so much the better.

Dracocephalum grandiflonim, with the lamge
Gentian-blue flowers, is still offered in cata-
logues, but one never gets the true thing, which
comes from the Altai Mountains, and we may
have to whistle for it. Campanula sulphurea,
practical) j a yellow C. pusilla., comes from
Palestine, where it is common. It ripens good
seed here, and may be treated as an annual.
Anemone Fanninii. from Natal. I once saw as

a beautiful plant in Backhouse's Nursery at
York. Perhaps it is not hardy. But the
Drakensberg range, on the Natal border, rises
to nearly 12,000 ft., and presumably carries
an alpine flora which is quite unknown in this
country. What has become of Primrose Evelyn
Arkwriglit? Lamiuin eriocephalum, Boissiet's
gem of the Taurus, we are not likely to see
again—at least, not for the present.

Hypericum laeve rubrum had the F.C.C. of
R.H.S. on June 30, 1914. Cuttings are some-
times struck witii ease ; sometimes the plant
mysteriously fails. Mertensia dahurica I have
never seen, hut Mr. Ewbank used to describe it

as one of the glories of the spring. Adesmia
boronioides. figured in Bot. Mag., is a showy,
hardy shrub, but slugs undertake organised pil-

grimages to get at the seedlings. It grows in

the neighbourhood of the Welsh colony, Chabut.
Patagonia.
Calydorea nuda, a heavenly thing from the

Argentine—wliere is it? Fritallaria nobilis,

with deep claret flowers, is quite hardy, and
from the neighbourhood of Lake Van. Fntil-
laria Walujewi may, perhaps, still exist some-
where. It has only recently gone. Eriogonum
ovalifolium purpureum, a white-leaved, pink-
flowered alpine from the Californian Sierras.

Why should only the least attractive members
of the Eriogonum family have got into cultiva-
tion? There are some fine ones still to come

Daboecia gratifolia, the small-flowered, deep
claret form— much more attractive than the
dull-colo ired, large-flowered form usually
supplied, is au.ong the missing.
Of Pulsatilla patens lutea, the yellow Pul-

satilla of Russia, I have one plant.

Ranunculus Lyalli I have flowered more
than once, have saved seed, and have raised
seedlings. But as a permanent possession it

seems about as easy as Iris Gatesii.

Sikkim Primulas, hosts of them, have gone,

no one seems able to keep them. Ian the
bugulifolia. with very unusual colouring is

missing. Scutellaria orientalis pinnatifida, from
the mountains of the Pelaponnese, is much
showier than S. orientalis. but who has it'

Where, also, are Ovpsophila ruscifolia. from
the Lebanon, as delightful as G. paniciilata.

Lithospermum Haneockianum has large flowers
of the finest Gentian blue. I had it once. It

grows in the mountains near Yunnan-Fu. Has
anyone a friend there?

Ge.ntiana stylopliora is said to have yellow
flowers as big as teacups. It has a tap root,

and resents t'he least disturbance. PolemOnhun
co'iifertum is a beauty which no one seems aJble

to keep. Indeed. I no longer know of the much
easier var. im-hitnm, with yellowish flowers,
but Mr. Perry still offers the white form. Pole-
nionium bieolor, an alpine gem, 3 inches high,
from Mt. Rainier, in Washington State who
has it?

And. alas, hosts more are missing! .1. A'.

71 iilhi/. NtHt, iVcx/otl
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations—The Editors nill be glad to receive

and to select photographs or drawings suitable lor

reproduction, oj gardens, or o] remarkable flouers,

trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible jor loss

or injury.

ON THE ROAD TO HTAWGAW.

DURING the hot weather throughout

Upper Burma, before the monsoon bursts

over India, many of the trees undress

and remain nakedly somnolent for a few weeks.

Their bone-white skeletons stand out sharply

against the evergreen background. Then when

the rains break,. they wake suddenly from sleep

and blossom in a night, before leisurely donning

t heir leaves.

The road to Htawgaw follows the valley of

the N'Mai Hka through the foothills; then,

ascending a high ridge, it crosses into the valley

of a big tributary rushing down from the

China frontier. Thus the route lies firstly

through monsoon jungle for seven days' march,

secondly through forests, partly Himalayan in

character, partly Chinese or eastern Asiatic, for

four days; and we meet with in turn the

plain flora, hill flora, and mountain flora.

Of the vast number of plants met with in

the monsoon forests of Burma, only a few can

be mentioned; indeed, the traveller will have

his attention sharply drawn only to a few, either

because they are in flower at the time, or for

some special peculiarity of fruit or foliage. The

others he will pass by. Those that catch the

eye vary according to the season, and also

according to the observer. But there can be

no question that in the dry weather every

traveller must remark the spinning fruits which

fall from many of the jungle trees. Having

crossed the plain, where a Curcuma is con-

spicuous by the roadside—it has lemon-yellow

flowers enclosed in bright pink bracts—and the

red calyces of Clerodendron attract a share of

notice, we enter the jungle. Here many Ficus

trees, white-barked and leafless, may be recog-

nised ; also the staring, cream-coloured bracts of

the climbing Mussaenda. Now there is a sensa-

tion of softly beating wings in the forest, caused

by the flutter of fruits spinning and sailing in

the air. The thin papery discs, silver-white,

of Aspidopterys (Malpighiaeeae) dart from side

to side, half floating as when a plate is sunk in

water. The small, leafy fruits of Calycoptens

floribunda, a twining plant widely distributed

throughout Burma, twirl round rapidly like small

tops. The persistent calyces form the wings,

and the fruit is so light that in the least breeze

it makes leeway. Again, the nut-like fruit

of Hiptage Madablota, with its propeller-blade

wings, describes a spiral as it descends; while

the heavy nut of Dipterocarpus, from the sum-
mit of which spring two long, narrow, strap-like

wings, clasped together, gyrates with a wobbling
motion. Then there are the small trident-

winged fruits of Engelhardtia, which are some-
thing like those of the Hornbeam. An Engel-
hardtia in fruit is a glorious sight, for the tree

is laden with long ropes of fruit enclosed in

pale green, papery bracts, giving a weeping
effect. I saw one growing amongst the rocks
in the bed of the N'Mai Hka when the sand-flies

were biting like fury; the mist hung in shreds
over the violent river, and the Cicadas were
rasping in the trees. The scene at dusk was
extraordinarily solemn, and the heavilv laden

tree, sweeping the ground with these long, rope-

like tresses, added to the mournfulness. Another

tree with spinning fruits is Sphaenodesma (Ver-

benaceae) ; the heads of fruits are surrounded

by leafy bracts, and pirouette upside down.

The long blades of Ventilago (Rhamnaceae)

remind one of the Ash; they, too, twirl round

and flutter as they fall; while the irregular

winged fruits of Securidaca (Polygalaceae) do

likewise. There is even an Elm in these tropical

forests, with the characteristic fruit. Any of

these fruits may be picked up every day along

the road ; they are dancing down before us

as we march; we soon become aware of them.

But there are also a few trees and shrubs in

flower. Here and there a Cassia, or one oi

the many species of Bauhinia; a Daphne, or

a white-flowered, fragrant Jasmine. If we are

lucky we may see an Elaeocarpus tree in full

bloom; it is a sight worth seeing. Hundreds of

insects drone round the dainty little fringed

cups, or rather bells—since they hang modestly

down, which whiten the tree; there is a sugges-

tion of white Heather about it. Another tree

one cannot fail to notice, though it is neither in

flower nor in fruit, is Pterospermum, on account

of its large and striking leaves. It abounds in

the foothills. Sometimes, on the plains, we find

the air full of floating down; it comes from

the Cotton-tree, a species of Bombax, which is

not uncommon. The fruit is an elongated capsule,

the valves of which come apart, letting out the

fluffy seeds ; there is always plenty of fluff, and

generally there are very few seeds.

In November, after the rains, none of these

things is noticed. The ditches will then be

full of big Acanthaceae—the tall pink spikes of

Phlogacanthus, species of Strobilanthes, and

others. There are Willow trees in flower and

the climbing Thunbergia grandiflora, and crim-

son Evolvulus, ramping everywhere. There is

also a starry white Jasmine, common all down
the road, and the black-purple racemes of a

Mucuna. But the most conspicuous, as it is the

most delightful, plant at this season is the

pretty little white-flowered Streptolirion volu-

bile. It climbs to the tree-tops, and then comes

tumbling down in waves of white foam; the

bushes are smothered with it. Unfortunately it

obstinately refuses to smother anything in Eng-

land, even in a hothouse. So we tramp along

at the slow mule pace, two miles an hour, up

and down through the foothills. Between twelve

and four it is too hot to march, so we start early

and finish by noon. But after the seventh day

we leave the N'Mai Hka and climb up into the

mountains; the vegetation rapidly changes, and

rain begins to fall—it may rain at any time up

here. Soon Oaks, Rhododendron, Schima and

other trees tell us we are getting into the misty

mountains; there are tree Ferns, too, and Mag-

nolias. Down in the valley the only Rhodo-

dendron we had seen was the purple-flowered

R. indicum, growing on the slate rocks in the

river bed, where it reaches a height of six feet.

In the river bed, too, were a Rose in flower,

wid a Myrtle.

But up in the mountains, on the high ridge which

divides the basin of the Ngawchang river from
the N'Mai Hka, crossed by a pass 7,020 feet

above the sea, the vegetation is quite different.

On the wet slate rocks, down which slides a

thin film of water, are a white flowered Primula
(P. obconica variety) and the bluish-violet

flowers of a Chirita. It is astonishing how this

Primula has flourished and • established itself.

I came this way in 1914 and again in 1919.

For every plant I saw in 1914, there were ten

in 1919. It is a shade plant, but certainly

objects to the deep shade of the forest; I found

it nowhere but along the roadside. I may re-

mark here that the wet forests of the N.E.

Frontier, between 6,000 and 9,000 feet, are

peculiarly suited to Primulas of the obconica-

Listeri type; some half-dozen are already known
from here.

It was delightful to march along the flag

path and, turning the corner, see the cliff

ahead milky white with Primula or blue with

Chirita. Other flowers on the rocks are Paris,

two species of Arisaema, Violets, dwarf Rubus,

etc., but there is not very much here at this

season, it is too cold yet. In the forest a few

epiphytic Rhododendrons of the Edgeworthii

series may be recognised by their fallen corollas

;

and there are Magnolias in flower, ivory cups

washed with pink, floating on a sea of green

forest. Nevertheless it is gloomy enough here,

where the sun never penetrates and the mists

come sailing up from the hot valley boiow,

dimming the atmosphere and making the trees to

weep softly ; so different from the sun-drenched

foothills by the shouting N'Mai Hka. Even the

mules seem subdued, and trudge along with

bells jingling mournfuilly. At last we cross

the pass and plunge steeply down on the other

side towards the Ngawchang. A change

quickly begins to steal over the forest. Pines

appear, and Bracken; Alders, Oaks, and other

trees familiar in a northern climate dominate

the valley, especially down by the river. Here
the path is dangerous ; frequent landslides carry

it away altogether, and the mules with diffi-

culty get along.

Again the vegetation changes as we climb up
from the deep Ngawchang valley to Htawgaw,
perched up on a hill-top 6,000 feet above, sea level.

It is much drier on this side of the ridge, for the

western slopes take the first rush of the monsoon
rains. Now the mountain side is covered with

a thick scrub, bushes, small trees, and shrubs.

Species of Rhododendron, Pieria, Rnbus, Buddleia

and Osbeckia abound: everywhere ramps Puer-

aria, but this does not flower till the summer.
Scattered trees of Pinus, Castanea, Oak and
Alder remind one more of the Surrey hills than

of the Burma-China frontier. Clitoria Mariana,

that widely distributed leguminous twiner with

large purple Pea-flowers, grows on the sandy
hill-tops, but it, too, flowers late in the summer,
when the fluffy blue Tradescantias bloom in the

Roe fields. One could name off-hand a score )f

familiar Chinese plants found on 1 these hills. Ane-

mone litifolia, Tripterygium Forrestii, species of

Viburnum, Clematis, Cotoneaster, Lespedeza, and

so on ; but in the deep, shady gullies lurk so

many plants of IndoMalayan affinities that it

is clear we have not yet crossed the barrier which

divides Indo-Malaya from the eastern Asiatic

region* To name only a few, there are th»

cinnabar red spikes of Hedychj'um Gardnerianum,

and the canary-yellow H. coccineum ; Didissandra

lanuginosa, species of Chirita, Impatiens, Stro-

bilanthes, Dendrobium, Globba and Lysionotus.

Here and there are bushes of Luculia gratissima,

and small trees of Ternstroemia, covered with

waxy-pink flowers.

The mules climb slowly up the sandy patli

which winds backwards and forwards across

the steep face of the hill; we pass through

scented Pine glades, where the banks are

covered, not with Bracken, but with Gleichenia

linearis. One more corner and the squat fort

comes suddenly into view above our heads ;

below are the huts of Hpimaw village, and the

road into China winds away between the hills.

F. Kingdon Ward.
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MATRICARIA SUAVEOLENS, PURSH.,

IN BRITAIN.

One of the objects of the Botanical Society of

the British Isles is to insert in its annual report

the first appearance of any new species or variety

which may be found, including those of adventi-

tious or alien origin. The object is, of course,

tc mark the arrival of an alien species, to give

its native home, and to indicate its method of

introduction. Would that such a practice had
been followed in early times, for with euch
information available the correct status of many
doubtful natives would be ascertainable. As I

have pointed out in the Supplement to last

year's Report on the Extinct and Du'bious

Plants of Britain, only about ten plants have be-

come extinct since 1597, the date of the publica-

tion of Gerard's Herbal. These include Vicia

laevigata, Sm., once found near Weymouth, two
Fen Ragworts, Senecio paludosus, L., and S.

palustrds, Hook., no longer found in their old

localities, destroyed perhaps by drainage; Cen-
taurium latifolium, Druce, a pink Centaury,
destroyed by building operations on the Lanca-
shire coast; Eriophorum alpinum, L., and Carex
Davalliana, Sm., eradicated by dredging or drain-

age; Tordylium maximum, L., an alien has dis-

appeared from Oxford, Eton and Tilbury (last

seen in 1877); Kentranthus Calcitrapa, L. , an
alien, which once grew on a garden wall at

Eltham, Kent (last seen 1866) ; and Elymus
genioulatus, Curt., a grass, once found near
Gravesend by Dickson, and figured in English
Botany in 1806. This may have been a hybrid

or monstrosity. It is unknown elsewhere. There
is also a variety (hirsuta) of Veronica officinalis,

found hy Mr. James Smith, a nurseryman at

Ayr, before 1821, which has never been re-

found. On the other hand our flora has been
reinforced by very many species which have
become quite naturalised with us. I may men-
tion the Yellow Oxalis, dating from 1770; the

Hoary Cress, Lepidium Draba, from 1830 ; the

Tumlbling Mustard of the States, Sisymbrium
altissimum ; the Alsike Clover, the Blue Lupine
now covering acres of ground on the hill-sides

of the Orkneys and on the river-bed shingles

of the Tay, Dee, Beauly, and other rivers in

Scotland; the Yellow Melilot (M. arvensis), first

noticed in 1848 ; the New Zealand Acaena, by
the Tweed ; Cotoneaster microphylla and
C. Simonsii from India; the Red Valerian, many
North American Asters and Solidagos ; the
South American Galinsoga . at Kew ; the
Canadian Erigeron ; the European Hawikweeds
Hieracium aurantiacum, amplexdcaule, pratense,

stoloniferum, praealtum ; the Oxford Ragwort,
which deserves a chapter to itself ; the field Vero-
nica (Tournefortii), which has spread over the
British Isles since 1829 ; and the American Mimu-
lus, not to speak of the Indian Hydrilla recently
fouoid in Esthwaite Water or the ubiquitous
Canadian Water Thyme. Then there are

Acorus, the date of the introduction of which
we are quite uncertain—it was mentioned by
Merrett in 1666; and the American Arrow-head,
which dates from 1908 when Mr. Hiern found
it in the Exe at Exeter ; Juncus tenuis, Willd.

,

first 6een about 1795, but it has greatly in-

creased in Britain during the last thirty years,
far it was only rediscovered in 1884 in Here-
fordshire ; while the hybrid Spartina
Townsendii, Groves, has enormously spread
during the last decade, albeit it was only
described as a new species in 1879. It is now
considered to be a hybrid of the native
S. stricta with the adventive S. alterniflora.

and was found growing with them near South-
ampton.

Among the species whose dispersal oven-
Britain has been the most rapid and complete
is Matricaria suaveolens. It is of North Ameri-
can origin, and was first described as Santolina
suaveolens >by Pursh in Fl. Amer., Sept., 52D,
1813; but it is not identical with the M. suaveo-
lens of Linn., Flora Suecica (No. 701, Ed. I.),

706, which Richter in the Codex, 842, 1840, refers
to Anthemis nobilis. and therefore sink* in
synonymy. Lessing in Linnaea, vi., 210, 1831.
called it Artemisia rnatricarioides, and De
Oandolle (Prodromui, vi., 50, 1837) once again
altered it to the more appropriate name Matricaria

discoidea. According to "Rules" the oldest
trivial has to be retained, hence Buchenau's
nam© of M. suaveolens comes into use, since the
Iiinnean Matricaria suaveolens, which refers to
another species, disappears. The plant seems to
have been first gathered in England by an old
valued contributor of this paper, the late

Mr. J. Gilbert Baker, who found it between
Richmond and Kew in July, 1871, and his
specimen is in my herbarium. However, he
mistoolk it for a discoid form of Matricaria
Chamomilla, as did George Nicholson, who also
found it at Kew in 1878. Bolton King
gathered it there in 1882, and W. R. Linton
collected what he called "an apetalous (sic)

form of Chamomilla" at Edale and Cubley in
Derbyshire, which passed uncorrected through

Hermaness, in the Isle of Unit, but I did not
observe it in the Orkneys. Davey noticed it in
1S00 about Falmouth (Tellam gathered it there
in 1898), and remarks in the Flora of Cornwall
"that it is the most striking example ... of
an alien almost suddenly becoming an abundant
and pestiferous weed. . . . Near Mvlor church
a few years ago I saw a large portion of a field

of Oats absolutely destroyed by this gregarious
wanderer. " Wheldon and Wilson record it for
S.W. Lancashire in 1901. White observed it at
St. Philip's, Bristol, in 1902, and in that year
Mr. Biokham found it at Bransford, Worcester.

Its earliest Kerry record is by R. W. Scully
in 1903. It is probable that the plants from
Wetherby, Methlev, Thorne Quav, in West
Yorkshire (p. 286, "Lees' Flora, 1888), of "M.

"1

. 4,

4<

Fig. 61.—jumcusrs ink b.h.s. awabd of merit, ipbil 5. (See p. 179.)

the Exchange Club of that year, but is also

suaveolens. I think I was the first in England
to identify it with Matricaria discoidea from
specimens collected at Aber in North Wales (see

Bot. Exch. Club Hep. for 1899, 606) ; it was
found at Birkenhead, Cheshire, in 1900, by Mr.
J. A. Wheldon. I saw. it between Crewe and
Wybonbury, Cheshire, in 1902; at Twyford,
Berks, in 1903 ; near Ranworth, Norfolk in 1904 ;

at Ape's Farm, Isle of Wight, and Colnbrook,
Middlesex, in 1905 ; at Westport and in many
parts of Ireland in 1906 ; at Ware, Herts, and
Basingstoke and Brodkenhurst, Hants, in 1907

;

about Abergavenny, Monmouth, Boughrood,
Radnor, and Burton. Westmorland, in 1909.

Since that time I heve seen it in elmost all the

British countiei, but it only reached Oxford-
shire in 1912, and Northamptonshire in 1919.

In 1920 I gathered it within a mile of the

most northern land in the British Isles, where
it was plentiful about the Lighthouse near

Chamomilla which lacked ray-florets " were
really M. suaveolens. In Ireland it was
recognised as M. discoidea by Colgan in 1898,

and that, or occidentalis, had been found in

Dublin as earlv as 1894. Whence and how did

it come to Britain is a natural question ! It is

a native of the Pacific Coast of North America
from California north to Unalashka, and spread
eastwards along the railwavs and ballast till

it is now found from Missouri to Maine
Although unnoticed by A«a Grav in his Botnnu
of the Northern United States in 1848, it had
reached east of the Mississippi bv 1868.

Chicken-food is the. common source of introduc
tion in Britain, and accounts for its rapid dis-

persal ; the fruits, too, when the plant is once
established are carried in the mud adhering- to

oart and carriage wheel*, or to the boot* of

pedestrians; it prefers bare spaces by roadside*,

rarely makes headway in crops of corn, and
is by no means a successful competitor in
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pastures of native grasses; in fact it wants dry,

sun-baked soil in full exposure. It is extra-

ordinarily gregarious, and when trodden on

emits rather a pleasant Camomile odour.

Curiously enough when I gathered it at Aber it

was associated with an allied species named by

Greene M. oceidentalis, also Californian, which

closely resem'bles suaveolens. but has larger

heads, and fruits with a toothed crown.

Scully found it at Poole Court, Co. Kerry, in

1902,' and it may have been Colgan's Dublin

suaveolens of 1894. We included M. suaveolens

in the wool-aliens described in the Advcnhve,

Flora of Tweedside, but I there suggested that

corn and fodder rather than wool was the means

of introduction; the achenes could be readily

rained in the fleece, and this seems likely, as

it has spread abundantly along the roadside in

I he Auckland province of New Zealand. It is

' uow common in Europe. Last May I saw it on

the road bordering the river in Prague. >,.

Claridge, l>nire Oxford.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

, March came in like a lamb and went out

in the same mild manner. In fact, the lamb-

like character was maintained throughout.

There were no frosts to speak of, and Easter

Monday was the only occasion on which rain

fell in any quantity. I recorded rain on four-

teen davs, hut for the most part very light

showers," so that the total rainfall for the month

did not amount to more than 1.61 inch. Under
the influence of genial warmth and frequent

sunshine vegetation made rapid progress. The
earliest of the Plum blossom was open on the

15th. but Plums were stil! in full display at the

end of the month, when the later-blooming varie-

ties were only just beginning to open. Thus it is

about a week later than it was last year, when
all varieties of Plums were in full bloom in

March, and the earliest had dropped their petals

by the close. There was a full show of early

Pear and Cherry blossom between the 25th and
30th, but several varieties had not bloomed by

the end of the month. Apples were quite ready

to graft in the third week, when the fruit buds
of most varieties were in a very forward state.

There is no doubt that the^season is danger-

ously forward, fruit blossom being only very

slightly more backward than it was last year.

Fruit Prospects.

1 can see already that I must not expect a

great crop of Plums, but I can hardly complain
of this in consideration of the big yield of the

last two years. Rivers' Early Prolific has made
a wonderful display of bloom, as it almost in-

variably does, whilst Victoria and President are

giving a fair show. Pond's Seedling comes later,

hut does not look like being more than moderate.

Monarch and Czar are complete failures, the

former, no doubt, because it over-cropped last

year, and t lie latter because it was so severely

injured bv brown rot and leaf-curling aphis.

Belle de Louvain is also a failure ; and here 1

am at a loss to account for it, since the trees

had only a light crop last season and look to

be in grand bearing condition. Such Plums as

have already bloomed had ideal weather for

pollination, and insects were busy amongst
them, so that there is no reason why the fruit

should not set well.

There is promise of a tremendous show of

Apple blossom, as was almost inevitable after

last year's meagre crop. Some of it was well

advanced in the cluster stage at the end of

March, but not quite ready for spraying.

Young caterpillars, aphides, and Apple suckers,

could already be found, so spraying with soft

soap and nicotine will 'be done as soon as the buds
are separated a little more in their clusters.

The opening of the Apple blossom will toe

watched with anxiety, as we shall be lucky in-

deed if it does not encounter cold or wet
weather.

Pears, Cherries, Gooseberries, and Red Cur-
rants, grown only for private use, are full of

bloom. Altogether it is a season of great pro-
mise so far as blossoming is concerned, but it

is so early that one cannot help being ner-

vous as to the result. Early years are com-
monly bad fruit years, but the present season is

of such an unusual character that it may prove
exceptional in this also.

Top-grafting Apples.

In recent notes mention was made of some
tiees of James Grieve which were to be headed
down and top-grafted with Early Victoria.
These are being grafted instead with Newton
Wonder, because it is a stronger grower than
Early Victoria, and therefore, I consider, more
likely to give a satisfactory result. There is

always an element of uncertainty about top-

grafting, unless you have tried the variety be-

fore and know that it is a good one on which
to graft. Growers get to know which kinds

answer well to that treatment and vice versa,

and experience appears to be the only reliable

guide. Not that there is ever any difficulty in

getting the scions to " take." If there is to be

trouble it comes a year or two after grafting,

when the stock begins to die back. I have
had many failures of this kind in attempts to

top-graft on Warner's King and Gascoigne's

Scarlet. Both of these, with me, are exceed-

ing rank-growing varieties. On the contrary,

I have always had good results when grafting

on a weaker-growing variety, notably with
Bamley's on to Irish Peach. Possibly, then, we
may take it as a rule that success is probable
when the scion is of a freer-growing variety than
the stock, whereas a considerable percentage of

failures must be expected when the conditions

are reversed. I suggest this rule merely on the
strength of my own experience of top-graifting.

and am quite prepared to see it contradicted.

Motor Cultivation.

The most expensive item in fruit-growing is

soil cultivation. My land is mostly of the
light character which favours the germination
jf every weed seed that falls on it. and the
tight against weeds is never-ending. A mild
winter such as the past one does nothing to

?heck weeds—in fact, plantations that were
cleaned in autumn are now quite green again.

Digging at the present rate of wages I con-

sider to be scarcely a commercial proposition,

and I did very little of it during the winter. 1

am trusting to the Simar motor cultivator to

overcome the difficulty. This machuie has only

just boen set to work for this season, as it. was
considered useless to waste petrol earlier, when
the uprooted weeds were certain to be reset by
rain. It will now be kept at work whenever
the land is dry enough, and its capabilities

thoroughly tested. There is no doubt that

it gives a better surface tilth than any horse-

drawn implement. It has made a splendid

start. Once I am assured that it can carry on
right through the season without undue delays

for repairs, I shall feel that my land cultivation

problem has been solved. On the strength of

it I am doing without my usual gang of twelve
to fifteen women hoers, who will not be called

in until fruit-picking time. Women can earn

the present wages at fruit-picking, but not at

anything more strenuous.

Summer Fungicides

Most fruit-growers, both in this country and
in the United States, have given up Bordeaux
mixture as a summer fungicide in favour of

lime-sulphur, because the former is liable to

cause the dropping of leaves and the russeting

of fruit. It now seems that we may have
jumped out of the fryinflf-pan into the fire. for.

in tests carried out by Mr. Norman H. Grubb
at the East Mailing Research Station during
the past two years, lime-sulphur appeared to

decrease the crop by causing more fruit than
usual to drop during June and July. This will

weigh seriously against lime-sulphur as a sum-
mer wash if it is verified bv further trials, par-

ticularly as it is less effective against scab than
Bordeaux mixture. What is known as " Bor-

deaux injury " is much reduced by using an

excess of lime in the mixture, but it is still

liable to lower the market value of the fruits

by russeting and also by producing a rather

unnatural colour. A trial is to be made with

a Bordeaux mixture weaker in copper sulphate,

to see whether its great fungicidal effect can be

obtained without risk of either Bordeaux injury

or the reduction of the crop due to lime-sulphur.

If this succeeds, we may well have found the
ideal summer fungicide.

Mr. Grubb gives a full report of his experi-

ments in the Journal of Pomology for February,
and it is well worth study. The washes used
were Bordeaux mixture, lime-sulphur, and
ammonium polysulphide with soap. The results

indicate that they stand in the order named
with regard to their value for the prevention
of Apple scab ; Ibut for use against Apple mil-
dew, the order is reversed. The trials gain in

interest from the fact that the trees are used
also for a pruning experiment. It was found
that, where the leaders were shortened, the
trees were rendered much more resistant to
scab. This is partly, no doubt, because the
tipping removes a source of infection in the
scab-infested young wood. But, as it held
good also in varieties such as Newton Wonder
and Bismarck, which show scarcely a trace of
scab on the wood, there must ' be another
reason alecx It is thought, that this is found
in the fact that tipping gives greater vigour,
and therefore produces a thicker cuticle on
the leaves and fruit.

It should be mentioned that none of the trees
was sprayed before the opening of the bloom,
which presumably means that no winter spray-
ing was done. It would be useful if some
winter-sprayed trees were included, to show
how far winter washing obviates the need for
summer fungicides, none of which appear at
present to be any too satisfactory.

Ammonium polysulphide.

The most interesting feature of these experi-
ments to me is the information they afford as
to the behaviour of ammonium polysulphide.
This wash, commonly known as A.P.S., is of
recent introduction. '

It has been used with.
great success against American mildew on
Gooseberries, Apple mildew, Hop mould, and
other mildews, but I have not previously seen
any evidence of its value against Apple scab.
1

1
has the very great advantage over other

fungicides that it can be used with soapy in-

secticides, thus reducing the number of spray-
ings required. This is an important matter for
the commercial grower. Another advantage is

that it does not mark the fruit, and so can be
used at any stage of fruit development. It is,

unfortunately, dangerous to prepare, and
several manufacturers have temporarily given
up making it in consequence. I have, however,
obtained some to try this season. It may be
less effective against Apple scab than Bordeaux-
mixture or lime-sulphur, but at any rate, it

apparently does no harm to the crop. Where
applied to trees that were sprayed with a fungi-
cide in winter, or rather early spring, I hope
that it may help to prevent scab sufficiently

to be worth using. Market Grower.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE LORD HINDLIP.
There is little to add to the interesting de-

tails referring to Apple Lord Hindlip (see p. 153),
but, being personally acquainted with the late

Mr. John Wntkins, it may interest readers to

learn that the naming of this excellent Apple
nearly landed Mr. Watkins in the Law Courts,

the name being used without Lord Hindlip's
consent : a great deal of explanation was needed
ere the matter closed, in fact a donation was
sent to an institution by way of settlement.

The Apple is in evidence in parts of Worces-
tershire, and there are large trees on the Hind-
lip estate all showing great productivity. Itj

is known by other names; a native informed

me it was called Worcester Pippin and Worces-
ter Sheep's Snout—these names, I believe, are

quite local. I quite endorse the remarks on its

good flavour and keeping qualities, together

with its suitability for gardens of small area,

Pomona.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

EXACUM.
The beautiful blue flowers of the Exacums

and their bright evergreen foliage render the

plants most valuable for the decoration of the

warm greenhouse and conservatory. Although

the Exaouni requires a little more care

and attention than ordinary florists' flowers,

it is in no sense a difficult plant to

cultivate. Specimens are, moreover, so at-

tractive when in flower, and the latter have
such lasting properties that the wonder is they
are not more widely cultivated, especially by
those who do not necessarily require all their

plants to be of a dazzling character. Grown in

an ordinary cool greenhouse they are not a suc-

cess, and that is doubtless why many have
not been successful in flowering them. The
following species may be highly recommended,
and will give a great amount of pleasure when
in flower :

Exacum macranthum.—This biennial has
flowers two inches in diameter and of a deep,

rich, purplish-blue, with yellow anthers which

five the plant a striking appearance. The plant
owers freely when quite small, and the

delightful flowers are exceedingly welcome at

all times, but especially in the autumn and
winter. The plant is easy of culture and may
be raised freely from seed which may be sown
at different intervals to maintain a succession

of flowers. The seeds may be placed in a pot
or pan filled with a mixture of two-thirds
sifted peat, or leaf-mould, and one-third loam,

with silver sand added. Cover the seed lightly

and germinate them in a temperature of about
65° to 70°. When the seedlings are large enough
to handle they should be pricked off, and when
sufficiently strong placed singly in small pots
and repotted subsequently as required. For
such minute seeds the pot or pan should be
quite clean, and effectually drained by placing

clean crocks at the bottom, with a layer of

rough sittings of potting soil over them before

the fine soil is added. The top soil should be
passed through a quarter-inch sieve, and the
surface made qiiite level, but not pressed down
too firmly. Fill with soil to within half an
inch of the rim of the pot. The latter should
1)6 covered with a sheet of glass, which should
be tilted usp one inch at the back after the
seed is sown. It takes 12 to 15 months for the
plants to flower from seed. After the seedlings

are established in pots in which they will

flower, a temperature erf 55° to 60° is suitable

for them. They do not do well if over-potted

:

3^-ineh to 5-inch pots, according to the size of

the plants, are of ample dimensions. If larger

specimens are required, place three young plants
in each pot. When the plants are 3 inches to 4
inches high, they should be stopped to cause
them to become bushy, and if a satisfactory
break follows, they will not require any further
stopping.

Cuttings strike readily in a mixture of sandy
Soil placed over bottom heat under a hand light

or frame. The plants commence to flower when
about 12 inches to 15 inches high, and remain
in flower for several weeks. Old plants grown
on after flowering are not a success ; a fresh

batch of cuttings or seedlings should be raised
every year.
Exacum affine.—This is a pretty, dwarf,

showy plant, 8 inches to 12 inches high, pro-
ducing clusters of small, fragrant, pale-blue
flowers with yellow centres (see Fig. 82). It

makes a charming pot plant and is especially
adapted for dotting amongst miscellaneous col-

lections of plants, or for edging groups of flowers
at exhibitions. It is easy of culture and blooms
with great freedom during the early spring and
summer. Seed should be sown in heat in early
spring and the seedlings gradually hardened off
in an ordinary warm greenhouse. Cuttings
placed over a moderate bottom warmth under a
hand light or frame will form roots.
Exacum Forresit.—This perennial species

was introduced from the Island of Socotra, off
the South Coast of Arabia. It grows from 12
inches to 18 inches high and is of a neat,
branching habit, furnished with closely set

leaves, each shoot bearing terminal cymes of

nine to twelve flowers. The blossoms are
fragrant, about % inch in diameter, light
blue in colour, relieved by bright yellow
anthers. This Exacum makes a useful winter
and spring flowering plant and remains in

bloom for a long period. It may be grown in

an ordinary warm greenhouse having a tempera-
ture of 55° to 60°. It is propagated from seeds
or cuttings in a temperature of 65° to 70°.

The Exacums grow freely in soil composed of

two-thirds fibrous peat or leaf-mould and one-
third light turfy loam lightened with silver

sand; the pots should be well drained.
John Heal, V.M.H.

check; if this pest is observed, the plants are
syringed with weak soot water. In showery
weather a light dressing of soot is applied
between the rows, with the special object of

keeping dowu red spider. If this pest is kept
in check ail through the summer, and all run-
ners removed from the plants, good specimens
will be available for transference to frames for

the winter. When September is approaching^
the ground should be prepared for planting, and
the soil should be on the light side. For-
compost I use three parts of loam that has been
stacked for twelve months to one of leaf-mould,
with wood ash and a good dressing of soot-

added. I do not believe in placing ferment-.

Fig. 82.—exacum affine ; flowers blue and fragrant.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

THE CULTIVATION OF VIOLETS.
To be successful in the cultivation of Violets,

and especially the double varieties, the grower
needs to be ever on the watch for red spider,
which is the worst enemy he has to deal with.
We grow Violets very successfully as fol-

lows:—Ground for the plants' summer quarters
is selected in the shade of fruit trees in order
that the plants do not receive the full sunshine.
Old hotbed material token from frames used
for forcing purposes, old lime rubble, and a
good dressing of soot are incorporated with the
soil, whicn is dug early in the winter—say
November. About the end of April, the best
of the runners are planted one foot apart,
well watered, and, for the first fortnight,

syringed iu the evening to keep red spider in

ing material under the plants, as it has a.

tendency to cause Violets to make too much
leaf growth. The soil is ph-ued in the frame,
and the planting done with a trowel. In lift-

ing the plants, the ball of soil is reduced, say,

to the size of a cocoa-nut. By doing that, the
roots grow at once in the new, sweet soil.

The plants are well watered and the lights

kept off the frames until the end of September.
Neither rain nor a little frost are harmful.
The plants are at all times kept as cool as

possible, the lights being removed on all

favourable occasions. They are, however, pro-,

tected from very severe weather The old

variety, Marie Louise, is, I consider, hard to

surpass when well grown. J. Creed.

[Mr. Creed's skill in cultivating Violebs was.

apparent in some beautiful blooms he sent us. —
Ens.]
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editor* do not hold themselves responsible lor
the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

Moorhens and Crocuses Is A. E. (p. 156)
quite sure that the Crocuses and alpines are
attacked by moorhens? There are long rows of
Crocuses here, close to the stream, and moor-
hens are always about, but they never touch
them. Water voles, however, will take bulbs
and leaves also, and they may be the culprits
in A. E.'s case. Moorhens are very fond of
Potatos and if the latter are half rotten, they
teem to like them the better, so I would advi/e
him to place a few about near his Crocuses and
alpines when these are in bloom again. A.
Sadler, Cowley House Gardens. Vhertsey.

Winter flowering Carnations.—The remarks by
Mr. Small on page 167 are much to the point.

'Those of Mr. Weston are indefinite. When he
mentions the quantities of blooms he cuts we
are left vaguely to determine the number of
plants ourselves. It is noteworthy that his
plants take a rest onoe the first crop" of flowers
is over, and I think that is the usual ex-
perience of those who confide in small pots. 1
had blooms last autumn larger than the pots
thev were growing in, but I do not take ithat
as an indication that small pots are best. It is
remarkable how popular autumn propagation of
these flowers has become. R. 1'. Brotherston.

Hyacinth Paix de l'Europe.—In answer to
Messrs. Bees, Ltd. reply to my query (see
p. 144) regarding this Hyacinth, I beg to state
that the bulbs have been lifted once in the last
ten years. The soil is sandy loam over gravel
arid the bulbs are planted in a west border
shaded from the south by large trees / G
Thorold, Syston Old Hall, Grantham.

Climbing Mange - tout Bean Twickel -Two strains of this Bean were sent me some
years back by the late Mr. Rabjohn, as, in-
deed, his last word in Mange-tout Beans The
pods range up to about 4| inches in length
and are fairly plump. They are carried in
bunches of 4, 6, or 8, and, being placed closely,
they may be picked rapidly by the handful.
Ine pods are perfectly free from membrane
and trom strings. The blossoms are tinged
Wlt.1 ochreous yellow, hut approach whiteness
lne leaves are somewhat wrinkled, and growth
is fairly robust in a warm season, but 'it loses
somewhat m vigour in such weather as that of
last season. The pods are edible until the shrink-
age of ripening occurs. From three plants left for
seeding in a cool house 6 oz. of seed were
gathered. The seeds are white and somewhat
curved, and 580 of them weigh 199 grams Itmay be added that the seeds ripen quite well
in the open. H. E. Durho?n.

Anemones.—At the date of writing, April 2
large masses of Anemone apennina, carpeting
the ground under large beds of shrubs, are
wonderfully pretty and attract much attention
When one remembers that good blue flowers are
always sought after it is surprising that this
Amemone .s not more generally grown, especially
when one considers that it is just as easily culti-
vated as our native wood Anemone, and like
our native plant is just as happy in thin grass
in the partial shade of open woods. This
Anemone should be more frequently used in
wild gardens, and this also applies to our wood
Anemone, A. nemorosa, of which there are
Several vars. such as A. nemorosa var. bosniaca,
the blue var. Robinsoniana, as well as the double
form which used to be more common in gardens
A. blanda ind its varietias ; A. ranunculoides and
A. Pulsatilla, are all suitable for various
positions in the wild garden or hardy fernery
Indeed, it were better that garden planners and
planters gave more attention to such plants that
are truly hardy and suited for this work instead
of to the many unsuitable plants that yearly find
a grave in the so-called wild garden. All the
Anemones mentioned, with the exception of A.
Pulsatilla, have tuberous root stocks and may
be planted at any time during the summer and
autumn. Where stocks already exist and it is

wished to increase them the plants should be
dug up, divided and replanted, or they may be
kept dry until autumn, if the work of planting
can best be undertaken at that time. J. C,
Royal Gardens, Kew.

Size in Vegetables—The remarks of Dr. H. E.
Durham in Gard. Chron., April 2, p. 165, may
be summed up from a professional gardener's
point of view as noasensical. I wonder what
our exhibition halls would look like with festoons
of Pea and Bean bines, with the judges on steps
and ladders passing their verdicts ! I cannot
quite make out the need for the inclusion of
chefs as arbitrators, and I aim quite sure all
professional gardeners would resent their intru-
sion as judges. All skilled gardeners aim at ex-
cellence of quality, size and appearance in vege-
tables, and these three points are always^ upper-
most in the minds of a good judge. How n,any
cooks spoil the hroth if "they get all three? and
how many chefs would like the gardener
to criticise the broth after they had made it

'

If'. T. S. Utllecote.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

PRIMULA SCOTICA ALBA.
Primula scotica, or the Scotch Primrose, was

first discovered by the late Sir William Jackson
Hooker, while still known only as Dr. Hooker,
professor of botany at Glasgow. This was in
the twenties of the nineteenth century. Many
botanists gave it recognition, and it is interest-

FlG. 83.—PRIMULA SCOTICA ALBA ; LIFE SIZE.

ing to note their description of its colour as
blue-purple, bluish-purple, rich purple and red,
with a yellow eye. So far as Britain is con-
cerned, it is only found in a wild state in pas-
tures of Caithness, Sutherland and the Orkney
Isles; but on the Continent it occurs in Arctic'
Lapland, Norway and Sweden. Hitherto only
one variety seems to have been described,
namely, P. scotica acaulis, which has no elon-
gated stalk to the flowers. The new-comer has
white flowers and is such a dainty plant that
one could hope to see its culture greatly ex-
tended. The illustration (Fig. 83) shows the
actual size of the plant exhibited, but as it was
only young, and it is perennial, it should grow
much larger in the course of a year with more
root room. It may be described as a plant closely
related to P. farinosa, but only half its height,
much sturdier in habit, with broader leaves. The
five scales round the eye of the corolla and the
five-lobed stigma are other points of distinction
fiom its relative. The leaves are mealy on both
sides, and the calyx and flower stalks are also
powdered. This charming albino was shown by
Messrs. Clarence Elliott, Ltd., Stevenage, at the
meeting of The Royal Horticultural Society on
the 5th inst. J. F.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL ROSE.

April 7.—If, as is more than likely, the
National Rose Society increases its member-
ship beyond its already large numbers, it will
become necessary either to find a larger build-
ing than t e R.H.S. Hall for future Spring
Rose Shows, or to compel its members to draw-
lots for tickets of admission, for long before
the middle of the afternoon the hall was un-
comfortably filled and a steady stream of

visitors sought admittance.
Many of the exhibitors of the previous days'

R.H.S. meeting allowed their plants to remain,
and these with the Roses made a most attractive
show. Messrs. Win. Paul and Son, owing to

a "late hour " realisation of the wording of
the schedule, were not eligible for competition,
but they contributed an admirable group of

pot Roses.

There were five new Roses submitted for

awards, of which two received Gold Medals
and one a Certificate of Merit.

Gold Medals
Padre—This most brilliant H.T. Rose re-

ceived a Certificate of Merit at the Summer
Show last year. It is of the popular Madame
Edouard Herriot type, though it has broader
and more substantial petals than that variety,

and is of glowing cherry-vermilion colour. The
outer petals on mature blooms are shaded with
rose. The stems are sufficiently long and stout,

and the foliage dark green.

Phoebe.—An "all-purposes" Rose (Fig. 84),

which, besides being valuable for the amateur,

will be a market grower's variety. The colour

is cream, with a lemon centre, which becomes

deep primrose at the base of the petals. In

form it approximates <o Kaiserin Augusta Vic-

toria. The stalks are very long and straight,

and the foliage very good. Both varieties were

shown by Messrs. *B. R. Cant and Sons.

Certificate of Merit.
Sovereign.—This charming H.T. variety ii

.strongly suggesthe of Independence Day, but

the blooms are larger and of orange-gold

colour, slightly shaded with buff apricot.

Shown by Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons.

Groups of Roses.

The circular groups on the floor were a

charming feature, and must have induced

many visitors to determine that forced Roses

should henceforth find a place in their gardens.

The principal prize was won by Mr. Ei.isha

J. Hicks with an excellent group. The massed

blooms of the brilliant Paul's Scarlet Climber,

almost filling the centre of the group, provided

a memorable display of rich colour. Large

blooms of the soft pink Mrs. Elisha J. Hicks

were also prominent, while other notable varie-

ties included Mrs. George Norwood, Red Letter

Day, Princess Mary, and Orleans. The second

prize was won by Messrs. Paul and Son, who

showed Ophelia, Eugenie Boullet, Minnehaha,

Magnolia, Mrs. Ambrose Rioardo, and several

good plants of Lemon Pillar, which was also

entered for the Cory Cup competition.

New Roses, chiefly of this and last year, were

the prominent feature of the group of cut

Roses 'on a tabling space which won the first

prize for Messrs. B. R. Cant and Son. Their

two Gold Medal Roses naturally and deservedly

were the objects of admiration. Rev. F. Page

Roberts, a Gold Medal Rose of last summer,

which inay almost be described as a more

pointed Marechal Niel ; Golden Ophelia, Con-

stance Casson, Phoebe, and the rich orange-

coloured Mrs. Oakley Fisher were all delight-

ful. Mr. G. Prince, who was second, had a

splendid centre of climbing Richmond. The
association of Tea Rambler and Ophelia was

charming, as also was a large bloom of Madame
Rene Andre.
The only exhibit of six Pillar Roses in pots

was by Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, and it was worthy

of the first prize awarded by the judges. Paul's

Scarlet Climber, Belle of Hurst, White

Tausendschon, and Dorcas James were parti-

cularly good.

The groups of Polyantha Roses in pots were
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not so successful as the foregoing. Mr. E. J.

Hick:' was placed first tor standards and dwarfs
of Ellen Poulsen, Mrs. Cutbush, and the like,

and Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons were second

with a daintier arrangement of similar

vaiieties.

Cut Blooms.

In the class for 24 blooms in exhibition

boxes the first prize was awarded to Messrs.

B. R. Cant and Sons, who were alone, but had
good, fresh blooms of such sorts as Augustus
Hartmaim, Madame A. Chatenay, Rev. F. Page
Roberts, Caroline Testout, Phoebe, and Snow
Queen. Mr. E. J. Hicks was the only exhibitor

of 13 cut blooms, and was awarded the first

prize. His best were of Mrs. E. J. Hicks,

George Dickson, Mrs. Geo. Norwood, Caroline

Testout, and Edgar M. Burnett.

A magnificent dozen blooms of Marechal Niel

shown by Mr. A. J. Goodwin was rewarded by
the first prize in Class 12, while the best 12

blooms of any other variety was Mrs. E. Hicks
shown by Mr. E. J. Hicks; Constance Casson,

exhibited by Mr. Hr. Drew, was second.

There were only two exhibitors in the two

classes for baskets of cut Roses. Mr.
Hicks was awarded first prize for good

baskets of Richmond, Madame Ed. Herriot

and Climbing Lady Hillingdon. Mr. GoODwaN
received a similar award for a superb basket

of Marechal Niel.

Amateurs' Classes.

There were not many exhibits in this section,

but the blooms were of excellent quality. Mr.
E. J. Holland, Sutton, was the chief exhibitor,

and he staged really excellent Roses. His
first prize group of cut Roses on a tabling

space was of great merit Mr. H. R. DArling-
ton's group was well worthy of the second prize.

Mr. Holland won first prize in the class for

12 blooms with the finest in the show. Those
of William Shean were immense, and of beauti-

ful colour. Mrs. J. H. Welch and Florence Pern.
beiton were also excellent. Mr. L. J. Roberts,
of Dorking, was second. Mr. Holland was
also awarded first prize for a good basket of

cut Roses.

Decorative Classes.

As usual, the Table Decorations were the
subject of much critical admiration. In the
Nurserymen's Section, Mrs. A. Bide won the
first prize with a tasteful arrangement of

Ophelia, while Mr. E. J. Hicks was second with
Joanna Bridge. The best of the four tables in

the Amateur Section was a most charming
association of Ophelia and Japanese Maple
sprays by Mrs. Courtenay Page, Enfield. Mrs.
Charlton, Yien sley, was second with an
attractive display of Lady Hillingdon Mrs. A.
Bide, using Melody to good effect, won first

prize in the open class for a bowl of Roses,
where Mr. Hicks was second with the beauti-
ful single variety, Isobel. In the Amateurs'
Section Mrs. Courtenay Page had a delightful
bowl of Melody and won first prize. Mrs. O.
Fisher had an artistic arrangement of Rich-
mond, and Mrs C Page of Madame Abel
Chatenay.

Best Blooms.
Silver Medals were awarded to Mr. A. J.

Goodwin for a beautiful example of Marechal
Niel as being the best in the nurserymen's
classes, and to Mr. E. J. Holland for a splen-

did flower of William Shean in the amateurs'
classes.

BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL.
A meeting of the British Mycological Society

was held in the Botany Department, Univer-
sity College, London, on Maroh 19th. Miss G.
Lister, Vice-President, occupied the chair, and
about eighty members and visitors were present.

Dr. R. St. John-Brooks explained the nature
of the National Collection of Type Cultures
conducted by the Medical Research Council ait

the Lister Institute. Dr. Brooks, "who is cura-
tor of the collection, explained that they were
willing to assist mycologists by extending the
scope of the collection to include Fungi. The
offer was received with enthusiasm as it has
been generally felt that some such a fungus cul.

ture collection was highly desirable. Many
speakers emphasised the value of the offer and
the generosity of the Medical Research Council
in making it. A strong committee representing

various mycological interests was nominated.
The conditions under which cultures can be re-

ceived and distributed will be drawn up at an
early date.

Mr. A. D. Cotton followed with an account
of the Plant Disease Survey which is being
carried out by the Ministry of Agriculture. The
Survey was commenced in 1917 by the Food
Production Department with a view to ascer-

taining the losses in staple crops of this country
due to insect and fungous pests. The value of

the work was at once apparent, and by enJarg-

host subsequent to penetration could be ex-

plained on the basis of the soluble ferment
which the fungus i6 able to excrete. The pro-

perties of this ferment have been studied in

considerable detail. As regards the process of

penetration itself, the main result brought out
is that the fungus exerts no chemical action on
the cuticle, and is unable to produce any effect

on the underlying host tissue until the cuticular

barrier has been passed. Penetration of the

cuticle is effected by mechanical means, a con-

clusion which is strongly supported by the cyto-

logical evidence. Previous to penetration the
fungus is dependent upon its own resources

and what food material can diffuse out in a

passive manner from the underlying host cells.

Fig. 84.—rose phcebe. r.h.s. gold medal, april 7. (See awards, p. 190.)

ing the scope both in the range of crops covered
and the nature of data collected the
Ministry has acquired an immense amount of

useful information. The survey is based on re-
turns supplied by various experts, amongst
others the advisers in plant pathology and re-

search workers attached to Universities and
Research Institutes, the inspectors of the Min-
istry, and is assisted by all the leading plant
pathologists in the country. Mr. Cotton indi-
cated the lines on which future work should
develop, and pointed out the value of the survey
not only in supplying the Ministry with
information essential for any policy with regard
to disease control, but also to research workers,
to pathologists in the Colonies and abroad, and
in many other ways.

Dr. W. Brown outlined an investigation of
the physiological processes which come into play
in the course of parasitic attacks. The fungus
chiefly dealt with was Botrytis cinerea. It was
shown that the action of the parasite on the

The existence of the latter factor was shown in

a large number of cases. An outline was given
of investigations still in progress and of the
various problems which arise in this connection.
Miss Lorrain Smith gave a short sketch of

Dr. A. H. Church's views on transmigrant
plants from sea to land. Fungi are considered
by him to be the dwindling remnant of an
ancient flora of green algae that were left by
the receding water in pools or on rocks, and
in the altered condition lost their cortical cells

containing ohlorophyll, and in order to survive
became all saprophytic or parasitic on other
organisms. Lichens, according to Church, are

those forms of skinned algae that before deter-
ioration had gone too far annexed green algal

units of a lower type, and by the help of these
plants maintained somewhat of their original
form and manner of growth. Dr. Church rules
out all possibility of advance in the lichen soma
but this view was combated by Miss Smith,
who gave reasons why she considered that de-
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velopment of the present lichen plant took
place after symbiosis was established in primi-

tive thallose forms.

Mr. R. Paulson followed with an exhibit of

lantern slides showing in Endocarpon, gonidia
dividing in a manner resembling Protococcus,
and contrasting with the more frequent Chlor-
ellalike division of which he also showed slides.

An interesting discussion on Church's views
followed.

Dr. P. Haas gave an account of Carrageen
used as a culture medium. The gelatinous
material obtained by evaporating to dryness a
filtered aqueous extract of Chondrus crispus
when dissolved in hot water yields a viscous
solution which sets to a jelly on cooling A 5
per cent, jelly melts at 41 deg. C, and can
therefore he employed for slope cultures in an
incubator at blood heat, As a culture medium
it occupies a position intermediate between gela-
tine and agar; although chemically more closely
related to agar it nevertheless contains a small
quantity of nitrogen and is consequent.lv like
gelatine and agar; although chemically more
closely related to agar it nevertheless contains a
small quantity of nitrogen and is consequently,
like gelatine, able to support growth of organ-
isms without the addition of nutrient materials
in a way that agar cannot do. The chief advantage
of the jelly over agar is its much lower melt-
ing point and the fact that it exudes less water
on setting; it is very sensitive to acids but if
neutral can be heated in an autoclave without
sacrificing any of its stiffness, in which respect
it has the advantage over gelatine.
The meeting ended by Dr. A. S. Home ex-

hibiting a phomorphic Aposphaeria. The fun-
gus was originally found on the petals of Dryas
octopetala, In various culture media there' is
an extraordinary amount of variation—the
pycmdia may be superficial to immersed, and the
number of ostiolis may vary; the conidia, which
are of the Stemphylium '

type, range fwm
straight through knob-shaped to coiled, may be
sessile or stalked, may have a very swollen mem-
brane, and may be borne on isolated threads
or be in Coremium form.

©bftuarp.

Mrs. Forbes.—We learn with regret that Mar-
garet Tod Rutherford, widow of the late .Mr.
John Forbes, nurseryman, died at Hawick on
the 10th inst.

TRADE NOTES.
Among the new joint stock companies recently

registered in Scotland is that of Cunningham,
Frasei and Co., Comely Bank Nurseries, Edin-
burgh (private company), to acquire the business
of Cunningham, Fraser and Co.. nurserymen,
Edinburgh. Capital £5.000 in £1 shares.

Potato Onions are not commonly grown in
gardens, but they provide a verv interesting and
useful crop, as we are reminded (by the receipt
of some exceedingly fine planting bulbs from
-Messrs. Power and Co., Waterford

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

,

In future, correspondents are requested to
acdress all communications for the Gardeners'
Chronicle, whether to Editors or Publisher 5
Tavistock Street, Coveut Garden, London]

HORTICULTURAL TRAINING : JJ . B. I . Your
letter suggests, though you are not definite on
this point, that your experience has been
gained solely in private gardens, so that in
your desire to "specialise in modern methods
of commercial gardening " you have practically
all to learn, as there is a distinct difference
between the two methods. At your age we
do not consider it advisable for vou to think
of entering any horticultural college or similar
institution, but are of the decided opinion that
your best plan would be to endeavour to
obtain employment in an up-to-date market

garden where, by working in the beet of all

schools, you would gain valuable knowledge.
At this time of the year it should not be
difficult, although you are not a.ble to offer the
particular experience demanded for the work,
if you are prepared to make some financial

sacrifice. The best and most complete work
on the subject is Commercial Gardening, by
John Weathers. We are not acquainted 'with

any one (book which will give you "a very
thorough and practical knowledge of insect

pests and diseases," particularly as you re-

quire it to be copiously illustrated, Ibut we
recommend you to study The Diseases of Culti-
vated Plants and Trees, by George Massee

;

Fungoid Pests of Cultivated Plants by M. C.

Cooke; Fruit Trees and their Enemies, by
Spencer Pickering and Fred V. Theobald

;

and The Bool: of Garden Pests, by R. Hooper
Pearson. You will also obtain a great deal of

valuable information from the leaflets which
are distributed, free of charge, by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Jerusalem Artichokes for Cows : IP. /. F.
We do not think Jerusalem Artichokes given

in reasonable quantities would be harmful to

jows or that they would taint the milk. They
should be sliced and mixed, at the rate of 5 lb

per cow, with chopped hay or Oat straw,
twice daily.

Names of Plants : E. W. T. We believe

your Camellia represents the variety Comtesse
Lairnia Maggi.— If. C. Narcissus Telamonius
plenus.

Name of- Fruit: H. F. Hamblin's Seedling.

SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM UNHEALTHY : E. C. D.
No fungus was present, nor developed, on the
specimen sent. The material was too dried

when received to admit, of a satisfactory de-

termination of the trouble.

MARKETS.
C0VENT GARDEN, April 12th. 1921.

We oannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regnl&riy erery
Tuesday, by the kindness of several of the prin-

cipal salesmen, who ape responsible for the quo-
tations. It must be remembered that these
quotations do not represent the prices on any
particular day, but only the general average for

the week preceding the date of our report. The
prioes depend upon the quality of the samples,
the way in which they are packed, the supply in

the market and the demand, and they may fluc-

tuate, not only from day to day, but occasionally
several times in one day.

—

Eds.

Fruit ; Average

•. d. a. d.

Apples

—

Albemarle, New
town, . . . . 75 0-77 6

Canadian, barrels,

—Ben Davis, 35
Nova Scotia, barrels.

—Ben Davis, . . 30 0-35
—Nonpariel, .. 35 0-40
Oregon, Newtown

Pippin, 20 0-24
V^ashington

Winesap 17 0-19
Bananas, singles 22 6-35
—doubles .. SO 0-37 6

Cape fruit, per box
Pears
—Beurre Hardy, "|

—Beurre Bosc,
—Beurre Diel,

—Glout. Morceau
—Louise Bonne I

of Jersey, J—Doyenne du
Cornice. 12 0-14

—Hermitage, . . 12 0-18
—Colmar 20 0-30

Wholesale Prices.

!• 8 0- 9

3
6

30

Grapes,
—Hanepoot,

rrd .

.

white
Dates, Tunis, per

doz. cartons .

.

Grapes,
—Belgian Colmar,
—English Hambro
Grape Fruit,

Lemons

—

—Messina,
boxes, 300 's 15
cases, 300's 30

Nuts, per cwt.

—Brazils, . . . . 65
—Cobs, Turkish, 32

Oranges,Denia
and Valencia, 26

—Jaffa, .. ..28
—Murcia, , . . . 28

Pineapples . . 2
Strawberries , forced

,

per lb 10

• . d.a.

0-18
0-15

5 0-70

6-5
0-8
0-35

0-18
0-32

0-75

0-30
0-30
0-35

6-5

0-20

Remarks.—The prospect of industrial trouble had an
adverse effect, on business in the market. With pro-
vincial buyers showing reluctance to purchase, prices
in many sections receded sharply. At the time of

writing, the outlook is brighter, and it is to be hoped
that a better demand will prevail. Supplies of Apples
from the North American Continent are now drawing to

a close, and the first consignment of Australasian fruit

is due on the 20th inst. Gripes ynd Pears from
South Africa continue to arrive in excellent condition,

and prices are favourable, both to the trader and
shipper. Bananas are a steady trade, and their

prices show very little fluctuation, which remark also

applies to Tomatos from the Canary Islands. Oranges

from Spain are in some instances arriving out of

conditton, and sound fruits are in good demand.

Lemons are slightly more plentiful. The earliest consign-

ments of English Black Hamburgh Grapes are meeting

a keen demand, and Grapes from Belgium are also a
firm trade. Forced Strawberries are also available in
better quantity, and they are cheaper. Cucumbers are
arriving in large quantities, which is reflected in the
lower quotation ruling. Forced vegetables, such as
Beans, Peas, and Guernsey Potatos, were all con-
siderably cheaper last week-end, and prices may have a
tendency to improve slightly. Asparagus is also com-
paratively moderate in price. English Tomatos are
.slightly increasing in quantity, but supplies are still

small. All green, vegetables are abundant, and moderate
in prices. The trade in Potatos is unchanged, with
King Edward inclined to be firmer in price.

Plants In Pots, &c; Average Wholesale Prices.

(All 48's per doz. except where otherwise stated.)

a. d. a. d.
Aralla Sieboldii 10 0-12

Asparagus plu-
mosus .. ..12 0-15

—Sprengerl .. 12 0-18

Aspidistra, green 48 0-72
Azaleas, white &

coloured, each

Boronia mega-
stigma

—heterophylla,

.

6 0-80

30 0-36

30 0-36

s. d. a. d
Cacti, per tray

12's, 15'a .. 5 0-60
Cyclamens. .. 24 0-30
Erica persoluta, . . 30 0-48—Willrooreana, . . 24 0-36
Marguerites-whitel8 0-24
Palms, Kentia.. 24 0-36—60's . . .—Cocoa
Spiraea, white,

48's-32's

per doz

15 0-18
24 0-36

24 0-30

6 0-80

4 0-46

6-4 6

6 0-80
5 0-60

0-3

5 0-60

Remakes.—Pot plants are very blight, and there is

a good supply of white, pink, and blue Hydrangeas,
climbing and Polyantha Roses. Genistas, Cinerarias,
.white and pink Ericas. Marguerites, white and pink
Spiraeas, Boronias, and a few finely flowered Rhodo.
dendrons.

Cut Flowers, etc. ; Average Wholesale Prices.

a. d. a. d
Azalea, white

per doz. bun.
Oamellias, per

box, 12's, 18'a
Carnations, per

doz. blooms,
beat American
var

Daffodils, doz. bun.
—Grandee, ,.—Barrii,
Freesia, per doz.

bunches
Guernsey

—

—Allium (Star),

per doz. bun.—Anemones, per
doz. bun.

—fulgens, ..—single mixed, .

.

—Grand Primo,
per doz. bun.

—Stock, double
white, perpad, 10 0-12—Violets, Parma,
per large bunch 3 6-40

Forget-me-Not,
per doz. bun. . . 6 0-15

Iris, per doz. blooms,—mauve 2 6-30
—Spanish Blue, 2 6-30
—white, .. .. 3 6-40
—yellow 3 0-36
Lapageras, per

doz. blooms .

.

Llllum lanclfolium
aIbum,doz.blma 4—long, per bun.

—rubrum, short,

per doz. blooms
—longiflorum,

per bunch .

.

—short, per doz.

3 0-
5 U-

4
6

5 0-60

4 0-50

4 6-
6

S

4 0-60

5 0-60
5 0-60
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The proper choice and treatment
Seed f seed potatc>s j s one of the

Potatos most important of all operations
connected with the vegetable gar-

den. In spite of the publicity given to the
subject ignorance on it is still widespread.
Many small growers save their own seed.
If this is the result of proved experience well
and good

;
if not, it should either be discon-

tinued altogether or tried on a comparative
basis, good seed being brought in to grow
side by side with own saved tubers.
The idea that any small tubers make the

best seed is also widespread. But in point
•of fact, and as the good gardener knows
ver/ well, ths value of small tubers for seed
pi-: poses depends on the cause of their small-
ness. Those which are small because they
aro imn ?ture and are borne on plaits which
have produced a good crop may be used, but
small tubers from a plant which has yielded
nothing but smalls are to be avoided, for, as
is pointed out in Leaflet No. 362 of the
Ministiv of Agriculture, they are the produce
of weakly and probably diseased plants.
Hence to select small tubers from a clamp
is a practice which though o'ten followed,
cannot be commended : for those diseases-
Leaf Curl and Mosaic disease- -which operate
b_v checking growth, are unfortunately v rv
widespread, few stocks are absolutely free
from them, and hence small tubers taken
from the clamp are almost sure to con
fain an onjr, them some which are diseased.
If seed is to be saved it should be done at
lifting time when the produce of the whole

plant is to be seen. Again, although it may
be economical to use small seed for the rutin
crop, it is not economical in the case of
.arlies. For the first earlies, good-sized sets
should be planted, for second earlies and
main crop, the "hens egg" size will do.
We need not here deal with the importance

of growers in the south obtaining seed from
a good Potato growing district in the north.
This subject is fully treated of in the leaflet
referred to and has been dealt with again
and again in these pages. It appears to be
fairly well established that the best " seed"
is that obtained from plants just beginning
to show signs of ripening. Such " seed"
starts quickly into growth, whereas " seed"
from fully ripened plants is slow to start.

In the moister and cooler Potato growing
districts of Scotland and Ireland, the matur-
ing of the haulm is a slower process than it

is in the drier and warmer southern counties
of England, and hence the chances of obtain-
ing good seed are greater in the former than
in the latter districts.

With respect to boxing there is no question
but that the small grower will find a great
advantage in following this practice—and so
will the laige grower who has the facilities

for carrying it out. It enables the grower
to reject the weakly sets and what an advan-
tage that is may be judged from the fact

that the yield per Potato set may vary from
several pounds to as many ounces. Sets

with spindly shoots are to be discarded—for

thfiy generally, if not invariably, mean disease

anil poor yield. As to choice of varieties to

plant al'. that can be usefully said is that

those which are known to do well should

be chosen, but that cautious and limited ex-

periment with new sorts is always the prac-

tice of the experienced gardener. Another
subject worth experimenting in is that of

spreing. On this matter the enly advice [hit

can be given is to follow general practice,

for closer or wider spacing depends on so

many factors and particularly on the type

of soil, variety, and time of planting, that

each
1

gardener, if he thinks that he can im-

prove his yield by closer spacing, must put

his belief to the te f L of experiment.

Pyruses at Kew.—What a solace to vexed

minds is Kew ! There, at all events, the Lon-

doner may steal an hour's forgetfulness from

the troubles of impending strikes and tind

peace, beauty and seclusion. Is it because they

do not know of, or do not care for, the gardens

that people are to be found there in such small

numbers in the morning of ordinary week days?

To see the Pyruses and Prunuses now in full

flower is worth a long journey. The group on

what is, we believe, called Cherry Hill—a low

mound near the great range of glasshouses—is

lovely beyond words, and reveals a sure and
fine taste in planting. Of the Prunuses in this

group, P. serrulata J. H. Veitch. with double

pink flowers, is perhaps the most impressive

—

a somewhat ungainly shaped tree it is true—but

with numerous trusses of large pink blossom. In

sharp contrast with this flamboyant variety is

ihe cream-coloured P. s. luteo pleno, and with

and perhaps exceeding the former in beauty is

the very dark pink variety Hizakura, the black

stems of which are set off well by the double

white variety (P. s. albo pleno) near by. These
Prunuses, however, have no monopoly of beauty,

and their companion Pyruses make a brave
show. The unusually popular P. Scheideckeri,

now nearly over, is perhaps a trifle too pretty,

but the Japanese Crabs—P. floribunda— parti-

cularly the dark-flowered variety atro-sanguiuea

are as lovely as the Prunuses. Other beautiful

effects now to be observed at Kew arc U dse

produced by the finely planted bank of Ber-

beris stenophylla.. and the deeper orange B.

Darwinii. Fothergilla major, looking in the

distance not unlike a Daphne, is covered with its

whitisli-cream flowers, as is Staphylea Coulorn-
bieri—a beautiful white-flowered garden hy-
brid. Nor may mention be omitted of the
great masses of Erica mediterranea ptill in blos-

som. Doubtless the visitor with more time at
his disposal could teM of other no less lovely
sights to be seen in the gardens, but these were
the things which charmed the eye and soothed
the spirit of two tired Londoners, who, though
they love plants, have but few opportunities of

seeing them, and who returned to the troubled
day of work in London with minds rested by
the beauty of Kew.

Agricultural Workers and Unemployment In-

surance.—At a meeting held on the 14th inst,

the Agricultural Wages Board (England and
Wales) adopted a report presented by a special

committee which had been appointed to con-

sider the extent to which the Unemployment
Insurance Act might be made applicable and
beneficial to agricultural workers. The com-
mittee's report dealt at length with the inci-

dence of unemployment in agriculture, particu-

larly during the present winter; showed that

there was general opposition amongst both em-
ployers and workers to the inclusion of agricul-

ture under the general provisions of the Unem-
ployment Insurance Act; and that there was no

evidence as to whether a special scheme under

the Act would or would not be acceptable to

employers or workers, or as to whether there

would be any general agreement for the con-

sideration of a voluntary scheme of insurance

outside the Act.

Le Mans International Horticultural Show,
1921.—After a lapse of eight years the Annual
Congress of the French Chrysanthemum Society

will be revived. It will take place at Le Mans
on the 5th to 13th November next, and in con-

junction with it there will be a great Inter-

national Horticultural Show of flowers, fruit,

vegetables, manures, garden tools and sundries,

literary and artistic objects. The executive

earnestly invite British exhibits and visitors, to

whom a most cordial welcome is promised. The
following advantages are offered :—All exhibits

not accompanied by the owners may be sent by
rail, and they will be staged by competent
persons appointed by the executive

;
parcels, it

is hoped, will go direct through to the show,

and not be subject to customs examination and
delay at the frontier ; the jury will include a

number of British horticulturists ; for visitors

and exhibitors reduced railway rates are hoped
for ; and passport formalities are expected to be

relaxed to some extent. The rate of exchange
offers an immense pecuniary advantage to

British visitors, and the country around Le
Mans is picturesque and full of historic interest.

Schedules and t.11 further particulars may bn

obtained from Mr. C. Harman Payne, Com-
mdssaire General of the British Section. 195.

Wellmeadow Road, Catford. S.E.6.

Accident to Mr. Thomas Humphries.—Very
many of our readers who know the able anil

genial Curator of the Botanical Gardens,
Edgbnston, Birmingham, Mr. Thomas Hum-
phries, will regret to learn that he was

knocked down by a motor-car a short time

since and sustained injuries winch lia\e kept

him indoors until a few days ago. Visitors

to the Midland Daffodil Show were glad to

know that Mr Humphries was making steady

progress towards recovery, and we now learn

that he is able to get out again for a little

while each day.

Forest Fires in the North.—It seems incon-

gruous that forest fires should occur while snow
is lying inches deep on the ground, but the pro-

longed dry weather had rendered Heather and
the undergrowth of the forests as dry as tinder.

On the 12th inst. what is known as the
" Teiahats' storm " visited the countryside, and
extreme wintry conditions prevailed, with a
biting north-westerly wind. At this season of

tin year Blather burning is in progress on
spurting and sheep-grazing areas, and it was the

strong wind which sprung up on Tuesday night

when this work was being carried out on Glen-
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lunar estates. Aberdeenshire, owned by Lord

Glentanar, that started the forest fire in this dis-

trict. Fortunately, owing to the precautions taken

by Lord Glentanar after the destructive fires of

last year, when over £200,000 damage was done
on Glentanar estate, the outbreak was promptly

5ul dued. A most serviceable portable fire

engine, with an enormous length of hose-pipe,

has been provided for the forestry staff, and
this, with the experience gained last year in fire-

righting, enabled the large body of volunteers

who turned out to effectively check the outbreak.

It is estimated that about 50 acres of woodland
have been involved, but this is nothing as com-

pared with the devastation wrought on this

estate last year. On that occasion the fire raged

for nine days, and over 2,000 acres of fine woods
were destroyed. It began on June 14, 1920. and
it was not under control until June 25. From
the same cause—Heather burning—an alarming
outbreak of fire occurred on the 12th inst on
the Countess of Seafield's estate, in the Mulben
district of the parish of Boharm, Morayshire.

The Heather tires got out of control, and aided

by a high wind, swept onwards towards young
plantations of Firs of two and four years'

growth, which they speedily enveloped, and
ultimately spread to a promising plantation of

tall Larch of some 20 years' growth. Volunteers
...in' from all quarters, and after strenuous

labour succeeded in overcoming the outbreak.
During its course, the fire just- skirted the ad-

jacent lands belonging to the Duke of Richmond
and Gordon, which here march with the Seafield

estate, but it was practically confined to the

Seafield property.

Camellias in the United States.—It may prove
of interest to many of our readers to know
that at the International Flower Show held in

New York City during March, one of the out-

standing features of the exhibition was a col-

lection of Camellias in tubs, shown by Mr.
W. R. Coe, of Oyster Bay, New York, to whom
Mr. A. E. Thatcher, nephew of our well-known
contributor, Mr. E. Beckett, V.M.H., is Superin-

tendent. Mr. Coe, who it is interesting to note

was awarded a Gold Medal for this exhibit, is

an ardent horticulturist, and has enthusiasti-

cally taken up the cultivation of these old-time

favourites, the Camellias. Some years ago, he
had a large house specially erected for the cul-

tivation of his plants, which are thus enabled
to grow naturally, being planted out within the

house. They have now attained heights of

about eight feet, and are magnificent specimens.

The collection comprises fifty-one distinct

varieties, and it is interesting to learn that
these were imported to the United States from
England by Mr. Coe. and amongst them grand
specimens o.~ Camellia (si/n Tutcheria) specta-

bilis, which is perhaps the. finest of all the

Camellias. Mr. Thatcher (Mr. Coe's Superin-
tendent), was trained under Mr. Beckett, and
was for many years in the gardens of Alden-
ham House, where he gained a wide knowledge
of hardy plants ; he subsequently proceeded to

the Arnold Arboretum to continue his career
under Prof. C. S. Sargent, and since then has
held a number of important positions in the
United States.

Sunflower Silage. — Correspondence has
appeared in the Agricultural Press recently
with reference to the use of Sunflowers for silage—a practice in vogue in America. In an experi-
ment last year at the South Eastern Agri-
cultural College, Wye, Kent, a plot was sown
early in June with Russian Mammoth and
Giant American, at the rate of 14 1b. per acre,
and yielded, when cut in September, about 20
tons of green material. On a farm in East
Suffolk the seed was drilled in April at the
rate of 7 lb. per acre, in exactly the same wav
as Mangolds, and yielded, when cut at the
end of August, a crop roughly estimated at from
20-25 tons per acre. At Wye the crop was
cither fed long to eighteen-months old bullocks
or chaffed to cows. In the Suffolk case it was
ensiled. In each case it proved valuable as
a feeding stuff, as much as 90 lb. per head
being fed ti cows at Wye, with which ration
the health of the cows was normal, while the
milk yield kept up well. In Suffolk two-thirds

of a bushel of silage was fed with other foods.

The Sunflower is well known as a useful crop

on a variety of soils. As a result of

the Wye experiment it is suggested that the

plants should be sown in two-foot rows; this

distance gives plenty of room for the plants to

grow and at the same time allows the Sun-

flower full scope as a weed-smothering crop,

in which capacity it has proved very effective.

Both at Wye and in Suffolk the crop was
horse-hoed, but at Wye it was not singled.

The Ministry of Agriculture will be glad to

receive from farmers who experiment with this

crop some details of the results obtained.

Mr. N. F. Barnes.—Mr. N. F. Barnes, who has

charge of the Duke of Westminster's famous
gardens at Eaton Hall, near Chester, was almost

lost to horticulture in the early days of bis

career, as his inclinations were towards farming

and stock breeding. As a lad he commenced
work under his father at Venn House, Kings-

bridge. South Devon. However, after a period

of employment with Mr. W. H. Port, of Kings-

bridge, who was engaged in altering and laying

out several gardens at Salcombe, Mr. Barnes'

enthusiasm took a decided turn in favour of

horticulture. Encouragement in this direction

was given him by Mr. W. H. Beer, who was a

keen gardener and pomologist, arid under whom

ME. N. F. BARNES.

Mr. Barnes was employed for a year or so, and
through whom he eventually obtained a situation

with the late Mr. B. S. Williams at Holloway,
where he was employed in the Orchid houses

under Mr. Lawrence. The Kindly advice he re-

ceived from Mr. B. 'Williams is one of the hap-

piest recollections of Mr. Barnes' early years.

From Holloway lie went to Floors Castle. Kelso,

to take charge of the Orchid collection, and
after a while he was made general foreman. He
remained at Floors over six years, and left to

become foreman at Sandringham, when Mr. Mac-
kel'ar was appointed head gardener there in

suece sion to the late Mr. Penny. After two
years at Sandringham and while yet only 26
years of age, Mr. Barnes was appointed gardener
at Eaton Hall, and in Mav. 1922, he will have
completed thirty years in that position. Every-
one acquainted with Eaton Hall gardens knows
that Mr. Barnes has maintained a high standard
of gardening in every department. He has won
some of the principal prizes for indoor and
hardy fruits at Shrewsbury, Wolverhampton,
Hanley. Birmingham)., Chester and Edinburgh,
but probably his proudest achievement was win-
ning outright the Champion Prize for 30 dishes
of hot-house fruit at Shrewsbury in 1911, against
what was probably the keenest competition ever
experienced there ; and his exhibit had a margin
of 20 points over that of the next competitor!

As already indicated in these pages, Mr. Barnes
has been closely associated with the educational
work of the Chester Paxton Society, both as

chairman and president, for 25 years, and he

did splendid work in connection with food pro-

duction during the period of the war. He is a

member of the committee of the Gardeners'

lloyal Benevolent Institution and of the Royal
Horticultural Society's Fruit and Vegetable
Committee, and he was a member of the execu-

tive committee of the International Horticul-

tural Exhibition of 1912. In addition to all this,

it must be recorded that. Mr. Barnes is acknow-
ledged to be one of the finest trainers- of young
gardeners throughout the country, and many who
have served under him at Eaton are now filling

good positions in horticulture.

Sale of Eastwell Park.—It is announced that
Eastwell Park, Kent, and its contents, will

shortly be disposed of by Messrs. Knight,
Frank, and Riitley, of Hanover Square. The
estate lies between Ashford and Canterbury,
and the mansion contains many pieces of old

French and English furniture and works of art.

The gardens are in a high state of perfection

under the care of a skilful gardener, Mr. J. G.
Weston, who is a frequent contributor to these

pages.

Wintry Weather.—Weather of unusual
severity has been experienced all over the
country during the past week. On the 14th

inst. a heavy depression, centring to the north-

ward of Scotland, brought a. complete change of

weather over the United Kingdom, in direct

contrast to the almost summer conditions of the

previous few weeks. Cold rain, sleet and snow
fell over a wide area, and in some parts the
snow accumulated to a depth of three inches.

The wind assumed a northerly direction and
the temperature was very cold. On the night
of the 15th inst. the thermometer fell below
freezing point, and in Yorkshire it dropped to

15°. Even in the South frost was general, and
in many cases trees were coated with frozen

snow. As is usual when the weather turns cold

very suddenly, thunder storms were experienced
in many places. F'ears are entertained that

much harm has been caused to the fruit crops,

although it is not yet possible to estimate the
damage correctly, for whilst the air was so cold,

the atmosphere was comparatively dry, and it

was not until the end of the week that rains
were general. The cold rains probably prevented
rapid thawing, which causes most injury to

tender vegetation. At the time of writing there

are signs of a slight improvement, but the wind
is still keen, and it is only long continued bursts

of sunshine that help us to realise that, accord-

ing to the calendar, winter is over and the
genial month of showers and awakening vege-

tation with us.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-

day, April 26.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Committee meetings: lecture by Mr. W. B. Tux-

rill on "The Balkan Flora" at 5 p.m.; Nat-
ional Auricula and Primula Society's Annual
Exhibition at R.H.S. Hall (two days). Wednes-
day, April 27.—Irish Gardeners' Association and
Benevolent Society's meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago.

—

Quano —In our last number, p. 260, is

a communication from Mr. Henry, which
shows that Messrs. Gibbs and Myer's system
with regard to sales of Guano is now under-
stood. Their present scale of prices is as

follows:—For 1 and under 15 tons, «£12; for

15 and under 30 tons, £W; for 50 tons and
upwards. «£10; with a discount, in all cases,

of 21 per cent. It will, therefore, be seen that

they do not object to selling even one ton; but

for anything le.ss than 30 tons they ha*e
fixed Ihigh prices, in order to afford some
scope to the dealers. Letters from the
Patagonian coast, dated December 21 last,

inform us that in every spot where the Guano
is found, to which we alluded some weeks ago,

English vessels are taking cargoes1

. Twenty
or thirty caigoes of this material will probably

arrive in England within a few weeks. Gard.

Chron. April 25. 1846.
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

COLLERETTE DAHLIAS FROM AN
AMATEUR'S POINT OF VIEW.

As it is time to prepare the ground for the

planting of Dahlias, my experience as an
amateur grower of Collerette varieties may be

useful to others. Having grown all types of

the flower with the exception of the giant

Paeony-flowered varieties, which I consider only

useful for mixing with shrubs and such-like

tall flowering plants, I have come to the con-

clusion that, for the grower with limited space,

there is no type which will give greater satis-

faction than the Collerette section. I have

grown Cactus, Single, Pompon and Star Dahlias

by the side of these, but without exception

visitors have voted the Collerette the best..

A vase of these Dahlias with varied tints is

much to be preferred to the Cactus varieties,

which are in bloom for a few weeks, giving

exhibition flowers and afterwards producing un-

dersized, misshapen flowers.

In diversity of colouring and formation the
Collerette Dahlia is pre-eminent. Thin the
foliage well, and blooms may be cut, as I

have done, from July until well into October,
the plants at all times being well covered with
flowers. For garden decoration, do not disbud
the flowers, but allow them to develop naturally

without allowing too much leaf and stem
growth. The plan I adopt is to shield the
plants from the cold north-east winds, and I

also erect a screen to tone down the mid-day
sun, as I find this is liable to bleach the
red tints and also causes more work with the
water-can. In order to do this I grow a row of

runner Beans on the south side, and am for-

tunate in having a tall Privet edge to break
the wind. I only allow a space of three feet

between each plant, and place stakes in

readiness a month before the plants are set

out. I had a bed of four dozen different

varieties, and the plants were an attraction

to all passers-by. Since such old favourites as

Henri Farman, M. Riviore and Madam Poirier
were distributed we have had a wealth of new
varieties from raisers, but there is still room
for more. I have yet to see a good scarlet

variety without the admixture of yellow.
Although the numbers run into hundreds, there
is one which I do not regard as a true Coller-

ette. I refer to the variety Gaillardia, the
blooms of which may be mistaken for the hardy
plant of the same name. It was raised by
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., who have given us
much better ones. Compare it with Giant of

Lyons, Cloche, Bonfire and others and you
would soon cease to grow it. The point is, there
is contrast in these sorts, but none in the
former, which lacks the collar. I consider
Autumn Tints an ideal flower for vases, the
colour being reddish orange with a yellow collar.

Tlie best yellow I have seen is Buttercup, a
great acquisition, for although Green Park is

described by growers as a good yellow, I am
not growing it again ; the blooms vary in shape
and consequently look ragged by the side of

others. The best white is White Fox, which
Mr. West kindly gave me. In conclusion. I

would advise readers to obtain their plants
early and harden them while in the pots, as
they make better plants when put out and
do not receive a check. If the following dozen
are tried, I am sure they will satisfy the most
exacting person, and will lead them on to try
more recent novelties and perhaps join the
National Dahlia Society :—Negro, Ville de
Scheldt, Anna Louise, Warspite, Regularity,
Clansman, Eddystone. Circe, Ouise, Gold Tip,
Autumn fii't>. and White Fox. (i. Stanbridge.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION S.

I have been a keen cultivator of Perpetual-
flowering and Souvenir de la Malmaison Car-
nations for the past twenty years. I have
read with much interest the correspondence
respecting the various times for rooting cuttings
of Perpetual-flowering Carnations, and having
rooted cuttings from October to March, I have
always found the best results follow from October-
struck cuttings. By striking the cuttings early

the plants have a long season before them to

mature in. and the buds are well forward before
the advent of winter. Such plants furnish a
good supply of bloom all through the winter.

With regard to stopping, this should be done
not later than the end of April ; it is

too late to do this in May and June, as the
seasons are too short for the plants to become
matured ; at least not here in the north. The
method may prove more successful in the
southern counties, where the atmosphere is more
adapted for these beautiful flowers. I agree
that 6-inch and 7-inch pots are of an adequate
size for the final potting, and if fed judiciously

the plants will produce fine blooms and plenty
of them. I am well aware that it is easy to

produce a fine crop of flowers during the
summer, but I find that blooms are none the
less acceptable at that period of the year,

although, of course, winter is the time when
growers should have plenty of these Carnations.

I am very much in favour of spraying Carnations
lightly in hot weather twice daily, as it

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
DRABA AIZOIDES.

Although not one of the rarest Drabas, D.
aizoideu is one of the best of this= race of

plants, which are too much neglected by gar-

deners D. aizoides is pretty either in or out
of bloom. Before and after flowering, its

rosettes of thorny-looking leaves, each rosette

from an inch to an inch and a half across,

ornament the rock garden.

At the blooming period, in spring, the
plant gives a wealth of little yellow
flowers on 3-inch tall stems. It is almost
protean in its varieties, and some of these are
often known by specific names, but the dis-

tinctions are usually so minute as to be worth
ignoring for garden purposes. This Draba is

not difficult to cultivate in stony soil or in

the narrow crevices between rocks. It loves

limestone, although this is not essential and
grows quite well without it. A stock may be

Fig. 85.

—

matthiola I'EDEMONTana ; flowers rosy-ptjrple.

benefits the plants, cools the atmosphere, and

keeps down insects, to which Carnations are

very subject if proper attention is not given

the plants and spraying done regularly once

a month with XL All Liquid Insecticide,

which is one of the finest specifics that can bs

used for Carnations. In closing my few re-

marks I think I may claim to be a fairly su'1

eessful cultivator of these flowers. My an.aU

collection of 100 Perpetual-flowering Carnations

and 50 pots of Malmaison Duchess of West-

minster, grown in 8-inch pots, with as many
as 18 to 20 flower spikes, will produce

over 300 well-matured blooms. G. W. Bellamy,

Littlemoor Gardens, Queensbury, Bradford.

Edinburgh College Examination in Horti-

culture.—The following students have been

awarded the Certificates of the Edinburgh and

East of Scotland College of Agriculture in hor-

ticulture.—Miss Mary Adam, Miss A. Brown,

Miss M. J. Hadlev, Miss Frieda Hogben, Miss

M. H. M'Taggart; Mr. John L. Minto, Mr.

Gordon Moir, Mr. Chas. Mollison and Mr.

Alexr. Ramage. Mr. Moir has received an ap-

pointment as assistant agricultural inspector to

the Federated Malay States.

raised from seeds, or the plant may be propa-

gated by means of division; almost every

rosette will root if taken off and put in pots

of light soil surfaced with sand and placed

in a frame or greenhouse near the light, but

.-lightly shaded at first and kept watered. A.

MATTHIOLA PEDEMONTANA.

There is some doubt as to the correct

status of the very attractive. plant

known in gardens as Matthiola pede-

montana, but it is generally regarded as

a form of M. varia, a species found over a

wide area, in Southern Europe. The name
varia is on account of the different forms the

plant assumes wild, and pedemontana is most

probably only a geographical variant. The
specimen illustrated in Fig. 85 was photo-

graphed by Mr. Malby in the Pont de Nant
Botanic Garden, Switzerland.

Matthiola pedemontana is a free flowering

plant, and nrodnces a mass of flowers from July

onwards. The blooms are light rosy-purple, a

richer tone than those of the type. The plant

only grows about 8 inches high, and is very

-nilcd to the rock-garden ; it should be planted

in full exposure to sunshine.
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The Weeks Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Coixieb, Gardener to Sir Jeremuh Comas, Bart.,

GattoD Park, Reigate.

Shading and Ventilating.—A considerable
amount of interest and pleasure will be derived
by Orchid growers during the existing period
in looking through their collections and observ-
ing how quickly a number of plants are
responding to the increase of light and sun-
heat. The conditions essential to their healthy
development must be systematically carried
out : with the numerous changes between sun-

shine and shade and heat and cold, it will be
very difficult to keep the temperatures of the
houses regular, but if shading and ventilating

inside temperature rises, the amount of air
gradually increased. Where lattice blinds only
are employed for shading, they will not afford
the necessary protection to "such plants as
Miltonia, Odontoglossum, Phalaenopsis, An-
graecvMn, Aerides, Sacoolabium, and such
Vandas as V. Lowii, V. sauvis, and V. tricolor.
The glass may be stippled with a mixture of
whiting and water, and the work should be
done on a fine day, so that the coating may
dry quickly. The glass should be washed
thoroughly and allowed to dry again before
applying the stippling. As the days lengthen
and the sun's heat increases the temperatures
should be raised both by night and day. This
will necessitate an increase of atmospheric
moisture; therefore the floors and stages should
be damped at least three times each day, ajid
the majority of the plants that are not in flower
ina' be sprayed overhead. This work should be
done sufficiently early in the day to allow the
foliage to become dry before night. Be sparing
with syringe when the weather is cold anil dull.

Fig. 86.

—

flowers of dieca palustris (from The Botanical Register), (see p. 197.'

are carefully attended to, fluctuations in the
amount of warmth may be largely obviated.
Most Orchids appreciate sunshine, and this
should be allowed to reach them as freely as
possible without risking injury to the foliage
by scorching, which most often occurs when
the air is clear and cold, as there is a fear
at such times of giving much ventilation because
of the danger from cold draughts. The lowering
and raising of the blinds wifl require attention,
but there is not the least need to keep
working them up and down for every trifling
change in the weather, but only when scorch-
ing of the foliage is feared. At this particular
time of the year the foliage of Orchids is
more apt to get scorched by sunshine than
during the summer, when an abundance of
fresh air (an be admitted to the houses: there-
fore, it is safer to err a trifle by giving too
much shading than too little. During times
of dry, scorching winds, ventilating demands
constant attention. It is advisable to regulate
the temperatures by means of the heating
apparatus, and on no account to open the
ventilators of the warmest divisions, as generally
sufficient air will pass through the laps of the
glass and under the doors. At other times,
when the air is still, the bottom ventilators
may be opened a little at first, and, as the

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlei Wabben, Gardener to th« Hon. S. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, T/ring.

Protecting the Blossoms of Wall Trees.—Every
attention should be paid to protecting th»
blossom of fruit trees on walls. The state of
the weather, the situation and condition of
the trees must be given due consideration, and
the protection, of whatever kind, modified
accordingly. A few days' inattention at this'

period n.ay destroy the chances of a crop.

Mulching.—This work is absolutely necessary
for the preservation of moisture and the pre-
vention of injury to the roots in fruit borders
where the soil is liable to crack during hot,
dry summers. A fairly heavy mulch of either
balfdecayed manure or leaf-mould will prevent
the soil from cracking, and the roots thereby
escape the damage they would otherwise sustain
by being b) ':en or stretched to such a degree
as to be very injurious to them, the
after-effects of which soon become apparent,
particularly in trees with stone fruits.

Strawberries.—If Strawberries were not
planted last month, the work should be done
at the earliest opportunity. If it has been
delayed until this time, frequent and copious
watering will be necessary. Alpine Strawberries

raised from seed should be planted as recom-
mended in the Calendar for February 26, page
101. or on a warm border under hand glass©',
or in a garden frame, to forward their growth,
so that with the advent of warmer weather
they may be fit for planting out permanently.
For some time to come, remove all flower
trusses that appear, however small they mav
be. Forced Strawberry plants should be;

thoroughly hardened before being planted out-
of-doors, during which process all flower spikes
should be removed as they appear. Plantations
of these Strawberries frequently afford a

moderate quantity of fruit during the autumn,
when the berries are most welcome. During
times of hot weather, red spider frequently
makes its appearance on the underside of the
foliage, but the attacks of this pest may be
considerably minimised, if not entirely pre-
vented, by copious root waterings and frequently
syringing overhead with clear water.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer Moke-

wood, Eeq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Fittonia.—Where a few plants of Fittonia are
required for edging they may be raised from
cuttings inserted now. Place three cuttings in

a 2^-inch pot. Old specimens should be shifted!

into larger pots and be grown in a fair amount
of warmth, with plenty of moisture at the
roots.

Asparagus medeoloides {Smilax).—Young plants

of Smilax grown from seed require shifting

into their permanent quarters- The back
wall of a vinery as a suitable place on which
to train Smilax and the bed should be 18

inclhes deep and 20 inches wide. Use good,

turfy loam, leaf-soil, sand and horse

droppings, well mixed together'. The soil should
be made fairly firm before the Smilax is

planted. Fix a wire along the bottom and
another at the top of the wall to carry strands of

string at intervals of 9 inches for the trails to

climb up. Large plants cannot be expected
1

the

first, year, but every season afterwards the

growths will become stronger.

Coleus.—Young plants of Coleus should be

shifted into larger receptacles. Use a mixture of

fairly rich loam, leaf-soil, and a sprinkling

of Clay's Fertiliser as a potting compost.

W hen the plants are about 18 inches high

tiie tops should be nipped out, also the

laterals as thev develop. This will cause the

plants to become bushy. Let the roots have

plenty of water.

Ardisia crenata.—This plant is very useful

fjr conservatory and room decoration on

account of the Ion? time the berries remain

attractive; it is common for the fruits and

flowers to be present at the same time. Young
stock may be raised from seed or cuttings.

The old plants may be turned out of their

pots, a portion of tlie old soil shaken from the

roots and repotted in loam, decayed leaves

and old cow manure. When repotted the

plants should be grown in a temperature of

from 60° to 65°. Ardisia grows very slowly

and should be given every encouragement to

develop; syringing is necessary on frequent

occasions.

, THE FLOWER GARDEN
By J»hk Ooutts, Royal Botanio Gardeae, K>w

Rose Cuttings.—Cuttings of Roses inserted in

cold frames last autumn may be planted out iit

the reserve garden. Even if they are not all

rooted, but well callused, they n.ay be success-

fully moved, especially if well decayed leaf-6oil

is used when planting. A sheltered west border

id a good situation for them.

Stocks Lothian Stocks are quite hardy, and

where they were sown early in the present year

the plants should be ready for setting in their

summer quarters. The work should be done

carefully, as all Stocks are impatient of root

disturbance. These stocks make lateral shoots

freely, thus giving a succession of flowers

through the season, and they show to great

advantage in this respect over the Ten-week
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Stocks, which have a very short season of bloom-

ing. The later kind should be sown now, as also

should the so-called 'Beauty" Stocks, including

Beauty of Nice. Many of these Stocks grow
fairly" tall and develop plenty of long, lateral

shoots, which, when in flower, are very useful

as cut blooms. They n.ay also be sown during

the autumn, and wintered in cold frames, from

which they may safely be planted out at the

beginning of March. Treated in this way they

flower very early, and on the whole are more
satisfactory than spring-sown^ilants.

Asters and other Half-Hardy Annuals-
Chinese Asters should now be sown ; the single

varieties are very beautiful and useful for

cutting. Tagetes and- either half-hardy annuals

mav be sown at the same time. They should

all be sown thinly, and the seed will germinate

readily in a cold frame. The seedlings should

be pricked off before they becon.e crowded.

They are best pricked out in a layer of soil, three

or four inches deep, placed on a hard, ash

bottom. If old Mushroom-bed material is

available a sprinkling should be put underneath

the soil. The plants will make a mass of roots,

and may be lifted with large balls when planting-

out time arrives.

Staking.—The staking of herbaceous plants

requires much care and taste, and should be

undertaken in time ; the work is too often

delayed until the shoots have fallen over, and

when this happens it is very difficult to make the

plants presentable. If suitable supporting

material has been got in readiness—as advised in

a former Calendar—the work of staking will be an

easy matter. For exan.ple. many slender-growing

plants cannot be properly staked in the usual

way; such subjects should be supported by

suitably trimmed branches, which should be

inserted in time for the plant to grow up

through them, when the shoots will arrange

themselves in a natural and graceful manner.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

j ietbcb Boixock, Gardener to E. J. WrTnta. Esq

Oopped Hull, Epping.

Tomatos.—Tomato plants, whether intended tc

be grown in pots or planted out in borders,

should not be allowed to receive a check by

becoming pot-bound. This is frequently a cause

of the flowers on the first formed truss failing to

set fruits. If the plants are intended for planting

out and the borders are not for the moment
ready to receive them rather let them be shifted

into slightly larger pots than allow them tc

become pot-bound.

The Late Vinery.—Black Alicante and Appley

Towers are two of the most diffioult Grapes

for tying down to the wires. Both are vigorous

grow'eis, and any attempt to draw the growths

down while the sap has such freedom as at

p-esent will result in the majority of the

growths slipping out at the base. These

varieties and others of a like nature are better

left alone until such time as the bunches have

set their fruit. Then, with care, no loss or

disappointment need arise.

Cucumbers.—Plants which were raised early

in the year are at the fruiting stage. There

is often" a tendency for the plants to develop

fruit from the main stems, but this should be

discouraged by removing such fruits, only re-

taining those from the lateral growths, and of

these a fair proportion only should be allowed

to mature. Encourage growth to develop by

adding horse droppings to the beds and cover

the manure with a little fine soil directly the

young roots show on the surface. Water the

roots copiously and thoroughly syringe the

plants, maintaining at all times a warm, humid
atmosphere.

The Orchard House.—Most of the inmates of

this house have passed out of bloom and the

fruits are swelling. A percentage of the fruits

will drop naturally, but many will have to be
removed, and this should be done in the early

stages so that the strength of the trees mav be
concentrated in those that are to remain. Over-
cropping is a serious fault and applies equally

to a}) classes of fruit,

PYRUS BACCATA VAR, LUTEA.
\Vhen-!i flowering tree or shrub is more than

ordinarily attractive the public who visit the
Royal Gardens, Kew, soon make a distinct track
to jt for the purpose of closer inspection and to

discover the label. This is the case in respect to

the above-named tree, which is situated at the
end of the Thorn Avenue, near the Pagoda.
The tree is upwards of 20 ft. high, and during

late March and early April it was covered with
its yellowish flowers, which change to white.

It is so very distinct in colour, shape, and size

of flower that I am much surprised it is not
more in evidence in parks and other public

reddish purple. The plant is supplied grafted

on to stocks of the common Gooseberry, but
this is not a very satisfactory method of cul-

ture, and it is better, whenever possible, to

obtain them on their own roots, grown from
seeds, cuttings or layers. />.

DIRGA PALUSTRIS.
Besides early-flowering species of Daphne,

there is in the san.e order of the Thymeliaceae
a little shrub which flowers about the beginning
of March, sometimes even earlier. This is Dirca
palustris.

The illustration herewith given (Fig. 87) shows
a well-developed specimen in bloom. The shrub
is peculiarly stocky and usually attains a height
of from 2 feet to 5 feet, and in verv suitable

Fir.. 87.—DIRCA PALUSTRIS IN FI-OWEB.

places where ornamental trees are grown. It

compares with P. baccata in having a fair

amount of down on the leaves, etc.. but the
individual flowers are more open and larger,

being from 2 in. to 2£ in. across and borne on
long, thin, Cherry-like pedicels 2 in. to 2£ in.

in length. I have referred to several works on
trees and shrubs, but so far failed to find any
reference to this yellow-coloured Pyius.

In Trees and Shrubs Hardy in tin

Uritish Isles, mention is made of seeds

of several varieties of Pyrus baccata being

sent to Kew 30 years back; probably this

particular tree is one of that set. ('.

RIBES CRUENTUM.
Ribes cruentum is a Califomian plant,

and is found about I lie coast range,

extending also into Southern Oregon.

When out of flower it bears a strik-

ing resemblance to the common Gooseberry,
for it forms a spreading bush thickly beset

with stout spines. The flowers, which appear
in May, differ materially from those of 11.

Grossularia, for they are decidedly showy, the

sepals being large, dark red and reflexed to

show the short petals, which are white, stained

with red. These flowers are borne in sufficient

quantity to make the plant effective. The fruits

are exceedingly curious. They are about the

size of small Gooseberries, round, and thickly

beset with strong bristles a quarter of an inch

or more in length, the colour when ripe being

positions it may become a little taller. It branches
near the surface of the ground, and the ascending
twigs, which are smooth and yellow-green, are

thickly clustered toward the cuds of the main
branches. The leaves are light green, rather

dull, broadly elliptical to obovate, entire, arid

carried on short petioles. The flowers (Fig. 86)

appear before or during the unfolding of the

leaves ; they are light yellow, £ inch long, and
borne three to four in a cluster. These are

followed in the late summer by ovoid, dull-red

berries, ^ inch in length.

I found Dirca palustris in some of the Eastern
States of North America, where not seldom it

is abundant in damp and rich woods, in thickets

and in very marshy places. Shrubs which only

are 1 foot in height are often covered with
Bowers during spring-time. The fibrous and very
strong bark is used medicinally to provide an
emetic; the wood is soft, brittle and whitish.

There is in California another species, namely.

D. occidenbalis, which is very rare in cultivation.

The seeds of Dirca palustris germinate readily,

and one finds in spring a large number of young
seedlings near the old shrubs. Seeds which
were sown in March germinate readily when
sown in a moist, somewhat shady place. When
planted in dry beds many young seedlings
succumb, and seeds do not germinate at all

in such sites, therefore it is advisable that at

least some weeks before and after germination
the soil should be kept moist. ./. C. Uphof,
HlfSSUm, Hnllanil.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations—The 'Editors will be glad to receive

and to select photographs or drawings suitable lor

reproduction, o) gardens, or of remarkable flowers,

trees, etc, but they cannot be responsible jor loss

or injury.

THE RETIR'D GARDENER.

IN an article contributed by me in Oard.

Chron., September 12. 1915. on London

and Wise, Lager's 'hook. The Uetir'd

Gardener, under recent discussion, was in-

cidentally noticed, and in March, 1892, the

same subject was dealt with by another writer.

The volume or volumes, notwithstanding that

they have been declared of no horticultural

value, are not wanting in interest. To

write exhaustively of the contents would require

much space on account of the large number

of plants treated of. moreover the transla-

tor, for we cannot be certain that London

or Wise were more than editors as Car-

penter later was. performed his work rather

badly, especially as regards names of plants,

which is partly redeemed by the remarks inter-

spersed for the benefit of English gardeners-

In comparison with the Dutch Florist and

its separate treatise on Tulips, Carnations and

Oranges, it is a much superior production, and

I have no doubt that its circulation would be

of advantage to gardening throughout Britain,

though the author, himself a florist, wrote for

florists. For a mere gardener he had, indeed,

little or no respect. He esteemed it a rare thing

to find a gardener an expert. Mostly, gardeners

went more by "Rote than Knowledge," they had
" moire Obstinacy than Reason, and more Pre-

sumption than Understanding." Still, we may
gather incidentally that florists had their faults

too, for he recommended this distich to be in-

scribed on every garden gate: ''Hie Ver
assiduum melius, quam Carmina, Flores Inscri-

bunt, Oculis tu lege non Manibus." In brief.

"Look at everything, but touch nothing," and
a very good rule. Yet, though inclined to be
honest himself, in his dealings with other florists,

he found himself sometimes put off with a poor
variety instead of that he had selected, and
therefore he advises others to be sure to mark
plants they have chosen, lest they too should be
imposed upon.

In the chapter on Pinks, which is really the

Carnation, is the earliest florist's attempt, to

provide a guide to the properties of the flower.

It was to have a " good store of Leaves "

(petals) and shaped like a " little Dome." The
petals were to be round, " not indented " nor

pointed. The ground colour pure white and the

stripes clearly defined; were the bloom not of

a proper shape, then the florist must aid it.

This was effected by drawing out petals, smooth-
ing them carefully, and as a help spreading the

lower ones on a bit of round cardboard, in-

serted previous to the expansion of the flower.

Dressing it will be seen, therefore originated

in France, and it may be added that it was
not until about 1740 that the type of bloom
here recommended became that of English

florists.

The Carnation in this book is given as a
synonym of the English Gillyflower or Julian,
Hesperis matronalis, while the Gillyflower is

the White Violet—our Stock. Plants of these
were cultivated with great care, single as well
as double, and the former were preserved over
winter in pots to produce seeds. There is no
indication given that the writer was aware of

the method of selecting such singles as would

produce a large percentage of doubles, but on'y

a limited number of capsules were left on a

plant to mature seed, which might have a

similar effect.

Double Stocks were known to Bacon, who
designates them Double White Violets- Other

Gillyflowers described are Winter, or Snow-

drops ; Yellow, or Wallflowers. Similarly, a

number of plants are called Pinks, others Hya-
cinths, etc., though they had not the slightest

connection with these plants botanically. In

this section we find a few designations which

appeal' for the first time. Tuberose for Poly-

anthes tuiberosa is one. Then there is "Hardy
Annua! " for flowers of one season's duration.,

and a near approximation to biennial in "bis-

annual."

Oranges at this period, and long before, were

objects of much concern to gardening folk.

They were imported annually from Genoa and

from the regularity of the importations and the

quantities imported, losses in cultivation must

have been appalling ; moreover, Evelyn's re-

marks on producing them from seed in Acetaria

would indicate that they were also raised in this

country extensively.

In the sections devoted to flowers, the Editors

are singularly unrepresented, but, in this, the

sixth part, we find them very busy with inter

polations and suggestions for English growers,

the first of these being a statement that Oranges

were raised from seeds here, and that they

were, when in flower, "very proper and agree-

able in the Lodgings of Persons of Quality."

The Genoese p]anu>__were some of them almost of

specimen proportions. In packing, the roots

were shortened, then bound up with Bass-

strings, with moss and an earthen composition,

and packed in cases, the voyage sometimes ex-

tending to three months, yet " they seldom
miscarry when they are planted." Otber re-

marks show that these Oranges fulfilled their

functions in flowering and decorating apart-

ments.

The chapter on " Jessemin " is also of interest.

The common white was propagated in their

nurseries in the open. " We make standards of

them either with round or piramidal heads, aird

plant them out in the open Beds or Borders-"

Sorely a method that would be worth reviving

in suitable localities! The other " Jessemines "

are the Spanish— (Jasminum grandiflorum) Ara-

bian (J. Sambac and fl. pi.). Of the last named
it is related here that it had been cultivated for

some years " to great Perfection at Hampton
Court." Wise, it may be noted, had the super-

vision of the gardens there at the period in

question.

American Jessemin is Quamoclit coccinea and
of this the remark is made that it is only a
" plant of curiosity." The last named is also

described as the Indian and Canadian Jessemin.

The last of the series is the yellow or Jonquil

Jessamin (J. fruticans) and a note is made of

" Trumpet flower or Red Jessemin of Virginia
"

(Bignonia radicans), a plant of which had been

" planted above 25 years—on the wall of a

house in Green-house Street, in the way to

Mary-bone from Golden Square." Though un-

praned for ten years, it flowered profusely, and

made " a fine show."

The sprays of Myrtle, we are told, were in

request for cutting, e.g., Nosegays. The cele-

brated Duns Castle Myrtle is a living example

of how long this use of the Myrtle obtained.

There is a large specimen here that tradition

affirms to have grown from a slip in the wedding

bouquet of Queen Victoria, but I have never

been able to obtain confirmation of this-

I may conclude by noting one or two ex-

amples of the Sieur Liger's philological studies

in plant names. Oniithogalan is "Lac Ga.'.linae

or Hen's Milk ; though why 'tis so called we

can't easily determine, it having not much re-

lation to the Whiteness of Milk, nor of Hen's,"

etc. Violet from ion—"a. Way, because this is

a flower that grows in places, where we walk."

Of Lilack, " 6ome pretend 'tis derived from

Lilium because its flower is like a little Lily."

I have quoted enough, however, to show how

full of interest parts of the volume are. h'. P.

Brolherston.

PALMS OF THE RIVIERA.

A oenus of Palms related to Washingtoma

is Erythea, of which two species are common

in the Riviera gardens, where they usually go

under the name of Branca, from which last

genus they have been separated.

The most important, on account of its strik-

ing appearance, is Erythea armata, the Blue-

palm, so-called because the leaves are of a most

decided glaucous colour, contrasting with the

usual green colour of the vegetation. It would

indeed be difficult to find a more beautiful con-

trast than that created by planting this Palm

(often sold under its older name Brahea

Roezlii) on a grass lawn. It forms a dense

head of rather stiff leaves about four metres

in diameter, and the limb of the leaves is

about 80 centimetres, the leaf-stalk about one

metre. The trnnK is rather thick and covered

u it 1 1 the bases of the dead leaf-stalks, which are

strongly adherent to the trunk. It is a rather

slow-growing Palm, and I have found no indica-

tion in literature about the height to winch

it attains in its native country, the northern

part of lower California. Specimens about 35

years old in Riviera gardens are of the height

i.l some five metres; from its appearance and its

flowering only at the age of some 25 years, 1

should think that this species reaches a con-

siderable height, probably 10 or 12 metres or

more, like the following species, also common

here.

Though it is rather commonly planted, this

most strikingly coloured Palm ought to be

much more employed, the more so as it is ab-

solutely hardy anywhere and will grow in any

soil and without, being watered, though, like all

Palms, it greatly profits by being watered.

The flower spadices, about two metres long,

stand out between the leaves, and are erect at

the base, but most gracefully arching towards

the point and add, though as usual the in-

dividual flowers are small and whitish, a great

ornament to the Palm. The trunk is thick,

about 60 centimetres in diameter, and becomes

with age freed of the dead leaf bases, which

here are often taken away by the gardeners.

The other species commonly met with is

Erythea edulis (svn. Brahea edulis), a native of

the little island Guadalupe, not far from the

west coast of lower California. It is quite

hardy. here in any position and less slow-growing

than' Erythea armata It is said to reach the

height of 12 metres, but as is the case with

so many plants, it is possible that in the cul-

tivated state it reaches a greater size. Ihe

leaves, of a beautiful dark green, are ot the

same size as those of E. armata, but less rigid.

Any visitor to Nice has easy occasion to see

and compare these two species of Erythea,
_
which

are planted in two rows, alternately, in
i

flie

public garden to the south side of Hace

Masseria and he can there also see and com-

pare the Washingtonia filifera and W. robustn.

of which I wrote in my last article

Two other species of Erythea are known but

are as vet exceedingly rare in Riviera garfe™.

One of' them, E. Brandegeei, native of tie

southernmost part of lower California,.would

appear to be a most valuable acquisition te

Riviera gardens, since it is a tall (up to neatly

40 metres of height) and slender Palm in dis-
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tinction to the two first named, which have a
rather thick trunk. The young plants which 1

possess of this species had never suffered be-

fore by the slight frosts occurring occasionally,

but where they were exposed to the morning
sun some of the leaves suffered slightly

after the extraordinary frost of December 17,

1920, when the temperature went so low as

6° centigrade and even in some places 8° centi-

grade, here at Nice, which appears not to have
been the case since 1826. But like so many
other Palms which have suffered a little this

winter, but never before, it can to all practical

purposes be considered quite hardy, and should

be extensively planted on account of its great

beauty, as described by those who have seen it

in its habitat, since no adult specimens exist as

yet in gardens of this rather recently dis-

covered Palm

.

Erythea elegars is an imperfectly known, but
quite distinct, species of very slow growth, ft

is supposed to be a native of Sonora, Mexico,

but has been described only from cultivated

plants growing in South Galifornian gardens.

The young specimens I possess have proved of

the same hardiness as E. Brandegeei. The fruits

of all Erytheas are more or less globular, more
or less large, and some are edible.

Finally, a very imperfectly known Palm
named Erythea aculeata may be a distinct

species, as supposed by the American botaruist

Brandegee, who found it growing in Sinaloa,

Mexico. I have not as yet obtained this last

species. I mention here a small genus of

Palms, the Brahea, because they are related to

the foregoing and resemble them much, though
up to now they play a very small part in

Kiviera gardens, being rarely met with.

Dr. A. Robertson Proschowsky, Jardin d'Accli-
iiifrtcttiiin . Les Tropiques, Nice, France.

INDOOR PLANTS.

HOVEA CELSI1.

Among the many good, hard-wooded plants

that have almost dropped out of cultivation must
be included this Hovea, which was at one time
exceedingly popular for growing into large

specimens. In the palmy days of the Chiswick

shows, about the middle of the last century, its

name often cropped up in the lists of exhibits.

It would, however, appear to have declined in

popularity after that, for at the International

Exhibition, held at South Kensington, in 1866,

though specimens of hard-wooded plants were
freely .shown, the name of this Hovea does not

'jccur amongst them.
It belongs to the natural order Leguminosae,

vnd is of a rather loose habit of growth, a good

Jeal in the way of some of the Chorizemas. The
slender shoots are clothed with ovate, deep
green leaves and studded for some distance with

dense clusters of rich, purplish-blue, Pea-shaped

blossoms, which attract notice by reason of their

uncommon tint.

The species is sometimes known as Hovea
elliptica, but according to the Kew Hand List

the specific name of Celsii is the correct one.

Gardeners of the olden days used to regard this

Hovea as a good test of the cultivator's skill, so

that it will be understood that great care was
necessary in order to grow it well.

Like most hard-wooded subjects, formerly

generally known as New Holland plants, it re-

quires a compost mainly consisting of good
fibrous peat with a mixture of rough silver sand.

Thorough drainage is essential, and watering
must be done carefully. A stagnant atmosphere
should also be guarded against.

ALLAMANDA GRANDIFLORA.
This is a very beautiful Allamanda and one

quite distinct from the strong-growing Allamanda
Schottii and its garden forms. Compared with
these it may be described as of dwarf, compact
habit, the slender shoots being clot lied with
small, thin leaves. The flowers, which are more
widely open at the mouth than in most of the
Allamandas, are of a delightful shade of clear
lemon yellow.
This species may be grown as a rafter plant in

a small or medium-sized house, or, if preferred,
as a loose-growing bush

Like most of the cultivated species the plant is

a native of Brazil, where it was discovered by
the oollector Gardner, who sent seeds to this
country, from which plants were raised and dis-
tributed in the 'thirties of the last century.
The one-time important firm of Lucombe, Pince
and Company, of Exeter, was, I believe, the
first to put it into commerce. It was never
very common, and at one time appeared likely
to be lost altogether. This was to be accounted
for by the fact that on its own roots it makes,
as a ride, poor progress, but if grafted on to
one of the stronger growers it is much freer.
This operation is not at all a difficult one,
a satisfactory union being readily effected.
Allamanda grandiflora is not the only species

sown in the usual way in a light mixture, will
germinate readily in a house having a night
temperature of 55°. From the t ;me when the
two first rougth leaves appear, the little seed-
lings are always interesting, tor every day
one may notice some change of marking

-

, some
new tone of colour, or combination of colours.
The modern strains of Ooleus have reached a
very high clegiee of efficiency, and the plant
lends itself, even yet, to hybridisation, which
should result in some charming developments.
One thing to guard against is sowing the seed

thickly, for while the seed germinates
readily, the coarser-growing plants always
come up first, choking ere they have a fair
chance the smaller but usually' more beautiful

that may be grown in » small glasshouse, as
there is also the compact, bushy A. neriifolia,
wihich flowers with great freedom over a
lengthened period.

Besides this there is the distinct coloured
A. violacea, which, when a good form is

obtained, is a very striking plant. All of those
that I have seen are not of equal merit, some
being of a much better colour than others. T.

RAISIXi; COLEUS FROM SEED.
One of the most interesting plants to grow

from seed, and one which, at all periods of its

life, is ever changing, ever gr >wing mi re

beautiful and responding quickly to a guiding
hand, is the Coleus.

The culture of this bumli-'ome leaved exotic
is very easy, the one necessity being a warm
greenhouse in which to raise the seed, which,

See p. 190.)

ones. From the seed pan, prick the plants out
in boxes an inch apart, and il is al this stage
that the most delightful surprises appear.
They grow quickly, and one is able to note any
undesirable colours and discard them.
The next shift should be into smull 60-sized

pots, when, the growth being rapid, one is

able to have plants ready fir transference to
43-sized pots in six or eight weeks from the
time of sowing.

For this potting a mixture of turfy loam
with additions of leaf-mould and sand— if the
loam is heavy in texture a liltle peat is useful
—provides a suitable rooting medium. Place
the plants in a house shaded from bright sun-
shine, with a humid atmosphere, hut do not
overdo the shading, for when the plants are
"ell de\e|,,|,e,| al „l H le )p ,,, s f|1 ]] of roo(s
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they will stand a great deal of sun, and then

—and only thpn—do we get that rare and charm-

ing depth of colouring peculiar to the C Uus.

If artificial manure is necessary—Only very

weak stimulants in solution should be given

—

as a general rule weak soot-water twice a

week when the plants are established is fairly

safe to use.

I know of no plant more exquisite in leaf

colouring than the beautiful Coleus Cordelia,

and if one is tempted to say that he is not

likely to find such a treasure in his packet of

seed, I submit that Cordelia originated as a

seedling. Joe. S. Dahers.

APRIL VEGETABLES.

We are now nearing the period when some
of the new season's vegetables will be avail-

able; many of those in store are finishing.

and some of the outside crops also coming
to an end. This month we have to considei

a few new subjects and to record the departure
of others. As the last month and the present

one are probably the two most difficult from
the point of view of supply, owing to stocks

finishing rapidly, and the new crops being

somewhat behind owing to variations of

weather, etc., it is as well to make careful

note of those which have actually come into

season. As readers are aware, my remarks

record the position at Aldenham, and although

some of our crops have finished or not yet

matured, there may probably be many other

places where the contrary is the case, as no

two places are likely to be in the same
position.

I will briefly note those things which are

no longer available, that is the crops and
stmks which have become exhausted since my
last notes. Of the root crops, Chinese Arti-

choke* are finished, and have commenced
growing for next year's supplies. Gelerdac

also, is exhausted, as well as Scorzonera. Of

the green section of vegetables, Savoys

and Autumn Cabbages are no longer

in supply, whilst our Brussels Sprouts, Brussels

Tops, and Turnip Tops are also finished.

This is perhaps a little earlier than usual,

though not very much, and is probably to be
accounted for by the wonderfully fine weather
of the past few" weeks.

Other than these, the store vegetable- and
those in season are giving good supplies, and
of the root crops we still have plenty of Jeru-

salem Artichokes. Beets. Carrots, Turnips.

Parsnips and Salsify, whilst last month's
arrivals. New Potatos, and Radishes, are

yielding well. We are getting Broccoli, Celery,

Cottager's, Scotch and Labrador Kales

:

Leeks, Sorrel, Sprouting Broccoli, Onions,

Seakale, Spinach, Mushrooms, Endive, Lettuce.

Chicory, Mustard and Cress, as well as

Cucumbers and Toinatos. whilst the position

of the various herbs remains unchanged, as we
still have green Mint and green Tarragon,

as well as the others previously mentioned,

most of these being brought along in frames

as detailed last month. In addition to this

long list are the two fresh crops mentioned

under the heading of "March Vegetables," viz.,

Asparagus, which is now yielding finely from

the permanent beds, and French Beans, which

are giving good supplies from plants raised in

pots. We are now gathering pods from a

variety that is new to us. viz.—French Bean
" Magpie." The seed was sown on February

28, and the plants raised in the manner
described last month. We are gathering pods

freely, this variety is proving itself to be a

most prolific cropper.

New Crops in Season.—I will first of all

record the new varieties that have come into

season. Of Broccoli we are now cutting heads

of Model and Late Queen, two excellent

varieties, that are extremely useful in pro-

longing the season of this valuable vegetable.

Of Lettuces we have available for use tfu'e

Cabbage varieties Hammersmith, which is

perhaps the most hardy of its kind, and one

that is almost invaluable for sowing in the

autumn and All the Year Round, whilst

of the Cos group we are pulling Brown
Cos.

These Lettuces were sown about the end of

September, and have been wintered in

temporary frames, i.e., frames that can be
afforded covering in order to protect their

contents during times of severe frost, but
which are otherwise mere outlines of boards.
or similar suitable material, which is roughly
constructed on the site and are not capable
of convevance from one place to another unless
dismantled first.

New arrivals, strictly speaking, consist of

Mercury. Rhubarb from the open beds, green
Onions, and Rampion, not a great list yet

awhile, it is true, but a very interesting one
nevertheless, on account of its including one

or two far from well-known vegetables.

Rhubarb.—The time has now passed when
it is necessary to force Rhubarb, as has been

the case during the past month or two, for

plentiful supplies are available from the open

ground. We are drawing supplies of such

varieties as Paragon, Victoria, The Sutton.

and Hobday's Giant, and in good quantity.

It is as well, perhaps, to note that for a new-

bed we prepare the ground in autumn, deeply

trenching it to a depth of 3 to 3i feet after

applying a heavy dressing of rich farmyard

manure which is worked in in two layers

when trenching. The ground is then left

rough till the early spring, when the crowns

are planted. The "latter operation should be

carried out as soon after the beginning of

February as possible and single crowns should

be just 'covered with soil and made very firm,

allowing four feet from plant to plant and

five feet between the rows, for Rhubarb needs

plentv of space. After planting, the surface

soil is forked over and mulched with horse

droppings, which may be forked into the ground

in April after active growth has commenced.

\il Hower heads are removed directly they

appear the ground is forked and subsequently

stirred with the Dutch hoe on frequent occa-

sions whilst the roots- are soaked with liquid

manure in dry weather. After the foliage

has died down in autumn, the bed is given

a dressing of well-decaved farmyard manure,

which is forked in during the following spring.

Ho not pull the sticks the first season, and.

where the bed is intended for a permanent

one onlv pull lightly the second year, and

in any case do not continue pulling late in

the season

Green Onions—We obtain a supply of small

Onions for use as salad by sowing in the

autumn the Silver Queen or a pickling sort

and carrv on the supply by making small

sowings at intervals, where space permits, in

frames on a mild hot bed, and there can

generally be found some room between other

crops that are being raised in similar quarters.

The seed does not take long to germinate and

the small plants are soon large enough for

pulling for use as salad, and are thus cleared

by the time the other crops need the space.
' Rampion.—This is an interesting and useful

salad vegetable, and although not of the very

highest order is well worth growing. The

leaves are useful for salads as is also the root,

the latter being somewhat similar to a Radish,

light in colour, and of an agreeable, nutty

flavour. Soil of a light texture, fairly rich,

and situated in a warm aspect suits it best,

and the seed should be sown in succession

from March, in shallow drills.

Mercury—This vegetable is cooked and

served "like Spinach, but is a very infrequent

inhabitant of most gardens. I believe that

much of it is grown in Lincolnshire, but in

other parts of the country it is not so often

found, though it is very much appreciated

by most of those who know it. It is a hardy

perennial and may be radsed either from seed

or by the division of old plants. Seed should

be sown either under glass in March, or in

the open in April, and the young plants put

out-of-doors in well-worked and enriched

ground during May. allowing about a. foot

between the plants in the row and fifteen inches

between the rows. Other than a frequent

stirring of the soil with the Hutch hoe and

plenty of water during dry weather this crop

calls'for little attention. Edwin Brrl.it/.

THE MANAGEMENT OF NEWLY

PLANTED FRUIT TREES.

Newly planted fruit trees need great care
and attention at this season, and ample moisture
should be given the roots until they are well
established. The weather has been exceptionally
trying to all late-planted trees, and tluse which
may have been root lifted. Mulches should
be applied and every encouragement given until

the soil is moist with rains. Crumbly, friable

soil on the surface will help to preserve the
natural soil moisture by retarding evaporation,
but a good mulching with suitable materials
will prove more beneficial, and should be applied
immediately if not already done. Pruning
young trees to form evenly balanced specimens
requires f. rethought and skill. From three to

five shoots should be selected as near equal
distance? apart as possible. They should be
cut to an eye pointing outwards or where the
fol'owii g year's growth is required to devekp.
I always prune young trees more or less accord!
ing to the time they were plan'.ed and the
quantity of roots e:cb tree possesses, viz., late-

planted trees with roots greatly damaged and
probably much exposed are cut more severely

—

say to within five inches of the base. Standards
should have substantial stakes placed to them
and made thoroughly secure against strong

winds. Tie them so that the bark will no
g?t injured, and protect the stems with wire

netting in places where rabbits are troublesome.

Our b;st late keeping Apples at Wrotham
Park are Chelmsford Wonder, Lane's Prince

Albert. Bromley's Seedling, and Newtui
Wonder, especially the two last. The trees

are growing in a grass orchard where a good
stock of poultry is kept. The grass is kept

very short, and receives a couple of dre.sings

of lime during the season. The soil is some-
what light and porous. The manure from the

poultry, which gets washed down to the rcots

of the trees, is doubtless the main cau?e of

the trees keeping so healthy and fruitful. II.

M nrklimi.; Wrotham Park Gardens, Jiarnet.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE KING OF TOMPKIN'S COUNT V.

1 consider King of Tompkin's County one

of the best Apples in season up to March.

The fruits keep well—betiutifullj plump and
fiesh, and have a luscious flavour. The variety

was recommended to me some years ago by the

late Mr. Smith, of Caledonia Nursery, Guern-

sey, who pronounced it one of the Very best

sorts. Many Apples are next to flavourless in

the spring, but King of Tompkin's County is

of splendid flavour, even in March. The tree

grows well trained as a standard, espalier, ur

cordon, and in practically all soils. I have

crown it hoth in heavy and light, sandy

ground. I had a good crop last year in these

gardens.

APPLES NEWTON WONDER AND
DUMELOW'S SEEDLING.

These are two splendid cooking Apples
for use at this season, the former lasting in

good condition the longer. Newton Wonder
is a very heavy fruit, and, I believe, a cross

between Blenheim Pippin and Dumelow's-Seed-
ling. Both are reliable, good-flavoured Apples

at this season, and dependable cooking varie-

ties, for they bake and boil splendidly. More

attention should be paid to late varieties of

Apples, tor, while roost growers have a gb't

of early soils, the later kinds are scarce and

dear. 'Another fault is that too many varie-

ties are grown in most gardens, many of them

next, to worthless. I once had charge of a garden

in which >ve gr^w over 200 varieties of Apples

and Pears that entailed no end of work We
finally discarded a large number of the in-

ferior ones. If. .1. Cook, Dri/nham Gardens

Walfon-on -Thame*.
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THE BULB GARDEN.
FORCED BULBS.

What to do with the forced bulbs when they
have finished flowering will no doubt
be a question asking for a satisfactory
reply by some of your readers. To throw them
away after flowering, though an effective way
of disposal, is wasteful; to preserve them, unless
cruder proper conditions, may be almost as.

bad. The easiest of all to manage are the
various Narcissi, even the somewhat tender
Tazetta varieties being of value. At one time
I used to divide all these into single plants
and arrange them in rows, or, if to go on
pass, (o- plant them without arrangement.
For more than thirty years, however, the
plants have been turned out of the pots they
flowered in, without dividing, and this method
has proved equally suitable, the bulbs being
according to whether they had been forced
early or allowed to come on in a cold structure
— good enough in two or three years to go
through a forcing season again. There is no
need to keep the plants in the pots longer than
a i-onvcnient moment to plant out arrives,
provided the soil is in condition, and of
course they need to be planted a few inches
deeper than they were in the pots. By saving
these the need of purchasing for lawn planting
has been obviated, with the enhanced result
that only good sorts have been put out, but
the stock in the garden has increased to such
an extent that it has been necessary to get rid
of thousands, and a remarkable fact is that
after sorting out first and second sized bulbs
there seems to have been as many small left

as to take the place erf the former. Another
fact perhaps worth mentioning is that though
these small bulbs were simply shovelled into
4-foot beds, the soil of which" had previously
been deepened to the required depth and
turned back on the bulbs which were practi-
cally touching each other, these make quite
good growth and the neoessity of again sorting
them out confronts me.

I have been less fortunate with Tulips of all

kinds. Though Tulipa sylvestris grows wild here
others do not live planted on grass land.
In the garden they become a prey to rats and
pheasants, the latter being particularly fond
jf them It will be remembered that perhaps
the first importation into Europe was largely
diminished through being cultivated and after-
wards eaten as a vegetable. Probably they are
qvite as good to eat still. But while I have
to confess to a failure I know that Tulips
Lave been planted out after forcing with
success, and after a period for recruiting have
again and again been forced.
Regarding Hyacinths, these also were planted

out and for many years provided useful
material for cut flowers, white and pink, or
rose being very acceptable, especially the first-

named, which frequently flowered just right for
Easter. However, it is only recently that these
Hyacinths have been utilised as pot plants;
not so much forced as allowed to come on
slowly, and the results are surprising, most of
tliem being superior to the usual second class
grade one purchases. The varieties are not
all easy to force, such as Ida, being a failure,

but Charles Dickens, Robert Steiger, L'lnno-
cene. Mine. Van der Hoop and other whites
do well; and for a late variety King of the
Blues. Blue and white sorts are the most
successful, even small bulbs of these flowering
in the open. R. P. Brotherston.

PROTECTING CROCUSES FROM BIRDS.
A. E. may find the following mixture effica-

cious in preventing damage to his Crocuses and
other plants by moor hens. Procure one peck
of silver sand or the same quantity of saw-
dust, dissolve two ounces of bitter aloes in one
pint of water, and one' pint of paraffin oil,

sprinkle the solution on the sand or sawdust
and mix thoroughly. Apply a slight covering
of the dressing at the first sign of growth, and
again before the flower opens. The above mix-
ture may be used for all garden purposes of this
nature, Pvm-ona.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

PTEROSTYLIS CURTA.
The somewhat frail species of the interesting

Australian terrestrial Pterostylis have often been
received in gardens in small quantities and
generally to die out in a short time. It is,

therefore, interesting to record the successful
culture of Pterostylis curta in Mrs. Bischoffs-
heim's gardens at The Warren House, Stann.ore.
A few small tubers were received some years ago
and potted in a similar way to Disas and pilaced
in a sheltered corner of a cool house and treated
like the Disas. being kept moist even when they
died down. The plants increased rapidly, and
at present there are three specimens in flower,
the largest having ninety-six blooms. The flowers

are borne singly on erect stems about nine inches
in height and proceeding from a dwarf, leafy
base. The dorsal sepals and petals form a hood

labelliim in this flower is white without any
trace of the mauve tint usually seen in forms of
this cross, which was originally raised by De
Barn Crawshay, Esq., who obtained a First-Class
Certificate for it in 1909.

LAEUO-CATTLEYA ORANGE BLOSSOM.
A charming new Orchid was exhibited by

Lt.-Col. Sir G. L. Holford, Westonbirt (gr. Mr.
H. G. Alexander), at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society held on April 5 and 6.
This beautiful hybrid, which was awarded a
First-Class Certificate by the R.H.S. Orchid
Committee, is the result of crossing Laelio-
Cattleya Elinor with L.-C. Trimyra. The
flowers are of elegant form, and the plant ex-
hibited carried four large blooms on one spike.
The floral colouring is rich chrome-yellow with
a tinting of orange on the lip. The accompany-
ing illustration (see Fig. 89) shows two of the
flowers much reduced in size.

over the column and the lower sepals are
reflexed in front. The long narrow lip, when
the flowers expand, falls over the lateral sepals
and is extremely sensitive to the touch, the
slightest irritation causing it to spring back on
the column. The colour is emerald green and
white and the whole flower is highly specialised

to secure fertilisation by insect aid. P. curta is

figured in Hot. May., t. 3086.

ODONTOGLOSSUM THEODORA.
W. Walters Butler, Esq., Southtield,

Edgbaston, sends flowers of two very pretty and
dissimilar forms of this cross between O. Rossii
rubescens and O. triumphans. three forms of
which he had previously sent. The sepals and
petals of one of those now received are dark
reddish-purple, with greenish-gold tips to the
petals. The broadly ovate lip is dark mauve
colour, with a yellow blotch in trout of the crest.

The other has rather lighter sepals and petals,
the latter having clear yellow tips. The

PLANTING NYMPHAEAS.

Ponds, tanks and fountain basins devoted to
the cultivation of hardy Nymphaeas should be
cleansed in readiness for planting the Water
Lilies. Nymphaeas always succeed lest when
they are grown in ponds or lakes with a natural

mud bottoai, and in this case all that :s necessary
is to plant them in old baskets, putting a few
stakes across the top to prevent the roots float-

ing away, and then sink them in the selected
mi as.

In tanks with cement bottoms the plants

should be placed in position and enclosed
all round with a mound of loam, to which it

is an advantage to add some well-rotted cow
manure. The bottom of the tank may also be
covered with at least one foot of loam.
The stronger growing varieties should be

grown in three feet, of water, while a depth of
eighteen inches to two feet is sufficient for some
of the smaller growing varieties. C.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor* do not hold themselves responsible /or

'he opinions expressed t>y correspondents,]

Long-Continued Flowering of Christmas
Roses.—Against advice I shifted all my Christ-

anas Roses last autumn from a low-lying spot,

in which they had lived for years, to a high.

dry, warm border under a south-west wall. I

was told that as a result of shifting they would
not flower at all for the first year, but the result

has been quite contrary. They started blooming
last December and a good many of them are still

in flower (April 12). Though the white ones aie
less snowy-white than they were a month ago,
the purple ones are still quite purple. A flower-
ing season for Christmas Roses from December
to the middle of an extra warm April is surely
something of a record? It is not a case of a
succession of roots coming out, but the same
roots continuing to flower. A7

. G. S.,
ieatherhead.

Disease in Melons.—In reply to Anxious (see

p. 141), it may inteiest him to know that
some years ago, when employed as foreman at

Shanes Castle, Ave had much trouble with
Melons diseased as he described. The usual
cleansing and precautionary measures having
been taken, the plants collapsed without any
apparent reason, and suddenly. At any ag.j

ami at various parts of the plants on clo^e
examination I found the tissue was browned
mere or h-s according to tlhe severity of

attacks. Extra ventilation was useless. 1

syringed the plants with Woburn Bordeaux
paste at a strength of i lb. to 2 gallons of

water every week until the fruits were nearly
ripe. The plants were trained on the cordon
system and at every pinching I put some dry
air slaked lime on all the pinched points.
Ordinary syringing was reduced to a minimum.
When the plants were about 2^ feet high, I

nibbed the stems with the concentrated paste,
with the hand, also any branches that were
extra strong. The disease was reduced to a
mere nothing and practically stamped out.

I am .strongly of opinion that the disease comes
in the seed and that scarlet-fleshed varieties are
much more susceptible to attack than white sort^s.

Header.

Seed Potatos and Diseases.—No reference is

made by Mr. Potter (who, on page 176, con-
tributes a " short note " on " ' Seed ' Potatos
and Diseases'') to the University of Leeds
Report No. 118, " Common Scab of Potatos."
This report is, indeed, a very valuable addition
to the existing knowledge of, and literature
upon, this subject of Common Scab. Inciden-
tally, there is also an abridged article by the
author of the report in the April number of

The Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture.
This issue of the Ministry's Journal contains,
by the way, much else of more than merely
passing interest to Potato growers. I must
admit that to me Mr. Potter's remarks are not
quite definite. While specifically mentioning
Corky Scab his note might reasonably lead one
to suppose that he had Common Scab in mind.
I may be wrong. I am not aware, as Mr. Potter
asserts, that "information is available in plenty."
I feel it would be as useful as interesting if

Mr. Potter could give us references to those
available sources. The references in his note
are conspicuously few. Win. H. Ward.

Leaf Curl in Peach Trees.—As questions are
being asked concerning Peach-leaf curl, I may
state that at Bradley we have had ample ex-

perience of the trouble ; indeed, it was so bad
that the trees seemed to be past redemp-
tion. Forty Peach and Nectarine trees were
bought, and we thought our new and elaborate
house would lie completed in time for planting.

But we were tco late, so we had to plant
outside in new ground, which is a beautiful

yellow loam, in which the trees revelled until they
were coming into full leaf, when cold nights
with frost and hail came, and the young growths
became re 1 and shrivelled up like burned paper.

We tried a presumed remedv which was useless.

As soon as warmer weather came the trees

soon began to make fresh shoots, and we cut

awav all badlv infected wood and removed

spoiled loaves, which crumpled up like dust.

Then we lightly forked the border and
gave a slight application of liquid manure
and by the autumn we had a grand
display of young shoots right from the base
of the trees, which are now established in our

new span house, 100 ft. long. Standards are

planted alternately between the dwarfs, arid

the prospects are excellent. I attribute leaf

curl in Peach trees to cold weather, because

now the trees are indoors not a. vestige of curl

is to be seen. Even two trees which were
left outdoors are not the least affected owing,

I suppose, to the mild winter and genial spring.

Wm. Irvine, senr., Bradley Gardens, Grimsby.

Wistaria chinensis at Syston Park.—Your re-

print of the notes on this plant published

SOCIETIES.

Fig. 90.

—

stem of the old wistaria chinensis

in the conservatory at syston park,
grantham.

seventy-five years ago (see p. 170) is very in-

teresting as I have seen the plant many times.

If J. S. could see it now he would be interested

in the appearance of the stem around the pipe

which he mentions; during seventy-five years it

has grown immensely, and one wonders what will

eventually be the result of its clasping the iron

in this manner. You published an illustration of

the contorted stem about seven years ago (Fig.

90). The Syston plant is doubtless one of the

oldest in the" Kingdom ; one that grew at Rooks-

nest, Godstone, was probably older. The Wis-

taria is quite successful in flowering if trained

up a stout pole. Many specimens- might

have a branoh detached from the wall and

carried a little distance awav to a pole or tree

stem. W. H. Divers, V.M.H., Wesldean,

Hook, near Swrbiton.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

April 5, 1921.

—

Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the chair), Messrs. J. Fraser, W.
Cuthbertson, A. Hosking, W. Fawoett, A.
Worsley, W. Baker, F. R. S. Balfour, H. J.

Erwes, J. W. Odell, and F. J. Chittenden (hon.

sec.), with Mrs. Berkeley (visitor).

Primrose : Effect of selection.—Mrs.
Berkeley, of Spechley. showed a number of

Primroses of various colours raised at Spetchley,

the result of twenty years' careful selection for

size of flowers, many of the blooms being about
double the size of the common Primrose. A
Certificate of Appreciation was, on the proposal

of Col. Balfour, seconded by Mr. Cuthbertson,

unanimously awarded to Mrs. Berkeley for her
work with these Primroses.

Anemone Pulsatilla form**,—Mr. Fraser
showed a series of specimens to illustrate the
range of variation in Anemone Pulsatilla. In

the course of discussion it was pointed out that

the dark-flowered form (var. tenuifolia) flowers

about a fortnight later than the paler one, and
comes true from seed.

Delphinium A juris.—Mr. Fraser also showed
a specimen of this species which has become
naturalised on Kew Green.
Sehizanthus hybrids.—Mr. W. Cuthbertson

showed flowers of a new strain of Sehizanthus
raised by Dr. Badger by selection from a
large-flowered plant which appeared in some
seedlings of his in 1909. The flowers were of

various colours, many of them very rich and
of large size up to two inches in diameter. A
Certificate of Appreciation, proposed by Mr.
Worsley. seconded by Mr. Hosking, was
unanimously awarded to Dr. Badger.

Big-bud in Black Currants.—Mr. WORSLET
drew attention to a variety of Black Currant
which was affected by big-bud, but in which the
shoot grew through the bud so that growth
was not greatly interfered with by the attack.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

March 3.—Committee present : Rev. J.

Crembleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, A. Coningsby, D. A. Cowan, J. C.

Cowan, J. Cypher, A. G. EUwood, J. Evans, A.
Ifanmer, R. N. Hartley, J. Howes, A.
Keeling, D. McLeod, Dr. '

F. T. Paul, E. W.
Thompson, J. Thrower, and H. Arthur
(secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Anrjulocaste Cooperi inai/nificum. (Lycasta

cruenta x Anguloa Cliftonii), a new and dis-

tinct hybrid ; the sepals and petals are crearu

yellow with small rose coloured spots, the lip

creamy yellow; Laclio-Cattleya Momus var.

Perfection (L.-C. Rubens x C. Hardyana), a

large flower of perfect shape with sepals and
petals mauve and purple lip; Cattlcya Douai
West Point var., exceptionally large snow white
flowers of fine shape, with a yellow throat

;

Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii Bex, sepals and
petals mauve, lip very deep purple, with yellow

throat; Bfasso-Ijaelio-Cattleya Joan Gratrix
(B.-L, Mrs. Gratrix x C. Octave Doin), a fine

flower of ochre yellow colour; Odonloglossumi
rrispum Alport Caesar, sepals white and very
broad, petals flushed with rose, lip white with

large reddish-brown blotch ; all these from S.

Gratrix, Esq.

Cattlcya Tityus Edgemoor var. (Enid x

Octave Doin). sepals and petals mauve colour,

lip extra, large and coloured dark purple;

Odontoolossumi rrispum Monica, a large flower

of good substance; Laclio-Cattleya Liinda var.

Achilles (L.-C.- Arachne x C. aurea), broad

sepals and petals and large dark lip; all from'

A Hanmer, Esq.
Odontonia Pittae var. Bex (Miltonia Bleuean

Pitt's var. x Odm. Harryanum magnificum),

flower large and of cerise colour, lip very large

and of the same colour with paler margin, broad
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sepals and petals heavily blotched bright purple,

throat beautifully veined; Miltonia Venus
superba (Phalaenopsis x vexillaria), the large lip

is beautifully pencilled with mauve; Odontioda
Cclinge var. rubra (Odta. Coronation x Odm.
crispum), sepals and petals reddish purple with
paler margin, front lobe of lip white; from P.

Smith, Esq.

Brasso-Cattleya Samuel Gratrix, sepals and
petals creamy yellow, lip golden yellow with a
fine fringe; from Mrs. Gratrix.
Cymbidium Schlegelii Rosy Dawn, a large

flower with orange pink coloured segments, and
lip freely spotted ; from Rev. J. Crombleholme.

Awards of Merit.

Lycaste Skinneri Montrose, Dendrobium
Cyble rubescens, and Odm. Garnet, from S.

Gbatrix, Esq.

Odontoglossum Doris var. albo-labiata ,

Odontioda Schroderiana delica, and Cattleya
Enid superba, from P. Smith, Esq.

Cattleya T re valla var. Edgemoor, Odm,.
crispum Sapphire, from A. Hanmer, Esq.
Cymbidium Alexander! Bolholt var., from

Capt. Horridge.
Groups.

S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), was awarded a Gold Medal, and Messrs.
Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, a Silver Medal
for collections.

MIDLAND DAFFODIL.
April 13 and 14.—The annual show of this

Society, held at the Botanical Gardens,
Edgbaston, on the aibove dates, wais much
smaller than usual, due largely to the very
early season and to the great industrial crisis.

The railway and road transport trouhle, which
had been hanging in the balance during the
week-end prior to the Show, was still unsettled
when the exhibition opened, and many would-
be exhibitors were afraid to come to Birmingham
in case the strike materialised and prevented
them from returning home in comfort. Exhibi-
tors were, however, present from such widely
separated areas as Holland and Ireland,
Sussex and Yorkshire. Notwithstanding the
difficulties referred to, the show was a good one,
and the quality of the flowers reached a high
standard of excellence.

Of the 57 olasses included in the
schedule, exhibits were staged in 34; all

of which latter, strange to say, were open, not
a single entry being made in those reserved for
amateurs.

Honorary exhibits were received from Messrs.
Barr and Sons, who were awarded a Gold
Medal for an extensive and chuice display of

Daffodils. A similar award was also made to

the Donard Nursery Co., Newcastle, Co.
Down, for a magnificent collection of Daffodils,

which included many new varieties and the best

of the old sorts. Silver-Gilt Medals were
awarded to Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin,
Kidderminster, for Daffodils and Tulips ; the
Anglesey Bulb Growers' Association (Mr.
\V. A. Watts), Llanfair P.G., Anglesey, for

Daffodils ; and to Messrs. Weiib and Sons,
I Stourbridge, for Cinerarias and Daffodils.

Silver Medals were awarded to Mr. W. A.
Mti.nfr, Totley, for seedling Daffodils; Mr.
Gi'Y L. Wilson, Broughshane, Co. Antrim, for

seedling Daffodils; and to Messrs. Reamsbottom
and Co., G eash.il 1, for Anemones.
A First-Class Certificate was awarded to

Daffodil Barrii Firetail, for show purpose, from
Mr. F. H. Chapman, Rye.
The Medals offered by the Birmingham

Botanical and Horticultural Society were
awarded as follows :

—

Classes 2-30: Silver Medal to the Donard
Nursery Co., with 72 points; Bronze Medal
to Dr. N. Y. Lower, with 50 points. Classes
16-30 and 31-40: Silver Medal to the Donard
Xursery Co., with 100 points; Bronze Medal
to Dr. N. Y. Lower, with 95 points. Classes
16-30 and 41-49: Silver Medal to the Donard

,

Nursery Co., with 60 points; Bronze Medal to
Br. X. Y. Lower, with 55 points.

I
At the annual general meeting, held on the

first day of the show, Mr. A. M. Wilson was

elected President for the year 1921, and Mr. G.
B. Cope succeeds Mr. C. L. Adams (deceased)

as Honorary Treasurer. The Rev. Joseph
Jacob and Mr. Herbert Smith were re-elected

Chairman of the Committee and Hon. Secretary
respectively. Several names were added to the
list of Vice-Presidents. The General and
Floral Committees were elected and the rules

of the Society revised.

On the evening of the first day of the show a
few Daffodil enthusiasts met at a little social

gathering at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham,
and the dinner was followed by an impromptu
discussion on matters of interest relating to the
Daffodil.

Ofen Classes.

Dr. N. Y. Lower, Presteign, was the only
exhibitor in the principal class which required
50 varieties representing as far as possible the
different divisions of the Daffodil. His collec-

tion, which was beautifully arranged, each
variety ibeing seen to the hest advantage,
included handsome specimens of Raebuirn,
Candida, Fleetwing, Ailsa, Firetail, The Sahib,
Ivorine, Ethelbert, Miss Willmott and a grand
lot of unnamed seedlings. Competition in the
class for 12 Trumpet varieties was very good

:

1st, Donard Nursery Co., who had remarkably
large, clean, fresh flowers of White Emperor,
Selina Malone, Lord Roberts, Lady Primrose,
Herod, King Alfred, Mrs. Krelage, Monarch
and Weardale Perfection; 2nd, Mr. Guy L.

Wilson, whose hest named flowers were Rose-
morran Giant, Moira O'Neill, Selina Malone and
King Alfred; 3rd, MessTs. Krelage and Son,
Haarlem.
Mr. F. H. Chapman, Rye. won first prizes

for (a) six Barrii varieties and (b) six Poeticus

varieties with flowers of surprisingly good
quality, purity and freshness. Miss Pope,
King's Norton, was second in each class. The
last-named was the only exhibitor in the classes

for (1) six Yellow Trumpets, (2) six Bicolor

Trumpets, (3) six Incomparabilis (a and b) and
six Leedsii 4o.

Single Blooms.

Competition was fairly satisfactory in the
classes for single blooms :

—

Yellow Trumpet ;

1st, Donard Nursery Co., with Lord Roberts

;

2nd, Dr. Lower, with an unnamed seedling.

White Trumpet : 1st, Dr. Lower, with a superb
unnamed seedling. Bicolor Trumpet: 1st, Dr.
Lower, with an unnamed seedling of great

promise ; 2nd, Mr. F. H. Chapman, witli

Rosary. Yellow Incomparabilis : 1st, Donard
Nursery Co., with a magnificent bloom of

Leontes ; 2nd, Mr. W. A. Watts, with' 3o
seedling. Bicolor Incomparabilis : 1st, Dr.
Lower, with an unnamed seedling; 2nd, Don-
ard Nursery Co., with Great Warley. Barrii :

1st, Dr. Lower, with a choice flower of

Harpagon ; 2nd, Donard Nursery Co. , with
Siskin. Bicolor Barrii: 1st, Donard
Nursery Co., with Firetail; 2nd, Mr. F. H.
Chu'MAn, with Monocle. Leedsii: 1st, Donard
Nursery Co., with a superb unnamed seedling.

Leedsii 46 : 1st, Mr. F. H. Chapman, with an
exquisite specimen of Stiver Salver ; 2nd, Dr.
Lower, with Ivorine. Triandrus hybrid: 1st,

Dr. Lower, with a pleasing unnamed flower;

2nd, Mr. F. H. Chapman, with a numbered
seedling. Jonquil/a: 1st, Donard Nursery
Co., with Buttercup; 2nd, Dr. Lower, with
Gold Mohur. Tazetta : 1st, Donard Nursery
Co., with Admiration. Poeticus: 1st, Donard
Nursery Co., with a shapely Ringdove.
Double: 1st, Donard Nursery Co., with
Primrose Pho;nix.

Seedlings and New Varieties.

Dr. Lower beat Mr. F. H. Chapman and the

Donard Nursery" Co., who were placed in the

order named for the much coveted Bourne
Challenge Cup, which was offered for 12

varieties of Daffodils. The first prize stand
included exquisite examples of Beauty of Radnor,
Royalist, Redpole and unnamed seedlings. In-

cluded in Mr. Chapman's exhibit were pleasing

flowers of Silver Salver, Rosary, Paschal and
Ettrick. The flower of outstanding merit in the

Donard Nursery's exhibit was Tenedos, a giant

Leedsii with a white perianth and very pale

sulphur crown or trumpet.

The Cartwright Challenge Cup offered for six
varieties of Daffodils raised by the exhibitor,
and not in commerce, was won by Messrs. E. H.
Krelage and Son, Haarlem, whose flowers
were much admired; 2nd, Mr. W. A. Watts.
The Walter Ware Challenge Cup was offered

for three varieties of Daffodils bunched for
market : 1st, Donard Nursery Co. ; 2nd, Mr.
W. A. Watts; 3rd, Miss Pope.
The White Daffodil Trophy, offered for six

varieties of White Trumpet Daffodils, was won
by the Donard Nursery Co., with exquisite
specimens of White Wax, White Emperor,
Mrs. Robert Sydenham, Sybil Foster, White
Knight and Mrs. Krelage

;

' 2nd, Mr. Guy L.
Wilson, who had grand flowers of White
Knight and White Emperor.
There was only one exhibit in each of the

three following classes for seedlings : (a) Three
varieties raised by the exhibitor and not in
commerce, (b) three varieties of Daffodils, those
classed in Divisions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 9 only
admissible. The second prize in each class was
awarded to Miss Pope. In the olass for six
varieties raised by the exhibitor, no perianth to
exceed 3 inches in diameter, the winner was Dr.
Lower.
Mr.

_

Harold Lee, Wolverhampton, won the
1st prize in a class for three varieties raised by
the exhibitor and not in commerce, and reserved
for exhibitors who had never won a 1st prize
for seedlings (single bloom classes excepted) ; he
was also first in another class for three varieties.
His specimens of Little Willie and White Wax
were very creditable. Dr. Lower excelled in
a class for six varieties, with a choice set of un-
named seedlings ; 2nd, the Donard Nursery Co.

TWICKENHAM HORTICULTURAL.
At the monthly meeting of this society, Mr.

E. Montague. Ham House Gardens, gave a
lecture on " The Judging of Vegetables.'' The
lecturer based his remarks upon the recent
proposal of the R.H.S. to invite chefs to judge
vegetable exhibits. The proposal received much
criticism, after which the following resolution
was unanimously passed :

—
" That this society

strongly protests against the proposal of the
R.H.S. to invite chefs to judge vegetable ex-
hibits; that it constitutes an attack on the
abilities of the capable gardeners who have
hitherto performed these duties, and it is deeply
resented by the members—professional, amateur,
and allotment-holders alike."

©bftuan?.

Alfred C Wood.—On April 5, Mr. Alfred
Charles Wood died at Sheffield in his 76th year.
As head gardener to the late Mr. Joseph T.
Eltringham, of Eastgarth, Westoe, South
Shields, and afterwards to Mrs. Eltringham, he
nad ;in unbroken record of thirty-five years'
service with one family. He retired in 1914,
since when he has resided with a n.arried
daughter whose home is in Sheffield. During his
long residence at Westoe he was universally
esteemed by all with whom he came in contact,

and by none more than by his late employers,
who cherish the memory of his faithful and
efficient service. During the period of his retire-

n ent he maintained an interested correspondence
with them, and it is with the deepest regret that
they record the death of an honoured servant
and friend.

J. Stubley.—The Grantham Journal, in a
recent issue, records the death of James Stubley,
who worked for fifty years in Belvoir Castle
Gardens and was kitchen garden foreman under
three successive head gardeners during that
period : he was known to a large number of

gardeners, many of whom he had instructed in

pruning and training fruit trees during their

apprenticeship, Most of the fine specimens of

fruit trees on the walls he had trained from the

time they were planted, and the late Mr. A. K.

Barron stated that some of then were the finest

he had ever seen. Above all things he was i

man of sterling worth, true and honest in all his

dealings—everyone trusted "Old Jim's " word :

such a man is invaluable to one who has charge
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of a large garden. He was a local preacher and
Sunday School teacher among the Primitive
Methodists, but all parties joined in showing the
last token of respect at Jiis funeral. He died on
.March 21, aged 76 years.

Robert Anderson.—Mr. Robert Anderson,
until recently in business as a seed merchant
at High Street, Paisley, died suddenly at his
residence on the 2nd inst., at a com-
paratively early age. Mr. Anderson began his
professional career in Paisley and after-
wards gained further experience in Glas-
gow before engaging in business on his
own account, about twenty-four vears ago. He
was well known in the West of Scotland in
horticultural circles, and in Paislev was one of
the leaders in golfing, bowling and* other sports.

Professor A. G. Nathorst.-By the recent
lamented death of Professor A. G. Nathorst, the
famous Swedish palaeobotanist, science has lost
one of its great international figures. He was
not only a palaeobotanist but a notable
geographer, geologist and naturalist. His
principal achievement from the point of view of
gardeners and those interested in recent plants
was his far-sighted endeavours to associate
modern botany with its palaeontological history.
His efforts were crowned by the establishment
in Stockholm of the great Palaeobotanical
Institute under the same roof as the Botanical
Museum and Department. His personal researches
resulted in many discoveries of strange and
interesting forms of plants from very early
periods which have enriched our morphological
concepts of various organs of plants as well as
carrying back the early history of both living
and extinct groups. He also devised and applied
methods of treatment by which parts of fossil
plants could be stained and treated like living
material. Professor Nathorst was one of the
world's great scientists. He was 71 when he
died, still full of interest in his work, and with
much valuable research still incomplete.

Robert Allen Rolfe— It is with the deepest
regret we learn of the death of Mr. R. A. Rolfe.
of Kew. following a long illness. He passed
away on Wednesday, the 13th inst,, at his. home
at 12, Lawn Crescent, Kew. He was too unwell
to attend the annual meeting of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society in February last, w'hen the
Victoria Medal of Honour in* Horticulture was
to have been awarded to him in person, and
almost, at the same time as he was elected a
member of this select list of famous horticul-
turists, he received the Veitch Memorial Medal,
which is also one of the greatest distinctions
British horticulture has to confer. In the issue
for February 12. we published a portrait, which
we reproduce, of Mr. Rolfe, together with par-
ticulars of his professional career. The greater
part of his life's work has been done in, the her-
barium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and
his reputation as an orchidologist was recognised
in other countries than our own ; indeed, he was
one of the foremost authorities on all matters
concerning the Orchidaceae. During his long
period at Kew, practically the whole of the
Orchid materia] passed through his hands, and he
founded the genera Eulophiella and Neomoorea,
besides naming innumerable species; he also re-
classified many of these plants and did much to
straighten out the nomenclature of this very
intricate family. Mr. Rolfe was of a shy, re-
tiring disposition, and this probably was partly
due to deafness. He was a regular'attendant at
the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society,
and it was his wont to spend considerable time
making notes of all the uncommon Orchids ex-
hibited. His great love of these flowers was
evidenced in his founding the Orchid Review in
1893, and he continued its publication up to
quite recently, although he informed us on more
than one occasion that it involved pecuniary loss
to him, as well as, necessarily, much hard work.
At the time of his decease, he was an assistant
of the first class in the herbarium at Kew, which
gardens he entered in 187S as a young gardener
from Welbeck Abbey, Notts. His interest in
botany and allied sciences connected with gar-
dening secured for him a nomination as a can-
didate for a vacancy in the herbarium, and at

the examination he headed the list, commencing
his career as a Government botanist in July,
1880. Mr. Rolfe was much beloved by his col-
leagues, and numerous friends, and readers will
join with us in extending the deepest sympathy
to his widow and family. The funeral took
place at Richmond Cemetery on Monday, the
18th inst.

Robert Allen Rolfe was a bigger man than
he appeared to be. Those who knew him inti-
mately admired him for his thoroughness, both
ns a worker in certain departments of botany,
and socially. Whatever he took up he went
at whole-heartedly. He was what is known
as a haid nut to crack ; some folk called him
pigheaded, which meant that he had views
mid convictions of his own and generally stuck
to them. He felt that he was right and there
was an end of it, so far as he was concerned.
Bern;,' a man of high principles his conduct
was ever honest and fearless. His forty years
service at Kew was one long period of perse-

verance and steady performance. The her-
barium collection of Orchids in its richness
and orderliness bears witness to his qualities
as a botanist. He held his own against the
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limelight that makes for popularity. All the
same he was a man of action and among the
many eminent scientists who have been deve-
loped at Kew, his work must entitle bin. to
a high position. IF.

formidable and jealous Eeiehenbach. and when
the Haniburgian master of Orchidology died,

Rolfe stepped into the position as a matter of

course. His knowledge of Orchids was remark-
able. Having a keen eye and a good memory
he was not long in obtaining a grip of the
Order which enabled him to meet the require-

ments, often exacting, of Orchid experts who
were keen after new species. From the first

he recognised the importance of garden
hybrids which the earlier botanists were in-

clined to ignore, and it was not easy to deceive

him with respect, to the parentage of a hybrid.

Rolfe never spared himself in his efforts to

keep in touch with all that concerned Orchids,

and he thought nothing of going a long journey
by bicycle or train in his own time and at his

own expense to see interesting collections, or

even a single plant that was reported to be in

flower. The Orchid Review, which he started

in 1893, and edited with quite wonderful
devotion and success, proved to be what he said

he intended to make it, " a general reper-

torium of Orchid lore." That work alone is

a monument to his knowledge and industry,

and when he was forced by the sickness which
ended in his death to put it aside, there was nc
one who could take it up. An unfortunate deaf-

ness was a serious handicap to Mr. Rolfe, and
this, coupled with a modesty of demeanour
whijh characterised him, kept him out of the

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*«* Correspondents are requested to address all i

communications for the Hardener*' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock

I

Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.
Charcoal Dust.—We have received a small

sample of Charcoal dust with the regrets of
j

the Post Office that the package was acci-
j

dentally damaged in the post. There is no '.'

post mark from which we can discover the I

name of the town from which the package was
I

sent. Will the sender kindly write us again,
|

as evidently his letter was lost when the I

package was broken.

Fig Trees Diseased: H. E. G. The canker is

caused by the fungus Libertella ulcerata.
The diseased portions should be removed and
the cut surfaces covered with tar

Gooseberry Blooms Eaten : ./. A". Furtheij
examination at night will probably provej
that the Gooseberry bloom is being eaten by'
slugs. Such oases are not uncommon, though:
the damage is often erroneously attributed'
to frost. The slugs eat away part of the;
calyx, and then pass on to another bloom.

I

In some cases the entire crop has been de-l

stroyed. One of the proprietary soil fnmi-l
gants sprinkled under the bushes would act asi)
a deterrent to the slugs.

Names of Plants: F. ]!. Andromeda (Pieris)
floribunda.—.S'. M. The specimens were soil
small and poor, it was impossible to identify
the species, excepting in two instances: 1 and
2. not recognised; 3, Iris sibirica; 4, Lychnis;!
5, Salvia; 6, Linaria; 7, Aster; 8, Thalic-'
tram; 9, Staohys lanata—//. T. Trachy-jl
stemon orientale.

—

L. S. Sprekelia (Amaryllis)
formosissima.—A. W, Ribes aureum.

Small Garden Tractors: T'. (1. Most of the
small garden tractor* are of recent intro-j

duction, and we have not seen all of them]
at work. But we have experience of the
Simar rotary soil-tiller, and find it most'
satisfactory. Under suitable conditions its

work is superior to anything that can be
dtttui by horse-drawn implements, or even by
hand. The makers are Messrs. 1'ieeard,

Pictet and Co., 14, Coekspur Street, fall
Mall, S.W., who would show you the
machines and put you in touch with people
who are ining them. Machines of a more
conventional tractor type are the Service,

made by Messrs. Price, Service and Co., 7,

Old Bailey, E.C. ; and the New Britain, made
by Messrs. W. Weeks and Son, Maidstone.
In the case of all these machines it is

essential that there should be someone on the

place with a working knowledge* of motors.

or there may be frequent stoppages for want
of simple adjustments.

Tomatos Diseased: F. K. S. and Co. The
plants are affected with "damping off"

caused by the fungus Phytophthora terres-

tria, or P. cryptogea. The disease is favoured
by close, moist conditions, and is very often

the result of growing the seedlings too thickly

in the seed-pan. and not admitting sufficient

ventilation. Prick out the healthy seedlings

as soon as they can be handled, and. when
they are established, grow them in a light.

dry position, such as on a greenhouse shelf.

Either Tomato Culture for Amateurs, by
B. C. Ravenscroft, or Hint* and Wrinkles on

Tomato Culture for Market, by J. Stoddart.

would be suitable for your purpose. They
may be obtained from our publishing depart-

ment, price Is. lOd. and Is. Id. respectively,

post free.

Communications Received — It. 0.

—

G. Ti —W. W
—A. H —H. W.—Constant Reader. W —W. —
D. H. D., Aberystwyth—F. W. C—J. ,T.—\V. A I

—a. a— rt. w. a—r. t. a.—c. e. c.
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from Finger-and-Toe or Club-Root must lime
their 'and carefully and wait in patience for

tie result of their effort. It will come in

time, and will not only justify their faith, but

repay their trouble. These results are of

sspecial interest to garden and allotment
holders in London. If, as is generally ad-
mitted, gardens attached to houses in the Lon-
don area are to-day giving unsatisfactory
vegetable crops, the cause is the absence of

lime in the London clay.

Floral Decorations at the Chamber of Horti-
culture.—On the occasion of the opening of the
new headquarters of the Chamber of Horticul-

ture at Bedford Square, by H.R.H. the Prince
of Wales, on the 21st inst.. the floral decora-

tions were carried out entirely by the British

Florists' Federation, under the supervision of

Mr. H. Jolis (Anthos and Co., Bayswater). The
plants and flowers were contributed by the fol-

" lowing:—Mr. F. W. Ladds, Swaniey (Hy

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, at the
Hotel Victoria. London, on May 27. instead of
May 24 as originally intended. Sir Harry J.
Veitch. Treasurer, writes :

—" H.R.H. the Duke
of York having graciously consented to preside
at the Festival Dinner of the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution on May 27 next, iny
committee and I are most desirous to have a
subscription list worthy of so very auspicious
an occasion. Will you kindly help us to obtain
at least £5.000. which is the lowest amount we
are hoping to raise. Bearing in mind how
very costly everything now is, and that many
of our pensioners have no other help beyond
what this Institution gives them (except in some
instances the Old Age Pension), and remember-
ing also how many very deserving applicants we
are unable to assist, only on account of want of
funds. I beg for the utmost possible help on
this occasion to aid us in our endeavours, and
for which I shall, personally, be extremely
grateful."

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES.
Photo in/ T. Aitkni

His Royal Highness graciously accepted the basket of fruit (shown above) presented to him
bj the Federation of Britisli Growers oh the occasion of his visit to the Chamber of Horti-

culture (see p. 213.)

drangeas, Spiraeas, Palms and Marguerites);
Messrs. T. Rochford and Sons, Broxboume
(big Palms and blue and white Hydrangeas);
Mr. W. A. Cull, Edmonton (Ferns and Palms) ;

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield (Acacias);
Mr. E. Currey, Chingford (Ferns) ; Messrs.
F. Stevens, Ltd., Cheshunt (Richmond and
Chatenay Roses) ; W. E. Wallace. Eaton
Bray (Carnations) ; Messrs. Lowe and Shawver,
Uxbridge (Tulips); Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron
Walden (Carnations); Messrs. G. Monro. Ltd.
(ornamental baskets); Messrs. Slaymakers
(baskets and vases). The British Florists'
Federation also provided the table decorations
at the banquet at the Hotel Cecil in the evening,
and the whole of these were carried out in
Tulips, Irises and Ixias by Mr. H. Miles. York
Street, Covent Garden, W.C. The basket of
choice fruits presented to the Prince, of which
an illustration is given above, was arranged by
Messrs. W. B. Shearn, Tottenham Court Road,
London

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution —
Owing to unforeseen circumstances, the Duke
•f York will preside at the 78th Annual
Festival Dinner in aid of the funds of the

Resignation of Mr. Lowther The resigna-
tion of the Right Hon. James William Lowther,
Speaker of the House of Commons, on Tuesday-
last, has a special interest to gardeners, for
he is a most ardent horticulturist and one of
the most regular visitors at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's fortnightly meetings. Among
the felicitations which have been bestowed upon
him during the past few days we add those of
horticulturists, in wishing him good health to
enjoy "the life and felicity of an excellent
gardener which are to be preferred before all
other diversions."

Natural History of the Upper Shiri River.—
An unusually interesting and instructive lecture
on "Some Observations on the Natural History
of the Upper Shiri River, Nyasaland," was given
by Prof. R. Newstead at the recent meeting of

the Linnean Society. The lecturer discussed the
flora under three sections:— (1) The river and its

banks, (2) the open " dambo " or savannah, and
(3) the forest. As regards the flora of the river

attention was called to the plants forming the

fringe of the sudd, namely Pistia Stratiotes and
Traps bispinosa. The width of the sudd in the

river a little south- of the lake Maloinbe was

given as approximately thirty-seven yards on
either side; the width, however, varied at differ-

ent points. The banks of the river in places

were clothed with a more or less dens-- vegeta-

tion, consisting of a few palms (species?!, the

Baobab (Adansonia digitata), Kigelia sp., with
here and there the scarlet-flowered climber,

Combretum microphylrum, etc. In the open
dambo, during the dry season, the plants were
nearly all resting. The commonest of the plants,

however, was a species of Asparagus and an un-

determined species of Leguminosse. The forest

proper is fringed on the river-side by Acacias of

various species, of which flat -topped species pre-

dominated. Hereabouts the candelabra Euphor-

bia grandidens (?) was also very common. In

the forest the tree most commonly met with was
the Iron-wood, Copaifera Mopane. The Ebony
(Diospyros spp.) was also fairly common, and so

also was a species of Parkia. Illustrations were

shown of the giant climber, Kickxia sp., Stro-

phanthus Xicholsoni, and Adenium multiflorum,

the last-named plant being fairly common, and

blossoming during the dry season. In dealing

with the insects, special reference was made to

a highly protective species of Mantis (Taracodes

peiloides), and the common Tsetse-fly of the

country (Glossma morsitans), the latter being

the chief factor concerned in the dissemination

of Sleeping Sickness in man. Illustrations of

the common Tree-frog, Chiromantis .xerampelina.

wrre shown, and attention was called to its

highly protective colour and pattern. Seventy-

eight species of birds were collected, and

specifically determined.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund Festival Dinner.—
The Annual Festival Dinner of the Royal Gar-

deners' Orphan Fund will be held in the Con-

naught Rooms. Great Queen Street, on Wed-
nesday. June 22nd. The Right Hon. Viscount

-ftlved'en. M.F.. has kindly consented to preside

on this occasion. The Committee of the Fund
appeals for help to enable it to carry on the

work of this deserving institution, and contribu-

tions from gardeners will be especially wel-

comed. The secretary, Mr. Brian Wynne, 19.

Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden, W.C.2. will

be pleased to hear from any lady or gentleman

wishing to be present at the dinner.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day. May 2: Nottingham and Notts Chrysanthe-

mum Society's meetings. Tuesday, May 3.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's

meeting.

• Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy five Years

Ago.

—

Gardeners' Enemies. The attacks of

enemies are constant, and therefore war must

be interminable. A gardener must necessarily

be a great destroyer of life, or that "life, if

spared, will soon destroy him. You must in-

dulge no sentimental notions respecting the

happiness the poor insects enjoy, and of which

you are about to deprive them ; nor must you

entertain transcendental or metaphysical

opinions as to their capacity for pain. The sen-

timent of the gentle C'owper respecting the im-

punity to be granted to the snail who crawls

in the evening on the garden path, is generally

good, but by the florist it will be received rum

grano; nor will the dictum of the immortal

Shakespeare be reduced to practice when

lie "tells us the beetle feels as much

"as when a giant dies." Such theories

cannot stand in the way of practical utility, and

if gardens are to flourish either for beauty

or ^usefulness, the insect tribes must die.

Young gardeners are often very squeamish on

these matters, and certainly great sinails, with

their houses on their backs, arc rather awk-

ward things to kill. But the more you kill the

sooner the work will be done, and by industry

and perseverance, you may soon be relieved (as

far as snails arc concerned) from the task of

killing at all. As very minute and interesting

descriptions of all these insects have appeared

in former numbers of the Chronicle, I shall not

enter into their natural history; I shall confine

myself to the best methods of extirpation, so

that the amateur may be assisted in guarding

himself against the annoyance of loss.

—

H A'.

Gard. chm,,.. May 2, 1846.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Antirrhinums and Pentstemons.*

This booklet contains within its 32 pages

much useful information. The Antirrhinum,

one of the oldest and most popular of garden

flowers, has obtained a new lease of popularity

in recent years thanks, first, to the excellent

work done by the old florists in moulding

it to their conventional fancy; second, to the

modern florists in discarding the old and
limiting rules of their forbears, and going

boldly and successfully for brilliant and dis-

tinctive sell-colours. The older florists criteria

of perfection were " clear, distinct and evenly

distributed markings " on a yellow or white

ground, a symmetrical " standard " petal well

rounded, nose and lip with a "full'' appear-

ance, nose generally tipped with deep yellow

.

mouth and throat yellow, the tube white or

coloured like the lip and the blooms closely and
compactly set on the stem. Selfs, which were
not neglected for bedding purposes, might be of

varied and distinct shades. There seems to> be
little doubt but that improvement in colour

has taken place in recent times. Haw that
improvement has been effected is hard to say

with certainty. For our part, we believe that it

is entirely the result of selections within the

species, although Mr. Macself suggests (on p. 9)

that in some cases species of Antirrhinum and
Linaria have been utilised. The great work
of the modern florists has, of course, been the

obtaining of races which come true from seed,

thereby enabling the gardener to dispense with

the old method of raising plants from cuttings

and to adopt annual seed sowing. Although
thrifty gardeners still practise the former

method there is general agreement that autumn
sown seedlings, wintered in cold frames, give

the best re-ults. Where the climate is good,

sowings may be made out of doors, but if done
under ejass. the plants do best when potted

in small 60's in January or February. Thus
treated they grow away vigorously when the

time comes for planting out. The Antirrhinum
is fortunately by no means a fastidious plant,

does not require heavy manuring, but likes

a well dug, albeit firm, soil. Sowing in

February in a moderate beat, and pricking
out the seedlings when aboiut one inch high, and
planting out in April, although producing
plants later to flower than those from autumn
sowing, give excellent results. Mr. Macself
makes the acute suggestion that where large
beds are to be supplied they may be planted
alternately with autumn and spring raised
plants and thereby kept bright with flowers
for a long period. At the end of July the
autumn sown plants will have given of then-
best and may be cut back without detriment
to the display. They will come again in
September and October with a crop of flowers.
In the ease of some varieties which are a.s yet
unfixed, and perhaps unfixable. propagation "by
cuttings must be practised. Cuttings should
not be nrade from thick, succulent growths
from the base of the plant ; the best are
those from wiry side shoots which break out
from the main stem after the flower spikes
are cut. In August such shoots may be
readily obtained and will root easily under
hand lights or in cold frames, when thev
receive plenty of light but not full exposure
to the sun's rays.

Although less generally grown, the Pent-
stemons—when properly placed in the garden
—are among the best of its flowering
plants. The best position for them is perhaps
a sunk garden, or at all events against a
wall (see Fig. 91). In the latter case, of
course, red shades must be avoided if the wall
be red. for few garden effects are more
generally displeasing than red flowers shaded
against a red wall. Although garden Pentste-
mons have not yet appeared in the full range
of colours—they show no pure yellow, nop rich
orange, no true blue and only a doubtfully
Pine white—they provide an 'almost endless
series of rose pink, flush pink, salmon shade-.

bold scarlet with white throats, full red and
crimson, and plum and purple shades, as well
as mauve and lilac. According to Mr. Macself
the garden Pentstemon originated from a cross

between P. Cobaea and P. Hartwegii. Of course
various species are in cultivation, the best
perhaps from a garden point of view
being 1*. barbatus with .small tubular flowers

of brilliant scarlet colour. P. azureus, a

North American species, has. as its specific

name implies, blue flowers, and may some day
give the much desired blue Pentstemon. For
garden purposes where trueness to type need
not be considered. Pentstemons may be raised

from seed, but where one colour variety only is

needed the plants must be propagated by
cuttings. Plants which are to serve for pro-

viding cuttings should have their flower

spikes removed before mid-July, and in August
and even September the vigorous young shoots

formed on the main stems are taken when
three to four inches in length, and inserted

without delay in a good potting compost, pre

ferably singly in clean thumb pots, or else

in a prepared compost in a cold frame. In

taking the cuttings care must be exercised

not to damage the leaves. Thumb potted

cuttings are potted on in 60's during the

autumn, but those in prepared beds in the cold

frame may be left undisturbed over the winter

to be potted in early spring and planted out

at the end of April.

Oroeus lathyroides.—This is a tall plant,

needing to be supported unless allowed to trail

on the- ground. It has stems about 2g feet in

length and flowers of a shade of violet-blue.
It has been transferred to the Vicias, or Vetches,
under the name of V. multijuga.
Orobus aureus.—The Yellow Bitter Vetch is

a neat plant for the border or rock garden, but
personally I do not like it so well as the
following one. 0. aureus grows about a foot
high and develops neat, yellow flowers in plenty
in summer.
Orobus montanus aurantiacus.—Growing

only about a foot and a half high, this plant
makes a desirable subject for the border. It

is easy of growth in common soil, and gi\es in

summer a good supply of its fine, deep orange
coloured flowers. It is a change from the
subjects usually grown in the hardy plant
border, and is perfectly hardy.
Orobus pallescens.—This, with its superior

form Smithii. also procurable from seed, is a
good plant, though lacking a trifle in purity
of colour. It compensates for this to some
degree by the size of the heads of Pea-shaped,
creamy-white flowers, and is quite easy to cul-

tivate. The variety Smithii is much scarcer,

and is also preferable in point of beauty. It

is about the same height as the type.

Orobus sylvaticus.—In this we have another
cream-coloured Bitter Vetch, but it differs from

Fi 91. BOIIDER OF PENTSTEMONS AT (T...1UMI >NT, ESHER.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

' Antirrhinum* ond Peiitstemon*. .1 Practical Booklet
<m the Umt Sitcceiifnl Method* ;/ Cultiiating a„,l
Pnpaqatino tl„;e I;,,,,,!,,, flower*. I>v A. .7 Macself
Countn Life " Booklets. 9d not.

OROBUS.

Botanists now class the Orobuses. or Bitter

Vetches, with the Lathyruses and Vicias. but for

garden purposes we may speak of them here
by their older and more common designation
for convenience. They are dwarf, non-climbing
plants with neat foliage and Pea-shaped Bowers,
and are generally easy of culture and make
good border or rock garden plants. In these

notes I am confining myself to a few species

which may In- raised from seeds, -own in pots
or pans under glass in spring. The seedlings
should be pricked out in good time and sub-
sequently planted out where thev are to bloom
when ot sufficient size to handle conveniently.
The} will bloom the following year.

Olioivus i \ wet's. --This is a pretty spei

with large, bright blue flowers, and forms a
neat plant for tlie border ur rockery. It grows
about a foot high.

the foregoing considerably. It grows about a
foot and a half high, and is distinct in its way.
The short racemes of flowers are very compact,

and on the whole give a pleasing touch to the

general garden scheme.
OroitI's pannonkus var. varius.—This

Orobus is a general favourite where grown,

though it is not planted too plentifully. It has

a graceful habit and has pretty flowers of a kind

of sain, ui-red and white. It is very distinct

from the others.

OROBUS VERNTJS.—The spring Bitter Vetch is

an old favourite in gardens, and many borders

have been brightened for generations by its

lilac and bluish flowers in spring. It is not

so common as il was at one time, but ma}
easily be procured from most hardy plant nur-

series or raised from seeds. There is a go d

dark form with purple flowers ami stems
tinged with the same colour. A good white
variety and one or two double ones are also

in cultivate Init cannot he raised true from
-.ids. The planting of these Bitter Vetches
may be done in spring. They thrive in -on or

partial shade. ,v. .| rnolt.
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THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

By W. H«DL!T Wabbjn. Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, A«ton Clinton, Tnng.

Disbudding Wall Trees.—This, operation con-

sists in removing surplus shoots at a very early

stage of their development, and if done

judiciously will in a great measure obviate the

necessity of much winter pruning, while at the

same time it disburdens the tree of all super-

fluous growths and admits of a greater share

of nourishment being afforded both to the fruit

and also to the young shoots which are retained

for the purpose of forming the tree and pro-

ducing future crops. In disbudding, discrimina-

tion is necessary in leaving a sufficient number

of young shoots in a suitable position for the

future training of the tree. All superabundant

shoots should be rubbed off with the thumb and

finger when they have reached the length of one

or two inches, by which time a suitable selection

may be made. In the case of such Apples, Pears,

Plums and Cherries as produce their fruit on

rpurs, these should not be disbudded before the

shoots have developed at least two or three

nodes, by which time they are readily dis-

tinguishe'd from spur growths, which are only

furnished with a few leaves and show no dis-

position to form a shoot, in fact, the growth

terminates very abruptly. Peaches and

Nectarines may be dealt with first as they,

for the most part, produce fruit on the young

wood of the previous season's growth and seldom,

under good management, on spurs. Every part

of the tree should be carefully gone over and

alll fore-right shoots removed, leaving on each

shoot of last year's growth the uppermost bud.

undermost bud, and one or two buds at regular

distances apart, according to the length of the

shoot, the strength of the tree, and other

circumstances. Young trees, whilst being

trained, should be disbudded with the greatest

care, as at this period of their growth a judicious

arrangement of their shoots will tend to the

formation of both well-balanced and healthy

trees, this being the time when they_ can be

modelled to whatever mode of training the

cultivator may choose to adopt. Trees that have

filled the spaces and are in full bearing con-

dition may be disbudded more severely than

others, and wood growths on old spurs should

always be removed, as these tend to enlarge them

unnecessarily. The development of spur growths

on both Peaches and Nectarines should be

discouraged.

may then be allowed to become dry before water

is again applied. But the atmosphere should be

kept moist by syringing between the pans and

spraying the plants overhead.

Lycaste.—Plants of the genus Lycaste, such as

L. Skinneri in its many varieties, together with

L. leucusta, L. costata, L. cruenta, L.

macrophylla, and L. Ballae, will have been
blooming for some considerable time, and directly

after they have passed out of flower is a suitable

tin.e to ascertain if any are in need of fresh

rooting materials. Healthy specimens that

have sufficient rooting space and with com-
post in good condition should not be disturbed,

but portions of the old soil should be removed
from the surface and fresh substituted.

Specimens that have become pot-bound should

be afforded larger receptacles, selecting those

sufficiently large to accommodate the plants for

at least two years. Others that are found to be

in a bad condition at the roots or aire growing in

sour compost should be taken out of the pots
and the roots cleansed of the old materials by
washing. They should then be repotted in

relatively small pots. Keep the crown of the
plant a little below the rim of the pot in order to

provide plenty of space for watering, as during
their growing season these Orchids require
liberal supplies of moisture at the roots, and
when they are at rest the soil should be kept
just moist. Lycastes are vigorous-rooted subjects
and should be afforded a retentive compost,
which may be composed of good fibrous loam
from which the earthy particles have been
shaken away and Al fibre in equal parts, with a
liberal addition of crushed crocks. The plants
grow well in a light position in the Odonto-
glossum house, where the atmosphere is not
close The undersides of the leaves should be
sponged frequently in order to keep red spider
in check. Overhead syringing sometimes causes
the foliage to become spotted and should not be
practised, but during bright weather the leaves
may be lightly sprayed on the undersurface once
or twice daily.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Ooilieb, Gardener to Sir Jibeiiiah Colman. Bart.,

Qatton Park. Reigate.

Repotting Coelogyne.—Where numbers of

Coelogyne cristata are cultivated it is advisable

to repot a portion of the stock each season.

as a period of two years is required

for the plants to become sufficiently estab-

lished to flower well. Moderately deep pans
form the best receptacles, and they should be

half-filled with clean crocks for drainage pur-

poses, covering the crocks with a thin layer

of Sphagnum-moss. A suitable rooting medium
consists of fibrous loam, from which all the

earthy portions have been shaken out, Osmunda-
•fibre and Sphagnum-moss in equal parts. The
various materials should be broken up rather

roughly and mixed with sufficient crushed crocks

to ensure a free passage of water. In potting,

arrange the compost so that the centre of the

plant is higher than the edges of the pan and
direct the young growths to the centre, pressing

the compost moderately firm. Coelogyne cristata

has a vigorous constitution and is of easy culture,

thriving in almost any house where an inter-

mediate temperature is maintained. After re-

potting the plants should be grown in a shady-

position and watered thoroughly. The compost

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J P.

The Node, Codioote. Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

French Beans.—Make a sowing of these
Beans on a warm border, choosing, if possible,
deeply worked and enridhed soil for this
crop. Draw out drills about 2 feet apart and
3 in. deep, and in these -sow the Beans fairly
thickly as they may not all germinate. As
sooin as the seedlings are through the soil they
may be thinned to about 1 foot apart in the
rows. After thinning, slightly earth them up
to prevent damage by wind.

Runner Beans.—This important vegetable
repays for generous treatment, and rich soil
is needed to obtain the best results. The
ground should be prepared by taking out deep
trenches about 2 feet 6 in. wide and thoroughly
incorporating with the soil well-decayed
manure, wood ash and bone meal. In tilling

in the trenches it is desirable to leave a
slight depression to allow of watering, and
especially if the soil is on the light side.

Beans growing in dry soil require liberal

supplies of water in dry weather, and by
leaving space in the trenches the water will soak
down direct to the roots. To obtain pods in

July it is necessary to sow the seed in boxes,
raise the seedlings in a cool house, and have
them ready for planting out about the end of

May. Bean seeds .soon germinate, and imme-
diately it can be seen which are the strongest

plants, such should be potted singly in 5 inch
pots, and grown on in the same temperature for

a short time, to be subsequently removed to a
cool frane from which the lights should be

removed entirely on all favourable occasions.

Runner Beans may be sown out-of-doors during
the first week in May. With regard to the

distance to plant much will depend on the

nature of the soil. In richly prepared soil

they may be planted in double line, 18 in-

to 2 feet apart, with a distance of 6 to 7 feet

between the rows. Best of All and Scarlet

Emperor are two good varieties.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawaed, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer Mobb-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, DerbyBhire.

Epacris.—As these plants pass out of flower

they should be pruned hard and thinned of

any small growths. They grow well in a house-

having a moist atmosphere and a temperature
of about 50°. Spray the plants overhead
daily and, when the young growths are about

j ^ inch iong pot them firmly in good, fibrous,

sandy peat. Some of the older plants will,

not require repotting and in their case the

surface soil should be removed and substituted

by a top dressing of suitable material. In

repotting take great care not to injure the-

roots. As growth develops, and the weather

becomes more genial, place the plants in a.

cool frime and admit air to make them hardy;.

as the season advances, the lights may lie

removed entirely

Petunia.—Young Petunias, both double and
single varieties, require larger pots, those ot

5 inches in diameter being a suitable size for

them to flower in. The neaier the glass they

are kept the sturdier the plants will grow.

Salvia splendens.—This Sage is ready for

pricking out into small rxts. Use light soil for

seedlings and handle them with care. The
pots may be placed on an ash base and the

plants syringed overhead night and morning.

Keep a sharp watch for red spider, which

attacks Salvias in a very young stage, especially

if the surroundings become dry. The plaints

shoula be dipped in a weak solution of

insecticide if the pest is in evidence. The
stock of young plants may be divided into

three batches for flowering' at different times,

early, midseason and late.

Begonia.—Tuberous-rooted Begonias that have

been started in boxes are ready for potting

singly. The size of the pots will depend on the

size of the tubers. The compost should containi

more leaf-mould than loam ; a suitable mixture
consists of one-quarter loam, one-half decayed
leaf soil, and one-quarter sand. At subsequent
pottings the soil should be of a heavier nature,

and plenty of drainage material should be em-
ployed in the pots.

Gloxinia.—As growth advances Gloxinias

should be shifted into larger pots. They thrive

best in a compost formed of loam, peat, leaf-

moui'.d and sand, and in a moist, warm atmo-
sphere in a house free from cold draughts.

Feed the roots with weak manure water once
or twice weekly when the plants are growing
freely, and shade them well from direct sun-

shine.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
*t Jftur Oovttb, Royal Botanic ft*.i*d*i»a. K»-

Begonia.—Where Begonias are used for bed-

ding purposes those of the tuberous-rooted kind

should be started into growth. They do not at

this time require much, if any, fire heat, but

may be planted out in cold frames, in beds

formed of light, rich soil. Kept close and moist

they soon start into growth, and will be quite

large enough by the time for planting them out

of doors arrives. The most forward batch of

seedling tuberous-rooted Begonias may. with ad-

vantage, b? planted out in cold frames, while

the. fibrous-rooted semperflorens varieties may
be treated in the same way, or potted on as

desired.

Violets.—Plant Violets in borders, the soil of

which was manured and dug last autumn. In

the south, at least, it is well to choose a posi-

tion where the plants will be shaded for at

least a portion of the day. If this is not done,

red spider is apt to prove troublesome. On
the whole a west border probably suits Violets

best, while in Devonshire I have grown them

successfully on a north border. I refer to the

double varieties, which are more subject

to red spider than the single varieties. The

singles in the south and west may remain out-

of-doors all the winter, and I have found them do

well on a south-west bolder, although by plant-

ing in varying aspects the season may be pro-

longed considerably. The summer treatment

consists in cutting off all the runners, using the

hoe freely at all times, and giving the root* !
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copious supplies of water duiing dry weather.
When well established, Violets are benefited

by frequent applications cf weak soot-water.

Spring Bulbs.—Early Tulips and Narcissus

used for bedding may be lilted to make room
for the summer occupants. They should be
lifted carefully and heeled in, in the reserve

garden, to finish off and mature. At Kew \vj

find they do so quite well when heeled into

beds of ashes. Care should be taken to again
lift Narcissus before they make fresh routs,

which they do almost as soon as the foliage

dies down. Bedding Hyacinths may be treated

in the same way, and, if not used again for

bedding purposes, are always useful for plant

ing out in thin, grassy places in th'.; wild

garden. When the beds are cleared, they

should be dug and prepared for the summer
bedding plants. Some of them may be filled

at once with such plants as Stocks, Pentste-

mons. Calceolarias, and Antirrhinums. Where
Tulips are used in bedding arrangements, a

word of warning regarding Tulip disease may
be useful. Where even a few bulbs have failed,

they should be examined for disease; if present.

Tulips should not be planted in the same bee's

for several years, for the sclerotia or resting

spores—small, black, shining bodies—remain in

the soil for a number of years. And a few
diseased bulbs this season will infect the whol'1

bed subsequently. Narcissus infected with eel-

worm should be destroyed, unless one is pre-

pared to have them treated by the hot-water
process. The best way to keep stocks of Nar-
cissus healthy is to leave them undisturbed for

two or tfrree years. And when it is necessary

to iift them, they should be sorted and im-

mediately replanted, for, as already stated, they
start to make fresh roots as soon as the foliage

dies down. Such being the case, one can
imagine how they suffer in time from being
lifted annually and kept out of the ground for

many months. This may not be possible where
the plants are grown for trade.

FRUIT REGISTER.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
j iethtb BuixocK, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Eaq

Oopped Ha.ll, Eppinff.

Vine Eyes.—If the propagation of vines from
eyes was undertaken as advised on p. 64, they
will now be in a fit condition for handling.
Assuming the small pots in which the eyes were
planted are well filled with roots, it is essential

that the plants should be shifted into larger pots.

Good fibrous loam and spent Mushroom-bed
.manure will form a suitable compost. The plants
must not be allowed to suffer a check through-
out their season of growth. Syringe them freely

overhead and maintain a moist, warm atmo
sphere. The temperature of the house should
not fall below 65° at night.

Newly Planted Vines—Vines that were
planted in January (see p. 52) will now be
making good headway. They should be grown
in a warm, humid atmosphere. Certain varie-
ties, chiefly the later sorts, often give trouble
by the lead, after making a certain amount of

growth, failing. This is sometimes caused by
scorching, but more often by red spider or
thrips. When this is the case, cut the growth
back to a strong bud, with the object of
forcing this bud for a leader, and allow it to

develop. Sometimes vines are checked inten-
tionally by removing the lead, thus forcing into
growth a bud as. suggested, but. I am not in

favour of this practice. So long as the plant is

in a healthy, growing condition, I prefer to allow
it to develop at will, making sure that the condi
tions for the ripening of wood in autumn are
all that they should be.

Early Muscat House—Rarely does Muscat
of Alexandria Crape set so freely as one could
wish, and for this reason it is essential to
pollinate the flowers with the aid of a rabbit's
tail. If pollen from Black Hamburgh Crape is

procurable, this is a groat aid to the setting
of the berries. Let this be done some time
before the house is closed for the day, thin
gently spray the vines overhead and maintain
a slightly higher temperature during the period
of fertilisation; 70° b\- night will be suitable.

RED ALPINE STRAWBERRIES.
These small-fruiting Strawberries are very

useful to have late in the season, when the
larger kinds are over, and they may be relied

on to furnish a good supply of berries. In
France they are preferred by many people
for cooking or preserving; they are excellem;
for making jam. The plants may either be
raised from seed or propagated from runners

;

many growers prefer seedlings, because they
are more vigorous than runners.

The seed should be sown in heat in early
spring in boxes and the seedlings subsequently
pricked off. If planted out in good soil early
they will fruit during August and September.
They need careful attention, such as keeping the
runner.? cut away and watering when necessary.

well shaped and nissety over pale cinnamon
brown. The flesh is sweet and half-melting.

The variety Olivier de Series planted in a suit-
able position, in sv.t".-t, fertile, weli-drained
soil, with ample moisture at the roots, is well
deserving the attention of growers. I have
had very good fi nits of this Pear' in January
and sometimes later. They keep best when not
gathered too early.

Some years ago, when looking over the
fruit-room at Barhani Court, in company with
the veteran fruit-grower, Mr. Woodward, I
noted some of the best fruits of Passe Crassane
variety I ever saw. The fruits were clean,
large, weighed 14 oz. each, and the quality left

nothing to be desired. Pew gardens contain so
many varieties of choice fruits, and Mr. Wood-
ward is always ready to give information re-

specting the different kinds, many of which
are not to be met with elsewhere.

Fin. 92.—THE PEAR WAT K IT COPPED 1I.U.I

These Strawberries may alto be raised from
seed sown later and planted out in autumn
for fruiting the followirg season. In this case,
if they are required to fruit alter the larger
kinds, the early flowers should be picked off,

allowing them to fruit in succession to th'
others. Rummers should be removed, and
a mulch applied. These rtn.wber.ies should
yield as much fru'l in S ptember as in July.
Plants grown from runners may be increased
in the same way ;.s '.he large-fruited kinds.
II". L. Lavender, Raynes Park.

LATE PEAKS.
I was very pleased to read the favourable

account of Josephine de Mali.iies Pear on p. 105.

I have grown tlie variety both in Kent and
Middlesex, and can fullj endorse all that has
been snii; respecting its gurd qualities. My
best fruits, both for keeping and texture, have
usually been gathered from espaliei trees and
trees thir ha\ been growing on west and easl

walls. Although much larger fruits were
grown on cordons occupying a full south aspect,
tluv never kept so well .-.s did the others.

Probably in gardens further north the results

might prove just the reverse.

I would strongly recommend Nouvelle Pulvie
as a good January Pear. It usually crops
well, .Hid the flesh is tender and sweet. The
frail is of good size, find keeps well for some
considerable time.

Benrre 1'erran is also a capital late Pear.

'I he individual fruits ire not large, but aie

We hear very little of Pear Van de Weycr
Kates. The |a te Dr. Hogg mentioned it as
bring one oi th best late varieties. I reinem-
bei seeing :l grown on a chalky soil many
veins ago. and the flesh was quite yellow and
eood eating in Mar, I,. //. Marl-ham, Wrotham
I'll'!: Gardens, Barnet,

CORDON APPLES.
The abundant crops taken yearly from trees

of Worcester Pearmain, Ellison's Orange and
Cox's Orange Pippin of this system of training
are really surprising, especially where the Wor-
cester Pearmain Apple is planted between the
' l ser sorts. Many a long garden walk may
be utilised and made attractive by arranging
a pergola of i onion Apple or Pear trees on either
side of the path (see Fig. 92), and there are
numerous varieties of both kinds of fruits suit-
able for the purpose. In the case of cordon
tn'~ summer pruning is necessary, breaking tin

growths off instead of rutting them, /'iimnia.
APPLE LAXTON'S SUPERB.

I. like Mr. Beckett, am much pleased with
(lis new \pplr of Messrs. l.axton Bros. The
flavour is decidedly of the ('ox's Orange Pippin
type, and. being auoh a good keeper, the
>"i ty is an acquisition in dessert Apples.
The only fault I can find with this variety is

us large size, bul with a full crop this would
not be so noticeable The two points in its

favour are its long-keeping quality and hue
flavoui : the variety well deserves the name of

Superb F. . Molyny ».r.

B
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Mr.REGINALD FARRER'S second
EXPLORATION IN ASIA.*

28.

—

Nsitadi.

iiT T F/RE I be. in Nyitadi " (this, to guide

llie unenlightened as to the scansion

and pronunciation of the place). But

here I be, quite alone, with none to take photo-

glyphs, or assist in mounting the specimens.

My faithful helper of last year is gone, very

sensibly, home ; his intended successor was

deterred, at the very last moment, by the

intervention of a vision. So, as I say, here

i am. alone by myself; and can only hope

that my word-pictures may not be found too

much to lack the elucidation of photographs

beyond my power to supply. Luckily. I Still

rejoice in the no-less faithful staff of last year.

(],e two Gurkha orderlies, by now trained

and zealous plant-hunters, and the Gurkha

cook, who occasionally contributes, and always

takes a kindly interest. I am gradually

learning to understand that his " Ice, nothing

else: f'iomo' that away downystate," really

means " there'll soon be no snow left on the

mountains; it's all melting."

And indeed it so is. By Jolly there will

be no trace of it remaining except in cold

couloirs. But, at the end of April, not the

Bernina could have presented a more univer-

sally wintry scene—though 1 must confess that

the natives all agree in saying that last

winter's snow-fall was unprecedented. In any

case, this region is evidently much colder than

that of Hpima.v; the flora, here, at the end of

April, : s at about the same stage of advance-

ment as the Hpimaw flora al the end of

March. And one paradoxical result of this

airai'gement appears to be that the sub-

tropical or valley-plants appear to ascend

higher than they do at Hpimaw ; a Melas-

tomad. for instance, that I learned to hate

last year, as a symptom of hot and hopeless

places, at 5.000 feet, ascends here to Nyitadi,

at seven thousand; for the Pest, it was

inevitable that much of this flora should

repeat the other, conditions and climate being

so much the same. And. above all. the same

gaunt and gloomy granite still universally pre-

vails. I hope n.y readers will take note

by this, in growing my seeds; rock -notes will

not be added except in very special circum-

stances. For invariably (unless stated other-

wise) these mountains here are of a very old

igneous rock, hard as iron, and grimly denuded

by the ages It is, in fact, the most savage

country I have ever .seen—incomparably bigger

end wider and grander than anything even

on the Chimili; while the Hpimaw hills are

like a tennis-court by comparison. It is hardly

a flourish of rhetoric to say that, up in the

Alps, there is nowhere where one could set

down a full tea-cup. Certainly it is only with

the utmost difficulty that one can find a place

to pitch, a tent. Actual precipices are rare;

on the other hand everything is almost one.

The cliff-; everywhere around are shelving

bald faces of bare iock that would tax a

lizard; the slopes of Bamboo and Rhododen-

* The previous articles by Mr. Farrer were pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 38, July 12.

August 9. August 23, September 6, September 27. Octo-

ber 18. November 1. November 22. and December 6.

1919; January 3, January 17. Februarv 7, February 28.

March 20. April 24. May 29, July 10. July 31, September
4, October 2, December 4. 1920. January 1. January
29. February 19. and April 2. 1921.

dron that occasionally cling between them

are at an anigle and of a s'iipperiness that

might discompose a goat. Nor can one even

use the watercourses; for, the strata being

so hard, they are broken into thousands of

unnegotiable waterfalls between the converging

walls of dark rock. It is, indeed, a count:

y

after my own heart, end after the hearts of

all who love the grimmer loneliness of the

hills. Hut oh, 'f only it were lightened by

a little limestone!

This would, of course, give a new flora at

once : new Primulas ; new Nomocharids. As it

is, on a regime of unalterable granite, it is

inevitable tiiat a number of old friends will

recur. But then, in two consecutive collecting

seasons, this is always bound inevitably to be

the case, unless the districts were as far apart

as the Terglou from the Mont Perdu. And even

then one would not find that every species -was

as new as one's probably rather vulgar ambi-

tion leads one always so fiercely to hope. Any-

how, I see no reason to doubt a very satisfac-

tory percentage of novelties already (and I write

on June 6, with all the heights still asleep, and

even the valleys .not risen to their summer

wakening); while, with many previous send-

ings, I am sure that people will be glad of a

second chance, and others of a larger supply.

One very odd thing is quite new to me. It

abounds in damp, cold places of the alpine

and high -alpine region, on steep moss banks or

rotten tree-trunks : it makes clumps of long,

dark, leathery leaves, in tihe midst of which

rise fluffy, Thrift-like heads of white blossom,

on rose-coloured .scapes of 3-5 inches, and with

pedicels and calyces brightly contrasted in car-

mine. For the life of me, I cannot even itel'l

where to put it. The corolla and calyx preclude

Pyrolaceae; Ericaceae and Pinmbagineae will

hardly suit : after weeks of diffidence I no longer

repel theory that this queer but beautiful thing

is indeed Primulaceous, somewhere between

Coris and Bryocarpum. In any case, it usurps

the place, and mimics the look of the woodland

Primula that ought to be here, but isn't.

Less ambiguity attends another new treasure.

Last year I sent seed of a Rhododendron of the

Grande group (F. 959). This was conspicuous

for its foliage, as huge as in R. sinogrande,

and was not uncommon in the deep torrent-

gorge woods on the Chimili. about Hpimaw,

and" even on the Feng Shui Ling, not descend-

ing below, or mounting much above, nine thou-

sand feet. The flowers were over wherever I

saw it: they seemed to have been poor, not

numerous, not often produced, and very rarely

followed by seed. But here there is a counter-

part of this, either a different species, or the

same in circumstances that suit it better. The

habit is the same, and so appears the foliage

(though not quite so big). But this plant is

so profuse in blossom that during its heyday,

in mid-May, the lower alpine woods, about nine

thousand feet altitude, are thickly peppered

with the white blobs of its trusses, for the

flower is creamy-white, with a basal blotch of

crimson, borne loosely and very dtatelily on a

high rhachis, so that their full effect is made

good. Nor does there yet seem any reason to

fear that this magnificent display of blossom

will not be followed by an equally magnificent

one of seed. So it is to be hoped : for the

species has nothing ihuddled about its truss, nor

anything dim and indeterminate about ite colour,

such as, to my taste, has often seemed to mar
R. grande and R. Falconeri. It has a neigh-

bour, too. in the lower alpine woods, of whicih

I can only speak in doubt. For this is also a

tree, with large, handsome, corrugated foliage,

not lucent above nor silvery below. Bult even

when I first saw it, on April 24, every vestige

of flower had fallen or faded. I can only judge,

perhaps quite falsely, that they are not up to

very much, since the seeding-head is unbecom-

ingly dense and short -pedicelled. The heads,

though, are certainly abundant.

But the upper Rain-forest and the lower al-

pine are not prolific of interesting things,

though excursion after excursion from Nyitadi

resulted, each, in some one new flower or more.

To be noted among these is a queer Rhododen-
dron, forming a small straggly tree in the
lighter alpine woodland. And yet you, would
rather take this oddity for Enkianthus than
Rhododendron, for its clustered flowers are so
minute, of a dark mahogany-purple, with a
thick blue bloom externally, like a Black Ham-
burgh Grape. It seems like a travesty of 1'.

1,046, stuck on to a ten-foot bush. The noble
white Magnolia, however, still lends lustre to

the darkness of the woods, up to 9,000, but I

am not certain of the unsurpassable F. 816,

which I daily hope to hear that some zealot has

successfully germinated. A single bloom, gigan-

tic, was indeed brought me in one day, but the

tree that bears it seems very rare, and in habit

nut the same as the glory of Hpimaw pass.

Also, the huge flower was of a mauver pink, 1

rather fancy, and was entirely lacking in frag-

rance. However, fruit, .,1 hope, will dear up
these doubts. Reginald Farrer.

GARDENING UNDER PLANT STAGES.

Much greater interest and importance may
be found in the utilisation of the spaces near
hot-water pipes and under plant stages in
glasshouses than is commonly recognised. One
frequently meets with charming effects that
were unpremeditated a.s well as those that
were designed for the more perfect appearance
of t lie houses. As an example of the former
I could name no more charming example than
Begonia Kvansiana (otliervvi.se B. discolor),
whicih for years flowered profusely against
the side pipes of the Conservatory at Cam-
bridge Botanic Gardens, entirely taking care
ol itself, and hiding with its pretty flowers
and foliage the dull black of the hot-water
pipes. Other Begonias rather like' a similar
position, and under the central stage of a

stove I have known B. manicata to be extremely
effective.

Premeditated planting has produced good
effects that are pleasing to recall, and I may
instance lines of Primula Forbesi as a margin
in the Temperate house as especially good.
Selaginella Kraussiana is very commonly
planted, of course, but other plants may take
its place. At Kew, in the Succulent house,
Streptocarpuses have been used very effec-

tively. For ornamental effect it is not difficult

to make experiment, but there is most interest

perhaps when places aie found for plants that

would not otherwise be cultivated at all. At
Cambridge, there are numerous examples of

this. An extremely graceful Phyllanthus has

lived beside the pipes in the Orchid house,

almost always in flower and coining up from
self-sown seed. For years it had the distinc-

tion of not being nameable, but at last it was

named P. missionis—if I remember correctly

the form of the word.
In the same house, as a furnishing for the

narrow strip of soil by the pipes, the very

pretty white-veined Fittonia argyroneura has

been' planted, with the stronger growing and

red-veined Fittonia gigantea, and a plant of

similar character with deep red veins—

Gymncstachium Pearcei. G. Verschaffeltii, I

expect, also was there. These have done sur-

prisingly well, they are extremely attractive

and afford variety with the other totally

different Acanthaceae, but since they have
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never served any further useful purpose, as

far as 1 remember, it is very likely that some
or all might be allowed to disappear, but for

their readiness to grow in this way without
the ooo'-ipalion of pots or stage space.

In the Succulent house at Cambridge
the Cape Gooseberry once found a home
to the extent of being able to exist.

Spironema fragrans, a curious plant of

the order Commeiinaceae was also pro-
vided for as well as if under the most careful
system of pot culture. In the stove are a

variety of plants that probably would not be
grown if thev did not take care of themselves
under the plant stages of the house. At any
rate, they save the precious space of po;s above.
I may mention particularly Rivina laevis with
scarlet, .juicy fruits, sometimes called the rouge
plant ; R. humilis, with red and also yellow
berries; Acanthaceae in variety; Justicia caly-

cotricha and even the large growing Jacobinia
speciosa have done well, and smaller ones
have often provided useful flowers or fruit

Sanchezia speetabilis is an ornamental foliaged
plant that might have to fall out in giving
way to something of greater importance, but
under the stage, cut back, it found a. home
for some years. Some Aroids hardly justifying
space on stages I have known do very well

planted nut by the pipes below. The amount
of heat that some plants can withstand close

to the pipes is most astonishing.

In cool no less than in warm houses
examples may be found of plants that virtually

make their own home, demanding nothing and
taking care of themselves. Especially may
be mentioned that charming plant usually

known as Anomatheca cruenta, with brighi

scarlet flowers. Some help may be given it

by making the most of the seeds, but for years

it has taken care of itself, in the borders rjf the
corridors, extending itself apparently outside

one of the doors. In a border, not only is it

possible to find place for plants that would
not otherwise be grown, but many plants succeed

far better there than in pots. Hymenoeallis
canaricnsis in the same border does wonderfully

well, flowering year after year profusely. As

a plant finding a home I may mention Primula

mollis, old and respectable, but alas ! not

showy.
Very near to the idea of cultivating suitable

plants beneatih the stages, is that of culti-

vating them upon the stages either as an
edging, for which the charming Saintpaulia
ionantha has been used, or casually in the
medium upon which, or over which, the pots
stand. I will give only one instance of this.

In one of the pits at Cambridge, the rain

Jersey Fern, Gymnogramme. leptophylla, which
is not ahvays easy to keep, made itself quite
at home among the pots on the stage, with the
result that many years ago I was able to distri-

bute a good fat packet of spores down the
Water Lane, which leads from near St. Martins
Guernsey, to the sea. The finding of the plant
there was never reported, and perhaps I may
be allowed to say that this is the only indis-
cretion of the kind I ever committed! There is

probably no difficulty in growing this Fern it

attention is paid to its annual character.
J/. Irwin Lynch, V.il.TI.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CEANOTHUS

As a wall plant, C'eanothus Veitchianus is,

in its season, one of the most attractive and
beautiful of all flowering shrubs. The photo-
graph (Fig. 93) shows a beautiful specimen on
tlie house here. It is generally in flower
through May and June, and i.s then a lovely
sheet of azure blue. The shoots are pruned
after flowering is over, and through the season
the roots are liberally supplied with Clay's
Fertiliser well watered in with the hose. The
plant often blooms a second time in the same
season, but. of course, not like the first dis-
play. It will grow in any good loam mixed
with a little cow manure and leaf-<monld. The
plant represented in Fig. 93 measures about
30 feet by 20 feel, and is ,a glorious sight each
spring.

C. rigida is another beautiful species, and
is Bather hardier than C. Veitchianus, as it

will grow and make a niee bush in the open
in borders of choice shrubs, making a beauti-
ful display at a time when blue flowers are
scarce out-of-doors. This species should have
a fairly sheltered position and be pruned back
after flowering.

C. Gloire de Versailles is a great favourite
with many and is a very adaptable plant, for it

may be grown as a shrub or against a wall. It
has a 11101* straggly haibit than either of the
two former, flowers later, and the blossoms
are of a lighter blue. This variety .should be
pruned in the spring, and cut rather
hard when it reaches a. good size, as it makes
so much growth that it is apt to get dis-

figured by the wind. This species will grow
and flower well planted in loam of an open
texture, with a little cow manure and limestone
chips added.

C. dentatus has beautiful, shining green
foliage, and the leaxes are deep-toothed. It

PALMS OF THE RIVIERA.

Brahea dulcis is a Palm from the Mexican
highlands, where it grows in dry places which
explains its great drought resistance here. It is

easily recognised by its trunk forming a kind of

thick bulb, which is never straight but always
inclined before it grows erect, and then becomes
thinner. Further, this species produces suckers,
usually in no great numbers. I may add that
these two characters, though quite prominent,
are not indicated in the very detailed descrip-
tion which Prof. Beccari gives in his work,
Li'. Palme Americans delta 7'ribie delli Cory-
[thcac, Floience, 1907. A good illustration of a
young specimen is found in the book on Palms
by Kerchove de Denterghem.
Very few individuals of the species exist here

on the Riviera, and this is regrettable, since if

left to form a group by leaving the suckers it

is very ornamental. The leaves are about the
same size as those of Ervthea armata. less

Fill. 93.—CEANOTHTJS VEITCHIANVS AT HKYNFI \M, WALTON-ON-THAMES.

is very prolific in flowering, and may be had
in bloom from the end of May until September.
This species also makes a good pillar plant.

and is very conspicuous at all times. (_'.

azureus is a suitable plant for training against
high walls, and flowers with much freedom;
it is [airly easj to grow, and soon covers a

good space. C. Gloire des Plantiers makes
a capital IiiilsIi in a sheltered bonier.
'I his variety .should be pruned fairly hard in

the spring, .when a size limit has linn reached.
By planting several of these Ceanothuses.

a succession of flowers may be obtained
throughout the season, commencing with ('.

Veitchianus and ('. rigidus, the former com
mencing to bloom early in May. The photo
graph of the plant at 'Drytlham was taken in

the last week of May, 1920.
These plants, if growing in raised borders or

on mounds, should be given plenty of water
at the roots in the growing season, and also
where they are planted against h%h walls, for
rains rarely reach fchem in such situations, and
whal little fulls is auickhj absorbed by the
brickwork. II'. I. Cook, Dryh/iam Garden
Walton <"> Thamt -'. Sui 1 1 u

glaucous and less stiff, and also form a less
druse crOw II.

The inflorescences are of the same shape as
those of Erythea and Washingtonia,'forming long,
graceful sheaves about two metre, and a half
long, hut possessing some very distinct charac
ters. The spadix, which develops rapidly in

the space of a few weeks, is much branched and
everywhere covered by a ileus,', whitish, .some
whal woolly layer, in which the Sowers air
completely enclosed and hidden from view, The
inflorescence remains in this state for nearh
two years; in the third year it cmei ges in

regular spirals oul of the (omentum, the liny
triangular (local bracts being of a much darker
colour than the (.omentum ; these brails are very
characteristic. Only in the fourth year the
flowers develop, which are whitish and half
immersed in the lomentum. At last the ovoid
small fruits develop. I do not yet know how
long time it takes for the fruits to ripen. This
'pecies produced flowers for the first time in

my Harden in 1917. when the spathes showed
themselves, live in number, forming a beautiful
i in le in the midst of i fir foliage li was in the
month ol August, The flowers only developed
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in 1920, also in the month of August, and pos-

sibly the fruits may ripen this year about that

month, and if so it would appear that four

years elapse from the commencement of the

floral process to the ripening of the fruits.

I have given these indications somewhat at

length because Prof. Beccari does not mention

them, having probably had no occasion to

observe the flowering o'f this Palm, and having

studied only material sent to him from some

garden.
The other species of Brahea, B. calcarea,

is one of the most beautiful fan-leaved

Palms, but is very rarely met with m
Riviera gardens, and then usually under

the name B. nitida. The upper surface of the

leaves is very shining and of a most beautiful

medium green, while the under-surface is

whitish from a layer of waxy powder, which is

made very apparent when one passes the finger

along it. The trunk is quite straight, in dis-

tinction to that of B. dulcis, and no suckers are

produced. The petioles are quite spineless,

while those of B. dulcis have a few very small

and obtuse spines.

If Brahea dulcis is a very ornamental and

easily cultivated Palm, then Brahea calcarea,

besides possessing the same easiness of culture

and equal hardiness, is still more to be recom-

mended, and it is indeed difficult to understand

that it is so very rarely met with, especially

since it has produced fertile seeds in one or

two gardens here and could easily have been

multiplied.

Like B. dulcis, it is a native of the highlands

nf Mexico and is to all practical purposes quite

handy. These Palms, which are said to reach

a height of six to eight metres, never suffered

here before the severe frost of December last,

and then only very slightly.

I have a Palm which much resembles Brahea

calcarea, but has not the characteristic

waxy covering of the under-surface of the leaves.

It has never flowered yet and may prove to be

a Brahea, of which two other species, very im-

perfectly known, have been described by Prof.

Beccari." Dr. A. Robertson ProacAowaky,

Jardin d'Acclimatation, Les Tropiques, Nice,

France.

VEGETABLES.

BORECOLES, OR KALES.
These useful vegetables should be sown in

April or early in May, according to the district,

but not earlier, as the plants are liable to run

to seed. Make the seed bed in an open situa-

tion and choose fairly light soil. Draw broad,

shallow drills, and make the soil firm with the

back of the rake. Sow the seeds thinly, one

variety in each drill, and cover them with about

half an inch of fine soil. Press the seed-bed

fairly fiimly, and if the soil is dry give a good

watering with a rosed nan. Label each variety,

and place an old piece of fish netting, supported

by short stakes, over the seed-bed to protect the

seeds and seedlings from birds, and also afford

a slight shade until the young plants appear,

when it should be removed.
When the seedlings have made two rough

leaves they may be transplanted to their perma-

nent positions. An ideal place for Kales is be-

tween rows of early and second-early Peas,

placing the plants about a yard apart between

the rows, and two feet fron. plant to plant.

Firm ground is essential, for the plants will

withstand cold weather much better than when
planted in loose soil.

In, planting in hard ground, holes should be

made with an iron bar. sufficiently deep to take

the plants up to the leaves. Fill each hole with

soil as the work of planting proceeds and well

water the roots: water may also be applied

every other day hi dry, hot weather.

As soon as the Peas have finished cropping

clear them off and lightly fork the soil between
the rows to give a neat appearance. Subse-

quently keep the ground well hoed to kill weeds
and promote a sturdy, hard growth in the Kales.

Plants about three parts grown will withstand
the winter much better than large, finer-looking

specimens, but it is largely a matter of weather.

During a wet autumn the plants will grow
luxuriantly, and every effort should be made
to keep them clean; all dead leaves should be
picked off. Some of the taller varieties will
need staking, but all should have plenty of
room for the sun and air to reach them freely.

Certain sorts are much hardier than others,
and these may be planted in more exposed posi-
tions. As they come into use just when Brussels
Sprouts are over, they are always much appre-
ciated, and it is surprising the amount of pro-
duce they will furnish. In a mild winter, such
as we have experienced this year, they commence
to push forth sprouts very early, and conse-
quently are over sooner.

It is well to grow several varieties, so that
if one or two fail, there may be others to fall

back upon. The Scotch Kale, although one of
the best, often dies out when quite, large, and
for no apparent reason. As regards varieties,
there are many to choose from. The Scotch
Curled, both dwarf and tall, are excellent.

In addition, there are the Asparagus
Kaie and Cottager's Kale, both hardy
and very productive kinds; the Russian Kale
has deeply-cut foliage, and is very hardy, no
amount of frost seeming to do it any harm.
Another very hardy sort is the Labrador, a

strong grower and of very fine navour. Lastly,
there is the Welsh type, which is also hardy,
but is not so much grown as some I have
enumerated. P. W. Thatcher. Carlton Park
Gardens, Market Harboro'.

CHICORY.

The common Chicory is a native of most
parts of Europe and is grown more widely on
the Continent than here, but for those who' like
to have salad at all tunes, it is a useful and
easy plant to cultivate.

Leaving aside the well-known Brussels or

Whitloof Chicory, which requires rather better
cultivation to obtain the largest, heads, one can
have the common. Chicory or Barbe de Capuem.
the red leaved Lombardy, and the improved
Venetian striped.

These make three distinct, coloured salads
and are extremely decorative when forced.

Perhaps the Red Lombardy is the most etfeo

live, the foliage being a clear, bright red

splashed with yellow. The Venetian striped is

a bright golden colour splashed with red. The
Barbe de Oapucin is pale yellow.

Select ground that is not excessively

rich, and sow the seed in shallow drills made
aibout 15 to 18 inches apart. It may be necessary
to thin the seedling slightly, but they jnay be
allowed to grow rather closely together.
During summer, the growths may be cut on

two or three occasions to keep them from be-

coming crowded.

The usual method is to cut over the plants

with a reaping hook and clear off the foliage.

This is all the cultivation usually required, and
toward the end of October the plants will be
ready for lifting, or if not required, they may
be left for the following season.

The roots are usually lifted with a fork and
called to a shed to be prepared for forcing.

The tops should be cut off to within an inch

of the collar, the side roots trimmed off and
the tap-root slightly shortened. The roots may
then be placed in a shallow trench about a yard
wide and covered with ashes. They may either

be forced where tihey are by covering them with a

frame and hot manure or, preferably, lifted

and plunged in sand in a warm house and
kept in perfect darkness. This can easily be

arranged under a stage, by the use of boards.

From fourteen to twenty-one days will suffice

for forcing and sufficient plants should be
placed in heat each week for requirements.

Only sufficient sand or soil should be used as

will cover the crowns, for the latter should not

be covered deeply.

Barbe de Capucin may be cut three to four

times, but the coloured varieties will only stand

rutting once, or at most twice.

It is a perfectly simple matter to have this

Chicory in use from November until March.
W. S. Lavender, Fat/net Park.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Water on the Allotment.—Apropos of your
note on page 157, a considerable amount of

dissatisfaction was caused to the allotment
holders in Dumfries and Maxwelltown, both of

which Scottish burghs are supplied by the
Dumfries and Maxwelltown Water Commis-
sion, owing to an increased charge for water.
The original charge made when the allotments
weie laid '.nt early in the war, was half-a-

crown per spigot. The large allotment fields

have generally two spigots, and the smaller
cne. Last year, the Commission, revised the
charges and made a rate of a shilling per
allotment, this representing an increase of
about iluee hundred pei cent.. ^presenta-
tions were made bj allotment associations, and
I he question came up for review a short time
ago, with the result that the charge of one
'.hilling per allotment was continued. The
consequence is that the rents of the plot
holders have had to be raised, and a good
deal of feeling ftill exists regarding the matter.
Many, of course, do not use water, relying
mainly upon the deep cultivation and frequent
hoeing you wisely advocate on page 157. A. A.

Lost Garden Plants.—Mr. A. K Bui ley's

note on page 185, recalls many things which
have delighted one. but which "are now
numbered among the " have beens." I ques-

tion greatly if the true Dracocephalum grandi-
florum is now in commerce, unless it turns
up from some southern nursery where the
destructive slug is rarely seen. The slug is

the arch-enemy of D. gra.ndiflorum, which 1

have not grown or even seen for years, but
which the late Mr. Munro used to grow so

well when he had a small nursery at CatJicart,

Glasgow. If I remember aright it was grown
mainly in a bed of ashes. I have no reason
lo think that Anemone Fannini is generally

hardy In the British Isles, as it seems to be

tender in every place I have known it

to have been tried. I saw Primrose Evelyn
Arkwright offered somewhere lately, but I lost

it in the ihroes of a removal, such as I have
to face at present, when many plants aia
I ist nr left behind unavoidably. I do not

consider Hypericum laeve iubruni hardy,

which is a misfortune. I fear most of those

who ha\e attempted it have even a more sorry

confession to make than Mr. Bulley when
they talk about Ranunculus Lvalli. Too many
do not even flower it. and as a true, hardy,

easy subject it is impossible. I used to have

plenty of self-sown seedlings of Polemonium
confertum, but a severe winter, which killed

even self-sown seedlings of annual Poppies,

deprived me of it. Most, of the other plants

written of by Mr. Bulley have disappeared

from my ken. S. 'Arnott.

Stem Canker in Melons.—I wish to thank Mr.

Smith for his kind offer to analyse the loam'

I use for Melons (page 156), and I will forward

him some shortly. I also wish to thank Pomona
(page 167) for his kind advice. I have used

four different kinds of good loam, the Melons
grow exceptionally well, but when the fruits

commence to net, the plants suddenly collapse,

even when no water whatever has been applied
close to the stem. I was informed by The
Gardeners' Chronicle (when I sent a plant
affected) that the trouble was a bacterial disease

called Wilt, and was advised not to use the
same house for Melons . for some time ; but the

trouble has occurred in other houses and frames
in which Melons have never been grown before.

. 1 nxioua.

Entertainment Tax and Flower Shows—I have
before me the modest accounts of a village

Hower show. Total receipts £110. Adverse
balance £14. Entertainment Tax accounts for

£8 of the deficit—consequent upon the presence
nf the village band. The tax is such a mean
and stupid imposition in am affair of this

sort that it would seem incredible that, applied
properly, the united influence of all horticul-

tural societies could fail to get the matter
altered. Edward White, S. II'. 1.
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CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE.

OPENING OF THE NEW HOME AT
BEDFORD SQUARE.

The meaning and the importance of the open-
ing of the new home of the Chamber of Horti-
culture by His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales on the 21st inst. are set forth in ou 1

'

leader on page 205. It now remains lo gi<-e
a short account of the proceedings.

The Council of the Chamber was particularly
fortunate in obtaining the consent of H.R.H.
the Prince of Wales to open its new home at
18, Bedford Square, and horticulture is for-
tunate in that His Royal Highness represents
another generation of the Royal family to take
an interest in horticultural matters. The Prince
was met at the entrance to the premises by
Mr. Geo. Monro (the President of the Chamber),
Earl Winterton and Sir Arthur Griffith-
Boscawen (Minister of Agriculture), and
Messrs. Joseph Rochford. H. Morgan Veitch,
W. Seabrook, G. W. Leak, and C. H. Curtis,'
who formed the Reception Committee. The
Prince immediately proceeded to the Council
Chamber, where about 150 leading horticul-
turists gave him a hearty welcome. These in-
cluded Sir Daniel Hall, K.C.B.. F.R.S.
(Ministry of Agriculture), Prof. F. W. Keeble,
F.R.S. (Oxford University), Mr. W. g'

Lobjoit (Controller of Horticulture), Mr. R. R.
Robbins (President, National Fanners' Union),
Mr. G. Swift (President, National Federa-
tion of Fruit and Potato Trades Associations),
Mr. Alfred W. White (President, British
Florists' Federation), Mr. H. 0. Larsen
(President, Lea Valley Growers' Association).
Mr. F. W. Ladds '(President, N.W. Kent
Growers' Association). Alderman Edward C.
Moore (Hon. Treasurer, Chamber of Horticul-
ture), Mr. F. Agar (Master, Worshipful
Company of Gardeners), Mr. J. Q. Rowett
(Master, Worshipful Company of Fruiterers),
Mr. W. B. Sheaim (President, London and Home
Counties Retail Fruiterers and Florists), Dr.
E. J. Russell (Rothamsted Experimental
Station), Mr. F. R. Ridley, and Mr. S. Machin
(President of London Chamber of Commerce).

In addressing the Print*, of Wales Mr. Monro
tendered him the thanks and appreciation of
the Chamber and its affiliated bodies for coming
to open the new premises, as his presence was
a sign of his interest in horticulture and was
an encouragement to the Chamber to continue
its work. Mr. Monro pointed out that the
Chamber was a central body which not only
enabled the various sectional associations and
federations to speak with one voice in reply to

questions on all subjects affecting horticulture,
but also provided neutral ground for the dis-

cussion and adjustment of questions affecting
different bodies in different ways. The need
of the Chamber was obvious during the
period of the war. Every possible effort was
required to develop the resources of the home
country, and it was then the gradual increase
in the collaboration of the various bodies
resulted in a serious effort by several of them
to create a central chamber, with a result
that after two years of initial work the Chamber
was inaugurated on December 2. 1918. Mr.
Monro referred to the National Federation of
Fruit and Potato Trades Associations, which
undertook the distribution of the Potato crop
during the war ; to the Horticultural Trades
Association, whose members destroyed hundreds
of acres of plants and shrubs and used the
space for the cultivation of seeds and food
crops; to the British Florists' Federation, whose
members voluntarily reduced the acreage under
flower cultivation by 50 per cent., and sub-
sequently increased this amount, and devoted
it to food production. The Chamber was for-

tunate, said Mr. Monro, in that such univer-
sally known names as that of Bunyard, Laxton.
Rivers, Roohford, Veitch, and many others
had been connected with its inception. Sir
Harry Veitch had consented to be its next
president, and it was the regret of everyone that
Sir Harry was unable, owing to indisposition, to
be present on this occasion. Mr. Monro ex-
plained the working of the various sectional
committees of the Chamber of Horticulture;

made a special reference to the one dealing
with the investigation of diseases and pests of
plants ; and stated that the area under horticul-
tural cultivation—now estimated to be over 1{
million acres—employed far more labour per acre
than agriculture, and every effort was being made
to enable the ex -soldier to find employment in
nurseries and market gardens. The close asso-
ciation of the Chamber with the Ministry ot

Agriculture under Lord Ernie, Lord Lee, and
now Sir, Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, was evidence
of the practical value of the Chamber to His
Majesty's Government, and horticulture felt

especially fortunate in that the Controller of
Horticulture (Mr. W. G. Lobjoit) was a man
whose whole life had been spent in the study
and business of horticulture.

Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, in addressing
H.R.H., said how grateful the Ministry of Agri-
culture was to him for his presence. The
Chamber was the outcome of organisation in
the industry, and in these competitive

the desire of the Ministry to promote the exten-
sive cultivation of fruit and vegetables at home,
and in this effort it had the assistance of the
Chamber of Horticulture.
the Prince of Wales, who was received with

loud applause, said :—Mr. Monro and Gentle-
men,—I should like to say how very, glad I
am to come here to-day to open the new head-
quarters of the Chamber of Horticulture. I
am very glad to hear from your President (Mr.
Monro) some account of the formation and work
of the institution. He told us the great part
it has played since its formation in December,
1918, and how it assured, or helped to
assure, the food supplies during the very
critical times we have passed through since
then. One point I was very pleased to hear
is the great opening that the industry gives to'

the employment of ex-Service men. I know
that the Chamber is doing its utmost to help
and has done a tremendous lot altogether, and
I cannot urge growers and nurserymen too

Fig.

Photo by T. Ailktn.

94.—BASKET OF ROSES PRESENTED TO H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES BY THE BRITISH FLORISTS'

FEDERATION. (See p. 214.)

days unless every interest organised itself it

was left behind. The seedsmen, the growers,
the merchants and the retailers had organised
themselves, and now had all joined together
to establish the Chamber, which was thus auio

to speak as the representative of horticulture

as a whole. The Ministry appreciated the
great advantage of having a body which could
thus speak, and to which it might refer for

advice on any point. The Chamber was for-

tunate in having Mr. Geo. Monro as President.
He was a worthy son of a very excellent man
of business and a. most public spirited man also.

Mr. W. G. Lubjoit referred to the rapid
growth which has taken place within quite
recent years in horticulture and production. The
glasshouse of to-day was unknown sixty
years ago, but now there were upwards of

300,000 acres of glasshouses, each aire repre-

senting a capital expenditure of nearly .E4.0CO

of equipment. In Cambridgeshire there were
few orchards fifty years ago. Now there were
very many acres under fruit cultivation. It was

strongly to make every possible effort in this

direction. I am very sorry, as the President

has said, that Sir Harry Veitch is not here

to-day; first because it would have given me
an opportunity of congratulating him ou his

nomination as your next president, and also

on the splendid work with which he has been
connected in organising and raising funds, in

association with the Royal Horticultural

Society, to supply seeds and plants and trees

for the devastated areas of Flanders and Bel

gium. Sir Harry Veitch is also well known
as the treasurer for thirty years of tin- Gar-

deners' Royal Benevolent Fund, of which 1

am president. One of the most recent activities

of the Chamber was the provision of a large

exhibit which was arranged at Antwerp last

year, and which was a tremendous success. It

received the highest award and also a special

Prix d'Honneur for the finest general exhibit

at the show. I think the Bang of the Belgians

sin.wed ti'1-Mirinl..iis intri.-si. in the exhibition,

spent a considerable time in the British Beetion,
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and spoke in the highest terms of its arrange-

ment and the quality of the display. I feel sure
that the success which the industry gained at

Antwerp last year will be a tremendous
encouragement to the Chamber in its future
activities. I can assure I shall watch these
with the greatest possible interest, and I have
now the pleasure to declare open these new
headquarters, which I know will be of
tremendous service to the whole industry of
horticulture. (Applause.)
His Royal Highness then snook hands with

each of the members and guests present.

Subsequently, the presidents and secretaries

of the various affiliated bodies were presented
to His Royal Highness, as also were Dr. Russell,
Prof. Keeble, Mr. C. H. Curtis (Gardeners'
Chronicle), and Messrs. Bilnev, May, and Nix,
from the R.H.S. On behalf 'of the Federation
oi British Growers, His Roval .Highness was
presented with a basket of splendid fruit bv
Karl Winterton (see p. 206); Mr. Alfred W
White, on behalf of the British Florists'
federation, presented His Highness with a
beautiful basket of Richmond and Ladylove
Roses; while Mr. C. H. Curtis asked the Prince
to accept, on behalf of the B.F.F., the flowers
used to decorate the rooms. These were sub-
sequently sent in the name of the Prince to
stveral of the London hospitals.

In the evening a commemorative dinner was
held at the Hotel Cecil, under the presidency
of Mr. George Monro. The chief speakers, in
addition to the president, were Sir Daniel

Mr Cr. \\. Leak, Mr. F. R Ridlev Si,Arthur Griffith Boscawen. Mr H V or, ,Vetch, Mr. J Rowett. and Mr. G. Swift Tietoasts were « Success to Horticulture." • Cham
The
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7 a"d j ts affiliated societies,"
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A S''lcu,tu >-e," and " Ourguests Many ladies were present and webehave they would have appreciated shorterspeeches and a fulfilment of th,
music. wrogramme of

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

April 26 and 27.—Tlie holding of meetines at

l^::
n

„!?
u

dYffi
]afns two da>^pp-- "ot ;»cause any difficulty among exhibitors, for onthese date, the R.H.S. Hall was well ti led withbnght and interesting exhibits, and on iday there was a good attendance of Fdlowand visitors. Orchids were well and lareelvshown and hardy flowers-including almnes-

exhibited extensively. Rhododendrons
P
made

<i fine show and included several good novelties

., ,,t „„
weve

i
wm

:
]y represented and Tulips did

occasion 7 ° $' Sta ',da, 'd eX Pected « ""occasion. A further attraction was the com-petitive exhibition of the National Auricula and
Primula Society.

Floral Committee
PrueiU: Messrs H. B. May (in the chair),

V\. B. Gmgell John Dickson. C. R. Fielders,H. J. Jones Chas. E. Pearson, E. F. Hazelton
George Paul, G W. Leak, George Harrow, C.
Reuthe, John Heal. C. Williams, John Green.
*.. A Bowles, Sydney Morris, Reginald Cory
Jas. Hudson, W. B. Cranfield, H. Cowlev R C
Notcutt, W. J. Bean, Clarence Elliott' J

'

T
Bennett Poe H. R. Darlington, Arthur Turner',
W. Howe. Chas. Dixon, Thos Stevenson \V H
Page, Andrew Ireland, J. Jennings, and \Y K
Dykes

Awards.
Awards of Merit.

Rhododendron Bernard Crisp.—A bold and
handsome garden variety of somewhat stiff habit
lhe trusses o) bloom are pyramidal and the
flowers are placed with a regularity that will
appeal to florists. The colour is 'pale mauve
pink, with a few brown dots on the upper seg-
ment—a lovely garden plant. Shown by Messrs.
VVaterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot.

'

Rhododendron Britannia.—A large-flowered
variety, wonderfully free blooming and evi-
dently a suitable smVject for cultivation in pots

Several of the specimens exhibited carried

eight trusses, and yet were only in 8-inch

pots and barely 2 ft. high. Each truss carries

ten or twelve flowers, and each flower is rather
over 3 inches wide, bright old-rose red or cerise,

with a white base. The slight frilling of the seg-

ments adds greatly to the beauty of the flowers.

The parents of R. Britannia are R. Queen Wil-
helmina and R, Stanley Davis. Shown By
Mr. C. B. Van Ness, Boskoop. Holland.
Rhododendron Donna Tizia.—A bold and

beautiful hybrid derived from R. Doncaster
crossed with R. Auckiandii var. rosea superba.
The flowers are of large size, widely cam-
panulate, and of a lovely pale pink colour. The
truss is loose, and the one shown had eleven
blooms on sturdy, brownish pedicels. Shown by
T. H. Lowinsky, Esq., Stinninghill.
Azalea viscoea glnuca.—A charmingly elegant,

hardy flowering shrub. It has very small and
slightly sticky leaves of pale green colour, and
the small pure white and sweetly fragrant
flowers are borne in very pretty clusters at

the ends of the twigs and branches. Shown
by Mr. F. J. Strover, South Norwood.

Rose Lady Verey.—An effective rambling or
pillar Rose, bearing large loose clusters of double
creamy-white blooms : each bloom is about 3
inches across. Judged from its habit and foliage
it is of Rosa polvantha descent. Shown by
Mr. E. J. Hicks, Twyford.
Aiibrietia Attraction.—This free-flowering

variety bears an abundance of large lilac

coloured blooms, each flower having a narrow
white zone around the yellow eye. Shown by
Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch.

Camellia Fred Sander.—A most distinct
variety with large, semi-double flowers of bright
scarlet colour. The petals are all heavily
fringed, which gives the variety its great dis-

tinction. Shown by Messrs. Sanders. St.

Albans.
Oerasus Hizafcura.—A beautiful, free, double-

flowered Cherry, the large blooms being borne
in clusters of three, but the clusters are so
closely placed that every branch is wreathed
in exquisite silvery pink blossoms. Shown by
Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge.
Primula Chionantha.—An interesting species,

with erect, leathery, somewhat spathulate
leaves, pale green, with greenish " meal on
the underside.. The inflorescence is 12 or 15
inches high, and the white, Bouvardia-like.
flowers, half an inch across, are borne in a

dense cluster at the head of the scape. The
flowers are pendulous, on short greenish-yellow
pedicels, and the calyx is brownish. Shown by
Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage.

Groups.

Carnations were particularly bright and good.
Messrs. Allwood Bros, had an enviable col-

lection of such excellent varieties as Edward
Allwood, Wivelsfield Claret, Enchantress
Supreme and Renown, and on another table a
beautiful collection of Dianthus Allwoodii
(Silver Flora Medal). Perpetual Malmaisons
were a prominent feature in the exhibit
from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. The
blooms of Hon. Charlotte Knollys were un-
usually large and of very bright rosy-crimson
colour. Hugh Low. a pink, fancy, perpetual
Malmaison, was also of merit (Silver Grenfell
Medal). Many of the standard varieties of
Carnations, particularly those grown for market,
were displayed by Mr. C. Engelmann ; the
chief were White Wonder. Fancy Carola, and
Mary Allwood (Silver Flora Medal).
Roses of equal -beauty to the blooms grown

outdoors in the " Flaming month ol June " were
attractively arranged by several of the leading
Rosarians Mr. Elisha J. Hicks had a back
row of pillar-like Wichuraiana hybrids of great
merit, and also showed excellent blooms of
such varieties as Mrs. Elisha J. Hicks. Rich-
mond and Candeur Lyonaise (Silver Flora
Medal). Paul's Scarlet Climber was prominent
in the exhibit of Roses from Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Sons, who also had beautiful sprays
of Fortune's Yellow. Their new Padre and
Covent Garden were also well represented (Silver
Grenfell Medal). A stand of glowing coll ur
was provided by blooms of the Queen

Alexandra Rose in the display by Mr. George
Prince, who also showed Mrs. H. Stevens and
a selection of rambler Roses (Silver Banksiau
Medal). Pot Polyantha Roses of merit were
set up by Messrs. Win. Cutbush and Sons, who
also made good use of such hardy shrubs as

Azaleas, Rhododendrons. Laburnums, and
Brooms of several sorts. A small collection of

Hippeastrums was also verv attractive (Silver-

gilt Grenfell Medal).
Although Mr. L. R. Russell staged a number

of excellent Azalea indiea varieties, his exhibit
attracted most interest on account of the
glorious colour of the many spathes of An-
tburiuni Scherzeriaiuim sanguineum, which were
exceptionally large, of brilliant colour, and
freely produced (Silver Flora Medal). In
addition to their Carnations, Messrs. Stuart
Low and Co. contributed many well-floiwered

pot plants of Mimosas, Boronias, Diosma
eapitata, and a double-flowered Datura (Brug-

mansia) suaveolens, which were included in the

medal award.
The two types of Schizanthus shown by

Messrs. Sutton and Sons were at once interest-

ing and valuable. Immediately inside the

entrance to the hall, this firm's selected strain of

Schizanthus wisetonensis attracted attention by
reason of the excellence of the plants and also

the rich colours of the flowers. The adjoining

plants of large flowered hybrids were equally

well grown, but differed in the lighter colours

of the flowers and slightly looser habit

(Silver Banksiau Medal).

No doubt by reason of the annual show of

the Auricula and Primula Society being held in

the hall Polyanthuses were more numerous than

usual. Mr. P. Ladhams had an excellent strain,

noteworthy for its good colour and freedom of

flowering. Many baskets of alpines, a good-

mass of Cardamine pratense lilacina, and flower-

ing bunches of Sophora (Edwardsia) tetrap-

tera grandiflora were all very interesting (Silver

Grenfell Medal). Polyanthuses of merit were
also shown by Messrs. J. and A. H. Crook
(Bronze Flora Medal); by Mr. E. Hills, who
also showed good Anemones (Bronze Banksiau
Medal): and by Mr. G. W. Miller, wdio in-

cluded a pleasant variety of other border

flowers, notably Heucheras and Gentians

(Bronze Banksiau Medal).
Flowering shrubs were plentiful, and added

much to the attractions of the meeting. Mr.

J. C. Allgrove had a fine batch of Lilac

Hugo Koster, as plants in full bloom, with
standard Cytisus praecox and Japanese Maples.

At the front of the group was a row of

Epimedium pinnatum with three plants of the

excellent, large-flowered Primrose Evelyn Ark-

wright (Silver Bai'ksian Medal). Primuses and
Pyruses were well shown by Messrs Cheal and
Sons, who included beautiful sprays of Pyrus
Golden Gem, which may be described as a

much glorified Pyrus spectabilis. on which the

flowers are followed by golden-yellow fruits.

Pyrus spectabilis Riversii bears larger and

deeper-coloured flowers than those of the species.

Piptanthus nepaulensis and various Brooms were

also excellent, as were the alpines at the end
of the shrub exhibit (Silver Banksiau Medal).

A goodly sized group of their new Rhodo-
dendron Bernard Crisp, from Messrs Waterer.
Sons, and Crisp compelled admiration. The
trusses were of glistening pink colour, slightly

spotted on the upper petal. The trusses were
large, well formed, and of good size (Silver

Banksiau Medal). Hybrid Rhododendrons.
Cytisuses, Azalea Kaempferi varieties and
other shrubs were associated with alpines, and
a few Darwin Tulips by Mr. G. Reuthe (Silver

Banksiau Medal).
A very interesting set of large-flowered Rho-

dodendron hybrids was shown by T. H.
Lowinsky. Esq. (Bronze Flora Medal). On the

floor space, Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert dis-

played many Azalea mollis of gorgeous colours,

flowering Cherries. white Lilacs. and
\ iburnums. The quality of the various subjects

was high, and the arrangements particularly

effective (Silver-gilt Flora Medal).
Rock garden plants were freeh shown, and

were generally very interesting. Messrs. J.

Piper and Sons had many pots and pans of
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alpine*, including Antirrhinum glutinosum.
Primula japonica hybrids, and a good strain

of Aquilegias (Silver Banksian Medal). Mr.
Maurice Pkichard included the interesting

Helichrysum bellidioides, many Saxifrages,

J.thosperniums. and Daphne Cneorum in

his exhibit (Silver Banksian Medal). Primula
helodoxa, bearing yellow flowers on a very long

stalk, was prominent amongst the collection of

Mr. Reg. Prichard (Silver Banksian Medal).
Mr. W. Wells, Junr., had a neat arrange-

ment displaying blue Gentians, Aubrietias, small,

bright red double Daisies and other alpines

(Silver Banksian Medal). Gentiana verna in

the white variety, with Primulas and other

rock garden subjects, were shown by Mr. C.

Elliott (Bronze Flora Medal). Messrs. R.
Tucker and Sons had several flowers of Iris

Susiana and the tiny blue Gentiana verna
angulosa (Bronze Flora Medal). Violas and a

few of the earliest Dahlias were displayed by-

Messrs. Carter Page and Co. (Bronze Flora

Medal). Mr. A. Clarke also showed Violas,

and in a verv attractive manner (Bronze Flora

Medal).
Good plants of Azalea mollis, Azalea

amoenum. Daphne Cneorum, and a goodly

batch of Primula Lissadell hybrids were
arranged by Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg, Ltd
(Bronze Flora Medal) ; while Messrs. Waterer.
Sons, and Crisp showed Uvularias, Irises and
Cheiranthus hybrids (Bronze Flora Medal). A
neat little rockery was built and planted by-

Messrs. Maxwell and Beale (Bronze Flora
Medal), and the Misses HorKiNS showed ,"

valuable selection of alpines (Bronze Flora

Medal). Especially good St. Brigid Anemones
were displayed by Messrs. Reamsbottom and
Co. (Bronze Flora Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart, (in the
chair), Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

Gurney Wilson. Frederick J. Hanbury, R. G.
Thwaites, J. Wilson Potter, Pantia Ralli, T.

Armstrong, E. R. Ashton, A. McBean, J.

Cvpher, R. Brooman-White. Chas. H. Curtis.

J.' E. Shill, H. G. Alexander, Fred K. Sander.

S. W. Flory, Arthur Dye, W. J. Kaye, and
C. J. Lucas.

Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bait., referred to the

sad loss which the Orchid Committee and Orchid
interests generally had sustained in the death
of Mr. R. A. Rolfe. The Committee passed a

vote of condolence with the widow and family.

Awards.
First-Class Certificates.

Miltonia Venus var. Fascinator (vexillaria

Memoria G. D. Owen x Phalaenopsis), from H.
T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr. Mr.
Thurgood). A very fine form, with flower
in size and shape nearest to those of M.
Blenana, and coloured rose pink with beautiful

deep ruby red mask and with radiating lines

on a white ground to the lip. It is the largest
form yet flowered, and very distinct.

Odontoglossum Rosiva var. Invincible
(eximium x Lady Pirrie), from Messrs
J and A. McBean, Cooksbridge. A large
flower of fine shape ; the colour is purplish
claret with slight white margins; the lip is

white with a dark blotch in front of the yelloiv
crest.

Awards of Merit.
Miltonia Hyeana The Dill var. (Bleuana *

vexillaria), from Baron Bruno Schroder. The
Dell Park, Englefield Green (gr. Mr. J. E.
Shill). The plant bore a spike of very prettv
fiowers of a ^lea:- white with rose flush on the
'id. which has a blackish purple mask at the
base.

Odontoglossum Desdemona (illustrissimum
* Rossii rubescens), from W. R. Fasey, Esq.,
Holly Bush Hill. Snaresbrook (gr. Mr. E. J.
Seymour). A very distinct form in its section.
The inner parts of the segments are violet
purple, the margins and outer parts yellow:
lip largo, white, with a few purple markings
ni front of the yellow crest.

I

Groups.
H. T. Pitt, Esq.. Rosslvn. Stamford Hill

(gr. Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver Gilt

Flora Medal for an excellent and varied group
jf fine Miltonias, Odontoglossums, Odontiodas,
Cattleyas, and some exceptionally good varieties
of rare species, the latter including fine plants
of Maxillaria Sanderiana.

Messrs. Chaet.esworth and Co., Hayiwards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a good 'group, in which Brasso-C'attleyas and
Brasso-Laelio-C'attleyas were well represented,
among the latter being the fine yellow B.-L.-C.

Joan.

G. W. Bird, Esq., The Manor House. West
Wk'kham (gr. Mr. Redden), was awarded a

Silver Flora Medal for a pretty group, note-

worthy not only for the fine quality of the
Odontoglossums and other hybrids, but also

for the artistic manner in which it was
arranged.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for an effective group, including a good selec-

tion of showy novelties. Cattleyas, Laelio-

Cattlevas and Odontoglossums were the chief

features, and there were fine forms of white O.

crispuni.

Messrs. Flory and Black. Slough, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a group
with six fine, dark Laelio-Cattleya Dominiana.
good white Cattleyas, and a very handsome
form of Odontioda Braekenhurst.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded
a Silver Banksian Medal for a group of Odonto-
glossums, Odontiodas and Cymbidiums, among
the last-named being the distinct old C.

• Devonianum and the true C. insigne Sanderi.

Other Exhibits.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park
(gr. Mr. Collier), showed Odontioda Copper
King

(
Oda. Vuylstekeae X Odn.. Queen of Git-

tnn). a fine, large flower of copper-red tint.

W. R. Fasey, Esq.. sent Odontoglcssum Mar.

(Dreadnought crispum x The Baroness), of fine

form and rich colour; Odm. Metal (Meteor X
Alexandrhia) ; Odontioda Laura and Othello

(Oda. Diana x Odm. illustrissimum). both of

rich orange-red colour.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, exhibited the new Odontioda Rubicon
(Oda. Coronation X Odm. Mars), a superb dark
scarlet flower ; Odontoglossum King Albert var.

Viola (crispum Graireanum x Armstrongiae),
a grand white bloom with violet blotching,

and Odm. President Harding (gandavense x

Promerens), with dark purple inner parts to the

segments and white inner halves. All shown
with their first flower.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park (Orchid
grower, Mr. Fames), showed Odontoglossum
Doreen var. rotundum, a grand flower of per-

fect form, coloured violet on a white ground.

A very fine form of Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
Falcon (S. grandiflora x L.-C. Aureole) was ex-

hibited by Sir George Hoi ford (gr. Mr. H. Alex-

ander), Westonbirt.
Gurney Wilson. Esq., Gler.thorne. Hay-

wards Heath, showed fine examples of the

British Orchis mascula. with a pure white
albino form of the species.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Oooksbrid'ge,

showed as Odontoglossum crispum lilacinum,

a noble, white Odm. crispum with a slight lilac

flush. These fine forms of 0. crispum are not

yet superseded.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles (in the chair),
Miss Willmott. and Messrs. W. Poupart. H. V.
Warremler. G. W. Leak, Herbert Smith. George
Monro, Reginald Cory, Joseph Jacob. John
',Y. Junes, V. Herbert Chapman. W. R. Dykes,
W. B. Cranfield, and C. H. Curtis (Hon. Sec.).

The arrangement of Messrs. Ryder's Darwin
Tulips and Narcissus was particularly effective

and, as at the previous meeting, the quality
was far above the average. Their Darwin Tulips
opened out well quite early in the morning.
"M were very attractive. The chief sorts were
Psyche, Centenaire, Galatea, ami Viola. The
curious Tulipa cornuta stenopetala attracted

attention. Amongst the Narcissi were several

promising seedlings and a splendid vase ol

the double variety Primrose Phoenix (Silver-gilt

Grenfell Medal).
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., also showed many

Harwin Tulips, a few Narcissi and Violas Of
the Tulips, Clara Butt, Rev. Ewbank, Anthony
Roozen, and Black Knight were perhaps the
best. The Violas were arranged m bowls,
interspersed with small vases of a good dark
blue Grape Hyacinth (Silver-gilt Grenfell Medal).

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman),

J. Cheal, W. Poupart, G. F. Tinlev, O. Thomas.
S. B. Dicks, E. Beckett, J. Allgiove, H. Mark-
ham, F. Jordan. E. A. Bunvard, E. Neal, W.
Bates, W H. Divers, W. Wilks, and S. T.

Wright.
Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, ex-

hibited excellent fruits of Apple Wagener, which
received an Award of Merit on April 19, 1911
(see Gard. Chron., April 23. 1910. p. 270).

The fruits are of medium isize. roundish, and
of very handsome appearance ; the skin being a

rich gold colour, heavily flushed with orange
red. This firm also exhibited fruiting sprays of

Prunus pseudb-cerasus. Mr. Bunvard stated

that the only tree hitherto known in this country-

was the one in the Botanic Gardens. Cambridge,
and this is a very large specimen, but has
never fruited. A flowering shoot of the Cam-
bridge tree was illustrated in (raid. Chron..,

August 4. 1917. Fig. 17. The fruiting branches
exhibited were from pot trees and bore pale red,

translucent fruit, like small cherries, with stalks

one inch long. The leaves are about 2^ inches

bng, broadly ovate, dark green, serrated and
acuminate.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons were awarded a

Silver Knightian Medal for a collection of

vegetables, which was staged in a very attrac-

tive manner. The kinds included Golden Ball.

and Matchless Lettuces; Safeguard Protect

ing. Snow White and Satisfaction Broccoli.

Flower of Spring. Harbinger and April Cab-
bages. Radishes of sorts. Sutton's Market
Cucumbers, Mushrooms, and Mustard and
Cress.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID

March 17.—Committee present : The Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, A. Burns. A. Coningsby, D. A. Cowan,
J. C. Cowan, J. Cvpher, J. Evans, A. Hanmer,
R. N. Hartley, J.' Howes. D. MsLeod, E. W.
Thompson, and H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya Dnuai Princess Mary (intertexta

Juliette x Suzanne Hye), an exceptionally

large, pure white flower; Cattleya Enid,
Kdijemoor var. (Mossiae x gigas), a large flower

of fine shape, lip very dark with a yellow throat
;

Brasso-Cattleya Vilmoriniana Fdgemoor var.

(B.-C Mrs. Leeman x C. Mossiae), a dark mauve
coloured flower of good shape, and large, dark

lip ; all from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Dendrobium chessingtonense aurosum , a flower,

of the deepest yellow colour and with a very

dark lip; from Mrs. Bruce and Miss Wkigley.
D. nohile Royal Monarch, a fine flower of the

nobilius type, from S. Ghatrix, Esq.

Brasso-Latlin-Cattlcya Gilbertii (C. Mendelii

x B.-L.-C. Veitchii). sepals and petals lilac,

large, round lip of deep magenta colour, with

yellow side lobes; from P. Smith. Esq.

Awtarps of Merit

Dendrobium Socis (nobile x Ainsworthii)

Odontoglossum' crispum Rosy Rapture- Brasso-

Laelio-Cattlcya Felicity (gigas x B.-L. Veitchii)

;

Zaelio-Cattleya-Alex (C. aurea x L.-C. Tunis):

and Cypripedium Olympus var. Alabaster.

(Alcibiades x Leeanum) : from S. Gratrix. Esq

Lycaste Skinneri Rosy Morn. Odontoglossum.

Karvingtense Bridqr Hall var. : from Mr*
Bruce and Miss Wrigley.
Laelio-Cattleya Linda delicata (L.-C. Arachne

x C. aurea): Odontoglossum. Adula pnnrlatum
(Doria x eximiun.) ; from A. Hanmer. Esq.
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Groups.

S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), was awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal; Mrs.
Bruce and Miss Wrigley. Bury (gr. Mr. A.
Burns), a Large Silver Medal; A. Hanmer, Esq.,
B.irbage. Buxton (gr. Mr. G. Giles), a Large
Silver Medal; Capt. W. Horridge, Bury (gr.

Mr. A. Coningsby), a Silver Medal; and Messrs.

Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, a Silver Medal
for collections.

HUNTINGDON DAFFODIL
The tenth show of the Huntingdon Daffodil

and Spring Flower Society (first exhibition since

the war) was held on Thursday, April 14th.

There was a good number of competitors, and
competition was keen in all the classes. The
blooms were quite up to the pre-war standard

.

and in the class for Messrs. Barr's Cup, H. R.
Darlington, Esq., proved the winner. The finest

large trumpet variety exhibited was a grand
flower of King Alfred shown by the Earl of
Sandwich. This bloom secured a special cul-

tural certificate, the judge (Mr. S. F. Staffurth)
remarking that it was the finest bloom of that
variety he had ever seen.

A beautiful exhibit was put) up by Messrs.
R. H. Bath, Ltd. Prominent on their stand
were Daffodils Mrs. E. Krelage, Unique, But-
tercup, King Alfred, Monarch, Lord Roberts,
Larissa, Firetail, etc., also some grand Tulips and
Pansies were shown. An interesting exhibit of

Polyanthuses and Primulas in baskets was
shown by Mr. G.' W. Miller, and two Awards
of Merit were made in his favour, one for
Primula Longwood Beauty and one for Primula.
Julie superba; Gemfiana acaulis. Saxifrages and
Grape Hyancinths were also well shown.
The Earl of Sandwich and Mrs. Scott Gatty

dominated the flowering shrub classes with some
splendid exhibits, whilst Mrs. H. R. Darling-
ton secured the first prize for a bowl of Daffo-
dils, her choice being Mn.e. de Graaff associated
with Hazel foliage

©bttuan?.

James Corbet Leith.—We regret to record the
death of Mr. James C. Leith, forester on the
estates of Blelack and Deskrie, Aberdeenshire.
He had a seizure while out in the woods on
Monday, 18th inst., and was conveyed to his
home at Tomullachie. Logie-Coldstone. He
never regained consciousness, and died early on
Tuesday morning. Of a quiet, kind, and oblig-
ing disposition, and well versed in his profession,
Mr. Leith was highly asteemed by a large circle
of friends. Previous to going to Blelack, de-
ceased was for a number of years forester to
the late Sir David Stewart, Banchory House,
Kincardineshire. Only a few weeks previous to
his death. Mr. Leith was ordained am elder in
the Church of Scotland. He was in his 69th
year, and leaves a widow and grown up family,
to whom deep sympathy is extended.

Archibald Findlay.—It is with much regret that
we record the death at his residence, Manvland,
Auchtermuchty, on April 21, of Mr. Archibald
Findlay, the well-known Scottish Potato raiser.

Mr. Findlay was in his 80th year and was a
native of Fifeshire. In early life he was en-
gaged in several occupations, but eventually
settled down to the cultivation of the Potato
and engaged in raising new varieties witii
special success. At Markinch he carried on ex-
tensive experiments in this direction and raised
among other varieties The Bruce, British Queen,
Jeanie Deans, and Farmers' Glory. The famous
Eldorado, which was the subject of so much
speculation and brought extraordinary prices
during the Potato boom a number of years ago,
was also one of his raising. Mr. Findlay
prospered in his enterprises, and a few year's

ago purchased Mairsland, where he died. He
was also the proprietor of Langholme Manor,
a Lincolnshire property. Mr. Findlay was
highly esteemed as a friend and man of business,
and general regret will be felt at his death,
although he had attained a ripe old age.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN MAB.CH.

The month of March, like January, formed a welcome
interval between the spells of easterly winds which
have been so frequent for many months past—and
seem likely to continue for a, while. From the last

week, of February to the first week of April (a

stretch of some seven weeks ill alll, mild, dull, and
showery conditions very generally predominated, winds
from all the southerly points, but veering at times
to due west, being most unusually prevalent for
springtime at Southport. The temperature was
equable, and ozone plentiful. The mean temperature
of March was 45.2°, or 3.7° above the average.
Bright sunshine, however, only occupied 101 hours,
or 21 hours fewer than the normal number. Rain fell

on 24 days, or nine more than usual ; but the total
quantity did not quite reaeh 2.8 in., and was' little
more than half an inch above the average. The under-
ground water-level remained low, and drought duffing
>ome of the next few months Beems probable. The
notable scarcity of gales, ever since last May, con-
tinued, only one having been experienced in the month
under review. Ground frost was limited to three
nights. Hail also fell on thr bites. A .slight
thunderstorm occurred on the 26th.—Joseph HaxendeU,
Uorough Meteorologist, The Fernley Observatory, Smith.
port.

THE WEATHER IN SCOTLAND.
Strong winds, but never rising to gales, were a

feature of the month's weather; the mean temperature
was higher

; the rainfall greater and the hours of
sunshine fewer than the normal for March. Rain
fell on 18 days, as against an average of 16, the total
fall being 2.17 inches, of which 0.76 inch was collected
on the 5th—the wettest day. Of bright sunshine we
had 96.3 hours, an average of 3.1 hours per day, and
a percentage of 2fi ; there were 8 sunless days. The
barometric pressure, with a mean of 29.77 inches,
varied from a highest of 30.25 inches on the 7th to
a lowest of 29.08 inches on the 29th.
The mean temperature for the month was 42°, with .

a mean maximum of 4SO and a mean minimum of
36°. The highest maximum was 59° on the 16th and
31st and the lowest Minimum 22° on the 7th while
the lowest maximum of 37° and the highest minimum
of 460 Were recorded for the 7th and 24th respectively.
On 6 nights the air temperature fell below the
freezing point. On the grass, with a mean of 20°
the thermometer leadings varied from 42° en the
'-4th to 130 on tne 9fh . tm,,.e were lg B

.-
ntsground frost. At 1 ft. deep the soil temperature

rose with fluctuations from 370 to 43°. There were
slight falls of snow on 3 days. The prevailingwinds were south-west.—John Davidson Director otStudies, Meteorological Statin,, „j the' St. Andrews
kZIT t

£"""'""<''• Training College Gardens,
h.irl.tun i,/ Main*, near Dundee.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** Correspondents are requested to address all
communications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Budding Rhododendrons: T. B. A The
actual operation of budding Rhododendrons
is performed much on the same lines as
that practised with Roses, but the stocks are
almost invariably quite young seedlings
principally of Rhododendron ponticum. Bud-
ding can only be successfully carried out
while the sap runs freely—in July or August.
Your prospects of success with Rhododen-
drons established out-of-doors would be
slight, and we should not recommend it.

If it is desired to improve these, from a floral
point of view, in-arching would be the best
and most certain method. After the young
stocks are budded, you should pot them and
transfer them to a close frame for a short
time.

Crimson Cowslip : II*. II'., Boyston. Coloured
Cowslips or Paigle are not unknown, though
they are not very common. Cultivated forms
of various shades of red or crimson and
yellow were common in gardens during the
first half of the nineteenth century, as may
be seen by reference to the Transactions of
the Horticultural Society of London, Vol. IV.
p. 19. There is often a red pigment in the
flower stalks and on the calyx of the flowers,

and this is evidently capable of being trans-
mitted to the flowers by cultivation, sowing
seeds, and selecting the best seedlings for
further breeding. Messrs. Gibbs. nurserymen,
of Brompton, London, collected seeds from
wild plants, and in 1818 raised a large number
of beautiful varieties, differing from the
wild ones in the size of the truss and the

colour of the flowers. He selected the dark
colours chiefly, but some were shades ot
yellow, :-ome were hose-in-hose, and others,

double. Notwithstanding all these changes,
al! remained true Cowslips, not running
into either the Primrose or the Oxlip,
thus showing that they were not hybrids.
Varieties of the Cowslip, more or less

coloured with red. were grown in Kew Gar-
dens about thirty to thirty-five years ago,

and differed only in the colour of the flower

from wild ones. Your find is certainly
interesting, and it might be worth your
while to raise seedlings and select impiove-
ments.

Foot Rot in Tomatos : J. H. C. A. The-
trouble is caused by the "damping off" or
foot-rot disease, which is a very frequent
cause of collapse in seedling Tomatos. The
disease is frequently fatal after water has
been applied. Experiments carried out as
the Experimental and Research Station, Ohes-
hunt, by Mr. W. F. Bev/ley, show that infec-

tion of the seedlings comes primarily from the
soil and water, and that seed boxes and pots
may carry on the infection from one season
to another. High temperature, careless

watering, and thick sowing may all assist

the spread of the disease. Sterilisation by
heat or the application of formaldehyde will

free the soil from disease, therefore all seeds

should be sown and seedlings potted in

sterilised soil. When the disease has made
its appearance an application of a fine mixture
of ten parts of dry slaked lime and one part

of copper sulphate, at the rate of | oz. to-

the square foot of soil surface is useful in

reducing the disease. A report of the experi-

ments referred to appeared in the Annm-ii "f

Applied Biology, Vol. VII., Nos. 2 and 3,

December. 1920.

Insects in a Vinery: IV. D. The insects,

causing damage to your vines are weevils.

Th-ese pests are very difficult to' destroy as

they hide in the day time and feed only

when it is dark. They 'may be trapped by-

placing portions of such vegetables as Car-

rots, Turnips, and Potatos in their haunts*

and should be searched for at night with a

lantern.

Roses Dying :
/'. D. B. There is no evidence

to show why your plants of Mrs. Abel
Chatenay Rose died. The specimen sent has

j

been subjected to very careful examination,

and no organism causing disease has been

discovered thereon. The trouble may be due

to some cultural error or the condition of the

plants when received from the nurseryman.

Species of Mistleto: ./. E. B. 11'. Only one

species of Mistleto is commonly met with in

this country, namely, Viscum album, which

is distributed all over Europe and North or

Temperate Asia. Two species are recorded,

from Spain, but it is doubtful whether they

have ever been cultivated in this country.

The Mistleto which appears in our markets at

Christmas comes from France (perhaps chiefly

from the orchards of Normandy), and from

the cider orchards of Herefordshire and others

in the West of England. The Mistleto from

France is therefore the same as ours, so that

you can fix the berries to smooth-barked

branches of Apple trees. Pears, Almonds,

Limes, Black Poplars, or Hawthorns. It will

grow on many other trees, but occurs most

often on the above-named in tills country.

Male and female flowers grow only on different

plants, so you will not be able to get hemes
en any plants you may succeed in raisins,

unless male and female ones occur amongst

them. No leaves are produced the first year.

The seed merely germinates and pushes its

way into the substance of the tree, and some
leaves, perhaps two, appear the second year.

It is well to tie a rag loosely over each seed

to keep birds fromi disturbing it the first year.

Communications Received. — L. S.—G. H H. -

a. k. k.—a. s .—c—a. w. b.—J. o. w.—f. b.—
H. C. G.—W. D.—F. R —J. E. B. \V.—A. H.— H

N. S. C. H. C—H. C.—C. F. C
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Bulletin No. 6 of the Mas-
The Arrangement sachusetts Horticultural

of Flowers Society is devoted to a dis-
in Exhibitions, cussion of the difficult sub-

ject of methods of arrang-
ing flowers in public exhibitions. It is a
subject well worth consideration by ex-
hibitors not only in the United states but also
in this country. So far as exhibitions in thi.,

country are concerned, there has been during
the past few years a marked improvement
from the point of view of artistic display.
Serried ranks of magnificently opulent blooms
are rarer, and spacing and varietv are more
frequently practised. A great stylist once
observed to an exuberant writer :

" You have
no idea how it informs your style to leave
out every other word." Substitute plant for
word and we have a golden rule for
exhibitors. The critic, however, who has
nothing to offer but condemnation is a use-
les.-: person anywhere. The arrangement of
plants in an exhibition is a peculiarlv difficult

art: limitation of space and unnatural con-
ditions are the chief difficulties ; another
which escapes the merely artistic person is

that gardeners do not grow plants only for
the purpose of making a scheme of
garden decoration, but because they love the
beauty of form and colour of the indi\idual
plant. Hence the exhibitor has to make up
his mind which he wants to do : to display
each individual plant to the best advantage
or to pioduce a general effect. The ideal

display, of course, succeeds in doing both

f

and there are some exhibitors who possess
' this rare gift and who, as it were, " touch
nothing which they do not adorn " by their

t
skilful disposition of their subjects. The

> well-known and frequently practised device of

interspersing foliage with flowering plants

cannot, however, always be practised ; a dis-

play of Primula sinensis, for example, or of

Cvclamen, would, to our thinking, not be

improved but spoiled if the individual plants

were separated by Ferns or Smilax. In such

a display the object is to beguile the eye with

the beauty of the mass of flowers, and for

this purpose numerous plants in almost un-

broken succession must be staged. The word
" almost" should, however, be noted and in

such a case the exhibitor's problem is to

introduce some delicate and scarcely percep-

tible adjunct which, whilst not breaking the

main effect, will give just that measure of

almost inperceptible relief which will enhance

the mass effect. Another fact which is to

be. borne in mind is that exhibitors put up

displays not only to charm the eye of visitors

but to attract their custom. The landscape

gardener can afford to be sparing with his

subjects and to space them widely, but the

nurseryman must make an imposing exhibit

in a limited space and cannot therefore afford

to be too lavish with it. Even these few and
slight observations will suffice to show that

the art of exhibiting is not so simple as the

looker-on might think, and perhaps they

may suffice also to indicate that clearer

thinking as to the object and nature of the

display might lead to further improvement
in the art of exhibiting.

Mr. Kingdon Ward's Plant Collecting Expedi-

tion.—Mr. Kingdon Ward's successes as a plant

collector have so enriched our gardens that we
feel sure all horticulturists will be pleased to

learn that he lias arrived safely in Burma and
already commenced his new expedition, which
we were able to announce in our issue of March
12 (page 122), when we gave his portrait. We
arranged with Mr. Kingdon Ward to send us

accounts of his travels as he proceeds. His
first article has just reached us and we hope to

publish it in an early issue.

Kew Guild.—The annual general meeting of

the Kew Guild will be held at the Holborn
Restaurant on Wednesday, Mav 25 (the second

day of the Chelsea Show), at 6.30 p.m. The meet-

ing will be followed by the annual dinner at

7.50 p.m. The president-elect. Mr. Charles

Cundy, will occupy the chair. Members who
have not received tickets are requested to com-
municate with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A.

Osborn, 191, Kew Road, Richmond, Surrey.

Tithe Rent Charge on Land Under Special

Cultivation.—By the Tithe Act, 1836, and the

amending Acts, the Tithe Commissioners were
empowered to impose, in certain eases, on lands

cultivated as Hop grounds, orchards, fruit planta-

tions, or market gardens, a separate extra-

ordinary- tithe-rent charge which was payable in

addition to the ordinary tithe rent-charge but
ceased when the land was no longer cultivated

specially for any of the foregoing purposes. By
the Extraordinary Tithe Redemption Act, 1886.

provision was made for converting this contin-

gent extraordinary charge into a fixed and
permanent charge, not liable to variation. The
Land Commissioners for England, as the suc-

cessors of the Tithe Commissioners, were re-

quired by the Act to ascertain the capital value

of the extraordinary charge on each farm. For
this purpose they were required to take into

account the net annual value of the charge

after allowing for the expenses of collection,

rates and taxes (except income tax) and other

outgoings, the length of time during which the

charge had been paid,, the prospect of the con-

tinuance of the special cultivation in respect of

which the charge was imposed, and any other

special circumstances applicable to the farm.

The Act further provided that, in the place of

the old extraordinary charge a permanent fixed

charge, calculated at the rate of 4 per cent, on

the capital value, should be imposed upon the

farm. The amount of such rent charge in any

particular area can be ascertained by the Cer-

tificate of Capital Value of Extraordinary Rent-

chairge, the original of which is deposited with

the Ministry, while certified copies have been

placed in the custody of the Registrar of the

Diocese and with the Parish Records. Judging

from communications received by the Ministry

of Agriculture, many growers are under the

erroneous impression that, when they cease to

cultivate their land for Hop grounds, orchards,

fruit plantations or market gardens, the 4 per

cent, charge ceases to be payable as the old

extraordinary charge did in such circumstances.

The liability of the land to the 4 per cent,

rent-charge is not, however, atfected by its

present use or state of cultivation and is pay-

able even if the land goes out of cultivation

entirely, and is cut up and built over. It is

also important to note that under Section 1

(1) of the Extraordinary Tithe Act. 1897, the

charge is payable in respect of the whole farm
or parcel against which it appears in the Certifi-

cate of Capital Value, and not merely upon such
part of the farm as was under special cultivation

at the date of the passing of the Act of 1886.

Introduction of the Dafiodil to Wales.—Tlte
Manchester Guardian publishes a very pretty

story of the introduction of the Daffodil to

Wales at a time when the Welsh were wor-
shippers of the sun. According to an old legend

the first batch of the plant reached Wales about
two thousand years ago in return for a con-

signment of coal, and came from the Bilbao

district of Spain, whose seafaring inhabitants

traded with the people of Pembrokeshire. They
saw the Welshmen digging and burning anthra-

cite and realising the immense superiority of

this fuel over charcoal for the purpose of smelt-

ing iron ore, they took some of the coal back
with them. An expedition was subsequently

organised to procure further supplies of anthra-

cite from Wales, and as barter the Spaniards

brought a consignment of Daffodils, because they

thought people who worshipped the sun would

be impressed by the beauty of this flower &s

it unfolded itself and displayed its form and

colour, and that in its corona and radiating

petals they would see reflected the glory of the

sun.

Public Park for Renton.—By the will of the

late Mr. Alexander Wylie, of Corndale, Ren-

ton, Dumbartonhire, ex-M.P. for that shire, a

sum not exceeding £2,000 is bequeathed, sub-

ject to his sister's life rent, for the purpose
of providing a public park for Renton.

Early-flowering Shrubs in the Arnold Arbore-

tum.—An unusually mild winter, during which

a temperature of zero was recorded only twice

at the Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain.

Mass., U.S.A., followed by a March with a

temperature of 80° on two days, and an un-

precedented high average for the month,

CAused many plants to flower earlier than

ever before. On March 21 Cornus Mas, Dirca

palustris. Primus Davidiana, and Acer rubrum
were in full flower. Rhododendron dahuricum

and R. macronulatum were opening their first

buds, and .m March 26 the first flowers on

several of the Forsjthias and on Magnolia

stellata had opened, several Currants and

Gooseberries were in bloom, and Corylopsis

Gotoana (?) was opening its innumerable flower-

buds. The Silver Maple (Acer saccharinurn)

had flowered on March 9, only eight days

earlier than in 1920. although in the severe

winter of 1918-19 it was in bloom in the

Arboretum on February 28. In earlier years

Cornus Mas has flowered usually as early as

April 3 and as late as April 25. in the six

years fron 1914-1920 Ddrca palustris, which,

with the exception of two or three Willows, is

the first North American shrub to bloom in

the Arboretum, began to flowei as early as

April 3 and as late as April 15 The fact

that the winter-flowering Witch Hazels bloom

later in mild winters than they do in ex-

ceptionally cold winters is not easy to explain.

In the cold winter of 1915-16, and 1918-19,

llamamelis mollis was in lull flower on Janu-

ary 2D and February 9. In 1916 Hamamelis
jnponica wai in flower on January 26. and

in 1919 the dowers were fully open during the
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iirst week in February. This year the flowers

on the-;e two plants did not open until the

first week of Maich. On March 28 the ther-

mometer fell from 78° at noon to 18° during

t.he following night, and many flowers

neie injured or destroyed. This unusual

spring has, according to the Arboretum

Bulletin, made it possible to obtain some use-

ful conclusions on the value in America
of some of the early flowering trees and shrubs.

It has again shown that the flowers most

easily injured by spring frosts are those of the

Magnolias, and especially of Magnolia stellata,

and of 'he earliest-flowering Rhododendrons.

This year only a few of the Magnolia buds

had opened, and the plants on April 6 were

well covered with ilowers which, although, pei-

haps, rather smaller than usual, were not dis-

coloured. Every flower and flower-bud on

every plant of Rhododendron dahuncum was

killed, and the first flowers of R. mucro-

nulatuim ruined. The flowers of Dirca

palustris have been injured, and those of Cory-

lopsis Gotoana ( '.') have been killed. Not more

than one per cent, of the flower- of the Asiatic

Forsvthias and their hybrids were injured,

and the damage was so .-iinall that the general

appearance of the plants was not affected

by it On the European species a larger per-

centage of buds has been injured. The flowers

lof Cornus Mas, the Cornelian Cherry, were not

injured by the sudden change of temperature,

and the trees in the Arboretum have not

before been more thickly covered with their

clusters of bright yellow flowers. The fact

that severe spring frosts do not injure the

flowers of this Cornel greatly adds to its value

for the decoration of parks and gardens in

regions with an uncertain spring climate.

Potatos in the United States.—The average

production of Potatos per acre in the United

States of America over the period 1905-1914 was

97 bushels. The average price was 59.1 cents

per bushel. The annual crop over that period

was 343,394,000 bushels obtained from 3,451,000

acies.

Value of the Spanish Broom in Italy—The
Spanish Broom, Spartium junceum, serves a

variety of useful purposes in Italy. It is of

value in fixing land, as well as enriching it in

nitrogen, being a leguminous plant. Sheep and

goats browse on -the young shoots, and its

branches are used as faggots for the lighting of

fires, the making of sweeping-brooms, temporary

roofs for huts, bands for plants fixed to props,

and, when bound together in the form of small

screens, as places for the female silk worn, to

lay its eggs. In addition, the flowers provide

good honey and the seeds are used as food for

poultry and pigeons. From the bark a textile

fibre is extracted, the fibre being spun and woven

as a home industry in many parts of Calabria.

The fibre is also used for the making of rope

and paper. Broom cloth is remarkable for its

durable qualities.; it is said to last for centuries.

Potatos Resistant to Disease.—The Ministry

of Agriculture points out that there is room for

attention to be given in the South-West of Eng-

land where Potatos are particularly liable to

tlight, to the selection of varieties more or less

resistant to the disease. Notwithstanding re-

peated sf.aten.ents that blight-free varieties exist

no variety has yet been discovered which is im-

mune to" this disease. There is, however, a

varying resistance under ordinary conditions of

which more use might be made. It is well

known that Up-toDate and British Queen are

particularly susceptible, and last season Duke

of York -was reported as taking blight badly

in Lincolnshire. On the other hand, the Presi-

dent type (President, Iron Duke, Scottish

Fanner), Northern Star type (Northern Star.

Allies, Ajax) Evergood, Kerr's Pink, Templar.
Arran Victory, Irish Chieftain. Golden Wonder,
Champion, Flourball and Shamrock, all show more
or less resistance to this disease and, where
suitable, should be planted. In cases where the
soil is heavy and wet, second earlies such as

Great. Scot, Royal Kidney, and Ally, should
be planted so that they can be lifted and
clamped dry before the autumn rains set in.

The Value of Urine in Manure.—According to

Messrs. F. E. Bear and J. R. Royson* more
than half the nitrogen in fanniyard manure is

contained in the urine, and it is the utmost im-

portance to prevent losses of nitrogen from this

material. Experiments prove that urine ox-

posed to the air lost 92 per cent, of its nitrogen

in eight weeks under temperatures averaging

38° C, and under temperatures averaging 5° less

the same loss took place in twelve weeks. When
the urine was not exposed to the air it lost little

or none of its nitrogen. It was also found that

the condition of the litter affected the loss of

nitrogen, for whilst there was a loss of 97 per

cent, when the litter was kept moist, there was
only a loss of 20 per cent, when it was dry.

When urine is kept in tanks a covering of

kerosene greatly reduces the loss of nitrogen

;

the amount lost is then not more than 6 per cent,

during a period of eight weeks.

Mr. W. W. Pettigrew, the general superin-

tendent of the Parks and Cemeteries Depart-

ment, Manchester, commenced his horticultural

career under particularly favourable circum-

stances, as his father was the late Mr. A.

\t>ii„tn hy Lajaystte.

MR. W. W. PETTIGREW.

Pettigrew. who for 37 years was gardener to

the Bute family, first in Ayrshire, and after-

wards at Cardiff Castle. After several years

training under his father at Cardiff Castle,

Mr. W. W Pettigrew went to Kew, where

he gained experience that afterwards proved

exceedingly useful to him in his public park

work. Indeed, but for his Kew experience,

it is most likely that Mr. Pettigrew would

never have entered public servaice. From
Kew, Mr. Pettigrew went to the Duchess of

Athol's gardens, at Dunkeld, and afterwards

to the Martinis of Ailsa's gardens, at Culzean.

In 1891, while not yet 24 years of age, he was
appointed to the charge of the public parks

and open spaces of the City of Cardiff. In this

position he did magnificent work, and built

up what subsequently became a most impor-

tant public department of the South Wales
capital. After about 24 years service with the

Cardiff Corporation, Mr. Pettigrew was ap-

pointed to his present position, under the Cor-

poration of the City of Manchester. Many of

his friends were surprised that he should

leave the southern city to take charge of

parks and gardens at Manchester, where both

climate and atmosphere are unfavourable to

plant life. However. Mr. Pettigrew considered

that Manchester afforded greater scope for

park development, and in this he has not been

* Journal of the American Society of Agronomy,
Vol XI., No. 8. pp. 319-326.

disappointed, as the area under his control ex-

tends to nearly 2,000 acres, Boggart Hole

Clough alone covering about 170 acres, while

the street trees are not fewer than 5,000. In

1917, the Manchester Food Control Com-
mittee requested the Parks Committee to

release Mr. Pettigrew from his park duties,

so that he might organise and manage the

department charged with the City's food sup-

plies. This was readily agreed to, and for over

two years Mr. Pettigrew acted as Manchester's

food controller. Not only did he control the

food supplies of the population of 786.000

people, but he produced foodstuffs on an enor-

mous scale from land acquired by the City,

in addition to several hundred acres of cor-

poration land which he brought under cultiva-

tion for food. Needless to say, he carried out

these duties to the entire satisfaction of the

Food Control Committee and the general

public, for Mr. Petligrew is as capable in

cultivation »s lie is clever in organisation.

.Mr. Pettigrew is a frequent contributor to our

pages, and in the years 1909 to 1911, he con-

tributed to The Gardeners' Chronicle a series

of articles dealing with the management of

public parks and gardens.

Retarding the Flowering of Fruit Trees-
According to M. F. Dienert, in Rewe de Viti-

culture, the growth of a Cherry tree in the open

was stopped, following the fumigation of the tree

with chlorine gas. In September one part of

the treated tree flowered, and in October another

part ; the September flowers yielded fruit about

th end of October. Ripe Cherries are very

valuable in the autumn, and the author suggests

the use of such asphyxiating gases as chlorine

to retard the growth of trees and obtain fruit

very late in the season.

Flowers in Season—Mr. T. Johnson, White

Hanger Gardens. Haslemere, sencU some ex-

ceedingly choice flowers of Nemesia. Mr.

Johnson states that they are very useful for

decorative purposes as cut blooms and were

grown in a cold house. Messrs. J. Stevens and

Sons, Coventry, have forwarded us trusses of

a fine white variety of Primula obconica, named
Snow White. It belongs to the gigantea section v

and Messrs. Stevens state that the plants have

bloomed continuously in frames throughout the

winter. A little warmth is provided in the

frame during very cold weather. The flower

stalks are exceedingly long and vigorous, and

the trusses of white flowers, which have a

pretty greenish-yellow eye, remained fresh in

water for over a week.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, May 9:— United Horticultural Benefit and

Provident Society's Committee meeting ;
Bath

Gardeners' Debating Society's meeting. Tues-

day, May 10 :—Royal Horticultural Society's

Committee meetings' and Tulip Show (two days)_j

lecture bv Professor J. B. Farmer on "Alpines,"

at 5 p.m. Wednesday, May 11 :—East Anglian

Horticultural Society's meeting; lecture by Mr.

A. A. Ramsbottom on " Why I am Grateful to

Gardeners." Friday, May 13:—Royal Horticul-

tural and Arboriculturai Society of Ireland

Council meeting.

Gardeners' Chronicle" Seventy-five Years

Ago.

—

Fortune and Hartwetj. We announce,

with great pleasure, that Mr. Fortune has just

reached England, from China, in good health.

His collections, in 18 glazed cases, have arrived

in beautiful condition ; and we have no doubt

that the final result of his great exertions will

be among the most important of the important

measures which have been brought about under

the auspices of the Council of the Horticultural

Society. Letters from Mr. Hartweg have also

come to hand by the last steamer. He was still

at Tepic, but was about to start immediately

far San Bias en route to Mazatlan, his baggage

having just come up. Some new seeds and

plants are on their way. Gard. Chron., May
9, 1846.

Publication Received.— Villa and Cottagt

Gardening. Bv Alexander Sweet. The Walter

Scott Publishing Co.. Fe!ling-on-Tyne. Price

15s. 6d. net.
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DAFFODILS.

OUTSTANDING VARIETIES OF 1921.

I have been asked to contribute a few notes

on the above subject, but fear that I shall omit

some varieties which ought to have been noted.

The fact is, that When one has to help to arrange

over a hundred vases of Daffodils, help to judge

other people's flowers, sit on a committee, and
have numerous chats with friends, a single day
is quite inadequate to make notes of all the

beautiful tilings brought together from all parts

of the British Isles.

I preface my remarks upon Daffodils of the

present year, by stating that nearly all the

varieties described have been seen before, but

they are what I consider to be the outstanding

flowers exhibited this season. Certainly the
most outstanding variety was the giant Leedsii

with a pale pink cup exhibited by Messrs. Ban-
and Sons (under number), which I believe was
raised by the late Mrs. R. 0. Buckhouse. This
is a very wonderful flower and quite in advance
of any other pink-cupped varieties, but it will

not be admired by everyone.
The two varieties which took my own fancy

-were Tenedos, and Beauty of Radnor. Tenedos
is a giant Leedsii of most stately bearing and
absolutely perfect symmetry. The white segments
are rather pointed, but firm and outstanding

;

.the large cup is beautifully formed, pale yellow
on opening and turning white with age.* This
is one of Mr. Engleheart's later productions
and I consider it the finest of its class. Beauty
of Radnor should, I think, be placed in the
same class. It is a large, well-formed flower
with white perianth, and a large spreading oup
edged with pink. This variety as shown at Bir-
mingham had a deep yellow edging to the cup,
.showing that the colour changes witji tihe age
of the bloom. It was raised by Dr. Lower, of
Presteign. Another notable flower is Silver Bell,
a refined white trumpet variety exhibited bv Mr.
Welehman.
Moira O'Xeil is an exquisite pale bicolor trum-

pet Daffodil raised by Mr. Engleheart ; it was
exhibited in grand form by Mr. Guy L. Wilson
last season, and was again shown at the R.H.S.
by the Dcnard Nursery Co., and others. It is

a very fine exhibition variety and a good garden
plant. Lady Primrose is another fine bicolor
Ajax, though of quite different build, and it

should in the future be found in the collection
of every Daffodil enthusiast. Magnificence, ex-
hibited by the Donard Nursery Co., is a huge
yellow trumpet Daffodil. The great value of

this newcomer—apart from its size and beauti-
ful golden yellow—is its extreme earliness;

it began to flower this year in Ireland in Jan-
uary. Magnificence is another of Mr. Engle-
heart's seedlings and was distributed by the
Donard Nursery Co. ; it was honoured bv a

F.C.C. of the R.H.S. this year (see Fig. " 60.

p 137). Enez is a giant Leedsii of distinct
colouring, the whole flower being a pale citron
yellow; it is a large and imposing variety and
obtained the Award of Merit of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society on April 5, 1921. It was
raised bv Mr. VV. F. M. Copeland (see Fig.
81, p. 137).

Marshlight is by no means a novelty, but it

i has been so good this year that I cannot refrain

|
from mentioning it. The best description I can
give is to call it a glorified Lucifer. The cup
is a most intense orange-scarlet, and the perianth
pure white ; the plant is a strong grower with
plentiful dark green foliage. It was exhibited by
Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons. Harvest Moon
is a veiy large triandrus hybrid, the whole
flower being a pretty lemon yellow ; it was
shown by the Donard Nursery Co.

Firetail, one of the finest of all the red-eyed
section, has been before the public for a number
of years, but is only just coming into its own,
having received a F.C.C. this year. A fine ex-
hibition flower, with creamy-white, well-formed
perianth, large flat eye of a blood-red tint, it is

late flowering, a good doer and ha* very long
flower stalks. It was raised by Mr. E. Crosfield.
White Emperor is a very refined pure white

Ajax, and has been in commerce for some time.
I would not have mentioned it had it not been

so grandly shown by the Donard Nursery Co.

hie. season. It is another variety to the credit

of the Wizard of Dinton.
Crusoe is a very fine Poeticus variety shown

by Messrs. Barr and Sons at Birmingham.
John Masefield, another Poeticus variety, is one
of Mr. Engleheart's very best productions

;

the pure white perianth is very round and flat,

the eye large and very bright. I have had some
beautiful flowers of this new variety this season,

but they were too late for the shows.
Rosary is a giant Leedsii with a long cup or

trumpet, tinted with pale pink ; a distinct and
beautiful flower, shown at Birmingham by Mr.
F. Herbert. Chapman. Golden Emperor is one
of the King Alfred type, its flower is 5 in.

across the perianth, which is well formed ; the

ti umpet is prettily frilled at the brim. This noble
variety is a great advance on King Alfred

and the plant is a healthy and vigorous grower.

Lemon Giant is a trumpet Daffodil of very

were under numbers, it is of no advantage to

mention them. The high quality and novel

colouring of the latest productions of Daffodil

raisers go to prove that we have not yet nearly
come to the end of the possibilities of the flower.

J. Duncan Pearson, Lowdham, Notts.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS

DENDROBIUM LODDIGESII, ROLFE.
This pretty species, cushion-like in the

habit of its short, densely produced, leafy pseudo-
bulbs, furnished with numerous white, lilac-

tinted flowers with orange centres to the lip, and
which in some degree resemble those or tne
v\ ell-known D. Devonianum, is in flower with
C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham,
in whose collection it has flourished for many
years.

D. Loddigesii was introduced about 1832 by

Fig. 95. NARCISSUS SILVER SALVER J A LEEDSII VARIETY

BIRMINGHAM.

EXHIBITED BY MR. F. H. CHArMAN AT

distinct colouring and great size. The perianth
is pale citron-yellow, trumpet primrose. The
flower measures 5j in. in diameter. General
Townsend may be described as an improved
Lord Roberts, having a larger flower, while the

plant is far more vigorous in growth. I am
responsible for the raising of the last three

varieties, which were exhibited under numbers
at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting
on April 5 this year.

In Silver Salver (see Fig. 95) one sees, perfec-

tion of form in the small Leedsii section. It has
a very round flower, with fiitm, overlapping seg-

ments ; the disc is wide and quite flat, a very

perfect and 'beautiful flower which will bear close

inspection. Exhibited by Mr. F. H. Chapman.
Saint. Dorothea I did not notice, but I hear it is a

good thing (see Fig. 96).

Many beautiful flowers were exhibited in

London and Birmingham by such raisers as Mr.

P. D. Williams, Dr. Lower, etc., but as they

Messrs. Loddiges, who figured it in their Botani-

cal Cabinet, tab. 1935. as D. pulchellum, a name
under which it is almost invariably found in

gardens even in the present day. In the Bot.

Ma./, tab. 5037, the late Sir William Hooker
expressed doubt as to (the use of the name which

had previously been given to the D. pulchellum

of Roxburgh (l830 )- Subsequently, the late Mr.

R. A. Rolfe took up the matter and dealt with

it in an exhaustive article in the Gardeners

Chronicle, August, 1887, p. 155, where the name
D. Loddigesii is first recorded.

About the same time the late Professor H. G.

Reichenbach, after examining the Kew material,

arrived at the same conclusion, and suggested

the name D. Seidelianum, but Mr. Rolfe's name
takes priority.

The habitat of I). Loddigesii is doubtful, but

Rolfe gave strong reasons in Oard: I'hron. for

suggesting China as Lhe native country of the

species.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Ooum, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Coliiah, Bart.,

Oatton Park. Reigate.

Cattleya.—As plants of Cattleya Lawreneeana
pass out of flower, they should be placed in the

coolest part of the house, and kept rather dry

at the roots, otherwise they will commence to

grow instead of remaining dormant. While at

rest, they should be afforded only sufficient

moisture to prevent the pseudo-bulbs and leaves

from becoming shrivelled. As soon as the old

roots commence to send out fresh rootlets, or

roots begin to develop from the growths of the
current season, the plants may be repotted if

this is necessary. As soon as plants of

Cattleya Schroderae pass ouifc of flower,

they should also be afforded a resting

period. Such species as C. Percivaliana,

C. Gaskelliana, C. Trianae, the autumn-flowering
C. labiata, and many of their hybrids are com-
mencing to grow, and fresh root action is taking
place. At this stage any necessary repotting
may be done. Plants of C. Mendelii and C-

Mossiae that have failed to produce flower
sheaths may also be given attention in this
respect, as soon as fresh root action commences.
Pot firmly and avoid overpotting, especially in
the case of weakly plants. A suitable compost
consists of a mixture of Osmunda fibre cut up
rather roughly, a little Sphagnum-moss, and
sufficient crushed crocks to render the
compost porous. Plants that have been
repotted should be given a shady
position in the house, and watered with extra
care, until they are re-established in the new
compost, when the amount of moisture may be
gradually increased.

Repotting Cattleya gigas and Others that
Have Rested.—After their season of rest, such
Cattleyas as C. gigas, C. Hardyana, C. aurea,
and many of their hybrids are forming new
growths. ,ind should be placed at the warmer
end of the Cattleya house, near to the loot-
glass, where they may receive a moderate amount
of sunshine and plenty of ventilation. Not-
withstanding that the plants are growing freely,
they should be afforded very little water at
the roots, until the young growths are several
inches long, as an excess of moisture at this
stage will cause the old roots to decay, also
the young shoots to become spotted, as, when-
ever the compost gets saturated through over-
watering, it takes a long time to again become
dry. As the growth of the plant extends, the
quantity of moisture mav be increased, giving
the maximum amount when the flower sheaths
and young leaves are formed, but less water
should be applied after the flowers expand.
Any necessary repotting should be done soon
after growth is completed and when young
roots begin to develop from the new pseudo-
bulbs.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN,
By W. Hinii-T Warren. Gardener to the Hon N O

Rothschild. Aston Clinton. Tring.

Grafts.—The recent penetrating cold winds
have caused the clay mixture around grafts
to crack very badly. All openings should be
made good oy rubbing in very soft, moist clay.
The benefit and safety of using a properly pre-
pared grafting wax has been very evident
during the present seison.

Apples and Pears—Apple and Pear trees
with the branches trained horizontally need to
be treated in a special manner. The leading
stems of trees yet in training should be till
objects of most particular care. The buds on the
previous year's shoots should be retained for
fear of accidents, except those placed fore-
right or at the back of the shoot, until they
have grown a few inches and it can be seen
whether sufficient are produced for training in

right and loft of the stem. Generally, on the last

year's shoot of the leading stem the uppermost
bud, the uppermost pair, the undermost pair, and
two intervening pairs of buds should be retained,

if the stem develops so many ; othenvi.se, one
; ntervening pair. All wood growths on the
horozontal branches of trees thus trained, except
the leading one, should be suppressed.

General Remarks.—Coverings, of whatever
kind, should not be takeii off all at once, but
removed by degrees, and the young growths
hardened progressively to the full exposure of
the sun and air, as soon as the state of the
weather will admit of it. On all favourable
occasions the trees should be well syringed
overhead, applying the water with moderate
force first from the right-hand side and then
from the left, that both surfaces of the leaves
may be thoroughly cleansed If this operation
is persevered with, it will keep down insect
pests by washing them off the trees and at the
same time promote health and vigour of the
latter, rendering them less susceptible to attacks
by insect pests. Mildew may be pre-
vented, or perfectly cured, by dusting the
leaves with flowers of sulphur, without
injuring the most tender foliage. A more
speedy way of application is by mixing
the sulphur with the water used for syringing
the trees.. Newlv grafted trees should be
examined, and the clay or tightening bandages
loosened where free growth has commenced.
Remove the shoots that rise from the stock?
below the grafts, in order that the latter may
receive all the .nourishment. The same rule
should be observed with trees budded last sum-
mer, keeping the- stock clear of all shoots below
the bud growth.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to 0. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, HertfordsMre.

Beet.—The first week in May is, as a rule,

the most suitable time to sow main crop Beet.

Choose an open situation and soil free from
large stones, where the ground has not been
recently manured. Wood ash from the garde'-

fire should be scattered over the surface and
the ground afterwards made level with a wooden
rake, removing all large stones and hard lumps
of soil from the surface. Make the drills about
one foot or 15 inches apart, and from 1 inch

to 2 inches deep. Sow the seed thinly and fill

in the drills by the use of a rake. Where
shapely roots are required, it is necessary in

some soils to bore holes with a crowbar and
fill them with finely sifted soil, as is done for

Parsnips and Carrots. One or two seeds may be
sown at each of these prepared stations and the
seedlings thinned subsequently to one.

Leeks—After careful hardening. Leeks that
were sown early in the year will be ready for

transplanting out-of-doors. An open situation

is preferable, and also a rich soil to obtain extra
fine specimens. Planting is practised in several

ways, but the one I consider most suitable is in

trenches prepared as for Celery. A distance
of 12 inches to 15 inches should be allowed
between the plants in the rows, and a space of

2 feet between the rows. Blanching should
take place immediately the roots are re-

established. Brown paper collars may be ob-
tained for this purpose. Failing this, 3-inch

drain-pipes out into halves will answer well at

this stage. Blanching may also be done by
placing boards on either side of the rows and
filling between them with fine soil.

General Remarks.—The weather of late has
favoured the forwarding of work of all kinds
in the kitchen garden. Seedlings are making
rapid progress and the Dutch hoe should be
used immediately the lines can be detected, to

destroy weeds in the seedling stage. Peas,

Broad Beans, Lettuces, Radishes and Spinach
should be sown at intervals of a fortnight.

All Peas should be staked in their early stages

to prevent tihe growth falling over. Clear

the ground of all spent winter vegetables and
dig land as it becomes vacant.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to It. 0. Paluxr Worm-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyskire.

Hanging Baskets.—Baskets intended for sus-

pending from the conservatory roof may be
furnished now. Care must be exercised in filling

the baskets with soil ; a layer of Sphagnum or

common moss should be placed inside as a lining

and of sufficient thickness to prevent the soil

from dropping through. Place the plants in

position, and fill with soil, pressing the latter

firmly all round. A good soaking of water will

settle the soil in position about, the plants. For
the present the baskets should be examined for

watering every other day, but later they will

need attention every day ; if they get very dry
soak the basket in a tank for at least ten
minutes.

Furnishing Bare Walls.—Bare walls in the con-
servatory or greenhouse may be made attractive

with plants. Heliotrope is a suitable subject for

furnishing such places in a short space of time,

and old plants are the best. The soil, if out of

condition, should be removed and fresh material,

consisting of a mixture of loam, decayed leaves,

sand, and spent manure, substituted. The plants

should have ample water at the roots. The Ivy-

leaved Pelargonium is another valuable subject

for covering bare spaces. The soil for these

plants should be rather sandy. Train the
growths as they develop, and do not allow them
to drop over.

Petunia.—As seedling Petunias became large

enough pot them singly in small pots. Water
the roots freely after potting, and shade the

plants for a few days until they recover from
their disturbance. A ftowards grow the plants

on a shelf near the roof glass in a house having

a temperature of about 60°.

Schizanthus.—The earlv seedlings of Schizan-

thus are ready for transference to their final

pots- The compost should consist of loam, leaf-

mould, a fair quantity of sand, and a little

wood ash. If the plants are required for house
decoration, pots of a small size may be em-
ployed, but for conservatory decoration large

plants are best. The strongest plants should

be selected for this purpose and grown in large

pots. Free drainage is essential for Schizan-

thuses, and they should receive plenty of air

and light.

Ventilation.—As the weather gets wanner
admit more air to cooler houses, and use less fire

heat. This is not applicable to the stove, for a
rise in temperature by sun heat (not fire heat)

up to 90° will be more beneficial than
otherwise, provided the atmosphere is moist.

Dry, hot air is harmful to plants and must be

prevented by using the syringe freely, at least

twice daily.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J»mt» Ooctts, Royal Botanic G«rdeaa. Kew

Annuals in the Rock Garden.—Various annuals

of a suitable habit may be sown in vacant

places in the rock garden. It is a debated point

as to whether it is correct to use annual sub-

jects in the rock garden ; but where a

purely decorative effect is desired there is no
doubt that many annuals may be used with
excellent effect, as they give variety and help

to prolong the floral display. Even in a col-

lection of very choice Alpines where most

annuals would be out of place there are a

few that are always worthy of inclusion. They
are Sedum coeruleum, Grammanthes gen-

tianoides, lonopsidium acaule, Leptosiphon in

var., Portulacas. Papaver alpinum, P. nudicaule,

Sanvitalia procuimbens, and Sweet Alyssum.

Ferns.—Hardy Ferns are making fresh

growth, and the old fronds may be cut off if

desired, and the fernery generally weeded and

cleaned. Such, at least, is the usual procedure

advised and generally practised, although in

most cases it is the wrong one for the well-

being of the plants, for, after all, there is

nothing objectionable in the old brown fronds

of Ferns, and they are the best means of con-
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serving the soil moisture and keeping the roots

cool. Where, for various reasons, it is con-

sidered necessary to remove the old

fronds, the plants should receive a good

mulch of decayed leaves. The hardy
fernery usually affords suitable conditions tor

the cultivation of many other plants which add

to its interest and beauty. Colonies of Primroses

are usually appropriate, also many bulbous and
tuberous plants, such as Liliums, Scillas, Chiono-

doxas, Anemones. Alliums, Muscarias, Hyacin-
thus and hardy Cyclamen, such as C. Coum, C.

europaeum, and C. hederaefolium. There are

also many herbaceous plants that are suitable.

Such are Lily of the Valley, Solomon's Seal, the

Sweet Cicely, Myirhis odorata, and Woodruff.
The chief point to remember in introducing such
plants is the fact that they should be hardy
and able to establish themselves in natural con-

ditions in perfect association with their sur-

roundings, and not have the appearance, of intro-

duced exotics.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

lj abtbob BrtLOcK. Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq..

Oopped Hall, Eppinff-

Mulching of Borders—To prevent the crack-
ing of the soil in fruit borders, a good mulch
of well decayed manure is essential. Apart
from the manurial benefit the roots will receive,

a thick mulching retains the soil moisture and
promotes humidity in the atmosphere. Ammonia
and other gases will be given off by the dung
when it is first applied, and a little air should
be admitted, both night and day. through the
top ventilators, for two or three days, after

which time the house may be closed.

The Early Vinery.—An application of dried
blood manure to the surface of vine borders
just before the grapes are on the point of

colouring will be of great assistance in the per
feet finishing of the berries. Circulating air,

both night and day, directly the berries show
signs of colouring is very necessary.
During the might opening the top and
front ventilators an inch will ensure
this, and on bright, warm days the amount of

ventilation should be increased in accordance
with the condition of the outside atmosphere.
Water at the roots should be withheld for a
week or two before the bunches are ready for the
table, and during the time the ripe fruit hangs
on the vines. Sufficient warmth should be
maintained in the hot-water pipes during the
period of the finishing of the fruit to prevent
damage by excessive moisture, and damping
the borders will be unnecessary, except on very
bright days, and then the damping should be
done early in the day to allow the atmosphere
to become dry during the evening.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Manual of Tropical and Sub -Tropical Fruits."

A description of the fruits of hot or warm
countries is always of interest to gardeners,
and the book under notice is written by an
expert. The work contains some 460 pages
and a number of illustrations. It is well
printed and bound, is of convenient size for
a " manual," and altogether reflects credit on
both author and publisher. As Agricultural
Explorer to the United States Department of
agriculture, the author has special qualifica-
tions to undertake such a work, and he has
grasped his subject with ability and enthusi-
asm. The Avocado Pear (Persea gratissima).
as might, perhaps, be expected, occupies first

place, and -some 78 pages are devoted to this
fruit, which in recent years has attained con-
siderable popularity in America. In California
there is an " Avocado Association." In the
tropics of the Old World, however, the fruit
is not generally cultivated, being regarded
somewhat in the nature of a curiosity. It is

a good example of a salad fruit, and, when
flavoured with wine or the contents of the

*By Wilson Popenoe. New York: Tlie Macmillan Con.-
I'Ony. Price 30s. net.

cruet, it is much relished by some people.

In America, where numerous species or varie-

ties are recognised, the Avocado holds a
leading place among table fruits, being re-

garded as an article of food as well as dessert.

Thus a common saying with the Guatemalans
is that " An Avocado, four or five corn cakes,

and a cup of coffee form a good meal." The
Avocado may sometimes be seen in Coven

t

Garden Market, being occasionally imported
in small quantities from the Canary Islands.

It is very susceptible to injury, and therefore
difficult to transport in good condition, so that
a large proportion of the fruit is usually unfit

for eating by the time it arrives at its

destination.

The author deals exhaustively wi£h the
Mango (Mangifera indica), without which no
book on tropical fruits would be complete.
Though of Eastern origin, the Mango has
become thoroughly established in tropical

America, the West Indies, and in other

ago it was retailed at as much as Is. 6d. each,

and at the present time fruits axe sold at lOd.

to Is. each.

We are indebted to America for many of our
best tropical fruits as well as flowers, not the
least important of which are the Papaw, Pine-
apple. Cherimoyer, and Sapodilla. In addi-

tion to these, Mr. Popenoe introduces the
reader to a number of others less well known,
including the Mamoncillo (Melicocca), Sapote
(Oalocarpum), C'anistel (Lucuma), Abiu
(Pouteria), and Lucmo (Lucuma). To most
readers the merits of many of these will have
to be taken for granted, as they are but little

known outside their native habitat. A pecu-

liarity of many of them., as with other tropical

fruits, is that their merit largely depends on
acquired taste. Individual opinion in regard

to these differs, however, very widely. A good
example of this is the Durian (Durio zibethi-

nus), the sensation of eating which is, accord-

ing to the late Russell Wallace, in itself

Fir. 96.—NARCISSUS SAINT DOROTHEA. A PURE WHITE TRUMPET VARIETY EXHIBITED AT BIR-

MINGHAM BY THE DONARI1 NURSERY CO. (See p. 219.)

tropical countries. It is the fruit par
excellence of India, and one of the really few
tropical fruits which compare with the best

of European fruits.

Several leading fruits have been omitted
from the work, doubtless for sound reasons.

These include the Banana, Pineapple, Orange,
Fig, Olive, Cocoanut, and G rape-Fruit. The
omission of the last-named is especially to be
regretted in a work of American authority,

for it is in America that the fruit has in

recent years been specially popularised, and
its merits made known and developed. The
Grape-Fruit (Citrus grandis) is gradually and
deservedly becoming better known in the

Eastern tropics. A taste for the fruit, which
is prized for its medicinal properties rather
than as dessert, is also developing in England.
It is now commonly imported from California

and sometimes from the West Indies. Being
a fruit with good keeping qualities, it may
often be seen for sale in fruiterers' shops in

London and in provincial towns. Some lime

worth a voyage to the East. The majority of

people of refined taste, however, would pro-

bably prefer to take an equally long voyage

to avoid it, owing to its peculiarly offensive

odour. It has been compared to French custard

drawn through a gaspipe, though to some

people the flavour is peculiarly subtle and

alluring.

It will probably be felt by many readers

that with such a variety of fruits, which differ

so widely in si/.c. character, etc., the author

would give some bints on the etiquette of eating

them. While moat fruits should be eaten with

a silver knife and fork, some have to be

approached with an axe, as. for example,

the Butternut (Caryocar) and the hard,

woody shell containing the Brazil nuts.

The Jack-fruit, again, has to 1» classed in a

special category, and can hardly be inoluded

anions* dessert fruits. It might be considered

a vegetable rather than a fruit, being of an

enormous size, sometimes weighing as much

as halt' a hundredweight. II. F. .1/

B
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.—T,le Editors will be glad to receive and
select photouraplis or drawings suitalile for reproduc-

tion, ot gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but tbeg cannot be responsible for loss or in.rtni.

A REMARKABLE ROSE LIBRARY

I
AM not a rosarian, although I may know
something about, Rose nomenclature; and

my knowledge of Rose literature is un-

questionably somewhat, scanty. Yet it- mutt
be admitted that I read with no little interest

an anonymous article, in an American contem-

porary, Horticulture, of Boston, bearing the

above title. The gist of this article is as

follows :

—

One of the finest, collections of literature on

Koses in the United States is that owned by
Thomas N. Cook, of Watertown, Mass., a

student of the history of Rose cultivation.

.Practically every publication on Roses for more
than a century and a quarter is in Mr. Cook's
library, and only the absence of one or two
works by old Greek authorities prevents it from
being complete. Mr. Cook has had unusual
facilities for securing books on Roses, for early

training in business brought him in close touch
with book collectors, and they soon learned he

was in the market for anything to do with
Roses. Mot long ago he went over the library

of the Department of Agriculture at Washing-
ton, and, in comparing the list of works on
Roses prepared by Charles F. E. Gersdorff of

the department, he found that he could dupli-

cate every volume, and owned many which the

Government has been unable to obtain. In 1914
Mr. Cook purchased the Rose library of Lord
Carmichael, of England, containing more than
two score of very rare " Rosicania," and several

volumes which were the only ones in existence.

The Carmichael library included works in Eng-
lish, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and
Hungarian, the oldest being dated 1797. In
addition, there were all the books on Roses pub-
lished by English and French authorities for

more than fifty years. Some of the Carmichael
books contain traces of snuff which old collectors

used to preserve the paper from decay, while
many of them are elaborately bound in rose
leather, richly tooled. Some twenty years ago,

Mr. Cook secured a copy of Die Boxen, a German
work of Roessig, and soon found that there
was only one other in the world. Another
of his rare books is Rosrs, by Rig Danties,
said to be one of the greatest, authorities on
Roses, but whose remarkable work has also

vanished, with the exception of the copy in

the Cook collection.

It would be instructive, and satisfy the
curiosity of an old-world bibliophile, if the
writer of that article or some other American
bibliographical expert were to explain how
it is possible to know that Mr. Cook's collec-
tion is complete, save for the absence of one
or two works by old Greek authorities.

Is there such a thing as a complete Rose
bibliography extant, by which Air. Cook's Rose
library can be checked? If so, where is this
remarkable work to be found ?

Although I have long been interested in
Honcultural literature, and am acquainted to
some extent with the doings of the principal
collectors here in England, the piece of news
about Mr. Cook purchasing the Rose library
of Lord Carmichael, of England, is the first,

intimation that has reached me of such a trans-
action. Apparently there were in his lord-

ship's library several volumes on Roses that

are the only ones in existence. I should like

to know on whose, or what, authority this

statement is made, and also to be informed

of the titles of these rarities.

It will be observed that " some twenty years

ago Mr. Cook secured a copy of Die Rouen, by

Roessig, and soon found (too soon, I may say

parenthetically) there was only one other in the

world." What a bit of luck ! Was it the copy

sold at the I'aul sale last June, or the copy in

the library of the Royal Agricultural and

Botanical Society of Ghent, or the copy offered

by Quaritch in 1912? Obviously not, on the

face of ift Supposing Mr. Cook to have been

the purchaser of the collection of Rose books

from the Castlecraig library offered by

Ouaritch, in which there was a copy of Roessig's

Die Rosen, that will Ishow without further

research that there is certainly more than one
other in the world besides that acquired by
Mr. Cook twenty years ago.

Some of these works, the wri'er remarks.

Fig. 97.—i>ice\ albkrtcana. (See p. 225.)

have had preservative measures token to pre-

vent decay. It would seem that collectors of

bygone days used to sprinkle a pinch of snuff

in the pages of their treasures to keep away
moth, bookworms, and other ravaging insects.

I must, on my part, while unreservedly avow-
ing a certain amount of ignorance of the sub-
ject, confess that some of the information given
by the correspondent of Horticulture will re-

quire to be taken, not with a pinch of snuff, but
eitm grano salts.

Finally, one word in conclusion. If it is a fact

that the very valuable Castlecraig collection of

233 volumes of various works fin Roses has

gone across the Atlantic, does it not seem to

be a very great reproach to our English

rosarians that such an event, could be possible?
The National Rose Society is opulent, its

numerical strength is exceptional for a special
society, the social status of its members places
it above that of many other societies, and yet
it does not include in its programme of opera-

tions the formation of a Rose library. In fact,

it has not even established a standard of Rose

nomenclature for the use of its members, who
spell the names of their flowers just as they
seem to please. One would have thought that
in the case of such a society a reasonable

portion of the funds might have been set apart
for the purpose suggested. Then we should

probably not have seen an unique collection of

Rose literature find a resting-place, as so many
other rare horticultural books have done, on the
shelves of an American collector. V. Harmon
Payne.

THE BULB GARDEN.

MUSCARI COMOSUM.
The ordinary or typical form of Museari

coiinos'im, also known as Hyucintlms comosus,
is hardly worth growing as compared with
other Grape Hyacinths or its variety
monstrosiim, popularly known as the Feather
Hyacinth. The type has rather strap-shaped
leaves, loose clusters of blue flowers, and is

by no means a plant of floral beauty, though
of considerable botanical interest. The variety
M. comosirm monstrosum occupies a higher
plane altogether, as it is not only botanically
interesting, but possesses considerable claims
upon the lover of beauty in flowers. All the
blooms of this variety are sterile, and have
been converted into slender, wavy, twisted
divisions collected in a feather-like mass and
of a beautiful blue violet. The whole effect is

quite unlike that given by any other bulbous
plant. M. comosum and the variety monstro-
sum are hardy and free-flowering, but, in some
specially severe seasons I have seen the blooms
of the Feathered Hyacinth badly injured by
frost following wet in a late season. Bulbs pur-
chased in early autumn should be planted from
two to three inches deep :n light, but not too
poor, soil.

THE STRIPED SQUILL.

Admirers of early bulbous plants appear to

lie but little acquainted with the Puschkindas;
dwarf. Squill-like plants which have received
scant recognition from the average amateur or

professional gardener and have seldom ap-
peared in the catalogues of bulb dealers, un-
less such as specialise in out-of-the-way sub-

jects. I do not know why this should be. as

these little plants, small though they are. and
not dowered with too much brilliancy, have
a quiet charm. It is many years since I first

made their acquaintance in the garden of a

most ardent lover of hardy flowers, who speci-

ally delighted in the acquisition of uncommon
plants in order that lie might make their

acquaintance and keep them, if amenable to

cultivation. I still recollect my pleasure when
I first saw these little flowers with their short,

six-inch spikes of blue and white. The variety

was the one called P. libanotiia, which has
now been referred to P. scilloides. from the
type of which it seems (although there is some
doubt about it) to differ mainly in being a

little deeper-coloured and slightly more robust.

Since then 1 have passed all I could secern

through my hands, but my trouble has always

been that slugs destroyed the plants. There
is a variety sometimes sold as P. libanotica

compacta and sometimes as P. scilloides var.

compacta (the proper name according to

Kew), which has denser spikes. It is more
effective, perhaps, but not so graceful as the

others. There has been a fine clump of this

in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, for

a number of years.

Regarding cultivation little need be said.

Bulbs procured in autumn and planted in

moderately light soil at, a depth of

from one to two inches should flower

well the following spring, and will need

no attention until the clumps begin to crowd

themselves out, which will not happen for

some years. They may then be lifted and
replanted as soon as the leaves have become

yellow, and at a distance of about two inches

apart. ,s'. Arnotf,
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TREES AND SHRUBS,

CLEMATIS JEUNEIANA.

The letters having reference to the Clematis

above named which have recently appeared in

the Gardeners' Chronicle have proved of con-

siderable interest tu me, inasmuch as when I

saw C. Jeuneiana at the- Royal Horticultural

Society's Hall on 1st March last, for the con-

sideration, of the floral Committee, I was

immediately attracted by it. After inspection

1 considered it to be C. Armandii, and so re-

marked to two or three of my acquaintances

who were close by. No question of the possi-

bility at" it being something else occurred to me,

lor we have grown C. Armandii in the gardens

of Aldenham House for over 10 years now, and

our plants were raised direct frum the seed

sent home by Mr. E. H. Wilson. In my opinion

the flowers exhibited by Capt. B. H. B.

Symons-Jeun© approximated to the flowers of

our Aldenham plants as closely as the pro-

verbial "two peas in a pud." We were awarded
a First Class Ceitificate for C. Armandii on
April 7. 1914, and I was therefore surprised

when I learned that the Clematis, us C.

Jeuneiana, had gained a similar award, for I

certainly thought it was C. Aitmandii, or nothing

more than a slight variation of this species.

The phra.se in Capt. Symons-Jeune's letter on

page 135 (Card. Chron., March 19), to which

F. L. S draws attention on page 159 (Gard.

I'lirun., April 2), i.e., " the plant is obviously

a garden hybrid of the two forms " is not by
any 'means convincing to me, for I have noticed

great variations, in .seedlings from C. Armandii
here, and having no reason to believe it possible

for Bowers of our plants to be pollenised by C.

Meyeniana (C. Pavoliniana we do not possess).

I had an idea that possibly the C. Armandii
collected by Mr. Wilson might be a natural

hybrid of the Flammula Section of Clematis,

though the fact of him having discovered it both
in Western Hupeh (in four or five districts), as

well as in Western Szechuan, lather appeared
to preclude such a possibility.

If the plant .shown on March 1 as C. Jeuneiana
was a mere variation, or form, of C. Armandii,
then it was doubtfully worthy of a F.C.C. in

view of the fact that tlie type 'had already gained
a similar recognition; whereas, if it was proved
beyond doubt to be a distinct hybrid then pro-

bably the award would be justified.

It is of interest to observe that a few days
rgu an American lady from Chicago, who is, I

believe, the Chairman of the Board of Directors
cf the Garden Club of America (an organisation
which now numbers many branches, and about
3,000 members), and who is editor of the

excellent, Monthly Bulletin of the Hardin
I 'I iih, was being shown round the grounds at

Aldenham House, toy Mr. Vioary Gibbs. On
coming to a wall covered by O'lie of our plains

of C. Armandii, in full flower, she expressed
great admiration, and said, " vVhy ! There is

the lovelv Clematis which got a First-Class Cer-

tificate the- other day in Vincent Square" ! This
was interesting comment in view of the con-
troversy.

Capt. B. H. B. Symiops Jeunc refers to the
early flowering capabilities of his plant, but I

rather think aspect, season, etc., may have a
lot to do with this.. Our best plant (the one
viewed by the American lady), faces north, on a
building, has been in flower several weeks, and
is much earlier than last year, whilst another
(airly large plant, trained up a pole, sheltered
from the north, but fully exposed to the south,
was earlier still !

As to hardiness, well, either we are lucky in

view of F. L. S.'.i experience of its capabilities,

or some growers have been particularly unlucky,
as our plant", exposed to the vagaries of the
Weather (such as the position on the north wall
pern, its), and without any protection afforded,
came through the severe frosts of 1919 without
harm, even when our thermometers (in the
open), ceased registering at degree, and the
temperature probably i cached one or two degrees
below zero. We are in a naturally cold district,
yet I do not think th-re is any necessity to
travel to Cornwall and Devon to see the plant

flourish, for as I write (April 25) there is a
long sheet of magnificent white sprays which
completely blot out the wall of the building
where the plant is trained. Edwin Beckett.

SOPHORA TETRAPTERA VAR. MICRO-
PHYLLA.

Like so many other southern trees and shrubs,
the New Zealand Laburnum when grown in this

country becomes evergreen, deciduous, or sub-
evergreen, according to the severity of the
winter or the position of the specimen. At Kew
a moderately old Sophora tetraptera, growing
against a warm south-east wall, is often dis-
tinctly sub-evergreen, ?nd in some seasons prac
tically evergreen, while another apparently
equally old example on the other side of the
same wall is nearly always deciduous in its

habit. In the -genial climate of County Down,
Ireland, the New Zealand Laburnum is generally
truly evergreen ; consequently, the Donar'd
Nursery Company were able to show, amongst
their interesting collection of uncommon shrubs

of-doors for the greater part of the year, and
brought under glass again during the winter.
An additional attraction to the richly coloured

flowers oti the Donard specimen was the
numerous necklace-like seed pods, which, are
flatfish and have curious constrictions between
the seeds. The production of seeds in this
country is a rather rare occurrence. Propaga-
tion of the Edwardsia section of Sophoras is

readily effected by cuttings. A. O. B.

1'ICEA ALBERTTANA.
This dwarf Conifer (see Fig. 97) was first

shown by Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp at
last year's Chelsea Show, when it received an
Award of Merit. The name will probably occa-
sion some element of doubt as to its accuracy,
partly, perhaps, on account of its familiarity,
which may be traced to the fact that time was
when Tsuga mertensiana, a quite distinct
Conifer, was variously known in gardens as
Picea, Abies and, more properly, Tsuga.
Albertiana. Mr. Gomel' Waterer tells me that

Flo. 98.—SOPHORA TETRAPTERA VAR. M U Rol'llvil, \.

at, Vincent Square, on April 5 last, a .splendid

young plant in full bl bearing generous
quantities of rich, golden tubular Sowers (see

Fig. 98), and also perfectly furnished with its

interesting and attractive foliage, which bears
such a striking resemblance to the fronds of

Asp 1

1

-niiim Ti ichomanes.
This plant was shown under the old generic

name of Edwardsia and is variously known as

Edwardsia niicrophylla, E. Macnabiana and E.

Mierii. as well as F, miorophylla, but later

authorities have decided that Sophora tetraptera
var. microphylla is the correct name. It <1 1 tl'-r^

from the species in having smaller and rather

more rounded leaves, in being a little hardier
and in flowering wnll at a much earlier age.

This last characteristic makes it a valuable
shrub for tin- mj greenhouse in districts where
it would not thrive out-of-doors. It grows well

in a loamy soil, to which a good proportion of

leaf-mould and plenty of eiit 1ms been added.
As the genus requires protection only dining
haul weather, poi plants could be plunged on'

the little tree which his firm exhibited was
bi I Picea Albertiana bv Professor Sargent,
who considers i! to be a true species, and that
n occurs in a restricted area in Alberta.
As will be seen from the illustration, it be-

comes an almost perfect, rounded, little pyra-
mid, and should it be introduced in sufficient

numbers will be sought after for planting in
rock gardens. In it.-, dwarf nature an. I cu-
test; t branches Pioea Albertiana is strongly
reminiscent of several of the pigmy varieties of
Picea exoelsa, such as Remonti, gfabosa nana.
niicrosperina and pygmaea. but is of more
perfect shape, and as it is a true species, is of

much more interest, though it remains to he
peeri whether Picea Albertiana will retain its

pygmj habit in cultivation, as tin- mav he due
to altitude ami soil poverty in its native habitat,
11 it do.s. it will be a line acquisition amongst
dwarf Conifers, for these are charming plants for
the rock garden, where the] appear naturally at
home, and blend so suitably with the flowering
plan's. .1. C. It.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

EP1PHYLLUM.
The Epiphyllums are the most showy of all

flowering Cactaceous plants, and they are

popular subjects for cultivation in warm green-

houses and conservatories, and even in cottage

windows where plenty of light and sunshine

reaches them, where they succeed admirably

if the room is kept warm. The plants flower

profusely during the winter and spring.

Although, perhaps, not so extensively culti-

vated as formerly, there is nothing more
beautiful in the garden in the winter and spring

than a collection of Epiphyllums in full flower,

and the plants may be grown as small standards,

12 and 18 inches high, with compact, bushy

heads, in 4 to 5 inch pots, or as specimens

of pyramidal shape 2 to 3 feet high and nearly

*the same in width at the base, bearing several

hundreds of their bright, delicately-coloured

blooms at one time, and lasting in flower for

several weeks. The flowers are borne on the

edges of the leaf-like brandies, which show

them off to great advantage. At one time the

blooms were largely used as cut flowers for

bouquets, but they are too formal in appear-

ance for modern taste.

They may be grown and made attractive in

many ways, such as for covering bare walls,

planted iii fibrous peat and loam enclosed in

wire netting, also as standards, half standards,

or as pyramids, and those with semi pendulous

habit may be planted in wire baskets.

The species are native of Brazil, and were

introduced to this country about a century ago.

K. truncatum was one of the first introduced

;

it is of a semi-pendulous habit of growth, which

is further intensified when the shoots are laden

with bloom. The colour of the petals is a deep

rose-red, the base being slightly paler. Other

distinct truncatum varieties are E. bicolor,

white edged with rose; E. coceineum, deep
scarlet; E. elegans, orange-red, shaded purple;

E. magnificum, white and rose; E. delicatum,

white, shaded rose, a, distinct variety ; E. sal-

moneum. salmon-red; and E. violaceum. white,

margined with deep purple. E. Russellianum

is a species nearly related to E. truncatum. and

has rose-coloured flowers. Tins plant flowers

later in the year than varieties of E. trun-

catum section. E. Russellianum (laertnei'i is

one of the handsomest and freest-flowering of all

Epiphyllums. It differs from the typical E.

Russellianum in its fleshy-jointed branches being

somewhat broader, but especially in its larger

and more brilliant flowers, which are of a rich

cinnabar- red, produced very freely from the

apex of nearly all the terminal joints.

This species has often been confused with

K. Russellianum Makoyanum, from which it

may be distinguished by its shorter and broader
joints, and also by the terminal joints being

fringed with long, stiff hairs and by its shorter

petals of a lighter scarlet. E. Russellianum
Makoyanum very much resembles E. Gaerlneri.

but the plants are not identical, although they

approach each other so closely that, if one is

grown, the other is not required.

'The Epiphyllums may be propagated by cut-

tings formed of well-ripened shoots inserted in

the summer ; they should be dried at the cut

surface a few hours before placing them singly

in small pots filled with sandy soil. The cut-

tings should be placed in a house having a
warm temperature, and watered sparingly until

rooted. As a rule the plants are grafted on Pere-

skia aculeata. The grafting operation is a very

simple one, all that is necessary being to cut

down the stock to the required height, split

the upper part, and insert the scion, the base
of which has been fashioned wedge-shape. 'The

stock may be secured in position either by
passing two or three pins or spines of the

Pereskia through the stock, or by tying the

whole securely with matting or grafting cotton.

The grafted plants should be placed in a close,

warm glasshouse, or in a frame in a shady part

of the house, and sprayed lightly two or three

times daily.

When flowering is over, the plants should
be repotted and grown in plenty of heat and
moisture. When the season of active growth

is over, gradually expose the plants to more
sunshine and air to ripen the shoots to set

their flower buds. In the growing season, if

the pots are well furnished with roots, a little

weak liquid manure may be given the latter

once a week. After the season's growth is

completed, apply water sparingly. The soil

for these plants should consist of two-thirds
light turfy loam, one-third fibrous peat, with
leaf-mould, a little decayed manure and silver

sand added. Well drain the pots, and guard
against over-potting. If the soil remains in

good condition, repotting will not be necessary

for two ur three years. The plants should be
well secured to stakes, otherwise the succulent

growths are liable to snap off. John Ileal,

I' M.I1.

VEGETABLES.

CUCUMBERS.
Cucumbers are required daily throughout the

summer in most gardens, and where it is the

custom to market superfluous produce they are

a useful article to grow in quantity. Unless

sufficient heat is available it does not pay to

sow earlier than March owing to the danger

of the plants being liable to suffer a check

during the long, cold nights. The seeds should

be sown singly in small pots containing fibrous

loam, and the pots plunged in a propagating

case over a bottom-heat of 75°. In under a

week the seedlings will be visible and should

be removed to a sunny position in the house

lice from cold draught. In the meantime their

fruiting quarters should be prepared, since it is

essential that both house and soil should be

warmed to receive them.
Excellent crops of Cucumbers may be obtained

in a lean-to pit, and, in any case, to conserve

fire-heat a low house is desirable. While there

is everything to be said in favour of bottom-heat

for the production of both early and late fruits

its provision need cause no anxiety for summer
fruiting. Cucumbers revel in a rather light.

fibrous loam to which has been added about

a fourth part of manure previously prepared

as for a Mushroom bed. It is better if the roots

can be kept under control, but as periodical top-

dressings are of the utmost importance during

the season, small hillocks only should be pro-

vided at the commencement. The loam should

be chopped roughly and the whole made
moderately firm. About three weeks from the

time of sowing the plants should be ready for

putting out. Henceforward plenty of heat and

atmospheric moisture must be provided to pro-

mote rapid growth ; a night temperature of

65° being the minimum, rising during the day

to 70° in the absence of sunheat. These con-

ditions will favour strong growth until May and

warmer days, when more moisture, both at the

roots and in the atmosphere will be necessary to

meet the demands of the plants under the

influence of greater sunheat.

A common complaint against Cucumbers is their

tendency to produce a glut of fruits and then

practically cease bearing. This may not give

rise to much concern where it is the custom to

make two or three plantings in the course of a

season, but it is a serious matter where one

batch is expected to continue cropping until

October or later. I am of the opinion that

this faidt is largely due to overcropping the

plants whiie they are very young; and other

causes are neglect in top-dressing, or careless

watering. The plants are subject to the same

laws as other fruit-bearing subjects. Their con-

stitution is ruined beyond recovery when they

are permitted to carry a crop out of all pro-

portion to their age and size, but by keeping

the number of fruits down to a reasonable

limit, good culture will ensure a succession of

Cucumbers until the end of the season.

Two methods n.ay be adopted in training

the plants, and I prefer to follow both in the

same bouse. One method, which has early

fruiting for its chief recommendation, is to

stop the leading |hoot at the third wire or

when it has reached a length of some 3 ft.

This causes laterals to develop, which bear fruit

at the earliest possible date. The operation is

again repeated on the new leaders, when they

have lengthened over 2 ft., and, finally, again

when they reach the top wire. The other

system is to allow the plants to grow to the

top wire without stopping them, and my
reason for adopting the two systems is based

on the fact that I have proved the latter method
ensures a longer season. At the same time

there is usually a difference in the date of cutting

the fruit of over a fortnight, since the main
rod is not allowed to fruit early at the expense

of the laterals. In both cases the treatment of

the sub-laterals is the same ; each one is stopped

at the second leaf beyond the fruit. Others

quickly form, one is trained in for further ex-

tension, and most of the remainder are pinched

at the first joint. Crowding of the growths

must be prevented, as however vigorous the

plant may be fruits will not set unless they

have the benefit of sunlight. Old and useless

shoots and leaves should be removed occasionally

and new growths trained in.

Top-dressing the roots is important, as the

latter revel in new soil, and the plant in con-

sequence receives a stimulant. The need for

applying only a little material at one time is

obvious. When in full bearing copious water-

ings are necessary to the extent of two or three

times daily in hot weather and liquid manure
should be used on occasion. A little fertiliser

spread on the surface of the bed and watered in

is also helpful. While discretion must be exer-

cised in regard to the frequency of syringing

and damping, both operations are amongst the

principal details of Ououimber growing. A very

dry atmosphere at any time results in the plants

being attacked by red spider; ventilation

should be reduced to a minimum and the air

admitted chiefly through the side ventilators.

Unless home-saved seed is required, it is not

neressary to pollinate the blossoms, as the

Cucumbers will set freely, and the fruits retain

a straight shape without this trouble. Except-

ing that modern Cucumbers are less liable to

disease in good soil than formerly, they do not

appear to have been greatly improved, Every-

day and Telegraph still being amongst the best

and most prolific sorts. Grower.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE BELLE DE BOSKOOP.

Those who desire a good dessert Apple in

February and March, anil who cannot, grow

and keep Cox's Orange Tippin until that

period, would do well to plant this Hutch

variety. This Apple originated in Holland in

1856 It is not much grown in England, but,

where it is, it is appreciated, in stiff soil

the "rowth is vigorous, and should not be

pruned too closely The leading shoots should

be allowed to grow freely, and this will check

the exuberance of growth to which the variety

is liable. In this way a full crop of fruit

may be quicklv obtained. The roundish

oval fruits have a bright red cheek next to the

sun. The flesh is firm, juicy, and of pleasing

flavour.. W. M.

APPLE PEASGOOD'S NONESUCH.

No Apple in the history of pomologv has had

more admirers or enjoyed a better reputation

than Peasgood's Nonesuch. The fruits of this

variety are very large, well formed, highly

coloured, and exquisitely shaped. The flesh li

of a rather soft texture, and the variety is pre-

ferred by some as a table or dessert sort, but

strictly "it is a cookincr Apple of great merit.

It was raised by an old lady named Peasgood,

near Stamford, and brought to notice about

1872 and from then till now has figured in col-

lections and single dishes on the exhibition

table more than pny other sort.

The tree grows best in a deep, loamy soil, and

success in cropping depends a great deal on the

method of planting: the roots should be set

shallowly, and in order to prevent them growing

deeply a flat stone or heavy slate slab should
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be placed at a depth of two feet before planting
the tree. This will stop the tap roots from
entering the s ubstratuan , and assist the
lateral rootlets to develop. The application of
basic slag and bone meal, and mulchings of
rotted grass mowings or manure, will greatly
assist the tree, which may be trained in cordon,
bush, espalier and half-standard forms. The
fruit is of exceptional size and specimens have
been grown turning the scale at nearly 21b.,
with contour and colour most beautiful.
Pomona.

NURSERY NOTES.

DAHLIAS AT MESSES. J. CHEAI. AND
SONS.

The Dahlia, which at one time enjoyed
wide popularity as a garden plant, has
suffered neglect by gardeners during iecent
years, but there is evidence of a revival of
interest in the flower, and we believe that the
Dahlia will, in the rear future, occupy even
a> greater position in gardens than in the
past. We are led to this supposition by the
fact that raisers of Dahlias have at last
realised the importance of the garden value
of this beautiful autumn flower, although
their efforts dn the past seem to have been
principally directed in obtaining varieties of
purely exhibition value Unfortunately, how-
ever, many of the choicest exhibition flowers
are borne on phintarthat tire totally unsuited
for garden purposes, with such defects as
paucity of flowering, unsuitable habit, short
flower stalks, and blooms that hang their
heads, so that the flower has to be lifted
before its beauty is apparent. Both the
National Dahlia Society and the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society recognise that the awarding
of certificates to varieties that have not been
tisted in the garden only leads to disappoint-
ment, and it has been decided that in future
all varieties selected for awards shall be tried
at Wisley before the award is made absolute.
During the coming season, visitors to the
R.H.S. gardens will b<: enabled to judge of
the garden merits of the varieties that were
Relected for awards last year. There will also
be an opportunity of inspecting a number of
Dahlias especially recommended for their
garden value, for growers have been invited
to send such plants to Wisley this season.
The firm of Messrs. J. Chea] and Sons,

Crawley, make a speciality of these flowers.

Mr. Joseph Cheal, who is chairman of the
National Dahlia Society, has been a keen
cultivator of the Dahlia for the past forty
years, and, like many others, he is convinced
that the future of the flower lies in its adapt-
ability for garden purposes. All types of the
flower are grown in this nursery, but special

attention is devoted to varieties suitable for
giving a generous display of blossoms in the
garden: plants of shapely, compact habit of
growth, with long, stiff, flower stalks that
hold the blooms well aloft. The illustration
in Fig. 99 shows a small corner of the
Dahlia quarters in this Sussex nursery, where
several acres of the plants are grown. We
visited this extensive collection last autumn,
and made notes of some of the best garden
varieties in all sections The dwarf Mignon
Dahlias were massed in beds, and they were
certainly very effective, especially those grow-
ing in panel beds in a little formal garden.
These Dahlias grow only about 18 inches tall,

and some are even dwarfer. There are several
varieties, including Julius, scarlet; Janet,
buff orange; Agnes, rosy purple; Albion, a
beautifully formed white flower; Daphne, crim-
son, and Lancer, scarlet. The plants are of a
close, compact habit, and they do not require
staking—a consideration in these times of

labour scarcity.

As is only to be expected in the home of the
Star Dahlia, this type of the flower is exten-
sively cultivated by Messrs. Cheal and Sons,
and certainly there is nothing more beautiful
than a plant of, say. White Star or Yellow
Star, in full bloom, the plants being liberally

covered with blossoms that are developed on
long, stiff stems well above the foliage. The
blooms are especially valuable for use as cut
flowers. There is a wide range of these Star
Dahlias, of which the best, besides those
mentioned, are Southern Star, crimson, flushed
with apricot and purple; Lowfield Star, soft,

clear pink; Orange Star, dwarfer than some
and of a shade of deep orange; Autumn Star,
terra-cotta red; Surrey Star, orange, tipped
with pink; and Morning Star, which is rather
taller than most, but one of the freest in

blooming, for the plant makes a veritable

bush of flowers ; the colour is of a rich car-

mine, shading to pale lake at the margin of

the florets. Whilst the last is one of the
tallest, Evening Star, pale rose pink, is one
of the dwarfest, but, like all the others, is

very free in blooming.
The Cactus varieties have a special charm

of th ur own, but it is in this section especi-

ally that rigid selection must be made if

garden varieties are desired. Amongst the
extensive collection at Crawley, we were especi-

ally impressed with the following:—Coral, a

variety *iue 4 feet high, making a shapely,

well-habited plant, and producing a bountiful

white tinged with pink; and Beginald Cory,
which is classed with the fancy decoratives,
the florets being scarlet, tipped with white, a
very striking combination of colours.
Some of the Pompon Cactus varieties make

good garden plants, and of these the Bride,
with white, starry -shaped blossoms, like those
of a small Cactus variety; Queen of Pinks,
and Selma, rich rosy purple, are all free
bloomers and highly decorative in the garden.
Of the true Pompons a few that are worthy

of trial are Adelaide, wThite tipped with laven-
der; Bacchus, scarlet; Queen of Whites, the
best white variety of tins type; Girlie, pink;
Censor, purplish mauve; Ideal, the best
yellow; Eegulus, rosy purple, a little paler
than Censor ; and Tommy Keith, dark red,

tipped with white. All these Pompons are
worth cultivating for supplying cut blooms.
as the flowers are very decorative in vases, and
rerain beautifully fresh for a long time.
The large Paeony varieties, such as Aphro-

dite, white; Aquilon, \ inous red with a rich

yellow eye; Lillie, a bloom of soft blush pink
colour; Luna, a deep yellow flower, which is

well displayed on the plants on a bold, stiff

stem ; Maggie, rose shaded orange ; The Geisha.

Fig. 99.

—

part of the dahlia quarters at messrs. j. cheal and sons' nursery, crawley.

crop of rich, coral-red blooms; White Ensign,
a creamy white variety, one of the best of

this class, the flowers being prominently dis-

played on tall stems well above the foliage;

Mary Purrier, a charming variety of rich

crimson, almost scarlet; Mrs. Foster, a plant

of moderate size, bearing in great profusion
most beautifully formed flowers of a delightful

pink shade; Lustre, a dwarfish variety, with
reddish scarlet blooms; and Floradora. a
variety with rich, dark, crimson flowers that
have a maroon blotoh down the centre of the
florets. The type of Dahlia known as decora-

tive include many beautiful varieties suitable

for gardens, and of these we selected Warn-
tord, which produces handsome pure white
blooms with great freedom ; the Maid, somewhat
of a Pompon shape, and said to be one of the
finest white Dahlias for florists' purposes in

the making of wreaths and other floral decora-

tions, in addition to being a beautiful garden
plant; Crimson Flag, which is a rich scarlet

in the older blossoms, the younger ones being

crimson, shaded apricot (this variety is especi-

ally valuable, owing to its dwarf, compart
habit and freedom in blooming) ; Brentwood
Yellow, which gives a large crop of big yellow

blooms on relatively small plants, the tone
l>eing primrose yellow; Grand Due Alex, a
striking variety with fluted florets that are

yellow, suffused scarlet, make ideal decorative

plants.

The Collerette Dahlia has rapidly come to

the fore and been greatly improved in recent

years. This type of the flower is useful for all

purposes, and is exceedingly serviceable for

supplying cut blooms. The best at Crawley

were Doreen, claret, with white margins and

tips and a pure white collar, which lies well

baok on the florets; Dulcie, orange red, tipped

yellow, with collar of deep yellow; Diadem, a

profuse bloomer of rosy magenta colour and

white collar ; Bhoda, crimson shaded rose,

collar yellowish-white stained with red;. Holy-

rood, heavily marked with crimson on a
lemon-coloured ground and with pale lemon

yellow collar; and Exposition de Lyon, rosy

crimson with a golden eye, collar white.

Some of the singles are highly decorative gar-

den plants, such as Bertha, scarlet, with rosy

crimson shading at the edges; Columbine, buff

yellow in the centra shading to coppery-rose

;

Leander, maroon striped on a velvety red

ground; Leon, orange scarlet; and Brilliant.

scarlet with purple sheen.

Those who intend planting Dahlias this sea-

son will find the above varieties some of the

best in their sections, for all were selected for

their fine colouring, neatness of habit, freedom

of flowering, and length of flower stalk.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible lor

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

United Horticultural Benefit and Provident

Society.—I notice that the United Horticultural

Benefit and Provident Society is now doing a

little propaganda work with a view to increasing

the number of its members, an object in which

I most whole-heartedly support the society's

executive. It is a great pity that this friendly

society is not more widely known among gar-

deners, particularly under-gardeners, and, as

a member, I never lose a chance to acquaint non-

members with its aims and benefits. I suppose

nine gardeners out of every ten are members of

an approved friendly society; but, while not

in any way decrying the merits of other organ-

isations, I think I am safe in saying that no

other society in the country offers the same
benefits or is bo economically managed as the

U.H.B.P.S., which is open only to those en-

gaged in horticultural [pursuits. " Our "

society gives the maximum scale of benefits, and
for a longer period than most other similar

organisations, its contributions are no higher,

its management expenses are so small as to be
aJmost a negligible quantity, its investments are

safe and lucrative, and all moneys not actually

paid out in benefits, are repayable to its mem-
bers in their old age. I hold no brief for the

society, beyond the fact that I should very

much like to see the membership roll greatly

extended, and I would strongly urge all gar-

deners and nursery employees who are not mem.
bers, or who think of transferring from other
societies, to study the advertisements and
pamphlets issued by " The United." The
Secretary is Mr. A. C. Hill, 35, Alexandra Road,
West Kensington Park, who will, I am quite
sure, supply all desired information. J. E.
Palmer, Gardener to Major C. Dewhursf,
Tihlone Lodge, Tarporley, Cheshire.

Corky Scab in Potatos —Mr. M. C. Potter,
Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne, refers
at length to this disease on page 176. My
experience of it is that it is always most
virulent in a season like last one—in a season
which is " growthy " to the end. For some
reason or another it generally, I might say it

always, attacks tubers producing second growth
and it is always the second growth that is

attacked. Last September, I had occasion to
inspect a ten-acre field of Kerr's Pink which
was being grown for seed for my firm. A
more promising crop for seed I never saw.
It then looked like yielding 9 or 10 tons per
acre of beautiful even tubers. At the end
of October, just before lifting, I was back
on the farm, and the farmer told me I would
be disappointed with the Kerr's Pink. So 1

was. Fifty per cent, had developed corky scab
and the whole lot had to be turned down.
In the intervening month second-growth (super-
tuberative) had set in with the result I have
just mentioned. The strange thing about corky
scab is that the next time that field comes
in rotation for Potatos it will, in all proba-
bility, yield a crop without a trace of the
disease. I have seldom seen corky scab in
early Potatos. In these the tubers' seem to
mature and firm, up before the disease assumes
a virulent form and they escape it. I wonder
if that is the experience of others? I asso-
ciate myself fully with Mr. Potter's plea for
every care being used by farmers, loaders and
seedsmen, to obtain clean stocks of this
important crop. II'. t"uthhertson, Edinburgh.

Pollination of Incarvillea.—As some growers
seem to get very good crops of seed of Incar-
villea, it would be interesting to know what
insects, if any, are instrumental in the pollina-
tion of the flowers; I gay "if any " because the
flowers may be self-fertilised. I shall be glad to
see any speoimens of bumble bees or other in-

sects that may be caught visiting flowers of this
plant (any species) during the coming season, and
to report on same in due course. Care should be
taken to capture every insect seen, as there may
be seveial species of bumble bee (for example)
involved in the process. C. Nicholson, 35, The
A finite, Hale End, EA.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OP IRELAND.
April 13 and 14.—The spring show of the

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland was held

by permission of the Earl of Iveagh, K.P., in

the glass-roofed stable yard of Jiis lordship's

Dublin residence. Notwithstanding that the

number of entries was fewer than the average,

the building was well filled with exhibits of

good quality, and spring flowers showed up ad-

mirably "under the Ivy-festooned roof. At the

entrance was an extensive and finely-staged

stand of Darwin, early Dutch, and other Tulips

exhibited by Messrs. Robertson's Bulb Farm
Co., Ltd., Rush, Co. Dublin, for which the

Society's bold Medal was awarded.
_
The firm

also allowed a collection of seedling Narcissi in-

cluding many of distinctively high merit. A
pretty and tastefully arranged group of plants

and flowers set up by Messrs. Chas. Ramsay
and Son, of the Royal Nurseries, Ballsbridge,

and Nassau Street, Dublin, also received a Gold

Medal. Richmond, Liberty, Sunburst, Melody,

Molly Sharman Crawford, and other Roses were

shown well in loose sprays, as were some of

the newer varieties of perpetual Carnations;

Columnea kewensis on this stand found many
admirers. In the non-competitive section was a

new seedbng Veronica, V. Headfortii, shown

by Mr. W. E. Trevithick, gardener to the Mar-

quis of Headfort (President of the Society),

Headfort House, Kells, Meath. The plant has

clear blue flowers and is quite distinct in its

much branched flower sprays; it was highly

commended by the judges. For a group of well-

grown Cineraria stellata Mrs. Robertson, Her-

mitage, Dundrum (gr. Mr. C. Kemptonj, «*

Bronze Medal was awarded. Mrs. Digges La
Touche (gr. Mr. Fleming) contributed a table

of shrub flowers, including Rhododendron,

rhombicum, R. barbatum, R. Wallichii, R.

Augustinii, and R.. Loderi; Ribes viburnifolia,

Pittosporum Buciiananii, and Eucalyptus

pulverulenta ; the last flowers the winter through

at Kilmacurragh, Wicklow. A fine collection of

the choicer Daffodils in fifty varieties, set up

in fives, exhibited by a friend of the Society

to help out the one weak section of the show,

fulfilled its purpose admirably.

In the competitive Daffodil classes Mrs. Butler,

Priestown, Meath, won tihe Lord Ardilaun Chal-

lenge Cup with thirty distinct varieties. Mr.

J. Lionel Richardson, of Waterford, who held

the 'Cup for several years, purported to try his

luck at Birmingham. Mrs. Butler won nine

first prizes in the Daffodil section.

Displays of hardy flowers were outstandingly

good : the best collection of twenty-four hardy

(lowers (shrubs not excluded) in the class for

the challenge cup presented by Mr Geo.

Mitchell, was shown by Capt, Riall, D.L., Old

Conna Bray (gr. Mr. T. Webster). This ex-

hibit included fine bunches of Drimys Winten,

Rhododendron arboreum, Cestrum elegans, Em-

bothrium coccineum, and Dendromecon rigida^

The Marquis of Headfort was placed second

and 'Mrs. Raymond Stephenson, Cranford, Still-

organ Road,' Dublin (gr. Mr. M. Buggle),

third In the similar class for twelve vases the

winners were Wm. Robertson, Esq., Hermitage,

Dundrum (gr. Mr. C. Kempton), Mrs. McEn-

nerv Dalguise, Monkstown (gr. Mr. W. Taylor),

and* 'Mrs. Rutherfoord, Foxrock, Co. Dublin:

the first prize in the smaller class for six vases

was won by F. V. Westby, Esq., D.L., Roe-

buck Castle, Dundrum (gr. Mr. F. Simmons).

For a collection of twelve hardy shrub flowers

competing for the prizes given by Messrs. Wm.
Watson and Sons, Ltd., Ki'lliney Nurseries, KU-

lmey, the results were: 1st., the Hon. A. E.

Guinness Glenmaroon, Cbapelizod (gr. Mr. W.
Stevens

;' 2nd, Capt. Riall; 3rd, Major Kelly.

Montrose, Donnybrook (gr. Mr. J. McDermott).

A similar class for nine vases, the prizes pre-

sented by H. E. Richardson, Esq., found one

exhibitor in Mrs. Digges La Touche, who was
awarded the first prize. In a new class for six

trusses of Rhododendrons, distinct, some of the

pure eipecies were very noticeable. Mr. G.

Vaughan-Hart, Waltersland, Stillorgan, was

placed first, Mr. F. V. Westby second, and

Capt. Riall third. There was only one exhibit

in the class for twelve Roses, distinct. The ex-

hibitor was Mr. E. D'Olier, Knocklinn, Bray
(gr. Mr. Glover), who had superb blooms of

Mme. Abel Chatcnay, Lyon Rose, and White
Maman Cochet, and they were as good at the

close of the show as when first set up. The class

for Polyantha-Pnmrose in twelve vases, made
quite a "bright display, the winners being Mrs.

Butler, Mrs. McEn'nery, and Major Kelly.

Capt. Riall was the only exhibitor of twelve

single or double Primroses, and he was awarded

the 1st prize.

Alpines were not strong, the cup in the pre-
_

mier class being withheld, and there was no
'

exhibit in the trade cup class. For twelve pots

or pans Mrs. Butler was placed first, and Mrs.

Howard Guinness, Chesterfield, Blackrock (gr.

Mr. R. Morgan), second.

Mrs. McEnnery had the best six plants of

Primula obconica, Freesias, Richardias, and the

best six table plants. Major Kelly won 1st

prizes for six Azaleas 1

, Schizanthus and Mignon-

ette respectively. Three Deutzias were best

shown by Mr. F. V. Westby.
In the class for a collection of bulbous or

tuberous rooted plants on a table 8 ft. by 4 ft.,

the prizes presented by Messrs. W. Drunimond
and Sons, Ltd., a capital exhibit was set

up by Major Kelly, who had no competitor.

This gentleman excelled in the classes for six

pots of double Tulips and twelve Hyacinths,

single, distinct. For six pots of Hyacinths, in

threes, the prizes presented by Messrs. M.
Rowan and Co., the 1st prize was won by Mr.

R. Best; 2nd, Mr. T. Ray.

Fruit was represented by Apples only, Mr.

D'Olier (having the best dish of five varieties

;

2nd Lord Cloncurrv, Lyons, Hazlehatch, Co.

Kildare (gr. Mr. W.'Hall).

Showing fine heads of April Queen, Lord Clon-

curry won 1st pme for Broccoli ; 2nd, Miss Cun-

ningham, Trinity Hall, Rathmines, Dublin (gr.

Mr. J. McLindon). For three Cabbages, Major

Kelly was placed first. Lettuces were shown

best by Capt. Riall, Onions by the Loretto

Convent, and Parsnips by the Loretto Convent.

For twelve tubers of new Potatos, the prizes

presented by J. E. Geoghegan, Esq., Lord Clon-

curry was first and L. A. W. Wright, Esq.,

Coolcarrigan, Co. Kildare. 2nd. For o'.d Potatos,

the prizes presented by J. E. Geoghegan, Esq.,

Mr. R. Best was first and Mr. Wm. Robertson

2nd. Otlher prize winners in this section were

Lord Cloncurrv, for Rhubarb, with "The Sut-

ton." Mrs. Tisdall for Seakale, and Mrs. H.

Guinness for Turnips.

For a collection of vegetables, six distinct

kinds, the prizes presented by Sir Jas. W.
Mackey, Ltd., Dublin, Lord Cloncurry was an

excellent first; 2nd, the Loretto Convent. In

the smaller class for a collection of six distinct

kinds, not open to exhibitors in the previous

class, the first prize was won by Mrs. Tisdall,

2nd, Mrs. McEnnery, 3rd, Mr. Wm. Rob-

ertson. To the winner of the most prizes in

the vegetable classes. Sir Jas. W. Mackey, Ltd.,

presented special prizes to encourage vegetable

growing.

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.

At a general meeting of this association held

at the Imperial College of Science on April 22

Sir David Prain presided.

The first paper read was by Mr. W. A.

Millard, of Leeds University, on "Green Plant

Matter as a ' Decoy ' for Actinomyces scabies in

the Soil." Since the work of Gillespie it has

been accepted that ordinary scab in Potatos

is correlated with a certain degree of acidity

in the soil. In the light of experimental re-

sults extending over several years this hypo-

thesis was severely criticised. Mr. Millard des-

cribed his own very interesting researches in

which he found that both under controlled ex-

perimental conditions in the laboratory and on

a field scale the organism causing the disease

grows luxuriantly on green plant matter such

as cut grass, and not upon Potatos with which

it is in contiguity. So true is this that a field

grass manured in this way, gave a clean crop,
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whilst the tubers in the control portion were
badly scabbed. The facts are there, but the
difficulty is to explain them, and after con-
sidering various hypotheses, Mr. Millard has
formulated the theory that the green plant
matter acts as a "decoy," the Actinomyces grow-
ing upon this pabulum in preference to Potatos.

The paper naturally aroused a great deal of

discussion, in which Professor V. H. Blackmail,
Mr. F. T. Brooks, Dr. Paine, Mr. Brierley, Dr.
Butler, Professor Farmer, Mr. Hutchinson, and
Dr. St. John Brooks took part.

Mr. Richards, of the Rothamsted Experiment
Station, then read his paper on "The Action
of Bacteria and Protozoa in Conserving the
Nitrogen in Sewage." A brief account was
given of the activated sludge process by which
the nitrogen in sewage is increased from two
per cent, to from five to seven and one half

per cent. Intense aerobic treatment is the
essence of this process, and the additional nitro-

gen is not derived from the air but from
ammonia released by the decomposition of the
urea in the original sewage. This decon.posi-
tion is entirely dependent upon the protozoa
and bacteria present in the sewage. Working
in conjunction with Mr. Cutler, the head of

the Department of Protozoology at Rothamsted,
the author estimated the dry matter of the or-

ganisms present to be about twenty per cent.,

and on this basis the recoverable nitrogen from
the bacteria and protozoa in experimental re-

sults is about eight per cent., this being a
remarkably close approximation to the seven,

and one half per cent, in the total activated
sludge. The sewage after treatment possesses
very valuable nvanurial properties, and slides

were shown of various Rothamsted experiments
illustrating these values. The paper was dis-

cussed by Mr. Cutler, Dr. Paine, and Mr.
Bruce

It is very interesting to note the manner in

which protozoology, until recently one of the
purest and most academic branches of biologi-

cal science, has almost suddenly leapt into the
very front rank of those having an intimate
relation to human welfare. The place of proto-
zoa in causing human disease is now well re-

cognised
)
but their importance in agriculture is

yet something new. The Rothamsted Experi-
ment Station perhaps alone contains a depart-
ment of soil protozoology, and here investiga-

tions carried out with other departments of 'bio-

logical science, physics and chemistry are throw-
ing a flood of new light upon questions of soil

fertility. In these days when the world's, popu-
lation is too great for the food supply, and for

this country particularly
J
where during the lean

decades to come every ounce of food must be
conserved, it is an inhuman thing that such
researches should be starved and crippled on
the score of economy—it is a policy of penny
wise and foolish to untold pounds.
A third paper was read by Mr. Wiltshire on

"The Methods of Infection of the Apple-canker
Fungus." This fungus may invade Apple trees
either through, pruning wounds, through the
lesions made by woolly aphis, or the old scars of
scab fungi, through growth cracks or frost and
hail wounds, or finally through the leaf scars. It
is to this last channel of infection that the
author attributed by far the greatest impor-
tance. The method of such attack was des-
cribed in relation to the different susceptibili-
ties of the several varieties of Apple. Infection
takes place both during autumn and spring, and
cankering is usually rapid. The possibility of
preventing infection by disinfecting the leaf
scars -by fungicides was discussed and results
of preliminary trials at Long Ashton recorded.
Mr. Grabb, Mr. Salmon and Mr. Cotton con-
tributed to the discussion on this important
paper.

READING GARDENERS.
At the last fortnightlv meeting of the winter

session, held in the Abbey Hall, on Monday
April 11, the subject for the evening was
" The Bottling and Sterilisation of Fruit. " This
was introduced by Mr. C. Moulton. the Gardens,
Kookwood, who gave a most practical lecture on
this important subject. He said that by means of

bottling excellent fruit might be had throughout
the year.

A splendid competition took place in two
classes for Daffodils, and the results were as

follows :—3 vases, 3 distinct varieties, 12 blooms
to a vase, 1st, Mr. H. C. Loades, The Gardens,
Erlegh Park (six entries) ; 2nd, Mr. F. Towns-
ind, The Gardens, Hillside; 3rd, Mr. J. Wynn,
The Gardens, Hammonds, Checkendon. One
vase, mixed, 12 blooms, 1st, Mr. J. Wynn

;
2nd,

Mr. E. J. Dors, 80, Liverpool Road, Reading;
3rd, Mr. H. Reeves, The Gardens, Broadfield,
Reading.
Mr. A. H. Fulker, The Gardens, Elmshurst,

was granted a First-Class Certificate of Cultural
Skill for large plants of seedling Polyanthuses
carrying numerous and large masses of blooms.

It being hospital night a magnificent lot of
flowers were contributed by the members and
a collection was taken in the room on behalf
of the funds of the hospital.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT.

The monthly meeting of this society was
held in the R.H.S. Hall on Monday, April
11, Mr. Chas. H. Curtis, presiding. One new
member was elected. Six members were
allowed to withdraw interest amounting in all

to £19 13s. Od. One member withdrew
„£66 15s. 7d. from his deposit account, being
over 70 years of age, and the sum of £3 9s. 5d.
was paid to one lapsed member. The sick pay
for the month on tne private side amounted
to ,£42 7s Od. ; on the State Section to
£bh 14s. 9d., while raoternitv claims totalled
^10.
The trustees were empowered to invest

.£1,000. The Secretary stated that the society's

report and balance-sheets had been sent out
to all members, with the committee's personal
appeal, which it is hoped all members will act
upon. It was resolved that a dinner should
be held on the second day of Holland House
Show, July 6, 1921. and that Mr. George
Monro, be invited to preside, in the hope
that the horticultural trade will take a keener
interest in the society. Anyone wishing to be
present should notify the Secretary ; ladies
are especially invited.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
The monthly meeting of this society was

held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on
April 5, Mr. David King, President, in the
chair.

Professor Sir Isaac Bayley Balfour, Royal
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, gave a lecture.

illustrated by Lantern slides, on " Primulas,"
and he also exhibited a collection of the plants

in flower. The other exhibits were :—Collection
of Narcissi from Mr. W. Crighton, Morton
Hall, Midlothian (Awarded a Cultural Cer-
tificate) ; seedling Auricula Jean, exhibited by
Mr. Arnot, Corstorphine (awarded a Certificate

of Merit) ; Primulas, from Mr. W. G. Pirie,

Dalhousie; Lily of the Valley, Fortin's variety,

fiom Miss Ronaldson, Davidson's Mains; and
Wistaria, from Mr. Waj_ker, Mill-bank Gar-
dens, Edinburgh.

NATIONAL AURICULA (SOUTHERN
SECTION.)

April 26 and 27.—The annual show- of the
above Society, which was held in conjunction with
the R.H.S. meeting at Vincent Square, does not
augur well for the future of this section. The
exhibits were few and the number of the ex-
hibitors could easily be counted on the fingers 'of

one hand. We assume that there is a secretary
and a committee, but we cannot congratulate
them on their work. We were not alone in
failing utterly to find anyone in authority who
could give any information respecting rue
society, its aims, or its ambitions—if any. The
exhibitors' cards bore no indication as to the
requirements of the classes. The quality of
the principal exhibits was very satisfactory. 'The
Douglas Memorial Prize was 'awarded to J. T.
Bennett-Pde, Esq.

First-Class Cermficates.

Auricula Buokham Blue..—A very beautiful
rich Hue self of perfect form. Shown by Mr.
James Douglas.
Polyanthus Clarkson.—An exceedingly attrac-

tive large-flowered variety of dark maroon colour,
which is enhanced by a golden centre.
Polyanthus Fire King.—Also a large, free-

flowering variety. The colour is an uncommon
fiery-rose, with an orange centre. Both Polyan-
thuses were shown by Mr. G. W. Miller.
Mr. James Douglas" was the principal ex-

hibitor in the classes for Auriculas, both of the
show and alpine sections. He won first prizes
for collections of 12 and 6 show Auriculas and
4 first prizes for single plants. His choicest
varieties were Fiery Cross, Wm. Smith, Aviator,
Truro, Grasmere, and Bookham Blue. The best
12 fancy and 12 and 6 alpine Auriculas respec-
tively were also shown bv Mr. James Douglas,
whose plants of Fantasie, Stella, Admira-
tion, Claud Halcro, Glow, Argus, and Miss
Crowther were admirable. This exhibitor also
won two first prizes for specimen alpines.

J. T. Bennett Poe, Esq., was first for 4
alpines in the amateurs' classes, and second with
6 show Auriculas in the open classes. The best
6 alpines in the amateurs' classes were from
Mrs. Groves, who was second with 4 alpines.
In the classes for Polyanthuses and Primroses,

Mr. G. W. Miller had matters all his own
way, and was awarded the first prizes for very
attractive exhibits. Of his Polyanthuses, Golden
Gem, Joe and Brightness were particularly good.
Mr. Miller was also awarded first prize for the
only collection of Auriculas and Polyanthuses.
Premier cards were awarded to Wm. Smith as

being the best show Auricula, and to Fantasie,
fancy Auricula; both were shown bv Mr James
Douglas.
Noncompetitive exhibits of Auriculas were

shown by Mr. James Douglas and Messrs.
Lowe and Gibson.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientific Committee.

April 26, 1921.—Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A., V.M.H., in the chair; Messrs. J. Eraser'
W. E. Ledger, G. Wilson, W. Hales, and F. J.
Chittenden (hon. sec).
Pyrus hybrid.—Mr. J. Fraser showed a

hybrid Pyrus which he had collected on Leather-
head Downs and which he regarded as Pyrus
intermedia x P. Aucuparia.
Juniperus virginiana Galled.—Mr. C. J.

Lucas, of Warnham Court, sent shoots of Juni-
perus virginiana bearing numerous fruiting
bodies of the fungus Gyninosporangium con-
fusum which is perennial in the tissues of Juni-
perus and has a summer stage on Crataegus, etc.

Variegated Pelargoniums.—Mr. Hosking
showed examples of variegated, scented Pelar-
goniums with various types of yellowing of the
foliage all derived from one green type which
was produced at times upon the variegated
plants.

Albino Orchis mascula.—Mr. Gurney
Wilson showed a number of very fine spikes of
Orchis mascula and an albino form.
Fruiting of Prunus Pseudo-cerasus.—Mr.

P.rxvARD sent fruiting shoots of this Primus
introduced long since by the R.H.S., but now,
in the single form, exceedingly rare. The plant
had fruited at Maidstone under glass.

Fruit of Primus triloba.—A branch bearing
immature fruit of Prunus triloba came from Mr.
G. Lamb, of Hextable.
Aberrant Narcissus.—Mr. H. J. Chapman

showed an inflorescence of Narcissus in which
the flower had sprung from a stalk at an elbow
several inches distant from the base of the
plant.

TRADE NOTE.
From Messrs. Fisher. Son and Sihnn Slid

field, we have received some beautiful blooms
of the greenhouse Rhododendron Veitclrianum
and K. Veitcliianum laevigatum. These are
Interesting us well as beautiful, inasmuch as

the former was recently referred to iu these

columns as being very scarce.
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NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patfnt Applications.

j.9884.—R H. Crocker.—Gardening tools.

April 14.

11114.—J. Edmonds.—Machine for spraying
trees. April 16.

10979.—B. W. Fairest.—Implement for plant-
ing Potatos. April 15.

10073.—J. Kennedy.—Cultivating appliances.
April 12.

9939.—W. C. Avis.—Supports for flowers,

plants, etc. April 14

Specifications Published During April.
161514.—A. E. Jerram.—Driving gear for

lawn mowers.
160728.—A. E. Jerraim.—Lawn mowers.
160339.—S. Thoresen.—Apparatus for stump

pulling.
" 160350.—R. Maynard.—Land rolls, clod
breakers, and the like.

Abstract Published During April.
Tying Up Growing Plants.—Mr. Smith, of

Malt House, Wellesbourne. Warwickshire, has
recently been granted a patent, No. 145955, for
a novel adjustable clip for use in tying up
growing Lettuces, etc. It consists of an open
wire ring having ratchet teeth or trumps at
one end, with which a loop at the other end
is adapted to engage to lock the ring around
the plant. The loop is cranked outwards,
and, as each hump has a short, steep side, a
loop or ring may be formed in the wire to
facilitate hanging up or threading on a string.

The above list ij specially compiled for The
Gardeners' Chronicle by Messrs. Rayner and
Co., registered patent agents, of 5, Chancery
Lane, London, from whom all information
relating to patents, trade marks, and designs
can be obtained gratuitously.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*** Correspondents are requested to address all

• ommunications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.
Analysis of Fertilisers: B. H. You should
obtain frocu His Majesty s Stationery Ottice,

Storey's Gate, Westminster, SW.l., a ccpy
of the " Fertilisers Act," which we believe
costs 2d.. You may, however, find all the
information required in Leaflet No. 18 of
the Ministry of Agriculture, which may be
obtained post free by sending a request for
it on an unstamped postcard to tne
Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, Whitehall.

Apple Scab : M. W. The black marks are due
to a fungous disease, Apple scab, and not to
any insect. As a preventive spray with
lime-sulphur wash within ten days after the
fall of the petals, and again about three weeks
later. Lime-sulphur is sold as a concentrated
liquid, and for summer spraying needs diluting
at the rate of one part to 40 parts of water?
Apply as a fine mist ; do not drench the trees.
Use the specific at half-strength on. Cox's
Orange Pippin.

Bees Diseased: IF. A. II'. The latest theory
is that Isle of Wight disease is due to an
organism in the air passages and no cure has
yet been announced. To make quite sure it

would be well to disinfect the hives with a good
wash of strong disinfectant applied copiously
with a paint brush so that every crevice
is saturated, and then water the ground sur-
rounding the hives for a good distance with
the tame, and then apply hot lime and allow
it to slake, on the ground. The best- varieties
are Italian and Dutch as far as is known,
but the difficulty is to keep the strains
pure, and this can only be done by importing
new queens each year. We think you might
safely start in June if everything be well dis-
infected now and exposed to the sun before re-
painting.

Grafting the Orange: L li. It is not
essential that you should graft your Orange

tree in order that i' should bear fruit. As
the specimen is about 18 years old, it should
crop, provided it is grown in suitable con-

ditions. A very warm temperature is not
necessary, bit the trei> should receive plenty

of light, and the atmosphere should not be

stuffy. Grafting is necessary to obtain

superior fruiting varieties, and the methods
were described in Hard. Chrun., March 24,

1906. The Orange is usually grafted in the

tpring, a scion of the selected variety being
inserted on the stock in the same manner as

Apples are worked, only the graft has the
leaves present, the tree being an evergreen.

The plants should be grown in a close house
or frame, with plenty of atmospheric
moisture present whilst the stock and scion

are uniting and they should be shaded from
strong sunshine. Bind the stock and scion

securely, and cover the place of union
with grafting wax. If the pot can be
stood on a warm bed supplying bottom
heat during the operation, it will be an
advantage, as the movement of sap will be

freer.

Leather Jackets : 1'. S. The insect enclosed
was the larva of a Crane Fly or Daddy-long-
legs. This insect is a true fly and its larva
is a typical legless maggot, in this oase known
as a " Leather Jacket " from its tough
leathery skin. It is very resistant to any
treatment, such as applications of lime or
soot. The pest is typically a grass insect, and
its attack is an inheritance from the previous
grass field. It is impossible to control it en-
tirely this year, and it is bound to do a
fair amount of damage, but it is unlikely that
its depredations will continue seriously next
year, as most of the leather jackets will then
have disappeared. Much may be done, how-
ever, this year by suitable cultivation. The
conditions to aim at are a very firm subsoil
and a dust tilth on the surface. The firm
sub-soil prevents a free movement of the
grubs and a dry, dust tilth in hot weather will
kill any coming to the surface. Roll or tread
the ground firmly and. then ensure a couple
of inches of loose, dry soil on the surface by
hoeing.

Mixed Vinery : K. J. Your Alicante vines
must have received a check either from dry-
ness at the roots or unripened wood, as this
is one of the easiest of varieties to manage.
Nothing can be done now to the vines to in-

duce them to fruit this season. Keep the
borders well watered during the growing
season, and afford plenty of ventilation during
the autumn months. Stop the shoots at about
the sixth leaf and keep the laterals pinched at
one leaf afterwards, so that sun and light may
have free access to thoroughly ripen the wood
for next season's fruiting.

Names of Plants: A. N. 1, Rhododendron
Sesterianum ; 2, Coronilla Emerus ; 3, Pyrus
Halleana ; 4, Exoehorda grandiflora ; 5 and 6,
Spiraea sp. : 7, Ribes alpinum ; 8, Clematis
montana ; 10, Primus sinensis. The other
specimens were insufficient for identification.—D. H. D. Petasites fragrans.—W. S. Pitto-
sporum tenuifolium (P. Mayii of gardens).—

-

E. H. Spiraea Thunbergi.

Preservation of Wire-Netting: A, II'. P.
There are graphite paints sold for preserving
iron buildings. Painting the wire-netting
with one of these would answer better than
tarring as a rust preventive.

Tarring Vines: W. B. C. The tarring of
vines as a means of destroying mealy 'bug is

not a practice to be recommended, and in any
case it is now too late in the season to apply
any such dressing to vines. We are sur-
prised to hear that the application of
Gishurst Compound was ineffective, for w«
have found this preparation to be valuable.
When using it on dormant vines all the loose
bark should be removed and the Gishurst
Compound, having been dissolved according to
directions supplied by the makers, be
thoroughly worked into the vine stems, and
especially into the holes that are always

present on old vine spurs, for it is in such
iplaces that mealy bug lurks. For the
remainder of this season your best practice
will be to search the vines carefully at least

once every week, and to touch all the mealy bug
you discover with methylated spirit, using a
small paint brush. This will immediately
kill all the mealy bug you find. Paraffin is

not a safe insecticide foir this purpose, as by
its repeated use there is a distinct danger of
blistering the stems. Probably the most
certain method of eradicating mealy bug in

g'-asihousas is by fumigating with hydrocyanic
acid gas. This is best done in the winter while
the vines are dormant, though it may be
done during the season of growth. The gas
is a deadly poison

;
and extreme care must, 'be

exercised in its use.

Tomatos Failing : A. B. No parasitic
organism could be found on the specimen
received, consequently it is difficult to assign
any cause for the failure of the plants.

Vine Mites : L. B. The vine growths received
contain mites similar to those which attaok
Black Currants. These mites, known as
Eriophyes vitis, are a well-known pest of

vines in vine-growing countries such as France,
Germany, Italy and Switzerland. The winter
stage is passed in the rough bark and under
bud scales, the latter being a position common
in eriophyed n.ites. When the buds burst
mites of the next generation migrate to the
young leaves and cause characteristic small
galls, with the opening on the under-surfaoe.
The presence of the vine mites causes a con-
siderable check to growth, and they continue
year after year unless some control measures
are adopted. The most effective remedy is to

paint the vine stems with lime-sulphur at a
strength of one part of concentrate, specific

gravity 1.30, to three parts of water when the
pruning has been done, and just previous to

the bursting of the buds. Since tliis period
has now passed, the affected vines should be
fprayed with lime-sulphur at a strength of one
in forty. This will tend to check the trouble
for the present season, but it will be found
that the late winter treatment is the most
effective.

Violets Diseased: /. D. C. The plants are

affected with Violet leaf spot, caused by the

fungus Ascochyta violae. Very badly
diseased plants should be burned, and fresh

stock obtained from a new source, planting
them in ground as far away from the old

bed as convenient. The disease may be kept
in check by spraying the plants with potas-

sium sulphide at a strength of i oz. in 2

gallons of water. This specific turns white

paint black, and should not be allowed to

come in contact with painted woodwork.

Violets Failing : W. W. The failure of your
Violets is probably due to the poor condition

of the stock from which the Violets were
propagated. There was no fungous disease

present. We suggest that you obtain runners

from clean, healthy stock and plant in a

new situation where the soil is in good con-

dition.

Working Hours in Gardens in Cornwall and
Surrey : G. B. It is usual for Cornish

gardeners to start work at 8 o'clock and con-

tinue until 12 o'clock, then take 1 hour for

dinner, starting again at 1 o'clock and leaving

off at 5 o'clock—allowing the 20 minutes, not

more, for lunch. With respect to the garden

in Surrey, time for lunch should, in common
fairness, be allowed, and on the Saturday the

men should cease work at 3 o'clock, or

take it in turns to leave at 2 o'clock on
alternate Saturdays

—

i.e., one Saturday at 2

o'clock and the next at 4 o'clock. In the

Cornish garden the daily working hours could

be the same all the year round, as there is

more than 30 minutes difference in the time
compared with the garden in Surrey. It

should be borne in mind that in the Cornish
garden the gardener never needs to lose any
time, whereas the agriculturist does.

Communications Received.—S. M.—Anxious—0. G.—R. W. M.—T. B. O—J. 9. & Sons—J. 9.—
B. F. 8.—A. J. S.—C. H.—C. H. P.—A. B. L.
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AVCBIOE Mean Tempebatcbe for the ensuing- week
deduced from observations during the last fifty

years at Greenwich, 50.9.

iCIt'AL TEMPEB4TCBI :_
Gardeners' Chronicle office, 5, Tavistock Street,
Covent Gairden, London, Wednesday, May 11,

111 a.m.: Bar. 30.1; temp. (37°. Sunny*

Potassium
and

Plant Growth.

Although many experiments
have been made, all show-
ing that potassium salts are

essential to the normal
growth of plants, there is

still ample scope for further investigations
with the object of ascertaining the precise
i'1'li-cis which result from the lack of potash
salts in the soil. It is, of course, well known
that a deficiency of salts of potassium soon
makes itself apparent by a withering and
dying of the leaf-tips. It is also recognised
by growers that the presence of adequate
supplies of potassium salts in the soil helps
the crop to stand up better in dry weather
and may make the difference between success
and failure of a crop grown on light soil in

a dry year. This subject, of no less theo-
retical than practical importance, has been
investigated recently by Messrs. T. O. Smith
and O. Butler* with very interesting results.
They show that the effects of a defective
supply of potassium salts make their appear-
ance at a very early stage of the growth of
the seedlings ; in the case of Wheat (Blue
Stem within 13 days of germination. The
symptoms of potassium hunger were a (Irv-
ing of the tips and an irregular crinkling of
areas of the older leaves. Another symptom
manifest after i<) days from germination
was the absence of tillering (stooling-) which
was taking place in plants supplied with a
complete soil solution. The browning effect
usually attributed to a lack of potash' caused
l'\ degeneration of chlorophyll was not, how.
ever observed at ibis stage. After about
three weeks the plants grown in the absence
I "Relation ol Potaasium t.> Growth in Plants"

1921
"' ""'""'' y°l XXM N " CXXXTMI, Lpril,

of potash were analysed and the results com-
pared with those obtained from the analysis
of " controls " supplied with potash. It was
found that the total dry weight of the
potash-starved plants was more than five

times less than that of the " control
"

plants. It was also manifest that the tops
had suffered less than the roots—the former
weighing only some 4J times less than
the tops of plants grown in a potash-con-
taining medium. Similar experiments with
Corn (Zea Mays) gave similar results, except
that the check to growth was noticeable
rather less precociously in the plant lacking
potash than was the case with Wheat. Buck-
wheat, on the other hand, grown without
potash suffered complete arrest of growth on
the twelfth day, and whereas at that time the
plants possessed only one joint and one small
leaf, those supplied with potash had four
nodes, well-developed leaves, and were
coming into flower. A peculiarity in the
distribution of potash was observed in this

plant. Whereas in the case of Wheat and
Corn the tops and roots have approxi-
mately the same amount of potassium per
unit of dry weight, in Buckwheat the roots

of plants able to absorb potash are much
richer in potash than are the stems. It

would, therefore, appear that the reason
why the growth of Buckwheat deprived of

potash is even more puny than that of Wheat
and Corn is that it does not distribute

evenly the small traces which it is able to

get—the roofs taking far more than their

share. Equally instructive are the results of
the experiments carried out by Messrs.
Smith and Butler with a view to ascertaining
whether a plant deprived of supplies

of potassium in its early stages of

growth is able to recover when salts

of this element are supplied to it.

The experimental answer to this question
is an emphatic negative. After three days'
abstinence from potassium, a seedling plant,

though it may regain health, does not regain
its normal vigour even though it be supplied
with plenty of potassium salts, and its root

system in particular remains poorly devel-
oped. If the plant be subjected to six days
of potash starvation, subsequent additions of

potash to the medium in which it is growing
do not "cure" it, and the plant remains
stunted. It has usually been held that one
of the important uses of potash salts in the
plant is that of facilitating the distribution of

the sugar formed in the leaf and its act umula-
tion in storage organs. The experiments of

Messrs. Smith and Butler do not, however,
lend support to this view. A very curious
and interesting difference in behaviour of
Wheat and Corn seedlings was observed.
Whereas lack of potassium during the first

six days of its life resulted in the case of

\\ heat in a loss of 62 per cent, oi its weight,
Corn in this period showed no loss at all,

although it failed to develop properly if

potash was withheld for a longer period. It

looks as though as the authors point out

—

one of the roles of potassium is to enable
the plant to make some substance neces-
sary for growth, and that this substance
exists in greater quantity in the seed of

Corn than it does in that of Wheat. The
practical value of these observations scarcely

needs emphasis. Cultivators must take care,

il their -oil he one which is poor in potash,

to see this lack is made good before the
crop is sown, for otherwise their plains
may receive a check from which they are
not likely wholly to recover.

British War Cemeteries in France and Bel-
gium.—Considerable progress baa been made
with the formation of British war cemeteries
in France and Belgium, but much work is being

delayed owing to the difficulty of obtaining
gardeners. Ex-Service men who are qualified
gardeners or have had sufficient experience to
enable them to act as assistant gardeners are,
therefore, being sought to undertake the neces-
sary work. Applications, stating qualifications,
should be made, in the first instance by letter,
to the Secretary (Appointments Branch), Im-
perial War Graves Commission, 1, Lake Build-
ings, St. James's Park, London, S.W.I.

The Entertainment Tax and Horticultural
Exhibitions.—There appears to be some mis-
understanding as to the conditions under which
exemption from entertainments duty is granted
in respect of agricultural, horticultural, poultry
and rabbit shows. The Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries has been in correspondence with
the Commissioners of Customs and Excise in
this matter, and is informed by the Commis-
sioners as follows :

—
" All such shows as those

mentioned above are ' entertainments ' within
the meaning of the Finance (New Duties) Act,
1916, and therefore entertainments duty must
be paid unless the Commissioners of Customs
and Excise have granted a certificate of
exemption. Where it is desired to claim
exemption, an application must be made to the
Commissioners of Customs and Excise, Custom
House, London, E.C.3, not less than seven days
before the show. This application must tie

accompanied by copies of the rules, of the last

balance-sheet of the society, and of the pro-
gramme of the show. If a certificate of
exemption is not received before the show is

held entertainments duty must be paid, as

stated above. It may be added that, irrespective

of any other objection, exemption cannot be
granted if the proceedings include any
extraneous attraction, such as a band, sport,

fireworks, etc."

Floral Pictures at the Koyal Academy ol

Arts.—Flower lovers and lovers of garden and
flower pictures will be disappointed when they
visit this year's Academy, as the floral section

uf Art has been almost entirely omitted. How-
ever, among the oil paintings are some pleasing

works and in Gallery Xo. 1 may be seen a nice

rendering of Ageratum in a Chinese jar, by
Mr. Hay ward, and a study of wild Parsley

with crimson Scabious, by Diana Merton.
In the same room is a lovely cool picture of

white Water Lilies on a lake, the reflection

of trees in the pool being particularly restful.

Near it, in contrast, is a dazzling study

of the red Pelargonium—a flower much favoured

l>\ the artists this year—against a black and
white striped wall paper. No. 256 is a study

of Anemones, another flower much in evidence,

and is shown with a collection of different jugs.

There is also a pleasing study of rich orange
Zinnias and blue Delphiniums, by H. D'Arev
Hart. who shows another picture of these same
flowers, and a further work with Zinnias and

Scabious. We are told that No. 377 is a

stu.lv of "Flowers." but what the varieties

may be must be left to the imagination of the

viator, as the picture is composed merely of

patches of paint ! Next is a tea table study

with country flowers—Violas. Wallflowers and

Columbine, and near by is a pretty effect in

a garden, under a pergola, by Joseph Farquhar

boh, U A Uso exhibited is a lovely garden scene

with view of house, arches of Hoses, and her

baoeous border in the foreground—quite a fairy-

land. Above this charming work is a severe

study of Marigolds and Antirrhinums in a 1" al

ed vessel, with a string of beads on a

polished table. No. 403 shows a pale study

ol Narcissus and pink Tulips against an open

window, and there are also two groups oi Hoses

in Nos. 414 and 418, these two bj the same
artist. Another pale study is by Katherine

Clausen, and is composed of Jonquils on a

supper cloth, E, Sargent contributes a dish of

fruit, painted on so rough a surface that it

gives the effect of a tapestry, yet quite pleasing

111 colour and texture. We see Anemones again,

grouped with hooks and papers, in No
456, and once more in 467, this time with a
glittering globe reflecting the contents of the

room. Roses in a pewter urn on a Chinese

doth an- also in this gallery. Two strong
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works are shown by H. Davis Richter, one,
" Geraniums," displays these blooms in a rich

red mass, with curtain at the side and highly-

glazed pottery group behind. The same artist

contributes "Household Gods," a study of a

home interior with antique furniture, a glimpse

of a sunny drawing-room, and in the immediate
front a glittering bowl filled with masses of

Phlox. Other floral pictures are Paeonies in a

Wedgwood blue vase, old-fashioned flowers in

Chinese vases, mixed j;arden flowers in a pewter
pot, Cinerarias in copper jug, and Violas and
Achillea against a grey cord velvet ground

;

and a garden with clipped Yews, gravel walk,

and weeping standard Roses. In the water-

colour room there is not a flower picture repre-

sented, nor a garden. Two unfinished pencil

sketches washed in with colour of Aquilegia and
Columbine; a study of Blackberries with spider

on web; another of Plum blossom, and a rough
impression of heads of Phlox, are all that can

be seen of beauties from nowerland in this room.

Potato Growing in Queensland.—The average
yield of Potatos in Queensland is four to five

tons an acre. Much depends, of course, upon
the method of cultivation. At Woodstock, 22
miles from Townsville, North Queensland, land
specially manured for the crop last year yielded
si.c tons to the acre, as against only 2 tons
10 cwt. on adjoining land that had only 'been

treated in the ordinary way. The successful
fertiliser contained an adequate supply of
potash, and growers are this year profiting from
the experiment.

The fairchild Lecture—Dean Inge will de-
liver this year's Fairchild Lecture on the 18th
inst., in Shoreditoh Parish Church, under the
auspices of the Worshipful Company of Gar-
deners. Those intending to lie present are
asked to assemble in the Church Koom, ad-
joining Shoreditch Church, at 11.45 a.m., and
enter the church in procession. The church
is five minutes' walk from Old Street Tube
Station, and trams run from the station to the
church doors. Omnibuses from most parts of

I-ondon and trainee rs from Liverpool Street

stop near the church. Fairchild, a gardener
at Hoxton, in the reign of Queen Anne, left a
legacy to provide the sum of 20s. annually for
the preaching of a sermon in the Church of

St. Leonard, Shoreditch, on " The Wonderful
Works of God in the Creation " or " The
Certainty of the Resurrection of the Dead,
Proved by the Certain Changes of the Animal
and Vegetable Parts of tile Creation."

M. Emila Lemoine Honoured at Nancy—On
May 1 members of the Central Horticultural
Society assembled in the Town Hall of Nancy,
France, to pay honour to their honorary
secretary, Monsieur Emile Lemoine, head of
the famous Nancy firm of horticulturists. M.
Lemoine had recently been awarded the
honour of a Commandership of the Merite
Agrdcole, and it was decided to make the
bestowal of this honour the occasion of a
fete. Resides M. and Mme. Lemoine, there
were present MM. Duponteil, Prefect of the
Department of Meurthe-et-Moselle, who was
appointed to place on M. Lemoine's shoulders
the green and red scarf which betokened his
rank as Commander; the Mayor of Nancy; M.
Thiiion, a Vice-President of the Society; and
other notable members. Several speeches were
made, M. Thirion, who spoke last, dwelling
especially on the remarkable history of the
firm of Leinodne, founded exactly seventy years
ago, and on the achievements of the present
head of the firm, who entered it after a long
and vigorous educational preparation, and in-
fused new life into the business. He recalled
especially the world-famous Begonia Gloire de
Lorraine, of which probably millions of plants
were now in cultivation; the Lenioinei strain
of Gladioli; and the wonderful double .Lilacs

which originated in the Nancy nurseries. After
the speeches were finished and the scarf of
office bestorved, two interesting presentations
were made to Monarieur Len'oine—one, an
exquisite glass vase, ornamented with repre-
sentations of Montbretias. in honour of one of

the principal plants for which the firm is

famous, from the celebrated glass-manu-

facturer, Monsieur Damn, accompanied by a

very friendly letter; and the other, a table

of delicate marquetry work, a marvel of design

and execution, from the equally famous house

of Galle

Mr. Thos. Coornber —Mr. Thomas Coornber,

famous throughout the British Isles as a great

fruit-grower, and gardener at The Hendre,

.Monmouth, was born at East Grinstead, Sus-

sex, but he commenced his gardening career

as an apprentice at Crinionmogate, Aberdeen-

shire, where he stayed 4i years. He served

subsequently as journeyman at Knole Park,
Sevenoaks, and at Woburn Abbey, and as

foreman at Pencarrow, Cornwall, and tiendle-

sham Hall, Suffolk. After leaving Kendlesham,
he entered the service of Messrs. J. Veitch and
Sons, Chelsea, and later was recommended by

that firm as gardener to Lord Llangattock to

take charge of The Hendre Gardens, Monmouth.
After a period of 47 years he still occupies

that position, having served three employers

—

i.e., the first and second Lords Llangattock

and the Hon. Lady Shelley Rolls. As a young

MR. THOMAS COOMJIER, V.M.H.

man. Sir. Coornber set. out to become an

efficient practical gardener, but more particu-

larly a skilful cultivator of fruits and a writer

on gardening subjects. The first Lord Llan-

gattock afforded him the necessary facilities

for developing his cultural skill, and sub-

sequent! v he obtained his first engagement as

a writer when he was invited to contribute

the calendar article on " Fruits under Glass
"

for 7'he Gardeners' Chronicle, in 1884. Since

then Mr. Coornber has been a frequent contri-

butor to these pages, and his writings have

appeared in The Gardeners' Magazine and

77it- Harden. Mr. Coomiber's success as a culti-

vator- of fruits has been demonstrated many
times at exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural

Society and the Royal Botanic Society, and at

the Alexandra Palace, and he has won many
substantial prizes in addition to numerous gold

and silver medals. He staged his first exhibit

at South Kensington, when he was placed

second to Mr. Colman for Black Hamburgh
Grapes. His most recent exhibit consisted of

twenty-six fine Queen Pineapples shown at

Holland House Show in 1913. for which he was
awarded a gold medal by the R.H.S. It is of

interest to observe that these twenty-six fruits

were cultivated in a pit that contained only

thirty plants. He obtained a gold medal from

the R.H.S. in 1899 for an exhibit of sixty

dishes of Apples and Pears, but he considers

his best collection of fruit was the one staged
at the Healtheries Exhibition at South Kensing-
ton. This consisted of twelve dishes, and tor

it he was awarded first prize. For many years
Mr. Coornber has been a member of the R.H.S.
Fruit and Vegetable Committee, and in 1910
he was a recipient of the Victoria Medal of

Honour in Horticulture, a fitting reward for

his long and able services in the cause of

horticulture. Mr. Coornber is highly esteemed
j

by all who have the pleasure of his friendship, I

and there are many young men occupying high
[

positions in the horticultural world who owe I

much to the training received under him at I

The Hendre.

Lincolnshire Potato Show.—A Potato exlmbi- i

tion will be held at Spalding, Lincolnshire, on |

Tuesday. November 1. The provision for an
j

exhibition cf this kind is meeting a long-felt

want in this inipcitant Potato-growing county, I

and the project is already being taken up
j

with enthusiasm by local farmers and growers,
j

The committee appeals to firms and growers
|

outside the county to support the show. Com-
munications should be addressed to Mr J. C.

Wallace, The Agricultural Institute, Kirton,
j

near Boston, Lincolnshire.

The late M. Edouard Andre's Library.—Our
readers who are interested in old garden litera- I

ture, may like to know that the very extensive |

library of the late M- Edouard Andre, the

eminent French landscape gardener, has been
acquired by Messrs. Dulau and Co., Ltd.. of

34-36. Margaret Street. Osford Circus. W.l, and
|

is being offered for sale by them. Their cata-

logue No. 88. in which are the titles of many
]

rare and valuable works that do not ofteml
appear in the market, contains 3.017 items.

Regent's Park.—In reply to a request by

Viscount Curzon, in the House of Commons, on
|

Tuesday last, for facilities for tennis in the Royal
j

Parks, Sir J. Gilmour stated that the general i

pi licy of the Office of Works was to remove
j

rather than increase enclosures, and that it had
|

just been decided to throw open eight acres of
\

lend in Regent's Park from which the public !

had hitherto been excluded.

Linnean Society.—The Anniversary Meeting of
j

the Linnean Society of London will be held at
j

Burlington House, Piccadilly, on May 24. at
j

3 p.m. The proceedings will include the election

of Council and Officers for the ensuing year, the

presentation of the Society's Linnean Gold
|

Medal, and the delivery of the presidential
j

address.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years
Ago.

—

Gardeners' Troubles. I once saw a

London housekeeper, who had the arrangement
of a large dessert at a private fete, cut a hole

in the crown of a fine Melon, and then she
|

cut a shoulder off a fine bunch of Grapes,

and stuck the piece into the hole in the Melon,
j

thus disfiguring two handsome fruits to make
[

one ugly monstrosity. Nor is it Grapes alone

that suffer from the prigging propensities of

the persons I am alluding to ; for many a

time the finest Peach, Plum, or Pear graces

the housekeeper's cupboard instead of t he

master's table, for which it was intended.

Having seen some service in gentlemen's

families. I can speak from experience on tins

subject, and, therefore, so far as may be to

prevent such practices, I would suggest that

gardeners be in all families authorised to dish

up their own fruit. Not that I would sanction

the interference of dessert, which is strictly

the housekeeper's province; I would merely

allow him to place upon tire dishes all the

fruit of his own producing which the house-

keeper might require to make up such dessert.

This arrangement would prevent many heart-

burnings, and would enable gentry to see their

fruit in the state in which it ought to appear.

Visitator. 'Gard. Citron.. May 16. 1846.

Publications Received.— .4 Bool about tlir i

Bee. Bv Herbert Mace Hutchinson and Co.,

Paternoster Row, E.C. Price 4s. net.

A Han Iboolc of the British Li'-heus. Bv Annie

Lorrain Smith. British Museum (Natural
'

History'*. Cromwell Road. S W.7. Price 6s. 6d.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Diseases of Market Garden Crops in America.

With the present world shortage of food and
the increasing importance of agriculture, the
appearance of an up-to-date book from U.S.A.
is of interest to plant pathologists and growers.

The most recent is Diseases of Truck Crops
and their Control, by J. J. Taubenhaus.*
Trucking is a form of intensified farming,

the soil being made to produce crops the
whole year round.

The took is divided into four parts, the
first of which is demoted entirely to the con-

ditions under which a healthy plant grows,

with a discussion on abnormal or sick soils

.and their methods of treatment. The author
distinguishes two kinds of sick soils—those

which \re physically or chemically so consti-

tuted as to have a detrimental effect on the
Activity of the soil flora, and those which are
overrun by organisms directly parasitic on the
plants grown in that soil.

The bacterial flora of the soil receives special

attention in order to show that its fertility

is intimately connected with the kind and
numbers of bacteria present.

Part II deals with the healthy host and its

requirements, and from this proceeds to the

causes of diseases in crops.

Part III deals with the specific diseases of

truck crops in detail, and occupies two-thirds

of the whole book. The arrangement of

grouping the crop plants together by their

botanical affinities allows the author to take
full advantage of the fact that nearly related

plants often suffer from the same diseases.

Clear descriptions of the symptoms by which
the various diseases may be recognised and
their methods of control are given in non-
technical language which can easily be under-
stood by the grower. Brief scientific charac-
terisations are necessarily included in the dis-

cussions as to the cause of the disease

;

these will be more appreciated by the student

and plant pathologist.

Part IV. contains an account of the general

methods of control of crop diseases, and in-

cludes a short account of the various insecti-

cides and fungicides. A short but useful

chapter on the treatment of fence posts con-

cludes the volume. An efficient glossary of

the technical terms used is appended,
The volume is profusely illustrated with

drawings and photographs, which show clearly

the various points referred to, but there is a

tendency for some of the drawings to be a

trifle sketchy. Many of the plates, too, are

inolined to be overcrowded with figures and
photographs, but this was probably unavoid-

able in attempting to cover such a wide field

in one volume.

THE FUTURE FORM OF THE FREESIA

FLOWER.

A discussion on the future form of the
t'reesia flower should be of great practical in-

terest. The coloured Freesia is a very new-
i comer into the world of garden flowers, and at

the present time its evolution is incomplete.
My first acquaintance with it was at the Jubilee

I Exhibition at Haarlem, in 1910, when the firm
of C. G. van Tubergen. Junr. , of Haarlem,
staged a group of novelties. Since that time Mi-.

Thomas Hoog. who, I believe, was foster-father
of the van Tubergens, and others have given
us many more varieties, and we are now in a
position of having to pick and chosa
between them. Just as " gardening finely

"

only comes when there are times of
peace and plenty. so it seems to be)

ordained that when certain flowers are taken
from their wild state, where all their time is,

as it were, taken up with the struggle
for existence, and placed where there is no longer
the need for such a strenuous life, they take

l * Dsneases of Truck Crop* ,i«,/ their Control, hv
J. J. TiHih-nliaiiK. Ph.D. v.. P. Dutton and Co., New
lors. :•;,.

on new shapes and sizes which entirely revolu-

tionise their race. The Freesia in glass-houses

finds life easy, and accordingly what might have
been anticipated has taken place. In what
follows, 1 will confine myself to the discussion

of size and shape. What type or types of blooms
are raisers aiming at? lo answer it another
question must be asked, " What use are we
going to make of the Freesia ? What do we
want it for?

"

I may be wrong, but I do not fancy com-
mission agents would call the Freesia an ideal

plant to grow for the cut flower trade, although
doubtless hundreds of thousands of the old
refracta alba are sold in a season ; but time,

hybridising and selection can work wonders, as

we may easily see by looking round. Take,
for example, the Dahlia, Sweet Pea, and the

Snapdragon. We are already getting all shapes
and sizes of Freesias, and which among them
all are we to select as our best type ? The
growers of cut flowers can well take care of

themselves, and it needs no prophet to say
that the type that will best suit them will be
that of the round and partly-closed looking
flower—like Apotheose, which is illustrated in

working for it they were working for their
ideal ; and, further, that this lady would not
have taken the trouble to send them across the
ocean if she did not think very highly of them-
Those who know her book, The Well Con-
sidered Garden, will know that she is a woman
of taste in floral matters, and that no one goes
very far wrong who is content to follow her
lead. With regard to size, I think it will be
a very easy matter to overdo it. A flower is

too big when it offends our sense of fitness. I

fear in many of us this sense is lacking, anc
we do not see the least incongruity in trying,

to make Violets into Pansies. Be this as it

may, probably all who have raised any quantity
of seedlings will have found a few come witi*

much smaller blooms than the ordinary, and tha»
they do not grow so tall. I want to put i\

a plea for their lives. Our first thought on
seeing them is to destroy them, but a casual
remark from a friend made me save three or

four of my own and try them in four and five

inch pots. I have a white and two yellows of

different shades. The white, which seems tc

suggest Jessamine, is particularly pleasing.

These small fry may or may not "take on";

Card. Citron., March 26, 1921 (Fig. 64),—and
which received an Award of Merit from the

R.H.S. on March 8. This award is only a
straw, but it seems to show the direction the

wind is blowing, especially when these attributes

are combined with large size.

If, however, we are to consider the niche
which the coming Freesia can best occupy to be
that of a pot plant for the ornamentation of our
homes and cur glasshouses, and of a cut flower

which must be home-grown if we are to have
it at its highest beauty, then we must encourage
a different type altogether. I refer to the open
and looser bloom of which the illustration in

Fig. 100 is an example. To me and almost all

the visitors who see my collection of seedlings

this is far the most pleasing type for pots and
we are decidedly of the opinion that it is the
same when Freesias are used as cut flowers in
vases. The bloom show-s itself so much better,

and seen either full face or sideways it looks
far more graceful.

With regard to shape it is a striking fact

that in a batch of seedlings raised by two
enthusiastic amateurs in the States, some of
which were sent me last autumn by Mrs. Fran-
cis King, at leas? 95 per cent, are of this open
and loosely buihT type. I argue that these men
must have worked for this end, and that in

Fig. 100.

—

an open-flowereh type

or FREESIA.

nevertheless, I feci bound to mention them when
we ait- considering the possibilities of the

future. My object in penning these lines is to

put in a good word for the flatter, more open
and moie loosely built flower, while the Freesia

is yet in an unstable condition. The magnet

of the cut flower market is very powerful,

but its ideals are not always the most beautiful.

Packing is a stubborn fact, which cannot be
got over. The round, partly closed bloom is a

necessity if Freesias are to go on holding bheil

own in the cut flower trade. Some may prefer

them for growing in pots and to use as cut

Mowers, and I would not for one moment like

this type to die out. Joseph Jacob.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to C. A. Cain, Esq., J. P.,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Vegetable Marrow.—Marrows raised from
seed sown as previously advised and grown on

in pots or frames are producing plenty of male
and female flowers. At. this season of the year

it is necessary to pollinate the blooms. Choose
midday for this operation, when the pollen is

dry. Seeds of Vegetable Marrows to produce
the main crop in the open may now be sown.

Sow the seeds singly, or place two or three in

a 5-inch pot and germinate them in gentle

warmth. As soon as the plants have made two
rough leaves they should be hardened off in

cold frames in readiness for planting out-of-doors

early in June.'

Scorzonera.—Seeds of Scorzonera may be
sown now; if sown too early the plants are apt
to run to seed. Choose an open situation for

this vegetable, and ground that has previouly
been manured for another crop. Scorzonera.
like Salsify, enjoys a rich soil, but it should
not be newly manured. Sow the seed in drills

made 1 foot apart and thin seedlings to

about the same distance in the row.

Tomatos.—Plants intended for fruiting in the
open should be kept growing steadily in gent If

warmth. Should the; weather turn warmer
at nights they may soon be transferred to cold
frames with a view to planting them out-of-
doors in a sheltered position about the first

week in June. Plants fruiting under glass in

pots need a stimulant to keep them in a
healthy condition : top dress the plants with
rich compost and feed the l'oots with diluted
liipiid manure or with a concentrated fertiliser.

Potatos.—The planting of all main crop
Potatos should now be completed. Protect
Potatos planted early on borders or in the open
by earthing over with soil whenever there are
signs of frost at night. Many were induced by
the early season to plant all types of Potatos
much too early, and as a result in many cases
the tops have been blackened by the severe
frosts experienced in April. Potatos in clamps
should have all the shoots removed, for if these
are allowed to grow to any considerable length
the tubers will greatly deteriorate in cooking
qualities, and will go black after boiling.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. 0. I'ai.mer Mobs-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Lilium.—Lilium auratnm and L. lancifolium in
variety need plenty of light, and should never
be allowed to suffer from want of water. The
pots should be filled with good fibrous loam
made moderately firm, and the roots should be
given weak liquid manure once every week.

Tree Carnations—These Carnations, raised
from seed, require shifting into larger recep-
tacles. Use a rougher compost for this potting
than previously, and grow the plants in a cool,
airy house near to the roof-glass. The tops of
the shoots may be nipped out wiien the plants
attain a suitable height.

Cyperus alternifolius.—This is a splendid
plant, and may be propagated by severing the
heads from the stalks, drawing the leaves up-
wards, and placing a piece of raffia around .a. h
tuft. In the centre of a deep saucer of water
place a small pot containing the tufts which
should be pushed well down into the' water
The saucer should be placed in a warm propa-
gating frame, and the water always kept
to the level of the rim. The tops will soon root
in the water, and mav be potted off in the
usual way Cyperus may be grown from seed,
and good plants had in a few months. Cvperus
natalensis (syn. Mariscus natalensis)

'

is a
stronger grower than C. alternifolia

Double Primulas—These plants may now be
successfully propagated from side shoots. A
good method is to place a ridge of sand all

around the neck of the plant, and the young
shoots will root freely in a few weeks, when
they may be severed from the parent plant
and potted singly in small pots. Grow them
in a little warmth, with shade and a moderately
close atiw sphere. Seed of Primula sinensis may
be sown now. Place rough material over the
crocks in the seed pans, and on this finely

sifted soil pressed fairly firmly. Cover the
feed with a little fine soil, and place a sheet
of glass over each pan.

Hippeastrum The flower stems of Amaryllis
that have done flowering should be cut away
»nd the plants placed in moderate heat for a
time, before the pots are placed on their sides
to ripen the bulbs.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hidlii WlEBtN, Gardener to the Hon. If. 0.

Rothsohild. Alton Clinton, Tring.

Thinning Wall Fruits—That all kinds of

fruits would be benefited by being properly
thinned is evident; all would be increased both
in size and flavour; and although seldom prac-
tised, the thinning of Plum, Cherry, and Apple
crops would prove profitable. in favourable
seasons, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots set
in clusters upon the trees, and, if some are
not removed, they push each other off; but
this natural effort greatly exhausts the trees.
It is better, therefore, to commence the opera-
tion of thinning soon after these fruits are set,
removing those that are crowded, and reducing
each cluster of fruit, or where they are set too
thickly, to a reasonable number- The work of
thinning should not be completed at this early
period, as circumstances may occur, of which
there may be no foreknowledge, that may cause
a portion of the. crop to drop off. Reserve part
of the thinning for—a future operation in June,
and in some cases a final thinning in the be-
ginning of July. As a general principle to be
kept in view at each thinning, the largest and
best-formed fruits, and such as are most favour-
ably placed, should be retained; all others
should be taken off, unless upon those shoots
or parts of the tree where the crop may be
less abundant. In such cases a few of the less
handsome fruit may be left, which will improve
as they advance towards maturity. On healthy
and fully established trees the crop may be left
in a greater quantity ; but in the case of newly
planted trees, or on weak shoots even of healthy
trees, the fruits should be thinned considerably.
No general rule can be laid down as to the
space that each individual fruit should be
allowed; a variety of circumstances must always
be taken into consideration, such as the kind of
fruit, the size to which it attains, and the
health and state of the tree, but it is always
better to thin well, as the ultimate bulk of
fruit will not be decreased, while the quality
and flavour will both be improved.

Summer Pruning—The disbudding of Cur-
rants and Gooseberries is an operation but too
seldom practised, the benefit of which, how-
ever, cannot admit of a doubt, and when judi-
ciously performed the fruit is essentially bene-
fited, both in size and flavour. For tliis pur-
pose the young shoots that proceed from
the centre of the bushes, and also those from
the main branches should be moderately thinned
so as to admit the rays of the sun arid permit
air to circulate freely" through all parts of the
plant. It will also aid in maturing the shoots
intended for bearing the following vear.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

y Akthcb Buiaocz, Gardener to E. J. Withss, Eeq..

Oopped Hall, Epping.

Melons.—Before the fruits become very heavy,
support should be given them to prevent their
detachment from the stem. The best plan is

to use nets made for the purpose. When the
nets are secured to the wires, allow the weight
of the fruit to be borne by the net entirely

by releasing the growth that holds it to the
wire. Water should no longer be given after the
fruits show signs of colouring. To obtain the
full flavour of the fruit a free circulation of air
is of great importance.

Pot Peach Trees.—The fruits on these trees
are approaching the stoning stage ; they have
set remarkably freely, necessitating the removal
of the majority. Until, however, they have
passed the stoning stage, rather more fruit*
should be allowed to remain on the trees than
it is intended to retain finally. Directly they
have completed the stoning the fruits will start
swelling, and then the number that each tree
is intended to carry should be decided upon.
It is with reluctance that one feels compelled
to remove so many of these fruits, but unless
they are reduced to a reasonable number their
size will be very small. To determine the
number of fruits each tree should carry one
must be guided by the condition of the trees.

Well established specimens may carry two dozen
fruits, while others, not so capable of
bearing heavily, not more than a dozen. It

is imperative at this stage to give the trees
a stimulant until the Peaches approach ripeness.

Diluted liquid farmyard manure may safely be
given, while once or twice a week a teaspoonful
of Le Fruitier will be of the greatest assistance

to the trees.

General Remarks—The past few days of
brilliant sunshine followed by cold nights have
been trying to many things. Newly planted
Vines, Melons, and Cucumbers have shown a
tendency to flag, to prevent which a temporary
shading has been of great benefit.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J.j»h Oonrrs, Royal BotKnie Gardens, Kew

Climbers.—Climbing plants, and especially

those of a rambling character, will now require
attention in thinning and regulating the
shoots, for if they are neglected in this

respect they will "soon get in a hopeless
j

tangle. Clematis especially requires frequent •

attention, the shoots of these plants being
(

so brittle that much damage is done if any
i

attempt is made to disentangle them. These
|

climbers, and especially those of the Jack-

monii section, look best when they are allowed I

to ramble at will over rough supports, or

through the branches of small, thin-growing

trees. Climbing Roses on pergolas, fences, 1

and other supports should, when they need

it, have their shoots secured. Wichuraiana
Roses generally develop a mass of young
growths from the base, and some of the

weaker shoots should be drawn out, retaining

sufficient of the strong ones to furnish the

required space. Banksian Roses should be

pruned immediately they have finished flower-

ing.

Biennials — Such biennials a- Sweet

Williams. Canterbury Bells, Wallflowers,

Hollyhocks, and Dupinus polyphyllus, raised

from seeds, should now be sown, especially in

northern gardens, where they require a longer

growing season. In the south, the sowing of

many of them may be delayed until next

month. In the immediate neighbourhood of

London this applies especially to Wallflowers

and Myosotis, for, if they are too large and
overgrown, they fail to come through the

winter satisfactorily. In some parts of Lon-

don it is impossible to winter Myosotis at all,

unless quite small plants are used. Sweet

Williams and Canterbury Bells require a

rather long growing season to ensure strong

plants for putting out in the beds during the

autumn, and it is just as well to sow them

in boxes in cold frames. The other subjects

may be sown out-of-doors in ground that has

been well worked. The seed is usually sown

in drills drawn one foot apart. I prefer to

sow in drills drawn 18 inches apart, making

them the full width of the hoe. If the seed

is sown thinly in such broad drills the young
plants do not suffer much from crowding

before they are pricked out.
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. OOLLIEB, Gardener to Sir Jeeemiah Colm*!i, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Phalaenopsis.—Where a representative collec-

tion of these delightful Orchids is grown a house
is usually set apart for them, but where only a

few specimens are cultivated they are frequently
grown in a shady position in the ordinary plant

stove. Such species as P. amabilis, P.

Stuartiana, P. Schilleriana, and P. grandiflora

are the best known in gardens. Many of the
plants have passed out of flower and are becom-
ing active at their roots ; they should be afforded

fresh rooting materials each year. They may
be grown equally well either in shallow pans or

Teak -wood baskets; where the latter are em-
ployed and have become decayed the plant should

he taken out of the receptacle and a new one
substituted. In removing the plant first immerse
the basket for a short time in tepid water to

cause the roots to be more easily detached from
the wood, wash all the old compost from the
roots, and cut away all dead portions of the
plants with a sharp knife. Before placing the

plant in the basket half fill the receptacle with
Fern rhizomes for drainage. The roots should
then be inserted singly between the bars and a

mixture of chopped Sphagnum.-moss and
Osmnnda-fibre arranged between the roots until

it is level with the top of the basket, finishing

with a layer of living Sphagnum-moss. When
shallow pans are employed preference should be
given to those without side holes, and clean

crocks should be used for drainage. The plants

may either be suspended from the roof-rafters

or placed on the stages on inverted pots stood

in saucers of water. They should receive a

constant circulation of warm air, be well shaded
from the sun's rays during the summer, and
grown in a moist atmosphere. The surface moss
should he sprinkled each day with a fine rose

until fresh roots grow into the compost, after

which the latter should be given more .liberal

supplies of moisture. P. Rimestadiana is coming
into bloom and should not be disturbed at the

roots until after passing its flowering period.

Acineta.—Plants of A. iHumboldtii, A.
Barkeri, and A. chrysantha are developing their

inflorescences, and care should be taken that the
soil is not over- watered, as this frequently causes
the flower buds to drop. These plants are

similar in their habits of growth and flowering

to Stanhopea, and their cultural requirements
are very much the same. Any necessary atten-

tion at the roots should be afforded the plants

nfter they have passed out of flower, when new
growth will have commenced, Osmunda-fibre
ind Sphagnum-moss in equal proportions, with

some crushed crooks incorporated, form a suit

able rooting medium.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

ANEMONE BA1CALENSIS GRANDIFLORA.
Although grown in this country as early

as 1902, or earlier, this fine Anemone does not
seem to be recorded in other than botanical

publications. This seems somewhat strange, in

view of the large size and conspicuous character
of the flowers. The variety appeared at a recent
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society.
In general aspect it resembles a robust or con-
siderably enlarged A. sylvestris, but the colour
is less pure. The five sepals are White, more
or less shaded with rose on the back. The
blooms are produced singly, and measure 2-in.

across or more. The leaves are somewhat similar
to those of the better-known species, being once
divided on the tcrnate plan, and the lateral

lobes again bipartite. The plant has a wide dis-

tribution over temperate Asia, and should prove
suitable lor cultivation in this country, either in

'he herbaceous border or on large rockeries. The
flowers are suitable and effective in the cut
state

ERITRICHIUM NANUM.
It is seldom we see this plant at a public exhi-

bition, as it was at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Societv on April 26. It averages
two inches in height and closely resembles a

Forget-me not, particularly the dwarf form of

Myosotis alpestris named M. rupicola. Ihe
flowers are deep and bright sky blue, with
a pale yellow eye, and as they are produced
in very short cymes they stem to stud the ujjj

of a flat plant. The species is perennial, and
seems the only one that has been brought into
cultivation, although the genus is a large one
spread over the Old and New Worlds and in

Australia, but most numerous in species in South
America. The subject of this note is a native
of cold northern regions of Europe and Asia,
including the Alps of Europe, and always found
at high altitudes on the more southern Alps. This
is the chief reason that makes it difficult to
preserve for many years in Britain. It requires
a well-drained spot on the rockery, where the
soil never gets dried out in summer. Most people
who succeed in flowering it grow it in s nalil

pots in cold frames during the winter. ,/ /'.

Fig. 101.

—

lilium cvniudum in association
with rambler roses.

THE BULB GARDEN.
LILIUM CANDIDUM.

Of hardy bulbous plants Lilies are the most
beautiful, and among the many species L. can-
didum is, perhaps, the best known. For
some reason or other the Madonna Lily is

not everywhere a success, but where it does
flourish, no sight is more lovely than an arrange-
ment of this Lily and pink, rambler Roses (Fig.

101). Why Lilium candidiini fails to get estab-
lished in some gardens is not easy to understand
but experience has taught me that it thrives in

deep, sandy soil which, if moist, must not be
stagnant, and also that it resents frequent dis-

turbance. The wonderful displays of lliis Lily
sometimes seen in old cottage gardens lien out

my contention as It no! disturbing Hie plants

I have seen line eluiwps of il in such
gardens in Herefordshire in particular,

and no doubl there are others equallj
good elsewhere. Mr. W. Robinson makes
the pointed statement that it is difficult

to find even a miserable taft of this Lily in

many of our " show " gardens. Concerning
severaJ larse gardens I have known this is.

unfortunately, too true. C T . Amythill Park
(lardt ns,

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

THE CACTUS DAHLIA.
One wonders if progress in Cactus Dahlias

has been such as should satisfy us, seeing that
it was as far back as the early eighties that
Dahha Juarezii, which may be regarded as the
first of this type of the flower, was introduced
by Messrs. 11. Canned and Sons. It is all the
more to be wondered at considering that the
earliest varieties included Lady Penzance, a
lovely yellow Dahlia, which caused a sensation
when it was introduced by Metsrs. Kevnes,
Williams and Co. ; Beauty of Arundel, purplish
crimson; Mrs. Wilson Noble, coral red; both
introduced by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons; and
Beauty of Brentwood, which was sent out by
Mr. West. These sorts quickly followed the
introduction of Dahlia Juarezii. and although
it must be admitted that they all had very short
(lower stems, the blooms were held erect, and
this, unfortunately, cannot be said of the more
recent varieties. A few years later the first
white Cactus variety, Lord Roberts, was intro-
duced by .Messrs. .1. Stredwick and Son. and Wil-
liam Jowett. a brilliant crimson variety, also
originated in the Silver Hill Nurserv. Later,
Messrs. Keynes., Williams and Co. sent out
Gloriosa, a lovely scarlet variety, but considered
by experts at that time to have 'too broad florets.
Mary Service was another very pretty Cactus
variety of a shade of crimson. Then came a
craze for long, raarrowed-petalled varieties, and
numerous flowers of this type were raised, re-
gardless of the habit of the plant, with' the
result that Ave had such sorts as Dorothy Hawes
and Uranus, Avhich disappointed those who grew
them in gardens, for it Avas necessary to lift the
flowers up to see their beauty. If raisers had
kept, to the type represented by such sorts as
White Ensign, Mary Punier, Mrs. Forrester
1'aton, and Mrs. Charles Foster, we should have
had a far better class of Cactus Dahlias to-day.
It is to be hoped, however, now that the Royal
Horticultural Society, in conjunction with the
Rational Dahha Society, has organised a trial
of these beautiful flowers at Wisley to test their
value for garden purposes, also novelties selected
for award by a joint committee of the R.H.S.
Floral Committee and the National Dahlia
Society, we may expect to see better garden
vi ties forthcoming. />'. //. Holton, Crawhy

SPRING FLOWERS.
While the spring flowering subjects are in

bloom, the bedding plans for autumn planting
should be decided on. Any alterations or im-
provements in the present scheme should be
noted now, also the number of the various
plants required. When this is done one knows
exactly what quantities of each subject to pro-
pagate or order.

In planting sets of beds to a definite colour
scheme, no new subjects should be used without
a complete knowledge of their colour value and
general fitness for the scheme. Apart from
merely bedding arrangements, notes should bo
made on the suitability of the many beautiful
flowering trees and shrubs for the embellish-
ments of the pleasure grounds, noting where
exi ting plantings may, with advantage, be
extended, and selecting fresh sites for new or
•favourite plants. This class of plant is still

too much neglected for planting in gardens.
The in,i;i\ handsome Magnolias art arlj all

hardy, also many beautiful Pyroses such as
P. speotabilis, P. Scheideckeri and P. lion

bunda in several varieties. There are also
many fine Prunuses, including the many beauti
fill Japanese Cherries, And how seldom one sees
th lovely Prunus avium var fl. pi.- the double
form of our native Gear in gardens; it makes
a large tree, and produces its double while
flowers in wonderful profusion. There is a
wealth of other beautiful subjects of this type
and those mentioned are only indicated to call

the attention of the intending planter to a class

of plants that is still too much neglected for

the embellishment of gardens, and might in

many cases rcpl.ee the ubiquitous Privet and
\u. nha ./ i

'

B
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Tllnotrations —The Editors will be i;I<ld to receive and

select photographs or drawinas suitable for reproduc

l o; uardens. or o/ ronarl.able (lowers, trees, etc.,

out then cannot be responsible lor loss or Injur!/.

Mr KING-DON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA,

I.

—

Lashto.

WHEN f stepped ashore in Rangoon on

Marc.i 18 (having been five weeks on

the voyage) Hie hot weather had

fairly begun. The trees those that had any -

drooped their leaves; it was too early for them

t,, flower. Manv of them burst into blossom

just before the rains break. The atmosphere

was heavy with suppressed heat. A week

later 1 left by train for Lashio, which is in the

Northern Shan States. Ma.n.lalay, one time

roval city, now chiefly remarkable for dust, is

reached in eighteen hours ;
then due east across

the plain to the foot of the Shan plateau. The

vegetation here in the " dry zone » at first sight

appear* very distinct from that of Lower

Burma. Poorer in species it certainly is; other-

wise the same species are met with here, only

they are dwarfed and wizened. From Rangoon,

with an average annual rainfall of 90 inches,

northwards to Maudalay, with an average

anmlal rainfall less than half that, one maj

perceive a gradual change stealing over the

vegetation.

By far the commonest tree in the dry zone is

Acacia arabica; in fact there arc few others.

An occasional Ficus, Bauhinia variegata in

flower, and along the dry creeks a tangle ol

bushes amongst which may be noted Zisyphus

and a delightful Eugenia, the latter also in

flower. More rarely the bluish violet corollas of

a Thniibergia arc seen ; but one cannot expect

to recognise very much from a railway carriage,

even though it travels no faster than the

Maymyo express.

Three engines are required to haul and push

us up to the summit of the plateau, which rises

abruptly from the .plain; the ascent is accom

plished by means of long zig-zags, with re-

versing stations. Now come forests of small

trees, many of then silvered by the wind which

turns their foliage over. Bauhinia variegata

massed with blossom is very common all along

here; it is leafless at this season, and looks like

Cherry blossom at home. The hill station of

Maymyo, 3,481 feet, is reached four hours after

leaving Mandalay. There is an " alpine "

garden here, in which it is hoped to grow speci-

mens of all the plants found in the province !

Rather an ambitious undertaking this! and, of

course, something under 4,000 feet is not very

alpine— at least not in Burma. Maymyo is well

planted with trees, many of them alien. Oaks

ami Pine trees abound, and the Australian

Grevillea is conspicuous along the roads.

From Maymyo the line descends again grad-

ually to the famous Gokteik viaduct, and 1

spent a day there exploring the limestone gorge.

The nature of the rock, however, has much less

effect on the vegetation in the tropical forest

belt than it has, say. in the alpine zone. One

could detect the presence of limestone at once

fro n an examination of the alpine flora; but

the forest here did not differ obviously from

that covering the igneous rocks and slates else-

where. Congea tomentosa was astonishingly

common in the forest, and the silver-grey

plumes of a Clematis feathered the bushes.

There were also numerous shrubby and half-

shrubby Acanthaceae of small size. Orchids,

however— unlike wedding presents— were neither

numerous nor costly. 1 found six species, one

of which was in flower; a species of Bulbo-

phvllum and a Vanda were not uncommon.

Species of Ficus, especially epiphytic ones,

abounded. The general impression 1 received was

that of Indo Malayan monsoon forest—the hot

weather season was against flowers, and most oi

the trees being leafless into the bargain, the

forest looked almost revoltingly hare.

However, even the most enthusiastic botanist

does not stop at Gokteik just, to see the vege-

tation; it is the gorge, and more particularly

the cave, which is the attraction. The river

plunges underground, tunnelling through the

limestone for about five hundred yards, and the

300 foot high trestle bridge stands on the natural

arch so formed. It is possible to traverse the

cave about half way, clambering over huge
growths of limestone which have risen, layer

by layer, from the ground, under the drip.

In the Lashio district the hills rise to 4.0C0-

5.000 feet above sea level, and are on the whole

well wooded: but there is practically no ever-

green forest except thai lining the Nam Tu. In

the valleys between th-e hi'.ls are Paddy terraces,

and a little cultivation besides. Splend'd

Orange groves are met with round Hsipaw. one

of tie Shan capitals, hut a poor little village for

all that. The Orange season lasts from Christmas

till March is just over; some of the Shan states

rk live a large revenue from the export of

Oranges. Although only 2,549 feet above the

sea— a thousand feet lower than Maymyo

—

Lashio is comparatively cool ; a strong breeze

blows by day throughout the hot weather, and

the atmosphere is so thick with dust and smoke

that the nearest hills are dimly seen,.

In the wooded areas a considerable variety of

trees may he seen- -species of Oak, Ficus, Cassia,

Bombax, Schima and many more; the last-named

may be as much as 30 ft. to 100 ft. high, and

are amongst the 1 iggest trees met with. Small

Kngleharditia trees, conspicuous for their long

Fir;. 102.—nnoNTor.t.nssrM pespemona rr. : r.h.s. awarp of merit, aprii. 26.

drip, of water. There are plenty of bats and

swallows in the cave, but no plants.

Beyond Gokteik the hilly country is everj

where covered with secondary forest and scrub,

the trees for the most part not being above sixty

or seventy feet high. Only in the deep ravines

ami along the banks of the rivers is there any

high forest. This is partly owing to fires in
'

the dry weather. Some of the fires are certainly

started on purpose, but the forest may he seen

burning at night in places remote from any

village, and the natives state that they have

been started by Bamboos rubbing together in the

breeze. Another cause of the absence of big

trees is the cutting of the forests for firewood.

In some part?. pErticularly round the Burma

Mines, there has Veen complete deforestation,

and the countryside is hideous. On the other

han '. many of the hills ere capped with clay,

and never have supported any forest. The water

slid s off then, so quickly that no trees can sur

vive the long hot weather, and only grass hides

the nakedness of the land.

tassels of leafy fruit, arc very common ; most of

them are new leafless, but a few are already

clad with new foliage. This ii regularity is a
little bewildering : thus one small tree of Hiptage
Madahh-ita was smothered in blossom, while

another bore nothing but. the pink, winged
fruits, approaching maturity. Both, however,

were naked.

In the open, grassy, park-like spaces which

are regularly burnt each year, are many bushes

and small trees, some of them in bloom. Thus a

Khainnus with sallow flowers, and a fragrant

Clcrodendron with chalk-white flowers; the

stems of the latter give out a very disagreeable

odour when broken (reminiscent of Elder, but

much stronger), and the inflorescence is the

abode of innumerable ants. Hiptage Madablota

has snow-white petals, frilled at the edges and

flushed with pink, the posterior petal having also

a crnary yellow splash : the large chestnut

brown glands at the base of the calyx are very

striking. Beautiful, too, is a ragged Acacia

scrambling up the trees, its little spheres of
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coral red buds just bursting into a froth of

creamy white stamens. This is not a Rubus
country, like the North-East Frontier, but a few
species are mot with, one now bearing edible

fruit.

Nearly every tree and shrub here is attacked

by species of Loranthus and Viscum ; sometimes
both leafy parasites may be seen on one poor
leafless bush, which is so thoroughly dominated
as to appear evergreen. One. species of Loran-
thus (L. Balfouriana?) opens with sea-green

perianth segments, which soon age to an
autumnal yellow; the anthers are rusty 'ed.

A second species has much smaller flowers,

shell-pink with white anthers. In the forest

these parasites meet with nothing like the over-
whelming success noticed in the park land.

Perhaps the open order in the latter leaves room
for them to find a way through and attack the

scattered details, successive burnings having
weakened the resisting power of the scrub vege-

tation. Perhaps—and this seems the most likely

explanation—wounds caused by fire have given
lodgment to the enemies. Be this as it may. it

is here we find them in force.

In the park land there are also many Cherry
trees, with small, pulpless fruit, very bitter

;

and a few Pines. A scraggy, white flowered
Ihiddleia is also met with. But by far the most
enchanting sight is a small spreading tree

Composite, scenting the air for yards around, and
palpitating with gorgeous butterflies attracted

by the sweet fragrance. The flowers are white,

in small capitula, It may be a Vernonia, but
the Con.posita? are battling, as frequently one
tree will he in bloom, while another is dis-

patching its plumed seeds, both being leafless.

The grass is everywhere at this season scorched
to a. juiceless, brow i catLct, where not actually

Llackened by fire; the wonder is how the thin-

flanked cattle which roam through the park
cjuntry obtain any sustenance at all. But
wherever any moisture collects, we see evergreen
jungle such as lines the waterways in Lower
Burma. /'. Kinijrhm Ward.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLE^ A SANTOS.

The first flower of a. beautiful new cross

between L.-O. Pizarro (C. Dowiana aurea X L
JoJigheana) and C. Mcssiae is sent by Riohard
0. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Christchurch
lload. Streatham Hill. It is one of the brightest
rf its section, in form nearest to ('. Mossiae,
but with the colour of I.. Jongheana prevailing

ri the labellum. Tlie sepals and petals are
I right mauve colour, with faint silver veining
at the ediges of the petals. The well-rounded and
crimped labellun, is entirely orange colour,

changing to a lighter tint towards I lie front.

The column is ivory white. It is a very distinct
and showy flower, with very broad petals and
remarkable lip, not only excellent in itself, bul
irith great possibilities for further crossing.

TWO FAMOUS CYPRIPEDIUMS.
H. Green, Esq., An.barley House, Gravelly

Hill, Birmingham (gr. Mr. ('•. W. Marsh), sends
photographs and paintings of two superb
Cypripediums.

C. Memoria F. M. Ogilvie var. The King
(I 'in I iianii x Pyramusi, which gained a First-

Class Certificate and Cold Medal at the Man-
Blester Orchid Society, January 6. 1921, is a
model flower, perfect in every respect. The
dorsal sepal, nearly four inches across, is pure
white, with small emerald green base, from which
xsceud deep claret purple blotches, the smaller
ones changing to mauve towards the upper pari
Tlie petals arc two inches across, the upper part
tinged with chestnut red, tic lower half yellow
spotted with claret purple, the same tint suf-
fusing the face of the lip.

C. Warrior. Green's variety (Alcibiades illns-

tris x Lord Wolmer) gained a First Class Oer-
Bficate ard Silver Medal at Manchester,
December 16. 1920. It is equally fine in shape,
but slightly smaller. The dorsal sepal is

gamboge yellow with broad, white margin the

inner two-thirds evenly spotted with dark
purple. The petals are tinged with reddish
purple, and have dark spotting on the inner
halves. A fine feature is the very broad lower
sepals, with clear, white margins'.

CYPRIFEDIUM CROSSES.
The records of this favourite genus in the

hands of the hybridist go far to prove the ex-
tensive and useful work which the patience and
enterprise of the workers in the interesting
field of Orchid hybridising have done for garden-,
and incidentally the very important facts ascer-
tained for science during the course of their
work. It seems difficult to realise that the
comparatively small number of species of a few
years ago have been so manipulated that already
some three thousand C'ypripedium hybrids have
bron recorded, and a close scrutiny of the

235

In all the maze of crosses certain species, and
early hybrids, still carry on their characteristics.

C. insigne varieties, of which there have been
about 100 direct crosses; O. Leeanum. with a

similar number; C. Heia Euryades, with which
about sixty combinations have been made; and
C. Spicerianum and other di.-linct types, refuse

to have their characteristics obliterated, C
Leeanum being specially assertive. The class is

so large, beautiful and varied, that it is easy
to understand why in some collections they form
the main attraction,

TWO NEW ORCHIDS.
Two new Orchids of unusual interest were

exhibited at the meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, held on April 26. One of

these, Odotitoglossuin Desdemoma II. (Fig. 102),

was shown by W. R. Fasey, Esq., the resn'lt of

crossing 0, illuMrissimunt will: O, R "-ii

material still available suggests there is no limit

to future operations.

One of the most important benefits has been
the crossing of species widely separated botani

cally, and having different cultural require-
ments, the progeny being much more easy to

manage successfully than their parents; for

instance, the hybrids of warm-house species are
often quite al home in the temperate, oc cool

house, where the tropical ancestor would Boon
perish. In this manner, Cypripedium niveum,
C. bellatubim and C. Godefrovae with limn
dwarf habit and pretty features have been
merged in every section, and C. Rothschildi-
aimni and others of tall habit have produced
more ornate plants of smaller stature, and
i cmlei e I i hem I c c I \ of culture, lor lh.-.'c

is no doubt that I hi' hybrids are hcltoi :

than many ppa ies

FTRST-CLAS9 i'ERTIFir.\TF.,

rubescens. This is a most distinct Orchid, and
Us shapely flowers are violet purple, margined
with ydlow : while tin- large lip is white with
a few- purple markings m trout of the yellow
crest. Mi. W, I!. Fusey obtained an Award
of Merit for this novelty.

The other newcomer was Miltonin Venu
variety Fascinator (Fig. 103), derived from M.
vexillari.i Memoria O. D. Owen crossed with M
I'halaenopsis. This handsome Miltonia was
shown by II. T. Pitt, Esq., of Stamford Hill.

and was awarded a Fir*'-Clat"9 Certificate. In

si/.e it approximates to Miltonia Bleuana and
lie colour of the flowers is rose pink with a

deep ruby red mask ami radiating lines on a

white grOUnd to the lip. It is otic of tile III- I

distinct Miltonias yet seen. The markings were
iilv beautiful, as may be .ecu on reference

to t he lllm I in en, and th r - bore
tiv c of the handsome How

i
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

The weather of April was of the type thai

we expect in May—dry and sunny—but

with the wind from an easterly quarter most
of the time. At my place rain fell on
eight days, the total for the month being only
1.125 in., making it the driest April since 1914.

In one way, probably, it was fortunate
that it was so dry, or more damage might have
been done by frost. The dreaded cold snap
began on the 14th with a few flakes of snow
and 7 deg. of frost. On the following day there
was enough snow (.06 in.) to lie on the ground,
and there were frosts of 3° bo 5 :

' each night
up to the 18th. On the ground the frost was
iiu- doubt more severe, as early Potatos were
cut, and a few precocious Strawberry blossoms
were blackened
The best that can be said about this cold

snap is that, as we could hardly escape ft, it

came at about the best time. Many i f

the Plums and the early-blooming varieties of

Pears and < 'berries had practically shed their

blossoms, and only a very little Apple bloom
was open. Had it come earlier or later it

must have done more harm. As it was. the
later-blooming Pears and Cherries were in full

bloom, and so were Plums in backward situa-

tions. My best plantation of Plums had almost
finished blooming, and the fruit now appears
to be setting fairly well ; but another plantation
in a less favourable situation was still in full

bloom when the frost and snow came, and here
very little of the bloom seems to be netting.
It is. however, too early to say definitely how
much damage has been done. There is little

doubt that, taking the country as a whole,
prospects for the Plum, Cherry, and Pear
crops have undergone a decided change for the
worse, though it is likely to be found that a
good many individual plantations have escarped

damage.
A feature of the blooming period has been

the length of time the trees have remained
in blossom. This. I suppose, must be attributed
to the keen winds and dry weather, which have
retarded the development of all vegetation.

Apple Blossom Time.

The first Apple blossom was open on April 12.

but blooming was not general until the 28th.
this makes the season only about three days
later than last year's. The display of bloom
is tremendous, and conditions appear to have
been favourable for pollination. Prospects for
the Apple crop are therefore excellent so far.

The only varieties not blooming this year are
the few that had a good crop last' season,
namely Early Julyan, Queen. Newton Wonder,
and Worcester lVarmnin. On the other hand,
varieties which failed entirely last year are now
covered with bloom, notably Gladstone, Lame's
Prince Albert, Domino, and Duchess of
Oldenburg. Tims we have further evi-

dence of the alternate year bearing ha.bit

of Apples, to which nearly all varieties
are liable, though some to a much more
striking degree than others. It would be
quite safe to say that those varieties named
above as having missed this year will bloom
orofusely in 1922. The alternating habit is
further borne out when individual trees
or batches of trees are examined. For instance.
I had a light crop of Bramlev's Seed-
ling on the farm as a whole last year,
buif one row of old bush trees was
loaded. This season there is a line show
of bloom on Bramley generally, but those
few trees are entirely' without blossom. Con-
versely with Early julyan and Queen, whilst
most of the trees are failing, just a few here
and there which happened to miss last year
are blooming well. I have one row of Golden
Spire in which six trees at one end crop pro-
fusely one year and miss entirely in the
next, whilst the rest of the trees in the row
crop heavily in the alternate vears. This has
gone on regularly for years.

I am more and more convinced that this
alternating habit is the most important factor
for the success or failure of the Apple crop.
If we can overcome it at all, it will probably
be by an improved system of manuring. Aa

mentioned in previous notes [Gard. Chron., 1920,

p. 132). Mr. H. E. P. Hod-ell. F.C.S-, claims
to have obtained regular bearing by this means
The main feature of his plan is to give a
dressing of quick-acting fertilisers early in

August, followed by a dressing of lasting

manure in wi iter, both I eing supplied annually
without a. break. Early August is chosen for

the first application because by then wood
growth has finished, though the root and leaves

are still active, so that the food material must
be. used by the tree for the production of

fruit buds. The idea of this August manuring
seems to me to be so good in theory that I

shall certainly give it a trial. The matter is

well worth careful experiment, for a crop in

a generally poor fruit season is obviously most
valuable to a commercial grower.

Flo. 104.—PRUNUS PSEUDO-CERASUS : FRUITING
BRANCH, ABOUT HALF NATURAL SI/E.

(See p. 237).

Spring Spraying.

Insect pests were almost ahead of their bust

plants this season. Fine weather at the be-
ginning of April brought them out with a rush.
Aphides and Apple suckers were to be seen
on the outsides of the unopened buds in many
cases, waiting to work their way in. This is

not seen every year, but is always worth looking
for. because spraying done at that stage, with
the pests fully exposed, clears them off com-
pletely. Every tree on the place, with the

exception of the Monarch Plums, which had no
bloom on them, was sprayed just before the
opening of the blossom. The work took only

eleven days with the power sprayer, and
was done without a single interruption from
the weather, although the wind was often too
high for the best work. The spray dried so
quickly on the trees that I did not expect very
good results; but examination proved that
the trees were cleaned beautifully, hardly an
insect pest being found after- careful search,
whilst the bloom was opening. The only partial
failure was with leaf-curling aphis on Plums,
where the spraying was done rather late. This
pest would, I think, have been very serious

!

this year, as it was last, had no spraying been
done. It is reported as doing much damage

!

i:i some places. On Apples, suckers, various

caterpillars, Apple blossom weevil, and two
species of aphis were fairly plentiful before I

spraying, though none of them more prevalent
than normal. The wash used was soft soap and ,

nicotine, which kiils these pests readily, includ-

ing a good many of the weevils.

Some of the Apples—perhaps the majority

—

will need spraying again as sunn as the bloom
is over, as 1 now notice aphis and a few cater- i

pillars here and there, whilst powdery mildew
is evidently going to be rather trouble-

some on some varieties. Contrary to my usual
practice, I shall use a proprietary powder in-

secticide in soap solution for this second
spraying. I do not like using patent nostrums

I

with fancy names unless I know what the active i

principle is, but I want something to kill adult
j

caterpillars and aphis at the same time. Nico-
;

tine, though deadly to young caterpillars, does
not destroy full-grown ones. Arsenate of lead,

the customary caterpillar wash, is useless for

aphis. A small scale test proves that the
new wash does its work. For the mildew I

shall add ammonium polvsulphide. hoping that

it will help to prevent scab also. Then I shall

have a combined wash dealing with aphis.

caterpillars, and fungous diseases.

Motor Cultivation.

I am now able to make a final report on the I

rotary motor cultivator. It continued at work
throughout April with no stoppages except to

replace broken tines and put on a new fan belt.

Thus I consider it to be quite reliable, whilst

there is no question as to the quality

of the tilth it produces. In the autumn I

came to the conclusion that it could not deal

with common Bent-grass, which formed
into ropes that wound round the rotary

tiller so as to necessitate frequent stoppages.

1 find, however, that it can manage this weed
in the spring, even where the land is almost

as green as a pasture, because the grass has

not had time to creep far and form long,

tough stems. The machine cultivates nearly

two acres of orchard per day, working very close

to the stem of the trees, so that only a narrow
strip is left for hoeing. Where it is possible to

cultivate ill two directions, hoeing is still

further reduced. The success of this machine
is very comforting, because its failure would
have meant laying down more plantations to

grass. Although my present grass orchard does

very well, this always seems to be a retrograde

step.

Dusting v. Spraying.

Dusting, or " dry spraying," appears to be

making headway in Ameri -a, as it is to some

extent in this country. To an inquiry sent out

from Cornell University to growers who had

tried dusting in place of liquid spraying, 93 per

cent, replied that they were going to dust, again

in the following year. For caterpillars they use

a dust composed of 10 to 15 per cent, of arsenate

of lead powder and 85 to 90 per cent, hydrated

lime or gypsum, the latler being presumably a

mere diluent. To make a combined dust for

dealing with caterpillars and fungous diseases,

superfine sulphur is mixed with the arsenate

of lead in place of the lime or gypsum. Dusting

is, of course, attractive because it is light work

and saves the labour of carting water, but it

is difficult, to imagine that it can be as effective

as liquid spraying. Progress in this country is

checked because the few powders offered or

suggested for the work are proprietary articles

of which growers do not know the composition-

Market Grower.
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VEGETABLES.

THE CULTIVATION OF CELERY.
Celery seedlings recently pricked out are

growing freely. Every successful grower of
this crop knows that if the plants receive a
oheck w-hile in active growth disappointment
is certain to follow. I would therefore urge
growers to give these plants the most careful
attention. Let ventilation be given with due
regard to the prevailing wind—a cold draught
will quickly reflect itself in arrested growth,—
and on mo account neglect watering, or aipply
water which is colder than the structure in
which the plants are gowing. An inadequate
supply of water is especially harmful to young
Celery. Even quick and vigorous growth has
its perils, us many growers can testify. Should
the plants become crowded before thev are
transplanted into the trenches they' will
" bolt " or run to seed prematurely. It will
repay the grower to undertake the extra work
involved in transferring them to another re-
ceptacle before finally planting them out,
rather than permit crowding. In many gardens
the plants are grown in trenches 9 inches to
a foot in depth ; such trenches act as a drain
to collect water which, in a season of heavy
rainfall, becomes stagnant. The plants are
shaded from the light, and often danger-
ously near to an unkindly subsoil. It is much
better to plant within four inches of the
garden level. Celery is largely grown in the
alluvial soils of East Yorkshire, without the
formation of elaborate trenches, and finer pro-
duce could not be desired. After the final
planting, which should take place at the latter
end of May, preventives against the leaf-mining
maggot should be . freely used. Nothing is

superior to weathered soot dusted on the leaves
while the plants are wet with dew. The pun-
gent odour of the soot is distasteful to this
destructive pest.

Stimulants may be given in the form of

weak liquid manure, salt dissolved at the
rate of | oz. in one gallon of water, or the
following mixture of artificial manures per
lineal yard of trench—1 oz. sulphate of
ammonia, 1 oz. sulphate of potash and 1 oz.

superphosphate of lime.

I recommend feeding the plants after

they are firmly established in the trenches
until the second earthing-up. It is >voll to

remember that the latter operation is con-
ducted with a view to blanching the stems,

and that nnly sufficient soil should be drawn
to them to carry out this purpose. Before
earthing up, the plants should be loosely tied

with raffia to prevent soil collecting in the

crowns and causing subsequent rotting of the
heads. Many growers blanch Celery by means
of brown paper collars, and this system results

in a saving of labour a.nd ensures heads free

from soil in the interior. G. II- Copley,
X.D.H.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

PRUNUS PSEUDO-CERASUS.
One of the most interesting subjects that

have been submitted to the Fruit and Vegetable
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
for some considerable time were fruiting sprays
of Piunus Pseudo-eerasus from Messrs. G. Bun-
yard and Company's nursery at Maidstone, ex-

hibited on - April 26.

The illustration in Fig. 104 shows a fruiting
shoot reduced to about half natural size; whilst
an illustration of a flowering shoot is shown in

Fig. 105. The fruits are edible, although they are
not equal to cultivated varieties of sweet Cher-
ries, lmt they ripen much earlier in the season,
so that the species seems to offer promising
material to the hybridiser for the raising of a
new race of early fruiting Cherries. The flower-
ing shoot shown in Fig. 105 was photographed in
the middle of February and was kindly sent us
by Mr. Irwin Lynch, during the time he was
Curator at the Botanic Gardens, Cambridge,
where there is a fine specimen of this rare
species. Mr. E. A Bunyard sends us the fol-
lowing noto on this Primus :

—

I received this plant a few years ago from
the late Mr. Frank Meyer. As it flowered so
very early outside, the tree has been grown
under glass, in a cool house. The fruit re-
sembles Prunus Cerasus (our Kentish and Flem-
ish Cherry) very closely. It is very tender and
sweet; the stone is curiously channelled, very
unlike the smooth stones of the Kentish group.

As a commercial plant, it would, I fear, bloom
too early to be satisfactory, though it might be
like the " Myroibalan " Plum, and escape
damage, as I have had this Plum flower in
February, and still produce a good crop. It is

apparently self-fertile, as no other Cherries were
out at the time.

Valley, I found such an interest had been
created by the remarkable earliness of this

Cherry that the growers were thinking seriously
of setting out orchards of this variety only.
In my opinion, this Cherry has another im-
portant use, viz., as a factor in the production
by breeding of earlier, large-fruited varieties."

ERICA CODONODES.

Amongst the larger-growing Heaths Erica
codonodes is one of the most useful in a large
garden where room can, be found for it. Its ex-
quisite beauty and long season of flowering give
it an exceptional decorative value.
A slender, much-branched shrub of perfect

FlG. 105.—PHUNUS PSE1 ERASUS : FLOWERING BRANCH.

The history of discovery is given by Mr.
Meyer, as follows :

—
" In the early spring ot

1907, while near Tangsi, Chekiang Province, the

Reverend A. Kennedy, a missionary stationed
there, told me of a Cherry which was grown in

the vicinity, ami which, though quite small—not

up to the American standard in size, was very
early. I visited with Mr. Kennedy an orchard
where these Cherries were grown, and. although
the trees were leafless at the time I recog-
nised that they represented a different kind
of Cherry from the soils we have. Scions wore
obtained, and sent to the Plant Introduction
Garden in California. Several fruit growers
were provided with young hudded plants, ami
last October, while visiting the Sacramento

hardiness, its tiny, bell-shaped, white and pale
pink flowers are produced in great profusion on
numerous denselj crowded racemes, sometimes
reaching two teet in length. In an, early season
like the present it.s first flowers begin to open
in late January, the zenith of its beauty being
reached about mid-April, when it lasts a full

month. It is also sweet-scented and invaluable

for supplying decorative material for vases.

Tins species flourishes in light, sandy soil, and
although growth is slow during the first year,
it afterwards develops rapidly into a well-

balanced shrub 5 to 6 ft. in height. It is easily

propagated by inserting cuttings "f half-ripened

growths under a cloche in August, II'. A.,

Pyrford Court Gardens.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Edifrs do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Broccoli.—The sowing of seeds of Broccoli

will have heen accomplished in a good many
districts, but I suggest that where it has nit

been done a good supply of heads in succession

may he obtained from the following varieties in

the order given:—Autumn White, Late Autumn
White, Self-protecting Winter White (Snow.- .

Covent Garden, Winter Mammoth, Early White

Penzance, First of All, Frogmore Protecting,

Model, Late Queen and Whitsuntide. This last

variety we are now (the first week in May)
cutting, as well as the popular Early Purple

and White Sprouting. It may appear that I

have mentioned too many varieties, but I 'am

cei tain a small quantity of each will ensure a

better succession than many plants of fewer

varieties. A. 11. Wadds, Englefield, Reading.

Canker in Melons (see pp. 144, 167 and 202).—
Of all the diseases to which Melons are sub-

ject, " canker " is undoubtedly the most
destructive. The base of the stem is

usually the portion attacked. Grower.-, of

these fruits should pay close attention to

watering, and keep the base of the stem dry
and hard. When young Melon plants are finally

planted, in beds or pots, a collar—made of lead

or tin, three or four inches deep—should be

placed around the base of each plant, and the

space inside filled with powdered charcoal. All

cut surfaces made in subsequent cultivation

should be at once rubbed over with dry Port-

land cement. This method was successfully car-

ried out by my father in a large establishment
in Yorkshire for many years. H. Clayton,
Carleton h Fylde, Lanes.

1 noted with interest the inquiry of

your correspondent Anxious on page 144 ot the

issue of March 19. For some years I have tried

unsuccessfully to obtain good specimens of

Melon canker, so should be most grateful if he
or any other reader could send me some
specimens through The Gardeners' Chronicle,
later on in the season, if the trouble reappears.

Mycologist.

Frost in Scotland—I am informed that the
severe frost noted in The Gardeners' Chronicle,
p. 194, has destroyed much fruit in East Lothian.
In one garden all Apricots, in another all Goose-
berries, and Plums generally also are said to
have been destroyed. In these gardens the effect

of the cold has been less disastrous. It will
certainly save thinning Apricots, but Goose-
berries seem to have escaped, and as to Plums.
one can never say so early what the crop will

ultimately be. Some Pears look rather seriously
damaged, but Figs are unhurt, and probably also
Peaches. Fortunately everything was dry. too
dry indeed for crops in general, only some five
inches of rain having been registered since the
New Tear. Spring flowers, especially the many
acres of coloured Primroses, have never been
more beautiful. In my note on the Retir'd
Gardener I regret that Quamoclit coccinea is

substituted for Q. vulgaris, and Tuberose had
already been introduced as an English designa-
tion in The Dutch Gardener. R. P. Brothers-
ton, Tyninghame Gardens. PrestonJcirk.

Choice Trees in a Lancashire Garden—Holker
Gardens, in North Lancashire, are at all times
interesting. . Before the late frosts (8 or more
degrees) Himalayan Rhododendrons were simply
a blaze of colour in many varieties from scarlet

to purest white: now the flowers form a carpet
beneath them. Many rare trees and shrubs
grow there with a vigour not surpassed even in

Devon or Cornwall. A tree of Laurelia aro-

matica is 20 feet high, and as much in diameter.
I send you a specimen shoot. The dark green
foliage, with its serrated edges, is very beauti-
ful : the flowers, though small, are abundant,
and. like the foliage, give off an agree-
able perfume. Another rarity. Laurus
nobilis var. regali.s, is 25 feet high,
and is probably the finest specimen in

Biitain. This tree is now opening its flowers,

which are of the palest yellow ; the plant has &
pleasing perfume like that of Lemons. T. 7?.

Cuchney, Arnside, Carnforth, Westmorland.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

M \y 10 and II.—Rarely has there been such

a magnificent display at Vincent Square as the

one presented to Fellows and visitors on the

above dates. Although Orchids, Alpine flowers

flowering shrubs, and Carnations were finely

exhibited, the amazingly gorgeous array of

Tulips, provided by about ten different exhi-

bitors, formed the chief feature ot the meeting.

Many who have seen almost every exhibition of

the R.H.S. during the past tw^enty-five years

said that never before had Darwin, Cot-

tage and Florists' Tulips been shown so splen-

didly, having due regard to number, size,

variety and range of colour.

Her Majesty Queen -Mary, accompanied by
Princess Mary, visited the exhibition during

the first morning, and spent some time inspect-

ing the various exhibits.

Floral Commitee.

Present : Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

W. J. Bean, Sydney Morris, R. C. Notcutt, O.

Reuthe, John Heal, WT
. Howe, Chas. E. Pear-

son. John Green, H. R. Darlington, W. P.

Thomson, Andrew Ireland, Arthur Turner.

George Paul, E. F. Hazelton, Chas. Dixon, A. J.

Jack-man, J. F. McLeod, W. B. Cranfield, J. W.
Pair, W. B. Gingell, E. A. Bowles, Reginald
Cory, C. R. Fielder. W. H. Page, J Jennings.

G. W. Leak, C. Williams, Herbert Cowley, and
W. On tube it son.

Award of Merit.

Wahlenbergia serpyllifolia, Malay's It hite.

—Lovers of Alpine plants will give a hearty wel-

come to this dainty little Campanula. It is

like the well-known type in everything but
colour, its upright bells being pure white in

most cases, but with a little purplish shading
or faint purple veins in others. The variety

originated in a batch of seedlings raised by
Mr. Reginald Malby. Shown by Mr. Clarence
Elliott.

t 'or nutmn Wivelsfield Apricot.—Although not

new, this perpetual-flowering Carnation has not

hitherto obtained an award. The raisers have
been carefully selecting their stock with a view
to emphasising the colour, and now have a

flower of large size, good substance, handsome
form, and of a pleasing shade of pale apricot.

Shown by Messrs. Allwood Bros.
Iris Iregelio-cyclus) Hebe.—An exquisitely

beaut ifml variety of the race obtained by cross-

ing the Regelio and Oncocyclus groups of Iris.

It is a sturdy plant, and the flowers are of

good size. The standards are coloured soft blue

with a netting of deep blue veinings. The
falls are bluish-grey with heavy veinings of

purple-blue and a disc of this colour at the
base. Shown by Mr. C. J. Van TubeRGEN,
Junr.. Haarlem.

Azalea Hino Manyo.—A charming Azalea of

dwarf habit, freely branched and sturdy. The
flow7ers. about 1| inch across, are lovely rose-

pink colour, and produced in such great pro-

fusion that the young foliage—just appearing

—

is almost hidden by them. Shown by Mr.
R. C. Notcutt.
Geranium sp.—A small, tufted round-flowered

Geranium was shown. It is one of the late

Mr. R. Farrer's discoveries, and has not yet

been determined. The flowers are silvery-pink,

an inch or so wide, and the plant is about 4

inches high. Shown by Mr. Clarence Elliott.

Groups.

Azaleas were particularly prominent features
of the meeting, and these were largely of the

Ghent varieties and crosses, while the dainty
and attractive Kaempferi varieties were also

well shown. Many extra good plants of Azalea
indica were shown by Mr. L. R. Russell, who
associated them with other forced shrubs, par-

ticularly Brooms, all arranged most attractively.

Olivias of exceptionally good varieties were
also .shown by this exhibitor (Silver-gilt

Banksian Medal).
Rhododendron hybrids, chiefly Alice, Cynthia,

and Pink Pearl, with many of the hardy
Azaleas, mostl.v named varieties, and forms of

Azalea Kaempferi were the subject of a large

exhibit by Messrs. R. \Y. Wallace and Co.

(Silver Flora Medal). In a coiner space Messrs.

Waterer, Sons and Crisp displayed beautiful

specimens of their Rhododendron Alice, flanked

by brilliant bushes of Azalea (Silver Banksian
Medal). In another place they showed various

seasonable Alpines, amongst which low shrubs
of Ledum thymifolium were very effective

(Bronze Flora 'Medal).

Brooms and Japanese Cherries were well

associated with hardy Azaleas by Messrs. J.

Cheal and Sons. Rhododendron Mrs. John
Glutton was particularly attractive. Other

shrubs, many Alpines, and a small collection of

Dahlia blooms were also shown (Bronze Flora

Medal). A particularly valuable collection of!

Brooms, with such Azaleas as sinensis and
Kaempferi varieties, were well arranged by Mr.

R. C. Notcutt, who also had well-flowered

plants of Ceanothus papillosus (Silver Grenfell

Medal).

Profusely flowered sprays of Ceanothus Veitch-

iianus, an extensive collection of the best Lilacs,

and many pretty Violas were displayed by Mr.
Oharles'Turner (Bronze Flora Medal). Clema-
tises in good variety, and showing careful culti-

vation, were prominent in an exhibit by Messrs.

G. Jackman and Sons (Silver Flora Medal).
Amongst Azaleas, Rhododendrons and other

hardy shrubs, Mr. G. Reuthe exhibited large

sprays of Bird Cherry (Prunus Padus), and in

front were various Alpines (Bronze Grenfell

Medal).

Alpines and hardy border plants were shown
in quantity. Messrs. R. Tuckhr and Sons
showed especially good examples of Incarvillea

Delavayi, Androsaces, Silenes, Erinus and Pin-

guiculas (Bronze Banksian Medal). The bril-

liant Verbena chamaedrifolia was displayed by
Messrs. J. Piper and Sons, who also had
attractive Primulas and other rock plants

(Silver Banksian Medal). Well-llowered little

bushes of Daphne Cneorum major with many
Alpines in pots and a small rock garden were
contributed by Messrs. Maxwell and Beale.

Primula (Auricula) ciliata coccinea of un-

common colouring was shown by Mr. M.
Pritchard. who also made a feature of dwarf
Phloxes and Silene maritima rosea amongst his

Alpines (Silver Banksian Medal). The beauti-

ful sky-blue Iris Hoogiana was well shown by

Mr. W. R. Dykes.

A number of fascinating Irises, seedlings of

Iris Hookeri and Germanica varieties, a gorgeous
batch of Chieranthus Pamela Parshouse and some
Darwin Tulips were well shown by Mr. Amos
Perry (Silver Banksian Medal). A well-filled

group of border plants was arranged by Messrs.

B. Ladhams, Ltd. (Bronze Flora Medal).

Alpines were also shown by Messrs. G. G.
Whitelego and Co., who also included hardy
Azaleas and Irises (Bronze Flora Medal) ; Messrs.

W. Wtells and Co., in whose collection various

Thrifts and Lithospermuins were promi-

nent (Silver Banksian Medal); the Misses

Hopkins, who had several attractive dwarf
Phloxes ; and Mr. Clarence Elliott (Bronze

Flora Medal); while Messrs. Reamsbottom and
Co. showed St. Brigid Anemones (Bronze Flora

Medal).

Roses were of very good quality, and made
bright and attractive exhibits. Messrs. B. R.

Cant and Sons displayed Covent Garden, Esme,

and Padre (Silver Grenfell Medal). Mr.

Elisha J. Hicks had glowing sprays of Paul's

Scarlet Climber, Madame Edouard Herriot,

Ophelia and Rosa Moyesii (Silver Banksian

Medal) ; wbile Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son

made an attractive group of various Polynntha

varieties and Hvdrangeas (Silver Banksian

Medal).

The customary collections of particularly good

Carnations were shown by Messrs. Allwood
Bros., who included the brilliant Edward All-

wood, Wivelsfield Claret, and their Dianthus

Allwoodii (Silver Grenfell Medal) ; Mr. 0. Engel-
mann, who had blooms of Cupid. Bona. Doris,

Delice and Carola (Silver Flora Medal): and

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., who also showed

floriferous plants of various Acacias, Jasmimiin

revolutum and other shrubs (Silver Flora Medal).
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An excellent strain of Primula obconica was
shown by the Chalk Hill Nurseries, Reading.
The plants not only possess large, well-defined

Bowers of unusual substance, but they are also

free-blooming. A smaller exhibit of show Pan-
sies was equally admirable (Bronze Banksian
Medal).

Violas in interesting variety and a few Dahlias
were shown by .Messrs. Carter Page and Co.
(Bronze Banksian Medal) ; while Mr. G. W.
Miller staged border flowers (Bronze Banksian
.Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Cohnan, Bart, (in the
chair). Sir Harry J. Veitch, Prince Tadashige
Shimadzu (of the Imperial Japanese Orchid
Society), Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary).

It. Brooman-White. Arthur Dve. S. W. Flory,
Fred K. Sander, H. G. Alexander, J. T. Barker,
W. J. Kaye, A. McBean, T. Armstrong, J.

Wilson Potter, Richard G. Thwaites. F. J.

Hanbury. and C Cookson.

Awards.

First-Class Certificate.

Odontioda Joiceyi splendens (Odontoglossum
I'romeren* and Odontioda Coronation), from
Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge. A
i.oble Odontioda, among the largest in size and
of rich colouring, far exceeding the original

form. The flowers are very broad and heavily
blotched with claret red on the inner parts
of the segments, the colouring having a thin
white, band and the outer parts rosy lilac. The
lip is blush white with ruby spots and lines

around the yellow crest.

Award of Merit.

Odontoglossum Chu Chin Chow (Itossii x

aepersum), from W. R. Fasey, Esq., Snares-
brook (gr. Mr. E. J. Seymour). A very interest-

ing cross which may be described as a floral

advance on 0. aspersum. The sepals are red-

brown with yellow tips ; the petals yellow with
red blotch at the base, whilst the lip is white,
showing the influence of 0. Rossii.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. E. J. Seymour, gardener to W. R.
Fnsey, Esq., for the fine and distinct Miltonia
Hyeana, Fasey's variety, with six spikes, bear-
ing together twenty-seven large rose-tinted

flowers with crimson base to the iip.

Certificate of Appreciation.

Recommended to the Scientific Committee,
Monsieur H. Graire, Amiens, for Odontocidium
Eraireanum (Oncidium macranthum x Odonto-
glossum Thompsonianum), with a slender spray
of attractive, bronzy-purple flowers with slight

yellow margin and tips.

Other Exhibits.

A Silver-gilt Flora Medal was awarded to
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), for a fine group, the back of
which was of white and coloured Odontoglossums
and the middle of a very fine selection of Mil-
tonias, including the famous M. Hyeana F. M.
Ogilvie. Among ihe Odonglossums some white
forms of 0. crispum, the singular 0. c. Oak-
field Sunrise. 0. e. Lucianii and other
favourites were noted, whilst in the front of
the group were many rare species of Cirrho-
petalum, Ohondrorhyncha Chestentonii, a
splendid Coelogyne pandurata. C. speciosa, and
a very distinct primrose form of Dendrobium
Dalhousieanum with black spots on the lip.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., showed the richly-coloured
BOphro-Laelio-Cattleya Richmond '

(S.-L.-C.
Niobe x L.-C. Wellesleyi) : the pure white
Odontoglossum crispum Pearl, and Odonto-
glossum ardemissimum Pintadeau, a very
prettily marked flower.

Lieut-Col Sir Geo. L. Holford. YVestonbirt.
Tetbury (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), showed
Odontioda Lambeauiana YVestonbirt var. (C.
Roezliana x Odm. Lambeauiama), of brilliant
scarlet colour, with yellow crest to the lip.

The two-branched spike bore 41 flowers.
Messrs. Sanders. St. Albans, showed a

selection of Brasso-Cattleyas), Odontoglossum
Baturne, and a fine form of Cattleva Mossiae.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Present: Mr. E. A Bowles (in the chair),
Miss Willmott. and Messrs. Peter R. Barr,
G. W. Leak, H. V. Warrender. Reginald Cory,
E. H. Krelage, Jan de Graaff, Rollo Meyer,
Geo. Churcher, J. W. Jones, George Monro,
W. B. Cranfield and Charles H. Curtis (Hon.
Sec).
Eighteen new Tulips were placed before the

committee, and nine Awards were granted. Pro-
bably on no previous occasion have Tulips been
so finely and largely shown as on Tuesday last,

and the quality of the groups may be
estimated from the fact that the committee
recommended no fewer than four Gold Medals
to groups, beside five other medal awards.

Awards of Merit.

Tulip Amber.—A bold, rounded Darwin
Tulip of a pleasing soft shade of amber, with a
yellow base and pink shading on the inside.

Tulip Carrara.—Generally conceded to be the
finest new Tulip shown, this white variety was
a centre of attraction. The blooms are full

sized, broadly cup-shaped, with rounded seg-

ments that all come to the same level when the
flower is half open. It is the result of crossing

a Cottage with a Darwin Tulip, and suggests

that White Swan may have been one parent. It

is valuable for forcing.

Tulip Jam ok W/itt.—This is somewhat after
the style of Lonis XIV. The large flowers are
not so shapely as those of some other sorts, the
outer segments turning in faultily at the mar-
gins, but the dark deep purple colouring con-

trasts with the deep brown-bronze shading
ar the margins of the segments, producing a
charming effect.

Tulip Orange Perfection.—This is not an
orange-coloured sort, but a short-petalled glow-
ing salmon cerise Darwin variety with a white,
blue-starred base.

Tulip Kim/ George V.—A bold and handsome
variety with rounded segments of rich rosy
cerise colour and with a magnificent deep blue
base.

The' foregoing five varieties were shown by
Messrs. E. H. Krelage and Sox. Haarlem,
Holland.

Tulip Fantasy.—A distinct, curiously beauti-

ful Parrot variety with rather stiffer stems
than are usually found in this section. The
colour is pink, with green shading on the out-
side and flushings of bright red on the inner
surface on either side of the central vein of

each segment. Shown by Messrs. Sutton and
Sons.

Tulip Aretkusa.—This gloriously beautiful
self-coloured Cottage. Tulip is clear rich yellow.

The flowers are of fine size, with broad, rounded
segments.
Tulip Rosabella.—A finely-shaped Cottage

variety of soft pink colouring both outside and
in, with rosy-carmine shading on the centres of

the outside of the segments, and a clean cream-
coloured base inside.

Tulip Marjorie Hau-en.—A glowing variety of
rich cerise pink colour, almost scarlet in some
lights. There is a pale pink line down the inner
surface of each segment. The clear yellow base
is an added attraction to a handsome flower.

The three last named varieties were shown by
Mr. C. J. van Tubergen, Junr Haarlem",
Holland.

Groups.

The gorgeous Tulips were quite the most
attractive floral feature in the hall. The prin
cipal exhibitors arranged them in generous
quantities, and for the most part with great skill

and taste. The largest collect;, mis were
displayed next the wall, where it was possible
to fix appropriate backgrounds and s,> display
the merits of tl'e blooms to the full. " Those
who exhibited smaller collections were not quite
so fortunately placed, but, nevertheless, they
succeeded in providing very attractive groups.
The general quality of the blooms was remark-
ably fine, and we question if ever before so
remarkable a feast of Tulips has been pre-

sented m this country.
Messrs. Dobbie \ni> Co. set up a collection

just inside the entrance, which for general high
nualitv and skilfulness in arrangement was

admirable. All types of garden Tulips were
represented, and although there were more
Darwins than any others, it w'as the quaintly
fascinating Parrot Tulips that received most
admiration. Of these, the variety Sensation,

which was prominently displayed in a vase, was
remarkable. At the opposite end of the exhibit
another variety, rubra major, also compelled
admiration for its rich glowing colours. Other
Parrot Tulips of note were Perfection, lutea
and Markgraaf. Of the Darwins mention must
be made of Loveliness, Europe, Faust, Baronne
de la Tonnage, while Orange King, of the many
splendid cottage varieties, was of glorious

colour (Gold Medal, and Silver Lindley Medal
for cultivation).

At the opposite side of the entrance Messrs.

A. Dickson and Sons, Ltd., exercised great

taste and skill in arranging their excellent

Tulips. Fewer varieties were shown, but those

selected were used in greater numbers, and this

was all to the gocd from the general visitor's

point of view, as it provided massed colours of

great effect. The three large .stands of Pan-
dora, a gorgeous Dutch Breeder Tulip, were re-

markably fine. The blooms of Logan Rose were
in the pink of perfection and most gorgeous.

Professor Rawenhoff is a handsome Darwin, as

also is N. F. Barnes. Greuze, another striking

Darwin, had many admirers, and Sweetheart
was also excellent (Gold Medal).
Along most of the end of the hall, Messrs.

Barr and Son set out the most complete collec-

tion of all. This suffered somewhat from the

cramped style of arrangement, and the individual

blooms were not equal in quality to those in the

two foregoing groups, but it well illustrated the

different types of May-flowering Tulips and was
sufficient to occupy the serious attention of

enthusiasts throughout the whole of the first

afternoon. The old English Florists' Tulips were
particularly prominent, and so grouped that

their peculiar fascination was readily apparent.

Of these, such sorts as Thetis, Amphion, Rosette,

Bouquet, and Venus were admirable in

every respect. The blooms of the breeder
varieties were also well worthy of attention.

Of the Cottage varieties, Kaleidoscope, Golden
Bronze, Bronze Queen, Picotee, Snowdon, and
Waiter S. Ware were delightful, as also were
James Wild, Prince of the Netherlands, Paul
Baurrv and Euterpe of the Darwins (Gold

Medal).
The best garden Tulips arranged in the best

style, epitomises the exhibit by Messrs. Sutton
and Sons, who always display their large groups
in an admirable manner. 'The Darwins and
Cottage varieties predominated, and illustrated

the best of these for garden decoration, as well

as cut blooms. The finest and most gorgeous of

all wa.s Grenadier, a huge scarlet variety, while

an adjoining vase of Twilight, a baffling mix-

ture of bronze, maroon, buff and purple, was
singularly effective. Other varieties of particular

note were Apollo, Boutom d'Or, Clara Butt,

Edmee Euterpe, La Tulip Noire and Loveliness

(Gold Medal).
Messrs. Ryder & Son made good use of the

space- allotted them by arranging a, most atttra.

tive collection of the best garden varieties. Of

the very many varieties so well shown we
, li bed La Ingenue, Iris, Nauticus, Faust, After-

glow, Silver Queen and J. Robertson as being

particularly valuable for garden decoration.

(Silver-gilt Floral Medal). The yellow shades

were prominent in the collection of Messrs. R. H.

Bath, Ltd.. who also showed Lard Wellington.

Queen Alexandra. Bonton d'Or. Gesneriana

lutea. The Dawn, and Goliath (Silver Flora

Medal).
Tasteful arrangement and good quality blooms

were readily apparent in the exhibit by the

Anglesea Burn Growers' Association. Hie

mauve varieties were prominent, and included

Sii/uii. Edmee. Psyche and Le Tristesse, while

Donders, Goldfish and Maro-lln were also admir-

able (Silver gilt Greufell Medal). Darwins were

prominent in the smaller collection by Messrs.

(i. Bun-yard and Son, and blooms of Clara

Butt, Europe Pride of Haarlem and Psyche were

beautiful. Gesneriana spathulata also attracted

attention. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Robertson and Co. included choice

blooms of such varieties as Torch, Gold SNojke,
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Mrs Kerrell, La Merville and Emerald Gem, in

their noteworthy collection. (Silver Flora

Medal.)

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present:—Messrs. P. C. M. Veitch (in the

chair), Geo. F. Tinlev, E. A. Bunyard, Owen
Thomas, S. B. Dicks, Geo. Keif, A. Bullock, F.

Jordan, J. C. Allgrove, W. Bates, W. H. Divers,

W. Wilks, and S. T. Wright,
The Rev. W. Wilks exhibited some remark-

ably fine fruits of Apple Allen's Everlasting,
which had been kept in a box in a shed. The
purpose of this exhibit was to draw attention

to this fine late dessert Apple, which is one of

the best croppers, and deserving of wide culti-

vation.

Messrs. Bobbie and Co. submitted a dish of

Arran Comrade Potatos that had be«n ex-

hibited by them last November, to show the long
keeping qualities of this fine second-early

. variety. The tubers were of remarkably good
quality, very shaipely in outline and had only-

just commenced to sprout.

©bttuan?.

Frederick C. Green.—We learn from an
American contemporary that Mr. Frederick C.
Green, superintendent of the Parks at Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, passed away on April 21
in his 57th year. Mr. Green was born at Chedin-
ton, Buckinghamshire, was educated at a school
at Mentmore, and subsequently served his

apprenticeship as a gardener under the late

Mr. Smith on the Rothschild estates.

After a period spent at Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons' nurseries and at Tun-
bridge Wells, he decided to try his

fortune in the United States, where he went
when about twenty years old. He gained ex-
perience at numerous private establishments at

Westchester, Wellesley, and Mantford, all in the
state of Massachusetts. His taste and skill as
a landscape gardener were so widely known that
when Senator Aldrich required professional help
to develop his extensive estate at Warwick
Neck Mr. Green obtained the appointment, His
work at Warwick Neck proved so successful that
in August, 1909. Mr. Green was appointed
superintendent of the Parks at Providence, a
position he held till the time of his death. He
laid out the City Hall Park and developed the
Roger Williams Park into one of the show
places of New England. His death was deeply
deplored in the city of his adoption and much
sympathy is felt for his widow and two
surviving children.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*„* Correspondents are requested to address all

communications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Annuals Rabbits Will Not Destroy : A". A". C.
Rabbits vary a great deal in their selection of
plants for food, according to locality and the
supply of natural food available. The follow-
ing list will give you a good selection of
annuals these animals seldom eat :—Acro-
dinum paseum, Anagallis, Bartonia aurea,
Cacalia coecinea, Chrysanthemum (annual
varieties), Catananche caerulea. Datura, chloi-
antlia. Eschscholzia (many beautiful colours).
Entoca viscida, Helichrysum, Lavatera,
Lininanthes Douglasii, Malope grandiflora.
Marigold (all kinds), Nasturtium, Nicotiana
aflinis, N. Sanderae, Phacelia campanularia.
Poppies all kinds) and Zinnias. Many of

these can be obtained in separate colours.
Plants raised in pots and planted out are more
liable to be damaged by rabbits than those
sown where they are to flower.

Azalea With Swollen Leaves : R. W. M.
The cause of the fleshy, abnormal foliage on
your Azalea plant is. a disease, due to the
fungus Exohasidium rhododendri. Gather and
burn all foliage showing the gall-like growth.
At a later stage the galls develop a "'bloom."

which consists uf the spore-bearing organs of

the fungus. It is very necessary to remove
the diseased leaves before this appears.

Branched Tulips : C. H. Although branch-

ing in Tulips is not common it does occasion-

ally occur, and specimens have been
illustrated in Gard. Chron. If you mark the

Tulips which have given branched flowers,

and plant them again next season, you will

be able to see if the abnormality is constant .

in those individuals.

Damage to Broad Beans : It". C. Although no
insects were present on the specimens sent,
there is little doubt but that the damage
done to the Broad Bean leaves has been caused
by the Pea and Bean Weevil, Sitones lineatus.
This weevil is a common pest of leguniinosae,
especially on the lighter soils. Its most
marked depredations are on the Broad Bean.
Coming out of winter quarters at the first

touch of spring warmth it begins to feed on
the leaves of leguminous plants, eating out
characteristic crescentic holes from the margin
of the leaf. It is a very shy beetle, quickly
feigning death; by placing the hands together
just below the growing point and disturbing
the plant the beetles will usually drop into
them. The larvae live on the roots of legu-
minous plants, often causing considerable
damage. The adults emerge towards the end
of summer and pass the winter in any con-
venient shelter. From this life history it fol-

lows that clean cultivation and destruction of
hiding places in the winter are essential. In
the spring the ground should be well culti-

vated and hoed to prevent the insects shelter-

ing under clods. The plants should be well
dusted with soot, which acts as a deterrent to
the beetle and gives the plant time to grow
away. Above all, the plant should be well
stimulated with suitable manures so that it

can afford to lose a certain amount of leaf
tissue.

Eel-worm in Tomatos : P. H. As your
plants are already severely attacked we fear

that you will be able to do little to save
them, as the eel-worms are present in the
roots, where it is difficult to treat them. The
soil in the house is inifested with the pest

and you should take measures to sterilise

every portion of it, also soil used for planting
in subsequent years. Take care to burn every
portion of the roots of the affected plants.

Earth-worms on a Bowling Green : J. S. A".

As you require an inexpensive method of

eradicating worms from your bowling green,

we advise you to try lime water. A peck of

freshly-made quicklime should be placed in

40 gallons of water, allowed to stand until

it is clear, and the liquid then applied from
a rose water pot. There are also many in-

i ^pensive proprietary articles for the pur-
pose which may be obtained from horticul-

tural sundriesmen.

MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, May Wth, 1021.

Fruit ; Average Wholesale Prices

s. d. s. d. i s. d. s. d .

*pple* Grapes,
Australasian

i —English Hani-
—Monro's Fav. 2 J 0-25 ! burgh 4 6- 7 n—Cleo 28 0-30 —Muscats .. ..20 0-25
—Ribston 25 0-26 Lemons, Murcia,
—Jonathan 24 ! 300 s, 360's, .. 17 0-18
—Cox's Orange Nuts, per cwt.

Pippin .35 —Brazils, .. ..70 0-75
—Five Crowns 24 0-25 Oranges,
tt*nanas, singles 22 6-3* ! —Jaffa 22 0-25
-doubles .. 32 0-40 : —Murcia, .. ..34 0-45
Oape fruit, per box 300's, 360's, 504 's 38 0-50
Pears Peaches, perdoz. 12 0-36
—Beurre Bosc . . ) n n - n Pears, •Australasian
—Glou Morceau J

1U u ll u —Beurre Bosc 40 0- —
— Doyenne du ' — Clairgeau 28

Cornice, 12 0-15 ', —Leiffers 18 0-22
—Hermitage, .. 10 0-15 —Vicars 20 0-25
Grapes, —W. Coles 33—Colmar 20 Pineapples, .. 2 0-66—llanepoot, red. 10 0-15 Strawberries, forced,— white, .. ..10 0-15 per lb.

Figs, finest, .. 15 0-24 —special, .. .. 6 0-10
Gooseberries, lb. 10 ! —best .. .. 4 0-50
Remarks.—There has been a distinct increase in

activity during the past week, and most departments
have held considerable attention. Australasian Apples

have advanced in price, and meet a particularly keen
demand. Quantities of Pears and Grapes from the
Cape are on a slightly smaller scale. Pears, for tliu

most part, were m good condition, but the Grapes
in some instances showed waste. Oranges from Spain
are diminishing in quantity, and prices are firmer.

Lemons are easier, and better weather should
encourage tibe demand. Canary Island Tomatos did
not hold their advance of last week, the quantities
bringing about reduced prices. Bananas are a steady

trade. Potatos from the same source of supply are
quoted lower. Owing to the increased quantities of

Jersey produce now arriving, English Black Hamburgh
Grapes are gradually increasing in quantity, and the
small supplies of Muscats available are readily taken
up. Figs, Strawberries, Melons, and Peaches are meet-
ing a steady demand at tlie somewhat exclusive
figures ruling for this class of produce. Gooseberries
are steady in price. The earliest French Cherries
have been offered during the week. English Tomatos
show expansion in quauitiy, and prices are getting to a
more suitable level. The Cucumber trade is firm, con-
sidering the large supplies available. Forced Beans
are a good trade at slightly lower rates. English-

Asparagus is much improved in supply, and prices are

comparatively reasonable. Forced Mushrooms are

more plentiful, and show a corresponding reduction in

price. Abundant supplies of new Potatos from the
Channel Islands have arrived this week. All green
vegetables are plentiful, and only a moderate trade.

Trade in old Potatos is quiet, with King Edward in

demand.

Cut Flowers, etc.; Average Wholesale Prices.

s. d. s d
Anemones, per

doz. bun.
—St. Brigid,
Carnations, per

doz. blooms,
best American
var.

Cornflower, per
doz. bun.

Gladioli,

—Blushing Bride,

per doz. bun. .

.

—Peach Blossom,
per doz. bun. .

.

—The Bride, per
dox. bun.

Korget-me-Not,
per doz. bun. .

.

Gypsophila, white,
perdoz. bun. .

.

Iceland Poppies,
per doz. bun

6 0-80

s. d. s. d.
Lily of the Valley,

per bunch .. 16-10
Narcissus, doz. bun.

9 0-10
15 0-18

Iris, per doz. bloom?,
2 0-
2 6-

i 0-
6-

-mauve,
—Spanish, blue,

white,
yellow,

Ixias, per doz. bun. 5

Lapageras, per
doz. blooms ..

LIU uin lancifolium
album.doz.blms 4
—long, per bun. 4 6
—rnbrnm, short,

nerdoz. blooms 4

—longiflorum,
per bunch .

.

—short, per doz.—candid urn,—long, per bun. ...

—short, per doz.
blooms . . . . 3 0'

15 0-30
6 0-13

3 0-40
4 0-60
4 0-60
4 0-60

4 0-60
2 0-30
* 0- 6

4 0-60

8 0-90

0-6

6
5

5

pocticus, .

.

— double white .

Orchids, per doz
0-5 —Cattleyas

—Cypripediums
6 0- a Pelargonium,

per doz. bunch
—double scarlet, 12 0-15

30 0-36 —white .. .. 8 0-10
Richardia(Arums),

30 0-36 per doz. blooms 8 0-10
Roses, per doz.

36 0-42 blooms

—

Madame A.

6 0-1 5
i

Chatenay .

.

—Hoosier Beauty,
6 0-12 —Ladylove,

—Liberty
0-80 —Molly S. Craw-

ford, white,.

.

2 6 —Niphetos.

3 —Richmond,
3 o —Sunburst,
3 n

j

Statice, mauve, per

7 o doz. bun.
|

Stephanotis, per 72

4 0-50; Pips
Stock, double

white, doz. bun. 15 0-18
Sweet Peas, white
and coloured,
perdoz. bun. .. 18 0-:;0

Tulips,
—Darwins, p<r bun.
—rosy red, . . . . 2 0-26
—mauve . . . . 16-20
—pink, . . . . 16-20

i

Violas, small, per
3 6 |

doz. bun. .. 3 0-40
Remabks,—Supplies generally have not been so large

as the previous week, although trade appears to
be fairly good, and, so far, not much affected by the
restricted i Dainaport, both for the receiving and
despatching of cut flowers. The supplies n.oetly
affected are those from across the water. Small con-
signments of Double White Stocks are arriving from
home growers, also Double White Narcissus from ihe
West of England and also from the Scilly Isles; both
these subjects aire welcome additions for the Whitsun-
tide festivities, when there is always an extra demons
for scarlet and white bloom. A further advance in
prices is anticipated. Narcissus Poeticus is again
reduced in quantity, and prices are on the up grade.
White Gladiolus, The Bride, is on offer, and Stephanotis,
and Gardenias are additions to the list of choice flowers.
ti 1 Spikes of Lily-of-the-Yalley are very limited in
supply. There is a good supply* of spikes* from out-of-
doors, but they have suffered by the recent weather,
Carnations and Roses sbow little tltanige from last week.
Sweet Peas are more plentiful, and some excellent blooms
are on> offer. Iceland Poppies and Cornflowers axe
other attractive line©. The principal! flowers from tihe

Channel Islands are Irises, Ixias, Double White Stocks.
Double White Narcissus and Gladioli. The Fienctt
flower season is getting over. The best subjects from
that quarter are Gypsophila, Paeonies, Marguerites,
and mauve coloured Statice.

8 0-901
6 0-80

4 6-50!

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.

Felling and District Horticultural Society.

—

Flower Show to be held in the Heworth Hall Grounds,
Felling-on-Tyne, on Saturdav and Monday, August
27 and 29, 1921.—Secretary, * Mr. T. Weattierburn, H
Woodland Terrace, Felling-on-Tyne.

Bolton Horticultural and Chrysanthemum
Society-—The thirty-second exhibition will be held
in the Town Hall, Bolton, on Friday and Saturday,
November 18 and 19, 1921. Secretary, Mr. J. A.
Parker, 232. St. George's Road. Bolton."
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AOTCAL TSMPBBiTtlBI :

—

Gardeners' Chronicle office, 5. Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, May 18,

10 a.m.; Bar. 30.25; temp. 66°. Sunny.

The Roots of

Plants and
Oxygen Supply

It is, of course, a common
place with gardeners that

plants in general thrive best

when the soil in which their

roots are growing is well

aerated. In spite of this fact, however, it

does not follow that deficiency of oxygen
in the soil is necessarily harmful to

plants. On general grounds it is to be ex-

pected that since most living cells require

oxygen, those of roots will also exhibit this

need and will suffer if the supply of oxygen
in the soil-atmosphere is unduly reduced.

But the ill effects on plants grown in a
i water-logged soil might be due not directly to

lack of oxygen but to an excess of water or

to an accumulation of toxic substances—as for

instance carbon-dioxide. Although, in the

meantime, a gardener will continue to take
every care to bring and to maintain his soil

in a good state of aeration, it must be left

to the plant physiologist to ascertain, by the
tedious process of experiment, what actually

are the oxygen requirements of roots. It is

manifest that these requirements are not the
same for all plants and experiments now be-

ing made* show how wide are the differences
in the oxygen requirements of different kinds
of plants. These experiments, carried out by
Mr. \V. A. Cannon, demonstrate that when
the percentage of oxygen in the soil-atmo-
sphere falls to 2— as against 21 per cent, in

the air—the rate of growth of the roots is

either arrested altogether (e.g. Onion) or is

• Annual Report of the Director of tho Department
"f Botanical Research, Carnegie Institute of Washing-
ton. Sec Year Jlnok Xo. 19 1920

slowed down to a marked degree. In plants

of moist situations, on the other hand

—

e.g.,

species of J uncus, Potentilla, anid Salix

—

this reduction in the supply of oxygen to

I he roots produces little, if any, effect on the

rate of growth of these organs. When the
amount of oxygen supplied to roots is re-

duced still further—'to i per cent.—root-

growth of most plants ceases abruptly. But
again, in the case of the above-mentioned
plants of wet situations, Juncus, Salix, etc.,

these extreme reductions of oxygen supply
had no immediate effect on root growrth. In
Juncus the roots grew fairly actively for no
fewer than seven days after the oxygen ration

had been reduced to I per cent. Barley also

seems fairiy tolerant of a poor supply of

oxygen. Even when all oxygen is removed
from the soil-atmosphere and the roots are

immersed in pure nitrogen, some plants con-

tinue to live and their roots to grow. For
example, in a species of Mesembryanthemum,
the roots continued growing for five days in

the absence of oxygen ; in Potentilla and
Salix species, they endured and continued to

grow for seven days, and in Rice growth
without oxygen in the soil-atmosphere was
observed to go on for thirteen days. It is to

be supposed that those plants which exhibit

this high degree of tolerance to defective oxy-
gen supplies are able to obtain the oxygen
necessary for the growth of their aerial parts.

Pending further inquiries, it would appear
that plants may be classed broadly into two
groups—those the roots of which are very-

sensitive both to deficiency of oxygen and
excess of carbon-dioxide—these are the ordin-

ary plants of cultivation which thrive in well-

drained soil—and those which are tolerant

both of a deficiency of oxygen and an excess
of carbon-dioxide in the soil-atmosphere.

These are the plants of wet situations. It

would be interesting if plant physiologists

would pursue these studies and ascertain, for

example, whether there are any marked dif-

ferences with respect to oxygen requirements
between different varieties of fruit trees, or,

rather, different stocks thereof. For this

might have a distinctly practical value in pro-

viding an explanation of the extent to which
different varieties suffer when their roots

get down into the deeper layers of heavy
soils—which lavers are, perforce, insufficiently

aerated. In the meantime these experiments,

so far as thev have gone, confirm the practice

of gardeners in using every means to get the

soil into a well aerated condition and in pro-

viding special situations—moraine, bog gar-

den, etc.—for plants which, perversely, ap-

pear to thrive best under conditions which
are inimical to their more normal fellows.

Another line of investigation worthy of the

attention of plant physiologists is that of

ascertaining whether the toxic substances

excreted bv roots are produced in greater

quantities in poorly aerated soil, or whether
aeration has nothing to do with the pro-

duction of those substances. Knowledge on

this point would be useful to fruit growers in

enabling them to decide at what age of tree

cultivated orchards might safely be grassed.

The most curious observation yet made in

relation to the behaviour of plants in differ-

ent soil-atmospheres remains to be men-
tioned. It was observed that, whereas such a

plant as the garden Pea will thrive if its

roots are growing in an atmosphere con-

sisting of 1.5 per cent, oxygen and 0.S.5 nitro-

gen, it will thrive just as well with its roots

in only 0.5 per cent, of oxygen, provided

thp nitrogen be replaced by helium. The
only explanation yet forthcoming to account

for this fact, is that diffusion of oxygen

takes place more rapidly in a helium

medium than in one of nitrogen.

Honour for Mr. J. S. Brunton.—We gather
from the current issue of our contemporary
L'Horticulture Franrahe that Mr. J. S. Brun-
ton, editor of The Horticultural Trades'
Journal, Burnley, has received from H.M. the
King of the Belgians the palms in gold of

the Order of the Crown, and the Queen has
conferred upon Mrs. Brunton the Queen
Elisabeth Medal, in recognition of the great

(services Mr. and Mrs. Brunton have rendered
to the Belgian cause during the war. We
congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Brunton on these

high distinctions.

Prizes for Paeonies.—Mrs. Edward Harding, of

Burnley Farm, Plainfield, New Jersey, the well-

known authority on garden Paeonies, has pre-

sented to the Royal Horticultural Society a sum
of money to be devoted to the provision of a
cup in each of the years, 1924, 1925, and 1926.

to be awarded for the best display of Paeonies
shown by an amateur grower of these flowers.

The conditions of the competition for these cups
will be arranged and published later, but, mean-
while, this early notice is given in order that
Paeony growers may make preparations, for the
plants need to be well established if they are to
produce fine flowers. Paeonies are extremely
popular as garden plants in the United States,
and Mrs. Harding sees no season why they should
not become equally popular here, and it is for
this reason that she offers these cups. If
properly planted Paeonies may be left undis-
turbed for several years—a valuable
characteristic in these days when garden labour
is scarce.

Chamber of Horticulture—The annual general
meeting of the Chamber of Horticulture has been
definitely arranged to take place on Tuesday.
May 31, at 3 p.m., at 18, Bedford Square, and
will be preceded at 2.30 p.m. by a meeting of
the private members of the Chamber for the
purpose of electing representatives to vote at
the annual general meeting and also to elect
eight representatives to serve on the Council of
the Chamber. All members of the Chamber are
requested to make a special effort to attend on
that date. An extraordinary general meeting
of the Chamber was held on Tuesday, May 10.
when the alterations and additions to clauses 36
and 37 of the Chamber's Articles of Association
were finally approved. These have been sent to
all members, and have been filed with the
Registrar of Joint Stock Companies.

The Carnation Year Book.—A year book offers
a suitable medium for a society to publish
its activities of the preceding year; lists of
members; annual report; rules and regula-
tions, and such-like matter ; and a society
which at the present time is fortunate enough
to be able to issue such a yearly journal is

to be congratulated, for several associations
have, perforce, been compelled to suspend
publication of their " Annual." The Year Book
of the British Carnation Society for 1921 is

freely illustrated, and there are numerous
articles pertaining to the perpetual-flowering
Carnation. The super-critic might complain
that the illustrations are not so clear as could
be wished, but, as nearly all the pictures
represent recent novelties, they will be very
useful as showing the advance made in the
flower and a record of progress. It is satis-

factory to know that the Society enrolled 5b
new members during 1921, and that a success-

ful conference was held on March 10, 192U,

the subject being " The Culture of Carnations
in Pots." We hope that the optimism of the
committee in predicting a return of the Society

to its pre-war status may soon be fulfilled,

for the perpetual-flowering Carnation is one
of the finest additions in the floral world of

reoen! years. This type of Carnation lias

almost endless possibilities, and Mr. Montagu
Allwood, in an article entitled " The Develop-

ment of the Carnation.'' calls it the greatest

of all Carnations, and states that its influence

upon other members of the Piant litis Family

is only just revealing itself. According to this

specialist, florists aro only just commencing to

develop the modern Carnation. Growers of

the flower will find valuable articles on " Soils

J
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and Manures for Carnations " from the pen

of A. E. Usher, of Banston, Blandford, who is

a most skilful grower of these plants, and on
" The Culture and Usefulness of the Carnation

for Decoration " by Mr. T. Pateman, of the

Node Gardens, Welwyn. Those who have fol-

lowed the discussion in our pages on the best.

time for inserting cuttings will be interested

to know that Mr. Pateman favours the months
of December, January, and February. Mr. T.

A Weston, erstwhile secretary of the Society.

but now engaged in journalism in America,

gives an interesting description of Carnations

at. an American exhibition. He states that the

American exhibition is purely a trade show,

no effort being made to make it decorative.

The flowers are " dumped into straight pulp

waTe vases, either in 50' s or in 100's " He
states that the effect is not impressive, but

the quality of the flowers decidedly good,

although not superior to those at a London

Show. He gives much encomium to the variety

Laddie, which he says is good with all growers

and in a class unquestionably by itself; White

Delight he considers the best white variety

there; and Improved Mrs. Ward an advance

on the old favourite of that name. Kosalia,

a variety almost scarlet in colour, was one

of the best varieties in the Washington show

on January 21 of this year. He offers criti-

cisms on many other varieties.

Rothamsted Experimental Station.—Members

of the House of Commons Agricultural Com-

mittee paid a visit to Bothamsted Experimental

Station, Harpenden, on the 13th inst. The

visitors iwere received by the chairman, Lord

BledLsloe, and the director, Dr. Russell, and

first inspected the farms, where the field ex-

periments were explained by members of the

staff. The historic Broadbalk field, with its

78th consecutive crop of Wheat, was an object

of special interest. The trials in operation in-

clude bare fallowing, the influence of high ten-

sion electric discharge on the growth of Clover

and Oats, and cover applications of all kinds

of fertilisers, singly and in varied mixtures.

After luncheon the laboratories were inspected.

Sir Arthur Griffiths-Boscawen, on behalf of

the visitors, expressed high praise of all they

had seen. He stated that he was greatly inter-

ested in such centres of research, and although

it was a difficult time to ask for increased

grants from the Government, he would make
it his duty to see that whatever happened
the iwprk they were doing at Bothamsted was
not starved or stinted in the name of false

economy.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The re-

ceipt of the schedule of classes of the National

Chrysanthemum Society's exhibition, which
takes place on Thursday and Friday, Novem-
ber 3 and 4, shows that this Society is still

in a position to arrange for a most compre-
hensive exhibition, and offer substantial money
prizes, as well as a number of valuable chal-

lenge cups and other trophies. No fewer than
41 classes are included, the majority being open
to all members, but considerable numbers
are reserved for amateur cultivators. The
principal class is usually regarded as the one
for 36 blooms in twelve varieties, three blooms
of each sort staged in vases, and in this the
prizes of .£10, £6, and £4 respectively, are
given by Messrs. W. Wells and Co., as the
William Wells Memorial class. The name of

another prominent Chrysanthemum grower is

perpetuated in the Holmes Memorial Challenge
Cup class, in which 36 Japanese blooms dis-

tinct are required. The President, Sir Albert
Rollit, offers a oup or bowl valued at £5 5s.

in the alass for 24 Japanese blooms distinct.

Another Holmes Memorial Challenge cup is

offered for 24 incurved varieties. An especially
handsome challenge cup, presented bv Mr.
George Monro, is offered fur 12 vases of large
singles, six blooms of one variety in each vase.
Nurserymen, market growers, and market sales-

men offer prizes in other classes. An interest-
ing new class is for one Chrysanthemum plant
of anv variety shown by an amateur; the prizes
of £2 2s., £1 5s., and 12s. 6d., respectively,
are given by the proprietors of Amateur Gar-

dening. Another new class, open to single-

handed gardeners, is for six Japanese blooms
of distinct varieties. There are also the usual
decorative classes for decorated dinner tables,

\ases and baskets in which Chrysanthemums
are utilised. The show will extend over two
days, at the Royal Horticultural Hall, but it

will not he in conjunction with an B.H.S.
meeting.

Mr. George Paul, V.M.H.—There are few
men who can claim a longer connection with
horticulture than Mr. G. Paul. whose
portrait we have pleasure in reproducing be-

low. For more than sixty years he has been
actively connected with gardening, and in his

eightieth year he is as keenly interested as

ever in his profession and one of the most
regular attendants at the meetings of the
Boyal Horticultural Society, a society which
he has supported through good and through ill

report during his long career and whose his-

tory he is probably better acquainted with

than any other person living. He was born in

December, 1841, and as head of the Old Nur-
series. Cheshunt, he has for long occupied a
position of great prominence in the horticul-

tural world, which he has enriched by intro-

ducing or raising many new and valuable

plants, including Boses, Lilacs, Weigelas, Phila-

MR. GEORGE PAUL, V.M.H.

delphuses, Rhododendrons, Amaryllis, Cannae
and many others, and has won numerous
medals for a variety of subjects at important

exhibitions, not only in London, hut in the

provinces. It is probable that he is best known
to our readers as a rosarian, but his nurseries

include many more subjects than Boses; the

collection of trees and shrubs at Cheshunt is

most extensive and varied and it is also cele-

brated for fruit trees. Mr. George Paul is

a man of unbounded energy and has done
valuable work for his county, of which he is

a Justice of the Peace ; he was chairman of

the Hertfordshire County Council for 1906, and
is especially interested in educational matters.
It was largely owing to his efforts that school
gardens were instituted in Hertfordshire, the
one at Cheslrunt, where he was able to give
it his personal supervision and advice, being espe-
cially successful. His position in the horticultural

world may be gathered from the fact that he
was one of the sixty prominent horticulturists
selected for the award of the Victoria Medal
of Honour in Horticulture, when it was insti-

tuted in 1897. For many years he has acted as

vice-chairman of the Floral Committee of the
B.H.S. , and he is a. member of numerous
other committees, including those of the Horti-
cultural Club, the Horticultural Trades' As-
sociation, and the National Rose Society. He
is a very capable speaker and has taken a

prominent part in most of the important con-

ferences on hybridising, of which he is a most
successful exponent. In his long life of use-

fulness he has endeared himself to a host, of

friends, whp will join with us in wishing him
health, happiness and continued interest in the
pleasures of gardening.

A New Name for an Old Plant.—According to

the Bulletin of Popular Information issued by
the Arnold Arboretum, Pyrus japonica has been
given the generic name of Chaenomeles. The
statement is made that it is not a Japanese-

but a Chinese plant and its proper name is

Chaenomeles lagenaria. We must also accustom
ourselves to a new • ame for Pyrus Maulei, for

this is stated tp be Chaenomeles japonica. The
Arboretum contains a collection of these orna-
mental Quinces, and the most conspicuous when-
in bloom is the variety Simonii, which has a
dwarf habit and -produces flowers of intense
scarlet. Other choice sorts in the collection

are nivalis and cardinalis. The dwarf variety
of Chaenomeles japonica (Pyrus Maulei) known
as alpina, is recommended as an excellent sub-
ject for the rock garden. In time gardeners
will doubtless become accustomed to the new
nomenclature for this plant, meanwhile many
will still be content to know it and grow it

under its popular title of " Japonica."

Attractions at Kew.—Although some of the
earlier flowers were damaged by frost, the
Azaleas, in the Azalea Garden, at Kew, dis-
play a wealth of flowers, as also do the
Rhododendrons in the Dell, and they will
continue attractive for a week or two. Some
of the nower Chinese Rhododendrons near
King William's Temple, are also in flower.
The Rock Garden is, and will for some time
be, full of interest for lovers of Alpine plants.
At all times _ there is plenty to interest the
plant lover at Kew. but at this season of
the year, when everything is fresh, Kew is

1

perhaps alt its best. Seasons come and go,
each bringing its own interests, and it is by
this constant interest, and through the feeling'

of seclusion and restfulness it affords that'
Kew Gardens make their great appeal. The
carefully planned vistas open up an infinite
variety of fresh views; the broad and ample
lawns, and the wilder woodland spaces over
which the visitors are allowed to roam at will,

please everyone, and also astonish visitors
from abroad. And over all is the glory of the
trees, especially pleasing at this time, in their
young and tender greenery.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—
Tuesday, May 24: Royal Horticultural Society's.

Chelsea Show (3 days) ; Limiean Society Anni-
versary. Wednesday, May 25 : Irish Gardeners'
Association and Benevolent Society's meeting

r

International Commercial Horticultural Confer-
ence (2 days), to be held at 18, Bedford Square,
W.C. ; Kew Guild Annual meeting and dinner,
Holborn Restaurant. Friday, May 27 : Gar-
deners' Royal Benevolent Institution, Festival
Dinner.

" Gardeners' Chronicle ' Seventy-five Years
Ago.— Watering Out of Doors. Some persons
are for morning watering, and others for even-
ing; all, however, will agree in the propriety
or even necessity of a timely application of
this most important element. For my own
part, I like the morning, as a general rule,

more especially for such things as have been
recently planted out, such as bedded plants

in the flower garden, and young vegetables

transplanted from the seed beds in the kitchen
garden. To saturate the soil in such cases is.

in my opinion, highly improper, as leading to

a considerable waste of the accumulated ground
heat, and also as tending to exclude the genial

influence of the atmosphere. With regard to

young stock of this kind, frequent sprinklings

are all that is required; in fact, a kind of

cutting treatment, chiefly in order to prevent

undue perspiration in the leaf. If this waste

is prevented through the day by early morning
watering, the plants may safely be left to the

dews during the night. Fine-rosed pots should

at all times be used, and light sprinklings re-

peated will prevent the soil from becoming

puddled. Oaid. Citron., May 23, 1846.
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NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PLANTS

BHODODENDRON SPLNULQSUM.
This is a hybrid between R. spiauliferum and

R. racemosum which has been raised at Kew,
where it is now in flower in the Himalayan
House. The parents are small-flowered ever-
green shrubs, botih Chinese.
R. racemosum was introduced through the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris, and first flowered at

Kew in 1893. It is one of the hardiest of the
Chinese species and flowers freely in Ajpril. The
leaves are Myrtle-like, dark green above, scaly

and silvery beneath, and the pinkish campaniu-
late flowers, about an inch across, are disposed
in axillary clusters on the upper portion of the
shoots.

R. spinuliferu.-n was introduced by M. L. de
Vilmorin, and flowered in his garden at Les
Rarres in the spring of 1910. It is unlike the
ordinary run of Rhododendrons, the leaves being
about 2 in. long, oblong, the margins recurved,
rugose and pilose, as also are the dull red
shoots ; flowers crimson in terminal heads of

from 4 to 12, an inch long, tubular, the lobes

erect, the white stamens projecting well beyond
them. The plant is hardy, but at Kew it is

happier under glass than in the open.

The hybrid may be best described as a race-

mosum with more tubular flowers, which are

pink tinted, and have conspicuous white stamens,
these latter giving the flowers a distinguishing

character and adding to their charm. The
leaves are wider and flatter than in R. racemo-
sum, and they are somewhat undulated. There
is something about this plant which may cause

it to become popular. It is no doubt hardy,
but it may be of most, value as a pot pliant for

early flowering in a cool greenhouse. Another
hybrid between R. spinuliferiun and R. ciliatum

is also now in flower at Kew. It resembles R.
ciliatum in foliage and flowers, but the habit is

different and the plant generally lacks distinc-

tion; still it may prove to be worth a place in

a collection. II". W.

THE ROSARY..

ROSE OPHELIA.
What a wonderful Rose this variety is tor

any form of cultivation ! As a decorative

variety, especially when grown under glass,

the blooms are splendid, for they have that

delicate blush tint which is so pleasing in

flowers for vases or table decoration, and they

harmonise well with bronzy-hued, red-tinted

Rose foliage and growth or coloured Acers.

The blooms are not extra large, therefore

not unwieldy, but medium sized and shapely,

with long stems and sturdy peduncles which
do not need the aid of wire supports to show
them to the best advantage. The progeny
from this Rose bids fair to provide us with a
number of desirable varieties.

As a garden variety, Ophelia is equally valu-

able, every shoot producing a desirable flower.

The leaves are little affected with mildew and
insect pests, so vigorous is the constitution.

Considering its general good qualities, it is

difficult to say enough in favour of this

Rose. For the amateur it is a real acquisition.

E. M.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Landscape Gardening.

A treatise on Landscape Gardening* by Mr.
0. C. Simonds is a recent addition to the
Rural Science Series of books on Gardening,
Farming, etc., edited by Mr. L. II. Bailey and
published by the Macmillan Company, New
Yr.rk. The author is a well-known practitioner
in the United States, where, in the last half-
century or so, garden planning has received
much thoughtful attention. Mr. Simonds is a
follower of Repton, Downing and other apostles
of the natural or English style. Formalism in

* Lanatcape Gardening. By 0. C. Simunds. The
Maeuiillan Co., New York. Price .11/6.

the garden he would confine to the orchard,
vegetable plot and, on a small scale, to a
scheme of flower beds. He makes his points
in a convincing way, and is so much opposed
to straight lines and stiffness that he even
objects to the term landscape architect, the
latter word suggesting objects rigid and fixed,
whereas the garden is made with things that
are alive, growing, changing : "To use the
word architect tends to take away that free-
dom and gracefulness that should go with the
development of beautiful landscapes." He
states that the desire to create beautiful scenery
first appeared in Europe at a comparatively
recent date. It was the result of efforts to
improve and organise the landscape. America
is greatly in need of the landscape gardener to
plant out the disfiguring and destructive results
of the operations of the logger and miner, and
it is gratifying to this country to learn that
the English style of garden and park making
is preferred there. Although Mr. Simonds'
book is intended for American gardeners, it

contains a great deal about the principles of

book is one that may be read with advantage
by the man in the street and by the school
boy or girl, with as much profit as by the
practical forester, for, at a time wihen the
fact has been forced upon us that the culti-
vation of large tracts of timber is vital to the
safety of the nation, it is essential that every-
one should know sufficient about the country's
requirements in trees and timber to make him
or her take an intelligent interest in the work
of the Forestry Commission and to understand
that money used in tree-planting is an invest-
ment which may be expected to yield a good
return in the future. We were taught during
the late war how dependent we are upon sup-
plies of timber from abroad, and everyone
should now insist upon sufficient timber being
grown to form a margin of safety should a
future upheaval take place. Mr. Jackson's book
is just the one to set people thinking, for he
touches upon many matters and summarises
rather than goes deeply into detail, thus he
interests his readers instead of boring or
frightening then.. IT. I).
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planning and planting which should be helpful
to garden makers in this country. There is an
excellent chapter on the treatment of water.
Another deals with farm planning, farms often
forming an important feature of an estate. A
chapter on public thoroughfares might well
\>e read by those in this country who are
responsible for the making and beautifying of

our roads; also the remarks about town plan-
ning. Public parks, golf links and cemeteries
are other subjects included. Every lover of the
country will endorse Mr. Simonds' views with
respect to ugly bill boards, whose " insolence

"

is a blot on the landscape in his country as

they are here, notwithstanding the efforts of
public-spirited bodies to suppress them.

A Short Manual of Forest Management.

This book* is from the pen of Mr. H. Jack-
son, of the School of Forestry, Cambridge.
and it forms an excellent little text-

book for people who are interested

in forestry, but have no special know-
ledge of the subject. In the scope of

some 70 pages the author manages to direct

attention to most of the principal factors in

forest management, leaving out much of the
detail that is only necessary for those who are
making sylviculture a profession. Thus the

*A Short Manual of Forest Management. By II

Jackson, M.A., School of Forestry, University of 'Cam-
bridge. Published by the University Press, Cambridge.
Priee 7s. net.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
ONOSMA ALBO-ROSEUM.

Of the few Onosmas in cultivation O. albo-

roseum is one of the most beautiful, although it

is scarcer in gardens than its beauties deserve.
A good plant is truly fascinating, so exquisite
are the tubular or bugle-shaped flowers
of wax-like texture and charmingly coloured
ivory white, tinted with rose. These flowers
form a great contrast in their polished sur-
faces to the hairy leaves, and the effect of
the plants when well grown on a rockery, de-
pending from the chinks of the rocks, is exceed-
ingly delightful. LTnfortunately, this Onosma
has not proved so happy in our gardens as was
hoped, and it is not so long-lived in many
places as its allies, 0. tauricum and O. echioides.

It loves a dry, sunny position, free from winter
rains as much as possible, but even in what
appear to be thoroughly congenial conditions it

is liable to die off near the base and to dis-

appear in the course of the winter or spring.

It is always advisable, therefore, to have a
few young plants for replacing any which may
die. Some have experienced a difficulty in pro-
pagating this Onosma, but it is not troublesome
to increase it from cuttings taken off close to.

or with a heel of, the old wood and inserted in

sandy soil around the sides of a pot placed m
a frame or cool house, the soil covered with
about half an-inch of sand and well watered.
S. A i iujU.

B
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THE ORCHID HOUSES
y J. Oolliib, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah coiihk, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Stanhopea.—Very few plants produce such

gorgeous and interesting flowers as the Stan-

hopeas. They have a distinctiveness in their

habit of blooming, for the pendulous inflores-

cences grow downwards through the bottom of

the receptacles in which they are planted,

therefore it is necessary to grow the plants in

teakwood baskets suspended from the roof-

rafters. A layer of Fern rhizomes should be
placed in the bottom of the receptacle in pre-

ference to crocks for drainage. Such species as

Stanhopea tigrina and its variety superba, !">.

Amesiana, S. Wardii, S. nigroviolacea, and
others are becoming active at the roots, and any
that require fresh rooting material should be
afforded receptacles sufficiently large to accom-
modate the plants for at least two seasons, ls

Stanhopeas resent frequent root disturbance.

When placing the plants in fresh baskets, re-

move as much as is necessary of the old materials

from about the roots with a pointed stick, and
work the fresh compost well between them, and
press it moderately firm. Plants that have
sufficient rooting space, and compost in good
condition, should have a portion of the soil re-

moved from the surface and 'be top-dressed

with fresh materials. The plants will do well

in a moist position in the Cattleya or inter-

mediate house. They should be watered spar-

ingly during their earliest stages of growth, but
when the new pseudo-bulbs begin to form, they

should be afforded liberal supplies of moisture,

and sprayed frequently, wetting the under-sur-

faces of the leaves in order to combat I he

attacks of red spider.

Odontoglossum. — Plants of Odontoglossum
grande, and 0. Insleayi with its variety leopar-

dium, are starting into growth, and the necessary
repotting or top-dressing should be done. Plants

that have sufficient rooting space for another
season, should, if the compost is in good condi-

tion, be immersed in tepid water to thoroughly
soak the soil, afterwards allowing it to become
partially dry, when portions of the old materials

may be picked from between the roots on the sur-

face of the pots, and fresh material substituted.

Plants that need repotting should have all the

old compost shaken from the roots, and be
potted afresh in receptacles large enough to ac-

commodate them for two seasons. Plants of

Odontoglossum Uro-Skinnci'i are sending forth
new roots from the base of the young growths
and should be potted or top-dressed according to

their requirements. As plants of Odontoglossum
Fiossii majus pass out of flower, they also should

be given the necessary attention at the roots.

These plants are best grown in plain, shallow

pans without side holes, and suspended from
the roof rafters. When dealing with specimens
possessing numerous leafless, back pseudo-bulbs,

with growths that have developed over the
sides of the pans, the plants should be broken
up, the back pseudo-bulbs cut away, leaving

three or four behind each lead, and be made
up again into specimens of a required size. All

the above-mentioned Odontoglossuims will grow
well during the summer in the cool Odonto-
giossum house.

THE HARDY FRUIT QAEDEH
7 W. HaM.ii Wuiu, Gardener to tha Hon. rT. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Trinf

.

Strawberries—These plants should now be
regularly and abundantly supplied with water

if dry weather continues, and watering should

be continued until the berries begin to change
colour, but it should be discontinued unless

the weather conditions are extremely dry, when
moisture is absolutely necessary, not only to

swell off the fruit, but also to keep the plants

alive. Mulching—as formerly advised—will

prove of much importance to the crop, for
when mulches are applied evaporation of soil

moisture is considerably diminished, and less

water will consequently be required to keep
the roots moist, while the fruit at the same
time will lie dry and clean. Plants that have
been forced in pots are excellent for making
new beds. If these have been carefully hardened
off in cold frames, and kept free of red spider,

they may now be planted out-of-doors. The
ground should be previously well manured and
deeply dug, the object being to provide suffi-

cient nourishment for the plants for at least

two or three crops of fruit. Strong growing
varieties, such as Royal Sovereign, should be
allowed a space of not less than two feet each

way; weaker growing varieties may be set

closer in due proportion. Should there be the

least sign of insect pests on the foliage

—

especially on the underside—dip each plant be-

fore it is planted in a suitable insecticide, and
allow it to dry. When removing the crocks,

do so with as little disturbance to the roots

as possible; see that the ball of earth is moist,

right through. Plant slightly below the surface

level of the surrounding soil, settle the roots

by firmly treading the ground, and well water

them in. Plants treated in this way fre-

quently produce heavy crops of fruit.

Raspberries.—These plants usually throw up

far more suckers than are required for training

in for subsequent fruiting. The new canes

should therefore be thinned as early as possible,

and all those that are produced at a distance

from the mother plant should be entirely re-

moved. Overcrowding should be rigorously

discouraged, otherwise the canes will have

little chance of proper development. In the

event of continued dry weather, timely water-

ings are of the utmost importance for these

plants in order to ensure a crop of fruit. A
period of drought after the berries have set is,

without doubt, the greatest cause of failure

with this fruit.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to 0. A. Cain, E«q., J.P.,

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshira.

Celery and Celeriac.—Seedlings intended for

the main crop of Celery are ready for pricking

off into well prepared soil. An excellent place

to prick off the young seedlings is on a mild

hotbed made chiefly of leaves; the plants will

produce heads early. In the meantime, have all

trenches in readiness for planting seedlings as

they become ready. Celery suffers considerably

if allowed to become too large before planting.

These remarks apply also to Celeriac, which is

generally grown on the flat.

Sage.—Where these plants have become old

and unsightly, it will be desirable to make pro-

vision for renewing the stock by raising plants

from cuttings, which may now be inserted in

well-prepared soil. They' will root readily at

this season in a partially shaded place; keep

the cuttings damp in dry weather by spraying

them.

Brussel Sprouts.—The earliest plants of

Brussel Sprouts that were raised from seed

sown early in March and grown on in some-

what, hardy conditions will now be ready for

transplanting in their final quarters. Choose

an open situation and ground that has been

deeply worked and well manured during the

previous autumn. The distance to plant will

much depend on the individual variety and

also on the strength of the soil. Should the

latter be in good condition, allow the plants

a space of 3 feet each way. In planting

Brussel Sprouts there is no gain in crowding

them ;
plant firmly, and, if the soil is dry,

water the roots immediately after planting.

Perpetual Spinach—This valuable plant pro-

duces a continuous supply of leaves during

the summer, when the ordinary kind is not

available. Seed may be sown now and on-

wards to the end of July. The rows should

be 15 inches to 18 inches apart, and the plants

thinned to a distance of 9 inches to 12 inches

in the rows.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener t.i E. .T. Wythes v S i,

Copped Hall, Eppiny.

The Orchard House—Trees in pots that have
failed to set a crop of fruit should not be allowed
to remain under glass when ihey can be removed
to the open air with safety. Full exposure to the
sun and air will be all in their favour for the
next season's cropping. To prevent damage
by winds the trees should be plunged in the
ground to a depth of half the pot, but before
placing them in the holes put a piece of slate
on the bottom to stand the pots on to prevent
the drainage from becoming choked. Plung-
ing the pots as suggested serves a double pur-
pose, viz. by preventing them from being blown
over and keeping the roots cool and on
the moist side. It is important the trees are

not neglected or allowed to become unduly dry
at the roots, for this is often a cause of failure.

Pot Figs.—Figs on pot trees are approaching
ripeness, and the air of the house should cir-

culate freely through the trees. Withhold
water at the roots, but not to the extent that

the trees are likely to suffer. A drier

atmosphere should be maintained by dis-

continuing damping and syringing. A little

fire-heat will be beneficial to the trees at this

stage, and they should no longer be stimu-

lated with the aid of manures. The above
remarks do not apply to trees on which the

fruits have not commenced to ripen. These
should be encouraged to swell then fruits by
the aid of liquid feeding, syringing overhead,

damping the floors and walls frequently and
maintaining a warm, humid atmosphere. In

these conditions the trees, if in good health,

will require no 1 hading, and will respond

readily to all the solar heat they can get,

Frame Cucumbsrs.—The weather conditions

have not been too favourable for Cucumbers
planted on hot beds in frames. The nights

have been cold, and the plants have not been

able to make much headway, but with the

advent of warmer nights they will soon im-

prove. Admit very little air to the frame,

and then only on very bright days. I prefer to

keep them shaded and close while the weather
i-. changeable, rather than risk admitting cold

draughts.

Tomatos.—Early Tomato plants are setting

their fruits. If grown in pots, the number
of trusses to each plant should be restricted

to four, for. if more are allowed to develop,

it will be at the expense of those remaining,

and no advantage is gained. Feeding at the

roots should not be attempted until the fruits

of each truss have set. From this stage on-

ward the plants should receive liberal treat-

ment. Liquid manure is a safe and beneficial

stimulant. Plants growing in borders may
be allowed to carry a heavier crop, but this

will depend on 'he strength of the plants.

As soon as the leading growth (all side growths
having been previously removed) shows signs

of weakness, the point should be taken out

and all the energy concentrated on the fruits

that have formed.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
tj Jan Oovtts, Rojal Botanio Gayrdeu. Kew

Campanula pyramidalis.—The Chimney Cam-
panula and its variety alba is a favourite

plant for conservatory and house decoration,

but is not so generally employed out-of-doors

for garden decoration! as its merits deserve.

It makes an excellent subject for grouping

in the mixed border, and proves a handsome

plant for a large lawn bed. For this purpose

seed should be sown now in a greenhouse or

cold frame.

Campanula lactiflora.—This species is an

excellent subject for the herbaceous border or

wild garden, and may be raised from seed

sown in the same way as advised for C.

pyramidalis.

Double Wallflowers—The so-ealied double

German Wallflower is raised from seed in the

same way as the single varieties. The old

double forms do not produce seed, and need

to be propagated by means of cuttings, which
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may be inserted now, as the plants pass out

of flower. They root readily in cold frames.

They are seldom grown, but should be more
generally cultivated, as they last for several

years, and make large bushes in dry, poor
borders.

Roses.—The cold weather in the earlier part

of the present month adversely affected the
young growth of Eoses, with the result that
many of them are suffering from attacks of

aphides. If neglected, the young growth will

soon be crippled by this pest, therefore the
plants should be promptly sprayed with a
suitable insecticide; paraffin emulsion, with
the addition of tobacco extract, is excellent for

this purpose. The best time to spray is late

in tie afternoon, when the sun has lost its

power, and the plants should always be
syringed with clear water the following morn-
ing, using the garden engine or syringe, accord-

ing to the size of the collection. The larvae

of the various saw-flies that attack Roses
are best destroyed by hand picking.
Mildew on Roses should be guarded against
by spraying varieties that are subject to this

complaint, as it is one of those diseases that

is easier prevented than cured. There are
many proprietary remedies, but liver of

sulphur is as good as any, and should be

applied at the rate of J oz. to 1 gallon of

water, adding 1 oz. of soft soap to every 3

gallons of the specific to make it more ad-

hesive. As growth becomes harder, the mix-
ture may be slightly increased .in strength.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. STAWiHD, Gardener to R. 0. Faluxr Momi

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Abutilon Savitzii.—This plant is one of the
best ornamental-foliaged Abutilons, but requires
a little more heat than other kinds. Cuttings
will root readily in a propagating frame. Old
plants may be cut hard back, and will make
shapely specimens for decoration purposes by
the end of the season.

Adiantum Terns.—Plants that have been
resting should be placed on the stage, and if

the old fronds have not already been cut off

close to the pots, this should be done forthwith.
Plants that were potted last year will not need
a shift, but they should be turned out of their
pots and the drainage examined. Sometimes
the crocks become clogged with fine soil. ;n

whieh case the drainage material should be
removed and clean crocks substituted. A
sprinkling of sand may be placed all over the
surface ; this will help to ward off slugs and
keep the surface clean and sweet. When the
plants begin to grow stimulate them with weak
liquid manure made from horse or cow dung.

Cyclamen.—Young Cyclamens need shifting
into larger pots. The compost should consist

of good fibrous loam, decayed leaves, silver sand
and good clean charcoal. The young .plants

may be placed in a pit near to the roof-glass
and syringed overhead morning and evening.
The temperature should be 55° to 65°. The
plants' surroundings should always be moist.
When the weather becomes more genial they
may be placed in frames on a layer of

ashes. As the evenings get milder the sashes
may be removed. The plants will benefit by
the night dews, and the sashes may be replaced
in the morning and air admitted through the
daytime. The frames should be shaded in the
daytime in the growing season, when the sun
is shining strongly, and liquid manure applied
to the roots.

Schizanthus.—Plants of Schizanthus raised
from seed require larger pots. The compost
should be coarser in texture than was employed
at the first potting. Some of the plants will
flower earlier than others, but these precocious
blooms should be pinched out; the plants will
then break into growth lower down and form
better specimens. They should be exposed to
plenty of light, and air should be admitted on
all favourable occasions, for the cooler the
plants are kept the sturdier will they develop.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CVFR1PEDIUM A. J. CHOLMLEY.
Erom Plas Newton Gardens, Rillington, York-

shire, Mr. W. Smith, the gardener, sends a
flower and leaf of a very interesting and dis-

tinct cross between C. Parishii and C. niveum.
The leaf is over six inches long and nearly
two inches wide, its texture, and light green
ground colour with wavy transverse markings
of dark green, giving strong evidence of the
parentage. The flower also in the green tint of

the reverse side of the sepals, and their pro-
minent ridges, shows C. Parishii plainly, and the
surface exhibits an amalgamation of both
parents, with an inclination in form to C.
niveum. The dorsal sepal has a greenish apex
and white sides to which claret-red lines extend
from the base. The petals, which are two and
a half inches long, and nearly two inches wide,
have a whitish ground veined with claret-red,

and the lip is ivory white, densely spotted on
the face with dark rose. The parents are widely
separated, and it is interesting that two species

which varies very considerably. Some of the
torms come from the West Indian Isles, where,
although doubtless introduced, they are com-
mon as wild specimens, and approach P.
Wallichii closely. The sepals and petals are
buff yellow on the face and whitish at the
back; the lip claret red with yellow markings
in the tube.

ODONTOGLOSSUM GRAND DUKE
NICHOLAS.

A flower of this very extraordinary Odonto-
glossum is sent by Mr. C. Mace, Orchid grower,
to H. Worsley, Esq., Stone House, Haslingden,
Lancashire, who states that the plant was
purchased at the sale of the collection of the
late Mr. W. R. Lee, a year ago, under the name
given, but without record of parentage. The
flower, which is five inches across, has sepals one
and a half inches wide, heavily barred with
claret-purple, a little of the white ground show-
ing at the margins and between the large
blotches. The fringed petals are two inches
wide, claret-purple in colour, with thin white

Fig. 107.—odontioda .ioiceyi var. splendens. r.h.s. first-class certificate, may 10.

by messrs. j. and a. mcbean (see p. 239).

SHOWN

so different structurally should combine so

effectually. Mr. Smith states that the spike re-

mained in the axils of the leaves for two months,
but ultimately developed rapidly and produced
an inflorescence of three blooms.

PHAIUS WALLICHU.
A photograph and cut spike of a grand

specimen of this fine species is sent by Mr.
Geo. W. Marsh, the gardener at Aniberley
House, Gravelly Hill. Birmingham, who thus
correctly describes it, " the plant has five

spikes, three of which are four feet six inches
in height, the five spikes bearing together one
hundred and twenty flowers. The four largest

leaves are three feet six inches in length.

Three years ago the plant was glowing in a 7-

incli pot ; at the present time it is in a 15-inch

pot, which it has packed with good roots. It is

potted in a compost of about three parts fibrous

loam, and one part peat." Although the finest

of the species of its section, it is not now
seen in gardens very often, the plants so named
being generally varieties of PhaiUS grandifolius,

lines near the margin, the tips being tinged

with lilac. The showy lip is well worthy of the

other segments, the front half white, the basal

half reddish purple with a white marginal band
having purple lines. The crest is yellow, and
the upper side of the columns claret-red. It is

difficult to imagine anything florally superior in

its section.

PLEIONE.
Although the genus Pleione is now merged in

Coelogyne, it is convenient to keep the name
distinct for garden purposes. The species are

alpine plants, mostly natives of the lower and
middle Himalayan zones, where they are found

on moss-covered rocks and banks, as well as on
the trunks of trees. They are very generous

in the production of their delicately-coloured

flowers, and not difficult subjects to cultivate.

This season, when roots are developing from the

young growths, the roots should receive an

increased amount of water, and they may also

be stimulated with weak liquid manure, which,
however, should only be afforded them
occasionally.
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EDITORIAL NO TIDE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents woutd

obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-

tions, and save us much time and trouble, if they

would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters

and to advertisements should be addressed to the

Publisher, and that all communications intended for

publication referring to the Literary department, and

a\l plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-

torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary 'delay and

confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

Special Notice to Correspondents—T,, f Editors

do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations or to return unused communications or

illustrations utiles* by special arrangement. The Editors

do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions

expressed by their correspondents.

Illustrations.

—

Th ' Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by send-

ing to the Editors early intelligence of local events

likely to be of interest to our readers or of any
matters which it is desirable to bring under the notice

of horticulturists.

J. C. LOUDON AND " THE GAR-
DENERS' MAGAZINE."

LOUDON, who was h< rn in 1783, and died,

standing on his feet, on December 13,

1843, after a long and painful illness.

is probably unknown to the present generation

of gardeners. From the time his reasoning

faculties awakened until the last hour of his

lift, he was acquiring knowledge or imparting

it to others. This is the more remarkable

inasmuch as for many years he was practically

crippled. While still a youth he was gripped

by rheumatism. Later unskilful treatment

deprived him of the use of his right arm,

which still later had to be amputated, and
finally only two fingers and the thumb of Ins

left hand were left, end yet he made occa-

sionally rough sketches to elucidate plans.

The salient incidents of his career are briefly

as follow:—Educated in Edinburgh, he studied

landscape gardening and nursery work in that

city, simultaneously impioving his education

by studying modern languages, and to these

adding Greek and Hebrew. When 20

years of age, he removed to London and com-

menced business on his own account, and
almost immediately began to issue works on

landscape gardening and cognate subjects. The
first of these contains a recommendation of

the Sycamore and Occidental i'lane as more
suitable trees for London than those he found

everywhere in the City parks. When only 21

years of age he was employed by Lord Mans-
field to lay out the ground that the ancient

burgh of Scone had occupied, and which that

nobleman at a great expense had removed to

another s'ite. A little later Loudon induced

his father, who was a farmer, to migrate to

near Pinner, one result of which was a volume
commending the Scottislh system of farming to

English farmers, and this led to the author

receiving an offer to take over a farm near

Oxford in order to introduce the system there.

He retired a few years afterwards, having

amassed ,£15,000, which was almost dissipated

by an unfortunate speculation while on a

journey which included the greater part of

Europe, the parts he had been unable to visit

being travelled over later.

We next Ihear of Loudon, after some minor
publications, projecting the famous ilncyclo-

pcedia of Horticulture, an epitome of garden-

ing that was published in 1822 and republished

again and again and rewritten in the course

of the succeeding years. In 1826 The Gar-

deners' Magazine was commenced as a quar-

terly, and of all his publications this afforded

Loudon the most satisfaction, but undoubtedly

his greatest work was the Arboretum et Fruti-

rttum Britannicum, commenced in 1833 and

completed five years later. He attempted to

induce gardeners and others to make draw-

ings of trees and shrubs for this work, and

gave directions and showed examples in The

Gardeners' Magazine, but, naturally, without

result, and accordingly he was obliged to em-

ploy draughtsmen, sometimes as many as

seven, to prepare drawings, himself accompany-

ing thean. from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., and after-

wards working on the text with Mrs. Loudon

till 2 or 3 o'clock the next morning. When
this great work was completed, he found him-

self involved in debt in its production to

the grave amount of .£10,000, which in a few

years was reduced to .£2,600. While prepar-

ing the Arboretum, he had several publications

running simultaneously, and was also contri-

buting articles to newspapers and other publi-

cations of an ephemeral kind. The labour all

this entailed seems to have been a direct

means of shortening his life. Like Sir W.

Scott in somewhat similar circumstances,

Loudon de\ot'ed the remainder of his days to

an endeavour . to extinguish this debt, and

resumed landscape gardening, which he had

given up for literary work, as one means, at

last having to be wheeled about in a bath-

chair, but this work he continued until

physically worn out near the very end.

It is possible • at this distance of time to

estimate the value of Loudon's work as a

landscape gardener, and also to allot his place

a.s a social reformer, which really was his

strong point. The numerous plans distributed

throughout his books, apart altogether from

the little that remains of his work, proves

conclusively that as a landscapist he occupied

no elevated position. Some of his proposals

can only be described as ridiculous, perhaps

none more so than that of laying out Arthur's

Seat, near Edinburgh, as a cemetery with

winding roads to and from the summit, which

was to be crowned with a building, and its

sides to be clothed with trees and shrubs.

Plans of flower gardens and flower beds dis-

played no trace of the true artist, and his

idea of a rockery was equally crude.

This is the more strange, seeing he pro-

fessed to be a follower of Whately, Price

and Eepton, and so great was his regard for

the principles enunciated by the last-named

that he gathered his writings together and

published them in one volume. As a critic of

gardens he was unique. He attacked the

Horticultural Society, the management of Kew

and of the [Royal Gardens, and whatever he

found in piivate establishments in his opinion

faulty was duly recorded in The Gardeners'

Magazine. This, of course, brought upon him

much ill-will and sometimes biting retorts

which were duly published.

As a reformer he was far in advance of

his age; a Socialist, indeed, of the type of

William Morris, who had the same passion for

work as Loudon, and, in fact, both worked

themselves to death, and to the last were

occupied in scheming and preparing work tor

the future, Loudon's Self-Instruction for Young

Gardeners having been incomplete when he

died. G W Johnson, compiler of the History

of Gardening, and later the founder of the

Journal of Horticulture, contributed to the

earlier numbers of the magazine, but the

" conductor's " radical views disgusted him,

and he withdrew his literary help. Loudon

advocated better houses, with ground attached,

for working men, good elementary education

for children, improved sanitation, sewage re-

form, and the last year of his life was devoted

to burial reform as much for the rich as for

the poor.

The Gardeners' Magazine, was a repository

for all kinds of schemes, and to its pages we

are indebted for the early history of the prac-

tical heating of hothouses by water, with an

adaptation of lime burning as a heating agent,

afterwards adopted by John Cowan. The early

lawn-mower is there illustrated and described,

and also Bell's leaper, with its two horses

propelling the machine. Various types of hot-

houses are also illustrated, Loudon's favourite

being the curvilinear, and the material iron

and glass. All the books bearing however

slightly on gardening pursuits, published

during its existence, were reviewed, some

by no means in a flattering way, as Sir

H. Stewart's work on planting; others, like

Herbert's Amari/llidarar, by Donald Beaton,

not only favourably, but the review estab-

lished the critic's position as a writer.

Loudon's regard for gardeners was consider-

able; and to those who spoke or wrote in a

derogatory manner of them he never failed

to point to the pages of his magazine for a

refutation as regards their intellectual quali-

ties, and to the gardens under their charge

for their professional abiliities. And it is a

fact that garden writers of that period

have never been excelled, some of tliein

never equalled. Donald Beaton, [Robert Pish

—the better-known David's brother— 1'axton,

Barnes, of Picton. Cuthill, of Cucumber fame,

Thomson of Chiswick, are perhaps the best

known, and most of whom joined The

Gardeners' Chronicle later, or still later the

staff of the Journal of Horticulture. Westwood.

the entomologist. Waterton, the ornithologist.

Berkeley, the mycologist,and Professor Henslow,

the botanist, were also writers, and there were

jccasional notes from noted florists like Hogg.

of Paddington. and Tyso. Wonderfully com-

plete reports of shows are to be found in its

pages, not only metropolitan shows, but also

those in the provinces, and the leading Auri-

culas, Pinks, Picotees, Carnations. Dahlias,

and other florist flowers of the period are

frequently named. The magazine, moreover,

had a quota of its pages filled with foreign

intelligence relating to rural pursuits, while

all the new plants and fruits that were pub-

lished in the various journals of the period

were also noted. Such an epitome of it might

have been deemed invulnerable, yet the cheap

illustrated issues — Horticultural Agister,

Floricultural Magazine, and others—sapped its

vitality, and, though the last number was

issued a few weeks subsequent to the death

of its founder-viy... January, 1844-the wort

had long passed its zenith. No doubt, the

long-winded lucubrations on matters of no in-

terest to gardeners, together with the advent of

the new journals, some of which were

not above filling their pages from that

of Loudon, were largely responsible for

its decline. But the cost was large. Aiva

quarterly it cost 5s. and 3s. 6d. per part. THe

13th volume came out in monthly parts, «
2s. 6d. per part, and so continued till the last..

B. P. Brotherston.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

VIBURNUM BITCHIUENSE.

The Viburnums include some of the best-

flowering shrubs or small trees for garden de-

coration, and in recent years there seems to

have been a revival of interest in their culti-

vation. Probably this is due to the fact that

several choice varieties and one or two new
species have been recently introduced, but of

all modern acquisitions none surpasses V. Car-
lesii, a small Japanese species with heads of

white, very fragrant flowers. Almost as soon
as this plant was introduced there was a wide
demand for it, and nurserymen in Japan were
asked to send large consignments of the species

to this country. Owing to some confusion in

description, another species was substituted.

Mr. E. H. Wilson, who was in Japan at the

time, cleared up the mistake and found that
the plant being sent for V. Carlesii was V.

bitchiiuense (see Fig. 108), which has a flatter

corymb and a looser, more branched habit. The
specimen illustrated was exhibited by Mr.
Reuthe at a recent meeting of the R.H.S.,
where it thowed to advantage in a general

collection of early-flowering plants. Mr.
Reuthe informed us that specimens in Cornwall
grow some 12 feet high and make relatively

large bushes, and that they are very ornamental
in spring when the flower buds, which are

tinged with pink, are expanding amongst the

young foliage, which is also prettily tinted as

if with a bronzy sheen. The flowers are frag-

rant, but the scent is not so pronounced as in

the case of V. Carlesii.

SOPHORA TETRAPTERA VAR.
MICROPHYLLA.

With -e-gard to A. C. B.'s note on the above in

Gard. Chron. of May 7, the following particulars

of a specimen growing on a south wall of The
House at Sn.eaton may be of interest. The plant

was given me by Prof. Sir Isaac Bayley Balfour

15 or 20 years ago, on the occasion of an old

greenhouse at the Botanical Garden. Edinburgh,
being pulled down. It was then a pot plant

eome 5 ft. high. I planted it in its present site.

in a border of stiff soil and very poor quality.

It never looked back, but was some 12 ft. high

before it flowered, which it then did profusely.

Usually sub-evergreen it has experienced 25° to

32° of frost on various occasions without any ill

effect, but possibly low shrubs at its base may
have afforded some protection to the stem. It

is now some 20-25 ft. in height, and would
have been probably equally broad, but owing
to the proximity of windows severe lateral

pruning has been necessary. Profuse flowering

in one year is followed by few flowers the next,

but in either case every blossom produces its

characteristic seed pods, which hang until the

following flowering season and form no mean
ornament. A. II. H.. Smeaton, East Lothian.

—In the Arley Castle Garden there is a speci-

men of this interesting shrub sent from Ken'

about 1876 and kept for many years in the

greenhouse. It was planted out in a warm
corner against a wall about 1907, where it

has flourished and flowered and ripened seeds

ever since. In March, 1917, after the long

and severe frost, seed was gathered and sown,

as it was feared the tree might have been

killed (it had shed all its leaves), and at

least 25 young plants were reared. It is

always partially evergreen, and is now covered

with its rich yellow blossoms and necklace-

like seed-pods. .1/. J. Woodward.

PICEA ALBERTIANA.

A spfcimex of this.well-shaped little Conifer in

the Arley Castle Harden is now just 2 ft. high.

It was planted out in 1916 when about 1 ft. 4 in.

high, and its slow growth was surprising until

the recent note and illustration suggested that

it is a dwarf form. It would interest me to

know the height of the specimen figured, and
what sort of soil or aspect, the plant prefers.

M. J. Woodward.

TREE AND SHRUB GROWTH AT
HALIFAX.

Between Montreal and Halifax, thousands

of acres of poor, rocky land skirting the

National Railway, and often extending as far

as the eye can reach, are thickly carpeted with

Rhodora canadensis and Andromeda angusti-

foLia. Burnt-over forest-land, thin Birch

plantations, and cultivated grounds all come

alike to the spread of these ubiquitous shrubs.

Indeed, in the latter case, farmers have to

contend with a serious situation in preventing

the spread of these root-running occupants of

their land.

The introduction of the common Heather

(Calluna vulgaris) to Halifax is rather an

interesting story. A few years short of a cen-

tury ago, a company of soldiers from a High-

land regiment was encamped on the ground

now known as the public park. Some of the

Chinese and Japanese trees and shrubs succeed

admirably in the intensely cold, long winter

of Halifax.
Such trees as the Ginkgo or Maidenhair

Tree and Umbrella Pine have thriven ex-

tremely well, and good specimens of these and

other uncommon species may be seen in the

park. The Pin Oak and Weymouth Pine also

do well, but the tree that succeeds best of

all, both for street and pa,rk planting, is the

common Lime.
On the limestone formation Cypripedium

spectabile is found in abundance, as is also

the stemless species (C. acaule) growing

amongst decomposed vegetable matter, even

on old crumbling logs in some of the half-

depleted forests. No fewer than five species

of Viola are found, including the Birdsfoot

and yellow-flowered kinds. The public gardens

and grounds throughout the city were laid

Fig. 108.

—

vibi-rntm bitc-hii-ense.

units had a quantity of Heather sent from

their native hills, with which a bed was

planted. Here it grew and increased so

rapidly that seed and young plants were intro-

duced to other suitable spots around the city,

until to-day it occupies large areas on the

adjoining hills and burnt-over forest-lands.

The original bed of Heather has increased

to an acre or more, as well as spread to other

parts of the park. The introduction of the

common Broom to Halifax dates later than

that of the Heather, but it has increased to

suoh an extent that in certain districts and

around Vancouver whole areas of denuded

forest-land have become practically covered

with this shrub, which, during the flowering

period, is often a landmark for long distances

away. Curiously enough, the Wvch or Scotch

Elni succeeds better than the English I. mi.

and equally interesting is it to know that

out and planted by the late superintendent.

Mr. Richard lower, who was sent from the

Duke of Devonshiie's Irish estate by the late

Sir Joseph Paxton. During his forty-five years

ot service Mr. Power did excellent work, not

only in the laying out of these beautiful

grounds, but in the choice of trees and shrubs

thai wore able to withstand the rigours of a

Halifax winter Not less remarkable is the ool-

lection of native plants that were got together,

and also the many experiments that were

undertaken in order to find out which trees

and ^liiulis were lest suited to the climate and

soil of that part of Canada. I found Mr.

Power still hale and hearty, and most interest-

ing ami entertaining in his account of the

varied works he had carried out in converting

denuded forest-lands into beautiful gardens

and parks during his forty-five years of service.

.1. I> Websh r.
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PLANT NOTE.
HAEDINESS OF FREESIA REFRACTA

ALBA.
Plants of Freesia refracta alba are now

(the second week in May) flowering freely in the
open. They were left in their pots after bloom-
ing last spring, and the roots fed with liquid
manure before resting them. When they
showed signs of growth last August, they were
planted out from their pots intact in a border
facing east under a Fig house. There they
made good growth and were protected during
November and December from cold winds,
but have had no covering since. Last month
they were exposed to 10° of frost and 2 inches
of snow, which did not damage them. Lily of
the Valley on the same aspect was cut with
the frost. A. B. Wadds, Englefield, Beading,
Berks.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PRIMULA SINENSIS.

The Chinese Primula, in its many shades of

colour and diversity of form, is one of the
most useful plants for greenhouse decoration
during winter and spring, and valuable for
house and table decoration—a very important
item to consider at a time when most flowers
for these purposes have to be produced under
glass. Two sowings should be made, one at

the end of April for winter flowering and the
second in the third or fourth week in May to
ensure a succession of flowers in late winter
and spring. Six -inch pots should be half-

filled with clean crocks, and the latter surfaced
with a layer of turf for drainage. Fill the pot
nearly to the rim with a mixture of finely-

sifted loam and leaf-mould in equal proportions
and lightened with plenty of silver sand. Make
the compost fairly firm, and moisten it with
hot water through a fine-rosed can. When
cool, sow the seeds thinly on the surface and
cover them lightly with some of the fine compost.
Label each pot and place the latter in

a house having a temperature of about 65°.

Cover the pot with a piece of glass and
paper to conserve the moisture.
Primula seed should never be allowed to be-

come dry in the seedpan or the soil caked on
the surface; therefore, if necessary, immerse
the pots in a vessel of tepid water for a few
minutes until the soil is saturated.
As soon as the seedlings are large enough

to handle, prick them off very carefully into

small sixty-sized pots, using similar soil, but
a little rougher in texture. Dust the surface

of each pot with sand, as this prevents the
seedlings damping off at the collar. Water
the plants with great care and transfer them to

a warm frame and plunge the pots in fine ashes
or Coconut fibre. This may seem a lot of

trouble, but it is surprising what progress the
plants will make. They should be shaded from
the sun with thin tiffany during the hottest

part of the day, but the shading material should
not remain a minute longer than is necessary,

or the plants will become drawn and weakly.
In pricking out or potting these Primulas

take care to put the plants well down in the

soil, as this prevents them wobbling about and
having to be supported. They will make rapid

progress, and ks soon as they are ready may
be transferred to 5-inch pots, using a compost
consisting of two parts hand-picked fibrous loam,
one part sweet, flaky leaf-soil, ooie part old
manure, and a liberal dusting of charcoal and
sand. The plants should be potted firmly.

A cold frame will suit them admirably from
now onwards, standing the plants on a bed of

ashes and shading them as before advised. It

is better to use tiffany than to put shading
direct on the glass, as during dull days the
plants need all the light available. Water the
roots carefully, but do not wet the foliage, and
keep a strict watch for green fly. If this pest
appeal's, fumigate the frame lightly on two
successive evenings. As the pots become filled

with roots use a little fertiliser in the water
and feed the roots occasionally with diluted
manure-water and also, now and then, weak

soot-water, which is not only a good stimulant,

but causes the foliage to develop a deep green.

If the plants are desired for table decoration

they will not require repotting, but if extra

large specimens are desired they may be shifted

again into 6-inch or 7-inch pots, using a similar

mixture of soil as before with the addition of

a little concentrated fertiliser.

In repotting, take care not to break the

foliage; the leaf stalks are very brittle. The
plants will do well in the frames until there

is danger from frost; then they should be re-

moved to a greenhouse with just enough heat

in the pipes to provide a warm, buoyant
atmosphere. Water the plants in the mornings

in order that moisture mav dry up before night.

Continue to feed the plants until the flowers

have developed ; then give only clear water,

as the use of stimulants at this time would
shorten the blooming period. If room can

be spared, it is best to stage the plants in

separate colours ; however, this is largely a

matter of taste, and not a cultural detail. The
plants should be arranged so that they slope

from back to front, as this will enable the

flowers to be seen well and is also much
better for applying water. When required for

table decoration, the plants should be well

watered, then turned out of their pots and
placed in ornamental receptacles and the surface

soil covered with fresh, green moss. There are

two forms usually grown, the dwarf and the

taller stellata, or star typo. These latter are

very graceful and suitable for decorative pur-

poses. B. W. Thatcher, Carlton Park Gardens,

Market Harboro''.-

THE GLORY PEA OF NEW ZEALAND.

Referring to the article on the New Zealand
Glory Pea contributed by H. J. Selborne Boome
in Gard. Vhron. of November 20, 1920, p. 256,

I may state that the Glory Pea of

New Zealand is Clianthus puniceus. Clianthus

Dampieri is a native of Australia, not New
Zealand, and is known as Sturt's Desert Pea.

The two plants are very unlike each other except,

in shape of bloom. The flowers of C. Dampieri
are scarlet and black, foliage glaucous grey. It

is a weak plant, which no one has so far suc-

ceeded in keeping alive fur any considerable

time. I have grown the plant, but it has always
died after producing two or three flowers. In

England it is grafted on the Sutherlandia, and,

I believe, succeeds in that way. C. puniceus
is a robust plant, semi-shrubby, with pendulous
growths. It can by pruning be kept as a

standard shrub ; it can also be trained to a fence.

The flowers are about three inches long, mas-
sive, in heavy racemes. There are three varie-

ties, viz., the type plant, var. maximus ana
var. alba. The last has greenish white flowers,

but maximus is the best plant; it makes a

glorious show, in fact there are few more hand-
some plants in the world.

In a wild state the plant is almost extinct,

but is very common in gardens. Johnson's Gar-
deners' Dictionary gives Navigator Island as the
habitat of C. magnifica. I believe this to be
incorrect, and that it is really our maximus
which is found there. Few people in New Zea-
land know the Clianthus as " Glory Pea." The
common name is Kaka (caw caw) Beak, the
flowers being formed like a parrot's beak, and
the Kaka being a native parrot. Another ver-

nacular is " Red Kowhai," the flowers being
somewhat similar in shape to the native Kowhai
(Sophora tetraptera), which has yellow flowers.

Sutherlandia frutescens comes from South
Africa. It is fairly common in gardens here,

where it is usually known as the "Duck Plant,''

the seed pods bearing a fanciful resemblance to

a duck. The pods are thin and parchment-like
when ripe, very much inflated like a bladder.
The scarlet flowers are small, rather pretty, but
the reverse of spectacular.

The Gard. Chron. comes to me regu-
larly, and I am pleased to find frequent notice
of New Zealand plants, though they are not
always quite true descriptions. A short time
back there was an interesting account of a fine

garden in the south of England. I forget the

owner's name, and I cannot refer to my back
numbers. [See Gard. Chron., July 3
1920, p. 8,-Eds.] In the article on
experiment in hybridising New Zealand Cordy-
lines was mentioned. It was stated that among
the plants from a cross between C. Banksii and
C. australis there was a hybrid exhibiting a
red midrib, making it a striking plant, appar-
ently considered to be new. As a matter of
fact, it is quite unlikely hybridity had anytning
to do with it. C. Banksii is a variable plant.
The midrib is most commonly green or yel-
lowish, but different shades of red are frequent.
I saw recently on the Tararua Mountains a plant
with the brightest red midrib that I have met
with, a very handsome plant. I should expect
to find a proportion of plants with red midribs
in any large batch of seedlings. II'. H. Taylor
Wellington, N.Z.

SPRING FLOWERS AT THE ZOOLOGICAL
GARDENS.

Londoners and country cousins who visited
the gardens of the Royal Zoological Society, at
Regent's Park, during the Whitsuntide holi-
days discovered beauty as well as interest
and pleasure. The gardens were beautiful in
their spring dress, and in addition to the
Thorns, Rhododendrons, and Laburnums, there
was the charm of other spring flowers.
The chief display of spring flowers was, as

usual, near the South Entrance. The most
satisfactory groups were those in which the
common early purple Iris had a part In
bold groupings in front of shrubs, and in
beds of various shapes and sizes, Mr. Young,
the gaiden superintendent, had associated
small groups cf these old Irises with Wall-
flowers, Auriculas, various Tulips, and an
eiging of Daisies. In a bed of Fire King
Wallflower there were groups of these Irises

—

each with eight or twelve spikes—with pink
and buff Tulips dotted among the whole. In
another bed Fire King and Primrose Dame
Wallflowers associated with Inglescombe Pink
and Bouton d'Or Tulips provided a delightful

display, and yet all the subjects were more or
less common.
The beds of Tulips, each of one variety, were

charming, notibly those of Inglescombe Pink,
macrospila. Fairy Queen, Picotee, i»iiss

Jekyll, and Bouton d'Or. Sutton's Crimson
King Wallflower, with purple Irises and red
Daisies, was a fine arrangement.
Mr Young mamges to get good free-flower-

ing little groups of the purple Irises year
after year, and simply replants them in a
border after spring-flowering plants are moved
to give place to summer flowers, and in due
course they are moved back afterwards, to

bloom the following spring again. Mr. Young
suggests that, where these Irises do not flower

well, they should be partially lifted, and
pressed back again in autumn, when they will

bloom satisfactorily.

With regard to maintaining the high level

of effectiveness spring after spring, with very
much the same kind of subjects, Mr. Young
finds he is able to get good results by deeply

digging in a free dressing of old manure when
the summer flowers are cleared out; this is

thoroughly mixed with the -toil, and a coating

of hot lime is then given. After allowing
the soil to settle, the planting is done, and
every bulb is surrounded with wood ash. It

is obvious that this is good practice, as it

has been carried out n many successive years

by Mr. Young and his excellent staff, and
with annually gc-od results. It should be

added that Mr. Young, though just past

his 72nd birthday, has imbued his staff with

tl.e enthusiasm which has carried him through
many difficulties luring his 40 years' experi-

ence at the Zoo. And now, in a few weeks'

time, after planting about 100,000 plants for

the summer display, he is retiring. Those who
have loved the Zoo i'or its good gardening
will wish this grand old gardener many happy
and peaceful years in which to enjoy the rest

ho has so splendidly earned.
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THE BULB GARDEN.

DAFFODILS IN 1921.

Mr. Duncan Pearson is perfectly right
when he remarks (p. 219) in so many words
that a note-taker only sees those flowers at a
Daffodil shawl which catch the note-taker's
eye. It is the corollary to this statement that
makes me think that it will be of some in-
terest to have Mr. Pearson's flowers supple-
mented by another list of another note-taker,
viz., the writer's. In both cases, I think I

may say that our comments are in a general
way written from the standpoint of a judge
at a show. So far as I am concerned, I
always like to make this plain, because it by
no means follows that a tip-top show variety
is a good garden plant, any more than the
best garden Daffodils are those which are the
best in a show. The names are in no par-
ticular order.

St. Dorothea, of which there is an illus-
tration in The Hardeners' Chronicle for May 7,
is, I believe, the first seedling raised by the late
Mr. James Coey, of the Donard Nursery Co.,
to be shown in public. It is an ideal florist's
flower. It belongs to the white trumpet sec-
tion, and in many ways is reminiscent of
White Knight, which even now can well hold
its own in the best company. The trumpet
is narrow and clean cut; perianth pointed,
overlapping, smooth and of good texture.
The diameter of the bloom is 4 inches.
Sacrifice is a fine Incomparabilis with a pure
white, overlapping perianth, and a well pro-
portioned flat eye, one inch in diameter, of a
beautiful soft brick red. The flower measures
3\ inches across. To me its great charms
are the colour of the eye and the ideal pro-
portions of the flower. So often in these
flowers I think the corona is either too small
or too large for the perianth. Like St. Doro-
thea, it is the first seedling of the raiser's

—

Mr. H. D. Phillips—to appear at a show,
and he, too, is now no longer witth us. Early
in the war he made the supreme sacrifice. It
is a curious coincidence that both these
flowers—the first fruits of members, dead and
gone—should both appear at the last show
of the Midland Daffodil Society, at Birming-
ham.

Mr. Guy Wilson's B 248/12 was shown at
Birmingham among the bicolor trumpets.
Its colour is its fortune, for the trumpet is a
most decided fawn, which is quite a new
shade in this sub-division. The flower is on
the small side and there is nothing particu-
larly striking about its perianth. Rosary,
which Mr. Pearson mentioned, may be
bracketed with it, but in this flower there is

a decided pink tone in the trumpet. It is

clear that the definition of a bicolor trumpet
in the E.H.S. Show classification needs
amending so as to cover these new shades.
Discoyd is what may be termed a semi-poet
raised by Dr. Lower, of Presteign. The
perianth is quite a poeticus white and the
three inner segments slightly incurve after the
manner of " recurvers." The eye has a greenish
centre, then a band of yellow, and outside a
rim of red. It is a very refined-looking bloom
having a diameter of 3J inches. Messrs.
Krelage's 318 was the most distinct flower in
the yellow trumpet class at Birmingham. The
trumpet is short, wide and broadly flanged, and
of a rich greenish yellow shade. The
perianth, which has wide, overlapping seg-
ments, is of a deep, almost orange yellow,
thereby making a decided contrast with the
trumpet, and in consequence giving the flower
its importance.
Beauty of Exeter, apart from Mrs. R. 0.

Backhouse, the giant Leedsii (?), with the
pinky-red trumpet which was the sensation of
the London Show, I am inclined to think
was the best of all the flowers we saw-

there for the first time. It is a giant
Incomparabilis. and was raised by Mr. E. Eng-
land of Exeter. Somehow, it reminded me of
the Australian pink variety, but in every way
it is a superior flower. The perianth is pure
white with overlapping segments. The shallow
cup is edged with a broad band of soft orange-
red, and has a diameter of 1J inch. The

whole has a diameter of 35 inches. Golden
Pedestal is a fine, symmetrical, clean cut yellow
Incomparabilis (almost, a self replica of the
well-known Pedestal), raised by Mr. J. Lionel
Richardson, of Waterford. It was one of the
best flowers in his first prize collection for
Messrs. Barr's Cup, at the London Show. Mr.
Richardson has for some years been accus-
tomed to sweep the board at the Dublin Spring
Show, but this year he let them off, and rather
surprised us by doing much the same thing in
London in all the classes in which he entered.
Golden Pedestal is a flower of much refine-

ment, with a y;ood-sized open cup, which is

just a shade deeper in colour than the peri-
anth ; the diameter is 3* inches. Loch Fyne,
raised by the Brodie of Brodie. was well shown
by Mr. J. [S. Arkwright, at the London Show.
It is a Giant Leedsii, which, although it has
been in commerce for some years, has never
been appreciated as it should be. My verdict
upon it is—Quite good for show purposes, and
a real acquisition in the garden, as I know
from a personal trial. The Pawn will have

trade exhibit, it measured a good 4 inches.
This leads me to say that classes for full-

sized flowers which have a diameter of
3 inches or less, seem to be appreciated. At
Birmingham, Dr. Lower had a most attrac-
tive six. His " Chip,"—a tiny, pure white
Leedsii just 2| inches across—with a bright
brick red rim to the eye. is a. capti-
vating little bloom. P. D. Williams's yellow
trumpet, 1921, diameter, 3J inches, which was
in his Engleheart Cup twelve at London, is a
true " P.D." flower, well balanced, shapely, of
splendid texture and smoothness. Mr. Williams
was beaten; and to beat Mr. Williams in a
Daffodil competition is on a par with bowling
Grace or Hobbs. Nevertheless, he had two
or three very good blooms; unfortunately, all

were nnder numbers. Royalist is on a par
with the above fine yellow trumpet of Mr.
Williams. It was raised by Dr. Lower, and
is, in a way, a yellow counterpart of St.

Dorothea. Its farm is ideal, and the texture
of the flower is all that can be wished. It

has pointed, clean cut segments. It is a

Fig. 109.—tulip carrara. r.h.s. award of merit, m\y 10 (see p. 239).

to look to its laurel-. Prospector, raised by
Mr. Engleheart, has a trumpet of the deepest
yellow. It is difficult to carry colour in one's

minid with any degree of accuracy, but I

am inclined to think Maximus would look

pale beside it. Three blooms would be telling

in a collection of twelve yellow trumpets, but
its twisted perianth is hardly up to show
form. The trumpet is the best part of the
flower, which has a diameter of 3J inches.

If time and trials in England and Ireland
prove it to have a constitution anything like

Emperor, the Donald Nursery Co. has got a.

prospector who has struck, not gold, for there
is none to be had nowadays, but plenty of

money. It is a digression, but I hope an
interesting one. to record the diameter ot

two blooms of the variety .Mrs. Robert
Sydenham in order to show what a

difference good cultivation and a favourable

environment make in the size of a

flower. As shown by an amateur who won
very many prizes at London, it measured
3i inches, while not far away, ill all Irish

pleasing shade of soft yellow ; diameter,

3J inches. Dr Lower staged another good
flower of the same sub-section, in London,
named Clarion. Of the same sub-section, Mr.
William Wel< hnian had a good pale bicolor

trumpet in Twilight; Mr. Herbert Chapman,
a striking poet in Minuet; Messrs. Barr and
Sons, a shapely Jonquil hybrid, in Ardis, and
Ml is. J. K. Pearson and Sons had old Baylor
Hartland's delightful Countess of Southest.

which, although hardly to be classed as a
show bloom, is one of the best of all Daffodils

for cutting. It needs no further recommenda-
tion than to say it is a Leedsii Frank Miles.

Cordon Rouge, raised by Mr. Herbert Chap-
man, from his favourite breeder. Will Scarlett

(..r Crimson Braid), is probably a Barri, with
a large flat centre of pale yellow, bordered by
a wide margin of soft red and a stiff, rather
small white perianth. It is a good flower to

give diversity to an exhibit. The diameter is

3 1

,
inches. The following good flowers w*re

also there—Clio, a delightful tliant Leedsii

with a conspicuous lemon rim to the cup.
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raised by Mr. E. H. Krelage; The Sahib, a

very bright-eyed semi-poet, raised by Dr.

Lower; Dovedale, a bloom which is similar

to the well-known Miss "Willmott, raised by

Mr. W. A. Milner; and Racehorse, raised by

Mr. Guy Wilson—diameter 3j inches, which

is a yellow trumpet in which the whole peri-

anth slightly reflexes.

Putting all the flowers mentioned by Mr.

Duncan Pearson and myself together, it may
be said that the season of 1921 has had its

share of good novelties. We have had seed-

lings of the finest quality from four raisers

whose flowers have never appeared in public

before. Every year will add to their number,

for the raising of seedlings is still tempting

many. There is still a future for the Daffodil

if only the plague of eellworms can be stayed,

and from all I hear we have at last got the

upper hand of this insidious pest. Joseph

Jacob.

VEGETABLES.

FRENCH BEANS IN FRANCE.

I read in Gard. Chron. (April 30, 1921,

p. 208) a short note on the method of sowing

French Beans. I do not know the result of this

practice in England, but if it were followed in

Frtnce, and especially around Paris, where

thousands of acres are annually grown, it would

result in total failure for the first sowings and

half crop at most for the next. It is advised to

" draw out drills 2 ft. apart and 3 in. deep . . .

and the seedlings may be thinned to about 1 ft.

apart." I had already noticed this wrong
method of sowing the Beans deeply when in

England, nine years before the war, and advised

the man who complained that his Beans had

rotted to sow them very shallowly. The seeds

should be covered with just enough soil to hide

them. This seems to be a very important matter

in cold and wet weather in France and no doubt

the more so in England. Around Paris the first

beds of dwarf Beans are not sown before the

end of April and the varieties with coloured seed

are always used as they are hardier than the

white-seeded ones. The rows are drawn about

H ft. apart, and the clumps set about 1 ft. apart.

In fields a machine is employed for sowing the

seeds in clumps, and in gardens a flat hoe is

used with which a very shallow hole about 1 in.

deep but broad and flat is made. In it 5-6 seeds

are dropped, and the soil retained upon the hoe

in making the hole is spread on the seed and

nothing more is done until the seedlings are

large enough to be hoed and n. niched with

surrounding soil. No thinning at all is practised

for it would diminish the crop. From the be-

ginning of May to the end of July sowings are

made at any time so as to give in succession

crops of long, thin, and very tender Beans ;
the

smaller and thinner they are the higher the

price they realise.

Many dozens of varieties of dwarf French

Beans are listed in French catalogues, some of

which may be known in England under other

names. The following are the most popular with

us :—Haricot de Bagnolet, Haricot Ciloire de

Lyon, Haricot nain parisien (Souvenir de Deuil),

Haricot noir hatif de Belgique, Haricot metis

(Eclipse). ,V. Mottet.

RAMPION AS SALAD.
I was much interested in Mr. Beckett's refer-

ence to this salad on p. 200. It is, I think,

strange that Rampion is not more often grown

for use during the winter. As mentioned by the

writer, it may be sown in succession from March
onwards, but it is doubtful if the early sow-

ing! would be much appreciated because there

ii so much other material to choose from, but

if sown in May the roots remain good right

through the winter. If preferred the seed may
be sown in boxes containing light soil, and the

plants pricked out about 4 to 6 inches apart,

out when this method is followed great care

must be taken that the main root, which is al-

most threadlike in its early stages, is put pro-

perly into the soil, or instead of a clean, straight

root the result will be an ill-formed and twisted

one. However grown, the soil should be

brought to a fine tilth for the top foot and be

free from stones. A few copious waterings

should be given the plants during the growing
season. During spells of hard frost a number
of the roots should be lifted and kept in moist

sand for immediate use, and the rest of the

bed covered with bracken or litter. H. Turner,

Allury Park Gardens, Guildford, Surrey.

FRUIT REGISTER.

Apples. I am wondering if I may be allowed to

have one for her." I felt, under the circum-
stances I could do no other than let Mr. Peas-
gcod have the whole of the dish. I heard after-

wards that these fruits were a source of great
pleasure to the lady. I may add that Mrs.
Peasgood was a confirmed invalid. J. George
Woodward.

BEAUFIN APPLES.

The Beaufin or Beefing varieties of Apples

have many good qualities to recommend them,

and it is remarkable that they are not more
generally cultivated. As standard trees for

the orchards, or half standards for the poultry-

run, no variety gives better returns, or keeps in

season longer.

Their cooking qualities also compare with the

best, and I have seen good crops produced on

various soils.

The tree crops well in the bush form on

both the Paradise and free stocks, and from

observations I believe then, to be self-fertile.

Striped Beaufin is a large and handsome
fruit, the skin green and heavily striped with

red. When properly stored, this Apple will

keep to the end of June. Specimens often

measure 12 inches in circumference. The eye

is open and set deeply, the stalk short and

also inserted deeply, the flesh is white, and

the juice slightly sub-acid. This excellent

variety originated in Norfolk.

Norfolk Beefing is an excellent sort for

growing in light, dry soils, as the trees are

prone to canker on heavy land.

The fruit is above middle size, nearly

round ; eye large, in a deep basin ; stalk

short, 'thick and deeply inserted; skin red

next the sun, and green on the shaded side.

The high colour is retained until the fruit

decays; the flesh is firm; juice, sub-acid.

This Apple is supposed to have been

imported from France to Norfolk. It is one

of the few varieties to be cooked, then com-

pressed, without breaking the skin. Specimens

will keep sound until July.

Many trees of Hereford Beaufin may be

found in the county bearing its name,

but the quality is not so good as those

already mentioned, nevertheless, it is a

good " pay-the-rent variety. The fruit is

rich red to crimson in colour, and the skin

is covered with small dots; it is of medium
size; juice is not too plentiful, but the

cooking qualities are excellent. It is a late

keeping sort.

The tree is a bountiful bearer, grown as

an orchard standard, this being the best form
for planting. During the war fruits of this

Apple sort, at £35 per ton, for pulping and for

the South Wales trade. Growth is strong anil

healthy, and the tree is one of the best stan-

dards in the orchard. Pomono.

APPLE PEASGOOD'S NONESUCH.

I was very interested in Pomona's remarks in

reference toPeasgood's Nonesuch Apple. I agree

with all he stated regarding its cooking

qualities, splendid size and appearance. May I

be allowed to supplement Pomona's remarks

with a few of my own.
At one of the Crystal Palace shows some

twenty-five years ago I won first prize for the

best dish of this variety. After the show was

ended, and I was busy packing, a gentleman

came up to me and said :
" Pardon me, I am

Mr Peasgood and my daughter is the raiser of

the variety named Peasgood's Nonesuch. She

put one seed in a pot at the time we were
living at Grantham, and from thence we trans-

feree the little tree to Stamford, where I had a

draper's business. We first exhibited fruits of

the seedling at the Stamford Show, where it was
thought to be a large Blenheim Pippin. The late

Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley, suggested that we
should send specimens to the R.H.S. Committee,
who decided that it was a distinct variety—hence

the name." After this conversation Mr. Peas-

good went on to say ; ''My wife, who is seriously

ill, has been reading in the papers about your

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible Jot

the opinions expressed by correspondents .]

Length of Growth of Climbing Plants.—Can
anyone inform me what is the greatest length
which any climbing plant has attained in this

country or in Europe? So far as I know,
Ampelopsis Veitchii holds the first place. On
my house it has in the course of certainly not
more than 70 years, though more likely 5U

or 60, gone to the top of a tall tower
and at the same time extended laterally for

over 60 feet, and ds still growing rapidly,

though some of the stems at the ground are

under one inch in diameter. Ivy is perhaps
its only rival. Wistaria may equal or .surpass

it where the soil is deeper or more fertile,

but Ts not anything like so rampant here. In

Japan, I think, I have seen it go as much
as 100 feet up a Cryptomeria tree. In the

tropics there are, no doubt, many climbing
plants which vastly exceed this length—Kat-

tans, for instance—but I cannot recall any
exact measurements in books of travel, and
I do not remember to have seen this interest-

ing subject discussed in print. H. J. Klwes,

Colesbornc.

The United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society>-The remarks on the above

Society by Mr. Palmer (see p. 226) appear at

a very suitable time. At the last annual meeting
our chairman emphasised the point that a
greater number of new members .must be

secured in ordjr to ensure the future well-

being of the Society. The Society's position

is first-class in regard to funds and invest-

ments, the total on March 7 being over

£60.000, but societies cannot live for many
years without plenty of new members and
especially young members. 1 have had many
years' experience among gardeners, and find

the U.H.B.P. is to a great extent unknown,
and why this is so I cannot determine.

Advertisements appear at intervals in the

gardening Press, and reports of the meetings

are kindly printed; but if gardeners read

them they omit the practical application,

and do not join the Society in such large

numbers as one would expect; indeed, they

join others which do not give them such great

advantages. Mr. Palmer mentions some of

the benefits which members get. in my
opinion, the plan of booking each member's
contributions on a separate balance-sheet is

the greatest of all. I will give some figures

from my own ;.ceount. I joined the Society

in 1891 on B scale—viz., conti ibutions to sick

fund, 26s. per year; distress fund, 3s.; and
management fund, 2s. 6d.—thus in 30 years

i ha.'e paid in a total of i'47 7s (the manage-
ment contribution being now 4s. 6d. per

annum) My last balance-sheet shows
,£44 19s. lOd. standing in my name. This

sum, with any farther additions, will remain
until 1 am 70 yeirs of age, when I may draw
out all of it, except ,£10, if I so wish. The
£10 remains until death, when the Society

adds another £10 to it, and pays the sum to

any person I may have nominated. It will

1>3 seen from the above figures how well the

funds of the Society are managed, for out

of a total of £47 rs. 6d. paid in I have

.£44 19s. lOd. left of my own. There will be

an addition of .£10 to that sum at death,

and during the whole time I have had the

prospect of !2s. per week in case of illness,

which, I am thankful to say, I have not at

any time required; but, even if I had received

sick pay, it would have diminished my own
account very little, as each member pays fits

share of all sick pay, and this, of course, is

quite as it should be—we all help each other.

The Society benefits largely, and is able to
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build up large funds, because gardeners as a
class are very healthy, and lead very respect-

able lives. Every gardener should join this

Society, and especiaJly young gardeners, for

they 'will be wise to make provision against

ill-health which they may experience as they
advance in years. The secretary, Mr.
A. C. Hill,

'
55, Alexandra Road) West

Kensington Park, London, W.14. will arrange
fin a transfer Tinder the National Health
Insurance scheme, and will also send entry
forms and any information. Men employed
in public parks, botanical gardens, nurseries,

seed stores, and market gardeners are all

eligible as members, in addition to private

gardeners. IF. H. Divers, V.M.H., Westdean,
Hook, nr, Surbiton.

Large Trees at Stutton House Gardens.
Ipswich.—Some of the finest trees in the country
are to be seen in the extensive grounds of

Stutton House, situated in the county of

Suffolk. There are upwards of 300 trees of

Quercus Ilex, the Evergreen Oak, the largest

of which has a trunk measuring 4 feet in dia-

meter. There are also many stately trees of

Quercus Robur, the common Oak. Two Cedars
of Lebanon are supposed to be the finest speci-

mens in the country. A specimen of Cedrus
atlantic is upwards of 100 feet in height, its

wide-spreading branches covering almost a
quarter of an acre of ground. The one draw-
back to these gigantic trees is the branches are
so heavy that after a fall of snow they are
easily snapped off, and consequently the shape
of the tree is spoiled. Trees of Pinus sylvestris

(Scots Pine) are very fine indeed ; many measure
70 feet in height, and each one is bearing
numerous cones of a large size. At this place
there are also some very fine Chilian Pines
(Araucaria imbrioata), also commonly known as
Monkey Puzzle. There are several very stately-

looking Cuipressuses of many varieties in various
parts of the extensive grounds.- W. Miller,
Church Poad, Stutton.

Crimson Cowslips.—With reference to your
reply to W. W. Royton (under Answers to

'

Correspondents) re Crimson Cowslips, we send
you herewith a few samples from our almost
unlimited shades between this and the pure
yellow. With us the Cowslip will not readily
cross with the Primrose, but will very readily
with the Polyanthus. Storrie and Storrie,
Olencarse. Perthshire.

[Some, if not all, of the Cowslips sent were
obviously hybrids, especially those Which
measured 18 to 20 mm. across the flowers. Un-
fortunately, a large proportion of the flowers
were too far advanced and shrivelled to allow
a proper estimate of their characters. What we
look for in a true Cowslip are flowers 6 to 10
mm. in diameter, cup-shaped and noding, with
leaves abruptly narrowed into the footstalk.

Unfortunately, no leaves were sent. The evidence
of hybridity consisted of larger, flatter flowers
and a larger calyx, with more erect flower
stalks than in the wild type. The Primrose
and the Cowslip may not readily cross on account
of the dimorphic flowers, but so many botanists
have collected the reputed hybrid both in Britain
and on the Continent that it cannot be ignored.

A dried plant, collected in 1889 in an old pasture
between woods, a long way from any garden,
measures 21 mm. across the flower, which are

nearly erect, and the leaves taper into the stalk

like a Primrose, except that the stalk is longer.

It is to all intents and purposes a yellow Poly-
anthus. Sir Joseph Hooker said of the umbelled
forms of Primula vulgaris that thev were the
origin of the Polvanthus. The hybrid has been
named P. variabilis, G-oupil. Darwin and the
late John Gilbert Baker regarded this umbelled
form as a hybrid between P. vulgaris and P.
veris. If we take this for granted, the flowers
sent would retain the general aspect of Cowslips
to a greater extent than (he Primrose, because
thci Cowslip is the more stable parent, not having
been crossed to the same extent. Polyanthus
being alreadv partly related to the Cowslip, it

might he inferred, would more readily cross with
' it. If the changes in a Cowslip were confined
solely to intensified colour, it would not he
very convincing evident e of hybridisation.

—

Eds."]

SOCIETIES
MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND.
Thursday, Apiul 7.

—

Present
; Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, A. Burns. A. Coningsby; D. A. Cowan,
J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J. Evans, A. Hanmer,
R. N. Hartley, J. Howes, A. Keeling, D.
McLeod, E. W. Thompson, J. Thrower, and
H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Odontoglassum Princess Zolandc (eximium x

L'Empereur), a very fine flower, rich reddish
purple, margined with white; 0. An ale, a very-

large flower, petals white, frilled and slightly
spotted, sepals slightly flushed and blotched;
Odontioda Hypatia rotunda, scarlet with deeper
coloured margin ; Brasso-Cattleya Gilbertii
majestica, a large flower of fine shape, sepals
and petals lilac mauve; from S. Gratrix, Esq.
Odontoglossum crispum Ulysses, a grand form

of the Palatine type; Odontioda Bradshairiae
Brilliant, solid vermilion colour; Sophro-Laelio-
Cattleya Edna liar. Mrs. Hanmer (S.-L.-C
Marathon x C. Hardyana), with exceptionally
large, deeply coloured flowers ; Brasso-Cattleya
Somme var. Joyce Hanmer, almost pure white,
throat yellow; from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Odontioda Marigold (Odta. Bradshawiae *

Odm. triumphans latisepalum), a most striking
flower, sepals and petals richly blotched, bright
madder on yellow ground, margins rich yellow :

Odm. Doreen magnificum, flowers very large and
beautifully coloured ; Odta. Madeline Lilacintra,
flowers large and richly coloured ; from P.
Smith, Esq.
Sophro-Laclio-Caftleya St. Gothard (S. grandi-

flora x L.-C. St. Gothard), of port wine colour;
from J. J. Bolton, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
Laelio-C'attleya Beatrice giganteum, Odonto-

glossum Lamheauianiim Prince Henry, O.
crispinn Invicta and Odontioda Poseftehlense
maanificnm. from A. Hanmer. Esq.

Lycaste Skinneri Bosalba, from Mrs. Bruce
and Miss Wrigley.
Odontoglossum crispum Sarah Bernhardt and

O r Puma, from S. Gratrix, Esq.

Groups.

S. Gratrix. Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.
Howes), was awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal for
a group of Orchids ; Mrs. Bruce and Miss
Wrigley, Bury (gr. Mr. A. Burns), staged a
group to which a Large Silver Medal was
awarded; A. Hanmer, Esq.. Burbage, Buxton
(gr. Mr. W. G. Giles), was also awarded a
Large Sih'er Medal for ? group of Odonto-
glossums: Dr. Hartley. Pemberton. Wigan,
was awarded a Bionze Medal for Pendrobiums;
P. Smith, Esq., Ashton on-Mersey (gr. Mr.
E. W. Thompson), received a Silver Medal for
Odontiodas; Messrs. Cypher and Sons,
Cheltenham, staged a, group for which a Silver
Medal was awarded.

ROYAL NATIONAL TULIP
(Southern Section).

M,w 10 and 11.—This ancient Society held
its annual show at Vincent Square on the
occasion of the fortnightlv meeting of the
R.H.S

There were the usual few exhibitors of the
Tulip Society, and, also as usual, the visitors

were permitted to view, with more or less

surprised wonder, the, to the present-day
gardening public, strange exhibits, for there
was no indication of their nature, nor was
there anyone present to inform them. It is

not too much to ask that class cards should
indicate the extent and character of the
exhibits; visitors have a right to expect such
information, and, if it is not forthcoming,
they are not likely to be tempted to join the
small body of enthusiasts

Sir Daniel Hall was distinctly the best

of four exhibitors in Class A. and won first

prize. Of his 12 blooms we selected, as being
the best, Dr. Hardy, Electra and Athos of

the flamed, and Britomart and Mrs. Collins

of the feathered blooms. Mr. W. Peters, who
was second, showed less even blooms, but had,

in Sam. Barlow, the premier flamed Tulip in

the show. His bloom of Sir J. Paxton was a
good example of the feathered Tulip. Mr. J.

W. Bentley, who was third, was first with
6 varieties, which included a very good example
of Sam Barlow. Mr. W. Peters was second.

The best three feathered Tulips, shown by
Mr. W. Peters, was a very moderate exhibit.

Mr. Bentley showed better in the class for three

flamed varieties, and staged a fine specimen
of Sam Barlow; Mr. Peters was second.

In Class E, Sir Daniel Hall was easily

first with 6 very fine blooms of such as Jor-

daens, Melmouth and Mary Swan; Mr. C. Pox
was a poor second. Mr. W. Peters was the

most successful exhibitor in the succeeding

class, where the best of his 6 blooms was one

of Queenie Scoly; Mr. H. C. Bartleet was
second.

Bessie shown in Mr. Bentley's first prize

exhibit of one flamed and one feathered

variety, was the premier feathered Tulip in

the show, while Goldfinder, shown by Mr. H.

C. Bartleet in the class for three breeders,

proved to be the premier of that type. Mr.
Bartleet also won first prizes for 6 varieties,

for one feathered and one flamed.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT

The monthly meeting of this societv was held

in the R.H.S. Hall, on Monday, May 9, -Mr.

C. H. Curtis in the chair. Four new members
were elected. One member was allowed to

withdraw £ .3 16s. Sd. interest, and two members
over 70 years of age withdrew £4 7s. 3d from
their deposit accounts. One lapsed member,
residing abroad, withdrew .£15 3s. lOd. The
sick pay for the month or. the ordinary side

amounted to .£37 3s. 10d., distress grants to

.£22 15s., and on the State section ,£43 2s. 3d.

in sick pay and .£10 maternity claims.

The subcommittee's recommendation for the

allocation of the surplus funds on the State

section was agreed to, and the State section

members may receive additional sick pay, dis-

ablement benefit, dental treatment, surgical

appliances, and optical treatment, while nurses

will be provided as may be necessary.

Full arrangements were made for the dinner

to be held at the Holborn Restaurant on

July 6: tickets, 9s. 6d. each, may be had

from the secretary, and applications for them

should be made as early as possible.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
The monthly meeting of this society was held

at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on May 3,

Mr. David King, President, in the chair.

A paper was read by Mr. John M. Stewart,

Mnllance Gardens. Castle Douglas, on "Fruit

Tree Growing under Glass."

The following exhibits were staged :—Sclnzan-

thus (Dr. Badger's strain), from Mr. James A.

Sword, Inverabiiiind Gardens, Cramond

(awarded a. gold medal): Pansy Bellfield, from

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd., Edinburgh

awarded a First Class Certificate).

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
Scientific Committee.

Mvt 10. 1921.—Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,

M \ in the chair; Messrs. J. Eraser, W.

Hales A. Husking, F. J. Chittenden, hon sec.

Cnnrn Gall.—-MT. Eraser showed a Logan

berry with a well developed crown gall on the

rhizome due to the attack of Pseiudomonas turtle-

faciens. Tins organism attacks a large number

of different plants but rarely seems to do any

great amount of damage.
Drimys Winteri.—Mr. Hoeking showed a

piece of Drimys Wintcri in Bower from the
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John Innes Institution at Merton, where it is

growing sheltered between greenhouses.

Dionaea muscipula.—Mr. Hales showed a

plant of Dionaea niuscipula with small plants

developing on the inflorescence.

Certificate of Appreciation.—A Certificate of

Appreciation was, at the instance of the Or-

chid Comimittee, awarded to Monsieur Graire

for work done in raising the interesting hybrid
between Oncidium macranlbuni and Odontoglos-
sum Thonipsonianum (Odontocidium Graire-

<S»bituan?.

J. A. Jarrett.—The loss caused by the death
of Mr. J. A. Jarrett, of Anerley, which oc-

curred on April 30, will be felt severely

among floriculturists, and especially among
lovers of Dahlias and Chrysanthemums. Mr.
Jarrett was a business man who sought and
found recreation in a delightful garden, where
he made a special feature of Dahlias and dur-

ing recent years raised many seedlings, several
of which have obtained the awards of the
Royal Horticultural and National Dahlia
Societies. Mr. Jarrett was a member of the
General and Floral Committees of the N.D.S.,
and was an actively enthusiastic (member of
the latter society. He was also a member of
the Executive Committee of the National
Chrysanthemum Society, and for many years
past he rendered valuable service to this
society in connection with its exhibitions.
Although Mr. Jarrett had not enjoyed good
health for some time past, the news of his
death, will come as a great shock to his many
horticultural friends, with whom we join in
sympathy to the family so suddenly bereaved.

TRADE NOTES.

The marriage of Mr. Forrester Felton's second
son, Roland Ernest, to Winifred Burman Lloyd,
the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burman
Lloyd, of Stuart Boad, Wimbledon Park, which
took place at St. Luke's Church, on Saturday,
April 30, was a very pretty event, Orchids
being the chief flowers used. The bridegroom
6erved during the war with the 23rd London
Regiment, and being severely wounded he has
not been able to fully take up business as of
old.

As in former years, the fire protection
arrangements at the Bath and West and
Southern Counties Agricultural Show, which
opens at Bristol on the 31st inst., are in the
hands of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, who
will have a fire station on the grounds, equipped
with up-to-date appliances, including the latest
type " Hatfield " motor fire engine, as supplied
to H.M. the King. The firm will also have on
view steam and petrol power pumps, water
supply machinery, spraying appliances, hand
fire appliances, hose, etc., and representatives
will be in attendxace to give advice on fire

protection, water supply, and electric lighting.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
%* Correspondents are requested to address all
communications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Berberis Darwinii : F. K. We are afraid that
your plants of B. Darwinii are dead, as this
is one of the most difficult of evergreens to
transplant with safety. You should leave the
plants as they are, in the hope that they may
break again, though we doubt very much if

they will do so.

Cucumber Foliage With Holes : W. H. The
damage has been caused by some pest such
as a Woodlouse or Weevil. Place ' traps
formed of pieces of such vegetables as Potato
or Carrot near the plants, and you will prob-
ably find the culprits. No disease was present
in the plant sent.

Cyclamen Cultivation : C. B. The system of

completely drying off the plants after they
have flowered has long been abandoned by the

best glowers. The plants are now usually

grown on from the seedling to the flowering

stage without a check and then discarded at

the end of the flowering season. Sometimes
it may be necessary or advisable, for par-

ticular reasons, to flower the plants a second
season, and in this case the plants are kept
" on the dry side," but not completely dried
off, for a time. The ball of soil is then
reduced and the plants repotted. As your
plants are quite dried, and the roots are pre-

sumably dead, you should turn them out of

their receptacles and replace the corms in

well-drained pots, using a compost composed
of good loam and leaf-mould in equal parts,

with the addition of sufficient sand to keep it

porous, and a sprinkling of bone meal. Place
the pots in a close frame until growth re-

commences—a temperature of 55 degrees will

be ample—and then admit plenty of air

during the summer months, shading the
plants from strong sunshine during the
middle of the day. In the autumn place the
plants close to the glass in a cool, airy
house for the winter and following spring.

For future stocks you should sow seeds to-

wards the end of July or early in August,
and for this you will find timely advice in

the calendar of " Plants Under Glass," under
" The Week's Work."

Loam Infested with Wire-worm : Miss S.
We think you are courting trouble to use
soil infested with wire-worm, in which to

plant Melons and Cucumbers, unless it is

pulled to pieces and examined very closely to

remove all the wire-worms present. It might
be possible to rid the soil of these pests by
baking it, but wire-worms are Tery per-

sistent and not easily destroyed.

Names of Plants.—iS. K. P. 1, Spiraea con-

fusa ; 2, Kerria japonica ; 3, Iberis semper -

virens; 4, Choi«va ternata; 5, not recognised.

—

C. G. Prunus Padus.—G. T. S. 1, Helleborus
viridis; 2, Erythronium Dens-canis var. W. L,
Orchis maculata.

—

W. M. and Co. Crown
Imperial (Fritillaria imiperialis).

—

G. B. Prunus
Padus.

—

O. J. W. Staphylea colchica.

—

S. L. H. 1, Piptanthus nepalensis (yellow
flower); 2, Daphne Mezereum.

—

A. B. 1.

Piptanthus nepalensis ; 2, Eccremocarpus
scaber.

Passiflora Leaves Bleached : //. C. F.
No evidence of disease could be found in the
Passiflora leaves, and the injury appears to
be entirely due to the action of strong sun-
light through drops of water standing on the
foliage acting as lenses and causing scorching
of the tissue.

Peach Growths Unhealthy: Anxious. The
disease is Silver-leaf, for which there is no
cure. If the tree is only slightly affected, cut
off the diseased shoots and burn them. Badly
affected trees should be grabbed up and
burned, or they will infect other stone fruits

in the garden.

Pruning Newly Planted Black Currants :

F. K. As the bushes have been planted so
late in the season, it will be best to leave

them alone at present, and prune them hard
next winter. It is quite likely that they
were trained with the intention of having
a short "leg." This can easily be seen, as the

leg would be free from buds. When the first

pruning is done, cut to within 3 in. of the
ground level or the top of the leg, as the
case may be- Black and Red Currants require
the same treatment at the first pruning, but
not afterwards.

Starlings and Cherries W. H. N. It is

almost impossible to keep birds from robbing
isolated Cherry trees which are too big to
protect with nets. Constantly shooting at
the birds with a small shot gun discourages
them to some extent, and may enable you to
save a little of the fruit. Some people
put flags in the trees, or hang up strings of

old tins to dangle and make a noise; but we
find that the birds quickly get used to an,,

such devices.

Shrubs for Walls: F. P. Suitable Roses tor

the wall include climbing Caroline Testout,

J. B. Clark, Conrad F. Meyer, Gloire de
Dijon, and Bouquet d'Or. For wall No. 2

we would suggest Berberis stenophylla, Jas-
n.inum nudiflorum, Forsythia suspensa, and
Diervilla (Weigela) Eva Rathke as flower-

ing subjects, and Elaeagnus pungens aurea-
maculata and Euonymus japonicus aurea-

variegatus as evergreens. In front of the
low fence Berberis Aquifoliuni, Cistus
Lorettii, Cytisus praeoox, Philadelphus Boule
d'Argent, and Spiraea Anthony Waterer
would be suitable.

Stopping Chrysanthemums : Constant Reader,
W. Mrs. J. Gibson, natural first crown (no
stopping). Mrs. G. Drabble, natural first

crown, no stopping, unless in a late district

and in the north, where stopping should
ti.ke place during the third week in April.

Golden Champion, natural first orown, no
stopping, unless in a late district. W.
Turner, stop at the end of April and take

the second crown bud. E A. Tickle, natural

crown bud. Louisa Pocket, natural crown
bud. W. Mease, stop at the end of April

and take second crcwn bud. King George,

natural crown (no stopping). His Majesty,
natural crown (no stopping). Queen Mary,
natural crown, no stopping, except in late

districts in the north, where stopping should

take place in the third week of April.

Princess Mary, natural crown, no stopping,

except in late districts and in the north,

where stopping should take place about the

third week in April. W. Rigby, natural

crown, no stopping, except in late districts

and in the north, where stopping should

be done during the third week in April.

Tomato Plants Failing : Correspondent. The
plants have collapsed owing to a check of some
kind, most probably a low temperature after

watering with cold water. Doubtless by now
you will have selected the plants which you
consider worth retaining.

Thrips on Garden Peas : Anxious. In cer-

tain gardens thrips are troublesome pests, but

this is usually in the Eastern Counties, where
the atmosphere is drier in summer than

in your district. The best preventive

method is that of high cultivation. The Peas
should not be allowed to become dry at the

root, and with this end in view, the ground
should be well and deeply dug. Soon after

the mid-season, when late varieties are staked,

you should conserve soil moisture by either

applying a mulch along each side of the rows
or by hoeing the soil on frequent occasions.

As your garden seems particularly liable to

infestations of thrips it would also be well

to syringe the Peas with clear water towards
the end of sunny afternoons, taking particular

care to direct the water against the undersides

of the leaves and to use tobacco-water at in-

tervals of about 10 days. We would also

advise you not to grow your Peas in a block,

but to spread them over the kitchen garden

60 that each row is well apart from its neigh-

bours. By this method you will also obtain

better yields.

Viola Sport : C. C. Almost all kinds of

florists' flowers have a tendency to produce
sports, that is, flowers different from the

type. The sport may be an improvement on

the type; on the contrary it may be inferior.

In the case of your Viola we think it is the

latter. However, if the particular growth
which has sported can be made into a cutting,

and rooted, the sport may be perpetuated.

Value of Poultry Manure : /• W. The
poultry manure that has been kept dry under

cover is worth from 30s. to £2 per ton,

according to its freedom from litter or

rubbish. The exposed manure would be worth

roughly 10s. to 15s. per ton.

Communications Received— R. A. M.— A. B. It.—
A. J. R.—M. L. F.—J. J.—A. G.—C. N.—W. J. P.
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6trong support being given to the project by
local farmers and growers, and the consequent
necessity of obtaining greater accommodation for
the show.

Conference on Irises.—On the occasion of the
fortnightly meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society on Tune 7, there will be. instead of
the usual lecture, an informal conference on
Iiises at 5 p.m. Anyone interested in Irises
is invited to exhibit specimens, to draw atten-
tion to points in connection with them or to
ask advice about them.

Centenary of Messrs. Bunting and Sons.—The
firm of Messrs. Bunting and Sons, Lexden Road,
Colchester, celebrated its centenary a few days
ago. The founder at" the firm, Mr. Isaac
Bunting, was apprenticed to a nurseryman in
the Colchester district and became fully quali-
fied. As he was of a distinctly studious turn
of mind a local clergyman who realised hi;
ability lent him various books and encouraged
him to study botany. This assistance proved
so successful that Mr. Bunting eventually pub-
lished several essays and hooks on botany one
at which was offered for sale at Lexden" Road
in the year 1828. Mr. Isaac Bunting had three
sons and two daughters. His son William
became a well known landscape gardener and
seedsman, and lived to the age of eighty-three
Mr. William Bunting also had three sons, the

ioi^' i°
f Thom '

Mr
-
w

- Ellis Bunting, died in
1916. leaving two sons, the youngest of these,
Mr. G. A. Bunting, is a seedsman in New Oxford
street, London, and the brother—the third
Bunting—now carries on the business of Bunting
and Sons. Colchester, which is solelv concerned
with the importation and cultivation of Japanese
Lilies, a branch of the trade for which the firm
has held a high reputation for the past thirty
years. The two sons of the first William
Bunting are alive and well, and of these Mr A
Bunting conducts the North Nurseries, at Col-
chester, while Mr. Isaac Bunting, of Japan and
British Columbia, trades separately as a bulb
exporter. Messrs. Bunting and Sons appear to
have few labour difficulties, and at their cen-
tenary commemoration dinner they made a
presentaton to a foreman who had served fifty
years m the one nursery, and we learn that
other employees have been at Lexden Road for
periods of from thirty to forty years. An
interesting souvenir of the centenary celebration
was presented to everyone present at the dinner.

Opening of Private Gardens to the Public —
The Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society
writes that he would be greatly obliged if the
owners or head gardeners of those gardens which
are open to the public at certain times, either
free or for payment, would kindly send him
particulars, together with a note as to any
special features of the gardens.

Weather Forecasts.—During the summer
nonths the Meteorological Office supplies fore-
casts of the weather, specially prepared to
assist farmers in harvesting "operations and
other agricultural work. The forecasts are of
two kinds:— (1) Forecasts despatched by tele-
graph daily, keeping the recipient informed
of the changes in the weather anticipated
from day to day, and (2) forecasts giving
notifications of' spells of fair, settled weather,
issued from time to time when such spells
are anticipated. Full particulars of these
services may be obtained on application to
the Director of ihe Meteorological Office. Air
Ministry, Kingsway. W.C.2.

New Secretary of the Federation of British
Growers.—Mr. H. Sheridan-Bickers, the Anglo-
Canadian publicist, whe recently returned to
England after ten rears' service for the
Empire overseas, has just been appointed
secretary of the Federation of British Growers.
Before leaving England for Canada in 1911.
Mr. Sheridan-Nickers won distinction both ir
journalism and politics, first as London politi-
cal editor of The Tribune, and later as editor
of several leading weekly journals, and as
organising secretary of the National Demo-
cratic League.

Mr. J. G. Woodward.—It is an appropriate
occasion, when our pages are n.ainlv filled with an
account of the R.H.S. Chelsea Exhibition to
publish the portrait of one whose experience of
exhibitions extends so far back as the South
Kensington shows of the Royal Horticultural
Society. Mr. J. G. Woodward.* who has been so
successful as an exhibitor in the past, informs
us that an ordinary sized marquee was sufficient
to accommodate the whole of the exhibits at
the first exhibition at South Kensington, with
which he, as an assistant to the late Mr.
Haycock, took part. His next venture was at
the Alexandra Palace, and he has vivid recol-
lections of hiis experiences with Mr. Haycock's
son in pulling his exhibition boxes on a porter's
barrow up the steep hill to the Palace. Pro-
bably his greatest achievement on the exhibition
boards was at the Guildhall Fruit Show in 1890.
where he was successful in winning a Gold
Medal offered by the Fruiterers' Company. The
collection of fifty dtishes included thirty "distinct
sorts of Apples and twenty distinct varieties of
Pears, and there were thirteen other competitors.
At the Earl's Court show, held in September,
1893, he won three of the principal prizes offered
for fnuiit. How successful an exhibitor Mr.
Woodward ha.s been may he judged from the
fact that at the Crystal Palace he competed in

MR. J. G. WOODWARD.

sixty-three classes and won more than fifty first

prizes. At one of these Crystal Palace shows
placards were exhibited announcing a. cup to
be offered by Messrs. J. Carter and Co. for fruit,

to 'be won at the next meeting at the Drill Hall.
A wag erased the name of Carter and substituted
Woodward—intelligent anticipation, for the cup
became Mr. Woodward's property. In addition
to all this, he has been awarded the various
medals of the R.H.S. for exhibits of fruit,
several of them in duplicate. Mr. Woodward
continued his success as 'an exhibitor until 1902,
when a terrible hailstorm in his district ruined
the fruit crops, For albout thirty years he has
served as a member of the R.H.S.' Fruit Com-
mittee, and he has judged at most of the im-
portant exhibitions up and down the country.
During his career, Mr. Woodward states that
he ha6 noticed a wonderful advance in interest
in fruit culture. Like most busy men. Mr.
Woodward has found time for much parochial
work

; he was instrumental in building a work-
men's club at Teston at a cost of £650, and on
his retirement, after twenty-five years as hon.
secretary and treasurer, he was presented with
an illuminated address, together with a cheque
for £25. He has for many years been warden
in hiis village church; he' also is an assistant
overseer and school manager, and was head
special constable during the war. Mr. Wood-

ward, unfortunately, met with a serious railway
accident about a year ago, and he is unable to
attend the meetings of the R.H.S. so frequently
as formerly, but he does so on occasions and
was present at the Chelsea exhibition this week.
Mr. Woodward has a host of friends, for hri
personality is such as endears him to all who
know him.

Dwarf Maize—Nainism (dwarfness) which
appears so commonly among many varieties
of plants may apparently be of two kinds.
The plants may be dwarf in all respects,
or may resemble normal plants except
with regard to stature. In the latter
case, which is known as Brachysm*, the
internodes or joints of the stem are 'short; but
otherwise the plant is normal. Several American
workers have reported the spontaneous occur-
rence from time to time of brachytic varieties of
Maize, and Mr. Kempton has now published
observations on the genetical behaviour of such
a variety. The mode of inheritance of this
character (low stature) is very similar to that
of the corresponding character in Peas. Dwarf
culinary Peas (under three feet) are characterised
by short internodes, and when crossed with a
tall, long internoded variety give in the first

generation plants as tall as the tall parent. In
the second generation, however, the dwarfs re-

appear in the proportion of three tall to one
dwarf. The same genetical behaviour has been
observed by Mr. Kempton in the case of crosses
between dwarf and tall Maize. He has noted,
however, a curious fact which deserves fuller

investigation, namely, that among the tall second
generation plants of the cross some occur which
have occasionally one or more short internodes.
He suggests that this may be a phenomenon of
imperfect segregation. The attempt to combine
dwarfness with high yield and quality, again by
crossing, appears to be meeting with success,
and if this be so the new brachvtic race should
be of value not only for planting in dry terri-

tories in the United States, but also possibly
for growing in this country. For. generally,

rapidity of maturing is associated with dwarf-
ness. and. as those know who have grown Maize
in this country, the crop is precarious owing
to the short season of growth which is possible
after chance of spring frost is gone.

Appointment for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day. May 31 : Batlh and West and Southern
Counties Society's Annual Exhibition (5 days').

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago.— Papaver hraeteatum. Those who wish
to produce a gorgeous feature in the flower
garden will find this plant perfectly adapted
to their purpose. It is biennial in its dura-
tion, blooming perfectly but once from plants
of the previous season's growth, and for which
purpose it should be sown in May or June,
and transplanted in summer or autumn to its

intended position. In habit, it assumes the
form of a large crown of leaves sitting upon
the ground, from which the flower stems
arise, attaining from 3 to 5 feet in height,
having on their summits immensely large,
deep scarlet, cup-shaped blossoms, expanding
by sunlight from 9 to 14 inches in diameter.
The succession of bloom ds limited, but the
effect (compared with any other plant) is

magnificent. I remember seeing a large flower
bed occupied by this plant solelv, about 15
years ago. in the then richly adorned flower
garden at Bretton Hall. Yorkshire. The im-
pression of that gorgeous pyramid, as it then
appeared, is not forgotten. Where such an
object is desired, it should be placed towards
the background. P. bracteatum thrives in
any garden soil. The strongest plants should
be placed in the centre of the bed. adding a
quantity of rich leaf mould to each. Which
will heighten the effect by ensuring a pyrami-
dal outline, or progressive elevation of growth
from the margin to the centre. Oard. Chron.,
May 30, 1846.

Publication Received.—Healthy Plants and
Flowers and Nine to Grow Them. Abol.,
Ltd., Beltring, Paddock Wood, Kent.

" "A Brachytic yariation in Maize." Bv J. H. Kemp-
ton. United States Department of Agriculture,
Bulletin No. 923.
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PROGRESS IN FREESIAS.

In a previous article (p. 231) I endeavoured
to show the great variety of form which we
get in the flower of the modern Freesia. The
variety Daddy-long-legs, which in 1919 re-

ceived an Award of Merit from the R.H.S., is

very unlike the early picture of what may be
called the old refracta in the Botanical Register
of 1816, which I think was the first form to

be cultivated. It is the same as regards colour.

If we take refracta (white), aurea (yellow), and
Armstrongii (rosy-mauve) as our colour originals,

such exhibits as those which Mr. G. H.
Dalrymple staged at the two March Tuesday
shows of the R.H.S., provide an object lesson

in the developments which are yearly taking
place in this direction. These exhibits were
very largely the outcome of the efforts of Dutch
raisers, and they did not, if I have heard cor-

rectly, include any of the forms raised in

America, the Channel Islands and elsewhere.

Hence, putting two and two together, we are safe

in thinking that what we have seen in the

Hall at Vincent Square is by no means finality.

Rumours have reached me of a magnificent
crimson-red Freesia at Haarlem, and I hear of

brighter and more brilliant editions of Robinetta
and Conquest adorning the long greenhouse stag-

ing at Bartley ; while at Whitewell there is a real

deep rose, a fair-sized deep orange, and a dark
very blue-purple form, to say nothing about a
shapely, round-petalled open white, all showing
advances in their several directions.

In addition to these, with their easily named
colours, there are surely coming along, too,
a whole company clothed in those elusive and
indescribable mixtures which the perplexed
describer calls " art shades." How wide a
range and what astonishing blendings this
description includes may be seen by consulting
the R.H.S. Tulip report and noting all the
different varieties grouped under the title
" shot," which is practically a synonym for
these nondescripts. Beautiful blendings of buffs
and palest browns; subtle shimmerings of pinks
and yellows; pale and rosy apricots; copper
coloured and tawny reds, are all to be found
among the latest novelties.

Now what about scent ? I admit some of

these newcomers are sweet scented and some are
not, but just as the connoisseur of claret must
have his tipple slightly warmed to bring out
the full aroma and flavour, so a certain amount
of warmth is necessary before a Freesia parts
with its scent. Judge it not then when it

is taken at a disadvantage in a cold hall or
on an unkindly stage. We must be care-

ful of this precious adjunct, but I do not think
it is as faint as casual sniffers at a show would
have one believe.

Those who grow coloured Freesias know that
their cultivation is not wholly free from incon-
veniences and annoyances, to use expressive
words such as we might find in Liger's Compleat
Florist. First, we find that they are addicted
to " down tools " on the lightning strike prin-
ciple. Suddenly, without any warning, a bulb
will refuse to put forth any fo'.iage or roots,
and just remains in the soil as good and plump
as when it was planted, until self-preservation
asserts itself and it begins to make a new bulb.
Secondly, I fear our modern craze of "jazzing"
has spread to the flowers of the Freesia.

Instead of the normal six petals we find some
of them appearing with any number from two
to eight and in exceptional cases even more.
Thirdly, and most important of all, they share
with Tulips, Babianas, English Irises, and
Sparaxis that curious and up-to-now unaccount-
able phenomenon which in the Tulip world is

known as " breaking " or " rectification." This

means that the original colour suddenly goes

blotched or streaked. Unfortunately, in Freesias

the change is almost always for the worse.

This is what makes it so serious, because I

find from a fairly wide experience that the

broken form in these flowers is hardly ever so

pleasing as the original.

To discuss fully the probable causes of these

1 annoyances " would take up a considerable

amount of space. Joseph Jacob.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
PICEA ALBERTIANA.

The account of this tree, by A. C. B., on
p. 223, is incorrect and misleading, as it is

r.ot a dwarf species suitable for a garden but
a tall tree which I have seen near Banff.
Alberta, over 100 feet high. Until Stewardson
Brown described it in Torreya, VII, 126 (1907),

it was confused with Pieea alba, and was
first introduced by me in 1906 from seed sent

me by the late J. M. Macoun. A reference to

Bean's Trees and Shrubs Hardy in the

British Isles, Vol. II, p. 155, would have given
this information, and I can add nothing to

what is given in Trees of Great Britain, p.

1385. H. J. Elwes, Colesborne.

Voss var. albertiana Sargent forma conica
Rehder." This may very well be abbreviated
to the name that heads this note. II'. ./. Bran.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PUNTS

BUPHANE TOXICARIA (DISTICHA HERB.).

I enclose a photograph (Fig. 110) of

a flowering plant of this South African poison
bulb, which was sent me about ten years
ago from Salisbury, Rhcdesia, by the late

Col. Chester Master, when he was in

command of the Rhodesian Tfolice. This
plant produces leaves and flowers at a different

season from that of the same species from Cape
Colony, which I have grown for a much longer

FlO. 110.—BBTHAKE TOXICARIA (DISTICHA).

PICEA ALBERTIANA CONICA.
The charming pigmy Spruce of which an illus-

tration was given on p. 222 (Fig. 97) is not a
true species as there stated, but a dwarf variety

of the Alberta White Spruce (Picea albertiana,

S. Brown). Whether P. albertiana is itself a

species or only a variety of Picea alba is a
matter on whicl. opinions differ, but it is a
fine tree found occasionally over 150 ft. in

height in Western North America. The shrub
figured was given the varietal name " conica

"

by Mr. Rehder in the Journal of the Arnold
Arboretum, vol. i., p. 192 (Jan., 1920). It was
discovered by Mr. J. G. Jack, near Laggan,
Alberta, in 1904, and seedlings collected by
him were sent to the Arnold Arboretum, whence
our plants were derived. It is thriving in the

rock garden at Kew, and promises to be one
of the best of all dwarf Conifers.

I may add that, in pursuance of the Vienna
Code of Rules, Mr. Rehder calls Picea alba

"P. glauca," and makes albertiana a variety

of it. The full name of this dwarf Spruce,

therefore, according to him, is " Picea glauca

period, but which in cultivation very rarely

flowers. When it does so, it is at the same time
as Brunsvigia Josephinae, in August, before the

leaves appear. Though I see no difference in

the flowers of the two forms the leaves of the
Rhodesian plant are much more undulate or

crinkled on the edges, and the bulb is also

thicker in proportion to its length. It is im-

possible to say whether these differences are

specific; as, notwithstanding Mr. Baker's Band
book of Amaryllidaceae, we are still very

ignorant of these South African Amaryllids,
which are now neglected in England and seldom
imported. There are some fine species figured

by Jacquin in Ilortits Schoenbrunnensis, which
neither Herbert, Baker, nor I have ever seen.

The difficulty of growing them is not so great

as is supposed, if they are kept as hot and dry a*

possible on a shelf during summer, and watered
from below by means of a saucer only when
growing freely. I cannot agree with Herbert's

remarks as to keeping the bulbs underground, as

I find they ripen 'better if exposed to sun and
air. //. T. FAwcs, Coletborne.

B
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Oolmar, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Pleione.—The Cattleva or intermediate

house is suitable for these plants, and they

will grow best where plenty of light reaches

them and where fresh air also is admitted, in

their natural habitat they enjoy plenty ot

moisture, and the grower should spray them

overhead several times each day; the spraying

is also necessary to keep down red spider,

which sometimes attacks the plants ; if this

pest is detected, a weak insecticide should be

employed to destroy it. Some of the cooler

growing species, such as P. humihs, P.

Hookeriana, and P. yunnanansis, nave already

passed out of flower, and as soon as the plants

commence to grow again they should be re-

potted These species should be grown in

baskets suspended from the roof-rafters in an

airy part of the Odontoglossum house.

Vanda Kimballiana.—If plants of Vanda

Kimbalhana require attention at the roots the

work should be done now, but the soil should

not be disturbed unless it has become sour and

decayed, when it should be removed from

between the roots, and fresh compost substi

tuted. These plants are best grown in teak-

wood baskets, using clean crocks for drainage

end cWn, hand-picked Sphagnum-moss as a

rooting medium. Plants that have lost many of

their bottom leaves, and have in consequent

become leggy and unsightly, should be taken

out of their receptacles and portions of the

stems cut away below some of the aerial roots

to permit of their being placed lower down in

the baskets. Plants treated in this manner

should be grown in a shady position in the

house for a few weeks and syringed on frequent

occasions. This Vanda grows best when sus-

pended from the roof-rafters, and during the

season of active growth in a night temperature

ranging from 60° to 65°, with a rise of 5° or

10° by day.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthur Bollock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping.

Grape Madresfleld Court.—To obtain well-de-

veloped bunches of Madresfleld Court Grape

with berries of large size and perfect colour

that do not split is not one of the easiest of

tasks, but for some years past I have grown

this variety with practically no trouble from

splitting. I do not withhold water at the roots,

if moisture is necessary, until the fruit is nearly

ripe, but whatever the conditions of the weather

may' be—whether bright or dull—I maintain a

little warmth by fire heat in the pipes, and a

circulation of air both night and day. This keeps

a dry atmosphere in the house, and the berries

are not affected by a sudden change in the out

side atmosphere, which I have come to the

conclusion is chiefly the cause of the splitting

of the berries just as they approach maturity.

Grape Muscat of Alexandria.—The berries of

this Grape have set freely, and are ready for

thinning. Seedless berries, which are quite

easily discernible, should be removed, and the

thinning completed at the one operation. The
borders should not be allowed to become dry, and

to prevent this a good mulching of well-

decayed dung will be most beneficial. With a

little fire heat it will not be difficult to main-

tain a temperature of 65° by night. Do not,

unless absolutely necessary, syringe the vines,

but if red spider is feared they may be syringed

at the time of closing the house; soft

water only should be used for syringing,
otherwise the berries may become marked with
a deposit from the water, and once this happens
the defect will remain, thereby spoiling the
appearance of the bunches.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Bj W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. V. Palmer MoRa-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton., Derbyshire.

Diplacus.—The evergreen Mimulus is worth

a little attention, and cuttings rooted now and

grown on steadily through the winter will

furnish good material for indoor decoration.

Plants in perfect health will almost flower them-

selves to death.

Chrysanthemum.—Plants intended for pro-

ducing large blooms require shifting into the pots

in which they will flower. The compost should

consist of good fibrouf loam from an old pasture,

wood ash, bone-meal, leaf mould and sand. The

soil should be rammed fairly firmly in the pots

with a beater, and the plants placed where they

are to grow for the summer. The shoots should

be staked and the stake made secure to

a wire trellis put up for the purpose. If green

fly and black fly are troublesome, dusting with

tobacco powder will soon destroy the pests. The
plants during their growing season must not suffer

lack of water at the roots, and in very hot

weather overhead spraying during the day will

be beneficial to them.

Gardenia.—Young plants of Gardenia require

ihifting into larger receptacles. Use good
turfy loam mixed with old sheep droppings put

through a fine sieve. The droppings will pass

through the sieve easier when they are dry.

The plants should be placed in a house, where
they may be stood on ashes, and they should

be syringed overhead twice daily. Watch care-

fully for the presence of mealy bug, which is

a common pest of Gardenias.

Dieffenbachia —Plants of Dieffenbachia that
have grown very tall and lost their bottom
leaves may be used to provide fresh stock by
means of ringing. The tops should be mossed
around in the same manner as for ringing
Dracaenas, and the moss should always be kept
moist. Place the plants in a warm tempera-
ture until the tops. have rooted, when the latter

may be severed from the parents, placed in

small pots in a propagating frame for a few
days, and kept shaded.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Joan OoVTTS. Royal Botanic Gardes*. Kew

Flower Vases.—In many gardens, vases are
largely used for furnishing with plants, and,
when made of the right material and correctly
placed in proper relation to the dwelling-house
and formal garden, they are very effective.

Ivy-leaved and Zonal Pelargoniums in variety.

Fuchsias and such-like subjects are very
effective when properly employed. The plants
are best grown in zinc pans made to fit into

the vases. The pans may then be filled early,

and, when ready to put out, will be furnished
with well-grown plants that will give an im-
mediate effect. Large foliage plants are most
effective in close proximity to big buildings.

Of these, Agaves are the most suitable, as

they seen, to associate best with architecture,

and another important consideration is that

in expoeed positions these plants are not

affected by wind. In some establishments,

plants in tubs are largely used, and, like

vases, may be made very effective when placed

in suitable surroundings. Where such con-

ditions do not exist, it is futile to use such

plants, as they look out of place and add
immensely to the work of the garden staff,

which is not desirable at the present time.

There are numbers of plants suitable for this

purpose, including Agaves, several of the

hardier Palms, Agapanthus, Crinum Powellii

and its variety album, Hydrangeas, Fuchsias,

and large specimens of scented-leaved, Ivy-

leaved, and Zonal Pelargoniums. Where such

plants are used, they should be prepared for

standing in the open, staking and tying those

that require it. As they are generally grown

in the same tubs or pots for many years, they

require a considerable amount of feeding to

keep them in good health. Before placing

them in their summer quarters, some of the

old surface soil should be removed, and good

loam, to which some fine bone meal has been

added, substituted.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
tjj W. Hidi.it Wauein. Gardener to the Hon. ft. O.

RormoHiLD. Aston OlinAon, lYinr.

Thinning the Crops.—At this season of the

year, when many matters require attending to,

it is not always possible to thin the fruit crops

properly, but some effort should be made to

do so, especially on trees where the clusters of

fruit are much overcrowded. Now that the fruit

of Plums and Cherries are set, the trees should

be well washed—in the absence of rain—by means
of the garden engine or hose-pipe, to cleanse

them and dislodge insect pests.

Stone Fruits.—Continue to disbud Peaches and

Nectarines and attend to the tying or nailing

in of the young shoots as they become suffi-

ciently advanced. All growths not required for

furnishing bare spaces should be removed.

Apricots require constant attention for the

destruction of caterpillars, which, if left undis-

turbed, will quickly disfigure the foliage and do

irreparable damage to the trees. Wall trees on

which green fly is making an appearance

should be syringed with weak tobacco water, or

a nicotine insecticide, which will quickly free

them of insects, and also cleanse the foliage.

Give constant attention to the regulating and
training of young trees, for the future of the

trees will depend, in a great measure, on their

being properly trained now.

Vines.—Vines that have been started in pots

may be planted. Disturb the roots as little as

possible, and mix a goodly quantity of lime and
brick rubble with the soil on the site

where they are to be planted. Ample drainage

should be provided for Vines, and the situation

needs to Ibe warm and sheltered, for preference

a wall facing south or west, with a sloping

border. Established vines require frequent
attention in stopping, disbudding and regulating

the growths, as well as frequent waterings
during dry weather. If allowed to become too

dry at the roots, mildew will quickly make its

appearance—an apparent contradiction to the
opinion of some—but nevertheless true, ana
once this disease attacks the vines, disfigurement
and loss of crop is certain.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to 0. A. Oaiic, E»q., J. P..

The Node, Codioote. Welwym, Hertforfahire.

Chicory.—Seed of this vegetable may be sown
forthwith, or within the next few weeks, to

produce strong loots for forcing next winter.

Choose an open situation and deeply tilled, but

not recently manured, ground. Chicory pro-

duces long roots, therefore it is necessary to

have deeply dug and well-pulverised soil in

order that the long tap-roots may penetrate

easily in a downward direction. The seed

should be sown thinly in drills made 16

inches to 18 inches asunder. Space the seed-

lings in the rows 8 inches from plant

to plant. Snails are particularly fond of

young Chicory, therefore it is necessary to

watch for these pests and to dust the seedlings

with lime immediately they appear above

ground.

Thinning of Crops.—Various crops require

attention with regard te the thinning of the

seedlings. Choose, if possible, a dull day, oi

after a shower of rain, for this operation.

Do not thin too severely at first; rather thin

to the required distance when it can be more

readily seen which is the most promising

seedlin° to leave. Onions in the main bed do

not require to be thinned too severely, especi-

ally if they are growing in nich soil, for, if

allowed a restricted space, they will grow

less rampantly, and the bulbs will be more likely

to ripen at an earlier date. Hoe between all

crops after thinning them.

Salads.—To have constant supplies of salads,

it will be necessary to make weekly sowings of

Mustard and Cress; also regular sowings of

Radishes, which may be sown in frames that

have been cleared of other crops. Lettuce also

should be sown at intervals to maintain a regular

supply.
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MAY VEGETABLES.

The crops are growing apace, and although
a few of those mentioned last month have dis-
appeared from the list, others are giving good
supplies, whilst by about the time these
notes appear there will be several very interest-
ing new arrivals. I will first briefly consider
those that are finished. Jerusalem Artichokes
are making new growth, and have been struck
off the list. Parsnips in store are firnsnea, aria
we can well wait a short time for this vegetable
to again come into use, for it is essentially an
autumn and winter vegetable rather than a
spring one. Salsify, which is so similar to the
Parsnip in habit, etc., is also over; whilst
Celery, which, when grown on proper lines, is
available over a long season, is now finished
lor the time being.
Of those enumerated last month or previously,

we are still getting good supplies of Broccoli
of the varieties mentioned in my last notes,
and also fair supplies of sprouting Broccoli.'
Rhubarb from the open is yielding freely, and
the quality this year is excellent; Asparagus from
the permanent beds is yielding full supplies,
whilst Spinach, Sorrel, and Mercury are supply-
ing all we need thereof. Three Kales—Scotch,
Cottagers', and the delicious Labrador—are also
yielding well, and we have also been getting
all that we require of Sea Kale. New Potatos
from frames, as mentioned in my previous notes
are giving good supplies, whilst the old tubers
in store are still quite satisfactory. Other
items, such as Mushrooms, Beetroots. Turnips.
Leeks, Onions, Shallots, etc., are also in full
supply. French Beans, as detailed for the last
month or two, are being obtained from
pot plants in excellent quality and quantity.
Of salads, we are getting Radishes, Cucumbers,
Mustard and Cress, green Onions, Lettuce,
Endive, Chicory, Rampion, and Tomatos; the
last are very promising for good supplies.
Seasoning items are also available as before,
including green Mint, Tarragon, Parslev,
Thyme, Chervil, Sage, and Horseradish,

New Vegetables in Season.

We have three useful new subjects
to note, which have been available for some
days. These are young Carrots, spring Cabbages
and Vegetable Marrows, and I will briefly deal
with each.

Young Carrots.—These fresh, young, dainty
roots are being pulled from the heated pits
where they were sown in properly prepared com-
post during the middle of January last, The
varieties are Champion Horn, Favourite, andNew Red Intermediate, and these have now
reached the stage when thinning may be com-
menced, the thinnings yielding useful-sized
roots tor culinary work, and progressive
thinnings will continue to give supplies The
sowings made in cold frames will come into
use m the same way in due course and provide
a succession.

Spring Cabbage.—Of these we are now
cutting heads of the varieties Harbinger, April,
and Ellam's Early from the beds planted from
the sowings made on September 14 last. Fine,
healthy, young heads are being cut, and it is
doubtful if there is a more delicious early spring
vegetable than Cabbage.

Vegetable Marrows.—These are yielding
splendid young fruits from plants raised from
seed sown on February 15 last. They were
rawed ln mild heat and eventually planted
in irames on a mild hotbed. Such varieties as
Moore s Cream, Pen-y-byd, The Sutton, Table
iJainty, Perfection, and Custard were used for
the purpose, and they came into use very early.
Later, the lights will be removed from the frames
on each fine day, and when the risk of frost is
over the lights and frames will be removed
entirely. The plants then having perfect free-
dom of growth may confidently be expected to
continue to yield well, until they are destroyed
by early frosts in autumn.

Crops Coming into Season.

I will now consider the crops that will be

m use somewhere about the time these notes
appear. They comprise Broad Beans, Beet.
Cauliflowers, and Peas, all of which have been
raised under glass.

Bro\d Beans.—The first sowing was made on
November 5 last, followed by another on
December 6, and the pods will come into use
in this order. The variety chosen was Leviathan,
which is very reliable for pot work. The seed
was sown in 8-inch pots three parts filled
with a good compost, consisting of three parts
fibrous loam and one part manure from a spent
Mushroom-bed. Five seeds were placed in each
pot and germinated in cold frames. When well
through the soil the seedlings were grown in
a cool vinery, top dressed when above the rim
of the pot, and staked when necessary. When
sufficient flowers set, the tops were pinched
out, and whem the pods began to swell the
roots were fed with either a reliable artificial
or liquid farmyard manure.

Beet.—We shall shortly be able to draw young
Beet of such varieties as Globe, "Dell's
Crimson, and New Intermediate, which were
sown in frames on the mild hot-bed about the

covered with loamy fibre, on which was placed
a little bone meal. The potting compost con-
sisted of three parts loam and one part horse
manure, and it was made firm and placed to
within three inches of the rim of the pot. The
plants were grown in a temperature of
55° to 60° until growth was well commenced,
when they were top-dressed with half-deuayed
cow manure and fibrous loam in equal parts,
removed to a cool house and supplied with plenty
of water both at the roots and overhead. As
roots filled the pots, clear water was alternated
with liquid manure. The heads are now turning
in nicely, and the plants are stood in a sheltered
place in the open.

Peas.—Plants of the varieties Edwin Beckett,
Duke of Albany, and Quite Content are swelling
their pods, which should be ready for picking
in a short time. The seed was sown mi
November 5, and we made another sowing on
December 6 to carry on the supplies. The
plants are growing in double rows in long,
deep boxes, which are well drained and contain
a compost consisting of good fibrous loam, a
little well-decayed leaf-mould, old Mushroom-

FlG. 111.—AZALEA HINO MANYO. r.h.s. award of merit, may 10.

notcutt (see p. 238}.

SHOWN BY MR. R. C.

third week in January, in shallow drills made
about one foot apart. The compost was about
15 inches deep, and consisted of two parts loam,
one part leaf-mould, and one part road sand.
The seedlings were thinned to about 9 inches apart
as soon as they were large enough to handle,
kept well watered, and aired freely whenever
the weather was sufficiently fine. This crop
makes a welcome change to the stored roots.
To maintain supplies until the time comes to
draw on the crops in the open, two or three
sowings from January to March should be made.

Cauliflowers.—It will be recalled that in
the ''November Vegetables" I referred to the
planting of Cauliflowers raised from seed sown
in August and September in frames. These
young plants were ready for potting about mid
January, and sufficient for the purpose were
thus treated on the 11th of that month, selecting
the best specimens. The pots were 9 inches
in diameter, and well crocked; the crocks were

bed manure, and a 6-inch potful of bone meal
to each bushel of the compost. The seeds were
sown twice as thickly as required, and the
seedlings thinned when about three inches high.
At the commencement the boxes were only half-
filled with compost, the seed sown and covered
with half-an-inch of the compost, and
placed in a cold frame to germinate. The
seedlings were removed to a cool vinery, top
dressed as they grew above the edge of the
box, and well staked to support the giowth.
After a sufficiency of flowers had set, the points
of the plants were pinched out, and all side
growths carefully removed as they appeared;
plenty of air was admitted when" the plants
were in flower, and, after the puds had set. the
roots received liberal supplies of liquid manure.
We are looking forward to an early picking,
and a succession will be maintained" from the
later sowing, and continued from those similarly
raised from later sowings, which will crop in
the open. Edwin Beckett.
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EDITORIAL NO TIDE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be Bent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.2.

IRISES OF THE FUTURE.

IT
is never easy to prophesy correctly, even

if successful prophecy is little more than

intelligent anticipation. The following

notes, therefore, are intended less as an

indication of the future than as possible

suggestions.

Among the early bulbous Irises there seems

little hope i if new developments, unless we

can hold in check the fungous disease which

plays such havoc among the bulbs. If we

could overcome and eradicate this, there would

be no end to the delightful series of beautiful

hybrids which might be raised by crossing

the richly coloured, velvety-petalled I. Bakeri-

ana with the other species. The yellow I.

Danfordiae might Mso be used to give us en-

tirely new forms.

The Juno species seem to suffer from an

undeserved neglect, for there are few finer

garden sights in April than a large mass of

the glistening, turdy foliage of I. bucharica,

closely set with the large white and yellow

flowers; while the endless variety of colouring

to be found among seedlings of the gorgeous

1. Eosenbnchiana well repays the patience

which is needed during the three or four years

that the bulbs require to grow from seed to

flowering size.

The later bulbous Irises, comprising I.

Xiphium, the Spanish Iris and the kindred

species, seem to have fallen under a cloud,

from which they will hardly emerge until

some remedy is found for eelworm in the

soil, for this pest appears to be as fatal to

Spanish Irises as it is to the Narcissus. If

this can be overcome, the multiplication of

the florists' varieties, both of the Spanish

and of the Dutch Iris, will go on; but we

cannot expect much from their combination

with any of the allied wild species, though

these are distinct enough in themselves. They

do not seem to combine well either with one

another or with I. Xiphium. Thus I. filitolia,

when hybridised, loses its magnificent red-

purple colour ; I. Boissieri has the long hairs

of its beard shorn down to half their length;

while the clear golden yellow of I. juncea

becomes dull and streaky.

Of Oncooyclus and Regelia Irises I am
distinctly more hopeful than there seemed any

justification for being a few years ago. Experi-

ence seems to show that these must all be dug

up annually about the middle of July. The

rhizomes may then be left lying out on the

ground for a few days, provided that the sun

is not too incessantly brilliant and scorching

They should then be trimmed of their leaves

and be stored away, preferably in perfectly

dry sand, in a well-ventilated, dry place, until

the first week in October. The rhizomes and

the roots should, with this treatment, remain

firm and be ready to start into root growth

as soon as they are replanted in rich, well-

drained soil. At one time it used to be

thought that the soil must first be beaten

and trodden down until it was almost as hard

as a rock, but this seems unnecessary, in

view of the way in which these Irises flourish

in the loose sand of Haarlem and in the

drier, but equally light, Surrey sands.

To my mind, the fault of the Begelia-cyclus

hybrids that are already in commerce is that

they are nearly all of them mere colour varia-

tions of the same type of flower. When we

remember, however, how utterly different 1.

paradoxa is from I. ssusdana and from I. iberica,

and how each of these latter differ from the

aptly named I. acutiloba and from the rounded,

self-coloured flowers of the purple I. Mariae

and its yellow counterpart, I. urmiensis, 1

cannot help feeling that crosses with these

species might give us new types. Evidence to

confirm this exists in the pleasing results that

have resulted from crossing I. acutiloba and

I. Sari with I. Korolkowi. The former gives

very floriferous hybrids with the extended falls

of acutiloba and the prominent veining of

Korolkowi, while the latter retains the shape

of I. Sari and something of the colouring

that won for that species the name of the

Wolf Iris, I. lupina.

No hybrids have yet appeared of I. Hoogi-

ana, the last discovered and most astonishing

member of the Eegelia section. Its unveined,

self-coloured flowers of pale or dark blue-

purple are so beautiful that it seems almost

sacrilege to attempt to hybridise into them

the veinings and dottings of the other Eegelia

and Oncocyelus species, with which there

would probably be no difficulty in making

crosses

Nothing has, *o far, been said about the

great class of Pogoruris or bearded Irises,

which to so many comprises practically all the

Irises that they know. Here the tendency is

to aim at increased stature and a more widely

branching habit in the inflorescence, qualities

which are obtained by using as parents I.

troiana and other giant species, such as I.

mesopotamica and I. cypriana, which have

now become more widely distributed. Whether
we should aim at self-colours or at variegation

in the flowers is a matter of personal taste

and it is devoutly to be hoped that no self-

constituted body of florists will attempt to

lay down strict canons on this or on similar

points and then try to ensure that all our

Irises should conform to these canons.

For garden ornament it is hard to find any-

thing more decorative than self-coloured palli-

das, which can be obtained in a long series

of shades from a deep blue-purple to a pale

pink. If pallidas are, as a whole, later than

the so-called I. germanica, it is easy to obtain

an early race by crossing I. pallida with I.

Albertii, from Turkestan. The characteristic

veining on the falls, which ends so abruptly

and which is typical of the species, is not

sufficiently prominent, except at close quarters,

to spoil the effect of self-coloured flowers. At

the other end of the season something might

b<> done towards prolonging it by using the

late-flowering Black Prince. Seedlings of this

tend to retain the late-flowering habit, and,

as there is a large dose of I. variegata blood

in BlacK Prince, forms with yellow standards

are sure to appear among them. It remains

for the hybrilissr to get rid of the stunted

stem, the crowded inflorescence, and the ugly

form of the flowers, with their erect, widely

separated standards.

Among the Evansias something good might

come from the crossing of I. Wattii, which

does so well when planted out in a cool house

It ought to cross with I. japonica and possibly

also with I. tectorum and I. Milesii, if these

two could be forced into flower early enough.

I, tectorum and I. Milesii seem themselves

to be so closely related that it is surprising

that all attempts to cross-fertilise them have

hitherto ended in failure, though a com-

bination of the large flowers of I. tectorum

with the tall stem and sturdy foliage of I.

Milesii ought to make a most effective garden

plant.

Among the Apogons or beardless species

there is still scope for much work in hybridi-

sation. The members of the various groups

of obviously closely related species hybridise

fairly readily with one another, and it is

also possible to cross members of different

groups with one another. For instance, the

Californian I. tenax will cross with the

Chinese I. Wilsonii, and the hybrid bears curi-

ously specked, dull purplish flowers with a

yellow ground. I. Douglasiana crossed with

the Himalayan I. Clarkei gives a mottled,

pinkish flower of no great merit, but, when

ciossed with the Chinese I. chrysographes,

gives a beautiful flower of a crushed straw-

berry colour, with gold veining on the falls.

Those who will take the trouble to raise

seedlings should turn their attention to the

group of Californian species, of which it seems

true in many cases that no two individual

plants produce flowers of the same shade of

colour. The variety to be found among seed-

lings of I. Douglasiana, I. tenax, and I. macro-

siphon is endless, and, as the plants flower in

two years from seed, no one need hesitate

to embark upon their cultivation. The seeds

should be sown in pots or pans, and the

young plants are best grown on quickly under

glass, so that they are large enough to be

planted out in the open in their permanent

positions in May. if possible, or, at any rate,

before midsummer. They should then grow

rapidly and develop before the autumn into

plants of sufficient strength to pass safely

through the winter.

The Sibirica group has lately been extended

by the new introductions from China, and all

its members seem to hybridise readily with

one another. Much may be done with the

older and well-known species, I. sibirica and

I oriental's, for the large flowers and brilliant

colouring of the latter can be readily com-

bined with the tall stature and floriferous

habit of the former, while 'the crossing of the

white with the blue forms of either species

will give seedlings a nearer approach to a

true sky-blue than is found in any other Iris.

TIie yellow Chinese I. Wilsonii will give

a yellow ground to I. sibirica and to I.

Dclavayi, and the combination is particularly

pleasing in the latter case.

Two of our native species, I. Pseudacorus

and I. foetidissima, do not seem to lend them-

selves at all readily to hybridisation with

others. I. Pseudacorus seems to reproduce

itself with whatever pollen the flowers are ferti-

lised, and nothing ,eems able to fertilise 1.

foetidissima except its own pollen. It is true

that there exists a plant which appears to be

a hybrid between I. Pseudacorus and its closest

ally, namely, the American I. versicolor, but

no record exists of the origin of the hybrid

Its sterility is some indication of its hybrid

origin and its intermediate position between

the two above-iamad species suggests that they

were its parents.

Hybridisation is a fascinating pursuit, and

enough has already perhaps been said to show

that much remains still to be done among

Irises, especially when we remember that

crosses that have often been tried in vain

may at length prove successful. W. R. Dykes.
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Chelsea Shows may follow one another in

annual procession, but each one creates its

own interest by reason of some special feature
or some new plant or flower, while the dis-

plays, as a whole, never fail in their appeal
fo all lovers of horticulture. This year, the
show was excellent, and though there was room
for criticism of many matters, its record in

horticultural history will be that of a great

exhibition. In addition to rock and formal
gardens in the open, almost innumerable
exhibits of sundries and garden ornaments,
there were nearly four acres of exhibits under
canvas. After the criticisms and complaints
of last year concerning the Tinsuitability of

the tents it is only fair to state that this

season the tenting was erected on the lines

followed so successfully at the great Inter-

national Show of 1912—the ridge and furrow
method which means spaciousness and airiness,

and affords opportunities for creating broad
effects and room for their inspection.

Orchids were wonderfully well shown, and
so were hardy flowering trees and shrubs,
while greenhouse plants, Roses, Begonias,
Irises, Sweet Peas, and hardy flowers generally
provided features of great interest. Needless
to say, an exhibition of the size of the one
described in the following pages, means a
vast amount of preliminary work and organi-

sation. In this, we believe, the officers and
council of the Royal Horticultural Society

had the assistance of the new Show Com-
mittee, which is the outcome of criticisms

offered last year. How far this committee
was responsible for a lack of smoothness in

the working out of certain details we do
not know, but, this notwithstanding, we offer

all concerned our hearty congratulations on
the quality and extent of the exhibition.

The show was favoured with gloriously fine

weather, and was visited on the opening day by
their Majesties King George and Queen Mary,
Her Royal Highness Princess Mary, the Duke of

York, and the Duke of Connaught.

ORCHID COMMITTEE.
Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), the Rev. J. Cron.bleholme, Messrs. Jas.

O'Brien (hon. secretary), T. Armstrong, J. T.

Barker, H. G. Alexander, Arthur Dye, S. V T

.

Flory, Pantia Ralli, J. E. Shill, W. H.
White, E. R. Ashton, W. H. Hatcher, Gurney
'Wilson, Fred. K. Sander, J. Cypher, Stuart

H. Low, A. McBean, R. Brooman-White, Walter
Cobb, Richard G. Thwaites, J. Wilson Potter,

Frederick J. Hanbury, and W. J. Kaye.
Orchids formed one of the leading features

of the show, and the improved manner in which
the spaces were allotted, while giving a greater

extent of frontage in the aggregate, tended also

by means of the crosswalks between the middle
groups, to give facilities for easing the crowded
pressure of the visitors in the main sur-

rounding walks, a difficulty which has caused
much inconvenience in former times both to

the public and the exhibitors. The groups were
staged in the very large and commodious
marquee, and on the cross staging spaces were
allotted to suit the extent of the groups and
to ensure the prominence of the largest and
best. Seventy specimens were entered for

awards, and the quality of the exhibits was
uniformly good.

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Odontioda Marion Worsley Orchidhurgt var.

(Odm. harvengtense x Od. Bradsha/wiae), one of

the finest of deep scarlet Odontiodas in every
respect, a model in form, large in size, and of
firm substance. The spike bore several finely

developed flowers.

Brasso-C'attleya Mrs. J. Leemann The DM

lT
May 24, 25 and 26.

var. (B. Digbyana x C. Dowiana), from Baron
Bruno Schroder, The Dell Park, Englefield
Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), a grand form,
unique in tint, which is pale lemon-yellow with
emerald sheen and slight rose marks on the
lip.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Prince Hirohito (see
Fig 112) (S.-L.-C. Marathon x S.-L. Leda), from
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. A grand

fectly-formed fluwer had a white ground to
its broad sepals and petals, which are finely
blotched on the inner parts with claret-red.
Odontoglossum St. George var. Albion

(eximium x Alexandrina), from H. T. Pitt,
Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill. A fine flower,
richly marked with claret-red.

Odontioda Grenadier var. Glow (Oda. Chan-
ticler x Oda. Sanderae), from Messrs. Sander,

Fig. 112.—sophro-laelio-cattleya prince hirohito. (see awards by the orchid committee.)

Orchid of unique quality, the large salmon-red

flowers with a gold shade having a rich ruby
crimson front to the lip. A Gold Medal was
also voted for the plant (see Fig. 112).

Odontoglossum critpo-Solon < 'arminetta

(crispum x Solon), from Messrs. J. and A.

McBean, Cooksbndge. One of the finest Odon
toglossums yet shown, and which impressed the

committee so highly that they recommended a

Gold Medal also. The finely-formed flowers are

white on the outer parts, the inner portions

prettily blotched with bright claret-red.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum rri.</min Victor Newton, from
Messrs. Armstrong and Crown, Tunbridge
Wells. A grand, home-raised variety selected

from a new batch of great promise. The per-

St. Albans. The finest scarlet of the several

foims shown by the firm, and a decided acquisi-

tion.

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Jupiter var. Zeus,

from Messrs. Sander. A very attractive flower

of fine form and delicate tints.

Laelio-Cattleya Champion [Aphrodite x

Gottoiana), from Messrs. Sander. Flowers
large and finely formed. An improvement on
the favourite L.-C. Aphrodite,
Oncidium PapUio Charlesworthii, from Messrs.

Cn Mii.Kswciiiiii and Co. A distinct variety,

;i iid nlni"st a new species; nearest l<> (). Papilio

Sanderae. The lon(j, incurved sepals are

greenish-yellow, the showy petals and lip of

various tints of dark yellow on a light ground.
Miltonia Prince Imperial (Venue v Uyeana),

from Messrs. Charles wonm and Co. A large
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rose-coloured flower with red markings and

violet petals, with purple-striped sepals.

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Jupiter var. Nipon {C.

ArmainvUlieTense x B.-L.-C. Veitchii), from
Messrs. Charlesworth anc Co. A large finely

formed flower, showing B.-L.-C. Veitchii in an

improved form.
Odontoglossum crispum Ada Evans, from

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge. A
grand home-raised crispum of superb form and
substance.

Odontoglossum eximium Leonora McBean'

s

var., from Messrs. J. and A. McBean. A superb

Odontoglossum, and the best of the fine class

exhibited by the firm. The inner colour of the

segments is claret-red, the outer clear white.

Cultural Commendation.
To Mr. H. G. Alexander, Orchid grower to

Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, Westonbirt,

for a noble specimen of Laelio-Cattleya Im-
pel atrix Regina.

and Laelio-Cattleyas were the principal feature

in this group with some Brasso-Cattleyas,
specially noteworthy being Brasso-Cattleya
Mrs. J. Leeman, The Dell variety, a grand
lemon-yellow flower with a slight emerald green
tint and lilac shade on the front of the lip, and
Brasso-Cattleya Oberon The Dell variety, a fine

piece of colour.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge
Wells, staged a very fine group rich in good and
excellently well-grown Odontoglossum, the

forms of O. crispum being varied and of fine

quality. Some showy Miltonias, Odontiodas and
Laelio-Cattleyas with other other hybrids made
a very attractive group.

Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton
(gr., Mr. Taylor), staged a neat group of

Odontoglossums, Miltonias and other hybrids,

specially noteworthy being a fine Brasso-Laelio-

Cattleya Queen of the Belgians, a large white

with rose markings on the lip, and Cattleya

Fig. 113.

—

azalea obtusa kurume var. kirin. shown by the Yokohama nursery co.

A Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to Mr. J. E.
Shill, gardener to Baron Schroder, for excel-

lence of culture in the plants in his group.

Amateurs' Groups.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park.
Surrey (gr. Mr. J. Collier), staged a grand
group in which were many Gatton hybrids and
an interesting display of the rare species for

which the collection is noted. Odontoglossums
and Odontiodas intermingled made a bright
show ; handsome forms of O. crispum, 0. Gatton
Princess, 0. Gattonthella, grand forms of 0.
eximium, including the pure white form, and
O.Lambeauianum, with the charming Odontiodas
Lady Colman, Gatton Glory, Brackenhurst, and
other showy forms gave brilliant colouring.
Many fine and rare forms of Cattleya Mendelii
and C. Mossiae, with white forms of these and
other species and hybrids were displayed in
profusion with showy Erasso-Cattleyas. A
selection of Masdevallias, Plcurothallis. and
other now rare species gave great variety.
Baron Bruno Schroder, ' The Dell Park.

Euglefield Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), staged
one of the best groups in the show, and in
which the excellence of The Dell hybrids and
their superb culture was well exemplified.
Among the showiest was a selection of grand
planis of Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator and Ei.-C.
Aphrodite, scarcely two being alike, and some
had eight or ten 'large flowers. The Cattleyas

Schrdderae Prince of Orange, a good white
flower with orange disc to the lip.

Pantia Ralli, Esq.. Ashtead Park (Orchid
grower, Mr. Fames), staged a very attractive

group of Odontoglossums, Cattleyas, Laelio-

Cattleyas and other showy kinds, well grown
and attractively displayed.

H. T. Pitt, Esq.. Rosslyn, Stamford Hill
(gr., Mr. Thurgood), had a fine selection, includ-

ing the famous Odontoglossum Pittianum, and
the large white 0. crispum Magnnm Bonum

;

O. St. George var. Albion, a noble flower

blotched with deep claret red ; 0. Othello var.

Aiitinous, of yellow colour, prettily marked with
purple and other choice forms.

J. J. Joicey, Esq., The Hill, Witley (gr., Mr.
J. Mackay). arranged a very pretty and effective

group with fine Laelio-Cattleyas, Odontoglossums
and Odontiodas. Specially fine were Odontioda
Warrior with a grand spike of scarlet flowers
which have a yellow crest ; Zygopetalum
Perrenoudii purpeurem, the large lip of which
is deep, true blue and Cypripedium Psyche var.
Pekoe (niveum x bellatulum) of the size and
shape of C. bellatulum, white evenly spotted
with dark purple ; Odontoma Maudiae (M.
Bleuana X Odm. Louise), a pretty rose spotted

flower, and some charming unrecorded hybrids
of good quality.

De B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks,
sent the fine yellow Odontoglossum harvengtense
Rosefield variety.

G. Geale, Esq., Wandsworth, sent Brasso-

Laelio-Cattleya Triune.

Nurserymen's Collections.

Messrs Charlesworth and Co., Haywards

Heath, had on one side of their grand group a

part of about fifty feet frontage in which the

Miltonias, Odontoglossums and Odontiodas

were of special merit. There was also a section

of yellow Odontoglossum, several specimens ot

Oncidium Papilio Charlesworth, a fine new and

distinct Butterfly Orchid with long peculiarly

stalked sepals and petals and lip ^.shades or

yellow. A batch of the yellow Laelio-Cattleya

G S Ball showed to advantage, as also did the

finely arranged white and coloured Odonto-

glossums. Specially fine novelties were Sophro-

Laelio-Cattleya Prince Hirohito (b.-L.-L

Marathon x S.-L. Leda), a grand flower of

brilliant colour; Laelio-Cattleya Circe var.

Lemonosa, bright yellow with crimson front to

the lip ; Laelio-Cattleya Fascinator, a very fine

form; Miltonia Prince Imperial anrl M. Uur

Princess, good in every respect, and Brasso-

Laelio-Cattleva Jupiter var. Nipon, a noble

flower New" forms of Odontoglossum crispum

were included, also the remarkable Charles-

worthara Magalis (Odm. Chanticler x Oncidium

Corynephonium).

Messrs Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge

Wells staged a fine collection in the centre

of which were pure white Odontoglossums with

scarlet and other bright Odontiodas, the
:

sides

of the group consisting of handsome Cattleyas,

Laelio-Cattleyas and Brasso-Cattleyas. Among a

wealth of fine things specially remarkable were

Odontioda Marion Worsley Orchidhurst variety

(Odm. harvengtense x Oda. Bradshawiae), large,

biilliant scarlet; Odontioda General Haig large

and richly coloured; several splendid home-

raised Odontoglossum crispum, the clear white

var Victor Newton being extra fine; Udm.

Unita (Mars X Europa) had large, intensely

rich claret-red blotched flowers; Odm.

Promerens Princess Mary had many fine white

flowers blotched with rose red ; Odm. Doris var.

Primrose had a spike of thirty-two flowers;

Laelio-Cattleya Aphrodite nobihor with fourteen

white flowers with rose lips; and the very

distinct Cypripedium luxemburgense Orchid-

hurst variety.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were represented

by a very attractive group, the centre of which

w"as of Thunias with their graceful nodding

racemes of white and rose flowers. Cattleyas.

Laelio-Cattleyas, Odontoglossums and other

Oichids were good and numerous. Miltonia

Ruby Queen and Miltonia Avalanche (Queen

Alexandra x Sanderae) were fine novelties
;

so

also were Cymbidium Miranada var. Golden

Oriole (Alexanderi x Lowio-grandifloriim;

Lnelio-Cattleva Champion (Aphrodite x Gottoi-

anum) Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Veitchii gigantea

and the charming white Cattleya Mossiae

Wageneri Mrs. Louis Sander.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon

Leeds staged an excellent group in which most

of the showy species and hybrids were well and

effectively displayed, Cattleya Mendelii and 0.

Mossiae, with White varieties, being specially

effective around the centre of showy Miltonias.

Some rare species were also included.

Mr H\RRT Dixon, Wandsworth Common,

arranged around a very effective centre of bright

Laelio-Cattleyas a varied selection of other

good Orchids.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, had an

attractive group of fine novelties in which were

the choice white Cattleya May Queen
;
the dis-

tinct Cattleya Jagaenetta and a good form of

C. Mossiae Wageneri were noticed.

At one end of Messrs. Cypher and Sons'

exhibit was a charming and artistically arranged

group of Orchids, set up with Palms, Dracaena

Massangeana and with elegant scarlet and yellow

Ei'idendnims. Some grand specimens of their

fine forms of Laelia purpurata; a noble Brasso-

Cottleya Digbyana-Mendelii with eight flowers,

and many others were also included.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

staged a large and effective group of Cattleyas,

Laelio-Cattleyas and other showy hybrids, with

Dendrobiums, Phalaenopsis and other species,
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Specially choice plants were Brasso-Cattleya

Queen of die Belgians tof noble proportions;

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Everest, a charming
flower, Cattleya Mendelii Fascinator, C. M.
Princess Royal and C. Mossiae grandis var.

Prince of Wales.
Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

had a grand group in which Odontoglossums,
for which they are famous, were well displayed,
their richly-Coloured variety of 0. eximium be-
ing distinct, especially, O. eximium Leonora,
an.! 0. Diamond grande. The finest of the forms
of 0. crispum were 0. c. Lydia, a charming
flower, 0. c. Ada Evans, large and of fine

sunstance, and 0. crispo-Solon Carminetta of
such great beauty that in addition to the First-

Class Certificate a Gold Medal was rectxm-

mended.

leaves banded down the centre with white, and
with a narrow band of pale grey-green—like a
mid-rib—in the middle of the white area. Shown
by Mr. C. F. Bause, South Norwood.

Iris Banzai.—A home-raised Iris of the so-
called Dutch section or large Spanish type. The
standards are blush coloured, as alsods the base
of the other segments, but the falls themselves
are yellow with a deeper intense gold area over
the centre. Shown by Messrs. F. H. Chapman,
Rye.
Ming Cotinus foliis purpureus.—A handsome

form of the old and popular Burning Bush or
Wig Tree, with foliage of deep ruddy-purple hue
that is most effective in the mass. Shown by
Mr. R. C. Notcutt, Ipswich.
Rose Juliana.—A semi double polyantha variety

of dwarf habit and eminently suitable for bedding

opinions simply because it is an albino. Shown
by Mr. Sydney Moreis, Norwich.
Aster alpinus Wargrave. var.—A bold and

beautiful variety of the Alpine Aster, and pro-
bably the finest form of it yet seen. The colour
is rosy-mauve. Shown by Messrs. Wateeee,
Sons and Crisp.
Carnation Boolcham Scarlet.—This large and

handsome border Carnation has flowers of a
rich self-scarlet colour. The blooms are broad
petalled and of excellent form. Shown by Mr.
J. Douglas.

Carnation Boolcham Salmon —A border Car-
nation of exquisite form and colour. The
petals are broad and smooth, makim; up a
shapely and refined bloom ; the colour is soft
salmon. Shown by Mr. Jas. Douglas.

Carnation Kelso.—A very showy and larjre-

FlG. 114.—PART OF MESSES. SUTTON AND SONS' GOLD MEDAL EXHIBIT OF GEEENHOUSE PLANTS AT THE CHELSEA SHOW.

FLORAL COMMITTEE.
Present: Mr. H. B. May (in the chair), and

Messrs. G. Harrow, W. J. Bean, J. W. Blakey,
John Heal. W. Howe, G. Reuthe, W. B. Cran-
field, E. F. Hazelton, J. W. Barr, J. F. McLeod,
R. C. Notcutt, W. B. Gingell, John Dickson,
Andrew Ireland, W. H. Morter, W. G. Baker,
Thos. Stevenson, F. Page Roberts. H. R.
Darlington, A. G. Jackman, H. J. Jones,
Reginald Cory, and Arthur Turner.

Awards.

Fibst-Class Ceetificate.

Primula helodoxa.—This gloriously beautiful
Primula gained an Award of Merit iii 1916, and
now received the higher award—an award every-
one seemed to agree was well merited. Three
bowls of yard high spikes were shown, and some
of these carried seven or eight tiers of golden-
yellow blooms, and we understand some spikes
have shown as many as eleven tiers. Shown by
Lionel de Rothschild, Esq. (gr. Mr. Kneller),
Embury, Southampton.

AWABD OF MEEIT.
Dracaena Deremensie Bausei.—A strikingly

effective stove plant with shining and rich green

purposes. It is of Dutch origin, as its name
suggests. The soft pink flowers have two rows of
petals and a small central cluster of golden
stamens ; the blooms are carried in large, elegant
clusters, and are produced with great freedom.
Shown by Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Sons,
Highgate.

Base Florence.—A beautiful, large, broad-
petalled Rose of charming form. The colour is a
delightful shade of deep silvery-pink—an
exquisite shade. Shown by Messrs. Wm. Paul
and Son, Walthan. Cross.

Rhododendron Hugo <!< Fries.—A hold
Rhododendron of Dutch origin. The big trusses
of large blooms are of conical shape, like those
of Pink Pearl, from which it has been derived by
a cross with the scarlet Doncaster. The widely-
opened blooms are deep rose-pink and the upper
segment has a few brown spots ; a handsome new
variety. Shown by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.,
Tollbridge Wells.

Lithospermvm prostratum allium.—As shown
this white form of a popular blue-flowered plant
must be taken on trust. In the pan shown the
plants bore very few flowers, but provided it is

as free-flowering as the type it will win good

flowered border Carnation of most vigorous

habit. The big blooms have broad petals of a
pleasing butt shade, on which there are
splashes of deep heliotrope, consequently the

flowers are very effective. Shown by Mr. J.

Douglas. Great Bookham.

Carnation Tarzan.—A gorgeous scarlet per-

petual flowering variety. Ihe blooms are very
double, and the margins of the petals are
fringed. Grand in form and colour. Shown
by Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Wulden

Lupinus polyphyllus Sunshine.—This charm-
ing Lupin is of vigorous habit, and carries

spikes about 15 inches long, composed of light

yellow flowers that are sweetly scented. Shown
by Messrs. Waterer, Sons wi> (iiisp. Twvford.
Berks.

Lupinus polyphyllus Pink Pearl.—For
grouping in the garden, this handsome variety

should become very popular, as its flowers are
of a rich rose-pink hue. Shown by .Mr.

.1. (1. Downer. Chichester.

Lii/iinux polyphyllus Tunic.—A pale pink

variety, bearing very robust spikes. The lower

flowers are of a rosier pink shade than the
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upper ones. Shown by Mr. J. G. Downer,
Chichester.
Aza/cn Kurume Tsuta Momii.—In point of

colour this was the brightest of the Kurume
Azaleas which gained awards. Its wide,

hose-in-hose flowers are bright, clear salmon

pink, and very effective when, as in this case,

the flowers are crowded on the little plant.

Shown by Messrs. Pipees, Ltd.

Azalea Kurume var. Shin Seikai.—A de-

lightfully dainty Azalea with white flowers.

Each bloom has two corollas, but the inner

one has its tube so shortened that the flower

simply looks as though it had a double row

of segments. Shown by Messrs. Pipers, Ltd.

Azalea Kurume Siuzohi —In this free-flower-

ing variety the flowers are rather larger than

those of other varieties described, and they

are single. The colour is transparent pinkish

white, with a few soft brown dots on the

upper segment. Shown by Messrs. Pipers,

Ltd., Bayswater.

Roses.

The exhibits of Roses were all good and about

equal to the average in numbers. In all the

forms; Ophelia, Fisher Holmes and Mme.
Edouard Herriot also served as foils in the

centre. The Premier, a hybrid from Rosa lucens,

which grows from 20 feet to 50 feet high as

a tree climber, was especially good, and there

was also the first climber of the Pernettiana

class, named Cheshunt Pillar, a glorious colour

—Geranium red in the buds, opening to a rich

cerise. Amongst other novelties were Mermaid,

a single of lemon yellow ; Prosperity, a semi-

climber with ivory white blooms; Los Angeles,

pink, with orange sheen, and Souvenir de Geo.

Reckwith, a large bloom of shrimp pink colour.

Messrs. VV. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, ar-

ranged a charming floor group of Roses, staged

with great skill, the scheme forming a rectangu-

lar bed, the four corners having tall pillar varie-

ties in a setting of Polyantha Roses, these also

being employed as a ground for the whole, with

a central mass dominated by a tall plant of the

dark red Hiawatha. The polyanthas included a

dozen of the best varieties of these charming
dwarf Roses, and there were three new sorts,

Girlie, scarlet; Juliana, salmon pink, and Greta
Kluis, rosy pink. In the central mass, Edith

Cavell, a scarlet polyantha, was conspicuous, and

Fig. 115.

—

entrance to messrs. j. piper and sons' " shadow garden " at chelsea show.

collections ramblers were used as foils, and in

some tall standards were similarly employed.

These latter plants were especially good and they

withstand the heat and drought of the exhibition

tent better than some of the large-flowered sorts.

Those growers who arrange their various varie-

ties with plenty of space lose nothing in effect,

and add to the ease of the visitor in making
an appraisement of the merits of the individual

sorts. The advance made in varieties of the

Pernettiana type, with charming shades of orange
and gold, sometimes overlaid with other tinting,

was evidenced in nearly all the groups.

Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, staged a
half-circular group of Roses at the end of No. 1

tent. The quality was exceptionally good, and
the colours well blended; standards, pillars and
dwarfer pot specimens of the larger-flowered

H. T. and T. varieties were all employed to

advantage, and it was pleasing to notice an
absence of crowding, so that the merits of each
individual variety could be easily determined.

A weeping standard plant of the pale pink semi-

rlouble Ethel occupied a prominent position in

the ioreground, and other notable plants of this

type were Excelsa, Mme. Casimir Moulle, cerise

pink. Minnehaha and Hiawatha. Excellent stan-

dard of Lemon Pillar and its perpetual-flowering

there were three fine specimens of the beautiful

soft pink variety, Mrs. F. W. Flight, which
has semi-double flowers in large, lax trusses.

Mr. Elisha Hicks, Hurst, Berkshire, arranged

a circular group of Roses, in which all sections

of the flower were admirably represented. It

was crowned with festoons of Shalimar, a cluster

Rose of delicate pink shade, and beneath this was
the dainty single Lady Swathling. Masses of

Polyantha sorts in pots were used as settings to

such choice varieties as Ophelia, Richmond, Mrs.

J. Laing, Sunburst, Lady Hillingdon and Mrs.
Geo. Norwood.

Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Ltd., Waltham
Cross, contributed a strikingly good display of

Roses, which included the best plants of the
climbing and rambler sections in the show. The
inflorescences of Dorothy Perkins, Hiawatha,
Sodenia and Lady Godiva hung from the plants
with such numerous blooms as to entirely hide
the foliage, and the colours were rich and clear.

These were dotted in a group of pot plants of

H. T. and other large-flowered varieties, amongst
which we noted splendid specimens of Viscoun-
tess Enfield, Willowmere, Mrs. Aaron Ward,
Dinah, a new, maroon-coloured H. T. with small
blooms, which are freely produced; Candeur
Lyonnaise, white ; Florence, a striking new-

variety of silvery pink tone, Augustus Hart-

mann, Ophelia and Sunburst.

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, had one of the

largest groups of Roses, which was much ad-

mired. The selection of varieties was very ex-

tensive and the plants were trained in a variety

of shapes, pillars and tall standards serving as

foils. Paul's Scarlet Climber stood out con-

spicuously in this extensive collection ; it is a

true scarlet and has beautiful foliage. Counts
of Gosford, Mrs. G. Shawyer, Mme. /

Chatenay, Clio, G. C. Waud, Gustav Gr
wald, and Hugh Dickson were all showr
ably, whilst a free use of the florifei

anthas served to make a gorgeous bank >.

colouring.

Mr. George Prince, Longworth, showed Roses

as a table exhibit, having choice blooms of

such beautiful varieties as Mrs. Herbert Stevei. ;,<

Ophelia, Melody, Molly Sharman Crawford, Lady
Hillingdon, Mme. Abel Chatenay and Richmond,
with smaller vases of polyanthas, singles, the rich

crimson Hoosier Beauty, Rosa sinica Anemone,
Mermaid and others.

Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Havering-Atte-Bower,
Romford, showed a small, but select exhibit of

Roses, many of them raised by the exhibitor.

He had a promising new sort named Ruth, of

the H. T. section, the bud being sweetly pretty,

stained orange-red on a chrome yellow-ground

;

the flowers open almost like a large single bloom
and reveal a pretty golden base at each of the

petals. Another seedling of promise named
Phoebus is of the true Marechal Niel colour

—

and may be likened to a yellow Pax. There
were also good examples of Pemberton's White
Rambler, Rosa altaica and R. spinosissima.

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Colchester, had
fine quality Roses staged to advantage. The
novelties included Padre, a H. T. of orange
overlaid with rose, and an orange-coloured centre

;

Rev. Page Roberts, a big flower of Marechal
Niel colour; and Constance Casson, a bloom
of carmine rose shading, on an apricot ground
with orange base. Amongst the numerous other

fine sorts we specially noted Covent Garden,
Anna Olivier and American Pillar.

Messrs. Laxton Bros., Bedford, had six beds
of Roses planted with the varieties Pink Delight,

of the beautiful shade seen in the wild Rose
of our hedgerows, and Crimson Orleans, a sport

from the well-known variety.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, utilised

polyantha Roses in several beds in their formal

garden arranged in the open.
Messrs. H. Den Ouden and Son, The Old

Farm Nurseries, Boskoop, Holland, displayed the

rew polyantha variety Juliana, which received

an Award of Merit.

Carnations and Finks.

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Haywards Heath,
excelled in a magnificent display of Carnations
and Pinks, which were arranged with charming
effect. Against the black velvet background the

flowers were shown to perfection, and the

greenery employed was trails of Asparagus
Sprengeri and plants of Phoenix Roebelinii.

The ends of the large group were occupied with

the now popular Allwoodi Pinks, the chief repre-

sentatives of this class being Harold (white),

Joan (see Fig. 116, a fine variety, pink
with deep maroon eye and of excellent

habit), Jean (a fringed edge variety),

Betty (white with deep maroon eye)

and Rufus (old rose). The plaints were grown
in pots to show the floriferousness and habit of

these hardy flowers, which are destined to become
not only very worthy plants for garden decora-

tion, but also of great commercial value.

Amongst the perpetual Carnations, Enchantress

Supreme (pink), Wivelsfield Apricot. Wivels-

field White, Edward Allwood, Circe, Mary All-

wood and Carola were noted, and no less a

charm of the exhibit were the artistic vases in

which the flowers were displayed.

Messrs. K. Luxpord and Co., Harlow, staged

Carnations, chief among which were Aviator

(scarlet), White Wonder, Saffron (yellow), Mary
Allwood (rose) and Carola (crimson), and Mr.

C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, brought
_
the

new scarlet variety, Tarzan, Jazz (apricot),

Carola, Peerless (pink), Saffron (yellow). Nigger
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(bright crimson), Lady Northcliffe (pink) and
Iona (flaked orange pink), effectively displayed

in dull green earthenware vases.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park.
Middlesex, showed perpetual-flowering Carnations

in splendid condition. Mrs. T. Ives (salmon
rose), White Pearl (white), Lord Lambourne
(scarlet), and Sunbeam (yellow) are all novelties

of merit.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, Highgate,
showed some fine stands of Scarlet Carola, Sun-
star (yellow), Lady Northcliffe (pink), R. F.

Felton (pink), Aviator (scarlet), and White En-
chantress, while Joyce, Princess Christian, and
NeUie were the chief hardy Pinks, employed for

the ground-work.
Sir W. Cain, Bart., J.B. (gr., Mr. C. Moore),

Warrrave Manor, Wargrave, showed beautiful
stsuds of Souvenir de la Malmaison, Edward All-

wood (scarlet), Wivelsfield Claret, Saffron (yel-

low), and Mikado (mauve) Carnations.
New hardy perpetual-flowering Pinks were

staged by Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acocks Green,
Birmingham, and included Queen Mary (rose
pink) ; Dickie Felton (deep salmon pink) ; Comedy
(rosy mauve), and Progress (rose).

Mr. James Douglas, Gt. Bookham, excelled
with a fine display of border Carnations, the

i flowers being of exceptional quality : the chief
varieties were Lt. Shackleton (apricot), Topas
(yellow-streaked scarlet), Eliot Douglas (yellow),
Bookham Scarlet, Carlet Clove (deep crimson),
and Salmon Clove.

Sweet Peas.

These dainty and useful flowers provided a
pleasing feature of the great show, and their
beauty and fragrance charmed all visitors.
A particularly fine exhibit of Sweet Peas, from

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., was greatly admired
by all lovers of this fragrant annual flower.
Large vase stands of individual varieties were
disposed in a pleasing manner, and as
there were about fifty of them it will be under-

1 stood that the effect was splendid. Leading
;

varieties, shown in the best of form, were Jack
. Cornwall, V.C., Illuminator, Royal Scot, Royal

Purple, Melba, Alex Malcolm, The President,
Gladys, George Shawyer, Thos. Stevenson, Her-
cules, New Marquis and Orchid.
Another exhibit of great beauty and extent

was arranged by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and
Sons, who excel with their beautiful blooms.
Their arrangement was very pleasing, big
sheaves of blooms alternating with large vases
along the baok row. Here the sorts exhibited
were Hawlmark Lavender, Hawlmark Pink,
Hawlmark Cerise, John. Porter, Elegance, Jean
Ireland, The President, Prince George, Royal
Purple and Tangerine. On the lower part of

the staging there were charming flowers of Royal
Scot, Annie Ireland, Market Pink, R. F. Felton,
Orchid, Conquest, Thos. Stevenson and Hawl-
mark Maroon, the whole presenting a fine blend-

i ing of colours and elegant blooms.
Mr. J. Stevenson, who for many years has

made a speciality of Sweet Peas, contributed a
pleasing group of flowers, in which most of his

own varieties were shown to advantage ; among
these we were chiefly attracted by Charity,
the new Sunset (soft orange and salmon), Faith,
Hope, Lavender Bell, Hebe, Brilliant, Poppy

—

deeper than Tangerine and a glowing colour

Golden Glory and the new Crimson Glow.
Mr. Robert Bolton, Baythorne End, Essex,

made an excellent contribution to the Sweet Pea
section, and this consisted of a bold display of

such fine sorts as Tangerine, Chelsea (a salmon
novelty for 1922), R. F. Felton, Felton's Cream.
Picture, Colne Valley (lavender blue), and
Catchy, a deep scarlet novelty, to be distributed

next year.

Begonias.

The double-flowered tuberous Begonias from
Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon were of im-

i mense size, yet delightfully coloured and of

perfect form. The crimped pale pink petals of
; Mrs. H. Moncrieff, the similar but deeper-

coloured Mrs. W. Cuthbertson, and still deeper

I tone of Lady Tweedmouth were especially charm-
I ing. Deep glowing colour was provided

i by Lord Meihuen, Admiral Beatty and

General Allenby, yet the eye was irresistibly

drawn to the softer shades pf colour and
especially to the central plants of the pale
salmon Princess Victoria Louise. At one end
of the Begonias there was a goodly batch of
erect-flowered Gloxinias.
At the end of nil interesting col lection ofdouble

Petunias, Messrs. John Peed and Sons staged
a batch of very useful varieties of tuberous
Begonias in a wide range of colouring.
Gloxinias were also shown, and Streptocarpus,
which well illustrated the great advance that
has been made in the colours r.f this most
useful greenhouse plant.

Stove Plants.

An excellent illustration of the great and
peculiar decorative value of stove plants was

diums of rich colour and delicacy of leaf, Hippe-
astrums hi gorgeous colours, and the
ever-interesting pitchers of Nepenthes ajl

deserved and received admiration.
Caladi'ums, and large exhibition plants hear-

ing leaves of all imaginable colours and, often,

of almost gossamer lightness and delicacy were
admirably shown by Messrs. John Peed and
Sons. It was most refreshing to the lovers

of stove plants and perhaps an indication of a
revival in this form of gardening to see so
many excellent plants at the show. The time
and attention, not forgetting the self-sacrifice of

the grower, who must work in a close, moist
heat, bestowed on these plants were well spent.

Probably never before have they been shown
so well, the brilliant colour of such sorts as
Thomas Tomlinson, Botafogo and Lady Stafford

Fig. 116.

—

dianthus allwoodii var. JOAN
; A SPECIMEN EXHIBITED AT CHELSEA SHOW BY MESSRS.

ALLWOOD BROTHERS.

provided by Mr. L. R. Russell. The bank of

richly-coloured tropical foliage was assembled
with rare taste and each plant was a model
of cultural skill. Dracaenas (Cordylines) were
theTe in numbers and great variety, but perhaps
the finest were the tall perfect plants of D.
Victoria, while the brilliant colour of D.
Lord Wolseley and Prince Monarch Bey was
magnificent. Crotons, also in great variety,
added to the attraction, while for the con-
noisseur there were many new or almost for-

gotten stove plants. Of these, mention may be
made of only a few. Ficus Parcellii was very
striking, the uncommonly variegated leaves
drawing attention to the rare fruits, roundish in

shape and striped with rose colour. Phyllanthus,
once an indispensable plant in gardens, is now
rare, but was to be seen in several varieties.

Manettia, bicolor, Cyperus alternifolius varie-
gata and Stigmaphyllon ciliatum are the names
of only a few of the kinds to be seen. Cala

Northcote was most gorgeous, while for trans-

parent delicacy, nothing could surpass the speci-

men Lord Derby. Besides these, what one may
term standard varieties, there were many most
charming novelties to delight the eye.

Uncommon Cycads such as Ceratogamia
Laurentii, Encephalartos Lehmanii var. aureus
and Macrozamia Miquelii were displayed by
Messrs. Sander and Son, whose other tropical
novelties included Bilbergia Forgetiana, Xan-
thorrhaea hastilis and Anthurium Scherzeria-
num varieties with enormous spathes.

Greenhouse Plants.

A most picturesque group of greenhouse
flowering plants was displayed by Messrs.
Carter and Co., Raynes Park. Cineraria
stellata and Sehizanthuses of delicate shades
were interspersed with columns of Clarkia
Scarlet Queen, and towards the end of the
exhibit circular masses of Petunia Queen of
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the Hoses, and Stock Empress Elizabeth
(pink), were particularly outstanding. The
deep red double Stock Crimson King, with
dot plants of Petunia White Pearl, was very
pleasing, and Cinerarias, Calceolarias and
Gloxinias were also freely employed to give an
artistic and pleasing effect. The whole exhibit
was bordered with a grass edging, relieved at

intervals with small circular beds of Ageratum
Imperial Dwarf Blue. It was a most pleasing
exhibit, delightful to the eye. and every
consideration had been given to the blending
of colours.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Reading, brought.

a collection of florist's pQlants and staged them
with good effect. Clarkia Salmon Scarlet was
freely employed, and charming in effect

amongst the masses of Calceolarias and
Cinerarias. Nemesias of yellow, orange and
scarlet colours were used in the ground work,
and other outstanding plants were Phlox
Fireball (scarlet) Gloxinia Her Majesty
(white), and Salpiglossis of various shades.

Antirrhinums, too, were also shown in good
form and Rose Queen and Salmon Scarlet were
exceptionally fine. The plants employed were
evidence of exceptional cultural skill, and the

arrangement was a break from the ordinary
grouping of this class of subject.

dener, Mr. W. Lamson), showed a circular

group of well-grown regal Pelargoniums.

Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse, Perth,

showed a charming group of well-grown plants

of Cinerarias, of which Field-Marshal (white).

Admiral (purple), and Alderman (blue) were very

pretty Marguerite-flowered varieties, and Doris

(flax blue), Phyllis (lilac rose) and Maud (purple)

were noted in the collection of the stellata type.

Cactus-flowered varieties of merit were seen in

Ida (white with slate-blue centre), Esther (blue)

and Pink Gem, while the large-flowered Wonder
Queen (blue and white) was of particular merit.

New and choice large-flowered regal Pelar-

goniums were shown by Messrs. Godfrey and
Son, Exmouth ; noteworthy varieties were Lord

Bute (blackish maroon), Joy (soft salmon), God-

frey's Pride (double rose pink) and Meg (reddish

black).

Mr. R. J. Case, Taunton, showed sprays of

Zonal Pelargoniums, Somerset Lad (salmon).

Unique (magenta and white). Staplegrove

Beauty (rose salmon) being good single flowers,

while amongst the double varieties The Speaker

(fiery salmon), Mme. Breton Duverney (salmon)

and Lave (orange scarlet) were all good sorts

Messrs. J. Forbes, Ltd., Hawick, brought

their new bedding Pelargonium Black Vesuvius,

Fig. 117.

—

part of messrs. r. Wallace and co.'?

Messrs. E. Webb and Sons, Stourbridge, had
a magnificent group of greenhouse plants staged

along one end of the large tent. Huge banks
of Cineraria stellata, superb Calceolarias, and
compact hybrid Schizanthus made a fine bank
of colour, and towards the front were arranged
beds of double tuberous-rooted Begonias, brilliant

Petunias, and Gloxinias. From Mr. H. N. Elli-
son, West Bromwich, came a collection of green-

house Ferns and Cacti, the latter including good
specimens of Echinocactus Grusonii, Mamillaria
Wildii cristata, Aloe concina, and Euphorbia
canariensis.

Messrs. John Peed and Son, West Norwood,
S.E., were the exhibitors of a group of green-
house plants, which included Petunia Mrs. John
Campbell (deep blue), and excellent strains of

Begonias, Gloxinias and Streptocarpus, repre-
sented by well-grown plants. Mr. Alfred Daw-
kins, King's Road, Chelsea, showed a delightful
strain of dwarf hybrid Schizanthus of many beau-
tiful colours. T. H. Mann, Esq., Rotherfield
(gardener. Mr. A. Jewell), showed magnificent
plants of Hydrangeas Madame E. MoulJier
(white) and Madame Chautard (pink); while
A. F. W. Wooten. Esq., K.C., Epsom (gar-

ROCK AND WATER GARDEN AT CHELSEA SHOW.

Statice profusa and S. Butcheri and also a collec-

tion of Violas and East Lothian Stocks.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
Middlesex, contributed Hydrangeas, ErieaCaven-
dishii, E. magnifica, Epacris miniata splendens,
Tremandra verticillata and Azalea Bizon de
Lideberg; whde the Rev. D. F. Wright showed
a new scarlet Ivy-leaved Geranium named Sir

Percy Blakeney, a variety with intense scarlet

flowers.

Trees and Shrubs.

Clematis in great variety and illustrating the
newest and best varieties were the subject of

a beautiful group by Messrs. G. Jackman and
Sons. Amongst the double-flowered varieties

Duchess of Edinburgh, Fairy Queen, Lady
Caroline Neville and Mrs. Spencer Castle were
very prominent. The single varieties were most
numerous, and these included the ever-popular
Nelly Moser, Marie Boisselot, of large size and
paper-white colouring, the purple Gipsy Queen,
and Beauty of Worcester.
A large number of Clematis was also shown

by Messrs. J. Piper and Son. Besides the many
new sorts we were interested in seeing the old
variety Jaokmanni, which blooms so freely, and

is still the best of its colour. A great variety
of other shrubs was also shown, amongst which
Eleagnus macrophyllus and Pittosporum Silver
Queen, both of silvery colouring, were very pro-
minent. At one end of the exhibit were quaint
old Wistarias growing in china bowls.

Clematis Sieboldi alba lacks the contrasting
violet, petaloid stamens, which renders the
type so effective. It is a very rare and
interesting plant, but its petals are starry in
comparison with the broader segment^ n IA-

Sieboldii ; in (both cases these ane g
white, becoming whiter with age. Shrwu
Miss Willmott.
Uncommon Rhododendrons were inch 1< i in

his exhibit of shrubs by Mr. G. Reuthe, o

R. Edgeworthii, R. Aucklandii, R. F
and excellent varieties of R. Roylei wen
examples. Of the last-named, R. Roylei super-

bum, and R. R. magnificum are especially de-

sirable. Several vases of cut sprays of Em-
bothrium coccineum provided patches of most
brilliant colouring.

A large exhibit by the Yokohama Nursery
Company contained many ages-old examples of

the stunted trees and shrubs, which the art of

the Japanese gardener still renders peculiar to

his nation. Conifers, such as a Juniper procum-
bens, 95 years old, Larix leptolepis, Cupressus
obtusa, Acers of brilliant colour, and many
Wistarias were to be seen, while perhaps most
beautiful of all were the many densely-flowered
Kurume varieties of Azalea including the salmon-
coloured Kirin.

Many uncommon shrubs—particularly those

which thrive only in the mildest parts of these

islands—were contributed by The Donard Nur-
sery Company. Pittosporum Boscawenii, which
so often becomes a straggling bush, was in this

collection compact and very fioriferous. Indi-

gofera Kirilowii is quite distinct from the

better-known I. Gerardiana; its flowers are larger

and have much the colour of those of Robinia
Kelseyi. Leucadendron argenteum, the Silver

Tree of the Cape; Caragana Bbissii, Fendlera
rupicola, Guevina Avellana and Dipelta flori-

bunda are the names of only a few of the other

choice shrubs so well shown by this firm.

Out-of-doors, Messrs. Waterer, Sons and
Crisp arranged a large collection of valuable

hardy shrubs. Fremontia californica, Lomatia
ferruginea, Feijoa Sellowiana, Enkianthus japoni-

cus and Vaccinium ipennsylvanicum of the more
uncommon were particularly healthy and vigor-

ous. Standards of Cupressus (Retinospora) fili-

fera aurea were particularly well coloured, while
a large bush of Tricuspidaria dependens bore

numbers of pendulous, crimson flowers.

Amongst the many specimen shrubs shown by
Mr. L. R. Russell were Japanese Maples,
Cytisus in great variety, silver leaved Eleagnus,
standard WeigeJa (Diervilla) Eva Rathke and
Azalea rosaeflora.

A very large collection of Japanese Maples
was displayed by Messrs. W. Fromow and Sons,
These illustrated a very wide range of foliage

and colour variation. The standards of A. dis-

sectum variegatum were very uncommon, while
A. coralinum and A. roseum variegatum were
particularly well coloured. Acer pictum album
variegatum, which bears much larger leaves than
the palmatum varieties, was very attractive in

the purity of the marking.

Excellent use of a large tent space was made
by Mr. R. C. Notcutt with an elegant arrange-
ment of flowering shrubs. The Brooms, particu-

larly standard Cytisus sessilifolius and C. Dalli-

morei, were very effective. Senecio laxifolia pro-

vided almost dazzling silveriness, whilst the
colours of Azalea Kaempferi varieties were also

very charming. The season has been too early for

Lilacs and Philadelphus to be shown in quantity,
but Mr. Notcutt was able to include a few
varieties. Of the latter, P. Virginal and P.

Coquette were excellent, while the best late Lilac

was Miss Ellen Willmott.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas.

In the tents there were many new varieties

and hybrids of hardy Azaleas. Messrs. Rider
and Son had a most interesting collection of

bushes that had been grown for them by
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Messrs. M. Koster and Son. These included

the fascinating Koster's Blotched Seedling,

which, when first open, has a most uncommon
butt-apricot shading. Azalea maerantlia, ri

deep salmon colour, and Malvatica, bright
mauve, were very beautiful. Of thi Mollis.

type, Koster's Brilliant, Sunbeaim, and Esper-
ajice were very valuable, while a number of

Azalea oceidentalis seedlings had charming
colours.

The Azaleas were also particularly hand-
some in the exhibit of Messrs. Waterer, Sons,
a.ni' Crisp, where the vivid Sang de Gentbrugge
attracted much attention. Rhododendrons
were a great feature of the Bagshot exr'it.
and these filled several large beds. The jge
bush of Doncaster was most admirable from
every point of view, while in another Bagshot
Ruby, also massed in the centre, provided a
memorable feast of colour. Many other sorts
of equal excellence were on view, and these
included the very large flowered Pink Pearl;
the smaller, but equally charming, Corona;
Gamer Waterer, in which the white colour
is relieved by most uncommon greenish-yellow
blotches; Sappho, bearing an the upper petals
blotches of the darkest chocolate colouring, and
the brilliant Alice.

A large bank of Azaleas, by Messrs. R. and
G. Cuthbert, was of glorious colouring, and
the standards particularly well grown. The
mollis-sinensis hybrids were especially valu-
able, and there were many beautiful rustica
varieties. Amongst the Mollis . type those of
orange shades were most successful, particu-
larly the plants of T. J. Seidel, Frans von
de Bom, Sybil and Muttatube.
On the opposite side of their Iris garden,

Messrs. W. Wallace and Co. made an effec-

tive Azalea garden intersected by a paved
walk, ending in a stone seat. For the most
part Ghent 'Azaleas were planted, and these
were brightened by several red Rhododendrons
Messrs. J. Cheal and Son had a telling circu-
lar bed of Ghent Azaleas, standards and
dwarfs, with names attached, and across the
path displayed many interesting Japanese
Maples, and other hardy shrubs.
Standard varieties of Rhododendrons were

grouped by Messrs. Fletcher Bros., who also
included splendid plants of their Cupressus
Fletcheri which, with age, is developing a
particularly effective tufted habit. Cupressus
Lawsoniana Pottensii is another erect growing
drawf Conifer of value to the planter of rock
gardens. Of flattish habit Pseudotsuga
Douglasii Fletcheri is also vahiabb where
dwarf Conifers are required. In this variety
the contrast between the fresh young foliage
and that of the previous year is very striking.
A few small plants of the fragrant Abelia
triflora were also included in this collection.
Many profusely flowered Azalea indica, flanked
by equally good examples of Ghent and
Mollis Azaleas, were shown by Mr. L. R.
Russell.

Azalea obtusa Kurume var. Kirin was one
of the most delightful of the Kurume Azaleas
(see Fig. 113). It is of dwarf, slender, twiggy
habit, as shown, and the blooms are so
crowded that the stems and the beginnings
of new growth are hidden by them. Individu-
ally the flowers are small—mot more than
three-quarters of an inch across—of hose-in-
hose form and of the lovelist soft salmon pink
shade imaginable, the salmon tint being in-

tensified on the outside of the tube of the
flower. In the estimation of many experts,
this variety was thoroughly deserving of an
award. Shown by the Yokohama Nursery
Company.

Topiary.

All conceivable shapes fashioned in living Box
was extensively arranged by Messrs. J Piper
and Son in two sections. In one it was chiefly
spirals and the formal pillars, balls and cones,
while the other was composed of the shapes
of birds and animals. The specimens were all
healthy and illustrated in the highest degree the
topiarist's art.

Near the embankment entrance Messrs. W.
Cutbush and Son set out a large number of
Topiary specimens. These were all of good size

and in full health. The representations of dogs
and garden seats were particularly successful.

Hardy Flowers.

Lupins of exceptional quality were staged by
Mr. J. G. Downer, Chichester; Snowflake
(white), Pink Pearls (deep pink), May Princess
(purple), and Downer's Delight (carmine lake)
were admirable varieties. Messrs. Maxwell and
Beale, Broadstone, planted Lithospermum inter
medium, Erinus alpinus, Helichrysum bellidiodes,

Sedum caeruleum and other choice subjects in

their rock garden. Messrs. J. Piper and Son,
Bayswater, showed Campanula Telham Beauty,
Incarvillea Delavayi, Genista sagitalis, and
Veronica rupestris. Messrs. G. Whitelegg and
Co. showed a good collection of bearded Irises,

and the Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames,
staged a group of alpines. Mr. W. Wells, Jr.,

Fig. 118.

—

iris lord lambottrne, a handsome
bronze and purple iris exhibited at chelsea

show by mb. amos perry.

Merstham, had a very fine batch of Lupinus
Moerheimi in their exhibit of hardy flowers, and
Pyrethrum White Aster. Asphodelus luteus,
Centaurea montana rosea were also well shown
by this firm. Messrs. Thos. B. Grove and Sons,
Sutton Coldfield, showed the new hybrid Geum
Orangeman, a sen.i-double, free-flowering plant,
and Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Ltd., Rye,
staged a collection of early flowering Dutch
Irises, including Banzai, white with yellow falls;

Belvedere, white, and Majestic, blue" and bronze.
Primula mitans, P. tibetica, P. densa, and

P. yunnanensis were some of the rare Primulas
exhibited by Mr. John MacWatt, Duns, Scot-
land, and there were also good baskets of P.
La Lorraine, P. sikkimensis, P. Veitchii, and
P. Lissadell Aileen Aroon.

Herbaceous plants in variety were staged in

a pretty ground group by Messrs. Arttndale and
Son, Sheffield. Eremurus robustus, E. Elwesi-
anus, and E. himalaicus were exhibited in ex-
cellent condition, and arranged around were

Lupins, Irisis, Pyrethrums, Poppies and other
subjects. Messrs. B. Ledhams, Ltd., Southamp-
ton, had a table group of herbaceous plants re-

presented by Cheiranthus Little Gem, Incarvillea
Delavayi, Heuchera Pink Pearl, and Libertia
formosa nivea.

Mr. James MacDonald, Harpenden, displayed
ornamental Grasses and lawns sown with his

special strains of Grass seeds.

From Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, Middlesex,
came a very beautiful group of Irises and
hardy Ferns, and never before have we seen
such a pleasing combination. The delightful
variety, Alcazar, formed a centre piece, and
Isolene, Lord Lambourne (see Fig. 118), Ori-
flamme, Amos Perry and I. sibirica

Perry's Blue, together with numerous
numbered seedlings, were noted in the
group and amongst the hardy Ferns
Polystichum augulare cristatum Carbonell,
P. a. divisilobum plumosum superbum, Poly-
podium Dryopteris plumosum, and Scolopen-
drium plumosum Perry's var., were the chief.

Messrs. Barr showed some excellent varieties
of Lupinus polyphyllus in rose, white and
blue shades, and TuMps, and long spurred
Aquilegias were also, freely employed.
From Messrs. R. H. Bath, Wisbech, came

a collection of bulbous Irises and hardy
herbaceous plants. Amongst the former were
Iris filifolia Hart Nibbrig (deep blue).
I. Hutchinberg (white and yellow), Van der
Heist (ydlow), and I. filifolia lilacina (lilac).

While Delphiniums, including file fine variety
Pluto, Trollius Orange Globe and the paler
variety, I. europaeus, Pyrethrums, and early
Paeonies were freely represented, as well as
Papaver orientalis Orange Globe, Pyrethrum
James Kelway, Centranthus montanus rosea,
and other herbaceous plants. The same firm
also showed a beautiful collection of bulbous
and bearded Irises.

A magnificent display of Antirrhinums was
staged by Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd., Edin-
burgh. The plants were shown in four-inch
pots to illustrate the habit of this favourite
flower and amongst the intermediate varieties,
Bonfire, White Beauty, Coocinea, Carmine
Queen, Fiery Belt, and Maize Queen were noted.
Arranged along the back were tall varieties
including White King, Carmine King, and
Yellow King. For the past few years the date
of the Chelsea Show has proved too late for
the exhibitors of Tulips, and Messrs. Dobbie
held the proud position of being the only ex-
exhibitors to stage a good collection of May-
flowering and Darwin varieties. There were
some good vases of W. T. Ware, a tine, deep
golden yellow flower, the paler Inglescombe
Yellow, as well as such fine flowers as Baronne
de la Tonnaye, Tara, Professor M. Foster,
Clara Butt, Orange King, and Boadicea.

Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Son, Birming-
ham, exhibited a collection of cut spikes of
Antirrhinums, chief amongst which were Sybil
Eckford (fawn), Lady Roberts (primrose), Yel-
low King, roseum superbum (rose pink),
White Queen, and Carmine King, together with
some very promising seedlings. Close by,
Messrs. Bakers, Ltd., Codsall, Wolverhamp
ton, showed the fine yellow flowered Geum
Lady Stratheden, Primula pulverulenta Red
Hugh.Cytisus Dallimorei and Sunbeam .Poppies,
while from Messrs. Rich and Co., Bath, came
a collection of herbaceous plants, including
Pyrethrum Queen Marv (double pink), Firefly
(red). Mrs. Buteman Brown (deep red), and
show blooms of many varieties of Violas and
Pansies.

Arranged amongst rockwork. Mr. Clarence
Elliott exhibited the beautiful blue Aquilegia
glandulosa. Dianthus neglectus, Geranium
pylzowianum, Viola heterophylla, Saxifraga
pseudo-Forsteri Elliott's variety, Pentstemon
cristatus, Campanula Allioni, and Hypericum
Kotchyanum; Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,
Crawley, brought Erodium guttatum, I.inum
perenne, Olearia Gunniana, Saxifraga al-
trssima, Gypsophylla cerastiodes, and Del-
phinium nudicaule. The same firm also staged
a collection of their star flowered Dahlias, in-
cluding the varieties Autumn Star, White Star,
Orange Star, Primrose Star, and Coral Star.
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Hardy flowers were shown by Mr. G. W.
.Millar, Wisbech, and included Henchera
tiarelloides, Papaver orientale Unique, Trollius

Mrs. J. B. Bell and Pyrethrums in variety.

St. Brigid Anemones in many shades of colour

were staged by Messrs. Reamsiiotto.u and
Co., Geashill, Ireland, and Messrs. W. H.

Rogers and Son, Southampton, had a table

group of hardy rock plants, including Primula
Cockburniana. Flambeau, Erinus alpinus coc-

cinea, Chrysogomim virginicum, and the red-

flowered shrubs Embothrium coccir.eum, and
Crinodendron Hookeri. Messrs. Carter Page
and Co., London Wall, E.C., staged a delight-

ful collection of alpines on a table amongst
stove and choice clumps of Mayus rugosus,

Ramondia pyrenaica, Edarinthus serphyllifolius,

Raoulia australis and Pentstemon Davidi were
on view. An excellent collection of well-grciwn

Dahlias was also shown by the same firm and
the varieties Sweet Briar (Cactus), Phidias

(Paeony-fiowered), .Ada Finch (Anemone-
flowered), Sulphurea (decorative) and Symphony
(Collerette) were in good form.

A very fine exhibit staged with pleasing

effect came from Messrs. Bees, Ltd., Liver-

of Zonal Pelargoniums were also staged in variety

by this firm, and Flame, a beautiful novelty,
was included. A very creditable exhibit of hardy
herbaceous plants was arranged in star-lorn,

on the ground by Messrs. Waterer, Sons and
Crisp, Ltd., Twyford. Centrally placed were
masses of Lupinus polyphyllus Sunshine (yellow)

;

L.p. Moerheimi (pink), and L.p. Sulphur Gem.
Bearded Iris, including the varieties Alcazar,
Professor Langier, Lohengrin, and Isolene, to-

gether with a collection of Pyrethrums and other
hardy flowers, were grouped with effect and com-
pleted with a border of Nepeta Mussinii.

Pyrethrums, Trollius, Anchusa italica Drop-
more, Oriental Poppies, Irises, Primulas, Cam-
panulas and Pinks were freely shown by Mr.
Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, and one end
of the exhibit was occupied by a varied col-

lection of alpines in pots, prominent positions

being given to Verbena chamaedryifolia, Sedum
pilosum, Mimulus radicans, Campanula muralis
major, Dianthus hybridus Adoree, and Saponaria
oeymoides.
Dutch Irises, which flower a fortnight earlier

than the Spanish varieties, were charmingly dis-

played by Messrs. Ryder and Son, Ltd., St.

Fig. 119.

—

a portion of messrs. g. a. whitelegge and co.'s rock garden at chelsea siiuv.

pool. Their beautiful strain of long-spurred

Aquilegias occupied a central position and
other subjects worthy of mention were Oxalis

adenophylla, Viola Bees Apricot, Aethionema
Warley variety, Celmesia spectabilis variegata,

Roscoea cautiloides, Dianthus neglectus, and
Incarvillea brevipes. Messrs. G. and A. Clark,
Ltd., Dover, staged a group of herbaceous
plants, including Thalictrum aquilegifolium,

Iris Princess of Wales and Karput, Eremurus
robutus, Pyrethrums General French, James
Kelway, and Margaret Moore, and banks Joi

Astilbe Venus (deep pink), and Astilbe Vesta
(shell pink).

Violas in variety were contributed by Mr. H.
Clarke, Taunton, and his chief novelties were
May Oiler, large rose self ; Martha Oiler, rose
striped violet; Agnes Kay, white centre, edged
heliotrope; Captain Ball, V.C., deep violet;

Drummer Wilson, pale yellow centre, edged
blue; and David Lloyd George, dark crimiVjn
striped with rose.

Amongst the collection of hardy plants from
Messrs. Bowell and Skarratt, Cheltenham,
Aspernla suberosa, Oxalis adenophylla, Helian-
themum chamaecystus, and Ixiolirian tartaricum
gained attention; Messrs. Jarman and Co.,
Chard, showed Viola cornuta alba, V. gracilis
Blue Bird, and double flowering Stocks. Sprays

Albans. The epergnes of Berkemeyer (lilac and
yellow), Hart Nibbrig (blue), Bezett (pale lilac),

G. V. Honthrust (yellow), Hackaert ((blue and
yellow), and A. V. Weel (bronze) were promi-
nent amongst this comprehensive collection.

Messrs. I'.uut and Sons, Covent Garden, dis-

played a ground group of Irises and the bearded
section was represented by flowers of Nibelungen,
Cajus, Queen Mary, and Peter Barr. Dutch
varieties were shown in profusion ; of these

M. de Boch, Der Kindren, Rembrandt, and
Roland Hoist were a few of the choicest flowers.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Ltd., also showed
Irises in quantity, and in the group of mis-

cellaneous herbaceous plants Eremus robustus,

Lupinus polyphyllus roseus, Paeony officinalis

rosea plena, Papaver orientalis Hesperia,
Pyrethrum Alfred and Primula japonica alba
were prominent.

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Ltd., Tunbridge
Wells, showed a charming collection of hardy
plants arranged in ground beds flanked with
low stone walls and raised central paths. Ere-
muri, Liliums and Irises predominated. Amongst
the first-named were E. himrob, robustus, and
E. r. albus, represented by perfect spikes. The
best Lilies were L. regale, L. Martagon album,
L. davuricum luteum, L. tenuifolium. and the
pretty, rose-coloured L. rubellum, while among

the Irises Alcazar, Lady Foster, Merlin, and
Lt. A. Williamson were outstandingly fine. From
Mr. J. C. Allgrove came a collection of hardy
herbaceous plants, noteworthy subjects being Iris

pallida dalmatica, I. orientalis Snow Queen,
Primula helodoxa, P. japonica rubra, P. pulver-
ulenta Mrs. Berkeley, and Eremurus robusta.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Bath, dis-

played spikes of Delphiniums in many shades of

colour. Deep blue varieties included The A'^k".'
Sir Douglas Haig, and W. T. Ware, while pal
blue varieties were seen in Col. Douglas, Tmzaj

Van Veen, and Lord Lansdowne. Other t

lent varieties, of lilac shades, were Mill t

Blackn.ore, Glory, and Mrs. Shirley.

Kock Gardens.

A convincingly natural and easily worked n

garden was arranged by Messrs. G. G. Whit
le-gCjj,, (Ltd. Great skill had been displayeu ifl

the setting of the boulders, so that they should
not be unduly prominent. The middle portion,

immediately behind the pool, and also the end
nearest the embankment entrance, were particu-

larly praiseworthy (see Fig. 119). The
garden was profusely planted, yet not
overdone, and with rare skill the planters

had escaped the danger which lurks when
floral effect is attempted in a rock garden.

In this phase of gardening there is little or

no greenery to serve as foils to the bright colours

of the flowers, so the planter requires a colour

eye, and it was abundantly evident that there

was nothing lacking in this respect. The drift

of pale blue Phlox under the Pines on the
higher slopes was especially charming.

When, as is often the case at Chelsea, similar

stone and, perforce, almost identical positions

are used by adjoining competitors, it is no easy

matter to give distinction to the rock garden
but Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp's rock
garden appealed more especially to the lovers

of beautiful alpines growing as nearly as possible

in natural surroundings. Here was well displayed

a great variety of all the seasonable alpines.

A rockery which found favour with certain

visitors, but failed to please the critical, was
built and planted by Messrs. T. Whitworth and
Co., in the avenue, lt was composed of regular

stone set at regular intervals. The planting
consisted of masses of such plants as pink and
blue Hydrangeas, Kalosanthes (Crassula) Coc-
cinea and dwarf Polyantha Roses.

One of the most successful rock gardens was
built by Mr. B. H. B. Symons-Jeune. This
owed its success principally to the natural setting
of the boulders. Clever use was made of the
background, where by light grouping of out-

cropping boulders the impression of great dis-

tance was obtained. The central feature was a
rocky bluff, reminiscent of the rocky tors of

the Western counties. From the distance a tiny

stream meandered and tumbled down to the in-

evitable pool. The planting seemed to be quite
a subsidiary feature, though it was done with
taste and knowledge. The massed stonecrops,

breadths of blue Violas, of Linums, and the Pink
on the higher ground were all most effective.

Messrs. Kent and Brydon had an interesting

rock garden with stream, waterfalls and pools.

The workmanship displayed in the setting of

the boulders and the planting was excellent.

Wise restraint was exercised in quantities of

plants, though there was ample to make good
effect. In particular, the grouping of Saxifraga
pyramidalis was most praiseworthy.

Spaciousness was evidently the aim of Messrs.

Pulham and Son in their gardens. In the
rookery wide slabs of stone provided
easy access, which was appreciated by the many
visitors, who by this means had comfortable
passage over the flattish mounds, across the
stream and pools. The planting was done with
a light hand and was particularly successful.

The formal garden was of that broad, dignified

nature that is associated with Messrs. Pulham's
work.
The gently rising tiers of grey-toned stone

interspersed with ample space for planting was

a leading character in the rock garden by Messrs.

R. Tucker and Sons. Here the stream and
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waterfall which entered the pool from the side

were very pleasing. Many appropriate plants.

Saxifrages, Aethionemas, various alpine Dian-

thusus. Primulas of many sorts. Alyssum com-

pactniii fl. pi., and many others all appeared

happy and established;' while on higher ground

near a row of Conifers there was a pretty group-

ing of Erigeron philadelphieum.

Mr. Clarence Elliott was a trifle unfortunate

In that the weather was so glaring, for the bright

sun made his rock garden appear unduly hot.

This was due to the surfacing of small shingle

which, however, was good for the plants in that

it conserved moisture. The method of planting

provided many interesting and instructive effects.

The generous quantities of Aquilegia glandulosa

enchanted a number of visitors, who all seemed
determined to have this delightful plant in their

own gardens. The collection of tiny Irish Juni-

pers was also very popular. In the middle dis-

tance a little colony of the nodding Onosma and
a bright patch of Dianthus Firefly were both
very effective.

Formal Gardens.

A particularly pleasing garden was designed

and planted by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, who
made admirable use of their allotted space. For
the n.ost part the portion was along the middle
avenue, where a paved walk was laid and pro-

vided a shady walk much appreciated during
the hot, sunny days. Advantage was taken of

the open spaces to plant a generous collection

of brilliant Azaleas and Rhododendrons on the
one side and a tasteful herbaceous border on the
other. At the turn in the garden there was an
artistic sundial in an ample, paved setting. The
way led on to a pretty half-grass and half-

paved Rose garden, with a dry wall or seat at

the end.

Simplicity with dignity yas the keynote of the
charming garden designed by Messrs. Carter
and Co. Broad, paved paths radiated from a
centre of an ornamental leaden basin with foun-
tain; beautifully moulded pillars were arranged
in greensward, a few large vases being filled

with rambler Roses, and all made a most success-
ful garden. The sparseness of planting was a

touch of genius, for there were just sufficient

plants to gain the desired effect. The narrow
circular borders around the pillars were lightlv

planted in a scheme of blue, white and pale
yellow.

A hedge-like arrangement of Pink Pearl Rhodo-
dendrons on either side of a broad-paved path
served to draw the visitor to a large and fascinat-
ing garden bv Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. (see
Fig. 117). Water and rock work played a great
part, and these elements were planted with a
variety of suitable subjects. The grouping of

Iris sibirica was a happy inspiration. In the
background well-placed boulders gave the op-
portunity for planting Brooms and other grace-
ful shrubs, and for the stream to find its way
into the pools below. On either side of the
water and rocks there were generous borders
well planted with many choice hardy plants on
the one side and Azaleas, Rhododendrons and
Japanese Maples on the other. Altogether, it

was a garden in which the pleased visitor de-
lighted to linger.

The Maytham Gardens contributed a pleasant
herbaceous border at the embankment entrance
end of the rock garden, and this provided a
fitting finish to these exhibits. It was a garden
well filled with artistically arranged plants, and
from which many visitors will carry away in-

spirations for their own gardens. The clever
arrangement of the beautiful dwarf blue Lobelias
with the surrounding colours is only one of the
many successful efforts.

Messrs. J. Piper and Son are to be congratu-
lated on their attempt to break away from the
traditional garden. That the attempt did not
tt.eet with unqualified approval was only to be
expected, and is the recognised reward of all

innovations. The rectangular and square sunken
and enclosed gardens have been perpetuated
almost ad infinitum . and these undoubtedly have
served their purpose. But. as Messrs. ' Piper
have evidently realised, there is a section of
'he public, and doubtless no small section, that

requires gardens entirely different from the con-
ventional ; and it is to these that the latest

Piper Garden will appeal. The garden under
review may be called the " Shadow Garden "

(see Fig. 115), for the motif is a tall entrance
shaped like a Grecian vase clearly cut in an
old stone wall. The enclosure is principally
devoted to a shallow, clearly-defined impression
of the shadow that would be cast at midday
were the sun shining full on to it. The point
of view from the entrance is a stone culvert
from which the overflow passes beneath the pave-
ment to a silent canal cut through the shadow
outline. The planting of this part is necessarily

light and consists of white Violas : in the course
of time the stone-work would become weathered
and mossy, thus giving a cool and restful effect.

Greensward margins the garden, and this in turn
is enclosed by rectilinear, paved walk,
surrounded by a tall Cypress hedge.
Between this garden and the lower walk

Messrs. Piper made an interesting triangular

Iris garden where, in beds and borders, many
surrounded by narrow streams, they planted a
number of beautiful Irises.

The almost complete pleasure garden was made
by Messrs. W. H. Gaze and Sons. An all-

weather tennis court with dark Yew hedge and
row of white Lilies was divided frorm the garden
house and its enclosure by a showy rockery and
pool.

His particular stone-work was the special fea-

ture of the formal garden by Mr. H. Brooks,
and he succeeded admirably in producing cool

and restful enclosures with a sufficiency of

plants.

A large, oblong, sunken garden with central

mossy pool at intersection of the paved paths
and smooth level greensward flanked by massed
Rhododendrons, Conifers and Acers on one side

and a rockery on the other was the plan of

the garden by Messrs. R. Neal and Son. The
rockery provided suitable places for masses of

Lithospermum. Thrift, dwarf Veronicas, Saxi-

fragas, Dianthuses and Helianthemums.
Messrs. G. Bunyard and Son made a most

pleasant Iris garden enclosed by spaced upright

Cupressus. In the garden were paved paths
and the Irises were set in small beds cut in

grass, and as a border around the inside of

the garden. In the round beds graceful Bamboos
added lightness and produced good effect. Iris

pallida Lohengrin. I. p. dalmatica, I. Isoline and
I. mercedes were particularly charming.
Mr. Ernest Dixon made a sunken octagonal

garden, which received its due meed of admira-
tion. The supporting low walls were of stone

and various suitable plants were introduced.

The higher borders were planted with Lupins,
Violas. Incarvillea and other border plants with
Rhododendrons and Azaleas at the cross paths.

It would scarcely be expected that Grasses

alone would make an effective garden, but

Messrs. Macdonald and Son were able, by using

their specially-prepared lawn fabric and a

variety of ornamental varieties, to make a novel

and attractive garden.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE COMMITTEE.
Present : Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (Chairman),

J. C. Allgrove. Ed. Harris. J. Bashain. W.
Bates, G. Reynolds. S. B. Dicks. E. Neal, E.

Perkins. J. Harrison. A. W. Metcalfe. F. Jor-

dan. Geo. F. Tinley, J. S. Kelly and Geo. P.

Berry.

No novelty was submitted for award, but
groups of both fruits and vegetables were in-

cluded in the show, which was thus representa-

tive of all branches of gardening.
Messrs. T. Rivers and Son, Sawbridgeworth,

exhibited an imposing collection of pot fruit

trees, including Peaches. Nectarines, Cherries,

Plums, and Figs. Of the Peaches trees of Pere-

grine. Libra and Duke of York were carrying

large crops of handsome fruits, whilst Nectarines
Early Rivers and numerous seedlings shown
under numbers were equally meritorious. The
fruits of Blue Rock Plum were hardly ripe, but
Cherries Early Rivers and Guigne Annonay were
in the pink of perfection for the dessert table.

The King's Acre Nursery Company. Here
ford, brought a large number of pot fruit trees,

all of which were well fruited, but in many
cases the fruits were not quite ripe. They were
excellent specimens, and included Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Plums, Pears, Apples. Gooseberries, and
Figs. Trees of Denniston's Superb Plum, Duke
of York Peach, Lady Sudeley and Red Astrachan
Apples, and Clapp's Favourite Pear were all

heavily cropped.
Messrs. Laxton Bros., Bedford, showed their

novelties in Strawberries and some of the better-

known sorts that are recommended for forcing

and general purposes. Of the newer varieties

Sir Douglas Maig, a bright, oval fruit of excel-

lent flavour, Marchal Foch, rather darker than
the former and of general good appearance; Lord
Beatty, a wedge-shaped fruit, light red in colour;

and Victory, a berry of brilliant crimson colour,

very sweet and with firm flesh, were the more
notable. There were also good samples of The
Duke Tit-Bits, King George, The Admiral
and Laxtonian, the last a fine late sort,

very dark coloured, somewhat like Waterloo.
Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co.. Chislehurst,

showed Strawberries Hatfield Premier and Hat-
field Victor, two of the largest varieties in culti-

vation.

Messrs. Spooner and Sons. Hounslow, exhi-

bited, in the open, admirable cordons of Currants
and Gooseberries in pots, some with one, others

with two, and still others with three main
branches.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons filled a table space

of 150 square feet with vegetables, the collection

comprising 80 dishes of distinct kinds and varie-

ties. We can offer nothing but praise for this

admirable exhibit, which was representative of

almost everything the kitchen garden has to

offer at this season. The quality was outstand-

ingly good and the method of staging left nothing
to be desired, indeed, froLi a spectacular point

of view the group was as attractive as one of

flowers, for there was plenty of bright colour

from Tomatos. Aubergines. Beans. Radishes, etc.,

and these were skilfully blended to harmonise.

Where everything was so good, it is difficult to

choose the Ibest, but we specially noted Ideal

Lettuces. Whitsuntide Broccoli. Imperial Cab-
bages, Tender and True Beans. Little Marvel
Peas, Early Giant Carrots ancf Globe Artichokes.

Mr. Edwin Beckett, gardener to the Hon.
Vicary Gibbs. Aldenham House. Elstree. showed
a collection of vegetables, in the cultivating and
exhibiting of which he has no superior. His
method of showing vegetables on a special stag-

ing with pyramids of various things on the raised

background, and with others on st'snds in the

body of the group, is far superior to the old

style, and now generally adopted bv others at

big shows. On this occasion he made a display

equal to his best, and the quality was so fine

that the special award of a Silver Lindley Medal
was made for excellence of cultivation in addition

to the award of a Gold Medal for the collection.

The varieties included the choicest and best of

all kinds in season, both from under tilass and
the open, and every dish was as good as the

most critical could desire.

AWARDS MADE EY THE COUNCIL.

Silver Cups.

Sherwood Cup, for the best exhibit in the

Sh.m : to Messrs. Sutton and Sons for florists'

flowers.

" Haih/ Graphic" Challengi tup. for Rock
Garden:' to R. Tucker, Esq.

Orchid Challengi < '«/'• for Amateurs : to J. J.

J< cey, Esq. (Gardener. Mr. J. MacKay) : Silver-

Gill Elora Medal, to Dr. Miguel Lacroze (Oar-

dener, Mr. M. Taylor)
;

Silver-Gilt Banksian

Medal: to E. R. Ashton, Esq. (Gardener, Mr.

H. Varnum).
Orchids.

Gold Medal.—To Messrs. Armstrong and

Brown; to Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. J
'"

Messrs. J. and A. McBean ; to Sir Jeremiah Col-

man (Gardener. Mr. J. Collier).; and to Baron
Schroder (Gardener. Mr. ,1. I'. Sliitl).

Lindley Medal.—To Baron Bruno Schroder

(Gardener Mr. J. ('. Shill).

Silvtr-Gilt Flora Medal.—To Messrs. Stuart
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Tow and Co.; to Messrs. Sanders; to Pantia

Ralli, Esq. (Gardener, Mr. Fames).
Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal.—To Messrs.

J. Cypher and Sons ; to Messrs. Flory and Black

;

and to Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher.
Mirer Flora Medal.—To Mr. H. Dixon.

Exhibits in the Open Air.
Gold Medal.—To Mr. Herbert Jones, for formal

garden ; to Capt. B. H. B. Symonds-Jeune, for

rock garden ; to Messrs. R. Tucker, for rock
garden ; and to Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.,

for rock and water garden.
Silver-Gilt Flora Medal.—To Mr. Elliott, for

rock garden ; to Messrs. Pulham and Sons, for

rock garden ; to Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp,

for rock garden ; to Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and
Co., for rock garden ; to Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons, for formal garden ; to Messrs. J. Macdonald
and Sons, for grasses.

Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal.—To Messrs. James
Carter and Co., for formal garden.

Silver-GUt Banksian Medal.—To Messrs. Kent
and Brvdon, for rock garden ; and to Messrs.
Waterer, Sons and Crisp, for trees, shrubs and
topiary.

Silver Flora Medal.—To Messrs. R. Neal and
Son, for formal garden ; to Messrs. Wm. Cutbush
and Son, for topiary and shrubs; and to Messrs.

J. Piper and Son, for topiary and Japanese trees.

Silver Grenfell Medal.—To Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons, for clipped trees; to Mr. L. K.
Russell, for flowering shrubs.

Silver Banksian Medal.—To Messrs. W. H.
Gaze and Sons, Ltd., for rock garden; to Mr.
E. Dixon, for formal garden ; to Messrs. Fromow
and Sons, for Japanese Maples ; to the Maythan.
Gardens, for herbaceous border.

Exhibits Under Canvas.
Gold Medal.—To Messrs. Allwood Bros., for

Carnations; Messrs. James Carter and Co.. for

flowering plants; Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert,
for flowering and ornamental shrubs ; Messrs.
A. Dickson and Sons, for Sweet Peas; Messrs.
Dobbib and Co., for Sweet Peas; to the Hon.
Vicary Gibbs (gr. Mr. E. Beckett), for

vegetables; Messrs. Paul and Son, for Roses;
Mr. Amos Perry, for Irises and Ferns; Mr. M.
Prichard, for Herbaceous plants ; Messrs. T.

Rivers and Son, for fruit trees in pots; Mr.
L. V. Russell, for stove plants; Messrs.
Suttom and Sons, for vegetables; Messrs. R.
Wallace and Co., for herbaceous plants; Messrs.
Watered, Sons and Crisp, for Rhododendrons
and Azaieas; Messrs. Sutton and Sons, for

florists' flowers.

Silver'Lvndley Medal.—To the Hon. Vicary
Gibbs, for vegetables.

Silver Kniahtian Medal.—To Messrs.
Laxton Bros., for Strawberries

SUver-Gilt Flora Medals.—To Mr. J. All-
grove, for hardy flowers ; Messrs. W. Artindale
and Son, for herbaceous plants and Eremurus

;

Messrs. Bark and Sons, for herbaceous plants;

Messrs. Bees, Ltd., for herbaceous plants;

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon. for Begonias
and Delphiniums; Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co.,
for Irises; Messrs. Ben Cant and Sons, for

Roses; Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, for flowering
trees and shrubs; Mr. Clarence Elliott, for

Alpines; Mr. C. Engelmann, for Carnations;
Mr. Elisha Hicks, for Roses ; Messrs. G.
Jackman and Sons, for Clematis; Dr. MacWatt,
for Primulas ; Mr. R. C. Notcutt, for flowering
shrubs; Messrs. W. Paul and Son, for Roses;
Messrs. J. Peed and Son, for Caladiums and
Gloxinias; Mr. Prichard, for Alpines; Miss E.
Rohde and Mrs. Grieve, for a herb garden ; Mr.
C. Turner, for Roses.

Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal.—To Messrs.
Ryder and Son, for flowering shrubs.

Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal.—To Messrs.
Barr and Sons, for Irises; Messrs. G. and A.
Clark, for herbaceous plants ; Messrs. W.
Cutbush and Son, for Roses; The King's Acre
Nurseries, for fruit trees ; Messrs. B. Ladhams,
Ltd., for hardy flowers; Messrs. Laxton Bros..
for Strawberries; Mr. G. W. Miller, for
herbaceous plants ; Mr. G. Reuthe, for Alpines.

Silver Flora Medal.—To Mr. R. Bolton, for
Sweet Peas; Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., for
herbaceous plants ; SirW. Cain (gr. Mr. C. Moore),
for Carnations; Messrs. Carter Page and Co.,

for flowering plants; Mr. A. Dawkins, for
Schizanthuses ; Messrs. Dobbie and Co., for
Antirrhinums; The Donard Nursery Co., for
new and rare shrubs; Mr. J. Douglas, for
Carnations; Messrs. Godfrey and Son, for
flowering plants; Messrs. Maxwell and Beale,
for herbaceous plants; Messrs. J. Piper and Son,
for Clematis ; Mr. R. Prichard, for Alpines

;

Mr. G. Reuthe, for flowering shrubs : Messrs.
W. H. Rogers and Son, for Alpines; Mr. L. R.
Russell, for stove plants ; Messrs. Sanders, for
stove plants; Mr. J. Stevenson, for Sweet
Peas; Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., for Carna-
tions; Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, for
herbaceous plants; Messrs. E. Webb and Sons,
for flowering plants; Mr. W. Wells, Junr., fcr
herbaceous plants.

Silver Grenfell Medal.—To Messrs. Bakers
Ltd., for herbaceous plants; Messrs. Bowell
and Skaratt, for herbaceous plants ; Reginald
J. Cass, Esq., for Pelargoniums; Messrs. J.
Cheal and Sons, for Alpines; Mr. H. Clarke,
for Violas ; Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, for
Carnations ; Messrs. Dobbie and Co. , for Tulips

;

Mr. H. N. Ellison, for Cacti and Ferns; Messrs.
Fletcher Bros., for Rhododendrons and
Conifers; Mr. C. H. Herbert, for Pinks; Mr.
Hugh Mann, for Hydrangeas; Messrs. Max-
well and Beale, for Alpines; Messrs. J. Piper
and Son, for Alpines; Mr. George Prince, for
Roses; Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., for
Australian plants; Messrs. R. Tucker and Son,
for Alpines; The Yokohama Nursery Co., for
Japanese trees and gardens.

Silver Banksian Medal.—To Messrs. R. H.
Bath, Ltd., for flowering plants; Mr. E. H.
Causer, for flowering plants and Ferns; Messrs.
J. Forbes (Hawick) for Pansies, Violas, Stocks,
and Statics; Messrs. Harkness and Sons, for
herbaceous plants; Messrs. K. Luxford and Co.,
for Carnations; Messrs. Rich and Co., for hardy
flowers; Mr. L. R. Russell, for Air.aryllis;
Messrs. Ryder and Son, Ltd., for Iris; Messrs.
Storrie and Storrie, for Cinerarias; Messrs.
(I. (!. Whitelegg and Co., for Irises; Aubrey
F. Wootton. Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Lamson), for
Pelargoniums.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* Correspondents are requested to address all

communications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Bowling Greens : A. II. If the greens are in
use this season, it is rather late to do much
to improve them. If worms are trouble-
some, the greens should ba treated with a
worm destroyer—such as Messrs. J. Carter
and Co. supply—used according to directions.
They should then be given a dressing of fine

bone meal, ipplied at the rate of 3 oz. to

6 oz. per square yard. This is slow and
lasting in its action, and does not encourage
a too coarse growth of grass. During Sep-
tember the green should be raked over with
a fine iron rake, and be given a top dressing
of finely sifted soil, at the same time sowing
a mixture of fine grass seeds, such as is sold
for laying down bowling greens. Bowling
greens benefit by a winter dressing of sea

sand, and this tends to preserve the finer

grasses which are so essential for a firm and
fast playing surface.

Chermes on Conifer: G. H. C. The insect
is a species of Chermes. These insects
belong to the aphid or greenfly group, but
have some affinities with the scale insects.
They have complicated life histories, and
live by sucking plant juices. They are
particularly pests of Conifers, and frequently
cause extensive damage. In the specimen
received, very abundant eggs were present;
some were just beginning to hatch out into
young life. If the tree is not too large to
spray, much may be done to control the
pest by spraying, though in the case of large

forest trees this is obviously impossible.

Owing to the waxy coat secreted by the
insect a good wetting spray should be used
containing plenty of soap. A suitable formula

is as follows :—Soft soap, 121b. ; paraffin,
2 gallons; nicotine (95-98% purity), 4 oz.

water, 100 gallons, or submultiples of the
formula. Dissolve the soap in hot water,
emulsify the paraffin into the soap solution
using a garden syringe with a " rose

"

attached. The paraffin should be syringed
as violently as possible into the soap mix-
ture. The nicotine may then be at

1
'»d,

the whole diluted according to thr

The spray should be applied throur

coarse nozzle, using as much
possible.

Lily of the Valley for Forcing ; .
/'/. 0.

Formerly most of the crowns used fc

were produced in Germany, and it w con-

sidered that those from the Berlin district

forced earlier than those from Hamburg.
But the adoption of the retarding system, by
which flowers may be obtained all the year

round, has discounted this. In private gar-

dens some gardeners grow their own crowns
for moderate forcing and rely on those im-

ported for very early work. You will be

able to obtain supplies from any of the prin-

cipal nurserymen, who generally purchase ;

from the wholesale importers.
t

Manure for Hardy Ferns : L. J. M. It should
;

not be necessary to use artificial manures
for hardy Ferns if they are planted out.

i

When planted in permanent positions, all

that is. necessary is to give them an annual i

mulch of decayed leaves, which conserves the
j

moisture and keeps the roots cool, details
i

which are essential to the well-being

of the hardy Ferns mentioned. If grown in
|

pots, the manure you are using is suitable,

but it might with advantage be varied with

weak soot water or weak liquid manure.
i

National Sweet Pea Society : A. B. R. The
secretary of the National Sweet Pea Society

is Mr. H. D. Tigwell, Harrow View, Green-

ford, Middlesex. July 5 is the last day of

entry for the Society's show on July 12

and 13.

Notice to Quit : F. W. C. Whether your em-

ployer's wife can give you notice to quit ia a

question of whether she has received from her
|

husband any authority, either expressed or

implied, to act as his agent in giving each

notice. If, however, you now regard the wife

'

as your employer in place of her husband,

then you cannot refuse to accept notice of

dismissal from her. If matters come to •

.crisis, you had. better consult a solicitor.

Tree Lifting Machines :
/''. II'. E. Messrs. Wm.

Barron and Sons, Borrowash, Derby, supply

tree lifting machines, and would furnish full

particulars. Such machines are in constant

use in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and

is might be worth while to write to the

Director and ask permission to inspect them,

and make enquiries respecting the work

before you proceed further.

White Fly on Tomatos : W. M. A. The best

method of clearing white fly from Tomato

houses is to fumigate with cyanide gas. Great

<yxe is necessary as cyanide fumes are ex-

tremely poisonous. At least two fumigations

are necessary, the first to destroy all stages

of the pest except the eggs, and the second,

which should follow fourteen days after the

first—in warm weather—to kill any insects

that have hatched from previously laid eggs.

Fumigation should be done on a still evening

when the temperature of the house is below

60°, and while the plants are dry. For

cyaniding the following materials should be

used in the proportions given :—Water, 3

fluid ozs. ; Sulphuric acid, 1^ fluid oz.

;

Sodium cyanide, 1 oz. The sodium cyanide

should be " high grade " 98 per cent, purity

(a poison) and bought loose or in weighed

packets are kept locked in a dry place.

The concentrated sulphuric acid (brown oil

of vitriol) should have a specific gravity of

about 1.8, that is, one pint (20 fluid ozsO

should weigh about 36 ozs. For every 1,000

cubic feet of space in the house about i of an

oz. of cyanide is necessary.
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the Douglas Fir, Sitka or Silver Spruce, Western

Red Cedar, Hemlock and Larch. Numerous
other kinds of timber are included, such as the

Western Pine, Cotton Wood and Cascara, the last

of great value for medicinal purposes. Mr. Wade
has a wide knowledge of the various timbers,

and is particularly anxious to exploit that of

the Douglas Fir, which was so highly reported

up by his Majesty's Office- of Works a fortnight

ago. Numerous tests of the timber were under-

taken with the most satisfactory results, which
prove that Douglas Fir timber is the strongest

wood in the world for its weight that is obtain-

able in commercial sizes and quantity. The ex-

hibition, which will shortly be fully arranged
and open for inspection, will undoubtedly prove
of the greatest interest in drawing attention to

the valuable qualities of the various British

Columbian timbers.

Lady Professor of Botany, Birkbeck College-
Dame Helen Gwynne Vaughau has just been ap-

pointed Professor of Botany at Birkbeck College,

University of London, where she has been in

cliarge of the botany section for some time. Her
new appointment is due to the change of status
of the college. Dame Va-ughan was towards the
end of the war commandant of the Women's
Royal Air Force. She has been a Fellow of the
Limnean Society for a considerable time, and
was recently elected to serve on its Council.

The Gardeners' Company and Foreign Hor-
ticulturists.—The French and Belgian horticul-
turists who were delegates to the International
Commercial Horticultural Federation last week
were entertained to dinner by the Gardeners'
Company ion May 25. After" dinner the dele-
gates were conducted over the House of Com-
mons by Sir Rowland Blades, M.P., a Past
Master olf the Company. The House was sit-

ting at the time, and Sir Rowland Blades ob-
tained a special order from the Speaker which
admitted the party to the visitors' gallery, where
an interesting hour was spent.

Legacy to a Gardener. -Alderman J. Corner,
J. P., of Holmer Park, Hereford, chairman of
the Herefordshire County Council, who
died on November 26, aged 79 years, left a
legacy of £500 to his gardener, Mr. John James
Williams. He also left legacies to numerous
other servants.

Chamber of Horticulture —At the annual
meeting of the Chamber of Horticulture, held
on Tuesday last, Mr. George Monro presided.

The proceedings occupied about two hours,
and included *he election of Sir Harry .1

Veitoh as president for the ensuing year, and
of Mr. George Monro, Mr. G. W. Leak, and
Mr. W. P. Seabrook as vice-presidents. Aldc-r-

n.an E. Moore was re-elected treasurer, and
the various committees were elected in accord-

ance with the voting papers received. Mr.
George Monro was iccorded a very heart

v

vcte of thanks for bis services as president

since the inception of the Chamber, and it

was agreed that bis portrait should lie hung
in the council chamber as a memento of bis

period of office.

Mr. William Crump. V.M.H.—The many
friends of Mr. WT

illiam Crump, formerly gar-

dener at Madresfield Court, Malvern, will be

interested to learn that he celebrated his golden

wedding on Wednesday last. Readers will join

with us in offering hearty congratulations to Mr.

and Mrs. Crump on this auspicious anniversary.

International Commercial Horticultural

Federation.—Held in Paris in 1919. and in

Ghent in 1920. the annual conference of the

Federation Borticole Professionnelle Interna-

tionale was held this year in London, on
May 25 and 26, at the rooms of the Chamber
of Horticulture, Bedford Square. Thirty-eight

delegates were present, representing the United
Kingdom, France, Belgium, Holland. and
Luxembourg, the two last countries having
been recently admitted to the Federation. The
proceedings were of considerable interest, and
we hope to refer to the chief items in an early

issue. Mr. G. Monro presided, and M. Tmibat,
the secretary, was present. The president for

next year is Mr. E. H. Krelage, and in accor-

dance with the usual procedure, that the con-

ference is held in the president's country, the

next meeting will be held in Holland, at The
Hague, in the spring of 1922. The foreign dele-

gates were entertained at lunch by the

Britishers at Simpson's Restaurant on May 26.

when both Sir Arthur Griffith Boscawen and
Mr. W. G. Lobjoit were present, representing

the Ministry of Agriculture, with M. Van
Orshoven representing the Belgian Ministry of

Agriculture.

Mr. Arthur Turner.—Mr. Arthur Turner, head
of the firm of Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries,

Slough, worthily carries on the traditions of

this historical business, which has been in

existence for a large number of years. A Mr.
W. Cutter was the proprietor at the time it

passed into the hands of Mr. Charles Turner,
father of the present head, who was one of the

most successful florists of his period, and en-

riohed our gardens with a host of new plants,

as well as fruits and vegetables. Two of the

most useful Strawberries ever raised, President

and Sir Joseph Paxton. originated from the

Royal Nursery, and from it emanated also the

most famous Apple in cultivation—Cox's Orange
Pippin. Perhaps the most remarkable novelty

sent out by this firm in recent years was
Turner's Crimson Rambler Rose, which was

MR. ARTHUR TURNER.

distributed from the Royal Nursery in 1894, and
it is no exaggeration to state that this variety

was largely responsible for the demand for

Rambler Roses, which are now planted in almost
every garden in this country. Mr. Arthur
Turner was born in the nurseries sixty -nine years

ago, and, save for a short period of about two
years in the Jardin des Plantes. Paris, he has

been connected with the Royal Nurseries all his

life. He still continues to cultivate Auriculas,

Carnations, Pinks and other florists' flowers,

for which the nursery has been famous for

over half a century : other specialities of the

firm are Roses, Dahlias, soft-wooded plants.

Chrysanthemums, Pelargoniums, Clematis.

Azaleas and Camellias. Mr. Turner is a member
of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, and he rarely masses a meeting

in the Vincent Square Hall. His local activities

include forty years' service as captain of the

Slough Fire'Brigade. His name is perpetuated

in a fine culinary Apple, named Arthur Turner,

which was introduced by his firm in 1914, and

was illustrated in Gardeners' Chronicle Decem-

ber 6, 1919, p. 292; it has received the Royal

Horticultural Society's Award of Merit. Mr.

Turner's great business abilities are re-

cognised by all who have dealings with him,

and, in addition, he possesses a charm of • per-

sonality that has secured him a host of friends

in the horticultural world.

Kenwood as a Public Park.—It is good news

for the London public that it is proposed to

add the beaut if'il grounds of Kenwood, or

Caen Wood, to the already large open space

comprised in Parliament Hill Fields and Hanip-

stead Heath, and it is to be hoped that the

Kenwood Preservation Council, which is hold-

ing a reception on the spot on June 11, will

succeed in its laudable object. The tower of

Kenwood has for many years been a prominent

landmark from every part of the Heath and

from Highgate, ctanding out among the thick

foliage which surrounds it. Though the man-

sion itself was built in the reign of George III,

the estate is :nuch older, and the park is

thought to form plart of the ancient forest olf

Middlesex, of which so few traces now remain.

The park comprises about fifty acres, and

contains a number of fine old trees, including

some splendid specimens of Cedrus Libam.

There ars four or five ponds m the grounds,

fed by the same spring which supplies the

Hampstead and Highgate ponds, and which

has its source at Highgate, in the Manor

Farm land.

Melilotus alba var annua.—Considerable in-

terest is being evinced in the United States and

in Canada in the annual variety of the Sweet

Clover (Melilotus alba). There seems ground

for believing that this quick growing Leguminous

crop may be of great value in districts whe e

annual Leguminous farm plants are liable to

be killed in winter.

Royal Botanic Gardens.-A garden party

,nd fete will be held in the Botanic Gardens

Regent's Park, on Thursday, June 9 in aid

of 'unds for building a new student^ house

„nd glass-houses in connection with the prac

tic il gardening school. The band of the I' list

Life Guards will play, and the gardens will

be illuminated at night. Tickets may be ob-

tained from 'he Hon. Mrs. A. Somerset, 8.

Stratford Place, W.

Appointments for the Ensuing WMk^Tues-

da*. June 7.-Royal Hort.cutu.rtt

Society s

Committee meetings (two days); Royal Gale

donian Horticultural Society's meeting. Wed-

nesday, June 8.-Ea*t Anglian Hort.cultuial

Society's meeting; lecture by Mr R. Riches on

"Primary Things Necessary in the Making of

Gardens," Friday. June lO.-Royal Horticul-

tural and Agricultural Society of Ireland

Council meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy Five Years

Ago Mr. Thackeray's Tulip Sale—At the

sale' of the late Mr. John Thackeray s Tuhps

on the 27th May, near Nottingham, some lew

of the varieties realised a good price, though on

the whole they were disposed of at a low rate,

many lots of really fine show flowers averaging

not more than 2s.' 6d. per bulb. This may be

attributed to the very bad state of trade in

Nottingham, and partly from many of the

petals having fallen^in fact, the bloom was

nearly over. The sorts described in the

Chronicle, last year were most in demand, and

fully sustained the character there glven -

Britannia, Maid of Orleans, Princess Royal, and

Countess of Harrington, all new Bybloeniens,

were in fine condition. La Van Dicken, Kose

Imperial. Grand Rose, Desire, and Lady

Wilmot, slightly stained, but otherwise superb,

were in much request; and the same may be

said of Shakespeare and Polyphemus which

were both in excellent character ; the Leonoras

Posthumus was sadlv out of condition, and the

same may be said of the Earl of Nottingham,

though one on a side bed was superb. the

Queen Charlottes were in every instance com-

pletely over, one only retaining its petals, and

those so much suffused with colour, that its

true character could not be ascertained. Ut

Feathered Bizarres the majority were past,

with the exception of a few Sidney Smiths and

Royal Sovereigns, but these appeared of fine

strains. Gar. Chron., June 6, 1846.

Publications Received.—The Banana. By W.

Fawcett. Duckworth and Co., Henrietta

Street, Covent Garden, W.C. Price 15s. net.

Pages from a Garden Note-hook. By Mrs.

Francis King. Charles Scribner's Sons, 597,

Fifth Avenue, New York. Price 30 dollars.
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NOTES ON IRISES.

IBIS PAEADOXA VAE. CHOSCHAB.
(See Supplementary Illustration.)

Iris pahadoxa was rightly named "the unex-
pected," tor it is entirely unlike any other
species. Its home is in the mountains in
Talisch and Northern Persia, which surround
the south end of the Caspian Sea. The first

discovered specimens were of the form which
has been more frequently in cultivation, and
which has the groundwork of the standards of

a blue colour instead of the silvery white of the
form illustrated in the supplementary coloured
plate. This was named Choschab, after a locality
from whi,-h Mr. CO. van Tutoergen, of Haarlem,
obtained a supply of plants. A further supply
of this form was obtained, and I considered
myself fortunate when six plants gave me six
flowers of this magnificent Iris. The leaves
are narrow, inclined to be falcate, and of a
pale, glaucous grey, distinctly paler than the
spathe valves, which are very long and some-
what inflated. The 'terns are about four to eight
inches high, and. unfortunately, in common
with all Oncocyclus Irises, produce only one
flower each. When the flower has been open
for about twenty-four hours, the standards lean
out/wards, and then show two rows of dark
Violet hairs on the lower part of the haft.
The most remarkable feature is, of course,

.
the appearance of the falls, which resemble
Tather the back of a large bee than any part
of an Iris. The edges of the haft bear thick
blackish veins on a dull pink ground, while
the whole of the rest of the surface is covered
with short, thick-set black hairs, which stand
so closely together as to give the effect of velvet
both to the eye and to the touch. The ground
-colour is a pale pink, which appears in a narrow
crescent or chevron-shaped patch at the end of
"the beard, only to be almost entirely obscured
again by the velvety black colour of the tip of

"the small blade, which is not separated by any
-constriction from the broad haft.

The standards are very flimsy in texture and
bear dotted, blue-purple veins on a silvery
white ground. The haft is narrow and veined
"with brown purple at the base, just above which
it bears two central lines of dark violet hairs,
one on either side of the central channel.
The styles are yellow, closely veined and

•dotted with red-brown, and the small refiexed
•crests are of the same colour, ir. B. Dyke-*.

HORTICULTURAL BOOKS.

OLD GARDEN PERIODICALS.
The present notes may open the eyes of the

! 'horticultural public to 'the value of their old
. gardening periodica'is which up to recently they
have been willing to part with for next to

i nothing. I have just been, spending a five
I weeks holiday, and have done more than a

little book hunting in various parts of the
' kingdom, and been greatly astonished bv the
prices sets of the older gardening periodicals

- hove been, offered at, and offered by firms of
I note who are notorious for not overcharging.

Take for instance The Florist and Fruitist.
the forerunner of The Florist and Pomologist.
A complete set of this runs from 1848 to 1861.
and is followed bv Tin Florist and Fomologist
from 1862 to 1884. One complete set of this
was. offered to me at £18 and another at 25
guineas.

In the case of The Floricultural Cabinet, one
of the. most interesting of the older gardening
periodicals, prices are not quite so striking. The
Honourable Evelyn Cecil, in her book A History

,

of English Hardening, says that this work is

complete in twenty-one volumes, but apparently
she is wrong, as I have seen more than
one set of the complete edition in twenty -

.
seven volumes during the last few
weeks. Prices of this work range from four
guineas to eight guineas, carriage forward, and,
generally speaking, this work is to be found in
two differ,. n( classes of binding, which necessi-

tates re-binding to make the set uniform. I
have been fortunate enough to pick up odd
volumes of this work at different places at a
sum very much less than either of the two
figures quoted; but those gardeners who do not
require their complete sets any longer might as
well realise to some extent what they are worth
instead of parting with them at one shilling or
less per volume, as is often the case.
Another old gardening periodical is The

Floral World and Garden Guide, long edited
by the late Shirley Hibberd. This runs from
1858 to 1880. and the first eight volumes are
usually found bound up in four. The price
usually asked for complete sets of this work is
five to eight guineas, and no uniformity of
binding is guaranteed. A year ago I bought
three volumes of this work for "an old song,"
and ever since have been industriously collecting
odd volumes to complete the set. Four or five
volumes out of the twenty-three are still missing,
but I live in hope of picking these up before
very long, or of getting the set for certainly
not more than half the figure just quoted.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

DAHLIAS FOR EXHIBITION AND GARDEN
DECORATION.

The ground should now be prepared for
planting Dahlias. If the blooms are required
tor exhibition purposes, good stout stakes should
be used as supports for the plants. About
4 feet apart is a suitable distance to allow
for Dahlias It will be found a very great
advantage, both for the grower and the plants,
to dig deeply around each stake—a circle about
18 inches diameter will be sufficiente-and fork
in, some well-decomposed manure, to retain
moisture, feed the plants and save much valu-
able time in watering later. Staking
is an important item in Dahlia grow-
ing for exhibition purposes. Besides the centre
stake, four stakes should be driven in the giound
about a foot from the centre, at equal distances
apart; pass string round these as the plants
grow, one row at 18 inches from the ground
and another string when the plants reach the

Fig. 120.

—

the king and queen at chelsea show, inspecting mr. j. macdonald's grass garden.

The Florists' Journal and Gardeners' Record
is another old garden periodical which is dis-

tinctly instructive. This is complete in nine
volun.es, dated 1840 to 1848, and has many
hand-coloured plates. Four to five guineas is

the price generiUy asked for complete sets of

this work.
Marnock's Floricultural Magazine is complete

in six volumes, usually found bound in three.

Two pounds net has been asked for it, but as

this seems a rather extravagant price I hope to

pick .up odd volumes at two or three shillings

each, and thus get a complete set for very much
less.

Plenty of other instances might be named as
to the high prices fetched by the older gardening
periodicals, but space precludes further details.

Genuine collectors do not mind picking up odd
volumes in various districts, and feel the fascina-

tion of gradually accumulating a set. Other
folks, however, who wish to get a complete set

of any of the works referred to, or many others,

gladly pay the prices named, as more than
one bookseller assured me that if I did not
hike the series offered he would be able to

dispose of it easily at a higher price within

a week or two. A Boole Collector.

top of the outer stakes. If the main stem of
each Dahlia plant is secured to the central
stake, and the branches tied to the strings and
outside stakes, perfect specimens will be formed.
The first or second week in June is a good

time in which to put the plants out where they
are to flower, assuming they have been potted
on from the small pots and kept in cold frames.
When planting, a ring of soot or coal ashes
round the plants will prevent slug attacks.
Occasional watering with soot-water and liquid

manure will give size and colour to the blooms.
When planting for garden effect only, one

stake is sufficient, and the plants need be only
two or three feet apart. Spraying the plants
overhead is very beneficial during the growing
season. The decorative Dahlias are extremely
useful for garden decoration, giving a mag-
nificent display of colour without the trouble
of thinning out or disbudding. The broad, flat

florets produce a wonderful glow of brilliant

shades, especially in such varieties as Crimson
Flag, Brentwood Yellow, Delice, White Cloud.
Reginald Cory, Cambria. Apricot, Warnford, and
Queenie. Oollerette. Single, and the Star
Dahlias may all be used with good effect.

B. H. Holton.
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The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Atithik BH.I.OIK. Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Capped Hall, Eiming.

Late Vinery.—The bunches of such varieties

as Black Alicante. Mrs. Pince, and Lady Downes
will need thinning directly they have passed

out of bloom, and if this is neglected or over-

looked for even a day or two it will be almost

impossible to thin them evenly. At this stage

the growths may, with care, be safely drawn
down and fastened to the wires.

Strawberry Grape—This variety usually re-

quires but very little thinning. It is important

to remove the little seedless berries, of which

there is generally a quantity, otherwise later,

when the Grapes are ripening, these seedless

berries will also colour and spoil the appearance

of the bunch.

Outside Fruit Borders.—Usually at this

season outside fruit borders are sufficiently moist

and do not require watering, but following an
abnormally dry spring, brilliant sunshine and
keen, drying winds, there is a danger of even

well-made borders becoming dry, and attention

in this respect must be given. A good mulch,

3 to 4 inches in thickness, consisting of decayed

stable dung followed by a copious watering

will allay any anxiety that may be felt for

some considerable time to come. Borders that

are made from rich, strong loam, unless afforded

a mulching as advised, are apt to crack badly

on the surface, and these cracks frequently pene-

trate to a great depth during very dry weather,

with the result that many of the fibrous roots

are torn asunder.

Early Peach Trees.—The fruits of trees

trained on walls or trellises and that have
passed the stoning stage will begin to swell

rapidly. Plenty of light should reach them to

develop the colour and flavour to the full. By
carefully drawing the foliage away and insert-

ing a lath underneath each fruit, the latter

may be fully exposed to the sun, and although

the operation is one that must be performed

carefully, it well repays for the trouble.

for the furnishing of the rock garden are Dest

propagated by means of cuttings at this

time. they include such showy and popular
subjects as Phlox subulata in its many fine

varieties, Arabis and I'beris in variety, also

double forms of Alyssum saxatile. AubrietJas,
Dianthus, and many other subjects that are apt
to die out unless they are frequently increased
by propagation. The rock garden should now
be at its best, and will require a good deal of
attention as regards weeding and keeping clean
generally. Care should also be taken thai the
stronger growing subjects do not smother the
choice and smaller growing plants. For this
leason one should be careful regarding the
selection of subjects for the rock garden, as
some plants soon occupy a large amount of

space, and are most difficult to keep within
bounds.

Rhododendrons and Azaleas.—As these shrubs
pass out of flower, choice varieties should have
the seed vessels picked off, for if allowed to
develop they greatly weaken the plants. This
was very apparent during the war years, when
labour was not available fur this work. They are
also benefited by an annual mulch of decayed
leaves, which encourages the production of fresh
roots, and keeps the ground cool and moist,
conditions which are essential for the continued
good health of this class of plants. In pur-
chasing Rhododendrons for planting, they should
always be seen in flower, and careful notes made
of the colours, as many of them do not associate
well. Again, judgment is required in selecting
positions for them, as the mauve, purple and
dark crimson varieties look best in partial shade.
This care in selecting and grouping the colours
is not necessary in the planting of Azaleas, as
they all blend happily together.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Johx Corns, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Clematis montana—As this Clematis and its

fine variety rubens flower either on old spurs or

on the previous year's wood, the plants should

be pruned after they have passed out of flower.

Where space is limited and the plants have

furnished the area they may be pruned on the

spur system, although they look best when
allowed a little more freedom. For this reason

they are fine when allowed to ramble at will

into thin-growing trees, or over the roofs of

sheds or outbuildings.

Wistaria.—Wistaria chinensis and W. multi-

juga should also be pruned on the spur system,

retaining young shoots fur any necessary ex-

tension. The pruning, therefore, consists in

cutting away all the young growths after flower-

ing; also any that may develop during the

season. Although both species are fine for cover-

ing walls. W. multijuga—both blue and white

—

with its long, drooping racemes, is seen to best

advantage when 1 rained over archways or

pergolas.

Raising Hardy Perennials from Seed—Now
that cold frames are more or less cleared of

summer bedding plants, both space and time
will be available for the raising of many hardy
herbaceous and rock garden plants from seeds.

This method of propagation ensures a good supply
of healthy young plains for putting out the
following spring. This constant raising of young
stock is very important where a collection of

rock garden plants has to be maintained in good
condition. A variety of plants usually employed

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
By \V. Hedlet Wakrev, Gardener t.i the Hon. N. C.

Hothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Bush Fruits.- -Although it is seldom that
small fruits receive such attention as they
deserve, I am convinced they would pay for
it. Badly pruned specimens are a sorry
sight throughout the whole season. The best
form of bush is one that has a foundation
of five to seven main branches trained up
frotm the base. These main branches should
be so pruned or trained as to slightly curve
in an outward direction. The shoots coming
from these are the fruiting branches, and
should be thinned; those remaining will bear
next year's fruit. Bushes that are indiscri-
minately stumped back will become full ot

young growths, which not only smother the
fruit, but render attention to the tree diffi-

cult, the hands getting pricked and scratched
yvhen picking I he fruit. Each branch should
be clear of its neighbour, and have sufficient

space to allow the sunlight and air to enter the
bush freely. The Gooseberry saw fly is making
its appearance, and anless prompt remedial
measures are taken in its earliest stages it

will be a source of trouble throughout the
season. Perseverance is the only way of get-

ting rid of 'his pest, for the caterpillars
quickly make their appearance, and in a very
short space of time denude the bushes of every
particle of foliage. Hand-picking is the
safest and surest remedy, where small num-
bers of trees aiv grown, but large plantations
should be .snr i\ c I with a .mixture of Hellebore
powder, soft soap, and water. Bentley's Cater-
pillar Wash,' one of the many proprietary
insecticides, may be safely used with little

trouble and good results. Red spider may be
destroyed by syringing both sides of the
foliage with a mixture of sulphur and
soft soap, 2 oz. of each to a gallon of water.
Gooseberry mildew should be checked at its

first appearance. This disease may easily be
recognised on 'he tips of the young growths.
Spraying the affected growths with a sulphide
of pota.ssiu.n wash will check this fungus;
but, being a notifiable disease, it should be
dealt with according to the Board of Agri-
culture rules !<nd instructions. The prompt
destruction—by burning—of all infected trees

is the quickest and safest way of dealing with
this disease.

General Remarks.—Will trees and others in

dry positions should receive ample supplies

of water at the roots if the soil is deficient

in moisture. Clear water applied now will

prepare the soil for receiving liquid or artificial

manure when »he fruit is swelling. Young
trees newly plinted require frequent water-

ings during prolonged dry weather. Heavy
or retentive soils need little, if any, water at

present, but the surface .should be kept loose

by the frequent use of the hoe, or mulchings

of short manure may be applied to conserve

the soil moisture. Liquid manure may be

given to old Gooseberry and Currant bushes.

This stimulant will enhance the size and

quality of the berries that are now swelling.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Coliier., Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Vanda teres and V. Hookeriana.—Plains of

Yanda teres and V. Hookeriana, after a long

season of rest in comparatively cool and dry

conditions, will soon be commencing to grow

afresh, and should be removed to a warm house

in a position where they will receive plenty of

sunlight, affording only sufficient shade to pre-

vent the leaves from being scorched. Syringe

the plants overhead once or tyvice daily during

bright weather, and keep their surroundings,

moist, at all times.

Angraecum.—Many of the dwarf-growing kinds-

of Angraecum, such as A. Ellisii, A. arcuatum.

A. Leonis, A. fastuosum,- A. citratum, the sweet

little A. hyaloides, and others of this class, will

soon be starting into growth, and plants that-

require repotting should receive attention. A
suitable compost for these Orchids consists of

equal parts Al fibre. Sphagnum-moss, and leaf-

mould, with a surfacing of clean picked

'leads of Sphagnum-moss. The plants are best

grown in a cool, shady part of the East Indian

house.

East Indian House Other occupants of the-

East Indian house, such as Angraecum sesqui-

ptdale, Aei'ides and Saccolabiums are developing-

no melons aerial L'oots. i.nd should be afforded

a moist, tropical atmosphere, but light and
fresh air must be admitted yvith discretion, or
the foliage may be come spotted and unhealthy.

A moderate siiodIv of water only should De

afforded the roots—just sufficient to keep (lie

surface ot sphagnum-moss in a healthy- growing
condition. Cypripediums growing in the same
house should receive plenty of water at the

roots and a light spraying overhead on bright

days : but care must be taken that water is

not allowed to remain in the axils of the leaves

on young growths of such species as C.

laeyig.-stum. C. Rothsehildianum, C. Stonei. and

C. Lowii, or it will cause them to rot at their

bases.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
By T. Pateman. Gardener to C A. Caix. Esq.,J.P.,

The Node, Codioote, \Yehvyn. Hertfordshire.

Late Peas The soil for this crop should be-

deeply trenched and well manured. A good

method is to prepare trenches somewhat as for

Celery and place well-decayed manure in the

bottom, covering this with some of the soil that

was turned out of the trench, and another layer

of manure mixed with soil, and, finally, a layer

of soil without manure. Leave a slight depres-

sion in the trench so that in hot, dry weather

tin- plants may be easily watered, for the roots

of late Peas need to be well supplied with

moisture, as if once allowed to become too dry at

tin- roots the . vil cannot be remedied. The best

sorts for late sowing are the wrinkled mairows,

and the rows should be isolated from the mid-

season varieties, that are liable to attacks of

mildew, which, if not checked, will pass readily

to the late crop.

Seakale.—Thongs that yvere planted as pre-

viously advised are growing freely. Examine all

huds and remove the weaker ones, so that only
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the strongest bud is left. The strength of the
shoot greatly depends on the bud being a strong
one, and if more than one bud is left, it tends
to produce a much weaker crown. The flowering
shoots of Seakale grown under leaves outside
and left to produce crowns should be cut off

as they appear.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

Hoeing.—The Dutch hoe should be in constant
use amongst all kinds of vegetables. The con-
stant use of the hoe not only destroys all weeds
in the seedling stage, but at the" same time
promotes healthy growth by aerating the soil
and conserving the soil moisture by preventing
surface evaporation.

Potatos.— Potatos have made excellent growth
notwithstanding that the weather has been very
dry. Earthing up must be attended to as
soon as the plants are sufficiently advanced, for
if this work is delayed some of the young tubers
may be formed, and these would scarcely escape
injury. Before finally earthing up Potatos on
poor soils I would strongly recommend the use
of a special Potato manure. There are several
good fertilisers on the market, and, if used
pcording to instructions given, will, in all pro-
bability, greatlv increase the bulk of the crop.
The fertiliser should be sprinkled evenly around
ewh plant. It is best applied when' there is
promise of rain.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Stawihd, Gardener to R. 0. Palmm Kou
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Pandanus —Plants of Pandanus with young
growths developing at the base offer suitable
material for propagating. The suckers should
be taken off, inserted in fairly sandy soil, and
rooted in a propagating frame provided with
bottom h»at. Old plants that are pot bound
should be shifted into larger receptacles ; some of
the olde-t plants may be discarded to make
room for better and younger specimens.

Stephanotis—The pure white, deliriously per-
fumed Stephanotis floribunda is a favourite with
every lover of flowers, although everybody can-
not grow it owing to the fact that it needs the
temperature of an intermediate house or stove.
It is generally trained along the roof rafters.
The growths should be trained thinly and a
close watch kept for mealy bug. which spoils
the foliage. The Stephanotis love.s warmth at all
times, and in combination with an abundance
of atmospheric moisture in summer. The com-
post should contain plenty of peat. Propaga-
tion is effected by inserting cuttings of side
shoots now and rooting them over bottom heat,
excluding the air from them until they are
rooted.

Prancoa ramosa—Old plants of the Bridal
Wreath are sending up their flower spikes and
require more room and air. Stimulants at the
roots applied from time to time will be
beneficial. Young plants raised from seed need
attention. Shift them into larger pots and keep
them well supplied with water at the roots.
The young growths at the base of old plants
may be taken off and rooted. Francoas are
by no means tender, and in some places they
survive the winter out of doors.

Cinerarias—As soon as the seedling
Cinerarias are fit to handle prick them
off into small pots or boxes and grow them
on in a cool house or frame, spraving them
overhead once daily. Shift them into larger
pots as the roots require increased room, and
admit plenty of air to the house or frame as
cool treatment is essential for Cinerarias.

Malmaison Carnations.—As these plants
pass out of flower they may be stood out of
doors in a sheltered position, or in frames, with
plenty of air admitted. This will harden the
roung shoots for layering, which should be done
at intervals so as not to have them all ready
»r potting at the same time. The verv best o'f

I the one-year-old plants should be selected for
growing on for another year, or even two years.
Princess of Wales and' the old Blush variety

I have splendid constitutions and are free growers.

THE CHINESE PAULOWNIA.
In 1909 I raided from Wilson's seed No. 759,

collected in Western China in 1908, a Paulownia
which, as I stated in a footnote on p. 1492
of The Trees of Gieat Britain and Inland.
appeared to be much hardier and more rapid
in growth, at ieast in my cold locality, than
the common species. Seedlings of the latter
were killed to the ground here for three years
after planting out, whilst the W China form
was at three years old 14 feet high, of which
10 feet were the growth of the hot and dry
season of 1911. The tree under a north wall
now measures about 30 feet high by 30 inches
in girth at breast height. This form suckers
freely, and a slicker from my plant, which I

gave to Mr. Lucas, has now made a good-
sized tree which flowered at the end of April
at Warnham Court, near Horsham.
As I found that the flowers sent me by Mr.

Lucas agreed precisely with the figure ol

Paulownia imperialis in Bol. Mag., t. 4666, 1

forwarded them to Kew, asking what was its

lanatn, Dode, or more correctly tomentosa vur.
lanata, we assume that it is botanically dis-
tinct, which appears to be highly doubtful,
as the origin of the cultivated Japanese plant,
known until receitly as P. imperialis, is with-
out doubt Chinese; and as the name tomentosa
was given by Thunberg to the Japanese form,
it seems to me that the plant in question
ought not to be treated as a variety, but should
be called simply tomentosa, whereas the old
form might be aalled imperialis, or, if pre-
ferred, P. tomentosa var. japonica.
This is one nf i he numerous difficulties which

arise when botanical nomenclature cannot be
strictly adhered to in horticulture without con
fusion, and I should be glad to hear any
suggestions for dealing with this and similar
cases. It mu^t not be forgotten that Franchet
has described as a species, under the name of
Fargesii, what Henry on p. 1493, Trees of
Great Britain and Ireland, identifies with a
form of the tree lound by him in the moun-
tains of Hu-peh, which appears from Dode's
remarks to be very like his var. P. lanata.
Whether this is in cultivation in England, I
do not know. 71. J. Flwes, Colesborne.

Fig. 121.

—

erinacea pungens at the Cambridge botanic gardens.

oorrecl name, um\ have just received from the
Herbarium the following memorandum in
reply:—"In Sargent's Plantae Wilsonianae, I.,

p. 574. Wilson's No. 769 is identified with
Paulownia tomentosa \ar. lanata, Schneider
(P. imperialis, Sieb. and Zuco., var. lanata,
Dode). Dode, in Bull. Soc. Dendrol. France.
1903, p. 106, says (I translate the quotation
from Dode for the benefit of English readers):
' This Paulownia is superior to the common
form; it is larger and more pubescent in all
its parts; the jellowish tomentum of the under
side of the leaves contrasts with the green of
the upper surface, and the buds are of a well-
n.arked ' chamois ' colour. From an orna-
mental point of view it does not want merit,
though its flowers are of the same colour as
those of the type. From the botanical point
of view the longer calyx, with longer and
sharper lobes thickened on their edges, some-
what recalls that of P. Fargesii. P. imperialis
var. lanata is the only form of this species
of which we have seen specimens which appear
to be of truly spontaneous origin.' It is doubt-
ful whether it can be separated from the
typical P. tomantosa, even as a variety."
The question I now wish to raise is—what

are we to call this very remarkable and
beautiful tree? If we call it P. tomen-
tosa simply, we imply that it is iden-
tical with the long-cultivated Japanese form,
which, from a horticultural point of view, is

not the case. If we call it P. imperialis var.

THE HEDGEHOG BROOM.
Erinacea pungens—the Hedgehog Broom-

is certainly one of the most beautiful
Of rock-garden plants. It forms a dwarf,
stiff, spiny, almost leafless shrub, the branches
being erect and sharply pointed, while the
purplish-blue flowers—with a particularly large,
membranous, silky calyx—are arranged 'in clus-
ters of five to eight and borne on a short stalk
just below the apex of the branchlets during
April and May.
Erinacea pungens is a native of Valencia and

Morocco, where it was first discovered by
Clusius.

Seeds are produced rather sparingly, even in
a wild state, and this undoubtedly is the reason
why the plant is somewhat rare.' Another rea-
son for its rarity is that it is not recognised
as hardy, although there are few parts of the
country where it could not be grown with suc-
cess if planted in well-drained soil and given
a warm sunny nook in a sheltered part of the
rock-garden. Seeds should be sown as soon as they
are ripe, this being the best method of propaga-
tion. If young shoots with a small heel at-
tached are placed in sandy soil under a hand
light it is possible to get* a few to root, but
layering will be found a better method.
The illustration (Fig. 121) shows an excep-

tionally fine specimen 15 inches high and one
yard in diameter growing in the Botanic Gar-
den, Cambridge. F. (!. P teuton

. Cambridge
Botanic Gardens.

B
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EDITORIAL NO TICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would

obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if then

would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters

and to advertisements should be addressed to the

Publisher, and that all communications intetided for

publication referring to the Literary department, and

all plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-

torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and

confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

MR.REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND
EXPLORATION IN ASIA.*

29.

—

The Chawchi Pass in May

IT
was not until the middle of May

that it became possible to venture up

on to the heights for a stay. Even

then, of course, the highest heights of

all were still under an unbroken mantle

of white: but at all events the possibili-

ties of the middle-alpine region might be

described. So up went the caravan on to the

Chawchi Pass, in a day of such sopping rain as

wrung my heart for the wretched coolies, stagger-

ing beneath bales of tents along greasy poles,

across the face of cliffs.

The Chawchi, like so many of these passes,

does not ascend a valley to a ool. The valleys

here are too fiercely torn with ravines for this

to be possible. Instead, it climbs straight up a

descending spur of the big range, and then along

the crest to the final steeps. These were as yet

out of the question. I camped at about 10,000

feet altitude, in a gnomish grave of gnarled old

Rhododendron-trees, like the transformation-

scene in a pantomime, with fantastic glades be-

neath, and pools and lingering snowdrifts. The

Rhododendron was R. sidereum IF. 872), here,

like so many others, much more vigorous and

abundant than at Hpimaw; and the camp was

yet further cheered by the presence or tha

promise of R. bullatum, R. habrotrichum, R.

theiochroum, and that form of R. e.rassum, which,

I think, will soon clamour for specific rank of

its own, not to mention others. Vacciniunis

wept in masses from the 'dead moss grown

trunks, and on their boughs a citron-coloured

Coelogyne bad no notion of Anting to be

nursed in hothouses.

Straight before me rose the final ascent, in

front of a white semi-circle of alps. The final

ascent, indeed, was all white itself to -within a

very few hundred feet of its beginning ; I pitied

the starved looking tree Rhododendron that

dotted, like great skeletonised Mushrooms, these

white deserts. Down below the entire coppice

was dominated by R. arizelum (F. 863) on portly

trees that quite cancelled my previous poor

opinion of it at Hpiniaw. where R. niegaphyllum

(F. 873) seems to crush it out of health and com-

parison Here R. niegaphyllum does not appear,

and R. arizelum can accordingly reveal its full

character. It is, indeed, a nr.b'e tree gnarled

and stately, now and then jutting epiphytically

out of one of the great sombre Piceas that here

almost all have a pole rigged up from their apex,

with a noose to catch alighting eagles. I am

struck, too, by its variableness. Typically, its

blossom is of a creamy white, like that of "Big

Leaf," but easily to be distinguished by the

* The previous artioles by Mr. Farrer were pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 28, July 13,

August 9. August 23, September 6. September 27, Octo-
ber 18, November 1, November 22, and December 6,

1919 ; January 3, January 17, February 7, February 28,

March 20, April 24. May '29. July 10. July 31, September
4, October 2, December 4, 1920, January 1. January
29. February 19, April 2, and April 30. 1921

smaller and much closer truss. But I have seen

it vary to citron and once even to apricot-yellow,

while there i--. un end to its developments into

the loveliest rosy shades. R. sidereum can vary,

too, but to nothing like the same extent. This

is a plant of the alpine woods, while R. arizelum

does not begin until light scrub and coppice,

reign, over which it can dominate with its

rcund-headed trees.

Even up in the snow this bold plant was in

blossom. But here two other species take charge,

both new to me. One is a small tree, of 15 feet,

literally bowed with bloom. But the trusses are

small, and their normal colour of a cold and
repulsive ponticum magenta, though this, indeed,

varies to redder and bluer tones, of which the

best are so rich as to recall the bluer purples in

R. fastuosum fl. pi. The other belongs to the

irroratum clan, I think, and its flowers were all

so completely fallen by May 12 that 1 had much
ado to get specimens, and to discern that their

shape is generous and their colouring of a rich,

*oft rose, with crimson specklings. So far,

1C. 122.— DRACAENA DEREMF.NSIS BAUSE1 : R.H.S.

AWARD OF MERIT, CHELSEA SHOW (SEE P. 261).

therefore, the salient points of this 6pecies to

me are its stature and its trunk, for it is much
the biggest tree-Rhododendron that I have yet

met, forming a rounded head of verdure thirty

or forty feet high, and with a bole a6 big as a

specimen Plane or Sycamore. Nor do its peculi-

arities cease here. For the whole tree, up to its

smallest twig, has the bark, as it were, peeled

clean, and the smooth surface lacquered over as

if with a pale, drab wash. Its bald-looking

limbs sometimes have an elephantine look as you
see them sprawling down from some cliff in the

upper region, while its young foliage is of the

brightest and cheeriest green.

Very different is the next strange Rhododen-

dron that I have to quote, passing over, for a

moment, the glories of R. aemularum (F. 815),

now making blotches and drifts of blood from

afar among the Bamboo-scrub, or flapping in its

fragrant splendour, over some little cliff, in a

fringe of deep scarlet flowers. For, having paid

my respect to this, and rejoiced over the chance

of getting more seed of a species that more and

more impresses itself on me as a king in its kind,

turning Doncaster to a dowdy, and challenged

only by the lighter scarlet of R. agapetum, I

crossed the rib and found myself on a strip of

shalv scree, still frostbound and like iron, above
a snow slope falling away to depths unknown.

Here, in the damp moss, shone a queer little

Androsace. with lilac-flowers like Petrocallis,

Sitting each by itself in the spongy, wet darkness.

And here there was a Diapensia, close twin to D.

Forrestii (F. 932), but with flowers of a lovely

rose-purplo, trying very successfully to imitate

Saxifraga oppositifolia in the cliffs of Peny-

ghent.

And beyond these, across an intervening snow-

slope, lay huddled on the bare soil the fallen

biooms of R, aemularum, hanging from the cliff

overhead. I looked again through the glass, and

again and yet again. I could not feel quite

happy about those fallen flowers, they did not

seen, to be lying as carelessly, somehow, as fallen

flowers should : and they also seemed to my
excited fancy, to be of a slightly different scarlet.

It is always worth while, with flowers, finding

out—even if it be only to find out that one has

been a sanguine fool. I made my way gingerly

along. And there were the fallen flowers of R.

aemularum, lying just so on the shale ! I could

have kicked myself for hoping otherwise. But I

told the orderly to go on anyhow, and just make
sure; shrieks of triumph greeted my ears, and in

a few moments he was back, thrusting into my
hand specimens of a Rhododendron that runs

absolutely flat along the .ground, in moss and

Sphagnum, with foliage neater and brighter than

that of Salix serpyllifolia, and solitary terminal

trumpets almost as large as those of R. aemu-
larum's. indeed, and of a blazing pure vermilion.

After that it was but. a small matter to find the

Alpine Primula of the moment was still P.

calliantha (F. 924), and not even unbearable

to descry through the glasses what looked like

an Omphalogramma on the brink of a preci-

pice that proved absolutely inaccessible, as we
then were, from every direction.

But there was no use in going higher into a

world all white. I await July to learn the full

secrets of the Chawchi. Daily, even while I was

in camp, the hills a.woke. The snow tumbled off

them in avalanches to right and left, as if shakei

away by stirring giants from sleep, and different

flowers took the place of the old. A very gay

little triflorum Rhododendron began blooming i

lax masses of brilliant magenta-pink ; a yellow,

rose-like one hovered on the cliffs, and the

loveliest of all filled the lighter cane-brakes with

a surge of wide bells, in every shade from snow-

white to rich clean rose, but all of them copiously

freckled with crimson. This beautiful loose,

small bush of 2—4 feet may best be imagined

by making in your minds a composite picture of

R. ciliatum and R. moupinense; but no such

picture will do just ice to its elegance and beauty.
Here,* however, end, for the time being, the
revelations of the Chawchi Pass. Reginald
Farrer.

n

THE ROSARY.
EXHIBITION ROSES.

The articles on this subject by Wh'itr Ifom

and Mr. O. M. Taylor go to prove how variable

are many varieties in different localities. Mr.

Taylor writes highly of Louise Crette. With
me, this Rose grows luxuriantly, giving a large

number of blooms, but with the least shower

they fail to unfold—so much so that I have

discarded the variety altogether.

In the south, Augustus Hartmann is an

especial favourite, growing well and giving

handsome, highly coloured flowers in abund-

ance. This is one among the dozen best

Roses I always recommend. E. M.
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BREEDING DISEASE-RESISTANT

PLANTS.

The breeding of disease-resistant races of

plants for horticultural and agricultural pur-
poses offers a very promising field for the
scientific investigator as well as for the culti-

vator. Plant breeding on these Unes is of com-
paratively recent date, but has already brought
to light several important data on which we are

able to build our future work successfully.

Diseases may be controlled by treating plants

and seeds in various ways, as well as in chang-
ing environment and the time of planting

; but
although infection may be lessened in this way,
these methods will not make the plants immune
to fungous or bacterial diseases.

The expenses of combating diseases are con-
siderable ; whereas the losses caused annually
by diseases are tremendous. Therefore this line

of breeding requires much consideration.

Immunity and susceptibility to disease are not
yet perfectly understood, but it is certain that

immunity is largely governed by biochemical

characters of the cells, which protect the plant
body against attacks of various parasites. No
doubt the subject of immunity is a complicated
one, especially when we remember that a variety

of a oertain species may be immune from attacks

of one disease and not from another. The
Centerville Cotton of the Sea Island group is

resistant to wilt (Fusarium vasinfectum) and
bacterial blight (Bacterium malvacearum), where-

as the variety Rivers is susceptible to blight

but resistant to wilt. Other plants may be ex-

tremely resistant to cold, yet easily susceptible

to a fungous disease. Ward and Salmon have
demonstrated that germinating spores of fungi

may penetrate certain plants they cannot act

upon' parasitiealty, and are killed by the plant

cells they attack.

Another question arises, namely, whether
disease resistance remains equally constant in

different localities. And yet another may be
considered, i.e., whether a dis ase-causing-fun-

gus is able to develop an active strain which
may cause infection upon varieties regarded as

resistant.

How nature must have bred resistant strains

of piants is a point of great interest. I will

give a few striking examples.

The Phylloxera (Phylloxera vastatrix) is a

pest upon the leaves and especially the roots;

of all varieties of the European Grape and Asia-

' tic species of Vitis. This insect came originally

from the eastern part of the United States,
1 where most Vitis species are more or less re-

sistant. No doubt in the struggle for exist-

ence, several strains of the Wild Grape were
unable to resist the damage done by Phylloxera

i and succumbed, while only the most resistant

ones were able to survive. The various known
forms of Vitis species of the old world are un-
able to resist the attacks of this new enemy,
especially on their roots, for which reason cul-
tivated varieties are often grafted on American
species.

A similar case is the American Gooseberry
Mildew, caused by Sphaerotheca mors-uvae
This fungus is extremely destructive upon prac-
tically all varieties of the European Goose-
berries, whereas American species are far less
susceptible.

An instance of susceptibility to the very de-
structive bark disease, caused by Diaporthe
parasitica, is to be found with the European

.
and American Chestnuts. Thousands of trees
are killed yearly in the eastern part of the
United States. The fungus is of Asiatic origin,
•'here it is a harmless parasite of the indigenous

1 species of Chestnuts, such as Castanea
rnolliesima.

These data suggest crossing desirable, though
-J

susceptible, species or varieties with resistant
ones to obtain disease resistant and further de-
sirable economic forms, otherwise an entirely
new parasite may become virulent on account of
the absence of resistant qualities in the new
host plant.

As it has been suggested that disease resist-
ance and disease susceptibility may depend
upon the presence or absence of one or more
characters, it might be readily expected that,
after hybridising, either resistance or suscepti-
bility should be dominant in the first hybrid
generation

; whereas in further generations they
should split according to Mendel's law. This
is actually the case. But some of the results
are such that far more attention must be paid
to this phenomena. Bitten discovered, in cross-
ing the rust resistant Rivet Wheat and the
highly susceptible. Red King, that disease re-
sistance is in this case recessive in the first
hybrid generation, whereas other investigators
observed in other plants that resistance is domi-
nant. With few exceptions, disease resistance
depends upon the absence or presence of one
character of the host.

Disease resistant strains, produced either by

that resistance in the first generation proved
dominant over susceptibility.

The control of Cabbage Yellows (caused by
Fusarium oonglutinans) has been worked out
by Jones and Gilman in the State of Wisconsin.
This Cabbage trouble is widely scattered in
Wisconsin; the fungus attacks the roots either
in the seed bed or shortly after transplanting.
Such plants are stunted, the leaves become pale
and yellowish, and the plants succumb after
a few weeks. The disease is verv destructive
after a period of dry, hot weather following
transplanting. The loss frequently amounts to
from 50 to 75 per rent. Careful study revealed
that various pure lines selected from so-called
" commercial varieties " had various tendencies
toward Fusarium attacks, which remained con-
stant in the offspring; some were very suscep-
tible, whereas others proved extremely resistant.
A very large number of these strains was ob-
served for several years, and finally the variety
Wisconsin Hollander No 8 proved to be the
most desirable.

Quito recently Nilson-Ehle published in the
new Swedish periodical Hereditax very interest-
ing accounts of his observations on Root-knot

FlG. 123.—MESSRS. 3 carter and co.'s gold medai EXHIBIT OF greenhouse PLANT!
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hybridisation or by selection, include the fol-
lowing.

Rust on Asparagus caused by Puccinia as-
paragi has been a great trouble in several parts
.of the United States; therefore, in 1906 the
Massachusetts Asparagus Growers Association
secured the co-operation of the Bureau of Plant
Industry of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture and the Massachusetts Agricultural Experi-
ment Station in conducting experiments to ob-
tain a rust-free strain of Asparagus. Varieties
from the Old and the New World were col-
lected and observed as to their resistance to
rust; in 1903 and 1909 pedigree seed from the
most resistant plants were secured; in 1910 the
seedlings showed one male nlant, which was
rust resistant. A female plant, a seedling of
Reading Giant, was crossed with this male, and
gave excellent progeny; the first-named strain
was called Martha Washington. The parent
plants, and also other excellent sorts, were after
wards removed to the Arlington Experiment
Farm near Washington, DC, where breeding
was continued. Large numbers of pedigree
seedlings have^ been obtained each year, and
the rust-free Washington Asparagus has proved
to be a success. Norton found in this cas»

(Heterodera Schachti) on certain varieties of
Barley. He found that some varieties, such as
Chavalier I., Chavalier II. and Primus, were
immune, but Princess and the Four-rowed Bar
ley of Schonen were susceptible to a consider
able extent. After careful hybridisation it

proved always in the first generation thai im-
munity was dominant, and the progeny in the
second and third hybrid generations showed
clearly that segregation was based upon only
one unit character.

Though Root-knot is practically harmless to

Barley, it is of immense advantage to have
varieties free from Root-knot when Oats are to
be the succeeding crop. So far as our present
knowledge is conccrni'd all Oats are susceptible

to Root-knot, which causes much damage to the
crop.

Breeding disease-resistant plants will, no
doubt, become of as much importance as breed-
ing for increase of production. This field of
observation and experiment forms the border-
land, where students of genetics and plant
pathologists will have to work in complete har-
mony if the best results are to be expected.
Dt J. Th. Vphof, Hutsum, Holland.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The British Empire Forestry Conference

Report.

The Forestry Conference held in London last

July marks an important step in the movement
for the better management and conservation of

the timber supplies of the Empire. To it were

summoned delegates from England and Wales,

Scotland, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand.

Canada, Newfoundland, Egypt, Sudan, India,

and most of the Crown Colonies. These repre-

sentatives, after much discussion, expressed

their views in a series of recommendations that

will greatly influence the future forest policy of

the governments concerned. The elaborate

Report*, edited by Messrs. F. D. Acland and

R. L. Robinson, Forestry Commissioners, covers

an array of subjects, and deserves to be read

by statesmen, economists, and public men.
' The main result of these deliberations is the

convincing proof of the need for each govern-

ment of the Empire to lay down by specific

enactments a definite forest policy, which would
be carried out by an adequate and trained forest

service. This is a great gain, as the appalling

waste of the present haphazard methods is ad-

mitted on all sides. The report contains a

summary of the statements, which were pre-

sented by no fewer than 33 Governments ; and
for the first time we have in .print a comparative
estimate of the resources and consumption of

timber in the British Empire. This summary
contains a description of the main types of

forests and of their administration and legis-

lative control throughout the various countries,

with tables showing the area, yield and utilisa-

tion of the forests, and exports, imports, and
consumption of the timber. The total area

covered with tree growth in the British Empire
is estimated at 1.800.000 square miles; but of

this the larger part is deemed unprofitable or

inaccessible, so that the commercial forests total

only 680.000 square miles, comprising 390,000
square miles in Canada, 126.000 square miles in

India, 50,000 square miles in Nigeria, and
38.000 square miles in Australia. The British

Empire should be self-supporting as regards
timber supply, as it contains within its borders
all classes of woods and forest products, as

Coniferous limbers from Canada (the best in

the world). Teak from Burma and India, true

Mahogany and Cedrela from British Honduras
and \Ve>t Indies, African mahoganies and other

precious woods from Nigeria, pencil Cellar from
East Africa. Greenheart from British Guiana,
Kauri from New Zealand, and Jarrah and Karri

from Australia. Turpentine, tanning materials,

rubber, gutta-percha, balata, palm-oil, gums
and resins of all kinds are found in our
dominions and colonies.

The need for education, experiments, and re-

search is brought out strongly in the report.

However, the only place in the British Empire
where research in forestry is conducted on

systematic lines is Dehra Dun. in India, where
the Researsh Institute, set up in 1906. is now
being extended, at an estimated cost of

£500,000. It is discouraging to read (p. 93)

that the Forest Products Laboratory at Mont-
real, which did excellent work during the war,

i.s
" rather sadly disrupted." as, owing to the

increased cost in living, salaries were found to

be inadequate, end most of the personnel left.

This will turn out to be false economy on the

part of the Canadian Government.
Landowners and foresters in this country will

find incidentally in this Report subjects of

practical interest, such a.s supply of seed,

spacing of plants, insect pests, statistics of our
woodlands, uniform nomenclature of trees and
timbers, and the need for the publication of

information on forestry matters by the Forest
Authority. The supply of tree seed is an
urgent question, and we are behind the Scandi-

navians, who, for example, have actually

studied the exact spots in British Columbia
where seed should be collected for plantations

in different parts of Norway. Douglas Fir

seedlings, raised from seed collected at Bella

Coola in British Columbia, survived at the Nor-

* British Kmpire Forestry Conference, 1020. Pro-
ceedings, Resolutions, ami Summary of Statements,
H.M. Stationery Office (11121). Price' 7s. 6d. net.

wegian Vestlandits Experiment Station, while

those from Oregon' seed perished in the first

year. Another subject discussed and approved

(p. 228) was the encouragement of planting

by farmers and school teachers, which could be
effected by the distribution, gratis, or at cost

price, of seedling trees by the Forest Authority

in each country.
The report is very readable, and in parts even

eloquent, as Major R. E. Fischer's account of

Egyptian forestry (p. 176). and his views on
education and research (p. 197). It is none
the worse, because it contains divergent and
conflicting views on some subjects (<•.(/, the

training of the forest officer, pp. 145-151), ex-

pressed with candour and good nature. The
spirit shown at the Conference was admirable,

due no doubt in some measure to the tact with
which the proceedings were guided by the

Chairman, Lord Lovat. A. Henry.

THE LEAF-ROLLING SAWFLY ON ROSES.

At this time of the year the attacks of the

leaf-rolling sawfly (Blei.uocampa pusilla) are in

some Rose gardens very troublesome, and if

thev are not properly attended to they increase

in virulence every year. I Lave had
ases reported in which flowering has been

entirely prevented bv this pest, and I have

myself seen, in a Middlesex garden, a large

climber in which nearly every leaf was apparently

affected.

Even when the attack is not so serious it

is very disfiguring, and no doubt inflicts con-

siderable injury on the plants

The appearance of the trouble is unfortunately

n. iw well known. The leaflets of the Rose.

instead of spreading flat, become rolled inwards

parallel to and on either side of the mid-rib.

The young leaves are usually first attacked, and

after being affectectr though thev continue to

grow, become blotched and yellowish, and finally

(lie, the whole tree, if the leaves are left on,

looking diseased and unhappy.
The trouble is caused by a little sawfly, of

a very shining black colour, scarcely as long

as a small housefly, usually from one-sixth to a

quarter of an inch long, and much thinner than

a housefly.

By collecting the diseased leaves and putting

them in a wide mouthed stoppered bottle I

have hatched out these sawflies in considerable

quantities, and know them well by sight.

What apparently happens is as follow :—The
sawfly lays its egg on the underside of the

edge of the leaf, and then proceeds to work,

or saw, on the upper surface of the leaf in

such a manner as to cause the leaf to roll

inwards with the outer edge bearing the egg

in the centre of the roll

Exact lv bow the fly does this, I am not yet

quite certain : one might expect to find a series

of saw cuts through the epidermis parallel with

the midrib, but this does not appear to be the

case, the affected leaflets having rather the

appearance of having received a number of

pricks than parallel cuts. However that be, tile

work of the sawflv is completely effective, and

the industry of this small flv must be very con-

siderable to produce the amount of damage it

effects.

I am quite clear that the injury is caused

by the fly alone, and not, as Mr. Theobald

thought, by the caterpillar or grab, which does

nut appear until after the leaf rolling has ceased.

The caterpillar or grub is greyish -yellow in

colour, and hatches out from the eggs laid on

the edge of the leaflet. When hatched, it seems
to live on the leaf, and when grown forms

a pupa, which falls to the ground, producing

a fly in the following May.
In order to check the disease, the usual

practice is to pick off the injured leaves and
burn them. If this could be completely accom-
plished it would doubtless in time prove effectual,

but it is difficult to be sure that no injured
leaf has escaped notice, and if a few have been
left the trouble will reappear next year.

The egg at the edge of the leal, or the
grub that has hatched from it, is not always

easy to find, and it was this, doubtless, that

led Mr. Theobald to think that the grub
migrated from one leaf to another, but though
I have no absolute proof that it does not do
this. I incline to think, from observation on

affected leaves in the jar, that the grub uoes

not migrate till about to pupate.

This sawfly will attack any kind of Rose, but
it seems to prefer the briar, gallicas and hybrid

perpetuals.

When examining a badly affected bed of Fran
Karl Druschki recently (May 21) I noticed a

number of flies at work on the plants, and
spent some little time in endeavouring to catch

them. If I marked down a fly on to the

leaf and waited till it was busy with its work of

devastation, I found it comparatively easy to kill

it with the finger and thumb, and in this way
I killed half-a-dozen flies. To day, however,

I accidentally discovered a much more effective

way of dealing with them. I happened to have
with me a small hand sprayer charged with

Abol to kill greenfly, and I noticed that the

sawfly struck with the A'bol solution from the

sprayer was at once overpowered. Two of

them which I preserved seem to have been Killed

bv it. lint when they were overpowered by the

spray it seemed safer to crush them lest thev

should revive, particularly as the two I pre-

served for experiment were some few minutes

before they actually expired. By means of this

spray, in about twenty minutes I succeeded in

slaying some three of four dozen, which were

all I could see flying about the bed at the

time. I by no means flatter myself that I

have thus eot rid of them, and do not doubt

that a further batch will appear to-morrow or

next dav when I shall, be away from home
and unable to deal with them, but at least 1

feel a grim satisfaction that there were this

evening some dozens fewer of the flies amone mv
Roses than were there this morning. Vi'hite

7?osp.

VEGETABLES.

LATE PEAS.
Culinary Peas are universal favourites, and

most gardeners endeavour to have them over as

long a season as possible. The season of use

mav be extended by sowing early under glass,

and sowing late in the open. A sheltered spot

should be chosen for late Peas, as the plants

are susceptible to the early frosts of autumn. A
good friable soil will assure the free growth
which is essential if the plants are to prove

successful in their race with time. It is some-

times possible, and always sound practice, to'

sow late Peas in the fine tilth that follows early

I'otatos. An early variety should be chosen

because it matures its pods rapidlv, and of the

multitude of early sorts I know of none better

than a selected strain of English Wonder. Little

Marvel and American Wonder are also good,

and these three sorts are resistant to mildew. It

is futile to sow a maincrop Pea, such as Alder-

man, after the third week in May.
The seed should be inserted from three to

four inches deep, and snaced one inch apart.

If a slight depression is left to mark the course

of the drill it will serve as a retainer for

moisture. I would recommend fortnightly

dressings of soot after the seeds have germinated,

to serve a threefold purpose, viz., to maintain

a good tilth, to act as a deterrent to weevils,

and to stimulate growth. The dominant artificial

manure, however, should be phosphates; indeed,

beyond the very small percentage of nitrogen

present in the soot, no other element of nutrition

is necessary as a stimulant. I have great

faith in superphosphate of lime for Peas, and

apply it each fortnight, after the flowers fall, at

the rate of one ounce per lineal yard of drill.

Mildew is the bane of late Peas, and in some

years it is very prevalent. When cold, damp
weather prevails over a long period the disease

cannot be kept in check. But in all normal

autumns timely spraying with liver of sulphur

tvill exterminate mildew. The strength of the

solution should be one ounce of liver of sulphur
; n three gallons of water. Geo. H. Copley.
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FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE LORD DERBV.
This very meritorious culinary Apple is pro-

ductive on the crab, paradise or free 6tock.
Standards worked on the crab stock for orchard
planting make clean, upright, growth, and
mature their fruil spurs early. For garden
culti\ation the bush and espalier forms are the
most desirable, both being very productive.
Lord Derby is a useful market Apple, and. it
is a variety which shows to advantage in
baskets. The fruits are large, angular and
oblong, green and heavy, and their season is
November-January. The variety does well on
most soils.

APPLE EDWARD VII.

This Apple of recent introduction has much
in its favour to recommend it, being robust in
growth on a, loamy soil, precocious in produc-
tion, with a trace of Blenheim Pippin flavour,
making it very desirable for cooking purposes.
The tree blooms rather late, thus the blossoms
escape much of the frosts and coid winds ot
early spring. It appears to grow successfully
under all systems of training, and I have seen
full crops taken from cordons, half standards,
bushes and espaliers, the fruits being large
and the contour similar to a smooth Blenheim
Pippin. Fruits from trees growing in a loamy
soil have a pretty colour and are often eateii
and enjoyed as a dessert Apple. Pomona.

LATE APPLES.

During the first week in May I visited two
large gardens, and was agreeably surprised to
find in the fruit-rooms several varieties of
Apples in excellent condition.
The fruits were laid out on a stone floor

covered with white grease-proof paper, this ap-
pearing to me to be the proper way to pro-
long the keeping of the fruits.

I noticed the following varieties : Bess Pool
teyn. Yorkshire Pippin) carries a beautiful
bloom and is as useful for dessert purposes as
for cooking. It is a fruit of medium size first
quality, with yellow skin that is striped heavilv
with red on the side next the sun. The flesh
is white, tender and juicy, with a fine, sugary,
vinous flavour. The tree grows somewhat up-
right, and is known as an everv other year
fruiter. This Apple will keep until August.

Gooseberry Pippin (syn. French Crab) will
retain its lasting properties longer than anv
other variety. The fruit is of second size, first
quality, and has a deep green skin changing to
yellow. The flesh is greenish white, very
tender and juicy. Fruits of this variety have
retained their freshness for over twelve months.
and the variety should find a place in even-
garden and orchard. Trees of this Apple on the
borders of the countv of Hereford are capable
of carrying a ton of fruit yearlv, but the fruits
are usually emptied into the cider press.
Barnack Beauty is a handsome Apple, and the
fruit of this sort took my eye immensely. They
had been grown on a tree of the bush form.
Tins variety is by no means an old one: it was
raised about 1860, and does well on chalk sub-
soils. The fruit is of medium size, conical,
golden yellow with red stripes, and heavilv
flushed. The tree is upright in growth, anil
a good cropper. The flesh is crisp and Bub-
acid. The late Mr. Richard Gilbert, for many
years gardener at Burghley Park, near Stamford,
told me many years ago' that Barnack Beautj
was to his mind the best late Apple, especially
for baking purposes.
Wagener often called Waggoner, is a

variety of great excellence, and one mines
gcroew nil old tree now and then in
the Hereford district, and as a rule it is want-
ing a name, few people being acquainted with
it. The specimens I saw were medium in size,
flatfish, with a bright crimson cheek. The
flesh is firm and juicy. The tree grows in com-
pact shape, and is most fertile. It is suitable
for training as a bush, half-standard or st.nndard.

The fruit of this Apple will keep until July.

Fruits of Hanibling's Seedling were sound,
and the few specimens I saw were of large
size, roundish-comical, and of great merit
generally.

On several occasions I have been requested
to give the names of late keeping Apples, and
to my surprise mention of such sorts as For-
man's Crew, Sanspareil, D'Arcy Spice, Man-
nington's Pearmain, and other old varieties of

excellent quality, generally raise a query as to

whether they are of recent introduction, whereas
most of them are a century old. The under-
mentioned sorts are especially prolific on the
dwarfing stock, hardy of constitution, and most
of them make good heads as orchard trees.

Forman's Crew, an excellent late dessert
variety, of Welsh origin, is one of our best

dessert Apples, equalling the Golden Pippin in

quality, and keeping until June. The fruit is

below the middle size, eye small and shallowly
set, the stalk short, not deeply inserted, and
the colour yellowish brown russet. The flavour

is excellent.

was introduced from Holland about 100 years
ago. The tree is hardy and a most prolific

bearer. The fruit is of medium to large size,

very regularly formed, with closed eye and very
deeply set stalk which is about an inch in
length. The skin is dull yellow, sometimes
russety green, mottled with deep red on the side
next the sun, with numerous white spots on the
shaded side. The flesh is firm and crisp, juice
abundant and sub-acid, with a delicious aromatic
flavour. This Apple is in season from January
to the end of June.

Ross Nonpareil is an Irish-raised Apple. The
tree is hardy and a great bearer. The variety

is in season fronv February to May. The fruit

is of the true Nonpareil shape; the eye email,
stalk short and deeply inserted, colour russety,

stained with red. The flesh is white.
Mannington's Pearmain is a prolific cropper

and the tree compact in growth. The fruit is of

medium size and the quality good. The skin
is rich golden yellow, tinged with a brownish
hue on the side next to the sun. The flesh

r.c'SE FLORENCE WVMID OF MERIT, CHELSEA snow (SEE P. 261).

Sanspareil is a showy Apple of excellent

flavour, medium size, round in shape; the skin

yellow with red stripes. This Apple is as use-

ful for cooking purposes as for dessert. The
tree is a splendid cropper on the dwarfing or

free stock.

Royal Russet is a variety about which a great

deal of Confusion has arisen, and several other

Apples are cultivated and sold under this name.
The fruit is large, the eye rather small, tin 1

stalk short and deeply set. the skin coloured
yellowish green, covered with a thick russet.

The flesh is greenish white, and has an
aromatic flavour. This Apple will keep sound
until June and is splendid for orchard planting.

D'Arcy Spue tsyns. Spring Ribeton and
B'addow Pippin) originated in Kast Anglia, near
Colchester, The fruit is of medium to large

size, angular, Coloured dull yellow with dark

coloured russet. The flesh is firm and highly

aromatic, the tree of slow growth, and should

b- planted in a slightly elevated position,

Dutch Mognonne is an excellent Apple, and

yellow, firm, crisp, sugary, and of a lino

aromatic flavour. This is one of the very best

late Apples in season from January until May.
and if packed in tubs well covered with dry
sand will keep its flavour until August.

Allen's Everlasting is a small flat fruit not

unlike Court Pendu Plat, hut must he allowed

lii hang long on the tree or it will Ik' apt iii

shrivel. It is a useful variety owing to its very

late keeping. The flavour i- good; flesh crisp

and juicy. This variety makes a good orchard

standard.
May Queen is a late variety of. great merit.

It was laised by Mr. W. Crump, late gardener

at Madre-field '('unit. Malvern. The fruit is

of medium size, tint, dark red in colour. The
fl<-sli crisp, juicy and of excellent flavour; i'

keeps well into June and July.

Duke .if Devonshire is a small fruit, quite

round, the skin yellow, with russet ; the flesh

crisp, and of delicious flavour. The tree is a

must prolific cropper, hardy, and rather late m
flowering. /-. //•
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

th-e opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Campanula persicifolia.—Few of the species

of Campanula have been more prolific in

variety than the above, which has given rise

to forms varying in stature from a pigmy-like

C. planiflora, to the giant Telham Beauty,

first shown at Holland House in 1914. It was
well known in John Gerard's time, and varied

even then with white flowers. He figured a

plant with twelve buds and blooms, yet where it

has become naturalised in woods near Cullen,

Banffshire, and Thorp Arch. Yorkshire, the

stems often terminate in a single flower. I

have seen it in woods in Kincardineshire and
Surrey, doubtless escapes, or originally

planted. This gives one of the clues to its

popularity in gardens, for it thrives in sun
or shade, and blooms in proportion to freedom
from the competition of other plants, or its

own very numerous offsets. There are the
semi-double white C. p. Moerheimi, and the

semi-double blue C. p. Ihumosa, which enjoyed
a vogue for a time, and are now giving place

to others. Forty years or more ago eup-and-
saucer forms, named C p. coronata, and
C. p. c. allba, blue and white respectively, were
fairly common in gardens, and still existed in

northern gardens three years ago, and most
likely do so still. Many years have elapsed,
however, since I have seen C p. alba flore

pleno, with flowers as full and as shapely as

a double white Camellia. J.F.

Entertainment Tax and Horticultural

Exhibitions.—It is generally understood that a

horticultural exhibition taking place without the
usual band of music is exempted from tax on
the ground that it ceases to be an entertainment.
Our local Horse Show Committee adopted this
plan and avoided the tax. As to the rules and
balance-sheet of the society, I cannot speak,
but I believe the balance was on the wrong
side. The production of fruits and vegetables
is certainly for the " national benefit ' as much
as the production of horses. A. A. W.

French Beans.—In reply to Mr. S. Mottet.
p. 250, wjth regard to my note on the method
of sowing French Beans (see p. 208), I can
assure him that I have never experienced failure
in sowing French Beans two feet apart and
three inches deep. However, none of us are
too old to learn, and should anyone in England
experience a difficulty in raising French Beans
when they are sown to the depth of three inches,
I hope they will profit by his interesting article

on the method of sawing French Beans in

France. T. Pateman, Node Gardens, Welivijii.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provident
Society.—As a member of twenty-one years'
standing in the above society, I wish to endorse
all that Mr. Divers wrote in your issue of

May 21. Your correspondent has said all that
needs to be said as regards the benefits to be
derived from membership ; he has also dis-

covered that as a class we are healthy and
respectable; allow me to add that, as a rule,

we are a shrewd class, too. Why, then, is it

that horticulturists do not rally round the
society that caters for them exclusively? No
other can do better for them, and few. if any.
can do so well. Gardeners of my acquaintance
bave regretted their inaction when it was too

late, so let me urge all eligible young men to

get in touch at once with our Secretary, Mr.
Hill, 35, Alexandra Road. West Kensington
Park, London, W. 14. There is nothing to be
gained Ibv delay, as this society has no elaborate

propaganda machinery, much of its business

is done free of charge, and the members get

the benefit every time. There is no axe to

grind, as all the fully-paid-up members are

amplv provided' for by the invested funds : the

management aim piv wishes to keep the society

in a healthv condition, so that it may help the

followers of our craft to help themselves, in-

insure against the possibilitv of sickness, in-

firmitv and want. I do not desire to labour the

point—a word to the wise, etc.—but the time
to loan the society is now. /. ('rail-, Portobello

Souse, West Norwood.

SOCIETIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

CHELSEA SHOW.
(Continued from p. 268.)

Scientific Exhibits.

A special tent was set aside for exhibits of

horticultural scientific groups, and among the

interesting displays was one by Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co., Haywards Heath,
illustrating their " pure culture " method of

raising Orchid's. Since Mr. Charlesworth's
death, several short notices have appeared in

the horticultural press of lectures given by
Mr. J. Ramsbottom, who for many years was
associated with him in the scientific side of

his work, and from these it seemed that certain

points in the Orchid fungus relation had been
tackled. What this firm showed in the
scientific tent was, however, a revelation of

the thoroughness of fhe investigations and a
tribute to the memory of their late chief.

Interest was divided between culture-flasks

showing the seeds of Odontoglossum and Catt-

leya germinating in dense masses, pricked out,

etc. ; cultures of the root fungus and a series

of photomicrographs illustrating the relation

between the fungus and the developing seed,

seedlings, and mature plant. Mr. Charles-

worth's original sections were on view, and
three large photographs were exhibited of the

Odontoglossum houses at Haywards Heath,
showing the plants at different stages. It

caimot be doubted that such an exhibit is an
inspiration to practical jnen to attempt to

apply proved scientific principles to their pro-

fession. There should be some special award
to such exhibits in the scientific tent, and no
worthier horticultural name could be associ-

ated with it than that of Joseph Charlesworth.

Messrs. Chari.es-Hearson and Co., Ltd.,

Bermondsey, show types of hot-water baths for

th« treatment of Daffodil bulbs affected with

eelworm. Those brths are thermostatically

controlled by means of a patent capsule, and
are heated by e ; iher gas or oil. They are

made of sizes to meet the requirements of

large and smalt growers.

From the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, South Kensington, S.W., came
drawings of the life history of the parasite

causing wart dis?,r,e of Potatos- The various

stages of infection, showing the development

of the soral sporangia, soral zygote, and rest-

ing sporangium, were seen, and the illustra-

tions were enlargements of the original draw-

ings made .by Dr. Kath. M. Curtis.

A large exhibit of models of garden insects

and pests attacking fruit trees and vegetables

was shown by the Royal Horticultitral

Society, and from the same source came

samples of soil showing their physical pro-

perties, and a demonstration was given on the

mechanical analysts of soils by sedimentation.

Diagrams illustrating the relative value of

green versus farmyard manure for forming

humus; samples of artificial manures were

also on view. There were also charts showing

the effects of grass on Apple trees, early

versus late pruning, and light vertus heavy

pruning, and it was shown that early pruning

was followed bv ^nore autumn growth than late

pruning, and that light pruning was followed

bv more autumn growth than hard pruning.

Results of experiments were illustrated by

diagrams and specimens of fruit trees, showing

sterile and non-sterile varieties of Plums and

Apples. A wide range of photographs of

Lettuces was displayed, showing the nature of

the trials of garden plants at Wisley, the mode

of classifying varieties and the variations

within the limits of one species. Specimens of

the Tulip disease caused by Sclerotinia and

of Aster wilt due to a species of Fusarium

were staged, as well as bacterial disease of

Peas, anthracnose of Beans, and Celery leaf

Sp t_three diseases conveyed bv seeds.

The Horticultural Education Association,

Northampton, showed an educational exhibit,

• including maps and diagrams; and Mr. R. A.

Malby. Woodford, showed' colour photographs

of gardens and horticultural subjects. Of

special interest were examples of unbreakable

colour transparencies.

Horticultural Sundries.

Most of the garden sundries were arranged

on either side of the Lime avenue, and the

extensive exhibits included all the necessaries

and aids to successful cultivation. An over-

flow was arranged in the next avenue while

a large tent accommodated a considerable

number of paintings and photographs of gar

den scenes. .
,

It was interesting to notice that the general

visitor paid most attention to the model green-

houses and the various appliances for watering

with economy of labour ; fungicides Jffld insecti-

cides that a few years back were the chief in-

terest, received but a passing glance from the

average visitor, while books on gardening were

the subject of eager inquiry. It is, perhaps, per-

missible to interpret this as a sign that many

intend to "take up gardening," hence their in-

terest in what, to them, appears the first essen-

tials If, as we believe, we are correct, these

visitors will next year be as eagerly interested

in the second and more urgent phase of gar-

dening—the combating of insect pests and fun-

gous diseases.

It was the seasoned amateur and professional

gardener who scanned the horticultural

chemist's productions for new and more deadly

aids to the desired end of pests and diseases,

and there was much of value to choose from.

The Abol Company, Limited, arranged an at-

tractive assortment of suitable sprays and ap-

pliances, while Messrs. E. Cook and Co. had

a good range of their specialities.

Various spray fluids, particularly their well-

known V2. Fluid, weed killers and spraying

machines were most attractively displayed by

Messrs. Wm. Cooper and Nephews. The Four

Oaks Company had a great variety of watering

and spraying appliances, especially knapsack

sprayers, and all were of good pattern and^ ex-

cellent workmanship, and the Stonehouse Com-

pany showed their spraying machines.

The old and tried Standen's Manure, Fowler s

Lawn Sand and many other proprietary pre-

parations were specialities on the stand of

Messrs. Corry and Co., while Mr. J. Haws

showed many sizes of his patent watering pots.

Messrs. Hawker and Botwood had a

large tent, where they made a great show of

"Sox," their non-poisonous insecticide, "Dyo-

weed," an economic weed-killer, which has the

additional advantage of being non-poisonous;

and "Rectisoil," which is recommended for soil

fumigation.
Many preparations for the destruction of in-

sects and fungi, as well as their well-known dis-

infectant, were staged by Messrs. Jeyes, Ltd.,

and insecticides were displayed /by Messrs.

Murphy and Son. "Blighty," the Mond Nickel

spraying mixture, was housed in a fascinating

blue garden house embellished with many flower-

ing plants, while Sanitas was to the fore in

another place. The old reliable Ichthemic

Guano, as well as the newer "Vegerite" and

"Tomo'rite" were attractively displayed by

Messrs. Prentice Bros. Not far away was to be

seen Gishurstine and Gishurst's compound,

which have been known and valued by many
generations of gardeners. Messrs. Price, Ltd.,

also showed quassia and other compounds.

Knapsack and other sprayers were displayed

bv Messrs. G. and W. Purser.
'

Voss's standard compound of lime-sulphur, ar-

senate of lead, sulphate of copper, etc., were

set out most interestingly.

The Mist Automatic Garden Waierer is an

elaboration of an old method, and it attracted

a large number of visitors, who were fascinated

by the long, cool sprays which were so easily

regulated; this was exhibited by Garden

Supplies, Ltd.

Messrs. Boulton and Paul exhibited several

exceedingly well-made glasshouses, especially a

lean-to and a span roofed house, suitable for

the amateur's garden. Their portable frames

were also excellent. Mr. H. C. Board showed

glazed sashes, and the Chase Continuous Cloche

attracted much attention, as also did the Cloche

Clip.
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A handsome curvilinear wire tension green-

house was erected by Messrs. Skinner, Board

and Co., and a number of most useful, well-

made greenhouses and frames were exhibited

bv Messrs. David Swain and Co.. who also

erected a most artistic, yet useful, garden

house. Greenhouses and frames, set out by

Messrs. Duncan, Tucker and Co., were of ideal

design and construction.

A most fascinating model of a greenhouse,

complete in every respect, wood lath sunbhnds

and their Robin Hood boiler, in various sizes,

were exhibited bv Messrs. Weeks and Co.

The Bisson tubular boiler, in various sizes, of

areat power, vet economical in use, and the

handv Robin Hood pattern for smaller struc-

tures* together with well-made pumping outfits,

were "set out by Messrs. C. P. Kinnell and Co.

Not far away Messrs. Wood and Son had one

of their extensive displays, where they showed

a wide range of garden and nursery appliances

and requisites. The large plant barrows as used

in commercial establishments were the subject

of <*reat interest to manv visitors. In another

place Messrs. Wood and Son set out many vases

and other garden ornaments.

Adjustable ladders, steps and barrows were

shown bv the Acme Patent Ladder Company

and Messrs. Drew, Clark and Co., and lower

down th* avenue Mr. George Blay had his

"Garden Steel Tent."

There was a great choice of iawn mowers,

ranging from powerful motor machines to the

Lalies
g
t hand

P
mowers, and each seemed

to have its own particular merit Messls
,

Ransomes. Sims and Jeffenes showed

several compact motor mowers of excellent

workmanship, as well as horse machines and

the smaller "Patent Automaton. Motor

mowers were also exhibited by Messrs. W.J.
and C T. Burgess, while the Nene Engineering

Company demonstrated the qualities of their

ball bearing hand machine

The old-established firm of Messrs. Alexander

Shanks and Son brought excellent motor and

hand mowers, and the Garden Supplies Com-

pany, Ltd., had an assistant busily demonstrat-

ing 'how handy and easy of working was their

J. P. super lawn mower. They also staged

many other garden requisites.

Special tools and devices were included on

'an interesting stand by Messrs. Allwood Bros,

who displayed their Carnation rings and

manures. The Hardy Patent Pick Company had

steel spades; Mr. C. A. Jardine showed >a

secateur: Mr. J. Pinches had a good array

of his well-known labels, bloom protectors, and

exhibition boxes; Mr. J. Singleton demonstrated

his Neusprav, which can be used on ordinary

water-cans, and Mr. T. H. Webster had his

equally ingenious cascade nozzle. Messrs.

G. H." Leaver and Co. exhibited effective weed

extractor and bulb planter.

There were also many articles of garden fur-

niture, such as folding tables from Messrs.

Abbott Bros. ; ohairs, tables and garden seats

made of ship's Teak wood by Castles' Ship-

breaking Company ; the Dryad cane furniture

;

many excellent vases and beautifully made
gates by Messrs. T. Crowther and Son : battle-

ship Teak-wood furniture by Messrs. Hughes
Bolekow and Co.

;
garden seats and tents by

Messrs B. Maggs and Co. : bird baths, sun
-dials, and pottery by Mr. A. H. Moorton : many
vases by Messrs. Sanders and Co. ; seats, tents

and ladders by Messrs. T. Syer and Co. : rustic

furniture by Mr. W. twins, and seats by Messrs.
\ ipan and Headley.
Excellent yellow loam in thick, fibrous

turves was displayed by Mr. A. B. Johnson
and bv Messrs. H. Scott and Sons; and the
Molassine Company. Ltd.. showed excellent
plant* of many kinds grown by the aid of

their Rito.

as judge in the cup class, while Mr. C. W.
Needham adjudicated in other classes.
The chief honour of the show was the silver

cup offered for the best stand of nine blooms,
and this was won by Mr". C. W. Needham with
Sir J. Paxton (fl.). Cavendish (fea.), George
Edward (fl.) '(premier), Bessie (fea.), Mabel
(fl.). Mrs Colyer (fea.), and Alfred Loyd. Ida
Sutton, and Hose Seedling (breeders); 2nd.
Mr. H. Gill with Sam Barlow (fl.), Cavendish
(fea.), King of the Universe (fl.), Trip to
Stockport (fea.), Annie Macgregor (fl. and
fea.), and Bridesmaid, Sir J. Paxton. and Rose
Hill (breeders) ; Ird, Mr. S. F. Richmond.

In the open class for six breeder Tulips. Mi.
C. W. Needham gained 1st prize with Mar-
jory, Rosehill, Ida Sutton. Columbine, King-
fisher, and Alfred Loyd; 2nd, Mr. H. Gill
with George Gill, Miss B. Coutts (premier).

Bridesmaid, Maria Gill, Goldfinder, and Alfred

Loyd; 3rd Mr. C. J. Fox (Birmingham).
Mr. C. W. Needham had the best pair of

flamed sorts, 3am Barlow and Mabel, and the

best pair of -feathered flowers, Mrs. Colyer

and Cavendish.
In the local class for six breeder Tulips.

Mr H. Gill won with Sam Barlow, Sir J.

Paxton, Bridesmaid, Ethel, Annie Macgregor,

and Modesty; 2nd, Mr. E. Hardwick. For

six rectified flowers Mr. H. Gill led with Sam
Barlow. Cavendish, Geo. Edward. Trip to

Stockport. Annie Macgregor, and Modesty;

2nd. Mr. E. Hardwick; 3rd, Mr. S. F. Rich-

mond. Mr. Gill was also successful for three

breeders, and in the single bloom classes for

rose breeder, rose feathered, and rose flamed,

bizarre feathered, bizarre flamed, bybloemen

breeder, and bybloemen flamed. Mr. S. F.

Richmond 'won first prize fur a bybloemen

feathered flower.

WAKEFIELD AND NORTHERN TULIP.
The 89th Annual Exhibition of Tulips was

held bv this Society, last Saturday, in the
Brunswick Hotel. Wakefield. In spite of the
transport difficulties, there was a good show.
Mr J. W. Bentley. the president, helped the
Society in a practical manner, and also acted

KEW GUILD.

A LARGE number of Kewites, past and present,

took part in a most impressive ceremony at the

Royal Gardens, Kew, on May 25. It "ill be in

the recollection of our readers that Kew men
have provided a memorial in memory of Kewites

who fell during the war, and in our issue of

March 27, 1920, we gave an illustration of the

bronze tablet which Sir Robert Lorrimer had
designed for this memorial. To the unveiling

ceremony the relatives of the fallen men were

invited.
"
Lt.-Col. Sir Davis Plain, Director of

Kew, met the party in front of the Temple of

Arethusa, wherein the memorial has been fixed.

In his brief opening remarks he referred to the

object of the meeting, and then Mr. C. H.
Curtis, Chairman of the Kew Guild Committee,
told how the memorial came to be instituted and
said that of the many suggestions considered by
the Committee, a tablet with the names of the

fallen inscribed on it seemed to be the most suit-

able. Through the kindness of Captain Hill, the

Assistant Director, Sir R. Lorrimer's interest

was secured and he submitted three designs, one
of which was selected for the memorial. Mr.
Curtis then read the names of the 37 Kewites
who lost their lives in the war. and formally
asked Sir David Prain to accept the memorial Oh
behalf of the Kew Guild and the Kew Staff.

Captain Hill having read the well-known chapter
from Ecclesiastiicus commencing, " Let us now
praise great men," Sir David Prain referred to

the military honours which had been won by
Kewites and pointed out that many Kew men
in distant parts of the world hurried home to

serve their country in the time of war, while
others joined the righting services in |jhe

countries or dominions of their adoption, while
those on the Kew staff were equally loyal, and
of the ten sub-foremen serving at Kew at the
time of war, all joined the Army, and five of

them lost their lives. In a few well chosen
words Sir David extended to the bereaved
families the sympathy all felt in the loss tle\
had sustained. Kew, he said, was proud of

those who had fought for their country ami
would ever hold in the highest honour the
memory of those who had fallen in the great
war. He then unveiled the nn'i ial. which
was wreathed about with Lauras nobilis (Bay).

After the unveiling ceremony the Kew Guild
Committee entertained the company to tea.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The annual meeting of the members of the

Kew Guild was. held at the Holborn Restaurant
at 6.30 p.m. on May 25. There was a capital

attendance, including representatives from many
parts of the world. Mr. C. H. Curtis presided.
Mr. A. Osjborn presented the Report of the Com-
mittee for the past year, and Mr. J. Coutts
presented the accounts. The Report showed
that the finances of the Kew Guild have im-
proved slightly during the year and that the
Benevolent Fund has proved of inestimable
value in several instances. The Chairman briefly

reviewed the work of the Guild during 1920*.

and referred especially to the publication of the
Journal and the need of regular subscriptions

to enable the Committee to maintain the size

and interest of tliis publication. The Teport and
balance-sheet were accepted. Mr. Curtis then
referred to the war memorial "which had been
unveiled that afternoon and said that about £170
had been donated by no fewer than 300 sub-
scribers and it was hoped that this sum would
be quite sufficient to meet all costs in connec-
tion with the memorial. Mr. Coutts was re-

elected Treasurer, and Mr. A. Osborn was re-

elected Secretary, and they were heartily
thanked for past services.

The annual dinner was held at the Holborn
Restaurant after the annual meeting and there
were about 140 present, including many ladies.

Mr. W. Cundy, the President-elect, presided,
and in proposing ''The Kew Guild," he
referred to the time when he was at Kew, com-
pared it with present conditions, and concluded
by saying that then, as now, Kew offered ex-
ceptional opportunities to all young gardeners
who had the wit and will to take full advantage
of them. Mr. Robert Harrow (Edinburgh

I

responded. Capt. Hill proposed " The Presi-
dent "—Mr. C. Jones, of Dominica, and Mr.
David Tannock (New Zealand) proposed "The
President Elect."

GARDENERS ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The seventy-eighth anniversary festival dinner
of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution

was held on Friday, the 27th ult., in the
Edward VII. Room, Hotel Victoria. His Royal
Highness the Duke of York. K.G., presided, and
over 200 guests were present, including repre-

sentatives of all branches of horticulture, and
others interested in this deserving gardening
charity. Amongst those present we 'noticed
Lord Lambourne, Col. Sir J. Smith Young and
Lady Young, Lt.-Col. Sir E. Stern, Messrs.
Reginald Cory. Leonard Sutton, E. P. Fouquet
Sutton, Francis Agar, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
White, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bilney. Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. S. Coppen, Rev. Canon E. Sheppard and
Mrs. Sheppard, Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Courtauld,
Messrs. H. J. Greenwood. Alfred Bowker.
W. R. Dykes. Herbert Hicks, W. H. Divers,
P. K. Sander, Geo. Paul, J. Hudson, A.
MacKellar. Mr. ami Mrs. Geo. J. Ingram,
Messrs. I!. \V. Wallace, Peter R. Barr, Owen
Thomas, Mr. arid Mrs. Geo. Monro, Mr. and
Mrs. (i. H. Barr. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Cuth-
bert, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. Tinlev, Mr. and
Mrs. B. J Monro, Mr. and Mrs. j. W. Barr.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. !•'. McLeod. Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Curtis. Mr. and Mrs. H. Morgan Veitch,
Mr. and Mis. .1. Coilingridge. Mr. and Mis.
A. Dimock, Mr. ami Mrs. D. Ingamells, Mr.
and Mrs. H. Miles and Mr. and Mra. W. Gr.

Lobjoit.

After the Royal toa.sts had been given and
honoured, the Duke of York proposed the toasl
of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
He i ^pressed his pleasure in occupying the chair
at a dinner held in connection witii sudh an old
established horticultural charity as the I lai

doners' Royal Benevolent Institution, in which.
In- stated, his family had been interested For
generations. He said. " I need not enlarge on
the importance of horticulture, which has been
described as the essence of agriculture—an art
and DO) a pure srienr,—and the vital bearing
which it had on the nation's f.xxl during the
war has directed deservedly increased attention
to the important part it played in the life of
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our nation. The upbringing of fruit, vegetables

and flowers, and the development of shrubs and
trees of the forests and plantations aJl came
within its work; while, to mention only a few
of the members of the craft, we have here gar-

deners, florists, nurserymen, small holders, and
allotment holders, together with the allied in-

terests of horticultural engineers and scientists,

glasshouse 'builders, and sundriesmen. Thus, we
realise what a vast and various calling the pro-

fession of horticulture embraces. There is, per-

haps, no employment in which men and women
need to use in their work a larger share of

general knowledge, because it is a pursuit so

complicated in detail and carried out under such
varying conditions of soil, climate, and season,
that it is not always possible to be carried out
without diligent study. The object lof this

institution is to give all those engaged in this
gieat profession of horticulture such help as may
afford them solace and comfort in their de-
clining years, should they be in need and de-
serving, and also to provide widows' allowances.
At the present moment the fund is providing
pensions to between 200 and 300 aged gardeners
or the widows of gardeners. In addition, there
are two supplementary charities, the Victorian
Era Fund, founded in commemoration of the
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, the income
from wihich is for those candidates who are on
the waiting list and who have been subscribers
to the Institution during all their working lives,
and the Good Samaritan Fund, inaugurated
mainly through the efforts of the late
Mr. Sherwood, Mr. Monro, and Sir
Harry Veitch foil the purpose ' of providing
temporary assistance in urgent cases of distress."
His Highness expressed his pleasure at visit-
ing the recent Chelsea Show, which he stated
was a glorious triumph of the gardeners' art,
and stated that such a show makes us realise
what a strong hold the love of flowers and
horticulture generally has upon our British
nature. He confidently appealed to the
sympathy and generosity of those present on
behalf of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution, and said to relieve the oppressed,
to comfort our brethren, and extricate the
needy from misery are most glorious tasks. His
Higlu.ess hoped to have had the pleasure of
associating with the toast the name of Sir
Harry Veitch, who, unfortunately, was unable
to be present with them owing to grievous
domestic troubles. At this stage the secretary.
Mr. Geo. Ingram, read a letter from Sir Harry
Veitch regretting his inability to be present
owing to the serious illness of Lady Veitch. but
expressing the hope that a hea'rtv response
would be made to the appeal by '

the chair-
man to assist those who had fallen on hard
times. Later in the evening Mr. Ingram read a,

telegram from Sir Harry announcing the death
of Ladv Veitch. and the sad news cast a gloom
over the proceedings.
Other toasts were " The Visitors," proposed

by Mr. Leonard Sutton, and responded to bv
Mr. F. Agar. Master of the Worshipful Com-
pany of Gardeners, who stated that his company
proposed to make provision for maintaining an
aged gardener through the funds of "the
Institution, also an orphan child in conjunction
with the Roval Gardeners' Orphan Fund and
assisting allotment holders by providing an ex-
hibition in the citv.

The health of the chairman was proposed by
the Right Hon. Lord Lam-bourne, president of
the Royal Horticultural Society, and in the
course of his reply the Duke of' York expressed
hope that the secretary would send a message of
condolence to Sir Harry Veitch.
The secretary announced that a sum of

£3.700 had been contributed, at, or in con-
sequence of the dinner, of which the following
are the nrincinal donations :—Sir Harrv J
Veitch. £105: Messrs. E. G., Geo. and B J
Monro. £500 (included in Major E G Monro's
Covent Garden list of £850); Messrs Roths-
child, £105; Messrs. Sutton and Sons, £105;
Messrs. W. and E. Sherwood, £100; Mr T H
Cook, £95 : Mr. F. K. Sander. £78 :' Mr '

R ' W
Wallace, £67: Mr. E. White £50- Mr A
MacKellar. £42; Mr. W. E. Wallace. £40- Mr
J. W. H. Barr, £33; Mr. J. Rochford. £31 10s.

;

Mr. A. Ackerley. £26 5s. ; Mr. G. H. Richards.
£26 5s.; Major Churcher, £25; Mr. J. Sweet,
£25; Mr. J. Heal, £25; Mr. J. B. Slade. £24;
Mr. G. Swift. £20; Messrs. Geo. Bunyard and
Co.. £20; Mr. Whitpaine Nutting. £20; Mr.
H. G. Alexander, £18; Mr. Francis Agar
(Master of the Worshipful Company of

Gardeners), £15 15s. ; Messrs. Barr and Sons.
£15 15s.; Mr. Chas. H. Curtis. £14 (including
five guineas from The Gardeners' Chronicle,
Ltd.); Mr. T. Finch. £13 13s. ; Mr. A. Dve,
£13 13s. ; Mr. J. W. Campbell. £10 10s.

; Sir.

S. M. Segar. £10 10s.; Mr. Alfred Bowker.
£10 10s. : Mr. E. Manwaring, £10 10s. ; Mr.
W. L. Carry, £10 10s. ; Sir J. Smith Young.
£10 10s. ; Mr. .1. L. Kinnell. £10 10s. ; Mr. E.
Harris. £10 10s. ; Mr. M. Larsen, £10 10s. ; Mr.
Geo. H. Fisher, £10 10s. ; Mr. S. M. Segar,
£10 10s. ; Mrs. J. W. Campbell, £10 10s. ; Mr. J.

F. McLeod, £10 10s.; Messrs. Geo. Monro, Ltd.,
£10 10s. ; E. Stevens, Ltd.. £10 10s. ; A. Stevens,
Ltd., £10 10s. ; Lowe and Shawyer, Ltd. £10
10s. ; Mr. A. Watkin, £10 10s. ; Mrs. Swift,'£10;
and Mr. B. Richford. £10 10s. In fulfilment
of a promise to add 100 per cent, to all sub-
scriptions up to £250 an anonymous friend of
the Institution contributed £250.

©bituar^.

William Watson.—We regret to record the
death of Mr. William Watson, who for about
27 years was manager to Mr. L. R. Russell,
the Richmond, Surrey, nurseryman. He had
been in ipoor health for some time past, and
at the Chelsea Show, on May 26, suddenly
collapsed and expired shortly afterwards with-
out regaining consciousness. The late Mr.
Watson was 60 years of age. He possessed
a wide knowledge of stove (plants, including
Orchids, and prior to entering Mr. Russell's
service 'was associated with the late Mr. Thos.
Christy at Sydenham in his establishment for
the cultivation olf tropical economic plaints,
principally for export. Of a modest, unassum-
ing disposition, Mr. Watson had many friends
in the trade who held him in great esteem.

James Gosden —Mr. J. Gosden, who for more
than thirty years was head propagator to Messrs.
James Veitch and Sons at their Coomlbe Wood
Nursery, died from blood-poisoning contracted
through cutting his thumb while trimming Ivy
at Crawley, Sussex, recently. He was in his
69th year. Born in the '

neighbourhood of
Wokmg. he received his eartv training in the
nurseries of Mr. Cobbett and Mr. Anthony
Waterer, passing on to Noble's at Bagshot,
Standish's at Ascot, Lee's at Hammersmith!
back to Standish's, then to Coomlbe Wood about
the year 1876. He handled all the seeds and
plants sent home to the latter nursery by Maries
Wilson and Purdom, and was a personal friend
of each. He was a clever propagator olf hard
wooded plants, trees and shrubs. There aremany nurserymen in all parts of the world who
have w-orked under him and will regret to hear
oi his death.

TRADE NOTE.
One of I he best weed killers v the

Eur.>kn manufactured by Messrs. Tomlinson
and H.'iyw-.ird. Ltd.. Lincoln. It can lie lout
in powder and liquid form, and is suitable
for keeping gravel paths bright and clean of
weeds, and thus effects a great saving of labour.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
%* Correspondents are requested to address all

communications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,
whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Damage to Lupins : M. N. The damage to the
Lupin foliage is due to the effect of cold
winds or frost, and not to the attacks of in-
sects or fungous disease.

Lime Tree Avenue: A. J. Before deciding on
the precise distances of planting, there are
a variety of circumstances to be considered,

such as the length of the avenue, nature of
the soil, exposure, and its object. To be
effective, a short, straight avenue should be
narrower than a long, straight one, and, if
the avenue curves, it need not be so wide.
As regards the object of the avenue, if it

is largely to provide a shady walk or drive,
its width would necessarily be small. On
the other hand, its reason may be to
emphasise some more or less distant object
which will govern the width of the avenue.
The soil and exposure will control the rate
of growth and maximum development to a
considerable extent. Another point which
must be considered is the period at which
it is wished to have the avenue at its greatest
effect. Asuming this to be 30 years hence.
and that the 24 ft. wide grass walk is

to be kept as greensward to that width,
that the soil is of average quality, and that
there will be no undue exposure to rough
winds, we recommend that the trees be
planted at 15 ft. from the edge of the path,
and a similar distance from each other.
This will allow for an approximate spread
of branches 30 ft. to 35 ft. in diameter, 30
years from the date of planting. Should
space and other conditions permit, we should
favour planting double rows of trees tri-

angularly, the outer rows to be 15 ft. from
the inner. While it is the Common Lime.
Tilia vulgaris, that is generally selected for

avenue planting, it has many defects for

this purpose; principally its habit of shed-
ding its leaves early, particularly during
dry seasons; its susceptibility to insect

attacks and the dense thicket off growths that

so often spring up around the trunk and,
unless cut away, spoil the symmetry of fhe
trees—this last-named habit is due to in-

sufficient care being taken in raising the
trees. In view of this, we suggest that you
plant another rort, such as Tilia platyphyllos,

which has none of these disadvantages, but
is a handsomer tree fnd equally as shapely.
Should you be inable to obtain sufficient trees

of this species an avenue composed of Tilia

petiolaris. T. platyphyllos and T. tnmentosa
in the order named and in blocks of equal
numbers would be very effective. If the
Common Lime is used, it would be well to

endeavour to obtain seedling trees.

Names of Plants: G. R. O. A semi-double
Client Azalea.

—

S. H. H. 1, Hippeastrum
aulicum ; 2, Anthericum liliastrum ; 3. not
recognised; 4. Plumbago rosea alba.

—

A. C.

1. Primula kewensis ; 2, Sedum Sieboldii ; 3,

probably Anthericum Liliago.—V. .1/. 1,

Sedum roseum ; 2, not recognised ; 3, Pul-
monaria officinalis ; 4, Campanula persicifolia

;

5, Funkia sp. : 6, Trollius sp. ; 7, Centaurea
montana ; 8, Vinoa minor ; 9, Saxifraga cordi-

folia : 10, Potentilla sp.

Nettles in a Wild Garden : W. M. Nettles
are somewhat difficult to exterminate, but if

the roots are forked out as cleanly as pos-

sible and regular hoeing is followed for a
year or two afterwards, so as to kill any
young plants, they may be kept down. Mean-
while, the surface cultivation itself will assist

the establishment of other plants.

Pear Leaves Blistered : Anxious. The
damage is caused by the Pear-leaf Blister

Mite, Phytoptus ipyri. Pick off and burn the

affected foliage, and next winter spray the

trees with kerosine emulsion.

Potatos Diseased.—The tubers are affected

with winter rot, caused by the fungus Nectria
solani, one of the commonest diseases attack-
ing Potatos in store. The best preventive
against winter rot is to drv the Potatos
thoroughly before they are stored and then
well sprinkle them with powdered sulphur.

The sulphur not only destrovs the germinating
fungous spores, but also checks ;he develop-

ment of mites and other minute creatures

which convey the spores from one Potato to

another.

Communications Received.—T. A. V —A. M.— .

A. F. M. B.—D. F. D.—H. R. D—W. P.— R. H. H.

—G. H. L. W J. W. W.—W V.—W. H.—A. B. D.

I
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ing the gift, Sir Arthur Griffith Boscawen wrote
that the farms could he used to provide a valu-

able demonstration of the growth of improved
varieties of cereals awl fodder crops, and of the
amelioration of grass land to he utilised for in-

tensive breeding and rearing of live stock with-
out departing from the prime economic purpose
of any farm.

Rhododendrons at Ashridge Park—Rhododen-
drons are a special feature of the gardens at
Ashrulge Park, Berkhamstead, the residence
of Earl Brownlow, and whenever the public
has an opportunity of visiting these gardens
in the spring, they take full advantage of
it. During the past three Sundays the gardens

ir
n
nAn

bee" H
,

lrown PPI1 to the public and over
10,000 people visited them to inspect the
masses of Rhododendrons then in full
bloom.

Famous Gates for Green Park The famous
iron gates of Devonshire House, Piccadilly, have
been purchased for the nation by the Office of
Works, and will be set up in the Green Park.
The gates originally belonged to the Perceval
family and adorned the residence of Lord
Egmont at Turnham Green. The property sub-
sequently passed into the possession of Lord
Heathfield. and when the house was demolished
in 1838 the gates were purchased by the sixth
Duke of Devonshire and set up at the entrance
to Chiswick House: later they were removed
to Devonshire House, Piccadilly.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provident
Society's Festival Dinner We are glad to
learn that the Committee of the United Horti-
cultural Benefit and Provident Society has
decided to revive the festival dinner, which.
before the war, was always a most interesting
event. The dinner will be held this vear on
July 6 at the Holborn Restaurant, and the
Committee has been fortunate in obtaining the
consent of Mr. George Monro to preside on this
occasion.

Ancient Wooden Vessels—No more fitting

place, for an exhibition of old wooden drinking
vessels and other household utensils could
have been selected than the richly Oak-panelled
rooms of Mr. Owen Evan-Thomas's Gallery.
in Dover Street, Piccadilly. Here has been
brought together a marvellous collection of
early wooden drinking vessels, known as
treens. which were in general use in these
islands from a very earlv date. Mazers or
drinking howls. wassail bowls, quaiehs,
trenches, platters, spice boxes, salt-cellars,
nut-crackers, mortars, and pestles form but
a small part of this wonderful collection.
Previous to the 17th century these vessels
were made of native wood—Maple, Yew, or
Lime—but after that date British-grown timber
was largely ousted by the introduction of
Lignum-vitae and Ebony. It is. however, open
to question whether all the articles that are
described as being made of Lignum-vitae are
not that of our native Yew, as in colour and
graining the two woods are much alike. The
collection of mortars is particularly extensive,
one of the largest being ten inches in diameter
and depth, and made of Lignum-vitae.
Trenches and platters, the latter both round
and square, with a depression for holding
salt, and the huge dish for meat or game
with a hollow for gravy, are amongst the most
interesting of these utensils. Coffee mills are
of vaned shapes and beautifullv modelled,
most of them being made of Lignum-vitae
or Yew: The mazer, probablv the oldest and
earliest known of the drinking vessels, and the
origin of the loving cup, dates from the
13th century and was used at church ales or
feasts, their popularity being proved by wills
and inventories which show their use to have
been common to all classes of the community.
Maple was generally used in the making of
these and all the better if the wood was
curled and knotty of grain. The Scottish form
of mazer was known as the quaich and of it
tliere are many kinds, some most elaborately
engraved and mounted, and still common in
the highlands and islands of Scotland. One
ot these in the present collection is a work of
art, being made of alternate staves of ivory

and Ebony. For the making of ginger-bread
fairings there is on exhibition a quaintly-
shaped wooden mould in the design of a coach
and pair of horses, but of this nearly extinct
feature of old-time fairs there were many
curious devices. We missed the porringer,
luggy and handy from this interesting collec-

tion of early wooden vessels, all of which are
still in use in various parts of Scotland, par-
ticularly the northern and islands. The luggy
held the porridge and the porringer the milk,
while the handy was a peculiarly shaped milk-
pail in which one of the staves projected

above the others and was hollowed out so

that the fingers could get a secure hold. The
beetle, a sort of wide-faced wooden mallet for

beetling or mangling clothes on a smooth, flat

stone, was in common use till a few years
ago. The wooden ware of mediaeval England
is getting scarce and expensive, and the ex-
haustive collection that has been got together
by Mr. Evan-Thomas should go far in

directing attention to these interesting house-
hold utensils of bygone days.

Mr. James Whytock —After a. period of

twenty-one years' service as gardener to the
Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith, Mr. James Why-
tock has retired, and with the termination of

his duties the Duke of Buccleuch has allowed
the gardens at Dalkeith to be let on lease. The
Buccleuch gardens have been famous for half

MR. JAMES WHYTOCK. V.M.H.

a century or more. They were under construc-

tion in 1842. aind the late Queen Victoria stayed
at Dalkeith House that summer, and in her
Leaves from the Journal of our Life in the

Highlands refers to the fact that the new gar-
den was being made, and that she saw Mackin-
tosh there, who was formerly gardener at Clare-
inont. The Duke of Buccleuch, the present
Duke's grandfather, evinced much interest in

the construction of the garden and particularly
in the laying out of a flower garden. Mr. Why-
tock took up his duties at Dalkeith Gardensi in

1899. In his earlier years he completed his

training at Dalkeith under Mr. Thomson and
Mr. Malcolm Dunn, and it was therefore pecu-
liarly suitaible that he should return and assume
control of the establishment. He had, in the
interval, been for five years gardener to Lord
D'Visci, in Queen's County, Ireland, and then
for twenty-one years he occupied a. similar posi-

tion with Earl Fitzwilliam at Coollattin, County
Wicklow. During a like period of twenty-one
years Mr. Whytock maintained the fame of the
Dalkeith Gardens, and at the same time be-
came well known and did useful service in the
various societies and institutions connected with
his profession. He was the president of the
Scottish Horticultural Association for a number

of years, while for his distinguished services he
received from the Royal Horticultural Society

the Victoria Medal of Honour. He also re-

ceived from the Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society the Xeiill prize in June 1905. Mr. Why-
tock was for four years president of the Botani-

cal Society of Edinburgh, and as a recognition

of his service to that body it was unanimously
agreed to give the name of Whytockia to a

new alpine plant.

Instruction in Fruit and Vegetable Preserva-

tion The courses successfully inaugurated

last season in fruit and vegetable preservation

at the Ministry of Agriculture's Experimental
Station, Camden, Gloucestershire, are to be

continued till October during the current year,

with the exception of the month of July.

They are of a fortnight's duration, and fully

cover every phase of the subject. The fee for a

fortnight's course is 30s. Full particulars may
be obtained from the secretary of the station

at Camden, or from the Ministry of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries, 10, Whitehall Place, West-
minster, S.W.I. As the accommodation for

students in the classes is limited early applica-

tion is desirable.

Worcester Chrysanthemum Society to be

Re -constituted. —At the annual meeting of the

Worcester Chrysanthemum Fruit, Root, and
Honey Society, it was decided to discontinue the

Society as at present constituted, and to form a

new association with more farming element

in it. It was decided that the balance in hand
should be given to the new society when it is

formed. A committee was appointed to formu-

late a scheme and to place the same before the

local Farmers' Union at the next meeting. The
Worcester Society has contributed more than
£300 to the local infirmary, and it has a balance
in hand of about £16, which, as stated above,

will be placed at the disposal of the new
association.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day. June 13—United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society's Committee meeting ; Bath
Gardeners' Debating Society's meeting. Wed-
nesday, June 15—York Flower Show and Gala

(three days), to be held in Bootham Park, York.

'• The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five

Years Ago.

—

Rhododendron arboretum.—There
is no flower in the conservatory during the dull

months of January and February that can in

any way vie, in elegance of habit or brilliancy

of colour, with the Rhododendron arboreum, and
yet in how few instances do we meet with it

in perfection ; in how many do we find com-
plaints made of the difficulty there is in in-

ducing it to bloom at all ; in fact, I have known
many persons to have this plant in their care
for years, and never to succeed with it ; so that
eventually, one of the richest ornaments of our
conservatories is discarded as worthless. 1

have a very handsome 'bush about 6 feet in

height in the conservatory here, which during
the months of January and February last was
truly splendid ; it had 46 fine large heads of

bloom fully expanded at one time, besides many
more, both before and after, all of the richest

bright crimson. This (plant is now again set

for bloom, and I expect will have about 65 or
70 haads ; a smaller plant about three feet in

height is also beautifully set with blossom buds,
and will flower any time during the next winter,
according to its treatment. My attention was
first drawn to this plant by seeing the very
large specimens at Mr. Knight's, in the King's
Road, and I thought if smaller 'plants of the
species could be made to flower as well, how
very desirable they would be. I have been
generally successful in my treatment, which
mainly consists in a careful attention to the
supply of water. During January and the four
succeeding months they require a very plentiful
supply; the four following, viz., June July,
August, and September, only half the quantity;
and during October, November, and December,
I give scarcely any, gradually drying the 'ball

completely, even to punishing the plant. Per-
haps these hints may have some effect in making
the R. arboreum more universally cultivated and
better bloomed. J . L. Snow, Swinton Park,
Bedah. Hard. Chron., June 13, 1846.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

PHYLLOCACTUS.
Of all the fine craees of plants that were

popular during the later part of the last

century, but which have been allowed to fall

more or less into neglect, there is none more
worthy of revival amongst flowering plants
that the Rhyllocactus. The colours of the
flowers are most varied and striking, and
include every shade of red and crimson, the

most brilliant vermilion, the softest satiny
pink, rose, salmon, and white. The blooms
are, moreover, unsurpassed as regards size,

form, and brilliancy of colours, by any
other family of plants in cultivation. No
plant gives such a fine show of flower for
so small amount of attention. One can
scarcely imagine the beauty of a. collection
with the dazzling, soft, rich colours, that are
produced freely in an ordinary greenhouse,
conservatory, or cold frame, from which the
fro-t is excluded. Phyllocactus are amongst
the best subjects for window decoration, for
they require little care or labour. The only
disadvantage is the short life of the indivi-
dual flower, which only lasts from two to
three days, but well-grown plants will pro-
vide a succession of blooms for some consider-
able time. For several years, at the Temple
Flower Show, Messrs. James Veitch and Sons
exhibited between 400 to 500 of their beautiful
new hybrids, which were always a great fea-

ture of the show, and quite unique. The
majority of the plants were dwarf and bushy,
each carrying four to ten flower buds, some
opening, others fully "developed. The succu-
lent house at the Eoyal Gardens, Kew. con-
tains a very fine collection of these plants.
Some flowers are fragrant and when cut and
placed in water, will last several days, having
the appearance of Water Lilies.

Among the fine hybrids raised, the following
are very distinct and attractive :—P. Plato,
brilliant scarlet; P. del.icatus, light satiny
pink; P. Emita. extra fine shade of rose;
P. Orion, crimson scarlet, shaded with purple;
P. Ena, rich salmon, shaded with scarlet;
P. La Belle, pure white: P. Paradox, fine

orange; P. Niobe, vivid scarlet, toned with
red; P. Admiration, salmon rose; P. Favourite,
light rose, shaded salmon; P. Exquisite, bright
rose pink and P. Jessica. Tight soft pink.
There are many others of exceptionally high
merit. For small greenhouses, or cottage
windows, where roum is a consideration, the
following dwarf, bushy varieties may be
recommended. One of the most beautiful and
distinct sorts is P. alatus. The flowers are
produced freely on the margin of the flattened
branches, and are composed of a short, thick
tube; the pstals aire of t. bright rose-pink
colour, and last in flower for several dajs.
'P. Akermannii. a species from Mexico, has
rich scarlet flowers with a satin-like lustre:

P. Brilliant, a vivid scarlet variety, is very
free flowering; P. Coopsrii. is creamy-white,
with a long tube and extra large flower. This
variety generally produces its flowers at the
base of the stem ; P. Grand Monarch, is a

f fine crimson-scarlet flower, with violet-purple

centre; P. Ovis, is a beautiful light vivid
> rose-pink colour.

CEREUS.
The genus Cereus includes some showy

flowering plants. Cereus J. T. Peacock is a
fine rose-coloured variety with extra large
flower; it was raised by the late Mr.
Peacock, of Hammersmith, who possessed a
large collection of Cacti. C. speciosissi-
mus has intense bright crimson blooms,
shaded with violet; it is a very free flowering
species, and a large specimen will produce
between 50 to 100 flowers during the season.
The stems or branches of Cereus are

stiff, angled and spiny, not smooth and flat
like times of Phyllocactus. After flowering
they require to be grown in a warm house to
encourage them to make their growth for
the following season. As scion as thev com-
mence to grow, the plant should be potted, if

necessary, hut not overpotted, as thev flower
more freely when well rooted in the pots.
If the plants are in good condition, with
healthy mots, thev may be fed with a little

liquid manure once a week, instead of re-
potting, until the beginning of August, by
which time the new growth should have been
made. Wihen growth is finished, admit more
air gradually, and expose the plants to the
sun to ripen the growth. When sufficiently
hardened, stand the plants out-of-doors, or
place them in a light, airy house or frame,
until the approach of cold weather. During
the winter, give them only sufficient water
to ktjep them from shrivelling.

All the members of both genera nay be
propagated from cuttings of ripened branches
cut into pieces three to four inches long;
expose the base of the cuttings to the air
for a few hours before placing them in small
pots filled with sandy soil. They should be
grown on a dry, sunny shelf near the
roof-glass, and slightly sprinkled every day
until rooted. Seed should be sown as soon
as it is ripe, and germinated in a warm
house. Seedlings take about three years
before they reach the flowering stage. The
soil should eomsist of two thirds good turfy
loam, one third fibrous peat, some leaf-

mould, a little decayed manure and silver
sand. John Heal, V.M.H.

for cultivation in small pans or low pots. In
a pot six inches in diameter I plant from ten
to twelve bulbs. Any good light soil may be
used, and there is no doubt but that L. pallida,
like all its brethren with whom I have come
into contact, requires a stimulant twice weekly
during the period of its growth, and again after
the flowers are over until the foliage gives
signs that the period of its natural rest is ap-
proaching. Early planting, about the feast of

St. Swithin, and then the airiest and coolest
environment possible, so long as there are no
cold draughts and no nipping frosts, are essen-
tial factors to get the best results. This plant
is worth taking an amount of pains over, for

its simple, quiet beauty and its delicious per-

fume give it a place among the greenhouse
flowers of late spring second to none. How
loath we are to part with it ! If we gather
one. of its precious spikes we retain it

until the last bloom has opened, and when the
end is coming we from time to time have a
good smell, not that it is a miser and keeps
its delightful scent to itself, for the reverse is

the case, but because one or two top-end flowers

have not the same diffusive power as six or

Fig. 125.

—

lachenalia pallida; flowers dull, i early-white.

LACHENALIA PALLIDA.
One wonders if many of the various species

of Lachenalia which were figured by Leopold
Trattinick in his Archiv ch r Gtwachskunde
(Vienna, 1814) were ever in general cultivation.

If they were it is strange how, with the excep-

tion of pendula, we so seldom find any in our
greenhouses to-day. Few, I fancy, have seen

L. pallida, still fewer have grown it; and yet

did I bear golden Apples to present " to the

sweetest " flower that grows, it is more than
likely that I would lay them at the feet of

this quietly robed Lachenalia. My choice, I

allow, might be partly influenced by sentiment,

for its aroma reminds me so much of that of

the old-fashioned yellow t'ytisus, whose scent

in my boyhood's days I just thought heavenly,

as every spring time it used to bloom in the
conservatory at home. The flowers in them
selves are of a dull, pearly-white, relieved by
the small protruding inner segments being a
pale heliotrope. They ore sessile and sit mode-
rately closely together on tin- spikes. The some-
what narrow green leaves look as if they wero
varnished. The whole plant grows only from
six to nine inches high, hence it is well adapted

eight. It should, by the way, be mentioned
that the plant produces young bulbs around
the mother bulb pretty freely, so that a small

stock may soon be worked up. Pallida, which
has now bloomed here for the third time of

asking, is a precious gift from " Edinburgh."
I can never sufficiently thank the director for

introducing us to it. From tunc to time I

have grown L. glaucina, L. racemosa and L.

orchioides, but before them all comes L. pal-

lida, first and foremost because it is not such

a harum-scarum in its ways as its only scented

rivals—glaucina and orchioides—undoubtedly
arc. A certain symmetry of growth makes such

a difference to the contents of a pot. These
last-named just miss this quality. Joseph
Jacob.

KAI.ANCHtlE FI.A.MMKA.
The flowers of ECalaoohoe ftammea remain

ficsh for a considerable period, The young
growths ilnit develop from the base of tin' plants

may lie inserted now. as Cuttings, in soil of a

fairly sandy nature. The cuttings will make
good plants by next spring. When rooted they

should be potted singly ami grown on in a cool

house having a temperature of from 45° to 56°.
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|?The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

B> J. Coleier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Coeman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Eeigate.

Dendrobium.—Plants of the evergreen species

of Dendrobium, such as D. thysiflorum, D.

ehrysotoxurn, D. Bronckhartii, D. densiflorum,

the" hybrid Illustre and others of this section,

should, for a short period after they have

passed out of flower, ibe kept ccol with the

rooting material on the dry side. The necessary

repotting or resurfacing should be attended to
-

as soon as fresh roots develop from the base

uf the young growths. These plants should

not be subjected to root disturbance until it

is absolutely necessary, as they flower much

more freely when pot-bound than when afforded

a liberal rooting space. Plants that show signs

of deterioration should be removed from then-

receptacles and have all the old compost shaken

from their roots and be potted afresh. The

plants may be grown either in ordinary flower-

pots or pans; choose the former if it is in-

tended to arrange them on the stage, and the

latter for suspending from the roof rafters.

Large receptacles are not required; in fact, the

plants thrive best in pots only sufficiently large

to hold the roots, but ample drainage material

is necessary. The compost may consist of three

parts Osmunda fibre, and Sphagnum-moss one

part, with a sprinkling of crushed crocks. After

potting the plants should be placed in the

ordinary plant stove or Dendrobium house.

They should be watered carefully until the

root's are growing freely in the new compost,

at which stage thev should be given liberal

supplies of moisture. The growing season for

these plants is comparatively short; therefore,

encourage them to form strong pseudo-bulbs

as quickly as possible. When the season's

growth is completed, water should be with-

held gradually, and the plants rested during

the winter in a warm greenhouse or in a

house of a similar temperature, and very

little water will be needed. The cooler-growing

D. infundibulum and its variety Jamesiianum

are commencing to grow, and the work of re-

potting or resurfacing may be done. These

plants are sometimes grown in the Odonto-

glossum house, but the best results are ob-

tained in a light position in an intermediate

temperature. Other cool-growing Dendrobiums

include D. Victoria Reginae. D. speciosum,

D. Kingianum. D. glomeratum and D. oehrea-

tutn, and these will all succeed under the

treatment recommended for D. infundibulum.

because in such places there is generally stag-

nant moisture at the bottom of the soil, which

is almost certain to produce mildew, hence the

importance of paying every attention to drain-

age when making the border. Certain varie-

ties of Peach and Nectarine are very
subject to this disease. In fact, it almost
seems to be inherent in some sorts but usually
appears, more or less, according to the
suitability of the situation in which they
are planted. Frequently, although a border
be made and adapted to the trees, if a close

atmosphere continues for a few days, and the
soil of the border is not in a moist state, the
trees will become affected, proving conclusively
that a moist atmosphere and root drought are
factors favourable to this disease. This may
easily be proved in a Peach house, for, let the
border become dry while the atmosphere of the
house is maintained at its usual humidity, the
trees will soon become mildewed. Copious
waterings should be given at the roots, suffi-

cient to sink to the depth and extent ot the
fibrous roots. Trees so treated will very rarely
be attacked bv mildew.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedley Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Hothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Figs.—Regulate the growths of wall Fig trees,

allowing ample space for the development of

each growing shoot. All breast growths should

either be entirely removed or pinched back, and

this should be done at an early stage of growth

to obviate bleeding.

Morello Cherries.—The trees should be care-

fully watched for the appearance of black aphis

on the ends of the young shoots; these

pests, if allowed to persist for any length of

time, will cripple the points of the leaders for

the remainder of the season. Black aphis is

extremely difficult to eradicate on account of

the curled condition of the leaves attacked. The
application of a fairly strong insecticide in solu-

tion, followed by a vigorous application of water

by the aid of a svringe. is one of the simplest

and most effective method of eradication.

Time is an important factor in dealing with this

pest ; therefore on its first appearance, however
slight, remedial measures should be adopted.

Peach Mildew.—Peach and Nectarine trees

are frequently attacked bv this disease, particu-

larly those growing in low. damp situations,

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Ahthir BrELOcK, Gardener to E. J. Withes', Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Vineries.—At this season the bunches of late
and mid-season Grapes should be thinned for
the last time. The vines will, if_ in good
condition, be making an abundance of growth.
All laterals from the base to and including
the one over the bunch should be removed.
Assuming the growth, bearing the fruit has
been already stopped at two buds beyond the
bunch, the lateral growths from these buds
will require stopping occasionally. The "usual
practice is to stop them one joint beyond the
previous stopping. Hut, if there is a good deal
of space' to be filled, I prefer to allow theon
to make three or four buds before checking
them again, and fill up the space, taking care,
however, not to crowd the growths. Where
vines are in a particularly vigorous condition,
I think this extension of the growth is all

to their benefit, and I would encourage it

rather than follow the orthodox plan of stop-
ping the growth severely at one joint beyond
the preceding one. Good bunches of Grapes
aro sometimes spoiled by insufficient thinning
of the berries. This is a serious fault, for.

when the berries are crowded, it is not possible

for a circulation of air to pass between them,
and this is necessary to develop the full flavour

of the fruit, and to allow the berries the
means of full development. When the berries

begin to close in on each other, it is then
impossible to thin them without spoiling the

appearance of the fruit, for which reason it

is important that the thinning should be
finally and thoroughly performed in the early

stages of growth.

best preventive of Iris disease is to replant

them frequently in fresh soil. When it

appears, all diseased parts should be promptly

cut out and burned. One may do much to-

wards preventing and curing the Iris disease

by applving a dressifig of ba?ie slag during

the autumn, .it the rate of 4 to 8 oz. per

square yard; while during the spring 2 to

4 oz. of superphosphate per square yard should

be applied. Where a large collection is grown,

it is as well to have *a special Iris garden

as the plants are not particularly attractive

when out of flower.

Bedding Plants—Bedding plant- recently

planted should, if the weather is dry, have-

attention in watering and be sprayed oyer

during the evening. Such plants as require

it should be supported to stakes. Young
Dahlias require attention in this respect, as

the shoots are easily broken during high

winds Such olants as Verbenas, Phlox Drum-

mondii, and Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums that re-

quire to he pegged down should also be

attended to.

Herbaceous or Mixed Borders—Perennial

plants require onstant attention just now in

Braking and tying the shoots, and, in the south

at least, plentiful supplies of water during

dry weather. Phloxes especially suffer during

times of drought and enjoy copious supplies of

water at the roots. Being gross feeders, these

plants may frequently be given weak liquid

manure. Thev are also benefited by a good

mulcn of well-decayed .stable manure mixed

with leaves.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Johx Corns. Koyal Botanic Gardens. Kew.

Iris.—It is a much debated point as to when
is the best time to transplant the so-called

Flag Irises, which include the various sections

known as German, pallida, aphylla. variegata.

etc. These plants have, in recent years, been

s > incrossed that in many cases it is not easy

to say to what section they belong. Here,
however, we are not concerned with their

classification, but with their beauty and utility

for the embellishment of the garden, and for

this purpose, in their many beautiful varieties,

they are invaluable. As regards the period

for planting or replanting this class of Iris,

there is no doubt that some time during June
is the best time—in fact, as soon as they have
finished flowering For at this time they

commence to make fresh roots; such being the

case, they soon establish themselves. They
should not be planted too deeply; the rhizomes

naturally grow on the top of the soil. If the

weather is dry, the plants should be kept

watered until they are re-established.

Wherever large collections are grown, disease

sooner or later makes its appearance; the

FLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Stawabd, Gardener to B. 0. Palihb »«»
wood, Esq., Altreton P»rk, Alireton, DerbjiAire.

Plumbago coccinea superba.—If cuttings of

this Plumbago can be secured now, a batch

should be inserted for flowering in the autumn.

Close attention should be given the young

plants, which will make sturdy specimens in

small pots, suitable for table decoration,

require larger pots should be repotted now and

plunged out of doors in ashes for the summer.

Unshapely specimens should be trimmed with a

sharp kiiife or scissors. Let the roots ha_ve

plenty of water during the growing season, tor

if they get dry the shoots will be short and

stubby.

Cytisus fragrans.—Plants of this Cytisus that

Caladium —Specimens in small pots require

shifting into larger receptacles. The potting

soil should consist of equal parts of good sandy

peat and loam, and a quantity of good charcoal.

The plants should be placed in the wannest

house where they will enjoy plenty of heat and

moisture, and should be shaded from bright

sunshine. If any of the leaves sihow a tendency

to dropp a neat "stake should be placed to them

to keep them upright.

Maranta.—Plants of Maranta that need

larger receptacles should be repotted forthwith,

and if the stock is scarce some of the old plants

may be divided. Marantas need plenty of iheat

and moisture, and they should be syringed

twice daily overhead. The soil should consist

of rich loam and sandy peat passed through a

half inch sieve. See that the drainage is per-

fect, for Marantas may not need potting every

year. In that case the surface soil should be re-

moved and a top dressing substituted.

Primula.—As seedling Primulas get large

enough to handle they should be pricked off

into small pots filled with soil of a sandy

nature. Grow them in a little heat and apply

moisture overhead for a time until they are

large enough for transferring to larger recep-

tacles, when they may be placed in cool

frames for the summer.

Spiraeas.—Plants that were forced should be

turned out of their pots and placed in a bed

in the nursery garden. Large clumps should

be potted in smaller receptacles than they now

occupy, for forcing another year : Spiraeas may

be forced every second year, and those flowered

last spring wtill be ready for forcing again in

the spring of 1923.
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. I'ATtJUM, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The

Node, Codioote, Werwyn, Hertfordshire

Green Vegetables.—Seedling Brassicas, such
as main crop Brussel Sprouts, Kales, Savoys,

and Cauliflowers, that were raised as previ-

ously advised, are n-ady for transplanting.

With regard \o the distance to plant, one
must be guided by the strength of the soil,

but in all oases .vvoid overcrowding. Perhaps
the best time to plant is after rain, or when-
ever the weather is dull. A good plan is to

draw a drill lightly with a hoe at the required

distance for ' planting, as this will greatly

facilitate the watering of the plants. Guard
against planting too deeply. Plant firmly,

and water each row as the work proceeds.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CYPRIPEDIUM DIXON THORPE.

A. Hanmer, Esq., Burbage, Buxton (gr. Mr.
W. (). Giles), sends a painting of a fine Cypri-
pedium, which we reproduce in Fig. 126. It is a
very refined flower, of model proportions and
effective colour, and one which will always com-
mand a leading place in the fine collection where
it first bloomed.

The parentage of C. Dixon Thorpe was not
apparently recorded, but it appears to be of

the nitensTieeanum class, or a further cross of

that useful hybrid. The dorsal sepals are pure

WARM GROWING CTPRIPEDIUMS.

In the warmest house many of the
summer-flowering species and hybrid Cypri-

pediums, including C. Stonei, C. Roth-
.schildianum, C. Parishii, and C. praestans;
also C. callosum and its variety San-
derae ; C. Lawrenceanum, with ite many
distinct- varieties ; C. Curtisii, together with the

hybrid C. Maiudae, and several others, are either

in bloom, or have recently passed out of flower.

The flowers will last in good condition on the
plants for a considerable time. But they should

be removed before the latter show signs of

exhaustion. None of these plants should be
left for long in a pot-bound condition, and as

soon as growth recommences any necessary re-

FlG. 126—CYPRIPEDIUM DIXON THORPE,

Coleworts.—A of this vegetable may
be made now or within the next week or so.

to provide plants for filling ground cleared
oi early crops. These Coleworts will be most
useful during the early autumn.
Parsley.—Make another sowing of Parsley

to provide a supply of leaves during the
winter. It is advisable to make this sowing
on a warm border, where the plants may
easily be protected by the use of frames.

Swedes.—Where sufficient space admits, a

good breadth of Swedes may be sown forth-
with. A good variety is Crimson Top Table,
which has a .'c-licute orange-coloured flesh,

ami is specially valuable as a winter vegetable.
Swedes require much the same treatment as

white Turnips, but need a little more space

white, with a pale greenish base, and numerous
claret purple blotches, gradually changing to

ruse in the smaller spottings near (he margin.
The lower sepals have a pale green centre, the
unusually expanded sides being white, like the
upper sepal. The ground colour of the broad
petals and lip is pale yellow, the petals being
tinged with light chocolate-purple and bearing
a dark central band with some dark spots on

the basal part. The lip is tinted like the
petals, and the whole flower well balanced for

floral effect.

This handsome Cypripedium was awarded a
First-Class Certificate and silver medal by the
Manchester and North of England Orchid
Society on February 3 last, when it was exhibited
hy A. Hanmer, Esq.

polling may be done. These Oypripediums may
be grown in a less retentive compost than

those thai produce their blooms during the

winter. Kill the pot to one third its depth
villi crocks, and use a con. post consisting oi

two-thirds A.l or Osmunda fibre ami one-third

fibrous loam and Sphagnum-moss cut up rather

finely, with sufficient crushed crocks to keep
the soil porous. Mix the materials well to-

gether, and pot each plant, with moderate firm-

ness. For a few weeks after re-potting,

the usual precautions in watering new l.\

potted plants should be taken. But when the

plants are re-established, afford plenty of water

at the roots ami at all times Keep the plants

on the shady side oi the house. It' thrips make
their appearance vapourise the house ( .
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

FORESTRY AT OXFORD,
IN view of the greatly stimulated interest in

afforestation in this country, occasioned

largely by the difficulty of obtaining

adequate timber supplies during the late war,

it is hoped that an account of an experimental

wood established in connection with the School

of Forestry at Oxford will be of interest to

readers of The Gardener* Chronicle, more
especially as the Inter-departmental Com-
mittee of the British Empire Forestry Con-

terence has l ecoaniinended the establishment

at Oxford of an Imperial Forestry Institution.

The wood, which is known as Bagley Wood,

is the property of St. John's College, and

is situated about threa miles from the City

of Oxford. From the point of view of econo-

mic forestry, its interest lies chiefly in the

series of experimental plantations which has

the rank undergrowth of brambles and

bracken which runs riot over most of the

area, affording considerable protection to the

soil, while at the same time hindering natural

regeneration. The standards have typically

short boles and a branching, stagnheaded habit

of growth, which forms a marked contrast

to the condition of Oak forests grown under

proper sylvieuiltural treatment, as in the

Forest of Belleme in the Department of Orne

in France (see Figs. 127 and 128). There the

method of treatment adopted is known as the

Uniform System of High Forest, and the trees

(jf the mature crop have long, cylindrical and

unbranclied boles up to 60 feet and more.

( hie of the most striking features of the

system as worked out at Belleme is the extra-

ordinary density of the crop at the thicket

stage, due to the postponement of cleanings

until the crop has reached the age of 18-20

years. Some of the Ash standards in Bagley

are of better quality, and the conditions of

the soil and of the locality generally seem to

favour this genus rather than Oak.

The coppice is chiefly of Oak, and consists

of a dense, gnarled scrub, which is useless

except for firewood; but there is some good

coppice of Alder and Sycamore, though the

timber of the latter is not of very good

quality.

We come now to the most interesting

feature of Bagley, namely, the series of ex-

perimental plantations made dn part by the

Bursar of St. John's College and in part by

Sir William Sehlioh, to whose paper on " The
Bagley Sample Plots " I am indebted tor

much of the information which follows (see

Quarterly Journal of Forestry, October, 1919).

A total of twelve plantations was made,

eight in. the early spring of 1907 and four

in 1909. A plot of Scots Pine and another

of Silver Fir failed so far as statistical pur-

poses were concerned, while a third, consist-

ing of Tyrolese Larch, had also to be rejected.

Fortunately another plantation of this species

was already in existence, so that there were

altogether ten plots available for investigation.

The following table, abstracted from Sir W.

Sehlioh' s paper, gives the statistics up to

1919:—

Fig. 127.

—

mature oak in bagley wood, note the short bole,

branched head and dense undergrowth due to open condition

OF CROP.

been made during the past ten or fifteen years,

but it has a certain negative value also in

*hat it illustrates in a very striking way the

effect which bad sylviculUiral treatment has

lad on the woodlands of England as a whole.

[t should be pointed out here that this faulty

treatment was initiated long before the re-

moval of the Cooper's Hill College to Oxford,

dating back to the eighteenth century, when
large quantities of Oak were required for pur-

poses of naval construction, and particularly

to the latter half of the century, when an
extensive planting programme was under-

taken by the Crown.

The sylvicultural system then adopted, known
as " coppice with standards," was largely

responsible for the present condition of tha

mature crop in Bagley, which constitutes

more than three-fourths of the whole. It

consists mainly of Oak, with a fair inter-

mixture of other species, including a moderate
amount of Ash and some Sweet Chestnut,

Sycamore, Horse Chestnut, Beech, Poplar, and
Alder, the two last species being practically

confined to the banks of two ravines where

the soil is comparatively wet.

The general condition of the crop is very

open, a state of affairs which has reacted

\ery unfavourably on the quality of the soil,

though this has been partly counteracted by

Fig. 128.—oak
regeneration.

HIGH
NO! I

FOREST
DENSITY
LENGTH

AT BELLEME
r CROP, ABSENi E

OF BOLES.

INATED BY NATUHAI.
UNDERGROWTH, AND

COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF WOODS.
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It will be seen that the North American

species, Vancouver Douglas. Tsuga hetero-
pbylla (the Western Hemlock), Thuja plicata,
and Sitka Spruce show the maximum develop-
ment, followed by Japanese and Tyrolese
Larch, Corsican and Weymouth Pine, Colorado
Douglas, and lastly Norway Spruce. The
Sitka Spruce suffered considerably from the
ravages of Honey Fungus (Armillarea mellea),
and Thuja plicata from snow, so that ' both
these species were temporarily below their
normal development at the time when the
investigations were made. The range of the
average annual height growth varies from a
maximum of 2.7 ft. in the case of Vancouver
Douglas to a minimum of 1.2 ft. in the case
of Norway Spruce. Similarly, the average
annual production in cubic feet per acre
varies from 306 to 85, following the height
growth, except in the case of Corsican Pine,
which was planted 3 ft. by 3 ft. instead of

4 ft. by 4ft., for sylviculfcural reasons, and
of Weymouth Pine, which shows an exceptional
diameter increment in comparison with its

height growth.
The most interesting comparison to be drawn

from these statistics is that between the two
varieties of Douglas Fir.* These were treated
in exactly the same way with regard to sow-
ing and pricking out in the nursery, and the
plantations were made side by side on the
same quality of soil. The difference in the
average annual production of the two species
is 184 cubic feet per acre, in favour of the
Vancouver variety (see Fig. 129), and an
inspection of the above table will show that
this is due in part to both diameter and
height increment, but chieflv to the latter.
With regard to the production of timber

in the round (down to 3 in. diameter at the
smaller end), it is a little early to judge,
but at present Vancouver Douglas is an easy
first, followed by Weymouth Pine and Tsuga
heterophylla, which have produced practically
equal volumes, and then Corsican Pine. It is

probable, however, that the present sequence
will be considerably modified at a later stage;
for instance, Thuja plicata and Sitka Spruce
will probably improve considerably, and it is

unlikely that Norway Spruce will remain at

the bottom of the list. It is probable, also,

that the positions of Japanese and Tyrolese
Larch will be reversed after about 30 years.
K. //. Harwood.

(To be concluded.)

PALMS OF THE RIVIERA.

TREES AND SHRUBS
PRTJNTJS PADITS PARVIFLORA.

In Primus Padus parviflora, the inflorescences
of white flowers are about three inches long
and ascending or erect, with small flowers and
short pedicels, so that the racemes are narrow
and finger-like. They are very profusely
produced on a freely branching and a very
leafy tree, ten to twenty-five feet high or
more. This is very different from the typical
wild tree which I have seen in the Highlands
at an elevation of 1,600 ft., with large flowers
on long peddcels, and forming racemes four
to five inches long. In valleys the tree attains
to a height of 40 ft., and is of looser.
Open habit compared with the above variety,
though still very handsome when in bloom.
No doubt the variety appeals to the publio
at large by its compact and erect habit, and
very numerous, leafy brandies, as well as
the profusion of pure white flowers. This
year the flowering period extended over
the first three weeks of May. Notwithstanding
this choice of the public the variety has
seldom, if ever, been described in gardening
literature since the times of Loudon and
De Candolle, though the name is sometimes
recorded. No one seems to have discussed the
origin of the name Padus, and I have been
wondering whether it was Padus, the ancient
name of the River Po in Italy, and said to
Dejrorm Celtic padi, a, Pine tree. J. F.

,n'S' " ' u11 account of the tenus Pseudotsuga

Ii XXXV JmoT
""' Academy,

As I have dealt with the Palms of the Riviera
without regard to their systematic order it is
only now that I refer to the only wild-growing
European Palm, Chamaerops humilis, which
was formerly wild on the Riviera as its most
northerly habitat. It was found in the same
parts, east of Nice, where the so characteristic
Euphorbia dendroides grows, but has been
exterminated, the last individuals havime been
probably gathered by plant-collectors soma
titty years ago or destroyed by goats, the
common domestic animal in rocky parts' and
so destructive to vegetation to which it has
tree access.

This Palm is obviously eminently adapted
the climatic conditions here and, indeed

11 not only grow but prosper anywhere, and
it it can be said about any Palm that it is
not sufficiently appreciated here, then it is ecr-

to

wi

and all succeed equally well and in any posi-
tion. Contrary t® what might be expected.
Chamaerops humilis does not need much sun.
such as it has where it grows wild in south
Europe and north Africa. I have several
magnificent specimens, that even flower- and
fruit in parts of my garden where they
receive almost no sun.
As is always the case with those Palm species

which, though they prefer to grow in
sunny places, can live in the shade, the
leaves in shady places become longer, more soft,
and of a more pronounced green, and though
most sun-loving Palms, as indeed other plants,
do not flower in the shade, their foliage may
often become more ornamental when the direct
rays of the sun do not reach them.
The uses to which this easily-managed Palm

can be put in Riviera gardens are manifold.
It may be used as an ornament on lawns,
either as a single specimen with its offshoots
or groups formed of several specimens, which
then can be advantageously formed of the

*M
FIG. 129.—DOUGLAS FIR PLANTATION; SHOWING DIFFERENCE OF lilRTH MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN

VANCOUVER VARIETY (RIGHT) AND COLORADO VARIETY (LEFT).

tainly true of Chamaerops humilis, which
exists in a great number of forms, of which
several are of the greatest beauty and com-
prise, indeed, some of the most ornamental of
small or medium-sized fan-leaved Palms.

In the wild state, Chamaerops humilis, as its
name indicates, is a low-growing species, produc
nig numerous offshoots and spreading continu
ally, just as is the case with Phoenix reclinata,
mentioned in a former article. But when all

or most of the offshoots are removed the main
trunk will develop much quicker and in lime
form a Palm several metres high. I have re-
marked about some oilier Palms producing off
shoots; not all of these should be removed from
Chamaerops humilis but sufficient left to form
a group, from which the main trunk will
always keep the lead and be much taller than
the others, the whole forming a moat beautiful
group. There exist forms with leaves of very
different sizes; some have leaves of more than
a metre long, others less than half a metre; some
hear stiff leaves, others quite soft and grai
fully bending foliage; some have pure green,
others greyish-green foliage; others are glau-
cous, others green, covered on the under side
with whitish, scaly foment urn. and so forth,
''"! I the forms of these Palms ar lerous

different varieties, often so striking in their
characters.

I make much use of Chamaerops humilis
to ornament steep slopes, and in such places
the plant is exceedingly useful for keeping the
soil from being washed away by rains, and, as
stated above. this I'jlm will grow on slopes in

any situation, even facing due north. Few-
plants can contribute here to give a tropical
aspect to such places, where other Palms, more
exacting, will not succeed, and a slope, covered
with numerous Chamaerops humilis of different
tonus is indeed a glorious sight.

This Palm forms an excellent hedge, which
is almost impenetrable, when the plants are Bel
closely, say at only one metre distance from
each other,

Sometimes the fruits, which look like small
Hales, have a sweetish, rather agreeable taste,
but are always full of tough fibres. There can
be little doubt but that by selection more pala-
table varieties could be raised, bul as the far
superior Date-palm grows in the same countries
as Chamaerops humilis, probably that is the
reason that no such selection has ever been
attempted. Dr. S. Robertson ProackowDky,
Tardin d'AecUmatation, Lea Tropiqiiea, /Vice,
/'i mice.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS. FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

The Trees oi Indiana

A new edition* of Deam's Trees nf Indiana
lias just been published by the Department

of Conservation of that State. The original

work has been entirely recast, and the result

is a handsome volume, illustrated with 137

plates, which ;ire reproductions of excellent

photographs of the foliage, flowers, and fruits

of as many species. The botanical descriptions,

framed in simple language, are exact, being

founded on specimens collected by the author,

Mr. C. C. Deam, who is State Forester, and,

as such, conversant with the'tree flora of all

districts in Indiana. The book contains many
interesting remarks on the haibit and the

cultural value of the various species. He
says, for example, of the Hickories, of which

h* recognises eight species in Indiana, that

they are very slow-growing trees, which develop

a long tap-root, and consequently are hard to

transplant. He recommends that germinated

nuts and not seedlings should be planted.

The Hickories are rare in cultivation in the

British Isles, and will never be useful in our

afforestation schemes. Of the Sassafras tree,

still rarer in our parks and pleasure grounds,

he says: " It deserves more consideration than

it has received as a shade and ornamental

tree The autumnal colouring of its foliage

is scarcely surpassed by any tree, and it i?

free from injurious insect pests. It adapts

Itself to almost all kinds of soils and grows

rapidly. It is, however, transplanted with

difficulty; this means only more care in digging

the tree and planting it."

Mr. Deam has studied with great thorough-

ness the trees of Indiana, and bis opinions

on the limitations of species and varieties are

worthy of attention. He stands nip for his own
views, and is not disposed to follow blindly

the authorities. Mr. Deam also tries to make
some stand against the incessant changes of

nomenclature that are so fashionable in the

United States and elsewhere. It is with some

relief that one --ees familiar names, like

Qucrcus rubra and Quereus falcata, with their

long-established meanings. This book, which

is issued at a :easonable price, may be recom-

mended especially to those interested in the

cultivation of ornamental trees. Few, indeed,

of the species described have any economic

value in the climate of this country.

A Henry.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

SCOPOLIA CARNIOLICA.
Some thirty-five years ago I became the pos-

sessor, through seeing it m an old garden, of

Scopolia carniolica. Its name was unknown to

the owner of the garden, and it was only after

some difficulty that its identity was discovered.

I am not disposed to fall into ecstasies over this

plant, which was named in honour of that

old botanist, John Anthony Scopoli, for it is

by no means an effective plant, and requires a

little time before one becomes impressed by
its merits. It is a member of the Solanaceae,

and has drooping flowers of purple and green.

They are by no means showy, and their pnncipal
value and interest lie in their earliness.

Nominally the flowering time is April, but this

is a misstatement so far as a mild season goes.

In a seaside garden on the south coast of Scot-

land I have had it in bloom in January and,
needless to say, one welcomed even its rather
lurid-looking flowers at that time. This, too,

was in a shaded position in strongish soil and
peat recommended for this Scopolia. There is

a superior variety called hladnikiana, of which
there is a description in Oard Chron., 1893,
vol. xiii., p. 419. While no one need look for

a brilliant plant in either the typical S. car-
niolica or its variety, it has a certain charm
about it when it becomes familiar, and its

precocity gives a value to it. S. Arjiott.

* Trees 0/ Indiana, by Olias. C. Deam. pp. 317, plates
137 (1921), issued by the Deportment of Conservation,
State of Indiana, as Publication No. 13. Price $1.25;

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.

Having followed with great interest the dis-

cussion in The Gardeners' Chronicle by the

various experienced growers of this very popular
and valuable plant, I give my experience for

what it is worth, having been greatly interested

in its cultivation for some years.

The chief point to consider in the successful

cultivation of the Carnation is to build up a
plant of sound constitution from the commence-
ment.
One of the secrets of success is the selection

of proper stock and suitable cuttings, and the
method of propagation means so much to tihe

future welfare of the plant.

To the private grower who wishes to make
the most of his plants and to keep them in

good condition as long as possible, 1 would re-

commend inserting the cuttings in firm soil. The
majority of growers recommend striking the
cuttings in all sand and other light mixtures,

a practice I have given up, as I think the check
received when potted off singly tends to

lower the vitality of the plant and predisposes it

to rust and spot diseases.

The plan I follow in propagating for our re-

quirements is to insert four cuttings in a 3^ -inch
pot, filled with a compost of loam and sand
with a little powdered lime rubble added. The
soil is made firm before the cuttings are in-

serted. After inserting the cuttings the pots
are placed in a propagating frame with a bottom
heat of not more than 55° in a position wheie
the plants will obtain as much light as possible.

In autumn, my favourite time for propagation,
the cuttings are rooted within a month. They
are then placed in a light position near the
roof-glass. As soon as the roots are growing
freely, and before they get interlaced, the plants
are potted singly. By this method of inserting
in firm soil, the plants can be divided when
sufficiently rooted ; a good deal of soil adheres
to the roots, and consequently tliere is no check
to the plant at a critical stage. Finn potting
is essential at all stages, of growth.
With regard to the recent discussion on the

size of pots, 1 consider those of 7i inches
diameter large enough for a final shift, but fur

some varieties of weaker growth pots 6 inches
across are ample if judicious feeding is given
when required.
To gardeners who have not modern-built

houses and frames suitable for Carnations, 1

would rather recommend spring propagation, as

at that time they are more easily and quickly
rooted, whereas autumn-struck cuttings would
be liable to receive a check during the dull days
of winter.
As regard: feeding, a good fertiliser prepared

specially for Carnations should be used according
to the maker's instructions, but I would not
recommend the use of animal manure, nor liquid
manure made from it. C. Hill, Sharston Hall
Gardent, Northenden, Cheshire.

LADY HERMIONE AND OTHER CARNA-
TIONS.

Foe an old variety Carnation Lady Her-
mione holds an unequalled position. It has
its faults. But its faults can be overcome. Its

good points are many. Colour is exquisite,
and it is ordinarily clove-scented. The stem is

long enough for any purpose. I have numbers
up to thirty inches, and in respect of precocity
it is unique. Plants that were wintered in a
cold structure and freely ventilated commenced
yielding bloom when May came in, when most
other varieties had buds not much more than
formed. Its chief fault here is that it is no
good as a border variety. I have tried it over
and over again for many years, but always
it has failed, and failed more particularly in

the layers roofed from it, which invariably have
been unhealthy, and. indeed, had stock to be
relied upon from outdoor plants, there would
have been no Lady Hennione here since long

ago.

I have plants in four-inch and seven-inch

pots, some of the latter being in their second
year of flowering. The earliest bloom has been

derived from the former, but by far the most
profusely bloomed examples are the two-year-

olds—not quite two years old, of course. These

have ten or so blooms each, and on the whole

the individual blooms are fuller on these than

on others. That might be taken for granted,

because Carnations cannot bear to be hurried,

and naturally these older plants had a longer

time than young layers to consolidate their re-

sources, and therefore put more into their

blooms and the petals.

Those who have not grown Her Majesty, a

yellow ground Picotee, as a pot plant for cut

flowers, would find it worth while to do so.

It is a remarkably attractive variety in the

bunch, and is also excellent grown out of

doors, where, of course, it blooms much later.

I ought to say there is nothing wonderful in

plants in the second year yielding a crop as

indicated. There are several varieties growing

in the same structure, last autumn's layers, i

that are giving as many blooms. They have to

bp layered early to do so and not treated nig-
1

gardly as to pot room. Some of the strongest

were wintered in five-inch poUs and transfereed
)

to those two sizes larger. Under-watering is
j

the treatment needed, and abundance of fresh .

air whatever the weather is, short of hard

frost. I dare say there are others besides my-

self who find some varieties like Lady Hennione I

cannot be kept for an indefinite number of

years I have to confess that even Carnations

of my raising, which I gave up in despair years

ago. are being grown in other gardens, and 1

find it is in elevated positions that the latter

are still giving pleasure and usually in soil

of a heavy texture. I do not believe, therefore.
;

that all Carnations can be grown anywhere and

everywhere. B. P. Brothers/on.

PROGRESS IN FREESIAS.

In reply to Mr. Jacob's remarks on p. 255, I .

had nothing but Dutch blood in the varieties 1

exhibited at the R.H.S. meetings. I have not

tried any other forms. The American forms

are, I believe, more of the open, and narrow

segment type, and somewhat like the one illus-

tiattd on p. 231.

We have a lot of new forms, but 1 do not .

expect they will be seen for a season or two. I

think the bright, clear colours are what should

be selected together with size, substance, shape
j

and scent. At the R.H.S. Hall the

"Casual Sniffers," as Mr. Jacob calls them, do

not take into consideration that they have been

cut two or three days previous to the show, kept

in a cool shed, packed, and then staged in a

old hall, and condemn them as being scentless.

When ini the greenhouse here on a warm day,

with the ventilators open and there is a

gentle breeze, their perfume may be smelt some

considerable distance away out in the open.

As seeing is believing, so smelling is believing.

The variety Golden King was sent to the Editor

of one of the trade papers for review. In his

report he said the perfiune was so strong that

it scented the whole room. This is what is

wanted in all coloured varieties and what has

made the old refracta alba so popular.

Mr. Jacob's remarks on the inconveniences

and* annoyances are very true, and I think the

"breaking" is the worst, for it utterly spoils

the variety. In the case of Tulips, I like the

Rembrandt almost as well as the original

Darwin, but this is not so in Freesias.

So far I have found certain colours, such as

yellow, do not break.. Why they break, I do

not think anvone has found out in any of the

bulbous plants named by Mr. Jacob. I wonder

if it has anything to do with cultivation, soil,

etc.. for several of my varieties have broken

and have not done so yet with another grower,

though they were from the same stock.

With reference to Mr. Jacob's article on

p 231, I cannot say I like his ideal type of

flower. To my mind the segments are ton

narrow, and especially three cf them, but I

agree with the open type, i.e., the segments

lying at about right angles to the tube I lake

the variety Apogee as my ideal. Mr. Hoog, ot

whom Mr. Jacob speaks, has raised mure

varieties than anyone else, and the majority
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have broad segments, ana perhaps this type is

what he aims at. I hope he will give his views,
and Mr. F. H. Chapman give his too. Coloured
Freesias cannot be market flowers for sonio
time ; therefore they will be restricted to pot
plants and far producing home-grown cut
flowers, and the open type will be the most
effective for these purposes. When stocks have
become large enough for them to be grown for
n.arket, it will be the variety that packs,
travels and sells best that will be selected, and
1 think the very open type, as illustrated in
Fig. 100. will hardly pack well enough to be
selected. G. H. Dahymplc, hartley, Hani?.

THE ROSARY.
ROSES FOR PEGGING DOWN.

The floral display from many strong-growing
varieties of Roses is too frequently spoiled by
severe pruning. Although no hard and fast rule

can be laid down regarding the correct method
of pruning the numerous garden Roses, for

general purposes it may be safely assumed that
most strong-growing varieties give the best re-

sults when lightly pruned. And to get the best
decorative effect in the case of many of them it

is necessary to peg the long shoots to the soil.

Boses of this character are best used for plant-

ing in large beds or borders. Where the posi-

tion is suitable, and there is plenty of space,

they make fine subjects for lawn beds ; they may
also be used in the Rose garden proper, provided
it is a large one. Beds up to twenty
feet in diameter are very effective when
planted with suitable varieties : those that
make growths of six feet and upwards
are the best for planting in beds of this size,

and, generally, the plants may be placed about
six feet apart. Roses suitable for pegging down
should possess freedom of flowering, and be such
as make plenty of strong, stout growth that will
keep rigid when drawn down. The usual advice
given regarding Roses used for this purpose is

to peg them down to within a few inches of
the soil ; for large beds this is wrong, as a
foot or eighteen inches is low enough. The
shoots are best secured to stout pegs driven into

the ground and tied with soft cord; long pegs
are not necessary. The free end of the shoot
may generally be tied to a neighbouring one and
thus prevent movement. Pruning consists in cut-

ting out all the old shoots that can be spared,
tnd shortening the tips of the young shoots to

the required length : any old branches that may
be- retained for filling in should have their

kterals pruned to two or three buds from the
base. A few varieties suited for this purpose are
Hugh Dickson, Gloire de Dijon. Ulrich Brunner,
Frau Karl Druschki (the best white garden
Rose, although devoid of scent, and subject
to mildew"), Lady Waterlow, Giistave Regis

I
an

old Rose, but one of the most beautiful for our
purpose), and Win. Allen Richardson (where it is

hardy in the open). The fickle and uncertain
Juliet is best pegged down. J. B. Clarke is

also good, as is the fragrant Gruss an Teplitz.
Where it cannot be allowed to grow into a
free bush the beautiful silvery pink Conrad F.
Meyer should be pegged down. billard et

Bar re is also very beautiful. J. ('.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

LIMESULPHUR AS A SPRAY.
With the wind in the north and north-east

for twenty-five days during April and two mcnes
of snow and 10 degrees of frost in that month,
one would expect blister on Peach and Nectarine
trees, as in previous seasons. Here thev were
sprayed twice with Burgundy mixture without
success; lime sulphur wash has been tried this
season before the buds expanded, and the trees
are free from the complaint, and are carrying
good crops; even the variety Royal George has
escaped attack. Pear Glou' Morceau has in
previous years been attacked with black rot.
and most of the fruits failed to swell,
and turned black. These trees were sprayed
twice this season with lime sulphur, and a fair
wop is swelling. A. Ii. Wadds, Englefield.

FORMATION OF A FLAT, OR SCOTTISH,
COWLING GREEN.

The site for a bowling green should be an
open, sunny one, not overshadowed by large
growing trees. The size for match play, to
meet the rules of the Bowling Association,
should not be less than 40 yards by 40 yards,
nor greater than 42 yards by 42 yards—the
latter preferred—and set perfectly square, and
surrounded by a non-grassed space, one foot
wide, termed " the ditch." This ditch is fre-
quently covered by a sparred wood cover, set
11 inch below the level of the green, but now
the wood cover is being abandoned and the
ditch surfaced with fine gravel.
In forming a bowling green it is necessary

that the area should be thoroughly drained.
Where the soil is free, with a gravelly sub-
soil, artificial draining may not be required,
but on a clayey soil with a retentive subsoil
it is imperative that the area be properly

Fig. 130.—bowling gbeen : section showing
method of construction.

drained. The drains may require to be from
ten to fifteen feet apart across the green, and
formed of ordinary three-inch field tiles, set
just underneath the formation bed. with re-

quisite fall to the main drain pipes of four
inches diameter set in the ditches. In a
rainy district all the drain pipes should lie

covered with clinker, rough ashes, or small
stones. The bed should be formed with some

Fig. 131—bowling green : PLAN showing
METHOD OF LAVING TURVES.

rough material, such as stone shivers, clinker,
or rough iislies. whichever is mosl easily pro-
cured. No matter which is used, the material
must l,,. evenly set or spread, as much of the
future success ot the green depends on the
proper setting ot' the bed formation, This bed
may be from four to six inches deep, followed
by a layer, three inches deep, of fine ashes
or sandy gravel, over which should be placed a
layer of sand about three inches deep, on
which the turf is laid.

The turf should be of firm texture, prefer-
ably from the seaside or a hill pasture, in
which the finer-leaved grasses, especially
Fescues predominate. Cut the turves one foot
square and one and three-quarter inches thick.
In laying the turf keep the first line only
parallel to the wood margin. The main body
should be set carefully in lines diagonally

ip ,v5c«i.e to i^cTto>i "> PLAN
J« p | f |
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SCALE OF SECTION AND PLAN IN FIGS. 130, 131.

across the green, keeping the surface true by
using a straight-edge and spirit level. The
joints should all be sanded as the work pro-
ceeds. When the turfing is completed a slight
dressing of sand may be put over all, but
much rolling should not be allowed until the
grass is growing well and the turf knitted
together. Light or moderate rolling regularly
done is at all times advisable. Mowing the
grass regularly is an all-important matter.

The sketch plans in Figs. 130 and 131 show the
mode of formation and method of setting the
turf, and may assist those who propose to form
greens. ,/. II".

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.}

Lackey Moth.—I urgently require a nest or
two of caterpillars of this pest for nature study
purposes. Can any one supply n.e ? I will pay
postage. I recommend that the nest be sent in

the evening to escape the heat of the dav, if any!
C. Nicholson, 35, The Avenue, Hah End, EA.
Two-Day R.H S. Meetings.—The K.H.S. ex-

periment of prolonging their fortnightly meet-
ing for the second day is. in our opinion, a
success. It will take time for the public to turn
up in great numbers the second day. but the ex-

tension of time allows City men and enthusias-
tic clerks and mechanics to see these splendid
shows. The society will benefit in increased
membership, and horticulture must also benefit.

It was foolish to go to the great trouble and
expense we were put to for the one-day shows,
which were open only to the public for a few
hours, and encouraged slipshod methods of
staging. Horticulture is not for the leisured
classes alone, but also for those who are busy
until the late afternoon. The R.H. 8. Council
realises this. We look for the day when the

shows will be kept open until 10 p.m. and will

be of two-days' duration throughout the year.
AUtDOOd Broth r-\

Judges Fees at Horticultural Shows.—Horti-
cultural shows will soon be with us again, and
I think the question of judges' fees at these
exhibitions ought to be raised and a definite
settlement come to upon the matter, so that
both secretaries and judges know where they
stand. In view of existing conditions, the
minimum fee for judging even at an allotment
show should be one guinea. One of the shows
that I judged last August was many miles
from home, and as I was instructed that judg-
ing was to commence at nine in the morning
I had to x it into the district of the show
the night before. I arrived, as agreed, at nine
o'clock, and was kept waiting just two hours
before I could start judging. By the time I
had finished the early afternoon train had
gone. I was therefore compelled to remain in
the district the whole of the afternoon, and
got home late in the evening. I had given
Dp a whole day to that show for half-a-guinea
and my return railway fare! It would be
very interesting to hear the views of well-
known judges. Naturally their fees will be
far in execs- ot the average offered to a pro-
vincial judge like myself; but I believe they
will realise that some recognised fee is very
necessary. To make it two guineas per
show would be obviously tar too much
for the smaller societies, and would lead to
the employment of one or other of the com-
mittee instead of professional judges, This
would, of course, harm the profession very
much, but I still maintain that however small
an allotment society is it can afford to pay
its judge one guinea. .1 Northern Judge.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

June 7 and 8.—Notwithstanding the demands
of the recent great exhibition at Chelsea and
the prospect of further demands upon exhibitors

at the forthcoming Holland House Show, there

was a large meeting and exhibition at Vincent
Square on this date. The chief features of

the display were Sweet Peas, Aquilegias, Or-
chids. Roses, flowering trees and shrubs, alpine

flowers. Paeonies and Begonias. Novelties were
comparatively few in number, but several inte-

resting plants were exhibited.

Floral Committee.

Present : Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

W. J. Bean. Sydney Morris." R. C. Notcutt,
John Green. J. W. Barr. G. Reuthe, John Heal.
Donald Allan. W. Howe. J. F. McLeod. C. B,.

Fielder, A. Ireland, W. B. Gingell, C. Dixon.
A. Turner, Chas. E. Shea. J. T. Bennett Poe,
Thomas Stevenson, W. P. Thomson, H. J.

Jones, and George Paul.

Awards.

Awards of Merit.

Dianthus ltuy Bias.—This is a large, single-

flowered Pink ot great beauty. The blooms are
two inches across and the colour is rich rose
red, with a large central area of maroon-crimson.
'The edges of the rounded petals are slightly

fringed. Shown by Messrs. Maurice Prichard
and Sons.

Hydrangea Etincelant.—This is one of the
grandest of the newer garden-raised Hydrangeas
and one that is likely to become a favourite
with growers of pot plants for market. It was
raised by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, and nas
big bold heads of rich, bright rose-pink flowers

—

using the latter word in its popular sense. Shown
by Mr. Thos. Stevenson, Cowley.
PotentUla Warrensii.—A beautiful plant with

large, fully expanded, clear, bright yellow
flowers, and seven-lobed leaves. It appears to

be very free-flowering and was stated to be
the result of crossing P. argyrophvlla and P.
sulphurea. Shown bv Mr. H. Hemsley, Craw-
ley.

Iris Ambassadeur.—A very robust and large-

flowered Iris of the tall, bearded class. The
standards are copper coloured heavily tinted
with bronzy-purple. The falls are dark purplish-
maroon, with golden crest and yellow and brown
markings towards the base. On either side of
the crest there is a white, purple-veined area.
There are also yellow and brown markings at
the base of the broad standards. Shown by
Messrs. Whitelegg and Co.

Other Novelties.

The Floral Committee was sparing in its

awards on this occasion and several interesting
plants were passed over.

Mr-. White, Sunningdale, showed Rhododen-
dron brachyandrum, a charming little plant, but
probably of no great garden value; it has small,
yellowish-green, campanulate flowers borne in
clusters, or semi-pendulous pedicels, at the ends
of the branches. The deep green calyx is a
feature of tliis species. As shown, tlu plants
were about 10 inches high. Mr. White also
exhibited Rhododendron Nellie, with Azalea-
like clusters of white flowers, each bloom having
lemon yellow markings on the three lower seg-
ments. From Messrs. Paul and Son came the
golden-leaved form of Ribes sanguinea.

Buddleia alternifolia, with spikes of fragrant,
lilac-pink flowers, was exhibited by Lionel de
Rothschild, Esq.. Embury. Southampton. The
spike-like inflorescences are formed of rounded,
dense clusters of blooms arranged in close spiral
form around the stem. A beautiful Kurume
Azalea named Mikado, with a crowd of orange-
pink flowers, was shown by Mr. R. C. Not-
cutt.

Groups.

A lovely exhibit of Sweet Peas marked the first

display made by Messrs. Ireland and Hitch-
cock, Marks Tey. Mr. Ireland has a long re-

cord as a grower and exhibitor, and the group
of about sixty stands and vases of exquisite
flowers, fine in form and colour, was ample
evidence that his hand has not lost its cunning.
Outstanding varieties in this comprehensive
collection were Improved Tangerine ; Clara
Curtis, as fine as ever; Le Mahdi, rich purple;
Mrs. Hitchcock, cream pink; King Mauve, a
lovely shade; Royal Scot, of vivid hue; Annie
Ireland, delicately beautiful ; Hawlmark Pink,
of deep shade ; and Mrs. T. Jones, deep blue.
Messrs. Ireland and Hitchcock had many other
sorts equally well represented, and all were ad-
mirably staged (Gold Medal).

Against the opposite wall Messrs. S. Bide
and Son arranged an attractive collection of

Sweet Peas in many varieties and of good clear
colours. The brilliant Hawlmark Pink was es-

pecially prominent, the several vases receiving
much deserved admiration. Other sorts of more
than average merit were Mrs. Tom Jones and
Miss Cuthbertson (Bronze Flora Medal).

A great array of magnificent Aquilegias was
contributed by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. along
the wall just inside the entrance. There they
displayed an almost bewildering collection of

long-spurred hybrids of great merit. The vases
were all distinct and the object was apparently
to illustrate the great excellence of the strain,

and in this it was entirely successful. Almost
every 'Colour and shade of colour was ex-
hibited, but it was probably the several vases
that approximated to Aquilegia glandulosa
were most admired, and these were perfectly
delightful (Silver-Gilt Flora Medal).

Paeonies and Delphiniums were important
features of the meeting, and although the blooms
of the former suffered from the heat and dryness
of the hall more than any other flower, yet they
were sufficiently beautiful to attract a large
number of visitors. Messrs. Kelway and Son
had a large collection. Some of the singles
which had large bunches of petaloid stamens
were exceedingly decorative, but the double-
flowered sorts were in the majority, and of

these France, E. T. Cook and Princess Louise
were particularly attractive. On the other side

of the tabling the Langport firm exhibited a
wide range of Delphiniums, including Duchess
of Somerset. Fraser Scott and Duskv Monarch
(Silver Flora Medal).

Delphiniums and Paeonies were effectively as-

sociated with Irises by Messrs. R. H. Bath,
Ltd.. with good effect, the spikes of Delphinium
being particularly well furnished and. consider-
ing the season, of good length (Silver Grenfell
Medal). Mr. G. Miller included excellent Pyre-
thrums, sprays of very graceful Heuchera and
other border flowers with his many vases of

Delphinium (Silver Banksian Medal), while
Messrs. W. Wells and Co. associated them with
Day Lilies and various dwarf border flowers
(Bronze Flora Medal).

Particularly good spikes of the best Delphini-
ums were prominent in a large exhibit by Messrs.
G. G. Whitelegg and Co. The pale blue Queen
Mary and the dark blue Corry contrasted ad-
mirably. Irises of many varieties were also
noteworthy (Silver Flora Medal). The associa-
tion of yellow Lupins, various Pyrethrums and
the useful Erigeron philadelphicum with Del-
phiniums by Messrs. Waterer. Sons and Crisp
was very effective (Silver Grenfell Medal). Mr.
M. Prichard had some good Paeonies. and more
particulary staged a charming selection of garden
Pinks. Of the latter Domino Noir and General
Friburg. V.C., two exceptionally large, deep
crimson varieties, were admirable (Silver Bank
sian Medal).
A wide range of garden Pinks was also dis-

played by Messrs. B. Ladhams, Ltd. ; those of
soft pink colours were very delightful. Lychnis
viscaria magnifica. blue Campanulas and Ver-
bascums were also of great merit (Silver Grenfell
Medal). Lychnis Arkwrightii was particularly
good in the corner group of Messrs. Piper and
Son, who also displayed Clematis, variegated
Ivies and Campanulas (Bronze Flora Medal).

Irises, mostly of Germanica type, were pro-
minent in several collections. Messrs. Barr and
Son included Fro. bronzy chestnut and gold.

and Eldorado, purple and bronze, and also had
excellent Spanish Iris, amongst which the bronzy
purple and orange Thunderbolt was prominent,

as also were several good vases of Ixia (Silver

Flora Medal). Messrs. Wallace and Co., also

showed many Irises, and with them had tall

stately spikes of Eremurus and spikes of Lilium
Krameri, L. elegans variety and L. Szovitzianum
(Silver Flora Medal).

Over a groundwork of beautiful hardy Ferns
in great variety Mr. Amos Perry displayed many
excellent spikes of Iris, principally of Germanica
type, and graceful spikes of Lilium elegans and
L. davuricum varieties (Silver-Gilt Banksian
Medal). Many Spanish Irises with rich orange

coloured Tritonias and graceful Maidenhair
Ferns were arranged effectively by Messrs. R.
and G. Cuthbert.
An exceedingly graceful display of the earliest

Gladioli was made by Messrs. Ryder and Son.

The tall central stand of White Giant flanked

by Peach Blossom was particularly effective.

Spanish Irises also added to the attractions of

the exhibit (Silver Banksian Medal).

Alpines were in smaller quantities than of late,

but several exhibitors included them in their

exhibits of hardy flowers. Mr. G. Reuthe also

showed Azaleas and Rhododendrons. Primulas
and hardy Orchids (Silver Grenfell Medal),
Messrs. Fred G. Wood and Son made a neat

rockery and planted it with suitable subjects,

and also showed vases of such border flowers as

Erigerons, Lupins and Musk (Bronze Flora

Medal). Lupins in variety were shown by
Messrs. Harkness and Son (Bronze FloraMedal).
The Misses Hopkins set up a small rockery
(Bronze Banksian Medal), while Messrs. Rod-
gers. Ltd., showed Saxifrages and Pinks (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Chrysanthemum maximum varieties, particu-

larly the large pure white Rentpayer, Paeonies

and Violas, were brought by Messrs. Rich and

Co. (Bronze Flora Medal). ' Mr. H. Hemsley
had a few choice alpines. Messrs. Maxwell and
Beale included the ruddy foliaged Sedum coeru-

leum in their exhibit of alpines and border

flowers (Bronze Flora Medal). The Misses

Harmer staged Delphiniums and other border

flowers (Bronze Flora Medal), and Messrs. G. R.

'

Downer and Co. had a selection of hardy

flowers (Bronze Flora Medal].

An interesting collection of cut sprays of trees

and shrubs was exhibited by Mr. C. Turner.
The branches of Golden Elm, Golden Beech, and'

bronze Maples, were particularly well coloured,

while such flowering shrubs as Deutzia discolor

were also valuable (Bronze Flora Medal). Mr.

R. C. Notcutt had several large plants ori

Japanese Maples and also showed well-flowered

Kurume Azaleas, with branches of Philadelphus,

Bouquet Blanc and Sophora visciflora (Bronze

Flora Medal).
In good variety Messrs. W. H. Simpson and

Sons showed a large collection of choice

Antirrhinums (Silver Banksian Medal). Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons again showed a few early

Dahlia blooms, chiefly of their Star type, and

also various border flowers, while the Reedens
School of Gardening put up an interesting

little collection of native Orchids and seeding

heads of the Cotton Sedge (Bronze Banksian

Medal).
Roses were of moderate quality and gave

evidence of the drought. Mr. E. J. Hicks had
an attractive display (Silver .Grenfell Medal)

and the Rev. J. R. Pemberton showed such of

his seedlings as Una and Vanity (Bronze Flora

Medal). Sprays of the rich yellow Rosa hemis-

pherica were shown by Mr. Geo. Prince.

Carnations were particularly good and Messrs.

Allwood Bros, filled a length of tabling with

an excellent collection in which the perpetual-

flowering Malmaisons and Dianthus All-

woodii were prominent (Silver-Gilt Banksian
Medal). A large collection of useful Perpetuals

was set up by Mr. C. Engelmann. amongst them
large vases of SnowstoiTn and Fancy Carola

were very .prominent (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Excellent double-flowered tuberous Begonias
were displayed by Messrs. R. J. Bastin and
Son. The vivid cerise scarlet Mrs. Banks, the

orange Dr. 0. Sunderland and the creamy pink
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Mrs. H. Berrie were admirable (Silver Grenfell

Medal). Messrs. Peed and Son showed many
good Gloxinias, principally named varieties (Sil-

ver Grenfell Medal).

Large and well-flowered bushes of the interest-

ing Metrosideros floribunda were shown by

Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd., who also displayed

excellent Olivias (Imantophyllums) and Azalea

rosaeflora (Bronze Flora Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), Prince Tadashige Shinadzu of Japan
(honorary member), Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon.

secretary), Gurney Wilson, Frederick J. Han-
bury, C. J. Lucas, !W. J. Raye, Arthur Dye,

Gha'rles H. Curtis, J. T. Barker, Fred. K.
Sander, J. S. Shill, T. Armstrong, E. R. Ash-

ton and Pantia Ralli.

Sir Jeremiah Colman referred to the great

loss which their former chairman, 'Sir Harry
J. Veitch, had sustained by the death of his

wife, the late Lady Veitch, and amid general

expressions of sympathy the committee passed

a vote of condolence.

Awards.

FirstnClass Certificate.

Brasso-Baelio-Cattleya Jupiter var. majestica
(B.-L.-C. Veitchii x armainvilKerense)

,

from Messrs. Hassall and Co., South-
gate. Two forms of this fine hybrid secured

Awards of Merit at Chelsea, but the present is

by far the best and in its class the finest of

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleyas. The C Mendelii and
C Warscewiczii in C. armainvillierense gives

certain ground for fine quality and the B.-C
Digbyano-Mossiae in the other parent fixes its

perfection of form. The beautiful flower is eight

inches across, with petals three inches wide,
blush-rose in colour with a finely-expanded

crimson-purple lip.

Laelio-Cattlcya Mrs. Willoughby Pemberton
var. magnified (L.-C. Baroness Emma x B.-C.

eximia), from Baron Bruno Schroder, The
Dell Park, Engletield Green. A worthy addition

to the large-flowered Laelio-Cattleyas so finely

grown at The Dell, where the present variety

was raised. The sepals and petals are light

rosy-mauve ; the lip maroon-crimson with yellow

lines from the base to the centre.

Awards of Merit.

Miltonia vexillaria Purple Emperor from
W. R. Fasey. Esq., Holly Bush Hill, Snares-
brook. A home-raised form, the finely-shaped,
clear rosy-mauve flowers having a white base
to. the lip with purple lines radiating from a
purple band.
Dendrobium Gatton Sunray (Illustre x Dal-

housianum hilcum) from Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart, (gr., Mr. Collier). A pretty addition to

the yellow-flowered hybrids of D. Dalhousiaimun
raised at Gatton, which, while preserving the
large size and showy form of that species, pro-
duce very floriferous hybrids of smaller growth.
The flowers in large sprays a.re yellow with
maroon-purple disc to the lip.

Odontioda Dauntless Orchidhurst variety
{Odm. Armstront/iai x (Ida. Coronation), from
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells. A successful attempt to bring the fine

size, shape and substance of Odm. Armstrongiae
into Odontioda. The flowers are of large size,

finely-formed, and spotted with violet-blue
on clear white ground.

Cultural Commendation.

To Messrs. McBean for a grand .plant of
Odontoglossum Queen Mary var. Arachne, with
a large spike of many flowers.

Other Exhibits.
Prince Tadashige Shinadzu submitted to the

committee an album with numerous illustrations
of fine Orchids cultivated in Japan, the
Phalaenopsis being superb.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, showed the clear
yellow Odontoglossum Wilkeanium Colmanii
(luteopmpureum Vuylstekei x cris-pum
xanthotes) and Odontoglossum exindum Pride of

Gatton, a variety of fine form and colouring.
Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park (Orchid

grower Mr. Fames), sent Odontoglossum
majesticum (eximium x percultum) and Odon

toglossum eximium var. Alexandra, both young
plants of good quality.

A. J. Hollington, Esq., Forty Hill, Enfield

(gr., Mr. May), sent a fine form of Laelio-

Cattleya San Juan (C. Mendelii x L.-C.

Aphrodite), L.-C. Martinetii var. King
Christian, and a yellow and purple hybrid of L.

tenebrosa.

W. R. Fasey, Esq., showed a pretty form of

Miltonia Venus Fasey's variety and the pretty

Odontoglossum Dority.

Groups.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Bosslyn, Stamford Hill

(gr., Mr. Thurgood) , was awarded a Silver Flora

Medal for a good group representative of the

Orchids flowering at this season and including

Cattleyas, Odontoglossums and Miltonias, the

last named being very showy. Specially fine

plants were Odontoglossum Antinous (Othello

x excellens) with clear yellow ground marked
with purple; the large white Odontoglossum

crispum Zenobia and 0. Promerens Princess

Mary.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's

Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a fine group principally of showy hybrid Odon-

toglossums, Odontiodas, and the grand cross-

bred Miltonias for which the firm is famous.

Cirrhopetalum pulchrum Cliftonii, a grand form

of a rare species ; the new Oncidium Papilius

Charlesworthii, some fine white Cattleyas and

grand forms of Odontoglossum eximium were

prominent in the collection.

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, were

awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a pretty group

of hybrids raised by the firm, all splendidly

flowered. A prominent feature of this exhibit

were the firm's fine forms of Brasso-Laelio-

Cattleya Jupiter, one of which measured nine

inches' across. Good Miltonias were also shown.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., were awarded

a Silver Flora Medal for a very pleasing group

of Laelio-Cattleyas, Cattleyas and white Odon-

toglossums with some very richly coloured

Odontoglossums and Odontiodas.

Messrs. Sander. St. Albans, secured a Silver

Banksian Medal for a pretty group of the

Orchids of the season with Thunias in the centre

and white and coloured Odontogloss^lms, with

Odontiodas around.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. A. H. Pearson (in the chain.

W. Poupart, 0. Thomas, G. Berry, S. B. Dicks,

G. Revnolds, Ed. Beckett, T. Pateman. J. C.

Allgrove, E. A. Bunvard, W. Bates, W. H.

Divers, Geo. F. Tinley, W. Wilks, S. T.

Wright, Geo. Keif and A. Metcalfe.

The only exhibit before this Committee was a

dish of Strawberry Black Prince, shown by

Messrs. Bunyard'and Co., Maidstone. Mr.

E. A. Bunvard stated that this was the earliest

of all Strawberries to ripen in the open : the good

flavour was commented on by the Committee.

The variety is a very old one, and it is de-

scribed by'Hogg in the Fruit Manual as '" a

ven early Strawberry, a great bearer, and well

adapted to forcing. The flesh is deep orange,

brisk, rather rich and with a little of the pine

flavour."

CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE
The second annual general meeting of the

Chamber of Horticulture was held at Bedford

Square, on the 31st alt. Mr. George Monro
presided over a capital attendance. In his

presidential address Mr. Monro said that while

the work actually done during the past year

was shown in the annual report, he thought

that the indirect work, that is. those things

which could not be shown in the report, was

of even greater interest and helpfulness to

horticulture than the direct work done. The
Chamber had helped to improve the general

organisation of the trade, and the organisation

of each section of the trade had greatly

improved recently. Mr. Monro referred to

the appointment of Mr. Matthews as secretary,

and said that the Council of the Chamber fell

that Mr. Matthews was the right man for the

position. An alteration in the Articles of

Association had been necessary, and this would
reduce over-lapping of work. It would also

permit the Royal Horticultural Society, the

Worshipful Company of Fruiterers, and the

Gardeners' Company to appoint each a repre-

sentative to the Council. Some progress had
been made during the year for the protection

of home growers against unfair foreign com-
petition. Mr. Monro referred to the loss the

Chamber had sustained by Mr. Lobjoit's

acceptance of the position of Controller of

Horticulture, but he felt that while this was
a loss to the Chamber it was a great gain to

the horticultural community at large. The
Chamber had been of considerable assistance

to the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry

of Transport, and to other Government depart-

ments. It had received royal recognition, as

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales had
opened the new headquarters and expressed

his satisfaction with the work carried on by
the Chamber. Mr. Monro said he was happy
in being able to state that Sir Harry Veitch
had accepted nomination as the next president,

and he was sure Sir Harry would receive the

heartiest support from all horticulturists. In
conclusion. Mr. Monro said that while com-
pleting his term of office as President, he
wished to thank personally everyone who had
worked on the Council and on the staff, and
especially Mr. Alderman C. Moore, the

treasurer, for the great assistance he had ren-

dered.
TheAnnual report and financial statement

were then taken as read and on the motion
of Mr. G. H. Barr. seconded by Mr. W.
Nutting, were accepted. Mr. P. P. Bunyard
raised the question of the supply of pure nico-

tine, and Mr. Leak stated that the Ministry
of Agriculture was taking a keen interest in

the matter and it was hoped that the situa-

tion would be easier before long. He had him-
self made experiments in the production of

nicotine from home grown Tobacco, but he
was not in a position to say anything definite

about the results.

On the motion of Mr. G. W. Leak, seconded
by Mr. W. Seabrook, Sir Harry Veitch was
elected president for the forthcoming year.

Mr. Leak, Mr. Seabrook. and Mr. G. Monro
were elected vice-presidents on the motion of

Mr. J. Roc h ford and Mr. .T. Harrison. Mr.
Alderman C. Moore was heartily thanked for

his services and was re-appointed treasurer.

The several standing committees were then
elected in accordance with the results of the
voting papers, and Messrs. J. Roehford. G.
Shawyer, F. R, Ridley. G. H. Barr, W. E.

Wallace, W. H. Page. J. L. Edgington and
C. Carter Page were elected to represent the
private members on the Council of the
Chamber.

©bttnan?.

William Christie.—We regret to announce
the 'death, after a lingering illness, of Mr.
William Christie, The Nurseries, Fochabers.
Morayshire, one of the most highly respected

and esteemed horticulturists in the north of

Scotland. Mr. thristie, who was within a

short period of his seventieth year, was in

charge of the nursery for over fifty years.

Mr. Christie's father," Thomas, reclaimed the

present nursery, one of the finest and most

beautifully laid out in Scotland, from moor
and bog, and received a charter authorising

him to do so at the hands of George, the

last Duke of Gordon, in 1835. a year before

that nobleman's I'eath, after which the ducal

title became Richmond and Gordon. Since

those far-off days, the nursery has been greatly

enlarged and beautified, and is now rightly

counted among the beauty spots of Moray-

shire, the garden of Scotland. Thoroughly

versed in his craft, he was a fortunate in-

dividual who enjoyed an hour's inspection of

the nursery with Mr. Christie. He took a

keen interest in public affairs. educa-

tional, ecclesiastical. and political. and

was a member of various boards. His youngest

son has been associated with him in the

management of the nursery since 1914. and

his eldest and third sons are in partnership

in a Forres nursery. The second son is a

r edical doctor in practice in Edinburgh.

Twice married, Mr. Christie is survived by
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a ^jidow, the four tons already mentioned,

and two daughters. The funeral took place

at Bellie Churchyard, and the large number

of mourners evidenced the respect and esteem

entertained for the deceased.

NEW HORTICULT JRAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patent Applications.

12736.—A. H. Constable.—Implement for

sowing seed, etc. Mav 4.

12886, 12887.—A. C. Nicholson.—Cultivators,

etc. May 5.

13419.—S. G. W. Norton.—Means for mark-

ing lawns, etc. May 11.

11351.—E. Burnett.—Improvement for mark-

ing holes in trees, etc. April 19.

11652.—G. E. Ffiske.—Barbed wire for

fencing etc. April 22.
* 11381'—P. G. Warden.—Market gardening

appliances. April 20.

Specifications Published Last Month.
163002.—G. H. T. Bayner and P. Bayner.—

Metal shovels, spades, digging forks, and

analogous implements with tubular metal

handles.
Abstract Published Last Month.

Weed-cutter or Hoes.—Mr. H. Schoener, of

Minnesota, U.S.A.. has been granted a patent.

No. 158138, in this country for an improved

weed-cutter or hoe, comprises a substantially

rectangular blade, having a front cutting edge

and a shank rising centrally from the rear edge

at an angle, the shank being connected with

the blade by a short V-shaped strengthening

rib or bead," and feeing secured in a socket in

a handle by a ferrule burned inwards at the

end. The blade, rib and shank may be forged

out of a single piece of round rod steel. The
under side of the shank is flattened at where it

joins the blade.

Messrs. Bayner and Co. will obtain printed

copies of the published specifications and will

forward on, post free, for the sum of Is. each.

The above list is specially compiled for

Gardeners' Chronicle by Messrs. Bayner and

Co., registered patent agents, of 5, Chancery

Lane, London, from whom all information re-

lating to patents, trade marks, and designs con

be obtained gratuitiously.

TRADE NOTES.

The South Eastern and Chatham Railway Co.

has issued a notice to fruit growers and sales-

men on the subject of the conveyance of fruit

and vegetable traffic from the Kentish districts

to London, and the Midland, Northern, West
of England, Scottish and Irish towns.

In the notice special attention is directed to

the improved facilities now available for the

transit of such produce by rail. The Company,
on their part, announce that they will keep the

station yards at fruit loading stations open

after the usual hours of closing during the ap-

proaching season, so that growers and others

forwiaixling produce may get it loaded and if

possible despatched the same day. At certain

stations, produce will be accepted every week-

day, except Saturday, up to a time definitely

stated in the notice in the case of each station.

With regard to traffic to the Midland and
Northern towns, the Company hope to effect

delivery during the morning of the second day
after loading, 'but the produce must ibe sent

in in time for the selected train to London

:

and, as a general rule, growers are 'asked to

load their produce as early as possible in the
day to ensure it being placed on the train, and
in the case of produce to London, to ensure de-
livery at the London markets between 4 a.m.
and 6 a.m. the next morning. The grower is

also advised to inform the local stationmaster
each evening of the approximate quantity of
traffic to be despatched by him on the follow-
ing day, and, besides arranging for its early
delivery at the station, to give as much assist-
ance as possible in the matter of loading.
Where growers elect to lump their consign-

ments together, the rate or rates applicable to

such consignments will be subject to a redac-

tion of 10 per cent, when the aggregate weight

totals 2 tons or over, and to 15 per cent, when
the aggregate totals 4 tons or over, but a

condition of this reduction is that the goods

be forwarded from the same station to the same
salesman and market in London, and that one

of the senders is selected as the nominal sender,

his name to appear on the consignment note.

The Ministry of Agriculture state that it is

prepared to arrange for the inspection of crops

of Potatos of varieties immune from

Wart Disease on application in writing from
growers in England and Wales in districts re-

garded by the Ministry as suitable for the

production of "seed." This arrangement will

apply only to growers whose area under Potatos
is not less than ^ acre. Where, after inspection,

the iLnistry is satisfied that the stock is pure
and the general condition of the crop satisfac-

tory, a. certificate to that effect will be issued

to the grower.
The object of the inspection is to secure as

far as possible that pure "seed " true to type
shall be available for planting in 1922 in areas
certified as Infected Areas under the Wart
Disease of Potatos Order of 1919.
Applications for the inspection of growing

crops must 'be made on forms provided for the
purpose, which may be obtained from the Min-
istry of Agriculture and Fisheries. These
forms, duly completed, must be returned to the
Ministry not later than the 1st July, 1921. A
fee at the rate of 2s. 6d. per acre, with a
minimum of 10s., is charged for this service.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN SCOTLAND.

Mai was an exceptionally bright month, with a per-
centage of sunshine much above the normal. Despite
its 18 rain days, a.s against an average of 14 themonth Ms a dry one, only 1.48 inch being- recorded of
which 0.22 inch fell on the 25th—the wettest dav
Bright sunshine yielded a total of 219.2 hours, an
arorago of ".07 hours per day and a percentage of
4M.5; there was only one sunless dav. With a "mean
of 29.87 mnches the barometer varied from a highest
ot 30.42 inches on the 23rd to a lowest of 20.2S inches
on the 30th. While the mean temperature of 49 50
was almost normal, there were a few eioptionalhwarm days in May. notably the 1st, 24th and 25th To-
wards the end of the month th« dav temperature fell
considerably, being as low as 55° on the 29th Themean maximum was 59° and the mean minimum 40°
giving a mean range of 190. On the 25th we had tlhe.
hi'ghest maximum of 71°. and on the 5th the lowest
minimum of 26°. an absolute range of 45°. The grass
minimum (mean) was 35°, with a lowest of 17° on the
5th; there were 8 nights of ground frost. At 1 ft deep
the soil temperature rose from 48° to 56°, and then
fell to 55°. There were showers of snow and hail on
the 4tli. The prevailing winds were from the south
and west. John Davidson, Director nl Studies Trainmg College Gardens, Kirlton of-Xains, near Dundee.

THE WEATHER FOR MAT.
The unusually clear weather experienced in ipril

was continued throughout May, with, 'however the
further advantage that a large excess of due westerly
winds occurred, the northerly to easterly currents so
prevalent in the former month, being greatly reducedm frequency. The sea winds, however, were light in
force, and the air was drv and warm, in spite of°them
So beautiful and thoroughly pleasant a Mav has not
been experienced for many years. The rainfall, though
light, took the form of frequent brief showers most
of which came in the night. Th*s greatly assisted
vegetation, but evaporation was greater than usual
and the c rolmJi.watcr was at a low level and fell
steadily. Ozone was very abundant. The mean tem-
perature of the air was 5H degrees, or three-ouarters
of a degree above the average. The ground and water
were consideraby warmer (owing to the sunshine and
absence of stormy winds and heavy rnins ; the cooler,
but light, sea breezes having little effect upon the
earth and lakes). The duration of sunshine amounted
to 251} hours, or. 40-J- hours above the local normal.
Only 1,45 inch of rain fell, or 0.61 inch less than the
averacie. Further south the deficiency was greater.
Ground frosts were confined to the 3rd and 5th. but
were then, rather severe. Hail and thunder were ea,ch
merely reported once. No gales occurred.—Joseph
Baxendell, The Feruley Observatory, Southport.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. W. G. Crockett, for eight years Gar-

dener to E. H. Bevah, Esq., at Brampton Brian
Hall. Herefordshire, as Gardener to Joseph Shaw,
Esq., at Kentchurcb Court, Hereford.

Mr- A. Lewinaton previously Foreman at Hursley,
Winchester, as Gardener to Sir George A. Cooper,
Bart., at the same address. (Thanks for 2s. for
R.G.O.F. Box—Eds.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,% Correspondents are requested to address all

communications for the Gardeners' Chronicle,

whether to Editors or Publisher, 5, Tavistock

Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.2.

Cactaceus Plants: H. B. Mr. H. X. Ellison,

West Bromvvich, will no doubt be able to

supply you with various Cacti.

Grapes Diseased : /. McG. The cause of your
Giapes turning brown and dying at the

stalks is shanking, which is usually due to

stagnant, unhealthy conditions of the roots.

Next autumn, when the vines are dormant,

re-make the border and see that the drainage

is perfect.

Insect on Cotoneaster : C. A. P. 0. TBe
insect is mealy bug. Methylated spirits

applied by means of a brush will destroy the

pest.

Jacaranda Fruit: F. T. The specimen re-

ceived is the fruit of the Jacaranda. most
likely J. ovalifolia (mimosaefolia). This is a

beautiful flowering tree, a native of South
America, and introduced to the Canary
Islands and other warm countries. In the
United Kingdom it is commonly used in the

young state for greenhouse decoration, and
also in summer bedding arrangements be-

cause of the elegance of its foliage. Plants
are easily raised from seeds sown in ordinary
light potting soil, and placed in a warm
house.

Landscape Gardening: II". If. The Art and
Craft of Garden Making, bv T. Mawson,
was published by Mr. B T. Bats-ford. High
Holborn, and Milner's Art and Practice of
Landscape Gardcninii, by Messrs. Simpkin,
Marshall and Co.

Names cf Plants: E. II'. C. 1, 5, and 7,

Cupressus Lawsoniana vans. ; a very variable

plant ; 2, Thuya plicata ; 3, Cupressus Law-
soniana var. glauca ; 4, C. L. var. erecta

viridis; 6, C. L. var. lutea.

—

F. H. Leucothoe

Catesbaei ; Myrica cerifera (specimen in en-

velope|.— II*.
'

L. Antigonon leptopus.

—

IF. M. M. Probably Scuticaria Steelii.—

Constant Reader. 1, Olearia stellulata; 2.

Lihertia formosa ; 3, Spiraea confusa; 4, Cory-
dalis thalictrifolia ; 5, Weigela rosea ; 6,

Ceanothus Veitchianus.— II". /. .V We do not
undertake to name florists' flowers.

Nectarines Splitting : E. A. The splitting of
the Nectarine fruits is due to weather con-
ditions and improper watering of the borders.
After a period of sunless weather the borders
in which Peach and Nectarine trees are
planted under glass generally need a good
watering. It happens, not infrequently, that
because the weather has been dull and cold
the borders have been allowed to become .

drier than is really good for the trees carry-
ing crops of swelling fruits. Advantage is

,

then taken of a brief bright period to
thoroughly water the borders, but if dull,

cold weather immediately follows, transpira-
tion is again reduced and the excess of sap
finds an outlet in. the splitting or bursting of
the fruits.

Phlox Unhealthy-
: .1/. L. F. We can find no

trace of disease in the specimen sent. The
trouble is probably due to some wrong con-
dition of culture.

Strawberries Dying : W. //. The plants are
free from either insect or fungous pests, and
we think your suggestion that the wet season
of last year was the cause of the failure is

the correct one.

Transplanting a Large Tree : E. II". C. We
should advise you not to attempt to move
the tree, as large specimens of Cupressus
Lawsoniana are very difficult to transplant
with safety. If, however, you decide to do
so, you should apply to some firm which makps
a speciality of transplanting large trees, and
who have the proper appliances to carry out

the work. The weight of the tree and soil

would be from three to four tone.

Communications Received—T. T.—Anxious—
W. A. A.—G. W. M.—C. M. H.—W. L.
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Soil

Problems.

The application of modern
physical chemistry and of

modern methods of physico-
chemical research to the

study of the soil has become, of late years,
the most promising line of investigation of
those problems which deal with the relations
of the growing plant with the soil in which
it grows. A discussion of these methods
and a survey of the present position were the

i objects of a meeting organised by the Faraday
- Society and held under its auspices in Lon-
don on May 31. The meeting was well at-
tended, and all those interested in soil science

1 must feel a debt of gratitude to the Society
1 for its recognition of the importance of the
subject and for thus affording an opportunity
for discussion. No fewer than fourteen
papers were on the programme, covering

I almost every field of modern soil investiga-
1 tion Healing with the physico-chemical side
1 of soil problems. It was a happv thought
which prompted the Society to ask Sir Daniel

1 Hall, to whose inspiration agricultural
science in this country owes so much, to
preside at this meeting. Dr. E. J. Russell,
the director of Rothamsted Experimental
Station, opened the discussion with a
general review of the whole subject and
with a brief statement of those problems
which are in most urgent need of solution.
He pointed out how it was convenient to
regard the soil as consisting of mineral sub-

1
stances, which constitute a structural frame-
work, with organic material and inorganic
colloids forming a kind of clothing to this
structure and, superimposed thereon, mois-
ture from which the pl.uu draws the water
and the nutrient substances which il requires.
The importance of the colloidal clothing in

determining the condition of plant-growth

has been insisted on more and more of late
years, and there has been a tendency on the
part of some investigators to assign to these
colloidal substances many of the properties
of soil which could not easily be accounted
for in other ways. It has long been a matter
of common knowledge that, under certain
conditions, additions of calcium carbonate to
soil make it kindlier and easier to work,
and it is interesting to learn that exact
experiments made to determine the resis-
tance of the soil to the passage of the
plough show a very considerable reduc-
tion in favour of soil which has been
chalked. A pleasant feature of the
meeting was the contribution of papers by-

foreign scientists, and the presence of one of
the most active and most successful of the
soil investigators of the present dav, Pro-
fessor Oden of Upsala, and his description
of his own work, were much appreciated.
Professor Sven Oden's work upon humus is

well known, and from it it appears that the
existence of a definite humic acid as a por-
tion of the humus of the soil is certain,
though it is doubtful whether it is in any
way harmful to crop plants. This is, of
course, a doctrine which is in opposition to
all the oldter views, and reallv means that
the existence of this acid is not the control-

ling factor in plant development in sour
soils. A large portion of the discussion took
place on the question of soil acidity, and it

was clear that, while we are still very far

from understanding the whole conditions
associated with acidity, considerable strides
have been made in that direction, and in the
direction of the simplification of the problem.
Probably none of the subjects discussed
possesses greater practical importance, as
the correction of acid conditions is of the
greatest moment from both an agricultural
and a horticultural standpoint. Many practi-

cal problems await solution : the reason why
a soil which has been limed, and has lost its

lime, shows signs of greater acidity than a
soil which has never had lime on it ; the

continued fertility of soils with a minute
trace of calcium carbonate ; these and many
more are still obscure. The evil effects upon
the soil of acid humus, which may result in

the formation of iron pans in certain soils,

are probably of much more general occur-
rence than is usually supposed. As was
pointed out by those present who were not
concerned with the investigation of soil

problems, the one feature which was com-
mon to all the papers read, and to the re-

marks of everyone present, was the com-
plexity of the subject. The soil-complex is

not a simiple system of soil and soil-water, but
an exceedingly complicated one, consisting of

an infinite gradation of the mineral panicles

intimately associated with various kinds of

colloidal material and with a dilute solution of

a large number of different substances. It has
also to be studied in its association with
perhaps the much more complex system pro-

vided by the microflora and fauna of the

soil and the growing crop plant. It was
urged, and with much plausibility, that our
knowledge of this complex will be much
simplified if we can disentangle the pro-

blems, and investigate them to start with
upon materials which chemical!) and phy-
sically are comparatively simple substances.
Important as the discussion has been ill

clearing the ground and in ilem uistrating
how - very many of our older views on soil

will have to be discarded in the near future,

it has made us realise further how almost

completely ignorant we are of the mani
factors which control plant growth. One
word of warning was uttered In Sir Daniel
Hall. The object of this type of investiga-

tion must he the improvement of agriculture

and horticulture, and a more economic utili-

sation of the resources of the earth.. The
zeal of investigators sometimes leads them
to forget this ; it is important that they
should have it always before them. Dis-
cussions of this kind can do nothing but
good, and it is to be hoped that it may be
but the beginning of many such, as the
cause of the three great branches of soil

utilisation, agriculture, and forestry will be
most profitably served thereby.

The Rubber Exhibition.—There were many
exhibits of interest to horticulturists at the
Rubber Exhibition, held at the Agricultural
Hall, Islington, from June 3 to 17. The centre
of the hall was occupied by the exhibit of the
Gold Coast Government, watched over by a tall

member of the native police. The exhibit
included fine specimens of native grown Pines,
Bananas, and fresh Limes, and also a section
of a Mahogany tree, said to have been 98 feet

high, felled at Dunquah. in April last. The
Gambia exhibit consisted chiefly of bowls of
the staple export. Ground Nuts (Araohis hypo-
gaea), in various stages of manufacture into
margarine. The shells are said to be made
use of in some way, by a secret process

;
possibly

they form part of the cattle cake which is one
of the products manufactured from this useful
nut. Specimens of the Rhun Palm were also
shown, this tree being largely used for timber
stakes. The Government of Egypt had a small,
but well arranged exhibit, including a model
of a furnigator for eliminating the Pink Boll
Worm from Cotton seeds. Among the exhibits

from the Philippine Islands were some pieces
of delicately lined fabric, having all the appear-
ance of rrumsseline. <1< soie, but in reality manu-
factured from the fibre of Pineapples and
Bananas. Probably the manufacture of such
fabric on a large scale would not be commer-
cially successful, but it is certainly attractive.
The Indian exhibit chiefly consisted of various
kinds of Rice, but there were also models

—

very highly coloured—of the various fruits

common in that Empire. An exhibit of interest

to mycologists was one showdng the various
stages in the stem and bark diseases of the
Para Rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis). The pest
attacks the tree along the surface which has
been cut for extracting the rubber, and is

difficult to eradicate once it has obtained entry.

There were also examples of fungous injury to

rubber caused by damp packing, but which
can be prevented if the rubber is packed oidy
when perfectly dry, and in dry receptacles.

Insects and Diseases Destructive to Plants.

—

The horticultural industry has repeatedly urged
upon the Ministry of Agriculture the necessity
for providing measures which will prevent the
importation of fresh pests and diseases likely

to affect crops cultivated in this country. As a
result, the Ministry has prepared two Orders,

which will come into effect in October of the
present year. The one, to he known as "The
Destructive Insects and Pests Order of 1921,"

will stop the importation of various plants,

seeds, and bulbs unless these have a certifi-

cate showing they possess a clean bill of health,

(il tain diseases and pests are scheduled under
this Order, and under no circumstances will

plants be admitted if found to be infected or

infested, as the case may he. The second

Order is a corollary of the first, and is to be
known as "The Side of Diseased Plants Order,

192t," and this will make it an offence to sell

fruit and other trees, Potatos and certain vege-

tables if these are unhealthy "r are attacked 'by

any of the insect pests or fungous diseases sche-

dule I under that Order. This will be the first

occasion on which direct legislative measures

have been created for the prevention of the im-

portation and .spread of plant diseases and

pests, and it indicates the progressive spirit now
animating the horticultural section of the Minis

ti\ of Agriculture.

Outing of the Aberdeen Branch of the Royal
Scottish Arboricultural Society —The members
01 the Royal Scottish arboricultural Society

held their first excursion of the season on
Saturday, the 4th 111st.. when the nurseries
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at Seaton and Craibstone, belonging to the

Forestry Commission, were visited. Ine Sea-

ton nursery is in the environs of Aberdeen

and was formed last year. No fewer than

4i million young trees have been trans-

planted there from the larger nursery at

Craibstone. The latter nursery is some 4j

miles from Aberdeen, and the woods around

are owned by the North of Scotland College

of Agriculture. Craibstone was established

in 1916, and was taken over by the Forestry

Commission last year. It embraces some

forty acres and is stocked with about 40

millions of Conifer seedlings, and about 5

million transplanted trees from three to four

years old. The stocks include Scots Pine,

Corsican Pine, European Larch, Japanese

Larch, Common Spruce, Sitka Spruce, Douglas

Fir, and Beech. At a meeting of the Asso-

ciation held in the nursery, Mr. C. S. France

called attention to the Forestry Association,

which had been formed under Lord Novar,

and he understood an effort was being made
to affiliate other forestry associations with

that society. A resolution was passed, how-

ever, that no action should be taken for such

affiliation or amalgamation until the indivi-

dual members of the Society had an oppor-

tunity of expressing their views. It was

to the old R.H.S. students who fell during the

war, and which was unveiled a few days pre-

viously, was considered an eminently suitable

one, and the members of the Club asked Mr.

Chittenden to send to the R.H.S. Council an

appreciation of the design, material and posi-

tion of the memorial. At the conclusion of

the proceedings the party visited Pyrford Court,

the residence of Lord and Lady Elveden, who
have brought together a very tine collection of

interesting plants, in addition to providing such

charming features as Wistaria and Rose pergo-

las, blue, red and grey gardens, a sweet-scented

garden, a herb garden, a sunk Lily garden, and

a marvellously beautiful garden of Iris Kaemp-
feri varieties of their own raising. Lord and

Lady Elveden entertained the party to tea,

and together with their gardener, Mr. Auton,

accompanied the members round the garden.

Altogether a very pleasant and interesting day

was spent.

Worcester Auxiliary Branch of the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution.—It is twenty-five

years ago since rhe Worcester Auxiliary of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution was

founded, and a few days ago the anniversary

was celebrated at Madresfield Court, by invita-

tion, of the president. Earl Beauchamp, K.G.

president; Mr. J. White, hon treasurer, Mr.

J'. G. White, Broad Street, Worcestei, lit.u.

secretary; and Mr. C. E. Pipe, hon auditor.

Back row :—Mr. T. Parry, Stoke House Gar-

dens, Severn Stoke; Mr. F. Norkett, Hawtord

Lod"e Gardens; Mr. S. Collins, Crown East

Court Gardens; Mr. F. Topham, Brockley,

Olaines; Mr. C. A. .Bayfoid, Davenham Gar-

dens, Malvern; Mr. W. H. Lambert, Madres-

tieldGardens; Mr. E. J. Parsons. St. Nicholas

Street- Mr. J. Green, Covent Garden House,
r

i vthing: Mr.' W S Hurlstone, llenwick

Road; and Mr. E. A. Drewett, Impney Gardens,

Droitwich

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—The annual

festival dinner of the Royal Gardeners' Orphan

Fund will be held on the 22nd inst., at the

Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street, at

6.30 p.m. The Right Hon. Viscount Elveden,

MP., will preside, and Viscountess Elveden will

also be present. The Secretary, Mr. Brian

Wynne, 19, Bedford Chambers, Covent Garden,

will be glad if those intending to be present

will inform him at the earliest opportunity.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day. June 21.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Committee meetings (2 days); lecture by ''Mr.

Edward J. Holland on " Scented Roses," a'

MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE OF THE WORCESTER AUXILIARY BRANCH OF THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

arranged to visit the Countesswells woods on

August 20.

R.H.S. Gardens Guild.—Many old Chiswick

and Wisley students took advantage of the op-

portunity afforded by the holding of the Annual

Meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens Chub, to visit the Society's gardens at

Wisley on Saturday, June 11. The rock gar-

den, the trials of Strawberries, Peas and Paeon-

ies, and the new terraces in front of the labora-

tory were inspected during the morning, and

the crops of Pears and Apples were greatly ad-

mired. At one o'clock Mr. F. J. Chittenden

entertained the company to lunch, and at two

o'clock the annual meeting was held in the

lecture room. Mr. Chittenden was elected Pre-

sident for the ensuing year, with the Rev. W.
Wilks, Dr. F. V. Darbishire, Mr. S. T. Wright.

and Mr. C. H. Curtis as vice presidents: Mr. S.

T. Wright, treasurer, Mr. J. Fraser, editor, Mr.

Cartwright, hon. secretary, and Messrs. Reader

and Spooner, auditors. The question of pub-

lishing the Clu'b Journal evoked considerable

dismission, and it was agreed that if subscrip-

tions and donations were forthcoming as in

1920, it would be possible to publish the Jour-

nal during the present year. The memorial

Since its formation the Worcester Auxiliary

has remitted upwards of .£2.500 to the parent

institution, and much of its success has been

due to the efforts of Earl Beauchamp, who on

many occasions generously opened the beautiful

gardens and grounds at Madresfield Court for

the benefit of the funds. In 1896 there were

only two subscribing members to the institu-

tion in the county of Woi cester, but since then

over 200 new subscribers have enrolled, and

now there are fifty-four annual subscribers

and vliirty-two life members connected with

the branch. The Worcester Auxiliary has been

instrumental in securing the election of no

fewer than twentv-four annuitants, of whom
thirteen are still in receipt of annuities. The

advantages of such auxiliaries are obvious,

and it would appear very desirable that every

county should have its own branch of the Gar-

deners' Royal Benevolent Institution. The

members of the Worcester executive were photo-

graphsd at Madresfield Court, and are i'or-

tiaved in the accompanying illustration. From
left to right those in the front row are:—Mr.

F. Styles. Rents Green Court Gardens: Mr.

E. Blackwell, Shrubbery Road; Mr. W. Citimp,

V.MH., formerly at Madresfield. and now re-

siding at Malvern Link: Earl Beauchamp, the

5 pm. Wednesday, June 22.—Royal Garden-

ers' Orphan Fund Festival Dinner at Connaught

Rooms, Great Queen Street. Southampton

Royal Horticultural Society's Rose Show.

Thursday, June 23.—Manchester and ISorth of

England Orchid Society meet. Friday, June

24 ^Citv of London Rose Society's Annual

show at Cannon Street Hotel. Saturday. June

25 —Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-

cultural Society's outing to Loch Lomond

Park.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago. Hybrid Antirrhinums.—I believe that*

Fngland as well as here they are hybridising

Antirrhinums. For this purpose you ought to

"et the great yellow A. latifolium of southern

Europe, and the more delicate sieulum ;

these,

and Asarina, mixed with some of our ohl sorts,

might produce a good breed. They succeed

b'tter with Linaria triornithophora here tlian

in England, in cultivation: I have seen no

hybrids from it. 11'.. Frankfort, Garcl. Chron.,

June 20. 1846.

Publication Received.— /ardins, by J. C.

Forestier. Emile Paul Freres, 100. Rue

Fauboug Saint-Honore. Paris.

N.

du
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Azaleas.

This* is the last addition to the tine series
of publications issued from the Arnold
Arboretum, whi^h Lave laid both botanists and
horticulturists under such deep obligations to
Frofe.ssor Sargent and Harvard University.
The authors are Messrs. E. H. Wilson and
A.. Render
The practical value of any work on a subject

like die present < ne is immensely increased
if the writers have been able to study living
material. Happily this has been the case with
both the authors. Mr. Ernest H. Wilson, who
deals with the Old World Azaleas, has seen
the majority of the species of which he
treats growing m their native countries, either
wild or cultivated, or both. Mr. Eehder, too,

who treats of the North American species has
journeyed extensively in the Azalea regions of
the Southern United States, and both authors
have had the advantage of access to the fine
collection of living plants inherited and maan-
tained by Professor Sargent on his estate at
Brookline, Mass. The authors, therefore, have
had exceptional opportunities in regard to
their raw material. Their botanical qualifica-
tions are well known, so that, altogether, with
•the tine library of the Arnold Arboretum and
the deep knowledge and long experience of

Professor Sargent to help them, an unusually
favourable combination of circumstances has
attended the issue of this monograph. And
certainly Messrs. Wilson and Kehder have
risen to the opportunity. The book affords
such a wealth of information, much of it

original and first-hand, and is so comprehensive
in its scope that it seems to leave but little

more to be said on the historical, descriptive,
and botanical sides of the question. This, of

course, applies to species and natural varieties.

In regard to hybrids, no final pronouncement
can ever be made. Their number is now so
great, and there are so many beautiful ones
whose origin is unrecorded that the unravelling
of their parentage has passed beyond human
ken. Nor, in spite of what the compilers of
this volume say, does it seem to me a matter
of very great importance. Species, natural
\arieties, and ihe crosses between them are
the things that really matter. The progeny of

mongrels crossed with other mongrels may be

beautiful, but the intricacies of their descent
in the end become too involved to convey any
leading or basic ideas. Not to my mind is it

worth while attempting to give them botanical
names. A name like Nancy Waterer is much
more serviceable than an amalgam of Greek and
Latin.
With the exception of a single species—the

old Azalea pontica. called in this work Rhodo-
dendron luteuni, which is a native of South-
eastern Europe and Asia Minor—Azaleas are
confined in a wild state to North America,
China, Japan. Korea, Formosa, and the
Philippines. With the species from the two
last localities cultivators in this country have
rot as yet had much concern.

Mr. Wilson opens with an essay on the

history, distribution, and classification, all ol

which is extremely interesting. Botanists are

nearly all agreed in sinking the-

old genus
Azalea under Rhododendron. No genuine divid-

ing line can be found between them and what
we know as "true" evergreen Rhododendrons.
Even as a sub-generic term, Azalea is dropped,
and is only used here in its popular sense.

The authors adopt the name Anthodendron for

this sub-genus of Rhododendron, and divide

it into Pour sections:—
1. Tsi'Tsnsi. of which the ao-called Lndiian

Azaleas are the leading type, all of them
characterised by the flattened, suppressed
inisilrs on the younger brainchlete.

2, Sctadorhodion, similar to the preceding
in producing flowers and leaves from the same
bud, but without the characteristic bristles on
the young shoots. Schlippenbachii, quinque-
lolium. and what we have Known as rhnni-

bicum and dilatatum belong hero.

* A Monograph <>t Azaleat, bv K. H. Wilson and
Alfr<-<1 Render. Publications of 1 1 ,

,

- Lroold arboretum.
No. 9. The University Pr.'dc Cambridge, Mass.

3. Ehodora, a section producing only flowers
from the terminal bud and with eight to ten
stamens; this contains only two species well
known to us, viz., Yaseyi and the old (Kho-
dora) canadensis.

4. Fentanthera
; this section also produces

only flowers from the terminal bud, but they
have five stamens. It comprises the old
Pontic azalea, E. -nolle, and all the American
species except the two mentioned as belonging
to the previous section. It therefore includes
all the Gi.ent and other popular hybrids with
deciduous leaves and is by far the most im-
portant group to cultivators in this country.
A key is provided by Mr. Wilson for the

Old World species, and one by Mr. Kehder
for the American ones, which will enable the
student with the faculty of using keys to find

the name of any species he may have in bloom.
Ender each species is given all the important
references to literature and figures concerning
it; a complete synonym, with authorities and
references ; and, what concerns the cultivator

most, a very full description and history of,

and a general dissertation upon, each species

On the whole, it is in this last item '.hat the

Fig. 132.

—

oak forest at beli.eme in the
thicket stage, showing extreme density of

cnoi- (see p. 286i.

immense value of the work to ordinary culti-

vators will mainly consist. It provides a
wealth of information -often running to one
or two pages of printed matter for one species

—which no one concerned closely with this

(hiss of shrubs ran afford to lie without.
tine thing which will give the student of

tin- book some discomfort is the unfamilianty
ol many of the specific names adopted in it.

This is partly due to one's previous ignorance
of the existence of a good many of the species

mentioned, but unfortunately number.- of ( .|<|

and popular ones arc presented to us with an
unfamiliar name. The Arnold Arboretum is

a whole-hearted supporter of the Sienna Code
or Mules. The following is a list of the. more
import.nit changes made:

—

I!, indicium obtusum becomes R. ol.tu.sum:

R. macrostemon becomes I! obtusum macroste
mon; R. nmoenuim becomes I!, ofetus ai

i ; It. K.'irniph'i i becoj 1!. obtusum Kaemp
fcri : 1!. indicum (of greenhouses) becomes 11.

Simsii; R. siibl.iin rol.ii inn becomes R. icahrum;
R. coreanuim becomes R yedoense poukhanense;
R. Yodogawa becomes R. yedoense; R. ledifo

Hum becomes R. mucronatum; R. aarcissinorum
in irs R. mucronatum narcissiflorum ; R. mac-

rosepalum becomes R. linearifolium macrose-
palum; K. Khombicum becomes R. reticulatirm;
R. dilatatum becomes R. reticulatum pentan-
drum ; R. sinense becomes R. moLle; R. molle
becomes R. japonicum; R. molle x sinense be-,

conies R. Kosterianum ; R. rusticum fi. pi, be-
comes B. mixtum ; R. Rhodora becomes R. cana-
dense ; R. fiavum becomes R. luteum.
A very old-established error is righted by

Mr. Wilson in regard to the name R. indicum.
We have long supposed that the popular
greenhouse hybrid Azaleas were derived
from this species, but now we find they belong
to R. Simsii, Planchon. R. indicum, as a
matter of fact, is very rare in gardens, and
the only one of its varieties at all common
is R. balsaminaefiorum, which we find rather
tender out-of-doors. K. indicum, besides other
differences, has only five stamens to each
flower ; R. Simsii differs in having normally
ten stamens, rarely eight, never fewer
R. obtusum, Hitherto usually regarded as a

variety of indicum, is a distinct species, and
in Mr. Wilson's hands becomes an important
one, for under it he places as varieties the old

R. amoenum (Azalea amoena), R. Kaempfen
and all its forms, as well as the new Kurume
Azaleas in which such an interest is being
taken at the present time. It is a pity
Planchon's names of amoenum end Kaempfari
cannot be retained, for these kinds are readily

distinguished from typical obtusum. Mr. Wilson
gives his reasons, which are based on the exist-

ence of intermediate forms—the bugbear of

every systematic botanist
Another unwelcome change is the adoption

of E. reticulatum for what has so long been
known as R. rhombicum. But the name was
given to the plant by D. Don as long ago
apparently as 1834. To this species Mr. Wilson
unites R. dilatatum as " var. pentandrum."
Those of us who know E. rhombicum and K.
dilatatum in cultivation only may be disposed

to disagree with this view, for they appear to

us a good deal more distinct from each other

than many Bhododendrons that pass as species

in these days. R. dilatatum, as we know it,

is different in habit and foliage, flowers earlier,

and has only five stamens to each flower, whilst

rhombicum has ten. But Mr. Wilson has gone

minutely into the question, and finds that all

the distinguishing characters break down, ex-

cept the difference in number of stamens.

On page !?5 it will be found that the Azaleas

we have long been endeavouring to get culti-

vators to recognise as K. sinense should be

called 1! molle. and a few pages farther on

that wlia: has for more than seventy years

been known in gardens as E. molle becomes

E. japonicum. Mr. Wilson describes these

changes as unfortunate, but necessary, and no

one will be inclined to disagree with the first

of these adiectives. Many people will be dis-

posed to adopt the view that a name which

has been in common use since 1846 should be

allowed to stand.

To the beautiful yellow hybrid between an

evergreen Rhododendron and an Azalea, known

in our gardens as K. Broughtonii aiureum,

which is said to derive its name from the

village of Broughton. in Peeblesshire, Mr
Render (p. 193) gives the name R. norbitonense

var. broughtonianum. Is it not more likely

to have been raised by Mr. Broughton. who

was gardener to Mr. I.e.'. of Hammersmith, in

the e,nK i leenth century, and to whom we
..we tin' line K. Broughtonii. a well-known

hybrid of Hie "true" Rhododendron class? 1

have never seen any indisputable evidence of

its Peeblesshire origin, although it may. of

course, exist. In any ruse. T should prefer

some Such name as " Brougliton's Yellow " to

Mr. b'ehder's

One has to bear in mind that all these

changes, grumble at them as one may. are the

outcome of a sin VI',. ,iml conscientious desire

to put the nomenclature of Vzaleas on a per-

il,. et basis, ami so far from detracting from

the .ilue of the book will, in the opinion Ol

manv, add to its value. It is it worli highly

Creditable to the authors, printer-, and the

irreai establishment from which it emai

The price is not given, but 1 learn from Priv-

fessor Sargent that it is five dollars, and that

the edition is limited U>300 copies W, -l
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Tke Weeks Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremuh C'olmax, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Calanthe.—Deciduous Calauthes of the Veitchii

and vestita sections are now in various stages

of growth, and plants that are well

rooted and unfolding their leaves may be afforded

more liberal supplies of water. Specimens fha-t

are not yet well established should be watered

with great care. All through their growing

season the plants should be placed as close to

ihe roof-glass as is convenient in order that

they may make stout pseudo-bulbs and strong

spikes. Where Calanthes are grown in con-

siderable numbers they should be examined
occasionally, and those that have filled their

pots with roots placed together where they may
be given alternate waterings with weak liquid

manure made from cow dung. The stimulant

should be strained through a piece of muslin

to remove all the coarser particles. Plants of

the evergreen species of Calanthes, such as C.

Masuca, C. veratrifolia, C. Dominii, and others
of this section are commencing to make
fresh root growth, and any necessary repotting

may be done. These are free-growing, strong-

rooted plants, and need rather large pots and a
retentive compost, consisting of fibrous loam and
Osmunda or Al fibre in equal parts, broken
up rather roughly, with a little leaf-mould and
sufficient crushed crocks added to render the

mixture porous. Pot with moderate firmness,

allowing a space of half-an-inch below the rim
of the pot to permit of watering. These plants

should be grown in an intermediate tempera-
ture, and kept well shaded from bright sun-

shine.

Platyclinis.—As plants of P. filiformis pass
out of flower, any necessary repotting or re-

surfacing should be attended to. These plants
do well when grown in pans suspended from
the roof-rafters in a shady position, in a house
having an intermediate temperature. They
should be sprayed frequently overhead and on
the undersides of the leaves all through their

period of active growth to ward off attacks of

red spider. Liberal supplies of water should
be afforded the roots until the. growths are
completed. P. glumacea and P. uncata should
be afforded similar treatment during their grow-
ing season. The plants root freely in a mixture
consisting of equal parts chopped Osmunda-fibre
and Sphagnum-moss.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patemax, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Leeks.—Seedlings intended to form the main
crop of Leek? may now be planted. Choose
ground that has been liberally manured, tor
the Leek is a gross feeder. There are several
methods of planting this vegetable, and where
extra fine specimens are not required the
following system may be followed:-—Draw deep
drills about 18 inches apart ; in these make
holes with a dibber about 1 foot apart, and
in these insert the plants. A very little soil

is needed about the roots, only sufficient to
cover the same. Water carefully to prevent
filling in the holes, these being filled in later,

when the plants have made sufficient growth.
Leeks that were planted in trenches to provide
extra fine specimens should be liberally watered
in dry weather, and farmyard liquid manure
will be found to be very beneficial, especially
on light, dry soils.

Asparagus.—Owing to the early season, the
cutting of Asparagus should cease from this
date to enable the plants to build up strong
crowns for next year's production. Where the
beds are exposed to strong winds, it will be
advisable to give the young growths some sup-
port to prevent them being broken off by the
wind. A few short Pea-sticks placed in the

beds will help considerably in supporting the

new growths, or each growth may be

tied separately to a stake. But the former

method will be found to take up less time, and

answers the purpose very well. Occasional dress-

ings of an Asparagus fertiliser should be

applied to the bed during the summer. I am
not in favour of heavy dressings of salt on

clayey soils, as it causes the ground to become
consolidated and crack. The beds should be

kept free from weeds by hand weeding. Where
the hoe is used, care should be taken not to

damage the young growths. Attention should

be given to Asparagus seedlings in seed beds;

see that they have ample space for development

Keep them' free from weeds, and water the

roots copiously during dry weather.

Celeriac.—Where this vegetable was sown as

previously advised, the seedlings should be

ready for transferring to the open ground. Draw
slight drills about 18 inches apart and set the

plants about 1 foot apart in the rows. Do
not plant very deeply, and remove all lateral

shoots. Celeriac requires an abundance of

water during the growing season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Staward, G»rdener to R. 0. Palmer Mom-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, ALfreton, Derbyshire.

Acacia.—Plants of Acacia, raised from seed

require larger pots. The soil should consist of

good heavy loam and a little leaf-mould. Pots
six inches in diameter are large enough for the

first year. Place a neat stake to each speci-

men to keep the growth upright.

Sparmannia africana.—The Sparmannia makes
a pleasing show in the houses during the dull

winter months. The plants may be cut back
now, and the young growths that develop will

furnish plenty of flowers in a few months' time.

Azalea indica.—Plants of Azalea indica that
have completed their growth should be placec.

out-of-doors and the pots plunged to their rims
in ashes. The situation should not be exposed
to the full rays of the sun; preferably on the
north side of a glasshouse. The plants snoui .

be examined every other day in case some may
become dry at the roots.

Winter-flowering Carnations.—Plants in 6-inch
pots are ready for shitting into receptacles
5 or 6 inches in diameter, at the discretion of

the cultivator, and to be placed in a cool frame
on a bed of ashes. Admit an abundance of fresh
air, but protect the plants from heavy rains
by placing the lights in position, leaving them
open a trifle to admit a little fresh air.

^
Campanula pyramidalis.—Plants of the

Chimney Campanula coming into flower in the
conservatory should be supplied with liquid
manure, and never allowed to become dry it
the roots. Seeds of this species sown some
time ago should, as soon as they are large
enough to handle, be pricked off into boxes
and, later, planted out on an outside border.
In September they may be lifted and potted.
Some of the plants will not flower the first

year, but such will make good specimens tor.

flowering the following year. They will grow
well in a cool frame after they are potted.

Zonal Pelargoniums—Pelargoniums intended
for winter flowering require shifting into 6-inch
pots, in which they will flower. After potting
them, the plants should be stood out-of-doors
in full exposure to light, sun and air, and
never allowed to become excessively dry at the
roots. All flower, spikes should be removed,
and when the young growths are a few
inches long the points should be nipped out.
When the pots are filled with roots the latter
should be fed with a stimulant once every week,
and more often at a later stage.

Asparagus—Seedling Asparagus plumosus in
small pots should be shifted into larger receo-
tacles, using good turfy loam with a little lea;
soil and sand added as a rooting medium. ThU
Asparagus enjoys plenty of heat and moisture
when in a young state, but a cooler treatment
is suitable when the plants have developed.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthtr Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,
CoDDed Hall, Epping.

Cucumbers in Frames—With the advent of

brighter weather a marked improvement has
taken place in Cucumbers growing in frames;
the plants are making vigorous growth, and
it will be necessary to stop them occasionally

by pinching out the buds at every three or

four joints. When the soil in which they
are planted becomes full of young, fibrous

roots, a layer of horse droppings should be
spread as a top dressing, and this in turn
covered with a light layer of soil. Guard
against overcropping, otherwise the plants will

soon become exhausted. If desirable, another
batch of plants may still be raised which
will ensure a succession of fruit until late in

the season. Encourage growth to develop
quickly by syringing the plants and closing

the frames early in the day. No harm will

be done by allowing the temperature to rise to

100° or more, provided a humid atmosphere
is maintained in the frame, and with rapid
growth the fruits will be free from bitterness.

Melons.—For a late crop seeds should now
be sown. Provided the seeds are good, there
should be no difficulty in germinating them
at this season. The fruits from plants of

this sowing should be ready for the table
towards the end of August and early September.
If a house is not available, brick frames may
be utilised provided they are set on a hot-bed of

leaves and stable litter a week or so before
the plants are inserted. Good rich loam, to

which has been added some old mortar rubble,
will provide a suitable compost. For a few
days after the young Melons are planted it

will be necessary to shade them a little, but
as soon as they begin to root in the new soil

the shading should be gradually removed, and
finally dispensed with altogether. The treat-
ment should be the same as advised for
Cucumbers, with regard to ventilating and
atmospheric humidity. When sufficient flowers

have developed, it will be necessary to fertilise

them by removing pollen from the male
bloom and applying it to the female oi

fruiting flower. At that stago. the plants
should be kept on the dry side. Three or four
fruits to each plant are sufficient for a crop,
and it should be the endeavour of the grower
to secure this number at the same time,
otherwise there is always the danger that one
or two fruits will get a lead over those ferti-

lised a day or two later.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coins, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Violas.—These plants require a good deal of

attention. especially in the south, where
tlie hot, dry summers often prove too
much for them. All seed capsules should be
picked off as they form, and the roots watered
freely during dry weather. Weak liquid

manure or soot-water applied on frequent
occasions is of great assistance in keeping the
plants in the best condition, and top-dressings

of old Mushroom bed manure or well-decayed
stable manure mixed with fine soil or

well-decayed leaf-mould are also beneficial. At
Kew we find that the number of varieties which
will succeed in the Royal Gardens is strictly

limited, and after trying many sorts we always
finish with a few well-tried varieties, which
include Maggie Mott, White Swan, Primrose
Dame, and J. B. Riding. Golden Sovereign is

very good, but is apt to be attacked by aphis
during dry weather. Where Violas are used
for spring bedding the stock may be main-
tained by lifting and dividing the old plants,

and placing them in lines in the nursery garden;
but. the better way is to insert cuttings now
in cold frames, and, when well rooted, plant

them out in the nursery. Such plants make
fine healthy specimens for planting out during
the autumn.

Pinks.—Border Pinks should now be increased

by means of cuttings or pipings. If the latter

method is employed, all that is necessary is to

pull the shoots out at a joint and insert them
under hand-lights or in cold frames, or
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thev may even be dibbled out in a partially

blinded position out-of-doors The. old white,

fringed Pink seems to be very scarce in gardens,

its cultivation, no doubt, being given up for

larger-flowered varieties. which lack the

grace and charm of th© older variety. The
perpetual flowering Dianthus Allwoodii may be
propagated at any time by means of cuttings,

but the latter are best inserted during the

autumn. When dibbled into cold frames ihey

root readily and make good specimens for plant-

ing out during the spring. The small and
choicer species of Dianthus in the rock garden

may, in some cases, be propagated by means
of cuttings, and wherever possible seed should

be saved from choice species. Some of the more
rlKHeulf kinds 'nay be increased by working
lino sandy soil in among the tufts.

FORESTRY AT OXFORD.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedley Warrev, Gardener to the Hon. N, C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Ti-ing-.

Newly Planted Trees.- These should be copi-

ously watered .luring dry weather, particularly

those that wera planted late in the spring.

Considerable advantage will be derived from
continuing to keep out the parching heat and
drying winds from their roots by having the

Fir.. 133.—THUYA PLICATA AT BARLEY WOOD.
SHOWINR CLEAN STEMS AND ABSENCE OF

UNDERGROWTH.

surface of the ground round their stems well

covered with decayed manure, which may from
time to time be renewed. A bandaging of

the stems of large trees, as a retainer of the
moisture within, is always attended with good
results, and as an additional help the hay
bandages may be syringed with clear water
daily during a period of drought.

General Remarks.—All kinds of stone fruit

should now be thinned again, reserving, how-
ever, the final thinning till next month.
Established trees of Apples, Pears, and Plums
will by this time have made good growth,
both wall specimen and espaliers, and, where
this work was not done last month, it will be
necessary carefully to look over thorn and
regulate the growths. All luxuriant, fore-

right, or ill-placed shoots should be taken off

close to the stem, and likewise such as are

produced in parts where they cannot be pro-

fitably trained in. All that are- not absolutely

required to produce a succession of wood, or

to fill vacant spaces, should be cleared away
entirely, some spurred in and others laid in

for future fruit-bearing. The young growths
of Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines will

require constant attention in regulating

and training the growths till the work is

completed.

{( 'mirlnded from page 287.)

Hitherto, owing to the comparatively small
area of the Coniferous plantations, the damage
by atmospheric agencies, fungi and insect

pests has not been extensive, but as the per-

centage of Conifers is increased, as it will

be in accordance with a definite working plan
which is to he prepared, greater attention

will need to be paid to sylvicultural treat-

ment and protective measures, particularly
with regard to injurious fungi and insects.

Of the former, by far the most formidable
met with in Bagley is the Honey fungus
(Armillarea mellea), which has wrought ex-

tensive damage in plantations of Corsican and
Weymouth Pine, as well as of Sitka Spruce
and Deodar. The allied fungus, Fomes
annosus, has also made its appearance, and
may prove troublesome in the future.

A considerable amount of damage has been
caused in Larch plantations by Dasyscypha
calycina, the fungus which produces the well-

known canker on Larch and other Conifers.

The Japanese variety has hitherto proved
practically immune from this disease, but it

is doubtful how long it will remain so. Wey-
mouth Pine plantations have suffered to a

certain extent from one of the Uredineae,
l'eridermium strobi. the alternate stage of

which occurs on species of Ribes in the garden
of the woodman.

The most important insect pest is Pityogenes
bidentatus, one of the ScolytiJae or Bark
Beetles, which attacks all Conifers up to 75

years of age. Of moths, the most destructive

are Retinia buoliana, which attacks the young
shoots of Pines ; Argyresthia atmoriella, which
bores in young Larch shoots; Preys curtisella.

which produces the forking of Ash stems: and
Tortrix viridana, which causes defoliation of

the Oak.

Two aphidae are a source of damage in

Coniferous plantations, one, Pineus strobi,

which destroys Weymouth Pines, and the

other Chermes Cooleyi, which occurs on
Douglas Fir, but confines itself to the lower

branches at present. A third aphid, Chermes
abietis, causes very conspicuous " galls " on
Spruce, especially the Norway variety, but

the damage is negligible.

All young plantations have to be fenced in

order to prevent the ravages of rabbits, which
are also kept down by shooting. The rabbit

problem is one of the most serious that con-

fronts the Forestry Commission and private

owners in this country, owing to the enormous
initial outlay involved in fencing.

The damage caused by snow in a plantation

of Thuja plicata has already been mentioned.

In December, 1909, Douglas Firs, 30 ft. high,

were thrown by wind, owing to the shallow

surface character of the root system of this

species, but danger from this source will in

future be counteracted by the planting of

storm-firm species with shallow-rooted ones,

and by other protective measures.
•

The danger from fire will be much greater

as the proportion of Coniferous species is in-

creased, but this will be met by maintaining

a sufficient proportion of broad-leaved species

and by the establishment and maintenance of

a regular system of fire traces

As has already been stated, no definite

working plan for Bagley has yet been pre-

pared, but I am indebted to Prof. R. S. Troup,

Professor of Forestry al Oxford, lor the

following information concerning the broad

outline of the proposed treatment. Out of

a total area of 415 acres, three-fourths will

be gradually converted into Coniferous species.

Of these, the greater part will be grown under

a financial rotation, for estate purposes, for

the benefit of St. John's College, but soma
plots will probably be retained under a longer

rotation for experimental purposes; the actual

rotation has not yet been determined in either

case. The principal species to be grown will

bo Larch (Japanese and European varieties).

with Douglas Fir on the most fertile soil and
Sitka Spruce on the clay, and possibly Scots

and Coisican Pine on the poorest soil, these

being the least exacting Coniferous species.

The remaining quarter of the area will be

reserved for broad-leaved species, distributed

in blocks of a reasonable area, for purposes
of fire protection as well as for aesthetic

reasons, and for the encouragement of bird-

life, the latter being important from the point

of view of keeping down the insect pests.

In conclusion, I should like to add that I am
indebted for the photographs from which the
accompanying reproductions were made to

Prof. R. S. Troup and Dr. A. H. Church,
F.R.S.; to the former for the two photographs

of the Forest of BeHeme (see Figs. 128 and 132)

and to the hitter for those taken in Baglev

Wood (see Figs. 127, 129, 133, and 134). K. H
Hnrwood, Exeter Qo'-Une, Oxford

TREES AND SHRUBS.

PRUNUS PSEUDO-CERASTJS.
I daresay I may be forgiven for writing

what I should, no doubt, say in conversation,
viz., that there can hardly be other than con-

siderable difference between the trees that pro-

duced the fruiting specimen illustrated on

Fir. 134.

—

Japanese larch plantation at

barley wood, showinr density of crop and
clear ground.

p. 236 of the Oard. Chron. for May 14, and
the flowering specimen illustrated from Cam-
bridge on the opposite page On the one hand,

it is difficult to doubt a determination by Mr.
Bunyard, and, on the other, it is as difficult

to believe that between the flowering and fruit-

ing stages there can develop in any kind of

tree the great differences in habit that are

shown between '.he two illustrations. The
leaves of the trees in question, no doubt, show
lemarkable similarity, but undoubtedly parallel

similarities or identities do occur in plants

that are very I itnlly different. This I have
noticed in Iris, and there is a Mexican Oak
that can hardly be distinguished at nil from
common English Oak. but I believe that in all

the ages they never had anything to do with

one another.

I should mention thnt Lindley's original

specimen shows quite the same stiffly erect

habit, with close, bunchy arrangement of

llowers as does the ftoWdTing specimen fi '

living plant illustrated in the isue of May 14.

This is clearly thown by the photograph pub-

lished in Qard. Chron. of August -1. 1917, p. 51.

In the same issue (Fig, 19 1 is also shown the

original leaf specimen. jft. Irwin Lynch.

VMM.
I
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EDITORIAL NO TIGE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would

obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-

tion*, and save us much time and trouble, if then

would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters

and to advertisements should be addressed to fhe

PUBLISHER, and that all '"communications intended for

publication referring to the Literary department, and

all plants to be named, should be directed to the

EDITORS. The two departments. Publishing and Edi-

torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and

confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

Special Notice to Correspondents—^'"' Editor*

do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations or to return unused communications or

illustrations unless by special arrangement. The Edtton
do not hold themselves responsible for any Opinions

expressed by their correspondents.

Illustrations.—The .Editors will be glad to receive and

select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents wtll >>rea<ly oblige by send-

ing to the Editors early Intelligence of local evt rati

likely to be of interest to our rentiers or of any

matters which it is desirable to bring under the notice

of horticulturists.

MR. KINGDON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA.*

2.—The Start fob China.

NOT till April 11 did we get away from

Lashio, and even then the commis-

sariat arrangements were in an em-

bryonic condition, so that 1 was not surprised

when, a week later, they broke down

altogether.

First through jungle. Ventilago, a boister-

ous liana belonging to the order Rhamnaeeae,

was conspicuous here; it frequently smothers

and so kills the trees it sprawls over. There

were many arborescent Leguminosae here—

a

Cassia in fruit, a Dalbergia in Mower, and

also an Indigofera. though this last was

little more than a shrub.

After crossing a small river, we emerged

from the forest belt on to open grassy downs,

not unlike the rolling hills of Kent and

Sussex! The grass was, of course, burnt up

by the hot sun, but the spaciousness of this

country was delightful. For miles and miles

scarcely a tree or a bush to break the wide

expanse; and anon, park land, dolled with

(lumps of trees. Such villages as there are

occupy the lower river terraces, hidden

amongst Bamboos and wide spreading Fig

trees.

We reached the end of our first stage

—

eleven miles only—at dusk, just as a thunder-

storm broke. The contrast between the luscious

green of the Bamboos and the grey-blue liiills

beyond, under a smoke-coloured sky, was

wonderful. There is a peculiar Bamboo met
with round here. The steins are a brilliant

gamboge, irregularly striped with sea-green,

giving a most peculiar effect. This striking

species grows in big clumps sixty feet high.

Though we had got away from Lashio, the

start was calamitous. Two mules strayed in

the night and were never seen again—at least

not by us. We spent a whole day looking

for them—that is to say the muleteers did;

I was more interested in two little Acan-
thaeeae (Nelsonia?), which grew in the Paddy
fields. The Order is strongly represented in

the mountainous bulwark which forms the

eastern frontier of Burma, but dwindle

The previous article by Mr. Kingdnn Ward was
published in our issue of May 14, 1921.

rapidly as you go eastwards into China, in

the north at any rate. I shall be interested

to see if the same is true in this latitude

(N.23°-24°). Once out of the Sal ween valley,

I do not expect to see many more of them.

Having lost two mules, I now had to give

up my riding pony and go on foot; the other

lo id was distributed. The loss was not mine,

except that I had to walk. However, to

square matters, a few days later imy tern-

poi'aiy cook disappeared in the night with

n,y saddle-bags and considerably more than

his share of rupees. I was so annoyed I

nearly turned round and went bark to Burma.

To return to the Shan Hills. In places we
found the hill sides covered with thorny
scrub and thickets Here grew Zizyphus,

Polygonum (white flowers). I'haninus (cream

flowers), and two species of Capparis, one with

white (C, suhtenera ': ). the other with perman-

ganate coloured flowers. Bound the villages

were hedges of Opuntiia, its lemon yellow

blossoms now opening, and gigantic Agaves.

Park land alternated with grass land, and

down by the river were Paddy fields; but

flowers were few ami far between, save where

a Schima was in bloom, or a purple flowered

Osbeckia. Our altitude was still under 3.000

feet, so we could not expect much in the dry

weather; moreover, the country was all lime-

stone, except in the river valley where there

was a little recent alluvium, but which held

no water.

(In the 14th the order of inarch was still

unchanged and we covered thirteen miles

under a hut sun. Alter traversing a wooded

ravine, still following up the river, we

emerged on t" a broad rolling plateau— really

a valley, though no river was visible—between

two high ranges of hills. There was mile

mi mile id fresh malachite green Bracken

and brown grass. Also there were flowers

—

.in Orchid, several Compositae. Acanthaceae.

and others; also a Polygonum] uith rose-

coloured corollas—but here nature had been

stingy with the paint, for only the inside

was coloured! Prom the edge of this charm

mg plateau valley the Salween-Irrawaddy

divide towered up green and rocky; tor the

si ream we hail followed flowed down to the

lrrawaihlv. and next march we would cross

the divide, and follow down allot her stream

to the Salween.

But the divide here nowhere exceeds 7.000

feet in height, and as fur iiur ramp out-

side the Shan village of Mong Yaw, it was

under 3,500 feet. Imagine my surprise there-

fore when I found the stream here lined

with a Primula. There is a small Primula

(P. Lacei ?) found on the Shan plateau round

Maymyo, at about this altitude; I have not

seen it, anil* do not know anything about it;-

but I do not think this is it. My Primula

is a malaooides—not the real article, 1 fancy,

but near, though better. It has the same
habit, the same whorls of silver crusted cups,

the same rosette of foliage; but the flowers

are not so refined in colour—a blunt, downrigin

rose pink in fact, with bright yellow eye.

The petals are a different shape, so are the

leaves—I speak from memory, not having a

specimen of malaooides about me. Thus I am
open to correction.

But it is a far cry from Tali, the home
of P. malaooides, to Mong Yaw, in the

northern Shan States; how far I can better

say when I have marched it, though to be

sure my Mong Yaw Primula turned up again

in large quantities on the other side of the

Salween, ten days later.

However, so far as geographical distribution

is concerned, it would be better to compare

the Mong Yaw plant with P. densa, one of

my North-Fast F'rontier Primulas, discovered

in 1914, and raised from my seed in 1919.

This latest plant is in fact a large, a very

large, P. densa with silver meal. Both are

limestone plants, and both were found west

of the Salween, in the Irrawaddy basin!

The Mong Yaw plant occurred in two very

distinct forms. In damp, shady places, as

under the river bank, it sent up from the

Large rosette of leaves a dozen or fifteen

flowering stems which, weighted with many
whorls of flowers, bent over in all directions.

On the sinter blocks which cumbered the

stream bed however, the Primula assumed

a drawf compact form, with one or two stout

little scapes not above an inch tall, termi-

nating in a single head of flowers. Finally,

mention may lie made of a fragile fragrance,

which is that of Primroses, very sweet and
alluring.

I was fortunate enough to secure seed of

tins species; it will be no more hardy than

is true P. malacoides. but it should prove an

equally good greenhouse plant. It may be

remarked that it flowers at the same time

as the Tali plant—that is about the beginning

of February, and continues to flower for

several months, ripening its seed meanwhile.

When we marched up the plateau valley

towards the pass on April 15, I searched the

stream hanks for more of this pretty plant,

and found hone. Apparently, it was abun-

dant in that one locality, and nowhere else

about here; nor did it re-appear on the other

-id.' of i In- pass, so far a.s ii, v .search revealed.

Had we slept in the village, as at first I

intended to do. instead of camping on the

mil ski its, 1 must have missed it altogether!

Such is luck!

Of the Primula found ten days later, far

away "ii the other side ul the Salween (and

therefore much nearer Tali), 1 shall have

something to say in another letter; but my
impression is, that this second one was true

malaooides. ami not the same as the Mong
Yaw plant. Critical examination of the dried

material (and no doubt of the living plants,

foi I seemed seeil of both) will settle the

point. To return to our journey. The only

other plants I noticed by the stream were a

lliptage with very large winged fruits, tipped

with pink; and a Mussaenda with very small

creamy white bracts. Both species extend far

into Yunnan.

The ascent to the pass was long and

gradual, but the pass itself was not above

5,000 feet, though some of the peaks rise a

icouple of thousand feet higher. Then we

plungsid steeply down towards the dreaded

Salween.

On this side the hills were well covered

with monsoon forest, still for the most part

leafless, though the Fig trees in all their

numerous assortment, were garmented. The

path was strewn with the fruits of Clmus,

Ventilago, Schima, Congea, and various

Leguminosae. There was no grass land on

this side, though a thick tangle of shrubs

covered the sunniest slopes. 'Sultry as were

the days, the air grew chilly after midnight,

and if the night was clear, there was always a

heavy fall of dew towards dawn. Thunder-

storms now became frequent, and rain fell

almost every day in the Salween valley—

generally towards evening. F. Kingdon

Ward.
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TULIP THIEVES. THE ALPINE GARDEN.

In the issue of The Gardeners' Chronicle

f(V August 6, 1881, a short article on Tulip

thieves appeared in answer to a correspondent

who wanted to know the meaning of the term.

It was from the pen of Mr. E. H. Krelage,

of Haarlem. As forty years have passed 'by,

and as nothing on the subject has appeared
since then, so far as I am aware, it may
not be out of place to quote a sufficient part

of it to explain what Mr. Krelage's Tulip

thieves are, otherwise some readers may not

appreciate the second half of my title.

" There ar^ a great number of varieties of

Tulips, among which is a form of atavism.
Occasionally some specimens lose their charac-
ter and return to a form of Tulip with
niiirow (lowers and mostly of one colour only.

These Tulips nia known in Holland as thieves,

and are always taken out and thrown away."
The colour whi?.h is by far the most common

to appear is a shade of pale mauve-pink, not
altogether unlike that which we find in Sir

Harry. The petals are long, narrow, and
pointed, something after the style of those of

Inglescombe Scarlet.

T have ki'own these defaulters for a long

time, and I fondly imagined they were the
ccly bandits from whom anything was to be
feaied. They appear so seldom, and when
they do turn up are easy to detect and easily

dealt with by simply rogueing them out, that

they need not g,ive anyone an hour of anxiety.

The amateur may very nearly disregard

them altogether, or. if any of them appear,

he may think himself lucky to have an example
of such an interesting botanical problem.
Two years ago I got a rude shock. It

seemed as if ihe Spirit of Mischief must have
felt that he could not do enough damage with
these easily detected and comparatively harm-
less emissaries, so another band of thieves

was let loose, which were mucii more danger-

ous and much more difficult to detect. My
awakening came about in this way.

I sent fifty bulbs of a certain variety to a

very famous Dutch firm. By return of post

eighteen came hack with a memorandum sav-

ing thev were no good ; they were "thieves,"
and that they would rever Howpr, and that
all that they would do would be to produce
on- big leaf, and that, when the bulbs were
lifted, it would be found that the parent bulb
had produced ever eo nony small ones, which
in turn would produce others similar to them-
selves. As a matter of fact, every one of

the returned Lulls flowered. They were put
in pots, so that there was no doubt as to

their being the same. It. however, serves to

show how difficult it is to delect them in tin'

bulb state, 't is almost as difficult when they

are in the 'eaf state (hence their name in

Holland of eenblad—one leaf) ; oiily experi-

enced experts are able to detect them. Now,
if these thieves, with their propensity of rapid

Increase, are not weeded out. it goes without
saying that a . toel- in which they have ap-

peared, and in which they are allowed to

remain, will soon deteriorate and become
dominated with " eenbladen."

I fancy my stock of Walter T. Ware is in this

plight, for I get plenty of increase, but hardly
any blooms—not even thief blooms, which
seems strange, if there are so many wrong
ones present in the stock.

From what I have heard, these " one-
It a fers " and 'ho mauvey-pink tlowerers are
probably the same thing under different mani-
festations. Is this so or not? The question
of Tulip thieves—what they are—how they
arise—is not only of practical hut also .if

botanical interest.

Can any reader tell as mine about this
subject? There is much to be learned. What
with the proble ns about thieves, what with
the impenetrable darkness about the first

evolution of the flower in the East, what with
the controversy about its rectification or
breaking, what with its minor propensities of
sporting and parroting, the Tulip [might well
be called the flower of mystery and fascina-
tion. Joseph Jamb.

GENTIANA SEPTEMFIDA.
The species of Gentian illustrated in Fig. 135

is an old garden plant, which was introduced
from Persia in 1804. It is sometimes known as

the crested Gentian from the small, fringed,

erect laciniae between the. limbs, which are

sometimes five, sometimes six, and rarely seven
in number. Sir Herbert Maxwell in a note in

Card. Chron., August 7, 1920, states that none
of the flowers in a large clump of the plant in

his garden at Monreith, which has occupied the
same place in a border for very many years,

have more than five main and five subsidiary
corolla lobes, but that seedlings raised from this

plant produce, some of them, blossoms with
seven main segments and as many subsidiary

Sandwort, Arenaria balearica, tempts many to

try it, but it has curious ways of its own, and
does not succeed everywhere. In some places,

especially in cool, rather moist situations, it

runs riot, and, lovely though it is, gives an
immense amount of trouble if allowed to grow
unchecked amongst other plants. I have seen
many other plants smothered by it, and in

one place, in particular, I saw a choice lot of

Ramondias destroyed by the Sandwort being
allowed to grow round and over them. The
Arenaria clung closely round the neck of the
Ramondias and seemed to strangle them, and
the creeping growths reaching to the crowns
quite checked the growth of the young leaves.

The position, in the face of a sandstone retain-

ing wall, was congenial to both plants, but ot

the two the Arenaria was the more persistent

and the neglected Ramondias periched in the

Fm. 135.—QKNTMNA EWPTBMFIDA.

nnes, and considers the five-ten arrangement the

normal one and th.it septemnda is a misnomer.
The plan! is Found wild in the Persian Alps
near the Caspian Sim. the Crimea, and Mount
Caucasus. It is nearest allied I" Gentian
asclepiadea,, bu( the Bowers axe rather suoerioi
t.i those hi thai apeeies; they are coloured azure
blue, whitish in the mouth witli numerous small
dots lower down; the rich blue is absenl in the
lower part of the outside i>f the tube. The plant
is very flori tenuis and grows from 6 to 18 in.

high, forming a colony, as may he seen mi
reference to the illustration,

ARENARIA BALEARICA
The lovely carpel oi green leaves spangled

with white flowers, formed bv the Balearic

struggle. Another curious thing aln.ut

Arenaria balearica is the way in which it seems
to exhaust it; feeding ground, and unless it can

reach "fresh woods and pastures new- "
it die

appears.
In a i 'K.I hi .in outdoor Fernery the plant

will grow rampantly amongst the' stones, but
in some places where there is rather less

moisture it grows well for a year or two and
then dwindles away. I have here a curious
renaissance of a plant of this Balearic Sand-
wort. A patch which was growing on the
front of a rather smooth freestone wall,
flourished for some three years and then began
to go back until it had almost disappeared.
This season it has taken a fresh lease and is

again beautiful on the same stones. .S'. A r null.
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MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

Although rain fell on fourteen days during

May at. my place, the ground was almost as

dry at the end of the month as at the beginning.

The showers were so light that their benefit was

quickly lost under the influence of bright sun-

shine and drying winds, and the total rainfall

for the month was only 1.33 in. The nights

were often cold, there being frost enough on

the 28th to cut Potatos in low-lying positions.

May certainly did nothing to enhance the fruit

prospects. Conditions were such as to check

vegetation and give every encouragement to in-

sect pests, especially aphides, which have been

very plentiful on Gooseberries, Cherries, Black

Currants, Cobnuts, and many garden vegetables

and flowers. Curiously enough Apples have re-

mained exceptionally clear of aphis and other

insect pests except Apple blpssom weevil, which
has certainly thinned out the late-blooming

varieties rather severely, though possibly not

too much. Caterpillars have given no trouble

than others. It will be remembered that it

almost disappeared from many orchards in

1919, a fact which was generally attributed to

natural enemies, particularly the larvae of the

ladybird beetle, which were plentiful in that

year. This explanation was probably wrong,

as Mr. F. V. Theobald, our greatest authority

on this and other aphides, states that the

natural enemies of the woolly aphis are few on

the Apple. He is convinced that the state of

the soil, in conjunction with climatic conditions,

has much more to do with the spasmodic

appearance of the pest.

I had a block of Allington Pippin badly in-

fested with American blight late last summer.

These trees were sprayed with caustic soda in

winter, which certainly cleared them for the

time being. But the blight appeared again in

May. I promptly sprayed copiously with

nicotine and soft soap, ami was delighted to find

I hat must of the insects were killed. Now,

about a fortnight later, the trees are becoming

infested again. Having just read Mr. Theo-

bald's article on the woolly aphis in the last

Fig. 136.

—

apple allen's everlasting; a late dessert variety.

at all. There is no doubt that the early spray-

ing with nicotine and soft soap, just before the

opening of the bloom, caught nearly all the pests

on both Apples and Plums. I have been able

to omit the usual spraying after the fall of the

bloom, except in the case of one variety, which

was sprayed to check American blight, and

another to control Apple powdery mildew. This

release from spraying has been a great boon, as

it has left all hands available for land cultiva-

tion and the fight against weeds, for which con-

ditions have been excellent.

Fruit prospects at the end of May were as

follows :—Cherries, Gooseberries, Straw-berries,

and Red Currants good. Black Currants have
" Tun off" to some extent, but still promise

well, except where aphis has made a mess of the

bushes. Pears, which at one time looked well,

have dropped badly, and will be light. Plums
are Tery scarce indeed, with the exception of

Rivers' Early Prolific, which is fair. Of Apples
it is rather early to speak, but they look like

being a good crop without approaching any-
thing sensational, such as we had two years ago.

American Blight.
This promises to be a bad season for Ameri-

can blight. There is a good deal of it on my
trees, and it is reported as being very prevalent
in Kent. This pest is always with us, of course,
but it is much more in evidence in some seasons

two issues of the Journal of Pomology, I can
see where my mistake was j I sprayed too early,

as the trees are still being invaded by migrants
from the roots. This movement goes on through
May and June, and in July there is migration
from the Elm to Apple. The return migration
to both roots and Elm begins early in September.
The right time to spray to control the pest on
the Apple is, therefore, at the end of July or

in August. Suitable washes to use are nicotine
and soft soap or one of the proprietary nicotine
or tobacco washes. These have been found
better than any wash containing paraffin. Mr.
Theobald considers winter spraying to be quite
useless against American blight.
In addition -to the spraying he recommends

grease-banding during May, June, and early
July, or, better still, keeping the bands on all

the. summer, to trap the insects ascending the
stem in their migration from roots to branches.
The life history of the woolly aphis is com-

plicated, and has only recently been fully
worked out. It is now known that this insect
lives in four different ways: (1) permanently on
the Apple above ground: "(2) permanently on the
Apple below ground ; (3) migrating between the
root and stem ; and (4) migrating between the
Elm and the Apple. The fact that the common
rosette leaf-curler of the Elm becomes the woolly
aphis of the Apple will be new to most readers.
The discovery was made by Miss Edith Patch in

America in 1912, and has since been verified in

this country by Mr. Theobald. It is important,

as it shows us the best time to spray and ex-

plains failures in dealing with this pest.

" A.P.S. " Wash for Mildews.

Little attention used to be given to powdery
mildew of the Apple. The few floury-looking

shoots appearing on the trees could Ibe out off

or even ignored. To judge from the last three

or four years, however, this threatens to be-

come a serious disease. This year the mildewed
shoots are more plentiful than I have ever seen
before—far too numerous on some varieties to
be cut off. A good opportunity was thus pre-
sented for trying the somewhat new ammonium
polysulphide wash mentioned in previous notes

(p. 188). It is claimed for this fungicide that
it not only checks the growth of the mildew
and prevents its spread, but actually destroys it

in many cases. I think the claim is justified.

Examination of the trees a week after spraying
discovered very few whitened shoots.

I tried the wash also on some Gooseberry
bushes affected by American mildew. It seemed
to wash the mildew clean off the berries, and in

most cases it has not reappeared. Gardeners
would do well to try ammonium polysulphide
(commonly known as'" A.P.S. ") with "soft soap
against the various mildews which attack vege-
tables and flowering plants.

Sdb-laterals on Plums.
\oung Plums which are making vigorous

growth haive a tiresome habit of throwing out
little laterals from the current year's shoots.
These are a hindrance to the formation of the
tree, for, when it comes to winter pruning,
it is often impossible to find a clear wood bud
to which to cut, except too high up towards the
point of the shoot. Rivers' Early Prolific is a
variety which behaves in this

' manner. In
pruning some of these last winter I tried the
experiment of pruning to a lateral instead of to
a wood bud. and cutting the lateral off close.
I noticed that there was a small bud on each
side of the base of the lateral, but did not feel
sure whether these would turn out to he wood
or fruit buds. Examination of the trees now
-hows that in every case these buds have pro-
duced shoots, so that ,1 have two shoots growing
from the point at which the main shoot was cut"
In future pruning, therefore, these sub laterals
will not worry me. I shall cut off the one that
comes in the way, and prune the main shoot
just as if there had never been a lateral,
although I should always prefer a plain wood
had it it ouuild be found. The remaining laterals
springing from points lower down on the shoot!
are best spurred. I have tried leaving them full
length, but found that thev bloomed and cropped
once and then died off. Market Grower

' FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE ALLEN'S (EVERLASTING.
The fruit of Allen's Everlasting illustrated

in Fig. 136 is one of several fine specimens
submitted to the R.H.S. Fruit and Vegetable
Committee, on May 10, by the Rev. W. Wills.
lor .the purpose of drawing attention to the
merits of this fine late dessert variety. The
fruits shown were as plump and solid as could
be wished, and in perfect rendition generally,
although they had been merely stored in a
box in a shed. Apple Allen's Kverlasting is

one of the best late dessert varieties, both as
regards cropping qualities and excellence of
flavour. It is said to be a .seedling from
Stunner Pippin, but there is no definite
evidence on this point; in fact, its origin is

not known for pertain. Bunyard in A Htind-
boolt of Fruits, states that it was known before
1870. and gives its French and German names
as Eternelle d'Allen and Allen's Dauerapfel.
which seems to point to the fruit being of
British origin, seeing tthat in both cases the
English name of Allen is included. The
colour is a pale greenish-yellow, and the skin,

is freely marked with russet overlaid in

parts with a brownish-red tinge. The speci-

men illustrated is of natural size.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Edittrt do not hold themselves responsible /or

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Crimson Cowslips.—On reading the notes on

this subject on p. 251 1 sent for some of Messrs.

Storrie's flowers and am disposed to concur with

the Editor's remarks. The two Polyanthus

X Cowslip hybrids kinmy sent me by Mr.
Storrie are strongly Polyanthus in character in

loth flowers and leaves, and I can scarcely be-

lieve that the. four Cowslips, varying from a

good yellow through bronze to rich crimson,

are free from Polyanthus mixture. My experi-

ence with these wild Primulas (Cowslip, Oxlip,

and Primrose), in which I am particularly in-

terested and shall always be glad to hear of,

cr see, unusual specimens, is that the Cowslip

and Oxlip cross very rarely, the Cowslip and
Primrose commonly and the Oxlip and Prim-

rose profusely. In the neighbourhood of Saffron

Walden, where all three species grow freely,

some of the woods on the line dividing the

Oxlip and Primrose districts are full of hybrids

between these two species, and on several occa-

sions I have found all three species and all three

hybrids in the same wood. The umbellate form

of the Primrose (var. oaulescens) is simply an
example of the lengthening of the peduncle which

is said to be discoverable in most Primrose
plants, but is only developed as such occa-

sionally. I believe this phenomenon (the caule-

scent truss) to be commoner in some seasons

than others, and it is probably regulated by
weather conditions. At any rate, it is very un-

certain in its appearance, and I have found
that plants of this form when transplanted to

the garden have reverted to the ordinary form
in the next year ; I have been told, on the
other hand, of ordinary Primrose plants having
developed the caulescent form in a garden in

one season only, there being no Cowslips or

Oxlips anywhere near. This var. caulescens is

purely Primrose in character, there being no
trace of Cowslip about it. The origin of the
garden Polyanthus is, like the origin of most
excessively cultivated garden flowers, wrapped
in mystery, but there is no doubt that the
Cowslip and Primrose are involved in it, and
possiblv the Oxlip and other species. I may
ccnclude by saying that the Oxlip I refer to in

this article is, of course, the true Oxlip (Primula
elatior). The Cowslip X Primrose hybrid and
var. caulescens of the Primrose are also popu-
larly called Oxlips. C. Nicholson, 35, The
Arm in:. Hale End. E.4.

Dry Spraying isee p. 253).—I have carried out.

experiments in dry spraying and I am of the
opinion that as regards fruit trees it is not
likely to be a good substitute for wet spraying,
because very little of the powder appears to

adhere to the stems or foliage; applied when
the trees are wet with rain or dew better re-

sults would be assured, but one cannot com-
mand rain or dew whenever required. For
Potatos nowder is, I think, fairly suitable.
W. J. Farmer, SedhiU.

Doubling in Aquilegias.—Is it a common ex-
perience that Aquilegias develop double flowers
in gardens? I find that no matter whether I

grow them from seed from normal plants, or

transplant wild plants, the flowers either are
double from the commencement or ultimately
become so in subsequent years. Generally
speaking. I dislike doubled flowers, as thev are
usually monstrosities, and it is particularly ex-
asperating. Doubling disfigures such plants as
Aquilegias. which largely depend for their
beauty on the natural shape of the flowers. The
question is, why do they double? C. Nichol-
son.

Size in Vegetables—With regard to quality
and size in exhibition vegetables (see pp. 85.
104, 118). most good judges base their awards
on quality first of all, size coming next in
importance. Surely, the Royal Horticultural
Society has a remedy in this connection. Let
the Council select a model specimen of each kind

vegetable, at its exhibition, make an out-
line drawing of its exact size, and s'ate the
weight of the «] imen when fresh; then make
a model of it in some durable substance, which

should be the standard of size for from five to

ten years. There would then be a guide for size

and shape, but quality should always be the
point emphasised by a judge. /. Prince.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

CABBAGES HARBINGER AND APRIL.

The provision of an ample supply of Cabbages
for the table in the early months of the year is

a matter to which all engaged in the cultivation

of vegetables need to give serious consideration.

They are especially valuable in the perioJ

between the latest of the winter green crops,

such as late Broccoli and Sprouting Broccoli,

and the first early Peas, and a change from
Asparagus and Spinach.

In order to have young Cabbages ready for con-

sumption early in the season it is necessary that

the seed should be sown at the end of July or

early in August, the former period being best

for gardens in cool districts and the latter for

those in the warmer parts of the country.

SOCIETIES
SOCIETE NATIONALE D'HORTICULTURE

DE FRANCE.
As was the case last year, the Spring Exhibi-

tion of the Societe Nationale d'Horticulture de
France was held in the large conservatory of

the Zoological Garden in the Bois de Boulogne.
Opened by M. Lefevre du Prey, the Minister
of Agriculture, honoured by a visit from the
President of the Republic, and favoured by
beautiful weather, the exhibition, which lasted

from the 20th to the 27th of May, was a great

success, approaching closely the fine shows held
before the war.
The arrangement was practically the same as

last year, and the great Parisian growers had
utilised to the best advantage the space allotted

to them. The only drawback was the deficient

ventilation of the building.

Hybrid Rhododendrons and Azaleas were ex-

cellently shown, and formed one of the chief

attractions.

Numerous certificates of merit were awarded

Photo hy TI . Craven.

Fig. 137.

—

a fine c'rop cr harbinger and april cabbages at the vicarage gardens, aldenham.

Of varieties suited to the purpose there is a
great number, and among them some occupy a

foremost position by reason of their earliness or

by possessing the merit of being ready for use

some time in advance of others. I strongly

recommend the variety Harbinger, which I

regard as the finest early Cabbage in cultiva-

tion. For use in private establishments the

heads are large enough for all purposes, and at

the end of March may be termed a delicacy.

Full, con. pact beads of this variety were cut

in these gardens on April 10 from seed sown mi
August 10. For years I have grown the variety

April with great success, and the plants have
shown no sign of bolting, which is sometimes
common in mild seasons when the seed has been
sown a little too early. The last-named is a

compact grower, but much larger than Har-
binger and valuable to follow the smaller form.
The illustration in Fig. 137 shows a planta-

tion of Harbinger and April Cabbages growing
at Alderham Vicarage, photographed in the
middle of April. The plants arc all free from
bolting and admirable specimens in every
respect. /antes A. Paice, Aldenham,
Watford.

for new plants, notably for the double multi-

flora Begonia lime. Lucien Nublat, with salmon-

pink flowers, very floriferous, and with small

foliage (M. A. Billiard); to Carnations Mme.
Helene Billiard, a fine pink variety, and Jeanne
d'Arc, pure white, members of the Mme. Page
series of hybrids (M. A. Billiard) ; to Hydran-
geas Avenir, with large, cream-white flowers

;

I 'el ice. large, pale pink flowers ; Luminous,
bright pmk I

Ilings of M. Henri Cayeiix.

Director of Gardens of the town of Le Havre)

;

Amazone, white with fringed petals (M. Default I ;

Germaine Mouillere and Coquelicot CM. Mouil-

lere).

A botanical certificate was awarded to MM.
Fornix \M' Lu monnier for Primula Littoniana;

and the san.e firm staged a fine exhibit, not for

competition, of hardy flowers and plants, in-

i hiding Sweet Peas and Dahlias.

'I lie ( h , hill I
'

.
. 1 1 1 T 1 1 1 1 1 ee. under 111.' direOi loll

of M. Julien Potin, made a collective group of the

principal Orchid exhibits, which had a superb

effect. Hydrangeas were excellently shown,
notably by MM Morn i.kkk fi l-'ti.s, of Yen-

dome who were exhibiting their line \;niei\

I.a Maine, which has large pink, fringed flowers.
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M. Chaueert, of Orleans, showed a good col-

lection of Pelargoniums, among which were seve-

ral unnamed seedlings.

MM. Vilmorin, Andrieux and Co., had, as

usual, several fine groups, including one of

Pelargoniums among which was Marechal
Foch. certificated the previous year, and a
beautiful exhibit of hardy plants (not for
competition), including some of the finest Cal-
ceolarias, Sweet Peas, and Irises. They were
also successful in obtaining the " Harding

"

prize for Irises, with a seedling to be called

Mme. Edward Harding, after the donor of the
prize. The new Iris is of the Orifiamme type,
and conforms in every respect with the condi-
tions laid down by Mrs. Harding. The same
firm also staged an attractive exhibit of vege-
tables.

Mil. Cayeux et le Clerc showed a very pleas-

ing exhibit, not for competition, of Cinerarias,

Cannas, and Pyrethrums, the last including some
of their own raising, notably Mme. le Clerc and
Yvonne Cayeux.

Roses were shown by many well-known firms,

but none better than by M. Honore Defresne,
who staged a superb collection of climbers trained
in umbrella shape and in standard form, in-

cluding all the best sorts.

In the section for flowering shrubs. Rhodo-
dendrons and Azaleas occupied a predominant
position. MM. Moser et Fils had a splendid
exhibit of Azaleas, including the much-favoured
Gloria Mundi. At the entrance of the house,
this firm had also arranged a pretty out-door
scene carried out with great care, comprising a
turf walk, pergola and fountain, the pergola
covered with climbing Roses.

Fruit trees in pots were represented only by
a single exhibit, that of M. Alfred Nomblot,
which was, as usual, superb in quality and culti-

vation. There were several exhibits of boxed
fruits, including Cherries and Peaches. The
Chambre Syndicale des Fleuristes de Paris
made a very fine display of table and room
decorations, and the Comite d'Industries Hortt-
coles showed an interesting little historical col-

lection comprising pictures and objects con-
nected with gardening in the previous century.

Tlie Grand Prix d'Honneur was awarded to

MM. Moser et Cie for Rhododendrons and
Azaleas ; and the second Grand Prix to MM.
Mouillere et Fils for a collection of beautiful
Hydrangeas.

The annual Horticultural Congress was held
in the large hall of the Societe Nationale d'Horti-
culture, presided over by Dr. Viger, on the
21st of May. Various subjects of interest to
horticulturists were discussed. A. M.

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL HORTI-
CULTURAL CONFERENCE.

The third annual conference of the Federa-
tion Horticole Professionnelle Internationale
was held at the offices of the Chamber of Horti-
culture on the 25th and 26th <ult.

At the opening of the conference, Mr. George
Monro, the president, occupied the chair, and
at subsequent sessions Mr. A. E. Bunyard,
M. Graindorge, and M. Spae presided. Hol-
land and Luxemburg were admitted to the
Federation this year, and they were repre-

sented on this occasion. The British represen-
tatives were Messrs. George Monro, J. S.

Brunton. E. A. Merryweather. C. M. Matthews,
G. Arluison, P. A. Cragg, M. Lefrov. E. A.
Bunyard, G. W. Leak, A. W .White, C.
DuCann, H. Morgan Veitch and J. Cairns;
Mr. W. G. Lobjoit, Controller of Horticulture,
was also present. M.M. H. Graindorge, E.
Turbat. L. Sauvage, N. Levavasseur, L.

Levavasseur, and H. Detriche represented
France. Messrs. F. Spae, Albert de Smet,
E. Praet, and H. Van Orshoven were from
Belgium, while Messrs. Ruys and Wezelenburg
represented Holland.

After Mr. Monro had extended a hearty
welcome to the delegates from other countries
the minutes of the previous conference, held
in Ghent in 1920, were read, and these,

together with the reports from the general

secretary and treasurer, were adopted. One of

the principal items brought forward was the

creation of an International Bureau for the

Registration of Novelties. This matter was
discussed at considerable length at Ghent last

year, and the draft rules were subsequently
approved by the representatives of the United
Kingdom, France and Belgium, with the result

that the International Bureau is now in being
and under the charge of M. Sauvage, with
headquarters in Paris. M. Turbat, the general
secretary, suggested that each nation should
have its national bureau of registration, and
explained what had been done in France in

that direction under Mr. Nomblot. The con-

ference agreed as to the desirability of giving
effect to this suggestion, and the representatives
of each nation will give the matter due
consideration so that national bureaoix may
become effective from next year.

The International Bureau for the Registra-
tion of Novelties commences business at once,
however, and the fee for registration is fixed

at ten francs for one year. A hope was ex-
pressed that the horticultural Press would
insert the registrations free of charge! Regis-
tration secures the right of a chosen name
for a certain kind of plant, and thus duplica-
tion of names may be avoided. As previously
pointed out in these columns, registration does
not in any way indicate the value of the
plant named ; that is a matter for a special
society to decide.

No agreement was reached with regard to

minimum sale terms, and so the matter will

be discussed by the various societies concerned.
M. Sauvage presented a report of the condi-
tions of horticultural labour in France. The
American prohibition of horticultural subjects
was considered at some length, as it was in
1920, and regret was expressed that American
horticulture was not represented in the Inter-
national Federation. At present it would
appear as though the United States was doing
all it possibly could to discourage the importa-
tion of plants. The dumping of Belgian pro-

duce in France and of Hutch produce in

England was discussed, and it was reported
that measures previously suggested had been
taken, and it was hoped that the various
members of the Federation would be able in
future to do still more to prevent unfair
competition of this kind.

The subject of putting into practice the
resolutions of the Rome Convention held in

1914 raised so many complex questions that
the whole matter was referred to the societies

included in the Federation, in order that the
various Governments represented at Rome
should be persuaded to act only after taking
the advice of leading professional horticul-
turists.

Mr. Lobjoit then stated that an Order
was being prepared in this country, and that
it would be put into force shortly, to prevent
the importation of diseased plants from
abroad; from countries which insist upon an
examination of nurseries, a certificate of clean-

liness would be accepted, but plants from other
countries would be examined at the port of
entry. Mr. Lobjoit outlined the provisions of

the Order, but full details will only be known
when the Order is ready for publication in the
autumn.

The conference then proceeded to elect officers

of the Federation for 1921—1922, and to fix

the date and place for the next meeting. It

was agreed that the president for the coming
year should be Mr. E. H. Krelage, Haarlem,
Holland; Mr. E. A. Bunyard, vice-president;

M. E. Turbat (France), general secretary;

and M. L. Sauvage (FranceV treasurer. The
next conference will be held in Holland, at

the Hague, at a date to be fixed subsequently,

but to be between April 15 and May 15, 1922.

On May 26, at the conclusion of the Con-
ference, the foreign representatives were
entertained to lunch at Simpson's Restaurant,
Strand, by their British confreres. Mr. George
Monro presided, and the various speakers
were: Sir Arthur Griffith Boscawen, Minister

for Agriculture, Messrs. G. 'Monro, E. A.

Bunyard, J. S. Brunton, H. Morgan Veitoh,

C. H. Curtis, R. Arluison. C. M. Matthews, and
M. Ruys

BATH AND WEST AND SOUTHERN
COUNTIES AGRICULTURAL.

May 31 to June 4.—As is usual at the annual

exhibition of this society the horticultural

section was of considerable interest, for, though

limited in extent, it is so organised that most J
phases of horticulture are represented without

overlapping, and in every instance the exhibits

are well grown and of a high-class order.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son. Barnet

Nurseries. Highgate. arranged an effective group

of Roses and Carnations, prominent amongst the

former being the dwarf Polyanthas, Ellen

Poulsen, Edith Cavell, Greta Klais, and

Koster's Orleans; and amongst the latter

Enchantress Supreme, Sunstar, White Wonder

and Iona. Messrs. W. F. Gullick, Salisbury,

staged good groups of Pyrethrums, Lupins and

other herbaceous plants. Mesrs. A. AJB

Walters and Son, Bath, displayed climbing

Roses in variety.

Perpetual-flowering Carnations from Messrs.

Allwood Bros., Hayward's Heath, attracted

a great deal of attention, and their Dianthus

(Allwoodii hybrids) were much admired.

Although more limited in extent the exhibit

was equal in every other way to that

staged at Chelsea a week previous. The scarlet

perpetual-flowering Carnation, Edward Allwood,

was specially noticeable in an exhibit where

everything was good. Messrs. Blackmore and

Langdon, Bath, had a fine group of double-

flowered, tuberous Begonias, every plant a per-

fect specimen; the flowers in many instance*

were 6 in. in diameter.

Stove and greenhouse plants were well shown

in fine style by Messrs. 'Cypher, of Cheltenham,

prominent plants being Erica Cavendishiana,

Boronia heterophylla., Clerodendron Balfoun,

and various Palms*. There was also a. nice coH

lection of Orchids from this firm.

Iris in variety. Eremurus rolmstus and

Lilium regale were outstanding features in

Messrs. Wallace's exhibit from Tunbridge

Wells, the Irises being even more effective than

those shown by the same firm at Chelsea. Sweet

Peas, in the hands of Mr. J. Stevenson, of

Wimborne, formed one of the most popular ex-

hibits. About three dozen varieties were shown,

all in perfect condtion.

\ large and interesting general exhibit ot

indoor and outdoor plants was staged

by Messrs. R. Veitch and Son. Exeter
;

un-

common plants were Sophora viciifolia, Fabiana

imbricata. Magnolia Watsoni, Carpentena

californica, various Kurume Azaleas, Robinia

hispida. Leptospermum Xicholli, Buddleia

Colvillei, and Abutikm vitifolium. Messrs.

Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, stage a fine group

of Pelargoniums in varieties of their own

raising, Lupins in many new varieties, Oriental

Poppies and other herbaceous plants. Herbace-

ous plants in variety were «lso well shown by

Messrs Rich and Co., of Bath; Schizanthus

in variety by Messrs. Garaway. Durdham Down

Nurseries, Clifton; Ferns J.nd Cacti, by Mr. H.

N. Ellison, West Broniwich.

A very good group of Rhododendrons by

Messrs. John Waterer, Sons, and Crisp,

Ba^shot and Twyford, was a feature of one end

of the tent : a capital lot of Delphiniums was

staged by Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon;

rock plants were sent by Messrs. Maxwell and

Be axe. Broadstone. Dorset; Messrs. Jarman and

Co . Chard, exhibited Violas, Pelargoniums and

herbaceous plants; Messrs. Bowell AND

Skarratt. Cheltenham, rock and herbaceous

plants: Messrs. Brown and Sons. Bristol,

herbaceous plants and vegetables: and Messrs.

Reamsbottom and Co., Geashill, Ireland,

Anemones. A small rock garden, arranged by

Mr. Milburn, Victoria Nurseries. Bath, con-

tained a number of attractive alpine plants.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL

The monthly meeting of this society was

held at 5, St. Andrew Square. Edinburgh, on

the 7th inst., Mr. David King, president, in

the chair. . ,

Mr. D Grant Mclver, Skelmorhe, submittea

a paper entitled, " Economical Flowering

Plants," which was read by the secretary, tie
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dealt with the subject under four heads:—(a)

perennials, (b) hardy perennials, (c) half-hardy

perennials, and (d) hardy annuals.

The exhibits were a collection of Sweet Peas,

from Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd., Edinburgh
(awarded a Gold Medal); collection of annuals,

from Edinburgh Public Parks Department, per

Mr. J. W. McIIattie (awarded a Silver Medal).

•Sweet Peas, Eenown and George Shawyer,
exhibited by Messrs. Debbie and Co., were each
awarded a First-Class Certificate, and a new
early (seedling) Potato was exhibited by Mr.
Cockburn, Dunragit Gardens, Wigtown, for

which he was awarded a Cultural Certificate.

YOEK FLORAL FETE AND GALA.
June 15, 16 and 17.—The enterprise and

energy shown by the officers and committee of

Yorkshire Flower Show and Gala are worthy of

the highest praise. In good and in evil circum-

stances they have done all that is possible to

ensure a thorough demonstration of horticulture

annually at York, and the success which 'has

attended their efforts has spread the fame of

the Yorkshire Gala throughout the Empire.
Since the war the efforts of the executive have
been redoubled, with the result that on the
above dates one of the finest of a long series

of exhibitions was held in B'ootham Park.
On this occasion the 0,r|chids were a grand
feature, and the disposition of the exhibits was
excellent. The rock and water garden
displays provided another prominent and popular
feature, but the three classes are rather too

similar in character to secure that variety

which is so desirable in a great show, and we
suggest that the executive is well able to draw
up specifications which would allow wider scope
and variation. For the season, Roses were good.

as was the corripetition in many classes.

Sweet Peas were displayed in fine style and in

a great variety of charming colours.

The grand old specimen plants of twenty-
-five years ago are no more to be seen, but
in their place there are large and effective

groups of hardy flowers arranged with a skill

that is beyond praise
;

groups like the two
best in this section would be an immense success

at a Chelsea show. The exhibits of miscel-

laneous flowering and foliage plants, arranged
for effect, fell short of the displays which are
such a delightful feature at Shrewsbury, and
do not reach the quality and elegance of those

seen at York when the late Mr. Donoghue
was to the fore. The exhibits of fruit were
sufficient in extent and quality to warrant the
belief that high-water mark may be reached
again a year or two hence. The horticultural

traders exhibit for purely business purposes,

but this fact does not detract from the

excellence of their contributions, and without
which York Gala would be shorn of much of

its beauty and interest.

It remains to be stated that in its wide
tenting, amply ventilated, York scores heavily

over many other societies, while the officials,

under the guidance of the veteran President
(Mr. Jas. Melrose), the Chairman (Mr. T. G.
Hodgson), and the Secretary (Mr. A. Anderson),
extend to all comers that courtesy and hos-

pitality which is so characteristic of Yorkshire.
The schedide provided for 73 classes, with

liberal prizes throughout, while the pro-
gramme of events included music each day by
the bands of the Inniskilling Dragoons and the
West Yorkshire Regiment, balloon ascents,

dancing, and a pleasure fair.

Groups.
The war 'and coal shortage are no doubt

largely responsible for the decline in the group
classes. It requires much material, considerable
skill, and no small amount of courage to set

up a group of miscellaneous flowering and
foliage plants on a space not exceeding 300
square feet. Two exhibitors came forward.
and although neither won the coveted first

prize of i;20 they arc to he congratulated upon
their enterprise. Mr. W. A. Holmes. Chester
field, was awarded the 2nd prize for a pleasing
arrangement of Codiaeums, Astilbes, Alocasias,

Odontoglosaums, etc.. hut which was wanting
in floral colouring and in finish: Mr. '1'. M.
Petch. Great Horton. Bradford. 3rd.

Premier award for a rock garden, furnished
witli Alpine plants and provided with water
at the discretion of the exhibitor, was won
by Messrs. P. Gardner and Co., Ilkley, who
had a gradually and boldly uprising
design admirably furnished with small Alpines;
Messrs. Maxwell and Beale, Broadstone,
Dorset, 2nd.

Competition was keen in the class for orna-

mental rock work, decorated with hardy plants

and flowers, water and cut Nymphaeas admis-
sible. Mr. S. Pickering, Clifton, York, won
first prize with a bold and pleasing design

60 ft. by 12 ft. To left and right irregularly

sloping banks rose towards the background of

Maples (this latter being in our estimation the
weak part of the exhibit). In the centre there

was greater irregularity of arrangement, with
a tinj' pool of water and a miniature ravine

clothed with Hartstongue Ferns, creating a
charming picture. Sedums. Ixias, Alpine
Phloxes, Saxii'raga longifolia. Poppies and
Mimulus were a few of the more prominent
subjects used. Messrs. J. Backhouse and
Son. York, won second place ; a background
of Pines formed a good setting for a fine col-

lection of interesting plants, while a little path-

way leading to a tiny pool was the central

feature; Messrs. P. Gardner and Co., third.

There was but one water garden (Class 4),

and it was quite as much a rock garden as

a water garden, and we are of opinion that

in a class of this kind more emphasis shoidd

be given to aquatics. Messrs. P. Gardner and
Co. were the exhibitors, and they were awarded

first prize.

It is hardly possible to imagine a more effec-

tive arrangement of high-class flowers than the

one with which Messrs. Gibson and Co., Leem-
fng Bar. won 1st prize in the class for a col-

lection of hardy perennials, including Liliums,

arranged in a natural manner on a ground
space not exceeding 350 square feet. The de-

sign was, roughly, pear-shaped, and in it the

Messrs. Gibson arranged beautiful Delphin-

iums, Liliums, Pyrethrums, Oriental end Ice-

land Poppies, Lupins, Eremurus, Irises, Pinks,

Lychnis Yiscaria splendens, Gaillardias, Heu-
cheras, and many other summer flowers in

irregular groups and drifts. The quality of the

flowers was exceptionally good and the blend-

ing of colours excellent. Messrs. Harkness
and Sons. Bedale. won 2nd prize with a

capital group of fine flowers, but they lost

points in arrangement, as their single spikes of

Delphinium rising out of a mass of Pyrethrums
or other flowers was considered to be not quite
in the best of taste : Messrs. W. Arttndale
and Sox, Sheffield, 3rd. Together, these three
exhibits produced a brilliantly effective feature
of the show, and the pointing—severely critical—was as follows :

—

1st 2nd 3rd
Maximum Points. Prize. Prize. Prize.

Quality 60 50 45 40
Blending of Colours 20 ... 20 18 10
Arrangement and effect 20 18 12 10

88 75 60
In a class for a small group of miscellaneous

plants and flowers, Messrs. ,T. Cypher and
Sons had no difficultv in winning the chief
award; Mr. W. A. ' Holmes, 2nd; Messrs.
Harkness and Sons, 3rd. In a similar class
for amateurs the prize winners, in order of
mention, were Dr. Mac-donald, Ouse Lea.v"rk and J. H. Jubb, Esq., Snaith. Goole.

Orchids.

Orchids were a particularly tine feature of

the show, anil as the exhibits were arranged in

;i continuous bank they were very effective.

In the class for a table of Orchids Messrs.
.1. ( v i

• 1 1 1 : n ami Sons. Cheltenhanij won the pre-

mier award of £12 with a handsome display in

which fine plants of Renanthera Imschootiana,
Anguloa Cliftonii, Epidendrun, prismatocar
nun. Cattleya Britannia alba and Laelia Can-
bamians were notably good. Sir John Scott,
Darby Lodge, Darlington (gr. Mr. H. Smith)
won 2nd prize with a pleasing contribution in

which elegant Odontoglossums and Odoatiodas
plaved conspicuous part.

The best dozen Orchids were shown by

Messrs. Cypher and Sons, and included hvge
and freely flowered specimens of Miltoma
vexillaria, Vanda teres, Thunia Marshalli,

Cypripedium Lawrenceanum and Laelio-Cat-

tleya Aphrodite. The same competitors won
1st prize for six Orchids and here they had
a very fine plant of Dendrobium chrysotoxum
seperbum, with Brasso-Cattleya Mrs. JM. Fitz-

roy and Thunia Marshaili in grand form. The
best single Orchid, a specimen of Brasso-Catt-
leya Mrs. Fitzroy, was from the Cheltenham
firm, who also showed the best three Orchids

—

fine examples of Laelio-Cattleya Pathan, L.-C.
Canhamiana and L.-C. Canhamiana alba.

Dr. Fred Bedford, Fullord, York, was 2nd
prize winner for a single Orchid, with the rare

Coelogyne pandurata; he was also 2nd for 'hiee

Orchids and won the 1st prize for six Orchids

i.i the amateurs' section. In the latter he was
placed 1st for one Orchid, with Anguloa Clif-

toni carrying three large blooms ; J. Rowntree,
Esq., Clifton Lodge, York, 2nd.

Sweet Peas.

Although there was only one class for Sweet
Peas, the three exhibits in it were so large

that they wouid have filled a medium-sized tent.

Mr. Robert Bolton, Halsted, Essex, contri-

buted a delightful exhibit with which he won
the premier award ; his arrangement of large

central and corner stands of Tangerine, Valen-
tine, Felton's Cream. R. F. Felton and Prince
George, with Mrs Hitchcock, Royal Purple
and other fine sorts in between, was greatly
admired. Messrs. E. W. King and Co.,

Coggeshall, 2nd. with beautiful baskets of

Gladys, Royal Scot and Mrs. Hitchcock : un-
fortunately, some of the flowers were past their

best ; Messrs. S. Bide and Sons, Farnham, 3rd,
with a very creditable display.

Floral Decorations.
In the dozen classes provided for the de-

monstration of the florists' art Messrs. R.
Felton and Sons, Hanover Square, won most
of the first prizes. They had the best epergne
of flowers—a pleasing arrangement of Cattleyas,
Odontoglossums, Odontiodas and Dendrobium
Phalaenopsis ; the best hand basket of cut
flowers—an elegant design in yellow Laelio-
Cattleyas and Odontiodas; the best bowl cf
Roses—an exceedingly beautiful grouping cf
Ophelia ; the best bowl of cut flowers—a de-
lightful association of Cattleya. Laelio-Cattleya
and Odontioda flowers ; the best bride's bouquet—eomnosed of white Odontoglossnm orispum
and the chaste Cattleya Mossiae Wagneri ; the
best bridesmaid's bouquet—a gorgeous com-
bination of brilliant Odontiodas: the best pair
of ball bouquets—one of mauve and pink Sweet
Peas and one of small spathes of the golden
Eichardia Elliottiana and soft yellow Carna-
tions, a striking and handsome combination:
and tin- best single bouquet— a quietly rich de-
sign in Cattleya Mossiae and various I.-ielio-

Cattleyas
The other principal prize-winners in this

attractive section were Messrs. C. E. Simpson,
Ltd.. Spurriergate, York; Mr. Elisha Hicks,
Twyford

: Mr. M. Stather. Cottinrham
; Mr

F. H. Ward, Clifford Street. York; and
Messrs. Padgett and Watson, Low Ousegate,
York.

Greenhouse Plants.
In certain seasons the classes for groups of

greenhouse plants—florists' flowers—have com-
bined to produce a series of brilliant effects
at the York Gala, but this year there was a
shortage of exhibits in this section. In the
class for a group of Carnations, and in the one
for a group of tuberous Begonias, there were
no entries. For a group of tuberous and ether
Begonias 1st prize was deservedly awarded
to J. Rowntree. Esq., Clifton Lodge. Ycrk,
(gr.. Mr. F. Dean), for a collection which in-
cluded three large specimens of H. Haageana,
several handsome Rex varieties, and a few
i uberous rooted sorts.

Calceolarias were surprisingly well shown by
Dr. Macdonald, who showed herbaceous
varieties and Calceolaria Clibrani in fine style,
winning the 1st prize Inn' ami also for eight
specimen Calceolarias which were line examples
of the herbaceous type. Messrs. Padgett and
Watson secured the chief award for a group
of Gloxinias, bui Mis. Akenheas, The Mount.
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York (gr., Mr. W. Fletcher), might have
beaten him if more taste and material had been
used in the arrangement of the plants; Mr. J.

Rowntree 3rd.

Roses.

Numerous classes were provided for Roses,
and, notwithstanding the early and dry season,
there was a fair competition and a good display
of blooms of moderate quality. Two entries
were filled in the class for seventy-two tiocms,
and the awards were made in favour ol Mr.
Elisha Hicks and Messrs. Jaeman \nd Co..
Chard, in the order named. Mr. Hicks had
the best set of forty-eight blooms, second and
third prizes falling to Mr. Geo. Prince, Long-
worth, and Messrs. Jarman and Co. respec-
tively. To Mr. Hicks also fell the honour of
winning first prize for thirty-six blooms, for
eighteen varieties distinct, and for a group of
pot Roses and cut blooms. Mr. Geo. Prince
won second prize in the last-named lass, and
first prize for two dozen blooms and for a dozen
varieties.

Hardy Flowers.
As already indicated, hardy flowers were

attractively shown. Messrs. Gibson and Co.
won premier position for a collection of these
flowers with a grand lot of Oriental
Poppies, Lupins, Anchusa Opal, Centranthus
albus, Engeron B. Ladhams, and Heucheras

;

second Messrs. Harkness and Sons; third,
Messrs. W. Artindale and Son. Messrs G
Longster and Sons, Malton, contributed the
finest set of twenty-four bunches of hardy
flowers, while Messrs. Harkness and Sons
led in the class for a group of Lupins.

Fruits.

Fruit exhibits showed a very marked advance
over those of 1920; this is very pleasing, be-
cause fruits are good to eat as

*
well

as pleasing to look upon. Messrs. Padgett
and Watson won first prize for a decorated
table of ripe fruit (10 ft. by 4^ ft.), with good
dishes of Peaches. Nectarines. Strawberries, and
fair Grapes, with a pleasing decoration of
scarlet Carnations and Gypsophila ; none of the
dishes of fruits were labelled, consequently the
exhibit was lacking in educational value.
Messrs. C. E. Simpson, Ltd.. second.

J. Brennand, Esq.. Baldersby Park. Thirsk
(gr:, Mr. J. Hathaway), was a very successful
prizewinner in other classes,

'

and won
premier place for a collection of ten kinds of
fruit, with excellent Goliath Plums. Early
Rivers' Nectarines. Brown Turkev Figs. May
Duke Cherries, Royal Sovereign Strawberries
Peregrine Peaches, Black Hamburgh and
Foster's Seedling Grapes, and Summer Dropping
Apple; H. Craven, Esq.. The Briery Sun-
derland (gr.. Mr. W. N. Hague), second.' These
two competitors occupied similar positions m
the class for a collection of four kinds of fruits,
the winning set including first-rate Peregrine
Peaches, Early Rivers' Nectarines, Large White
Melon

;
and Foster's Seedling Grapes. Mr.

Brennand led for a Melon with a fine fruit of
Sutton's Scarlet, and was second to the MarquisM Ripon. Studley Park. Ripon (gr., Mr. G E
Thomas), for a dish of Peaches, the latter
showing Hale's Earlv. Major J. W Dent
Hibston Park. Wetherbv (gr.. Mr. W h'
Simnson). won first prize' for a pair of bunches
ot Black Hamburgh Granes. and first tvrize for
two bunches of white Grapes, with Buckland
Sweetwater: in the former class Sir J. Ramsden
Byram, Ferrybridge (gr.. Mr. \. E. Sutton)]
was second: and Mr. Craven in the latter.

Non-Competitive.

Trade displays were numerous and of fine
onality. .Medal awards were made to these as
follows :

—

Zarne Gold Medal.-To Messrs Armstrong
and Brown, for Orchids ; to Messrs. MansellWD Hatcher, for Orchids: to Messrs Kent and
Brydon, for rock garden : to Messrs. Ai.lwood
Bros., for Carnations; to Messrs. Wallace and
Co., for hardy flowers: and to Messrs Dobbie
and Co.. for Sweet Peas.
Gold Medal.—In Messrs. Stuart t ., w AXD

Co.. for Carnations and Orchids: to Mr. G. W.
Miller, for hardy flowers; to Dr. F. Bedford.

for Begonias and stove plants ; to -Messrs.

Waterer, Sons and Crisp, for Rhododendrons
and Kalmias ; to Messrs. Ryders, for Gladioli
and vegetables; to -Messrs. E. Webb and
Sons, for Begonias and Sweet Peas; and to

Messrs. R. H. Bath, for Delphiniums.
Small Gold Medal.—To Mr. W. Vllls.

for Delphiniums; and to Mr. F. H. Ward, tor

floral designs.

Silver-Gilt Medal.—To Messrs. S. Broad-
head and Sons, for rock garden; to Mr. H. N.
Ellison, for Ferns, etc.

; to Mr. C. Enoelmann,
for Carnations; to Messrs. B'lackmore and
Langdon, for Delphiniums and Begonias; and
to Mr. M. Prichard. for Delphiniums and
other hardy flowers.

Silver Medal.—To Messrs. Bakars. for
Sunbeam Poppies; to Messrs. Padgett and
Watson, for floral designs; to Messrs. G.
Burch. for Roses ; to Messrs. Jarman and Co.,
for Pelargoniums; and to Messrs. Dean Pros.,
for Violas.

Small Silver Medal.—To. Messrs. Keeling
and Son. for Orchids: to Mr. F. Cross, for
floral decorations ; to Mr. H. Roger, for hardy
flowers : and to Mr. G. A. Todd.

Qbttuarf.

Mrs. Norman Davis. Mr. Norman Davis, of
Framfield, Sussex, the eminent Chrysanthe-
mum grower of so many years standing, has
recently had to mourn the loss of his wife
after a lingering illness. Those of Mr.
Davis's friends and acquaintances who remem-
ber his early work, when at Camberwell. will
realise how gre».t has been his loss, for
although Mrs. Davis was the mother of a family,
she played no inconsiderable part as her
husband's helpmate in his early enterprise
as a grower, a raiser, and an exhibitor of the
popular autumn flower. It is strange how
little credit some of the women folk get for
all the helpful work they do behind the
scenes, and which tends to their husband's
success. Mrs. Davis, nuiet. unassuming, was
a faithful counsellor, who for more than forty
years had contributed to her husband's many
successes, quite as much as some of those
members of his establishment whose business
it was to assist him professionally.
The deceased lady passed away' on June 3.

at Wharton Lodge. Framfield. "

in her 67th
year, and was laid to rest in the family
grave at Norwood, on the Tuesday following.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Davis ' had been
married 49 years, and we are sure our readers
will join with us in offering to him the deepest
sympathy in his great loss.

TRADE NOTE.
The Conr-nllc- of Agriculture, accompanied

by Mr. G. P. Berry. Senior Technical
Instructor to the Ministry of Agriculture,
attended a meeting of th» Wisbech Growers'
Association, on Saturday, May 28. The meet-
ing was a large one—a large hall with a
seating capacity of about 500 beine full and
many unable to obtain seats. The Comp-
troller dealt with the provisions of the
Agriculture Act of 1920. with special reference
to intensive cultivators. The subject was
received with great interest, and many ques-
tions were put at the conclusion of the
address. The Controller also described the
arrangements made by the Ministry for detail-
ing an Inspector to be on duty' at each of
the large forwarding centres of Strawberries,
to collect data, to make reports, and to assist
in adjusting difficulties and complaints. This
was received with great enthusiasm. Mr.
Berry dealt with the question of combating
posts, and mad" so"'e remarks on the question
of spraying. The Chairman of the meeting,
Mr. Leak, reported a meeting between the
Growers' Association and the railway com-
i anies, in which the railway companies hid
evinced the most conciliatory attitude, and it

was stated th.it satisfactory generj^ arrange-
ments had b°en made with them for the
forwarding of the fruit during the ensuing
season. Anxiety, with reference to the effect

of the coal dispute upon the transport of
fruit, was set at rest by the assurance of the
railway eonfpanies that they were in a posi-

tion to promise adequate arrangements. After
the meeting, the Comptroller and Mr. Berry
were conducted by the Association over several
of the gardens in the neighbourhood of Wis
bech. In some, the ravages of pests, such as

Capsid Bug and Brown Rot, nowithstanding
elaborate measures of control, were painfully
evident. In others, the trees were healthy and
clean, and bearing a heavy crop of Apples.
Plums and Pears were both extremely scarce.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Crystallising Fruit: Bombay. Allow one

pint of water to every three pounds of sugar
and heat the syrup to a high temperature.
Take the mixture off the stove and leave
it until it is cold, and then sprinkle
with a very little water to dissolve the film
that will form on the top. Place the fruits

in shallow pans and pour in the syrup until
all are completely covered. Cover each pan
with a wet cloth. This must be allowed to

rest on the syrup, and will absorb the coat
of sugar that will rise to the top. Leave
the pans untouched for a few hours till

thoroughly dry. Turn the pans upside down,
and the fruits will drop out completely
coated with the sugar.

Drying Ferns and Flowers : Bombay. After
the Fern fronds have been dried under
pressure in the ordinary way immerse
them in equal parts of spirits of

wine and glycerine. Shake them free
from the liquid, hang them up till dry,

and store them between sheets of paper till

wanted for use. Another plan is to coat the
leaves thoroughly with a very thin film of

paraffin or melted wax. This may be tinted
green if desired. For preserving the Pansy
flowers, get a wooden box and cover the
bottom with fine, dry silver-sand. Place the
flowers on this in their proper shape and at

a little distance apart. Pour in more sand,
shaking the box gently, so that it sifts

thoroughly in every part of the blossoms.
Arrange more flowers, then .more sand, and
so proceed till the box is filled, and there
is even pressure all round and over the
blooms. Place the box in a slow oven and
leave it till the contents are heated through.
Many flowers retain, at any rate, a portion

of their natural colour and shape when thus
treated, but we have had no experience of

Pansies.

Names of Plants: II". /. H. Haemanthus sp.

,

probably H. Katherinae, but it is impossible

to determine this species definitely from
individual flowers.

—

F. J. B. 1, Ber'beris

(Mahonia) aquifolium ; 2, Symphoricarpus
racemosus; 3. Kerria japonica; 5, Larix
europaea : 6, Cupressus Lawsoniana; 8, Ginkgo
biloba. The labels of the others were de-

tached. The white flower with pinnate leaf

is Spiraea Aitchisonii, the prickly shrub Rus-

cus aculeatus (Butcher's Broom).

—

L. S. A.
1, Ileum livale; 2, Polygonum cuspidatum

;

3, Ranunculus acris: 4. Anthriscus sylvestris;

5, Rumex acetosella.—A. B. D. Tragopogan
porrifolius.

Peach Leaves Yellow : D. IT. and H. C. The
yellowing of the Peach leaves is an unhealthy

condition known as chlorosis, and is generally

attributed to unsuitable soil conditions. It is

possible, however, that it is a disease of a con-

tagious nature, and may be due to a virus,

but in the present state of our^ knowledge,

exact information on the subject is not

available.

Stopping Chrysanthemums : //. B. 0. Most
large-flowering Chrysanthemums give the best

results when stopped twice. The first stop-

ping should take place about mid-April and
the second in mid-June, and the first buds

that result after the second stopping should

he retained. Certain varieties require slightly

different treatment, which can only be judged
by experience or by submitting a list of sorts

to some expert. As the season is now far ad-

vanced we advise one stopping only to take
place now and secure the first bud afterwards.
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Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty years
at Greenwich 61.4.

Actual Temperatube:—
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 5, Tavistock Street,
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, June 22,
10 a.m.; Bar. 30.4;! ; temp. 62". Dull.

The Journal of the Inter-
Paciflc Coast national Garden Club (Vol.

Lilies - 111., 4th December, iqiq)

contains a valuable article on
the Lilies of the Western coast of America,
by -Mr. Carl Purdy. From the point of

view of the cultivator Mr. Purdy classifies

these Lilies into three groups : l, .Humboldtii,
with ovoid or ovate bulbs of long over-
lapping, not usually jointed, scales and with
revolute (Martagon type) flowers; 2, Lilies

with similar bulbs, with funnel-shaped
flowers; 3, those with rhizomatous bulbs
with small, overlapping scales, nearly always
jointed, flowers revolute or funnel-shaped;
including the so-called Bog Lilies L. parda-
linum, L. Parryii, L. parvum and L. mari-
timum, all of which occur in California.
L. Humboldtii occurs in the Sierra Nevada
range of central California at an altitude
of from 2,500-4,000 feet, as a woodland Lily
growing in association with Pinus ponderosa
and deciduous Oaks, particularly in the more
open parN of the woodland. Unlike L. Hum-
boldtii, which docs well on clay in its native
habitat, the beautiful L. columbianum
thrives well on sandy loams. L. Bolanderi
is remarkable by reason of its restricted

range, which is confined to some twenty
miles on the borders of California and Ore-
gon, at an altitude of from 3,000-5,000 feet.

In cultivation it. appears to be indifferent to
soil provided that it be planted in well-

drained ground. Of the second group
L. Was'iingtonianum is one of the most
beautiful white-flowered Lilies, exquisitely
fragrant. It begins up the slopes of the
Sierras V»f central California, where L. Hum-
boldtii leaves off—from 4,000-7,000 feet. It

is a copse-growing Lily, frequenting well-

drained sandy loams, but unfortunately diffi-

cult in cultivation. Lilium rubescens often
confused with L. Washingtonianum is, on

the contrary, a good doer and given good
drainage seems to ibe indifferent to soil type.
L. Kelloggii is, like L. Bolanderi, confined to
a small area—some fifty miles from Hum-
boldt county northward. Of the third group
—the Bog Lilies—'Mr. Purdy observes that
one essential to successful cultivation is to
see that stored ibulibs are never allowed to
get completely dry, and unplanted bulbs
should be stored in leaf-mould, Sphagnum-
rriGSS or •noist, powdered peat. In spite of
their name none of the Lilies of this group
needs nor does best in a boggy soil. L. par-
dalinum is very variable in its wild state
and thrives well under garden conditions in
any good loam, with moderate watering,
flowering freely in sun or shade. L. par-
viflcrum is also a good garden plant, frag-
rant and early flowering. L. Roeziii, with
orange gold or orange and crimson flowers,

has both gracefulness and beauty of colour
and deserves and will adorn a place in a pre-

pared Lily bed. L. Parry i with pale lemon,
fragrant flowers deserves all the praise to

which it is accustomed, and does well in

sandy loam in the full sun, but in a fairly

cool position with soil which, though never
wet, is moist below the top two inches—

a

situation such as suits Phloxes or Delphin-
iums. L. parvum comes from the high
mountains, 6,000-10,000 feet, in the region of

the snows. Besides these mountain "Bog
Lilies" are the sea coast Lilies, L. mari-
timum, and L. occidentale growing at about

sea level in dense company with maritime
Pines, and shrubibv Ericas, Rhododendron
californicum, Arcfcostaphylos, Vacciniums and
Ledums. Even so, they do not seem to

thrive best in boggy soil in cultivation, but

in a peaty Rhododendron bed.

National Rose Society's Exhibition—The

National Ruse Society's Metropolitan exhibition

will be held this year in the gardens of the

Roval Botanic Society, Regent's Park, on Wed-
nesday, June" 29. The exhibition invariably

provides the largest display of Roses to be seen

in this country and the most interesting feature

of the show 'is provided by the new seedling

Roses Which contend for the* honour of the Gold

Medal of the Society. Notwithstanding the dry

season, we understand there is a promise of an

extensive display on this occasion, and the

entries in the artistic classes are unusually

large. A special tent will be provided in which

members of the Guild of Blinded Gardeners will

stage their exhibits.

Yorkshire Gala.—Although the attendance on

the opening day of the Yorkshire Gala was not

quite equal to "that of last year, when a record

was established, no fewer than 10,487 persons

passed the turnstile, and the gate receipts for

the day amounted to £1,128 10s. 8d. as com
pared with £1,223 16s. 43. on the first day of

last year's show. In view of the restricted

opportunities for travel and the increased cost

of railway fares and transit, both the attendance
and receipts were highly satisfactory and far

in advance of those of pre-war days, for the

amount taken in 1914 was only £746 Is.,

although it was the largest sum from 1890 to

that date.

Shakespeare's Garden— Much interesting in-

formation on the progress being made in the

development of Shakespeare's garden at New
Place, Stratford, was given by Mr. Ernest Law
on June 20, when he lectured on this subject

at the Royal Botanic Society's rooms in Regent's
Park. Mr. Law remarked that nothing is

known of the aspect of the garden during the

time of Shakespeare's occupation of New Place,
which covered a period of six or seven years at

tlie close of Tlie sixteenth century and begin-

ning of the seventeenth. In 1756, however,
there is definite information to the effect that

the. house was bought by the Rev. Francis
( last roll . who was so irritated by the curiosity

of \isitm> who came to see the Mulberrj tree

Shakespeare was supposed to have planted in

the garden, that he cut down the tree, and sub-

sequently on leaving the district, pulled down

the house. For a hundred and fifty years the

garden attracted little attention ; but in 1909, a

committee was formed for tlhe restoration of

the garden, which has now made considerable

progress. The Trustees have made many
appeals for old-fashioned flowers and plants

known in the sixteenth century, and there has

been a good response, especially from

manor houses in Warwickshire and elsewhere

which it is known or^believed that Shakespeare

visited. Xne authorities at Kew Gardens have

also given much valuable advice and assisted

'with contributions of plants; but many flowers

are still needed, notably the old-fashioned

Sweet Violet. One part of the garden, which

covers altogether about an acre is being aid

out as an old-fashioned, so-called Knott

garden i.e., one in which the beds are planted

in intricate patterns or " knotts." Ancient

pictures and tapestries have been closely fol-

lowed and every detail, including the wooden

palisade, is believed to be authentic. A border

of hardy flowers is also being constructed, with

a thick Yew hedge as a background; and a

" wild " border recalls the well-known song

beginning. " I know a bank where the wild

Thvme blows." Roses also, believed to have

been Shakespeare's favourite flowers will be

well represented, especially the kinds.he appears

most to have favoured, the - Musk-" Rose and

the "Damask" variety. The. lecture was

llustraie'd by lantern slides, and was preceded

and followed by selections of Elizabethan music.

Trials of Autumn-sown Cabbages and Onions

at Wislev.—The Royal Horticultural Society will

Jarrv ou
y
t trials of ' autumn-sown Cabbages and

Onions in their gardens at Wisley during
;

*e

coming season. Seeds for trial should reach the

SZ, R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey

(from whom the necessary entry forms may be

obtained), on or before July 15.

Drought and Forest Fires in Scotland

-

Owners of Scottish woods are contemplating

wuh the deepest apprehension the oontm«a«ce

of the drought. Besides bemg unusually open

the oast winter was abnormally diy and tree

rom snowstorms, and the effects are now

visible In the middle of March the weather

Sto a half-hearted attempt to make good

the deficit in snow output, but the fall meltea

ahnoTt as soon as it touched the earth and

was evaporated by strong winds. The remark

able absence of frost resulted in an earlyrsprfflg.

In the north of Scotland *ere were Rose buds

,„ January, and Primroses by the end of March.

These abnormal conditions, with the intense

heat wave experienced practical y throughout

the whole of May, have made the woods and

Heather drv as tinder. Serious forest Area nave

already occurred this season, and damage to the

extent of thousands of pounds has been done

Big fires have taken place on the estates of

Gordonstoun, Duffus, and Brod.e, in Moray

shire and in Megray Woods, in H.ncardineshire.

Where woods stop Heather begins and where

Heather stops woods begin again, but Heather

and woods are in an equally inflammable state,

and the greatest care and vigilance are necessary

at tins tune. Strange to say, (*•£>!««•*«•
been the cause of one or two outbreaks of fire.

S„n,e owners of woods in their kindness of heart

have placed no restrictions mi the .™mcv»bd

hruah'vood k-ft c, cleared areas, w.th the:result

that large numbers of people from adjoining

villages have been carting the firewood home

Being at work f..r practically the whole day, the

,-,„., Wherers started to light tires and make

,,., I, does not require a severe strain on 1

1"'

[maeinatior 1
derstand what was to be ex-

pected from these conditions. In more than one

uTstance a fortunate change of wind saved much

valuable property, some of the tires extending

to within 50 yards of farmsteadings.

Proposed Presentation to Mr. George Monro.

- U the conclusion of the business of the an-

nual meeting of the Chamber of Horticulture,

those present agreed that tho services rendered

to the Chamber, and to horticulture generaUj

by Mr. George Mom., ought to be recognised is
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some permanent form. It was decided that the
most suitable presentation would 'be a lite-

size oil painting of Mr. Monro. As Mr. Monro
has expressed his desire to present a replica
of the presentation to the Chamber of Horticul-
ture, the Council Room at Bedford Square will

eventually have upon its walls a permanent
souvenir of its first President. A Portrait Pre-
sentation Committee has been formed consisting
of Kir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. W. P. Sea-
brook, H. 0. Larsen, Joseph Rochford, G. W.
Leak, and C. M. Matthews, with Mr. Alder-
man Moore, of 3, Croslby Square, E.C., as Hon-
orary Treasurer, who has kindlv consented to
receive subscriptions for the Portrait Fund ; and
Mr. H. Morgan Veitch, of Norfolk House, Nor-
folk Street, Strand, as Hon. Secretary.

Memorial to Wisley Students.—A handsome
tablet to the memory of Wisley students who
fell in the war was unveiled by the Right
Hon. Lord Lambourne, at Wisley, on Friday,
June 3, 1921, in the presence of members of
the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,
the Wisley Garden Committee, the students,
staff, and neighbouring residents. The memo-
rial, which has been erected by the Council of
the R.H.S. on ihe north wall of the entrance
hall of the laboratory, consists of a bronze
panel, bearing the names of twenty students
in raised letters (see Fig. 138). The
panel is surrounded by a frame of
Hoptonwood stone, at the top of which
is the crest of the R.H.S. in colours,
surmounted by The Royal crown At the upper
corner, on the dexter side, is a shield bearing
three English liens in gold, and on the sinister
side a shield carved with the Passion cross.
Ihe height of the memorial is 4j- ft. and the
width 2{ ft. It was designed by Sir Robert
Lorimer, and executed by Messrs. Allan and
Sons, of Edinbirgh. The unveiling ceremony
opened with the singing of the hymn, " 0, God,
our help in ages past," followed by special
prayers offered by the Rev. W. Wilks. The
Lord's Prayer was recited by the Rev. C. A.
Hamilton (vicar of Wisley), and the hymn,
"On the Resurrection Morning," was sung.
Lord Lambourne then released the TJi)ion Jack
from before the tablet and delivered an im-
pressive address. The proceedings closed with
the singing of the National Anthem.

Lonicera caerulea.—An observation of interest
on the winter-flowering of Lonicera caerulea is

recorded in Die Gartenwrlt (February 25, 1921).
This plant, which is of mountain origin,
appeared in full blossom in mid-winter in Ger-
many and remained in bloom scarcely if at all

injured, whilst covered with snow. It flowers
normally in early spring, and its precocious
winter blooming is to be attributed to a warm
winter spell following its hardening off during
the cold of late autumn. The plant is evidently
one in which the winter-resting period is very
brief and could, therefore, be used with good
effect for winter blossoming in the greenhouse.

The Forestry Commission Up to April, the
Forestry Commission had acquired for planting
07,160 acres of land, of which 36,682 acres
are in England and Wales. 54,972 acres in

Scotland, and 5,506 acres in Ireland. The
area of 1,586 acres planted under favourable
conditions in 1919-20 oontinues to show satis-

factory growth. During the 1920-21 season
6,257 acres were planted at seventeen centres

in England and Wales, nine centres in

Scotland, and twelve centres in Ireland,

while new nurseries have been established in

various parts of the country.

Exposure of Gooseberries for Sale in Scot-

land.—The Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries desires to inform growers, salesmen,
and all persons interested in the Gooseberry
trade that although the restrictions on the sale

of Gooseberries in England and Wales have
been removed, restrictions on the sale of Goose-
berries in Scotland are still in force. Under the
American Gooseberry Mildew (Scotland) Order
of 1920, issued by the Board of Agriculture for

Scotland, berries affected with American Goose-
berry Mildew may not be sold, exposed for sale.

or consigned for sale to a factorv in Scotland.
An exception is made, however, in the case of
berries consigned in bags direct to a factory for

manufacturing purposes under licence from the
Board of Agrioulture for Scotland. Application
for particulars concerning such licences should
be addressed to the Secretary, Board of Agricul-
ture for Scotland, 29, St. Andrew Square, Edin-
burgh.

Mr. John Young—For a little over forty
years Mr. John Young has been garden super-
intendent at the Zoological Society's Gardens,
Regent's Park, arid during that long period he
has provided annually an extensive and beauti-
ful display of flower gardening, to the great de-
light of millions of visitors. Mr. Young is a
great gardenpr and a clever artist and he has
won for himself and the Zoo a horticultural
reputation of the highest order and a fame
which has extended far beyond the United
Kingdom. And now his life's work is over.
At the end of this month he retires from the
position he has occupied so long and honour-
ably and towards the end of July he and his
daughter, Miss Nellie Young, start for Aus-
tralia, she to get married, and he to settle
down in Perth. Both will carry with them
good wishes for health and happiness from
many friends. Born at Musselburgh in 1849,
the son of a gardener, and the grandson of a
gardener who fought at Waterloo, Mr. John
Young became apprenticed at fifteen years of

MR. J. YOUNG.

age to the renowned David Thomson, then
gardener at Archerfield, a place famous for its

flower gardening. He was sent to Drumlanrig,
from Archerfield. and there he experienced a
vigorous training under another famous old
gardener, Mr. James Mcintosh, but a year or

so later the latter was succeeded by Mr. David
Thomson, under whom Mr. Young served
several more years. From Drumlanrig Mr.
Young went to Lambton Castle Gardens as
foreman in the forcing department and even-
tually he became general foreman. After a

period of five years at Lambton, Mr. Y'oung
obtained a situation as head gardener at Fenton
House, Wooler, Northumberland, then the re-

sidence of Lord Durham. For five years he
occupied this position and then came to London
to superintend the gardens at the Zoo. At first

Mr. Young disliked his new position and sur-

roundings, but when the opportunity came for

developing the gardening features at Regent's
Park, he settled down, and now, notwithstand-
ing that he has earned a long rest, he will

leave the Zoo with many regrets, for here he
has put his heart into his life work. But he
has the satisfaction of knowing that his work
has been well and faithfully done.

Guides to Small Holders.—The Ministry
of Agriculture has a supply of the

pamphlets entitled Guides to Small Holders,

which were published in 1910 for distributioj

among ex-Service men intending to settle

on the land. These guides, which deal with
subjects of great interest to farmers, small
holders, market gardeners, and allotment hol-

ders, may now be obtained by all applicants,

free of charge and poet free. Applications
should be addressed to "The Secretary, Minis-

try of Agriculture and Fisheries (Publications

Branch), 10, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.I."

Challenge Cups for Amateurs' Orchids.—The
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society has
recently accepted from the Orchid Trade two
challenge cups which will be offered for Orchid6
at the fortnightly meeting on November 1st,

1921, at which it is hoped to arrange a special
display of Orchids. The first cup, of the value
of thirty guineas, is open to all amateurs, and
the other cup, of the value of twenty guineas,

is open only to such amateurs as employ not
more than three assistants, including a head
gardener, in their Orchid houses. Groups ex-

hibited for the smaller cup must not exceed 60
square feet in area. Any competitor who wins
one of these challenge cups three times will be-
come the owner of it.

Diervilla florida.—According to the Bulletin

of Popular Information, issued by the Arnold
Arboretum, Vol. VII. No. 4. this Korean plant

has played an important part in the evolution

of the garden Diervillas or Weigelias. The
wild type of the species is very rare, and Mr.
E. H. Wilson collected a supply of seeds, whilst

on a. recent visit to Korea, which he forwarded
to the Arboretum, and the plants raised from
them have proved to be even better than the

variety venustum, which blooms ;i little later.

The blossoms are pure pink, and (he statement
is made that the species is one of the finest of

all the Diervillas

The Fream Memorial Prize.—The Fream
Memorial Prize, which is annually awarded by

the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries to

the candidate who obtains the highest marks
in the examination for the National Diploma
of Agriculture, has been won this year by Mr.

William Riddet. of Cubeside. Dairy, Ayrshire,

a student of the West Scotland Agricultural

College, Glasgow. The value of the prize this

year is about £6 10s., which is to be devoted

to the purchase of books.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day. June 28—Royal Agricultural Society's Hor-

ticultural exhibition (four days); to be

held at Derbv. Wednesday, June 29,—National
Rose Society's Show, to be held at Regent's

Park. Saturday, July 2,—Windsor Rose Soc-

iety's Show.

"Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago.—Manna on the Elm. A few days since

information was given me that the flat top ol

a stone wall at Fotheringhay was covered with

little globular transparent bodies resembling

boiled sago. On inspecting the production in

situ it was at once apparent that it had fallen

from a row of broad'-leaved Elms which over-

hung the wall, some globules of a similar char-

acter, or a more diffused gummy substance still

adhering to many of the leaves. It is supposed

that the fall of the bodies took place about the

7th of June, and probably in the course of

that day, which appears to have been a re-

markably hot dav everywhere. I enclose a por-

tion of "the substance, which appears from its

mere obvious characters to be manna. The glo-

bules have contracted considerably since they

were first collected. Manna has occasionally

been gathered in hot summers in England, from

the common Ash, and it is probable that many
trees are capable of producing it ; the common
Larch, a species of Tamarix and Hedysarum, a

Eucalyptus", etc., are recorded as yielding

manna. Honey Dew, whether exuding from the

leaves, or~produced by aphides, appear to be

very similar, if not identical. M. J. B., Gard.

Chron., June 26, 1846.

Publications Received.—Annals of the Mis-

souri Botanical Garden. Published quarterly

by the Board of Trustees of the Missouri

Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Missouri.—Sturtf

rant's Notes on Edible Plants. Edited by

U. P. Hedrick. Report of the New Y'ork Agri-

cultural Experiment Station for the year 1919.

11. J. B. Lyon Co., Alban
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JUNE VEGETABLES.

Al the time of writing it is about eighty days
since rain fell, and the drought is causing

gardeners to feel very much in despair. The
drought has resulted in a great increase of all

kinds of insect pasts that would certainly never

have multiplied to such huge numbers had we
experienced a few heavy thunder showers. The
result is that where plants are not stunted in

growth or dying off through lack of moisture in

the soil, the various pests are busily engaged
eating them, both above and below ground, and
one can hardly say, from day to day, just

what crops one is likely to be able to rely on.

In view of all this I purpose only recording

what we are actually using at Aldenham at the

present moment, what we have had since the

last notes, and what we are likely to have for

a short time ahead.
I would first point out the method of applica-

tion and the benefits derived from a system
of mulching. This is without doubt one of the

best methods of treating growing crops during
a period of drought such as we are now experi-

encing. Before applying mulches the soil

around all growing crops should be stirred

thoroughly with the Dutch hoe, an operation
that I constantly advocate, not only from the
point of view of keeping down weeds, but also

from the great benefit derived by the crops from
soil aeration and moisture conservation. The
finer the surface of the ground the longer the
period that the soil moisture will be retained,
therefore, before applying mulches, see that
the soil is broken finely on the upper part ; also

before applying the mulching material give the
soil a thorough soaking with water. One of the
finest materials for the purpose is long stable
litter, that is stable waste from which the straw
has not been shaken out. Other materials
that may be used are old hot-bed material.
Bracken Fern and Seaweed.
General Position of Supplies.—Of the

various items mentioned in last month's notes,
(he supplies of Broccoli, Sprouting Broccoli,
Winter Spinach and Kales are finished.
Of the others detailed we are still getting

good quantities of Mercury, Sorrel, Tomatos,
Parsley, Cauliflowers, Carrots, Beets,
Asparagus, Cucumbers, Lettuces, Radishes,
Onions, Marrows, Mushrooms, Potatos, Turnips,
and Cabbages. The Parsley is from plants in the
open which were planted out from the sowings
made last autumn. Of the Cauliflowers we are
getting heads in the open ground from the
autumn, frame-sown plants, of which I wrote
last month in connection with pot culture. The
varieties available at the present time are
Magnum Bonum, Walcheren, and Duancourt.
and the plants were transferred at the end of
March to their growing quarters. The Carrots
we are pulling from the pits as before recorded,
and Beet the same. Onions we are still getting
from store, and others will be referred to later.
We have also Lettuces of the varieties Mammoth,
Superb, Little Gem, etc., of the Cos type, and
Matchless, Ideal, Favourite, etc., of the
Cabbage group; Potatos are available from the
store, frames, and open ground. Turnips of
such varieties as White Milan, Red Milan,
Early Forcing, Aldenham Victory, and Snow-
ball from sowings made about the' end of April.
The spring batch of Cabbages, particulars M
which were detailed in my notes last month,
has now been cleared, and its place taken by
plants of the varieties Tender and True",
Favourite, All Heart, and Little Gem raised
from a sowing made in the early spring in
gentle heat.

Present Supplies.—So much for a review of
the general position; for further information
Jt

is now necessary to consider the list of
things, a few of which are new, whilst others
are continuations of supplies raised under glass.
-these consist of Summer Spinach, Autumn-sown
Unions, Broad Beans, Globe Artichokes, Kohl-
Kabi, Aubergines or Egg Fruit, Peas, and
rrench Beans.
Summer Spinach.—This is really a continua-

tion of the other crop, and onlv "spoken of as

i,

,nmf
',
r S

!
)i " ai 'n '" differentiate it from thatwhich had stood the winter through. We make

weather during January, following with two
other sowings at fortnightly intervals. Fre-
quent small sowings are far better than one
main sowing, and during the summer we make
two or three sowings according to requirements

;

the seedlings of these are thinned to leave
the. plants finally standing at six inches apart.
Autumn Sown Onions.—Of this important

crop we have now available such varieties as
Leviathan, White Emperor, and Giant Rocca.
We make two sowings, the first about August
20, and the second about the end of the same
.month, selecting, for preference, a south border
for the last sowing. The ground should be well
worked, but not freshly manured and
raked very finely prior to sowing the seed. The
seed should be sown sparingly in shallow drills

about nine inches apart, and covered lightly and
evenly with soil.

Broad Beans.—We are still gathering pods
from the pot plants and of the variety
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memorial to wislet students who
fell in the war (see p. 306).

the first sowing on a warm border in suitable

Leviathan from plants raised under glass early

in the year, and eventually planted out in pre-

pared trenches early in April.

Globe Artichokes.—To obtain the best

results with this vegetable a good variety

should be planted in deeply trenched ground
that has been heavily manured and prepared

in the autumn. If very heavy in texture the

soil should have a dressing of wood ash, road
sweepings, and salt. The land should lie left

in a rough state until the end of March, when
it should be well forked over, and left undis-

turbed until the middle of April, to settle. The
best method of raising a fresh stock of plants

is to remove the suckers, with as many roots

as possible, from the old plants in November,
pot them, and winter them in a cold frame,
for planting out when the ground is ready in

mid April. Plant firmly, allowing a distance
of four feet between the rows, and three feet

between the individual plants. They should be.

encircled with finely sifted coal ashes to keep
slugs and other insect pests away. Do not
allow the plants to flower for the first season,
and give the roots plenty of water, especially

ill dry weather. It is as well to remake one-
lialf of the permanent beds in this way, each
year, in order to maintain a supply.
Kohl-Rabi.—Roots of white, green and purple

varieties are available from frames, where they
were sown at the beginning of January, and,
to provide an unbroken supply, small succes-
sional sowings are made in frames, boxes, and
in the open, the first in the open early in
April. The seedlings are transplanted on well
prepared ground, and, beyond watering when
required and keeping the hoe busy round them,
little other attention is necessary.
Aubergines.—This vegetable, which is com-

monly known as the Egg Plant, should be
grown under glass in pots, to ensure the fruits
finishing properly. We sow the seed at the
beginning of February, and raise the seedlings
in heat, pricking them out as soon as they are
large enough to handle, in small 60-sized pots,
from which, when well rooted, they are trans-
ferred to 6-inch pots, in a compost of two parts
loam, one part leaf-soil, and one part well
decayed manure, adding thereto a fair propor-
tion of sand. They are then grown on to the
fruiting stage in a temperature of aibout 66°.
Only allow about four fruits to develop on
each plant, and when these have set, pinch out
the point of the leading growth. Keep the
plants well syringed, and feed them with liquid
manure when the fruit is swelling.

Peas.—Following up the supplies raised under
glass in boxes, which have been dealt with
previously, we are now picking pods of the
varieties Edwin Beckett and First Comer in
the open. The seed was sown in boxes in
January, following with two similar sowings in
February, two in March, and one in April (at
which time we make our first sowing in the
open). From these, which are raised in very
gentle heat, hardened off, and then planted out,
we glean supplies up to the time when the
plants from the first open-air sowing come into
bearing.

French Beans.—Following the supply
obtained from pot-raised plants, we are now
picking from plants in frames. These plants
were raised from seed sown in a light compost,
two in a 3-inch pot, and germinated in mild
heat, at the end of March. When about four
inches high the seedlings are planted out in
frames on a mild hot bed, covered with about
eight inches of a compost of a moderately light
rich character, allowing a foot and a half
between the rows, and a foot between the in-
dividual plants, which should be set singly
I hey are kept shaded for a few days, aireu
fieely m fine weather after they are estab-
lished, and watered and syringed on frequent
occasions. When the rough leaves have formed
the point-- of the leading growths are pinched
out, and the subsequent growths secured by
tying to thin sticks. Slugs must be guarded
against, and, as growth is made, the lights of
the frames elevated so that the foliage does
not come in contact with the glass and get
scorched. A few successional sowings made in
a similar way maintain the supplies pending the
production of pods on the outdoor plants, and
these Beans may be grown in cold frames for
the purpose. Edwin Berh-tt, V.M H

HARDY FLOWER BORDER
ERIGERON FLAGELLARS.

Thfre is much truth in what the late Mr
Reginald Farrer said of Erigeron flagellars,
that it "spreads at a devastating rate," but, on
the other hand, it has its compensating features
which give it a considerable value to many.
Where there is plenty of time available for
keeping plants within bounds its spreading
habit is not an insuperable objection. The same
remark would apply to places where there is
ample room for a flower such as this to spread
into great sheets, giving a really excellent effect.
But where time and space are serious considera-
tion.-, it may be left alcne.

It is quite different in appearance from almost
any_ other Erigeron in cultivation. It is a
trailing, prostrate plant, with greyish foliage,
decked over with little Daisy-like flowers of pink
or purple, and continuing in bloom from May
until August. Well may Messrs. Storm, mt h",

who grow it well, describe it as "a treasure.'
This uncommon Fleabane is in every way quite
hardy. S. Arnott.

B
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah C'olman. Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Thunia Although the flowers of Thunias do

not last on the plants for so long a period as

is the ease with many other Orchids, they are,

nevertheless, very attractive, the fresh green

foliage setting off the fine arohing flower spikes

to excellent advantage. As the plants |>ass out

of flower they should be removed to a cool,

airy house, where the temperature does not tall

below 55°, and the stems and leaves should he

exposed gradually to the full sunlight, in order

to thoroughly finish and consolidate the growths.

The plants will need to be watered at the roots

occasionally for so long as the kaves remain

green, but when the foliage commences to

change to a yellow colour, moisture should be

gradually withheld. By being exposed to sun-

shine and a dry atmosphere the plants are apl

to become infested with red spider, to prevent

this they should be placed on their sides and

syringed with a mixture of soft soap and warm

rain water, with a small addition of nicotine

insecticide. Thunias may be readily propagated

at"this period by taking off the old back stems

nearly down to their base, cutting them off at

the joints into lengths of about 4 inches to

6 inches and inserting them as cuttings in small

well-drained pots, using a mixture of chopped

Sphagnum-moss and coarse silver sand. If placed

in a frame in the warmest house they will soon

develop roots and top growth, when they may

be potted singly in a rich compost. If grown in

the same house thev will soon make g 1 sf«ns>

and when growth is completed the plants should

be rested in a similar manner to that adopted

for the older plants. The following species and

hybrids are well worthy of cultivation :
lhunta

Veitchiana, T. Marshalliae. T. Benepniae, I.

Brymeriana, the pure white T. candidissima,

and the Gatton hybrid.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain. The N

Coclieote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Celery—During the next week or two seed-

lings intended to form the mam crop trf Uelerj

should be ready for transference to the trenches.

Before lifting the plants see that the

soil is moist so that they may be lifted with

good balls of earth. Hie plants should he

taken up with a trowel and placed in an

upright position in boxes. Previous tu planting,

remove all offsets or side growths. The dis

lance asunder at which the plants should stand

in the rows varies from 9 inches to 12 inches

A dusting of soot at intervals will prove verj

beneficial and will tend to ward off the Celery

fly. After planting see that the roots are well

supplied with water, especially should the

weather prove dry. Celery that was planted

as previously advised should be afforded copious

supplies of water. To secure good heads of

fine quality Celery should never be allowed to

receive a check from drought.

Mulching.—The value of this operation cannot

be over-estimated for preserving the moisture m
the soil and is of the greatest benefit to most

crops during hot, dry weather. It also helps

considerably to allow surface water to penetrate

more evenly into the soil when watering is

necessary. The mulch should not be applied so

thickly as to exclude air from the roots, fail-

ing partially decayed manure use may be made

of decayed' leaf-mould, mixed with longer

manure. Lawn mowings may also be used.

General Remarks.—Continue to plant out all

kinds of Brassicas as ground becomes vacant.

Attend to the staking of Peas in the early stages

to prevent the haulm falling over. The hoe

should be kept at work to kill all weeds in their

seeding stage; paths should be kept tree from
weeds.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Delphinium.—As Delphiniums pass out of

flower, the flowering stems should be cut out

to induce fresh growth to develop from the

base, which will produce a good show of flowers

later this year. As this is very exhaustive of

the plant, it would not be wise to adopt this

procedure with choice and expensive varieties.

Seed may be sown out-of-doors at this season,

and the seedlings, if pricked off into nursery

lines, will make nice material for planting out

next spring. Seedlings raised indoors this

spring should, if properly grown, give a good

show of flower during the autumn. Delphinium
cardinale and D. nudicaule are two choice

Bpei ies with red flowers that should be more

generally cultivated, although it is true

they do not succeed everywhere; still, they arc

so beautiful that it is worth some extra troubl '

tu do them well. They are not long-lived plants,

thus it is best to raise stock from seed cw i >

year.

Pyrethrum.—The old flowering stems of

Pyrethrums should be cut out, when they wot

give a second crop ol flower, or. if desired

they may be lifted and planted back in the

nursery, taking no harm if they are wel !

watered. If Pyrethrums are moved during the

winter many losses occur.

Double Rocket.—The so-called Scotch and

French Rockets are now very seldom seen in

gardens; they are generally supposed to be diffi-

cult to grow. It is true they require close at-

tention, and in some parts, especially in the

south, they do not grow over well; still, failure

in most cases is due to a misunderstanding
ol the requirements of this charming plant. The
so, 1 1 I of success lies in annual propagation;

plants for stock should not be allowed to flower.

or if they are. as soon as the flowers begin to

lade, they should be removed. This causes the

plants to throw out lateral shoots from the

base. When several inches long these shoots

should be nulled off as cuttings and dibbled into

cold flames, or under hand lights in the open

ground. They should root readily, and make
good plants to put out during the autumn, or

following spring.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By W. Staward. Gardener to R. 0. Palme liosi

wood, Esq., Alfreton P»rk, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Acalypha. Cuttings of Icalypha that were

rooted some time :._' > require to be potted singly

in 4 inch pots. They may he grown without

pinching or the point may be taken out to cans-?

the plants to form dwarf, bushy specimens.

Acalypha hispida (Sanderi) is best grown
without pinching and its tassels look splendid

when well developed. A. Codseffiana is a very
slow grower, and the plants may be potted on
into larger receptacles; the use of extra-large

pots for this species is not advisable, for the

plants do much better in smaller pots.

Anthurium.—If Authuriums have not been re-

potted this should be done at once, using good

Sphagnum- ss and very sandy peat mixed with

clean charcoal as a compost. The plants should

be turned out of their receptacles and the old

loose material shaken clear of the roots. Ample
drainage material should be provided. Newb--

potted specimens should be surfaced with extra

clean Sphagnum-moss well beaten in with a

sharp-pointed heater. The plants should be well-

raised in the centre of the pots, and may be

placed in the stove and syringed both morning
and evening. When the Sphagnunvmoss begins
to grow and hang over the side of the pots it

should be beaten firmly in again.

Selaginella If the stock of Selaginellas is

running low the present is a suitable time for

increasing the plants, as at this time a steady
temperature may be maintained in the houses.

Some of the varieties are very useful for table

decoration, especially S. caesia (syn. uncinata),

which has beautiful, long, bronze-tinted trails.

Cuttings root readily in fine, sandy soil and
placed in a well-shaded house where the atmos-

phere is very moist.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By ARTHUR Bi'LLOcK, Gardener to E. J. Wythes, Esq.,

CoDDed Hall, Epping.

Grapes Scalding.—Certain varieties of Grapes
are particularly prone to scalding and unless

immediate attention is given to counteract this

evil the promise of a good appearance of fruit

may be spoiled in a very short time. The trouble

is usually caused by a too rapid rise in the

temperature of the house during the early hours

of morning, and -it is important to maintain

a little warmth in the hot-water pipes in order

that a little top ventilation may be given both i

by night as well as day during the stoning
period of the fruits. It is sometimes necessary to

afford a slight shade if the trouble is unusually
severe.* particularly if no fire heat is used, but
l he shade should be removed directly the trouble
has passed.

Tomatos.—Tu ensure a crop of fruit to carry
on the succession to the end of the year a •

sowing should be made not later than the third

week in the present month. The seedlings may
he raised in a little warmth, and directly they

are fit to handle should be potted off singly in

small pots. For a time they should be kept

in a closed frame and shaded, but as soon as

they have well filled the pots with roots I hey
should he shifted into larger receptacles and
gradually hardened, so that bv the time they
are ready for their filial potting they may be
stood out-of-doors, where they may remain until

frost threatens, by which time they will have
set three or four trusses of fraits, which will

be sufficient for the plants to ripen.

General Remarks.—The pressure of work in

fruit houses has largely passed and attention

should be given to the smaller details. In these

days, when the amount of labour has been
greatly reduced, this brings a feeling of rebel

ami affords an opportunity to push on with

the work of other departments that have necea

sarily been somewhat neglected. But throughout
the season of active growth constant watchful-

ness is ever necessary to bring to a successful

finish the season's work of fruit culture.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Wall Trees.—Wall trees that have not been
summer pruned should be attended to forth-

with, otherwise the fruit on such trees will not
only he small and ill-grown, hut retarded in at-

taining maturity, and of inferior flavour. The
neglect of summer pruning and nailing is also

detrimental, in a very great degree, to wall

and espalier trees; particularly to Apricots,

Peaches, Nectarines, and such trees as produce
their fruit principally upon one-year-old shoots.

It also gives great perplexity to the pruner to

break through and regulate such a thicket and
confusion of wood, and the work cannot be
(An uted with such accuracy as when it is com-
menced early in the summer. Young trees

should receive special attention; retain only

sufficient growths to build up a well-balanced

t ree, allowing ample space for each shoot to

complete its growth and attain maturity by
the autumn. Extra strong growths may be

pinched back; this will encourage the

remaining portion to make a number
of side growths of more moderate strength,

which will more readily mature by . the
[

end of the season. Trees that are carrying

abnormal crops of fruit should be frequently as-

sisted with copious waterings of diluted liquid

farmyard manure. Currants against walls re-

quire attention. Where red and white kinds

have already filled their space, and the main
branches are healthy, thinning out the shoots

and shortening the strongest ones are all that

is required. Black Currants growing on north

walls, or borders—these succeed where other trees

fail—should have their growths regulated in

order to leave only those that are required

after the fruit -bearing branches are cut away.

The object should be to leave as much young

wood from the base of the tree upwards, as

will be necessary to produce next year's supply

of fruit.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Aspects of Plant Life.*

Taking the bare, limestone, craggy Farleton

Fell, in the North of England, as an example

of the earth's surface on which plants cannot

grow by reason of the lack of soil, the author

proceeds to discuss other kinds of desert areas,

whose lack of a mantle of vegetation is due

to some other necessary, but lacking, consti-

tuent. Tlie tiny Lichen that burrows its way
into the limestone is certainly interesting.

'Hip possibility of life in the sun, with a

temperature of 6,500° centigrade, is high

speculation.
The author describes plant associations,

migration by vegetative means and by seeds,

some inter-relations of plants and animals,

plant structures, the far-reaching influence of

man on the modern distribution of plants by

voluntary and involuntary means, past and
present, and some interesting British plant

groups, in an instructive and interesting way.

His experiments made in order to ascertain

lm\v quickly certain seeds will reach the earth

from given heights in still and windy weather

shows that lie has studied his subject with

great thoroughness. Some readers may not

see eye to eye with him in all cases. For in-

stance, he states that forest land is not well

suited to human colonisation. The Angles.

Saxons, Jutes, and Danes did not find it too

difficult when they colonised Great Britain, and
hewed, every settler, his patch of ground out

of the aboriginal forests. The same applies

to the colonists of the United States and

Canada. Streamlets are said to be a barrier

to the spread of plants by vegetative means,

but he must have overlooked the fact that

water carries bulbs, pieces of stoloniferous

plants and branches of Willows, stranding

them lower down, it may be, on both banks,

some distance from the same, during times

of flooding. The influence of railways in aid-

ing the distribution of plumed seeds does not

seem to be mentioned, yet the Oxford Rag-

wort has become distributed all over the Great

Western Railway system. Red Valerian has

been spread in a similar way; and both are

aliens. Delicate Anemones, Primroses, and

Wild Hyacinths are not always killed out by

the cutting down of woods. The book is well

printed, well edited, and the coloured frontis-

piece is instructive.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

DENDROBIUM RHODOPTERYGIUM AND
1). POLYPHLEBIUM.

At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, held on June 7. Mr. Pit! showed with

other interesting imported Orchids Dendrobiuin

rhodopterygium and its ally. 1). polyphleb
,

both originally described as species, 1). poly-

phlebiuni being illustrated in The Gardeners

Chronicle, August 31, 1889, p. 245. Both

arc now accepted as natural hybrids of

1). Parishii and D. Pierardii, among
which they have been found in Burma
by Boxall ami General G. S. Berkeley on
several occasions. The pale rose flowers, with
purple-veined lip. having primrose margin, are

similar in both; but the slender habit ami
flowers, more like those of D. Pierardii, are

Seen in 1). polyphlebium, ami suggest that this

may be the reverse cross to 1). rhodopterygium,
which is stout in habit and nearer D. Parishii.

ODONTOGLQSSOM CRISPO SOLON
VAR. OARMINETTA,

Oun illustration (Fig. 139) represents tile

Superb Odiintoghissom crispo-Solon var. ('a.rtnin-

etta fin which Messrs. .1. and A. Meliean, Cooks
bridge, obtained a First-Class Certificate at the
recent Chelsea Show, anil so impressed were the
Committer ;il its exceptionally fine quality ilial

they also recommended a Gold Medal fur the
exhibit. The flower is of fine substance, and
white, blotched with bright claret red. 0.

» Aspects "/ Plant Life, with Special Reference to
!!,, British Flora. By Robert Lloyd Praogor. London:
Moiety for Promoting Christian Knowledge. I'r 6a
net.

crispo-Solon is the result of crossing a fine form
of O. crispum with O. Solon (Adrianae x ardon-
tissimum) and the original species combined in

it are 0. crispum once directly and twice in-

directly, and 0. Hunnewelkanum and O.
Pescatorei.

As with some other rather small species, O.
Hunnewellianum, with its small, crimped and
fringed lip, was not thought likely to bring any
useful quality into hybrids, but in this, and 0.
Othello and others, the result has been the
opposite of that expected, the very crumpled

lip, when mixed with species having substance,
seems to induce expansion and enlargement
without objectionable crumpling. 0. crispo-
Solon has appeared on several occasions at the
R.H.S. Shows during the past two years, H. T.
Pitt, Esq., receiving an Award of Merit for Qiis

variety of it on February 10, 1920, and Messrs.
Charlesworth and Oo. a similar award for 0.
crispo-Solon var. Kenneth at the Chelsea Show-
in 1920. Messrs. McBean have also shown
varieties of it before, but the one illustrated is

much the best.

"i'".N in-si-M riiisi'o-sin.i.N vui. iakminliia.

NEW HYBRIDS.
(Continued from April In, p,it<c 193.)

Name.

Brasso-Cattleyu Success

Cat uithe Sbiujik
Cattleya Canary
Cattleya May Queen
Laelio-Cattleya Gapalet
Laelio-Cattleya Casta
Laelio-Cattleya Champion
Laelio-Cattleya Santos
Cvpripedium A. J. Cholmley
Miltonia I'r c Imperial
Odontioda ( c.j per King
Odontioda Easier
Odontioda Marigold
Odontioda Marguerite Pew
Odontioda Mi'iilniii'

odontioda President Harding
Odontioda Rubicon
Odontioda St. Alban
Odontioda Lady Balfour
Odontioda Victoria
Odontocidluin Qraireanum
Odontoglossum Amber
Odontoglossum Antinous
Odontoglossum Chu Chin Chow
Odontoglossum Desdemona II

Odontoglossum Elattor
Odontoglossum Mao
odontoglossum Metal
Odontoglossum President Harding...
Odoutcglossiini Purple Queen
Odontoglossum Topaz
Odontoglossum Unita
Odontoma Maudiac
Sophro -Cattleya \tranta
Sophro-Caltleya Miltonii
Sophro Laelio-Cattleya Prince Hil'o-
hito

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Richmond..,
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya St. Qolhanl
•Wilsonara majalis

Parentage.

B. - C. uigbyauo - Mosaiae x C. Empress
Frederick

Buttorily x Veilcliii Sandhurstiaua-Y-okami
Dowiaua x citrina
Astron x intertcxta alba
L C. G. s Ball x L. piirpurata
L.-C. Gottoiana x C. Schroderae
Aphrodite X Gottolana
L.-C. Pizarro x C. Mosaiae
Pirishii x nivoum
VenUS v 1 Ivan.i
Oda. Vuylsteklae x Odm. Queen of Gatton ...

Ola. Madeline x Odin, ardentissinium
i Ma, Hradshawiae x 0dm. triumphant*
oda. Bradahawiae x Odt. Papilio galtonensis
Oda. Othello x Odm. extmium
Oda. Joan x Odm. Dora
Oda. Coronatiou x Odm. Mars
oda. Bradshawiac x odm. MagallSandcr ...

Od i. Cooksonlac x Odm. I Ivlandianum
oda. Bradshawiac x Odm. Husky Monarch ...

oncid. iiiacrantbuni x Odni.ThompsoiiKinum
exlmium x Leviathan
Othello x cxccllcns
Rossii x aspcrsum
UlustriBBlOQum < Rossii
Vuvl-trkeae x Mars...
Dreadnought x crispum
Meteor x Alexandrina
gandavense x Promerens
pcrcultum x Dusky Monarch
Lambeauiannm x Regalia
Mars x t'.uropa
M Bleuana x odm. Louise
C At iliinia X S.-C. Thwaitesiii
C. Schroderae x 9.-C. Atreus

S.-L.-C. Marathon x S I Leda
S. I. .-!'. \m.I„- x I.. C, Uello-lryi
s. L-randillora x L.-C. St. Gotliard
oda. Chanteoler x Onoid, corynephorum ...

Exhihltor.

Dr. M, Lacroze,

imp. Bui. Gar., Tokio.
Dr. B dford.
Flory & Black.
F. .1. Ilanbury, E-i|.
F. .1. Banbury, Esq,
Sanders.
R. G. Thwaites, Esq.
a. .1. Cholmlcy, Esq
Cnarlcsworth.
Sir J. Colman.
Sanders.
P. Smith, Esq.
sir .1. Colman.
sir ,i. Colman.
Sanders.
Armstrong & Brown.
Sanders,
Armstrong A- Brown
t'b irl, swni-tli
Mon-. ii. Graire,
A. llaimier. Kso.
II. T. I'Ut Esq.
w. K. Fasey. Esq
W. R. Fasey. Esq.
Armsl rong a Bioun
w. R, Fasey, Esq.
W. R. Fasey, Esq.
Armstrong & Bi-owd.
Chai teswortn.
A. Ilanincr, Esq,
Armstrong ,t Brown.

.1. .1. Jnicey, Esq.
R. <;. Thwaites, Esq.
i: i., Diwaltes Esq.

Charlesworth.
\V. R, Fasey. Esq.
.t. .1 BoltOD, Esq,
Charlesworth,

* Shown at Cliclea as Cbarlcsworthara majali-.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should bo lent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.—Tfle Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

THE AURICULA.

SEEING that the Auricula has been popu-

lar in English gardens for over three

centuries and that its admirers and cul-

tivators have been almost as numerous as

those of the Tulip, its literature as a separate

entity is singularly slender. As forming a

part of a vast subject. Florists' Flowers, a

great deal indeed has been written on the

cultivation of the Auricula. Its history as a

denizen of our gardens is considerable and

interesting. Gerarde, we know, cultivated

several varieties, whilst Parkinson, who had

uver twenty different sorts, remarks: "Auri-

culas do seem every one of them to be a nose-

gay alone of itself. . . They are not unfur-

nished with a fully sweet stent, which dot lie

adde an increase of pleasure in those that

make them ornaments for their wearing."

It is, however, from John Rea's Wlirra, sew

de florum cultura, 1665, that we get one of

the earliest and most comprehensive accounts

of the Auricula, its votaries and its varieties.

It is, he tells us, " now much esteemed, in

respect of the many excellent varieties thereof

of late years discovered." He mentions his

good friend, " Mr. John Downhani, a reverend

Divine," from whom he had varieties; Mr.

Austen, of Oxford, and Mr. John Good, of

Balliol College; Mr. Jacob Bobert, or Bobart,

keeper ot the Public Gardens at Oxford ; a

lady who had the misfortune to bear the name

of Buggs—Mistress Buggs, of " Battersey, neer

London"; William Whitmore, Esq., of Balones,

nr. Hodgsden; and Mr. Rickets, also of

Hodgsden. " the best and most iaitliful Florist

now about London," are all named as Auricula

enthusiasts and as the raisers of new varieties.

The large number of sorts named by Kea have

long since passed into the limbo of forgotten

things or have been reincarnated under other

names.

The Auricula did not. perhaps, come to its

full popularity until the eighteenth century.

It was still a popular flower at Oxford, for

on August 24, 1704, the younger Bobart writes

to Dr. Richard Kichardsou. " Being prompted

with hopes of contributing something to your

pleasure in your garden (which I know is our

interest), I now send you a few Auriculas

which I think may be new to you; I being

very well satisfied that they are not yet in

three places in England, unless we reckon

yours the third. They are all put up in a box,

and are distinguished by these names agree-

able to the marks. 1, Helen, Painted Lady;

2, Roxana; 3, Cassandra; 4, Rosimus; 5, Cin-

thia; 6, Bella Sylvia; 7, Princess of Hess; 8,

Euridea." Within half a century of Bobart's

letter the popularity of the Auricula had ex-

tended to all parts of the kingdom. In Scot-

land James Justice, a distinguished amateur

'of Crichton. near Dalkeith, and author of

The Scots Gardener's Director, 1754, claimed

to have the largest collection of varieties in

Europe; and in 1757 appeared what was, I

believe, the first separate publication devoted

to the Auricula, The Distinguishing Properties

of a Fine Auricula, published at threepence,

and written by James Thompson, a florist of

Newcastle.

The eighteenth-century London newspapers

yield up some facts about the Auricula, gene-

rally in conjunction with other popular florists'

flowers. In one cutting in my collection, an

advertisement- taken from the London General

Kvening Post of April 17, 1756, it figures alone,

and the advertisement is in many ways so

interesting that I quote it in full :

—

'* TO BE SOLD,
" and delivered in August next,

" The stock of two fine Auriculas, the one

called Hague's Marchioness of Rockingham;
the other, Ellis's Countess of Coventry, at a

Guinea each plant. The Design of advertising

so early is, that those Persons who are near

may have the Opportunity of seeing them in

Bloom this season, and that those at a Dis-

tance may have timely Notice.

" N.B.—The present Purchasers shall nBt be

imposed upon by the Plants being sold at a

lower Price immediately after the public Sale;

lint that they may have Time to make their

Money, I assure the Publick that no plant of

either the above Auriculas shall, from August,

1756, to August, 1758, be sold or bartered by

me, or by any Person on my account at a less

Price or Value than one Guinea each Plant.

All Persons who please to favour me with their

Orders, by directing their Letters to me,

Florist, to bo left at the Bunch of Grapes, in

Eccles, near Manchester, in Lancashire, shall

be punctually served by their humble Servant,
" Thomas Gorton."

Beading between the lines of Thomas Gor-

ton's advertisement, it is evident that there

was a good deal of speculation and trickery

going on in connection with the trade in Auri-

culas. In June. 1766. the London newspapers

contained an announcement of the sale by

auction by Thomas Skinner, in Goswell Street,

" of the whole collection of Flower Roots, con-

sisting of fine Tulips now in full Bloom, Auri-

culas, whole Blowers," etc., the property of

the late William Atkinson—" the whole will

be put in small Lots for the Convenience of

Purchasers " Catalogues were issued, but un-

fortunately none seem to have survived. From
Morant's Colchester, 1768. we learn of Henry

Stow, a famous gardener who lived there, and

was famous for his Auriculas; he had soane

plants with no fewer than 133 blossom-, on one

stem. Whilst the Auricula was undoubtedly

popular in London, most of the literature con-

cerning it seems to have come from the pro-

vinces, and mostly written by men in the

trade. One pamphlet, with a Newcastle im-

print, has already been mentioned; it formed

one of the principal chapters in J. Hudson's

The Florist's Companion, published at the

same place in 1784. But the most interesting

little book which I have seen on the subject

is one of which I possess a copy, A Treatise

on the Culture and Management of the Bear's

Ear. or. Auricula ursi, written by " a Florist
"

who claims to give the results of nearly 30

years' experience. It was printed at Bath

for L. Bull, on the Lower Walls, 1782. It ex-

tends to fifty-two pages. From the preface

one gathers that the Auricula was " once the

pride of the English gardeners and florists,"

and that a single plant had been sold for

more than £50; but, " as fashion prevails in

everything." the Auricula was neglected, and

the Dutch gardeners " bought up all our

plants and from them raised so many
seminal varieties, and such excellent flowers,

that we have been forced to apply to them

again to adorn our sheds, and purchase the

produce of our own flowers at most extrava-

gant prices."

What makes the booklet so interesting is

the catalogue, at the end. of those varieties

sold by Thomas Biggs—possibly the author of

the little treatise—Florist, at Fisherton, near

Salisbury. There are 250 varieties enume-

rated, and of these a selection of 100 was

offered at ten guineas. It is clear ifrom this

list that the number of Auricula growers in

Great Britain was a very large one, as the

raiser's name is attached to each. That of

Piatt and Metcalf comprises twenty sorts,

whilst eighteen appear under that of Grundy.

Nearly all are named after celebrities of the

time, and one Hammond appears to have

risked the chances of unpopularity by naming

one of his " General Washington," who was

certainly not a popular figure in Great Britain

in 1782. This little treatise, published at a

shilling, doubtless had a wide circulation, and

was honoured with a flattering, if brief, notice

in The Monthly lieview of June, 1782.

I do not find any other separate treatise,

apart from trade catalogues, on the Auricula

in the eighteenth century, nor indeed until

1816. when Isaac Emmerton, a nurseryman and

florist at Barnet, published A Plain and

Practical Treatise on the Culture and Manage-

ment of the Auricula. In 1792, however,

James Maddook, the Walworth florist and

author of The Florist's Directory, issued, as

Loudon tells us, a catalogue with nearly 500

named varieties, and many other similar, if

less extensive, trade catalogues were doubtless

published in various parts of the country.

Johnson, in his History of English Gardening,

1829. tells us that at that period over 400]

varieties of Auriculas were grown. The general

interest in the Auricula as a florist's flower

during the second quarter of the nineteenth

century is manifested in all the floricultural

periodicals of the time, such, for instance, as

The Floricultural Cabinet and The Gardener's

Magazine, and by the space given to it in

the various popular handbooks, like Thomas

Hogg's Treatise, which ran into several

editions.

How popular the Auricula was with the

artisans and operatives in certain parts of

England may be gathered from a little book

published at Manchester in 1823, An Account

of the Tulip, Banunculus, rink, and Carna-

tion Shows, held in Lancashire, Cheshire, York-

shire, and Other Parts in 1823, which gives the

names of the competitors in nearly 200 shows.

Exhibitions—or, as they were called. Feasts—

in its honour were popular for generations,

and if the Auricula is not so popular to-day

as it was half a century or more ago it is

still a first favourite with most cottage gar-

deners, town and country.

One cannot recall any very famous poem

which the Auricula has inspired; but John

Rea,, who was a poet of sorts, has a few lines

in its honour, and probably the first of the

kind, in his rhymed address " To the Ladies,"

prefixed to his book already named:—
" For see the Aurioulaes come forth,

Adorn'd with Dies of much more worth,

And fair Eyes twinkling on each stem,

The Heavenly Bear shines not like them."

The iconography of the Auricula from the

time of Gerarde down to the present would

run to a formidable list, and would include

some beautiful pictures. Many pictures of

Auriculas were exhibited at the Eoyal Academy

in the early days—e. g-, in that of 1802 there

was a picture by James Sillett, apparently a

Norfolk artist, of " An Auricula: From

Nature," and yet another in 1816 by the same

artist. W- Roberts.
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THE POTATO "BLIGHT " FUNGUS ON
TOMATOS UNDER GLASS IN APRIL.

During the second week of May a diseased
Tomato plant (grown under glass) was received
from a grower at Bath. The stern had two
blackened portions, near its middle, each about
4 inches in length, and these bore fructifica-

tions of a fungus indistinguishable from
Phytophthoira infestans, the Potato blight
fungus. The specimen was of interest because
of (1) the early appearance of the disease (from
a letter received from the grower it would
seem that the disease was first noticed early
in April); (2) the occurrence of the disease on
Tomatos under glass, for, though P. infestans
is common on Tomato plants grown in the
open, it appears to be very rare or unknown
hitherto on Tomatos grown in greenhouses;
(3) the possibility of such outbreaks being the
source of infection in early outbreaks of

Potato blight.

The last point is one of great practical
importance, and since it has been suggested
that Phytophthora infestans as found on the
Tomato does not readily infect Potatos, it was
decided to test this with the material at
hand. On keeping the affected portions of

stem in a moist chamber for two days
.
numerous spora.ngiophores developed, and on
bringing these in contact with a little dis-

tilled water in a watch-glass the sporangia
were set free into the water. In from two to
three hours these sporangia liberated zoos-
pores, which could easily be seen swarming in
the water when the contents of the watch-glass
were examined under a low power of the
microscope. Drops of water containing actively
motile zoospores obtained in this way were
used in the inoculation experiments, the water
being transferred to the spots to be inoculated
by means of a loop of platinum wire.

In order to ascertain whether this method
of inoculation was capable of yielding a high
percentage of infection spots, drops were placed
on leaves of young Tomato plants growing in
pots. After inoculation the plants were kept
in a moist atmosphere for a few days by
covering them with bell-jars. Forty-eight
inoculations made in this way gave rise to

infection in every case. On one plant infec-
tion spots up to about { inch in diameter,
and bearing sporangiophores and sporangia of
the fungus, were present on the third day
after inoculation.

Leaves of Potato plants were then inoculated
in the same way. For this purpose three
plants of Arran Comrade were removed from
the garden, potted, and placed in a cool
greenhouse. After four or five days they were
brought into the laboratory and inoculated
in the way described above. Young leaves
were chosen and marked by tying loosely
around each stalk a loop of white cotton

;

each of these leaves was then inoculated on
the lower surface at 8 spots, i.e., 4 on the
terminal leaflet (2 on each side of the mid-
rib), and 2 on each of the leaflets forming the
first pair. The plants were kept covered with
bell-jars, to maintain a moist atmosphere, for
about three days, when the bell-jars were
removed and the plants taken back to the
greenhouse.
In all, one hundred and forty-four inocula-

tions were made on eighteen leaves. On one
plant all the inoculations (40 in number) pro-
duced infection; on the other two plants (with
40 and 64 inoculations respectively), one inocu-
lation failed in each c;ise. Thus 144 inocula-
tions gave rise to 142 infectious, i.e., 98.6 per
cent. That infection had taken place was evi-
dent on the third day. when at some of the
inoculated spots t here were dark patches about
i inch in diameter, and by tile fifth day the
infection are.is were nearly }, inch in

diameter. After a few more days the
leaflets were killed, and eventually all tha
inoculated leaves withered and fell off with-
out, however, the disease extending into the
stem; this result was probably due to the
rather dry atmosphere of the greenhouse.
Although it is generally considered that the

fungus causing Potato blight is identical mor-
phologically with thai found on the Tomato,
certain investigators have obtained results

which suggest that some degree of specialisa-
tion of parasitism exists, that is, that there are
two forms of this fungus, one which infects
the Tomato more readily than the I'otato and
the other which infects the Potato more
readily than the Tomato. Thus G. Smith*
obtained no infections when inoculating the
Tomato (leaf and fruit) with P. infestans taken
from the Potato ; Wiltshiret too, was unable
to infect uninjured Tomato plants with the
fungus growing on the Potato, and obtained
only 3 per cent, of infections when Potato

however, Giddings and Berg* found that
Tomato plants were more readily infected by
a strain of P. infestans taken from a Tomato
than by a strain taken from a Potato.
Whatever may be the degree of specialisa-

tion shown by P. infestans, and further dis-
cussion of this point is beyond the scope of
this note, our experiments recorded above
prove that Tomato plants may serve as
sources of infection for Potatos, and that
given suitable conditions and material, practi-
cally every inoculation will give rise to

Fig. 140.

—

dianthus ruy blas. r.h.s. award of merit .iine 7 (see p.

messrs. maurice prichard and sons.
EXHIBITED BY

leaves were inoculated with spores of P. in-
festans taken from the Tomato, while the
corresponding experiments of inoculating
Potato leaves with spores taken from the
Potato, and Tomato leaves with spores taken
from the Tomato gave 34 per cent, and 37 per
cent, infections respectively. Inconsistent re-

sults of cross-inoculations have been obtained
bj workers in America; thus ReedJ wrote in

1912: "It was found possible to infect Potatos
and Tomatos with the 'blight' by taking
.spores from either host plant." More recently.

• Smith, G. " Infection Experiments with the Potato
'Blight* Fungus." (Journ., S.E. Agric College, Wye,
XXII., 1913, p. 496.)

t Wiltshire. 8. P. "A Note nn P. infestans (de
Bary) Ooourring on Tomatos." (An. Report Agric.
and ll'iri. Res. Stat., Long Aehton, Brutal, mi.-,, p.

92)

t Reed, H. 8. " Dors P. infestans Cause lomato
Illicit P" (Phytopath, II. (1913), p. 251.)

infection. It is important, therefore, that

when early ouxbreaks of Tomato blight occur,

st. ]is should be taken to keep it under control,

not only for the sake of the Tomato crop itself,

but also because of the possible risk of caus-

ing early attacks of Potato blight.

As in the ease of Potato blight, the disease

on Tomato plants is easily controlled by the
use of Bordeaux mixture; the spraying must

be done, however, before the disease has

appeared, or when it has only just started.

Plants too seriously affected to be worth
spraying should be uprooted and burnt.

We are unable to account, for this very early

outbreak of blight on Tomatos in the green-

house; no Potatos were being forced in the

greenhouse in which the disease occurred, and
no fruit or haulm of last year's Tomato crop

* Giddings. N. J., and Berg, A. " A Comparison of

the Late Blights ol Tomato and Potato." (Pkytopath,
IX. i L919), 208
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were in the neighbourhood of the affected

plants.

We should be very glad to have informa-
tion from growers of Tomatos with regard to

the following points:

—

1. Does the Potato blight fungus occur at
all commonly on Tomatos grown under glass,

and if so, at what date?
2. Is there reason to believe that the Tomato

becomes infected from diseased Potato hauJin
or tubers?

3. Have early outbreaks of Potato blight
been noticed in the neighbourhood off the
greenhouse where Tomatos have been thus
affected? E. S. Salmon and H. Wormald.
Mycological Department, S.E. Agric. College,

Wye, Kent.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

distance. The undermentioned are the pick of
many other finely coloured forms :—Acer cam-
pestre var. postelense; colour golden. A. cam-
pestre var. pulverulentum ; entire leaf surface
mottled green and white. A. campestre var.

Schwerimi ; mottled green and purple. A.
Pseudo-platanus var. brilliantissimum ; colour

most distinct, a tinge of red over yellow and
green. A. Fseudo-platanus var. Webbianum

;

variegated yellowish white and green.

Probably pride of place would be given to

the most lovely variegated Acer platanoides var.

Walderseei, which is a little later in unfolding
its leaves than the above-named varieties. The
whole tree has a more refined appearance, the

leaves thin in texture and equal in colour to

the silvery Caladium. CO.

FRUIT RE6ISTER.
DAPHNE CXEORUM.

The accompanying illustration (Fig. 14-1) shows
how well Daphne Cneorum grows at Bordean
House, Peteistielil, Hampshire, the residence of

General J. S. Nicholson. Plants were put out
in March, 1915, in a mixture of grit and peat,

with a large proportion of small lumps of hard

APPLE RIBSTON PIPPIN.

My attention has been drawn to an article

by Pomona on the above Apple, and which ap-

peared in your issue of the Hard. Chron. of

March 12, p. 129. He considers the history

of this Apple is involved in much mystery. I

Fig. 141.

—

daphne cneohum at bokdean house, petersfield.

sandstone added to ensure thorough drainage bo

a depth of three feet. The plants occupy a

position open to full sunshine on a piece of

rock work of Bargate stone, and they are given
a top dressing in the early spring before the
flower buds open. Occasionally, if the weather
is dry and hot during March and April, water
is given, but otherwise no special cultivation is

afforded. The plants flower profusely in. this
position, and have grown to a large
size.

'

ACER VARIETIES.
The beautiful varieties of the common Acer

campestre and Pseudo-platanus should be far
better known than they are, considering they
have been obtainable from the trade for many
years. Although I know many tree and shrub
admirers have little interest in varieties with
variegated foliage and look upon them as mere
abnormalities—as my own feelings were towards
them for a number of years—my advice to
botantists and gardeners alike is to advance
these forms more for the common good.

These coloured and variegated forms with-
stand the atmospheric conditions of the Thames
Valley very well, and are not at all fastidious
as to soil—therefore they are likely to succeed
elsewhere.

At this period of the year these light coloured
forms stand out pre-eminentlv and must be in-

cluded among the best of ornamental deciduous
trees.

Their effect is enhanced against a dark back-
ground of Conifers, Rhododendrons, or perhaps
better still, if the latter are chosen for colour,
either in harm >ny or approved contrasts. Acers
so planted are conspicuous objects from a greai,

will endeavour to give a true and correct ac-

count of the origin of the Ribston Pippin,
and thus remove any mystery that Pomona
may have attached to the origin of the Apple.
In 1709 Sir Henry Goodrkke, as former owner

of the Ribston Estate, brought home from Nor-
njajldy the pips of an Apple, which he sowed
at Ribston. Only one of the seedlings proved
of merit, and became known as the Ribston
Pippin, and was planted in the park at Ribston
Hall. In 1810 the original tree was blown down
in a violent gale, being 'broken a little above
the ground level and nearly severed from the
trunk or stool. In this condition the tree con-
tinued to grow and fruit for a number of years.

A shoot grew up from the stump of the original

tree and forms the present tree, and, conse-
quently, is true, being supported by the original

roots. Major Dent, the present owner of the

Ribston Estate, has a picture, painted in 1834,

showing the old tree on the ground and the

present tree, then a sapling, fruiting, alongside.

Pomona seems to think that the Ribston Pip-
pin is most liable to canker, due to not being
worked on a foster-stock. Then again, he be-

lieves the tree would have a longer life and
grow more vigorously if raised from cuttings and
established on its own roots. The tree just
referred to is on its own roots. I have been
busy with seedling Apples for a number of

years, and I always find them to do much the
best when worked on a foster-stock. I cannot
understand anyone with a correct knowledge of

Ribston Pippin stating that the tree is short
lived.

It is no more liable to canker than any other
variety of Apple provided the correct cultural

requirements are provided. We have growing
in the kitchen garden here a clean, healthy
standard tree of the Ribston Pippin, worked
from the original tree, and it is known to be
well over eighty years old. Win. Simpson,
Ribston Garden*, Wetherby, Yorks

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Progress in Freesias.—The writer of a recent

article in these columns tried to define the quali-

ties of the kind of Freesia which growers should
attempt to obtain, but surely it would be a
thousand pities if there ever were a general
consensus of opinion among growers that one
type only was desirable. If the writer referred

to is allowed to have his way, we shall, sooner
or later, have a race of " Show " Freesias, as

we have " Show " Narcissi and " Show "

Dahlias. We surely do not want all our Freesias

cast in the same mould, but should rather look

for development in every direction. Scribe.

Size and Quality of Vegetables.—With regard
to Mr. J. Prince's suggestion that the R.H.S.
Council (see page 301) should provide models of

each kind of vegetable for the guidance of ex-

hibitors, I venture to suggest that the Council

should stage an exhibit of vegetables, grown in

their gardens at Wisley, to show What model
specimens should be. In my humble opinion,

such examples as we saw in Mr. Becket's ex-

hibit at Chelsea are the .kind needed for our
employer's table and for show purposes. Vege-
tables such as these are not developed by talk-

ing ; they have to be gi'own. John IF. Banks,
t'ustli Hardens, Bletchinrjley.

Potato Disease.—The common Potato disease

iPhytopthora infestans) usually makes it ap-

pearance in some districts towards the end of

present month or about the first fortnight in

July. The earliest indications of the disease are

the appearance of a small brownish blotch on
the leaves ; spraying as a preventive should be
carried out before the disease puts in an ap-

pearance. There are several excellent specifics

on the market, but those who prefer to make
their own wash can do so by using the following
material, which will make 25 gallons of wash

;

take 3 lb. of copper sulphate and 2^ lb. of

lime. Dissolve the copper sulphate in 12^ gal-

lons of water and slake the lime into a smooth
paste before adding it to another 12£ gallons

of water. The two solutions should then be
thoroughly mixed together in a wooden vessel.

If the mixture is too strong it will change the
colour of a steel blade to that of copper, and
more lime water should be added until the
colour of the steel is unaffected. The mixture
should be applied in the form of a spray, and
care is necessary to see that the upper and under
sides of the leaves are wetted. Later sprayings
should be given in order that the subsequent
growths may be treated. The mixture is only
a preventive, therefore it is necessary to apply
it before the disease is manifest. Grower.

Hardy Nymphaeas.—Water-lilies are flowering
freely? and large, strong-growing plants require

constant attention, as regards thinning out some
of the older leaves, for if neglected in this

respect they soon get overcrowded and weak,
with the result that the flowering period is

shortened. The cultivation of aquatic plants

always gives an added charm to the garden, but
whether it is practised in artificial fountain
basins, or carried out in more or less natural
ponds, it entails a great deal of labour to keep
such ponds and basins clean and free from weeds
of various sorts, such as Potamogetons and Cana-
dian Pond Weed, to say nothing of the lower

forms of plant life which soon fill ponds with
masses of green. Such weeds have- to be fre-

quently raked out ; or they may be kept down
by frequent applications of sulphate of copper.

The copper sulphate should be used in the pow-
dered form, placed in a piece of coarse
sacking and dra,gged through the water
until dissolved. This chemical should not be used

where fish are kept in ponds. /. C.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

June 21 and 22.—The quality and extent of
(he exhibitions held in connection with the
fortnightly meetings at Vincent Square are being
well maintained this year, and on the above
dates the hall was well filled with bright and
interesting exhibits of Delphiniums, Carnations,
border flowers, Roses, Gladioli, Irises,
Poppies, Orchids and garden Pinks. The attend-
ance was scarcely so large as usual on the first
day.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
D. Allan, George Paul, Clarence Elliot, W. R
Dykes, John Heal, J. T. Bennett Poe, W. P.
Thomson, Chas. E. Pearson, Chas. Dixon,
W. H. Page, H. J. Jones. J. Jennings, W.
Howe. G. Reuthe, J. W. Barr, Sydney
Morris, R. C. Notcutt, Reginald Cory, E. A.
Bowles, and R. W". Wallace.

Awards of Merit.

Rosa lucens var. The Premier.—This is a
hybrid form derived from the Chinese R. lucens
crossed with a variety not yet made known.
Tt resembles R. lucens in its robust
rambling habit and the wonderful profusion with
which it blooms. Some of the clusters contain as
many as thirty-six blooms, and the arching
growths carry many trusses, well set off by the
bright green foliage. The individual blooms
are about two inches across, semi-double, blush
coloured, with a central cluster of golden
stamens ; a grand new garden Rose. Shown
by Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt.
Campanula persicifolia Fleur de Nicge.—

A

pure white, robust, double variety of splendid
habit. The flowers are pleasingly double, and
not at all clumsy in appearance. The spikes
carry from a dozen to eighteen blooms, and
as each flower is 2 in. to 2| in. across, the
fine effect a good plant would produce can well
be imagined. It should prove very useful for
marketing as a cut flower. Shown by Mr.
G. W. Miller.
DelpMnium Sunshine.—This is a strong-

growing sort with yard-long columnar spikes
of large, bluish-mauve flowers, each bloom having
broad dark brown stamens. Shown by Mr.
W. E. Samuel, King's Mills House, Wrexham.
Delphinium Welshman.—This is equally

robust to the former, and has single flowers
of a soft blue shade, with dark eye. Shown
by Mr: Samuel.

Streptocarpu* Mauve Queen.—There was
only one flower on the plant shown, but it was
of enormous size for a Streptocarpus, being not
less than 4 in. across. The colour is deep
mauve, with cream white throat. Shown by
Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert.
Lilium Mrs. R. O. Hack/muse.—This hand-

some hybrid Lily was raised by the late Mrs.
R. 0. Backhouse, Sutton Court, Hereford, by
crossing Lilium Hansoni with L.' Martagon. It

is of robust habit and, out-of-doors, grows to a
height of 5 ft. or 6 ft. The flowers are semi-
pendant, over 3 in. wide, and with reflexing
but not recurving segments; the colour is yellow
with a number of purple-brown spots over the
basal halves of the segments, while the back
of the flower and the unopened buds are rosy.
Stems green ; foliage abundant and in whorls.
Shown by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.
Rhododendron discolor.—This new Chinese

species has large trusses of wide, flatfish flowers
of pale blush colour with greenish throat. There
is a slight crumpling, which adds to the beauty
of the blooms. The foliage is of moderate size,
velvety green, and glaucous green on the under-
side. Shown by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.

Phytolacca davigera.—An interesting species
of Pokeweed. It appears to be a robust grower.
and it has thick, rounded terminal spikes of
small, rose-pink flowers, with smaller spikes
on the side growths. Shown by Mr. Amos
Perry.

Rose Mrs. Hornby LewU.—This beautiful
hybrid Tea Rose is sweetly scented, and the
colour is a pleasing shade' of light sulphur
yellow, deeper in the centre. The blooms are

of exquisite shape, full, and with broad sub-
stantial petals. A most promising variety.
Shown by Mr. Elisha Hicks.
Dianthus Ella.—A charming single Pink with

round white flowers and a large dark crimson
centre. It is a seedling from D. Coronation.
Shown by Sydney Morris, Esq., Earlham Hall,
Norwich.

Philadelphia Girandole.—A large-flowered
double variety, blossoming abundantly and
beautifully. Many of the flowers are over 2 in.
across and of purest white. Shown by Sir Wm.
Lawrence (gr., Mr. J. Brown), Burford Lodge,
Dorking.
Philadelphia burfordiensis.—A glorious

large-flowered single variety with blooms
composed of broad, glistening, white petals. It
is extremely floriferous, and every flowering
branch becomes a column of blossom. Shown
by Sir W. Lawrence.

Groups.

Sweet Peas of great merit were again dis-
played iby Messrs. Dobeie and Co. The varieties
Edrom Beauty, Picture, and Royal Scot were
characterised by long stout stems well furnished
with perfect blooms of distinct colouring. In
addition to these and many more named sorts
there were rose coloured and shaded blush
seedlings of great excellence (Gold Medal).
Delphiniums were decidedly the principal floral

feature of the meeting, and, considering the
difficulties of the season, the spikes were of
high quality. We have seen larger spikes, but
none better furnished or of better colours man
many that were shown on Tuesday. Messrs.
G. G. Whitelegg, Ltd., had a magnificent bank
of ; excellent spikes. The central massed vases
of the Rev. Lascelles and the dark Alake were
magnificent, though many other sorts were also

of great merit (Silver-Gilt Banksian Medall.
On the other side of the hall Messrs.

Blackmore and Langdon had a big display of

splendid Delphiniums. The varieties General
Sir D. Haig, Lord Lansdowne, Turquoise, Josef
Israels. Willy O'Brien, and Queen of Bath were
very charming (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Kelway and Co. filled a goodly length
of tabling with noteworthy spikes of Del-
phinium. The light blue Hon. Mrs. Lumley,
Lovely. Lady G. Legge, and Geraldine Kelway
were very beautiful, while the most, noteworthy
of the dark blues were Smoke of War, Lloyd
George. Bavardo, Lieut. Warneford, V.C. , and
Monarch of" All (Silver Flora Medal).
On a floor space Messrs. Waterer, Sons and

Crisp had a very attractive arrangement com-
posed principally of Delphiniums, Achillea
Eupatorium, Iris Monspur varieties with a
liberal bordering of Nepeta Mussinii (Silver

Grenfell Medal). Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd.,
filled a corner space with attractive Delphiniums
in many varieties, and along the front
displayed various Paeonies and Irises (Silver

Banksian Medal).
The opposite corner was used to good effect

by the Misses Hannan, whose colour arrange-

ment was particularly good, and the Delphinium
spikes of much more than average merit (Silver

Banksian Medal). Mr. W. Wells, junr., showed
many Delphiniums, amongst which the rich

dark blue of the variety Navy was particularly
prominent. Goodly vases of Campanula Telham
Beauty and the new white C. Fleur de Neige
were prominent (Silver Grenfell Medal).
Gaillardias and Delphiniums were shown
by Messrs. G. R. Downer (Bronze Banksian
Medal), and Messrs. H. Ballington and Son
showed various Delphiniums.

Carnations in great numbers and of great

merit were shown by Messrs. Allwood Bros.,
who also had many vases of their Dianthus
Allwoodii. Of the Carnations, Edward Allwood,
Mary Allwood and Wivelsfield Claret were very
conspicuous (Silver Flora Medal). Mr. C.

Engelmann also had many fresh and choice

greenhouse Carnations, amongst them the bright
colours of Destiny, Peerless, and Scarlet Carola
were very prominent (Silver Grenfell Medal).
The only collection of stove plants was bv

Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd., who had an
admirable selection. The central place was given
to a plant of their new Anthurium
Scherzerianum Russellianum, while tall stands

displayed the interest of such pitcher plants as
Nepenthes Curtisii superba and N. Henryana,
The showy, climbing Gloriosa Rothschildiana
attracted much interest, as also did the various
Dracaenas and Acalyphas (Silver Grenfell
Medal). Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Sons dis-
played pink, blue and white Hydrangea Hor
tensia varieties in graceful mounds on a floor
space, and associated with them well coloured
plants of Acer Negundo vanegata (Silver Grenfell
Medal).

Messrs. R. J. Bastin and Son again
showed really excellent tuberous-rooted
Begonias, and attractively arranged with
Adiantum Ferns. The Begonias were chiefly of
such doubles as Mr. J. Rushmere, Mrs. Bruce,
and Pride of Bexley (Silver Banksian Medal).
Many Gloxinias, which illustrated an excel-

lent strain and first-rate cultivation, were shown
by Messrs. Peed and Son (Silver Flora Medal).

Roses were extensively shown by Messrs.
Ben. R. Cant and Sons, and although the signs
of the great drought were apparent, they were
of considerable interest. The varieties Mrs.
Henry Morse, Anna Wright, Ophelia, and Mrs.
Oakley Fisher were particularly good examples
(Silver Flora Medal). Near by, the Rev. J. H.
Pemeerton had a collection of Roses which in-

cluded Cupid, Star of Persia, and Ruth.
The Clay Cup was awarded to Mr. Walter

Easlea for the variety Prince of Wales, and
this was the centre of an admiring group of
enthusiasts. It is a showy H.T. variety of
rosy scarlet colour and very pleasing fragrance.
One of the prettiest displays was that of

Sunbeam (Iceland) Poppies and Nepeta Mussinii
by Messrs. Bakers, Ltd. This was a par-
ticularly bright and dainty arrangement, while
the flowers were of much more than average
quality (Silver Banksian Medal).

Several valuable Rhododendrons, such as R.
arbutifolium, R. punctatum, and R. arborescens,
were set up by Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert,
who also showed English Irises (Bronze Flora
Medal). Various border perennials in quantity
with English Irises and Violas were exhibited
by Messrs. Carter Page and Co. (Silver

Banksian Medal).
A particularly interesting collection of English

Irises was arranged by Messrs. Barr and Son.
The outstanding sorts were Blue Giant, Prince
Mauritz, and Queen Alexandra, Several vases
of Hemerocallis and Calochortus hybrids were
also of great interest (Silver Banksian Medal).
Good spikes of Lilium monadelphum and L.

unbellatum varieties were shown by Mr. Aiios
Perry, who also had the interesting Crambe
cordifolia and many other border flowers (Silver

Grenfell Medal).
Messrs. Ryder and Son made good use of a

wall space, where they displayed tall stems of

such excellent varieties of early flowering
Gladioli as Ackermanii, Fairy Queen and Rose
Queen, with a good collection of Dutch Irises

(Silver Banksian Medal).
The new Pink Old Rose was shown by Mr.

Clarence Elliott, who associated it w'th
various Alpines and Campanula Lady Evelyn
(Silver Banksian Medal). A large range of
garden Pinks was set up by Messrs. Ladhams.
Ltd., who also showed Lavatera Olbia rosea

and various Campanulas (Silver Grenfell
Medal).
Small rockeries suitably planted with selec-

tions of border flowers were shown bv the
Misses Hopkins and Mr. Fred G. Wood
(Bronze Flora Medal).

Orchid Committee.

Present; Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart (in the

chair), Prince Tadasnige Shimadzu. and Messrs.
Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Secretary), Frederick J.

Hanbury, J. Wilson Potter, Pantia Ralli, J. E.

Shill, Stuart H. Low, Fred. K. Sander, Arthur
Dye, C. J. Lucas, Gurney Wilson and A
McBean.

Awards.

First-Class Certificate.

Cijpripcdium Enchantress tt'nrti.<ii Sanderat
Ji'hin Gevacrt), from Messrs. Sanders, St.

Albans. A worthy addition to the so-called

albino section, in which all the colours, other
than green, of the primary ancestors are sup-

pressed. In form this is nearest to C. Curtisii
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Sanderae, the other parent. C. Alma Gevaert

(Lawrenceaimm Hyeanium x Maudiae) being

represented only in the colour. The large

dorsal sepal is pure white with emerald

green lines, the petals white at the tips, green

iheyond ; the lip emerald green.

Award of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya Victrix (('. Trianae Back-

hou&iana x L.-C. Aphrodite), from Baron
Bruno Schroder, The Dell Park, Engletield

Green. In form this variety is nearest to L.-C.

Aphrodite (C. Mendelii x J_. purpurata). The

sepals and petals are white tinged with mauve,

the heavy Lands of that colour on the petals

plainly showing the characters of C. Trianae

Backhousiana. The lip is claret crimson with

a pale yellow disc.

Groups.

Messrs. Chari esworth and Co., Hayward's

Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a group in which their handsome forms of Mil-

tonia vexillaria and its hybrids were the mam
feature, arranged with Odontoglossums and

Odontiodas. A specially fine novelty in the

group was Odontoma Sylvia (Miltoma Venus

X Odontoglossum percultum) with neatly formed

white flowers beautifully decorated with dotted

lines of claret-red over the whole surface.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

Sussex, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

a. tine group of Cattleyas and Laelio-Cattleyas set

up witn showy Odontoglossums and Odontiodas.

Two choice
'

novelties were Laelio-Cattleya

Ayesha (Hyeana x Martinetii). the large mauve

flower having an entirely claret-crimson lip

;

and L. C. Abydas, with rosy mauve flowers

and ruby-crimson lip.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded

a Silver Banksian Medal for an interesting group

of Odontoglossums, Odontiodas, and C'ypri-

pediums, with a selection of species of Dendro-

biums and other genera.

Other Exhibits.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr." Thurgood), showed the handsome Cypn-

pedium Philomene Mauretania (Rolfeae x

Olympia) wnich had previously received an

award; Odontoglossum Radiant of very rich

colour, and Odm. Corona Rosslyn variety

(eximium x Menier St. Vincent)

W R. Fasey, Esq., Holly Bush Hill. Snares-

brook (gr., Mr. E. J. Seymour), showed Mil-

toma Constance (vexillaria Lyoth X Isabel)

Sander) of the Hyeana class; Odontoglossum

illustworth (illustrissimum x Aireworth) of rich

colour .and good shape; and Brasso-Laelio-

Cattleya Jupiter, Fasey's variety (C. armainyilli-

ersense x B.-L.C. Veitchii) nearest to the form

which received a F.C.C. at the last meeting.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present- Messrs. E. A. Bunyard (in the

chair), G. Woodward, Geo. F. Tinley A Bul-

lock, F. Jordan, G. Keif, S. B. Dicks, H. Mark-

ham, W. H. Divers, Geo. Berry, and S. i.

Wright.
The only exhibit in this section was a new

Strawberry named Bishop's Favourite, shown by

Mr E B'isHor, Hall Nursery, Calverton, Not-

tinghamshire. The fruits of this variety are

very large, bright red in colour and of wedge

s'hape with a deep suture on either side.

TRADE NOTE.

At a meeting convened uv the Chamber of

Horticulture, held on June 20. those interested

in the French Bulb industry agreed that the

prices asked by French exporters for Roman
Hyacinths, Narcissus Paper White grandi-

flora, and Freesia were prohibitive, and that

the public was not inclined to purchase at

existing rates. There has 'been a large increase

in the" current prices as .
compared with the

1920 figures, and the meeting fixed maximum
prices, the quotations to be in sterling, and

agreed not to buy these bulbs at a. higher

figure. The French exporters and horticultural

associations are to be immediately informed of

the British Trade's decision ; the American,
Scandinavian and Danish bulb trade will be

likewise notified and their support asked for.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Addresses: 8. ~>. The Journal of Pomology
may be obtained from Messrs. Bunyard and
Co., Royal Nurseries, Maidstone. The secre-

tary of the Horticultural Education Asso
ciation is Mr. W. P. Wright, 54, Whitstable
Road. Canterbury.

Lettuces Failing : E. B. The trouble is due
to the common aphis or green fly. Vigorous
spraying on the undersides of the loliage

with clear water would probably dislodge the

pest, and this would be better than using an
insecticide in the case of an edible crop.

Names of Plants.—Norhyrst. 1, Fagus sylvatica

var. heterophylla ; 2, Staphylea colchica; 3,

Viburnum Lantana ; 4, Taxodium distichum.

—

T. A. V. 1, Ligustrum coriaceum ; 2, Cupres-
siia pisifera var. pjumosa variegata; 3, Cupres-
sus obtusa var. pygmaea ; 4, Juniperus com-
munis var. fastigiata; 5, Eryngium sp. ; 6,

Send in flower.— II'. V. I). 1, Sequoia
sempervirens (Redwood) ; 2, Juniperus
Sabina; 3, Prunus Mahaleb.

—

E. G. S. 1,

Primus Padus (Bird Cherry) ; 2, Magnolia
Soulangeana; 4, Tiarella cordifolia; 6, Coton-
easter horizontalis ; 8, Arenaria balearica; 11,

Cereus flagelliformis; 3, 5. 7, 9 and 10 not
recognised ; specimens too scrappy for

identification.

—

A, B. The Carnation is en-

tirely out of character and cannot be named.
It exhibits the abnormality known as pro-
liferation—that is, the centre of the
flower has developed an abnormal growth
consisting of a fresh bud.

Pruning Pyrus japonica and Pyracantha :

J. M. These two shrubs do not require

much pruning as a rule, but a free thinning
of the superfluous wood is beneficial where
the plants are inclined to grow too thickly.

This may be done at almost any time, but
the better way i; to examine the plants
annually, in early spring, remove all wood
that is not required, and spur back the side

growths at the same time.

Communications Received—V. W. H.—M. G —
G. S. B. H—F. H. H.—M. K.—E. P.— S. H H —
T. C—S. E. F.—W. B B.—R. 8.—E. A.—J. G.—W. A. A .—H. M.—W. T. D.

MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, June 2lst, 1921.

Fruit ; Aveiage Wholesale Prices

8. d.
* nplBP
Australasian
—Stunner—New York
Pippin

—Five Crowns
—Monro's Fav

28

26 0-27
25
25

-Adams Pearxnain 25
—Scarlet ,, 25
Apricots, Spanish, 8 0-12
Hananas' singles 20 U-27 t>

—doubles . . .80 0-35
Cherries, English
—Rivers, halt 20 0-22
—White Hearts 16 0-20
Currants, French,
— Black, per half 20 0-21
—lied, per handle 6 0-70
Figs, per doz.
—finest 8 0-12
—best, .. .. 3 0-60
Gooseberries, half 6 0- 7
Grape Fruit, Jamaica,

64's, 8U's, 96's, 40 0-45
Grapes
—Eng. Hamburgh, 2 0-50
—Muscats, specials 6 0-80

Grapes,
Muscats, best
Lemons, Messina

300 'a, 360's, .

Naples, .

Melons,
Nectarines,
—special, .

.

—best,
Nuts, per cwt.
—Brazils, .

.

Oranges, Murcia,
300's,360's,504's 36 0-40
—S. African, per case,

—Navel, .. ..17 6-2l
—Maartgese,

35*3 45'B
Peaches, per doz.
—special, ..

—best,

.

Pineapples,
Plums, Gage,
Raspberries, per lb
Strawberries.

Southampton,
—2 lb. chips . . 2 0-
—4 1b. , 4

3

5

Remarks :—A considerable volume of business con-
tinues in all departments. Prices all round have a
lower tendency, which further stimulates the demand.
Australasian Apples are plentiful but move freely in

spite of the competition of Strawberries. This latter
fruit will probably finish earliex than in most seasons
owing to the prolonged drought. Southampton Straw-
berries are almost finished. Berries from Kent
are selling at firm prices. English Cherries are in

excellent condition and selling- freely. Gooseberries
are shorter in supply although it is difficult to realise

high values. Trade for choice fruits such as Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, Melons and Figs, is affected to

some degree by the Strawberries, but the demand con-
tinues fairly g*ood. Apricots from Spain are plentiful

and comparatively low in price. Black and Red Cur-
rants are available from France as well as a few of the
former from the West Country. English Tomatos
arrive in considerable quantity, and prices have a

downward tendency. Cucumbers are plentiful and in

spite of the competition of Dutch growers home grown
produce is selling at a satisfactory level. Forced Beans
from Guernsey and Worthing are comparatively cheap
and at the low prices move slowly. Asparagus is

practically finished, a few growers only continuing
cutting. Mushrooms are easier and salads seance and
dear. New Potatos from Jersey are less plentiful but
fair quantities of English and St. Malo produce are on
offer.

Plants In Pots, &c; Average Wholesale Prices.
(All 48'i per doz. except where otherwise stated.)

s. d. s. d.

Aralla Sleboldil lo 0-12
Araucarias 30 0-48
Asparagus plu-
mosus .. ..12 0-15
—Sprengeri .. 12 0-18
Aspidistra, green 48 0-72
Azaleas, white &

coloured, each
Cacti, per tray

12's, 15*8

Crassulas,
Hydrangeas,
—white 18 0-42
—paniculata, each 2 6-36

Rlmarks.—Trade is gettin

3 0-60

5 0-60
24 0-30

3 0-50

20 0-25
.. 32 0-40 II

.. 3 6-10

. 24 0-30
.. 12 0-18

. . 65

5 0-60

18 0-24
tt 0-
2 0-66
12 0-13
,13-16

s. d. s. d
Hydrangeas,
—pink,
—blue, .

.

Marguerites-whltel8 0-24
Mignonette,.. .. 12 0-15

Palms, Kentia.—60's .. .

—Cocos
Rhodauthe.

Spiraeas, white,
per doz.—48's-32

,

s ..—48*s-24's ..

somewhat

18 0-30
24 0-48

24 0-36
15 0-18
24 0-36
10 0-12

. . 24 0-30
. . 18 0-30

slack in this

department, and most of the growers have practically

cleared their stocks of betiding plants. All Ferns and
Palms have been lessened in quantity to make room
for bedding" plants, therefore these latter are soon
cleared, but the supplies are expected to increase shortly.

'Ihe chief flowering plants are white Spiraeas, a few
coloured Hydrangeas, Crassulas, Heliotropes, Rhjo-

danthe. Marguerites, and a few Exoelsa Roses in forty -

eig-ht pots.

Cut Flowers, etc. ; Average Wholesale Prices.

d. s d.

Achillea, The Pearl,

—doz. bun.
Alstromeria, per

doz. bun.
Campanulas, various
per doz. bun.

Carnations, per
doz. blooms,
best American
var

Chrv^anthemunn,
per doz. bun.
—Maxima
Coreopsis, per

doz. bun.
Cornflower, per
doz. bun.

Delphinium,
per doz. spikes

Gladioli, doz. bun
—The Bride,
—Blushing Bride,

—Peach Blossom,
—Hally (salmon),

per doz. spikes,

—brenchleycnsis,
(scar.et) doz. sp'k's 6 0-8

Forget-me-Not,
per doz. bun. .

.

Gaillardia.per
doz. bun.

Gypsophila, white,
per doz. bun. .

.

Iceland Poppies,
per doz. bun

10 0-15

8 0-10

2 6-46

2 6-40

4 0-60

16-20

2 6-40
'

15 0-18
12 0-18
18 0-24

6 0-80

6 0-15

5 0-60

4 0-60

2 0-
Iris, per doz. blooms
—mauve,
Lapagerias, per
doz. blooms ..

LIHum speciosum
album,doz. blms
—long, per bun.
—rubruin, short,

per doz. blooms
—Iongiriorum,

per bunch .

.

—short, per doz.—candidum,
—long, per bun.
—short, per doz.
blooms

10-20

3 0-36

6 0-
5 0-

6

6

7

6 U

4 0-46

3 0-36

s. d. s. d
Lily of the Valley,

per bunch .. 3 0-40
Marguerites, yellow,

per doz. bun. . . 5 0-60
Orchids, per doz.,
—Cattleyas .. 16 0-30
Orchids, per doz.

—Cypripediuin* 6 0-80
Paeonies, doz. blms

—

—double white 16-20
—double blush. 16-20
Pinks, doz. bun.

—

—HerMajestv .. 6 0-10
—Mrs. Sinkins .. 2 0-30
Pelargonium,

per doz. hunch
—double Bcarlet, 12 0-15
—white .. .. 8 0-10

Kichardia(Arums),
per doz. blooms 5 0-60

Roses, per doz.
blooms

—

—Madame A.
Chatenay . . 2 0-30

—Hoosier Beauty, 4 0-60
—Ophelia, .. 2 6-40
—Liberty, . . . . 3 0-40
—Molly S. Craw-

ford, white,.. 2 0-40
—Niphetos, . . 2 0-30
—Richmond, .. 2 6-30
—Sunburst, . . 2 6-36
Scabiosa caucasica,

per doz. bim. .. 5 0-60
Statice, mauve, per

doz. bun. . . 10 0-12
Stephanotis.per 72

pips .. ., 2 6-30
Stock, double

white, doz. bun. 8 0-10
Sweet Peas, white
and coloured,
per doz. bun. .

Sweet Sultan,
per doz. bun.

—white,—mauve, .

.

Violas, small, per

4 0-15

10 0-15
10 0-15

doz. bun. 16-2
Remarks.—In this department similar auditions pre-

vail as last week. Carnations are arriving in excellent

condition, and their prices are considerably lower. The
quantities, of Roses continue to be sufficient to meet the

present requirements, Mrs. J. Laing, of which there

is a good supply, being the principal outdoor variety.

Paeonies and Spanish Irises are pracncaily finished.

Sweet Peas continue to make a good display, also

Delphiniums in numerous varieties. Sweet Sultans,

Gaillardias, Coreopsis, yellow Marguerites, white and

coloured Stock*, Scabiosa and Statice sinuata, are all

increasing in quantity. The newest flowers are

Alstromeria and Achillea The Peail. There are

abundant supplies of Cornflowers, Iceland Poppies.

Button Pyrethrums, white Daisies. Mrs. Sinkin Pinks

and white Gladioli. Lilium longiflorum is the most

plentiful of Lilies. Stephanotis is also well supplied.

Lilv-nf-the-Valley arrives only in limited quantities.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.

Mr Ciias. '"roo 1'es. previously Gardener to the late

\. Hill. Esq., Hawksdown House, Wnlmer, Kent, as

Gardener to E Clifton Bbowk. Esq., Burnham
Grove. Burnham. Buckinghamshire. (Thanks for

2s. 6d. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.)
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Abbotswood, Ro?e garden at, 183
Afforestation and drainage schemes,

243
Africa, British East, gardening in, 8
Agricultural Conciliation Committees,

57
Agricultural wages, 132.

Allotments, 95
Aloe spicata, history of, 6, 16
Alonsoas, 175

Alpine garden, the, 49, 76, 86, 123,
181

Altrincham gardeners fine effort for

the gardening charities, 332
Amaryllis Belladonna, 181, 252 ; and

other autumn flowers, 200
America: Blueberry ^cultivation in,

284 ; British pioneers in the seed
industry of, 319 ; Roses in, 249 ;

the Beech in, 30 ; the Dahlia in,

308 ; the Poppy in, 107 ; Water
Melon cultivation in, 216

Amiens, Chrysanthemum show at,

156
Analysts, seed, 255
Anchusa italica var. Opal, 171 ; var.
Dropmore, 22

Anglo-Bilgian Club at Ghent, 58

Answers to Correspondents :—
Antirrhinums : from seed, 266

;

Pansies and Wallflowers, seedling,

12 ; Aphis on Beech foliage, 28 ;

Apple and Poplar trees, cankered,
80 ; Apple shoots attacked by a

. fungus, 28 ; Apple sucker, 154 ;

Apples and Plums for a Lancashire
garden, 294 ; Apples : grubs in,

118 ; with markings, 142 ; Aspara-
gus, 80 ; Asters diseased, 80

;

Basic slag, 242 ; Bean, purple-
podded, 242 ; Begonia Gloire de
Lorraine, 266 ; Bilbergia for ex-
amination, 28 ; Bitter fruits of
Pitmaston Duchess Pear, 226

;

Botany, British, 30 ; Brunsvigia
Josephine, 142 , Calceolaria di-

seased, 56 ; Camellias, propagating,
106 ; Caterpillar on Apple tree,

226 ; Celery diseased, 202 ; Chry-
santhemums unsatisfactory, 142 ;

Cineraria diseased, 142 ; Clover,
crimson, 56 ; Creepers for a
north wall, 56 ; Cucumbers un-
healthy, 56, 154 ; Currants, Black,
178 ; Currants and Gooseberry,
106 ; Dahlias, Cactus, for the
garden, 242 : Eggs on fruit tree
shoo'_s, 338 ; Equisetum, exter-
minating, 56 ; Evergreen trees for
marshy position, 254 ; Ferns un-
healthy, 266 ; ; Fig fruits, white
spots on, 56 ; Floral decorations,
190 ; Flowers : for Christmas, 154 ;

for market, 68 ; three types
of, on one tree, 56 ; Frosting
Holly, 294; Fruits of red-leaved
Peach, 254; Fruits, storing, 318;
Fruit trees : in a large greenhouse,
226 ; on a neighbour's wall, 154 ;

Gardeners : and the Unemploy.
ment Insurance Acts, 329 ; cot.
tage, 214; ejectment and refer-
ence, 282: notice, 94, 130, 266;
wages, 306 ; Geranium, tri-

color, 214 ; Glassiness in

Apples, 266; Gooseberry mildew,
American, 106; Grapes and Vine
leaves spotted, 28 ; Grapes : dis-
eased, 80, 154, 166, 266 ; mildew
on, 53 ; rotting, 30S ; shanking in,
202 ; with brownish markings,
154

; Greenhouses, removal of, 338

;

Grubs in Apples, 118; Gypso-
phila elegans, 80 ; Heart and dart
moth caterpillars, 166 ; Herbs, 178

;

Holly, frosting, 294; Horsetail,
exterminating, 56 ; Horticulture,
training in, 178 ; Insect attacking
Ipomtea, 166 ; Insects on Chry-
santhemums, 190 ; Irises, 80 ;

Jacaranda mimosifolia, 154 : Lakes
full of weeds, 226 ; Landscape
gardening, 154 ; Lawns : esti-

mate for making, 338, top dress-
ing, 338 , Leeks diseased, 154

;

Loquat and Persimmon, 329 ;

Magnolia grandiflora not flow-

ering, 294 ; Manures, dry, for
Onions, 190 ; suitable for a lawn,
190 ; Market measures *329l;

Melons and Cucumbers < in

the same house, 306 ; Melons
failing, 81) ; Mildew on Grapes, 56 ;

Muscat Hamburgh and Alicante
Grapes failing to finish, 226

;

Mushrooms, 80 ; Narcissus "culti-

vation in Scotland, 242 ; Nectarine
splitting, 28 ; Nertera depressa,

202 ; Nymphfeas, soil for, 254 ;

Odontoglossum leaves diseased, 40 ;

Onion bulbs diseased, 40 ; Onions
failing, 56, 266 : {Peach blister, 56 ;

Peach and vine leaves unhealthy,
12 ; Peach leaves perforated, 94 ;

Peach tree diseased, 68 ; Pear,

large, 306 , Pear Pitmaston Duch-
ess, bitter fruits of, 226 ; Pear tree,

insect on, 68 ; Pears for a south
wall, 202 ; Peas, abnormal growth
of, 106 ; Pelargonium leaves un-
healthy, 12 ; Pelargoniums : Ivy-
leaved, 166 ; Zonal, diseased, 294 ;

Pentstemon cordifolius, 242 ; Per-

gola, climbers for, 178 ; Phlox
stems thickened, 80 ; Plants : for

binding mud from the saltings,

190 ; for Canada, 226 ; Ponds,
scum on, 68 ; Potaniogeton, species

of, 226, 304; Potato scab, 214;
Potato tubers for planting, 226 ;

Potatos : diseased, 12 ; grubs
attacking, 178 ; supertuberating,

190 ; Pot Pourri, how to make,
130 ; Rare plants, 12 ; Red spider

in a fruit house, 226 ; in vines, 80,

318 ; Rosa Moyesii, propagating,
56 ; Rosa, pruning species of, 166 ;

Rose tree with canker, 318 ; Rose,
Dog, growth on a, 294 ; Roses

:

yellow, 178; for bedding, 329';

for markei, 80 ; Schools for

women gardeners, 40 ; Shrubs
for small island, 242 ; Siberian
Crab diseased, 68 ; Spinach, winter,

and Cabbage under glass, 94 ; Stoke
hole, roofing a, with corrugated
iron, 12 ; Strawberries diseased,

56 ; Streptocarpus, Hydrangea, and
Roses, 56 ; Streptocarpus seeds,

sowing, 329 ; Sub-tropical garden,
254 ; Sunflower, proliferated, 214

;

Sweet 1'ea names, 56 ; Sweet Peas,

56, 226; unhealthy, 68; Syca-

more in wall, to kill, 68 ; Tarring a
path, 214 ; Thuya Lobbii hedge,
80 ; Tomato fruits ripening par-
tially, 56 ; Tomato

. leaves dis-

coloured, 12, 56; Tomato plants
infested with aphis, 40 ; Tomatos,
bottling, 202; diseased, 226;
splitting, 56 ; unsatisfactory, 80 ;

Vine border, a new, 306 ; Vine,
Hydrangea and Spir;ea, insects on,

80 ; Vine leaves yellow, 56

;

Vine mildew, 338 ; Vine
weevils, 12 ; Vines: the planting of,

31S ; young' checked, 80 ; Violas
diseased, '56

; Wasps and Ivy
bloom, 329 ; Watering plants,

306; Weedy lawn, 214, 318
Antirrhinum, tne> 248 ; from seed

266, 291
Aphelandras, 288

Apple crop, prospects of the, 49

Apple grading, mechanical, 112

Apple scab, prevention of, 148

Apple trees, crops on bush, 291

Apple yield, 262

Apples : Arthur Turner, 209 ; Cox's

Orange Pippin, 196 ; Lord Lam-
bourne, 209; Mrs. Wilmot, 175;
Wagoner, 127 ; Webb's Russet, 337 ;

Apples : effect of drought on, 196 ;

early ripening of, 262 : growing on

a Pear tree, 153 : hardiness of,

when in flower, 212 ; russet, 337 ;

the grading and packing of, 108 ;

the spraying of, 283, 326 ; the

value of thinning. 148 ; unusual

injury to, 268, 326.

Aquileg'ias, doubling in, 51

Arnott, Mr. S., 255

Ash, the Manna, 109

Asparagus beds, the mulching of, 287
Asperula nitida, 123

Asthma and Ampelopsis, 93, 187

Auricula, the, 20
Australia, northern, crops of 320

Babiana stricta var. rubro-cyanea
33

Bates, Mr. William, 82
Beans, the sowing of, and other

seeds, 35, 78, 140
Beckett, Mr. Edwin, 132
Bedding plans for 1922, 111

Beech in America, the, 30
Begonia Gloire de Lorraine at Hind-
head Court, 301

Benthamia fragifera fruiting in Corn-
wall, 287, 316

Bermondsey, street trees in, 42
Berries in season, 143
Bletchley, successful show at, 81

Bliss, Mr. Daniel, 144
Blueberry cultivation in America,

284
Bolton, Mr. Robert, 284
Bolusanthus speciosus, 85
Bonfires, garden, 252

Books, Notices of :—A Text-book of

Wood (Herbert Stone), 228, 269;
Bees for Pleasure and Profit (G.

Gordon Samson), 268 ; Black's

Gardening Dictionary (E. T. Ellis),

257 ; Border Carnations and
Cloves (J. Douglas'' 244, Come

Into the Garden (Grace Tabor),
244 ; Farm and Garden Tractors
(A. F. Collins), 193 ; Fruit Farm-
ing (G. H. Hooper), 245 ; Fruit
Growing for Profit (J. C. Newsham),
336 ; Glasshouses and the Propaga-
tion of Plants (F. J. Fletcher), 268 ;

How to Prune Roses and Fruit
Trees (Owen Thomas), 268 ; Jardins
(N. Forestier), 42 ; Landscape
Gardening (Andrew Jackson Down-
ing), 6 ; Orchid Hybrids (Sanders),

245 ; Pigs or Poultry for Disabled
Soldiers (F. G. Paynter), 268

;

Plants of the Falkland Islands
(Mrs. E. Vallentin), 244; Pot
Plants and How to Preserve Them
( If. Truelove), 268 ; Report of the

Forestry Commissioners, 82 ; Rose
Gardening (Mary Hampden), 217 ;

Special Glasshouse Crops (F. J.
Fletcher), 268 ; Strasburger's Text-
book of Botany, 192 ; The British

Lichens (Annie Lorrain Smith),
217 ; The Chemistry of the Garden
(H. H. Cousins), 244 ; The Forest
Flora of New South Wales (J. H.
Maiden), 284 ; The Nor' West and
Tropical North (A. Despeissis)

320 ; The Petrol Engine on
the Farm (Xeno. W. Putnam),
285 ; The Poultry-Keeper's Vade-
Mecum (E. Brown), 108 ; Town
Gardening (Mary Hampden), 30 ;

Typioal Flies (E. K. Pearce), 244 ;

Violas and Pansies (H. H. Crane),

227

Boston, Fern exhibition at, 95
Botanical Magazine, the, 267, 307
Botanical survey of South Africa, 243
Brassavola : hybrid white, 233 ;

yellow hybrid, 136
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleyas, yellow, 145
Brighton, [new public gardens at,

268
British Association : 153, 155 ; forestry

at the,'155

Brodiaeas under glass for cutting,

169
Brown, E. (The Poultry-Keeper's

Vade-Mecum), 108
Bulb forcing, early, 236, 277
Bulb garden, the, 33, 115, 169, 181,

229, 250, 302, 309
Bulbs : exhibition of, 69 ; French,

prices for, 96
Buphane disticha, 33
Burnham Beeches, a fine addition to,

58, 191

Butias as fruit Palms for temperate
climates, 260

Cabbages, spring, 47
Cacti, the Darrah collection of, at

Manchester, 196
Calandrinia umbellata, 181
Calceolarias, herbaceous, 16
Camellia reticulata, 7

Cameron, Mr. Robert, 244
Cameroons and Nigeria, a visit to

the, 156
Campanula persicifolia Telhani

Beauty, 3
Cardamine pratensis, 51

Carnation, a beautiful new, 328
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Carnations : at the Warren House,
Stanmore, 41 ; border, 59, 171 ;

classification of Perpetual, 296

;

annual, in pots, 311 ; Souvenir de
la Malmaison, 162

Caryopteris tanguticus, 335
Castle, Mr. R. Lewis, 93
Cattleya, Miss Phyllis Marshall, 309
Cattleyas : white, 169 ; yellow, 121
Cereal crops in Germany, France and

Italy, 203
Celeriae, 186
Celery, 186

Certificated Fruits and Vege-
tables :—Apples f Mrs. Wilraot,
141 ; Orleans Reinette, 317 ; Black
Currants : Hatton Black, 130 ;

September Black. 94 ; Cherry
Ursula Rivers, 27 ; Melon Althorp
Park, 27 ; Nectarine John Rivers,

27 ; Strawberries : International
129; Laxtonian, 129; Laxton's
King George V., 129 ; Sir Douglas
Haig, 130 ; Sir Joseph Paxton,
129; Tuckswood Early, 129;
Cabbages : Autumn Exhibition,
278 ; Dwarf Bast of All, 278 ;

Earliest and Best, 278 ; Earliest

of All, 278 ; Early Nantes, 278 ;

Glory of Enkhuizen, 278 ; Little

Queen, 278 ; Model, 278 ; Paragon
Drumhead, 278 ; Rosette Cole-
wort, 278 ; Vesuvius Pickling,

278 ; Peas : Admiral Beatty, 129 ;

Alderman, 129 ; Elephant, 129 ;

King George, 129 ; Marrow, 129 ;

Potatos : Factor, 278 ; Irish

King, 278 ; Kerr's Pink, 278 ;

Longkeeper, 278 ; Majestic, 278 ;

Up-to-Date,278 ; Savoy Cabbages :

Belleville, 306 ; Best of All, 306 ;

Early Favourite, 306 ; Latest of

AH, 306 ; New Year, 306 ; Orms-
kirk, 306 ; Selected Drumhead,
306

Certificated Plants :— Begonias :

Hilda Langdon, 24 ; Pavlova, 24 ;

Berberis : Autumn Cheer, 240

;

Fireflamo, 240 ; Sparkler, 240
;

Brassia Lawrenceana longissima,
153 ; Brasso - Cattleya Admiral
Jellicoe var. Rosita, 292 ; B.-C.

Apollo His Majesty, 201 ; B.-C.
Baroness, 254 ; B.-C. Lisette, 254 ;

B.-C. Maroniris, 292; B.-C. Mas-
sangeana, 318 ; B.-C. Muriel var.

Dreadnought, 254 ; B.-C. President
Wilson, Blenheim var., 318 ; B.-C.
Pallas, 201 ; B.-C. Prince of Wales,
239 ; B.-C. Sofrano var. Prince of
Orange, 177 ; B.-C. Sofrano var.

Renown, 254 ; B.-C. Windsor, 201
;

Brasso - Laelio - Cattleya Golden
Crown, 177 ; B.-L.-C. maeulata
aurea, 164 ; Candytuft : Deli-

cate Pink, 129 ; Lilac, 129 ; Rose
Beauty, 129 ; Rose Cardinal, 129 ;

Rose Cardinal Improved, 129

;

Selected Crimson, 129 ; Tom
Thumb White, 129 ; Campanula
Spetchley, 24 ; Carnations ; Apricot
Self. 24; Bookham Yellow, 24;
Peace Treaty, 103 ; Cattleya
Annette var. Princess Mary, 254 ;

C. aurea Haddon House var., 201 ;

C. Bellona alba Gratrixiie, 254

;

C. Bryan alba, 254 ; C. Douai var.
Snow Queen, 318 ; C. Elfin, 188

;

C. Fabia Holford's var., 212;
C. Falco , 93 ; C. fulvescens var.
Comet, 201 ; C. gigas Rochellense,

153 ; C. Hardyana alba Ankaret,
201 ; C. H. alba var. Emperor,
201 ; C. H. Colossa, 201 ; C. H.
Edgenioor var., 254 ; C. H.
perfecta, 2 01 ; C. Harold var.
Mont Bla nc, 10; C. Judah
albescens, 153 ; C. labiata
alba Prince of Wales, 254 ; C.
Lady Leon, 239 ; C. Magali Sander
var. Purity, 10 ; C. Marriottina var.

Fairy, 201 ; C. Marriottina alba,

201 ; C. Mossiae Alexander Han-
mer, 10 ; C. Mossiae Olympia, 10 ;

C. Prince Shimadzu, 117; C.

Puritan, 254 ; C. Rajah var. The
Quest, 201 ; C. Snowdon var.

Princess Royal, 10 ; C. Snowflake
West Point var., 254; C. Sybil
OMippe, 201 ; C. Thebes magnifica,
201 ; C. Thora, Edgemoor var.,

254 ; C. Troilus, 254 ; C. Venus
majestica, 201 ; Chrysanthemums :

Autocrat Reflexed, 317; Blanche
Poitevine, 252 ; Elvira, 253 ;

Golden Almirantc, 188 ; Helena
Margerison, 293 ; Hon. Mrs.
Dalgety, 252 ; Horsham Amber,
240 ; H. V. West, 252 ; Little

Dorothy, 213 ; Mabel Weston,
253 ; Miss Verena Chichester, 252 ;

Morning Star, 129 ; Mrs. Charles
Chichester, 252 ; Mrs. D. Andrew,
293 ; Mrs. Frederick Fairs, 252

;

Northern Star, 129 ; Pamela, 252 ;

Snowball, 129 ; Star of the East,
129 ; Susan, 293 ; Crocus longi-

florus var. venustus, 188 ; Cypri-
pedium Archville, 318 ; C. Argi-
Farrieanum var. elegans, 10 ; C.
Asion, 292 ; C. Bedfordiae, 212 ;

C. Cavalier giganleum, 254 ; C.

Christopher var. St. Andre, 254 ;

C. Dalmatian, 318 ; C. Delhi var..

The Tank, 318 ; C. Delice var.

Christine, 153 ; C. Ellis Needham,
10 ; C. Evulston, 254 ; C. Fairville,

292 ; C. Garland. West Point var.,

292 ; C. Gowerianum Gratrixia-
num, 153 ; C. hololeucum, 292 ;

C. Idox Vazran, 254 ; C. Lady
Leon, 239 ; C. Leonora Cook, 318 ;

C. Lord Wolmer var. plutris, 318 ;

C. Mario Edgemoor var., 318 ;

C. Momaelis var. Artifex, 318 ;

C. Mrs. D. S. Brown, 153 ; C. Mrs.
Rickards var. cornutum, 254 ;

C. Mulatto splendens, 318 ; C.

Nabob, 292 ; C. Nydia, 292 ; C.

Overtonii var. Oristo, 292 ; C.

Rossetti var. Renown, 292; Dahlias:
Albin, 224 ; Apricot, 224

;

Archibald V.C., 178; Argos,
224 ; Bianca, 224 ; Bonella,
224 ; Charlotte,^ 224]; Crim-
son Flag, 224; Cyril, 224;
Duchess, 224 ; Edina, 224 ;

Felicia, 224 ; Goldendale, 178 ;

Hussar, 224 ; Ivanhoe, 178

;

King of the Autumn, 224 ; Lady-
smith, 224; Leda, 224; Mars,
224 ; Merlin, 224 ; Nancy, 224 ;

Nerissa, 224 ; Our Annie, 224
;

Reginald Cory, 224 ;"Seafield, 178 ;

Surrey Star, 224 ;
"
Susie, 224 ;

Tommy Laing, 224 ; White
Star, 224 ; Delphiniums : Cambria,
24 ; Jenny Jones, 24 ; Mrs.
Christie Miller, 24 ; Winsome, 24 ;

Dianthus Allwoodii var. Betty,
213 ; Dierama pulcherrima var.

alba, 24 ; Erica vagans St. Ke-
verne, 178 ; Gladiolus : Byron L.

Smith, 93 ; Miss Dorothy Yorke,
117; Odin, 141; Snow Glory,
177 ; Souvenier, 141 ; Utopia, 93 ;

Yellow Perfection, 117 ; Kniphofia
gracilis Prince of the Netherlands,
117; Laelio-Cattleya Allamanda,
117 ; L.-C. Athene Edgemoor var.,

201 ; L.-C. Athene var. Our
Prince, 239; L.-C. Canary, 117;
L.-C. Carmencita Haddon House
var., 201 ; L.-C. Copper King, 188 ;

L.-C. Cornelius var. superba, 318 ;

L.-C. Eleanore alba var. Impcriale,
201 ; L.-C. General Maude var. Ru-
bens, 67 ; L.-C. Glory, 201 ; L.-C.

Golden Glow, 93; L.-C. Golden
Palatine, 201 ; L.-C. Golden Wren
var. Purity, 201 ; L.-C. Golden
Wren West Point var., 201 ; L.-C:
Ivanhoe, The Dell var. 212

L.-C. Lucille-aurea, 201 ; L.-C.

Marshal Foch, 292; L.-C.

Miranda, 201 ; L.-C. Pepita, 254 ;

L.-C. Sargon, 117, 201 ; L. C.

Scylla Edgemoor var., 254; L.-C.

Soulange Ralli's var., 23; L.-C.

Soulange var. Brilliant, 201 ; L.-C.

Soulange var. Monarch, 201 ; L.-C.

Vivid, 93; L.-C. Zeno Edgemoor,
var., 318 ; Lilium pardal-Parryi,

24 ; L. philippinense var. for-

mosanum, 66 ; Lobelia coccineus,

224 ; L. Shirley Beauty, 224

;

Lycaste hybrida West Point var.,

153 ; L. leucantha, 201 ; L. Red-
wing, 292 ; Marigold Legion of

Honour, 224 ; Miltonioda Ell-

woodiae, 201 ; Montbretia Poca-
hontas, 93 ; Odontioda Colinge

rubra, 153 ; 0. Colinge var. Per-

fecta, 10 ; O. Colinge var., The
Baroness, 10 ; O. Dodeham var.

Kaleida, 254 ; O. Eileen, 10 ; O.

Enchantress, 292 ; O. Hertha, 153 ;

O. Joan, 317 ; O. Magna rubra,

23 ; 0. Melia, 164 ; O. Orion, 153 ;

Odontonia Thais, 239; Odonto-
glossum amabile var. Avalanche,
254; O. Armstrongii, 212; O.

crispum Clara Lindsay, 10 ; O.

crispum Fairy, 254 ; O. crispum
Radium, 318 ; O. crispum Triumph,
153 ; O. crispum West Point Rex,
254 ; O. eximillus var. Rex, 317 ;

O. grande Bridge Hall var., 201 ;

O. lilacinum, 10 ; O. Montezuma,
254 ; O. Orion Edgemoor var., 10 ;

U. Papilium West Point var., 153 ;

O. Phillipsianum, 292 ; O. Prince

of Wales, 264 ; O. rubescens, 318 ;

O. St. George var. Plutus, 317 ;

(). Uro-Dean, 254 ; O. violaceum,

10 ; Oncidium Papilio majus, 10 ;

Oxalis purpurata, 188 ; Pansy
Neil M'Coll, 178 ; Pelargonium
Rossway Crimson, 240 ; Poly-

stichum augulare divisilobum plu-

mosum densum erectum, [24 ;

Rosa lucens, var. erecta, 11 ;

Roses : Betty Uprichard, 11, 24;
Clara Curtis, 24 ; Dewdrop, 176 ;

Dresden China, 141 ; Earl Haig,

176; Florence M. Izzard, 176;
Lady Craig, 11 ; Lady Inchiquin,

24 ; Lady Sackville, 176 ; Mabel
Morse, 176 ; Mrs. Henry Bowles,

11 ; Mrs. H. L. Wettern, 176

;

Mrs. Oakley Fisher, 11 ; Muriel

Wilson, 11 ; Portia, 176 ; Souvenir

de R. B. Ferguson, 176, 178

;

Sybil, 11 ; W. E. Wallace, 11 ;

Schizostylis coccinea var. Mrs.

Hegarty, 213 ; Scolopendrium vul-

gare crispum var. Golden
Queen, 24 ; Sophro - Cattleya

Dorea, 292 ; S.-C. Dorea Low's
var., 264 ; Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya

His Majesty var. Bed-
fordia, 292, 318 ; Streptocarpus

Baroness Inverforth, 24 ; Sweet
Peas : Afterglow, 129 ; Austin
Frederick Improved, 129; , Bert-

rand Deal Improved, 129 ; Brocade,

129 ; Commander Godsal, 129

;

Fancy, 129; Gladys, 129; Hawl-
mark Lavender, 129 ; Magic, 129 ;

Mrs. Tom Jones, 129 ; R. F.

Felton, 129 ; Royal Purple Im-
proved, 129 ; Shamrock, 129

;

Victory, 129 ; Vanda coerulea var.

Bodnant Rose, 264 ; Viola Mrs.

Hugh M'Coll, 178 ; Zygopetalum
Brewii Bedford's var., 318

Cherries, wild, and blackbirds, 116
Chilian shrubs in a dry season, 217
Chondrorhyncha Lendyana, 85
Christchurch, autumn flowers at, 222
Chrysanthemum Blanche Poitevine,

257 ; ornatum, a hybrid of, 307
Chrysanthemum nursery, a, 262
Chrysanthemum show at Amiens,

156

Chrysanthemums ; in Japan, 320
;

in the London Parks, 203; out-

door, in S.W. Scotland, 245
Cinerarias, 3, 22
Cleve Court and its trees, 228
Cleveland, U.S.A., great spring exhi-

bition at, 96
Climbers on buildings, 255
Clissold Park, rare trees in, 270
Cockroaches, to destroy, 58 332
Coco-nut Palm, the origin of the, 320

Collins, A. F. {Farm and Garden
Tractors), 193

Conifer, a new dwarf, 108

Controller of Horticulture at Uni-

versity College, Reading, 256
Coomber, Mr. Thomas, retirement of,

81

Co-operative flower show, a, 58
Cornus capitata fruiting, 287, 316

Cousins, H. H. (The Chemistry of the

Garden), 244
Covent Garden market, strike at, 192

Craib, Professor, accident to, 143

Crane, H. H. ( Violas and Pansies)

227
Crocus asturicus, 229 ; C. caspius

229; C. hadriaticus, 229; C
iridiflorus, 229 ; C. longiflorus.

229 ; C. medius, 229 ; C. pulchellus,

229 ; C. speciosus, 229
Crocuses, autumn, 229

Crane, Howard H. ( Violas and
Pansies), 132

Crombleholme, The Rev. John, 228

Cromwell, Mr. and Mrs. B., golden

wedding of, 29
Crop reports, horticultural, 191

Cryptochilus sanguinea, 85

Crystal Palace, imperial fruit show
at the, 13 ;

public park at the, 1

Cultural memoranda, 31, 185, 199,

287
Currants, Black, 34 ; cuttings of,

262, 327 ; soap suds for fertilising,

103, 153 ; the identification of

reversion in, 191, 232, 291 ; the
" running off " of, 179

Currants, Red, varietal resistance to

American Gooseberry-mildew in,

47
Curtis's " Botanical Magazine," 267,

307
Cuttings, sand as a medium for pro-

pagating, 7

Cyananthus lobatus, 49
Cyclamen latifolium, 320

Cypripedium, an abnormal, 219

;

a new hardy, 75
Cypripedium Virgo, 297 ; C. Youngi-

anum var. Mildred, 181

Cytisus, 16

Daffodil society, need for a national?

299
Daffodils. 236
Dahlias : at Wisley, 120 ; at Regent's

Park, 221 ; for bedding, 3 ; in

America, 308 ; some new, 137 ; the

classification of, 95, 319 ; the

revival of interest in, 167

Dahlias : Champion, 137 ; Cheal's

White Dwarf Bedder, 137 ; Coltness

Gem, 162, 222 ; Comrade, 137 ;

Crimson Star, 137; Novelty, 137;

Reigate Star, 137 ; Yeoman, 137

Darwin's birthplace, 179

Dates in Queensland, 107

Delphiniums, the Wrexham, 71

Dendrobium Phalaenopsis Schrod-

erianum, 193
Denmark's seed acreage, 283
Despeissis, A. (The Nor'- West and

Tropical North), 320
Destructive Insects and Pests Order,

1921, 41

Diacrium bicornutum, a remarkable

specimen of, 283, 321
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Diary, a gardeners', 307
Dicks, Mr. S. B., 216
Douglas Fir in Britain, 313 ; phoniop-

sis pseudotsugae on the, 167
Douglas, J. (Border Carnations and

Cloves), 244
Dowdeswell Court, Rose garden at,

249
Downing, Andrew Jackson (Landscape

Gardening), 6

Drought, the. 29, 31, 108, 114, 123,

140, 215, 252
Dublin Arboricultural Society, 196

EckfOrd, Henry, memorial medal,
first award of the, 204

Edinburgh, recreation ground pre-

sented to, 57
Egg plant, the scarlet Tomato

fruited, 269
Egg substitutes, 108

Ellis, E. T, (Black's Gardening
Dictionary), 257

Endive, 186
English firm's American business, 244
Entertainment tax and flower shows,

29, 41, 255
Ericas, hardy, 301
Espeletia argentea, 285
Eucomis regia, 75
Eucryphia pinnatifolia in Scotland,

232
Everest, Mount, plants from, 296
Evergreen shrubs, hardy, with showy

blossoms, 247, 257
Exhibitions, horticultural, 204, 237

Farm gas, 179
Farrer's, the late Mr. Reginald,
second exploration in Asia, 21, 74,
160, 208, 249, 288, 313

Fern exhibition in Boston, U.S.A..
58, 95

Fertilisers, fall in the prices of, 155
Ficus stipulata, 147, 187

Fires in moors and forests in the
north, 69, 95

Fir, Douglas : in Britain. 313

;

phomopsis Pseudotsugae on the,

167
Fletcher, F. J. (Glasshouses and the

Propagation of Plants), 268
;
(Special

Glasshouse crops), 268
Florists' flowers, 3, 50, 59, 137, 171,

245
Flower garden, the, 4, 18, 32, 44, 60,

72, 84, 99, 110, 122, 134, 146, 158,
171. 182, 194. 206, 219, 230, 246,
258, 272, 286, 298, 310, 322, 333

Flower shows and entertainment tax,

29, 41, 255
Flowers : importation of cut, into

France, 156 ; in a Reading garden,
277

Fly, greenhouse white, 252, 295
Food exhibition, 1922, 168
Foreign Correspondence, 78, 137,

150, 161, 209, 297
Forestior, N. (Jardins), 42
Forestry, 313; at the British

Association, 155 ; lecture on, 228 ;

progress in, in the north, 267
Formakin, Renfrewshire, 113
France, fruit crops in, 37 ; importa-

tion of cut flowers into, 156
Freesias, 22, 64, 185, 199; form of

flowers of, 103, 162, 175, 252 ;

sterility in, 78, 116, 209, 262
French Pomological Congress, 167
Fritillaria pallidiflora, 220
Fruit as a food, 187, 212 ; the grading
and packing of, 143, 276; the
standardised packing of, 34

Fruit crops : in France, 37 ; remarks
on the condition of the, 81, 102, 114,
127, 139, 150, 163, 174, 186, 200,
211, 224, 251, 276

Fruit garden, the market, 34, 112,
148, 196, 315

Fruit growers at Westwick, 30
Fruit growing : at Ynys-y-Maengwyn,

231 ; in the Hampstead garden
suburb, 168

Fruit register, 64, 127, 175, 209, 276,
337

Fruit show at the Crystal Palace,
13, 95, 227, 263, 332

Fruit trees, aspects for, 302
;
grafted,

10 ; in pots, at Sawbridgeworth,
222 ; the bearing of, in alternate
years, 69, 128, 140

Fruits : darkness and the ripening
of, 107 ; thinning of wall. 10

;

under glass, 4, 19, 32, 44, 66, 72,

84, 98, 110, 123, 134, 147, 158, 170,

182, 194, 206, 230, 246, 258, 272,
286, 298, 310, 322, 333

Gardener, a centenarian, 132, 180 ;

fatal drowning accident to a, 42 ;

legacy to a, 131 ; the tri-centenary

of a French, 30S
" Gardeners' Chronicle " seventy-five

years ago, 2, 14, 30, 42, 58, 70, 82,

96, 108, 120, 132, 144, 156, 168,

180, 192, 204, 216, 228, 244, 256,
268, 284, 296, 308, 320

Gardeners' Diary for 1922, 307
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, 1, 256
Gentiana brachyphylla, 86
G?ntians, three good summer flower-

ing, 150.

Geranium Pylzowianum, 275
Ghent, Anglo-Belgian club at, 58
Gishurst compound, 277
Gladioli, early-flowering, 126 ; in

America, the, 157
Gladiolus: Mintaka, 217; Otranto,

199 ; G. primulinus, hybrids of, 133
Golf course, presentation of a, to

Glasgow, 268
Gooseberries, a new disease of, 262 ;

a trial of, 203 ;

Gordon Lennox challenge cup for

fruit, 155
Government, the, and horticultural

research, 119
Greenhouse plants from seeds or

cuttings, 205, 235
Greenhouse white fly, 295
Gum tree, Blue, in southern Europe,
45

Gum, Kauri, industry in New
Zealand, 308

H

Hall, Sir Daniel, 243
Hampden, Mary (Rose Gardening),

217; (Town Gardening), 30
Hardy flower border, 3, 46, 85, 171

Hardy fruit garden, the, 5, IS, 32,
44," 60, 73, 84, 98, 110. 122, 134, 146

158, 170, 182, 195, 207, 218, 230.

247, 258, 272, 286, 298, 310, 322, 333
Harriss, Mr. Edward, 58
Heal, Mr. John, 204, 304
Heliotropes, propagating standard. 97
Hemsley. Dr. W. Botting, \1

Henderson, the late Mr. Andrew, 337
Herbarium, discovery of an interest-

ing, 119
Heroes, our blinded, 244
Hibiscus syriacus, 325
Holland, horticulture in, 307
Holland House exhibition, 23
Hollyhocks, 152

Holly Lodge, Highgate, 267
Hong Kong. Botanic gardens, 192

Hooper, C. H. (Fruit, Warming), 245
Hops, yield of, in 1921, 244
Horticultural Advisory Council, the,

57

Horticultural Club, 227
Horticultural research, the Govern-

ment and. 110
Horticultural Trades' Association, 42
Horticulture in Holland, 307

House, a reinforced concrete plant,

199
Hurst, Major Charles C, 296
Husbandry and gardening, a treatise

of, 300
Hyacinth, the Musk, 275
Hyacinths and Tulips, 236
Hydrangea panieulata, in Perthshire
and Stirlingshire, 201 ; H. querci-
folia, 109

Hydrangeas, American, 232

I

Indoor plants, 9, 64, 115, 205, 235,
321, 335

Infection process, phvsiology of the,

215
Insects : and fruit trees, 78, 128

;

and pests, destructive, 57 ; disease
carried on pollen by, 155

Inventions, new horticultural, 28,

80, 130, 241, 306
Iris acutikor, 5 ; foetidissima, 323 ;

Hebe, 261 ; unguicularis, early
flowering of, 291 ; Mrs. Walter
Brewster, 161 ; tingitana, 33

Iris conference in Paris, 1922, 132
Iris flowers, unusual forms of, 85,

140, 149
Irises : notes on, 85 ; Dutch, 15

;

the R.H.S. classification of garden,
320; Spanish, 115

Irrigation of gardens, the, 195, 211,

Japan, exporting Orchids to, ISO
Jenkins, the late Mr. E. H, 143, 254,

266, 291
Jordan, Mr. F., 2

K
Kauri gum industry in New Zealand,

308
Ken Wood, Hampstead, 19 ; for

the nation, 227 ; preservation of,

204 ; trees at, 46
Kew Gardens, cleaning the lake at,

244 ; notes from, 162 ; plants

watered by salt water at, 295

;

remembrance day at, 256
Kitchen garden, the, 4, 19, 32, 44,

61, 72, 84, 98, 110, 122, 134, 146,

158, 170, 182, 194, 206, 218, 231,

246, 258, 273, 286, 299, 310, 322,
333

Kumaun, forest fires at, 42

Laburnum Adamii, 46
Lacky Moth, the, 65
Laelias, white, 193

Laelio-Cattleya AUamanda, 121 ;

L.-C. A N. Cooley, 232; L.-C.

Carmencita Westonbirt var, 35

;

L.-C. Dragon var., 254 ; L.-C.

Gairloch, 233 ; L.-C. Hassallii and
var. alba, 232 ; L.-C, Ivanhoe
Blenheim var., 159; L.-C. J.

Stanley Todd, 297 ; L.-C. Mrs. T.

Ward, 159 ; L.-C. Nancy, 121 ;

L -C. Radiant, 5
Lielio-Cattleyas : at Slough, new

hybrid, 121; white, 210 ; yellow,

in, autumn and winter, 99
Landscape architecture, a school

of. 283
Lirdizabala biternata, 330
Lavatera Olbia in autumn, 171

Lavender for markot, tho cultivation

>f. 7

Le if curl. Potato, 336
Leaves, "miraculous," 284
" Le Chrysantheme," 70
Leigh, Lancashire, new park at. 29

I. Ivs and Shallots, Onion fly on, 78
1,' Mans International Horticultural

exhibition: 69, 131, 215; awards
at the, 214

I. Iiiosprrmum scoparium, 7

Lettuoe, s

Library, a remarkable Roso, 135

Ligustrum Quihoui, 157

Lilies : in 1920, 62 ; two little known
100

Lilium Iongiflorum formosum, 221 ;

L. pardal-Parryi, 43, 71 ; L. test-

aeeum, 309
Lindley, the late Lord, 307
Liriodendron tulipifera, 37
Litchi culture in Queensland, 295
Lobjoit, Mr. W. J., accident to 320
Lockinge estate, sale of the, 13

M
Maiden, J. H. (The Forest Flora

of New South Wales), 284
Mango cultivation in Queensland, 223
Manure, artificiai larmyard, 243, 302
Manuring, green, 66, 93
Marrow, a fasciated, 163
Marrows, variation of form in, 231

Martin, Mr. C, presentation to, 155

Maxwell, Sir Herbert, 308
Medal, award of, the " White," 243
Melon Althorp Park, 64
Melons : the cultivation of Water in

America, 216; wilt in, 291, 316
Menzies, Dr. Archibald, 324
Mesembryanthemum and some new

genera separated from it, 125, 138,

151, 172, 207, 223. 250, 273, 289,

303, 311, 327, 336
Meteorological conditions and dis-

ease, 227
Meteorology, lectures on, 167

Mignonette, 200
Mistleto, 319
Molyneux, the late Mr. E., 291

Monro, Mr. George, testimonial por-

trait fund, 156

Moor and forest fires in the north, 69
Morter, Mr. W. H. 108

Motor exhibition, commercial, 144

Mulching, 31

Mulching material, a novel, 30
Mycological collection, national, 143

Myrtle, the variegated, 145, 175

N
National Fruit and Cider Institute..

Long Ashton, 144
National Institute of Agricultural

Botany, 203 ;
yield trials, 13

National Potato exhibition, 14, 228
National Sweet Pea Society's trial;,

1922, 16S
Nepeta Mussinii, 171

Nertera depressa, 237
Newsharu, J. C. (Fruit Growing for

Profit), 268. 336
New Zealand, the Kauri gum industry

in, 308
Northampton flower show, 42

Northern Counties Fruit Congress, 180

Nursery's firm's jubilee, 144

Nursery Notes : Luxford, Keith;

and Co., 262 ; I'ritehard, M., 22-'

Rivers and Son's, T. S., 222

Oak, an ancient, at Stamford, 45
Oaks, Sir Alma Tadoma's, 73

Obituary : Archer, Charles, 226

;

Balfour, Lord, of Burleigh, 40

;

Blackmorc, J. B., 55; Bolton,

William ; 282 ; Chalice, T. J. R.

94 ; Dicks, Mrs. S. B., 94 ; Douglas,

W. D. Robinson, 214 ; Evans,
Harold, 242; Farquhar, John
K. M. L., 106 ; Foukouba. M..

318 ; Gentle, A. G„ 2iifi ;

Gossip, James, 226 ; Hooker,
Lady, 318; Inglis, David, 142;

Jeans, Rev. Canon, 94 ; Jenkins,

E. H, 254. 266, 291 ; Kennedy,
George. 202 ; Learmont, John, IIS;

Lindley Lord, 307 ; Maumene,
Madame Albert, 166; Mayne,
Mrs. J., 106; Miller, Alexander,
329 ; Molyneux, Edwin, 20ti,

2S1, 291; Murison, John.

294; Norman. Fred, 130 ; O'an
M-, 294 ; Paul, Goorgo, 166,
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Purdom, William, 294 ; Sharman,
William Green, 40 : Smith, David,
142 ; Speed, Walter, 202, 237 ;

Sumpter, William, 294 ; Sweet,
Alexander, 294 ; Viger, Madame
166

Odontiodas, 270 ; 0. Hera, 17

Odontoglossum Uro Skinneri, 64
Odontoglossums : coloured, 334 ;

white, 297
Oncidiums for decoration, 64
Onions, a record crop of, 138 ;

exhibition, 275
Orchards, farm, the renovation of, 1

Orchid crosses, new, 309
Orchid houses, the, 4, 1 8, 32, 45, 60,

72, 84, 98, 110, 122, 134, 146, 159,

170, 182, 194, 206, 219, 230, 246,

258, 272, 286, 298, 310, 322, 333
Orchid hybrid, a new yellow, 193

Orchid notes and gleanings, 5, 17, 35
48, 64, 74, 85, 99, 109, 121, 136,

145, 159, 169, 181, 193, 210, 219,

232, 259, 270, 297, 309, 321, 334
Orchids: exporting to Japan, 180,

237; new hybrid, 109, 210, 270,
rare British, 109, 153, 334 ; species

of, 48
Ormskirk Potato trials, 29, 57

Packing of fruit, standardised, 34
Paeonia obovata, 147

Palms of the Riviera, 184, 260
Pampas grass, 237
Pansy, the, 86, 102, 153
Paris : autumn show at, 120 ; horti-

cultural congress at, 1922, 120
Paraffin and the Carrot Fly, 237, 277
Parrotia persica, 287
Payne, Mr. C. Harman, 70
Pavnter, F. G. (Pigs or Poultry for

Disabled Soldiers), 268
Peaches at Barham Court, Maid-

stone, 234
Peach trees, " ringing," 2

Peaches and Nectarines in the open,

139
Pearce, E. K. (Typical Flies), 244
Pears, little-known late, 276
Pearson, Mr. Alfred H., 14
Peaches, outdoor, 77, 78
Pears for market, 196
Pea Little Marvel, 291, 328
Peas, late sown, 252 ; __

watering
culinary, 65

Pentstemon, the, 208
Pentstemon cordifolius, 102
Philadelphus Virginale, 51

Phloxes, herbaceous, 162, 172 ; trial

of herbaceous, 131

Phosphates from the ocean and
Nauru Islands, 143

Phyteuma orbiculare, 85
Picea albertiana, 14
Pineapples at Tewin Water, Welwyn,

77
Pink, the, 50
Plane tree, the Western, 335
Plans, bedding, for 1922, 111

Plant breeding, 42
Plant diseases, 255 ; and their

relations to human disease, 180

;

losses due to, in the United States,

284
Plant notes, 147, 285, 323
Plants : bedding 97 ; distribution of

surplus bedding in London, 191 ;

for unheated frames, greenhouses
and conservatories, 9 ; from
Mount Everest 296 ; import-
ations of, 82 ; propagating soft

wooded bedding, 97

Plants, New or Noteworthy :

Bolusanthus speciosus, 85; Buphane
disticha, 33 ; Eucomis regia, 75 ;

Lobslia pyramidalis 332 ; Rhodo-
dendron habrotriehum, 59 ; R.
oxyphyllum, 75

Plants under glass, 4, 18, 33, 44, 60,

72, 84, 98, 111, 122, 135, 146, 158,

171, 182, 194, 206, 218, 230, 246,

258, 272, 286, 298, 310, 322, 333
Plums, self-sterility in, 107

Poinsettias, 335
Poisonous fruited plants in public

gardens, 268

Poppy in America, the, 107

Populus generosa, 70, 232
Postal rates and unemployment, 216

Potamogeton in ponds, to exter-

minate, 304
Potato, a curious inflorescence of,

277
Potato crop, the, 107

Potato immunity trials, 1921, 307

Potato sets, 65, 116
Potato trials at Ormskirk, 29, 57

Potatos : and secondary growth, 163 ;

Conference on, 95, 203, 280 ; de-

generation in anthers of, 274

;

exhibition of, at Spalding, 70

;

heavy cropping of Rhoderie Dhu,
192 ; mosaic disease of, 131 ;

seed, from Scotland, 131 ; seed,

from Ireland, 14, 131 ; the problem

of the inheritance of immunity to

wart disease in, 260, 271, 290,314,

326; wart disease of, 215

Poultry keeping, a handy book on,

108
Poupart, Mr. William, 180

Primula helodoxa, 9, 50, 78, 128;

P. vittata, 116
Primulas for the greenhouse and con-

servatory, 115

Prizes, equal, at horticultural shows,

162, 297
Pruranopitys elegans, 309

Primus cerasifera atropurpurea, 83,

116
Publications received, 14, 30, 82,

216, 228, 244, 256, 268

Putnam, Xeno W. (The Petrol

Engine on the Farm), 285

Pylewell Park, rare shrubs at, 83

Pyracanthas, 325

Q
Queensland: Dates in, 107; Litchi

culture in, 295 ; timbers of, 46

Railway station gardens, 155

Raspberry gall fly, the, 168

Rats, liquid Squill extract as poison

for, 70
Reading, University, 296

Re-afforestation in New York State,

244
Red spider in vineries, 49, 78

Rendle, Dr. A. B., 256

Rhododendron Alice, 301 ; R. brachy-

anthum, 7 ; R. habrotriehum, 59 ;

R. javanico-jasminiflorum, 236;

R. Nellie, 10 ; R. oxyphyllum, 75

Rhododendrons : effect of the summer
drought on, 187 ; flowering in

autumn, 217; importation of,

108

Rhus Cotinus, a silver leaf disease of,

116
Rivoire, M. Philippe, honour for, 70

Robinia hispida macrophylla, 145

Rogers, Mr. J., 156

Rosa gigantea in Assam, 235

Rosary, the, 17, 35, 43, 6M73/M24,
147, 173, 183, 197, 205, 219, 249 .

Rose gardens : at Abbotswood, 183 ;

at Dowdeswell Court, 249

Rose library, a remarkable, 135

Rose shows and amateurs, 124, 135,

183, 212
Rose, species of, 219 : the origin of

the Moss, 160, 174

Roses : Augustine Guinoisseau, 73 ;

Augustus 'Hartmann, 147 ; Blush-

ing Bride, 197 ; Oeejlc Brunner, 73
;

Charles E. Shea, 197 ; Climbing

Paul Lede, 125 ; Covent Garden,

197 ; Donald MacDonald, 197 ;

Edith Part, 197 ; Emma Wright;

197 ; General MacArthur, 197

;

Gorgeous, 43 ; Hon. Mrs. Grosvenor,

197 ; H. P. Pinkerton, 197 ;

K. of K , 197 ; Lamia, 197 ;

Mine. Abel Chatenav, 197 ; Mrs.

Alfred Warner, 173 ; Ophelia, 35,

197 : Souvenir de Claudius Pernet

Ducher, 147; Tim Page, 197;

W. G. Gaunt, 197

Roses : at Bagatelle, trials of new,

256 ; for autumn planting, 173

in America, 249 ; Rambler, in pots

17 ; some good decorative, 197 ;

Thrips and, 205 ; Wichuraiana, 61

Royal Horticultural Society : autumn
exhibition, 1922, 296; Diploma
in Horticulture, 41

Royal Horticultural War Relief

Fund, 96
Rowntree Park, gift of, to York city,

42
Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh,

2

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, 10

St. James's Park, war buildings in,

191

St. Mary's, New Abbey, Kirkcud-

brightshire, 285
Salads, 8, 22
Salvia uliginosa, 171, 201

Samson, G. Gordon (Bees for Pleasure

and Profit), 268

Sand as a medium for propagating

cuttings, 7, 37

Sanders (Orchid Hybrids), 245

Sandy flower show, 69

Schneider, Mr. George, memorial to

the late, 2

Scientific 'Committee :—Ailanthus

roots, 38 ; Antirrhinum, double,

104 ; arauja sericifera, fruiting of,

293 ; Buddleia madagascariensis,

318 ; Cardamine dentata, pro-

liferation in, 104 ; Carnation x Sweet

William, 104; Crataegus, 38;

Geum, proliferation in, 38 ; Heli-

anthus, rayless, 293 ; Hybrids,

various, 104, Mints, British, 338 ;

Nemesia and Oenothera, malform-

ed, 104 ; Rhamnus cotyledons of,

318 ; Root, a far-travelled, 104 ;

Sedum, Mr; Praeger's monograph
on, 104 . Veronica formosa, 38

;

Wallflower, fasciated, 318 ; Wasps,

flowers capturing, 104 ; Yucca
Whipplci seeding, 338

Scottish Board of Agriculture, 215

Sadum Ewersii, 76

Seed cultivation in Denmark, 283

Seed, old or new ? 1

Seed testing regulations, new, 81

Seed testing station, 155

Shambellie, Kirkcudbrightshire, 210

Sherring, Mr. R. V., awarded the gold

medal of the Bournemouth Natural

Science Society, 216

Shooter's Hill, the Castle Wood, 81

Shrubs, flowering, in beds, 157 ;

hardy evergreen, with showy
blossoms, 247, 257

Silene Schafta, 181

Smith, Annie Lorrain (The British

Lichens), 217

Soap suds for Black Currant and
Rose Bushes, 103

Societies :—Aberdeen Royal Horti-

cultural, 129, 241 ; Altrincham

Gardeners', 201, 292 ; Association

of Economic Biologists, 13, 53,

283, 292, 329 ; Bedford and District

Chrysanthemum, 305 ; Birming-

ham Horticultural, 67, 304, 316 ;

British Carnation, 267, 305;

British Mycological, 144, 191,328;

Cardiff Gardeners', 294, 306, 338 ;

Chipping Norton, 241 ; City of

London Rose, 38 ; Croxley Green
Horticultural, 201 ; Croydon

Chrysanthemum, 329 ; Didsbury

and District Horticultural, 265

;

Dumfries and District Horti-

cultural, 153 ; Elstree and District

Horticultural, 67 ; Empire Fruit

show, 238 ; Gainsborough Chrysan-

themum, 317 ; Hanley Floral Fete,

53 ; Heathfield Horticultural, 94 ;

Hitchin Chrysanthemum, 265

;

Holland County Potato, 264 j

International Potato Conference,

280 ; Ipswich and East of England
Horticultural, 52 ; Langford Fruit

and Root, 225 ; Le Mans Chrys-

anthemum, 279 ; Lea Valley and
District Nurserymen's and Growers,

225 ; Manchester and North of

England Orchid, 10, 153, 201, 254,

292, 318 ; Midland Carnation and

Picotee, 103 ; National Carnation

and Picotee, 79, 265 ; National

Chrysanthemum, 252, 265, 293;

National Dahlia, 142 ; National

Hardy Plant, 106 ; National Potato

of Great Britain and Ireland, 281,

291 ; National Rose, 10, 38, 51, 78,

176 ; National Sweet Pea, 14, 39,

55, 225 ; Norfolk and Norwich,

293 ; Northern Fruit, 224 ; Oxford

Chrysanthemum, 293 ; Portsmouth
Flower show, 38 ; Richmond Horti-

cultural, 53 ; Rickmansworth Horti-

cultural, 201 ; Royal Caledonian

Horticultural, 68, 103, 165, 178, 202,

224, 266, 338 ; Royal Horticultural,

23, 37, 66, 93, 104, 117, 140, 164,

177, 188, 212, 225, 264, 278, 292,

306, 317, 338 ; Royal Horticultural

of Ireland, 79, 241 ; Royal Lanca-

shire, 79 ; Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural, 154 ; Shropshire Horti-

cultural, 104, 118 ; Smithfield Club,

329 ; Society Dendrologique de

France, 129, 225 ; Societe Nationale

d'hortieulture de France, 263

;

Spalding Potato, 70; Sunridge,

Brasted and District Gardeners',

305 ; Surbiton, Kingston and the

Dittons Chrysanthemum, 278 j

Sutton's Recreation, 264 ; Taunton

Horticultural, 329 ; United Horti-

cultural Benefit and Provident, 40,

54, 104, 178, 225, 338 ; Watford

Horticultural, 190, 293 ; Windsor

Rose, 53 ; Wolverhampton Floral

Fete, 54

Soil, relation of, to plant growth, 295

Solanum integrifolium, 269

Sophronitis grandiflora crosses, 259

Spalding, Potato exhibition, at, 70

Speed, Mr. W., the late, 237

Spinach, winter, and Onions, 47

Spraying, dry, 51, 128

Stamford, an ancient Oak at, 45

Stevenson, Mr. Thomas, 168

Stocks, doubling in, 20, 50, 59, 97, 263

Stone, Herbert (.4 Text Book of Wood),

228, 269
Strawberries, 22, 36

Strike at Covent Garden market, 192

Sugar as a preservative for Bordeaux

mixture, 156
Summer, the hot, and vegetation, 236

Sunflowers, 201

Sutton, Mr. Arthur W., retirement

from business of, 131

Sutton, Mr. Leonard, 30
Sweet Peas, method of training, 159

,

selections of, 222
Sweet Sultans and the drought, 50

Sweet William, the, 136

Symon's Memorial medal a .
ard of

the, 268
Syringa pekinensis pendula, 309
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Tabor, Grace {Come into the Garden),

244
Tadema's, Sir Alma, Oaks, 73
Tasmania, the mountain flora of, 13

Taxodium distiohum fruiting, 270
Taylor, Mr. H. V., 96
Tewin Water, Welwyn, Pineapples at,

77
The Node, Welwyn, 312
" The Orchid Review," 30
Thermopsis corgonensis, 287
Thomas, Owen (How to Prune Roses
and Fruit Trees), 268

Thrips and Roses, 205
Timber, high prices for Willow, 1 ;

Queensland, 46
Tobacco with a high nicotine content,

107, 201, 237
Tomato Bide's Recruit, 138
Tomatos, 8 ; as an anti-scorbutic, 96
Trade Notes, 28, 55, 68, 80, 106, 118,

130, 142, 190, 202, 226, 241, 306, 330
" Transactions " of the National
Chrysanthemum Society, 96

Tree, an historic, 179

Trees : and shrubs, 7, 16, 45, 73, 83,
109, 157, 217, 232, 247, 270, 287,
301, 309, 325, 335; at Cleve Court,
228 ; damaged by voles, 315 ; dwarf,
of Vancouver Island, 102 ; effect of

the drought on, 137 ; in Bermond-
sey, street, 42 ; rare, in Clissold
Park, 270 ; the training of young,

Tricuspidaria dependens, 9, 93 ; T.
lanceolata, 93

Triteleia uniflora, 302
Truelove, W. (Pot Plants and How to

Preserve Them), 268
Tulips, 76 ; Dutch breeder, 250
Tulip tree, the, 37
Turton, Mr. T., 42

Ulmtts campestris variegata on its

own roots, 270, 337
United States, losses due to the

effect of plant diseases in the,

284 ; vegetable cultivation in the,

180

Vallentin, Mrs. E. (Plants of the

Falkland Islands), 244
Vancouver Island, dwarf trees of,

102
Vegetable cultivation in the United

States, 180
Vegetables, 8, 22, 36, 47, 77, 126,

138, 163, 186, 275; July, 63;
August, 126 ; September, 186

;

some winter, 77
Veitch, Sir Harry J., 192
Veronica Olsenii, 237
Vinca media, 285
Vines : checked by frost, 128 ; re-

novating, 175 ; red spider on, 49,
78

W
Wallace, Mr. R. W., 120
Wallflowers, 3
Ward's, Mr. Kingdon, sixth expedi-

tion in Asia, 48, 66, 100, 124, 185,

220

Warren House, Stanmore, Carnations

at, 41

Wasps, 78, 103, 128, 162, 175, 187,

263, 291, 304
Wedding, horticultural, 167

Westwick, fruit growers at, 30
Wheat plant, the, 331
White fly, control of, 192, 295, 323
Wisley : Dahlias at, 120 ; notes from,

221, 261, 302; trials at, 129, 203,

295
Wrexham Delphiniums, the, 71

Xerophyllum asphodeloides, 46

Yams : the Round Upeh variety, 275 ,

Chappellier variety, 275
Young, Mr. J , retirement of, 57

Zatjchneria californica, 181

Zephyranthes Candida, 169

Zygadenus muscitoxicum, 46
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Abbotswood, Stow-on-the-Wold, the

Rose garden at, 185

American Gooseberry mildew on Red
Currant Raby Castle, 47

Apparatus showing method of pre-

venting Potato blossoms from
being pollinated by insects, 271

Apples : Lord Lamb'ourne, 209 ; Mrs.

Wilmot, 175 ; Newton Wonder,
from untipped trees, 285 ; Wagener
127 ; Webb's Russet, 337

Araucaria imbricata, a fine specimen

of, 324
Ash, the Manna, 109

Asperula nitida, 123

Bates, Mr. William, portrait of, 82

Beckett, Mr. Edwin, portrait of, 132

Benthamia fragifera, a fruiting spray

of, 287
Bliss, Mr. Daniel, portrait of, 144

Begonia Hilda Langdon, 83
Bolton, Mr. Robert, portrait of, 284

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Imogen, 233

Buphane disticha in fruit, 32

Campanula Spetchley, 31

Cherry Ursula Rivers, 49
Chrysanthemums : Blanche Poitevinc,

257; Hon. Mrs. Dalgety, 335;
Margaret, 289 ; Miss Verena
Chichester, 311

Cornus capitata, a fruiting spray of,

287
Crocus longiflorus [var. venustrus,

229
Crombleholme, the Rev. John, por-

trait of, 228
Currants, Black, reversion in, 193

Currant, Red, American Gooseberry
mildew on a, 47

Dahlias : Dwarf White Bedder, 137 ;

Vida, 245 ; Yeoman, 135
Darwin's, Charles, birthplace, 179

Delphinium John Jones, 71

Diacrium bicornutun, 321 ; flower

of, 322
Dicks, Mr. S. B., portrait of, 216

Eckfokd, the Henry, Memorial medal,
284

Escallonia montevidensis, 247
Eucomis regia, 75
Eucryphia pinnatifolia at Poltalloeh,

Kilmartin, 232

Foemakin, Renfrewshire, views in

the gardens at, 111, 113

Formal garden exhibited by Messrs.

Gaze, Ltd., at Holland House show,

36
Fraxinus Onus, 109

Fruit exhibits at the Crystal Palace,

238, 239

Geranium Pylzowianum, 275
Gibbaeum argenteum, 273
Gladiolus : Byron L. Smith, 97

;

General de Wet, 133 ; Mintaka,

217; Otranto, 198; Snow Gloiy,

181 ; Tupelo, 133
Glotlijihyllum pustulatum, 327

Hall, Sir D., portrait of, 244
Harriss, Mr. Edward, portrait of, 58

Heal, Mr. John, portrait of. 204

Hodgson, Mr,' T. G., portrait of, 332

Hollyhocks at Aldenham House
Gardens, Elstree, 152

Hurst, Major Charles G, portrait of,

296

Iris flowers with abnormal numbers
of parts, 83

Iris, foetidissima, pods and seeds

of 323
Irises : Hebe, 261 ; Mrs. Walter

Brewster, 161 ; Rembrandt, 15

Jenkins, the late Mr. E. H.,

portrait of 266

Ken Wood, Hampstead, views at,

18, 19

Laelio-Cattleya Allamanda, 121 ;

L.-C. Golden Glow, 99
Lavatera Olbia on the outskirts of a

woodland garden, 169

Ligustrum Quihoui, 157

Lilium ambile, 61 ; L. longiflorum

var. formosum, 220 ; L. Mrs. R. O.

Backhouse, 51 ; L. ochraceum, 62 ;

L. pardalinum X L. Parryi, 43

;

L. Pardal-Parryi, 33; L. philip-

pinense, 63
Lobelia pyramidalis, 333

M
Marrow, vegetable, a remarkable
example of fasciation in, 163

Marrows, cross bred, 231

Maxwell, Sir Herbert, portrait of,

308

Meggerine Castle, the home of the

Menzies of Culdares and Stix, 325
Menzics, Dr. Archibald, portrait of,

320
Mesembryanthemum, capsules of,

151

Mesembryanthemum seedlings. 207
Mesembryanthemum concinnum, 126;

M. evolutum, 223 ; M. herbeum,
138 ; M. Lesliei, 250, 251 ; M.
lineare, 125; M. macellum, 138;

M. Nevillei, 223 ; M. Orpenii, 303 ;

M. proximum, 223 ; M. recumbens,

303 , M. simulans, 223 ; M.
turbiniforme, 250

Michaelmas Daisies and early Chry-
santhemums, a gold med'o,l exhibit

of, 205
Molyneux, Mr. Edwin, portrait of the

late, 268
Morter, Mr. W. H., portrait of, 108

Myrtus communis, variegated leaved

form of, 145

Oak at Stamford, an ancient, 45

Odontoglossum Armstrongii, 221 ; O.

Pescatorei var. Lady Holford, 297 ;

O. Lady Veitoh, 334

Paeonia obovata, 147

Pampas grass, a fine clump of, 237

Paris Chrysanthemum show ; Messrs.

Vilmorin, Andiicux and Co.'s ex-

hibit. 263
Payne, Mr. C. Harman, portrait of,

70
Peach Grosse Mignonne, a finely

cropped tree of, on a wall out-of-

doors, 139
Pearson, Mr. Alfred H, portrait of,

14

Peas, late, at Aldenham House
Gardens, 252

Pentstemon cordifolius, 101

Pineapples, Queen, in the Gardens at

Tewin Water, Welwyn, 77

Pipes, perforated stoneware, used in

garden irrigation, 195

Polystichum angulare divisilobum

plumosum densum erectum, 64

Potato Dunvegan, 291

Potato, tubers formed on the in-

florescence of a, 277

Poupart, Mr. William, portrait of,

180
Primula obconica, large-lowered

form of, 115
Prumnopitys elegans, 309

Rendle, Dr. A. B., portrait of, 256

Rhododendron flowering at Monreith

in September, 187

Rhododendron Alice, 301 ; R. habro-

trichum, 59 ; R. oxyphyllum, 74

Rogers, Mr. J., portrait of, 156

Rosa gigantea : flower and foliage of;

234 ; on a tree of Cupressus

torulosa at Shillong, Assam, 235,,

R. Moyesii, 219 ; R. spinosissima,

218
Roses : Betty LTprichard, 21 ; Dresden

China, 149 ; Mabel Morse, 183 ; Mrs.

Alfred Warner, 173 ; Muriel Wil-

son, 17 ; Snowflake, 73
Rose garden at Dowdeswell Court,

Gloucestershire, 249

Salvia uliginosa, 171

Sophro Cattleya Rex, Orchidhurrt

var., 259
Solanum integrifolium—the Tomato

fruited Egg plant, 269
Sprays used in garden irrigation, 210,

211, 212
Stevenson, Mr. T., portrait of, 167

Stix House, Aberfeldy, the birth-

place of Dr. A Menzies, 325

Stocks, double flowered, 20
Sutton, Mr. Leonard, portrait of, 30

Sweet Peas, method of training, 158,

159

Taylor, Mr. H. V., portrait of, 95

Terrace garden exhibited at Holland
j

House show by Messrs. J. Cheal

and Sons, 35
The Node, Welwyn : formal garden

at, 312 ; fruit trees at, 313, 315

Trees of Vancouver Island, dwarf,

95
Tulips, a field of, near St. Asaph,

North Wales, 299
Turton, Mr. T., portrait of, 42

Vegetables, a gold medal collection

of, 200
Veitch, Sir Harry J., portrait of, 192

Vinery at Frimley Park, a new, con-

structed by Howard and Carter,

118

W
Wallace, Mr. Robert W., portrait

of. 120
Westwood's figure of the " white

fly, 295

SUPPLEMENTARY COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS.
ArHELANDRA tetragona (December 3) Asters Amellus Arethusa and Orion (September 3)
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Philippe and Queen Marie Amelia spent some

weeks at Holland House. The Roses, rock

garden, trees, Japanese garden and Lily pools

are some of the features of this beautiful Lon-

don residence of Mary Countess of Ilchester.

Mr. F. Jordan.—Mr. F. Jordan, of Ford
Manor Gardens, Ling-field, Surrey, is recog-

nised as one of the foremost gardeners of the

present day, and he has won numerous suc-

cesses at exhibitions. He commenced hie

gardening career at Grimston Garth, East

Yorkshire, and served later as a journeyman
at Huttons Ambo. He gained further experi-

ence in Messrs. J. Backhouse and Son's nursery.

and at Osberton Hall, Nottinghamshire, under
the late Mr. Wood, who was a keen gardener,

and gained a reputation as a fruit grower.

After leaving Osberton Hall, Mr. Jordan
served for ten years as foreman in various

departments at Welbeck Abbey, at that time

one of the most important gardening establish-

ments in the country. His first appointment
as head gardener was in 1895, when he took

charge of the gardens at Impney, Worcester-
shire, and it was during his ten yearn service

there that Mr. Jordan established his reputation

as a clever cultivator, and, whilst there, he

MR. F. JORDAN.

won many prizes for indoor and hardy fruits
at such important exhibitions as those of
Shrewsbury, Wolverhampton, York, Hanley,
Birmingham, and Edinburgh. He relinquished
his charge at Impney in 1906 to take a similar
appointment at Warter Priory, where new
and extensive gardens were being made. He
soon caused the name of " Warter Priory

"

to be held in the highest estimation in gar-
dening circles, for, owing mainly to his efforts,
he converted the place into one of the finest
establishments north of the Trent. Here he
found ample scope for his skill as a grower
of not only fruit, but of indoor flowers and
plants, and Carnations were a feature of the
establishment. He repeated his successes as
an exhibitor and continued to win prizes,
including gold medals at Edinburgh for hardy
plants, and for collections of fruits at the
North of England Horticultural Society's
show at Leeds; whilst at the Kendal Fruit
Congress he was awarded a silver cup for the
best exhibit in the show. Those who frequent
the exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural
Society at Vincent Square will remember the
magnificent group of indoor fruits, including
pot grown trees, which he exhibited on
September 9, 1913. for winch he was awarded
a gold medal. This fine group was, in the
opinion of many, the best of its kind ever
staged at these exhibitions. Mr. Jordan also
won the R.H.S. gold medal for a group of

Ixoras in 1915. In 1916, Mr. Jordan relin-

quished his service at Warter Priory to take
charge of the gardens at Ford Manor, of which
he still has charge. Like many capable men
Mr. Jordan is of a very retiring disposition, and
has endeared to himself a wide circle of

friends in the horticultural world.

" Ringing " Peach Trees.—Experiments carried
out 'by Mr. M. L. Aubin on Peach trees growing
in the open in France * show that the familiar
practice of "ringing," that is, removing an
annular piece of the !bark down to, tout not in-

cluding, the wood, results in a remarkable
hastening of maturing and increase in weight of
the fruits. Needless to say, only such branches
of trained trees may be ringed as may be re-

placed by other growths, for, after ringing, the
branch which has Iborne fruit should be cut out.

The experiments were made on two varieties

—

Amsden and Hale's Early. In the case of the
former variety fruit on ringed branches ripened
thirteen days earlier than fruit on unringed
branches, and in the case of Hale's Early the
difference was even greater, namely, twenty-two
days. In each case the fruit on ringed branches
was heavier than that on unringed branches. In
Amsden the relative weights (in grammes) were,
unringed 122, ringed 146 ; in Hale's Early, un-
ringed 129, ringed 165. With Hale's Eaiiy it

was noticed, however, that 15 per cent, of the
fruits on ringed branches split, a defect which
was not observed in the case of Amsden.

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

—

Xotrs

from tin Royal Botanic Garden, Kdinhtiri/h.

Vol. XII.. No. LX.. gives an interesting account
of this botanic garden, which occupies an un-

equally-sided quadrilateral area of nearly 58
acres, bounded upon all sides by public roads and
dwelling-houses, on the north side of Edinburgh
—about a mile from the shore of the Firth of

Forth. The garden is conducted on somewhat
similar lines to those at Kew and Glasnevin, and
is under State control. It has been built up by
successive addition.-, which has resulted in an
absence in combination between the several

parts, and the work of reconstruction is still

proceeding. From its foundation the Botanic
Garden has been devoted to the teaching of

botany; it includes research laboratories, and is

a centre for the teaching of horticulture and
forestry for the benefit of young men and women
desiring to become gardeners and foresters. The
garden serves as a pleasure resort, and during
1920 was visited by no fewer than 644.856
people; the total number of visitors during the
past 32 years amounted to 19,521.143.

Memorial to the late Mr. George Schneider.—
On Saturday. June 18, at East Sheen Cemetery,
there was a very interesting ceremony performed
at the grave of the late Mr. George Schneider,
for many years president of the French Horti-

cultural Society of London. A number of

persons belonging to the French colony in

London assembled to witness the final act in

connection with the subscription started in

Paris last year for the purpose of erecting a

lasting memorial in recognition of the many
services rendered to horticulture by Mr.
Schneider. M. Harvette, secretary of the

French Chamber of Commerce; M. de Bry, M.
Misler. M. and Mine. Rlipard. and other ladies

and gentlemen were among those present. The
memorial, consisting of a beautifully-executed
wreath in art bronze mounted on a slab of

marble, had been placed upon the grave, and
the purpose of the meeting was to formally pre-

sent this to the Schneider familv on behalf of

the numerous subscribers to the fund. Mr.
Harman Pavne, an old friend of the deceased

and one of the earliest members of the Society,

performed the ceremony oif presentation.

Sneaking in French, he passed in rapid review
flip life and labours of Mr. Schneider, and
pointed out some of the numerous services he
had rendered, not onlv to his own countrymen,
but also to his English colleagues, and to horti-

culture generally. The very handsome memorial
was, he said, a genuine expression of the hich
esteem in which the deceased was held and the
outcome of a keen desire that a lasting souvenir
of Mr. Schneider's good work should be pro-

* Journal de In Societe Natianale d'horticvlture de
France Fourth series. XXI. Amit 1!»20.

"

vided. Mr. Harman Payne alluded to the
various phases of their deceased friend's career
as a gardener.as a writer for the Press, and as an
author ; as a soldier, for he fought in the Franco-
German war of 1870-71, and as a founder and
president of the French Horticultural Society of

London, which, under his able guidance and
direction^ had for thirty yeans or so done so
much to maintain and improve the cordial re-

lations which have always existed between
Flench and English horticulturists. The
memorial was then uncovered and formally pre-
sented in the name of the subscribers—men of
at least half-a-dozen nationalities—to M. E.
Ripard, son-in-law oif the deceased, as repre-
senting Mme. Schneider, who was unable to be
present, and her family. M. Ripard returned
thanks for the many kind references made to

the deceased and his labours in horticultural
He expressed in his own name and in that of

the family how highly they appreciated Mr.
Harman Payne's kindness in attending to make
the presentation, and also their gratitude to the
many friends, both here and on the other side
of the Channel, who had subscribed towards
the very beautiful work of art.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week :
—

Monday, July 4: Nottingham and Notts Chry-
santhemum Society's meeting. Tuesday.

MEMORIAL TO THE LATE MR. GEORGE SCHNEIDER.

July 5 : Royal Horticultural Society's Holland
House Show (three days) ; Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society's meeting. Thursday,
July 7 : Manchester and North of England Orchid
Society's meeting. Friday, July 8 : Royal
Horticultural and Arboricultural Society of

Ireland Council meeting. Saturday. July 9 :

Finchley Horticultural Society's annual
exhibition.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years
Ago.

—

Ripening of Fruits.—This is a subject

worthy of some consideration, more especially as

to fruits grown in structures with artificial heat.

It is a.well-established fact that hurried ripening

is accomplished at the expense of flavour.

Plenty of sunlight, a free circulation of air. with

a moderate temperature, and a considerable

diminution of atmospheric moisture, are the

essential conditions whereby flavour is obtained.

For Grapes, Melons, Pines, Fig, Peaches, etc.,

under glass, I would say, let 80° by day, of sun

heat, and 60° by night be your maximum

;

whereas, in a cloudy period 60° to 65° by day
will be sufficient. Although root-moisture should

be somewhat diminished, yet a healthy action of

root is essential in obtaining both flavour and
plumpness in fruit ; without such a root a healthy

leaf cannot be maintained ; in the absence of

which, I need scarcely add, all other means will

prove in a great degree abortive. Slow ripening,

without starvation, is, therefore, the point by

which the highest amount of flavour can be

obtained.

—

Card. Chron., July 4, 1846.
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HARDY FLOWER BORDER
CAMPANULA PERSICLFOLIA TELHAM

BEAUTY.
I am glad to learn from your correspondent

J. F. (on page 278, Vol. LXIX.). that Cam-
panula Telhani Beauty has taken first place in
tills section of Campanulas. It was first brought
before the public at Holland House Show in
1916. and was the result of several years' patient
selection before the desired result was attained.
Spring flowers of a hardy type were much in

demand at Telham Court, and among these Cam-
panula calycanthenia, C. persieifolia, and C.

pyramidalis were grown extensively. The dis-

plays of these plants for conservatory and house
decoration were famous in the district.

Commencing with the Canterbury Bells, followed
by C. persieifolia and, later, by C. pyramidalis,
a continuous display was maintained until the
end of August.

In the early years of my charge at Telham
Court, I recognised the possibility of improving
on the old type of C. persieifolia, with the result

now wall known to the gardening world.
Campanula Telham Beauty does well in pots

if lifted from the outside quarters and placed
under glass. In the open border, plants are
very promising, and will be in full bloom by
the beginning of July, with stems nearly four
feet high and fine foliage that is quite distinct

from that of the old type.

Pi'opagation is best effected by dividing when
the plants go out of flower, and any border (with
the exception of one with a north aspect) will

suit the young plants admirably. A fairly rich,

light soil is desirable and in this they will soon
become established and make large plants

by October, ready for planting in their per-

manent quarters.

If required for indoor decoration, they should
be left in the open border, but if at all crowded
it will be necessary to allow more room. They
withstand the winter as satisfactorily as any
other hardy plant ; I have found the best time
to pot up this Campanula is so soon as the
flower spike can be discerned, which is usually

towards the end of March. Pots 7 inches and
8 inches in diameter are suitable.

It is orobable that a few plants of this beauti-

ful Campanula, may be deficient in flower spikes,

but if these are lifted and replanted in the
border they will make extra large specimens by
the following year. After potting, the plants

should be stood on a bed of ashes outside. If

part are stood under a north wall their flower-

ing will be delayed a month, whilst those stood

in a sunny, warm situation flower very early.

As soon as the first blooms show signs of ex-

panding the plants should be put under glass, in

order to protect the blooms from unkind
weather ; a cool, airy house suits them best.

At no time should the roots be allowed to

suffer from lack of water ; feeding with a con-

centrated fertiliser in solution gives good results.

I have sown seeds of this Campanula at all

seasons of the year with equally good results,

but it flowers always at the same time, the

only difference between late or early sowing
being the size of the plants at flowering time.

Two years ago I flowered a white companion
to Telham Beauty, but just over a year ago

it succumbed, probably owing to removal to

my present charge and to it being packed for

eighteen days in a furniture van. However,
I managed to save some seed, and the seedlings

are now coming into bloom, so I hope to select

and fix a good addition to Telham Beauty with
white flowers.

My attention was drawn to a " rust " which
growers had noticed on their plants of C. Telham
Beauty : I failed to discern anything of the

kind, but, soon afterwards, I noticed one of

the flower spikes broken about halfway down,
and a day or so after I found others were broken
off in the same way. This led me to examine
them closely, and I found a white substance
similar to the Cirnation rust, but differing in

colour, and this I concluded was the rust re-

ferred to. I sprayed with a fungicide, and this

appears to have eradicated the pest, as no further
damage has been caused. F. L. Thurston,
Horslnj Hull Gardens, Gresford, Wrexham.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

DAHLIAS FOR BEDDING.
For the furnishing of beds following May-

flowering Tulips, Mignon Dahlias will be found
extremely useful and very effective, planted in
mixed groups or massed in distinct colours.
The blooms are all single, with beautiful, broad
florets evenly arranged. The glow of colour
they produce is splendid. This type of Dahlia
grows only 18 inches high, and the plants do
not require staking. They should be planted
about 15 inches apart, and, being very bushy
in habit, they will cover the ground with
growth. If the beds are in fairly good con-
dition, very little attention in the way of
watering is necessary. Ttie most important
item is to out off the old flowers occasionally.
This will prolong the flowering season in most
districts until the end of October. This section
is deservedly becoming very popular. The
plants form good tubers and keep well through
the winter if stored in an ordinary greenhouse.
They may be divided and used again the follow-
ing season. The following varieties are all

good :—Albion, Vhite ; Benbow, rosy crimson

;

Dazzler, orange-scarlet; Etna, crimson-scarlet;

Wallflowers should be finally transplanted
early in October, in order that they may become
re-established before inclement weather brings
growth to a standstill.

The soil for Wallflowers should be of good
texture, but not excessively rich. Vulcan, an
old rich crimson variety, is still one of the
best in cultivation, and Cloth of Gold is still

supreme in the yellow section. These two
varieties have been associated so often in

borders, the yellow sort behind the crimson one,
that it seems superfluous for me to suggest
the splendour of the combination. I have
been impressed with Golden Monarch this year,

a bold and pleasing variety. Primrose Monarch
may be commended if planted against a back-

ground of evergreens, but is too ansemic for

planting alone. Fire King is a beautiful

orange-coloured variety, but rather tender.

Purple Queen is unique in colour, and worthy of

a place in any collection. G. H. Copley.

CINERARIAS.

Whilst the large flowered type of Cineraria
is highly popular as a subject for the decora-
tion of plant stages in greenhouses and con-

servatories when other flowering plants are

Fig. 1.

—

rosa lucens var. the premier, r.h.s.

award of merit, june 21. shown by messrs.

paul and son (see page 313, Vol. LXIX.).

Janet, orange; Julius, rosy scarlet; Kathleen,

deep apricot; Lancer, scarlet; Louise, primrose;

Olive, orange; Pembroke, yellow; and Regent,

crimson. For windy positions, where it is

almost impossible to grow tall Dahlias, the

Mignon type is invaluable. They may be

piaritc 1 any time during June with good results

R. H. Bolton.

WALLFLOWERS.

Wallflowers are universally popular on

account of their beautiful perfume, freedom of

flowering, and wide range of colouring. Seed

may be sown at the present time, either broad-

cast or in drills, on good soil and in an open

situation. As one of the essentials to success

with these flowers is to plant sturdy specimens,

the seedlings should be removed to a nursery

bed ere they become crowded. With the object

of sturdy growth still in view, only a moderate

quantity of farmyard manure should be given

the roots. The undesirable tendency of many
varieties to develop a single stem may be checked

by pinohing out the growing point when the

plants have attained the height of 5 inches.

scarce, the Cactus type is becoming a serious

rival. This form of the plant is identical in

habit of growth, but has x looser inflorescence,

and it is remarkably rich in the newer art

shades. Seeing that 'the quilled petals of the

latter, which radiate from a small centre, have

more substance in them there is very little in the

superiority of either. The Stellata, or Star-

flowered form, is invaluable. They are amongst

the most serviceable flowers in their season for

use as cut blooms. The Intermediate group is

assured of a future, also, since in coming mid-

way between the large-flowered and the Stellata

type the plants are most useful.

Cinerarias do not give much cause for anxiety

on the part of the growers, apart from keep-

ing them free from aphis and the leaf mining

maggot. The greatest trouble is when they fail

Suddenly, which they may do when well estab-

lished iii their first pots. So far there does not

appear to be anything authentic as to the cause

of this trouble. Overwatering and deep pot-

ting may contribute in some degree, but as

losses may occur when the cultivation is not

at fault successional sowings are the best safe-

guard. The seed germinates better without

artificial heat than with it. if sown thinly in well-

drained pans of light soil. The young plants

should be grown in plenty of light, but shading

is necessary in bright weather. Crowding in

the seed pans should be prevented by pricking

off the plants at an early stage into boxes.

From that stage they appear to do best in cold

frames. A mxture of fibrous loam, leaf-mould

and sand is suitable for the first potting. Plants

Oi the earliest batch, intended to flower in De-

comber, will do well in 32 sized pots : those for

blooming in February, and all the Star varie-

ties, make finer plants if shifted twice, the

second time into 7-inch or 8-inch pots, according

to their size. Grower.
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The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collieii, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah C'oeman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Zygopetalum.—The strong-growing species of

Zygopetalum Mackayi and Z. crinitum are

rooting freely, and need copious supplies of

water; the same applies to Colax jugosus and
Zygocolax. The smaller-growing Zygopetalums,
such as Z. rostratum, Z. Roeblingianurn, and
Z. Ballae, together with such Bolleas as B.

(Warscewiczella) discolor and B. Wendlandii,
are developing fresh roots, and should be given

attention in repotting or top-dressing. These
plants are impatient of frequent root disturb-

ance, therefore they should not be repotted,

provided there is still sufficient space in the
receptacle for another season's growth, and
the roots are in a healthy condition, but some of

the old soil should 'be removed and fresh mater-
ial substituted. The plants may bo grown either

in pots or pans without side holes, and the
receptacle, whichever kind is used, should be
provided with ample materials for drainage
purposes. As a rooting medium, employ a mix-
ture of Osmunda or Al fibre and clean-picked

Sphagnum moss cut into rather short portions,

adding a few crushed crocks and small lumps
of charcoal. The plants will grow well in a
moist, shady position in a house having an
intermediate temperature. Repotted plants
should be afforded water rather sparingly, but
the spaces between the pots should be syringed
frequently in order to keep the surroundings
moist at all times, and, even when established,

the plants should never be allowed to become
quite dry at the roots. Chondrorhyneha
Chestertonii and C. dendyana should be
afforded similar treatment.

Coelogyne.—Such species of Coelogyne as C.

barbata, C. speciosa, C ocellata, C. Sanderae,
and others of this section are making new
growth, and should be afforded fresh rooting
materials. Those mentioned grow well in pots
placed on the plant stages, whilst others, such
as C. Dayana and C. flaccida, that produce
pendulous racemes, should be grown in pans
and suspended from the roof-rafters of a house
having an intermediate temperature. Such
species as C. Lowii, C. tomentosa, and C.
Massangeana should, as they pass out of flower,

also receive attention at the roots, and be
placed in a shady position in the East Indian
house during their season of active growth,
removing them afterwards to the warmest part
of the Cattleya house. In repotting these
Orchids employ a compost consisting of one-
third good fibrous loam, from which the
smaller particles have been removed, and the
other part to consist of Al fibre and Sphagnum
moss, with a sufficient quantity of crushed
crocks to render the mixture porous. Press
the soil moderately firmly between the roots.

The plants should be well shaded after they are
repotted, and watered with great care, pouring
the water near the edges of the receptacles
to prevent moisture from settling in the
young growths, as that would cause them to

damp off. When the roots are established in

the new compost, water should be applied
liberally, and during warm summer weather
the plants should be sprayed frequently over-
head and on the undersides of the leaves as a

means of warding off attacks of red spider.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Roses.—The Rose garden requires attention ;

the plants should be examined every day,
and the faded blooms picked off. As the plants
finish their first flowering, some of the weaker
wood should be removed, as this will help them
to make strong growth for flowering
later. During dry weather the roots should be
kept well supplied with water, and the plants
will be benefited by feeding them with weak

liquid manure. Artificial manures should be
used with caution, as they cause soft, sappy
growth, which generally fails to ripen. There
was much unripened wood last season, many
of the shoots drying right back ; the plants were
also weakened by abnormally early growth; this,

combined with bad weather conditions after
pruning, has resulted in an unusual number of

deaths amongst Roses. Even strong varieties

among the Ramblers have, in many cases, died
right to the ground. A sharp watch should be
Kept for the first signs of mildew, and prompt
measures taken to check it by spraying with
liver of sulphur, using ^ an oz. to one gallon
of water, adding 2 ozs. of soft soap to every
three gallons to make the spray fluid more
adhesive.

Pruning Shrubs.—As the later flowering
shrubs pass out of bloom, they should be
pruned forthwith, so as to aLIow the young
growths, which will flower next year, room to
develop and become well ripened. Many com-
plaints as to the sparse flowering of such subjects
are heard, and the trouble is nearly always due
to lack of intelligent pruning. Plants are often
neglected for years, until they become a tangled
mass of dead, dying and weak growth from
which it is hopeless to expect flowers. The
later flowering shrubs consist very largely of the
many fine varieties of Deutzias and Philadel-
phuses. the latter including many choice varie-

ties raised by M. Lemoine, of Nancy. When
planting the Philadelphus the hybrid P.
purpureo maculata should not be overlooked as
it always attracts attention by reason of its

spicy fragrance. The pruning of such subjects
usually consists in the removal of all dead
wood, and all the old flowering wood that can
be spared. In dealing with plants that flower
on the wood of the previous year, it is generally
safe to prune immediately they finish flowering,

and the pruning will generally consist in the
removal of most of the old flowering growths.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to E. CI. Palmib SIoh-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Callicarpa purpurea.—Plants of this subject
make good basket specimens if two or three
are placed in one basket, suspended from the
roof rafters and kept well supplied with water
in autumn. The purple berries bang for a long
time on the plant if the roots are not over-
watered.

Ferns and Lycopods.—Plants of these foliage
subjects that have not yet been potted should
be attended to without delay. Any that are in

a healthy condition may be top-dressed only

;

those that require potting should be afforded a
mixture of good loam, peat and silver sand with
some old lime rubble and a few handfuls of
soot added.

Pelargonium.—Plants that have finished
flowering should be placed out-of-doors and
have water withheld from their roots. They may
be placed in the full rays of the sen to ripen the
growths and make good, hard, well-seasoned
shoots suitable for use as cuttings. The old
plants may be placed on their sides to ripen,

but when this is done the shoots have a

tendency to turn upwards.

Cyclamen.—Old oorms of greenhouse Cycla-
mens that have been flowering froun early
spring should be re-potted, clearing the old toil

from the roots and substituting fresh material,

consisting of good loam, leaf-mould and char-

coal, with sand added. After the plants are re-

potted they may be placed in a frame on an
ash bottom, where they should be shaded from
bright sunshine and damped overhead several

times daily. The shading should be removed
in the early part of the afternoon. Damp the
plants overhead and close the frames early in

the day to raise the temperature at night. After
a few weeks the lights may be removed in the
evenings, when the plants will benefit by the
night dews. At a later stage Clay's fertiliser

dissolved in water may be applied at the roots

once weekly.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Ahthce Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

CoDoed Hall, Epping.

Pot Figs.—Directly the early forced trees

have ripened and '.inished fruiting, thev will

be showing signs of exhaustion, and should
be removed to the open. If the trees require

more rooting space, they should he repotted in
rich loam mixed with lime rubble, afterwards
plunging the pots in ashes up to the rims.

It is essential the trees should not be given
too much root space if intended for forcing
again next season, but it is equally essential

they should not be allowed to become unduly
dry at the roots at any time, and, until the
leaves show signs of falling, the trees should
be fed liberally with liquid manure.

Pot Strawberries.—Runners to supply plants

for early forcing next season are best obtained
from a young plantation made last autumn
especially for the purpose. From such a
plantation the young layers or runners will

b^ ready for attention. There are different

methods of rooting the young plants, but the
one I prefer is to fill the requisite number of

60-sized pots with good loam (and, with the
use of a crowbar, to sink the pots to half their

depth by the side of the parent plant to prevent
them being knocked over) and place a pebble
close up to the young plant which has been laid

on the surface of the soil. This is a simple and
effective method, for the pebble conserves the

moisture and keeps the soil cool so'thattheyoung
layers root readily, and within a fortnight are
usually ready for detaching from the parent
plants. Sometimes the layers are placed direct

in the pots in which they are intended to

fruit. There may be advantages in this

method, but I have never been able to discover

them, and I think rooting the young plants in

small pots and repotting them as soon as

they are ready into larger pots is the most
convenient method.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Onions.—Plants intended to produce large

bulbs should be growing freely. Use the Dutch
hoe frequently .'inong the rows, but care must
be exercised not to damage the bulbs. Feed
the roots with pn artificial manure—for pre-

ference one that is rich in phosphates. The
fertiliser should be applied just before rain
is expected. Should it be necessary to wash
the manure in the soil by means of the can
or hose, see that the work is done in a thorough
manner. The following day the hose should
be used lightly to disturb the top soil, as this

will help to conserve the soil moisture. In
gardens where Onions are liable to attacks of

mildew, a careful watch must be kept for the
first apoearance of the disease, which should
be checked immediately by spraying the plants

with sulphide of potassium in solution, one
ounce to four gallons of water, or with a pro-

prietary mildew wash. The spring-sown crop
should be finally thinned, choosing showery
weather, if oossible, fcr this operation. It is

not necessary to thin this crop very severely,

as medium-sized bulbs are the best for general
purposes. A dressing of soot will prove very
beneficial to the plants, and also help to ward
off the Onion fly.

Carrots.—Make a sowing of stump-rooted
Carrots during the present month. The plants
will produce nice young roots by the autumn,
and they will be valuable through the winter.
Keep the hoe frequently at work among the
earlier sowings, and dust soot occasionally

along the rows, for this will help considerably
to ward off the Carrot fly, which is very pre-

valent in some districts.

Dwarf Beans.—Make a further sowing of

Broad Beans, choosing, for preference,

a sheltered situation
; ground that has

been cleared of early Potatos on a warm
border will be found suitable. Should
the soil be very dry, it will be necessary
to water the drills before sowing the seed.
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Plants growing on warm borders need ample
supplies of water in hot, dry weather dur-

ing their growing season.

Vegetable Marrows.—These plants require
almost daily attention in watering, should the

weather continae dry. The most forward
plants that are bearing freely will receive much
benefit from occasional applications of liquid

manure, or, failing this, a sprinkling of a

concentrated soluble fertiliser, which should
be well washed into the soil with clear water.
Cut all fruits as they become fit for use, for,

if they are allowed to get old, the plants will

soon become exhausted. Thin out laterals to

prevent overcrowding of growth.

Runner Beans—These plants need liberal

supplies of water, especially on light, soils and in

dry weather. They should be supported by
strong stakes made secure against high winds.
A late crop rf Beans is always acceptable, and
a further sowing may now be made. The
plants from this sowing should give good pods
during September and October, provided there
are no frosts.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Wakren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aaton Clinton. Tring-.

Final Thinning of Wall Fruits.—The period
of the stoning of Peaches. Nectarines, Apricots,
and Plums will now be over, and all danger of
these trees casting their fruits at that precarious
stage is past. The fruits should now be
thinned to nearly their respective distances,
leaving, however, a few more than enough—to
be picked off occasionally in the next few days

—

as a provision against accidents. Sometimes
many fruits drop between their stoning and
their first swelling, as it is termed, and at
this time on no account should the trees be
allowed to suffer from drought at the roots.
All thinning should be completed before the
fruits reach the stage of their last swelling, for
if delayed longer it will be too late. This class
of fruit is usually thinned with the hand, but
this is by no means a good method, for where
they are set very thickly, it is next to impos-
sible to pull them off without damaging the
stems oif those left on the tree, and all too
frequently tearing away a portion of the hark
from the young wood at the same time. It is

much safer to remove the surplus fruit by
cutting them out with a sharp-pointed knife,
or a pair of strong Grape scissors, and the
work may he done quite as speedily, and with-
out endangering those that are left] as by hand
thinning. With respect to the. crop to be left
on each tree, mnch depends on the size and
strength of. the tree, also whether it is an
established specimen or still in training.
Healthy trees should be allowed to carry a
greater quantity of fruit than those showing
the least signs of debility. Young trees still in
training—unless very gross indeed—should also
be well thinned of fruit, or their progress in
filling their allotted spaces on the wall will he
hindered. Very luxuriant trees may, however,
be allowed to carry a larger crop to correct
their gross habit, and this, if judiciously done,
will in a large measure correct their robust
growth. Of the larger sorts of Peaches,
Apricots, etc.. in a healthy, full-bearing state,
one fruit to every square foot of surface

—

average for the whole covering space of the
tree—may be taken as a fair medium ; the
smaller sorts may be allowed to ripen one-
third more, according to their size and the
health of the trees. Plums should be thinned
to a reasonable extent, and not be allowed to

touch each other if on spurs; if on young
wood, and of the larger sorts, leave them fully
six inches apart. It is to be regretted that
few have the resolution to thin sufficiently, alii

being amlbitious of large crops : but by
judicious thinning, that which is lost in number
is more than made up in weight and quality.
Tt was a just observation of a deceased gardener
that " everyone ought to thin his friends'
trees." The effects of thinning, like most other
operations in gardening, can only be discovered
by comparison.

NOTES ON IRISES.

IRIS ACUTLKOR.
(IRIS ACUTILOBA AND I. K0ROLKOWI.)

It is a good many years ago now since,
through the kindness of the authorities of the
Tiflis Botanic Garden, I received some
rhizomes of the Caucasian Oncocyclus species,
Iris acutiloba. In the following year some
of the plants flowered and, knowing that I
should probably not succeed in keeping them
alive, I fertilised them with pollen of I. Korol-
kowi. I obtained some seeds, which germin-
ated with the usual irregularity and uncer-
tainty of these hybrids. The plants, thus
obtained, showed clearly the influence of their
parents, and some at least of them, those that
have survived, are both sturdier and mora

'

except that slight purplish shading partially
obscures the cream-coloured ground between
the veins, with the result that the standards
look distinctly darker than the falls.

There is something peculiarly pleasing about
the neat, clear-cut flowers with their con-
spicuous veining, and they always seem to
attract attention when they are growing among
the rest of my Regelia Irises. They are easy
to cultivate, provided that the rhizomes are
lifted in July and stored in dry quarters until
October, when they should be replanted in
well-drained, rich soil.

In another hybrid from the same cross, the
veining is of a blue-purple colour, and both
the standards and falls are rojunder at the
apex, as they are in some forms of I. Korol-
kowi. The falls tend to reflex instead of ex-
tending horizontally, and the signal patch

&
Fig. 2.

—

iris acutikor.

floriferous than either of the species from
which they are derived.
The foliage is narrow, stiff and upright,

except for the outer leaves in each tuft, which
are inclined to be falcate. The stems overtop
the leaves and are about nine inches or a foot
in height, and bear either one or two flowers.
The long, narrow spathes are entirely herba-
ceous, green in the lower part and slightly
flushed with purple near the top.

The llowers have the poise of I. acutiloba,
with the pointed outstretched outer segments
or fails of that species. In the plant illus-

trated (Fig. 2), the falls are conspicuously
veined with deep brownish purple on a creamy
white Kround. The dark signal patch of the
Oncocyclus species is very obvious, and is

formed by the coalescence of the veins. On
the style branches the purplish veining almost
wholly obscures the lighter ground, while the
broad, pointed beard is composed of scattered
dark, black-purple hairs. On the standards
the colour scheme is the same as on the falls.

is much broader, while the broad standards
are helrt erect and do not curve in to meet
one another. W. i?. Dykes.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA RADIANT.
A flower of a good new cross between L.-C.

Ingramii (C. Dowiana aurea x L. Dayana) and
C. Hardyana (Dowiana aurea X Warscewizii)

has come from Messrs. Hassall and Co., South-

gate. The shape and colour is nearest to a good
0. Hardyana, but in the more trumpet-shaped
form of the lip the influence of L. Dayana in

L.-C. Ingramii appears. The sepals and petals

are of a delicate light rose colour, the lip bright

purplish-crimson with chrome-yellow disc and
some gold lines from the base to the centres.

It is of compact habit and free growth, and
readily distinguishable from others of the

favourite class.
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EDITORIAL NO TIGE*

ADVERTISEMENTS should be B«nt to the
PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.S.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would

obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if thru

would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters

and to advertisemejits should be addressed to the

Publisher, and that all communications intended for

publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the

EDITORS. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-

torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

Special Notice to Correspondents.—The Editors

do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations or to return unused communications or

illustrations unless by special arrangemejit. The Editors

do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions

expressed by their correspondents.

Illustrations.—The Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-

tion, of gardens, or of remarkable floivers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

HISTORY OF ALOE SPICATA.

HAVING recently been risked for informa-

tion concerning this species, it may be

of interest to those who cultivate

Aloes in this country and in South Africa,

where they make prominent features in some of

the gardens, if I put upon record what
I know and have been able to find out con-

cerning it, for more confusion has probably
been made in books with this species than with

my other member of the genus.

Aloe spicata was originally described by

Linnaeus fil. in 1781 (Suppl., p. 205), from
a specimen collected in South Africa by
Thunberg. A translation of his description is

as follows :

—
" Flowers spicate. horizontal, cam-

panulate. Leaves cauline, flat, ampiexicaul,
toothed. Very similar to A. perfoliata. but

the spike and shape of the flowers very
different. From the juice of this the best gum
resin of Aloes is prepared, from the rest of

the species the cheaper kinds."

This description is too imperfect for identifi-

cation, but Thunberg, in his Dissertation on
Aloe, p. 4. published in 1785. and in his Flora
Oapensis, ed. Schultes, p. 309, gives a very-

good description of the plant which, translated,

is as follows :— " Stem 3-4 ft. high, as thick
as the arm of a man, terete, leafy at the
top. Leaves subverticillatc, spreading, 2 ft.

long, fleshy, flat, broad at the base, gradually
tapering, acute, channelled, remotely toothed.

Spike a foot long, flowering by degrees.

Flowers spicate, very densely approximate,
horizontally spreading. Bracts solitary under
each flower, a little shorter than the corolla,

broad, ovate, acute, membranous, white, with
three green veins. Corolla campanulate : the
three inner segments broader, ovate obtuse, not
united with each other, about the length of

a finger-nail, white, with a keel of three green
lines; the three outer segments narrower,
united at the base with the inner, and like

them but less concave. Stamens half as long

again as the corolla, unequal, erect; filaments

linear, somewhat tapering. white at the

base, yellowish above; anthers ovate, incum-
bent, fulvous. Style flexuose, nearly as long
as the stamens: stigma simple, obtuse. Capsule
ovate, obtuse, subtrigonous, inflexed. sometimes
with the sides flat, carinate, 4-striate, some-
times convex with a median groove, glabrous

:

dissepiments doubled. The flowers are filled

with a purplish honey-like juice. Grows in

the interior regions of South Africa. Flowering
in August."

No mention of gum-Aloes being obtained from
this plant is made by Thunberg at either of

the places above quoted, but in his Dissertation

071 Aloe, on p. 10, under the heading of

" Uses," he remarks under A. spicata, " The

pure and best juice of Aloes is obtained from

this species." Yet in his Dissertation Medicina

Africcmorum, p. 7. also published in 1785,

Thunberg states that " Aloe linguaeformis,

Linn. Sijst. Veg., ed. 14, p. 337, yields the

best and purest gum-resin of all the species

of Aloes." This, however, must be a mistake,

because at the place quoted in Linn. Syst. Veg.

no such statement is made, but on p. 338

under A. spicata, that statement does occur.

With regard to A. linguaeformis, Linn. f.

(Su/i/il., p. 206), Thunberg in his Dissertation

on Aloe, p. 8, renames this plant A. lingua,

and states that it " grows on the tops of moun-

tain at Roodezand, near (Tulbagh) Water-

fall, flowering in September." Thunberg

arrived at Roodezand on September 26, 1772,

and stayed there nearly two weeks, making

excursions to Winter Hoek, Mosterts Hoek,

Tulbagh Waterfall and the Witzen Berg during

that period.

Beyond the account I have above translated,

nothing whatever is known of A. spicata, Linn,

f. ; for Willdenaw and Kunth only knew the

plant from the descriptions of Linnaeus fil. and

Thunberg, and subsequent authors, except

Berger, have applied the name to other species.

Even the locality where Thunberg collected

it remains a mystery, for " the interior regions

of South Africa " is too vague, but by follow-

ing up the clue he gives by stating that it

(lowers in August, I thought the locality

might approximately be found by noting from

bis travels where he was during that

month. This clue, however, leads to nothing,

because during every August he was in South

Africa Thunberg was staying at Cape Town

or places not far away iron, there. And it

seems unlikely that he should have obtained

the plant from Masson, for Masson, accord-

ing to bis account of his journeys, published

in the Transactions of the Royal Society of

London, 1776, vol. 66, part 1, p. 269, was also

in the vicinity of Cape Town, or at least did

not make any journey into the interior during

the month of August whilst he was in South

Africa.

As Thunberg, however, describes the ripe

capsules it is just possible that he may have

seen the plant in September, when it was

going out of flower, and so stated the month

of flowering to be August, when it would be

in its prime. If this is the case, we find that

in September. 1772. Thunberg travelled from

Cape Town by way of Groene Kloof and

Elands Fontein to Saldanha Bay in Malmesbury

Division, then back through Piquetberg Division

by way of Tea Fontein and the right bank

of Berg River, across Twenty-four Rivers to

Little Berg River, and so to Roodezand. in

Tulbagh Division, where he collected on the

mountains a few miles around, as above men-

tioned. During September, 1773. he travelled

from Oape Town (passing Blue Berg and

Dassen Berg) to Groene Kloof (now Mamre).

thence making excursions to the mountains

around and to the sea shore and back again.

From Groene Kloof by way of Konter Berg

through Zwart Land to Saldanha Bay and St.

Helens Bay in Malmesbury Division. In

September, 1774. he journeyed from Cape Town
only as far as Mosselbanks River. Masson,

however, with whom Thunberg was going to

travel, had started earlier, and had gone by
way of Eerste River along the foot of the

Stellenbosch Mountains to the Drakensteen.

So that the plant should be searched for in

all these localities. But wherever found, the

caulescent habit, horizontal, white, campanulate

flowers, with long exserted stamens, and filled

with purplish nectar, ought to mark it as an

easily recognised species. X. K. Brown, Kew.

(7'" b< concluded).

NOTICES OF BOOKS
Landscape Gardening.*

American experts agree uhat Andrew Jack-

son Downing was the real founder of landscape

gardening in the United States. It is a proof

of his character and abilities that in his short

life he attained the highest distinction in his

profession. He died in a river disaster at the

early age of 36. Although handicapped at the

outset by obscure poverty, ill health and

scanty opportunities for education, he became

the chief authority on rural art in his country.

When only 26 years old he began the series

of Essays that are still a pileasure to all lovers

of nature and of wise and kindly writing.

In his original preface to Landscape Garden-

ing he observed that hitherto there had not

been published in America a single essay on
" The Elegant Art of Landscape Gardening."

Of the work referred to, Dr. Lindley wrote

in tihe Gardeners' Chronicle (1851) in the fol-

lowing terms: " While dissenting from some

minor points, on the whole we know of no work

in which the fundamental principles of this pro-

fession are so well or so concisely expressed,"

adding, " no English landscape gardener has

written so clearly or with so much real in-

tensity." , . „ ,

The new edition of Downing s Essays, under

the direction of Professor Waugh, omits a good

deal of matter which has little bearing on the

conditions of to-dav and which does mot pertain

to the main theme of landscape gardening.

In the preparation of his chief work Downing

admitted fully his indebtedness to British

writers (especially Repton) for the (basis of his

opinions on Landscape garden art and the

croneral trend of his ideas may therefore be

imagined by those familiar with the tendency

of gardening in this country in the early

half of the 19th century. It might be

imagined that the views on gardening of a

Youthful American of seventy-five years ago

Would necessarily appear rather ingenuous to an

English reader of to-day, but Downing s literary

style is engagingly simple, and Ihe explains with

surpassing clearness many first principles at the

elucidation of which some English authorities

have laboured heavily. Dr. Lindley s original

critique ill these columns might, therefore,

almost be reprinted as the expression of our

views to-day. .... „ f

Downing was ahead of his time in many ot

his ideas on garden art, as, for instance in

his recognition of the value of massing colour

in a flower garden in order to obtain what

painters call breadth of effect."

The book contains many little touches which

interest an English reader owing, perhaps, to

Downing" s intense admiration for the great

English parks and gardens of his day. He ad-

vised his fellow countrymen to go to England

to learn the possibilities of Ibeautv in the class

of plants known as American plants—Rhodo-

dendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, etc.

His appreciation of the handicap which

American garden owners suffered from their

lack of wealth as compared with English mag-

nates gives the most obvious date to his writing.

It would be interesting to know what Downing

would have effected for garden art in this

country had he been born on this side of the

Atlantic Like his admired Repton, Downing s

capacity has to be judged by his writings

rather than bv surviving examples of his pro-

fessional work', and no doubt, like Repton, he

would have so preferred. Under any circum-

stances his Landscape Gardening is secure of

its place as a classic in garden literature.

Edward White. __
•* Landscape Gardening, hy'An-'r " Jackson Down-

in". Tenth edition, revised liv Fr.uik A. Waugh and

imlud'nsr many chapters from Rurul Essays. John

Wiley and Sons, New York; Chapman and Hall, Limi-

ted. London.
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THE CULTIVATION OF LAVENDER FOR
MARKET.

The cultivation of Lavender for market in
this country is centred more or less around
London, and the Mitcham product is world-
famous for the delicacy of fragrance of its
oil. The plant flourishes best on a warm,
well-drained medium loam with a slope to
the south or south-west. A loam that is too
rich is detrimental to the oil yield, as exces-
sive nourishment tends to the growth of leaf.
Protection against summer gales by a copse
or wood on the south-west is also of consider-
able value, as these gales may do great damage
to the crop by causing the tall spikes to
break away at their junction with the stem.
As to cultivation, the land should first

be carefully cleaned of weeds in the autumn,
which should be burnt, and the ashes distri-
buted over the ground, together with some
ordinary wood ash if obtainable. The soil
should then be prepared by " trenching in "

a quantity of short straw and stable refuse,
but not much rich dung, and should lie
fallow until the following spring, when any
weeds remaining should be dealt with as
before, and the whole ploughed over. To-
wards late spring the young plants should be
dibbled in in rows running from north to
south, four feet apart and six feet between
the rows. These wide spaces are not more
than is necessary to allow the nlant full
growth for flower-bearing, room for cutting
flowers and for keeping the ground cfiiite clear
of weeds.
The crop is propagated from cuttings broken

off with a root or heel and planted in March,
April or September. The cuttings should be
of young growth, and should first of all be
planted three or four inches apart in a shady
spot and kept watered. In the following
spring they may be transplanted to their
proper positions in the field. Weeds should
be continually suppressed, but the hoeing
should not be more than one inch deep as the
roots of the plant spread near the surface
of the ground. Young plants should, so far
as possible, be kept from flowering during
the first year bv clipping, so that the strength
of the plant is thrown into the lateral shoots,
(o make it bushy and compact. A full pick-
ing is usually obtained from the second to the
fifth years, after which the old plants should
be cleared off and burnt, and the ashes put
upor the ground. The land should then be
ploughed, manured, cross-ploughed, and left
follow until the following spring when re-
stocking may commence.
The harvest is more or less dependent upon

the season, but as a rule it begins in the
first week of August, though if the weather
is wet it will be b»st to leave the cutting of
the flowers until later. The best oil is ob-
tained after a hot, droughty season. The
flowers should be fully open when cut, and
if required for distillation should be spread
out on the shelves or on the floor of dry sheds
until partially dry, when they are ready for
dispatch to the distillers. If required for sale
in bunches for market they can be bunched
and sent straight away after cutting, and this
Is also sometimes done when the produce is to
be distilled.

_
It is estimated that about 1,200 lb. of par-

tially dried flowers, yielding 25 pounds weight
of oil, is obtained from an acre of good land
under favourable conditions. Much, of course,
depends on the energy and careful superin-
tendence of the grower, and also on the care
taken bv the distiller in the process of d's-
(illation. Last year (1920). distillers paid £40
to £100 per ton of flowers, according to
quality.

With regard to the sale of bunched Laven-
der, the prices on Covent Garden market have
been remunerative for the past three years,
but the demand is said to vary very consi-
derably, which causes the business to be
somewhat precarious. Last year (1920i,
hunched Lavender sold on the market for
from 18s. to 24s. per dozen bunches of 20O
sticks each, and from 6s. to 12s. per dozen
bunches of 59 sticks each, according to
quality, though higher prices were sometimes
obtained for exceptionally fine produce.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
CAMELLIA RETICULATA.

Referring to this fine plant. I think the
remarks of Mr. Yorke, Iver Heath, Bucks in

Gard. Citron., Vol. LXIX., April 2, p. 167,
are correct. Ten years ago I planted Camellia
reticulata in the open among Rhododendrons; it

is now 10 ft. high and flowers every year. This
year I picked 40 perfect blooms. I

* have also
growing in the open Eucalyptus coccifera Gunnii
30 ft. high, and on a west wall Clianthus
puniceus is flowering. There are about 100 dis-

tinct Rhododendrons that provide a very beauti-
ful display in the spring. My garden is open to
visitors every Wednesday during May and
June. A. C. Lenny, The Garden House,
Saltwood, nr. Hythe, Kent.

LEPTOSPERMUM SCOPARIUM.
Dr. Cockayne, in his interesting and valu-

able New Zealand Plants and their Story,
draws attention (p. 21) to the remarkable plas-
ticity of New Zealand plants, and states as an
instance of the species which "are readily

Horticultural Society's meeting by Mr. H.
White, of Sunningdale, and by Mr. Loder, and
part of a flowering branch exhibited bv the
latter is illustrated in Fig. 3.

SAND AS A MEDIUM FOR PROPAGATING
CUTTINGS.

It is still ihe general practice in gardens
where a considerable amount of propagation
i-s don--; to use thu orthodox mixture of loam,
leaf-mould, and : and. Success is doubtless
assured by I his means, and everyone is natur-
ally rather jhary of trying newer methods
when there is always the element of uncer-
tainty. I am not here advocating anything
new, nor is it my own idea, but I am so
convinced of the merits and advantages of

propagation by the use of sand that 1 would
like to see it more genera'lv adopted.

First I will explain ihe method, and will

piesuime that I am propagating a batch of

Chrysanthemums from cuttings. The usual
plan is to prepare sixty-sized pots by wash-

Era. 3. RHODODENDRON BRACHYANTHUM.

changed in form according to change in the con-
ditions to which they are exposed." how the
Manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) "on a sour,

wet, cold soil in the mountains creeps over the

ground with its slender stems." It may not.

therefore, be without interest to some that a
single seedling among a large number, grown
in a well-drained sheltered place in the R.H.S.
Gardens at Wisley has assumed this prostrate
habit. The conditions are quite different from
those described by Dr. Cockayne as possibly
inducing this remarkable form. Fred. J.

Chittenden.

RHODODENDRON BRACHYANTHUM.
Tins interesting little Rhododendron was

found by the Abbe Delavay in the mountains
of Tsang (ban. in Yunnan, and it was described
by Franchet in 1886 in Hull. Sue. Hat. Franre.
Forest found it in 1906 on the eastern flank

of the Tali range in western Yunnan at an
altitude of 10,000-11.000 feet. It is evidently

a low-growing shrub, and Forast describes*! as

from two to five feet high. The flowers are

small, and borne in clusters of from three to

eight at the ends of the ibranchlets. They are

somewhat pendulous and carried on elongated
stalks. A conspicuous feature is the green

membranous calyx, with segments divided

almost to the base. In the south of England
Rhododendron brachyanthum has proved hardy,

and on June 7 it was exhibited at the Royal

ing, drying, and draining them, and then
making a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and
sand for filling the pots. A little sand is

scattered over the surface, and the cuttings,

after being trimmed, are dibbled in and made
firm. Compare this with the sand method.
A box or propagator in a cool-house is cleaned
aid a layer of leaves or leaf-mould is put in

the. bottom. This is covered with about 3

inches of sand sifted through what is known
as a sand sieve, and, when pressed and made
even, is watered with a fine-rosed can, so

that all the tand is saturated. When the

surplus water has drained away, the cuttings

may be inserted. The cuttings are trimmed
in the usual way, and are simply pressed into

the wet sand, which is obviously a much
quicker method than putting them in with a

setting peg and firming them. To ensure the

sand pressing closely against the stems, a

further watering is given immediately after

the cuttings are inserted. Where the stems

are not sufficiently firm to admit of their

being pressed into the sand, I always put

them in by U9ing the blade of a small budding

knife, merely making a hole and. after putting

in the cuttings, pressing the sand back, being

satisfied that the subsequent watering will

wash the sand closely against the stems. The

sand should not be allowed to become dry.

but there is la<s danger from over-watering

than in the case of mixed soil. When the
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cuttings have rooted, they may be removed

from the moist sand without breaking a single

root. I have used sand also for sowing seeds

of Tomatos, Stocks, and Asters, being of

opinion that in the young stage only moisture

and a porous, aerated soil is needed. If

pricked off early. I find that seedlings thus

raised become quite as good plants as those

sown in mixed soil. I claim for sand pro-

pagation that a poious compost is ensured.

There is no mixing of soil, no need to use a

dibber, no breaking of roots, and no damping

off. W. R.

VEGETABLES.

SALADS.

Good salads are always appreciated and

I propose to deal with the various salad plants,

giving brief cultural and other details, so

that those who wish to undertake this useful

side of vegetable gardening may have a

guide, for these forms of vegetation are

amongst the mast valuable we have.

Lettuce: This salad was introduced into

this country about the middle of the sixteenth

century; it was in use in Persia more than

2.500 years ago, and it was one that the

Romans went to no> end of trouble to have in

use all the year round. It is a fairly easy

summer crop, yet endeavour should be made
to have heads available all the year round,

which is possible with a little care and fore-

thought.
With a view to getting supplies from the

open ground as early as possible, sowings

should be made at the beginning of February,
either in a cold frame or cool greenhouse.

The seed should be sown in boxes, and when
the seedlings are large enough, they should

be pricked out into oilier boxes, tilled with

light compost, three inches apart, and grown
close up to the glass, with free ventilation

on all suitable days to promote sturdy, healthy
growth. They should be hardened off when
of sufficient size, and planted out in a warm.
sheltered part of the garden, allowing nine
inches growing space for Cabbage varieties,

and .a foot for the Cos sorts. Two or three
similar sowings should be made at about ten

days' intervals, to keep up the supplies until

those sown in the open later are ready for

use. Commence sowing in the open on a

warm, sheltered spot about the end of March,
raking the surface soil finely, and sowing
thinly in shallow drills made from 9

inches to 15 inches apart, according to

the varieties. Continue to make sniall sow-
ings occasionally during the summer, and
when thinning out replant some of those
thus removed, as they will follow the plants
left in position. Keep Lettuces well watered
at the roots, for a quick growth is necessary to

obtain tender heads.

For winter supplies that will provide a
succession until the early spring, commence
by sowing in a cold frame in drills about the
end of September, and repeat the sowing about
every ten days to the end of October. The
plants, when thinned out may be left fairly
closely together, but not crowded or they
may damp off. The thinnings should be trans-
planted into other frames, or cool houses,
where they may be protected from frosts, and
these plants will serve to maintain a continual
supply. Some of the very latest plantings
may be put out after hardening off quite
early in the spring, an3 will fill gaps likely
to occur, between the spring raised seed-
lings and those grown later in the open. Air
the plants wintered in frames, on all suitable
days, and do not allow them to suffer from
lack of moisture at the roots.
Where a shortage seems likely to occur during

the winter raise a small sowing in mild heat,
and prick off the seedlings about three inches
apart into boxes. These will provide nice, small
plants that -will prove very useful.
For varieties, I prefer, of the Cos type

Mammoth and Superb Cos, and for winter
Brown Cos and Hicks' Hardy White, whilst
my choice of the Cabbage group are All the
Year Bound and Golden Queen, with Hammer-
smith for winter cropping.

Tomatos : Probably the second most impor-
tant salad item on the list, is the Tomato.
This plant was introduced not so very long
after the Lettuce, but for somewhere about
three hundred years it was far from being
a popular vegetable, and was chiefly regarded
as an ornamental plant with bright coloured
fruits. At the present time there is an enor-
mous demand for Tomatos by the public
and many tons are sold every day in
the summer at the various markets. Under
glass it is possible to have supplies all through
the year, in fact at Aldenham we have had
four complete crops in one house alone.

Make the first' sowing in light sandy compost
early in the New Year, and raise the seedlings
in a temperature of from 50° to 55°. The
seed should be sown thinly and the seedlings,
as soon as they appear, placed close to the
roof-glass. They should be potted singly in
thumb pots before the second leaves appear,
inserting the plants up to the 6eed leaves in
a compost of leaf-soil, sand and a little loam.
Do the potting in the house where the plants
will be grown on, and warm the compost to
the temperature of the house. When potted,
water the plants well with tepid water. When
the roots have filled the pots, transfer the
seedlings to three-inch pots, using compost
of a slightly heavier texture. When the
runts have again filled the pots, transfer them
to six-inch pots, using a still heavier compost.
Place stakes in po-ition for support at the
same time as this potting is done. As the
plants become established, admit air, and
gradually increase the amount of ventilation.
The great point with Tomatos is to encourage
them to make the healthiest and sturdiest
growth pos-ible. for weakly plants very rarely
prove satisfactory. Excess of "moisture
either at the roots or in the atmosphere is
detrimental, as it tends to promote a sappy
growth, which is a frequent cause of the plants
failing to set fruits, and renders them liable
to attacks of disease.
When well rooted in six-inch pots the plants

should be shifted into eight-inch or ten-inch
pots for their fruiting period. As a substi-
tute for pots, boxes that will hold three plants
are very satisfactory. The soil should consist
of three parts fibrous loam, one part of either
decayed-leaf soil oir "spent Mushroom-bed
manure, with a good quantity of sand to
render the mixture porous. The drainage of
the pots and boxes should be efficient, and the
potting should be done firmly. Support the
mants by means of stakes, to which they should
be tied. When a fair amount of fruit is set.
commence feeding the roots with weak liquid
manure, which should be of greater strength
as more fruit is produced, but rich soil should
not be used in the early 6tages. Give the
plants plenty of clean water, and top dress
the soil now and again with rich compost
and a reliable artificial manure. As the fruits
begin to colour they should be gathered, to
conserve the energies of the plants, and
ripened in a dry, warm room. This will also
assist the fruit to attain perfection without
clacking. Three or four batches raised during
the spring from successional sowings should
serve to produce fruit up to mid-winter.
For winter supplies the plants should be

raised from seed sown in August
; the tem-

perature of the house during the growing
period .should be maintained at from 55° to
65°. Ventilation should be carefully attended
to so that by airing on all suitable occasions
the atmosphere may be kept as boiuyant as
possible ; all • the flowers should be pol-

linated by (means of a camel-hair brush. For
this croD the kind of house is important;
plenty of light and ventilation are necessary
to the plants, and the house should be devoted
entirely to the Tomatos. The plants should
be grown in pots and not planted out in the
house.
Dufing summer, successful results may be

obtained with Tomatos in frames.. The frame
should be elevated to give full facility for

the plants obtaining plenty of sunlight, and the
plants themselves should be trained from the
front of the frame upwards and close to the
glass. Leave the plants in tne pots, which
should be plunged to their rims.
As an outdoor crop everything practically

depends on the weather. Seed should be

sown early in March, in the same way as

previously advised, and the plants grown as

detailed, until the six-inch pot stage is arrived

at. Thereafter, they should be hardened off

with a view to setting them in the open at

llif end of May. If a south wall is avail-

able for planting against, this will be a decided

asset, affording the plants not only extra

warmth but protection from adverse weather.

When Tomatos are grown in such a warm
situation, allow a distance of from eighteen

to twenty inches between the plants. Edwit
Beckett.

(To be continued)

GARDENING IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

The following extracts from a letter sent by

a townsman of Eldoret, British East Africa, to

a firm of seedsmen in London, from whom he

purchased seeds and plants whilst on a visit to

this country, contains some interesting details

of gardening in British East Africa.

He writes : Some of the seeds proved a

great success. The Cinerarias have been and

still are very lovely. They have been grown

in the native clay cooking pots. Also the

Schizanthus. We managed to get a few Delph-

iniums, but these have not yet flowered. The
Antirrhinums have been a blaze of colour, as

have the Petunias. The Dahlia tubers looked

dead when we arrived. I planted them in leaf-

mould and under shade, little hoping that they

would do any good. Sixteen of them revived,

and they have been a source of great admira-

tion. One especially, a very large pink (de-

corative), has huge flowers, which against a

dark background of Arctic Pine ( ?)
gives ft

j

most handsome and striking effect.

The "Sensitive Plant" is a source of great

wonder to the natives. One old man, after

watching it for some time, asked "Can it walk
about? " The native mind here is very simple.

We are living quite away from civilisation, so

our natives have not become contaminated with

the vices, etc., of European civilisation. Yet

they are very observant. They will pick out

weeds from a box of seedlings without touch-

ing one of the sprouting seeds. They know
every weed by sight. With regard to bees they

say that when a bee goes out to collect honey
it only visits one kind of flower on that trip,

and does not mix the "nectar."
We raised three plants of Erythrina, which

are growing very slowly. The Anehusas are

a problem. We raised quite a number and
the plants made very large tufts with big leaves.

There they stick and will not throw up a

flowering stem.. I tried them once before,
about three years ago, and the same thing
happened. They developed a few flowers which
were stunted, in the heart of the plant. I

may record a very curious thing about Brus-
sels Sprouts. They are very difficult to culti-

vate in some places as they grow into vefy
big plants—but do not make solid Sprouts—more
like sprouting Kale. Here they do excellently,

and we have Sprouts of excellent Quality. One
of our next-door neighbours (twenty miles away)
cannot grow them at all. The Paeonies have
not moved yet. Please bear me in mind when
you see anything which we might add to our
garden. If you think plants will travel by all

means send plants. If not too late when you
receive this, tl would like a few Cactus Dahlias.
We saved a bulb or two of Liliums to try

—

L. auratum, etc. ; also 'Agapanthus.
An article on insect pests would make in-

teresting reading. We have one great antidote
—a species of driver ant which invades the
house and garden af intervals. In the garden
these ants eat slugs, beetles, caterpillars—every
living thing. Even in the forests the elephants
clear away from them. White ants are dreadful.
One digs manure into the soil, and in a very short

time the ants have eaten it up clean. I have
tried to obtain vaporite and even carbon
bisulphide, but they are not to be had. A
nest of white ants extends for many yards in

every direction. The queen, with a large

abdomen about the size of one's thumb, the head
and thorax being normal, is walled in. and if one
can kill her the whole colony dies out.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

PLANTS FOR UNHEATED FRAMES,
GREENHOUSES AND CONSERVATORIES.
At the present time, when there is such

a scarcity of fuel for heating glass struc-

tures, many are at a 1<jss to know what plants
may be grown to furnish the houses and to

make them attractive without the use of

fire heat throughout the year. During the
summer there is no difficulty in keeping
glass structures bright and gay with such
plants as Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, tuberous
Begonias, Salvia splendens, and other easy
growing subjects. The new race of Dianthus
Allwoodii, hybrids between the perpetual
flowering Carnation and the hardy garden
Pink, in various shades of colour, is a great
acquisition; and the plants are well adapted
as pot subjects for a cold greenhouse or frame,
flowering perpetually from May until winter;
moreover, they are perfectly hardy, very free
flowering, and have fragrant .blossoms, which
make them invaluable for use as cut blooms.
They are easily cultivated and readily increased
by means of cuttings or layers, without heat,
from May to October. In the autumn,
Chrysanthemums make a grand display, and
remain in flower until the frost sets in.

After that, with no artificial' warmth to keep
tender plants alive, the only alternative is to
furnish the houses with hardy and half-
hardy plants and shrubs, many of which are
both interesting and ornamental.

The following shrubs may be recommended
for the purpose, and many of them may be
grown for several years with a little judicious
pruning when necessary. Should they become
too large for the houses, they can be utilised
for planting out-of-doors in favourable posi-
tions in warm parts of Ireland, the south of
England, Devon and Cornwall, where they will
flower freely provided they axe protected
with mats or Bracken during very severe
weather. One of the best known and admired
of shrubs is the Camellia. This beautiful
evergreen subject will flower freely in the early
spring when grown in pots. After the plants
have finished flowering and ma.de their
growth, they should be placed out-of-doors, in
a sheltered situation, to set their buds for the
following spring. When they become too large
for the plant lionises they may be planted
out-of-doors, in a situation sheltered from
rough winds and direct sunshine.

Many of the Himalayan Rhododendrons do
well treated similarly to the Camellia. They
are showy and handsome plants with large
trusses of flower in various shades of colour,
and make splendid subjects for pot culture
to flower in the early spring. Members of the
dwarf compact section are particularly suited
for greenhouse cultivation, and are early in
flowering. A few of the best are R. racemo-
Vim, with flowers about an inch in diameter,
produced in dense clusters, white with a soft
flesh rose-pink tinge, and bright rose at the
tips; R. Early Gem, rosy-lilac, a very free
flowering variety and one to be highly recom-
mended for winter decoration; R. intrieatuni,
lavender coloured, the flowers borne on trusses
in great profusion; R. concinnum, of dwarf,
densely branched habit, with pale yellow
flowers faintly spotted on the upper petals
and produced in clusters. The dwarf, com-
pact type of Azalea amoena is very free
flowering in small pots. A. amoena, crimson
purple; A. Hexe, brilliant crimson-carmine,
semi-double flowers, freely produced in 3-inch
pots; A. obtusa, a charming free flowering,
dwarf, compact plant with vivid orange-soar-
let flowers produced early in spring; A. obtusa
alba, the white form of obtusa; A. rosaeflora,
a pretty lake-red coloured variety with double
flowers and A. 'balsaminaflora, very dwarf
with salmon-red flowers, are all good.
Myrtus (syn. Eugenia) I'gni is a compact

semi-hardy, evergreen shrub that produces
pretty pink flowers in July and August. The
fruits are jet black, as large as Black Currants,
and of an agreeable flavour; they may be
used as a dessert in the autumn. This plant
requires similar treatment to the Myrtle, to
which it is allied. Eurya latifolia variegata,

a variety notable for the great beauty of the
bright- green leaves that are variegated with
golden yellow, and scarlet towards the margin,
is a useful ornamental shrub for our purpose.
Others suitable are: Aucuba vera nana, a
pretty, dwarf, ornamental berried shrub, and
when the fruits are freely produced it is a par-
ticularly good decorative plant for autumn and
winter ; bkimmia japonica, an evergreen s'hrub
with shining leaves and scarlet berries, very
bright and effective ; Tricuspidaria dependens
(syn. Crinodendron Hookerianran), a beautiful
evergreen greenhouse shrub with red, some-
what globular shaped flowers of a brilliant
scarlet colour (see Fig. 4) ; Deafontainea spinosa,
a lovely evergreen shrub with the habit and
foliage of a small Holly, and tubular flowers of a
bright scarlet, tipped with yellow, which are
produced in August and September ; Fatsia, or
Aralia. japonica. a fine, ornamental plant with
large, palmate, shining leaves, and white flowers

;

it makes a good room plant ; Embothrium
coccineum (Flame Bush), a beautiful ever-
green flowering shrub with the richest
orange-scarlet flowers that are developed
in profusion in the spring; it is one

taken when the young wood is ripened and
placed under a hand-light or bell-glass, and
well shaded from the sun.
Many hardy herbaceous perennials and

Alpine plants succeed and flower well in cold
frames and greenhouses. Hardy Ferns, such
aa Lastreas, Polystichums, Scolopendriums,
Osmundas and Athyriums may be grown in
cool houses. The houses and frames may also
be utilised for bulbous plants, such as
Hyacinths, Tulips, Daffodils and Liliums;
also for Azalea mollis, Lilacs, Deutzias,
Spiraeas, and other shrubs in pots for spring
flowering. Hardy annuals, biennials and
perennials, seedlings of which were sown early
in the season for spring planting, may be
wintered under similar circumstances.
During the winter the warmth of the sun

may be conserved within reasonable limits
to keep the houses warm during the night.
The temperature should be fairly cool, and
plenty of air should be admitted when on
fine days. but cold draughts must not
be permitted. A light shading of whitewash
or tliin blinds is very beneficial in the
summer. John Heal, V.M.H.

Fig 4.

—

trici'simdari.v dependens Isyn. crinodkndrox hookerianum)

of the finest shrubs for the greenhouse;
Choisya ternata, an evergreen, free flowering
shrub with bright shining leaves and pure
white flowers in spring; it makes a good pot
plant, and does well planted out in a warm
situation in the suburbs of London; Myrtus
communis (the Common Myrtle), with bright,
evergreen foliage and white fragrant flowers;
a most popular plant; M. obcordata, a species
with small woolly leaves, of compact neat habit,
and with white flowers; and Philesia buxifolia,

a pretty, dwarf, evergreen shrub with showy
deep rose flowers, resembling in shape and
appearance Lapageria rosea, to which it is

allied. The roots of this plant require to be
kept moist. An interesting hybrid was raised
between these two plants and named Phila-
geria Veitchii. There are several other
shrubs suitable for growing in uuheated
houses, but those described are among the
choicest and best.

After they have flowered and made their
new growth, the plants may be placed out-of-
doors in a partially shaded situation to ripen
the wood, until frost threatens, then they
should be taken indoors again for the winter.
The majority may be increased from cuttings

PRIMULA HELODOXA.

It is pleasant, but not surprising, to observe

that Primula helodoxa has now received a First-

class Certificate from the Floral Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society. This was to

be expected, now that it has proved its high
value and beauty as a garden plant, but it is

gratifying to those who have known or grown
it for a year or two to learn that it has met
with the high approval of that careful and dis-

ci in. inating body. It is at .present in flower in

my garden, although it but lately suffered all

the severe trials of packing up and removal from

lny lata home, where it has been growing since

I obtained it through the kindness of Sir Herbert
Maxwell, in whose deeply interesting garden it

is magnificent.

It may well be called the "Glory of the

Marsh." as one can realise its effect, in such a

site, with its tall stems with their tiers oi

golden flowers docking the place. In the garden
it is also superb, and no Primula-lover, or. tor

that matter, hardy pkintsn.an who loves really

good flowers of whatever genus, should be long
without it. S.A.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors de not hold themselves responsible /or

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

A New Name for an Old Plant.—Ln your

issue of May 21, p. 242. Vol. LXIX, quoting

from the 'Bulletin of Popular Information,

issued by the Arnold Arboretum, you give

Chaenomeles lagenaria as a new name for Pyrus

japonica. On turning up the Kew Hand-Lift of

Trees and Shrub* I find that Cydonia lagenaria

and Chaenomeles japonica, Lindl, Loisel, are

given as pseudonyms 'for Cydonia japonica, and

as the date of my copy is 1902, the name is not

so new after all, though the particular com-

bination mav be'. The Kew list gives the

habitat of the plant as China and Japan.

/. W. M.

Thinning Wall Fruits.—Small, ill-placed

fruits of Apricots, Peaches and Nectarines,

should be removed from the trees without

further delay to allow the remaining fruits

every facility for swelling freely. Even if

the crop be poor, owing to the indifferently

ripened condition of the wood last season,

there will still be fruits that need removing.

Many of the improperly fertilised fruits will fall

prematurely; others swell during the

earlier stages, but fall subsequently, the

stoning process being a test of their vigour.

The thinning of stone fruit is specially neces-

sary, Geoause a large amount of plant food is

required to provide material for the

development of the stones, while the

flesh, the essential part for which the

fruit is grown, suffers. If the fruit has
set thickly, thin the weaker ones as soon
as possible. The next thinning may take place
when the fruit reaches the size of small nuts

;

the final thinning to be done after the stoning
6tage, when the fruits are then regulated
at the proper distances asunder, according
to the vigour of the tree, the size of the
variety, or the strength of the individual
branches. At the final* thinning, after
stoning, large varieties may be left eight or
nine inches apart, the smaller ones about six
inches. H.W.

Rhododendron Nellie.—This variety of Rhodo-
dendron is interesting. It is the result of crossing
a hybrid pink and white Azalea occidentalis with
pollen from the old crimson Rhododendron " The
Monitor." Most of the seedlings raised from
the cross are from pink to deep rose in colour,
and some have prominent red-brown blotches.
The variety Nellie was the only one that had
white flowers with yellow markings, the Azalea
type showing most. Another curious fact about
it is it always flowers about a fortnight later
than the pink and rose coloured forms. I en-
close a few blooms of R. brachyanthum which
I showed at the meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society on June 7 and 8. (See
Fig. 3.) I find the speeics quite hardy
so far. and it is growing in poor sandy-
soil in almost full exposure, and flowers
in quite a small state. It is fully described in
Millias' Rhododendron, p. 128. S. White,
Sunningdale Nurseries, Windlesham, Surrey.

Grafted Fruit Trees.—Newly-grafted fruit
fiees will need careful attention for some time
to come. In some cases the scions have re-
mained almost dormant, probably owing to the
long spell of dry weather experienced. Young
tiees should not be allowed to suffer for want
of moisture, and the grafts will greatly benefit
if frequently moistened. Where there is a good
union the ties should be examined and removed,
if desirable, to allow the bark to expand. It is

also very important to make secure all the grafts
that have taken and are growing freely, before
they get damaged by storms or wind waving.
Stakes sufficiently strong should be tied to the
stocks and the young shoots of the grafts tied
thereto. The stocks, especially on young trees,
usually push forth a quantity of young wood,
which is best removed as soon as the new
grafts have made some growth. But where the
grafts have failed, suitable young growths may
be trained up and budded when the proper
time arrives. II. Marl-ham.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL GARDENERS ORPHAN FUND.

The annual festival dinner held in aid of the

Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund took place on

Wednesday, June 22, in the Connaught Rooms.

Great Queen Street, London. The Might Hon.

Viscount Elveden, C.B., M.P., presided, and

there was a company of about 150, including

Lady Elveden, Sir Laurence Weaver, the Rev.

Canon Edgar Sheppard, Mr. Edward Sherwood,

Mrs. J. W. Campbell. Mr. Leonard Sutton.

Mr. E. Mainwaring, Mr. E. White, Mr. H.

Morgan Veitch, Mr. W. Cutbush, Mr. W.
Nutting. Mr. J. E. Dixon. Mr. D. Swain.

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Jones. Mrs. G. H.

Barr, Mr. Peter R. Barr, Mr. G. Cuthbert,

Mr. S. E. Cuthbert. Mr. W. Howe, Mr. and

Mrs. Geo. F. Tinley, Mr. and Mrs. G. F.

McLeod. Mr. and Mrs. D. Ingamells, Mr. A.

Dimmock. Mr. Metcalfe. Mr. C. H. Curtis.

Mr. A. Turner. Mr. George Ingram, and Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Rochford.
After the usual royal toasts had been pro-

posed and received, the Chairman gave that

of "The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund."

In proposing the toast he stated that it gave

him great pleasure to preside, for it brought

to his memory his garden, of which he was
exceedingly proud, for it was a garden of his

own making from a piece of bare Heath land.

He was glad to be present on behalf of such

a deserving oaiiLse, and it gave him great de-

light to see the beautiful floral decorations,

which also served to remind them of gardens

in which one rinds relaxation from those things

that worry and depress. There was no greater

joy than that of observing the greater fertility

of some part of one's garden or some new com-

bination of flowers. None of us could enjoy

our gardens, said Lord Elveden. were it not

for the gardeners, who are both artists and

scientists, and art and science enable us to

obtain the finest crops as well as new traits

and flowers.- I ask you. he said, to do what
you can to support the orphans of gardeners

who fall by the way, and very few of whom
are in a position to make adequate provision

for the maintenance of their children.

The Treasurer of the Fund, Mr. E. Sher-

wood, responded, and stated that it was a

matter of great regret to the Committee that

there was not a larger company present to

meet Lord and Lady Elveden, but everyone
would recognise that, owing to the coal strike,

there were few facilities for travelling late in

the evening, and many were absent on that

account. The Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund,
he said, is doing very good work, and providing

for a large number of orphans of gardeners.

If more money were available, the Fund could

do much more useful work, but the institution

was not in a happy condition financially at

the present time, as during the war it wai
not easy to obtain funds for such charities.

and the committee was forced to realise some
of the invested funds. During the past year he
regretted they had not more than paid their

way, and it had been found impossible to make
any further investments. He thanked Lord
and Lady Elveden for their kindness in being
present, and made a strong appeal on behalf

of the Fund.
Mr. Peter R. Barr, who proposed the toast of

" The Visitors," and was in a happy mood,
said as lion. auditor of the Fund he
looked forward to a large augmentation of the
funds as a result of that evening. He made
special appeal to the ladies present to give
their support to this excellent charity, and
asked them to influence their husbands in thi*
direction.

At this stage of the proceedings, the Secre-
tary, Mr. Brian Wynne, announced that a sum
of =£1.400 had been contributed, and he made
special reference to a sum of =£30 16s. 6d. col-

lected by Mr. W. Autou, Lord Elveden's gar-
dener, his lordship having kindly thrown the
gardens at Pyrford Court open to visitors on
behalf of the Fund. The principal amounts
contributed were as follows:—Lord Elveden,
=£100; Lady Elveden, =£50; Messrs. Wm. and

Ed. Sherwood, .£100; Messrs. Sutton and Sons,

.£100; Mr. Whitpaine Nutting, =£55; Messrs.

Rothschild and Sons, =£26 5s.; Mr. Reginald

Corry, =£26 5s.; Mr. Percival David, =£25; Mr.

J. M. Bridgeford, £50, including £10 10s. from
Mr. Alfred Watkins; Mr. J. E. Dixon, £.'11;

Mr. David Swain, £26 10s. 6d.; Mr. G. F.

Tinley. £25 (including 5 gs. from The
Gardeners' Chronicle, Ltd.) ; Mr. John Cull,

=£21 6s. 6d., including 10 gs. from Mr. M.
Larsen; Mr. Joseph Rochford, 15 gs. ; Mr. H.

J. Jones, 15 gs. ; Mrs. H. J. Jones, 10 gs. ; Mr.

J. F. McLeod, 14 gs. ; Mr. George Reynolds,

£14; Mr. Geo. H. Barr. 12 gs; 10 gs. each

from Mr. Edward Manwaring, Messrs. Corry

and Co.. Ltd., Mr. Edward White, Mr. G. H.
Cuthbert, Mr. Sidney E. Cuthbert, Mr. G. H.

Richards, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. G. Kindell,

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, and Mr.

William Howe, Covent Garden List, per Mr.

David Ingamells. ,£220, including 10 gs. each

from Mr. Ingamells, Mr. George Monro, Mr. -

John Collingridge, Messrs. Parsons and Co.,

Mr. Harry Miles, Mr. Raymond Rochford, 6 gs.

from Mr. Alfred Bird, =£6 from Mrs. George

Messer. £5 15s. 6d. from Mr. George Prickett,

and 5 gs. from Mr. W. A. Cull, Mr. H. O.

Larsen, Major E. J. Monro, Mr. James Brad-

nam. Mr. Jesse F. Smith, Messrs. J. Sweet

and Son, Mr. A. Dimmock, Messrs. W. T.

Ware. Ltd., Mr. F. W. Currey, Mr. A. H.

Maxwell, Mr. W. Maxwell, Mr. J. Linford.

Mr. John Kirk, Mr. Harry Jones, Messrs.

Edmund Rochford, Ltd.. and 7 gs. from -Mr

W. H. Robins.

Mr. Leonard Sutton, proposed the toast of

" The Chairman." and thanked both him and

Lady Elveden for their presence with them

that evening. Lord Elveden asked his wife to

respond to this toast, which her ladyship did

in a very happv and graceful speech.

During the evening a capital programme ot

vocal and instrumental music was rendered

by artists under the direction of Mr. Turle

Lee.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

June 23—Present: Rev. J. Crombleholme (in

the chair), Messrs. R. Ashworth, B. J. Beckton,

J Birchenhall, A. Burns, D. A. Cowan, A
Coningsby. A. Hanmer, R. N. Hartley, J.

,

Howes. A. Keeling, D. McLeod E. W.

Thompson, and H. Arthur (Secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya Magali Sander var. Purity, a beauti-

ful albino; C. Snowdon var. Princess Royal; and

Qdontoglossum violaceum (Thompsonianum >

Armstrongiae) ; one of the best of the type;

flowers of a deep Plum shade ; from S. Gratrix,
]

Esq. „

Oneidium Papilio ma/us, the true form;

Cattleya Mossiae Olympia, probably the finest

Mossiae yet seen; and Odontioda Cohnge var.

The Baroness (Oda. Coronation x Odm. crispum

The Baroness), a splendid flower very evenly
\

marked; from P. Smith, Esq.

Qdontoglossum crispum Clara Lmdsay

(Luciani x Empress of India), a heavily!

blotched variety, from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Sobralia macrantha alba, the true form, from

F. Hardy, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Cattleya Mossiae Alexander Hanm
Odontioda Eileen (Oda. Bradshawae x O
crispum Louise). Qdontoglossum Orion hat

moor var. and Cypripedium Ellis Xeedha

(Dreadnought x Lady Dillon), from A,

Hanmer, Esq.

Qdontoglossum lilacinum (eximium

Empress 'of India), and Cattleya Harold var.

Mont lllajir; from S. Gratrix, Esq.

Cypripedium Argi-Farrinaeum var. elegant

and' Odontioda Colinge var. Perfecta; fror

Messrs. Keeling and Sons.

Awards of Appreciation, 1st Class, w
awarded to Odontoglossum Doreen EdgemoL

var. O. Phyllis, 0. amabile Coeliste, O. amabile

Everest, O. crispo-solon var. Superba, Odontioda
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Mrs. Johnston, and 0. Madeline var. The
Nigger; from A. Hanmer, Esq. To Odonto-
glossum Nirvina, and O. Doreen var. viola-

ceum, from Mrs. Gratrix. Tu Odontioda
Joiceyii (Oda. Coronation x Odm. Promerens),
from S. Gratrix, Esq.
To Mr. W. G. Giles was awarded Cultural

Certificates for Odontoglossum crispum Clara
Lindsay and Odontioda Eileen ; and a similar

award was made to Mr. C. Branch for Sobralia
macrantha alba, and to Mr. J. Howes for

Brasso-Cattleya Veitchii.

Groups.
S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), was awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal for

a group of Cattleyas in variety. A. Hanmer.
Esq., Burbage (gr. Mr. W. G. Giles), was also
awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal, for a group of
Odontoglossums and Odontiodas.

NATIONAL ROSE.
June 29.—In glorious weather the great

metropolitan exhibition of the National Rose
Society was held in the Royal Botanic Society's
Gardens, Regent's Park, on the above date.
Notwithstanding the long period of hot and
dry weather, the exhibition was a large one,
and in many exhibits the quality of the blooms
was surprisingly good.
A large number of New Roses was sub-

mitted for awards, but the judges were severely
critical, and only two Gold Medals and six
Certificates of Merit were awarded.
The Rotarians who are over from America,

attending the Rotary Convention, visited the
exhibition, and several members acted as a
deputation from the Portland (Oregon.) Rose
Society and the American Rose Society, and
they brought the latter Society's awards won
by British Roses in America. The Gold Medal
for the best Climbing Rose was handed to Mr.
Elisha Hicks for Rose Climbing Lady Hilling-
don; and the Bronze Medal for the best bush
Rose was handed to Mr. Hugh Dickson for
the H.T. variety. T. F. Crozier. Mr. E. J.
Holland. President of the N.R.S.. received the
deputation and thanked the members for their
attendance, the awards, and their appreciation
of the exhibition.

NEW ROSES.

Gold Medal.
Muriel Wilson.—This large-flowered globular

(Rose was raised by Dr. Campbell Hall, and
is stated to be a perpetual-flowering variety,
suitable alike for garden and exhibition pur-
poses. The blooms are very full, ami the rich
cream-coloured petals are very broad. It is a
Tea Rose, with delicate Tea fragrance. Shown
by Mr. George Prince, Longworth.
Betty Uyrichard.—This very handsome Rose

is of lovely colouring, and will, no doubt, be-
niiin- a favourite garden Rose, but it has mil
sufficient petals to make it a useful exhibition
variety. The blooms consist of about three
rows of very broad petals, and the colour is
rich carmine pink; the newly opening flowers
are heavily shaded with deep vermilion, and
the buds are bright red. This Rose lias the
additional charm of rich fragrance. Shown
by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.
Newtownards.

Certificate of Merit.

Mrs. Oailey Fithe.r.—A quite new single-
fcwered H.T. variety of robust habit, the
bronzy growths being well clothed with very
leep green foliage. Tin. blooms are about four
inches across and of a pleasing golden buff
shade, with deeper-coloured stamens. A very
jttractive variety, with elegant, pointed buds,
and one likely to be grown by many for home
decoration. Shown by Messrs. B. R, ("ant and
Sons.

Mr* lh i, ry Howie*.—A lovely, faintly scented
H.T. Rose that promises well for garden decora-
Eon. The blooms are of lair size, shapely, and
substantial. The colour is brilliant rose-pink,
with a glow of salmon-pink in the centre of
the newly opened blooms. Raised by Mr. W.
H. Chaplin and shown by Messrs. Chaplin
BbotHERS, Waltham CroSS.

Rosa lurens, var. erecta.—A bold and flori-

ferous hybrid of the R. lucens class. It is

exceptionally vigorous, and bears abundant
clusters of semi-double, white, faintly blush
tinted blooms on dark, hairy stems. Shown by
Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt.

W. K. Wallace.—A vigorous and effective

H.T. variety with faint Tea fragrance. The
blooms are fully double, but the broad petals

are rather short. The colour is light lemon-
yellow, deeper in the centre. Shown by Messrs.

Hugh Dickson, Belfast.

Lady Craig.—In form and size this H.T. Rose
is very like W. E. Wallace, but it is of richer

colour, the- shade being pale orange-tinted

yellow, with quite pale margins to the broad
petals ; a Hybrid Tea variety, faintly scented
Shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson.

Sybil.—A blush-pink H.T. variety, and a

pointed Rose of almost perfect shape. The
petals are broad and substantial, making up a
lasting flower of useful exhibition size and form.

Shown by Messrs. Bees, Ltd.

Other Interesting Varieties.

Sovereign is a brilliant orange-yellow

Pernetiana variety that, apparently, is of

vigorous growth. The flowers are of fair

size, but not of especially good form, but

the colouring is glorious, fading to Butter-

cup-yellow, and eventually to a paler shade on

the outer petals in the case of fully expanded
blooms. It has already bad a Card of Com-
mendation. Shown by Messrs. B. R. Cant and
Sons.

Ariel is a bright and free flowering H.T.
variety, with light yellow flowers, hea .by
shaded on the outside with orange-yellow ; it has

been referred to on several occasions in these

pages, and has already received a Certificate of

Merit. Shown bv Messrs. Bees.
Adonis is a Hybrid Tea Rose of great beauty.

The flowers are shapely and of good size, and the

colour is rich cream with lemon-yellow shading

in the centre. It has previously obtained a

Certificate of Merit. Shown by Messrs. Bees.

Ltd. Innocence is a vigorous, single-flowered H.T.

variety, and has thick-petalled, single, white

flowers. 4i in. across, the stamens are orange-

yellow. Shown bv Messrs. CmPLIN Brothers.
The charming Polyantha variety. Coral Cluster,

was again shown by Mr. R. Murrell; it

received a Certificate of Merit in September.

1920. Mr. C. J. Flight is the raiser and was
the exhibitor of a white, climbing Polyantha

Rose, bearing huge clusters of blooms that are

very like those of Mrs. F. W. Flight, except in

colour ; it was unnamed.

Nurserymen.

The Championship Trophy, which requires

72 blooms of distinct varieties, is always a try-

ing class, and this year ill the unfortunate

weather conditions exhibitors must have found

it more than usually so. but it was not readily

apparent from the blooms. The competition
was as great as ever, and the quality better

than might have been anticipated.
The Trophy was won by Messrs. A. DlCKSON

ash Sons with a collection of first -class Hoses

ill which the colour arrangement was particularly

good. The very best of their many good
blooms were Madame Malpas. A. K. Williams.
Mis. Hy. Morse, Mrs. Montgomery, a new
pink in which the veining of a deeper shade is

fascinating; Lady Barham, Clara Curtis,
Defiance, a new velvety deep crimson; Her
Majesty. ('apt. Kilbee Stuart. and Betty
Hulton, a new, deep Buttercup yellow.

Messrs Frank Cant and Co. were a good
second. Their stand of very fine Roses in-

cluded extra good specimens of Juliet. Comtesse
de Cassagne, Mrs. (lis.. Marriott, Mis. .1. II

Welsh. Augustus Hartman. Florence Forrest ier.

Mrs. E. Claxton, a well-formed substantial
blush Rose, and J. B. Clark. The third prize
was won by Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, who
had an immense but perfectly formed bloom of
Mrs. Gep. Norwood, while white Maman
Cocbet. George Dickson, Fvonne Vacherot,
II. V, Marhin. Avium, and Mis. Foley Hobbs
w ere all tine.

The best 32 varieties. 3 blooms of each
were also by Messrs. Alec. Dickson un> Sons,

and here also their colour arrangement was very
good, and the general quality of the blooms
was high. We selected the following as being
characteristic—Capt. Kilbee Stuart, Mrs. Hy.
Morse, Mrs. Fred Searl, Earl Haig, Mrs. H. R.
Darlington, Leonard Petrie, and H. V. Machin.
Some of the blooms of Messrs. B. R. Cant

and Sons, who were second, were a trifle
weather stained and the colour arrangement
was not so good. Their best triplets were of
Ulrich Brunner, Caroline Testout, Coronation,
Edith Cavell and Lyon Rose ; 3rd, Messrs.
Frank Cant and Co.

There was good competition in the class for
48 blooms, distinct varieties, where Messrs.
Hugh Dickson, Ltd., were first with a superb
collection. Their best blooms were George
Dickson, Dominion, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, T. F.
Crosier, J. B. Clark, Mrs. R, D. Maclure,
Coronation, Mrs. Tom. Paul, Cleveland, and L.
Godfrey Brown. Second, Mr. Geo. Burch, who
staged praiseworthy blooms of Lady Barham,
Mrs. Henry Morse, Walter Speed. H. V. Machin
and Mrs. J. Welsh. Third. Mr. Geo. Prince.
The exhibits of 16 varieties in triplets were

\ ery praiseworthy. Mr. Geo. Burch was first,

and he had especially good specimens of
Gorgeous, Coronation, Mrs. Foley Hobbs,
Augustus Hartman. Mrs. Geo. Shawyer, H. V.
Machin, and Mrs. Hy. Morse. Second, Messrs.
Chaplin Bros., whose best blooms were of
Florence Forrestier, Mrs. Geo. Marriott. Edel.
and Geo. Dickson.

The many collections of 24 distinct varieties
of exhibition Roses were all of more than
average merit. Mr. Hy. Drew, who was first.

had excellent blooms of Mrs. Foley Hobbs,
Capt. Hayward, Lady Barbara, George Dickson,
and White Maman Cochet. Second, Messrs.
Jarman and Co., whose exhibit was not quite

SO even, but contained very fine blooms of Mis.
Foley Hobbs, British Queen, and White Maman
Cochet Third, Messrs. English and Son.

The Tea Roses in the class for 18 blooms
were exceptionally meritorious. Showing an
even collection of first-rate blooms, Mr. Ceo.
Prince won the D'Ombrain Cup. His very
best specimens were of Madame Jules Grave-
reaux. Lady Plymouth, Alex. H. Gray, Muriel
Graham, Mrs. Campbell Hall, Mrs. F'oley

Hobbs, and Man. an Cochet. Second. Mr.
Henry Drew, who had beautiful blooms of

Mdme. Jules Gravereaux. Maman Cochet.
Madame Constance Soupert and Mrs. Foley
Hobbs. Third. Mr. E. J. Hicks.

In tlie class for 12 blooms of Tea Roses the

quality was not nearly so g I. Mr. John
Mattock was Brat, His best blooms were of

Mi>. Fob-, Hobbs, Lady Plymouth, and Maman
Cochet. Thud. Mr. F. M. Bradley.

r \skets of Roses.

These classes illustrate what many persons
consider the best form of exhibiting Roses- and
they are invariably very popular with growers
and the public alike.

Tlie 1st prize of baskets of distinct varieties,

hy Messrs, Chaplin Rhos.. was a most decora-

tive effort and of very even merit Golden
Emblem, Ophelia, Edith Cavell ami Isabel, were
perhaps the very best; 2nd, Messrs. Ai I s.

DlCKSON IND Son, who had rather .smaller

I. looms; Sniistar. Elizabeth Cullen, Red Letter

Daj and K. of K. were very decorative. The
3rd prize exhibit of Messrs. Hugh Dickson,
Ltd.. included beautiful baskets of Irish Elegance
and T. K. Pinkerton.

Generally the exhibits of three baskets were
not so well arranged as in the larger class; but

the exception was the first line set of Mr. .Inns

Mattock, who had Mrs. Hy, Morse. Ophelia
and l.os Angeles well disposed; 2nd. Mr. Hy.
Purw ; 3rd. Mr. Hy. DREW.

Rive of the sis exhibitors of one basket of

111' Roses chose Fran Karl Pruschki, and with
one exception the blooms drooped quite esriy in

the day. Mr. F. M. Bradley was 1st. Messrs.
.1. I'lllou wo Sons 2nd. and Messrs. ClIM'lIN

Bros. 3rd.

The best 12 blooms el aii\ new Rose were of

Mrs. Elisha links, shown bv Mr. F. .1 Hicks
In i Lamplough, shown by Mr. John Ma
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tock. was a good second, and Mrs. Geo. Mar-
liott. by Mr. Geo. Prince, was third.

The Kilbee Stuart. Cup, offered for the best

12 blooms of distinct varieties of new Roses,

was won by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd., who
had good blooms of E. Godfrey Brown, Mrs.
H. R, Darlington, T. K. Pinkerton, Pax, Mrs.
W. A. Lindsay and J. G. Glassford; 2nd, Mr.
E. J. Hicks, whose best blooms were Mrs. H. R.

Darlington, Mrs. Hy. Morse, Mrs. Elisha Hicks,
Lady Anderson, Edel, and Mrs. Geo. Marriott.
From among nine entries Mr. J. Mattock

won first prize for a basket of Roses, with the

variety Mrs. C. Lamplough in fine condition

;

2nd, Messrs. Chaplin Bros., with George Dick,
son : 3rd, Messrs. Hugh Dickson, with Nellie

Parker.
In the class for a basket of T. or N. Roses,

one variety, Mr. George Prince won 1st prize

with lovely flowers of Mrs. Campbell Hall ; 2nd
Messrs. Jarman and Co., with White Maman
Cochet; 3rd, Mr. G. Burch, Peterborough.
The exhibits of two baskets of cut Roses not

yet in commerce were arranged in the New
Rose Tent, and were also considered by the

judges with the new seedling Roses. The
first prize was won by Messrs. Alex. Dickson
and Son, who had baskets of the brilliant

Betty TJprichard and the glowing Lady Inch-

quin. 2nd, Messrs. Chaplin Bros., who
showed splendid baskets of Mrs. Hy, Bowles
and Bessie Chaplin.

Groups of Roses.

The very many collections, of different sizes,

according to the classes, were one of the best

features of the show. They filled the whole of

the centre of the large tent, and in them were
to be found all the best varieties for garden
decoration as well as for cut blooms.
Mr. E. J. Hicks was distinctly first with his

large representative group of cut Roses on a
40 ft. run of tabling. The cross-arches of free
flowering Roses were distinctive. Of the many
large stands of dwarf Roses Covent Garden,
Ophelia, Richmond, Margaret Dickson Hamill,
Florence H. Veitch. Madame E. Herriot, Mrs.
Elisha Hicks, Hugh Dickson and Mrs. Geo.
Shawyer were strikingly beautiful. 2nd, Messrs.
B. R. Cant and Sons, who showed many good
Roses on conventional lines. American Pillar,
Christine. Augustus Hartman, Mrs. Haworth,
Mabel Drew and Mrs. Geo. Norwood were
excellent. 3rd, the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, in
whose lightly arranged collection Vanity, Pax,
Scarlet Climber and Lady Curzon found many
admirers. 4th, Messrs. H. Lane and Son.
A dignified and imposing arrangement of really

good Roses in the best varieties won the 1st

prize for Messrs. Chaplin Bros, in the 20 ft.

by 6 ft. group class. The outstanding features
were tall stems of Scarlet Climber, Ellen
Poulsen. Ophelia, Red Letter Day, Mrs.
Wemyss Quinn and similar sorts, while smaller
stands and vases contained such as Capt. Oswald
Fitzgerald, Constance, Los Angeles, Madame M.
Soupert and Lyon Rose ; 2nd, Messrs. Geo.
Jackman and Son, whose blooms continued fresh
and bright. The flowers of Lady Pirrie. Pres.
Bonche, Rayon d'Or, Mrs. Wemyss Quinn, Los
Angeles and The Queen Alexandra Roses were
the very best of a good collection ; 3rd, Messrs.
A. ,T. Allen and Co.
The method of exhibiting 36 distinct varieties

adopted by Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. was
distinctly successful, and the whole exhibit was
well worthy of the 1st prize. The outstanding
sorts were Emma Wright, H. E. Richardson,
Oolden Emblem, Los Angeles and Minnehaha;
2nd, Mr. John Mattock, who also showed a fine
selection of representative Roses.
The first prize exhibit of 18 varieties by Mr.

Frank Spooner remained bright and good all the
day. His vases of Red Letter Day, Mrs. Segond
Weber, and Miss Dorothy Mocatt'a, for example,
were very charming. 2nd, Messrs. John Jeffries
and Son. 3rd. Mrs. Geo. Burch.
A deal of attention was concentrated on the

three exhibits of 12 varieties of Polyantha
Roses. Mr. John Mattock was first, and he
included graceful vases of Edith Cavell.
Rodhatte, Ellen Poulsen, White Pet. and the
like. 2nd, Mr. Walter Easlea and Sons. 3rd.
Air. Geo. Jackman and Son.

Amateurs' Classes.
The amateur championship trophy was won

on this occasion by Mr. H. L. Wettern, Oxted,
with a high-class set of thirty-six blooms dis-

tinct. For the season it was a very fine set, and
his best blooms were of Mrs. George Marriott.

Mildred Grant, Florence Forrestier, Mrs. Corn-
v allis West, Avoca, Circe, Hugh Dickson, and
Lady Barham; 2nd, Dr. Lamplough ; 3rd, Dr.
Pallett, Earls Colne.

Dr. R. C. Turnbull, Colchester, led in the
class for two dozen blooms, and he had grand
examples of Edel, Mrs. G. Marriott, Muriel
Grahame, Mr. F. Dennison, and Nellie Parker;
2nd. Capt. W. J. Thorpe. Gloucester; 3rd Mr.
H. L. Wettern. Dr. Turnbull won 1st prize
for a dozen blooms, followed by Mr. Wettern,
while for eight trebles Capt. W. J. Thorpe was
the first of three entrants, all of whom showed
well in a difficult class. Mr. J. Hart, Potters
Bar. was the most successful exhibitor of

eighteen Roses, and was equal with the Rev. F.

E'urnside for six trebles, though we thought the
latter had rather the better set.

Mr. R. de V. Pryor won 1st prize for four
trebles with fine flowers of Candeur Lyonnaise,
Mr. J. H. Welsh, Nellie Parker, and Louise
Orette. In the small growers' classes Dr. Panck-
ridge ; Mr. R. de V. Pryor, Hitchin ; Mr.
W. G. Bambridge, Kettering; Mr. A. G. F.
Cook, Iver; Rev. R. F. Cobbold, N. Devon;
Mr. A. M. Williams, and Mr. Wettern won
the leading awards.

In the numerous extra classes provided for
amateurs the Nicholson Challenge Cup for the
best two dozen blooms shown by an exhibitor who
cultivates his Roses without assistance, was won
by Dr. Charles Lamplough, Alverstoke, with a
capital set, which included fine flowers of St.

Helena, Mrs. G. Marriott, Florence Forrestier,
Mdn.e. Jules Gravereaux and Candeur
Lyonnaise; 2nd, Mr. Gulliver Speight, Market
Harborough. Under similar conditions the Rev.
F. R. Burnside, Great Stambridge, won 1st
prize for twelve blooms in a very keen com-
petition; 2nd, Mr. F. C. Wtseman, Faversham.
Mr. A. A. Williams, Petersfield, was also
successful in this section.

The most successful metropolitan exhibitors
were Mr. J. T. Owen. Wood Green, who had
a remarkably fine six blooms and won the Boyes
Challenge C'up, and the Silver Medal for his
bloom of Mr. Foley Hobbs; Mr. J. W.
Roff. Wood Green ; Mr. W. Ribbons, Dulwich

;

and Mr. H. L. Wettern, Oxted.
The amateurs' T. and N. Trophy was won by

Dr. Vallett, Earl's Colne, with "a good set in

which the best blooms were of Mrs. Foley
Hobbs, Alex Hill Gray, Lady Plymouth, and
Mrs. Campbell Hall; 2nd, Rev. F. R. Burnside.
Mr. F. Slaughter, Steyning, showed the best
set of nine Teas and Noisettes, and won with
a lovely set including Lady Plymouth. Maman
Cochet, Mdme. Jules Gravereaux and Mrs.
Miles Kennedy; 2nd, Mr. W. E. Moore, High
Wycombe.

Amateurs' Groups.
In the amateur classes for baskets of Roses

Mr. H. L. Wettern won 1st prize for 14
blooms with the variety Margaret ; 2nd, Dr.
Panckridge, Petersfield, w-jitli, Mdme. Jules
Gravereaux. Mr. G. Marriott, Carlton, Notts,
was successful in another with the variety
Foley Holbbs, while for a basket of not more
than ten varieties, Mr. S. W. Burgess, Ton-
bridge, won 1st prize with forrr flowers of

Gloire de Chedane Guinnoisseau.
The best arrangement of Roses on a space

5 ft. by 3 ft. was made by Dr. Lacroze, Roe-
hampton, who won the Dixon Davies' Cup
with a bright grouping of garden and ex-
hibition blooms staged beneath big sprays of

rambler varieties ; 2nd, Mr. G. Marriott,
Carlton. Mrs. Sawday, Weybridge, had a
delightful arrangement of Roses in class 68 and
deservedly won 1st prize ; her basket of single
bloom was charming.
Mr. Wettern won the Orpen Memorial Cup,

in the class for a dozen vases of distinct garden
varieties of Roses and his best blooms were
df Scarlet Climber, Mrs. A. Tate, Mdme. Jules
Bonche. K. of K. and American Pillar ; Mr.
H. R. Darlington, Patter's Bar, and Mr.
M. H. Ward. Epsom, were 2nd and 3rd
respectively.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names of Plants : A. R. G. Cotoneaster
salicifolia var. floccosa.—/. E. It. X. 1,

Azalea indica var. Yodogama ; 2, Azalea sp.

probably new; 3, Escallonia rubra; 4. Catalpa
bignonioides var. purpurea; 5, Vaccinium
Myrtillus; 6, Too withered; 7. Anthericum
Liliago ; 8, Campanula bononiensis var. alba;

9, Missing; 10, Thalictrum glaucum; 11,

Philadelphus grandiflorus ; 12, P. Gordoni-
anus ; 13, P. microphallus ; 14, P. purpureo-

maculatus ; 16, A form of Rosa multiflora

;

17, Rose Aimee Vibert. We cannot identify

the other two Roses, you should send them
to a Rose-grower.

—

L. G. P. Ornithogalum
laceteum.

Potatos Diseased : H. J. It. The trouble is

due to some fungus, the mycelium of which
was present in the tissue, but the specimen
was insufficient for determining the exact
nature of the disease.

Pelargonium Leaves Unhealthy : F. S. The
warty appearance on the under-side of the

Geranium leaves is due to an excess of mois-

ture, both in the soil and in the atmosphere.
It is a condition known as intumescence, and
frequently occurs on vine leaves grown in an
excessively close, moist atmosphere.

Peach and Vine Leaves Unhealthy : J. T. The
Peach leaves exhibit the condition known as
" shot hole," but no fungus was present.

The holes are most probably due to scorch-

ing caused by drops of moisture on the leaves

acting as lenses and focusing the rays of the

sun. In the case of the vine, no disease is

present, and the unhealthy condition of the

plant is due to some wrong cultural con-

dition, most probably a defective border.

Rare Plants ; V. B. Messrs. Thompson and
Morgan, Ipswich, can probably supply you
with seeds of Ipomoea rubro-coerulea. Plants

of Codonopsis Bulleyi may be obtained from
Messrs. Bees. Ltd., Liverpool; those of Primula
Wattii from Dr. MaoWatt, Duns, Berwick

;

of Primula Mrs. Hall Walker, from Tully

Nursery, Kildare ; of Rhododendron
haematodes from Mr. White, Sunningdale,

and Rhododendron Isabella Mangles from

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans.

RoonNa a Stokehole with Corrugated Iron-

W. H. There is no objection to a roofing

of corrugated iron, provided certain pre-

cautions are taken. The corrugated iron

should be pai-ited .m both sides with black

varnish—such as the best growers paint their

hot-water pipes with, renewing it as may
be necessary—say, once in the course of tlie

year. Ventilation—not considered so much

as it should be in stokeholes—is essential,

and is best provided by leaving out alternate

bricks in the top course of the brickwork, in

order that sulphurous fumes may escape, thus

making the stokehole more endurable to the

workmen. It is not necessary to use

slates—in fact, many growers prefer iron .

to anything else, with provision for sufficient

ventilation as indicated.

Seedling Antirrhinums, Pansies, and Wall-

flowers : W. C. The plants are attacked by

the fungus Botrytis. Remove all dead and

dying parts and dust the healthy foliage with

flowers of sulphur.

Tomato Leaves Discoloured: A. H. The dis-

colouration of the leaves appears to be due to

scorching, caused by the action of strong sun-

light upon the tender foliage while it was wet.

No disease could be found.

Vine Weevils: G. T. The beetles sent are

those of the Vine Weevil—Otiorhynchus snl-

catus. They are well known pests in

vineries, but attack other fruits as well. The

grubs feed on roots of vines and other plants

and often do considerable damage. The
beetles may be killed by spraying with lead

arsenate or by hand picking at night. The
best remedy for the grubs is injections of

carbon disulphide; naphthalin and soot are

supposed also to be useful if hoed deeply

into the soil.
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harvest of 1924. The trials will be open to
all who can show that they have in their
exclusive possession new or improved varieties
or strains of any of the above cereals, and who
undertake to refrain from placing them on the
market previous to the issuing of the final report
on their merits, except with the Institute's
consent. The testing fee will be limited to the
actual cost of the trial, which will be determined
at the time of the issuing of the final reports.
At the conclusion of the trials the whole of the
seed will be returned to its owner unless the
Institute shall consent to take over the stock on
terms to be mutually agreed. All interested in
these trials are requested to apply at an early
date to the Secretary, National Institute of

Agricultural Botany, 10, Whitehall Place,
London, S.W.I, for full particulars.

Importation of Seed Potatos from Ireland.—
In order further to protect those districts in
England and Wales which, are at present free
from Wart Disease from the possible introduc-
tion of the disease on "seed" Potatos, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has
issued an Order entitled " The Wart Disease
of Potatos (Imported Irish Seed Potatos) Order
of 1921," which will enforce with regard to

"seed" Potatos imported into England and
Wales from Ireland regulations similar to those
at present applying to "seed" Potatos im-
ported into England and Wales from
Scotland. The Order will come into force
on September 1, 1931. Its main provisions
are: that all "seed" Potatos coming from Ireland
to England or Wales must .be accompanied by
one of the two declarations set out below. Any
person receiving " seed " Potatos not accom-
panied by a declaration must report the fact
to the Ministry within seven days of receipt of

the Potatos. The declaration required is either :

(a) In the case of " seed " Potatos of approved
immune varieties certified whilst growing by
the Irish Department, a declaration 'by the con-
signor correctly stating the seriail number of
the relative certificate of purity: or (b)

In the case of any other " seed " Potatos
a declaration by the consignor correctly stating
the reference number of the Irish Department's
certificate issued not more than nine months
previously, certifying that Wart Disease has not
occurred in the locality in which the Potatos
were grown.

Picea albertiana.—Reference is made in the
Bulletin of Popular Information, Vol. VII..
No. 10, issued by the Arnold Arboretum, to the
dwarf Conifer illustrated in The Gardeners'
Chronicle. May 7, 1921- Fig. 97. under this
name, which Mr. W. J. Bean, in a subsequent
issue, stated to be Picea glanca. Voes. var.

albertiana, Sargent. The /lulhtin states that
Picea albertiana is a form of the White Spruce
found only in the Gaspe Peninsula of eastern
Canada and in the valleys of the Black Hills

of South Dakota and of the Rocky Mountains
of northern Wyoming. Montana and northward.
and chiefly distinguished from the common
White Spruce of the east by its shorter and
broader cones. As this tree grows or grew a
few years ago on the borders of streams and lakes
or in groves surrounding mountain meadows
in northern Montana, it is one of the splendid
trees of the continent, rising to the height of

one hundred and fifty feet, with a trunk of
three to four feet in diameter and a narrow
pyramidal head of slightly pendulous branches.
A plant of a dwarf variety of this Spruce a
few inches high was found' by Professor Jack
near Laggan, in Alberta, in 1904, and from this
plant has been raised all tlhe specimens in culti-
vation. Thev are all conical in shape and verv
compact, and the largest of them, in Massachu-
setts at least, are not much more than two feet
high. Picea glauca is now the recognised name
aF the White Spruce, and this diwarf plant has
been named Picea glauca var. albertiana conica.
It is certainly one of the most distinct of dwaTf
Spruces, and as it can he easily and quickly
propagated from cuttings there is no reason why
H should not be within the reach of every one
interested in rock gardens, for which it is well
suited.

Mr. Alfred H. Pearson.—Of the three
brothers who manage the business of

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, Lowdliam,
Notts., Mr. Alfred Hetley Pearson, J. P.,

is the senior, and he has always devoted
the greater part of his attention to the culti-

vation of fruit trees. In 1876, after the death
of his father, Mr. J. R. Pearson, Mr. A. H.
Pearson and his brother, Mr. Chas. E.
Pearson, took over the management of the
business, then conducted at Chilwell, and
which was established by his great-grand-
father sometime prior to 1782. In 1881 all

the general nursery stock was disposed of,

such as shrubs, ornamental and evergreen
trees, and florists' flowers; and the business
was confined to the four items—fruit trees,

Roses, seeds and bulbs. Owing to the diffi-

sulty of obtaining fresh land, and also
because of the increasing smoke nuisance, the
business was removed to Lowdham in 1900,
where there is now one of the cleanest and
best planned nurseries to be found in the
United Kingdom. Quite early in his career
Mr A. H. Pearson studied at M. Louis van
Houtte's Sohool of Horticulture, at Ghent,
where lectures were given during half the

MR. ALFRED H. PEARSON. V.M.H.

day, and the remainder of the itJime was
spent in practical work in the glass-houses
or nursery grounds. M. Fred Burvenich
was Piofessor of Fruit and Vegetable Culture,
and under his genial guidance Mr. Pearson
proved such a successful pupil that he was
allowed to prune some of the grand specimen
Pear trees during his first year-f-work usually
allotted only to successsful third-year stu-
dents. Mr. A. H. Pearson is an acknowledged
expert on fruit culture and he is an interesting
and instructive lecturer on this subject. He
was co-opted a member of the committee of
the Apple Congress in 1885, and during the
same year was elected a member of the
Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit and Vege-
table Committee, of which body he has been
a vice-chairman for many years. For a
period of about ten years Mr. A. H. Pearson
served on the Council" of the R.H.S., and for
hi; services in the extension of hardv fruit
culture in Great Britain and Ireland he was
awarded the Victoria Medal of Honour in
Horticulture in 1911.

National Potato Exhibition The price list

and rules in connection with this exhibition,
which will Tie held in conjunction with the
International Potato Conference at the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, on Novem-
ber 17 and 18 next, have been issued by the
Exhibition Committee, and may be obtained on
application to the Secretary of the Royal

Horticultural Society. In drawing up the
schedule of prizes varieties of Potatos having a

distinctly commercial value have received special

consideration, as also have the best varieties

immune to Wart Disease. Besides tine open
classes, which include prizes for all distinct

varieties of white first earlies, second earlies

and mid-season and main crop varieties, there

are special prizes for coloured varieties and for

a number of dishes—from three to twelve—each
dish containing a distinct variety, either immune
or non-immune, and classes for exhibits from
liona-fi.de allotment holders and amateur
gardeners. Single prizes run from 7s. 6d.

(third) to £6 (first). The schedule is an attrac-

tive one and should secure a large number of

entries iron. Potato growers all over the country.

National Sweet Pea Society's Show and
Outing.—The National Sweet Pea Society's

Exhibition to be held at the Royal Horticultural

Hall, Westminster, on July 12 and 13, will be

opened by Lord Lambourne. During the after-

noon of the opening day a conference will be

presided over by Mr. Leonard Sutton, at which
"Mr. S. B. Dicks will lecture on " The Early

History of the Sweet Pea," and Mr. Chas. H.
Curtis on "The History of the Sweet Pea
Society." The same evening a dinner and re-

union will be held at the Holborn Restaurant,

under the presidency of Mr. Leonard Sutton, and
on Thursday. July 14. there will be an outing

to Shinfield. Reading, to inspect the Society's

extensive Trials of Sweet Peas, which have been

ably conducted by Mr. Cobb in the University

College Gardens. The outing will conclude with

a visit to Messrs. Sutton and Sons' Trial

grounds, where the Reading firm will entertain

the party to tea.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, July 11.—United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society's Committee Meeting: Bath

Gardeners' Debating Society's meeting. Tues-

day, July 12.—National Sweet Pea Society's

show at Royal Horticultural Hall. Westminster
(2 days); Liverpool Horticultural Association

(2 days); Rose show at Boskoop, Holland (4

days): Saltaire Ro^e Society's show (2 daysi.

Wednesday, July 13.—National Rose Society's

provincial exhibition at Ipswich; East Anglian
Horticultural Society's meeting and lecture, bv
Mr. C. Burtenshaw, on "Summer Bedding";
Wolverhampton Floral Fete, together with the

National Viola and Pansy Society's exhibition

(2 days); Richmond Horticultural Society's

Show. Thursday. July 14.—National Sweet Pea
Society's Outing to Reading. Saturday.

July 16.—Elstree and District Horticultural

Society's floral fete.

" Gardeners' Chronicle '' Seventy-Five Years

Ago.—The Amateur Hardener and Flower
Shows.—The amateur should feel himself

bound by every principle of taste and pro-

priety to exhibit his flowers in the best way
he possibly can, so that as neatness and ele-

gance adorn the most beautiful person, his

favourites may have every external advantage.

What an insult to Flora to exhibit Carnations

in blacking-bottles, or a bouquet in a pie-

dish! Yet both these violations of taste have
I recently seen. Apart from the good sense

and taste which will prevent such anomalous
practices, self-interest should dictate a differ-

ent conduct, for the vehicle will often regulate

our opinion of the thing contained, and the

mode of tying up may be all the difference

between a rejected and an approved bouquet.

I have known parties who have gained many
prizes at exhibitions, who yet penuriously

refuse to spend anything in tasteful boixes

or stands. Hence, out flowers appear in old

baskets. Roses in kitchen crockery, and Pansies

on the lid of an old hat-box, pierced with
holes for their reception. Much depends upon
the officers of societies for the prevention of

this vandalism, and cmnmittee-men should
hi bitually discourage everything that will

render an exhibition unfit to be an abode of

the Graces. H. B.. (lard.. Citron., Juli/ 11,

1846.

Publication Received

—

Fvrther Investigations

into the Cause of Wastage in. Export Citrus
Fruits from South Africa. Department of

Agriculture, South Africa. Price Is. 6d.
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DUTCH IRISES.

I can imagine old-fashioned gardeners saying
to themselves :

" Dutch Irises—Spanish I know
and English I know, but what are Dutch
Irises? " Dutch Irises are a splendid new race

of bulbous Irises which originated in Holland
«ind which first appeared in commerce at
the commencement of the last decade. They
have a general resemblance to the well-
known Spanish Irises, more especially to such
varieties as Flora and Rossini, but tney
have larger, more important-looking blooms ; anu
what differentiates them more particularly from
the utilitarian point of view of a gardener is

they come into bloom from ten days to a
fortnight earlier. Thus, in a fairly compre-
hensive trial which (thanks to the kindness of

the firms of Mr. C. G. van Tubergen, junr.,

and Messrs. de Graaff Brothers) I have carried

out this last season, the first " Dutch " variety
opened on May 21 and the last on June 7,

whereas the first Spanish Iris did not open until

June 8. The mention of these firms leads me
to say that included under the heading "Dutch "

there are botanically two distinct strains. The
original ono is that of van Tubergen and was
produced by the intercrossing of two early-

flowering forms of Iris Xiphium, viz., filifolia

(proecex) and lusitanica and, later, by introduc-
ing tingitana blood. Of this cross, of which the
pretty soft pale mauve David Bles is an
example, not many varieties have been saved
on account of the somewhat tender constitution
and shy blooming habit of the parent. The
second and later strain is that of de Graaff
Brothers. It originated in this way. " First

crosses were made between Iris tingitana. I.

Boissieri, and I. filfolia. The seedlings were
crossed with van Tubergen's Iris and also again
with tingitana " (extract from a letter from Mr.
Jan de Graaff to myself). From my experience
this year I have no hesitation in saying that it

is both appropriate (looking to their origin) and
also very convenient from a practical
Ca-'lf '-.er's point of view that the two should
be grouped under the omnibus heading of Dutch
Irises. They cannot be separated by their

colours, their size of blooms or by their time of

flowering.

Two questions naturally arise from what has
been said. I may well be asked :

" Have you
fo'jnl these new introductions quite hardy? "

and " What do you think of the relative merits
of the two strains? " My reply to the first is

that fortunately for the vast majority of people
we had hardly any winter in 1920-1921, hence it

was no test of hardiness for a variety to have
come through it. With no covering at all but
that of mother earth only one of the 110 that
v.ere planted last autumn in my trial bed
failed to flower or looked in any way sorry for

itself. It should, however, be mentioned that
catalogues advise a covering or protection
against frost in cold districts. My reply to the
second question is that Dutch Iris would be the
poorer were either of the two strains to be
non-existent. In making up the best dozen of

those I have grown in the trial both contribute
' their quota and there is very little to choose
between them with regard to their earliness or
the size of their flowers. If de Graaff's incom-
parable Voerman is the finest and most beautiful
of all the whites, van Tubergen's variety der
Heist is my first choice among the yellows, and
if de Graaff's Poggenbeeck is the best blue, van
Tubergen's van Everdingen takes pride of place
among the lemon and white bi-colours. The
greatest difference between then, is in colour,

for A. van Weel de Graaff gives us a bronze
variety after the type of Thunderbolt, Hercules
and Prince Henry, and J. Weissenbruch gives a

. pretty mauve self, both of which shades seem
wanting in the Tubergen strain as I know it.

Those who like Spanish Irises must also like
Butch Irises. The latter prolong the season of
these delightful flowers. For popularity the two
may be considered as earlier and later forms of
Xiphium ancestry. The newer strain, judging
bv my small experience, is much more amen-
able to pot culture than the older. Every pot,
whether of bulbs srown in Holland or at White-

well, was a show last April under glass, whereas
the less said about the Spanish varieties the
better. Both were treated in precisely the same
way, but the results were as far apart as any-
thing well could be. I can only put this down to
there being something in the blood of the Dutch
which naturally makes the difference. Readers
can now see why I am so keen about then..
They come in bloom earlier than the Spanish
Irises and so prolong the season of a very
beautiful race of flowers; they are large and
goodly to look at : and they are not so stiff-

necked as the Spanish when they are grown in

pots under glass.

bruch. s. and f. mauve. This is a very distinct
and novel variety. Hackaert, s. deep blue, f.

lavender, with a large orange centre. This is

very effective out-of-doors. Cornells Troost, s.

white, f. primrose, with a yellow blotch; Poggen-
beeck. s. deep blue, f. blue, with an orange
stripe. Good as Rembrandt is (see Fig. 5),

Poggenbeeck is an even better variety.

It is impossible to say what the future may
have in store, but as some of the very best

varieties in the trial were under number,
we may with confidence look forward to further
developments. There is room for more bronze
forms like A. de Weel, which opened on May 26,

Fig. 5.

—

iris rembrandt; one of the dutch varieties.

The twelve varieties which I am about to
mention and very briefly describe are all

excellent; no one will go very far wrung with
any of them : Apol, s. white, tinged mauve, f.

primrose with a yellow blotch; (s.= standards,
f. = falls); Jan Both, s. ivory-white, f. lemon
with an orange blotch. In this variety the falls

are extra wide. Voerman (White Excelsior)," s.

and f. pure white—the finest white; result oi i

cross between a white filifolia and Hurl \n>-
brig; Van der Heist, s, primrose, f. yellowi with
orange blotch; Ane Seheffer, s. and f. deep
blue; A. van Weel, s. purplish, f. bronze-brown.
This is the first bronze coloured variety to be
put into commerce in this section. Van
Everdingen. s. palest mauve, f- yellow with
orange blotch ; Hart Nibbrig, s. deep blue, t.

pale blue-grey, with orange blob; •! Weis >

and possibly if the addition of more tingitana

blood does not make the offspring too tender for

the ordinary English garden we may get still

earlier flowering hybrids. One variety in the

eiillei-ticm marked "424 (tingitana)" came in

bloom" on May 17. Joseph Jacob.

Shropshire Horticultural Society.—At the

annual meeting of the Shropshire Horticultural

Society held recently, it was stated that the

total receipts from the 1920 show were £15,550

6s. Id., and the expenditure £9,809 14a. 6d.,

leaving a balance of profit, alter deducting en-

tertainment tax and corporation duty, of £5,740

lis. 7<1. The Marquis of Cambridge was ap-

uinted bo the presidency for 1921. The Society

as a balance in hand of C6.230 15s. lid.
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HISTORY OF ALOE SPICATA.

(Concluded from p. 6.)

It is remarkable that although Thunberg
makes no mention of the leaves being spotted,
yet later authors have given the name A. spicata
to plants with spotted leaves. The first to
do this was Haworth, who, in 1812, in his
Synopsis Plantation Succulentarum, p. 76,
applied the name to a plant which he states
was " Introduced about 1795." and after

copying the brief diagnostic character given of

it by Thunberg (Dissert. Aloe, p. 2), he adds,
from a plant he has evidently seen, the fol-

lowing observation :
" Stem shrubby. Leaves

with some scattered white spots or
specks." And in his Revisiones Plantation.
Suci utilitarian, p. 39, published in 1821,
Hawortli gives the following description, which
is evidently made from a living plant :

" Leaves
lorate-ensitorm, very prettily speckled with
white downwards; marginal spines of moderate
size, fiery-red. Obs.—The scattered ovate
speckles or white spots [are?] on the upper
surface of the leaf and chiefly below the
middle. Marginal spines numerous ; in a hot-
house green, with the fiery-red tips looking back-
ward. Only seen in a hothouse, without flower."
When I came to Kew in 1873 I found a

very old plant cultivated there under the name
of A. spicata, which I became interested in,

partly because it was identical with plants
bearing the same name I had been familiar
with in Mr. Cooper's collection and the rich
collection of Mr. Wilson Saunders at Reigate,
and which might even have been formerly in

Haworth's collection, as Mr. Saunders had some
plants that formerly belonged to Haworth

:

and partly because it was very distinct from
all the other species at Kew. It had a stem
about 5 ft. high and U in. thick, with a crown
of ascending (not spreading) leaves about 1 ft.

long, with scattered and rather peculiarly
shaped small spots on the lower half, and red-
tipped spines, and agreed so closely with
Haworth's description of A. spicata that I had.
and still have, little doubt that it was the
plant to which Haworth applied that name,
although it certainly was not the true A.
spicata of Linn. fil. and Thunberg. This plant
died in 1877. without having flowered so far
as I am aware, and was dried by myself
;md placed in the Kew Herbarium. About a
year or two before it died the late Dr. J. G.
Baker had began to make his descriptions of
the South African Liliaceae in preparation for
the Flora Oapensin, although they were not
published until many years later, and it so
happened that I was actually with Dr. Baker
when he was making his description of the
stem and leaves of this particular plant named
A. spicata. and it is that description which is

published in the Flora Capensis, vol. 6, p. 316,
so far as relates to the stem and leaves only,
not as to the flowers, for, as above mentioned,
this plant never flowered. At the time I well
remember mentioning to Dr. Baker that I did
not think that this plant was the same as that
which Linnaeus fil. and Thunberg had described
as A. spicata. but he thought otherwise.
In 1879 a totally different plant named A.

spicata, with very much larger and widely
spreading spotted leaves was lent by Mr.
Peacock (with other succulent plants) for exhi-
bition at Kew. where it flowered during that
year, and it was from this plant that Dr. Baker
added a description of the flower-spike and
flowers to the description of the stem and leaves
he had alreadv made of the ijlant that died in

1877.

A drawing of the plant belonging to Mr.
Peacock was made for and published in Bentley
and Trimen's Medicinal Plaiits, t. 284, as being
A. spicata, Linn, f., on the authority of Dr.
Baker. From the statement made by Bentley
and Trimen it is evident that they made some
protest to Dr. Baker against Mr. Peacock's
plant being A. spicata, although they accepted
his determination, in spite of the fact that
tbe flowers jn no wav agreed with Thunberg's
description of them, either in structure
or colour. In this work the plant figured is

stated to be a native of South Africa, and the
source of gum-Aloes obtained from there.
Unfortunately it was not until long after pub-
lication that I knew anything about the work
of Bentley and Trimen, or I could have informed
them that both these statements were wrong,
for curiosity prompted me to examine the label

to Mr. Peacock's plant when it was in flower at
Kew, and I had found written upon the back of

the l?lbel the locality " Abyssinia." a fact I

recorded in the Kew copy of Bentley and Tri-
men's book, when I first consulted that work,
and on the specimen I dried and placed in the

Herbarium. That Abyssinia is the native
country of the plant figured was proved beyond
a doubt a. fewT years later when Kew received

from Berlin living plants of the same species,

stated to have been sent from Abyssinia (the

region we now know as Eritrea was the part

really intended), and doubtless they were intro-

duced from there by Schweinfurth. Tbe plant
belonging to Mr. Peacock was subsequently pur-
chased by Kew and is still there along with the

Berlin plants, or defendants from one or both

of them. This Abyssinian plant has been
described by Berger under the name of Aloe
eru, in Engler, Pflanzenreich, Liliaceae, p. 249.

So that it comes to this: the description and
figure in Bentley and Trimen's Medicinal
Plants is made entirely from the plant from
Abyssinia (Eritrea), now known as A. eru,

Berger, which has long, lax. very spreading or

recurved, spotted leaves, a rather lax spike of

drooping yellow flowers, with the stamens not,

or scarcely, longer than the perianth. While
the description given in the Flora Capensis is

made, as to stem and leaves, from a plant

believed to be A. spicata of Haworth, but not

of Linnaeus fil. and probably a native of South
Africa, and as to flower-spike and flowers from

the Abyssinian A. eru, Berger. In neither work
is a description .given of the true A. spicata

collected by Thunberg, therefore, the transla-

tion of it given above may be useful to enable

others to identify the plant. For if Thunberg's
statement that it yields a better kind of gum-
aloes than the other species is correct the

importance of its identification may be of con-

siderable value medicinally. The statement made
by Thunberg that the juice or nectar in the

white flowers is of a purplish colour appears

to me to be a very marked character. .V. A'.

Brown, Kew.

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS.

Despite the fact that these magnificent

plants flourish under conl house treatment.

they are not nearly so popular to-day as when
I was a journeyman. Seeds sown aljout now
give (-trong. healthy plants, and shallow pans
are the best seed receptacles. The compost

should consist of equal parts loam and
flaky leaf-mould, with a liberal addition of

silver sand to render the compost porous.

The pans should be well drained and the

compost finely sifted. It is a decided advan-

tage if the soil is just moist at the time

of sowing, and it should be made moderately

firm in the pans. The seeds of this Calceo-

laria are very fine, therefore the greatest

care is needed in distributing them evenly
over the fine, level surface. The merest
covering with fine soil is necessary, and
germination should be aided by placing a pane
of glass over each receptacle. Under suitable

conditions the seedlings usually appecir in

about ten days, but germination will be
uneven and take a much longer time if the
pans are not shaded during sunny weather.
The most suitable place for the seed-pans

is in a shady corner of a cool vinery. Imme-
diately the seedlings show through the soil

the glass should be removed and stronger
light allowed to reach them, otherwise damp-
ing will prove a serious obstacle to success.
Early pricking off otf the seedlings greatly
facilitates the favourable progress of the
plants, hence the necessity for performing
this important operation directly the tiny
seedlings are furnished with two leaves.

Cse silver sand very freely in making the

new compost to lessen the possibility of
serious loss through damping. Pans or small
pots may be used to accommodate the seedlings.

but I greatly prefer the pots, placing about
three seedlings around the edge of each
receptacle. As already stated, stronger light

is beneficial as the growth of the plant pro-

ceeds, but on no account should tbe seedlings
be subjected to the direct rays of the sun.
In -unny weather shading is absolutely
necessary, but do not keep the plants too dark
during dull periods.

Cool greenhouse treatment is best during
the seedling stage, but when the plants are
first potted singly they may be removed to
a cold frame situated in a cool and partially
shaded corner. Use well-drained thumb-pots,
placing bits of turf over the crocks, and employ
similar compost as before; but there is not
the same necessity for sifting it finely.

Winter the plants in 4-inch pots, transferring
them to the pots in which they will flower
about the end of March. Opinions differ as
to the most suitable size, but in my experi-
ence. 6-inch or 8-inch pots generally prove
satisfactory. The final compost should con-
sist of two parts loam and one part leaf-
mould, the whole being rendered quite porous-
by the plentiful addition of silver sand. It

i^ also good policy to add a 5-inch potful of
old soot to each two bushels of the compost. After
the spring potting has been completed the
plants will thrive best on a shelf in a light,
airy greenhouse. During the winter keep
them in full sunlight, and in as low a temper-
ature as is consistent with safety from frost.

The herbaceous Calceolaria responds well to
liquid feeding, and once the plants are welf
established in their final pots, liquid manure
may be given in fairly strong doses, and at
frequent intervale. It is. however, distinctly
inadvisable to continue feeding when the
flowers commence to show colour; soft water
will be more suitable then, and the final
staking of the plants should be performed.
Red-spider and green-fly are the two wor.-t
pests of this Calceolaria : red spider spreads
rapidly in a dry, hot atmosphere and the direct
lays of the sun must be prevented from reacn-
ing the plants in their early stages; the seconl
pest may be controlled by fumigating.
From the foregoing it may be correctly

surmised that the cultivation of this showy
flowering subject presents no very great diffi-

culties, but that the plant will not tolerate any
straying by the grower from the path of strict-

attentions to its various needs at varying times.
Th" Perfection strain offers an extremely
wide range of colour, and the flowers are
of immense size, considering the somewhat
dwarf character of the plants. Cloth of Gold"
is a lovely golden-vellow self, whilst the
variety Cloth of Silver lias chaste white
flowers. F. W. Miles.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

CYTISUS.
The members of the genus Cytisus include

several fine subjects for the em bellislimen t of the
pleasure ground ; the plants do not transplant
readily from the ground, and for this reason
should always be transplanted from pots.

They include such fine subjects as Cytisus
praecox. Moonlight Broom, one of the earliest

to flower ; C. albus ; Cytisus cinerea, one of
the best garden species—a large mass of this,

some ten or twelve feet in height, is very
beautiful, with its graceful, plumose growth, and
it has the added charm of the flowers being
deliciously fragrant. Spartium junceum. the
Spanish Broom, is also a fine garden plant,

remaining in flower for a long time. Our
native Broom with its varieties is in its way
as beautiful as any, and may be grown in large

groups in the wilder part of the grounds. The
variety Andreanus is one of the best- for garden
purposes. Cytisus Dallimorei. with rosy-purple
flowers, is fine when massed in good-sized
groups. Most of the above are tall-growing
plants, and should be pruned when they have
finished flowering. /.
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THE ROSARY.
RAMBLER ROSES IN POTS.

Most of the varieties belonging to the
Wichuraiana section respond readily to pot
culture and gentle forcing, and are amongst
the most effective of flowering subjects for in-

door decoration during the spring. Where there

is a lofty conservatory, with perhaps several

supporting pillars to furnish, the natural habit
will no doubt be the accepted form in which the
bulk of the plants will be grown. But they are

no less satisfactory, and the flowers are never
seen to greater advantage than when they pro-

trude gracefully from pendulous growths arising

from the head of a S ft. or 6 ft. Briar stem.
In common with those growing in the open

the future display depends on the amount of

young wood which is annually produced.
Towards this end pruning should be done
immediately after flowering. It is not advisable
to sacrifice the old wood without previously
examining it; sub-laterals do not appear with
the same freedom on young, naturally trained
specimens as they do on weeping standards.
With these it is sometimes a case of having to
rely entirely on this type of new growth, hence
the need for discretion, since young wood of
some kind is necessary. If appearances indicate
that it can be promoted from the base so much
the better, since one can then resort to the usual
system of pruning without much hesitation.

Otherwise it will be found best to cut back to
where there is a promising lateral.

Rather than deny the roots of any support in

their effort at wood making I prefer to shift

most of the plants into pots two sizes larger

;

big specimens not so vigorous as they might be
should have the old surface soil removed, and
be top dressed. The drainage should be efficient

in every case. Compost of a substantial nature
is essential and should consist of rather strong
loam, rotted manure, lime rubble, and bone
meal. Le Fruitier is an excellent fertiliser to

use in moderation. These ingredients, after

being well mixed together, should be rammed
firmly in the pots. The plants should then
be removed to a light house and given every
encouragement to produce strong growths.

It will be necessary to exercise care in water-
ing for a time, but the syringe should be used
freely to promote atmospheric moisture.
Ventilation during the day should be as free as

possible without creating draughts, but the
ventilators should be closed again for some time
early enough in the afternoon to husband a

certain amount of sunheat.
As growth advances feed the roots with

liquid manure and vary the application of this

stimulant with a rich fertiliser. It is also

beneficial to damp the floor, etc., the last thing
in the day with weak liquid manure.

It is easier to train the shoots of those growing
in the natural form up the roof of a house than
it is to long canes. Moreover, syringing may
be done thoroughly when the former method
is adopted.
Should any of the growths on the weeping

standards show a tendency to grow upright
the grower may be tempted to remove them, as

is mostly done with specimens in the open. With
pot plants, however, this cannot always be done,
and still make the head presentable. In suoh
oases it is worth whdle to attach a piece

of lead to the shoot with string, as soon as it

is strong enough, in order to make it droop.
There is little difficulty in obtaining long shoots
provided the foliage is kept clean. Aphis will

appear under any conditions, and while syringing
serves to keep it in check vapourising is

necessary sometimes. An excessively dry
atmosphere does not favour rapid growth, and
in addition it favours the spread of red spider.

The only remedy then is to syringe with clear

water, using plenty of water to reach the under-
sides of the leaves. The free use of the syringe

will promote atmospheric moisture, which is

necessary for the growth of such plants as Roses
under glass, and pests are always less trouble-

some on plants that are in vigorous health.

Drought at the roots is a sure forerunner
of mildew, and less air should be admitted
from the side ventilators in windy weather.

An excess of moisture combined with a
cold, stagnant atmosphere also favours the
spread of mildew. The old-time remedy of dust-
ing the affected parts with flowers of sulphur
serves its purpose very often if used in time,
and where there are only a few plants Campbell's
sulphur vapouriser is a useful thing in a Rose
house. Liver of sulphur, about J oz. in one
gallon of water, is most effectual, but, unfor-

tunately, it disfigures white paint.

Early in August the season's growth should
be r.early completed, and the plants should be

prepared for removal to the open to allow the

shoots to become thoroughly ripened. Select

a sunny, sheltered situation and plunge the pots

to their rims. Make the shoots secure and con-

tinue to feed the roots until about the end of

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTIODA HERA.

A flower of their new Odontioda Hera,
obtained by crossing Oda. Bradshawiae and
Oda. Coronation, is sent by Messrs. Armstrong
and Brown, Tunbridge Wells. The flower, which
is large and broad in all its parts, has the greater
part of the surface taken up by violet-mauve
blotches of varying size, the spaces between, and
margins being white.

The beautiful Odontioda Bradshawiae comes
from Cochlioda Noezliana and Odm. cris-

pum, but the parentage of Oda. Coronation, first

recorded in The Gardeners' Chronicle report

of the Temple Flower Show, (May 27, 1911,

Fig. 6. -H.T. ROSE MURIEL WILSON; N.R.S. GOLD MEDAL, JUNE 29. SHOWN BY MR. GEORGE PRINCE

(SEE P. 11).

September. By that time the plants should have

made hard, well-ripened shoots, and it only

remains to house the plants before bad weather

sets in. Very little water will then suffice, as it

is essential that they be given a period of rest

under the coolest conditions possible to prepare

them for gentle forcing at the turn of the

year. Under ordinary conditions, they should be

in full bloom in about four months. There are

numerous varieties of Rambler Roses, but for

the purpose in question the old ones, such as

Hiawatha, White and Pink Dorothy Perkins,

Excelsa, and Paul Transon are the most reliable.

The foregoing notes refer to established plants.

Very little, if any, satisfaction is obtained by
attempting to force plants which have not been

grown a season in pots after being lifted. T.

p. 333), when the exhibitor, Mons. Chas.

Vuylsteke obtained a First-Closs Certificate

for it a* of unrecorded parentage, still remains
in doubt. It seems to form one of the best

foundations for crossing, and Messrs. Armstrong
and Brown early recognised the fact and used

it largely, with the best results, as, for ex-

ample, in obtaining the tine and distinct

Odontioda Dauntless, Orchidhurst var. (Odm.
Arn.strongiae x Oda. Coronation), for which
they received an Award of Merit at

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

on June 7 last.

The cross Oda. Vuylstekae x Odm. eximium
has been suggested for Oda. Coronation, making
it similar to Messrs. Charlesworth's Oda. Queen

Mary, if correct.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier. Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart..

Gatton Park, Retgate.

Watering and Ventilating—Practically all

kinds of Orchids are in various stages of active

growth at this period, and it is important that

the plants receive sufficient water at the roots,

also that the atmospheric conditions are regu-

lated in accordance with the weather. Although

the nights may be warm, fire heat should not

be dispensed with altogether in the warmest
division that contains such Orchids as Phal-

laenopsis. many of the warmer-growing Dendro-

biums, Cypripediums. Calanthes, and others of

this section. The water pipes should be
kept sufficiently warm to maintain a tempera-

ture of 75° up to midnight, regulating the fires

so that the thermometer records 70° in the

early morning. The ventilators should be

closed early in the afternoon and the blinds

drawn up directly it is safe to do so without
exposing the plants to injury by scorching.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Propagation. — Many deciduous flowering

shrubs may easily be propagated at this season

from cuttings formed of young, soft shoots.

The cuttings root very quickly in a close case;

one important point is the gain in time com-
pared with the usual way of propagating during
the autumn by means oil' ripened wood. Roses
may also be successfully increased by means of

cuttings inserted now. Short, half-ripened

shoots that have just finished flowering are the

most suitable for the purpose. Such varieties

as can be successfully grown from cuttings will

root if dibbled into a bed of light soil in a
cold frame, but they root quicker and success

is more certain on a mild hot-bed of leaves and
manure. If stock plants of choice, hardy shrubs

that can be propagated by means of cuttings

are potted and placed in a propagating house,

the resulting growth will root much more readily

than cuttings taken from plants out of doors.

The same is true of Roses, cuttings of which
taken from pot-plants root very readily.

Roses.—As rambling Roses pass out of flower

they should be pruned with as little delay as

possible. Pruning consists in cutting out all t he

old flowering wood, except where it may be

Fig. 7.

—

ken wood, hampsteaii : the mansion and lake. (see p. 19.

The temperature of the house may, with advan-
tage, rise to 85° or 90? with sun heat, and the
floors and stages should be damped frequently,
soaking thoroughly the spaces beneath the hot-

water pipes. Most of the plants should be
sprayed lightly overhead and on the undersides
of the leaves on warm, sunny afternoons, in

order to keep down red spider and other insect

pests, but a damp, stagnant atmosphere should
be prevented. On warm, damp nights the top
ventilators should be opened slightly the last

thing at night.

Cattleya and Intermediate Houses—These
houses should be ventilated freely. If the out-
side temperature is higher than 50° the bot-
tom ventilators may be opened widely. The
plants should be sprayed lightly overhead both
mornings and afternoons during fine weather.
A warm, moist atmosphere should be maintained
by well damping the floor and stages twice
daily, but the atmosphere should be allowed
to become dry for about two hours in the
middle of the day. During hot weather the top
ventilators may be opened, closing them again
about 4 p.m., but the bottom ventilators should
be left partially open on warm nights. Employ
sufficient fire-heat to maintain a temperature of
65° at night.

required for extension. This encouiages the
basal shoots to make strong growth, and these
should be secured to the supports as they de-

velop. When these Roses are used for covering
pillars and pergolas certain varieties are apt
to become bare of shoots at the base. To over-
come this defect, a few shoots should be stopped
when they are about three or four feet long.

During dry weather the roots should have ample
supplies of water.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. STAWABD, Gardener to R. 0. PiLinn Hou

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Euphorbia pulcherrima (Poinsettia).—Late
rooted cuttings of Poinsettias are ready for

shifting into larger pots. The young plants
should be grown in plenty of heat and
moisture until they are a fair size, when a
cooler temperature will suit them. The plants
should be syringed overhead to keep the foli-

age clean.

Seedlings.—Seedlings of Petunia. Schizanthus,
Alonsoa, Cineraria and Primula that have not
been attended to should be pricked off without
delay. Many seedlings experience a severe
check through want of attention at this time of

the year, when other work is pressing. Seeds

of these and other indoor plants should be
sown at intervals and the seedlings trans-

planted before- they get too large.

Statice Suworowi.—Young plants of this

species of Statice should be shitted into larger

receptacles and grown on in cool frames. For
the present the flower spikes should be nipped
off to encourage sturdy crowns to develop, but
after the end of July the blooms may be
allowed to develop. A little concentrated fer-

tiliser will assist the plants to make good
specimens.

Stocks.—Sow seed of Stocks to raise plants

for winter flowering. As soon as the seedlings

are large enough to handle, they should be
pricked off into 2^ -inch or 3-inch pots. The
next shift should be into 6-inch pots, in which
the plants will flower. They may be grown out-

of-doors until the end of August, when they
should be removed under glass and have plenty
of air and light and regular supplies of liquid

manure.

Coprosma Baueriana variegata.—This is a
splendid subject for grouping, but is not grown
so extensively as formerly. Old plants that have
been a few years in the same pots should be
knocked out of their receptacles and planted
out-of-doors for a few months. Later in the
year they should be lifted and potted. This
will give them a new lease of life. Young
specimens in pots should be plunged out-ot-

dcors for the summer and removed under glass

during the autumn.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. HEDLEr Warren, Gardener to th« Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Trine;.

Strawberries.—The layering of late varieties

of Strawberries may be proceeded with. The
prolonged drought has much delayed the
growth of the plants, therefore constant atten-

tion should be given them to encourage their

[development, otherwise the resulting crowns will

be too weak for fruiting nest season. Runners
of earlier varieties are growing apace, and as

soon as the pots are moderately filled with
roots they should be detached from the parent
plants, and preparations made for planting then,

in their permanent quarters. In doing this

select the strongest plants, planting them firmly

in the soil, and if they are well watered soon

afterwards they will develop plenty of roots,

and be established before the winter. Surplus

plants may be set out in a nursery bed, where
they should be shaded and watered. If kept
dear of weeds they will make strong, stocky
specimens suitable for planting in beds or

borders during the autumn or early spring.

Grafted Trees Trees that were grafted

this spring should be examined to see that they
are not being damaged with the matting with
which the scion was fastened ; should this be the
case, the bandage should be removed and the

graft secured by another piece of matting, or

by tying it carefully at the shoulder. Scions

that are advancing in growth should be made
secure against winds or other adverse condi-

tions, as at their present stage of growth they
are easily detached from the parent stock. The
budding of most kinds of fruit trees may now
be done, but unless the circumstances are very
exceptional—such as the home propagation of

a new variety, or a good seedling—it is much
more satisfactory to purchase young trees from
a reliable nurseryman.

General Remarks.—Some of the earlier kinds of

Gooseberries are beginning to ripen, and should

be protected from birds if the fruit is required

for dessert; also the earlier kinds of Red Cur-

rants. The same remarks apply to Strawberries

growing on north borders for a late supply of

fruit; these should be netted betimes, or the

berries will be damaged by birds long before

they begin to colour. Remove all weak
and superfluous growths from Raspberries, re-

taininig only those oan.es required, (for piext

season's fruiting. Tie, or otherwise secure, the

young growths of Loganberries, as upon these

the next season's crop of fruit depends.
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FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthbk Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

CoDDed Hall, Epping.

New Vineries.—Where the planting of new
vineries is in contemplation and the structures
and borders are ready to receive the young
vines a season may be saved by planting now
rather than by deferring the work until the
beginning of another year. Canes for the pur-
pose should have been raised from eyes of last
season's growth, which by now would be in
good growing condition. ' In planting, care
should be taken not to disturb the roots except
to remove the drainage from the soil. The soil
forming the new border should be moderately
moist before the new canes are planted, and
if there is any doubt as to this condition it
should be watered and left a dav or so before
planting. This is important, for considerable
trouble is likely to arise if the soil is dry.
For some little time after planting the young
canes will require shading and syringing, but
once they gain a good root-hold shading may
be gradually dispensed with, and the young
plants allowed to grow unchecked. Where it is
desirable to have an early return of fruit, fruit-
ing canes for the purpose should be planted
alternately as supernumeraries. These latter
will fruit the following season and will in no
wise affect the permanent vines adversely, but,
on the contrary, will be of great benefit to
them, for a good return of fruit for three or
four years may be taken from them, by which
time the permanent canes, having been cropped
very lightly in the meantime, will be in a con-
dition to carry on and allow of the supernumer-
aries to be removed.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Shallots.—Shallots are fast approaching the
ripening stage, and when the leaves turn yellow
and show signs of decay, the bulbs should be
lifted and allowed to lay in the sun for a few
days. To complete their ripening they should
be laid out thinly on mats or some other mate-
rial in a dry, airy shed where they will receive
the full benefit of the sun. They should be
perfectly dry before finally storing them in a
dry room. Garlic may be treated in a similar
manner.

Spring Broccoli.—The seedlings are ready for
transplanting in their permanent quarters. ' The
ground for this crop should not have been
recently heavily manured and dug; land from
which Strawberries have been recently removed
is suitable). The ground should not be dug, but
just well cleared of weeds and rubbish. Select,
if possible, a day after heavy rain for planting,
as the work will then be much easier. In plant-
ing arrange the varieties in rotation according
to their season of maturity. This will greatly
facilitate the digging of the ground next season
when the crop is cleared.

Tomato.—Tomatos planted in sheltered situa-
tions out-of-doors are making rapid progress,
and where they have had attention in watering
the hot weather has been all in favour of setting
a good crop of early fruits. When the plants
are cropping freely they may receive slight
and frequent dressings o'f a concentrated ferti-

liser, tout feeding must be done judiciously, as
an excess of stimulants will result in coarse
growth at. the expense of fruiting. Pay atten-
tion to the staking of the plants and pinch
out all side growths, leaving only the leading
shoots.

Turnips.—Small sowings of Turnips may be
made whenever ground becomes vacant. The
Turnip fly is often very troublesome to (lie

seedlings, and it is necessary to try and pro-
mote as quick a growth as possible. Should
the weather continue dry the drills may he
drawn rather deeply and watered, afterwards
filling them with fine soil mixed with a little

artificial manure, finally covering the seeds with
the prepared soil and making it firm by tread-
ing.

KEN WOOD.

'An allusion was made in our issue of

June 4 (p. 270), to the efforts being made by
the Ken Wood Preservation Council to save
for the use of the public the house and grounds
of Ken Wood, Hampstead, for so long the
residence of Lord Mansfield, and now in danger
of being cut up for building purposes. Half
the estate, comprising 260 acres, was acquired
for an open space in 1889, and is now known
as Parliament Hill Fields. Lord Mansfield is

desirous of selling the remaining 220 acres,
which form the gardens and park of Ken Wood,
and is asking only £340,000—a small sum, con-
sidering the high value of the estate, which is

actually within the borough of St. Pancras.
Arrangements had, indeed, been already made
for the sale of the estate for building pur-
poses, when the Preservation Council was first
formed; but the completion of the arrange-
ments was postponed, and Lord Mansfield
finally consented to give the public the first
refusal of the property.
On June 11, the Council held a reception

year. The present house was built or exten-
sively altered in the early part of the reign
of George III, and is very typical of that
period. The celebrated Robert Adam did
much of the interior and exterior work; he
was a great friend of Lord Mansfield, and
wiilingly expended infinite pains upon Ken
Wood, which contains many fine specimens
of his work, notably the library, then used
as a reception room.
The belt of woodland already mentioned is

of interest, not merely on account of its

beauty, but also because it is now the only
remnant of the ancient forest which formerly
covered all this part of Middlesex. Oak, Pine,
and many other timber trees flourish, and the
Beeches are especially famous, some measuring
14 or 15 feet in girth. Near the house is an
avenue of noble Limes, of which only a few
have succumbed to the ravages of time;
Coleridge, a frequent visitor to Ken Wood,
justly described the avenue as a " cathedral
aisle." The trees are obviously of great anti-
quity, but look in excellent health. An Oak
near the avenue is probably 500 years old,
and measures 17 to 18 feet in girth.
The flower garden is curiously arranged in

-KEN WOOD, HAMPSTEAD: VIEW IN THE GROUNDS, SHOWING HIGHGATE CHURCH IN
DISTANCE.

at Ken Wood, under the presidency of Sir
Arthur Crosfield, the chairman, with the idea
of enabling those who were interested to see
for themselves the beauty of the grounds. The
weather was ideal, and the gardens, park and
woodland, can never have appeared to better
advantage. The house stands on a gentle
eminence facing Hampstead Lane, and the
grounds slope away from the terrace at the
back to the belt of woodland, east of which
lies " Nightingale Valley," one of the most
charming portions of the estate. Lakes of
varying sizes introduce variety into the land-
scape, and so secluded is the spot that the
badger and kingfisher have their habitations
on the shores.

The history of the estate is a long and
interesting one. It was bestowed by William
the Conqueror upon the Bishop of London in

1066. In 1531, it oame into the possession oi

Henry VIII, and passed subsequently through
many hands, including those of John Duke of
Argyll, and Hie Earl of Bute—the latter of
whom married the daughter of Lady Mary
Wort ley Montagu. In 1755, Lord Bute sold

Ken Wood to the first Earl of Mansfield, who
was made Lord Chief Justice in the same

sections, each section hidden from the next
by clumps of flowering shrubs, chiefly

Rhododendrons, which are a speciality of
the place, and do exceedingly well. A curiosity
in this part of the garden is a low hedge
surrounding a flower bed, composed of dwarf
Oaks, kept down to a height of about one foot,

from the ground by continual clipping; this

hedge, is thought to he at least 120 years old.

The gardens have sniftered, as is only
natural, from shortage of labour, and Mr.
Ward, the gardener, stated that the stall was
short of the pre-war standard iby ten men.
He pointed out a large specimen of the rare
Crataegus salisburiae of the golden variety.

ami a very old tree of one of the white-
flowered lvobinia (Aenciasl, said to be the
hist specimen introduced into tins country.

It would lie a thousand pities if so beautiful

an estate were cut up lor building, and thus
losl lor ever to the public of London, as lias

justly been pointed out. North London is

less rich in open spaces than South London,
and though the acreage of Ken Wood alone
is no! very large, it would make a handsome
addition to the existing spaces of llanipstea'l

Heath and Parliament Hill Fields. M.K.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be lent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

DOUBLING IN STOCKS.

IN the issue of The Gardeners' Chronicle

for July 19, 1919, (pp. 44-45), there appeared

an account, of the proceedings of the first

meeting of the Genetical Society. This

account included a statement of some of the

main results which I had obtained from

some twenty years' experimental breeding of

Stocks. In the course of this work it became

clear that most of the current ideas regarding

the production of doubles in garden Stocks

rested upon tradition, and had no foundation

in fact. Put shortly, the evidence proved

that there exists single strains which never

throw double.*, and that there are other (ever-

sporting) strains whioh always yield a con-

stant proportion of doubles—on the average

about 56-57 per cent. The output of doubles

by such ever-sporting plants was found to

be the same whatever the strain employed, and

could neither be artificially increased by high

cultivation, nor lowered by a reverse method

of treatment. The explanation is that the

behaviour of these ever-sporting singles is

due to their inherited constitution, which is

unaffected by the method of culture. Given a

pure strain, kept pure, the output of doubles

will be maintained at the same average level.

But if such a strain is crossed either with a

pure-breeding single, or with a hybrid between

an ever-sporting and a pure-breeding tingle,

the production of doubles' will be greatly

decreased.

The fact that growers of Stocks frequently

quoted a far higher proportion of doubles

than that given above—as many as ninety

per cent., or even more—led me to pay
attention to the relative vigour of the single

and the double as shown by size and time

of flowering. It was noticed that in inter-

mediate and biennial strains especially, tJhe

doubles, as a rule, reached maturity before

the singles. Consequently, at the time of

pricking and planting out, there would most
probably be a selection—though possibly nn-

concious—in favour of the doubles, which
result in the output from the plant appearing

to be much greater than it actually was, since

the discarded weaklings would generally be

singles.

Later (see p. 82, August 9, 1919, and p. 132,

September 6, 1919), these vic|ws were chal-

lenged by Mr. George Taylor, who main-

tained that the production of ninety per cent.

of doubles in culture of East Lothian strains

was not the outcome of selection, and quoted
his own experience and that of other growers
in the Lothians in support of his statement

that from any single of these East Lothian
strains ninety per cent, of doubles can be
obtained, provided that the seed parent is

allowed to attain a certain age, and hence
that the general principles outlined above did

not hold in the case of these particular

strains. It was evident that if Mr. Taylor's

belief proved to be well founded these East
Lothian strains would present a very interest-

ing problem. At the same time it did not
seem probable that the different constitution
of the ovules and the pollen which lies at the
bottom of, and accounts for, the 56-57 per-

cent, of doubles in all other ever-sporting
forms would not hold here.

In response to my request, Mr. Taylor kindly
forwarded to me seed of his East Lothian
strain, harvested from plants which had been

allowed to reach the right age, and from

which, therefore, ninety per cent, of doubles

was, in his view, to be expected. I made a

haphazard sowing of this seed from which

95 seedlings were raised. Of these, 28 unfor-

tunately were killed last winter before

flowering. The remaining 67 includes 35

singles and 32 doubles, a sufficiently clear

proof that the output of doubles in old

plants of this East Lothian strain is not, as

Mr. Taylor claims, in excess of that found

in other ever-sporting strains, but is evi-

dently round about the 56 per cent., which

is characteristic of every pure ever-sporting

single of any age and of any strain. I may
add that 11 out of these 67 plants were

brought to flower in the autumn, and of these

all but one were double. Owing to this

difference in vigour an autumn count might

evidently show a ninety per cent, result,

but that such a result is delusive would appear

as soon as the full oount was obtained in the

succeeding spring. TJufortunately, the ne-

cessity for protection from frost made it im-

possible to grow the whole batch in one bed.

called semi-double flower may be found on a
single. I have elsewhere, recently shown
(Journal of Genetics, Vol. XI, 1921), that such

abnormalities are due to imperfect ' twinning,*

and have no significance in relation to full

doubling. E. R. Saunders, Cambridge.

HORTICULTURAL BOOKS.

THE AURICULA.
Whatever Mr. W. Roberts writes about

horticultural literature is interesting and
instructive ; there are, in my opinion, few
writers, if any, on that subject who can be
compared with him. His recent paper bearing
the above title is no exception, and it is with
great pleasure that I have perused it. But he
will probably forgive me if I point out what
appear to me to be several little discrepancies

in some of his references.

The Florist's Companion, published at New-
castle with the name of John Hudson on the

title page is a tolerably rare book, for it finds no
place either in Johnson's or the Hon. Mrs.
Evelyn Cecil's bibliographical lists. Unless there

is an edition unknown to me it was not pub-
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;

VARIETY ALL-THE-YEAR-ROUND,
SON'S NURSERY.

SUTTON AND

and it has not therefore been possible to have

the culture photographed as a I had hoped.

but the photograph reproduced in Fig. 9 of the

handsome, glabrous, white strain—All-the-Year-

Round—raised in the grounds of Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, at Reading, which Mr.

Leonard Sutton kindly had taken for me
during a recent visit there of the Genetical

Society, could not be bettered. It. will be

seen that twenty-four plants, at least, were in

flower at the time, and that all were double.

Yet this strain gives no more than the usual

proportion of doubles as was proved when the

count was completed. It cannot therefore be

doubted that the constitution of all known
ever-sporting strains is the same and results in

the production, on the average, and irrespective

of the age of the plant, of about 56 per cent,

of doubles. By selection in various ways, how-
ever, a far ihigher proportion can be shown
in the flower-bed, as I mentioned in my earlier

reply to Mr. Taylor (see p. 110, August 23, 1919),

and as I have myself witnessed from year to

year in the garden of my own College.

The old idea that in order to obtain doubles

semi-doubles should be used as the seed-bearers

dies hard (see p. 157). So far as I am aware
an individual with all the flowers semi-double

is unknown. An occasional monstrous so-

lished as Mr. Roberts states in 1784, but in

1794. The title page of my copy has no date,

but it appears at the end of the preface.

Emmerton on the Auricula appears under tne
date 1816 in both the bibliographical lists

mentioned in the previous paragraph. This is

certainly an error, and Mr. Roberts may pro-

bably have relied on one or the other for his

date. The first edition of Emmerton's book saw
the light in 1815, the second in 1819. They are

both in my library. The author of "The
Auricula," like another eminent writer on horti-

ticultural literature, misquotes the title of the

famous Maddock Catalogue. My copy is sup-

posed to be unique, at least till another turns

up somewhere. It was not published by James
Maddock, but by his firm, as the copy title will

show. It is a little 12mo pamphlet of 52 cages
and its title is A Catalogue of Flowers, Plants,

Trees, etc., sold by Maddock and Son,
Florists, at Walworth, near London, 1792.

There may have been other issues before and
afterwards. Auriculas, to the number of 500

varieties, or thereabouts, are all named, as was
the custom with some of the florists' flowers,

with the raiser's name first, in the possessive

case, thus, Maddock's Conqueror, Taylor's

Invincible, etc.

It is obvious from a perusal of contemporary
literature that the Auricula was all that Mr.

Roberts writes of it, and that the varieties were
numerous as all florists' flowers have always

been. In an "Account of the Different Flower
Shows. . . in the year 1826," the Auricula stands
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first. Seventy-three pages, many more than are
devoted to any other flower, are rilled with
the names of the winning varieties of Auriculas,

the section to which they belonged, the narr.es of

the raisers, and of the exhibitors in the order in

which they were placed, and the dates and places

where the shows were held.

But if the Auricula was popular in this

country it is evident that it was quite as much
so in France and Flanders. Most of the French
Auricula literature in independent form and in

French floral treatises goes back I think rather
earlier than most of the English. C. Harman
Payne.

MR. REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND EX-
PLORATION IN ASIA.

No. 30.—The Maku-ji Pass in May.

The Maku-ji Pass is much wilder and more
difficult than ihe Chawchi, having nothing
but the mere suggestion of a track that
toils like a staircase straight up hill, and then
wastes time and trouble by toiling all the way
straight down again. When, however, it does
begin the final climb, it goes honestly enough
up a deep torrent gully towards the col, so far

overhead still that, in the last days of Mav.
it was all a snow-couloir for some five hundred
feet or so. Up there it is impossible to find

a place for tent-pitching ; so, pending further
investigations, I camped at the foot of the
climb, in a clearing with Khododendron bulla-

tum showering its scented trumpets out of

every tree, and a hundred million microscopic
black midges darkening the air. Above, impend-
ing starkly, towered awful needles of granite, tr

which carpets of green Juniper and felted alpine

Rhododendrons desperately clung ; and high
above these again soared the ruinous and dread-

ful summits, with R. aemularum shedding a
dim haze of blood over their cane-brakes and
ledges.

The way goes sturdily up along the stream.
In the milder places Androsace rotundifolia un-
furls its rather insignificant amplitude, and on
the open rocks a little white Anemone varies
to rich blue. But all, still, is fatally early :

Khododendron alone makes the glory of the
scene. The purply one of the Chawchi here
abounds more profusely than there, sheeting the
hill-sides in shades of lilac : and above this

begins the reign of R. eclecteum, in a surf of

paller over the sere Bamboos. For R. eclecteum
(F. 926), which, on the Chimili, was most often

pink and rose, is here generally a finer bush,
with larger flowers, and so unvaryingly of a
creamy white that pinkish forms are hardly one
in a thousand. On the Chawchi it was (as yet)

so poor that I took no note of it : but on the
Maku-ji it was more abundant and impressive
than I have ever seen it. But it' must yield
pride of place to another.

This is not R. habrotrichum (F. 887), finely

though this is here developed : nor even another
new species, apparently a very rare plant, only
occurring in isolated specimens, but attractive
with lax heads of pale pink bells. No, the
king of the situation, in May and June, is

a bush or snow-depressed small tree of 4-12
feet, with narrow foliage very glaucous on the
reverse, and an amazing profusion of flower-
heads, in the most amazing variety of colours,
from as soft a pure yellow as campylocarpum's,
through every shade of orange, salmon, fTame-
colour and Tomato, to as rich a rose as the
deepest eclecteum's—with innumerable diversions,
too, by the way, in freaked and flaked forms
like Ficotees, of cream or honey-colour, picked
out with salmon round the lobes and down the
ribs. In the upper woods of the Chawchi this
gorgeous species occurs as an under-tree of the
forest, but on the Maku-ji it is evidently much
more at home as a shrub of the open upper
alpine coppice, climbing still higher, too, to

L* The previous Articles by Mr. Farrer were pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 28, July 12,
August 9. August 23, September 6. September 27. 'Octo-
ber 18, November 1, November 22, nnd December fi,

1919; January 3, January 17. February 7, February 28,
Maroh 20, April 24, May 29, July 10. July 31, September
4. Ootober 2, December 4, 1920, Janumry 1. January
29, February 19, April 2, April 30, and June 4, 1921.

make whole jungles and drifts to itself on the
ledges of the uppermost scrub.
Higher still, and higher. Now we are on the

snow, and the col above looks further out of

reach than ever. Meanwhile, my readers will

have noticed a curious omission from my pages.
"But why no Primulas?" they ask. The
answer is because there was none. These ranges
are too northerly and too rugged for the soft

dell Primulas like Beesiana, limnoica (F. 923)
and helodoxa, that abound further south (espe-
cially where limestone erupts). The granite is

stern and parsimonious with Primulas, and
monotonous, too. But now the omission shall

drug in the market ! P. euosma, indeed, is dif-

ferent here, from what it was on the Chimili.

There it was of a blue so pale as often to

be white, and always to have a white margin to

the flower : here it seems always of a rich

Bluebell blue, without any margin at all. And
I need hardly say, as it is specially called the
sweet-scented Primula, that I have never, any-
where, been able tc detect in it the smallest

fragrance whatever ! As for P. sonchifolia,

this appears also to be of a richer colour than
last year's : nor does it ever seem, here, to

descend, as on the Chimili, by the torrents,

into the rills of the upper woodland, but remains

FlO. 10.—H.T. ROSE BETTY HPRICHARD. N.R.S. GOLD MEDAL, JUNE 29, AND R.H.S. AWARD OF

MERIT, JULY 5. SHOWN BY MESSRS. ALEX. DICKSON AND SONS. (SEE PP. 11 AND 24.)

be made good. A flash of blue by a waterfall,

a cry of acclaim—but only P. euosma (F. 923)
after all. Only ! A flare of purple on a rock,

less sanguine greetings : only P. calliantha after

all. And for years how I'd yearned to set eyes

on P. calliantha ! Hope rises again. A
new glory of violet, from a cane-brake : slow
and pessimistic labourings towards it : only P.

sonchifolia (F. 824) again, after all ! Here we
are, in the level, at last of the alpine Primulas
once more : and the alpine Primulas are still

only P. euosma, P. sonchifolia and P. calliantha—
' only " three of the prime beauties in their

beautiful rare. Can the heart of a collector be
so crude as to curse them for still being them
selves? I confess that, as I contemplated their

breath-taking loveliness, my spirit grew quite
tame and reconciled to them. They might, per-

haps, have been different and new species; but
how could they ever have been more be/auti

ful ? IMor is either of them, yet, precisely a

faithful to cane-brakes and damp banks between
11-12.000 feet altitude.

Gaunt and desolate above us, though, are still

the high tops. But what is that, up overhead, like

patches of moonlight among the rocks? " Rock-
akin," indeed, said the orderly, sceptically and
without enthusiasm : but I knew better. Gradu-
ally we laboured near and nearer; I was in

anguish of fear lest it should prove Rhododendron
megeratum ; of hope that it might be a yellow

cushion Primula. Neither so good as the one, nor

so bad as the other : it was a fresh Diapensia, of

singular beauty, forming wide hassocks hidden
from view beneath its profusion of ample Prim-
rose-coloured Bowers. But otherwise there was
still nothing discernible on those tops, except

a marvellous snow-bound view, and the promise

of two unknown high alpine Rhododendrons.
So, having finished with the Maku-ji for the

moment, I at length returned homeward.
Reginald Farrer.
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VEGETABLES.

SALADS.
(Continued from p. 8.)

To continue my remarks on Tomatos

:

where there is no wall, and planting :'iust

be done in the open, choose a sheltered, sunny
position, and' gnound that has been well dug.

but not recently manured. Allow a distance

of six feet between the rows and four feet

from plant to plant, securing each one to a

strong stake. Water the roots freely in dry
weather ; in wet seasons shorten the leaves

to half their length. Remove all surplus
growths as soon as they appear, so as to leave

only the main growth, and pinch the point

of this out when sufficient fruits have set.

Gather the fruits when they begin to colour,

and when frost threatens in autumn remove
all the remaining fruit-trusses and hang theim

in a warm place to ripen.

For all purposes I would give first place
to both the red and the golden form of the
variety Sunrise..

Beetroot: This vegetable is another mid-
sixteenth century introduction, and one that
was a great favourite with the Greeks. Too
great a reliance is placed nowadays on old or
store Beet, that is, roots forming the main
crop lifted and stored for winter. Far prefer-

able are young Beet of the globe type, which
may be obtained by sowing on six or eight
occasions during the summer; the roots are
excellent even when no larger than a good
sized Walnut.

Light soil is best for Beet, and for frame
work, a start mav be made on mild hot-beds,
making two or three sowings from January
to March. The compost should be about fif-

teen inches deep in the frame, and consist of
two parts loam, one part leaf-soil, and one
part sand, mixed together in a fairly dry
state. Sow in drills drawn about ten inches
apart, and thin the seedlings to eight or nine
inches asunder as soon as they are large eno'14.1

to handle. Ventilate the frames freely and
give the roots plenty of water in suitable
weather. These sowings may be followed by
others in cold frames.
For cropping in the open, prepare the soil

by deep trenching, leaving it in a rough con-
dition until the spring. If the soil is heavy
and wet in character, mix plenty of wood ash.
road scrapings, and mortar rubble with it.

Rake the seed bed finely during the first week
in May, and sow the seed in drills made two
inches deep and 18 inches apart; sow rather
thickly. Cover the seed with soil, and when
the young plants are well through the ground
thin them to about ten inches apart.
Cucumbers: The Cucumber is one of the

oldest vegetables recorded in history. The
fruits may be had all the year round where
there are properly constructed houses well fur-
nished with hot-water pipes, to provide both
top and bottom heat. Beds of fermenting
material should be prepared about a foot in
depth, and when the heat of fermentation is

on the decline, a compost of three parts turfy
loam and one part leaf-soil, to which is added
a little road grit and finely broken charcoal,
should be placed in the form of a ridge over
the bed for planting. Sow the seeds singly
in a light compost in three-inch pots, pro-
vided with plenty of drainage, cover them
with half an inch of soil, moisten well with
tepid water, and plunge the seed pot in the
bed of fermenting material. When tihe young
plants appear, place them on a shelf in the
same house, the temperature of which should
be from 75° to 80°. but never lower than
75°. Pot on the plants when the roots have
filled the small receptacles, using pots six
inches in diameter for the second potting, and
a compost consisting of equal parts light,
fibrous loam and leaf-soil. Insert the plants
up to the seed leaves, and do not pot too
firmly. Place neat stakes in position to sup-
port the stems, and grow the plants close to
tho roof-glass. Plant them in the ridge of soil
as soon as they are ready, maintain a brisk
temperature, and endeavour to obtain clean,
quick growth. Syringe the plants twice daily
and damp the walls and floor as may be
necessary to promote plenty of atmospheric

moisture throughout the day, especially in
hot weather. . Liquid manure from the
farmyard may be used for the afternoon
damping. Train, stop and thin the shoots
as required at frequent intervale, and do not
overcrop the plants in the early stages, or
subsequent results will be affected. Fre-

quently top drees . the surface of the bed, as

the roots, appear, and give the latter plenty
of food in the shape of drenchings with liquid
manure.
Keep a sharp watch for insect pests,

and when detected destroy them at once by
fumigating ; in fact regular light fumigations
are advisable, whether insects are de-

tected or not. Little ventilation is re-

quired, and when this is necessary close the
house again early in the afternoon. Cut all

fruits as soon as they are ready to prevent
exhaustion of the plants by heavy cropping.

Good results may be obtained with Cucumbers
in pits provided with hot-water pipes, during
spring, summer and autumn. The cultivation
of the plants in pits is similar to that just

set out, but care should be taken that the
foliage does not come in contact with the
glass. Attention to the plants during bad
weather is often a difficult matter, so that all

opportunities in fine weather should be taken.

Frames also give good results, when they
are set on a hot bed composed of three parts
leaves to one part long stable litter; the

materials should be mixed well together

and turned two or three times before

the bed is formed. Make the bed in a posi-

tion where all the sunshine available may
. be utilised. It is a good plan to slightly

harden the plants by placing them the

day prior to planting into the frame, in a
place where the temperature is slightly lower
than that of their growing quarters. Admit
air to the frame early in the day to dry the

moisture that condenses, on the glass, but do
not overdo the ventilation, and cover the
frame well with protecting material—both mats
and litter—when the nights are cold. Edwin

(To be concluded.)

STRAWBERRIES.

Where plants are required for the making
of new Strawberry beds Vo supply good crops
of large fruits early another year, it is most
important to secure the stock of runners as

soon as possible, so that the plants may have
ample time to develop strong, fruitful crowns
by the end of the growing season. The-

method adopted by the majority of gardeners
is to fill small pots with sweet, fertile soil, and
peg the layers thereon, or secure them iby

placing stones of a suitable size behind the
small runners until they have become well
established. The points of the runners should
be pinched just beyond the one selected, and
the soil kept well moistened during bright,
sunny weather, using a medium-sized rosed
can in preference to a somewhat coarse one.
In the meantime, prepare a suitable piece of
ground thoroughly in a warm, sheltered position,
and, as soon as the plants are well rooted, set
them out rather firmly and supply the roots
with water until they have become well estab-
lished. All runners should be removed as fast

as they appear, the beds kept free from weeds,
and the soil gently stirred at intervals with the
hoe. With care, these plants should produce
excellent fruits several days earlier than older
plants on permanent beds.

I usually set out a good batch of forced plants
as early as possible after they have been turned
out of the houses, and from these obtain a
splendid crop of large berries the following
year. They are planted about two feet apart,
and a single line of Lettuces is grown between
tho rows, with good results. Previous to turn-
ing the plants out o'f the pots, the balls of
soil are thoroughly soaked with water. The roots
are then disentangled and planted firmly, followed
by a good watering to settle the loose soil on the
top. The Lettuces are usually cleared off before
they interfere with the Strawberry plants.

H. Markham, Wrotham Park Gardens,
Bo 1 net.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
.
[The Edittrt do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Freesias.—I fully agree with " Scribe's " re-

hiarks about the type of the Freesia (see p.
312, Vol. LXIX). As tastes vary, it will he a
big mistake for raisers to work for one and only
one type. The ideal flower should, I consider,
have pure self colour, size, substance, shape,
good stem, and scent ; for every one of this

type that is raised there will be hundreds of
intermediate forms to please other tastes. I

take Apogee, raised by Messrs. Van Tubergen,
as my ideal variety in commerce. There has
been a far greater demand for this variety
than any other. To show that Freesias are
capable of withstanding a good deal of rough
treatment, I left some small corms in a box
when potting in August. 1919. This box was
put on a shelf and forgotten till the following
May or June, when it was found that new
corms had been formed on top of the old ones.
These new corms were put in a box in August,
1920, and grown on with the rest of the
Freesias. They made growth at once and
quicker than any others and are in some cases
carrying seed, and I expect to get good first-

size 0011ms When I shake them out this month.
I out my first coloured blooms on February 1,

and my last from plants in frames on June 23,

and was not without blooms during the
whole of that period. Considering the
excessive sun and heat we have had for

so many weeks, this is a long flowering
period. I am harvesting my seed now and
should like to know from other growers, if

they are raisers, whethe'r certain varieties are
almost sterile. I find some give little or no
results either as seed or pollen parent; others,

and, of course, the more inferior sorts, are very
free seeders. G. H. Valrymple.

Cinerarias.—Supplementing my remarks on
Cinerarias, on page 3, I would state

that the plants are vigorous in root

action, and appreciate, after the first potting,

a rougher compost enriched with a little fertiliser

and some sjienit Mushroom-bed manure. Nothing
appears to be gained by hard potting, but
good drainage is essential. Moisture, combined
with cool and airy surroundings encourages free

growth, and at the same time does not favour

the spread oif aphis. In summer, therefore, the

plants should be grown as hardy as possible,

and while some light shading is necessary in

bright, weather, it should not be overdone. Until

the roots are growing freely in the new soil

great care is necessary in watering, Ibuit a gentle

spraying overhead the last thing on bright

days is beneficial. Towards the end of August
the light may be removed entirely, when the

weather is favourable, the night dews being of

much benefit to the plants. A heated pit

should be prepared to receive the plants early

in October. It is necessary to fumigate the

house or pit occasionally, and finally just before

the plants are set up in the flowering house.

Those intended to bloom when the days are

growing longer will respond to moderate feed-

ing much ibetter than those which are brought

on to iflower in mid-winter. Grower.

Anchusa italica var. Dropmore.—This plant is

unrivalled] among the flowering su'bjects for

blooming during the later part of Mav and June.

As a border plant, in the wild garden, by the

lake side, or on a large lawn bed, it is equally

appropriate and effective. In spite of this, one

hears frequent complaints that the plant is apt

to die out. This occurs if it is not frequently

propagated by means of root cuttings, which

afford a ready means of increase. When plant-

ing Anchusas during the autumn we save some

of the roots, make them into root cuttings about

three inches in length, and dibble them closely

in deep cutting boxes, which are stood in a cold

frame during the winter. In the spring, when
starting into growth, the plants are set out in

the nursery. Such plants will flower during the

summer, but the flower stems should be cut

out, as the object is to grow strong clumps

for autumn planting. Where propagation by
this method has been neglected, it may still be

done when the old plants are being cleared out.

C.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Holland House show was a splendid

success on the above dates, and whether this is,

or is not, the last of a fine series of exhibitions

held in the famous Kensington gardens, it

will go down to liistory as a grand exhibition

of British horticultural produce. 'Die arrange-

ments were excellent, if we except some very
dark canvas of one of the tents ; the big mar-
quee was spacious, aimply ventilated, and there

was plenty of room for a fine display and for the
visitors to view it. The leading features were
hardy border flowers, Roses and Sweet Peas

—

wonderfully fine notwithstanding the hot season,

JULY 5, 6 and 7.

J. E. Shill, Richard G. Thwaites, Arthur Dye,
H. G. Alexander, Fred. K. Sander,' J. Wilson
Potter, Gurney Wilson, J. T. Barker, 'Charles
H. Curtis, and C. J. Lucas.

Fifteen novelties were submitted for award
compared with seventy at the Chelsea Show,

Awards.
First-Class Cektificatb.

Odontiodd Magna rubra [Odd. Coronation
x Odm. hybrid), from Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown, Orehidhurst, Tunbridge Wells. The
plant bore a fine spike of large and perfectly-

Cattleya Comet var. Leonora, C. Warscewiczii
Mrs. E. Ashworth and C. Dupreana were re-
markable among the Gattleyas.
The showy Odontoglossunis included Odms.

Gattonthella, Lambardeanum, Gatton Princess,
Ardentissimuni Memoria, J. Gurney Fowler,
Queen of Gatton, and other Gatton hybrids; the
most effective of the brightly-coloured Odon-
tiodas were Oda. Lady Colman, one of the best
of its class; Oda. Princess Bibesco, Oda. Papalio
gattonense, and Oda. Royal Gem. A pretty
effect was made by the judicious use of many
handsome Miltonias, and the botanical interest

-

stove and greenhouse plants, including grand dis-

plays of Begonias and Gloxinias; formal gardens
and rock gardens, Orchids, Carnations and
Pinks, and pot fruit trees.

There were few outstanding novelties, but
the Floral Committee had 66 plants and flowers
placed before it and eventually selected seventeen
for Awards of Merit. Bright weather favoured
the opening day, and the attendance was good

Tlie judges and Standing Committees were en-

tertained at luncheon, by the Council on the
opening day, and the President, Lord Lam-
bourne, in proposing the toasts of the judges and
Standing Committees, associated with the toasts
the names of Messrs. W. Poupart and George
Paul, who made suitable responses. Mr. Paul
made the interesting statement that he had been
associated with the R.H.S. exhibitions for sixty-
two years.

Orchid Committee.

Prmint: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., in the
chair and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Secretary),
W. H. Wnite, E. R. Ashton, T. Armstrong,

FlG. 11.—HOLLAND HOUSE, KENSINGTON.

formed flowers of bright scarlet colour shaded
with cheery-red and having a slight white mar-
gin and front to the lip.

Award of Merit.

Lotlio-Cattleya Soulangt Italii'8 rurieti/ [L.-C.)
Lustre x C. Dowiana aureu). A large well-

formed flower with rose-pink sepals and petals.

The lip is broad, coloured ruby-crimson in front

and has a pale yellow disc.

Groups.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, Gatton Park.
Surrey (gr., Mr. J. Collier), the most consistent
amateur exhibitor of Orchids at the Society's

shows, staged a large and very effective group,
many of the hybrids being of exceptionally good
varieties raised at Gatton Park. The group
also was rendered specially interesting by reason

of the number of rare and pretty species

included.

The centre was of Laelio-Cattleyas, chiefly of

the white petalled kinds, with richly-coloured

laln'lliMiis. the farms of L.-C. Canhamiana alba,

and L.-C. Isabel Sander being conspicuous.

was maintained, by, among others, Anguloa
Cliftonii, the rare A. brevilalbus, the albino
Cypripedum Lawrenceanum Hyeanum and C.
Curtisii Sanderae, Nanodes Medusae, some sin-

gular Erias, the remarkable Lycaste Locusta,
species of Masdevallia, the rare Choudrorhyncha
Lendyana, Sarcochilus Ceciliae, species of Pro-
menaea and Dendrobiuins were also noticed.

Messrs. Sander and Sons, St. Albans, staged
a fine group, in which most of the Orchids of

the season were well displayed. The Miltonias
were specially fine and profusely represented,
among the best examples being M. Sanderae
var. Phalaenopsia, with six spikes of thirty five

large blush pmk flowers with maroon mask on
the lip ; and M. Atlas with two spikes of large
blush-white flowers with violet-purple mask "ii

the lip. Showy Odoiitiodas and Odontoglossums
were well displayed ; the new Odontioda
Coquelignet with good scarlet flowers of a
cerise shade was specially fine. The species
included tine specimens of Dendrobiuni cynibid-
ioides; a probably new Aerides of the A. Houl-
letionum class, with large and fragrant flowers

;

the true Vanda Parishii, V. coerulea, Cbelogyne
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pandurata, various species of Cypripedium and

Laelias, including forms of L. tenebrosa.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath, had an extensive and well arranged

group in which their showy forms of Miltonia

vexillaria Lyoth, Charlesworthii, and the many
crosses with M. vexillaria Memoria G. D.

Owen were well represented. The main effect

was made by finely grown hybrid Odonto-

glossums, many with strong branched spikes of

richly-coloured flowers, which associated well

with the pure white forms of the Xanthotes

types, and the brilliant colours of the

Odontiodas. Among the Cattleyas, a batch of

the white C. Hesta alba was remarked, and with

various interesting species the Costa Rica

Miltonia Schroderiana gave an opportunity of

again seeing a rare and vanishing species.

Messrs. Mansell and Hatcher, Rawdon,

Other Exhibits.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., sent the handsome
Odontoglossum eximillus Purple King and

Odontioda Colinge var. illuminata.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. showed
Cattleya Hesta var. Regina, a fine white form

with violet lip; and Miltonia Hyeana var.

Pharos, a noble rose pink flower with white base

to the lip, and having a maroon mask with

radiating lines.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown showed the

new Odontoglossum Agate, a clear white

variety with purple markings.

Messrs. H. E. and W. Lack, Wellingborough,

showed a pretty white hybrid Cattleya with

yellow disc to the lip; the parentage was not

given.

Fig. 12.

—

Holland house show portion of messrs.
exhibit.

Yorks, arranged around a centre of very fine

Odontoglossums and Odontiodas a pretty selec-

tion of Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and

Miltonias. Two fine dark forms of the showy

Cattleya Judah, and some choice white

Cattleyas associated well with some excellent

yellow-tinted Laelio-Cattleyas and Cattleyas,

one of the prettiest of which was Cattleya

Orange Gem (iridescens X triumphans) with

well-formed orange flowers with ruby-red front

to the lip. An interesting species in the group

was seen in Odontoglossum Harryanum, which

still maintains its distinctive characters, though

it is not so showy as some of the hybrids of it,

several of which were also in the group.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

Sussex, staged a very effective and interesting

group, the centre of which was of the fine

forms of Cattleya Warscewiczii (gigas), for

which the firm is noted, some of the specimens

bearing six flowers on the spike, and varying

considerably in colour, the showiest being C
Warscewiczii Meteor, a large and finely-formed

rose flower with broad ruby crimson lip.

Oncidium pulvinatum, and other slender yellow

Oncidiums were effectively arranged at the back

of tlhe group, and in the foreground were showy

Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and Odontoglossums

with species of Dendrobium, including D.

Farmeri and varieties.

H. T. Pitt, Eeq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill,

staged a small group of exceptionally good

Orchids, Odontioda Nada, Oda. Orion Rosslyn

variety, both very handsome varieties, and the

ghowy Cattleya Hentschelii.

J. piper and sons' water garden

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

J. Dickson, W. J. Bean, Geo, Harrow, Donald
Allan, Arthur Turner, W. G. Baker, W. Howe,
J. Jennings, John Green, Andrew Ireland,

G. Reuthe, H. J. Jones, Wm. H. Morter, Chas.

Dixon, J. W. Barr, C. R. Fielder, W. H.

Page, H. R. Darlington, Chas. E. Pearson,

A. G. Jackman, George Paul, F. Page Roberts,

R. O. Notcutt, Sydney Morris, G. W. Leak,

Thos. Stevenson, Clarence Elliott, W. B.

Cranfield and E. F. Hazelton.

Awards.

Awards of Merit.

Scolopendrium vulgare crispum var. Golden

Queen.—Lovers of distinct new hardy Ferns will

welcome this variety because of its distinct

colouring. The fronds are finely crimped and of

a pale-yellowish green colour. Shown by Mr.

Amos Perry.
Polystichum augulare divisilobum plumosum

densum erectum.—This is a very beautiful

hardy Fern with long, erect fronds of rich mossy

green colour, the segments all densely plumose.

Shown by Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield.

Dierama pulcherrima var. alba.—The old

Diarama pulcherrima is well known for the grace

of its tall, slender, arching spikes of blue flowers.

The new-comer is a counter-part in all except

that it is a white form. Shown by the

Donard Nursery Co., Newcastle, Co. Down,

Ireland.

Streptucarpus Baroness Inverjorth.—In regard

to size and regularity of form this variety shows
distinct progress. The raisers have continued

their work of improvement over a long period,

and have in this variety achieved no small

success. The rounded blooms are of deep old

rose colour with a cream-white throat. Indivi-

dual blooms measure about 3j in. across. Shown
by Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, Southgate.

Rose Clara Curtis.—This beautiful soft yellow

Rose of Marechal Niel shape and size gained

the N.R.S. Gold Medal at Norwich Show, it

it strong-growing and of fine form and size.

Shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.

Hose Betty Uprickard.—This deliciously frag-

rant Itose has already been described in these

columns, and is illustrated in Fig. 10. Shown
by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.

Hose Lady Inchiquin.—A gorgeous H.T. Rose

of lovely form and colouring. The latter is

brilliant reddish rose, and one admirer de-

scribed it as vermilion pink. Shown by Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons.

Carnation Apricot Self.—A splendid border

Carnation of excellent form and size and of

blight reddish apricot colouring. It appears

to be a very free-flowering variety.

Carnation Soohham Yellow.—A. soft yellow

self-coloured border Carnation, with large,

shapely flowers on robust stems. Both shown by

Mr. James Douglas.
Begonia Pavlova.—A glorious, gorgeoiiH

variety, bearing immense, finely formed flowers

with prettily crimped margins to the broad

petals. The colour is brilliant golden apricot

Shown by Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon.

Begonia Hilda Zxni</rfoH.—Though not quite

so beautiful as the former variety, in our esti-

mation, this has enormous blooms composed ot

very broad, rounded, smooth petals. The

colour is pink, a lovely shade, with salmon

tinting at the base. Shown by Messrs. Black-

more and Langdon.
Delphinium Mrs. Christie Miller.—One of

the finest of the white flowered varieties. It

appears to grow freely, and produces good

spikes of large white flowers, each bloom having

two rows of petals. Shown by Messrs.

Blackmore and Langdon.
Delphinium Jenmj Jones.—A handsome semi-

double variety with deep blue flowers, some of

the inner segments having a dusky surfacing

that adds to the beauty and interest of the

giant spikes. Shown by Mr. Watkins E.

Samuel, Kingsmill House, Wrexham.
_

Delphinium Cambria.—In this variety the

column or spikes carry rounded semi-double

flowers of large size. The colour is bluish

mauve. Shown by Mr. W. E. Samuel.

Delphinium Winsome.—A large flowered

single variety of soft deep blue shade, but with

paler shading in the centre. Shown by Mr.

W E. Samuel.
Campanula Spetchley.—A charming and pro-

fuse blooming Campanula from 8 to 12 inches

high. The narrow linear leaves and the semi-

pendulous flowers suggest kinship with C.

linifolia. The bells are pure white, and some

of the elegant spikes carry over a score of

flowers. This was one of the finest of the

novelties shown, and it was a mass of dainty,

white blossoms. Shown by Mrs. Berkeley, of

Spetchley, Spetchley Park, Worcester.

Lilium pardal-Perryi.—An elegant hybrid

between L. pardalinum and L. Perryi, with

widely expanded flowers, each bloom on a long

stalk "that lifts the flower so that it faces the

beholder and does not hang down as in L.

pardalinum. The colour is orange on a yellowish

ground freely spotted with dark brown. This is

the first time the hybrid has flowered with Mr.

Perry and one spike. 5i ft. high, earned ten

flowers. Shown by Mr. Amos Perry.

Other Interesting Plants.

The interesting Notospartium Carmicheliae

was finelv shown by Messrs. Robt. Veitch and

Son. Lilium sulphur-regale, a cross between L.

sulphureum and L. regale, was fl"^ ^w"$
Mr Amos Perry, and promises to be a gooa

garden plant; it is of strong growth and has

sulphur-yellow throat to its white truinpeta,,*

waJ, equally well shown by Messrs. R. WallaCB

and Co.
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Roses

Arches of Joanna Bridge surmounted by Lady
Godiva and Excelsa were particularly effective

features of the Rose group by Mr. E. J.

Hicks, and these served to draw attention tu

the general excellence of the exhibit. Largo
stands contained a profusion of the best tall

ramblers, and lesser but still large receptacles
contained many excellent blooms of such sorts

as Avoca, Ophelia. Golden Mail, Covent Gar-
den, and Margaret Dickson Hamill. There
were also many exhibition JRoses, particularly
a large box of excellent blooms of Mrs. Elisha
Hicks and many of Covent Garden.
The brilliantly coloured Rose, Lady Incliiquin,

was even better shown by Messrs. Alex. Hick-
son and Son than at the recent Regent's Park
Show. Clara Curtis, the rich yellow Rose of

great merit, which received a gold medal at

the N.R.S. Norwich Show, was also admirable.
Several stands and baskets of the beautifully
coloured Sunstar attracted a deal of admira-
tion, as also did K. of K., Mrs. Wemyss Quin,
Chrissie Maekellar, and Margaret Dickson
Hamill.
A particularly fresh and bright collection of

Roses was arranged by Messrs. Frank Cant
and Co. Augustus Hartmarrn, British Queen,
Crimson Emblem, Florence Forrester, Ophelia,

and Red Cross were especially good.

Adjoining their Carnations, Messrs. Stuart
Low and Co. had many excellent Roses. The
central stand of Los Angeles was especially

handsome. Mrs. Redford, Christine, Chateau
de Clos Vougeot, Mrs. Aaron Ward, and Serge
Basset were also well shown. In another place

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. had beautiful

vases of Isobel, Mrs. Chas. Russell, Mrs.
George Marriott, and other dwarf varieties.

Magnificent weeping Standards, fully 8 feet

high, and broad withal, of such sorts as Dorothy
Perkins. Coronation and Lady Godiva, shown by
Mr. Charles Turner, created quite a sensa-

tion in the Orchid tent. Between these were
equally floriferous pillars of such Roses as

Minnehaha. Gardenia and Wichmoss, while the
ground work was composed of a good selection

of dwarf varieties. Several stands of their new
Crimson Orleans by Messrs. Laxton Bros, drew
attention to the great decorative value of this

dwarf Polyantha Rose. An equally large selec-

tion of Pink Delight, a new dwarf single Rose,
was equally effective.

An imposing arrangement, by Messrs. B. R.
Cant and Son included tall stands of Golden
Ophelia, Mme. Melanie Soupert, Irish Elegance,
Henrietta, Red Letter Day, Golden Emblem,
and Lady Gay. In vases were such sorts as

Florence Forrester, Covent Garden, Lady Clan-
william, Emma Wright, and other decorative
sorts ; while in the exhibition boxes we noted
extra fine blooms of Hugh Dickson, Miss E.
Hicks, Mrs. George Marriott, Lyon Rose, A. K.
Williams, Mr. Geo. Shawyer and Gorgeous.
Vases of brilliantly coloured Polyantha Roses

were the outstanding feature in an attractive
group by Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son. Voile
Linsa.nte, Excelsa, Hiawatha, Chatillon Rambler
and Ellen Poulsen were prominent amongst the
Polyanthas, while Eblouissant, a new. free

flowering, vivid crimson variety was particularly
brilliant. Many baskets contained extra fine

blooms of such sorts as Mrs. Geo. Marriott, Los
Angeles. Souv. de George Beckwith, Lady Alice
Stanley, George C. Waud, Florence and the deli-

cious Queen of Fragrance.
The new Rose Prince of Wales was brilliant

in the centre of an exhibit of Messrs. Walter
Faslea and Sons. The adjoining basket of

Melanie Soupert was also attractive. Other
varieties of merit were Mrs. Hy. Morse. Mrs.
Wemyss Quin, Mr. H. D. Greene and Golden
Emblem. Messrs. Paul and Son made a central
feature of their new vigorous Rosa lucens var.

erecta In the surrounding vases of Dresden
China Messrs. Paul and Son had an attractive
free flowering new china Rose of deep blush-
pink colouring.

Carnations and Pinks.

Mr. James Douglas, Great Bookham, staged
an elegant group of very fine border Carna-
tions, a choice selection of which were King
Clove, claret red; Sir Peroivall. white: Grena-
dier, scarlet ; Bookham Rose, and Mrs. Elliott

Douglas, yellow. Pinks, bred from the true
old laced type and specially selected to per-
petuate the form of this grand old family were
staged by Mr. C. H. Herbert, Birmingham,
and included Model, a perfect bloom with deep
rose, centre; Mrs. G. Walker, old rose: Victory,
maroon; Lyric, carmine-purple ; Queen Mary,
rose with deep centre ; and Sweet Nell, rose

with dark red 'base. Mr. Maurice Prichard,
Christehurch, showed a delightful strain of

hardy Pinks, including Mozart, a fine, branched,
elegant flower; Maritana, coppery red; and Ruy
Bias, with deep crimson centre.

A very extensive collection in their best
exhibition manner was contributed by Messrs.
Allwood Bros. For general effectiveness of

arrangement we question if ever they have had
an exhibit of superior merit. The tall stands
of excellent blooms and large vases suspended in

the middle over masses of excellent bloom,
made a memorable display. Of the many sorts

mention may be made of Edward Allwood,
Mary Allwood, Wivelsfield Claret, Benora and
Wivelsfield Beauty, though many more sorts

were worthy of special mention. At one end
was an almost incredible number of the useful

free-flowering Dianthus Allwoodii varieties

which are now such popular garden flowers.

A very large group of the best market
varieties of perpetual-flowering -Carnations was
put up by Mr. C. Engelmann. It included

such sorts as Saffron, Bona, Circe, Benora,
Snowstorm, Thor, Cupid and Peerless.

The arrangement of their greenhouse Carna-
tions by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. was very
effective, the hanging vases of Mrs. T. Ives and
the tall stands of such as Red Ensign, White
Pearl, Sheila Green and Mrs. R. Gerrish were
very good. The very fragrant Malmaisons were
represented by Princess of Wales in several

large vases.

Sweet Peas.

These flowers were exhibited in greater num-
bers than was to be expected, and on the whole
the quality was good. Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Edinburgh, staged their flowers with great

effect and the general arrangement was most
pleasing. Displayed along tha back were bold

epergnes of Charity, deep crimson ; Constance
Hinton (white) ; Royal Scot, brilliant scarlet;

Majestic, cream ; and President (sahnon scarlet.

The colour throughout was most brilliant and
other outstanding vases were George Shawyer,
salmon rose; Orchid, pale lavender; Pink Pearl,

a delicate shade of pink; Renown, cerise rose;

and Airs. Tom Jones, purple. Messrs. Ireland
and HiTCHCOCK, Marks Tey, were grandly re-

presented, and we doubt whether Sweet Peas in

so great a quantity of high-grade blooms have
ever been staged before. The flowers were of

magnificent size and colour and included in the
novelties for 1922 were Mascotts Ingman, rose

cerise, and Bunty, orange-salmon standard with
rose tinged wings. Mascotts White, a pure
white: Annie Ireland, white with picotee edge;
La Mahdi. purple; Tangerine, fiery salmon;
Mrs. Arnold Hitchcock, pale coral pink ; and
Barbara, salmon.

Another effective stand was that of Messrs.
A. Dickson and Sons, Hawlmark, Belfast, who
staged some seventy varieties of fine quality

flowers. Hawlmark Pink, an excellent variety,

occupied a central position, and a few other
effective varieties were Conquest, pink tinged

with salmon; Hawlmark, cerise; R.ivensworth,

deep maroon with almost black standard: Hawl-
mark Scarlet: Elegance, pale lilac pink; and
President, scarlet. Messrs. J. K. KiNC, and
Sons. Coggeshall, were showing the new
Cherub, cream ground suffused with rose: Alex-

ander Malcolm, orange scarlet, Empire Crimson,
and numerous other varieties of merit.

Messrs. Suttox and Sons, Reading, staged

Sweet Peas effectively in a. semicircular ground
CTOUp just ipo'de the entrance of the large tent.

Columns of Hawlmark Pink, Mrs. Tom Jones,

Barbara, and Elfreda Pearson were arranged
along the bark, with tall vases of Moneymaker,
white: Tangerine and Bridesmaid, interspersed

amongst a host of other good varieties. Towards
the front were some large decorative baskets of

Larkspur Sfoc^flow**red Blue, Sweet Sultan,

g'nut white. Oaillardia, large flowered single;

and Coreopsis tinctoria, Messrs, James ('miter

and Co., Raynesi Park, S.W., combined their

greenhouse plants with Sweet Peas, the latter

including good vases of Picture, Hawlmark Pink,
Edith Cavell. Nora Unwin and Mrs. Arnold
Hitchcock. T. H. Mann, Esq. (gr., Mr.
A. Jewell). Trulls Hatch, Rotherfield, showed
a good collection of finely-grown flowers, amongst
which Orchid, John Ingman, Jean Ireland, Her-
cules, and Barbara were of outstanding merit,
while from the Industrial Settlement, Ayles-
ford, came a good display, although the vases
were somewhat cramped : Warrior, deep
maroon ; Felton's Cream, Royalty. Faith, and
La France attracted our attention.

A group of Sweet Peas was staged by Messrs.
S. Bide and Sons, Ltd., Farnham.* and to

mention but a few good things, there were
Gladys, lilac; Elegance, pale pink; Picture,

cream-pink; Jack Cornwall, V.C., deep purple;
and Sensation, flame. A good collection was
also staged by G. S. Leggatt, Esq. (gr., Mr.
E. J. Pratt), Salcombe, Harpenden, and the

vases of Royal Scot Oicelv, Glory, Hercules,

and Picture were exceptionally fine.

Begonias.

In front of their large flowered Begonias
Messrs. R. J. Bastin and Son arranged a group

of smaller flowered sorts eminently suited for

summer bedding purposes. Lafayette is a dark
foliaged variety which bears quantities of small

perfectly double bright scarlet flowers. Col.

Laussedat has clear double yellow flowers,

while Bertini is a single orange scarlet of im-

proved Worthiana type. Major Hope is a well-

known variety, but it is far surpassed by the

new Hampton Court, which bears larger, more
double flowers, of a deeper shade of pink. Of
the large doubles Mrs. W. Wilson, scarlet,

Lady Bell, light salmon, Mrs. Banks, immense,

clear rose pink, and Lady Cromer, pale pink

with light edge, were very fine.

Adjoining their Delphiniums Messrs. Black-

more and Langdon arranged a handsome bank
of double-flowered tuberous Begonias in Maiden-

hair Fern. The Begonia blooms were gigantic,

but free from any suggestion of coarseness. Of

those with brilliant colours King Albert. J. W.
Pyman, Helene, and Grand Monarch, were

superb. The clear pinks Hilda Langdon, Mrs.

W. Cuthbertson. and Mrs. H. Lunt, were also

excellent, as indeed was every plant in this

meritorious exhibit. On tall stands were placed

perfect plants of Golden Shower and Lena, which

are suitable for cultivation in baskets.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

One of the most pleasing exhibits in the

large tent was the excellent group by Messrs. J.

Carter and Co. At first the visitor must have

been impressed by the excellence of the many
Gloxinias which were grouped in such varieties

as White Queen. Duchess of Marlborough and

Cvclops. From these the eye was drawn to the

large central stand of fine Sweet Peas and White
Gladioli surrounded by highly-coloured Coleuses.

At points of vantage were disposed twenty dis-

tinct varieties of Eschscholzia californica, which,

in the hot summer day, opened their flowers to

the fullest extent. Of these showy, dry weather

annuals Mikado. caniculata. The Geisha.

Carmine King and Chrome Yellow, to name only

a few. were very delightful. A neat notice set

forth the fact that all the perfect flowers and

plants were from seed sown on January 25 of this

year.

A fascinating display was made by Messrs.

Wm. Cutbush and Sons with the various plants

that are most valued by gardeners for general

,1 vitive purposes. Perpetual-flowering Carna-

tions in good variety. Roses in most of the best

sorts, well-grown Spiraeas, and tall, graceful

Acer Negundo variegata, with other plants,

were all pleasantly arranged. Messrs. L. R.

RUSSELL, Ltd.. had a collection of stove plants

which for numbers, variety, and general ex-

cellence recalled shows of past days. Such

Nepenthes as Mastersiana, N. rufescens. N.

Henryana and N. .('urtisii stiperba were splendidly
•• nitehered," Dracaenas were particularly well

coloured and included superb plants of Lord

Roberts, Prince Manouk Bey. Sanderiana and

Victoria. Amongst the Crotons (Codiaeums)

were several magnificent plants of a new variety
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named in commemoration of W. J. Watson, the

late manager of the firm, and there were many
more varieties, all excellent plants. An interest-

ing Anthurium Seherzeiianuiu, which con-

sistently produces two spathes. the second being
rather less than half the size of the principal one
and overlapping it. attracted the attention of

lovers of stove plants. Several splendid plants

of Eucharis grandiflora and many Caladiums
were also included in this excellent exhibit.
Excellent Crotons in great variety were shown

by A. P. Brandt, Esq. (gr. Mr. J. W. Barks).
Bletchingley. Surrey. The plants were all

admirably furnished with very highly-coloured
leaves and of a size so useful for furnishing a
warm conservatory and for use in the house.

A circular mound of handsome Caladiums
and Crotons by Messrs. John Peed and Son
was shown in one of the large tents. The
principal Caladiums were Ville de Hambourg.
John feed, Red Indian, Golden King. Guil Mar.
George Gower, and ItacoafTara. Near by was
a collection of Gloxinias which illustrated an
excellent strain and first-rate cultivation.
The only collection of exotic Ferns was by

Mr. H. N. Ellison. The chief examples were
of Uavallia tijiensis robusta, Gymnogramma
elegantissiinum, Polypodnuu mandaianum. Mid
Adiantum fragrantissinniiu. A long stretch of

tables was filled with a very useful
strain of Streptocarpus by Messrs. R. and J.

Cuthbert. Many of the plants were in five-

inch pots, but even those in smaller sizes were
flowering exceedingly well Most of the plants
were unnamed, but there were pots of South-
gate White and Enchantress, whilst the rose-
coloured giant hybrids were very good.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs (gr., Mr. E. Beckett).

Aldenham House. Aldenham. contributed a

large group of scented-leaved Pelargoniums.
They were mostly clean-stemmed standards and
bushes of the comparatively new P. crispum
variegatum, but also included such sorts as

inquinans, quercifolium giganteum, Mrs. Bab-
bington, and Clorinda, and all were particu-

larly well grown.

Trees and Shrubs.

At either end of their large topiary
exhibit Messrs. Wt

aterer, Sons and Crisp had
effective groups of hardy shrubs. The rarer
examples included Feijoa Sellowiana, Desfon-
tanea spinosa, Lonicera piliata. Lomatia ferru-
ginea, Citrus trifoliata. Rhododendron fastigia-

turn, and Corokea virgata, while Sciadopitys
verticillata, Escallonia Philippiana, Spiraea
Anthony Waterer, Berberis gracilis compacta,
Deutzia crenata flore pleno, Corokea macro-
carpa, and many dwarf Conifers and Japanese
Maples contributed variety. These groups, flank-
ing the topiary exhibit, were some of the most
attractive features in the open. Outside the
large tent at the opposite end, Mr. G. Reuthe
arranged a collection of rare and uncommon
shrubs, which included Rhododendrons not in

flower, Metrosideros floribunda. Leptosper-
mums, Athrotaxis imbricata. Aralia crassifolia

picta, and Olearia mnnmularifolia.
An interesting collection of trees and shrubs,

with a small Water Lilv pool fringed witli

alpines, Ferns, and grasses, was displayed by
Messrs. Hilliee. and Sons. The Japanese
Banana (Musa japonica), which is hardy in

many gardens of the South and West of Eng-
land, Charnaerops humilis argentea, Picea
albertiana. Fitzroya patagonica. Torreya nuci-

fera, Notospartium Carmicheliae, and Podo-
carpus nubigena are the names of only a few
of the interesting specimens. A well-balanced
group composed principally of hardy orna-
mental Vines and Japanese Maples was set up
in the tent by Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd. The
Vines included Vitis himalayana.. V. Thonisonii,

V. heterophylla variegata. particularly well

coloured, V. repens, and the vigorous V. Thun-
bergii. Several good specimens of variegated
Phormium tenax, with the companion plant
Dianella tasmanica variegata, were also of

much interest.

Plentiful use was made of arching spikes of

Dierama pulcherrimum alba amongst their rare
plants by the Donard Nursery Company.
Escallonia Philippiana. E. Donard Seedling. Pla-

gianthus Lyalli glabrata. Picea Pinsapo aurea.

Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, Pinus sylvestris

variegata. Leptospermum in variety, Olearia
ilicifolia and Lomatia ferruginea. Three splendid

plants of Hydrangea Mrs. A. Riverain, flanked

by equally good specimens of H. paniculata
grandiflora were prominent in a group of shrubs
by .Mr. R. C. Notcutt ; Romneya Coulteri,

Senecio laxifolius, Ceanothus americanus, C.

Gloire de Versailles, Philadelphus yokohamus
and Veronica salicifolius were also very attrac-

tive.

Messrs. G. Jackman and Sons grouped their

well-grown plants of Clematis with Hydrangeas
and variegated Acar Negundo most effectively.

The principal Clematis were Jackmani rubra.

King George V., Lady Northcliffe, Alexandra,
Snow White, Jackmani superba and Star of

India.

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp had a par-

ticularly attractive collection of topiary

arranged against the ends of the large tents.

It was especially noticeable by reason of the
bright colours of many golden Yews as well as

the golden form of Cupressus in the background.
A novel feature was the trained specimens of

Yew and of Cupressus obtusa surmounted by
free-growing branches, while the front row of

variegated Box, in neat ball shapes, made a
fitting finish to this group.
Just inside the main entrance Messrs. Wit

Cutbush and Son arranged an exceedingly

healthy and well-formed collection of topiary

in Box. Yew and Bays.
Smaller exhibits of topiary were set up by

Messrs. Piper and Son and Messrs. Hillier
and Son.

Hardy Flowers.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch. con-

tributed a good collection of hardy plants, a
few of the best things we noticed being
Bocconia cordata, Galega Duchess of Montrose,

the bright pink Spiraea venusta, Poterium ob-

tusun,. Delphiniums, Kniphofias, and Phloxes in

variety. Mr. W. Wells, Junr. , Merstham,
showed Sidalcea Rose Queen, ilonarda Cam-
bridge Scarlet, Campanula Corona and Del-

phinium Mrs. H. Kay, amongst other herbaceous
subjects, and from Messrs. Jackmax and Sons,
Woking. came the pretty, dwarf-growing
Helenium cupreum Crimson Beauty, Astilbe

Gloria, Salvia virgata memorosa, and Delphin-

ium Netty.
Messrs. Bakers, Ltd., Codsall, Wolver-

hampton, were represented by a magnificent

ground exhibit of herbaceous plants staged

with bold effect, and particularly outstanding

were the masses of their tine strain of Iceland

Poppies, Centaurea pulchra, Erigeron Quaker-
ess, Erigeron speciosus semi-plena, Armeria
cephalotes rubra, and some large banks of

Delphiniums, including the varieties Rev. E.

Lascelles and the pale blue Jean.

Situate?! at one end of the large tent, Mr.

Amos Perry, Enfield, contributed a magnificent

group, consisting of hardy Ferns, Lilies, and
herbaceous plants. The Ferns were massed
towards the back, and gave a very cool and
refreshing appearance to the display. In the

centre were some delightful hybrid Lilium
sulphurale, obtained by crossing L. sul-

phureum and L. regale. The flowers showed
variation in colour, and may be regarded as later

and of larger size than either of the parents.

There were also some very fine hybrids result-

ing from L. pardalinum, L. Parryi, and L.

Ro°zli. ' Amongst herbaceous plants, Hemero-
callis ochroleuca. Oenothera Youngii, Epipactis

gigantea, and Scabiosa caucasiea alba were
worthy of mention, while the Ferns were repre-

sented by magnificent examples of Polystichum
angulare divisilobum densum erectum, P.a.d.

plumosum densum. and Scolopendrium vulgare

Golden Queen.
Messrs. Thos. B. Grove and Sons, Sutton

Coldfield, showed the new Campanula En-
chantress, a cross between C. Norman Grove
and C. Waldsteiniana together with the fine

Geum Orangeman. Galega Hartlandi alba.

Mertensia siberica, and Sidalcea Listeri.

Hardy herbaceous plants were well displayed

bv Messrs. John Waterer. Sons, and Crisp
Ltd., Twyford, including salmon pink and
crimson double-flowered Hollyhocks, Pentstemon
isophyllus, and Phloxes in variety. Along the

front of the group, rock-garden subjects, chief

of which were Verbena Mahonetti, Campanula
G. F. Wilson. C. turbinata pallida, and Linum
flavum, were staged with effect.

Mr. G. Miller, Wisbech, sent a collection of

hardy cut flowers that included Lilium testa-

ceum, L. chalcedonicum, Phlox Lingfield Beauty
and Delphinium Sir Douglas Haig; while from
Messrs. E. Gibson and Co., Bedale, came the
new Verbascum Prince of Wales, Gaillardia

Mrs. G. A. D. Lascelles (almost crimson in

colour), and Delphiniums in variety.

Stately spikes of Delphinium were shown by

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon, Bath, and
included a wide range of colour. One or two
that appealed to us were Sir Douglas Haig.
deep purple; Millicent Blackmore, rose lilac;

Lord Derby, rose purple; Lord Lansdowne, flax

blue; and Mrs. Christie Miller, white. A ujis-

cellaneous group of hardy flowers was supplied

by Messrs. Godfrey and Sons, Exmouth; a

few of the best things were Scabious Pride of

Exmouth, deep blue, and the paler S. superba,

Godetia Rosy Morn, and Lantana Fire King.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, showed Campanulas.
Hemerocallis and other herbaceous plants, and

near by Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard,

showed hardy annuals. From Messrs. Rich
and Co., Bath, came a collection of Phloxes,

including Flora Hornung, pink; L'Europe, pale

lilac; and Selma, rose; together with Mum
Daisy Rentpayer and the newer variety Arthur
Chapman.

Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, arranged

a sn.all rock garden planted with dwarf Conifers

and such good things as .
Oenothera speciosa,

Androsace lanuginosa. Thymus Serphyllum
splendens, and Campanula primula pallida. A
splendid collection of rare alpines was staged by
Mr. H. Hemsley. Crawley, and of particular

merit were Hieria elegans. Artemisia villosa.

Prunella incisa, and Nierembergia rivularis ; some
very free-flowering plants of Ozothamnus
rosmairiiiifolius were also on view. Messrs. R.

Tucker and Sons, Oxford, had a table group

of hei'baceous plants and alpines including Cam-
panula kewensis, Salvia turkestanicum.

Delphinium Bluebird, and Sidalcea Rose Queen.

From Messrs. W. H. Rogers and Co., Bath,

came the sweet-smelling Menthella Requiemi.

Verbena chamae>dryoides, Campanula pumila

alba, and the dwarf Cupressus obtusa tetragona

minima, and near by the Misses Hopkins,
Shepperton-on-Thames, arranged a smaller rock-

garden exhibit. Messrs. Ryder and Son. Ltd..

St. Albans, staged a good collection of Gladioli

in tall epergnes brightened with trails of

Asparagus plumosus. In the centre were

arranged bold vasas of Giant White and Halley.

and Peach Blossom. The Bride, Brilliant, Fiery

Knight, Floras, La Ravicole, Fire King, and a

host of other fine varieties shown in good form.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, showed
Delphiniums—but the spikes were small and

evidently from secondarv growth—Alake, Ida R.

Elliott, Netty, and Pierre Petit. Messrs. G. G.

Whitblegg and Co. showed Lilium pardalinum.

and Erigeron Quakeress in conjunction with some

very fine Delphiniums, the latter including the

popular Rev. E. Lascelles, Willie O'Brien, and

Lizzie
#
Van Veen ; while from the Chalk Hill

Nurseries. Reading, came Antirrhinums in

variety and a fine strain of Mimulus Chalk

Hill Giant, with a goodly selection of herbaceous

plants. From Mr. Clarence Elliott.

Stevenage, came some very attractive alpines of

which Campanula Pink Lauria, Artemisia

pedemontana. Nierembergia rivularis, and

Erythraea Massonii are a selection.

Mr. Ernest Dixon, Putney, arranged a small

piece rockwork with a grassy slope, and planted

in the crevices were Erythraea diffusa, Cam-
panula pumila alba, and Thymus Serphyllum

splendens. Close by Mr. F. G. Wood, Ash-

tead, showed the uncommon Pterocephalus

Parnassi. Campanula Billardieri Miranda.

Oenothera riparia. Allium Purdomi, and

the new Aubrietia Ashtead Purple, together

with choice herbaceous flowers. Messrs.

Maxwell and Beale. Broadstone. were

responsible for a table group of alpines

planted in rockwork. some fine Lavenders

and general herbaceous plants. whu*
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Messrs. B. Ladhams, Ltd., Southampton,
brought their new Shirley strain of Gaillardias,

Coreopsis imbricata, Armeria gigantea rosea,

and the beautiful Lavatera alba rosea. A fine

collection of well-grown Delphiniums was staged
by Messrs. James Kelway and Son, Langport;
dark varieties included Monarch of All, Smoke
of War, and Magnificent, while the lighter

shades were represented by Star of Langport,
Lady Georgina Legge, and Geraldine Kelway.
Messrs. J. Piper and Son, Bayswater, made a
feature of the pretty Campanula Isobel, Delphi-
nium Butterfly, Veronica Lyallii, and Linum
arboreum.
The Mattham Gardens, Rolvendon, exhibited

a group of hardy flowers in the open, arranged
ID artistic vases. Pentstemon Southgate Gem,
Cnicus Velenoskyi, Eryngiuim amethystinum,
and other hardy plants were effectively grouped.
A very attractive group of hardy herbaceous

plants was set up by Messrs. Harkness and
Sons, Bedale, who included masses of
Papaver Mrs. Perry, Verbascum vernnle,
frith Lupins and Astilbes in variety. Messrs.
Carter, Page and Co.. London Wall, E.G..
showed Gladioli, Violas, herbaceous plants, and
Dahlias >in variety, and among the latter Ibis.

a salmon scarlet cactus; Madonna, white
Paeony-flowered, and Yellow Prince, yellow
collerette, were noted. Phloxes, Delphiniums,
and Violas were also shown in fine selection by
Messrs John Forbes, Ltd.. Hawick, N.B.. the
centre of the group being occupied by some
splendid varieties of Pentstemons. of which
Mrs. Fulford, Lady Henderson, General Botha,
and Solomon Reinach were a few of the best.

Formal and Rock Gardens.

In the large tent Messrs. J. Piper and Son
had an admirable water garden which was so
designed as to convey a greater impres-
sion of length and depth than was actually the
case. The western end, which terminated in

a rocky waterfall just below the trees,

suggested that there were extensive wood-
lands beyond and that they might lead
to other attractions. The winding of the
necessarily limited waterway showed that
a deal of thought had been expended
in the design, and the planting along fhe
background effectively broke the glare which
otherwise would have been present through the
side of the tent. Of the many different shrubs
and plants so well disposed, none attracted
more attention and admiration than the excel-
lent examples of that vigorous climber Tecoma
grandifloia. These plants had been pruned
hard back and each bore three or more strong
shoots surmounted by racemes of glorious
flowers.

Across at the opposite side of the tent Messrs.
J. Cheal and Sons had an equally successful
garden of quite different design. This " Cheal
Garden" was in the form of a terrace supported
by an ornate worked stone wall, with steps of
easy gradient at either end and a recessed
Water-lily basin in the centre. The planting at

the steps and by the water was wisely done
with restraint, and yet was sufficient to be quite
attractive. The tree-backed border behind the
Trace walk was admirable in its conception,
and attracted a deal of admiration.
Towards the eastern entrance to the tent

Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. set up one of
their attractive semi-formal gardens. The
centre was paved with a small canal broadening
to a central basin and planted with the best
hardy Nymphaeas. The surrounding raised
borders were gorgeous with flowers of many
kinds. Stately Eremurus. Liliums and Irises

rose above dwarfer herbaceous plants. Lovers
of Bowers in plenty found much to interest them
in this garden.
Almost in the centre of the grounds Messrs.

Ryder and Son made a model of their new
green, hard tennis court, set in the centre of
a dry-wall garden. The tennis court is said
to be permanently green, and, as, when once
made, mi after attention is needed, other than
occasional sweeping, it will, no doubt, make
a great appeal to those who contemplate a new

'hard court, while the green colour should re-
lieve the eye-strain which continuous playing
on the red courts causes many persons.
An enclosed garden was made by Messrs.

Gaze, Ltd. The central feature was a rect-
angular raised water basin planted with
Nymphaeas. The borders were filled with
flowers of mauve and blue shades
Another enclosed garden was made by Mr.

Ernest Dixon. The centre was occupied by a
graceful leaden study of dog in leash. In the
dry wall the free use of dwarf Thymes was
very pleasing, and the border was plentifully
planted with Cheiranthus Allionii.

The primary object of the enclosed garden
by Mr. Herbert Jones was to illustrate the
great suitability of his stone for walls and
pathways, and not only was he successful in

this, but at the same time he made a restful

garden of appealing design. The seats and
garden vases were of excellent design, and
added much to the success of the garden.
A garden, wholly of grasses, similar to that

which we admired at the Chelsea show, was
made by Mr. James Macdonald. The lawns
were composed of fresh and green grass, and
the beds were well filled with a great variety of

very ornamental species.

The only rock garden in the open was by
Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co. As at

Chelsea. Messrs. Whitelegg built and planted

a particularly successful garden. The
boulders were well chosen and placed with
knowledge and skill. The general idea

appeared to be mountainside intersected

by a rockv ravine through which at

times torrents rush down to the pool

below. At the moment, as was appropriate,

the ravine was dry and the pool low. The
planting was worthy of the design and work-
manship. The free use of blue shades—pro-

vided largely by Campanulas—was exceedingly

effective, and there was abundance of white

flowers to provide foils for the sufficiency of

pink and yellow which gave the needed bright-

ness. A grass mound lightly planted with

floriferous masses of Erica carnea was quite a

happy inspiration. At the back there was a

good screen of various Pines, and at intervals

smaller Conifers were placed to suggest seedlings

spreading downward from the parent grove.

Scientific Exhibits.

The Society exhibited from its Wisley Gardens

an educational and scientific exhibit illustrating

in a small degree the work which is being con-

ducted in the laboratory there. Diagrammatic

illustrations of summer pruning of fruit trees

and the effect of grass on Apple trees was shown,

as well as experiments conducted in cross pollin-

ation, showing that cross pollination is essential

for fruit setting with many varieties and is

beneficial for all. Some samples of typical soils

were on view and specimens of soil particles

separated into fractions by mechanical analysis

were also exhibited, together with experiments

showing analysis of soils by sedimentation.

From the mycological department came speci-

mens of Tulip disease caused by Botrytis cinerea,

and Aster wilt, a very serious trouble with these

flowers, due to a species of Fusarium. and

Paeony wilt caused by Botrytis Paeoniae.

Diseases conveyed by seeds were illustrated by

drawings and specimens of Celery Blight fSep-

tolia Petroselina var. Apii). bacterial disease

of Peas Pseudomonos seminum). and a disease

of Beans caused by Colletotriohum hindemu-

thiana.

Models of injurious and beneficial insects,

with descriptive note, were shown in cases and
samples of typical sprays were shown. The
effective use of Sapomi as a " spreader " was
shown by means of paper-sprayed sheets. Sapomi
also increases the sticking qualities of spray

fluids, and moreover it does not form any pre-

cipitate when mixed with lead arsenate, Bor-

deaux mixture or lime-sulphur, as is the casr

when soap is employed.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair). G.

Reynolds, S. B. Dicks, A. Bullock. W. Wilks.

W. Bates. J. G. Weston. G. F. Tinley. W. H.
Divers, W. Poupart, H. S. Rivers. John
Harrison. !•'. Perkins, F. Jordan, 1'. t'. M,
Veitch. I''. G. Ties, .lei. E. A. Mcrrvweathcr.
Ed. Beckett. E. A. Bunyard, H. Markham. W.

Crump, E. Neal, J. G. Woodward, W. Pope,
Owen Thomas, A. W. Metcalfe and j. Kelly.

Awards of Merit.

Cherry Ursula Rivers.—This new Cherry is

stated to be a seedling from. Emperor Francis.
Ir is a very large fruit, with a lustrous black
skin and a small stone, and the quality is first

rate. The specimens exhibited in pots were
cropping very freely, and the raiser states that
the variety is suitable for market purposes as
well as for general gardens, as the skin is not
tender and the fruits travel well.

Nectarine Juhn Rivers.—This new variety,
which is somewhat like Rivers' Early, is a
seedling from Peregrine Peach and Duke of
York Peach. The flavour is good and the flesh

very juicy. It is a valuable early Nectarine,
and is stated to ripen a little in advance of

Cardinal. The skin is highly coloured, and
has a more polished surface than in Rivers'
Early. It is a cling-stone variety. The award
was made provisionally, subject to confirmation
by a deputation of the committee to determine
its cropping qualities.

Both these fruits were shown by Messrs. X. S
Rivers and Son.
Melon Althorp Park.—This is a very hand-

some, green-skinned Melon, very beautifully
reticulated and of oval shape. It belongs to

the scarlet-fleshed section; the colour is pink.

The flavour is good, and the variety is said to

be a good cropper. Shown by Earl Spencer.
Althorp Park (gr.. Mr. C. F. Crump).

Messrs. T. S. Rivers and Son had one of

the best exhibits in the show in a collection

of pot fruit trees, all of which were fruiting

splendidly. The Cherries were perhaps the

most notable, and trees of Bigarreau Noir de

Guben, Emperor Francis, Frogrnore Bigarreau.

and Geant d'Heclelfinger were of the highest

merit. Plums, also, were fruiting with free-

dom, and included such sorts as President and
Grand Duke. Splendidly grown Peach trees of

the varieties Peregrine and Dagmar and equally

good trees of Nectarines Dryden and Lord
Napier were carrying full crops of ripe fruits.

Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, dis-

played a collection of pot fruit trees, but the

fruits were not quite ready for the dessert table.

Apples were excellent, especially the variety

Maidstone Favourite, an early dessert sort, with

pretty exterior, the skin being heavily striped

with" carmine. Other Apples included Rival.

Rev. W. Wilks and Peasgood's Nonsuch

;

Peaches Kestrel, Advance, Early Grosse

Mignonne and Libra ; Nectarine Early Rivers

;

Plum Early Transparent, and Fig White Mar-
seilles were included in the collection.

Messrs. Laxton Bros.. Bedford, showed late

Strawberries, including Laxton's Latest-, Givon's

Late Prolific. Waterloo and Lord Beatty, which

is also a fine main crop variety. They had also

fruiting branches of their fine Red Currant Per-

fection, which is one of the best sorts for crop-

ping, and gives hunches of extra large size

with big berries of very handsome appearance.

Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co.. Ghiale

hurst, exhibited their new Red Currant, Little-

croft Beauty, a prolific and large-fruited variety.

Cups and Medal Awards.

Coronation Ca/i.—To Messrs. R. Wallace and
Co., Ltd., for the most meritorious exhibit in

the Show.
Wigan Oup.—To Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, for

the best exhibit of Roses.

Clay Cup (for the best new Rose with the

true old Rose scent).—To Messrs. Walter
Easlea \nh Sipns. for their new Rose Prince

of Wales.
Cain Cup.—To Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart.,

for Orchids (gr.. Mr. J. Collier).

Gold Medal.—To Sir J. Colman (gr. Mr. .1.

Collier) for Orchids; to Messrs. ChaBLESWORTH
and Co. for Orchids; to Messrs. T. S. Rivers
anp Son for fruit trees in pots; to Messrs.

James Carter and Co., for greenhouse flowering

plants; to Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.. [or

water garden and herbaceous plants; to Messrs

Ailwood Bros., for Carnations; to Mr. C
EnQELMANN, for Carnations; to Messrs. Dobbie
ami Co., for Sweet Peas, to Messrs. Alex
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Dickson and Sons, for Roses ; to Mr. E. J.

Hicks, for Roses.

Silver Gilt LindUy Medal.—To Messrs.
Hillier and Sons, for Conifers and Chinese
plants.

Silver irilt Flora Medal.—To Messrs. Mansell
and Hatcher, for Orchids; to A. P. Brandt,
Esq.. (gr. Mr. J. W. B'arks), for Crotons; to
Missis. J. Macdonald and .Sons, for grasses; t..

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons, for Caladiums and
Gloxinias; to Messrs. J. Cheal and Son, for a
terrace garden : to Messrs W. H. Gaze and Sons,
f'li- a formal garden and tennis court; to Mr.
Herbert Jones, for a Dianthus garden ; to
.Messrs. J. Piper and Son, for a water garden

;

to Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co., for a
rock garden

; to Messrs. R. and G. Cuthbert, for
Streptocarpus; to Mr. L. R. Russell, for stove
plants; to Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon,
for Begonias; to Messrs. Alex Dickson and
Sons, for Sweet Peas; to Messrs. Ireland and
Hitchcock, for Sweet Peas: to Messrs
YVaterer, Sons and Crisp, for Shrubs; to Mr.
Amos Perry, for hardy Ferns and Lilies.

Silver <;ilt Knightian Medal.—To Messrs. G.
Bunyard and Co., for fruit trees in pots.

Silver Hilt Grenfett Medal.—To Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co., for Orchids; to the Hon
Vicary Gibbs (gr. Mr. E. Beckett), for
Pelargoniums

; to Messrs. R. Tucker and Son,
for alpine and herbaceous plants; to Messrs.
B. R. Cant and Sons, for Roses; to the Donard
Nursery Co., for new and rare shrubs- to
Messrs. Bakers, Ltd., for a herbaceous border;
to Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon for Del-
phiniums; to Mr. Maurice Prichard, for hardy
flowers; to Messrs. G. Jackman and Son, for
hardy flowers; and to Mr. Jas. Douglas, for
Carnations.

Silver Hilt Banhsian Medal.—To Mr. E.
Dixon, for formal garden; to Messrs. Ryder
and Son, for formal garden and tennis court-
tn Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, for hardv
flowers; to Messrs. J. K. King and Sons, for
Sweet Peas; to T. H. Mann, Esq., for Sweet
Peas; to Messrs. G. Jackman and Sons, for
Clematis; to Mr. R. C. Notcutt, for flowering
shrubs; to Messrs. Harkness and Sons, for
herbaceous plants.

Silver Knightian Medal—To Messrs. Laxton
Bros., for Strawberries.
Silver Lindley Medal (for cultivation).—To

Messrs. T. S. Rivers and Sons, for fruit trees
in puts.

.S'i7re;- Flora Medal.—To H. T. Pitt, Esq .

for Orchids; to Messrs. Sanders, for Orchids!
to Mr. Clarence Elliott, for alpine plants- to
Messrs. J. Forbes, for hardv plants;' to
Messrs. B. Ladhams, for hardy flowers; to
Mr. G. W. Miller, for hardv flowers ; to Messrs
Ryder and Son, for Gladioli ; to Messrs R J
Bastin and Son, for Begonias; to Mr. G S
Leggatt, for Sweet Peas; to Messrs. F. Cant
and Co.. for Roses; to Messrs. W Cutbush
and Sons, for topiary; to Mr. L. R. Russell,
for ornamental vines; to Mr. G. Reuthe, for
trees and shrubs; and also for herbaceous and
alpine plants.

Silver. Grenfett Medal.—To Messrs. Wm. Cut-
bush and Sons, for flowering plants; to Messrs.
J. Cheal and Sons, for alpine plants; to Mr.
G. Reuthe, for a rock garden; to Mr. W.
Wells, Junr.. for hardv flowers; to Messrs.
W. J. Godfrey and Son. for hardy plants ; to
Messrs. J. Kelway and Son, for Delphiniums:
to Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co.. for hardv
flowers; to Mr. F. G. Wood, for alpines ; to
Messrs. Carter Page and Co.. for Dahlias.
Violas, etc.: to Messrs. S. Low and Co., for
Carnations; to Messrs. S. Bide and Sons for
Sweet Pens; to the Rev. J. Pemberton, for
Roses; to Messrs. G. Gibson and Co., for hardv
flowers.

Silver Banteian Medal.—To the Chalkhill
Nurseries, for hardy florists' flowers; to Messrs.
W. H. Rogers and Sons, for alpine olants and
shrubs: to Messrs. Maxwell and Beale, for
alpine and herbaceous plants; to Messrs. R. H.
Bath, for Delphiniums

: to Messrs. T. B. Grove
and Sons, for hardy flowers: t,, Mr. H.
Hemsley, for hardy flowers; to Mr. H. X.
Ellison, for Cacti and Ferns : to Messrs. Jar-

man and Co.. for annuals and other flowers; to
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., for Gloxinias
and Streptocarpus; to Mr. C. H. Herbert, for
Pinks; to Messrs. Sutton and Sons, for Sweet
Peas; to the Industrial Settlement, for Sweet
Peas; to Messrs. Jarman and Co., for Roses;
to Messrs. W. Paul and Son, for Roses ; to
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., for Roses; to
Mr. Charles Turner, for Roses; to Messrs. J.
Piper and Son. for topiary ; to Messrs. Rich
and Co., for hardy flowers; and to the Maytham
Gardens, for hardv flowers.

NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patent Applications.
15559—Barraclough, H.—Mowing machines.

—

June 6.

15861—Cox, F. J.—Adjusting cutting blades
of lawn-mowers.—June 9.

15594—Tidall, C. A.—Fertilisers.—June 7.

14806—Campbell. E. M.—Garden labels, etc.
—May 27. !

14350—Clark, J. R.—Hoes.—May 23.
14382— Porter, A. J.—Gardening tool.—

May 24.

Specifications Published in June.
163417—Sams, E. H.—Manure, and method

of manufacturing same.
163822—Holloway, T. 0.—Lawn-mowers.
163888—Davison, F.—Planting implement.
163222—Edwards, A. E. A.—Apparatus tor

weeding lawns.

Abstract Published in June.
Gardening and like Edging.—A new use for

concrete is suggested by Mr. H. G. "Upton,
of 10, Haydon Park Road, Wimbledon, London,
who has patented (No. 161414) a new design
of edging for gardens, consisting of slabs of
reinforced concrete, each having one or more
projections adapted to be driven into the
ground. The reinforcement consists of ex-
panded metal and twisted wires. The slabs
may be straight, curved, or angular, and the
upper surface and sides may be of any suit-
able shape.
Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed

copies of the published specifications, and will
forward on, post free, for the sum of Is. each.
The above list is specially compiled for The

Hardeners' Chronicle by Messrs. Rayner and
Co., registered patent agents, of 5, Chancery
Lane. London, from whom oil information
relating to patents, trade marks, and designs
can be obtained gratuitously.

TRADE NOTES.

A meeting of creditors of the late W. H.
Russell (trading as John Russell), of Haver-
stock Hill, N.W.3, was held at Messrs.
Protheroe and Morris.' Sale Rooms, Cheapside,
on June 21. Mr. J. B. Slade, the Receiver,
presented a statement of accounts for the year
ending March 31, 1921, which showed a profit
of £1,109, and reported that the property was
now entirely free from mortgage, a satisfac-
tory agreement having also been made with
the Midland Railway Company in reference
to the land held from them on lease. Arrange-
ments had been made for the immediate
formation of a Limited Company, to date from
July 1. all creditors (except very small ones,
whose debts would be paid in full), to become
the holders of 7 per cent. Preference Shares
at par to the extent of their claims upon the
debtor. Dividend would become payable from
March 31, and a quarter's dividend would
therefore be paid at once, but future divi-
dends would be paid every half year. The
widow of the deceased debtor, Mrs. W. H.
Russell, would put into the business i'1,000,
the proceeds of the mortgaging of some private
property, which would entitle her to £1.000
ordinary Shares. These shares, and the
Creditors' Preference Shares (7.000), would
represent the whole capital of the Companv.
It was agreed that the brother of Mrs.
Russell, who had been acting as manager
since her husband's deat>\ should be qualified

to become Managing Director, that Mrs.
Russell should be also a Director, and that

Mr. J. B. Slade should be the third member
of the Board, to represent the interests of the
Preference Shareholders. A vote of thanks
to Mr. Slade for his services in the matter, was
passed unanimously, and the arrangements
made were agreed to item. eon., testimony
being given to the greatly improved appear-
ance of the nursery and stock. It was hoped
that the business would now make steady pro-
gress.

Under the Seeds Act, 1920, which comes into

operation on August 1 next, all tests for the
purpose of declaration under the Act, except in

the case of garden seeds, must be made either

at one of the official seed testing stations oi

at a private station licensed by the Ministry
for that purpose. After August 1. therefore, a
declaration based on a test carried out at a non-
licensed station will be illegal. The Ministry

of Agriculture has already inspected a number
of private stations for which licences have been
asked, but will not be able to arrange for further

inspections free of charge after July 31, 1921.

Licences wiii only be issued in cases where the
Ministry is satisfied that the equipment and
management of a private station is in every way
adequate for the proper carrying out of tests

and then only for the purpose of testing seeds

required by the licensee for his own purchases

and sales.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Aphis on Beech Foliage; C. II. The insect

attacking the Beech leaves is Phyllaphis
fagi. This aphis is a fairly common pest of

Beeches, often causing considerable trouble

in forest nurseries. It attacks the under-
sides of the leaves, appearing first during
early May. In bad cases the tree© [may be
partially defoliated in midsummer, thus con-
siderably affecting the growth of the tree.

No remedial measures are possible except
in the case of small trees, where spraying

may be done. In such cases a contact wash
containing plenty of soap should be used in

order to penetrate the waxy coat of the

pests.

Apple Shoots Attacked bt a Fungus. S. J.
('.

The disease is caused by the fungus Eriophyes
malinus, which is not very common. The
trees should be sprayed in winter with lime-

,

sulphur.

Bii.bergia for Examination. Minos. Although
insects were not present on the specimen sent,

the trouble is probably due to injury by onefj

of the ear'y aphides or other sucking insects,

which have attacked the plants when the
young growths were developing. Spray the,

plants with an insecticide.

Grapes and Vine Leaves Spotted. W. S. The
trouble is caused by the sun's ra>vs, and is

known as scalding. The white substance on
the berries dissolves in a weak acid, pointing

to it. 'being whitewash or some other extraneous,

matter.

Nectarine Splitting. II. S. The splitting of

Nectarine fimts is due to weather conditions

and improper watering of the borders. After

a period of sunless weather the borders in

which Nectarine trees are planted under
glass generali'.y need a good watering. It

happens freouen.tly that the borders have been

allowed to -become drier than is really good

for the trees carrying crops of swelling fruits.

Advantage is then taken of a brief hrisht

period to thoroughly water the borders, but if

dull, co'.d weather immediately follows, tran-

spiration is again reduced, and the excess of

sap finds an outlet in the splitting or bursting

of the fruits.

Names of Plants : W. It. 1. Polemoniun.
caeruleum (Jacob's Ladder) : 2. Sedum Sieboldi

;

3. Scrophularia l odosa (Figwort) ; 4, we do-

not recognise the variety of Rose.

—

C. J. " •

Geranium grandiflorum.

—

T. E. N. Coronilla

emeroides.

—

W. H. Thymus Serpyllum var

lanueinosus.
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A year such as the present,
The Drought, with its almost unprece-

dented drought following de-
ficient autumn and winter rain, might have

,
been expected to prove a severe trial to the
gardener, and so it has, if increased labour be
Ethe test. But if w-e are to judge by results
then the trial has been turned into a triumph
in many instances. On light soils, of course,
garden crops have suffered. We have seen
yrows of Spinach scarcely an inch high seared
as though with a hot 'iron. In similar soils
Sweet Peas have acted differently. To put it

bluntly they have simply sulked, remaining
but a few inches high for a month or more
until their roots, havf.ng penetrated into the
deeper soil, found enough water to replace
that which the leaves must lose and
the plants were able to grow awav again.
Vet other plants such as Sea Kale, Rhubarb
and Globe Artichokes have been tricked
intu mistiming- their blossoming, and
have flowered precociously. In the case
of Sea Kale, a timely removal of the inflor-

escences suffices to' check the floriferous-
ni ss and to put back the plants to their proper
regetative condition. But Tin the case of
Globe Artichokes, which, in the dry garden
we have in mind, produced premature heads
on stalks two inches high, the removal of the
flower-head did not suffice to throw the plants
again into vegetative gmwth. In this same
garden Onfons and Leeks have failed, but
Potatos, and particularly Carrots, have made
wonderful growth. Evidently the trouble in
Bases of vegetable crops has been for the

roots to get down through the top inch or
two of dust dry soil, and those with slow-
growing or superficial root systems have
perished. As to small fruiit," Raspberries'
have suffered severely in the light soil of this
garden. Perhaps the most interesting, al-

though obvious, results of the drought are to
be seen in recently planted fruit and other
trees. Those which were got in dn the
autumn are well established and have suffered
but little, but those planted in the spring have,
for the most part, either stood still or died.
Cupressus Lawsoniana aurea, of which
several specimens were planted iin late March,
have survived and made good growth. Juni-
pers (J. elegans, J. communis and other
species) are either standing still or dead. The
green, erect variety of Cupressus Lawsoniana
planted at the same time is thoroughly es-
tablished, but Abies pungens glauca is" still
in the state of just opening its pale green
buds, and the glorious Atlantic Cedar is dead.
The view entertained by some, that Conifers
are best transplanted in spring, may or may
not be sound, but certainly- ,in such" a spring
as this the result has been disastrous. Of
Berberis transplanted in spring In the hope
of stealing a year, B. stenophylla has, after
months of inaction, begun to grow vigorously.
Of several hundred B. Darwinii, on the other
hand, only two or three appear to be alive,
albeit they are to have further opportunity
for recovery

; B. Gagnepainii, planted at the
same time, suffered no check and is growing
vigorously. The autumn-planted Apple and
Pear trees which produced fair crops are now
fruitless, which is, of course, no loss, and
there are in this garden no Plums to fall.
Roses in this, and probably in most gardens,
are poor and have been the prev of aphis.
Broad Beans planted in sprf.ng grew scarcelv
al all and were black with' aphis till thev
were turned in to enrich another crop. Many
flowering plants have, of course, flourished
amazingly. Larkspurs, Anchusas, Godetias,
Eschscholzias, Phacelias, Heucheras and Gyp!
sophilas are brilliant, as also were the Irises.
Other flowers which appear to revel in the
sun are Antirrhinums, Dimorphothecas, Eri-
gerons, Alstroemerias and Pelargoniums;
though in many cases the flower time-table
is sadly out and plants are blossoming much
before their time.

We have on more than oneThe Entertain- occasion po j nte<J out lhe ;m _mentTax and portance of exempting flower
Flower Shows. ,|„ nvs from , lx . pavinent of

the Entertainment Tax. The
fact that the National Sweet Pea Societj
lias been holding its annual exhibition at
which the tax is imposed, leads us to refer
again to this subject and to express tin-

hope that horticulturists will renew their
cllorts to induce the Commissioners of ( n,.
loins and Excise to exercise tin- powers with
which they were vested by the Finance (New-
Duties) Act and forgo the lax on bona tide
horticultural shows and exhibitions.
The reasonableness of this hope will be

apparent to all who air engaged in pro-
moting such shows. Consider, for example,
the _ exhibition by the National Sweet Pea
Society. The aim of the Sooietj is to im-
prove, and to increase the popularity of, this
flower. To this end the Societj 'not only
holds exhibitions, but also conducts trials
and engages in enquiries into the means
of preventing disease among Sweet Peas.
Exhibition, trials and enquiries have all an
educational purpose, and yet tin- Society
is constrained to pay ' the entertain-
ment tax and thereby to forfeit a part of the

revenue which would otherwise !» available
for purposes of research and education. The

Commissioners have—justly and wisely as
we think—excluded the Royal Horticultural
Society's shows from the operation of the
tax, and having done so we trust that they
will exclude all other shows which rely on
the exhibition of fruit, flowers and garden
produce generally, and do not include " side-
shows" admittedly in the nature of enter-
tainments.

We would suggest further that the Royal
Horticultural .Society would be doing a good
service to horticulture if it were to lend its

support to a general effort to secure the
exemption of flower shows from the tax.

Many such societies with but slender
financial resources must, perforce, depend on
the receipts from their annual shows to carry
on from year to y

rear, and it would be an
undoubted boon to such societies to be re-

lieved from this taxation of their efforts K>

promote a love and knowledge of plants. A
progressive State would subsidise such efforts

and not penalise them. It is probable that

the drafters of the Finance Act would be as

surprised as any other person of common
sense to find that these educational enter-

prises had been included in its operations,

and it is not unreasonable to believe that a

vigorous effort to secure relief for flower

shows would meet with success.

Report of the Hardy Fruit Crops—Following
our iisual practise, we hope to publish in

August statistical tables showing the condition

of the hardy fruit crops in the United Kingdom.
As many changes have occurred in the charge of

gardens during the past few years, it is pos-

sible that some of those who previously con-

tributed to our report may have changed their

addresses, and we shall be pleased if these and
any other readers, especially concerned in fruit

growing will make immediate application to

the Editors for one of the forms.

Golden Wedding of Mr. and Mrs. B. Cromwell

—A large number of our readers "will remember

with what success Mr. B. Cromwell exhibited

at Shrewsbury and other shows yvhile he was

gardener to the late T. Sutton Timnns. at

Clevelev. Allexton, near Liverpool. After 27

vrais' service at Cleveley Mr. Cromwell retired

on the death of his employer and since then has

Lived in retirement, but has retained his en-

thusiasm for horticulture. On the 16th inst.

Mr. and Mrs. Cromwell celebrated their golden

wedding, and we join with very many friends

in offering them congratulations and wishes for

many years of health and happiness.

New Park at Leigh. Lancashire.—The Eight

Hon: the Earl of Derby opened a new public

pleasure ground known as the Firs Park, at

Leigh, Lancashire, on the 2nd inst. The nw
i, ,,rl, has hern presented to the town by Mf-si-s,

Tttnniciiffe and Hampson (.1920) Ltd.. whose

Chairman, Sir John Holden, Bart., and Dire

tors conceived the idea of turning a disused

brickfield, adjoining the mills, into a pleasure

ground for the inhabitants. The conversion

of this old brickfield to its present beautiful

condition has been done by the Lakeland

Nurseries, Windermere, and (he new- park

includes a lake tor boating, sports grounds,

band-stand, terraced gardens and a play-

ground for infants, the whole occupying seme
seventeen acres.

OrmsKirk Potato Trials. 1921.— It has now- been

arranged that, owing to the advanced condition

of the Potato crop, the Summer inspei tion of the

growing crops planted in the Drmskirk Trials

shall take place on July 19 and 20, 1921.

Attendance on these days is by invitation from

the National Institute of Agricultural Botany,
tail the Trial grounds are open to all interested

n. Potato growing on .Inly 21 and 22. Tlie Trials

are bein^ carried out at the Potato Testing
Station, f.athom, Ormskirk. The Ministry I I

Agriculture and Fisheries is the responsible
authority- for tin- decision and certification as to
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which varieties are immune from Wart Disease.

The extensive plots of Potatos planted at the

Station include a large number ot varieties from

Australia, France, and other countries,

and also a considerable number of seedlings trom
Breeding Institutions, Potato raisers and others.

There is also an interesting historical section.

Trials for other purposes are being carried out

by the Institute, which this year 1ms under-

taken Potato Maturity Trials and has planted

a very large nuimlber of demonstration plots

of most commercial kinds of immune varieties.

An inspection of these should be of value to all

interested in the Potato. Lunch will be pro-

vided in the grounds of the Potato Testing

Station on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 19th

and 20th of July. "Tickets may be purchased at

the station from Miss Whitehead, the assistant

to the superintendent of the Potato trials. Sir

Lawrence Weaver, Director-General of the Land
Department of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and Chairman of the Council of the

National Institute of Agricultural Botany, will

take the chair at lunch on the 19th inst., and
Mr. C. Bryner Jones, Welsh Secretary of the

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, will pre-

side on July 20.

The Orchid Review.—No. 337 of The Orchid
Review recently issued, contains the following

announcement :
—"Owing to the sad loss sus-

tained by the death of Mr. R. A. Rolife, The
Orchid Review has been suspended for the

period of six months. The present issue forms

the first part of the twenty-ninth volume

;

further numbers will be published on the

first of each month." The new editor is

Mr. Gurney Wilson, F.L.S., for some years a

member of the Scientific and Orchid Com-
mittees of the Royal Horticultural Society, and
well known to Orchidists through the excellent

Orchid World, of which he was editor during
its existence, but which suspended publication

wtith the 1915-6 issues. The present issue main-
tains the high standard of former numbers and
it is pleasant to note that tlie editorship has
fallen into such capable hands.

The Beech in America.—The European Beech,

Fagus sylvatica, makes a handsome tree in the

States and the finest specimens are stated to

be in the neighbourhood of Boston, at Longwood
Mall, a strip of turf extending east from Kent
Street and between Chatham and Beech Street

in Brookline. The Mall was laid out by David
Sears at the time he was engaged in developing

his Longwood property seventy-five or eighty

years ago, and it is probable that these Beech
trees were planted at about that time. There
are sixteen trees in all in Longwood Mall, three

of which are of the purple-leaved variety.

They have grown some sixty to seventy feet

tall, with wide-spreading branches, and in the

cases of some trees the latter sweep the ground.
Longwood Mall, together with the Beeches, is

now the property of the town of Brookline to

which they were left by Mr. Sears.

Fruit Growers at Westwick.—Mr. W. G.
Lobjoit, Controller of Horticulture, and Mr.
G. P. Berry, of the Ministry of Agriculture, re-

cently inspected Col. J. B. Petre's fruit gardens
and orchards at Westwick House, Norwich, and
the members of the East Norfolk Fruit Growers'
Association, the small holders on the Norfolk
County Council's Burlingham Estate, and the
pupils of the Ingham Institute, were invited to

meet them. The soil jat Westwick is of a

light texture and, as at Wisley, free use is

made of pig manure, no fewer than 500 pigs

being kept, of which 350 are allowed to roam
about the orchards. As showing the value of

pigs in clearing foul orchard land, it was stated
that one orchard overrun with grass and weeds
was completely cleaned by the pigs, which turned
the ground over and ate all the roots
of the grasses- In some of the orchards Pro-
fusion Raspberries are planted between Lord
Derby and Emneth Early Apple trees. The
principal varieties of Apples grown beside those
named above are Bramley's Seedling, Glad-
stone, Beauty of Bath, Allington Pippin, Wor-
cester Pearmain, and James Grieve. The fruit

trees are sprayed from a plant which is situated
I3 mile away from the orchards, the specific

being forced through pipes. It is estimated that

six men can spray nine acres a day ; three men
are required at the tank and engine. Black

Currants are also largely grown at Westwick.

and many hybrid Black Currants have been

raised there. Mr. Lobjoit pronounced the one

labelled "No. 8 Seedling," and named David-

son's Westwick Black Currant, to be the finest

variety he had ever seen. After the Cherry

orchards had been inspected, Col. Petre enter-

tained the party to luncheon at the Home Farm.

Mr. H. Goude, horticultural adviser to the

County of Norfolk, stated that the County

Council had a scheme in hand for providing

trees to smallholders, who would not be asked

for payment for seven years.

Mr. Leonard Sutton.—As President of the

National Sweet Pea Society for the present

year, Mr. Leonard Sutton has come before the

floricultural world with unusual prominence.

He is one of the senior members of the firm of

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, and became
a partner in 1885. He was born in 1863, and

studied at the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, obtaining his diploma in 1883.

which was then the highest agricultural degree

MR. LEONARD SUTTON,

PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL SWEET PEA SOCIETY.

in the country. Mr. Sutton has been actively

engaged in all the departments of the Reading
seed business, but he has specialised in grasses

and flower seeds. He has also for many years

been responsible for the general management of

the business headquarters at Reading, where

there are 500 employees throughout the whole
of the year. Mr. Sutton has always taken a

keen interest in educational work and especially

in agricultural education. He is a member of

the Council of the University College, Read-
ing, and was a member of the deputation which

went from the Reading College to inspect

those universities in Canada and the United
States which have agricultural departments. It

was largely due to the information thus gained

and by the stimulus the visit afforded that the

agricultural and horticultural departments at

Reading University College have made such

remarkable progress, and are now recognised

as valuable centres for the study of horticulture

and agriculture. Mr. Sutton has always taken

a keen interest in Sweet Peas and in the

National Swet Pea Society. He was chairman

of the committee of the Society in 1907, and

is President in this coming-of-age year. Not-
withstanding the pressing claims of a large

business, Mr. Sutton has served the town of

Reading in many ways, and during the war he
was Mayor of the town for two successive

years, while for a period of ten years he was
chairman of the Reading Education Com-
mittee. He has also other irterests, as is

shown by the fact that he is a bellow of the

Linnean Society, of the Royal Colonial Insti-

tute and of the Royal Geographical Society.

Mr. Sutton's five sons served in the forces

during the war, four of whom laid down their

lives for their country. His surviving son,

Captain Noel Sutton, is now associated with

his father in the business and is a partner in

the firm. Mr. Leonard Sutton has an

exceptionally wide knowledge of all that per-

tains to the seed trade, and keeps himself well

informed by frequently visiting the great seed

growing districts at home and on the Conti-

nent, and by conducting extensive trials at

Reading, and it is because of this wide know-
ledge that he has been made a member of the

Seeds Advisory Committee to the Ministry of

Agriculture. Moreover, he has a charming
personality, which has won for him a wide
circle of friends among both commercial,

scientific and amateur horticulturists.

A Novel Mulching Material.—At a large

sports ground where, during the past week, a
tennis tournament has attracted many thousands
of persons and kept those responsible for the

refreshment department exceedingly busy, some
ingenious person conceived the happy idea if

utilising the waste tea leaves as a mulching
material for ithe numerous ismall treels and
shrubs which have been planted in proximity

to the refreshment pavilion for the purpose of

providing shade in the future. We were inter-

ested to find that the soil beneath the tea

leaves was pleasantly moist, and doubtless the

trees were benefiting accordingly. Although tea

leaves can never become a standard material for

mulching, those in charge of similar places where

tea leaves are available in sufficient quantities,

might copy the idea, which miust have origin-

ated from some lady who evidently takes an

intelligent interest in' her garden.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next meet-

ing of the Roval Horticultural Society will be

held on July '26, and the National Carnation

and Picotee Society's annual exhibition will be

held on the same occasion. At the 3 o'clock

meeting of the Fellows, Dr. W. Bateson, F.R.S.,

will deliver a lecture on " Plant Breeding."

On the 28th inst. the National Rose Society's

*how of seedling Roses will be held in the

R.H.S. Hall, to which R.H.S. Fellows' tickets

will admit.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Wed-
nesday, July 20.—Cardiff and County Horticul-

tural Society's annual show (2 days); York
Agricultural Society's show at Leeds (3 days);

Hereford and West of England Kose Society's

show. Thursday, July 21.—Manchester and
North of England Orchid Society's meeting.

Friday, July 22.—Birmingham Horticultural

Society's annual show (2 days). Saturday,

July 23.—Glasgow and West of Scotland Horti-

cultural Society's outing to Ardencraig, Rothe-

say.
" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five

Years Ago.

—

Garden Ink and Cuba Bad.—We
have two novelties before us, which deserve to

;

be noticed in a more formal manner than many
of those which appear from time to time. The,

first is Burrows and Thorns' Chemical Garden

Ink. This is a yellow fluid, with which and a

common pen writing may be indelibly fixed on

zinc %r other metals. The characters appear in

a few moments of a jet black, and they are not

liable to being affected by light or wet. It is,
j

no doubt, the best thing of the kind that yet

has been brought forward, and especially re-

commends itself for use in hothouses, ori

tropical countries where wood of all kinds

perishes rapidly. The second is a kind of

Bast, lately imported from Cuba. It has a

delicate and beautiful texture, of extraordinary

toughness, and well suited for tying up plants,

where neatness is an object. It is imported in

thin strips, rends easily, like Russia matting,

when torn lengthwise and forms capital liga-

tures when twisted. It is the inner bark of

some tree, but of what is unknown. Gard.

Chron., July 18, 1846.

Publications Received.

—

Town Gardening, by

Marv Hampden. Thornton Butterworth. Ltd.,

15, Bedford Street, W.C. Price 6s. net. R«?e

Gardening, bv Mary Hampden. Thornton

Butterworth, Ltd., 15, Bedford Street, W.C.

Price 7s. 6d. net.
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THE DROUGHT.

The drought, as revealed by the rain-gauge,
lias assumed serious proportions in the South
•of Scotland. In September, October and
.November, 1920, the rainfall was only 4.56
inches, and from September until the end of

that year, 7.76 inches. That of the present
year till June 28 is 8.67 inches, or a total of

16.43 inches for ten months, including those in

which one expects the maximum amount of

Tain for the year. Moreover, high winds have
been prevalent and there have been several

gales. ;A gale in the beginning of June was
«o fierce that it denuded recently planted Pelar-
goniums of their foliage. Consequently the soil

has received so little moisture that, even with
thunderstorms 1921 cannot escape being a
" dry " year.

Up to the present time, however, vegetation
«xhibits no signs of distress, due no doubt to

the happy knack it possesses of adapting itself

to various conditions of weather and climate.
Drought, greatly as one dislikes it, is not with-
out resulting benefits.. Frost, as everybody is

aware, exerts an influence for good on soil, but
frost in most instances is only a surface pul-

veriser. Drought, when continued over a
lengthened period, is probably more beneficial

than frost, even. It disintegrates soil to a

greater depth, and once the ground is again
moistemed, vegetation leaps into renewed
growth with very great vigour. Usually this

is attributed to a heated condition of the soil.

%ut I imagine not a little must be attri-

buted to the pulverising effects of extreme
dryness.

There are, happily, cultural expedients which
have a qualifying effect on the influences of

drought. Deep cultivation is rightly recognised

as one such, and highly important. Instances

of this occur here. Potatos growing in ground
trenched last autumn—which, by the way, is

the best season to dig and trench—have still a

fair amount of moisture in reserve to fall back
upon. Other Potatos, on ground merely dug,
dressed with an equal quantity of manure,
planted with similar seed, set at the same
time, are quite dry. The result, of course,
will be a crop of smaller tuibers in the latter

instance. The mechanical pulverisation of

the soil in the course of cultivation is also
important. Clods are invariably surrounded
by air spaces and no roots are found there.

Minutely pulverised soil, on the other hand,
is pervious in all its parts to root-action, and
also conserves moisture to the greatest pos-
sible degree.

An older generation of gardeners was most
particular that Onion beds should be very firmly
compressed by trampling. My experience shows
that most crops, flowers included, require soil

Jto be treated similarly. Another expedient of

value is to apply a thin dressing of rotted
manure to the surface of the soil before plant-

ing. Most of this is mixed with the soil while
planting, hut the effect, besides that of a
manure, is that it acts as a conserver of moisture
and probably to some extent as a mulch.
•Celery, Potatos, Violets, Begonias, Heliotropes,
Lobelias, Verbenas, Strawberries, are a few
crops that are much benefited by this method.
In addition to mulches of the usual kind, soil

itself is useful applied as a mulch. Celery,
for instance, surfaced with a two-inch layer of

soil from the ridges is greatly benefited. And
•soil drawn up to the stems of plants acts in

much the same way. Of the value of repeated
surface stirring one needs not to write. It not
inly acts as a means of increasing bulk, but also

.as a conserver of moisture to a very consider-

able extent.

All 'he foregoing are merely expedients, the
last resort being to irrigate, which, unless

I there is an uninterrupted and abundant supply
' of soft water, is itself no better than an ex-

I

pedient. But. no doubt, a crop may be saved

[
by the application of water, e.</. , Cauliflower on

j
<he point of suffering from drought. There are

1 also some perennials that will not come through
' a long period of drought unless supplied with

water. The question that arises in trlese

times of labour shortage ami reputed slackness
is when and how much water should be applied.

I think it is a mistake to wait till vegetation
is evidently suffering before applying water,

and what is called a " thorough soaking " is

essential to afford the greatest benefit. At the
same time, a quantity less than that, if suffi-

cient to tide over for a few days, it may be de-

sirable in order at once to supply all crops
waiting for refreshment. A point worth atten-

tion, too, is that pure water maintains plants

for a shorter time in good condition than water
in which a suitable manure, such as super-

phosphate of lime, is dissolved. Only a very
small quantity need be added to the water, for

I have never observed that the minimum has had
less effect than a large amount. As much as will

lie on three fingers is quite enough to add to

the water in a 3-gallon or 4-gallon watering-

can. Plants that obviously are progressing

without irrigation should be left alone and
only those that also obviously would suffer

should be watered. H. P. Brotherston.

Established trees from which good crops of fruit

are expected require stimulants from the time

the fruits commence to swell until they are nearly

ripe, hence the advantage of covering the borders,

and especially those at the foot of south walls,

with material as a mulch. Fresh stable manure

is very suitable to use as a mulch for stone

fruits planted against south walls, as it charges

the dry, warm surface with ammonia, and acts

as a beneficial stimulant on the foliage.

The present tropical summer has caught pro-

crastinating mulchers napping, and their crops

have suffered. Fruits, including vines, Figs, and

all stone fruits grown under glass require prac-

tically the same treatment, both as to the time

of application and the quality of the mulching.

Old Peach trees and vines which crop freely and
do not make strong wood, derive great benefit

from frequent waterings with diluted liquid

during the autumn. All gardeners who force ex-

FlG. 13.—CAMPANULA SPETCHLEY \ H.H.S. AWARD OF MERIT, JULY 5 (SEE P. 24).

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

MULCHING.
The beneficial effects of mulching are now

generally known, hut it is seldom that the opera-

tion has been of greater service than during the

present hot, dry season. Last autumn I was

called in to advise on the planting of two young

orchards only a few miles apart. The trees were

obtained from the same nursery, and all were

planted in December, the work being well done.

Early in March I advised the mulching of these

trees in one orchard, and the work was carried

out at once, with the result that all the trees

lived and have made a little healthy growth, and

are now able to hold their own. In the second

case, mulching was deferred until the middle

of last month, too late to save many of the trees,

which are now almost leafless, and otherwise too

weak to overcome the attacks of numerous insect

enemies. Planters often neglect to use manure
for trees and shrubs, but a light mulching of half-

rotted manure has given most satisfactory results,

this season, especially where little or no water

was at hand. Roots of newly-planted trees are

not in a condition to assimilate stimulants, ami

rich manure should not be used, yet a covering

of some material that will prevent surface

evaporation and absorb the sun's heat should be

placed over the newly-disturbed ground before

the end of the first quarter of the year. Heavy
animal manure may he tolerated on light, warm
soils, but for heavy land, lime rubble, burn! earth

anil refuse from the rubbish heap are preferable.

An excellent and clean substitute for manure in

large or small gardens is Wakeley's hop manure.

tensively know the value of fresh, unfermented

stable manure, and make good use of it when
their crops of Grapes, Peaches, etc., are swelling,

more so than the growers of hardy fruits, who
prefer it in a state of decomposition. The best

time to apply it is immediately after the crops

of fruit are set, and here a word of warning may
be of use to the inexperienced. Too much
ammonia in a close, hot house may soon do more

harm than good; indeed, so subtle is an overdose

that all the tender foliage may be destroyed in a

few minutes. By spreading the material in the

frame ground and turning it on one or two
occasions, also by watering with clear water and
allowing the dung to get dry in the open, this

useful material will be quite safe for use as a

mulch beneath most tender foliage, always pro-

vided a little air is admitted through the roof

ventilators night and day after the borders
are mulched. The same remarks apply to

nearly all kinds of vegetables, for without
mulching of various lands the gnrdener could
not carry his crops to the highest state of

perfection. If liberal mulching were practised

when planting on poor soils there would be

fewer reports of failures and losses. Those
who succeed best always err on the side of

moderation, both in strength and quantity of

the mulch, and in making repeated applications

from the time the crops are set until they

approach maburibv. There is need, also, to

removo the mulching material at the end of

the season, for to retain it when rains are

frequent and the power of theeun small, would
mean that the soil would be kept unnecessarily
cold and wet. Air. too, would he excluded
and the ground generally get in a --our, sod-

dened condition. /•'. Jordan.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

The Cool House.—.Everything possible should
be done to keep the temperature of this

division a few degrees lower than that of the
external air. The house should be well venti-

lated through the bottom apertures. The
blinds should be lowered in the early morning
when the. sun causes the temperature ot the house
to rise above 60°. If lath blinds are em-
ployed, and the glass is stippled, freqiient

damping between the pots and the immediate
surroundings ot the plants will create a cool

atmosphere. During the hottest part of the

day the plants should toe sprayed lightly over-

head several times with clear rain-water. Estab-

lished plants should be allowed to 'become fairly

dry at the roots between each application of

water, when they should receive a thorough
soaking. Newly potted plants should be
watered with great care and moisture should

r.ever he supplied unless the compost is dry.

Insect Pests.—A diligent search should be
made periodically for thrips and scale insects,

the former being often found in the new
growths of Cypripediums, Lycastes, Odonto-
glossums, and other Orchids and hybrids.
Directly any pests are detected the house
should be fumigated on two nights in succes-

sion. In the case of Cypripediums it is a good
plan to lightly spray them an hour or so

before vaporising, to drive out the thrips

from the young growths. Scale insects and red

spider should be destroyed by sponging the

leaves and rhizomes with a liquid insecticide.

Epidendrum vitellinum majus.—The winter
flowering variety of this bright cool-house Orchid
should be repotted or resurfaced when new
growth commences. Employ shallow pans with
ample drainage, aid either suspend or stand the
plants on a stage near the roof glass in a light,

airy part of the Odontoglossum house. Afford
water sparingly at the roots during the early
stages of growth, but when root action is more
vigorous, give liberal supplies of moisture until
the season's growth is completed. During the
resting season only sufficient water is needed to
keep the pseudo-bulbs firm.

THE HAEDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren. Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Figs—Fig trees on Avails are growing freely
and showing a good crop of fruit. A number
of the fruits should be removed forthwith, and
the remainder will swell to a large size and be
of finer flavour. Expose the fruits to all the
sunlight possible and remove all surplus shoots.
As the fruit develops give the roots copious
waterings of diluted liquid manure. Figs
always pay for liberal treatment in this respect.

Apricots.—Premature ripening and rotting cf
Apricot fruits is sometimes very prevalent in
certain districts, especially if the soil is very
heavy and the fruits unduly exposed to the
scorching rays of the sun for any length of time.
Sudden and extreme changes of the weather will
also bring about a like result. The development
of an abundance of healthy foliage and young
wood usually acts as a check to, or prevents this
evil. Certain varieties are more predisposed to
unequal ripening and premature rotting than are
others. Scalding seems to be rather prevalent
this season, due apparently to the scorching sun
and coi!d nights, when the thermometer has
dropped to freezing point, on more than one
occasion. The slightest damage—even by care-
less handling—done to the skin of the fruit will
set up decomposition within a few hours, and a
like result is occasioned by injury from wasps
and large flies. It is advisable to cover the
trees with wasp-proof tiffany or netting as soon
as the fruits show the earliest signs of ripening.

If possible, gather Apricots early in the day,

before they have become wanned through by the

heat of the sun, afterwards placing them in a

fruit-room, or some other cool place. Treated
thus, the. fruits attain a full ami rich flavour

vastly superior to that acquired if they are

allowed to ripen on the tree, or if kept in a

warm place to mature.

General Remarks.—Continue to give every at-

tention to wall and bush trees. The crops are,

in general, light this season, and in consequence

many of the trees are inclined to make extra

strong growths. Therefore, prompt attention

should be given to stopping, thinning, and regu-

lating the young growths, retaining no more than

are necessary. Keep the young shoots of Figs

well thinned to encourage the development of

this year's crop of fruit and the foni.ing of the

embryo fruits for next season. The latter, if

fully exposed will not become too largely de-

veloped for standing over the winter, as many
of them would if unduly protected by an over-

abundance of shoots or foliage. If mildew should

make its appearance on Peach or Nectarine

trees, the infected parts should be dusted with
sulphur—Mack sulphur for preference—immedi-
ately it is perceived, for the disease spreads
rapidly.

Fig. 14.

—

euphanb disticha in fruit (see p. 33).

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Corns, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Lupinus arboreus.—The common Tree Lupin
and its variety. Snow Queen, make large, hand-
some bushes, the variety being more spreading
in habit than the type. They are invaJuahle
for planting in dry, poor soils, and succeed per-

fectly on dry slopes and banks where it is

difficult to get anything else to grow. They
are not long-lived

;
generally they are at their

best for three years, and fresh stock should
be raised every year. The seed? may be sown
now in a cold frame, and when the seedlings
are large enough to handle they should be
potted singly, as they do not transplant readily
when of any considerable size.

Bulbs—All bulbs of Tulip and Narcissus
lifted from beds and laid out to ripen as ad-
vised in a former calendar, should now be
spread out on a shelf in a cool, airy shed. Ad-
vantage should be taken of wet days to clear
and sort the bulbs into two sizes, the larger
specimens for planting in The beds, an'd the
smaller ones for planting in the nursery to
grow on. Bulbs that have been forced may be
planted in grass as time permits. The varieties
and number of bulbs required for the beds should
be decided on, and the order for them sent to
the bulb merchant as soon as possible.

Campanula persicifolia var. Telham Beauty.
—Campanula persicifolia and its varieties are
old and favourite garden plants, and the newer
variety, Telham Beauty, is undoubtedly one of

the best new hardy plants of recent years. The
blue flowers are more open and salver-shaped

than in typical C. persicifolia; the flower stems .

are stiff and 'self-supporting and the plant re-

mains in flower tor some considerable time. On
June 15 a large bed of several hundred plants

at Kew was at its best and the plants had been
in flower for several weeks. This Campanula is \

freely increased by offsets, which may be !

secured after the plants have finished flowering, L

or at any other time that is convenient.

Genista.—Two of the best Genistas for the I

choice rock garden are G. pilosa and G. dal-

matica, while for (bolder arrangements G. I

hispar.ica and G. sagittalis are useful.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardemer to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Cooped Hall, Epping.

The Early Vinery.—Directly the fruit is

cleared the vines should receive attention, for!

on this will largely depend success with next
season's crop. Thorough ripening of the wood
is a most important detail, and the vines
should have full exposure to the sun, with,

plenty of ventilation until such time as frosts

appear. If red spider is in evidence the pest

will be most apparent on the young foliage

that is just unfolding. Let the growths be
shortened and the vines have a good syringing

;

better still, where a force of water can be
obtained, syringe by means of a hose-pipe.

Spraying should be done on, three or four

occasions. If the vines are in a clean, healthy
condition a good deal of growth will still be

made ibefore the sap ceases to flow. Late
growth should be kept, .however, within moder-

ate bounds by stopping them occasionally, but not

so severely as when the fruit is approaching
maturity. While the vines are still in active

growth feed the roots liberally, and when liquid

farmyard manure can be had the borders

should be thoroughly drenched with it. This!

will help to build up the basal buds on which
next season's fruit depends, and does moral

good to the vines than all the feeding that may
be given in the early stages of growth.

Pot Vines.—Canes intended for next year's.'

fruiting should by now have completed their

growth and should be removed to the open.

Secure them to the walls or wires to prevent

damage by winds and place then, in full ex-

posure to the sun, but protect the roots from,

intense heat by placing a substantial mulch-

ing around the pots. On no account should

the vines be allowed to suffer from drought at

any time, and for the same reason as given

for the early vinery the plants should be

liberally fed until such time as the canes are*

thoroughly ripened. Vines raised from eyeM
this season should receive similar treatment.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, \V#lwyn, Hertfordshire.

Effects of the Drought.—At the time of writ-

ing, the drought is a source of trouble

to all gardeners. Insect pests 0' all kinds

have spread rapidly, and winter greens

::re becoming infested with aphides. Nicotifil

emulsion is a certain cure for this pest, anffl

may be used with safety in the early stages uf

growth; but. being a poisonous wash, it should

not be used late in the season. Celery fre-

quently 'becomes infested with maggots during

prolonged hot, dry weather, and steps must be

taken to combat the pest. Spraying with the

nicotine wash in the evening and dusting the

plants in the early morning with soot or Pesti-

bux are good remedies. Onions should be care-

fully watched for the Onion fly, and frequent

dustings of soot and lime or Pestibux will do
much in keeping the plants free of this pest.

Late Broad Beans and Scarlet Runners are also

becoming infested with aphi6. Spraying (lie

plants with the same wash will soon cause the

insects to disappear. All late Peas should be

mulched and watered ; they should never

be allowed to become dry at the roots. S'.iglitly

stir the mulch with the Dutch hoe a few hours

after watering the plants to conserve the foil

moisture.
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Salads.—Salad crops call for a little extra
attention in watering to have them in good con-

dition in hot summers. Frequent sowings should
be made of Lettuce, Endive, Radishes and
Mustard and Cress to maintain a continual
supply. It may be. necessaiy to water the drills

before sowing the seeds to ensure quick ger-

mination. A good breadth of Endive may be
sown now to produce good plants for use in

autumn. Radishes are, perhaps, ibest grown in

partial shade in hot, dry weather. Frames in

which seedling Celery has been raised will be
suitable for growing Radishes as they can be
lightly shaded and 'better attended to in water-
ing. Another sowing of Globe Beet should be
made as ground becomes vacant. Work the soil

into a fine tilth before drawing out the drills,

which should be made about 15 inches apart.

A little concentrated fertiliser scattered in the
drills will help considerably in promoting quick
growth, which is essential for this late sowing.
Beet sown at this date do not, as a rule, grow
large and coarse. If dry weather continues,
attention must be given to watering the plants
in their early stages.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R-. C. Palmer More
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Seedling Ferns.—The staging material on
which Ferns have been stood and not disturbed
for some time often contains seedling Ferns in

plenty, and these young Ferns should be lifted

and placed in small pots containing a mixture of

peat, rich loam, and sand. These tiny seedlings
should be handled very carefully. A cool propa-
gating case will suit them, and they should be

sprayed overhead morning and evening. The
frames should be well shaded from the sun, for

once young Ferns get dry they soon perish, and
valuable time is wasted. Many of these seed-

lings will grow into good specimens in a year's

time.

Chrysanthemums.—These plants are growing in

their summer quarters and need to be staked
securely. Bush varieties need stopping again.
Plants intended to produce large iblooms should
have three good stakes, one to each shoot, and
be securely tied. They should be examined from
lime to time, and all side growths removed.
Certain varieties develop their finest flowers

from the buds that break naturally, othera from
first crown buds-, and so on, and particular at-

tention must be paid to this. The bush varieties

need one support in the centre of the plant,

and four to five placed equally around the pot.

Ihese plants should lie stopped for the final

time in the course of the next three weeks.
Examine the plants daily both morning and
evening for watering; damping overhead during
the day will be beneficial. If black fly attacks
the plants, dusting with tobacco powder will soon
destroy the pest.

Euphorbia pulcherrima.—Young plants of Poin-
settia are growing freely and will soon be ready
for shifting into their final pots. They should
be handled carefully to prevent damaging the
roots. They will grow well in a fairly light

house or pit, having a temperature of 60° to
65°. Syringe the plants twice daily over-

head. Place a stake to each plant to keep the
shoots straight. Soot water applied to the
roots at intervals will cause the foliage to be
vigorous and healthy. Shade the plants from
bright sunshine.

Souvenir de la Maliraison Carnation—Plants
that have finished flowering and are hardened
may be layered forthwith in frames with a

fair depth of soil in then., and the latter near
the glass. Select healthy shoots for layering. My
practice is to remove the plants from their pots
and place them in a fairly large hole so as to
cover the roots with soil, and twist the growths
into whichever position they are required for

layering. 'When the shoots have been layered

MUle the soil by a good soaking of water and
v*ell shade them from strong sunshine. Spray
the plants overhead in the evenings when the
shading material has been removed. <1|<| plants

intended For flowering another year should lie

transferred to larger pots,

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PLANTS

BUPHANE DISTICHA.

It may be of some interest to your readers if

you reproduce the enclosed photograph (Fig. 14)

showing the leaves and fruits of the plant of

Buphane disticha—or toxicaria—which you
figured on p. 255 of The Gardeners' Chronicle
of May 28, 1901. From the whole of the cap-
sules which the plant developed on the relatively-

big inflorescence oidy three seeds ripened, and
even if these germinate I cannot hope to see the
resulting plants reach flowering size. H. J.
Elwes, Colcsborne, Cheltenham.

characteristic broad-ribbed, somewhat hairy,

foliage of its race, which, in its early stages,

makes one think of a lot of tiny railway signals

sprouting up, on account of the curious way the

leafage develops. Cultivation on the lines of such

South African bulbs as Ixias and Brodiaeas suits

it very well. Six .bulbs in a 5-in. pan, or seven

in a 6-in. pan, are about the -right numbers
to use when potting. If the plants are well done

during their growing period, carefully watered

and looked after until the foliage dies, and then

given a baking in the sun and kept dry until

early October, when the bulbs should be re-

potted, there will be no difficulty in working up

a stock. A well-developed plant grows from 9 in.
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CDSTORIAL NO TIQE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should b. «.nt to the

PUBLISHER. 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C a.

Local News.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige by send-
ing to the Editors early intelligence of local events
likely to be of interest to our readers or of any
matters ivhich it is desirable to bring under the notice
of horticulturists.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN
ABSOLUTE drought prevailed throughout

June. Never before have I known a

calendar month entirely without rain.

Following as it did a dry winter and spring,

the drought showed its effect on the soil to an
extent seldom seen in this country. The
tainfal] at my place for the six months ending
in June was only 7.33 in., which fell on 58 days,

the figures for the different months being as

follows :

—

Rainfall Rainy Days.
January 2.39 "... 20
February 75 2
Mkitoh '

1.61 14
April 1.25 8
May 1.33 14
June Nil None

7.33 58
Considering the severity of the drought, I

think the crops have stood the ordeal remark-
ably well, a fact which may probably be attri-

buted to their having adapted themselves to

dry conditions from the beginning of the year.
The effect would probably have been more
serious if the drought had followed a wet
spring which encouraged shallow rooting and
sappy growth.

Vegetable crops are, of course, suffering. Peas
have dried mp quickly, and early Potatos are
very small and with the fertilisers turning up in
the soil just as they were put in. The crop of

Strawberries was cut short, and Black Currants
dropped a great n.any berries. Other fruit

crops have resisted the drought well. Rasp-
berries and Gooseberries have heavy crops, and
Plums, which are carrying a little' fruit, show
the effect of the dry conditions only indirectly

;

as the trees are badly attacked by mealy aphis,
which will no doubt reduce the crop still fur-
ther, since there is no water for spraying.

Black Currants.
Black Currants " ran off ." badly, and dropped

further berries on account of drought, so that
there was only about half a crop in the country
as a whole, and much less than last year,

prices were decidedly lower, whichYet

indicates either that imports are heavier or
that the public do not intend to pay so much
for fruit as they have done in recent years. I

have nearly finished the crop, and so far have
not made more than 24s. per half-bushel for a
good sample, whereas last vear they went ud
to 32s.

Black Currants are a difficult crop in these
days. Growers have adopted some of the newer
varieties which are more resistant to bud mite
than the old, but heavy-cropping, Baldwin
varieties. In doing so it seems that they
may have leapt out of the frying-pan into the
hre, for the mite-resisting kinds are more
liable to two troubles—reversion and " running
off." The latter is a iserious defect which may
reduce a promising crop by 50 per cent. It
means, of course, that the Currants apparently
set, but drop off before they ripen. Growers
have variously attributed this to drought, cold
winds, frosts, aphis, etc. ; but there is little

doubt that the true cause has been found by
investigations carried out at the East Mailing
Research .Station. It is a matter of pollina-

tion, and depends upon whether conditions at

blooming time favour the work of pollen-carrying

insects.

It is not tbat the Black Currant is self-

sterile, but the pollen is sticky and is not

freely distributed by wind. In the case of

varieties of the Baldwin type this does not

matter, as the bloom has the stigma on a level

with or just below the pollen-bearing anthers

so that the sticky pollen passes easily on to the

moist surface of the stigma. The fruit, there-

fore, sets well, and there is no trouble from

running off. It is different in the case of

varieties of the Boskoop and French types. The
blooms of these, particularly those situated to-

wards the end of the bunch, have a style longer

than the anthers, so that the stigma projects

above the latter. For this reason pollen can-

not pass easily from the anthers to the stigma,

and needs to be carried by insects. If the.

weather at blooming time is calm and reason-

ably mild, so as to favour the flight and work
of insects, a good set of fruit results. If con-

ditions are against the insect pollen-carriers, many
of the blooms fail to become fertilised. The
berries may form, but, not being perfect, they

drop long before they colour. Verification of the

soundness of this explanation is supplied by the

fact that hand fertilisation of the bloom of

varieties liable to running off gives a perfect

set of fruit.

The most hopeful solution of the problem

lies in the raising of new varieties which will

combine the mite-resisting qualities of some of

the French varieties with the free-setting, and

therefore heavy-cropping, habit of the Baldwin.

There is no reason why such varieties should

not be produced, and it is to be hoped that

success will crown the efforts being made in this

direction at East Mailing.

Training Young Trees.

Last autumn I planted eight acres of maiden
Plums and Apples, which are to be trained

into half-standards with stems about 3 ft. high.

Many of them were not tall enough to head
down, and were, therefore, left to grow on for

another year to obtain the necessary length of

stem1

. Most of the Plums, however, and some
of the Apples, were already tall enough, and
were cut back to the required height in early

spring. In spite of the drought most of these

have done fairly well, and have given me the

three shoots needed to form the foundation of

the head. Below these, of course, the stems
are now feathered with weaker shoots. These I

have recently pinched back to five leaves to

check them and direct the sap into the three

selected shoots at the top. I know that these

shoots feathering what will be the bare stem
ought not to be removed entirely yet, because

-

they help the stem to thicken. The question js.

for how long should they be allowed to remain '!

My practice in the past has been to clear the
stem during the winter following the first

season's growth. One authority advises doing
it in early August, so that the cuts have time

to callus over before winter. I should greatly

appreciate the opinion of a nurseryman or ex-

perienced grower on this point. Possibly the

stems may be allowed to remain feathered for a
second season with advantage, keeping the

growth in check, of course, by summer pinching.

There is no doubt that the growths do greatly

help the thickening of the stem with benefit to

the vigour of the tree.

Standardised Packing.
The scheme for standardised packing of

Apples, devised iby the British Growers' Mar-

keting Association, should find wide acceptance,
as the draft proposals are marked by sensible

moderation and yet appear to go far enough for

a start. Very wisely the use of non-returnable
boxes, although encouraged, is not insisted upon
so far. Growers who participate in the scheme
can still use the salesmen's bushel and half-

bushel baskets if they desire, provided that they
pack firmly in layers, include a certain net

weight of fruit, and grade according to specified

sizes and up to certain standards with regard lo

colour and freedom from skin blemishes. For
specially-selected dessert, fruit the Peach box
is recommended as a package. Growers who
undertake to conform to the regulations will be

entitled to use a special label, which will serve

practically as a guarantee as to the grade and
quality of the contents, so that purchasers will

know exactly what they are buying.

The scheme is undoubtedly the right thing

for the welfare of the industry as a whole. If

well supported it cannot fail to raise the

status of home-grown Apples and enable them
to compete on more equal terms than hitherto

with imported fruit. Buyers will no longer go

into the market with the feeling of doubt and

distrust which results from our present lack of

system. As things are now, some growers
weigh their fruit and others do not ; some grade

carefully and others scarcely at all, and a few

even top up with extra fine specimens, so that

buyers seldom feel sure what they are getting.

This state of affairs tells against good as well

as bad packers by preventing the feeling of

confidence, which makes for brisk trade and

satisfactory prices. The scheme is to be put in

operation with Apples this season and other

fruits may follow.

Is Careful Planting Necessary ?

Many of the conclusions reached by the late

Spencer Pickering as a result of investigations

carried out at Woburn met with much criticism

and even scorn, because they were contrary to

long-accepted practice. None of them was

received with more scepticism than his assertion

that much of the care in planting fruit trees

advocated in text-books and practised by

gardeners was useless. His experiments showed •

that the carefully-preserved fibrous roots must

die in any case, and the tree push out fresh

fibres before it could become established ; also,

that carelessly-planted trees grew just as

well as others, provided always that the soil was

made firm aborat the roots.

Confirmation of these results now comes from

the Long Ashton Research Station, though the

experimenters are wise enough not to generalise,

but state that their findings so far apply only

to Apples on the Paradise stock planted in soil of

close texture. None of the fibrous roots livedj

however carefully the trees were planted, but

fresh ones were freely developed during the first

season from the collar of the stem, and any

portion of the original coarse root system lying

w ithin three or four inches of the surface. The
position of the roots indicates that soil

aeration is essential to root formation, since

none was produced from the lower portion of

the stock more remote from the air. In sand

cultures, with much better aeration, the whole

of the old root surface was able to produce new

roots freely.

These experiments have not gone far yet, but

they may be said already to prove that Picker-

ing was not mistaken in describing much of the

elaborate care taken in planting as labour in

vain, whilst they supply us with the new fact

that soil aeration is of great importance to ;i

newly planted nee. Market Growen
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THE SOWING OF BEANS AND
OTHER SEEDS.

In The Gardeners' Chronicle of July 27,

1918, p. 31 (on " Flageolet and Haricot Beans "),

I pointed the moral of the old French proverb,

that " the Beans should see the Gardener when
he leaves the Plot," with an account of a

direct experiment. Monsieur Mottet has more
recently called attention to Mr. Pateman's ad-

vice to'
" Draw out drills about 2 ft. apart and

3 in. deep, and in these sow the Beans fairly

thickly, as they may not all germinate " (the

italics are mine).

In the ease of Runner or Dwarf Beans it is

easy to establish a trial in a pan ; on one half

the seeds are simply placed on the surface witli

the hilum downwards, on the other half the

seeds are buried, say, an inch, or to the excessive

depth of three inches. It will be seen that

the surface-sown Beans, if Runners, may be as

much as a foot high, when those that have

been buried' are but just coming through the

ground. The cause is not far to seek; with-

i.i a few days after sowing it will be seen that

seeds ; the latter will do much damage to the
Broad Bean, however, both in store and on
the ground. The plan I adopt is to draw a
shallow drill, not more than just enough to

scratch the soil, and the Beans are dropped in

about 8 or 12 in. apart; then a trifle of earth

is knocked back, but the line of the drill is

still visible, and many of the Beans may pro-

bably be seen to some extent. Notwithstand-
ing the prolonged drought I find that in a

24-yard run thus sown only six blanks are to

be found. I have tried the clump method noted
by Monsieur Mottet, and it is very successful,

but it seemed rather more laborious and slower
than the plain drill and row ; moreover, it re-

quires a greater breadth of the bed, which is

sometimes inconvenient where crops are close

together. I may add that as I have special

strains of Beans I rarely sow seed that is

younger than in its second year, indeed, sotna-

times older; last year's seed is always held
over in case the ripening or other causes should
interefere with the new crop. Any remainders
are used for Haricots. The miserable growth in

this dry season makes the crop for table and
seed store look precarious.

just below the surface with the finger, after

scattering them.
I opine that sowing should almost always be

as shallow as predatory enemies may allow.

The residues knocked out from tobacco pipes

are useful to sprinkle on the tops of seed pans

in houses, as also on the underlying support;

the material especially tends to prevent the har-

bouring of woodlice and other smaller enemies;

the remnant of nicotine, etc., does not seem to

do any damage to the seedlings. II. l<).

Durham.

THE ROSARY.
ROSE OPHELIA.

I was pleased to read E. M.'s favourable

remarks on the above Rose (Vol. LXIX.
p. 243). It is a favourite at Wrotham, and

is much admired, especially when thinly ar-

ranged in suitable vases. There are two other

points I would like to add in its favour. The
blooms are sweetly scented and it flowers late

in the season. I consider Ophelia one of the

best and most useful of Roses. H. Marl-ham.

Fig. 16.

—

Holland house show : messrs. j. cheal and son's terrace garden (see p. 27).

the seed-leaves or cotyledons have already be-

come green by the action of the light on the
surface-sown seeds; in the Bean the main part
of the seed consists of the pre-formed cotyledons,
which must be pushed up into the light before
they are able to develop their chlorophyll,
whereby they are able to add nutrition in the
form of starch to the growing germ. Thus the
surface-sown seed is enabled to enhance the
nourishment of the young plant in a way that
a deeply buried seed is completely impotent.

to do until it has managed to push up its

cotyledons above the surface of the soil ; mean-
while all the growth is dependent upon the
use of the food store laid down in the cotyle-

don^.

When sown in the open, it would be too

laborious to place each Bean seed hilum down-
wards, and if this is not done and the .con-

ditions are too dry the young rootlet may get
dried off before it is able to curl round and
reach the earth; again, dislodgoment may be
causi'd by birds, but it may be noted that
neither birds nor mice and voles are at all

KtU'Cted to either Runner or Dwarf Bean

Broad Beans are rather apt to dry off too

much if sown in exactly the same manner,
so that in order to ensure scanty burial and
also proximity to dampness, I have shallow
drills drawn with the spade, of its width, and
about an inch, or perhaps two, deep ; the seeds

are pressed or dibbled in at the base of the

tiny "cliff" on either side; in this wise, the
seeds have a sheltering quantity of soil to keep
them adequately damp and are yet able to

profit by light and air. Peas we sow in similar

broad, shallow drills, and the merest scanty
covering of soil is given ;

protection from
birds, however, must be afforded, and for this

purpose three or four lines of black thread are

far more effective than the wire " Pea-guards."
In early sowings when mice and voles are
about the seeds are rubbed with paraffin oil and
red lead, as also are the Broad Beans;
la/ter in the season this is not generally needed.

Almost all seeds receive very slight covering
at my hands, and where the protection of a
frame or house is given, the merest sprinkling

of fine soil is given, il even that; larger seeds,

kucIi as Melon, Cucumber, etc., are pushed

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA CARMEXGITA
WESTON BLRT VARIETY.

A FINE flower of this showy cross between

Oattleya Dowiana aurea and Laelio-Cattleya

luminosa (C. Dowiana aurea xLaelia tenebrosa)

is sent in bv Mr. H. <i. A I ixander, gardener to

Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O., Weston-

birt, Tetbury. The flower is, as might be ex-

pected, with the double influence of C. Dow-

iana a/urea, near to that species in its large

size and form, while the influence of l.aelia

tenebrosa has intensified the soft yellow of the

Cattleya parent into bright Buttercup yellow

and strengthened the substance of the flower.

The sepals and petals are eight inches acrosr

and coloured bright yellow, the petals being

slightly the lighter in tint. Tin. lip is light

orange, with ruby-red base, from which

branched lines extend to the centre, Mir margin

and front bring ruby red. It is a bright eua
fragrant flower of the highest r--erft.
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VEGETABLES.

SALADS.
(Concluded from p. 22.)

Endive : This vegetable is a native of Egypt
and the Orient, and was introduced about the

same lime as! the Beet. It requires to Ibe grown
in well-worked, enriched soil, and is not a
very difficult subject to raise. Make small
sowings from the beginning of April, at inter-

vals of ten days, in drills eighteen inches

apart. This will ensure a long season of

supply. When large enough to handle, thin

the young plants to fifteen inches apart in

the case of the Batavian varieties, and a foot

apart for the curled types. Seed should be

sown in June and again in July, to produce

autumn supplies, while to carry the succession

through the winter and spring make a further

sowing in August and another in September on a

warm border. Plants of these batches should

be lifted and planted in a double row at the foot

of a south wall, and some should be planted,

fairly closely together, in October, in cold frames,

where protection may be given in severe weather.
Air the frames freely on all suitable days, to

promote healthy growth. During hot, dry
weather. Endive requires plenty of water.

Blanch this salading tor table use, to give

ridge as for plants in frames, but do not plant

out-of-doors before the third week in May.
The situation of the bed should be in full

sun. and the plants should be set at intervals
of three feet, from each other. Give the roots

plenty of water, and feed them with weak liquid

manure when a number of fruits have set.

Chicory and Dandelion : Both of these

useful salad plants are most easy to cultivate.

Sow Chicory, on one or two occasions, on
well prepared ground, during April or May, in

drills made nine, inches apart, and thin the
seedlings to nine inches to a foot apart. Three
weeks before they are wanted for the table,

lift sufficient plants, cut off the foliage just

above the crown, put the roots in boxes or

pots, and cover them up to the crown with
fine soil. Stand the boxes in a cool shed or

cellar from which light is excluded, and
syringe the soil occasionally to keep it moist.

Plenty of blanched leaves will be produced by

very few roots.

Dandelion seed should be sown on ground
well worked but not recently manured, in

shallow drills made fifteen inches apart, dur-

ing March and April; the site for preference

should be well drained and rather dry. Thin
the plants to one foot apart, and blanch them,
during the spring, by covering them with a

sealed pot, and at other times in a shed or

cellar, lifting the plants for the purpose, and

Fig. 17.

—

Holland house show : Messrs. gaze's, ltd., formal garden.

it a good appearance and also to decrease as
much as possible the hitter flavour that the
green leaves possess. This may be done in the
open by loosely tying up the leaves, allowing
sufficient space for natural expansion of

growth; blanching may be done by covering
the individual plants with a flowerpot, the
vent of which should be sealed to keep out
the light. Blanching takes about four weeks
to perfect. In winter and spring, lift a few
plants as required, and keep them in a dark
place that is frost proof, where they will be-
come well blanched.
Radishes : Early Radishes may be grown

in six inches of soil, in frames on a mild
hut-bed, sowing the seed broadcast and pro-
tecting the plants from frost. Make sowings
about every ten days to ensure a supply of
young, tender roots ; where Carrots ' or
Potatos are raised in frames. Radishes may be
soiwn in shallow drills between the rows of
these crops. Supplies rmay be maintained by
sowing in pits, cold frames or similar places
where protection from frost may be given.
When grown in the open, a cool, shady

border facing north or north-east is best.
I do not consider the French Breakfast

variety can be surpassed for general, all-
round cropping.

Ridge Cucumbers: These are a boon to
growers who lack glasshouses or frames. The
seedlings may be raised in a cold frame or
handlight in the same manner as for the
indoor kind, though heat is of course prefer-
able for the work. Prepare a similar bed and

packing them into boxes or pots, like Seakale.
Mustard and Cress: These salads may be

had all the year round, and may be grown
in the open for six months of the year.

Mustard matures quicker than Cress and
therefore requires to be sown more frequently.

Cress should be sown about every ten

days, and, when sown in the open, the bed
should be very finely raked and made as level

as possible. Sow the seed thickly, and press it

into the soil by means of a piece of board.
Where birds are Likely to prove a source of

trouble, the seed should be covered for three
or four days with a mat., until germination
takes place. Mustard should be similarly
dealt with. Cress sown in winter requires
a temperature of about 55° to germinate,
whilst Mustard should be stood on the hot-

water pipes for the purpose, taking care to

keep the soil moist. Both should be sown
in pots or boxes of light soil.

Onions: Young Onions for salad purposes
may easily be obtained by making a sowing
of the Queen type, which is the kind usually
sown for obtaining the small pickling Onions.
Sow the seed for early and late use in boxes,
and raise the plants in mild warmth. For
general use, small sowings made about every
fortnight will suffice.

Chives: This is a native herb, which forms
a good substitute for. the Onion in salads,
but only the top growth is used for the pur-
pose. It is easily raised from bulbs planted
in March in rows a foot apart, allowing six
inches between the plants in the rows. The

clusters, which form cloves like the Shallot,

may be divided and replanted either in

autumn or early spring.

Nasturtium: This term includes both the

Watercress, and the Tropaeolum of the flower

garden. The former is very useful in a salad,

arid both the young leaves and seeds of the

latter can be similarly utilised. The latter

plant should be raised from seed sown in any
ordinary garden soil during April in drills

made an inch deep.

Tarragon.—This plant does best in sandy

loam that has been well trenched and enriched

with decayed manure. Old plants may be
divided and replanted during March about a foot

apart, whilst young plants may be raised from
cuttings struck in gentle heat, and thoroughly
hardened off before planting in the open. If

required during winter a good supply of nice
green shoots may be obtained by lifting roots

in the autumn, planting them in boxes filled

with a light compost, and growing them in

gentle warmth, keeping the soil moist. Mdittin

Beckett.

STRAWBERRIES.

In many gardens Strawberries are grown in

a haphazard way, and the bad crops are at-

tributed to the weather. Undoubtedly the

climate is to some extent responsible for

failures, and while it is undoubtedly true that

we cannot faonm or garden against the weather,

we can at any rate farm and garden in such a
way that the weather adversely affects our

crops to a minimum degree. Every gardener
should aim to have a plantation of young,
vigorous, fruitful Strawberry plants. This

entails having plants and plantations of various

ages. It may be accepted as a general truism

that Strawberry plants fail to give a profitable

crop after the third year of fruiting, or at most
after the fourth year. The progressive plan is

to do away with a portion of the plantation

—

theJ oldest—each year, and to plant an equal

area with young plants. If the whole planta-

tion under cultivation be divided equally into

four parts, and one fourth be destroyed, and an
equal quantity planted each year, we shall have

organised a plantation which, as long as this

policy is enforced, will be youthful, fruitful,

vigorous and profitable, subject, of 'course, to-

weather conditions over which we have no control.

It should also be arranged that the plot is

changed at the end of the four years.

Suppose the entire area devoted to Straw-
berries is 40 rods. After fruiting, the oldest

quarter (10 rods) is removed, and that portion

used for some other crop (usually Broccoli).

In August and early September another plot

of good ground, previously cropped with
Onions, is chosen, large enough to accommodate
40 rods of Strawberries. One-fourth of this

ground is planted with Strawberries, and next

year the remaining three-fourth and an adjoin-

ing 10 rods is used for Onions. The following

year half the original Onion bed is used for

Strawberries, and so on until the whole Onion

crop is ousted. Strawberries may, of course,

follow other crops, but the plan here outlined

is intended to show that by good preparation

of the soil several years in advance of the

Strawberries occupying the ground, a rich,

friable, fertile and moisture-holding soil is avail-

able which renders the Strawberries compara-
tively immune from the ordinary vicissitudes of

dry weather.

Not only must youth be maintained in the

plantation, but vigour must be imparted to

the plants which are called on to give good

crops for several years. This cannot be done

by selecting Tunners from fruiting plants and

leaving the layering till after the fruit has

been gathered. Such runners start their career

with weakness, and have to be nursed into

strength. The better plan is to set apart a

portion of the plants especially for runner pro-

duction, to pick off all the flowers they produce,

to keep theni clear of weeds, to remove all

but four or five of the sturdiest runners, and

certainly all secondary runners, and to layer

them early. W. P. R.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE,

[The Editert do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by correxpondejite.]

The Tulip Tree (.Liriodendron tulipifera).—

A

very large specimen of this tree is now bearing
hundreds of its beautiful flowers at Esher
Place, Surrey; one hesitates to say it is the
largest tree of its kind in this country, but it

is by far the largest I have seen anywhere.
The girth of stem at three feet from the ground
is 31 feet 5 inches; the tree divides into several
very large main branches about five feet from
the ground, and the branches cover an area 88
feet across; exact measurement of the height
could not be obtained, but the tree is probably
considerably above 100 feet high. The date on
the label is 1685, and there is also a note to
the effect that this was the first Tulip Tree
planted in this country. I could not discover
any records of the planting, but the date is
possibly correct as there are other evidences
of early work on this estate. Nicholson's
Dictionary of Gardening, gives 1688 as the
date of introduction of this tree; Johnson's
Gardeners' Dictionary places it at 1663; Lou-
don's Encyclopaedia of Horticulture, also gives
1663. Miller gives no date of introduction
(4th ed., 1754), but he mentions a tree in the
gardens of the Earl of Peterborough, at Parson's
Green, that was upwards of sixty feet high at
that time, and had been planted about sixty
years ; he quotes from Catesby's Nat. Hist, of
N. Carolina :

" There are some trees in America
which are thirty feet in circumference";
minute directions are given for raising this -

tree from seeds, and the treatment of the
young plants. He also writes that at that
date there were very few specimens in England
which had reached any considerable stature,
" as they were formerly kept in pots and
tubs, and housed in winter with great care."
People were not so fond of trying experiments
with exotic plants outside in 'these days, and
we have improved in that point, at any rate.
The specimen at Esher is well cared for by
Mr. Gibbons, and the whole of the beautiful
gardens bear testimony to hie unceasing care
and attention; many cartloads of manure are
given the tree every winter, and the branches,
which touch the ground on all sides, are sup-
ported by means of strong poles; a piece of
the top of the tree was cut out by lightning
some few years since, but no further damage
was done. II

T

. H. Divers, Y.M.H.
Sand as a Propagating Medium It was in-

structive and interesting to read W.B.'s article
°n

.
"je method of propagating in sand on p. 7.

Would your correspondent give his experience
in the propagation of Aloysia citriodora, Ceano-
thus Gloire de Versailles, Choisya ternata,
Tricuspidaria dependens, Loniceras of the rarer
kinds, and a number of our favourite hard-
wooded greenhouse plants as well as rare hardy
shrubs? There are hundreds of propagators
readers of The Gardeners' Chronicle, who would
prize any information which would lead to good
results in the use of sand, and sand only, as an
agent for the propagating and rooting of cut-
tings. A further important point is the correct
season for the operation. Magister Palaea.

Fruit Crops in France—Having recently
visited France for a few weeks and seen a good
deal of the country surrounding Chamonix-
Savoy, I was struck bv the very poor condition
of the fruit trees. There was scarcely an Apple
or Pear to be seen in the whole district. Many
of the trees were suffering badly from blight.
The vineyards are in much better condition, but
there will not be more than half a crop of
Grapes this season, as all the early blossom
was damaged by frost. The vines are
carefully attended to, and appear to be
in a very 1 earthy condition. They are
all most carefully sprayed with Bordeaux mix-
ture, and the blue deposit left on the foliage
is sometimes noticeable a long distance away.
On returning through France I could not help
noticing the miserable condition of the bulk of
the orchards. There was scarcely an Apple to
be seen anywhere, and the trees themselves
looked very much infested by pests; indeed, the
whole country appears to be suffering seriously
from the long drought. Joseph Cheat, Crawley.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

HOLLAND HOUSE EXHIBITION.
(Concluded from p. 28.)

Horticultural Sundries.

Garden sundries constituted an attractive
feature of the show! It was fully evident that
increased attention has been paid by exhibitors
to displaying their various wares to advantage.
No longer do all the manufacturers of chemical
manures content themselves with setting out
rows of tins and bags containing their
specialities ; nor do the makers of insecti-

cides and the like feel that they have done all

that needs be to ensure custom when they sup-
plement their stock with a few glass tubes of
their various preparations. Many of the fer-

tiliser firms set out plants and fruits grown
with the aid of their preparations, and the
keenest chemists show insect-infested shoots
" after application " surrounded by the dead
pests.

.The sturdy floriferous plants of Heliotrope,
Fuchsia, White Marguerite and Miss Willmott
Verbenas of brilliant colour testified to the
value of Rito ; while the large pot plants bear-

ing fine trusses of ripening Tomato fruits show
how Tomorite makes them fruitful and gives the
bright colour that goes with high quality.

Messrs. Prentice Bros, also had excellent

Sweet Peas and other flowers, while turves of

loam, rich in fibre, were displayed by Messrs.

H. Scott and Sons.
Insecticides, fungicides and spraying appli-

ances were much more numerous than the fer-

tilisers, and of these Sox, Dyoweed and Recti-

soil were prominently displayed by Messrs.
Hawker and Botwood. As illustrating the
efficacy of the first-named non-poisonous insecti-

cide, branches of Elder which had been sprayed
with Sox were clustered with dead black fly,

while it is also effective against mildew and
other fungous diseases, Rectisoil is said to be
equally deadly to such ground insect pests as

wire-worm and eel-worm. Messrs. Hawker and
Botwood also showed their Nutrigene fertiliser.

The old and tried Gishurst Compound and
Giahurstine, which is such an excellent water-
proofing and preservative for leather boots,

were displayed by Messrs. Price's Patent
Candle Co.

The well-known Jeyes' specialities were dis-

played in a flower-decked tent, and in addition

to their Jeyes' Fluid, Cellin Soft Soap and
Nicotine Wash, Lignosol, their wood preserva-
tive, was on show. The Abol sprayers and
syringe, accompanied by the various insecti-

cides, were set out by Messrs. Abol, Ltd. .

who made prominent features of Stictite for

banding fruit trees; and shading materials.

In another small tent Messrs. Edward Cook
and Co. displayed many plant washes, a water
softener and a path cleaner, two chemicals said

to be especially effective. Messrs. Sanitas,
Ltd. showed their Sanitas Powder for insect de-

struction, while Messrs. Win. Cooper and
Nephews had a wide range of their specialities,

including their well-known VI and V2 Fluids,

weed killers, and effective spraying machines.

The Mond Nickel Co. set out a very tasteful

blue summerhouse containing large glasses of

their well-known Bligbtly. which is extensively

used as a preventive of Potato disease; while
near by Messrs. Allwood Bros, had a. flower-

decked tent of their various sundries as particu-

larly applied to Carnation culture.

Sprayers were numerous, and many exhibitors

were constantly demonstrating the excellence of

their patterns and the fineness of the sprays.

The Fottb Oaks Co. had a wide range of hand,
knapsack and wheeled sprayers, and also a
useful knapsack powder blower.

The principle and working of the Universal
continuous pressure spraying machine, as

demonstrated by Universal Sphayehs, Ltd.,
was excellent. With their shoulder and knap-
sack machines a few preliminary strokes with

the central compressed air pump produces suffi-

cient steady pressure to project the whole of the
contents in an even spray, so all that the work-
man has to concern himself about is the appli-
cation of the fluid until the contents are ex-
hausted. In the case of the large-wheeled
pattern, it as claimed that one man can easily
keep sufficient pressure to employ twelve men
at the branch sprayers.

The Cascade Nozzle, which can be fitted to
any water pot, was demonstrated by Mr.
Webster, and the Nuespray by Mr. Joseph
Singleton, before many interested spectators.
Mr. J. Haws set out a great variety of his
patent watering cans, and also a galvanised
pattern recommended for applying liquid weed
killers.

A great assortment of spraying appliances,
garden tools, wheelbarrows, plant barrows and
summerhouses were set out on a large plot by
Messrs. Wm. Wood and Son.
Lawn mowers were displayed in a great variety

of sizes and powers. Messrs. Ransome. Sims
and Jefferies had prominent exhibits of their
well-known hand machines and several compact
motor lawn mowers of very efficient appearance.
A serviceable lawn sweeper was also on view.
Messrs. W. J. and C. T. Burgess also showed
motor mowers. Messrs. Alexander Shanks
and Soxs had many hand, pony and motor lawn
mowers, and featured their new 19 in. Standard
lawn mower.

Span-roofed glasshouses, garden frames and a
fascinating garden house were exhibited by
Messrs. David Swain and Co. The glass struc-
tures were of good design and excellent work-
manship. The garden house was fronted with
Elm boards and roofed with old red tiles, while
the windows were of the leaded diamond pattern
—altogether a most desirable structure.

A couple of span-roofed greenhouses designed
to admit the maximum of light and abundant
air, and of everlasting appearance, were contri-

buted by Messrs. Duncan Tucker and Soxs,
who also had many useful garden frames. The
Cloche Clip Coy and the Chase Continuous
Cloche, two excellent things, were also on view.
Garden furniture was plentifully set out. and

many visitors were glad to test the comfort of

the seats and chairs. The principal exhibitors

were Messrs. Abbott Bros. , Messrs. Castle's
Ship-breaking Co., The Dryad Cane and
Metal Co.. Messrs. Gamage and Co., Messrs.

Hughes. Bolckow and Co., Mr. Alfred
Inman. Messrs. B. Maggs and Co., Messrs.
Thos. Syer and Co., and The Woods
MACHINERY Co., who send out their seats in

sections that can be readily reassembled, thus
saving greatly in cost of carriage.

In a large fenced enclosure Mr. Walter
Unwin set up a great variety of rustic work
and garden furniture, while at the higher end
of the grounds Mr. Geo. Blay erected a
circular steel tent Many useful extension and
other ladders were shown by Messrs. Drew,
Clark and Co.

A wide range of greenhouse boilers, suitable

for heating structures of any dimension, were

brought by Messrs. C. P. Kinnell and Co.,

who also showed powerful pumping outfits.

The Hardy Patent Pick Co. had a tent con-

taining stainless steel spades and other garden

tools of high-class appearance. Xe;ir by Mr.

C. A. Jaiuiine showed a secateur, and Messrs.

G. H. Leaver isn Co. displayed their useful

patent weed extractor and bulb planter

Horse boots of good, lasting appearance were
shown by Messrs. H. Pattisson and Co. with

such implements as their manure distributor and
a lawn mower with grass-raising brush attach-

ment. An excellent variety of clearly stamped

garden labels in many artistic designs, metal

bloom protectors and exhibition boxes were dis-

played by Mr. J. Pinciiks.

Two model tennis courts attracted mn.h atten-

tion. Messrs. Oaze, Ltd., made their red court,

with loose surface, while Messrs. Bvoer and
So\- showed, for the first time, their new green

hard court . in which the colour is -aid to be

everlasting and unaffected by rain or frost.

The great points in its favour seem to be the
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colour, which prevents eye-strain, and the solid

surface, which does not raise dust or require

after-attention in watering and rolling.

To the seedsman one of the most interesting

outdoor exhibits was the Seed-testing Incubators
shown (by Messrs. Chas. Hearson and Co..

which, in view of the Seeds Act, which comes
into operation after the end of this month, was
a particularly timely exhibit. Great interest

was centred in the Copenhagen Model Seed-test-
ing Water Bath, which can be heated by either
gas or electricity, and ensures atmospheric mois-
ture and temperature. The ventilated glass lid

preveniU loss of heat or the entry of dust, and
also permits ready inspection of the seeds. A
well-made cabinet pattern Seed-testing Incubator
was also on view; and the Dodder machine,
which permits rapid examination of seed for
detecting the presence of Dodder seeds, is also

valuable.

Scientific Committee.

June 21, 1921. Veronica formosa.—Mr.
Bowles showed, on behalf of Mr. Loder, a Ver-
onica formerly called V. Girdwoodiana in gar-
dens. This is the only shrubby species of
Veronica from Australia.

Proliferation in Geum.—Mr. Fraser showed.
on behalf of Mr. F. G. Wood, abnormal flowers
—proliferating—of Geum rivale. Leonard's
variety.

Crataegus.— Mr. Fraser also showed specimens
of the two native Crataegus, with a hybrid
between them, a sheet of dried specimens of
seedlings, and the variety laciniata of C. mono-
gyna.

Ailanthue roots.—Mr. Bowles showed a root
growing under his lawn, which may have come
from an Ailanthus growing some distance away.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.
Decorative Classes.

(Concluded from p. 12.)

The exhibits in the decorative, or, as termed
in the schedule, " Artistic " classes, were staged
in one of the largest tents, by themselves. The
effect was very pretty, but nothing very original
was forthcoming. It was interesting to notice
that the large single varieties of the Irish
Elegance type were less in favour with the
judges this year, and Ophelia may be regarded
as the decorative variety of this ' show. There
was a notable "copying" in the classes, and
the same variety with the same foliage—that
of Rosa Willmottiae and R. rubrifolia—was
used repeatedly.

There were no fewer than eight exhibits of
a. table decorated with single Roses, relieved only
with Rose foliage. A simple but delightfully
pretty arrangement of large varieties—Isabel and
Irish Elegance—with sprays of Rosa Willmottiae
for foliage, shown by ' Miss Ethel James,
Hillingdon, was adjudged the best; this is the
first occasion on which this lady has ever ex-
hibited. The 2nd prize was awarded to Mrs. H.
Barton. Colchester, who used the same varieties.
In both cases there was a bowl as a centrepiece
and small posies at the corners, in small glass
vases.

Seven competed in a similar class, in which
any Rose other than a single variety was per-
mitted. The premier award was made in favour
of Mrs. Charlton, Temsley, who had a charm-
ing decoration, in which the variety Ophelia
alone was employed with foliage of Rosa
rubrifolia in the base and centre of the exhibit,
and this served to throw the very dainty-
blooms into greater relief. 2nd. the variety
Ophelia, arranged in dark-brown fancv baskets,
by Mrs. Alex Robinson, Bourne End."

In a similar class the " Nickerson Prize " of a
Fiece of Plate was offered for a table decorated
with flowers and foliage from the exhibitor's
garden. The 1st prize was won by Mrs. H.
Barton, Colchester, with the richly-coloured
Mme. Edouard Herriot and Padre, 'associated
with Rosa sericea var. pteracantha, the trans-
lucent spines of which were as richly coloured
as the blooms; 2nd, Mrs. Courtney Page,

Enfield, for various varieties of yellow and
orange tinting.

The best bowl of mixed cut Roses was shown
by Mrs. Chaffery Giddins. South Minims,
whose blooms were of exhibition quality and of a
variety of beautiful colours, with long sprays
of dark Rose foliage for relief ; 2nd, Mrs. W.
Colston Hale, Warminster.
The next class was for a bowl of Roses, but

the receptacles were provided by the society and
thus equal opportunity was afforded to all. The
premier exhibit was shown by Mrs. Tisdall,
Woodford Green, who employed the variety

Ophelia, and this variety figured in the 2nd
prize exhibit shown by Mrs. A. Robinson.
The prettiest bowl of Roses, with small buds

j ermitted on the added foliage, was arranged

by Miss Ethel James, who showed the all-

conquering Ophelia and Rosa Willmottiae
foliage; 2nd, a bowl decorated with Prince de
Bulgarie, by Mrs. Sidgwick, Ingatestone.

Mr. John Mattock, Oxford, excelled in the

class for a bowl of cut Roses shown by a
nurseryman, with the dainty Mme. Melanie
Soupert.

There was a keen competition by eight ex-

hibitors in the class for a vase of Roses. The
1st prize was won by Mrs. Colston Hale,
Warminster, for a vase of the pale apricot

Melody with sprays of R. rubrifolia ; 2nd. Mrs.
Tisdall, Woodford Green, with Richmond.
Four competed in this class.

Non-Competttive.

In the famous old corridor a number of

non-competitive exhibits were arranged. The
chief exhibitors were Messrs. Allwooo Bros.,
who showed Carnations finely and Dianthus
Allwoodii varieties; Messrs. Dobbie and Co,

who had a good lot of Sweet Peas ; Messrs. R. H.
Bath, Ltd., whose contribution of Delphiniums
was greatly admired; Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons, whose Dahlias were very bright; Messrs.

Carter, Page and Co., who displayed Dahlias
and Violas in great variety, with Lilium can-

didum; and Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., who
contributed a handsome group of Carnations
and Roses.

Medal Blooms.

The silver medals which are awarded to the

best blooms in the various sections were won
by the following : Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons
with Horace Vernet (H.P.), Mr. George Prince
with Mrs. Foley Hobbs (T.), and Mr. Hugh
Dickson with George Dickson (H.T.). In the

Nurserymen's classes. Dr. Pallett with Hugh
Dickson (H.P.), Mr. R. de V. Pryor with
Yvonne Vacherot (H.T.), and Mr. J. T. Owen
with Mrs. Foley Hobbs (T.).

The Edward Mawley Memorial medal for the
most meritorious exhibit in the nurserymen's
classes was won by Mr. George Prince with
his superb exhibit of Tea Roses. The winner
of the medal in the amateurs' classes was Mr.
George Marriott.
The Boyes Challenge Cup for the best Rose

in the amateurs' classes was won by Mr. J. T.
Owen with a beautiful bloom of Mrs. Foley
Hobbs.

PORTSMOUTH FLOWER SHOW.
An interesting horticultural exhibition was

held from June 22 to June 25 at the Victoria
Park, Portsmouth. It was held in connection
with a fete organised by His Worship the
Mayor of Portsmouth and attracted a large
number of visitors. There were classes tor

Sweet Peas, Gladioli, Pelargoniums, Ferns,
foliage plants and fruits. The first prize for
Sweet Peas was won by Mr. Hedges with splen-

didly grown blooms from Hayling Island. A
feature of the exhibition was a class for foliage

and flowering plants for which a silver chal-
lenge cup was offered. The trophy was won by
Messrs. J. B. Groom, Gosport, while a group
arranged by Mr. Young, gardener at the parks,
was nearly as good. The local Parks Com-
mittee also arranged other groups of plants and
helped to make the show a success. Trade ex-

.

hibits included one by Messrs. Groom, of
flowering plants. Messrs. Fay and Son had a
large group of Palms, Ferns and flowering plants

and some pretty displays of cut flowers. Messrs.

Toogood and Son, Southampton, had an ex-

hibit of cut flowers and vegetables. The latter

included excellent Cauliflowers, Tomatos,
Potatos and Marrows. A Gold Medal was
awarded for this exhibit. A large group of

plants, cut flowers and Tomatos in pots was
staged by Messrs. E. AND E. Smee, who had
some excellent plants of Crassada coccinea and

tastefully arranged cut flowers. A miniature

rock garden was shown iby Messrs. Maxwell
and Beale, who furnished it with a number
of pretty alpines. Next to this was a large

stand of plants and vegetables exhibited by
Messrs. James Carter and Co., who showed
some of their choice strains of Gloxinias,

Petunias and Streptocarpus, backed by the

pretty Coleus Cordelia. An exhibit of vege-

tables by this firm included Cucumbers, Can-

taloup Melons, Golden Waxpod Beans and Red
Giant Runner Beans. Messrs. Carter and
Co., were awarded a Gold Medal. Messrs.

Blackmore and Lan&don exhibited a group of

their choice strain of Delphiniums, also some
beautiful Begonias. Messrs. .Lowe had a very

effective stand of Carnations and Orchids.

Messrs. Ladhams showed a group of cut flowers

and made a pretty contrast to Messrs. Low's

Carnations, which were awarded a Gold Medal.

CITY OF LONDON ROSE.

A capital exhibition of Roses was held in

the Great Hall, Cannon Street Hotel, on the

24th ult., when the City of London Rose Society

held its annual show. The exhibition was

opened by the Lord Mayor, who was accom-

panied by' the Lady Mayoress. Competition was

keen in the majority of classes, and very many
fine flowers were shown by amateur growers who
reside within the metropolitan area.

In the nurserymen's classes the championship

trophy for 48 blooms, distinct, was won by

Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, who had parti-

cularly good flowers of Mrs. E. Mawley, Edith

Cavell, Gladys Holland. Florence Forrester and

George Dickson. Messrs. Chaplin Bros, secured

the premier award for 24 blooms, and Mr.

George Prince won first prize for 18 blooms.

In the class for five baskets of cut Roses,

Messrs. Alex Dickson and Sons won the first

prize with a particularly tine exhibit of

brilliant flowers of Red Letter Day, Betty

Uprichard, Elizabeth Cullen and Sunstar.

Messrs. F. Cant and Co. led in the class for

18 bunches of decorative Roses.

The open challenge trophy in the amateurs'

classes was won by Mr. R. C. Turnbull, whose

24 blooms included fine specimens of Edward
Bohane, Mrs. H. Walsh, and Isabel Drew. The

City of London trophy was won by Mr. H.

L. Wettern, Oxted, who has been a particu-

larly successful exhibitor this season. The
championship trophy for Roses grown within five

miles of the Roval Exchange was won by Mr. G.

Ribbons, Walb'rook. Other successful competi-

tors in the amateurs' classes were the Rev. F. R.

Burnside, Great Starlbridge ; Mr. A. Cook,

Iver; Mr. W. E. Moore, High Wycombe; Mr.

I. H. Snow, Thornton Heath; Mr. J. W. Roff,

Wood Green ; Mr. R. E. Thomson, Luton ; and
'

Mr. A. E. Coxhead, Streatham.

In the classes open only to ladies, Mrs.

Underhtll, Croydon, and Mrs. A. E. Brown,
Andover, won the principal prizes.

Several classes were provided for competition

among the London insurance companies, and Sir

E. Mountain generously presented a challenge

cup to the companv securing the largest number
of points. In the' final result the Prudential
Company won the cup with 26 points; the

Eagle and Star Co. coming second with seven

points; Phcenix Co. six points, and the Motor
Union Co. four points.

In addition to the competitive display there

were fine exhibits of Roses set up by Messrs.

Alex Dickson and Sons, Rev. J. Pemberton,

and from the Municipal Gardens of Crovdon and

Wimbledon. Mr. H. T. Pitt, of Stamford Hill.

ind Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, each con-

Allwood Bros, showed Carnations, and Messrs.

Allwoo Bros, showed Carnations, and Messrs.

Carter Page and Co. Irises and Violas.
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NATIONAL SWEET PEA.

July 12 and 13.—The annual show, which
was held at Vincent Square on these dates
was one of the best that the National Sweet Pea
Society has held. Contrary to what may perhaps
have Ibeen expected the general quality of the
blooms was very high, and fully established the
ability of this popular flower to flourish under
very hot or dry conditions. The brightly
coloured varieties such as crimson, scarlet, cerise
and deep pink, which are often expected to
" burn " under strong sunshine, were on this
occasion pre-eminent in their fresh and clear
colouring. It was, in fact, these colours that
were most in evidence, and if any variety 'had
to be singled out as being the " Flower of the
Show " we should be inclined to select Royal
Scot for that honour, as this was in most of

the first prize exhibits and invariably in excel-

lent condition. The best vase of Sweet Peas in

the show, however, proved to be that of Airs.

Arnold Hitchcock in the superb exhibit that
won the " Daily Mail " Cup for Mr. Hugh
Mann.
From the decorative point of view, the out-

standing feature of the show was the artistic

and valuable display by Messrs. E. W. King
in the Burpee Cup Class, while several of the
•large trade non-competitive collections were also
very beautiful.

The Silver Challenge Cup offered by the Gar-
den Supplies Co., Ltd., for the best exhibit in
the District Classes was won by Mr. T.
Paul in the Scottish Class.

Competitive Classes.

There were many entries for the " Daily
Mail " Challenge Cup, which requires twelve
bunches of Sweet Peas already in commerce,
and is restricted to amateurs. The cup was
won by Hugh Mann, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Jewell),
Trulls Hatch. Rotherfield, with a superb dis-
play. His blooms wer-e all characterised by
large size and high quality, and were evenly
displayed on long, stout stalks. The exhibit
was of such even quality that we name all

the varieties, which were Mrs. Arnold Hitch-
cock, Barbara, Royal Scot, Lavender George
Herbert, Constance Hinton, Hercules, Warrior,
Jean Ireland, Mrs. Tom Jones, Hawlmark Pink,
Dobbie's Sunproof Crimson, and Orchid. Vis-
count Powerscourt (gr. Mr. W. H. Lee),
Powerscourt, Co., Wicklow, was second, and he
had especially good vases of Royal Scot, Cecily,

Jean Ireland and Mrs. Tom Jones ; 3rd. Mr. C.

H. Rundle, The Barton Court Gardens. Canter-
bury.

The Sutton Cup drew three competitors, who
each exhibited eighteen bunches of Sweet Peas
selected from the Classification List. The cup
was won by Sir Randolph Baker (gr. Mr. A. E.

Usher). Ranston. Blandford, with a very bright

and fresh collection. Hawlmark Pink. Mrs. T.

Jones. Mrs. Arnold Hitchcock. Felton's Cream,
Picture and Hebe were the outstanding varie-

ties ; 2nd, Sir R. Graham (gr., Mr. G. F. Hal-

lett), Netherby, Carlisle, who was strong in

purple and mauve shades. Royal Purple and
Marks Tey were very good ; 3rd. Mr. C. H.
Rundle.
One of the most popular classes with ex-

hibitors was the Cory Cup competition. The
six bundles that won the cup for Mr. T. Jones.

B'ryn, Ruabon. were distinctly the best of the

many sets, and were excellent from all points

of view. He showed Mrs. A. Hitchcock. King
Mauve. John Porter. Felton's Cream, Hawl-
mark Pink and Mrs. Tom Jones: 2nd, T. S. A.

Gibrs, Esq. (gr., Mr. Win. Conacher). The
Croft, Dinas Powis, whose vases of Tangerine
Improved and Royail Scot were remairkably

bright: 3rd, Mr. L. Horton, Wolverhampton.

Eight exhibitors competed for the Edward
Webb and Sons prizes in Class 4. where the
first prize was won by Mr. J. Paul. Drumbeg.
Stirlingshire, with nine well-arranged vases of

excellent Sweet Peas. His examples of Orange
Perfection, Edna May Improved and Majestic
Creanr. were admirable; 2nd. Mr. T. Hann with
brilliant bunches of Alexander Malcolm. Hawl-
mark Pink and Rosabelle: 3rd, Viscount
Powerscourt.

Of the four exhibits of three bunches in
the Woodcock Class the best were by Sir Ran-
dolph Baker, who showed Edna May, Edrom
Beauty and Lavender George Herbert "in excel-
lent form; 2nd, Mr. E. Keith.

The Monro Challenge Trophy is open to the
trade only, and it requires 12 bunches of 20
sprays each in no fewer than six varieties,
all to have been raised or introduced by the
exhibitor. Unfortunately there were only two
exhibitors in this interesting class. Messrs. A.
Ireland and Hitchcock were decidedly the
winners of the trophy. 'Their exhibit of 12
distinct varieties was of great excellence. Nearly
every long stem bore four splendid bloom's
evenly disposed. The colours of such as Bunty,
Flame, Mascott's Scarlet and Mascott's Orange
were remarkably 1 right, while Annie Ireland,
Market Pink and Mascott's Cream were also
admirable. Messrs. E. W. King and Co. were
second with a meritorious collection in which
Royalty. Anglian Crimson. Advance, Anglian
White Improved and Seedling No. 217 were verv
effective.

The President's Cup competition is open to

all growers, and drew five competitors. The
best twelve bunches were shown by Mr. A. O.

Cosham, Eastbourne, and formed a most praise-

worthy collection. His vases of Tangerine, Annie
Ireland, Doris, Mrs. Tom Jones and Daisybud
were particularly good ; 2nd, Mr. T. Paul, who
showed Constance Hinton, Royal Scot and Royal
Purple in good form; 3rd, Mr. T. Jones.

The best single bunch of Sweet Peas not in

commerce was Mascott's Ingman shown by
Messrs. Ireland and Hitchcock; 2nd, Rose-

mary, by Messrs. E. W. King and Co. The
remaining three varieties were in poor condi-

tion.

The only exhibit for the E. W. King dial

lenge Cup was by Mr. L. Horton, who was
deservedly awarded the cup. His 12 bunches of

Autumn." 1919 and Spring. 1920. varieties in

eluded excellent samples of Valentine, King
Mauve, Royal Scot and Rosabelle.

The Burpee Cup Class, which is for a dis-

play of Sweet Peas on a space 8 feet by 3 feet.

was. to the general visitor, the most attractive

of all the competitive classes. The winning
display by Messrs. E. W. King and Co. was,

in every respect, worthy of the occasion. The
raised baskets of Mrs. Arnold Hitchcock, Pic-

ture. Sensation and Royal Scot were admirable
m their quality, as well as arrangement, while
the lower vases of such sorts as Hawlrr.ark
Pink, Mignonne, Hercules and Orchid were also

excellent. The second prize was awarded to

Mr. J. Irvine, Bradley Gardens, Grimsby, who
showed many exceedingly fine vases of Sweet
Peas, but his arrangement was not equal to

that of Messrs. E. W. King and Co.

The first prize " Display of Novelty Sweet
Peas " on a table space 5 feet by 3 feet was
noteworthy for the sorts rather than arrange-
ment. Picture. Annie Ireland. Majestic, Brides-

maid and Hawlmark Pink of these new sorts

will continue for some time.

The bowls of Sweet Peas were attractively

arranged. The first prize was won by Mrs.
Bide; 2nd, Mrs. Payne, Enodoc, Wellington
College. Berks; 3rd, Mrs. Ruff. Mrs. Bide also

excelled with a dainty basket of Sweet Peas,

while Mrs. Ruff was second and Mrs. Ralph,
Kempston, was third.

The dinner-table decorations were not quite

equal to those of former years. Mrs. Bide,

Farnham, was first with a pleasantly arranged

table. Mrs. Ruff, Sharnbrook, was second, and
Mrs. Ralph, Kempston, third.

Single Bunch Classes.

Various classes were arranged to illustrate the
best varieties of the different colours. The first

prizes were won by Mr. Hugh Manx with the
following :—Constance Hinton (white). Warrior
(marooni. Mrs. A. Hitchcock (pink). Mrs. Tom
Jones (blue). Lavender George Herbert (laves
der), The President (orange or orange-scarlet).
Jean Ireland (pinked-odged). Alex. Malcoln.
(cerise or cerise-scarlet) and Majestic Cream
(cream or buff). Dr. J. S. Leggott. Salcombe.

Harpenden. showing Charity, had the best crim-
son or scarlet.

District Classes,

i ^ j
the following classes the trade were ex-

cluded, competition being restricted to amateur
growers.
The best Scottish Sweet Peas were by Mr

inel.T l
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Six Praiseworthy bunches,
including Royal Scot, Constance Hinton andDaisybud; 2nd. Mr. W. Rae Ayr
Viscount Powerscourt won in the Irish Classwith particularly good blooms of such as Splen-

dour, Barbara and King Mauve; 2nd DrOsburne. Ballintemple, Cork .
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G»aham (gr -> Mr. G. F. Hallett),
Netherby Carlisle, excelled in the Northern
I tounties Class, showing verv good vases of Ele-
gance, Mascott's Scarlet and Mrs A Hitch
cock: 2nd, Mr. E. Keith.
The Bide Challenge Cup, for single-handed

gardeners only, induced good competition and
the winner, Mr. W. B. Hodges, gardener to
Mrs. E. R. Workman, Gothic Lodge, Hayling
Island, had 12 particularly good bunches of "such
sorts as White Perfection. Alex. Malcolm and
King Mauve. 2nd, Mr. J. W. Wellicome,
Gerrards Cross.
There was also good competition in the class

for six bunches in which Mr. G. Pryor. Hitchin,
won the B'readmore Challenge Plate. His vases
of Mary Unwin and Cecilv were particularly
praiseworthy; 2nd. Mr. F." Stratford, Heme'l
Hempstead.
The first prize in the Special Division for

Amateurs was well won by Mr. E. Willis.
Swindon, with an admirable effort. His 12
bunches included very bright blooms of Royal
Scot, Brilliant and Hawlmark Pink; 2nd. Mr.
T. Jones. Mr. Willis also had the best six
bunches, and his flowers of La France, Brilliant
and Fair Lady were remarkably good.

Mr. T. Walker had the best three bunches.

In the Small Growers' Class the first prize
was won by Mr. W. Day, Oxford, with a com-
mendable collection, while Mr. L E. Sims, East-
bourne, won the Walter Voss Cup.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

These large displays, arranged along the side
wall, were an admirable feature of the show.
The arrangement by Messrs. Dobbie and Co. was
very effective and the large stands at the back
contained generous quantities of such sorts as
Royal Scot, Mrs. Tom Jones, Majestic Cream
and Orchid, while lower down were excellent
examples of Dobbie's Ivorine, Great Attrac-
tion, Jean Ireland, Melba. Illuminator and
several promising seedlings (Large Gold Medal).
A profusion of splendid Sweet Peas was dis-

played by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.
The massed stands of Hawlmark Cream, the

new bicolour and pink Conquest. Tangerine and
Hawlmark Lavender were admirable, while in the
front row bowls of Margaret Atlee Improved,
Brocade, Royal Scot and Bridesmaid found many
admirers (Gold Medal).

A number of their own novelties, as well as

many standard sorts, were shown by Messrs.

Andrew Ireland and Hitchcock, and all were
of excellent quality. The vases of Bunty. Royal
Scot, Market Pink". Mascott's Scarlet. Le Madhi.
Daisybud, Clara Curtis. Mrs. Tom Jones and
Jean Ireland, to name onlv a few, were very

beautiful (Gold Medal).

One of his own varieties, Unwin's Pink, had

the place of honour in an exhibit by Mr. W. J.

UnWIN. Other sorts of note were the Queen.

Florence Wright Improved, Picture. Tangerine.

Marv Unwin and Mrs. J. T. Wakefield (Silver-

Gilt Medal).
Burpee's Giant White was well shown by

Messrs. G. Stark and Son, who also hail Royal

Salute. Charity, Helen Williams. Unwin's Pink

and Mrs. A. Hitchcock in fine condition (Silver

Medal).
An attractive display was made by Messrs.

Webb and Sons, who had numerous stands and

vases filled with such sterling sorts as Margaret

Atlee, Lord Nelson Spenser, Giant Attraction.

Valentino. Alex. Malcolm. Maud Holmes. Cecil}

and Jean Ireland (Silver-Gilt Medal).

Many of the variet/ic* most suitable for market
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gardeners, and incidentally for general garden
purposes, were displayed by Messrs. S. Bide
and Sons. Their exhibit included Constance
Hint i in. Hawlmark Pink. Mrs. Tom Jones. War-
rior and Victory (Silver-Gilt Medal).

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT.

After a lapse of many years this Society

decided to resume its annual festival dinner
by way of advertising the benefits the Society

is able to offer gardeners. The dinner was
held at the Holborn Restaurant on the 5th
inst. under the presidency of Mr. George
Monro. There was a good attendance of

members and friends, tiie latter including Mrs.
Monro, Dr. F. W. Keeble, Mr. T. N. Cox, Mr.
and Mrs Dawkins, Mr. Ernest Stevens. Mr.
and Mrs. Linf'ord, and Mr. Puzey.
After a capital repast and the honouring of

the usuaJ royal toasts. Mr. Monro proposed
" Success to the TJ.H.B.P.S." and said he was
delighted to preside on that occasion for several
reasons, but chiefly because the Society was
entirely self-maintained and had for its object
the provision -if assistance in time of sickness
and distress; also because he very well remem-
bered the occasion in 1899 when his father.
the late Mr. G. Monro, occupied the chair at
a similar gathering; and, finally, it was a
little unusual at these times to be asked to
preside at a dinner and to be told very dis-
tinctly that he was not expected to plead for
donations. In looking over the annual report,
he was glad to find that, owing to the ex-
ceptional healthiness of those engaged in the
horticultural profession, the Society was in a
particularly sound financial position, and con-
sequently each member was accumulating a
personal balance, which would one day be of
great value to him He also found that the
Society was managed by those directly engaged
in horticulture, and that its patron was Sir
Harry Veitch, which itself was evidence of the
bona fides of the Society. He understood that
the present desire of the committee was to
extend a knowledge of the Society's useful-
ness among those employed in market gardens
and in public parks, and he sincerely hoped
that this aim w-ould be realised.
The response to this toast was made by Mr.

Charles H. Curtis, chairman of the committee,
who thanked Mr. Monro for presiding,
and emphasised the desire of the committee
to make the advantages offered by the Society
more widely known among the employees in
market gardens and public parks, and especi-
ally to draw- the attention of employers to
these advantages, so that they might influence
the men. Mr. Curtis stated that the total
membership to date was 1691, and that the
total payments made by the Society in the
cases of sickness amounted to £13.077. Pay-
ments made in cases of distress came to .£2.809.
and the amount paid to the nominees of de-
ceased members was ,£4.915. Members reach-
ing the age of 70 years were allowed to with-
draw from their personal account, with the
exception of £10, which had to remain as a
kind of funeral allowance, and to which Hip
Society added another £10. Altogether, since
the Society was instituted, these withdrawals
had amounted to £3.358. while lapsed members'
accounts, duly paid out. amounted to £1,421.
Several members of the Society who have been
particularly unfortunate in the matter of
health have each received over £300 in bene-
fits, and one member had received over £480

—

an extraordinary return for the subscriptions
paid. Notwithstanding all these payments, a
large number of members had over £100 stand-
ing to their credit in the books of the Society.
and the total invested funds on the private
side alone were now over ,£60.000. In addi-
tion to its private side, and to which the fore-
going items referred, tha Society was approved
under the National Health Insurance, and so
worked the State Section on behalf of 1.440
members. As evidence of the admirable way
in which the secretary. Mr. A. C. Hill, had
performed his duties. Mr. Curtis stated that
the Society was the first in the metropolitan

district to have its accounts ready for the
Government auditors. The first valuation of
the State Section showed a surplus of ,£4.359,
which was further evidence of the healthiness
of the members and the economical way in
which t he affairs of the Society were managed.
This surplus would enable the Society to give
additional benefits during the next three years,
and it was proposed to carry forward nearly
£2,000, to add 3s. per week to sick benefit.
Is. 6d. per week to disablement benefit, and
spend up to £500 on dental treatment, £400
on surgical appliances. £400 on optical treat-
ment, and about £300 on the payment of
nurses in cases of severe illness.

Mr. T, Winter, treasurer, proposed " The
Visitors." to virion Mr. T A Cox and Dr.
P. W. Keeble responded. The former stated
that on the occasion of the previous dinner,
many years ago, he suggested that ladies should
ba invited, and he was glad to know that the
committee had remembered and acted upon
his suggestion. Dr. Keeble observed it was
quite fitting that gardeners who were engaged
in the growing of flowers, fruits, and vege-
tables, and consequently understood the value
of maintaining their crops in good health,
should themselves be healthy, and he was
not at all surprised to find that the advantages
the Society offered were so great and that its
financial position was so exceptionally sound.
Mr. A. Bedford, of Gunnesbury House Gar-

dens and vice-chairman of committee, proposed
the health of Mr. George Monro, and heartily
thanked him for the interest he was taking
in the Society. This toast was received very
heartily and accorded musical honours.
A capital programme of music was earned

out through the evening, under the direction
of Mr. Fred Verity.

©bttuaq?.
William Green Sharman.—Mr. WiiTiam Green

Sharman. of "Endsleigh," High Street, Wan-
stead, for 58 years in the service of Messrs.
James Carter and Co.. Paynes Park, S.W., died
suddenly on Wednesday, June 29. at Romford,
aged 77.

Lord Balfour of Burleigh.—'Horticulturists will
learn with sorrow of the deatli of Lord Balfour
of Burleigh, which took place on July b, after
a brief illness. Lord Balfour, who was a man
of great energy and wide sympathies, found time
in the midst of his political duties to interest
himself in horticulture, and as a member of the
l ouncil of the R.H.S. rendered conspicuous ser-
vices both to the Society and to horticulture.
His strong character and ripe wisdom, even more
than his knowledge of men and experience of
affairs, caused his judgment to be accepted as
final, and it was no infrequent occurrence lor a
discussion which the contributions of less power-
ful minds had been incapable of terminating to
be brought to a final and satisfactory end" by
a trenchant sentence from Lord Balfour. Among
the most recent services which he rendered to

horticulture was that of assisting in securing
relief for the R.H.S. from the payment of enter-
tainment tax on its exhibitions. He recog-
nised, in common with his colleagues on the
Council, that to tax these shows was to put a
handicap on the progress of horticulture,
ami, thanks in large measure to his action,
this view was caused ultimately to prevail.

INQUIRY.

TURNER'S OAK.
Can any of the Gard. Chron. readers tell

me the authority for the statement that
Turner's Oak (Quercus Turneri), reputed to be
a hybrid between the evergreen Ilex and the
English Oak, was raised in Spencer Turner's
nursery at Holloway Down, Wanstead, Essex,
in the latter half of the eighteenth century ?

Any references to the nursery, afterwards
known as Perkins' Nursery, would also be
much esteemed by the undersigned. Chat-
Hall Crouch, Wanstead.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

British Botany. A. B. The best English
Flora is Ben'ham and Hooker's British
Flora (2 vols.), published ;by L. Reeve and
Co.. Henrietta Street. Covent Garden, price
12s. each volume.

Names op Plants: T. C. Tropaeolum poly-
phyllum —J. S. Thalictruni glaueum—
IT. C. Cercis Siliquastrum.—S. H. H.
1, Fuchsia Fulgens : 2, Symphytum officinale
var. bohemicum.—F. H. H. 1, Achillea
alpina; 2. Erigeron Asa Gray.—/. A. IF.
Gesneria Sceptrum.

—

E. B. 1. Limnanthes
Douglasii; 2, Asperula odorata; 3, Veronica
prostrata; 4. Phlox subulata var.; 5. Saxi-
fraga caespitosa var.—M. K. 1. Chrysanthe-
mum; 2, Specimen too scrappy to determine;
3, Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum flore
pleno.—-/. H. B. 1, Vanda, probably V.
Denisoniana; 2, Lilium monadelphum : 3.
Iris sibirica; 4. Erysimum Perofskianum

;

5, Silene quadrifida; 6, Selaginella emiliana;
7, Adiantum formosum; 8, Euphorbia splen-
dens; 9, Calceolaria polyrrhiza; 10, Globu-
laria cordifolia; 11, Ixora coccinia.— IF. W.
Light coloured varieties of Iris sibirica

;

there are now several distinct and named
forms of this Iris.

—

H. J. 1, we cannot
undertake to name florists* flowers; 2, Escal-
lonia rubra ; 3, Polemonium caeruleum ; 4-

Iris sibirica; 5. Verbascum olyn.picum ; 6,
Dianthus spec. ; 7, Hemerocallis, probably
H. flava; 8, Helxine Soleirolii—F. W. H.
Muiscari monstrosum.—(?. S. B. H. 1, Vibur-
num Opulus; 2, Escallonia macrantha; 3,

Pyracantha Lelandii ; 4, Symphoricarpos
racemosus.

—

H . H. .$'. Nepeta Mussinn.—
Ensign. 1. Carex riparia; 2, Carex pendula;
3. Mazus reptans; 4, Neillia opulifolia; o,

Tolmiea Menziesii ; 7, Olearia stellulata ; 8, O.
macrodonta; 9, Campanula alliariaefolia; 10,

Hieracium aurantiaeum.

—

A. M. The Rose is

probably Alberic Barbier, and the climbing
plant Muehlenbeckia complexa.— Wilkin.
Abutilon vilit'olium.

—

B. B. Ixia paniculata.
— A- II. 1, Campanula latiloba; 2, Veronica
Teucrium. 3. Spiraea Filipendula.

—

F.r'.ji.

Dracunculus vulgaris.

—

H. T. Ceanothus
Veitchianus.

Odontoglossum Leaves Diseased: R. D. The
injury to the leaves of Odontoglossum may
be due to various causes. In the first place,

your plants seem to be fairly well grown,
and therefore we look for some external
cause. A sudden fall in the temperature
below the correct degree might bring about
the unhappy appearance; bad air in the
house, either from the stokehold or other pos-

sible source, would also produce such results.

Fumigation at excessive strength would also

cause such damage, and continued drip;
from overhead might contribute. Excessive
heat at night—the temperature of which
should be much below the day temperature

—

often produces a like effect. Maintaining a j

relatively cool night temperature is a great
point to observe in successful Orchid culture.

Onion Bulbs Diseased. W. V. and Eastnor.
The. bulbs are suffering from a bad attack of
White Rot disease. Lift and burn all infected

specimens, and do not plant Onions on the
same site for several years to come. As a;

preventive measure future crops of Onions
should be grown as far as possible from the
infected land. We advise you to obtain

Leaflet No. 345. to be had post free on ^
application to the Ministry of Agriculture.

Whitehall Place, S.W.I.

Schools for Women Gardeners : .V. II".

Training in horticulture is provided for women
at the Horticultural College. Swanley;
University "College, Reading ; Studley College.

Studiey, Warwick: and Briantspuddle School

of Agriculture and Horticulture, Dorchester.

Tomato Plants Infested with Aphis.
W. A. A. Fumigating the house with a

nicotine preparation is the best means of

destroying aphis in a plant house.

Communications Received—A. P.—H. B—A. T. S.

—W. It. P.—\V. H. M.—W. H. D.—W.—A. R.—
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The
Destructive
Insects and
Pests Order

1921

This Order (Statutory Rules
and Orders, 1921, No. 931)
is of considerable import-
ance to importers of plants,

and . hence to growers
generally. It represents

an attempt to prevent the

introduction into this country of serious

insect end fungous pests, a schedule of which
is set out as an appendix (Second Schedule)
to the Order. The Order requires that the
landing in England or Wales of specified

jlants from a foreign country is prohibited

unless accompanied by a certificate of inspec-

tion and freedom from injurious insects and
pests signed by an officer of the recognised
plant-<:nspection service of that country. In

the case of countries which have no recog-

nised service of plant-inspection, the plants

will be detained until they have been
•examined by an inspector of the Ministry of

Agriculture, when, if found to be infested

with an injurious insect or pest, they may be

either admitted after disinfection at im-
porter's cost, destroyed, or returned to the

country whence they came. The term " plant"

in this Order means (a) " all living plants

with a persistent woody stem: above ground
and parts of the same—except seeds when
•used in propagation—such as fruit trees,

stocks and stools, forest trees and ornamental
shrubs and grafts, layers and cuttings
thereof; (b) all Potatos and all tubers, bulbs,

rhizomes, corms and Hop stocks for plant-

ing; (c) seeds of Onions and Leeks for

sowing
;

(d) Gooseberries.

Plants consigned to the Ministry and im-
ported for experimental or scientific purposes
are exempted from the operation of the;

Order, as are also plants the landing of

which is authorised either by a general

licence issued by the Minister or by a special

licence issued by an inspector of the Ministry.

Onlv plants coming from abroad are subject

to these regulations ; those landed in England
from Scotland, Ireland and the Channel
Islands need not be accompanied by a cer-

tificate. Hence the effectiveness of the

Order would seem to be dependent on the

adoption of similar regulations in those parts

of the British Isles. This is a serious and
difficult point, and one which doubtless is

occupying the attention of the English
Ministry. For it is evident that the object

of the Order—to exclude pests and injurious

insects—will be less completely fulfilled if

an exporter is able to send his goods to

England via an agent in some other part

of the British Isles in which certification is

not required ; though doubtless the extra

cost of packing, unpacking and tranship-

ment might be effective in closing this cir-

cumlocutory route for the introduction of

doubtful plants. It is possible, moreover—
though we are not clear on this point—that

the powers of inspection vested in the in-

spectors of the Ministry of Agriculture may-

be made to apply to such imports ; for in

the Third Schedule of the Order it is

explicitly stated that an inspector of the

Ministry may open and examine any pack-

age imported into England and Wales.

That much horticultural produce of doubt-

ful horticultural cleanliness is imported into

this country is undoubted, and that it is to

the advantage of everybody that such unsatis-

factory produce should be excluded is clear.

The success of the Order will, of course,

depend on the way in which it is adminis-

tered. It is fortunate that there are at the

Ministry a Controller of Horticulture well

versed in the practical side of commercial
horticulture, and a bodv of inspectors whose
great and tactful services have been mani-

fested for many years in the course of their

work on the control of Wart disease. With
these advantages there is good augury that

the Ministry's effort to exclude diseased and
pest-ridden plants from this country will

meet with a real and valuable measure of

success. The fungi and insects included in

the Order are given below :

—

Fungi :

Black Knot of Plum and Cherry (Plow-
r'ghtia morbosa, S 10c).

Pear Blight (Bacillus amylovorus, De
Tout.).

Chestnut Canker (Endothia parasitica,

(Murr.), Ander. and Ander.).

Wart Disease of Potatos (Synchytrium
endobiolicum, Perc).

Onion and Lock Smut (Urocystis cepulae,

Frost).

Downy Mildew of Hops (Peronoplasrno-
* para humuli, Miy. et Taka.).

Insects :

Vine Louse (Phvlloxera vastatrix,

Planch.).

American Apple Capsids (Heterocordylus

malinus, Reut. and Lygidea mendax,
Reut.).

Pear Tingid (Stephanitis pyri, Fab.).

Colorado Beetle (Leptinotarsa de.cem-

lineata. Say.).

Plum CuVeulio (Conotrachelus nenuphar,
Herfost.).

Potato Moth (Phthorimaea < perculella,

Zell.l.

American Lackey Moths (Malacosoma
americana, Fab. and M. diastri, Hubn.).

Oriental Fruit Moth (Cvdia molesta,

Busck.).

San Jose Scale (Aspidiotus pernr'.ciosus,

Comst.).

Japanese Fruit Scale (Diaspis pentagona,
Newst.).

Anple Fruit Fly (Rhagoletis Pomonella.
Welsh).

Cherry Fruit Flies (Rhagoletis cerasi,

Linn., R. cingulata, Loew., and R.

fausta, Osten Saken).

Gooseberry Fruit Fly (Epochra canadensis,

Loew.).

R.H.S. National Diploma in Horticulture.

—

We learn that the Royal Horticultural Society's

National Diploma in Horticulture has been

awarded to the following, as a result of the

Written and Practical Examinations for the

Diploma held this season : Section 1.—General

Horticulture :—Mr. W. H. Cristian, Piel View,

Public Park, Barrow-in-Furness; Miss E. W.
Jameson, Oak Cottage, Park Road, Chelmsford

;

Mr. A. T. Rudge, Langford House, Cannock,

Staffordshire; Miss J. Walrond-Skinner, St.

James's Gardens, West Malvern. Section 1 (e)

—Fruit and Vegetable Growing :—Mr. W. H.

Tuok, 43, Carholm Road, Lincoln. Section 2.

—

Hardy Fruit Growing for Market :—Mr. A.

Gray. Knowle, Braunton, N. Devon. Section

7.— Horticultural Inspection:—Mr. J. Jarrett,

38, Victoria Avenue, Wellington. Salop ; Mr. G.

Fox Wilson, R.H.S. Laboratory, Wisley. Sec-

tion 8.— Horticultural Teaching :—Miss L. K.

Herring, Lee House, Marwood, Barnstaple, N.

Devon. The following have also passed tile pre-

liminary examination and will be eligible to take

the final examination when they have completed

the necessary six years of practical experience

in gardening : Mr. F. Baker, Parks Department,

Mesnes Park, Wigan, Lanes; Miss D. F. Cava-

lier, Reedens School of Gardening, Newick,

Sussex ; Miss C. Choules. 5, The Avenue, Horn-

church, Essex ; Mr. H. Fraser, Royal Botanic

Garden. Edinburgh: Mr. J. W. Hall. College

of Agriculture, 13. George Street, Edinburgh:

and Mr. H. F. Maidment, Cannington Court

Gardens, Bridgwater, Somerset.

Carnations at the Warren House. Stanmore.—

In Mrs. Bischoffsheim's fine gardens at the

Warren House, Stanmore, where flowers for

cutting and decorative purposes are the chief

consideration, the perpetual flowering Carna-

tions are paramount, and Mr. Taylor, the gar-

dener, is a fine demonstrator of the art of their

successful cultivation. For years the gardens

have not been without Carnations, summer or

winter. From the collecton growr. in pots

over 10.COO flowers have been cut during the

past vii. and there is a fine show of blooms

and buds to carry on the display until the

younger plants come into Bower. The standard

varieties arc all grown well here, but special

favourites are Mary Allwood. a charming cerise:

White Perfection; Britannia, scarlet: Sunstnr.

n yellow ground sort : Mikado : Madame de

Brieinen, pink; Carola, and Scarlet Carola: a

g 1 sto.k of the latter is being worked up for

the coming season.

The Entertainment Tax and Flower Shows.—

The protests made from time to time in these

pages against the imposition of the entertain

merit tax upon Flower Shows held purely for

educational purposes, appear to have met with

a considerable measure of support and are likely

to prove effective. On July 18 the Finance

Bill, as amended in Committee, was considered

in the House of Commons, and the Chancellor of

the Exchequer moved tin' insertion of a new
clause exempting from liability to entertain

ment tax those exhibitions which could be

proved to the satisfaction of the QoumussianerB

to l>e provided by a society established solely for

the purpose of promoting tin 1 interest of agrienl

iniv or some branch thereof, but Buch an ex-

hibition must consist solely of produce for pro-
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motlng the interests for (which the society

exists. There are other exemptions in the
clause, but these do not concern us ax present.

It will be good news to our readers that the
word " society," under this new section, in-

cludes a company, institution or other associa-
tion of persons, by whatever name called, and
the expression "agriculture" includes horticul-
ture and live-stock breeding. Sir Robert Home
(Chancellor of the Exchequer) stated that the
concession would probably cost about £100,000.
but he could not be persuaded to omit the words
which would exclude from taxation those ex-
hibitions winch include side shows or music.
The clause was read a second time.

Plant Breeding—The lecture to be delivered
before the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural
Society, at Vincent Square. Westminster, on
July 26, .should prove especially instructive to
all who are interested in the raising of nsw
plants by hybridising and cross fertilisation
The lecture, entitled " Plant Breeding," will be
delivered by Dr. W. Bateson, F.R.S.. of the
John Lines Institute, Merton, who has made
a special study of Mendel's laws, and their appli-
cation to the work of producing new plants.
The lecture will commence at 5 o'clock.

t T
at
,n

Drowning Accident to a Gardener—On
July 10 a yomng gardener named Frederick Can-
non, belonging to the staff at Raehills Gardens.
Dumfriesshire, the seat of E. W. Hope-John-
stone, Esq., of Annandale, was drowned in
the River Kinnell, near Raehills. With a young
son of the head gardener he had gone for a
walk and decided to have a ba,the in a pool
After he had been in the water for a while he
disappeared and no trace could fee seen of him
for some time, when, after a prolonged search,
his body was found in deep water. The de-
ceased was only 21 years of age, and had been
three years at Raehills.

Horticultural Trades' Association—The 23rd
annual general meeting of the members of the
Horticultural Trades' Association, will be held
on July 26 and 27. at the Grand Hotel, Bir-
mingham. The business meeting will be
preceded by a smoking concert, given by the
Birmingham Branch, in the Grand Hotel, on
Monday evening. July 25. The first session
of the annual meeting will take place at
9.30. July 26, to be followed by a meeting
of the nursery section at 11 o'clock, and of
the seed section at 2 o'clock, and a fourth
and general session at 3.35. In addition to the
ordinary business proceedings, there will be
a discussion on the two new Government
Orders relating to Destructive Pests and
Insects, and the Sale of Diseased Plants, and
one on Wages, Hours, and Conditions under the
1921 Repeal Act. There will .also be an address
by Lieut.-Colonel H. R. Fletcher (Messrs.
Daniels Bros., Norwichl, upon " Costs in the
Nursery Trade, and Research Work of the
H.T.A. Costing Committee." At 6.30 p.m., the
members will dine together at the Grand
Hoted, and dinner will be followed bv a social
evening. On Wednesday, July 27, the mem-
bers will motor to Stratford-on-Avon, where
they will inspect new horticultural appliances
and implements, including motor cultivators,
and afterwards visit the Memorial Theatre,
and Shakespeare's birthplace. After lunching
at Stratford, the party will proceed to
Warwick Castle, and other places of interest
in the locality. There will be tea at Warwick
at 4.30 p.m., and arrangements will be made
for south country members to catch trains at
Warwick and Leamington, if they so desire.
All the business arrangements are in the hands

i\f t' o
C

' ^'^ann, Keneral secretary, and
Mr. J. S. Baker, CodsaJl, is responsible for
the programme of social events.

Northampton Flower Show.-The Northamp-
ton, Municipal Horticultural Society will hold
its exhibition this year in the Abington Park
on Tuesday and Wednesdav. August 2 and 3
This exhibition is one of the most interesting
of the mar.y held in the Midlands. No fewer
than 116 classes have been arranged, and liberal
prizes are offered, the latter including three
fifty-guinea, .silver '"Wren" challenge cups
offered to the trade for Roses, Sweet Peas and

perpetual flowering Carnations respectively- In

each class the winner of the challenge cup will be
presented with a miniature cup as a souvenir- of

his success.

Gift of Rowntree Park to York City—Messrs.
Rowntree, of cocoa and chocolate fame, have
given Rowntree Park to the York Corporation
as a memorial to the men who fell in the war.

The title deeds were handed to the Corpora-

tion on July 16, when the park was opened
to the public by the Lord Mayor of York.
Rowntree Park, at Clemthorpe, is about
twenty acres in extent, and has been converted

from marshy meadow land into a beauty spot,

with a large area reserved for games.

Mr. T. Turton.—Mr. T. Turton, well known
as a consistently clever cultivator and success-

ful exhibitor of fruits, commenced his

gardening career in his native village of

Gataore, and after 3£ years' experience in

the Hall Gardens, he went, as journeyman
under the late Mr. Binder, at Roby
Hall, Liverpool, and, as at that time
Mr. Binder was considered one of the very

best gardeners in the Liverpool district.

Mr. Turton feels that he owes more to

his influence than to any other gardener
he worked under. In 1871, Mr. Turton ob-

tained employment at Kew, where he remained
for one year, and then entered service at

Grimston Park Gardens. Tadcaster, under the
late Mr. Clayton. In 1875, Mr. Clayton
recommended him as foreman to the late Mr.
Wildsmith, at Heckfield Place, Hampshire,
then one of the most famous gardens in the
country. Here he added very considerably to
his experience, and in 1878, with the influence
of Wildsmith, he obtained the appointment of

gardener at Maiden Erlegh, Reading. Mr.
Turton remained at Maiden Erlegh until
January, 1899, when he obtained his
present position as gardener to Major Wing-
field Digby, at' Sherborne Castle, Sherborne.
Dorset,. Mr. Turton is a staunch advo-
cate of exhibiting, as he considers it

encourages the competitive spirit, and stimu-
lates interest and enterprise. It has been his
good fortune to serve employers who have
interested themselves in exhibiting, and who
have encouraged him to exhibit. Next to the
prizes he has obtained at the various fruit
Jiows held by the Royal Horticultural Society,
Mr. Turton values those he obtained at South
Kensington in the eighties. These were offered
by Messrs. Webber and Co., of Covent Garden,
for the best packed fruits, and in this connec-
tion Mr. Turton always remembers with
gratitude, how the late Mr. Dominy. of Messrs.
James Veitch and Sons, acceded to his request

for removal from the glass-houses to the-

packing sheds where, during a short stay at
the Chelsea nurseries, he obtained valuable
experience in the art of packing. Mr. Turton
thoroughly enjoys the satisfaction of beating
other famous growers at exhibitions, but it is-

because he is so good a sportsman, and able
to take a beating in good spirit, that he has
such a wide circle of friends. Incidentally,
we may mention that Mr. Turton was the-
inventor of the present method of supporting
the fruits of Melons by means of soft netting.

Great Forest Fires in Kumaun.—In the Ku-
maun district of the United Provinces of India,
a district situated almost entirely in the
Hiii.a!ayas, disastrous forest fires have occurred,
recently. Out of a .total of 400.000 acres of

forests no fewer than 250,000 acres have been
iburnt out. The origin of the fire lias been traced'
to irrecomcilables. As a result of the fires it is

anticipated that the output of resin will not ex-
ceed one-quarter of the amount obtained last

year.

Street Trees in Bermondsey.—We understand
that. 2,800 trees have been planted in Ber-
mondsey during the past seven months, and
the Borough Council has voted a sum of
.61,300 towards the cost of labour for
planting.

Gift of a Public Park.—An estate known as-

Darlington Park, comprising some 23 acres on
the outskirts of Northampton, has been pre-

sented to the town by Councillors Edward
and Thomas Lewis and Mr. Charles Lewis, three-

brothers, who are shoe manufactures in the
district.

Dr. W. Botting Hemsley.—The many friends

and correspondents of Dr. W. Botting Hemsley
slu-uld make a note of his change of address,

which, from now onwards, will be. 12. Osborne
Road, Broadstairs.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day. July 26.—Royal Horticultural Society's-

committee meetings ; National Carnation and
Picotee Society's annual exhibition at the Horti-
cultural Hall, Westminster; lecture by Prof. W.
Bateson, F.R.S. , on " Plant Breeding," at five-

o'clock. Wednesday. July 27.—Hay ward's
Heath and District Horticultural Society's show
(two days) ; Royal Lancashire Agricultural

Society's horticultural! exhibition, to be held at

Oldham (three days) ; Chesterfield Flower Show,
to be held at Queen's Park. Thursday. July 28.

—National Rose Society's Seedling Rose Show at

the Horticultural Hall, Westminster. Saturday,
July 30.—Seaham Harbour Horticultural, Floral,

and Industrial Society's show (two days).

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago..

—

Benanthera.—We are charged with-

having committed an injustice; let ub hasten
to correct it. We said, it seems, that Mr.
Falconer, whose magnificent Renantheras were
the object of so much admiration the other
day at Chiswick, was the only man who could
flower that plant; and this being read
literally has produced grave evidence to the
contrary. It reminds us of the poor clergy-
man who got into a scrape with his congrega-
tion for saying that he had a hundred
reasons for what he did. when it was proved
that he had only nineteen. We, however,
stand corrected; and we rejoice to make the
avowal, because it enables us to do justice

to the merits of Mr. P. Bassett, an excellent
gardener and worthy man. who has the care
of the gardens at Westonbirt. We have before-

ns proof of his skill, in the shape of a Renan-
thera, branch, eighteen inches long, seventeen
inches wide, with six arms, and 117 scarlet
blossoms (we have counted them), each of
which is 2! inches in diameter. We learn,

too, that the same plant has four other
branches nearly equal to the one that ha6
been sent us. WTint a u'tv that Mr. Bassett
did not perplex the judges by showing his

plant against Mr. Falconer's. Mr. Bassett
adds that he finds no difficulty whatever in-

flowering this charming plant. Let us express
on our own part, and that of others, a hope
that he w^ill favour the public with the details

of his mode of treatment. Gard. Chron.,
July 25, 1846.
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NOTICES OF BOOK8.

Jardins.*

Whereas in London preference is given to

a soldier as Chief of Parks, in Paris such
positions of responsibility are reserved for

distinguished garden experts. The present
Conservateur aes Promenades rle Paris is

Monsieur J. C. N. Forestier, whose latest book,
bearing the simple but comprehensive title

of Jardins, arrived recently. The author's
facility in design is shown by his admirable
plans and perspectives, and these, together
with some interesting essays on various tech-
nical subjects, indicate the present day ten-
dency of garden art in France. An important
purpose of Forestier's is to show from recent
examples of his work, the paramount value of

judicious planting. As a true Frenchman
the author is master of that clearness of plan,
order and regularity which distinguish the
formal school of his country. But he is more
than this—for he knows that the qualities
named cannot by themselves satisfy modern
taste in gardening, and that they may even be
an expedient to mask sterile imagination.
M. Forestier considers that symmetrical gar-
dens make a greater demand on artistic ability

. than so-called " picturesque " examples. He
seeks to enliven the former by appropriate
use of new resources to make gardens more
bright, picturesque and intimate, and to plan
them in a manner less costly to construct
and to maintain. With certain reservations these
are characteristics at 'which British garden de-
signers also have been aiming with increasing
success in recent years. The gardens planned
by M. Forestier are for a country of which a
very large area enjoys, as a natter of
course, summer weather more intense than that
of which we have been lately complaining

—

weather which has disheartened the majority
of English garden owners, and such as, if an
annual certainly would call for adjustment of
our own ideas and methods. Pity for our
poor gardens to-day helps us to understand
why French people generally spend money
differently on their gardens; why there is not
the strong popular interest in many varieties
of plants and garden features familiar to us,
and why large stretches of well kept lawn
—the basis of English gardening—are a com-
parative luixury ; and why, in short, gardens
planned specially for France should not be
judged solely from the English point of view
English people have learnt a way of escape from
the intolerable dulness of the formal gardens
of yesterday, while maintaining some of the
advantages of symmetry, and M. Forestier is

one of the school of clever French garden
architects, who are leading our neighbours
into similar pleasant paths. Language limita-
tions may prevent some from appreciating the
charm of the essays, but a knowledge of
French is not necessary for estimating the
technical excellence of the illustrations, and
of M. J. C. N. Forestier's ability as a designer.
I'Uward White.

LILIUM PARDAL-PARRYI.

As a consequence of the similarity of the
names Parry and Perry, some confusion has
arisen with regard to the. parentage of the Lily
for which Mr. Amos Perry obtained an Award
of Merit on the occasion of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's exhibition at Holland House.
The name of this hybrid is Lilium pardal-Parryi,
and not L. pardal-Perryi (see p. 33). The hybrid
appears not to 'be entirely new, as Mr. A.
Grove referred to it in the Card. Chron. of
January 9, 1915. with an accompanying illustra-

tion |see Fig. 13) which shows a form in which
the floral segments are much more recurved
than in the case of the hybrid exhibited by
Mr. Porry (see Fig. 15). In referring to the

* Jardins. " Carnct de pinna et de dissins." par
J. C. N. Forestier. Emile Paul Krores, Bditeura, 100,
Itue de Faubourg- St. Honore, Paris.

hybrid between Lilium pardalinum and L.

Parryi, Mr. Grove wrote, "a fourth mongrel,
and one that improves on acquaintance year by
year, is the giant that has resulted from the
crossing of L. pardalinum by L. Parryi, a
union that is reputed to have given birth to

the Lily known to catalogues as Burbankii. In

THE ROSARY.
ROSE GORGEOUS.

This Rose does so well here that a
word or two in its favour may not be
out of place. The growth is strong 'and robust,

and the blooms large, well shaped, and

Fig. 18.— a fine hybrid lily : lilium pardalinum x i,. parryi.

this the strong constitution of the female parent

is allied to the graceful habit of the male, and in

a couple of years it has shut up till it towers
nine feet high, well above either of its parents."

It would appear, therefore, that the reputation

of L. pardal-Parryi as a good garden plant is

already established.

sweetly scented, while the colour is deep
orange yellow, heavily veined with a reddish
shade—a colour at once striking and pleasing.
The blooms are splendid for vasQB if cut before
they are too open and carefully arranged with
their own (foliage. J/. Markham, )V rotham
/'ark (,'art/i ng.
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The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir 0. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Runner Beans.—Where these plants have re-

ceived a timely mulching and watering at the
roots they are growing freely. And, to prevent
overcrowding of the growths, the laterals should
be pinched out immediately they appear. At-
tention must also ibe given to watering the
plants during hot, dry weather, otherwise the
blooms wil Ifail to set pods and eventually drop
off. An occasional soaking of the soil with
weak liquid manure, when the plants are in
hearing, will prove -very beneficial. It is also
wise to remove all pods when they have ob-
tained a suitable size for use ; even if they are
not required for present consumption they may
be preserved for winter use. Secure all leading
growths to their supports by means of loose

ties.

Spring Cabbage.—Seed of Spring Cabbage
should now be sown, followed by a successional
sowing during the second week in August, to

furnish a supply of tender heads next spring.
As this is one of the most important of all vege-
table crops the seed should be obtained from
a reliable source, as many of the plants raised
from inferior stocks often bolt in the spring. I

have found the following varieties to give excel-

lent results : Harbinger, Sutton's April, Flower of
Spring, Ellam's Early, and Carter's Beefheart.
No pains should be spared in preparing the
seed bed ; if the ground has been dug recently
it should be made firm by treading, afterwards
working the surface into a fine tilth by the
use of a long-toothed rake. The drills should
then be drawn about one foot apart, but it is

not advisable to make them too deep. If the
soil is dry the drills should be well watered
overnight previous to sowing. Sow thinly and
evenly

;
guard especially against thick sowing,

as this tends to produce weakly plants.

Coleworts.—Seedling Coleworts are ready for

transplanting in their final quarters. Ground
from which early Potatos have been lifted is

suitable, and .if the soil is in a fairly rich con-
dition it will not be necessary to dig it, but
just level it with a fork. The plants should
bo set fifteen inches apart each way.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
By W. Hedlet Warren. Gardener to the Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Autumn Raspberries.—These plants need
special attention during dry, hot weather. Water
sliould be given the roots liberally, as well as an
occasional soaking of the soil with diluted liquid
manure. Weedy growths should be promptly re-
moved

; this will assist the remaining canes, and
admit more light and air ; overcrowding seriously
interferes with the ripening of both canes and
fruit. Old plantations of Summer Raspberries
should be cleared of all old growth immediately
the fruit has been gathered, and the young canes
thinned to the requisite number. Canes in newly-
made beds should be kept well mulched and sup-
plied with water, until they show signs of ripen-
ing

;
keep the .beds clear" of weeds either by

hand-pulling or lightly hoeing the surface.

General Remarks.—A partial thinning or
pruning of the young growths on Gooseberries
will help to arrest late growth, which often
develops during a dry season. Cordon-trained
trees need a moderate amount of pruning.
With the exception of late sorts. Currant
bushes will soon be all cleared of their fruit,
and where the growths are unduly thick it
will pay to thin them out now, or partially
shorten them. Both Gooseberries and Cur-
rants growing against walls should be securely
protected from birds; at the same time keep
a sharp watch for caterpillars. For some
time past watering has been an important
operation, and particular attention should be
given to wall trees, and more especially those

that were planted during the past season.
Although frequent applications of moisture to
the roots of newly planted trees have been
an absolute necessity, the prolonged drought
has prevented their makiug anything like
satisfactory growth, and casualties and dis-
appointments are sure to be numerous this
year. Give attention as early as possible to the
preparation of the ground for making new
plantations of Strawberries. Choose an open
situation, free from shade. For early varie-
ties choose the warmest and most sheltered
spots, whilst for the later sorts, such as
Givon's Late Prolific, preference should be
given to a cooler place. All preparation work
should be completed by the middle of August,
by which time the young runners should be
ready for planting out. Older beds, if kept
for another year, should be cleaned over as
soon as possible after the fruit has been
gathered, and, if necessary, watered thoroughly
immediately afterwards. The beds to be de-

stroyed should be disposed of without further
delay, and the ground brought into use as
speedily as possible for other crops. The
growths of both Peaches and Nectarines
should be frequently and regularly tied in.

All lateral growths should be removed in their

early stages. Guard against tying the branches
too tightly to wires, more especially to gal-

vanised w|ire, from which much injury fre-

quently results. With the young growths all

in their places, the work of daily syringing
becomes an easier matter, and the results far

more satisfactory. Do not erase this operation
until the fruits of each respective variety

begin to showr colour or signs of ripening,

and. as soon as each crop is gathered, renew
the daily application of water to keep away
insect pests, and red spider in particular,

which seems likely to be prevalent this season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Staward, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer More
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—As these plants

fill their pots with roots another shift will be
necessary ; for the final potting use the best
material that can be obtained. Place stakes in

position to keep the shoots upright, for the
points of the growths must never be allowed

to fall over. Grow the plants in a House having
a warm, moist atmosphere and syringe them
several times daily to keep the foliage clean and
the surroundings damp. Cuttings may be
rooted now, and they will provide plants suitable

for growing in very small pots for decorating.

Fuchsia.—Cuttings of Fuchsia that were in-

serted a few weeks since are ready for potting
singly. They may be grown on. in a cool frame,
and will furnish early material for flowering in

the spring. Plants in full flower should have
ample water at the roots, and be sprayed over-
head in the evenings to ward off thrip, which
is a very troublesome pest of these plant's, and
spreads rapidly in a drV atmosphere. Liquid
manure should be given the roots twice weekly.

Hydrangea.—If cuttings of Hydrangea can be
procured a batch should be inserted in small
pots. As soon as the pots are filled with roots
the plants sliould be transferred to 5-inch pots,
in which they will flower. They should be
grown on in a steady temperature, be weflJ

syringed overhead, and have plenty of fresh air
on warm days. In the latter part of the year they
will require less water at the roots, and in the
beginning of the year they may be placed in a
warmer house and forced into flower. Plenty
of liquid manure should be given the" roots to
ensure the plants making good heads.

Cyclamen.—Sow Cyclamen seed now in pans
or pots, using plenty of rough material for drain-
age. The top soil sliould consist of good loam,
lea.f-mould and silver sand. Well water the seed
pans and then cover them with a sheet of glass

to ikeep the atmosphere close and moist. The
pans should be examined every day to see if

water is needed.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur BtnxocK, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Canned Hall, Epping.

Pot Peach Trees.—Directly the fruits have
been gathered the trees should be removed to
the open. All lateral growths should be pinched
back to one or two buds from the leading growth,
which will have been stopped at an earlier stage.
The trees should have full exposure to the sun
and must not on amy account be allowed to
suffer for want of water. Liquid feeding should
be continued until such time as the wood is

thoroughly ripened. Then, when the leaves
begin to fall, clear water only should be given.
Guard against damage by strong winds. My
practice, for the purpose of ensuring thorough
ripening of the wood, is to half plunge the pots
on a vacant piece of .ground, where they can
have the necessary attention their require; if

the pots are plunged the trees are not liable to
be blowr. over and damaged by winds. Beyond
the treatment advised, nothing further is needed
to be done until such time as the trees need
reporting.

Peach Houses.—Light and air are two of the
essentials for obtaining fruits of good colour
and flavour, but we are having such an abnormal
amount of hot sunshine. Certain kinds oif fruits,

and especially Nectarines, are in danger of the
foliage burning as the fruits approach ripeness.

Where this is likely to occur afford a little

temporary shade, ar.d at this stage withhold
the use of the syringe. Trees that have just
passed the stoning stage will rev^el in the present
conditions, provided they have a good drenching
overhead, using a hose for preference, both
morning and evening. Keep the borders suffi-

ciently moist for the trees' requirements.

Cherry House.—The fruits baring been
gathered, Cherry trees should receive a good
cleansing. Sub-lateral growths should be stopped
occasionally, and sufficient shoots allowed to
remain for furnishing the tree. If black fly is

present on the trees in the points of the young
shoots to be retained they sliould be exter-
minated by syringing or spraying with Quassia
extract on frequent occasions.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Cootts, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Budding Roses.—Roses may usually be budded
some time during July or even early in August,
but much depends on weather conditions, as in

dry weather the bark may not lift freely. In
private establishments, where only a limited
number of Roses is budded each year, this
difficulty may be overcome by soaking the
roots of the stocks on several occasions. One of
the essentials to success in budding is quick,
clear, work. Dwarfs should be budded as low
down as possible : and the buds should always
be inserted on the shaded side of the plant,
attention to such small details generally makes
all the difference between success and failure.

Lavender.—When the spikes are nicely in

flower. Lavender, if required for use indoors,
should, be cut and dried. The plants after-

wards should be trimmed with hedge-shears.
Lavender, in common with Rose petals, and
other material used for making pot-pourris
should not be dried in the sun, but slowly in

a cool, airy building. If dried quickly in' the
sun it becomes brittle ar.d soon crumbles into
dust.

Crocus.—The autumn flowering Crocuses
should be ordered and planted with as little

delay as possible ; the choicer and more ex-
pensive sorts may be planted in the rock garden,
while some of the cheaper sorts, such as C.
speciosus, are fine when planted in suitable
positions in thin, grassy places; other species
that may be freely used in this way are C.
nudiflorus and C. zonatus. They all look
well when planted in front of a Lavender hedge.
Some of the later flowering species may 'be

planted in a shallow brick pit, where they may
be protected during inclement weather, which
spoils then.. This also applies to many of the
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spring flowering species and varieties, which
are scarce and expensive. Where many sorts

are grown they should be separated from each
other iby slates sunk in the bed; this precau-
tion is very necessary as they are apt to get
mixed.

Colchicum—The bulbs of Colchicums, which
are often called autumn-flowering Crocuses,
should be planted forthwith, as early planting
is very important with all autumn flowering
bulbous—or tuberous—rooted plants. As the
Colchicums flower before their foliage is pro-
duced it is well to plant them where they can
grow through a carpet of mossy Saxifrage, or
some such plant. They are well suited for

planting in the hardy fernery, or in thin,
grassy places in the wild garden. The prin-

cipal species are C. autumnale, of which there
are several varieties; C. speciosum and its

varieties; C. variegatum; C. Parkinsonii, and
C. Bornmulleri.

Hardy Cyclamen. —The corms of this plant
should also be planted as soon as possible.

Cyclamens are well suited for shady nooks in

the rock garden, but are seen at their best
when naturalised in quantity in suitable situ-

. ations. The best for this latter purpose are

C. europaeum, C. hederaefolium, and C. Coum.
The last in some parts of the country grows
and increases freely from self-sown seeds when
planted in thin, grassy places. This species
flowers freely from early January until March.
The other two species are well suited for

planting in the hardy fernery, and in shady
places under trees, where they revel in light,

-ich, de-aying leaf-soil. C. hederaefolium is

.vorth growing for its beautiful, marbled foliage,

which strong plants produce in great masses.
Flowers are produced freely during August and
September. A strong plant will produce
several hundred blooms. In a well known
Devonshire garden of which I had charge hardy
Cyclamen were planted by the thousand, and
presented a wonderful sight when in full flower.

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremuh C'olmak, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Epidendrum.—Most of the Epidendrums have
but little garden value, yet certain species
are well worthy of cultivation; one of the most
useful and decorative is E. piLsmatoearpum. As
plants of this specias pass out of flower, they
should be given attention at the roots. Speci-
mens that are pot-bound, and, having grown
over the sides of their pots have become some-
what bare in the centre, should be turned out
of their receptacles, and have most of the back
pseudo-bulbs removed, leaving only two or three
behind each lead, When the plants are potted
afresh they may be made into shapely specimens
again. Plants that are healthy at the roots, and
well furnished with leaves, may, if necessary,
be shifted into larger receptacles. While others
that have sufficient rooting space for another
season's growth, and with the compost in good
condition, may ha.ve some of the old materials
removed from the surface and be given a top-
dressing. After repotting them, the plants
should be watered with care and moisture should
not be allowed to settle in the young growths, as
it would cause them to decay at the base. When
the roots have grown freely in the new compost,
they should be watered liberally until the pseudo-
bulba have completed their growth. These
plants grow well in the coolest and lightest part
of the Cattleya house, and should be treated the
same as Cattleyas.

Epidendrum bicornutum.—This plant, which is
also known as Diacrium bicornutum, and its
many hybrids should be repotted, if necessary,
just before, the new growths develop roots from
their bases. Shallow pans are the most suitable
receptacles, and they should Ibe well drained, as
during the plant's season of growth libera] sup-
plies of water are needed. During the resting
season but very little moisture is needed The
plants should be suspended or staged near the
root glass in the warmest house, or in an
ordinary plant stove.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
AN ANCIENT OAK AT STAMFORD.

I was very interested in Mr. Webster's article
on Oak trees (page 164, Vol. LXIX), and
thinking it might interest your readers,
I send a photograph of an old Oak
growing in these gardens (See Fig. 19). Its
age must run into hundreds of years, and is

most difficu'.t to estimate. At one foot from the
ground the girth of the trunk is forty feet ; at
three feet up, twenty-eight feet ; and at six feet

from the ground, twenty-eight feet six inches.
The tree branches at six feet high, and the girth
of one branch, at three feet from the tiunk, is

eighteen feet. The longest branch extends fifty

feet from the trunk, and it has to be supported,

above the luxuriant vegetation in the form ot

a handsome specimen, with the dimensions of

a forest tree, and gives great effect to pleasure
grounds. In company with the Olive, Palm
and Citrus it is a special feature of the
landscape there.

At Oneglia there is a large avenue of trees

which were about 90 ft. in height before they
were pruned hard back last winter. They pre-
sented a striking scene. The Italians seldom
prune, and when they do so it is with vigour.
The Blue Gum does not rank with the Oak
in majesty of appearance, yet it is a graceful
tree to look upon, with lich cinnamon-coloured
and fragrant bark. A singular fact is the
difference of appearance in the younger and the
older trees, especially in the form of the leaves.

Fig. 19.

—

an anciext oak at Stamford.

in fact, this branch itself is almost, as large as
an ordinary Oak tree. For its age the tree is

extraordinarily vigorous, the foliage retaining its

rich vivid colour throughout the summer, when
leaves of other trees are often turning yellow.

In one of the upper branches, a colony of bees
lit-- had a home for several years, and the
tree is also a favourite nesting place for jack-
daws. The figure (seen in the photograph) at
the base of the tree is the skull of an elephant.
This venerable tree is admired by all who see
it. A. Brumby, The Gardens. Edith Wetttm
Ilidl, Stamford.

THE BLUE GUM IN SOUTHERN EUROPE.
The genus Eucalyptus comprises a very

diversified group of plants, ranging from the
gigantic and stately proportions of the Blue
Gum, Eucalyptus globulus, to the scrubby species
known as Mallee. Eucalyptus amygd'alina, a
near relation to the Blue Gum, has attained the
enormous height of 480 ft. in its Australian home.
I have heard of no taller tree than this. K.
globulus is an evergreen, and grows especially
well in the Italian Kiviera, where it tdwers

In the former they stand out boldly, heart-
shaped and opposite, covered with a bluish
bloom, the stem erect, whereas the older trees
present a twisted appearance, the bole though
upright and clean, being by no means straight.
The leaves in adult trees become Scimitar-
shaped and of a dark green colour, the stalks
also inheriting a peculiar twist, causing the
leaves to be disposed more or less perpendicu-
larly. This habit reduces transpiration, and is

one of Nature's many ways which are beneficial
to plants in hot climates. The axe meets no more
formidable task than the wood of E. globulus,
for it is so twisted and gnarled that it is im-
possible to make any impression with such a tool.

It will not split. The flowers, to be observed
throughout the winter, resemble those of tin-

Myrtle, and, though large, are but a dense mass
of stamens and inconspicuous through lack of
colour.

Curious urn-shaped seed is produced abun
dantly. The large, dark green leaves contain
a pungent volatile oil, with a characteristic
odour. Apart from the leaves emitting a
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fragrant and balsamic odour when bruised, the

scent abounds in every part of the tree; indeed,

this is evolved naturally to such an extent

that, dependent upon the humidity of the air,

it diffuses a delightful and refreshing aroma

all around, so that it possesses in some degree

the subtle power to lure by perfume as well

as to charm bv appeal to the eye. Upon reflec-

tion, I cannot think that the wonderful asso-

ciation and mysterious appeal to the memory,

which certain scents have for the mind, is a

chance one. As an antiseptic, oil of Eucalyptus

is well known. That drinking water may be

nad from the roots may not be so well known.

If large roots are cut into short lengths the

sap which drips out is deliriously cool and quite

wholesome and free from any unpleasant taste.

As the soil is usually baking' hot, this is some-

what of a surprise.
" This particular tree gives

but little shade, which is so necessary in hot

countries. The species grows well here in

Greece. /-. II". Young, The Roi/al Gardens,

Athens, Greece.

LABURNUM ADAMI.

Though this graft hybrid lias long been

known, it still proves highly interesting, when

seen reverting to the parent forms. A tree

of L. Adami usually gives L. vulgare, first, as

a reversion, and occasionally one may see the

other parent, Cytisus purpureus, forming a

dense bush, like a witch's broom, suspended

in the tree. A few weeks ago a well balanced

tree of L. Adami, in West Humble Lane, near

Dorking, bore an abundance of its own dusky

purple flowers with the clear yellow blossom

of L. vulgare, and plenty of the other parent

as well, all three having their own charac-

teristic leaves. It occurs to me that this triple

combination could be produced by budding or

grafting two of the forms upon L. vulgare, or

L. Adami. If the free growth of <L. vulgare

is not restricted, it is liable to overpower the

other two in a few years. J. F.

TREES AT KEN WOOD.

If for no other reason than that Ken Wood
contains amongst the last remnants of the

ancient forest of Middlesex, these priceless

relics and crowning glory of London's northern

heights should be carefully preserved (see

p. 191. Here we have, within six miles

of Charing Crass, 220 acres of practi-

cally unspoiled natural woodlands, with some
of the finest specimens of the British

Oak and other native trees that are to be

found anywhere within a twenty-mile radius

of the metropolis. When the early Britons

settled in London, thick, almost impenetrable
forests of Oak and scrub-wood covered the

high ground where St. Paul's Cathedral now
stands, and extended far away towards the
Tower on one side, and to Highgate, Hamp-
stead, and St. John's Wood on the other.

Some of the trees at Ken Wood are referred

to and their sizes recorded in ancient writings,

so that their individual rate of growth in a

given period of time can, in several instances,

be accurately traced for over a hundred years.

Considering their age, the trees, generally

speaking, are in a wonderful state of pre-

servation and healthy condition, especially the

Oak and Beech, some of these being over 16 ft

in girth of stem at a yard from the ground
and with the richest and healthiest of foliage.

Both the Lime and Sweet Chestnut have
attained to goodly proportions, some of the

stems girthing 15 ft. The Lime avenue is a

model of its kind, the 90 ft. high trees being

perfect specimens in every respect. Amongst
the rarer trees are several fine types of the

purple-leaved Beech, one on the lawn stand-

ing 80 ft. in height, with a well-developed

head, 70 ft. in diameter of branch spread.

This is a noble specimen, with the deep copper
colour which is best for ornamental plant-

ing.

A silver-leaved Elm, 60 ft. in height, and
with a trunk girth of 7 ft., is by far the finest

tree of its kind that I have seen, and is »

very conspicuous object from many parts of

the grounds. It is the small-leaved form,

wonderfully healthy and well-grown, but is

somewhat cramped by the too-pressing atten-

tion of an adjoining hybrid Oak.
Never before have I come across a larger

tree of the Tansy-leaved Thorn (Crataegus

tanacetifolia) than that which occupies a pro-

minent position near the mansion. The

branches have a spread of 30 ft., and are

thickly furnished with the peculiar silvery-

grey leaves. It is an excellent tree of restricted

growth for smoky localities.

On the terraced lawn are the remains of a

gigantic Acacia, the bole of which is upwards

of 20 ft. in girth, and which in its heyday

must have been a noble specimen, but age

and storms have shorn it of much of its

original beauty. Very conspicuous from the

lawn, on account of their lovely pea-green

foliage, ars three trees of the deciduous

Cypress (Taxodium distichum) which are grow-

ing by the lake-side, the largest of which

girths 8 ft. and has produced the curious
" knees " for which this Coniferous tree is

justly remarkable, especially when growing

in damp situations. The strangely flattened

branches of this tree are very remarkable,

some of these, 18 in. wide, being only 4 in. in

thickness. Rarely is a hedge composed of Oak

to be seen, yet surrounding a large flower bed

is a quaint" fence of this tree which is kept

clipped to a uniform height and width of 3 ft.

gome of the trees are suffering from over-

crowding, while in other cases supporting

heavy limbs, and filling decayed hollows, in

Older to prevent the ingress of water, would

go far in adding another century to the life

time of some of the older specimens.

In the event of this beautiful and historic-

estate becoming public property, it is to be

hoped that the fine old trees and natural

charm of the grounds will be carefully

preserved. A. D. Webster.

QUEENSLAND TIMBERS.

To those who are interested in timbers that

are both useful and beautiful, a visit should

be paid to the offices of the Queensland

Government, in the Strand, where has been

got together a collection of specimens of such

woods as are valuable from a strictly com-

mercial point of view. Several of these, such

as Rosewood, Silkwood, Black Bean, and the

aromatic Cedar, are not unknown in tins

country, where for the choicer cabinet work-;

and panelling they have been employed; while

for general building purposes Eucalyptus

timber has been used in some quantity, with

promising results. A London merchant, who

has converted many of these woods, tells me

that the timber which has taken best in this

country, and of which he now holds a stock,

is the Black Bean (Castanospermum australe).

but it is practically impossible to import this

in commercial quantities at the moment. For

panelling, several City builders, by special re-

quest, have made use of the wood of the " Silky

Oak," noted for its deep medullary rays, which

<nve the well-known Oak grain when cut radi-

ally or on the quarter. Probably the various

kinds of Eucalyptus, which exceed twenty in

number, are the most highly esteemed of

Queensland timbers for building purposes,

being specially valuable where great strength

is required, such as in railway work, for

girders and bridges and for piles and sleepers.

Though all the species are more or less valu-

able, those most in request are what are

known as the grey and red ironbark.

The Red Cedar (Cedrela) produces a valu-

able cabinet, and decorative wood, but is be-

coming scarce, owing to the great demand for

the timber. It is of a rich red colour, faintly

aromatic and though soft and easily worked

is of 'excellent quality and with good

lasting properties. Timber of the Crow's-foot

Elm (Tarrietia) is used for similar purposes

to that of our common Ash. It is of »

brownish colour and beautifully marked when
cut on the quarter. The Southern Silky Oak,
a species of Grevillea, produces a valuable

cabinet timber, which is of a pleasing red

colour with a silvery sheen. Rosewood
(Dysoxylum), which is extremely rare and
very fragrant, is a wood of great beauty,

and largely in use in its native country for

the making of choice furniture. Satinwood,

or Spurwood, of the same family as the hitter,

is of a brownish colour, and, though deliriously

fragrant and of excellent quality, does not

equal the Rosewood.
Of great beauty and value is the timber

of the Queensland black Walnut (Crypto-

carya), the wood being of a rich brown
colour, remarkably heavy and of beautiful

grain. So hard is the timber that it has an

injurious effect on the saw or axe with which

it is cut. One of the chief softwoods, which

may frequently be seen in this country, is

t be Hoop Pine (Araucaria Cunninghamii).

which for railway work is preferred to any

other timber, while for cabinet work and

boat-building it is highly prized.

These are only a few of the many Queens-

land woods that are either on exhibition or

regarding which information may be obtained

at the Government offices. W.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

XEROPHYLLUM ASPHODELOIDES.

The popular name of this plant, I believe, is

the Turkey Beard, but it is so scarce in gardens

that even this name is seldom used. It is not

quite reliable in gardens in the colder parts of

the United Kingdom, and I have known places

where it had to be protected under a hand-light

during the winter in order to preserve it. But

many would think it worth procuring did they

see it, as it is a distinct, and, though not

showy, a pleasing, ornamental plant. It has a

plentiful supply of long, stiff, grassy-looking

leaves, and sends up spikes of creamy-white

flowers, arranged in rod-like form. It is by far

more attractive than numerous plants grown

for effective appearance in the garden in June

and July. It is a native of dry, Pine barrens

in Xew Jersey and other parts of North America,

and I have been somewhat surprised to observe

that a very alble hardy plantsman has sug-

gested planting it in the drier parts of the bog.

I am disposed to agree with the advice of the

late Mr. Reginald Farrer, who wrote enthusiasti-

cally in praise of the Turkey Beard, but advo-

cated planting it in rich, light soil lavishly

mixed with sand.

ZYGAUENUS MUSCTTOXICUM.

This plant, named variously Amdanthium
muscaetoxicum, Melanthium muscaetoxicum.

and Chrosperma muscaetoxicum, is now finely

in flower in the garden of Mr. James

Davidson. Sun.merville, Maxwelltown, Dum-
fries, where it has been established for a num-

ber of .years. The plant is not extensively

cultivated, although its merits entitle it to

greater consideration of growers, especially

when specimens attain the size they have

reached in Mr. Davidson's garden. The creamy-

white flowers are developed in a dense spike,

which rises to a height of H feet to 4 feet in

its native habitats, but with me is generally

about 2 feet or so high. 'The long, narrow

leaves are of a good green and the plant as a

whole is most pleasing, though not showy. In

our northern climate it does well in the open

border, planted in good loam, but it is a native

of dry, sandy woods from Long Island and
eastern Pennsylvania to Florida, Tennessee and

Arkansas. It flowers in a wild state from May
to July, but in my garden it generally begins

to bloom in June. In Mr. Davidson's garden

it has been established in ordinary soil in the

border, and has thriven exceedingly well, for

Simimerville is favourably situated and the

garden contains a large and choice collection of

hardy flowers. S. Arnott.
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VEGETABLES.

WINTER SPINACH AND ONIONS.

Common as these two vegetables are, they

rank among the indispensables, and the sowing

of them this month is an operation few can
afford to overlook. Both have to withstand
the winter in the seed beds, hence the
necessity for care in selecting the site and its

preparation for them. It is well known that

crops generally pass through an average
winter better in soils inclined to be light

rather than heavy, and where it is drained
well rather than otherwise. In low-lying, clamp
situations, it is always advisable to select the
highest plot and endeavour to make it as dry
as possible with the aid of such material
as will facilitate drainage. Where the soil is

naturally heavy, select a site recently cleared

of Potatos, have it dug over, and apply a

liberal dressing of ash from burnt rubbish, lime
rubble, and any old potting soil which may
be available, and lightly fork it in. Manure
is not greatly needed ; it is sufficient for either

crop if the soil contains nutriment enough
to encourage short stocky growth—the type
which stands the winter best. When work-
able the surface should be made fairly fine

to receive the seeds.

Onions may be sown thinly in shallow
drills drawn a few inches apart, and after

they have germinated the Dutch hoe should be
run between the rows when possible through-
out the winter. In March, or as soon as the
soil is fit to work upon the seedlings may be
planted out. A rich, deeply-dug soil is then
necessary in order to produce bulbs of a fair

size. As before, heavy soils should be
lightened, and in addition a good layer of

strawy manure in the bottom trench will be
found useful, not only as a fertiliser, but as
a soil-warmer in that it facilitates the passing
away of waste water. Richer material may be
worked in with the top spit, and soot is

valuable, both before and after planting. In
planting, lift the roots intact, and plant firmly

but shallowly. Good varieties for Autumn
sowing include White Tripoli. Blood Rocca.
and White Emperor.
On well-worked and well-drained ground

Spinach, even in very cold districts, winters
fairly well. Seeds are best sown in shallow
drills, about 15 inches apart. In due course,

thin the seedlings to three inches apart. This is

in order to promote strong growth in the re-

mainder, so that in the final thinning to about

eisrht inches ptoart a dish or two of useful leaves

will be available. The prickly-seeded variet;

is favoured for sowing at this season, but

under good conditions the round-seeded form
is no less hardy. Yorkshire Gardener.

SPRING CABBAGES.
Cabbages belong to a very useful family of

vegetables, not the least valuable trait of which
is that some member of it is in season every

month of the year. The time is now with us
when the seed of Spring Cabbages should be

sown, in fine soil and on an open aspect. I

would impress the necessity of a sweet medium
because it will help to check the development
of club-root disease. When the seedlings have
grown large enough to be handled easily remove
them to a nursery-bed—which ought to be in

an open position—without delay. The addition

of organic manure at this stage is inadvisable,

for it promotes a succulent growth which will

fare ill in bard, wintry weather. Choose, as finai

quarters, a sheltered part of the garden, and
have the final planting completed bv the middle
of September; then the roots will be firmly

established ere growth oomes to a standstill in

late autumn- The rows should be eighteen

inches apart.

I find it advantageous, however, to set the

plants nine inches asunder, and to use alternate

plants in early spring as a green vegetable, or,

if nerd be, as fillers of gaps in the rows. Un-
protected Cabbages often, succumb in winter in

the North, hence we are under an obligation to

rover the plants if the weather threatens to be
s "verp. Bracken is emnloyed in the moorland
districts, and straw in the lowlands.

I think the variety Sutton's April will bear
comparison with any other, as it is a " non-
bolter," and makes an excellent heart- Geo. H.
Copley, N.D.H.

VARIETAL RESISTANCE TO AMERICAN

GOOSEBERRY-MILDEW IN RED

CURRANTS.

In the Fruit Plantations at Wye College,

Kent, an outbreak (of unusual virulence) of

American Gooseberry-mildew on the Gooseberry-
bushes has been followed by the appearance of

this mildew on certain varieties of Red Cur-
rants. In a border where Allington Pippin

Castle. The affected bushes occurred inter-

mingled with the Fay's Prolific, which, although
producing equally " sappy " young shoots, re-

mained immune.
Another part of the same plantations gave

equally convincing evidence of the resistance

of Fay's Prolific to the American Goosebtrry-
mildew. Here a block of Raby Castle bushes
were growing adjoining a block of Fay's Pro-
lific. Again, all the bushes of Fay's Prolific

were quite free from the mildew, while the

Raby Castle bushes immediately adjoining were
heavily infested.

Bad outbreaks of American Gooseberry-mildew
have occurred not infrequently this seascn.

Where Red or Black Currants are grown adja-

cent, observations should be made as to which
varieties of Currants prove immune to this mil-

dew. If such information is sent to the Director

Fig. 20.

—

American gooseberry-mildew on red currant raby castle.

the white powdery patches of the " summer - stage " (conidial) may
be seen on the leaves, and the brown patches of the "winter

stage " (perithecial) on hie stem.

Apples are interplanted with Rod Currant bushes,

the young shoots of some bushes of the latter

were noticed on June 26 to be affected with

mildew. The effect was easily noticeable, as

the mildewed leaves curled somewhat so as to

show the under surface, on which the large

white, powdery patches of the American
Gooseberry mildew -were prominent (see Fig. 20).

Further examination showed the presence of the

brown, scurf-like patches of the peritho, ial

stage of this mildew. These were found on the

leaves (lower surface), on the young stem (see

Fig. 20), and on the young, green berry.

Investigation showed that only certain of the

Red Currant bushes in this border were

attacked. The border was supposed to have

been planted up with Fay's Prolific, and some

90 per cent, of the bushes were true to name;

the bushes which were mildewed were clearly

not of this variety but "rogues" of various

types, and some bushes were probably Raby

of the John Innes Horticultural Institution, at

Merton, Surrey, we may hope that the plant

breeding now in progress there to obtain a

mildew resistant Gooseberry of commercial

value will be supplemented by the raising of

mildew-proof Red and Black Currants.

The economic importance of the occurrence

of the American Gooseberry-mildew on the Red
Currant lies in the fact tlhat the " winter-

stage " (carrying the " winter-spores "—asco-

spores) "i curs on tin linns, ami is not confined,

as is usually the case with the Gooseberry, to

the stern. Where Red Currants adjoin a

Gooseberry plantation, there is the danger of

early outbreaks of mildew on Gooseberry bnslir.

due to the presence in the soil "f spores carried

there on Red Currant leaves. Affected shoots

of Red Currant should be cut off and burnt

before the leaves full. /•,'. S. Salmon and II

Wormald, Research Department, Wyt College,

Kent.
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MR. KINGDON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA.*

3.

—

The Run Long Ferry.

ON April 18, we crossed the Salween, the

mules in a big barge, ourselves and

the loads in a craft constructed of two

canoes lashed together. There are not many-

places where this extraordinary river can be

crossed, and Kun Long has probably been

known as a ferrying place for centuries.

The day before, we had climbed to the top

of the wall which shuts in the river to the

west, and rested by a delightful stream, shaded

by Horse Chestnuts in full bloom. Like all

the streams we had seen in this limestone

country, it flowed over a series of natural

weirs, forming steps. Under each fall were

deep pools, the water shelving rapidly as the

next weir was reached. Many of the sinter

ledges were high out of the water, and covered

with shrubs. A low, bushy Lonicera, with

straw-coloured flowers, grew here ; also a Saxi-

fragaeous shrub with very fragrant, white

flowers arranged in a compact spike. A
Dracoeephalum, with cream flowers tipped

with violet, and a Strobilanthes, also grew

here. Most of the trees by the river were
laden with Orchids in great variety, Den-

drobiums, as usual, bulking large; one, with

purple and cream flowers I had not seen

before ; another, intense orange, with a black

band across the labellum, is widely spread
over the hill tracts of Burma, I think. A fine

Magnolia (long past flowering, though). Oaks.
Castanea and Alder, were all conspicuous dn

the forest about here; Bauhinia variegata was.

still in bloom.

I would have liked to camp by this stream,
but it was already mid-April and I was
anxious to leave the Salween valley well be-

hind me as soon as possible. Its evil reputa-

tion in the rains is well deserved, and already
in the middle of the hot weather, it was
the scene of daily thunder-storms. Besides,

we had far to go. So on we went, through
forests, ascending more and more steeply by
ridges which brought us at last to a Maru
village perched on the end of a spur; and here,

with a view far down into the Salween valley,

we pitched our camp. Our altitude now was
about 5,000 feet, yet not a single Rhododen-
dron, nor a Conifer, did we see. The absence
of Gesneraceae and the almost complete
absence of Zingiberaceae, was not sur-

prising; for these plants are far less

typical of the monsoon region than of

the temperate rain forests or of the

wetter monsoon forests further north. A
long dry season is inimical to them. As
for the absence of Rhododendrons and Coni-
fers. I can only say that we were in the
Salween valley, and leave it at that.

Next morning we descended some 3,000
feet to the river. There had been heavy
rain in the small hours, and the forest was
dripping wet; and when the sun came out
the valley was like a vapour bath. Orchids
were plentiful on the trees—there was a
striking Dendrobium, with cream petals round
an orange labellum. Down below, shrubby
Acanthacaeae were in flower—Asystasia chiefly.

We had a long, hot wait, in the river bed,
as another caravan had right of way, having
arrived before us. Although this road is not

•The. previous articles by Mr. Kingdon Ward were
published in ouir issues of May H and June 18, 1921.

much used by caravans (especially during the

last year or two, during which Yunnan has

been overrun with brigands), the crossing

takes so long that the ferry boats are kept

plying to and fro pretty regularly during

the cold weather. In the rains the mule
barge is not used at all, no caravans travelling

then. After spending a day at the little Shan
village of Kun Long, in the course of whioh
we were treated to a furious hall-storm,

violent gusts of wind tearing branches off

a big Ficus tree, we proceeded on our way.

Our route lay north-east up the valley of a

fair sized river, through the forest, about

which there was nothing remarkable; and
rain coming on again, we halted early and

orept into a Shan village. The Shans on this

side of the river are not so well off as those

On the right bank, being remote both from

Chinese and from Burmese civilisation. At
this time we were not much above 1,500 feet

above sea level, and my interest in the vegeta-

tion was correspondingly depressed Beyond

the obvious fact that it was overwhelmingly

IndoMalayan, I took brief notice of it.

We were told that this road into China

was infested with brigands, and on the

strength of this intelligence I obtained from

the Shan headman at Kun Long an escort of

two " catch-'em-alive-ohs," indifferently armed
with knives and very obsolete muskets

—

muzzle-loaders; and as they had neither

powder nor shot, they would not have scared

a wise crow in a field of Turnips at home.

But in Asia they looked impressive. Next day

we had considerable difficulty in impressing

two more of these masterpieces; and as they

deserted us after the mid-day halt, it was
obvious that such security as was imparted

by this means was going to peter out rapidly.

It did. At our very next camp, hearing that

a short time before a caravan had been cut

up and several men killed, we demanded from

the old headman of the village two men to

watch the loads through the night. We were
now in Chira and my passport was displayed

as a quid pro quo. The headman came, and
saw, and was conquered. He sent the men

;

and they, having spent ten pleasant minutes
charting with the muleteers, trotted off to

their huts as soon as it was dark, and re-

turned to us with the morning sun

!

The previous day we had marched for hours
through seemingly endless Bamboo forest,

with here and there patches of monsoon forest,

wearing a very autumnal look after the pre-

vious night's rain. On the ground grew a very

pretty Orchid, evidently a saprophyte, bearing

scale leaves. The flowers were purple and
white, nearly sessile, the root tuberous.

Finally we emerged from the forested gorge
of the Nam Ting—as this river is called—on
to a plain, covered with high grass, and
scattered trees of Bombax, and some Legu-
minous tree at this time more naked than
when it first came into the world, flowerless,

fruitless, and quite unrecognisable. In the
summer this plain is either a lake or a

swamp—already several marsh plants were
coming up. The surrounding hills are covered

below with shrubs and small trees; the leaf-

less Rhamnus with greenish-yellow flowers,

already remarked, was very common here.

Next day, April 22. so relentlessly does
time fly, just as we were starting off, a large

caravan belonging to a Chinese merchant
from the interior came along; and seeing that
they were well armed, we joined the party,

and kept with them for three days. The
merchant, however, had a fine lot of mules,

and was travelling fast, so, finding the pace

too hot, we dropped behind on the fourth

day and resumed our own more leisurely rate

of travel. One advantage we gained, in that

we were put on the direct road to Tali-fu,

which, not being marked on any map, was
unknown to us; the road we had intended to

follow was several days longer, so we were

told.

In the afternoon we turned our backs on

the plain and began the ascent of the en-

closing range, climbing steeply to the pass.

The thin forest and shrub belt through which

we passed was still largely IndoMalayan

—

even at the pass a species of Pandanus was

growing on the rocks; and I was surprised

to see up here a Frangipani tree in flower.

It is commonly cultivated in Burma, but is

a South American plant (Plumieria), and this

was far afield. However, it cropped up again

in several Shan villages in Yunnan.

After crossing the pass we rode for severai

miles through a delightful forest of fresh

green Oaks, descending gradually to a moun-
tain valley, elaborately terraced. Still, there

were no Conifers, and no Rhododendrons.

However, we were now really in the moun-

tains, and though Burmese plants still

persisted, they were dwindling rapidly. Bau-

hinia variegata did not fail us, and at the

entrance to the village was a hedge of some

white-flowered Acanthaceous shrub. There was

also Fious Cunia, a little higher uip the valley

—

typical of the wetter forests rather—and an

Aeschynanthus (in fruit only; it does not

flower till the rainy season), epiphytic on the

trees. A fragrant Clerodendron with large

heads of white flowers, Buddleia, and an

Acacia with big cream-coloured powder-puff

flower heads, all spoke eloquently of the

Burmese hill forests. But in the Paddy fields

where we camped for the night were many
familiar flowers; two species of Cynoglossum,

one with deep blue, the other with blue-grey

eyes, common Verbena, Stellaria, and numer-

ous Compositae. And down by the stream

were Willows.

Our path on the morrow lay up this valley,

to a pass at its head. What matter the purple

flowers of Osbeckia, the white bracts of

Mussaenda, on the hill sides! There were

Alder trees too, and, by the stream. Buttercups

and purple Corydalis, yellow Impatiene,

Cucurbita, Geranium, and many more humble
little flowers one welcomes with gladness.

Yes, we really were in the mountains
again. F. Kingdon Ward.

ORCHID NOTES AND 6LEANIN6S.

ORCHID SPECIES.
The" great variety of showy, rare, and pretty

species of Orchids shown in the various groups

at Holland House, and the attention paid to

them by the visitors, and especially the ladies,

who seemed to be attracted by the quaint forms
and unusual colours of some of the species

—

often called botanical—and their delicate

odours, indicate that the hybrids are not

monopolising the interest in Orchids, and that

when importation again becomes possible the

consignments will be well received. In Sir

Jeremiah Column's group the many species re-

ported in our issue of July 9, p. 23, and especi-

ally the corner plant, the rich orange Eria
ornata, were much admired. In the collection

from Mr. H. T. Pitt the massive Bulbophyllum
mairobulbon, the scarlet Habenaria rhodocheila.

Chondrorhyncha Chestertonii and curious

Masdevallias were admired. and various

Anguloas and other species in Messrs. Sanders',

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.'s, and Messrs.

Mansell and Hatcher's groups proved specially

attractive.
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RED SPIDER IN VINERIES.

The Red Spider is one of the smallest of gar-

den pests and one of the worst to contend with.

The foliage of practically every indoor fruit is

its prey, and it attacks the choicest plants.

Dryness favours its increase, consequently it is

more in evulence this season than last.

Once it gains a footing it is not easy to

restrict it to one house, for it is migratory, and
will travel some distance in search of fresh

breeding-grounds ; moreover, in the course of

going from house to house the grower is liable

to carry the pest with him. While there is

no doubt that hot pipes and a dry atmosphere
encourage the pest, it conies with the sun-

shine unless measures are adopted to prevent it

even where no artificial heat may have been
used for months. I have not heard of any
satisfactory explanation as to why it should be
so much in evidence apart from imperfect
winter cleansing of the glasshouses, although
this does not apply to new houses, fresh turf,

and plants raised from seed, as in the case of

Melons. In any case, Red Spider is a great
nuisance, and prevention is better than cure.

Where Strawberries and French Beans are
forced in fruit "houses, the pest invariably obtains

a hold early in the season, unless extreme care is

taken, because Strawberries and Beans have to

be placed close to the roof-glass, making efficient

syringing extremely difficult ; and yet, beyond
seeing that the roots are never allowed to suffer

for want of water, syringing is the only reliable

remedy against Red Spider. But where the
plants are grown, in low pits by themselves the
details of culture are simplified, and the grower
is spared much anxiety in the management of

the permanent occupants of fruit houses.

In their early stages of growth one never
sees Red Spider on the leaves of either vines or

Peaches, but not infrequently the trouble arises
when tropical weather follows the putting by
of the syringe in so far as vines are concerned.
If it were not that water mars the appearance
of the berries, the pest would have no more
chance of increasing in a vinery than it has
in a reach house, where syringing does not
<>ease with the setting of the fruit. In the
case of vineries the grower has to rely on the
watering-pot and the ventilators, the former or
some other water distributing agency being used
to create atmospheric moisture in which the
pest cannot thrive. The atmosphere of some
glass-houses dries more quickly than others,
and, in my opinion, however frequent it rr.av be
necessary to use water in order to prevent dry
-'rfaces. especially about the pipes, it is the
chief thing in combating Red Spider, always
assuming the ventilators are used to permit of

the afr being in circulation, and that there is

no lack of moisture at the roots of the plants.

As for a cure for Red Spider, I am convinced
lhat the pest puts in an appearance in winter,

hut in the meantime it may be necessary to do
something to free the foliage, for unless this is

kept heaTthy the buds at their base suffer.

Where the svringe can be used to distribute an
insecticTue in vineries without wetting the
bunches svringThg may be resorted to. but to be
effectual force must he used, and if the leaves

immediately around the bunches are sponeed
a lot of good may be done. Sulphur in some
form or other mav also be employed. While the

bunches are hanging the use of sulphur on the

foliage is practically out of the question, and
there is nothing left hut to adopt the well-known
method of smearing it on the pipes after making
it into a suitable paste with milk. While I

do iint regard sulphur used in this way as an in-

fallible remeoy for Red Spider. I am fullv

•"onvinted it acts as a severe check to it. and
if it ran be applied in dull weather there is

rmcti^allv no risk of iniuripg the vines. Snl-

nh'ir has no effect in a lower temperature than
80°. the hnppv medium is 85? and the atmos-
phpre should he on the drv side. The house
plinuM be phut up, thp pipes well heated, so

that the sulphur may be smeared on when the
*"n has no likelihood of shinin&r on the roof.

Ve>rv enrlv the next morning the ventilators

should be opened and the bare spaces of the
house damped thoroughly. Where opportunity

presents the foliage may be syringed. Should
it be necessary to repeat the painting after a
short interval some means of shading must be
adopted in bright weather.
Apart from summer prevention and cures,

immunity from this or any other pest depends
largely on the winter dressings. The best pre
ventive of Ked Spider is to paint the rods with
a solution made of a tablespoonful of nicotine
compound to one quart of soft water and suffi-

cient soft soap to mate it adhesive. It may "be

applied by means of a stiff brush. In conjunc-
tion with this should be a thorough scrubFing
of the woodwork and the removal of every par-
ticle of soil, two inches or so deep, from the
surface of the border and about the hot-water
pipes. Overcropping, an excess of fire-heat and
a dry atmosphere during the flowering period
also contribute to the appearance of all pests.

<lrower.

carrying a big crop, but much of it is small,
russeted, and in many cases cracked.
The fate of the Apple crop hangs in the

balance. If we get heavy rain immediately
there may still be a good yield, but a continu-
ance of the drought must spell failure. The
situation is serious, and with a very light

Plum crop many growers are depending almost
entirely on Apples. Market Grower.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
CYANANTHUS LOBATUS.

It oannot be because people have tired of its

beauty that Cyananthus lobatus has become
scarcer in gardens than it was a few years ago,
asjt and the closely-allied C. incanus are both
lovely plants, the former with deep purplish blue

w
Fig. 21.

—

a new cherry : Ursula rivers, r.h.s. award of merit. Holland house show,
july 5. shown and raised by messrs. t. s. rivers and son (see i'. 27).

PROSPECTS OF THE APPLE CROP.

It is difficilt to say how the Apple crop will

turn out. The trees looked healthy and
nourishing until the end of June, when they
began to show unmistakable signs of suffering

for want of moisture. There is plenty of fruit

on them, but the question is how much of it

will drop. Late varieties have swelled sur-

prisingly, and should hold on if we get rain

soon. Early varieties, on the other hand, are

beginning to change colour whilst quite small,

and there will certainly be a huge proportion

of undersized fruit. Beauty of Bath, on which
I depend very much, looks bad. The trees are

flowers with a white centre, borne on a trailing

plant with small, pretty, dark green leaves, anil

the latter with blooms of a delightful shade
of blue, set off by a tuft of white hairs at the

throat of the flower. The latter is the more
difficult of the two to cultivate. It should
he grown in peaty loam in a well drained
place, and a sunny, dry situation: lint ('.

lobatus likes sandy soil with peat and leaf-

mould added, and needs a good deal of

moisture while making its gnmih and when
in Bower. Both plants may be increased From
pccds or cuttings. C. lobatus is the easier to

grofW, hut I have seen it suffer much in winter,

unless protected by a sheet of glass, a slate,

or a piece of flat wood. A.
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

THE PINK.

The earliest recorded notice of Pinks refers
to single varieties, among which single Car-
nations were included. Though Gerarde figures
double Pinks, it was Parkinson who in 1629
described and figured a strain quite distinct
from that of an earlier period. Of one sort he
remarks: "The double blush Pinke is almost
as great as the ordinary blush Gilloflower
[Carnation], nnd some have taken it for one."
The " Granado Pinke " is stated to be similar
to the Gilloflower of the same name. These
were the Pinks grown by florists in the reign
of the first Charles, and it will be seen that
they were allied to the Carnation by more
than a mere botanical affinity, and, indeed,
the similarity of some Pinks to Carnations
is noted by various authorities at varied
periods. But, however like a Pink might
be to a Carnation, always it was distinguished
by a smaller leaf and a perfume of its own.
Florists for a century subsequent to Parkinson
regarded the Pink with a contemptuous in-
dulgence. It was fit for posies or to border
flower beds, but otherwise of no account. The
intense love for flowers which had a begin-
ning about the year 1700—earlier or later by
a few years—embraced the Pink among others,
and shortly thereafter a trace of the modern
florists' Pink appeared on the florioultural
horizon. There was " one sort as large as
a Carnation, and double, with the Pheasant's
eye in the middle." With the above, mention
is made of a striped red and white variety
called the Old Man's Head, only partly double
and possessed of a perpetual habit of flowering
that continued to be cultivated till near the
end of the century. But it is from
a little later variety that we come sensibly
nearer to the modern flower. This was New
Dobson's Pink, in colour deep chocolate, with
a narrow edging of white. Prom this a still

better variety was raised by James Major,
who gave it the name of his mistress, the
Duchess of Lancaster. So excited were the
florists over the Duchess that its raiser bene-
fited by its sale to the amount of .£80, a
remarkable sum for the time—1770 or a little

later. Then came from the same person Lady
Stoverdale, " the first Pink possessed of that
singular and beautiful ornament called a
lacing." It may therefore be assumed that
from these two varieties the whole race of
modern florists' Pinks originated.

A notice of Pinks would be incomplete
without a reference to the muslin weavers of
Paisley, a community noted for their general
intelligence and their love of flowers. Al
least a section of the weavers centred their
affections upon the Pink, with happy results.

J. C. Loudon states that the cultivation of
these Pinks began about the year 1780 with
seeds derived from London. The truth of this

assertion can neither be denied nor affirmed.
All that is certain is the fact that the Pink
became a favourite flower which was developed
on different lines than elsewhere. It is said
that plants could be purchased at 2d. each,
and, of course, exchanging would be a usual
method among the weavers of adding varieties
to collections. Die Paisley florists disputed
whether Lady Stoverdale or Hawhead Monster,
a noted Scotch variety, was the earliest of

the new type. It seems obvious that the
former was raised several years earlier,

though the exact date of the origin of either
is unknown. The Scotch, to distinguish them
from the English laced type, were called
Plain or Black and White Pinks. In All-

woodii Jean are markings somewhat similar
to these.

But both these and the laced sorts had a long
way to go before anything like perfection was
reached. A colouied representation of a Pink
in The Florists' Directory, 1810, shows a bloom
with small petals, the lacing irregular, and the
edges of the pptals deeply serrated. Serrated
edges were indeed for long a drawback, and
seem not to have been eliminated till the

'forties of last century, if then. Coloured

figures in the early volumes of The Flori-

cultural Cabinet demonstrate the truth of

that. But by the middle of the 'forties they

had reached almost to the ideal. In the

volume for 1844 are representations of greatly

improved flowers, and in that of 1845 is a

figure of Turner's Masterpiece, a variety that

pleased even that meticulous critic, George

Glenny, and which in the course of a few

years was superseded by even finer varieties.

At this period the prices of novelties were

raised to what many thought to be exorbitant

figures—5s., 7s. 6d., and 10s. 6d. the pair. But
all florists' flowers were expensive, new Car-

nations, for instance, being 2 guineas to £2 10s.

the pair. Special exhibitions were established,

not only in London, but also in provincial

centres, and, in addition to the Scotch Pink,

two types, differing in material points, were

grown in England. The differences were

freely discussed in The Midland Florist and

other publications, and not always without a

spice of piquant acrimony. The southern

florist favoured a large bioom up to a diameter

of four inches, with petals numbering to over

thirty; the "moon" was pure, the lacing and

white edge of equal breadth, and the petals

free as possible from serratures. Tn the Mid-

lands generally, a smaller flower was

favoured, with eleven to sixteen petals, the

bloom, consequently, flat, with no edge to the

lacing. Why, it was asked, should there be a

white margin to the Fink any more than to

the Picotee? To this. Dr. Horner, of Hull,

replied: " Because a Pink is a Pink and not a

Picotee." The Scotch growers continued to

improve a flower without a lacing, and con-

taining only two or three rows of petals.

There was also a section with a rose ground,

but it was not recognised by the straiter sect

of florists. Of these The Florists' Magazim
in 1835 pictured Anne Boleyn, for long culti-

vated in gardens. In the same year Smith's

Superb Blush, a very similar Variety, was
represented in The Floricultvral Cabinet. From
Anne Boleyn and a laced Pink a new type was
originated in 1850. The first of the series was
for long a popular variety named Lord Lyon,

while Ascot and Ernest Ladhams had an

equal popularity. Later, Mr. James Grieve,

then with Messrs. Dickson and Co., Edinburgh,

produced another dwarf strain, one of which.

Beauty, was similar, except in stature, to

Anne Boleyn. Mr. Douglas, of Great Book-

ham, raised some strictly florists' varieties,

while Mr. Prichard has "quite a number of

free-flowering sorts to his credit, and more
recently Messrs. Allwood Brothers have given

us quite a distinct habited strain. Single

varieties are very beautiful alike for the fur-

nishing of rockeries and for cutting.

The cultural requirements of the Pink are

simple Many of the modern garden forms

are so easy to increase that pulling the plants

in pieces in September and laying them into

the open ground suffices. The florists' Pink

roots freely from either long or short cuttings

—pipings—in summer or spring. Short pieces,

however, are to be preferred, and stock rooted

in June produces a finer type of bloom than

that propagated in spring. The reason is

that, as with Carnations of all sections, a

long period of growth is essential to secure

blooms of superior quality and size. Pipings

root out-of-doors without protection, but a

hand-light placed over them facilitates and

shortens the rooting process. Though Pinks

for exhibition have been grown in pots, it was

the general opinion of florists that the best

quality bloom was produced by plants grown

in the open and on single-stemmed plants.

The following recioe for making up a bed

for Pinks was published in an early volume

of The Gardeners' Chronicle, and affords a

good indication of the care bestowed

Moon hem :—Decayed turf, two-years-old

Melon bed manure, and rott°n leaves in equal

parts, with two pecks of sand to six barrow-

loads of above. Pinks cannot be grown where

exposed to ground game and pheasants. Voles,

too. are deadly enemies. B. P. Brolherston.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Kdittrt da net hold themielvti reiponiibli ftr

tKi opinion* «zpreistd bv corrttptn&mtt.]

Sweet Sultan and the Drought.—Among the

many hardy annuals sown here in the

open, about the third week in March,
none is more successful than Messrs. Sutton
and Sons' Giant Sweet Sultans, mauve
and white. The soil lacks humus, and is

very hot during bright, sunny weather—so

much so that Shirley Poppies, Saponaria Vac-
caria, and even the Cornflowers, have proved

almost useless. But the Sweet Sultans have

given us some lovely blooms, with good stems,

for vase decoration. The flowers develop and
improve in water, their fragrance is delightful,

and they keep quite good for a week after

cutting. If flowers are gathered regularly, the

plants continue in bloom for a long time.

Other annuals doing well are the gorgeous

Esehscholzias, Iinum rubrum, Phacelia cam-

panularia, Summer Chrysanthemums, and

Godetias. A t;rand border of the latter, 200

ft. by 16 ft., will present a lovely picture by

July 20. Henry C. Loader, Erlegh Park Gar-

dens, Beading.

Primula helodoxa (see p. 9).—I fully endorse

all your correspondent «V. A. has to say about

Primula helodoxa. It would be of interest to

know the position in which the plants are

growing in Sir Herbert Maxwell's garden. Are

they in a moist position, with a natural supply

of moisture? Here I have them in thin wood-

land, in large beds, which in normal seasons

L'et more than sufficient moisture, but a

drought extending over five months has prac-

tically finished them off. With moisture at the

roots, they will stand this drought, tut I

doubt their attaining their full growth in an

ordinary border in an ordinary dry season.

It is a very strong-growing species, and very

easily raised from seeds, if the latter are sown

as soon as ripe. . I am sowing my first batch

this week. I find all Primula seeds germinate

best if sown at once. P. helodoxa is practi-

cally evergreen, dying down in winter to a

big tuft of green, wrinkled foliage. I hope

Sir Herbert Maxwell will tell us under what

conditions his plants are growing. Turning to

another subject, on o. 9 there is an illustra-

tion of Tricuspidaria dependens, which is

recommended as a cool greenhouse shrub.

I saw a very fine specimen of this at

IMewell Park, Lymington, at the end

of May. It was one mass of bloom

and many feet hiirh. Perhaps Mr. Hamilton,

the gardener, will kindly state the height of

many rare and uncommon shrubs to be seen

growing in the open in Mr. Whitaker's garden.

T suppose, being so near the sea, the climate is

verv temperate. P. H. Dalrymple, Bartley,

Hants.

Doubling in Stoclrs—Eesrarding the percen-

tage of doubles in East Lothian Stocks, may
I, as one who has known the strain from

almost its beginning, state that there must be

a mistake somewhere. This section was deve-

loped from the old intermediate Stock, in white

and purple colours, only in the 60's of last

century, by a gardener named Campbell, on

a farm called Traprain. near East Linton. He
distribute^ seeds among a few gardeners in

1867, and the first notice of the plant appeared

tlie same vear in the Journal of Horticulture.-

and in 1868, in the same paper, it was stated

that a percentage of seventy to eighty doubles

had been flowered. Those who know the true

East Lothian, arp aware that the above is a

low estimate of doubles. The true fjrm pro-

duce a spike six to eight inches in length,

and non-spicate forms mav be suspected as

being a departure from the original snain.

In connection with doubles. Miller states that

he had grown white Stocks, which threw so

large a proportion of doubles that he had a

difficulty in securing enough singles to per-

petuate the variptv from seed. On the other

hand, I had recently 100 per cent, singles from

one packet of East Lothian stocks! I have

never myself saved seeds, but neighbouring

gardeners have, and the practice was to select
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the singles, keeping theni over winter, and

saving seed from them the next summer; the

plants suitable for seed production have

abnormal flowers with five or sis petals each.

But, undoubtedly, there are spurious strains,

and the question is, whether the results as

chronicled were obtained from a true strain.

Personally, I doubt it. li. P. Brotherston.

Cardamine pratensis.—There is an impression

amongst botanists and collectors that the

above plant rarely sets seed. This idea is

strengthened by the fact that the terminal

leaflet is often proliferous, bearing a small

plant at its base, and thai, the flowers of

the wild plant are sometimes double. I my-
self have found two or three double forms, one
of which was good enough for cultivation in

the bog garden. It seems to me that the

failure of the plant to 6et seeds is due to

strains of seed and to habitat. I recently

was examining a large number of wild plants

1 a clay formation, and almost every plant

reined inclined to be fertile. Most of them
were still flowering, but the early plants had
jnade pods freely and the half-grown seeds
contained an embryo. The clay is very wet
•ji winter from surface water, but early in

June it was hard and dry. This may be a
i-eason for the production of more seeds than
Eg usually the case. The form examined was
not the true Linnean C. pratensis, but the
7ariety palustris, of Petermann, as figured in

Smith's English Botany, t. 776, and which
is the most common English one. The flowers
varied from pale lilac to white. J. F.

Doubling in Aquilegias.—It is quite of com-
mon occurrence for Aquilegias to produce
double flowers in gardens (see p. 301, Vol.
LXIX.) ; but I am not yet prepared to accept

the idea that flowers may be single one year and
double the next on the same pliant. I have found
plants in a quasi wild state with blue, pink
and purple flowers, in all cases single, though

1

I was under the impression that all were
escapes from gardens. In the garden of my
first acquaintance all were single, though they
scattered their seeds all over the place, in-

cluding the Box edgings. Doubles occur aJl

; over Britain in gardens, some with rather
touzled flowers, others with the spur of one
set of petals neatly tucked into the spurs of

those below them, and still others with no
spurs at all. In all these cases I am under

i

the impression that double flowers give rise

I

to seedlings with double flowers, and to others
i with normal single flowers. These latter may
J have factors in them that would give double
|
flowers in the next generation. This occurs

i
in Stocks, so why not in Aquilegia vulgaris,

which has been cultivated for hundreds of years?
John Gerard was well acquainted with double

1 Aquilegias of all colours, and figured half-a-
dozen, including one with the spurs inverted
and projecting forward, and three double
forme without spurs. The tendency to produce
seedlings with double flowers is no doubt
latent in many strains of A. vulgaris, and the
crossing of single and double varieties by

I

insects would increase it. To prove that an
Aquilegia with single flowers would or would

' not give rise to double flowers the next year,
I would mark or label the plant, and also

1 see that a seedling did not usurp its
place. J. F.

Dry Spraying.—I was greatly interested in
Market Grower's note on dry spraying in your
issue of May 14. I think he is quite right in
stating that progress in this country is hin-
dered beriuse only proprietary articles, mostly
of unknown comi.osition, are available for use.
I think it desirable that the constituents of
aiiy proprietary article should be stated,

;

though not necessarily the proportions. In a
general sense we know what chemicals are
available for dry spraying, and nothing is
gained by concealment. I like to know what
I am using, and I am taking up dry spraying
myself because it is a quicker and easier
method than wet spraying, though it may
prove slightly less effective. I have found the
shoulder-borne pneumatic sprayer a very tedi-
ous machine to use, needing a good deal of
effort to pump it up to 75 lb. pressure, and

then it is emptied so rapidly that it is un-
suitable for anything bigger than an allotment.
Sprayers on wheels are desirable, but highly
expensive at present, and, taking everything
into account, the man with limited time and
a fairly large area should find dry spraying
a great boon. We need to be able to obtain
in fine powder suitable insecticides and fungi-

cides that we can mix together for use as
required; for example, arsenate of lead and
fine sulphur as mentioned by Market Grower.
I think our horticultural sundriesmen would
do well to lay themselves out to cater for what
promises to be a boom in dry spraying amongst
gardeners and fruit growers. Finely ground
quick-lime is also useful as a dry spray
material, but it must be kept very dry to

remain effective. Dry spray machines are

useful for many purposes, such as the easy
and even spreading of powdered lime on the

land as well as for dusting trees and garden
crops. For small gardens or allotments dry spray-

SOCIETIES.

Fig. 22.

—

lilium mrs. r. o. backhouse (l.

hansoni x l. martagon), r.h.s. award of

merit, june 21, 1921; raised by mrs. r. 0.

backhouse and exhibited by messrs. r.

wallace and co. see r. 313, vol. lxix.

ing would be just what is re.quired, as

sufficiently large powder distributors may be

had at a price within the reach of working

men. One holding about 2 lb. of powder should

be suitable for an allotment. W. J- Farmer,
Redruth.

Philadelphus Virginale.—This is one of the

finest of the newer Mock Oranges, and when
well gTown is a delightful ornament to the

garden or shrubbery, while for massing in grass

or a group in a lawn it is superb. As a cut

flower, too, it is wonderfully fine, especially

when cut in long sprays and arranged in tall

vases, so that its natural habit is displayed. It

is of spreading habit, with graceful arching

branches laden with pure white, semi<louble

flowers. I have never seen it finer than at

Formakin, Mr. J. A. Holms's place in Renfrew-

shire, where both in the garden and as a cut

flower for large vases it is excellent. By the

way, its perfume is not too pronounced, as is

the case with some of the Philadelphuses.

S. Arnott.

NATIONAL ROSE.

Provincial Show at Ipswich.
July 13.—Even in the most trying year on

record for Roses the N.R.S. was able to hold
a successful provincial show at Ipswich in con-
junction with the Ipswich and East of England
Horticultural Society. The tents were spacious
and well ventilated and the heat was very
great, but most of the blooms continued fresh
and attractive for the greater part of the day
The president of the N.R.S., Mr. E. J. Holland,
was present, and the arrangements which were
made by the genial hon. secretary, Mr. Courtney
Page, conduced greatly to the success of the
show.

New Roses.

Gold Medal.
Snow/lake.—An excellent Widhuraiana seedljiio-

of vigorous habit. The elegant trusses bear
semi-double, milk-white, round flowers about
li inch in diameter, whieth have attractive,
compact clusters of golden stamens. The neat
foliage is of uncommonly stout texture and
deep shining green colour. Shown by Messrs.
F. Cant and Co.

Certificate of Merit.
Leslie Pidgeon.—That this admirable H.T.

seedling which was brought from Belfast was
as tresh as though just cut from the plants
speaks volumes for its quality. It is of broadly
conical shape and is recommended for exhibition
and garden purposes. The colour is creamy-
yellow, flushed with deep pink on the bud and
mature flowers, and there is a greenish hue at
the base of the petals. Shown by Messrs.
Hugh Dickson, Ltd.

The beautiful, large, well-shaped H.T. Rose
named Mrs. James Williamson is recommended
for exhibition purposes, though it will also
appeal to those who like a fragrant, deep blush
pink Rose for the garden and house decoration.
Like Leslie Pidgeon, it was bought from Belfast
by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd., in excellent
condition, but it failed to obtain an award.

Nurserymen's Classes.

The principal class required 36 distinct blooms,
and the first prize included a silver challenge
trophy. It was a very good class, and many of
the blooms were much better than might have
been expected. Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd.,
were the winners with a most praiseworthy
collection, amongst which White Man.aii
Cocihet, Mrs. Andrew Carnegie (the Medal H.T.
Rose), H. E. Richardson, Mr. George Norwood.
Lady Barham, Molly Bligh, Moyna M'Gill,
David Bohane, Mabel Drew, H. V. Machin, and
J. G. Glassford were conspicuous by their fresh-

ness and good form; 2nd, Messrs. B. R. Cant
and Sons, whose exhibit was also of more than
the average quality of the season. Their blooms
of Janet, Mrs. George Norwood, Edith Cavell,

Mildred Grant, Louise Crette, Mrs. Elisha Hicks,
and Molly Bligh were splendid; 3rd, Messrs. F.
Cant and Co., who showed excellent blooms of

George Dickson, Nellie Parker, Mrs. George
Norwood, and Annie Crawford.
The only exhibit of 48 distinct varieties was

from Messrs. Frank Cant and Oo., who were
awarded the first prize for a very good collec-

tion, which included Annie Crawford, Nellie

Parker, Augustus Hartmann, George Dickson,

Mrs. Cornwallis West and Mrs. B. J. Walker.
Mr. George Prince was alone in the class

for 24 blooms ; he was awarded the 1st prize

for a meritorious exhibit. He had good blooms

of Chas. Lefebvre, Mrs. Ambrose Riccardo,

Lemon Queen, White Maman Cochet, J. L. Mock
and Maman Cochet.
The best 12 blooms of Tea or Noisette Roses

were from Mr. George Prince, who showed ex

cellent examples of Mareohal Niel, Mrs. Camp
bell Hall, White Maman Cochet, Mme. Jules

Gravereaiix and Muriel Wilson; 2nd, Messrs.

Frank Cant and Co., whose best blooms were

of Alice de Rothschild. Molly Sharman Craw-

ford, Mrs. Foley Hobbs and Muriel Grahame

The class for new Roses was not great, but Mr.

George Prince, who was awarded the 1st prize,
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had good blooms of Mrs. Hy. Morse, Mrs. C.

Haworth, and Edel.

The best basket of Roses contained the new
Muriel Wilson shown by Mr. George Prince ;

2nd, Mrs. Henry Morse, from Messrs Morse
Bros. ; 3rd, Edel from Messrs. Hy. Morse, Ltd.

Groups of Roses.

These filled the centre of a very large mar-

quee and their general excellence was freely

remarked upon by many of the critical visitors.

The 1st prize was won by Messrs. B. R. Cant

and Sons, with a most attractive display.

Three generous arches of Lady Godiva, Hia-

watha, and Minnehaha irresistibly drew the

visitors to this magnificent exhibit, and there

they lingered to enjoy the rich colour of golden

Emblem, the full pink of Colcestria, the deep,

golden yellow Sovereign, and the flaunting scar-

let of K. of K. Henrietta, the new Mrs. Oak-

ley Fisher, and Flame of Fire, among the gar-

den Roses were also admirable, while for the

grower of exhibition varieties there were boxes

of excellent blooms of such sorts as Mrs. Foley

Hobbs, Cleveland, King George, Mrs. Ehsha

Hicks, Mrs. George Norwood, Coronation, Frau

Karl Druschki, and Mrs. Hy. Morse.

The 2nd prize group was from Messrs. Frank
Cant and Co., who had a tasteful display.

Amongst the back row of Rambler Roses was a

fascinating stand of Yvonne, a N.R.S. Gold

Medal and Cory Cup winning Rose of 1920, while

the examples of Francois Guillot, Coronation

(Wiehuraiana)'- and Lady Godiva were very

attractive. The front 'blooms of Crimson Em-

blem:, Augustus Hartn.ann and Lady Ashton

were also admirable, while in baskets were

generous masses of K. of K. and Mrs Alfred

Warner. , ,

Mr. R. C. Notcutt, who was 3rd, had a

particularly graceful display. The association of

large trusses of the free-flowering Ramblers with

the dwarfer Hybrid Tea varieties was very

successful. Of the Ramblers, the tall steins of

Blush Rambler, Dorothy Perkins, of brilliant

colour, Excelsa, American Pillar. Hiawatha and

Paradise were excellent. Rayon d Or. a diffi-

cult Rose with manv, seems, judging from the

masses of richly-cotWred blooms, long stems

and deep green ' leaves, to flourish exceedingly

with Mr. Xotcutt, as do W. J. Grant Lady

Hillingdon and Golden Ophelia; 4th, Mr. W.
Easlea. ,

In the smaller representative group class the

competition was not so great, but the 1st prize

was won bv Messrs. A. J. and C. Allen with

excellent blooms. The tall vases at the back con-

tained Edel, Mrs. Henry Morse, Covent Gar-

den, K. of K., and Golden Emblem, in large

quantities, while in smaller vases were particu-

larly good blooms of Sovereign, Golden Emblem,

Cheerful, 'Hadley, Clarice Goodacre, and other

decorative varieties. Messrs. Morse Bros., who

were 2nd, had many vases of such beautiful

freeKflowering Roses as Lady Godiva, Ameri-

can Pillar, Minnehaha, and Dorothy

Perkins, as a background to Isobel, Ophelia,

Golden Emblem, Mrs. Wemyss Quui and Los

Angeles in the front. . .

There was only one exhibit of 24 varieties

of decorative Roses. Messrs. Frank Cant and

Co -were deservedly awarded the 1st prize for

a splendid display of such sorts as K. of K.,

Melody, Countess Clanwilliam, Zepherme

Drouhin, Ravon d'Or, Excelsa and Minnehaha.

Of the two exhibits of 12 varieties, the best

was by Mr. George Prince, who showed splen-

did vases of Ophelia, Mrs. Hy. Morse, Los

Angeles, Golden Ophelia, Golden Emblem and

Chatillon Rambler. Messrs. Morse Bros., who

confined themselves to the larger-flowered

varieties such as Mrs. Elisha Hicks. Edel, Frau

Karl Druschki and George Dickson, but also had

good examples of Golden Emblem and Mrs.

Wemyss Quin, were unfortunately disqualified

for not observing the conditions of the com-

petition.

Amateurs' Classes.

The Jubilee Trophy offered for the best 24

blooms was won by Dr. T. E. Pallett, Earls

Colne, with an excellent collection. His very

best blooms were of Mrs. Godfrey Browne (the

Silver Medal Bloom of the Amateurs' Classes),

Mildred Grant, Mrs Foley Hobbs, Geo. Dickson

and Freda; 2nd, Dr, R. C. Turnbull, Colches-

ter, who had good examples of George Dickson,
Miss Willmott, and Mrs. Geo. Marriott.
Mr. F. H. Fieldgate, Colchester, had the best

12 blooms in both the classes for growers of

fewer than 1,000 and of fewer than 750 plants.

His blooms of Mn.e. J. Gravereaux, Freda and
Mrs. T. Roosevelt were admirable. Mr. Field-
gate also won 1st prize for a basket of Out
Roses and 6 blooms of Tea Roses.

Mr. G. D. Nicholson, Market Harborough,
was also a successful exhibitor. His 1st prizes in-

cluded those for 6 blooms in four different

classes. He had very fine specimens of Augus-
tus Hartmann, Mme. J. Gravereaux, George
Dickson, and Mrs. Geo. Norwood.
The group of decorative Roses by Mrs.

Henry Barton, Colchester, was admirable. The
best vases were of Padre, Independence Day
and Red Letter Day.

Dr. Pallett won the 'st. prize for 9 Tea
Roses with beautiful blooms of Mrs. E. Mawley,
Mme. Soupert, Maman Cochet and Alex. Hill

Gray.

Artistic Classes.

Many of these were particularly effective and
their disposition rendered them very popular

with the visitors. In the open class, Mrs. A. R.

B'ide was 1st with a tasteful arrangement of

Golden Emblem : 2nd, Mrs. Hy. Morse. The
1st prize amateurs' table was by Mrs. Col-
ston Hale, who used such varieties as Duchess
of Wellington, Irish Elegance and Fireflame to

good effect; 2nd, Mrs. F. Courtney Page, who
had a cool and restful table of Golden Emblem
and graceful sprays of Rosa sericea; 3rd, Mrs.

Oakley Fisher, with a table of Isobel.

Mrs. Courtney Page, arranging Ophelia and

Melody in a charming maimer, won 1st prize in

the class for a vase of cut Roses, and Mrs. 0.

Hale was similarly successful with an artistic

bowl of Henrietta.

IPSWICH AND EAST OF ENGLAND
HORTICULTURAL.

July 13.—The annual show was held in the

beautiful Christchurch Park, Ipswich, in very

fine weather. This was also the occasion of the

National Rose Society's Provincial Show, which
added greatly to the attractions. It was the

98th exhibition of the Society which, we learnt,

originated as a Gooseberry Society that held its

first show at King William's Gardens in the

town. Spacious marquees had been erected, and
the arrangements made by the energetic Hon.
Secretary, Mr. H. Hanson, were excellent.

The regulating of the large attendance was, for

instance, admirable, for without any irksome

restraint there was never any danger of con-

gestion. From a horticultural point of view,

despite an unfavourable season, the show was a

great success.

Competitive Classes.

The principal class for Roses requires 36

distinct blooms, and the first prize includes a

Silver Challenge Trophy. Messrs. B. R. Cant
and Sons were the winners with a particularly

good collection ; their outstanding blooms were
of Janet, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Juliet, Louise
Crette, Sovereign, Ulrich Brunner, Mr. Elisha
Hicks, Esmee, Coronation, Mrs. John Laing, and
Mr. J. H. Welsh. 2nd, Messrs. Frank Cant
and Co., who showed especially meritorious

blooms of Augustus Hartmann, Mme. Jules

Gravereaux, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Lady Alice

Stanley, and Maman Cochet.
The Suffolk County Challenge Cup was won

by Miss Rowley, whose 12 distinct blooms
included good examples of Juliet, Molly
Sharman, Crawford, White Maman Cochet, and
Mr. George Norwood.

Six excellent vases of Rambler or Pillar

Roses won the 1st prize for Mr. C. L. Hillman.
His vases of American Pillar, White Dorothy
Perkins, and Minnehaha nearly approached per-

fection. 2nd, Mr. F. H. Fieldgate, with a
good collection.

In the class for Amateurs growing fewer than

250 plants of exhibition Roses Miss Rowley*
had the best 6 blooms. The specimens of Hugh
Dickson and Mrs. John Laing were unusually

good. In a smaller class for growers of

fewer than 100 varieties Mr. W. G. Woolf was
successful. He showed beautiful blooms of

Mildred Grant and Mrs. A. E. Coxhead. The
1st prize vase of 9 Roses with long stems, from
Mr. E. Holland, was an attractive exhibit.

Sweet Peas were only moderately good as com-
pared with the exhibits on the previous day at

Vincent Square, but they were fresh and bright.

Mr. F. Goodytm won the two principal 1st

prizes in the Amateurs' classes with creditable

blooms of such sorts as Alexander Malcolm,
Hope, Charity and Hawlmark Pink ; the last-

named won the N.S.P. Silver Medal as being
the best vase in these classes. The Rev.
S. W. N. Aldwell won the Medal offered in

the smaller classes.

Carnations were a particularly bright feature

of the show, The 1st prize display of perpetual
flowering varieties was by Mr. C. Clover. His
blooms of Enchantress Supreme, Salmon En-
chantress, Triumph, Destiny, Mary Allwood,
and Wivelsfield Beauty were excellent.

In the classes for Border Carnations Mr. H.
Lakeman was a most successful exhibitor. He
won all four 1st prizes, and his blooms reached
a high standard of excellence. His exhibits

contained perfect examples of such sorts as

Effie Deans, Salmonea, Glowworm, J. J. Keen,
Sweet Anne Page, Linkman, Edenside, Becky
Sharpe, and Lord Steyne.
The collection of hardy flowers, which won the

1st prize for Mr. R. C. Notcutt, was admir-
able. He included a large variety of the best

herbaceous Phloxes, Galega officinalis, Delphi-

niums, Antirrtimiums, and Lilium testaeeum-

while the arrangement was very effective.

In the amateurs' class the Silver Challenge
Cup for 12 vases of hardy flowers was won by
the Exors. of Mrs. Burroughes with an excellent

collection. Mr. R. H. Paul had 6 splendid
vases which included magnificent blooms of

Romneya Coulteri.

Many classes were arranged for pot plants,

and these contained very creditable specimens.
Russel Paul, Esq. (gr. Mr. F. Rolfe), was a

prominent exhibitor. His specimen foliage

plants included an especially well-grown Phoenix
Roeblinii, while his stove and greenhouse Ferns
were also very good. He also had the best

semicircular group of miscellaneous plants,

amongst which were many Begonias, Schizan-

thus and Gloxinias bearing excellent blooms.
R. H. Paul, Esq. (gr. Mr. G. Novell), excelled

with a semi-circular group of Begonias, with
foliage plants in a stove class, and also had ap
attractive group of miscellaneous plants in thi

amateurs' classes.

Large tent space was devoted to the many
classes for floral decoration of various kinds.

Many of the dinner tables were most effective,

particularly those decorated with Roses, Isobel

and Irish Elegance, mixed Sweet Peas, double
Shirley Poppies, and with Clarkia, Sweet Peas,

Pentstemone and Gypsophila. Many visitors

were also fascinated by the class for flowers

floating in water, where the best exhibits were

of mixed Nymphaeas and of St. John's Wort
blooms.

Fruit and Vegetables were plentifully repre-

sented. Peaches, Nectarines, Strawberries, and
Gooseberries being of very good quality. In

these* classes Mrs. E. J. Saunders (gr. Mr. H.J
King), Lexden Park, Colchester, was a very

successful competitor, winning five 1st prizes,

five 2nds, and seven 3rds, while at the Colches-

ter Show last week she won 23 prizes. Hel

collection of vegetables in the open classes was

of high quality, the Peas, Carrots, and Onion?

being exceptionally fine.

Messrs. Sutton and Son's 1st prize for a co!

lection otf vegetables was won by Mr. F. J.

Pooley who had fine Tomatos, Onions, and

Duke of Albany Peas. The exhibits in the class

provided by Mr. 0. Haxell were also of great

merit, and "here the 1st prize was won hy J. A.

Berners, Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Messenger), who

had excellent Tomatos, Ailsa Craig Onions,

Peerless Peas, and Magnum Bonum Cauliflowers.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

The many exhibits by trade growers contri-

buted materially to the success of the show.

Messrs. J. Carter and Co. staged one of the

best collections of vegetables ever seen in the
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provinces. The Melons, Aubergines, Celery,
Endive, Sunrise Tomatos, arid saladings were
of superb quality, and the whole of the large

collection was arranged in the best exhibition
manner. At each end Messrs. Carter displayed
such flowers as Statice, Gladioli, Anemones,
and Calla Mrs. Roosevelt, the last-named in

great quantity (Gold Medal and Silver Challenge
Cup for the best trade exhibit in the show).
Gold Medals were awarded to Messrs. Allwood
Bros., Mr. C. Engelmann, Mr. H. Lakeman,
and Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., for Carna-
tions: to Mr. E. C. Notcutt, Messrs. Wallace
and Co.. and Mr. J. Mann, for gardens; to

Messrs. Daniel Bros., for Roses; to Messrs.
John King and Co., for Sweet Peas; to Messrs.
Ransome, Sims and Jefferies, for lawn mowers
and other implements, and to Messrs. Prentice
Bros., for an imposing tent of fevtilizers and
many plants and fruits. A Silver-gilt Medal
was awarded to Mesrs. Hawker and Botwood,
for their Sox, Dyoweed and other preparations.

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.

The June meeting cut" this Association was
presided over by Sir David Prain.
The first paper was by Mr. F. L. Engledow,

of the School of Agriculture, C'amlbridge, on
"The Problem of Increasing the Yield of Cereal
Crops by Plant-Breeding." Yield, or the weight
of grain per acre, depends upon many factors,

such as susceptibility or resistance to disease,
the lodging of the grain, and the intrinsic yield
of the plants, and each of these forms a large
field of investigation for the plant -breeder. The
basis of investigation is the selection of pro-
mising plants in the second filial generation when
plants are hybridised, and one's first necessity
is some kind of index by which the yield of

the plants may be judged. Yield, however, is a
resultant of a large number of very complex
and elusive factors, and there appears to be no
simple character which might serve as a cri-

terion. Mr. Bevans' "migration coefficient'

"

was examined in the light of the author's work
and found to be unreliable as a measure of

yield. The relation of yield to tihe weights of

individual grains, to the number of grains per
ear, the number of ears per plant, and the
tillering of the plant was considered. A direct
ratio is found between total grain weight and
the number of grains per ear. Tillering is an
important factor, for side tillers, many of which
never bear, compete with the main shoots.
Root activity, of the agricultural value of which
we are still very ignorant, also appears to be
of importance. The investigations on the root

systems of agricultural plants which the Botani-
cal Department at Rothamsted are carrying out
will probably throw much light on this and
cognate problems. At the present time esti-

mates of yield for comparative purposes are
based on "yield per acre," ibut the author's
study leads him to think that, "yield per tiller

"

might form a better basis. Further, yield itself

may perhaps better be defined not as weight of

grain, which is a very complex resultant, but
in terms of some simpler factor such as total

starch, carbon, etc. The paper raised a number
of very interesting problems which were dis-

cussed by Mr. R. A. Fisher, Mr. A. B. Bruce,
and Mr. Wm. B. Brierley.

A second paper was read bv Mr. C. B. Saun-
ders, Director of the Official Seed Testing Sta-
tion, on "Problems of Seed Testing." The pro-
cedure adopted at the station for the testing
of purity and germination was described with
the many mechanical and biological problems
arising therefrom. The mechanical prob-
lems largely concern the devising of instruments
for the accurate sorting of impurity from seed,
and one kind of seed from another, for example,
Dodder from Clover; for the accurate and non-
selective samplinff of seed, and for non-selective
seed counting. The routine work that such de-
vices would eliminate is enormous, and it is

probable that if one tithe of the skill and
ingenuity applied to the invention of instru-

ments of war were directed to this end.
these problems would be solved to-morrow. The
biological problems lie in a very different, cate-
gory, for in seed-testing one is confronted with
some of the most complex and elusive com-
binations of varying biological values. Seed-

testing is fundamentally an attempt to stan-
dardise the relation between the embryo, the
endosperm, or other food matter, and the vast
complex of environmental factors. The control
of the last is difficult but ultimately merely
a matter of technique, but one wonders whether
the seed can in any way be standardised. Men-
delian breeding for genotype knowledge may do
much, but it leaves us very ignorant of the
deep-seated metabolic reaction systems in the
developing embryo, and of such difficult ques-
tions as germinative periodicity and so foirth.

Mr. Saunders not only finds critical differences

in seeds from year to year and month to month,
hut from sample to sample. Even in the one
sample; results very difficult to interpret may
be obtained. One lot of Turnip seed, for ex-

ample, gave 99 per cent, germination when
soaked in 4 ccs. water and in 8 ccs. water, but
only 63 per cent, when soaked in 6 ccs. water.

A second sample gave 32 per cent, germinated
in 4 ccs. water, 71 per cent, in 6 ccs. water,

and 36 per cent, in 8 ccs. water. The whole
question of seed testing is one which teems with

problems of a physiological nature, and it is

a little surprising that none of our well-known

laboratories have specifically attacked these.

An interesting discussion followed the paper,

in which Mr. Henderson Smith, Mr. Engledow,

Mr. Hilev and the President took part.

WINDSOR ROSE.

The annual exhibition of the Windsor Rose

Societv was held on the 2nd inst. in the grounds

attached to Windsor Castle. The King's Challenge.

Cup offered in the class for 48 blooms distinct

was won by Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, Col-

chester. Canon Edgar Sheppard's "Windsor"
cup and Mr. G- Ournock Sawday's cup were

won outright by Dr. C. Lamplough, of Alver-

stoke, Hampshire. Other trophies were offered,

including the Iris cup, won by Dr. T. E. Pal-

lett, who also won the silver-gilt medal of the

National Rose Society, offered for the best

bloom in the show.
' Ladv Julia Follett's cup

was won by Mr. H. L. Wettern, Oxted Place,

and Lady Mary Arkwright's cup by Mr. G.

C. Sawday, Weybridge.

The Prince of Wales offered a challenge cup

for Sweet Peas, open to amateurs, and it was

won by Mr. T. S. Leggatt, of Harpenden. Sir

I!. Baker, Blandford, Dorsetshire (gr., Mr.

Usher), won the cup offered by Mr. A. L.

Cook, while the medal offered by the National

Sweet Pea Society for Sweet Peas was won by

Dr. H. L. Scott.

HANLEY FLORAL FETE

The twenty-third annual floral fete was held

in Hanley Park on the 6th inst., and it was a

great success. The exhibition was opened by

the Mayoress of Stoke-on-Trent, and she pre-

sented, 'on behalf of the Society, a Wedgwood
bowl to the Secretary, Mr. Poulson, as a

souvenir of his twenty-three years of office as

Secretary to the Society and fete. The number
of entries totalled 222, compared with 108 last

year, the strongest classes being those for

Roses ami Sweet Peas.

Messrs. J. Cvpher and Sons, Cheltenham, ex-

celled in the class for a group of plants arranged

for effect, witli Messrs. W. Holmes and Sons,
Chesterfield, second ; but this order was reversed

in the class for ornamental foliaged plants,

Messrs. W. Holmes and Sons being first and
Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons second. Messrs.

J. Cypher and Sons also showed the best six

foliage plants in flower and the best twelve table

plants. Rose classes attracted no fewer than
67 entries ; the most important class was for

thirty-six blooms, distinct, in which Messrs.
Gtjllier and Speight were first and Mr. fi.

Drew second. Messrs. Gullier and Speight
were also successful in the class for twenty four

blooms distinct, in which Mr. J. Edwards was
second. The latter exhibitor excelled for nine

varieties of perpetual flowering Roses in vases,

second Mr. H. Drew. The best exhibit of

twenty-four hybrid tea Roses was shown by
Mr. T. Robinson, who also had the best exhibits

of yellow, pink, and red' and crimson
Roses, respectively. The exhibits of cut flowers
were very good. For a collection of hardy
perennials the first prize was awarded to Mr.
A. S. Dunton and second to Mr. Willdigg. Mr.
A. S. Dunton also excelled in the class for
fifteen varieties of Sweet Peas.
The most important class tor vegetables called

for collections of nine dishes of distinct kinds,
and the first prize was won by Mr. C Mason;
second Mr. Simpkin. In Messrs. E. Webb and
Sons' class for a collection of six kinds, Mr. E.
Simpkin excelled, followed by Mr. A. Edwards.
Non-competitive exhibits added greatly to the

success of the show, and one of the most im-
posing collections was staged by Meselrs. E.
Webb and Sons, whose Sweet Peas were ex-

ceedingly good. Messrs. H. Jenkinson and
Son displayed some exceedingly good floral

designs.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL.
Since the annual show was resumed after the

war, this old-estahlished horticultural society

has experienced two very difficult years, for

last year the weather was so atrociously wet the
exhibition was ruined, and this season the hot,

dry weather has made it impossible for growers
in the light, sat! Ij soil of the district to obtain
produce fit for the show board. Much dis-

appointment was experienced .by those
responsible for the exhibition, which was held.

as usual, in the Old Deer Park, on July 13, as

entry after entry was cancelled, so that the
show was but a ghost of its former glorious self,

as mr.ny of us knew it a generation ago. The
society provided a large and comprehensive
schedule, and offered liberal prizes in the
respective classes, and it is much to be regretted
that such enthusiastic and ardent horticulturists

found their efforts a failure through circum-
stances over which they had no control. Roses,
which were the great feature of these Richmond
shows in the past, were practically unrepre-
sented, and such subjects as Sweet Peas, Carna-
tions, and border flowers were far below the
usual standard of quality.

Two excellent exhibits were forthcoming in

the class for a semi-circular group of plants

arranged in a space of 60 square feet. The 1st

prize was awarded to R. D. Hodgson, Esq.,

East Sheen (gr. Mr. G. Baston), for a pretty-

exhibit, which included good Gloxinias, Carna-
tions, Impatiens Sultanii, Begonias, and Celosias

in a setting of beautiful foliage plants; 2nd,
Lionel 'Warde, Esq. Petersham House (gr. Mr.
A. Allum), for a neat group which included

handsome Caladiums. This exhibitor was
awarded the 2nd prize in the smaller class for a

group occupying an area of 30 square feet.

Mr. Hodgson was successful in several of the

plant classes, which only attracted a few com-
petitors. He was first for (a) twelve Tree
Carnations, (b) six Tree Carnations, (c) six

tuberous Begonias, and (d) six Gloxinias. Mr
W. E. Green, Strawberry Vale, Richmond (gr.

Mr. N. A. Primrose), had the best foliage

plants and excelled for Ferns, three Stove or

greenhouse foliage plants, and three stove or

greenhouse flowering plants, respectively.

Mr. WaBDB had the best twenty-four vases

of hardy herbaceous flowers and the best twelve
vases of hardy perennial flowers, showing well

in both classes. He also exhibited in the class

for six vases of garden Roses, and was awarded
the 1st prize.

Fruit, shown by Mr. J. Lock. AYeybridge. was
of the best exhibition standard, and he practic-

ally swept the. board, winning 1st prize for (a)

a collection of six dishes, distinct, with excellent

Dryden Nectarines, Libra Peaches. Lockinge
Melon, Transparent Gage Plums, Madrr-rn M
('.int. and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes: (b)

Mack Grapes, with Madresfield Court of superb
finish and quality, (c) white Grapes with Fostel

'-

Seedling, and (d) Nectarines with the variety

Dryden, He was placed 2nd to Mr. R. D.

Hodgson for Melons, and to Mrs. Htlpttch,
Asgill House (gr. Mr. W. Bunny), for Peaches
Mr. W. E. Green, Strawberry Vale, Richmond,
excelled in the class for a collection of six dishes

of hardy fruit.
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Vegetables were poor. Col. Biddulph, Grey-
cote House, Ham (gr. Mr. E. Montague), and
Mr. Lock were the most successful exhibitors.

Mr. Lock showed grand pods of Alderman Peas,
splendid Ailsa Craig Onions, first-rate Sunrise
Tomatos and good Beet in the classes for these
vegetables.

A few non-competitive groups were included
in the show. Mr. L. R. Russell staged a
splendid group of fine stove and greenhouse
plants, for which a Gold Medal was awarded.
Messrs. J. Carter and Co. put up an extensive
collection of annuals, for which a Silver-gilt

Medal was awarded, and a large Silver Medal
was awarded to Mr. W. Thompson, Sheen
Nurseries, for a group of Palms.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT.

The June meeting of this Society was held
in the R.H.S. Hall; Chas. H. Curtis presiding.
Seven new members were elected. One mem-
ber was allowed to withdraw interest amount-
ing to £4 16s. 2d. Two members over the age
of seventy withdrew ,£52 19s. Id. and £40
respectively from their deposit account®. The
sunn of £23 3s. 2d. was passed for payment
to the nominee of one deceased member. The
sick pay for the month on the ordinary side
amounted_to £32 4s. 2d., and on the State
*ide to i'39 19s. 9d. ; maternity benefits came
to £10.

At the July meeting of this Society four new
members were elected; two members were
allowed to withdraw interest, amounting to
£6 3s. lOd. ; one member over 70 years of age
withdrew £3 from his deposit account, and one
member was assisted from the Distress Fund.
The sum of £28 9s. 8d. was passed for payment
to the nominee of one deceased member. The
sick pay for the month on the private side
amounted to £46 10s. 8d.. on the State section
to £45 Is. 3d., and maternity benefits came to
£8.

The final sanction has now been given from
the State section (for an additional 3s. per week
during sickness. Is. 6d. during disablement,
for dental treatment, surgical and optical ap-
pliances, and aJso for the services of raurses.

The secretary was instructed to draiw up a
letter on this subject to be /presented at the
next meeting, which will be forwarded to

every member.
Letters were received from several gentlemen

congratulating the committee on the success of

the festival dinner.

WOLVERHAMPTON FLORAL FETE.

July 13 and 14.—The officers ar.d committee
of the Wolverhampton Floral Fete have every
reason to congratulate themselves on the extent
and the high quality of the exhibition held, by
permission of the Mayor and Corporation, in the
West Park, on the above dates. This was the
29th floral fete held at Wolverhampton, and in

some respects it was finer than anv of its pre-

decessors. Wolverhampton, is well served by
railways, and consequently get-at-able from a
very wid> district.

There were over 200 entries, which showed an
increase over those of 1920. quite apart from
the display provided by the National Viola and
Pansy Society, which, for the first time, was
holding its exhibition at Wolverhampton. The
horticultural exhibits were arranged in a series
of four large tents, and special provision was
made for ventilation, especially in the very large
tent wherein the chief group and plant exhibits
were staged- In addition to large numbers of
open classes, the committee makes provision for
allotment holders, for amateurs and for private
gardeners and for children, and it encourages
competition by offering silver cups, gold, silver
ar.d bronze medals, in addition to cash prizes
to the value of £1,000.
West Park, where the fete was held, is a

delightful open space, well furnished with trees
and shrubs ?nd brightened by beds and groups

of flowers, in fact, so pleased was the Town
Council with the efforts of Mr. Phillips, the
park keeper, to maintain his change in first-class

order during such a dry season, that at the
lunch offered to judges ar.d exhibitors the Mayor
took advantage of the occasion to publicly con-
gratulate Mr. Phillips upon his success.

Groups.

In the class for a display of miscellaneous
plants, in and out of bloom, and flowers,
grouped for effect on a space not exceeding
25 feet by 12 feet, there was keen competKior.
for the first prize of £50, which the judges
eventually awarded to Messrs. J. Cypher and
Sons, Cheltenham, for their delightful group,
in which were brilliantly coloured Codiaeums,
graceful Palms and Dracaenas, Lilies. Ferns in
great variety, various Orchids, the elegant
Frarcoa ramosa and the equally graceful, bright-
flowered Fushsia triphylla, the latter conspicuous
on the wide arch which spanned the back of
the group. The arrangement was in the very
best possible taste, and, with their usual skili,

Messrs. J- Cypher and Sons so arranged
matters that practically each individual plant
was seen to full advantage. Mr. W. A. Holmes,
Chesterfield, won the second prize of £35 with
an admirable display, in which Francoa ramosa,
Oncidiums and Ohlronias were the leading floral

subjects. The third prize was awarded to Sir
G. H. Kenrick (gr. Mr- J. Macdonald),
Edgbaston, Birmingham, who made a special
feature of Miltonias and Nandina domestica.
associated with a slight super-abundance of
Codiaeums. Mr. W. R. Manning, Dudley, won
the fourth prize.

Equally interesting and effective were the
groups of ornament?.] foliage plants, in which
flowers and flowering plants were not permis-
sible. Even to those who have seen somewhat
similar groups on many occasions it is always
a, little surprising to find such brilliant and
elegant effects produced solely by the aid of
coloured and elegent foliage- in this class
Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons were again the
chief prize winners, and in their display they
utilised Palms, Ferns. Codiaeums, Dracaenas,
Marantas, Rex Begonias and the elegant
•Tacaranda mimosifolia with beautiful effect.
Air. W. A. Holmes, Mr. W. R. Manning and
Sir G- H. Kenrick won the remaining prizes
in their order.

Premier award for fifteen specimen plants, in
pots not exceeding 10 inches in diameter, was
won by Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, who in-
cluded a finely-flowered specimen of Clerodendron
Balfouri and highly-coloured Codiaeums; second,
Mr. W. R. Manning ; third. Mr. A. Sherlow.
Handsworth Wood. Messrs. J. Cypher and
Sons also won first prize for six Palms. Messrs.
Blackmore and Langdon, Bath, were the most
successful exhibitors of a group of Beeonias.
and they staged finely-developed examples of
wonderfully beautiful varieties of the plant they
have done so much to improve; second. Mr. C
Marston, Compton; third, Mr. A. Sherlow'
Other interesting groups were those of hardy
annuals and of bedding plants, and in both these
the leading prize winner was Mr. A. S. Dunton.
In the former class he had a great variety of
arnuals. and in the latter he denended almost
entirely on brilliantly coloured Pelargoniums.

Cut Flowers-.

Ten classes were provided for Roses, but
in the majority of them the competition was
not particularly keen. The best set of 36
blooms distinct came from Messrs. Hugh
Dickson. Belfast, who had fine examples of
Gladys Holland. Florence Forester, and George
Dickson; 2nd. Mr. J. Mattock. Headington;
3rd, Messrs. Jarman and Co.. Chard. Messrs.
Hugh Dickson and Mr. J. Mattock won first

and second prizes respectively in the class
for fiye baskets of Roses, for one basket of
dark Roses, and also for twelve new Roses.
In the latter class the Belfast firm had a fine
bloom of J. S. Glassford. Mr. J. Mattock
turned the tables on Messrs. Hugh Dickson
for one basket of light Roses. He was also

first-prize winner for twelve blooms of Tea
Roses, and showed Mrs. Miles Kennedy and
Mrs. Foley Hobbs in fine form. Mr. J.
Mattock continued his successes in the class
for nine varieties of perpetual-flowering Roses,.
with Messrs. Hugh Dickson second; the latter,
however, won the premier award for eighteen
varieties of perpetual-flowering Roses, and
here Mr. J. Mattock had to be content with,
second place. The class for a collection of
cut Roses to occupy a space' 50 feet by 4 feet
was a capital one, and included three very
fine exhibits set up in good style. Here Mr.
Mattock won first prize with an arrangement
which was lighter and brighter than those of
his competitors; 2nd, the Devon Rosery Co.;
3rd, Mr. C. Wall, Bath. For a smaller
group, arranged on similar lines, the Devon
Rosery Co. won fhrst prize, and the New-
Devon Rosery Co. came second.

In the class for Carnations the competition-
was very keen, but the hot weather experi-
enced had prevented the blooms from attain-
ing that size and fulness which are expected!
from the Midland growers. Mr. H. Woolman
was- a very successful exhibitor, winning first
prizes for twelve self Carnations, for twelve
fancy Carnations, and for twelve white or
yellow-ground Picotees, and in each of his
exhibits the flowers were clean and of good
form. Mr. C. Wall, Bath, won the premier
award for a display of Carnations, arranged
on a sna.ce of 12 feet by 4 feet, with a first-
rate exhibit consisting very largely of popular
varieties of perpetual-flowering Carnations;
2nd. Mr. H. Woolman. • In the class for a
smaller display Mr. Wt

all was again success-
ful. Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., Mr. R. G.
R-udd, and Mr. D. Smith were other successful"

prize-winners in the Carnation classes.

weather,.

of the
deserved
winning

Notwithstanding the hot and dry
Sweet Peas were a capital feature
exhibition, and Mr. A. S. Dunton
the congratulations he received on
the first prize for eighteen bunches of distinct
varieties; 2nd. Sir R. Graham; 3rd. Mr. S.

Horton. Sir J. Leigh, Lilleshall Hall. New-
port, and Sir Charles Mander. Compton,
were also successful exhibitors of Sweet Peas,
and, in the class provided by Messrs. E. Webb
and Sons, Sir R. Graham (gr. Mr. G. Hallet)
was the most successful competitor-

Mr. Chas. Vickers, Leicester, was successful
in the decorative classes for a hand bouquet,
for a feather-weight bouquet, and one bridal
and two bridesmaids' bouquets, and in each
of these classes the Devon Rosery Co.. Tor-
quay, was second. Mr. J. Gresson had the
best dinner-table decoration, a charming design
in Oncidiums and sprays of Humea elegans;

2nd, Sir G. H. Kenrick; 3rd, Sir R. Graham.
In the interesting class for a small decora-

tive groun of plants and bunches of cut

flowers. Mr. W. R. Manning had the satis-

faction of belting Messrs. J. Cypher and
vSons with an exhibit in which highly coloured
Codiaeums. Lilium speciosum, Eucharis, and
Rougainvilleas were used to advantage-
Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, who depended
almosjt entirely on Carnations for their floral

effect, had a rather weak background of

plants. Mr. M. Prichard, Ohristchurch, was
awarded the first prize for a collection of cut

Delphiniums, with Messrs. Blackmore and
Langdon, Bath, 2nd, and Messrs. Harkness
ANn Sons, Bedale. 3rd.

The best single spike of a seedling Delphinium
was a fine specimen of the new variety named
Moonshine, exhibited by Mr. W. E. Samuel,
Wrexham, who has lately come to the front

as a successful raiser of these hardv flowers.

The class for an arrangement of hardv border

flowers did not provide s"ch good displays as

might have been expected, but doubtless the

r-i-eat heat was responsible for this. Messrs.

Ht*>KNFSS and Sons won the first prize, and
: nolnded in their exhibit some fine bunches of

Verbascums, Lilium testaceum. Gladioli.

Delphiniums, and Gaillardias; 2nd. Mr. M.
Prichard. The most tasteful arrangement
cf Pnnsies and Violas was considered to be

the o"o staged by Messrs. A. R. Brown. Ltd.,

and theirs was certainly the most effective
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display; 2nd, Mr. H. J. Tanner, Birming-

ham; 3rd, Mr. H. Clark, Taunton.

Fruits and Vegetables.

Again, as a consequence of the weather, the

competition in ihis section was not particularly

keen, but, all things considered, the exhibits

were of excellent quality. Sir J. Leigh (gr.

Mr. T. Young) won first prize for black Grapes

with the variety Black Hamburgh and first prize

for white Grape for Muscat of Alexandria, and

in each class was followed by Sir C. Mander.

The latter, however, was the most successful ex-

hibitor of six Peaches, of six Nectarines, and of

one Melon. Mr. C. Woodward, Bushbury, had

the best three dishes of Strawberries, and Mr. J.

Gresson, Severnstoke. nr. Worcester, won the

premier awards for three dishes of Tomatos

and for a collection of vegetables in the open

In Messrs. E. Webb and Sons' class for a

collection of six kinds of vegetables, Mr. H.

Watson-Smith. Stourbridge, ;was the most suc-

cessful prize-winner with unnamed varieties of

Cauliflower, Onion. Potato, Pea, Tomato, and

Carrot; 2nd, Sir R. Graham; 3rd, Sir C.

Mander. Mr. Gresson was the most successful

exhibitor in the- class provided by Messrs.

Sutton and Sons for a collection of six kinds

of vegetables, with a capital exhibit. Mr. a.

H. Hickman, Cooklev, 2nd; and Sir R. Graham,
3rd.

Local Classes.

In the local section Mr. H. E. Penton, Wal-
sall : Mr. H. G. Eggington, Wolverhampton

;

and Mr. C. D. Worsley, Edgbaston, were the

most successful competitors in the classes for

Roses. Mr. D. Green, Ash Hill, had the best

Sweet Peas, and Sir C. Mander the best collec-

tion of twelve kinds of hardy border flowers.

A feature, of the exhibition was the section

for children only, and the young people entered

heartily into the competitions for a basket of

wild flowers, for a bouquet of wild
flowers, for the best collection of twelve
named wild flowers set up in separate vases,

and for a collection of trees grown from seed

and shown in boxes or pots as igrojwn. This
latter proved a most interesting class, and one
that deserves to find a place in the majority
of provincial exhibitions.

Non-Competitive.

The non-competitive displays were of consider-
able extent i-nd great excellence. Messrs. E.
Webb and Sons' display of Sweet Peas and
other produce was greatly admired. Awards for

these displays were made as follows :

—

Gold Medal—To Messrs. E. Webb and Sons,
Stourbridge, for Sweet Peas, etc ; to Mr. W.
Wells, jun., Merstham, for hardy flowers; to

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich. for Ferns
and Cacti ; to Messrs. J. Forbes, Hawick, for

hardy florists' flowers ; and to Messrs. Jarman
and Go., Chard, for hardy flowers.

Silver Gilt Medal—To Miss S. S. Thompson,
Handaworth, for a collection of Cacti.

Silver Medal—To Mr. R. G. Rudd, King's
Heath. for Carnations; to the Burbage
Nurseries, Hinckley, for Roses; and to Messrs.
Maxwell and Be.u.e for alpine plants and
Lavenders.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.
During the afternoon of the first day of the

National Sweet Pea Society's successful exhibi-
tion at the Royal Horticultural Hall, on July
12 and 13, a Sweet Pea Conference was held
in the lecture-room under the presidency of
Mr. Leonard Sutton. Notwithstanding the ex-
cessive heat, *here was a large attendance to
hear lectures by Mr. S. B. Dicks and Mr.
Chas. H. Curtis. The foimer dealt with the
History of the Sweet Pea, and brought to
light some new and interesting particulars,
although he was unable to establish to his own
satisfaction whether the original Sweet Pea

came from Sicily or from Ceylon. Mr. Curtis
dealt with the History of the National Sweet
Pea Society, and, as he has been connected
with the Society since its inception, he was
able to give much information of a kind which
does not usually appear in official reports.

He laid special emphasis upon the fact that
the National Sweet Pea Society was the only
floricultural Society conducting Trials of

Novelties, and he also pointed out that the
first waved Sweet Pea, Countess Spencer, ap-
peared at the first exhibition of the Society,

which was held at the Royal Aquarium, West-
minster, in 1901. He also drew attention to

the interesting fact that exactly twenty-one
years ago—that is. on July 12. 1900—the great
exhibition held at the Crystal Palace to cele-

brate the Bicentenary of the Introduction of

the Sweet Pea to this country was held during
weather similar to that which they were then
experiencing.

At the conclusion of the first day the
officers and many friends dined together at the
Kolborn Restaurant. The President, Mr.
Leonard Sutton, presided and was supported
by a very large number of raisers and growers
of Sweet Peas. The programme of toasts in-

cluded " The King," " The National Sweet Pea
Society," " Judges. Exhibitors, and Com-
petitors," " The Ladies," " The President,"

and " The Secretary," and the chief speakers
on this occasio'i were Mr. I^onard Sutton, Mr.
T. Stevenson, Mr. J. S. Brunton, Mr. Andrew
Ireland, Mr. Alex. Malcolm, Mr. Reed (South
Africa), and Mr. McFie. The principal cups
won at the exhibition were presented to the
successful exhibitors by the President, and
the re-union was made particularly enjoyable
by the delightful music rendered by Miss Rose
Dallow, Mr. F Verity, and Mr. Cecil

Ha rrington

.

Many members of the Society attended the

Outing to Reading on Friday, July 16, for the

Sweet Peas conducte'd in the University College
grounds, at Shinfield, by Mr. A. J. Cobb. The
day proved as hot and fine as so many ex-

perienced this season, and consequently the

purpose of inspecting the Society's trials of

party did not find the Sweet Peas in such
fine condition &s they were on Friday, June 24,

when they were inspected by the Society's

Floral Committee. However, the plants were
full of bloom, and, although the flowers were
not so large as those produced three weeks
earlier, nearly seventy stocks of Sweet Peas

were on trial, in addition to the set of Classifi-

cation Varieties grown for the purpose of com-
parison. The novelties were contributed by
such well-known raisers as Messrs. Alex.
Dickson and Sons, Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,

Messrs. E. W. King and Co., Messrs. Ireland
and Hitchcock, Mr. Robert Bolton, Messrs
Stark and Son, Messrs. Watkins and Simp-

son, Mr. Damerum, Mr. W. J. Unwin, Mr. J.

Stevenson, Messrs. W. Atlee, Burpee and Co.,

Mr. Tom Bolton, Mr. F. C. Woodcock, The
L. D. Waller Seed Co., and Mr. C. Elliot.

I" was found that the Floral Committee had
granted an Award of Merit to No. 6, which is

Messrs. Ireland and Hitchcock's Mascotts
Irgman, a carmine-rose variety, which appears
to be similar to No. 50b, which is Messrs.
Dorhie and Co's. Renown, and to which an
Award of Merit was also granted. No. 28. sent

by Mr. R. Bolton, a light mauve or lilac-

coloured variety of considerable promise, re-

ceived an Award, as also did Messrs. Alex.
Dickson and Sons' bluish lavender variety.

No. 22 in the Trials. Messrs. E. W. Kin,:

and Co. were successful with No. 31. a very
dark maroon variety, which, we understand,

has been named The Sultan. Messrs. DoBniE
and Co. obtained the coveted Award for their

variety Mrs. George Shawyer, an orange-pink
Sweet Pea already well known to those who
have frequented exhibitions this season. Mr.

R. Bolton's No. 38. an orange-scarlet variety

of great brilliance and capable of withstanding

the bleaching effect of much sunshine, not only

gained an Award of Merit, but was reserved

for the Gold Medal, and will receive the higher

award next year if it remains true. Mr. Tom
Bolton, the < nterprising son of Mr. Robert

Bolton, gained an Award for No. 48, a rose
and cerise variety, of which, as in several

other instances, the name has not yet
transpired.

A few sorts which attracted general attention
include a very pretty blue variety, No 0, from
Messrs. Ireland and Hitchcock; a charming
blush sort ; No. 2, from Messrs. E. W. King and
Co.; Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons' No. 13
and No. 14, a deep pink variety which we
understand to be Conquest ; Mr. R. Bolton's
claret-coloured No. 10; Messrs. Stark and
Son's orange-pink variety, Pathfinder ; Mr. R.
Bolton's No. 17, a bluish, fancy variety, of"

great promise tor garden decoration ; and
Messrs. W. Att.ee, Burpee and Co.'s Scarlet
Duplex, which stands the sun well and is very
effective in the row.

After the inspection of the trials, lunch was
held in one of the lecture-rooms, under the
presidency of Mr. C. H. Curtis, who extended
a very hearty welcome to Mr. Reed, to Mr.
Smith, and to Mr. W. H. D. Pearce, all from
South Africa, and the latter a member of the
Provincial Council of Cape Colony. Mr.
Pearce proposed " Success to the N.S.P.S.,"

to which Mr. Pevman responded, while Mr.
W. Gardiner, of Messrs. J. Carter and Co.,

and Mr. J. H. Burt, of Messrs. E. W. King
and Co., expressed the indebtedness of the

Society to Mr. A. J. Cobb for his successful

conduct of the Society's Trials during a year

of exceptional difficulties.

After lunch, the party motored by Bear
Wood and Afbrefield through a very beautiful

pert of Berkshire to Messrs. Sutton and Sons'

Trial Grounds. Here, under the guidance of

Mr. Leonard Sutton and Mr. Janes, the vari-

ous trials coadu?ted by the firm were inspected,

and those of Gloxinias. Begonias. Antirrhi-

nums. Stocks, Clarkias, and Hollyhocks were

especially admired. After tea. kindly pro-

vided by Mr. Leonard Sutton, the Society's

President. he party motored to Reading

Station, thus bringing a successful Sweet Pea

week to a close.

©bttuarf.

J B Blackinore.—It is with very great regret

we ham of the death of Mr. J. B. Blackmore,

senior partner in the firm of Messrs. Blackmore

and Langdon Twerton Hill, Bath, wihich

took place on July 18. Mr. J. B. Blackmore

was well-known in horticultural circles and par-

ticularlv by those who frequent the more im-

portant exhibitions held throughout the country.

He was a most able florist and interested him-

self especially in the cultivation and improve-

ment of tuberous-rooted Begonias, Car-nations

and Delphiniums. Not only was he a most suc-

ci ssful raiser, but he was a cultivator ot

exceptional skill and a man of charming

personality.

TRADE NOTES.

Messrs G. W. Wheatlev and Co.. shipping

agents, of 95. Cpper Thames Street, have issued

an interesting and useful little booklet, which

shows the cost of telephone calls under the new

method of charging by distance. A list ot

exchanges is furnished so that one may see

at once the cost of anv call to points outside

the I'd limit, and within a radius ot 25 miles

of London. Copies of the booklet, may be ob-

tained, free of charge, on application to either

the London. Liverpool. Birmingham, or Glas-

gow offices of the firm.

Messrs. Walter Voss & Co.. Ltd.. have just

received the Awards of Merit (the highest re-

oomitian offered) at the Wisley trials for Carlton

Arsenate of Lead and Ptemkyl. This brings

the t"t;il number of awards received by the

company at the trials up to tl 'n
-
tlu' materials

concerned r>ow including :—Voss Standard Lime-

sulphiir. Catterscafc, Voss Nicotine Soap, Voss

Soil Insecticide, Voss Winter Wash, Woburn
Winter Wash. Wolmrn. Bordeaux Wintes

Wash, Pterokyl, and Carlton Arsenate of Loud.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Calceolaria Diseased : H. B. The resting
spores (oospores) of some fungus, possibly a
species of Peronospora, were present in con-
siderable numbers in the pith of the roots re-
ceived. The whole of the dead plant should
he removed and burnt. If a specimen appear-
ing to be only just attacked is sent for ex-
amination, it may be possible to name the
fungus.

Cherry : .1. W. The variety of Cherry is

Flemish Red.

Creepers for a North Wall : A. B. There
is not a great choice of creepers for planting
on a north wall, 'but you could plant the
small-leaved green and variegated Ivies, Jas-
minum nudiflorum, Pyracantha Lelandii, and
Ampelopsis Veitchii "on it. These would
cover the wall and give you as much colour
as can be expected in a sunless situation.

Cucumbers Unhealthy : H. G. D. The trouble
is not due to disease, but to an attack by
some pest such as woodliee. These may be
trapped by hollowing out pieces of Potato,
Turnip, etc., and placing them hollow side
downwards near the haunts of the insects.
Examine the traps each morning and des-
troy those caught. Steiner's Vermin Paste is
said to be effective. Wood trellis or other
movable woodwork should be lifted periodi-
cally, and the woodliee underneath destroyed.
Rubbish of any kind harbours the insects,
and should not be allowed to accumulate
in the houses.

Crimson Clover : A. M. The sample you
sent is Crimson Clover (Trifolium incarna-
tum). It is also known as Scarlet Carna-
tion, or Italian Clover, and farmers very
often call it Trifolium. There is an Early
Red Trifolium, a Late Red and an extra
Late Red, as well as the white-flowered
variety (Trifolium incarnatum album), all of
which are cultivated and seed is obtainable
from the farm seed merchant, as a rule. The
white-flowered variety differs in colour, but
the others have no certain botanical
characters by which they may be dis-
tinguished. They have merely been selected
for flowering early or late. 'The ground is

prepared late in July and the seed sown in
August, at least of the early variety, which
comes into bloom in May. 'The others keep
up a succession through June and July. They
may sometimes be irrigated to get bulk, as
in the case of Italian Rye Grass.

Exterminating Equisetum (Horsetail)
:

J. S. F. Rushes and Horsetails are amongst
those plants which indicate a wet or damp and
sour soil. If your land is wet you should drain
it by putting down a line of small pipes on
each side of the site and at a depth of 3 ft.

Then dress the ground with 4-6 ounces of
quicklime to the square yard and work it in
by forking or hoeing. The next best wav to
exterminate the weed is to cut the stems below
the surface with an old knife early in the
season and repeat this as often as the shoots
appear on the surface. These young shoots
are produced at the expense of food stored up
in the under-ground rhizomes during the pre-
vious year and the more often they are cut the
more rapidly the plants will become exhausted
and cease to appear. If the ground were
trenched 3 ft. deep and all the rhizomes and
roots that can be seen were taken out. the
trouble would be very largely reduced by the
one operation. The first two operations above
described should be carried out this season.
The draining and liming will make the ground
unsuitable for the weed ; but if spores get
carried on to the ground from wild Equise-
tiums, ar.d seedlings appear, cut them, re-
peatedly below the surface, and they will
soon cease to grow.

Grapes Unhealthy: Broomhilt. We find no
trace of disease due to either fungus or
insect attack The trouble must be looked
lor in the cultural treatment afforded.

Mildew on Grapes: 0. K. You cannot do
better than dust the mildewed Grapes and
Vine leaves with flowers of sulphur.

Names of Plants : li. P. 1, Spiraea van
Houttei ; 2, Spirrea chamsedrifolia : 3, Acer
Negundo : 4, Rhus Cotimis ; 5, Thuya
oriental's.— IF. A. C. purple-podded Pea.— T. 0. C. Mimulus glutinosus.

Onions Failing : II. E. There was no trace of

fungous disease on the specimens received, and
tile unsatisfactory condition of the plants must
be attributed to some error in cultural treat-
ment.

Peach Blister : H. 31. Blister on Peach leaves
is due in the first instance to the action of
cold winds, and is usually found in the early
part of the season while the foliage is tender.
This anu the fact that blister rarely or never
occurs on Peaches under glass points to the
need of protection. Experiments conducted
at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens.
WisTey, show that spraying Peach trees with
Burgundy mixture or "with Wisley Lacto

—

Burgundy, previous to the bursting of the
buds, and again at a later date, prevents
attacks of the Blister or Curl fungus (Exaoscus
deformans).

Pbopagatinc, Rosa Moyesii : TT. W. The
quickest method of increasing this Chinese
Rose is by budding, using the Dog Rose or
Manetii as a stock. Certain growers prefer
layering to obtain the bushes on their own
roots. Seeds may be sown as soon as ripe,
but this method is not much favoured as the
flowers of the seedlings vary very much in
colour, while, obviously, the plant with lurid
dark red flowers is the one all desire to pro-
pagate.

Strawberries Diseased : P. H. L. The pest
that is attacking your Strawberries is a mille-
pede of the genus Blanjulus. These creatures
are not insects in the true sense of the word,
but belong to the large group of Myriaipods.
Members of the genus Blanjulus commonly
attack Strawberries and the roots of
many other plants. Their presence is usually
associated with organic manure and especially
with incompletely rotted manure. Dung,
therefore, should either be avoided in Straw-
berry culture, its place being taken by arti-
ficial manures, or it should be dug in in a
well rotted condition prior to making the
bed. In your case the bed should either be
treated with ground quicklime and then
watered or with a mixture of air-slaked
lime and soot applied immediately after
mixing.

Streptocarpus, Hydrangea, and Roses : E. I
(1) After flowering, the plants should be
grown in a temperature about 55°, giving
them water as they require it. During
winter p. similar temperature will suit
them, but the plants should be kept fairly
dry. Early in the new year they should
be given more water and grown in

a higher temperature. 60° to 65°

;

when starting into growth, shake them out
and repot, in fresh compost, which should
bo light and rich. It is a good plan to sow
seeds during spring and grow the seedlings
on for the next year ; the best results are
obtained if the young plants can be planted
out on a raised bench, from which they should
Ibe lifted and potted up early in the new
year. (2) It is difficult to 'say why your
Hydrangeas failed to flower properly. But
it is probable they were cut down too late
last year, and thus had no time to make
strong, fresh growths. This is important ;is

they flower on strong, well-ripened shoots
made the previous year. Hence the impor-
tance of doing what pruning is required as
soon as flowering is over. (3) It is impossi-
ble to say why your Roses drop their leaves,
without seeing them : it may be due to some
fungous disease, or the roots may be in un-
congenial soil.

Sweet Peas : 0. P. Scares of some kind should
be provided to frighten the birds away from
your Sweet Peas—if birds are the culprits.
Spraying is not likely to effect a cure; indeed,
it might spoil the blooms. No particular
length in the stem of Sweet Peas is required to
win prizes at the National Sweet Pea Society's
Exhibition. To win prizes the flowers must

be of large size, good substance, clear coloured,
and well set on stems sufficiently long to
enable them to be staged effectively. Sulphate
of potash at the rate of 1 oz. to each yard
of row would be a suitable artificial manure.

Sweet Pea Names : J. P. Your application
should Ibe made to Mr. H. D. Tigwell, Sec-
retary, National Sweet Pea Society, Harrow
View, Greenford, Middlesex.

Three Types of Flowers on One Tree : E. A.
The specimen sent is the graft hybrid, Cytisus
Adami, and was obtained by grafting C,

purpureus on the common Laburnum. It
sometimes happens, as in your case, the tree
develops the infloresceruoe of the two parents
as well as the hybrid. (See Gard. Chron.,
September 24, 1904).

Tomato Fruits Diseased: 11. IT'. Bacteria
were present in large numbers in the cracks
of the Tomato fruits, but whether these are
the cause of the disease can only be ascertained
after considerable research. As only the lower
trusses of fruit were affected it is possible
that some soil bacteria may be attacking the
plants. Care should be taken not to splash
the soil on the fruits when the plants are
being watered.

Tomato Fruits Ripening Partially : T. H.
The partial

.
ripening of Tomato fruits is a

problem1 now being investigated by scientists,

but no definite conclusions can be drawn at
present. It is believed that some varieties of

Tomato are more susceptible to the trouble
than others, and that insufficient feeding with
nitrogen increases the trouble. We suggest a
liberal top-dressing of some fertiliser contain-
ing soluble nitrogen and potash.

Tomato Leaves Scorched : R. I. H.. IF. ('.

and C. C. M. No evidence of fungus disease

could be found in the specimen* sent. The
trouble is iTue to scorching, caused by the
action of strong sunlight upon the tender
foliage while it was wet.

Tomato Plants for Examination : /. W. B.
and A. E. The trouble is due to "sleepy"
disease. The fungus was not pmesent in the
specimen sent by /. W. B., although it is

doubtless present in the lower part of the

plant. J. F. The plants are free from
disease, and we can only suggest that a severe
check, such as would be caused by the removal
of too many laterals at one time and the
drastic reduction of thi foliage has been
the cause of the trouble ; J. F. C. There
was no disieaee present to account for the un-
satisfactory condition of the foliage. An un-
suitable rooting medium and close, stuffy

conditions of the house are responsible for the

plant's unsatisfactory appearance.

Tomatos Splitting : ,/. G. The trouble has
resulted from improper watering of the
roots.

Violas Diseased : I). K. P. The plants are

suffering from an attack of black root-rot

(Thielavia basicola). At present very little

is known respecting measures suitable for pre-

venting attacks, but it has been proved that

where there is stagnant moisture in the soil

the disease is more or less prevalent. Thorough
drainage is obviously a preventive measure,
and it lias also been recommended to sterilise

the soil by watering it with a mixture of 1

pint of comimercial formalin to 12J gallons of

water and using two-thirds of a gallon to each
square foot of ground to be planted. After
waTenng, the soil should be covered with
sacking for a couple of days, so that the
fumes of the formalin may not readily escape.

Vine Leaves Yellow: TT. B. The anaemic,
condition of the foliage is due to the unsatis-

factory condition of the roots.

White Spots on Fig Fruits : W. P. No
evidence of any fungous disease could be dis-

covered on the fruits submitted for inspec-
tion. The white spots on the apex of the
fruits appear to be produced by latex or
some similar exudation.

Communications Received —F. A.—W. C.—E. K.

—O. J. H. W—A. L. W.^M. W Broomhill—E. V.
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10 a.m. ; Bar. 30.2; temp. 70°. Sunny.

The Horticultural Advisory
Th© Council was established

Horticultural after the war with the
Advisory object of securing per-
Council. manent and official col-

laboration between the
Ministry of Agriculture and the horticultural
industry. The importance of bringing such
a body into existence had, of course, always
been manifest, but became self-evident
during the years of war. In those years
questions of increased food production, i>f

prices, and of transport of horticultural

produce were continually arising, and for
the equitable and practicable solution of
those questions it was necessary to hold
frequent conferences between the officers of
the Ministry and representatives of the
growers, distributors, and other horticul-
tural industries. The outcome of those
numerous conferences was to show that the
men engaged in the industry of horticulture
were capable of taking views no less long
and detached than those entertained by the
officers of the Ministry, and, needless to
say, often no less well informed. Thus the
older spirit of antagonism which existed in
some quarters gradually gave place to a
more helpful attitude, and a Horticultural
Advisory Committee, subsequently re-named
the Horticultural Advisory Council, came
into being. The Council was necessarily
large, including, as it did, not only repre-
vn i.i lives of the chief .horticultural trade
societies, but also individual horticulturists
of distinction and experience. The time
has now come to make the Council more

exclusively representative of the different
sections of the horticultural industry, and
accordingly a scheme of reconstruction has
been framed whereby members of Council
will be nominated in part by the Ministry
and in part by the following societies :

—

The National Farmers' Union, the Federa-
tion of British Growers, the Horticultural
Trades' Association, the Lee Valley Growers,
the National Union of Allotment Holders,
the Royal Horticultural Society, the National
Federation of Fruit and Potato Trades
Associations, the Retailers' Association, the
National Federation of Retail Fruiterers,
the British Florists' Federation, the National
Seed Trade Association, the Worshipful Com-
pany of Fruiterers, the British Fruit Pre-
servers, the Cider Manufacturers, the
Workers' Union, the National Union of

Agricultural Workers, and the Chamber of

Horticulture. In its re-constituted form the

Council will be more wieldy and its meet-
ings more frequent. The latter point is of

first importance, for if the Council is to

exercise its advisory function and to aid

the Ministry in developing British horticul-

ture, it must be in almost constant session

and must concern itself not only with
matters of secondary importance which crop
up from time to time, but also with the

formulation of programmes of horticultural

development. The latter is all the more im-

portant at the present time, when pleas for

economy are being insistently and rightly

urged. It is at such periods that promising

and even essential schemes of development
are apt to be shelved, and therefore a tem-
perate insistence on their importance, in

spite, it may be, of temporary impossibility

to achieve them, is essential if horticulture

is not to fall back into the disorganised

state which characterised it before the war.

Potato Trials at Ormskirk.—The Potato Trials

conducted at Ormskirk by the Ministry of Agri-

culture are more extensive than usual this year,

and no fewer than 2.000 plots have been set

out for the purpose of investigating immunity
or susceptibility to Wart Disease in a large

number of varieties. Owing to the continued

hot and dry weather the inspection of the trial]

was held earlier than usual and took place last

week, when many raisers, growers and mycolo-

gists were present. The yields are very much
below the average, and so far no trace of Wart
Disease has been detected in any of the tubers

of the varieties lifted. It would therefore

appear—even in the case of crops on land known
to be badly affected with Wart Disease—that

hot and dry weather has been entirely against

the spread of the malady. In the view .if many
experts, however, the disease is present, and

only awaits heavy rainfall to reveal itself.
_
In

addition to tic tests fur immunity to Wart
Disease, a series of trials has been conducted

this season with a view to scheduling the time

of maturity of eld and new varieties. Rhoderick
Dim, the variety which was awarded tin' Gold
Medal at the Ormskirk Potato Show last year,

has no trace of disease, ami has made splendid

growth in the trials. Irish Chieftain, Sham-
rock. Crusader and America are also varieties

of great promise. At the luncheon", Sir Law-
rence Weaver, chairman of the Council of the

National Institute of Agricultural Botany, pre-

sided, and Mr. H. V. Taylor. Deputy Controller
of Horticulture under tin- Ministry, presented
figures showing that the average tonnage per
acre of Potatos for the world was 4.1; in ine
United States. 2.6: ha- France, 2.8; for Poland
and Spain. 3.6; for Germany. 5.0; for Denmark.
5.7; for Oreat Britain and Inland. 6.0. and fur

Belgium, 6.1.

Shrewsbury Floral Fete.—Shrewsbury's forty-
first floral fete is fixed for Wednesday, and
Thursday, August 17 and 18. in the beautiful
Quarry Grounds of that historic town. tlu

attractions will be on a bigger scale than
anything previously attempted at this great
fete. The exhibits of plants, flowers, fruits,

and vegetables will bs staged in one huge mar-
quee covering over an acre of ground. Special
ventilation will prevent discomfort from heat,
and the marquee will be erected on the same
lines as adopted this year by the Royal Horti-
cultural Society at Chelsea. On both days
the combined bands of H.M. Grenadier Guards,
H.M. Coldstream Guards, and H.M. Irish
Guards will perform.

Agricultural Conciliation Committees.—In
order to assist the agricultural industry to form
District Conciliation Committees on the ter-

mination of the Agricultural Wages Board, the
Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries has set

up a special temporary branch of the Ministry
to deal with the matter. Mr. H. J. Wilson,
C.B., of the Ministry of Labour, whose services

have been lent by the Minister of Labour, has
been placed in charge of it.

Bletchley Flower Show.—The Bletchley and
Fenny Stratford Horticultural Society will hold
its seventh annual exhibition on Bank Holiday,
August 1, in the beautiful grounds of Bletchley
Park, which have been kindly lent for the occa-

sion by Sir Herbert Leon. The schedule of

prizes is a very attractive one. and extends to

171 classes. It includes sections for Table
Decorations, Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruits.

Vegetables, the best kept Allotments, Poultry,

Dairy Produce, Homey, Industrial Work, Child-
ren's Work and School Gardens. Over fifty

classes are open to all comers. At the exhibi-

tion held in 1920 the gate money amounted to

£585. and £195 was paid out in prize money.
The total income of the society for 1920 was
£985 Is. 8d., and the total credit balances now
amount to £235 2s. 3d.

Recreation Ground Presented to Edinburgh.—
At a meeting of the Parks Committee of the

Corporation of Edinburgh on July 21, it

was intimated that an offer had been made by
M rs. Stewart Clark and Miss Stewart Clark,

the owners of the estate of Bavelston, to give

to the Corporation, as a recreation ground for

the people of the Blakchall district of the
city, a piece of suitable land. The ground
extends to about four acres, and is highly-

suitable for the purpose. The Committee
agreed to recommend the Town Council to

accept the gift, and to cordially thank the
donors for it.

Destructive Insects and Pests.—The two
Orders referred to in our leadetr otf July 23. p. 41.

have now been published, and may be obtained
from His Majesty's Stationery Office, at Im-

perial House, Kingscway, London, W.C.2., and
at the branches in Manchester. Cardiff, Edin-

burgh, and Dublin. The titles of the Orders

are :—The Sale of Diseased Plants Order of

1921 (Statutory Rules and Orders. 1921, No.

930); and The Destructive Insects and Pests

Order of 1921 (Statutory Rules and Orders,

1921. No. 931). and the price of the copies is

Id. and 2d. respectively. All who are engaged

in the importation and sale of plants should

obtain copies of these Orders at once.

Retirement of Mr. J Young—Mr. John
Young, who has been in charge of the gardens

of the Zoological Society at Regent's Parle

since 1881. has now retired, and his leavfr-

taking was made the occasion of a special

i i iir_' of the Council and Staff of the Society,

over which 'he Duke of Bedford presided.

Hi- Grace presented Mr Young with the

Society's medal, beating the following inscrip-

tion: "John Young, Head Gardener, 1881-

1921. fur his long and valuable services to

tlie Society." Lhe medal is 3', inches in dia-

meter. ! inch thick, and 8 oz. in weight.

I'll, pi '-riii.il Inn included a cheque for .£100

as :i special gift in recognition of services

rendered over so long a period, and in wish-

in- their old s-irvant j-ood health and a lung

period of happiness in his retirement the

Duke i'f Bedford stated that the Council had
decided to award Mr. Young a pension of

£150 per year fur life. Mr. Young (whose
portrait appeared on p. 306. Vol. I XIX). in

acknowledging the gift, said: "Your Grace.
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My Lords and Gentlemen, allow me to sin-

cerely thank } ou tor this token of your respect

and esteem, which I appreciate more than
mere words can express. I value the medal,
not so much for its intrinsic value as for the
spirit in which I know it is given. It has
been a life's work, this attempt to do my duty
to the best of my ability, and it is highly
gratifying to feel that you appreciate my
endeavours to please all concerned. In addi-

tion, I thank you, gentlemen, for the monetary
present which accompanies. the Society's medal,
and also for the generous pension that you
have decided to hestow upon me. As you are
all aware, I < in on the eve of my departure
to Australia, and I take this opportunity of

wishing the Society prolonged and continued
success. Being a lover of horticulture in its

many phases has noi blinded me to the mani-
fold interests of zoology, and it. has been a
pleasure to serve you all these years." Mr.
and Miss Young sailed for Australia on the
23rd inst.. and they have asked us to offer

their best wishes to those horticultural friends
whom they have not been able to see or write
to recently.

Anglo-Belgian Club at Ghent.—We learn
witli considerable interest of the decision to
form an Anglo-Belgian Club at Ghent, Bel-
gium, for the purpose of providing a centre
for social and commercial intercourse. It is
proposed to establish the club at 15. Rue
longue du Marais. and the subscription for
British members not resident in Belgium will
be £1 'In. per year. Sir George Grahame, the
British Ambassador; M. E. Braun, Mayor of
Ghent ; and Mr. Gurney, Consul-General at
Antwerp, are patrons of the Club. Mr. F. E.
Freeth is Chairman of Committee, M. Boddaert,
Vice-chairman, Mr. J. Rymer, Treasurer and
Mr. W. S. Whipp, Secretary; M. Maurice de
Smet and M. Georges de Hemptinne are also
members of the committee. We understand
that the 'horticulturists of Ghent are taking
a particularly keen interest in this new club,
as they consider it will prove extremely use-
ful for commercial intercourse, and already
several British horticulturists have signified
their intention of joining the club

A Fine Addition to Burnham Beeches.—In
order to perpetuate his father's memory in
a way that will benefit the general public.
Lord Burnham has presented to the Corpora-
tion of the City of London, the freehold of
from 67-75 acres of land, together with the
growing timber thereon, as an addition of
the City\s magnificent open space, known
popularly as Burnhaan Beeches. It is esti-
mated that the value of the land and timber
ds about £10,000, and Lord Burnham has sug-
gested the name of "Fleet Wood ' for his gift, in
reference to his father's career as a journalist.
Needless to say, a resolution has been passed
conveying the City's gratitude to Lord Burnham
for his princely gift.

Co-operative Flower Show An extensive ex-
hibition of flowers, fruits and vegetables was
held at the Crystal Palace on July 16, in con-
nection with the great Co-operative Festival.
As a consequence of the dry weather the display
was scarcely so fine as some held under similar
ausipices prior to the war; but, nevertheless.
there were plenty of exhibits to interest the
large number of people who attended the fes-

tival. The principal prize winners at the flower
show were Mr. J. Rowlett, Old Humberston,
near Leicester, who won twenty 1st and one 2nd
prizes; Mr. J. Ford, Green Lane, Penge. who
won tour 1st, five 2nd, and one 3rd prizes:
and Mrs. Dyer, St, Margaret's Cottage, Beulah
Hill, Norwood, who won two 1st prizes for floral

decorated tables. In addition to the com-
petitive exhibits, the Co-operative Wholesale
Society contributed a display of horticultural
produce, including excellent blooms of popular
varieties of Sweet Peas. Mr. Edward Owen
Greening, who presided at the opening cere-

mony, stated that there were about 1.500. COO
allotments in the United Kingdom, notwithstand-
ing that about half a million allotments had been
taken from their oocupants since the Armistice-.

He believed that in the London area alone there
were no fewer than 30.000 allotments.

Mr. Edward Harriss.—For one who occupies
so high a position among gardeners, Mr. E.

Harriss has had the somewhat unusual
experience of being employed in only three
different gardens. He commenced his garden-

ing career in 1869 at Impney Hall Gardens,
Droitwich, under Mr. Richard Parker, who
was at that time a most successful exhibitor

of fruits and Chrysanthemums. In 1894 lie

went to Lockinge Park, Wantage, and served
there for about three years under the late Mr.
W. Fyfe, and ihen entered service in the
Royal Gardens, Windsor, in the fruit depart-

ment. A year later Mr. Fyfe asked him to

return to Lockinge as general foreman. This
he did, and held the position for two and a

half years, whea, at the invitation of Mr.
Owen Thomas, he returned to Windsor to

take charge of the fruit department, where
he remained until 1912. and carried out the
work of renovating the famous old vines at

Cumberland Lodge and Hamilton Couft, under
Mr. A. MacKellar. Mr. Harriss was also at

Windsor while *he gardens at Frogmore were
reconstructed. Shortly after the International
Exhibition of "912. the late Lady Wantage
invited Mr. Harriss to take charge of the

gardens at Lockinge in succession to Mr.

MR. EDWARD HARRISS.

Fyfe, then recently deceased. It will thus be
seen that Mr. Harriss has held two positions

at Windsor and three at Lockinge. He main-
tained the gardens at Lockinge in the very
highest stat? of cultivation, and enjoyed the
fullest confidence of Lady Wantage, who, at

her death, left him a legacy of £800. She
bequeathed Lockinge and most of her Berk-
shire properties to her cousin. A. T. Lloyd,
Isq., with whom Mr Harriss remains as

gardener.

An Exhibition of Ferns.—The Massachusetts
Horticultural Society has arranged to hold an
exhibition of- tropical Ferns in the Horti-
cultural Hall, Boston, from September 22 to

September 25. Although Ferns are largely

cultivated in America, both for their decorative
value in gardens, and as dwelling-room plants,

there has never been a previous exhibition in

that country at which Ferns have constituted
the principal feature. Besides Ferns the
schedule includes classes for Orchids. Codiaeums,
Dracaenas, Rex Begonias, Nepenthes, Sela-

ginellas and Lycopodiums. Although Ferns are
amongst the most beautiful of all foliage

plants and the exotic species so suitable for

the embellishment of the greenhouse, exhibits of

Ferns are not nearly ro frequently seen
at shows in this country as they were a few
years ago. A few specialists show hardy Ferns

from time to time, ' but we miss the

beautiful exhibits of indoor Ferns which

saich firms as Messrs. Hill and Sons,

H. B. May and Sons and J. Veitch and

Son6 used to set up. The exhibition of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society is an effort

to stimulate interest in Ferns in that coun-

try and 'we could wish for a corresponding ex-

hibition in Great, Britain, for there is still,

doubtless, plenty of material in this country,

albeit the cultivation of choice indoor plants has

had to be phandoned in many establishments

fiom shortage of fuel and labour.

To Destroy Cockroaches.—>In a pamphlet issued

by the British Museum, written by Mr. F.

Laing, it is stated that a powder consisting of

three parts of sodium fluoride to one part of

pyrethrum will destroy cockroaches. The mix-

ture should be scattered about the haunts of the

cockroaches ir. the evening and the dead pests

removed next day. The powder is said to be

harmless to domestic animals, and easily and

cheaply prepared. The cockroach is a common

pest of warm greenhouses, and those who are

troubled with this destructive insect will be

glad to know of this cheap and efficient poison.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-

dav August l.-Boston and District Horticul-

tural Society's Show; Nottingham and Notts

Chrysanthemum Society's meeting; Radlett

Flower Show ; Chippenham and District Horti-

cultural Society's Show; Heathfield and Dis-

trict Horticultural Society's Show ;
Ringwood

Show; Shobnall Flower Show; Bletchley Flower

Show. Tuesday, August 2.-Royal Caledonian

Horticultural Society's meeting ; .Leicester At)bey

Park Flower Show (2 days) ;
WiMftowfl

days); Northampton Municipal HorUcultin al

Society's Show (2 days), to be held m Abington

Park/Wednesday. August t.-BoM. NMkuI
Sweet Pea and Carnation Society s ShowJ
days), to be held in St. Andrews Hall, Glas-

gow; Folkestone and Chenton Gardeners

Society's Horticultural Show at Folkestone.

Thursday, August 4.-Market Boswor h Agri-

cultural and Horticultural Society s Shovv.

Saturday, August 6.-Lockerbie Flower Sho*.

'• Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy five Years

Azo-VMoria Parife.-This great desideratum

to the east end of the metropolis although

hardly more than a quarter formed, has for

some 'time been opened to the public. It con-

tains about 280 acres, which are enclosed by

a temporary wooden fence. The side next

Bethnal Green is farthest advanced towaids

completion. The principal entrance for the

present is by a bridge thrown over the Regent s

Canal, close to Bethnal Green Church, where

a handsome gate and porter's lodge have been

erected. After passing along the bridge a

carriage drive, of about 22 feet in width,

branches off right and left in a straight line

nearly as far as Grove Road in one direction,

and in the other to the eastern boundary. It

is planted on either side, as far as the straight

line continues, with Limes and Elms, which are

about 20 feet apart and 10 feet from the road.

A strip of grass 20 feet in width, divides the

carriage road from a 10 feet walk, which,

together with the road, is intended to be con-

tinued all round the park; but as yet they are

hardly formed half the way, the one running

into the other on the eastern side. Another

strip of lawn, 10 feet wide, divides the walk

from the shrubbery border, as far as the latter

extends, which is' onlv along the side of the

canal on either side of the gate. The shrubs,

we were informed, have been all planted since

Christmas. The borders were trenched two

spits deep, and the surface spit from the walks

and drives, being dug in the bottom, formed a

capital soil for the plants, which, notwith-

standing the .very unfavourable season, have

all thriven well, scarcely a single death having

occurred among them. We understand it is

proposed to form a lake to cover about seven

acres somewhere near the gate, and that in

this there will be three islands, which will, no

doubt, form an interesting feature, for the

great fault of this park is its flatness, being

nearly a level field from one end to the other.

Gard. Chron, Audust 1. 1846.
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DOUBLING IN STOCKS.

Before I attempt to criticise the able investiga-

tions of Miss Edith R. Saunders in the matter

of "Doubling in Stocks," I wish to make it per-

fectly clear that my concern is with doubling

in the form known as the East-Lothian Stock,

simply that and nothing more. Some years ago

jVlr. William Cuthbertson, knowing that I knew
East Lothian from end to end, asked me to try

to discover the history of the oi'igin of the

Stock which takes its name from the county.

This was work which appealed very strongly to

me, and I found it extremely interesting. I was

able to discover the actual garden in which the

East-Lothian Stock was found, and also some of

its history before it reached that particular gar-

den. But, to me, at least, the most important

point is that there are several strains of, so-

called, East-Lothian Stocks, all of which differ

very materially in character, and none of which

is the same as the original form. The true East-

Lothian Stock exists in one colour only, and that

is a rich rosy-crimson. This type is absolutely

distinct from any other Stock 1 know, and I was
so much impressed by its beauty, rich Clove
fragrance, bushy habit of growth, and hardiness

that I wished to grow it for myself. This par-

ticular form of the Stock is already rare in its

own county, and, as far as I am aware, only one
worthy florist of the old school had the true

strain. I felt that—as with many fine old-world

flowers—there was a danger of this beautiful and
fragrant subject becoming lost to commerce, and
I determined to see that such a disaster was not

likely to occur in my time. Hence my interest

in the doubling of the Stock. I wanted to find

the best method of seed-saving, and I believe I

found it. That is where Miss Saunders and I

differ one from another.

No one will question the erudition of Miss
Saunders in her articles and lectures upon
"" Doubling in Stocks," but erudition without full

practical experience is without avail in horticul-

tural affairs. I yield to no one in my admira-
tion of the magnificent work which has been
done by the grand florists of days that have
gone, and I give praise to their descendants
who carry on the work in these days. Greater
educational facilities have enabled the modern
florist to make horticulture of to-day almost an
advanced science, and I never forget that we are
working upon a heritage which has been refined

in the crucible of experience. It was to the
descendants of the old florists, then, that I went
to find out the method of saving seed of the
Stock in order to obtain the highest percentage
of double-flowered seedlings. I was astonished
to find that, in her lecture at the first meeting
of the Genetical Society, and in her article in

the Journal of Genetics (Vol. V., No. 2) on the
lubject of "Doubling," Miss Saunders either
jntirely .overlooked the methods of modern seed-
growers of the Stock in the Lothians or else she
was entirely ignorant of them. The fact

remains that these methods were ignored. That
Ihey are sound is proved by the fact that the
seed so saved in many Lothian districts gives a
very high percentage of double-flowered seed-
lings, and is in the highest repute, and is the
source from which many of the great seed
houses receive the finest East-Lothian Stock (as

East-Lothian Stocks are now known) seed that
the world produces.

I sent Miss Saunders some seed for trial, at
her request, and I am not astonished at the
outcome. In her article (see p. 20) she
writes :

—" / made a haphazard sawing of this
seed from which 95 seedlings were raised." The
italics are mine. " Of these," she writes, " 28
unfortunately were killed last winter before
flowering." That is not a conclusive trial, and

,
it does not bear out what is so often heard as
to scientific accuracy in such matters. The
Lothian methods of seed-saving cannot be con-
firmed on the results of any such trial.

Miss Saunders has made it clear, too, that a
differentiating character which has the appear-
ance of leading to an increased output of doubles
is the seemingly slightly greater viability of
the double-jproducing seeds, as compared with

the single. The course of her experiments has
led her to the conclusion that a rather greater
vigour or rapidity of growth characterised the
doubles as compared with the singles. The re-
verse is actually the case under Lothian methods,
and we generally find that the weak seedlings
are almost certain to be doubles. I feel
sure that the 28 seedlings—probably all weak-
lings—that Miss Saunders lost by frost would
have proved to be doubles had they survived.

Miss Saunders has, first of all, to start a fresh
series of experiments before she can condemn
the ageing of single Stock plants in order to
obtain a very high percentage of seed which will
come double. The plants must be three years
old, but I prefer to see them four years old,
before saving seed from them. I shall be very
pleased to send her one-year-old plants for her
experiments, and when the necessary time has
elapsed I am prepared to discussi the results
with her. George il . Taylor, Edinburgh.

short petiole. The flowers are borne in a close-

set umbel, bell-shaped, 2 in. long, 5 lobed,

pale rose in colour; calyx ^ in. long, distinctly

lobed and hairy, as also are the flower stalks
;

stamens 10. The illustration (Fig. 23) has been
prepared from a flowering branch shown at

a meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on
April 6 and 7 last, by Mr. T. H. Lowinsky. At
this meeting the exhibit " attracted some atten-

tion, but evoked little enthusiasm." We are
informed that in Cornish gardens R. habro-
trichum grows and flowers well and is looked
upon with favour.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

BORDER CARNATIONS.
Border Carnations have proved their value

this season. With only an occasional watering

Fig. 23.

—

rhododendron habrotrichum.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PLANT.

RHODODENDRON HABROTRICHUM.
This is one of Forrest's introductions from

Yunnan, iwhere he found it in open situations

in Rhododendron thickets and amongst rocks,

forming a shrub up to 10 ft. high, with com-
pact heads of pale, rose-coloured flowers. It

belongs to the R. barbatum set, and might wen
be called a pink variety of that species, wlucn

is characterised by hairiness of leaves and of

year-old shoots. R. barbatum is, however,

Himalayan, and although it is known to be

variable in respect of hairiness, no form of it

exactly fits R. habrotiichum. Another Chinese

species of this set is R. strigillosum, which has

black, bristly hairs on the young shoots and
leaves, and bright crimson flowers. Whether
this Chinese pair will have the same value as

garden plants in this country as the splendid

Himalayan R. barbatum, has yet to be proved]

though enough is known of them to justify the

opinion that for hardiness and general good be-

haviour R barbatum is an easy first. R. habro-
trichum has stout, black-purple shoots clothed

with rigid hairs i in. long; leaves 5 in. by
3 in., cordate at the base, with a comb-like

fringe of hairs on the margins, on the principal

reddish nerves underneath, and on the thick.

they have been very fine, and, notwithstanding
the great heat, the flowers have been magnifi-

cent. It is frequently stated that Carnations
fail in the winter, and this is so if they are

planted out in autumn where the ground is

heavy and wet. The system I have adopted
with success is that of planting on a border
raised nine inches above the general level, by
means of a liberal dressing of ash from burnt
garden refuse, old hot-bed manure, sand, and
some old mortar or lime rubble. The bed

should be prepared during the winter, deeply
digging the ground, and leaving it rough until

it is levelled for planting in March. Firm
planting is essential. Good, sturdy plants in

three-inch pots will generally be ready in spring

if kept in a cool house or frame that is well

ventilated during winter.

The following sorts have been found excel-

lent in this distrit:—Lady Hennione, salmon
pink; Gordon Douglas, crimson maroon; Jean
Douglas, brilliant scarlet; Bookhum Clove;

crimson; Bookham White; Border Yellow;
Fujiyama, scarlet; Grey Douglas, deep mauve';

Linkman, yellow ground, striped redj Akbar,
apricot; Lord Kitchener, white. Striped rod;

Mrs. G. Marshall,' deep maroon; (Inward.

yellow Picotee; Elizabeth Shiffner, apricot

yellow; Glamoir, yellow; Eclipse, yellow, edged

purple; and Pair Helen, white, flaked purple.

II. II. Holton, Crawley.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collieb, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah colman, Bart..

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Cattleya, Laelia and Laelio-Cattleya. Plants of

Cattleya Mendeli, C. Mos6iae, C. Schroderae,

C. Skinneri, C. intermedia, and the many
hybrids of these Orchids, that have recently

passed their flowering stage, may be repotted,

or, if they have sufficient pot room, and the

soil is in good condition, a resurfacing of

fresh materials will suffice. In repotting,

remove all the old and useless back pseudo-

bulbs, for these weaken the plants and
necessitate the use of larger pots. Employ a
compost of Osmunda-fibre, or A.l. fibre, with

a small quantity of Sphagnum-moss and a
liberal aimount of crushed crooks. Pot firmly,

placing the base of the plant rather below
the rim of the receptacle. Laelia purpurata.
L. tenebrosa, and L. grandis, together with
Laelio-Cattleya Canhamiana, L.-C. Martinetii,

L.-C. Phoebe, L.-C. callistoglossa., and many
of the early flowering Brasso-Cattleyas should
be kept dormant for as long a period as

possible, by placing the plants in the coolest

and most airy part of the Cattleya house, and
affording them a very limited supply of water
at the roots. As soon as the plants show the
least signs of fresh growth, any that need it

may be repotted, taking care not to break
the roots, as all these plants are impatient of

root disturbance, and for this reason they
should be afforded rooting space sufficient for

at least two seasons' growth. After repotting,
the plants should be shaded rather densely for a
time, and watered with great care. It is better
to allow the pseudo-bulbs to shrivel a little

than to endeavour to keep them plump by
affording an excess of water at the roots.
When the young growths lengthen and the new
roots are growing freely, the pseudo-bulbs will
soon regain their former plump appearance.

Cattleya gigas —Plants of Cattleya gigas, and
its many varieties, after passing out of flower
should be exposed gradually to more sunlight,
and the amount of water at the roots decreased.
Specimens that require repotting should re-
ceive attention when the last-formed pseudo-
bulbs commence to develop new roots from
their bases.. Sufficient water only should be
applied to prevent undue shrivelling of the
pseudo-bulbs. When the plants have become
re-established, they should be given a long
season of rest in a cool, well-ventilated position
in a house having an intermediate tempera-
ture. Plants of Cattleya Dowiana and C.
Dowiana aurea should be treated in a some-
what similar manner, with the exception that
during their resting period they should be
placed in a position near the roof-glass in the
lightest and warmest part of the Cattleya
house. Members of the autumn-flowering sec-
tion cf Cattleya labiata are fast, developing
their new growths, and with them their
flower sheaths. At this stage the plants should
be placed close to the roof-glass, and receive
liberal supplies of water at the roots until
the growths are completed, when the amount
of moisture should be gradually reduced

PLANTS UNDER GLASS
By W. Staward, Gardener to E. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq.. Alfieton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Achimene.—As the earliest batches of Achi-
menes pass out of flower the plants should be
removed to cool frames, there to ripen off;
if the weather is dry the lights may be removed,
but they should be kept at hand in case of
rain. It is a mistake to hasten the ripening
process.. Give the roots one or two waterings
with weak liquid cow manure to plump up the
tubers for another year, and then, as the
growths ripen and die down, gradually with-
hold water from the roots. Once the tubers

are thoroughly dry they thould be placed on

a shelf in a dry place for the winter.

Freesia Home-grown Freesia bulbs should

now be sorted over and the largest selected for

potting up as soon as convenient. The small

bulbs should be placed in boxes and grown on

in the usual way; these will make good flower-

ing-sized bulbs for potting another year. The
compost for Freesias should be good loam, peat,

sand, and a little soot. Five-inch pots are a

suitable size, and seven or eight bulbs in a pot

will suffice.

Camellia Camellia trees will now be making

free growth, and should have plenty of liquid

cow manure supplied to their roots. The trees

should be well syringed twice daily to keep the

foliage clean and healthy, and a free circulation

of air should be provided by opening both top

and bottom ventilators.

Lachenalia.—Fewer Lachenalias are grown

than used to be the case. The stock of home-

grown bulbs should be graded. The smaller

ones should be placed in boxes and the larger

ones in pots or baskets. Lachenalias are splen-

did subjects for baskets. The potting compost

should consist of good fibrous loam, dried cow

manure, leaf-mould and silver sand. When
potted the bulbs should be kept in a cool frame

until roots have formed freely before water is

afforded.

Richardia.—Plants that have been resting

may now be shaken from the old soil and potted

in fresh compost. They should be placed out

of doors in a cool, shaded place and sprayed

overhead every evening to encourage new
growth. The cooler their quarters the better

they will grow.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Conns. Royal Botanic Gardens. Kew.

Gladiolus As a result of the abnormal hot

weather Gladioli, in common with many other

subjects, are flowering before their time. The

plants should be staked before they tumble over

and the old flowers should be removed every

few days. On light, hot soils they will be

benefited by a mulch of well decayed manure
or leaves. The many fine varieties of Gladioli,

Obtainable at a reasonable cost, are worthy of

extended cultivation for garden decoration.

Carnations.—Towards the end of the month
a start should be made in lavering border Car-

nations to produce strong, well-rooted layers for

autumn plantir.g. which is the best time to plant

where local conditions permit of it being done

successfully. In layering Carnations leaf-soil

and sharp sand should be placed where
the shoots are pegged to the soil. The
roots will grow readily in it and the plants

will lift with good balls. Many make the

mistake of placing the compost on the sur-

face, in the shape of a mound ; used in this way
it dries quickly, or is scratched away by birds.

The soil round the plant should be loosened with

a hand-fork, the loose soil drawn aside, and
the prepared compost placed in the depression.

After preparing and pegging the layers down
in the compost the soil from the bed should be
drawn back again. If the weather is dry.

frequent waterings will hasten the Tooting of

the layers.

General Remarks Beds that have been filled

with early-flowering subjects, such as hardy
annuals, should now be cleared, and replanted

with hardy Chrysanthemums, which have been
grown in the nursery garden for this purpose.

These are very accommodating subjects, and may
be moved safely even when coming into flower.

Water them well before lifting, plant firmly,

and leave a depression round each plant t~

facilitate watering. When the water has drainei
away, draw loose soil over the surface to retard
evaporation. If the weather continues dry.

syringe the p'ants overhead morning and even-
ing. China Asters grown in the reserve gar-'

den move well, and may be used in the same
way as Cnysanthemums, but more care must b?
taken in moving and replanting them.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W He.di.et Warren. Gardener to th* Hon. N. 0.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Tring.

Morello Cherries.—The trees may be watered
with safety, as watering will add to the size of

the fruit. Other varieties nearing the ripen-

ing stage should not be watered, as it might
cause the fruits to crack. Cherry trees on
walls, from which the fruit has been picked,

should have all outstanding growths tied in,

and any shoots not required should be removed,
but thinning the growths should not be done
to excess, as the Cherry is very impatient of

pruning at any time of the year, and the

knife should be used as little as possible.

Watering.—In few gardens is the water supply

sufficient for all purposes—especially during a
prolonged drought, like the present. In many
places there is a stream where the much-coveted,

element is running to waste, whereas by the

installation of a hydraulic ram, with receiving

tanks and well-aiTanged taps, each department
of the garden might have an ample supply of

water. The obvious lesson should be taken to

heart by those responsible, for unless a sufficient

supply of water has been forthcoming the con-

sequences will be serious, especially where young
trees are concerned. Drought at the roots pro-

duces early-ripened, weak wood, and all too fre-

quently encourages red spider. In the case of

Peach and Nectarine trees—and, in a lesser

degree. Apricots—a dry border ruins the crop
for the season ; in fact, lack of water at any
time soon brings Peach and Nectarine fruits

to the ground previous to ripening, and red

spider will inevitably follow. The opposite con-

dition—a cold, water-logged border, with a
sluggish atmosphere—is a true harbinger of

mildew. If one man is more to be trusted than
another in the fruit department, it is the one
who may be depended upon to water a border
properly. Merelv wetting the surface sooner or
later proves to be a deception, and when once
the surface of a border is wet all over a casual
observation cannot determine what quantity has
been poured thereon ; neither will the length of

time a man has been employed at the work
be a safe standard to go by. Therefore the
only man to be depended upon is one who has
been properly trained for such work. Well-
cared-for fruit-tree borders should never be dry.

There can be no doubt that many—probably the
majority—of failures may be traced to an insuf-

ficient supply of water at the roots of the trees.

Where the drainage is good it is difficult to
over-water the borders, especially those near hot,

dry walls. Water should never be given with,,

too sparing a hand, for nothing short of a
thorough soaking of every part of the border
will suffice. A desire to avoid overwatering
may lead to the opposite extreme. Borderv
surfaced with a light mulching material always
give a better indication of their state of mois-
ture than when heavier material is employed;
moreover, a short time after watering the border
may be raked over and left neat and tidy. A.

good deal of water is often wasted by allow-

ing the soil to become so dry as to crack close

to the wall. The water in such case merely
rusrfes through to the drainage. It frequently
happens that after a hot. dry summer the bud*
of all stone fruit trees drop badly during the
following spring, when the sap begins to rise.

The moral is obvious.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Abthvb Bvllock. Gardener to E. J. WlTHEa, Esq.,

Conned Hall, Epping.

Tomato.—Plants that are carrying heavy
crops of fruit will need stimulating to ensure
the late trusses becoming properly developed.
At this stage, when ripe fruit is being gathered
daily, the use of artific'al manures should be
dispensed with, and liquid farmyard manure
only be given to the roots. The use of artificial

manures after the fruits begin to ripen has a
tendency to make the fruits puffy and coarse,

but with the use of liquid farmyard manure
this is not the case, while for the later fruits

such use is of-the greatest benefit. Successions!
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plants should receive liberal treatment, and
must not be overcropped. If they are in good
health they are capable of setting a number of

trusses of fruit, but, finally, exhaustion is shown
and many of the later fruits fail to develop;

moreover, in the meantime, the plants have been
checked, and their ability to mature the earlier

fruits is reduced. White fly is possibly the
greatest pest one has to contend with in Tomato
culture. While fumigating with a nicotine com-
pound acts as a check, it does not appear to b3
an infallible cure, but if followed by a good
spraying with Quassia extract, when the fruits

are still green, the disfigurement of the fruits

is in a great measure prevented.

Melon.—For a late batch of fruits, Melons
may still be planted, but much depends upon
the weather of the early autumn as to whether
they will prove a successful crop, particularly as

regards flavour, which is a matter of chief im-
portance. Providing the weather is open and
bright, a batch of late Melons well repays the
attention given. The practice of taking two
crops of Melon fruits from one batch of plants

is, I believe, nut often pursued, but where the

first fruits have been removed from healthy
plants it is quite possible to carry up young
growths which, in due time, will set fruits and
carry them to as good a finish as the first crop.

I have followed this method on more than one
occasion with results that have been agreeably
surprising.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir 0. A. Cain, The Node,

Codieote, Welwyn, Hertfordshira

Spinach.—Where space is available a sowing
of Summer Spinach should be made, and, if the

weather conditions are at all favourable this

sowing will provide good leaves for autumn use.

Another sowing should be made towards the
end of August to provide plants to stand
through the winter. To produce good leaves it

is necessary to grow this crop on ground that
has been liberally manured. A sowing may also

be made of the Perpetual Spinach, as this valu-

able crop produces a continuous supply of leaves
which provide excellent Spinach when the other
kind is not available. The rows may be 12 in.

to 15 in. apart, and the plants 9 in. apart.

Winter Onions.—The bulbs will now be reach-
ing maturity, and, when ripe, they should be
lifted. Should the weather be dry at the lift-

ing stage they may be allowed to remain on the
ground for a few days before placing them in

a dry, open shed to finish. If carefully dried
these Onions will keep for a considerable time
in good condition and thus help considerably to

prolong the supply, a matter of importance this

year, as in some cases spring-sown Onions are
nut a heavy crop.

Early Potatos.—The tubers of early varieties

may be lifted before the tops finally die down,
and, if care is exercised to prevent the rubbing
of the skins, they will keep quite well. Should
any of the crop be required for seed purposes,
it is always advisable to remove any plants

that have produced weakly growth before finally

lifting the whole of the crop. If this is in it

dine t he greater bulk of seed-sized tubers will be
pom weak plants, which will mean failure next
vim The seed sets may be allowed to remain m
the open for a few days, in a shady place
for preference, to allow the skins to harden
before finally storing them.

General Remarks.—At the time of writing the
drought is having a serious effect upon all vege-
table crops. Even where mulching and water-
ing lias been practised vegetables have suffered
i unsideral ly tlmuigli the intense heat, and
unless we have rain in the near future there is

certain to be a great shortage of choice vege-
tables during the coming month. In the mean-

| time it will be necessary to mulch all late Peas,
Balery, Cauliflowers and Marrows. It will also

be wise to have all vacant plots dug in readiness
for sowing crops immediately the rain comes.

THE ROSARY.
SOME WICHURAIANA ROSES.

In gardens where a wealth of colour is de-
sirable in July and early August Roses of
the Wichuraiana class are most useful. They
are largely used for the furnishing of per-
golas and other rustic erections, but these sup-

Fro. 24.
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I.1I.UM AMABII.E.

(See page 63.)

purls reveal weaknesses iii the plants which
ilu nut shuw themselves under the inure natural

mode of pillar training. This simple style

also permits of tree planting, as little space
is required, and it has the further advantage
of making for ease in management. Budded
on lull Briars, many of the popular varieties

an objects of great beauty when in bloom.

and under liberal treatment the amount of

young wood they make annually is remark-
able, considering that all the support has to

be drawn through a long, narrow channel.

Dorothy Perkins (although I am of the

opinion that it is often overrated as a gar-

den Rose) has good points, and grows every-

where. But this season, owing to the drought,

it has been very poor. Apart, however, from
seasonal defects, observations extending over

several seasons have led me to prefer

Minnehaha. In this variety, of similar habit

to Dorothy Perkins, the flowers are borne in

sprays rather than in the usual clusters, con-

sequently they appear more elegant, and prove

better for cutting. The colour, too, is deeper

than that of the older variety, and it does

not fade so quickly in the sun. The differ-

ence between the first-named variety and Lady
Gay is slight, but grown together the latter

will take the lead in vigour, and there is a

brighter tone in the flowers. Petit Louis I

consider next in order of merit to Minnehaha;
it comes into bloom a fortnight earlier than any

other of its colour, and has larger flowers.

Perpetual-flowering Wichuraiana Roses are

as yet in the making, but, in the meantime,
Francois Juranville shows this desirable ten-

dency more than any I am acquainted with.

The colour is salmon pink, with just a tinge

of orange. Being extremely vigorous, it makes
a fine standard. Dorothy Dennison and Lady
Godiva are two excellent varieties of flesh

pink colour, the former being the best grower.

Although only semi-double, 'Ethel, a seedling

from Dorothy Perkins, will no doubt become
popular, as it has all the good qualities of the

best of these sorts, and the colour of the

flower is a delicate shade of flesh pink. Double
scarlet varieties in this group are not numerous,

but the colour is well represented in Excelsa,

which is free-flowering almost to the point

of heaviness, while the colour does not fade

in the sun. In any form and everywhere it

is a success. The flowers of Paul's Scarlet

Climber are vivid scarlet on first opening, but.

they change to bright crimson with age; being

only semi-double, the flowers never darken ex-

cessively. The habit is good, and for all

climbing purposes the variety is useful. The
single flowered Hiawatha is well known, and

still too good to be omitted from a selec-

tion. Diabolo has a larger flower than the.

last, rich crimson, of velvety hue, and with

a white centre and yellow stamens. It has a

vigorous and free-blooming habit, and flowers

with the earliest of its group. Coronation,

with dark glossy foliage and handsome trusses,

is nut a favourite everywhere, the white streaks

running through the bright crimson petals

being objected to; these, however, are only

seen on close inspection as a distant view

reveals nothing but a bright scarlet hue. which
does not give way to any objectionable tint.

common to red Roses.
Yellow sorts, like those with scarlet flowers,

are scarce. Albt'ric Barbier is, so far as

growth is concerned, one of our most vigorous

varieties, and the flowers shuw a combination of

cream and dark yellow. Shower of Gold is

nearly a true colour, with glossy foliage, but

it lacks vigour, and a moderate pillar is the

only support required. Emily Gray promises

better, and is uange gold; the habit appears

to lie all that is looked for in a rambler, while

the bronzy foliage is evidence of freedom from
mildew. Rem' Andre is a lovely Rose, the

salmon tint over a groundwork of deep saffron

bringing to mind some of the best H.T.'s.

White varieties are always conspicuous, but

.me must look elsewhere than to White Dorothy

fur purity. Amongst others, the white sporl

from Lady Gay, named Mrs. Littleton Dew-
hurst, is very nearly perfect. It possesses all

the good qualities of its parent, in regard to

habit, but its blooms are larger, and they last

lunger. .Mrs. M. 11. WaMi h another excellent

Rose, but liable bo mildew more than mosl

Sanders' White i> snowlike, but, unfortunately,

it does nut last long, otherwise it has more
than the usual Dumber uf good qualitu

There a tin- desirable Wichuraiana Hose.-.

but the above have proved their worth.

Grotci i
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
dDTElTISEHIllTB should be HBt to til*

PUBLISHER, 6, Tavistock Street, Coveut
Garden, W.C.9.

LILIES IN 1920.

THOUGH 1919 shines as a star of some

magnitude in a series of disappointing

seas ins, its successor proved no better

than 'he rest of a climatic cycle, of which, by

the law of averages, the end should be in sight.

In some ways it was worse than the rest, for

it is long since Botrytis ravaged gardens as in

the epidemic of June and July of last year.

Hardly any soft-leaved plants escaped and

Lilies were decimated by the disease.

Yet no fault could be found "with the first

act of what, in the case of Lilies, may he

tragedy or triumphal progress. It was in re-

markable contrast to the opening months of

1919, when winter hardly loosened its grip until

May was at hand, with the result that spring

was considerably shortened. The first quarter of

1920 and of the current year had much in com-

mon, for though there was no lack of rain in

the opening months of last year, the weather

was mild and sunny; but at the end of March.

1920, vegetation in general was not nearly so

fc rward as it was twelve months later.

Lilies made their appearance betimes, how-

ever, and grew on so rapidly that at one time

there seemed every prospect that some of the

early-flowering species might bloom in May.
Then the scene changed with that exasperating

rapidity against which the philosophy of few

gardeners is proof; June belied the promise of

the earlier months and July followed suit.

August made some amends and the recollection

of a brilliant September lingers gratefully in

the memory ; hut it was then too late to re-

trieve the reputation of a season which had

commenced so brilliantly, for the lumber of

Lilies normally flowering after July is not large.

In the southern half of England, June and

July are the months rui" the Lily harvest, and if

they fail, the harvester has to live on hope for

twelve months.
During the past year no new species of Lilium

flowered, but the season was not devoid of in-

terest, if only because, with the passing of

another year, we have been able to get on more
intimate terms with Lilies of recent introduction

arid can better appraise their value from the

horticultural point of view—the only point that

matters to the generality of gardening folk.

Of the newer Lilies, L. regale " needs no

bush," and though the distribution of this re-

markable species is still not nearly so wide as

might be washed, that is probably because the

supply of floulbs is unequal to the demand.

Failures with L. regale are not uncommon, and
while tihey may be due to causes referred to

later, they are more probably the natural out-

come of a want of appreciation of the fact that

this Lily—like all others—has its limitations.

To plant L. regale in soil over-rich in humus
or in very light ground, is to court failure.

Like I.. Henryi, it flourishes in loam, preferably

on the heavy side, and those who can grow one

should be able to manage the other. Ripening

experience seems to show that lime is not

essential to the prosperity of the plant, but it

is certainly not a deterrent.

As is the case with so many genera, in-

dividual plants of L. regale vary a good deal,

as anyone may see for himself who examines a

bed of seedlings. Some are weak and some
robust, and so far as they can, growers who
purchase bulbs should insist on having only the

latter. The most simple way of attaining the

end in view is In raise the Lilies from seed

and mercilessly reject all tout the strong speci-

mens : there are always plenty of them.

As a garden Lily, L. Sargentiae lags far be-

hind its cousin; indeed, it has made but slight

progress, and is not much more often to 'be

seen now than of old, when it was known as

L. leucanthum. Though a variable plant in

stem, leaf and colouration of flower, as well

as in stature, there is no mistaking this refined

plant, which seems to come midway between L.

sulphureum and L. regale.

It is too early yet to take the measure of

Farrer's fine trumpet Lily. 316, from the cul-

tivator's point of view. Here and there estab-

lished specimens have so far done well, but

more than one clever cultivator has failed with

the plant, and, considering the quantity of seed

available, the Lily has made slight headway.

Seed of this Lily sown alongside that of L.

regale has not made the progress we are ac-

FlG. 25.—LII.IUM OCHRACEUM.
(See Page 63.)

customed to with the latter, and while there

may be excellent reasons tor this, they have

vet to be explained. The plant received a well-

merited award at the meeting of the R.H.S.

at Vincent Square on July 27 last year, under

the incorrect name of L. Brownii kansuense.

.Mr. Clarence Elliott, who exhibited the plant,

subsequently corrected the mistake,* but in

face of that it is perpetuated in the Journal

of the Society.t Mr. E. H. Wilson has ex-

pressed the view that Farrer's Lily is L.

leucanthum chloraster.

Among the mass of Western Chinese Lilium

material still to be digested, is the group of the

Eulirion Lilies so promiscuously associated with

* Gardeners
I.XVIII.

1 Journal »/ the R.H.S

Chronicle, August 21, page .'13.

|il. lxviii. Vel. xlvi.

L Brownii. These include L. formosum,

L. myriophyllum, L. Sargentiae, the many so-

called varieties of L. Brownii such as chloraster,

leucanthum, kansuense and others, as well as

Farrer's Lily, No. 316, referred to above.

Time alone will show if these are related to

what, for convenience, we may call the types of

the Eulirion section in the East and West—L.

Brownii, on the one hand, and L. Wallichianum

on the other. The differences between the two

species are many and obvious, hut in the

fifteen hundred miles—more or less—which in-

tervene between the original stations of each

there are forms suggesting relationship with

one or the other. Nature does not recognise

geographical boundaries set up by man, and

while we know that the Burmese Lilies, as well

as L. odorum—probably the wild form of L.

Brownii—are found in Western China, we do

not know the full range of their distribution

nor whether they grow in the same districts.

It may well be that one or the other of these

species, or perhaps the union of each, has given

rise to the innumerable forms of Erliron sent

home from Western China by collectors, but if

bulb characters have any taxonomic value the

relationship of these forms to L. Brownii is

remote.

As garden plants, the many beautiful Chinese

Eulirion Lilies are disappointing, inasmuch as

they do not lend themselves generally to cultiva-

tion. L. regale is the only one that can be

freely used without any particular preparation,

and though L. odorum, L. Brownii, L. sul-

phureirn and L. Sargentiae are to be found

here and there in gardens, they are for the

careful grower. The bulbs of the last two and

of most of the other forms mentioned need a

more thorough ripening and a drier winter

climate than our country commonly offers them.

and seldom prosper unless they are kept dry

from autumn until growth is about to begin in

February. Though it can be done, it is not

easy to contrive this out of doors in a wet

u inter, but in a cool house where the moisture

can be kept under control, these species can be

grown to perfection.

Though L. Willmottiae is still only to be

found in the gardens of the few, it is too fine

a species to remain in the comparative obscurity

to which L. Sargentiae seems condemned, and

with L. Thayerae, to which we may conclude

it is akin, must sooner or later receive the

recognition due to a pair of fine garden Lilies

suitable for cultivation in porous soil but lightly

charged with lime.

The group to which these Lilies belong,

and of which L. tigrinuru is the titular head,

contains no more satisfactory plants. Each

(L. Willmottiae and L. Thayerae) is distinct

and cannot be confused with the other, ami

though the nomenclature of the group is

sadly in need of revision, particularly in

regard to the specific position of L. Thayerae.

L. sutchuenense and the many forms casually

allocated to L. pseudo-tigrinum, it is not

likely that L. Willmottiae will have to Mitftr

any change of name.

Further experience with the Lily named

after Farrer confirms the good opinion formed

of it by those who have the plant in cultiva-

tion. A Lily so prolific in the production

of seed and offsets is probably short-lived, but

since it is so easily propagated, the point need

trouble no one. It grows to so much bttter

purpose in calcareous soils than in those

deficient in chalk, as to lead to the supposi-

tion that it may be calciphilous.

With ample material to hand for com-

pari-on. it is possible that further eonsideMj
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tion may prove the specific position of the
plant as ],. Farreri to be untenable, but
whether it retains that name or is reduced
to L. Duchartrei, there can be no doubt horti-

culture is indebted to Farrer for a good garden
Lily of dwarf habit.

This is the Lily to which Farrer referred

so often as " the marble Martagon," and it

came to his subscribers under the numbers
183 and 449, the latter being marked, " Toor
and undecipherable Lilies."

Lilies, as Nature presents them to us, are
such beautiful things that it is perhaps as

Tell they lend themselves so grudgingly to the
wiles of the " improver '* of plants. Many of

the species, however, seem constitutionally
unable to battle with cur changeable climate
and afford such slight opportunity for the

selection of vigorous forms, that the efforts

of the gardener who cannot resist the tempta-
tion to mate one species with another, might
well be directed in the first instance to the
improvement of stamina. Selected forms of

L. regale, for instance, have such a robust
constitution that they should make ideal

parents when mated with other species cf the
same phyletic series.

None, however, of the many hybrids raised

by the writer between ^L. regale and L. sul-

phureum. L. Sargentiae cr L. Brownii, respec-
tively, has so far proved especially worthy of

notice. None is superior to either parent,

and the good points of each have not yet been
combined in any of the offspring. All that

can be said in favour of these mongrels is

that as they come into flower when L. regale
is over, they fill in a blank in the garden
picture.

It almost seems as if the mating of the
Chinese trumpet Lilies with each other was
destined to have much the same result i>s is

commonly supposed to attend the union of
cousins in the human race. As a parent, L.

regale seldom seems to transmit to its progeny
the characters which make it so desirable a

garden plant, and in this respect is unlike
many Lilies of the Martagon group, such
as L. Hansonii. L. Martagon and L. pardali-

num. The regale x Brownii hybrid is particu-
larly disappointing. The foliage is thin and
even narrower than in the mother plant;
the flower is not so attractive and the plant
has a stunted lcok. But the offspring of a

cross between L. regale and the so-called L.
Brownii kansuense. promises well, because, in

this instance, the infusion of L. regale blood
seems to have given the Kansn plant just, thai
measure of vigour it lacked.

L. regale, L. Willmottiae and L. Thayer le

can be added to the lengthy list of Lilies,

of which the seed may conveniently be sown
in the open, and it is as certain as anything
in horticulture can be that frost does the
seeds no harm. Seed of these species should
not be sown out of doors as soon as it is

ripe, that is in the late autumn, since it

germinates quickly, and in a rough winter
the seedlings present a sorry sight before
sleet and snow and cold, driving rains have
gone for good; it is, also, less easy to keep
the marauding slug in deck in winter than
in spring and summer. The end of February
is time enough for the sowing in exposed
places, and, if properly managed, a proportion
of the seedling bulbs will be as large as a

Damson by the following' September, and
have borne a flower. Protection against the
heavy rains of spring should be given to the
seedlings, and Fir branches laid over the seed
beds are as good as anything. With ordinary
care, there is no material difference at Hie
cud of the season between Lilies sown simul-
taneously in the open and in frames. Any-
thing in the nature of coddling or forcing of

seed of the temperate species is fatal, for heat
does more harm than good.
Seed of Lilies should be gathered from the

most robust specimens, and not from weak and
strong alike and mixed. The unexpectedly
numerous failures with L. regale may be
due to a neglect of this precaution.

L. Roezlii, as gardeners have hitherto known
if. has exhibited no tendency to depart from
the type described by Kegel.* and during

» (ilrtrii/l„rit 11870), p. U2I.

twenty years of propagation of this Lily by
seed, the writer has detected no variation
from type. Of late years, however, Mr.
l'urdy has reported a wild form of L. Roezlii
in which the light orange-coloured petals of
the type are tipped with red, and more
recently another form in which red is the
predominant petal colour. These discoveries,

and the fact that the bulb of L. Roezlii and
of L. pardalinum have characters in common,
may render desirable a reconsideration of the
position of L. Boezlii as a species. Local
exploration will perhaps decide the point,
but whether L. Roezl's Lily is proved to be a
good species or a geographical form of L.
pardalinum, there can be no doubt of its

value in the garden.
Although L. amabile (Fig. 24) was dis-

covered in 1886 by Kalinowsky, at Seoul, in

and 10,963. This plant, to which the varietal

name formosanuirj has been given by Wilson,
was collected by W. H. Price, in Formosa, in

1912, and is not to be confused with another
Formosan form of the species found by Price

at 8,000 feet on Mount Morison, in the same
year. This altitudinous form (Fig. 26), now
in cultivation in various directions, is

generally dwarfer than the other, and has a

good deal of colour about the reverse of the
petals. As one might expect, it seems consti-

tutionally more robust than the typical L.

philippinense of the Philippine Islands, a
species which soon succumbs when planted
in the garden. But in the south, Price's Lily

comes into growth while the year is yet young.
and to that extent is so much more at the
mercy of our climate than the majority of

the genus. For all that, this Lily has done

26.—LILU'M PHILIPPINENSE; AN ALPINE FORM. FROM A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN IN THE ROYAL

BOTANIC GARDEN, EDINBURGH.

Korea, it was a long time in finding its way
to this country, and it was mil until 1914

thai bulbs received from Mr. E. 11. Wilson
flowered in the writer's garden. The species

belongs to the group of which L. tigrinum
is the head, and while of neat and taking
habit, does not so far seem likely to take
a high place as a garden Lily.

Last year, L. philipninense made one of

many welcome re-appearances, having been
raised from sml collected by E. 11 Wilson,
iii Formosa in 1918. under the numbers 10.961

itself credit for some years so far north as

the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, and in

more able hands than those of the »iil.i

may prove a garden Lily.

Neither of these plants—L. philippinense

var. formosanum or the Alpine form agrees

with the type species of the Philippine

Islands so well figured in .1 Monograph of

the Qtnut /.i/iiiin- and it is possible the latter

in. iv prove to be an extreme western develop-

menl of the species. The germination u\

M .,.,l of these Formosan Lilies i> unusually
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quick and, like L. regale, a proportion of bulbs
will throw a flower in 15-18 months from the
date of sowing.

L. ochraceurn, Fr. (Fig. 25), was originally
found by Delavay on the Tali Range, and
was afterwards included in Forrest's specimens
from the same area, as well as from the
Lichiang Range, the Yangtze Bend, and other
places. In the specimens grown by the writer,

years ago, the flowers were a dull greenish-
yellow, copiously marked with deep maroon,
linear markings, the base of the petals being
heavily flushed with the same colour. These
particular plants had an unpleasant smell,

the flowers were malformed, and the plant
did not seem to have a single redeeming
feature. In fact, if one may call any of

Xat are's plants ugly, this Lily would figure

in the list. It. gave the impression that it

was a debased form of L. nepalense, and in

some forms hardly seemed to have decided
whether to be Martagon or Eulirion.
Judging by the Forrest ian specimens, how-

ever, the species varies more than most; some
have clear yellow flowers and are fragrant,

and in a lava bed near Tengyueh, Forrest
saw plants nine feet high. A. (Iron-, .lull],

1921.

conspicuously in the batch which gives nineteen
spikes of well-developed blooms.
The largest and darkest form has a spike of

fourteen large flowers, the sepals and petals being
almost wholly of a glossy, chocolate-red and the
broad lip bright mauve with a few white lines.

The next in importance has olive-green sepals

and petals spotted with brown and a broad
white lip densely spotted with mauve. These
beautiful Odontoglossums last for months in per-

fection, and look well associated with the pure
white O. crispum and a batch of brightly
coloured hybrids.

ONCIDIUMS FOR DECORATION.
The hold which Orchids have obtained in

gardens is not the outcome of sentiment or the
pursuit of fashion, but of their sterling merit
as flower-producers and for their exceptional
value as decorative plants, either in the plant
houses or in the home, or for exhibition pur-
poses, either in their pots or as cut sprays.

The blooms do not quickly fade or fall when
subjected to atmospheric changes, as do many
other flowers, and this is a great point in their

favour.
Calling to mind the various displays made

Via. 27. POLYSTICHUM ANGULARE DIVISILOBUM PLUMOSUM DENSUM ERECTUM. R.H.S.
AWARD OF MERIT, JULY 5. A BEAUTIFUL .NEW HARDY FERN EXHIBITED BY MR. AMOS

PERRY (SEE PAGE 24.)

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODOXTOGLOSSUM UROSKIXNERI.
Few species of Odontoglossum vary so much

in the quality of their flowers as does this very
distinct species, originally discovered by .Mr. (1.

Ure Skinner, on rocks, at a considerable eleva-
tion near the village of Santa Catherina, in
Guatemala, about 1854. The same traveller and
in the same region, had previously found Odonto-
glossum bictonense, and the ordinary forms of
O. Uro-Skinnei'i seem to be intermediate between
these two species, which hum a small section.
Rut when the best type of the species, now very
rare in gardens, is found, it is infinitely superior
to the form usually seen.

In Mr-. Bisehuftsheim's gardens. The Warren
House, Stanmore, a small batch received over
twenty years ago is all in flower, and all are of
the best type, but two special forms stand out

at floral exhibitions during the year, the fact
appears that the old species of yellow and red-
IjKi.vn Oncidiums have played an effective part
in many of the best groups and floral designs,
especially at some of the provincial shows,
where, in the local gardens, Oncidium sphace-
latum, (). pulvinatum, O. divaricatum, O.
tleximsuin, and other tall-growing. South
American Oncidiums are old inhabitants of the
plant houses and vineries, even in gardens
where a collection of Orchids is not grown.

In the arrangement of large groups or floral

designs, the six feet or eight feet high,
slender, branched spikes of bright yellow and
chestnut-brown flowers of some of the largest

Oncidiums, mingled with slender foliage pro-
vide the light, higher part of the display,
and with admirable effect. A good example
of the use of these flowers was seen at the
recent Wolverhampton Show, where Oncidium
divaricatum, with slender sprays of Humea

elegans, was much admired in a table decora-
tion.

At the Chelsea Show. Messrs. J. Cypher and
Sons used tall-growing Oncidiums. with slender

Epidendrums, above the more massive-flowered

Laelio-Cattleyas and Cattleyas, with their usual
skill; and at the same show the central batch
of Oncidium Papilio Charlesworthii in Messrs.

Charlesworth's group was a special attraction.

In one of their groups, Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co. had, as a telling feature, a quantity

of the large, yellow Oncidium varicosuni with
the brown O. crispum and (). Forbesii; and in

another group O. pulvinatum, O. divaricatum,
and O. sphegiferum, all of the same section

A display of Messrs. Sander's was fronted by
0. concolor ami scarlet Sophronitis.

Other Oncidiums which have shown their

useful decorative qualities are the rose and
white O. mcurvum and its white variety

album; O. sarcodes, O. maeranthum, 0. excava-

tum, and 0. tigrinum, all of which arc easy

to grow. It should be stated that spikes of

O. Papilio should not be cut. They produce
one flower at a time, but a succession of blooms
comes from the apex of the same spike, which
if cut, would mean the sacrifice of many
flowers.

INDOOR PLANTS.

FREESIAS.
Freesias, with their delightful perfume, are

welcon.e additions to the plants available for

conservatory decoration during the winter and
early spring, and they are also greatly appre-

ciated as cut flowers for home decoration.

To have Freesias in flower before Christmas

a batch of bulbs should be started at once.

In many establishments bulbs are bought each
season and thrown away after having been

forced once; but all gardeners are not so for-

tunate in this respect, and the old bulbs and
offsets have to be saved, dried off. and the

stock increased if possible. Six or eight bulbs

in a five-inch pot are quite sufficient ; when
lotted they should be given a good soaking of

water, placed in a cold frame and well shaded.

No further watering will be required until the

leaf blades are well through the soil. A suit-

able compost consists of two parts loam, and
one part each of leaf-soil, well-decayed row
manure, and sand. When well advanced the

plants should be gradually inured to light, given

free- ventilation and careful, watering. By
potting up a batch of bulbs every three weeks a

legular succession of flowers is obtained.

When the growths are approaching six inches

in height they should be neatly staked. The
usual method is to place four or five thin sticks

just inside the rim of the pot—care being taken

not to damage the 'bulbs—and twine some green

laffia round them. With the approach of

winter the plants should be placed in a cool

greenhouse or heated pit. If they are needed

for early flowering they must be given a little

extra warmth. During the spring time

Freesias may be grown successfully in a frame.

Regular applications of any good artificial

fertiliser, and frequent waterings of weak cow-

manure and soot-water will greatly benefit the

plants during their season of growth. After

flowering. Freesias still require greenhouse

treatment. They should be well supplied with

moisture until the foliage shows signs of decay,

when the amount should be gradually reduced

and finally withheld. James A. Paice.

FRUIT REGISTER.

MELON ALTHORP PARK.
Mr. W. Hand, writing from Gaversfield House

Gardens, Bicester, asks us to correct the state;

ment that recently appeared in Gard. Chron.
regarding Melon Althorp Park, which gained

an Award of Merit at the Holland House Show.

He writes that although the name is quite cor-

rect, the Melon was not shown by Earl Spencer,

but by Major the Hon. E. H. Wyndham, of

Caversfield House. Bicester.
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JULY VEGETABLES.

I think " drought " must be the main
topic of the nation's conversation; it certainly

is the chief concern of the gardening fraternity,

whether professional or amateur. Never have I

known such a dry spell as this has been, and
still is, and it is poor comfort to learn that " the
drought has lasted for six months, 130 of the
195 days having been rainless." At Aldenham,
matters are becoming more and more serious

as day by day passes without the longed-for

rain ; and despite every care taken as regards
mulching, hoeing and watering (principally from
non-domestic sources), the dreadful effect of the
drought becomes more and more visible. Arti-

ficial watering ,does not seem to make any-

apparent difference, for crops are stunted, and
many rush to maturity at a heartbreaking rate.

Still, I would urge the value of the three
processes just referred to ; hoe as much as ever
it is possible, mulch with suitable material
wherever it is possible, and where that rare
commodity, water, is available, make good use
of it—not giving a iaily 'prinlcie. but periodical

scakings so that the water goes down to the
roots.

I suppose I must not grumble too much, for,

as I look down the list of subjects we have, it

makes me realise that, after all, we might be
in a far unhappier position. During the past
month three items have been placed on " the
retired list." Turnip Early Forcing, grown in

frames, etc., is now finished, whilst Cauliflower
Magnum Bonum has now been cleared, but in

each instance other varieties have come along
to take their place, so that their disappearance
will not be of any moment. Asparagus is also
finished. The other supplies are still yielding
well, though one has to be very watchful to
make sure that nothing is exhausted at too great
a rate, and to keep up a proper successional
supply. Care has also to be taken to avoid
any waste occurring, owing to the very quickly
maturing tendency of the season, either by crops
ripening prematurely, root crops perhaps becom-
ing "woody," Peas and Beans becoming old,
and other supplies " bolting " to seed. No new
sorts have come into use this month, but it will
be observed that new varieties are added to
the list, and that they are from the open ground
where previously they have been obtained from
pits, frames, or similar devices.

Globe Artichokes.—These, which came into
use last month, both purple and green forms,
are still yielding fair heads of fleshy bracts,
though not so good as usual, from the perma-
nent beds, the details for preparing and hand-
ling of which were set out in the notes for
June. They will continue for some while yet.
Liberal supplies of liquid manure should be
afforded the plants now.

Broad Beans—This crop is not doing well,

owing to the droughl and the efforts Of black
fly in earlier days, for the pest is even-where
more prevalent than usual this year. The
varieties noted last month are still bearing,
whilst to carry on the supplies we now pick
from other sorts which were sown in the open
ground; of these, the two principal are Green
Giant and Brown Windsor.

French Beans.—Full details of these were
given in last month's notes, and the supplies
from frames are all that we can wish for;

grown in this way they are certainly doing
well this season.

Beet.—Frane-grown supplies of Globe. Sut-
ton's Black. Dell's Crimson and Intermediate
Beets keep us well supplied, whilst from the
open ground we are now able to pull Chelten-
ham Green Top.

Cabbage.—Cabbages, the great stand-by of
vegetable crops, are doing well, and full quan-
tities are being cut of Tender and True, Earliest

.

Favourite, All Heart and Little Gem.
( arrot.—From the pits we are getting a

good yield, as before recorded, of the varieties
Champion Horn. Favourite, and Red Interme-
diate.

Cauliflower.—As noted above, Magnum
Bonum has now been cleared. Of the other
sorts, from the open ground, from plants raised
in the autumn and planted out at the end of
March, we are < utting good heads of Walcheren
and Duancourt. The new variety that has now
come into use is Early Giant, the plants of
which were raised from seeds sown in boxes
in gentle heat about January 25, and after
being carefully hardened off the seedlings were
planted in the open.

Egg Plant.—Both purple and white kinds are
now in full yield, and successional plants are
developing to continue the supply.

Kohl Rabi.—Plentiful supplies are now avail-
able of young, tender roots of the white, green
and purple varieties.

Lettuce.—The moisture-loving Lettuces are
doing fairly well considering the season, and we
are getting all we require of Cabbage and Cos
varieties, chief amongst which are those named
last month.

Onion.—Onions are still jjlentiful; salad
Onions and autumn-sown Onions are giving a
good yield. To the last group we can now add
that splendid variety Autumn Triumph, which
we have just commenced to use. Of the varie-
ties sown in autumn, this one has the most
successfully resisted the long spell of drought,
and is in the best condition of all. It has again
proved its great merit, and it is as well to
remember that it may be used most successfully
for spring sowing as well as for autumn work.

Peas.—This is a very trying year for Peas,
for it seems that the pods have scarcely set
and commenced to swell before the seeds "start
to ripen, though for the quality of the yield,
when picked at the right time, no one can
complain this year, as the flavour generally
appears as good ao usual. We are now picking
from the early open-air sowings, and the three
chief varieties are still Quite Content. Edwin
Beckett and Duke of Albany.
Potatos.—These are causing anxiety, as the

tubers are ripening while still small, owing
to the drought, and one wonders whether a
week of soaking rain would make much
difference to their size. We are lifting some
interesting varieties from our trials, amongst
which are Dunnotar Castle, an excellent variety
both for frame work and open ground, and
of specially fine quality; Edgcote Purple. Exhi-
bition Eed, Climax, Dargill Early ami May
Queen, from the open, while Midlothian Early
and King Edward from frames are also giving
good yields.

Rhubarb.—Of this we are still pulling good
quantities tin.ugh the sticks are not quite so
plentiful as in a kindlier season.

Summer Spinach.—Where this is grown in
shady positions it is doing well and giving good
supplies. Sorrel is also doing well.

Turnip.—Like most other rout crops, this
does not show any appreciation of the dry
weather but. so far, we are .still able to depend
mainly on frame-raised crops, the particulars
of which were given last month. From the
open ground we are pulling fairly g 1 speoi-
inens of Flat Red and Golden Nugget.
Vegetable Marrow.—Of Vegetable Marrows

we have no complaints to make and so long as
they are well fed and watered good supplies
may be expected.

Mushrooms.—Owing to the modern method of
culture, the practice of which is well established
in this country now, though not possibly on the
scale it should be, we arc" able to obtain Mush-
rooms all the year round, and the question of
drought does not affect the crop.

Saladixg.—When the shade temperature
ranges in the region of 90° it is pleasant to
be able to provide full supplies of material for
salads. Tomatos, yellow and red. Cucumbers,
Radishes, Mustard" and Cress, Lettuces and
other Kinds are abundant, whilst such flavour-
ing items as Garlic. Shallots, and Chives, and
herbs such as Mint. Parsley, Rue, Sage, 'l'livme,

Tarragon and Fennel are all obtainable, though
it must be admitted that Parsley is a difficult

problem. E. Beckett, Y.M.H.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[
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Lackey Moth.—Having had no reply to my-
request for a " nest " of larva of this moth in.

the issue for June 11—probably because I
made it too late, owing to the early season—

I

shall be glad if anyone can supply me with
two or three of the '* egg-bracelets " of this
species for rearing next season. They should be-
appearing from now up to the end of the
month, and can be found best in the autumn
and winter when the leaves are off the trees.
After being very common about here on Sloe
and " Purple Plum " in the roads, in 1919, the
species has been apparently absent since. I
will pay postage. C. Nicholson, 35, The
Avenue, Hale End, EA.

Potato Sets.—I purchased a fair sample of
Keir's Pink seed Potatos from Scotland last
winter, placed them in trays, and got them
well chitted before planting time. They were
planted in new, rich soil on March 29, and
made exceedingly strong growth. About the
last week in June the tops went yellow and
ripened, eventually d>ing aw-ay. They had no-
disease whatever. The tubers were of fair
size, skins set, and entirely free from disease,
though the crop was not a large one. On-
similar ground and with similar treatment, I

planted, on the same date, a quantity of Kerr's-
Pink sets, one year Lincoln grown, not chitted.
The haulm js quite green, and there is promise
of a big crop. I also planted seed of Majestic,
from Scotland, not chitted, and these, strange-
to say, are doing quite well, the haulm being
clean and green, and promising a good crop.
The only conolasi-->n feasible is that the plants-

giving the Scotch seed of Kerr's Pink were-
liited green last season and the sets dry-stored.
Being chitted early, the tops made their full

growth quicker than usual ; then, from lack

of moisture, they became matured early. The-
seed of Kerr's Pink (Lincoln grown) and
Majestic appeared to have been clamped. The-
above is only my opinion, and it would be of

interest to learn the views of other readers of

The Gardeners' Chronicle on the subject, as

to why Kerr's Pink (Lincoln seed) and'

Majestic are doing so well, while Kerr's Pink
(Scotch seed) finished so early. Albert J.

Purser, Bristol.

Watering Culinary Peas.—It would be very

interesting to have the opinion of your readers

as to the advantage or otherwise of watering

culinary Peas. An instance in favour of not

watering has just been ba-ought to my notice,

where the contrast between two equally well

cultivated allotments affords a good test. On
the first allotment a friend who is a skilful

grower of first-class produce has usually watered

Ins Peas in dry weather. This season he-

decided not to do so, because last season he
noticed some rows that were not watered did

better than those watered, and the foliage

was less yellow. The soil in auestion is old

garden soil', rather light, but well worked, beingr

trenched two feet deep and given plenty of

manure. It has been treated in this way for

fifteen yen's at least and has always been pro-

perly cropped. Last year this grower thought

that water coming into contad with the stems

caused the yell..wing of the foliage, consoquently-

he made a shallow trench .n each side ..i the

rows and poured water int.. them, so that it

never came into contact with the stems. I

ought to state th.it there is a plentiful supply

of Thames water laid on. so it is not cold,

thalkv spring water that is to blame. This

season ray friend decided not to water his

Peas, but to mulch heavily after the first good

lain. Needless to say, the rain has not come
and so he has only been able to keep the hoe

going and stir the soil as deeply as possible,

until he has now a coating of three inches or

more of fine soil. Overhead spraying of the

Peas has been regularly carried out, a fine-

sprinkling in the evening being given after all

bright days. So far. these Peas have withstood?

the .bought splendidly. By way of contrast,

another grower, equally keen and an equally

clever cultivator of prize vegetables, has con-
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tinued to water 'his Peas, and they have cer-

tainly suffered more than his neighbour's. I

would like to know the experience of others,

because opinions differ widely on this subject of

watering and non-watering. Some varieties of

Peas suffer less than others; Lord Chancellor is

doing splendidly and Danby Stratagem has

stood well. II".

Green Manuring.— Horticulturists are eagerly
looking for the advent of an efficient

substitute for farmyard manure. The short-

age of this most important adjunct to

cultivation must soon cause a deter-

ioration in the physical condition of arable
land. Gardeners know that farmyard manure
has a two-fold action : that it improves the
texture of the soil by virtue of its decaying
organic matter, and supplies plant food. The
former is as important as the latter, and therein

lies the weakness of the majority of artificial

fertilizers, which give no humus, and thus fail

as complete agents of fertility. The many gar-

deners who cannot obtain farmyard manure may
well turn to green manuring as a means of

maintaining fertility. The operation consists of

sowing some crop which may be dug in, in a

green state, to increase the humus content of

the soil. Mustard is a useful subject for the

purpose. When early crops have been gathered,

the Mustard seed may be sown broadcast and
lightly covered with fine soil. Sharp frost may
check the crop, and after this has occurred the

grower must dig it in or it may lose value.

Mustard has long been known as a deterrent

to wireworms, one of our most destructive

soil pests. Prickly Spinach is of much greater

value, for it can withstand weather of the

average severity. Seed should be sown in the

same manner as Mustard, and the plants allowed

to stand until growth is well advanced before

being dug in. As crops have matured early

this vear an opportunity presents itself for

green manuring on an extensive scale. Geo. If.

Copley. N.D.H.

Mr. F. Kingdon Ward.—I am very pleased

t.) find that your renders evidently appreciate

Mr. F. Kingdon Ward as a traveller, collector,

and writer. It may interest certain of your

Teaders to know that he did " his bit " in

the great war. He joined up in 1914, served in

Mesopotamia and France, and was demobilisert

in 1919 with the rank of captain. His heart

and soul are in his work: he is a lover of

nature, and I think Primulas are his chief

interest in life, although any flower or plant

that is beautiful and rare wins a place in his

affection. By the time he returns from his

present exploration, in 1922, we shall Know
much more about Mr. F. Kingdon Ward !

Victor ('. A. Frands-G reggon, Torquay.

Form ol Freesia Flowers.—With reference to

G. H. Ualrvmple s remark (see p. 22), I fully

agree with his ideal type of flower as shown
in the variety Apogee. What a glorious sight

a thousand pots of Apogee, all the plants in

bloom, would be ! This variety is of dwarf
habit; its large, rich, golden blooms are of

great substance and fine shape, and it flowers

freely. My experience with Apogee, as a

seeder, is not favourable; it is not readily
fertile to its own pollen. A selected white
Freesia refracta pollinated with Apogee pro-
duced seeds, and seedlings have appeared.
Conquest, a tall, much branched variety,
with lilac-rose coloured flowers, has seeded
well when pollinated by Apogee, and also
when fertilised by its own pollen. I have
hopes of seeing a double flower of Con-
quest in my batch of seedlings, as I have em-
ployed pollen from petaloid stamens. A
.selected white F. refracta was also fertilised
"by pollen of Conquest, and produced seeds, and
several seedlings appeared. Another selected
plant, with a lemon-coloured flower, was crossed
"by pollen from Apogee and from petaloid
stamens of Conquest, and seeded well. This is

my first attempt to cross Freesias. and, though
" expectations often fail." I hope it will not
be my last attempt. ,/. E. D.. Talygarn.

Publication Received.

—

Cost Finding for the
Nursery Troth. The Horticultural Trades'
Association. 18, Bedford Square, W.C.I.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

July 26.—As was to be expected, consider-

ing the continued hot and dry weather as well

as the nearness to Bank Holiday, this fortnightly

meeting was smaller in every respect than
usual. In view of the annual show of the
National Carnation and Picotee Society being
also held in the hall, Carnations of all sorts

were plentiful. Groups of border flowers were
very creditable, and there was one especially

good collection of herbaceous Phloxes.
Only one Award of Merit was recommended

by the Floral Committee, and there was only a

small collection of Onions and a seedling To-
mato before the Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

Jas. Hudson, John Gi'een, John Heal, J. F.

McLeod, Andrew Ireland, W. B. Gmgell, Chas.
Dixon. H. J. Jones, Arthur Turner, E. F.
Hazelton, W. P. Thomson. R. W. Wallace,
J. T. Bennett Poe, George Paul, W. A. Bilnev,
E. A. Bowles, R. C. Notcutt and W. R. Dykes.

Award of Merit.

I/ilium /ijii/iji/iint nsc rar. formosanum.—
This is undoubtedly the alpine form which is

figured and described on page 63 of the present

issue. The spikes were flowered from seed sown
in April. 1920. and they were already sufficiently

tall to be graceful and effective. The stems are
rather slender and well furnished with deep
green, grassy foliage. The long, trumpet -shaped
flowers open widely, and are faintly though
pleasantly fragrant. Thei ground colour is

white, and this is relieved by dull crimson
longitudinal bands of -colour on the outsi*e. and
a greenish throat, which usually arises from
definite lines along the centre of the tube. It

is hardy at the Edinburgh Botanic Garden,
where it produces seed. Shown by Messrs. R.
Wallace and Co.

Other Interesting Plants.

Two uncommonly well marked varieties of the
Hart's Tongue Fern were shown by Mr. R.
Bolton, and were recommended for Botanical
Certificates. Seolopendrium vulgare undulatnm
cristatum was about four inches high, with
fronds beautifully and evenly waved. S. v. u.

muricatum was represented by a slightly larger
and more dense specimen, and in this case the
fronds are termined with a cock's-comb-like
cresting. Miss Wilt.mott showed flowering
sprays of Lobelia laxiflora, a herbaceous peren-
nial from Mexico and Central America, bearing
goodly quantities of red flowers; and Pentstemon
cordifolius, an attractive, shrubby, foliage plant
with bright, scarlet flowers. An Anthurium with
somewhat unusually large spathes was shown b>-
Messrs. Sander and Sons. This is A. Roths-
childianum splendidum. and the large spathes
are plentifully speckled with white. Tamarix
odessana. flowering profusely, was sent up by-
Messrs. Cheal and Son, who also sent Poly-
gonum Aubertii, which was said to be more
vigorous than P. baldschuanicum, and to have
rather paler flowers, but these differences are,
we suspect, due to the season.
Spikes of four Crinums were shown by Mr.

H. J. Elwes. C. yemense, which is quite hardy
and ripens its seeds out-of-doors at Colesborne,
is a particularly

'
good, pure white species, and

of pleasing perfume. A hybrid of uncertain
origan and recommended for the cold greenhouse
.was reminiscent of C. giganteum, and is a desir-
able plant, The well-known C. Powelli album
and C. capense were also shown.

Groups.

Tall, stately stems of Hollyhocks, well fur-
nished with splendid flowers, and exhibition
boards of selected blooms, were shown by
Messrs. James Vert and Sons. Except that
the guard petals were a trifle short, some of
the blooms were as near to perfection as any we
have seen for a long time. Ladv Bailey (pink)
James Vert (red), Exultum (maroon). Oliver

Chater (blush), and alba superba were the very

best of many good varieties. (Silver-Gilt Bank-
sian Medal.)
A goodly row of admirable herbaceous

Phloxes, shown as growing plants round baskets,

were exhibited by Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd.

These were all excellent plants, stocky and very

floriferous. Such varieties as W. Watson, Asia,

Mr. E. Brown,, Florrie Freeman, and Homeland
were particularly desirable. (Silver-Gilt Bank-

sian Medal.)
On a large floor space Mr. Maurice Prichard

had a very attractive group of miscellaneous

border flowers. Herbaceous Phloxes in variety,

Kniphofias, Poterium obtusatum and Rudbeckia
purpurea were all exceedingly decorative, while

in the front there were many spikes of the

white variety of Agapanthus umbellatus. On
a small table space Mr. Prichard showed alpines.

including Zauschneria califorraca and Cornus
canadense.
A wide range of Gladioli was shown by

Messrs. Kelway Bros. The spikes were not so

large as in former and more suitable years, but

the colours were good and the blooms well dis-

posed on the stems. Liebesfleur, Lord Roberts,

Corri, Sunrise and Queen Maud were, prominent

varieties. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Hardy flowers in variety were shown by Mr.

Amos Perry. Chrysanthemum maximum varie-

ties, herbaceous Phloxes, and Delphiniums were

very attractive. A large vase of Lyohnis chal-

ced'onica rubra plena attracted much attention

by reason of its brilliant colour', while the blooms

of various Nymphaeas in the front were

also much admired. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Flowering shrubs such as Tamarix pentandra,

Sambucus canadensis and Solanum crispum,

with large, well-coloured sprays of Golden Elm
and Purple Beech were shown by Messrs J.

Cheal and Son. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Although inconvenienced by a railway dis-

appointment, which prevented the exhibition of

many hardy border flowers, the Chalk Hills

Nursery Co. were able to make a most attrac-

tive show with a good range of brilliantly

coloured Antirrhinums, Phloxes and other

kinds. Amongst the Snapdragons we were im-

pressed by the qualities of Spitfire, The King,

Afterglow, Orange Beauty and Yellow King.

A neat rockery was made by Messrs. Max-
well and Beale and planted with appropriate

subjects, including Ericas in variety. A few

Mesembryanthemums attracted attention, while

border flowers were also shown. (Bronze Flora

Medal.)

Mr. F. G. Wood exhibited a large quantity of

St at ice incana both as pot plants and cut flowers.

and included Chrysanthemum maximum Mavfield
Giant, all of unusual merit. (Silver Banksian
Medal.
Many Astilbes. with a variety of hardy,

Fuchias, some excellent double-flowered Gyp-
si

i
hila paniculata and A"hilleas were included

in a large exhibit of border flowers by Messrs.

B. Lathams. Ltd. (Silver Banksian Medal),

whole Mr. G. R. Downer showed Hollyhocks and
Erigerons (Bronze Banksian Medal);, and Messrs.

Waterer, Sons and Crisp were awarded a

Silver Banksian Medal.
An excellent collection of stove plants was

sent up by Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd.

Acalypfia Sanderiana was represented by a

specimen bearing the characteristic drooping in-

florescences. Dracaenas Sanderiana and Vic-

toria were prominent. (Silver BanKsdan Medal.)

The only exhibit of Roses was a neat collec-

tion from 'the Rev. G. H. Pemberton. who had

good vases of Vanity. Moonlight, Mrs. Alfred

Tate, Madame Edouard Herriot. and similar

varieties. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

A large stand of mixed perpetual border

Carnations and another of mixed Dianthus All-

woodii were very interesting in a large exhibit

by Messrs. Allwood Bros. Several stands of

mixed perpetual Malmaisons were of great merit,

as also were the vases of such perpetuals as

Edward Allwood. Wivelsfield Apricot, and Mary
Allwood. (Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal.)

Carnations most suitable for market purposes

predominated in a noteworthy collection set up

by Mr. C. Engelmann. Peerless, Delice. Cupid,

Tarzan, and Carola were particularly good.

(Silver Flora Medal.)
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Orchid Committee.

Present ; Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
• chair), Prince Tadashige Shiraadzu, Sir Harry
J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),
Gurney Wilson, J. Wilson Potter, Arthur Dye,
Pantia Ralli, A. McBean, and Chas. H. Curtis.

Awabds.
Award of Merit.

Laelio-Catthya General Maude var. Huberts
(L.-C. Rubens var.Lambeauiae x C. Sardyana),
from H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill
(gr. Mr. Thurgood).—A very showy hybrid of
Messrs. Charlesworth's raising, and from the
same batch as their original, for which they
-.received a First Class Certificate. The present
variety differs mainly in having gold lines from
the base to the centre of the rich, ruby-crimson
lip in place of the yellow disc of the original.

' The broad sepals and petals are deep mauve-
pink, with a darker reticulation and white bases
to the midribs of the segments.

Other Exhibits.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill,
-was awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a most
interesting group, the only one staged at the
meeting. Forms of Miltonia vexillaria were fine
features in the group, several plants of the
.large pure white M. v. Lambeauiana being in-

cluded, with a fine specimen of the very dis-
tinct M. v. Rev. W. Wilks, one of the largest
and most delicately tinted, the blooms being of
peach-blossom tint, with a slightly darker rose
veining; there is a pale yellow base to the lip,

with three red lines. The true M. v. superba.
with many spikes of smaller, rosy flowers, with
maroon disc on the white base of the lip, and
other coloured forms were shown, with the very
.pretty and distinct M. Bleuana Hessle variety.
Cypripediums included several plants of the old
and showy C. triumphans, C. Neptune, C.
Shillianum, C. Wiertzianum, and the new C.
Vanguard, all hybrids of C. Rothschildianum,
the last-named from that species crossed with
C. glaucophylluim. Its broad dorsal sepal is

.greenish cream, with heavy chocolate purple
lines; the four-inch-long deflexed petals
are greenish, heavily blotched with
chocolate purple. and the lip, which
-approached that of C. glaucophylluni, though
larger, is densely spotted with mauve. As
•customary, Mr. Pitt also staged a very interest-
ing selection of species of Orchids, including
the rare Bulbophyllum macrobulbon, B. umbel-
latum, B. barbigerum, Chondroihvncha Chest er-

"tonii. Habenaria rhodocheila. and various Mas-
-devallias. Several species of Odontoglossum were
-shown, and the pretty, new O. Paris (crispum
x Hylandianum. a good white flower heavily
blotched with claret-red, with a spike of a dozen
flowers.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Christ-
xhureh Road, Streatham, sent Odontioda beech-
•ensis (Cochlioda Noezliana x Odm. Rolfeae), a
dark scarlet-red flower with an orange shade,
and two plants of the large, white, Miltonia
-vexillaria Queen Alexandra.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Messrs. Jas. Cheal (in the chair).

E. A. Bunyard, W. H. Divers. A. W. Metcalfe,
J. Bates. J. Jordan, S. B. Dicks. G. Reynolds.
T. Pateman, E. Neal, Owen Thomas, A. Bul-

1 lock and Rev. W. Wilks.
Some eighteen varieties of autumn-sown

Onions were set out in an attractive manner by
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. The quality was so
•good that when viewing them it was difficult to
Tealise that they had been grown in a season
of unparalleled drought. Yellow Moissac, White
Lisbon, and Dark Red August were perhaps
"the best varieties.

ELSTREE AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL

The eleventh summer show of the above
. Society held on Saturday, July 16, proved to be
•easily a record one; the weather was all that

I

could be desired, there were large entries of
- local produce and of trade exhibits, and, finally,

» record attendance.
Pride of place must be given to the large

*»c!d Medal collection of vegetables set up from

the Aldenham House Garden in Mr. Beckett's
inimitable style, comprising a group of 120
dishes of the usual very high-class produce
associated with these famous gardens. This
occupied the centre (side) of the large tent,
whilst at one end Messrs. Sutton and Sons
had arranged a very fine floral group, and at
the other end, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son
arranged another very fine display, which
proved a very remarkably close competitor to
the other, there being practically nothing to
choose between them. Messrs.' Lane and
Son, of Berkhampstead, had a fine open-air
group of evergreen shrubs grown in pots; Mr.
James MacDonald, of Harpenden, put up an
outdoor exhibit of lawn and decorative grasses,
which proved of great beauty and interest;
Messrs. Ryder and Son, St. Albans, had a
charming exhibit of hardy flowers arranged in
vases, while the Roses from Mr. T. P. Edward,
of Southgate, won a great measure of praise.
One of the most interesting exhibits was a col-
lection of Gooseberry bushes grown in tubs and
large pots 1

, and in full fruit, which was set up
by Mr. J. C. Allgrove, of Langlev, near
Slough. Keen competition was exhibited in
most of the classes and the entries for Sweet
Peas were numerous and of fine quality.

BIRMINGHAM HORTICULTURAL.
July 22 and 23.—Hitherto this Society's

annual floral fete has been held in the Hands-
worth Park, but the committee decided to try
the experiment of holding this year's show in
Cannon Hill Park, which is noted for its

arboreal vegetation, extensive flower gardening
and large water surface. It is pleasantly situa-
ted on the south side of the city, from which it

is easily reached by tram or motor 'bus. By
moving from one suburb to another it was
thought the list of annual subscribers might
be strengthened and the Society's usefulness
increased. The show was a good one, but the
effects of the exceptionally long and trying
drought were apparent on the quality "and
quantity of the displays. The secretary,
officers and committee were very attentive in

looking after the comfort and convenience of
exhibitors and visitors. We have been informed
that the number of visitors on both days was
very disappointing, and a heavy financial
deficit will have to be faced.

Groups and Plants.

The group classes for (1) flowering and foliage
plants, and (2) foliage plants, each occupying a

giound space of 20 feet by 10 feet have been
great features at Birmingham for many years,
but it is doubtful if better displays have been
seen in the Midland Metropolis' than those
arranged on the present occasion. Sir George
H. Kknrick (gr. Mr. J. V. Maedonald) is to

be congratulated uipon the "double event" of
beating his redoubtable opponents, Messrs. J.
Cypher and Sons, in both classes;,, and although
the line of demarcation between them in the
first named class was so very fine, the differ-

ence was rather more pronounced in the second
one. Both groups were fashioned on the same
principle, each haying the familiar central arch
at the back clothed with a wealth of foliage
and flowering plants. The first prize group was
noteworthy for the richly-coloured, principally
reddish-leaved. Codiaeunis and well flowered
Ixoras. freely interspersed with Orchids, lilies.

Francoas and Dracaenas, all pleasingly arranged.
The Palm on the centre of the arch did not,
however, "ride" very comfortably, and its two
imperfect fronds detracted a little from what
might well be described as the most meritorious
all-round group ever put up from Whetstone
gardens ; 2nd. Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons.
Cheltenham ; 3rd. Mr. W. R, Manning, Dudley.
The same order was maintained in the class for

ornamental foliage, plants and Ferns. Sir

GEORGE Kknkick's collection was remarkable
for brilliant Codiaeunis, Nandina domesftaca,
Anthuriums, Caladiums. Dracaenas and Be-
gonias.

The most attractive miniature rock garden
arranged on a staging of ten feet by four feet

was constructed by Messrs. Maxwell and
BF'ALE. Broadstone. Dorset, and was much
admired; 2nd. Messrs. T. B. Orove and Sons,
Sutton C'oldfield. Me.-srs. J. Cypher and Sons

had the best dozen stove or greenhouse plants,

showing C'lerodeiidi'on Baifouri, Acalypha San-

deriana and Ixora Duffii in splendid condition.

2nd, Mr. W. R. Manning, Dudley. The lead-

ing six Fuchsias came from Mr. E. J. Keeling,
Small Heath, who also showed the best six

Coleus.

Cut Flowers.

The principal cut flower displays were made
by Roses, Carnations and Sweet Peas, but

many of the Roses were undersized and showed
the effects of the tropical heat.

In a class for a collection of Roses arranged on

a space of 20 feet by 5 feet Messrs. Gunn
and Sons, Olton. were awarded the twenty-

guinea silver challenge bowl offered by the

Lord Mayor of Birmingham (Alderman W. A.

Cadbury) for a superb display in which bold

masses of George Dickson, Lyon Rose, Lady
Hillingdon, Fran Karl Druschki, and Mrs. L.

Salmon with tall pillars densely clothed wiilth

Excelsa, Paradise, Dorothy Denmson, Minne-

haha, etc.. were conspicuous. 2nd, Mr. John

Mattock. Headington. Oxford.

Messrs. Gunn and Sons beat three contest-

ants in the class for twelve bunches of garden

Roses, with good examples of Ophelia, Mrs. Her-

bert Stevens. Paradise Donald Maedonald and

Golden Emblem; 2nd, Mr. J. Mattock, who

showed beautifully fresh bunches of Ophelia,

Isobel and K. of K. ; 3rd, Mr. Elisha J Hicks,

Hurst, Berks. Mr. J. Mattock excelled in the

class for a bowl of Roses, Messrs. Gunn and

Sons being second. Mr. J. Mattock also won

1st prize for 48 varieties of Roses. His best

blooms were Sachengruss, H. V. Maohin, Frau

Karl Druschki Hugh Dickson and George Dick-

son ; 2nd. Mr. E. J. Hicks. There were five

o-ood entries in the class for 24 Roses; 1st,

Messrs Gunn and Sons, whose collection in-

cluded remarkably fine examples of Mrs. John

Laing (Premier). ' H. V Machm, Annie Craw-

ford. Edward Bohane and George Dickson ;
ln&

Mr J. Mattock; 3rd. Mr. G. Speight. Market

Harborough. Messrs. Gunn also led in the class

for 18 Roses, and in another for a dozen lea

Roses. Mr. J. Mattock was second in Dotn

The' best 12 self Carnations came from Mr.

C H Herbert, Acocks Green, Birmingham,

whose' specimens of General French Fujiyama

and Fireman were particularly good Second,

Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., King's Norton

The last-named exhibitors were awarded first

prizes for (1) 12 yellow-ground fancy Carna-

,ons. (2) 12 fancy Carnations other than yel-

low or buff grounds, (3) 12 bizarre and flake

Carnations, (4) 12 white-ground Picotees, and

(5) 12 yellow-ground Picotees.
1

The 'silver challenge cup, value 20 guineas,

offered for a display of Sweet Peas, occupying

space of 20 ft. by 4 ft., was well won by Messis.

I W. King and Co.. Coggeshall, Essex, whose

flowers were wonderfully fresh and well set-up,

2nd Mr H. R. Barrett, Bournville.

Mr W E Warder. Earlswood, was the only

exhibitor in the next class, which was tor

24 bunches of Sweet Peas. His flowers were

very clean and of first-rate quality.

Messrs. T. B. Grove and Sons were awarded

first prize for a display ot hardj

l,orde- flowers (annuals and shrubs ex-

.ImWU on a 'round space ot di> re.

bl 10 ft.. -Inch included effectively

arranged examples of Helen.ums, Phloxes t.ail-

Lavdias Erigerons, Geums, etc. Messrs Grove

,nd Sons also won 1st prize for 24 bunches

of hardy herbaceous flowers. Mr. v\
.

l

.

Desmond, Moselev, was placed first in a class

for 12 va-es ot Violas with a very clean, well

set-up lot, The 2nd prize was won by Messrs

\ E. BROWN, Ltd., King's Norton, who showed

the most tastefully arranged display of VIOteS;

2nd Mr. H. J. Tannku. Sparkhill. The best

12 trusses of zonal Pelargoniums were staged

by Mr. H WoootMJ, Shirley.

rhere was excellent competition in the class

for dinner tables decorated with flowers

(Orchids exclude,!). 1st, W. .1. GBESSON,

Esq., Severn Stoke (gr. Mr. T. Parry), whose

Bowers of Gloriosa superba, Francos ramosa,

Humea elegans. Coreopsis and sprays of Sela-

ginella were pleasingly arranged. 2nd, Sir

George n. EJSNRICK, Edgbaston (gr. Mr.
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J. V. Macdonald), who reiied upon delicate pink

Eoses and Selaginella. 3rd, Mrs. E. Beeves,

Balsall Heath, Birmingham.
In the dinner table class reserved for ladies,

Mrs. Macdonald, Harborne, took the lead with

a pretty combination of pink Begonias, Pancra-

tiums, Ixoras and Selaginella; 2nd, Mrs. W. E.

Ball, Erdington : 3rd, Mrs. H. Anderson, Shir-

ley.

Premier Flowers.

Rose Mrs. John Laing, exhibited by Messrs.

Gunn and Sons. Border Carnation Cayenne,
exhibited by Mr. H. Woolman. Border Car-

nation Loyalty (amateurs), exhibited by F.

Baylis, Esq. Tree Carnation White Pearl,

exhibited by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.

Gentlemen's Gardeners and Amateurs.

The best display of cut flowers in this section

came from H. Watson Smith, Esq., Stour-

bridge, and Mr. B. Goodman, Edgbaston, showed
the winning group of plants. G. Speight, Esq.,

Market Harborough, excelled in classes for (1)

18 Roses, (2) 12 Roses, and (3) 6 Roses. F.

Bayliss, Esq., Walsall, had the best 12 border
Carnations, and W. Bown, Esq., Birchfields,

sent a splendid half-dozen large-flowered

Gloxinias.

E. J. Keeling, Esq., and Sir George H. Ken-
kick were placed 1st and 2nd respectively in

a class for a collection of Ferns. The last-

named won first prize for 6 table plants.

Fruit and Vegetables.

Fruit was not extensively shown. Fiist prizes

were won by W. J. Gresson, Esq. (gr.,

Mr. T. Parry), for (1) scarlet-fleshed Melon,
(2) Gooseberries, (3) Black Currants, and (4)

Loganberries. Miss Smith, Dursley, was suc-

cessful with Red Currants.

W. J. Gresson, Esq. (gr Mr. T. Parry),
sent the best collection of vegetables. Com-
petition was satisfactory in the single-dish

classes for Peas, Tomatos, Runner Beans,
Carrots, and Onions.

Honorary Exhibits.

Gold Medal.—To Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond,
for stove and greenhouse plants; to Messrs.
Bakers. Wolverhampton, for hardy flowers; to

Messrs. E. Webb and Sons. Stourbridge, for vege-
tables and flowers; to Messrs. W. H. Simpson
and Sons, Birmingham, for Antirrhinums ; to

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, for Ferns
and Cacti ; to Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Wal-
den, for tree Carnations ; to Mr. W. Wells,
Junr., Merstham, for border flowers; to Mr.
G. Vickers, Leicester, for six bouquets; to

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Enfield, for tree
Carnations and Orchids to Messrs. Kyders, St.

Albans, for vegetables ; to Mr. Stonten Beek
Van Til. Hillegom, Holland, for Gladioli: to

Mr. James Macdonald, Harpenden, for grasses
;

to the Lakeside Nurseries, Windermere, for
an architectural garden; to Mr. T. Whitworth,
Knowle, for formal gardens and rustic work.
The Gold Medal and silver cud offered for

the best trade exhibit was awarded to Messrs.
James Carter and Co., Raynes Park, for an
extensive and beautifully arranged collection of
vegetables.

Silver-Gilt Medal.—To Miss S. S. Thompson,
Handsworth, for Cacti.

Silver Medal.—To the Burbage Nurseries,
Hinckley, for Roses.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
The July meeting of this society was held

at 3, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, Mr. David
King, President, in the chair.

Mr. George M. Taylor, Edinburgh, gave a
lecture on the "Newer Roses," blooms of most
of which were exhibited. He referred to the
necessity for a. proper testing station, and sug-
gested that the Edinburgh Corporation might
devote a part of one of tihe pubkc parks to the
purpose.
The exhibits were :—Roses from Messrs.

Bobbie and Co., Ltd., Edinburgh (awarded a
silver-gilt medal); Sehizanthus from Messrs
Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse (awarded a first

class certificate! , Two new Roses, Mrs. Frank
J. Usher and Vanity Fair, exhibited by Messrs.
Dobbie and Co., Ltd., were awarded first class

certificates. The other exhibits were Ageratum
mexicanum, from Messrs. Storrie and Storrie,

and Glory Pink, from Messrs. James Grieve

and Sons, Edinburgh.

TRADE NOTES.

It is known that the railway companies are

endeavouring to force an amendment to the

Railways Bill, giving them power to place any
kind of road vehicle on any road. If Par-

liament sanctions this, railway companies will

have power to develop road transport to the

detriment of the traders and road carriers

generally, as the companies will be able to

work independently of their railway undertak-

ing, which must in due course lead to the ulti-

mate extinction of the last and only means
of competition which traders at present enjoy.

It will give powers which are entirely foreign

to what was ciiginally intended to be the func-

tions of a railway company, and be the means
of creating unfair competition and giving the

companies a practical monopoly of transport by

road; also in times of labour disputes it will

assist in holding up all public utility services.

These matters have led the Chamber of Horti-

culture to issue a special letter to all mem-
bers of the Horticultural Committee in Par-

liament urging them to support any motion for

the rejection of this amendment.

A meeting to which the sundries, manures

and fertilisers and horticultural buildings sec-

tions of the Chamber of Horticulture were in-

vited was held on Monday, 25th instant. The
Secretary explained the position and progress

to date, and after considerable discussion it

was agreed to call a conference early in Octo-

ber of all sundriesmen in the UJnited Kingdom,
in order that it may be finally decided whether

the proposed association shall be formed, and, if

so, what measure of support, financial and

otherwise, can be obtained. Notices will be

sent in due course.

At the Eastboairne Floral Fete, Messrs. John

K. King and Sons, Ltd., Coggeshall, Essex,

were awarded the first prize for a magnificent

group of Sweet Peas.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Correction: We understood that at the

National Sweet Pea, Society's exhibition (see p.

39) Mr. J. H. Wilkes, of" Highfield, Brocken-

hurst, was the winner of the first prizes for

six bunches and for three bunches of Sweet

Peas respectively, in classes 32 and 33, and

not Mr. Willis and Mr. Walker, as stated.

Flowers for Maricet : G. N. E. There are

now a very large number of hardy, half-

hardy, and greenhouse flowers suitable for

growing as cut flowers for the London market,

and if grown well they usually find a ready

sale. The following are amongst the most

valuable for your particular purpose : Achillea

The Pearl, Alstroemeria aurantiaca, Antirr-

hinums (tall varieties), Aquilegias (long

spurred), Campanula persicifolia (white and

blue varieties), Carnations ^border and per-

petual varieties). Chrysanthemums (outdoor

and indoor varieties), Coreopsis lanceo-

lata and C. grandiflora, Dahlias (pom-

pon, decorative, and -.-ollerette varieties),

Delphiniums, Doronicum Harpur Crewe,

Erigeron speciosus, Gaillardias, Gladioli

The Bride, brenchleyensis, America and
Halley, Gypsophfla elegans, G. grandiflora

alba, and G. panioulata fl. pi., HeJeniums
Riverton Gem and Riverton Beauty, Hele-

borus niger, Irises (English, Spanish, German,
Florentine), Lily of the Valley, Lychnis chal-

cedonica, Matricaria tdouble white), Mont-
bretias. Forget-me-not Royal Blue, Paeonies

(crimson, pink, and white vars.), Oriental

Poppy, Iceland Poppy, Phloxes, Physalis

Franchetti ifor the orange-scarlet, bladder-like

calyces) ; Pyrethrum (single and double vans.).

Scabiosa caucasica, Solomon's Seal, Staticea

latifolia, Bonduelli and sinuata; Stocks (Ten-

week, Brompton, East Lothian), Sweet Sultan,

Wallflowers, China Asters (single and double

vars.), Cornflowers, Sweet Peas, Canterbury
Bells, Sweet Williams, Michaelmas Daisies

Climax, Colwall Beaiuty, and others; Tulips,

Narcissi, Bluebells and White Bells ; Roses
Frau Karl Druschki, Liberty. Richmond, La
France, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Niphetos and
others; Lilium candidum, and L. longittorum

—the latter under glass.

Insect on Pear Tree: T. S. The damage to the

Pear leaves has probably been caused by the

Pear slugworm, Eriocampa limacina, though
the caterpillar enclosed had dried up or dis-

appeared. From the damage caused and the

description you give there is little doubt as to

the identity of the culprit. This sawfly is two-

brooded in England, the first adults appearing

in June, giving caterpillars in July. The
second generation occurs at the end of July,

and the caterpillars appear in August and Sep-

tember. This generation generally causes

much more damage than the first. It is thus

important to deal with the first generation.

The best remedy is to spray with lead arsenate

paste at the rate of 4 lb. of the paste to 10V
gallons of water. Spraying may be done if

the Pears are not fit for eating until after

September. If they are early Pears the trees

should be dusted with a mixture of soot and
lime. This latter treatment is not so effertive

as the former, but is safer when the fruit is

likely to be eaten within eight weeks or so.

Names or Plants: TT. H. T). 1. Oxalis
Ortgiesii ; 2, Ceanothus thyrsiflorus.

—

A. S. S.
Symphoricarpus racemosus (Snowball tree).—
W. R. P. Saponaria officinalis.

—

Stork, (a)

Spiraea palmata ; (b) Silene sn. specimen
too shrivelled to be recognised; (ci Anemone
japonica var. ; (d) Spiraea japonica var.;

(el Achillea Ptarmiea
; (f) Spiraea japonica;

(g) Iris orientalis (moist position! ; (h)

Alstroemeria aurantiaca; (i) Campanula
rotundifolia; (j) Clematis recta; (k) Iris,

probably foetidissima, but we cannot be
certain as the flowers were over

Piacii 'Tree Diseased: IP. L. The trouble is

due to Silver Leaf, as you suspect. Cut out

the diseased branches well below the seat of

attack. The presence of brown tissue in the

centre is due to the fungus, and the wood
ehould be cut out below where the central

browning is observed.

Siberian Crab Diseased: //. /. R. The tree

is attacked by canker, Nectria ditii-skna.

The branch exhibits a typical new attack
and the disease is very common this season.

Cut out as much of the diseased part a«

possible, and coat the cut surfaces with
Stockholm tar.

Scum on Ponds: A. R. Bordeaux mixture
sprayed on to the surface of the pond will

destroy green scum, but the operation
should be repeated after several weeks, if

necessary. Use the mixture at about half the

•usual strength to commence with, 60 that

the aquatic plants may not be injured. The
operation, df carried out carefully, will not

harm any fish which may be present in the

water.

6mdlino Sycamore in Wall: N. The belt

way to kill the Sycamore roots is to pour

weed-killer slowly into the wall at the bock
of the stem*.

Swj>et Peas Unhealthy: A. M. The plants

show rather an early stage for the disease

to be diagnosed accurately, but they have.

every appearance of being attacked by

" Stripe " disease. This disease is now at-

tributed to the action of Bacillus Lathyri.

As a check to " Streak "
it is recommended

to sow unaffected seed and not to plant

6weet Peas on ground which has carried in-

fected plants. All diseased haulm, etc.,

should be burned and infected plaints pulled

up and destroyed as soon as the streak is

detected.

Communications Received—A. R— I.. G. P.—
M. G—T. H.-J. J.— P. G. S. F.—J. W.-J. W. M.
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Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 5, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, August 3,

10 a.m. ; Bar. 30.1 ; temp. 67°. Cloudy.

It is a fact well known
The Bearing of to growers that certain
Fruit Trees in varieties of Apple and
Alternate Years. Pear bear fruit only in

alternate years. In some
varieties the succession of lean and fat years
is perfectly regular and a full or fair crop is

followed by no crop at all. The meaning of

the phenomenon is obscure. Some varieties

do not exhibit this biennial habit, but bear
regularly year after vear. They have no
"off" vear. It is usually assumed that the

lean year is the result of fatigue from over-

fruitfulness, i.e., that the barrenness of the
alternate years is the result of exhaustion
brought about by the fruitfulness of the pre-

ceding fat years. There are grounds, how-
ever, for doubting the sufficiency of this

explanation. Xo one denies, of course,

that heavy bearing in one year is apt to be
followed by light bearing in the subsequent
year; but in the case of the trees with bien-
nial fruiting habit the facts to be explained
are less simple—an "on" year with only a
moderate crop is followed by an " off" vear
with no crop at all. In such cases it is diffi-

cult to sustain the "exhaustion" hypothesis.
Moreover, if exhaustion by reason of fruit

production were responsible for (his biennial

fruitfulness, it would be expected that re-

moval of the young fruits in a fruitful year
would save the tree from the exhausting
effects of fruit bearing and leave it in a state
to bear a crop the following "off" year.
This result is, however, not obtained and
trees treated in this manner still retain their

biennial habit. Nor indeed is this surprising
when it is remembered that before thinning
can be practised, that is, before the fruits are
of appreciable size, the destiny of every bud

on the tree has already been decided so far
as fruiting in the following year is con-
cerned. Thus, as is pointed out in
the course of a valuable discussion of
the subject of alternate bearing
by Mr. R. H. Roberts,* of the Wisconsin
Experiment Station, each bud on the spur
and other shoots of an Apple has its destiny
for the year fixed by early July. Those bud's
which by that time have not plumped up
do not become fruit buds during that season,
but remain either as vegetative or dormant
buds. Hence it would appear possible that
not excessive fruit formation but excessive
flower and fruit bud formation is the im-
mediate cause of the biennial habit. There
appears to be some ground for this view,
for it has been shown that bv removal of the
flower buds from the spur shoots the bi-

ennial habit is broken so far as those shoots
are concerned, and that instead of failing
to 'blossom, as they would otherwise have
done, their deflowered shoots bloom freely in
the ensuing "off" year. Those who are
accustomed to distinguish between fruit and
wood buds only by the naked eve will doubt-
less be surprised to learn that," according to
Mr.

_
Roberts, the one may be dis-

tinguished from the other by means of
the microscope long before there is any out-
ward and visible sign of difference between
them. So early as the first week of July
the blossom buds of next year may already
be distinguished. These buds, of course, go
on maturing and developing their blossoms
during the summer and autumn months. But
for the production of flower buds there is
only a narrow margin of time between the
beginning of spring growth and the critical
first week of July, after which no more

' blossom buds for the next vear are .aid
down. If the energies of the tree during that
time are fully concentrated on the develop-
ment of blossom, it seems not unnatural
that none should be left for the production of
blossom buds for next year. The same idea
may be expressed in terms of material if it be
supposed that certain specific food substances
are required for the production of blossoms;
for it is easy to imagine that if

all those materials are employed in
the development of this year's blossom, none
is available for the initiation of next year's
blossom buds. That the state of nutrition of
the tree has its effect on blossom bud forma-
tion is, of course, evident from general ex-
perience. It may also be demonstrated by
removing the leaves from spur shoots about
three weeks before the fruit buds would be
visibly developing. As a result of the opera-
tion, blossom buds are not formed on the
defoliated shoots. How the orchardist
is to apply this knowledge is not
easy to prescribe. He can, of course,
refrain from planting alternate bearers,
but whether he cm, !>y manurial tr-at-
ment, supply the raw materials for fruit

bud formation and then break down the bi-

ennial habit is by n:> means certain. With
trained trees the case is easier and alternate-
ness of bearing may be prevented by the
systematic removal in the "on" years of
a certain number of blossom buds as they
are opening.

Le Mans International Horticultural Exhibition.
—Those of our readers who intend to visit this
show either as exhibitors or as members of the
Congress will be interested in the following pro-
visional programme just issued:—Saturday.
November 5: 9 a.m., judging begins; midday,
judges' luncheon (members of the Congress may

'"Off Tear A,pple Bearing and Apple Spur Growth."
The Southern Fruit Crmrrr. Pulton, Chattanooga
Vol. 2.5, No. 6. June, 1021.

take part on payment); 2 p.m., opening of the
show ; the jury will be presented to the
authorities; 8.50 p.m.. at the Town Hall, a re-
ception will be offered to the members of the
Congress by the municipality, under the presi-
dency of the Prefect of the Sarthe. Sunday,
November 6: 9 a.m., the Congress will com-
mence its operations ; mid-day. official banquet,
presided over by the Minister of Agriculture,
given to the jury (members of the Congress may
attend on payment) ; 2 p.m., official opening of
the show by the Minister, with presentation of
prizes; 8.30 p.m., gala performance at the
Municipal Theatre, free to exhibitors and
members of the Congress. Monday, November 7:
8.30 a.m., meeting of the General Committee;
9.30 a.m., second meeting of the Congress; mid-
day, lunch, followed by a visit to the chief
places of interest in the town. Tuesday, Novem-
ber 8 : Excursion to Sable, starting at 8 a.m.

;

reception by the municipality ; visit to the
Chateau of La Maitorerie—this excursion, in
motor cars, is free, but members will lunch at
their own expense ; mid-day, banquet, presided
over by the Mayor of Sable; 2 p.m.. departure
for the Abbey of Solesmes; return to Le Mans
and break up of the party about 5 p.m. Mr.
Harman Payne, the Commissaire-General of the
British section, informs us that he will be
pleased to give every information to exhibitors
or visitors. Arrangements have been made with
Messrs. .Thomas Cook and Son. the well-known
tourist agents, to forward at a fixed rate parcels
containing exhibits which cannot be accompanied
by the owners. Mr. Payne's address is": 195,
Wellmeadow Road, Catford, London, S.E.6.

Sandy Flower Show.—Sandy Flower Show
will be held on August 25. and, notwithstand-
ing the dry season, it promises to be one of
the finest of a long series of successes to the
credit of an enterprising society. In addition
to liberal prizes for plants, flowers, fruits, and
vegetables, the society offers a large number
of awards for dairy produce, for dogs, cats,
pigeons, poultry, and rabbits, and the hundreds
of entries invariably make up an exhibition
of unusual extent and interest. Music will be
provided on this occasion by the band of His
Majesty's Scots Guards and by the Luton Red
Cross Band; numerous other attractions are
provided. The exhibition will be held, as
usual, in the beautiful park attached to Sandye
Place, kindly lent for the occasion by Mrs.
< ii a\es.

Exhibition of T)ry Bulbs at Westminster.—
The Royal Horticultural Society invites ex-
hibits of dry bulbs, grown in the British
Isles, at its fortnightly meeting to be held on
August 23. There will be no competitive
classes this year, but the Society's medals will
be awarded to meritorious exhibits. Applica-
tions for space .should be made not later than
Friday. August 19.

Appalling Moor and Forest Fires in the North.
—One of the worst moor and forest fires ever
known broke out on the Hill o' Fare. .Vhcrdeen>
shire. en Thursday afternoon, July 21. The
devastating outbreak was caused by a picnic
party adopting the picturesque custom of light-
ing a fire to make tea. Hence it is little won-
der the proprietors ill the north have issued
stringent and curtailing regulations as to pic-
nicking on their estates. The Hill o' Fare, on
which the outbreak occurred, is not one single
hill but a large mass, with various summits,
si

i

itching four miles from ea.st to west, from
Echt to Torphins, and some three miles from
south to north, from Raemoir to Midniar. The
fire began near the famous "chair." where, his-

tory t'-lls lis. Queen Mary viewed the battle of

Oorrichie, situated on the estates of Lord and
Lady Cuwdray. Duneeht House. Within a few
minutes of the outbreak, a harrier of (Tames had
swept on to C'ullerlie. Here, owing to the ab-
sence of trees, the onrush of the flames was
stayed but not for long. The surrounding un-
dergrowth was soon enveloped in the ll.inies.

which speedily encroached on I lie estate of Sir

Thomas Burnett, of Leys, Craithes Castle, where
a tract of tine Junipers was speedily engulfed.

Later, the tire readied tin- veretation on T„'idy

Cordon Cathcnrt's estate at Midniar. anil as
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it raged over these moorlands it presented an
awe-inspiring spectacle. By Thursday evening

a mass of tire, stretching lor miles, could be

seen at night, while enormous columns of

smoke were swept before the freshening breeze.

From all parts around, even from Aberdeen,
some fourteen miles distant, the reflection of

the blazing hillsides could be seen, and the smell

of burning heather and "peat reek" was
wafted through ithe west end suburbs of Aber-

deen itself. By this time four estates had be-

come involved, viz., Racmoir, Cluny, Midmar
and Dunecht, but the estates of Craigmyle,
Campfield and Crathes came perilously near

the fire zone. By seven o'clock on Friday
evening the fires on Raemoir, Camptield. and
Midmar had become one, holding the country

side from Craigmyle to Crathes in its grip-

Miles away (he roar of the flames could be

heard as they found fresh fuel. At one time
there was great danger that the village of Eeht,

which nestles under the shadow of Dunec'ht

House, and near to the Hill o' Fare, would be

set alight: Fortunately the wind veered round a

few points, and the great threat was removed.
Meantime, hundreds of men, women and chil-

dren, including a force of volunteers from Lord
Glentanar's estate, were hard at work attempt-

ing to stem the outbreak, but against the forces

of nature little impression was made. By Sun

day the fire extended over ten miiles of country,

and the gravest fears were entertained as to

the safety of some of the finest and most

matured woods in the vallev of the Dee. Thus

did matters proceed until Monday morning, the

25th ult.. about 7 o'clock, when rain came
" Ls Chrysantheme."—For reasons of economy

this publication no longer appears in its deep

yellow cover and golden border of Chrysanthe-

mums. The issue for July is just to Viand, an 1

contains details concerning the Le Mans Show
and Conference, and a list of new
members. bringing up the total to

714. inclusive of 63 affiliated societies.

There is also a report of the General Meet-

ing, with lists of Officers and Committees,

and the Annual Report for 1920. Other literary

matter includes a special notice of the late

M. Anatoie Cordonnier and his remerkab'e

work. As the official organ of the French

Chrysanthemum Society. L< Chrysantheme is

a most interesting publication.

Honour for M Philippe Rivoire.—We are

pleased to learn that this gentleman, who for

so many years has filled the post of Secretary

to the French Chry-a"themum Society, has re-

cently been nominated a Chevalier of the

Legion of Honour. M. Ph. Rivoire is a partner

in the firm of Rivoire pere et fils, nurserymen
and seedsmen, of Lyons,

Liquid Squill Extract as Poison for Rats
—Liquid Squill extract, a preparation especi-

ally recommended by the Ministry of Agri-

culture for the poisoning of rats, is being used

very effectively during the present period of

drought.. As rats are in search of water or

moisture, they more readily eat wet bread
which has been soaked in the extract : con-

sequently, if advantage is taken of the present

opportunity, an unusually large number of

rats may be destroyed

Potato Exhibition at Spalding.—In view of

the extraordinary weather experienced this

year, the Potato exhibition to be held in the

Corn Exchange. Spalding, on Thursday. Novem-
ber 3. is being looked forward to with unusual
interest. A schedule of thirty classes has been
arranged by the committee of the Holland
(Lines) County Potato Society. The exhibi-

tion will be held under the auspices
of the Countv Agricultural Education
and Horticultural Committee, and will be
opened by Sir Arthur Oritfith-Boscawen, the
Minister of Agriculture. In addition to the
money prizes, there are no fewer than
six challenge cups or bowls offered for com
petition by various firms or societies. The
secretary is Mr. J. C. Wallace, Agricultural
Institute. Kirton, near Boston, Lines.

"Le Jardin."—We regret to announce the dis-

continuance of our old Paris contemporary. Z>
Jardin. which for thirty-five years we have
regularly received. The stress of war and post-

war conditions has no doubt made itself felt in

French horticultural journalism as it has done

here. Le Jardin was a fortnightly publication,

with a wrapper in similar style to The Ameri-

can Garden, also defunct. M. Godefroy Lebeuf

was the founder, but shortly after its first

; ppearance, in March, 1887, it passed into the

Editorial management of M. Henri .Martinet.

An arrangement has been arrived at by which

the proprietors of La Revue Borticole have

taken over Le Jardin. and the two well-known

French horticultural journals thus become

amalgamated.

Mr. C. Harman Payne.- For forty years Mr.

I-Iarman Payne has been serving the cause

of the Chrysanthemum, not so much as ;i prac-

titioner of the cultural art. but as a publicist.

He is also a research worker in the literary

and historical phases of floriculture generally.

Much of his work has been international in

character. On the Continent, and especially

in France, he is a most popular and welcome

visitor, and he has attended or served on the

juries of the great shows in Paris for a genera-

tion at least, besides others at Amiens, Biar-

ritz Caen. Tours. Lyons. Lille, Le Touquet,

Orleans. Brussels, Ghent. Turin, etc., where

Jlli. C. HARMAN PAYNE.

he has often acted as our special correspondent,

and in this way has written more reports 01

foreign flower shows than any other English

Pressman. Mr. Payne has contributed thou-

sands of articles to leading horticultural jour-

nals in France, Belgium, America and this

country, and has worked in collaboration with

quite a number of other authors. In the

limited space at our disposal it is only pos-

sible to deal with bis labours in the briefest

manner. For many years he acted as Secretary-

Editor of the N.'C.'S. Official Catalogue, and

he was chosen by the French Chrysanthemum
Society as the English collaborator in com-

piling the Repertoire de Oouleurs. He is the

author of The Florist'* Bibliography. Mr.
Payne has lectured or contributed papers on

the Chrysanthemum at conferences of our

N.C.S., the American and French Chrysan-
themum Societies and the Japan Society. In

pre war days he was a frequent and welcome
participator in the Annual Congress of the

French Chrysanthemum Society, of which he

was a founder. He is a man of many parts,

for he can report a show or a conference, give

a lecture, write a literary, critical or descriptive

article, or make a humorous after-dinner

speech in English or French. As a book

collector Mr. Payne owns an interesting library

of old floricultural literature in many languages.

his collection of Chrysanthemum literary and

artistic treasures being unique. Much of his

time has been occupied in filling high positions

of responsibility in the horticultural world.

For 32 years he has been Foreign Secretary to

the N.C.S. He was a member of the Royal
Commission •(Horticultural Section) for the

Brussels International Exhibition, 1910, and
Rome and Turin. 1911. As a Director and for-

eign Press Secretary he took part in the Royal
International Horticultural Exhibition, 1912;
and now has a seat on the Library Com
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society

Many marks of appreciation of his service:

have been bpstowed upon him, only a few

of which can be enumerated here. Thus he is

a Member of Honour of the Societe Royale de
Flore (Brussels), of the Societe d'Horticultuie

de Loir-et-Cher, and of the Societe d'Acclima-
tation du Golfe de Gascogne. The Soeiett

d'Horticultuie d'Angers has also elected

him an honorary member. Besides being

the recipient of various medals tor •

literary work in floriculture, Mr. Payne had
the distinction of being appointed by the

French Government a Chevalier of the Merite
Agricole in 1896; he was promoted to the

grade of Officier of that Order in 1902, and ir,

1911 the " Palmes Academiques " were con

ferred upon him by which he became an Officiei

de l'lnstruction Publique.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, August 8.—United Horticultural Benefil

and Provident Society's committee meeting;
Bath Gardeners' Debating Society's meeting.
Tuesday. August 9. — Royal Horticultural

Society's Committees meet. Wednesday.
August 10. — East Anglian Horticultural

Society's meeting; lecture by the Rev. J. Jacob
on "Tulips and Narcissii "

; Titchfield Abbey
Horticultural Society's show ; Tighnabruaich
Society's show. Thursday, August 11.—Taun-
ton Deane Horticultural Society's show ; Aber-
deen Society's show (three days). Friday,
August 12.—Royal Horticultural and Arborieul-

tural Society of Ireland Council meeting.
Saturday, August 13.—Auchencrow Flower
show; Dumbarton Sweet Pea Show; Dysart
flower Show; Fossoway Society's show; Meigle
and District Flower Show; Stonehaven Flower
Show; Innerleithen and Traquair Horticultural
Society's show.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago.

—

Horticultural Society, August 4.—In con-

sequence of the glass lantern of the meeting
room having been destroyed by the hail-storm

of Saturday, no meeting took place, as was
duly advertised in the daily papers; neverthe-
less, several things well deserving of notice,

having been sent from the country, we give the
following account of some of the most remark-
able among them. From Messrs. Veitch and
Son. of Exeter, was a cut specimen of a new
Leschenaultia, which had been named L.

splendens, but which is. perhaps, L. laricina.

From the same nursery was also Plercma
elegans, a very fine deep purple-flowered green-

house shrub, with shining evergreen leaves.

It was stated to have been raised from i^eeds

received from Mr. W. Lobb, who found it in

the Organ mountains, at an elevation of

6.000 feet. The flowers continue open for three

or four days. Of fruit, Mr. Silencer, gr.

to the Marquis of Lansdowne, at Bowood, sent

a magnificent Melon, said to be the true

Ispahan. It measured 191 inches in length,

and 6 inches in diameter, weighed 13 lb. 7 oz.,

and was of the finest possible quality. It was

stated to have been grown in a common brick

pit, without any fire heat, and the same plants

were mentioned to be each producing three or

four similar fruit. Three Providence Pine-

apples were sent by Mr. Turnbull. gr. to

the Duke of Marlborough, at Blenheim, which

were stated to be the produce of 2J year old

plants, grown in pots. Thev weighed respec-

tively. 11 lb. 8 oz.. 11 lb. and 9 lb., the

heaviest measured 22 inches in circumference,

and the number of pips, was eleven. They were

handsome, well formed fruit, with moderate

sized crowns. Finally. Mr. James Cowie,

gr. to the Earl of Radnor. Coleshill House.

Berkshire, sent a Cabul Melon, weighing about

7i lb., which had been raised in a pit heated

by fermenting material Gard. Chron., August

8. 1846.
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THE WREXHAM DELPHINIUMS.

Unknown to the gardening world of Great
Britain and Ireland before June 22, Mr. W. E.

Samuel, of King's Mills House, Wrexham,
visited the Royal Horticultural Hall on that
date, bringing with him some splendid Del-
phiniums, of which two received Awards of
Merit. He made a second journey to London
on the occasion of the Holland House Show.
a fortnight later, and brought more spikes,

and. as a reference to the Oard. ('/iron.

for July 9 (see p. 24) will show, gained three

other awards. This is a good record for a,

first appearance, and .sufficiently so to justify

this notice of the Wrexham Delphiniums.
I was very much tempted to call them the

Hollyhock Delphiniums, for within twenty-
four hours of my return from a visit to King's
Mills House, three different and independent
people severally remarked, the instant they
saw the three spikes I had brought with me
as spoil, "Why! they are like Hollyhocks."
Nor is this a bad description, for they are

all so far ahead of the old kinds with which
no were familiar a quarter of a century ago
as to warrant a distinctive description.

What Kipling fays of gardens is just as

true of good strains of flowers. They are not
male by sitting in the shade and singing, " Oh,
how b?autiful." For twelve years, Mr.
Samuel has worked at Delphiniums. Every
flowering season he has ruthlessly pulled up
any that did not come up to his ideal, and
as each autumn arrives he carefully lifts a
few plants and places them near others so

that his bees may be all the more likely to

help him when they are going about the'r
own business. Thus, little by little, the mag-
nificent strain has been built up. " Why don't
you show your flowers? " his friends have
repeatedly asked. But Mr. Samuel had made
up his mind not to show in public until he
thought his flowers good enough to go to
Lcndon and win an award. That is the spirit

that spells success, and so the sudden appear-
ance of the Wrexham Delphiniums is ex-
plained.
Mr. Samuel's ideal is a long, somewhat

loosely arranged spike, with not too many side
si t- coming from the bottom of the main
spike; the individual blooms should be more
or less double, for the simple reason that
doubles last better than singles; they should
be carried on long pedicels which stand well
away from the main stem, thereby insuring
a sense of lightness ; and, lastly, so as to be
in proportion to their surroundings, a. diameter
of at least 1J to 2 inches is the minimum for
an individual bloom at the base of the spike.
In some cases, this is greatly exceeded, as in
Nonsuch—a new and ni'-t distinct variety

—

which has a measurement of 24 inches.
The light spike is perhaps the most important

of Mr. Samuel's ideals, or to use a word
beloved of George Glenny—the " properties "—
of a fine Delphinium. Not only does it make
for beauty, but it has a great practical value.

. inasmuch as the Bamboo stakes necessary for

Supporting the giant plants can be so much more
effectively hidden than if the blooms were on
shorter pedicels, and so formed a closer and
less elegant spike. A second distinguishing
feature is the curious, pale khaki colour of
some of the bee-like centres. In Nonsuch this
was most marked, and helped to make that
variety, with its great, flat, many-petalled
flowers of Petunia-violet (Ridgway, plate XXV. |,

the most uncommon or unusual of all the gallant
company.
Are there other varieties that will further

surprise the Floral Committee of th- R.H.S. ?

I think so; but as I by no means see eve
to eye with the Committee since it passed over
Amazement, at Holland House. I want it to be
clear that the varieties mentioned here are
those which took my fancy in early July. The
pinky-lavender which shares the petals of

Amazement with a pale, almost Belladonna blue,
was without doubt the nearest approach to a
true pink to be found in the three
hundred odd varieties that were to be
Been at King's Mills House. The Villain—
a flower of deepest dve—stands out from ill

he others as the darkest. The rich deep

purple and deep blue flowers, are large and
shapely, the spike is long and graceful, and it

is not over-burdened with side-shoots. I clearly

see that a plethora of side-shoots does not make
either for grace or dignity. Blue Rosette is a
series of blue, well-filled-up florists' Ranunculus-
shaped blooms', loosely arranged on a some-
what short spike. I believe other workers have
similar shape, but this variety will be hard
to beat.

Charity, a fine and very tall variety, has

PELl'MINIUM JOHN JONE!

flowers more single than double, the petals

of which are partly a rich, deep blue, and
partly a gooil red purple. Cinderella, ia a

delightful pah' blue single; the plant would
not be much above four feet in height, but
its singleness was its undoing. True singles,

Mr. Samuel told me. are not popular. Their
Bowers do not last. Qlory is a darker Cam-
bria, which 1 almost think is my favourite

of those that have received awards. Both

varieties have large, well-filled flowers of

some shade of violet, and some shade of blue;

and such spikes' Queen Mauve is an almost

pale mauve self, with a long, tapering spike,

almost eyeless flowers, and not too many ob-

trusive bottom shoots. " No. 80 " reminds me
of an old variety of Kelway's called True
Blue. It has a grand, loosely-elothed spike,

with semi-single blooms, real blue petals, with

just a suspicion of purple at their tips, and
white centres; the plant must have been

nearly nine feet high. John Jones (Fig. 28)

carries flowers on 3£ ft. of its grand spike

;

the colour is deep mauve ; side-shoots are few

in this variety, therefore the main spike is seen

to full advantage.
And so I could go on and on, and write of

many other varieties, but enough has been

written to show that there are as good or

better Delphiniums in the little garden on the

hill as one goes into Wrexham from the east,

as have come out of it in 1921. Joseph Jacob.

LILIUKi P&RDAL-PARRYI.

As you observe in your note on this Lily (p.

43 1, hybrids between L. pardalinum and L
Parryi are not entirely new. In fact, they

are of same age, as Luther Burbank raised

scores of Lilies between these two species, and

nearly twenty years ago Mr. J. S. Whall, of

Worksop, sent the writer some bulbs of the

hybrid, in which L. Parryi was the mother
plant.

Doubtless, too, the cross will have been made
some time before by individuals who did not

consider it of sufficient importance to announce

the fact publicly or send a specimen for exhi-

bition. Both "parents are readily impreg-

nated, and. if reasonable precautions are

taken, the operation of fertilising one with the

pollen of the other seldom fails. In an

ordinary British sranmer, too, the fruit usually

ripens, and the resulting seeds germinate

promptly.
It was to decide the parentage of a Lily

which appeared mctiy years ago in a bed of

seedlings of L. pardalinum that the cross-bred

i.l.mi figured in the Gard. ('/iron, of January

9. 1915. was raised. There is a family like-

ness about all these L. Parryi-pardalinum

hybrids, and experience gained in crossing the

species both ways enables one to tell at a

glance which of the two is the mother plant.

There seems little doubt that, when L. par-

dalinum is the mother, the offspring is more

virile than when that species is the male

pa rent.

The L. pardalmum-Parryi Lilies are not

such monstrosities as cross-bred Lilies often are

and. as they ha\e a good constitution, they

ought to make, and in the writer's experience

do make, good garden Lilies when used intelli-

gently. But though tor ten years plants have

been distributed to such amateurs as cared

t,, mako room wt them, one due- not often

see this hybrid now. It is not happy in dry

p|., res or in calcareous -round.

\s already explained, L. Parryi seem- to

make a better male than female parent, and.

though -oine of the children of which it is

the mother are very satisfying to the eye.

they are generallj weak growers. Hybrids

between this species and 1.. eandidum, b.

,iil„-iens. and L. Humboldtii respectively, in

particular are good instances, for. though in

each case the flowers are of singular beautj

and interest, the plants have next to no

stamina.
Hybrids between L. Parryi and L. boezhi

are verj satisfactory, and. when the latter

l.ilv is the mother, the flowers of the children

are those of a lenmn-coloui ed I.. Rnezlii. The

habit of the plant is midway between the two

parents, and it grows about 41 feel high. With

the writer it ha- been perennial for about

twelve years, and seems to appreciate a rather

heavier -oil than cither of the parents.
_

L.

Boezlii is much less distressed, as a rule, in a

dry season than L. Parryi. which always appre

i iates water in a dry summer, though impatient

<•' it when the bulb is at rest. I. Grove.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By J. Colliee, Gardener to Sir Jehemiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Laelia.—Plants of Laelia pumila and many
hybrids of this species are now making new
growths, and as young roots are produced
from their base* they should be repotted or

have fresh material applied to the surface as

may be necessary. These plants require
liberal supplies of water at the roots during
their season of growth, therefore it is im-
portant that the rooting material is sweet
and porous. Laelia pumila is best grown in

shallow pans, without side holes, which should
be fitted with wire handles to suspend them
by. 'When repotting, place a few crocks in

the bottom of the pan to ensure good drain-
age; press the compost moderately firm,
leaving sufficient space, when finished, for a
surfacing of living heads of Sphagnum-moss.
Osmunda fibre out into rather short portions,

a little Sphagnum-moss, with sufficient crushed
crocks added to ensure porosity, provides a
suitable compost. Plants that have sufficient

rooting space for another season's growth, and
with compost in good condition, may have
a little of the old soil removed from the
surfax-e, and new added. Water should be ap-
plied sparingly to newly-potted plants, until

the roots have become re-established, after

which they should be given a liberal supply.
The plants should also be sprayed lightly over-

head whenever the weather is favourable. This
treatment should 'be continued until the plants

come into flower, and the new pseudo-bulbs are

fully developed, after which they may be kept
slightly on the dry side throughout the resting

season. The plants grow well during the sum-
mer months if suspended from the roof rafters

in the cool Odontoglossum house, but should
be given an intermediate temperature during
the winter. Many of the hybrids that are of

stronger growth may be placed in pots and
be given similar treatment to that afforded

Cattleyas and Laelio-Cattleyas.

Odontoglossum.—Plants of the dwarf-growing
section, such as 0. Cervantesdi, 0. Galeottianum,
0. madrense. 0. Bossii. 0. aspersum, 0. Hum-
eanum, and 0. maculatum. that require re-

putting, should receive attention now. An
ordinary Orchid pan is the most suitable recep-

tacle, and the plants should be suspended from
the roof of the cool house. While in full growth
the plants will he benefited by light sprayings

overhead several times dailv, as all those men-
tioned are moisture-loving plants.

Cochlioda.—Cochlioda Noezliana. C. vul-

canica and C. stricta are best grown in shallow
pans and suspended from the roof of the Odon-
toglossum house. Any repotting that is neces-
ovv should be done when growth commences.
The pans should be well drained, as when well

rooted the plants re-quire liberal supplies of

water at the roots.

Trichosma suavis.—This is another cool-grow-

ing Orchid of dwarf halbit. The plants are now
pushing forth new roots from the base of the

partially-developed growth, and should be re-

potted or afforded new rooting materials, as in

the case of other kinds mentioned.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawahd, Gardener to R. C. Palmfr Mope-
wood. Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Bulbs for Forcing.—All bulbs intended for

early forcing should, if possible, be potted during
the month of August. A start may be made
with Freesias. Roman Hyacinths, Narcissus
Emperor, N. Empress and N. Horsfieldi for

flowering early. Narcissi commence to make
roots very early. Early Tulips may be potted,

but if a quantity of cut bloom is required boxes
are more suitable, placing the bulbs in the soil

nearly as thickly as they will stand. Finally,

cover them, after planting, with six to eight

inches of finely-sifted ashes, the finer the better,

because when the bulbs commence to grow, if

little cinders come into contact with the new
growth the latter may be injured. The bulbs
will be safe in the ashes for several weeks. As
other bulbs arrive from the seedsmen they should

be potted at once.

Primula malacoides.—Plants raised from seed

sown in early spring will now require a shift into

larger pots ; fair sized plants require five-inch or

six-inch pots, but for those required for table

decoration three-inch pots are large enough.

The compost should consist of a mixture of

loam, leaf-mould and sand passed through a
moderately fine sieve. After potting set the

plants in a cool frame and afford them plenty of

air and shade from bright sun. They should

remain in the frame till about the beginning

of September, and then should be transferred to

a cool, airy house and placed on a shelf near the

glass.

Cineraria.—Plants required for early blooming
will need to be shifted into their flowering

pots; six-inch pots are large enough. Give
Cinerarias plenty of room in a cool frame and
damp them overhead several times each day.

Close the frame early in the afternoon.

Schizanthus.—Seeds of this annual should be

sown in small pots. Place half a dozen seeds

in each pot, and reduce the seedlings to

one only. Eventually place three plants in a

ten-inch pot and keep them in a cool frame in. a

light position until autumn, when they should

be given a position on a shelf near the roof

glass in a greenhouse.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir 0. A. Cain, The Node,

Codioote. Welwyn, Hertfordshira

Outdoor Tomatos.—Where Tomato plants

have received attention with regard to mulch-

ing and watering, they have enjoyed the hot

weather, and the crop of fruit promises to

be abundant. The tops of the growths may
now be taken out, as any further trusses of

bloom allowed to set would fail to mature.

In the meantime, keep all lateral growth"
removed as they appear, and give the roots

a top-dressing of soil with a little concen-

trated fertiliser added, which will helo them
to finish up their crop.

Turnips.—A good breadth of Turnips should

now be sown. The yellow-fleshed, and .green

lr red-topped varieties are suitable for pre

sent sowing. After sowing, attention should

be given to the protection of- the seedlings

from the ravages of Turnip fly; the present

season has been entirely against the produc-

tion of good Turnips, owing to the dry

weather and this troublesome pest. Dry wood-
ash is, I find, as good a remedy as any,

and should be strewn over the plants in the

early morning. After sowing, cover the seeds

with finely sifted old potting soil, as this

will encourage quick growth.

Winter Greens.—The drought experienced

this year has been unusual, and in many
gardens, where the water supply is very

limited, the winter greenstuffs have not grown
so well as me would wish. To assist the

plants, give the ground a light dressing of sul-

phate of ammonia just previous to rain or

watering. It is not too late to plant out
Cottagers' Kale, Curled Kale, Asparagus Kale,
and late Broccoli, where sturdy plants are

obtainable, and also Savoys from a late sowing.

General Work.—All exhausted crops should
be removed and burnt; the ash will then
provide useful material for dressing the soil

later. All growing crops will benefit by the
continual use of the hoe. The watering of

Celery, Leeks. Eunner Beans, and Cauli-
flowers should not lie neglected, even if the
weather should prove showery. These crops
require plenty of water, and liquid manure
should be given them where it is obtainable.
Remove all stems from Globe Artichokes as
soon as the heads have been used.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By Johk Coctts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Pentstemon and Antirrhinum—Old flowering,

spikes should be removed, as seeding soor»

checks growth and flower production; copious

waterings during dry weather will promote-

giowth and prolong the flowering season,

although in this respect the Antirrhinum is

more tolerant of dry weather than most plants

that are used .for summer bedding.

Dahlia.—All Dahlias should be kept properly .

staked and tied, as they are very liable to be-

broken during rough winds. Dahlias of the
more or less single type usually produce seed
very freely, consequently old flowers should be
removed regularly, for if seeds are allowed to

develop the flowering period will be shortened.

When grown purely for garden decoration it is-

not usually necessary to thin out the shoots ~
r

but where exhibition blooms are required it is

necessary to thin them from time to time; this

is especially true of the Cactus varieties, for

beautiful as they are they leave much to be
desired in habit, from the point of view of gar-

den decoration, their flowers often being hidden:

among a mass of foliage. Earwigs prove very
destructive to Dahlias, especially if they are;

planted near walls or shrubberies. The pests

may be trapped by placing sections of hollow
cane or Broad Bean stems among the plants.

Whatever form of trap is used it should be
examined every morning and the insects,

destroyed. Dahlias are gross feeders and benefit

by frequent watering at the roots and mulches
of well-decayed farmyard manure.

Pansy,—Pansies are very useful for spring bed-
ding, and seed may now be sown thinly in boxes,
in cold frames; when large enough the seedlings
should be planted out in the reserve garden.
When growing Pansies from seed it is essential

to obtain a good strain from a reliable source

The best strains are not cheap, but they give-

the greatest satisfaction. Other plants used for

spring bedding, notably Wallflowers, germinate
poorly, and subsequent growth has been much-
retarded owing to the dry weather. The work
of putting out all such subjects into nursery
lines should 'be pushed forward on all suitable

occasions; water the lines well before lifting

the plants. Wallflowers stand the shift much
better if their roots are dipped in a clay puddle;
in fact, most plants may be successfully moved,,

even during dry weather, if this method is;

adopted.

Romneyas.—Romneva Couiteri, R. trkhocalyx,
and the hybrid between the two species, have
proved their value as dry-weather plants during
the prolonged drought. This is as one would
expect, as they are natives of California; but,

even so, it is surprising that the Romneyais
not more generally cultivated, as it is hardier

than most people imagine, especially on light,

warm soils, and if not hardy in the open is.

generally happy at the foot of a warm wall,

where, if necessary, it is easily protected by
placing some dry material over the crown of

the plant during winter. Romneyas are easily

propagated by means of rcot cuttings, and the

plants should be well established in pots 'before

they are planted out.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Abthde BULLOCK, Gardener to E. J. Wtihes, Esq-.,

CoDDed Hall, Bpping.

Cucumbers.—To raise plants for winter fruit-

'ing seeds should be sown now. It is important

to remember that for these Cucumbers the con-

ditions will he very different from those obtain-

ing in the earlier part of the year, when light

and warmth increased daily, consequently, unless

the plants have a good start while the climatic

conditions are favourable, disappointment is sure

to follow. Consideration must be given to the

varieties selected, as all varieties are by no

means suitable for late cropping. I find Im-

proved Telegraph good, but there may be others

equally good. There should be no difficulty in

.getting the seeds to germinate, but it will be

A
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advisable to raise more plants than are actually
required, in ease of accidents. The structure in
which the Cucumbers are to be grown shouid
receive a thorough cleansing, and if Cucumbers
have been grown there during the present season
the old material used should be cleared out
entirely and fresh and sweet mateiial employed.
A good bed of leaves and litter should -be made
and allowed to settle before adding the soil,

and if this is done when the seeds are sown
the bed will be in a good condition by the time
the seedlings are ready for planting.

Fruiting Plants in Frames.—Cucumbers that
are now fruiting in frames should be encouraged
to crop for as long a period as possible. Once
the plants are allowed to approach exhaustion
they quickly decline, but by judicious cropping,
prevention of overcrowding" of growth and by
frequent stopping and the provision c-f top
dressings, a fresh lease of life and energy may
be given.

Remarks—Wasps are becoming troublesome
and it will be necessary to protect all fruit
now approaching ripeness. Bottles of syrup
hung outside the houses will account for a good
many, but if hexagon netting can be employed
.for covering the ventilators this will prove more
effectual.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By \V. Hr.Di.r.r \Yarhen, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.
Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Raspberries.—On .shallow soils these fruits are
almost a failure, and the young canes are very
weakly owing to the prolonged drought.
Remove all the old canes as quickly as possible,
and supply sufficient water to reach the lower
roots. Superficial watering is worse than use-
less; nothing short of a thorough soaking
will suffice, and if the exhausted mulching
is replaced by a dressing of rich manure, this
will greatly aid half-developed canes reserved
for next year's fruiting.

Loganberries.—These require similar treatment
to the Raspberry. Entirely remove the o'd
wood, and lay in the long growths that h&ve
been made this season. This hardy fruit

responds to very liberal treatment, and if fre-
quent watering with liquid manure can be
given, strong growths will mature for fruiting
next year.i The opinion fostered iby many
that this fruit will thrive in any out-of-the-
way corner, quite uncared for, is true to a
certain extent, but in such cases the fruits are
inferior both in size and flavour.

Black Currants.—Now that most of the fruit
has been gathered, the bushes may be ihinned
by removing old or useless wood. It is seldom
found economical to retain shoots over two
or three years of age. Now that big bud
mite is so prevalent, it is advisable to collect

all prunings, and burn them as quickly as pos-
sible, and so prevent a spread of this pest.

Early Plums.—These are now ripening and
must be protected from birds, or gathered at.

the earliest possible moment. Netting is use-

less where wasps abound, and they are very
numerous' this season. Cyanide of potassium,
or cyanide of sodium may be used for the
destruction of wasps in their nests, but the
greatest care should be exercised in their use.
Cyanide is a most deadly poison. This poison
not only destroys the wasps, but also any grubs
that may be in the cells.

General Remarks.—Early Apples should be
gathered directly they show the first signs
of maturing, as they seldom keep long. Some
varieties become soft and insipid if stored
only for a few days. Continue the use of thp
hoe throughout the fruit quarters, to check
the growth of small weeds and aerate the
soil. Morello Cherries will need protection
from birds, as the fruit is now colouring; if

heavily protected these will remain in good
condition for some considerable time, and
assist the supply of fresh fruit long after
the early and mid-season Plume are over. In
districts where little or no rain has fallen,

young or recently planted trees must be con-
stantly supplied with moisture at the mots, or
they will be seriously injured.

THE ROSARY. TREE8 AND SHRUBS.
ROSES AUGUSTINE GUINOISSEAU (H.T.)

AND CECILE BRUNNER (POLY. POM.).
1 couple these two Roses together as the

blooms harmonise so well in a bed or bowl. In
fact, they are almost identical in colour—a beau-
tiful blush pink. It is not often one can asso-

ciate together a polyantha and a Hybrid Tea
Rose, but this combination is very pleasing,
though it might not excite special admiration in

these days of high colours. In tropical weather
such as we have been having, cool colouring like

this combination affords is a delightful change
from, say, the blaze of Mme. E. Herriot.

Both are comparatively old varieties, having
been introduced in the eighties of last century,

and for this reason are perhaps inclined to be
neglected. Both are good growers, flower

freely, and are hardly ever out of bloom during

SIR ALMA-TAJJEMA'S OAKS.
The little grove of the Holme or Evergreen

Oak at the residence in Grove End Road,
St. John's Wood, of the late Sir Alma-Tadema,
is a somewhat unusual type of arboreal vegeta-

tion for a London garden. The trees, however,
are thriving, and this season in particular pre-

sent an unusually healthy appearance which is

probably due to the gradually decreasing smoke
nuisance, for though well suited for town
planting this tree, like most others, prefer an
atmosphere that contains no chemical impuri-

ties. Though rarely attaining to a large size

in the Metropolis the Evergreen Oak may be
seen in good form in the very centre of London,
as in the grounds of the Royal Botanical Society,

at Lambeth, Chelsea, and in some parts of

the East End. It is a capital shelter and shade

Fir,. 29.—ROSE SNOWFLAKE; MRS. GOLD MEDAL, Jl'LY 13.

(See page 51.)

SHOWN BY MESSRS. K. CAN I ANI> CO.

the Rose season. Cecile Brunner is. unfortun-

ately, almost scentless, but in the above com-
bination fragrance is imparted by its companion,
for there are few roses so highly perfumed as

Augustine Gudnoisseau. which is a sport from
La France. Considering it is a sport from
this well known but disappointing Rose, it is

rather astonishing that it is satisfactory in the
one respect in which La France fails, namely.
the capacity of expanding its flowers properly.

La France, except in the best of weather,
" balls " badly, but Augustine Guinoisseau
rarely disappoints in this way. It is a thinner
and a less full Rose, and thus withstands
the wet much better.

(Veile Brunner is one of the few polyantha
Roses that has beauty of form. The full buds
are very charming, not only in colour but in

shape. ./. P., Carlisle

giving tree, and imparts a warm appearance to

the grounds in which it is growing. Other trees

in this beautiful garden— which, with its per-

golas, mar<ble fountain, and artistic seats and
edgings made of foreign woods, was laid out
entirely regardless of expense—are some un-
commonly lino specimens of Holly, both green
and variegated, nearly 30 ft. high which nave
formed perfect cones of healthy, shining leaf-

age The weeping branches of a large Hunting
don Willow produce a good effect at the top
of the grounds where alsi are some free (lowering

Peaches and Magnolias, as well as a collection

of flowering shrubs. The Mulberry is of very
robust growth, indeed the soil of that part of

St. John's Wood would appear to be peculiarly

suitable for the cultivation of this tree as by far

the largest number of well developed specimens
are to be seen in and around St. Jchn's Wood.
.1 D. ir.4s.er.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER 5, Tavistock Street, toient
Garden, W C.2

MR.REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND
EXPLORATION IN ASIA.'
No. 31.—The Shing Hong Pass.

WHILST on the way home from Maku-ji.

a far-off blur of white on a precipice

proved to be Rhododendron megacalyx,

in finer form than ever I have seen it. And the

same cliff yielded another species, a slender

bush, all covered with citron-yellow trumpets.

And at the very end of the day, just

as we were coming back into Nyitadi

itself, I spied a white Rhododendron in

a tree-top down in the close gorge of

the Zitta. Hoping nothing, I sent down

the orderlies after it : for the flowers looked

oddly large to be only R. bullatum, nor was
the habit normal. When they arrived they fold

& long tale, which I neither heard nor under-

alas, up to the present, equally unique. I lie

awake o' nights for hope of more!

Towards mid-June I set out for the Shing

Hong Pass, the third of the high passes over

from China. For one out of the four difficult

days it takes to get there the way runs down the

main Akhyang valley. In this there is even

less of note or use at home than in the

Hpimaw one. It is a region of Dendrubiums,

and the atmosphere is always sweet, hot and
. weighty, like that of an Orchid house. But
on the second day, diverging southwards from
the Akhyang, one begins to climb in and out

of collateral valleys. Still, of course, there is

nothing alpine, and one might almost say
there was nothing hardy, were it not that

at one? there came into view, on open grass-

slopes and among the shrubs, the sturdy,

stately, white towers of a Lily that I take
to be L. giganteum. It appears to me, indeed,

shorter in the stem and denser and whiter
in the spike than I remember L. giganteum:
however, this name for the time will serve,

Fig. 30.—rhododendron oxyphyllum. (See page 75)

stood. Had they, or had they not, got the
flower? For hope had got the better of doubt by
this time in my heart, as with trembling fingers
I unlatched the tin. And outtheracame the king
of all my Rhododendrons, a fellow with four
enormous six-inch trumpets of pure white, filled

with a golden stain ! And only that one speci-
men (as yet); and that one with onlv three
inflorescences

! Now, this new wonder is not R.
excellens, for (among other points) it has but
ten stamens; but R. excellens also rests on one
dried specimen, so far as I now know, brought
in by a coolie. I have not yet heard whether
Forrest has succeeded in rediscovering and in-
troducing that imperial species; meanwhile, here
limits twin, equally glorious and majestic: and,

• The previous articles by Mr. Fairer were pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 28 July 12
August 9, August 23, September 6, September 27 Octo-
ber 18 November 1, November 22, and December (i,
1919- January 3, January 17, February 7, February 28,
March 20, April 24, May 29, July 10, July 31, September
4 October 2, December 4, 1920; January 1, January
29, February 19, Ap.il 2, April 30, June I, and July

and this Lily, not abundant below Hpimaw,
au,l occasional in the forests on the way to

the Feng Shui Ling, is here a common and
most splendid object between 7-10,000 feet.

The blossoms are solidly snowy, with a central

feathering of crimson down the petaline seg-

ment to correspond with marginal ones en
tha sepalme. And the upper valley region

also copiously yields the trumpet-Lily, F.911,

sent last year under the name of L.

Wallichianum.

Not till the third day does the track set to

work climbing a sharp rib, up into the alpine
woodland. These woods, however, do not yield

anything remarkable. A Phaius or two, per-

haps, and other dingier ground Orchids

;

Smilacinas and Polygonatums, not particu-

larly pretty; and a really very handsome,
'arge-flowered Clematis of cold white, the
biggest-bloomed wild species I have yet seen,

and much finer than C. Spooneri (F.871) of

last year. Otherwise, little detained me, even
though Rhododendrons were all gone over,

except F.848 (K. dendrioola) still lingering in

the tree-tops low down, and others in blobs

of whiteness, that flared at me challengingly

from afar, from a great high range of broken-

coppiced c.rags across the valley. Nor did
I fail to remark another specimen or two,

always in big, high tree-tops, and always
miserably rare, of that royal Rhododendron
of which I last wrote. So thus we attained

the camping ground at last, on a high shoul-

der, in a. cleared glade filled with a very
pretty white Smilacina, which I instantly

had to protect with miglit and main, or tha

Lissiis would have cut it all down to cook.

But Lissu paths, like Lissu peasants, are

perverse. The next day, though the Alps

are now quite near at hand, you have to lose

almost all the ground so laboriously gained,by
dropping right down again to a torrent bed,

above its course a little way, and then right

up again, higher than before, to yet another

shoulder which is now actually part of the

ascending path that climbs to the pass. In the

torrent-bed, however, I was cheered by a new
and very delightful bush Rhododendron, elegant

and slight, almost concealed beneath its bur-

den of clear citron-yellow blossoms. And then,

coming upon a waterfall that leapt down the

side wall to meet us, I thought to myself,
" Well, if there isn't a Primula here, there

are Primulas nowhere." And, accordingly, a

Primula there very properly was. But it

was still in tight bud, a thin plant, in the

sheer, silty. messy walls on the shadier sid

of the cascade. It did not much excite me, for I

felt that it would probably be mauve, and I

agree with Mr. Bulley, that mauve is by

far too fashionable a colour in the family.

But how rash are judgments; eleven days'

later I could discern that it intended to be

yellow.

Mounting now. far and violently, on the

peak's other side, we soon regained the region

of the big Conifers, all of which promised to

bear seed this year. Tha huge Hpimaw
Tusga is abundant here in the lower alpine

zone, and there is no more splendid tree, with

even grander dimensions than Cedrus Libani,

and a taller but equally flat-tiered hahit.

There is also a rare but very handsome dark

Conifer on the other side of the lower valley;

and all over the place a tall Pine, with long,

thin, weeping needles, not particularly attrac-

tive, but not identical with either of the

Hpimaw trees. As for Larch, which Mr.

Kingdon Ward saw abundant on Iniaw Bum,
it has always, in my experience, appeared as

a rarity only in the opener alpine woodland.
(In t lie Shing Hong, there is no sign of it

among the fore-t Conifers, in the paradise of

which the camping clearance is ultimately

leached, at the foot of a gigantic Tsuga,

half-burnt out by travellers' fires, but appar-

ently quite happy still. Here, then, for wood
and water fail higher up, camp is pitched,

amid a riot of a lilac Rhododendron, that may
be R. rubiginosum, and snowy masses of unsur-

passable R. bullatum. depending from all the

trees.

This is at 10,000 feet altitude. Around, the

undergrowth is filled with Arisaemas; one, with

livid, flesh-pink spathes, mottled with black

and brown; the other, much more cleanly and
elegantly decorated with green-and-white

stripes, like the dorsal sepal of Cypripedium
Maudiae. From this point the climb goes

straight forward, up and up and up. through
all the stages of the alpine vegetation, from
woodland to big Bamboo, from big Bamboo to

coppice, from coppice to the small Bamboo
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of the highest aretes. But of these and their
prospect I ani not at liberty to speak. For
I now lived for ten days in an unvarying fog
of soaking rain, and my explorations com-
manded, at the most, a view of twenty yards
in one direction or another. None the less, I
hope I ransacked the available riches of the
pass. For there was no hurry. At 12,000 feet
on the Chinese side, the conditions were still

almost those of winter. The Bamboo-brake
was sere; great snow-fields and cornices were
everywhere; and, even where these had yielded
a little, life was as yet hardly emerging from
the soggy, brown dankness revealed. All was
mere promise; one fat thing was pushing up,
indeed, in wide masses of crimson pseudo-
bulbs, that made me at first believe that here
was a big-clumped Rheum arriving on the
scene. It was not till I dissected a long
snouty bulb that I discovered a new Primula,
apparently sonchifolioid, but a quite distinct
species. However, of this I will reserve my
tale, until I shall have found it in flower.
In flower, indeed, there was almost nothing
as yet, except brakes of Rhododendron eclee-
teum, here as rosy as on the Chimili. It was
all deadness, lit by the pale glare of the
drenching fog. Nothing—in the words of the
vulgar—doing. On the bluffs an Androsace
suggested itself, so did a square columnar
Cassiope, solid and stout; my lilac and lemon
Diapensias were dying, and a new, wee little
violet Primula beginning to appear, which
might have been a dwarfed P. moscophora
(P. 879, sent as P. bella) had it had a scape,
or P. coryphaea, had it lacked powder. There
was no point in overdoing the delights of the
mist; it was at lower levels that happiness
already blossomed, in the form of a charming
little Apple-blossom Rhododendron, about a fool
high by two across, which abounds by the mile,
I find, on the open Alps at eleven and twelve
thousand feel and covers itself with a profusion
< f flowers. A little lower, too. Clintonia udensis
(F. 859), extremely thin and rare and poor by
the side of its Hpimaw form, occurs in the
cane-brakes; and finally, in a faint lifting of
the fog, there flared at me a new Rhododen-
dron, a deciduous one this time, with aromatic
foliage, and the stature of either a big bush
or a comely, small free, all hung with very
large, bell-shaped flowers, in a shade of the
most vindictive magenta. lh,jinald Farrer

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

A NEW HARDY CYPRIPEDIUM.
The pleasure of seeing a Cyprdpediiim which

one has nursed for five years, at lasi
produce its beautiful flower is oiie that few men
at my a,ge can hope for; and now I have
seen it, 1 do not know what to call it, unless
Mr. YV. W. Smith, who has seen it on his native
habitat, will decide. The roots were sent me
by Mr. Cave, of the Lloyd Botanic Garden at
Darjeelmg, mixed with the roots of Smilacina
oleracea, and they have been kept in a shady,
cold frame ever since I received them in 1916.
In Pantling and King's Orchids of the Sikkim
II vmalaya I find a plant described in Vol. I.

p. 341, and figured in Vol. III., pi. 447, as C.
tibeticum. King, ex Rolfe in Jnur. Linn. Soc.
XXIX. p, 320, which ought to be my plant
as it comes from the Zemu Valley (a tributary
of I lie Lichen)', at about 10,000 "feet elevation.
But neither Pantling's description nor his figure
agrees precisely with my plant, which, as well
as Pantling's figure, is inferior in size and
richness of colour and markings, to the beauti-
ful C. tibeticum which Wilson introduced in

1905, and sent to Messrs. J. Vri+ch and .Sons,

Brno showed it at the Temple Show in 1906. This
plant was figured in Bot. Mar/., t. 8070, where
Mr. Ru'.fe states that it was discovered so long
ago as 1879 ihy a native collector in the Chumbi
Valley and supposed to be the Siberian C. mac-
ranthum, tu which it was referred by Sir J. D.
Hooker in the Flora of British India, VI. p.
170. Hooker gives a.s localities "Alpine Himalaya
bom Gurwhal to Sikkim, 11.500-14.000 feet,"

and he dues not seem to have collected .it him
•elf, though lie was camped for weeks during
its flowering season at the foot of the Zemu
Valley.

It seems to me quite possible that the plant
found in the Chumbi Valley, in a much drier
climate, and at a higher elevation, may not be
tine same as my plant; and whether it is so
or not, it is so distinct from the West Chinese
species—from a horticultural point of view at
least—that it ought to have a varietal name if

it has not already got a specific one.

Mr. Smith has been good enough to examine
my plant, and writes as follows:—"With you,
I find some difficulty in reconciling it with
Pantling's description and plate of C. tibeticum

;

but on the whole, it fits in with that species

better than with anything else. It has some
points of resemblance to C. himalaicum, Rolfe,

but has not the pendent labellum of that

species. Its staiminode, however, is nearer to

that of C. himalaicum than to that of C. tibeti-

cum. The Bot. May., 8070, shows a finer plant

differing in colour details df not in structure.

On the whole, your plant represents C. tibeticum
as King and Pantling described it, and I take

it that will be its name. Both C. tibeticum and
C. himalaicum were at one time included in C,

macranthum. If any varietal name is needed
for horticulture, it is the Wilson plant which
will require it, as tibeticum is by priority the

formosum and R. Veitchianum, and from its be-

haviour in gardens in this country, it is likely

to require the same treatment as these somewhat
tender species do. Forrest found a form of it

which grew as a large shrub up to 18 ft. in

height, ;with fleshy flowers, white, flushed with
pink on the tube, and shaded with pale lemon
velkw.

EUCOMIS REOIA.

Living material and a photograph of a species
of Eucomis have been received at Kew from
Mr. Clinton-Baker, Bayfordbury, Hertford, and
the plant they represent has proved to be the
true Eucomis regia, Aiton. Since a number of

plants with different characters have been re-

ferred to this species opportunity has been taken
to illustrate the true plant (Fig. 31). and give

the following notes on the history of the species

Eucomis regia, Ait. Hurt. Kew, ed. I., i., 433,

was a new combination made for Fritiillaria

regia, L., Sp. PL ed. II., 435. Linnaeus's brief

description is as follows:
" Fritillaria racemo

cosmos inferne nudo, foliis crenatis." A refer-

ence to a figure of Dillenius (Dill, eltfi. 110, t.

FlO. 31.—EUCOMIS BEOIA.

name of the Chumbi and Sikkim plant. But.

personally, I would be inclined to leave them
as they arc, though there is no doubt, as you

suggest, a considerable number of geographical

forme." //. J- Elwes, Cohsborne.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PLANTS.

RHODODENDRON OXYPHYLLI'M.

Flowers of this distinct Chinese Khouoden-

dron were shown at the Royal Horticultural

Society meeting on April 6 and 7 last, by Mr.

T. H.' Lewinsky, the first, we believe, to be

prodnced in this country. It forms a straggling

bush with thin branches, bearing at the ends
clusters, lanceolate, glabrous leaves 4 inches

long, and Bowers in loose terminal heads, white

with a yellow blotch, flagrant, and about

2 inches across, narrowed to a tube at the base,

and distinctly live lobe I. The species was intro-

duced from Yunnan by Forrest, and is his No.

7373. As the illustration shows (see Fig. 30),

the plant has some of the characters oi R

95, f. 109), leaves, however, no doubt, as to the

plant intended, and this figure also agrees well

with the illustration published here, except that

the inflorescence has few flowers. Baker, in

Saund. /'/'. Bot., t. 238, figured and described

the same plant as Eucomis clavata, Baker, but

afterwards [Fl., Cap., vi.. 478) lie reduced the

species to E. regia. Ait. The best published

coloured figure which has been traced is that in

llcdoubtc's Lili<ir,'i.<, iii., t. 175.

The following are the chief characters for dis-

tinguishing the speoies :—Bulb globose: leaves

(i to 10, Ungulate, obtuse or subobtuse, sHghtlj

undulate, with a finely regularly crenulated mar
gm: peduncle stout; raceme dense, oblong, with

numerous Bowers; leaves of the coma 12 to 30,

oblong, subacute, green; pedicels very short

and stout ; perianth green, about jj
inch long.

segments oblong,

Of the ten species general!} accepted as form

ing the genus Eucomis, nine, including E. regia,

arc natives of South Africa. The remaining

species, E. zambesiaca, Baker, occurs in the

highlands of Central Africa. Mr. Clinton

Baker's plant (Pig. 31 | was collected in theMa-
luii Range, Basutol ind, it a beighl oi between

5.000 and 8,000 feet. II". Ii. Turrttl, Kew.

,
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TULIPS.

Tulips are a most puzzling study, for. the

knger one works at them, the more certain it

becomes that we really know nothing definite

about ;hem.
From time to time professional botanists have

lightheartedly described new species, with little

or no regard for their unfortunate successors

who have to try and identify a living plant

by the technical description. What, for in-

stance, is the use of telling us that the bulb

coats of Tulipa Kaufmanniana are hairy on the

inner side, especially towards the top? For

this applies to dozens of species. Or, again,

what help do we derive from the statement

that the stem is two-leaved, the upper leaf

being narrower than the lower? It is quite

true that Tulipa Kaufmanniana may have only

two leases, but certainly in cultivation a strong

bulb will produce as many as four or five,

while everyone who has ever seen a Tulip

knows that the upper leaves are invariably nar-

rower than the lower. When the description

goes on to say that the leaves may be either

lanceolate, oblong or elliptical, the readpr may
be left to imagine what the value

_
of the

description may be towards identifying the

plant. The botany of the genus seems to

be in such apparently hopeless confusion that

the only hope of unravelling the tangle seems

to lie in growing the species side by side and

in noting and •becoming familiar with their

peculiarities.

With regard to the number of leaves that a

Tulip bulb will produce, it is almost invariably

the case that a bulb producing more than one

leaf will flower. It does occasionally happen

that a bulb is just strong enough to produce

two leaves and a stem, without having the

strength to perfect the flower, which remains

immature and never develops. The onlv

regular exception to this rule seems to be T.

Schniidtii, which produces a stem with as many
as four or five leaves and yet fails to flower

;

but then a flowering example of this tulip is a

magnificent plant with nine or ten leaves and

a huge scarlet flower on a tall stem. This

Caucasian species is very rare in cultivation,

and yet, as it comes from the neighbourhood

of Baku, there seen.s no reason why further

supplies of it should not .be obtainable. It is

not a plant that increases rapidly by offsets, 1>ut

this year I have been aHe to obtain seeds,

both from an imported bulb and from another

that has at last grown to flowering size from

sends that I obtained from Tiflis before the war.

The search among the known wild species for

a possible parent of our garden hybrids is still

fruitless, for seedlings of the latter seem to form

their " droppers " in a different way to that of

any known species. Most seedling Tulips have

a curious habit of sending out a stolon, at the

end of which a new bulb forms with its apex

pointing towards the parent bulb. In some
species, such as T. saxatalis, T. sylvestris and
T. praecox, these stolons run horizontally to a

distance of several inches, or even nearly a

foot, and then wither entirely away, so that the

bulbs they have formed turn up in odd and
unexpected places. In T. Kaufmanniana and

T. Greigi the droppers go down vertically, and

it is by no means easy to get the bulbs up
undamaged from a depth of nine or twelve

inches in the soil.

Seedlings of Darwin and Cottage Tulips have

the curious habit of often sending out two such

stolons, which drop vertically an inch or two
below the bulb that was planted, and which

often, both of them, exceed it in size. The
reason for these droppers is hard to imagine,

for the bulb that is formed at a distance from

the bulb planted, derives all its nourishment

from the leaves of that bulb, so that it can-

not be said that it goes in search of more fer-

tile soil. In fact, the new bulbs of T. saxatilis

are not infrequently found in the path, between

the beds and those of T. Kaufmanniana, far

down in the sub-soil, where they can hardly de-

sire to be. A curious fact is that flowering

bulbs seldom send out droppers,- though occa-

sional instances do occur.

Every grower of Tulips knows that some

varieties increase by offsets much more rapidly

than others. Those early-flowering dwarf

varieties, which are best suited for cultivation

in pots, are very slow to increase by offsets,

and it would be interesting to know how the

Dutch growers propagate them. Probably it

is by injuring the bulbs in some way, for a

bulb of which the upper third is cut off be-

fore it is planted, will not infrequently send

up four or five single leaves and be found,

when it is lifted, to have split into that num-

ber of small bulbs. These can then be grown

on to flowering size. Some species seem to

make no increase at all by offsets. In a

dozen years I have only once or twice known
T. Greigi to make ' an offset, while T.

Micheliana, T. ingens, T. Tubergeniana, T. Hoo-

giana and T. Wilsoniana, have, in the same

number of years, never made an offset at all.

On the other hand, some seedlings that I have

raised from T. Mauriana split up so fast, that

it is difficult to get a bulb of flowering size,

though, why a young bulb should spend its

time producing four or five bulbs of the same

size as itself, instead of growing into one bulb

of flowering size, it is hard to see. One Greek

variety—I hesitate to give it a name, for it

does not fit the description of any species—has,

in twelve years, split into hundreds of bulbs,

and this variety has the peculiarity that prac-

tically all the bulbs formed are of flowering

size. Another peculiarity of this variety, as of

a number of closely allied Greek and Asia

Minor Tulips, is that the rare, non-flowering

bulbs ] roduce a single large leaf, often two or

three times as broad as the narrow leaves of

the flowering bulbs.

These Tulips are typical of one of the two

great sections into which the genus may be

divided, for, in every case, the base of the

filament of the anther is enlarged and clothed

in a number of hairs. In some cases these

hairs are few in number and easily escape de-

tection unless a careful search is made; but

the presence or absence of these hairy filaments

seems to be the only constant character by

which the genus can be divided into sections.

The hairs, or papillae, which mav occur on

practically every other part of a Tulip, seem

to be variable, for there are examples of T
Fosteriana with smooth, glossy leave-, and

others of which the leaves are quite grey, with

minute papillae all over the surface. T. praes

tans may have either a smooth or a hairy

stem, and the minute hairs that occur at the

tips of both the leaves and of the segments of

the flowers in many species are very variable

in number.
One well-known gardener has been heard to

maintain that Tulip bulbs, which in the wild

state have woolly outer skins, lose this charac-

ter in cultivation. I am inclined to think

that this is not the case, for certainly nothing

can be more woolly than the coats of the Tulip

which goes by the name of T. praecox, even

when it has been cultivated for ten or twelve

years. The same applies to T. Wilsoniana.

which produces a bulb with a woolly apex,

drawn out into a long neck, often many times

longer than, the diameter of the bulb itself.

The same woolly apex persists in the closely

allied T. linifolia and T. Batalini, of which
even minute bulbs may be distinguished by a

practised eye from those of any other species

except T. Maximowiczii. It is too early yet

to say whether there is really a valid specific

difference between T. linifolia and T. Maxi-
mowiczii, or whether the two names merely
lepresent different combinations of Mendelian
characters. The flowers of both are of a

dazzling scarlet with a glossy surface and a

black bas^. The difference between the two
is that the leaves of T. linifolia have crinkled

edges and squirm on the surface of the ground,

while those of T. Maximowiczii are straighter

and hell more erect. The pale yellow of T.

Batalini can be crossed with the scarlet of T.

linifolia to give many intermediate shades, of

which some of the most pleasing are buff and
apricot.

No explanation has yet been found of the

curious habit of the Algerian T. primulina, of

which the buds remain closed during the hot-

test part of the day, when all other species

flaunt their petals almost horizontally, and

whose flowers only open when all the others

are closing in the late afternoon, nor can we

explain why T. Ostrowskyana grows up with a

bowed head, which it only holds erect when

the flower is about to open. These characters

are both inherited by the seedlings among
which there is no variation in this respect.

T. Sprengeri is so distinct from all other

species and so valuable for its late flowering

habit that it deserves to be much more widely

grown than seems to be the case. For some

reason or other, perhaps because it flowers so

late, and therefore escapes bad weather early in

the year, this is practically the only species

which can be relied upon to ripen sound seed

every season. The bulbs develop fairly quickly

from seed and are, I am inclined to think, re-

latively short-lived. At any rate, I find that

more bulbs of this species die than of any

other. Offsets are comparatively few, but seeds

are produced so freely, that in more than one

garden this Tulip has now become naturalised

and appears where it will, among Irises and

other herbaceous plants.

A short time ago (see p. 229, June 18, vol.

IiXIX) there appeared an article on the mys-

terious Tulips which the growers know as

' Thieves." Some years ago I obtained some

of these Tulips from Holland, and found that

they consisted either of a small, dull pinkish

form, or of a white, which is identical, I think,

with' that known as T. Didieri alba. Per-

sonally, I cannot believe the story that the bulbs

of other varieties suddenly give rise to these

" thieves." What I have found about them

is that the bulbs have a habit of splitting up

into a number of small offsets which take a

year or two to come to flowering size. Thus,

if a few of these " thieves " became mixed with

some other variety of Tulip, it might be a

year or two before they appeared, because it

would take them1 that time to grow to flowering

size. Another fact that seems to prove con-

clusively that the dull pink " thief " is not a

species or ancestral form, as some have supposed

it to be, is that the flowers are apt to " break I

or go streaky. This, so far as is known, only

occurs among hybrids and never in wild species.

In conclusion', may 1 ask any reader who is

engaged in raising garden Tulips from seed, to

communicate with me if there turns up among

his seedlings anything that remotely resembles

any of the known wild species, for so far,

aniong all the garden hybrids that I have raised

fiom seed I have found only flowers that re-

semble more or less closely some well-known

garden Tulip, and nothing that in the least re-

sembles anv known wild species or looks as

though it might be a hitherto unknown species.

It, is always possible that our garden Tulips

may originally have been raised by the Turks

from some local race in Asia Minor, long since

extinct, in the wild state, and it would be in-

teresting to find anything that pointed to the

existence of such a species, when garden hybrids

wer*e first raised several hundred years aga.

II'. If. Dykes.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

This

SEDUM EWERSH.
old species is one which is almost

indispensable in gardens, largely owing to the

fact that it is one of the few purple-flowered

Sedums of trailing habit of growth. It seems

needless to say anything about such a well-

known plant, yet it should not be allowed to be

forgotten, as it has considerable value in rock

gardens where easily cultivated subjects are a

sine qua non and where a dry, sunny position

has to be filled by a plant which will be happy

in such conditions. For such places Sedum

Ewersii is well adapted, and its merits ought

not to be ignored, and although there are mam
rivals for such positions, S. Ewersii is better

than manv and as good as most, especially where

a Stonecrop is desired which will produce trailing
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stems well supplied with thick leaves and giving

a plentiful supply of purple blooms. Of the few
varieties in cultivation the only one I have tried

has been that called turkestanicum, which is

supposed to have deeper coloured flowers. Any
plants I have had under that name differed

little, if at all, from the type. I see that Mr.
Praeger, in his admirable monograph of the

genus Sedum in the last issue of the B.H.S.
Journal (XLVI., May, 1921) describes a new
variety called homophylluiu, but, as it is much
smaller, it is hardly likely to be favoured.' by the

bulk of growers of alpine flowers. S. Ewersii is

easy to grow and is hardy.

PRIMULA POISSONII.

Primula Poissonnii has serious defects. The
colour has too much magnenta in its purple

to please many ; and it has a tendency
to die off after flowering. At one time
I condoned its failing in respect to colour,

but that was probably because there were few
hardy Primulas of its class. The liability to

die off after flowering is not confined to this

species, but, as it bears seeds freely, a suc-

cession may be maintained by means of seed-

lings. I have, however, known plants to live

and flower for several years. It is a moisture-
loving plant, and the finest specimens 1 have
seen were in a wild meadow garden, where they
were flooded in winter and moist in summer.
They were very line, and the plants proved
perennial in such conditions. In the rock garden
it should be planted in a moist, half-shaded
place, and well watered in dry weather if it

should show signs of flagging from drought.
In suitable conditions it may reach three feet

high, and is quite pleasing with its long,

glaucous leaves and numerous flowers, which
are of a magenta or lilac purple shade. iff.

Arnott.

SOME WINTER VEGETABLES.

It is curious that Mr. Beckett accords Kohl
Rabi a low position among vegetables ; we esteem
it as far more delicate than any of the Turnip
varieties, which, unless very young, are apt to

have a rank flavour. Perhaps there is something
wrong in the kitchen department

!

Winter Radishes also seem to have been
omitted from the list. They should not be served

like the summer varieties in their entire con-

dition, but sliced thin with a Cucumber sheer
and suitably dressed: alternatively a few slices

cast into the soup at the table make a pleasant
addition. They may also be boiled. Formerly.
I grew the black varieties, which, when dressed,

as by the hands of a former hostess in France,

are quite good, but the Chinese Rose variety is

better and is often listed now by English seeds-

men. We either leave the roots in the soil or

heel them in in some corner for the winter.

A well-known botanist and horticulturist has
often remarked to me that insufficient attention

is given in gardening papers to the final crux
of the cookery. Vegetables that go well with
fish are comparatively few ;

perhaps Scorzonera
conies here in the first class. Here is a mode of

accommodating it:

—

Crime Hispanique may
serve those who like a fish soup or desire one
maigre. The roots are, as usual, washed and
scalded before being scraped, and they should
preferably be in, the second year of growth ; when
boiled, they are mashed and reduced to a puree.
Meanwhile a fish stock is made from a cod's
shoulders, or the like, and blended with the
puree. We have experimented on friends with
this, to their pronounced satisfaction. The name
was framed from Scorzonera hispanica.
I often wonder why people wrestle with the

miserable Cucumber to serve with the earlv
salmon of the season, when Witloof is to hand.
The salad merely requires a simple vinaigrette,
without a bouquet (/ami. Indeed, care should
be taken to avoid all the Onion tribe in pre-
paring a salad containing any of the Endive
group, as the two flavours do not harmonise.
If mayonnaise is included it should be slightly
on the sharp side. //. E. Durham.

OUTDOOR PEACHES.

Although considerable attention has been
directed during late years to the successful
cultivation of 1'eaches out of doors, and to the
all-important question of maintaining a succes-
sion of these desirable fruits for as long a time
as possible, it should be borne in mind that
unless varieties are selected that will best
succeed during a normal season—not a pheno-
menal one like the present—under ordinary
cultivation, success cannot be anticipated, even
where natural conditions are favourable.
At the present time it is unnecessary to give

detailed cultural directions, many of which have
already appeared in my calendar notes, there-
fore I propose to confine my remarks to

varieties from which a selection may be made.
Under whatever conditions the outdoor eultiva-

variety, and a free, healthy grower; one of tho
best, ripening in mid-Aufrust.
Crimson Galande.—A large, melting fruit

deliciously flavoured, and very highly coloured;
the tree is hardy and fruits set freely, ripening
about mid-August.
Alexandra Noblesse.—A large, handsome

fruit with flesh that separates easily from the-

stone; robust in growth, and seldom subject
to mildew; ripens at the end of August or
early September.
Grosse Mignonne.—A large fruit, and one

of the best of mid-season Peaches, ripening at

the end of August or early September.
Royal George.—Fruits large, melting and'

richly flavoured; an old variety, but still one
of the best ; ripens about the end of August
or early in September.

Bellegarde.—Large and of exquisite flavour;

Fig. 32.—queen pineapples in the gardens at tewin water.

tion of Peaches may be attempted, a sheltered
position against a south or south-west wall
should be chosen; warmth is absolutely
essential to their successful cultivation.
The following varieties may be depended upon

in all but the northern counties, and even
there the earlier kinds may succeed on well-
drained soil :

—

Waterloo.—A Peach of medium size, pale
greenish yellow, with a bright red cheek ; valu-
able on account of its earliness. It seldom
stops swelling during the stoning period, and
ripens about mid-July.
Amsden.—This variety ripens about the

same time as Waterloo, and a fortnight
earlier thajn Hale's Early; the fruits are
above medium size, handsome, and of good
flavour.

Peregrine.—One of the very best Peaches
introduced during recent years. Fruits large,
highly coloured and of exquisite flavour, which
ripen early in August. This variety should
be in every collection, however small"

Early Grosse Mignonne.—A medium-sized
juicy, richly-flavoured Peach, and a good
second early variety, ripening early in August.
Dymond.—A fine, large, deliciously flavoured

a great bearer and a variety that should be-
included in every collection; ripens about mid.

-

September.
Barring-ton.—A vigorous grower and one

that bears well; fruits large and melting,
highly coloured on t he exposed side; under
favourable conditions this variety will con.,
tinue in bearing condition for many years;
ripens about mid-September.
Violette Hative.—Free, hardy, and prolific;

in tact, one of the hardiest and best Peaches
grown; the fruit is rich, melting, large and'C

handsome, ripening about mid-September. ',1".

Hi'dhif Mfi/rrn, Aston Clinton.

PINEAPPLES ATJTEWIN WATER.

Pineapples are now so rarely grown
in this country that it is a matter of some in-

terest to know that they are cultivated regularly
at Tewin Water, Welwvn, Hertfordshire, the re-

sidence of Sir Otto B'eit. Mr. H. Lloyd, the-
gardener, informs us that the illustration (JTig.

32) shows eighteen Queen Pineapples grown in

the Pino house at Tewin Water, and the fruits,

weighed from 2J lb. to 5 lb. 1 oz. each.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Edittr$ do hH hold thomielvet reapongielt Jor
the epinimi Orprened by torrttpendenti.l

Primula helodoxa—In reply to Mr. G. H.
Dalrymple's inquiry (see page 50) as to the
conditions under which this plant thrives here,
I regret to say that there is no pond or stream
in our flower garden. The subsoil, however, is

.cool—boulder clay—overlaid with gravelly loam.
Primula helodoxa has taken very kindly to us;
it is planted in groups in various parts of the
borders, having received a liberal allowance of
peat compost to start with. The drought here
was persistent from April 27 to July 22— the
longest and hottest spell in my recollection.
Siime plants of this Primula wilted, but will
recover; the majority came through the trial
unharmed, although they never received a water
ing or any other attention. Since sitting down
to write a reply to Mr. Dalrymple. I have been
out to measure some of the flower stems. One
plant, a few yards from my window, on a
south-east exposure, has two stems, each exactly
four feet high, with eight tiers of bloom. I

may add, as a contrast, that Primula sikkim-
ei.sK which we used to grow here, has
totally disappeared, being essentially a marsh
plant. P. Bulleyana has been stunted by the
drought; but P. denticulata, P. Beesiana, P.
Poissoni, P. pulverulenta, and P. janonica
never were more luxuriant. To think that 1
once paid 30s. for a single plant of P.
japonica as a novelty! Herbert Maxwell,
Monreith.

Red Spiders in Vineries—Red spider in viner-
ies (see page 49 ( is not so much a
question of hot-water pipes and want of mois-
ture as of bad ventilation. I am convinced that
early closing, high temperature and atmospheric
.moisture cause thin, warty foliage, a sign of
wrong treatment and a sure forerunner of red
spider. A vinery with viines in leaf ought never
to Ibe closed except during dense fog or h|ard
frost. Vines, with the foliage at least eighteen
inches from the glass, a full circulation of
sweet, fresh air at all times (without creating
a draught) will produce thick, leathery leaves
•capable of resisting red spider without' the aid
of the syringe. John Bates, Meaford Gardens,
Strine.

Onion Fly on Leeks and Shallots.—Leeks are
so rarely affected by the Onion fly that per-
haps it is worth while recording an attack
which I noticed recently. That Leeks are sus-
ceptible to this pest has been observed before,
e.g., J.F. reported it in the Gard. Ohron,., 27th
September, 1919. I have also noticed the pest
in several crops of Shallots this season. This,
again, whilst uncommon, is not new. for I re-
member seeing it dn the dry summer of 1911.
Tn that case the bulbs contained larvae of both
the Onion fly and Eumerus. A. Simmonds,
Maidstone.

Outdoor Peaches.—A temperature ranging
from 85° to 94° in the shade has hastened the
ripening of our earliest and best Peach. Duke
of York, of which we gathered good fruits
during the second week in July. Peach trees
are all carrying good crops and making clean
growth, which should now be tied in to"expose
the fruit, while all useless wood should be
removed. Mulching, watering, and keeo-
ing the trees clean and healthy will ensure the
development of the later crops'. A. B. Wadds,
Englefield Gardens, Heading.

Wasps.—It would be interesting to have the
experience of gardeners from different parts
of the country on the subject of wasps. With
us they are becoming a plague, in spite of
-the number of nests destroyed—nearly two
hundred to date. The outlook for hardy fruit
is by no means promising. In such close
proximity to Epping Forest as we are situated,
such a season makes it doubly difficult to
•combat the ravages of wasps, but very few
seasons pa=s without these pests taking a great
"toll ot our fruit, and this season will not be
sin exception. Arthur Bulloch, Copped Hall
•Gardens, Epping.

Insects and Fruit Trees.—There is still much
to be learnt concerning the fertilising insects.

The following is strong evidence that the hive
bee is quite unnecessary in Herefordshipe ; late in

1917 it was stated at a local beekeepers' meeting
that no less than 95 per cent, of the hives had
ceased to exist, yet in that year we had some-
thing approaching a bumper crop; personally, I

rather fancied that wild bees had become more
common. So far, it appears that only day-flying
insects have been the subject of observation, but
I submit that careful and extended observation
should be made alter dark. It is not unlikely
that night-flying moths perform a consioerable
Eervice; if memory serves me well a gentle rain
on a warm evening led to good captures at

"sugar," and such conditions are accredited with
a good set of fruit. It is surprising to see how
busy ants, spiders, etc., are in the dark hours,
and I hope that some observers will give atten-
tion to the question. The effect of wind would
no doubt be greater with insects of weaker
powers of flight, and so give rise to the false

assumption that wind had a direct influence.
//. E. Durham.
The Sowing of Beans and other Seeds.—With

reference to H. K. Durham's remarks (see page
35) on the sowing of Beans and other seeds, I
can now give my experience of sowing French
Beans practically on top of the soil, as advised
by M. S. Mutt'et (see page 208, Vol. LXIX.).
After reading M. Mottet's remarks, I resolved
to put his method into practice, and sowed four
rows of French Beans, two as advised by him
and the other two, in drills, as advised in my
calendar notes. Seeds in the two rows sown in
drills germinated equally as well as those only
lightly covered, and have made far better
growth. Perhaps the exceptionally dry weather
may account for this. If this is" the case my
advice was best for the season we have ex-
perienced. Mr. Durham's method of sowing
Broad Beans and Peas appears to me such a
laborious one that I think it will seldom be
practised. T. Pateman, The Node Oar/lens.
Welwyn.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

STERILITY IX FREESIAS.
Concerning the sterility in hybrid Freesias

noted
^

by Mr. G. H. Dalrymple on
page 22. I have made a similar ob-
:ervation. but consider it a very rare occur-
rence. Many years ago. in the progeny of my
first crosses between F. refracta alba and F.
Leichtl'ini, hybrids were as fertile as then-
parents, and during several years I raised
plenty of plants from their seeds.

After some time, a seedling showing peculiar
character attracted my attention; all the parts
of the plant, viz.. the leaves, flower spikes,
«ingle flowers, and bulbs, were twice the
size of others; these big bulbs yielded offsets
profusely, but the seedling was almost com-
pletely sterile as regards seeds, onlv one
good seed being present in fifty capsules. The
seeds were larger than those of the other
varieties. The pollen placed on the stigma
of other varieties had shown very little activity.

Several years later, in 1904,' I was able to
obtain some' bulbs of F. Armstrongi. and all
the hybrids of my first crosses were fertilised
with the pollen of that species, and the above-
mentioned giant variety had a goodly number
of old flowers so fertilised. The very small
number of seeds produced from tins cross
gave a progeny a little more fertile than the
mother, but much less so than the ordinary
strain, and sometimes they were almost
sterile.

My entire stock of bulbs and seeds of
coloured Freesias was purchased in 1907 by
Mr. Bruggemann, of Villefranche-sur-Mer.
France, who in the following years put into
commerce a number of varieties that I had
already commenced to select. As it is pro-
bable that every collection of Freesias contains
some " blood " of my varieties, is it possible
that the sterility noted by Mr. Dalrymple
may be from this source? Dr. A. Ragionierl,
Castello, near Florence.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL ROSE

July 28.—When the arrangements for this
year were niade the Council of the National Rose
Society quite reasonably felt justified in deciding
jpon a special show of New Roses on this date.

The general idea was commendable, as it was
intended to provide an opportunity for inspect-

ing the best of the new Roses that have been
brought into commerce since January 1.

1914, as well as new seedlings that
were to bie exhibited for the first time.

But with Roses, as with other kinds uf

vegetation, man proposes and the weather dis-

poses, so that, owing to circumstances which
could neither be foreseen nor controlled, the
show was disappointing. There was no new
Rose of outstanding merit, neither did the
other classes disclose any variety that was more
particularly adapted than the others to with-

stand continued hot and dry weather. Never-
the less, it was an interesting show. The few
groups were of merit and the dinner-table decora-
tions were quite attractive. Several exhibitors

at the R.H.S. meeting two days previously
freshened up their groups for this occasion, and
these materially helped to furnish the hall. Mr.
Maurice Prichard's large and interesting group
of border flowers; Mr. F. G. Wood's Statice

incana in great quantity and his new Chrysan-
themum maxima variety ; Messrs. H. J. Jones's

herbaceous Phloxes; and Messrs. Allwood's large

collection of Carnations, were all much aebnired.

Mr. J. Pinches brought a selection of his excel-

lent garden labels and flower-show appliances.

Medal Award.
1/ose (oral Cluster.—This dainty little Poly-

antha, which received a Certificate of Merit at

the Society's autumn show on September 23 of

last year, gained the higher award of a Gold
Medal. On the present occasion the flowers were
of a brighter coral-pink colour, and the neat

cluster of stamens a clear pink. An illustration

of this attractive variety appeared in our issue

of November 6, 1920. Shown by Mr. R.

Mihrell.

Other New Roses.
Madame Butterfly, the American sport from

Ophe'.ia was shown in a basket and as a table

decoration, and in each instance w-as very attrac-

tive. Its parentage is abundantly clear in the

form of the Rose, which is identical with

Ophelia. The colour of Madame Butterfly is

shell (link in the centre with a golden base,

and the old gold colour is prominent on the

lower part of the outsides of the opening bud.

Mrs. F. Dreer. another American H.T. Rose,

which was only in moderate condition at

Regent's Park, was now much more decorative.

The; bright flushing over the old gold colour m
was especially attractive. Little Pet. shown by
Messrs. J. Cheal and Son, is somewhat like

Coral Cluster, but paler in colour, has more
petals, and is borne in stiffertru se-. Mr. W. R.

Chaplin showed Waltham Flame, which is but

little more than a semi-double H.T. Rose, though

it would probably be fully double in a good 9
season; it is of coppery -salmon colour, and the

outsides of the petals are flushed with crimson.

Groups of Roses.
The only group of new Roses on a table space

8 ft. by 6 ft. was from the Rev. J. H. Pember-
ton, who made an attractive display with such

sorts as Moonlight. Vanity, Mermaid, K. of K.,

Joan, and Pax (Silver-Gilt Medal).
The class for an exhibit of any Rose, staged

on tabling, induced good competition : the Rev.

J. H. Pemrerton had a very good table of Pax
(Silver Medal) ; Mr. Elisha J. Hicks made good

use of Edith Cavell (Bronze Medal), and, on
another table. Glory of Hurst.
A number of Roses of garden value, shown

by Mr. W. Easlea, included decorative examples
of Golden Emblem. Lulu, Lamia, and Mme.
Caristie Martel. in baskets, and Glowworm in

small vases ; the whole was very meritorious
(Silver-Gilt Medal).
The five baskets of Roses by Mr. J. Mattock

included really admirable examples of Los
Angeles, Mrs Hy. Morse and Red Letter Day
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(Silver Medal), while Mr. Elisha J. Hicks had

the new Madame Butterfly and K. of K. very

good indeed (Bronze Medal). Three admirable,

baskets by Mr. Walter Easlea were filled with

the brilliant Glowworm, Mrs. F. Dreer and Mrs.

Hy. Morse (Silver Medal).

Artistic Classes.

There were two exhibits in the open dinner-

table class, where Mrs. A. Bide was awarded
a Silver-Gilt Medal tor an artistic arrangement
of Golden Ophelia and Mr. E. J. Hicks had a
Silver Medal for a table of Joanna Bridge,

which required a few more flowers in the centre-

piece.

In the amateurs' classes the tables were
•especially successful. Mrs. Courtney Page had
p, most charming table of the new pink Mrs.
Hv. Bowles and sprays of Rosa rubrifolia. The
foliage gave a misty, cooling effect, which was
very comforting in the great heat (Silver-Gilt
Medal). Miss Ethel James had an admirable
table of Madame Butterfly (Silver-Gilt Medal).
Mrs. Oakley Fisher used the new Coral
Cluster, but had too many sprays in the centre-
piece (Silver Medal).
The bowls of Eoses were also well arranged.

Mrs. Courtney Page used Glory of Hurst to

good effect (Silver-Gilt Medal)," Miss Ethel
James had Joanna Bridge (Silver Medal), and
Mrs. Oakley Fisher used Coral Cluster (Bronze
JMedal).

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF IRELAND
July 13 and 14.—Held in the covered

court, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin, by Kind per-
mission of the Earl of Iveagh, "K.P., the
Society's summer show proved eminently suc-
cessful from a spectacular point of view, space
being taxed to the utmost. The building, with
its glass roof festooned by growing Ivy, and
desirably equipped, makes an ideal rendezvous
for horticultural show purposes; and the spac-
ious gardens and grounds attached to his Lord-
ship's Dublin residence being open to visitors,

proved an appreciated attraction. Continuous
drought, since broken by what bids fair to be
a generous rainfall, had severely handicapped
Roses and Sweet Peas. Fruit was fairly well
shown and vegetables excellently so, quite the
outstanding feature of the latter being an ex-

tensive collection (not for competition) superbly
staged by Mr. F. Streeter. gardener to B. H.
Barton, 'Esq., Straffan House, Straffan, Co.
Kildare, for which the Society's Gold Medal
and Cultural Certificate were awarded with a

special vote of thanks from the Council.
Captain Riai.l (gr. Mr. T. Webster). Old

Conna, Bray, won first prize for a collection of

hardy flowers arranged on a space 16 feet by
6 feet. He was also first- prize winner in the
class for a collection of twelve flowering shrubs.
Mis. Stevenson (gr. Mr. W. Biiggle), Cranford.
Dublin, had the best twelve vases of hardy
flowers, and Captain Daly (gr. Mr. Murtagh),
Templeogue House. Terenure. was second. The
Donabd Nursery Company, Newcastle, County
Down, put rip the best group of hardy, flower-

ing ornamental shrubs, which made a fine dis-

play on an area of 100 square feet. Messrs.
T. Smith and Sons, Daisy Hill Nursery, also

" contributed a collection and were awarded a
second prize. Mrs. Butler, Priestown, County
Meath, showed the besl table of Roses, and
was also first prize winner in the class for a

basket of Roses. Captain Daly showed the
best twelve vases of Rambler Ruses, and the
Donard Nursery Co. beat Messrs. Alex.
Dickson and Sons for 36 Roses distinct, and
also for twelve blooms of one variety, but

Messrs. Dickson- \\,i>i the premier award for
94 blooms of Tea Roses, and were second to

Messrs. W. Watson and Co.. Killiney, for a

r-roup of Doses arranged on a table spare eight

feei by fair feet.

Sweet Peas were very finelv showed by Vis
ioust Pow^rsc-ccrt cVr. Mr. YV. H. Lee),

Enniskerry. County Wicklow, who won outright

the challenge cup offered for the best eighteen

bunches. The same competitor was also the

winner of the first nri/e fur twelve bunches "I

Sweet Peas, while fi. Joyce. Esq. (gr. Mr. C.

Dunne). Woodview, Blackrock, won the prin-

cipal prizes for nine bunches and in a special

class for twelve bunches. Messrs. A. Dickson
and Sons were the oidy exhibitors in the trade

classes, and were awarded first prize for a very

fine collection.

In the seotion devoted to fruits, T. Ray,

Esq (gr. Mr. T. Cousin), Thurnheld, Donny-

brook, had the best Peaches: Mrs. McEnnery,
the best Nectarines ; C. W. Hely, Esq. (gr. Mr.

J. H. Orr), Oakland, Rathgar, the best green-

fleshed Melon; Lord Cloncurry (gr. Mr. W.
Hall), Lyons, County Kildare. the best scarlet-

fleshed Melon; and" W. Rouertson, Esq., the

best Strawberries and Cherries; Lord Clon-

curry was especially successful in the classes

for Red and White Currants and Raspberries.

In the vegetable seotion Lord Cloncurry won

the premier award for a collection of twelve dis-

tinct kinds, and J. M. Sweetman, Esq. (gr.

Mr Rafferty), Longtcrwn, Sallins, won in the

class for six' kinds. Lord Cloncurry won the

premier awards for Cucumbers, French Beans.

Cauliflowers, Carrots and Parsley, while Miss

Rothwell was successful in the classes for Oab-

ba°es and Turnips, and W. Robertson. Esq..

was the chief prize winner for Onions and round

Potatos.
Special Awards.

Gold Medal.—To B. H. Barton. Esq..

Straffan House, Straffan. County Kildare. for

vegetables.

Silver Medal.—To Messrs. Chas. Ramsay and

Son Royal Nurseries. Ballsbridge. Dublin, for

plants; to Mr. Wm Baurv.t. Firmont. Sallins,

County Kildare, for a collection of annuals;

to Messrs. Wm. Watson and Sons. Ltd., Kil-

liney Nurseries, County Dublin, for Roses and

hardy flowers. _,-,-. t

Bronze Medal—To Mr. J. M. Sweetman. for

annuals. tv»™
Certificate of Merit.—To Messrs. Alex-Dick-

son and Sons, for a group of Thuma
Marshalli; to B. H. Barton. Esq.. for a

<?roup of perpetual Carnations; to Miss Latimer

For Loganberries; to Miss Ryan for a miniature

rock garden; and to Mrs. Wanless O'Gowan for

a miniature Japanese garden.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

July 26.—Earlier in the year it was feared

that the untoward season would prevent any

show of florists' Carnations and Picotees being

held this year at the appointed time, as it was

rut found possible to arrange for an earlier show,

which would have permitted greater competition.

But in spite of all the drawbacks, then- was

quite a creditable little show at Vincent Square

in conjunction with the Royal Horticultural

Society's fortnightly meeting.

The Cart-wright Challenge Cup, which is

annually awarded for the highest aggregate oi

points in what max be termed the colour classes,

was again won by Mr. Iambs Douglas, while Mr.

S. Williams won the Charrington ( hallenge t up

in the Amateurs' Division.

Awards.

First-1 'lass Certificate.

Carnation Kelso.—This is a Fancj border

variety of verj striking appearance. The Bower

is of good form and borne ereci on stifl stems.

The ground colour is bull' apricot, and the stout

petals are plentifully marked with slaty helio-

trope from their margins half way inwards.

Shown by Mr. JAMES DOUGLAS.

OrEN Classes.

Mr. James Douglas was the dominant ex

hibitor, and he also had an interesting n

petitive exhibit of the best varieties. He was

awarded first prizes for six vases of yellow

ground fancy Carnations; tor st\ white ground

Fancies and for .six yellow ground Picotees. In

the first set he showed excellent blooms of Sweel

Ann Page. Cyclops, Libert- . and the new Kel.,o

Of the white ground Fancies, Othello and April oi

were very charming, while Exquisite and Her

Majesty were the best of his Picotees.

In the open colour classes. Mr. Douglas's

hist-prize varieties were Fujiyama (scarlel self),

Border Yellow (yellow self). Elizabeth Shiffner

(huff self). Giey Douglas (any self not mentioned

in schedule). Santa Clans (yellow ground Pieotee),

Kelso (yellow ground Fancy), and Saracen (any

other r ancy).

Miss Shiffner, Lewes, was consistently suc-

cessful in the principal amateurs' classes, and
won first prize with excellent yellow ground
Picotees, showing beautiful blooms of Exquisite

and Margaret Lennox. In the colour classes

her first prize varieties were Border Yellow,

Elizabeth Shiffner 'buff self). Innocence (rose

self), and Opalesce (any other self). Miss

Shiffner also won first prize for three vases of

Carnations grown in the open border.

In the third division, for amateurs, Mr. S.

Williams. Chipstead. Banstead. had the best

self and white ground Fancy Carnations, while

Mr. E. W. Painter. Brentford, was first with

Picotees, for a vase of self Carnations and for

a vase of yellow ground Picotees.

ROYAL LANCASHIRE SHOW
The horticultural committee, assisted by

Mr. P. Blair, as manager, is to be heartily

congratulated on the splendid success of the

horticulture section of the great show held

at Oldham on July 27 and following days.

Liberal prizes, as indicated below, were
offered, and secured a demonstration of horti-

culture which was much appreciated by the

large number of visitors who passed through

the building. His Royal Highness Prince

Henry, who was with Lord Emmott, the

president, spent- a considerable time inspecting

the various horticultured exhibits.

The premier award of A'40 ottered for a

group of miscellaneous plants, in or out of

bloom, arranged' for effect in a space not

exceeding 300" square feet, was awarded to

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons. Cheltenham.

The arrangement was light and graceful, so

that practically each plant was seen to full

advantage. Mr'. W. A. Holmes. Chesterfield,

won the second prize of £35 with another

delightful group. Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons

also won first prize for a collection of Orchids.

Seven cla-ses were allotted to Sweet Peas

and Mr. Tom Jones. Ruabon, won the leading

prizes with some excellent flowers of up-to-

date varieties. Three entries were received

for a collection of perpetual Carnatious

arranged for effect in a space 15 feet by

5 feet. Mr. C. Enc.elman, Saffron Walden.

won the first prize of £15 with a delightful

group arranged in his well-known style.

Messrs. W. LawbensON and Sons. Yarm-on-

Tees. won the second prize of £12. with an

admirable display.

For a collection of cut Roses, arranged for

effect in a space 15 feet by 5 feet. Messrs.

Alex. Pickson and Sons. Newtownards, won

the first prize of c20 with a very tine collec-

tion oi blooms of good quality. Messrs. <!-

Gibson and Co.. Learning Bar, Bedale, won

the first pii/.e of £25 for a collection of hardy

perennials, arranged on the ground with a very

good collection.

Besides the society's prize of £8. £6 and

C4. respectively, for' nine kinds of vegetables.

Messrs. Dickeon and Rol Lnson, Messrs. Sutton

and Son-. Messrs. ]'.. Webb and Sons, and

Messrs. Clibrans, gave special prizes of

similar amounts, and in each class the ax

liihits were excellent. Thirteen classes were

provided foT allotment produce, and there was

an average of about 18 entries per class.

The quality was good throughout, with the

exception of Potatos; Cauliflowers were ex-

cell -nt.

Three classes were provided for dinner

table decorations, and some light and graceful

exhibits were Staged.

Trade exhibits were numerous, and good,

Large Gold Medals were awarded to Mee -

Sutton wo Sons for one of their vei \ best

displays of Bowers, fruits and vegetables;

to Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, Manchester,

for a magnificent exhibit of Tomatos, repre-

senting the leading varieties as well as main

of their own unnamed seedlings of great

promise— every variety in this interesting

exhibit was represented by well-grown bunches

of fruit, showing the habit and cropping

qualities of each; to Messrs. Ai.kx. PlCKSON

AND Sons, for Roses; to Messrs. S. BBOAD
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head and Sons, Huddersfield, for a rock
garden; and to Messrs. Herd Bros., Penrith,
for Sweet Peas. Several other medals were
awarded to interesting exhibits.

TRADE NOTE.
Mr. Hugh Dickson, who for many years

has been at the head of Messrs. Alex. Dickson
and Son's Seed and Bulb Department, at
Belfast, has left his brothers to become a
partner in the firm of Messrs. Thoruas Cullen
and Son, seed growers at Witham, Essex.
Mr. Hugh Dickson has had a wide experience
in the improvement of flowers and vegetables,

and ds particularly well known for his work
among Sweet Peas and Tulips. His two sons
will also be associated with him in his new
venture.

NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patent Applications

19148.—Berry, A. F —Treatment of vegetable
seeds. July 15.

18878.—Holmes, R.—Trough, etc., for holding
soil to grow plants. Julv 12.

18772.—Eaven, L. N.—Electrically propelled
lawn-mower. July 12.

18292—Arkinstalls and Baker, Ltd.—Water-
ing-can rose. Julv 6.

18400.—Bull. G. F.—Grass-boxes for lawn-
mowers. July 7.

18643.—Elwell, Ltd., J.—Garden, etc., rollers.

July 9.

Specifications Published During July.
165, 902.—Lawrence, J. S. G.—Gang lawn-

mowers.
166, 008.—Williamson, H.—Device for use in

supporting and fastening standard Rose and
young fruit trees to stakes.

Abstract Published During July.

Destroying Weeds.—A tool for extracting
weeds and removing pieces of turf from lawns
for levelling purposes, has been patented, No.
163222, by Mr. A. E. A. Edwards, of 105,
Colmore Sow, Birmingham. It comprises a
tube, having a tapered and sharpened lower
end. and a side slot through which the weeds
and sods are delivered.
The above list is specially compiled for The

Gardener*' Chronicle by Messrs. Rayner and
Co., registered patent agents, of 5, Chancery
Lane, London, from whom all information
relating to patents, trade marks, and designs
may be obtained gratuitously.

Messrs. Rayner and Co. will obtain printed
copies of the published specifications, and will
forward them post free for the sum of Is. each.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Apple and Poplar Trees Cankered : 7?. 7?. G.
Your trees are affected with the Apple canker
disease (Nectria ditissima). Out out all can-
kerous wood until healthy wood is reached

:

burn all the diseased portions, and cover the
wounds with tar.

Asparagus : G. S. Mr. Turton informs us that
this was the earliest year of which he has
any record for Asparagus. He began cutting
on April 4, and notwithstanding the wintry
weather experienced during the third week of
that month, the supply continued unbroken.
In previous years he has been quite satisfied
if able to cut on any date from about the
20th to the end of A-pril.

Asters Diseased : L. G. P. The Asters are
suffering from the Black Neck or Wilt disease,
caused by a, fungus (Phytopthora sp.) present
in the plant. All diseased plants should be
lifted and burnt, and healthy plants sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture.

Grapes Diseased: BroomhUl and A. C. W.
The berries are affected with spot disease
caused by the fungus Gloeosporium ampe-
lophagum. Dust the shoots and leaves with
flowers of sulphur. After an interval of
ten days, give another dusting, but add a

small quantity of quicklime to the sulphur.
If the disease is not cured, continue the
applications at similar intervals, but in-
crease the amount of quicklime on each
occasion until the sulphur is only slightly
in excess of the lime.

Gypsophila elegans : A. G. This annual may
be sown two or three times during the year,
from April to August. The last crop would
probably mature in eight or ten weeks from
date of sowing if the weather was genial, and
the soil in a moist, warm condition. It is

possible that if sown at the end of August
in Dorsetshire, on a south-west slope, on a
calcareous loam such as you mention, you
might possibly have flowers for market at
the end of the year or early in the new year.
So much, however, depends on the tempera-
ture and geniality of the climate in your
particular spot that the only way to prove
the possibility of getting flowers from a sow-
ing made at the end of August is to make
a practical experiment and note results.

Insects on Vine, Hydrangea and Spiraea
Leaves : L. B. E. In each case the foliage

was infested with thrips, which are very
much in evidence this year, as a consequence
of the dry atmosphere. Dryness at the
roots and in the atmosphere always encour-
ages this pest, consequently in a dTy season,
exceptional care should be taken to water the
roots and syringe the foliage of the plants
with sufficient frequency. The marks on the
berries of Muscat of Alexandria grapes are

due to scalding.

Irises : A. G. When you write about " vane-
ties most likely to succeed for market pur-

poses," and then refer to planting the
" bulbs " without further enriching the
ground, we presume you refer only to the
bulbous Spanish and English Irises (I. xiphium
and I. xiphioides), and not to the rtuzoma-
tous ones like I. germanica and I. florentina,

etc. The bulbs of the Spanish and English
Irises may be planted in September and
October in your calcareous loam, that you
say is in fairly good condition. The bulbs
should be planted in drills or in holes, about
4 in. deep and 6 in. apart, in beds not more
than 3 ft. or 3£ ft. wide, with an alley or

pathway between the beds to permit of pick-

ing the flowers easily. In your district the
flowers should be ready in the open air by
the end of April and during May, especially

as they would be on a warm sloping border
protected from the north and east. As to

varieties, almost any of the Spanish and Eng-
lish Irises sell well, but the pure white and
yellow sorts probably better than the shaded
or blotched varieties.

Makkf.t Eoses : Lafford. We think your
local florist gave you incorrect information
as to the method of growing Eoses under
gbass. Some varieties—like Sunburst for

example—do not produce masses or clusters

of buds close together, but as a rule only
one flower at the end of a stem. Grown
under glass, therefore, with proper atten-

tion, and restricting the number of shorts

to each plant, it is not difficult to obtain
stems so long as 18 inches. We fear that
those who grow Roses for market do not
encourage casual visitors, as they generally
have so much work to do that attending to

visitors does not appeal to them. The raisers

of Roses, however, are always pleased to show
visitors over their grounds.

Melons Failing : A. It. The specimens sent

were carefully examined, but no evidence of

injury caused by insects or fungi was forth-

coming.

Mushrooms : TT. .s'. There does not. appear
to be much the matter with your Mush-
rooms indoors, especially at this season of
the year. If you can gather anything like

twenty-five per cent, that show, you have
a fine crop. The frequent cause of so many
Mushrooms growing to the size of Pea seeds
and dying off, is due to the beds being a
little too hot when spawned, or to the heat
rising soon afterwards. Should your soil on
the ridges appear to be getting dry, water it

lightly through a rose-can, and alwaye
apply it over the litter, and not directly

to the surface of the bed.

Mushrooms: /?. I. H. We cannot say offhand
what the weight of a bushel of Mushrooms
would be, nor how many Mushrooms it

would take to fill a bushel. It would be
quite impossible to get the same number
into a bushel every time, and the weight
would vary each time. The best way to

get Mushrooms to market by post would
be in chip baskets, with lids, to hold from
three to, four pounds. Any greater weight
would probably result in the Mushrooms
being damaged in transit, and consequently
less valuable. Being so light in comparison
with their size, even a three to four pound
package of Mushrooms would be fairly

bulky, and consequently more trouble to the
postman to carry and deliver.

Names of Plants: M. W. 1, Borage; 2, Cistus

ladaniferus.—T. C. 1, Phillyrea angusti-

folia ; 2. Elaeagnus maerophylla ; 3, Osman-
thus ilicifolius; 4, Cassinia fulvida; 5,

Spiraea discolor; 6, Osmantbus myrtifolius;

7, Colutea arborescens ; 8, Ligustrum coria-

ceuni; 9. Caryopteris Mastacanthus ; 10,

Spiraea Lindleyana; 11, Olearia stellulata;

12, Rhus vernicifera.

—

M. H. 1. Clematis

Jackmani

;

2, Escallonia Philippiana.

G. K. P. 1, Cornus eapitatus (
''.)

; 2, Daphne
Mezereum ; 3, Spiraea Menzierii ; 4. Centran-

thus ruber ; 5, Lapeyrousia cruenta ( ?) ; 6,

Chironia sp. ; please send better and fresh

specimens in flower.

Phlox Stems Thickened : G. L. The thick-

ened appearance of the stems is probably due
to the dry weather, which has had a dwarfing

effect. There is a suggestion of fasciation.

but the trouble is not due to the presence of

insects or fungi.

Red Spider on Vines : II". The discolouration

of the leaves of your Muscat of Alexandria
vines is due to the presence of red spider.

We refer you to the article which appeared
on page 49.

Thuya Lobbii Hedge: J. M. II". You will

find the hedge do much better if the whip-
like tops are shortened back about a foot.

This can be done now, though April or May
is the proper time, and it should b? repeated

each spring, the workman, being guided as to

the amount of shortening by the condition

of the hedge.

Tomato Fruits Lacking in Colour : A. P.

and D. X. H. The lack of colour in the
fruits is generally considered to be due to a
lack of potash in the soil (see p. 56).

Tomatos Unsatisfactory : J. C. B. No disease

was present in the specimen sent. From your
letter we suspect the plants are affected with
"sleepy" disease, but no fungus was found. It'

there is no disease the plants should recover

with careful attention. If, however, they con-

tinue unsatisfactory, aend further specimens

at a later stage.
»

Young Vines Checked : .S'. H. G. It is difficult

.

to account for the failure of your vines with-

out making an examination of the soil and
roots. As the vines failed after applying the

top-dressing of manure, it is possible the

ammonia from the fresh manure and the hot

sun combined is the principal cause of the

check to growth, especially if you closed the

house after applying the top-dressing. Root
action will not take place until the vines begin

to grow again. Keep the house and vines

moderately moist and shade them lightly; leave

the ventilators open a little all night and
otherwise encourage the vines, using tepid

water when watering. It was a mistake to

rah off all the buds up to the trellis; all

shoots should be allowed to grow as much ,as

space will admit the first season, for plenty

of foliage not only strengthens the rods but
encourages quick root action.

Communications Received.
—

"E. G. S.—C. J. W.

—

F. A. W.—R. A.— A. B.—W. F. D.—A. B.— J. T-
—H. J. R.—M. L. F.—W. H.—W. C—J. McG.
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nearly 470 feet above the river, appears to
be treble the extent. The trees, especially
the Beech, Oak and Spanish Chestnut, are
magnificent specimens, one of the latter hav-
ing a branch spread of 72 feet, the huge,
rugged trunk girthing full 20 feet at a ,arrl
from the ground level. But there are many
others of similar dimensions, with massive
boles that rise clear of branches for 1 1 ree
parts of their height, and though many of
the trees are of considerable ase they 'haw
a decidedly healthy appearance. Some' of the
Oaks have attained to goodly proportions, also
the Sycamore and Beech, though many of the
latter are badly infested by the felted Beech
Coccus, some bein s in the la.st stages of de-
cline. The Birch trees are particulary fine,
and show, by their great height and healthy,
weeping spray, how well suited they are for
the gravelly soil of which most of the hill is
composed. Hornbeams also do well, one of
the best occupying a prominent position near
the dwelling house. Coniferous trees are
well represented in such kinds as the Wel-
lingtonia, Araucaria, .several rare kinds of
CupressuB, J'umiperus and Thuja. A huge
Lawson's Cypress, that, unfortunately, was
badly damaged during a snow storm" a few
years ago, has a branch spread of 48 feet.
Tsuga canadensis is well represented, though
none of the trees is of great height. Both
the common and golden upright Yews are
models of their kind, being fully 20 feet high
and perfect in shape and foliage-tint; and
axe shown off to advantage by their position
on top of the terraced garden. Hodgin's
Holly, as also the common Holly, have done
splendidly, and are perfect pyramids of their
kind. Probably nowhere near London has
the Scotch Pine done better than at Shooter's
Hill, a tree near the entrance gate being 70
feet in height with a healthy head of foliage.
An oval-shaped clump of the same tree near
the public road has a fine effect when viewed
from certain points, but, unfortunately, most
of the fourteen trees of which it is composed
have been sadly damaged, evidently by visi-

tors. Many of the best Coniferous trees are
suffering from overcrowding, owing to neglect
of late years, and shoukf be thinned, while
the dead and dying Coccus-infested Beeches
might well be cut down and burnt in order
to assist in keeping this pest of woodlands in
check.

Importation of Plants and Flowers.—As a
consequence of numerous inquiries received
asking how cut flowers imported from France,
Holland. Belgium and other countries would
be affected by the Destructive Diseases and
Pests Order, the Chamber of Horticulture
has obtained a definite ruling from the Minis-
try of Agriculture, pointing out that the First
Schedule to the Order, inter alia, relates to
the importation of all living plants with a
persistent woody stem above ground, and
parts of the same, except seeds, when for use
in propagation. Therefore the Order does
not place any restrictions on the importation
of cut flowers into this country.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Wed-
nesday, August 17.—Shrewsbury Floral Fete (2
days); Banff Flower Show. Thursday, August
18.—Skenfrith Flower Show; Pitlochry Flower
Show. Friday, August 19.—Blairgowrie
Flower Show. Saturday. August 20.—Leith
Flower Show; Ashington Flower Show; Kippen
Flower Show; Alyth Flower Show; Beattoek
Flower Show; Blackwood Flower Show; Burnt-
island Flower Show; Carnwath Flower Show;
Torrance and Baldernock Flower Show;
Coupar-Angus Flower Show; Dollar Flower
Snow; Dreghorn (Ayrshire) Flower Show; Fal-
kirk Flower Show"; M.aybole Flower Show;
Eutherglen Victoria Gardens Flower Show.

Mr. William Bates—Many years ago Mr.
Bates was gardener at Cross Deep, Twickenham,
a private establishment at that time famous in
horticultural circles. It was while in charge
of these gardens that he distinguished himself
as a cultivator and exhibitor of Chrysanthe-
mums, and notwithstanding the progress of the
years, his skill as a cultivator still remains.
In due course Mr, Bates took over the Cross

Deep Gardens, and converted them into a
market gardening establishment, and here be
continues to conduct his business with the
energy and success that has characterised all

his activities. Mr. Bates was one of the
founders of the Royal Gardeners' Onphan Fiuid,
and is still a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of that charity. Indeed, we believe he
holds the record for attendance at its meetings.

During his long residence at Twickenham, Mr.
Bates has taken a great interest in the work
of the Richmond Horticultural Society, and has
also taken a leading part in the work of the
Twickenham District Council, of which he was
at one time the chairman. A few days ago Mr.
Bates retired from the Council, after twenty-
five years' service, and on the occasion of his

retirement his fellow members presented him
with a large framed portrait of himself as a

recognition of their esteeem and as a mark of

their appreciation of the public spirit .Mr.

Bates has always shown during his forty years'

residence at Twickenham. Although Mr. Bates

has retired from the Twickenham District Coun-

cil, he has not retired from business, nor does

he cease to hold his seat on the Fruit and
Vegetable Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

MR. WILLIAM HAILs.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy Five
Years Ago.—Salt of Orchids. On Wednesday
last a fresh importation from the southern
coast of Mexico was brought to the hammer
by Messrs. Stevens. The number of lots was
205, and on this occasion the highest sum
received was two guineas for two large plants
of a Cyrtochilum; the same .sum was also
realised for a supposed new species

of Cattleya; 'two plants of Laelia fur-

furacea, and two of Epidendrurn vitellinum
fetched altogether .61 4s. Plants of the .sweet-

smelling deep-yellow flowered Cypripedium
irapeanum of Mr. Hartweg were sold for £1
each; but others fetched only 17s. Other
prices were as follows:—Four plants of Cvr-
toehilum, 30s. each; a supposed new species

of Laelia, 13s.; a Cattleya, marked a new
species, £1 14s.; an Odontoglossnm, resemb-
ling grande, 19s; Epidendrum vitellinum.

16s.; and finally two plants of the same
species, and two of Laelia albida, altogether
brought 15s. Other prices varied from 10s.

to two guineas.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, August
15, 1846.

Publication Received.—II, ,p-'- Mould" and its

Control. By E. S. Salmon. Reprinted from
the Journal of tin Ministry of Agriculture,
Vol. XXVIII., Nos. 2 and 3, May and June,
1921.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Report of the Forestry Commissioners.*

The First Annual Hi port of the Forestry
Commissioners covers the period ending
September 30, 1920. Since that date nearly
a year has elapsed, and a whole planting
season has intervened; but a short pre-

liminary note in the report gives the satis-

factory information that the Commission is

now in possession of 103,100 acres of land,

of which 68,100 acres are classed as plantable.
Moreover, the planting operations of 1920-1921
are said to have been successful, the total

area planted to date being approximately
8.000 acres; while the stock of young treeE

in the nurseries has been augmented, and is now
adequate to meet the increased planting pro-

gramme. This is, indeed, a record of progress.

The Report, which is illustrated by a map,
showing the land acquired by the Forestry
Commissioners, and the various planting
centres, opens with a sketch of the stages

in the history of Forestry in the British
Isles, which led up to the passing of the
Forestry Act in 1919. For the purpose of

the Report, this history is divided into four
periods. The first period, that of destruc-

tion of the original forests and woodlands,
lasted from the relaxation of the forest laws
in the 13th century to about 1750. The
second period, that of private enterprise,

lasted from about the middle of the 18th

century till 1885, during which time attempts
were made by private landowners to re-estab-

lish the depleted areas. There was no State

organisation, and very little State assistance;

and, worst of all, continuity of management,
so essential in forestry, was conspicuous by
its absence. Nevertheless, much was done;

and it is interesting to note the important
part played in this movement by voluntary

associations, like the Royal Society of Arts

and the Royal Dublin Society, which gave
premiums and prizes for new plantations.

The first Arboricultural Society was founded

in Dublin in 1830, but had a short life of

one year. The Royal Scottish Arboricultural

Society date6 from 1854. Private owners are

often criticised for errors in planting ;
but it

must never be forgotten that it was due
to their efforts that the trees were planted,

which, during the war, when it was a choice

between importing food or timber, enabled

the people of thes e islands to be fed.

A third period, that of enquiry (1885 to

1915), followed, during which time it became
evident to the public at large that unaided

private enterprise could no longer cope with

the growing demand for timber, which was
necessitated by an ever increasing industrial

population; and it was seen that the virgin

forests of the world were not inexhaustible.

The imports of timber increased enormously,

from 1.867.000 loads in 1845, to 9,596.000 loads

in 1912. Moreover, agricultural depression

had checked private planting everywhere, and

in some places had brought it to a standstill.

During this period of enquiry, Select Com-
mittees. Departmental Committees, and Royal

Commissions on Forestry followed in rapid

succession. These bodies made recommenda-

tions, the greater part of which were never

heeded. The Report passes lightly over the

failure of the Development Commissioners to

purchase and to plant land found, after

enquiry, to be suitable for this purpose—erne

of the duties imposed on them by the

Development Act of 1909. As the Report says:

" The demands on the Development Fund
were numerous, and under the circumstances

it was inevitable that Forestry should suffer.'

It must be admitted that the Development

Commissioners did useful pioneer work in

providing increased educational facilities, in

appointing advisory officers, and in encourag-

ing local authorities to plant their water-

catchment areas.

The fourth period, that of State Action,

which began in the second year of the war,

led to the enunciation of a National Forest

*Virst Annual Report of Ho- Forestry Commissioners.

H.M. Stationery Office, 1921. Price 9d. net.
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Policy, which was speedily realised. This
National Forest Policy, which was defined
by the Acland Committee of 1917, and
approved by the Cabinet and accepted by
Parliament, may be briefly stated as follows:—

(1) The ultimate objective is the creation
in Great Britain and Ireland of reserves of
Standing timber, sufficient to meet the essen-
tial requirements of the nation over a limited
period of three years in time of war or
national emergency.

(2) The immediate objective is a ten-years
scheme based on a block grant.
This policy signifies the afforestation of

1.770.000 acres of new land by the State, of
which 1.180.000 acres are to be planted in
40 yeirs, and the whole in 80 years; and at
the same time aims at securing an increased
yield in the 3.00O.000 acres of private wood-
lands existing in 1914, which must be main-
tained under timber.
It is important for the public to grasp the

principles which underlie this Forest policy.
State Afforestation is now recognised as an
absolute necessity. It is a form of insurance
that must be carried out if the safety of the
nation is to be maintained. The Forestry
Commissioners are charged by the Forestry
Act of 1919, with I he following duties for the
ten-year period, beginning November, 1919:

—

1. The afforestation of 150,000 acres of new
land by the direct action of the
State.

2. Assistance to local authorities and pri-
vate owners for the afforestation or
re-afforestation of 110,000 acres.

3. The purchase and reconstruction of
hardwood areas.

4. Education of forest officers, landowners
and land-agents, working foresters and
foremen.

5. Research and experiment.
6. Encouragement of forest industries.
The sum voted by Parliament for the above

purposes is £3.500.000. It is insufficient, but
in the present state of national finance is all

that can be obtained. The Commissioners
are wise in laying stress in the Report on the
necessity of carrying out in its entirety the
Forest Policy outlined above; and it is only
by constantly repeating and explaining their
aims, that they will succeed in obtaining,
later, funds for the continuance of their pro-

gramme in the second decennial period 1929-

1939.

It is satisfactory to note that a considerable
saving has been made in the acquisition of

land. Thanhs to the patriotism of certain
individual landowners, some of the best
planting land in the kingdom has been pur-
chased at prices well below the original

estimates. The drain on the £3,500.000 has
also been reduced by increasing the propor-

tion of leased to purchased land. Little

exception can be taken to the views of the
Commission on the land suitable for State

affloi e-tation. Unless when needed in small
quantities for nurseries, small holdings for

woodmen, and rounding off of plantation
boundaries, all arable land and the better

class of bill pasture will not be acquired, as

such land is better utilised in food production.
The situation of private forestry is, how-

ever, unsatisfactory. As part of the general

scheme for the first ten years, it was intended
to assist landowners and corporations in re-

foresting 50,000 acres of old woodland, as

well as in planting 60.000 acres of new land

at a cost to the Forestry Fund (estimated by
the Acland Committee) of £327.000, of which
£137,000 was allotted to proceeds-sharing

schemes between owners and the State, and
£190.000 to grants and loans. These inten-

tions have not been realised. The proceeds

sharing schemes are unpopular as they are

hedged round with cumbersome rules, de-

signed to safeguard the public purse for the

full pcriud nf a rotation, say 50 to 100 years.

The grants of £2 per acre to owners for re-

planting felled areas are also made under
onerous statutory regulations, and oiler no
inducement to the average landowner. Since

97 per cent, of the total woodland area is

privately owned, and is understocked to an
alarming degree, so that the area of produc-

tive woods is greatly diminished, some remedy
must be found. The Forestry Commissioners
should be allowed to render effective assis-

tance to landowners by direct grants without
any restrictions. This may require legisla-
tion; but without such assistance, the
3,000,000 acres of private woodlands before the
war will not be maintained; and the State
will be obliged to increase its forest area
at an enormous cost in comparison with the
small sum needed for unrestricted grants.
The rest of the Report deals at considerable

length with Forestry Education, a thorny
subject, and with the details of the operations
carried out during the year 1919-1920. Some
account is also given of the research and
experimental work inaugurated by the Com-
mission, and of the measures carried out in

regard to Insect and Fungous Pests. The
Commission appear also to be interested in
testing samples of home-grown timber, an
important branch of investigation, the results
of which ought to be published without
delay. It is the business of the Commission,
for example, to ascertain the real worth of

Japanese Larch for pit-props, as grown in

darkening the windows of the houses alongside.
This year the above-named Plum came into leaf

during March, and maintained the bright
reddish -purple of its spring foliage up to the
end of April. The innovation will be justified

in proportion to the durability of the trees

grown -under the conditions named. J. F.
[This tree, which gardeners know best as

Primus Pissardii, is extensively planted in the
streets and boulevards of the Borough of

Southend, and succeeds admirably.' One road
in the Westcliff district is planted with Prunus
cerasifera atropurpurea and golden leaved
Poplar alternately, the effect being remarkably
fine. In the same town Silver Birches are

planted freely as street trees, and these also

do well.

—

Eds.]

RARE SHRUBS AT PYLEWELL PARK.

In reply to your correspondent, G. H.
Dalrymple (see page 50) regarding shrubs
grown at Pylewell Park, Lymington, I may
state that Tricuspidaria lanceolata (syn. Crino-

dendron Hookerianum) is here 14 ft. high and
11 ft. through; it flowers at the end of May,

Fig. 33.—BEGONIA HILDA langdon ; a beautiful variety with large pink flowers.
It. U.S. AWARD OF MERIT, JULY 5. SHOWN BY MESSRS. BLACKMORE AND LANGDON, BATH.

this country. Without encouraging evidence

on this point, the planting of this valuable

species by many private owners is greatly

hindered.
Tables of imports of the various classes of

timber, and other official documents, conclude
this valuable and readable Report, which
should be in the hands of all interested in

forestry in this country. A. Henry.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

PRUNUS CERASIFERA ATROPURPUREA.
Of all purple-leaved varieties of trees the sub-

ject of this note is the most widely planted, with

the exception, perhaps, of the purple and copper-

coloured Beeches, which find their way into

gardens, often of small dimensions. Hitherto

fhe purple-leaved Plum has been chiefly confined

to gardens and shrubberies, but during the last

year or two I have noted it being planted as

a street tree in some of the quiet residential

streets of a western suburb of London. This

seems a decided change from the conventional

London Plane, that has to be lopped into gro-

tesque form every few years, where the streets

are narrow, or to avoid the unlue shading or

but owing to the unusual season the flower buds
which should open next season are now expand-
ing. Tricuspidaria depende.ns, a white-flowered
species, flowering in July, is growing against a
wall and is 18 ft. high by 12 ft. wide. Lapageria
rosea growing on an east wall, is 14 ft. high, and
flowers freely each autumn. We have Acacia
dealbata. 24

'ft, high; Hydrangea Sargenti, 7 ft.

high : Escallonia fluribuncla, 11 ft. high ; Desfon-
tainia spinosa, 8 ft. across ; Embothrium coc-

cineum, 15 ft. high ; and Viburnum eoriaeeum,
a fine evergreen shrub, is 13 ft. high and 45 ft.

in circumference. A plant of Senecio Grayi is

4 ft. high and 9 ft. wide. Abutilon Canary Bird

has fluwered on a wall each year for the pa6t
eight years. We also have Dicksonia antarctica,

with a trunk 7 ft. high and 4 ft. 6 in. in

circumference. One of our best shrubs is Feijoa

Sellowiana, growing on a south wall; it is 8 ft.

high. 12 feet wide, and flowers freely every year

in July: this year it has had a few flowers ever

since February. Carpentaria californica is here

about 9 ft. high and 13 ft. wide: Ohoisya
ternata. 8 ft. by 14 ft; Indigofcra Gerardiana,

18 ft. high, and Fuchsia corallina 9 ft. by
14 ft. All the above-mentioned shrubs are

accommodated on a south wall, and all have been

planted since 1907. II'. F. Hamilton, Pylewell

Park Gardens, Lymington, Hampshire.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jebemiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Eeigate.

Oncidium.—Such coo] growing Oncidiums as

0. crispum, 0. Forbesii. 0. Gardeneri, and 0.

Marshallianum should be repotted when the

young growths are from 2 inches to 3 inches

iong, and commencing to develop new roots from

their bases. The flowers of these species are pro-

duced on pendulous racemes, and for that

reason it is preferable to grow the plants in

shallow Orchid pans without side holes. A suit-

able rooting medium consists of Osmunda or

Al fibre cut into short portions, some, half-

decayed Oak leaves, a small quantity of chopped

Sphagnum-moss, and crushed crocks all well

mixed together. Place a few crocks in the

bottom of the pan for drainage, pot rather

firmly, and leave sufficient space for a surfacing

of Sphagnum-moss. Suspend the plants from the

roof rafters of the intermediate house, or in the

warmest part of the Odontoglcssum house.

Water should be applied sparingly until the roots

have grown freely in the new compost, when
the amount may be slightly increased. Onci-

diums that need more warmth, such as 0.

Lanceanum, 0. luridum, 0. carthaginense, 0.

pulvinatum, and 0. divaricatum, may also be

given fresh rooting material as they reach the

proper condition. Ordinary, well-drained flower-

pots are the most suitable receptacles. In re-

potting, arrange the compost in a conical shape,

well above the rimj of the put, in order to pre-

vent the moisture settling near the base of the

leaves. Stand the plants near the roof glass in

the warmest house. When the roots are grow-

ing actively they should be supplied with plenty

of water, and' the plants sprayed frequently

during bright days. During the resting season

water should be applied sparingly, but at no

time should the compost be allowed to become
quite dry.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By T. PiTEMiN, Gardener to Sir 0. A. Cain, The Node,

Oodtcote. Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Winter Onions.—Ground that is suitable

should be got ready to receive the seeds of

winter Onions. It should be deeply dug and

enriched with good farmyard manure; and, in

due course, made very firm by treading. After-

wards it may be thoroughly dressed with ash

from burnt garden refuse and then made level

with a rake. It is advisable to make two sow-

ings of winter Onions, one towards the end of

the present month and another about the first

fortnight in September. In some districts, if the

sowings are made too early in the season, many
of the plants will run to seed prematurely in the

spring. Sow the seeds in shallow drills drawn
12 inches to 14 inches apart. Lemon Rocca and

Blood Red Rocca are good varieties to grow
;
in

favoured parts of the country some of the sum-

mer varieties do well from a sowing made in

the autumn.

Spring Onions.—Owing chiefly to the hot

weather and lack of rain we have experienced

this season the tops of spring-sown Onions are

bending over, which indicates that the bulbs

are ready for lifting. When lifting them always

choose a dry day for the operation. To ensure

their keeping satisfactorily the bulbs should be
ripened thoroughly before they are stored; should

the weather prove dry at the time of lifting they

may remain on the ground for a few days and
afterwards be placed in a dry. open shed in a

sunny position to " finish." Failing an open
shed, portable frames, where the lights can be
placed over them to ward off rain and dew, will

do quite well for the storing of Onions; as

damp is the chief thing to guard against the
bulbs should not rest on moist soil,

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By John Coots, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Cistus.—The many species and varieties of

Cistlus arc useful for planting on sunny
banks, and on dry, retaining walls, where it

is often difficult to grow plants successfully.

It is true they are not hardy, except in favoured
parts of the country. Still, given the right

soil and situation', they are more hardy than
ds generally supposed, and all are ko beautiful

that they might well be more generally culti-

vated. It is wise to propagate a few plants every
year, as, apart from weather conditions, some
of them do not appear to be long-lived. They
may be propagated at this season toy means
of cuttings, which may be rooted in pots, or

dibbled into scdl in cold frames. Some of the

best for garden purposes are C. albidus, C.

corbariensis, C. crispus, 0. cyprius, C.

hirsutus, C. laurifoliiis, C. Loreti, C. mon-
speliensis, C. purpureus, ('• salvifolius and C.

villosus.

Helianthemum.—If species of Cistus are of

doubtful hardiness, there is no doubt about
Helianthemum vulgare and its numerous
beautiful varieties, which, like the Cistus,

are at home on dry, stony slopes ; and they

may be used with fine effect in the larger rock

gardens. Their colours range from white and
yellow, through varying shades of rose and
pink, to crimson; they also include double-

flowered varieties, whale the beautv of some is

enhanced by their grey foliage. Other beautiful

species that should be represented in collec-

tions are H. alyssoides, H. ocymoides, H. for-

mosum and H. lunulatum ; the last is a little

gem for the rock garden. All are readily in-

n eased by means of cuttings dibbled into a

bed of soil' in a cold frame at the present time.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to B. J. Withes, Esq.,

CoDDed Hall, Epping.

Early Peach House.—As the trees are cleared

of fruit the attention given them now will well

repay all the trouble taken. All growths should

be released from the wires and the trees judi-

ciously pruned. In replacing the growths care

should be taken not to damage the foliage, for

at this stage, while the leaves are quite green,

the buds have to be matured, and damage

to the foliage is reflected in the buds on which

depends the next season's crop. In pruning, let

all superfluous growths be removed and the re-

maining growths tied loosely to the wires, so that

light and air can pass freely among them. If

a too vigorous growth has been made, root prun-

ing becomes necessary, but at this stage it will

be too early to undertake this operation, and

I will deal with this subject in a later

calendar. After the trees have been dealt, with

as advised, cleansing of the foliage is most

important. The borders, too, should receive

copious waterings with liquid manure right up
to the time the foliage shows signs of ripening.

Admit a free circulation of air night and day
until the advent of frosts, and let the treatment
generally be such as will favour the ripening

of the wood, for on this will depend, largely,

the crop of the following season.

Early Fig House.—The first crop having
matured, the second, and often the most im-

portant one, must be encouraged to devel >p

Fortunately, with such an abnormal amount of

sunshine little or no fire heat has been required,

and Figs promise to finish well. So long as

the weather conditions are so favourable the

second crop of Fags will not require

fire heat, but the structure should

be closed early after the trees have
been thoroughly well syringed overhead
and the floors and walls damped to create the

moist atmosphere which is so essential to the

full success of the crop. If the borders are

restricted and well drained, too much water,

within reasonable limits, cannot be given the

roots, and while the fruits are still in a green

state copious supplies of liquid manure should

be given each time the borders are watered.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Heui.et Warren, Gardener to the Hon N
Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire

Fruit Trees on Walls still demand attention.
Examine the growths of Peach, Nectarine
and other trees, and if any have been displaced
have them nailed or tied in securely; any shoots
that have extended in length should also be
placed in position, as it is now too late in the
season for cutting, or pinching them back.
Graipes should be thinned, and the laterals
shortened to one or two joints, to admit sun
and air to the fruit and young wood.

Young Trees.—Examine stocks, or young
trees that were budded last month, aiid, if

n?ed be, loosen the ties. As a rule this should
be done about three weeks or a month after
the budding has been performed, otherwise, as
the bud swells, the sap will be checked and
the parts around the bud will swell irregularly,
duly and August are the best months for
budding most sorts of fruit trees;
much, however, depends upon the state
of the stocks or trees, but it is
absolutely necessary that both stock and
buds are sufficiently ripened to ensure success.
No time should be lost in removing all super-
fluous shoots from fruit trees of all kinds, no
matter whether they are espalier, dwarf,
pyramid, or standard trees. Not a single shoot
unneeded next year should he retained (except-
ing the leaders, which may be cut back at the
winter pruning), as there will be no danger of
the buds at the base of the shoots breaking.
Tie in the leading shoots on espalier, and other
trained trees. Remove all basal growths, or
suckers from Nut and Filbert bushes.

Ripe Fruit.—Protect ripe fruits from birds and
insets, and gather them directly they are fit.

Prepare the fruit room for the reception of the
fruits as gathered.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer MoRt-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Gloxinia.—All Gloxinias coming into flower
should have plenty of liquid manure supplied
to their roots, as this will help to plump up the
tubers for aoiother season. Older pllants that are
passing out of flower should be transferred to a
cooler house for a time and given only sufficient
water to keep the foliage in a healthy condition
until they are ready to be dried off and placed
in dry and frost proof winter quarters.

Rores.—Plants growing in permanent quarters,
as in the case of Niphetos and Fortune's
Yellow, should be pruned severely and sprayed
with an insecticide. Marechal Niel may be
pruned, but not so severely. Syringe the
plants morning and evening to encourage new
growth, and keep the foliage clean. The new
growths on Fortune's Yellow will flower the
following spring. Many growers prune this

Rose sparingly, but hard pruning suits it,

and insures much finer flowers.

Show Pelargoniums.—Plants that have gone
out of flower should be placed out of doors and
watered sparingly. A little later they may be
placed on their sides to ripen, and they may
bo £ut hard back about the end of the month;
the well-ripened shoots sh uld be inserted as

cuttings.

Begonia.—In the conservatory Begonias will

now be at their best, and should have every

attention. Any special variety should be noted

and the seed of it saved. Seedlings used this

year should be shifted into larger receptacles

and be given plenty of light and air: they are

best grown under cool conditions and allowed

plenty of time before drying them off.

Mignonette.—To dbtain plants for spring

flowering, four to six seels should be sown in

3 inch pots ; keep the plants in a cool frame in

a light position until autumn, then place the

pots on a shelf in a cool greenhouse.

Fuchsia.—Fuchsias should have their roots

supplied with liquid manure twice weekly.

Syringe them overhead in the evening to ward
off thrip and red spider, and keep the surround-

ings moist,
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CRYPTOCHILU'S SANGUINEA.
Txns very singular species has 'been shown

leeently by Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., and

J Mr. H! T. Pitt, and it is pleasant to note that,

thanks to these enthusiastic amateurs, this and
other species which, must have been imported

I many years ago, have been successfully grown

I and retained in our gardens. C. sanguinea is a

dwarf plant from the Himalayas of India, bear-
' ing, on its tomentose spikes, bright red flowers,

I the segments of which are closely arranged in

:
tubular form, very unlike, the arrangement of

|
most Orchids and somewhat resembling the
smaller red Tillandsias. C. sanguinea is a cool

intermediate house plant, bearing bright green
leaves.

1U |

\

Fig. 34.—flower of iris squalens with
five falls and four standards.

The other true species of the genus, C. luteu.

may yet be in cultivation. Importation is now

\ery difficult, and those who have plants of in-

|erestang species should take special care of

them and increase them by division or seeds

where possible.

CHONDRORHYNCHA LENDYANA.
This ptetly. tufted Orchid, a few inches

in height and furnished with many white

flowers with rose spotting in the centre, was

Blown by Sir Jeremiah Column, Bart., at the

last Chelsea Show, and its condition then,

and the fact that it had been grown by Mr.

Collier, the gardener at Gatton Park, for a

Eumber of years, during which he lias fre-

quently shown it, is a testimonial to his skill.

Chondrorhyncha forms a small genus, in habit

barest to Warseewiczella, to which the most
recfnt ('. Lipscombiae approaches very closely.

The others form two - -el -. ('. I.ondvana.

C. albicans, and C. bicolor, from Costa Rica,

laving the smaller, plain-lipped Mowers; and

C. Chestertoni and C fimbriata. (New Granada.)
with larger, pale yellow flowers, and fringed

labellum. They are all pretty, evergreen
species, well worthy of careful treatment in a

moist part of the intermediate house.

Major A. F. Lendy, of Sunbury House, Sun-
bury-on-Thames, whose clbituary notice ap-

peared in Card. Chron., Oct, 19, 1889, p. 451,

after whom the plant was named and described

in the Gard. Chron. by Reichenbach (1886, p.

103), was a most enthusiastic lover of species

of plants, and especially Orchids, of which

a list in his own neat handwriting before us

shows that he had in his collection probably

a larger number of rare species than any other

grower, except Sir Trevor Lawrence, possessed.

The collection, which was dispersed, contained

a fine set of Brassias, Catasetums, Cycnoches,

Mormodes, Bulbophyllums, Cirrhopetalums.

Masdevallias, Pleurothallis, species of Sacco-

labium, and many others which have now de-

parted from our gardens. The charming

little Nasonia punctata, with bright red flowers,

grew well in his garden.

hardly deserving his attention, but there are
hundreds of others who might grow it with ad-

vantage. It is about nine inches or a foot
high, and gives plenty of its heads of blue
flowers borne well above the foliage. It is an
excellent border or rockery plant calls for the

minimum of attention and grows in ordinary
soil in sun, half-shade, or shade. It is growing
in foil sun in the front of a mixed border at

Formakin. P. orbiculare is propagated by
division or seeds. S. Arnott,

NOTES ON IRISES.

UNUSUAL FORMS OF IRIS FLOWERS.
Whether monocotyledons have been evolved

from dicotyledons, or vice versa, evidence crops

up from time to time to show that, ages ago,

these two distinct classes of plants were more

closely united from ai structural point of view

than "they appear to be to-day. For many

years I have grown some thousands of Irises for

market, but it was not until last year that I

noticed flowers with abnormal numbers of parts.

The illustrations in Fiigs. 34 and 35 re

present two types of Iris squalens In Fig.

34 it will be seen that there are five falls

and four standards, whilst in Fig. 35 there

are four falls and four standards. In each

ease there were also four petaloid stigmas, and

all the organs vere perfect and symmetrically

arranged. In one case of Iris germanica there

were actually five falls, five standards, and five

sltigmPS, all arranged regularly in true

dicotvledonous fashion. Unfortunately, how-

ever, beforeI could find timetomake a sketch

of this remarkable flower, it had*hrivelled up.

and I can only record the fact that the parts

were arranged as 1 have stated. I have asked

several growers of Irises if they have noticed

anything of a similar nature in their collec-

tions, and, so far, the replies have in every

case been in the negative. Of course, it is

only when one grows large numbers of any

particular plant that aberrations from the

normal are lik.dv to be discovered, and there

is no doubt that in n arket nurseries there are

far more cases of abnormality than one would

suppose. Owing, however, to the fact that

little attention is given to Hie botanical study

of plants that ire sent to market as so.,,, as

ready, many interesting cases, no doubt, go un-

recorded. It may be as well, therefore, to put

Hi,. Irises here represented on record, so I hat

those interested in teratology may tie able to

(ompare them with any other examples that

in av arise. I may say that a large number

of Iris squalens had the four or five arrange-

ment in the falls and standards as shown in

the sketches, : nd this year some M the plants

I,.,, again exhibited the abnormality. ./"/"'

Weathers, Park Vine, Isleworth.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER
PHYTEI'MA ORBICULARE

A fine group of this Rajnpion in Mr Holms

garden, at Formakin, demonstrates the value of

this pleasing and easily grown plant, either for

the border or the rock garden. It is perhaps

the most obliging of all the Rampions which

can lav claim to inclusion in the garden.

Unlike the much-coveted P. coniosiuii. it

is not one of the subjects of which

sings are inordinately fond.

1>. orbiculare is so easily grown thai the

lover of difficult subjects looks upon it as

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY PLANTS.

BOLUSANTHUS SPECIOSUS.

This name has bsen substituted by Dr.

Harms, of Berlin, for a handsome Leguminous

Fig. 35.—flower of iris squalens with

Fori! FALLS AND FOUR STANDARDS.

plant found by the late Dr. Bolus, near Komati

River Drift, near Barberton, S. Africa, and

named by him. Lonchocarpus speeiosus. It

forms a 'tree 30 to 40 feet high, and is

locally known as " Wild Wistaria." When
mi bloom it is one of the mast beautiful

sights to be see,, in the veldt. It is in

cultivation at Kew, but lias not yet flowered

,!„.,,. \ 6 ure - publish! .1 in The Flow rin /

Plants of Smith Africa by Dr. Pole Evans,

who describes H as follows^-A tree up to

45 feet high, with pubesc.-nt b:anchlets. pinnate

leaves up to 10 inches long, leaflets oblong,

mIIos,. when young. Inflorescence a raceme,

8 inches long, of dark blue flowers, with a

tomentose green calyx; it mighl be described

as a blue Laburnum. Fruit, a thin pod about

3 inches long, containing 3 seeds. This plant

oi ght to thrive in snb-tropioa) regions, Buch as

tin" South of Europe and Northern ainca

- is , i n are offered bj Mr. W. Campbell,

w.imIc Nurseries, Johannesburg. IF. W,
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EDITORIAL MO TIGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if they
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the
effect that all letters relating to financial matters
and to advertisements should be addressed to the
Publisher, and that all communications intended for
publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

THE PANSY.
THE Pansy is one of the few flowers that

have always appealed strongly to the

sentimental in human nature. Formerly

the Herba Trinitalis of monkish herbalists, it

is the "Two or Three Faces in a Hood "

of country folk, its surprising likeness to

a face toeing further signified by such

designations as " Jump Up and Kiss

Me," and "Cuddle Me to You," while

the "that's for thoughts" of the dis-

tracted Ophelia, with many other names and
references, demonstrate how largely it has

established itself in man's affections.

There were two forms of Viola tricolor, one

creeping, the other of upright habit, and
it. was the latter that was cultivated in

gardens throughout Europe, a remark of

Dodoens—" Galli fores Pensees nuncupant,"
showing that the flowers were called Pansies or
" thoughts " rather. The assumption that

Pansies were not cultivated till about a hun-
dred years ago is negatived by the numerous
references distributed throughout the litera-

ture of other centuries, not horticultural

merely, but in poetry and the drama. Two
hundred years ago Laurence noted a white,

yellow, purple, and blue, and a variety with
yellow-striped leaves, and states how they

make a " pretty Show in Borders." Later,

Miller states that there were many varieties

some of which " have very large, beautiful

flowers," and in another paragraph he
describes the colouration of the blooms, which
was very varied. Then, to sum up, in

McDonald's Gardeners' Dictionary of 1807,

it is remarked how " it varies with more
than two colours, as purple, blue, yellow,
white, improved and enlarged by garden
culture."

The recognised evolution of the modern
Pansy from wildings picked up in the
fields by Lord (iambier, of Iver, Bucks,
grown and improved by his gardener, W.
Thomson, must, therefore, be accepted with
reservations. For he niuist have been igno-
rant of the existence of a common garden
flower if he failed to use it in trying to
improve the race, which is so unlikely as to
not bear serious consideration. It has been
asserted that Viola altaica was used at an
early stage to furnish size and yellow colour,
and that as well as these properties it intro-

duced the crinkled petals that were so trouble-

some to florists at a later period. V. amoena, V.
lutea, and V. rothomagensis, have also been
chronicled as species that were used in the
transformation of the weed to the dignity
of a cherished flower. The date given for the
genesis of the Pansy on modern lines is 1813
or 1814.

As in the case of other flowers tai.v.i in
hand by the improver, progress was at first

slow, and some twenty years passed before
it was to any extent appreciable. It was,
indeed, not till the accession of Qiucn

Victoria that Thomson produced a variety

named after the young sovereign, which he

considered really good. About the same '.'rue

belted varieties were evolved, rough, no doubt,

though they marked a step in advance. We
are indebted to the Horticultural Magmiic
for pictures of the above, and many other

varieties, which demonstrate how rapid was
the improvement from about the end of the

thirties. And previous to this, many florists

had taken up the improvement of the flower,

these including Charles Turner, of Slough, and

John Edwards, so that progress by their

efforts was greatly accelerated. Pansy

shows had already been established, and

blooms were also exhibited along with

other seasonable flowers. Once the blooms

had assumed a true circular form, the ener-

gies of raisers of new varieties was concen-

trated mainly on eliminating the rays from

the eve of the bloom, and in perfecting the

1 e?n introduced only a little later than the

l'i- iich Fancies, though then called Scotch

Blotched.

I think there is little doubt of these being

the forerunners of the popular Fancy Tansy,

though it would be rash to assume that others

from the Continent at a later date did not

give an increased impetus to their cultiva-

tion. Florists \i?wed fancies with something

like the contempt they exhibited 'on first

seeing Grieve's bedding Violas, and Eckford's

Sweet Peas, bit as everyone knows, not only

the gardening community as a whole, but also

the florist esteems them more highly than

the old show section. Slow was the progress
;

however, yet a writer in 1873 hazarded t lie

rash opinion that the Fancies would out-rival
|

the former. The first variety of real merit !

was fittingly named after its introducers. I

Though Turner and others in the South of
;

England cultivated Pansies largely, di-tri-

FlG. 36.—GENTIANA Bit ACHYPHYLLA.

belting of while and yellow ground varieties.

From coloured representations of blooms we find

these essentials of a perfect flower were not

attained till about 1850. In 1845, a double

variety was distributed, but it did not cause

such a sensation as the double, Good Gra-

cious, fourteen years subsequently, which

Donald Beaton wrote up, and which, if I am
not mistaken, reappeared in the eighties.

But a double Pansy, if ever a flower is a

monstrosity, is one; and the pursuit of a

double strain was never pursued. In 1851. a

novel coloured section was introduced from
France, by Salter, of the Versailles Nursery,
Hammersmith, well known later as a Chry-
santhemum expert. The flowers were striped,

blotched and mottled, in a variety of colours,

and were sold as Fancy Pansies; some of the
growers anticipating in these in the near
future a race of Pansies rivalling the Show
Carnation in their markings. Magpie, one of

them, continued to find a place in gardens
for a very long time, but another strain in-

troduced from Belgium, by John Downie,
Edinburgh, superseded these in the course of

a few years, and usurped the name as well.

The date of their introduction is usually
given as 1860, but they were noticed in the

Journal of Horticulture, in 1854-5. as having

buted a quota of novelties annually at 3s. 6<1.

each, and exhibited them with becoming zest,

yet the Scot kept in the front with his

productions. Jt. P. Brotherston.

(To be e,met tided.)

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
GENTIANA BRACHYPHYLLA.

This charming little Gentian is found at a

considerable elevation in the Alps, and usually

at a higher altitude than Gentiana verna. It

has short, glaucous-green leaves, set in close

tufts, and is often to be found among the

stones in the higher ridges. Fig. 36 shows it on

the Riffelberg. It succeeds under the usual

conditions provided for small Alpine Gentians,

and its flowering period is usually during July

and August. The late Mr. Reginald Farrer

wrote of it as having " rather incurving leaves,

very broad and very pointed, in all respects

like condensed, more numerous, fatter, stiffer

leaves of a diminished G. verna. but specdly

distinct in the clear bluish-grey, yellowish-grc'u

tone of the tufts. The sternless, or almost

sternless, flowers, too, cover the mass in a pro-

fusion so brilliant that to see a slope of hill

occupied by G. brachyphylla in August is like

looking down from heaven upon fallen slabs

of sky. They are rather smaller than those of
j

G. verna, of a blue more clear and light, thinner .

in the star, and with much longer, thinner I

tubes to the corolla."
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE OUT-DOOR FRUIT CROPS
[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.]

The words " Average," " Over," on " Under," as the case may be, indicate the amount of the cpop: and
" Good," " Very Good," or " Bad," denote the quality.

Fuller comments will be given in the following numbers. See also Leading Article on page 81.

COUNTY.

SCOTLAND
Scotland, N.

MORAYSHIRE

ROSS-SHIRE

SUTHERLAND

Scotland, E.

ABERDEENSHIRE ..

BANFFSHIRE

BERWICKSHIRE

AFPLES. PEARS. PLUMS. ,
CHERRIES.

Awl'; ge
;

gxid

Average ;

good

Average
good

Under

Under ; bad

Under : good

Average
;

good
Ucder

Average :

very good
Over

;

very gocd

Under; good, Under ; bad Average;
good

Under; good Under ;
good Under ; bad

Average

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS.
SMALL
FRUITS.

Average
good

CLACKMANNANSHIRE I Average

EAST LOTHIAN

INVERNESS SHIRE.

FIFESHIRE

FORFARSHIRE

KINCARDINESHIRE

LINLITHGOWSHIRE

MIDLOTHIAN

PEEBLESSHIRE ....

PERTHSHIRE

Scotland. W.

ARGYLLSHIRE ..

AYRSHIRE ,

BUTESHIRE

Under

;

good
Average

.Average ;

good

Under

Average
;

good
Average

;

good

Average

Average

Average

;

good
Average ;

good
Over

;
good

Average

Average ;

good

Average
;

•-'
I

Average ;

good
Average ;

very good

Average
;

good
Average ;

good
Average

Over ;

very good
Over

Under

Under

Under

Average
bad

Under ;
good

Average
bad

Average

Average ;

good
Under

;

bad

Average

Under
;

good
Average

Average ;

very gocd

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

;

bad
Average ;

good
Under ;

good

Average

Averago
;

good

Average

Over :

good

Under

Average

;

good
Average ;

good

Under

Average :

very good

Under

Under ;
good

Under

Oxer;
very good

Under; good

Under ; bad

Und.-r
;

good
Under

Over
;
good

Under

Under

Under

Average

Average
;

u I

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad Under
;
good

.... '
Average

;

very good

Under
,
good Under ; bad

Under ;
good Average

;

'_' 1

Under U nder

Our
;

very good

Over
;

very good

Over ;

good

Over :

MIX 'J 1

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Average
;

good

Under ;

very good
Under

Average ;

gOI 'I

Average ;

verj good
Over

Over

;

very ea><>d

Averago

Average
good

STRAW-
BERRIES.

Average ;

good

Over
;

good
Average

;

very gocd

Average ;

good
Average ;

very good

Average ;

very good

Under

Average

Under

;

very good

Average

Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Under; good 1

Over

Average ;

good
Average ;

good
Under

Average ;

good

UnderAverage ;

good
Average ; Average ;

very good very good

Under Under

Under; Under;
good good
.... Under

Average
good

Average

Under

Undir

Under

Average

Over;
very good

Over ;

e,»,,l

Over;
very good

Average ; Under ; good
a 1

Under ; bad

Average Under

Under ;
good Under ;

good

Under Average

Average Under

Under ;
good Ovi i

. I
Average
good

Over ,
good

Average ;

good

Average
;

good

Average

;

very good
Under

;

good
Under

Average ;

good
Under

Average ;

very good
Under

;

good

Average

Average ;

good
Average

•Over ;

v.iy good

Average ;

good
Over ;

good

Over;
very good

Average ;

good
o\er ;

very good
Average ;

good
Average

Average ;

good

Average ;

good

0\er
:

very good

Over :

very good

Average

:

good
Over;

very good

Average
;

good
Over;

very good
Average

Average ;

vi rv e< ,> I

Over;
verj good

Average

Average ;

good

.. Over; gocd Average; Under; good Ovcr;good Qver;g od Under; good Average;
good very good

NUTS. NAME AND ADDRESS.

Average ;

good

Over
;
good

Under

;

good

Average ;

very good
Average ;

good
Under

Average

Under

Under

Average ;

very good

Average

Average ;

good
Under

Average ;

very good

Good

Average ,

good
Over ;

good

Over
vi \ <_' ,< d
Over
good
Over;

very good
Over

;

very gu'>d

Over

;

good

Under ;
good

Under ; Lad

Over
;
good

Average ;

good
Average ;

very good

Average
;

en, lt l

Over;
v rj l'"",i

Over

Under

Under

Average

Under ; good Over ; good

Average; ....
e"l .1

Jobn Macpberson, 4, Hawthorn
Road, Elgin.

William L. Minty, The Gardens,
Ardross Castle, Alness.

W. T. Game, Dunrobin Gardens,
Dunrobin, Golspie.

Simon Campbell, Fyvie Castle,

F y vie.

James Grant, Rothienorman
Gardens.

John McKiunon, Haddo House
Gardens.

George Edwards, Ballindalloch

Castle Gardens.
James Jamieson, Easter Elchies,

Craigellaclne.

William Clayton, Milne Graden
Gardens, Coldstream.

Peter Smith, The Gardens,
Duns Castle. Duns.

Alexr. Kirk, Consulting Gardener.
Paton St., Alloa.

R. P. Brotherston, Tynlnghame
Gardens.

Henry Nimmo, Broxmouth Park.
Gardens, Dunbar.

E. Dredge, The Gardens, Aclma-
earry Castle, Spean Bridge.

Chas. Simpson, Wemyss Castle

Gardens, East Wemyss.
D. McLean, Raith Gardens.

Kirkcaldv.
William Henderson, Balblrnie

Gardens, Marklnch.

Robert Bell, Kinnaird Castle

Gardens, Brechin.

J. B. PerTers, Panmure House
Gardens, Carnoustie.

Donald Mclnucs, Glamis Castle

Gardens.
David Boyle, Tay Park Oardens,

Broughty Ferry.
Andrew McAndie, Ruthven

House Gardens, Meigle.

William Thomson, Urie House
Gardens, Stonehaven.

John Highgate, Hopetoun Gar-

dens, South Qucenaforry.

William Crighton, Morton Hall

Hardens, Liberton.

John Finnie, Stobo Castle Gar-

dens, Stobo.
Alexander Black, The Glen

Gardens, Innerleithen.

James Chisholm, Mcikleour

Houso Gardens, Meikleour.

Thomas bunt, Kcir Gardens,

Dunblane.
Chas. Crighton, Jordanstone Gar-

dens, fieigle.

Malcolm Macnaughton, Seoue

Palace Gardens.

J. li. McKiddle, Rossie Priory

Gardens, Iucuture.

Avi raee
,

good
Over;

vers good

Average; Under; bad Under; bad Under; good Average;
good good

DUMBARTONSHIRE ..' Under; good Average
;

gootl
Under ;

good Average

;

!." >< d
Average

;

good

Dm i : :« d Under
;

good

Henry Scott, Torlolsk Gardens

by Aros, Isle of Mull.

D. S. Melville, l-oltalioch Gar-

dens, Kilinartin.

Over; Under; good D. Buchnnan, Uargany Gardens,

very good Dailly.

John J. Davidson, Ardeneralg

Gardens, Rothesay.

Average ;

verj i4'» « I

\vcrage ;

good
John Biown. Calrndhu Garden?,

Helensburgh.

DUMFRIESSHIRE Average ; Under
;
good

g ".,1

Under I ml, r Over ; good Average ;

e,e„l
James Mi-Donald, Dryteholmo

Gardens, Lockerbie.
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COUNTY.

Scotland. W.

LANARKSHIRE

APPLES PEAKS.

Under

CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—[continued).

Under

PLUMS. CTIERKIES

Average Average

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

A TRICOTS.
SMALT.
FRUITS.

Average
;

good

STRAW-
BERRIES. NUTS. NAME AND ADDRESS.

Average
;

good
John Shiells, Bellefleld Cardcns

STIRLINGSHIRE

ENGLAND
England, N.E.

DURHAM

NORTHUMBERLAND

YORKSHIRE

England, E.

CAMRIDGESHIRE

ESSEX

HUNTINGDONSHIRE
,

LINCOLNSHIRE

A v 2rage

Average
;

'.: I

Over;
very good

Over
;
good

Average

;

good

Under

Under

Average
;

good
Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Under ;
bad

Average;
good

Under; bad

Average
;

good

Average ;

very good
Under; good

Over; good

Under

Over ; good

Average ;

very good

Under

Under ; good

Under ;
good Average

good

Over; good j Under; good

Over;
very good

Average ;

fcoo !

Average
;

good
Over

;

very good

Average
;

pood
Average

;

good
A vera g? ;

very good
Average

;

good
Averagp

;

good
Average ;

vry good
Average;

good

Average
;

good

Over

Under

Average
;

good
Average

;

guod
Under

Under

Under
;

goodj

Over;
very good

Under; good 1 Over
;
goed

Under Under

Under

Under

good

bad

Under; good Under ; bad Under; good Under
;
goodJUnder; good

Under
;
gcod Under

; good

Average
;

good
Under; bad

L'ndei ; good, Under

Under Under

Average Under ; bad

Under ; good Under ; bad

Under; gocd Under; bad

Under
;

goodAverage

;

good
Under; good Under ; bad

Average Under ; bad Average

Average ; Under
;
good

good
Under Over

;

very good

Average ; A\erage
;

good good
Average

; [
Under

good
Average;

i
Under

good
Average

; Aver ge
;

good gcod
Under; good Under; bad

Over; Average;
verj good very cood
Average; Average

;

good good

Average

Under

Average

Average

Under

Under; bad Average
;

good

NORFOLK Under; gocdj Average;
good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

( vtr;
very good
Under

Average

Average ;

good

Under

Average ;

good

Under

Under ;
good

Average
;

good
Average

Average

Average ;

good
Under

Under

Average

;

good
Under ; bad

Average

;

very good
Under ; bad

Average
;

good

Over

;

very good
Average

;

good
Over

very good

Over;
very good

i_.vcr;

very good

Over

;

very good

< ver;
very good

Over;
good

Over ;
good

Under

Under

Average ;

good
Under

Average
;

bad

Average

Under; good

Over
;
good

Average;
good

Average

;

very good

Over

;

very good

Average

;

good

Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Over

;

very good

Under

Average

Under James W. Cunningham Dunt-
reatb Castle Gdns. Blaneflcld.

E. Tindale. Ravcnsworth Oar-
dens, Gateshead.

William McCombie, Rcdworth
Hall Hardens, lleighington.

J. A. Woods, Be..m'sh Park Gar-
dens, Beamish, S.O.

Jas. Winder, Howdcn Dene Gar-
dens, Corbridge-on-Tyne.

W. E. Anderson, Close House
Gardens, Wylam-on-Tyne.

Jas. E. Hathaway, Ealdersby
Park Gardens, Thirsk.

Average
good

Under ; bad

Average
;

goo i

Under Sidney Legg, Warter Priory
Gardens, Pocklington.

Arthur Sewell, Barton Road
Ely.

T. Spooner, Mcldreth.

Average ; W. Woods, Chippenham Park
good Gardens, Ely.

Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Over

;

very good
Under

;
good Under ; bad

Over
;

very good
Average;

good
Average

;

good
Under

;
gooi.

Arthur Bullock, Copped Hall
Gardens, Epping.

E. F. Hazelton, Elsenham,
Stan«tead.

Charles A. Heath, Gt. Halling-
bury Place, Bishops Stortford.

Edwin Guile, Shortgrove, New-
port.

Under ;
good C. Wakcly, County Gardens,

Chelmsford.
Frederick .1. Teed, The Gardens,
Tillingham Hall, Tillingham.

William Johnson, Stansted Hall
Gardens, Stansted.

Average

Average ;

good
Over ;

good

Average
good

Under Under ; bad Average Average ; James newitt, Castle Gardens,
good Kimbolton.

SUFFOLK ...

N'idlai.d Counti s.

BEDFORDSHIRE ....

Over :

very good
Over

Average
;

food

Average
;

good

Average
;

very good

Average

Average
;

good

Average :

very good
Over

;

very eood
Average

;

good

Average
;

good
Average

Average
;

good

Average
;

good

Average
;

very good

Under

Aver.ige
;

good

Average
;

good

Average

Under

Under
; good

Under

Under

Average ; Under
;
good

good

Under

Under

Average

Average

;

good
Under

Average ;

bad

Average; Under
good
Under Over

good

,

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under; bad

Over

;

very good

Average ;

good

Average

Average ;

good

Under
; bad Under ; bad Average

;

good
Average ; Under ; bad Average

;

good
Under ; bad !

Average

;

good

good
Under; bad

Over

Under

Average
;

good

Under, bad

Under

Average
;

good

Under
;
good

;
Over ;

very good
Over

Under

Under
; good

Under
;
good

Under,
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—[continue ')•

COUNTY. APPLES. PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES.

BUCKS Under ;
good Under ; bad

Over; good Under

Average Under; bad

Under ;
good Under ; bad

Under ; bad

CHESHIRE

Average ;

good
Under

Average

Average ;

good
Average

;

good

Under ; bad

Average ;

?ood
Under

Under ; bad

AVt'tdg;

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Ur.der

A v. rage :

'

bLd
Under ; bad

DERBYSHIRE

Under

Under ; bad
,

Average ;

good
Under

Over; good

Average

;

good

Average
;

bad
Over

;
good

Average ;

good
Average

Under

Avorage ;

good

Average ;

good
Under

;

good
A vr rage

Average

;

good
Average ;

good
Under

A vorage

;

good
Average

;

good
Average ;

very good

Average
;

good

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

APRICOTS. SMALL
FRUITS.

STRAW-
BERRIES.

NUTS. NAME AND ADDRESS.

Under Under

Under; bad Uuder; bad

Under ; bad Under ;
good. Average

;

*?ood

Under; bad Under; bad

Average

;

good
Average

Under

Average
;

good
Under ; bad

Under

Under

Average

;

good

Average ;

good

Average
;

good
Under

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Average

;

bad

Under ; bad Under ; bad

Under; bad ,
Under; I- ad

Average ; Under ; bad
good

Under ; bad Under ; bad

Average ;

good

Average

;

good
Average

Average

;

good

Over
;
good

Average

Average ;

good
Average

;

good
Under

Average

Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Under

Undei , bad

Average

;

good
Average

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Average ;

good
Under

Under

Average ;

good
Averag i ;

very good

Average ; W. ITedley Warren, Aston Clin-
good ton Gardens, Aylesbury-
.... Wm. Camm, Cliveden Gardens,

Taplow,
Under; bad James Wood, Hedsor Park

Gardens, Bourne End.
Average; William Brooks, Abbey Gardens,
good Great Missendcn.
.... James MacGrcgor, Mentmore

Gardens, Lcigliton Buzzard.
Under Philip Mann, Education Sub.

Olncc, Aylesbury.
Under Chad. Page, Dropmore Gardens,

Maidenhead. .

Average; Win Turnham, Grceninnds Gar-
bad '

dens. neulc..v-on- Thames.
.... G. F. Johnson, Waddesdoo

Gardens, nr. Aylesbury.

Over; good
I
Over; good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad Under
;
good

Average ; '

goo J

Under; bad Under; bad Average
;

good
Under ; bad Under ; bad Over ;

good

Under
;
good Under; bad Over:

j

very good
Under Under Average

Under Under

Under ; bad Under : ban

HERTFORDSHIRE ... Over ; good Under; bad Under; bad

Over ;

very good

Average ;

good

LEICESTERSHIRE ..

Average ,

very good
Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Over

;

good
Over

;

very good

Average

Under
; good

Over ; good

Average

;

very good

Under; good Under; good Under; good

Under Under ; bad Under ; bad

Under ; bad Under ; bad

Under ; bad Under

Over:
very good

Under

Under

Avcratre
;

good

Under;
bad
Under

Average ;

good
Over

;

good
A verage

;

good

Under ; good Under ; bad

Under

;

very good

NOItTllAMPTOXSlIlltE Under; good Under; bad

Under ;

very good

Under

Under

Under

Under

:

very good
Under ;

very good

Average

Under

;

bad

Average

;

good
Average

Over

;

good
Under ; bad

Average

;

good
Under Average

Under ; bad Average

Under; bad 1 Over; good

Under ; bad Over

:

verv good
Under Over

Average ;

good
Average

Average

Average ;

good
Under

Over;
verv good

Over

Under ;
poor Under ;

poor

Under ; bad Over ;
good Average ;

good

Under; bail Under; good Under; good

Under

Under ; bad

Avcrago ;

eood
Average

;

good
Average ;

good
Average

Average ;

very good

Average

Under

Under ;
good

Average
very good

Under

Under

Under

HOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Average
;

good
Average

;

good

Average

Over ;
good

Under; good Under ; bad

Under; good Under ; I ad

Over ;
good Under ; bad

Average ;

good

Average

A verage ;

good
Under ;

good

Average ;

very good

Over ;

very good
Average

Under

;

good
U nder

Average ;

very good

Average

Average ;

good
Under ;

very good
Under ; bad

T. A Summerfleld, The Gardens
Alderlcy Park. Che.'ford.

Alired M. Jones, Marburv Hall
Oardens. Northwich.

Philip I'.olt, Manor House Gar-
den.*, Middlcwich.

'

'• H. Graver, The Oardens, H n-
bury Park, Henburv, Vacclcs-
fi Id.

Jas. B. Allan, Tirley Garde is,

Tarporlcy.
Under Jas. Atkinson, Torkington Lodj;e

Gardens, Hazel Crovc, i.r.

Stockport.
N. F. Barnes, Eaton Gardens,

Chester.
Under E. Severn, Combermere Gardens,

"Whitchurch.

John Max field, Darley Abbey
Gardens.

Average W. Haward, Alfreton Park Gar-
den', A'frcton

Under E. Wilson, Hardwick Hall Gar-
dens, Chesterfield.

Under J. Tully, Osmaston Manor Gar-
dens, Ashbourne.

Under William Fnlford, Delrow House
Gardens, Aidenham, nr.
Watford.

Average ; T. J. Hartlcss, Kings Walden-
good Bury, Hitchin.

Average Thomas Nutting, Childwickbury
Gardens, St. Albans.

.... James A. Paiee, Aidenham
Vicarage Gardens, Watford.

Under Edwin Beckett, Aidenham House
Gardens, Elstree.

Average; T. Pateman, The Node Gardens,
good Codico.e, Welwyn

W. COC. l're=t«-ol.l Hall Gar-
dens, Loughborough.

Under F. Ibhotson, ltollestnn Hall Gal
dens, Billesdon, Leicester.

Under; A. H. Campin, Whetstone Pas-
very good tures Gardens, Leicester.
Average: ; W. Paterson, Swltliland Hall

good Gardens, Loughborough.

Average; Under Average;
good good

Average; Under; good Under ; bad Under; bad Average;
good very good

Average; Under; good Under ; bad Under; good Under; bad
good

Under Alfred Child, Catcsby House
Gardens, nr. Daventry.

Under ; had F. W. Gallop, Lillord Gardens

,

Peterborough.
.... Robert Johnston, Wakefield

Lodge Gardens, Stony Strat-
ford.

Over ;
good

Average ;

Average

Average ;

Over ;
good Over

;
good

Over ;
good Over ; good

OXFORDSHIRE Under, good Under;
very eood

Under ; goodAverage
;

good
Average

Over ;

very good
Average;

good

Under ; good

Under
;
good

Under; bad

Under
;

very good
Under ; good

Under

Over
;
good

Under; good

Under ;

very good
Average ;

good
Under

Over
;
good

Average

;

good

Under ; bad Under ; bad

Under ;
good Under ;

good

Average

Averag- ;

good
Under ;_bad

Under

Under

;

very bad

Under

;

very good
Average ;

good
Under ; bad

Over

;

very good

Over ,
good

Under

;

good
Average

;

good
Under

Under ; bad

Over ;

very' good

Vvorage

Under

Under ; good

Averago

Over
; good

Under
;
good

S. Barker, Clumber Gardens,
Worksop.

James Gibson, Wclbcck, Work-
sop.

T. W. Whiting, Shotovcr 1'ark

Gardens, Whratlev.
C. E. Munday, Nuneham Park

Gardens, nr. Oxford.
Ben Campbell, Cornbury Park

Gardens, Charlbury.
John A. Hall, Shiplake Court

Gardens, Henley-on-Thames.
V. Gammon, Kmi hnru Hall Gar-

dens, Witney.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—[continued).

COUNTY. APPLES. PEARS.

STAFFORDSHIRE

WARWICK

England, S.
BERKSHIRE .

Average ;

good
Average ;

pood
Average ;

good
Average

;

good
Under;
bad

Average :

good
Average

;

good
Under

;
good

Average
;

good
Under

,
good

Average

;

good

Average ;

good
Average ;

good
Average ;

good
Over ;

good

Over

Average

;

good

Under ; bad

Under ; good

Under

Under; bad

Under

;

bad

Under

;

good
Under ; good

Average

;

good
Under ; bad

Under

Under ; good

Average
;

good
Under

Under ; bad

Under; gord

Under

Under

DORSE1SHTRE ,

Average ; Under ; bad
good

Average; Under
good

HAMPSHIRE

KENT

MIDDLESEX

SURREY

SUSSEX

Over ;
good

Over
;

very good
Ovei ; good

Average
;

good
Average ;

good
Over ; good

Over

;

very good
Average

;

good
Over

Average

Under

Over ;
good

Over

Average

Under

Average

;

good
Over ; good

Average

Average
;

good
Under

;
good

Over ;

good

Average
;

good
Over; good

Average
;

bad

Average
;

good
Under ; bad

Under

Average ;

good
Under; good

Average

;

good
Average;

good
Average

Average

Under

Average
;

good

Average

Under

Under

Under
;
good

Under; good

Average

Under
;
good

Under ; bad

Average

;

good

Under
; good

Under
;
good

PLUMS. CHERRIES

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under
;

bad

Tinier ;

good
Under ; bad

Average ;

good
Aver ge ;

good
Average

;

good
Average ;

bad
Under;
good

Average ;

good
Ovei

;
good

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad Under ; bad
;
Under ; bad

Average

Average
;

good
Under

PEACHES I

and NEC- APRICOTS I SMALL
TAR1NES. FRUITS.

Under ; bad

Under

Over
;

very good
Under

;

bad

Average
;

good
Under

; good

Average
;

good
Under ; bad

Under
;
good Average

;

good
Under Under

Average
;

good
Over

;
good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under ; bad I

Under ; bad

Average

Average

Under ; bad |

Under ; bad Under ; bad Under ;
bad

Under
;
good Average Average Undei

Average

;

good

Under

Average
;

good

Average

Ave rag •

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under

;

good
Under

Average

:

bad

Average ;

good

Under

Under

Average :

good

Under

Under

Average;
, Under; bad

good

Under; good. Average:
very good

Under ; bad
'' Average

;

good

Average

Average

;

good
Over

;

very good
Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Average ;

good
Average

Over

;

very good

Average

Under

Average

Average
;

good
Average

;

good
Under

Average

;

bad
Over

; good

Under

Under

Under ; ba^

Under ; bad

Under]

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Under
; good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under
;
good Average; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Average
;

good
Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Average
;

good
Average

Under
;
good

Under

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Under
;

good

Under

Average

;

good
Average ;

good
Average

;

good
Over; good

Under

;

bad

Under

;

good
Average

;

good
Average

Under
; good

Under

Under
;

good

Average

Under ; bad

Under

Average
;

good

Average

Under

Average

;

good
Under

Under
;

good

Average
;

very good
Average

;

good

Average
;

good
Average;

J good
Over :

very good
Average

;

good
Average ;

pood
Average ;

good
Average .

good
Over

STRAW-
BERRIES.

NUTS.

Average ; Under'; good Average
good good

Average

Under

Under Average

Under ; goodAverage
;

eood
Under

;
good

FA ve rage

Under

Under

Average
;

gocd

Average

Under

Under

Under ; bad

Average
;

good
Over

Under ; bad

Average
;

good
Average

Average

;

good
Average ;

good

Under
;

good
Over;

very good
Average ;

good

Under;
good

Average

;

good
Average;
good
Under

Uuder
;
good

Under

Under
;
good

Under

Average
;

good
Under

Under ; good

Average

Average
;

good

Under ; bad

Under
;
good

Over : good

Average
;

good
Average

;

good

Average

Average
;

good
Under; bad

Average
;

good
Average;

good
Average

;

good
Under

Average

Under ;
good

Average]

Average

Under

Under
; good

Under
;

good

Over

Under ; bad

Over
;
good

Average

Under; good

Under ;
good

Average

Under ; bad

Average

Under

Under
;

good
Unier; good

Under

Average ;

good
Under

Under , bad

Under

Under

Average;
good

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under

Average
good

Average

Under

Under ; bad

Average
;

good

Average
;

good

Average

Average
;

good

Under

A verage

Under ; bad

Over; good

Under

Over
;
good

Under

Average
;

good

NAME AND ADDRESS.

H. CoPier, Rollcston Hall Gar-
dens, Uurlou-on-Trcnt.

T. Bannernun, Blith field Gar-
dens, Uugelcy.

Edwin Oilman, ingestre Gardens,
Stafford.

A. Cheney, Shenstonc Court
Gardens, nr. Lichfield.

. Bat '-;, M -aford Gardens, Stone.

H. Dunkin, Mount Pleasant
Gardens, Emscote.

W. Harmon, Newnham Paddox
Gardens, Lutterworth.

B. H. Martin, More ton Paddox
Gardens.

Chas. Harding, Bagley Gardens
Alccster.

Burton Gaiger, Wdlsbourne
House Gardens.

H. F. Smale, Warwick Castle
Gardens.

A. B. Wadds, EnglenYId Gardens,
Reading.

Edw. Harriss, Lockingc Gardens,
Wantage.

J. Minty, Oakley Court Gardens,
Windsor.

Geolfrev Cooper, Ran worth,
Ma 1 vera Road , Furze Piatt

,

Maidenhead.
J. Howard, Bcnham Park,

Gardens, Newbury,
Thomas Wilson, Castle Garde

Wallingford.

Thos. Denny, Down House
Gardens, Llandford.

T. Turton, Castle Gardens
Sherborne.

W. E. Axford, St. Giles Gardens,
Salisbury.

A. W. Blake, The Castle Gardens,
Highclcrc, Newbury.

E. Molyaeux, Swan more Park,
Bishop's Walt-ham.

Geo. Lockyer, Mereworth Gar-
dens, Maidstone.

lames Wayne, 32, \\ igti wn Road ,

E tliam.
U D- olleige, Cobham Hill,

Cobham.
Edward A. Bun yard, Allington,

Maidstone.
J. George Woodward, Farham

Court, Teston, Maidstone.
Charles E. Shea, The Elms,

Foots Cray.
J. T. Shann, Betteshangcr I'ark

Gardens, Eastry, Deal.

William Lewis, Iden Manor
Gardens, Staplehurst.

J. G. Weston, Eastwell Park
Gardens, Asliford.

H. Markham, Wrotham Park
Gardens, Barnct

G. 11. Head, Fulwcll Park
Gardens, Twickenham.

J. Collier, Gatton Park Gardens,
Reigate.

James Lock, Oatlands Lodge
Gardens, Weybridge,

F. Jordan, Ford Alanur Gardens,
Lingfleld.

S. I. Wright, Royal Horticul-

tural Garden.*, Wisley, Ripley.
T. Smith, Coombe Court Gardens,

Kingston-on-Thames.
T. W. Birkinshaw, The Gardens,
Coverwood. Ewhurst, Guildford

H. Prince, Pclesden Lacey Gar-
dens Dorki g

H. Cook, The Gardens, Glynde
Place, Lewes.

Ernest M. IV ar, Ma ;l.am Down
Hailsham.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS—{continued.,

COUNTY. APPLES. PEARS.

SUSSEX .

(Continued)

WILTSHIRE

Over ; bad

Over

Over

Over; good

Average ;

good
Over

;
good

Average ;

good
Average

Average
;

good
Over ;

very good
Average

;

good

Under; bad

Average

Average

PEACHES.
PLUMS. CHERRIES, and NEC-

TARINES.

Under

Under ; bad

Average

Under ; good Under

Average ;

good
Average

;

good

Under ;

very good
tinder ;

very good

Average
;

good
Average

Average

Under

Average

;

good
Over

;
good

Under
;
good Under

Under Under

Under

Under
;
good Under ;

good

Under
;
good Under

;
good Under

\
good Under ; good

Average

;

good
Under

Over
;
good

Over;
very good

Average ;

good
A verage

Average

Averagt

;

good

Avorage
;

good

Under

Under

Under

Average
;

good

APRICOTS SMALL
! FRUITS.

STRAW-
BERRIES.

NUTS NAME AND ADDRESS.

Over

Under Under

Under Over

Average ;

good

good
Average ;

good

Under

Under

England, N.W.

CUMBERLAND Under

;

good Under ; good Under ; bad

Under
;
good

Average ; I

good
Over

;

very good

Over ;

very good
Under

Average ;

good
Average

;

good
Average ;

good

Average ; Under ;
good

very good

LANCASHIRE

WESTMORLAND

England. S.W.

CORNWALL

Average Under Average

Under; bad under ;
good Under; bad Under; good

Under
;
good Under ; bad Under ; bad Under

;
good

Under Under Average Average

Average

Under

Average

Under ;
goodi

Under
;
good Under ; goc

.... Average

Under; bad Under; good!

Average

Average ;

good
Over

Average ;

trood

Under ; bad

Average
;

good
Average

Average
;

good
Average ;

good
Average

;

good

Average ;

very good

Average Leon Scjuibbs, Stonehurst Gar-
dens, Ardingly.

Average Arthur Wilson, Eridge Castle
Gardens, Tunbridge Wella,

Over Ernest Markham, Gravetye
Manor Gardens, East Grin-
stead.

W. H. Smith, West Dean Park
Gardens, Chichester.

Average Edwin Neal, Tilgate Gardens,
Crawley.

Average ; J. W. Buckingham, Milland
good Place, Liphook.

Under , C. E. Barter, Longteat Gardens,
Warminster.

.... T. Sharp, 123,Warniinster Road*
Westbury.

Over; good
,
H. H. Mills, The Gardens, Font-

hill House, Tisbury.
J. Yandell, Manor Gardens
Ramsbury-

T. Challis, Herbert Cottage,
Wilton, nr. Salisbury.

Average
;

good
Under

; good

DEVONSHIRE

SOMERSET

Over

Over

;

very good

Average ;

good
Average ;

good
Average

Average

Over

Average ;

good

Average

Under Average
good

Average

Under; gjod

Average ;

good
Over

Average

Under

Under

Under ; good

Over

Over

Over
; Average ;

very good good

Uader; good Under; bad Over; good

Under ;
good

Over

Under Average

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

i HEREFORDSHIRE .

.

MONMOUTHSHIRE ..

SHROPSHIRE

WORCESTERSHIRE

WALES.
CARDIGANSHIRE ..

CARNARVONSHIRE

DENBIGHSHIRE ....

Average ;

good

Over
; good

Over
; good

Under

Average
Under

;
good

Average

;

good
Over

;
good

Average ;

good

Over;'

;

veiy good
Average

Under ;
good

Average ;

good

Average

;

very good

Over;
very '-vx d
Under

Average

Over ;

very good
Under

;
good

Over

;

very good

Average
;

bad

Over ; good

Under

Average ;

very gocd

Average ;

good
Average ;

good

Under

Under
Average

;

good
Under

;

good
Under ; bad

Under : bad

Average
;

good
Average

Average
;

bad
Under

Average ; Under ; good Average ; Over ;
good

good good
Average ; Under

;
good Under ; Average ;

good very good good
Under Average;

I
Under

good
Under Average Average Under

Average

Average
Under ;

good

Average
;

very gocd

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under
Over

;
good

Under ;

good
Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Over ; good

Over ; good

Average

Average
;

good
Average
Average

;

good
Average ;

good
Over;

very good
Over

;
good

Average ;

good

Undei ;

very good

U rider j
good

Under

Under

Under
Under ; good

Average

;

good

Average

.... Average

;

very good

luidwr; good Under
;
good

Average;
good

Under ;
good Under

;
good

Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under

Average

;

gi„:,l

Under ;
good Under ; bad

Under

Under ; bad

Under ;
good Under

;
good

Under ; bad I Under ; bad

QLAMORGANSHIRi: Over :

very good

Under

Under

Average ;

good
Average ;

good
Average ;

good

Average

;

bad

Under

Under

Average ;

good

Average

Under Average

;

good
Under ;

good. Over
;
good

Under
;
good

Average ;

bad

Under

Under

Over ;

very good

Average

Over

;

very good

Over ;

very good

Over ;
good

Average
;

good
Under

Over
;
good

Average

;

good
Avorage

;

good
Average ;

good

Average

Average
Average

Under ; good Average
;

good

Under

Under
;

good

Average
;

good

Average
;

good
Average
Over

;

very good
Under

; good

Over ;

very gnod
Average ;

very good

Under

Under
Average

;

g. od

Over ; good

Average
;

good

Under

Average

Average ;

good

Average

Average

Average ;

good
Oxer;

very good
Over ;

very good

Average

Over

;

very good

Average

Average ;

good
Under :

very good
Over ;

very good

Average ;

good

Average

Over ;

verj g l

James Tart, Justicetown
dens. Carlisle.

Gar-

Average

Under ;
good Over

;
good

Average ; [ Average

;

good -' < d
Average Uader; good

Under ; bad Under ; bad

Average
;

good

Under

Average ;

good
Average

Average
;

good

Under

Average

Average ;

good

Under

Over ; good

Average

Average ;

good
Under

Over ,
good

W. B. Upjohn, Hall Gardens,
Worsley, Manchester.

Richard F. Larobe, Witherslack
Hall Gardens, Grange-over-
Sands.

W. A. Miller, Underley Gardens,
Kirkby Lonsdale.

James Jeffrey, Lowther Castle,

Penrith.

HarryWIlliams.Tolvean,Redruth.

James . Treloar, Trevarno-
Gardens. Sithney, Helston.

E. E. Bristow, Castle Hill Gar-
dens, South Molton.

1. H. Bolton, Powderham Castle

Gardens, nr. Exeter.
Gilbert Sleep, Hartland Abbey

Gardens, Hartland,.

P. C. M. Veitch, Rojal Nurseries,

Exeter.

Wm. Lock, Eastclirfe Gardens,
Tei^nmouth.

Grigor Roy. Harwell Park.
Gardens, Bridgwater.

W. Tuck, Clevedon Hall Gar-
dens, Clevedon.

Frank J. Clark, Westonbirt
Gardens, letbury.

Wm. J. JeSeries, Cirencester.

John Banting, lortworth Gar-

dens, Falfleld,

G. H. Hollingworth, Shire Hall,

Gloucester.

Geo. A. Emmett, Lindors Gar-
dens, St. Briavels.

J. Osmond, Ebrington Hall

Gardens, Campden.

F. Roberts, Stoke Edith Park.

Gardens.
Dr. H. E. Durham, Dunclm.
Thomas Spencer, Goodrich Court

Gardens, Ross.

T. Coomber, The Hendre
Gardens.

James Roberts, Roveriea Hall,

Church Stoke.

William Crump, Oakrrdge,
Malvern Link.

Ernest Avery, Finstall Pari
Gardens. Bromsgrove.

James Udale, 7, Ombersley
Road, Droitwich.

W. Phillips, Derry Ormond
Gardens, Llangybi.

I- E. Dunn, Hiifod, Devil's

Bridge.
J. S. Higgins, Glynllivon Park

Gardens, Llanwnda.

J. A. Jones Chirk Castle Gar-
dens, Chirk.

F. C. Puddle, Bodnant Hall

Gardens, Tal-y-cafn.

C. T. Warmington, Penllergacr
Gardens, Swansea.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE. SOCIETIES.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.^

Green Manuring.—The growing of crops for
the sole purpose of green manuring is good in
principle, but in most gardens it is difficult to
spare the time and space for this purpose, ex-
cept for an occasional catch crop. In every
garden, however, there is a supply of waste
vegetable matter, and I have proved that this
refuse, if properly treated, is equal to farmyard
manure, because farmyard manure is mainly
decayed vegetable material. Unfortunately, in
thousands of gardens the most valuable part
of this potential manure is destroyed in the
garden bonfire. With the approach of autumn
this iniquitous instrument of destruction will
soon be seen again. The days when a plentiful
supply of farmyard manure was available are
gone, never to return, and it is high time
that the bonfire should also 'become a thing
of the past and be replaced by a properly
constructed garden-bin where refuse could be
properly treated. In this way a medium can
be preserved for bacterial activities which are
shown to be essential to soul fertility. W.
Auton, The Gardens, Pyrford Court, Woking.

Tricuspidaria dependens and T. lanceolata.—
In my note about Tricuspidaria dependens
on p. 50, I omitted to correct the name
to T. lanceolata. Mr. Hamilton, of Pyle-
well Park Gardens, has in the meantime sent
me a spray of each kind, and asks me whether
or not there is a mistake in the name, as he
always knew the red-flowered kind as T.
lanceolata and T. dependens as the white
one. In Mr. Bean's Trees and Shrubs Hardy
hi the British Isles, Ihe scarlet-flowered form
is given as T. lanceolata (T. dependens,
Hort., Bot. Mag., t. 1,760, etc.). Perhaps Mr.
Heal took the name from the latter. The two
species are totally different in foliage, and
flower, and T. lanceolata is, I think, far more
effective. G. H. Dalrymple, Bartley.

Mr. R. Lewis Castle—An Appeal—There are
many reader,! of The Gardeners' Chronicle,
who, like myself, were closely associated with
M:\ E. Lewis Castle in the days when the
Journal of Horticulture was one of our leading
gardening papers ; when the improvement of
fruit cultivation in this country was made a

question of national importance ; when the
Orchid cult was in the ascendant ; and when
other progressive movements were being initi-

ated and promoted by leaders in horticulture.
Mr. Castle rendered valuable help in them all.

As a journalist lie quickly rose to the front
rank. He was associated with the late Mr.
Spencer Pickering at the Experimental Fruit
Farm at Bulgmont. At his best, Mr. Castle
was a first-cla^s man. He is past work now,
and, like others, he has failed to make nro-
vision for old age and infirmity. I therefore

take the liberty of making an appeal on his

belialf, in the hope that a sum may be raised

that will help to brighten his declining days.

II'. Watson, Keir.

[We gladly publish Mr. Watson's appeal on
behalf of Mr. E. Lewis Castle, and trust it

will inert with a prompt and generous response
Mr. Castle's record of services rendered to

horticulture is a long one, and we feel sure

there are many who, knowing the work he
accomplished, will be anxious to render what
assistance lies in their power. We invite

donations, which we shall be glad to receive
on Mr. Castle's behalf. Cheques should be
made pavable to the " Lewis Castle Belief

Fund."—Eds.]

Asthma and Ampelopsis.

—

{See p. ix., July
30). The asthmatical trouble, said to be
caused by Ampelopsis Veitchii, is due to the

inhaling of the pollen grains distributed by
the wind from the flowers. In a similar
manner the grass pollen sets up the trouble
known as " liny fever." In certain districts,

where the Ampelopsis blooms freely, the same
experience has occurred as at Edinburgh, and
a drv atmosphere favours the " ailment."
itagister Palae.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

August 9.—Gladioli provided the principal

feature of the small exhibition at the fortnightly

meeting held at Vincent Square on this date,

though Herbaceous Phloxes were well repre-

sented, and there was a fair sprinkling of Car-

nations and hardy border flowers.

The Orchid Committee recommended one

First Class Certificate and two Awards of Merit

to novelties, and two medals to collections.

The Floral Committee gave three Awards of

Merit to novelties and awarded nine medals to

collections.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee granted

one First Class Certificate

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), Prince Tadashige Shimadzu, Messrs. Jas.

O'Brien (hon. secretary), J. E. Shill, Arthur

Dye, W. H. White, J T. Barker, A. McBean,

S. W. Flory, E. R. Ashton, W. J. Kaye,

Frederick J. Hanbury, Pantia Ralli, Gurney
Wilson, Chas. H. Curtis, and Jas. Whitton.

AWARDS.
First Class Certificate.

Laelio-Cattleya Golden Glow (L.-C. Sunrise
x C. Venus) from Baron Bruno Schroder,

The Dell Park, Englcfieli Green (gr. Mr. J. E.

Shill). A very bright, distinct and effective

hybrid with well-formed flowers, the sepals and

petals of which are clear chrome yellow, with a

bright orange shade, but with no trace of any

other colour but true yellow. The front of the

well-rounded labellum is mauve purple with

yellow margin. There are also gold lines from

the base. The spike bore four flowers.

Awards of Merit.

Cattleya Falco (C. Dowiana aurea x C.

IJupreana) from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge. A large flower and well-indicating

the fine C. Warscewiczii and C. Warneri in

C. Dupreana and embodying the best features

of both parents. The large flowers have broad

sepals and petals of mauve-purple tint. The

Up is undulated and coloured violet-purple in

front with effective gold lines from the base.

Laelio-Cattleya Vivid (C. Hhoda x L.-C.

Thyone) from Messrs. Flory and Black,

Slough. A pretty, dwarf hybrid with flower of

fine form, the sepals and petals being buttercup

yellow, the well-displayed lip dark ruby-red.

the colour extending to the margins of the side

lobes, which are undulated.

Groups.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a

well-arranged group of fine hybrids, which in-

cluded the large, pure white Cattleya Lady
Veitch, one of the best of white Orchids ; some
pretty Laelio-Calt ley us, Odontoglossums and
Odontiodas, including hybrids of Cochlioda

Xoezliana. a nice batch of which, with clear

cinnabar-red flowers, was included with other

showy Odontiodas and Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded

a Silver Banksian Medal for a good group which
contained excellent forms of Cattleya Haidvana.

including the fine white. petalled C. H. Triumph,
which has an exceptionally broad, ruby-purple

lip with yellow disc. Another fine hybrid was
the, white C. Kienastiana (Luddenianniana

alba x Dowiana aiurea), which has a

fine reddish-purple lip. A beautiful novelty

with a large spike of white flowers with violet

spots was seen in Odontoma Magali Sander

(M._ Warscewiczii x Odm. ardciitissiniuml.

Coelogyne Mooreana and other good species

were well shown in this exhibit.

Other Exhibits.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park. Surrey

(Orchid grower. Mr. Fames), showed Odonto-

glossum Aphrodite vat. Mrs. T. Zarifi (eximium

x President Poincare), a model flower of very

broad proportions, coloured violet with white

markings at the margin and basis of the petals

;

and Odm. Farnessi (Crawshayanum x Rolfei),

with very strong features of Odm. Harryanum

;

the sepals and petals are yellow, blotched with

chocolate brown, the lip white with well-de-

fined violet base in front of the yellow crest.

The Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim (gr.,

Mr. J. T. Barker), shoVed Brasso-Cattleya x

Ida. var. Sunset (B.C. Pluto x C. Dowiana

aurea), with Cowslip yellow flowers, which have

Rose markings on the lip; and Laelio-Cattleya

Fazeana (C. Fabia x L.-C. Schulzeana), a

well-made, brightly coloured flower.

Floral Committee.

Present : Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

J. T. Bennett Poe, W. P. Thomson, Chas.

E. Pearson, G. W. Leak, Arthur Turner, J. W.
Barr, H. J. Jones, J. Jennings, F. McLeod,

W. B. Cranfield, C. R. Fielder, Wm. Howe,

Geo Harrow, John Heal. S. Morris, John

Green, E. Cory, J. Hudson, E. Wallace.

Clarence Elliott, E. H. Bowles, W. E. Dykes,

and W. G. Baker.

AWARDS.
Awards of Merit.

Gladiolus Byron L. Smith. A very dainty

sipike of gandavensis type. It was not large,

but the flowers are well disposed on the spike

and of uncommon pale pinkish-mauve colour-

ing. The greenish yellow colouring on the

lower petals is reminiscent of the markings on

some Rhododendrons. Shown by Major

Churcher. ,,-,-,
G. Utopia. This primulinus hybrid is largei

and the blooms more boldly placed on the spike

than in most of its type. The deep salmon-

pink colouring is even more intense on the out-

sides of the flowers. Shown by Major

Churcher
Montbretia Pocahontas. The star-shaped,

widelv expanded flowers are of reddish-terra-

cotta 'colouring relieved by a small orange zone.

Shown by Sydney Morris, Esq.

Groups.

The most attractive exhibit of Gladioli was

set up by Messrs. Ryders, Ltd. The prumu-

linus hybrids were particularly graceful and

included" vases of Orange Brilliant, Mr. Johan

Spoor, Prince of Orange, Mine. Wentholt and

Lord Nelson. Amongst the grandavensis varie-

ties was a fine vase of the new Mareehal Foch.

while Red Emperor, Empress of India, Panama,

Pink Perfection, and Schwaber were of uncom-

mon merit (Silver Flora Medal).

A length of tabling with an overflow group

was filled with Gladioli by Messrs. Kelway and

Son The chief varieties were Belle of Langport,

Kelway's Defiance, Lady Fair, George V., Gol-

den Measure, Lady Rosemary Portal, Master-

piece Lord Eiroll, Lady Cecil Baring, Saxilboa,

and Phyllis Kelway, a beautiful rich yellow

Langprim (Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal).

Goodlv vases of Gladioli were set up by

Messrs P. Hopman and Sons. Enchantress,

Mrs. Frank Pendleton, Junr., Pink Perfection,

Yellow Hammer, LTmmaculee, Lovenre, Mare-

ehal Foch, and Willy Wigman of these Dutch

flowers were very harndsonie (Silver Bank-

sian Medal).
.

Messrs. H. J. Jones. Ltd., again showed ex-

cellent herbaceous Phloxes as growing plants in

round baskets and bearing good trusses of bill

liant bloom (Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal). Her-

baceous Phloxes were the chief feature of a

display by Messrs. Rich and Co.. who also

showed spikes of Dracocephaluni Bpociosum,

Gaillardias and Moon Daisies (Bronze Flora

Medal).
Boxes of Erica cinerea atrorubens, various

, In. mi Campanulas and other alpines were shown

by Mr. G. Eeutiie, who also had vases of such

hardy border flowers as Hollyhocks. Erigeror

anie'.hvstum. Coreopsis and . Liatris (Silver

Banksian Medal). Rockery plants in small pots,

chiefly Seduans and such drought with-

standing soils, were shown by Mr. Fkf.d ('•.
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Wood. The dense tufts of Sedum glaucum
aureum, S. sexangulare and S. acre variety
were very fascinating.

Bright and fresh Roses, largely of his own
raising, were shown toy the Rev. J. H. Pember-
ton. The vases of Callisto, Prosperity, Mer-
maid. Vanity and Golden Emblem were parti-
cularly attractive (Silver Grenfell Medal).

Collection of varieties of Dianthus Alwoodii
and their newer Perpetual-Border Carnations
were exhibited by Messrs. Allwood Bros. The
Carnations, which materially prolong the season,
mostly displayed the effect of Picotee parentage
and were quite attractive (Silver Banksian
Medal). Greenhouse Carnations, in the varie-
ties mostly grown for market, were shown by
Mr. C. Engelmanx. The vases of Delice, Tar-
zan. Beta and Circe, were particularly bright
and fresh (Silver Banksian Medal).
A new Ivy-leaved Pelargonium named Pink

Perfection was shown by Messrs. F. Woolman
and Son. The plants were very sturdy and
rather more noriferous than 1he average. The
bright pink flowers have a small crimson blotch
and are larger than those of Mme. Crousse.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman).
Joseph Cheal. P. C. M. Veitch, Geo. F. Tinley,
S. B. Dicks, Owen Thomas. T Patcman A
Bullock, G. Keif, W. Bates. E. Harriss H
Markham, G. Reynolds, W. Wilks, and S. T
Wright.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.

Blarl- Currant September Black. This fine
late Black Currant received the R.H.S Award
of Merit on September 12, 1916. The bunches
are exceptionally large and the berries as big
as Sloes and deep black. Fruiting branches
were exhibited, and the growth was of excep-
tional vigour. Mr. Wright stated that bushes
in the Wisley Gardens had given excellent re-
sults. Shown by Messrs. Daniel Bros Nor-
wich.

Cultural Commendation.

This award was given for magnificent fruits
of Morello Cherries exhibited bv Mr. H Mark-
ham, gardener to the Earl of Strafford, Wrotham
Park, Barnet.
The only exhibit in the hall was a small

collection of Maidstone Favourite Apples bv
Messrs G. Bunyard and Co. The brightlv
flushed fruits are of excellent appearance and
of fair flavour.

©tntuanp. ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

HEATHFIELD HORTICULTURAL.
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e heW in the Cro«'n Meadow,

Heathfield Park, on Bank Holiday, August 1proved a great success, fruits, flowers and
vegetables being exhibited in large numbersand in excellent quality for such a dry sea-
son. In very many cases competition was
keen and especially in the 114 classes open
to competitors resident within a 20 mile radius
of Heathfield. In the open section Mrs
v':il

D
,i

(gr
"

Mr> '-OOP'"-), The Glen,
rieathhekl. and Miss Bean, Tower Nur-
senes. had each the same number of points
and consequently a silver medal was awarded in
both cases. The Heathfield Park Challenge Cup
presented by James Groves, Esq. in the amateurs™d cottagers section, was won bv Mr. Russell
of Vvaldron, and the Royal Horticultural Society's
Bronze Banksian Medal awarded to the winner
ot the largest number of points obtained at theshow was also won .by Mr. Russell. Miss Bean
secured the silver challenge bowl offered to the
"inner of the largest number of points in the
ladies section; while the silver medal for the
best trade exhibit of garden produce grown in
the Heathfield district was won by Mr F
Deeprose. Messrs. Sutton and Sons set up a
very fine display of vegetables and fruits, and
James Groves, Esq. (gr. Mr. W. R. Phillips).
Heathfield Park, showed splendid Cucumbers,
eight very fine specimens of trained Coleus, and
an excellent group of plants.

T. J. R. Chalice.—Mr. T. J. R. Chalice,
head of the firm of Messrs. T. J. R. Chalice and
Son, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, South Devon
Nurseries, Plympton, Devon, died on Sunday,
July 31, in his Hist year. Mr. Chalice's father
had a business at Avonwick, and this developed
to such an extent that eventually it was trans-
ferred to Plympton, but before the transfer was
completed the father died, leaving Mr. T. J. R.
Chalice to complete the new nursery and establish
the business at Plympton. Mr. Chalice was a
fine old gardener with an extensive knowledge
of flowering shrubs and trees, and had a great
love for all kinds of plants. He was held in
high esteem in horticultural circles, and took
great interest in local affairs. The funeral
took place at Plympton St. Maurice cemetery,
and the body was borne from the residence
of the deceased on the shoulders of his em-
ployees through the grounds which he originally
laid out and which were his lifelong pleasure.

Mrs. S. B. Dicks—The wife of Mr. S. B.
Dicks, of Me»rs. Cooper, Taber and Co.,
passed away last week after a long and painful
illness. Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Dicks were nearing
the jubilee of their married life. Members
of the seed trade and other friends will join
in sympathy with Mr. S. B. Dicks and his
family ig their sad bereavement.

Rev. Canon Jeans.—The death of the Rev.
Canon Jeans, M.A., removes from the horti-
cultural world one who for many years was
a prominent Rosarian. As an exhibitor of
Roses, Canon Jeans formerly held a high
position, and he has always been an enthusi-
astic cultivator cf the national flow«r. Many
years have passed since he formed the Isle

of Wight Rose Society, but the delightful
-hows he organised remain a pleasant memory.
He was a staunch supporter, and kindly
critic of the National Rose Society. The
funeral took place at Shorwell, Isle of Wight,
on Tuesday. August 9; the grave was lined
with Rose*--, and the floral tributes of Roses
testified to the esteem in which the reverend
gentleman was held.

THE WEATHER.
This was tin warmest of the fifty-one Julvs tar

which records at South/port are available. Yet— in
marked contrast to the great heat experienced at
v. ry many other English stations—the maximum
thermometer on no occasion rose to 80°. The
normal westerly winds ot tho month were replaced
by light, coastal, ' land-and-sea-.breezts." The air was
very dry, the amount of evaporation extremely large
and the level of the subsoil water considerably lower
than in any previous July. The first thirteen days
formed at once a climax and conclusion of the bril-
liantly fine and generally dry weather that had pre-
vailed from early in April. An " absolute drought,

"

of sixteen days' duration, was terminated on the
13th. A very material reduction of sunshine followed.
and slowly and intermittently the weather broke
down. The mean temperature waB 63.2°, or 3.X"
above the average. Only 1.70 inch of rain tell,

or 1.35 inch less than the normal amount.
There were 337 hours of sunshine, or a surplus of
28 hours. Joxepli Baxendale, The Fernley Observatory
Southport.

THE WEATHER IX SCOTLAND.
The prolonged drought of spring and early summer

persisted well into July. During the first three weeks
less than three-tenths inch of rain fell, hut from
the 22nd to the end of the month it rained every day
with the exception of the 2Gth. The yield for the
month was 2.07 inches for 12 days, as against a
normal for the district of 2.74 inches for 15 days.
A notable feature for the sunshine was the absence
of a blank card from the month's record, otherwise
the sunshine was normal, with a total of 172.8 hours,
an average of 5.58 -hours per day, and a percentage
of 33. With a mean of 29.99 inches the barometer
varied from a highest of 30.31 inches on the 4th, to
a lowest of 29.52 inches on the 26th. The mean
temperature of 59° was fully one degree over the
normal for July, the mean maximum being 68° and the
mean minimum 50°. On the 9th we had the exception-
ally high maximum (shade) temperature of 82°, while
the lowest minimum of 38° was registered for the
30th—an absolute range of 44°. The highest minimum
was 59° on the 8th, and the lowest maximum 53° on
the 28th. On the grass, with a lowest of 32° on the
30th. the mean minimum was 47°; there were no
nights of ground frost. At a depth of one foot the
soil temperature reached its highest of 04°, and by
the end of the month it had fallen to 56°.

' The pre-
vailing wind was south-westerly. John Davidson,
Director of Studies, Kirtton of Mains, near Dundee

Gardener's Notice. ,/. H. It has been held
by the High Court that a head gardener is a
domestic servant (being within the curtilage
of the house), and is therefore entitled to a
month's notice. The case of a foreman gar-

dener has not been 'before the High Court,
but the result would depend on how far the
facts came, within the considerations men-
tioned above. We should advise you to give
a month's notice if you wish to be on the
safe side. The foot that the wages are paid
fortnightly is not conclusive evidence on the
point.

Grape Spot: A. P. IT. The spotting of the
'berries of your Grapes is due to the pre-
sence of the Graipe spot disease (Glueosporium
ampehiphagum) ; see p. 80.

Names of Fruit.—//. W.\ The Peach fruits

submitted were so badly damaged in transit
that it was quite impossible to determine
the names of the varieties.

Names of Plants: F. A. Specimen very
shrivelled, probably Centaurea macrucephala.
— W. If". We cannot undertake to name
florists' flowers.

—

B. W. Flower too
shrivelled for determination, probably Crinum
giganteum.

—

E. Y. 2, Santolina cbamaecy-
parissus; 3, Genista cinerea ; 4, Hypericum
Androsaemum ; 5, Fuchsia macrostemma; 7„
Sedum reflexum ; 8. Galium verum; 10. Sedum:
spurium ; 11, Cistus sp. ; 13, Sedum rupestris;

the other specimens were too small for pur-
poses of identification.

—

F. A. 1, Pentstemon
barbatus ; 2, Perowskia atriplicifolia ; 3 and 4,

garden forms of Verbascum nigrum.—./. O.
Probably Cephalanthera grandifiora, but the
specimen was so withered when received as

to render determination difficult.

—

M. A.
Torbay. Linaria purpurea.

Pea Haulm Diseased : /. T. IP. Various fungi
were present on and in the root« of the
specimens received, and among them Thie-
lavia basicola was found, which is probably
the chief cause of the trouble. In the case
of the Gladioli the fungus Rhizoetonia was
present. Gladioli should not be grown for

some years to come in the same ground
occupied by the infested stock, nor should
Sea Kale. Potatos and other root vegetables
be cultivated on the infected plot. No trace

of fungous disease could be found in the
Cineraria; therefore we can only assume
that .some cultural error is responsible for

the condition of the plants.

Peach Leaves Perforated: A. T. The trees

are apparently suffering from a slight at-

tack of the shot-hole fungus. We would also

point out that red spider was present. The
.shot-hule fungus may be controlled by spray-

ing the trees with an ammoniacal solution of

copper carbonate just as the leaves are ex-

panding and again at intervals until the
foliage is fully developed.

Winter Spinach and Cabbage Under Glass :

./. ./. The best kind of Spinach to grow
under glass during the winter months is the

Broad-leaved Prickly. Seed may be sown in

October either broadcast in beds about 3 feet

wide, or in drills about 1 inch deep and a

foot apart. The atmosphere should not be too
moist, or fungus will attack the plants; nor
too dry, or red spider may play havoc. The
Ibest variety of Cabbage for growing under
glass in winter is probably Hurst's First and
Best, but Early Offenham, Early Market,
Mein's No. 1, or Enfield Market may also be
grown. Seeds should bo sown in August to

have plants ready for planting in October, and
not later than November, about 1 foot apart
'each way. This will allow for every alternate
plant being pulled early in the year as
" greens." thus allowing 2 ft. apart for the
remainder to develop hearts.

Communications Received.— A. M.. Newcastle

—

W. W.—B. W.— A. L.—C. E. T.—J. N.—O. W.„
Belgium—L. B. E.—W. B. P.—J. C. W. & Son—
H. A. F.— J. 1!. S.
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and Wm. Robb. 12.45—1.30, Discussion. 3—
3.30, The Industrial and Commercial Uses of
the Potato. H. V. Taylor. 3.30—3.50, Dis-
cussion. 3.50—4.20, The 'Early Potato Industry.
I. M. Hannah. 4.20—4.40, Discussion. 4.40^—
5.10, Degeneration of Potatos. Dr. R. N.
Salaman. 5.10—5.30, Discussion. Thursday,
November 17.—10—12, Judging of Potato Ex-
hibition. 12 noon. Opening of Potato Ex-
hibition. 2.30—4, Inspection of Potato Ex-
hibition. 4—4.40, Wart Disease of Potatos.
V. H. Blackman and Wm. B. Brierley. 4.40—
5.30, Discussion. 5.30—6, Recent Investiga-
tions on Potato Blight. G. H. Pethvbridge.
Friday, November 18.—10.30— 11, New Work
on Leaf Curl in Holland. H. M.' Quanjer. 11—11.45 New Work on Potato Diseases in
America. W. A. Orton. 11.45—12.15, New
Work on Mosaic in Ireland. P. A. Murphy.
12.15—12.30, The situation as regards Leaf
Ourl and Mosaic in Britain. A. D. Cotton.
12.30—1.30, Discussion.

Prices of French Bulbs- -The Chamber of
Horticulture has bee:i requested to hold a
further conference on this question. It has
therefore been decider! to hold the meeting
on Monday. August 22 next, at 2.30 p.m. at
18. Bedford Square, W.C.i. All firms that
have previously been represented and all others
interested are earnestly invited to attend.

Great Spring Exhibition at Cleveland. U.S.A.—We are informed that arrangements are being
made to hold the largest and most imposing
early flower show yet held in America at Cleve-
land, Ohio, next spring, when cash prizes to
the value of $20,000 will be offered. A very
large area will !be allocated for commercial ex-
hibits, and the receipts from this source,
together with the gate money, are depended
upon to make the show a financial success.

Royal Horticultural War Relief Fund.—The
Committee of the Royal Horticultural War
Relief Fund has received, with very grateful
thanks, the handsome sum of £900 from the
British Ambulance Committee, per His Grace
the Duke of Portland, K.G., K.C., President,
in aid of the suffering peasants in France.

Transactions" of the National Chrysanthe
mum Society.—Prior to the war the annual
publication of a small volume of Transac-
tions by the Publications Committee of the
National Chrysanthemum Society was looked
forward to with keen interest by raisers and
exhibitors of the Chrysanthemum. The publi-
cation ceased, however, when war conditions
rendered economy imperative, and was only re-
commenced in 1920. The cost was considerable
and scarcely warranted, if considered only in
the light of an advertisement and a means of
increasing membership. This is to be regretted,
because the continuous publication of this and
similar works by floricurtural societies ensures
the preservation in handy form of many his-
torical notes and records, new methods of cul-
tivation and of exhibiting. The cost of the 1920
publication has not wholly deterred the
N.C.S., but the issue for 1921, now before
us, is a much more modest affair, and lacks
the familiar stiff green covers. The contents,
however, are of great interest, and the issue
would have served a good purpose if it contained
nothing more than Mr. Percy Cragg's lecture
on "Raising Chrysanthemum Seedlings," the text
of which has been preserved since 1916, as it was
in March of that year it was delivered at a
meeting held at Carr's Restaurant. Mr. Cragg's
account of the methods he adopts for ensuing
fertilisation and seeding is told in delightfully
simple fashion, and its value is enhanced by
diagrammatic sketches Mr. T. Stevenson's
lists of "The Best Chrysanthemums" will im-
mediately give rise to 'much discussion among
growers in general and exhibitors in particular,
but we feel confident that it would be difficult
for anyone to iimprove on his selections unless
the question erf taste in regard to colour were
the deciding factor. Appreciative reference is

made to the work done by Mr. Thos. Bevan,
Mr. R. Ballantine, and Mr. Jarratt on behalf
of the N.C.S.

, all of whom have joined the great
majority since the previous issue of the Trans-
actions. The only illustration in the present

issue is one showing how freely and successfully
Mr. Bevan employed Chrysanthemums to beau-
tify the St. Marylebone Cemetery, at High-
gate, where he was superintendent for over
thirty years. The records of the Floral Com-
mittee are given, and the Report and Accounts
of the Society for 1920 are also included.

Mr. H. V. Taylor—The son of a Somerset
farmer and fruit grower who cultivates exten-
sively in the county of Somerset, Mr. H. V.
Taylor. A.R.C.S., B.So., M.B.E., has been
associated with the fruit growing industry
from his earliest years, although it must
b? admitted that the Apple industry in this
western county is more concerted in the
production of cider than with fruits for
culinary and dessert purpose*. When nineteen
years of age, Mr. Taylor left the home farm
and studied Botany and plant pathology at
the Royal College of Science under Professor
J. B. Farmer. Here he obtained th e College
Diploma, and later he graduated at the
London University, obtaining a first-class
Honours B.Sc. In 1913 Mr. Taylor joined
the Ministry (then the Board) of Agriculture
as a horticultural inspector, and during the
period of the war he was in charge of the
Government Scheme for the supply of seed

rotates to allotment holders throughout
England and Wales, and to the soldiers for
the planting of land in the many theatres
of war. The extent of this work may be
gauged from the fact that during 1917-18 no
fewer than 40.000 tons of seed Potatos were
distributed. In this connection it may be
observed that Mr. Taylor has made a special
study of the cultivation of Potatos in many
countries and enjoys a high reputation among
Potato experts. Towards the close of the war.
Mr. Taylor joined the horticultural division
of the Ministry of Agriculture as chief of
the Plant Disease Section, under Dr. Keeble,
who was then Controller of Horticulture c.f

the horticultural division, and who rendered
service of immense national importance. Mr.
Taylor is now Deputy Controller of Horticul-
ture, and is associated with Mr. W. Lobjoit
in directing the horticultural activities of the
Ministry of Agriculture during the present
difficult and critical times.

The Tomato as an Anti-Scorbutic.—Dr.
Michael Grabham, in a letter to the Times,
points out the value of the Tomato and its

congeners in the prophylaxis and treatment of

scurvy. He states that it is sixty years since
he .observed the absence of scurvy in the
North Atlantic Islands, owing to the Portuguese
methods of using and preserving the Tomato.
Many of the market forms of tinned Tomatos

and pastes are quite trustworthy, but it is
uncooked fruits which give the best results.
In 1878 he furnished Sir George Nares, wiio
was about to undertake exploration and sur
veying work in the western regions of Pata-
gonia, with an abundance of the small, wild
Tomato, Lycopersicum ceraaiforme, which he
had proved to be most effective. This small
Tomato is found in profusion in all the North
Atlantic Islands, where it produces, unculti-
vated, an abundance of brilliant fruits, and Dr.
Graham has scattered seeds of the plant far
and wide. He states that the fruits are far
more substantial and much less watery than
those of the cultivated kinds, and that, em-
bedded in coarse salt or immersed in brine,
they will keep month after month in perfection:

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—
Tuesday, August 23.—Royal Horticultural
Society's committee meeting. Wednesday,
August 24.—Biggar Flower Show; Dunoon
Flower Show ; Helensburgh and Gareloch
Flowei Show ; Inverness Flower Show ; Lanark
Flower Show. Thursday, August 25.—Dundee
Horticultural Society's Show (three days);
Ayton Flower Show ; Peebles Flower Show

;

Sandy Flower Show. Friday, August 26.—
Dunbar Flower Show ; Dunfermline Flower
Show (two days) ; Holytown Flower Show

;

Moffat Flower Show; Stranraer Flower Show;
Swinton, Duns, Flower Show. Saturday,
August 27.—Kilsyth Flower Show; Larkhall
Flower Show ; Larbert Flower Show ; Lauder-
dale Flower Show ; Prudhoe Flower Show

;

Markinch Flower Show; Mearns Flower Show;
Felling and District Flower Show (two days)

;

Old Kilpatrick Flower Show ; Tarbolton Flower
Show

; Springside Flower Show ; Alexandria
Flower Show ; Tullibody and Cambus Flower
Show ; Bannockburn Flower Show ; Thornhill
(Perthshire) Flower Show; Bridge-of-Weir
Flower Show ; Carstairs Flower Show ; Chirn-
side Flower Show ; Chryston Flower Show

;

Coalburn Flower Show ; Coylton Flower Show ;

Daillv Flower Show; East Linton Flower Show;
Gartmore Flower Show ; Gatehouse Flower
Show- ; Gateside (Beith) Flower Show ; Glen-
cairn and Tynron Flower Show; Inverkip and
Wemyss Bay Flower Show.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago..

—

Jtoyal Surrey Zoological Gardens.—
Grand flower show, fete, and bazaar des fleurs,

.in Monday and Tuesday next, August 24 and
25. in aid of the funds to relieve those
nurserymen and florists who suffered 60
severely by the late dreadful hailstorm. This
fete cannot fail of proving the most brilliant
of the season, being under the immediate
patronage of H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge,
who has signified his intention of honouring
the gardens with his presence. The Right
Hon. the Lord Mayor of London, and several
other persons of rank and influence, will also

give their presence and support to the under-
taking. The collection of flowers, fruit, etc.,

will be arranged under spacious tents and
marquees generously furnished on this occa-
sion by the firm of Staff and Sons, of Lawson
Street, Dover Road. The flowers, fruit, etc.,

are the voluntary contributions of several

ladies and gentlemen amateurs, and the
various nurserymen and florists in the vicinity

of London and elsewhere. Also, to aid the
charity, several amateurs, etc., have offered to

send choice specimens which will be added
to the fund. To add to the festivity of the
scene, Lieut.^Colonel Williams has kindly
offered the band of Her Majesty's 2nd Regi-
ment of Life Guards which, in conjunction
with the band of the Royal Horse Guards
Blue, also gratuitously proffered by Colonel
Bouverie, will promenade the grounds during
the two days. All the various attractions of

the gardens will also be given, viz., the view
of Naples and Vesuvius, splendid Menagerie.
Calyp o's Fairy Grotto. Illuminated Gothic
Bridge, Conservatory. Promenade Concert.
terrific descent of Signor Farinelli in his

dragon car, and grand eruption of Vesuvius,
which takes place at 9 o'clock precisely.

Doors ipen at one.—Admission 2/-. Card.
Chron. August 22, 1846.
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DOUBLING IN STOCKS.

A few words of comment on Mr. Taylor's

communication of July 30 (page 59) may serve
'

to prevent misconceptions which otherwise

might arise.

S birstly, with regard to the expression " hap-

I hazard solving, " which I used in my earlier

remarks (July 9). By haphazard sowing is

meant simply a sowing in which no conscious

selection of seed is made in regard to shape,

size, or any other character, Presumably East
' Lothian growers also make their sowings hap-

| hazard, since Mr. Taylor makes no reference to

, any method of seed selection.

Secondly, as to the 28 plants which were

killed by frost. These plants constituted one

whole batch in a more exposed situation, and

included individuals of every grade of vigour.

I cannot doubt that they represented as much
an average sample as any other batch that sur-

vived, and that their loss, though it reduced

the final record, did not otherwise affect the

result.

In conclusion, I may so far agree with Mr.

Taylor that if this experimental result stood

alone it might be held not to be decisive. But
seeing that it is in accord with expectation based

• on a general principle which has been found to

hold in every strain of Stock investigated, it will

leave no doubt in the mind of anyone open to

conviction on the point, and ready to discard the

tradition of a life-time for a single ounce of fact.

E. if. Saunders. Cambridge.

To me it is very interesting that Mr. Taylor
(page 59) also is of the opinion that Stocks sold

for " East Lothian" are sometimes (Mr. Taylor

thinks always) spurious. When, however, he
asserts that a crimson-coloured Stock alone has

a right to the name, I am anxious for proof. It

is true that an Intermediate, of " scarlet
"

colour, was cultivated in the country previous to

the production of the white and the purple by
Campbell, but it was less dwarf in habit, and
probably threw a lower percentage of doubles.

This. I think, may be inferred from the circum-
stance that Mr. David Thomson, then gardener

at Archerfield, near Nortli Berwick, who
was instrumental in bringing the strain into

notice, stated that it was " difficult to get
singles enough among the purple and white to
perpetuate them," a remark not applied to the
" scarlet." I have just referred to old notes of

my own upon various flowers, and find these
estimates of the value of Stocks :

—" Scarlet, a

wash-out shade of rose—not worth growing."
Then, in 1880, " The new crimson, very fine."

So it would appear that the Crimson East Loth-
ian Stock did not materialise till about 1£80.

When I was searching into the history of the
Malmaison Carnation I found great diversity

about the facts among people who must have
known it from its first appearance, and it was
only from printed references that I was enabled
to deduce something near the truth. Therefore
it is very important for anyone who may take
up the subject of Stocks in the future, that

present-day writers should render all the help
they can, so that a correct decision mav be
arrived at. Can Mr. Taylor produce evidence
other than traditionary, and, if traditionary.

reliable; and can it be depended upon that
a " Crimson " Stock was cultivated previous to

Campbell's white and purple, and by the name
of " East Lothian "

? That the so-called " Scar-
let " also obtained the name along with these is

not the point, for anyone who knew the varieties

also knew that the " Scarlet " would never have
risen out of obscurity had the others not been
evolved.

My predecessor, Mr. Lees, left me seeds in

1874, which produced plants of white, some of

which had spikes resembling Hyacinths, up to

12 inches in length. He also left singles in pots
for seed production the next year, the custom
being either to pot up selected singles, which
were wintered in vacant fruit structures, or else,

in late autumn, were transplanted close to the
base of a wall of south aspect, where they bore

seed the next year. I do not presume to ques-

tion the accuracy of the statement that plants

three years of age have been preserved for seed

production. That it is essential is negatived

from the fact of the old growers saving seed

from plants not more than 18 months from seed
sowing—when raised in spring. This was the

practice of an old friend who, up to the period

of his retirement, supplied me with a few plants,

or seeds, annually, to furnish a small border,

where they were planted and esteemed for their

fragrance. Afterwards, purchased seeds gave
evidence that spurious strains were being grown
and sold to seedsmen as East Lothians. I may
add that Mr. Thomson estimated five-sixths of

the early Stocks to be double. I fully agree

Fig. 37.

—

gladiolus bvhon l. smith r.h.s.

award of merit, august 9. shown by major
ciiurcher (see page 93).

with Mr. Taylor that the experiments that have
called forth these and other notes require repe-

tition and extension in order to discover whether
the deductions are based on the produce of

plants of a spurious race. R. P. Brothers/,

m

BEDDING PLANTS.

PROPAGATING STANDARD HELIOTROPES.

It is easy to raise good standard Heliotropes,

that will be suitable as summer bedding plants

next year, from cuttings inserted now. If used

in beds to break the flatness or dotted about

in various parts of the garden, the Heliotrope

charms by its fragrance and beautifies by its

Quiet, sombre hues.

Cuttings should be taken early in August, the
earlier the better, to allow of time for the

making of standard specimens so far as possible

before the winter. Fairly strong growths should

be chosen as cuttings, and they should be in-

serted in pots, boxes, or a propagator, using

sand only as the rooting medium. The atmo-
sphere should be close to prevent flagging, and
its humidity must be regulated by reversing or

wiping the glasses regularly. In a brisk heat
the cuttings will root in about a fortnight, and
may then be transferred to boxes containing
sandy soil and leaf soil at a distance of about
3 inches apart. They should be gradually
accustomed to a more open atmosphere and to

sunshine. Cuttings far in excess of the number
of plants required should be inserted so that

at each removal the best plants may be selected.

With suitable treatment these rooted cuttings

will very quickly be ready for removal to 3-inch

pots filled with a mixture of loam, leaf soil and
sand. With plenty of light, a temperature of

about 55°, and a position close to the roof-glass

the plants will develop steadily and need a
short stake for support. In the ordinary course

it should be possible to get them into 5-inch

pots by the end of September, and no further

potting should then be done till after the New
Year, when growth will become more rapid.

Should the plants during these few months be-

come pot-bound, they may be assisted by occa-

sional watering with liquid manure. The plants

should be grown to a single stem, the flower

heads pinched out as they appear, and side-

growths removed.

In late January or early February they may
be shifted finally to 7-inch pots. These large

receptacles will become well filled with roots,

so that planting can be done easily in June.

Ahout that time also, or within a few weeks,

the main shoot will have attained a height of

about 3j feet, and the point of the growth
may be pinched out. The aim should be to have

a clear stem of 3 feet. Beyond that the side

growths should be allowed to extend, and when
they are about 6 inches long the side shoots also

should be stopped. Whenever pinching is done,

all growths, large and small, should have their

points nipped out so that the head may be

properly balanced. At that stage a stronger and
longer stake will be necessary. The plants

should be so arranged that the heads have

plenty of room and the growths do not become
drawn. In April the gradual process of har-

dening-off should be done in easy stages, so that

by the end of May the standards may be set

out-of-doors, where they can be protected from

frost should the need arise.

During the spring numerous side growths will

develop, and these may be allowed to grow to

a sufficient size to be used as cuttings for the

production of dwarf plants.

In June the plants may be set in the beds

at a distance of 4-6 feet apart. FT. If.

PROPAGATING SOFT-WOODED BEDDING
PLANTS.

Where large quantities of bedding plants

have to be raised, a start to raise stools

should be made this month. Zoiuil Pelar-

goniums should be taken in hand first, as one

cannot take many cuttings at one time with-

out spoiling the appearance of the beds. During

wet seasons, when growth is sappy, cuttings

often prove troublesome to root; but. at pre-

sent, owing to the prolonged dry weather, they

should give no trouble in that respect. Where
cold frames are available it is a good plan to

stand the boxes or pots of cuttings in them, as

the lights may then be used to protect them in

case of wet weather. Pelargoniums of the Ivy-

leaved type, are much easier subjects and
usually give no trouble. Fuchsias are often

troublesome to root when the cuttings are taken

from outdoor plants, especially if the growth i-

at all hard. This difficulty is often experienced

in propagating ordinary bedding plants from

outdoor plants. With such subjects it is best]

if possible, to keep stock plants in pots, to per

mat of them being placed in slight heat; growth
such plants produce will form roots readily.

J. c.
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The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. .1. Wxthes, F.s'

( ,

Copped Hall, Epping-.

The Muscat Vinery.—Until recently it has
been an advantage to allow the foliage of

Muscat vines to become somewhat denser than
is usual, to afford the bunches protection from
brilliant sunshine; but now that the days are
duller and showers frequent, more light should
be allowed to reach the interior of the house.
Young laterals should be shortened to one bud
preceding the last stopping ; if the foliage is

very dense and the leaves directly over the
bunches of fruit, some of the leaves should be
tied back carefully to admit of plenty of light
reaching the berries; but it is necessary to exer-
cise great care in doing this, as the petioles of
the leaves are easily broken and the foliage
torn. The borders should be sufficiently moist
whilst the fruit is colouring to require no
further watering until such time as the Grapes
are removed from the vines. These remarks
apply only to Muscat Grapes that are on the
point of finishing. In the later house, the
berries in which are still in a green and swell-
ing condition, the borders, if dry, should
be watered and a little stimulating manure
used

; if the surface of the border is covered
with a thick mulching of dung, watering may
not be necessary, as the mulching has the effect
of conserving the soil moisture, and at this
season it is preferable that the borders should
be slightly on the dry side.

General Remarks.—It is possible now to review
the work and result of the present season in
the fruit houses. The crops in vineries are at least
two or three weeks in advance of the usual
season. Grapes have never finished better, and
for many weeks no fire heat has been necessary,
and at no time during the season has much
artificial warmth been required. In our early
house, where the vines are chiefly of the Black-
Hamburgh variety, the bunches were of good
size and berry, and the latter finished per-
fectly. This was followed by a house cf
Madrrsfield Court, nearly every 'bunch of which
was of good size and with large berries, while
not a berry split. The Grapes in the Muscat
house are nearly ripe, and promise to finish well

;

but red spider has been somewhat troublesome
and has been the cause of a good deal of
anxiety. The vines in our late vinery, which
is a mixed house of Black Alicante.' Appley
Towers. Lady Dowries, Lady Hutt, and Mrs.
Pearson, are each carrving good bunches, and
by appearance, the colour being so good', are
nearly fit for cutting, which ig much earlier
than usual. Early Peaches and Nectarines
have been equally good, while the later fruits
promise to be verv satisfactory. To sum up. I
have never experienced a better year for all
kinds of fruit under glass.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pitman, (Jardenerto Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Cabbage—The ground should be made ready
for the planting of the earliest spring Cabbages.
Where the piece of ground chosen was
well enriched with manure for the previous
crop it will not require any further manuring,
but if it is in a poor condition it should be
enriched with farmyard manure, and be either
trenched or dug very deeply. This crop does
remarkably well on land from which a crop of
Onions or of Peas has been taken. With regard
to the distance to plant, much will depend on
the variety cultivated, and the condition of the
soil. Small growing varieties may be placed
about 18 inches apart and 15 inches asunder in
the rows, rather more room being allowed for
the larger kinds. Make another sowing of
Cabbage seed and treat as previously advised.

Late Peas.—Late Peas are hoi growing so

'.'eely as one could wish. Thrip and mildew are

inclined to be troublesome, and care should be
taken to keep the haulm clear cf these pests.

If the roots are being watered, use some quick-
acting fertiliser to promote a stouter growth,
but not to such an extent as would cause
coarseness of growth. Owing to the drought,
I am growing a quick-maturing variety in pots

with a view to planting these out in a well-

prepared trench immediately rain falls in

sufficient quantity.

Vegetable Marrows.—Marrows that were
planted out early in frames on mild hot-beds
have, so far, been the most fruitful here this

season, and have well repaid the little extra
care needled in watering and feeding. Continue
to thin and train the growths to prevent crowd-
ing of the leaves. Do not allow a few fruits

to attain to a great size, as big Marrows are
of little value, and exhaust the plant's energies.

If mildew is present, dust the foliage with
flowers of sulphur, and continue to keep the
plants supplied with liquid manure.

French Beans.—To ensure a succession of pods
as late in the season as possible, seeds of some
quick-maturing variety should be sown singly
or two placed in a 60-sized pot, and germinated
in a warm house for planting out in pits or
frames, where protection may be given from
early frost. The soil should be enriched with
well-decayed manure, and afterwards made fairly
firm again before planting. To keep the plants
healthy and free from insect pests, they should
be svringed daily whenever the weather is hot.
To ensure a quick growth the frames may be
closed early in the afternoon, but in no case
should the plants be coddled; air should be
admitted in the early morning.

Carrots.—The hot. dry weather has been un-
suited to the growth of July-sown Carrots.
Where sufficient cold frames are available, it

will be advisable to make another sowing of a
Short Horn variety, and every means taken to
ensure a quick growth. Maiiiciop Carrots are,
in cases, very unsatisfactory, and this late crop
will be doublv valuable.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmfh MoRt-

n'OOD, Esq., Alfrcton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Plumbago.—Plants of Plumbago trained to the
roof rafters should, after they have finished
flowering, be pruned hard back to the old wood,
leaving only a bud or two of the previous year's
growth. In a few weeks' time the young shoots
will develop. Plenty of water should b? sup-
plied to the roots while the plants are making
their growth, and if too many shoots develop
a few may be rubbed off. Plumbagos trained
in balloon fashion should have their growths
regulated and a number of the young shoots
trained in to furnish the plant. In due course
some of the old wood will need to be cut out.

Adiantum.—Where these Ferns were started
late in the season they should have plenty of
room to develop, and the roots watered 'once
weekly with diluted liquid manure, made
from cow dung and soot water mixed.
The plants should be damped overhead each
evening and the staging kept damp. Seedling
Adiantums are growing freely, and should be
transferred to larger receptacles when they
need more room.

Tree Carnations.—Young plants propagated
from cuttings this year should, if not already
supported, be staked forthwith. Admit plenty of
air to the plants, but if they are growing in
frames they must be protected from rains.
Older plants should lie tied neatly to stakes.
Admit plenty of air at all times where Carna-
tions are grown and fumigate the house at
intervals to keep the plants free from aphis.

Alonsoa.—If this plant is required for flower-
ing in spring the seed should be sown now and
the seedlings grown on steadily. Alonsoas make
a surprisingly beautiful display in the early
months of the year. The plants will need
pinching occasionally.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. X. C.
Bothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbnry, Buckinghamshire

Vines.—The hot summer has suited out-

door vines, which have made free, strong
growth, whilst the crop of fruit is the best
for many seasons past, and, with a continua-
tion of warm weather, the berries should ripen

well. Vines carrying good crops of fruit should
be frequently assisted with liquid stimulants

—

for preference from the cow yard—until the

berries show signs of ripening ; failing this, light

dressings of Peruvian guano, or poultrj
droppings spread over the surface and well
watered in may be used. Whilst keeping the

rods fairly open by the removal of lateral

growths, with a view to exposing the bundles
as much as possible, the removal of the larger

foliage is not advisable, this being always detri-

mental to the vine in general. On the first

appearance of mildew, dust the affected foliage

with sulphur, but not the fruit. In ordinary
seasons, when there is plenty of root moisture,

this disease is seldom troublesome. Drought at

the roots is a frequent cause of its appearance.
Wasps are very prevalent this year, and the
fruit should be protected by covering the vines

with wasp-proof netting, or by enclosing each

bunch in a wasp-proof bag ; the latter method
I consider preferable as, with care, the bags

last for many years, and are easily manipulated.

Strawberries.—Layered runners should be

planted out as early as possible, to ensure their

becoming established before the advent of

winter. Two feet apart ds a good average dis-

tance at which to plant most varieties, but
strong-growing sorts, which produce an abun-

dance of foliage, should be allowed an extra

six inches. Plant firmly, well treading the

soil about the plants with the feet, and keep

the loots well watered until they are firmly

established, removing all stray runners a« they

appear. Forced plants that were subsequently

planted out early in the summer are showing
a number of flower trusses; these should be

removed, likewise all runners as they appear,

otherwise the crowns will be weakened for next

year's fruiting. Autumn fruiting or perpetual

varieties, such as St. Joseph, Louis Gauthier

and St. Antoine de Padoue, should be assisted

by copious root waterings whilst, the weather

continues dry, and the fruit protected from

birds in the usual way. Should wet weather

prevail whilst there late sorts are ripening,

the fruit should be raised above the mulching
material, otherwise slugs or other ground

vermin will attack the ripening berries. Late

Strawberries should not be gathered before

they are fully ripe, or they will be deficient

in flavour.

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By J. Collier. Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Cut. man,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Dendrobium.—Many of the warm-growing

deciduous and semi-deciduous species and

hybrids of Dendrobium are completing t heir

growths, which may be observed by the de-

velopment of the terminal leaf at the apex of the

new pseudo-bulb. When the plants have

reashed this stage they should be afforded '«»

water at the roots, but the soil should not be

allowed to become excessively dry, or the plants

will receive a check, the pseudo-bulbs will fail

to attain their full size, and the plants will be

liable to start into growth prematurely. In a

collection of these Orchids it is advisable to

examine the plants frequently, and select those

that have completed their growth, with a view

to removing them to a cooler house, where they

may receive more light and air; or, better still.

where practicable, place them by themselves on

one side of the house they already occupy

where more light and air can be admitted.

Gradually expose the plants to morning sun-

light for a longer time each day. and draw up

the Minds a little earlier in the afternoon.

After a week or two of this treatment thev may
be removed to a house which is considerably

less shaded and with a drier and more buoyant

atmosphere. The plants should be syringed

once or twice daily in order to keep down insect
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pests, and water should be applied at the roots
whenever the compost appears dry, until the
foliage is fully developed, when syringing
should be discontinued and the supply of water
at the roots reduced gradually. The new
pseudo-bulbs may be neatly tied to stakes, or
tlnv may be allowed to assume their natural
pendent habit. D. Wardianum in particular
oft-times Mowers more freely, and its flowers are
seen to better advantage, when the pseudo-
bulbs are permitted to droop naturally than
when they are more rigidly tied up. Plants
that are still in full growth should be afforded
plenty of heat and moisture. Aerial growths
sometimes push from the pseudo-bulbs ; these
should be taken off, and if it is desired to in-

crease the stock, may either be potted singly
in small pots or placed several together in larger
receptacles. Cuttings that were inserted early
in the spring are developing roots from the new
growths, and should be dealt with in a similar
manner. After being potted, they should be
placed in a shady position in the* house until
they are rooted in the compost, when they
should receive similar treatment to the estab-
lished plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coctts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

• Lilium candidum (Madonna Lily).—Where it is

desired to plant or replant this beautiful Lily
the work should be done some time during this
month, as this species naturally commences to

make its growth during late summer and autumn.
Except in cottage gardens one seldom sees this

Lily doing really well, and this may ibe partly
due to the fact that it resents too frequent dis-
turbance; also, I believe it is too often planted
too deeply ; the bulbs should just be covered.
When doing well it will nearly always be found
that the bulbs of L. candidum are partly
exposed. The Madonna Lily is naturally a lime
lover, consequently, when preparing the ground
for it, plenty of lime should be added. Basic
slag applied during the autumn, at the rate of

4 ounces per square yard, seems to give good
results ; that is as one would expect ; ibut I

have not definitely proved that fact yet. Any
animal manure added should be well decayed
and buried deeply below the bulbs. Where the
latter have (been attacked by disease, tlhey

should be lifted and dried for several days, then,
before planting, they should be shaken up in

a sack containing plenty of flowers of sulphur.

Lilium testaceum.—This reputed hybrid from
L. candidum should be replanted during
September, for I have noticed that when plant-
ing is deferred until spring it makes poor

.
growth, or even remains dormant for a season.

1 Whenever possible Liliums should be raised from
: seed, and for this purpose the flowers of strong,

healthy plants should be hand pollinated, and
duly labelled for seed saving. For it is only by
raising plants from seed that many of our fine

Lilies can be successfully cultivated in this
I country.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

YELLOW LAELIO-CATTLEYAS IN
AUTUMN AND WINTER.

The hybridist can have no better justifica-

tion for the pursuit of his interesting and
arduous duties than the fact that clear
yellow Orchids were very few in number
among Cattleyas and Laelias before their rais-

ing was undertaken in gardens, and now we
have a profusion of rich \ellow sorts enrich-
ing our collections in the present day, and
which are specially noticeable in autumn and
winter.

Tbe production of these yellow flowered

j
hybrids may be traced to a few species of small
size but clear, definite colour, all being true type

!

species that have the power of passing on the
one quality of colour for which they are re-

quired, and which, with suitable crossing by
I
others, is intensified in secondary and later
'" -- The principal species used in this sec-

tion are Laelia flava, L. cinnabarina and L.

xanthina, and these were early used by Messrs.
Jas. Veitch and Sons, who laid the foundation of
this and most other important sections, their
yellow-tinted crosses with L. xanthina being
L.-C. Ophir, with C. Dowiana as the other
parent; L.-C. Ascania, with C. Trianae ; L.-C.
Zephyra, with C. Mendelii; and L.-C. Norba,
with C. Mossiae.

Selected yellow varieties of Laelia tenebrosa
were afterwards used, resulting in the L.-C.
luminosa of Messrs. Charlesworth, the variety
aurea, which was raised at Westonbirt, having
clear yellow sepals and petals. In Sir George
Hertford's collection a large number of yellow
Laelio-Cattleyas have been raised, the fine
forms of his L.-C. Golden Oriole (L.-C. Charles-
worthii x C. Dowiana Kosita) having secured

through it, the L.-C. Golden Belle crossed with
C. Dowiana at Westonbirt being the best of

the first series.

Of Sir Jermiah Colman's raising in this
section L.-C. Gatton Yellow (Haroldiana x
Ophir) and L.-C. Gatton Gold (L.-C. Charles-
worthii x C. Percivaliana) are fine yellows, and
serve to illustrate the influence of the yellow
in the dominant species cited.

The exhibits at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on August 9, reported in
our last issue, included some fine examples of
yellow hybrids, one of the best being Laelio-
Cattleya. Golden Glow, which is illustrated in

Fig. 38. A First Class Certificate was granted
this grand Orchid, which was shown by Baron
Schroder, The Dell Park, Englefield Green

Fir; 38.—LAELIO-CATTLEY.Y GOLDEX GLOW. K.H.S. FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE, AUGUST 9.

SHOWN BY BARON SCHRODER, THE DELL, EGHAM.

six awards from the Royal Horticultural
Society. A great advance even on these was
L.-C. Carmencita, Westonbirt var.

An important advance came through Laelio-

Cattleya Thyone (C. Dowiana aurea x L.-C.
Ophir) of fixed yellow colour, and which was
first shown by Mr. Ralli in 1912. Messrs.
Armstrong and Brown raised a fine strain of

it, which they followed up by crossing with
L.-C. luminosa, thus producing L.-C. Lady
Manningham Buller, one of the largest yellows

;

this variety received the First-Class Certificate

of the Royal Horticultural Society on September
26, 1916. The same raisers also had L.-O.

Diana var. Buttercup (Ophir x Jacobus).

Of L. cinnabarina primary crosses, L.

Charlesworthii (L. cinnabarina x C. Dowiana)
is the best winter flowering yellow, and should

be grown in quantity for its showy flowers; so

also, too, should its product L.-C. Smilax (C.

Enid x L.-C. Charlesworthii) of Messrs.

McBean's Prince of Orange strain.

One of the earliest of crosses with Laelia

flava was the orange L.-C. Ernestii of Mons.
Maron in 1899, which passed into the collec-

tion of the late Norman C. Cookson at ;i very

high price ; some good advances were made

(gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), who obtained
it by crossing Laelio-Cattleya Sun-
rise (C. Gaskelliana x L. flava) and
C. Venus (Dowiana aurea x Lis). The
plant bore a spike of four flowers, the sepals

and petals of which were of fine substance, clear

chrome yellow, with an orange-yellow shade.

The front of the labellum is mauve purple and
gold lines extend from the base.

At the same meeting Messrs. Flory and
Black secured an Award of Merit for Laelio-

Oattleya Vivid, a showy cross between Laelio

Cat t leva Thyone (C. Dowiana aurea x L.-C.

Ophir) and C. Rhoda, bearing its first flower.

The sepals and petals are buttercup yellow, the

lip darker yellow with ruby-red front, the colour

extending to the margins of the side lobes.

Laelio-Cattleya Glory, shown by Messrs. San-

ders and raised between C. fulvescena (Dow-
iana x Forbesii) and L.-C. Thyone ((". Dowiana
x L.-C. Ophir) has large flowers of tine shape,

coloured clear golden yellow, with rosy mauve
mottling on the front of the lip. which has in

the centre a peculiar red-brown tint carried <>n

from C. Forbesii, through C. fulveseens, show-

ing with what tenacity distinct species hand

on their characteristics.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C-2.

MR. KINGDON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA*.

4.

—

In the Mountains.

AS this route to Tali is not generally

known to Enropeaas (not being marked
on the maps, except in part, as a series

of small roads; whereas it is actually an

important high road, and, incidentally, a-n

uncommonly good one), I may be forgiven

for writing something about it.

From the Salween ferry the road runs

north-eastwards up the Nam Ting valley, then

turns away into t lie mountains, and, crossing

a series of high spurs, enters another big

valley. This, too, is soon abandoned, and we
begin the typical Yunnan travej when going

counter to the main noith and south ranges;

that is to say, over a high range, down into

a deep valley, across a river, and up over

the next range. For eight days after leaving

the Salween we keep within its basin; then
the Mekong divide is crossed at about 8,000

feet, and we descend to the first Chinese city

on this road—Shin-ning-foo. Two days later

the Mekong itself is crossed, and then we turn
north wards to Tali.

Much of the way the road is very broad
and well made, though not so well graded as

i r might be. It passes through very sparsely

populated regions so far as Shin-ning-foo.

To return to cur journey. On April 22
we left the Na?n Ting, crossed a range of

high hills, and towards sunset dropped down
into a beautiful little alpine valley. Here
we camped in the Paddy fields at about 3,000 .

feet. We had passed through a charming
forest of Oaks, but, though at one time our
altitude was over 4,000 feet, there was not

a Conifer or a Rhododendron to be seen. But
(here were flowers in the Paddy fields—two
species of Cynoglossum, Verbena officinalis,

Stellaria, and anany small Compositae. How-
ever, the vegetation here, too, was still semi-

tropical—that is to say, Indo-Malayan.
Bauhinia variegata was still in flower.

As we marched up the valley next day,

elaborately terraced for Pice, we noticed

Clerodendron sp. in flower and Acacia trees;

but there were Willows by the stream, and
flowers were becoming more plentiful. Amongst
others appeared these, more or less in the
order named: Geranium sp., Senecio, Dipsa-

cus, Disporum pullum and Impatiens. Leaving
the stream, where the valley grew too narrow
for cultivation, we climbed the hillside towards

the pass. Now came Bracken and grass-clad

slopes with scattered Alder trees and thickets

of shrub growth—Eubus. Mussaenda, Osbe-ckia,

Buddleia. and so on. The top of the ridge

was forested, and after the usual midday halt

I ascended to the foot of the steep scarp which
faces the valley, and entered the dark forest.

To my surprise, I found it was a sort of
" elfin wood," or dwarfed forest, all draped
in mass; the rock, which was all limestone,

was very steep. The first thing I picked up
was a Rhododendron corolla, and, climbing
up, I found Hie bare limestone rock covered

with a Primula I had never seen before;

unfortunately, the flowers were over and the

seed not ripe After a little scrambling, I

* The previous articles by Mr. King-don Ward were
published in our issues of Mav 14, June 18. and
July 23, 1921.

reached the summit and found the Rhododen-

dron—a small, twiggy tree with white flowers

flushed with pink, very fragrant. I found it

common further east on the higher ranges—we
were not much more than 6,000 feet here.

From the summit of this ridge I looked over

into the valley of the Nam Ting again—

a

sinuous band of gravel and water far below.

The Nam Ting or south side of the ridge was

bare of trees and very broken and precipitous.

For a day or two we crossed the heads of

valleys discharging water into the Nam Ting,

our general direction still north-east; and the

Indo-Malayan flora grew more and more im-

poverished. Still, there were many shrubs,

such as Luculia, Melastomaceae (Osbeckia.

Melastoma), Vernonia, and large Araliads to

remind one of the proximity of the Salween

valley; mixed with them were Sniilax and

twining Honeysuckle, and Alders. The sum-

mits of the mountains here were densely

forested.

On the 24th we crossed a high spur, ascend-

ing by a narrow valley, and left the Nam Ting

for good. Up this valley Primula malacoides

was in its element, as common as Buttercups

in an English meadow. Yet I am not at all

sure that this was the Mong Yaw plant

again. I believe this was true P. malacoides.

It lined the hedgerows for miles; in fact, I

seem to have stepped into its real home, of

which the Tali district may be regarded as

the northern limit; for, so far as my experi-

ence goes, it was much more common here

than at Tali. In saying that this is probably

its true home I du_not, of course, necessarily

mean its original home. We know litle about

the original home of any particular .- >ecies,

and the place where it is most common is

probably no more its original home than

England is of the English. A species arises

at some point or. the earth's surface and begins

to spread. For a long time it may barely hold

its own, and then one day it reaches congenial

surroundings and begins to increase; mean-

while it has died out at its point of origin,

and its new home may be far away. Besides,

most species are probably far older than we

are apt to think, and have had plenty of time

to roam. I collected seed of this plant in order

to compare it with the Mong Yaw plant found

on the other side of the Salween.

Another plant found here on the limestone

rocks was a Chirita, with five violet flowers—

ths first Gesnerad in flower I had come across.

There was also a curious Aroid growing under

the limestone cliffs—I suspect it to be an

Amorphophallus. The spike—spadix rather—

was hermaphrodite, and the apex was swollen

out in .» grotesque way. The tip of the spathe

was not drawn out into a flagelluni, as in

those curious Indo-Malayan Arisaemas, and

there was no leaf showing. There is a great,

deal of Opium Poppy and Maize grown in these

remote valleys.

presen tiy we crossed the divide between the

Nam Ting and another big tributary of the

Salween by a pass not much above 6,000 feet,

and began to descend rapidly. An extraordi-

nary change now came over the vegetation,

and for the first time I began to feel myself

back in Yunnan. Though we were not yet

over the Mekong divide, we had put several

good ranges of mountains between us and the

Salween valley.

Here the slopes were covered with Pine and

Oak, and we entered upon an altogether drier

country. A species of Tripterygium (which

also grows at Lashio) was common here, twin-

ing over the bushes; and on the ground under

the trees grew a Globba, with bright pink

bracts and egg-yellow flowers.

Though the night was clear, there was no

trace of dew, so dry was the air, and we

descended ihe valley through Oak and Pine

woods, our route lying north. Familiar Yun-

nan plants now began to appear—Caesalpinia

nepalensis. and the Capparis previously noted.

In the villages were Pomegranate and Ficus

religiosa. A Leguminous shrub very like a

Wistaria was common on the hills, also Hip-

tage and Acacia trees.

That evening we reached a Shan village, m
the open valley, at an altitude of about 3,000

feet or less, and slept in the temple, where

we found plenty of company. There were ten

soldiers, who were stationed in the village to

guard the road from thieves. They gambled

all night and slept all day.

On the following day we turned east again,

and for two days marched over Pine and Oak
clad ridges separated by deep, more or less

cultivated valleys. The country was still very .

thinly populated, small Shan villages being

scattered along the valleys. However, on the

28th we reached a fair-sized Chinese village,

supposed to be fortified; anyhow, it boasted a

school, where we put up. There were hedges

of a white-flowered Bauhinia here, and Pome
granate bushes. On the shrub-clad hills were

Schima and Dalbergia, besides Oaks and Pines

and stretches of open turf; the country was
becoming drier every day, and the going was
much easier. The flora of the Salween valley

had been finally left behind. Next day we
would cross the actual Mekong-Salween divide

in latitude N. 24 deg. 25 min., which is nearly

a degree—say 50 miles—south of where it is

crossed on the Bhamo road. F. Kingdom Ward.

TWO LITTLE KNOWN LILIES.

Ever since Mr. Farrer's Lilium No. 316
flowered in England (cf. Gard. Chron., 1920.

Vol. LXVIL, p. 180 and Vol. LXVI1I.,
p. 93), there have been doubts as to
what name it should bear. I think
it is going to 'be as popular, successful, and
permanent a plant in English gardens as L.
Henryi. A bulb which Major Stern was good
enough to send me has just flowered in my
greenhouse, where I placed it in the hope of
getting seed ; the 6eedlings, which I raised last

year, are growing so vigorously that I hope
some of them may flower next season. This
bulb in a 5-inch pot is now (earls
July) in flower, and confirms my previ-
ous opinion that the plant is so near
in all its botanical characteristics to L.
sulphureum that it cannot be separated as a

species. It differs in the shorter tube of the
flower, and the colour is paler and more greenish,
but it has no axillary bulbils, which, as far

as my' experience goes, is a constant character
in species of Lilium.
As such a fine Lily could not continue to

be known only as Farrer's No. 316, I consulted
Mr. Grove, who wrote as follows on June
29th :

—" It is difficult to draw the line between
many of these Chinese Lilies of the Eulirion
section, and there is no doubt that Farrer's
No. 316 does resemble L. sulphureum; but
many other Lilies resemble it, and I really do
not know where we are to draw the line, unless

we regard L. sulphureum as the type. While
I am not prepared to say that No. 316 does not
specifically come under L. sulphureum, it has
obvious differences when regarded as a garden
plant, for one can grow Farrer's Lily without
difficulty in places where L. sulphureum would
perish. I never quite know what importance
to attach to the presence or absence of bulbils,

for I would almost go the length of saying that

anyone with a mind to it could produce bul-

bils on very nearly every species. Against
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this, however, there is the fact that sulphureum
invariably has bulbils, 'and if J could lay my
hands on a single plant which did not have
them, the enumeration of these Chinese Lilies
would be simplified. If you can compare No.
316 with the true sulphureum, you will find
that the latter has a longer trumpet and richer
colouring ; moreover it does not vary, "whilst
No. 316 is sometimes almost devoid of colour
on the reverse of the petals; sometimes there is

more green than gold about it. Sometimes,
again, it is highly coloured. There is nothing,
of course, of botanical importance in these
variations, but on the other hand, I have never
noticed much variation in sulphureum."
On my replying that it must-have some name,

and that as I could see no specific difference
from L. sulphureum, I proposed to christen
it sulphureum var. kansuenese, he wrote again
as follows:—"Clarence Elliott, who exhibited
the plant at Vincent Square a year ago, is

responsible, jointly with the R.H.S. Floral
Committee, for the confusion between Farrer's
Lily (316) and the so-called Kansu Brownii.
As soon as his attention was drawn to it Elliott
corrected the mistake dn the Press (See
Gard, Ohron. August 21, 1920, p. 93). Wilson
regards No. 316 as leucanthum var. chloraster,
and though I have not verified the story I have
heard from one and the other that Kew named
the Lily last year. I expect they will have
put it into the Brownii envelope,' into which,
at Kew, most of the Chinese white trumpet
Lilies go. But Dr. Stapf would know. No. 316 has
nothing to do with L. Brownii, and you have
only to look at the bulb to feel convinced of
that. It is not far from L. sulphureum, but
I will not go further at present than to ex-
press the view that it may be a northern form
of that species. That view assumes the pre-
sence in West China of L. sulphureum, and at
the moment I am not sure of this. We know
that the other Burmese Lilies grow in China,
and I think I have had sulphureum from
Maire On the other hand. No. 316 may be a
cultivated form of a wild species, for Farrer
only saw two specimens of it, and they were
in a Kansu cottage-garden. The Kansu Brownii
is a more gentle plant than the other, but not
so robust. It is a most beautiful thing."

I then sent this letter to Dr. Stapf, asking
his opinion, and he has been good enough to
examine the material in the Kew herbarium
and to draw up the following provisional key to
the Lilies of the Brownii group:

—

"I. Nectaries capillose; style bases glabrous.
1. Leaves long and rather broad (up to

15 cm. by 1.2-27 cm.), primary lateral nerves
2-3, rarely 4 on each side; flowers -white,
more or less flushed with dull red or purple
outside, with the narrow tubular portion
short (4-5 cm. long), and well set-off from
the widened upper part; filaments distinctly
papillose.

1. Brownii.
(a) Leaves up to 15 cm. by 2-2.7 cm.

var. iprimarium
(b) Leaves 8-10 cm. by 1.2-1.5 cm.

var. ferum.
2. Leaves short (5-10 cm. long), strikingly

and rapidly reduced upwards ; filaments glab-
rous, or nearly so, very rarely distinctly
papillose.

(a) Leaves Ibroad, 6 cm. by 1.5-2 cm.
;

flowers white, with some dull red or
with a brown line on the outside of
the sepals which have conspicuously
recurved tips, shape as in L. Brownii

;

filaments glabrous.
2. aduncum sp. n.

(b) Leaves narrow, 5-10 cm. by 0.6-1 cm. ;

flowers pure white, rarely with a red
band outside, with the narrow tubu-
lar portion 6-7 cm. long, and very
gradually passing into the widened
upper part ; filaments glabrous, or
nearly so, rarely distinctly papillose.

3. australe sp. n.
II. Nectaries glabrous.

1. Filaments papillose,
widenine from the base,

(a) Leaves 9-12 cm.
3-nerved.

flowers gradually

by 1-1.5 cm. ;

Style bases papillose.

var. primarium.
Style bases glabrous.

var. ledostylum.

Flowers white, flushed with red
outside; style 'bases papillose.

var. Sargentiae.

(b) Leaves 10-15 cm. by 0.6-0.7 cm.

;

1-nerved ; flowers pure white ; style

bases conspicuously papillose.

5. centifolium.

2. Filaments glabrous.
(longifolium group.)

(Ad. 1.) L. Brownii ferum corresponds to the

bulk of what Mr. Wilson has written up in

our herbarium as L. Brownii var. Colchesteri.

I consider, however, L. B. var. Colchesteri (— L.

Brownii and partly as L. B. var. Colchesteri.
That will not do.

(Ad. 4.) This includes Wilson's L. Sargentiae,
as described by him. The varieties admitted
represent probably only cases of individual fluc-

tuation, or if there are minute strains, they
are evidently crossed. L. B. chloraster is, in
my opinion, simply L. leucanthum primarium.

(Ad. 5.) This might well be admitted as a
distinct species, characterised by its very
numerous narrow 1-nerved leaves. If it is

treated as a variety, it has to go with L. leu-

canthum. We have it also from the neighbour-
hood of Fang (N. Hupeh), collected by Henry.
Henry, in a MS. note described the flower as

perfectly white. It is Farrer's No. 316!"
It, therefore, seems best to call it for the
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4. leucanthum.
Flowers white, flushed with green

outside.

japonicum (?) Colchesteri of Fl. d. Serr.) merely
as a slight colour variation of the original L.
Brownii as figured in Ann. de Gaud in 1845
This I know only in the cultivated state, Ibut

my L. B'. ferum is almost certainly its wild

ancestral form. All the modern importations
from Hupeh represent L. B. ferum.

(Ad. 2.) The short broad leaves are quite
characteristic, and seem to go generally with
the " petala adunca." Wild in Hupeh, out we
have also specimens from the lower Yang-tse-
Kiang and from Ningpo (cultivated). Another
specimen from Tai-pei-shan, in Shensi, is quite
like it, but has very papillose filaments.

(Ad. 3.) Apparently a perfectly distinct plant
from South and South-East China, the L. longi-

florum of the Hong Kong Flora, but not Thun-
berg's. Wilson wrote it up partly as L.

present L. centifolium, Stapf; until seedlings

have flowered in sufficient numbers to enable us

to judge the extent to which it varies and the

constancy of the characters on which Dr. Stapf

relies.

The other Lily in question is one which was
sent to me by Sir Frederick Moore, collected in

Upper Burmah. I am now convinced that, as

Baker himself suggested as far back as 1901
(cf. Report of the Lilv Conference at R.H.S., in

Gard. Chron., 1901, II., p. 62), L. Lowii, Baker,
in Bot. Mm/. 7232, must be looked on as a
synonym of L. Bakerianum, described by Hem&ley
and Collett in Jour. Linn. Soc. [Bat.), XXVIII.,
p. 138, t. XXII., 1891, from the hills of the Shan
States; though Hooker, in the Flora of British
India. VI., p. 350, treats them as distinct

species. II. J. Elvies, Colesbome.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.

THE DWARF TAEES OF VANCOUVER
ISLAND.

THE PANSY,

(See Tables and Summaries, ante pp. 87 92.)

SCOTLAND, N.
Ross-siiire—The fruit crops are variable in

amount, though the quality is, in most instances,
good. Frosts in April, ranging in intensity from, 8°

to 12°, and as late as May 5, when 10° were
registered, did much damage to the fruit
blossom, and the trouble was accentuated by
cold north winds with slight falls of snow on
April 14 and 18. The consequence is that the
Plum crop is practically a failure, and Pears
scarce. A lew of the more rirolific amongst the
latter are Beurre Uiel, Marguerite Marillat,
Beurre d'Amanlis, Williams' Bon Chretien, and
Dr. Jules Guyot. Apples, being later in flower-
ing escaped injury, and are average crops, al-

though irregular tin amount, some trees being ex-
tra heavily laden, whilst others are barren or
nearly so. Young trees seem to carry the
hca\ Lest crops, and on these the fruit required
thinning. The most profitable varieties are
Stirling Castle, Newton Wonder, Irish Peach,
Early Rivers, New Hawthornden, King of the
Pippins, Bramley's Seedling, Early Victoria,
Devonshire Quarrenden, Lady Sudeley, Kes-
wick Codling, Alfriston, and Golden Spire.
Small fruits are, on the whole, good. Currants
and Strawberries were extra plentiful. Goose-
berries and Raspberries were affected by frosts
and cold winds, and are not quite so
plentiful as usual. The prolonged drought
did not appreciably affect Ross-shire, except
on light soils. Ardross being near the
hills had light showers at long intervals,
which saved the situation. Our soil is
a retentive marl, overlying a strata of hard
gravelly pan. The altitude of the garden is
450 feet; latitude. 57° 45': longitude, 4° 21' W.
William L. Minti/, Ardross Castle Gardens,
Alness.

Sutherland—The fruit crops generally are
well up to the average. Small fruits, such as
Currants, both Red and Black, together with
Raspberries, were quite good. Strawberries,
owing to the dry weather, were much under the
average. Gooseberries were only a light crop,
much of the blossom being destroyed by frost in
April. Plums and Cherries are exceptionally
fine, especially the latter. The soil generally is
of a light sandy nature, and not of great depth.
The weather has been exceptionally mild and
dry. witli only two falls of snow, one during the
early part of January (one inch in depth) and
the other during the middle of April, when H
inch fell. W. T . Game, Dunrobin Castle
Gardens, Golspie,

SCOTLAND, E.

Berwick—The fruit crops are, on the whole,
fairly good. Apples are looking well, and
although a lot of the fruits have dropped,
owing to the drought, plenty are left on most
of the trees. Morello Cherries, Gooseberries,
Black and Red Currants were all plentiful and
good. Raspberries were a good crop, but the
fruit was small owing to the drought. Straw-
berries were a poor crop and suffered from want
of rain. Plum trees bloomed freely, and a few
of the earliest kinds set plenty of fruits, but
the wintry weather, with 9° of frost on
April 16, is responsible for a thin crop. The
soil is a medium loam on a gravel subsoil.
W. Clayton, Milne Graden Gardens, Cold-
stream.

East Lothian.—All fruit crops, with the ex-
ception of small fruits, are much under the
average. The foliage, however, is large and
clean, though a little American blight is to be
seen on Codlin Apples. Our first Apricots were
picked on July 13, and Early Beatrice Peach on
the 8lh of that month, and Alexander on the
12th. Though our soil is very light, it is deep,
and, up to date, trees have not suffered from
drought. Strawberries ripened nearly simul-
taneously, the fruit being generally undersized.
Raspberry canes were frostbitten in spring,
but the crop nevertheless turned out well,
ff. P. Brotherston, Tyninghame, Prestonli rh.

(To be continued.)

On at least two occasions during the last forty-

five years or so a paragraph has appeared in the
newspapers referring to the dwarf trees of Van-
couver Island, but so far as I can. remember
no particular species of tree was mentioned, nor
was any reason given why the trees should
deviate from the normal. At the present time
there are three different kinds of dwarf trees

on the Island. Among the Oaks, on the south
end, near Victoria, may be seen what appear
to be very old specimens of Pinus contorta,
which are quite diminutive, while all along the
west coast the rocky shores are in some places
very picturesque with Picea sitchensis, estab-
lished in the fissures of the rocks, and starved
into dwarf form.

I think, however, that it was the Western
Hemlock (Tsuga AlhertianaJ that was meant,
and I send you two photographs of trees of that
species. The illustration in Fig. 40 shows a
tree growing in my clearing. It is about

Fig. 40.

—

a dwarfed specimen of the western
hemlock at ucluelet, vancouver.

12 ft. high, and, as may be seen, the circumfer-
ence of the trunk is greater near where it

branches than half-way down. I have seen no
difference in the size of this tree during the
twenty-five years I have known it. It is in-

fested with both pistillate and staminate forms
of the small Mistleto, at present known—here,

at least—as Arceuthobium Douglasii tsugensis.
" A specimen growing on Mr. Cooper's farm
at Long Beach, near Clayonot, is shown in
Fiig. 41 : this is evidently a very old itTee.

Trees of this character are quite common
here, and to all appearance it is the parasite
which has dwarfed them. But for the possibility
of this Mistleto spreading to other Conifers
these dwarf trees could be used effectively in

landscape gardening. One specimen, which has
been under observation for twenty-five years,
is only 29 in. high and 5 ft. in diameter, and
does not seem to have grown any taller during a
quarter of a century. George Fraser, Ueluelet,
Vancouver, B.C.

(Concluded from p. 86.)

About 40 years ago the late Lord Haddington
ton bought a collection of Tansies exhibited in

London, which was sent here, and not one

variety was equal to the refined kinds

common in Scotland long previously. This

was probably due to the stricter line of

judging pursued by the Scottish judge, but

no doubt such was the fact.

The value of the Pansy for massing was
recognised as early as 1850, when Trentkaim
Blue began a long period of usefulness. 1:

think, however, it was not until twenty years

later that varieties—Alpha, and a few more

—

with qualities similar to show blooms werf
placed in the hands of flower gardeners.

These emanated from the nurseries of Messrs.

Diokson and Co., Edinburgh. Like other

Pansies, they were apt to die during summer,
and the new type of bedding Violas with the

vigour and long lasting quality of Viola eornuta

put a termination to their cultivation not

long subsequent to their introduction. We
now see the long race of the latter approach-
ing the standard of the florist, and curiously
enough, in Viola gracilis there is a promise

of even a better strain regarded from the
Doint of view of floriferousness, and an ex-

tended period of flowering. In some hybrids
of this section, the fatal weakness of the
Pansy to collapse during summer is apparent.

This serious weakness in the Pansy is no
doubt due to the blood of the common Viola
tricolor, which seems never to have been
eliminated.

All the old florists, of course, pro-

vided their stock with a suitable compost,

not a few cultivated it in pots, and it was
almost essential to root cuttings whenever
suitable growths were available, in order to

maintain a healthy stock. For show pur-

poses, only three or four stems were allowed

to each plant, and the blooms removed up
to the time thev were wanted for exhibition.

For long, exhibitors were worried on account
of the blooms failing to lie flat on the show
boards, and it was usual to see pennies lying

upon numb?rs of blooms previous to the
commencement of judging in order to flatten

them out. Seeds of a good strain of fancies

yield very fair flowers for garden purposes,

but these are not invariably dependable.
They may be raised in spring, in' gentle

heat, and begin to flower in sumimer. R. P.
Brotherston. Tyninghame, East Lothian.

PENTSTEMON CORDIFOLIUS.

Pentstemon oordifolius, the heart-leaved

Pentstemon, is a native of California, where it

was discovered by Douglas in 1831. Apparently
Douglas did not send seeds home, for it was
not until Hartweg met with the plant on the
mountain of Santa Inez, in the same country,

in 1848. that seeds were received by the Royal
Horticultural Society. The plant forms a

straggling shrub, and it may be used as a

climber, for it needs only a little support. The
stems, which are obscurely four-sided, produce

numerous flowering branches. The illustra-

tion in Fig. 39 shows a flowering shoot ex-

hibited by Miss Willmott at the meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society on June 26. 1921,

and it w'ill be seen that in the specimen illus-

trated two flowers have developed on each

branchlet. and that the earlier bloom of the

pair has. in most cases, dropped. ITiere are

only four stamens, the fifth being a sterile

filament with a remarkable beard resembling a

brush. In Fitch's drawing in Bat. Mag., tab.

4,497 as many as five blooms are shown on the

lower shoot of the inflorescence. The plant

grows freely in any good garden soil, but it

is advisable to cover it in winter with litter

or some other protective material. Cuttings

strike readily in a cool frame, and the plants

thus raised may be put out of doors in the

following spring. The season of blooming is

June to October.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by eorrespondents.]

Form of Freesia Flowers.—I am very pleased

to see J. E. I), agrees with me as to the variety
Apogee. Personally, I find Apogee very dis-

appointing as a seed and pollen parent, and
almost, if not quite, self-sterile. Treasure
was nearly as bad. though I have some seed

by its pollen on other varieties. Some varie-

ties will set seed, if pollinated either way,
without any trouble. The increase in the

corms is very marked in a similar way. Certain
varieties increase very quickly, and others

•jive very slow results. One of the quickest

to increase, that I know, is Golden King, and
I am testing seven pots of this variety for

the third year to find out what the increase

has been from one flowering corin. As to

doubling in the Freesia flower, I do not think
/. E. D. will be pleased with the result.

The few I had last spring were decidedly

ugly, and I think it utterly spoils the flower.

If, however, your correspondent wishes to ex-

periment I will sent him any double or semi-

double forms I find next spring, if he will send

me his address. (?. H. Dalrymple, Bartley.

Wasps.—In response to Mr. Bullock's sugges-

tion on p. 78, I write to say that in this dis-

trict, about seven miles from Copt Hall, wasps
'are far more numerous than they were last year

SOCIETIES.

Fig. 41.

—

a very old dwarfed specimen of
the western hemlock at long beach,

Vancouver. (See p. 102).

(when they were exceedingly scarce), although
they can hardly be said to amount to a plague.
I myself took nine nests in the last week of
July from gardens and allotments within half
a mile of my house. Three of the nests be-
longed to Ve.spa vulgaris and six to V. ger-
manica, and on the whole averaged about six
inches in diameter. C. Nicholson, 35, The
Avenue, Hale End, EA.
Soap Suds for Black Currant and Rose Bushes

—I should like to know whether any of our
professional gardeners recommend the use of

soap suds from the wash tub as a change
from liquid manure for Currant, Raspberry,
or even Rose bushes. I have been a reader
of The Gardener*' Chronicle for many years-
in fact, since 1892—and I should be pleased
if someone would write a note on the use of
" suds." I remember, when on my holiday
last year in Norfolk. I saw a plantation of

Black Currants which had a splendid crop
of fine fruit— indeed, the best I ever saw

—

and the owner told me he gave them nothing
but soap suds. Equally good were the cot-

tager's Roses which I saw when I was staying
in Warwickshire. I am, therefore, anxious to

find out why soap suds appear to do so much
good in cottage gardens. .1. ('. Caste, St.

pdmttnd's School Gardens, Canterbury.

MIDLAND CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

July 29 and 30.—This society's thirty-first

annual exhibition, held at the Edgbaston
Botanical Gardens, was only a shadow of some
previous efforts; but when the prolonged drought
is taken into account, the display must be con-
sidered satisfactory. The one great outstanding
feature was the extensive and magnificent dis-

play of the renowned strain of Snapdragons,
staged by Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sons, of

Birmingham, and for which a Gold Medal was
unanimously awarded. For some time past the

Midland Carnation Society has been under a

cloud, which has gradually darkened during the
last year or two. There seems to be lack of

interest by subscribers, and very little initiative

on the part of those responsible foT the society's

welfare, and unle;s the committee wakes up, the
society must inevitably succumb to the sleeping

sickness from which it is now suffering. When
we cast our thoughts back to such years as, say,

1906-7, when Messrs. Parton (a noted exhibitor
of undressed flowers), Cartwright, Jones.
Thurston, etc., were conspicuously success-
ful exhibitors, and compare the last

few years' shows with those referred to

above, one is amazed at the great falling-

off in the number of competitors and ex-

hibits, and wonders if the border Carnation as

at present staged is not losing its hold upon the

amateur exhibitors. That something will have
to be done—and done quickly—is quite certain

if the society is to regain and maintain its once
proud position as a progressive body. The sub-

scription list is. unfortunately, a diminishing
one, and the few supporters who are left are
very dissatisfied at being kept in ignorance of

the financial position, as no balance sheet and
statement of accounts has been published since

1918. and, to make matters worse, exhibitors
complain of not being able to get medals offered

in certain classes. On the present occasion
there were less than a dozen competitors, re-

presenting ninety-four entries, and every ex-

hibitor was a prize-winner.
Throughout the whole of the fifty-six classes

included in the schedule, not more than three
entries were made in any one of them, the
majority, however, containing two only. In the
first twenty-three class, comprising the open
classes, as well as the first division. Messrs.

Woolman, Brown and Herbert were the only
exhibitors. Mr. H. Woolman secured fifteen 1st

prizes, and Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd.. were
credited with most of the other prizes awarded.

Open Classes.
Mr. Wen u man's 1st prizes for single vases.

each containing three flowers, were for (11 buff.

yellow, orange or terra-eottas. with Sunbeam;
|2) yellow ground fanev suffused type, with
Hercules: (3) rose or pink, with Mrs. R. H.
Smith ; (4) yellow-ground Fancy, edged and
marked type, with perfect specimens of Mrs.
T.eo Hunter; (5) scarlet, red or cherry self, with
Grenadier; (6) white self, with shapelv blooms
of Purity; (7) maroon, purple or heliotrope self,

with E. K. Wakeford; and (8) yellow-ground
Ficotee. with delightful blooms of Cheam. Daisy
Walker, exhibited bv Messrs. A. R. Brown.
Ltd.. was the best white-ground Fancy Car-

nation, and the same firm's Fair Maiden was
placed 1st in a class reserved for white-ground

Picotees.

First Division.

Mr. H, Wnni man. Shirley, led in the clase tor

twelve vases of Carnations and Picotees, dis-

similar with excellent examples of Edenside.

Dora Blick. Innocence, Lieut. Shackleton. F,.

Shiffner and Peace Treaty: 2nd. Messrs. A. R.

Brown, Ltd.. King's Norton Mr. H. Wootm'N
plso won 1st prizes for ll) three vases of self

Carnations, (?) three vases cf yellow-ground

Fancy Carnations, (3) three vases of white-ground

I'.iih v Carnations, and (4) three vases of yellow-

ground Picotees. Messrs. A. R. Rroww Ltd..

were 2nd in each of the above classes, and 1st

for three vases of white-ground Picotees and for

one vase of Fancy Carnation.

Blooms on Stands.
The winning stand of twelve self Carnations^

came from Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acocks Green r
who showed excellent blooms of General French,
Fujiyama, Lilian, Purity and The King ; 2nd,
Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., whose best flowers-

were Purple Robe and Alpha; 3rd, Mr. H.
Woolman. The last named excelled in the class

for twelve Fancy Carnations, and in another for
twelve yellow-ground Picotees. The best of the-

Fancies were Lord Steyne, Mrs. A. Parkin. Bril-

liancy, Becky Sharp, Peace Treaty and Hercules,
whilst Romance, Pine Gem, Onward and Mrs.
W. L. Hodgkinson were the pick of the Picotees.

Mr. C. H. Herbert was 2nd in the class foT

Fancies, and Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., 2nd'

for the yellow-ground Picotees. The last-named'
firm took the lead in classes for twelve white-

ground Fancy Carnations, and for twelve white-

ground Picotees. Li the class for twelve Flake
or Bizarre Carnations, Mr. C. H. Herbert won
1st prize with choice blooms of Spendthrift,

Admiral Curzon. Sir Kenneth. W. Skirving and'

Cleopatra; 2nd, Messrs. A. R. Brown. Ltd.

Second Division.

Amateurs. Flowers in Vases.

Competition in the sixteen classes reserved for

amateurs was weak, Mr. F. Bayliss. of Walsall,

and Mr. E. Kenwright, of Smethwick, being the-

only exhibitors. The first-named won 1st prizes

for (1) one vase of yellow-ground Fancies, (2)

one vase of white-ground Fancies, (3) two vases
of selfs, and (4) two vases of Fancies. Mr. E.
Kenwtright's 1st prizes were for (11 one vase-

of selfs, (2) one vase of yellow-ground Picotees,

and (3) one vase of white-ground Picotees.

First-Class Certificate.

Carnation Peace Treaty. A rich yellow-

ground Fancy, after the style of, but superior

to, Linkman. Exhibited by Mr. H. Woolman,
who also gained the Gold Medal offered for-,

the best vase in the show. The variety was
Mi-s. Leo Hunter.

Premier Flowers.

Flowers Shown in Vases.

Self Carnation—Mrs. R. P. Smith, exhibited'

by Mr. H. Woolman.
Fancy Carnation—Peace Treaty, exhibited by

Mr. H Woolman.
Yellow-ground Picotee—Mrs. J. J. Keen, ex-

hibited by Mr. H. Woolman.
White-ground Picotee—Ganymede, exhibited'

by Mr. 11. Wool M ur.

White-ground Fancy Carnation—Mrs. G. D.

Murray, exhibited by Mr. J. H. Camm.

Flowers Shown on Stands.

Bizarre Carnation—Admiral Curzon, exhibited'

bv Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd.

'Flake Carnation—J. Palmer, exhibited by Mr.

C. H. Herbert.
Heavv edged white-ground Picotee—Hilda, ex-

hibited by Mr. C. H. Herbert.
Light or wire-edged, white-ground Picotee

—

Fair Maiden, exhibited by Messrs. A. R. Brown,

Ltd.
Heavv edged yellow-ground Picotee—Romance,

exhibited by Mr. H. Woolman.
Light edged vellow-ground Picotee—Exquisite,

exhibited bv Mr. J. P. Dawes.
Fancy Carnation—Mrs. A. Parkin, exhibited

by aIi'. 11. Woolman.
Self Carnation—General French, exhibited bj

Mr. C. H. Herbert.
White ground Fancy Carnation— Mrs

Murray, exhibited by Mr. E. Kenwri"in'

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
The monthly meeting of this society was held 1

at 5. St. Andrew Square. Edinburgh, Mr.

David King, president, in the chair.

A paper on " British Ferns" to Mr. Mungo
Chapman, St. Ninians, Stirling, was read bj

the Secretary.

The exhibits were: Group of Begonias ami

Gloxinias from Messrs. DoiutiE AND Co.. Lin..

Edinburgh 'awarded a cultural certificatel

;

collection of seedling Potatos from Mr. Coi'K-

bubn, lmnragit Gardens Wigtown (awarded'

,i cultural certificate).
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
Scientific Committee.

August 9, 1921.—Mr. E. A. Bowles in the

chair.

Carnation x Street William. -- Mr.

Chittenden said he had been unable to discover

any very definite accounts in old literature of

the raising of hybrids between these two plants,

beyond the one to which Mr. Allwood referred

when he showed those he had raised at the last

meeting. The Committee would welcome any

such accounts.

.4 Far-travelled Root,—Mi. J. Fraser

reported that Mr. Boodle had come to the con-

clusion that the root which Mr. Bowles showed

at the Committee some time since was not the

root of an Ailanthus, but of some species of

Juglans, and Mr. Bowles said that J. nigra

was certainly growing on his lawn a very long

•distance from the place where the root had
been found.

Double Antirrhinum.—Mr. Hay drew atten-

tion to the flowers of a double Antirrhinum
•which he showed. The spike was decidedly
pretty, and looked more like that of a Stock
than an Antirrhinum.

FlHirers Capturing Wasps. — Mr. Bowles
showed the petals of a flower of Lilium Henryi
to draw attention to the groove near their base
into which wasps forced their way to get to

the nectar, and were unable to extricate them-
selves afterwards.

Various Hybrids. — Mr. Marsden Jones
showed specimens of a hybrid between a
double form of Dianthus fragrans and D.
barbatus, which had doulble flowers and broader,
green instead of narrower, 'glaucous leaves as in
1). fragrans. He also showed a hybrid between
Delphinium nudicaule and D. cashmirianum.
the flowers of which showed traces of both
parents.

Proliferation in Oardamine dentata.—Mr.
Jones also showed drawings of a flower of
Cardamine dentata in which the ovary had
opened and produced a vegetative growth from
the base.

Mr. Praeger's Monograph on Sedum.—Mr.
Hales moved, and Mr. Hoskin seconded, the
following resolution, which was carried unani-
mously :

" This Committee desires to record
its appreciation of the excellent work on
Sedums by Mr. Lloyd Praeger which appeared
in the last number of the Society's Journal

:

and they feel confident that work of this
character must add to the prestige of their
Journal."

Malformed Nemesia and Oenothera.—Speci-
mens of these plants were shown, the one from
Mr. E. H. Berkley, the other from Mr. C. E.
Pearson, in which the flower buds were multi-
plied to an extraordinary extent. Each bud
was perfect, though the parts had not developed
to the full, and both ovary and anthers
appeared to be empty. In the Nemesia the
flower stalks had elongated as usual giving the
plant the appearance of an Umbellifer, while
in the Oenothera (which had appeared in a
sowing of the variety Golden Glow, and had
retained the reddish coloration of the upper
parts which characterises that variety) there
being no flower stalk the inflorescence was more
like that of a Beet.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT.

The monthly meeting of this Society was
held in the R.H.S. Hall, on Monday, August
8, Mr. Chas. H. Curtis presiding. Six new
members were elected. Two members with-
drew interest amounting to £6 3s. 6d.
respectively. The death certificates of two
deceased members were received, and the sum
of £103 4s. 3d. was passed for payment to the
respective nominees. One member was assisted
from the Convalescent Fund and one from the
Distress Fund. The sick pay for the month
on the ordinary side amounted to £62 16s. 10d.,
and on the State section to £51 16s. 9d., while
maternity benefits came to £14.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
August 17 and 18.—Shrewsbury Floral Fete

was a huge success this year, and although the

pre-war standard of fruits and vegetables was
not reached there were subjects of un-

usual interest, for instance, we doubt whether
finer displays of ornamental groups, Sweet
Peas and hardy flowers have ever been seen
in the Quarry Grounds. The Quarry was look-

ing its best—it was evident that Salop has
enjoyed more rain than the London district

—

and the Dingle was a beauty spot except for

the' vivid colouring of the newly-painted

fountain.

A splendid new feature of the ahaw was
the great tent (over an acre in extent) in

which, with three exceptions, all the exhibits

were housed. The system adopted is the open,

well ventilated oaie, which was first brought
into prominence at the Great International Show
of 1912, and has been made use of at Chel-

sea Shows and at York. Every old visitor to

Shrewsbury was loud in praise of this innova-

tion as the conditions were pleasaiu and the

exhibits arranged so that they could be dis-

played to advantage and viewed with comfort.

The Committee is to be congratulated upon its

enterprise, because obviously this style of tent-

ing is an expensive one. However, we feel

sure this enterprise will prove a financial as it

has already proved a horticultural success.

There were the usual horse-leaping competitions

out of doors, abundant and excellent music, and

a continual round of amusement to entertain

the many thousands of visitors who flocked to

the fete from far and near. We understand

that the Shropshire Society had incurred an

expenditure of over £12.000 before the Show-

opened.
Competition was much keener than we had

anticipated, and it was especially good in the

classes for groups, vegetables. Grapes, Peaches,

Nectarines, and ^Apples. The non-competitive

exhibits were numerous and varied, thus add-

ing greatly to the extent and interest of the

show.
Groups of Plants.

The great group class, in which competitors

were allowed a space of 250 square feet, pro-

vided one of the chief features of the show. On
tins occasion there were three competitors, and

as each group had plenty of open space sur-

rounding it, the individual plants, as well as

general arrangement, could be seen. The
premier award of £35 was won by Messrs. J.

Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, with a design and
arrangement which left little room for improve-

ment. Codiaeums provided most of the bright

colouring, and a few Lilium speciosum and

Francoa ramosa were disposed so that their

elegance was not hidden. Nandina domestica,

beautifully coloured, was also used to great ad-

vantage, while yellow and purple Laelio-

Cattleyas. Oypripedium Maudiae, Ixoras, On-
cidiums, and Clerodendron fallax, and Fuchsia

triphylla were other subjects associated suc-

cessfully with small Rex Begonias, Ferns,

Dracaenas and Selaginella. Second prize was won
by Sir H. Kenrick (gr. Mr. J. V. Macdonald),

Whetstone, Edgbaston. with a fine effort, in

which Haemanthus. Francoa. Ixoras. Nerines,

and various Orchids were used with great suc-

cess. Third prize fell to Mr. W. R. Manning.
Derby.
Of almost equal importance was the class for

a group of foliage plants only, arranged on an

area of 250 sq. ft. Here the same three exhibitors

competed, and Sir H. Kenrick was awarded
the first prize for a bright display in which

Codiaeums were the outstanding feature, and

associated with Anthuriums. beautiful forms of

Rex Begonias, Ferns. Caladiums. Dracaenas.

Nandina, Selaginella and Asparagus. Mr. W.
Manning was awarded second prize for a group

which was of too sombre colouring to suit our

taste, as Anthuriums and Marantas were rather

too freely used ; we preferred Messrs. J. Cypher
& Sons' group, which was placed third.

Rock and Formal Gardens.
There were three out-of-door exhibits, and two

of these were in the class for a Rock Garden. A
charming arrangement by Messrs. Whitelegg

and Co., Chislehurst, won the chief award. The
stone work was wonderfully natural, and the

planting of dwarf Campanulas, tiny Conifers,

Primulas, and Ferns was restrained and suffi-

cient. A little waterfall and tiny, irregular pool

allowed the use of a few moisture loving plants.

Messrs. Hayes and Sons, Keswick, secured

second prize with a flatter design, a background
of Pines, and a free planting of Heaths and
Campanulas.

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, were
awarded the Silver Cup offered for the best-

tormal garden. They were the only exhibitors,

and their exhibit was a very large and impos-

ing one, 150 ft. by 50 ft., hedged by Cupressus

and terraced, consequently the work of securing

the levels on sloping ground, the putting up of

stone walls and steps, let alone the planting of

the borders, must have entailed immense ex-

pense, which, we hope, was justified. The
middle portion contained borders of Gladioli,

Scabious, Spiraeas. Phloxes. Pentstemons. and
beds of Antirrhinums, two Lily pools, and a

fountain. The top of the walls was planted

with Heathers. The display was at once

imposing effective and ambitious and its for-

mal effect was heightened by the leaden figures

used by the sides of the rough-flagged paths.

Florists' Flowers.
Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon won the 1st

prize in the class for a group of Begonias, and
they showed lovely varieties, splendidly grown

and admirably arranged ; Hilda Langdon,

pink, and Queen of the Belgians, salmon-pink,

were varieties of outstanding merit, even where

all were first rate; 2nd, Mr. Fred Davis,

Woolashill. Pershore. '

Fuchsias were good, but scarcely at their

best. Mr. C. E. Wace, Shrewsbury, showed

the best six pyramidal specimens, and was

followed in order by Mr. H. Clifft and Mr.

H. Howell. This last-named competitor had

the best half-dozen low-trained Zonal Pelar-

goniums, and Mr. Clifft gained second place

with a comparatively poor set.

Mr. John Mattock, Headington, won first

prize for eighteen bunches of decorative Roses

with a capital set. wherein K. of K., Mme.
Antoine Marie. Marie Van Houtte. Los

Angeles, and Lady Hillingdon were the lead-

ing varieties; 2nd. Messrs. Gunn and Sons,

Olton; 3rd. Mr. A. S. Dunton, Penn Nurseries,

Wolverhampton.
Premier award for a group of Dahlias was

made in favour of Mr. H. Woolman, Shirley,
j

Birmingham, who arranged grand blooms of
1

exhibition Cactus varieties in tall stands, with
j

decorative and Pompon sorts below : 2nd, I

Messrs. W. Treseder, Ltd., Cardiff, who dis-
j

played Cactus. Show. Collerette. Paeony and
|

decorative varieties; 3rd, Mr. H. Clarke, ij

Taunton.
A splendid exhibit of perpetual flowering

Carnations set up bv Mr. C Wall, Bath,

thoroughly deserved the 1st prize awarded it.

Asparagus was used among the flowers, and

formed an admirable setting for capital blooms •

of Saffron, Mikado, Mr. C W. Ward. '

Triumph. Carola. Enchantress. Benona. Snow- ,1

storm, and Larlv Fuller; 2nd. Mr. C. Engel- :'

mann, Saffron Walden.
* Choice Dessert Fruit.

Lord Howard de Walden (gr. Mr. J. Vert); >l

Chirk Castle, was the only exhibitor in the •

class for a decorated dessert table. Thirty

dishes of fruit in not fewer than nine kinds were

required, and not more than four varieties of

anv one kind were allowed. The Silver Cup and
\

£25 was a'warded for this exhibit, and the
]

judges awarded it 198 points. The kinds and

varieties shown were Muscat Hamburgh. Black i

Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Buckland Sweet-

water, and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes;
.j

Royal George. Nectarine. Frogmore Golden, and i

Barrington Peaches ; Byron. Humboldt, and

Hunt's Tawny Nectarines; Beautv of Bath, Jas.

Grieve. Red Victoria, and Ladv Sudeley Apples;

Reine Claude Oomte Hatheni, and Jefferson

Plums; Brown Turkey and Negro Lareo Figs:

Morello Cherries: three Melons, and Williams'

Bon Chretien and Triomphe de Vienne Pears.

Carnations were used for decorating the tables.
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The best collection of twelve dishes of dessert

fruit, with floral decorations, came from Mrs.
:

J. S. Hall (gr. Mr. G. Richardson), Chard.

,

Somerset, whose exhibit consisted of medium-
sized bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Appley
Towers and Black Hamburgh Grapes; Superla-

|
five and Emerald Gem Melons; Brockworth
Park Pears ; Jefferson and Kirke's Plums

;

Brown Turkey Figs ; Pineapple Nectarines ; Bar-
rington Peaches, and Lady Sudeley Apples; tnis

exhibit gained 70 out of a possible 97 points.

A. E. Humphreys Owen, Esq. (gr. Mr. O.

Oakley), Glansevern, Berriew, 2nd, with 58 out

! of a possible 93 points : 3rd, Mr. Ernest Hills,
Hanley Castle, Worcester

Col. Heywood Lonsdale (gr. Mr. J.

Miller). Sherington. Market Drayton, was the

only exhibitor of nine dishes of dessert fruit,

and he was awarded 1st prize; Royal George
Peaches, Morello Cherries, .and Muscat of

Alexandria Grapes 'were the best dislies.

Grapes.

It was quite like old times to find a long-

array of Grapes staged in the several classes

provided for this fruit. On the whole the
quality was fairly good, and it was evident that
the hot summer has suited Grapes under the
•prevailing conditions of fuel shortage.
In the class for a dozen bunches of Grapes

there were three competitors. The 1st prize
of £20 was won by Roger J. Corbett, Esq. (gr.

Mr. J. Jones), Ynys-y-Maengwyn. Towyn, with
clean, shapely 'bunches, which, with about one
exception, were admirably coloured. The varie-

ties shown were Anplev Towers (3 bunches),
Muscat of Alexandria (4 bunches). Mrs. Pince (4
"bunches), and Black Hamburgh (1 bunch). The
cards showing the points awarded were not dis-

ohved when our renresentative last saw the ex-
hibits. M»sn-s. J. Webber and Sons, Minehead.
2nd, with finely bloomed but less weighty
"bunches of Muscat of Alexandria (4 bunchesf.
Black Hamburgh (2), Madresfield Court (2),

Aprjlev Towers (2). and Alicante (2). Sir Chas.
N^ll Cain (gr. Mr. T. Patemant. The Node,
Wplwvn, 3rd, with a. good set in which Madres-
field Court was well shown.
For two bunches each of black and white

Grapes Lieut. -Col. H. 0. Legh (gr Mr. A. J.
Cook), High Legh Hall, Knutsford, led, with
heavv clusters of Muscat of Alexandria and
Madresfield Court, the latter finelv coloured

:

2nd. the Pwll Yeroohan Hotel, Ltd., Colwyn
Bay, with similar varieties, finely coloured but
less weightv than those in the 1st prize set;
3rd. the Earl of Coventry (gr. Mr. W. H.
Wilson). Ci-oome Court, Worcester, with Mus-
cat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh : there
were six competitors.
The Earl ok Coventry won 1st prize for

two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, with
Cot Heywood Lonsdu.e 2nd: ten entries.

In the class for Black Muscat Grapes, two
"bunches, Lt.-Col. Legh led with Muscat Ham-
burgh : 2nd. Pwll-Yerochan Hotel, Ltd.,
with Mrs. Pince. large-berried clusters but
lacking in colour.

Lt.-Col. Legh led for Madresfield Court
Grapes in a close competition, with shapely,
veil-finished bunches: 2nd. Pwll-Yerochan
Hotel, Ltd.: 3rd. Capt. France Hayhurst.
Messrs J. Webber and Sons were the most

successful exhibitors in the class for two bunches
of Alicante Grapes, and showed big-berried
clusters: 2nd. The Pwll-Yerochan Hotel.
Ltd.: 3rd. R. E. Palmer Morewood, Esq.
(gr. Mr. W. J. StawardK Alfreton Pari<.

In the " anv other black " class Messrs. J.
Webber "and Sons were the onlv exhibitors,
and obtained 1st prize with finely finished
bunches of Appley Towers.
The competition was keen (nine entries) in

the class for Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, and
here Mr. T. S. Hall was placed first for a pair
of bunches with beautifully coloured and modest-
sized clusters: 2nd, Lt.-Col. Legh : 3rd, the
Earl of Carnarvon.
Buckland Sweetwater Grane was verv finely

shown bv Cant. France Hayhurst (gr. Mr.
A. H. Hall^. M'ddlewich, who was awarded Is*

prize for white Grapes; 2nd, Messrs. J. Wenrer
and Sons. Minehead, with the same variety:

3rd, Loro Howard de Walden, with Foster's
Seedling.

In the County class for Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes Col. Heywood Lonsdale won 1st prize:
2nd Sir J. Leigh, Lilleshall Hall; 3rd, Capt'.

Hayes (gr. Mr. J. Maddock), Stanton. Major
Alderson (gr. Mr. J. Davies), Welsh Frankton,
had the only exhibit of white Grapes other than
Muscats. For black Grapes Col. Heywood
Lonsdale led with Muscat jlamburgh ; second,
Major Alderson. Lady Mary Herbert (gr. Mr.
J. Biroh), Styche, Market Drayton, gained
premier position for Black Hamburgh Grapes in

a keen competition, with heavy clusters of well

coloured berries.

Sweet Peas and Roses.

There were three entries in the class for a
dozen bunches of Sweet Peas, and here S.

Robinson, Esq. (gr. Mr. E. Frowen), The Ovals,

Kington, led with a grand exhibit of Royal
Scot, Dobbie's Maroon, Jean Ireland, Comman-
der Codsall, Victory, Edrom Beauty, King
Mauve, Constance Hinton, Valentine, Picture,

President, and Elegance; 2nd, Mr. F. Minshall.
Longslow Farm, Market Drayton.
Most of the exhibits were crowded in the class

for eighteen bunches of Sweet Peas, and a

finer effect would have been produced if

much more space had been allowed. First

prize was won by Mr. J. Haycocks, Gyfelia,

Wrexham, with superb blooms almost packed
together ; he showed Tangerine, Daisy Bud, May
Unwin. Mrs. Arnold Hitchcock, Felton's Cream,
Adelaide. John Porter, Elegance, and King
Mauve in grand form and colour; 2nd, W.
Buckley, Esq. (gr. Mr. J. Weaver), Hafod,
Mold; 3rd. Mr. A. S. Dunton.
Mr. W. H. Blakeman. Berriew, led in the

class for six bunches with splendid flowers of

Glory. Felton's Cream, Picture, Mrs. T. Jones,
R. F. Felton, and Daisy Bud.
With one of their attractive exhibits com-

posed of pillars and arches, with baskets and
vases of blooms below, Messrs. Gunn and Sons,
Olton, won the chief award in the class for a
collection of cut Roses arranged for effect on a
space 20 feet by 4 feet. The award consisted

of a salver challenge oup. the Society's large gold

medal and £10. A few of the best large-

flowered Roses in this exhibit were Hugh Dick-
son. Cheerful, George Dickson, Golden Emblem,
Queen Alexandra, and Florence Veitch.

Hardy Flowers.
For a group of herbaceous plants arranged

for effect on a space of 250 square feet Mr.
Maurice Prichard was winner of the 1st

prize. He had a bright and interesting ex-

hibit, and had not raised the centre of his

display too high. Crinum Powelli alba.

Thalictrum dipterocarpum. Hemerocallis

aurantiaca major, Poterium tenuifolium album.
Montbretia Prometheus, and Gladiolus Flora
(huff) were all finelv shown amid Phloxes.
Helianthuses. and other seasonable border
flowers. Messrs. 0. Gibson' and Co., Leeming
Bar. 2nd. with a group in which Verbascums.
Gaillardias. Phloxes, and Poppies were promi-
nent features.

Mr. M. Prichard showed the best eighteen

bunches of hardy flowers, and his set included

Crinum Powelli. Agapanthus umbellatus alb us,

Thalictrum dipterocarpum. Lobelia Queen Vic-

toria. Montbretia Tangerine, and other eood
things: 2nd. Messrs. T. B. Grove and Sons,
Sutton Coldfield. whose Lilium Henryi was the

central feature: 3rd. Mr. A. S. Dunton.
E. H. Shorting. Esq. (gr. Mr. Butler). The

Lawns. Broseley. had the best, dozen bunches
of hardy flowers, and Mr. M. Prichard, Christ

-

church, led in the class for a collection of her-

baceous Phloxes, showing Etna. Gen. von
Heutz, Thoi', Coquelioot, H. Pfleiderer, and
Europe.

Floral Designs.
Four exhibitors competed in the class for three

bouquets, and here Messrs. R. Felton, Hanover
Square, won first prize easily with charming de-

signs composed entirely of Orchids; the central

bouquet, of white Cattleyas and Odontoglossum
orispum xanthotes, was tlm subject of

unstinted admiration; 2nd Mr. M. A. Adshead.

Gatley, Cheadle; equal 3rd, Mr. Chas.
Vickers, Leicester, and Mrs. J. Nixon,
Alderley Edge.
Mr. C Vickeus showed the best hand

bouquet of Orchids, but we thought his design

rather heavy in colour and arrangement; Mrs.

Nixon's 2nd prize bouquet was much lighter;

3rd, Mr. A. Adhurst, with a design in Sweet
Peas.

Messrs. Felton were easy 1st prize winners

in the class for a basket of flowers, and showed

a gorgeous arrangment of Cattleyas. Odonto-

glossums and Odonliodas. 2nd, Mrs. J. Nixon,

with Francoa sprays, Humea elegans, and
Anthurium Andreanum; 3rd, Mr. Adshead. with

Lilium speciosum, Francoa ramosa and Humea
elegans.

Miss Morgan, Quarry House, Shrewsbury,

wun first prize for a bowl of flowers, with pink

Carnations and Codiaeum leaves; Mrs. Nixon.

2nd, with buff Carnations. Messrs. Felton

were awarded a special prize for a bowl of

yellow Roses.

Equal 1st prizes were atwarded in the class

for a table decoration, and the successful com-

petitors were Miss Nellie Vert, Whitehurst.

Ruabon, who used Gloriosa suiperba, Nerines.

Francoa ramosa, and Codiaeum leaves ele-

gantly; and Mrs. J. Nixon, who had Mont-

bretias, pale yellow Carnations, Francoa sprays

and Humea sprays—we preferred this exhibit.

Judgment was equally indecisive in the matter

of second prize, as "equals" were again

awarded, the 'winners being Miss Newsham,

Ormskirk. who had a design in Independence

Day Roses: and Mrs. Madeles, Wem, who had

a charming table of pink and cream Sweet Peas.

Vegetables.

Mr. R. Reeves, Grimshill. was 1st prize

winner for nine kinds of vegetables, and

though the standard of the produce fell below

that, of other and kindlier times, his was a

good exhibit of Leeks, Cauliflowers, Carrots,

Onions, Potatos, Gladstone Peas, Runner Beans,

and Tomatos; 2nd, H. Watson Smith, Esq.,

Hawthorns, Stourbridge (gr. Mr. H. Davies).

In this class the prizes were provided by Mr
Robert Sydenham. In Messrs. Webb and

Sons' class" for nine kinds. H. Watson Smith,

Esq., won first prize, and showed capital De-

fiance Carrots and Conqueror Tomatos: 2nd.

A. E. Humphreys Owen. Esq.

The Rev. J. Davies, Crowle Vicarage. Wor-

cester led in Messrs. J. Carter and Co.'s class

for gut kinds of vegetables, and he showed

first class James' Intermediate Carrots and

Emperor Runner Beans: 2nd, Sir Chas. Cain_

In Messrs. Clibran's class for nine kinds f

vegetables, P. T. Davies Cook, Esq. (gr. Mr.

W. Weaver), Gwynsaney. Mold, led with some

of the finest produce shown, his Onions,

Celerv. Potatos. and Peas being excellent; 2nd.

C. J. Gwyer. Esq., Egwood Hall. Titley. Col.

Heywood Lonsdale led in Messrs. Dickson and

Robinson's class for nine kinds of vegetables,

with Leeks, Pink Celery, Onions, and Carrots,

grandly shown.

In Messrs. Sutton and Son's class competi-

tion was very keen, and 1st prize was won by

Mr. J. Jones, Tyridail, Ammanford, with a

grand exhibit of Superb White Celery, Prize-

taker Leeks, Early Giant Cauliflower. Ailsa

Craig Onions. Arran Comrade Potatos. Prize-

winner Runner Beans, Gladstone Peas. Princess

of Wales Tomatos, and New Red Intermediate

Carrot*. Mr. J. Jones is certainly a capital

grower, and if he can do so well in a dry season

what may he not do in a more suitable year':

Second prize fell to .1. Thomas. Esq.. Kidwelly.

Mr. J. Jones was equally successful in the

Society's class for twelve kinds of vegetables,

and here be also bad a superb collection which

included Turnips, Cucumbers and Beet, in ad-

dition to kinds shown in the previous class;

2nd. Col. Heywood Lonsdale.
Successful competitors in other vegetable

classes were Mr. W. Watson Smith. Major
David Davies. Mr. W. Taylor, Mr. P. Davies
Cooke. Mr. G. Dicks (Llanelly). Mr. H.
Howells (Shrewsbury) and Mr. T. Sanderson
(Whittington).
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Medal Awards.
Large Gold Medal.—To Messrs. Sutton and

Sons, Reading; the King's Acre Nursery
Co.; Messrs. E. Webb and Co., Stourbridge;
Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, Manchester;
and to Messrs. Bees, Ltd., Liverpool.

Gold Medal.—To Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron
Walden.
Small Gold Medal.—To Mr. H. N. Ellison,

West Rromwich ; Mr. Henry Eckford, Wem;
Messrs. Vrttchard and Sons, Shrewsbury

;

Messrs. Jones and Sons, Shrewsbury ; Messrs.
Jarman and Co., Chard ; Mr. E. j. Bayley,
Shrewsbury ; Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

Enfield; Mr. Edwin Murrell. Shrewsbury;
Messrs. Ryder tsn Son, St. Albans.
Silver Medal.—To Messrs. Herd Bros... Pen-

rith ; Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sons, Bir-

mingham ; Messrs. J. Peed and Son, West
Norwood ; Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon,
Twerton-on-Avon ; Messrs. Is.mc House and
Son, West-bury; Messrs. James Vert and Sons,
Saffron Walden ; Salop County Council Horti-
cultural Committee ; Messrs. Stoutenbfck Van
Til, Hillegom ; Mr. John Forbes, Hawick:
Miss S. S. Thompson, Handsworth ; Messrs.
Fairbairn and Sons, Carlisle; Mr. John Jones
Wem; Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans; Messrs.

B'owell and Skarratt. Cheltenham ; Mr. rl.

Clarke, Taunton ; and to Mr. C. Vickers,
Leicester.

[Pressure upon our space compels us to hold

over our notes on the non-competitive exhibits

at Shrewsbury.

—

Ed. ]

TRADE NOTE.

NATIONAL HARDY PLANT.
This Society held a show, the first since the

war, on the 4th inst., in conjunction with the

exhibition of the Market Bosworth Agricultural

and Horticultural Society.

The principal class was for a ^rooiip of hardy
perennials arranged in a natural manner on the

ground, the idea being to represent as nearly

as possible a border of growing flowers. Messrs.

T. B. Grove & Son. Sutton Coldfield, secured

first prize for an excellent exhibit. Heleniums
were a strong feature, a new one named Wynd-
ley being prominently displayed. It is tall,

erect, and of bold appearance, the flowers being
produced in large heads. The colour is rich

yellow, tinged with bright red. Lobelia Tupa
was an uncommon subject that was well shown,
and the exhibit contained many fine varieties

of Phlox, and other effective subjects. Messrs.

Harkness & Sons, Leeming Bar. Yorks, won
first prize for a fine group of Gladioli, among
which White Giant was especially good. Chalk
Hill Nurseries. Ltd.. Reading, took the lead

for a group of Antirrhinums, arranged in the

form of a flower bed.

.Mr. G. Hollis, Market Bosworth, was a suc-

cessful exhibitor of nine bunches of hardy per-

ennials, a single bunch, six Phloxes, and a few
other subjects. Mr. Frank Bouskell, chairman
of the Society, put up two remarkable exhibits.

A water and rock garden, stretching scross the
end of the tent, was a piece of very high-class

work. Reeds, Rushes, Lythrums, Spirseas, and
a number of water plants, were skilfully grouped
around a pool containing some uf the choicest

Nymphaeas, while the sloping rock banks in

the foreground were planted with hardy Ericas.

Ferns, and those plants which are most at home
just above the water margin. The exhibit

was awarded a silver cup for the best exhibit

in the show. The other exhibit was a border
of hardy flowers wherein the finest Eryngiums
and Echinops were prominent. One Echinops,
which is quite new. is a plant with a future.

It is a hybrid between E. gigantea and E.
ruthenicus. It has the glistening steel blue of

the latter with great size and noble stature.

Even in this dry season it stands about seven
feet high. An Award of Merit was granted
this plant and a gold medal to the whole exhibit.
Chalk Hill Nurseries, Ltd., gained a gold

medal for a collection of border flowers in which
Pentstemon barbatus. Solidagos, large white
Chrysanthemum maximum in variety, Hele-
niums. Statices, and Phloxes provided variety
of colour and form.

At a recent meeting of the Chamber of

Horticulture, the secretary presented the

report of the ParKamentary Committee, and
after discussion it was resolved that a special

meeting of the council be held to consider
the whole question of the Chamber's pro-

gramme and policy in Parliament. The com-
mittee consider that the Parliamentary Com-
mittee should be greatly extended, and that

subjects, such as reduction of taxation, de-

control, lower assessments, dumping, marking
of foreign produce, regulation of horticultural

produce and unfair foreign competition, rail-

way monopolies, limitation of seedsmen's lia-

bilities, postal rates, etc., are matters that

should be given careful consideration.

Letters were read in reference to the Ameri-
can prohibition orders, and it was agreed to

appoint, a new committee to keep in constant

touch with this matter and to resume every
effort to obtain modification whenever occasion

offers The following gentlemen have been
asked to form this committee, with power to

add:—Messrs. E. A. Bunyard, H. Stuart Low,

C. E. Pearson, and W. E. Wallace.

©bttuan?.

John K. M. L. Farquhar.—American horti

culture has sustained a great loss in the death,

on July 24. of Mr. John K. M. L. Farquhar.
president of the R. 0. J. Farquhar Company, of

Boston. The deceased gentleman was widely
and favourablv known on both sides of the

Atlantic, as he _Jiad made numerous trips to

Europe since engaging in the seed and nursery
business. Born in 1858 at Fyvie Castle Gardens,
Aberdeenshire, where his father was for many
years head gardener, he served an apprentice-

ship there, and afterwards went to the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens at Chiswick,
under the late Mr. A. F. Barron. Later he was
employed in the seed business of Benjamin
Rr.id and Co., Aberdeen, and he went to

America forty years ago. In New England,
where he always resided, he found employment
successively at Forest Hills Cemetery. Boston,
at the Harvard Botanic Gardens, and at

Whitinsville, Mass.. where he laid out a large
cemetery. In 1884 he joined his brothers.

Robert and James, in the seed business at South
Market Street. Boston and on the retirement of

Robert he threw himself with great energy into

the business. The two brothers soon built up
s verv laree and high-class trade in seeds, bulbs
ind horticultural sundries. Extensive nurseries
fnd greenhouses were established, these heins;

relinquished later in favour of more extensive
ones at Dedham, Ma°s.. on the outskirts of

Boston. Additional nurseries were subsequently
added at West Barnstable. Mass.. Cape Ccd. and
Sharon Heights, and 200 acres in all were
devoted to trees, shrubs, perennials, climbers
and Lilies. Mr. Farquhar travelled extensively,

and made several trips to China, Japan. Korea,
the Philippines, etc. During his Furonean trins

he on certain occasions visited Russia. Mr.
Farquhar had a verv wide acquaintance amongst,

the prominent growers and horticulturists of

Europe and his a.dopted country, and was ever

on the look-out for desirable novelties of all

kinds. His firm introduced the now popular
Lilinm regale, and also sent out manv of Mr.
E. H. Wilson's most valuable introductions made
to the Arnold Arboretum. The Farquhar cata-

logues of late years included offerings of many
new and rare shrubs of foreign origin. Mr.
Farquhar was a. staunch worker for the advance-

ment of American horticulture, and filled many
positions of trust in the various organisations to

which he belonged. For over twentv-nine vears
he was a director of the Massachusetts Horticul-
tural Societv. and served ten vears as its

president. He was a member of the Gardeners'
and Florists' Club at Boston, and one of the
founders of the Boston Horticultural Club. At

the time of his death he was president of theNew England Nurserymen's Associatioin and the
New England Seed Association. Mr. Farquhar
was an active member of the Society of American
Florists, and served as its president in 1913.
As a horticultural lecturer the deceased gentle-
man was in great demand, and all his lectures
were illustrated from photographs taken during
his many travels. His last visit to Europe was
in the summer of 1920. He was not at that time
in good health, and the change due to after-war
conditions did not help matters. He was pre-
deceased by only two months by his brother
James, who had been in precarious health for
about eight years. Mr. John Farquhar leaves a
widow and one son, the latter being a barrister
in Brookline. The funeral service was held at

Forest Hills Cemetery on July 27. when there
was a very large attendance, including many
prominent horticulturists. W. A". C.

Mrs. J. Mayne.—The wife of Mr. James
Mayne .passed away on August 4th, aged 61,

after a brief illness. Our many readers will

remember Mr. Mayne as gardener at Bicton,
Devon, for over twenty years.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Abnormal Growth of Peas.—.7. C. W. : The
abnormal development at the top of the
haulm of your culinary Peas is due to a
suppression cf the • growing point caused
probably by the presence of thrips. This
has caused the buds immediately below the
apex to dev.dop in the abnormal fashion

shown by the specimens submitted.

American Gooseberry Mildew.— ./. II'. : Your
Gooseberries are infected with American
Gooseberry mildew. As this is a notifiable

disease you should at once communicate with

your county agricultural authorities.

Correction.—Mr. F. Woolman, Leicester,

writes :
—

" We wish to thank you very much
for your report of our new Ivy Pelargonium in

your issue of August 13th, but we should

be greatly obliged if you would correct the

name of it in your next issue. lit should be
' Pink Profusion ' instead of Pink Perfection."

'

Currants and Gooseberry : Ar
. M. We do

not know any variety of Black Currant that

is absolutely immune to big bud, but you will

find the following amongst the best: Boskoop
Giant, Edina and Seabrook's Black. Good
Red Currants are Laxton's Perfection and

Comet for mid-season, and Baby Castle for I

late supplies. The best White Currant is

White Versaillaiee, and the best green dessert

Gooseberries are Keepsake, Whitesmith,

Langley Gage and Howard's Lancer

Propagating Camellias : J'. J. C. Camellias
.

may be propagated by means of cuttings ,

of half-ripened wood, inserted in pots, in i

a compost of sandy peat. Stand the pots tt

in a cool greenhouse, and cover them with !l

bell glasses; when the cuttings have calloused,

they will, if the pots are placed over slight

bottom heat, root readily. Propagation by
,

cuttings, however, except with some of the

single or nearly single types, is a slow and

uncertain method. The usual method of

increase is by grafting, using some free

rooting types as stocks; success is more
certain if the scions are from two-year-old

wood, in fact, this is essential with the

fine Camellia reticulata. Camellias may
also be increased by means of layers.

Names of Fruits. F. W. Plums: 1, Oullin's

Golden Gage, 2 De Montfort; Apples: 1,

Potts' Seedling, 2, Keswick Codlin, 3, (

Beauty of Bath.—7?. P. 1, Cox's Orange Pip-

pin; 2 and 5, Lord Sufheld; 3, Lane's Prince

Albert ; 4, Worcester Pearmain ; 6, Radford

Beauty ; 7, King of the Pippins ; 8, Dutch

Mignonne.

Communications Received.

—

W. G.—J. M. B.—C. H. H.
H. A. F—J. R. S.

'. B—J. C. B —
-J. C. P.—J. N.—

|
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The valuable experiments
Self-Sterility w hich have been carried out
in Plums. during the past few years in

the fruit Ivaise at VVisley*,

combined with the results of other no- less

valuable experiments made at the John
Innes Institute, appear to demonstrate deci-

sively that a large number of commonly-
grown varieties of Plums are self-sterile. At
Wisley eighteen varieties have been tested,

and of that number eleven have proved under
the conditions of the experiment to be abso-
lutely self-sterile. These self-sterile varirtios

are Coe's Golden Drop, Decaisne , Grand
Duke, Jefferson, Kirke's Blue, Late
Orange, Late Transparent Gage, Pond's
Seedling, Comte d'Althann's Gage, Trans-
parent Gage, and Washington. In the

course of the experiments nearly 2,500
flowers of these varieties were artificially self

fertilised, and not one of them set fruit.

The frequency with which complaint- are

heard of the failure of such Plums as Trans-
parent Gage when grown isolated from other
varieties of Plums, shows that the lesson to

•be drawn from the Wisley experiments still

requires a considerable amount of enforce-

ment, and evidently the lesson is that other
varieties should be introduced among any
self-stei-ile kind of Plum in order to suniph

I the self-sterile trees with pollen for fertilisa-

*ContribntionB from the Wialev Laboratory XXXVi.
-Pollination in Orchards ilv.i. Self- Fertility' and Self-
Sterility in Plums. Journal •>! the Royal Horticultural
Socich/, XI. VI., May, 1921, p. 353.

tion. Only three of the eighteen varieties of
Plums tested at VVisley proved self-fertile,

namely Denniston's Superb, Monarch, and
Czar. Four of the eighteen varieties proved
to be partially, albeit onlv

t occasionally, sell-

fertile. These were Early Rivers, President,
Prince Engelbert, and Stint ; but for practical

purposes the last three may be regarded as
self-sterile, since the number of fruits set

from self-fertilised flowers was too small to

make anything like a crop. Another note-

worthy fact brought out by these experi-

ments is that even the self-fertile varieties,

Denniston's Superb, Monarch, and Czar, set

rather more fruit in proportion to flowers

pollinated when they were crossed than when
they were self pollinated. Generally speaking,

any variety will serve as a pollerkiser, though
in a few cases, as was shown earlier at the

John Innes Institute, incompatible plants

were discovered; for instance, of 126 flowers

of President crossed with Late Orange none
set fruit. In choosing pollenisers not much
heed need be paid to time of flowering, for

according to the records at Wisley published

bv Mr. A. N. Rawes, in his excellent account
of the Wisley experiments, the latest Plums,
e.g.. Late Transparent Gage and Stint,

come into flower only some six to seven days
after the earliest—Grand Duke, Monarch
and Jefferson ; whereas the period of blos-

soming extends over from fourteen to twenty-

four davs. Nevertheless, as an additional

means of ensuring a good set, it would be

well to plant as pollenisers trees which
come into flower at about the same time as

those thev are destined to pollenise.

Experiments carried out

Darkness and bv Messrs. Gustave Rivi-

the Ripening ere and Georges Pichard*
of Fruits. show that where tilt:

object of storing fruit ir.

a fruit room is to delay its maturity and
thereby enable its use to be deferred, dark-

ness is important. The authors experimented
with two small lots of the Apple Calville

Blanc, exposing one to diffuse light and the

other to darkness. At the beginning of the

experiment (Nov. 27), the composition of the

fruit, as determined by analysis of a speci-

men similar to the fruits'used in the experi-

ment, was : total sugar 12.55 grams, glu-

cose 9.25 and cane sugar 3.30. On Feb-
ruary 12 of the following year, only those

fruits which had been exposed to

diffuse light were ripe. Those which had
been kept in darkness were not ready until

several weeks later. Analysis of the dark-kept

and light-kept fruits showed that whereas the

total sugar had decreased in both, it had de-

creased considerably more in the light-kept

Apples than in those maintained in darkness,
the amounts being :—total sugar in light-

kept, 11 grams, in dark-kept Apples 11.85

grams. It is interesting to observe that

the decrease in sugar which accompanied
rioening was due almost entirely to a

decrease in glucose. Thus, whereas the

saccharose (cane sugar) fell from 9.25

grams on November 27 to 8.78 grams in

the dark-kept Apples analysed on February
12, it was low Co", grams in the

Apples kept in the light. This is in conform-
ity with what the plant physiologist would
expect, namely, that glucose is the sugar

which is used up in the course of respira-

tion. It would seem to follow that

respiration of fruit such as Apples is

appreciably more rapid in light than

in darkness and that light would, in

some circumstances, be a useful aid in

speeding up the ripening process. The de-

* Journal de '" Soeiiti Rationale d'Horticulture de

Prance Fourth series, XXII. May, 1921.

crease in total sugar in the kept fruits may
perhaps surprise some people ; but it is to be
remembered that Apple fruits are living
things, and, like all such things, they con-
tinue to use energy which they get by de-

composing the sugars they contain. The
other ripening changes, the softening of the
cells, have for their result that the some-
what smaller quantity of sugar produces a
taste of greater sweetness in the ripe fruit

than the larger quantity does in the unripe

fruit.

The Poppy in America.—During the war the

Scarlet Poppy, Which is very plentiful in Flan-

ders, greatly impressed the American troops,

and seeds were sent by many of them to

friends in America, whore the plant is now
cultivated by hundreds of relatives of fallen

American soldiers. Now. however, the Com-
missioner of Agriculture, Dr. A. W. Gilbert,

points out that large monetary losses are likely

to occur dn agricultural districts if the Poppy
is allowed to spread unchecked, and asks that

no more seeds of this plant should he intro-

duced. The Ox Eye Daisy, which was intro-

duced into America about 100 years ago, has
caused considerable loss to growers of hay
in the United States, and it is feared tliat

the Poppy will become a serious peet in the

case of cultivated cereals in that country.

A New Tobacco with High Nicotine
Content.—In view of the shortage of nicotine
for horticultural purposes, it is interesting to

learn from, the Florists' Exchange that the
Federal Experiment Station at Ephrata,
Philadelphia, has distributed for trial a new-

tobacco called Rtistica, which it is olaimed
will produce a grade of nicotine highly suit-

able for the destruction of insect pests.

Rustica is not meant for smoking, for accord-

ing to our contemporary, " the leathery tex-

ture of the leaf and the ten per cent, nicotine

it contains would lay out any buc the most
inveterate smoker." The dried Waves and
stalks are ground to a fine powder, and one
pound of the powder is sufficient to make
twenty gallons of five per cent, solution. The
pnwder should be placed in a muslin bag
overnight, and is ready for use next day.

Dates in Queensland.—The Queensland
Minister of Lands. Mr. Coyne, has received a

parcel of Dates from Charleville, a town lying

on the Warrego River, 483 miles west of Bris-

bane. The Dates are pronounced by the

Minister to be of excellent quality and flavour.

He states that the person who grew them had

only two trees, one of which bore over half a

ton' of fruit and the other nearly half a ton.

These trees started to crop at seven years, and

have been bearing for the past ten years.

They are growing in almost raw sand, and have

never had an ounce of fertiliser. All they re-

ceive is water. The trees were grown from

Dates purchased in a shop at Charleville. Mr.

Coyne estimates that, with proper organisation,

all' the Dates Tequired by Australia could be

grown in Western Queensland.

The Potato Crop.—The prolonged summer
drought has caused the Potato plant to

behave in a somewhat abnormal manner.

Secondary growth is usually associated witlh

wet seasons; but Potatos this year are grow-

ing out in a most astonishing manner. The
reason for this is not apparent at the present

time; probably Potatos are making these ab-

normal growths in their endeavour to reach

moisture. This being the case, growers in many
parts of the country are not clear as to what

course to adopt, and the Ministry of Agricul-

ture is receiving inquiries as to whether the

crop should he lifted at once or loft to mature

properly. By lifting at the present time only

a very small crop would be raised, giving a

financial loss to the cultivator. When the rain

comes the Potatos will start into vigorous second

growth, and a much heavier crop should be

raised, though possibly a considerable portion

of this crop will show' signs of second growth.

In any case, the Potato crop this season is
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bound to be a small one, and the Ministry
advises growers, where the haulm is still green,

to leave the crop in order that the maximum
weight may be raised at a later date. Recent
investigations seem to show that Potatos pro-

duced by second growth, being immature, are
highly suitable for seed purposes.

A New Dwarf Conifer.—From a batch of seed-
lings of Tsuga caroliniana, the Carolina Hem-
lock, raised in the Arnold Arboretum from seeds
planted in 1881, two handsome, dwarf-habited
specimens have been raised. According to the
Bulletin of Popular Information, for August
2, issued by the Arboretum, they are more beau-
tiful even than the well-known weeping form of

Tsuga canadensis, which is usually considered
the handsomest of dwarf Conifers. One of the
plants is ten feet high with a sipread of branches
of twelve feet, while the other is thirteen feet

high with a spread of branches of fifteen feet.

Neither of the plants shows a tendency to form
a leader, and, according to the Bulletin, both
appear as if they will continue to grow more
rapidly in breadth than in height.

Importation of Rhododendrons.—We have re-

ceived the following communication on this sub-
ject from the Ministry of Agriculture : "Some
misunderstanding appears to exist as to the
effect of the new Orders dealing with the im-
portation and sale of plants, etc., issued toy the
Ministry (The Destructive Insects and Pests
Order of 1921, and the Sale of Diseased Plants
Order of 1921). Nurserymen point out that the
Rhododendron Fly, a pest serious on Rhododen-
drons in certain countries, is scheduled under
the Sale of Diseased Plants Order, and that
therefore they are pi-evented from selling plants
in this country which are substantially attacked
by this pest. This is correct, but the conclu-
sion has been drawn that, since the pest is not
scheduled under the Destructive Insects and
Pests Order of 1921, which relates to imported
plants. Rhododendrons badly attacked by the
fly will be allowed to enter 'the country freely.
Such, however, is not the case. A careful read-
ing of the Destructive Insects and Pests Order
of 1921 will show that Rhododendrons sent to
this country must be accompanied bv a Health
Certificate, signed by an official of the country
of origin, to the effect that the plants are per-
fectly free from the pests mentioned in the Order,
and also that they are ' health v.' In paragraph
5 of the 3rd Schedule of the' Order, it is laid
down that plants will not ibe deemed to be
' healthy ' if attacked Ibv any of the pests men-
tioned in the Sale of Diseased Plants Order of
1921. It is therefore clear that the Health Cer-
tificate accompanying imported plants goes very
much farther than a Certificate of Freedom from
the specific pests mentioned in the second Sche-
dule rto the Destructive Insects and Pests Order,
since it must also declare that the plants are
healthy in general, and particularly with regaird
to the pests mentioned in the Sale of Diseased
Plants Order." The Ministry has decided to pre-
pare a leaflet explaining in simple language the
provisions of the two Orders, and hopes to issue
the leaflet before October 1 next when the
Orders come into operation.

Curious Effect of the Drought—The Times
refers to an interesting revelation of the plan
of an old priory as the effect of the drought
on the ?rass with which the site is now-
covered. The priory referred to is that of
Silkstead, Compton, near Winchester, which
was razed to the ground by Henry VIII. The
site was covered with grass, and a perfect plan
of the buildings has been revealed by the dry-
ing up of the grass where the old buildings,
garden walls, etc.. existed. The same paper
refers to a similar ease in the gardens of the
London Zoological Society, where the sheds
and hurdles used for the accommodation of
the King"s African collection in 1911 were
placed. The drought has mapped out the lines
of this temporary installation of ten years ago.
since when the lawn has been undisturbed. It
is interesting, also, how the drought has re-
vealed the sites of drains on lawns. In one
garden we visited the position of the drains
was readily apparent through the erass above
them becoming entirely brown, and the oppor-

tunity has been seized by the owner to make
a sketch showing the situation of the drains
for a guide in case of alterations and additions
at some future date.

Egg Substitutes.—The large number of egg
substitutes which have recently been put on
the maiket as a result of the high prices of

eggs have been investigated by food inspectors

in America. The conclusion is that the so-

called substitutes are sold at a price far in

excess of their food value and intrinsic worth.
Many of them consist of a mixture of starch

and baking-powder coloured with coal-tar dye;
a few are said to contain casein. Baking and
cooking experiments have proved that the

substitutes do not have the effect of eggs in

cooking or baking. Manufacturers and others

who snip and sell these fine branded egg sub-

stitutes within the jurisdiction of the Federal

Food and Drugs Act will be prosecuted, as

violating the food laws of many of the Ameri-
can States.

Mr. W. H. Morter.—Mr. W. H. Morter.

chief officer of the City of Birmingham Parks
Department, comes from a gardening stock.

His father was a well-known horticulturist of

MR. WILLIA5I H. MORTER.

the eastern counties, and it was under his
father that Mr. Morter received his early
training in gardening. He has passed through
all the grades < f his profession, for, after three
years at Bliekling Hall, the residence of th.l

Marchioness of Lothian, first as an improver
and later a journeyman, he served as a
journeyman and foreman at Lord Ashburton's
gardens at Grange Park ; Lord Brownlow's
gardens at Frythesden; at Knotts Green,
Sandridge Park, and other places. Sub-
sequently he was appointed, in 1892, to Sir
.1. Lubbock's (afterwards Lord Avebury) gar-
dens at High lilms, of which he had charge
for 111 years. He was appointed to his present
charge in November. 1903, and at that time
the total area of parks, recreation grounds,
and open spaces under the control of the Bir-
mingham Parks Committee amounted to just

ov( r 448 acres, of which ten parks had a
total area of 301 acres. Now the pub-
lic parks of Birmingham number 30,

with a total area of more than 1,063 acres,

while there are 44 recreation grounds and 19
>pen spaces, these, together with the parks,
having an area of 2,185 acres 2 roods and 4
poles. In addition to these, Mr. Morter has
the charge of 6 cemeteries and 16.000 allot-

ments, so that the whole area now under his
control aggregates 4,538 acres. The excellent
condition of 'he public parks and pleasure

grounds in the City of Birmingham is a testi-

mony of Mr. Morter's abilities, and, in addi-

tion to high professional knowledge, he has a
pleasing personality that has endeared to bim
a wide circle of friends in all parts of the
country.

The Grading and Packing of Apples.—The
Ministry of Agriculture is actively assisting the

scheme promoted by the National Federation of

British Growers for the standardisation and
grading of Apples. The Ministry is endeavour-

ing to arrange for a series of grading and pack-

ing demonstrations in the fruit growing areas

this season, and the first of these will be held

at Heston Farm, Hounslow, on Tuesday, August
30. Growers and other persons interested

are invited to attend this demonstration between
the hours of 11 a.m. and 1 p.m., and 2 p.m.

to 4 p.m. on that date. The demonstration will

be given by the Ministry's grading and packing

experts.

A Handy Book on Poultry Keeping.—A use-

ful little publication on poultry* written by
Mr. Edward Brown, a well-known authority on
poultry, is issued by Messrs. Stanley Paul and
Co. The book embraces all the subjects con-

nected with poultry rearing and keeping, and is

divided into five sections; 1, introductory,

which deals with questions on the utilitarian

aspects of the subject ; 2, breeds and breeding of

poultry; 3, environment; 4, management of

the poultry; and 5, feeding. In the section

dealing with bre?ds, short accounts are

given of all the well-known types of fowls

and many useful hints on breeding. Beginners
will find the book especially useful on such
subjects as housing and feeding. The author

estimates that the value of the manure fi'<nn

each bird is at least 2s. per annum, and he
gives directions asi to the best method of treat-

ing the manure, either by mixing it with dry

earth or peat, or with sawdust and acid phos-

phate and kainit, in the proportion of 30 Lb. of

hen manure, 10 lb. of sawdust, 16 lb. of acid

phosphate, and 8 lb. of kainit.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day, August 30.—Durham, Northumberland
and Newcastle-on-Tyne Botanical and Horti-

cultural Society's Show (3 days). Wednesday,
August 31.—Irish Gardeners' Association and
Benevolent Society's meeting. Thursday, Sep-

tember 1.—Dumfries Flower Show-; Islay

Flower Show. Friday, September 2.—Alloa

Flower Show ; Cleland Flower Show ; Darvel
Flower Show; Motherwell Flower Show. Satur-

day, September 3.—Polmont Flower Show;
Renfrew Flower Show ; Bearsden Flower Show

;

Cambuslang Flower Show ; Coldstream Flower
Show ; Crieff Flower Show ; Old Cumnock
Flower Show ; Dalkeith Flower Show ;

Maudslie

and Rosebank Flower Show; Dairymple Flower
Show ; Menstrie Flower Show ; Douglas (Lanark-

shire) Flower Show; Eaglesfield Flower Show;
Eddleston Flower Show; Gairloch Flower Show;
Johnstone Flower Show ; Kilbirnie Flower
Show ; Lochgelly Flower Show ; Neilston and

Uplawmoor Flower Show ; Bradford Hospital

and Convalescent Fund's First Annual Flower
and Vegetable Show.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago.—Mangold Wurzel Tups.—My attention

haying been called to your recommendation
to cottagers to plant Swedes as a substitute

for Potatos, I cast my eyes on some very

good Mangold Wurzel, and it struck me that

the tender leaves might make a good vegetable.

1 had some cooked in the same manner as

Spinach, and when served up they had not

only the appearance of that vegetable, but
the flavour was also so very similar that I

have several times passed them off as such.

The Mangold Wurzel was the yellow kind, and
though I have eaten of it freely and frequently,

I have perceived no bad effects. I have tried

your recommendation to pull the haulm of

the Potato, and so far I can .speak favourably I

of it, as the Potatos are better than those

the haulm of which have been cut off. E.

Hume, Middlemass, Henley-on-Thames. Card.
Chron., August 29. 1846.

'

* The Poultry-Keepers' TafleJHecum. By Edward
Brown. F.L.S. Stanley Paul and Co., 31. Essex Street,
Strand, W.C.I. Price 2s. 6d. net.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

RARE BRITISH ORCHIDS.
Several letters have appeared in the lay

Press of late with reference to the rarity of
Orchis hircina. the Lizard Orchid, but per-
sonally 1 know that this curious plant is not
nearly so rare in a wild state as it is repre-
sented to be. In private grounds near Dover
there is a colony of the plant, and an unusually
fine specimen that was exhibited at a meetino-
•of the Royal Horticultural Society may be seen
in a preserved state in the offices of Messrs. G.
and A. Clark, Ltd., nurserymen, Dover. There
are three other stations, known to but a few,
in which the plant grows by the side of the
ancient Roman roadway in Kent, so that, every
thing considered, the Lizard Orchid is not an
extremely rare plant, certainly not to such an
extent as either the Irish" Lady's Tresses
(Spiranthes Romanzoviana), the great Brown
Orchid (Orchis fusca), or the leafless Epipo-
gium (E. Gmelini), the last having, so far as
is known, only one British habitat.
The Irish Spiranth occurs only in three

counties, and is unknown elsewhere in Europe,
its nearest known place of growth being in
North America, where, in British Columbia, I
found it in some quantity. The brown Man
Orchid has only been recorded from a very
few stations in Southern England, and still

exists on the chalky reefs of the Westerham
Mis ; and I was agreeably surprised to find
nh< I before me on the 'dinner table at a
'friend's house at Farnborough a magnificent
flowering specimen of this nlant that had been
collected in that district. Not long atro, when
hotanising on the chalk cliffs between St. Mar-
garet's Bay and Dover, I came across a small
colony of Orchis ustulata. the Scorched Orchid.
a miniature copy of 0. fusca. The rare
Cephalantbera rubra, which has recently been
reported from the Gairlocb. in Scotland, is

growing in some quantity at High Elms, where
rt was pointed out to me by the late Lord
Avchury. The English Lady's Slipper (Cypri-
pedium Calceolus) I have never seen in a wild
state, but have cultivated it from specimens
sent from France by Mr. Elwes. The Irish
Spiranth I have also grown from roots sent to
lLe by the late Mr. Burbidge, of Dublin.

It may be of interest to know that the majority
of British Orchids respond to cultivation, and
at the time the first edition of my book. British
Orehirh. was published I had. with one excep-
tion, the leafless saprophyte. Epipogium. every
one of the forty native snecies under cultivation
in my garden. A. T). Webster.

/The downs on the chalk cliffs between
fcngsdown and Dover are remarkablv fertile
with Orchids, and we know of a little wood
at Kingsdown when' wild On-hid* 'avow in
profusion, the inure common species 1 .

,
i 1

1

termed " Skeet-legs " locally. The Lizard
Orchid was at one time fairly common in Kent.
—Eds.]

TREES AND SHRUBS

THE MANNA ASH.
One of the most ornamental of our hardy

exotic trees is Fraxinus Ornus, the Manna
Ash, also quite frequently known as the
Flowering Ash. This species is a native of
Southern Europe and Asia Minor, and has
been in cultivation in this country for about
200 years. Not only is it handsome by reason
of its abundant leafage, but it is particularly
ornamental when covered with its panicles of
whitish flowers, during May. The tree
naturally forms a close, rounded head, conse-
quently it is especially suitable for use as
a specimen tree in pleasure grounds and parks.

When fully grown it usually attains a
height of 50 to 65 feet. In the accompanying
illustration (Fig. 41) is shown a specimen at
Davenham Gardens, Malvern. This tree is
about 25 feet high, and each year, when
covered with its wealth of creamy-white,
fragrant flowers, it is very greatly admired.
The Manna sugar, from w;hich the plant de-
rives its name of Manna Ash, is obtained from
the stems by incision. There are one or two
varieties in cultivation, including latifolia.
which has leaves broader than those of the
type, ajid variegata, the leaves of which are
speckled with yellow.

We are indebted to Mr. C. A. Bayford.
Davenham Gardens, Malvern, for the photo-
graph from which the illustration reproduced
below was made.

Fig. 41.—the manna ash (fraxinus ornus) at davenham, Malvern.

NEW HYBRIDS.
(Continued from June 25, page 309.

\

Name.

Brasso-Larlin-Catllc ya Tctiicus
Cypripedium Kichsntress

,

Cypripedium Ellis Needham
Cypripedium Vanguard
Laelio-Cattleya Abydos
Laelio-Cattleya Ayeeha
Laelio-Cattleya Golden i-low
Laelio-Cattleya surprise
Laelio-Cattleya Victrix
Laelio-Cattleya Vivid
MUtonia Constance
OdoDtioda Coquelicot
•Odontioda Hera
Odontioda Magna rubra ... \\\
Odontioda Dovere var Rosina ...

Odontoglossum Asate
Odontoglossum Doraq
Odontoglossum Paris ].

Odontoglossum Wilckeanum Col-
manii

Odontoglossum violaceum ... .',"

Odontoma Ralph Sander
Odnntonia Sylvia

Parentage.

C. GaskolliauaxB.-L.-C. Veitchii
Lurtisii Sanderae x Alma Gevaert
Dreadnought x Lady Dillon
Rothschildiaum x glaueophvlluin .". "'

L.-C. Iolanthe aurea x C. Enid
Hyeana x Martinetii
L.-C. Sunrise x C. Venu9 ... ...

C. Enid alba x L.-C. i auhamiana alba ... ..!

C. Trianae Backhousiaua x L.-C. Aphrodite
C. RhodaxL.-C. Thvone
vexillaria Lyoth x Isabel Sander ...

',",

Parentage unrecorded '. ["

Bradshawiae x Coronation ... ...
"'

Oda. Coronation x Odm. hybrid .'"

Oda. Diana x Odm. illustrissiinum
crispum Solum x hybrid
Dora x Aquitania ]

crispum x Hylandianum ... ..',

crispum xanthotes x luteo - pui purcuni
Vuylstekei

Thompsonianum x Armstrongiae '.

Odontoma Culiginosa x Odm. Landolphus
""

Miltonia Venus x Odm. peicultum

Exhibit r.

McBean
Sanders.
A. Hanmer, Esq
H. T. Pitt Esq.
Stuart Low.
Stuart Low.
Baron Schroder.
Sanders.
Baron Schroder.
Florv & Black.
W. R". Fasey, Esq.
Sanders.
Armstrong & Brown.
Armstrong & Browu.
J. & A. McBean.
Armstrong A Brown.
P. Smith. Esq.
Armstrong & Brown.

Sir J. Colman.
S. GratrLx, Esq.
Sanders,
Charlcsworth.

* Syn. Odontioda Clotho II.

HYDRANGEA QUERCIF0I.1 \

This Hydrangea, is not often seen in good
condition in this country. It comes from the
south-eastern United States, and has not
proved quite hardy, except in the warmer or
more favoured parts of this country. That
would, no doubt, account for it not being
more generally seen in gardens, for it reached
this country in 1805 A low bush of it on
the rockery in the Royal Horticultural
Society's gardens at Wisley has succeeded
wonderfully well this year. The branches are
stout, covered with long, woolly, rusty-looking
hairs, which give the plant a distinctive

appearance. The leaves are deeply divided

wjth five to .seven lobes, a.nd are perfect, not-

withstanding the long drought. The situation
of the bush is near the top of the rockery.

on the northern aspect of tall. deciduous
trees, which shielded the foliage from direct

sunshine. The outer and sterile flowers are

huge, conspicuous, and white, but. become
purplish with age. /. /•'.
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The Week's Work.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By TV. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Figs.—Fig trees will now require great care

as the fruits are fully grown and beginning to
ripen, and should receive full exposure to the
sunshine. All strong shoots should be laid in

closely to the wall, but the knife should be used
as little as possible. Remove fore-right growths,
but such as are in a proper position should be
carefully trained in, for it is from these the
fruit is to be expected next year. Fig trees
seldom bear fruit except on the one-year-old
growths, it is therefore desirable to leave a
sufficiency of these and remove any surplus at
the general season for pruning. Let the
growths be laid in regularly, not one across
another, and secure them properly to prevent
damage by wind.

Gathering Stone Fruit.—It is still the practice
of some growers to allow stone fruit to remain
on the tree for as long as it will hang, or even
to allow it to drop in the mistaken notion that
the fruit is then at its highest degree of flavour.
In the case of the majority of stone fruits

—

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots especially

—

by that time they are declining in flavour, and
become more so the longer they are kept before
being eaten. The best time at which
to gather a fruit of this kind is

about three days before it would have
fallen from the tree, as it is then in its

liighest state of perfection. To know when
fruit is in a proper condition for gathering re-

quires close observation and practice. Stone
fruits should never he pinched in order to as-
certain whether they are ripe or not. To ascer-
tain whether a fruit is sufficiently matured for
gathering, place the hand underneath and gently
raise it a little—this is a good plan to adopt
for almost every kind of fruit—and if

sufficiently ripe it will part easily at the stalk.

The Drought.—The exceptionally dry summer
is showing its effects on all kinds of fruit trees
notwithstanding applications of water and mulch-
ings to the roots. Young trees, in particular,
are suffering, and in some orchards where water-
ing is not possible many trees have perished
outright. Insect pests are very prevalent, red
spider in particular, with which it is impossible
to cope where the trees are numerous. At the
moment of writing the trees have not com-
menced making any lateral shoots, and the early
summer growths have already ripened to a re-

markable degree. From present observations
but few trees of any kind will require little,

if any, root pruning during the forthcoming
season. Both cordon and espalier trees have
made but scanty growths, compared with thai
of ordinary seasons. Such trees as may be show-
ing signs of weakness should he assisted by fre-

quent waterings with diluted liquid manure,
which will materially assist in maturing the
buds and keeping the foliage healthy until the
fall of the leaf. After which the trees may be
top-dressed with a rich compost to encourage
the development of surface-feeding roofs the
following season.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coma, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Choice Shrubs.—Many shrubs may be propa-
gated now by inserting cuttings in gritty soil in
cold frames, or minder bell glasses, in a shady cor-
ner. Subjects that are difficult to root by means of
cuttings should be layered ; thev include such
plants as Eucryphia pinnatdiolia. Daphne
Cr.eorum and D. Blagayana. The beautiful
Poppy-Wort, Dendromecon rigidum, is generally
regarded, and with some truth, as being a dif-

ficult plant to propagate, tout there should be

little difficulty in rooting a fair percentage of

cuttings inserted now. Select, short, twiggy
growths, about three inches in length, trim
them carefully with a very sharp knife,

insert them in small pots (three-inch) in sandy
soil, and stand these under a bell-glass on an
ash base in a cool greenhouse.

Poppies.—The beautiful Iceland Poppy is very
popular as a subject for supplying cut blooms.
It is generally treated as an annual, but to have
it at its best it should be treated as a biennial,

sowing it where it is to remain, during August
or early September. Treated in this way it

makes large specimens that give a wealth of

flowers the following season. The alpine Poppy,
Papaver alpinum, is a charming little subject,

for the rock garden, and should also be sown
at this time. All the annual Poppies may, with
advantage, be sown at this time. P. umbrosum
and P. Rhceas (Corn Poppy)—the popular Shirley

Poppies being raised from the latter species

—

are never better than when sown during this

month. P. pilosum and P. rupifragum, although
perennials, will flower next season if raised from
seed sown now. Groups of these species are
very pretty and useful in the front of the her-

baceous border.

Hardy Annuals.—Many hardy annuals give
of their best when sown during the autumn.
Some time during September is the best time
for sowing, and the positions should be pre-

pared for them as soon as possible. Autumn-
sown annuals do specially well on light, warm
soils, but they may be expected to succeed
almost anywhere except on very cold, heavy
soils in low-lying situations. The essentials to

success are a firm seed bed, open situation and
suitable thinning. A few of the best annuals
for the purpose are, Alyssum maritimum (Sweet
Alyssum), Asperula azurea setosa, Bartonia
aurea (this plant does well on poor, dry soils),

Cacalia coccinea, Calendula officinalis, Centaurea
Cyanus (Cornflower), Clarkias, Collinsia bicolor,
Coreopsis tinotoria, Delphinium Ajacis, both
single and double-flowered; Erysimum Perof-
skianurn, Eschscholzias. Gypsophila elegans,
Iberis coronaria (Candytuft), Leptosiphons, Lim-
nanthes Douglasii Xemophila insignis, Xigella
damascena, Platystemon californicus and Silene
pendula.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

The Orchard House.—As the fruits in the
orchard house approach maturity the amount of
water given the roots should be gradually re-

duced, but not to the point of causing absolute
dryness of the soil. So long as the trees do
not suffer from want of water the flavour of the
fruits will be enhanced by keeping the trees
slightly on the dry side. Syringing overhead at

this stage should be entirely withheld, but a free
circulation of air is essential. Large fruits, such
as Pears and Apples, should be prevented from
falling by suspending them in suitable bags
or fish netting, or by securing the stalks with
a piece of bast or string to the current year's
growth. The former method may be objected
to as causing markings on the fruits, which is

inevitable, particularly in the more highly-

coloured varieties, while, on the other hand,
the method is a perfectly safe one, which is

not always the case with fruits secured by string
or bast. By securing the fruits as advised they
may be left to the point of ripeness with the
advantage of having had the full benefit of

light and air to bring them to perfection. In
the case of pot Plums, provided they are not
attacked by wasps, the fruits will hang until
fit to gather, but they are liable to be attacked
by wasps, and to gather the fruits before they
are perfectly ripe is to spoil them, for although
they may soften the flavour is impaired, so that
protection should be afforded by fastening hexa-
gon netting carefully over the trees. Directly
the fruits are gathered remove the trees to
the open for the wood to become thoroughly
ripened, but secure them from damage by strong
winds and treat them in the same way as ad-
advised on p. 44 for pot Peach trees.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Spring Onions.—Onions that have been specially

cultivated to produce large bulbs have, where
watering and mulching have been attended to,

made very good progress. All decaying foliags

and any rough, outside skins should be removed
so that the bulbs will ripen down to one skin.

This will give the bulb a much neater appear-
ance, and will also add to its keeping properties.

Watering may now be discontinued, and as the

bulbs reach maturity they should be lifted with
a fork and placed in an airy shed or, failing

this, they may be stood in boxes on some soft

material and placed in the early Peach house,

where a free circulation of air is maintained.
The foliage on the trees will ward off the direct

rays of the sun. Large Onions are easily bruise!,

therefore care must be exercised in handling
them.

Parsley.—Where Parsley was sown to raisfl

plants for furnishing a supply of leaves in the

coming winter and the plants have failed, every

attention must be given to the earlier-sown

batches to provide plants for setting in framts

at a little later date. The selected plants shou'd

have most of their older leaves removed to pre-

pare them for transplanting, a system that is

often practised when those of late sowings fail.

Parsley has been difficult to procure this season,

and for the first time in my career I have had

to resort to mulching and watering to keep up

a continual supply. The mulching material was

decayed leaf-mould, which is cleaner and not

so objectionable as stable manure.

Cauliflowers.—Cauliflowers sown to produce

curds for present use have, in many cases, com-

pletely failed. It is to be very much hoped

that the later-sown plants will give some returns

for the trouble taken to produce them. In

my case the early sown autumn Cauliflowers

have formed very small heads that are of no

use whatever for cooking purposes. To replace

these I have sown early maturing varieties, such

as First Crop and Early Emperor. The seedlings

have been potted into 60-sized pots with a view

to planting them in well-prepared soil immedi-

ately rain falls.

Maize (Indian CornV—This is undoubtedly a

vegetable that will withstand drought, and at

the same time give good returns for a little

trouble. At the time of writing we are cutting

good cobs, and my only regret is that I did

not grow a larger batch. Eats are sometimes

troublesome to this crop, and means should be

taken to trap them.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colhas,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Oncidium ampliatum.—This species may be

given fresh rooting material whenever new roots

appear from the base of the young shoots. It

grows best in shallow, teakwood baskets pro-

vided with plenty of drainage materials, but

only a thin layer of compost, and should be

suspended in a light position in the warmest

house. After Oncidum leucochilum has passed

out of flower, it should be placed in the coolest

part of the intermediate house, and be given

very little water at the roots. Frequent over-

head sprayings are beneficial, as it causes the

pseudo-bulbs to become plump again after the

plant has flowered. Repotting should be done

soon after the new growths have started.

Dendrobium.—Several species of Dendro-

bium, including D. Phalaenopsis, D. superbus,

D. bigibbum, D. Goldiei, and others of this

class, are growing freely, and the plants should

be supplied liberally with moisture both at the

roots and in the atmosphere. When affording

water to these species the compost should be

made thoroughly moist throughout, and allowed

to become dry between each application of

water. The plants should also be syringed over-

head on the afternoons of bright days, and the

blinds drawn up, after closing the ventilators,

in order to promote a hot, humid atmosphere.

Species of the evergreen section, including D.
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thyrsiflorum, D. densiflorum, D. Farmeri, and
D. Schroderae, will soon be finisliing their

growths, but they should not be given such a

decided rest as is generally afforded plants of

the deciduous and semi-deciduous sections.

When the plants have completed their growth
they may be placed in a house having an inter-

mediate temperature, affording them just suffi-

cient moisture to keep the foliage healthy and
the pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling. This will

slow down growth and give the plants the neces-

sary rest.

By W.
WOOD,

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer MoRt-
Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

" Malmaison " Carnations — One-year-old
plants of Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations
are ready for shifting into the pots in which
hey will flower, those of 8 inches or 9 inches

n diameter being suitable. The pots should be

BEDDING PLANS FOR 1922.

The present is a suitable time, when the
summer bedding plants are generally at their
best, for growers to review the results of

the season, and decide on plans for next
year. This is very necessary where there are
sets of beds that must be planted out in
definite colour schemes. If the plans for the
following season are settled at this time there
will be ample opportunity to prepare schemes
and propagate the required number of

plants. Note any mistake or failure in the
general scheme. This may not always mean the
use of fresh subjects another year, as some re-

arrangement may give the desired effect. In
such arrangements it is unwise to introduce fresh
subjects until they have been grown in some
other part of the garden to test their colour

and general qualities for any particular purpose.

by interplanting with bulbs ; or two suitable

herbaceous plants that flower at different

periods. For example, a bed here of Campanula
Telhani Beauty, interplanted with Eryngiuni
planum has been in flower for at least three

months, and is still good. A few subjects suit-

able for this purpose are Acanthus, Statice

latifolia, Salvia nemorosa, Chrysanthemum
maximum vars., Achillea filipendulina, Ane-
mone japonica vars., Delphiniums, Anchusa
italica var. Dropmore, Fhloxes in variety, and
Bocconia cordata. The few examples mentioned
indicate the class of plant that is suitable.

Campanula pyramidalis, although so generally

cultivated in pots, does not receive the attention

it deserves as an outdoor plant. It is very hand-
some in a large lawn bed, and in certain other

positions, such as on dry terraces. Young plants

should be ready for planting out, or, if de-

sired, they may be potted and wintered in cold

frames, or plunged in ashes at the foot of a wall.

Fig. 42.

—

terrace steps and flower borders at formakin, Renfrewshire (see p. 113).

washed thoroughly, both inside and out, and
plenty of drainage material should be placed

in the bottom with rough fibrous turf over

the pot sherds. Good loam is essential as a

rooting medium for Carnations, and it should

be made moderately firm with a beater. The
plants may be placed in the house in which
they are to be flowered and plenty of air should

he admitted, both through the top and bottom
ventilators.

Calceolaria.—Plants of greenhouse Calceolarias

are ready for shifting into 6-inch pots. Use a
mixture of rich loam, sand and wood ashes as

a compost. The plants may bo placed in cool

frames and the foliage should be sprayed once
daily. Admit plenty of air and use a slight

shading against the direct rays of the sun.

Richardia africana.—This plant is starting into

growth; the old soil should be shaken from the
roots and the plants lepotted in rich loam mixed
with charcoal and soot. Grow the plants in a
position where they will not receive the direct

rays of the sun ; under a north wall is a suitable

place till they get established. The Arum Lily

is a useful greenhouse plant in winter, and the

beautiful flowers are greatly appreciated for

floral decorations.

Isolated beds do not present the same problem
as regards arrangement; but it is just as well

to settle now what is to be used for them,
always having some alternative subject in

niincl in case of failure.

In summer bedding arrangements, foliage

plants of various kind might, with advantage, be
more largely employed ; for, generally speaking,

they are more or less indifferent to weather con-

ditions, and many of them may be raised from
seed early in the New Year. This is of much
importance when it is considered how crowded
glasshouses usually are during the winter.

In the light of labour shortage the grower
should see where labour can be reduced without
loss of efficiency. For example, in many gar-

dens there are sets of small beds, often of a bad
shape, and if such were discarded and replaced

by a few larger beds of simpler design, there

would be less edging to do, and mowing would
be much more easily done. Apart from the

labour saved, the effect in general would be

much better. Many hardy herbaceous plants

might be employed for the beds in place of

some of the subjects used for summer bedding.

Certain herbaceous plants are well suited for

Furnishing large lawn beds, and it is often pos-

sible to get at least two displays in the one year

Seeds of several foliage plants commonly
used in summer bedding should be sown during
August or September. They include such
plants as Humea elegans, Eucalyptus globulus,

E. pulverulenta, Grevillea robusta, Jacaranda
ovalifolia (mimosaefolia), and, if large plants are

required, Centaurea Cineraria (candidissima),

C. Clementei and C. gymnocarpa; although,

for the usual edging purposes, seed

sown early in the New Year gives

plants that are large enough for edging

purposes. Such plants are usually treated

as annuals, but they should also find a

place in the mixed border, where they will live

for at least a few years and make large speci-

mens. Centaurea ragusina should be propagated

by means of cuttings made of small, firm shoots

that should be pulled off with a heel This plant

is often troublesome to root and keep over the

winter, and requires a dry, airy place. Some
cultivators of Begonia semperflorens sow seeds

at this time or even earlier. Here again I find

that seed sown early in the New Year gives

practically the same results. Begonias of this

type are also propagated by means of cuttings,

and if this method of propagation is adopted

basal shoots should be vised. J. Coutti, Itoyal

Botanic Gardens, Ktw,
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EDITORIAL NO TICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER 5, Tavistock Street. Covent
Garden, W.C2.

Editors and Publisher.—0ur correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if they
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters
and to advertisements should be addressed to the

Publishes, and that all communications intended for
publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
WRITING during the first week in August,

it can hardly be said that the drought

has been broken in East Sussex,

though the weather has become much more
unsettled. July gave us only half an

inch of rain, which dried up almost as

quickly as it fell, and there have been only

light showers since. The gale on the 28th and

29th brought down an appalling quantity of

Apples, which evidently had a very light hold

of the trees owing to the dry conditions. The
ground was thickly carpeted with Beauty of

Bath, which always drops easily, and, worse

still, with late varieties like Cox's Orange and

Allington Pippin, which would have been

valuable in their season, but are quite

worthless in a green state. However,

such gales, with their resulting waste

and tiresome glutting of markets with

windfals, are almost an annual occurrence, and

must be acepted philosophically by the grower

as part of the normal course of events. Fortu-

nately there is plenty of fruit left on the trees,

and in some cases the crop will be none the

worse for the thinning.

Arable v. Grass Orchards.
The experience of this drought should give

pause to growers who are thinking of saving

labour by laying plantations down to grass. At

any rate, in my own case, this season's experi-

ence will be quite sufficient to deter me from

taking such a step. I have one grass orchard,

which certainly has a lot of fruit in it ; but it is

small, and the trees are obviously suffering

much more severely from the drought than those

on cultivated land. Cox's Orange feels it most,

many of the young shoots having lost all their

leaves with the exception of a few at the apex.

Some of my plantations were fortunately very

thoroughly motor cultivated, and the mulch of

loose, fine soil has proved a wonderful protec-

tion from drought. The trees can hardly be said

to have suffered at all, and the fruits are in

some varieties twice as big as those in the grass

orchard. There are probably years when a grass

01 chard scores, but the superiority of cultivated

land for drought-resistance and convenience in

applying manures gives it the preference, and

makes it worth the additional cost for labour.

Mid-season cooking Apples are almost unsale-

able unless they are large.

Plums Scarce and Valuable.

There is no longer any doubt that the crop of

Plums in the country, as a whole, is very light

indeed. The fruit is in strong demand, and

prices are satisfactory. I was lucky enough to

have almost a full crop of Rivers' Early Prolific,

which sold at 20s. to 25s. per half-bushel of

28 lb., giving a net return of about £400 per

acre ! But all other varieties are short, so that

the return from Plums, as a whole, will be very
much lower than in the past two years. Of
Czar, for example, I had only 33 half-sieves,

where I had 230 last year ; and Belle de Louvain

and Monarch are absolutely without any crop at

all. The next variety to gather will be Vic-

toria, which is carrying a light crop, followed

by Pond's Seedling with a still lighter one, after

which a mere sprinkling of President will finish

the Plum season.

The poor crop of Plums is not, however, with-

out some compensation. Mid-season Apples will

sell all the better without their competition, par-

ticularly as vegetables are so scarce.

Approved Market Apples.
It is common knowledge that far too many

varieties of Apples are grown for market in

this country. Whereas American and Australian
growers confine themselves to five or six varie-

ties, we grow dozens. This tells against good
grading and marketing. Buyers like to be able
to secure continuous supplies of one variety and
grade, instead of being forced to chop and
change about from one kind to another. One
of the aims of the newly-formed British
Growers' Marketing Association will, therefore,
be to reduce the number of market varieties.

At the last meeting of the executive committee
the list of varieties was gone through carefully,
and the following were approved for marketing
under the Association's regulations. Dessert :

—

Allington Pippin, Beauty of Bath, Blenheim
Pippin, Charles Ross, Cox's Orange, Devon-
shire Quarrenden, James Grieve, King of the
Pippins, Lady Sudeley, Mr. Gladstone, Ribston,
Worcester Pearmain, and Duchess' Favourite.
Culinary:—Annie Elizabeth, Bismarck, Bram-
ley's Early Victoria, Grenadier, Lane's Prince
Albert, Lord Derby, Lord Grosvenor, Newton
Wonder, Stirling Castle, Warner's King, and
Wellington.

The list is still too long, and it is hoped to

reduce it at some future time; but it was found
unwise to exclude varieties which arc ;it present

grown largely in certain districts. Normally,
only the varieties listed may be marketed under
the Association's label, but for the present
special licences will be granted to growers who
wish to include other varieties which they happen
to lie growing extensively. This concession will

also give a chance to any promising new varie-

ties that may be introduced. The main object

of restricting 1 he number of varieties which
may be marketed under the scheme is to dis-

courage the planting of inferior kinds for

market purposes.

Mechanical Apple grading.
When standardised packing under the Associa-

tion's scheme begins, as it will almost imme-
diately, we shall have to guarantee the grades
of our Apples within half-inch limits. I con-

sider that this makes the use of a mechanical
grader almost essential, and I have consequently
purchased one which, I am assured on good
authority, is the best so far introduced in any
country. I have had it in use for a fortnight,

and find it of the greatest service, not only for

increasing the daily output, but also for securing

more even grading. The work is not done per-

fectly, and probably never can be by any
machine, because Apples are so irregular in

shape, and some have long stalks which prevent
them from passing through gauges which ought
to take them. But it is very easy to detect any
mistakes and correct them by hand as the

Apples are packed. Certainly we get a much
more even grade than when the work was done
entirely by hand. It is impossible to get several

workers to adopt the same standard ; and even
the cleverest packer's standard is apt to alter

if the sample of fruit before him changes, as it

must often do.

When people hear of a mechanical grader they

immediately suspect bruising. As a matter of

fact, with this machine bruising is aimost im-

possible, and I am convinced that it is much
less than where a mixed sample is turned over

in grading by hand. The Apples pass on to

a series of three travelling rubber belts, per-

forated so as to divide the sample into four

grades. They drop through the perforations on

to stretched canvas, and are delivered into

canvas-bottomed trays at the side of the

machine, the largest specimens, which are too

big to drop through any of the holes, passing ott

the last belt into a tray at the end of the

grader. The belts are kept in motion by turn-

ing a handle, the Apples being fed gently on to

the first belt from a canvas-bottomed hopper.

It is obvious that belts with different-sized

perforations are needed for different varieties.

At present I have my grader fitted with belts

with 1^ in., 1| in., and 2 in. holes to suit small

dessert Apples; but I can see that a different

series of belts will be needed when it conies to

dealing with big, late cooking varieties. It is,

however, an easy matter to fit different belts,

though one would not want to be continually

changing about. A very large grower would, no

doubt, get over this difficulty by having seveial

graders fitted up with different series of belts.

Imperial Fruit Show.

The greatest exhibition of Apples ever put up

by market growers will no doubt be seen at

the Imperial Fruit Show at the Crystal Palace

in the autumn. Without question, however, it

would have been still larger if more classes had

been provided for fruit packed in the bushel and

half-bushel baskets which the vast majority of

growers still use. In the Kent section, which

includes Sussex, Surrey, and Middlesex, there

are no classes at all for baskets. This will pre-

vent most growers from competing, for a very

small proportion have yet tried packing in

bushel boxes and half-barrels, which are the

only packages allowed—probably not one grower

in a hundred. It may be said that any grows;

who wishes to exhibit can if lie likes use boxes

for the occasion ; but a beginner at boxing would

stand a very poor chance. The Eastern Coun-

ties section includes only two classes for bushel

baskets out of 19, and the West Midland sei turn

one class for bushels and one for half -bushels

out of 16. Thus it will be mainly an exhibition

of Apples wedged into wooden boxes and

barrels, and it is quite safe to predict that fully

half of them will be badly bruised. The over-

seas growers have had far longer experience of

boxing than we have, and their Apples are of

di ie*r texture, so that the chances are that a

comparison of the overseas and home-grown sec-

tions will not be favourable to the latter ; and

the daily Press will not be slow to publish the

fact. There is not even a class for dessert Apples

packed in one or two layers in Peach boxes,

although this is the package recommended by

the British Growers' Marketing Association for

the choicest dessert fruit. This would have

given every grower a chance, for there is none

of the objectionable " bulge " business here, and

no previous experience is necessary. It would

also have ensured some of the Apples on view

being unbruised. Perhaps it is not too late even

now to have such classes introduced, say, for

fox's Orange Pippin, Allington Pippin, and

Charles Ross. Another package approved by

the Marketing Association is the chip "bon-

net"; yet this is excluded from the schedule

Market Grown-.
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FOEMAKIN, the property of John A. Holms,
Esq., a well-known Glasgow business ir.an and
a keen connoisseur in antiques, lies near Bishop-
ton Station, on the railway between Paisley and
Gourock. The district is one of the prettiest
in Renfrewshire, and Formakin occupies a de-
sirable position in it. For some years a large
mansion of the old Scottish style^ planned by
Sir Robert Lorimer, has been in course of con-
struction, but work was suspended during the
war. When completed it will be a large and
fine example of old Scottish architecture. Mean-
while Mr. Holms lives in a delightful cottage
a short distance away.
The garden lias been laid out in a delightful

and all the leading species are generally good,
while the fine L. Martagon album appears to
be specially good as a rule.

A great feature in July is made with Del-
phiniums, most of them raised from seed at
Formakin, and these include a number of splen-
did varieties for border decoration. The Delphi-
nium Belladonna does splendidly at Formakin,
and the fine spikes in big groups in the borders
testify to the happy condition of the plants.
Campanulas, as is to be expected, are great
favourites, from the tall C. latifolia macrantha
to the choicer Bellflowers which delight the
Alpinist. Notable were some magnificent forms
of the white C. persicifolia alba, several of
which seemed to put Moerheimi and other
nan.ed varieties in the shade. Very delightful
was a mass of C. G. F. Wilson, in a dry, sunny

dant. Like most Iris-lovers, Mr. Holms is

delighted with the beauty of tie Kaenipferi
varieties, but they do not bloom with the
freedom desired, although a goodly number
were in flower on the occasion of my visit
this year. Gentians are always appreciated,
and many species are grown with success.
Mr. Holms is, however, disappointed with the
behaviour of G. ornata, which is shy of
flowering, although G. acaulis, G. Farreri, and
others do well. By the way, another eccentric
subject, Ourisia coccinea, flowers well in the sun.
A promuient feature of Formakin is the large

groups of plants not often seen in such quantity
in a private garden. These are not mere groups
of a dozen plants or so, but run in many eases
into hundreds. A great bed of Anemone (Hepa-
tice) angulosa, for example, huge masses of

Fig. 43.

—

the flower garden at formakin, Renfrewshire.

way and planted with the best of hardy flowers.

It is spacious and affords much variety of posi-

tion, from the cliff face and the rocky knoll to

undulating ground and level spots, with a noble
terrace and pleasant paths leading to the

adjacent policies, where are to be found many
good shrubs and trees. Although Formakin has
many beautiful features, these notes must
mainly be confined to the flowers and their

behaviour.

Perhaps the most notable plant at Formakin
is Orchis foliosa, the Madeira Orchid, which
is not only splendidly grown— finer, indeed,
than in any place the writer has ever seen it

—

but it increases readily. There are hundreds
of fine plants, and these, in great groups, con-

stitute a remarkable feature. A great speciality.

too, is the collection of Lilies. Practically
all the hardy Liliume worth attempting in the
open arc represented in large numbers at For-
makin. The drought of June and July was
all against them, however, and they have not
been looking so well as usual, especially as

twelve degrees of frost late in the spring caused
some injury to the foliage of the earlier ones.

L. auratum, L. chalcedonicum. L. testaceuni,

place at the foot of a small Yew, which one
would have expected to rob it of its needed
moisture. On the contrary, it was superb, and
gave an idea regarding its cultivation the writer
hopes to follow. Mr. Holms has made a good
planting of Himalayan and other Rhododendron
species in a wood which looks well adapted for

their welfare. Unhappily, they have not done
well this season, the severe frost already alluded
to having done an immense amount of injury,

and the drought lias prevented them from mak-
ing proper growth. However, better success

may follow a more congenial season. Mean-
time, a fine collection of the less hardy species

is housed in a garage and, cultivated in tubs,

the plants are in the pink of condition.
Rose species are great favourites, together

with many of the older Roses, such as some of

the fine old Damasks. R. Moyesii is a special

favourite with Mr. Holms and appears in many
places, showing fully its charming foliage and
exquisite flowers. But it is only one out of

many good things. Hosts of herbaceous Paeo-
nias are well grown, and the singles are
much favoured, but, unfortunately, the Tree
Paeonias do not succeed well. Irises are abun-

Tiarella cordifolia, great bays of Rodgersias
1 acked by shrubs, Primula rosea in big groups

—

surfaced, by (lie way, with stones—thousands
of Semperm'um arachnoideum, and many other

subjects cultivated in this effective way. Of
o'ber herluceouE plants in quantity one may
name Geum Borissii, G. Mrs. Bradshaw, and
(I. Ili'ldreichii and Potentilla Gibson's Scarlet.

Space will not permit of detailed references

to other feat ires of the collection of hardy her-

baceous plants, but there are hosts of these.

which give bloom at almost every season. As
an illustration of the catholicity of the taste

for flowers favoured by Mr. Holms I may men-
tun Narcissi and other bulbs of all kinds in

the gras3 and elsewhere, of which there are

many thousands. I noticed extra good plants
of Hypericum repens; Fpimediums, Spring
Phloxes,, Anemones for all seasons, Thalic-

trums, Dianthuses in great numbers, Trades-
cantias. Asters, Imilas, Phyteuma orbiculare,

Spiraeas, herbaceous and shrubby (of the
latter S. ariaefolia, was superb), Carnations,

Erigerons, Lupins, Pyrethrums, Lychnises.

Funkias—in brief, all the leading genera with

the best varieties of each group.
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A detail*! reference to the shrubs and trees
wju d also be* lengt.iy. but there are many
Lilacs, Escallonias (E. Philippensis and E.
exoniensis being favourites), Ribes, the best
form of R. sanguineurr, being magnificent in one
flirt of the grounds in its season; Philadel-
phuses (especially the lovely P. Lemoinei vir-
ginals (superb at Formakin); Choisya ternata,
Senecio Grayi, Cytisuses, Genistas, species of
Prunus, Tyrus, Cerasus, and a wealth of
others.

Tliere is also an Iris garden and several gar-
dens devoted to other special subjects, also a
few aquatics, among which were observed some
good Nymphaeas, N. Gladstoniana being very
fine.

I must conclude by stating that For-
makin possesses a really superb collection of
hardy plants, excellently grown as a whole
under the supervision of its owner, with the
able assistance of his gardener, Mr. Hugh
Morris, who is an enthusiast in their culture.
S. Arnotl.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.

{Continued from page. 102.)

Forfarshire—The fruit crops are on the
whole very indifferent. In most cases a good
promise of fruit was anticipated, but owing to
the dry weather these hopes were not realised,
except in the case of Currants, which were an
enormous crop and of good quality. Gooseberry
mildew has been very prevalent this season,
probably owing to cold nights in spring and the
excessive heat during the daytime. One plot of
Gooseberries here, which was very badly at-
tacked last year, was sprayed with Cooper's V. 1
Fluid during February, aiid is freer from mildew
than any of the others, which were sprayed with
lime, sulphur, and Bordeaux mixture respec-
tively. A notable feature was the profuse
blooming of Plums and Cherries for the second
time this year. Aphis of all kinds have been
«sry troublesome. J. B. Peffers, Panmure
House Gardens, Carnoustie.

The Plum crop in this district was very
promising in the early part of the season, but
on account of continuous frosts during May the
blossom was completely destroyed. We have
had a most trying summer through drought. No
rain fell for two months prior to July 18, when
there was a heavy shower. Andrew McAndie,
Buthven House (ran/ens.
Kincardineshire—As seems general this

year, severe drought curtailed the Straw-
berry crop, also that of Plums, the
trees of which had a remarkable
amount of flower. On April 16 we registered
15° of frost, which caught the Gooseberries
in flower, and the result is a very poor crop of
these fruits. William Thomson, Ury Hardens,
Stonehaven

.

Linlithgowshire.—Owing to late frosts
Apricots and Plums suffered badly, and the long-
continued drought, affected the Strawberry crop.
Our soil is a good medium loam and* fairly
retentive. John Highgate, Hopetoun Gardens,
So. Queensferr]/.
Peebleshire.—The fruit crops generally are

fairly good. Late frost spoiled the blossom of
early Plums, but late Plums set well. Black
Currants are light on some bushes owing to
drought. Strawberries were plentiful but small,
owing to the dry season, but the flavour was
splendid. Red Currants were a heavy crop. The
soil is of light, channel natine. and soon dries
out. Alexander Slack, Glen Gardens, Inner-
leithen.

Perthshire.—With the exception of Pears
and Plums, which aTe light, the prospects of
the fruit crops are good. Contrary to expecta-
tion the prolonged drought has had no harmful
effect, so far as hardy fruit is concerned.
Gooseberries, Raspberries, and Currants were
plentiful, and of first-rate quality; Strawberries
were slightly under the average quantity, but
the quality was excellent. Cherries were very
good both in crop and quality. Apples are
over the average, but moisture is needed to
swell the fruits. Pests have not been so

troublesome this year as formerly. The soil
is a rather stiff loam over clay. Malcolm
Macnaughton, Scone Palace Hardens, Perth.

SCOTLAND, W.
Ayrshire.—Nine degrees of frost on May b

caused the fruits of Plums and Pears to drop
freely, more especially the former. Certain
kinds ot Apples, such as Beauty of Bath,
James Grieve, Worcester Pearmain, Charles
Ross, and Lane's Prince Albert are carrying
heavy crops, while Royal George Peaches
on outside walls required severe thinning.
All kinds of small fruits, especially Straw-
berries, yielded good crops of excellent quality.
D. Buchanan, Bargany Gardens, Dailly.
Buteshire.—Owing to the exceptionally wet

weather of last year, most of the fruit .trees

were in a too weakened state to withstand the
cold, wet weather during the blossoming period,
and the consequence is that, with the exception
of Apples, the fruit crops are practically a
failure. Bush fruits were wonderfully good,
especially where they escaped injury by cold
winds. Gooseberries, Currants and Raspberries
were especially good. Our soil is a heavy, wet
loam overlying marl rock. John Davidson,
Ardeneray Gardens, Rothesay.
Dumbartonshire.—Plums promised well, but

late frosts and the continued drought ruined the
crop. Strawberries, but for the drought, would
have been over the average. Apples, for the
second year in succession, are a poor crop.
Small fruits were very good, though Raspberries
suffered greatly from want of moisture. /.
Brown, f'aimdhu Gardens. Helensburgh.

Dumfriesshire.—Apples are an average crop,
but the fruit is small owing to the dry weather.
Small fruits were plentiful, black Currants
excepted. Strawberries were fine, but the season
was oyer very soon owing to the heat and lack
of moisture. Raspberries ripened fast, and the
berries were very fine; the best I have pulled
for years. The soil is a sandy loam, the subsoil
sand and gravel. James MacDonald, Bryfe-
holm, Lockerbie.

Stirlingshire.—All fruit trees promised well
when in bloom, but 11, 12 and 10 degs. of frost
on three successive nights did much damage,
^lums suffered most severely. Small fruits were
bearing gcod crops, but the long spell of drought
since May has caused the fruit to be. smaller
than usual. This was most noticeable in the
case of Strawberries. Gooseberries were an ex-
ceptional crop, and developed well on retentive
soils. J. II'. Cunningham, Duntreath Castle
Gardens, Blanefield.

ENGLAND, N.E
Durham.—We have been much troubled with

caterpillars on Apple trees for the past three
years. This season the trees were s.prayed, but
those near weeds have been badly infested, and
the crop on these trees is thin; the others are
better. Pears and Plums are very pro-
mising when 'in blossom, but two severe frosts
ruined these crops. Strawberries promised well,
and did well ; but the season was of short
duration. All bush fruits are good. Edward
Tindale, Parensworth Gardens, Gateshead.

Plums promised an average crop, but
frost destroyed the prospects of a good yield.
Strawberries suffered from want of radn ; the
variety Royal Sovereign withstood the drought
best. Apples set freely, but drought caused
many fruits to drop. Small fruits did well con-
sidering the very dry weather, but the individual
fruits were below the average size. Our soil is
of a light nature and the sub-soil sand.
William McCombie, Bedworth Hall Gardens,
If' igji ington.

Northumberland.—The fruit crops are good,
but, owing to the continued drought, not so
heavy as they would have been. Black Cur-
rants, Gooseberries and Raspberries were all

good crops. Plums, owing to severe frosts -when
the trees were in flower, are a total failure

;

but Apples are a good crop. The soil is on the
limestone and of a rather gravelly nature, but
having used, liberal supplies of farmyard manure
previously, our crops have been able to with-
stand the continued drought with fair success.
las. Winder, Howden Dene Gardens, Cor-
bridge-on-Tyne.

(To be continued.)

THE DROUGHT.

It may be unorthodox to raise doubts, but
have we yet the true explanation of the effect
of hoeing dn dry weather? I recently cut the
last of my Harbinger Cabbage, raised "from seed
sown within a few days of a whole yea,r before,
viz., on August 1, 1920; it had a good heart,
and showed no tendency to bolt, and had been
in the same place since September. The ground
dn which it was growing had not been touched
or water given since the early spring; it was
firm and hard, but moist enough to be distinctly
iplastic between the fingers a couple of inches
below the surface. Near by were patches on the
sr me plot, some of which had only been hoed and
others both hoed and watered; the soil, which
had not been watered recently, was powdery dry
for four or five inches deep without a trace of

plasticity on squeezing. On a well-worked patch
the dry soil went still deeper. I opine that
where actual cracks or rifts occur from soil

shrinkage, a superficial hoeing does prevent
loss of moisture through the cracks ; but apart
from such, it tends to dry the upper layers and
so promote downward growth of the loots to

sites of safety ; in other words, we hoe to dry
the soil, not to keep it moist. On the other
hand, watering tends to the opposite result,

namely, dependance of the plant on superficial

rootlets, which leads to a precarious existence,

if adequate water is not supplied; in dry tunes

water should stand in puddles for a. minute or

so, three times before the watering is finished,

so that the moisture is certain to soak down •

into the deeper layers. Even then we do not

create a damp atmosphere, which is really what
plants need to check their transpiration.

Another point about water in small quantities,

especially if hard, is that it has less power to

wash out dissolved carbonate of lime and effete

products ; with a fall of rain we have not only

a moistening of the air, but also a better sol-

vent for the matters that need removal for the

prosperity of the plant. The addition of a

pinch of superphosphate to well water, which
_

has recently been advised in these pages, is a

step towards this aspect of the requirements.
Plenty of humus seems to be the great stand-

by for plants in dry weather. But for some
things, if we look at certain alpmes and bog

plants in their homes, a fairly complete drying

off seems to be part of their- natural life

cycle. My Raymondias looked so bad that

I was tempted to give them a. few canfuls of

water, allowing it to trickle down slowly into

the crevices. The leaves were appaiently dead,

brown and brittle ; by dint of watering new,

little green hearts appeared, and the plants

seemed to be saved ; then came a few showers

of rain followed by a fair soaking, and now
healthy green crowns of leaves have taken the

place of those that were apparently dead. Facing

north the plants did not prosper; eight years

ago they were moved to face about E.S.E., and

get a fair amount of sun through much of the

morning ; they responded to this treatment, and

the biggest crown generally has a score or more

of flower shoots. In neither aspect can I get

Haberlea to blossom, however.
Of vegetable crops generally, all those thing!

which had time to get their roots well down
before the drought became too severe have

done fairly well, such as frame or cloche

raised Peas and Cauliflower ; but. the Beans

were caught by a late frost after they were

planted out. Lettuces, with the shelter of a

wall from the afternoon sun, stood remarkably
well, indeed, this was the case with some
" Blonde Paresseuse," which had no watering.

I attribute this to some extent to the rarity of

the root aphis, which, I think, often tends to

cause premature bolting. In distinction from

Mr. Beckett, the Globe Artichoke (unwatered)

has been an absolute failure; Broad Beans have

been free of aphis. Parsley has grown extremely

well, and the sugar or large-rooted variety has

put neighbouring Carrots to shame in its

vigour, for the latter have died off. I notice

that Basil is not listed by Mr. Beckett in his

notes on p. 65, yet who would eat a stewed

Tomato that had not been graced with a leaf

or so of this herb by the cook? H. E. D.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

PRIMULAS FOR THE GREENHOUSE AND
CONSERVATORY.

Few plants are more beautiful or give a
greater amount of pleasure to the amateur or

professional gardener than a collection of

Primulas. Flower lovers as a whole have en-

dorsed and accepted the various garden
Primulas, whether for the decoration of the
greenhouse and conservatory or for outdoor cul-

tivation, as beautiful and desirable plants, and
as objects of culture they rank among those
which are most highly prized. Comparatively
little is known by many of the exceedingly rich

store there is in the genus, as represented by
the multitude of types and varieties, with their

extensive range of colour tints, their numerous
forms and constant succession of flowering when
brought together under cultivation. It is not

my intention to write about the hardy species

which adorn the rockery or border of the out-

door garden, but to give a few hints on the

kinds most suitable and interesting for the
decoration of the greenhouse or conservatory.

During the past few years rapid strides have
been made with P. sinensis, and there are now
varieties with flowers oi exquisite form, great

substance, and a wide range of distinct colours,

including scarlet, salmon, carmine, rose,

and purplish-red, as well as white.

The section comprising fringed flowers

may be highly recommended. The plant-;

are of strong growth, and bear the

flowers well above the foliage. The flowers ar?

large, elegantly fringed, and have a range of

colours which make them very attractive.

The semi-double varieties in several shades of

colour are most valuable for cutting purposes.

Many have a difficulty in getting the

seed to germinate. I always found it a good
plan, and one that was successful, to sow the

seeds in well-drained pans or pots, and ger-

minate them in moderate heat in April or May
to obtain plants for autumn flowering, and July
and August for spring blooming. The seed was
sown in a mixture of sandy loam, leaf-mould or

peat, the pot filled to about 1 inch from the

top. the soil pressed firmly, and. after the seed

was sown, covered as lightly as possible with a

little sandy soil. The pot was watered by means
of a fine rose water-can. and a piece of thick

tiffany or brown paper was tied over the pot
or pan and kept damp. The soil should not be
allowed to get dry at any time, as that is the

principal cause of failure. As soon as germina-

tion takes place, remove the tiffanv or paper,

otherwise the seedlings will get mildewed and
soon perish. The slightest neglect is fatal to

the young seedlings.

Primula sinensis variety stellata, the Star

Primula, is a very distinct and attractive type,

and the plants bear a multitude of star-shaped

flowers which form large and graceful pvramids
that are invaluable for the decoration of green-

houses or for table decoration, as well as for use

as cut bloom during the winter. P. malaeoides

has flowers of soft lilac-mink colour, and this

soecies flowers continuously throughout the

autumn and spring. It is a popular plant for

greenhouse culture. P. malacoides alba plena
is a beautiful double-flowered form. Young
plants in small pots produce fine spikes of bloom
whi/'h ma 1'- them rnr^,* rAefid for table de-

coration. When rut the spikes keep fresh seven
to eight d^vs in water. P obeonica grandiflora

(see Fig 44i is a verv Poriferous variety of that
species, and blooms continuously from spring till

antum", bearing on long stems numerous heads
of various shades of colour. The hvbrid P.

kewensis originated in the Roval Gardens, K>w.
and is a great acquisition as a winter flowering

greenhouse plant. It has prect flnwer-«capps
]0 inches to 18 inches in height, bearing flowers
in whorls at intervals the whole length. Tho
blooms are fragrant and bright goldon-vellow in

colour. The plant flowers freely in small pots. P.
denticulata has globular heads of mauve flowers.

»nd is very distinct. P. verticillata (Abyssinian
Primrosel produces sweet-scented, bright yellow
flowers in whorls. This species also is verv

flonferous. P. pulverulenta is a remarkably
good garden plant, bearing richly coloured, rosy-
purple flowers in whorls. The flower stem
and calyces are thickly coated with a white
farina. P. Cockburniana is a biennial species.
The flowers are a bright orange-scarlet, and are
borne in whorls on erect stems. P. cashmeriana
produces flower heads in various shades, rang-
ing from light purple to white. P. Sieboldii
has blooms that are elegantly fringed; the
colours range from lilac to rosy-purple. This
species is excellent for pot culture.
Primula Foibesii is very suitable for a cool

greenhouse. This Chinese species is almost
hardy, but does best with a little protection in
winter. The flowers are rosy mauve with a
bright yellow eye and are produced in whorls,
the flowers in the lower whorls being expanded
simultaneously with those in the upper.

THE BULB GARDEN.

SPANISH IRISES.
Considering the short time in which Spanish

Irises have been cultivated in our gardens, it
is surprising to find how many beautiful
new varieties have been produced during the
last ten or a dozen years. Many of them are
great advances on the old ones, and as it is
quite likely gardeners have not got into touch
with these, owing to the exigencies of the war,
a few notes on some of the best may be useful.
The varieties are given in no particular order,
and they may not all be found in any one list

;

but they are, I believe, obtainable. ' It is all
to the good that in contradistinction to what we
find in some families there is a commendable
unanimity in the names of the several varieties

Fig. A4.—laege-flowered form of primula obconica.

All those mentioned may be readily raised

from seed with very little trouble or expense.
The Chinese double white Primula, which was
very largely grown some 30 or 40 years ago,
has almost disappeared from cultivation. It
is invaluable for supplying white blooms
suitable for the making of nosegays and wreaths
during the winter, and should be more ex-

tensively grown for the purpose. It is a very
free-flowering plant, and easily propagated from
cuttings or divisions of the roots. The cuttings
root freely in small pots filled with sandy soil

in slight heat under a hand-light or frame, in

April and May, when the plants have finished
II. .wrung. A suitable compost for Primulas in

general is formed of twu-tliirds turfy loam, one-
third fibrous peat or leaf-mould, with a littl"

decayed cow manure, and silver sand added.
The plants should be grown in a night tempera-
ture in winter of about 45°. and 50° to 55°

during the day. John Heal, V.M.ll.

in bulb lists. In the descriptions given below..

S. stands lor " standards," and P. for " falls."

Flora is one of the most charming of all

Spanish Irises, and may be described as a
de.lded advance on the old familiar Louise. The
plant is a tall grower, and the flowers are large,

S.. lavender; F., white, with a narrow yellow

stripe. Royal Blue is a greatly improved
Darling : the flower is practically a rich blue

self. I ut there is rather more red in the
standards than in the falls.

Rossini is probably the pick of the yellow and
white varieties, of which La Tendresse used to

he the best known. S., white; F., lemon, with
. blotch. With regard to yellow varieties

I doubt if any of the deeper shades have sur-

passed the old Cajanus. It is a rich clear

yellow self and flowers on the late side. Some-
how the very dark yellows never flourish in my
garden. Cajanus seems the limit. Giant (not
the blue of this name) is a second grand yellow.
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It is a tall grower, and rather paler in tune
than Cajanns. Walter T. Ware is a striking
primrose-yellow self. I can well remember how
impressed I was the first time I saw it.

Whites are numerous, and I find it difficult

to come to a decision as to which to recommend.
On the principle of speaking of people and
things as one finds them. I am plumping for

King of the Whites, although both Innocence
and Queen Wilhelmina have their particular
admirers. In fact, one of the -best-known men
in the bulb world told me in 1919 that he was
sure the finest white was Innocence.
L'Honneur d'Overveen is a decided bicolour.

with clear bluish mauve standards and palish
yellow falls. It has the merit of distinctness. I

have never come across a variety anything like

it. A bunch of it by itself in a vase with suit-
able greenery makes an effective show. Solfatare
has a large handsome flower and is a tall grower

;

S., deep blue; F., pale blue, with a conspicuous
yellow blotch. L'Unique is one of the varieties
which can claim distinctness as one of its merits.
The standards are a deep blue and the falls so
pale a blue as to be practically white. This
contrast makes it a prominent feature in a
garden, and gives it a very charming appearance
when used in vases without the addition of any
other variety.

I. reticulata in its delicate, slender build, and
which is ideal for small vases.

I fear I have almost turned my selection into
a catalogue, which was justi what I did not
intend to do when I began to write. Let me
make what amends I can and select as my
finals, for the garden, the following twelve :

—

Flora, Royal Blue, Solfatare. W. T. Ware,
Rossini, Mozart, King of the Whites, Cajanus,
Giant, Prince Henry, Queen of the Netherlands,
and L'Unique. At the same time I would sug-
gest for vases of one variety, La Nuit. L'Unique
and L'Honneur d'Overveen. Joseph Jacob.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents/]

A Silver-Leaf Disease of Rhus Cotinus.—Rhus
Cotinus, the .Smoke Tree, sometimes suffers
from a disease which produces a silvering of
the foliage very similar in appearance to the
Silver-leaf disease of Plums. The affected
branches die, and sometimes the whole plant
succumbs. It would be interesting to know
whether other readers have been troubled with
this disease of the Smoke Tree, as I fancy
it is fairly common. I do not know the cause

Fig. 45.

—

new vinery at frimley park (see p. 118).

Whatever it may be to others, to myself
the great " bronze " question is more easily de-
cided than either the great "white" or the
great "yellow"; it is a thing apart. Thunder-
bolt, because of its venerability and the senti-

ment it still inspires among the' older generation
of gardeners, was for so long "the last

word " in bronze varieties that no other can
ever be quite the same.

Thunderbolt then is put on one side, and this

leaves Hercules, La Reconnaissance, and Prince
Henry. Hercules is early to flower, and
strangely misnamed, for its bloom is most
slender and graceful. It lives to fill vases, as
La Reconnaissance does to glorify the garden.
Prince Henry, which is but of medium height,
has more blue in its composition than any other
of the bronzes, and both standards and falls

look wide and rich in colour. It is an acquisi-
tion to our gardens.

In case I have leaned too much to bronze,
because of my own preference in this direc-
tion, I must adjust the balance and bring for-

ward Mozart, an extra lovely pale mauve and
ivory white—the only serious rival to the incom-
parable Flora, which some, I fancy, place at
the head of all Spanish Irises; Corelli, a pretty
combination of white (S.) and pale primrose (FJ—early to flower and iasting well; Queen of
the Netherlands, deep blue (S.) with falls of a
soft lavender-mauve; Souvenir, a vision of silvery
grey and 'bluish mauve; and La Nuit, that little,

-deep blue beauty, which comes nearest of all to

of the disease, nor any method of prevention
or cure. Perhaps some reader can furnish
inform ition on these points. A. S.

Sterility in Freesias. I was much interested
in reading Dr. Ragionieri's note (p. 78) on the
above. His description of the instances of
sterility tallies with mine in certain varieties.

To make sure of fertilising the blooms I went
over them three times, but with little or
no result. It is many years since Dr. Ragio-
nieri first experienced this failing, and it is

difficult to trace how far his strain of

Freesias has gone, but I am not aware of

any in my stock; however, I am inquiring
of the raiser 'from whom I purchased my
original stock whether there was any " blood

"

of Dr. Ragionieri's plants in his strain at

any time. G. H. Dah ymple, Bartley.

Prunus cerasifera atropurpurea.—Following
the note by J. F. on p. 83, I am glad to be
able to say that in our roads about here some
departure from the eternal Planes and Limes
is noteworthy. In one road there are about
a dozen Robinia Pseudacacia at one end.
with Thorns further on. In this road
we have Limes and Planes alternately

for some distance, and then the above
Prunus, Mountain Ash, and Golden Poplar
in mixture. Unfortunately these last three aire

not arranged but planted in a haphazard way,
so the effect is not as good ?s it might be. It

is interesting to note that these small Maun

tain Ashes, with stem about 2£ in. in diameter,
are much more profusely berried than older
trees of twice their age in neighbouring gardens.
Another interesting point is that the local
authorities do not cut the tops off all the Limes
ami Planes when they have reached a certain
size, but lop off the lowei branches, thus leav-

ing the trees shapely and pleasing to look at.

C. Nicholson, 35, The Avenue, Hole End, EA.

Primula vittata.—This Primula, introduced in

1905 from China by Messrs. Veitch and Sons
from seed collected by Mr. Wilson, does not
seem to be so well known as it deserves. It may
be shortly described as a purple form of sikkim-
ensis, ha\ ing the same type of bloom—an umbel
of many drooping flowers, with the calyces
banded with white meal. It remains an ever-
green tuft through the winter, and prefers a
moist position. The plant seeds freely,

and is readily increased by division.

It is very similar to P. secundiflora,
but is easily distinguished from this plant,
which has larger, but fewer, blooms in the
umbel, and the foliage of P. vittata in the centre
of the plant stands up much more erect. Per-
sonally, I have discarded P. secundiflora in

favour of P. vittata. as I consider the latter a

much belter plant. G. H. Dalrymple, The .\ ur-

series, Bartley.

Potato Sets.—In reply to Mr. A. J. Purser
(page 65), I think it is clear that the sprouted
,sets would grow and mature more quickly
than those not sprouted, and, owing to the
unexpected drought, they would be too much
advanced to do other than stop growing, while
the others held on for a longer time. Such
was the position in my own garden in cases
where only artificial manure was used. I find

that, no matter how dry the season may be,

Potatos planted with plenty of grass, straw,
or other vegetable matter in the trench with
them withstand drought perfectly and grow
normally, whereas Potatos which receive arti-

ficial manure only die away prematurely. This
year about half my Potatos were planted with

grassy matter and half without. Those of the
former are still growini! normally; the others

grew to a very fair size, but were dug up
and stored in July because the haulm was
withered. All were planted' early in Feb-

ruary—a very fortunate thing, as they had
a good period to grow in. I believe in early

planting. If. J. Farmer, Redruth. Corn trail.

Wild Cherries and Blackbirds—The Wild
Cherry or Gean (Prunus Avium) is not planted
as freely as it might be for aesthetic effect. It

it a beautiful sight in spring when covered
with blossom, especially if seen against a dark
background, such as can be afforded by Scots

Pines. In autumn, it is one of our few native
trees to show bright orange and red foliar

tints, which likewise stand out well in relief

against the deep blue-green of the Scots Pine.

But my main object in writing this note
is to point out an additional advantage this

tree possesses, viz., as a counter-attraction

to blackbirds from cultivated fruit. This
fact has been brought vividly to my notice

this .summer. Suddenly these birds ceased

from troubling the garden berries. I dis-

covered that their attention had been turned
to the ripening fruit of the Wild Cherry
trees growing in the vicinity. For a full fort-

night they were almost wholly occupied with
them. Apparently wild Cherries form a

superior attraction to cultivated soft fruit.

The same change-over was very noticeable

at another garden in this neighbourhood. In
this instance the Cherry trees are situated

more than a quarter of a mile away; yet the
blackbirds forsook the garden for several days
to devour the wild fruit. A fortnight's free-

dom from these birds at the height of the
Strawberry season is a great blessing. Hence
for this reason alone the planting of wild
Cherry trees in the vicinity of gardens is

desirable. They are easily raised from the
fruit stones, grow rapidly and aro very
accommodating as to soil. It is not a small
tree either, as some writers might make us
imagine, for specimens will attain to the size

of forest trees, and produce timber of valus
to cabinet makers. /. P., Carlisle.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

August 23, 24.—The usual fortnightly meet-

ing was held on Tuesday last, and the exhibition

remained open on the Wednesday. The show
w;ts a small one, but- it included several fine

groups, the most notable being a collection of

Chilis and Egg plants, for which a Gold Medal
was awarded. There were several fine exhibits

of Orchids. Gladioli, Dahlias. Carnations and
hardy flowers, whilst an exhibition of home-

grown bulbs added further interest.

Floral Committee.

Present :—Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair).

John Green, S. Morris. G. Reuthe, John Heal,

Geo. Harrow. J. F. McLeod, Win. Howe, Thos.

Stevenson, W. H. Page, Arthur Turner, C. R.

Fielder. Chas. Dixon, H. J. Jones, W. P.

Thomson. George Paul. J. T. Bennett Poe, and
AY. B. Gingell.

Awards of Merit.

Gladiolus Miss Dorothy Yorhe. A particu-

larly well furnished, large flowered spike of the

gandavensis type. The creamy flowers are

attractively flushed with warm salmon-pink.

The lower segment is evenly marked with bright

crimson on a clear yellow ground. Shown by
Messrs. Kelway and Son.

Gladiolus Yellow Perfection. This also is a

handsome, large flowered variety ; the greenish

primrose colour in the half-open flower becomes

clear yellow when the bloom is fully expanded.

A slight staining of rose at the tips of the petals

is very effective. Shown by Messrs. H. J.

Jones. Ltd.

Kniphofia gracilis Prince of the Nether-

lands. No doubt owing to the long journey the

spikes did not appear to the best advantage, but

the deep, ccral-pink colour is very striking and
uncommon in a dwarf variety. Shown by
Messrs. E. H. Krelage and Son, Holland.

Groups

Many very creditalble Gladioli were displayed

by Messrs. Kelway and Sons. Brightly-

coloured varieties were prominent, and these in-

cluded Edward VII., Balak, Viscount Althorpe,

Marshal Foch, Etcocles, Conway Seymour, and
Prince Henry of York, while such pinks as

Geraldine Kelway, Mrs. H. J. Tennant, and
Pink Perfection were admirable (Silver Gilt

Flora Medal). Good varieties of Gladioli wrere

staged by Messrs. Carter Page and Co. The
general idea of using round market baskets was
good, but the arrangement was not equal to it

—

the baskets were too prominent. Next to the
'Gladioli was an admirable collection of Dahlias,

amongst which decorative varieties were very
prominent (Silver Flora Medall.
Fresh and bright Roses were shown by Rev.

J. H. Pemiierton. The varieties Mermaid, Cal-

listo Pax, Comtesse du Cayla and Vanity were
very attractive (Silver Grenfell Medal).
Particularly fine Cannas growing in 6 inch

I
pots, and associated with Hydrangea paniculata,

were shown by Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd.
The bordering of such variegated plants as

Phormium tenax rubnum and Dracaena. Albertii

was very effective (Silver Banksian Medal).
Messrs. Allwood Bros, again staged an in-

teresting collection of Carnations and Dianthus
Allwoodii. The former were chiefly perpetual-
border varieties, but there was also a splendid
vase of the perpetual-Malmaison Mrs. C. F.

Raphael (Silver Grenfell Medal). White Pearl
was very prominent in an exhibit of Carnations
shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., who also

had good blooms of British Triumph. Enchan-
tress. Supreme and Crystal White. A few
plants of the White Oleander. Chironia exifera.

i and other interesting plants were grouped along-
' side the Carnations (Silver Banksian Medal).
A small collection of greenhouse Carnations was
Bhown by Mr. Engelmann. Peerless. Delice.
Trior. Saffi-Mii, and Cupid were all fresh and of
general good quality (Silver Grenfell Medal). A
few o| his more recent Montbretias, such as
Queen Mary. His Majesty, and Princess Mary
were shown by Mr. S. Morris (Bronze Flora
Medal).

Dahlias in variety and herbaceous Phloxes
were shown by Messrs. J. Ciieal and Sons. The
Phloxes were represented by stands of excellent
trusses of such varieties as Le Mahdi, Selma,
Baron von Deden, and Coquelicot (Silver Flora
Medal). Especially good spikes of Delphiniums
raised from seed sown in March of this year
were shown by Mr. F. W. Smith (Silver Bank-
sian Medal).
A small rockery was made by Messrs.

Maxwell and Beale, and planted with appro-
priate subjects (Silver Banksian Medal). A
small but very interesting collection of well-
grown Gentiana. Farreri and a pan of G. Logo-
deehiana was shown by Mr. W. Wells, Juiir.
(Silver Banksian Medal). A valuable collection
of new hardy hybrid Lobelias was contributed by
Messrs. B. Ladhams, Ltd. Purple King,
Salmon Queen and Lilacena, of the L. syphilitica
hybrids were singularly effective, while of the
L. cardinalis section the variety Shirley is a dis-
tinct novelty (Bronze Flora Medal). Spravs of
such uncommon shrubs as Eucryphia cordifolia.
Gevuina Ayellan-a, Escallonia organensis and
Berberidopsis corallina were included in an in-
teresting exhibt by Mr. G. Reuthe, which also
contained a good variety of Alpines (Silver
Flora Medal). A dozen or so of Dahlia- Coltness
Gem, a dwarf single-flowered variety, .was
shown by Messrs. John Peed and Son.
Various herbaceous Phloxes, Achillea Perry's

White, and other border flowers were shown by
Messrs. Rich and Co. (Bronze Flora Medal). '

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),
Prince Tadashige Shimadzu Messrs. Jas.
O'Brien (lion, secretary), Gurnev Wilson Fred.
K. Sander, J. E. Sliill, A. McBean, S. W.
Flory. and Pantia Ralli.

Awards of Merit.
Laelio-Cattleya Sargon (L.-C. Lustre x C.

Hardyana) from Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead
Park, Surrey (Orchid grower, Mr. Fames). An
improved C. Hardyana in size and colour; the
sepals and petals are. clear rosy-mauve, the lip
is broad and coloured ruby-purple with gold
lines from the base, and yellow patches on each
side inherited from C. Warscewiczii.

Laelio-Cattleya Canary (C. Fabialba x L. C.
Thyone) from Pantia Ralli, Esq. This pretty
yellow hybrid had previously secured a Preli-
minary Commendation ; a year's growth under
skilful treatment has improved it, and it is

now in the front rank of yellow Laelio-Cattleyas.
The sepals and petals are clear canary yellow,
the lip rosy-purple with gold lines from the

Laelio-Cattleya Alhtmunda (L.-C. Helias x
C. Dowiana aurea), from Messrs. J. and A.
McBeax, Cooksbridge, Surrey. A remarkable
example of progressive hybridisation with a de-

finite object. Messrs. McBean raised L.-C.

Helias by crossing C. Mossiae Wageneri and
L.-C. G. S. Ball (C. Schroderae x L. cinna-
barina), the albino character of C. Mossiae being
receptive of the yellow in L.-C. G. S. Ball, with
L. cinnabarina as a base for the yellow tint

Crossed again with C. Dowiana aurea a larger

flower of better substance and shape has been
secured with intensified yellow colouring. The
flower on the small plant was of good size and
excellent form, clear bright Buttercup yellow-

in colour, with a crimson band on the front of

the lip. and the colouring extends over the mar-
gins of the side lobes.

Cattleya Prince Shimadzu (Hardyana x

Tityus) from Messrs. Flory and Black,
Slough. A true Cattleya and one of the best in

size and shape, featuring C. Warscewiczii. C.

Dowiana. and C. Mendelii In its ancestry chiefly.

The large and well-foi-med flower had mauve
sepals and petals, darkest on the veining, the
broad, crimped labellum being crimson, with
gold lines from the base, the centre having
yellow patches as in the C. Warscewiczii section

Groups.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood) was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for an excellent group of Cattleyas and
Laelio-Cattleyas. among the former being fine

examples of C. Hardyana alba, including the

superb variety President Wilson, also good
Odontoglossums, Cypripediums, etc. Mr. Pitt

always makes an interesting display of species

of scientific interest, and on this occasion he
showed tlu'ee specimens of the rare dwarf scarlet

Laelio monophylla, one with seventeen flowers.

Several Chondrorhynchas, Kcfersteinia, and the
lesser Zygopetalums. Dendrobium sanguinolen-
tum, and other Dendrobiums, Odcntoglossum
aspidorhiiium and Angraecum Scottianum.
Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded a

Silver Banksian Medal for a pretty group, in

which were excellent varieties of Cattleya Hardy-
ana, both white and coloured forms being well

represented. Yellow-tinted Orchids of excellent
quality were Laelio-Cattleya Armada va.r. Dis-

tinction (C. Eulvescens x L.-C. luminosa), and
L.-C. Glory, both good yellow tinted forms show-
ing C. fulvescens. Brasso-Cattleya Invicta
(B.-C. Madame Chas. Maron x C. Dupreana), a
showy novelty of light mauve colour, with crim-

son purple lip, is a good novelty.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,
were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a
small but select group of good Cattleyas and
Laelio-Cattleyas, C. Cowianae alba represented

the best form of this fine white Cattleya. Brasso-

Laelio-Cattleya Tetrieus is a fine advance on the
best dark B.-C. Cliftonli. Excellent plants of

Cattleya Dowiana aurea from home-raised seed-

lings were specially interesting. Messrs.
Hassall and Co., Southgate, secured a Silver

Banksian Medal for a group of finely-grown
Cattleyas, BrassoCattleyas, and other hybrids.
Four forms of the pretty Brasso-Laelio-Cat-
tleya Muriel were shown, and their B.-L.-C.
Thyone (B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann x L.-C. Thyone)
is one of the best yellow forms

Other Exhibits.

Baron Bruno Schroder, the Dell Park,
Englefield Green (gr. Mr. Sliill ), again showed
his beautiful yellow Brasso-Laelio Cattleya
Amber (B.-L.-C! The Baroness x C. Dowiana
aurea). Pantia Ralli, Esq., showed Cattleya
Eleanor alba, a fine white form, with ruby purple
front to the lip. A. J. Hollington. Esq., Forty
Hill. Enfield, sent Cattleya Gertrude Hollington
(Prince John x Fabia). a good flower nearest to

C. Prince John. Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.,

Jarvisbrook. Sussex, showed Laelio-Cattleya
Qeniiis (L.-C. Coronus x C. Enid) a finely-tinted

flower of apricot-yellow tinted with rose, and
with a well-formed claret -coloured lip.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair),

C. G. A. Nix. G. F. Tinley, S. B. Dicks, E.
Neal, G. Reynolds, F. Jordan, H. Markham,
Ed. Beckett, W. Wilks, E. A. Bunyard. and
S. T. Wright.

Several seedling Apples were submitted for

award, including The Premier, shown 'by

Messrs. Laxton Bros., Bedford. This fine

early Apple was raised from Worcester Pear-

main crossed with Gladstone, and received the

H.ll.S. Award of Merit on August 24. 1920.

The Award was confirmed on this occasion. Mr.
S. Morris, Earlham Hall (gr. Mr. J. E. Fitt),

showed Melon Fitt's Perfection, which the Com-
mittee recommended for trial at Wisley. A
very prolific type of the common Blackberry,

named Shirley Prolific, was exhibited by Messrs.

B. Ladhams, Southampton. The berries are

borne in profusion and are of a large size, but

the flavour is. net very pronounced. This variety

was also recommended for trial at Wisley.

The -most important exhibit was a collection

of Capsicums and Egg plants shown by the

Hon. Vicary GiBBs"(gr. Mr. E. Beckett), for

which a Gold Medal was awarded. The exhibit

was arranged as a floor group and occupied 50

feet run of space; it made a very attractive and
imposing display. Long White and Long
Purple Egg plants were represented by speci

mens bearing very fine fruits. In the centre

there was a group of Solanum ovigerun; coc-

cineum. a valuable plant for indoor decoration,

the branches being thickly studded with bunches

of corrugated, bright red fruits. Another in-

teresting plant- was Chameleon Chili, wit i

purple and yellow fruits, and most of the cul-

tivated Chilis were also shown in good form and
condition.
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A dozen excellent bunches of Grapes w ere

shown by .Mis. Reid, Devizes Castle, Wiltshire

(gr. Mr. E. E. Thayer), the varieties including

Lady Downe's, Black Alicante, Muscat of

Alexandria, Mill Hill Hamburgh, Mrs. Pince,

and Madresfield Court. The bunches generally

were of large size and the berries were of

splendid colour and high finish generally (Silver-

Gilt Knightia.n Medal)"

Dry Bulb Show.

A large amount of table space was filled by

the Anglesey Bulb Growers' Association with

Tulip and Narcissus bulbs. They were all of

very even quality and of the type that could be

planted with confidence of obtaining satisfactory

results. Many of the Narcissi were shown under
seedling numbers, but there were also bowls

filled with splendid specimens of Barrii con-

spicuous, Noble and Mine, de Graaff, whilst

among the Tulips were the varieties Rev.
Ewbank, La. Tulipe Xoir. Maroella and Clara

Butt (Silver Gilt Flora Medal).
A splendid collection of Lincolnshire-grown

bulbs of British origin was shown by Messrs.

Seymour Cohley, Ltd. Not only did Messrs.

Cobley exhibit bulbs of superb quality, but

they made an attractive display, indeed, the
arrangement was particularly good. Of Nar-
cissi, Golden Spur. Sir Watkin, Berkeley and
Emperor were represented by excellent bulbs.

The many varieties of Tulips was. particularly

good ; the bulbs were of perfect shape, firm, and
of even mere than first size. The varieties ex-

hibited were mostly those of the Dutch and
Darwin type and in the most popular sorts

(Silvea Gilt Flora Medal).
A very representative collection was displayed

by Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Ltd.
Besides a great variety of Tulips and Narcissi of

the principal and more popular sorts, they
showed bulbs or tubers of Muscari, Ornitho-
galum, Erymronium, Freesia, Fritillaria, Eng-
lish and Spanish Irises, Iris reticulata.. Scilla,

Anemone, Crocus and early-flowering Gladioli.

All the specimens were of good quality (Silver

Gilt Banksian Medal).
There were two exhibits by amateurs. Mrs.-

Wallis Toller (gr. Mr. Geo. Crabb), Wey-
bridge. made an interesting display with a.

collection representing first-rate examples of

most of the bulbs used out-of-doors (Silver Floia
Medal). Major G. Churcher. Alverstoke.
showed some remarkably good bulbs, including
fine specimens of Narcissi, Tulips. Gladioli,

Irises. Ixias. Triteleia uniflora, Leucojum aesti-

vnm and Scillas.

SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
[Concluded from p. 106.)

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

Trade exhibits were of unusual importance,
and made up one third of the whole display.

The King's Acre Nurseries, Ltd., contri-

buted a bank of Roses, with flanking groups
of Gladioli and border flowers. Another group
from this firm consisted of well grown fruit

trees in pots, chiefly popular varieties of

Apples and Pears; together with a table of fine

samples of picked fruits, in which a basket of

James Grieve Apple was conspicuous.
Miss S. S. Thompson, Handsworth. arranged

an interesting collection of succulent plants, in-

cluding Gasterias, Opuntias. Sedums. Echino-
cactus, Pilocereus. Phyllocactus. and many
others, but earlv on the first day very few
plants were labelled, consequently the interest

and educational value of the exhibit was greatly
reduced.

Messrs. Webb and Sons put up a bold ex-
hibit of high-class vegetables, representing their
special varieties: these were flanked bv hand-
some groups of Sweet Peas. Gladioli. Gloxinias,
and Begonias. Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co.'s contribution consisted of perpetual-flower-
ing Carnations in variety, and a bright collec-

tion of Orchids, wherein Vanda coerulea was
the general feature. Phloxes and Pentstemous
were displayed in fine style bv Messrs. Forbes,
Ltd., Hawick

;
among the latter Castle Forbes.

Hewell Pink Bedder. Crimson Gem, Phrvne,

and Blanche were beautiful; Carnation blooms
on boards and Violas completed the display.

Messrs. Stoutenbeck van Til. Hiliegom,

brought over a capital collection of Gladioli,

showing these useful flowers in great variety

and in fresh condition.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Reading, filled a long,

narrow space with their beautiful Gloxinias,

arranged on pedestals, in large baskets and in

irregularly sloping banks. Kochia trichophylla,

Smilax and Palms formed an admirable back-

ground for the many hundreds of finely growing
young plants of Her Majesty, Duke of York,
Azure Blue, Duchess of York, Firefly, and other

excellent varieties. Ferns were admirably

shown by Mr. H. N. Ellison. West Bromwich,
Polypodium Mandaianum and the rare DavaJlia

tenuifolia Veitchii occupying a central posi-

tion. Sweet Peas in fine form and admirably
fresh condition were displayed in capital style

by Messrs. Herd Bros., Penrith; the majority

of the most desirable varieties were on view.

A handsome group of gorgeous Antirrhinums

arranged by Messrs. W. H. Simpson & Sons,

Birmingham, proved a very attractive feature.

A large number of the varieties were
shown in baskets, consequently the colour effect

produced by Morning Glow. Cardinal. Yellow
King, The Fawn, Bonfire, and Afterglow was
very fine.

• Messrs. Dickson ,y. Robinson, Manchester,

had one of the finest exhibits in the show ; this

consisted of baskets and bowls of tested

varieties of Tomatos. splendid Peas, a selection

of Onions, Cauliflowers, a collection of Vegetable
Marrows, Beet. Salsafy. Savoys, and many
other kinds of vegetables, all of which were in

first class conditicn_ and appeared not to have
known anything of the great drought. Mr.
Edwin Murbeix had Roses and an effective

group of Clematis, and Messrs. Ryders showed
a small collection of choice Gladioli and some
capital vegetables.

The contribution from Messrs. Bees. Ltd..

was a large one, and its larger part consisted

of a showy group of the best seasonable hardy
flowers, while the other part was entirely cf

Roses. Misses Bowell and Skarratt interested

many visitors with their exhibit of small Alpine

plants, in great variety. Mr. H. Clarke.
Taunton, contributed a selection of the choicer

hardy flowers, and Mr. C. Vickers exhibited

some charming floral designs.

Messrs. Blackmore and Langdon showed a

large group of their wonderful tuberous-rooted

Begonias. Messrs. Pritchard and Sons' dis-

play consisted of Sweet Peas. Carnations and

Gladioli in great variety. Mr. E. J. Bayley
showed vegetables. Gladioli, and other flowers.

Mr. Henry Eckford was a large exhibitor of

most of the finest varieties of Sweet Peas, and

set these up in pleasing fashion in baskets.

The Shropshire County Horticultural
Committee's exhibit was of high educational

value ; it included samples of seed crops grown

in the county, specimens of dried vegetables,

examples of the success attending the proper

manuring of the soil for Shallots, a demonstra-

tion of priming fruit trees, an exhibit of fruit

tree pests, and one of suitable stocks for Pears

and Plums. Hollyhocks in splendid form and

excellent variety were displayed artistically by

Messrs Jas. 'Vert and Son, Saffron Walden.

and thes.1 old-fashioned flowers provided a

feature of great interest- to visitors.

Messrs. Jones and Sons disnlaved Gladioli

and floral designs. Messrs. J. Peed and Sons
showed Streptocarpus. backed bv Caladiums.

find with Campanula Roupell White and .C

Rounell Blue standing out well above the

former. In Messrs. Fairbairn and Sons' ex-

hibit of Phloxes, the salmon-coloured variety.

Sensation was a notably good sort. Mr. C.

Engelmann DUt lie a delightful groun of per-

petual-flowering Carnations; among his many
varieties none attracted so much attention as

the scarlet Tarzan. Mr. H. Woolman set un
a. few earlv Chrysanthemums, and the Rev. F.

Wright shewed » scarlet, ivy leaved Pelar-

sonium named Sir Percy Blakeney.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Grubs in Apples.—.ff. P. K. : The borings in

the Apple fruits are caused by the working
of the grub of the Codlin moth.

Names of Plants : A. L. Diervilla sessilifolia.

—C. H. H. 1, Akebia quinata; 2, Passiflora

cserulea ; 3, Taxodium distichum.

—

G. E. 8.

(A), Spiraea arirefolia; (B), too withered for

identification; (C), Helianthemum vulgare

var.: (D), Buddleia variabilis; (E), Tsuga
canadensis; (F), Ruscus aculeatus.

—

J. M. B.

1, Saponaria officinalis var. flore pleno ; 2,

Caphalaria alpina.—W. G. 2, Begonia punc-

tata; 3, Codiaeum illustris; 4, C. interruptum;

5, C. interruptum aureum ; 6, Polygonum bald,

schuanicum.—K. N. B. Your specimen was

so dried up that it is impossible to identify

it. It may possibly be a species of Hymeno-
callis. When sending specimens wrap them

tightly in fine tissue paper, and pack with a

little damp moss, or similar material to keep

them fresh.—A. M. Newcastle. 1, Lyeium

chinense; 2, Lysimachia vnlgaris.

TRADE NOTE.

Ln various parts of the country the renovation

of old or the building of new greenhouses has

been rendered imperative as a consequence of

the bad condition into which many glass struc-

tures fell during the war period. Work recently

carried out at Frimley Park by Messrs. Carter

and Howard includes a vinery 13 feet wide, built

against one of the old garden walls (see Fig.

45). This has an internal border, and is heated

by means of a Robin Hood boiler, which is also

able to provide the necessary heat for an old

vinery and for the new Tomato, Cucumber and
Melon houses, which are included in Messrs.

Carter and HoAvard's contract. Continuous
ventilation can be provided on both sides of

the roof by means of an unproved lever gearing

arrangement, while side ventilation is provided

for by means of the side sashes, which can be

instantly adjusted by the lever gearing. The
wiring for the vines is parallel with the rafters

and easily tightened by continuous bar and ad-

justing screws. The glazing consists of 21 oz.

English glass with all the laps cut on the curve,

so as to conduct the water away from the bars.

Mr. W. Miles, the gardener, is particularly

pleased with the design and convenient arrange-

ment of the house.

©bituar\>.

John Learmont.—It is with deep regret that

we announce the death, on the 14th inst., of Mr.

John Learmont, nurseryman. Dumfries. He
died at his residence. Larchfie'd. Dumfries, after

a prolonged period of ill-health. Mr. Learmont

was for many years head of the firm of Messrs.

YVniT Learmont and Son. Larchfield Nurseries.

Dumfries, and was Avell known among members

of the trade and others, and had made many

friends while representing the firm in various

parts of the kingdom. He" was ill for a consider-

able time, and. largely owing to this, his firm

and the business carried on by Mr. David

Hunter, Maxwelltown, under the name of

Messrs. Barr and Hunter, was incorporated as

a limited comnany under the title of Learmont.

Hunter and King. Limited, nursery and seeds-

men. Mr. Learmont was appointed chairman of

directors of the new business. At Whit Sunday

last the seed and florist departments were

transferred to handsome premises the company

had secured in Castle Street. Dumfries. Mr.

Learmont. who was only forty-seven years of age,

was unmarried, and he had resided since the

death of his mother with two sisters, to whom,

and other members of the family, we tender our

sympathy. His brother-in-law, Mr. William

King, is cne of the managing directors of Messrs

Learmont, Hunter and Kins. Ltd.
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The
Government

and
Horticultural
Research.

All who are interested in

horticulture as a science
or as a trade will read
with appreciative atten-
tion the article on the
subject of Government
assistance to horticulture

recently contributed* to the Journal of the
Ministry- of Agriculture bv the Controller of
Horticulture, Mr. Wm. J. Lobjoit. The
attitude taken up by Mr. Lobjoit will, we
believe, commend itself to most of his
readers. The day has certainly gone by
when a Ministrv of Agriculture can leave
agricultural problems to find their own solu-
tion. It is now realised that not even the
wisest or most successful cultivator knows
all that is to be known of the art ot culti-

vation, andl .everyone connected with the
land realises that advance in methods of

cultivation depends on the discovery of new
knowledge about plants and animals and
soils. The policy of the Ministry of Agri-
culture of establishing and maintaining
close and official connection with all branches
of the industry of horticulture is an entirely

proper one, and is bound, in itself, to

lead to most useful results. The need
for statistical information, which Mr. Lob-
joit insists upon, is great, and those who
know how the interests of horticulture were
jeopardised during the period of the war
by lack of trustworthy statistics will regret"

that the work of collecting statistical in-

formation contemplated bv the Ministry has
had to be deferred owing to the need for

economy. This is a subject which the

•Government Assistance to Horticulture: Its Limits
and its Possibilities. Journal of the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, April, 1921.

Horticultural Advisory Council would do
well to keep under consideration, for .al-
though all sensible people are alive to the
utgetcy of economy in administration, the
more sensible are seriously alarmed lest the
plea for economy should prove the respect-
able grave of many pressing reforms. But
when the attentive and informed reader has
perused the whole of Mr. Lobjoit's admir-
able article, his impression will, we think,
be one of surprise, for on the all important
question of horticultural research the Con-
troller is silent. Yet this is a subject which,
of all others, most demands the attention,
help and energy of the Ministrv of Agri-
culture. As everyone knows, the Ministry
is most anxious to advance agricultural
research and education, and it is no less
anxious to promote research and education
in Horticulture. In establishing the fruit-

research stations at Long Ashton and East
Mailing, in assisting the Lea Valley Grow-
ers' Research Station to conduct researches
calculated to benefit the glasshouse industn

,

and in providing endowment for the prose-
cution of research in plant pathology, the
Ministry has already given earnest of their
desire to promote horticultural research.
Much more, however, remains to be done
before the Ministry can claim to have dis-

charged its duty to Horticulture. The
present time of retrenchment might seem
an unsuitable moment to insist upon the
need for further endowment of research in

Horticulture were it not for the fact that,

owing to the recommendation of agricul-

turists, the repeal of the Corn Production
Act has been accompanied bv the setting aside

of a large sutn of money, saved as a con-
sequence of its repeal, for the promotion of
agricultural research. The recommendation
of the farmers shows that they take a wide
and liberal view of the meaning of agri-

cultural research, for in their recommen-
dation they specially mention the work of

Cambridge and of East Mailing as being
worthy of the fullest encouragement and
assist mce. Funds are, therefore, available

through the Development Commission, and
now is the time when the leeway lost in the

past should be made up, and horticultural

research provided for in a degree com-
mensurate with its importance. At the

present moment the two stations at Long
Ashton and East Mailing are handicapped
very severely for lack of funds. Both have
proved their value, and it is imperative that

they receive grants sufficient to enable them
to develop their capacity for the investiga-

tion of problems connected with the cultiva-

tion of fruit to the fullest extent. We
behove that it is no exaggeration of language

t< say that the work at East Mailing is

crippled for lack of funds. That station was
established originally as a subsidiary station

to Long Ashton, but under the energetic

guidance first of Captain Wellington and

subsequently of Mr. Hatton, it has proved

itself a first class station. It should be

made one financially. There are enough

problems of ecoi omic importance awaiting

solution to keep two or more fruit-research

stations fully employed for many years to

come, and the success of a great

industry depends in large measure '>n

the solution of these problems. Nor do the

pressing needs of horticultural research end

with the more adequate endowment of Long
Ashton and East Mailing. The Evesham
and Pershore growers have long esked for,

and have been encouraged to ask for, a

research station for the investigation of

problems specially connected with the pro-

ducts which engage their industry, and the

Eastern Counties desire to be linked up with

Cambtidge by means of a horticultural
rt search statton. Those ?cquainted with
horticulture know that there are many
decades of useful work awaiting each and all
of these stations, and we are confident that
hortfcultunsts will not cease from speaking
their claims into the willing ears of the
Ministry. Mr. Lobjoit, bv his reticence, has
given them a lead, and we trust that they
will follow it with pertinacious and success'-
ful assiduity. In expressing these views
we ate not forgetful of the facts that horti-
culturists enjoy the advantages of work
carried on without Government assistance
at the Royal Horticultural Societv's Experi-
ment Station, and at the John Innes Insti-
tute. The Ministry would not, we feel sure,
regard the fact as absolving them from the
duty of completing the provision for horti-
cultural research. Indeed, the fact should
be an added reason for additional grants

;

for the Development Commission likes to
proceed in allocating its grants on the
pound for pound basis—so much grant for
so much subscribed—and we submit for its

consideration that if the self-supporting
institutes receive no financial assistance
from the Government, their revenues should
count in estimating the sums due to

those institutes which cannot carry out their

research programmes without increased

financial helo from the Government.

Coloured Plate.—Our coloured supplementary
illustration portrays two beautiful varieties of

Aster Amellus, one of the finest sections of the

Michaelmas Daisy, and valuable for the flower

border on account of the dwarf habit of the
plants and the large size of the flowers. Indeed,
the Amellus type is probably the most beautiful

of all the Michaelmas Daisies. The variety

Arethusa has large flowers of a beautiful rose-

pink colour and is very early in blooming. It

received the R.H.S. Award of Merit on Sep-

tember 22, 1914. This variety grows about 24
to 27 inches high, and the individual flowers

are about 3 inches in diameter, the beautiful rose-

pink colour being set off by a golden-yellow disc.

Orion is a dark blue variety, and the flowering

stems are only about two feet high, so that, like

Arethusa, it is well suited for a position near

the front of the border. Progress wdth perennial

Asters has been very marked, and since our

plate was prepared it is probable that even

finer varieties than those we illustrate have been

raised. In the trials of these flowers at Wisley
last year, several Awards of Merit were made
to new varieties of the Amellus type, including

vYienholtzi, pale pink; Perry's Favourite, pink;

Beauty of Ronsdorf, pale lavender-pink

;

Rubellus, lavender-pink; T.avanda, pale laven-

der; King George, bluish violet; Rudolph
Goethe, lavender-blue; Cassubicus, violet; Mrs.

Perry, blue tingerl purple ; and Beaute Parfaite,

dark violet. The cultivation of these flowers is

si. simple that they may be grown as well by

the cottager as in the gardens of the rich, and

they brighten the gardens at a. time when the

glory of the summer occupants of the beds is

parsing over.

Discovery of an Interesting Herbarium—Kew
has just become possessed of a collection of

plants from the Azoies, as a result of an in

teresting discovery made in a City warehouse.

It appears that Messrs. Joseph Barber and Co.,

of the Minories, had a case lying in their ware-

house for many years, which, when opened

recently, was found to contain dried plants.

The rase had originally been consigned to the

Botanical Society of London, and the Royal

Rotar.ic Society of London was asked by Messrs.

Barber to accept the case- A specimen of the

plants wis sent to Regent's Park for examina-

tion, and attached to it. was a label givine the

name of fhe collector. Mr. Carew Hunt (H.B.M.

Consul at the A/ores), the name and place of

finding of the plant, and the date of its col-
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lection (1834). The Botanical Society of London
was not the same as the Royal Botanic Society

of London, and it was suggested by the latter

society that the plants should be offered to Kew.
This was done, and, apparently, the specimens

will be of great value in the study of the flora

of Azores*, for, in Col- Sir David Prain's letter

of thanks to the Botanic Society for suggesting

the handing over of the specimens to Kew, he
writes: " Thomas Carew Hunt is well known as

a student of the flora of the Azores, and his col-

lection is the more valuable as it appears to

contain plants which have not been found since

in the islands, either because they have become
extinct or have escaped recent observations,
being not. sought after at the right season, as

Trelease suggests. A set of Hunt's plants is

at the National History Museum, but Kew does
not possess any. Thus the acquisition of Mr.
Hunt's plants would be highly appreciated
by us."

Dahlias at Wisley.—Like all the trials con-
ducted in the Wisley Gardens, the one of

Dahlias this vear has proved most successful,
and served the double purpose of determining
varieties suitable for garden decoration and
which novelties submitted to the joint com-
mittee of the National Dahlia Society and the
Royal Horticultural Society last season were
worthy of distinctive awards. The Dahlia is

essentially a moisture-loving plant, but there
was very little evidence of any effect of the
drought in the Wisley plants, which had ob-
viously been watered and stimulated to give

of their best. Practically all sections of the
flower were represented, and the following sorts

met with the approval of the judges. The trial

will be judged again at a later date when the
awards will be finally made :—Show : Merlin
(Dobbie and Co.) and Duchess (C. Turner),
varieties that may be regarded as synony-
mous, for in both cases the colour is

brick ied, almost scarlet. Pompon: Nerissa (C,

Turner), rosy mauve, and Mars (C. Turner),
scarlet. Cactus: Argos (Dobbie and Co.),

scarlet, very dwarf habit, and Edina (Dobbie
and Co.), crimson scarlet, very free blooming
and tall habit. Paeony-flowered : Ladysmith
(Dobbie and Co.), deep rose; Our Annie (J.

Burrell and Co.), a miniature-flowered variety
of shrimp pink colour, flushed with yellow in

the centre. Decorative: Bianca (C. Turner),
a very free flowering, white variety; Apricot

(J. Cheal and Sons), amber, shaded rose; King
of Autumn (R. H. Bath, Ltd.). a variety of the
large-flowered section, coloured pale apricot or

lemon buff; Crimson Flag (J. Cheal and Sons).

bright crimson, almost scarlet, dwarf habit:

Charlotte (Dobbie and Co.). ora.nge-buff, dwarf:
Suse (W. Treseder, Ltd.). a single decorative

of a rich scarlet colour. Collerette: Cyril (W.
Treseder, Ltd.), scarlet, with a yellow collar,

dwarf habit; Lolab (J. Burrell and' Co.),

scarlet, with a yellow collar, dwarf habit

,

Huzzar <Pobbie and Co.). cerise underlying
scarlet and tipped with lake. Star: Leda (C.

Turner), carmine overlying orange yellow;

White Star (J. Cheal and Sons) pure white

:

Surrey Star (J. Cheal and Sons), yellow, over-

lain with saffron pink; Felicia (C. Turner).
rosy pink. During the afternoon an informal
conference was held in the lecture-room of the

laboratory to (onsider the classification of the

Dahlia. It was decided that the sections

should be grouped as follows:—1, Show and
Fancy; 2, Pompon; 3, Fancy Pompon; 4. Single;

5, Collerette; 6, Paeony-flowered; 7, Minia-

ture Paeony-flowered; 8. Decorative; 9.

Small Flowered Decorative ; 10, Dwarf
Decorative; 11, Star; 12, Cactus; 13, Dwarf
Cactus. Each type was fully considered, and
the final definitions, as embodying the rulings

of the experts present, will be drawn up by
Mr. Chittenden and issued to the Press later.

Paris Autumn Show.—Those horticulturists

who contemplate visiting the Continent this

autumn will have an excellent opportunity of

insnecting two very important horticultural

gatherings, within a reasonable space of time.

The Paris Show opens on October 28, and closes

on November 6. This arrangement will enable

visitors to spend two or three days in the

capital before proceeding to the great Liter-

national Exhibition at Le Mans, which will

be held, as (previously announced, from Novem-
ber 5 to November 13. The National Hor-

ticultural Society of France has just issued the

schedule for its autumn show, which will take

place in the Palmarium of the Jardin d'Ac-

climatation, Paris. A very wide invitation to

every kind of horticultural exhibitor in all

countries is given. The prizes, as usual, will

be liberal, and the grand prizes will be offered

by the Government of the Republic, the County
Council, the City of Paris, and other

authorities. The schedule comprises ten sec-

tions. The first three of these are for Chrysan-

themums in 26 classes. Orchids, floral art,

fruit, fruit -trees, ornamental trees and

shrubs, vegetables, fine arts and horticultural

sundries and materials are all well provided

for. British visitors will thus have an oppor-

tunity of seeing two important shows well with-

in the same week. An autumn show at Cher-

bourg is also announced to taike place from

November 10 to 13.

Mr. R. W. Wallace Mr. Robert W. Wallace,

managing director of 'the firm of R. Wallace and

Co.. Ltd.. is a son of the late Dr. Alexander

MR. ROBERT W. WALLACE.

Wallace, of Colchester, who interested himself
during the seventies and eighties of the last

century in the importation and cultivation of

Lilies, Orchids and other rare plants and bulbs :

thus in his early days he was brought into

touch witli horticulture. On leaving school
Mr. Wallace for a time turned his attention
to accountancy as a future profession. How-
ever, those who know him best will fully appre-
ciate the fact that he is not the sort of man
who would be long content to spend his time
in the dry routine of office work. Plant life

and its many interests called him. There is a

slight touch of romance in the way in which
the present business was founded. With no
fixed intention of engaging permanently in the
bull) trade, he made a casual purchase of a

number erf very fine Japanese Lily bulbs ; his

early acquaintance with Lilies enabled him to

at once recognise their quality. Writing to

various people whom he knew were interested

in the subject, and offering these bulbs, he
received his first order from the late Rt. Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain. From this beginning he
commenced trading as Wallace and Co., of

Colchester. In 1893, at the Temple Flower Show,
he staged his first exhibit, twelve small bunches
of Calochorti, which excited considerable

interest. From that time onwards he has not

missed a single important exhibition of the

R.H.S., including every Temple, Chelsea, and
Holland House show. During the intervening

period he has built up one of the most important
nursery businesses in the country, formerly with
headquarters at Kiln Gardens. Colchester, and

quite recently at Tunbridge Wells, where the

firm has acquired a large portion of the old

nursery planted and laid out by the late Mr.
Thomas Cripps. Mr. R. W. Wallace has been

a member of the council of the Horticultural

Trades' Association for many years, and was
concerned with its reconstruction a few years

since; last year he was elected to the council

of the Royal Horticultural Society. He has

also been a member of the Floral and Daffodil

Committees for many years. In private life he

has taken much interest in municipal affair;

he was for many years a councillor, and subse-

quently an alderman of the Colchester Corpora-

tion, chairman of its Finance Committee, and

a Justice of the Peace for the borough of

Colchester.

Paris Horticultural Congress, 1922.—It is

announced that the National Horticultural

Society of France will hold a congress in the

spring of next year. The gathering will take

place in the Society's hall, and the subject

to be specially dealt with is the Iris. The
scientific and horticultural study of the various

species and varieties of this plant is to be under-

taken, particularly in regard to the synonomy

of the varieties of Iris germanica.

National Dahlia Society.—The annual exhibi-

tion of the National Dahlia Society will be

held on Tuesday next, the 6th inst., in con-

junction with the R.H.S. fortnightly meeting,

in the Vincent Square Hall, Westminster.

Schedules may be obtained from the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. G. Hillier, 20, Tavistock
.
Street,

Covent Garden, W.C.2.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Mon-

day, September 5.—Nottingham and Notts.

Chrysanthemum Society's meeting. Tuesday,

September 6.—Royal Horticultural Society's

Committee's meeting and shows of the Dahlia

and Gladiolus Societies, at Vincent Square,

Westminster ; Royal Caledonian Horticul-

tural Society's meeting. Wednesday, Sep-

tember 7.—Abertillery Flower Show (two

davs) ; Glasgow and West of Scotland

Horticultural Society's Show (two days).

Tuesday. September 8.—Manchester and

North of England Orchid Society's meeting;

Dairy (Ayrshire) Flower Show; Greenock Flower

Show (two days). Friday, September 9—Royal

Horticultural and Arboricultural Society of Ire-

land Council meeting ; Newarthill Flower Show.

Saturdav, September 10.—Silsden Agricultural

Society's 'Show; Avonbridge Flower Show, Had-

dington Flower Show; Jedburgh Flower Show;

Kilbarchan Flower Show; Selkirk Flower Show;

Duns Flower Show.

"Gardeners' Chronicle" Seventy-Five Year»

Ago.—Lou rnin Botanic Garden, July 7, 1846.—

This garden appeared pretty well kept and m
good condition, being much frequented as a

place of public promenade. In the etovej

(which I thought too dry) was a fine specimen

of Pandanus odoratissimus, with its stem care-

fully wrapped uip in Moss; there was also a

fine' plant of Bonapartea gracilis, its fine long

spinv leaves drooping gracefully over the sides

of the flower pot—^ handsome plant. There

were a number of plants in pots made with a

handle to hang on the wall, a hint worth adopt-

ing in some of our English greenhouses. Many

adr plants were growing on frames of boards,

fastened on to them bv a small thin sheet of

cork, about twice the length of a band, nailed

over them. In the garden is a large tree of

Sophora japonica. And here also, as in many

other places in Belgium, I noticed neat divisions

or hedges in the garden, made by planting long

single stems of Privet close together, and tying

them to very slight sticks placed horizontally

at proper intervals, thus occupying scarcely any

breadth of ground. Sometimes pollarded Aca-

cias are planted at distances of 15 or 20 feet,

producing a gpod effect. B. J. B., Garcf.

Chrem., September 5, 1846.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

YELLOW CATTLEYAS.

Compared with the Laelio-Cattleyas with
yellow sepals and petals, briefly referred to on

p. 99 (plants which had their characters fixed by
a few of the smaller Laelias), the Cattleyas do
not stand in so good a position to produce pare
yellows as do the hybrids with Laelia. Apart
from the yellow C. citrma, which appears to be
too isolated to come into general use at present,

there is only the small C. luteola, which has not
yet produced sufficiently good results, but may
still prove useful.

C. Dowiana is a grand flower, with yellow-

tinted sepals and petals, but the colour is on the
surface, and the structure whitish, so that when
crossed with the C. labiata section one way it

produces albinos and when used for the reverse

cross intensifies the mauve and purple tints of

the other parent. It rarely carries on in its

large-flowered section the desired bright yellow,

although when the yellow is present in the
hybrid used in crossing with it, it often assumes
the character of a true yellow parent. This
occurs even when at is crossed with C. Rex,
which produced the good yellow C. triumphans;
and which, crossed again with C. Dowiana, gave
the handsome C. King George.

In these, and in most so-called yellow hybrids
of Cattleya and Laelia, the assertive colours

of various shades of purple in the lip generally

appear in some degree, and the appearance of
forms with wholly yellow lip is only occasional,

although yellow is a basic colour in the
labellums of all.

The intense orange colour in the greater part

of the lip in some forms of Cattleya Eldorado
gave the hope that that character might be used
with advantage' in hybridising for yellow

Cattleyas, for, as we have before pointed out,

the labellum is in the nature of an odd petal

whose characters may be transferred to other

segments, as shown in cases of peloria. Messrs.

Hassall and Co. crossed C. bicolor and C.

Eldorado and produced C. iridescens, a pro-

portion of the forms being good clear yellows

;

and this crossed again with C. Dowiana pro-

duced C. Sybil, a good advance in stability,

although there are variations of rose tinting in

the batch. From the same crossed with C.

Hardyana came C. Naidia, whilst C.

iridescens X C. triumphans of P. Smith. Esq.,

gave C. Orange Gem one of the best. "\Vlth

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown C. iridescens X
C Acis (Dowiana x Maronii) gave a very fine

' set named C. illustris, their C. iridescens x
C. Prince John giving C. Rosita. Laelio-

Cattleya Golden Wren (Thyone x O.

iridescens) of Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
prolific in good yellows, gives an example of

the predominance of the Cattleya over the
other genus, this being shown by the greater

part of the good yellow forms flowering out of

the batch proving improvements on the C.

iridescens class, although the pollinia shows
evidence of Laelia.

In those mentioned, the character of the
greenish and whitish sepals and petals in favcur-

ing bright yellow is a curious feature, and the

6ame power to produce yellow tints appears in

C. Venus between C. Dowiana and C. Iris

(bicolor x Dowiana). this being again success-

Billy carried cm at Blenheim with C. Veiris

and other yellows. C. Rhoda (Hardyana x

Iris) is a similar instance, which was continued
bv Messrs. Sanders with the fine C. Golden
Kins I Hardyana x Venus).
Shades of yellow aippear in the sepals and

petals of C. Maronii (velutina x Dowiana
aureai, the fine set of forms of C. fulvescens

(Forbesii x Dowiana aurea), and crosses of it

in Sir Gen. L. Holford's collection. Other
combinations give more or less yellow, but it

appears that the true Cattleyas are not so

prolific in yellow forms as the Laelio-Cattleyas,

Hence good yellows in the genus are un-

common, and consequently valuable according
to the brightness and uniformity of the yellow
tint in their flowers, those wholly yellow, in-

cluding the labellum, being very rare.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA ALLAMANDA.
The illustration in Fig. 46 represents a

flower of this very important addition to the
yellow Laelio-Cattleyas, for which Messrs. J-
and A. McBcan were given an Award of Merit
at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
on August 23 last. It was obtained by crossing
the yellow L.-C. Helius (C. Mossiae Wageneri
x L!-C. G. S. Ball), raised by Messrs. McBean,
with C- Dowiana aurea. The parents of
L.-C. G. S. Ball were C. Schroderae x L. cinna
barina. and thus the good form and clear yellow
of L.-C. Allamanda is interestingly explained
by its ancestry. The colour of the flower is

dark Buttercup yellow, slightly deeper than the

tvveen Cattleya Antiope (Chamberlainiana x
Dowiana) and Laelio-Cattleya Mrs. Evelyn
Norrie, an unrecorded yellow and claret hybrid,

for which the late Mr. J. Gurney Fowler
gained a First-Class Certificate in 1914- The
flower is of good form, the sepals and petals

bright yellow and the lip entirely claret-red.

Laelio-Cattleya Upton Gem, a hybrid be-
tween L.-C. Rubens (L. pumila x 0. Hardyana)
and L.-C. Pizarro (L. Jongheana x C. Dowiana
aurea). It is a good flower, in form nearest to

L. Rabens, the mauve purple lip showing much
of the orange disc found in one of its ancestors,
L. Jongheana.

In;. 46.—LAELIO-CATTLEYA ALLAMANDA: R.H.S. AWARD OF MERIT, AUGUST 23, WHEN EXHIBITED

BY MESSRS. J. AND A. MCBEAN.

1 right yellow Allamanda Schottii, a familiar

plant in stove-houses in gardens, which sug-

gested its name. The lip has a ruby-crimson

band in front, the colour extending to the

margins of the side lobes.

As will be seen on reference to the illustration

in Fig. 46 the flower is of good size and ex-

cellent form, although the plant was only a small

specimen.

NEW HYBRID LAELIO-CATTLEYAS AT
SLOUGH

The following two new interesting Laelio-

Cattleyas have been raised by Messrs. Flory
and Black, Slough.
Laelio-Cattleya L:na, a hybrid raised be-

LAELIO-CATTLEYA NANCY.
A flower of this new hybrid is sent by

('. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnhaim Court, Horsham.

It was obtained by crossing L.-C. Miss Louisa

Fowler (C. granulosa x L.-C. callistoglossa) and

C. Hardyana (Dowiana aurea x Warscewiczii),

and the result is a very good and well-displayed

flower with rosy-mauve sepals and petals. The
lip ha? the elongated isthmus between the side

and the front lobe, and the upturned points to

the side lobes, both of which characters come
through C. granulosa. The front of the lip is

ruby-purple, the same colours tinging the

side lobes, and the base is pale yellow. The
cns< has also flow ei ed with Messrs. Hassall

and Co.. Southgate.
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The Week's Work

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Miltonia.—Miltonia vexillaria and many of

its hybrids will have started into growth, and
at this stage they are very subject to the attacks

of small, yellow thrips, which hide themselves
low down in the young growths and in the

axils of the leaves. If these insects are not
destroyed the plants will suffer serious injury,

and the young growths will be permanently dis-

figured. When the pests are found to be present

the young growths and leaves of each plant

should be immersed in quassia extract, half a

pint of the extract to three gallons of tepid

soft water. Before immersing the plants dust,

flowers of sulphur into the young growths and
axils of the leaves with a camel-hair brush
when the foliage is quite dry. This will have
the effect of driving the insects naarer to the
point of the leaves. After dipping them the
plants should be laid on their sides, in such

a position as to allow the liquid to drain from
the leaves without wetting the roots or com-
post, afterwards rinsing the foliage with clear

water. Any necessary repotting should be at-

tended to at this stage. Small fpecimens and
seedlings may be placed in larger pots without
much root disturbance. Large specimens that

show signs of deterioration should be pulled into

several pieces with a leading shoot attached to

each, the dead and useless back pseudo-bulbs
cut away, leaving only two or three of the
latter behind each growing point, and each por-

tion placed in a separate receptacle. These Mi'-

tonias are shallow-rooted plants and require a

moderately large surface to root in. Use ordi-

nary flower-pots, which should be furnished with

clean crocks to about three-parts their depth,

with a layer of Sphagnum-moss over the drain-

age. Keep the base of the young growth on

a level with the rim of the pot, and work the
[lotting material amongst the roots with moderate
firmness. A suitable rooting medium consists cf

Osmunda fibre, cut into rather short portions

and freed from dusty particles, with a small

quantity of chopped Sphagnum-moss and
crushed crocks. For the present, the
plants may be grown in the cool house,

but when the nights become colder they
should be removed to the intermeeliate

house. shading them from the sun's

rays. Water should be afforded sparingly at

the roots, giving just sufficient to keep the Moss
green. Use a fine rose watering-can until the
young roots have grown freely in the new com-
post, when the supply of water should be in-

creased gradually. The plants will be benefited

by light sprayings overhead at least twice daily

during bright weather, using clear, soft water.

They should also be sprayed overhead once in

every two weeks with quassia extract, in rather

a weaker form than that recommended for

dipping the plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Cotttts. Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

The Reck Garden.—Now that rains have fallen

weeds may be expected to increase quickly, and
will require attention. Where much watering
has been done, the soil is, in many places,

washed away from the plants, and they should
be top-dressed with gritty soil, and some of it

well worked in the tufted growths of the dwarfer
subjects. This will, in many cases, induce
roots to develop from the stems, and this affords

a ready means of increasing some subjects. Seeds
should be saved and propagation generally at-

tended to, as ample stocks are needed for the
maintenance of a good rock garden.

ViO'.stS.—Frames should be prepared for
Violets; those that have been used for forcing
early vegetables and still have the old hot-
bed material in them are well suited for the

purpose, as they reciuire, little preparation
beyond adding some good, light soil to bring

the plants well up to the glass. If the frames

do not contain sufficient material, they should

be partly tilled with leaves, which should

be trodden firmly, and when they have settled

down, some nine inches oi rich, light soil

should be placed on the top, in which to plant

the Violets. Before the plants are lifted they

should be thoroughly watered at the roots,

and, if red spider is present, sprayed with a

suitable insecticide. The plants should be

set about one foot apart, but the distance will

vary according to their size. Water the roots,

and, if the weather is bright, keep the frames

close and shaded for a few days. Afterwards

plentv of air should b? admitted and the

lights removed ei.tirely on every favourable

occasion. Frames should also be got in readi-

ness for the propagation of Calceolarias,

Violas, Pentstemons, etc.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hf.dlet Warhen, Gardener to the Hon. X. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Planting Fruit Trees.—It may seem somewhat

early in the season to make preparation for

planting, but where the ground has to be

cleared, it is not too soon to make the pre-

liminary preparation to avoid unnecessary risk

of careless or hurried work later in the season.

If entirely new plantations are contemplated,

it makes the work much easier to prepare a
plan beforehand, and so arrange for the sub-

sequent planting, that early, mid-season, and

late varieties may be so arranged that the

fruit quarters are' gradually and systematically

.hand of fruit. After
-

#
the plan has been

formulated the oTler fur* the trees may be

placed in the hands of the nurseryman, and the

purchaser will have the satisfaction of knowing

that his trees have been marked for delivery

at the proper time, as well as the assurance

of receiving the varieties ordered.

Fruit Gathering.—Make all preparations for

sti'iing fruit as it becomes fit for gathering.

Apples and Pears should be gathered imme-

diately they are ripe, as most of the early

varieties soon deteriorate. Whilst the weather

remains warm and dry an abundance of air

should be admitted to the fruit room.

Bush Fruits.—Bushes that show signs of

decay or old age should be cleared away and
burnt, and the land prepared for renewals later

by well trenching and manuring it.

Brambles.—Loganberries and kindred fruits

have, in most districts this season, given heavy

and excellent crops of fruit. This class of

fruit should be more largely grown, being

most useful either for dessert or preserving.

As soon as the fruits have been gathered the

old fruiting canes 6hould be cleared away, as

in the case of the Raspberry, to allow the

young growths—which are usually very

vigorous—ample space in which to develop and

ripen. In some instances it may be necessary-

even to thin out or cut back some of the side

growths to assist in the development of the

larger portion of the growths.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Steward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Cineraria.—Late Cinerarias in small pots

should be transferred to larger receptacles and
afterwards placed in a cool frame having a
layer of coal ashe6 on the bottom. Damp the

plaints overhead both morning and evening.

Those intended for late flowering should be kept
in cool frames for so long as the weather per-

mits, but if fro:it threatens protection should be
given the iplants by covering the frame with
mats, for the foliage of Cinerarias is very
tender.

Begonia.—Plants of winter flowering
Begonias raised from late struck cuttings stall

in small pots should be transferred to larger

receptacles and grown in a cooler house. Cer-

tain varieties of the Gloire de Lorraine type

are inclined to grow tall and not develop side

shoots. Plants of this description should be

stopped to obtain better shaped specimens.

"Malmaison" Carnations.—Plants that were

layered early are ready for potting, but before

doing this they should be severed from the

parent plants and for about a week given a

good soaiking of water. If more stock is re-

quired layer more shoots forthwith before the

season is too late and the soil has lost its warmth.

The layers should be potted with great care, as

the roots are very fragile and easily broken

off. For ordinary layers pots four inches in

diameter are suitable, but extra large plants

should be put in six-inch pots in which they

will flower.

Tree Carnations.—Plants that are growing in

frames are ready for placing under glass, but

before this is done cleanse the house by scrub-

bing the woodwork, washing the glass, and

making everything else in a clean condition.

When the plants are housed it is advisable to

fumigate them in case they may be carrying

green fly.

Salvia splendens.—Plants intended for late

flowering should be transferred to their flower-

ing pots. Continue to grow them in cool frames

for a few weeks before placing them in the

glass house. Pinching the shoots should be con-

tinued for a time, when it should be dis-

continued and the plants allowed to flower.

From the time the plants are six inches high

till the time pinching ceases they will need

stopping eight to nine times. In the growing

season tops that are pinched out may be used

as cuttings, to obtain small plants in iliuiiib

pots suitable for table decoration.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn. Hertfordshire.

Celery.—Continue to earth up the earliest

batch of this crop, choosing a dry day for the

work and wh>n the foliage is dry. The plants

may be tied closely together with very fine

bast, so that it will break readily as the

leaves develop. The soil should be broken up
finely and pressed around the plants with the

hand, taking care that none of the earth falls

into the hearts- of the plants. Celery of lata

sowings should be left as late as possible before

being earthed up ; in the meantime see that

the plants are well supplied with water. Soot

is an excellent stimulant for Celery. \s a

rule, the plants will blanch sufficiently in

from six to seven weeks.

Spinach.—Make further sowings of Prickly

Spinach as ground becomes vacant; the seed-

lings should provide good, sturdy plants, suit-

able for withstanding the frost of winter.

Well-drained soil in a sheltered part of

the garden should be selected for these late

sowings. It will also be advisable to make
at. other sowing of Perpetual Spinach. Although

this .does ont possess the culinary value of the

other kind, it is valuable when the other type

fails. Owing to the drought, winter greens in

this district arc very poor, and every atten-

tion posible should be given the plants.

Potatos.—This « rop will, I fear, be a very

light one in this district, owing to the pro-

longed droight. All second earlies should be

lifted and carefully stored, for. if the tubers

are allowed to remain in the ground, they

may make secondary growth, which will

greatly impair their cooking qualities.

Cardoons.—These plants have not made the

amount of progress they generally do in a

wet season. When sufficiently advanced,
means should be taken to blanch them ;

but

before doing this, see that the roots are well

supplied with water. The lower leaves should

be removed, the remaining leaves drawn
closely together with strong raffia and brown
paper placed around the base of the plants,

this in turn being covered closely with hay
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bands. It will take some time to blanch Car-
doons, and the banding will require to be
done at least three times before the top of

the plant is reached.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthck Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Pot Strawberries.—Young Strawberry plants
that were layered as advised in a previous
calendar should now be ready for detachment
from the parent plants. In view of the
abnormally dry season it will be necessary to
give them more than ordinary care. The
young plants are likely to be "weak, for the
difficulty has been not only to find water for
the layers, but to maintain sufficient moisture
in the parent plants, and with lis this has
been a most serious problem. Assuming the
young plants have filled their pots with roots
they are ready for transference to the pots in
which they are to fruit, 'but should this not
be the case with all of them it would be
advisable to defer the potting for a week or
two. In the meantime give them a little

encouragement to develop by watering with a

weakly diluted stimulant. The composition of
the soil to be used is an important item, for
on this greatly depends the result of the fruit

crop. It should consist of a mixture of good
fibrous loam, out from a stack that has been
stored for at least twelve months. Some well
rotted leaf-mould, or, preferably, old material
from a spent Mushroom bed and bone meal in

the following proportions—to six barrow loads
of loam add one barrow load of leaf-mould or
old Mushroom bed material, and add a six-

inch pot full of bone meal to each baa'row load
of the other two ingredients. Thoroughly
incorporate the materials by turning the com-
post several times, and allow it to stand for

a few days before using it. In potting care
must be taken not to place the young plants too
low down, and, on the other hand, not to allow

the ball of the plant to protrude above the
surface of the fresh soil. The latter should
be made firm with the use of a wooden
rammer pr a potting stick, but not to the
extent of damaging the roots of the plants.

After potting stand the plants closely

together on a cool base for a week or

two, water the roots well and syringe the

plants overhead once or twice daily.

EFFECT OF THE DROUGHT.

In such an abnormal year as this, lovers of

their gardens like to compare notes and learn
the experiences of those in other districts

than their own. Heading seems to have been
singularly unfortunate—from S. of Ireland,

Wales, Yorkshire, etc., the papers report
torrential and long continued rain—here,
with wind between S. and W. , clouds
low, frogs in motion, the seaweed in

the hall as limp as a wet rag, the glass slowly
and regularly falling, we yet get nothing
more than a shower of a few minutes duration.
We shall have to wait till next spring to know
all the damage that the prolonged drought has
caused. Drimys Winteri, which has been here
for years, has . t length given up the contest—it

is sheltered on the north, east, and south, but
opens to the west, and lias been carefully watered
every other day. Here, it always Hags after a

hot day—can anyone suggest a reason— it is

planted in good loam. Magnolias tripetala,

Boulanigiana. conspicua, stellata, and salicifolia

all thrive. The Forsythias look at least mori-
bund

; Taxodium distichum, in two cases out of

three, are a rioh mahogany colour with not a

vestige of green showing. Corylopsis pauci-
nuiH i.s as brown as a berry. The Japanese
Wineberry is perfectly white: Catalpa bigno-
nioidos, though covered with bloom, had no
beauty, and of the two specimens of Euoryphia
pinnatifolia. one shows only the seed pods
from the flowers of last year—the other, on
the north side, and where the blossoms were
shaded, was as beautiful as ever. Enkianthus
cainpanulatus lost all its leaves, but i.s now
recovering. Erica carnea looked dead, but gome

tew streaks of green are now visible and hope
revives. Azaia micropfaylla, some 25 ft high,
does not seem to know there has been a
di ought.

Emibothrium cuccineuin, a fine healthy young
specimen last year, is dead, but 1 think
i r was destined to succumb, whatever
the season, might be. One associates the
Eucalyptus with the Pontine Marshes and
other pestiferous swamps, which the tree ren-
ders habitable. Here E. Gunnii, some 40 ft.

high, is planted in the driest grarvel with no
water within reach, but not a leaf has flagged.
Pernettyas are gone, thus anticipating the fate
which awaited them this next winter. Rhodo-
dendron myrtifolium has no leaves, but is in
full flower—a pitiable object. Fremontia oali-

fornica flowered and set seed abundantly, but
the pods ate mostly falling. Romneya hybrida,
Solanum Torreyi and Capparis spinosa were
never better. Lapeyrousia cruenta, both red
and white, have been in flower for weeks.
C'eratostigma WiUmottiae, under a South wall
in a border made for Oncocydus Irises, but
long deserted by them, is a joy to look at

and Plumbago Larpentae has more and deeper
coloured flowers than usual. Gentiana acaulis,
aestiva, septemfida, asclepiadea and Yeitchiorum
have all been good. A form of asclepiadea,
quite new to me. only a foot high, instead of

three feet, has the flowers only at the summit

albus. This year, in three different parts of the
garden, each a long way from the others, has
come up a Papaver. It forms a lovely glaucous
rosette, extremely attractive in winter, just a

foot in diameter—these outer leaves are divided
into three couples of opposite leaflets, followed
by three more gradually tapering to the end

;

from the centre spring other leaves and the
flower stalks—the stalk is about one foot long.

The flower is very unworthy of the foliage, a

sort of salmon pa'nk with little or no substance
—it is monocarpic. I can find no description
of any Papaver in Nicholson's Dictionary of
Gardening which in the least resembles this,

but Mr. Fairer has one called tripiaefolium,

which corresponds, except in the colour of the

flower. How did the seed get there? A. O.
T'a rth (ihim no, Ifen di ng.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

ASPERXTLA NITIDA.
Thu name Asperula is usually associated

with the sweet-scented Woodruff (A. odorata),

a plant that is frequently met with in gardens.
This, however, is a coarse-growing plant com-
pared to other dwarf-growing members of the
genus. One of the latter, A. nitida, illustrated

in Fig. 47 is a charming little rock plant.

Fig. 47.

—

asperula nitida crowing in the alpine LATJSANNE UNIV1

and not all up tin- stems, whilst the colour is a

very dark purple and the habit stiff. It can-
not compare in beauty with the common form

—

which in the evening or just after rain or
watering is a bewitching sight—naturally, the

Agapanthus has revelled in the heat and
Zauschneria talifornica must think it has re-

gained its old home.
Lilium Henryi. though only transplanted last

winter, is 8 ft. high, and is learning to stand
up light : Calceolaria aliba and Linaria
Broussonnetii are flowering abundantly. Papaver
arenarium, which won for itself great admira-
tion last year, has gone off most unaccountably
and cannot be recognised as the same plant

—

perhaps the seed got crossed. A chance seed-

ling of Campanula velutina came up in the

Rhododendron bed and has grown into a thing

of great beauty, grace and fragrance. The
moraine, 7 feet by 13 feet, has never been so

attractive; bring next to the tap. it has been
kept well watered and has been an unmitigated
joy and interest all the summer through. On a
little heap of the sandy gravel which forms the

bed of the Kannet, have luxuriated three forms
of Linaria alpina, Artemisia Baumgarteni,
I'iip.ivri alpinum, Epilobimn Dodonaei, and
rosmaxinifolium, Edraianthus pumilio, Mesem-
lu-vim I l.eniuin crassulinum, Linaria Brousson-
net ii and Saxifraga lantoscana.
This garden has ,-i happy knack of occasionally

producing pleasant surprises, '.;/-. some years

ago M produced three or four Crocus medius

which forms tufts of deep green, pointed
leaves closely set in the early summer with
heads of white flowers, which are pink when
in bud. The illustration here given is from
a photograph taken in the alpine garden of

the Lausanne University, at the Pont de
Nant, where the plant is quite at home and
flowers freely. In this country it does not
always produce such a wealth of bloom, but
it may be successfully grown in well-drained,
gritty loam that does not get too dry in

summer.
A. nitida is often met with in gardens under

the name of A. Gussonii. The latter is en-

demic to Sicily, and quite a different plant,

with short, imbricate, obtuse leaves. The
subject of this note is a native of Greece and
Macedonia, and may be propagated by means
of division in early spring, or by cuttings

inserted in summer.
A fitting companion for the above is the

charming A. arcadiensis (>yns, A. athoa and
A. suberosa), which, when well grown, pre-

sents the appearance of hoary woolly tufts,

crowned with numerous pink flowers in dense
heads. This species is a native of Greece and.

owing lo its very hairy foliage, is liable to

damp in winter. 'Thorough drainage and a

sunny ledge are essential, with shingle or
granite chips round about I lie plant. Glass

protection in the winter from wet. and fog,

though tint essential, is a great aid In its well-

being. II'. /.
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EDITORIAL NO TIDE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER 5, Tavistock Street. Covent
Garden, W C 2

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tion* , and save us much time and trouble, if they
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the
effect that all letters relating to financial matters
and to advertisemints should be addressed to the
publishes, and that all communications intended for
publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

MR. KINGDON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA*.

5. -Over the Mekong Divide.

ON April 28 we climbed a well-wooded lime-

stone spur, only to drop down again into

a little valley whose sides were terraced

with Rice fields; a small wooden-roofed bridge

crossed the stream. Just above the bridge was
a dilapidated temple, and this was used as a
meeting place and market for the surrounding
homesteads every five days. We reached the
place on a market day, and found about a hun-
dred yokels gathered together.

In the afternoon we began to ascend steeply,

and soon entered the Pine forest again. We
were now faced by the real Mekong Divide, nine

days after crossing the Salween; there was no
doubt about it when we did at last reach it.

We climbed for hours, always in the Pine forest,

indescribably dry and completely devoid of

flowers. As we got into higher regions, a Tsuga
appeared, and a few Oaks, also a white flowered
Rhododendron. After a long climb, we reached
the pass—it was not n.uch over 8,000 feet after
all—and, descending on the far side, found the
regular Yunnan shrub flora of these altitudes—
email Leguminosae (Indigofera, Desmodrum),
Buddleia, a Rubus with pear-shaped red fruit,

Pieris and other Ericaceae, Osbeckia, etc. In
the villages were Walnut trees, Ricinus, and
Pomegranate. But a certain number of small
trees and shrubs, conspicuous in the Northern
Shan States, were still to be found—Engle-
hardtia for example, Acacia, and shrubby Com-
positae (Vernonia).

One more range had to be crossed before we
reached the first real Chinese city, Shui-ning-fu,
and with the usual perversity of the Yunnan
physiography, it proved higher than the main

I

divide.

The north slopes were, as usual, well-wooded
--Alder, Oak, Cherry, Schima, Englehardtia,
Birch, Lime, Rhododendron, and so on. The
south-facing slopes contrasted strongly with
these, being covered with grass and bracken,
and scattered Alder trees. At the summit we
got into dwarf Bamboo, that odious formation
which serves as a gigantic warning, saying
plainly to all who would approach it, " No
flowers here!" Only the ravines were wooded,
or filled with shrubs, amongst which a Hy-
drangea was conspicuous for its creamy, sterile
flowers and greenish-yellow, fertile flowers. On
the grass slopes lower down a Pedicularis was
coming into flower, and the porcelain blue Gen-
tian found all over Yunnan; also a small, dull
purple Aster-like flower, or Daisy.

Finally came the descent to Shun-ning, and
here the shrub-clad hillsides were drier than
ever, as also was the plain, or rather valley, for
there is really no flat ground anywhere, even
the city being built on the shelving terraced

* The previous articles by Mr. Kingdon Ward were
published in our issues of Slav 14, .lune IS JuW 23 and
August 20, 1921.

'

Hope. I may remark here that it has been an

abnormally dry spring, even for this part of

Yunnan, and consequently the flowers were far

from being at their best.

It was delightful to see Roses again. The
lanes were lined with them, and for the first

time in nearly eight years I heard the mules

clattering along the cobbled streets of a Chinese

city. We spent May Day in Shun-ning—there

was no Hawthorn there. One more range separ-

ated us from the Mekong river, and on May 2

we started up the valley, and soon found our-

selves in the wooded hills again. Here I found

a charming white flowered fragrant Azalea, and
coaxed a little seed out of the long-since ripened

capsules, which were curiously beaked, and
opened by bulging in the middle, the base and
apex remaining closed. The five-needled Pine

with very big cones, erect when young but

pendent when ripe, also appeared here, and the

little creeping Hemiphragma heterophyllum,

so common all over western Yunnan.

From the sun.mit of the range we plunged

down steeply towards the Mekong, reaching the

bottom of the valley next day There was
hardly any difference in the appearance of the

river gorge here and a hundred miles further

north. The slopes were precipitous, but the

road was surprisingly good, and the chain sus-

pension bridge in a much better state of repair

than that on the Bhama route !

A glorious blue Cynoglossum, crowded with

flowers, grew in the hot, dry, gravel bed of a

stream, and Primula malacoides (in fruit and
flower) appeared again. It is certainly a most

variable and versatile plant, and requires critical

examination in all its forms. We are now only

3.400 feet above sea level again, and though the

slopes above the river were clothed with Pines

only, in the deep gullies there was some appear-

ance of tropical vegetation. However, it was
certainly not very convincing in spite of Fig

trees and many lianas. Leathery-leaved trees,

their foliage drooping in the dry heat, a few

Ferns, epiphytes, and so on gave a spurious idea

of Indo-Malayan forest. Twining Asclepiads

were common now.

In the afternoon we had a gusty little rain-

storm, and several Pine frees, insecurely pei'ched

on the steep slopes, came crashing down. Next
day's march took us over the Yang-pi watershed,

and now a new lot of flowers put in an appear-

ance, shrubby Saxifragaceae becoming numerous.

There was a very fine Philadelphus with ivory

white flowers, and a Deutzia also with white

flowers; a second species of the latter, growing

in the forest, had flowers flushed with purplish

pink, and a third species, found on the open

rocky slopes, shaded from direct sunlight, had

very small white flowers crowded on the stems

like clusters of beads; it was a most dainty little

shrub, perhaps the prettiest of them all. There

was a Decaisnea in flower here also.

As for the forest, it was all Pines, or, in the

gullies, Oaks, with scattered trees of Rhododen-

dron Delavayi, very gnarled and twiggy, on the

south slopes; on the north side it was a little

more varied, another white flowered Rhododen-

dron appearing, though it was not in flower

here. But it was only the summit of the range

that was wooded, and we soon got down to sun-

scorched, slaty rocks covered with shrubs. Here

I found a tiny blue Iris, just one plant with a

single flower of a delicate porcelain blue, smaller

even than I. kumaonensis. There was a small

stream coming down through the forest, and on

its banks was a big Iris whose leaves spread

out below the many-flowered inflorescence in a

fan, exactly as in Strelitzia. Unfortunately, the

(lowers were over, but there was any amount of

the previous year's seed in the capsules, and
this I gathered. On the rocky slopes under the

Pine trees a small Pyrola was just poking up

its head, and hanging from the rocks were the

ragged leaves and capsules of some Zingiber-

aoeous plant, of which I also secured seed, on

the chance that it might prove a thing of

beauty.

Roses now, for the first time, began to grow

commonly in the hedgerows, and a Jasmine with

bright yolk-of-egg coloured flowers, sweetly

scented. A small, white-flowered, scrubby Bau-

hinia, which also grows commonly at Tali, is

typical of these dry, stony valleys. There was

also a Hypericum—not H. patulum—with bril-

liant, deep yellow flowers, which quite took my
fancy, though as a rule I hate the sight of a

shrubby Hypericum, chiefly on account of its

colour. Besides, one never seems to get away

from H. patulum.

On May 5 the descent was continued to th(

Yang-pi river, crossed also on the Bhamo route.

Here they could only run to a ferry, and a

Bamboo raft at that, instead of a bridge. As ,

for the mules, they swam across in a solid

phalanx, for mutual support. The Yang-pi

valley was almost as arid as the Mekong in

eastern Tibet. There were no trees at all down

here, only scattered shrubs and bare rock. It

was a roasting hot day, and not an atom of

shade could we find; so we just sat and grilled

while the raft was plying slowly to and fro.

A very steep ascent led us out of the valley,

with nothing attractive about the flora on these

sun-scorched rocks, though we were back on to

limestone again. It is a wonder how any tree?

and shrubs manage to get a living on

the limestone ranges at this attitude in Yunnan.

There is not a drop of water to be seen any-

where, and the heat, though dry, is intense.

Small wonder that only Pines and scrubby Oaks

thinly cover the slopes, and that there are no

flowers to be seen. Nevertheless, when it does

rain it rains heavily, to judge by the rents

ripped open on the hillsides, no less than by

.

the stone-choked valleys down below.

In the evening we crossed a deep gorge in

the limestone, full of trees and twining plants—

Leguminosae, Asclepiads, Clematis, and even aj

Rheum, of which I collected seed. It was as

though all the plants which had tumbled into

this ditch were trying to scramble out again,

by twining. The most beautiful of all was a|

white-flowered Wistaria, whose long racemes

hung in festoons from the trees, scenting the

road. F. Kingdon Ward.

THE ROSARY.

ROSE SHOWS AND AMATEURS.
In the year 1914 I was fortunate enough to

win the first prize in the class for growers of

under 2,000 Rose plants at the National Rose

Society's Show at the Botanic Gardens.

Regent's Park, but the satisfaction was not

great, as there was only one other competitor.

Few wanted to show during the war, but!

since the Armistice few have had an oppor-

tunity to compete, except against the giant col-

lections, or against the men who grow solely to i

show, for both the classes for under 3,000 and

2,000 plants have been deleted. It is wise to
J

reduce the number of classes; but why have ,

three classes in the open division, and none for

less ambitious growers, who have not the same

range for selection? If two intermediate classes

are too many, at least the Society might com-

promise with classes for growers of fewer than

2,000 or 2,500 plants. I suggest the former
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classes should be bath restored, and the num-
ber of classes in the open division be reduced.
The object of Rose shows, and of those of

the National Rose Society generally, would seem
to be to promote the more general growing and
shutting of Roses of the highest class, instead of
the haphazard planting of inferior Roses in a
general garden. Larger numbers of serious
growers and exhibitors are needed. The
amateur rosarian, who grows as a pleasant pas-
time, is frightened by the amateur-professional,
who grows mainly to show, and he does not
receive much encouragement.
My next suggestion is on a different point

I read in an excellent article by a professional
gardener, who exhibits in the 'amateur classes
in his employer's name, that it is useless to
show unless you bud, and that he buds at least
500 Roses every year. This is not exactly
encouraging for the amateur who has not the
power to do likewise. I pass without discus-
sion the point of having to compete as an
amateur against a skilled grower, in an amateur
class which is meant for the encouragement of
the amateur. Is it a good thing to make show-
ing a hopeless business for the ordinary amateur
by encouraging the exhibition of blooms from
maiden plants, which' probably will never
repeat such flowers in their life history? As the
championship can only be won by those who
must devote a vast amount of time and energy
to the work, I do not suggest that the
"maidens " should be excluded from the cham-
pionship class, but as the rank and file of exhi-
tutors must depend maiidy on cutbacks, I think
that in the other amateur classes blooms from
maiden plants should be 'excluded. In his book
Mr. Pemberton quotes the Society's definition

of a good Rose :
" The highest type of bloom

has form, size, brightness, substance, and
good foliage, and which at the time of judging
is in the most perfect phase of its possible
beauty ; but a bloom dressed so as to alter ite

character shall count as a bad bloom." Now
what judge ever pays the smallest attention to

this? With the constant dressing which the
poor blooms receive the instruction might as
well be deleted. In the many rows of boxes at
the National Rose Society's shows how many
blooms can be found which have naturally ex-

panded to the most perfect phase of their char-

acteristic beauty, or are not dressed so as to

alter their character? Rose after Rose is arti-

ficially forced to do its best until its oharacteir

is wholly altered, with its outsfde petals forced

back to show at all cost a pointed centre. Mr.
Pemberton writes:—"It is easy to turn back
the petals, and Roses with petals forced back

may attract attention. But judges look at each

flower individually, and will not be led astray

by its apparent size." Originally, this may
have been true, but certainly it is no longer.

The outer petals are just pressed back and the

inside petals tied until the last moment so a^
to force the pointed centre of which, I think

judges make a sort of fetish, when Roses like

Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt and Mrs. Sharman
Crawford must give way to such as J. L. Mock
and Mrs. Coxhead, both of which ought surely

to disqualify the colour-blind exhibitor in

whose boxes they are found. The mere fact of

their acceptance is enough to show there

is something wrong an the method of judging.

Are the rigid lines on which points are given

all that can be desired? Logically, I suppose

any Rose could be exhibited, and a perfect

specimen of any variety should be a three-point

bloom ; but, like many other logical conclusions,

it is quite impracticable, for it would defeat its

own end, as little and big and all sorts of

colours and shapes would be jumbled together.

Still, all this raises the question whether undue
importance is not given to form. and. above

all. natural expansion of each individual

to size. Perhaps it might be better to give a

number of points to the box, which might look

the best from the point of view of general

Appearance, colour, evenness, freshness, and

Bloom, while penalising blooms with petals

forced back, with brown or ragged patches

snipped off, and so forth.

Lastly, it is questionable whether the experts

who record their judgment on the seedling Roses
can feel very happy when they look back on

the list of Roses which have been accorded the
Gold Medal of the National Rose Society. This
may be said without the smallest reflection en
the judgment of the experts at the moment
when their decision must be given. But it
seems to indicate that either Gold Medals are
too freely awarded, or that no really reliable
judgment is possible until a Rose has been on
its trial for some longer period. The results of
unmerited coronation of a Rose are obvious ami
unfortunate. I submit it would be an improve-
ment to establish a system of provisional cards
of recommendation, which might ibe exchanged
at a later date, say, after two or three years,
for such medals or awards as then might appear
to be justified by the vigour and habit, as well
as by the size and beauty of the variety. In
other words, <I suggest the postponement of the
definitive award. F. A. f.'orett. Holiday
House, Sunningdale.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

Although the genus Mesembryanthemum
contains several hundred species, many of which
have showy rlow.jrs, it does not seem to find
much favour with the horticulturists of the
present day, for there are comparatively few
who cultivate them, and they are not to be
found in many gardens. Yet" where they can
be fully exposed to the sun they make a grand
display of flowers, and require much less atten-
tion than many other plants.
The members of this genus undoubtedly

merit more recognition and appreciation by
the gardener than they usually get in this
country, for none can deny the beauty of
the flowers, their only fault being that they
love sunshine, and many kinds will only ex

Fig. 4b\—flowering clump of mesembryanthemum lineare (syn. m. pyropeum).

ROSE CLIMBING PAUL LEDE.

Of all garden Roses I know of none more
appreciated than the climbing form of Paul

Lede. The colour—carmine-rose shaded yellow

—is more pronounced in the climbing form than

it is in the dwarf variety. The blooms are

shapely, well filled in the centre, the petals

stiff and lasting, and, what is especially pleas-

ing, the fragrance is pronounced. The growth

is vigorous, with large, clean foliage that is

but little affected by aphis. From the time

I he plants commence to flower in June they

continue to bloom well into the autumn by

the production of new growth. Given an open.

sunn; spot, stiff soil, and a minimum of atten-

tion, I am sure this Rose will please all who

require cut bboms of a pleasing character.

/; .1/.

pand their flowers when the sun shines upon

them, others only at certain hours of the

day, and others at night. Mostly they are

cultivated under glass, but they thrive best

when exposed as much as possible to air and

sunshine.
It may not, perhaps, be generally known

that in the south of England and Wales, and

even on the '-lift's of the east coast at Bawdsey

Manor, near Felixstowe, I am informed by

Mr I r\ in- th-.t many species are grown in

the open air and are quite hardy, for they

withstand the average winter, and flower in

j reat profusion in the summer, making a

'.•rand display in such places. Whilst admiring

a fine clump of M. falciforme growing out-of-

doors in this way at Tenby, and so densely

covered with flowers that they touched one

another so as to nearly conceal the plant, I
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was told by the lady who owned it that,
although it flowered in this profuse way when
treated as a hardy plant, yet, when grown
in her greenho lse, it produced only a few
flowers, thus demonstrating the preference of
these plants for open-air treatment.
Among those that I think could be grown

in the open air successfully, especially near
the coast, or treated as bedding plants, are
M. falciforme, M. falcatum, M. hispidum, M.
coccineum, M. Brownii (which is probably a
garden hybrid), M. luteum. M. aurcum, M.
polyanthum, M. multiHorum, M. deltoides,
51. Haworthii. M. heteropetalum, and M.
multiradiatum (syn. M. blandum).
Unless the season were unusually wet and

cold, I believe most, if not all. of these would
thrive and make a good display if thus
treated, but they would require to be grown
in porous well-drained soil. Fig. 48 illustrates
the kind of display these plants make under
favourable conditions. It represents a clump
of M. lineare, Thunb. (better known as M.
tricolor ami M. pyropeum), a very pretty
annual, with linear channelled leaves, and
Daisy-like flowers that vary in colour, being
white or purple, or purple' with a white eye.
Yet all cannot be grown in this manner,
many being impatient of too much water or
great humidity of the air when they require
to rest, but during the warmer part of the
year, if they could be placed in the open
air. fully exposed to the sun, and protected
by a glass roof (without sides) to shelter them
from rain, and carefully watered, I believe
all the species would thrive much better than
they do as grown in a greenhouse.
During a lengthy experience in the cultiva-

tion of the stemless species of this genus, I
have found it preferable to water these plants
either by standing the pots containing them
in a shallow tray of water and allow the water
to soak upwards, or by plunging the pots in
earth and keeping that earth damp, without
watering on the top of the soil in which the
plant is growing, although during hot
weather the latter method answers very well
and does no harm, provided that it is not
overdone, and at the same time sufficient
water is given to soak down to the region of
the root-tips. For, if the latter are allowed
to get too dry, so that they die. then, when
water does reach them, they rot and often
cause the death of the plants. The watering
of the more delicate species is an art that
cannot be explained by words, and can only
be acquired by experience.

This genus, as at present understood, is so
vast and contains so many species that are
undescribed, although already under cultiva-
tion, besides a large number that I am certain
yet remain to be discovered, that the mono-
graphs of the present day are quite useless
for distinguishing closely allied species, for
many are so similar in general appearance
that, when seen separately, two snecies are
liable to be (and often are) mistakenly sup-
posed to be identical. So that names under
which some of these plants are found in
gardens are often entirely wrong. As an in-
stance I may cite a plant cultivated in gardens
and also described in Berger's monograph of
this genus as being M. carinans: It is not
that plant, however, but a smaller species
allied to it, which I last year described in the
Journal of the TAnnean Society, Vol. Xl.V,
p. 66. under the name of M. granulatuin
Sometimes, also, synonyms are manufactured
by nurserymen, especially those on the Con-
tinent, who seem only concerned in the selling
of their plants, without taking the trouble
of identifying them. As an instance of this, M.
concinnum (Fig. 49) may be quoted. This is

one of thr- prettiest and neatest of the stemless
group that I have seen, and forms an excellent
contrast to ,ts equally charming ally. M.
calcareum. It has a rosette of short,

'

blunt.
somewhat clavate leaves, beautifully marked
with slightly raised, white, wart-like spots. It
was described by myself in the (7cm/. Chron.
for 1916. Vol. LX. p. 204, from a plant formerly
in the collection of Mr. G. Elisha and now
in my possession, of which Fig. 49 is a life-
size representation that, unfortunately, does

not give a good idea of the beauty of the

plant, colour being absent. Afterwards I

learnt that it had been figured by Dinter in

his Neue und wenig bekante Pflanzen Deutsch
Sudwest Africa, p. 38, f. 56 1 1914) , as being

M. calcareum, from which it is very distinct ;

and now it is being sold by Continental
nurserymen under the name of M. Sehwantesii

From some cause quite unknown to me, I find

that during some years the coloration of the
leaves is much brighter and more pleasing

than in others. Possibly a difference of

sunlight may produce this effect. M. cal-

careum also varies, but with me its leaves

are usually of a beautiful purplish tint. This

confusion of names is not to be wondered at

in the present state of our knowledge, and
only when the undiscovered species of this

genus have nearly been exhausted, and a really

workable monograph of it made, can we hope

to remedy it. i\". K. Brown.
(To be continued.)

AUGUST VEGETABLES.

EARLY FLOWERING GLADIOLI.

Is this section of the Gladiolus grown as

much as it should be? Market growers send

the Bride and Peach Blossom to the shops,

but one sees veiy little else. There is a much
larger choice in this section than there was

U'lictograpti by K. K. Brown.

Fig. 49.

—

mesembryanthemum concinnum.
NAT. SIZE.

formerly, and private growers would do weli

to give some of the newer varieties a trial.

On a south border, with the protection of a

wall or a hedge, I find many varieties give a
profusion of bloom at a time when cut, flo\ve:s

are scarce.

The planting directions in the catalogue
before me read as follow:—"They want plant-

ing in autumn, 4 inches deep and 4 inches

apart, and should be covered in winter 3 inches
thick. This cover must be left till end of

spring. ' In the place of the covering sug-

gested, I stick branches of evergreen*!—Euony-
mus generally—about 15 to 18 inches high,
down the rows, which are placed a foot apart,

and I find this protection sufficient in all but
very severe weather, when it is easy to throw
a few mats over the evergreens. This extra pro-

tection is required mostly where the beds have
been allowed to remain for more than one year
without the corms being lifted. In this case

the corms start into growth earlier, and some-
times have several inches of growth above
ground before Christmas. I have grown Fire

King and Ne Plus Ultra four years without

lifting them.

In 1919 I planted twelve of the newer varie-

ties, and lifted them this year for the first

time. Some did badly, some did moderately
well, and others very well. The following four
were the best, both as to flowering and natural
increase :—1. Centenary, pure white with red
and pink suffused blotch ; 2, Bridesmaid, soft

rosy white with sulphur white blotch, edged
deep carmine ; 3, Sweetheart, pure white and
blotched deep red ; 4. Bloemhof, white with
large deep carmine blotches on the lower petals.

South Hants.

When dealing with the vegetable supply at
Aldenham for July, I referred to the trying
time that' we had experienced, owing to the
long-continued drought, and since that period
we have had to face another month of very dry
weather. In the early days we were perhaps
somewhat better oft than many other growers,
owing to the fact that our soil is heavy Lon-
don clay, which is very retentive of moisture,
but once it became thoroughly dry the position
was reversed, and, owing to the shrinkage
which accompanied the drying up of the soil,

large, deep fissures have appeared, which
neither hoeing nor watering have prevented.

The position may better be realised when
viewing the rainfall figures of our district for
the current year to date. Up to the end of

May we registered 5\ inches of rain, of which
just under one inch fell during that month.
Thereafter the fall in June was only 0.16

inch on four days, in July 0.20 inch on five

days, and in August, up to the 15th, 0.40 inch,

making a total for the year to that date of 6V
inches, as against a normal rainfall of about
15 to 17 inches. On August 16 and 17 we
registered 1.46 inch, and now, once again, the
weather has, so far as can be judged, set in

fine and hot, and the little moisture we have
received appears likely to soon be exhausted,
owing to the power of the sun and strong
north-east wind. As a result, it is becoming
a more serious struggle to maintain supplies,

and I fear greatly for the winter supplies ol

green vegetibles, unless we soon get an
adequate rainfall. On some of our larger
vegetable quarters it is impossible to do more
than just give the plants a damping occasion-

ally from the limited supplies of pond water
that is available.

Beferring to Dr. Dvrham's comments in the
issue of August 6, he appears to miss the
significance of these monthly notes, and there
may possibly be others who do the same. Th<

object of this Monthly record is to give details

of vegetables as they come into use in a large

garden. Consequently Winter Badishes do not

call for notice yet awhile, whilst at a previous

period they were considered for the notes at

the proper time, but for a reason were then
omitted. It may, however, interest Dr. Dur-
ham to know that we do grow both the

Chinese Bose and Black Spanish kinds.

Whilst I regard Kohl Babi as a perfectly
good and useful vegetable, wholesome in all

ways, yet I do not consider that it is worthy
of inclusion in the ranks of the higher grade
vegetables, and whereas, nicely cooked and
served, it is quite appetising, yet I would not

for one moment consider it to be equal to a

dish of young Turnips.

Finally, I do not relate the vegetable position

with any consideration of the capabilities of

the kitchen staff, but solely from the garden
production point of view, allowance being

made for table value based on the best culinary
methods at all times being adopted.

Whilst we have had to exercise great

economy in the use of some produce, other

vegetables have been and still are giving ex-

cellent supplies, and it is some consolation

to realise that in abnormal seasons Nature
undoubtedly compensates in these (matters

for where one group proves disappointing
under certain climatic conditions, others will

excel their usual production.

One kind only remains to be struck off the

list. Broad Beans being now finished. Other

items have finished their course, but have been
replaced by other varieties of the same kind,

or, where frame supplies have ended, the crops

from the open have been available, and atten-

tion will be drawn to these when dealing with

the particular kinds. In place of the finished

crop above mentioned, we have two new sub-

jects to add to the list, viz., Bunner Beans and

New Zealand Spinach.

The supplies of Globe Aitichokes are hold-

ing out well; we are feeding the plants

liberally with liquid manure, and have care-
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Bully attended to the beds and mulched them
efficiently.

We have made full use of all frames as they
became available to bring along supplies of
suitable vegetables, and French Beans have
been freely grown in this way, the plants
giving a plentiful supply of nice pods.
Golden Waxpod has been one of the best sorts,
and another excellent variety has been Magpie,
In addition to the frame yield, we are also
getting very good supplies from similar varie-
ties growing in the open, the seeds of which
were sown about the middle of June.
Other than Globe Beet, the frame supplies

of Beet are low finished, but of the kind just
mentioned we are getting good quantities. The
frame crops have been replaced by those in
the open, and of these we are pulling roots
of such varieties as Cheltenham Green Top.
Sutton's Black, Dobbie's Purple, Pragnell"s
Exhibition, Perfection, Dell's Crimson, and
Blood Bed; though the roots are on the small
side, due to lack of rain, the quality is excellent.
This year, in most localities, Cabbages are

fetching high prices, and the supplies are un-
questionably scarce in this locality. We are
fortunate in having a fairly good crop that is
giving a satisfactory yield, and at the present
time we were relying principally upon the
varieties Tender and True, Earliest, Favourite,
and All Heart.
Carrots are another very scarce vegetable

this season, and we have seized the opportu-
nity to utilise every possible space for sowing
with a view to getting good supplies of young
roots. From pits we are still getting plenty of
the three varieties mentioned in the last notes,
and in addition to this we are pulling nice

Proofs of Favourite and New Bed Intermediate
from the first open sowings.
We have spared no efforts to keep up good

supplies >f Cauliflowers, and to aid in this en-
deavour have planted them freely, with Savoys
between. These two vegetables, thus inter-
cropped, certainly do well together, and the
Savoys benefit from the protection afforded
them. The first crop matures and is cleared
before the Savoys need all the space. The
varieties Walcheren and Dvancourt have been
cleared, and their places have been taken by
Early Giant and Autumn Giant.
Egg Plants 'Aubergines) call for remark. It

will be recalled that in the notes on June
vegetables I suggested that the fruits should
be matured under glass to obtain the best
results. That practice, as a general rule and
in ordinary seasons, holds good, but this year
it has not been necessary. Our plants, which
were established in eight-inch pots, were stood
out in frames and with the lights entirely
removed. They have made wonderful progress,
both the purple and white varieties apparently
revelling in the hot weather. Whereas in

most seasons it is generally advisable to re-

strict the plants to about four fruits, this

summer the plants are carrying an average of

about ten fruits, whilst some of them have as

many as fifteen, and all are maturing perfectly.

Little need be said of Kohl Babi other than
that we. are getting good supplies of each
kind and sufficient to meet the demands.
Growing good Lettuces has been a tough

problem in many districts, and some of the
heads I have seen offered at verv high prices

have not been worth buying. We are again
fortunate with these, for we have fine sup-
plies. This season, in order to maintain a

succession, we have grown them in the alleys

between the Asparagus beds. It is the first

Occasion that we have thus used these spaces
for Lettuce, though I have done so before for

Celery, etc., and the results are certainly jus-

tifying the procedure, for we arc getting a fine

Top of good Lettuces. The varieties of the
v, ninns sowings are:—Cos: Mammoth and
Bnperb White; and Cabbage: Ideal. Marvel.
Fa\oiirite, Heartwell, Matchless, Golden
Queen, and Golden Ball.

Onions are doing well, and we are drawing
on Gia.it Rocca, White Emperor, and Autumn
Triumph as the main sources of supply; whilst

i

for salad purposes we are utilising young plants
of the Queen variety, (iiven a continuance of

fine weather, it should rot be difficult to

gainer well-ripened Onions for winter storage.

Of Peas, we are principally relying on Auto-
cuit, a very fine variety for late cropping.
Owing to the drought, we have not had a large
crop this season, nor of long duration gene-
rally, and until the pods of late-sown plants
become ready for picking, strict economy has
had to be exercised with the supplies.
Potatos will, I am afraid, be a general short-

age in the South this year, and such tubers
as there are will, in many cases, be much
undersized. Our frame supplies are finished,

but we are getting fair yields from the open,
and at the present time are utilising Mid-
lot Man Early principally, whilst also employ
ing Tinwald Perfection, Immune Ashleaf, Irish

King. Favourite. Witch Hill, Wycombe Star,

and Besistant Snowdrop, besides some of the
coloured ones mentioned in last month's notes.

Bhubarb is still yielding well, and sufficient

for our purposes.

Both Summer and Sorrel Spinach are still

maintaining supplies as. recorded last month.
Vegetable Marrows we have found to be

one of our most useful vegetables this summer.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE WAGENER.
The variety of Apple illustrated in Fig. 50

is of American origin ; it was raised in the
garden of Mr. Abraham Wagener about 1796
at Dover, New Yoik State, U.S.A. In
gardens of this country it is frequently grown
under the name of Waggoner, aaid it is easy
to see how the error arose. Specimens were
shown 'by Messrs. Bunyard and Co., Ltd., at
the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
on April 26 last, and the fruits were in
splendid condition, showing what a valuable
late Apple it is. The fruits are of medium size

—the one illustrated being a characteristic

specimen, with a rich golden skin heavily
flushed with orange red. It may be used for
either dessert, or culinary purposes, and is

described by Mr. Bunyaid in .-1 Handbooh of
Fruits as one of the best late varieties. It

received the B.H.S. Award of Merit on April
19. 1910.

Fig. 50.

—

apple wagener, one of the best late varieties.

Supplies are, for the most part, still excellent.
and especially where watt-ring and feeding
have been effectively carried out.

Turnips arc yielding fairly well, and the
principal varieties we have in use at the pre-
sent time are Snowball, Bed Milan, White
Milan, and Aldenham Victory.

Mushrooms are giving similar supplies to last
month

.

Salading.—There is practically no change to
record amongst salad vegetables. Tomatos,
both yellow and red. are yielding full supplies,
and those out of doors are doing excellently
this season. Cucumbers are yielding well;
Radishes, with frequent sowings and a little

careful attention, are also fairly prolific, both
from frames and the open ground, the two
principal varieties still being French Break-
fast Mid Early Rose, whilst Mustard and
Cress, Garlic, Chives, and Shallots are all

plentiful, and flavouring items other than the
difficult Parsley are giving all that is re-

quired. Parsley has, I believe, been one of

tlic must difficult vegetables to obtain this

year, and it i.as required considerable trouble

to get sufficient leaves for our needs.

Celery that we have planted this season
between the rows of Runner Beans (which
rows we always set at least ten feet apart to

afford the Beans proper growing spacel is

doing very well indeed, and there is no ques-

tion but that glowing t lie Celery in such a

shady position suits it admirably. Heads are

now becoming available. Edwin Beckett.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

THE FRUIT CROPS.

(Continued from page 114.)

Northumberland.—The crop of Goose-
berries, of which we grow more than
60 varieties, was of good quality and
the berries large. Black, Red, and White
Currants were heavy crops. Raspberries were
badly injured by frost. Strawberries were very
good and the berries of large size, which I

attribute to mulching the beds with manure
early in April. Pears are scarce, except on

wall trees. Cla.pp's Favourite, Pitmaston
Duchess, Le Lectier, Doyenne du Cornice.

Charles Ernest, Marguerite Marillat, Beurre

Did and Conference arc carrying full crops on
walls. Apricots and Peaches are poor crops

..wing t.. severe frost on April 14 and 15, when
12 and 11 degrees of frost were registered ; fruits

of the size of Peas were frozen black. Apples

are good botli on wall ti< •- and bushes. Tin-

severe frosts in April did considerable damage
to the blossom; frost was registered <>n eleven

nights. The amount of rainfall since March only

amounts to 2.75 inches. Our soil is a medium
loam on a clay sub-soil. W. E. Anderson,

Close "Bouse Gardens, Wylam on-Tyne.
Yorkshire.—Apples arc an enormous crop,

but owing to the continued drought many
have dropped from the trees. Pears and
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Piums are poor crops, except in sheltered

places, owing to frost destroying the blossom.

Strawberries were a heavy yield, but quickly

over owing to lack of moisture. Currants and
Gooseberries .were very plentiful, but birds

spoiled much of the fruit. The drought has
ruined many of the crops, but this district is

not so bad as many I have seen, as the soil,

consisting of three feet good loam on a layer

of clay and red sand below, withstands
drought well. Jas. E. Hathau-aij, Baldersby
Park Gardens, Thirst.

In mid-April this district, was visited by
strong east winds and very sharp frosts. The
blossoms of Plum and Pear trees, both in ihe
open and against walls, were, in most cases,

killed outright. Smudge fires were employed on
the eastern side of exposed small bush fruits,

with gratifying results. Apple blossom was late

in expanding, and the Apple crop is both
heavy and good. Apparently, the great heat
of summer caused considerable moisture to

rise from a deep underlayer of chalk. Sidney
Lego, Warter Priory Gardens, York.

ENGLAND, E.

Cambridgeshire.—All fruits promised well, but

the blossoms were damaged by late frosts.

The season for Strawberries and Raspberries
was very short, owing to the exceeding hot,

diry weather. Through lack of moisture
Apples are dropping in large quantities. A.
Sewell, Barton Road, Ely.
Essex.—The fruit crops are disappointing.

Plums and Currants, which at one time
looked very promising, were ruined in one
night following_ a late, wet frost. Straw-
berries and Raspberries, each of which at one
time promised a heavy crop, gradually
shrivelled up, and not more than one-third of

a. crop was gathered. Wall trees such as
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots and Morello
Cherries are carrying very good crops, but
are showing signs of suffering from the con-
tinued drought. Apples, too, in like manner
are suffering, and will be a light crop unless
rain falls soon. Our soil is a strong loam
on clay. Arthur Bullock, Copped Hall
Gardens, Epping.

Plums and Pears dropped in most cases
after very cold weather in early May.
Black Currants also dropped to a considerable
extent. Raspberries and Strawberries suffered
from drought. Apples are the best crop of
the year, but these are in need of rain. Aphis
attacks on Plums and Cherries are serious.
The soil generally is of a heavy texture. C.
Wake! i/. County Gardens, Chelmsford.

We have an excellent crop of Apples, and
the quality of the fruit is good. Pears are a
very good crop, but will be small on account
of the drought. Plums are below the average
quantity with the exception of Rivers' Early
Prolific, which was a good crop and of good
quality. The crop of Cherries was very good,
and the fruits of good quality. Peaches.
Nectarines and Apricots are both very fine
crops, and the quality is superb, no doubt due
to the large amount of sunshine. Of small fruits,

Gooseberies and Currants were very good, but
Raspberries were on the small side, although
of good quality. Strawberries were small,
but again the quality was good. Apples and
Nuts are both very plentiful. The drought
has been very severe here ; we have had no
rain since the end of January. F. J. Reed,
Tillingham Hall Gardens. Tillinghatn, vr.
Southminster.

We have a good crop of Apples, but the
trees are^ suffering slightly through the
drought, although ours is a good retentive soil

in most places. Pears are very scarce owing
to late frosts destroying the blossom, except
in a few sheltered places. Plums are almost
a failure. Cherries. Peaches and Nectarines
are fair crops. Gooseberries were good in most
places, but Red and Black Currants suffered
severely from frosts. Raspberries were of small
size owing to the drought, and Strawberries
were simply scorched up in places. William
Johnson, Stansted Hall Gardens, Stansted.

r To be continued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.^

Primula helodoxa.— I am much obliged to Sir

Herbert Maxwell for his information on page 78.

He has evidently not had the same duration of

drought as we have had at Bartley. Referring
to my barograph charts, I find little or no rain

to speak of has fallen since February 1 ; such
rain as we have had has been of short duration,

and a few hours of sunshine leaves no trace of it.

Up to the present date (August 9) we are as

dry as ever. A good rain commenced on
August 5 about 10 p.m., but it cleared after a
few hours, and the hopes of a real break in the
drought were not realised. The weather is

cooler, but high winds do not help matters.
Therefore, by the date given by Sir Herbert
Maxwell (April 27) as the beginning of the
drought it will be seen that here we were
already in a very dry state, and the result of

this can be readily imagined in the case of

hardy Primulas requiring moisture at the
present date. They flowered magnificently, but
have gradually died off. P. Bulleyana is light-

ing for its existence, but nearly all others have
" gone west." It is pleasant to think of Sir

Herbert Maxwell with his plants still thriving.

No doubt they get their roots well down through
the gravelly soil, beyond reach of the drought.

P. sikkimensis has done far better than I ex-

pected, flowering magnificently and struggling

on still after most other kinds have died. P.

Poissonii. described by Mr. Arnott (p. 77), is

just going out of 'bloom here. I have only a
few plants now, but I do not find that it dies

off after flowering. One of its good points is

that it blooms late, after most kinds are over,

and it prolongs the Primula season. Although
the colour is rather against it, as Mr. Arnott
points out, it is well worth its place in a garden.

G. H. Dalrymple, Bartley.

Insects and Fruit Trees—Mr. Durham's
note (p. 78) is interestingly suggestive. The
hibernating moths which would be about when
the early fruit trees flower might certainly
visit the flowers if the latter are attractive at
night. Bumble-bees of several species and
also bluebottle flies frequent them during the
day. C. Nicholson.

Dry Spraying.—With reference to my com-
ments on this matter (page 51, July 23). I

wish to state that I have experimented for
myself, and have decided, as a result, that
the system is not worthy of much attention,
so far as Apple and Pear trees are concerned.
The dry powder will not adhere to the leaves
unless they are damp, and most of the mate-
rial is entirely wasted. Further, even with
all care, one has to inhale a large amount
of the dust. Wet spraying is infinitely more
efficient, in spite of certain drawbacks, and
I do not intend to have any more to do with
powder spraying. For Potatos it is fairly

suitable, but even then the leaves should be
damp at the time of application. As to spray-
ing fruit trees. I think that no spray pays
so well as lime wash applied as late as possible

in the spring, just as the buds are about to

break. The lime covers up all eggs and in-

sects,* and trouble for the rest of the year is

greatly reduced, and often almost entirely

eliminated. The winter moth caterpillar is

effectually combated by this spring lime spray,

and most insect pests are a'.so suppressed.
11'. .7. Fanner, Redruth

Wasps.—I read with interest Mr. Bul-

lock's experience with wasps (p. 78). Queen
wasps were plentiful here from March to July,

and the first date on which a queen was
seen here this year was March 5; from then
up to July I killed 142 queen wasps. They
are very fond of Gooseberries when in flower,

and also of Cotoneaster horizontalis and C.

Simonsii. From my observations I find they

visit the Cotoneasters mostly in the evening.

It would be very interesting if other readers

would give the names of plants queen wasps
visit. The workers are not numerous here up
to ths< present, hence the importance of killing

Uie queens in spring. A few have visited the

vines and Figs indoors, but outside fruit has
not be.»n touched up to the present (August 8).

Scott's Wasp Destroyer is a good and sure
remedy. I suspend two or three pieces of
wood about 4 inches square from the roof, and
on these I put a Fig or Grape that the wasps
have started to eat, with some of the syrup
on the fruit, and it is surprising how soon the
wasps disappear. Dixon's Wasp Destroyer is
excellent for taking the nests; simply put a
teaspoonful well into the entrance of the hole
—no other attention is required. Another way
of destroying the nests is to saturate a piece
of rag in a solution of cyanide of potassium,
place it in the hole and two hours afterwards
seal the hole up with soil. The gardens here
are entirely surrounded with woods. D. H.
Dunn, Hafod, Aberystwyth.

These pests are abundant everywhere
in the southern counties this year, as
stated by Mr. Arthur Bullock on "page 78.
They turn up in numbers in gardens where
there is little fruit for them to destroy, or
even none at all. They are very inquisitive,

and have evidently some difficulty in finding
food, though the dry, warm weather has been
very favourable to them in other respects.
They are very fond of the flowers of
Scrophularia aquatica, and quarrel with
bumble and other bees when they meet
together to probe the flowers of Lycopus
europaeus. In the course of a walk,
somewhat under three miles, in the
valley of the, Thames, quite recently I
counted 29 large nests. There might have
been more, but I did not inspect the bank
very closely. Large numbers of queens were
prospecting for suitable situations in which
to found new colonies. They seem to prefer

a sunny, southern aspect, but do not object

to a hole in a tree trunk. Sandy and gravelly

banks are more easy for them to excavate
than one of clay, which is now extremely
hard. There are few Plums for them to

destroy this year, but the Peaches are sure to

suffer before the end of September. J. F.

Bearing of Fruit Trees in Alternate Years.

—Re your leading article (page 69) on " The
Bearing of Fruit Trees," etc., and the state-

ment of Mr. R. H. Roberts, as quoted, that
" each bud on the spur and other shoots of

an Apple has its destiny for the year fixed

by early July," will you kindly publish the

following note:—The Rev. Chas. C. Ellison,

who died at Bracebridge, near Lincoln, in

1912. finding a long irow of Cox's) Orange
Pippin he had planted remaining practically

barren over several years, lifted each alter-

nate trees in autumn, as soon as most of the

leaves could be shaken off, replanting them

forthwith. The following spring the lifted

trees were thick with blossom, bearing a

heavy crop that year, while the unlifted trees

remained, as before, practically blossomless.

and. of course, fruitless. Was not that proof

that the autumn check converted wood buds

into fruit buds straight away? E. KnowldiA
Duhlhi.

Vines Checked by Frost.—At the commence.

ment of this year through unforeseen circum-

-hwiees, our coal supply was cut off. The early

vines up to April 7 made rapid progress,

but on the night of that date we registered

10° of frost, which severely damaged the

leaves. All the known methods were adopted

to minimise the damage done. As the fuliag£>

recovered, laterals were encouraged to take the

place of the crippled main leaves, but in

spite of this precaution the main buds broke

into growth. With such a sunny spring the

vines of Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria flowered, and the berries set well. The

vines did not again suffer so severely notwith-

standing we had more frost. To date (August

13), we are cutting bunches equal to those of

former years—except in point of colour, which

is not so deep. The vines had been forced

for a period of thirty years and were con-

demned after this incident. Happily, the

result has encouraged us, and we hope others,

in these dark gardening days to persevere.

George H. Emmett, Lindors Gardens, Glo-i

cester.
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SOCIETIES.

ABERDEEN ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

August 11, 12, and 13.—The annual exhibition
of the Royal Horticultural Society of Aberdeen
was held, on these dates in the Duthie Public
Park, Aberdeen. The weather conditions on the
first two days were not promising, but the rain
held off. The closing day was superb, and
.greatly augmented the drawings. The entries
exceeded by over one hundred those of last
.year, numbering 982 as against 819. Notwith-
standing the phenomenal dryness of the season
the show was an exceedingly fine one. In the
class for a table of pot plants arranged for
effect (not exceeding 7 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. J, the
1st prize was won by Colonel W. S." Gill, O.B.,
Dalhebity, Aberdeenshire (gr. Mr. Alexander
Btebner). A finely-grown Palm formed the
centre-piece, and there were Campanulas,
Begonias, Asparagus and Pelargoniums with an
edging of Lobelia and Campanula; 2nd, Mr.
Bentzie, of Morkeu (gr. Mr. W. Henderson).
Ferns formed a very fine feature, and Viscountess
Cowdray, Dunecht House, Aberdeenshire (gr.

Mr. William Smith) showed far and away the
best six Ferns in pots not exceeding 6 inches,
at least three distinct species. Colonel Gill was
1st in the class for four Ferns, from the stove
or greenhouse, dissimilar. He also won leading
honours for Zonal Pelargoniums. Fuchsias
were well shown, Mr. Bentzie taking 1st and
2nd places. Lady Cowdray was 1st for four
plants suitable for dinner table decoration, dis-
similar, not more than two of any one species, in

pots not exceeding 6 inches. Begonias, single
and double, were well shown, the honours
going entirely to Mr. Bentzie.
Cut flowers proved a most attractive section.

Colonel Gill added to his laurels by carrying
off the Graham Cup offered for Roses, with
eighteen beautiful blooms. He had also the
best decorative and Tea or Noisette Roses. Mr.

I
G. Maclennan, Langley, Forres, showed the
best Dahlias and Asters. Hardy herbaceous
flowers were well shown by • Lady Cowdray.
The best twelve cut trusses of Zonal Pelar-
goniums came from Dalhebity gardens. Sweet
Peas formed a great attraction, and the leading

' honours went to Dunecht House, Mr. J. A.
Grigor, Duff House, Banffshire, proving a
capital runner-up. There were some exception-
ally fine exhibits in the fruit classes, and the
quality was good. Hardy fruits were not so

numerous on account of the dry season, but all

; shown were well up to the standard looked for

at this show. Mr. J. A. Grigor, Duff House, .

Banff, was a most successful competitor in thi3
section, taking leading honours for yellow, green

1 and red Gooseberries, dessert and baking
Apples, Jargonelle Pears, any other Pears,
also for Plums and Tomatos. Mr. A.
Gardener. Sauchen. duny. Aberdeenshire, had
the finest red and black Currants; Mr. Bentzie,
of Morkeu, had the finest white Grapes and
Nectarines, while the honours for black Grapes
went to Springhill.

Mi\ D. Landale, Dalswinton House (gr.

Mr. R. A. nrigor), won the silver chal-

lenge cup offered for the best collection of

vegetables, arranged on a table space 4 ft. by
3 ft., and comprising nine varieties. The
Hisses McLennan, Springhill, Aberdeen far.

Air. D. Srorgil), excelled in the classes for (1) a
basket of salads, |2) Onions, and (3) Potatos.
while Mr. W. L^wsoN, Cornhill, Aberdeen, led
in fine style in the classes for Cabbages,
Carrots. Cauliflower, Turnips, ."nrl round, white
and coloured Potatos respectn'velv,

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

An exhibit from thr Cruickshank Botanical
Gardens, Old Aberdeen (an adjunct of the
Botanical Department of Aberdeen Univp-?itv\
included Chinese, Japanese and South African
plants. The whole display proved exceedingly

' popular, and warm appreciation was felt

towards Professor Grail, Professor of Botany in

Aberdeen University, for kindly placing so

attractive an exhibit in the show.

Messrs. Knowles and Sons, Union Street,
Aberdeen, had a magnificent display of over
fifty choice Horal designs.

.Messrs. W. Smith and Son, Burnside,
Forresterhill, and Silverhillock Nurseries,
Aberdeen, were the exhibitors of choice flowers
arranged in fine style. Messrs. Ben. Reid
and Co. had also a very fine floral exhibit.

SOCIEfE DENDROLOGIQUE DE FRANCE.
Following the pre-war custom, which was

to visit in turn the principal plantations and
collections of trees in France, the Dendrological
Society of France lately made an interesting
excursion to Chateau des Cotes, near Versailles.
The collection of rare species was commenced
there in 1869 by Baron Mallet, the father of
the present owner, and a well-known collector

of Oaks and Conifers. Much has since been
added to the collection, and it forms to-day an
arboretum well worthy of a visit.

A splendid avenue leads up to the Chateau,
formed of a triple row of Elms and magnificent
Lebanon Cedars. Around the mansion, which
stands on an eminence overlooking a picturesque
valley, there are beautiful specimens of Pinus
Coulteri, Abies lasiocarpa, Cedrus Deodara
robusta. and old and very beautiful trees of

Magnolia grandiflora ; these last are also

planted in many other portions of tire grounds.
At a short distance is a plantation of American
and other- Oalks, such as Quercus rubra, Q.
coccinea, Q. tinctoria, Q. palustris and its varie-

ties, and many others. A collection of Maples
is planted at a little distance from the Chateau,
and forms in autumn, in contrast with the

foliage of the Oaks, a very beautiful sight. On
the slopes leading down to a lake in front of

the Chateau, Pseudotsuga Douglasii has estab-

lished itself, and grows and flourishes with
exceptional vigour. Some particularly fine

examples have attained a height of 30 m.,

with a circumference of 2 m. 15 cm. at the

base. Among them, dispersed in groups, there

aie fine specimens of Oaks and indigenous Chests

nuts, as well as Abies lasiocarpa (one measur-

ing 2 m. in circumference), Picea species,

Juniperus drupacea. Sequoia gigantea, etc. A
particularly pleasing form of Pinus ponderosa,

P. p. Malletii, was found growing spontaneously

on the estate, and was named after the pro-

prietor. It would take too long to enumerate

all the beauties of this fine collection, but it

may be confidently stated that it is well worth

the trouble of visiting, and contains much that

is of the greatest interest to every dendrologist.

A. M.

WISLEY TRIALS.

Tiie following awards have been made by the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, after

trial at Wisley :

—

ANNUAL CANDYTUFT.
Awards of Merit.

To Nos. 4 and 5. Tom Thumb White, sent bv

Messrs. Watkins and Simpson and Messrs. R.

Veitch and Son; No. 23, Lilac, sent by Messrs.

Simpson; No. 25, Delicate Pink, sent by Messrs.

Simpson; No. 31. Rose Beauty, sent by Messrs.

Barr and Sons: No. 26, Rose Cardinal, sent by

Messrs. Watkins and Simpson; No. 30, Rose

Cardinal Improved, sent by Messrs. Barr and
Sons; and No. 36, Selected Crimson, sent by

Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Awards of Merit.

To No. 3. Snowball, sent bv Messrs. Watkins
and Simpson; No. 9. Morning Star, sent by
Messrs. Toogood and Son; Nos. 22 to 26.

Morning Star, sent by Messrs. Webb and Sons,

Dobbie and Co., Watkins and Simpson, Syden-
ham, and Barr and Sons; No. 27. Star of the

Hast, sent by Messrs. Dicks; and Nos. 37 to 41,

Northern Star, sent bv Messrs. R. Veitch and
Son, Webb and Sons, B'arr and Sons, Watkins
and Simpson, and Dobbie and Co.

SWEET PEAS.

Awards of Merit.

To No. 5, Bertrand Deal Improved, sent by
Messrs. Barr and Sons; No. 7, Victory, sent
by Messrs. Bees; No. 10, Fancy (Wo much like
Victory), sent by Messrs. Ireland and Hitch-
cock; No. 15, Austin Frederick Improved
(similar -to R. F. Felton), sent by Mr. F. C.
Woodcock; Nos. 23 and 25, 1{. F. Felton, sent
by Mr. R. Bolton and Messrs. Bees ; No. 20,
Jlawlmark Lavender, sent by Messrs. A. Dick,
son and Sons ; No. 33, Gladys, sent by Messrs.
E. W. King and Co. ; No. 37, Shamrock; sent
by Messrs. Ireland and Hitchcock,- No. 48,
Brocade, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch and Son ;

No. 50, Afterglow, sent by Messrs. Barr and
Sons; Nos. 57 and 58, Mrs. Tom Jones, sent by
Messrs. Bakr and Sons aaid A. Dickson and
Sons; No. 77, Magic, sent by Messrs. Bees;
No. 83, Commander Godsal, 'sent by Messrs.
E. Webb and Sons; No. 96, Royal Purple Im-
proved, sent by Messrs. Ireland and Hitch-
cock.

CULINARY PEAS, MID-SEASON.

Awards of Merit.

To Nos. 91, 92, 93 and 94, Admiral Realty, Bent
by Messrs. Toogood and Son, R. Veitch and
Son, J. Kelway and Son, and J. Carter and
Co. ; No. Ill, 1920 Marrow, sent by Messrs.
J. Carter and Co. ; No. 125, Elephant, sent by
Messrs. J. Carter and Co. ; No. 145, Alder-
man, sent by Messrs. Nutting; No. 150, King
George, sent by Messrs. E. Webb and Sons.

Highly Commended.

No. 7. Eldorado, sent by Mr. W. J. Unwin
;

No. 13, Dwarf Monarch, sent by Messrs. J.
Carter and Co. ; No. 15, Wonder, sent by Mr.
Unwin; No. 20, Commonwealth, sent by
Messrs. J. Carter and Co. ; No. 26, James Kel-
way, sent by Messrs. J. Kelway and Son ;

No. 30, The Commodore, sent by Messrs. Veitch
and Son; No. 35, Beauty, sent'by Mr. Unwin

;

No. 42, Union Jack, sent by Messrs. J. Kelway
and Son ; No. 46, The Southwark, sent by
Messrs. Cooper, Taber and Co. ; No. 53, The
Bell, sent by Mr. D. Bell; No. 61, Northern
Record, sent by Messrs. Dickson and Robin-
son ; No. 66, Duke of York, sent by Messrs.
Cooper, Taber and Co. ; No. 76, Jersey Hero,
sent by Messrs. Nutting and Sons ; No. 81,

Magnum Bonum (purchased) ; No. 104. Peace-
maker, sent by Messrs. J. Kelway and Son ;

Nos. 108 and 109, The Clipper, sent by Messrs.
Sydenham and J. Kelway and Son ; No. 128,

Standard, sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons; No.
136, King of Peas, sent by Messrs. Dickson
and Robinson; No. 137, Belvoir Castle, sent

by Mr. W. J. Earl; No. 146. Alderman, sent

by Messrs. Toogood and Sons ; No. 149, Re-
liance Marrowfat, sent by Messrs. E. Webb and
Sons ; and No. 95, Premier, sent by Mr. Bell.

Commended.

No. 11, Gladiator, sent by Messrs. Cooper,
Taber and Co. ; No. 16, Pixie, sent by Mr.

Unwin; vo. ?^. Advance Guard, sent by Mr.

Unwin ; No. 38, Ideal, sent by Mr. Unwin;
No, 47. Lord Chancellor, sent bv Messrs. J.

Carter and Co. ; No. 54, John Bull, sent by

Messrs. J. Carter and Co; Nos. 63 and 64, Sena-

tor, sent by .Messrs. Rice and Co. and Webb
and Sons (Nos. 54. 63 and 64 are similar to

one another): No. 62. 21/5 Seedling, sent by
Messrs. Laxton Bros. : No. 67. Danby Strata-

gem, sent bv Messrs. J. Carter and Co. ; No.

72. Lancastrian, sent by Messrs. Dickson and
Robinson.

STRAWBERRIES.
Awards of Merit.

To Nos. 7, 8, and 9, Laxton's King George

]'.. sent by Messrs. Laxton Bros., J. R. Pearson
and Sons, and Cousens; Nos. 18 and 81. Tucks-

wood Harly (Early Evern) (for earliness). sent

by Messrs. Cousens and Scarlett: Nos. 25, 26

and 27, International, sent by Messrs. J. R.

Pearson and Sons, Cousens, and Laxton
Bros. ; Nos. 37, 38, and 39. Laxtonian, sent by

Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons. Cousens, and

Laxton Bros. ; Nos. 46 anid 47, Sir Joseph
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Paxton, sent by Messrs. Cousens and Laxton
Bkos. ; No. SO, tsir Douglas Haig, sent by
Messrs. Laxton Bros.

Highly Commended.

No. 22, Bedford Champion, sent by Mr.
Cousens ; No. 24, Bountiful, sent by Messrs.

Laxton Bros. ; Nos. 28 and 29, The Queen, sent

by Messrs. Laxton Bros, and J. R. Pearson
and Sons ; Nos. 32 and 84. Sturton Cross, sent

by Messrs. Cousens and White ; Nos. 35 and 36,

The Duke, sent by Messrs. Laxton Bros, and
Mr. Cousens; No. 44, Rival, sent by Messrs.

Laxton Bros. ; Nos. 57, 58 and 59, Laxton's

Latest, sent by Messrs. Laxton Bros., Cousens,
and J. R. Pearson and Sons; Nos. 61 and 62,

Progress, sent by Messrs. Laxton Bros, and
Cousens; No. 78, Louis Gautier, sent by Messrs.

J. R. Pearson and Sons.

Commended.

Nos. 1, 2 and 3, Royal Sovereign, sent by
Messrs. Laxton Bros., Cousens, and J. R.
Pearson and Sons.

BLACK CURRANTS.
Awards of Merit.

To No. 5, Hatton, Black, sent by Mr. H.
Jones, Shrewsbury.

Highly Commended.

No. 6, Long Bunch, sent by Mr. G. Trinder,
Fleet, Hants.

dangers of the pest and the effect it was likely

to have on our importation of Wheat unless the
matter was taken in hand at once.

Professor Maxwell Lefroy stated that further

articles on the "Ladybird," " Wasp " and
" Codlin Moth " were nearing completion and
would soon be ready for publication. He also

stated that a general article on " Common
Garden Pests" was in course of preparation.

Other works by various authors now being pre-

pared included one on the " Eelworm " and
another on " Potato Diseases."
A third conference on the subject of French

Bulb prices was held on Monday, August 22,

Mr. W. H. Page presiding over a well-attended

meeting. The following resolution was carried

unanimously :
—"That this meeting expresses

satisfaction with the past conferences on the

French Bulb prices question, and decides that

individual firms desirous of purchasing should do
so at whatever prices they can now obtain

;

but that as regards next season, earlier action

be taken to oo-operate with the American
buyers, which this meeting believes to be as

much in their interests as our own."

TRADE NOTES.

ANSWERS TO CGRRLSPOKDEhTS.

A meeting of the Technical section of

the Chamber of Horticulture was held on
Wednesday, August 17. The secretary

stated that Mr. P. A. Cragg was elected

as chairman of this committee by voting

in accordance with the Articles of Association,

but Mr. Cragg had written to say that, owing
to pressure of business, he was unable to accept

the office. It was thought that a scientist should

be elected to this position, and it was un-

animously agreed that Mr. F. 0. Mosley,

University College. Reading, be elected in place

of Mr. Cragg, resigned.

The Chairman stated that it did not appear

to be generally known that one of the chief

functions of the Technical Committee was to

assist growers and others in any troubles that

occurred in regard to pests and diseases or other

technical difficulties. He thought that if this

committee was more widely known many more
horticulturists would avail themselves of

advice and assistance. It was agreed to invite

anyone desiring information with which the

committee could deal to send in their cases to

the secretary of the Chamber, who would see

that they were promptly attended to, and when
the solutions were found to be seasonable and

of general interest the queries and replies should

be immediately published. The Chairman ex-

plained the advantages to be gained by consult-

ing the. Chamber, as. not only could cases be

referred to the Horticultural College and
Research Station of the district concerned, but

there was also the advantage of the frequent

conferences of experts, both practical and
qcientific. at the meetings of the Technical Com-
mittee.

The Secretary read a letter from the Ministry

of Agriculture stating that " in view of the

need for national economy it has been found
necessary to postpone the introduction of the

Insecticides and Fungicides (Standardisation)

Bill." It was decided to ask the Insecticides

Committee to consider this reply, and to say

that, in the opinion of the Technical Committee,
it was most undesirable that the Bill should be
allowed to drop.

Mr. T. Parker (Messrs. Murphy and Son) in-

troduced the. subject of the Trogoderma khapra
pest, and stated that undoubtedly this pest was
greatly on the increase. He gave instances of

his experiences in combating this evil. It was
eventually decided to pass the information on

to the Ministry of Agriculture, pointing out the

©bituar\>.

Fred Norman.—We regret to announce the

death on August 10 of a well-known York-
shire gardener, Mr. Fred Norman, The Elms,
Weetwood, Leeds. He was one of the oldest

members of the Leeds Paxton Society and had
held the office of treasurer' for upwards of

twenty years. He was also Hon. Treasurer of

the Professional Gardeners' Association.

NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patent Applications.

21214.—Hamilton. E.—Watering can. August
10.

21391.—Kelly. J. R.—Armstrong.—Shovels,
spades, digging-forks. August 11.

20859.—Bengugh, R.—Process for the conver-

sion of earthly substances into colloidal form
and for protecting and facilitating growth of

plants. August 5.

20513.—Gillespie, W.—Apparatus for cutting

or trimming hedges, grass borders etc. August 2.

20005.—Gold, R.—Rakes for removal of moss,

Pine needles, etc., from lawns, etc. July 26.

19887.—Martin, A. E.—Apparatus for apply-

ing protective compounds to trees. July 25.

Abstract Published last Month.

Dibbling Machine Planter, Patent No.
163.906.—Mr. J. R. B. Ord, of Whitfield.

Northumberland, has been granted a patent for

a novel type of dibber machine. It consists of

two or more wheels adjustably mounted on an
axle and provided with a number of spikes with
flanges, which are adjustably secured to the
wheels by bolts, etc., passing through holes in

the flanges and corresponding holes in the peri-

pheries of the wheels. A draw-bar is attached

to the axle between the wheels for drawing the

machine along.

This list is specially compiled for The
Gardeners' Chronicle by Messrs. Rayner and
Co., registered patent agents:, of 5. Chancery
Lane. London, frcm whom all information re-

lating to patents, trade marks and designs can

be obtained gratuitously.

Messrs. Rayner and Co. w ill obtain printed

copies of the miblished specifications and will

forward them, post fre?. for the sum of Is.

each.

SCHEDULE RECEIVED.

South-West London Adult School Federation.
— Horticultural show to he held at the Memorial
Hall, High Street, Wandsworth, on Saturday,

R-obMnher 3rd.—Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. R. Scott,

46, drarlwnod Road, Putney, S.W.15.

A Gardeners' Xotice : H. F. ,S'. We are
afraid that unless you have a statement from
your employer in writing to the effect that
you are free to leave on the date you men-
tion, you wjll have to give a month's notice,

for it has been decided in the High Court
that a head gardener is a domestic servant and
is therefore entitled to receive and give a.

month's notice before terminating an engage-
ment.

Names of Plants : TV. C. 1, Bupleurum !

fruticosum ; 2, Olearia macrodonta. Both of
these are rather on the tender side, and re- |

quire a sunny situation sheltered from cold
winds. They will thrive in practically any :

6oil that ds not tpo cold and wet.

—

C. E. F.
1, Hippophae rhamnoides ; 2, Polygonum
Baldschuanicum ; 3, Missing; 4, Azara micro-
phylla ; 5, Smilax aspera ; 6, Viburnum betuli-

folium; 7, Escailoma langleyensis.

—

A. II. (_'.

I, Pieris japonica; 2, Spiraea Menziesii ; 3, S.

Thunbergii; 4, Rhus Cotinus; 5, Escallonia •

macrantha; 6, Clematis Viticella var. ; 7, '

Olearia Haastii; 8, Catalpa speciosa; 9, '

Hypericum sp. ; 10, Clematis Vitalba.—
J. C. B. Jamesia americana.

—

F P. 1,

Acer Negundo ; 2, Rhus Cotinus ; 3, Spiraea
,

van Houted ; 4, Spiraea sp. (send in flower) ; !

5, Cupreseus Lawsoniana var. erecta viridis;
j

6, too withered to identify ; 7, probably a
Hedychium.

—

Mrs. li. The varieties
'

of

Fuchsias are as follows:—1, Marinka; 2, '

Masterpiece; 3, Dr Matthews; 4, Infante
j

Prodigue; 5, Rose of Castile; 6, Elegance;

7, Champion of the World; 8, Beaconsfield

( ?) ; 9, Alice Hoffmann ; 10, Flowers withered

:

II, Mrs. Roberts; 12, Aurora superba; 13.

Mrs. Todman.—/. T. D. Hyocyamus niger.—B. M. Buphthalmum salicifolium.—
|

A. H. 1, Lastrea aemula ; 2, Lastrea

spinulosa.

—

T. S. 1, Hedychium Gard-

nerianum ; 2, Pulmpnaria saccharata. Hedy
chium Gardnerianum is a native of tin-

Himalayas, and grows well in an ordinary

greenhouse or. conservatory, either in large
j

pots or pans, or, better still, planted out in a
|

bed. In gardens in the south and west, at
j

least, it is quite hardy if planted in a warm
position at the foot of a wall ; if any protei

tion is considered necessary, fallen tree leaves

or coal ashes placed over the crown of the

plant are sufficient to bring it safely through

the winter.

Names of Fruits: A. H. S. A, Lady Sude-

ley; B, Kerry Pippin.—H. P. K. Clapp's

Favourite.—T. B. J. 1, Old Ha.wthornder.

;

2, Duchess of Oldenburg ; 3, Whiting Pippin

:

A, Dean's Codlin.—D. A. 1, Lord Grosvenor:

2, Prince Bismarck ; 3, Wyken Pippin.

Pot Pourri: H. A. F. Take the rind of two

Lemons (cut thinly), one pound of bay salt,

one ounce of powdered Orris root, one ounce

of Gum benzoin, one ounce of Cinnamon, •

half an ounce of Cloves, one ounce of Nut-

megs, one grain of Musk, twelve Bay leaves,
;

a lew Sage leaves, Rosemaa-y and Lavender, >

cut small, one ounce of Lavender water, one

ounce of eau de Cologne, and one ounce

of bergamot. Mix all togethers m a pan, and

add Rose petals in the natural state as they :

come into blossom. Stir frequently ; at least

once a day. Put into a covered stoneware

pot and use a wooden spoon to stir with. At

the end of two months, the mass may be

placed in Japanese Rose jars. From time to

time thmw in fresh Rose leaves.

Communications Received —A. D. W —W. K.—U. B

—E. T. E.—H. S.— E. M.—Dr. D. —G. H. E.-A. P.

Rev. . J.-S. A.-B. I. L.-F. T.-H. S., India-

Ignorant—T. E. F.—D. G—B. Bros.—R. ».—J.—T. R.—H. S. F—R. P. B.—W. M.—J. G
.

B.

—T. S.—J. T.—A. H. S.-C. W.—B. M—H. V. K-
K. C. H.—G. F.-H. E. D.-B. H. M.-W. W .-

S. S.—J. A. W.-E. li.-H. H. S.-H. W.-S. H. H.

—H. W.—F. W.—I. H. W.—E. A. R.—A. E. C .- •

Experience!—A. T—J. H.—W. C.-R. N. M—C. M—
H. S.-J. M. M.-R. W. I.—A. T.-Hortus A.-

E. J. P.—S. L. H.—Ponioa—A. P.—A. N.-C. W.-

G. H. D.—O M. M—V. T. P.—H. S.-G. *-
J. H. A.-G. I. A.-J. MeN.-W. H. L.-W. H.-

D. C.-S. M. H.-J. A. R.-.T. E.-C. C. H-
j. c. S.—W. C—R. H. H.—E. D. R., Califorma-

G. G. van T.. Haarlem—E. A.
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Mosaic
Disease

of

Potatos.

No Potato grower, whether he
cultivates on a large or small

scale, can afford to be ignor-

ant of the nature, symptoms
and effects of Mosaic Disease.
Of the many diseases of the

Totato it is perhaps the most insidious and,
paradoxically, it often pre duces the most
serious results v. hen its symptoms are least

evident. Unlike Late Blight, which is

'known to be due to a definite organism—the
fungus Phylophthora infestans—Mosai,'

Disease is due to some micro-organism, the

nature of*>vhich is unknown. That the im-
mediate cause of the disease is indeed a
living organism cannot ibe stated wilh cer-

tainty, though it may be inferred from the
I facts that the disease is both infectious and
contagious. Thus, as Mr. Cotton, Mycolo-
gist to the Ministry of Agriculture, points
out*, American investigations haw shown
that it may be transmitted from one
Potato plant to another by the agency of

sucking insects and, in particular, by
'green-fly," such as the Spinach aphis
(M\zus persicae). These investigations

showed that healthy Potato plants grown
under cover in insect-proof cages contracted
the disease only if aphides which had been

'in contact with Potatos affected <bv Mosaic
Disease were introduced into the cages.
Inoculation of the sap of a diseased into

a healthy plant has been shown to bring
about the disease, and hence one plant may,
(and prdbrfbly does upon occasions, infect

I Mosaic Disease of Potatos."
of Agriculture, July, 1921.

Journal of the Ministry

a neighbouring plant. Unfortunately, the

sy.nptoms i f the disease are not always con-

spicuous i he most general sign is a

mottling il the foliage. Leaves, instead of

presinlng a normal, uniform hue. show a

m isalc of green and different shades. The
e-'ent and dept'i of the mottling depends.
however, on climatic conditions, and it has
been shown that in the meteorologically

drier States of America, e.g. , California,

the mottling of plants known to be diseased

was unrecognisable—albeit that the tubers

from these plants grown in the cooler and
m lister State of Maine showed the leaf-

mosaic symptoms of the disease. More con-

stant than mottling is a crinkling of the

leavjs, and in some varieties and in severe

attacks this crinkling or puckering is very

pronounced. As the attack increases in

severitv a dwarfing effort is observed, and
with this dwarfing is correlated a large re-

duction in yield ; finally, in extreme cases,

the plants remain stunted and produce no

crop at all. A survey of the distribution ot

Mosaic Disease which was carried out b\

the Ministry of Agriculture last year shows
that it occurs in all parts of the British

Isles, and that it is an important factor in

the reduction of yield, both on farms and
in gardens. Some varieties are more prone
to the disease than are others ; Golden
Wonder, Langworthy, Burnhouse Beaun
and Tinwald Perfection are very susceptible.

The survey showed that 30 per cent, of

the plants of these varieties were very

commonly affected, and in some fields as

many as 75 per cent, or even 100 per cent

showed Mosaic Disease. Among other

varieties in which the disease was fairly

prevalent were Arran Chief, Ally, Dargill

Earlv and King Edward. It is probable

that the loss of yield from Mosaic Disease

is not generally great in Scotland and in the

cooler and moister part of England, hut

thii; in the Midland, Southern and Eastern

counties, it is considerable—probably averag
ing from 15 to 35 per cent. So far as is

known infection does not come from the soil

but from the tubers. Diseased plants pro-

duce diseased tubers and also provide the

medium for sucking insects to infect neigh

bouring plants. Wherefore it follows that

the only means which the grower has oi

checking the disease is to secure stocks of
" seed " free from disease—a counsel easier

to give than to follow. In gardens the u]>

rooting and destruction, at an early stage,

of plants visibly affected with Mosaic
Disease should be practised, but roguing of

this kind would be difficult of application

bv large growers. Those who grow for

seed, however, will clearly have to give

close attention to this form of roguing.
Finally, having regard to the obscurity of the

symptoms and to the infectious nature of the

disease, it is evident that no gardener should

save "seed" from a stock in which Mosaic
Disease has appeared. It is probable that in

the present exceptionally dry season when,
as already indicated, the symptoms will b"

but slight, the effects of the disease will be
sadlv conspicuous in the diminished yield

—

a fact all the more to bo deplored because

of the large area which was planted this

year with Potatos. Such leisurely and
limited research, as is possible with the re-

stricted staffs of institutes concerned with

general agricultural problems, will, it is i"

be feared, do little to add to our knowledge
or afford relief from this scourge, and we
would suggest to the Ministry that the pro-

posal which, as we believe, was adopted

some years ago, of appointing an investi-

gator of Potato diseases, should be carried

into effect without delay.

Retirement Jrom Business of Mr Arthur W.
Sutton.—We learn with regret that the serious
illness which compelled Mr. Arthur W.
Sutton, J. P., V.M.H., to cancel all business
and public engagements in December. 1919,
dne- not as yet give promise of material
improvement and. acting in accordance with
medical advice, he is retiring from business.
Mr. Arthur Sutton joined the firm of Sutton
and Sons, as a partner, in 1876. and since the
death of his late brother. Mr. Martin J.

Sutton, he has been senior partner of the
firm, which now consists of his brother and
nephews, Mr. Leonard G. Sutton. Mr. Martin
H. F. Sutton. Mr. E. P. Foquett Sutton, and
Mr. L. Noel Sutton.

Le Mans International Chrysanthemum Show.
—Mr. Harman Payne, the Cornniissary Gene-
ral of the British Section of the Le Mans
International Chrysanthemum' Exhibition.

writes us:—"The time is fast approaching
when all intending exhibitors should send in

their entries so that suitable provision ot

space can be made. Exhibitors must send with

the entry form a P.0.0. at the rate of 2 francs

per square yard of space required. This entry

fee will he returned after the close of the

show to all applicants for space who fulfil

their promise. There is no lent or charge for

space for any kind of exhibit, competitive or

hors concours. Entry forms are supplied in

the schedule, which has already been freely

circulated, and copies may still be had on

application." Although the last date fixed for

receipt of entries at Le Mans is October 8,

vet it is most desirable that entries in the

British section should reach Mr. Payne bv

the end of September, Hi-- address is 195.

Wellmeadow Road, S.E.6.

Trial of Herbaceous Phloxes.—The Royal

Horticultural Society invites growers to send

herbaceous Phloxes
'

for trial in the Wisley

gardens 111 1922. Three plants of each variety

should he sent to reach the Director (from

whom tin' necessary entry forms may he ob-

tained) on or before November 30. 1921. They

should be addressed to the Director. R.H.S.

Gardens, Wislsy, Ripley, Surrey. Goods tor

(he -aniens are best dispatched to Horsley

Station. L. and S.W. Railway.

Amalgamation of the Lyons Horticultural

Societies.—After some years of separate exist-

enee the Societe d'Horticulture pratique ciu

Kli,me and : he Association horticole lyonnaise

have agreed to amalgamate and become one.

'Hie united society will henceforth bear the name

„l the Societe Lyonnaise d'Horticulture. We are

i.nt told how the reconstituted society's monthly

journal will he entitled and issued.

Legacy to a Gardener—The Rev. Henry

\ldwin Soames. M.A., of Bromley. Kent, who

died on July 27. age 64, left to his gardener,

Samuel Ernest Checkafield, £150 (if still_ 111
1

his

servicel together with the income for life from

1 770 Ordinary £1 shares and 118 £5 Preference

shares in the City of London Real Property

Company, Limited, with remainder as to r>ne-

half to the wife of his said gardener if she

si Id survive him. for the renia aider of her

,,,,. ||„ a ls,, leti to him the use for lite

,,f his house Baaelcrofl and grounds at a rental

of 5s per annum, bis trustees paving the rates

and taxes and dfcing external repairs, and his

said gardener doing the internal repairs.

Seed Potatos from Scotland and Ireland-

Growers in England and Wales who propose

,„ obtain seed Potato, direct from Scotland

during I lie coming season are reminded that

the regulations governing such importations

„hi( h were 111 tone last year are still in opera-

,„,„ and further, that similar regulations

now (after September 1, 19211 apply to seed

Potatos imported from Ireland, these regula-

tions .ne. briefly, that all seed Potatos 1111-

.„,,,,,! 1,,, ni S,„t land or Ireland must lie

I,. npanied In- one or other of two
1

prescribed

declarations, and any person receiving mm
,,,,1,,,,. of these countries any seed Potatos

which a.e not accompanied by a declaration

,,1,1. t report I he fact to the Ministry of Agri-

culture within seven days of receipt of the*

J
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Potatos, and refrain from moving or disposing
of them until he has obtained permission froni

the Ministry. The declaration required is:

—

fa) In the case of seed Potatos of varieties ap-

proved as immune from Wart Disease, certified

whilst growing by the Scottish Board or by
the Irish Department of Agriculture, a declara-

tion by the consignor correctly stating the
serial number of the relative certificate of

purity, (b) Tn the case of all other seed Potatos,

a declaration by the consignor correctly stating

the reference number of the certificate issued

not more than nine months previously by the
Scottish Hoard or by the Irish Department of

Agriculture, certifying, in the case of Scotland,
that Wart Disease has not occurred on. nor
within one mile of, the land on which the

Potatos were grown, or, in the case of Ireland,

that Wart Disease has not occurred in t he
locality in which the Potatos were grown.
Copies of the Orders in question, the Wart
Diseas? of Potatos (Imported Scottish Seed
Potatos) Order of 1920 and the Wart Disease

of Potatos (Imported Irish Seed Potatos)
Order of 1921, may be obtained on apjjlication

to His Majesty's Stationery Office, Imperial
House. Kingsway, London, W.C., or from any
bookseller, price Id. net each.

Centenarian Gardener.—Mr. Peter Watson,
who for over forty years served as gardener at

Dell Lodge, Nethybridge, Inverness-shire, cele

brated his one hundred and third birthday on
Wednesday, August 24, in the quaint, old-world
village of Rincardine-O'Neil, Aberdeenshire- His
wife is in her hundredth year, having reached
her ninety-ninth birthday last April. These
worthy persons' record of married life is

one to which few couples can hope to attain,

they having celebrated the seventieth anniver-
sary of their wedding on June 12 last. A
native of Can-bridge. Inverness-shire, Mr-
Watson retired from his post of gardener at

Dell Lodge about twenty years ago, when he
was well over eighty years of age. Some nine or
ten years ago the old couple removed to Kin-
cardine-O'Neil, where their comforts are attended
to by a married daughter—Mrs. Anderson. Mr.

m Watson has been the recipient of ma.nv con-

gratulations from far and near. Mrs. Watson's
hundredth birthday falls in April next.

Agricultural Wages. — The Agricultural
Wages Board at a meeting held on Tuesday the
23rd ult. , decided after considering the objec-

tions which had been received to their propo-
sals to Tediuce the minimum rates of wages for

all classes of agricultural workers, together with
reports from the District Wages Committee
thereon, to make orders bringing the proposed
revisions in the rates into operation as from
Monday, the 5th September. The effect of the
new orders is to reduce the minimum rates of

wages for ordinary adult male workers by 6s.

per week, provided that such minimum rates

shall not in any area be less than 42s. per
week, and in the case of female workers aged
18 and over to reduce the hourly minimum rate

to 7d. per hour, except in Yorkshire, where
it will be 8d. The orders provide for propor-
tionate reductions in the minimum rates for

special classes of workers, and for boys and
girls, and in the overtime rates.

Iris Conference in Paris, 1922.—The first

seedling garden Irises having been raised in

France, by M. de Bures, about 1822, the
Societe Rationale d 'Horticulture de France, to
mark the centenary, is organising an Iris Con-
ference to be held at 84, rue de Crenelle, Paris,
in the spring of 1922. The chief object of
the Conference will be the study of the
botanical and horticultural status of all the
species and varieties, and especially the correct
naming of the garden varieties of German
Irises, I. pumila. Apogon, Xyphiuni, etc.

Meetings will be held on various dates from
April to the end of June. A general meeting
will take place at the time of the spring show
of the Society to discuss matters concerning the
Conference. Foreign Iris specialists are invited
to give to the Conference the help of their
experience, and to send flowers, plants, notes,
etc., on Irises.

Mr Edwin Beckett. V.M.H.—Mr. E. Beckett
is recognised as one of the most successful
gardeners in Great Britain, and his successes

at exhibitions have probably never been ex-

celled by any other grower. He was horn at Re-
nienham Lodge, near Henley-on-Thames, where
bis father was gardener, and it was there
he gained his first experience in the profes-
sion. After leaving home, lie served for three
years in the gardens at Marsh Mills, under
the late Mr. J. Neville, who won many prizes

at local exhibitions. His next move was to

Greenlands. Oxfordshire, which, at that time,
had one of the finest collections of hard-wooded
stove and greenhouse plants in the country.
Mr. Beckett was at Greenlands when the estate
was purchased by the Bt. Hon. W. H. Smith,
who carried out extensive alterations in the
gardens and pleasure grounds, thus affording

the young gardener an opportunity of acquir-

ing valuable knowledge. In 1870. Mr. Beckett
proceeded to Woodsey Grange, Esher. as fore-

man under Mr. G. King, whose employer,
Mr. Robert Few. exhibited on a large scale,

being especially fond of specimen Pelargoniums
of all sorts. Mr. Beckett was then barely

MR. EDWIN BECKETT, V.M.H.

seventeen years of age. Only four years elapsed

before he was appointed gardener and bailiff

to Mr. J. MeConnell at Moor Place, Esher,
and whilst there he commenced exhibiting,
winning prizes for Japanese Chrysanthemums
and trained plants. On the death of Mr.
MeConnell, he was appointed gardener to Mr.
J. P. Currie at Sandown House, Esher, and
remained there for nearly four years, during
which period he gained his first important
successes in showing vegetables, being awarded,
in 1883, at the Royal Horticultural Society's

shows at Sauth Kensington, three first prizes

in keen competition with some of the best

growers of the day. He also won the impor-
tant prize offered by the Duke of Albany at

Kingston, for a group of plants arranged for

effect, a class in which leading growers of

the day keenly competed. Early in 1884, Mr.
Beckett was appointed gardener to Lord
Aldenham, of Aldenham House, Elstree, Hert-
fordshire, and on the death of Lord Aldenham
he continued in the office under his son. the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs, who is one of the keenest
amateur gardeners in this country. Mr.
Gibbs; with the assistance of Mr. Beckett,
has carried out extensive alterations in the
gardens and grounds at Aldenham, which con-

tain probably the finest collection of

trees and shrubs in the world, and cer-

tainly the finest private collection. Mr.
Beckett has gained successes at exhibitions
for practically the whole of the subjects grown
in gardens. He has won more than sixty gold

medals at the principal exhibitions in the
British Isles, and innumerable other trophies.

He was awarded the Grand Prix at the Inter-
national Exhibition in 1912, whilst at the
Sweet Pea Bi-Centenary exhibition, besides
winning several first prizes, he gained the

valuable cup offered for the best exhibit in

the show. He has been awarded the R.H.S.
Gold Hogg Memorial Medal, and twice has
received the silver Lindley Medal for excep-

tional merit in vegetable culture, these being

on occasions when he has also been awarded
the Society's gold medal for large groups of

vegetables. For many years Mr. Beckett has
been a member of the Fruit and Vegetable Com-
mittee of the R.H.S., and was awarded the

Victoria Medal of Honour in 1906. whilst he
also acted as a director of the International
Horticultural exhibition in 1912. Mr. Beckett

is the author of several gardening works,

including Vegetables for Home and Exhibition.

still one of the foremost and most practical

volumes on the subject. The Book of the Straw,

berry, and Hoses and How to Grow Them,

whilst he is also the inventor of two or three

gardening articles of note, the principal one

being the cup and tube used for Chrysanthe-

mum exhibiting, many thousands of which

have been sold, whilst his patent tree-tie is

also well known. Besides all this he has

raised many new vegetables and plants, in-

cluding Michaelmas Daisies, Streptoearpus,

Pentstemons and Polyanthus. Only last

autumn he gained two Awards of Merit for

new varieties of Michaelmas Daisies; well over

thirty Awards of Merit have been given to

different varieties of Asters raised by him.

His activity has. been equally as great amongst

vegetables, and he is the raiser of such well-

known standard vegetables as Peas Quite Con-

tent and Edwin Beckett, Celeries Aldenham

Pink and Aldenham White; Cucumbers Vic-

tory and Ideal; Tomato Golden Perfection, and

many others. He has judged at most of the

important exhibitions in Great Britain. Mr.

Beckett takes an active part in local affairs;

he was a member of the Aldenham Parish

Council from its inception until 1919. and

acted as chairman from 1904 until his retire-

ment two vears ago. He has held many other

offices in the district, including that of church-

warden and school manager.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, September 12.—Bath Gardeners' Debating

Society's meeting ; United Horticultural Benefit

and Provident Society's committee .meeting.

Wednesday, September 14.—Royal Caledonian

Horticultural Society's show (2 days) ;
East

Anglian Horticultural Society's meeting, lecture

by Mr. H. Goude on " Bush Fruits."

" Gardener's Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago.—Effect of Slacked Lime on Potatos —
Enquiry having been made as to the result of

the experiments made at Chatsworth with

slacked lime in staying the Potato disease,

Mr. Paxton has been' kind enough to favour us

with the following reply :—Dipping in hot

slacked lime completely stops the disease. 1

planted the diseased tubers with the coating of

lime upon them in the usual way, and they

hai«e produced as fine a crop as the sound seed

near which they were grown ; they showed no

signs whatever of disease until it became

universal, when they were affected like the

rest. That hot slacked lime at once stops the

disease in the tubers is certain, and also that

these diseased tubers will produce a good

crop ; but their produce is alike under the

influence of the mysterious causes of the

disease. I intend performing the same opera-

tion as before, with my sets this year, hoping

a season may come when we shall have no

occasion for such practices, but really the

aspect of affairs at present is not very flatter-

ing to its consummation. Joseph Paxton.

Chatsworth, September 9. Gard. Chron..

September 12, 1846.

Publications Received.— Violas and Pansien.

Bv Howard H. Crane, "Country Life," Ltd., 20.

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden, W.C.2. Price

9d. net. Income Tax and Super-tax. A
tabular review. Oliver and Boyd. Price la-

net.
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HYBRIDS OF GLADIOLUS PRIMULINUS.

Before the corning of Gladiolus primulhras,
the modern Gladiolus was described as the
"poor man's Orchid." The improvement in the
Gladiolus has continued, and many of the more
recent introductions have still further justified

the above statement, but the flowers of certain

types do not lend themselves to indoor decora-

tion, being considered by many as too heavy in

appearance.
The introduction of the G. primulinua placed

in the hands of hybridists the means of raising

varieties with light and graceful spikes carrying
from ten to twenty blooms. Varieties retaining

the lightness of the G. primulinus I find to be
most in favour with ladies. This year I had
gome beds of the large-flowered varieties on one
side of a path, and on the other some of the
Primulinus hybrids. When asking my friends

whether they would like a few spikes, their

Fig. 51.

—

gladiolus general de wet; colour,
apricot-rose.

choice invariably fell on the latter. I tried on

I

several occasions to "push " some of the larger

t
varieties, but was always met by the remark :

"Yes, they are -very nice, but I prefer the

I
primulinus sorts, as they are better for indoor

I

decoration.'

I have grown primulinus hybrids since 1912,

when I purchased twelve unnamed seedlings.

Of these I discarded ten, and still have the
remaining two. Of one I have a few hundreds,
and of the other not ten. I have raised a larga

number of seedlings, and I hope to have some-
thing worth showing in a few years' time.

Although some seedlings will flower in their

second year, it. lakes a few years before one can
work up a stock sufficiently large to warrant
giving a name to a variety.

I have tried most of the new varieties that

'have come Hinder my notice, but needless to say

~l have discarded a good many. T find that, apart
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from my own seedlings, I planted this year up
wards of 150 varieties, and perhaps, in the first

place, it would be of interest to give a list of

varieties as they come into bloom. For this pur-
pose, I have grouped them in weeks, five in all.

So far as my records go, there is a difference of

a few days, according to the season, in the actual
date of 'blooming :

—

(a) Atlanta, Hermione, Psyche, Reine Vic-
toria, Souvenir, Vanessa, Zenobia.

(b) Ada, Argo, Arlon, Canonite, Canopus,
Countess Torby, Delicata. Mintaka, Maiden's
Blush, Myra, ISydia, Salvatare, Scarletta, Topaz,
Vinula.

(c) Alice Tiplady, Capella, Cassandra, Elber-
ton, Enon, Firefly, General de Wet, Golden
Orop, Kitty Grullemans, Linton, Lord. Nelson,
Midsummer Dream, Orange Brilliant, Rodano,
Salmon Beauty, Sunrise 811, 812.

(d) Anamosa, Anita, Alethea, Arden, Asia.

Buttercup, Clio, Eden, Fire Queen, Orange
Perfection, Prince of Orange, Primunella.
Rosalia, Tupelo, Ulrica, v. Limburg Stirum.

(e) Shell Pink, Soleil d'Or, (Kemp) Sonia,

Utopia.
The above lists do not include any variety T

have marked in my book to be discarded

;

neither do they include some varieties which
ore high in price and consequently scarce. The
lists are fairly long; th© prices, however, will

be found sufficiently varied to suit most per-

sons' pockets.

If I had to limit the number of my varieties

I should start with the following :—(a) Her-
mione, orange salmon ; Psyche ; Souvenir, a

fringed yellow ; Zenobia., orange red with lighter

lower petals and orange red throat (6) Argo,
described as the primulinus form of Myrtle,

introduced in 1915; Arlon, a very large, wide-

petalled flower of light salmon colour having
a red throat, with deeper central lines, very
showy ; Canomite, raised by Messrs. Kelway and
Sons and too well-known to need a de-

scription from me, it is of medium height;

Countess Torby, another Kelway variety ; Myra,
introduced in 1918, one of the large-flowered

primulinus hybrids, coloured deep salmon, over

a yellow ground ; tall, slender stem, very

showy ; Nydia, a graceful and dainty flower

of bright salmon rose; Salvatare, a

good yellow; (c) Alice Tiplady, perhaps
the most wridely known of all Mr. Kun-
derd's introductions ; it is of a most rich oranpe

saffron colour ; Cassandra, soft salmon buff,

deeper on the other edges ; Elberton, tall, the

finest creamy yellow variety, lower petals much
deeper ; Firefly, bright deep scarlet

,
pure

rich self colour ; General de Wet (see

Fig. 51), as its name would indicate,

is a Dutch variety, apricot rose in colour,

the flowers are of a most pleasing character

:

Kitty Grullemanis, another of those varieties con-

sidered to be on the large size, it is tall grow-

ing and the flower is a. pleasant combination

of orange and yellow ; Salmon Beauty, a strong

grower, with deep salmon blooms well placed

on a strong, slender stem.

The following Wo varieties I understand

were raised by Mr. Pfitzer, and were sent to me
by a friend who knew that I took an interest

in Gladioli. They were sent under the numbers
given, which, presumably, were the raiser's

numbers:—811, a fine spike with -well-placed

flowers, colour apricot, with maroon markings;

should become a popular variety. 812, this is

riso of the apricot shade of colour, but the

lower petals are of ochre yellow speckled with

brownish carmine.

(d) Arden was only placed on the market this

>ear, its colour is described as "Water Melon

red." It is certainly a new colour in this sec-

tion. The flowers are not too large, and they

are well placed on the stem. Clio, another

1921 variety, tall, very slender, of beautiful

orange colour with deep yellow throat, veined

deep orange. This flower will please those who
think that a good many of the more recent

primulinus hybrids have lost most of the light-

ness and beauty of G. primulinus. Eden, yet

another of the' 1931 novelties, a tall variety

of light salmon colour with a canary

vellow- throat. Fire Queen, a good,

bright scarlet, and certainly one of the
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best of the Dutch-raised hybrids. Primunella,
an introduction of 1915. and a grand, ruffled

butterfly, or Orchid-like flower. Although it is

on the large side, it is quite distinct from any
other variety. Tupelo (see Fig 52), a variety

which also stands out from all other yellows. It

does not conform with the ideas of eome, the

flowers being placed too closely together, but

it has plenty of substance.

(e) Soleil d'Or, deep yellow, margined light

carmine. Sonia, large bright red, an unusual
sliade among primulinus varieties. Shell Pink,
tall, rose-pink, with slightly mottled white

throat. Utopia, light orange salmon, with
light yellow throat. This variety obtained an
Award of Merit at the meeting of the R.H.S.
on August 9 last.

I usually make my main planting during the

last week in March or in the first week in

April, and follow with smaller lots about every
three weeks up to the first week in June.

Fig. 52.

—

gladiolus tupelo; a fine yellow
VARIETY.

Heraxd Gladioli.
This is a new race of Gladioli introduced to

my notice by Messrs. Velthuys, Ltd., Holland.

Only two varieties were on the market last

season—Joost -van den Vondel, scarlet with
white blotch, and P. C. Hooft, rich salmon with

white blotch violet bordered. I tried both,

planting them in pots in November and keep-

ing them in a cold frame until the end of

March, when they were placed outside. They
came into flower some weeks before the nanus

varieties grown outside, P. C. Hooft flowering

about ten days before the other variety. The
flowers are quite double the size of those of

nanus, which I should say is one of the parents.

The foliage apparently takes after the other

parent, being much stronger and taller than

thai associated with either the nanus or ('"I

villei types. Both varieties are worth growing,

so long as they are kept apart. Smilnx.
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The Week's Workj|
THE FLOWER GARDEN.

By John Corns, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Tamarix.—Tiiis shrub is largely used for
seaside planting, and is so distinct and grace-
ful in appearance that it is surprising it is
not more generally used in gardens away from
the sea; this may probably be accounted for
by the fact '.hat the planter seldom uses
the plants in the right way. Tiiey are not sub-
jects for the mixed border, but should be grouped
in large masses or beds by themselves. T.
gallica. of whi-h T. anglica is a variety, is

largely used for seaside planting. T. ehinensis,
often known as T. japonica plumosa, is a
very graceful variety, with elegant plumosa
branches. T. tetrandra has pinkish-white
flowers, and grows and flowers freely in the
London area. This species is the most showy of
all for garden decoration, and it is

doubly valuable, as it flowers during August
and September, when flowering shrubs are
scarce. A large bed of this Tamarix is very
beautiful, with its pale green foliage and long,
graceful sprays of rosy-pink flowers. It is best
when pruned hard back every spring, as it

then makes annual shoots some four and five
feet in length. Tamarix are as easily propa-
gated from cuttings as Gooseberries ; the cut-
tings should be inserted during the autumn

Phlox.—Varieties of Phlox decussata are best
increased by means of cuttings, as such plants
generally do better than those propagated
from the old stools. The best time to insert
cuttings in quantity is during the spring, when
they have made several inches of growth, but
at this time suitable shoots may generally be
obtained from plants that have finished
flowering. The cuttings may be inserted in
boxes of light soil and stood in cold frames,
or, if large quantities are required, in beds
made up in cold frames. Plants propagated
at this season make fine plants for setting out
in the following spring. Phloxes mav also be
readily increased by means of root" cuttings.
'For this purpose some old clumps should be
lifted and the roots washed free of soil. The
stouter roots should then be cut into pieces
from one to two inches long, and put in
boxes of sandy soil, afterwards standing them
in cold frames. Care should be observed to

only take cuttings from, stock free from epl-

worin. for this pest is more or less present
in all large collections of Phloxes.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes. Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

The Late Vinery.—Grapes which have to hang
on the vines until quite late in the year before
being removed for storage in the Grape-room
should not be allowed to suffer for want of
water at the roots, and, as the season advances,
the difficulty of applying water, without leav-
ing any ill-effects upfwi the fruit, becomes
greater. Following such an abnormally diy
season there is a danger of this occurring,
particularly if the borders are made so that
the roots ramify both inside and outside the
structure, for usually the outside borders
derive sufficient moisture from rains to keep
them on the moist side, but that is not the
case this season, and it may be necessary to
water both outside and inside borders. Atthis
stage clear water only should be used for the
inside borders; it is important to choose a
bright day for title purpose and to do the water-
ing early in the day, so that the atmosphere is

not saturated with moisture at night time. If
a little warmth from the hot-water pipes is used
it will help to dry the atmosphere, which will
be of great advantage.

Melons.—Little trouble need be experienced
with fruits that are approaching ripeness in
houses, but those cultivated in frames will re-
quire watching. An excess of moisture at the
roots or in the atmosphere if the fruits are
advanced to the point of colouring may prove
costly, for the fruits are lialble to crack badly,
which at once spoils their laippearance and
worth. A little air should be admitted by
night as well as day, and the ripening fruits
exposed fully to the light by pushing the
foliage carefully from about them. No water
should be given the roots after the fruits show
Mgns of colouring.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Coliian,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Odontoglossum.—From now onwards for the.
next few weeks, many plants of 0. crispum, 0.
Pescatorei, O. Harryanum and others of this
section, and their numerous hybrids, together
with many Odontiodas will need attention at
the roots, either repotting, or replenishing the
surface materials. Where a representative
collection of these Orchids is cultivated, some
of the plants require attention in this respect
at intervals throughout the year, but September
is the best time for the' general repotting.
Plants that have grown to the sides of their
pots, and those in compost that has become
exhausted should be repotted, and the best
time for this operation is when the young
growths are from 2 inches to 3 inches 'long,
as at this stage new roots develop from their
bases. The plants should be turned out of the
pots and the old material shaken from the
roots. Decayed roots should be cut away, also
old leafless pseudoHoulbs, leaving only two or
three of the latter behind the young growths.
Small, healthy plants should be repotted
annually, and this should be done without
much root disturbance. Plants that were
potted last year and with compost in good
condition should not be disturbed, but some
of the old compost should be carefully picked
from the surface and fresh substituted.' In re-
potting, select a pot that will accommodate the
plant for two seasons, and fill it to one-third
its depth with clean crocks, covering these with
either a. small quantity of Sphagnum-moss or
the rougher portions of the compost. Keep
the back part of the plant near to the side of
the pot, and the base just level with the rim

;

press the soil with moderate firmness against
the rhizome and between the roots. When
the plant, is potted the front of it should rest
on the surface. After the plants are re-
potted they should be replaced in the house,
watered with a can havting a, fine rose, and
shaded from bright sunshine". Keep the atmos-
phere humid by damping the bare spaces when-
ever they become dry; on bright days a light
spraying overhead will be beneficial! Plants
that are in a dormant condition should not be
repotted until the young roots have made
suitable growth. A suitable rooting medium
for young Odontoglossums consists of equal parts
of Osmunda fibre and Al fibre with some chopped
Sphagnum-moss and sufficient crushed crocks
added to render the mixture porous.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Oain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Lettuce.—A sowing of some black-seeded
variety shoild be made to provide plants for
setting out on a warm bolder for early spring
use. Bath Cos or Hick's Hardy White of
the Cos type and All the Year Round for a
Cabbage variety are suitable varieties for
withstanding the winter.

Cauliflowers.—Seeds of Cauliflower should be
sown now or within the next fortnight to raise
plants for wintering in cold frame for early use
in spring. Choose an open, sunny border, if

possible, or, failing this, the seed may be sown
in a cold frames where protection may be given

in the event of early frost. .Make the soil some-
what firm to promote a sturdy growth, and
grow the plants as hardy as possible, then they
will be better able to withstand a lung spell
of frosty weather, and come through the
winter safely.

Beetroot.—In spite of the exceptionally dry
season the roots from the earlier sowings' have
made remarkable progress, and there is a
danger if they are allowed to remain too long
in the ground that they will become coarse and
unfit for use. Mediium-sjized Beetroots should
be selected foT the table rather than overgrown
specimens, which have a tendency to coarseness.
Beets may be pulled at any time when considered
large enough, and stored carefully they will

keeip in excellent condition through the winter.
Those in present use may be stored under a
north wall in sand or ashes. Care should be
taken when lifting them not to break the end
of the main root, and do not cut off the leaves
with a knife but twist them off by the hand.

Carrots.—Main crop Carrots are, in most
cases, fully matured, and should rain fall in
sufficient quantity they will make secondary
growth, and the roots will split badly. It will

therefore be wise to harvest this crop at the
first opportunity, and store the roots in a cool I

place in mounds with the crowns facing out-
wardly, using plenty of sand or fine soil be-

tween each layer. July-sown Carrots have
improved with the few showers which have fallen

of late, but it will be well to see that the
seedlings are kept watered during dry weather.
Aphis is not, as a rule, very troublesome at

this season of the year, but should the pest
make its appearance spray the plants with an
insecticide.

Hoeing.—At this season of the year the

garden should be kept as free from weeds 3d

possible ; weeds, like other plants, have found

it difficult to make headway this season, but

immediately rain falls in quantity seedling

weeds will appear, and grow very quickly if

left unchecked.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warrex, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Apricots.—Most of these fruit have been

cleared from the trees, so that it is now safe

to remove all sub-laterals, or other growths not

required for the next season. it is much
better to remiove these whilst the trees are in

full leaf—there being less risk of gumming
than when the trees are pruned during the

winter, and the trees can be more effectually

cleansed by the use of the hose or garden

engine.

Gathering Fruits.—Fruits should not be left

ungathered until they are sufficiently ripe to

fall of their own accord, for they would lose

much of their flavour, besides being so much
bruised as to be unfit for keeping many days!

It is therefore much better to watch their

ripening, and to gather them carefully as they

arrive at the proper stage, which may bs

known with great nicety by a close acquaint-

ance with their natures and 6orts. Most fruiti

part freely from the tree when ripe, particu-

larly the Peach, Pear and Plum; these should

be handled as little as possible, as they are

easily damaged, and the bloom apt to be

rubbed off. Figs are generally fit to gather

when the small end assumes the same colour

as the larger, but more particularly when a

small drop of a thin, semi-pellucid fluid is

observed in the eye. Apples and Pears

begin to fall from the trees naturally when they

are ready to gather. Another and easier method
of ascertaining the ripeness of fruit, is

to lift, it up level with the footstalk

;

if ripe it will readily part from the tree.

Another good test in the case of Apples and

Pears, is to cut a fruit of the average ripe-

ness of the crop, and if its seeds have become
brown, or blackish, it is ready to gather.

A great mistake is frequently made with
many of the winter Pears by pulling them to«
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soon; perhaps why many growers do tins is

the fear of light frosts early in the autumn
causing damage to the hanging fruit

before it has got the full benefit whicli

the tree can afford. But Pears are not
easily harmed by frost, and often improve a
great deal by remaining on the trees for

several days, or weeks, longer than they
would have done, had they been gathered
when frost came early. Chestnuts and Wal-
nuts should not be harvested until they are

so fully ripened as to fall naturally. In

late seasons it may be necessary to shako

them from the trees, but they will not be

so good as Uio.se that fall of their own accord.

When the nuts have fallen, the outer covering
will separate from them, if fully ripe; they
should then be placed in an airy place to

dry, when they may be put ni boxes or baskets

in a dry shed or cellar until required for use.

Filberts should be well dried on mats or cloths,

the husks separated from theni, and when
quite dry. laid in boxes, or spread on the
shelves of the fruit-room. The gathering of

Apples and Pears should be done in the middle
of the day, or when they are dry. All the

best sorts should be carefully spread out in

S'ngle layers on the shelves ; the coarser, or

•more ordinary varieties, chiefly intended for

culinary purposes, may be placed together in

larger numbers. If arranged on the floor of

the fruit room, a layer of dry Fern, or

Wheat straw should be placed under them.

The choicer varieties should be covered with

strips of thin canvas or sheeting, which may
easily be removed when the fruits are to be
examined. This covering will not only keep

the fruit clean, but tend to their preservation

by preventing a too rapid evaporation which
brings shrivelling with it, to the loss of the

appearance and juices of the fruits. The
temperature of the fruit room should be kept

as low as possible, short of actual frost, and

cold currents of air prevented.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Steward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Zoual Pelargoniums.—Plants that have been

In active growth all the summer are ready for

placing under glass. It is much better if these

plants are grown in a house by themselves.

Admit plenty of air through both the top and

bottom ventilators for the first week or two,

when the amount of air may be reduced

gradually. Feed the plants twice weekly with

liquid manure. Careful watering is essential

for the production of good flowers through the

autumn.

Bulbs.—As bulbs arrive from the nursery-

man they should be potted, labelled, watered

and plunged in a bed of coal asihes, where

they will take no harm for a few weeks. Keep
i. sharp watch for rats, as they are very trouble-

some to bulbs. In seven or eight weeks' time

the bulba should be examined to see how they

are progressing.

Coleus.—A batch of Coleus cuttings may toe

inserted now, and the plants grown during the

winter on a shelf near to the roof-glass. Water
them with care, giving only sufficient moisture

as is necessary to keep them in good condition.

Show Pelargoniums.—These plants may be out

hard back and the shoots removed and inserted

for increasing the stock. As soon as the old

plants have broken into new growth the old soil

should be shaken from the roots and the plants

repotted. Grow them on a shelf near to the

roof glass in a Peach house, and give them cool

treatment for the present.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Young plants of

this Begonia, in 2^ inch pots, should be grown in

a fairly warm temperature and syringed over-

head both morning and evening in the growing
season. A little sulphate of ammonia added to

the water will be beneficial to the plants. If

any of the slock is infected with rust disease,

affected plants should be destroyed at once by
burning, otherwise the disease may spread to

the others.

THE ROSARY.

A REMARKABLE ROSE LIBRARY.
In The Gard. Chron. for May 7, 1921

(p. 222), Mr. Harman Payne, in referring to

an article under this title in Hor ticulture

(America), expresses doubt as to the possibility

of Lord Carmichael's Rose Library having
escaped from England. But such is the case if

Quaritch and his catalogue are to be relied upon,
and unfortunate as this may be for English col-

lectors, the Castlecraig " Collection of 233
volumes and pamphlets on roses and rose cul-

ture, bound in 73 volumes," as described by
Quaritch, was purchased by Mr. Cook in 1916,

and with one or two exceptions still rest upon
his shelves. One of these exceptions is Rossig's
Die Rosen. Upon learning that it was not in

the library of the Arnold Arboretum, which
probably possesses the largest collection of Rose
books in America, Mr. Cook presented the

ing the choicest and most valuable literature on
the Rose (not everything ever published), and
has succeeded in acquiring nearly all of the im-

portant works, as well as a large share of less

important ones. This noteworthy collection is

giowing as lapidly as the books not
already include.! can be procured. While
it is, perhaps, needless to say that the
article in Horticulture was published entirely

without Mr. Cook's knowledge or approval, his

Rose Library is, nevertheless, one in which he
may justly take pride and satisfaction. E. U.
Tucker, Librarian, Arnold Arboretum.

ROSE SHOWS AND AMATEURS.
I support Mr. Govett in his contention (p. 124)

that the National Rose Society should restore

pre-war classes at the Metropolitan Show. I

should also like to see much more money given

as prizes, both in the professional and amateur
classes—at least £20 and £10 in the champion-
ship classes. At present only wealthy exhibi-

FlG. 53.—DAHLIA YEOMAN ; A NEW CACTUS VARIETY WITH CRIMSON FLORETS SUFFUSED
PURPLE. £ NAT. SIZE. (SEE P. 137.)

Castlecraig copy, and with an interest in the

Arboretum's Rose collection, second enly to that

in his own, Mr. Cook has added much other

rich material.

I agree with Mr. Payne that much of the lan-

guage of the writer of the article in Horticul-

ture is extravagant, and displays a rather

general ignorance of bookdom, his " Rosicania "

is evidently a facetious word of his own coining,

and "Rig Danties " a ludicrous misunderstand-

ing of Redoute; that certain volumes on Roses

are " the only ones in existence " is stated upon

his own authority, as also the near completeness

of Mr. Cook's library. As Mr. Payne suggests,

it would be instructive and interesting if there

were " such a thing as a complete Rose biblio-

graphy extant by which Mr. Cook's library

could be checked "
;
perhaps a nearer approach

to the impossible than Mr. Payne suspects exists

(to the date 1900) in the Bradley Bibliography,

(and to 1917) in the Catalogue of the Library of

the Arnold Arboretum.
For forty years Mr. Thomas Cook has spared

no pains or expense in hunting out and secur-

tors and those living a short distance from
London can afford to exhibit in London.

Mr. Govett is wrong in stating that a grower
who buds a number of Roses will always beat an
exhibitor who has only cut-backs. The N.R.S.

has classes for the "pure amateur." Mr. Govett

is also wrong in his remarks on dressing blooms.

The public wish to see the finest flowers however
they may be grown or dressed. The judges do

nutice the so-called dressing as the writer

does. Let Mr. Govett notice the blooms on

a hot day—and he will find that Rose blooms
expand and fade quickly. Your correspondent

suggests that points be awarded for colour,

evenness, freshness and bloom. Quite right,

these are the qualities that the judges go by.

With regard to Gold Medal Rcses every Rose

is worth a medal, and every Rose raiser should

have a super gold- medal. Nothing gives me
greater pleasure than buying and trying new
varieties of Rose.-!, well knowing that some of

them would not receive a medal if they were

rejndged in years to come. The Other Com-
petitor, G. Speight.
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FOITORIAL NO TICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, WC2

Editors and Publisher.

—

0tir iorr««pondenti would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tion*, and save us much time and trouble, if they
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the
effect that all letters relating to financial matters
and to advertisements should be addressed to the
Publishes, and that all communications intended for
publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

THE SWEET WILLIAM.
THIS delightful old plant is first men-

tioned by Tusser in 1573, when it

would appear tn have been quite

common. Bulleyn also names it, but the

plant referred to is obviously the Wall-
flower, an instance of the manner so many
common and cherished plants have been known
under similar cognomens. Sweet Williams were,
in 1578, called also Colmeniers or Tolmeniers,

names that, have never been satisfactorily ex-

plained. "They call the broader leafed "kinds

that are not spotted," says Parkinson, "Tol-
meniers and London Tufts, but the speckled
kind—London Pride." He also called them
simply "Williams." The varieties were single

red, double red, speckled, " deepe red—like unto
velvet," and single white. They were in gen-

eral cultivation in English gardens at this

period, 1629, and earlier, and were held in great
estimation, the figures affording a fair idea of

the quality of the flowers, which was not re-

markable. But Gerarde thought otherwise, and
informs us how much the flowers were esteemed
for personal adornment, and otherwise used.
Equally important with these were the Sweet
Johns, or simply Johns, which Parkinson also
illustrates and describes. These have been re-

garded as varieties of Dianthus Carthusianorum,
but later they were assumed to be a narrow-
leaved and dwarf form of D. barbatus, which
at that early period of their cultivation were
all tall. No progress seems to have been made
in the improvement of the plant till after the
beginning of the 18th century. Rea, indeed,
remarked on the rich colouring of Parkinson's
"deepe red " which he calls the "Velvet Sweet
William," and his son in-law, Gilbert, stated
that the double Sweet Johns alone were worth
a florist's notice, but even in 1715, when
Bradley wrote of them, he names only three

varieties—two singles, one of which had "Blos-

soms variegated with Bed and White, and the

other, Clusters of Flowers of a deep Crimson
colour," obviously still Parkinson's "deepe red."

He elsewhere states in notes on the generation

of plants how "the Carnation and Sweet Wil-

liam are in some respects alike, the Farina of

the one will impregnate the other, and the

seed so enliven, and will produce a plant differ-

ing from either, as may now be seen in the
garden of the ingenious Mr. Thomas Fair-

child, of Hoxton, a plant neither Sweet William
nor Carnation, but resembling both equally,

which was raised from the seed of a Carnation
that had been impregnated by the Farina of
the Sweet William." Other writers state that

the cross was between a Sweet John and a
Carnation. An examination of Fairchild's City
Gardener (1722) yields no information regard-

ing the Mule Pink, buit he adds a white
variety to those kinds of Sweet William men-
tioned by Bradley. By the middle of the cen-

tury there was a great variety in cultivation, the
most esteemed of the single varieties being
Painted Ladies, which, with a dark centre vary-
ing in the several kinds, were all distinguished
by an edge of white. Miller figures one of

these, but the illustration does not give the

impression of beauty that is got when one

reads of it in the text. Of the doubles,

a sweet-scented Rose variety was held

in the greatest esteem. Miller, while

others state the Mule Pink ».vas red, notes

it as being rose. The Sweet William, in colour,

by Sydenham Edwards, marks the wast advance

made in the next half-century. This ds the

type so greatly run after by florists during a

great part of the nineteenth century, and

called Auricula-eyed, the centre and edge being

white with a coloured band between. For a

time double varieties contended with the latter

for pre-eminence. Of these there were numer-

ous varieties propagated from layers, and a

trifle earlier one of these with an edge of

white was also called Painted Lady.

After Fairchild's Mule there is no reliable in-

formatioin regarding other hybrids till Gordon,

a nurseryman near Edinburgh, records one in

1770. named Sweet William Indian Pink, -which

reproduced itself from seed. The general ap-

pearance of the plant was that of a Sweet

William. Another Scottish assumed cross was

that called Murray's Sweet William : Ware, of

Tottenham, sold this variety in the 'sixties as

Dianthus barbatus mapiificus. It is very

dwarf, repent in habit, distinctly Sweet Wil-

liam in foliage, flowers crimson, and a mule.

It propagates freelv from self-rooted pieces torn

in bits in September and planted where they

are to flower. Messrs. Sutton's recent intro-

duction of dwarf salmon and pink Sweet Wil-

liams need only be named, being so generally in

cultivation. French seedsmen, it may be added,

catalogue a great variety of this plant, the

French apparently being more fond of Sweet

Williams than we are in Great Britain. I

imagine the modem Sweet William continues

longer in bloom than its forerunner, and for

that reason is valuable as a border plant, its

usual position being among shrub. None of the

forms is to be despised, though Sutton's varie.

ties appeal more to the present taste than the

tall-growing kinds. For decoration in the cut

state they are also useful, though few, if any,

would recommend them as Gerarde did for the

"bosom of the beautiful." Their cultivation is

simplicity itself. Here they are occasionally

found flowering on the garden walls, along

with other mural vegetation. Though an earlier

race of cultivators propagated the better varie-

ties by means of layers, they are equally well

increased if some light material is placed over

the "grass" in August or September, into

which roots quickly develop, the stems later

to be severed and left for a little, when

they may be Ufted with balls of earth and

planted either in nursery lines or where they

are to flower. But varieties come quite true

from seed, and seed may be sown in May or

June to provide plants to flower the next sum-

mer. I prefer May. When big enough to

handle, the seedlings are transferred to nursery

lines at nine inches apart, a. thin layer of well-

rotted cow dung being scattered over the sur-

face of the soil before planting, and after that

operation, making the soil very firm to induce

stout, robust growth. Similar treatment

should be acoorded when they are planted per-

manently, and the side shoots will give better

results if the main flower-head is removed before

it goes all to seed. Though a biennial, with

liberal treatment the Sweet William will live

several years. To aid it in its struggle for

longevity the basal shloots should be surface

dressed in autumn to induce root action, and

the old flowering stems removed. If. P.

ISir.thi vMon, Tyntrnjliame Gardens, East Lothian.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

YELLOW BRASSAVOLA HYBRIDS.
The three sections obtained from crossing

B'rassaviola Digbyana with Caitleyas and
Laeliias resulting in hybrids with yellow sepals
and petals and occasionally yellow labellums
are Bras?o-Cattleya, Brasso-Laelia and Brasso-
Laelio-Cattleya. Viewing the class as a whole
discloses some interesting facts. Brasso-
Cattleya is poor in decided yellows by reason
of the want of clear yellow species to cross
with; Brasso-Laelia, though producing two or
three very important breaks tending to various
yellow tints, is still a small section, and Brasso-
Laelio-Cattleya is the only prolific section by
reason of the introduction of the influence of

Laelia flava, L. cinnabarina, L. xanthina, and one
or two other lesser yellow Laelias. Crosses with
these plants have been useful in producing
yellow Laelio-Cattleyas, and they carry on the
same effect when crossed with Brassavola.

Brasso-Cattleva.
The best clear yellow Brasso-Cattleya of

uniform tint and without tinge of cream or
rose appears to be the very remarkable and
interesting 13. -C. H. G. Alexander, raised in the
collection of Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford,
Westonbirt, Tetbury, by crossing C. citrina

with B. Digbyana. As shown at the R.H.S.
meeting it is a clear yellow flower of medium
size, the growth being nearest to B. Digbyana,
but the flowers 6how a tendency to have the

decumbent habit and firm texture of C. citrina.

It is remarkable that two 6pecies of totally

different genus, nature, habit, and other

characters should hybridise in this way.
Some of the plants of the batch had
flowers with pink colour. Another interesting

fact is that Brasso-Cattleya Mrs. J. Leemann
(B. Digbyana x C. Dowiana), both by varia-

tion and crossing, has been by far the most
useful agent in the production of yellow-tinted

forms.

In 1896 Mr. Richard G. Thwaites flowered

B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann inversa in which D. Dig-

byana was the first seed-bearing parent in the

Sf-ction, the cross that way being before con-

sidered almost impossible. The result was a

good yellow flower with no shade of the pink

tint which usually appears in crosses made
with Cattleya as the seed-bearing parent.

B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann The Dell variety,

shown by Baron Schroder, at Chelsea, this year,

is also entirely Cowslip yellow.

B.-C. Sofrario (B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann x C.

iridescens) of Messrs. Oharlesworth is of various

shades of yellow; B.-C. Mars (B.-C. Mrs. J.

Leemann x C. Maggie Raphael alba) of Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown is a good yellow variety,

with slight rose marking at the lip; B.-C.

heatonensis Canary (B. Digbyana x C.

Hardyana) and the Westonbirt variety of it,

have bright yellow sepals and petals; as also

has the handsome B.-C. Maroniris of the Duke
of Marlborough, whilst B.-C. Sulphurea of

Richard Ashworth, Esq., between B.C. Mrs. J.

Leemann and C. Gaskel liana alba, gives evi-

dence on two points before alluded to, viz.

—

the tendency of B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann to

transmit yellow and the sympathetic nature of

the albino on the other side.

Brasso-Laelia.
In the production of yellow flowers in various

shades Brasso-Laelia Mrs. M. Gratrix (B.

Digbyana x L. cinnabarina), for ,'\vhich

Messrs. Jas. Veiti.h and Sons were awarded a

First-Class Certificate in October, 1899, and of

which several forms received Awards later,

was the most important in this section, as it

introduced new shades of orange and yellow.

These hybrids jave material for future crossing

and produced larger-flowered kinds when used in

crossing with Laelio-Cattleya. When kept

pure Brasso-Laelia, not much was accom-
plished, for although the clear yellow B.-L.

Jessopii (B. Digbyana x L. xanthina), the

lighter B.-L. Moonbeam (B.-L. Jessopii x L.

Dayana), and a few others showed yellow colour,

it was not until they passed into the trigeneric

class that the work in yellow colour production

commenced in Brasso-Cattleya and Brasso-I.aelia

gave the best results.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

,

EFFECT OF DROUGHT ON TREES.
I have been impressed by the unhappy appear-

' ance of several fairly large specimens of the
5 common Beech (Fagus sylvatica). As a result

of the prolonged drought these trees, which
are approximately 80 feet high, had a brown

, and shrivelled appearance throughout July,

and a heavy gale at the end of July left them
denuded, to a large extent, of foliage.

Close by are a number of much smaller

i trees of tile common Alder (Alnus glutinosa),

] the bright green leaves of which show up in
; refreshing contrast to the seared foliage of

the Beeches. The underlying soil is a stiff,

rellow clay retentive of moisture. That the
Beech, a tree frequently found growing over

chalk, should be nearly denuded of leaves

while the swamp-loving Alder thrives under
similar conditions is hardly the state of affairs

one would naturally expect.

Certainly the thicker, glutinous leaves of

the latter appear to be more capable of with-

standing the hot drying winds we have ex-

perienced than do those of the Beech. I am
inclined to think that Beech trees growing
on calcareous soil maintain their foliage

better than trees growing on loamy soil. The
Purple Beech also seems to be less affected

by drought than does the common form.

The ordinary Lime soon loses its beauty
during a dry season, but Tilia petiolaris, the

pendent silver Lime, seems to be one of the
handsomest foliage trees just now. With
such a glorious variety of flowering and orna-

mental foliage trees as are available it is

possible to omit unsatisfactory species when
planting for effect; and it would be
interesting to hear from your readers

which trees have been observed to
' withstand the drought to best advantage, par-

i ticularly in localities where the soil is none
:>too favourable. Alfred B. Melles. Chalet de

CAmilie, Westrleteren, Belgium.

SAND AS A PROPAGATING MEDIUM.
It may interest W. It. (p. 7) to know thai

sand is used very extensively as a medium for

rooting cuttings in America. My first experi-

ence was with Chrysanthemums and Carna-
tions, in the State of Michigan.
Moderately fine, sharp creek or river sand,

free from any vegetable matter oa- silt (washed
if necessary), is put on the benches about three

or four inches thick. The benches are

generally built of wood, and have plenty of

air circulating under them. A little bottom
heat is often rased, but in California I have
seldom seen it employed, and I think it

a detriment to cuttings taken from outdoor

plants. The sand is levelled, saturated, and
tamped hard. A brick makes a good tamper.

When inserting the cuttings, a lath one inch

wide is laid across the bed and a table knife

drawn along the edge, making a cut in the

sand, which is firmed along the whole line—the

operation is repeated with the lath against the

first line of cuttings. After the whole batch of

cuttings is inserted, the bed is again watered
heavily, and shaded during bright weather with

paper, which should be sprinkled occasionally.

After a few days the paper may be removed
and the plants sprinkled lightly both morning
and noon, but not in the late afternoon. When
the sand begins to show signs of drying, it is

watered copiously ; this is better than watering
a little and often. Damping has to be guarded
against, and a close watch kept to remove any
cuttings showing signs of decay.
In California, we have a very large number

of hard-wooded plants, very few of which are

native. Most of them are rooted in this way :

ripened wood is used ; soft wood taken from
plants grown in the open/, nearly always fails.

It is advisable to use fresh sand each year.

'but I have used it several years in succession,

thoroughly drying ami aerating it each year.

Manistee I 'dim a speaks of Choisya ternata ; it.

)is a much plant <<1 shrub here, doing best in

rather dry positions, and makes magnificent
specimens. Cuttings of ripened wood, inserted
m June and July, give plants that are ready
to pot in October and November. This shrub

is rather slow to root from cuttings, and liable

to make a callous only, especially if the wood
is too hard. E. V. /?., Santa Barbara,
California.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

SOME NEW DAHLIAS.
At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on August 23 last many new Dahlias
were submitted for award, and seven were
selected by the joint committee of the National
Dahlia Society and the Eoyal Horticultural

D. Novelty.—This is one of the most un-
common varieties of recent raising. It is a
decorative variety of medium size and good
shape. The white ground colour is freely

Hushed and striped with lilac.

D. Champion.—A very large exhibition
Cactus flower of Moderately incurved type. The
florets are evenly rolled, making a shapely
bloom. The colour is a bright brick red, and
were it not that the flower stalks are weak it

would be a desirable variety for the garden
as well as for exhibition purposes.
D. Yeoman (see Fig. 53).—This is another

well-formed Cactus variety of large size suit-

able for exhibition purposes. The slightly

Fig. 54.

—

dahlia dwarf white bedder.

Society for trial at Wisley, where the awards
will be finally given after the varieties have been
proved as suitable for garden purposes. The
following are the seven seedlings selected by
the judges :

—

Dahlia Crimson Star.—A very attractive

bloom of the now well-known Star type, which
is so valuable for garden decoration and as

cut flowers. The colour is a rich rosy crimson.

D. Reigate Star.—The ground colour of this

well-formed Star Dahlia is warm buff, which
is suffused towards the tips of the florets with
rosy mauve.
Cheat's White Dwarf Bedder (see Fig. 54).—

One of the best of the dwarf white bedding
Dahlias. The perfectly double flowers are of

medium size, a good white, and are very freely

produced. The plants are said to be only 20 in.

high. These three varieties were shown by
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons.
D. Comrade.—A large decorative variety of

good shape. The pale scarlet flowers are freely

produced on long, stout stems, so that it is a

good variety for the garden as well as for

furnishing cut blooms.

incurving florets are not quite so tightly rolled

as in the previous variety, and the centre un-

developed florets show the slaty purple colour

of the reverse which contrasts almost
startlingly with the ruby maroon of the upper
surface. The above four varieties were shown
by Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son.

In addition to these Messrs. Carter, Page
and Co. showed several fine sorts which
although not new this season, are not at pre-

sent extensively grown.
Of these a beautiful decorative variety of

Qattish shape named Porthos has much the

appearance of a large, silvery-lilac Clematis
when seen at a little distance. As the stems

are long and sufficiently stout it is a good
garden sort.

Crimson Beauty is a rich, glowing crimson
decorative variety of excellent form and more
than average size. The blooms are held well

above the foliage on long stems.

Gavotte is a nearly perfectly round
Collerette Dahlia coloured deep brownish red

on the ray florets and white flushed carmine
on the collar.
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MESEMBRYANTHLMUMAND SOME KEW
GENERA SEPARATED FhOM IT.

{Continued from page 126.)

Whilst writing this, I have in flower two
distinct species from the Transvaal, so much
alike in foliage that, if seen separately in
different collections, when out of flower, would
almost certainly be mistakenly thought to

belong to the same species, and, moreover, I
feel sure that South African botanists have
mistaken one or the other of them for the
Khodesian M. Mahoni, because Dr. Marloth
has stated in his Flora of South Africa,
Vol. I, p. 198, that the latter is a Transvaal
plant. One of these Transvaal plants is M.
herbeum, which I described and figured in

the Journal of the Linnean Society, Vol. XLV,
p. 108, t. 10, f. 43, and of which Fig. 55 is

from a photograph, and of about half natural

Fig. 55.— mesembryanthemum herhetjm
;

g NAT. SIZE.

size, taken by my daughter from my type
plant. The other is M. macellum, a new
species described below,* of which Fig. 56 is

also from a photograph of my type plant,
about one-third natural size. These two plants
and M. Mahoni (described by me in the
Card. Chrcn., 1892, Vol. XXXII, p. 190) are
so very similar in appearance when out of

flower as to easily be mistaken for one another
when seen separately, that the following diag-

nostic characters may prove useful for dis-

tinguishing them. All three have their some-
what greyish-green leaves densely covered wTith

minute, dull papillae.

* Mesembryanthenimn macellum, 2V. E. Brown.
Rootstock, a fleshy cyltndrio tuber about 1^-2 in. lung
and 4-5 lines thiok, with a brown skin, producing a
cluster of stems at tts apex. Sterne 2J-5 in. long,

J-J line thick, slender, weak and often bending down
with the weight of the capsule, terete, glabrous but
minutely papillate, with the papillae arranged in
crowded irregular transverse bands or lines. Leaves
i-I in. long, ll-l? lines broad, adld about 1 line thick,
more or less spreading and scarcely connate at the
base, semiterete, tapering to an acute apex and
channelled down the upper surface, glabrous, densely
and' minutely papillate in crowded longitudinal rows,
dull greyish-green. Flowers about 1-3 to a stem, dis-

tant, developing singly, without other flower-buds ap-
parent on the same stem. Pedicels 7-30 lines long,
^rect, papillate like the stem, bractless. Calyx 5-
lobed; tube (ovary) sub-hemispherical; lobes unequal,
two of them 2^-4 lines long, leaf-like, without mem-
branous margins, the others 1J-2 lines long, ant
broader than the other two, with membranous mar-
gins and a short dorsal acute point, all dull green ant
papillate like the leaves. Corolla 7J-10 lines in dia-
meter, rather flat, expanding in sunshine, not scented

;

petals about 28-36, in 1-2 series, most of them rather
crowded and more or less overlapo ng, widely spread-
ing from the base, 3-4J lines long, i-f line broad,
cuneately linear, flat, obtuse, entire, with 5-10 smaller
linear, or filiform petals 1J-3 lines long, irregularly
placed inside the outer series; all uniformlv bright
deep rosy-purple. Stamens numerous, erect, becoming
lax with ace, about 1 line long, scarcely or not at
all raised above the general level of the corolla; fila-

ments filiform, with a tuft of haira at their base,
whitish, the outer without anthers and reddlsn

;

anthers deep yellow. Style, none; stigmas 5, arising
from the flat top of the ovary, 3-line long, stout, taper-
ing to a fine point, all erect and connivent into a
eone. never spreading, pale greenish-yellow. Capsule
about 3 lines in diameter, flat-topped, 5-valved; valves
winged at their margins and with one central ex-
panding keel, entirely whitish; cells entirely wingless,
with the seeds uncovered. A native of the Transvaal'
Described from living plants oollected by Mr. T. ^
Leslie and sent to England in February, 192).

Stums 1-1 J lines thick; flowers in more
or less compact cymes, quickly succeeding
one another, each with a flower bud formed
on one or both sides of it before the flower
fades; petals lax, not touching one
another; stigmas always spreading.
Pedicels 4-6 lines long; petals entirely

bright violet-purple. Rhodesia.
M. Mahoni.

Pedicels 1-3 lmes long; petals white, or
white with pale purple tips. Trans-
vaal

M. herbeum.
Stems J-j line thick; flowers solitary at

distant intervals, not forming distinct
cymes, nor with a flower bud forming
beside each flower while the flower is

open.
Pedicels 8-20 lines long; petals touching

or overlapping one another, bright
rosy-purple; stigmas collected into
an erect cone, never spreading.

M. macellum.
M. macellum is evidently self-fertilised, as

each of my three plants of this species has
expanded its first flower (the only one then
on my plants) at a time when no other plant
of any species of the genus had a single flower
(even in bud) upon it, yet that flower in
each case produced and ripened a capsule con-
taining good seed, that has germinated,
and since then I have several times
had each of these plants in flower sepa-
rately, so that they had no chance of being
pollinated by each others' pollen, yet all the
flowers seem to be fertile. On the other hand,
M. Mahoni and M. herbeum seem to require
to be cross-fertilised, otherwise neither produce
capsules, and the flowers of M. Mahoni often
fall off the pedicels, leaving the latter to
wither and harden. I have not observed thi«
falling of the flower from the pedicel to be
thecase either in M. herbaum or M. macellum.
The three above species form a little group

VEGETABLES.

B'lG. 56.—MESEMBRYANTHEMUM MACELLrM
; ^ NAT.

SIZE.

that appears to me to be best placed under
the section Digitiflora, but seem also to have
connection with such species as M. hirtum and
M. Cooperi.
From the gardener's point of view, the merits

of the genus Mesembryanthemum rest upon
the attractiveness of its flowers. Yet, apart
from their floral merits, there are many species
that have hitherto been included in the genus
Mesembryanthemum that appeal strongly to
those who are interested in plant life, on
account of marked peculiarities they have in
appearance, habit, mode of growth, or struc-
ture. For it is not generally known that
this genus, as at present constituted, contains
some of the most remarkable plants that
exist. Certain of them well deserve a place in
the collections of those who have a liking for
curiosities of the plant world, for. besides
being remarkable, some of them produce very
charming flowers. It is to some of these
extraordinary plants that I wish to direct
attention, because I think the time has now
come when they should be generically separated
from Mesembryanthemum. JV. E. Brown.

(To he continued.)

WATERING PEAS.
In reply to W . (p. 65), I certainly think

the soil- has a great deal to do with the ques- I

tion of whether Peas should be watered or not.
|

In the very lightest of soils, however heavily
one mulches in a season like the present it 13

1

almost impossible for the roots to go deep
enough to reach sufficient moisture without

1

watering. In medium light soils such as your
correspondent mentions mulching certainly seems
preferable so long as the foliage can be kept
reasonably clean by overhead spraying, either

with clear water or with weak insecticides. If

watering is not done, the ground must be pre-

pared a great deal better than most growers ',

think necessary, and a plentiful supply of well'

decayed manure should be used for the roots

to feed 071. Recently, however, on clearing

away Peas it was noticed that those which had
been specially generously treated as regards
manure had suffered considerably, the manure
becoming dry in the soil instead of retaining

the moisture as was expected.
In seasons like the present I very much

1

doubt whether Peas of fine exihibition quality

'

can be obtained without watering. It is the

custom to feed Peas from which one requires >

pods of extra fine quality, and it stands to

reason that feeding oannot possibly be done
with success on soils as hard as iron and as

dry as a bone. To apply strong liquid manure,
to Peas under such conditions would be run-

ning grave risks of killing the plants. Heavy
mulches may do much good, but on very light

1

soils where exhibition culture of the kind des-

cribed is to be carried out, I strongly urge

the wisdom of watering the plants. F.R.H.S., '

Yorkshire.

TOMATO HIDE'S RECRUIT. J
This variety has done splendidly with me in

the open this season, and deserves to be grown
more extensively.

The points in its favour are, free setting (from

ten to fourteen fruits on a truss), berries of
\

grand colour and flavour, growth short jointed,

and quickness in maturing, the fruits ripening

quit© fourteen days earlier than those of Sun-
\

rise grown in similar conditions.
In this district Potatos promise to give good

crops, except where (he tubers were planted
very late.

But the grower would be wise to lift his

crops speedily, as the tubers have thrown out

long shoots, and in many cases the plants are

forming secondary tubers.

Sharpe's Express and The Ally are the least

offenders in this respect, and Up-to-Date, King
Edward and Templar the worst. Geo. H
Emmett, Lindors Gardens, Gloucester.

A RECORD CROP OF ONTONS.
I recently inspected a very heavy crop of

autumn-sown Onions which had been grown
on an allotment here by Mr. Ive. and I con-

sider it the heaviest crop on record. The seed
was sown thickly in August, 1920; neither thin-

ning nor transplanting had heen done. The
Onions were touching each other and pushing
their neighbours out in all directions. The rows
averaged about 9 inches in width at the time
of lifting. There were twelve rows in the 16

feet length of the plot, and the rows were 15^
feet long. An average row was selected and the

crop weighed 55 lb., thus a yield equal to 51

tons llj cwt. per acre was produced. The variety
was Carter's Record ; it may be classed as a
good selection of Giant Rocca. The seed was
sown on good ground without any application
of manure, but a dressing of mineral fertiliser

had been given in the following spring,

while the crop was growing ; a representative
from Messrs. Carter's, and the Secretary of the

Surbiton Horticultural Society also attended at

the weighing of the Onions. Mr. Ive always
.

grows autumn Onions on this system, and
must be congratulated on the enormous crops

he obtains. If we are to compete with the for-

eigner successfully at present prices (2d. per
lb. retail) our growers must produce heavier
crops. The above crop at Id. per lb. would be

worth £481 2s. 8d. per acre. IF. H. Divers,
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PEACHES AND NECTARINES
THE OPEN.

IN

For some reason the cultivation of Peaches
and Nectarines in the open is not nearly so
largely practised nowadays—certainly in many
parts of the country—as was the ease some
years ago. What exactly is the reason for this
decline it would be difficult to say, but most
Rely, owing to poor methods, the results at-

tained were so unsatisfactory that it was not
thought the trees would do well in the open.
Nevertheless, with a proper system of cultiva-

tion, very hue craps of fruit may be obtained
during most seasons, and, provided the borders
are properly prepared and the roots of the
trees kept well supplied with water, the flavour
of many varieties is quite equal to fruits grown
under glass. A southern aspect is to foe pre-

ferred to any other, but splendid results may
be obtained on a wall with a western aspect,
and it is on such a wall that we grow them
at Aldenham. The wall is about 150 feet long,
with a height of 10 feet, and since we first

commenced employing the wall for this crop,
we have never had a failure, though it will

be readily understood that in some seasons the
number of fruits has been considerably less than
it has been in other years. The present season
has been one of the best we have had, and the
accompanying illustration (see Fig. 57) shows a
tree of Peach Grosse Mignonne trained against
this wall ; it is bearing a bountiful crop, and
is a fair specimen of the whole of the trees.

In growing Peach and Nectarine trees in the
open, one of the most important items towards
success is the preparation of the border. The
sub-soil should be examined carefully, and if

found to be too retentive of moisture some form
of drainage should be provided to carry off an
excess of water. A suitable compost should foe

prepared, consisting of a mixture of three parts
.good loam to one part mortar rubble, with suffi-

cient broken charcoal to keep the soil sweet.

The prepared soil should be placed in a layer,

about two feet deep, and it should rise above
the level of the surrounding ground or path, as

much as a foot where the soil is naturally of

a moist nature, but less where it is drier.

In planting the trees spread the roots out
carefully, and cover them with the compost.

Eking care that the place of union with graft and
stock is not buried. Secure the tree when it is

planted to prevent the roots being disturbed

and damaged through swaying caused by winds.

The preparation of the border and subsequent
planting are as important for Peaches and Nec-
tarines as for vines. Plant in early autumn.
The trees should be heavily pruned in early

spring, removing all wood that is not required,

and thus getting the tree into a good shape.

Strong, healthy trees will produce many little

shoots that should not be retained, and dis-

budding should commence at an early date. The
'first stage should be to remove any shoots that

are seen to be growing outwards from the front

of the tree at right angles, or thereabout, to the
wall, and also shoots that are growing under-
neath towards the wall, thus leaving only side

shoots to deal with. Of these, only sufficient

fhould be retained as will furnish the wall next

season, and if a distance of, say, three inches is

left between them this should be sufficient

space. These shoots should be tied in position at

any time when they are long enough for

manipulating.
Perhaps the most anxious period is the flower-

ing stage, and here one has to reckon wiith the

possibilities of severe weather. In this event
the blossoms must be protected, and some sort

of screen, fixed for tihe purpose. Many growers

Use two or three layers of netting as a protec-

tion, but at Aldenham we employ old tiffany

Hinds that have served their purpose as blind

shades to the glasshouses, and we find this a
very effective device indeed: others use Archan-
eel mats, but so long as efficient frost screening

i« done, each grower may employ the most suit

able materia] at bis disposal. Heavy crops of

fruit must be thinned, for in no case should
the trees be overcropped. It is perhaps as well

to do the work of thinning in two or three
stages, first removing any malformed fruits, or

any that are clustering behind growths. Thin-
ning should be commenced when the fruits are
about the size of small marbles. Thereafter,
the remaining fruits should be thinned so as to

leave them as evenly distributed over the tree

as possible, removing any that are growing
closely together, and in no case permitting two
growing together both to remain. About three
or four weeks after this has been done the
trees should again be examined with a view to
removing any fruits that may even then be
considered too close together.

When the fruit has set, syringing should
commence, and this should be done twice daily,

until such time as the fruit commences to
colour, at which period syringing should be dis-

continued. An abundance of water should bis

applied at the. roots during dry weather, and,
after the fruits have formed their stones, the

roots should be fed occasionally with liquid

manure, especially when the crop is a good
one. The fruits should be exposed to the sun
as much as possible to facilitate ripening and
colouring, and to do this, a good expedient is

to place short wooden laths under each fruit

just before they commence ripening.

things I most deplore in gardens that I visit
whilst travelling about the country is the enor-
mous waste of valuable wall space. One often
sees tine walls quite destitute of useful plants,.
or merely carrying Ivy that is neither greatly
ornamental nor useful, or even poor, worn out
old fruit trees that have well passed their days
of usefulness. This applies not only to big gar-
dens, but also to those attached to small resi-
dences, and surely it would be more profitable
for the owners to ofotain good varieties of fruit
trees to occupy such spaces, rather than let
theni run to waste as so many do.
E. Beckett, Y.il.H.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.

(Continued from, jiage 128.)

Huntingdonshire.—Apples are a heavy crop
and continue to swell in spite of the long
drought, though the trees are making very
little growth. Plums flowered well, and the?

Fig. 57.

—

a finely cropped tree of peach grosse mignonne on a wall out-of-doors

I have sometimes heard it suggested that root

pruning should not be necessary for Peaches
and Nectarines out of doors, but this does not

hold good in all cases, for at times strong,

coarse growths develop from the base of the

tree, pointing to the need of root restriction.

In such cases the border should be opened and
any very strong roots cut away cleanly, after

which the remaining roots should be spread
out carefully and recovered with soil as when
planting. Root pruning should be done in

autumn.

After the fruiting period the foliage should
be permitted to fall naturally as far as pos-

sible. The tree should be examined to make
sure that no surplus, too rampant, or deformed
growth has been permitted to remain over-

looked, when tying in the shoots during the

summer. Some growers cut the younger
growths, that is the shoots of the current sea-

son, free from the wires during the autumn
and winter, in order to facilitate ripening of

the wood, securing them again in the early

spring. This practice may be adopted with ad-

vantage, provided that the tree is properly and
sufficiently supported against heavy winds, as

the loose growth will cause greater strain.

The varieties which we grow on the wall at

Aldenham comprise Peaches : Grosse Mignonne,
Barrington, Peregrine, Goshawk, Royal George,

and Amsden's June; Nectarines: Lord Napier,

Byron, and Violette Hative. These have all

proved reliable in cropping.

In conclusion, I would add that one of the

fruits appeared to set freely, but a series of
frosts of from 3 to 7 degrees from the nights-

of April 15 to 20 caused most of the small

fruits to turn black and the crop is a general

failure in this district. Strawberries an.t

Raspberries were smali and dried np, except

in a few favoured positions. Black and Red
Currants were plentiful and good, as a'so are

Peaches, Apricots, and Cherries. The Fen soil

is peaty, over clay, and the high land is a stiff

loam, generally over clay subsoil with an occa-

sional vein of gravel. A. V. Coombe, Ramsey
Abbey Gardens.
Lincolnshire.—There was every prospect of

a good fruit season until we experienced late

frosts in spring. On the night of April 14

we registered 8° frost ; on the 15th, 6° accom-

panied by snow; on the 16th, 1° with snow;

on the 17th, 4° and snow ; on the 18th, 2°'

of frost; on the 19th, 3°; and on May 4, 2°.

Most of the Gooseberries and Black Currants-

fell from the bushes. We have no Plums.
Dessert Cherries escaped the frosts, and we-

have had a fine heavy crop on bush trees.

Raspberries and Strawberries escaped the
frosts, but suffered from exceptional drought.

We have 73 fine old Red Currant bushes which
are supposed to be about 70 years old, and
I have never known them to produce less than

1 ton of fine fruit yearly. Ours is a light

soil with white clay subsoil, Thomas ' 'ox,

/Sainton Hall Gardens, Lincoln.

Many Apples dropped from the trees as-

the effect of drought. Raspberries were of
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small size and many of the berries failed to

mature. Currants were small, but Goose-

berries were very good, although we ha 1

not the usual quantity as they were injured

.by late frosts. Apricots are not a success on

our soil, which is a strong loam, on a sub-

soil of clay. F. C. Stainsby, Brocklesby

Park Gardens.

Norfolk.—The fruit crops are on the

whole satisfactory. Cold winds and frost did

.a little damage to late flowering Pears and
Plums. Apple trees flowered freely and the.

fruits set well, necessitating much thinning of

the crop. Strawberries were of first-rate

quality, and Cherries were very good,

especially Morellos, of which we have a heavy

.crop again. Bush fruits of all kinds produced
•large crops. Raspberries were a failure owing
to the long spell of dry weather. Our soil is

.a very light, sandy loam. J. E. Fitt, Earlham
Hall Gardens, Norwich.

Apples and Pear trees are bearing well,

Plum trees flowered well, but owing to the

.cold weather only a few fruits set. Other fruits

have been good in spite of the long-continued

drought. All wall trees here are well watered
each week, and in the case of several of the

large trees in the open we have dug trenches

.about 4 ft. from their stems and filled the

trenches with water. Even with this precau-

tion the fruits will be small. This applies

.mainly to Apples and Pears, which are carry-

ing heavy crops. Our soil is very light in

texture, with a non-binding gravel subsoil.

Isaiah Johnson, Cotton House Gardens, Nor-
wich.

Suffolk.—Although we have a good Apple
.crop the blossom suffered severely during the

latter part of April and the early part of

May from cold winds, hot sun, and frost at

night. On the night of May 4 6° of frost

were registered. We have, however, much to

•be thankful for in escaping the ravages of the

Winter Moth Caterpillar, which has not
troubled us seriously since May, 1918. The
Plum crop was partly spoiled by frost, and
was finished off later by the Plum Leaf-curling
Aphis. There were heavy crops of Currants
;and Gooseberries, and where an insecticide wash
•could be applied early they were of fine

quality, otherwise they were badly attacked
by the Leaf Bunching Currant Aphis and the
Leaf Blister Currant Aphis, causing them
.quickly to be covered with " honey-dew,"
rendering them unpleasant to handle, and
lowering their value. Herewith I append the
rainfall taken at these gardens from January,
1921. to date: January, 1.92 in.; February
.31 in.; March 1.00 in.; April, 1.28 in.;

May, 1.43 in.; June, .13 in.; July to 19th,

..19 in. Our average here is 26.00 ins. yearly.

A. K. Turner, Orwell Par/: Gardens, Ipswich.

MIDLAND COUNTIES.
Bedfordshire.—The year has been re-

markable for the variation of the weather : in

spring the wind was mainly from the north-
west and cold, with frosts, those on April 8,

'.9, 15, 16, 17, being responsible for the loss of
the Plum crop. On April 16 we registered
10° of frost, when Plums and Gooseberries
were at a 'critical stage ; a sharp frost was
also registered on June 19. All trees had a
-wonderful show of blossom. Plums, Peaches,
and Nectarines on walls, where protected, are
cropping well, especially Nectarines, and we
have a fair number of Plums on walls, but
on Plum trees in open situations, also Dam-
sons, there is not a fruit to be seen in some
places. Apricots, owing to sunny weather,
are of wonderful flavour. Figs promise well.
We have a good show of Pears, especially
"Williams' Bon Chretien, and Beurre Bosc".

Of small fruits Black Currants " ran off
"

•owing to drought ; Bed Currants and Goose-
berries were both very good. Raspberries had
a very short season, and the fruit was very
small. Strawberries were very good, but the
season was soon over. Laxton's Latest was the
best of the late sorts; Givon's Prolific was a
(failure. Apples are a splendid crop. W. G.
Warner, Chicksands Priory Gardens, She/ford.

(To be continued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

The Bearing of Fruit Trees in Alternate Years.

—Your leading article in the issue of August 13

is of great interest, and the subject is, in

my opinion worthy of further investigation in

this country. Since 1919 I have had under
observation an Apple tree which has a tendency
to fruit in alternate years, i.e., Miller's Seed-
ling, but am as yet unconvinced as to the cause
of this behaviour. About two dozen good-sized

fruiting trees constitute the outside row of an
orchard here, and, although they all possess

the same characteristics, three-fourths of them
gave an abundant crop in 1919, and a like

yield this year, while the remaining quarter
produced an abundant crop last year (1920),

with little or no fruit either in 1919 or the

present year. I am marking the trees and
recording the crops for reference, and hope to

discover the means to adopt to secure a

perennial arid certain yield. If of special

interest to any of your readers, I am sure

Messrs. Sale and Son will be only too pleased

to afford them an opportunity of inspecting

the trees referred to. James Young (Sale

and Son), Wokingham, Berks.

Unusual Forms of Iris Flowers.—I cannot help

thinking that Mr. Weathers (see p. 85) will

find that the experience of most growers is

not the same as his with regard to unusual
forms of Iris flowers. At any rate, my ex-

perience has been that among the hybrid

bearded Irises flowers with two, four, or five

parts instead of the normal three are ex-

tremely common The well-known Queen of

May is a constant offender in producing four-

sided flowers, and among seedling Pallidas

it is not at all unusual to obtain a plant which

is apt to produce flowers in which all the

petals drop and appear to be fails. The
worst instance that I have known of this

multiplication or deformity of the parts was
a flower of the plant usually known as Iris

sisvrinchium which had no fewer than ten

falls. W. B. Ihjkes-

Curious Effects of the Drought (see p. 108).—

Iri addition to t lie cuiious effects of

the drought mentioned in The Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1 may add ai.other. I sowed

about eight rows of Early Snowball Tur-

nip somewhere about the eaily part of April.

The rows were about 90 yards long. Since

that date, until the 25th ult., no further sow-

ing was possible. We have pulled a great

m?ny bunches from the unthinned rows, and

the roots ate very well for the season, but

were by means first class. The rows were

horse-hoed twice and side-hoed once. The

curious thing, to my mind, is that, although

this is on light land, which had merely been

twice ploughed, and we have had no good

rains, until August 24 not one plant ran to

seed. In ordinary years, and under similar

circumstances, one would naturally have ex-

pected them to have bolted long ago. II*. F.

Bowles.

The Sowing of Beans.—Mr. Pateman (p. 78)

probably rightlv ascribes, the result of his

trial to" the dry weather, but it is to be hoped

that he will ' report later as to which of the

sowings have made more stocky growth and

come first into hearing; as well as the resulte

in future and more normal years. The extra

labour involved in forming a shallow ditch for

Peas or Broad Beans is very slight, but in

this country even that tends to make workers

"feel faint all over" like Phil May's labourer.

Of Broad Beans I reckon to make some 12 to

14 sowings, not more than a yard or two at a
time, enough to yield a couple of dishes; this

year owing to the drought we have not sown

more than half that number, and the chance

of a dishful in November looks very small. Of

Peas, I reckon, to make about 17 or 18 sowings,

early ones of Little Marvel sometimes cropping

three times. Very many people sow far too

much seed at a time. //. E. Durham.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

September 6 and 7.—The usual fortnightly

meeting was held on the above dates in the Vin-

cent Square Hall, Westminster. The exhibition

was chiefly of Dahlias ; the National Dahlia

Society's annual show was held on the same
occasion, and in the same place, and additional

interest was also given by the Gladioli staged in

conjunction with the Foremarke Challenge Cup
presented by Sir Francis Burdett, Bart.

Orchids were as numerous as usual, but on this

occasion no novelty leccived an award.

The Floral Committee recommended three

Awards of Merit, whilst the joint Committee of

the National Dahlia Society and the B.H.S.

selected eighteen Dahlias as worthy of trial in the

Society's gardens.

A first class exhibit of Apples and Pears was

shown by Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg, and the

Fruit and Vegetable Committee recommended an

Award of Merit for a new, handsome dessert

Apple named Mrs. Wiimut.

Orchid Committee.

]' resent: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),

Prince T. Shimadzu, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (lion,

secretary), J. Wilson Potter, C. B. Tahourdiii,

J. E. Shill, Arthur Dye, Fred K. Sander, A.

McBean, Richard G. Thwaites, Stuart H. Low,

Guroey Wilson, W. J. Kaye, and J. T. Barker.

There was a good show of Orchids, and a

dozen subjects were submitted to the committee

for award. No award, however, was made, as

comparison with the paintings of plants pre-

viously certificated under the same names and

parentages showed that they were not suffi-

ciently distinct. Several of the new exhibits

were exceedingly meritorious, but the decision

of the committee was in every case justified

when the illustrations of previously certificated

plants were closely examined.

Groups.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim, Woodstock (gr. Mr. J. T. Barker) was

awarded a gold medal for a grand group occupy-

ing 30 ft. frontage, and containing 115 finely

grown specimens principally of Cattleya. Laelio-

Cattleya, and Brasso-Cattleya. The centre was

of blue Vanda coerulea, with charming Brasso-

Cattlevas, of which the new and very pretty

B.-C.
* Blenheim Gladys (B.-C. speciosa x C.

Schroderae Majestica) was by far the best., and

wheal matured should merit a high award. The

flowers, which are of fine shape, are white with

a pearly-pink tint. The side groups were com-

posed of good Laelio-Cattleyas, chiefly raised at

Blenheim, forms of Brasso-Cattleya Marmiris,

showy Laelio-Cattlevas, including forms of L.-C.

Soulange and the "fine L.-C. Mrs. T. Ward
(Lustre x Hiawatha), a pretty blush-white

variety, with purple lip. The group also con-

tained" good white-petalled Cattleyas ; several

forms of C. Isalbel Sander, C. Hardyana alba

which was specially good, and the large blush-

white Brasso-Cattleya Virginia.

.J. J. Bolton, Esq., Claygate Lodge, Claygate

(gr. Mr. Lymes), was awarded a Silver Flora

Medal for a pretty group of select and specially

well-grown Orchids, the novelties in which were

Cattleya Adula var. Dreadnought, the largest

and best of the rose-tinted forms of this showy

cross between C. Hardyana and C. bicolor;

Sophro-Laello-Cattleya Felicia, Fowler's variety:

S.-L.-C. Niobe, Cattleya Naida exquisita, one of

the beet yellows of its class; and several good

wlhite-petalled Cattleyas.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's

Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal, for

a specially interesting group in which Miltonia

hybrids and Odontiodas were prominent. A
good selection of Laelio-Cattleyas, including the

handsome L.-C. Athene (callistoglossa x St.

Gothard); and fine white Cattleyas of their

C. Hesta section were well shown. Among the

species we noticed a grand example of the large

Bulbophyllum viresoens, and a very singular I

Zygopetalum. near to Z. rostratum. but 'which
|

mav be a natural hybrid : also a large and .

richly-coloured form of Oncidium Papilio.
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Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, secured a Silver

Flora Medal for a group of hybrids and in-

teresting species, the former including showy
Cattleyas of the C. Hardyana class, chiefly

white foims, and C. Prince John (Dowiana
aurea xFabia albo). Cj pripediums included the
emerald green and white form of the C. Maudiae
section, while of species interesting plants were
Cattleya Leopoldii, now becoming rare, and
Bulbophyllum umbellatum.
Messrs. Flohy and Black, Slough, staged a

selection of hybrids, the best of which were
Laelio-Cattleya Vivid (L.-C. Thyooie x C.
Rhoda), a fine yellow; and L.-O. Rajah (L.-C.
Ettrick x C. Dowiana aurea), with canary
yellow sepals and petals, and rich claret lip.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, showed a. grand specimen of Cattleya
Mrs. Pitt Low's variety (Dowiana aureai x
Harrisoniana) with a many-flowered spike of

large, uniformly rosy-mauve-tinted flowers
superior to any in its class, also Sophro-Laelio-
Cattleya Ilene, with pretty and distinct flowers.

Mr. C. F. Waters, Deanlands Nursery Bal-
combe, showed Laelio-Cattleya Fleury (L.-d. Issy
x C. Dowiana aurea) with bronzy sepals and
petals and rosy-mauve lip.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

John Green, John Heal, Win. H. Morter, Wm.
Howe, C. R. Fielder, W. B. Gingell, A. Ireland,
Charles Dixon, Arthur Turner, Chas. E. Pear-
son, E. F. Hazelton, W. P. Thomson, George
Paul, W. G. Baker, J. T. Bennett-Poe, H. J.

Jones, W. H. Page, J. F. McLeod, G. Reuthe,
S. Morris. E. A. Bowles, and Reginald Cory.

Awards of Merit. .

Gladiolus Odin.—A very beauti r
ul gandavensis

variety of perfect form and well disposed flowers.

The roundish flowers are of vivid salmon-pink
colouring, and there is a definite crimson line set
on scarlet shading on the lower segment.

G. Souvenier.—This is an excellent primulinus
variety having an uncommon length of stem, and
there are more flowers open at the same time
than is usually the case with this type. The
individual blooms are also larger than usual.

Although the characteristic hooded upper seg-

ment is present, the flower is more or less round
in shape. Except for three faint radiating lines

in the throat of the flower it is a self yellow of

grand substance. Both varieties were shown by
Messrs. K. Velthuys, Ltd

Sose Dresden China.—A distinctly good China
Rose of large size and great freedom of flowering.

The flowers, which are borne in large flatitish

trusses, are of cardinal red colour paling to a
delicate blush pink in the centre. Shown by
Mr. George Paul.

Groups.

A large exhibit of Gladioli, principally of

gandavensis varieties, was made by Messrs.
K. Velthuys, Ltd. Not only was the quality

particularly good, but the arrangement was also

v/orthy of high praise. Of the many varieties

'we selected Proserpine, Chris, Le Marechal
Foch, Lena Gratz, Catherina and Red Canna as

being the very best (Silver Flora Medal).
The Foremarke Silver Cup was awarded to

Major Churcher for an exceedingly interesting

collection. The primulinus hybrids were of

great merit, and these included Cassandra,
Albion, Yeone and Kundred, while of the larger

flowered sorts Cameo and Favourite were very
charming.
A very showy exhibit of herbaceous flowers

was made by Mr. Maurice Prichard. Helian-

thus Monarch, which may be termed a greatly

improved Miss Mellish, attracted a deal of

attention. Helen iums and herbaceous Phloxes
wore also well represented (Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal).

An admirable strain of Antirrhinums was
displayed by the Chalk Hills Nursery Co. :

Carmine Queen, Spitfire, Crimson King were par-

ticularly good. Campanula Brunoniensis alba,

Veronica spicata rosea, Potentilla Gibson's

Scarlet, and Dracocephalum speciosum were als«~

well shown (Bronze Flora Medal).
Many interesting hardy herbaceous flowers

Bid alpines were shown by Mr. W. Wells, jun.

Of the former, Cedronella cana, Salvia uliginosa.

a blue-flowered species which is such a good
dr\ weather plant, and Erigeron Antwerpia
were very attractive (Silver Banksian Medal).
Heleniums, Phloxes, Lythrums and Gail-

lardias in variety were shown by Messrs. Rich
and Co. (Bronze Banksian Medal). Heavily
fruited sprays of such Crabs as Transcendant.
John Downie, and the Dartmouth Crab were
shown by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, who also
had floriferous sprays of Lonicera belgica Late
Red and Ceanothus azureus (Bronze Flora
Medal).

A neat little rockery, suitably planted, and
some herbaceous flowers were shown by Messrs.
Maxwell and Beale (Bronze Flora Medal).
Amongst the collection of uncommon shrubs

and plants displayed by Mr. G. Reuthe were
sprays of Lapageria rosea, Abelia rupestris,

Gloriosa superba, Convolvulus Cneorum, and
Juniperus canadensis prostrata Silver Banksian
Medal).
In King George Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd..

exhibited a particularly fine single blue coloured
Michaelmas Daisy, and their group of double-
flowered zonal Pelargoniums was also of uncom-
mon merit. Of the many sorts Louis Cailletet

(orange). Albert Guillaume (soft pink). Le
Melior (purple, scarlet centre), Noiram (bright

red) and H. Guinier (bright Picotee-ecige) were
particularly desirable. These plants, which were
grown in 3-inch pots, were most profusely

flo.vered (Bronze Flora Medal).
Although perhaps the blooms were not so

large as on former occasions, the Roses staged by
Messrs. Frank Cant and Co. were of brilliant

colouring. Los Angeles, Isobel, and Juliet

were admirable. The centre was occupied by a

new China Rose of great merit, and named
Mrs. Alfred Warner. In the bud stage the
colour is rich apricot and then proceeds to a
dainty shell pink (Silver Flora Medal).

In a corner space the Rev. J. H. Pemberton
showed such Roses as Moonlight, Callisto and
Prosperity, with Chateau de Clos Vougeot, Mrs.
Wemyss Quin and Rayon d'Or (Silver Bank-
sian Medal).

Particularly good Carinas in pots, associated
with Japanese Maples. Clematis, and Crataegus
Lalandii, were shown by Messrs. L. R. Russell,
Ltd. (Bronze Flora Medal).
Generous masses of Dianthus Allwoodii in an

exhibit by Messrs. Allwood Bros., illustrated

the value of this type of Carnation, of the many
sorts on view, Harold, Jean, Ruby, and Susan
were very charming. The newer perpetual-

border Carnations were also well displayed
(Silver Banksian Medal;.
Such useful varieties as Triumph. Jazz. Peer-

less. Tarzan, Saffron. Thor and Delice were
included in an exhibit of fresh and bright
greenhouse Carnations by Mr. C. Engelmann
(Silver Banksian Medal).

New Dahlias.

Out of a large number of novelties the follow-

ing varieties were selected by the joint R.H.S.
and N.D.S. committee for trial at Wisley.

Salmonea, a large sized decorative bloom of

good form and bright salmon colouring. Vesu-
vius, a compact, decorative flower borne on
long, stout stems and of rich crimson shading.
White Queen, a very large, flattish Cactus
variety which in form nearly approaches the

decorative type. The Rose, a medium sized

decorative bloom of compact habit with long
stems : the colour is a bright rosy mauve.
Artus, a decorative variety of bright scarlet

co'.our, which received many awards on the Con-
tinent last year. The above were shown by
Messrs. K. Velthuys. Ltd.
Mi-- Willmott. a velvety crimson single

variety, in which the colour pales at the tips of

the florets. Mamie is a single of uncommon
colouring. It has a broad central band of vel-

vety maroon which is shaded to bright mauve at

tip. Auchfield Star is a good addition to the

Star type. The ground colour is yellow, and
this is freely suffused with rosy lilac towards
1 he tii>s of the florets. These varieties were
shown by Messrs. ,T. Cheal and Sons.

Trixie is a small Paeony-flowered bloom of

yrand form and deep scarlet colouring. The stems

are lony and stout. Blanch is a decorative
white Dahlia of compact shape. These two
sorts were shown by Messrs. J. Burrell and
Son.

Dauntless, a decorative variety of vivid crim-
son colour overlying a white ground which is

marked at the tips. Goldfinch, a large Paeony
variety of loose habit ;;nd mediuim yellow
colour. Pilot, a collerette of dull carmine colour.

The white quills are splashed with carmine. Gal-
lant, a large, compact and decorative bloom.
The crimson colour fades to scarlet with age.

Big Ben, an immense decorative variety of claret

colour lightly suffused with purple. Champion,
a well-formed Cactus variety of brick red
colouring. Muis Mallison, a pretty decorative
variety of silvery lilac colour. The stems are

stout and the flower is compact. Princess, a.

Cactus variety. The pale carmine colour is

stippled over a yellow ground in the centre
florets. These varieties were shown by Messrs.

J. Stredwick and Son.

Groups of Dahlias.

A verv large and representative collection of

Dahlias was most pleasingly arranged by Messrs.

Carter, Page and Co. Amongst the Cactus
varieties were Border King, Ibis and Councillor

of great merit ; while amongst the decorative

varieties Hogshai, Selma and Plover were par-

ticularly attractive. Many collerette and single

varieties were also shown in quantity and of

great excellence (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).
A very pretty collection was contributed by

Mr. Chas. Turner. All types of the flower

were represented by blooms on stout stems,

which enabled them to be properly inspected.

Of the larger flowered sorts, Lieut. Warneford.
Sulphurea, Princess Juliana f.nd Rene Cayeaux
were especially noteworthy (Silver Flora Medal).

A large floor space was well utilised by
Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons with an artistic

arrangement. In the many raised bow-Is and
vases they displayed such sorts as Salmonea.
King Albert, Peacemaker, Mercury and Cheer
fulness; while on the' ground there were bril-

liant vases of Gluckhauf (Silver Banksian Medal).

An interesting collection of Dahlias was
shown by Messrs. W. Treseder and Son, who
displayed various Cactus and decorative varieties.

A good selection of the useful Star Dahlias

was displayed by Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons.

Messrs. j. Piper and Son filled a small talble

with stands and vases of their new decorative

Dahlia Oakwood Beauty. It is of pale salmon
colouring suffused with lilac

A goodly collection was arranged by Mr. J.

T. West, which included many especially good

varieties, particularly those of garden value

(Silver Banksian Medal).

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman).

J. Cheal, W. Poupart, A. H. Pearson, G. Berry,

W. Bates, J. C. Allgrove, A. W. Metcalfe, A.

Bullock, 0. Thomas, E. A. Merryweather, II.

Markham, W. Divers, E. A. Bunvard, W.
Wilks, G. F. Tinley, and S. T. Wright.

Award of Merit.

Apple Mrs. Wilmot.—This very handsome
variety somewhat resembles Red Astrakhan, but

is later, and, as shown, of larger size. The
fruits are exceedingly showy, being coloured

bright red all over, and covered with tiny dots.

The flesh is yellowish, and although not of first-

rate quality, the flavour is good and superior to

many of the market dessert Apples now in

reason, such as Worcester Pearmain. The fruits

are very heavy, for the flesh is solid, and there

is very little core. The stalk is short, and set

in a deep cavity, the part about the base being

russety ; the eye is closed, and in a moderate)-,

deep basin. Shown by Messrs. J. R. Pearson
and Sons, Lowdham, Notts.

Mr. H. Markhaji showed from the Earl of

Strafford's gardens, Wrotham Park, Barnet.

bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, cut from a

vine planted there in 1785. and the stock was
originally received from Holland in 1710. The
stem of this old vine has been trained around

an iron pillar, and the vine fills a considerable

space in a vinery 16 feet high. The bunches

were of remarkable quality, and few would
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suspect that they had been cut from a vine 136
years old, for they were much above average
size, and the berries also were very large. A
Cultural Commendation was awarded.
Messrs. G. G. Whitelegg and Co. were

awarded a Silver Knightian Medal for a collec-
tion of Apples and Pears, a box of Plums and a
few Crabs. The Apples were far superior to
the other fruits, and most of the dishes were
of first-rate exhibition quality, especially
Duchess' Favourite, King of the Pippins. Lord
Derby, Emperor Alexander, Cox's Orange Pip-
pin, Smart's Prince Arthur. Bismarck. Bram lev's
Seedling. Rival, Allington Pippin, Stirling
Castle, and Norfolk Beauty.
The Guildford Fruit Farm exhibited boxes

and bonnets of finely coloured fruits of Worcester
Pearniain Apple, some on the straight and others
on the cross pack (Silver Banksian Medal.

NATIONAL DAHLIA.
September 6.—The annual show of the above

society was held at Vincent Square in conjunc-
tion with the fortnightly meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society. The exhibits in many
instances reached a high standard of excellence.
and were by far the most important feature in
the hall. A gold medal was awarded to the
variety Mrs. ('has. Oilliatt. shown by Messrs.
J. Stuedwick and Son, as being the best Cactus
Dahlia in the show.

Open Classes.
In the classes for Show and Fancy Dahlias

there were only two exhibitors, but the general
quality of their blooms was particularly good.
The best 24 blooms distinct were shown by
Messrs. W. Treseder, Ltd., who had excellent
examples of Shottesham Hero. Duchess of
Albany, David Johnson. Tom Jones and Mrs.
Browning; 2nd, Mr. S. Mortimer, whose best
blooms were Gracchus. Rev. Canim. and
Plutarch.

Messrs. W. Treseder and Son were also first
in the class for 12 blooms distinct, but these were
not quite equal to the foregoing. Shottesham
Hero was again one of the best blooms. Chief-
tain, Joseph Ashby and Toon Jones were also of
merit. 2nd. Mr. S. Mortimer, who had v. i \

shapely blooms of Nora- Rawlings and Gracchus.
The only exhibitor of eighteen varieties of

Cactus Dahlias (six blooms of each) was Messrs.
James Stredwick and Son, who had a, stand of
very handsome blooms, amongst which the very
best were Mrs. A. Harvey, Patriot. Centaur.
Lightning and Miss Connie' Taylor. This meri-
torious exhibit was awarded the first prize and

i Silver-gilt Medal.
Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son were also

awarded the first prize for 24 Cactus blooms,
distinct, for an excellent collection which in-
cluded Silverhill Park, Emperor. Satisfaction and
Mrs. A. Harvey. 2nd, Mr. H. Woolman, who
was awarded the first prize for 12 Cactus blooms,
amongst which Mrs. A. Harvey, Silverhill,
Bizarre and H. H. Thomas were the best, The
first prize for 6 blooms of one variety was won
by G, J. E. Pryor, who had good 'blooms of
W. E. Peters.
The first prize display of 12 garden Cactus

varieties was won by Messrs J. Cheal and Sons.
This exhibit was' composed of medium-sized
blooms of decorative quality. The most attrac-
tive were Edith Carter, Mrs. Landale and Mrs.
Foster.

The Pompon Dahlias were particularly good.
The first prize for 24 varieties was won by
Messrs. Cheal and Sons, who staged dainty
examples of such as Darkest of All, Glow, Ade-
laide. Cyril and Madeline. Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons were also awarded first prize for 24 Singles
of great merit, The varieties Winona. Marion,
Aurora. Ariel and Rita were very charming.

First prizes for 6 varieties of decorative and
12 collerette varieties were also won by Messrs.
J. Cheal and Sons. In the former 'they had
striking blooms of Paul Crampel and 'Rene,
while ITstane. Evelyn and Scarlet Queen were
conspicuous amongst the colleiettes.

In the Open Floral Division. Mr. C. Turner
won the first prize in an admirable class for a
decorative vase of Paeonv-flowered Dahlias with
an artistic display ; and Mr. A. F. Tofield was

the best of many exhibitors of a vase of any
kind of Dahlia. The best table decoration was
by Mrs. G. Nash, who had a low arrangement
of small Cactus varieties. 2nd. Mrs. A. Brown.

Amateur Classes.

There was no exhibit of 24 show or fancy
Dahlias, but Mr. A. J. Barnes was awarded
first prize for 12 distinct blooms, and he also had
the best 6 varieties of Pompon Dahlias.

The first prize display of 6 stems each of

6 varieties of garden Cactus Dahlias by Mr.
Howard was an excellent effort, as also was the

collection of 9 varieties, 3 blooms of each, of

Cactus varieties by Mr. G. J. E. Pryor, for

which he was awarded the Gold Dean Memorial
"Medal. His examples of Phenomena] Golden
Crown and F. W. Fellowes were admirable. Mr.
Pryor was also first for 12 blooms of Cactus
varieties.

Mr. A. Luckin, who showed very good blooms,

was a successful exhibitor. He was first for

6 varieties, 3 blooms of each, and 24 distinct

varieties, amongst which Caronia. Dominion and
Mrs. H. Stredwick were particularly good. Mr.
A. Brown had the best 12 Pompon varieties,

6 collerettes, and 6 single Dahlias. Mr. A. F.

Tofield was successful in the class for 12 dis-

tinct Cactus blooms, while Air. R. Luff had the

best 6 vases of Star Dahlias.

In the Amateurs' Floral Decorations Classes.

Miss V. Tofteld was first with an attractive

basket of Dahlia blooms, and Mrs. S. T. White
excelled with a vase of Dahlias.

©bituar\>.

David Smith.—We regret to record the death

at his residence, Stranraer, after a long period

of failing health, of Mr. Da.vid Smith, for

many years an active member of the firm of

Messrs. Thomas Smith and Sons, nurserymen
and seedsmen, Stranraer. Mr. Smith was. for

about half a century, connected with the firm,

but owing to ill-health, he retired about three

years ago. He was well known throughout the

kingdom as an able and expert cultivator of

Roses and Rhododendrons, as well as of the

other nursery subjects.

David Inglis.—It is with much regret that

we record the death of Mr. David Inglis. late

gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch, at Drum-
lanrig. which sad event took place after a

short illness on August 28. Mr. Inglis, who
was in his 78th year, was seized with an
apoplectic attack the previous afternoon, and
passed away at his residence, Nithsdale View.
Thornhill. Dumfriesshire. Mr. Inglis belonged

to Fifeshire, and at an early age gained a high

place in horticultural circles. After serving

his apprenticeship and earliest career in the

north he entered the service of Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons. Chelsea. While in the employ
of that firm he was put in charge of important
work they were carrying out at Powerscourt
for Viscount Powerscourt. This led to Mr.
Inglis being appointed gardener at Powers-
court, where lie remained for some time,

leaving on his appointment as gardener to Earl

Grey, at Howick Hall. Northumberland.
About 23 years ago he was appointed gardener
to the Duke of Buccleuch, at Drumlanrig,
Dumfriesshire, on the retirement of Mr. David
Thomson. It was, we understand, largely on
the recommendation of Mr. Thomson that Mr.
Inglis was appointed to Drumlanrig, and he
ably sustained the great reputation of that

famous gardens during his tenure of the
appointment. Through various causes, such as

have affected many large gardens, a great re-

duction in the staff was made, and, as a great
change was being made in the nature of the
gardens from the commercial side, Mr. Inglis

retired, and was succeeded by Mr. Stewart.
During his service at Drumlanrig Mr. Inglis

thoroughly maintained the great reputation
Drumlanrig had acquired, and many of the
best Scottish gardeners were initiated into

gardening or passed through a period of im-
provement under him. Mr. Inglis took a deep
interest in all phases of horticulture : he was
specially interested in fruit, a department in

which Drumlanrig has always excelled, and his
knowledge was such that he was constantly
called upon to judge at many important
Scottish and other shows. On his retirement
Mr. Inglis resided at Thornhill. near Drumlanrig,
where he retained his keen interest in horti-
culture. He was one of the most courteous of
men, and was highly esteemed by all who
knew him. He is survived by Mrs. Inglis and
by a family of five sons, to whom much sym-
pathy is extended. The funeral took place at
Morton Churchyard on September 1. and was
very largely attended.

TRADE NOTE.
Messrs. Stuart Low Co. informs us that the

making of the new arterial road to Cambridge
through their nursery will in no way interfere
with the usual conduct of their business. The
firm has acquired an additional farm of over
300 acres in Kent, and this, in addition to their

establishment at Jarvis Brook, Crowborough,
will enable them to overcome the temporary kiss

of land caused through the 100 ft, road passing
through the home nursery.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Apples with Markings : //. (4. W. The fruits

are attacked by the disease known as bitter

pit. The first symptoms of the disease are
small brown spots under the skin. The spots

rapidly increase in size, assuming a more or
less round outline. The fungus is often asso-

ciated with a canker disease on the young
branches. The disease is of very frequent
occurrence, and widely distributed. Remove
all diseased fruit and destroy them by burn-
ing; cankered shoots should be cut off below
the seat of the disease, and these also should

be burned. Next spring spray the trees with

Bordeaux mixture just before the buds burst,

and again after an interval of five weeks, re-

peating the spraying after this at periods of

two weeks until the fruit is ripe.

Brunsvigia Josephine: /?. A*. A/., Bahama?.
This plant is a native of South Africa, and,

like many other Cape bulbous plants, re-

quires a resting period, during which the

bulbs should be kept dry. It grows well in

a compost consisting of about equal pro-

portions of good loam, peat, and sand. Dur-

ing its growing period a temperature of some
60° is necessary, with plenty of water at the

roots; during the resting period and when in

flower, a temperature of 50° to 55° is suitable

The plant increases slowly by offsets, and i

uncertain in flowering. It may be planted

out in a frame, or at the foot of a warm wall

where protection during winter can be given.

Plants may be purchased from Messrs. C. V.

Van Tubergen, .inn., Zwanenberg Nurseries,

Haarlem. Holland.

Chrysanthemums Unsatisfactory : J. H. Al-

though the growth is not diseased, it is of

an abnormal, stunted appearance and slightly

fasciated, conditions which are probably due

to the extremely hot weather and inattention

in maintaining a moist atmosphere about

the plants by spraying and damping with

water.

Cineraria Diseased: IF. S. The plants are

affected by the fungus Coleosporium

senecionis.
' This disease attacks Groundsel

and other species of Senecio. There are two

forms of aecidia. one of which grows in the

crevices of the bark of Pinus sylvestris and

other Pines. You should be careful to keep

the garden free from such weeds as Groundsel

and Ragwort. The injury done to cultivated

plants is generally slight, not amounting to

more than discolouration of the foliage.

Communications Received.— J. T.—D. B.—C. W.—
T. H.— .1. A. H—F. B. C—W. H.—W. D. W.—
H. M.— J. G. W.—G. C—C. B. T.—J. D. C—E. B.

—W. C —M. N\—B. B.—W. H.—W. J. P.—0. T.

—H. P. K.— E. J. H.—J. H. W.—E. F. R—G. 51. T.

—A. \\\—H. H. E.—A. C. B.—T. J.—P. & Son—
P. B. M.—N. D.— E. H. J.— N. E. B.—N. F. T —
C. N.—J. T.—J. McN\— E. B.—H. J. E.
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The Grading:
and Packing

of Fruit

The complexity of the
system of bringing such
produce as fruit from the
produce-,- ti. tlir consumer
is so great that, despite

general recognition of the need for im-
provement in the mechanism of distri-

bution the introduction of improvements is

extraordinarily difficult of accomplishment.
For example, growers are often blamed h>r

not devoting more '
-are and system to the

packing and grading of fruit. Yet so long
as it remains a fact that under present con-
ditions growers may, upon occasions and by
no means infrequently, lose rather than gain
by the practice of more thorough methods,
so long will the majority of growers be con-
tent to follow existing custom. Hen.e it

follows that unless the wholesaler, and
ultimately the public, put a reasonable pre-

mium on well-packed and properly graded
consignments of fruit, things will remain
very much as they are. Both the Ministry
of Agriculture and the Federation of Fruit

Growers have had this problem of pack-
ing and grading under consideration, and
from the discussions which have taken
place it appears, as is pointed nut by Mr.
H. V. Taylor,* that a necessary accompani-
ment of any improved system of packing
and grading is the adoption by the grower,
or letter, ov associations of growers, of a

label showing conspicuously the kind anil

qnalitv mf the fruit marketed. Success

along these lines has already been achieved
by growers of Tomatos, and the system of

labelling adopted by them has proved that
its adoption is profitable. If some such
devi. e for declaring kind and quality is

adopted, success is more likelv to be secured
by a responsible body such as the National
Federation of Fruit Growers "guarantee-
ing " the label. This method has been
adopted already in South Africa and Cali-

fornia, where the Government guarantees
the label, and in Canada where the guarantee
is undertaken by a Growers' Association
backed by the Government. Experience in

these countries has proved that special legis-

lation has been necessary to secure success,

but it is to be hoped that in this country
voluntary agreement between the parties

concerned in marketing might make special

legislation unnecessary. There can be no
question but that this is the more desirable

way, for a Government guaranteed label

would inevitably mean inspection, and inspec-

tion generally spells money and irritation.

The scheme which the Federation has under
consideration would avoid the necessity for

inspectors and inspection. The descriptive

labels would be distributed to individual

growers through their several Associations,

and defaulters, if any, would quickly be

discovered and brcught to book by salesmen

and retailers. Needless to say, there are

manv important questions which need to be

considered and decided upon before the

scheme can be applied generally; into these,

however, we need not go now. Perhaps the

most important question in connection with

the scheme is what are to be the forms of

the packages in which standard fruits are

to Ibe marketed. Fruit from abroad, to

stand a sea journey and to enjoy low freight,

has come to be packed in boxes, and the

fact that boxed fruit, to be properly packed,

must be graded, has doubtless contributed

to the popularity of fruit consigned from

overseas! The box, however, is an expen-

sive package, and it is not clear that any

but the choicest kinds of dessert fruit would

pay if consigned in this manner. There is

room here for mgenuity, and the man who

could invent a light and strong container,

so cheap as to Ibe non-returnable, would

confer the greatest boon on the British

fruit grower. Those who attend the exhi-

bition of fruit which is being organised bv

the Daily Mail at the Crystal Palace towards

the end of October, will doubtless have good

opportunity of observing the methods of

packing adopted bv growers from all parts

of the' world, and of seeing the advantage

of good methods of marketing fruit.

* Grading and Parkin? nf Fruit.
Ministry nf Agriculture. July, 1921.

'nurnal of the

RHS Meetings.—Although the meetings on

September 20 and October 4 and 5 will be

restricted to exhibit- of vegetables and fruits

respectively, the various committees will meet

as usual to consider plants submitted for

awards. At the first show the (tordnii-bennox

Challenge Cup will be awarded to the best

exhibit nf frail grown by an amateur. On

Sectemlbei 27 an ordinary fortnightly nicotine;

will be held.

Mr E H. Jenkins—The manv friends of

Mr E H Jenkins, formerly of Hampton, and

now of Surbiton, will be glad to learn thai he

i- steadily recovering from the severe illness

and operation which have kept him
.

W
hospital for five months. His cheery optimism

is shown in a letter he has written us, wherein

he states that lie is inexpressibly weal; anil

greatly hampered bv surgical dressings, bid

with the quiet and attention experienced at

home he hopes soon to send occasional notes,

as already lie is able to sit up for a while each

day.

Serious Accident to Professor Craib.—This
year's meeting of the British Association in

Edinburgh has been marred by a sad accident
to Professor W. G. Craib, formerly lecturer in
Forestry in the University of Aberdeen. Whilst
on a botanical excursion to Dunkeld, Professor
Craib fell out of the train at. the Moncrieff tunnel,
near Perth, and was seriously injured, one leg
being crushed. He was removed to IVrtii

Infirniary. where it was found necessary to

amputate the foot.

Phosphates from the Ocean and Nauru Islands.

—Since the war, the phosphates produced in

the Ocean, and Nauru Islands have become
Imperial property ; the United Kingdom has a
claim to 42 per cent, of the output at cost price,

Australia to 42 per cent., and New Zealand to

16 per cent. . The phosphates have arisen from

the interaction of the excreta of sea birds with

the coral rociks of the islands, and though they

have originated from guano, they cannot be

described as such. They contain 85 to 89 per.

cent, of phosphate of lime, calculated as tribasic

phosphate of lime, and are free from iron and

alumina.. Both the physical and chemical

character of the material is such as to render

it. readily soluble and available for growing

crops, and the Ministry of Agriculture has no

hesitation in recommending* a mixture of

Nauru phosphate and basic slag for application

to grass land at. the rate of 4 owt. to 6 cwt.

,,,i",inv. according to grade, especially on heavy

soils, peaty soils, and all situations where the

rainfall is not too light. The control of the

Nauru phosphates is vested in Commissioners

who have arranged with a company to take and

distribute the whole of the output allotted to

the United Kingdom. It can be supplied with

a guarantee of 80 to 85 per cent, of phosphates,

oi\ mixed with basic slag, in grades varymg

from a minimum of 40 per cent, to a majrunum

of 65 per cent, of phosphates. At current prices

the mixture costs from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per unit

of phosphate of lime, delivered to the P^-Chaser-s

nearest station, whereas basic slag (30/5^ pei

cent, total phosphate) costs 4s 3d., or (20/45

per cent, total phosphate) 4s. and super-

phosphate (30 per cent, total phosphate) 4s. pei

Berries in Season.-We have received an

interesting collection of berried ^*es of

shrubs from Mr. T. Smith, Daisy Hill Nur-

serns. Newrv. and also some spikes of Lobelia

Huntsman with handsome crimson flow.

Rosa pomifera, as its name implies, bears hips

nearly as large as small Apples, and ot a

brilliant vermilion. Tarrot.a persica ,s valu-

able on account of its ornamental red foliage.

Rosa rubrifolia is chiefly conspicuous tor its

„-,„l,f red hips, and several other Roses are

represent in the collection, all of which are

exceedingly ornamental. The berries of

SIS horizontal are well coloured; and

Kirengeshoma palmate bears handsorm ye ow

flowers, the buds of which are even bngntei

in colour than the mature blooms.

National Myeological Collection.—Early last

year the Medical Research Council was able,

bv the courtesy of the governing body of the

liter Institute to make arr^gements to

maintain a National Collection of Ivpe Ci

tares of Bacteria and Protozoa at the Invi-

to where all the necessary facilities have

been provided. The scheme is under the

general direction, on behalf of the Council of

Prof J C. G. Ledingham, with Dr. U. tot.

John Brooks and Miss M. Rhodes, as Curator

and Assistant Curator, respectively. It.now

appears that mycologists have Ion- felt the

need of a similar collection. To some extent

the Centraalbureau vonr Schimmelcultures

Amsterdam (now at BaarnV has been found

useful by British and Imperial botanists but

it is the general opinion that a collection ot

Fungi in this country is very necessary tor

the co-ordination rlf research. Since the for-

mation of such a collection is not at present

contemplated bv any institution it is consi-

dered that the scope of the National IVpa

,',,11,.,-tion should be extended. The British

* Nauru Phosphate. Leaflet No. 379, Ministry of

Agriculture, Whitehall Place.
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Mycological Society has appointed a fully

representative standing committee to consider

the ways in which the collection can be made
most valuable and to advise and assist in all

questions appertaining to Fungi. It is pro-

posed to collect and maintain cultures of Fungi
of importance in phytopathology, medkine.
veterinary science, technology and soil biology,

types useful for teaching purposes and any
rare or interesting species. At present it is

not possible to cope with the innumerable
strains of common Fungi, and only room can

be ifound for those forms with some published

distinguishing name or symbol. The co-opera-

tion of bacteriologists and mycologists is

earnestly invited, and in return every effort

will be made to supply the needs of applicants

for cultures. Cultures of bacteria may be

sent either for identification or maintenance
in the collection and should be accompanied
by the fullest particulars as to source and date

of isolation and, if possible, by clinical and
epidemiological notes. In the case olf Fungi
it is necessary at present to restrict the collec-

tion to fully identified species, and in sending

these it should be stated by whom they were
named and also whether a special medium
is required for growth, as only a few standard
media will be in general use. It must
naturally be left to the discretion of the

director to decide whether given cultures are

of sufficient importance to be maintained in

the collection. Cultures will be supplied on
demand, so far as possible, to workers at home
and abroad and, as a rule, a small charge
will be made to deifrav the cost of media and
postage. Annual lists of the Fungi in the

collection will be published in the Transactions

of the British Mycological Society. A set of

type slides of Fungi will be kept in the

Botanical Department of the British Museum
(Natural History) in addition to a working set

at the Lister Institute. It is requested that

all communications bo addressed to:—The
Curator, National Collection of Type Cultures,

Lister Institute, Chelsea Gardens, London,
S.W.I.

National Fruit and Cider Institute. Long
Ashton. The Governors of the National Fruit

and Cider Institute and Research Station, Long
Ashton, near Bristol, inform us that the fruit

plantations of the station will be open to visitors

on Tuesday, September 27. Opportunities will

be afforded to view the experimental work in

progress, a.nd. in addition, demonstrations will

be given of the Simar Rotary Cultivator, the
Powell Potato Digger, the Marden Apple Col-

lector, Powder Spraying, Apple Packing, and
Tree Stump Blasting. Cider making will be
in progress in the Cider House, and samples
of cider illustrating the experimental work
conducted last season will be available for

tasting.

British Mycological Society. -The twenty-
fifth autumn fungus foray of this society will

be held at Worcester from Monday. September
19, to Saturday, September 24. The head-
quarters of The foray will be at the Victoria

Institute. The Library and Museum Com-
mittee of the Worcester Corporation have
kindly placed :he Art Gallery and Committee
Room at the disposal of members for the

week. The following meeting and excursions

have been arr urged:—Monday evening: Mem-
bers will be welcomed by the President of the
Worcestershire Naturalists' Club at the Vic-

toria Institute at 8.30. During the evening a

council meeting %rill be held. Tuesday: Mem-
bers will travel by the 9.25 train from Fore-

gate Street Station, Worcester, to Wyre Forest.

The train back from Wyre Forest Station

leaves at 4.50. In the evening, at 8.45, the

annual meeting of the Society will be held.

Wednesday: Lea.e Victoria Institute by motor
char-a-bancs at 12 o'clock for Ockeridge and
Monk Woods. In the evening, at 8.45. Mr.
Carleton Rea, B.C.L., M.A., will deliver his

presidential addrjss, entitled "A Brief Review.''

Thursday: Start at 12 o'clock from Victoria

Institute for Shrawley Wood. At 8.45 p.m. a

discussion will be opened by Dr. E. J. Butler,

CLE., on " The Amateur in Relation to

British Mycology," and Professor A. H. R.

Buller, D.Sc, F.R.S.C.. will read a paper on

" The Chomotaxis of Slugs in Relation to

Fungi." Friday: Leave at 12 o'clock from
Victoria Inst : tute for the Trench Woods.
Paper for the evening at 8.45, " The Origin

of Saprophytisni in Flowering Plants," by Mr.
J. Ramsbottom.

Mr. Daniel Bliss.—Mr. Daniel Bliss, Super-
intendent of the Public Parks Department,
Swansea, is a native of Forres, Scotland. He
commenced his horticultural career at Dal-
keith Palace under the late Mr. Malcolm
Dunn, where he remained for five years.

Afterwards he entered the Royal Gardens, Kew,
and remained there for three years, meanwhile
being promoted to the position cif sub-foreman.
On leaving Kew. 26 years ago, he entered
public park work under the London County
Council, and was soon raised to the position of

foreman, and subsequently he was appointed
superintendent of Roundhay Park, Leeds,

where he remained for two years until his

appointment at Swansea in 1903. When Mr.
Bliss assumed charge of his new duties, a

parks department did not exist in this impor-

tant Welsh town, and the area of open spaces

was under one hundred acres ; now the area

MR. DANIEL BLISS.

devoted to parks and recreation grounds is

five hundred acres. This includes the well-

known Singleton Park, originally the seat of

Lord Swansea, and famous for its fine specimen

trees, and large Himalayan Rhododendrons.

In 1911, the supervision of the four public

cemeteries, which have an area of 70 acres,

was given to Mr. Bliss, who also acts as

Registrar of the Cemeteries. Swansea has a

fine sandy foreshore extending along the entire

front of the Borough to a distance of about

eight miles, with. an area of about 2,180 acres,

and this area also is under Mr. Bliss' charge.

Some 5,000 allotments are controlled by the

parks' department. The fine Winter Garden,

which was presented to the town by the late

Madame Patti two years ago, has been re-

erected and enlarged in Victoria Park, at a

cost of £16,000. for use as a concert hall, etc. ;

the control of this building adds to the many
duties that fall to the lot of the Chief of

the Parks' Department in this large town.

Commercial Motor Exhibition.—The fifth Inter-

national Commtrcial Motor Exhibition organised

by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders will be held on October 14-October 22

inclusive at Olympia. Exhibits will comprise

petrol, steam, and electric vehicles for goods

and passenger transport and general utility pur-

poses. Various conferences will be held in con-

nection with the exhibition, some of interest to

growers. Thus, on Wednesdav, October 19, Mr.

E. H. Arnott will read a paper on " The Scope
of the Farm Tractor," and on the afternoon of

the same day Mr. H. G. Burford and Mr. H
Scott Hall will read a paper on " Agricultural
Tractors." Other subjects to be considered in-

clude roads, commercial vehicles, coke as a

fuel for commercial vehicles, and loading devices

for commercial vehicles. The address of the
Secretary is 83, Pall Mall, London, S.W.I.

A Nursery Firm's Jubilee.—On Saturday, the
10th inst., the firm of Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons, Crawley, celebrated the jubilee of their

nurseries, and the occasion will be long remem-
bered by the many members of the staff who
with their wives and families participated in

the festivities. A general holiday had been
granted, and in the early afternoon the enjoy-
able proceedings started with various games for

the children and sports for the adults, which
included a cricket match between teams of

single and married members of the staff. Tea
was provided for the whole of the employees
and their families, and, together with friends,

the company numbered considerably over three
hundred. Mr. Joseph Cheal gave some par-

ticulars of the firm, stating that it was founded
fifty years ago by his brother and himself. The
first year about one acre was planted, and two
or three men were employed. Now the nur-

series embrace over one hundred acres, with a

home staff numbering about one hundred. Mr.
Alexander Cheal referred to the early stages of

the business and the employees, and stated that
j

some had been with the firm almost from the

commencement, mentioning Messrs. W. Orton
and T. Charman, whilst Mr. R. H. Holton has !

completed forty-one years of service. Mr.
Holton responded on behalf of the employees.
He mentioned that he had served the firm for

,

forty-one years, and had enjoyed being there I

;ill (he tin.e. A large business, such as Messrs.
Cheal ;;nd Sons', could not be successfully run
without unity and good will on the part of all

j

those who were associated with it. That unity i

End good will had been manifest so long as lie '

could remember, and there was no doubt that

it would continue. Mr. Holton remarked in '

conclusion that the members of the staff felt

that they could not allow such an auspicious
occasion to pass without some recognition, and
they had therefore subscribed for the purchase
of two eight-day dining-room clocks, one for

Mr. Joseph Cheal and the other for Mr. Alex-
ander Cheal. Mr. Holton handed over these

presents amid hearty applause. In the evening
a concert was given by artistes from Brighton.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Mon-
day, September 18.—National Chrysanthemum

j

Society's Floral Committee meeting at the

Royal Horticultural Hall; Forfar flower show
(2 days^; Perth flower show (2 days); Rothesay
flower show. Tuesday, September 20.—Royal
Horticultural Society's vegetable show. Thurs-
day, September 22.—National Rose Society 6

autumn show. Royal Horticultural Hall; Man
Chester and North of England Orchid Society's

meeting. Saturday, September 24.—Paisley
Florists' Society's Chrysanthemum show;

Walkerburn flower show.

" Gardeners' Chronicle '' Seventy-Five Years

Ago.

—

Burwarton Cottacjers' Show.—The annual

exhibition of fruits, flowers, and vegetables.

promoted by the Burwarton Horticultural

Society, took place on the 2nd inst.. When
we remember that the society is yet in its

infancy, this being only the second exhibition,

we cannot fail of assurance that it will accom

plish all that is desired of snch association?

This has been mainly promoted by the in-

fluence of the Hon. Mrs. Hamilton, who is

likely to be gratified by the progressive

advancement of a pursuit which adds s"

largely to the comforts and enjoyments of the

humbler classes. Upwards of 1,000 persons

were present, and the worthy owner of Bur-

warton Hall directed the gates of tin'

ancient domain to be thrown open to the

visitors. The exhibition took place under :>
.

spacious tent erected in front of the hall.

Hard. Chron., September 19, 1846.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

YELLOW BRASSO-LAELIO-CATTLEYAS.
In Brasso-Laelio-Catt.leyas, the superlative

section of Brassavola hybrids, B.-L.-C. The
Baroness, for which Baron Schroder obtained
a First-Class Certificate. August 25, 1913, still

stands as the finest example of the yellow
section, the flower being of a clear yellow

I
colour, of large size, perfect iy circular in ont-

,

line, broad in all its parts, and of fine sub-
stance. If was obtained by crossing B.-C.
Sirs. J. Leemann (B. Digbyai.a x C. Dowiana)
and L.-C. Ophir (C. Dowiana x L. xanthina),
It is an ideal outcome of scientific hybridisa-
tion, and forcibly exhibits the power of B.-C.
Mrs. J. Leemann and L. xanthina to produce
good yellows, which we have previously set
forth.

B.-L. C Amber (B.-L.-C. The Baroness x C.
Dowiana), also a more recent F.C.C. hybrid
of Baron Schroder's, is nearly equal to its fine
parent, and slightly larger in size, but in-
ferior, in the opinion of many, in the refined
qualities which .'if peal to the artistic eye.

.
B.-L.-C. Lady Mamiinghani Buller (B.-C.

Digfbyanc-Mossiae alba x L.-C. Ophir), darker in

tint than the preceding, is one of the front
rank, and the best of several fine yellows
raised by Messrs. Armstrong and Brown.
B.-L.-C. Joieeyi (B.-L.-C. Cooksonii x L.-C.

Thyone) of J. J. Joicev, Esq. and Messrs.
Oharlesworth, is a charming flower of canary
yellow tint, the B.-L. Mrs. Gratrix in B.-L.-C.

Cooksonii brightening and diffusing the colour

over the lip, the same useful influence being
also well shown in Messrs. Charlesworth's
B.-L.-C. Joan (B.-L. Mrs. Gratrix x C.

Octave Doin), a good yellow variety, which
, was improved in their B.-L.-C. Golden Crown

(B.-L.-C. Joan x C. Venus).
In 1894 an interesting " break " was flowered

in Mr. Cookson's collection : Laelio-Cattleva

Doris var. Noel raised from C. Trianae alba

and L. harpophylla, the small, orange-coloured

slender Laelia. which helped the development
of yellow. Crossing this and C. Schroderae,

Sir Geo L. Holford in 1908 flowered L.-C.

Dorothy, a variable hvbrid with some yellow

forms. L.-C. Doris had previously been crossed

with B. Digbyana. resulting in the pretty

B -L.-C. Rowena, vhich, crossed again with C.

Dowiana aurea, produced the fine yellow

B.-L.-C. Blenheim Orange, for which the Duke
of Marlborough received an Award of Merit

at the Roval Horticultural Society's meeting on
August 24, 1920.

This interesting sequence, and others of its

kind in the notes on Yellow Orchids recently

published, show that colour development in

hybridising is not now a matter of groping in

the dark, as the continual recurrence of the

same species in the different combinations pro-

ducing satisfactory results indicates the required

factors tolerably' clearly. It is curious that

in the set now cited the only true yellow in

the parentage is L. harpophylla. In many
combinations the proportion of yellows to

those with tints of other colour in the same
batch varies in quantity. In some, such as

B.-L.-C. Thvone (B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann x L.-C,

ThyoneV the parentage being favourable on

both sides, the bright yellow of the sepals and

petals, a-; shown by Mesers. Hassell and Co., is

general so far as tested.

Again, B.-C. Mrs. ,T. Leemann appears in

the pretty B -L.-C. Golden Casket of II.

T. Pitt, Esq.. the result of crossing it

with L.-C. Nelthoipe Beauclerk; in B.-L.-C.

Cissie, obtainable bv crossing it with L.-C.

Mvra, by Messrs. MoBean : and in B.-L.-C.

Figaro between B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann and B.-L.

Jessopii (B. Digb.va.na x L. xanthina), flowered

by Sir Geo. L. Holford.
B.-L.-C. Tucuman of Dr. Lacrose, and Fasey's

variety, show the influence of B.-L. Mrs.

Gratrix through B.-L.-C. Cooksonii. with C.

Rhoda as the other parent, in giving rich

yellow colour.

Other good form/3 which produce yellow vatic-

ties are B.-L.-C. I'Wleri (B.-L. Mrs. Gratrix x
C. Schroderae): B.-L.-C. Wrens (B.-L. Mrs
Gratrix x L.-C. Hyeana) of Messrs, Cypher;

B.-L.-C. Tonie (B.-L.-C. Cooksonii x B.-L.
Mrs. Gratrix) of Messrs. Charlesworth.

B.-L.-C. citrina (C. citrina x B.-L. Jessopii)
of l'antia Ralli, ICsq., is a good light yellow
flower of small size, but with very distinct
features, which, like B.-L.-C. H. G. Alexander,
should be continued with still better results.

Messrs. Stuart Low i nd Co. and Messrs. Flory
and Black have each shown good yellow hybrids
in this section, and are continuing their efforts

with good results.

This brief review, although probably some
very worthy kinds have not been referred to,

serves well to show the good effect of the more
careful work of the Orchid hybridist in recent
times. /. O'Ji.

are not so hardy as the species, but they are

attractive plants for the cool conservatory.

A. C. B.

SHRUBS AND THE DRY WEATHER.
Corylopsis spicata is. as a rule, far less

attractive than C. pauciflora, but it is now a
most striking object, as all the leaves have
assumed a glaucous tint which attracts one's

notice even at a distance. No one here has
ever noticed this feature before, and the bush
is 15 years old at least. One of two big trees

of Eucryphia pinnatifolia here tried to flower

at the end of July, but soon gave up the
attempt. Now leafless, it is covered with
flowers, among which appear the brown seed

Fig. 58.

—

variegated-leaved form of myrtus communis.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

THE VARIEGATED MYRTLE.
Considering that the common Myrtle has

been known in this country since the sixteenth

century and has long been a favourite shrub,

either for the greenhouse or out-of-doors in the
wanner districts, it is surprising that a varie-

gated form is still a rarity. Nicholson merely
mentions that "there also is a variegated-leaved

form," though Bean in his fine work on Trees

and Shrubs, does not record it, nor does there

seem to be an example cultivated at Kew.
The few specimens that I have seen have not

produced flowers, but I have no doubt that the

variegated form is a variety of Myrtus com-
munis, although the leaves are slightly smaller

than those on typical plants of the specii

The illustration (Fig. 581 shows an exceptionally

well marked and shapely plant in the collection

..I' Mr. L. R. Russell. These variegated Myrtles

pods of Inst year's flowers. Myrtus tarentina is

in full blossom, and is a beautiful sight.

11. 'miia Kelseyi and Fremontia californica have
set many seeds. I am wondering whether the

former will come true—there is no other Robinia
within reach. In my note on the effects of the

drought here, p. 123, Papaver trdpiaefolium

should read P. triniaefolium. .1. (
'. Bartholo-

mew, 75. Tilehurst Road, Betiding.

ROBINIA HISPIDA MACROPHYLLA.
The above variety is a scarce plant in cul-

tivation, though Loudon figures it in his

Arboretum et Fruticeium Britannicum, Vol. V..

p. 88 (1844), where it isshown asa small, widely

spreading tree, aibouit 8^ ft. high. The leaves

are large, and the broad, elliptic leaflets ter-

minate 111 a long mucro. Tin' tier has the same

tortuous growth of the branches, and the large

rose-coloured flowers of the type, but, it differs

markedly in the absence of the dense coal of

long, bristly hairs on the branches, t«i^s and
flower sttlks. ./. /'.
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The Week's Work

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By T. Piteman, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Brussels Sprouts.—Where plants of this vege-

table were planted early in the season they have
made very satisfactory progress notwithstanding
the prolonged drought. A few of the bottom
leaves may be removed from this early batch to

al low the buttons to swell and prevent them from
damping should the weather turn dull and wet.

Where this crop is exposed to boisterous wind
it may be necessary to stake the tall-growing

varieties to prevent them from being loosened at

the roots, and also to keep them in an erect

position.

Spring Cabbage.—Seedling Cabbages raised

from seed as previously advised, and
given attention in watering have made
suitable plants fo,v transferring to ground
chosen for their final quarters. This crop calls

for special attention this year, especially in those

districts where the drought has continued unduly
long. Where space is available on a warm
border it is advisable to plant out a good breadth
of these Cabbages in order to obtain a supply
of young beads at the earliest possible date next

spring.

Endive.—Some of the plants of Endive raised

from seer's sown in early July are ready
for blanching. In the case of the Lettuce-

leaived variety tying the leaves together
will be sufficient. But for the moss-
curled section a flower-pot should be inverted

over each plant to obtain the requisite blanching

of the foliage. Continue to plant out later seed-

lings as they become large enough. The curled

variety should be planted about 12 inches each

way, but the broad-leaved kind needs a space of

15 inches each way. Plants intended to with-

stand the winter should, if possible, be grown
in light, rich soil on a warm border, and on no
account be planted out on heavy land. Endive
requires frequent attention in dry weather with
{regard to watering, to obtain good plants suit-

able for use in winter.

Aphides.—These pests are very troublesome on
all winter greens this season, chiefly owing to

the drought and if allowed to go unchecked Lhe
plants will soon become unhealthy and fail t i

grow satisfactorily, moreover, they will be quite
unfit for table use. Varieties that are not to be
used immediately for cookini; purposes may be

sprayed with a Nicotine wash, but those required
for immediate use should be sprayed with a non-
poisonous wash recommended for the purpose.

The Drought.—The total amount of rain
registered in these gardens since May 28 is as
follows :—June. 0.4 inch ; July. 6.20 inch

:

August, 1.27 inch (making a total amount of

rainfall for the past three months of 1.87 inch).

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawakd, Gardener to Tt. c. Palmer Mode-

wood, Esq., Alfret.m Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Tree Carnations.—As young plants are placed
under glass, some of the oldest specimens should
be i ut back to within one foot of the pot and
placed in a position where they will receive
plenty of light. In due time nice, sturdy
growths will develop and be valuable a-< cut-

tings for early propagation. Cuttings obtained
fiom plants treated in this way root very
quickly and easily.

Chrysanthemums.—Forward plants of the big
blooming varieties need attention. The plants
should be removed under glass, as the weather
at this time of the year is very uncertain and
frost may occur at any time. Admit plenty f

ail' by both the top and bottom ventilators, and
use r>o fire heat unless the weather turns verv

wet. A concentrated fertiliser should be applied

to the roots to assist the buds to develop. Later
decorative varieties should be kept out of doors

tor as long as possible to prolong the flowering

season. Decorative varieties that were planted

out in borders should have the roots cut

rtmnd with a spade at least a week before lilt-

ing them. They may be petted or placed direct

in the border of the house ; soak the Toots

with water, and spray the plants overhead

when they have been shifted in this way.

Streptocarpus. — Seedlings of Streptocarpus

that have been pricked oft in boxes are ready

for shifting into 4-in. pots. For compost use

good loam that has been passed through a
J.-in. sieve, decayed leal mould and silver

sand. Fairly rough portions of the material

should be placed in the button; of the pots.

The plants should be placed in a moderately

warm house with a mcist atmosphere, and kept

rowing steady.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Cocjtts, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Bulbs in Grass.—The Narcissus is the most

effective and useful of all bulbous flowers for

planting in grassy places in the pleasure ground,

or in orchards, and the bulbs should be planted

with as little delay as possible. Many use a

crowbar for planting, which may be suitable on

light, loose soils, but it is not to be recom-

mended for heavy retentive soils. I find that a

light, mattock or 'digger is the best and quickest

of all planting tools, and it has the great advan-

tage of loosening the soil more than any other

instrument I have seen used for this work.

Let the planting be done as naturally as possible;

it is better to plant in long irregular drifts.

rather than cover the ground evenly all over.

A good plan is to throw the bulbs out in hand-

fuls and plant them wdiere they fall. They

should be grouped thicker in places, thus giving

the appearance of a parent colony, with the

progeny gradually spreading away from it. In

places 'where it 'does not grow naturally, the

common " Bluebell," and its varieties should

be planted in thinly-wooded places. The

Spanish Squill—Scilla hispanica or S. cajn-

panulata, in blue, white and rose-coloured

varieties, is a fine subject for planting in the

hardy Fernery, on the margin of shrubberies, or

in open, grassy places in the pleasure ground.

Snowdrops, where they are suited, do splendidly

in the grass in thinly-wooded situations. But

the large spring-flowering Crocuses undoubted!}

come next in value to Narcissus for naturalising

in grass, as they are very showy, and they

usually last for years, unless mice eat the corms.

Anemones of the corona.ria type, which

includes the popular St. Bridgid varieties, may
be planted this month in localities and on a soil

wlnie they will come through the winter safely.

In low-lying situations, and where the soil is of

a heavy texture, planting is best deferred until

earlv in the New Year." The beds or borders

should be well manured with thoroughly

decayed farmyard manure. Before planting, a

good' dressing of lime should be forked into the

surface of the bed. On heavy soils old mortar

rubble may. with advantage, take the place of

lime. On cold, heavy soils and in damp situa-

tions, the beds should be raised a little above

the general level. By successional planting

\nemones may be had in flower for at

least six months. They are very useful for main-

taining a supply of cut flowers, and for this pur-

pose a quantity should be planted in the reserve

garden.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Collier. Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman.

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Masdevallia.—If a representative collection of

Masdevallias is grown some of the species or

hybrids will be in bloom at all seasons. The
best mouths for the general repotting and top-

dressing of the majority of these plants are

February and September. The present time is-

preferable, as the roots are more active during,

September and October than at any other season,
and, in addition, the weather is cool and moist,

and favours a quick re-establishment of the

plants. Healthy specimens that have sufficient

rooting space for another season's growth will

not, provided the compost is in good condition,

require repotting, but some of the old soil may
be removed from between the surface roots, and
fresh material substituted. Large, overgrown
specimens that have become bare in their

centres, may be divided, and the best portions

potted separately into the smallest-sized pots

that will accommodate them; the smaller por-

tions may be placed several together in small

pots, and next February they should be in ai

suitable condition for transference to larger

receptacles. Other plants that are in a healthy

condition, but have outgrown their rooting

space, may, provided the compost has not bej

come decayed, be turned out of their pots, and

potted afresh into larger receptacles, with as

little root disturbance as possible. Previous to-

repotting the plants it is advisable to withhold

water for a few days, as when the roots are dry

they are less liable to be injured. Masdevallias of

the stronger growing kinds are vigorous rooting

plants, requiring plenty of rooting space, and
are best grown in pots or deep pans. They
include such as M. Veitchiana, M. ignea, M.:

Lindenii. M. macrura, M. Mooreana, Ml
elephanticeps, and the numerous members of the,

M. Harrvana type. Others not of such vigorous

habit include M. Courtauldiana, M. Chelsonii,'

;,nd M. Stdla. All those rbove mentioned may'

be grown on the plant stages near to the roof

ylass. The dwarf-growing kinds, M. Arminii,

M. Shuttleworthii, M. muscosa, and others of
\

this section should be placed in shallow pans and

suspended from the roof rafters. A suitable

compost for Masdevallias is a mixture of half-

decayed Oak-leaves that have been. Cubbed
through a half-inch sieve, short pieces of Al
fibre or Osmunda fibre, and Sphagnum-moss in]

equal proportions. Crushed crocks and coarse

silver sand should be incorporated with the other

materials. The receptacles should be half filled

with clean crocks for drainage. Pot moderately

firir.lv. keep the base of the leaves level with

the rim of the pot, carefully work the compost

between thy routs and finish with a layer el'

ihnp|ied Sphagnum-moss over the surface. Do

not afford the rents much water until they are

seen to be pushing their way into the new-

compost. Shade the plants for a time from sun-

shine, and maintain a moist atmosphere. If a

special bouse is not available, grow them in the

warmest and shadiest part of the Odontoglossum

house. Masdevallias require plenty of fresh

air, but cold draughts are harmful.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedi.et Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C
Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Wall Trees If the instructions given in pre-

ceding calendars have been carried out there

will not be much work that requires doing in

this department at present, beyond the pre-

servation of ripening fruit and the gathering of

it when fit. Wasps are still very troublesome,

and every possible means should be adopted

for their 'destruction. The shoots of all kinds

of wall trees are unusually well (ripened this

season, and not over luxuriant, but all growths

not absolutely required for next year should be

removed at once; remove all foreright shoots

from Pear. Apple, Plum and Cherry trees, and

keep the growths on Peach and Nectarine trees

thin. From the condition of the wood there is

every probability of a good crop of fruit next

year. Trees that are finishing their fruit mav
be assisted bv giving them a good soaking with

diluted liquid manure; this will also assist the .

buds now maturing for next season's crop.

Strawberries.—With several varieties runners

have been exceptionally scarce this year, and

it has only been by persistent watering that

some of the stock plants have produced any at

nil. Where the ground has been prepared by
heavy manuring and deep digging, the planting
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out of already prepared runners may be done
forthwith. See that the beds are made quite

firm by treading, after which the surface should
be raked over before planting. By reason of the
drought late planting is in evidence more than
usual this season, but with the advent of

autumn rains the plants will have time to be-

come well established before the advent of

winter.

General Remarks.—Attend to the gathering of

all kinds of fruits as they reach maturity, care

and attention are necessary in this respect, for,

if gathered too soon they will shrivel. Attend to

the tying and training of espalier and other
trees. Heavy mulchings may be partly removed
in order that the borders may receive more
sunlight and air, with the decline of the season.

The surface of the ground—especially near
walls—that may have become hard by constant
treading during the past season, should be
lightly forked over, and, if necessary, a

thorough soaking of water given. Remove all

old or useless wood from Morello Cherries

—

especially those growing on north walls—so that

the remaining growths may receive the benefit of

all the light and plenty of air, which will help
them to mature perfectly. Ventilate the fruit

room whenever possible, as a stuffy atmosphere
is favourable to mould. Apples and Pears—the
latter especially—should be protected from
tomtits; these birds seem to delight in pecking
at the base of the fruit long before it is fit to

gather, probably by reason of the drought and
the lack of other food ; both blackbirds and
thrushes are attacking the fruit in a similar

way. Earwigs are unusually troublesome this

season, and they complete the damage done by
the tomtits and other birds. Earwigs should
be trapped ; a good trap may be made by fold-

ing two or three Dock or Horseradish leaves

in a bunch and placing them amongst the
branches. Filberts will soon be fit fox gathering
and storing, but do not be unduly hasty in

gathering or the nuts will shrivel. Late Plums
may, if protected, be allowed to remain on the
trees for some time to come, and will be all

the better for not being gathered too soon.

PLANT NOTES.
PAEONIA OBOVATA.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Pot Peach Trees.—Provided pot Peach trees

receive suitable attention, they are capable of

producing fruir for many years in succession.
which is not the case with all kinds of fruits

jroivn in pots. Trees of the earliest forcing

batch will now be ready for potting, and
directly the leaves show si^ns of falling the
work must not be delayed. Long experience
shows that pot iruit trees, unless of very great

age, benefit by an annual potting, but it is

by no means necessary to increase the size of

the pot at each repotting. There comes a

time when the limit to the size of pot is

reached, and where this is the case all that

is necessary then is to turn the tree our of

the pot and with a sharp-pointed piece of iron

remove sufficient of the old soil to allow room
for new soil :ifter the tree has been returned
to the same clean, freshly drained receptacle.

The compost should consist of good rich loam
with a liberal allowance of old mortar rubble,

to which a little bone meal may be added.

As the space between the pot and the ball ot

the tree is always limited, there is a danger

of the new soil being unevenly distributed,

therefore a little soil should be added at a

time and made firm with a flat, thin stick.

Continue this process until finally the finish-

ing off can be done with an ordinary

Dotting rammer and the soil made very

firm. After being repotted, the trees

should be returned either to where they

have been standing to ripen, or placed

closely together where they are to remain until

all is ready to .-tart them into growth again.

If the weather is showery, it will be all to

their advantage; but if the weather is hot

and dry, the trees should be syringed once or

twice a day for a week or so, and water should

be applied to the roots to ensure the fresh soil

being thoroughly moistened.

The name P. obovata (see Fig. 59) was
originally applied by Maximowicz to plants ot

this Paeony which were found in Manchuria.
Since then both it and closely allied forms halve

been found in Western China and Japan.
Whether they are specifically distinct or not is

open to question, but with such a wide range of

habitat varieties are sure to occur.
P. obovata was in cultivation at the begin-

ning of this century, plants being offered in

the catalogue of Max Leichtlin, of Baden-
Baden at that time. In the year 1907, Mr.
E. H. Wilson found the plant in Western
Hupeh, where he notes that it is common in

the woods. He sent seeds to this country, and
plants were raised at different places, as well

as in Messrs. J. Veitch and Sone nursery.
It flowered in the spring of the year 1915, and
was shown by Mr. J. C. Allgrove, Langley, at

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

on May 11, and a flower was figured in Gard.
Chron., 1915, LVII, 290, Fig. 94. There also

Fig. 59.

—

paeonia obovata : flowers white.

flowered about this time in Miss Willmott's
garden at Warley Place, a Paeony, apparently
from the same source. This was described

as a new species under the name of P. Will-

mottae, and was figured in the Botanical

Magazine, tab. 8667. The flower is shown with

more than the usual number of petals, and
other points of difference given are its larger

leaflets, which are glaucous and almost tomen-

tose beneath.
These characters, apart from the number

of petals, are possessed by the Manchurian
specimens of P. obovata of Maximowicz,
which also has white flowers. Thus, it is

doubtful if Miss Willmott's plant is more
than a well-grown form, hardly entitled to

specific rank.

P. obovata is a handsome plant with stems

up to two feet high, clothed with biternate

leaves, glaucous above, and tomentose on the

under side. The flowers are white, and when
well-grown from four inches to six inches

across. They are produced in April and May,

but as with most Paeonias, the flowering period

is a short one. The plants prefer a shady

situation, in deeply cultivated, loamy soil.

The Japanese form of P. obovata with red

flowers is raised to specific rank by Miyabe and

Takeda under the name of P. japonica. W. I.

FICUS STIPULATA.
(Jndei; its synonym of Ficus repens this

ipecies of Fig is well known in gardens and
nurseries. In the common form it is extremely

useful in greenhouses and stoves as a neat

evergreen clothing for a brick wall, requiring

little attention. It is a close-growing, selt-

attaching creeper, with very neat, small foliage.

It is often grown in pots, and there is the tiny

form F. minima, which also may be used for

the front line of a greenhouse shelf, for instance,

in an Orchid house. Both these forms may be

described as the juvenile state of Ficus stipu-

lata, and correspond with small, creeping forms

of Ivy. Less well known is the mature fruit-

ing condition of this Ficus, which corresponds

with the fruiting and mature forms of Ivy;

and there is here at Chelston, a suburb of Tor-

quay, against the south wall of St. Matthew's

Church, a magnificent specimen to which I

desire to draw attention. It certainly is Ficus

stipulate, but of this I had strong reason for

doubt, for in this case it creeps by a form

that coidd not be identified with F. repens.

This creeping form was conspicuous last year,

but this year the entire specimen is furnished

with the out-growing and stout, large-leaved

shoots. There is evidence of cutting back, but

the longer shoots now project from the wall

about 22 inches, and form a very even and

close covering reaching about 13 feet up the

wall, and filling the entire space between two

buttresses. It is extremely handsome in this

position; the wall is evenly covered in all direc-

tions, and the foliage is dark green, bright in

character from the distinct polish of the upper

surface. The stems are stout, brown in colour,

a 9-inch shoot being as thick as a slender note-

book pencil; the leaf-blades vary from one inch

and a half near the tip to about three and a

half or four inches long lower down. They are

elliptical in outline, slightly acuminate, the

under surface light green, and the petioles,

brown like the stem, are from one-quarter to

three-quarters of an inch long. The coming

fruit, now at about the flowering stage, is about

the size of a small Fig, green in colour, and

mottled with violet.

The under surface of the leaves is of an ex-

tremely interesting structure, and I believe it

obtains also in the common creeping form. It

must be seen with a magnifying power of, say,

8 diameters, and there is then in view a lattice

or network of raised veins by which probably

the stomata are protected in the areas between.

It would be in accordance with parallel cases

if this is so.

Ficus stipulata is a native of China and

Japan. Though almost invariablv grown in-

doors, it must possess a considerable degree of

hardiness for very mild localities. The example

referred to is perfectly happy and at home, and

must have been planted some few years ago

ff. Irwin Lynch, VMM.

THE ROSARY.

ROSE SOUVENIR DE CLAUDIUS PERNET
DUCHER.

This Pernetiana variety, sent out by Mr. P.

Ducher, is a glorious Rose, coloured Sunflower

vellow, with a deeper tone in the centre. The

habit of growth is all that could be desired-

vigorous, erect, with ample foliage. The
variety is one of the best of the Pernettiana

group.

ROSE AUGUSTUS HARTMANN.
Another season with this H.T. proves its

value even in an abnormally hot summer. It

is a vigorous g.-ower, free-flowering, and not

susceptible to mildew. Those who require a

mass of a brilliant colour—Geranium-red,

flushed with orange, with handsome, deep green

foliage—would do well to plant this variety.

By pruning hard the first year and limiting

the blossoms to one on a shoot, glorious flowers

may be obtained with long, stiff stems that are

handsomely clothed with beautiful foliage,

which adds so materially to the effect of cut

blooms in vases. E. it

.
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EDITORIAL NO TIDE.
ADVERTISEMEKTS should fa* sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Strtet. Cor«nt
Garden, WC 2

Editors and Publisher.

—

Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if thru
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the
effect that all letter* relating to financial matters
and to advertisements should be addressed to the
PUBLISHES, and thai all communications intended for
publication referring to the Literary department, ami
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
EDITORS. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, ami much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise When biters are misdirected.

Special Notice to Correspondents-

—

The Editors
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or
illustrations or to return unused communications or
illustrations unless by special arrangement. The Editors
do not hold themselves responsible for any opinions
expressed by their correspondents.

Cllustrations.— Tt*-c Editors will be glad to receive and
select photographs or drawings suitable for reproduc-
tion, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers, trees, etc.,

but they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
AUGUST brought no real relief from the

drought in this district of East Sussex.

Whilst some places not many miles away
were blessed with heavy rain, the most I re-

corded was just under one-quarter of an inch

on two occasions, the total for the month being

only 1.07 inch. The benefit of these light

showers was quickly lost under the influence of

hot sunshine and drying winds. They served
merely as brief refreshers, and at no time mois-

tened the soil to any great depth.

The effect of the long drought on fruit on my
light land is very serious. There is a large

proportion of undersized Apples, and they are

not finishing well. Sunshine is no doubt neces-

sary for colouring Apples, but, as most gardeners
know, rain also assists in this direction. With
me Apples colour better in a wet season than

in a year of drought. It may be that rain keeps
the skin of the fruit soft and delicate, so that

it is more easily influenced by the sun ; but I

am more inclined to think that lack of colour

and finish in a dry season is due to the fact that

the trees cannot obtain the necessary food

materials from the parched soil.

It is to be feared that the effect of the

drought will not end with this season's harvest,

but will tell against next year's crop. The trees

are being practically starved, and are not likely

to have food materials to spare for the nourish-

ment of fruit buds for next year. Most of my
Apples were given a complete mixture of fer-

tilisers early in August, with a view to feeding

the fruit buds and overcoming alternate year
bearing, on the lines previously mentioned in

these notes; but I am afraid the experiment will

be spoiled, as there has not been enough rain

since to enable the trees to make use of the
manures.

Glutted Markets.
The markets were badly glutted with Apples

during the greater part of August, and will pro-

bably show little improvement until the mid-
season varieties are finished. We get these

gluts in every year when there is a normal
crop of Apples; yet people are still rushing into

fruit-growing under the impression that it is a

gold mine. One thing is certain : they will

stand no chance at all unless they aim at the
best, and the best only. A visit to Covent
Garden during a glut is instructive. Every foot

of space is occupied by baskets of Apples, many
of which look as if they had been there, for two
or three weeks. Most of these contain small
or ungraded fruit, badly bruised, and evidently

simply poured into the baskets without any
attempt at packing. In many cases the baskets
are not even lined with paper, and the use of

coloured tissue denoting the grade seems to be

quite the exception. It is remarkable that so

many growers still fail to realise that fruit put

on the market in this fashion is almost worth-

less except in a season of scarcity. Few well-

packed lots are seen, for the simple reason that

these are bought and removed, whilst the others

remain unsold. Prices are low during a glut,

even for good fruit, but it does sell within a

reasonable time.

I have written a good deal against the boxing

of Apples from time to time, but I freely admit

that those who have been boxing this year have

had their reward. I recently saw some well-

packed bushel boxes of Worcester Pearmain at

Covent Garden, which sold at 18s., whilst the

best in half-sieves made 10s. per bushel, and

many of very fair quality went at 6s. The
efforts of the British Growers' Marketing Asso-

ciation will no doubt encourage many more

growers to adopt such methods of packing, with

the inevitable result that the advantage will

become less to the individual grower, but it

should still remain substantial provided the

growers realise that only the best fruit must be

treated in this way. I still maintain

that we omght to be able to find a

better method of packing Apples than

by wedging them into wooden boxes without

packing material other than paper, holding them
firm by causing the lid and bottom of the box
to bulge over them; but if this method meets

with approval on the market, and brings its

reward to the gi«wer, there is nothing more
to be said against it.

Value ov Thinning Apples.

This season is giving me a very severe lesson

in the value of thinning Apples, or rather the

foolishness of not thinning them. I have

generally done a good deal of this work, but

this year omitted it, as the fruit seemed to be

hanging singly for the most part. However,

Apples seem to spring from nowhere as the

season advances, and in a good many cases they

are much too thick. The result is a great many
small Apples, the trouble being increased, of

course, by the drought. Some trees of Cox's

Orange Pippin and Allington Pippin are loaded

almost to breaking-point with small fruit. This

will be fairly saleable, because they are good

dessert varieties ; but a larger grade would have

been more valuable. With cooking varieties it

is a much more serious matter. These must be

large if they are to have any value at all. Even
during the glut big. clean samples were cleared

fairly quickly, even if at low prices, whilst small

samples were not wanted at all. This is

generally the case with mid-season cooking

Apples in particular.

In future I intend to regard thinning as one

of the most important operations of the year.

The advantages are many. Two good-sized

Apples are better than six small ones frjin a

selling point of view, and it pays much better

to pack a small quantity of large fruit for a

high-class trade than a great bulk of small fruit

which must sell cheaply. The expense of pick-

ing, packing and marketing is less, and the

strain on the trees is reduced, probably lead-

ing to a smaller demand for manure. There can

be no question, therefore, that thinning jiijs,

even though the operation may be rather expen-

sive. The difficulty is to get it well done. It is

one of those jobs that needs a little judgment,

and is therefore badly done by the majority of

the women employed for picking. The work
wants doing soon after the fruit has set. Scissors

should be provided (Grape scissors are probably

best), and instructions given to space the Apples
out to the width of the hand with fingers ex-

tended. This means about 6 to 8 in. apait,

which is correct.

Prevention of Apple Scab.

If we want large Apples we also want them
free from skin blemishes, of which scab is the

most serious. This year I did no summer spray-

ing with fungicides, having decided from pre-

vious experience that it is so often disappointing

as to be of doubtful utility, whilst winter spray-

ing gives enough protection in most seasons. I

have just been making a very careful examina-

tion of the results obtained from last winter's

spraying. As usual in fruit-growing experi-

ments they are contradictory in some respects,

but one point comes out quite clearly : in two
plantations a winter spray of copper sulphate

with caustic soda was used. In both such

varieties as Cox's Orange Pippin, Allington

Pippin, and Worcester Pearmaan are practically

clear of scab. This confirms previous results with

copper sulphate, and permits the conclusion

that it is distinctly valuable as a scab pre-

ventive.

Two other plantations were sprayed with

lime-sulphur wash. Here results are eontridk-

tory. In one the three varieties named above
are rather badly scabbed ; in the other they are

practically clean. I can think of only one

possible explanation for this. Winter spraying

started on February 4 in the plantation which
shows scab. It finished a fortnight later in the

plantation which is now clean. By that time

the trees were getting a good deal more forward.

It is generally advised that lime-sulphur should

be used as closely as possible up to the time of

the opening of the bloom buds, and this experi-

ence seems to confirm it, so far as one year's

results may be said to prove anything. I can

find no other reason why the same varieties

should be scabby in one plantation and clean in

another, both having been sprayed with lime-

sulphur.

Next winter I shall use copper sulphate

again, dissolving it at the rate of 10 lb. to

100 gallons of water. The chemical must be

98 per cent, pure, and one of the finely-ground

brands should be secured for easy preparation.

As all my trees are now clear of moss, there

will be no need to add caustic soda, which will

greatly reduce the expense. It is not surpris-

ing that copper sulphate should give the best

results, since there is no stronger fungicide. ItJ

is much more effective when used alone than in

Bordeaux mixture, in which its action is modified

by the addition of lime, to render it safe for

use on foliage. Copper sulphate alone must, of

cou»se, be used only on dormant trees. If I use

lime-sulphur at all I shall be careful to delay

spraying until the trees are on the point of

bursting their buds.

There is some indication that the trees show

less scab where they received a winter dressing

of kainit (a potash fertiliser) or of farmyard

manure (which contains potash). It must not be

concluded from this that potash is a preventive

of scab in all cases, though it is said to help

plants to resist fungous diseases. But I do think

that suitable manuring m >ans cleaner fruit.

My soil lacks potash in marked degree, as is

shown by chemical analysis, and it had been

given none since the beginning of the war,

except occasionally in the form of farmyard

manure. Potash is therefore the element re-

quired. On other soils it might be phosphoric

acid or nitrogen. It seems only reasonable to

suppose that trees kept robust by suitable
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manuring should be less troubled by disease.

It has been found at East Mailing that trees
, ivhieh have the leaders shortened are less liable

I

to scab than those allowed to grow almost un-

I

restricted, the reason being that pruning results
i in more vigorous growth and a toughej- leaf.

Manuring would probably give much the same
result.

We expect immunity from scab when the
'. spring and early summer months are dry. Yet
, scab is serious in several districts this year.
The reason may possibly be that the prolonged

;
drought has almost starved the trees, making

|
them weak and reducing their power of resist-

ing the disease.

Whilst we cannot afford to neglect spraying
with fungicides, I believe that we have in
manuring, pruning, soil cultivation, and thin-
ning the fruit- .ill operations, in fact, which
help to keep the trees vigorous—powerful
weapons against scab and other fungous diseases.

Plums Finished.

Plums finished very early. President, my
latest, variety, being picked on September 1.

The total crop of all varieties was only

531 half-sieves of 28 lb., as compared with
2,054 last year and 2,378 in 1919. Of the tctal

350 were of Rivers' Early Prolific, leaving only
181 between six other varieties. Monarch, which
yielded 514 half-sieves last year, gave only two
this season, and Belle de Louvain only three.

Birds and Wasps.

We are often told that birds peek fruit merely
for the sake of moisture, and that they will not
do so if pans of water are provided for them.
If this were the case, one would expect to find

them doing more damage than usual in a season

of drought. As a matter of fact there have been
very few Apples pecked by birds this year, and
I have noticed the same thing in previous years

of drought. It seems very curious that it should

be so, and one would be glad of an explanation.

Wasps, on the other hand, are troublesome,

though I have known them worse. Nests have
not been exceptionally numerous, but very
strong. Curiously enough, cyanide of potassium

has not been so effective as usual in destroying

nests, whether because of the dryness of the air

and soil or the strength of the colonies I cannot

say. Tender-hearted people have again been
writing to the daily papers telling us what a
well-meaning and useful insect the wasp is,

doing more good than harm by killing aphides

and other insect pests. Personally I would much
sooner do my own aphis-killing than have
bushels of fruit spoiled by wasps, and the work
of the pickers made positively dangerous.

Market Grower.

NOTES ON IRISES.

UNUSUAL FORMS OF IRIS FLOWERS.
Iris flowers, such a; are recorded by Mr. J.

Weathers in your issue of August 13, with an
abnormal number of segments, both redundant
and deficient, have occasionally appeared among
my seedlings. Some are evidently accidental,

especially the cases of deficient segments ; such
flowers, having only two standards and two
falls quite regularly disposed, appearing
occasionally on weak or late-planted Irises, or
as the last flower on a weak branch. Others,

with redundant segments, especially if there

are more than eight segments, often appear to

be cases of incipient doubling, or sometimes
due to faseiation. But the most interesting,

and bv far the most frequent abnormal form
occurring among my seedlings is the tetramer-
ous flower having four standards, falls, style

branches and stamens— in fact, a perfectly

regular flower. This form has never occurred
in all the flowers of a plant, but in some
varieties there is a greater tendency for these

tetramerous flowers to appear than in others.

Among the older standard Irises I have
observed it most frequently in Queen of May.
The best example among my seedlings is Drake.
In this variety, which is ;i very strong grower,
the first flower at the top of all the strongest
spikes in a (lump is very often a tetramerous

flower. This seems to suggest that the cause of
these abnormal flowers with redundant seg-
ments is connected with exceptional vigour,
and though I cannot give amy statistics, as I
have not kept complete records of the appear-
ance O'f these flowers, it is my impression that
in the great majority, if not in all these cases
of tetramerous flowers this connection of Te-
dundamt segments and extra vigour was more
or less strongly suggested. It is certainly not
the only cause, for many seedlings of the
greatest vigour have never had a single
abnormal flower, and the fact that the tendency
to produce these flowers is hereditarily trans-
missible shows that the primary cause is more
deep seated, and is due to some modification
of the germ plasm.

It is on this accoiint that these abnormal yet
regular flowers are so interesting, for this

(as I first suggested in an article on the
Florist's Gladiolus, in Gard. Chroti., January
8, 1916, p. 25, and again with respect to

Irises, July 7, 1917, p. 1) that these more or

less fluctuating departures from the normal
form of the trimerous Monocotyledon flowers
are of the nature of peloria, and are due to

the same or similar causes. I can well con-
ceive that peloria in irregular flowers is evi-

dence of their more or less distant connection
with regular flowers, and that therefore, as
Mr. J. Weathers suggests, these abnormal
flowers of Irises, and other Monocotyledons
may be evidence of their remote connection
with Dicotyledons.

I do not know if any special cytological

study or lany general investigation into the
causes of peloria has been made. Such study
and investigation would be full of interest, and

Fig. 60.

—

rose Dresden china ; flowers cardinal red passing to delicate blush pink
with age. r.h.s. award of merit, september 6. shown bv messes. patjx and son.

(SEE P. 141.)

"modification of the germ plasm" seems to

be of a different nature to the presence p>r

absence of Mendelian factors (oi genes of

Professor Morgan |
which definitely determine

a character (in one generation or another). For
here is a very large and complex character
involving many more and greater rearrange-

ments and adjustments than, forinstai.ee, the

difference between a membranous and an
henbaceous snathe-valve, or between a tall and
a dwarf stature. Yet it will appear on one

spike and not on an adjacent spike of the same
plant. One year there may be several

abnormal flowers, and the next year none at

all on the same plant. The tendency is there,

but something more seems to be needed to

bring it out.

For these and other reasons it seems to me

might well throw unexpected light on some
problems of heredity. If these abnormal
flowers are indeed of the nature of peloria, it

would be useful to horticulturists (since it

would give suggestions how to make use of

them) to know whether peloria is a retro-

gressive (atavistic), or a progressive pheno
meson—or perhaps either. Does it represent

the cropping up of something acquired by

ancestors, so remote that it has sunk down
into the general constitution of the germ plasm,

and is no longer controlled by Mendelian
factors, or does it represent an incipient new
character controllable eventually by n
Mendelian factor which is not yet fully de\e

loped? Or is it merely the result of .in impel-

Section of working in some step ••! the onto-

genetic process. .1. ./. III!**,
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THREE GOOD SUMMER-FLOWERING

GENTIANS.

Gentiana septenifida, of which an illustra-

tion and description were given in Gfard.

Chron., June 18, 1921, is the finest of all

the summer-flowering Gentians, as well as
being one of the easiest to cultivate. It is

a good perennial and does well planted in
sandy loam. A half-shady position suits it

best, and in the rock garden or sheltered
border its beautiful blue flowers developed in
large trusses are very welcome. G. septam-
tida varies considerably in habit when raised
from seed, growing from six inches to one
and a half feet in height, according to soil

and situation. In colour the flowers vary from
light to dark blue, and have erect, fimbriated
scales between the divisions of the corolla.
The name septemfida is supposed to refer
to the divisions of the corolla, but the number
is more often five than seven. The plant is a
native of the Caucasus and has been in cultiva-

tion for over a century. There is a broad-leaved
variety known as G. septemfida var. cordifolia,
with slightly larger flowers.

G. Freyniana is a closely allied species.

This plant is of prostrate habit with trusses
of wide-open, beautiful, dark-blue flowers with
a paler throat. It is doubtful if this is

more than a variety of septemfida, but for
garden purposes it is very distinct. It is a
comparatively recent introduction from Asia
Minor, and also does well in good loamy soil

and planted in a north-western aspect.
G. Lagodechiana also belongs to this group

of Gentians and has a more or less procumbent
habit, deep green leaves, and large dark
purple blue flowers, which have paler spots
in the throat and on the corolla segments.
It is a native of the Caucasus and flowers
at the same time as the other two above
mentioned. All are easily raised from seed,
which is produced freely. Tl". /.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

STERILITY IN FREESIAS.
Dr. Ragiomeri, of Castello, near Florence,

in his note on this subject (p. 78), suggests
that Uhe sterility of most of the coloured
Freesias varieties now in cultivation owe this

to their originally having " blood " of Dr.
Ragionieri's strain infused into them, this
strain, as he saysy being sterile or nearly so.

This sterility may have come into strains* with
which I am not acquainted, by having become
mixed with Freesia varieties of Dr. Ragionieri's
raising, but it certainly cannot have been the
cause of the sterility of some of the numerous
varieties which I have raised here and put into
commerce, as I never have used as pollen—or
seed parents—any of Dr. Ragionieri's products.
The pink Freesia Armstrongii was obtained

by me from the Cape in 1900, and I at once
saw the possibilities of obtaining meritorious
new varieties through the introduction of this

novelty, and I raised numerous hybrids
by fertilising F. refraata, F. refracta
alba Purity and F. Leichtlinii with pollen of

F. Armstrongii. Already in 1905, the year that
Dr. Ragionieri, as he states in his note, first

began his hybridising with F. Armstrongii (he

dot bulbs of F. Armstrongii from me in 1904),
I obtained a Gold Medal for my Freesia Tuber-
gen's Mauve as the most meritorious novelty at

the Quinquennial Spring Bulb Show of the
General Bulb Growers' Society at Haarlem,
which will show that I was five seasons ahead
of Dr. Ragionieri in this work. Obviously,
there was no reason at all for me to fall back
on any varieties of Dr. Ragionieri's raising,

which only much later were offered for sale

by Mr. Bruggemann, of Villefranche-sur-Mer,
whose nursery, by the way, was devastated in

1914, at the outbreak of the great war.
I also obtained a much greater variety of

colours in my Freesias than occurs in any of

Dr. Ragionieri's, as besides the pink F. Arm.
strongii I also was lucky enough to be able to

use a beautiful deep yellow form of the rare

Freesia a.urea, the influence of which gave birth

to such standard varieties as are Buttercup,
Apogee, Treasure and Success. What later

on became of the numerous varieties which
Dr. Ragionieri says he had selected and which
Mr. Bruggemann offered for sale, I cannot say;

I tried them and discarded all.

Why some of the Freesias hybrid varieties

now in cultivation have become entirely sterile,

or nearly so, can, of course, never be success-

fully explained. Everyone who has any ex-

perience in raising new plants by hybridising

will have noted that some of the plants so

raised become sterile, while others will produce
pollen or seeds in the natural way. Generally

speaking, one may always observe that the

greater the difference there is in the parents of

artificially raised hybrids, the more chance there

is of the offspring becoming sterile. C. G. Van
Tuberyen, Junr., Haarlem.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

THE FRUIT CROPS.

(Continued front page 140.)

Bedfordshire.—In this district, according

to previous precedents, 1921 should have turned

out a full crop year, but it has proved almost a

failure, with the exception of Apples, though

blossom was profuse on all trees. I have not seen

a more beautiful sight than standard trees of

Jargonelle Pears here when in bloom, but the

frost was responsible for their having no fruit.

Owing to lack of moisture the birds, in spite

of nets, have been clamorous for all the small

fruits. Many Raspberries never matured

through lack of rain and watering was impos-

sible. The quality of some Apples is veiry

good, but such cannot be said of all varieties.

Plums are practically a failure around here.

The soil of the district is variable, much of it

sandy, medium to heavy in texture, passing

to clay. .4. Turner, Ampthill Park Gardens,

Am /it hill.

Buckinghamshire. — The present season

is probably the most disappointing of

the past thirty years. Only trees in sheltered

positions are carrying anything approaching

average crops—the majority much under. The
late spring frosts destroyed most of the blos-

som on almost every kind of fruit bearing

tree. This, coupled with the prolonged

drought, completed the disaster. Strawberries

and Raspberries were the worst of these crops

on record ; only where copious supplies of

water could be applied are there any crops at

all. Many beds and plantations are killed

outright, and the Strawberry plants that have
survived are producing but few and very weak
runners. Black Currants are practically nil,

the mite, frost, and drought combined have
played havoc with both fruit and trees. Many
orchard trees are badly blighted, and the crops

are very light indeed. Plums, Prunes, and
Damsons are, in most orchards, complete
failures. The ground cracked badly, and in

some instances to a depth of several feet.

Our soil is a heavy, retentive loam, resting

on clay, and the natural drainage is bad.

W. Hedley Warren, Aston Clinton Gardens,

Tring.

Gooseberries were a full crop in sheltered

gardens, but in exposed places were not more
than half an average crop. Red and White
Currants were, on the whole, fair crops, and
Black Currants of only moderate quantity.

Early Red and Black Cherries were half a
crop, but mid-season and late varieties gave
nearly a full crop of very good fruits. Plums,
Gages and Damsons are exceedingly vari-

able crops, and in some orchards and gardens
there are none at all. Strawberries were a

rather light crop, and the berries of small size.

Raspberries in exposed positions were injured
by late frosts, but in sheltered places good
crops have resulted. Apples promised well,

but many of these fruits are dropping through
the drought. Pears are a poor crop, with the
exception of a few common varieties. Philip

Mann, Horticultural Superintendent, Educa-
tion Office, Aylesbury.

The spring frosts caused great damage
to the Pear and Plum blossom in this district,
and small fruits, such as Gooseberries and
Currants, also suffered severely. Strawberries
on this heavy soil were a bumper crop of
excellent.quality. Raspbenies were, thanks to
copious watering, good. Boskoop Giant Black
Currant failed, whereas Black Champion bore
a heavy crop. Apples badly need rain to swell
the heavy crop. Pears and Plums are the
worst crops within my experience. G. I1

.

Johnson, Hoddesdon Gardens, Aylesbury.

What at one time promised to be a good
year for fruit generally has proved an unsatis-
factory one owing to the prolonged drought.
Apples and Pears have dropped badly, though
many trees are carrying full crops, but the
fruits are small. Strawberries set well and
escaped the late frosts, but owing to the
extreme heat the Strawberry season was soon
over. Cherries have been a full crop and of
good quality. Morello Cheries are very fine on
north walls. Currants and Raspberries were
small and of poor quality, but Gooseberries
carried a heavy crop of good berries. Chas. Padk
Dropmore Gardens, Maidenhead.

Cheshire.—A succession of sharp frosts from
April to the end of May ruined what appeared
to be an excellent prospect for a good fruit
season. The damage by frost, followed by a
continuous drought for three months, prac-
tically destroyed the crops. Taking the dis-
trict generally, one may say that last season's
failure is succeeded by one even worse. As
our land is fairly light in texture, the drought
lias affected us severely. Alfred N. Jones
Murbury Hall Gardens, Northwich.

Apples, with the exception of Lord Gros-
venor, King of the Pippins, Allington Pippin,
Early Victoria, and Royal Jubilee, are a com-
plete failure. Plums and Pears are fewer still.

Cherries were plentiful and good. Black Cur-
rants and Gooseberries, though severely
thinned by frost in April, yielded average crops
of good quality. Strawberries were never
better nor so plentiful, Royal Sovereign and
The Earl yielding remarkably well, surpassing
all previous records. Raspberries, Lowberries,
and Loganberries were all poor crops of inferior

quality. The soil varies; some parts of the
garden is a heavy loam resting on red sand,

while the greater part consists of black, sandy
soil. T. A. Summerfield, Alderley Pari
Gardens, Chelford.

The crops of Strawberries, Red and
White Currants, and Gooseberries were well
above the average, but Raspberries and Black
Currants belo\v the average and of port'

quality. Cherries have been very good, botli

in quality and flavour. Plums and Pears 1
flowered remarkably well, but suffered through*
frost, cold east winds, and aphis. Damsons, \
for which this part is noted, are a complete!
failure. Apples suffered greatly from aphis 1
just when the trees were in full bloom, and what
fruits did set are suffering now through the I
drought. The soil is a rather heavy loam on
a gravelly subsoil. G. H. Graves, Henburym
Park Gardens, Henbury, Macclesfield.

The vear 1921 will be long remembered
as one of the driest, on record. For six months
ending July 31 we only registered 4.98 inches
of rain, consequently many crops are suffer-

ing. On two days in succession the ther-

mometer reached 95° in the shade. Prospects
of a successful fruit year have been spoiled by
dry weather. The show of blossom on al!

lands of fruit trees was splendid, and thr

fruits set very well. Apples are a splendid

crop, but the fruits will not be large. Pears II

are of average numbers, but Plums are a

failure. Morello Cherries and Gooseberries

were heavy crops, and the fruits ripened well.

Strawberries were plentiful, but the berries

wtre soon over. Black and Red Currants have' I

been fair crops. Raspberries shrivelled when
they started to colour, and this crop also was

a failure. The soil is a heavy, red loam on

a subsoil of sand. James B. Allan, Tirley

Garth Gardens, Tarporley

\To be continued.)
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MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

(Continued from page 138.)

In 1821, just 100 years ago, Adrian Haworth
published his Bevisiones Plan tarum Svccuhn-
tarum, and described therein 310 species of
Jlesembryanthemum, which he grouped under
69 different sections. Borne of these sections

are so utterly different in appearance from
others in their vegetative characters that many
would not recognise them as belonging to the
same genus. Yet not only are the vegetative
characters of many different groups found to

merge into one another through intermediate
groups, when a sufficient number of species

are studied, but the Moral characters are very
similar or practically identical in utterly dis-

similar groups, so that, it has hitherto been
found impracticable to separate the groups
gen»rically by any absolute characters.
This was evidently the experience of

.Haworth, who was the first to properly mono-
graph the genus, for on p. 79-80 of the work
above mentioned he writes, concerning the
groups he has characterised, as follows:—" It

live peculiarities into consideration, we now
have sufficient distinctive characters to sepa-

rate them genetically from Mesembryanthe-
mum, as I here propose to do.

But before dealing with them systematically

it may be of interest if I give particulars

concerning this genus as a whole that arc

not known to the average plant-lover. Some
of the details to be mentioned, however, were

published last year in the Journal of the

Linnean Society.

Starting work with the seed-vessel, we find

that Mesembryanthemivm has capsules of

more complicated structure than any other

genus, some of them being of such a remark-

able character that at first sight they would

seem to be specially designed to prevent the

seed from escaping. The structure of the

capsules, dispersal of the seeds, and the deve-

lopment of the seedlings of this perfectly

unique genus form a. most interesting study,

so that it is surprising that no one appears

to have paid any particular attention to the

peculiarities of structure of the capsules cif

Mesembryanthemuin and the mode of its seed-

dispersal. In descriptions of the species the

capsule is practically ignored, the only detail

as they would be when viewed from above
upon the plant. They are always stiffly elect
or in those that lie upon the ground the
valves are directed upwards^ so that when
closed in this manner no amount of shaking
by the wind or other disturbance can possibly
cause the seed to be liberated from the
capsule.

Fig. 62 represents (after removing the six-

valved capsule from A) the same eight cap-
sules as they appear when fully expanded
after being wetted, and as they would appear
upon the plant after rain has fallen upon
them. A few hours after the rain has ceased
they dry up and the valves close lip tightly

again until the next fall of rain comes. This
opening and closing may be repeated several

times, as the capsules remain on the plant

of perennial species for months or for two
or more years. It is during the time that

the capsule is expanded that the seeds escape

from it or are dispersed, yet how this is

effected in some cases I am unable to state,

for so far as known to me it is at present

an. unsolved problem. In other cases, however,
the method is simple, as will appear when
the structure is understood. Certain it is,

Fig. 61.

—

capsules of mesemuky \nihemum : (a) M.
iieatiiii ; (p.) M. pilosulum; (c) M. shandii ; (r>) M.
LONOUM (?); (El M. POMEUI1UAM M

; (F) M. SP. ; (u) A NEW
SPECIES OF THE SPHAEROID GROUP ; (H) M. SPECIES

ALLIED TO M. HEATIIII. ALL NATURAL SIZE.

J'tto'os. by K E. Brown.

Fig. 62.

—

the same capsules as in Fig. 61 when
expanded by wetting : natural size.

is to be believed that the above numerous and
natural groups comprise amongst them several
true and natural genera. Nevertheless their actual
limits and essential characteristics (except in

M. glabrum hereunder detached) lie veiled in

difficulties which (thus far, at least) escape
development and defy research; they will not
be fettered. And yet the author once had
vaiiilv hoped that the Minima, from the
tubular corolla of some of them; the T.ingui-

forinia, from their quadrifid calcyccs and
mnllilocular 'capsules; the Arliculata. from
Sheir hard coloured internal petaloid fim-

Rriliac (and their small number of abbrevi-
ated true filaments), keeping open continually
their lovely flowers; the Megacephala and the

Perfoliata, etc.. etc.. might each have consti-

talcd a distinct genus land they probably are
such). But he has hitherto been so effectively

foiled by such insensible -hades and inter-

mediate gradations of character amongst
specie- even of the same section (the Minima
not excepted) that he has not yet been able
to reconcile their discrepancies."
Fur many years past I have cultivated and

studied the groups to which Haworth gave the
•sectional name of Minima, now known as the
Sphauoid group, and also others allied to

that group, very many of them quite unknown
to Haworth. In the course of that study I

have noted characters associated with their

odd appearance not shared by Other groups.
So that by taking their habit, peculiar mode
• I growth, floral characters, and certain vegeta-

ni.uit inned being the number of its valves.

Yet from the largo number of capsules [

have examined during the last two years, be-
longing to several sections of the genus, it is

evident that the structure of the capsule
when seen in an expanded condition often

affords excellent characters for specific dis-

tinction. Therefore, the following briei account
may be of some interest and bring to the
notice of South African students what a field

for research they have in this extraordinary
genus, which tor several decades past seems to

have been practically tabooed, perhaps because
they are " succulent plants."
The capsules of all the species of Mesem-

brvanthemum open by valves, which vary from
tour to twenty or more, according to the
species, and are well known to be very
hygrometrio, so that the valves automatically
open during wet weather and shut up tightly

during dry weather. When fully expanded
the capsule has a very pretty star like or
flower-like appearance, and it is often different K
coloured at different parts, and is then quite

attractive. This property of opening when
wetted and closing as they dry, and their

prettiness, has caused them to be occasionally

sold in London as the "Rose of Jericho,

a name that belongs of right to one of the
Compositas from the Orient, but is also shared

by a Cruciferous plant, also from the Orient,
and by a Selaginella from Mexico. Fig. 61

represents the capsules of eight different

species when closed in dry weather, exactly

however, that the seeds require to be dis-

persed during wet weather in order to give
them a chance to germinate and grow, which
they could not do during dry weather.

If a capsule of the very complicated type
represented by D in Fig. 62 be examined when
expanded, it will be noted that upon the inner
surface of each valve or lobe there are two
keel- ending in free membranous wings

(marked in. In this specimen the wings had
dried and curled up whilst being photographed,
but can lie seen on one of the lower lobes,

and similar wings are better seen on the

specimens A. B, <i. H (Fig. 62). These keels

are frequently of a darker colour than the
rest of the capsule, and consist of a horny
water-absorbing tissue thai tonus the mechan-
ism by which the valves are opened and
closed. As no designating tern has vet been

applied to them they may be called expanding
keels. In some Species, as in I"), the kei

I

quite separate, in others, as in \, B, <
'. I'),

thoj are closely contiguous or united at their

basal pari and more or less separate or diver-

gent at the apical part, or occasionally are

fused into a -ingle central keel. Sometimes
the expanding keels are entirely without
Willis or awn-, but mole often they are

winged at the upper part on their outer

margin or are tipped with an awn. or am both

winged and awned. In some species the wings
appear to arise from the inner surface of

the valve, as in F. w hero they ale infol lei

ami do not appear very clearly in the figure.
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but under two of them a seed has become
lodged, each represented in the figure by a black

spot. The central part of the capsule is occupied

by the cells containing the seeds. The cells are

ol the same number as the lobes and alter-

nate with the latter. Usually they are com-
pletely covered or roofed over by two wings
(marked b), which arise from the partitions

separating the cells. These may be termed
cell-wings. In some species, as in D and E, the
cell-wings, although often semi-transparent,
are of a somewhat horny nature and slightly

stiff; in others they are more membranous
and more flexible, a6 in A, B, C, G, H.
Their inner edges are usually closely con-

tiguous or overlap, and their outer margins
either leave a small gap between them and
the outer boundary of each cell, as in all

the figures except D, E, F; or the gap is

nearly filled by a hard boss as at c (D) in Fig.

62 : or they are somewhat pinched together

as at the placed marked d in E, Fig. 62. But in

a comparatively small number of species the
cell-wings are entirely absent, as in F, or are
very rudimentary so that the seeds are en-

tirely uncovered. N. E. Brnirn.

(To be continued.)

HOLLYHOCKS.

shallow drills drawn about a foot apart, on a
warm position, in June, or in pots of good sandy
soil, and germinated in a temperature of about
60° in January. By the first method the plants

should be thinned to six inches apart when
sufficiently large to handle, and then, on suit-

able soil they may be transferred to their grow-
ing quarters at the beginning of September.
The January seedlings should be potted into 60-

sized pots filled with a sandy compost ;
grown

on in tile same temperature until established,

and then gradually hardened off with a view
to planting them out in their flowering quarters

at the end of April. Plants thus raised require

protection during the first winter, but the

batch raised out of doors should prove quite

hardy. When they flower, careful note should
be made of the best plants with a view to their

being retained; any that are inferior to sorts

already in cultivation should be discarded and
destroyed. The seedlings should be watered
very carefully to prevent trouble from
damping-ofl.

Propagation from shoots, with the object of

increasing the stock of a good variety may be

done, as already stated, in two ways. In

spring, shoots will be observed breaking from

the base, around the flowering stems, and these

The Hollyhock, Althaea rosea, is by no
means one of the easiest subjects to cultivate

at Aldenha.ni. Our soil is of a heavy,

tenacious texture (London clay) and not the

ideal one for the purpose; Hollyhocks growing
in it appear to have a decided tendency to
" Rust " diease.

The plant was introduced from China so far

back as the year 1573. It is a favourite with

many enthusiasts and seems most happy in

old-world cottage gardens, where one frequently

sees it in almost perfection.

One of Messrs. James Vert and Son's fine

exhibits of Hollyhocks at the R.H.S. Hall last

summer prompted me to attempt their cultiva-

tion on a large scale. A piece of ground was
prepared by deeply trenching it and adding
well-decayed farmyard manure. When the

plants came to hand in April they were
placed in position in five rows, eaoh containing

16 plants, set alternately in the rows, which
were made 3 ft. 6 in. apart, the plants in the

rows being allowed the same space.

The plants flourished, despite one or two
attempts by "Rust" to obtain a foothold,

attacks that were promptly checked by the use

of Messrs. Vert's Hollyhock Powder; the

illustration recently taken of the bed in Fig.

63 amply bears out the claim that the results

were exceptionally good.
The powder unquestionably checked the

"Rust" disease, and the plants are beautifully
healthy and clean.

The plants were supported by strong hazel

stakes, to which the main growth was tied,

and the side growths, which were retained,
were supported by ties of raffia, which looped
them into the stakes. Thirty varieties were
planted, of a variety of shades ranging from
pure white, through pale yellows, pinks, reds,

to lilac and purple, and with the fine double
flowers literally massed along the growths, they
formed a wonderful picture. The rich colours
and free-flowering quality of this strain (known
at one time as "Chafer's Original Gold Medal
Strain ") are remarkable, and the bed has
occasioned a great deal of comment and admira-
tion from visitors. Hollyhocks of this kind
a,re sure to meet with general approval, and a
few notes on their raising, etc., may prove of

service to those who wish to grow them. They
should command an important place on large
herbaceous 'borders, where tall plants of certain
shades of colour suitable for the background are
difficult to obtain at some periods of the year.
As before mentioned, heavy soil is not ideal for
them, and they undoubtedly prefer light, warm
ground. The plants are not difficult to .raise,
either from seed, from young basal shoots
inserted as cuttings in the' spring, from young
cuttings inserted in autumn, or by division of
the old plants after flowering.
Seed may be sown in two ways, either in

When the flowers fade they should be
removed to allow others to develop properly,

and to prevent untidiness. After the flowering
period is finished, the plants should be cut
down to within about two feet from the
ground ; if cut lower, there is a risk of the plants
rotting through water collecting at the collar.

Some measure of protection in winter is advis-

able, especially on cold soils, and a small mound
of cinder ash spread over and round the plant

should prove effective.

Varieties.—For the benefit of those who wish

to grow these gorgeous flowers, I append a list

of those which appeared to stand out above
their fellows this season, though all were
excellent ;

—

Adonis: A striking, and strong growing
variety with large, cerise-coloured flowers. Alba
superba : A variety of fine halbit, with pure
white flowers and very free in flowering. It is

one of the very best sorts. Apple Blossom: A
pretty, quaint variety ; the white petals are just

marked with pale pink on the edges. Constance

:

A fine salmon pink variety. Ianthe : Reddish
crimson. Hugh Mitchel: The fine spikes carry

large flowers of a very distinct shade, a

mauve tone. Lady Bailey : Probably the most
beautiful pink variety, with large, shapely

Fig. 63.

—

hollyhocks at aldexham house gardens, elstree.

should be inserted singly in small pots con-

taining good sandy compost. The pots should
be plunged to their rims in a mild hot bed,

and, after the cuttings have rooted, they should
be treated in the same way as recommended for

seedlings. Cuttings rooted in the autumn
should have two joints, and be inserted in
the usual way. in a cold frame, where they may
be protected when necessary, and wintered with
safety until planting time, in the spring.

Cuttings of Hollyhocks require no water until

they have formed roots, as the growth is very
sappy, and has a tendency to rot off if watered

;

when water is applied avoid wetting the leaves.

To obtain very large flowers and choice
blooms for exhibition, the side growths should
be removed as they appear, thus permitting only
one spike to develop on a plant, and when this

has attained a height of seven or eight feet,

pinch out the point. With certain varieties

stopping is beneficial in another respect, as

some plants have a tendency to ••bunch" very
much at the top of the growth. Disbudding,
also, may ibe practised with good results,

especially with varieties that form masses of
bloom, as removing some of the buds permits
others to make freer and fuller development.

rosettes. Lena : A bold, purplish variety of

strong habit. Luna: A pretty flower, white,

shaded pale yellow, the latter tint so reflecting

the light as to give the flowef the appear-

ance of being very pale yellow all over. Oliver

Chater : This is a beautiful, distinct pink

variety, and one of the very tbest. Princess:

Also a verv pretty pink colour, but with a buff

shading. Purple Prince : As the name denotes,

this is a very fine purple variety. Peri : A
plant of good habit, with yellowish-white

flowers : it stands out quite distinct from the

others. Salmon Queen : A deep rioh salmon

pink variety ; a very handsome Hollyhock. Sun-

set: Another one that stands out distinct; the

colour is apricot yellow with a suffusion of

carmine. Tall-man: A pretty variety of good,

strong habit. The cream-toned petals have

dark chocolate blotches at their bases. Venus:
Another distinct variety of pretty, pale pink

shade.

This has been my first serious attempt to

grow Hollyhocks "on a large scale since mv
boyhood days, when I was in a garden under

my father, who cultivated them largely, and

was a very successful exhibitor of the flower at

local shows. Edwin Beckett.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

The Pansy {see p. 86).—It may add to the
interest of Mr. Brotherston's historical notes

on the Pansy to know that the favourite flower

of the great Mrs. Siddons was the Pansy or Com-
mon Purple Hearts-ease (Viola amoena), and
that she loved to have it in masses among her
aombre evergreens. Her maid, who used to go
every spring to the market gardeners near her
home to buy the plants, got the name amongst
them of Miss Hearts-ease. This I get from
Thomas Hogg's Treatise on the Growth anil

Culture of the Carnation. Pink, Auricula, and
other Flowers. From the same source I learn

that yellow-ground Picotees were largely cul-

tivated by the Empress Josephine at Mal-
maison, and by cur own Queen Charlotte at

Frogmoi'e. In the second edition there is a
coloured picture of a tyipical yellow-ground
Picotee of the period. Incidentally how one
wishes that the compilers of the new Pritzel

could see their way to include references to

plates of historical as distinct from botanical

interest. Joseph Jacob.

' Apples Growing on Pear Tree.—Although I

have previously heard reports of Apples growing
on Pear trees, it was not until recently that

I was able to personally witness such a rare

and unusual phenomenon, during a visit to Hop-
ton Court, Worcester, and where the said tree is

now growing in the garden there. The tree

upon which the Apples were growing may be
described as a middle-aged, tall, standard Pear
tret, that had been headed back, probably fifteen

or more years ago some eighteen feet from the

ground, and when young growths appeared from

the old stumps. Apple grafts were put on one

or more of the shoots, and some Pear grafts

on other shoots. The tree is now a fairly

shaped specimen. carrying one branch

of healthy, good-sized and coloured Apples,

and several other bi anches carrying

medium crops of several varieties of Pears.

I was not able to recognise the varieties. In

Althorp Park Gardens, Northampton. I had

previously seen a pyramidal-shaped Apple tree,

which appeared to have been worked on an Oak
stock, for every season up to date a crop of

Oak suckers spring forth from the bottom part

of the parent stock, and well below the graft

union. Possibly some of your observing and

scentific readers may lie aide to throw some

further light on the "matter. William Crump.
Oakridge, Malvern Link.

Rare British Orchids (see p. 109).—Referring

to Mr. A. W. Webster's notes on rare British

Orchids, I am surprised to read that he con-

siders Orchis fusca a rarer plant than O.

hircina. That is certainly not my experience

after a ten vears' residence in Kent. During

that period I saw O. hircina once only, but

O. fusca was always to be found in quantity

in certain Beech woods, in open glades. A
large handful could easily be picked. Mrs.

Webster does not mention the very rare Haber-

naf-ia intacta that grows in Co. Clare, Ire-

land, and nowhere else in N. Europe. I had

the pleasure of picking spikes of this in May,

this year. I believe that a specimen of O.

hircina was picked by the roadside, near Cam-

bridge, this summer S. Graveson.

Soap-suds for Black Currants.—In answer to

your correspondent's inquiry (see p. 103) as to

the value of soap-suds for small fruits, and

Black Currants in particular, it is just possible

that if the grower, resident in Norfolk, bad

been further questioned, it would have been

made known to the visitor that the soap-suds

contained all the household slops in addition.

. This cheap stimulant is very frequently used by

cottagers for fruit trees, who seldom fail to

secure plenty of fruit. Moreover, I have

examine-! Black Currant bushes that have been

douched with household slops and found them

free from big bud. If it can be proved that

immunity to big-bud is due to this stimulant,

it constitutes both a fertiliser and an insecticide.

Mayistcr 1'olae.

SOCIETIES.
THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science, held recently in
Edinburgh, it was fitting that the Botanical
Section should devote the first day- of the
imeting to the discussion of forestry problems.
Mr. A. Sutherland, of the Forestry Com-

mission, contributed a valuable paper* on the
" National and Economic Aspects of Forestry,"
in which lie emphasised the need for official

encouragement of private enterprise in addi-
tion to the afforestation schemes already under-
taken by the. State.

It was pointed out that the encouragement
of forestry in Great Britain will (1) produce a
national asset of great value to the country

;

(2) keep capital in the country
; (3) develop

subsidiary industries; (4) increase the rural
population ; (5) create an additional source of
revenue

; (6) improve the security of the
country in war, and (7) improve climatic and
agricultural conditions and the national health.

Dr. A. W. Borthwick, technical adviser to
the Forestiy Commission, and Professor
Augustine Henry read papers dealing with the
importance of foresit protection—a matter of

special urgency in this country owing to the
fact that practically all our forest trees are
imported forms. At present much avoidable
damage to forests is due either to wilful mis-
chief or culpable carelessness, and forest legis-

lation is required in order to afford protection
at critical periods.

The outstanding botanical event of the meet-
ing has been undoubtedly the exhibition and
demonstration of fossil plant material found
in the Rhynie Chert bed of the old red sand-
stone of Aberdeenshire. These remains of

ancient Devonian plants, fully described by
Prof. 'W. H. Lang, F.R.S., and Dr. Kitetan,
F.R.S., in a recent series of memoirs published
in the Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, are most exquisitely preserved, and
are of quite unique botanical interest, inasmuch
as they present us for the first time with a
lecord, practically complete in all its details,

of the appearance and structure of plants which
must have formed a prominent feature of the

vegetation of the Devonian period. Four of

the genera described were vascular plants, and
appear to have been members of a characteris-

tic peat vegetation. In Rhynia spp. and Hornea
sp. the plant cotiLststed of a system of

rhizomes attached to the peat by rhizoids, on
which were borne branched, cylindrical stems,

often with characteristic appendages. In Aster-

oxylon Mackei the aerial stems were densely

clothed with small leaves. Stomata are present

upon the aerial parts, and many of the. branches
ended in sporangia: enclosing numerous spores.

These primitive genera illustrate very re-

markably how vascular plants may have origi-

nated from such algal types as are represented

to-day by the brown seaweeds, following upon
the onset of terrestrial conditions. Of almost

equal interest is the association with these re-

mains of representatives of the lower groups

of the vegetable kingdom. Remains of fungi

are abundant, and we have, for the first time,

satisfactory evidence of the existence of plants

closely resembling Oscillatoria, a living genus

of the blue-green Algae, and of filamentous and
unicellular form of bacteria.

The great interest of this new contribution

to our knowledge of long extinct plants was
emphasised bj Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S.. presi-

dent of the Botanical Section., in his presiden-

tial address, which dealt with " The Present

Position of the Theory of Descent in. Relation

i.. the Early History of Plants," and again in

the discussion which followed with the members
of the Geological Section.

Prof. McLean Thompson contributed a paper

,,n " 'I'hc Flmal Morphology of the Cannon

Ball Tree (Couroupita),'
1 and showed that the

remarkable lupsi ledne-s of the flower is oorre

[ated with cellular gigantism.

Mr. II. Tf. Thomas gave an account of somi

remarkable Fossil fruits from the Middle

Jurassic beds of Yorkshire

These consist of small bunches' of stalked

fruits containing about eight small seeds, and
seem to represent a group of An.giosperms of

which no representatives survive.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND.
Thursday, July 7.

—

Present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair). Messrs. R. Ash-

worth, B. J. Beckton, J. Birchenall. A.

Coningsby, D. A. Cowan, J. Evans, W. G.

Giles, Dr. R. N. Hartley, J. Howes. A. Keeling.

J. McNab, D. McLeod, E. W. Thompson, and

H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.

Odiontioda Orion (Odm. Jasper x Odta.

Charlesworthii), Odta. Hcrtha (Odm. Lam-
beauianum. x Odta. Joan), Cypripedium
Gowerianum Gratrixianum, from S. Gratrix,

Esq.
Odontoglossum crispum Triumph and

Odontioda Colinge rubra from S. Gratrix, Esq.

Groups.
S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), was awarded a Large Silver Medal,

and A. Hanmer, Esq., Burbage, Buxton (gr.

Mr. W. G. Giles), a Silver Medal for

collections.

Thursday, July 21.

—

Present: R. Ashwortb.
Esq. (in the chair), Messrs. J. Birchenall. D. A.

Cowan, J. C. Cowan, A. G. Ellwood. J. Evans.

Dr. R. N. Hartlev. J. Howes, A. Keeling. D.

McLeod, Dr. F. T. Paul, and E. W. Thompson.

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya gigas Rochellense, a beautiful variety

with pure white sepals and petals, and light rose

lip with a yellow throat; Brassia Lawrenceana
longusima, a very distinct variety; the lower

sepals are very long, lip creamy white : from
Dr. F. Bedford.

' 'ypripedium Mrs. D. S. Brown (Gowerianum
magnificum X Farrieanum). one of the finest

coloured Farrieanum, hybrids yet seen, from S.

Gratrix. Esq.

C. Jlelice rar. Christine (Psyche X bella-

t ulum), a very prettv flower of good shape,

from Dr. F. T." Paul.
'

A\vards of Merit.
Odontoglossvm Papiliuin West Point rar..

Cattleya Judah albescens. Lycaste hybrida West

Point car., all from Mrs. Gratrix.

A Large Silver Medal was awarded to S

Gratrix. Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J. Howes),

for a collection.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

The annual show of the Dumfries and Dis-

trict Horticultural Society was held in the

Drill Hall, Dumfries, on September 2. By ar-

rangement with the Society the shows of the

Dumfries Burgh Allotments Association and

of the South of Scotland Beekeepers' Associa-

tion were held in the hall also. There was a

good attendance at the opening, which was

performed by Mrs. Dudgeon, of Cargen, Pro

vost Arnot't. Maxwelltown. presiding. The

show marked a considerable advance over that

of last year in most departments, although

Sweet Peas were not so good, owing to tine

unfavourable weather. Vegetables were ex-

cellent and fruit was a fine feature, especially

Apples, which were exhibited in large numbers.

Trade 'exhibits, though not numerous, were

better than last year, and a. gold medal was

awarded to Mcssis. Learmoxt, HrsTKH AM'

Kino, Ltd., Dumfries, for a capital exhibit

of which notable features were fruit trees "'

pots, florists' designs, and cut flowers, A gold

medal was also awarded to Messrs. OlXVBB \n"

Hunter, Moniaive, who had a stand of grea

beauty admiralbly arranged anil mainly com

posed of hardy 'flowers. A silver medal was

awarded to Mr. John Croaii,, Dumfries, who
exhibited floral designs cut flowers, ,-t, \

similar award went to Messrs. Baku ano SOU
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Dumfries, who had an excellent display of

(.'ui us ;i i id Pompone Dahlias, etc. A splendid
feature of the show was a non-competitive ex-

hibit of Apples, from Mr. D. Ajrdrie, the
superintending gardener to the Board of Agri-

culture on their Terregles estate. This was de-

signed to show what varieties did well in the
district, and thirty-two varieties were included.

A silver medal was awarded to this exhibit.

The principal prize-taker in the show was D.
Landale Esq., Dalswinton (gr. Mr. R. A.
Grigor) the prizes going to this exhibitor includ-

ing the Silver Cup for the most successful
competitor; 1st prize for a decorated dinner
talble, the silver teapot offered for the best
18 Rose blooms, also first prizes for a collection of

vegetables and the best 4 pot plants. J.

Davidson, Esq., Summerville (gr. Mr. J. Wil-
son), was placed first for a table of border
flowers. The Board of Agriculture (gr. Mr. It

Airdrie) won the Silver Cup offered for the
best Gladioli : Mr. T. W. James. Carlisle, won
the Silver Cup offered for Cactus Dahlias.
Among amateur gardeners who showed exceed-
ingly well, Mr. D. J. Maxwell, Newtonairds,
was the leading winner, and was awarded the
Silver Cup as the most successful exhibitor in

the amateurs' classes.

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL.

The members of the Aberdeen branch, on the
invitation of Mr. S. J. Gammell, the president,
visited on Saturday, August 20, the beautiful
woods of Countesswells, some six miles from
Aberdeen. Mr. Gammell, the proprietor, one
of the first authorities on forestry in this
country, acted as guide. There was a large and
representative attendance of landed proprietors
and foresters from all the shires covered by the
branch. Regeneration versus replanting formed
the leading subject of discussion, the argument
for the former being that, given a proper forest
floor and other conditions suitable for natural
regeneration, the best policy would be to allow
the woods to naturally regenerate themselves.
This could best be brought about by the tramp-
ling of sharp-hoofed animals—such as deer, sheep
and cattle. In the case of Oak and Beech
woods, however, it was contended the best
animal to utilise was the pig. which would nose
up the ground and trample in the seed, includ-
ing the acorns. Heart -rot and the benefits to
be derived from cutting off dead branches were
also discussed. During the perambulations ..t

the woods, attention was directed to a magnifi-
cent Larch, the King of the Woods. Mr. Gam-
mell explained that the measurement of this
tree had been taken in 1893. and again a few
days previous to the excursion, when the fol-

lowing interesting comparisons were made :

—

Height. 85 feet 6 inches, against 85 feet ; cir-

cumference at the base. 16 feet, against 11 feet
7 inches; 5 feet up. 9 feet 2 inches, against
S feet 3 inches; 10 feet up. 8 feet 6 inches,
against 7 feet 9 inches; 20 feet up. 7 feet
10 inches, against 7 feet. The tree is about
160 or 170 years old. Economically it had not
been increasing at a rate commercially remunera-
tive, hut the comparisons showed that a tree
even of that age w^as still increasing. Many other
and interesting features were pointed out to
the company. Lunch was served in the w Is.

after which a business meeting was held. The
chief subject discussed was the affiliation of the
Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society with the
Empire Forestry Society. At the last meeting
of the branch, when notice of motion was given
that no action be taken, fears were expressed
that affiliation with the Empire Society would
diminish the individuality of the Scottish
Society. These fears, however, were shown to
be illusive, and it was unanimously agreed to
affiliate. The company afterwards proceeded to
the Blacktop wood—the Scots Pine wood for
which Mr. Gammell was awarded first prize by
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot-
land last year. The nurseries were visited, and
a very fine Laburnum, said to be the largest
in Scotland, inspected. The outing was one of
great interest and pleasure.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER FOR AUGUST.

The weather at Southport during- the past month
was dull and very wet, there being but a single dry
speM of any oonsequnce in it. The dlry weather, however,
endured from the 17th to the 24th inclusive, but only
three of those eight days were also sunny. Fortu-
nately, westerly and northerly winds were unusually
prevalent, easterly and south-easterly ones being very
deficient. A high mean amount of ozone was there-
fore recorded. For the same reason, the temperature
was exceptionally equable, the nights being very
warm and the days cool—70° was only twice exceeded
bj tile maximum thermometer, and 75° never attained.
The sea winds, on the whole, were not strong, and
with such a deficiency of sunshine the amount of
evaporation was small. The mean temperature of the
complete month was 58.8°, or merely 0.3° below the
normal value. Only 146 hours of sunshine, however,
were recorded, or 39 hours less than the local average.
Rain fell on 18 days (one more than usual), and tlv
total amounted to so much as 4.91 inches, or 1.34 inch
above the normal. The exposed minimum thermometer
never approached the freezing-point. Gale-force of

wind was confined, to a single hour (on the 27tln.

Thunder was merely heard on the 2nd and 3rd, and
lightning seen on the 29th. Fog occurred on the morn-
ing of the 19th. Joseph BazemleU, The t'ernley

Observatory, Southport, September 3, 1921.

THE WEATHER IN SCOTLAND.
August maintained its reputation of the wettest month

of the year with a rainfall of 3.81 inches distributed
over 19 days, being an excess of 0.43 inch over the
normal. There was a corresponding fall in the hours
of bright sunshine, the total number of hours registered
being 119—an average of 3.84 hours per day and a

percentage of 25 of the possible. There were 5 sunless
days, while the brightest day was the 28th with 11.2

hours. The barometer with a mean of 29.85 inches
varied from a highest of 30.26 inches on the 18th
to a lowest of 29.40 inches on the 6th.
Mean temperature for the month fell between the

normal by almost 2 degrees. The mean maximum was
63 degrees and the mean minimum 48 degrees with a
highest maximum of 71 degrees on rue 18th and a
lowest minimum of 34 degrees on the SOth.
Thus we get a mean temperature of 55.5 degrees
and an absolute range- of 37 degrees, a mean range
"t IS degrees. On the grass the mean minimum was
44 degrees, with a lowest of 27 degrees on the 30th

;

there was one night of ground frost. At 1 ft. deep,
with a mean of 57 degrees, the soil temperature rose
from ."iti degrees to 59 degrees, and then fell t.. 55
degrees. The winds during the month were light and
chiefly from the south and west. John Davidson, Train-
ing College Gardens. Kirkton of Maim, near Dundee.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Apple Sucker : Stork. Caustic winter wash
and arsenate of lead are quite useless against
Apple sucker. . Use nicotine and soft soap.
Dissolve 5 to 8 lb. of soft soap by boiling
in water, dilute to 100 gallons, and add
7] oz. nicotine

;
98 per cent, purity) just before

use. If (he nicotine is not so pure, more
of it must be used. Spray copiously in
spring as soon as the suckers hatch out,
which is shortly before the blossom buds
open. The best time is when the buds have
separated a little in their clusters, but before
the petals expand. Before that it is difficult

to get the wash down into the clusters.
Spray again after the petals have fallen, if

suckers are still found.

Cucumbers for Examination : Deverevx. The
roots contained no trace of either fungi or
insects ; neither was eelworm present. The
unsatisfactory condition of the plants is due
probably to some wrong cultural treatment.

Flowers for Christmas : J. McO. If you
possess a convenient house for forcing, the
following bulbous-rooted plants, if obtained
and potted forthwith, should give a supply of

flowers at Christmas : Roman Hyacinths, Cyn-
thella (miniature) Hyacinths in pink, blue,

white, and other shades. Scarlet Van Thol
Tulips, also Tulips La Reine and Yellow
Prince, the two best early forcing Tulips.

For the Daffodil in any form the period named
is early, and if any are attempted Henry Irv-

ing, obvallaris and Golden Spur will be found
the best. Secured from an early maturing
district these may stand you in good stead.
Tlie Hyacinths and Tulips will require to be
grown with bottom heat and in darkness ; the
Daffodils will force satisfactorily in a house
having a medium temperature. Other flowers
suitable for your purpose are Azalea indica,
Chrysanthemums in variety, Paper White Nar-
cissus, Christmas Roses, Lilium longiflorum

and L. speciosum. scarlet zonal Pelargonium,
Perpetual-flowering Carnations, and if the
winter is mild French Violets and Roses. The
bulbous flowers could be grown and their
flowering period regulated to meet your
requirements.

Fruit Trees on a "Neighbour's Wall: Cor-
respondent. Your neighbour has no right to
nail trees to your building; but it' you have
allowed him to do this for more than 20
years, he may have acquired certain rights, 1
and in that case you should consult a
solicitor.

Grapes with Brownish Marking : C. H. H.
The waxy coating of the berries, known as /

the bloom, has become rubbed off through
some cause, probably handling them when
they were being thinned, and this has re-

sulted in a cork-like formation of the skin,
which is commonly known as rust.

Grapes Diseased : Experienced. The Grapes
are badly shanked ; the Peach reached us in

a state of pulp, and it was quite unsuitable
for investigation of the complaint. Shanking
in Grapes is usually due to a check of some
kind, such as would be caused by over-
cropping or trouble at the roots. The latter

is more frequently the cause, and next autumn
you should lift some of the roots and make
an examination of the border. If the soil is

found to be cour and stagnant, pointing to

inefficient drainage, it will be necessary to

lift the vines and, after putting the drainage
in thorough condition,- replant them in fresh
compost.

Grapes Unhealthy : Miss L. B. E. The
trouble is not due to either fungus or insect

attack, but some cultural defect, which only
those on the spot are capable of determining.

Jacaranda mimosifolia: C. We cannot find any
record of Jacaranda mimosifolia flowering

out-of-doors in this country; but there seems
no reason why it should not do so in favoured
parts of South Devon and Cornwall, as it

grows quite well in a cool conservatory, and W
flowers occasionally in such structures. The
plant is easily raised from seed, and grows
quickly. We do not know of anyone in this

country who offers either seeds or plants 9
for sale, but you can purchase seed from .

,

Messrs. Yilmorin, Andrieux and Co., 4, Quai
de la Megisserie, Paris.

Landscape Gardening: G. I. A. We do not. I
know of any institution where lady gardeners
are trained in landscape gardening. We
would advise you to write to the secretary

of the Women's Farm and Garden Union, 23,

Park Road, X.W.I.

LAPAGERIA ROSEA: //. S., India. We do not

know of any seedsmen, either at home or <

on the Continent, who offer seeds of Lapa-
geria. Plants may be obtained from nursery-

men. Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, Exeter,

catalogue the plants, which should travel

safely if packed in a Wardian ease.

Leeks Diseased : ,S'. F. The plants are at-

tacked by the Leek and Onion rust, Puc-

cinja Porri. The diseased plants should be

pulled up at once and destroyed by burn-

ing. Neither Onions nor Leeks should be

planted in the ground occupied by the plants

for several years to come.

Names or Plants: A. Neal. 1, Crataegus

tanacetifolium ; 2, Cercis Siliquastrum; 3,

Fraxinus excelsior Tar. heterophylla; 4, Pinus
excelsa ; 5, Genista aethnensis ; 6, Samlbucus
glauca ; 7. Cupressus pisifera var. squarrosa

;

8, Juniperus japonica. W. C. Ligustrum
lucidum. T. T. T. Epilobium augustifo-

lium (Rose Bay or French Willow). It springs
up in most parts of Britain where woods have
been cut down. Mrs. E. P. Koelreuteria
paniculata, a scarce tree that blooms and
fruits only in warm seasons.

Communications Received.—E. T. E.—H. P. K.—
E. B.— E. H.—S. H.—J. 0.—J. O'B.—H. B.— \V. K.
—R. P. B.—M. 0. R.—0. C. H.—S. 51.—E. J. H.—
W. H—J. H.—Dr. H.—R. P. B.—W. J. C—A. M.
— E. C. A.—H. S. C—E. A. B.—G. S.—H. L —
A. P. D.—W. H. L.—J. E.—J. R. S.—Old Reader—
It. 8. K—T. B—P R.—C. W.—W. H.—F. C—
W. U. W.—J. C—J. H. A.—G. F.—M. A. S —
J. D. C—J. T.—P. R. M.— T. G.—J. C. P.—H. M.
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effective remedy; but spraying with disinfec-

tant fluids has given disappointing results.

Of particular importance is the research work
already accomplished in relation to the attack

of Douglas Fir by Chermes Cooleyi. This
parasite, first recorded in this country from
the New Forest a year or two before

the war, is now found all over the south of

England, and is slowly spreading northwards.
It has hitherto been recorded from only two
localities in Scotland. The life history of the
parasite in America, whence it has spread
to this country, is known in detail. It has
two hosts, Douglas Fir and Sitka Spruce; the

life-cycle occupying two years; the sexual

generation develops upon the Spruce, the par-

thenogenetic generation upon the Douglas
Fir. In America, the chief damage occurs on
Spruce, the Douglas Fir escaping apparently
without obvious injury. In Britain, Chermes
Cooleyi has been found only on the Douglas
Fir. The important economic question con-

cerns the possibility of spread to the Sitka

Spruce. Investigation seems to show that a

few male and female individuals do reach the
Spruce but, instead oif giving rise to a sexless

generation producing injurious galls on the

tree, as in America, "these sexual individuals

die off without leaving progeny. Hence, it

appears, that in this country, Chermes Cooleyi

reproduces solely by parthcnogenetic means on
the Douglas Fir. If the facts just stated can
be firmly established, they are of the utmost
importance to foresters, since they indicate

that the pest may be of less economic impor-
tance in Britain than in America, the Douglas
Fir suffering but slightly, and the Spruce
not at all from the attack of this parasite.

An interesting excursion was arranged to

Murthly Castle, Perthshire, in the grounds of

which occur some of the finest Coniferous
wn-ils in the British Isles, characterised not

only by wealth of species and the large

units and avenues of single .species, but also

by the fine development of individual trees.

Chrysanthemum Show at Amiens.—Those of

our readers who may be in France during the

first week in November will have the opportunity

of visiting, not only the Paris and Le Mans
shows, but also another on their way, that of

the Horticultural Society of Picardy, which is

holding a Chrysanthemum and horticultural

show at Amiens on November 5, 6 and 7.

A Visit to the Cameroons and Nigeria.—The
Assistant Director of Kew, Captain Arthur W.
Hill, F.R.S., made an official visit to the Camer-
oous and Nigeria in February and March last

for the purpose of reporting upon the Botanic
Gairdens at Victoria. Cameroons, as to whether
they should be maintained as a botanic garden,

and if so what steps should be taken for their

restoration and future maintenance. In the

Kew Bulletin, No. 6, 1921, an illustrated ac-

count of his journey is given. The Victoria
Botanic Gardens have an area of about 200
acres, and are mainly planted with exotic trees

and shrubs. In recent years the gardens have
suffered considerable neglect, but Mr. Hill

considers that they would, if properly equipped,
play a very important and most essential part
in the colony, whose welfare depends largely on
the success of plantation enterprises. There are
several useful buildings well adapted for re-

search work and teaching, and although these
have also suffered neglect they are well built,

and could easily be restored to their former
condition. Plantations in the British sphere of

the Cameroons near the coast are devoted to

the cultivation of such crops as Cocoa, Rubber,
Palm Oil. Kola and Hevea. and on some
estates Bananas and Plantains are culti-

vated. Mr. Hill also visited Nigeria, which
he states offers many striking contrasts
to the British sphere of the Cameroons,
both as regards its physical features
and methods of cultivation employed.
The oldest Botanic station in Nigeria is that
at Calabar, and it is planted with a collection

of useful economic products, which are much
the same as those at Victoria. In the southern
provinces experiments have been conducted in

the cultivation of Coconuts, Ceara Rubber,
Cacao, Oil Palms, Abeokuta Coffee, Kola, Teak,

Mahogany, Oedrela, Citrus trees in variety,

Bananas, Pineapples and various tropical fruit

trees. In the nothern provinces there is at

Kaduna a flourishing association of gardeners

known as Kaduna Horticultural Society. Fruit

trees and vegetables are grown in this part

with great success, but owing to the dry air

and hot sun, not only vegetables but also Pine-

apples, have to be grown under a light shade,

and it also necessary to protect the bunches of

Bananas with straw in order that they may
ripen property and not dry up on the plant.

It is also interesting to learn that Potaitos are

successfully cultivated in this tropical region.

Mr. Hill describes the flora of the districts he
visited, and he brought many living specimens

home to Kew. Mussaenda arcuata he describes

as an ornamental plant worthy of cultivation,

and he met with a new species of Ochna, as

well as Feretia canthioides, Lonchocarpus
sericeus and many other indigenous native

trees and shrubs of great beauty, but 'which

do not appear to be in cultivation.

Mr. J. Rogers. -After a 'ong period of service

under the Loudon County Council, Mr. J.

Rogers has just retired from the position of

Superintendent of Battersea Park, which is

acknowledged to be one of London's most

MR. JAMES ROGERS.

beautiful open spaces. Mr. Rogers commenced
his gardening career :.t Hursley Park, Hamp-
shire, then the residence of the late Sir W.
Heathcote After a course of training in

several private gardens in Hampshire, he came
to London in 1877 and obtained employment

at Finsbury Park, which was then under the

Metropolitan Board of Works. His next posi-

tion was that of foreman in charge of the

work of 'aying out Highbury Fields, and he

subsequently occupied a similar position at

Southwark Park. His first appointment as

Superintendent occurred in 1892, when he was

placed in charge of the Royal Victoria Gar-

dens at North Woolwich. Five years later he

took charge of Kennington Park, and in 1900

became Superintendent of Waterlow Park at

Highgate. Later lie was promoted to the charge

of Southwark Park, and received his appoint-

ment as Superintendent of Battersea Park in

May, 1902. Thus he has had charge of five

different parks in London, and at the time of

his retirement he held the record for long

service among the parks superintendents under

the London County Council. Mr. Rogers is an
extremely modest gentleman and has never

sought publicity. Readers who are conversant

with the extent and beauty of Battersea Park

will readily understand Mr. Rogers' great capa-

bilities and his undoubted taste in the designing

and arrangement of the floral displays which
have made the park famous. On the occasion

of his retirement from service Mr. Rogers was
presented by his staff with a beautiful clock

suitably inscribed, and a case of pipes. The
presentation took place at a meeting held in

the principal messroom at Battersea Park amid
ample evidence of the esteem and affection in

wl ich Mr. Rogers is held by those who have

served with and under him. We join most

heartily with those who have already wished

Mr. and Mrs. Rogers many years of health

and happiness in which to enjoy their retire-

ment.

George Monro Testimonial Portrait Fund-
Mr. H. Morgan Veitch, Hon. Sec. of the George

Monro Testimonial Portrait Fund, informs us

that there has been a gratifying response to the

proposal to tpresent Mr. George Monro with his

portrait in oils in recognition of his services

to horticulture. Owing to the holiday season,

the Fund has been kept open for a somewhat

longer period than had been originally intended,

but it is proposed to close the Fund finally at

the end of this month.

Importation of Cut Flowers into France —
The Board of Trade issues the information

that the French Government has decided to

allow the importation of cut flowers from the

United Kingdom to the extent of three-fifths

of the quantity imported in 1913. Application

for import licences should be on the prescribed

forms, and be addressed to the Secretariat of the

"Commission des Derogations, Direction

Generate des Douanes, TVlinistere des Finances,

Paris.''

Sugar as a Preservative for Bordeaux Mix-

ture.—At the annual meeting of the Massachu-

setts State Vegetable Growers' Association held

at the Experiment Station, Lexington, Mass,

U.S.A., it was demonstrated that sugar used

in combination with Bordeaux mixture will in-

definitely preserve the latter. It is stated that

a teaspoonful of granulated sugar is sufficient

for the preparation of 50 gallons of a 4-4-50

Bordeaux mixture, equal to l-8th oz. of sugar

for every pound of copper sulphate used. The

teaspoonful of sugar is dissolved in one quart

of water and the solution is added to the 50

gallons of water used in preparing the Bor-

deaux mixture; an excessive amount of sugar ,

causes the copper to dissolve. As ordinary

Bordeaux mixture loses its effectiveness if not

used within a very short time after Tbeing pre-

pared, the use of this small amount of sugar

will, it is claimed, save much waste of the fungi-

cide, for with its use the mixture can oe kept

an indefinite time at its full effectiveness.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-

day. September 27.—Royal Horticultural '

Society's Committees meet ; Field day and de-

monstration at the Research Station, Long Ash-

ton, Bristol. Wednesday, September 28.—Irish
Gardeners' Association and Benevolent Society's

.

meeting. Saturday, October 1.—Finchley Chry-

santhemum Society's Show, Carluke Chrysan-

themum Show ; Innerleithen and Traquair
,

Flower Show.

"•Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago.

—

Tulip*. In preparing the compost for

the best bed, we would advise a sprinkling of

unslaked lime to be applied ; this is especially

necessary this season, and in fact is requisite

for the 'offset bed and breeders. Amid the de-

vastation caused by frost and mildew last bloom-

ing season, we may mention some few sorts

that particularly attracted our attention. Ar-

lette, a splendid feathered Rose, raised by Mr.

Dixon, of Manchester ; Pauline, a flamed Rose,

ibroken from the breeder by Mr. Wood, of Not-

tingham; Table Monarch, a splendid feathered

byblomen, exhibited at Leeds; and Shakespeare,

shown in good style, beating most other flamed

bizarres at Leicester. We predict a great revo-

lution in the collections of this favourite flower

throughout the country in a few years, from

the immense quantity of seedlings which are

coming into bloom and breaking into colour,

greater pains evidently having been taken in

the selection of seed, and care being taken to

gather only from those having good and pure ;

cups. Gard. Chron., September 26, 1846.
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THE GLADIOLUS IN AMERICA.

The American Flower Grower for August
publishes the schedules for the Twelfth Annual
Exhibition of the American Gladiolus Society
and of the Second Annual Exhibition of the
New England Gladiolus Society. The former
contains 151 classes and the latter 52 classes.

In addition, there are 34 clashes for Gladioli
in the schedule cif the Massachusetts Society.
Evidently the flower has a big following in the
States. Certain raisers offer prizes for flowers
of their own production, but other growers are
indifferent as to who the raisers are, as I notice

that one class is for spikes of each of the fol-

lowing :—Purple Glory, Mrs. Dr. Norton,
Crimson Glow, and Glory of Noordwijk, repre-
senting three different raisers.

Some of the American varieties are very
beautiful, if at present a little -on the dear
side, more particularly with the value of the
£ down to S3.64. Prices range as high as $25
and §50 each, but there are many fine ones
from So down.

The following varieties may be taken as above
the average in quality, not" price. The figures
in brackets after the name are the dates of

' introduction, those after the descriptions the
•dates of flowering this year:

—

Alton (1917) : A wonderfully ruffled variety
•of finest orange colour. (26.7). Anthony B.
Kunderd (1918) : Tall, large, intensely ruffled

flower ot delicate cream colour, overspread with
the finest blush pink. The entire lower petals
are a beautiful primrose cream flushed pink at
the edges. (10.8). E. J. Shaylor (1918): A
tall, very strong plant with large blooms. A
beautiful, pure deep rose pink colour. A.M.
1920. (12.7). Pride of Lancaster (1915): A
brilliant orange salmon variety, with richer
colour in the throat. It is a large, massive
bloom. Purple Glory (191b) : Of the deepest
velvety maroon red, with almost black blotches.
A striking flower, but not everyone's colour.

Scarlano (1917): Light bright orange led

<26.7). Snow Glory (1917) : Of purest all white,
with onlv slight clear Iris blue lines on the
lower petals. One of the very best varieties

when well grown. (17.7). Byron L. Smith
(1917) : This variety received the" R,H.S. Award
of Merit on August 9. It is illustrated in Gard.
C'/iron., August 20, Fig. 37. (29.7). Esta
(1918) : A tall, strong, clear white variety with
a slight halo. Makes an ideal spike for cutting.

Fire Ribbon (1915 1: The spike is a long fine

hand of glowing red flowers ; an exceedingly
richly coloured sort and strikingly showy. (17.7).

Glorious (1921) : Flowers of soft cream colour

with deepest creamy apricot throat and beauti-

fully marked. (4.8). Peach Rose (1917) : A
flower of deep rose pink ; a variety of remark-
able colour and appearance. F.C.C.. Mass.
U.S. 1919. (26.7). Virginia Hale (1921): Soft

creamy salmon rose, deeper in tone towards the

border of all the petals. (27.7). Menlo (1921): A
"very large orange vermilion variety with deeper
coloured throat. (26.7). June Delight (1918) : A
variety of rich, deep Geranium red colour.

(20.7). Mary Pickford (1915) : Delicate creamy-
white; throat soft sulphur-yellow. A.M. 1920.

(10.7). General Pershing' (1921) : The large

flowers are borne on a tall, erect spike, and
three or four are open at the same time. The
upper parts of the bloom are coloured pale

pink : the lower petals are yellow, striped and
stippled with carmine. A very bright flower.

(13.8). Anna Eberius : Dark velvety purple,

throat deeper shade. (3.8). Jack London

:

Light salmon with brilliant orange flame stripes,

golden yellow throat. (27.7). Early Snowflake:
A vigorous grower, producing very large whiTe

blooms, mottled rose punk. Many flowers are

open at one time. (13.7). White Wonder. A
pure uhite variety wid'out any markings in

the throat. The flowers are wide open, well

placed on the spike ; five and six open at a

time. (18.7). Albania: Another good white

variety, slightly mottled with pink. (14.7).

'Some of the older American varieties were in

evidence in 'Messrs. Ryder's exhibit at the
R.H.S. meeting on August 9—America, Evelyn
Kirtland, Gretchen Zang, Herada, Mrs. Francis
King, Mrs. Frank Pendleton, and Panama,
among others. I suppose the reason the
Gladiolus is so popular with American
flower growers may be summed up in
the words of an American catalogue writer:

"Gladiolus blooms are the easiest flowers to
grow. They are the showiest and most beauti-
ful. The grower is not bothered with insect
pests. The blooms keep well in water. The
beautiful spikes are always in demand .

The culture of Gladioli furnishes a good
business for those who need not only money
but health-giving pure air and exercise. Join
the - Gladiolus Enthusiasts.' They are the
happiest people on earth." G. C.

This summer has proved ideal for the plant,
as the photograph reproduced in Fig. 64
(taken on August 25) shows, and I do not
think I have ever seen it more beautiful than
it is this season; some of the flower spikes
measure 16 . inches by 14 inches.

It is interesting to note that Mr. E. H.
Wilson, during his journeyings in China, found
L. Quihoui in various parts of Western Hupeh
and Western Szechuan in 1907 and 1908, and
he records several times that it was found on
the side of streams, as though it needed
much moisture, yet the long period of drought
that we have had this year does not seem to

have affected it in any way adversely.

Although this species is always recorded as

being of bush form, we have two plants, raised
here originally as seedlings, which from early

Fig. 64.

—

ligustrum quihoui.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

LIGUSTRUM QUIHOUI.
Just on sixty years ago this Ligustrum

arrived in France from China, and yet. despite

this long lapse of time, it is comparatively
rare still in gardens Why it should be scarce
is rather a problem, for of all the Privets
it is certainly the finest in flowering. Perhaps
the somewhat overpowering odour associated

with this class of plants prevents it from
becoming a favourite, though this is surely

a failing with all the Privets. One other
point may militate against it. and that is,

should the summer and autumn be rainy, dull,

and cold, it does not open its flowers in per-

fection, nor produce them freely. However,
the fact of its being such a fine evergreen

should alone win it a prominent position, and
added to this merit the beauty of the long

and freely borne panicles of white flowers

should enhance its value. As a shrub it makes
a fine bush of rounded habit, growing 10 ft.

to 12 ft. high, and possibly more, whilst the

flower panicles in a good season will average

about a foot long by 9 inches across their

broadest parts, and the species has the addi-

tional benefit for shrubberies of flowering late

in the season. The fruits that follow are

bluish or purplish black in colour.

days have shown evidence of tree habit. They
are unquestionably L. Quihoui, and both are
fine specimens, one having attained a height

of about 12 feet, with a straight leading
shoot. K. Be.che.tt, V.M.H.

FLOWERING SHRUBS IN BEDS.
Many flowering shrubs, including Ceanothus,

Weigela, Escallonia, Spiraea, Viburnum,
Tamarisk, Philadelphus, Kalmia. Cytisus, Ber-

heris, Deutzia, Azalea. Rhododendron, Hydran-
gea, Sumach and Buddleia, lend themselves to

i
he lied method of planting, and splendid re-

sults may be obtained if the work is well carried

out. Presuming that the beds are to be formed
on an old lawn or in a new garden where the

soil is poor it will be necessary to prepare the

ground thoroughly. The plan I advocate is to

lay a suitable foundation by preparing a good

rooting medium and be in no hurry to plant

permanently for one or two years. If the pro-

posed beds were outlined, trenched and manured
this year they could be filled with common
flowering plants. In the following autumn a
further trenching and manuring would fit the

beds for their permanent occupants. This plan

I have adopted with gratifying results, but where

time and labour are not closely considered tin-

beds could be even more thoroughly prepared

in the year and vet vield their quota of floral

beauty. If. B.
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PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Stawaud, Gardener to It. C. Palmer More.
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Humea elegans.—Make a sowing of Humea
elegans, and when the seedlings are large enough
to handle prick them off into 2^-inch pots.

Humeas need great care and should be grown
in cool quarters on a shelf near the rooi-glass

until the beginning of the new year, when they
should be shifted into larger pots and placed

in a warmer temperature to start them into

fresh growth. Older plants coming into full

bearing should be watered with care; the soil

should be neither too dry nor too wet. Let

the air circulate freely in the house, opening
the ventilators accordingly.

Seedlings.—Seedlings of such spring-flowering

plant* as Clarkia, Mignonette and Alonsoa raised

some time ago require thinning, retaining the

strongest and only a sufficient number to furnish

the pots. When large enough they should be
watered with weak liquid manure.

Stocks intended for winter flowering require
shifting into 6-inch pots to give them more
root room. The plants may be grown on in

a cool frame for a few weeks before being
placed indoors. Watering needs to be done
carefully, as Stocks are liable to damp off at

the collar; a little wood ash placed around the
neck of the plants will help to keep them
drier at that part.

Cuttings—September is a suitable month for

propagating several kinds of plants from cut-

tings. Certain varieties will do well in a cool

frr.me with the pots plunged in ashes, others re-

quire a little bottom heat, but many cuttings

placed in bottom heat fail, whereas they would
have rooted freely without it. As soon as the
cuttings are rooted they should be potted singly
in time for them to fill the small pots with
roots before the advent of winter. Cuttings of

Kalosanthes (Crassula) Cooperi coccinea. root
fairly well if inserted three in a pot and stood in

boxes out-of-doors in a shaded position for a
few weeks

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patf.man. Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Late Potatos.—In localities where the drought
has continued long the lifting of this crop, if

not already done, should be completed without
further delay. In this district the yield of late
Potatos will be very much below the average,
and especially in fields, the crops in which, in
some cases, will not pay for lifting and storing.

Turnips.—Owing to the prolonged drought good
Turnips are very scarce this season, and even
where the rows have been mulched with leaf-

mould and strict attention paid to watering, the
plants have failed to mature perfect roots. In
the event of rain falling in sufficient quantity
it will not be too late in the warmer counties
to make another sowing of some quick maturing
variety, even if the roots of this late batch
are not large they will be most useful this
winter, when in all probability other winter
vegetables will be scarce. These late-sown plants,
even if they fail to produce good roots, should
provide a supply of young tops for cooking as
Turnip greens during the early spring.

Seed Saving.—Tlmse who make it a practice
of saving seeds from a few special vegetable
stocks will have noticed that, in some cases,
the seed i6 maturing much earlier this season.
Especially is this the case with Onions and
Leeks, and the seed of these plants is fast ap-
proaching ripeness. Anv specially good pods of

Runner Beans selected for seed purposes should

be left on the plants as late as possible, so that

the seeds may became quite hard before finally

storing them.

Rhubarb.—Roots that have been specially

grown for forcing should not be weakened by
pulling too many leaf stalks, but should be
given every encouragement to build up strong

crowns for this purpose.

Spent Vegetables.—At this season of the year

many spent vegetables call for removal, as it

is false economy to allow any to remain in the

ground after the crop has been cleared. Stumps
of Cauliflower or any other Brassicas should be

removed and either burnt or given to pigs or

fowls. All vegetable quarters that have been

cleared of crops should be kept free from weeds

by hoeing the soil frequently. Weeds are best

kept in check in their small stage, and should

never be allowed to seed.

.

BSK

Fig. 65.

—

sweet peas flowering after they
have been lowered on the bamboo stakes.

(see p. 159.

)

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wythes, Esq ,

Copped Hall, Epping.

General Remarks.—By this date much of the

indoor fruit crop, if not already gathered, will

have reached a stage that is regarded as finished

and beyond an occasional inspection will require

very little attention. Houses no longer con-

taining fruit will, in many cases, have to be

used for the purpose of plant storage. Before

this takes place it would be well to feel con-

fident as to the condition of the borders for

moisture. Following such a long period of hot

sunshine and drought there is a great tendency

for most fruit borders to be unduly on the

dry side, and before Chrysanthemums or other

plants are brought into the house the borders

should receive a copious watering, then no

anxiety need be felt for many weeks to come,

for the moisture they are likely to receive from

the draining of the stored plants will keep them
in a suitable condition until such time as the

houses are started for another season. In the

case of vineries the current year's growth may
be shortened to within eight or nine buds of the

base with advantage to the vines and to the sub-

jects underneath. In the case of Peach houses,

however, the foliage must be allowed to ripen

and fall naturally and not harshly stripped off

as sometimes is done for the benefit of the
plants underneath, which have only a few weeks'
temporary residence, while the trees overhead
have permanent quarters and are expected to
yield a crop each and every year. To this treat-

ment may often be found the cause of Peach
trees failing to fruit properly.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Planting.—Preparations for autumn planting
should be pushed forward with all possible
speed, so that the soil may be in good condi-
tion by the time the trees arrive from th&
nursery. On heavy soils efficient drainage ic

important, and after a season like the present
not at all difficult to accomplish with a minimum
of labour anfl expense. Heavy land that at pre-
sent may be quite dry and appears to be well
drained, may with the advent of continuous-
winter rains soon become waterlogged ; the pre-
sent season cannot therefore be taken as a cri-

terion upon which to form an opinion as to
the necessity of deep drainage. Former seasons
—especially wet ones—ought therefore to be con-

sidered as a basis upon which to work if the
soil and subsoil are to be kept in a sweet and
healthy condition. Most soils—independent of

the drainage^rshould be trenched at least two
spits deep; if heavy, add charred garden refuse,

lime rubble, clean gravel, or chalk rubble, but
in no circumstances use rank stable or other
manure, except for top-dressing after the trees''

have been planted. Lighter soils mav be treated'

more liberally whilst being prepared, but everr

these should not receive an excess of rank
manure, a heavier surface dressing being prefer-

able.

Root Pruning.—This operation often becomes a
necessity where the trees are grown in a re-

stricted space and are closely pruned each year.

In such circumstances the operation is not only
needful, but if properly carried out distinctly-

beneficial, as it increases fruitfulness. and re-

stricts growth. The earlier the work is now
taken in hand the better. All roots having a
downward tendency should be severed, especially

those that are coarse and devoid of fibre. The
fibrous roots should always lie carefully preserved"

and kept as near the surface of the soil as pos-

sible. Simply lifting and replanting young trees

is all That is needful for checking undue vigour

and for the formation of fruit buds or spurs.

The soil should be made thoroughly firm about
the roots, a copious watering given to settle

the soil, and a mulching of half-decayed manure
applied to the surface. Unless the weather is

showery, a daily application of water overhead

will assist in re-establishing tile trees, which
should be continued at intervals until the leaves

fall. Large trees in the open should be securely

staked and fastened in the usual way.

Grease Banding.—The work of grease banding
standard and other fruit trees should be com-

menPed soon in order to trap the females of

the Winter Moth ; the efficient use of these-

bands frequentlv renders expensive sprayings un-

necessary. Early banding is imperative, espe-

cially where the moth has been troublesome in-

former years. Make all preparations for com-

mencing the work early in October. If the-

bands are secured by paste, see that they are

thoroughly dry before applying the grease.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanio Garden*. Kew.

Ranunculus asiaticus.—Some cultivators re-

commend autumn planting for this subject, but

in my experience this is not advisable, except

in very favourable situations. I have found*

that generally the latter half of February

i- the best time to insert the claws. The beds

should be prepared in the same way as advised

for Anemones on p. 146. This Ranunculus
j

was largely cultivated at one time, and it is

surprising how seldom one sees the plant at the
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present day ; especially when one considers how
useful it is for supplying cut blooms. For this
purpose the so-called French varieties are best.

Lawns—With the advent of rains and cooler

I conditions lawns will again require to be closely

mown; where grass has been killed in patches

by the extreme drought, or worn out with tread-

ing—as happens in public paries and gardens

—

I steps should he taken as soon as possible to

:
renovate such places. Margins of paths will re-

quire to be returfed later on, but much damage
! may be made good at present by sowing grass
'• seeds. The bare patches should be top-dressed

j
with fine soil, and then pricked over with a

digging fork; after raking the surface sow the
seeds, which should be raked in and rolled with
a light roller. The seed germinates quickly at

this time of the year and forms a good turf

by next season. Where lawns are infested with
broad-leaved weeds, such as Daisies and Plan-
tains, now is a good time to deal witlh them ;

if the ground is soft and moist they may be
grubbed out, but the quickest method is to mix
some dry sand with sulphate of ammonia, and
sprinkle a little on the centre of each weed; as

the grass grows quickly in early autumn it soon
covers the bare spots left by the dead weeds.
All rough grass in the wilder parts of the plea-

sure ground should be cut for the last time
to facilitate the raking up of fallen leaves.

Hedges.—All hedges should now receive their

final trimming ; in many cases this only means
the removal of a few straggling shoots that have
developed since the first trimming. Hedges
formed of broad-leaved plants, such as Laurel,
should not be clipped, but should be trimmed
with the knife or secateurs. This also applies

to hedges formed of Berberis stenophylla and
B'erberis Darwini, two plants which should be
much more commonly used for hedges or screens.

Anemone fulRens.—This species and its varie-

ties are also best planted during September and
October.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman.

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Seedling Odontoglossums.—Seedling Odonto-
glossums in their various stages should receive
attention. Many of the plants raised from
seeds sown in the spring are developing their

Srst or second leaf, and may be transplanted
in single pots, or. better still, pricked out several

together in receptacles of a suitable size. These
should be prepared a few hours previous to

being required for use, to permit of the com-
post being watered and allowed to drain before
the young plants are transferred thereto. A
suitable rooting medium consists of equal parts
of Osmunda' or Al fibre. Sphagnum-moss and
half-decayed Oaik leaves, the whole of the
materials chopped up very small, and all dusty
portions removed. If the materials aire

sterilised first any insect pest or fungus spores
that may be present will be destroyed. Make
the compost moderately firm in the receptacles,
and trim the surface evenly. After the young
plants have been placed in the compost moisten
them witli a tine sprayer, and afterwards place

them in a moist position, and shade from
strong sunlight. The maggot of a small black
fly is the most troublesome pest among seedling
Odontoglossums. They perforate the compost
and undermine the young plants in their early
stages, later feeding on them. The only
remedy is frequent vapourising, which destroys
the fly cm the wing.

METHOD OF TRAINING SWEET PEAS.

When residing at Murk-. Tey during the
summer, I hud, as usual, the pleasure of
receiving many interested visitors. I was told
by two well-kno.vn Lancashire seedsmen that
it is now quite ;i genera] practice for the
smaller nurserymen in proximity to large towns

in the north tc grow at least one house of

Sweet Peas for supplying cut blooms. The two
gentlemen referred to were particularly in-

terested in the process of " taking down "

the Sweet Pea plants, and I promised to get
some photographs and send a description to

the Press. We have practised the process for

many years—I think we were the discoverers
of it. It lengthens the life of the plants two
or three times without depreciating the quality
of the flowers, except for a few days. The
plants which we grow are two-stemmed— i.e..

two growths from the one root are taken up
two separate bamboo canes or strong cords
and tied every five or six inches. All tendrils
are pinched oft and all side growths also,

except the flowering stalks. By this process

a handsome, four-flowered spike, eighteen
ini hes long, is i roduced at every three inches.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA IVANHOE BLENHEIM
VARIETY.

The first flower of a small plant sent us by
Mr. J. T. Barker, gardener to the Duke of

Marlborough, Blenheim, Woodstock, represents

the Blenheim variety of L.-C. Ivanhoe, obtained

by crossing L.-C. eximia Blenheim variety (L.

Warneri alba x L. purpurata) and C. Dowiana
aurea. It differs from the original coloured

forms in having pure white sepals and petals,

a character obtained through the white form of

C. Warneri (used in obtaining the L.-C. Eximia
Blenheim variety) in its parentage. The colour

suppression in this case is similar to that in

which the white forms of C. Hardyana and

FlG. 66.—METHOD OF TRAINING SWEET PEAS UNDER GLASS WHEN THE STEMS HAVE REACHED
THE LIMIT OF AVAILABLE HEIGHT.

When the plants reach the glass their career

finishes, unless hey are taken down and re-

started again on their upward career. The
way to do this is to cut all the supporting

ties and carefully bend the plant into the

form of an S (imigine the letter lying on its

6ide), fixing the top twelve inches by two ties

in an upright position. Two workers are re-

quired to carry out the operation quickly and
safely, one standing on the ground, the other

on a stool or steps. The more carefully the

work is done, the less loss there will be.

The loss is mostly in the three-quarter

developed flowers; their stems get twisted and

become badly '>ent, but a week after, at most,

the plants start away and produce fine flowers

as if nothing had happened. The two illustra-

tions reproduced in Figs. 65 and 66 pretty

clearly depict things. II'. Cuthbertson (Ddbbie

and ('a., Ltd., Edinburgh).

some other white-petalled forms have been ob-

tained The front and margins of the side lobes

of the lip are ruby crimson, the base white

tinged with yellow, and having gold lines to the

centre. The. petals are seven inches long and
two inches wide.

LAELIO-OATTLEYA MRS. T. WARD.
This very handsome hybrid raised at Blen-

heim by crossing L.-C. Lustre it'. Lmhlcinanni-
ana X L.-C. callistoglossa) and L.-C Hiawatha
(C Warneri x L.-C. Aphrodite) has given

several forms, and all of excellent quality,

though differing in tint. The form sent us is

large ami of line shape, the narrowing influence

of L. purpurata having been obliterated by the

broader C. Warneri and C. Warsoewiezi, The
sepals : 1 petals are blush-pink, and in the Form
now referred bo the labelluro is entirely claret

pin pie. with obscure gold lines at the base.
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EDITORIAL NO TIGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, WC2

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if they

would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters

and to advertisements should be addressed to the

Publisher, and that all communications intended for

publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the

Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-

torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise ichen letters are misdirected.

ON THE ORIGIN OF
MOSS ROSE.*

THE

THE old Moss Rose (R. rnuscosa, Mill.)

offers genetic problems of considerable

interest. It is identical with the old

Oabbage Rose (R. centifolia, L.) except for the

multiplicate branching of its gland-bearing

structures, i.e., its glands are compound, and

not simple as in R. centifolia, L.

Twelve authors give the Moss Rose specific

rank as R. muscosa, Mill. ; nine regard it as a
variety of R. centifolia, L. ; while six modern
authors place both under R. gallica, L.

The Cabbage Rose (R. centifolia, L.) has been

in cultivation in Europe for more than 2,000

years, and was probably introduced there from

Asia, where it may have been in cultivation

from time immemorial; consequently its origin

and native country can only be surmised. It

was cultivated by the Greeks and Romans, and
is mentioned by Herodotus, Theophrastus and

Pliny. The date of its introduction into Eng-

land is not definitely known, but it is noted and

figured by the Herbalists of the 16th and 17th

centuries under various names until Linnaeus

gave it the old name of R. centifolia, by which

it was known to Theophrastus about 350 B.C.

The Moss Rose (R. muscosa, Mill.) is of com-

paratively recent origin. It does not seem to

have been mentioned by the Ancients nor by

the older Herbalists, and a careful searcli re-

veals no evidence in support of the repeated

statements in English horticulture literature

from 1843 to 1920 that the Moss Rose was in-

troduced from Holland in 1596. The earliest

date mentioned of the existence of the Moss

Rose appears to be the year 1696, when it was

said to be in cultivation at Carcassone in

France, on the authority of Freard Ducastel

(1746), who introduced it to three districts in

the west of France. The first botanical refer-

ence to the Moss Rose is apparently that of

Boerhaave in his Index of Plants Cultivated at

Leyden in 1720, which is confirmed by Miller,

who states in 1760 that he first saw it there in

1727, and brought a plant to England. Curi-

ously enough, in Miller's original edition of his

Dictionary dated 1724, it is included in a list

of plants cultivated at Kensington by Robert

Furber, though it is not mentioned in Miller's

text. It was figured in Furber's large folio

Catalogue of Plants in 1730, and a specimen

was deposited by Miller in the British Museum
in 1735.

Darwin quotes Shailer's (1852) account that

the Moss Rose was imported from Italy about

1735. Darwin's conclusion that the original

Moss Rose was probably a bud variation of R.

centifolia is fully confirmed by additional facts

brought to light in this inquiry.

Incidentally 63 bud variations of R. centifolia.

* A paper read by Major C. C. Hurst, D.L., at the
British Association on September 12, 1921.

L. have been traced through several bud gener-

ations, and to distinguish the successive genera-

tions of bud variations the notation Bj, B 2 , B 3 ,

and so on, is suggested on similar lines to the

familiar Mendelian notation F,, F2 , F3 . in-

troduced by Bateson in 1902 for seed variations.

The bud variations found in the Moss Rose in

B 2 are precisely parallel to those found in

the Calbbage Rose in Bi, owing no doubt to

their similar genetic constitution and common
origin, the sole difference being in the pre-

sence or absence of the " Moss " character.

Since the first appearance of the "Moss"
mutation in Bi albuot 1696, two similar muta-

tions have appeared in Bj of Bosa centifolia, L.,

viz., the Moss de Meaux in 1801 in England as

a bud variation of the Dwarf Cabbage Rose de

Meaux, and the Unique Moss in France about

1843 as a bud variation of the White Cabbage

Rose Unique. No other "Moss" mutation ap-

pears to have been recorded in R. centifolia, L.

or in any other species of Rosa, and all other

Moss Roses have been derived directly from

Moss Roses. Up to the year 1807 the five varie-

ties of the Moss Rose that had appeared were

all due to bud variations, for naturally and nor-

mally the flower are infertile, as in the bud-

parent R. centifolia, L.

No records of the production of fertile seeds

by either the typical R. centifolia, L. or R. mus-

cosa, Mill, can be traced ill botanical or horticul-

tural literature. No fully formed and mature

fruits have been observed on either form at

Burbage under normal conditions, during the

last seventy years, though partly formed fruits

containing no seeds have been frequently found.

The precise nature of this infertility has not

yet been made out, but from the evidence so far
_

obtained it would appear that it may be due

to some extent to the involuted multiplication

of the petals of the flower peculiar to both the

typical R. centifolia, L. and R. muscosa, Mill.,

whose tightly-balled petals and petaloid stamens

seem to inhibit the natural development of the

pistils. To test this, a number of flowers were

artificially operated on this summer, at an early

stage the petals, petaloid stamens and stamens

were carefully removed and the pistils released

and allowed to develop freely, with the result

that, for the first time, 15 apparently good

fruits have been obtained (12 selfings and 3

crossings); one of the selfed-fruits was opened

and found to contain a single normal seed.

It is possible, however, that the abnormal sun-

shine experienced this summer contributed to

this success, and too much stress must not be

laid on it, for notwithstanding the favourable

conditions, there were many failures, and on

the whole R. centifolia, L. and B. muscosa,

Mill., must still be regarded at sterile in the

Darwinian sense, i.e., not fully fertile.

With regard to the question of the fertility of

the pollen in typical R. centifolia, L. and R.

muscosa. Mill., an examination of many flowers

shows that about 90 per cent, of the stamens

have been changed into petals or petaloid

stamens, leaving in each flower from six to

twelve anthers containing pollen-grains. A
microscopical examination of the pollen-grains

shows about 95 per cent, of malformed grains in

both forms, the chief difference being the pre-

sence in R. muscosa, Mill., of a number elf ab-

normally large grains showing signs of hyper-

trophy, and in both forms degeneration of pollen

was found even in the early tetrad stage. This

result contrasts remarkably with the 99 per

cent, of well-formed grains found in R. rugosa,

Thunb., and R. arvensis, Huds. , in all stage- of

development, but resembles rather the large

percentage of malformed grains found in R.

Wichuriana, Crep. and R. laxa, Hort. at all

stages, while the closed buds of the former also

contained a large number of what appear to

be hypertrophied grains.

(To be concluded.)

MR. REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND EX-

PLORATION IN ASIA.*

No. 32.

—

The Chawchi Pass in July,

On my way back from the Shing Hong
I ascertained that the big white Rhododendron
of the crags above the valley was none but our
old friend R. megacalyx. However, so very •

beautiful is R. megacalyx that not even I could

grudge its reappearance. After this, a- few

days in Nyitadi (where it merely rained all

the time, and permitted objects in the valley

to be seen) to gum things together a little; and
then, hey for three weeks of exploration up

on the Chawchi Pass straight overhead. When
we reached the original camping place, that

noble Rhododendron which Mr. Hutchinson still

includes, with some hesitation, in R. crassum,

was just nicely beginning to bloom from all the

trees. I cannot but believe it will establish its

claim to be a true species, so constant is it in

form throughout this region. About Hpimaw
Mr. Kingdon Ward and I have both seen it, as a

terrestrial plant at 10,000 ft., not common; I

even saw it at 6,000 ft. above Hpaidte. But
here, at 10,000 ft., it so abounds that when
you look down from on high, you see its white

blots peppering the woodland, just at that eleva-

tion along the spurs of the range. It is,

indeed, a fine plant, narrow in the tube, open-

ing suddenly and widely out, pure white (with

a laryngeal flush of yellow), and of a most
delicious and far-reaching fragrance. And its

great heads of 5-6 flowers, radiating round,

yield only, if they yield at all, to those of

R. niegaoalyx (The Giant, of course, is outside

all comparison.) R. megacalyx. too, was also

here—an unusual altitude for it; and a beau-

tiful Styrax, laden with ivory cups of sweet-

ness. And Acers promising seed that an

Enkianthus concealed in layers of green-and-

rose bells.

But now I come back to F.1528, fast coming

into seed. I still see nowhere to put this plant

except in Primulaceae ; and, what is more, I

am beginning to wonder whether it will not

even actually be a Primula—a Primula of that

weird outlying Carolinella group, hailing from

Yunnan, of which we still know very little,

except that its members are said not to sug-

gest Primula at all. This qualification, at least.

my plant certainly possesses; and if a

Carolinella Primula it indeed be, then Caro-

linella is at least as far outside Primula as

Omphalogramma, and far, far further than

Androsace. At the same time this preposterous

plant is going to seed ; but for the fact that it

has a trilocular capsule, precisely in the way

of the Petiolarid Primulas—that is to say, off

come the three little lids of the capsule, and

there is the brown-ripe seed, sitting on the

disk, in an enlarged green juicy calyx, waiting

to be gradually soused off by the rains—

a

more Primuloid appearance, at present, could

hardly be.

To explore the high Alps, this time, I took

my camp up to 12,000 ft., and affixed it, like a

temple-haunting martlet's nest, to some rocks

just below the pass, on the steeply ascending

knife-edge. The view from here is stupendous

:

India, " Burma," China, Tibet, range over

range of uncharted mountain -chains. However,

» The previous articles by Mr. Fairer were Po-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 28, July *-•

August 9, August 23, September 6, September 27, Octo-

ber 18. November 1, November 22, and December •>.

1919 • Januarv 3, January 17, February 7, February J 1

.

Marin 20, Ap'ril 24, Mav 29, Julv 10, July 31, September

4, October 2, December 4, 1920; January 1. J.inuan

29, February 19, April 2, April 30, June 4, >"'>' '

and August ij. IH2I
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I need not expatiate; on the next day the mist
descended, and for the whole of my three weeks
up there it never ceased to pour with rain but

once for an hour, and the fog never lifted at

all, but once, for two hours. So that plants, and
plants alone, must now be our subject : the
delights of hunting these, day by day, in

blank dark, and a sopping fog, are such as

often make me think grimly about the words of

one of my supporters, who, with that genial

rudeness of which he, notoriously, makes a

speciality, accuses me of seeking fat profits for

doing what I " immensely like doing." To
these delights, too, are always added those of

always feeling that there must be a sky-blue

Rhododendron or a pea-green Primula some-

where just out of sight, to right or left, in

the unfathomable white gloom. However, this

makes one all the more diligently search and
ransack. Meanwhile, we will begin with objects

near at hand.
The most conspicuous and dazzling, of course,

are the Rhododendrons. Last year I could not

be on the high Alps for their full concert. But
this year, my July camp has been established

upon a wilderness of them, in full bloom,

all twelve species, all little dwarf, high
Alpine bushes, ranging in stature from
the half nothing of R. F. 1558, to tfie two
feet of R. F. 1672. These deserve a
fuller story than I can at this moment give

them; but their blaze obliterated, everything
else from the brain, and their colours embrace
almost all shades between vermilion and violet,

between rose and citron. The Apple blossom,
one in particular, sheds blushes over whole
shoulders of the mountain. Smaller fry, I can
see, awaits August for its full development : the

lateness of this region, or season, is such that

whereas last year, at 10,000 ft., Primula serrati-

folia (F.< 1054) was in full golden beauty on
Hpawshi Bum by June 26, here, at the same
height, I had the utmost difficulty in getting

together a few precocious specimens on July 16.

The Cassiopes, however, generously adorn July.

There was only one species in my experience

of the Hpimaw region last year—the little pros-

trate C. myosuroeides (F. 1,048). Here there

are three. First of all, the very abundant
drift-forming one, square and columnar, with
white flowers tinged at the base with red, and
possessing almost as nasty a smell as the even
more abundant Houttuynia cordata, now filling

all the valley region with a most unpleasant
fragrance. Then, a much more graceful and
beautiful one, which sprouts into the rocks, ana
has similar flowers, much ampler for its stature,

and appearing more copious and striking. This
also has a stink, but reduced : I suspect inter-

mediate between the two. And, finally, there
is a very tiny one, that lives only in the colder,

mossier crevices of the cliffs, along with the
innumerable dancing golden Daffodils of

Lloydia Forrestii (F. 931) here, like so many
other species, much more lavish and lovely than
in the Hpirnaw region. Not less lovely is the
wee Cassiope, with undiminished hi" bells of

pure white, suspended on fine crimson pot-hooks
above its microscopic trails, or cascades. And
even in Primula the slopes about the camp dis-

tracted me a moment from the show of Rhodo-
dendrons.
For among these, just beginning, was a new

Omphalogramma. This I first attributed to

P. Engleri ; but now am doubtful, since the
flower does not quite answer, while the foliage
entirely declines to do so, being as aurioulate
and violoid as in P. Delavavi and P. yiola-

grandis themselves. In fact, had I been a few
hundred miles nearer beloved Siku, I should
certainly have called it P. viola-grandis at once,
but that the leaves are thin, not fat, and the
plant altogether larger, forming into big, solid

clumps. At the same time, it is to P. Engleri
and P. viola-grandis that the species inclines,

not to P. vinciflora and P. Delavavi. Nor does
it lag in beauty, though not rivalling the glory
of the true Delavayi. Here the emarginate
turned-back lobes are in sixes or sevens, narrow,
imoro or less entire, broadening to the cleift at
their cud, and the colour is superb, being really
less uF .i violet blue than of real sapphire, or
very dark, cornflower mic, In other words,

the red colouring of all purple Primulads is

here reduced to an absolute minimvim; in paint
the blue called French requires only the most
cautious touch of the crimson called Alicarin.
Like stars of blue velvet midnight this strange
beauty, in occasional outbursts, dots the gullies
and dips of the high Alpine lawns, or peers amid
the little Rhododendrons. But of its capsule I
cannot yet speak, as bird or bug has a way of
picking open the tube and eating it. Reginald
Farrer.

the prize for the best Lilac to a seedling No. 199,
which has not yet been named or described.
At the spring show held in May last, in the

Jardin d'Acclimatation, Messrs. Vilmorin-
Andrieux showed a large collection of garden
Irises, including six new varieties, to compete
for the Harding prize. One of these varieties
was selected by the Floral Committee as the
winner of the special prize. According to the
desire of Mrs. Harding, this new Iris has been
dedicated to Mrs. Walter Brewster, a lady

FlQ. 67.—IRIS MRS. WALTER BREWSTER.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

A NEW IRIS.

An American lady, Mrs. Edward Harding, has
offered the Societe Centrale d'Horticulture de
Nancy four prizes of five hundred francs each
for new varieties of a Lilac, Paeony, Rose and
Garden Iris.

The awarding of these prizes has been dele-

fated to the Societe Nationals d'Horticulture de
ranee, Paris.

M. E. Lemoine submitted at the meeting of
tlic above Society on May 12 three new varieties
of Lilacs, of which the floral committee awarded

who greatly assisted French orphans during the

war.

Iris Mrs. Walter Brewster (see Fig. 67) be-

longs to the Macrantha section; the scape is

stiff, branched, grows about 3 feet high, and
bears as many as six open flowers at one tunc.

Some of the blooms are more than 6 inches

long; the standards are lavender-blue, broad and
rounded; the falls large and spreading, coloured

anilin blue; the claws are striped brown with a

yellow beard ; the styles broad and coloured

light blue. This fine new variety was also

awarded a Certificate of Merit at the same time.

S. MMH.
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NOTES FROM KEW. HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Pomegranates are fruiting at the south end
of the Mexican House, in a border in the open.

There are several plants, including the white
and red varieties, but only the red one is fruit-

ing. The fruits are borne on the ends of

slender branches about 12 feet high. It is not
very frequently that the fruits of the Pome-
granate are seen on the trees in this country,
ami they look very pretty, with the calyx
standing out so prominently. At present they
are about as large as Tangerine Oranges.
The colour of the flower is a pretty rosy-

scarlet, a shade known as Grenadine.
The variety known as nana is the freest to

flower, but does not attain the height of the
type, making it more suitable as a wall plant.

It succeeds easily in light, rich soil, but
requires, in most districts, the shelter of a wall
in a warm position. The Pomegranate may be
increased by cuttings or by grafting.

Several beds in the Broad Walk are looking as
well as they possibly could. Two furnished
with Salvia splendens Glory of Zurich are
splendid. The plants are a mass of colour, and
very uniform specimens. Two beds of fibrous-
rooted Begonias also are an object-lesson in good
gardening. The foliage is bright, and the
flowers are almost in perfect condition, proving
that the heat has been to their liking. They
have not the thin, starved look so many plants
have this season, but are looking as happy as
possible.

Another bed that has done very well is of
Delphinium Blue Butterfly. The flowers are a
lovely shade of Gentian blue, always a favourite
colour. The plant may be raised from seed
sown in autumn out of doors or in heat in
spring.

A bed of Verbena venosa is also very success-
ful. The shade of mauve or rosy purple is 1 ot
one that harmonises with other flowers very weli,
but in a bed in a fitting setting it is effective.
The plant lasts in flower well, is easily raised
from seed, and frequently survives the winter in
the open. Verbenas in front af the Palm-house
are also brilliant and successful. Those with
salmon, bright blue, pink and white flowers are
very effective. The Verbena succeeds readily
when raised from seeds sown in the spring in
heat, and few plants are more generally
appreciated. W. L.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.

The present season has been extremely try-
ing to Phloxes grown in an ordinary mixed
border in full exposure to the sun. I recently
saw in a private garden a magnificent display
of these gorgeous August-flowering plants. An
ideal position had been chosen for them—

a

large bed facing east, which received only a
few hours' sun in the morning, these conditions
suiting the Phloxes admirably. They were
certainly very fine, and have been flowering
for a longer period than usual. The border
had been well prepared by deep digging and
a liberal supply of decomposed farmyard
manure was forked in. The soil being rather
heavy, a fair amount of ashes from the garden
fire had also been used to good effect.
To see Phloxes at their best, there is not the

slightest doubt that a similar position to the
above should be chosen, and transplanting done
after the second season of flowering. The fol-
lowing varieties are good:—Aurore, orange
red; Australia, crimson lake; Baron Von
Dedem, bright orange red; Dervish, violet;
Selma, pale rose, crimson eye; Iris, violet;
Eclaireur, deep rose; Widur, lilac, white
centre; Ferdinand Cortez, rosy scarlet; Mounet
Sulley. salmon red; Frau Antoine Buchner, fine
white; Africa, rosy crimson; Deutchland,
orange scarlet; Le Mahdi, deep violet; Etna,
orange red; Pantheon, salmon pink; and
Beranger, delicate pale pink. B. H. Holton,
Ciawley.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents. "]

The Form of Freesia Flowers.—My friend.

Mr. Dalrymple, and others consider Apogee as

having the ideal shape for a Freesia flower.

Excellent as this variety is, in decorative value

it does not equal the more open type, such as

we get in my Yellow Queen. At least, that is

my opinion, and the opinion of visitors who
saw pots of both Apogee and Yellow Queen
in my greenhouse this year. I hope to have
enough to take a good sized bunch to Vincent
Square next season, so that a wider circle may
judge of its merits. Freesias need to be seen
in a fair quantity together if they must have
full justice done to them. Joseph Jacob.

Wasps.—In reply to Mr. Dunn, Cotoneaster
flowers are well-known as attractions for queen
wasps, but I cannot personally vouch for any
other flowers. In Oard. Chron., July 7, 1917,
Pyrus arbutifolia var. erythrocarpa is men-
tioned as having a " peculiar fascination for
queen wasps." Surely /. F. is doubly mis-
taken when he says he saw " large numbers of
queens quite recently prospecting for suitable

situations in which to found new colonies " in

the Thames Valley. In the first place it is

too early yet for the queens of the year to

be out, and in the second place they do not
normally begin to nest until the following
spring. Although this has been an abnormal
season in some respects I see no reason to

believe that it is sufficiently so to induce queen
wasps to depart from a habit established for
centuries ! If J. F. sees any more of these
" prospecting queens " I shall be glad to see
and report on them in these columns if he will
kindly catch a few and forward them to me.
C. Nicholson, 35, The Avenue, Hale End, EA.

Rose Shows and Amateurs.—May I commend
to all Pose exhibitors the excellent letter by
Mr. Govett in your issue of September 3?
There is no doubt'the membership of the N.R.S.
was greatly augmented by the wise provision of
the late Charles J. Grahame classing exhibitors
by the number of tTees they grow. These small
amateurs proved to be the backbone of the
Society. Let there be plenty of classes accord-
ingly, that they may be encouraged to exhibit
other than against the giants of the Rose
shows. Will Tayler, Sunbeams, Godalming,
Surrey.

Malmaison Carnations Since The Book of
the Carnation was written a few notes con-
nected with the origin of Malmaisons have been
acquired, and these show that some of the data
given therein need correction. The date when
the type " blush " was raised is there stated
as 1857. by Mons. Naine. But it has elsewhere
been asserted that it was raised in 1855, in Fife,

from seeds derived from a French source.

Against that there is the statement that Mr.
Henry Knight, when a gardener in France,
cultivated the plant from about the year 1860,
and he regarded it as of French origin. So it

may be assumed that to France is due the credit
of producing so noteworthy a variety. It would
indeed be a curious circumstance that it should
have been raised almost simultaneously in two
countries. Yet there is no reason to doubt that
the plant was in cultivation in East Lothian
in or about the year 1850, and that Messrs.
E. G. Henderson, of London, catalogued it in

that and subsequent years, the Scottish growers
on their part having obtained stock from Edin-
burgh. Also, the pink sport now generally
known as Princess of Wales is recorded as a
novelty of 1875, but it is mentioned in The
Gardener of July, 1873, so that the date of its

evolution would be 1872. R. P. Brotherston.

What is a Spring Onion?—What constitutes
a Spring Onion has long been a doubtful
point. Where prizes are offered for six

Autumn Onions and for six Spring Onions,
exhibitors are left to decide as to what is a

Spring Onion. Judges act according to their

ideas, sometimes disqualifying one year those

they would pass another season, and thus the

exhibitor is left to his complainings. It is

difficult for the cottager to understand these

vaguely drawn-up class specifications. A case

in point came before me a short time ago, I

was asked to give an opinion by am aggrieved

exhibitor who was smarting under the indig-

nity of disqualification by judges who awarded

him the prize last year fur facsimile produce.

The class was for six Spring Onions. He
sowed Ailsa Craig seed under glass in January,

and grew the plants in the usual way. with

the result noted above. In my opinion he was
right and he was wrong. Clearly the bulbs

were not the produce of autumn-sown
seed. Neither were they strictly spring-sown,

because the season of spring—March 21—had
not arrived. What committees really mean
is. in my opinion, bulbs produced from seed

sown out of doors in the ordinary way of

obtaining a crop, but, unfortunately, they do

not state what they mean. There is nci diffi-

culty as to what is meant by autumn Onions]

viz., the Tripoli or Leviathan type, sown in

August as a rule. A much more satisfactory

method of dealing with the debated section

would be to state " Six Onions, seed not to be

sown bafore January 1." Such a class would

not debar the production of the Ailsa Craig

type with its fine bulbs. If committees wished

to adhere to the Spring Onion idea, then

they should stipulate the seed should not

be sown before the spring season, March 21.

E. Mohjneux.

Equal Prizes.—The awarding of equal first,

second or third prizes for horticultural sub-

jects has long been a theme for discussion,

I hold that there is no such thing as equal

merit in any two exhibits. My contention is

that the awarding of equal prizes shows a

weakness on the part af a judge or judges, and

i,-. an easy way out of a difficulty. I do not be-

lieve any person can select twelve Puses, Chry-

santhemums or Potatcs. from an unlimitfd num-
ber of specimens, and so place them that

they are equal in merit. There is a difference,

and it is the duty of judges to find that differ-

ence, if ever so' small. Suppose a challenge

cup were the object for which two exhibitors

strove, would any judge award equal prizes

there? In The Gardeners' Chronicle report of

the Shrewsbury Show (see p. 104). I observe

not only equal first prizes were awarded in

the important class for table decoration, but

equal second prizes were given in the same

class! Surely this is unique in horticultural

affairs. Decorated tables provide scope for

faults, as well as for excellence of detail.

It would be interesting to hear what the

judges in that particular class have to say

in explanation of their decision. No doubt

they had good reasons, and as such decisions

open up quite a wide theme, a note from

them would no doubt be of mucl}, interest

to those concerned as well as to readers ill

general. S. H.

Dahlia Coltness Gem.—The Royal Horticul-
tural Society is doing most excellent work for

the Dahlia in its trials at Wisley, and ft is

to be hoped that it will extend its operations
to include other flowers, as a very large public
is anxious to be told in simple language the
best Dahlias, Roses, Chrysanthemums, Carna-
tions, etc., for garden decoration when grown
under good ordinary natural conditions.
Dahlia Coltness Gem does not appear among
the Wisley varieties, but it should be sent

there. For effective bedding it is one of the
very best. In George Square and the Botanic
Gardens, Glasgow, Mr. Whitton, V.M.H., has
this year used it in hundreds, and for many
weeks it has been almost the most effective

thing in these gardens. It is a variety which
might not appeal to florists of the old school

as it has boat or shell-shaped petals. It is a
bright scarlet single, about eighteen inches in

height, most sturdy and free flowering in its
f

habit. It was raised at Coltness by the late

Mr. Hepburn, who was gardener there. Hence
it~ name. Scotia.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

THE FRUIT CROPS.

(Continued from page 150.)

Cheshire.—Again I have to record very dis-

appointing fruit crops! The early spring gave
promise of abundant crops of all fruits

—

excepting Plums and Damsons—on trees of
which, for some unaccountable reason, there
was no blossom. Possibly the wet and sun-
less year of 1920 may have had something
to do with this; but, on the other hand,
Apples, Pears, Cherries and bush fruits had a
wealth of bloom equal to anything that I have
seen. Frost ranging from five to eight degrees
during the second and third weeks of April
completely ruined the Pear crop, and caught
i-ome of the earlier blooming Apples. We had,
however, an abundant crop oif Apples, but owing
to the prolonged drought the fruits have not
swelled, and in some cases, on our subsoil
of sandstone, the trees have collapsed and the
fruits shrivelled. On a few seedling Apple
trees that were mulched with farmyard manure
and occasionally watered, the crop is very satis-

factory. X. F. Barnes, Eaton Gardens, Chester.

The fruit crops are, generally, under the
average, except Apples. Owing to the excep-
tionally mild weather in February and March
the trees blossomed earlier than usual. There
was an aibundance of blossom and good pro-
mise of a crop of fruit, but towards the end
of March and during April we had several
sharp frosts after raan, which entirely spoiled
the Plum and Damson blossom, also 'many of
the Pears. Apples are a heavy crop, but if

the dry weather continues many fruits will

drop prematurely. All small fruits were good,
but Strawberries and Raspberries were soon
over owing to the drought. E. Severn, Com-
hermerc Gardens, Whitchurch, Salop.

Hertford.—The fruit crops in these gardens
are very disappointing with the exception of
Apples, of which we nave a good crop. Some
of the fruits have fallen, mostly through over-
crowding. I still advocate the thinning of all

Apples, Pears, and Plums where labour is

available, it is far better for the trees and very
necessary for young ones. Plums. Pears. Straw-
berries, Gooseberries, Red and Black Cun-ants
were greatly damaged by the wintry weather of
mad-April. Raspberries have been a poor crop,
owing to the continued drought. I am afraid
Apples will not get very large unless we soon
get rain. It is almost impossible to water an
orchard when the water is wanted for othesr

purposes. Aphis has been abundant this sea-
son, attacking almost everything, not only
fruits. but vegetables as well. The soil in these
gardens is of a light texture, resting mostly on
chalk. William Fulford, Delrow House Gar-
dens, Aldenham.

On the whole this year's fruit crops are
much moire promising than that of last season.
Weather conditions were not of the best dur-
ing the flowering time; sudden changes of tem-
perature affected Plums very much, and in

some cases Pears adversely. Blossom, however,
was sparse on Pears but the fruit set well.
Some varieties of Apples a,re bearing heavy
crops and heavy thinning was necessary. Hot
weather has not favoured disease ; effective

spraying reducing the chances of Apple Scab
and Canker spores being carried over to another
season. Here the .ravages of winter and moth
caterpillar were stayed by spraying with arsen-
ate of lead. Aphis was troublesome in the
early period of growth, but the trees are now
thoroughly clean and the foliage healthy. The
large number of Apple sucker flies give warn-
ing of what may he expected next season. So
far the dropping of fruit has not been serious
with us. Those with codling moth caterpillar
have been destroyed. No one, perhaps, can
remember the Woollv Aphis being so trouble-
some as it has been this year. A safe grease to
use direct on the bark' would seem the only
method of ensuring that the insects would not
nass clown the stem to hibernate in the ground.
Of small fruits Red Currants and Bluck Cur-
rants dropped badly owing to frosts; Goose-

berries were also a light crop. Our soil, for the
most part, is of a heavy retentive nature. A. J.
Hartlrss, King's Walden Bury Gardens,
Iiitchin.

Most orchard trees flowered profusely and
were a beautiful sight. I do not think I ever
saw them look better—Cherries, Pears, and
Plums were 'badly damaged by frosts. Apples,
being rather later, were more fortunate, and in
most instances these trees set heavy crops but
for some time past the fruits have been dropping
freely. Strawberries and Raspberries were both
good, but owing to the drought were soon over,
many fruits shrivelling owing to intense heat and
were not worth picking. Watering seemed to
have but little effeat. Currants and Goose-
berries withstood the drought much better.
Thomas Nutting, Childwiclbury Gardens, St.
Albans.

Apple trees set their fruits freely, and the
Apple crop may be described as quite an aver-
age one. Strawberries were good, but the
season was short, owing, no doubt, to the
drought; and, had rain fallen, the yield would
have been quite satisfactory. As a 'result of
heavy waterings given them during the long

VEGETABLES.

A FASCTATED MARROW.
The illustration in Fig. 68 shows a remark-

able case of fasciation in the Vegetable Marrow.
The plant is growing in the allotment of Mr.
H. J. White, Warwick Road, Hampton Wick.
It is a green-fruited variety with a yellow stripe,,

and is growing on a bank raised about 2 feet

above the level of the surrounding land. The
stem has grown to a length of about 15 feet,,

and is some 9 inches wide and about | inch
thick—a remarkable case of fasciation, with an
abundance of foliage and flowers. It has pro-
duced leaves and fruits on both the upper and
the lower surface, and also Marrows on both
sides. A group of three fruits is seen in the
illustration, and there is a large one underneath,
not visible in the photograph. These fruits

weigh 10 lb., 9 lb., 5 lb., and 4 lb. respectively;
and there are others, making eighty-two-
Marrows in all. The plant is still growing and
flowering freely and setting many new fruits-
Mr. White informs us that his allotment is

-
-

near Hampton Wick station.

Fig. 68.

—

remarkable example of

drought. Raspberries gave a heavy crop of fruit.

The canes have seldom looked better than they do
this year, and suckers are being thrown up with
the greatest freedom. Gooseberries were plen-

tiful, although not so large individually as they
might have been, but for the drought neverthe-
less it was a very good crop. Morello Cherries
were good, but not very numerous. The soil is a
deep, light loam. James A. Paiee, Aldenham
Vicarage Gardens, Watford.

—The fruit crops in this locality are not
nearly as good as they at one time promised
to be. Apples are a heavy crop, but owing to

the continued drought are beginning to suffer,

and will. I fear, be undersized. Pears were in-

jured by frost and suffered from the drought.

Plums and Damsons promised well, hut the

severe spring frosts injured these crops ter-

ribly : we have no Damsons and very few Plums,
except on trees on walls. Cherries, both sweet
and Morellos, were very fine crops. Peaches
and Nectarines on a west wall are particularly

good, both in foliage and fruit. Apricots are

again very thin. Strawberries were injured

very severely by the frosts we experienced early

last autumn, the plants never recovering. Black
Currants were practically all killed by the frosts

after a fine promise. Red and White Currants
were both plentiful: Gooseberries were also

numerous, but the foliage of the bushes was
badly attacked by caterpillars. The soil is stiff

London clay. Our rainfall for the year up to

the time of writing is only a little over five

inches. Kdurin Beckett, Atdenham House
Gardens, Elstree.

(To be continued.)

IATION IN VEGETAELE MARROW.

POTATOS AND SECONDARY GROWTH.
I notice in the lay Press several references'

to supertuberation in Potatos, a subject of
great economic importance and one that needs
to be carefully considered by growers. It would
'be valuable to have the opinion of some
authority in plant physiology as to the material
that constitutes the structure, etc., of the sec-

ondary growth. Is it drawn from material pre-

viously stored in the first tubers, or is it formed
by the green leaves, and by the roots from
the soil, and carried through the first tubers?

If the material is drawn wholly or in part
from the first tuber, would the latter be of

much value for planting next year, and what
would its food value be compared with a

tuber not having made a second growth ? I

think this is a matter -worthy of careful con-

sideration by those who are in a position to

experiment J. G. Blakey, Bromsgrovc Road,
Bedditch, Worcester.

WINTER LETTUCES.

SlNCE the rains seedling Lettuces intended for

planting out on a warm border with a view

to obtaining supplies early next spring have
made splendid headway, and growers should not

fail to plant a good batch. There are now several

excellent hardy varieties, and one to be recom-

mended is Hick's Hardy White. Slugs may
prove troublesome, but a light dusting of hot

lime will act as a deterrent to these pests. Where
cold pit s or frames are available it is quite

easj to ensure n good supply of nice beads carl\

next season. T.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

September 20.—The Royal Horticultural Hall.

Westminster, was well filled with exhibits on
this date, one half being occupied by the vege-
table show and the other by exhibits of plants
and flowers. Novelties were very few in num-
ber, only one Award of Merit being granted
by the Floral Committee and one First (hiss
Certificate and one Award of Merit by the
Orchid Committee.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary), Gurney
Wilson, S. W. Florv. Arthur Dye. J. Wilson
Potter. Richard G. Thwaites. W. J. Kaye. Fred.
K. Sander. H. G. Alexander, Charles H. Cur-
tis, and Frederick .1. Hanbury. Orchids, being
l-estricted to novelties submitted for awards,
were fewer than usual.

Awards.

First-class Certificate.

Brasso-Laelio-t 'attleya macviata a urea
[B.-L.-C. The Baroness x L.-C. Thyone), from
Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell Park, Engle
field Green. A charming hybrid, closely follow-
ing B.-L.-C. The Baroness in its fine form and
colour. The sepals and petals are light chrome
yellow, the broad lip darker yellow in tiw
centre, the margin changing to cream white.
The original form had slight dark spotting.

Award of Merit.

Odontoma Melia (Miltonia lib nana x n<!m.
Groaaniae), from Messrs. Charlesworih ami
Co., Haywards Heath. A graceful new hybrid,
with purple tints on the sepals and petals ac-
quired from Odm. Edwardii in Odm. Groganiae.
The sepals and petals are dark purple; the lip
purple, iinged with rose. The spike bore nine
flowers.

Other Exhibits.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. showed Laelio-
Cattleya Pyramus (L.-C. St. Gothard x C. Thur
goodiana), of large size and fine colour; and
Cattleya Cicely (Antiope x Rhoda), a good pale
yellow variety, witli rose-purple lip.

Messrs. Sanders. St. Albans, showed the new
Cattleya Grenadier (Dowiana aurea x Naidia),
a pretty flower with yellowish-rose coloured
sepals and petals and violet-purple lip, with gold
lines from the base.
Richard G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington,

Chrishhurch Road. Streatham. showed a remark-
able variety of Cattleya Venus (Iris x Dowiana
aurea). in which the size and form C. Iris
is closely maintained. The sepals and petals are
sap-green, with a bronze shade

: the lip with the
short side lobes and elongated isthmus of the
C. bicolor in C. Iris, rich purple. The cross
is very variable, some of the forms being near
C. Dowiana in shape.

Messrs. Robert Veitch and Son, Exeter,
showed Cypripedium Muriel isuperbiens Veitchii
x laevigatum), a delicately tinted flower, inter-
mediate between the two parents. The sepal
is white with dark lines. The petals are de-
curved, white with dotted lines of chocolate red;
the lip greenish. The plant bore two spikes,
each with two flowers.

Mr. C. F Waters, Balcombe. showed a very
pretty hybrid of the C. Hardyana class.

Messrs. Stuart Low and' Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, showed the new Sophro-Laelio-Catt'-
leya Rita (S.-L. Marriotiana x C. Percivaliana).
a pretty flower showing the influence of C.
Percivaliana. The sepals and petals are copper-
red with darker flush on the petals ; the lip
is crimped at the edge, and coloured violet-
purple.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair), J.
Green. Sydney Morris, G. Pjeuthe, John Heal,
George Harrow, C. R. Fielder. Donald Allan,
W. B. Gingell, A. Ireland, J. Jennings, W.
Howe, Chas. Dixon, Arthur Turner, Chas. E.
Pearson, R. W. Wallace and W. P. Thomson.

Award of Merit.

Carnation Maine's Sunshine..—A full-sized

American-raised variety of soft canary yellow

colour. The form of the flower is good and
the edges of the broad petals are slightly

fringed. Shown by Mr. Keith Luxford, Sheer-
ing, Harlow.

Cultural Commendation.

To Witsenia corymbosa. exhibited by Messis.
Robert Veitch and Son, Exeter. This is an
interesting plant with blue flowers.

Groups.
A particularly interesting exhibit of Dahlias

in quantity was made by Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons. The dainty Pompons and the decora-
tive singles were particularly good, though all

sections were well represented. Adjoining the
Dahlias Messrs. Cheal arranged an extensive
collection of cut sprays of flowering and fruiting
shrubs, witli a judicious sprinkling of autumn
colour. Those in flower included Tamarix his--

pida, Abelia grandiflora, Spiraea arborea, S
Lindleyana. Baccharis halimifolia. and a good
iorm of the fragrant Clematis flammula (Silver-

Gilt Grenfell Medal).
Decorative Dahlias of garden value and a

number of Pon.pon varieties were shown by Mr.
J. T. West. Winter Sun, a star-like single of

rich ruby-red and orange-scarlet colouring, was
greatly admired (Silver Banksian Medal). Par-
ticularly fine blooms of such decorative Dahlias
as Glory of Nijkerk, Dr. Tevis, Carmen and
J. C. de Lange, were shown by Mr. J. B.
Riding, who also had many Cactus, Collerette
and Pompon varieties of garden value (Silver-

Gilt Banksian Medal). Messrs. Carter Page
and Co. had a boldly arranged collection oi

Dahlias, chief! v of the Decorative and Cactus
types (Silver Flora Medal).
The very showy Helianthus Monarch was

again displayed by Mr. M. Prichard. who also

had an excellent range of Michaelmas Daisies
and He'.eniums. with such other border flowers
as Hemerocallis. Anemone japonica, Fuchsias
and herbaceous Phloxes (Silver-Gilt Banks.aii
Medal). Many named varieties of their hardy
perennial Scabious were shown by Messrs. Isaac
House and Son. These are all large, long-

stemmed flowers of great grace and beauty (Sil-

ver Grenfell Medal).
Ilex Pernyi, bearing quantities of bright red

berries, was included by Messrs. J. Piper and
Son in a large exhibit of hardv shrubs, border
flowers and Dahlias (Silver Banksian Medal).
A collection of well-grown Montbretias was
shown by Mr. S. Morris. The variety His
Majesty was very good (Silver Grenfell Medal).
Although on smaller lines than recently.

Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son had a very at-

tractive exhibit of Michaelmas Daisies, which
was noteworthy as much for the taste in ar-

rangement as for the quality of the blooms (Sil-

ver Flora Medal). Hardy border flowers pre-

dominated in an exhibit by Mr. G. Reuthe. but
there also was a selection of uncommon alpines
and an interesting box of autumn Crocuses and
hardy Cyclamen (Silver Banksian Medal).
A corner space was well filled with good

Cannas, Clematis and various foliage plants by
Mr. L. R. Russell (Silver Banksian Medal).
An interesting collection of Aster Amellus varie-
ties with a bordering of Sedum spectabile atro-
mirpureum was shown by Messrs. Waterer,
Sons and Crisp (Silver Banksian Medal).
An attractive collection of uncommon plants

was shown bv Messrs. R. Veitch and Son.
Besides the Witsenia corymbosa, which received
a Cultural Commendation, there were examples
of several good Nerines. particularly N. Veitchii,

Ceratostigma Willmottiae. Chamaebatia millae-

f dia and Perowskia atriplicifolia (Bronze Flora
Medal).
The free-blooming Dianthus Allwoodii and

several vases of greenhouse Carnations were
shown by Messrs. Allwood Bros. (Silver Bank-
sian Medal). Fresh and bright blooms of

commercial varieties of greenhouse Carnations
were shown by Mr. C. Engedmann (Silver Bank-
sian Medal).
Two dozen Nerine hybrids of his own raising

were shown by Mr. H. J. Elwes. These dis-

played an interesting range of colouring, and
while all were really good, the Hon. Miss Gibbs,
Hon. Lady Rankin. Countess Manvers. and Hon.
Mrs. Dawnay x Purple Bar were particularly
attractive.

Joint Dahlia Committee.

Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair), Arthur
Turner, W. Howe, J. B. Riding, John Green,
Charles H. Curtis, H. J. Jones, D. B. Crane
and Joseph Cheal.

The joint R.H.S. and N.D.S. Floral Com-
mittee had no fewer than fifty-two varieties of

Dahlias before them. The meeting began at

II a.m. and lasted three-quarters of an hour,

and in that time the following sixteen varieties

were selected to be sent for trial at Wisley
next season :

—

Chagford (Stredwick), a rich cochineal red

Cactus variety; Seagull (Stredwick), a very fine

white Paeony-flowered Dahlia; St. Leonards
(Stredwick), a handsome, deep flesh pink Paeony
flowered sort; Aglaia (Burrell). a decorative

variety, golden fawn, shaded pink; Cantab (Bur-

rell), a reddish buff Paeony-flowered variety;

Fedora (Burrell), a small decorative sort, red,

with gold bases to the florets; Marcus (Burrell),

a. big red decorative variety; Mrs. T. J. Sage
(Burrell), a medium-sized decorative variety,

scarlet, good form; Candida (Burrell), a fine up-

standing white Paeony-flowered variety; Psyche
(Burrell), a large, garden decorative Dahlia of

a rich shade of colour; Melitta (Burrell), a
Paeony-flowered variety, rose-pink. shaded

mauve, with yellow base; Judith (Burrell), a

miniature Paeony-flowered variety, soft scarlet;

Brighton Star (Cheal). one of the Star section,

scarlet shading to golden fawn ; Balcombe Star

(Cheal), amber; Novelty (Cheal), a very dis-

tinct variety with several rows of flatfish, crim-

son scarlet florets and a yellow collar ; Matador
(Turner), a huge Paeony-flowered sort, of splen-

did crimson-scarlet shade.

The Committee agreed to meet again at

11 a.m. on Tuesday, September 27.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Prrxcnf : Messrs. C. G. A. Nix, J. Cheal.

W. Poupart, H. S. Rivers, Geo. F. Tinlev, E.

Neil, J. S. Kelly. Ed. Beckett. E. A. Merry-

weather, Owen Thomas, J. C. Allgrove. John
Basham, W. H. Divers. E. A. Bunyard, J.

Harrison, W. Wilks, T. Pateman, W. Lobjoit,

G. P. Berrv, J. G. Weston, S. B. Dicks. A. W.
Metcalfe and S. T. Wright.

Several seedling Apples were submitted to the

Committee, but none received an award. Very
highly coloured fruits of Apple James Grieve

were shown, the grower stating that this red

form appeared as a sport on one cf the branches

of an ordinary tree of James Grieve. Several

of the members referred to other coloured forms

of well-known varieties, such as the "Red''
Bramley. Mr. Beckett stated that the Red
Bramley appeared yearly on a branch of an or-

dinary tree of Bramley's Seedling in Aldenham
House gardens. According to Mr. Rivers,

although the habit of growth is identical in both,

the fruit of the Red Bramley is not so good

as that of the type, but according to Mr. Merry-

weather it keeps the better of the two. Apple

Joy bells, shown by Mr. Will Tayler, is a variety

of promise, and the Committee expressed a wish

to see fruits again later in the season.

A Gold Medal was awarded to Sir WtlliaM

Cain. Bart.. Wargrave Manor. Berkshire (gr.

Mr. C. Moor), for a collection of vegetables.

This very imposing exhibit was arranged with

great skill for effect, and contained high-class

produce from the kitchen garden. Notable

dishes were Ailsa Craig. Crimson Globe and

Selected Brown Globe Onions ; early Giant

Cauliflowers; Prize Taker Leeks; Dwarf Gem
Brussel Sprouts; Runner Bean Prize Winner;

All the Year Round and Ideal Lettuces, and

White City Potatos. There were also choice

examples of Celery. Capsicums. Cucumbers.

Chilies, Mushrooms, Tomatos, Marrows and most

other kinds in season.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. Edinburgh, were

awarded a Silver-Gilt Knightian Medal for 35

baskets of Potatos and five varieties of Onions.

The Potatos were splendid specimens, and in-

cluded such fine sorts as Burnhouse Beauty,
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Katie Glover, a round, pink-eyed, second-early
variety, Arran Rose, Immune Ashleaf, Niths-
dale, a very attractive early main-crop sort;
Arran Comrade. Climax, a pink tinted, round,
early variety; Di-Vernon, a new early variety
-of great promise, with pink eyes ; Resistant
Snowdrop and the Bishop. The Onions were
.arranged in large mounds and included splendid
bulbs of Dobbie's Main Crop, Golden Globe.
Ailsa Craig and Selected Red.

Mr. J. L. Clucas, Ormskirk. was awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal and a Cultural Com-
mendation for magnificent heads of Savoy
Clucas' Ormskirk. Messrs. H. Chapmans. Ltd.",

Rye, showed Capsicum Rotherside Mammoth, a
large, dark-red fruited variety, and fruits of
Dartmouth Crab, the latter of extraordinarily
fine colour and with a rich bloom. Messrs.
G. G. Whitelegg and Co.. Chislehurst. were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a collec-

tion of Apples, which included excellent speei-
ments of Beauty of Kent, Annie Elizabeth, York
shire Beauty, King of the Pippins. Cox's Orange
Pippin, and other well-known varieties.

The Vegetable Show.

Although not so extensive as in former years,
the exhibits at this annual show were mostlv
of outstanding excellence. In the classes
for a collection of 12 kinds, and for 9 kinds
to illustrate the quality and size best for daily
use, a very high standard was reached.

The Sutton Cup. which is offered for the
best collection at the Autumn Vegetable Show,
was awarded to Mr. J. Jones for his magnifi-
cent exhibit in Class 1.

The R.H.S. Champion Cup, which is annually
awarded to the winner of the greatest number
-of points throughout the whole of the exhibition,
the winner of Class 1 being barred, was won
by Mrs. Jenner.

The first prize collection of 12 kinds of vege-
tables selected from a published list, by Mr. T.
Jones, Tirydail Square, Ammanford, was de-
cidedly the best of a very good class, and was
of such even merit as to render it difficult
to mention particular dishes, so we name them
all. Early Giant Cauliflower, Dwarf Gem Brus-
sels Sprouts, Gladstone Pea, Prize Taker Runner
Beans, Superb White Celery, New Red Carrot,
Black Beet, Ailsa Craig Onions, Bishop Potato
and Princess of Wales Tomato. The second
prize was won by H.R.H. The Duchess of
Albany (gr. Mr. j! S. Kelly), Claremont, Esher,
whose exhibit was particularly strong in

Dark Red Celery, Long Red Carrots, Black
Beet and Tender and True Parsnip; 3rd, Mr. G.
Dicks, Glanthyd, Gorslas. Llanelly.

There were four exhibits of 9 kinds distinct,
and the first prize was won bv Mrs. Jenner
<gr. Mr. H. Wheeler), Wenvoe ' Castle, Cardiff,
with an excellent collection, which met the
spirit of the class in every respect, for the
various vegetables were all of high quality and
yet of moderate size. W. H. Myers, Esq. (gr.

Mr. G. Ellvvood), Swanmore Park, Bishops
Waltham, was second with a very good collec-
tion ; 3rd, Sir C. N. Cain (gr., Mr.' T. Pateman),
'The Node, Welwyn.

There were only two exhibits of 6 kinds.'
distinct, and neither was equal in quality to
those in the larger classes. The second prize
was awarded to Mr. Bedford, The Braes,
Berkhamsted, and the third prize to G. Thorn,
Esq. (gr. Mr. M. Hoad). Sprotlands. Willes-
borough.

The class for a collection of 12 varieties ot

Potatos attracted only two competitors, but
both showed admirable tubers. G. Thorn, Esq..
showing such as Majestic, Resistant Snowdrop.
Arran Comrade and Early Round, was first,

while F. N. Horne, Esq. (gr., Mr. E. Coleman),
Colley Manor. Reigate Heath, who had splendid
dishes of Bishop. Majestic and King Edward,
was second

.

Competition was much greater in the class
for 6 Immune varieties, where the first prize
was won by F. N. Horne, Esq., with excellent
tubers of Bishop. Tinwald Perfection. Majestic.

•Great Smt. White City and Abundance; 2nd,
Mr. F. Hoad; 3rd, W.' H. .Myers. Esq.

Of the fine collections of 6 varieties of Onions
that by Mrs. Jenner was decidedly the best.
This noteworthy exhibit included superb ex-
amples of Premier. Ailsa Craig (oval). Golden
Ball and Silver Globe; 2nd, W. H. Myers, Esq.,
who showed very fine bulbs of both types of

Ailsa Craig and of Brown Globe; 3rd, the
Duchess of Albany.
Salad vegetables were shown by W. H. Myers,

Esq., and the Duchess of Albany, who were
awarded the first two prizes in the order named.
The first prize collection was especially note-
worthy for the excellence of the Lettuce, Beet
and Tomatos, while the Celery and Cucumbers
were admirable in the other exhibit.

Single Dish Classes.

The general quality of the exhibits in tneae
classes was particularly good and aroused most,
favourable comment from the many visitors.

Perhaps the very best items were Runner Beans,
of which there were 15 dishes. French Dwarf
Beans. Globe Beet, Leeks, Onions, Carrots of

both types, Turnips and Tomatos. As was only
to be expected. Peas were only fairly good,
while Celeriac was very poor.

Mrs. Jenner was a very successful exhibitor
in these classes. She won first prizes for Dwarf
French and French Climbing Beans, Brussels
Sprouts (50 buttons). Savoy Cabbage. Cauli-

flower (with beautiful heads of Standwell),
Onions (showing superb bulbs of Premier), Peas,
Turnips of all three types, and Red Tomatos.
and was second in the strong classes for both
types of Carrot.

The Duchess of Albany had the best Long
Beet. Yellow Tomatos. and with good specimens
of Sals"f\' was first in the c'.ass for any other
vegetable.

W. H. My'Ers. Esq., was also a successful
exhibitor in these classes ; he won first prizes
for Scarlet Runner Beans. Red Celery, and was
second in others

The best Globe Beets were shown by Mr. F.
Hoad. while Mr. W. T. Stawabd, Alfreton Park
Gardens. Derbyshire, won first prizes for plants
of Brussels Sprouts and of Curled Kale.
Cabbages were quite as good as the season

warranted, and the best were bv Mr. D. W.
Bedford. Mr. G. H. Keep had the best Whit

»

Celery, and Sir C. N. Cain was first with ex-
cellent Leeks, and Sir M. Turner. Bedfords,
Romford, was similarly successful with Parsnips.

Carrots were exceptionally fine and probably
as good as ever before seen in the hall. The
best, long-shaped were by Mr. T. Davies. Castie
Villa, Pen-y-coed. and Mr. J. Jones was first

with stump-rooted. Mr. G. Thorn showed too
best Cucumbers, and Mr. W. Meager. Head-
lands, Gt. Berkhampsted, was first with
Marrows.

Potatos were comparatively few in numbers,
but of high quality. The best white-fleshed
tubers were shown toy Mrs. G. F. Austen. Cape]
Manor. Horsmonden (gr. Mr. A. Woodgate).
wbi'e Mi. W. West was first with coloured
Potatos.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
September 14 and 15.—The autumn show of

this Society was held in the Waverley Market.
Edinburgh. The weather was favourable, and
the takings showed a considerable increase on
those of last year. The entries, which exceeded
those of last" year bv about 260. totalled 962.
the increase being chiefly in the .Apple classes.
In addition there were about 1,000 entries in

the section of the hall allocated to the annual
show of the Edinburgh and District Allotments
Federation, which was again held in conjunc-
tion with the Society's exhibition, which was
formally opened by the Marquess of Linlith-

gow, Honorary President of the Society.

Gardeners and Amateurs.
Fruit.

In the class for a decorate<l table of 12 dishes
of fruit, not more than 2 dishes of one kind,
for which three prizes were offered (with the
Laiird and Dickson special prize of silver plate,

to be won three tiniesV There were four en-

trants, and the first prize was awarded to J.

Neilson, Esq., of Mollanee, Castle Douglas
(gr. Mr. J. M. Stewart). The points awarded
were as follows;—

Maxi-
mum Points

Dishes, Poiuts. Awarded
2 Apples—Emperor Alexander and

Charles Ross 14 12
2 Grapes — Black Hamburgh and

Muscat of Alexandria .. 38 28

2 Melons—Queen of the West and
Universal 16 12

1 Nectarine—Pineapple 8 7

2 Peaches—Lord Palmerston and
Sea Eagle ... .. 16 10

2 Pears — Doyenne Boussoch and
Marguerite Marillat 16 1H

1 Plum — Yellow Magnum Bonum 6 6

\2~ 114 864

The second prize was gained by the Rt. Hon.

A. J. Balfour, M.P., Whittinghame. East-

lothian (gr. Mr. A. Anderson), who secured

8H out of a possible 114 points.

The third prize was awarded to the

Marchioness of Tweeddale, Yester, East-

lothlan (gr. Mr. A. M'Leod). who obtained 80

points out of a possible of 116.

In the class for six bunches of Grapes, not

fewer than three varieties, and not more than

two bunches of any variety, for which three

prizes were also offered, there were three com-

petitors, and the Thomson challenge cup (to be

won three times), with ^4 and a gold badge,

was won for the second time by J. Neilson.

Esq., who obtained the following points:—

Maximum Points
Points. Awari ed

Muscat of Alexandria 10

Do 10 .
8

Black Hamburgh 9

Do. ,
... ... ... -.. 9 74

Madrestield Court 9

Do 9 JB^

56 49

The second prize was awarded to Lady

Watson, Eamock, Hamilton (gr. Mr. 1). Halli-

dayl, who obtained 46i out of a possible 55

points.

Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bt., Monreith. VV lg-

townshire (gr. Mr. S. Gordon), was awarded

the third prize, the points obtained being 43i

out of a possible 53.
_

For four bunches of Grapes, distinct varieties,

the first prize was awarded to the Lady Violet

Astor. Meikleour House. Perth (gr. Mr. J.

Chisholm); the second to G. F. M. Ogilw.

Esq., Winton Castle, Eastlothian (gr. Mr. J.

M'Fadven). and the third to the Marchioness

of Tweeddale. Lady Astor was also first for

two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, one bunch

of Muscat of Alexandria, and one bunch of

Madresfield Court. In the other Grape classes,

.1. Neilson. Esq., was first for two bunches of

Black Hamburgh and one bunch Black Ham
burgh, whilst Mr. Ogilvy was first for one

bunch of Alicante.

In the classes for indoor fruit. Mr. G. F. M.

Ogilvy excelled for the green or white-fleshed

Melon, and Lady WATSON for the scarlet-

fleshed. Mr. J. Watt. Carnwath. was first for

twelve Figs. Sir W. H. May. Bughtrigg. Cold-

stream (gr. Mr. .1. Loanl. for six Peaches, the

Earl of Stair. Oxenfoord Castle, Midlothian

(gr. Mr. A. C. Scott), for six Nectarines, and

also for twelve Apricots.

In the classes .for fruit grown out of d 'S,

Sir W. II. M 11 was first for twelve gage Plums.

Major A. D. Forbes Gordon. Ashiestiel.

Clovenfords (gr. Mr. J. Cochrane), for twelve

yellow Plums. Major C. L. Gordon. Threave

House. Castle Douglas (gr. Mr. .1. Duff), for

twelve red Plums, and the Rt. Hon. A. J.

Balfour for twelve purple Plums.

The Hon. Mrs. Askew Robertson, Ladykirk,

Norham-on-Tweed (gr. Mr. ti. Little), was

placed first for twelve varieties of Apples, five

fruits of each, and also for six fruits of >'>•

coigne's Scarlet grown in Scotland. Major C. L.

GORDON excelled for six varieties, five fruits

of each, and also in the following clashes for

fruit grown in Scotland :—twelve varieties, live

fruits of each, six Grenadier, six Lane's Prince

Albert. ,~ix Lord Suffield, six Stirling Castle,

six Warner's King, and six of anv other

culinary variety (Castle Major). Sir II \l\\

well was first ifor six dessert varieties, five
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fruits of each, grown in Scotland, and also for

six James Grieve and for any other dessert

variety (Chas. Ross) grown in Scotland. In the
other single dish classes for fruit grown in

5 otlana. Lady Astor excelled in the classes for

6 fruite of Worcester Pearmain, 6 Emperor
Alexander, 6 Golden Spire, 6 Lord Derby and
6 Lord Grosvenor ; Sir W. H. May for 6 Irish

Peach and 6 Wellington ; the Marchioness of
Tvveeddale for 6 Ecklinville Seedling, and Mr.
J. P. Reid, Aberlady, Eastlothian, for 6 New-
ton Wonder.
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Home, The

Hirsel, Coldstream (gr. Mr. D. Black), was first

for 6 varieties of Pears, and also for 6 varieties,

4 of each, grown in Scotland. In the single

dish Pear classes, all of which were confined
to Scotland, Lady Astor was first for 6
Conference, 6 Doyenne du Cornice, 6 Souvenir
du Congres, and 6 Williams' Bon Chretien ; Mr.
A. Paterson, Amisfield, Haddington, for 6

Beurre d'Amanlis, 6 Louise Bonne of Jersey,
and 6 Pitmaston Duchess ; and Mr. J. P. Reid
for 6 Durondeau.

In the classes for small fruits the Earl of
Home excelled for Morello Cherries, Sir W. H.
May for Red Currants, Major Forbes Gordon
for White Currants, and Mr. P. Lugton, Ayton,

for Gooseberries.

Plants.

In the plant classes, Mr. A. Archibald,
V.C., Leith, was first for dwarf hardy Fems,
and the first prizes in the other classes were
equally distributed between J. Turner, Esq.,
Inveralmond. Midlothian (gr. Mr. J. A. Sword),
who excelled for single and double tuberous-
rooted Begonias and zonale and plain-leaved
Pelargoniums, and Mr. P. Reid, Kirkcaldy,
who excelled for Fuchsias.

Cut Flowers.

Cut flowers were below the usual standard,
for which no doubt the dry season was
accountable.

The silver cup presented by Messrs. John
Phillips and Son, Nurserymen, Edinburgh,
for a collection of cut flowers, in 18 vases, to

occupy a space of 8 ft. by 5 ft., was, together
with the first prize, awarded to Mrs.
Tempest, Dalguise House, Dunkeld (gr.

Mr. J. C. Dempster), Mrs. Reid, Lauriston
Castle. Midlothian (gr. Mr. J. Douglas), being
placed second. Mrs. Reid, Thomanean, Mil-
nathort (gr. Mr. J. Pearson), was first for

6 bunches of hardy herbaceous perennials, and
J. Turner, Esq., for 6 vases of hardy or half-

hardy annuals.

Mr. D. Whitelaw, Laurencekirk, Avon the
first prize for 12 Gladioli, and Mr. W. Lan-
dreth, Coldstream, for 6 Gladioli. Mr. A.
Grant, Bowness, excelled in the classes for

single and oollerettte Dahlias; Mrs. Askew
Robertson for 12 bunches of Sweet Peas;
and Captain Hutchison, Newliston, Mid-
lothian (gr. Mr. W. Muir), for 6 bunches of
Sweet Peas.

In the Rose classes, Mr. L. Black, King-
lassie, Fife, was first for 24 varieties, and for
12 H. Teas. Mrs. Reid (Thomanean) excelled
for the vase of a rambler, and for 6 of any scar-
let or crimson variety; Mr. J. Russel, New-
ton Mearns, excelled for 6 of any pink variety,
Mrs. Russel, Newton Mearns," for 6 of any
white variety, and for 6 varieties in vase

*

and Lady Dundas, Arniston, Midlothian (gr.

Mr. A. Mackenzie), for one vase.

In the" other classes, Mr. J. Matthews, Up-
hall, Westlothian, was first, for 12 fancy Pansies
and 12 bunches of Violas; Mr. R. Mason.
Lanark, for 12 show Pansies ; Mr. A. Grant
for 6 vases early-flowering Chrysanthemums

;

the Viscount Navan, Raith. Kirkcaldy (gr.

Mr. D. M'Lean), for 1 vase of white early-
flowering Chrysanthemums, and 1 vase of

yellow ; Mr. P. Reid for 1 vase of crimson,
and Mrs. T. L. Anderson. Damside. Auchter-
arder (gr. Mr. A. W. M'Lean) for 1 vase of
any other colour. Mrs. Campbell, Dolphinton
House, Peeblesshire (gr. Mr. W. L. Howieson).
excelled for Michaelmas Daisies, and Major F.
Hamilton, Craiglaw. Kirkcowan (gr. Mr. R. M.
Reid), for Montbretias.

(To be concluded.)

©tntuarp.

Madame Albert Maumene.—We regret to
announce the death, on the 12th inst., of the
wife of the eminent horticultural writer, M.
Albert. Maumene, which took place at their re-

sidence in Paris. M. Maumene is well known as
the editor of La Vie a la Campagne, and the
author of quite a number of works on gardening,
in which his late wife was a considerable helper.
M. Maumene was wounded early in tlhe war,
but since the armistice has been able to resume
his work as editor of the well-known publication
to which we have referred. To him and his
two daughters we offer the expression of our
sincere sympathy in their great loss. Madame
Maumene was only in her forty-third year.

Madame Viger.—It is our painful duty to
record the death of another lady connected with
French horticulture. We are quite sure that
those of our readers who know M. Viger. the
genial and honoured president of the National
Horticultural Society of France, will share with
us the regret with which we announce the recent
decease of his wife.

George Paul,—It is with extreme regret and
sorrow that we have to announce the de; th of

Mr. George Paul. V.M.H.. of the Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, which took place on Sunday last.

Mr. Paul was 80 years of age. and although for

several years past he had walked a lifile lame,
he enjoyed unusually g od health and strength
until the midr le of lart week, when he was taken
ill and subsequently conveyed to hospital to

undergo an operation. Efforts to restore his
health were unavailing, and he passed away on
September 18, after a long life of great activity

in the world of horticulture. In our issue of

.May 21. 1921 (p. 242), we gave a portrait of Mr.
Paul. together with a brief biography.
Mr. George Panil was probably known best, as a
rosarian, and so recently as in the issue of Sep-
tember 17, page 149. we illustrated a new China
Rose of his raising. Ever since he entered busi-

ness his chief affection was for Roses, of which
he had raised a large number of useful varieties.

But he was almost eqnallv interested in the
introduction of choice trees and shrubs, and
particularly in such handsome flow ring subjects
as Philadelphus, Weigehs. Rhododendrons and
L'lacs. Mr. Paul was one of the original sixty
horticulturists to obtain the award of the
Victoria Medal of Honour in Horticulture in

1897. In this connection it is interesting to re-

member that pt the Hol'and House Show, held
in July last, Mr. Paul was one of those who
responded to the toast of the Judges and Stand-
ing Committees proposed t>y Lord Lambourne,
and in his response lie stated that he had been
intimately and continuously associated with th?
exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural Society
for 62 years. Mr. Paul was gifted with keen in-

sight and foresight which naturally made him a
particularly useful member of the executive of

any organisation, consequently his services were
always in request at the counc Is of the Horti-
cultural Trades' Association, the National Rose
Society and the Horticultural Club. His
wide floricultural knowledge has been at the ser-

vice of the R.H. S. Floral Committee for a long
period, and he was vice chairman of this body
for many years. But Mr. Paul's activities were
not confined to horticulture. He had unbounded
energy, and was an e:isy and ready speaker, a
keen educationalist and a politician of no mean
order. He was a Justice of the Peace for the
county of Hertfordshire, and regular in his at-

tendance on the bench, and in 1908 he was chair-
man of the Education Committee of his county-
Mr. Paul made many friends during his long life,

and he was always proud of his long continued
friendship with Sir Harry Veitch, with whom he
studied in Germany while both were quite young
men. It is scarcely too miich too say that so

long as there are gardens, Mr. Paul's name will

not be forgotten. To the bereaved family we
tender our deepest sympathy in the great loss

that they have sustained, as we do not forget
that Mr. Paul was extremely fond of his home
and family.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Begonia Diseased: 0. IF. The rust disease of
Begonias is caused by a mite. Dip the plants-.

in tobacco water at a moderate strength.
and again at intervals until all the pests are
destroyed.

Grapes: R. B. No. 1 is Black Hamburgh,
and probably No. 2 also, but this bunch
w'as so smashed that only the stones could,
be examined. Tiie leaves and bunches are
badly attacked by mealy bug and mildew r

which is the chief cause of the Grapes crack-
ing and not colouring. [Rub oft' all the loose-

bark during the winter when the vines are
dormant, and wash the rods thoroughly two-
or three times with Gishurst Compound,
according to the diiections issued by the-

makers. Also wash and cleanse the house
thoroughly. On the first appearance of mil-
dew next season, dust the leaves of the vines
with flowers of sulphur, and admit plenty of
air to the vinery in July and August.

Heart and Dart Moth Caterpillars: C. B
(a) The caterpillars sent are those of theHean
and Dart Moth, or one of its allies (Agrotis.

sp.). With several others they come under
the heading of "Surface Caterpillars" or
" Cutworms," During the daytime they re- .

main hidden in the surface soil or under-
decaying leaves, and at night come out and
feed on any available vegetation. Turnips
and Potatos suffer considerably from their

attack. The best means of dealing with them
is to crush them whenever they are seen.

When digging Potatos or hoeing amongst
Turnips, many of these larvae are turned
up and can then be effectively destroyed.

During the winter they may be trapped by
placing turves about on the land, with the--

grass side downwards ; the caterpillars will

collect underneath. (b) The specimen of a.
j

flower enclosed was too dried up for identifi-

cation.

Insect Attacking Ipomaea : A. M. The speci-

mens sent were so dried up that it is im-
possible to say with any degree of accuracy
what was the cause of the trouble. The
relics of two species of insect were found..

viz. aphis and a species of root-eating fly.

The root trouble may have been caused by
a " root foini " of the former or by the
grubs of the latter. You should examine the

plants carefully and decide which of these

is responsible. If the former, wash the

roots of the plants in a bucket of soap and
nicotine, at the rate of 3 oz. of soap and 25

drops of nicotine per gallon of water. If the-

root-eating fly is the cause, water the roots-

with corrosive sublimate at the rate of 1 oz. I

to 8 galls, of water.

I\ y-leaved Pelargoniums: P. D. P. The in-

jury to the foliage has not been caused by
fungous disease or insects, so that spraying-

would be useless. From the appearance of"

the leaves it is probable that they have been
;

scorched through the action of the sun's rays.

Naivhss of Plants : H. B. H. 1, Larix europaea-

var. sibirica ; 2, Larix leptolepis (Japanese-

Larch).

—

V. 1, Sedum hybridum ; 2,

Linaria repens ; 3, Zauschneria californicar

4, Scabiosa Pterocephala: 5, Veronica vir-

ginica var. iaponica 6, Hibiscus syriacus ; 7,

Eccremocarpus sca.ber.

—

Constant Bender. 1,

Campanula carpatica ; 2, Aster Amellus var.

;

3, Mesembryanthemum blandum ; 4, Rud-
beckia subtomentosa ; 5, Rudbekia, probably

laciniata, specimen too scrappy to identity

with certainty.

—

Paumall. Hoya bella.

Pruning Species of Rosa: G. C. Most spee.ies-

of Roses, such as Rosa Hugonis, R. Moyesi
and the Persian Briars, require little or
no pruning beyond the removal of dead

wood. Occasionally, some of the older and"

worn-out branches or shoots should be cut

right down to the ground level, to prevent

overcrowding, and encourage strong young
shoots to develop from the base.

Communications Received.—M. L.—T. R. J.

—

P. B. S.—R. M.—E. H E.—C. W.— .1. P.—AnxiotW
—C E. G—G. E. L—J. S. C—W. H. J.—W a—
W. R.—R. R.—F. W. J.—C. E. P.
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in delightful weather. At the reception there
were no fewer than five couples answering to

the name olf Mr. and Mrs. Monro, and even
more numerous were the couples addressed
as Mr. and Mrs. Page. Hearty good wishes
go with the happy, newly married pair, who
took their full share of the duties imposed
by war. In honour of the occasion Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Page entertained the nursery staff

the day following the wedding.

Carnation Maine Sunshine.—Mr. C. Engel-
tiann, of Saffron Walden, writes staring that
the Carnation which received an Award of

Merit at the meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society held on September 20, under
the name of Maine's Sunshine (see p. 164).

should be called Maine Sunshine. The variety
was sent out in 1920 by Messrs. Strout, Bidde-
ford, in the State of Maine; hence its name.

The Raspberry Gall Fly.—The September issue

of the Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture
contains an illustrated article by Mr. H. W.
Miles on the Raspberry Gall Fly, one of the

Cecidomyidae, which causes galls on the Rasp-
berry and Blackberry. Apparently the pest is

becoming increasingly injurious, especially in

Kent. The female insect lays her eggs in June,
depositing them ait the ba.se of the buds and on
side shoots; these hatch in about eight days,

and give rise to larvae which burrow into the

stem, setting up irritation which causes the

formation of galls. Affected canes are

stunted and may bear no fruit and
but few leaves. It is recommended that

the rows should be examined during summer
•and early winter, and all affected canes cut .

off below the gall ; these, together with all

primings, should he burned. The gall also

affects the Bramble, therefore Blackberry

bushes near plantations should be kept closely

cut back, and, if they are known to be affected

with the gall, they should be destroyed by
burning.

Lewis Castle Relief Fund.—Mr. Lewis Castle

is extremely grateful for the amount of help

he has already received as a result of Mr.

Watson's letter, and we venture to make
a further appeal on behalf of this well-

known gardener, whose work as a horti-

cultural journalist and experimentalist

we referred to in our issue of August 13.

p. 93. Among those who have sent donations

are Mr. Arthur Sutton. Messrs. Sanders, Mr.

W. Watson, Mr. R. P. Brotherston, Mr. K.

Irwin Lynch, Mr. Chas. H. Curtis, Mr. E. L.

Hillier, Mr. E. M. Langley. Mr. W. A. Jen-

kins, and Mr. A. C. Bartlett. We may add

the need for further help is a pressing one,

and we shall be glad to forward any amounts

sent us.

National Sweet Pea Society's Trials, 1922 —
The N.S.P.S. Novelty Trials in 1922 will be

conducted in the trial grounds of the University

College, Reading, und?r the superintendence

of Mr. A. J. Cobb. All Sweet Pea seeds for

inclusion in these trials must be sent in the

following order, viz. :—Not fewer than twenty

seeds of each variety; each variety must be

placed in a plain packet, and this packet

must be enclosed in another packet upon which

must appear the name or distinguishing num-

ber of the variety, its colour section, and the

sender's name and address. The charge will

be 7s. 6d. for each separate trial, which

amount must.be sent with the seeds to Mr.

Henry D. Tigwell. secretary, N.S.P.S.. Green-

ford, Middlesex. All seeds must be in the hands

of the secretary on or before October 14, 1921.

and none will be accepted after that date.

Food exhibition. 1922.—It has been decided

to hold a Nation's Food Exhibition at Olympia

in September, 1922, and the promoters state

that it will be the greatest and most far

reaching display of its kind ever attempted. The
exhibition will embrace foodstuffs and their

preparation, accessories associated with the
manufacture and distribution of foods and
beverages, raw material, cereals, fruits, dairy
produce, working machinery, refrigerating plant,
cooking utensils, demonstrations of cookery,
model factories, the selling and eiving of samples
and the arrangement of the larder and the

dinner table in cottage, villa, mansion, hotel
and palace. The joint organising lxxlies are the
International Trade Exhibitions, Ltd.. and the
Trades' Markets and Exhibitions, Ltd.. with
offices at Broad Street House, New Broad Street,
London, E.C.2-

Paris International Horticultural Show. 1922 —
Once again, after a longer interval than usual,
art International Horticultural Show is to
be held on the old site, the Cours-la-Reine, in
Paris, by the National Horticultural Society
of France. The site is a fine one for the pur-
pose, and was occupied for some years by the
magnificent glasshouse which formed the
Palace of Horticulture during the great Inter-
national and Universal Exhibition of 1900.
We await with some expectation the schedule
of what will probably be a most brilliant
horticultural manifestation. It will probably
consist of a spring show in May and an
autumn one in late October or early Novem-
ber, judging by past experience.

Mr. Thomas Stevenson—Fortunate in. having
for his father such a clever gardener as Mr.
T. B. Stevenson—for many years in charge
of the public parks and gardens of Bourne-
mouth—Mr. Thomas Stevenson began life in

a horticultural atmosphere, and though he

MR. THOMAS STEVENSON.

soon developed a taste for engineering there

is little doubt that his father's enthusiasm
induced him to follow the horticultural pro-

fession. The loss to engineering was a gain
to horticulture as Mr. Thomas Stevenson is

unquestionably one of the cleverest present-day
cultivators. He began his gardening career as

a lad at Purbeck House, Swanage, and then
worked as journeyman at Branksea Castle.

Poole, and Ganford Manor, Wimbome. His
first position as foreman was at Eshton Hall,
Gargrave, Yorkshire, where he became in-

terested in Sweet Peas, and laid the foundation
of his great success with these flowers.

Coming south again Mr. T. Stevenson served
for a whole season at the Ryeeroft Nurseries,
Lewisham, where he acquired a wide know-
ledge of Chrysanthemums and their culture.

Subsequently he served as a foreman in the
gardens at Warfield Hall, Bracknell; Bagnell
House. Bicester; and Effingham Hall, Dorking.
In 1898, he became head gardener to E. A.
Mocatta, Esq., Woburn Place, Weybridge, and
since then his career has been one long series

of successes with vegetables, fruits, plants, and
flowers. His skill as a cultivator and exhibi-

tor has been particularly pronounced in connec-
tion with Sweet Peas and Chrysanthemums,
and he has won the principal awards for

these flowers at most oif the great exhibitions.
The exhibits of Gourds, Capsicums and
Coleus from Woburn Place have secured
for him some of the highest honours the
R.H.S. award. Not long since Mr. Stevenson
entered the ranks of commercial horticulture
by joining the firm of Messrs. Lowe and
Sliawyer, of Uxbridge, as one of its directors.
Although a busy man he finds time to serve
on the R.H.S. Floral Committee, the Execu-
tive and Floral Committees of the National
Chrysanthemum Society, and the Executive
and Floral Committees of the National Sweet
Pea Society. Meantime, by way of hobby,
Mr. Stevenson is a clever and enthusiasts
photographer.

Orchids and Berberis at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Meeting on November 1.—Mr.
W. R. Dykes informs us it is hoped the special

features of the meeting on November 1 will

be displays of Orchids by amateur growers, and
collections of Berberis species, in fruit, which
will be considered at the Conference at 3 p.m.

The groups of Orchids will be staged in com-,

petition for the Challenge Cups which have
been presented to the R.H.S. The more im-

portant of these cups is open to all amateurs,

while the competition for the other is confined

to amateur's who employ not more than three

assistants, including the head gardener, in their

Orchid houses. Groups for this cup must not.

exceed sixty square feet in extent.

Fruit Growing in the Hampstead Garden
Suburb.—Mr. G. W. Pyman, the horticultural

organiser to the Middlesex County Council,

writes;—"The Hampstead Garden Suburb
Allotment and Horticultural Association is to b£
congratulated on the results attained at its

show on Saturday. September 24, last. The ex-

hibits of hardy fruit, which occupied the whole
of one side of the centre table, formed a distinct

feature and demonstrated beyond doubt that

fruits can be cultivated to advantage in small

gardens near London. The exhibit included

some very high-grade examples of well-ltnown

varieties of Apples, including Cox's Orange
Pippin, Newton Wonder, Bramley's Seedling,

Charles Ross. Potts' Seedling and Peasgood'e
Nonesuch. Excellent Pears were also shown,

examples of Doyenne du Cornice, Louise Bonne of

Jersey and Beurre Diel being particularly good.

The high colour of the fruit in general was very

marked and the exhibit would have graced tfoa

tables at a much larger show."

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Mon-
day, October 3: National, Chrysanthemum
Society's Floral Committee meeting; Notting-

ham and Notts Chrysanthemum Society's

meeting. Tuesday, October 4: Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Fruit Show (two days)}

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's meet-

ing. Wednesday. October 5: Glasgow and West
of Scotland Horticultural Society's lecture on
" Herbaceous Plants." bv Mr. Alex, Murray.
Thursday. October 6: Manchester and North

of England Orchid Society's meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago..

—

Abies Douglasii at Dropmore. The

following are the heights and dimensions of

our best plant of Abies Douglasii;—Height, 48

feet 6 inches; diameter of branches, 38 fee* 6

inches; girth of stem 3 feet from the ground,

4 feet. .The seeds of this splendid tree were

sown in March, 1828, and the tree was planted

out in the following year on a very poor soil,

with very little fresh earth added to it. On two

or three* occasions, two or three leaders ha.ve

been formed, which I have removed; and the

same happened this season in the shape of a

second leader, which I have taken off. If r

moving contending leaders was more universally

attended to. we should see much finer trunks in

our finest timber-trees than are often to be met

with. I have, some seasons, had excellent seed

from Douglasii ; but it is not to be depended on.

There are but few cones this year, and the

seeds are mostly abortive. When I sent the

height of the Araucaria imbricata it was 22

feet 6 inches; it is now 23 feet 3 inches, and

will be several inches higher before Winter,

as the tree is growing verv fast. Philip

Frost, Dropmore. Gard. Citron., October 3,

1846.
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ORCHID NOTES AND 6LEANIN6S.

WHITE OATTLEYAS.
There are no white-flowered, species of

•Cattleyas ; the flowers of all the species
are more or less coloured, and colour and odour
feeing two of the most important agents of
attraction to facilitate fertilisation by insect

aid, especially as displayed in the lanellums,
the perpetuation of the coloured types is

assured. White, or colour-suppressed forms
are sometimes met with in a wild state, but
they are always rare, the probability being that
the seed-bearing flowers of these albinos are
fertilised by pollen from the coloured forms,
or, if set with their own pollen, reversion to
the more or less coloured type takes place in a
great degree.
The members of the C. labiata section

are the most productive in white forms
in their native habitats ; those with white
sepals and petals and coloured lip being
the more frequent, while what are called
true albinos, in which the lip also is white are
rare. In all white forms the yellow of the
labellum, which is more in the nature of body
colour, remains, while the evanescent surface
rose or mauve tints of the sepals and petals
vanish, and in some way provide for the
development occasionally of pure white in the
whitish ground tint of the flower.

The section including C. O'Brieniana, C. in-

termedia and others of the class, are affected

an the same way, producing true albinos. C.
bicolor, C. granulosa, C. Leopoldii and others of
their kind have flowers with greenish ground
tints in the sepals and petals, and in them there
is no pure white, the albinism resulting chiefly
in suppression of the colour markings, although
the labellum, having a whiter ground, may
sometimes.be white.
To the hybridist the C. labiata section, with

its large and finely formed flowers, is the most
important. This section, as stated, is the
most prolific in white forms, though curiously
enough C. Dowiana, with its slight yellow sur-

face colour, and which has been one of the
most important factors in dispelling the rose
and mauve tints in others when crossed, seems
never to have yielded a white form itself, even
although it has been raised true from seeds in

gardens.
The production of white forms is one of the

most desirable fields for the hybridist to work
in, and it must be said that intelligent and
very successful work has been done in that
direction. By crossing two albinos, it was found
that albinos resulted when there was no sus-

picion of colour in the parents, ibut if not per-

fectly white, a. reversion to the coloured type
resulted, although the desired end was some-
times attained by crossing again.

The use of C Wajrscewiezii Frau M. Beyrodt,
with its clear white sepals and petals, has had
a very satisfactory effect in producing hybrids
with similar white segments : thus varieties
formerly obtained by crossing the coloured
forms of the species—which resulted m
coloured flowers—when crossed with C. Frau M.
Beyrodt, produced good white flowers, with
often much brighter labellums, instances being
C. Eleanore (C. Warscewiczii Frau M. Beyrodt
x C. Hardyana) of Baron Schroder; the same
crossed with C. Oaskellianai alba, producing C.
Harold, Fowler's variety ; and bv Messrs.
Charlesworth, with C. Suzanne Hye de
Crom, resulting in white C. Hesta; and,
with Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
crossed with C. Maggie Raphael alba,
giving C. Puritan. These, and other hybridisers,
have had many happy results when crossing the
variety named with other whites, and agree
that it is one of the best parents known.

All the crosses of C. O'Brieniana alba, if the
other parent is an albino, come true and carry
on the albino characters as in Messrs. Armstrong
and Brawn's C. Albion (C. O'Brieniana alba x
C. Suzanne Hye de Cimn); C. Mont Blanc, with
C. labiata alba of Messrs. Stuart Low ; C.
Snowdrop, by crossing with C. intertetxa alba
Iby S. Gratrix, Esq. ; and similar results were
Obtained in C. Manali Sander (Dnsselderfei Tin-

dine x Mossinc Wageneri), by Messrs Sanders,
whose C. Lady Veitch (Luddemanniana alba x

Warneri alba) is one of the largest and best
pure whites.
Even the crossing of two-coloured varieties

may give a proportion of whites as, for example,
the C. Corona alba (Hardyana x Mantinii) in
which the yellow of the C. Dowiana aurea in

the Hardyana in some of the batch suppressed
the mauve of C. Mantinii. In other coloured
crosses a white sometimes appears, and alto-

gether good white Orchids have been produced
in profusion, thanks to the diligence of the
hybridist. Each cross has its well-defined dis-

tinguishing characters of size, shape, substance
and odour, and another value is their different
seasons of flowering.

BRODIAEAS UNDER GLASS FOR CUTTING.

These American bulbs make excellent sub-
jects for growing in pots in cool greenhouses.
So far as their treatment goes they might be
Cape bulbs like Ixias and Babianas, while in

their general appearance they have quite an
Allium look about them, inasmuch as their
flowers are borne in umbels of various sizes

British Isles, but " Pretty Face " is all right.
The individual blooms are arranged in umbels,
and are of a peculiar but very pleasing shade
of buff yellow,- each petal having a dull green
mid-rib, similar to the pale blue arrangement
in those of Puschkinia libanotica. The whole
inflorescence somehow reminds me of that of the
Wax-flower (Hoya), although there is really not
much resemblance. Arranged in a vase with
plenty of suitable foliage the effect is

supremely fine.

B. peduncularis is a plant of quite a different
appearance. The individual blooms are cup
shaped, pure white, and, like those of the rest
of the family, are arranged in umbels; but
what pedicels ! Each is from five to seven inches
long; each umbel of loosely arranged flowers

must be at least eight to ten inches in dia-

meter, and each stem which carries the umbel
anything from a foot to two feet in height.

Mixed with half a dozen white Spanish Irises

three or four of the giant inflorescences—of

course with appropriate greenery—make a highly
effective display in a vase.

B. Purdyi is useful because it comes into

bloom later than the others. It mav be des-
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Week's Work.

THE HAKDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlex Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Selecting Trees.—Care should be taken to pro-
cure fruit trees from a reliable source, as being
less likely to cause disappointment, and where
any doubt exists in the mind of the wouldJbe
purchaser as to a selection of suitable varieties

for the site or soil, the advice of the nursery-
man, fruit grower, or skilled gardener should be
obtained. Another important consideration is

to have healthy trees, ifor it is a dangerous
thing to introduce a tree infected with disease,

particularly one that is contagious. Many
inferior trees are yearly offered for sale in the
open market, places, and attract intending pur-
chasers by the cheap price at which they are
offered. Presuming that the ground has' been
properly trenched, drained and otherwise pre-

pared, planting may take place in the early

part of November.

Position for Fruit Trees.—Where, from, a
variety of circumstances, it may be found incon-

venient or impossible to use a separate piece

of ground as a fruit garden, then the usual mode
of introducing fruit trees into the culinary-

garden must be adopted. There are many very
excellent examples of fruit trees that may be so

used—either espaliers planted along the sides of

the walks, or dwarf specimens, or half stan-

dards—in rows through the middle of the
quarters, or along the sides of the paths. Some
give preference to half standards, some to espa-

liers, others to cordons, but fancy-trained trees

should be avoided, or the object in view—good
fruit and healthy trees—may be defeated. Es-
paliers, if well trained, have a good effect in

the kitchen garden, and by being planted four

or five feet from the paths, according to the
size of the garden, will form an agreeable hedge
or screen by which the interior of the garden
can be concealed if desired. Tall standards
should not be admitted into small gardens, as

casting too great a shade. In gardens of larger
extent espalier trees may be allowed to attain
a height of six feet, but it is not usually ad-
visable to exceed that height. Fruits grown
upon espaliers are generally regarded as
superior to those grown either on standards
or half standards, and experience certainly
favours this opinion.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. PiTEMAN, Gardener to Sir C. A. Cain, The Node,

Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Tomatos.—This crop has undoubtedly enjoyed
the very hot weather. Outdoor Tomatos have
done exceptionally well this season, and unless
frost comes at an early date most of the fruits
will mature on the plants. If frost threatens
the plants may be cut off at- the base, and hung
up in a dry, warm place. In this position the
fruits will gradually ripen, although the flavour
is not sc good as when the fruits are freshly
gathered from the plants. Green Tomatos make
excellent chutney and fruits for the purpose
should be gathered when they are drv.

Mustard and Cress.—These salads should now
be raised from seed sown in boxes under glass.

Shallow boxes should be filled with light soil
made moderately firm and watered with a fine
rose. Sow the seed evenly on the surface and
cover the box with paper to exclude the light.
The covering should be removed immediatelv
fche seeds have germinated.

Leeks.—Late-planted Leeks will continue to
grow for some considerable time: therefore every
facility should be given the plants to favour
late growth. The Leek is a gross feeder and
plants growing in poor soil should be as-

sisted by feeding .the roots with liquid manure
from the farmyard or a readily soluble ferti-

liser. Plants growing in the open ground should
have the soil about them hoed deeply and, later,

fine soil should be drawn up to the stems to

blanch them.

General Remarks.—The welcome rains have
greatly benefited all vegetable crops, and espe-

cially Brassicas. Late plants that were merely
existing are now growing freely, and every at-

tention should be given them to assist them
to develop, but not stimulants. Frequent hoe-
ing of the soil after heavy rains will do much
in promoting sturdy growth in all winter greens.

August-sown Turnips require thinning to about
9 inches apart. The plants should then be
dusted with soot or wood ash. and the Dutch
hoe used between the rows. July-sown Carrots
may require thinning lightly. In districts where
the drought continued very long this crop was
checked considerably, but should the weather
prove favourable, this batch will, in all proba-
bility, give small Carrots, which will be most
acceptable this season. Lettuces, sown in raws
where the plants are intended to be grown, also

lequire attention. Thin the plants and stir the
soil lightly between the rows. The same treat-

ment should be given to Endive.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Seedlings.—Seedling Cattleyas and Laelio-
Cattleyas raised from seed sown during the
spring of the present year should be far enough
advanced in growthjor transplanting. It is

important that each seedling be planted separ-
ately at the earliest possible moment, and those
pricked off now will have time to make roots
before the winter. Where space is limited and
the plants cannot be accommodated singly in very
small pots, several may be pricked out together
in store pots or pans. Seedlings that have
matured their first pseudo-bulbs will be sending
out new roots from the base of the growths.
These should be repotted in larger receptacles
and given every encouragement to develop as
quickly as possible. They will not make much
growth in the winter and do not require so
much water at the roots or in the atmosphere
as in summer, but they should not be rested
until the flowering stage is reached, nor should
they be allowed to become pot-bound. If a
house is specially devoted to seedlings of this

type of Orchid, it should be kept a few degrees
warmer than the one in which the older plants
are grown. Should it be necessarv to grow the
seedlings with the older plants, they should be
placed in the warmer and shadier part of the
house near to the roof-glass. Seedling Cypri-
pediums should be treated in the same manner
as described above. Very young plants shoidd
be potted in a mixture of Al fibre or Osmunda
fibre and clean Snhagnum-moss in equal pro-
portions, with crushed crocks incorporated with
it. The compost should be pressed moderately
firmly. Seedlings of more advanced growth,
and those nearing the flowering stage that have
filled their pots with roots, should be shifted
into larger pots. These should be given a more
substantial compost : it may consist of one-third
its bulk of fibrous loam with all the fine par-
ticles shaken out. After the seedlings are re-

potted, they should be afforded a warm, moist
atmosphere and a shadv position, keeping the
compost just moist by frequent light, overhead
sprayings. Seedling Cymbidiums should be re-
potted in a similar compost and should occupy
a position near the roof-glass in a house having
an intermediate temperature.

Deciduous Calanthes —The warm summer
has suited the species and hybrids otf this
section of Calanthes. In many instances, the
pseudo-bulbs are alreadv fully developed and
the flower scapes are pushing' forth. In most
gardens Calanthe blooms are not required
before December, or until the maiority of
the Chrvsanthemnms are finished. Where the
spikes develop early it will be as well to

remove the plants to cooler conditions in
order to retard the flowers as much as pos-
sible, either by placing them in a cooler house
or arranging them together in a portion of
the house they now occupy, and endeavouring
by the careful use of the ventilators to bring
about cooler conditions. In order to obtain
strong flower spikes and clear, bright flowers,,
the plants should be placed well apart near
to the roof-glass, so that each may obtain,
plenty of sunlight. In these conditions they
will dry quickly, and plenty af water must
be afforded the roots. Directly the plants,
commence to shed their leaves less water will
be needed, but they should not be completely
dried off until the flowering period is ended.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping.

Lifting Vines—It sometimes becomes neces-
sary in the case of very old vines that are
still in vigorous health to thoroughly renovate
them by removing most of the old soil and
substituting new. The task is a laborious one
and requires patience, but in certain circum-
stances the results justify the trouble. To do
this satisfactorily a trench should be taken out
with a fork at the front of the border, removing
the loose soil with a shovel. When this is com-
pleted the soil of the border should be removed
by means of a fork, taking care not to
damage the roots as they are met with.
Strong roots that have reached the subsoil or
passed through cracks in the wall should be
severed w-ith a sharp knife. In time these will

develop young, fibrous roots, which is the ob-
ject aimed at. During the operation the roots

should be kept moist by syringing them and
covering them with damp mats or sacking. The
extent to which the old soil may be removed
must be governed by the condition of the bor-

der, but with care two-thirds of the border may
safely be taken out and fresh soil substituted.

In replacing the soil arrange the roots in layers

with their ends in an upward direction. When
completed give the border a good watering,

syringe the vines overhead two or three times
daily, and keep the house close and shaded for

a few days.

Root Pruning of Peach Trees.—October is the
most suitable month for root pruning. Well-
established trees, that are in sound health,

and crop well year by year, will not require

root pruning, but young, vigorous trees, that

have been planted only a year or two, may
need this attention ; such trees are inclined

to make excessive wood growth, and until

this is checked are not likely to develop
much fruiting wood. Assuming the trees that

a:re to be root pruned are showing by the
foliage turning yellow, and with a tendency
to fall, that the wood is matured, the work
mav be commenced. Take out a trench of
soil at least three feet from the stem of the

tree to a depth of eighteen inches or two feet.

Any roots that have been cut by the spade
in the process should be cleanly severed with

a sharp knife, and most of the remaining
soil combed out with the aid of a fork. How-
ever much soil it is necessary to remove it

is important to get well under the ball of

the tree, for here will probablv be found the
cause of the trouble—a tap root or roots pene-

trating the subsoil. Such roots should be
severed, and this will cause the trees to

make fibrous roots. Before returning the soil

that has been removed, place some tiles or

thick slates closely together -under the ball

of the tree. This will greatly help to spread
the roots outward, and iif at any future occa-

sion it becomes necessary to root prune again,

the operation will be more easilv done. If the

soil to be returned is deficient in lime, add a little

lime rubble, but do not use artificial manures.
In the process of filling the trench spread the
roots carefully out in an upward direction,

and make them quite firm by treading and
ramming well nnder the tree. When this

work is completed give the roots a copious
watering, to settle the soil, and syringe the
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foliage twice daily for a week or so. If the
weather is unusually bright the tree should
be afforded a little shade, but in dull weather
this will not bo necessary. It will be an
advantage, too, to keep the house close for a
few days.

FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Propagation.—The propagation of summer bed-
ding plants required for stock purposes should
be completed without delay. In many cases it

is only necessary to have a certain amount of
stock—according to requirements—to keep
through the winter, and from them the neces-
sary plants may be raised early in the New
Year. Cuttings of Calceolarias, Pentstemons
and Dianthus Allwoodii may be dibbled into
cold frames, also Violas, although the latter
will do quite well outdoors on sheltered
borders. Such Roses as do well on their
own roots may be propagated any time
during late Septemlber and October, inserting
the cuttings either in cold frames, or in
a sheltered border outdoors ; shoots about
six inches long that have finished flowering are
best for this purpose and should be taken off

with a heel of the older wood; the bottom
eyes should not be removed, as from them strong
basal shoots should start in due course. Ivies
and many other evergreen shrubbery subjects
may be successfully increased by means of cut-

tings inserted in a sheltered east border.

Roses.—All rambler Roses trained on pergolas
or pillars should receive attention as regards
tying; plants on walls should also be made
secure against high winds. Dwarf Roses that
make long shoots will probably require staking,

as much damage may result, not only from shoots
breaking off, but also from rubbing, as the
strong thorns frequently cause much damage.

Gladiolus.—Gladiolus nanus, of which there
are many fine varieties, is commonly culti-

vated in pots or boxes for a supply of cut
flowers. The spikes are so useful for this pur-

pose that it is surprising the plants are not
more generally grown outdoors for the pur-

pose, as over a great part of the country they
are quite hardy in warm, sheltered borders, and
especially where the soil is fairly light in tex-

ture. To ensure success the corms are best

planted some time in October.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to It. C. Palmer More-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Azalea indica.—Plants that have been
plunged in ashes should be removed under glass.

A cool house is suitable for a time, and for-

ward plants may be selected for forcing into

flower. When tile plants have been housed it

is advisable to fumigate them on two nights in

succession. Syringing the plants overhead will

be beneficial. Feed the roots liberally with a

suitable concentrated fertiliser, and never allow

them to become dry.

Bouvardia.—Plants of Bouvardia that have
been growing in frames should be removed to an
intermediate house. Where a supply of cut
flowers is required over an extended period, the
plants will require no further stopping, but the

shoots should be tied in position to keep the

plants a good shape. Bouvardias are gross feed-

ing plants, and should be given stimulants at

regular intervals.

Roses.—Where a supply of cut Roses is re-

quired in winter it will be advisable to have the

plants placed under glass and admit plenty of

air through both top and bottom ventilators.

Long growths may be shortened, and as this is

a good time to insert cuttings the shoots re-

moved may be inserted in a sheltered border or

in 6-inch pots. If in pots they should be
plunged in ashes up to the rims. The compost

in which the cuttings are rooted should consist

of loam mixed with plenty of brown sand. Rake
the soil fairly firm around the cuttings and then

soak them with water.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
NEPETA MUSSINII.

There are two forms of this plant in culti-
vation, quite distinct in leaf and flower. The
more typical form has broad leaves and shorter
panicles of flowers, not so freely produced as
those of the small or narrow-leaved one. I have
seen both grown by the hundred, side by side,

and rh P difference was quite marked. The
type was introduced in "'804, and figured in
the But. Mai)., t. c.^3. This has broad, heart-
shaped leaves, and pale blue flowers in rela-

tively few terminal whorls. The home of this

form is the Caucasus. Se\eral varieties have
been „"rown in gardens during the sixties and
seventies of the last century, such as N.
caerulea, N. gigantea, N. grandinora, and N.

Fig. 70.

—

salvia uliginosa.

longiflora, whose ft commendations are more
or less indicated by their names. Neither of

them is so distinct nor so ornamental for

garden purposes as the small-leaved form, witn

oblong leaves, cordrte at the base, and hoary
on both surfaces. The colour of the flowers

has not inaptly been compared to Lavender
but die plant is far less rigid, and somewhat
procumbent with ascending flower stems.

lined specimens of this plant were communi-
cated to Kew in ]bb3 by Mr. Tull, who gathered

them in the gravel of mountain torrents at

tli; foot of the range of mountains mil I

TechDagh, nbove Erzeroum. Another speci-

men was senl to Kerw in '.8b3 by Mr. Zohrab
from Asia Minor. I first made the acquaint-

ance of the plant in cultivation in 1874, as

ai. edging for large beds in the pleasure

grounds. J. F

.

ANCHTJSA OPAL.
In the kitchen garden at Watergate, near

Emsworth, Hampshire, the residence of W. M.
Christy, Esq., 1 lately saw ;i hedge of this

plant, somo sixty yards long, and a magnifi-
cent sight it was with the mass of pale-blue
flowers rising fully five feet high, iforming an
excellent background to the herbaceous plants
in front. After flowering is over the roots

are lifted, the thong-like pieces are tied in
bundles and laid in the soil until March,
when they are cut into three-inch lengths,

dibbled into 32-size pots, and placed in a cold
frame, which is kept close and protected from
frost ; they soon root and send up shoots from the

crown end. They are then potted off singly

in suitable sized pots, grown out of doors in

an open site where they make sturdy growth
with stout crowns, and are in excellent condition

for finally planting in their flowering quarters

in October. In the meantime, the site is

manured and deeply trenched. In this way an
annual batch of suitable plants is available.

Anyone conversant with this charming plant can

imagine the wealth of blossom obtainable by
such a method of treatment. E. W.

SALVIA ULIGINOSA.
As the autumn (advances the number of

hardy blue flowers become fewer, so that, if

only for its colour, this Brazilian Iborder plant

should be miuoh more frequently grown than
seems to be the case. At a recent meeting of

the R.H.S., Mr. W. Wells, junr., showed a
large vase of Salvia uliginosa (see Fig. 70)

which attracted considerable attention amongst
hardy flower lovers. Under quite ordinary

cultivation .this blue Salvia has, this year,

thrown up erect, graceful stems, rather over

three feet high, but last year, when the rain-

fall was above the avei-age, the plants grew
much taller. While being sufficiently robust

and hardy, there is no danger of this herbaceous

plant becoming aggressive and overpowering
its neighbours. The dark-green lanceolate

leaves are albout 4 in. long, and never become
congested. The first flowers are borne in fairly

dense spikes over 6 in. long, and those are

succeeded by opposite, secondary spikes on the

stems, so that, the flowering period lasts for a
long time. The azure blue colour is relieved

by a whitish tube and two or three short

silvery lines on the lip. A. C. B.

LAVATERA OLBIA IN AUTUMN.
This beautiful Mallow (see Fig. 69) has

flowered continuously all through the summer,
and it is now one of the brightest flowers ill

the autumn garden. It is beyond all doubt the

most useful of the herbaceous Mallows. There

are spurious forms in cultivation, mostly seed-

ling, some of them coarse-growing and of in-

terior colour. The true plant grows between

three feet and five feet high, and bears a pro-

fusion of large flowers of clear rose-pink colour.

This good-natured plant thrives in any soil,

and gives a good account of itself in wet or

dry seasons. It is an admirable subject for

bold grouping in herbaceous borders, though it

is most admired as a woodland flower under

the partial shade of trees. Incidentally, it

may be mentioned that small plants in pots

are' useful for the decoration of the conserva-

tory and cold greenhouse. It is, however, as

a woodland plant in bold grouping that its fine

colour effect in summer and autumn is so

greatly appreciated. Herbert Cowley, Tim-

bridge Weill.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

BORDER CARNATIONS.
Beds and borders should be prepared for

planting border Carnations, if they are to be

wintered out of doors. There is no doubt they

are best planted during the autumn, except in

very damp, low-lying situations. But, if success

is to be assured, strong, well-rooted layers

should be planted as early as possible, so that

the plants may become well established before

winter. It is' an advantage if the site can be

prepared some time before planting, thus giving

the soil time to settle down firmly. A good

dressing of well-decayed farmyard manure
should be dug in. also plenty of old mortar

rubble, especially if the soil is heavy. In any
ease, a dressing of lime should be lightly forked

mi before planting. /. C.
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EDITORIAL NO TIGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C-2.

Editors and Publisher.—0u r correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if they
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the
effect that all letters relating to financial viatters
and to advertisements should be addressed to the
Publisher, and that all communications intended for
publication referring to the Literary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments. Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

THE PHLOX.
THE border Phlox is a noble plant that adds

much to the beauty of our gardens.
There is no other name for it than the

Greek one which Linnaeus substituted for the
older one of Lychnidea, by which it was first

known in England. This was probably applied
because of the likeness of the individual flowers
to those of Lychnis chalcedonica. Dillenius,
who figured P. glaberrima and P. paniculate,
remarks of the quaint but pleasing fragrance
of the former— " odoris subtilis rum in-
suavis," which exactly describes that of
Phloxes in general. The latter he calls

Lychnidea folio salkino, and it is also
figured, in colour, later by Miller, and also by
Sydenham Edwards and others; from which it

may be inferred that it long occupied a position
of importance as a hardy flower. There are
colour variations of which the white still com--
mauds attention as one of the most desirable
of border plants. Tall, graceful for a Phlox,
the individual pips are as pretty as those of a
Bouvardia. P. paniculate, moreover, is in-

teresting as being one at least of the parents
of our present-day Phloxes. Donald Beaton,
who was cognisant of the doings of hybridist.-;,

was of that opinion, and names P. pyramidalis
as another. But I think that P. suffruticosa
was intermixed with these late flowering
species and also P. acuminata or P. decussata,
which gave its name for a long time to the
section blooming after the suffruticosa section.

It would appear that it was the latter that
first attracted the hybridist, but not, so far
as one can gather from books, any progress was
made till well into the third decade of last
century. The earlier varieties were distin-
guished by such high-sounding names as
Potsii, Bridgesii, Ingramii, etc., while pro-
bably the first to attract general attention was
Van Houttei, raised by Van Houtte, of Ghent.
This variety, of which a few coloured figures
are available, had the central stripe so much
enlarged that it became the body colour, and
was surrounded with a narrow edge of white.
It was first noticed in 1843. Another favourite
of about this period, or a little later, was the
dwarf white omniflora stated by Paxton to be
a hybrid. Striped or variegated varieties were
then the fashion; Carter, of Cambridge
Botanic Garden, raised numerous varieties olf

these previous to 1845, and French and
Belgian horticulturists worked on similar
lines.

By the middle of the century, the Phlox was
recognised as a florists' flower, and numerous
varieties were being raised in Prance and
Belgium, as well as in Great Britain. John
Downie, of Edinburgh, made a great step in
advance in " Countess of Home," and from
this time a distinct eye—rose, crimson, or
yellow—became a standard point in a .good
Phlox. Lierval, a nurseryman near Paris,

raised seedlings by the tens of thousands, all

characterised bv the eye. In 1856, Low, of

Clapton, distributed a set of this raiser's sorts,

among which there was a break in colour. One
of these was lavender with a white eye, another

pink, and still another salmon ; he also distri-

buted a rose coloured variety only nine inches

in height. Up till this period the Phlox had
usually been relegated to the shrubbery, but as

a florists' flower it was admitted to the flower

garden or grown in beds in the kitchen garden.

As many as forty novelties would be distributed

in one year, indicating at once its popularity

and how it was overdone.

A further advance was made in the next
decade which saw such good forms as Madame
Mousset, Lothair, Bridesmaid, and others
which are still worth growing for their tall

habit and massive heads of bloom. By the
eighties, the suffruticosa section, which is

characterised, beside early flowering, with a
dwarfer habit than the decussata division,

a less variety of colour, and a conical-shaped
inflorescence, was giving place to the late

flowering section, and probably few are now
being cultivated. Some thirty years ago,
Lemoine, of Nancy, produced a new type in

Eclaireur. The head of bloom was more
corymbose, the individual pips larger, of more
perfect form, and the varieties that followed of
a greater range of colour. There were also two
divisions, one tall, but not so tall as the old
Lothair, Bridesmaid, Sheriff Ivory, and others
still worth growing; and a dwarf section
ranging to about fifteen inches in height.
Since the advent of these the number of

varieties has been increased to an extra-
ordinary extent, many of them, particularly
in salmon and scarlet shades, being of much
beauty. No doubt the method of exhibiting
Phloxes with the whole stem has also had
a great effect in popularising the flower.

When the hardiness of the Phlox is con-
sidered, it is a little surprising that a century
ago it was regarded as of suspicious hardiness,
and was protected in winter by some culti-

vators. It has also been treated as a pot plant,
and a hundred years ago or more was largely
cultivated in that way near London. In The
Gardeners' Chronicle for 1853, a writer
strongly recommends pot culture, and Mr.
James Douglas, some twenty years later, also
treated it as a pot plant, growing it from
cuttings and with a single stem. I believe
it is still cultivated in this way for exhibiting
purposes.

The cultural requirements of the Phlox are
so slight that it is perhaps on that account
too much left without even the little cultiva-

tion needed to bring out its best. Drought
quickly affects it. Therefore deep cultivation
and liberal manuring with cow manure are
important. I grew Phloxes during many years
under the shade of Apple trees, in which
position they succeeded admirably. The plants
are apt to grow out of the ground. That is to

say every succeeding year the base of the
shoots of that year are a little higher than
those of the previous year; therefore in the
case olf such plants the soil should be made
up so that the new roots from the bases may
have material to grow into. Young plants are,

of course, the best, and they are easily pro-

pagated.

Cuttings, with roots ready to push, may be
taken in spring. Eyes from the stem also

strike freely, and layering whole stems, which
are covered slightly with soil, induces a crop

of shoots to push out all along the stern, and to

root into the soil.

Strong roots cut into short lengths, em-
bedded in a light compost, and protected by

a frame is another method, while a rough

and ready one consists in breaking rip clumps

into several pieces. In planting, the latter

should be well covered with soil. Phloxes

require no treatment during growth different

from other hardy plants. Young plants with

one to four stems require a short stake to

preserve them from breakage at the root.

When grown in clumps or in big masses in

holders they seem to hold each other up, and

a piece of string loosely stretched around

is usually sufficient to keep them steady. In

a rainless period the Phlox is one of the

plants that should bo watered, and with liquid

manure in preference to clear water. Some

old growers did not cut over the old stems

till spring, under the impression that by

leaving them till then the buds, which foirm

the stems of the succeeding year, were thereby

strengthened. A doubtful expedient. R. P.

Brotherston.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

(Continued from page 152.)

When the dispersion of the seeds of Mesem-
bryanthemum is investigated, we find it stated

in books that they are washed out by the

rain, and this is the only information given

concerning their dispersal. In the case of

the F type of capsule (see Figs. 61, 62,

p. 151) " it is obvious that the seeds,

after the expansion of the lobes, would

either be washed out of the capsule by the

rain, or, after the rain has ceased and whilst

the capsule is drying up and closing, might

be shaken or blown out by wind. But in the

case of such extraordinarily complicated struc-

tures of the tvpes D and 'E, this explanation

is anything but convincing or satisfactory,

for although it is evident that rain has

something to do with the release of the seeds

from' the capsules, I have as yet quite failed

to discover how this is effected. For in the

D type the entrance to the cells containing

seeds is so nearly blocked up by the boss (c)

that there is only quite a narrow space left

between the boss and the cell-wings and the

sides of the cells, which is not wide enough

to permit the seeds to pass through it without

force being used. And the wings that cover

the cell like a roof, are, in this type, rathei

stiff and spring-like, requiring a slight force

to separate their contiguous margins. The

cell-wings are also stiff in type E, and

although the closing boss is absent the cell-

wings are so arranged that the opening they

leave between them at the outer side of the

cell is too narrow for the seeds to pass

through without force being used, as may
easily be ascertained by experimenting with

a needle and trying to push them through

the opening either from within or without

the cell.
.

Now it is certain that this complicated

structure is somehow arranged for the dis-

persal of the seeds. Nature does not waste

her energy for nothing. It is also certain

that the seeds do get out of these complicated

structures, as I have found old capsules often

to be quite empty. The capsules remain

upon the plant often for two, three or more

years, and open and close with every fall of

rain, and it is only at that time the seeds

are released. But how? During one of our

wet summers I fixed some ripe capsules of

the D type over a pan and placed them in

the garden, where they remained for many
days fully exposed to rain and wind. The
result was that I found fewer seeds washed

out of the capsules into the pan than there

were capsules, an average of less than one

seed per capsule. This does not accord with

what I think must take plaoe when the

capsule is on the plant in South Africa. Also

I should explain that I have only experi-

mented with capsules belonging to the stemless
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species, in which th e capsule would not be
raised more than from half-an-inch to four

inches above the ground, 60 that shaking by
wind would not have much effect in dispersing

them.
I have noticed, however, that often when

capsules of different types have been re-ex-

panded by wetting after a previous expansion,

a few (one to six) seeds may fall out of them
into the saucer or basin in which I have
placed them. So that it is passible that at

each opening of the capsule only a few seeds

are liberated at a time, the chance of their

being able to germinate and obtain sufficient

moisture to grow to a size that, would enable

them to withstand the dry season, being a
varying one; for if all the seeds were shed at

once and the subsequent rainfall insufficient

to enable the seedlings to establish themselves,
the efforts of the plant would be wasted for

that year. In the case of the type of capsule

A, B, C, where the cell-wings are thin and
membranous, the liberation of the seeds seems
to be effected by the rain beating upon the
roofing cell-wings so as to cause them to
flap upon the seeds and displace them from
their stalks so that they can afterwards be
washed out of the capsule. But even in this

type I do not find that all the seeds in a
capsule are washed out at once in the experi-
ments I have made. It would be interesting

if some South African botanist, having the
opportunity, would observe and give an
account of what takes place under natural
conditions with the various types of capsule.
In the extract I have made from Haworth's

hook lie mentions the capsule as possibly
forming a character by which the sections of

this genus might be separated to form new
genera. This may be the case in some in-

stances, yet as I find the same type of capsule
is sometimes found in two totally different

sections, and two types of capsule sometimes
found in the very same section, the character
of the capsule does not seem to be a reliable

or a promising one for distinguishing genera or
sections. For example, G in Figs. 61, 62 re-

presents the capsules of one of the stemless
Sphaeroid group, and they possess distinct well-

developed cell-wings, whilst the capsule of

another species of the same group (M. piluli-

forme) is quite destitute of cell-wings,

and in this character quite agrees with
the capsule of a tall shrubby unnamed
species that I have examined, which
also has no cell-wings. Future investigators
should also note that the position of the
placenta varies, being sometimes confined to
the central axis, at others more or less on the
outer wall of the cell.

The study of the germination of the seeds
and subsequent development of the seedlings
of various species of this genus is a most
interesting and fascinating one to the biologist,
and will, I believe, provide better and more
complete evidence of ©volution than can be
found in any other genus of plants. In the
animal kingdom the evolution of different

groups from one another can be partly traced
by the development of the embryo, ana among
plants I do not know of any genus or group
of genera in which the evolution of one group
of species from another and very dissimilar
group can be so well shown as by the study
of the development of seedlings of various
species of different sections of Mesembryan-
themum. jV. E. Brown.

[To he continued.)

THE ROSARY.
PEGGED-DOWN ROSES.

The note by /. C. on this subject in
Gard. Ohron., June 11, 1921, p. 289, was
very instructive, and his method is valuable in

inducing shy-blooming varieties to bloom more
fresiy than is the case where they are

grown in the ordinary way. There are certain

varieties, Crimson Emblem for example, that
make such huge growth that almost the whole
of the season is past before the plants have time
to perfect the few blossoms . they develop when
the plants are pruned in the orthodox manner.
This variety was sent out bv Messrs. S. Mc-

Gredy and Son in 1916. The blooms are a
glowing crimson, delightfully fragrant, full

centred, shapely, and freely produced on long,

stiff stems that are amply clothed with foliage.

Trained in the ordinary way this variety pro-

duces growths 5 feet long in the one season.

By bending these shoots down to a horizontal

position and removing the point of growth in

the spring, fresh growth will develop from the

nodes, each giving shapely blossoms. At the
same time vigorous shoots spring from the base
and these should be secured in an upright
manner and placed in position the next spring,

cutting away those that give flowers this sea-

son. Colcestria, whioh was sent out by Messrs.

B. R. Cant and Sons in 1916, and which was

October, so that the ground has time to settle

down before planting takes place during Novem-
ber, which is the best month for planting

Roses. The beds should be thoroughly pre-

pared, and the soil should be cultivated at least

two and a half feet deep. Hybrid perpetuals

need a heavy soil, while Teas and Hybrid Teas
will succeed in a lighter and warmer rooting

medium. J. C.

ROSE MRS. ALFRED WARNER.
New China Roses are not frequently seen at

the R.H.S. meetings, nor at the shows of the
National Rose Society, so it was somewhat of

a surprise that two new varieties of distinct

merit were on view at Vincent Square on

Fig. 71.

—

rose mrs. Alfred wabneb

awarded the " Clay Cup " for perfume, is

another variety that should be treated in this

maimer. The satin rose-coloured blooms are

large and full. It is a charming Rose for cuffing,

as the perfume is delicious. The variety Mrs.
John Foster, under the orthodox method of close

pruning, does not, as a rule, open its flowers until

August, but under the pegged-down method
a full crop is obtained in June, and the plants

give the usual autumn crop as well.

H. E. Richardson is another dark-flowering

H. T. variety that grows rampantly erect, and
is quite suitable to this form of treatment. In

colour the blooms are deep, rich crimson.

In the valuable booklet issued by the National

Rose Society under the title Select List of Hoses
and Instructions for Pruning, the following

list of Roses recommended for pegging down is

given on p. 118.—Frail Karl Druschki, Grass
an Teplitz, J. B. Clark, Mme. Isaac Pereire,

Mme. Jules Gravereaux and Zophirine Drouhin.
B. Si.

AUTUMN PLANTING.
Where it is proposed to make new Rose

beds, or replant existing ones, the positions

should, wherever possible, be prepared in

September 6 and 7 last. Dresden China, which
was illustrated in The Gardeners' Chronicle
of the following week ^Fig. £0), received an
Award of Merit. The illustration gives a
capital impression of its floriferousness, but it

of necessity could give no idea of the charm
of its colouring. The delicate blush pink in.

the centre gradually becomes deeper outwards

until at the margin the flower is of a dark
cardinal red colour. This rich colour also

suffuses the buds and the outer surfaces of the

petals. Added to this charm of colouring is

that of a delicate fragrance.

Mrs. Alfred Warner (see Fig. 71). the other

noteworthy China Rose, was shown by Messrs.

Frank Cant and Co. in their fascinating col-

lection of Autumn Roses. This variety is of

exceptionally good sluipe for a China Rose.

The blooms are much more compact than

usual, and it was fully evident that it flowers

very freely. In the bud state the colouring

is a rich, -lowing apricot, which, as the blooms

expand, changes to a fascinating shell pink

tone; thus this variety has I he charm of two
distinct shades of colour in perfect harmony,
and it also has the characteristic China per-

fume. A. 0. B.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION

THE FRUIT CROPS.

OF

(Continued from page 163.)

Hertfordshire.—The season for 1921 will

long be remembered as the driest on record.

At an altitude of 470 ft. above sea level and
with a rainfall under eight inches for the
first eight months, it is surprising how well

most fi'uits have done. Commencing with
Strawberries, this crop, especially from
annual plants, was good and clean,
although the season of picking was very
short. Red and White Currants and
Gooseberries were all good, but the crop of

Black Currants' was a poor one. Raspberries-
and other kinds of Rubi were good, but with
the absence of showers the fruit on late trusses
failed to swell. Pears varied considerably;
varieties such as Beurre Giffard, Williams' Bon
Chretien, and Souvenir du Congres, could not
ha.ve been finer ; whilst the crops of most other
sorts, with the exception of Durondeau, Beurre
Diel. and Duchess d'Aiigouleme, are very
meagre. The trees on the principal Pear wall,

with a S.E. aspect, suffered mostly, this being
due to the severe frost experienced when the
fruit was about the size of Walnuts. Sweet and
Morello Cherries were of good quality. Plums
are a varied crop. Varieties which gave the
best returns were Rivers' Early, Czar, Jeffer-
son, Washington, Kirke's Blue, and Pond's
Seedling. Trees of Monarch were practically
barren ; this variety I have never known to
fail before. Peaches and Nectarines have been
excellent. Every tree, both on S. and S.E. wails,
has carried full crops of perfectly coloured
fruits. Of Peaches, Hale's Early,

'

Peregrine,
Crimson Galande, Dymond, Goshawk, Barring-
ton, and Princess of Wales were amongst the
best, and of Nectarines Earlv Rivers, Lord
Napier, Newton, and Humboldt were all par-
ticularly good, the last being superb. Apples
are plentiful and good, with the exception elf

Gascoyne's Scarlet, trees of which are quite
barren of fruit. The soil is a fairly heavy
loam, overlying clay. R. H. Orockford,
Wetton Park Gardens, Stevenage.

The fruit crops are, in most cases very
satisfactory. Apple and Pear trees set far too ,

many fruits to produce crops of good quality,
and severe thinning has been resorted to.
Although the drought has been the worst I
have experienced since I took charge of these
gardens twenty-two years ago, the fruits ap-
pear to be quite up to the usual standard with
regard to size. Plums and Gages are very good
on wall, but the standard trees of Plums and
Damsons are not up to the average in cropping
themes have been good, both sweet and
Morellos. Apricots. Peaches, and Nectarines
are very poor crops. Bush fruits have done
well, m spite of the drought, and Raspberries
have been an excellent crop where attention to
mulching and watering was given. The same re-
marks apply to the Strawberry crop. The soil
here is on the heavy side—a mixture of stone

?"l
C
?
y - J; Pateman, The Node Gardens.

I odicote, TV elwyn.
Leicestershire.—Fruit, generally, is rather

scarce. In the early spring there was a very
promising display of blossom, but frosts de-
stroyed the blooms, and the drought completed
the damage. Raspberries, Currants. and
Cherries, when in bloom, were destroved by
a late frost. Plums, Damsons, and" Pears
suffered from the same reasons. The soil is
of a heavy texture. IF. Coe, Prestwold Hall
Gardens, Loughborough.

Northampton.—The Apple crop is an
average one, but, owing to the prolonged
drought, the fruits dropped badly. Pears are
few. There was an excellent show of blossom
on the Pear trees, but, owing to sharp frost
at the end of April and early May, the fruits
did not set. Plums ;.re almost a total failure,
and the trees are badly affected with aphis.
Sweet Cherries were a poor crop, but Morello
Cherries were excellent. Peaches and Necta-
rines were a very moderate crop, but the trees
are clean and healthy. Gooseberries and Cur-
rants are below the average. Raspberries

were an average crop of good quality, but,
ow ing to the great heat, were soon over. The
early blooms of Strawberries were blackened
by frost. Nevertheless, there was a good
average crop of very fine fruit of excellent

flayour. The plants were afforded copious
waterings. F. II'. Gallop, Lilford Gardens,
Lorn well, Peterborough.

(To be continued.)

ON THE ORIGIN OF THE MOSS ROSE/

(Concluded from page 160.)

Attempts to germinate the few apparently
good pollen grains of R. centifolia, L. , and R.
ninscosa, Mill., have so far failed both on the
natural stigmas of the fertile R. rugosa,

Thunb., and in sugar solution. On the other
hand, under the same conditions the many
good grains of R. rugosa, Thunb., germinated
ifreely and normally, while some of the few
apparently good grains of R. wichuraiana,
Crep., germinated abnormally and unsatisfac-

torily.

Several stigmas of selfed flowers of R. laxa,

Hort.. were examined, and only one pollen-grain

was found that showed signs of germination.
For these interesting microscopic results I am

indebted to the careful and assiduous work of

Miss M. S. G. Breeze, B.Sc, of Cambridge.
It is interesting to note that Miss Breeze,

who has been for some time investigating the

nature of defective pollen in Solanum, Petunia,

etc., finds in the Rc6a pollen she has examined
for me the similar association of large numbers
of bacteria and other minute bodies, with de-

fective pollen-grains, that she found in Potato
pollen. The fact that these bodies are found
in very young and tight flower buds onwards,
and with defective pollen only, is certainly re-

markable and may prove to be of significance.

Tackholm (1920) and Blackburn and Harrison
(1921) have presented some remarkable cytolo-

gical results in Rosa, and agree in concluding
that the large amount of abortive pollen found
in the Caninae Section is immediately caused
by the irregular distribution of the unpaired
chromosomes in the reduction divisions

Both authors ascribe this irregular behaviour
of the chromosomes to hybridity, and Tackholm
claims that a cytological examination will de-
monstrate whether a hybrid belongs to the Fi
or F; (or later) generation.

It is possible that R." centifolia, L. (with de-
fective pollen), may be an ancient hybrid, for
in many of its characters it resembles both R.
gallica, L., and R, moschata, Herrm. It is

more difficult, however, to recognise R.
wichuraiana, Crep. (with defective pollen), as
a hybrid, and though it has certain resem-
blances to R. multiflura, Thunb., and R. brac-
teata, Weinll. (both natives of China), its

peculiar trailing habit of growth is very dis-

tinct from cither.

As a practical test of fertility a number of

pollinations were made this summer on various
fertile species and hybrids of Rosa with the de-

fective pollen of R. centifolia, L., and R.
muscosa, Mill., with the result that 29 fruits
have been produced (12 sellings and 17
crossings'), which may or may not produce
good seeds.

In consequence, however, of the remarkable
prevalence of apomixis in the genus Rosa, even
if good seeds are produced in these fruits, some
time must elapse before it can be stated de-

finitely whether these pollinations have resulted
in fertilisations or not.

Recent results tit Burbage show that all the
polymorphic local forms of the Caninae section
of Rosa (including R. laxa, Hort.) so far tested

(16 forms) are normally apomictical when
planted side by side and seeded naturally with
uncovered flowers, thus corifirming Tackholm's
(1920) conclusion that they may represent
ancient Fi hybrids that have maintained them-
selves by apomictical reproduction possibly for
thousands of years.

There are also many indications this year of
facultative apomixis in other sections of the

* A paper read by Major C. 0. Hurst. D.L., at the
British Association on September 12, 1921

genus, especially in the selfed garden hybrid
of R. indica, Lindl., R. damascena, Herna
and R. lutea, Mill.

In this respect Tackholm's (1920) assumptioi
that the tetraploid Roses showing all the chro I

mosomes in paired condition in diakinesis havi
exclusively sexual reproduction, is not confirmed
This summer, flowers of R. laxa, Hort., R. an

degavensis, Bast., R, gallica, L., and others
have produced normal fruits and seeds notwith
standing tile entire removal of the stamens anc
stigmas at an early stage. These results demon
strate apomixis and explain why seedlings o

R. laxa, Hort., normally breed so true to the

mother plant, notwithstanding its obviously hy-

brid origin.

Such facts also go far to explain the absence
of Mendelian segregation in the selfed seedlings

of many species-hybrids, and showing how
hybrids can breed true.

The question as to whether apoximis in Rosa
is simple parthenogenesis, opogamy, polyem-
bryony or some other form of maternal repro-

duction, is a difficult one, but it is hoped that
it will be possible to determine this interesting

point in the near future.

The R. laxa, Hort., referred to in these experi-

ments is used largely in nurseries as a stock
for garden Roses, but its precise botanical posi-

tion does not appear to have been ascertained.

It clearly belongs) to the Caninae Section of

the genus (in the broad sense), and is quite

distinct from R. laxa, Retz.. and R. laxa, Lindl.,

both of which belong to the Cinnamomae Sec-

tion, it is closely allied to R. alba, L., R
dumetorum, Thuill., R. Deseglisei, Bass., and R.
venosa, Swartz., and is no doubt of hybrid
origin. R. laxa, Hort., has been in cultivation

at Burbage since 1905, and was first obtained
from a nursery in Normandy.

(Since the above was written, I note that Dr.

Galloway, of the U.S.A. Department of Agri-

culture (1920), refers R. laxa, Hort., to R. corii-

folia var. Frdbeli, but as Dr. Heslop Harrison
points out, after a comparison of my material
with his northern forms of R. coriifolia, Fries,

the characteristic broad, flat, woolly head of

stigmas, that distinguishes R. coriifolia, Fries, is

absent in R. laxa, Hort.)

To return to the question of the normal in-

fertility of R. muscosa, Mill., in 1807 a single-

flowered bud variation appeared on the old Moss
Rose with Shailer of Chelsea; this proved to be
fertile, and was the original ancestor of numer-
ous garden hybrids, including the many modern
Moss Roses raised in France and England be-

tween 1824 and 1860.

The fact that bud variation is common in

the infertile R. centifolia, L. , and rare in the

fertile related species R. gallica, L. , and R.

damascena, Mill., suggests that there may be a

definite connection between infertility and bud
variation in this group, and it seems not un-

likely that the phenomenon of bud variation

may be regarded as an alternative mode of ex-

pression of variation in the absence of fertility.

The sterility of the old Moss Rose raises a
distinct difficulty in the investigation of the

genetics of the " Moss " mutation, especially as

the single Moss of 1807 seems to be no longer

in cultivation, though as we have seen this diffi-

culty is not insurmountable.
From the results obtained by Rivers and

others with the single Moss all the evidence is

in favour of the " Moss " factor being a simple
dominant. And as the old Moss-Rose has on at

least ten occasions between 1805 and 1873 pro-

duced bud reversions to the old Cabbage-Rose.
and the Single Moss gave " plain " Roses, as

well as " Moss " Roses when crossed with
"plain" Roses, it is probable that the old

Moss Rose is a heterozygous dominant.
In terms of the recent developments of the

chromosome theory of heredity it may be said

that the " Moss " mutation arose through the

presence of an additional factor in a single locus

of a single chromosome of a somatic cell.

If that is so, bud mutations take on a new
importance, and the case of the Moss Rose is of

considerable significance, for it promises to pro-

vide simple material for attacking afresh the

pi'obiem of the origin of a specific mutation.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

e opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Alonsoas.—In the issue for August 20, under

'he heading of " The Week's Work," a writer

refers to growing Alonsoas in pots. May
i ask if he has grown A. Mutisii, find,

If so, if he could tell me what colour

(its flowers ought to be, possibly by a
Reference to Ridgway or the " Colour Chart "

(Repertoire de Couleurg)1 I should also like

to say what a pleasant change Alonsoas make
when grown in pots from Schizanthuses and
^larkias. I agree with the above writer.

'(i.<eph Jacob.

Wasps.—There are several peculiar features

ibout Market Grower's notes (p. 148) on wasps.

In this part of the country pests are exception-

dly numerous and are now becoming strong.
'. myself have taken 19 nests within 10 minutes'

valk cjf my house, and cyanide of potassium
vas used in every case with good effect. If

m. G. will use 1 oz. of cyanide to every pint

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

RENOVATING VINES.
Vines that are not yielding satisfactory crops

of Grapes owing probably to the main roots

having grown down into the cold subsoil, or the

soil of the border being sour, may usually be
much improved by having the whole of their

roots lifted, trimmed, and replanted at different

angles and depths in fresh, sweet, fertile com-
post. The usual method of assisting vines to

maintain strength and vigour is by repeated

top dressings of fresh soil, together with

good mulchings of manure and feeding at

intervals with liquid stimulants. After many
years of this treatment the soil is very apt to

get close in texture and become sour, and when
this occurs the vines lose their vigour and fruit-

fulness. The only remedy in this contingency is

to lift the whole of the roots, take away all the

old soil, put the drainage in order, refill the

border with well-prepared, fertile soil, and relay

the roots at suitable angles and depths. It is

remarkable how aged vines respond to this

treatment when it is judiciously carried out. and
how quickly the crops improve, both in size of

all the damaged ends are cut cleanly, and make
incisions along the main roots at intervals

similar to those made when layering Carnations.

Young, fibrous roots will push forth from the

parts cut in this way. Having completed this

work, give the beds a gentle watering to settle

the soil, but if the latter is sufficiently moist it

will be well to defer the watering for a few days.

In the case of outside borders apply a mulch of

rather strawy manure, and employ shutters or

tarpaulins to prevent the soil from becoming
saturated by rains.

When vines are lifted early in the autumn they

should be shaded in bright weather, the foliage

kept repeatedly syringed, and the house kept

somewhat close for a few days, after which more
air should be admitted until the usual course cf

treatment is adopted. A few fresh young rods

should be encouraged to develop and provision

for this should be made at pruning time. Crop
the vines lightly the following season, when the

berries will be larger and the flavour better than
hitherto. If vines intended to be lifted this,

season have not been cleared of their crop, 1 he-

bunches may be cut and bottled in the usual

way, so that the work can be taken in hand
and finished early. //. Markh«m.

Fig. 72.

—

apple mrs. wilmot. r.h.s. award of merit, September 6.

bf water, and see that it is thoroughly dis-

solved before use and kept well corked between
.:imes, he ought not to have any failures in

:he ease of normally situated nests, provided
-hat he saturates a rag with the poison, stuffs

;.t into the entrance hole after dark, and puts
[!li twig over it. In most cases the nest can
ibe safely dug out next morning. I shall be glad
jf information as to the occurrence of hornets,

lespecially near London, and whether they, like

wasps, have been exceptionally numerous this

'year. C. Xichnhnn,, Hale End, EA.

Variegated. Myrtle.—In answer to your cor-

respondent A. C. B. I page 145) re Myrtles, we
have had the variegated form of the common
Myrtle for fifteen years, and it is flowering

profusely in my garden with no shelter. There
is also a smaller-leaved kind which also flowers

well, and if A. C. B. will write to me I shall

be pleased to send him cuttings. G. Blathxrayt,

Somerset,

The Form of Freesia flower*.—In replv to Mr.

.Jacob's note (p. 162), I do not know his variety

Yellow Queen, so cannot express any opinion

as to its merits compared to Apogee. However.
il hope we may meet, with our respective ideals
!

at Vincent Square next spring and let public

opinion decide which is the ibest. If Yellow

Queen is better than Apogee, it must be a

very good variety, and I shall be very pleased

to see Mr. Jacob beat it (Apogee) with one

|'0f his own raising. /. H. Dalryimple.

bunch and berry, colour ami flavour. Some
years ago I lifted the vines in a Muscat house

early in October: took up the roots entirely and
renewed the border. The results were excellent

in every respect. I have also lifted black Ham-
burgh vines that were in a very bad state and
replanted them early in November in well-pre-

pared soil, and the Grapes improved fair beyond
my expectation. To the inexperienced, wh. se

vines may have got into a somewhat unsatisfac-

tory state, the following remarks on the method
of doing the work may prove of value. The
soil should be of the best quality obtainable.

and consist of sweet, mellow loam taken if

possible from a rich grass field ; the turves should

be cut 6 inches thick, and are best stacked for

12 months. If a good steclf is not at hand
get the best obtainable in the market, and to

every ten loads of soil add one load of wood
ash.' two of old lime rubbish, some decayed

manure, and about 4 Owt. of crushed bones.

The heap should be turned once or twice

to thoroughly mix the materials. Keep the soil

moderately dry, then open out a trench right

along the border at. a good distance from the

main stems, and gradually clear away all the

old. worn-out soil, taking great care not to

injure the roots more than can be helped.

Having cleared away the soil put the drainage in

thorough order, and refill the trench with the

newly prepared material, making the soil rather

firm as the work proceeds. Replant the main

roots at various angles and depths, and see that

FRUIT REGISTER.

.APPLE MRS. WH.MOT.
In Fig. 72 we illustrate a fruit, rnd another,.

in section, of the new Apple, Mrs. Wilmot,

which gained the R.H.S. Award of Merit on

September 6, when shown by Messrs. J. R.

Pearson and Sons. The fruits are illustrated

natural size. They are very highly coloured, and

somewhat resemble Red Astrakhan, but the

season is later. Mr. A. H. Pearson, of Messrs.

J. R. Pearson and Sons, has kindly forwarded

us the following particulars of the origin of this

new variety. " Apple Mrs. Wilmot was sub-

mitted to the R.H.S. Fruit and Vegetable Com-

mittee four or five years ago as an unnamed

seedling, and I was asked by the committee to

inspect the tree. I found it' growing in a very

much overcrowded and poor grass orchard at

Langley Mill. Derbyshire. As much of the tree

as could se-. daylight (chiefly at the top) was

carrying a good crop of fine fruit, and those

originally sent to the Royal Horticultural Society

bad previously been gathered from it. The

owner said the tree was grown from a pip saved

l,v his wife, but be had no idea where the variety

came from, nor did be Gnaw if it was from an

English or foreign fruit; he asked me to name :

i

after his wife, hence the mime. I have only, of

course, grown young trees, but these haver

, ropped so freely that I thought the variety had

value as a market Apple."
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SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL ROSE.

September 22.—Contrary to fears and antici-

pations the autumn show of the National Rose
Society at Vincent Square, Westminster, was
a great success. The hall was comfortably
filled with a great array of high-quality
blooms, and, generally, competition was good.
New Roses were an important feature, and of
the many novelties submitted for adjudication,
two received Gold Medals and six Certificates
of Merit. In the competitive classes the many
dinner-table decorations were the most con-
sistently successful, and several reached a high
standard of excellence. The first prize taljle,

arranged by Mrs. Courtney Page, in the
amateurs' section, was particularly worthy of
admiration. In these arrangements, as well as
in the other classes, it was evident that the
lovely Ophelia was the " Rose of the show,"
for it was frequently shown in great beauty.
A non-con.petitive display of Roses was con-

tributed by Messrs. Alex Dickson and Sons;
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons and* Mr. J. R.
Riding had good displays of Dahlias, Messrs.
Allwood Bros. showed their Dianthus
Allwoodii, and Mr. J. Pinches set out a selec-
tion of his admirable permanent labels and show
sundries.

As usual at these Rose shows, the arrange-
ments were excellent, conducing to the comfort
and enjoyment of those visiting the show, for
which the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Courtney Page,
is to be congratulated.

Gold Medals.
Mabel Morse.—A gorgeous golden yellow

H. T. Rose of moderate to large size, and* good,
compact form. The half-opened flower is dis-
tinctly orange tinted, but when fully open the
roundish blooms are a clear rich golden colour
and of pleasant fragrance. The shining dark
green leaves are strongly suggestive of Rosa
Pernetiana. It is recommended for all purposes.
Shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and Son.
Karl fyui//.—This H. T. variety will appeal to

lovers of large, well-shaped crimson Roses. It
is difficult to say what the real colour of the
bloom is, for there were two distinct types on
view. One was of scarlet crimson colour, and
the other was deep crimson, lightlv flushed
with n.aroon in the interior. It is a fragrant
flower, but the foliage is poor. Shown by
Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons.

Certificates of Merit.

Mrs. H. L. Wettern.—This H. T. Rose is
recommended for all purposes. It is a large
full bloom, much of Mrs. J. Laing type. The
buds and half-opened flowers are of vivid pink
colour, which at maturing becomes a soft rose
pink. Shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and
Son.
Dewdrop.—A. very delightful medium-sized

H. T. Rose, wliich we anticipate will be valued
most for garden purposes and general decora-
tion. It is of rather pointed shape and rich
pink colour, passing to pale rose. Shown bv
Messrs. S. McGredy and Son.
Florence M. Izzard.—A delightful golden

Rose, which had almost as many admirers as
the Gold Medal Mabel Morse, which, at its
best, it appeared to be very like, but the
average bloom did not equal it in merit. It
is, however, a beautiful golden yellow H. T.
Rose of delicate tea fragrance, medium size and
slightly pointed buds, and might well have
received the higher award. As shown the
variety is a trifle weak as compared with
Mabel Morse, in its foliage, but the flower
stems and under sides of the leaves have an
attractive purple colouring. Shown bv Messrs.
S. McGredy and Son.
Souvenir de B. B. Ferguson.—An H. T. Rose

of very fascinating colouring, which varies with
the light and age of the blooms. Generally it

may be described as being golden fawn, heavily
flushed on the interior with rosy apricot, and
with a sheen of rose pink. A garden and decora-
tive Rose of great possibilities. Shown by Mr.
Wm. Ferguson.

Lady S'aclcville. One of the darkest of
Roses, of smallish size and rather open shape.
The buds are fairly compact and roundish. The
colour in this very •uncommon H. T. Rose is

deep velvety maroon. It is fairly fragrant, but
not so much as its colour would suggest.
Shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and Son.

Portia.—A smallish, but attractive, free
flowering H. T. Rose of glowing terra-ootta
colouring, which would be valuable for the
garden and general decorative purposes,
though the foliage was rather badly mildewed.
Shown by Messrs. Bees, Ltd.

Other Novelties.

Nellie Cook.—A broad petalled H. T. variety,
conical in shape and of rich colour, which, how-
ever, has a strong suggestion of magenta.
Admiration.—A beautiful medium-sized H. T.

Rose of golden apricot colour, flushed with rose
pink.

Diadem.—An all-purposes H. T. Rose of
delightful rosy peach colour, which pales at the
tips to light apricot.

Sweet Nancy.—A showy H. T. variety, some-
what of Killarney Brilliant type, but rather
brighter, and possessing more substance. A
delightfully fragrant Rose.

Lady Moore.—For a short period this H. T.
Rose is very beautiful, but the golden sheen at
the base of the petals as well as the soft pink
colour fades all too soon. The above were
shown by Messrs. S. McGredy and Son.

Sybil—A very shapely H. T. variety of good
size and pleasing fragrance. The pale blush
colouring is deepest in the centre.

Adonis.—A fragrant H. T. variety of full

shape, good size and lemon yellow colouring,
which becomes deeper in the centre.
Macbeth.—A smallish, free flowering, velvety

crimson H. T. Rose, which is attractively flushed
with maroon.

Ariel.—An orange-shaded H. T. bloom,
somewhat akin to Independence Day. though
not quite so rich in colouring. The above were
shown by Messrs. Bees, Ltd.

Groups.

The large representative groups of cut Roses,
which were arranged along the full length of the
hall, were fully equal to those of former years.
The first prize was won by Messrs. George
Jackson a"nd Son with a display of high quality
blooms displayed with great skill and taste; the
colour arrangement was particularly successful.
Of the many varieties so well chosen mention
may he made of Ophelia, Madame Edouard
Herriot, Lady Hillingdon, Mrs. Wemyss Quin,
Margaret Dickson Hamill, K. of K., and Lady
Ashtown. The group of Messrs. Bees, Ltd!,
who won the second prize, was remarkable for
the rich colouring of the generous masses of
Independence Day and the Queen Alexandra
Rose, while such other varieties as Ophelia and
General MacArthur were also admirable. The
third prize was apparently won by Mr. Elisha
J. Hicks, although no card was in view. He
had a fine centre stand of Lady Hillingdon, and
made good use of various Polyantha Roses in
the back row as well as showing excellent
stands of such as Colombia and Isnbel. Messrs.
B. R. Cant and Sons were fourth.

Competition was also exceedingly good in the
smaller representative group class, where the
first prize was won by Messrs. Chaplin Bros.
with a splendid effort. The principal varieties
were Madame Edouard Herriot, Pharisaer, Mrs.
H. Stevens. Hadley. and Christine. 2nd, Mr.
T. P. Edwards, who also made an attractive
display. His vases and stands of such as Red
Letter-Day, Golden Emblem, and Golden
Ophelia were admirable.
There was only one exhibit of 36 varieties, but

Messrs. F. Cant and Co. were deservedly
awarded the first prize for an excellent collec-
tion which included beautiful vases of Melody,
Ophelia, Madame E. Herriot, Ladv Hillingdon,
Mrs. E. Powell and Golden Ophelia.

In the smaller class for 18 varieties of mis-
cellaneous Roses Mr. Geo. Prince won the first
prize easily with an excellent displav of such
sorts as Golden Emblem, Lady Plymouth.
Augustus Hartmann, Los Angeles. Hadley, and

Covent Garden. The second prize collection
by -Mr. Hy. Drew was rather overpowered bv
the two baskets in the front.

Exhibition Roses.

In the chief nurserymen's class, which requires
24 bloon.s of distinct varieties of exhibition
blooms, the quality was distinctly high. The
blooms were very Iresh and clean, of good size
form and colouring. The first prize was won
by MessrsR. Alex Dickson and Sons with an
admirable collection. Tile principal varieties

were Pox, Labor (a hybrid Austriar Briar of full
shape and pale yellow colour, edged with
carmine), Miss Willmott, Capt. Kilbee Stuart,
Betty Hulton, George Dickson, Duchess of

Portland, Helen Keller, and Cream Cracher (a

pale lemon Rose of delicate beauty, with a light

apricot centre). Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd.,
were a good second, and in the bloom of J. G.
Glassford had the best Rose in the nursery-
men's classes. Other noteworthy blooms were
of Marjorie, Bulkeley, Augustus Hartmann, Ed-
ward Mawley, and Coronation. 3rd, Messrs.
Frank Cant and Co.

Although there were seven exhibits of 18
blooms of exhibition Roses the quality was not
so high as in the premier class. The best

collection was by Mr. Wm. Ferguson, who
had good blooms of Golden Emblem, Willow-
mere, and Juliet ; 2nd, Mr. Geo. Prince

; 3rd,

Mr. Geo. Burch.
Tea and Noisette Roses were cleaner and

fresher than night have been expected. Mr.
Geo. Prince won the first prize with shapely

blooms of such as Maman Cochet. Madame
Jean Dupuy, and Lady Plymouth : 2nd, Mr.
Hy. Drew."
The baskets of Roses were rather variable.

The exhibits of exhibition varieties were only

moderate in quality, but those of decorative and

Polyantha sorts were admirable. The best 3

baskets of exhibition Roses were by Messrs.

Alex. Dickson and Sons; 2nd, Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Ltd. The first- prize set of 3 baskets

of decorative Roses by Messrs. A. Dickson and
Sons were gorgeous displays, the basket of

Betty Uprichard being especially noteworthy, as

also was that of Isobel in the second prize exhibit

of Messrs. Chaplin Bros. 3rd, Mr. E. J.

Hicks. In the class for 3 similar baskets

Mr. Geo. Prince was first and Mr. E.H
Hicks second. The class for 3 baskets of

Polyanthas was particularly good. Here Mr.

Hy. Drew was first with admirable baskets of

Yvonne Rabier. Orleans Rose, and Ellen

Poulsen; 2nd, Mr. E. J. Hicks.
Mr. John Mattock, showing excellent

examples of such as Ophelia, Los Angeles, K.

of K., Isobel, and Mme. Ed. Herriot. was first

in the class for 24 Polyanthas and Pompons;
2nd, Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd.

Amateurs' Classes.

The general quality was continued in these

classes Mr. W. £. Bambridge, Kettering, won
first prize with 12 good exhibition blooms,

while the Rev. F. R. Burnside, Great Stam-
bridge, had the best 9 bloon.s. In the class

for 6 blooms Mr. R. de V. Pryor, Hitehin, had
an admirable set, which included, in Augustus
Hartmann, the Silver Medal bloom of the

amateurs' classes.

There was no exhibit of 9 Tea or Noisette

varieties, but Mr. W. E. Moore, High
Wycombe, was first with 6 particularly good

blooms. Mr. G. Marriott, Carlton, who was

first for 2 baskets of Roses and 6 varieties

of decorative varieties had excellent exhibits.

Decorative Classes.

As we have already remarked these were a

great attraction. In the nurserymen's classes

the best dinner-table decoration was by Mrs.

May, who used Ophelia to good effect; Mrs.

A. R. Bide, who was second, had beautiful

blooms of Isobel.

There was a large number of tables in the

amateurs' classes, and here the first prize was
won by Mrs. Courtney Page, Enfield. Her
arrangement of Ophelia and the graceful Fern-

like sprays of Rosa sericea pteracantha was

splendid. The second prize was won by Mrs.
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Oakley Fisher, Sudbury, who also used
Ophelia.

The many bowls of Roses were equally

artistic. In the nurserymen's class Mr. Hicks
was first with Richmond, and Mr. Mattock
second with Los Angeles. In the amateurs'
•seotion the judges awarded the first prize

to a bowl of cut Roses by Mrs. C. Hale, War-
minster, in which the foliage was rather pro-

minent. Mrs. Courtney Page was second.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

September 27.—Following so closely on the
Vegetable Show and the N.R.S. Show of

Autumn Roses, it was only to be anticipated

that the attendance on the present occasion

would be small. The show itself, however, was
•worthy of a much better attendance. Michael-

mas Daisies and Dahlias were the chief flowers

at the exhibition and the Gold Medal exhibit of

Michaelmas Daisies by Messrs. H. J. Jones,
Ltd., was the finest group in the hall.

The Floral Committee recommended one Award
of Merit to a new Gladiolus and one Gold Medal
and 22 other medals to collections.

The Orchid Committee recommended two
Awards of Merit to novelties and four medals
"to collections.

. The Fruit and Vegetable Committee found but
little to do j and made no award.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
chair), Prince T. Shimadzu. Messrs. Jas.
O'Brien (hon. secretary) . Fred K. Sander, S. W.
Flory, J. Cypher, E'. R. Ashton, J. Wilson
Potter. Frederick J. Hanbury. Gurney Wilson,
A. McBean, and Chas. H. Curtis.

Awards of Merit.

Brasso-Laelio-Oattleya Golden Crown (B.-L.-C.
Joan x C. Venus), from H. T. Pitt, Esq.,

Ttosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr. Mr. Thur-
good). A charming hybrid and one of the best
of the yellow class. The plant bore a spike
of three massive flowers of fine shape and sub-
stance, the colour' of old gold, darker in the
centre of the broad, crimped lip, and lighter

at the margin, the front being tinged with rose.

Brasso-Cattleya Sofrano rar. Prince of
Orange (C. iridesrensxB.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann),
from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hay-
wards Heath. This is the second form of the

pretty yellow hybrid to gain an award, the first

shown by Messrs. Charlesworth being of the

round-lipped type, the present having the lip

shaped after the manner of C. bicolor, a parent
of C. iridescens. The large flower is chrome
yellow, the broadly expanded and fringed front

of the lip 6ulphur yellow, with faint rose

markings.

Groups.

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park (gr.

Mr. Collier), displayed a very interesting group
of rare species, including two singular Catase-
tums, Cirrhopetalum miniatum, with a number
-of slender, orange-scarlet flowers ; Pleurothallis
velaticaulis, some curious species of Masdevallia
and other pretty and rare kinds. A showy
hybrid between L.-C. St. George and C. Fabia
was also included.

Messrs. Cypher and Sons. Cheltenham, had
•a select group with the pure white Cattleya
Astron in the centre; it contained handsome
forms of C. Hardyana. Laelio-Cattleya Soulange
and other Laelio-Cattleyas. and a fine selection
of Cypripediums.

H.' T. Pitt. Esq., Rosslyn. Stamford Hill,

was awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group
of excellently well-grown hybrids and species.

Cattleyas were arranged at the back with Odon-
•toglossums and Odontiodas, the body of the
group being principally of species and varieties,

including the pale yellow Odontoglossum grande
Pittianum.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.. Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver-Gilt Flora Medal
for an excellent group well filling two sides

of the angle beside the annexe. Cattleyas,

Laelio-Cattleyas and good yellow Brassavola

hybrids were the chief exhibits.

Messrs. Sander, St. Albans, were awarded a

Silver Flora Medal for an effective group ill

which the most remarkable plants were a grand
white form of Cattleya Lady Veitch, named Vic-
tory; C. Fabia var. Quest, one of the finest

of the dark forms; the new Laelio-Cattleya

Freda Sander (Isabel Sander x Warscewiczii
Frau M. Beyrodt), the large, pure white flower

having a purple lip ; Brasso-Cattleya Ilene, and
excellent white and coloured forms of C. Hardy-
ana.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a com-
pact group of finely flowered hybrids, including

a selection of new hybrids, together with fine

white forms of Cattleya Hardyana and C Diony-

sius (Fabia alba x Warscewiczii Frau M. Bey-

rodt).

General Sir Arthur Paget. Warren House.

Kingston Hill (gr. Mr. Penton), showed Catt-

leya Krishna (Chloe x Harrisoniana), a very

interesting hybrid, flowering for the first time.

The sepals and petals are greenish yellow, which

could onlv be attributed to the C. bicolor in

C. Chloe." the lip being claret crimson with

light base.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. showed Cattleya

Vishnu (Dusseldorfei Undine x Luddemann-

iana Empress), a pretty, white form.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

Geo. Harrow, G. Reuthe, John Heal, J. T. Ben-

nett Poe, Jas. Hudson, C. R. Fielder, Chas.

Dixon, W. B. Gingell, H. J. Jones, R. C. Not-

cutt. Reginald Corv, Clarence Elliott. John

Green, E. A. Bowles, Herbert Cowley, and R.

W. Wallace.
Award of Merit.

Gladiolus Snow Glory—This white variety

has large flowers borne in a shapely spike. The

three lower segments have each a central line

of rosy purple, and the two smaller segments

are tinged with pale buff. All the segments are

prettily frilled at the margin, and this adds a

delightful daintiness to the spike. Shown by

Major Churcher, Alverstoke.

Groups.

An imposing and vet very attractive exhibit,

chiefly of Michaelmas Daisies, was made by

Messrs H J. Jones, Ltd. Tall stands con-

taining countless numbers of flowers were ar-

ranged along the back of the group, whole

smaller, but still large receptacles below^dis-

played a great many more artistically aiianb .a

with several of the best early autumn Chrysan-

themums. Of the many Michaelmas Daisies,

Antwerp Pink Perfection and Weinholtz of pink

Cifades
P
and such double-flowered sorts as Anita

Ballard. Dick Ballard and King of the Belgians

we "admirable. Amongst the Chrysanthemums

were large bowls of Pink Profusion. Septembe,

Glorv and Sanctity (Gold Medal).

Michaelmas Daisies in great variety and par-

ticularly well arranged, were contributed by

Messrs." Wm. Cctbush and Son, who also in-

cluded a number of hardy Heaths of merit :
Erica.

vulgaris Alportii was particularly bright and

showy (Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal).

\ long stretch of tabling was well filled with

Michaelmas Daisies and other border_now.-,,

bv Mr M. Prichard (Silver-Gilt Banksian

Medal). Mr. Ladhams set up with other border

flowers an interesting and attractive collection

of Lobelia hybrids, amongst which the ink

Mrs. Humbert was especially noteworthy ^HUVM

Flora Medal). Michaelmas Daisies predominated

in au exhibit bv Mr. G. Reuthe. who also

showed other border flowers and various alpines

(Silver Grenfell Medal). -Michaelmas Daisies

were also shown by Messrs. Waterer, !>o«UB
Crisp and Messrs. Rich and Co. (Bronze Eta a

Medal). , . , . .

Roses were well shown and in good variety.

Messrs B R. Cant and Sons had an attractive

collection in which the Rev. Page R°be<-te

variety was especially beautiful (Silver Grenfell

Medal"). In the exhibit of Mr. E. J. Hicks.

Ophelia and Joanna Bridge were very prominent

and in excellent condition (Silver Flora Medal).

The Rev. J. R. Pemberton included Mermaid

and The General in a good collection (Silver

Banksian Medal). The Burbage Nursery Co.

also showed Roses (Bronze Flora Medal)
Carnations were very fresh and bright. Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co. had many desirable per-

petual-flowering and perpetual Malmaisons (Sil-

ver Banksian Medal). Mr. C. Lngelmann
showed many varieties, chiefly such as are grown
for the market (Silver Grenfell Medal), while
Messrs. Allwood Bros, again exhibited many of

their valuable varieties of Dianthus Allwoodii
(Silver Grenfell Medal).

Dahlias were a prominent feature of the show.
Mr. J. B. Riding had a particularly fine collec-

tion, which was unfortunately and unnecessarily
congested by the adjoining exhibit of water-
colour paintings, which could well have been
displayed in much less space. Of Mr. Riding's
many excellent Dahlias, Mrs. J. Green, Mignon
and Porthos, of the decorative type, and Julia,

Caronia, Meridian and Mrs. A. Harvey, of the

Cactus varieties, were splendid (Silver Flora
Medal).
Many good Dahlias, both in vases and on

show boards, were displayed by Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons, and, although all were of great merit,

it was such Pompons as Little Beeswing, Pauline.

Bacchus and Douglas that were the very best.

Next to the Dahlias Messrs. Cheal and Sons
showed an interesting selection of cut sprays

of various trees and shrubs, chiefly to illustrate

autumn colour (Silver Flora Medal).

Dahlias most suited for garden decoration

were shown by Messrs. Carter, Page and Co.,

and of these W. Goethe, Mrs. B. Crane, Em-
peror and Mrs. Krelage were illustrative of the

best Cactus varieties for this purpose (Silver

Grenfell Medal). Showing such ?s Auurey,
President Wilson, Dr. Teris and The Prince,

Mr. J. T. West had a delightful collection of

Dahlias (Silver Grenfell Medal). A representa-

tive collection, particularly strong in the Col-

lerette section, was shown by Messrs. JaRMAN
and Co. (Silver Banksian Medal).

A good selection of Scabiosa eaucasioa varie-

ties was shown by Messrs. House and Co.

(Silver Banksian Me"dal). Heavily-fruited bushes

of Crataegus (Pyracantha) Lelandii were
brought by Messrs. " J. Piper and Son. who also

had Corokia virgata and various Michaelmas
Daisies (Bronze Flora Medal).

Cannas in bloom and associated with Clematis

and other plants were shown by Messrs. L. R.

Russell. Ltd. (Bronze Flora 'Medal). Stur ly
well-berried pot plants of Solanum capsicastrum

were exhibited by Messrs. W. Fromow and Co.

Mr. H. J. Elwes sent an interesting collec-

tion of very fine Nisrin.es tfroni his garden at

Colesborne," Gloucestershire Many of the

plants were hybrids of his own raising. Of

the named varieties Lady Coventry and

Merrial were particularly good, though all the

plants displayed expert cultivation (Silver

Banksian Medal).

Joint R.H.S. and N.D.S. Dahlia Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair).

Joseph Cheal. John Green, J. B. Riding. H. J.

Jones. D. B. Crane, and Chas. H. Curtis.

This committee met at 11 a.m.. and from a

large number of Dahlias submitted selected the

following for Trial at Wisley :

—

Betali (Cheal). a neat single variety, scarlet.

with cerise shading and a yellow zone round

the eye; Silver Queen (Cheal). a medium-sized

decorative variety, silvery lilac, with whitish

centre; Doreen (Cheal). a lilac-rose show variety

of fine form and size; Lady Beatty (Cheal), a

miniature Paeonv-flowered variety. salmon

fawn ; Elfrida (Burrell). a ruby and white

Paeonv-flowered sort; Faithful (Burrell), a grand

soft yellow Paeonv-flowered variety; Briton

(Burrell), miniature Paeony, golden fawn or

deep amber; Fusee (Burrell), miniature Paeony,

flame coloured, very fine; Tartar (Burrell), minia-

ture Paeon v. deep crimson maroon: Vida (Bur-

rell), a miniature decorative variety, fine stems,

neat form, bright golden fawn.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. (1. A. Nix (Chairman),

Jas. Cheal. Geo. F. Tinlev. Owen Thomas. S. B.

Dicks. W. H. Divers. Rev. W. Wilts, and F.

Jordan.
No award was made by this committee. A

seedling Apple named Penshurst, from C. D.

Eagleton, Esq., Penshurst. Kent, of the Feara's

Pippin type, is of very attractive appearance,

but it was not considered superior to existing

varieties.
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OPEN CLASSES.
Cut Flowers.

Messrs. G. Mair and Sons, Prestwick,

secured first place for 24 Gladioli ; Mr. A.
Grant was first for 6 vases of Collerette Dahlias,

and Mr. J. Mason, Drymen, Stirlingshire, for

12 bunches of early-flowering Chrysanthe-
mums. Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd., Bel-

fast, secured the leading honours in the Rose
classes, being first for 36 blooms, distinct ; 18

blooms, distinct; 12 any pink variety; 12 any
white variety, and 12 vases, distinct varieties.

Mr. R. C. Ferguson, Dunfermline, was first for

12 of any red or crimson variety.

Vegetables.

The leading prize, for a display of 12 kinds of

vegetables, was awarded to Mr. J. Gray,
Jddingston, who. secured 62 points out of a

possible 76. The second prize was awarded to

D. Landale, Esq., Dalswinton, Dumfries (gr.

Mr. R. A. Grigor). Mr. Gray also secured the

prize for long Carrots. D. Landale. Esq., was
also first for 50 pods of Peas and 12 varieties

of Potatos, 6 of each. The other .first prize

winners were : G. F. M. Ogilvy. Esq., for 2

Cucumbers; Mr. R. Mason, Lanark, for 12

Tomatos and 2 Cabbages; Major C. L. Gordon
for 50 pods of French Beans. 40 Brussels Sprouts.

4 Celery, and 12 kidney Potatos ; Mrs. Reid
(Lauriston Castle) for 20 pods of Broad Beans;
Mrs. Askew Robertson for 4 Cauliflower ; Sir

Charles Dalrymple's Trustees, Newhailes,
Musselburgh (gr. Mr. A. Wright), for 2 Savoys;
Mr. W. Sttrton, Uphall. Westlothian, for" 2
curled greens; J. Turner, Esq. (Inveralmond),

for 4 Lettuces; Mr. W. Wilson, (Dunfermline,

for 6 Beets; J. Neilson. Esq.. for 6 PaT&nips;

the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour for 6 stump-rooted
Carrots; J. Reid, Esq., Tyneholm, Eastlothian

(gr. Mr. C. Davidson), for 6 yellow Turnips
and 6 white Turnips; Major A. D. Forbes
Gordon for 6 Leeks ; Captain Heywood-Lons-
dale. Shavington Hall, Market Drayton (gr.

Mr. Mills) for 12 Onions ; and Mrs. Campbell
(Dolphinton) for 6 varieties of immune Potatos
and 12 round Potatos.

AWARDS
First-class Certificates.

Cactus Dahlia Archibald V.C., and Cactus
Dahlia Ivanhoe, exhibited by Messrs. Dobbie
and Co.. Ltd.. Edinburgh.
Eiha vagans St. Keverne, exhibited by

Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser and Co.. E'in-
burgh.
Blue Fancy Pansy Neil M' Coll, and Yellow

Viola Mrs. Hugh M'CoU, exhibited by Mr.
Hugh M'Coll. Preston House, Linlithgow.

Rose Souvenir ele R. B. Ferguson (un-

named seedling * " Constance "), exhibited by
Mr. W. Ferguson, Dunfermline.

Awards of Merit.

Miniature Paeony-flowered Dalilia Sea field,

and Paeon y-flowered Dahlia Goldenda'i , ex-

hibited by Messrs. Dobbif. and Co., Ltd.

Non-Competitive.

Gold Medal (with highest commendation).—To
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd.. Edinburgh, for

Dahlias, Roses, Chrysanthemums. Begonias, etc.
;

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, for choice
vegetables, etc.

Cold Medal.—To Messrs. Laird and Dickson.
Edinburgh, for a collection of Apples and Pears
from Scotland. England and Ireland ; Messrs.
Tillie. Whyte and Co., Edinburgh, for vege-
tables ; and to Mr. R. Lawrie. Carnwath, for

Begonias.

Silver-Gilt Medal.—To Messrs. Cunningham.
Fraser and Co., Edinburgh, for herbaceous
plants and florists' flowers; Mr. John Downie.
Edinburgh, for Begonias, Phloxes and Apples;
Messrs. John Forbes (Hawick), Ltd., for

Pentstemons, Phloxes, and other florists' flowers;
Mr. W. Ferguson. Dunfermline, for Roses;
Mr. Chas. Webster, gardener to the Duke of
Richmond and Gordon, Gordon Castle, for

Apples, Pears. Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Apri-
cots, and Cherries, from the open air ; and to

Messrs. Isaac House and Son. Westbury-on-
Trym. Bristol, for Scabious.

Silver Medal.—To Messrs. Kent and Bry-
DON, Darlington, for Roses; Mr. C. Engelmann,
Saffron Warden, Essex, for Perpetual-flowering

Carnations: Mr. J. M'Gowan, gardener to J.

Lemon. Esq., Ormidale. Brodick. Arran. for

Lilium auratum grown in the open air ; and

to Mr. A. Grant, Bowness, for Japanese Chry-

santhemums.
Bronze Medal.—To Messrs. Bakers, Wolver-

hampton, for herbaceous plants; and to Mr. A.

M'Leod, gardener to the Marchioness of Tweed-

dale, Yester, Haddington, for a collection of

Pears.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

The monthly meeting of this society was held

in the R.H.S. Hall on Monday, 'September 12.

Mr. Chas. H. Curtis presiding. Five new
members were elected. Three members with-

drew interest amounting to £6 2s. 2d., and the

sum of £108 9s. 6d. 'was passed for payment
to the nominee of a deceased member. The sick

pay for the month on the private side came to

£55 17s. 2d., and on the State section to £66 5s. ;

maternity claims were £6.

The trustees were instructed to invest a further

sum of £500. In order to make the society

more knmvn amongst the nursery workers the

committee proposes to bold a concert this autumn
ir, the Lea Valley, and a, whist drive on

October 19 in the Parochial Hall, West Kensing-

ton Park, to which gardeners living in trie

neighbourhood of London are invited ; ten prizes

are being offered. The price of the tickets will

be 2s. each, which may be obtained from the

members of the committee or from the Secretary,

35, Alexandra Road, W.14.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Black Currants : ./. A'. The trouble appears

to be a case of reversion, a matter to which

we have referred on several occasions. An
interesting account of " reversion " was pub-

lished in a recent issue of the Journal of the

Ministry of Agriculture, which we shall refer

to in an early issue.

Climbers for Pergola : Pyx. If the position

is sheltered from cold winds, warm ' and

sunny, Bignonia radicans might prove a suc-

cess,' but Polygonum Baldschuanicum is such

a free grower when once established that it

may prove too luxuriant for your pergola

unless kept severely within bounds. We sug-

gest, as alternatives to the latter, Lonicera

japonica var. Hallia.ua or Solanum jasminoides,

provided you do not wish to plant other

varieties of Clematis than those you have.

Destroying an Elm Tree : B. A. The roots of

the Elm tree may be killed by clearing the

main ones and boring holes into them, after-

wards filling the holes with corrosive sub-

limate. A number of holes should also be
bored into the trunk, just inside the bark,

and those should be filled in a like manner
with corrosive sublimate. The holes may be

J inch in diameter. Common salt has some-
times been used instead of corrosive sublimate,

but the latter is the more effective.

Grape Spot : S. S. and //. L. The berries are

affected with spot disease caused by the fungus
Gloeosporinm ampelophagum. Dust the
shoots and leaves with flowers of sulphur.
After an interval of ten days give another
dusting. But add a small quantity of quick-

lime to ihe sulphur. If the disease is not
cured, continue the applications at. similar

intervals, but increase the amount of quick-

lime on each occasion until the sulphur is

only slightly in excess of the lime.

Grubs Attacking Potatos : //. T . The grubs
are, as you suspect, leatherjackets, the larvae

of the crane fly or daddy-long-legs. They are

usually present in land that has recently been
converted into cultivated ground from old

pasture, and give but little trouble in a year
or two. An application of nitrate of soda or
sulphate of ammonia in the spring is said to
enable crops to resist attacks. Gas lime,
where it can be obtained, will kill such
ground pests as leatherjackets, but the land
must remain fallow for a month or six weeks
after it is applied.

Herbs : //. B. A recent work on Herbs is

Culinary Herbs: How to Grow and Where
to Sell, with an Account of their T'ses and
History, by Mrs. M. Grieve, Principal of the
Whins Medical Herb School and Farm, Chal-
font St. Peters, Bucks, price 3s. post free
from the author

Names of Fruits: C. H. J. 1, Golden Noble;
2, Mere de Menage; 3, Grenadier; 4, Peas-
good's Nonesuch; 5, Royal Jubilee (Graham's);
6, Annie Elizabeth; 7, Duchess of Olden-
burgh; 8, Cellini.—A. T. R. 1, Golden
Spire; 2. Lord Suffield.— ll\ /. G. 1,

Duchess of Oldenburgh ; 2 and 4, Wellington
or Dumelow's Seedling; 3 and 8, Annie
Elizabeth; 5 and 7, Cellini; 6, Cox's
Orange Pippin: 9, Bramley's Seedling; 10,
Stirling Castle; 11 and 12, not recognised —
Hortus. 1, Potts' Seedling; 2, Yorkshire
Beauty (Greenup's); 3, AVcalthy.—A". 67. W. ,

1. Golden Noble; 2, Tyler's Kernel; 3. Roi
d'Angleterre; 4, De Neige.—T. R. 1, Wor-
cester Pearmain; 2, King of the Pippins;
3, Mere de Menage; 4, James Grieve; 5,

]

SandriDgham; 6. White Astrachan ; 7. Stone's

Apple ; 8, not recognised ; 9 and 13. Reinette
du Caux; 10, Margil; 11, Cockle Pippin;
12, not recognised; 14/ decayed; 15, Alfris-
ton; 16, Golden Noble; 17, French Crab;
18. Lady Apple.

—

A. P. Yorkshire Beauty;
2, White Nonpareil; 3. Lane's Prince
Albert; 4, Washington; 5, Blenheim Pippin;
6, King of the Pippins.— T. II*. 1, French
Crab; 2, Ecklinville Seedling; 3, Irish
Peach ; 4, Cox's Orange Pippin.

—

M. Q. 1,

Alfriston ; 2. Stone's Apple; 3, Wyken Pippin;
4, Cellini ; 5. Herefordshire Pearmain ; 6r

Warner's (King; 7, Ashmead's Kernel ; 8, St.

Edmmnd's Pippin; 9, deformed fruit; 10,
Margil; 11, Duke of Devonshire; 12. Lord
Grosvenor; 13. Keswick Codlin.

—

J. M. M.
1. Peasgood's Nonesuch; 2. Yorkshire
Beauty; 3, Ladv Sudeley—C. R., St really.

1. Feasgood's Nonesuch; 2, Schoolmaster;
3, Winter Hawthornden: 4. De Neige.

—

.s'. L. H. 1. Norfolk Beefing; 2, Bramley's
Seedling; 3, Lord Lennox; 4, Mank's Codlin;

5, Prince Bismarck ; 6. Castle Major.

—

C. M.
1, Emperor Alexander; 2, Stunner Pippin.—

J

G. S. Apple Cellini.

Names of Plants : /?. 67. 1, Chlorophyliim
elatum variegatum ; 2. Miseanthus japonicus

vnriegata ; 3, appears to be the same as

No. 2, but too shrivelled for identification;

4. Liriope spicata var. variegata ; 5, Pileai

muscosa ; 6, appears to be a Begonia, but in-

sufficient for determination : 7, Haemanthus
sp., send when in flower.—./. II'. 1. Draco-

eephalum Ruvschiana; 2. probably a Helian-

themum, poor specimen ; 3. Ceratostigma plum-
baginoides : 4, Othonnopsis cheirifoliai

(Barbary Ragwort).

Training in Horticulture: II*. B. P. Seeing
that you ary engaged in practical gardening,

we imagine that you are desirous of gaining

some knowledge of the scientific aspects of

horticulture. Your best plan would be to

attend a science centre where subjects such

as chemistry, botany and physics are taught

Much valuable knowledge may also be gained

from suitable books, and for a start you could

not do better than purchase Cousins''

Chemistry of the Garden, which can be ob-

tained from our publishing department, prioe

Is. 2d. post free.

Yellow Rose : T. II". C. Your Rose is not

the Manetti, but appears to be a seedling be-

longing to the Pernetiana group. You should

send a specimen of it to a Rose grower.

Communications Received —F. G. M.—A. W —
S. R—O. E. G.—K. J. H., Cork—Regular
Reader—E. C. S.—T. H.—F. E. -J. L.—Conrad—
J. M.—G. R.—J. McC'.—H. S.
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10 a.m.: Bar. 30.3; temp. 64°. Weather—Sunny.

Of recent vears growers of
The " Running: Black Currants have suf-
off " of Black fered not ' inconsiderable

Currants. lusscs and much disap-

pointment. The value of

this fruit to the jam maker is so great that
the growers of Black Currants would be
assured of a sufficiently remunerative price

were they able to count on a moderately
satisfactory yield*—say on the average a
t( n or a ton-and-a-half to the acre. Owing,
however, to incidences of pests and maladies
the yield obtained generally bv the growers
of this fruit is certainly far below this figure,

and hence, in spite of the demand for this

fruit, growers are in many cases finding the
cultivation of Black Currants unprofitable-
This unsatisfactory state of affairs is to be
attributed to three causes—the prevalence
of big bud on the bushes, the frequent oc-

currence of "reversion" and the "running
off" of the fruit. The svmptoms of big bud
are too well known to need description here,
and of reversion there is little to be said
except that it is a monstrous and unfertile

form of growth which, according to Mr.
Lees, of Long Ashton, is frequently, if not
always, a consequence of attack bv the mite
which causes big bud. In order to circum-
vent the attack of big bud, nurserymen and
growers introduced new varieties of Black
Currant, some of which have proved to

I possess a measure of resistance to attack by
the big bud mite. Of these varieties the two
must widely grown are Boskoop Giant and
French Black (Merveille de la Gironde) ; but
1>\ a malign chance these varieties prove
uncertain croppers by reason to their prone-

'.ness to "running off." It was with the

object of discovering the cause of ,the last-

named unfortunate habit that Captain Wel-
lington, Mr. Hatton and Mr. Amos, of the

East Mailing research station, began, some
years ago, an exhaustive investigation of

the Black Currant. Their results which are
now published* are of great importance and
point the way, which, however long and
arduous it may be, should eventually lead

to success in countering this unthrifty habit.

They show that " running off"—that is, the
failure of all or the majority of fruit on
the inflorescence to ripen, is to be ascribed

not to attack of insect pests but to incom-
plete fertilisation of the flowers. By care-

ful records of the fruiting of different

varieties, these authors have established the

fact that "running off," although affected in

intensity bv seasonal conditions, is constant

in certain varieties. The usual explanation

that the incomplete set of fruit is due to

frost is shown to be untenable—for Baldwin,

the earliest variety to flower, is the one
which may be relied upon to set all its

flowers. After having eliminated weather
and cultivation as the agents of running off,

the authors proceeded to study the physiology

and morphology of the flower and the process

of fertilisation. They found that all the

main groups of Black Currant," Boskoop
Giant. French, Baldwin and Goliath (Vic-

toria) are capable of self fertilisation. All

the varieties, moreover, possess plenty of

M^--:.^p4^' c

FIG. 73.—MOUNT HOUSE, FRANKWEIX, SHIiEWS-

BURY, CHARLES DARWIN'S BIRTHPLACE.

pollen, and the pollen of any one variety is

capable of fertilising any other variety. In-

asmuch as the pollen of Black Currants is

-( mewhat sticky, it was to be expected that

insects would play an important part in

transferring pollen to the stigmas, but at

the same time the nearness of anthers to

stigma in the flower would seem to j.dmit of

self-fertilisation, as a consequence, of the

shaking and knocking together of branches

bv the wind. Experiments in the effect of

excluding insect visitors showed that in

some varieties, e.g., French and Boskoop
Giant, little or no fruit was set. Baldwin,
i m the cither hand, set its fruits perfectly

when insects were excluded. Hence it is

to be concluded that in the absence of in-

sect visitors, the set of fruit is bad except in

the case of the variety Baldwin. Another

series of experiments into the effect of arti-

ficial pollination showed that it is perfectly

easy to prevent "running off " and to secure

a full set of fruit by his means. An examina-

tion of the structure of the flower in the

different varieties provided the explanation

of the difference in behaviour of Baldwin in

"self-setting" and of the other varieties in

" running off." In Baldwin the style is rela-

tively short and the stigma is just about

the level of the anthers, tiut in other varieties

the stvle is longer and raises the stigma

distinctly above the anthers. As propinquity

is the cause of friendship, so it is of pollina-

« Journal o/ Pomology, Vol. II.. No. 3. May. 1921.

tton, and it is easy to see that self fertilisation

will take place readily in a Baldwin type
and much less readily in the other, longer-
styled types. Moreover, the younger flowers
of the inflorescence tend to produce longer
styled flowers, and to this fact is to be
ascribed the behaviour of these younger
flowers in failing more frequently than the
older, lower flowers of the truss to set fruit.

With the facts before him the grower has
a choice of evils. He may grow varieties
resistant to big bud, but uncertain as to

cropping, or he may grow varieties not sub-
ject to " running off," but prone to suffer

from attack of big bud. It he chooses the
former course he mr.y assist cropping bv en-
couraging insect visitors, as, for example, by
keeping hives of bees. Ultimately it should
be possible to produce varieties which have
neither of these drawbacks, and, indeed, the
workers at East Mailing have already made
considerable progress in this direction. The
breeding of new varieties is a long and ardu-
ous task, and the prize which crowns success
is often quite small. It would seem well
worth the while of some public-spirited per-

son or of some group of persons, for

instance, the jam makers interested in this

branch of cultivation, to offer a prize for

the production of a variety of Black Currant
resistant to mite and effectively self fertile.

Darwin's Birthplace.—Mount. House. Frank-
well, Shrewsbury, Charles Darwin's birth-

place, has been bought by His Majesty's Office

of Works, tor the accommodation of a body
of clerks. The purchase includes the famous
Darwin Walk. The illustration reproduced in

Fig. 73, gives a view of the Mount, as seen

from the Castle, which was sketched by Mr.
Worthington G. Smith in 1881, to whom the

house was pointed out as one of the sights

of Shrewsbury.

Farm Gas.—According to the Southend
Standard, Lord Elveden has perfected a method
of obtaining gas suitable for lighting and heating
solely out of farm rubbish and the manure heap.

By piling a part of the manure supply for one
day a week in a special and very simple retort

he has produced gas of very considerably higher

heating and lighting power than the commercial
gas of London. For nine months he has obtained

a supply of this gas without a single failure,

and. as the result of his experiments, another

series of experiments is in progress at Rotham-
sted, where it is believed that on an ordinary

farm the etraiw or manure heap may be made
to yield, at a very low expense, all the light,

heating and power necessary in the farm and
outbuildings. A private inspection of the process

was made by scientists and others especially

interested on Thursday, the 22nd alt.

Association of Economic Biologists.—A meet-
ing of this association will be held at 2.30 p.m.

on Friday, October 14, in the Botanical Lecture

Theatre, Imperial College of Science. South
Kensington, when Dr. W. Brown will open a

discussion on The Physiology of the Infection

Process. This meeting will be followed by an
Extraordinary General Meeting, at which altera-

tions in tihe laws of the association, as recom-

mended by the Council, will be considered.

Future meetings of the association have been

arranged for November 11 and December 9,

:S21.~aiid Jamrai-v 27, February 24, March 31,

May 19. and June 30, 1922.

An Historic Tree.—On September 24, Lord
FUswater, the late .Speaker of the House of

Commons, planted a seedling Horse Chestnut

in Fit?. Park, Keswick, the tree being one of

six seedlings raised in the Royal Gardens.

Kew, from seed sent, to this country by the

Mayor of Verdun during the siege of 1916. Of

the six trees, two have been planted in Windsor
Park, two in Kew Gardens, and the other at

Oxford. A tablet at the foot of the Keswick tree

bears the following inscription : "Hor6e Chestnut.
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Aesculus Lippocastanum. Raised at the Boyal
Garden*, Kew. from seed sent to England by
the Mayor of Verdun during the siege of 1916.

P:^—nted by Sir David Prain, Director of the

Boval Gardens, Kew, Peace Dav. 19th July,
1919. Planted bv tie Eight Hon. Viscount
DUswater, 24th September. 1921." Lord Oils-

water stated that there were some lessons the
war taught that should ever be remembered.
One was the courage and valour of our own
troops, and another the lesson of combination,
which taught the nation to pull as one man and.
with the assistance of the Almighty, to gain
the victory. Such memorials as they were
planting that day, and others put up" to the
memory of the fallen in almost every villa _

would help to keep these memories and (J

lessons green, and would not be forgotten in

times of peace. The tree was planted on a
knoll at the top of the croquet green in the
upper park, and stands in the centre of an
alcove—an ideal site, picturesquely situated in

perhaps the most beautiful part of the park.

Horticultural Wedding—The marriage took
place in Aberdeen, on Saturday, 1st inst., of
-Mr. John Erskine Leslie. superintendent.
Government Gardens, Nagpur, India. to
Catherine Eiiza ('Nettie Bell"), niece of Mr.
and Mrs. Bell, Sunnyside, Hazlehead, Aberdeen.

Northern Counties Fruit Congress.—The
Northern Counties Fruit Show and Congress will
be held in the Drill Hall. Penrith, on Thursday.
October 13. Lectures will be given by Mr.
Y\ J. Lobjoit Controller of Horticulture) and
Mr. G. P. Berry, of the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, and by Mr. B. Lindsay Bobb. Principal
of the Newton Bigg Farm School. A grading
and packing demonstration is also to be given.
The secretary is Mr. J. Bichardson. 5. Duke
Street, Penrith.

Centenarian Gardener—In our issue for Sep-
tember 10 we referred to the longevity of Mr.
Peter Watson, who for over fortv years served
as gardener at Dell Lodge. Nethybridge. Inver-
ness-shire. It is with much regret that we have
to announce the death of this venerable
gardener, who had attained the age of 103 years.
Mr. Watson was born on August 24. 1818. and
until quite recentlv he enjoyed wonderfullv good
health, and was able to walk through the "village
daily. Extremely delicate in childhood and
young manhood, he was advised by his doctor
to choose a vocation which would take him much
in the open air. Following this advice, he
chose gardening as a profession, and after several
years' work at various places he settled down
at Dell Lodge. Nethybridge, Inverness-shire,
where he gave good and faithful service for the
long period of forty-two years, retiring when he
was over eighty years of age. Mr. Watson and
his wife, who is now in her hundredth vear.
had a record of longevity which will be hard to
beat, their combined ages totalling 202 vears.

Plant Diseases and their Relations to Human
Disease.v--rnder the auspice; of the Chadwick
Trustees a public lecture on ''Plant Disease-
and their Relatione to Diseases in Man " will
be given in the lecture-room of the Chelsea
Physic Garden by Prof. V. H. Blackman on
Thursday. October 20. at 5.15 p.m. Sir
William J. Collins, chairman of the Chelsea
Trustees, will preside. Those who propose to
attend are invited to inspect the Chelsea
Botanic Gardens before the lecture-

Vegetable Cultivation in the United States.—
The U.S.A. Department of Commerce ** has
issued the following preliminary figures from
the 1920 census, -howing the extent of land
under vegetable crops during the year 1919:—
With the exception of Potato? and Sweet
Potatos grown on farms for sale, the acerage
under vegetables was 1.478,066. the principal
areas being the Atlantic seaboard, from New
York to Florida, the States bordering the
Great Lakes, California. Texas, and Iowa. The
States reporting the largest acreage were Cali-
fornia, with 142.178; New York. 131.980; Marv-
land. 119.984; and New Jersey, with 94,845
acres. Tomato; lead in the extent of area
planted, with 316.399 acres. 21.4 per cent, of
the total, Sweet Com following with 271.584

acres. Water Melons occupied 162.064 acres.

Cabbages 123.994 acres. Green Peas 103,686

acres, Onions 64,338 acres, Cantaloupe and Musk
Melons 73,436 acres, Green Beans 71,970 acres,

and Cucumbers 57,830 acres.

Mr. William Poupait.—Mr. and Mrs. William
Poupart, of Marsh Farm. Twickenham, cele-

brated their golden wedding on Wednesday, the

28th ult., and congratulations and good wishes

wtre sent them from horticulturists in many
lands. Mr. and Mrs. Poupart were married at

St. James* Church, Bermondsey, and went to

live at Gloucester Boad, Eew. where Mr.
Poupart was engaged in market gardening. He
subsequently became a market grower on a large-

scale at Twickenham, and quite early in life

he took a prominent position in horticultural

affairs : for over thirty years he was president

of the Market Gardeners', Nurserymen and
Farmers' Association, and he is at present

President of the Home Counties Associa-

tion. Mr. Poupart has always taken a

very keen interest in the cultivation and
raising of Daffodils suitable for marketing
as cut flowers, and his wide knowledge in these
matters has ensured for him a seat on the Boyai
Horticultural Societv's Narcissus Committee for

MB. WILLIAM POtTPABT.

many years past : while his practical knowledge
of fruits and vegetables has been at the services

of the B.H.S. Fruit and Vegetable Committee
for a very long period. Mr. Poupart is an
ardent supporter of the gardening charities, and
until quite recently was a member of the
governing body of the Boyal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund. It is not perhaps quite so well known
that Mr. Poupart has for a leng time been a

leading figure in the local affairs of the
Twickenham district : for forty years he was a
member of the Local Board and District Council,

and served twice as chairman of the Council.

He has also been one of the local school

managers, and for thirty-seven years a member
of the St. John's Hospital Committee. Some
years ago Mr. Poupart was a cricketer of some-
thing more than local fame, and even now his

interest in cricket and bowling is unabated.

The golden wedding celebration took place at

the Connaught Booms, where a party of 155

relatives and friends sat down to lunch. The
company included Mr. and Mrs. Poupart - six

sons and one daughter. The lunch was followed

by a musical entertainment and tea. An in-

teresting part of the proceedings was the pre-

sentation of an illuminated address by horticul-

tural friends, and the gift of a gold medallion

from the committee and medical and nursing

staffs of St John's Hospital, besides presents

from the Cambridge Park Bowling Club and

numerous friends. Three of the four bridesmaids
present at the wedding on September 28. 1871,
attended the golden wedding celebration, and
the fourth was only prevented from being pre-
sent by a death in her family. At the con-
clusion of the proceedings each guest received
an interesting souvenir of the occasion.

Exporting Orchids to Japan Although Orchid
specialists are fully aware th<>t Orchid plants
may be exported a? successfully as they may
be imported, it may be news to many that
Orchids suitably packed wiU travel almost any
distance and over a considerable period far
better than the great majority of plants. If

proof were wanting, it is provided in the
current issue of the Orchid Review, which con-

tains an illustration showing a box of three
CvmbiJiums exported from England to Japan.
These plants were sent by Messrs. J. and A
McBean, of Cooksbridge, to Baron Byokichi
Kawada, of Tokyo, Japan. Three boxes were
despatched, each containing two Cymbidium
hybrids, and they were forwarded by parcel

post. Baron Kawada was so pleased with the
Orchids when they arrived that he had one
of the boxes photographed so that the method
of packing and the splendid condition of the
plants could be made known. The illustration

i eferred to shows that the box was lined with
cotton wool, and the surface papered, in order

to project the plants from cold, for it should
be stated they travelled ria Siberia during the

early part of the year. At each end of the

box an aperture was made for providing ven-

tilation, this being covered by wire gauze, and
the chamber filled with cotton wool in order

to moderate any sudden inflow of cold air.

The foliage was entirely free of any packing,

and on arrival was found to be perfect; not

a leaf had changed its colour. The pots were

securely fastened, and the ball of compost in

no way disturbed, 1 enee all the roots remained

unbroken and in a living state.

Le Mans Chrysanthemum Show.—We learn

from Mr. C. Harman Payne that the date for

accepting entries for the British section of

tiie Le Mans Chrysanthemum Show has been

extended to October 20. Those who propose

to exhibit at Le Mans should notify Mr. C.

Harman Payne. 195. Wellmeadow Boad, Cat-

ford. ^L. not later than October 20, and

those who wish to visit the Le Mans Show and

do not wish to mi=; the National Chrysanthe-

mum Societv's Exhibition at Westminster, may
leave Lcmdc'i it 3 a.m. on November 4 and

reach Le Man; by midnight, ready to take

part in the opening of vhe exhibition, which

lakes place on November 5 to 13.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week —
Mondav. October 10.—United Horticultural

Benevolent and Provident Society"; Committee

meeting; Bath Gardeners' Debating Society's

meeting. Wednesday. October 12.—East Anglian

Horticultural Society's meeting: lecture by Mr.

Montague Allwood on " Dianthus Allwoodii and

Hardv^Carnations." Friday, October 14.—Boyal

Horticultural and Arboricultural Society of

Ireland Council meeting. Saturday. October

15._Carnwath Chrysanthemum Show: Peebles

Chrysanthemum Show.

"Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Pive Years

Ago. Gigantic Fuchsia. In the garden

attached to the Boval Engineer Office at Exeter

there are four or five Fuchsias, nearly all of the

same size, and concerning which I obtained the

following particulars. The largest plant H
7 feet 6 inches high, and 30 feet 6 inches in cir-

cumference : it would have been higher, but the

main branch was broken off some months ago.

It was planted eight vears back, in a situation

in which large Quantities of brick-bats, mortar

rubbish, etc.. had been thrown, and which never

holds the wet long, the drainage being so good,

a; in the other example mentioned in your paper

on p. 579. No dressing of any kind has ever

been applied, and no particular care has ever

been taken of it. The garden is to the north,

and the Fuchsias remain out all the winter, and

have been all the summer, and still are. in most

luxuriant blossom, as I myself witnessed to-day.

Xta. Ki't'r. October 5. Gard. Chron.,

10, 1846.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CYPRIPEDIUM YOUNGIANUM VAR.
MILDRED.

The original form of this elegant hybrid

i between C. superbiens (Veitchii) and C.

phiiippi'iense (laevigatum) was shown by the

reisers, Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, at the

Royal Horticultural Society's meeting, July 8,

1890, when it was given an Award of Merit.

On August 31, 1891, Messrs. Jas. Veitch and
'Sons obtained a First-Class Certificate for C.

lYoungianum Corningianuni; and in 1892 the

;late Norman O. Cookson was given an A.M
ifor the variety superbum. All three showed
considerable variation, but were alike in the

broad green leaves and tall spikes of delicately

tinted flowers. At the meeting held on Sep-

tember 20, Messrs. R. Telteh and Son, Exeter,

showed '.s C. Mildred (not Muriel, as reported)

a very pretty, light form which must be re-

corded as above. The dorsal sepals are white,

i-with dark ascending lines, the broad decurved

petals white with dotted lines of claret red,

the face of the lip yellowish-green.

SOPHRO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA PIXIE.

. S.-L.-C. PrxxE (S.-L. Marriottiana x C. Per.

civaliana), shown by Messrs. Stuart Low and
'Go. at the R.H.S. meeting. September 20, as

S.-L.-C. Rita, we had previously recorded for

them under the above name.

THE BULB GARDEN.
AMARYLLIS BELLADONNA.

The Belladonna Lilies are so beautiful that it

is surprising they are not more generally culti-

vated, especially in the warmer parts of the

country; they are perfectly happy in warm
borders alongside plant houses. The early sorts,

of which maxima is one, commence flowering

during August, and are followed by the type

,and other varieties during August. One of the

finest varieties is Parkeri, perhaps more
generally known as kewensis. These Amaryllis

are best replanted after their foliage has died

down, towards the latter half of July ; but when
well established and doing well it is unwise to

disturb them. It is getting late to plant pur-

chased bulbs, which are best set in September.
The border should be well drained, and consist

of good medium loam, to which, some coarse,

sharp sand has been added. The roots enjoy a

deep medium, but the bulbs must not be deeply
planted, or they will fail to grow and flower
freely ; a covering of two or three inches will

suffice. J. C.

as I am aware, of this being the case. It would
appear that it was found on Mount Keridach,
in the then Russian province of Talysoh, where
it grows at a height of from two thousand five

hundred to four thousand feet. It was sent to

the Royal Horticultural Society in 1844 by
Dr. Fischer, who obtained it from the Botanic

Garden at Dorpat.
Silene Schafta is perfectly hardy, and lasts

•well in oui' gardens, while it is so easily raised

from seeds that a stock can soon be secured.

With the writer it has not shown any special

liking for any particuluar soil, and has always

flowered well' in a shady or a sunny place, and

in soil ranging from light to heavy loam, or

are tempted to try them.. One of the plants

which comes within this category is Calan-

drinia umbellata, which may almost be
said to be of a shrubby or semi-shrubby nature,

but which is. unfortunately, too tender for us

to trust to the tender mercies of our climate.

It is a pretty plant for the rook garden, and a

small group raised from seeds is an object of

pleasure to those who see it. The plant grows

only about six inches high, has rather succulent

foliage, and produces on its branching, prostrate

stems a considerable number of its flowers of

purplish crimson, which appear in succession for

several months. It requires a light, well-drained

soil and a sunny position. It is a native of

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
SILENE SCHAFTA.

Those who only know Silene Schafta from
such coloured plates as that in Wooster's Alpine
Plant? 1st series, plate xxviii., fig. ii.. can
hardly be expected to be keen to possess it.

notwithstanding the laudatory words of the
accompanying text. A spray of Silene Schafta
is not enough to give an idea of its character,

while the colouring in the plate referred to is

not bright enough to convey to the eye the

true hue of the flowers. To do justice to this

little alpine, it ought to be shown as a growing
plant, depending from a ledge in the rock

garden or over a stone edging. This is the

true role of the plant, and in such a position

it generally commands much admiration. Its

value to us is greatly enhanced by the fact that

it blooms in autumn—a time when alpine

flowers are scarce in the rock garden

Silene Schafta makes a low tuft of pleasing,

small leaves, that provides a suitable setting for

the numerous purplish rose flowers which come
in late summer, and often continue to appear

even after the earliest frosts have spoiled

many of its sisters. It is only a few inches

—

six or so—high and compact enough to meet

•with the approval of the many who desire plants

of this habit. Why this* Catchflv has the

specific name of Schafta remains obscure. 1

observe that Wooster suggests that it may be

its native name, but there is no evidence, so far

Fio. 74.—GLADIOLI'S SNOW GLORY. R.H.S. AWARD OF MERIT, SEPTEMBER 27. (SEE 177.

loam, leaf-soil and sand with some grit. It has

been recommended for bedding, but I have never

seen it employed for this purpose.

CALANDPINIA UMBELLATA.
Many have been the disappointments caused

to growers by plants which are nominally peren-

nials, but are so tender as to be little more
than annuals in the greater part of the United

Kingdom. They may survive a mild winter or

two in a favoured place, and some of them

may stand for years in the specially mild dis-

tricts, but eventually they generally succumb

to some winter of more than usually trying con-

ditions. These subjects are often delightful in

themselves, and most of us who care for flowers

Chili, and was introduced in 1856. C. umbellata

is best treated as a half-hardy annual, sowing

the seed under glass in spring, and planting

out in May or early June. S. A.

ZAUCHNERIA CALIFORNICA.

Tins plant and its varieties are often shy

flowering unless grown in very warm positions.

They arc well suited to a hot, dry position m
the 'nick garden, or. even better still, on a dry,

retaining wall, on which they run and spread

freely between the stones. The extremely dry

and hot weather experienced this year has

suited tliis plant, and it has for a long time

been flowering with unusual freedom. /. 0.
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The Weeks Work.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward. Gardener to R. C. Palmes More,

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Cyclamen—Plants of Cylamen that were
raised from seed sown some fifteen or sixteen
months since have attained a useful size arid
are furnished with an abundance of healthy
leaves that half hide the pots. Although the
foliage is impatient of direct exposure, to sun-
shine the amount that will reach them after
this date will do no harm, however near they
may be to the roof-glass. The plants should
be grown in a little heat at night, also on cold
days. Keep a sharp watch for the presence
of r.ed spider and syringe the undersides of
the leaves if the pest is detected.

Browallia.—Plants of Browallia that have been
grown in frames all the summer should now
be placed in the greenhouses. The Browallia is

a beautiful subject for decoration during the
winter and also in spring. Seed may be sown
now to raise plants for flowering next spring;
the seedlings should be grown on a shelf near
to the roof-glass.

Sweet Peas.—Make a sowing of Sweet Peas
in 3-inch pots to obtain plants for flowering
next spring. Place three seeds in each pot :

some growers prefer to sow more to obtain
bushier specimens. As soon as the seedlings
are 3 inches high they should be transferred
to 6-inch pots and again, finally, to 10-inch or
even 12-inch pots. The plants should be grown
under cool treatment as the use of fireheat
would make them develop weakly and lose their
sturdiness. The seedlings should be placed on
a shelf near to the roof-glass, where they will
be exposed fully to the light. Careful watering
:s necessarv during the winter.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. H. C.
Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Wall Trees.—The dry, warm weather 1ms
favoured the ripening of the wood of all kinds
of fruit trees, but all available means should
be employed to complete the ripening of the
wood of Peaches and Nectarines : stop all the
strong shoots, and remove all superfluous wood,
also tie or nail in any shoots that may require
it. Still attend to the watering of' borders.
especially that portion close to the wall, for the
brickwork always absorbs a considerable amouut
of moisture from the soil. Remove all unneces-
sary growths from wall Figs, for a similar
reason as stated above, and. as soon as all the
fruits have been gathered, well wash the trees
with the garden engine or hcse pipe, after which
but little attention will be necessary until the
winter pruning of the trees takes place.

Routine Work.—Gather all fruits as they be-
come fit, before the ad\ent of autumn gales.
Keep the fruit room cool and dry. Commence
preparations for the planting of fruit trees next
month. The nature of the soil, subsoil, and
situation will determine what these preparations
should consist of. Draining, to carrv off super-
fluous moisture, and mixing and pulverising the
particles for improving their texture, in
order to admit more readily the moisture and
heat of the atmosphere, are operations oif gTeat
importance to be attended to in improving soils
of a retentive nature. The ground at this
season of the year, not being saturated with
autumn rains, is still warm and will work freelv.
Trees lifted early suffer less by their removal
than if left for several weeks later, and if

expeditiously dealt with will hecome established
in their new quarters before the advent of severe
weather. Such trees, if given liberal and care-
ful treatment during the following season, will

quickly reach a fruitful and profit-bearing stage.
Plums and Cherries especially, if planted at
this early period of the autumn, will make fresh
roots beiore the winter, and the buds will be
found to break stronger in spring than on trees
planted later in the season, cr even early in

spring. The present season is most propitious
for early planting; cold and wet summers are
not so favourable on account of file wood being
insufficiently ripened. Strawberries may still

be planted, particularly those that have been
put out previously in nursery beds, or were
layered late. New plantations of Gooseberries.
Cui rants, and P,aspberi'>s may now be made.
Guard against Jeep planting, and be caieful to
place the finer particles of soil among the roots,
afterwaids making the soil firm by gently treacl-

ing it with the feet. Clear away all weeds from
tne permanent fruit quarters, as <hero is yet
ample time lor them to seed. Quinces. Medlars
and Walnuts should be gathered. Peach trees
that have produced extra strong growths, or
in other ways show signs if needing root prun-
ing, should be marked and dealt with at the
earliest possible opportunity.

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By J. Collier. Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Vanda coerulea.—This Vanda is sending up
its flower scapes. The plants should be exposed
to the full sunlight, and ample ventila-
tion allowed whenever the outside conditions
are favourable. The roots should be well
supplied with water, and the atmo-phere
kept fairly moi^t until the flowers begin to
open. Vanda coerulea needs a less humid
atmo-phere than other members of the genus.
When the flower spikes are removed the plants
should be kept siightly drier at the roots until
growth re-cornmence-

Coelogyne cristata.— Plants of this userful
species that are growing freely require
copious supplies of water at the roots, but the
compost ohould not be kept in a continually
wet condition or the soil will become sour.
They should be placed near to the roof-gla>s,
and only shaded when the sun is hot enough
to be likely to injure the foliage. Other
plants of this Coelogyne that are growing
under warmer conditions will soon be com-
pleting their pseudo-bulbs, and directly these
are fully developed, the amount of water at
the roots should be gradually reduced. In a
tfew weeks only sufficient moisture need be
given to keep the pseudo-bulbs plump.

FLOWER GARDEN.
By Johs Corrrs, Royal Botanic Garden*. Kew.

Iris.—Both Spanish and English Irises should
be planted early in the present month. Both
kinds are very beautiful in the garden, as well
as being useful for furnishing a supply of cut
flowers: the lighter and more graceful Spanish
Irises are especially suitable for indoor decoration
in vases. Plants intended to furnish a supply
of cut blooms should be planted in the reserve
or nursery garden. Both types glow well in
any good ordinary garden soil, the English Iris

succeeding on heavier soils than the Spanish,
which enjoy a lighter, warm and well-drained
rooting-mediuriK Stagnant moisture, at the
roots during the winter is fatal to their well-
being. There are many fine named varieties
in both sections. A beautiful effect may be
obtained by growing Gypsophila elegans as
a groundwork for mixed beds of Spanish Iris,

or the scheme may be restricted to one varietv.
using a good yellow sort such as Cajanus or
Walter T. Ware, or some of the fine blue
varieties such as Count of Nassau, L'Unique,
or Perle d'Amour. The Gypsophila may be
sown in the bed after the Irises are planted
The so-called Dutch Irises are becoming in-
creasingly popular, and should be given a trial,
although they are still expensive compared with
the Spanish and English varieties. Thev re-

semble the Spanish varieties, but have larger
flowers, and' bloom about two weeks in advance

|

of them. This early flowering is valuable, !

as it gives a longer season of these beautiful
flowers. Irises of the Oncoeylus and Regelia
groups are notoriously difficult to cultivate, and >

are only suited to the specialist, with the pos- i

sible exception of I. Susiana. which is the
]

best -known and easiest of them. But hybrids
of these two groups, although by no means easv

,

to grow, are more amenable under cultivation:
'

than the species, and their colouration is so
wonderful and beautiful that they are worthy
of extra trouble. The dry rhizomes should
be planted on a dry. warm and sheltered border,
such as in front of plant -houses. They should
not be deeply planted, but only just covered with
soil. Next year, when they have flowered, and '

their foliage has died down, they should be
;

lifted and stored in the dry until autumn. In
our uncertain climate this is the only way of !

giving them rest that is essential to them,
unless they are grown in frames, and covered

'

with glass lights during their resting period.

Ariemis, Charon. Eurydice, Hecate, Isis and .

Psyche are all good varieties.

Tamarix—In my remarks on this shrub, on
j

p. 134. the paragraph which starts. " This
species is the most showy of an garden decora-

tions."' should read—Tamarix pentandra is the '

most showv of all, etc.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By ARTHrB Bullock, Gardener to E. J. \Ytthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Cucumbers.—Plants raised from seeds sown as
advised on page 72. are becoming well estab-

lished. An excess of moisture either at the
j

roots or in the atmosphere will prove detrimen-
tal at this season, but on bright days the ;

plants may be syringed overhead. This, how- I

ever, should be done sufficiently early in the
day to allow the plants to become dry before \

night. Winter Cucumbers should be cropped i

very sparingly and grown in a little artificial i

warmth.

Tomatos.—Plants that have reached the stage
|

of exhaustion should be relieved of their few
remaining fruits, which may be ripened in a
box or basket in a warmer place. The old I
plants should be removed as quickly as possible

and destroyed on the garden fire as a precau-
tionary measure. If the soil in which the
plants have been grown was a newly made
compost in the early soring, and is intended
to be used for another season's crop, it will be
advisable to turn it up roughly, add well-rotted

dung and a little unslaked lime. Although good
crops of Tomatos may be had for a year or

two when soil is treated in this way. it is

preferable to use fresh soil each season. The i

structure in which the plants have been grown ,

should be thoroughly cleansed and the walls ;

lime-washed before using them again for Tomato t<

growing. Late plants in pots should, if not '|

already removed indoor, be housed forthwith,
j J

for the time has arrived when frosts are immi-
ne^t, and a slight frost is sufficient to cause a
check, from which they may never recover.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patemaw Gardener to Sir C. Sall-Caix, Bart.,

The Node. Codieote, Wehvvn, Hertfordshire.

Asparagus.—As soon as the stems of Aspara-
gus become sufficiently ripe they may be cut

down, and the beds cleared of weeds. The whole
of the surface may then be lightly pricked

over with a. fork to break any hard crust,

and a slight dressing of well-decayed manure
applied, which may be left uncovered through
the winter. Any remaining crops growing in

the alleys should be cleared immediately they
become fit. and the soil afterwards trenched
deeply. This will help considerably to allow

excessive moisture to drain from the beds dur-

ing the winter.
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Cauliflowers.—Seedling Cauliflowers raised
from seed sown as previously advised should be
pricked off, as they become large enough to
handle, in a cold frame where they may re-

ceive protection from severe frost and excessive
rains. The distance at which these plants are
usually spaced is from three to four inches.
When the condition of the weather is favourable
Cauliflowers in frames should be fullv exposed
to the air and light. When once established
care must be exercised in applying water, as
an excessive amount of moisture during the
winter would militate against sturdy growths.
Cauliflowers ready for consumption need con-
stant attention to prevent waste. Those that
are ready for use should be pulled up and hung
head downwards in a ccol cellar or shed, or the
curds may be protected by bending the leaves
over them. Should a succession of curds be
assured they are best used as they become ready.

Mushrooms.—Beds that were formed as ad-
vised and the spawn inserted in August will, in
all probability, have Mushrooms snowing
through the surface. Very careful treatment will
be necessary to secure the best results. While the
mild weather continues the temperature of the
Mushroom house may probably rise higher than
that advised, but it may be* regarded as safe
if it dees not exceed 6CP. When cold weather
sets in the temperature may be allowed to fall

to about 52° before artificial warmth is required.
Moisten the beds, if necessary, with clear, tepid
water, using rain water for preference. It should
always be remembered that watering on fre-
quent occasions is detrimpntal to this" crop. A
covering of straw will assist in preventing ex-
cessive evaporation. To maintain a continuous
supplv of Mushrooms it will hi necessary to
collect manure from the stables at intervals
during the season for the making of (fresh beds.
Do not place a great quantity of manure
together at one tin-.?, as it would become too
hot through fermentation.

THE ROSARY.

ROSE SHOWS AND AMATEURS.
The^ note on Rose Shows and Amateurs by

< Mr. F. A. Govett on p. 124 is one that opens
up some very interesting questions. The
National Rose Society, I feel sure, has the

• interests of the small grower very much at
k heart, and the points which Mr. Govett has
i put forward are worthy of serious consideration.
Hie enthusiastic amateur grower, be his collec-
tion large or small, is the person whom the

|

National Rose Society wishes to encourage, and
to whom it desires to affoid every possible
assistance. The Society wishes to increase its

;
membership, and this desirable object can only

' be attained by catering for the average grower
!
of Roses. I sympathise with Mr. Govett and

;
his attitudo in regard to maiden versus cut-

i back plants, and I think the time has arrived

|

when the National Rose Society might, with
great benefit to amateur Rose growing, insert

a few classes for blooms from cut-backs in its

schedules. It would be interesting to know
what professional gardener wrote that it is use-
less to grow Roses unless you bud them.
This is an antiquated doctrine, and it is one
which has been a serious hindrance to a more
extended cultivation of the Rose from a purely
exhibition standpoint. I would strongly advise
Mr. Govett, and also any other amateur
growers in a similar position, to take such
advice run:, arano stilis. I contend that Roses
equally fine— in many cases thev are finer—can
be grown from cut -backs as from maidens, and
if clnsses for cut-backs are established in the

schedules of the National Rose Society I think
1 my contention will be proved.

The over-dressing, in fact any dressing at all,

uf Rose I looms is another feature of exhibiting

that should disappear. Judges, however, have

much in their power in this respect, and most

isocieties will not now tolerate flowers that are

over-dressed. I have judged at a few Rose

shows, and flowers that have been dressed out

of character by the hands of man receive short
shrift from me.
With reference to gold medals for new Roses,

I agree with much of what Mr. Govett has
written on this subject, but surely he is wrong
when he states that gold medals are too freely
awarded. This has not been the case for the
past two years. I am one of those who have
had to record their judgment on the seedling
Roses for the past two seasons, and, knowing
the difficulties of giving the highest award to
a new variety, I think that the committee has

varieties were used, but the growth of these in

the strong soil at Abbotswood was so great as

to soon make it impossible to see the design of

the garden. The garden is now planted with
hybrid Tea Roses in the beds, and Dorothy
Page Roberts, Mrs. E. G. Hill, Madame Leon
Pain, Prince de Bulgarie, Ecarlate, Ophelia,
Lady Hillingdon, Molly Sharman Crawford,
K. of K., Madame Jules Bouohe, Christine, and
Red Letter Day are the leading varieties used.
At the end. on each side of the seat, are

Zephirine Drouhin and Lady Waterlow. On

FtO. 75.—ROSE MAUEL MORSE. N.R.S. COLO MEDAL, SEPTEMBER 22. (SEE P. 176.)

been very careful and cautious. A maiden
plant of the seedling is always before the

judges, and on the occasions when I have been

present we have had a free discussion on the

new variety as to how it compares with some
;

thing similar already in cultivation. It is a

difficult task at best, but I live in the hope

that trials of new Roses at Wisley, under the

auspices of the Royal Horticultural and the

National Rose Societies, are not far distant.

George M. Taylor, Edinburgh.

ROSE GARDEN AT ABBOTSWOOD.

The charming Rose garden at Abbotswood,

Stow-on-the-Wold, the residence of Mark Fen-

"wick, Esq. (Fig. 76. p. 185), was made in the

autumn of 1911. It is 90 feet long by 30 feet

wide.

Mr. F. Tustin, the gardener, informs us that.

when first planted, many hybrid perpetual

the pergola pillars are Paul's Scarlet Climber.

Coronation; Tea Rambler, Tausendschon, and
Alberic Barbier.

By the side of the pergola runs a border of the

dwarf Polyantha Roses, Mrs. Cutbuah, Annchen
Muller, Jessie, Perle d'Or, Ceeile Brunner, and
Orleans. At the end of the garden (not shown
in the illustration) there is a border of single

Roses, the varieties used being Irish Glory,

Isobel, Princess Mary, Ulster Gen., and Irish

Elegance. Mr. Tustin WTites that Dorothy Page
Roberts, Ophelia, Madame Leon Pain, and
Ecarlate were flowering finely at the end of

September.
The garden is paved with York stone, and

local stone is used tor the pergola. A Yew
hedge divides the Rose garden from the other

parts of the flower gardens.

Those who intend to plant Roses this autumn
will find the list given by Mr. Tustin very

useful.
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EDITOR!A I NO TICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, WC2

Editors and Publisher.

—

°ur correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their communica-
tions, and save us much time and trouble, if they
would kindly observe the notice printed weekly to the

effect that all letters relating to financial matters
and to advertisements should be addressed to the
Publisher, and that all communications intended for
publication referring to the lAterary department, and
all plants to be named, should be directed to the
Editors. The two departments, Publishing and Edi-
torial, are distinct, and much unnecessary delay and
confusion arise when letters are misdirected.

MR. KINGDON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA.*

6.—To the Sources of the Red River.

ASTIOKP climb brought us to Hie

summit of tlie limestone ridge and
the country grew drier than ever.

Still there were quite a number of

shrubs in flower. Roses became common, for

the first time—they are typical of the higher
plains in Western Yunnan. One. with fragrant
white flowers in large trusses, was just coming
into bloom. In the hedge was a charming vine,
with small, gracefully lobed loaves, also Heut-
zia and Barberry, hut the last was over. The
hill tops, as usual, were still covered with Oak
and Pine, beneath which grew scarcely anything
except a very yellowish green Euphorbia and a

very blue Cynoglossum, whose roots, which were
thicker and fleshier than the stem, went down
ever so far into the inhospitable soil. A
small purple Polygala and a violet Draeoce-
phalum were the only other flowers 1 saw on
these arid slopes. But at the valley brads,

where there was a little water and cultivation,

there were hedges with many shrubs, and a few
flowers by the stream, including, of course,

Primula malacoides, now over.

But the most surprising thing was to find

a Magnolia in the Oak and Pine tforest;

a small, gnarled tree of perhaps twenty feet,

growing in the dry gullies, where nut a drop
of water trickled. It was not yet in flower, but
several fat buds suggested thai it was but wait

ing for the first raun. However, I secured
foliage and fruit, and shall be interested to

leam what this bold species which braves the
dryness of interior Yunnan is.

Presently we came to an open ridge (we had
left the limestone again and were on slate)

dried to a cinder by sunshine and wind ; even
Pines refused to grow here, but a number of

Ccrubby Rosaeeae coped with the situation.

They were all in flower, too—grim visaged,

twiggy shrubs with pale green foliage. There
was a Cotoneaster, and a Crataegus smelling
exactly like Hawthorn. A small Crab Apple
was already ripening its sour-looking fruits.

From this windy ridge we •descended through
Pine woods once more into a deep valley.

There is a peculiarity about the Pine trees in

this part of Yunnan—I had remarked it for the

last few days; namely, that their trunks are

frequently twisted spirally. I noticed this in

no other trees, and can find no rational explana-
tion of the phenomenon. It is no superficial

appearance of twisting, for quite numbers of

trees have regular corkscrew trunks, and later

I saw some timber from which the bark had
been stripped; the grain of the wood itself ran

spirally round the trunk, as shown by the

cracks.

Before we left the Pine woods I found one
inn,' flower—a bright violet Salvia; it is curious

* The previous articles by Mr. Kingdon Ward were
published in our issue* of May 14, June 18, July 2:i,

Augrust 20, n;nd September :), 1921.

that of the few flowers found on these waterless
slopes, nearly all should have blue or violet

flowers. On May 7 we continued up the valley,

crossed another range, and dropped down to the
city of Meng-hua-t'ing, near the headwaters of

the Red River, which flows away to the south-
east, through Tongkdng.

On the way up the valley I noticed th#
foliage of a Primula coming up in a marsh; it

had the look of a sikkimensis. but search re-
vealed nothing better than a paltry nessensis
type, and over at that. In fact, the seeds were
already scattered abroad, though I saved a few.
I even found one sorry plant with a few flowers,
but they were too shoddy for a fair pronuncia-
tion as to its merits. A delicious fragrance
and snowy meal on the calyces may save it from
be.:ng absolutely banal, but one cannot expect
much from any near relation of Primula
nessensis.

The country was .,till much too dry for flowers
on a generous scale, and it was too hot to
bother about looking for them, climbing up that
odious valley, for while busy saving what seed
I could of the fallen Primula in the bog (pocket-
ing at the same time seed of another marsh
plant wluise capsules were obligingly ripe and
looked quaint), the silly fellows allowed my
pony to go on with the caravan. A long, hot
walk effectually raised my temper, and it

would have needed dozens of alpines underfoot
to bring me round. However, when I did at

length catch up with the caravan (comfortably
having lunch) my fury faded under the effects of
many cups of tea.

There was no forest at all up this valley,
only shrubs, and those almost confined to the
summit. A violet Larkspur had opened one
bloom in a marsh, and on the ridge was a fine
l.onireru. forming u -mall tree fifteen or twenty
feet high and covered with blossom. From the
top <jf the divide—some 7,500 feet—we saw
Meng-hua, not so very far below (it is itselll

5,800 feet above sea level) in the valley of the
Red River.

The descent was vile, and then came -an easy
march across the well-cultivated valley over the
rivor by a mud embankment to the city.

Market gardening -cmed to be in a flourish-

ing state here, and there were scores

of well-tended allotments, where many kinds
of vegetables were raised. As usual there
was opium Poppy in plenty, and a good deal

of Wheat. We left Meng-hua next morning
without having si?en anything of the city,

which, however, appealed from a cursory
glance bestowed upon it, and a ride through
the principal suburb outside the wall, to be
a. much more imposing and busy place than
Shunning-fu.

The ride up the valley, through cultivation,

was not exhilarating. Hedges of Roses, amongst
w 1 ich a fine, light crimson-pink dog Rose was
the best, and banks covered with brilliant blue

Cynoglossum and pink Lychnis (a very happy
combination of colour) were not features to go
into hysterics over: and I was glad when, after

six hours' travel, we reached the head of the

valley and the foot of the last range of moun-
tains.

On May 9, th? twenty-ninth day since we
started from I.ashio, there was a great excite-

ment in the neighbourhood, as a band of

robbers had swooped down in the night and
burgled a house close by. They departed over

the mountains at dawn. So we just missed'

seeing them as we climbed the bare slopes.

The range between the Red River and the

Ta-li Lake is very bar,?, covered for the most

part with grass and Bracken, though there is

a thick growth of shrubs on the northern slope

—

that facing the lake. The pass must be about '

9,000 feet high.

On the dry, grassy slopes near the summit

their grew a capitata Primula, long since over,

and in the bogs formed by trickles of water

oozing out of the mountain was found a can-

delabra Primula in the same condition. I got

a few seeds from both ; for though we were now

practically at Ta-li, which is classic ground,

having been worked over by a succession of

collectors, so that I had no serious hope ol

finding anything new. still, in Yunnan one

never can be quite sure. Thus I always collect

the seed of Primulas and the like, if possible.

On the North-East Frontier I collected seed of

P. burmanioa, under the impression that it

was only P. Beesiana—and it turned out to be

new. And who shall tell P. capitata ifrom P.

pEiiudo-capitata in fruit, when only one of

them is there? So I did not pass by even these

Tali Primulas. A small Drosera grew on the

damp, grassy slopes, and there were several

Rhododendrons in bloom, all, however,

shrubby species. The view of the lake from the

pass, chequered with the shadows of [passing

cloud, was beautiful, and straightway my
thoughts went back to the Greeks on their re-

turn from Persia, and the joyful civ with which

they greeted u similar spectacle. F. Kingdai

Ward.

PALMS OF THE RIVIERA.

Yisitcrs to the Riviera will see a great num-

ber of small or medium-sized Palms which hayj

some resemblance to the ubiquitous I heenix

canariensis, and possessing, like it. a thick

trunk and gracefully arched leaves, but being in

all their parts of much smaller proportions.

.\lo,,t of these smaller Palms have very glaucous

foliage, but some are nearly quite green,

though never so pure green as in Phoenix

canariensis. But on looking at the shape of
j

the folioles, it will be seen immediately that

the two halves are bent down, forming a rim

on the lower surface, while in all the Phuenix

the two halves of the folioles are turned up

wards, thus forming a rim on the upper J

surface.

These Palms, so common in Riviera gardens,

belong to the genus Butia, but up to now they

have "alwavs been called Cocos, and a few re-
j

marks are' here necessary. The late Professor

0. Beccari has revised the genus Coccs, Linne.,

and retained only one species as Cocos, namely,

the well-known ' Cocos nucifera, a distinctly

tropical species. All the other Palms, formerly

known as Cocos, he has referred to three

genera, Arecastrum, Syagrus, and Butia the

last genus forming the subject of this article.

The name Butia of the last newdy created

genus was given by Professor Becoari Ibecause, -

in fact, nearly all' the species belonging to it

are known by it in their native countries,

Southern Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Ar-

gentina, and rather appreciated on account of

their fruits, which are edible in most species.

As stated above, the trunk is thick, and it is

covered bv the bases of the dead leaves, these

being decidedly marcesent, that is, never drop-

ping off but remaining fixed to the trunk until

at last, after many years, they may slowly rot.

The leaves are in' all the species" most grace-

fully arched, and the petioles possess on the

borders small triangular spines, very broad at

the base and quite distinct ill appearance from

the usuallv long and very pointed spines of the

different Phoenix.

By far the greatest number of the Palms

known in the Riviera gardens and elsewhere

under the names Cocos australis, Cocos cam-

pestris, Cocos tiaertneri, Cocos Blumenairi and
Cocos Alphonsei. must be referred to Butia

capitata or some of its forms. Professor Beccari

has retained as distinct species Butia leii spatlia
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and Butia Bonnetii, but at the same time
in (,'iinrf Coros Liiinc and le Palme affini,
Firenzi?, Institute Agricolo Coloniale. Italiano,

1916 he states that these Palms might
perhaps rather be considered only as varieties

or sub-species of Butia capitata. He does not

state why he lias not done so, since in fact as

is evident to anybody who cultivates together
all these Palms, the similarity of characters is

manifest. Beccari further distinguishes Butia
eriospatha and Butia Yatay, in appearance very
similar to Butia capitata, but possessing a few
distinct characters.

But. particularly, all the Butias may be con-
sidered in the same manner as forming a very
homogeneors group, of which the members can
hardly be distinguished from each other by the
layman, so that for ornamental purposes it has
very little importance which species or variety
is planted.

AH the Butias are perfectly hardy on the
Riviera, and even in colder regions they do
not suffer, which is easy to understand, since in

such parts they have often resisted tempera-
ture* as low as 15° Centigrade, a tempera-
ture considerably below any ever known on the
Riviera prop.?!'. These very hardy Palms have,
therefore, a considerable value as ornaments of

gardens, greenhouses and conservatories, espec-
ially as they may be cultivated in pots better
than most other Palms.
Mv late friend. B. Chabaud, botanist, of

Toulon, has described under the name C'ocos

lilaceiflora a Palm referred by Prof. Beccari
to Butia capitata as var. lilaceiflora. I have

' seme plants of this very remarkable Palm, quite
striking bv the unusual and very beautiful

colour of the flowers, which in the other species
and varieties are of the usual whitish or yel-

lowish colour of Palm flowers.

The Butias, having leaves rarely more than
three metres long, are eminently adapted for

planting in small gardens in front of bourses or

in such places where little space can be allowed,
and as the crown, consisting usually of some
twenty or thirty leaves, does not give too much
shade, flowers may be grown under 1 1 1

1
.

•

Palms.
I mav here remark, that in all the Butias

which have flowered in mv garden, the male
flowers of the spathe develop several days or

even weeks before the female flowers, and thai

when the pistil comes out from the bracts which
surround it. all the male flowers have disap-

peared. Thus the female flowers cannot be pol-

lenised bv the male flowers of the same spathe,
but must depend on pollinisation on such
flowers as develop later, which is also usually
the eas>. the deve'opment of the spadices taking
place gradually one after the other. Where
several Butias grow together the first female
(lowers mav. nf course, be fertilised by pollen

from a neighbouring plant.

As remarked above, most of the Butias have
eatable fruits. These fruits are ordinarily of

the size of small Plums, but globular or de-

pressed, beine somewhat broader than long and
of yellow colour when ripe, some having a

beautiful rose-coloured base, so that the bunches
of fruits present quite an ornamental feature.

The fruits develop and ripen in the space of

five or six months from the flowering, which is

a quick development for a Palm fruit. The
fruits of Butia capitata and all its varieties are

among the best, but all have more or less

fibre intermixed with the flesh, a defect which
probably could be overcome bv continued selec-

tion since there are individual differences. The
taste, also, is not equally good in all varieties,

nor tile size of the fruits or (he relative abun-
dance of the flesh. I have nianv varieties of

diffeient value in tliese respects, for instance, a

very small plant, Butia capitata var. pygmaea,
not much more than half a metre in height,

though it is some thirty years old. The
plant is among the better ones I have described

and named in Jferue Horticole, Paris. It is,

of course, a variety Specially suited for culti-

vation in riots, anj might eventually, when in

(roil, lie placed on a dinner table.

Some of the, fruits of the Butia have a most
agri-cubic perfume, which, of course, renders

them still more attractive. The taste of the

best varieties id' fruit is quite pleasant, sweet,

slightly acid, and somewhat like the flavour of

Ananas (Pineapple). The juice when pressed

out of the fruits may be boiled with sugar to

make jam. Probably no other Palm with edible

fruits combine to such a degree beauty and
resistance to cold, and I recommend the

planting of Butias wherever they can lvsist

the winter temperature, especially as the

flowering, notwithstanding that it is a plant

from - the southern hemisphere, takes

place in spring, and the fruits ripen

in the autumn, so that the winter cold does not

interfere with the development of the fruits.

Dr. A. Robertson Pmschowshy, Jardin

d'Acclimatatwn , Lei Tropiques, Nice, France.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

NOTES ON THE FREESIA.

The Freesia year commences in August.

Some time during that month the corms should

he potted and started on another cycle of

growth, although very fair results may be had

a cold frame or a cold greenhouse where air may
be given night and day until frost comes, from

which, in ancient phraseology, they must be
" defended." This means that about the first

week in December, or perhaps a little earlier,

they should be brought into a cool greenhouse

if it is impossible to keep frost from them in

frames. As I always have my eye on the pro-

duction of good corn.s for another year's re-

quirements, I never resort to hard forcing, but

am well content to get my first flowers from

the last week of January onwards. For this a

temperature of about 45° to 50" by day is suffi-

cient. Successive batches may be introduced,

as required, from time to time. If coloured

varieties are grown, they should not be left in

a cold frame so long as the whites. They
appear to be more " nesh," and require a

minimum of warmth all along if they are ex-

pected to grow well. My coloured varieties are

always started under glass. iiarly staking is

essential. The leafy shoots should never be

allowed to flop about and get bent. I grow

Fig. 76.—the rose garden at abbotswood, stow-on-the-wdld. (see p. 183.)

if they are put in during September or early

October.

Freesias are not fastidious about soil so long

as it is porous and light. An ideal rooting

medium may be made of good old Kettering

loam that has been stacked for twelve months
or two yeans and pure, rotted leaf -mould, in

the proportion of two parts of the first-named

ingredient to one of the latter. If coarse silver

sand is available, a good sprinkling might be

added every now and again as the heap of mixed
soil is being made. I never use any artificial

manure in the [lotting soil at Whitewell, but

trust to feeding the roots when the plants are

in full growth with mild doses of Clay's lei

tiliser and soot water. With regard to the

size ot pot to he Used, luv experience is that,

on the whole, Freesias prefer small pots to large

ones; that is to say, seven corn.s may safely

he put in a 5-inch ]Kit, or from twelve to four

teen in a pot 7 inches in diameter. 1 have often

been surprised to see what fine big corms we
have had when three have been grown in a

ol inch pot. If. as I advise, the corms at the

lime of potting are covered with a good inch
of soil, there is no necessity for covering (ho

pots, but they should be stood out of doors.

or, if they are coloured varieties, preferably in

some common Michaelmas Daisies which have

twiggy tops to SUpplj Supports for the purpose.

They" must be used in a perfectly dry and

blown slate, otherwise I hey g*< cmeled with

a kind of mould. If to be taken into a room in

pots the old system of sticks and raffia ties round

thei usl be adopted, or tic new All wood

rings mav be Used. Ill olden days rom

parativelj few people bothered to keep

their Pre sias from year to year, and the

corms were consigned to the rubbish heap

as s.Kin as the flowers were over. Now it is

otherwise, flu- corms of the coloured varieties

arc still expensive, and even those of the old

refracta and refracta alba arc uun so cheap »s

they were, and should be saved from year to

year if it is at all possible. This is ill itself

ii g I reason lor not hurrying oil their period

of blooming, for so much bangs on the alter

(are of the plants when their Bowers are over.

They should still be fed and looked alter with

as much attention as ever they "ere. Heine

they require a warm house in which to mature

their foliage, and by its means store up a suffi-

ciency of food lo give the plants of the next

generation a good start in their cycle of life.

Joseph Jacob.

(To he concluded.)
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SEPTEMBER VEGETABLES.

Since the beginning of September we have

had nearly 2^ inches of rain, and all

vegetation has responded in remarkable
fashion. Trees, shrubs, herbaceous and other

plants have become splendidly refreshed, but

the greatest improvement has taken place in

the kitchen gardens. We have already experi-

enced two or three early night frosts

(fortunately without damage being done),

therefore all those who have crops likely to be
damaged by frost should have the means of

protection near at hand in case of need. No
crops have ceased, though in one or two cases

there has been a lessening of supplies, whilst

one or two new kinds have come into use.

Globe Artichokes are scarce, but the crop

has not actually gone out of use.

French Beans are yielding most happily,

Canadian Wonder is bearing freely, and the
variety. Magpie, of which 1 wrote some time
back, has fully borne out all that was then
claimed for it. Golden Waxpod is also doing
very well. We are getting supplies, both from
the open and from frames as noted last month.

Runner Beans are cropping very sparsely
in this neighbourhood, undoubtedly owing to

the trying season. However, we have no cause
for complaint at Aldenham, for supplies are
nearly, if not quite, up to the average, as a
result of deep cultivation, evening sprayings,
and proper staking.

I referred to Globe Beet in frames last

month, and it is perhaps well to give details

of these as showing what may be done with
frames on a mild hot bed. We are pulling

very fine, shapely roots of Crimson Globe, the
seed of which was sown on June 22 last, to

take the place of a batch of Carrots that had
been similarly grown, and were then finished
off. When the Beet are finished, or lifted for

storing, then the frame will be ready for a
further crop, and so one item follows another.

Of Cabbages there is nothing fresh to report,
and supplies are about the same as those of
last month.

Carrots form another crop in which little

change has to be registered, though, as with
Beet, another frame item calls for record.
Here the reverse position occurred, for after
finishing off a crop of Globe Beet, two
varieties of Carrots were sown ; Champion
Horn on June 22 and Favourite on June 29.
and are now providing excellent roots.

Cauliflowers are also doing well, and there
is a good yield of excellent heads of both
Early Giant and Autumn Giant. It may he
noted here that good heads of Broccoli
Michaelmas White are turning in, and will
soon be available for use, from plants that
were raised from seed sown in April.
Egg Plants (Aubergines) I dealt fully with

last month, and since then have had the
pleasure of setting up in the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Hall a collection mainly
composed frf plants in fruit, in addition to
Capsicums and Chillies. This collection
attracted considerable attention, and I believe
this vegetable (the Aubergine) will come much
more into demand. As it is little, if any, mure
trouble to raise than the Tomato, I would
urge extended cultivation of this vegetable.
Kohl Rabi is still affording plentiful supplies

of nice young roots, of the white, green and
purple sorts.

Lettuces are holding out fairly well con-
sidering the season they have had. The
Cabbage varieties are specially good, and
those mentioned last month are still in supply.
The autumn sown Onions are now practically

finished, and to replace these we are now
drawing on the spring sown plants. The two
principal varieties are Ailsa Craig and Premier.
other sorts being held mostly in reserve owing
to their superior storage qualities. Young
Onions for salads are raised to meet require-
ments.

Mention was made in the August notes that
tli.- main source of supply of Peas was from
plants of Autocrat, and we are still gathering
from the same rows. These were sown on May

18, and have carried a very fine crop, especially

when one considers the weather conditions that

have been so much against them. This variety

will shortlv finish now, and will be followed by

Pilot (about 4 feet high), Senator (2^ feet).

Acquisition (2£ feet), and Daisy (2 feet). The
first and third are round-seeded varieties of the

early class, whilst the other two are marrow-

fats' of the second early group. One fact that

I have frequently urged with regard to the

terms " First Early," " Second Early," etc..

is that these terms should be understood to

mean that the varieties are quick to mature.

These varieties were chosen for sowing on

July 23, for with the weather we had experi-

enced and which seemed likely to continue, 1

could see a great possibility of shortage

occurring in the supplies that as a rule carry

us over a longer period than has actually proved

the case this year. A southern border was
chosen, and the results have fully justified the

step taken. Pilot was ready for picking just

about six weeks later, and is now yielding good

supplies, and the others are providing a suc-

cession, and should cany us on until the advent

of frost. This strongly' illustrates the need for

watdhing closely the progress of one's crops, and
the utilisation of ground as it becomes available.

We are now drawing on the larger supplies

of Potatos, utilising principally at the present

time Tinwald Perfection, Arran Chief, and

Airan Comrade, and the yield, if anything, is

better than we could have expected this dry

season. One fortunate factor is that owing

to the lack of heavy rains and dull, damp spells,

disease is not a serious question this year.

Rhubarb is available as required, and both

Spinach and Sorrel are providing good supplies.

New Zealand Spinach, last month's intro-

duction, is doing exceptionally well, and giving

a yield that is perfectly satisfactory in every

way. Where this is not grown I would recom-

mend its inclusion in future, for it is a useful

and palatable vegetable that grows freely in a
dry. hot season.

Vegetable Marrows are plentiful, and have
at times considerably relieved the situation when
there has been shortage in other directions.

It is only necessary to mention Mushrooms to

complete the list of supplies. Turnips are gocd,

though the size is perhaps smaller than usual.

Tomatcs, red and yellow, are yielding fully,

and the season has certainly favoured this crop,

especially in the open ; Cucumbers are plenti-

ful ; Radishes are in good supply ; Mustard and
Cress is brought along to meet necessary

demands. Flavouring and garnishing items,

such as Parsley, Chives, Shallots, Green Mint.
Tarragon, Thyme, Chervil, and Horseradish
are all sufficient for our requirements.

New Kinds in Season.

Three vegetables have become available this

month, and these are Celery, Celeriac, and
Endive.

Celery.—As forecasted last month, this is

now in use from the early batch, raised from
sowings made about the end of January or be-

ginning of February, eventually planted out on
the flat, and blanched by means of brown paper
collars. We have plentiful supplies, pending
the time when the main batch can be drawn
on ; the varieties we are now using are Stan-

dird Bearer, Aldenham Pink, Aldenham
White, Invincible White, and White Queen.

Celeriac.—This delicious root vegetable we
have now commenced using from a bed of the
variety Smooth Prague, which was planted out
in the open ground on May 25 last. It is in

excellent condition, and is a vegetable that

should be grown more as it has not yet reached
the degree of popularity that it deserves.

Raised like Celery, and at the same period, it

is grown on the flat, and, unlike its near
relative, does not require blanching.

Endive.—To assist the Lettuces we have
commenced drawing light supplies of Endive,
from a sowing made on July 11. The varieties
that are being usea aie Green Curled and
Batavian, and sufficient plants to meet require-
ments are being tied up for blanching. Edwin
Beckett.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.

{Continued from page 174.)

Northampton—Plums are a complete failure,
owing to fro.-ts when the trees were in blossom
Strawberries and Raspberries suffered badlv
from drought, and were verv light crops.
Gooseberries were also injured by frost at the
flowering period, and we "had only half a crop
of this fruit. Cherries, Currants, and logan-
berries were all good crops. Robert Johnston,
Wakefield Loriije Gardens, Stony Stratford.
Nottinghamshire—The fruit crops are

good, considering 'he very dry season. Apples
are an average crop, i nt the fruits will not
bo of large size. Pears are a heavv crop, on
wall trees in particular. Small fruits have
baen good generally—Strawberries in particu-
lar. The soil is light and sandy, and it is
wonderful how well many of the small fruits
matured during the driest season on record.
S. Barker, Clumber Gardens, Worksop.

—The fruit crops are the best we have
had for a number of years. Apple trees are
heavily cropped, but the severe drought has
caused the smaller fruits to drop, with advan-
tage. Pears are an average crop, and the
fruits we have promise to be of large size.

Raspberries, Currants, and Gooseberries have
been heavy clops of fine quality. Strawberries
were also very plentiful. Laxton's Liitcst with-
stood the drought best. Our ground is very
drv on the surface, but, with a heavy clay
subsoil which has been deeply worked, the
crops have suffered little from ' the drought.
James Gibson, Welbech.
Oxfordshire.—There were good prospects

for plentiful fruit crops in general until April
15, when a snowstorm and blizzard with 8°

of frost almost destroyed the Pear and Plum
crops and greatly reduced the number of bush
fruits and Strawberries. The drought has
caused many Apples to drop, and the fruit

will be very small this season. Fortunately,
we have a better Apple crop than last year.

T. W. Whiting, Shotover House Gardens,
Wheatley.
—The fruit crops are much under the

average. We had 10° of frost on April 16. and
14° on the 19th, which completely destroyed
Gooseberries and Plums in the open. On walls,
when- the trees had the protection of fish net-
ting, we have a fair crop of Plums. Pears,
although under average, are a fair crop.

Apples are an average crop, but the fruits are
dropping through the drought. Raspberries,
which promised well in the early part of the

season, failed through the prolonged drought,
and for the same reason Strawberries were only

half a crop. Peaches were fairly plentiful, but
Apricots and Cherries were poor. Insect pests

have 'been very bad and most difficult to keep
in check in such a hot, drv summer. The soil

is a light, thin loam, overlying white limestone
brash. Sen Campbell, Cornbury Park Gardens,
i 'harlbury.

T.ie prospects for good fruit crops were,
at the beginning of the year, most en-
couraging, but the evening of April 15 quickly
changed the outlook when heavy falls of snow,
followed by 6° of frost, and again on the 16th

by 7° of frost, with a very cold wind, spoiled

the blossom. Insect pests have been most
troublesome, which I consider is rather re-

markable, as all our trees and bushes were
sprayed at the proper time. The soil is heavy
loam overlying very heavy clay. V. Gammon,
Eynsham Hall Gardens, Witney.

Staffordshire.—The fruit crops, considering

the late frosts and incessant drought, are very

fair. Soft fruits, such as Strawberries, Goose-
berries, and Currants, are average crops, but
Raspberries were very poor. Apples are about

the average quantity. Pears and Plums are

not so good. Sweet and Morello Cherries were

both very good. The soil is of light texture,

with a sandy subsoil. Edwin Gilman, In-

gestre Gardens, Stafford.
Warwickshire.—The fruit crops, 'after pro-

mising very well, are the worst in quantity

for a long period, owing to sharp frosts and
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cold winds of late spring, which destroyed
nearly all the Plums and many of the small
fruits, especially Gooseberries and Currants.
Owing ro the prolonged drought, Strawberries
and Raspberries were very •short crops. Apples
are falling rather freely in places for want of

rain. H. F. Smale, Warwick Castle Gardens,
Warwick.

ENGLAND, S.

Berkshire—The fruit crops are disappointing.

At the flowering stage everything looked pro-

mising for a record yield, but three nights of

sharp frost destroyed Pear, Plum, and ad-

vanced Strawberry flowers. Apple and Cherry
trees were somewhat later in flowering, and
escaped the frost. Despite the exceptionally

dry summer, a good average crop of Apples
will be harvested. Bush fruits were plentiful,

but of inferior quality. •/. Minty, Oakley
Court Gardens, Windsor.

Severe frost in mid-April, accompanied

by heavy snow, proved very disastrous to the

earlier flowering fruit trees, Plums, Pears,

Gooseberries, and Walnuts being very much
damaged, and Apricots, also, although these

fruits were well set. Apples are abundant,

but of small size, owing to the prolonged

drought. The fruits on a number of young

trees of Cox's Orange Pippin all dropped.

Strawberries were a good average crop, but the

season was of short duration. Cherries, also,

were very good. I cannot remember a season

when birds were so destructive to the fruit crops.

J. Howard. Senham Pari; Gardens, Newbury.

Dorsetshire.—The fruit crops are very bad,

for what fruits were left after the late frosts of

spring the drought has practically ruined. Apples

are the only redeeming feature, and they pro-

mise well. Of Pears, we have only a few of

some sorts. Plums were a failure owing to the

frosts. Morello Cherries were a fair crop.

Gooseberries and Currants were both good.

Raspberries promised to be a great crop, but

-they were a failure through the drought, which

also badly affected the Strawberries on our

chalky soil. Thos. Denny, Down Home Gar-

den*, Blandford.

On pyramid and bush trees we have a

full crop of Apples, but on orchard trees the

crop is disappointing and Bramley's Seedling-

alone is carrying a" full crop. On south and

west walls Pears are an average crop, but are

a failure on pyramid and espalier trees. Of

Plums, Rivers' Early Prolific and Czar gave

full crops on a south wall, but on north walls

all kinds are a failure. Cherries, both sweet

and Morello, were a good average crop, and that

despite the winterly weather experienced the

whole of the third week in April, when the

trees were in bloom. Of small fruits. Black

Currants generally were a failure, but Red Cur-

rants were plentiful. Gooseberries, whilst plen-

tiful in sheltered gardens, were a failure in

others. The Raspberry crop suffered from the

drought. Of Strawberries, Royal Sovereign

proved satisfactory, despite the drought, there

being no loss in 'them from slugs and rotting,

but Givon's Prolific and other late kinds com-

pletely dried up. Cobs and Filberts are good

average crops ; but the young growths on Wal-

nut trees, together with the embryo nuts, were

killed by the April frosts. T. Turion, Castle

Garden*, Sherborne.

Hampshire.—Apples are a heavy crop ; an
attack of aphis and the prolonged drought pre-

vented the fruits from swelling so much as

they would under normal conditions. Trees of

Cox's Orange Pippin, Worcester Pearmain,
James Grieve and Bramley's Seedling are carry-

ing the heaviest crops. Many Apple trees are

badly affected with American blight. Plums,
Damsons and Pears were a.ll poor crops ; we had
scarcely any of these fruits. Currants and
Gooseberries were much better than they pro-
mised at one time. Strawberries have been a
success. Loganberries were an exceptionally
heavy crop. The soil is stiff in some parts ; in

others it consists of light loam and sand. E.
Moh/neu.r. Swanmore Farm, Swanmore, near
Bishop's Waltham.

(To be continued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.']

Effect of Summer Drought on Rhododendrons.
—The enclosed photograph (see Fig. 77) of a
hybrid Rhododendron (apparently R. Thomsoni
x caucasicum) may serve to illustrate the effect
of the past summer roon certain flowering
shrubs. There is always an autumnal scatter-
ing of bloom upon various species of Rhodo-
dendron; but it will be noticed that this plant,
growing in a woodland glade, bears an ex-
panded truss on nearly every shoot. The
colour is bright carmine. There was no rain
in this district between A'pril 27 and July 22;
•but owing to a cool subsoil—boulder clay
underlying gravelly loam—none of our Rhodo-
dendrons suffered. Water was administered
only to newly planted ones. Other Rhodo^
dendrons now in flower are R. intrieatum
haematodes x Nobleanum, and two or three
hybrids. One plant of R. decorum is thickly
set wit.i flower buds about to open; others of this

species are biding their proper time—the latter

half of May. Growth on all species has been
satisfactory. Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

upon earth. Our politicians say that any
measure of protection is impossible. Cannot
something be done to educate the " man
in the street " and teach him that fruit is.

almost a necessity to healthy existence, and
that there is no better fruit in the world than
a British Apple? Chas. E. Pearson, F.L.S.

Ficus stipulata (see p. 147).—The casual
mention of the phenomenon of dimorphism as
exhibited by Ficus stipulata will serve to re-

mind your readers how uncommon the adult
arboreal form is. Indeed, it may well be that
there are those who, while cultivating the
juvenile form, are quite unaware of the existence

of this adult, arboreal type. A number of years
ago 1 noted a good example in the gardens at
Keele Hall, Staffordshire. To the uses for the

juvenile form, briefly, yet succinctly given by
Mr. Lynch, may be added it6 usefulness—par-

ticularly in association with other subjects

—

for furnishing hanging baskets. Fred W.
Jeffery, Milton, Motherwell, N.B.

Wasps.—Possibly I may have been wrong in'

supposing that the wasps were prospecting for

suitable situations in which to found new
colonies (see page 162). I was not thinking of

Fig. 77.

—

rhododendron flowering at monreith in September.

Fruit as a Food.—All interested in fruit cul-

ture must have noted with satisfaction the

prominence given to this subject in The Gar-
deners' Chronicle, and the articles on varieties,

culture, manuring, etc.. must have done
much to encourage the industry, and help the
numerous young growers who have made a start

during the past few years. The present glutted
state of the market and the miserable prices

ruling for Apples have been compelling attention
to another phase of the subject, and I have
come to the conclusion that the most urgent
need at the present time is for a campaign to

teach the people, not how to grow fruit, but
how to eat it. All authorities agree as to the
wholesome qualities of fresh fruit, cooked and
raw, but the vast majority of our people do not
look upon fruit, as a " food," but a luxury, only
to be purchased when they are in the happy
position of having a pocket full of surplus cash.

Another point which needs driving home, is the
superiority of fresh home-grown fruit over the
imported article. To illustrate this, I may 6ay
that I was recently in the celebrated Yale of
Evesham, which, as is well known, is a vast
orchard and market, garden. Apples tilled the
market and lay upon the ground in tons in

©very direction, and yet at dinner the hotel
offered me as " sweet " a finger of Banana
with a dab of " bill-sticker " on it. The only
alternative was a slice of Pineapple out of a tin.

Our fruit-growers have to face the •un-

restricted competition of every nation

queen wasps, and do not know how the word
Hot in the note. As the workers do many
outside duties for the community, I thought
they were prospecting for relief to the over-
crowded vespiary, which seemed rathei
cramped for room in some situations amongst
stones. They were flying around and looking
into various bare holes, where there were
neither plants for food, nor wood from which
to collect materials for making paper. My
knowledge of wasps is chiefly derived from
observation, but there are some things I do
not understand, and what I call prospecting
may be one of them. Another was a proces-

sion of wasps down-stream, but against a stiff

breeze, and about one to two feet above the

water. This continued for an hour or more
to my knowledge. 1 have found and taken
queen wasps in early spring, nowhere near a

pievious year's nest, so I suppose they do not

always hibernate in the old nest. Wasps fre-

quent a considerable number of flowers during
summer and autumn. ,/. F.

Trees and Asthma.—In The Gardenert'
Chronicle a while ago. good reason appeared to

ha shown why Vitis inconstans lAiupelopsis

Veitohii) should be detrimental to sufferers

from asthma. What reason can there 1*'.

however, in the case of trees in general';'

1 have frequently heard the advice from
different people, " avoid trees." H. Iru-ir

Lynch.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

October 4 and 5.—The various committees

.met on October 4 to consider novelties, but
there were no floral groups, as the Hall was
well filled with fruit exhibits.

Orchid Committee.

Present .- Sir Jeremiah Cohr.an, Bart, (in the

.chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch. Messrs. Jas.

O'Brien (hon. secretary), Frederick J. Hanbury.
Arthur Dve, J. T. Barker, W. J. Kave. and

Chas. H. 'Curtis.

Awards of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya Copper A'in;/ (Cattleya

Oheron X Laelio-Cattleya Phoebus), from Sir

-Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gat ton Park, Surrey

(gr., Mr. J. Collier).—A very complex hybrid

of considerable beauty. L.-C. Phoebus (L.-C.

Cappei x C. Iris) contains C. Warscewiczii and

L. cinnabarina, whilst C. Oberon, the other

parent (syn. C. Princess Royal), is derived from

C. Fabia x C. Hardyana. The combination has

resulted in suppressing the purplish colours in

the parents, the orange tint of L. cinnabarina

dominating in a remarkable manner. The
sepals and petals are copper-orange; the side

lobes of the lip yellow, streaked with claret-

red, the expanded front lobe reddish-claret.

Cattleya Elfin (Mantinii nobilior X Peetersii),

from His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
Blenheim (gr., Mr. J. T. Barker).—One of the

brightest of the medium-sized Cattleyas. The
sepals and petals are bright mauve ; the lip ruby-

crimson with a beautiful veining of gold colour

from the base ; the column is pure white.

Other Exhibits.

The Duke of Marlborough sent Cypripedium
Duchess of Marlborough (Lord Ossulston x

Leeanum Clinkaberryanum) with fine snow-

white dorsal sepal having a small emerald-green

base, the rest of the flower being pale yellow

with a slight rose shade; Laelio-Cattleya Rajah
(L.-C. Ettrick X C. Dowiana aurea), light yellow

with purplish lip ; and Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya

Blenheim King (L.-C. St. Gothard x B. C.

Bayard), a noble, light rose flower with broad
purple lip.

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair).

J. W. BaiT, John Green. Arthur Turner. J. F.

McLeod, W. Howe, H. J. Jones, J. W. Blakey.

Sydney Morris. John Heal. W. P. Thomson.
J. T. Bennett Poe, E. F. Hazelton, Chas.

Dixon, and J. Jennings.

Awards of Merit.

Crocus longifloruf rar. venustus.—A delight-

fully free-flowering autumn-blooming Crocus
raised by Mr. E. A. Bowles. In addition to its

beauty of colour it has the attraction of sweet
fragrance. The colour is bright lilac with a
feathering of deep blue. A very dainty plant.

Shown by Mr. Herbert Chapman. Bye.
Oxalis purpurata.—A strong-growing, broad-

leaved trifoliate species with large, bright rose

flowers carried well above the ample leafage.

It was exhibited as 0. Bowei. but the name
was altered at the committee meeting to the
correct one of 0. purpurata. Shown by Sydney
Morris. Esq., Earlham Hall. Norwich.

Chrysanthemum Golden Ahnirante.—Li habit,

size and form this showy variety is exactly like

the well-known red-bronze variety Almirante.
which is at present one of the most popular
of sorts in Covent Garden Flower Market. It

differs, however, in colour, this being clear rich

golden yellow; a distinct acquisition. Shown
by Mr. "\V. F. Gullick, Salisbury.

Other Novelties.

Mr. P. Ladds submitted a useful white, cream-
centred sport from Chrysanthemum Uxbridge
Pink, under the name of Consuelo. Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co. exhibited several new
perpetual Carnations, and the deep pink variety
Eileen Low was the most attractive sort.

Joint R.H.S. and N.D.S. Dahlia Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the ohair).

• Joseph Cheal, John Green, Arthur Turner, J. F.

McLeod, W. Howe, J. B. Riding, H. J. Jones,

Charles H. Curtis and D. B. Crane.

This was the last meeting of this Joint Com-
mittee for the present season for the purpose

of selecting Dahlias for testing at the Wisley

Trials. At the conclusion of the proceedings

Mr. H. B. May was heartily thanked for pre-

siding at all the meetings.

The following Dahlias were selected for

trial :

—

Mrs. Courtney Page (BurreH). a handsome
Paeony-flowered variety, pale yellowish centre

shading to deep shell pink; Vanity (BurreH),

large Paeony-flowered, rich crimson scarlet;

Lilah (BurreH), miniature Paeony-flowered, old

rose, tipped with white; Picture (Burrell), minia-

ture Paeony-flowered, light flame shading to

rose pink, very beautiful; Fanny (Burrell), minia-

ture Paeony-flowered, lilac-rose, with yellowish

centre; Varuna (Burrell), a large and shapely

decorative variety, of rich reddish rose colour;

Connie (BurreU), miniature Paeony-flowered, the

colour an exquisite combination of light mauve
and pale yellow; Kent Star (Cheal), a showy

variety of the small-flowered Star- section, flame

coloured with rosy tips to the pointed florets.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman).

H. S. Rivers, Geo. F. Tinley, A. H. Pearson,

Joseph Chealj F. Jordan, T. Pateman, J. C.

Allgrove, J. Basham, W. Bates. E. Beckett,

G. Berry, A. Bullock, E. A. Bunyard. T. Coom-

ber W Crunro, S. B. Dicks. W. H. Divers,

E. Harris, F.*S. Kellv, H. Markham. E. A.

Merryweather, A. W. Metcalfe. J. Vert, Owen
Thomas, P. C. M. Veitch. W. Wilks. G. Wood-
ward. J. Harrison. E. Neal, W. Pope. G. Rey-

nolds, P. D. Tuckett, J. G. Weston, and S. T.

Wright.

Large numbers of seedling Apples were sub-

mitted for award, but none was judged worthy.

The most promising sorts were two shown by
Messrs. Laxton Bros., one of which, named
Lord Lamboume, was selected as the finest,

flavoured novelty amongst those shown in the

Bunyard Cup competition. This Apple is a

handsome variety, coloured whoUy red on a

mellow yellow ground. It is a flatfish Apple

of medium size. The other, named Winston

Churchill, is very sweet and juicy. Both varie-

ties were raised from James Grieve crossed with

Worcester Pearmain. Mrs. T. S. Hall, Cricket,

St. Thomas, Chard, Somerset (gr. Mr. G.

Richardson), showed a new Grape named Mrs.

Hall, said to be a sport from Mrs. Pince. The

bunch greatly resembles that of Gros Colmar,

and it is a ' big-berried variety with a very

slight Muscat flavour. It was recommended for

trial in the collection of Grapes at Wisley.

Another seedling Grape, a white variety, was

shown by Mr. W. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens.

Norwich. It is said to be the result of a

cross between Alicante and a seedling black

Grape, which was raised from Canon HaU crossed

with Black Morocco. Mr. J. G. Woodward.
Barham Court Estate Gardens. Teston, near

Maidstone, showed the old Pear Soldat Labour-

em", which is not cultivated much nowadays,

but it is a variety of exceptionally good quality.

The fruits were gathered from a standard tree,

which has cropped so heavily this year that

props have been used to support some of the

branches.

An exhibit of hardy fruit of outstanding merit

was contributed bv Sir Charles Nail-Cain, The
Node, Welwyn (gr. Mr. T. Pateman). This

splendid exhibit was awarded the Gordon-Lennox
Cup. The exhibit was tastefully displayed and

the use of a dark background and covering for

the stages served to throw the highly coloured

fruits into greater relief. At the back were ex-

cellent Grapes of Muscat of Alexandria. Alicante,

Lady Downe's Seedling and Madresfield Court,

and' interspersed among the Grapes were fine

Melons. The Apples and Pears were especially

meritorious. Of the former there were grand

fruits of such sorts as Rival. Bramley's Seed-

ling, Peasgood's Nonesuch. Lady Henniker,

Wealthy. Waltham Abbey Seedling. Christmas

Pearmain and Malster : while of the Pears we
noticed Beurre Hardy, Doyenne du Cornice,

Josephine de Malines, Pitmaston Duchess, Fon-
dante de Therriot and others, all in the pmk of

condition. Variety was provided by ex-

cellent fruits of late Transparent Gage and Pre-
sident Plums and Red Currants.
A Cultural Commendation was awarded to Mr.

Larder, Shepherd's Bush, for Grapes of the
Black Hamburgh variety grown in the open.

Mr. H. Parsons, Worcester, showed trees

and fruits of his new Apples Madresfield Court
and Queen Mary.

Exhibition of British-Grown Fruit-

Apples largely predominated at the autumn
show of British-grown fruit. This was only to

be expected, in view of the heavy crops of this

fruit and the comparative scarcity of others.
For the most part the Apples were of very good
quality and were characterised by medium size,

good shape and high oolour.

Competition generally was very good indeed,
and this was particularly so in the classes for

Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield Court
Grapes, and the smaller nurserymen's class for

fruit grown out-of-doors, as well as in many
of the single-dish classes, both of Apples and
Pears. While the Grapes were generally very
good the collections of choice dessert fruit were
scarcely of the high quality of former years.

Dessert Fruit.

There were three exhibits of nine dishes of

ripe dessert fruit, and while none was of

superlative quality they made an attractive dis-

play.

The first prize was won by Lord Hillingdon
(gr., Mr. J. Shelton), The' Wilderness. Seven-
oaks, with a collection of even excellence. He
showed Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield
Court Grapes, Sea Eagle and Salwey Peaches,
Beurre Superfin and Triomphe de Vienne pears.
Ellison's Orange and Cox's Orange Apples, and
an unnamed Melon : 2nd, Mrs. T. S. Hall (gr.

Mr. C. F. Richardson), Cricket, St. Thomas.
Chard, who had superb Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes, Superlative Melon and Ribston Pipoin
Apples; 3rd, Sir Charles Nall-Cain (gr. Mr.
T. Pateman), The Node. Welwyn.

Of the three exhibits of six dishes of ripe

dessert fruits the best was by G. Miller. Esq.

(gr. Mr. J. Kidd), Newberries, Radlett, whose
outstanding dishes were of a seedling Melon
and Pitmaston Duchess Pears ; 2nd. F. N.
Horne, Esq. (gr. Mr. E. Colman), Colley- Manor,
Reigate Heath, whose black Grapes were splen-

didly coloured; 3rd, Mrs. Barwell (gr. Mr. W.
Mould), Barkford House, Billingshurst.

The only collection of hardy fruits was by
Sir Charles Nall-Cain, and it was worthy of

(he first prize. Besides excellent Apples and
Pears there were dishes of Late Trans-

parent. Coe's Golden Drop. Monarch and Presi-

dent Plums of good quality, but the Peaches
were only moderate.

Grapes

There were, ten collections of six varieties (2

bunches of each), and the first prize was won
by G. Miller, Esq. His bunches of Muscat of

Alexandria were of good size and of that rich

amber colour that teUs of first-rate flavour.

Lady Hutt, the other white Grape, was repre-

sented by splendid bunches. Madresfield Court.

Apply Towers and Black Alicante were also

especially good ; 2nd, Lord Hillingdon, who
had splendid bunches of Muscat of Alexandria

and Black Alicante.

There was no exhibit of four varieties, hut

competition generally was good in the classes fo'-

two bunches of different sorts, though the general

quality was somewhat uneven. Lord Hilling
don won first prize for Black Hamburgh, with

small but well-coloured bunches, and for Mrs.

Pince. with medium-sized, sloe-black bunches,

and with good examples of Mrs. Pearson, was
second in the class for " Any Other White
Grape," where A. P. Brandt, Esq. (gr. , Mr
J. W. Banks), Bletchingley Castle. Surrey, was
first with rich amber-coloured bunches of Goldei'

Queen.
Mr. G. Miller, who had superb bunohes, was

first for Black Alicante and second in the class

for Mrs. Pince.
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Oapt. R. B. Brassey (gr. Mr. J. G. Quinn),
Cottesbrooke Hall, Northampton, won firsl

prize for Madresfield Court, showing magnificent
examples, and was second with Alicante.

Muscat of Alexandria was largely shown and
generally of excellent quality ; the first prize

bunches shown 'by Mrs. T. S. Hall were of

superlative quality. Mr. C. A. Bayford, Daven-
ham Gardens, Malvern, was second with
particularly good bunches. G. Mayer, Esq. (gr.

Mr. W. Sawyer), Witless Wood. Woldingham,
Tiad very good bunches of that difficult variety
Prince of Wales, and also was first for any other
olack variety.

Collections of Fruit.

The only exhibit in the large class, which
is allotted 30 feet run of 6 fee't tabling, was
shown by Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., but it

was a champion exhibit, and it would be a diffi-

cult matter to imagine a finer collection of Apples
than that on view. Pears were few in number
but of good quality. The very many baskets
«)if Apples were all superb, being of medium size,

perfect shape, colour and bloom. In this last-

named quality, such as Allington Pippin, Deli-
cious, Gascoyne's Scarlet, Mcintosh Red,
Wealthy, Mere de Menage. Devonshire Queen
and Blue Pearmain bore as much, or more,
bloom than many bunches of Grapes that we
have seen. Besides these highly coloured fruits

rich golden colour was provided by Ecklinville
Seedling. Grenadier, Royal Jubilee. Golden
Noble and British Queen, the last-named being
beautifully striped with crimson. Not only was
the general quality of this memorable exhibit
very high, but the arrangement was excellent

and well merited the first prize which the
judges awarded.
There were six meritorious collections arranged

on a table space of 20 feet long by 6 feet wide.
Although the Apples generally had not the
superb colouring or bloom that was so noticeable

in Messrs. Bunyard's exhibit in the large class

, yet the general quality was good.

The first prize was won by Mr. R. C. Nott-
cutt, whose piece de resistance was certainly

the large 'basket of immense yet beautifully
1 coloured fruits of Rev. W. Wilks' Apple. Other
Mioteworthy varieties were Guelph, Fearn's Pip-

pin, Wealthy, Charles Ross, Ribston Pippin,
King of Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, Cutler Grieve,
Rival and Allington Pippin. Pears were more
numerous than in the other collections, and
included excellent examples of Conference. Sou-
venir du Congrew Marguerite Marillat, Dovenn4
Bussoch, Beurre Superfin and Doyenne du
Cornice. The second prize was won by Messrs.
S. Bide and Sons, who, in a wonderful basket
of Houblon, had probably the best Apples in
the show. The arrangement of this collection
was particularly effective, and it was also char-
acterised by the high colour of the Apples. Be-
sides Houblon, Baumann's Red Reinette, Rival,
Ben's Red. Herring's Pippin and Paroquet

1 were beautifully coloured. There was also a
:
good dish of President Plum and several baskets
of Pears: 2nd. The Barham Nurseries. Ltd..

1 with an exhibit composed almost solely of
Apples of very good quality. The other exhibi-
tors in this huge class were Messrs. W. Sea-
brook and Sons, Messrs. Laxton Bros., and
Mr. Ernest Hills, all of whom showed collec-

tions of a high order of merit.
The division for market growers did not meet

with the competition it deserved, for there were
only two exhibits. The first prize was won by
the Swanley Horticultural College, with a
magnificent collection. The six baskets of dessert
Apples were, with the possible exception of
Coronation, all of ideal size ?ud good form,
while brilliant colour was also present. The
baskets of Cox's Orange Pippin and Charles
Ross were admirable. All of the six baskets of
cooking Apples were equally praiseworthy,
though Peasgood's Nonesuch was the outstand-

'Jie; variety : 2nd, Lt.-Col. Lumley Webb, who
snowed good baskets of Worcester Pearmain,
American Mother and Bramley's Seedling.

Gardeners' and Amateurs' Classes.

Sir Chari.es Nall-Cain won the first prize for
A dishes of Apples, 16 of cooking and 8 of
dessert sorts, with excellent fruits. His dishes

of Charles Ross, Ellison's Orange and Houblon
were excellent, though all were particularly
good; 2nd, Baron Schroder (gr. Mr. J. Hen-
derson), The Dell, Egham.
Of the three exhibits of 8 cooking and 4

dessert Apples the best was by Major H. R.
Cayzer (gr. Mr. J. Hygate), Tylney Hall, Bas-
ingstoke, who showed both types in liigh quality

;

2nd, Mrs. Campbell (gr. Mr. J. Baines), Kel-
vedon.

The best six dishes of cooking Apples were
shown by Sir Charles Nall-Cain, who had large
shapely fruits of Emperor Alexander and Peas-
good's Nonsuch, and he was also second in the
class for six dessert varieties, where the first

prize was won by Major Cayzer, who had beau-
tiful fruits of Mabbott's Pearmain and Cox's
Orange Pippin.

Competition was good in the class for 18
dishes of dessert Pears, where the first prize
was won by J. A. Christie, Esq. (gr. Mr. S.

High). Framinghani, Norwich, who had excel-

lent dishes of Beurre Diel, Emale d'Heyst, Santa
Claus and Conference ; 2nd, Sir Charles Nall-
Cain, who had fine examples of Durondeau and
Conference.

The best nine dishes were by G. Miller, Esq.,
who had particularly good Pitmaston Duchess,
Durondeau and Marie Louise; 2nd, Lord Hil-
lingdon.

Plums were shown by C. H. Combe, Esq. (gr.

Mr. G. A. Kember), Cobham Park, Cobham, who
was awarded first prize for dishes of Rivers'

Late Orange, President and Coe's Violet Gage.
Major-General. Sir C. F. Hadden (gr. Mr. O.

Hayles), Rossmay, Berkhamsted, had the best

of four dishes of Morello Cherries. Autumn
Raspberries were poor, only the second prize

being awarded.

County Classes,

The various classes arranged for competition

from the different districts were arranged on
tabling around the hall. Competition was rather

better than in recent years, and the general

quality was very high.

The first prizes for bc|th Apples and Pears
in the Kent section were won by J. H. Loudon,
Esq. (gr. Mr. J. Bond), Olantigh, Wye, with
well-nigh perfect specimens.

In the Surrey, Sussex and Hants section the

best Apples were shown by C. Holme, Esq. (gr.

Mr. F. Pye), Upton Grey House, Basingstoke,

who had typical well-coloured specimens; 2nd,

Capt. M. Drummond (gr. Mr. L. Smith), Cad-
land Park, Southampton, who, showing mag-
nificent fruits of Durondeau, President Roose-

velt and Beurre Superfin, was first with Pears;

2nd, Rev. C. Kean (gr. Mr. A. Basil), Woburn
Park, Weybridge.

In the Western classes both first prizes were
won by J. A. Stidston, Esq., Bishop's Teignton,

Devonshire, whose Apples were superb and Pears
very good; 2nd, Lady Mary Morrison (gr.

Mr.' H. H. Mills), Foothill House, Tisbury,

Wilts.

J. B. Fortescue, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Page),
Dropmore, was first for Apples in the South
Midland section, and he had especially good
fruits ; the best Pears were by C. V. Sale,
Esq. (gr. Mr. R. Leermouth), Aston Rowant,
Oxon.
The best Apples in the Eastern Counties sec-

tion were by S. H. Goodwin, Esq., Rawsey, St.

Mary's, Herts, while Lord Sheffield (gr. Mr.
W. Allan), Gunton Park, Norwich, showing per-

fect fruits, was first for Pears.

In the North Midland section G. C. Fitz-
william, Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Green), Milton Park,
Peterborough, with highly coloured fruits, was
first with Apples, and Mr. J. Staward, Beau
Manor Gardens, Loughborough, was first with
Pears.

In the Worcester. Hereford, Monmouth, and
Wales section the Earl of Coventry (gr. Mr.
W. H. Wilson), Croome Court, Severn Stoke,
Worcester, was second with Pears.
The best Apples in the six Northern Counties

were by Mrs. A. Wilson, Traraby Croft, Hull,
while Sir James Knott (gr. Mr. W. E. Ander-
son), Close House, Wylam-on-Tyne, had the best
Pears.

There was only one exhibit of Apples, by
Major C. L. Gorden (gr. Mr. J. Duff), Threave
House, Castle Douglas, from Scotland, and this
received the first prize. The dish of Worcester
Pearmain was of unusually deep colour.
The Earl of Bessborough (gr. Mr. T. E.

Tomalin), Piltown, Co. Kilkenny, won both
prizes in the Irish section.

Two classes were arranged for amateurs who
grow not more than 25 trees, and in these the
quality was only moderate. The best dessert
Apples were by A. H. Pullin, Esq., Art-hog,
Wallington, who showed good Ribston Pippin,

while the best cooking Apples were Hanwell
Souring, by E. A. Watts, Esq., Copford, Col-

chester.

The Affiliated Societies Cup annually offered

for the best collection of Apples and Pears by
a society affiliated to the R.H.S. was won by
the East Anglian Horticultural Club (Hon.

Secretary, Mr. G. R. Todd), Norwich, with an

admirable collection, particularly strong in the

Pears; 2nd, the Southampton and District
Gardeners' Society (Hon. Secretary, Mr. F.

Cleverley).

Single Dish Classes.

In the many classes for single dishes of

selected varieties of dessert and cooking Apples

and dessert Pears, the exhibits reached a high

standard of excellence, and in many instances,

notably the classes for Cox's Orange Pippin,

Allington Pippin and Rival Apples the com-

petition was large and keen. As has been usual

for some time past, however, a few of the

varieties, St. Everard, St. Edmund's Pippin and

King's Acre Pippin Apples were poorly repre-

sented.

Dessert Apples.

The Earl of .Bessborough won first prizes

for American Mother, and Blenheim Pippin (in

a very strong class, and was second with Adams's
Pearmain. Of 27 exhibitors of Allington Pippin,

who all showed fruits worthy of a prize, the

best was from Mrs. R. Staward. Major

Williams, Tredrea, Perranwell, Cornwall,

showed the best Adams's Pearmain, and Mr.

E. H. Sikes won first prize for Margil.

Mr. J. A. Stidston won first prizes for

Ellison's Orange (in a large class where the

quality was high), for St. Edmund's Pippin and

King's Acre Pippin. G. C. W. Fitzwilliam,

Esq., was first with brilliantly coloured Charles

Ross and James Grieve. Showing very highly

coloured fruits of Cox's Orange, the Rev. J. H.

Engleheart, Dinton, won first prize for that

variety. Mr. J. R. Smith, Bedgebury Park
Gardens, Goudhuvst, had the best Claygate

Pearmain, and Mr. J. H. Loudon was first with

Egremont Russet and Lord Hindlip. Rival was
splendidly shown and here the first prize was
won by "Mrs. A. St. E. Hailsham-Jones (gr.

Mr. F.'Lock), Tile Barn, Newbury.
Ribston Pippins were excellent, the best being

shown by A. H. Pullen, Esq., while Mrs. T. S.

Hall was similarly successful with Stunner
Pippin. There was a keen competition in the

classes for dishes of any other early" and of

late variety. In the former, F. C. Stoop, Esq.

(gr. Mr. J. Carpenter). West Hall, Byfleet, was

first with Gravenstein, while Sir M. Turner
was first in the latter with Cornish Gilliflower.

The best flavoured Apple (any variety not

named in the list) was William Crump, shown
by J. H. Loudon, Esq.

Cooking Apples.

The most successful exhibitor was the Earl of

Bessborough, who won first prizes for Beauty

of Kent, Bramley's Seedling, Edward VII..

Golden Xoble, Lane's Prince Albert, Lord
Derby, Rev. W. Wilks. The Queen and

Dumelow's Seedling, showing Loddington the

best dish of any other variety. In each instance

he showed excellent specimens.
The Rev. C. Kean was first with Warner's

King, and J. A. Stidston, Esq.. won first prize

for Bismarck, while the best dish of Blenheim
Pippin was shown by Mr. J. Barrett, Wood
Lea Gardens, Virginia Water. The two dishes of

Ecklinville Seedling were poor and no award was
made and the only dish of Emneth Early was
liberally treated with a second prize.
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G. F. Marsh, Esq. was first with Grenadier,

Golden Spire and Stirling Castle, and J. B.

Fortescue, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Page), Dropmore,
Bucks, had the best Norfolk Beauty, while J. C.

Stoop, Esq. was first with Crawley Beauty. Ex-
cellent fruits of Newton Wonder won .first prize

for the Rev. Canon Leigh (gr. Mr. G. John-
ston), Yalding, and showing equally good ex-

amples, E. H. Sikes, Esq., Ingatestone. won
first prize for Peasgood's Nonesuch. The best

fruits of Annie Elizabeth were shown by the

Hon. H. Coventry (gr. Mr. A. Perry), Tendring
Hall, Colchester.

Dessert Pears.
The Rev. C. Kean was particularly successful

in these classes, for he won first prizes with
Beurre Bosc, Beurre Hardy, Durondeau, Glou
Morceau, Thompson and Marguerite Marillat,

showing excelleit fruits, particularly of Duron-
deau and Glou Morceau. The best fruits of

Beurre Superfin, were from J. B. Fortescue,
Esq.,. while Sir M. Turner, had the best

Fondante d'Automne.
Lord Suffield. with superb fruits, was first

for Doyenne du Cornice, Louise Bonne of Jer-

sey and Marie Louise. Capt. Drummond had
the best Conference and Easter Beurre, while
the best Emile d'Heyst were from W. A.
Nightingale, Esq., Bergholt, Wallingford.
Mrs. A. St. E. Hailsham-Jones was first with

Josephine de Malines and Winter Nelis, while
the best of many dishes of Pitmaston Duchess
was the one from Mr. Fitzwilliams. Showing
good fruits of Doyenne Boussoch, Mrs. Austin
(gr. .Mr. G. Longhurst), Ellern Mede. Tot-
t-rnlffi- was lilt,* in the class for any other
early variety, and with Charles Ernest, the Hon.
H. Coventry was similarly successful in the
class for any other late variety. The best
flavoured Pear not named in the list was
Comte de Lamy, shown by C. H. Combe, Esq.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL.
The autumn show of this society was held

in the Kingham Hall, Watford, on September
14. An interesting feature of the exhibition
was a collection of immune Potatos grown by
the society on controlled plots. Olf the nine
varietie- tried. King George, Arran Comrade
and Majestic, were the most prolific in their
respective order. The Clarendon Challenge
Cup, offered for a collection of vegetables, nine
distinct kinds, was awarded to G. H. Spokes,
Esq. (gardener, Mr. H. Woolfe). In the
amateur section, Mr. .T. R. Smith was awarded
the Delectaland Challenge Cup, for a collec-

tion of vegetables, six distinct kinds, whilst
the Comyns Cup was awarded to Mr. J.

Ford for the highest number af points.

Amongst the many non-competitive exhibits
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son staged a fine

collection of Dahlias.

©bituan?.

Thomas Nelson.—The many friends of Mr.
Thomas Nelson will greatly regret to learn that
he died on September 18 at Coldstream, Ber-
wickshire. Mr. Nelson was for 11^ years
gardener to Miss Milne Home, at Milne
Graden, Coldstream, and previously was for 5^
years gardener at Gassoch, New Galloway. Mr.
Nelson was an old Kewite, and held in very
high esteem bv horticulturists in Berwickshire,
where his professional services were in request
a6 a judge of horticultural produce. The deepest
sympathy is extended to his widow and two
young sons.

TRADE NOTES.

A special meeting of the Council of the
Chamber of Horticulture was held on Thursday,
the 29th ult. Much improved in health, Sir
Harry Veitch, President of the Chamber, was
able to be present, and he was accorded an
enthusiastic reception. The meeting was
specially convened to consider the construction
of the Chamber's Parliamentary programme.
The Secretaj-y outlined the many matters re-

quiring legislative action, and said it was pro-

posed to approach every Member of Parliament
who had horticultural interests in his con-

stituency, with a view to enrolling him as a
member of the Horticultural Committee in the
House of Commons. By this means it is antici-

pated that the present committee could be
enlarged from 25 to 100 members. It was also

suggested that at the next general election a

campaign be carried out on behalf of horticul-

ture and that all candidates accepting the

Chamber's programme be supported in every

way possible.

The various subjects were then discussed, and
it was resolved for the time being to centre

attention on : Reduction of taxation, marking of

foreign produce and unfair foreign competition,

improved railway facilities and postal rates.

The Secretary was instructed to prepare a form
setting out this programme in full detail, also

a suitable letter to be addressed to Members of

Parliament. The question of assessments was
discussed, and the Secretary was instructed to

obtain particulars and methods of Assessment
Committees as applicable to horticulture in all

districts and report to the Council thereon at

a later date.

The firm of Messrs. T. Bath and Co., Ltd.,

has opened an extensive business, known as

the Savoy Stores, in Savoy Street, leading from
the Strand, near Wellington Street. The build-

ing, which overlooks the Chapel Royal, Savoy,

has a floor space of 60,000 feet, and is stocked

with articles for use in sport, the home, garden,

poultry yard, etc. Greenhouses, conservatories,

wooden buildings, rustic arches, garden imple-

ments, seeds, bulbs, and other commodities for

horticultural purposes are on show. In the Old
Kent Road and at Heme Hill, Messrs. T. Bath
and Co. employ 700 men in the making of horti-

cultural implement*, rustic and general garden

furniture, greenhouses, deck chairs, wheel-

barrows and a variety of wooden structures,

samples of which may be seen in their new-

premises in the Savoy Street building.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Floral Decorations : //. G. 0. Mr. R. F.

Felton's book on British Floral Decoration is

out of print, but you may possibly obtain a

copy through a secondhand bookseller.

Dry Manures for Onions: W. J. ('. The
soil in which the Onions are to be trans-

planted should receive a dressing of bone

meal in the autumn at the rate of 10 lb. to

the percfh. Dig the ground deeply and scatter

in the fertiliser as the work proceeds—after-

wards apply a surface dressing of basic 6lag at

the rate of about 6 lib. to the same area.

After transplanting, and at about the middle

of April, water each plant on two or three

occasions with nitrate of soda at a. strength of

^ ounce to one gallon of water and allow ten

days to elapse between each application.

Superphosphate, varied with dressings of soot

would be beneficial to Onions during their

growing season. A high standard of culture

is not advisable for the " Rocca " types, as

it lhas a tendency to cause splitting ; but the

variety Record will respond to good treat-

ment. On your hot, dry soil, a. thin mulch
of decayed manure or leaves should be applied
between the rows at the end of June.

Insects on Chrysanthemums : F. B. Both red
spider and thrips were present on the speci-

mens and these, together with the dwarfed
and otherwise restricted growth, are chiefly

due to the hot, dry weather experienced
Spray with a nicotine or quassia mixture,
adding a little soft soap to make it adhesive.
Rust is also present, and this disease may be
checked by spraying with a weak solution

of sulphide of potassium.

Manures Suitable fob. a Lawn : T. J. A good
mixture of artificial manures to apply to a
lawn may be compounded of 60 lb. super-
phosphate, 32 lb. of fine bone meal and 20
lb. of sulphate of ammonia. These materials

may be mixed with sand or fine compost ; in,

fact, the mixture is best applied with a fine

compost and it is an advantage to mix it a
week before it is applied, in the meantime
turning it several times. This fertiliser will
not favour the growth of Clover, and may ba
applied at the rate of 3 to 4 oz. per sq. yard.
We do not know the chemical constituents of
the proprietary worm destroyers used for
lawns.

Names of Fruits: A 25 Years' Header. 1,
Rymer; 2, Catshead; 3, Potts' Seedling.—
F. B. 1, Lady Sudeley ; 2. White Melrose.—
/. H. J. Golden Noble.

—

A. S. Beurre
d'Amanlis.—T. W. 1, Benoni; 2, Ailing-
ton Pippin.—/. H. D. Cox's Pomona.—
F. A. A. 1, Souvenir du Congres ; 2, Beurre:
Superfin; 3 and 4, Conference; 5, Doyenne
du Cornice

; 6, Marie Louise; 7, Nouveau
Poiteau; 8, Easter Beurre; 9, Glou Morceau;.
10, Fondante d'Automne; 11, TJvedale's St.
Germain; 12, Durondeau. ;—W. G. Old
Nonesuch.

—

T. S. Pears : 1, Beurre Capiau-
niont

; 2, Josephine de Malines ; Apples : l*
and 3, King of the Pippins; 2, not recog-
nised; 4, Bess Pool.—R. H. J. 1 and 2,
Cox's Orange Pippin; 3, Harvey's Wiltshire-
Defiance; 4, Winter Hawthornden; 5, not
recognised: 6, Potts' Seedling; 7, Jolly
Beggar.—S'. H. H. 1, Stone's Apple; 2 and"
3, Lord Suffield ; 4, decayed ; 5, Early Kerry

;

6, 7, 8 and 9, Wellington; 10, decayed; 11,
Lady Sudeley; 12, Yellow Ingestre; 1*3, Cox's-
Orange Pippin; 14, not recognised.

—

R. H.
1; Charles Ross; 2, Gascoyne's Scarlet; 3,'
Stirling Castle; 4, not recognised; 5, Winter
Strawberry; 6. Norfolk Beefing; 7, Lady
Henniker; 8, Stone Pippin.

—

H. G. 1,.

Mabbot's Pearmain; 2, Flower of Kent; 3,
Baldwin ; 4, Nanny ; 5, Washington ; 6, Bram-
ley's Seedling.— II". //. J. 1, Huyshe's
Prince Consort; 2, Baronne de Mell'o; 3,

Fondante de Malines.

—

R. A. 1, not recog-
nised; 2, Opetien Pommiers; 3, Lord
Grosvenor; 4, Stone's Apple; 5, Gravenstein;
6, Annie Elizabeth : 7, not recognised ; 8,

Golden Noble; 9, Potts' Seedling; 10, Lord"
Derby; 11, Small's Admirable; Pear: Fer-
tility.—7/. J. N. Not recognised.

—

F. J. McL. Annie Elizabeth.— IP. II". ,S',

A nice-sized fruit but lacking colour; many
superior sorts are in commerce.

—

C. K. F.
1. Broad End; 2, Northern Greening; 3, not
recognised ; 4, Irish Peach ; 5, Worcester
Pearmain; 6, Lemon Pippin; 7, King of the
Pippins; 8, Orange Goff.

Names of Plants : II". H. B., C. E. 67..

and S. R. Phytolacca decandra (Poke Weed).—C. H. H. Tibouchina semidecandra, better
known in gardens as Pleroma or Lasiandra
macrantha.

Plants, foh Binding Mud from the Saltings:.
N. T). If the sea closely approaches the sea-
walls at their base, the following would be
suitHble plants to try at that part:—Sueda
fruticosa and S. maritima, Atriplex portu
lacoides, Salsola Kali, Arenaria peploides,

Static? linioniuiu, Spartina stricta and S.

Townsendi. Scirpus maritimus, Armeria.

maritima and Juucus nif-ritimus. Following
the above might come Glyceria maritima,
Triticum pungens, Festuca rubra. F. ovina,

Plantago maritima, Lathyrus maritimus.

Rumex maritima, Artemisia maritima. Salix

repens, Hippopu le rhamnoides, and Tamarix
gallica. Convolvulus Soldanella, Eryngiunr

maritimum, Psanmia arenaria, Elymus are-

nariu3, Carex arenaria, and Rosa spinosis-

sima probably prefer a sandy soil, but some
of these might be tried, also brambles.

Potatos Sitpertuberating : K. C. H. We
advise you to lift the crop at once, and, if

the tubers are allowed to remain exposed

to the air and sun for a day, the skins will

become hard. Provided the tubers are lifted

before they are thoroughly ripened, those of

a suitable size may be saved for planting

next season. We are afraid that many
growers in the south have experienced the

same trouble with their Potatos. and. if you

sell your crop, you may not be able to pur-

chase better ones.
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Although in its extreme
The Identifi- form Reversion (Nettle
cation of Head) of Black Currants

Reversion in ;s easy of identification, the
Black Currants, early stages of this malady

readily escape observation.

It is, however, of the greatest prac-

tical importance that all who grow
Black Currants should be able to

identify Reversion in its early stages,

for it is a progressive disease and once a Black
Currant bush is affected by Reversion, it is

useless, and should be discarded both as a
fruit bearer and as a stock for propagation.
For this reason growers are much indebted
to Mr. A. H. Lees, the Plant pathologist at
the Long Ashton experiment station, for

working out a simple practical method*
for the identification of reversion in

all its stages. The method which
Mr. Lees recommends has the merit
that it requires for its use no technical
knowledge. It is based on the fact that
even in the earliest stages leaves of reverted

branches show a serration of their edges
different from that of a leaf of a normal
plant. By the courtesy of the Minister of

Agriculture we reproduce, in Fig. 78, the

illustration of a normal leaf of Black Cur-
rant and the halves of five abnormal leaves,

which appeared in the March number of the

Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture. In
the healthy unreverted leaf the five main
veins (see Fig. 78) are arranged in a palmate
fashion ; they spring from the base of the
leaf and spread out like the fingers of the
hand. Of these five main veins the middle

* A Method of Identifying; Reversion of Black

I

Currants. Animal Report »/ the Agricultural 1011/

Bortiritlt ttral Research Station, Long Ashton, Bristol,
1920.

one reaches to the tip of the top lobe

of the leaf and each of the others run*
similarly to the tip of one of the lateral

lobes. A further study of the veining of

a normal leaf shows that the middle main
vein gives off on either side never fewer than

five lateral veins (Fig. 78 1, 1-5), each of

which runs to the edge of the leaf

and terminates in one of the more
or less prominent serrations on the

leaf margin. If now the number of

serrations on the leaf margin of one side

of the leaf between the tip and the end of

the main lobe be noted, it will be found
that not all receive lateral veins; for in-

stance, there are in the normal leaf about
thirteen serrations on this part, and of these
only five have lateral veins running into

them. Thus it is characteristic of the nor-

mal leaf that its central main vein bears en
either side five lateral veins and that the
serrations on the part of the leaf to which
these veins run are decidedly more numerous
than the veins. In extreme cases of

reversion (Fig. 78, 4-7) it is easy to

see that these relationships are altered.

Instead of five laterals from the cen-

tral vein there are three or even fewer,

and owing to the coarsening of the outline

of the leaf the number of serrations which
do not receive veins is fewer than is the

case in the normal leaf. In such examples,
however, there is no difficulty in distinguish-

ing reversion and the method need onlv be
anplied to cases of incipient Rever-
sion (Fig. 78, 2). which might, and
probably would, otherwise escane notice.

In the earliest stas>e the aDplication of

the method shows that in the incipiently

reverted leaf the number of laterals from
the central vein is five as in the normal
leaf, but that the serrations of the leaf mar-
gin have already become coarser and fewer,

and hence the number of serrations between
the leaf tip and the end of the middle lobe

on either side which do not receive veins is

markedly less than in the normal leaf—

-

generally four as f.«ainst eight in the normal
leaf. Therefore all that the grower has to

do in order to detect reversion in its earlfesl

stages is to count the serrations from the

tip to the lowest point of the middle lobe; if

there are more serrations without lateral

veins than there are with them the leaf and
branch which bears it are normal : but if

the unveined serrations nre fewer in num-
bi r than the veined serrations the leaf and
branch are in the first sta^e of reversion,

and since, as has been said, the disease is

progressive, such a bush should be marked
for destruction and no cuttings taken fiom
it. One qualifying observation requires to

be made. The first formed leaves on a

bush must not be used for diagnostic pur-

poses, for the earliest nroduced by a re-

verted bush may be perfectly normal. Fx
amination of a plantation for reversion

should not therefore be made until, sav, the

middle of May, when a larger number of

leaves has been formed, of which the
younger, later formed leaves should be
examined. Rogueing done before this date
is bound to lead to the missing of a certain

number of reverted bushes. If deferred
until late in the season, e.g. August, the
May-June produced leaves should be in-

spected, for in later-formed leaves the symp-
toms, although recognisable, are less marked.

Distribution of Surplus Bedding Plants in

London.—The surplus bedding plants at the
London County Council's parks will be distri-

buted to the public on Saturday. October 15,

1921. Persons desiring to participate in the
distribution should make personal application

at the parks. The distribution will be made
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Plants will not be handed to children under the
age of 14 unless they present a note from their
parents or teachers.

Addition to Burnham Beeches.—Lord Burn-
ham has handed the deeds and plans of the
Fleet Wood estate, which he has given to the
City of London in memory of his father, to

the Lord Mayor of London. The gift was
made at Burnham Beeches on the 10th inst.,

and the Lord Mayor was attended by the
Sheriffs and members of the Corporation.
The estate, as stated in our issue erf July
30, p. 58, comprises about 65 acres and adjoins

Burnham Beeches. In order to mark the
occasion Lord Burnham, assisted by Lady
Burnham, Colonel Lawson and Lady Halse,

planted a Beech tree, and other trees were
planted by the Lord Mayor and the Chairman
of Burnham Beeches Committee. Lord Burn-
ham then opened the gateway which divides

Fleet Wood from Burnham Beeches, and
escorted the Lord Mayor and Corporation

through the glen, which leads through the

newly acquired property to the Hall Barn
estate.

War Buildings in St. James's Park.—The
public generally, and Londoners in particular,

will be glad to know that at last the Govern-

ment has decided to demolish the wooden build-

ings erected during the war in St. James's Park.

Lord Crawford, Minister of Works, states that

he is taking steps fo secure the vacation of the

buildings by the end of March next, and unless

some unforeseen reason arises it is proposed to

begin the demolition of the buildings about that

time, and the authorities hope that the park

will be restored as nearly as possible to its

former condition for the summer of 1922. The
ornamental lake, which was drained for the

purpose of occupying the site with buildings,

will need reconc.reting, so that it is not expected

that this feature of the park will be restored

until after a considerable time has elapsed.

Numerous springs abound in the park, and after

the bed has been concreted water will again

be pumped into the lake from these springs.

Horticultural Crop Reports.—The Ministry of

Agriculture proposes to suspend the issue of

its monthly general reports of horticultural

crops until the spring, but reports of sp?cial

crops of seasonal interest will be issued from
time to time, and the first of these will be sent

out on November 1, dealing with the condition

of the Broccoli crop.

British Mycological Society's Fungus Foray —
The annual autumn foray of the British Myco-

logical Society was held at Worcester from

the 19th to the 24th ult. The occasion -was in-

teresting, as being the 25th year of the Society's

existence. The President, ' Mr. Carleton Eea,

B.C.L., M.A., who was one of the moving

spirits at its birth, took the opportunity to

review in his Presidential address the activities

of the Society and its place in the history of

British mycology during the past quarter of a

century. The record is interesting and stimu-

lating. It is satisfactory to record also that

never before has the Society been so strong in

numbers as now, so that its supporters look for-

ward confidently to a period of increased use-

fulness. During the week Dr. E. J. Butler, of

the Imperial Bureau of Mycology, initiated a

discussion on " The Amateur in Relation to

Mm, .logy," and the following papers were read :

" The Chemotaxis of Slugs in Relation to

Fungi -," bv Professor A. H. R. Buller, of

\\ iniripeg, and " The Origin of Saprophytism in

Flowering Plants," by Mr. J. Ramsbottom, of

tin- British Museum." Excursions were made
each day to woods, etc., in the district, the

fungi gathered being placed on exhibition at

the Victoria Institute, where rooms had been

kindlv placed at the disposal of the Society

by the Worcester municipal authorities. As

was to be expected in tliis abnormal season, the

larger Agarics were not so plentiful as usual.

The comparative scarcity of larger forms, how-

ever, combined with the presence of an en-

thusiastic band of plant pathologists, stimulated

interest in micro fungi, with the result that an
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excellent representative exhibit was secured.

Miss Lister, as usual, took charge of the

Mycetozoa, while Miss Lorrain Smith reserved

a corner of the room for an exhibit of the
Lichens collected. At the annual general
meeting. Mr. F. T. Brooks, of the Botany School,

Cambridge, was elected President for 1922. It

was decided to hold the spring foray in that
year at Norwich, and the autumn foray at
Keswick, subject to arrangements being found
practicable. In addition, it was proposed to
hold several London meetings and forays for
London students during the year, as lias been
done during this session.

Fatal Accident in the Garden.—While picking
Apples for a neighbour, Mr. William Rodgers,
of Bridge of Allan, fell to the ground through
the breaking of a branch, and died from injuries
to the spine.

Strike at Covent Garden Market.—About
eighty porters employed in the Floral Hall, in

the Cavent Garden market, ceased work on Mon-
day last owing to a dispute as to wages. The
Floral Hall is a large building where imported
produce (chiefly fruits and vegetables) is mainly
sold by auction, and the brokers have been
accustomed to employ casual labour, the present
rate :>f nay being 150 per cent. above that of
1914. The cost of porterage is passed on to the
retail buyers, and is higher than in any other
part of the market. The retailers objected to
pay more than 100 per cent, above pre-war
rates, .vhich are those obtaining in other parts
of the market. Steps taken by the brokers to
give the porters a week's notice and to engage
a smaller number of picked men as permanent
employees at a wage of 36s. weekly, with
porterage, varying according to schedule,
caused the dispute.

Heavy Cropping of Roderic Dhu Potato—We
are informed that Mr. G. Pateman, of Coven-
try, has obtained a crop of 23 lb. 14 oz. from
one root of Roderic Dhu Potato. The height
of the haulm was 6 feet 5 inches and the
growths spread over an area 9 feet in diameter.
The lifting of this heavy crop was witnessed
by a number of local gardeners.

Hong Kong Botanic Gardens.—From the
Report of the Botanical and Forestry Depart-
ment of Hong Kong for the year 1920, just to
band, we gather that the famous Hong Kong
gardens experienced an exceptional rainfall
during the past year. The total rainfall was
124.03 inches, as compared with 107.88 inches
registered at the Hong Kong Observatory for
the year, and 82.20 inches, the average rainfall
during the past ten years at the Botanic Gar-
dens. The report shows that the removal of the
flowers of the common Privet (Ligustrum
sinense) has now become part of the regular
programme of the work in the gairdens. The
pollen from the flowers ff this plant, which is

very readily carried ,'by the wind, is said to be
the chief cause of hay fever, consequently all the
flowers are removed from plants in the vicinity
of houses, and in many cases whole plants are
destroyed. The work 'of the staff includes the
examination of all bulbs of Narcissus Tazetta ex-
ported to America. These bulbs are said to be
grown at Chang Chow Fu, in Fokien Province,
and are now all brought down to Hong Kong
for inspection in order to comply with the re-
auirements of the United States of America
Government regulation concerning live plants.
Between July 16 and October 28. 3,536 cases,
containing 382.110 bulbs, were examined and
certified. This total was about double the amount
inspected during the preceding year. A large
amount of ornamental planting was carried out
during the year and over 1,500 flowering trees
and shrubs were planted bv the side of some of
the principal roads. The" clearing of under-
growth around houses and various parts of the
colony in connection with the anti-malarial
measures is part of the business of the Forestry
Department, as also is the clearance of under-
growth for the Public Works Department for the
formation of new roads. The report concludes
with a brief reference to the regrettable death
of Mr. W. J. Tucher (referred to in these
columns last year), which took place on April
5. 1920. after a severe attack of pneumonia.

Sir Harry J. Veitch and the City of Exeter.

—

Although Sir Harry Veitch has been so long

associated with Chelsea, most of our older

readers will remember that the Veitch family

has a very long connection with the City of

Exeter. Sir Harry himself was born in that

city in the year 1840; he was educated at

Exeter School", and left the city at the age of

13, when his father came to London to establia

tiie famous Chelsea nurseries. Sir Harry has

always retained a great love for his native city,

and during the past week he has given evidence

of that affection by deciding to bequeath to the

city the bulk of his splendid collection of

paintings in oils and water colours at Redcliffe

Gardens and East Burnham Park. The collec-

tion promised numbers about 100 pictures, and
includes examples of the work of Sir Frederick

Leighton, Henry Moore. H. W. B. Davis. J. W.
Waterhouse, Luke Fildes, Briton Riviere,

W. B. Leader, McWhirter, T. S. Cooper, H.

Stacey Marks, Vicat Cole, W. Wyllie. Peter

Graham. J. .Farquharson. Sir Alma Tadema,
Alfred Parsons, John Pettie, Sir E. A. Water-
low, S. Prouf, Birket Foster. Alfred Goodwin,

SIR HARKY J. VEITCH, V.M.H.

Fantin Latour, and others. It was during a
recent visit to Exeter that Sir Harry Veitch
met the Mayor and Governors of the Royal
Albert Memorial at the Exeter Art Gallery and
expressed his generous intention, which was ack-

nowledged with very great pleasure and grati-

tude. It is the intention of the Governors, when
the paintings eventually become the possession

of the city, to keep them together and to

establish a Veitch Gallery. All lovers of art.

will be delighted to learn that the splendid
collection of pictures which Sir Harry Veitch
has brought together during his long life will

not be dispersed, but will find a permanent
home in his native city of Exeter in " red
Devon by the sea."

Control of " White " Fly. — Aleurodes

vaporairiorum, the insect known commonly as

White Fly, has become a serious pest in green-

houses, and it is especially troublesome to

growers of Tomatos. Although the insect has
been noticed in gardens for a great number of

yeans, it is only in recent times that it has
become a serious nuisance, and there are few
greenhouses in which Tomatos are grown from
which it is absent. Dr. Lloyd, of the Research
Station, Cheshunt, has published some useful
information concerning the control of White
Fly, and this has reached is through the Tech-
nical Committee of the Chamber of Horti-
culture. His remarks are especially addressed
to Tomato growers. whom he counsels
never to propagate their stock from cut-

tings of old plants, and, if seedlings are pur-

chased to obtain a guarantee that they are

from houses free of the pest. In the case of

houses intended for a succeeding crop of

Tomatos, he advises the removal of everything
portable, and to dig the soil of the borders.

Then, if the house is left empty for a week
with the fire heat on, any White Fly that may
be present will be starved to death. For ex-

terminating the fly on growing crops, Dr. Lloyd
recommends fumigating with cyanide of

potassium, and states that two fumigations will

give complete control over the pest for the
season. The second fumigation should follow
on the fourteenth day, in hot weather, and on
the twenty-first day in warm weather, but if

the weather is cool, so that the mean green-
house shade temperature, does not rise above
64°, an interval of 25 days shoidd ensue. He
recommends the withholding of water from the
plants before fumigation; drying off the roots

just so far as may be done without damaging
the setting of the fruits. At the time of
fumigating, the temperature of the house
should be below 60°, if possible, and the work
should be done at dusk, not in the full day-
light. Although cyaniding is always dangerous
in the hands of careless persons, the fumiga-
ting material may now be obtained packed in
metal containers, which, if tised according to
the maker's instructions, ensures the work
being done with perfect safety to the operator.
The preparation known as tetraehlorethane is

also a good fumigant for White Fly. It is a
liquid, and should be poured down the central
path of the house in the evening, half a pint
to each 1,000 cubic feet of space. The house
should be kept closed for so long as it is

possible without danger of harming the plants.
In cold or dull weather, if the house is kept
closed through the following day and night, the
chemical will kill all stages of the pest, except
the egcrs. Tetraehlorethane is not intensely
poisonous and mav be used in greenhouses
omening into dwelling houses if the intervening
door is kept shut. However. Dr. Llovd states
that tetraehlorethane will not compare with
cyaniding, its cist being ten times as great.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Mon-
day. October 17.—National Chrvsanthemum
Society's Floral and Executive Committee meet-
in zs. Tuesday. October 18.—Roval Horti-
cultural Society's Committee meeting; lecture
by Mr. N. H. Grubb on " Some Aspects of
Apple Pruning''; National Sweet Pea Society's
annual meeting nt R H S. Hall. 4 p.m. Thurs-
day, October 20.—Manchester and North of
England Orchid Society's meeting.
" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago.

—

Beetroot a substitute for Potato*. Beet-
root cannot be too much recommended as a cheap
substitute for the Potato. Hitherto the red
has only been used in England as a pickle, or
as a garnish for salad; even the few who dress
it generally boil it, by which process the rich
saccharine juice is in a great measure lost,

and the root consequently rendered less nutri-
tious by the quantity of water which it

imbibes, as well as by parting with the native
syrup of which it is thus forcibly deprived; it

is. therefore, strongly recommended to bake
instead of boiling them, when they will he
found to afford a delicious and wholesome food.

This is not an untried novelty, for both red
and white Beetroot are extensively used on
the Continent; in Italy, especially, they are

carried about hot from the oven twice a day,

and sold in the streets, giving to thousands,
with bread, pepper and butter, a satisfactory

meal. There an? few purposes, for which baked
or even roasted, or ifried Beetroot could not

be found peferable to boiled. If these roots

were so universally cultivated in England for

human food as they are on the Continent, and
baked and sold as cheap, as they might easily

be, many a poor person would have a hearty

and good meal who is now often obliged to

go without one. Torquay Directory. Gard.

Chron., October 17, 1846.

Publication Received.—Strasburger's Text-

Book- of Botany. Fifth English edition. Revised

by W. H. Lange. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., St.

Martin's Street, London. Price 31s. 6d. net.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Farm and Garden Tractors.*

The farmer who is thinking of buying a

tractor, and knows nothing about) motors,

should be able to gain from this book a good

general idea of the way the machine works.

Each part of the mechanism is described in

simple language and illustrated. A grasp of the

information given would help a beginner to

run a tractor and keep it in order. Apart

from this, the book will appeal more to Ameri-

can than to British readers. Much space is

given to descriptions of different makes of

tractors, as a guide to the purchase of a

machine; but they are only such as are offered

on the American market, and many of the ex-

cellent tractors on sale in this country are not

mentioned at all. In a short chapter on garden
tractors, four makes are described, only one of

which is on sale in England, so far as we
are aware, whilst there are at least two
much better machines available to British

buyers. We are told that all garden tractors
" are made, work, and operate in practically

the same way." This leaves out of account the

rotary oultivator type, which is probably by
far the best for garden use.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

WHITE LAELIAS.

The genus Laelia may be divided primarily

into two sections, the larger-flowered Brazilian

species, including L. purpurata, L. crispa,

Li. tenebrosa, and the more slender and
numerous flowered Mexican species of which
E. anceps, L. autumnalis, and L. Gouldiana are

the showiest representatives.

In the wild state the larger-flowered Brazilian

species have seldom yielded a true albino out
of the very large importations received, although
forms with white sepals and petals are common.
The very decided rose and purple colouring on
the lip, and the clearly defined thin, purplish

lines from the base to the front are characters

not easy to eradicate, and generally appear in

both species and hybrids in some degree.

In Laelia purpurata advances towards albinism

are seen in L. purpurata Schroderiana, and
others of its class, in which the flowers are

whitish, or white, but with the thin purple lines

on the lip. Two or three almost true albinos of

L. purpurata are known, but in size and form
they, and the L. p. Schroderiana class, in their

rather smaller size, compared with the old dark-

lipped type (a good set of which may still be
found in Messrs. Cypher's nurseries at Chelten-

ham) seem to suggest that by evolution, or pos-

sible hybrid influence in the locality producing
them, a fixed departure from the type was set up.

Such difference could well be brought about if

the true Laelia grand is, with yellow sepals and
petals, and for which Messrs. J. Veitch and
Sons received a special certificate at the Royal
Hoticultural Society on May 5, 1868, and which
has always been rare in gardens, were present in

the locality, giving the light forms. It was
reported to come from Bahia, and when large

quantities of L. tenebrosa were imported from
that region some of the earliest received were
distributed as L. grandis tenebrosa and caused
confusion in some of the records. Actually the

true Laelia grandis, with yellow flowers, lightly

coloured on the lip, is intermediate between L.

xanthina and L. tenebrosa, and as well defined

a species as the others.

L. tenebrosa gives no albino, its approach
through colour suppression, as in L. t. Walton
Grange, leaving the sepals and petals yellow
and the lip coloured. L. crispa has white
sepals and petals, but the deeply coloured,

narrow, crimped lip stands firm in its characters.

A pure albino in this section is Messrs.

Charlesworth's L. Boothiana alba, sometimes
called L. purpurata alba. L. Perrinii has pro-

duced a white form with but slight colour on
the lip occasionally, and all the species of the

* Farm rind. Garden Tractors. By A. F. Collins.

London : Page and Co., 11, Gower Stre<?t, W.C. l'rioe

L. pumila class have produced albinos which
have proved constant in some cases when raised
from seeds.

Laelia anceps, the showiest and most important
of the Mexican Laelias—a species which will yet
play a more important part in the production
of desirable Laelio-Cattleyas, both coloured and
white, was first imported from the region of

Orizaba in 1835, and frequently in later yeans

—

for a considerable time maintained its mauve
and purple colour in all the flowers. In Decem-
ber, 1878, a First-Class Certificate was given to
the first albino, and several forms with white
segments appeared later. In January, 1868, the
white variety. Dawsonii, was shown, the plant
being one of a few collected in the Cordoba
district, where it was reported a good number
of white forms were to be found, and in the
middle 'eighties Messrs Sanders imported a
large quantity collected, it was stated, nearer
th,? Pacific coast than the original locality. This
was a remarkable event, a colony with albino
characters being discovered in which no typical

tints of the L. pumila section vanished, In

Laelio-Cattleyas the species now alluded to will

be seen to play a much more important part.

DENDROBITJM PHALAENOPSIS ' SCHRO-
DERIANUM.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, have succeeded

jln importing a fine lot of Dendrobium
Phalaenopsis Schroderianum, of the same

large type which the firm imported originally

from the region of New Guinea some years

ago, and which produced such endless variety

of colour, the flowers varying ifrom pure white

through all shades of pink and rose; scarcely

two forms being exactly alike either in the

tint of the petals or the variation of the claret

purple markings on the lip. A dozen of these

forms secured awards at the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. As a showy, easily grown

Orchid, and, especially as a decorative flower,

or .for cut purposes, it is the best of its

section. This importation due to the enter-

prise of Messrs. Sanders, in very difficult times

Fig. 78.

—

reversion in black currants. 1, normal leaf showing five main veins

running to points a, b, c, d, e, and subsidiary veins i, 2, 3, 4, 5. in the half-leaves nos.

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, THE GRADUAL REDUCTION OF SERRATION AND SUBVEINING (REVERSION! IS SHOWN,
WHILE NO. 7 SHOWS ENTIRE REVERSION TO AN OAK-LEAF TYPE. ALMOST WITHOUT SERRATIONS.

(SEE P. 191).

coloured plants were seen, although many of the
forms, such as the variety Sanderiana, had
coloured labellums, Sanderiana being very like

Dawsonii. The variety Schroderiana and some
others were large, pure white, with only the

dark lines at the base of the lip.

This remarkable variation in quantity, and
true in its section, discloses a singular fact,

viz., that if the white had been imported first

it would have been the type, and the coloured

forms the varieties. The present rendering is

doubtless correct.

Laelias intercrossed have not yet produced

any very remarkable hybrids, and nothing very

decided in whites, although a few instances

are interesting as showing the value of yellow

species in getting whites, notably the Laelia

Oweniana (Dayana x xanthina) of Messrs. San-

ders, which has white flowers with indications

of L. Dayana only in the ridged mauve lines

on the lip; and Laelia flavina (pumila x flava)

of Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, pale primrose

with yellow lip. and in both of which the cyanic

gives promise of a revival of the importation

of other showy species much needed. The
varietal name Schroderianum, is justly main-
tained to distinguish this fine iforrn from the

allied, small-flowering D. Statterianum fre-

quently sold as D. Phalaenopsis.

A NEW YELLOW HYBRID.

BrassoLaelio-Cattleya C. W. Matthes, a
grand new yellow hybrid, is sent by Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co.. Jarvisbrook, Sussex. This

was obtained by crossing B.-L.-C. The Baroness

(B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann x L. C. Ophir) and C.

Maggie Raphael alba (Dowiana x Trianae alba)

a combination which has residted in a showy,

bright -yellow flower with the expansion and

labellum of the Cattleya parent, which renders

11 distinct from others of this favourite class.

The broad sepals and petals are clear buttercup-

yellow, the disc of the lip darker in tint and

with gold lines from the base to the rosy-mauve

front, which is crimped and fringed.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Laelia pumila—This dwarf-growing Laelia and
its many varieties that have been occupying a
position in a cool house during the summer should
be removed to a house having an intermediate
temperature. If possible, suspend the plants hum
the roof rafters, where the extra amount of sun-
light, will assist the flowers to develop and 'lie

young pseudo-bulbs to complete their growths.
The roots should be well supplied with wafer
until the new pseudo-bulbs are completed, after
which less moisture wili be needed, but care
must be taken that the roots are not all iwed
to become quite dry. The plants are frequently
attacked by white scale insects, which should
be diligently sought for, as the pest multiplies
rapidly.

Laelia anceps, L. albida and L. autumnalis
These species are sending up flower spikes, and
need plenty of moisture at the roots, also all

the light possible, and free ventilation when-
ever the outside conditions are favourable.

Laelia purpurata.—This Laelia. is developing
roots from the base of the new growths, and
any necessary repotting may be done at this
period.

Lycaste.—Lyicaste Skinneri and the hybrids
L. Mary Gratrix and L. Balliae. together with
L. cruenta. L. leucantha, L. Deppei, and a few
others will soon be finishing their young
growths. and forming a quantity of
fresh roots. They require a liberal amount
of water until fhe new pseudo-bulbs are
fully developed, but it is important that
the compost should at all times be-
come moderately dry between each application.
Later, when the pseudo-bulbs are fully grown.
the plants should be rested, withholding water
to a large extent, but not. entirely.

Anguloa—-Anguloa Clowesii. A. Cliftonii and
others of this section require similar treatment
to Lycaste. All these plants thrive in an airy
position in the warmest part of the Odontoglos-
sum house.

Miltonia.—Brazilian Miltonias, such as M.
Begnelii, M. Binotii. M. spectabilis and
M. s. Moreliana, should be kent rather
dry after flowering is over. Just suffi-
cient water should be given the roots
to prevent shrivelling of the leaves or
pseudo-bulbs, M. ouneata, M. Clowesii and M.
Candida are developing their flower spikes; as
these species pass the flowering period they
should receive similar treatment to that recom-
mended above. These plants are very subject,
especially at the present season, to attacks of
red spider. As a precaution against the pest,
the leaves should be sponged occasionally with
soft soap dissolved in tepid water.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patkmax. Gardener to Sir C. Xiu.-Caix. Bart..

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Seakale.—In spite of the exceptionally hotsummer Seakale has formed very fine crowns
and the foliage is ripening very early. Where
this crop is to be forced for autumn use, and it
is found that the crowns are not ripening suffi-
ciently early, they may be partially lifted and
allowed to remain for several days exposed in
this way and then lifted entirely^ and allowed
to remain on the ground for a' few days for
the foliage to wilt, when it may be cut away
wftnout any loss from bleeding. The crowns ma'v
then be placed in a Mushroom house or some
other similar structure, where the light can be
excluded. The crowns may be covered with
limost any kind of soil ; frequent damping of the

roots with tepid water is necessary. Later plants
will shed their leaves easily and' completely and
the old foliage should be removed at intervals.

Rhubarb—Crowns that were specially grown
for forcing are ripening satisfactorily.

'

These
crowns should provide excellent material for
early forcing, and I have found it a better plan,
where the early forcing of Rhubarb is contem-
plated, to expose the roots entirely to the air
fur ten days or more previous to placing them
in their forcing quarters. It will be found that
the plants will respond to warmth more readily
than if lifted from the open ground and put
directly in their forcing quarters.

Chicory. -Boots of Chicory may now be lifted

as required and forced to help maintain a supply
of salads. They may be placed in a Mushroom
house or some other dark structure, where the
growth will be blanched perfectly. Do not re-

sort to hard forcing. Where only small quanti-
ties of Chicory are required the plants may be
grown in pots and the crowns covered with pi
inverted pot of the same dimensions. This use-

ful salad may be had ready for use in about
a month after being placed in warmth. Water
the plants sufficiently, but guard against too fre-

quent wetting of the young growths, which
would be liable to damp off, making them unfit

for table use.

Hoeing.—Although rain has not fallen in large

quantities it was sufficient to cause seeds of

weeds to germinate, and the hoe should be kept

at work to destroy these weeds in the seedling

stage.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Pot Vines.—Vines, that have been prepared in

pots for forcing, as advised in an earlier
calendar, have had an extraordinarily good
season for ripening the wood, and are in a
suitable condition for pruning, which should be
done previous to transferring them to the
structure in which they are to be started into
growth. All lateral growths should be pruned
back to the main cane, and each cut surface
covered with styptic to prevent bleeding, which
otherwise is almost sure to occur directly the
roots become active. Examine each pot to see
that the drainage is perfect, for on this largely
depends successful culture. Carefully remove
with the fingers any loose mulching material,
and add a top dressing of good mellow loam.
This may be done in two ways, either by
placing pieces of turf around the rims of the
pots to hold the finer compost or by placing
bands of zinc securely around the tops of the
pots to keep the top dressings in position. I
have tried both ways, and am inclined to favour
the former method. Before the vines are
taken indoors it is important that the vinery
should be thoroughly cleansed, and the glass',

if necessary, washed both inside and outside.
If bottom heat by hot water pipes is to be
employed, plunging the pots to the rims in
leaves and litter will not be necessary, but
sufficient of this material should be used for
the purpose of retaining humidity in the
atmosphere, which is essential up to the time
the fruit is approaching ripeness. It is advis-
able to stand the pots on two bricks with
sufficient room between them to allow moisture
to drain away freely, and keep the pots level.
Tie the canes down in a circular manner, being
careful not to crack the bark in so doing. For
a time it may not be necessary to employ fire

J^' i"
1 faCt "* Ms stage jt is sometimes

difficult
_

to maintain the temperature at
45 by night if bright sunny days are prevalent,
but no alarm need be occasioned if the night
temperature remains above 45°. provided it is
the result of natural atmospheric conditions.A little top ventilation may be given if the
temperature of the house by day rises above
60 ,

but only for a short time, and the venti-
lator should be closed again when the vines
have been syringed.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Sweet Peas.—Seeds of this annual may be
sown out-of-doors towards the end of the present
month; there is no doubt as to the value of
autumn sowing, where local conditions and soil
are suitable, but on heavy, ©old soils, in low-
lying situations, it is not advisable to sow Sweet
Peas out-of-doors during the autumn. Nor is it

advisable, under any circumstances, to sow out-
of-doors at this time new and expensive varie-
ties. Where soil conditions are unsuitable the
seed may be sown in pots, in cold frames; the
seedlings should be kept as cool as possible, as
it is not desirable to encourage much growth
during the winter. Too early sowing out-of-
doors is a common cause of failure, the plants
getting too forward. The seed should be sown
in drills, drawn deeply enough to afford the
young plants some shelter. They will probably
require stringing with black cotton, to prevent
sparrows from eating them, and a sharp watch
should also be kept for slugs.

Herbaceous Border.—Now is a suitable time to
overhaul the plants growing in herbaceous
borders, although certain plants may be safely
moved at any time during the winter and spring.
If they are transplanted at this time, while the
ground is still warm, they have a much better
chance of getting re-established quickly. Some
subjects, such as Paeon ies and Anemone japoniea,
resent disturbance, and if such are in good con-
dition they should be left undisturbed. The same
applies to such plants as Gyipsophila, that have
woody rootstocks. In dividing the clumps, only
healthy pieces, carefully 'detached from the out-

sides of the plants, should be used. Select small
pieces of such strong-growing subjects as Asters
and Heleniums, as three to six shoots are suffi-

cient on each plant. It is fairly easy to plan

and plant a border for a. particular season. But
it is a much more difficult matter to keep it gay
with flowers all the season through, in which ca'se

interplanting early and late-flowering subjects

must be resorted to. Even then the grower must,

on occasion, resort to annual subjects to maintain

a good display. Hardy border Chrysanthemums,
which may be lifted from the reserve garden, are

invaluable for filling blank spaces towards the

end of the season. In planning a hardy mixed
border, all these matters must be taken into

account. The soil of the border should be
trenched and enriched with plenty of good farm-

yard manure and a dressing of lime or basic

slag forked into the surface before replanting.

Apply the slag at the rate of 4 oz. per square

yard.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS

By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C Palmer Mori-

wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Chrysanthemums.—As the buds develop con-

tinue to house the plants, as the more ad-

vanced buds are liable to suffer from damp in

the open. When housing the plants arrange
them according to their season of blooming,
placing the early sorts by themselves and so

on, giving them, where the accommodation
exists, separate houses. A note should be made
of each variety, to record how it progresses, and
if any prove failures snch should be discarded

another season.

Fuchsias Plants that have been flowering all

the summer should now be placed in a suitable

place where they may undergo a period of rest.

Water should not be withheld entirely for a
time, as this would give a sudden check to

the plants, but moisture should be supplied in

moderation until it may be withheld altogether.

The plants should be placed m a suitable house
where they will remain dry, and they should
have a free circulation of air about them in

suitable weather.

Asparagus.—Young plants of Asparagus
grown from seed this year require shifting into

larger pots, those of 6 in. diameter being large
enough. Except where the plants are required
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for growing in hanging baskets, they should

have plenty of root room. A mixture of good
loam, leaf-mould and sand forms a suitable

Bompost, and plenty of drainage material is

essential. In potting Asparagus plumosus put

old lime rulbble over the potsherds. Water the

a^oots with weak salt water ; this will cause,

the foliage to develop a deep green colour.

Calceolarias.—Plants that require more root

room should be potted on as they require it,

using good loam, leaf-soil and sand, mixed with
well-rotted manure that has been lying for at

least two years, or, failing that, material from
a spent Mushroom bed. Calceolarias thrive best

in a cooi house kept always moist; very little

fire heat is needed, except in frosty weather.
Where large specimens of Calceolaria Burbidgei.
C. amplexicaulis and (.'. Clibrani are grown for
winter flowering the plants shouid now be ready
for placing in the conservatory. Large speci-

mens should be well staked, for once the shoots
fall o\er it is a difficult task to straighten them
again.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bj W. Hedlei Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Pruning.—The pruner should be acquainted
with the nature of bearing in the different sorts
of trees, and know their habits and manner of

producing their shoots and branches, as well as

other circumstances, for which some a-ules may
be given ; but there are particular details which
it is only possible to decide on the spot. No
rules can be laid down for pruning that aie
equally applicable to all trees or all situations.

The objects of pruning are various ; that of pro-

moting growth, the renewal of decayed parts,
modifying the form, promoting the formation of

fruit buds, adjusting the branches to the roots,

and the removal, or cure, of disease, etc.

Standard fruit trees in orchards an? seldom
match praned after hhev have attained a bearing
state, except to regulate unevenness in tl-eir

branches. The points of the extreme branches
should be everywhere kept thin and exposed
to the light, so that the inner parts of the tree

may not be entirely shaded by the external.

The light should penetrate into every part of the
tree, and then every part will be equally pro-
ductive of fruit. Trees thus treated will not only
produce a greater quantity of fruit, but the

fruit itself will be much better in quality. The
thinning of the branches of standard f 1 nit trees

is a matter by far too little attended to ; the
majority of standard trees would be greatly im
V roved if divested of one-half of their branches,
the spray shoots and useless spurs. The thin-

ning of full-grown trees encourages the forma-
tion of fruit buds, particularly when the ;rees

are aged.

Wall Trees.— It is advisable, before planting
wall trees, to remove the worn out soil to a

reasonable depth, and substitute fresh compost,
the greater part of which should consist of good,
fresh, fibrous loam. If the subsoil is of a reteii

tive nature, see that the drainage is perfect.

These are matters which make for success.

Fruit trees in very strong soils—especially stone

fruits—will frequently make very luxuriant

growth, and unless the season is exceptionally

dry and warm, such wood seldom ripens pro-

perly. Gross growth may frequently be pre-

vented, to a large degree, by planting the trees

on hillocks raised ;\ little ail ove the level of the

surrounding soil. The roots are thus kept nearer

the surface, and receive greater warmth Eromn

the sun. a sure help towards the production of

fibrous surface roots. Trees on pour, hungry
soils require liberal treatment to induce them to

make moderate growth, which, as a rule, seldom

fails to ripen properly, and there is generally a

certainty of a crop, though the fruit is not so

large as from trees growing on stronger soils.

Valuable assistance may, however, be given the

trees by the use of fertilisers during the period

« hen the fruit is swelling.

THE IRRIGATION OF GARDENS.

The season now drawing to a close must have
brought home to many gardeners in the southern
half of England an appreciation of the truth

of the old saying that one can have too much
of a good thing, for to those who have not
been able to cope with it, the drought of the

present year has been, and at the date of writ-

ing still is, a sore trial.

There is a subtle irony, too, in a situation

in which a great drought itself deprives many
gardeners of the sole means of mitigating the

severity of the visitation.

One uses the word sole advisedly, for in all

serious droughts there comes a time when every-

thing but water fails of effect. Deep cultiva-

tion, mulching, stirring of the surface soil, shad-

ing, and all the palliatives the cultivator learns

are in the front line of defence, and after a

time they go the way of front lines when Nature

marshals her forces in grim earnest.

Water being the ultimate stand-by of the gar-

dener' who can obtain it, we may consider how
best he may employ the available supply, leaving

out of consideration the numerous cases where

the supply fails when drought is prolonged be-

yond a certain period.

It is a fair premise that in these days of

gallon on the surface, and those who have ex-

perience of subterranean watering know how.
true the saying is. A simple method of apply-

ing water to the roots of plants is by the; use

of stoneware drain pipes (Fig. 79) perforated
with holes along one half of their diameter.

The pipes, 4 inches in diameter, are laid on

a level keel at about six inches under the sur-

face of the border it is desired to irrigate

—

the holes being on the' underside; one end is

sealed with a cement plug, the other end ter-

minating in a bend of which the top is just

above the surface. Water is laid on to a full-

way tap arranged to discharge into the mouth
of the bend, and provided the flow is ample,

and the point is all important, the pipe is soon

filled with water. Then the flow is checked

to a mere dribble sufficient to replace the water

escaping slowly through the holes and to keep

the pipe full.
" The water may be left running

till a test stick shows that the sub-soil is wet

a yard down at a distance of as much to right

and left of the pipe ; and though the time will

vary according to the density of the soil, half

an hour is usually sufficient for the purpose.

The method of'joining the pipes is simple, and

consists of a spigot formed of bituminous mate-

rial moulded to fit into the corresponding socket.

A little grease prevents the joint from stick-

ing, so that a row of pipes may be lifted, years

after they have been laid in place, without

Fig. 79.—perforated stone-ware drain pipes used in garden irrigation.

high labour costs and reduced staffs, any ex-

tensive use of water cans or barrows is out

of the question, so we are constrained to fall

back on some method of distributing water about

a garden systematically, in other words, by

irrigation.

In the mountainous districts of Great Britain,

there are doubtless places were, with a little

ingenuity, the never-ceasing flow of runnels could

be diverted at the gardener's will into channels,

to zig-zag through a garden, atter the fashion

of the hillside gardens of Madeira; but this

country, as a whole, offers but slight scope for

the employment of such simple methods, and

man is thrown on his own resources.

Irrigation can be arranged in various ways,

but all of them are alike in requiring a head

of water. This head or pressure will vary ac-

cording to the method of irrigation employed,

and local conditions; it may be obtained from

public water mains, by gravitation from natural

sources, as, for instance, a pond, spring or river

above the level of the garden, or from a tank

placed at a suitable elevation, into which water

is pumped, preferably by mechanical means. The

system of irrigation employed will depend m
great measure, though not entirely, on the head

available.

For our purpose irrigation is of two kinds,

underground and overhead ; each has its sphere

of usefulness, depending on tin' lie of the ground,

the nature of the garden, the plants in il. and

other factors. Each involves a certain amount

of installation, and by intelligent anticipation

of the ultimate requirements each can be built

up little by little as circumstances and the

exchequer permit.

It has often been said I hat m dry weather

a pint of water under the ground is worth a

difficulty and without breakage. No cement is

needed at the joints.

It might be supposed that the surrounding

earth would soon find its way through the per-

forations into the pipes and choke the bore, and

so it would if the pipes wire laid with the

holes at the top. In practice, pipes which have

been laid ten years are found to be clear in-

lei nally.

Where the ground is level or only slightly

on the slope, this method of irrigation is an

ideal one for a Primula bed. for instance, for

the Meroiiops :

s family, or American woodland

plants, and for the many bulbous plants which

bkc to have their roots in soil cooler and damper

than is good for the bulbs. The pipes can be

bud across or along a bed at intervals of about

6 feet, and once the subsoil has been watered it

remains moist for weeks, keeping the surface

moist as well. Hut such an arrangement is ob-

viously impracticable in places where the levels

alter much, as in rock gardens, and here the

overhead system is more practical. In its sim-

plest form.' overhead watering is merely an ap-

plication of artificial rain to beds, borders or

irakwork, and it can be arranged temporarily or

permanently. For temporary use. the common

lawn sprinkler, in one form or another, provides

an elementary method of achieving the end in

view Assuming that water is available under

pressure, all that is necessarj is the i
essioi

of one or more sprinklers and the required length

of hose.

tins method can be effectively used for rock-

work and herbaceous bord< i

- here the plants

are great height : given a g i d head ol

water and an efficient sprinkler, the amount of

ground that can be covered ia astonish™ I

Grave.
(Tii tV concluded »
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C2,

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their com*
munications, and save us much time and trouble,
if they would kindly observe the notice printed
weekly to the effect that nil letters relating to

financial matters and to advertisements should he
addressed to the Publisher

; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication referring to
the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The tiro

departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
ivhen letters are misdirected.

Illustrations—The Editors will be glad to receir*
and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
t.rees

t
etc., but they cannot be respo?isible for loss

or injury.

THE DUBLIN ARBORICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

IT is well known how much the progress of

forestry in this country was helped by
the activities of the Royal Society of Arts

towards the end of the 18th century. Planting

in Ireland was greatly encouraged in the same
period by the Dublin Society, which gave

prizes and gold medals for successful planta-

tions of timber trees. The Highland and Agri-

cultural Society, during its long career, has

never ceased to stimulate the foresters and land-

owners of Scotland.

In Great Britain, two societies exclusively

devoted to forestry have also greatly helped,

namely, the Royal Scottish Arboricultural

Society, which was founded in 1854, and the

Royal English Arboricultural Society, which
originated in 1883. It is not, however, gener-

ally known that the pioneer forestry -society

in the British Isles was the Dublin Arboricul-

tural Society, which was founded so early as

1830. A record of its brief life is now given as

an interesting fact in the history of Forestry.

The activities of this Society first became known
to me from a volume in the Cambridge Uni-
versity Library, entitled Transactions Arbori-

cultural Society No. 1, Dublin, 1831. A copy,

without title page, was purchased by me a

few years ago, and is now in the library of the

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

At the end of the Transactions, there is a

list of 67 members, the names including

prominent noblemen and gentry, as the Duke of

Leinster, Viscount de Vesci, the Earl of Meath,
the Lord Primate (Magee), John Flood, and
Hugh Barton.

The Secretary of the Society was Edward
Murphy, and the volume of the Transactions
contains two papers by him, entitled " On the
Planting of Waste Land," and " On the
Management of Coppice." It also contains
a letter from Mr. Sandys to Mr. Withers on
" The General Management of Plantations,"
and communications by various members on
" The Value of the Scotch Fir." on " A Plan-
tation 20 years old in Wicklow," and on " Plant-

ing on Bog."
The Society addressed a series of statistical

inquiries to its members on the extent of their

woodlands, soil, species, market for timber,
nurseries, etc.; and two replies, all that, were
apparently received, are printed. The Trans-
actions also give a report made for the Society
by Mr. Millington, on " The Plantation on the

Wrekin in Shropshire."

There was a warehouse " under the patronage
of the Arboricultural Society,

1 ' in 90, Abbey
Street, Dublin, managed by Mr. E. Murphy, in

which tools for planting and felling, and garden-
ing implements, were exhibited. This was known

as the " model room " of the Arboricultural

Society.

No second volume of the Transactions

appears to have been issued, and I have been

unable to trace further the history of the

Society, the only references to whidh seem to

be the following :

—

Loudon, in Gardeners' Magazine, vol. vi., 473,

published in June, 1830. expresses the hope

that the Arboricultural Society of Dublin or

some patriotic individual will speedily call Mr.

Millington into active employment. Again, in

the same periodical, vol. vii.. 295 (June 1831).

there appeal's a paper by Mr. E. Murphy,
" agent to the Arboricultural and HcTtticuitural

Societies of Ireland," dealing with an arbori-

cultural tour he had made in Scotland in 1830.

In the same volume, p. 682 (Dec. 1831),

Loudon publishes a circular of the Dublin Arbori-

cultural Society, signed by the Hon. Sec, C. W.
Hamilton, stating that tFey have reduced the

annual subscription to one guinea, and the life

subscription to ten guineas. Mr. Hamilton

concludes with a plea for scientific research in

forestry, which to-day deserves quoting in

ixtf n fit. " Surely no one will deny the import-

ance of affording to the cultivator of wood the

same advantages which the agriculturist has

derived from the establishment of institutes,

enabling him to collect facts and the results of

experiments, and then deduce general principles)

by which some degree of certainty may be

attained, as the means of reaping the greatest

profit from the smallest outlay, and to diffuse,

as widely as possible, the result of such scien-

tifio inquiries."

The Horticultural Society of Ireland, which

was a distinct Society with a different lisi of

members, refers in its first Annual Report

(1831). a rare volume, now difficult to obtain,

to the warehouse above-mentioned, and states

that Mr. Murphy " has been employed by the

Arboricultural Society in travelling through

England and Scotland for the purpose of collect-

ing information as to the best modes of treat-

ing woods and plantations and of procuring for

the model room of the Society patterns of the

most approved implements." These were for

sale, and " genuine Highland Scotch Fir,

Tyrolese Larch, with every kind of forest trees,

seed, and plant," were sold on commission.

A. Henry.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

September continued the extraordinary
series of dry months, the rainfall in this
district of East Sussex being only .60 inch.

Most of this (.51 inch) fell during a very
heavy gale on the 11th, which brought down
a great many Apples, and glutted the markets
with windfalls for the second time this season.
During three-quarters of the year I have
recorded only 9.50 inches of rain, which is

only a little more than half the normal.
January was the only month with over 2 inches
of rain. The driest complete year of which
I have any record was 1901 with 19.32 inches ;

so it will be seen that we must have a lot of
wet weather during the next three months
if 1921 is to approach even this figure.

Effect of Drought on Apples.

Whilst the drought has produced a larger
proportion of small Apples than usual, it is

interesting to note that some varieties are
exceptions. Curiously enough, a few kinds are
larger than usual. I have never had Cox's
Orange so big; and other growers also report
this as extra large. Charles Ro69 is another
which grew quite to full size, and Lane's
Prince Albert is bigger than usual with me.

It is evident, therefore, that some varieties

stand drought much better than others. In
my case trees of bush form on Paradise
stock have suffered less than half-standards
on Crab; and it would be interesting to know
if this is the general experience. Apart from
the size of the fruit, the drought has naturally
restricted the wood growth of all varieties,

so that winter pruning will be a lighter job
than usual. On the other hand, manuring
will have to be on an extra lavish scale, in

order to help the trees to make a quick
recovery and start growing normally again.

Cox's Orange Pippin.

In a year when most Apples are very cheap
it has been a pleasure to have a heavy crop
of Cox's Orange to sell at satisfactory prices.

The grower whose soil suits this variety is

fortunate, for many have regretted planting it

for market. Beginners should try it on a small
scale, and extend it if they find that it thrives.

In some places it grows well, but it is a very shy
bearer. Top-grafting a row here and there with
another variety, such as Worcester, would prove
a remedy in some instances, as Cox's Orange is

partially self-sterile, and needs cross-pollination

if it is to set a full crop. In other places the
variety fails on account of its liability to canker.
I ihave a struggle with it on this account, but
just manage to grow it at the expense of much
labour devoted to cutting out canker and dress-
ing the wounds with tar. As the tree ages I

find that the disease becomes much less trouble-
some. Some years ago several rows of cordons
were planted against wire fences, to see whether
this variety would suffer less from canker when
so trained. There has certainly been much less of
it than on bushes and half-standards, and some
fine fruits were gathered this year. Another plan
has been suggested to me as likely to give free-
dom from canker, as it has been carried out else-
where. This consists of planting bushes on Para-
dise stock on "stations"—that is to say, planting
on the surface of the land, and covering the
roots with soil dug from around the tree, in-
stead of planting in a hole in the usual way.
The object is, of course, to keep the roots out
of the cold, wet sub-soil. Trees have been cured
of canker, in some cases, by lifting them and
replanting in this fashion.

Pears .for Market.
So far, 1 have not grown Pears for sale,

because the trees in my private garden show
that the soil does not suit them, the assumption
being that the sub-soil is too wet and cold. It
has occurred to me. however, that thev might
succeed if planted on the surface, as described
above

; and I have ordered enough trees to plant
this autumn on about three-quarters of an acre.
As it is probably useless to try choice varieties,
except on good Pear land, I 'have chosen Fer-
tility, a somewhat coarse brat very prolific
variety much grown for market, which will no
doubt find a ready sale in the local seaside
towns. A few trees of Conference will be in-
cluded to serve as .pollinators, though they are
probably unnecessary.

Standardised Packing of Apples.

The Federation of British Growers' scheme
ifor standardised packing of Apples has been
brought into working order, and packages bear-
ing the official trade-mark label have found their
way to Covent Garden and other markets.
My own experience of marketing under the
scheme has been decidedly favourable, and I
have found much less trouble than I antici-
pated in getting the packers to fulfil the
regulations as to grading. The mechanical
grader sizes tha Apples roughly; but to make
sure that no fruit below the minimum
diameter for each grade is included, I have
provided home-made gauges with which the
packers can quickly test an Apple about
which they feel any doubt. Suitable gauges
for this purpose are sure to be on sale before
long, if they are not already. Mine are made
from two pieces of 6awn lath 9 inches long,
nailed at the required distance apart between
two blocks of wood. Such a gaiuge can be
stood or hung in a convenient position, and
any Apple tested by placing it against the
gap between the two laths. If it will go
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through it is too small. With a supply of

gauges-»it is quite possible to do without a
mechanical grader, but I find it a great
convenience, especially ifor small varieties.

Large cooking Apples are so quickly sized by
hand that it is hardly worth while to put
them through the grader.

American Blight.

Early in the season American blight showed
Srominentlv on Apples, but it has since almost
isappeared. Theobald has noticed this also in

Kent, and does not attribute it to birds or
parasites, but rather to the hot, dry weather.
It seems only reasonable to suppose that the
sap, on which the insects feed, must have been
very scarce, so that they might well be starved.
I notice them in some cases on the fruit itself,

in the cavity around the stem. Probably they
have taken up this unusual position in order to
get food more easily than they could on the
branches. Market Grower.

THE ROSARY.
SOME GOOD DECORATIVE EOSES.

From a garden point of view, Roses should
be of free growth and profuse in blooming,
•giving a succession of flowers for so long as
the weather remains favourable. The hot sum-
mer has not been suitable to these kinds, since,
generally speaking, their blooms have not the
substance of exhibition varieties, and in con-
sequence open and fade rather quickly in pro-
longed bright weather. Autumn, however, very
often finds this type of Rose at its best, and
such varieties are especially valuable, as there
appears to be a pressing demand for the
Rose season to be lengthened to its utmost.
Eoses of late years have advanced in favour
for bedding The perfect type is not required
for that, although there are those who think
otherwise. Quantity and high quality, how-
ever, rarely go together. Most planters are
aware of this, and if a bright and prolonged
effect is required suitable varieties must be
made use of. The following are a few varieties
which are looking very bright this autumn,
:.nd during the summer have done as well as
could be exoeeted. All are H.T.'s:

—

General MacArthur.—This variety is not
new, which is in its favour rather than other-
wise, as against all comers it holds its own
as one of the best velvety crimson sorts for

all season.- Free in growth, it demands
nothing but rational treatment to enable it

tc give of its best.

H. P. Pinkerton.—This is a Rose of recent

introducti.in. The buds are long and pointed,

coloured brilliant scarlet flushed with crim-

son. As a bedder it gives great promise,
having the habit which makes for that purpose,

and foliage that is mildew-proof.

Donald Macdonald.—This variety has
medium-sized blooms, but they are produced
with a freedom which makes up for lack of

( size. The colour is orange flushed with car-

mine. A nurseryman competent to express an

opinion stated that it was the " freest bloomer
in his experience.

Hon. Mrs. Grosvenor.—This Eose is ex-

cellent for bedding, and very fine in autumn.
The blooms are of good size and substantially

built; the outer petals are flesh-coloured, the

centre ones yellow. The plant is a capital

grower, and quickly recovers after summer
flowering, ready for autumn.

W. G. Gaunt.—This fine Kose is more ver-

milion than scarlet, and the reverse of the

petals is crimson maroon. It is not a Rose
of great substance, the blooms being rather thin.

but they are showy. The plant is a splendid

grower, and very free.

Edith Part.—A E<xse with a variety of

colours, including red, salmon, and copper,

which of late years we have become accus-

tomed to, and the fine colouring is combined
with fragrance and good form. A fair de-

scription of it is that it is an improvement on

E. G. Hill.

K. of K.—Opinions differ as to the merits
of this Eose. Those who only require the per-
fect flower cannot be expected to be enthusi-
astic over it, since it is only semi-double. But
where scarlet in its brightest shade is required
continuously, many are of the opinion that a
selection of bedding Roses is not complete
without it. For its type it is very fragrant.
Mrs. E. Pawday,—The lovely flowers of this

variety are satin pink, the edges of the petals

can be seeu, they, will materialise. For an
upright grower with stout stems, the habit is

very branching, and in a decorative Eose this

is an essential quality. The blooms are of

good form, coloured deep crimson, and plum
black on the reverse side of the petals.

Mme. Abel Chatjsnay.—A selection of garden
Roses without this popular variety would be
incomplete. Newer varieties as good, there
doubtless are. but where perfect flowers.

Fig. -ROSE OPHELIA IN A VASE. WITH ROSA WILLMOTTIAE KOI.IAGE.

bung salmon. Of recent introduction, it pro-

mises well as a decorative variety.

I'adre.—A variety with charming blending

of bright copper and yellow. It is one of the

few garden Roses to be awarded a gold medal.

No doubt a good future is before it. for my
plants are decidedly promising.

Lamia.—Of reddish mange colour, this

variety appears to be an advance on Old Gold,

The blooms are of the coat-flower type and the

plant has a free habit.

Emma Wright.—-This is a pure orange self-

coloured Eose, and the colour does not fade

with the sun. The blooms are on the thin

side, but they are freely set on slender growths,

which enhances their value far cutting. Grown
for three seasons in the garden, the plants revi i

1

no trace of mildew.

Oovent Garden.—(ireat things arc expected

of this gold medal variety, which is of com-

parative recent introduction, and. BO far a*

irrespective of name and date of origin, are
required it is iue lo plant freely. In autumn
the blooms are perfect.

Ophelia (see Fig. 80).—Although differing

slightly in colour from the last named, this newri

variety is its most serious rival. The blooms
are perfect in form, with rather more of the

rosy salmon colour in them. This variety is

charming for use as cut blooms, and is one

of the most popular sort-; seen in competitions

for decorations of Roses.

Tim Page.—This \ariety was raised by the

hen. secretary ol th- National Rose Society. I

have seen this yellow Rose growing in districts

widely apart, and am inclined to think it is

the best bedder in its OOloUP—at any rate,

among moderate-priced ones.

Charles E. Shea.—This is a pink variety

that does not fade.

Blushing Bride is the nearest to a white

amongst garden varieties, and Caroline
TestoI'T is not yet obsolete. Orowi r
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THE OARRAH COLLECTION OF CACTI

AT MANCHESTER.

In 1903, a very large collection of succulent
plants and Cacti, formed by the late Mr.
Charles Darrah, was presented to the Corpora-
tion of Manchester by his widow. A fine

range of houses was built by the Corporation
in the Alexandra Park to contain the plants, and
was opened to the public in December 1906.

The Corporation was wise enough to secure
the services of Mr. Darrah's head-gardener
under whose care the collection was formed
and who has had charge of it ever since.

Though the atmosphere of a great mannfac-

exoeption of Orchids and Ferns, there are no
plants which combine interest with curiosity
and variety of form to such an extent during
the whole year. Many of them, no doubt,
flower but rarely, or only when they have
attained large dimensions; but in the homes of
comparatively humble amateurs one may still

find a number of plants of extraordinary forms,
and in many cases very easy culture, in windows
of living rooms or in frames and tiny green-
houses heated only during winter by gas or

oil lamps or by an old-fashioned Hue.

Damp and over-watering when at rest arc
the main cause of losses among this class oi

plants; ifor it is seldom realised how long
they will live without water at all. I lately

FlO. 81.—GLADIOLUS OTKANTO (SEE P. 199).

turing city is not the most suitable ifor

plants— which, being for the most part natives
of arid regions in South Africa, Mexico, and
South America, love heat, drought and sun-
shine—yet the collection under Mr. Cobbold'e
loving care remains in a wonderfully healthy,
clean and flourishing condition, and is only
surpassed by the Kew collection, which has
for many years been considered the finest in the
world as regards this special class of plants.
The number of amateurs who grow succulent

plants in England is at present small; partly,
I believe, because the large size cif many of
the plants makes them unsuited to an ordinary
greenhouse, and partly because it is not
generally realised that with the possible

found, forgotten during a whole year, on the
shelf of a friend's greenhouse, some small
but curious and beautiful Haworthias which
had been sent ifrom South Africa years ago;
though they seemed dried-tip, shrivelled and
rootless, they soon revived when potted, and
as many of them are easy to propagate by
division or cuttings they have the additional
advantage of being, easy to share with one's
friends.

It is unfortunate that, with the exception
Oif Mr. N. E. Brown, of Kew, no botanist of
repute has studied or written much on these
succulent plants, and their nomenclature is

often very difficult to verify; whilst hybrids
and varieties are numerous, and have often

been named as species by horticulturists and
botanists in Germany, where the cultivators
and describers of these plants are much more
numerous than here. Such specific names as
Kotschubeyanus, Schilinzkyanus, Salm-dvekia-
nus. Cspenskyi, Schickendantzii and Sclnner-
witzii, are not attractive or easily pronounced by
us, and when such names are copied on labels
by young gardeners they often assume even
stranger forms. But the names of South
African Mesenibryanthemums, mostly given
by Haworth and Brown to commemorate their
discoverers or cultivators, such as Pearsonii,
Heathii, Nevilli or Taylori, show that in
this genus at least our countrymen have done
their share; and as an instance cif what may
be done by the most humble cultivator of
these plants, I may cite the case of M. Elishae,
a minute but free-flowering and beautiful
plant, which was introduced and grown in
a remote suburb of London by an old, man,
recently deceased, who astonished the
authorities at Kew by producing from a small
back garden no less than seven species new
to the national collection.

But to return to Manchester, where I lately
spent a most interesting day under the
guidance of Mr. Pettigrew, who has charge
of the Parks and Municipal Gardens of the
city. I can only regret that I had not
realised earlier in life how little I knew about
succulents, and how much I could learn from
such a collection and from such an experienced
and willing teacher as Mr. Cobbold.
An excellent catalogue, prepared by Mr.

Cobbold, of the 1,350 species comprised in
Mr. Darrah's original bequest, is interspersed
with many interesting notes on the plants,
and might be made the basis cif a series of
lectures which the botanical students of

Manchester University would profit by, if their
professor took advantage of his opportunity.
For even to those who look on them from a
physiological point of view, there are many
curious points to discover as to the use of

the extraordinary spines, woolly covering, and
reasons for slow growth. Some cif them, as

Mr. Brown has lately shown in these columns,
possess in their flowers, seed-capsules, and
seeds, unusual features of great interest and
beauty. Nothing can be more curious than to

see the minute, ovoid Mesembrvanthemums
cast off the snake-like skiji which has pro-

tected them from the drought, and perhaps
disguised them from the sharp .eyes of

ostriches and other birds which in South Africa
devour them when green and succulent, and
in some cases, as Mr. Brown tells me, have
entirely exterminated them in their native
country. When the skin is cast there appears
out cif the dry shell a little oviform or flat-

topped growth, followed by a flower, usually
yellow, pink or white, and sometimes larger
than the plant which it covers.

In the spacious glasshouses at Manchester,
where these small plants have to be kept on
a shelf nearer the glass than the stages, they
cannot be examined as well as in a low pit,

such as has been recently devoted at Kew
to the propagation and study of the smaller
succulents; and it may be reckoned to the
credit of the inhabitants of Manchester that
it has not been found necessary to protect
these little curios by wire netting from possi-

ble "pilfering.

Though the catalogue of the Darrah Collec-

tion was written so long ago as 1903. and
does not contain more recent additions, vet

it is still a good guide to the collection. The
general health and cleanness of the plants
afford excellent testimony to the care which
has been given to them. There are many large

Opuntias and Cereus planted out in the

central beds which rival, if they do not

surpass, in size and age, any other specimens in

the country, and interspersed with these, some
Orchids. Bromeliads and insectivorous plants
are planted, which grow more or less vigor-

ously with the Cacti. Among the most remark-
able plants I saw were splendid groups of

Phyllocacti growing in a natural way on
built-up rockwork; among which P. Thoniasi-
anus of great size and age. must have been
a wonderful sight when it had 29 of its

immense flowers open at once on a Sunday
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evening in July. A very large and tall plant,
under the name of Crassula (Kalosanthes)
coceinea major, which I have not seen at Kew
or elsewhere, gave me the impression that it

must be distinct from the cornimon form ot

that species.

Some of the plants of Pilocerens senilis (the

Did Man Cactus), and oif P. celsianus from the
high Andes of Bolivia must be of immense
age, but have never flowered, so far as is known,
in this country. Mr. Cobbold told me that
one specimen of Cereus giganteus, according
to the rate of growth which has been ob-
served in Arizona, must be 160 years old, and
that a plant of Echinopsis formosa bought in

1892, when it was known to have been in this
country for 60 years, has only added one inch
to its height of two feet in ten years. I

should not therefore be surprised to learn that
the age which some of these desert plants may
attain is equal to that of the Oak or the Yew,
whose normal life under favourable conditions
may be taken at 500 to 600 years.

,
Mr. Cobbold is not in favour cif the system

of grafting the globular and oviform Echino-
cacti and Mamillarias on stocks of more
vigorous growth, which is often adopted by
German growers, but, when grafting is necessary
in order to keep the ungrafted plants from
rotting off when they rest on tihe ground, he
prefers Cereus Spathianus as a stock for the
South American species, and C. macrogonus for
most of the Mexican species. He showed me a
series of curious hybrids between E.
myriostigma and E. ornatus. The iformer is

normally divided by five prominent ridges, but
among the hybrid forms is one in which there
are only four ridges. This is a very distinct
species sometimes known as the Bishop's Cap,
and produces freely a succession of large, flat,

yellow flowers, surrounded by white wool in
the centre where the ridges meet. Among
the numerous large specimens of Cereus was
one of C. guatemalensis, which produced a large

round, red fruit. Though the genus Opuntia is

one which on account of its spines is very
difficult to handle, there are as many as 130
species or .reputed species in tlhe collection.

The new work on Cacti, whioh is being pro-

duced in America by Rose and Britten, will

be invaluable in correcting the nomenclature of
this very difficult genus.

I have seldom spent three hours so
pleasantly and profitably as in examining this
wonderful collection, and I could have spent
as many weeks without exhausting its interest.

Seldom, if ever, has any Municipality received
a more valuable bequest of its kind, and none
has shown itself more worthy of it. It is only
to be hoped that as the facilities for communica-
tion with all parts of the world are now so

great, other citizens of Manchester will take an
biterest in adding new species to the collection.

I must heartily thank Mr. Tettigrew, the
Superintendent, and his most able Curator.
Mr. Cobbold, for the trouble they took to
show me the treasures under their charge.
//. ./. Elwes, Coleaborne.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

GLADIOLUS OTRANTO.

Tins variety (see 1'ig. 81) was first exhibited

as a seedling by Major Churcher about three

years ago, and it again appeared in one cut' his

'exhibits at the li IIS last year. It was

descsibed by tihe Rev. .1. Jacob as " a pretty

shade of maize with conspicuous scarlet

markings on the throat of the flower, which

becomes more pink with age." This last

characteristic is common to many of the motv
delicate shades of I'riinulinus hybrids I am
told, and is more in evidence during some
seasons than in others. The variety is pro-

nounced a " good duel- " by those who have tried

it, anil will no doubt, become popular when more
6tock is available.

Probably few realised when the beautiful

Gladiolus primulinus was first exhibited at the

meeting of the HI I S
. on August 23, 1904, by

Mr. Francis Eox, Alyn Hank. Wimbledon, that

this unarming species from the Victoria Falls

wouhl 1»- the forerunner of a most glorious race

of garden plant 8. s>,,ii<i t.

NOTES ON THE FREESIA.
(Concluded from jiat/e 185.)

As the foliage gradually becomes yellower and
yellower, less and less water must be given,

and when no green or only very little is to De
seen water should be withheld entirely. When
this happens the pots should be placed in a

cold frame where tney may receive plenty of sun
to ripen the corms, or, failing this accommoda-
tion, they may be piled up on their sides out
of doors with a board or some covering on top

of them to ward off the rain. They may then
remain where they are until the middle of July,

when the corms should be shaken out and
graded so as to be ready for planting once more
in August. There is not much to be said about
" annoyances," to again use an old but expres-

sive word. The corms are liable to attacks

from the " bulb mite," and I am half inclined

to think from the same eel worm that, unfor-

tunately for so many, ruins Daffodil bulbs.

Burning the soil and boiling the pots form to-

gether a sure cure. There may be other enemies
—either of an animal or vegetable nature—of

which I know nothing. If other growers know
of any it would be a kindness and a help to

their fellows if they would give their experi-

ence in these pages. The year 1921 reminds me
of 1911, which was also a very hot year. That
was when Tylenchus devastatrix first began to

cause serious trouble to Daffodil growers.

The serious " annoyances " come from within.

The Freesia is an heir to " duds " and rectifi-

cation, to use a well-known Tulip term. By
duds I mean those corms which remain abso-

lutely dormant during a whole year without
any obvious rhyme or reason. By rectification

I mean the unfortunate trick the colour factors

have of separating themselves, and so making a

flower all streaked or blotched. About these

evils I can say nothing. To know how to avoid

or to minimise them would be very welcome to

an ever-increasing number of growers.

Seed should be sown in the autumn of the

year in which it has been harvested, and the

sooner the better. Six or seven-inch pots are

preferable to pans, as it is much easier to keep

the big conn and its tiny offsets together when
they are turned out. Each seed should be
three-quarters of an inch from its fellow when
it is sown; if an inch, so much to the good.

Stand the pots on the stage of an unheated
greenhouse, and shade with newspapers if the

sun is very hot. In four or five weeks the

seedlings should appear. They should be grown

on an. I treated like plants from conns, but if

possible be given a slightly higher temperature;

the warmer part of a cool greenhouse is very

suitable. No feeding with stimulants is neces-

sary: they should be allowed to grow naturally.

In April or May a few will flower, but the

Bowers will not be of much account, and they

are nothing to go by except to give an idea

what their colour will be like. When the

foliage dies, the pots should be treated just

like those with corms in. When the shaking

out takes place, it needs very great care to

keep all the larger and smaller bulbs of a sort

together, as the tiny offset's are so readily broken

away from the main bulb. Small seed
" pockets " should be at hand to put them in

—

one variety, of course, in each. The small bulks

should be planted in August in 3 1 -inch potfi

verj exceptionally a 5-inch is used; only when
ttie number of bulbs is much above the average.

The smaller size is quite large enough tec bold

the contents of almost any of the bags. All,

or very nearly all, the bigger bulbs will flower

early the following year. Thus, if seed is sown

in the autumn of the present year, a few flowers

will appear in April and May, 1922. but the

great harvest may be confidently expected in

1923.

Tor a long time Mr. TubergiMi's hybrids and

on* "i two raised in Guernsey were the only

named coloured varieties to be found in bulb

lists; now there are others on the market from

new sources. Among those which I Irave tried

I can recommend the following:—Conquest, the

best rose; Dainty, a tall-growing and much-
branched rosy mauve ; Buttercup, a good yellow
of rather a deeper shade than Apogee ; Canary,,
a very free primrose—almost a self; Merry
Widow, a fine mauve, and very sweet ; Rosa
Bonheur, a pretty mauve with a rosy flush

;

and Contrast, a lively looking white with con-
spicuous orange markings. Golden Guinea is-

useful on account of its very deep rich colour,

if a grower wishes to raise seedlings. One I
never recommend is Excelsior. It has large
flowers, it is true, but the stems are weak and
the plant is too dwarf to be altogether pleasing.

Many people like to try the mixed hybrids,
different strains of which are offered by the
larger firms who deal in bulbs. Good varieties

may be picked out and grown on to form a
stock. Joseph Jacob.

A REINFORCED CONCRETE PLANT

HOUSE.

Although many and diverse kinds of

buildings have been, constructed of ordinary
and reinforced cement concrete, probably Mr.
David King,- Osborne Nurseries. Edinburgh,
is the first in this country to use this kind
of construction in hot-house building. Mr.
King has just completed a plant house 80'

feet in length and 13J feet wide. . of this-

material, and with the exception of the side

and end walls, which are of single brick,

on bed. and the door and door standards,
which are of timber, the entire frame-work
of the house—wall-plates, ridge and astragals—
are entirely of concrete, and concrete and iron,

and the parts are so formed that the house
may. if necessary, be easily taken down and
re-erected on another site.

Mr. King was responsible for the design
of the house, and not only did he work out
all the details of it. but actually made the
moulds for the casting of the ridging and
astragals, and the making of these was carried

out by his own staff under his supervision.

The ridge, which is of concrete, is in sec-

tions, scarf-jointed and bolted together, and
the astragals, each of which is in one piece,

consist of light T-iron bars encased in con-

crete, and are similar in section to an
ordinary wooden astragal. The astragals,

which abut against the ridge, are tied to-

gether at the top, just beneath the ridge, by

light iron ties (hole* for the bolts being formed
in the course of casting thenO. and the under
end- test on a concrete sole-plate moulded
on the top of the brickwork. On the inside,

the astragals are c-npported by a light iron

liar, about mid-way between the sole-plate

and ridge, and this again rests on -tout iron

supports fixed at suitable- mtei\al- to the 'front

of the staging.

The advantages of such a structure,

especially to commercial growers, are obvious.

It is practically indestructible so far as decay

of t h<. materials is concerned: it requires no-

painting; and the cost of general upkeep is

reduced to a minimum.
The '"St of construction Mr King esti-

mates at about 50 per cent, more than a

tmil."i lion f the same size: but as . o-t

is always greater in an initial experiment,

probably tl \tra outlay would be consider-

ably reduced in mass production.

In order to test the ability ot the material

to withstand the effects ot contraction and

expansion brought about by extremes of tem-

perature, Mr. King bail the house completely

closed for a period during the recent fie.it

wave, and although the temperature inside

rove to 115 degrees during the day-time, there

was no indication of any tenden. \ to .nicking

,,f th,. concrete! and it seemed to be able

to withstand the extremes ot temperature

exceedingly well.

The erection <>f the house was undertaken

by Mcssis Mackenzie and MonCUT, Ltd., hot-

house builders. Edinburgh, ami altogether it

i- a very serviceable looking structure, and

is , ,1111c as attractive in appearai m >

wooden house, of the same class, .t. I)

/,',. hardson, Edinburgh.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

THE FROIT CROPS.

(Continued from page 187.)

Kent.—Fruit trees in general had an abun-

dance of bloom, but rather severe frosts and
cold, northerly winds prevailed while the flowers

were expanded, causing Peaches. Apricots and
Plums to drop freely. Cherries on walls more
or less escaped injury. Apples and Pears are

plentiful, though numbers of Apples dropped
through the drought. Many fruit trees

are infested with red spider and thrip,

especially where the water supply is deficient.

Strawberries were plentiful, but small generally.

Currants were good, but Gooseberries 6hed many
fniits before they were ripe. The soil varies,

being stony in some places and clay in others.

James Mayne, 32, Wigtown Road, Eltham.
Apples will probably Ibe a record crop

and the dry weather has brought a freedom from
scab. The crop, however, will depend on
sufficient rain coming soon. Pears are clean
and have never looked better, showing that the
unusual amount of sun has. suited them. Plums
are very poor, due, no doubt, in many cases,

to the extremely bad attack of brown rot and

foliage. The fruits of this variety colour well in

the shade with me. J. George Woodward, Bar-
hum ('unit, Teston, Maidstone.

The fruit crops are much under the
average on account of the dry spring and
hummer. Apples .ind Pears are average crops.

Strawberries were in most parts a failure.

Raspberries, Currants, and Gooseberries were
fair crops. Sweet Cherries were a moderate
crop, but Plums were a failure on account
of frost at the time of blooming. ,/. T . Shann,
Betteshanger Park Gardens, Eastry.

The season is disappointing on the whole.
Our rainfall from January 1 to the end of

May was under 8 inches; from the end of May
until the middle of July less than { of an
inch of rain fell. Under these conditions the
Strawberry crop, which in the early spring

looked particularly promising, was very short

and over quickly. Raspberries were much the

same, but Gooseberries and Cherries were ex-

cellent, both as to crop and quality. Apples

are falling from trees on the lighter

soils; on the heavier soils, and especi-

ally where the land has been well culti-

vated, this important crop should be a

good one. J. G. Weston, Easlwell Pari- Gar-

dens, Aihford.

Fig. 82.

—

gold medal collection of vegetables exhibited by sir william cain, bt. (gr. mr.
c moorei, wargrave manor, wargrave, at the royal horticultural hall, on september 20

(SEE P. 164).

aphis last year w»hich destroyed the foliage and
made buds put forth leaves which should have ex-

panded during the present year. Cherries flowered
amazingly, but wet and frost at the flowering
season caused much loss. Strawberries flowered
well, but the drought prevented the berries
from swelling as they should have done. E. A.
Bunyard, The Bungalow, Allington, Maidstone.

It is several years since we had such a
good and clean crop of Apples. Most varieties

are bearing useful and average crops. Owing to
the drought fruits of many of the early varieties
dropped. Amonest early varieties which did well
are Beauty of Bath, St. Edmund's Pippin and
Worcester Pearmain. Gooseberry bushes carried
a very heavy crop, especially the variety
Howard's Lancer ; this sort not only crops
heavily, but makes a large amount of" growth.
I usually pick over my bushes on three or four
occasions, and have gathered many bushels of
the finest berries one would wish to see. Not
only can it be picked early, but it is one of the
best late varieties for dessert. The variety, hav-
ing a good constitution, has withstood the
drought well. Another fine variety is Leveller. It
is somewhat larger in berry than Howard's
Lancer and of an amber colour, but the flavour
and growth are not so good. Peaches are looking
well on outside walks and have made splendid
growth. A few trees of half standards of Pere-
grine were a beautiful sight, the highly-coloured
fruits f'showing < onspicuously against the green

Middlesex.—All crops are suffering greatly
from want of moisture. Apple trees are very
heavily cropped, but I fear the fruits will be
small, and the wood and buds for next year's
crop will be very weak. American blight and
other insect pests have been very troublesome
this dry season. All soft fruits were plentiful,
but their season was very short. Pears need
moisture to swell the fruit, and the same
applies to Morello Cherries, etc. Of Plums
we have scarcely any—in fact, we had the
smallest crop of these fruits I have ever
known. Our soil is of a light and porous
nature. //. Markham, Wrotham. Park, Barnet.

Surrey.—The fruit crops, on the whole, are
disappointing. Most of the Apple trees set a
good crop, but the fruits failed to swell on
many of the trees. Some of the culinary
sorts, including Keswick Codlin, Bramley's
Seedling, Bismarck, and Ecklinville Seedling,
are carrying average crops, but all other kinds
are very scarce. Dessert varieties, such as
Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, and
Ribston Pippin, have very poor crops. Young
trees of Wealthy Tippin, Worcester Pearmain,
and Lady Sudeley are bearing better. Pears,
generally, are very scarce, also Plums. Apri-
cots were a good crop, but Peaches were very
poor. Red Currant bushes gave an average
yield, but Black Currants were scarce. Straw-
berries were far below the average number,

owing to the very dry weather. Raspberries
were a good crop, but the berries were very
small. American blight is very prevalent on
trees that have not shown signs of it in former
years. John Collier, Gatton Park Gardens,

Re igate.

Strawberries, Gooseberries, Black and
Red Currants were all abundant and good,

but quickly over. Peaches, Pears, and Plums
wene under the average number, but the fruits

were of good quality. There was a magnificent

show of Apple blossom, followed by a remark-

ably good set of fruit, of which more than

half dropped, yet so freely did the fruits set

that many trees have far too many fruits now.

The fruits are, in many instances, small and

deformed, and, notwithstanding the early pro-

spects of an extra all-round crop, the exces-

sively hot summer proved too much for them.

Nuts are above the average and of very good

quality. The soil is of a heavy texture, rest-

ing on clay. F. Jordan, Ford Manor Gar-

tie ns. Lingfield.
There was a wonderful promise in spring

for all kinds of fruit, but frost destroyed all

Plums and Damsons, no fruit being left.

Apple trees set a splendid crop, and Pears a

fair to heavy crop, but the continued drought

caused many fruits to fall prematurely. S. T.

Wright. R.E.S. Gardens. Wistey, Ripley.

(To be continued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinion* expressed by correspondents.]

Fine Mignonette.— Iif distance lends enchant-

ment to the view it is also true that only

the quite exceptional can compel recollection

and remark after considerable periods of

time. This applies to the fine specimens of

pyramid and standard Mignonettes that were

used to adorn the west shelves of the main

building af the Temperate House at K.ew

some fifty years ago and more. They cer-

tainly were' remarkable compared with any-

thin^ of the kind that has been grown very

much more recently. Thev held themselves

well above all the other pot plaints m the

same line of sight, and must therefore have

been from four to five feet high. Th,?y were

grown as single plants and were, I believe,

sown in late summer or in autumn; and the

secret was that the slightest trace of flowering

was rigorously removed until the late summer

or autumn of the following year, when they

were allowed to come into flower for the

winter Training and shifting to larger pots

had to be done of course, and after getting

to some size during, I expect, the spring, they

were grown in a deep pit that used to exist

behind the house, in the nursery. To grow

these fine specimens, involved, I think, no

great difficulty, but it required the necessary

work and attention. R. Irwin Lynch, 1 .MM.
Amaryllis Belladonna and other Autumn

Flowers.—In November, 1910, a friend gave me,

among other great treasures, some bulbs of

Amarvllis Belladonna maxima, Straffan variety.

Thev 'were planted with great care and joyful

anticipation at the foot of a very hot south wall.

Years passed but none flowered, so this year

I had the group examined. The bulbs have

become as large as a man's two fists, and I

hope that after this summer's baking we may

be at last rewarded. A large bush of the

Loquat tree, Eriobotrya japonica. planted

against the south wall of our church about 1908,

is flowering for the first time. Here in Reading

I suppose there is no chance, certainly if it does

not come into bloom till the end of September,

of its setting and ripening fruit and seed as it

does at Porlock. Among the flowers of autumn

must be reckoned Violets, of which there are

multitudes. The flowers are small but de-

liciouslv fragrant and are growing everywhere.

The Gentianella bed has some 20 or 30 blooms,

some almost black the blue is so deep.

Lobelia erinus always comes up in September

and spreads about happily. The bed is, how-

ever, when the sun is out, a sea of Crocus

zonatus—there must be more than a hundred

—

they seem to multiply themselves as fast as C.
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tommasinianus, which is equally conspicuous in

spring. C. hadriaticus is another delight, but

nothing can rival the exquisite beauty of C.

pulchellus. In the bed in which Erica carnea
gladdens our eyes in the first months of the
year there grows a strong plant of Parochetus
communis planted in the hope that we might
reproduce the glorious unbroken sheet of blue
seen in a Surrey garden ; there was also a large

patch of Linaria Broussonetii. Something
seemed to be wrong with these two plants, and
toy keeping watch we found that mice had bitten

off the main branches of the " Blue-flowered
Shamrock " and were using the black-spotted

yellow flowers of the Toadflax to line the ap-
proach to their bridal chamber. It was such a

pretty idea that one was almost induced to

leave them alone and allow them to continue
their depredations. Another joy this autumn
was the lavish flowering of the Sternbergias.
$. augustifolia is always said to be the freest

flowerer, but I can see no difference this year
in that respect between it and the common
S. lutea. I forgot to say that the mice, in addi-
tion to their other misdeeds, nearly killed a very
"beautiful Atragenp sent home by Mr. Farrer,
which was intended to ramble over the Erica
carnea. A. C. Bartholomew, Beading.

A New Tobacco.—On page 107, August 27,

you refer to a new Tobacco with high nicotine
content and unfit for smoking. Yet I have no
doubt that the Government will not ' allow us
to grow it freely and untaxed for use as an
insecticide. One pound of the dried plant
makes twenty gallons of 5 per cent, solution,
which would, properly used, add enormously
to the food of the people and the beauty of
the garden, but we are prevented by red tape
and Government, restrictions. Alcohol for light,
heat and power is also prevented from being
manufactured owing to restrictions of a like
nature. We have. I believe, about one Govern-
ment official to every eight people, and the evil
is getting to be intolerable; so many officials
seem to think that thee are ;he masters not the
servants of the public, and many are worse
than useless. IF. J. Farmer, " Ye Hive
Redruth.

Hydrangea paniculata in Perthshire and
Stirlingshire—It is most pleasing to see the
good t:se being made of the noble Hydrangea
paniculata in some northern gardens. In that of
Mrs. Henderson at Argaty, Doune, Perthshire,
it is admirably utilised in the borders and in
other places, where it has flowered superbly,
giving (rreat heads of its white flowers. At Kirk-
hill, Kippen. also. Mrs. Mather grows it ex-
tremely well, as, indeed, that ladv does most
things she plants, and in the adjoining garden
of that well-known artist Mr. D. Y. Cameron,
great heads of H. paniculata attract the atten-
tion of passers by the entrance gateway^ and
show how well this Hydrangea does in that
district, where it is quite hardy. S. Anion.

Sunflowers.—Of three seeds o,f Helianthus
annuus planted this year, two have come up
normal plants and the third has produced a plant
with a flower from the axil of every leafstalk ;

is this a recognised variety, or an abnormality
due in some way to the dry season? The freak
plant is not so tall as the others, and has smaller
leaves, but more of them. C. Nicholson, Hale
End, EA.

Salvia uliginosa.—Your illustration of Salvia

ulieinosa 'nage 171> interested me as I had
observed the plant flowering freely on your dav
of issue in the old walled-in garden at Brockwell
Park, Heme Hill, S.E. It arrested attention
at some distance and fully merits the eulogy
written by your correspondent. Another blue
flowering plant in close proximity showing to

advantage was the Monkshood (Acoratum
Wilsoni), and evidently they are two showy and
useful plants for the autumn decoration of the
herbaceous border. The above park is well
worth a visit, the bedding out being always
well done, and on no account should the enclosed
garden referred to be overlooked, as there is at

all times something of unusual interest to be
seen there. James Mnyne. Eltftam.

SOCIETIES.
MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND

ORCHID.

September 8.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ash-

worth, A. Burns, A. Coningsby, D. A. Cowan,

A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, A. Hanmer, J.

Howes, A. Keeling, D. McLeod, E. W.
Thompson, and H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya Hardyana alba var. Emperor, a

well-formed flower; C. Hardyana perfecta, a

flower of fine form, good shape, and with well

coloured lip ; G. Thebes magnifiea, a large

flower of perfect shape and richly coloured, all

from S. Gratrix, Esq.
Laelio-Gattle'ya Athene Edgemoor var., a

splendid flower, large and very deep in colour

;

Cattleya Hardyana Colossa, one of the finest

plants of this variety yet shown, all from A.
Hanmer, Esq.
Laelio-Cattleya Golden Wren var. Purity.

sepals and petals rich canary yellow, front lobe

of lip rich rose purple, from Capt. W.
Horridge.

Miltonioda Ellwoodiae (M. Charlesworthiix
M. Harwoodii), sepals and petals rich cerise, lip

rose colour, from P. Smith, Esq.
Awards of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya Golden Palatine (L.-C. Elinor
x C. Octave Doin) ; L.-C. Glory (L.-C.

fulvescens x L.-C. Thyone) ; and Lycaste

leucantha, from S. Gratrix, Esq.
Laelio-Cattleya Lucille-aurea (C. aurea x L.-C.

Lucille), from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Groups.
S. Gratrix, Esq.. West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), was awarded a Gold Medal for a group

composed principally of well-grown Cattleyas.

Mrs. Bruce and Miss Wrigley, Bury (gr.

Mr. A. Burns), staged a group for which a

Silver Gilt Medal was awarded.
The Rev. J. Crombleholme, Clayton-le-Moors

(gr. Mr. E. Marshall), was awarded a Silver

Medal for a group of Cypripediums.

Lust re xC. aurea), a large flower of fine shape;

the very dark lip has gold veins, from Dr. F.

Bedford.
Awards of Merit.

Laelio-Cattleya Golden Wren West Point

var., Cattleya fulvescens var. Comet, from S.

Gratrix, Esq.
Cattleya Marriottiana ulba, from Mrs.

Gratrix.
C. Sybil (Edippe, from A. Hanmer, Esq.

C. Marriottiana var. Fairy, from Capt. W.
Horridge.

Groups.

S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), was awarded a Large Silver Gilt Medal
for a group of Cattleyas and hybrids in great

variety.

Mrs. Bruce and Miss Wrigley, Bury (gr. Mr.
A. Burns), staged a group composed almost
solely of magnificently grown plants of Odonto-
glossum grande, for which a Silver Gilt Medal
was awarded.

A. Hanmer, Esq., Burbage, Buxton (gr. Mr.
W. G. Giles), was awarded a Large Silver

Medal ; Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
a Large Silver Medal. The Rev. J. Cromble-
holme, Clayton-le-Moors (gr, Mr. E. Marshall),
a Silver Medal; Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans,
a Silver Medal ; and Messrs. J. Cowan and Co.,

Gateacre. a SiHer Medal, for collections.

September 22.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. A. Burns,
A. Coningsby, D. A. Cowan. J. C. Cowan, J.

Cypher, Dr" R. N. Hartley, J. Howes, A.
Keeling, D. McLeod, J. 'Thrower. E. W.
Thompson, and H. Arthur (Secretary).

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Laelio-Cattleya Miranda (L.-C. St. Gothard x

C Dominiana), a large flower with an intensely
dark lip; Brasso-Cattleya Pallas (C. gigas x

B.-C. Yeitchii). a large flower of perfect shape,
and with large dark lip; Cattleya Venus
majestira, a large flower of fine shape, sepals
and petals bronzy yellow, lip very dark; Laelio-
Guttleya Soulange rar. Monarch, a Large flower
with an intensely dark lip; L.-C. Sargon (L.-C.
Lustra x C. Hardyana), one of the finest

varieties of this hybrid; and L.-C. Eleunori
alba var. Imperialr, sepals and petals white,
lip very large, all from S Gratrix, Esq.

Cattleya Hardyana alba Anl-aret, a perfect

variety of this wonderful hybrid :

'
'. Rajah oar.

The Quest (Enid x Empress Frederick), a

beautiful variety of large size and fine shape,

the whole of the flower coloured intensely deep
magenta; Brasso-Cattleya . I polio Bis Majesty
(B.-C. Yeitchii x C. Mendelii), colour light rose,

all from A. Hanmer, Esq.
Cattleya aurea Haddon Bouse var.. the finest

of the type yet shown, and Laelio-Cattleya

Carmencita Baddon House var., sepals and
petals yellow, intensely dark lip, from P.
Smith, Esq.

Odontoglossum grande Bridge Hall var., from
Mrs. Bruce and Miss Wrigley.
Brasso-Cattleya Windsor, a large, well-shaped

flower, the lip with yellow side lobes, from Mrs.

Gratrix.
Laelio-Cattleya Soulange var. Brilliant (L.-C.

RICKMANSWORTH HORTICULTURAL.
Held in the Ebury Hall on 8th September,

the annual show of this Society was once again

a great success. Considering the season of

exceptional drought, the exhibits from the allot-

ment holders in the district were very good
indeed, and competition was extremely keen.

A challenge cup, presented by Lord Lever-
huhne, for the best cultivated allotment in the

town was awarded to Mr. G. Corcoran, and
this success was very popular. A special prize

of £5. offered by Mrs. Walter Hyman to the ex-

hibitor gaining the highest number of points in

the show, was won by Mr. W. Bluff. Among the

several non-competitive exhibits, that of Lord
Essex (gr. Mr. H. Dyson), Caasiobury Park.
was the most notable; it included n wonderful
display of Onions and fruits of all kinds. Mrs.
Grosvenor presented the prizes.

CROXLEY GREEN HORTICULTURAL
The second annual exhibition of this

vigorous young Society was held on September
10. and was ;i distinct success. The Presi-

dent's Challenge Cup was awarded to Mr.
Wicks for a collection of vegetables (nine

distinct kinds), whilst the Forbes' Challenge

Cup was secured by Mr. W. Dorrofield.
Certificates of merit were awarded to Mr.
F. J. McLees, of Watford, ifor a display of

home-bottled fruit, and to Mr. Brookes
(gardener to S. Forbes, Esq.), for a group of

plants.

ALTRINCHAM GARDENERS
The annual general meeting was held in the

Technical Schools. Altrincham on the 30th ult.

This societv. like many others, was adversely

affected by the war; many of its members joined

the forces, amongst whom was the late assistant

secretary, Mr. Cyril Corbett, who made the

supreme sacrifice. The Altrincham Society is

one of the oldest and largest in the kingdom,

having at one time over 400 members on its

books. In its efforts to assist institutions of

a charitable nature, it has done splendid work.

Last Year, in spite of th. 1 bad I lines, it con-

tributed £31 10s. to the Gardeners' Royal

Benevolent Fund, and £30 to the Royal Gar-

deners' Orphan Fund: in addition to contribu-

tions to local charities.

There was a splendid attendance at the annual

meeting, the members baking a keen interest in

the proceedings. In the absence of Mr. A. L.

Arnold, the retiring president, who has shown

a sympathetic and friendly interest in the

society, the dhair was occupied by Mr.
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Schofield. Mr. E. Leech, the secretary, pre-

sented the report, which revealed a membership

of 186. The election of officers was then pro-

ceeded with. Mr. Kenneth-Leigh, of Bowcien,

ivas elected president ; Mr. R. Leech re-elected

secretary, and Mr. C. G. Girdham, treasurer.

During the past summer the society has

visited many gardens in the district, and the

gatherings have proved both instructive and

enjoyable. A good syllabus of lectures has been

prepared for the winter season, and the first

item will be a fruit conference on October 21,

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
September 6.—The monthly meeting of this

Society was held at 5, St. " Andrew Square,

Edinburgh, on this date, Mr. David King,

President, in the Chair.

A paper on " Lilies and their Cultivation,"

was read by Mr. S. Arnott, Sunnymead,
Dumfries.
An exhibit of Streptocarpi and Gloxinias

was staged by Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd.,

Edinburgh, for which they were awarded a
Silver Medal.

First-Class Certificates were awarded to

Cactus Dahlias Harris and Bona, and an Award
of Merit to Begonia narcissiflora, which were
exhibited by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.

©bituan?.

George Kennedy.—The death occurred, under
tragic circ.imstaneee, on October 4, of Mr.
George Kennedy, gardener to General Sir

Geoffrey Barton, at Auohenskeoch, Kirkcud-
brightshire. Mr. Kennedy, who was about 66
years of age, was attending Dalbeattie Fair
when he was taken suddenly ill. Every assist-

ance was rendered him by his friends, tout

nothing was of avail, and he expired on the
ground. He was much respected and had been
gardener at Auchenskeoch, in the employment
of the same family, for many years.

Walter Speed.—We regret to announce the
death of Mr. Walter Speed, V.M.H. ; he died
at Penrhyn Castle Gardens, Bangor, on Satur-
day, the 8th inst., in his eighty-sixth year. He
had served as head gardener to three successive
Lord Penrfiyns for the very long period of

nearly fifty-eight years. The deceased was a
rigid, firm, yet kind-hearted disciplinarian in the
training of his young men, and there are to-

day, numbers of head gardeners who owe their
various positions in the horticultural world to

his capable training and influence. He
specialised in the cultivation of fruit, plants,
trees and shrubs. Visitors to Penrhyn Castle
Gardens will remember the superbly finished
Grapes in the vineries there, his method of train-
ing the vines being the long spur or extension
system. The vines were planted upwards of
sixty years ago, and are an object lesson in
good Grape cultivation. He also grew Peaches,
Figs. Pines, Melons, Strawberries, and other
fruits of the highest quality, but the climate
was unfavourable to the cultivation of dessert
Apples and choice varieties of Pears in the
nnen. Among- the many plants which the late
Mr. Speed cultivated with success in the flower
gardens and pleasure grounds, mention may be
made of Bamboos, Conifers, rare shrubs, and
choice trees. Mr. Speed was one of the original
sixty distinguished horticulturists to receive the
Victorian Medal of Honour. Deceased is sur-
vived by a large family of children and grand-
children. Mr. Kneller. his son-in-law, has been
genera! foreman at Penrhyn Castle for many
years. The funeral was 'held at Llandegaii
Church, on the 11th inst.

TRADE NOTE.
The Chamber of Horticulture has made

.arrangements for a stand at the Imperial Fruit
Show. A small but excellent site has been
secured, and it is proposed to erect a stand
for the display of fruit, flowers, bulbs, etc.,
and also for use as a reception office for members
and their friends. Any member who would like
to send an exhibit is invited to write to the

Secretary. Facilities will be provided for

writing and correspondence for the convenience

of members, who are welcome to make the fullest

use of the accommodation available. The Secre-

tary and others will be in daily attendance.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER FOR SEPTEMBER.

Except just at its commencement, and for sonie
days of the second week, September Mas an exceptionally
dry. ealm. and beautiful early autumn month. A
feature throughout it was an almost total restriction
of tile rainfall to the night-time. The days—especially
the afternoons—were warm and sunny ; the nights much
cooler and often fine, but without any frost even on
the grass, the air being very humid, and either rain
or mist, and sometimes fog, developing occasionally
during the later hours, or in the early mornings. The
prevailing winds were from west and east, polar
currents being very deficient. The mean temperature
of the air was 56.8°. or 1.4° above the average.
Ground temperatures, however, were only normal.
There were 174 hours of sunshine, or 32 hours more
than the average. Rain fell on nine days only, or five

fewer than usual; and the total amount Jfor the month
was 1.84 inch, or 1.17 inch less than the local normal.
Wind movement was o.i miles per day below the
average; and evaporation also was deficient. The sub-
soil water-level, however, became very loiv. There were
neither gales nor thunderstorms. Beyond generally
short-lived fogs on four dates, no cooasional phenomena
of any description were reported.

—

Joseph Baxendell,
Borough Meteorologist, The Fentley Observatory, South-
port, October 7, 1921.

THE WEATHER IN SCOTLAND.
While there were some exceptionally warm' days in

September, the mean temperature for the month was
exactly normal. Bright sunshine was above the normal,
while the rainfall showed a deficit of half an inch.
Dew was recorded frequently, and hail on the 10th.
Rain fell on 12 days to a total of 1.58 incfh; of
this amount 0.88 inch was collected on the 13th—
the wettest dlay. Of sunshine, 125.1 hours were
registered, being an average of 4.17 hours per day, and
a percentage of 33; there were only three sunless days.
With a mean of 30.02 inches the barometer varied from
a highest of 30.55 inches on the 18th to a lowest of

29.33 inches on the 11th.

Tho mean temperature, for the month was 53.5° with
a menu maximum of 62°, and a mean minimum of 45°

—giving a mean range of 17°. On the 7th and 8th
we had the highest maximum of 73°, and on the 12th
the lowest minimum, of 33°. The highest minimum of

54° and the lowest maximum of 52° were recorded for

the 6th and 29th respectively. With a lowest of 26°

on the 17th the minimum temperature on the grass
gave a mean of 3R° ; there were seven nights of
ground frost. At one foot deep the soil temperature,
with :i mean of 55°, rose from 55° to 58° and then
fell to 53° Winds were light during the month and
chiefly south-westerly.

—

Jofm Davidson, Director of
Studies, St, Andrews Training College Gardens, Kirk-
ton of Mains, near Dander.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Bottling Tomatos : E.—Tomato fruits should
be of medium size and just on the point of

ripening. Sugar is not required, and salt is

not necessary. Fill the bottles well with the
fruit, and then add water to completely fill

the receptacle; place on the rubber ring,

glass disc, and the sealing ring or clips.

Place the bottles in the boiling (sterilising)

vessel, which should be filled with cold water;
gradually bring to the required heat, and
maintain at 160 degrees Fahr. for a period of
five minutes. Make sure the sealing cap is

properly fixed, then remove the bottles and
stand them in a,, draught-free place to cool
off. This method will preserve the fruit for

a long time, and the Tomatos will be found of
very excellent flavour when used.

Celery Diseased : /. H. B. The Celery is

suffering from a very had attack of the" in-

fectious disease caused by the fungus Septoria
petroselina Apii. As a preventive measure
against attacks of Celery leaf blight, the seed
should be treated with hydrogen peroxide, the
twenty-volume solution being the best
strength. Affected plants in the rows should
be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture on the first

appearance of disease.

Names of Fruits : Correspondent. The
varieties of Crab Apples are: 1, Orange; 2,

John Downie.

—

H. G. 1, Blenheim Pippin;
2. Clavgate Pearmain ; 3, Maltster ; 4, Stuir-

mer Pippin ; 5. Cox's Pomona ; 6, Cornish
Aromatic ; 7, Duchess' Favourite ; 8, Queen

;

9. White Nonpareil.—A", anrl Co, 1, decayed;
2, Jolly Beggar.—A. W. 1, Pitmaston Pine

Apple; 2, Margil ; 3, Hanwell Souring; 4,

I'ejgamotte Bufo.

—

H. G. D'Arcy Spice.

—

L. 1, Cellini; 2, Cox's Orange Pippin; 3,

Peasgood's Nonesuch; 4, Dean's Codlin; 5,.

Early Nonpareil; 6, Ribstor. Pippin: 7. Round
Winter Nonesuch.— II'. I'. 1, Marie Louise; 2,

Conference; 3, Queen.—/. McO. 1, decayed;
2, Lord Derby ; 3, Norfolk Beefing ; 4. Cox's
Pomona; 5, decaj'ed ; 6, Beurre Hardy; 7,

Stones Apple; 8, Belle de Pontoise.—/. A". 1,

Melon Apple ; 2, Cellini ; 5, Lord Derby ; 4,

Small's Admirable ; 5, Rymer ; 6, Piles Russet

;

7, Lane's Prince Albert ; 8. Kerry Pippin.

—

/. .V. Apple Lord Derby.—/''. A. A. 13,

Marie Louise; 14, Beurre d'Amanlis; 15, Le
Lectier ; 16, decayed ; 17, Doyenne Boussoch :

18, decayed; 19, Marechal de la Cour; 20,

Marie Benoist ; 21, decayed.— 11". /'. 1, Lord
Derby : 2, Stirling Castle ; 3. D'Arcy Spice

;

4, decayed ; 5, Early Harvest ; 6. Pear, de-

cayed. /. 6. S. Apple Nonesuch.

—

A. S.
Pears : 1, Broclkworth Park, 2. Beurre'.

d'Avalon; Apples: 1, Gascoyne's Scarlet; 2r

Cellini.— T. II. J. 1. Blenheim Pippin; 2,

Sturmer Pippin ; 3, Margil ; 4. Chelmsford
Wonder.—/. P. 1, Lord Grosvenor : 2, Annie
Elizabeth ; Plum : Prune Damson.

—

Mono,,
Anglesey. 1, Lane's Prince Albert; 2, Orange
Goff ; 3. Sam Young ; 4, London Pippin

;

Pears: 5, Marechal de la Cour; 6. Chanmontel.
—F. B. S. Mabbet's Pearmain. ('. E. G. l r

Tom Putt ; 2, 5, and 7, not recognised ; 3,

Lady Henniker: 4. Cox's Orange Pippin; 6,

Fearn's Pippin ; 8 Cellini.

—

f. II". Newtown
Pippin— T. G. B. Golden Spire.—/. S. C.
White Melrose.—F. G. M. Bismarck.— .-1. B.
The fruits were decayed, and quite unrecog-
nisable.

—

B. J. H., Cork. Newton Wonder.

—

Q. Beurre Hardy.

Names of Plants: B. M. Unable to identify
such tiny scraps.

—

T. H., 1. Crataegus
coccinea, 2, Kalmia latifolia; 3. Prumnopitys
elegans ; 4, Raphiolepis ovata ; 5. Crataegus
Crus-galli ; 6, Fagus sylvatica var. aspleni-

folia.— /. M. Castanea. sativa var.— n". 1*.

Cotoneaster horizontalis.

—

F. A". The varie-
gated plant is Elaeagnus puncens var. varie-
gata ;' the other is a Rhododendron, but
flowers are required to determine the species.

Nertkra depressa : .4. 8. This plant may
be increased by division early in the spring.
It should be grown in a house having a moist
atmosphere and a temperature of about 60°
on a stage covered with breeze or other
material which should be kept damp. Shade
from direct sunshine. When the plants are
fully developed gradually expose them to
more air and light, and as soon as the flower
buds appear, increase the amount of both
light, and air. Be careful not to allow any
damp to rest on the flowers. After the
berries are set continue to grow the plants
in plenty of light, but shade them from
bright, sunshine with some light material, and
admit plenty of air. The soil should consist

of two-thirds fibrous loam, one-third decayed
leaves or peat with silver sand addeVl. The
pots should contain plenty of drainage
material.

Pears for a South Wall : J. E. In addition
to Doyenne du Cornice and Williams' Bon
Chretien, yon will find Conference and Duron-
deau useful varieties for a south situation.

Shanking in Grapes: .4. C, I. II. II*.,

and 0. H. H. The Grapes are suffer-

ing from shanking in a very bad
degree. Although it is not possible

to state definitely the cause of the
trouble, it is due to a check of some kind,

such as would be caused by overcropping,
the removal of an excessive amount of young
growth at one time, or stagnant, unhealthy
conditions at the roots. Trouble at the roots

is usually the cause, and you would be well

advised to examine the border during the

coming autumn to see if the soil is satis-

factory and the drainage efficient.

Communications Received—R. H. ,T.—F. A.—
J. F. W.—W. B. S.—Griffin—Lindlev—H. H.—
Regular Reader—F.. H.—T. D., Cheshire—W. ,T G —
J. W. M.—H. W. ST.—}f. C.—G. T.—G. I. C.—
J. L. W.—E. T.—J. H. P.—IT. C.—W. C.
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Great Britain by representatives of this country.

Mr. H. V. Taylor, of the Ministry of Agricul-

ture, will read a paper on " The Industrial and
Commercial Uses of the Potato," and Mr.
Hannah will deal with " The Early Potato In-

dustry," and Dr. R. N. Salaman with " De-

generation of Potatos." Other subjects will be
" The Recent Investigations in Potato Blight

by Mr. G. H. Pethybridge, "Leaf Curl in Hol-

land " by Mr. H. N. Quanjer, and " Potato

Diseases in America " by Mr. W. A. Orton.

of the United States Department. Professor

Blackmail, Mr. W. B. Brierley, Mr. P. A.

Murphy, and Mr. A. D. Cotton, an officer of

the Ministry of Agriculture, will contribute

other matter for discussion. At the National

Potato Society's exhibition, to be held in con-

junction with the Conference, there will be com-

petitive classes, open to growers from all parts

of England, and, for the first time for several

years, allotment growers situated in the neigh-

bourhood of London will have an opportunity

of competing for the prizes offered by this

Society.

Preservation of Ken Wood.—In furtherance

of its aim to secure the preservation of the

beautiful estate of Ken Wood for the public, the

Ken Wood Preservation Council is holding a

meeting on the 29th inst., at Ken Wood. Hani])

stead Lane, when the mansion and grounds will

be open for inspection from 2.45 to 6 p.m.

During the afternoon Sir Arthur Crosfield and

Sir Herbert Nield will speak on the aims of the

Council to preserve Ken Wood, and they will

be followed by Mr. Arthur T. Bolton, who will

give a short lecture on the "Adam " architec-

ture of the mansion.

What English Village Holds the Longest

Unbroken Exhibition Record?—On the 14th

instant the Foots Cray and North Cray

Horticultural Society (Kent) held its 74th con-

secutive annual show, and notwithstanding the

long drought many fine exhibits were staged.

Some time ago the honorary secretary of this

society (Mr. J. A. Winter) called upon us,

and suggested that it would be interesting to

know which English village claimed to have

the longest unbroken record for its cottagers'

annual shows. Charles E. Shea, Esq., well-

known in the gardening world, has presided

over this society for about 50 years, and still

takes the keenest interest in its welfare.

During the whole of its existence this vener-

able society has had but two secretaries.

There may be some among our readers who
know of other societies with records exceed-
ing those above mentioned ; if so, we shall be
pleased if they will communicate with us,

giving us also any information regarding
village horticultural societies which may prove
interesting to the horticultural world.

First Award of the Henry Eckford Memorial
Medal.—To celebrate this, its coming of age
year, the National Sweet Pea Societv in-

augurated a fund for the purpose of instituting
a medal in memory of the late Mr. Henry
Eckford, the pioneer raiser of Sweet Peas. It

was agreed that the medal should be awarded
annually to someone who had done good work
on behalf of the Sweet. Pea and the National
Sweet Pea Society. The Eckford Memorial
Committee made known its first award at the
annual meeting of the National Sweet Pea
Society, held at Westminster on Tuesday, the
18th inst., when the President, Leonard Sutton,
Esq., had the pleasure of announcing that the
first medal has been awarded to Mr. Robert
Bolton, of Halstead, Essex, who for many years
lias been a most successful raiser and cultivator
of Sweet Peas.

Imperial Fruit Show.—At the Crystal Palace
on Friday, the 28th inst,. Sir Arthur Griffith-
Boscawen. Minister of Agriculture, will open the
Imperial Fruit Show at the Crystal Palace.
This promises to be the largest display of its
kind ever made, as, in addition to many
hundreds of competitors, the leading British
societies of fruit growers and distributors are
taking an active part, The whole object of the
Imperial Fruit Show, which will remain open
until November 5, is to aid the fruit-growing

industry of the Empire by means of assisting
production and distribution and by encouraging
the consumption of British-grown fruit. The
grower, wholesaler, retailer and the public will

have at the Crystal Palace attractive object
lessons in the handling of fruits from the
orchard to the table. There wall be demonstra-
tions of Apple grading and packing, cooking,
cider making, growing trees, labour-saving
appliances, horticultural buildings and imple-

ments, cinematograph entertainments, and both
cooked and raw fruit to be sampled by visitors.

Some 5.000 cases and barrels of Apples alone

will be shown in competition for prizes to the

value of £3.000 in trophies and cash. The
Imperial Fruit Show will |be housed in the

southern end and in the adjoining galleries and
halls of the Crystal Palace. The show will be
open each day from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at a

charge of two shillings, which includes access to

the Imperial War Museum and the other attrac-

tions of the Palace and its grounds.

Mr John Heal.—The firm of James Veitch

and .-ions will always occupy an impoa-tant place

in the history of horticulture, but. apart from
the acumen and industry of the various members
of the Veitch family, from the founder onwards

MR. JOHN HEAL. V.M.H.

to Sir Harry J. Veitch, much of the success of

this noted horticultural establishment was un-
doubtedly due to the men who were selected
for responsible positions in the various depart-
ments, and of these none gave more successful
or honourable services than the subject of our
portrait in this week's issue. Mr. John Heal,
V.M.H., who was with the firm for fifty years.
Like the founders of the Veikhian nursery, Mr.
Heal is a Devonshire man. and he commenced his

professional career in the Westacott Nursery,
near Barnstaple, North Devon. After serving
an apprenticeship of four years in that establish-
ment, he applied in the spring of 1863 for em-
ployment as an improver in the glass department
of the Exeter Nursery of Messrs. James Veitch
and Sons. His interview was with Mr. James
Veitch. senior, grandfather of Sir Harrv Veitch.
and he recommended Mr. Heal to his son. the
late Mr. James Veitch. of Chelsea, who ens-acred

him as an improver at the Coomlbe Wood
Nurserv. where new and rare plants sent from
Japan by the late Mr. J. Gould Veitch were
being; propagated and grown. The young Har-

dener here made his acquaintance with plants
that were destined to become of the first im-
T>ortan"f> in gardens. including Am<pelop=is
Veitchii. Thuiopsis dolabrata, Sciadopitys verti-

cillata, Desfontainca spinosa, Philesia buxifolia

fnd Fmhothrinm coccineum. He remained at

C'ccmbe Wood for two years, and was transferred

to Chelsea, where his new duties were in the
stove and greenhouse department. The following
spring the International Horticultural Exhibition
of 1886 was held at South Kensington, and Mr.
Heal was placed in charge of all the plants
exhibited by the firm at that great show. From
thence onwards until 1914, when the firm ceased
to exist, Mr. Heal has missed very few of the
meetings and shows of the Royal Horticultural
Society. His success in the cultivation of exotic
plants was remarkable, and he was equally
successful in the raising of new plants. His
earliest successes were with Hippeastrums and
the present fine race of these flowers is mainly
the result of his pioneer work. He was the
originator of the Javanico-Jasminiflorum race
of Rhododendrons, and he also gave us the
beautiful double forms of the Rhododendron
balsaniiaeflorum section. He also raised

numerous choice varieties of Phyllocactus,

many of which gained awards. Mr. Heal has
also improved the Imantophyllum (Clivia), and
other flowers that he has been especially con-

cerned in improving are Ka.lanchoes, Primulas.

Gloxinias, Streptocarpuses, Anthuriums. Ciner-

arias and Begonias. Mr. Heal is one of the

sixty horticulturists originally selected for the

award of the Victoria Medal of Honour in Horti-

culture in 1897. and previous to that he had

received the Veitch Memorial Medal in recogni-

tion of his work as a hybridist and a cultivator

of new and rare exotic plants. Many important

horticulturists owe much of their success to the

thorough training thev received while under

this clever gardener, and although his dealings

with them were rigid and businesslike, vet his

ca.re and in+ere-t in them was a'wavs manifest,

and thev learned much from this master of

garden craft. To the wider horticultural public

Mir Hp'.I is well known and esteemed, and

although we miss his fine collections of choice

plants at the shows, he is. as of old. genen-'lv

present at important exhibitions to meet his

numerous horticultural friends.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-

day" October 25: Southampton Royal Horti-

cultural Societv's Chrysanthemum Society s

,=how (2 davs).—Wednesday. October 26 :
Inst.

Gardeners' Association and Benevolent Society's

meeting; Crovdon Chrysanthemum Society's

show; Eastbourne Horticultural Society's show

(2 days) ; Walsall Horticultural Society's show

(2 davs) : Ormskirk Potato Society's show (2

days).—Friday. October 28 : Imperial Fruit

Exhibition at the Crystal Palace (9 days).

"The Gardeners' Chronicle" Seventy Five

Years Ago.—Forsythia viridissi?nn.—The fol-

lowing are Mr. Fortune's remarks on this

specie!:—" This is a deciduous shrub with veiy

dark green leaves, which are prettily serrated

at the margin. It grows about 8 or 10 feet

high in the north of China, and sheds its

leaves in autumn. It then remains dormant

like any of the deciduous shrubs of Europe,

but is remarkable for the number of large pro-

minent buds which are scattered along the

voung stems produced the summer before.

Early in spring these buds, which are flower-

buds', gradually unfold themselves, and present

a profusion of bright vellow blossoms all over

the shrub, which is highly ornamental. I first

discovered it growing in the same garden with

Wiegela rosea, which, I have said in another

place, belonged to a Chinese Mandarin, on the

island of Chuean. and was generally called the

' Orotto Garden' by the English. Like the

Wiegela, it is a great favourite with the

Chinese, and is generally grown in all the gar-

dens of the rich in the north of China, I

pfterwaHs found it wild amongst the mountains

of the interior in the province of Chekiang,

where I thought it even more ornamental in

its natural Mate amongst the hedges than when

cultivated in the fairy gardens of the Man-
darins. In England, it is probable that it will

be nearlv hardy, but I advise the possessors

of it m the first place, to keep it in the green-

house, and to plant it on the conservatory wall,

until its constitution is proved in the garden of

the Societv next winter. It is a free-growing

'ush, and is easily increased by cuttings or

la vers. " Journal nf Hort Soc. I7nrd. Chron.,
October 24, 1846.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS FROM SEEDS
OR CUTTINGS.

In these times when it is necessary to prac-

tise economy in the gar-den, greenhouses and
conservatories may be made gay and attractive

all the year round by plants raised from seed

without a great amount of labour or expense.

Many beautiful annuals, biennials and peren-

nials are suitable for the purpose, and some
niay be increased from cuttings rooted in slight

bottom heat nnder a hand light or frame.

Begonias, in their different sections, are charm-

ing plants. The tuberous varieties, both single

and double flowered, are unrivalled as decora-

tive subjects, and remain in bloom for the

.greater part of the summer. Plants raised

from seed sown in January or February may
be flowered within six to seven months, and

after flowering .the tubers should lie dormant

throughout the winter, and be started afresh

the following spring. These old plants make
line flowering specimens during the summer.

B. semperflorens, a fibrous-rooted species,

is of very compact habit, free flowering,

with distinct shades of colour and minia-

ture foliage. The plants bloom all through

the summer and late into the autumn. Cuttings

root freely. B. Rex has handsome foliage of

rich and varied colours, and may be grown ill a

warm, moist greenhouse to perfection. rhesc

Begonias may be increased from leaf cuttings;

well ripened "leaves should be laid in sandy soil

with the principal veins cut across, and placed

in heat.

Hybrid Gloxinias are charming plants

with flowers of brilliant shades of distinct

colours. If the seed is sown early the

plants will flower during the first season;

after flowering, if allowed a period of rest,

thev will bloom again in the following summer.

These plants may be increased similar to Begonia

Hex from cuttings of we'd-ripened 'eavc..

Cyclamen persicum is a charming plant for the

conservatory and decoration of the dwelling

"house in winter. Seed sown in August and

September will furnish plants thai will flower

in about 18 months : after flowering, if the corms

are well ripened, they make fine flowering speci-

mens the following winter. Streptocarpus

"hybrids are favourite greenhouse plants, with

la rue, trumpet -shaped flowers of various shades

of colours. The Streptocarpus is a useful plant

for supplying cut blooms. Stock raised from

seed sown in January or February will Bower

during the summer; after resting during the

winter thev maybe restarted in spring, and will

flower profusely the following summer.

Primulas, in their different sections, are always

popular and are universally cultivated for the

decoration of the conservatory. Herbaceous

Calceolarias are rich and varied in colour, the.

blooms being beautifully spotted and blotched.

The shrubby varieties with their loose,

branching inflorescences of rich golden yellow

and other shades are much appreciated. These
plants may also be increased by means of cut-

tings. The florist's Cineraria and the Stellata

section are magnificent plants for conserva-

tory decoration during the earlv spring. The

flowers have a wide range of varied and attrac-

tive colours. These may be increased from

off-sets as well as from seeds.

Perpetual flowering and other kinds of

Carnations are valuable plants for indoor

cultivation. Plants raised from seed sown in

February or March, in slight heat, will Bower

in September or October, and the second year

make fine flowering specimens. Cuttings

inserted in slight heat root freely. There are

many other free-flowering plants that are not so

much utilised as those already described, but if

once given a trial would be found very useful

and interesting. Amongst those that may be

highly recommended are the following: Almtilon

hybrids, evergreen perennial shrubs of vigorous

growth, branching freely, and thickly covered

with buds and flowers. They are invaluable for

flowering during tlie winter and spring.

Cuttings root freely in slight heat. Celosia

plumosa is an annual, with flowers of various

shades of red, purple and yellow. Celosias

are charming plants for the greenhouse during

the autumn. Francoa ramosa, the Bridal Wreath,
is a perennial, and a great acquisition, flowering

freely during July and August. Its elegant

sprays of pure white flowers are very attrac-

tive. Plants raised from seed sown in the

spring will flower in eighteen months. Celsia

Arcturus is a pretty perennial. The flowers are

bright yellow with purple anthers. It is a very
decorative subject for the conservatory, and
flowers in about six months from seed, remain-
ing in bloom the whole season.

Impatiens Holstii and I Sultani are two
charming perennials that flower brilliantly for

several months. They are most useful decora-

tive plants, and may be increased from cuttings

rooted in heat. The Canna (Indian Shot) is a
splendid ornamental perennial with flowers of

rich and striking colours; it makes a fine con-

servatory plant. The seed should be soaked in

tepid water for thirty hours bsifore it is sown:
a stock may also be raised by dividing the old

crowns. John Heal.

(To be concluded).

blooms is distinctly aggravating. The insects

enter the flower-bud just as it is expanding
and apparently suck the sap ifroni the ripper

parts of the petaLs, for discoloured, brownish,
patches ensue, thus rendering the bloom unfit

for show purposes and sometimes useless for

cutting for indoor decoration. Fortunately,
our Roses are not attacked until after

the first period of blooming. It is most notice-

able in late July and August, and disappears
before the autumn blooming; but this jtar
a second, though milder, attack was in evi-

dence in late September and early October,
doubtless owing to the continuance cif the
warm weather.
The point to which I especially wish to

draw attention, in order to learn whether
other Rose growers have noticed the same, is

the avoidance by the thrips of the flowers

of red varieties, e.g., while red sorts such as

Richmond, General McArthur and Hugh
Dickson are left alone; pinks, such as Mrs.
John Laing, Mme. A. Chatenay, Ladv Ashtown,
are attacked, likewise whites and yellows, 'il e

Fig. 83.- part of the gold medal exhibit of Michaelmas DAISIES and earlv i hrysanthe-

MUMS. SHOWN DY MESSRS. H. J. JONES, LTD., AT HIE MEETING (IE THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY HELD ON SEPTEMBER 27, 1921.

THE ROSARY.
THRIPS AM) EOSES.

Though tin- thrip cannot be regarded as a

serious insect pest cif the Rose, it can be an
annoying one, and this warm, dry. -ii in iiMT

lias made the pest more in evidence than
usual in this part (N.W.) of England. In
tlir National Rose Society's handbook. The
Enemiet of tit* Hose (1910 edition), stress is

laid more on its damage to the foliage than
to the flowers. But Foster Melliar in his

work. The Hook of Hi, /,',,., .2nd edition, 1902,

p. 165\ draws special attention to the damage
these little Mack inascts can do to light-

coloured Rose blooms, especially those of the

Tea section. My experience is similar, though
in a less degree 1 am glad to say. Any
damage to the foliage (and 1 have not noticed

any i one can readily forgive; but the spoiling

of what otherwise would have been perfi '

thrips being black would naturally nit lie

readily noticed on a dark bloom, nor would
tin- blemishes caused by it be so manifest;

but. keeping these points in mind, my cbser-

xai ions lead me to make the generalisation

that tli rips favour light coloured Koses, and

avoid dark ones. Apparently, the late Mr.

Poster Melliar noticed the same, as he writes

of the damage these pests do to light-' oiuiired

Roses, though he does not mention incidentally

that dark oik-s are free from them.

If the above generalisation be line, t!<n

it may be asked why this neglect by the

thrips 'of red Roses. Do thev fail to perceive

them, or is it owing to the fad that the more
Tea "blood" tin' Rose possesses, the more
attractive it is to them:- Agains! the latter

supposition I may say that with me light-

coloured Hybrid Perpctuals mav sutler badly,

e.g., Mrs. .1. Laing, already mentioned, and

Fran Karl Drusohki. ./. /'.. Carli»le.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Seasonable Work.—At the time of writing
these notes it is impossible to give precise
directions on the general management of the
various departments, as during the past summer
the amount of sunlight has been lar in excess
of the normal, and the very bright days and
dry, warm atmosphere during the autumn may
cause it to be still necessary to make use of
the blinds for a time during the middle of the
day. The new pseudo-bulbs of most Orchids
are better ripened than they would have been
had there been less sunshine. But in any case
the reduction of shading should have been
gradual for some time past. If, in addition to
the blinds, shade has been provided by
stippling the glass with whiting or other
material, the glass should be washed thoroughly,
as well as the woodwork. Previous to com-
mencing this work, stop up the pipes leading
to the tanks to prevent the dirty water pass-
ing into the latter. Plants of Cattleyas and
others of this section should be exposed to all

the sunlight possible, to thoroughly ripen the
growths and pseudo-bulbs. Phalaenopsis and
other shade-loving Orchids may still require
shading for a time if the weather is very
bright. After washing the outside of the
houses, they should be cleansed thoroughly in-

side. If it is convenient to do so, the plants
may be moved to an adjacent compartment to
prevent the foliage from becoming soiled with
the water; where this cannot be done, the
houses should be washed in sections, and the
plants protected with shading material sus-

pended next to them. The staging and walls
should be scrubbed, the plants cleansed of scale

and all other insect pests, and all diseased
pseudo-bulbs and leaves removed.

Temperatures—Sudden falls in the tempera-
tures may now be expected, and the fires should
be kept clean, ready for use, in case of emer-
gency ; but care must be taken, or the pipes
may become excessively hot, which is most
harmful to the plants, while insect pests will

increase rapidly in a hot, dry atmosphere. It

is advisable in every department to err a trifle

on the warm side with the night temperatures,
as a sudden fall of several degrees, especially
if the atmosphere is unduly moist, may prove
very harmful to tender exotics. The following
table of temperatures should be adhered to as
nearly as possible for the present :—East Indian
or warmest house, night, about 70°; Cattleya
house, about 65°; and the Mexican house a

few degrees lower. The Odontoglossum house
about 55° to 57° at night, and about 52° to 54°

in the morning. \Then banking up the fires at

night, manipulate the dampers so that there
may be a slight fall in the temperature in each
division by the early morning.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palver Mot*e-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Zonal Pelargoniums.—These plants should
now be placed in their flowering quarters, which
should be freely ventilated. Liquid manure
should be given the roots twice weekly; water-
ing should be done with extra care, as the
plants are kept on the dry side. The use of a
little fire heat at night will serve to dry up
moisture and keep the trusses of bloom" dry.
Special attention should be paid to the qualities
of each variety, and any that fall short of the
best standard should be discarded.

Winter-Flowering Begonias.—Begonias of the
large-flowering section (hat have not been re-
liolted into larger receptacles should be trans-

ferred to larger pots forthwith. This year's
cuttings cannot be expected to make big speci-

mens before another year. The plants will break
from the base next spring, and, if big
specimens are wanted, these should be retained
and grown on in the usual way, without a
check in either potting or watering. The
compost best suited for these plants
consists of three parts loam, one part
leaf-mould or peat, und one part silver sand,
with -i little fine charcoal added. For larger
plants use a little well-decayed manure. Pot
the plants fairly lightly at. all times, and
use clean drainage material. Should the
Efgonia mite appear, fumigate the plants
without delay.

Tuberous Begonias.—Plants that have
flowered all through the summer in the con-
servatory are ready for placing in a dry frame.
They should be placed on their sides to make
sure they obtain no moisture at the roots.
Place the sashes over them, and slightly raise
each light to ensure a free circulation of air
to ripen the tubers.

Camellia.—The flower-buds of Camellias are
swelling fast, and it is advisable to go over
the trees and disbud f-hem to ensure good
blooms on the young wood of this year's
growth. The roots should be soaked with
liquid cow manure, which will assist the
trees in plumping up their buds. The syringe
should still be used, and the temperature kept
between 55° to 65°.

Lily of the Valley.—Lily of the Valley plants
may be lifted from the beds and the strongest
crowns putted for forcing into flower. The
smaller crowns may be planted to make new
beds. Retarded crowns for forcing may be
purchased, but this is an expensive method,
.-ill hough such crowns may be flowered earlier.
But home-grown crowns will answer the same
purpose, and they are always at hand, and
may be lifted in succession to ensure a con-
tinuous supply of jpikes.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patf.man, Gardener to Sir C. Nali-Caik, Bart.,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Celery.-The latest Celery plants will, in all
probability, be ready to receive their first
application of soil for rhe purpose of blanch-
ing them. Preparations for this work should
be followed as advised in a previous calendar.
Should hot, dry weather continue, it will
be necessary to supply the roots with an
abundance of water previous to earthing up
the plants, for if Celery is allowed to become
dry at the roots it falls an easy prey to the
leaf-maggot. Where this pest is troublesome,
hand-picking of the leaves should be resorted
to.

Cardoons.—Continue to blanch Cardoons as
they become ready, following the procedure
advised in a previous calendar.

General Remarks.—Every advantage should
be taken of the present fine weather to destroy
all weeds in (heir seedling stage. All ex-
hausted crops should be cleared off the ground
before bad weather sets in. This work may
be completed in far less time when under-
taken in fine weather. In well-managed gar-
dens the ground, ip to the present, has been
closely cropped, but, now that the planting
season is practically over, there will soon be
many vacant plots. In many instances un-
cropped ground is neglected, with the excep-
tion of clearing the site of weeds, until the
winter is well advanced. On heavy land I
would strongly recommend the breaking up
of these vacant plots and leaving the surface
in as rough a condition as possible, in order
that the wind and early frosts may pulverise
and sweeten the soil. Continue to remove all

dead and dying leaves from Bruissel Sprouts
and Kales as they present themselves; old
plants of Cauliflower should be dug up im-
mediately the curds have been cut. Peas and
Beans that have finished cropping should- be
cleared away to the rubbish heap and burned,
and the ground broken up as advised.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Authcr Bcllock, Gardener to E. J. \Vtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

General Remarks In the course of a week
or two thouglits will be turned to the prepara-
tion for another season's forcing, but this is.

work that must not be unduly hastened, for

owing to the exceptional weather the foliage

of fruit, trees and vines still retains a remark-
able freshness and shows a reluctance to ripen
and fall. In these circumstances it will be wiser

to retard for a week or two tne commencement
of starting into growth those things which are

usually legulatcd by a fixed date year by year,
to ensure that the necessary period of rest is

given. The foliage of all fruit trees should be
removed daily as it falls, and destroyed by burn-
ing, for red spider has been unusually trouble-

some this season. Advantage should be taken
of fine weather to thoroughly syringe or hose
the trees overhead; this will destroy red spider

and detach foliage which is ready to fall. All

fruit trees in pots should be examined care-

fully for watering, for they need to be kept

moist at the roots.

Soil.—For the purpose of top dressing borders

consideration should be given to the amount
of soil likely to be required. It should be cut

from a stack that has been maturing for suffi-

cient time, while the weather remains open
and dry. To each barrow load of soil add a
6-inch pot of bone meal, and well mix the

materials together by turning. Remove the

compost to a dry shed in readiness for applica-

tion, when it will be in good condition for

receiving any other ingredients suitable for the

purpose for which it is intended to be em-

ployed.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Deciduous Trees and Shrubs.—The transplant-

ing of deciduous trees and shrubs may be com-

menced at any time now, and most of them
may be successfully moved without any soil at-

tached to the roots, but if moved in

this way they should be very firmly

planted. This may, in the case of smaller

plants, be effected by treading, but in the case

of large specimens it may be necessary to use a

stout wooden rammer, especially if the soil is

dry, and the plants may require to be watered

in." But the first essential in successful trans-

planting is firm planting. Some plants, such as

small trees, may require supports until they get

established, and' this is best done with the use of

three guy ropes of soft gaskin, a much better

method than using stakes or wires, which are not

as a rule required after the first season. Valuable

specimens are best prepared for lifting by digging

a trench around them the previous season and

filling it in with good soil to encourage plenty of

fibrous roots.

Asters (Michaelmas Daisies).—These hardy

herbaceous plant', are valuable for garden decora-

tion during the autumn, and may be grouped in

the mixed border, planted in large lawn beds or

grouped in an informal manner in the wilder

parts of the garden. Apart from the embellish-

ment of th.> garden, they are splendid subjects

for use in floral decollations, and especially the

more slender growing species and varieties,

which was fully demonstrated in the imposing

exhibit of these flowers staged by Messrs. H. J.

Jones, Ltd., at the meeting of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society on September 27. (See Fig. 83.)

The variety Climax, with long, graceful sprays,

is specially adapted for floral decoration. There

are few h«rdy" plants trhat are less exacting in

bbeir requirements; at the same time, like most

plants, tbev repay for good cultivation. They are

usually planted in groups in the mixed border.

but are seen at their bpst when massed on a

large border in the front of a shrubbery ; if in

tllf, Ipss dressed part of the garden, so much ^1
belter, as they always fit ro well where the

dressed portion of trie garden merges into the

wild. The old flower stems should not be cut

down—as is too often done—for if left they
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present a mass of warm brown colour all through
ths) winter, and are often very beautiful when
covered with hoary frost. Michaelmas Daisies

may be planted at any time from now until

March ; some of the strong growing varieties of

the Novae-Belgii section are best replanted
every year. All strong-growing varieties should
be restricted to four or six shoots. There are
numerous varieties. The principal sections are
Amellus, of which the newer King George is one
of the best sorts; the light and elegant oorai-
fodius.of which there are some'beautiful varieties;

the ericoides, the Novae-Angliae, which includes
the well-known Lil Fardel and W. Bowman
varieties ; and the large Novae-Belgii section,

which includes such well-known varieties as
Beauty of Colwall, Climax, Henry Adams and
Sam Banhani. With so many new varieties there
is a danger that the species may be overlooked,
and many of them when well cultivated hold
their own with the garden varieties for beauty.
The following are a few of the species that are
worth a place in a collection :—A. Thomsonii.
Piccolii, tnrbinellus, Tradeseanti, undulatus.

patens, cordifolius, and diffus var. horizontalis.

them, and all torn or jagged root ends care-

fully cut smooth with a sharp knife. Make the

soil firm before placing the tree in the hole,

and lay all small roots in an outward direction.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, .Buckinghamshire.

Early Planting.—There are many advantages
to be gained by early planting. At this time
of the year the ground is warm, and fairly

moist, and more readily workable than is the
case during the winter months. A few green
leaves at the points of the shoots are of assist-

ance in promoting fresh root action, and in-

creases the safety of transplanting. Trees fur-

nished with healthy, fibrous roots quickly be-

come partially established and experience but
little check if the work be done expeditiously,

as the fresh, sweet soil which surrounds them
is conducive to the immediate development of

a nun her of fibres. Thus a season is often

gained in growth by prompt planting during
the early pant of the autumn Trees having
stumpy roots devoid of fibre are frequently

a source of annoyance and loss, and seldom
make little, if any, growth during the following

season. Preference should, therefore, be given

to well-balanced specimens.

Selecting Trees.—Trees at least three or four

years old should be selected for planting,

or much time may be lost in pruning and
training in order to lay a proper foundation

of the main branches. Such work is always
best done in the nursery, where training is made
a speciality, and the early regulation of growth
assured. Such trees transplant easily, grow
readily, and produce a moderate amount of wood
growth, which is essential to the future welfare

of the tree. It is undesirable to purchase trees

with fruit buds predominating. Pears for plant-

ing at short distances apart—such as cordons

—

should be worked on the Quince stock, or

double grafted as may be to suit some varieties.

Apples should be on the Paradise stock, and

Cherries on the Mahaleb stock. Pears for

planting at greater distances apart should be

grafted on the Pear stock, and Apples for a

similar purpose on the Crab stock, as both these

stocks have roots that grow deeply.

Preparation for Planting—In all cases the

soil should be dug deeply—or trenched if of

sufficient depth—and this work is best dune

several weeks previous to planting, in order

that the soil mav become consolidated. When
this early digging cannot be done, soils of a

light nature should be made firm by treading.

Good garden soil which has been under cultiva-

tion for several years previously will need

little, if any, addition of manure in any form,

as it is best to encourage only a medium
growth of wood, and as many surface roots as

possible. As advised in a former calendar, on

damp or badly drained sites the trees should

be planted oii a mound slightly higher than

the surrounding soil, to prevent the early de-

scent of the roofs into the subsoil. Wide,

shallow holes should be dug of sufficient size

to accommodate the roots without cramping

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

(Continued from p. 173.)

Having raised from seeds sent to me from La
Mortola and by several South African botanists

and friends numerous species belonging to many
widely different sections of the genus, I find that

so fao- as my observations have yet extended,

when the seedlings have developed their

cotyledons to the fullest extent (for they continue

to grow until just before the first pair of true

leaves appear), or rather when they have pro-

duced the first pair of leaves, the seedlings

can readily be grouped under three distinct

types, as follow :

—

M N

Fig. 84.

—

mesembryanthemitm seedlings.

A, B—M. louguin ; C, t)—M. calamiforme ; K. F M.

dolabriforme ; G, H—M. testiculare ; of each of

the above a fully-grown seedling in the ootyledonary
stage, and when it is producing its first pair

of leaves, is represented. I, L—M. oviforme;
1. th tyledonary stage, and J. the some
when producing its first growth, enlarged four

diameters , K. an adult plant, natural size, and L. the

Btigma9, enlarged. M, o—M. piludforme. P, ft-

M. pseudotrunoatellum. M and I' represent s tlings

one day old. enlarged; N and Q the same seedlings

io the full-grown ootyledonary stage, just la-fore the

skin dries up, natural size; O is an adult seedling,

natural size; II. a young plant after it has oast

the skin of the cotyledons, natural size.

I. In this type the cotyledons resemble those

of most dicotyledonous seedlings, spreading

widely, and are rather thin or thickened be-

noath". so that viewed sideways they form a

very short and broad CJbconic body. From
between them arises a pair of distinct leaves

that are quite different in shape and appear-

ance from the cotyledons, as are also the

leaves of the adult plants, which usually pro

duce more than one pair annually. This typo

is represented by Fig. 84, A -F, and to it

belong the majority of the known specie ol

Mesrnibrvantihcinum.

II. In this type the two cotyledons are com-

bined into a half-globose body, slightly de-

pressed across the flattened top. From this

body arises a pair of half -globose distinct

leaves, quite 'unlike the cotyledonary body in

appearance, as are also the subsequent leaves

made by the plant, of which normally only

one pair is produced each year. This type is

repreesnted by Fig. 84, (!-H.

III. The cotyledons of this type are the

same as in type II., but the new growth that

succeeds them and all subsequent growths of

the plant consist of a single ovoid body with

a tiny orifice like a closed mouth at its apex,

and is quite unlike the cotyledonary body.

Fig. 84, I-L represents this curious type,

which is intennediate between types II. and
IV. When in the stage shown by J, the

seedling has much resemblance to an acorn

in its cup, the acorn-like part being of a pale

translucent green and finely tuberculate

;

viewed under a lens it is really quite attrac-

tive. The adult plant is represented of

[lateral size by K, from a rough sketch I

made of a plant sent to me by Dr. R. Marloth,

upon which was one dead flower. The stigmas

are as shown at L. This plant (M. oviforme,

N.E.Br.) is an anomalous one, the mode of

growth is as in type IV., but the cotyledons

have little resemblance to the growths of the

adult plant, amd the stigmas arise directly

from the top of the ovary, without a style.

IV. In this type the cotyledonary body and

the growth that succeeds it (consisting of a

single body resembling the cotyledonary body)

and the growths of the adult plant, differ but

slightly in general appearance, except as to

size.
"
Fig. 84, M-R represent this type,

whose peculiar mode of growth will be ex-

plained hereafter; to it belong the species

constituting what is known as the Sphaeroid

group.
Possibly there may be other types, but I have

not yet seen them.
We thus Have in the different manner of

development of the seedlings an indication of a

difference of generic importance, which in some

cases is combined with structural differences in

the flowers that are easily seen, so as to render

I he generic separation of some of these plants

from Mesembryanthemum not only -warrantable,

but desirable,' on account of the unwieldy size

of that genus.

Turning now to their vegetative characteristics

and mode of flowering we find among these

plants some of the most extraordinary that

exist, for they are absolutelv unique, there

being nothing 'else like them in the vegetable

kingdom The shrubby species and those with

prostrate stems usually develop more than two

or three pairs of distinct leaves annually, and

there is nothing remarkable about their mode of

growth. But the densely tufted or stemless

species seldom develop more than 23 pairs

annually and also are not remarkable. In the

curious' erroup to which M. rostra turn. M.

bifidum, M. \c-cu.in. etc., belong, each vegetative

growth develops two dissimilar pairs annually;

one pair being united for a greater length at

I lie I. .use than the other pair which protrudes

from the sheath thus formed by the first pair.

Sometimes also the alternating pairs are dis-

similar in shape, one pair being toothed on the

back at the apex ami the alternating pair with-

out teeth. Most of this group have their leaves

of a very glautous-preen or even whitish colour

and usually plentifully dotted. This whitish Or

glaucous appearance is common to many kinds

of Mesembrvanthemuin and is not caused bv a

wavy deposit or " bloom " on the surface that

will rub off. but bv ;i deposit • f lime crystals in

the substance of the outer wall of the opidoimi!

ells, which a-t as a screen to protect the

chlorophyll from being injured by intcii.se light.

Under cultivation in this country during winter,

light being hvs intense, the lime crystals are

more or less dissolved and the plant becomes

much greener in colour, but with the ad\cn! of

soring the crystals are deposited again and the

light screen being denser, the plaint gradually

r6si s iis whiter amoearance. _ I have never

seen any species of this group in Bower; the

commence to Brow '" autumn and I think

want to It wer in winter, when .sunlight and

licit arc insufficient. .V. K. 'Brown.

(To he continued.)
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 5. Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

THE PENTSTEMON.
THIS is quite a modern flower compared

with most other plants that "have been
improved by the florist. Species are

numerous, but very ,few of these suited the

requirements of the raiser of novelties, and very

probably P. Hartwegii, lung confounded with P.

gentianoides, is the species from which the

florists' varieties have mainly been evolved.

There is some dubiety regarding the date when
Hartwegii was introduced, 1825, 1828. and 1836

being given by various authorities. Probably

it was the last-named year when its introduc-

tion as a mercantile subject took place, it hav-

ing been imported from the Continent in that

year by Young, of Tooting. From this spet-ies

the white throat with markings has certainly

been oibtadned. 1'. Murrayanus, raised from

seeds imported from Texas in 1835, in Glasgow

Botanic. Garden, and named after the curator,

may have been another parent. And blue is

probably derived from P. speciosum, introduced

in 1827, and employed later for massing in beds.

P. Hartwegii, under the designation of

gentianoides, was freely figutod in botanical

and tioricultural publications and Murraya-

nus similarly. One of the earliest varieties

was a white sort, but not a pure white—

of Hartwegii, a coloured figure of which

will be found in The Horticultural < abinct for

1847. McEwani, another popular form, was

illustrated on the same plate. P. gigantea

elegans was figured the year previous, but its

parentage is not given. P. Skinneri, a scarlet

Pentstemon, with a white throat, was an 1848

variety. P. variabilis was raised by Salter, of

Versailles; Hammersmith, was not distributed

till 1852. A distinct ring of rose colour banded

the outside of the tube, in this variety. P.

Salteri, from the same raiser, appeared in 1851,

and other varieties on which the foundations

of the future Pentstemon of the florist weie

based were splendens and Morrisoni. With the

one probable exception, as stated above, all

these were attributed to P. gentianoides, but

which proved to be the older P. Hartwegi. The
former was not introduced till 1846, and seems

not to have been of value for breeding purposes.

The collector Lobb sent Messrs. J. Veitch

and Sons a supposed hybrid raised in America
by a Mr. Joffray, and named Jaffrayanus, in

1853, P. epeciosus being a probable parent,

which may also have been used for seeding.

It is remarkable how slow florists were to

take up the Pentstemon. Salter for a long time
having been almost alone in raising varieties.

This mi^rht have been due to the tenderness of

the plants, many species failing to pass our
winter in the open. However, before the end of

the 'fifties, named varieties -were being distri-

buted by various nurserymen, and in the

'sdxities each year saw its quota of novelties in

florists' catalogues. The markings of the

inside of the " tubes " formed a feature in

these, though there were among them true self-

flowers. Such present day varieties as South-
gate Gem and Pink Beauty indicate pretty
fairly the proportions of the flowers. Many
of them were quite hardy and fissumed a
portly, bushy habit. One old sort, named C. P.
Peach, I recollect formed a long row, which
was annually pruned and produced masses of
brilliant flowers. They began to be admitted at
flower shows about the same date. Most exhi-

bitors found them difficult subjects to manage
in the cut state, and it was usual to see the

spikes drooping and dejected even before the

judges had examined them. This was easy to

obviate by placing each spike in water as it

was cut, and when 1 exhibited them 30 or

more years ago, I never found this simple prac-

tice to fail in pn?serving them fresh, tin a
long journey wet Sphagnum-moss was bound
around the ends of the stems, and sometimes
this had to be done the day previous to the

show, but it was always a success.

About the mid-'eighties, varieties with

flowers similar in proportions to those now culti-

vated, of which George Home is a well-known

example, were introduced from the Continent,

Lemoine, of Nancy, if I am not mistaken,

having been responsible for this splendid

advance. As this strain is less hardy than

the old ones they supplanted and subject to

disease on the foliage, which sometimes ex-

tends to the shoots, it is clear that a large

flowered tender species must have been used

as a parent. Moreover, unlike those, they can

hardly be grown successfully on soils of a light

character, but on others of a heavy nature they

are truly magnificent. The light blues of tiie

former period have gone, though there are

glorious purples and violets, but probably

superior to any other colours are those of

various shades of red, crimson, etc.

The cultural requirements of the Pentstemon
are very simple. Named varieties are increased

and maintained by nie.ms of cuttings taken from

the sides of the main shoots, the best of these

being produced on plants from which spikes

have been cut early in the season. Where
large quantities are grown the cuttings may
be dibbled into prepared beds in cold frames,
those of the large flowered section early in

September, while the small-flowered tedding
sorts, Newbury Gem, heterophyllum, and
others need not be propagated till six weeks
later. When stock of any variety is to be

increased to the greatest extent, the cuttings

should be inserted in ordinary propagating
boxes, and if these are removed from frames in

February into one of the warmer structures,

the plants shoot up, and the tops may be taken
and will quickly form roots in a propagating
case. April is a suitable time to plant in the

garden.

Not a few grow Pentstemons solely from
seed saved annually from selected plants. The
seeds acre very slow in germinating, and should
be sown in January in heat, the seedlings trans-

planted into cutting boxes while yet small, pro-

viding them with a quickly rooting medium.
such as one formed of equal pants loam and
leaf-mould, and to be grown on without check.
By April these, too. are ready to transplant.

It is worth noting that delay of a few weeks m
planting will sometimes lie followed by com-
parative failure in flowering.

I have omitted to state that cuttings. lik»

cut spikes, quickly wilt unless put into water
as they are taken off, nor must they be per-

mitted to flag once they are inserted in the

bed or box, moisture in the soil and in the
atmosphere being as important in obtaining
success in rooting as in the case of Perpetual
and other Carnations, If spikes are wanted for

exhibition, all weak shoots should lie removed,
and about three strong growths allowed to

mature on each plant. For garden decoration
spikes newly flowered out should be cut to allow-

any later ones to gain strength. It. I',

lirotlinston.

MR. REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND EX

PLORATION IN ASIA.

!No. 33.

—

Rhododendrons.
The first Rhododendron to claim notice is

the scarlet carpeter (F. 1558) of which I wrote
so enthusiastically in the spring. It is a signal

proof of how local plants can be, that neither

on the Shing Hong nor the Moku-ji passes

have I found a trace of this. On the Ch.iwchi,

however, I am now glad to be able to say that

it abounds. On all open fine lawns, right

away up to the highest dips and crests, this!

treasure literally sheets the earth with its lug

vermilion trumpets. For these are even oner,

in the plant's maturity, than when I found'

the first precious specimens, starving among
the snow-fields. It does not seem chary of

seed either. If I am successful in getting

this, I believe that, for all owners of rock

gardens or damp fine lawns, this will prove
as important a species as anything ever sent

from anywhere by anybody, and provide a'

striking addition to garden Rhododendrons.
This, however, adhaeret pavwiento, flatter

than the flattest Willow, but otherwise very
like it. The other alpine Rhododendrons are

small bushes. They cannot, indeed, be other-

wise, for the alpine winds do not permit.

These mountain flanks are sheeted in a tight!

dense vesture of scrub, not attaining two tcet.

and composed of Rhododendrons in a wiry
jungle, varied with a small and striking white
Viburnum, a Mountain Ash of the same fail-

ings, a not very startling litlie Cerasus, and
a very ugly little dingy Kibes. Of tti3

Rhododendrons, the comm< nest is Apple-
blossom, in sheets of colour, but none of the
others is rare. Last year's beauties, R.
eclecteum and R. F. 937. both abound, th?
former intermittently up to the very tops, but
the other in solid drifts of tender lemon-
colour at 12.000 ft. I am interested, too, to

note ho.w the Kpimaw and Chimili species have
here their echoes in others which appeal
specifically distinct, though very narrowly so.

Thus F. 1045 is represented here by a much
hairier and more narrow-leaved version, with
the same furiously magenta Cistus flowers,

and the same tolerance of damp and even wet,

situations. Even more striking is the case of|

F. 1046, with its neat little bushes, and
twined cups of mahogany. Here abounds a
species or form, much more desirable, half the
size in growth, and twice the size in blossom,
with otherwise no difference discoverable by
me, except that the flowers are invariably
solitary, remarkable as a Black Hamburgh
Grape with a red light shining tli rough it;

and R. F. 1047. with its red filaments and
flowers of true Czar-Violet violet. This last

occurs in drifts here, too, unmistakeably the
same species as it is further south. While
F. 1024. which I sent as R. euohreum (F. 888,
in reality, I am told is R. euchroum). but
which is certainly a distinct and much finer

plant; this is among the very few exceptions
to the rule that all Hpimaw-Ohimili species
that are found here are here found in much
finer form and abundance. F. 1024 is not
very uncommon in these dwarf cane-brakes at

about 11.500 ft., but is never so junglish and
luxuriant as on Hpawshi Bum; and iu
flaming trumpets of orange and bronze seem,
however fiery, a little pinched and wan beside
the picture-gallery of my memory.

This concludes the tale, I think, of repeti-
tions, though I could nut confidently assert
that F. 1671 is not the same as F. 1184, of

which 1 only saw a late accidental August
bloom ; and F. 1626 as F. 1410. which I never
saw in flower at all, save only in one spot, and
do not possess in specimens. Anyhow, F.

* The previous articles by Mr. Farrer -vere pub-
lished in our issues for June 21, June 1'S, July 12,

August 9, August 23, September (1. September 27, Octo-
ber IS, November 1. November 22, anil December 6,

1819; January. 3, January 17, February 7, Feb- arv -H,

March 20, April 24, May 29, July 10, July 31, Septembra
4, October 2, December 4, 1920; January 1, Januarv
59. February 19. April 2, April HO, June 4. July II,

August is and September 24, 1921.

,
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1626 is a little spreadiag dwarf bush of

6-9 inches, copiously set with dense and
huddled heads of small flat-faced blossoms that

are remarkable, not only for their lack of

pedicel, but for the extreme shortness of style

and stamens. No trace of either appears in

the blossom, whose pallid little empty face

accordingly wears a rather blank and striped
expression. Yet, in full bloom, this species is

to be prized, for the number of heads and
numerous flowers make it a very effective

object. They are typically white, with an
oddly crystalline diaphanous texture, like

clean, melting snow : but they often flush ana
\ary to the very faintest tones of pink. '1..

add to its charms, it is strongly aromatic, i'.

1671 possesses no such addition, nor needs it

;

it is simply one of the most radiantly lovely

things you ever saw, and when you do see :t,

your mouth just opens and shuts feebly. It is

common, in drifts and sheets ; and, for the
altitude, and for its stature, rather large in all

parts. In stature it ranges from half an inch,

or less, to about six inches, spreading widely,
and often plastered flat across a rock, where

green, solid, obovate foliage, and big trumpets
of blood-crimson. But, apart from the differ-

ence in date, the indumentum on the leaf-

reverse in this is thinner, and of a dark ashen-

grey (in the young shoot the leaf has rather

the look and texture of a grey suede glove),

while the flowers are invariably fewer and
larger, only three or four to the head, always
mi much longer pedicels, and always endowed
with so conspicuous a fleshy calyx in the same
colour as themselves, as to give the trumpets
the look of possessing a perianth, and to

suggest that a very few generations of breed-

ing would provide us a -Rhododendron with
heads like loose bunches of cri.nson Emperor
Daffodils. In R. aemulorum, indeed, there

seem occasional suggestions of this develop-

ment; but in " R. thermonaima "
it is com-

plete and invariable. Nor dees R. aemulorum
vary in shade : whereas its higher-alpine cousin

occasionally (though rarely) assumes the most,

luminous tones of scarlet, or even orange-
scarlet. In fact, I have more than a suspicion

that P. 1669 does not share R. aemulorum's
strictness of view about monogamy. Of this.

and also in England, I put the question if

the cases of sterility noted by Mr, Dalrymple
might be in relation with mine?
On page 150 of The Gardeners' Chronicle,

Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen, junior, of Haarlem,
writes many things not all in strict connection

with this subject. The questions of the priority

Hi the work, of the perfection of the strain,

etc., etc., are evidently not opportune. How
ever, we know that Mr. Van Tubergen did

not grow any of mv varieties; it remains to

know if Mr. Dalrymple grew exclusively the

Mr. Van Tubergen's strain. If so, it is evi-

dent that the two eases -of sterility have a

different origin. Dr. A. Bagionieri, Castdlo,

near Florence, Italy.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE LORD LAMBOERNE.
The new dessert Apple Lord Lambourne (so?

Pig. 85) was selected as the most meritorious

variety this year in the competition for the

Bunyard Cup, which is offered by the Ma:d-

Fig. 85.

—

apple lord lambourne.

starved. The flowers are borne in threes and
fours, in rather close clusters. They are very

large, and in a sequence of the most glorious

warm pink tones—absolutely clean of mauve ni-

bble shades, from carmine, through hot flesh-

pinks, rose-pinks, salmon-pinks, to flushed

snow and pure white. This year, seeing all

these species in flower, the temptation is strong

\o mark special forms; F. 1671, however,
baffles me completely : where eaah form in

turn is the most beautiful, how is one to

select '!

Canary-yellow is represented up here by a
.small deciduous species, which may be a very
near relation of F. 876. It does not, however,
greatly appeal to me, so I will not dwell upon
the poor thing. Much more notable is the
plant to which I next come, for that it is a
soecies I now have no doubt, though difficult

for a long time, to carve out of P. 815—Rhodo-
dendron aemulorum. Now R. aemulorum
abounds here, too, in bushes and weakly jungles;

and is a noble sight in May, with obovate dark
leaves, clothed below in russet-coloured felt;

ami crowded heads of blood-crimson blossoms.

But It. aemulorum does not seem here to

Ascend above 11,000 ft.; and mid-July (while

R. aemulorum is happily seeding below)
brings into bloom over the 12-13.000 ft. region,

a Rhododendron almost indistinguishably

similar. A low, declining bush of the higli-

alpine scrub, with precisely aemulorum's deep-

though, a future page must tell the tale.

Monographs as yet make no allusion to the

existence, or even to the possibility of natural

hybrids in Rhododendron ; but I am » "W
certain that if botanists could have before

them whole alps-ful of many species in bloom
together, they would soon find staring them in

the face the answers to the riddle of many a

difficult or puzzling " species." Nor do 1

speak without book for this, Reginald Farrer

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

STERILITY IN PREESIAS.
In my note on the sterility of hvhrid

Fre.?sias (see page 78), I had exposed a case of
sterility in these plants, i was thus able to

study it from the beginning, and that, in my
experience, is a phenomenon of very rare
occurrence. Indeed, all my hybrids "of F.

refracts and its varieties, E. LedchtlLnii,

E. aurea, E. xanthospila and its varieties, and
P. Armstrongii. are almost as fertile as their
parents, .only the progeny of a seedling from
onei of my olilest hybrids (Leichtlinii x refracta
alba, raised in 1878) being almost completely
sterile.

As some varieties of this progeny and also

the primitive, almost sterile seedling from
which they originated, have been grown abroad

stone firm at the R.H.S. autumn fruit shows
of 1921 and 1922 for the most promising seed-
ling Apple which has not been previously ex
hibited at any of the Society's meetings. " This
new variety was obtained by crossing James
Grieve with Worcester Pearman, and is in

season from October to November. The skin
is highly coloured, red on a pule yellow ground.
ami the part at tin- base is nearly wholly yellow.
The flesh is white, sweet, crisp and juicy. The
fruit reproduced in the illustration is of natural
size, and it will be seen tb 't the eve is c'osed
and in a regular, somewhat shallow basin. The
stalk is short, but very deeply set in a tube
liki? cavity. The raisers. Messrs. Laxton
Brothers, inform US that the tree is a very
free grower, and bears dark green foliage.

Thr\ • it urtbei' state that it is >,•]! fertile, a very
hri\\ crooner, and of much promise as a

market variety .

APPLE ARTHUR TERNER
Tins culinary Apple, which was raised by

Messrs. C. Turner. Slough, has done remark-
ably well with me this season. The fiers have
grown vigorously, and are bearing heavy crops

of large, handsome fruits. They are pale

green, with n slight orange flush. It is an
Apple of excellent looking quality, and is said

to keep in good condition until January. Mv
experience leads me to say that October anil

November is its season. K. M.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

WHITE LAELIO-CATTLEYAS.
Laelio-i'attleyas. which have been so useful

in the production oi yellow forms, probably

because the inherent yellow colour in the

labellnms of all tiie specie;- used, favours the

extended development of colour set up by tile

small yellow species used in hybridising, have

not responded m like manner in the matter of

white lorms, and no classes of true albinos

such as are found in Cattleyas exist at present

10 Laalia or Laelio-Cattleya. The large-ftowered

Laelias do not supply true albinos, as do the

foims of Cattleya labiata, and most of those

with white sepals and petals have more or less

rose or purple on the lip, also thin dark lines

from the base, and hold colour us a character

not so easy to suppress as in Cattleya, where-

in many imported albinos give the hybridist a

fair start.

Later, the hybrids with white forms of Laelia

anceps so well begun by Sir Jeremiah Colmau,

Bart., and Messrs. McBean, whose! white L.-C.

MeBeaniana ' (L. anceps Schroderiana X C.

Schroderae), and L.-C. Eunice Snowdcn (('.

chocoensis alba x L. anceps alba) will make a

promising base for larger and better whites,

although they are very beautiful in themselves.

The production of tine Laelio-Cattleyas with

white sepals and petals has been very satisfac-

tory, all having colour in some degree in the

lip, and in many the ruby red of the front

of the lip adds to their attraction and gives

variety.

It is interesting to note that in this set the

success has been arrived at in the same manner

as in Cattleya; the white-petalled C. War-
scewiczii Frau M. Bevrodt taking on the same
role when used with Laelia as it did as shown
under " White Catt'.evas " (October 1, p. 169).

Instances am L.-C. Britannia Blenheim
variety, of the Duke of Marlborough, and

variety Melainie, of Messrs. Charlesworth, both

obtained between L.-C. Canhamiana, alba and

C. Warscewiczii Frpu M. Bevrodt; the last-

earned crossed with L.-C. Fascinator producing

L.-C. Salonika—all fine, pure-white-petalled

Howers.

The power of a true albino ancestor to pass

on its character is seen in a remarkable degree

in the hybrids with the true Laelio-Cattleva

Canhamiana alba, obtained between C. Mossine

Wagenefri and a light L. purpurata; L.-C.

Label Sander Oatton Park variety, of Sir

Jeremiah Colman, Bart., between L.-C. Cah-
h&miana alba and C. Mossiae Reinerkiana,

proved a good white, all but the lip; that again

crossed wun 0. Maggie Raphael a.oa oy baron
Schroder gave the nandsome L.-C. Alborak.

L.-C. Canhamiana alba crossed with a light C.

Mendelii gave Mr. Ralli's grand white forms

ot L.-C. Excelsior with nnely coloured up; L.-c.

Surprise and L.-C. Watsonii of Messrs. Sander

were L.-C. Canhamiana alba crosses; and others

who have used the true form have had like

experience.

In 1912 Baron Schroder obtained a First Class

Certificate for L.-C. Bella alba (C. labiata alba

X L. purpurata Schroderiana), in which,

although the lip was not white, albinism was a

dominant character. Crossed with C. Maggie

Raphael alba, il produced a most beautiful set

named L.-C. Schroderae; and, crossed with C.

Fabia alba, gave L.-C. Bellatrix. all of which

were tine whites, and followed the winter-flower-

ing character of iheir Bella alba parent, and,

like it. secured their F.C.C.'s in the month of

January. Varying the season of flowering of

handsome hybrids, otherwise bearing a resem-

blance to each other, by different crosses is one

Fig. 86.—spray nozzle on movable spear-

footed STAND PIPE (SEE P. 211).

NEW HVtsRlDS.
{Coiiliiuitil from page 109.)

Brasso-Cattleya Blenheim Gladys ..

Brasso-Cattleya Heatherwood
Brasso-Cattleya lnvicta
Brasso-Laelio- CaitUya maculat.i
aurea

Cattleya Albania
Cattleya Cicely
Cattleya Gertrude Hollinglon
Cattleya Grenauier
Cattleya Krishna
Cattleya Muriel
Cattleya Prince Shimxdzu
Cattleya Vishnu

Laelio-Cattleya Allamanda
Laelio-Cttleya Freda Saudcr

Laelio-Cdttleya Golden Palatine
Laelio-Cattleya Lucille-aurea
Laelio-Cattleya Lydia F. Mollet
Laelio-Cattleya Minos
Laelio-Cattleya Nancy
Laelio-CatLleya Pyrainus
Laelio- Jattleya Una
Laelio-CatUeya Upton Gem
Laelio-Cattleya Zephyr
Miltonioda Ellwoodae
Udontioda Lerna
Odontioda leriha
Udontioda Metis
Odoniioda Muriel

Odontonia Melia
Suphro-Laelio-Cattieya Ilene...
cophro-Laelio-Cattleya Maude

Parentage,

B.-C. speciosa x C. tchiodcrae
B.-C. Ilene x C. Octave Doin
B.C. Madame. Chas. Maron X C Duprcana...
B.-L.-C. The Baroness x L.-C. Thyone

J'Brieniana alba x Han isoniana alba
Antiope x Ehoda
Prince John x Fabia
Dowiana aurea x Naidia
Harrisoniana x Chit e
Dusseldoifei Undine x Mendelii alba
Hardy i na x Tityus
Dusseldorfei Undiue x Luddemanniana Em-
press

L.-C. Helius x C, Dowiana aurea
L.-C. Isabel iander x C. Warscewiczii F. M
Bejrodt

L.-C. Elinor x C. Octave Doin
C. Dowiana aurea x L.-C. Cowauii (Lucille)...
C. Tityus x L.-C. Nella
L.-C. Rubens x C. Tityus
L.-C. Mi?s Louisa Fowler x C. Ha'dyana
1 .-C. St. Gothard x C. Thurgoodiaua
C. Antiope x L.-C. Mis. Evelyn Norrie
Kubeus x Pizarro
C. Empre-s Frederick x L.-C. Nella
M. Chai Usworth x Miltonioda Ilarwoodii ...

Oda. Joan x Odm. Dusky Monarch
Odm. Lambeauia-uum x Oda. Joan
Odm. exiimum x Oda. Brewii
Oda. Sandhage (unrecorded) x Odm. Alex-
andria

M. Bleuana x Odm. Grogjuiae
unrecorded parentage
C. Antiope x S.-L.-C. Marathon

Exhibitor.

Duke of Marlborough
Hnrv & Black.
Sanders,
Baron Schroder.

Hassall & S. Gratrix, Esq.
UliHi'lcsworth.
A. J. Hollington, Esq.
Sanders.
Gen. Sir A. Pi<get.

Mrs J. J. Neale.
Flory & Black,

Stuait Law.
McBeiu

Sanders.
s. Grati ix, Esq.
A Hannier, Esq
Hoiv «t lilac k.

Fiery & Black.
Hassall.
Chailesworih.
Flory & Black
Flory & Black.
Flory & ulack.
P. Smith, Esq.
A. Hanmer. Esq,
S. Gratrix, Esq.
Mrs. Gratrix.

Charlesworth.
Charlesworth.
Stuart Low.
Cuarlesworth.

of the most useful items the hybridist has
accomplished.

L.-C. Surprise (.L.-C- Canhamiana alba x C.
Enid alba) and L.-C Watsonii, the same crossed
with C. Schroderae alba of Messrs. Sander, and
other crosses of a similar nature clearly demon,
strates the fact that albinism may be per-
petuated to a certainty if both parents have the
character fixed. The* L.-C. Pearl (L.-C. Norba
X C. Gaskelliana alba), of Messrs. Hassall, gives
an example of albinism induced by the yellow
in Laelia xanthina combined with an albino. In
Laelio-Cattleya the colour now usually existent
in the lip will doubtless be overcome by crossing
again with the least coloured forms. Already
in L.-C. Fascinator, Mossiae alba, Moonlight, and
Purity, of Messrs. Charlesworth, the colour has
almost disappeared, and if C. Mossiae Wageneri
instead of C. M. Reineckiana had been used the
pure white lip would probably have resulted.
./. O'B.

SHAMBELLIE, KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE.

Shambellie, Newabbey, Kirkcudbrightshire,
the property of Major W. Stewart, the suc-
cessor of a long line of Stewarts who have
owned the estate, is known to a wide circle
as. a property where forestry has been well
practised for many years. " The woods and
ornamental policies are exceedingly well cared
for. and the lines of noble Beeches on the
road leading into the village of Newabbey and
on the Shambellie policies are imposing and
beautiful in the extreme. Much might be
written of the trees, but 1 wish to refer
especially to the garden. Although smaller in
size than many other Stewartry gardens, it is

a most interesting one. The hardy plants con-
stitute a choice feature, and owe their variety
largely to the love of flowers possessed by Mrs.
Stewart, sen., Major Stewart's mother, who
still maintains her interest in the gardens,
and both she and her son and his wife give

every encouragement to the gardener, Mr. W.
C'arruthers, who has held the appointment for

many years and who is an enthusiast in his

work. Among the most attractive features in

their season are the Trilliums. There is here
a magnificent variety of T. grandiflorum, with
broad segments and purest white in colour.

Other spring flowers, such as Anemones, Myo-
sotises, Saxifrages, and manv more, are appre-

ciated and well grown. Of summer flowers,

there are excellent groups of Eryngiums, Ver-
bascums, Veronicas. Campanulas, Phloxes,
Delphiniums, Pinks, Potentillas. Achilleas,

Aconitums, Alstromerias, Centaureas, Irises,

Lupins, Pyrethrums, fRudbeckias, and a wealth
of other herbaceous plants of the best kinds,

excellently grown in the borders, which are

overhauled and replanted at suitable intervals,

this being specially necessary as the soil is

of a light character, with much granite grit

and sand, and on a rock a short distance

below the surface.

Of annual and tender perennials considerable

numbers are cultivated. Dahlias are planted

extensively; while Antirrhinums, Alyssums, and

other choice annuals, including plenty of Sweet

I'eas, constitute a fine feature. Numbers of

bulbous plants are grown, among them being

early and late Gladioli. English and Spanish

Irises. Liliums. Tulips, Snowdrops, Scillas, and

a wealth of others, while Narcissi and others

abound in the grass. Roses are not easily

grown in the soil of these gardens, but

the results are wonderfully good. Other shrubby

plants are a success, and among the special

features at Shambellie are the Rhododendrons,
which are likely to receive even greater atten-

tion, as Major Stewart is much interested in the

new Chinese and other species.

The glasshouses are not extensive, but, as

in past years, a feature is still made of

Begonias, which are well grown, and embrace
a num!)er of choice double and single varie-

ties. Outdoor fruits are as fine as could be

expected in a dry season, and Apples are a]
splendid crop. The garden is so well cared

for and so interesting that it well rewarded
a renewed visit, paid after the years of war.

8. Arnott.
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THE IRRIGATION OF GARDENS.

(Concluded from page 195.)

One great objection to lawn sprinklers is

that they throw large drops of water and
throw them with a good deal of force,

the effect being more or less that of a
thunder shower; moreover, when drawn
from the main, a well, or an underground
tank, the water is cold—far colder than
summer rain—and that is a decided objection
in the case of all but the more robust her-
baceous plants. Then, again, sprinklers are not
always easy to place on rockwork, and they are
usually low on the ground, so that in ordinary
herbaceous borders the throw of water is

smothered by neighbouring tall and bushy plants.

In such cases a tall standpipe provided with
a spray nozzle and fitted with a spear foot

to be forced into the ground (Fig. 86'), is a
useful device, for it will throw a gentle rain

over a circle of about 10 feet diameter. It may
be moved about, the travel being circumscribed
by the length of hose available.

But though a great deal better than nothing,
these temporary arrangements are not without
drawbacks; their use involves the dragging
hither and thither of lengths of hose and much
tramping about on sodden borders. An infinitely

preferable arrangement is that in which the
standpipes are permanently placed in the borders,

controlled by valves and connected to a supply
of water under pressure.

Fig. 87 shows an arrangement of the kind in

a newly made border in Colonel Warrender's
garden. In such a case the sin.ple turning on
of a valve brings refreshing rain, which can

be continued so long as it is required.

The form of nozzle figured has the great merit
that no considerable head of water is needed,

10 feet being sufficient for ordinary pur-
poses; but when employed with stone-cold water,

caution is just as. necessary as in the case of-,

the ordinary lawn sprinkler. The labour-

saving possibilities of such a system will be
obvious, and in practice form a handsome re-

turn on the capital expended. There is no
need to call in a contractor for such work. With
pipe cutting and screwing tackle and the neces-

sary valves and fittings, the intelligent handy
man usually available on an estate can lay in

the pipes from bed to bed as the occasion arises.

In the case of newly made beds, the plants and
shrubs will gradually fill out till the standpipes
are lost to view ; from time to time, as the
shrubs grow, they will need lengthening so that
the nozzles may not be smothered, but the stand-

pipes should not be in evidence.

Too much attention cannot be given to the
question of the temperature of artificial rain,

however produced, for the powers for evil of

cold water are considerable. It is true they

can be mitigated in great measure by the use

of high standpipes fitted with spray nozzles which
atomise the water, sending it forth in the form

of fine mist, which floats about and creates th»

moist atmosphere, so essential to the welfare of

many plants.

This method has long been in use among other

places in the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh
(Fig. 88), where it obviously serves its purpose.

In theory the arrangement is a perfect one, but
in private gardens there are objections to it on
sesthetic grounds, for in practice it is found
that standpipes originally intended to be movable
remain in position permanently. In the more
arid conditions of our southern atmosphere, too.

the method is not sufficient of itself in such a
year as this, when the sun shines unceasingly
with tropical fervour.

As already pointed out. irrigation of a garden
on permanent lines is a labour-saving arrange-

ment of real practical importance. But the value

of it does not end there. In our climate we
may have a succession of weeping summers in

which Nature provides all the watering required,

and the grass is always green. As the dripping
yeai's go by, the gardener who has irrigated his

garden on one or the other of the lines indicated

finds himself wondering what could have induced
him to yield to the temptation to adopt such

seemiiiL'lv useless devices.

Then without warning, as in the present year.

we find ourselves gradually flipping into the
clutches of a serious drought. At such a time,
the value of irrigation is self-evident, not only
in the saving of plant life, but in the luxuriant
growth of plants. A little imagination, and for

one long summer, at all events, the travelled
gardener*is in the tropics. It is all done by the
prosaic water-tap! A. Grove, October 6, 1921.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.

[Continued from page 200.)

Surrey.—The Apple crop here is a heavy one.

Plums and Cherries were practically failures.

There has been an average crop of small fruits,

but the berries were very small, owing to the

full effect of the drought has been felt. E. M.
Bear, Magham Down, Hailsham.

App;c trees were a ma,is ot b'.iom and the
fuuits set freely, but many dropped owing to

the drought. Where thinning was done, they
have not fallen so badly, but the individual
fruits will be small. Where old trees have had.
their branches thinned the quality of fruit is

much finer, and shows the advantage of thin-

ning, for fruit on unthinned trees are, on the
whole, very inferior. The Pear crop is a poor
one, owing to the severe frost when the trees

were in bloom, also continuous cold winds at
that time. Plums suffered in the same way,-
notwithstanding there was a profusion of

blossom. Strawberries and Raspberries were
abundant, but owing to the drought the plants

were dried up ; towards the close of the season,,

the berries of the first gathering of late Straw-

Fig. 87.

—

permanent stand pipe in a border.

continuous drought. Insect pests have been
very troublesome this season. The 6oil is light

in texture, on chalk, and moisture drains away
very quickly. //. Prince, Pohsden Ldcey
Garden*, Pinking.

Sussex.—Apples a,re plentiful, and I have
described the quality as good on the assumption
that rain will come in time to swell the late

varieties. Early kinds were small in size. Small
fruits, generally, were good, with the exception

of Black Currants, which were about half a
crop, owing to "running off." Strawberries
showed great promise, but drought shortened

the season for this fruit and the berries were
small. Cherries were small and soiled with
aphis. Insect pests generally have given less

trouble than usual, the first spraying before

blooming having cleared the trees of them very

successfully. Mealy aphis on Plums and Ameri-
can blight on Apples arc the most serious

pests. Of diseases, powdery mildew of Apples
has been plentiful; and there is a good deal of

scab on Apples and Pears. On our light soil the

berries were small, but of excellent flavour..

Apple aphis has been extremely troublesome oil

all Apple trees, and aphis al6o attacked Plume,
and Cherries very badly. The soil is rather

stiff, part of the garden being on sandstone and
part on shale. Leon Squibbs, Stonehurst

Gardens, A rdingly.

Apples, following severe attacks of aphis,

promise well ; many of the trees are carrying

abundant crops, and rarely have I seen such a

wealth of fruit, but owing to the absence of'

rain, a large number of fruits dropped. Pears-

promise a good average crop, especially in the

case of standard trees. Plums, like Apples, set

a.'uiiidantly, but the drought caused large num-
bers 1" drop from the trees. Peaches and

Nectarines are rather above the average ind of

excellent quality. Cooselierrii -., Raspberries

and Currants were all plentiful and of excellent

quality. Strawberries yielded an immense crop-

oi Luscious fruits; their quality was superb,

>ni ,1-snn; those df any previous season known'
ta me. The soil is saitdy clay overlaying sand-
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stone blocks. Ernest Marhham, Gravetye

Manor Gardens, East Grinstead.

The Apple crop would have been a very

heavy one had it not been for aphis, which, in

conjunction with the drought, caused many
early Apples to drop ; midseason and late

-varieties look very promising. The soil is

heavy, consisting of a shallow loam resting on

very heavy clay. Edwin Neal, Tilgate Gar-

den*. Crawley.
—Apple,' Pear, Peach and Apricot trees

blossomed profusely. Plum blossom was rather

scarce, due doubtless to the heavy crops in

1919 and 1920, consequently the Plum crop was

under the average, but the quality was very

good. Apples and Pears set freely. We have

a 'heavy crop of the former fruit and a good

average yield of the latter. In spfte of the

excessive drought the fruit swelled splendily.

Insect pests have been very troublesome,

especially on Plum trees. Some of the trees

were sprayed ' on four occasions. American
blight also appeared this season on some old

standard Apple trees. There was promise of

record crops of Strawberries and Raspberries

but the weather was too dry and many of the

berries failed to swell. Currants and Goose-

berries have yielded abundant crops. The soil

is very sandy. ./. W. Buckingham, Mil/and
Place Gardens, Liphooi.

(To be continued.)

lent in a wasp's nest to the hive bee's swarming,

so that there is no question of prospecting for

further accommodation. What J. F. (p. 187)

saw was in all probability just ordinary workers

searching for food (i-e., Hies, caterpillars, etc.),

for the grubs, but it is difficult to say certainly

without more definite evidence. Wasps them-

selves subsist mainly on vegetable juices (nectar,

fruit juices, etc.), but when they are seen Hying

rapidly about flowers they are usually on the

look cut for flies in the flowers, and may often

be seen to pounce, but frequently without suc-

cess. The " procession " of wasps down the

stream was most likely workers returning to or

leaving the nest on their way to or from some
special hunting ground, and most likely con-

tinued all day; for wasps, like honey bees, have

regular flight lines to and from the nest. As to

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editor) do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinion* expressed by correspondents.]

Rose Shows and Amateurs.—With reference to

the note by Mr. Gove.tt, Sunningdale, in your

issue of September 3. p. 124. I would like to

state, as a member of the Exhibition Committee
of the N.R.S., that the " Professional-Amateur

"

Class is provided for. If page 184 of the '' Ar-

rangements for 1921 " is referred to, it will be

seen that classes 40 and 41 distinctly provide for

such, and should cover the case in question.

With regard to the question of "dressing"
blooms, when Roses are in the hands of really

skilful growers dressing is almo-t impossible to

detect, and it also seems to be quite unfair to

debar the least skilled, who by careful practice

would scon become an expert. A bloom badly

dressed always suffers at the judges' hands.

Elishn J. Hicks.

Hardiness of Apples When in Flower—On
April 15 last, a fall of snow occurred between

3 p.m. and 4 p.m. at a time when many
varieties of Apples were in full flower; The
trusses were covered with snow nearly an inch

in thickness, and the snow remained for a con-

siderable time, but eventually the sun came out

«nd melted it. A sharp frost occurred the

following night. There is a great difference

in the crops of fruit. James Grieve, Devonshire
Quarrenden. Duchess of Oldenburgh and War-
ner's King were in full flower ; the two first-

. iiined sorts have borne very heavv crops, the

other two kinds hive bad very few fruits indeed.

Many trees of Bismarck were also in full

blcom at one place and the trees of this variety

have borne a heavy crop. Other varieties noted
at the time were Fearn's Pippin, a quarter of

the flowers open, crop of fruit very heavy ;

Bramley's Seedling and Peaagood's Nonesuch
had a few flowers open, both have carried
heavy crops; Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington)
was not in full flower until Mav 7, but has only
a very poor crop and the folrige of this variety

suffered much damage from the snow and frost.

Other fruits that felt the cold severely were
Morello Cherries, the flowers of which were
killed before thev expanded: Pppr William's Bon
Chretien, of which many very large trees were
in full bloom but have borne only a very few
fruits; Plums, in many varieties were in full

hloom, hut no fruits set. I do not remember
such a. quantity of snow covering the trees
when they were in flower on any previous
occasion. ' IT. H. Divers. V.M.H., Westdcan,
Honk, nr. Surbiton.

Wasps.—Worker wasps do all the duties of the
normal community except lay eegs, which task is

Testricted to the "queen," but there is no equiva-

FlG. 88.—TALL STAND PIPE AS USED FOR OVER-

HEAD IRRIGATION IN THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN,
EDINBURGH, (SEE P. 211).

" qiu-ens " hibernating in the old nest, it may
salely be said that they never do this, because

once the inhabitants have ceased activity, the

nest rapidly becomes mouldy, and soon decays

and disintegrates; consequently, it would be a

very unsafe and unhealthy " roosting place " for

unconscious insects. In my note on p. 175, the

word " pests " should be nests, and the word
" twig " should be turf. ('. Nicholson.

Fruit as Food.— Mr. Charles E. Pearson

(p. 187) might have gone considerably further

with perfect truth and stated that uncooked
fruit, nuts and vegetables are the natural and,

therefore, the proper food of man, and water
his only legitimate drink ; all the other things

he eats and drinks are unnecessary, and more or

less injurious, whilst many of them are down-
right poisons. When one begins to study this

subject one soon comes to the conclusion that

there is no more conservative person than the

average Anglo-Saxon in the matter of eating and
drinking. N.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

October 18.—A most successful meeting was
held in the Vincent Square Hall on Tuesday
last, and the exhibition was one of the finest

autumn shows we remember. Numerous sub-
jects were submitted to the various committees
for awards; the Orchid Committee recommended
two First Class Certificates and two Awards of

Merit, and the Floral Committee three Awards
of Merit.
Although several new fruits were submitted

to the Fruit and Vegetable Committee for

awards none was made, but two Gold Medals
were awarded for collection of fruit and vege-
tables respectively.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart, (in the

(hair), Prince Tadashige Shimadzu. Sir Harry
J. Veitch. Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (Hon. Secre-

tary}, Walter Cobb, Arthur Dye, Chas. H.
Curtis. Fred. K. Sander H. G. Alexander, J.

Cypher, W. H. Hatcher, J. E. Shill. T. Arm-
strung, S. W. Flory. A. McBean, Pantia Ralli,

W. J. Kave, Frederick J. Hanbury, Stuart H.
Low, and Gurney Wilson.

Awards.
First-Class Certificates

Laelio-Cattleya Ivanhoe, Tin Dell variety

(L.-C. eximia x C". Dowiana aureal from Baron
Bruno Schroder, The Dell Park, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill;, A grand variety

with a fine spike of four large and finely-formed

flowers. The sepals and petals are eight inches

acVoss and coloured bright rosy-mauve, the

large lip being purplish crimson, with gold lines

from the base.
Odontoglossum Armstrongii (parentage un-

recorded), from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Tunbridge Wells. Nothing comparable with
this grand hybrid has yet appeared, and none

of the experts present could suggest a probable
parentage, but by the complicated crest and

some other features 0. Harryanum was probably

a remote ancestor. The very large, pure white

flowers are of fine substance, the sepals bear-

ing clusters of clear chrome vellow spots, and the

inner pa.rts of the petals blotches of the same
tint, which resemble the bright vellow of

0. crispum xanthotes. The lip is yellow* at the

base and white in front, and the yellow crest-

bears none of the dark lines seen in most Odonto-
glossums. It is a charming and very remark-
able hybrid.

Awards of Merit.

Cattleya Fabia Holford's variety (labiata *

Dowiana aurea), from Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. Hol-
ford. Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander).
This is the largest and best of the fine Weston-
birt type of C. Fabia with C. Dowiana aurea

as the seed bearer. The flowers were eight inches

across, of clear rosy mauve, the broad lahellum

ruby-crimson, with gold lines from the base.

Cypripedium Bedfordine (Actacits revolitta *

Shogun), from Dr. F. Bedford, Fulford, Yorks.

A very fine Cypripedium, with large white dorsal

sepal with a pale yellow base, spotted with

purple; the petals and lip are pale yellow, tinged

and veined purple.

Groups.

Baron Bruno Schroder. The Dell Park, Engle-

field Green, was awarded a Silver-Gilt Flora

Medail for a good group of splendidly flowered

Laelio-Cattleya Ivanhoe with some large white

petalled L.-C. Schroderae. Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co., Jarvisbrook, Sussex, were awarded a

Silver-Gilt Flora Medal for a very fine group

of hybrid Oattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and Bras

savola hybrids. Good Cattleya labiata alba, and

C. Adula with some fine yellow forms and white

Odontoglossums and scarlet Odontiodas with some
rare species were also included. Messrs. Sandee.

St. Albans, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal

far an excellent group of hybrids and rare

species. Especially good were the new white

Miltonia insignis, and the elegant Odontoma
Farnesiana (M. Warscewiczii x 0. Edwardii).

with a profusion of purple flowers.
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Other Exhibits.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Broadlands. Tunbridge
Wells (gr. Mr. Kent), sent Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya

Tucuman Bruadland's variety (B.-L.-C. Cooksonii

X C. Rhoda), a charming, large yellow flower

with cerise-red band on the front of the lip.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park. Surrey
^Orchid grower, Mr. Fames), showed Laelio-

Cattleya Queen Alexandra, a showy flower.

H. T. Pitt, Esq. (gr. Mr. Thurgood), sent
Cattleya Queen Elizabeth and Laelio-Cattleya

Camibrai.

A. J. Hollingtox, Esq., Forty Hill, Enfield

{gr. Mr. May), showed a rose-tinted form of

Cattleya Krishna (Harrisoniana x Ohloe) and
Laelio-Cattleya, La France.

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, showed
:a good form of Laelio-Cattleya Fabia, and L.-C.

Golden Wren.
Messrs. Hassall and Co.. Scuthgate, showed

a grand yellow form of their Bra^so-Laelio-Catt-

leva Tihvone (B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemann x L.-C.

Thyone).
Messrs. A. J. Keeling and Sox. Westgate

Hill, Bradford, showed two pretty hybrid Cypri-
pediums.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, sent an
interesting selection of Brasso-Cattleyas and
Laelio-Cattleyas.

Lt.-Col. Sir George L. Hoi.ford showed the
handsome Laelio-Cattleya Madame Brasseur-Hye
(C. Warscewiczii x L.-C. Aphrodite).

Floral Committee.

Present : Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

J. W. Barr, John Green, G. Reuthe. G. Harrow.
John Heal. Andrew Ireland, J. F. McLeod,
John Jennings, W. B. Gingell, Chas. Dixon,
H. R. Darlington, Chas. E. Shea, Ohas. E.
Pearson, W. P. Thomson, J. T. Bennett Poe,
Reginald Cory, Jas. Hudson, E. A. Bowles,
R C. Notoutt, W. B. Cranfield, R, W. Wallace.
and H. J. Jones.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Schizostylis nccineo var. Mrs. Begarty.—

This differs from the old favourite, scarlet-
flowered type in having blooms of a rich rose
pink colour. Shown by Mrs. Hegarty, Clon-
bur, Co. Galway.

Dianthus Allwoodii oar. Betty.—One of the
most charming forms of the hybrid between
a Pink and perpetual-flowering Carnation. It is

almost single-flowered, but has two or three
rows of peta's. broad, white, with crimson
bases that frm an attractive central area cf
colour in the flower. Shown by Messrs.
Alt/wood Bros.. Wive^field.
Chrysanthemum Little Dorothy.—A daintv

and free-flowering variety, with somewhat small
flowers of compact form, of a lovely pink colour
with a palp yellowish centre. The flowers are
borne in elegant snravs a."d should orove use-

ful for home decoratio™. Shown by Mr. W. T.
Roots. Cranford, Middlesex.

Other Novelties.

Collerette Dahlia Tiger, cream, scarlet and
yellow, shown by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.,
was selected for trial at Wisley. Polygonum
Aubertiii. which appears to be identical with P.
Baldschuanicum, was shown finely in flower by
Messrs. J. Cheat, and Son. It is generally
understood that P. Aubertii is not free-flower-
ing, but the specimen shown had cascades of
blossom. Vitis heterophylla, in fruit, was ex-

hibited bv the Ductiess of Wellington,
Ewhurst Park, Basingstoke

Groups.
On the floor Messrs. John Waterer. Sons

and Grisp had a neat and very attractive

group of well-grown shrubs. The centre was
occupied by a standard silver Holly, bearing
quantities of bright scarlet berries. Golden
Hollies were also well represented, while bril-

liant autumn colour was provided by large
bushes of Vaccinium pennsylvanicun., Vitis

Thunbergii. Vitis vinifera purpurea, and others.

Amongst the Conifers were several interesting

Retinospoias, Abies concolor and Juniperus
japonica aurea (Silver-Gilt Banksian .Medal).

Roses of such brilliant colours as those dis-

played by Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons have
seldom been shown at any date, and for so late

in the season as the present occasion the

exhibit was very remarkable. Of the
many sorts on view Isobel, Henrietta,
Padre, Mrs. W. Christie-Miller and Lyon
Rose were splendid. The two new seed-

lings, Rev. F. Page Roberts and Sovereign,
both of rich golden colouring, were admirable
(Silver Flora Medal).
Many beautiful Roses were also shown by Mr.

E. J. Hicks. Joanna Bridge, Ophelia, Mm.
Elisha Hicks, Snow Queen, Madame Abel Ohate-
nay and Mrs. Hornby Lewis are the names of

only a few of his excellent varieties (Silver Flora

Medal).
A new variety named Ruth, of golden apricot

shading, was prominent in an exhibit of Roses
by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, who also dis-

played Dora van Tets, Mary Munro, The Ad-
jutant, Lady Pirrie and Golden Emblem (Bronze
Banksian Medal).
A collection of Roses by Messrs. Frank Cant

and Co. was notew-orthv for the freshness of

the blooms. K. of K„ Mrs. W. Christie-Miller,

Mrs. Amy Hammond, Madame E. Herriot and
Lady Hillingdon were all of good form and
condition (Silver Banksian Medal).
Many vases of the ever-blooming Dianthus

Allwcodii and a good sprinkling of perpetual-

flowering Carnations were attractively set up by
Messrs. Allwood Bros. The richly coloured

fragrant Mrs. C. F. Raphael and the deep prim-

rose-yellow Jessie Allwood represented the

perpetual Malmaison Carnations (Silver Bank-

sian Medal).

A collection of Carnations, chiefly of market

varieties but all showing good cultivation, was

staged by Mr. C. Engelmann (Silver Banksian

Medal).
Their sterling new White Pearl was included

in a collection of fresh and bright. Carnations

bv Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. (Bronze Bank-

sian Medal).
A long stretch of tabling was filled by Messrs.

Blackmore and Langdon with blooms of tuber-

ous-rooted Begonias in a great variety of colours.

No doubt the long journey from their Bath
nursery prohibited the exhibiting of growing

plants, which would have been more natural and

preferable, but the many blooms, both of

single and double-flowered varieties, illustrated

splendid strains and skilful culture (Silver Bank-

sian Medali.
The decorative value of undisbudded Chry-

santhemums associated with large Japanese

blooms and autun.n foliage was well exemplified

in an attractive collection by Messrs. W. Wells
and Co. Of the former Pink Profusion, Fden,

Cissbury Pink, Cranford Yellow and Fee Pari-

sienne were very charming, while the best of

the show blooms' in the tall standi were Majes-

tic, Mrs. R. Luxford, Mrs. J. Fleming and

Viscount Chinda (Silver Flora Medal).

An attractive group of Chrysanthemums com-

posed solely of undisbudded sprays was arranged

by Messrs. K. Luxford and Co. Wells' Masse

J. Bannister, Lichfield Purple and Mary Mason

were very beautiful, while the massed centre

of Almirante also attracted a deal of admira-

tion (Bronze Banksian Medal).

A large group of Chrysanthemums was ar-

ranged by Messrs. H. J. Jones. In

the back row tall stands of sin h large-flowered

Japanese varieties as Major Chichester. Mrs.

G. D. Sturdy and Mrs. Geo. Monro

were associated with stands of undisbudded
sprays of Silver Lining. Pink Profusion and Fee

Parisienne to good effect. On a lower level

there were many vases of such as Madame Marie

Masse. Miss K.' Gr. Thorpe, Shrapnel, Goacher's

Crimson and Dick Barnes (Silver -Cilt Banksian

Medal).
Market varieties were shown by Mr. S. Aish,

whose collection included Cissbury White, a

new incurved sport from Framfie'd White.

A great variety of especially good Nerines

was shown by Messrs. Barr VNTj Sons Such

sorts as Salmon Perfection. Isolde (soft pink).

Proserpine (deeper pink), and Flashlight (deep

scarlet) are representative of the collection (Sil-

ver Banksian Medal).
A collection of choice Nerines was staged by-

Mr. G. Reuthe, who also showed a small

collection of alnirns and shrubs (Silver Bank-

sian Medal)
Fruiting branches of Cornus capitate (Hen

thamia fragifera) in an exhibit by Messrs. J.
C'heal and Sons attracted attention. Coton-
easter frigida, Aralia chinensis and Cleroden-
dron Fargesii were also shown as fruiting sprays.
There were also many excellent examples of
autumn colouring in this exhibit. Adjoining the
shrubs Messrs. L'heal and Sons showed various
Dahlias (Silver Banksian Medal).
A well-arranged collection of hardy shrubs

was set up by Messrs. J. Piper and Son. Many
examples of Crataegus Lelandii bore a profusion
of brilliant berries. Ceanothus a.zureus, the
grey-foliaged Corokea virgata, and Juniperus
pachyphlaea were also noteworthy (Bronze
Banksian Medal).

An imposing, yet graceful collection of Michael-
mas Daisies was arranged by Messrs. Dickson
and Robinson. Besides many of the larger-

flowered varieties the ericoides type was repre-

sented by such elegant sorts as Joan, Maiden-
hood, Novelty and Amy (Silver-Gilt Flora
Medal).
The great decorative value of Antirrhinums

and the immense improvements which have been
effected during recent years was splendidly illus-

trated in a large exhibit by Messrs. Sutton
and Sons. Not only were the spikes excep-

tionally fine for so late in the season, but
the individual flowers were unusually large.

This large exhibit wfts composed of niaaned

varieties, of which the following is a selection.

Victory, Canary Bird, Sutton's R.uby, Bright
Pink. Fire King, Cloth of Gold, Rosy Queen,
Golden Bronze and Deep Crimson (Silver-Gilt

Flora Medal).
A graceful display was made by Messrs.

Isaac House ind Son with their new hardy
perennial Scabious, while on a side table they

showed vases of the .scarlet Schizostylis coccinea

(Silver Banksian Medal).
Herbaceous Phloxes and other border flowers

were shown bv Messrs. Rich and Co. (Bronze

Banksian Medal).
In a collection of hardy herbaceous flowers

Mr. W. Wells, junr.. included some bright

spikes of Delphinium and several varieties of

herbaceous Phloxes.
Statice incana in quantity was a great feature

of the exhibit by Mr. F.' G. Wood, who also

showed rockery plants (Bronze Banksian Medal).

A well-designed, little sanostone rockery was
Hilt bv Me«rs. "Maxwell >nd Beale. who
displayed on it such plants as Campanula mura-

lis and Silene Schafta (Bronze Banksian Medal).

In a corner space Messrs. Wm. ( utbush and
Son made an artistic displav with a variety

of Dahlias, amongst which such decorative sorts

as Remembrance. Nbolkoop, Kine Alfred and

Salmonea were verv prominent (Silver Banksian

Medal).
Sin h Cactus varieties as Tiara. Mrs. Krelage.

Valiant. Miss Honev. Mrs. Stredwick and Silver

hill Park were well shown bv Messrs. Carter
V\r.y int) Co.. who also displayed many srood

Collerette and decorative varieties (Silver Flora

Medal).
A magnificent display of Drhlias was made

bv Mr.' J. B. Riding. It was particularly

stro'i'T i n tbo handsome decontive tvpe. of

which the following is a selection : J. C. de

1 hit. Sulohurea, F. Chevalier, Sunrav and

Kali"', which were gorgeouslv beautiful In

the front row there were vnses of the dainty

Pompons, which included Daisy. Nero. Fashion.

Mercury and Little Bugler (Silver Banksian

Medal).
A delightfully arranged collection of excellent

stove plants was shown bv Messrs. L. R.

Russell, Ltd. Many well coloured Crotons and

Draraeanas with various Anthnriiuns and

Alocacias were included (Silver Orenfell Medali

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present; Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair).

H S Rivers, Geo. F. Tinlev, P. D. Tuekett.

S. B. Dicks W. Bates. O. Reynolds. Owen
Thomas. E. Beckett. F. Jordan, K. Neal. H.

Markham, \V. J. Jefferies, A. Bullock. G. Keif.

W H. Divers E. A. Bunyard. \V. Wilks and

S. T. Wright.
A (oil.l Medal was awarded to J A- ^>i*-

Esq., Tilgate. Craiwley (gr., Mr. E. Neal), for

a collection of fruit comprising 40 varieties of

Aipples, 36 of Pears, and 5 of Grapes. This

verv meritorious exhibit included good hunches
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of Appley Towers, Lady Duwnes, Gros Maioc,
Muscat of Alexandria and Mrs. Pince Grapes,
these being staged at the back, with baskets
of choice Apples between. The Pears were
especially good, and included such choice sorts

as Ghas. Ernest, Durondean, Thompsons, Nou-
velle Fulvi. Glou Morceau. Van Moris Leon
Le Clerc, !St. Luke and Conference. Of the
Apples special mention may be maide of the
varieties Lane's Prime Albert, Belle de Pon-
toise, Hollandbury, Crawley Beauty. Nancy
Jackson, Cox's Orange Pippin and Court Pendu
Plat. The quality in this very large group was
uniformly good.

A notalble exhibit of vegetables was shown
by Messrs. Barr and Sons, for which a Gold
Medal was awarded. This was one of the most
imposing exhibits in the hall, and praise is

equally due for the clever method of staging,
as for the general high quality of the produce.
Indeed, the group was presented in such a
manner that quite a colour-scheme was achieved,
and there is plenty of colour in such kinds
as Tomatos, Beets, Carrots, Radishes. Celery.
Capsicums .and Polatos. Notable kinds were
Beets Dell's Crimson and Early Red Globe,
Onions Cranston's Excelsior, James' Long Keep-
ing, Froxheld and Ailaa Craig. Celery Champion
Solid White, Beans Prizewinner and Hackwood
Park Success, Carrots Long Red Surrey Selected,
and Intermediate Stump-rooted, Leeks Giant
Winter and Prize-taker, and Parnsip Hollow
Crown Improved. In addition there were most
kinds of vegetables the kitchen garden yields
at this season, including Tomatos, Mushrooms,
Lettuces. Salsafy, Celeriac, Cucumbers, Peas,
Cauliflowers and various greens, all of excep-
tional quality.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading, staged
a collection of Cabbages showing different
types. There were sixteen sorts of the ordinary
and coloured Cabbages, and eleven of Savoys.
Of the green Cabbages the more notable sorts
were Ellam's Early Dwarf, Maincrop, All Heart
and Improved Winningstadt, the last a little

later hearting than some, but one of the best.
The finest of the red type was Large Blood
Red. and there were also nice heads of Dwarf
Blood Red. Of Savoys. Best of All was shown
in big heads of regular shape, and was xm-
eouallea for quality and size. Dwarf Green
Curled is of a paler green, and has very finely
curled foliage. Sugar-loaf, a tall, conical, rather
unattractive sort in appearance, possesses eating
qnalitl'Vis equal t-> anv. The exhibit wa* verv
educative and well merited the award of a Silver-
Gilt Banksian Medal.

The GriLDKiiRT) Fruit Farm again exhibited
boxes of Apnles as packed for transit (Silver
Banksian Medal).

©bituarp.

W. D. Robinson Douglas.—It is with regret
that we have to record the death of Mr.
William Douglas Robinson-Douglas, of Orchard-
ton. Castle Douglas. Kirkcudbrightshire. Mr.
Robinson-Douglas was on his way to Aberdeen
when he died in Edinburgh suddenly, on
October 3. He was a great lover of flowers and
gardens, and his garden at Orohardton. situated
on one of the most beautiful parts of the coast
of the Solway Firth, was exceptionally in-
teresting and well kept. Rhododendrons and
Azaleas of the best kinds were great features
of Orchardton. and were a source of much
delight to their owner and big friends. Many
choice shrubs were planted there and the genial
climate proved favourable for the cultivation of
numerous subjects which could not be grown
further from the coast. Novelties of many
kinds were added from time to time and helped
to render the policies still more beautiful.
Water and i ock gardening were much favoured
bv Mr. Robinson-Douglas, and he took par-
ticular delicht in his rock plants, of which he
grew a. large collection and which he largely
tended himself. He was a J.P. for the
Stewardry of Kirkcudbrightshire, a member of
the Countv Council and of several other im-
portant public bodies.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Gardeners' Cottage: hive Bird, in reply to
your question as lo whether it is usual for
a head gardener to be nskc-d by his employer
to hand over the Key of his cottage before
proceeding on his holiday, we may state that
we have never heard of such a case before,
and think no intelligent employer would be
hkely to make such a demand.

Potato Scab: A. T. The tubers are badly
affected Dy common ,-.cab (Actinomyces). In
a recent Journal of the Ministry of Agri-
culture the use of '-;reeri manures, including
grass cuttings, was advocated as being of
value against scab in Potatos.

Proliferated Sunflower : //. ]). S. The Sun-
flower was a curiosity indeed. It was a form
of the common annual Sunflower (Helianthus
anirius). The ray florets appeared to be
wanting, but as the bloom had not reached
the flowering stage small rays might or
might not be produced, if indeed a true
flowering stage would ever be reached. Every
individual floret of the normal capitulum had
become converted into a miniature capitulum.
with its own attendant scale enlarged and
unequally bifid. In the axil of this scale
(now a bract) was a miniature capitulum,
furnished with miniature scales, tipped with
black, and enclosing florets which may or may
not reach the flowering stage, if any more
heads have been left on the plant to grow.
Thus the capitulum of this aberrant Sunflower
was a compound one—the primary one, en-
closing a large number of miniature capitula.
On the one hand it recalls what is normally
the case in Echinops '(Globe Thistles), except
that there is no common involucre in this
semis. On the olIici- hand, it points to the
Fmbelliferae. with primary and secondary
umbels, having bracts and bracteoles respec-
tively.

l

Tarring a Path: .7. .V.-.Y The path, before
tarring, should be well rolled and consoli-
dated, sufficient water beins used for this
purpose. After being allowed to dry out, the
surface should be swept clean and the tar
applied hot. It is probable that from four
to five yards super would be covered by
one gallon of tar. The surface could be then
covered with any suitable dry material.
Furnace ash would give a very black appear-
ance to the path; clean grit or grave] would
he brighter and much more suitable.

Tricolour Geranium: B. Bros. We have
submitted your -variety of Pelargonium to a
nurseryman who specialises in these flowers
and he states that he has never before seen
M' heard of a double-flowered golden tri-
colour Pelargonium. At the same time he
does not regard your plant a,5 of any great
value, for the reason that tricolours are
gmwn for their foliage and anv flowers which

.
t.h- plant develops is at the expense of th«
colour in the foliage.

Weedy Lawn: S. .1/. Mark off the lawn in
equal portions of about two square yards
each bv the use of the garden line and pegs,
and then remove as many of the weeds as
possible from each area before dealing with
the next. After this has been done
thoroughly, top-dress the lawn with material
such a s old potting soil mixed with very
short manure, and allow it to remain until
the spring, wh«n the surface should be raked,
swept, and rolled, and a dressing of nitrate
of soda or sulphate of ammonia applied at
the rate of about i oz. to the. square yard.
This stimulant may be applied asrain after
an interval of two or three weeks. This
will stimulate the grass, which will in time
crowd out the weeds. Do not use basic slag
as a manure, as this encourages the growth
of Clover, but a little bone n.eal or super-
phosphate applied this autumn would serve
as a useful fertiliser.

Communications Received .—"P.. II. I'.—A E. 0.

—

G. W. R—H. S.—L. D.—A. W. N—V. D—Mon-
A. W.—Core—Stman—F. T. P.—A. It. 0.—Ptmo

MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, October 18, 1921.

We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Tuesday, by the kindness of several of the principal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotatione.
It must be remembered that these quotations do
not represent the prices on any particular day,,
but only the general average for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depeid upon
the quality of the samples, the way in which they
are packed, the supply in the market and the
demand, and they may fluctuate, not only from
day to day, but occasionally several times in one
day.—Eds.

fruit : Average Wholesale Prices.

9. d.

Apples,
English halt sieve,
—Alliugton

Pippin. . . . . 4 0-

—Blenheim
Pippin 4 0-

—Cox's Orange
Pippin, per case,

special 10 0-

best 7 0-

medium. . . .. 5 0-

—King of the
Pippins, . . . . 4 0-

*— per b'tshel

—Bismarck. . . 4 0-

—Bramley's
Seedling, . . 4 'V

—Lane's Prince
Albert 4 0-

—Lord Derby . . 3

Nova Scotian,
—Blenheim

Pippin 25 0-

—Cox's Orange
Pippin, case, 15 0-

—King of Tomkin's
Countv . . . . 30 0-

— Kibstdn Pippin 25 0-

Bananas, singles 16
—doubles . . . . 27 6-

Figs. Italian.

12's, per box .. 10
Grapes,— \licante .. 13-
—Almeria. bar'H 28 U-

—Canon Hall . . 3 0-

—Ene. Hamburgh 1 0-

s. d.

- 5
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and their hosts, opened a discussion on " The
Physiology of the Infection Process." Much
of the evidence is derived from the careful

researches carried out during the last decade

by Dr. Brown and others, in the laboratories

of Professor V. H. Blackmail; and these

studies were freely drawn upon for illustrative

purposes, the discussion really centring

around 'the physiological relationships of the

well-known fungus, Botrytis cinerea. Out of

the mass of information which has been

collected certain clear issues emerge, firstly,

that the fungus penetrates the cuticle of the

host plant, not by dissolving its way through

as was formerly thought, but by sheer

mechanical pressure; secondly, that the fungus

dissolves the middle lamella-substance holding

the cells together, killing the tissues in

advance of its own growth, and, itself lives

only in the disintegrating tissues; and thirdly,

that there are not two substances, a toxin

and an enzvme secreted by the fungus, but

only one which performs both 'functions.

The second of these issues is now generally

accepted, but a very lively discussion took

place concerning the other two, which are

in direct opposition to scholastio views. Pro-

fessor V. H. Blackman, Mr. F. T. Brooks,

Dr. E. J. Butler, Dr. Wm. B. Brierley, Mr.

A. W. Hiley, Dr. W. Laurence Balls, Mr.

W. J. Dowson, Dr. Paine and Dr. Home took

part in the discussion.

Water Melon Cultivation in America.—Some

idea of Hie extraordinary extent of the culti-

vation of Water Melons in the southern United

States may be gathered from the statement

made in the Seed World that no fewer than

10 000 acres were planted with this crop in

south-east Missouri this year, and the pro-

duction is estimated at 3,000 carloads.

Gold Medal Awarded to a Botanist.—Sir

Daniel Morris, who was President of the

Bournemouth Natural Science Society during

1913-1916, and who has officiated as Chairman

of the Council for five years, has presented the

Society with a gold medal to be awarded by the

Council to any member of the Society who might

be recognised as having rendered distinguished

service to the Society, and generally in the

promotion of the study of any branch or

branches of natural science. The first award of

the medal was made at the annual meeting, held

on October 15, to Mr. R. V. Sherring, F.L.S.

In presenting the gold medal to Mr. Sherring,

Sir Daniel referred to his geological work in the

Bristol district before he came to Bournemouth.

and his visits during 1871-91 to Jamaica, where

he made a careful study of the rich Fern flora

of that beautiful island. In recognition of his

services in that connection the authorities of the

Royal Garden at Kew had connected Mr.

Sherring's name with four new species of Ferns

and one new Orchid. During 1891-2 Mr.

Sherring also carried out a detailed survey of the

flora of the Isle of Granada under the auspices

of the West Indian Exploration Committee of

the Royal Society and the British Association.

There he discovered, among other interesting

plants, thirty species of Orchids and many
Ferns, and rendered it possible for the first time
to correlate the flora of Granada with that of

the other islands of the West Indian archipelago.

In addition, Mr. Sherring had from time to

time presented to Kew fine series of photo-
graphs taken by him, now in the museum at

Kew. He was also one of the original mem-
bers of the Bournemouth Society when it was
founded in 1903. and had devoted considerable
time and attention to its interest. He had
engaged with Miss C. Agnes Rooper in laying
the foundations of the herbarium of the flora
of Hants, Dorset and Somerset, now in the
Society's possession, and given large numbers
of rare specimens, especially Orchids and
Sedges. In recent years he had made a care-
ful study of the spread of the remarkable
Spartina grass in Poole Harbour. Sir Daniel
Morris stated that since he first met Mr. Sher-
ring forty veaiis ago in Jamaica, the latter had
taken the deepest interest in natural science, and
he had great pleasure in presenting him with the
meoal. Sir Daniel Morris also handed Mr. Sher-

ring a souvenir as a permanent record of his

having won the gold medal of the Society. In

doing so he remarked that Lady Morris had

greatly interested herself in that matter, and

wished her name to be associated with the pre-

sentation.

Mr. S. B. Dicks.—Although Mr. S. B. Dicks'

activities for a considerable number of years

have been centred in the wholesale seed trade,

he is well-known to many gardeners and also

to horticulturists in all parts of Europe, as well

as America, for as inspector of the foreign

cultures of Messrs. Cooper, Taber and Co.. he

has visited the principal seed-growing establish-

ments in France, Germany, Italy, Austria,

Hungary, Holland and other European parts,

as well as Africa, from Egypt to the Cape, and

Arabia. He has visited America, including

Canada, as well as the United States, on

twenty-four occasions. Mr. Dicks was born in

1845, and received his early training with the

firm of Mr. Geo. Wheeler, Warminster. He
was also for a time engaged with Messrs. E. G.

Hendeison and Son, St. John's Wood, during

the time when Fuchsias, Show Dahlias.

Cyclamens and golden tricolour Pelargoniums

were at the height of their popularity, and

the demand for new varieties very great. In
1864 he entered the wholesale seed firm of

Messrs. Beck, Henderson and Child. as

successor to the late Richard Dean, and he has

continued with the same business through
various changes of title and proprietors to the

present day—a period of 57 years. When only

a boy of thirteen years he was awarded the

medal of the Society of Arts for the best

collection of British Ferns and Grasses. Mr.
Dicks is regarded as an authority on many
subjects, including vegetables and florists'

flowers. The Sweet Pea has especially

interested him, and in 1897 he published a

comprehensive article, mainly historical, on
this beautiful annual in the Florists' Exchange,
U.S.A. He also read a paper on the early

history of the Sweet Pea at the Bicentenary
Conference in 1900, while at the coming-of-age
conference of the National Sweet Pea Society in

July last, he read a paper on the same subject,
brought up to date. He was one of the
founders of the Sweet Pea Society, and was
chairman in 1903. He was also a member of
the Executive and Floral Committees for many
years. Mr. Dicks' extensive knowledge of
vegetables is widely recognised, and his feilow
members of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society have many
opportunities of proving this, both at tha fort-

nightly meetings in the Vincent Square Hall,

Westminster, and at the trials in the Wisley
Gardens, for his knowledge of varieties,

synonyms, origin and other details is profound.

Many others, including ourselves, find in Mr.
Dicks one of the most courteous of gentlemen,

who is always ready to place his unusual wealth
of information at the service of all.

High Postal Rates and Unemployment.—Mr.
Samuel Ryder (Messrs. Ryder and Sons), St.

Albans, writes to point out the reduction in

trade that has occurred in many businesses as

a result of the high postal rates, and advocates
a removal of this postal handicap as a means
of solving, in a large degree, the problem of

unemployment. Mr. Ryder states that as a
direct result of the last increase in postage
there has been, in some cases, a reduction in the
turnover of 2-5ths on the total business. He
places the number of applications for catalogues
under the present rates of postage at ten as

compared to one hundred, resulting, in his

opinion, in a corresponding reduction in the
amount of labour employed. With a return to

pre-war postal rates Mr. Ryder maintains there
would be such an immediate and enormous in-

crease of revenue from letters, circulars and par-
cel postage as would make up the difference in

income, with only a slight increase of Post Office

expenditure that would be mainly wages.
Business firms would be able to employ more
labour. Local authorities would be called on to
pay less in poor law relief, and the wages earned
by those taken into useful employment would be
distributed among tradesmen, many of whom
are on the verge of bankruptcy. Printers
would be set to work on trade catalogues and
circulars. Railways would find their revenue
from carriage greatly increased; and every
industry would experience renewed demand for
its products.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — This
Society will hold its exhibition at the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on Thursday
and Friday. November 3 and 4. We understand
that a fine display of Chrysanthemums is antici-
pated and that several of ihe loading trade
specialists will stage extensive exhibits. The ex-
hibition opens at 1 o'clock on Thursday next.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Tues-
day, November 1.—Royal Horticultural
Society's Committee meetings; informal confer-
ence of Berberis; Royal Caledonian Horticul-
tural Society's meeting; St. Neot's Chrysan-
themum Society's annual exhibition. Wednes-
day. November 2.—Glasgow and West of
Scotland Horticultural Society's annual
general meeting; Hornsey and District
Chrysanthemum Society's show (2 days);
Thursday, November 3.—National Chrysanthe-
mum Society's show at Royal Horticultural
Hall, Westminster (2 days); Taunton and
District Society's show; Bedford and District
Chrysanthemum Society's show at the Corn
Exchange, Bedford; Holland County Potato
show at Spalding ; Manchester and North of
England Orchid Society's meeting. Saturday,
November 5.—Le Mans International Horticul-
tural show (8 days).

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years
Ago.—New Curator of tin- Botanic Gardens,
Chelsea. We have to announce that Mr.
Fortune has been appointed by the Society of

Apothecaries. Curator of the Botanic Gardens,
Chelsea, in the vacancv created by the death
of Mr. Anderson ; and that immediate mea-
sures will be taken to restore this classical

spot to a state worthy of the enlightened
body by whose funds it has for so many
vears been maintained. Gard. Chron., Octo-

ber 31, 1846.

Publications Received.—Bffect of the

Li ngth of Den/ on Seedlings of Alfalfa
Varieties and the Possibility of I'tilising this

as a Practical Means of Identification. Bv
R. A. Oakley and H. L. Westover ; Effect of
Crown Gall Inoculations on Bryophyllum. By
Erwin F. Smith; and Wound-Cork Formation
in the Sweet Potato. By J. L. Weimer and
L. L. Harter. Reprinted from the Journal of
Arjtic. Research. Vol. XXL Washington.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Rose Gardening.*

The author of this book is nothing if not
enthusiastic about her hobby, but she is liable

to be one-sided when writing one chapter and
forgetting what is to come. For instance, she
writes that Rose growing is less expensive than
is demanded by Orchid, Carnation and Auricula
growing. The last named need not prove half

so expensive as some of the Rose gardens she
has admired' and described. The Rose garden,
three-quarters of an acre in extent, in which the
Roses were planted in the grass, and the latter

had to be cut with the shears, must have cost

something to keep the grass tidy ! The trench-

ing of other Rose gardens, 3 feet deep, with the
addition of grit, sand, road sweepings, manure,
etc., could not have been done for nothing.

Yet she states again that Roses are less trouble

and cost less than bedding and herbaceous
plants. Gardeners would surely demur to this.

The book is divided into forty-two chapters

dealing with all phases of Rose culture, and apart

from her own point of view in certain cases she

has provided interesting reading for those who
have leisure to read a book that is not confined

to the bare facts of Rose culture. The lists of

Roses are those which appeal most to the author,

and many of them are uncommon enough ; but
surely Climbing Richmond, Climbing Chatenay,

and Paul's Scarlet Climber can scarcely be
placed in the category of neglected Roses. She
appears to be satisfied about the number of

scented Roses, when she states that a book

could be filled with their names ; and must have
keen olefactory nerves to find much perfume

in Dorothy Perkins. The type is large, printing

is good, and also the editing generally ; but some
errors in the spelling of names have crept into

print, including Bennett's Seedling and Thores-

buryana 'Thoresbyana) considered as two varie-

ties; also Felicite Perpetue. Jonkheer J. L.

Monck, Chateau de Clos Vouget, and Ellen Pon-

son. She rightly comments upon the growing con-

fusion between hybrid Tea and Pernetiana

Roses.

The British Lichens.

t

This is a handbook for the fieldwork of the

lichenologist, prepared much on the same lines

as the Botanist's Pocket Booh, by Hayward.
Needless to say it is highly technical and
peculiar to the subject. Practically it is an
abridgement of A Monograph of the British

Lichens, a much larger work by the same
author. No doubt it will serve as a first help

to the collector who has already done some
work in his study or laboratory, even if he has

to pursue the subject still further in his leisure

to make sure of the identity of species in all

cases. The life history of a lichen reads like a

romance in the vegetable kingdom, for the

thallus is a composition of two individuals

belonging to widely separated relationships,

namely, fungal and algal. The alga is the

worker and the only means whereby the plant

body can be built up. whereas the fungus is the

housing and protecting agent. It is not a case

of parasitism, but symbiosis, and the two have

entered into partnership for their mutual

benefit. The algae can live separately in moist

and shady places, but, in partnership with the

fungal element, can live on the slates of the house-

top or on rocks in the .sunniest situations, and

on mountain tops. Lichens are the pioneers of

all vegetation, and Rhizocarpon geographicum

has spread almost from pole to pole, yet they

do not like London and other smoky places,

where the necessary sunlight is obscured. There

is no regular provision for transpiration, as they

» Rose Gardening, linn to Manage Hoses and Enjoy
Them. Bv Mnrv Hampden. Thornton Butterworth,

Ltd.. is. Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Price

7s. fid. net.

i A Handbook »'( 'he British Lichens. By Annie
T.nrrnin Smith. F.I..S. With ninety figures in the

text. London Printed bv order of the Trustees of

the British Museum. Sold by B. Ounriteh Ltd., 11.

Or.ifinn Street, Hew Bond Street, W.lj Dulau *rd c
> .

Ltd., 34-3f!. Mare-ant Street, Cavendish S 're, w.l

:

and nt tlie British Museum (Natural Historv), t'rnm-

ivell Rend. London, s.tt.r. 1991. l'ri.v 6s. M

hoard all supplies of rain, and breathing pores

have only been demonstrated in Parmelia

exasperata. Pterygium kenmorense, A. L. Sm.
is an indication that the author has been

botanising in Central Perthshire, but she has

named several new ones. The editing is ex-

cellent, though the glossary might have been

lengthened with advantage to the beginner.

There is a slip in the index, for Cladina and

Cladonia are made to follow Coriscium.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
RHODODENDRON FLOWERS IN AUTUMN.
When Rhododendron axiriculatum is over, and

this is as a rule some time in August in this part

of the country, there are several species and
hvbrids which often bloom spasmodically in the

early autumn. Chief among these are the

various small alpine species which hail from

Fig. 89.

—

gladiolus mintaka.

China, and which always give a second display :

R. fastigiatum, R. hippophaeoides and R. scin-

tillans are shades of lavender-blue, and so is a
hybrid between the first two, which on the

advice of Sir Isaac Bayley Balfour I have called

R. fasthip. R. intricatum probably follows their

example, but my old plant having suffered

many unsuitable places is now in articulo mortis,

and I cannot vouch for its habits. Then there

are the purples of R. rupicolum. R. saluenense

and R. prostigiatum. which last, being inter-

preted, is prostratum * fastigiatum : and the

pale yellows of R. flavidum and R. chryseum.

Two distinct and pretty hybrids. " yuniu inn

and " oreocinn," which are R. yunnanetis,. and

R. oreotrephes respectively crossed with R.

cinnabarinum, and have flowers approaching the

shape of the pollen parent, but of different

shades of violet ruse, give an occasional Bower,

and the same may lie said of ( iinnireham's

Yellow and " eaucamp "
(1!. caocaskrom strami-

neum x R. campylocarpum), the best forms of

which are a good yellow with red spots.

R. xenosporum, a large-flowered seven-lobed

Chinese species with white flowers, crimson-

spotted, was a fine sight in September, and seve-

ral plants of R. adenogynum—from the seed-pan

of which this came as a rogue—had some of their

white, pink-tinged flowers open at the same

time. A flower or two showed on the orange

variety of R. dichroanthum, on the ruby-red R.

haematodes, and on some plants raised from.

Chinese seed, which I take to be a natural hybrid

between R. neriiflorum and R. haematodes, and

have named provisionally " neriihaeni."

But perhaps the best of them all is R. nerii-

florum itself, for tins never fails to produce

some of its blood-red flowers, nor do these seem

to be so susceptible to the heavy dews as most

of the others, which are usually somewhat fleet-

ing and quickly get a soddened appearance. I

have raised some seedlings of this crossed with

the blood-red R. arboreum, whioh may, I hope,

give some good autumn and winter flowers, but

as they are only six inches high at present one

cannot expect to see them for several years.

R. nobleanum and even R. praecox opened a

few flowers in early September, owing to the

drought (three flowers were showing colour on a

seedling R. campylocarpum, October 14). That
magnificent plant, Eucryphia cordifoha, was over

early in that month this year, and may perhaps

set good seed, which it does not often do here,

owing to its late flowering and the north aspect

in which it grows.

Photinia serrulata, sometimes known as the

Japanese Hawthorn, has for the first time in

my experience justified its name, being a mass of

white flowers at the present time, and, since

it is a rounded bush some 20 ft. high with shin-

ing, dark green leaves, is very pleasant to

look at.

The drought has given us much extra work

and caused several deaths, notably Rhododen-

dron repens. several plants of R. lacteum, and

a fine old Corylopsis pauciflora. yet it has its

compensations so far as Rhododendrons are con-

cerned from the fact that it has produced flower

buds for next spring on at least twenty species

and hybrids new to this garden. G. I. G.

Mago-r, Lamellen, St. Tuchj, Cornwall.

CHILIAN SHRUBS IN A DRY SEASON.

Here, on the west coast of Scotland, certain

Chilian plants have come without scath

through the most prolonged drought they have

had to encounter since their introduction to

this countrv. No rain fell here between April

27 and July 22, but the combined effect

of the moist ocean atmosphere and a cool sub-

soil was to keep everything fresh. Eucryphia

pinnatifolia never flowered more profusely.

When at its best, it would be hard to find its

equal in beauty among the flora of any land;

but its period of bloom is brief: all is over

in a fortnight : whereas E. cordifolia, flower-

ing a fortnight later, maintains a display

for six weeks. Beginning this year on August
16. the bushes were still spangled with scat-

tered flowers on October 10. Another Chilian

subject, Tricuspidaria lanceolata, thickly

studded as usual with flower buds to open next
June, has been stimulated by the abnormal
heat to hang out many crimson bells. On the

other hand, Berberidopsis corallina has not been
so good as usual, and Mutisia ilicifolia, though
growing vigorously, has given hardly any
blossom. Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

GLADIOLUS MINTAKA.

This variety was placed on the market by
an American firm (.Telle Roost in 1919, under
the following description:—"Upper petals

soft pink, striped a little darker pink, lower

petals soift yellow, slight l v striped with rose,

pink." As will be mi by reference to Fig. 89
the flowers are very shapely, lmt so far as

I have been able to ascertain tlie variety cai t

be classed with those that increase rapidly.

Smilajb.
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The Week's Work.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawahd, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Spiraea —Clumps of Spiraea (Hoteia)
japonica should now be lifted and potted. If

the plants are too large, tl.ey may be divided
to suit the size of pots required. When potted,
they should be placed in a cool frame until

they are required for forcing.

Codiaeum (Crotom.—The roof-shading material
in houses in which Crotons are growing should
be removed—that direct on the glass by wash-
ing. The plants need all the light available
from now onwards, and they should be stimu-
lated with liquid manure, which should be
applied to the roots regularly every week.
This will help to develop and intensify the
colouring in the foliage.

Tree Carnations.—These plants are sending
up their flower spikes, and some of the buds
'.ho lid be removed to ensure extra fine blooms.

bability give a crop in succession to the plants
in the established bed.

Spring Cabbage.—Look over the quarter
planted witli Spring Cabbage, and make good
any plants that have failed, with others from
the seed bed. Grubs are most troublesome in

this district this year, and it will be wise
to look for these pests by moving the soil n< ar
those plants that have failed before filling,

in tile gaps. When the plants are sufficiently

advanced and the soil is dry, place soil firmly
about the stems. This treatment will do much
to ensure the plants passing through a severe
winter without injury, and, moreover, it will

prevent them .from becoming loosened at the
collars by boisterous winds.
Lettuce.—Now that severe frost may be

expected at any time, Lettuces in a forward
state should be lifted with good balls of

earth and transferred to cold frames when?
they will receive protection. Where frames
are not available a temporary structure should
be arranged over the plants and protection
afforded at nights when frost is expected.
Seedlings intended to remain out-of-doors
during the winter, to produce heads early
in spring, should be transferred to their final

quarters. Choose well-drained soil on a south
border where the plants will be protected
ifrom north-east winds.

Fig. 90.—rosa spinosissima. (Seep. 219.

Use soot in the water applied to the
roots. This will cause the foliage to
develop a deep "bloom" that betokens health.
Seeds of these Carnations may be sown now.
When the seedlings are large enough to handle,
they should be pricked off into small pots. In
twelve months they will form fine plants that
will flower in autumn and be useful for
decorative purposes.

Freesia.—Plants of the earliest batch of
Freesias are growing freely, and should be
placed on a shelf near to the roof glass, but
not exposed to the frost. As soon as the pots
are filled with roots, commence feeding the
plants with weak liquid manure.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patejian, Gardener to Sir C. Nall-Caiw, Bart..

The Node, Codicote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Globe Artichokes.—Where it is found neces-
sary to increase the stock of this useful vege-
table, or if by chance some of the plants prove
to be of a better type than others, the present
is a suitable time to propagate. If strong
suckers are dug up and potted and plunged
in ashes in a cold frame, they will pass
the -winter safely, provided 'some slight
protection is given during times of severe
frost. This young stock will be ready
for planting out in April, and will in all pro-

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Ahthch Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Pot Strawberries.—The weather has been
most favourable for Strawberries intended for

forcing in pots. The plants have made good
growth, and have promising crowns. Provided
they receive no check the plants should give
excellent crops. While the weather remains
favourable there need be no hurry to place the
plants in their winter quarters, in fact it will

be all to their advantage to allow them to

remain in the open until heavy rains fall, when
it will be necessary to prevent the soil from
becoming waterlogged. In the meantime a
suitable place for the purpose of storing should
be decided upon. A cold brick frame, that is

not too deep, is probably the most convenient
place for wintering Strawberries in pots, for
they may be protected from heavy rains by
lights, and it is an easy matter to protect the
crowns in very severe weather with dry leaves,
which may be easily removed when the weather
turns mild again. Failing such a place they
may be safely stored under a wall or hedge in
a sheltered spot. If this method is adopted
the pots should be turned on their sides, and
built up layer on layer, with the use of a good
packing material, preferably fresh Oak leaves,

which, if carefully employed, will prevent any
damage being done to the plants from a
reasonable amount of frost.

Pot Fruit Trees.—Whether repotting or only

top dressing is required, all stone fruits should
by now have received the necessary attention.

Trees that were repotted last autumn will,

except in exceptional circumstances, not need
repotting, but should have sufficient of the old
surface soil removed to permit of fresh soil

being added. Trees that need repotting should
only be given a slightly larger receptacle ; a
pot an additional inch in diameter is ample ;

in adding the fresh soil work it around th©
ball of the tree, and this can only be done
satisfactorily with the aid of a very thin, flat

stick, and by adding the new soil in small
quantities at a time. When this work is com-
pleted, and the soil well watered, the trees
should be placed closely together, and the pots
plunged in ashes to protect them from frosts.
Frequently there is a danger of the buds being
destroyed by birds, in which case it would be
well to cover the trees with nets.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedley Warren-

, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Hothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Pears.—A deep, dry loam is the best soil for
the Pear on its own stock, but grafted on the
Quince it requires a rather moister soil. How-
ever, the bottom of the border should be dry;
a gravelly sub-soil is suitable, provided there is
sufficient depth of soil over it. A clayey, wet
sub-soil is very unsuitable, and such a medium
should be drained and n.ade impervious to the
roots by forming a floor of concrete or stone
slabs or other durable materials similar to that
often used when planting Peaches and Necta-
rines. This will prevent the roots, which are
prone to penetrate to a considerable depth, from
getting into the unsuitable sub-soil. The border
should be made with good material to a depth
of two and a half or three feet

; good fibrous.

loam obtained from an old pasture—the top
spit for preference—mixed with a goodly pro-
portion of old brick rubble and mortar will,
provide a suitable staple. If the loam is not of
a rich quality a small amount of thoroughly
decayed manure, such as has been used inr

Cucumber or Melon beds, may be mixed with
it. The Pear is, generally, a very hardy tree,

much more so than many varieties of Apple, and
will often thrive in soils where Apples will not
live. On heavy soils Pears are extremely liable

to send down their roots to a .great depth, and
hence produce strong wood, which is seldom
sufficiently matured to produce fruiting buds.

They may continue to grow in this luxuriant

manner, if not checked by root pruning, for ten

or more years without producing fruit. Trees

planted on lighter soils are not subject in this

defect, and will often produce good crops of

fruit in three or four years from planting. All

precautions should be taken with a view to keep-

ing the roots near to the surface by the modern
practice of root pruning, or what is far better

—

up to a certain size—periodical lifting or trans-

planting.

Cherries.—The Cherry delights in a dry, light

and rather sandy soil, but not gravelly_, for in

the latter it soon perishes. Any good garden soil

is suitable for the Cherry, and if not good of

itself it may be rendered sufficiently so by the

addition of about one-third its bulk of fresh,

light loam, such as has been recommended for

the Pear. Some sorts, such as May Duke,

thrive in almost anv garden soil, and in almost

any aspect. The Kentish Cherry orchards, sol

long noted for the excellence and abundance of

their fruit, are on a deep loam, overlying rock.

The Cherry gardens between Ostend and Bruges,

in Flanders, produce immense crops of fruit,

where the soil for miles is merely a soft, dark-

coloured sand. In soils not congenial to thpm

Cherries are apt to gum and canker, in which

case a suitable compost should be afforded the

roots.
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.

By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., G.itton Park, Reigate.

Vanda.— Plants of the tall-growing section of

Vanda, which includes V. tricolor and V. sati.is,

are developing new roots, and should either be

re-potted or afforded fresh surfacing materials

according as is necessary. Specimens with

healthy roots, but which have lost many
of their bottom leaves should have the old

potting materials and drainage removed, and,

without detaching any more of the roots cling-

ing to the sides of the pots than is necessary,

may have the lower part of the stem cut away
in order to bring the bottom leaves almost on

a level with the rim of the pot. The plant

may then be re-potted in the usual way.

Well-rooted specimens that have retained their

bottom leaves, and are growing in pots too

small for another season, should be re-potted

afresh in receptacles of a suitable size. When
turning the plants out of the pots it will be

found that some of the roots will cling to the

sides, and care must be exercised that they

are not damaged in removal. Provide recep-

tacles that will accommodate the roots without

crowding them, and arrange the plant in the

centre with the bottom leaves almost level with

the rim. Place the lower roots in position,

and fill the pot to within half its depth with

dean crocks, and over these place a layer of

Sphagnum-moss ; next work in a mixture of

equal parts of Al fibre and Sphagnum-moss,
arranging it to the level of the top of the pot.

The potting is completed by arranging a layer

of living moss over the surface. Aerial roots

should be pegged down to the moss, and the

longer ones trained down into it. Water will

not be necessary for a few days after potting

;

afterwards, as often as the surface moss be-

comes dry, it should be sprinkled with water

to keep it alive. These plants delight in plenty

of fresh air, and will grow well in a house

laving an intermediate temperature. A small

brown scale insect sometimes attaches itself

irmly to the leaves, and great care should be

exercised when dislodging the pest, as the

'eaves are easily damaged.

it should have ample means of ventilation, and
be heated. A structure of this kind may be

used for storing more or less tender subjects

dining the winter, and during summer for

hardy bulbs, such as Tulips and Narcissus.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John C'octts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

General Remarks.—On large lawns and in the

less-dressed portions of the pleasure grounds, it

is not necessary or desirabl-i to rake or sweep

up the fallen leaves at too frequent intervals, as

in manv cases they are attractive lying on the

ground; this is especially true of Beech leaves,

at the same time care must be taken to clear

them up before they injure the grass-. When
collected, leaves should be placed in a heap and

turned at frequent intervals. They are in-

valuable in the garden, especially at the present

lime when manure is so expensive and difficult

to obtain. Lea.ves that drift into shrubbery

beds and borders should not be raked off, as

is too often dime, but should be evenly dis-

tributed, and have a sprinkling of soil put over

them to prevent them from blowing away. In

due time, they may, if necessary, he forked

into the soil, and thus enrich the bed. Rhodo-
dendrons and other fine-rooted plants of this

class are especially benefited by an annual mulch
of leaves.

Storing Dahlias, Cannas, etc.—At the date of

writing (October 18) there has been no frost,

the maximum temperature in the screen being
76°. As a result of the continued fine

weather, Cannas and Dahlias arc still gay
with plenty of flowers. But frost may cut them
off at any time now, and directly this occurs
they should be lifted and stored for the winter,

taking care that they arc all properly labelled.

The roots should be stored in a coo] building
free from frost, but not too dry, or thej

may he liable to suffer injury. Tuberous
Begonias and flladioli should be stored per-

fectly dry. Where large quantities of bulbs
and tuberous-rooted plants are cultivated, it is

worth while to lil up some sort of bulb store;

THE ROSARY.

ROSE SPECIES.

Each succeeding season demonstrates afresh
the value of certain species of Roses for the
garden : either as lawn specimens for shrubbery
borders, or in the wilder parts of the garden.
Apart from their flowers many of them are
worth growing either for their graceful habit
or fine foliage, while some have the added
attraction of large and brilliantly coloured fruits.

Rosa sericea has single white flowers with four-

petals arranged like a Maltese Cross, and is one
of the earliest species to flower ; it makes a
large bush some 12 ft. high, and has very fine

foliage. R. Omeiensis var. ptercantha, was

is a native of Great Britain, and at

one time many varieties of it were cul-

tivated. The variety altaica is very beau-

tiful, in fact all the best sorts are worthy

of more general cultivation. These Roses will

grow in the poorest of soil, but good cultiva-

tion is repaid in greater success. R. rubiginosa,

the Sweet Briar, is also a native of these

islands, yet how seldom one sees it well grown
in the garden ; it makes an excellent hedge or

screen, as it bears trimming well. R.
Wichuraiana, of which there are now many
hybrids, is worth growing for its glossy,

polished foliage, and is excellent for covering
banks. R. rugosa and its many fine varieties

are well known, but I doubt if they are used
so generally and freely in gardens as they
deserve to be. R. rubrifolia, R. microphylla var.

fl. pi, R. pisocarpa, R. macrantha, R. moschata,
and many other old favourites are still worthy a
place in the garden. My remarks may direct
attention to the merits of at least a few of
these Rose species, and may be opportune, see-
ing that the season for planting is at hand. ./.

Coutts.

ROSA MOYESn ; FLOWERS DEEP RED.

originally known as a variety of R. sericea, but

has now been separated from that species. This
Rose is remarkable for its large, translucent,

highly coloured spines that are produced on the

young wood; on the old shoots they are brown.
A few old shoots of this plant should be cut

clean out every year, to encourage strong,

young shoots to spring up from the base.

11. Hugonis is possibly the most graceful and
beautiful of all the species for use as a lawn
specimen. It grows freely to a height of 6 ft.

to 3 ft., and the graceful arching shoots are

well covered with fine foliage. In most seasons
its single yellow flowers are produced in

wonderful profusion; it is one of the earliest

to flower. No pruning is required beyond the
removal of dead shoots, or a few old branches
to prevent crowding. This Rose would make a
beautiful informal hedge or screen. R. Moyesii
(see Fig. 91), a more recent introduction, has the
most striking flowers of all, and they are followed
by beautiful fruits. Where this species grows
well it makes a beautiful hedge. R. setipoda
is also one of the newer Chinese species, and
bis brilliant, long, urn-shaped fruits. R.
Willmcttiae, R. YVebhiana and R. sei-tata are
all worth growing for their fine foliage and
graceful habit. R. multiflora and its variety
polyantha are both large, fin- growing plants,
and make fine lawn specimens. R. spinosiasima
(see Fig. 92). the Scotch or Burnet Rose,

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ABNORMAL CYPKI l'KJiUM.

Messrs. Sanders send a flower of a hybrid
Cypripedium showing very remarkable depar
tare from the normal form. Only one petal
is developed, and that is erect in the position
usually occupied by the dorsal sepal. Thi9
dorsal sepal has been divided along the
middle line, and each half joined to one of

the lower sepals, the two portions being dis-

played one on each side, a ml retaining the
natural colour, the upper half of .each being
white, and the lower, where it joins the pale
green lower Sepal, tinged with purple.
Tho labellum, which is obliquely placed, and

laterally compressed, is normal in colour,
being greenish-yellow tinged with brown.
Other segments are usually to be found in

some degree of development, and in this um
the second petal appears only in two small
ear-like blades, one on each side of the
column, behind the staminode. Two anthers
are projected on a short stalk. The joining

of the halves of the dorsal sepal with the
lower sepal and their wing like display, is a
singular feature and very unusual even in

abnormal Bowers. Departures from the normal
are comparatively common in the flowers of

Orchids, and several n have been

figured in Tin Gardeners' Chronicle.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.—The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photograph! or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible jor loss
or injury.

MR. KINGDON WARD'S SIXTH
EXPEDITION IN ASIA.*
7.

—

The River of Golden Sand.

FOUR days were spent in Ta-li, getting fresh

mules and making preparations for the

journey northwards. On May 14 we set

out again. It was the " season of excited

insects" (as the Chinese say); beetles hugged
each other in the hedges, butterflies probed the

flowers, flies buzzed.

The colours on the Ta-li plain are beautifully

clean; lake, mountains, flowers, clouds, all have
a fresh blooming look about them. We
followed a lane between hedges of pink and
white Roses, Willow, Barberry and the sheeny
foliage of Elaeagnus. In spite of the fields of

opium Poppy and of mountain Rice, one cannot
but think of the fens, as one sees Water Butter-
cup and Menyanthes, tranquil, golden flowered,

in the wayside ditches; even though the water
is careering along instead of standing solemnly
in the lodes, though the soil is white instead
of black, yet the sight of Veronica and
Sagittaria in the ponds is too English to be
passed by in silence.

Blue Cynoglossum and pink Lychnis look
very well here in company, and there is a rosy
flowered Spiranthes with them.
At the head of the lake there is a large

cavern under the limestone hills, from which
during the eighth month (September) issue
multitudes of fish. At the time of the full
moon a fair is held here—the " fair of the
fish palace," and the fishes are caught in nets as
they come out into the lake.

Marching eastwards across the head of the
lake we climbed to a low pass, and entered the
basin of the Yang-tze, locally called the Kiver
of Golden Sand. Primula Beesiana crimsoned
the bogs, but there were few other flowers,
though the pass is about 8,000 feet high. The
rock is aJl limestone, and the country gets drier
and drier as we proceed eastwards, descending
gradually. At the summit are thin Pine woods,
very patchy, the trunks spirally twisted. Then'
a little lower down, we come to shrubs, chiefly
a species of Oak, but with many Rosaceae and
Leguminosae, clothing the sides of the hills.

Climbing plants are conspicuous for their
variety here; Clematis (not yet in flower, they
are nearly all late bloomers, waiting for the
rains), Bryonia, Codonopsis, Lonicera, several
Leguminosae (and particularly a fine purple
flowered Bauhinia, which would look well
ramping over a pergola at home; only it

wouldn't ramp), Menispermaceae, Vitis, etc.

Rhododendrons were nearly absent; one species
—a small under-shrub—grew up near the pass,
but the flowers were over.

It was a long descent to the Yang-tze, very
different to the breakneck drop into the
Mekong gorge. On the third day from Ta-li
we got into a region so dry that even the shrub
growth failed, and there was far more bare
rock than vegetation. A bushy Sophora, like

S. viciifolia in habit, but with cream coloured

flowers; a thorny Acacia, and careless bushes

of Caesalpinia indicated the degrees of dryness

pretty well ; so did the spheres of Selaginella

and the flattened rosettes of Didissandra

lanuginosa on the scorched rocks. However,

in bogs here and there on the hillside, where

green grass was to be seen, Primula malacoides

in one of its many disguises still dogged us,

as it had done all the way from the Northern

Shan States, across I know not how many main
water partings and ranges. Also a capitate

Primula in seed ; it could scarcely be the same
as the one found above the Red River, which

was growing on dry rocks, and yet in seed they

n'uwlo, V'
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lilium longiflori'm var. formosum.
(see p. 221.)

looked almost exactly alike. However, I saved
some seed in case of deception.

The fourth day brought us at last to the
Yang-tze, and we crossed in a huge ferry boat,

very high in the stern and bows, like a junk.

The great river is navigable for boats here, at

least down stream, and we saw several sam-
pans racing through the rapids. How they got
them up again is a mystery to me !

Happily there had been heavy rain in the
night, and the spherical balls of Selaginella
had flattened out into green plates, giving to
the barren cliffs a much healthier appearance.
Bunches of pink flowered Amphicome waved in

the breeze.

One of the most disconcerting things about
the flora of this dry country is the tricks a

plant will play the collector. One day you
find a wee undershrub, six inches high, in

flower, on some hot slope high up the
valley; a few days later the same appears
again in a shady gulley, but at is now a bushy
shrub of fifteen feet, or even a small tree !

Having crossed the Yang-tze, we entered yet
drier country, ascending by a stony valley

which, narrow at first, soon began to open
out. There were several interesting small

Leguminosae deeply rooted in the gravel, and
on a shady bank I found a peculiar Fern (Poly-

podiaceae), quite new to me. We passed two
piquets of Chinese soldiers, supposed to be

guarding the road, which is notoriously in-

fested with brigands; an/d on the fifth day,

passing through a well-cultivated region, reached

a small lake at the head of the valley, and

camped by it, at an altitude of 5,200 feet.

Though we rode through hedges of fragrant

white Jasmine and Roses, Raspberry bushes,

Mulberry trees (with quite good fruits, though
small), etc., the limestone lulls above the valley

were desperately bare. Water had torn deep,

wall-sided chynes in the gravel, and at the

bottom of these grew a few shrubs and climb-

ing plants. At the foot of the steeper hills,

some distance up the gravel slope which

led from the cultivated valley to the hills,

bogs and ponds often made their appearance,

but the streams were all dry long before they

reached the valley. However, the water must

have found its way down underground, and

appeared again below, or there could not have

been so much Paddy cultivation.

It was delightful by the lake, and I enjoyed a

bathe at dusk. The lake, which is about ten

miles long and two or three wide, has no

visible overflow down the valley, at least not

at this season. Some water, no doubt, finds

its way out underground, and it may possibly

overflow during the summer.

On May 19 we left the lake, and crossing

another range, at about 8,500 feet, dropped

down to the poor little city of Yung-pei.

Not till we reached the summit of the range

did we find any trees, and then only Pines,

small and spirally twisted, as usual. But there

were more flowers here than we had hitherto

met with in such country. A rocky gulley

promised well, but yielded little save a Didiss-

andra which was new to me; unfortunately it

was not in flower ; a Sedum clung to the rocks,

and on the shady side were thick, matted

growths of an Orchid, also over. It was

certainly not a situation where one would ex-

pect to find Orchids, or at any rate set out to

look for them, so I sent specimens to Rangoon

to a friend who would tend them for me until

the cold weather permitted sending them home.

Presently I found a second Vanda-like Orchid

in flower, and one or two species of Vitis.

There is this to be said for the poverty-

stricken flora of the dry hills beyond the

Mekong. Every plant is of interest. You ask

yourself why is it here, by what method does

it cope with its cruel conditions of existence ?

Moreover, there is breathing space between

finding one plant (in flower, at any rate) and

another. There is not that overwhelming riot

of vegetation met with, say, on the North-

East Frontier, which leaves one so bewildered

one hardly knows where to begin.

And so over the slope and up the valley to

Yung-pei-t'ing, the last Chinese city, and a

miserably poor one, too, by the look of it.

To-morrow we go off the map into the white

blank spaces. F. Kingdon Ward.
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NOTES FROM WISLEY.

The continuance of fine weather has pro-
longed the visitors' season at the R.H.S. Gar-
dens, Wisley, to an unusually late date. The
gardens still present many subjects of interest,
and chief among these is the Dahlia Trial;
there is a fine display from over 200 varieties,
although mid-October has arrived.
In the Rock Garden a patcli of Zauschneria

californiea has been flowering since July, and
some examples of Rose Fellen'berg have been
in bloom since the early part of June, while
Yucca Ellaeombei is just coming into bloom.
Gentiana sino-ornata is making a good show,
but G. Farreri has proved disappointing, owing
to its restricted growth.
The drought is responsible for the flowering

of Atriplex halimus, a grey-foliaged half-hardy
shrub, of which the somewhat insignificant
flowers are rarely seen in this garden. A
remarkable feature has been the unprecedented
number of Amaryllis Belladonna bulbs to
flower this season, and the appearance of the
curious, white, fleshy fruits on Muehlenbeckaa
eomplexa. The Cistuses have revelled in the
dry weather, and should flower well next year
unless damaged by frost.

At this season of the year the Wisley Garden
.relies chiefly on autumn foliage and ifruits for
its decorative effect, and, fortunately, the dry
weather has not deprived the garden of these
as it has of flowers. In many cases it has
been beneficial. Many of the bush Pears are
a fine colour, and would be worth growing for
their foliage alone; the same remark applies
to many of the Azaleas.
Standing at the top of the Rock Garden,

the visitor is attracted by the foliage of

Amelanchier canadensis, which contrasts with
the silvery Salix regalis. On the edge of the
Wild Garden can be seen the scarlet head
of Liquidambar styraciflua, and near it some
specimens of Vaccinium corymbosum which
are beginning to colour. Incidentally, Vacci-
nium Vitis-ildaea has seldom fruited so well
here, and flowers and fruit may be seen side
by side.

The birds seem to have discovered a taste

for the fruit of many shrubs which they pre-
viously ignored, and measures have had to be
taken to keep them from all berried shrubs
required for exhibition. Cotoneaster horizon-
talis, which but a few weeks ago was a fine

sight, has been nearly stripped ; Cotoneaster
microphylla, however, does not seem so

palatable, and its fruits are still conspicuous.
The Pyracanthas are remarkably fine, many
of the new hybrids (under nets) are a mass
of berries, Pyracantha Rogersiana being
especially good.

An interesting garden could be made by
using only the Berberis species and hvbrids.

These shrubs form a special feature at Wisley,

and already many have coloured fruits, in-

cluding the hybrid B. rubrostilla, which was
raised in tins garden. There are several other

hybrids, equally fine, which will be shown at

the Berberis Conference at Vincent Square on

November 1. Th. G. White.

DAHLIAS AT REGENT'S PARK.

Londoners have had the opportunity of en-

joying a glorious feast of colour ill Regmt's
Park this autumn, where Dahlias have been

extensively planted for, we believe, the first

time (his year. It was a happy experiment,

and Mr. T. Hay, the Superintendent, is to be
congratulated on its great success; those re-

sponsible for the management of public parks
and gardens would do well to make similar

plantings next season. Although in a part
separated by a lawn, usually forbidden to the
public, the authorities have allowed visitors to

make a close inspection, which thej have done
in :i constant stream, showing that the privilege
tins been greatly enjoyed. The principal plant

ing is on the left of the Broad Walk, against
a background of trees and shrubs. It is a,

raised border of undulating outline and the

Krees and shrubs provide a suitable setting to the
flow cling plants, throwing the brilliant colours

into greater- relief. In this particular border
some 250 sorts are planted, and in this large
collection it would be difficult to find one un-
worthy of inclusion, which only shows what a
great wealth of fine material there is amongst
Dahlias at the disposal of the grower. But it
usually happens that some particular variety
is pre-eminent, and there could be no two
opinions but that the beautiful Decorative variety
known as Dobbre's Bedder was deserving of
the palm. This has sulphur-yellow blooms that
are produced' well above the foliage and in
great profusion, indeed the plants of this sort
were carrying more flowers than any other.
The following list of a few of the other more
prominent varieties may be useful to intending
planters

; Decorative :—President Wilson, a
tall, showy variety with glowing red blooms

;

Madonna, quite one of the best Dahlias of its
type; Challenger, a charming variety of rosy-
buff shading

; Geisha, an old, but still one of
the best varieties, the florets being suffused

this particular variety is very popular in Scot-
land as a dwarf bedding plant.
In the Broad Walk leading to the Zoological

Gardens, are. six large beds, each filled with
a distinct variety, as follows :—Olivier, a large,

single Decorative variety of dwarf habit, with
rosy pink blooms. This particular variety is

one of the 'best for massing, as the foliage is

sparse, and the flowers are borne on long, wiry
stems well above it; Rhoda, a miniature Decora-
tive of a charming shade of salmon-orange.
This variety, although very pretty, appears to
be less free in blooming thaai some others

;

Dobbie's Bedder, which was just as good in the
mass as it was in the mixed border; Our Annie,
a Decorative variety of rosy-salmon shading,
this also is rather sparse in the foliage and the
habit is dwarf, but it is one of the freest of all

in blooming ; Oriole, a very showy salmon-
scarlet Dahlia, of good habit and relatively

dwarf in growth; Union Jack, a single variety
having white florets wita red bare, which, to

Fig. -ODONTOGI.OSSUM ARMSTRONGII FIRST I.'LASS CERTIFICATE,
SOCIETY, ocr. 18. (See page 212.)
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with scarlet; Futurity, another old variety with

flowers of a pretty shade of salmon; it makes
a glorious plant and, being tall, is suitable for

the background; Souvenir de Gustave Douzon,
orange-red; King of the Autumn, a Dutch
variety, classed as a Decorative, of rather

curious character, in that the plants were bear-

ing flowers of the Decorative, Colleietto and
Single types at the same time ; the colour is

lemon, tinged with terra cotta; Brentwood
Yellow, one of the finest of the yellow Decora
tive Dahlias and very suitable fur massing in

a lied, as it is of a dwarf, erect habit, and bears

its Mowers well above the foliage, t'olleielte:—
Allan, ccri.se pink with a white collar;

Regularity, a very handsome shaped bloom of

vinous red colour ; Ousc, brilliant scarlet: Juno,
rosy carmine florets with yellow collar; Bonfire,

orange-scarlet; ami Firellame, scarlet. Cactus:
Seahorse, a very showy yellow variety of tall

lial.it. In
I

. orner was a. bed of tile dwarf
Coltnees Scarlet, quite a miniature Dahlia of
the type known as Mignon The whole of the

bed was a mass of scarlet blossom, equal to a

bed of Maiiet Pelargoniums, and we understand

our mind, was the least beautiful of all. In
another part of the park, near the lake, there
is a magnificent bed of 150 plants of Crimson
Flag. Looking over the top of the bed the eye
is confronted with a mass of crimson. This tine

Decorative Dahlia is a plant of good habit.

LILIUM LONGIFLORUM FORMOSUIYI.

I it we just reeciwd photographs from
Japan, one of which I enclose (see Fig. 92)
showing the freedom of flowering of Lilium
longiflorrim formosum outside in that country.
I may add (hat I have been equally Bucoess-
inl with this line Lily in mv own garden
at St. Albans, also grown in Japanese porce-

lain pots out of doors.
Lilium longitloniiii gigatiteum grown in

pots out of doors is not so vigorous with me
as I,. 1. formosum It is, however, the earliest

flowering of the longiflorum group, but.

unfortunately, the crop of bulbs is almost
a failure this year. .1. Dimmock, Yokohama
Nurtery Co.
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NURSERY NOTES.

AUTUMN FLOWERS AT CHRISTCHURCH.
I recently visited Mr. Priehard's hardy

plant nursery at Christchurch, where I found
many things of interest in flower.

Although somewhat late in the season, the

herbaceous Phloxes interested me particularly.

New sorts are annually raised by this linn,

and many promising varieties were to be seen.

I made notes of a few of the named sorts.

Mrs. Ethel Prichard grows 3 feet tall and
bears large blooms. The colour—clear rosy

mauve—interested me much, as it has a

charming blue shade overlying it. Jules San-
deau, a pure rose-coloured variety, with large

blooms and panicle, is dwarf in growth. Mine.
Paul Dutrie is a delicate pale peach blossom
colour. The new variety Evelyn is pale salmon
pink. Among salmon and scarlet shades
Aubrey Alder 'is difficult to excel. G. A.

Strohlein is an especially bright colour, with
a crimson centre. Lofna is in colour between
Wular. lavender blue, and the older Pharaon

—

a notable addition to its class. Mia Pirys is

an extremely fine pure white sort, with large,

shapely blooms developed in massive panicles;

it is an improvement on the dwarf Tapis
Blanc. The variety Jean Barth has a deep,
broad crimson centre and pink edge.
The rich golden yellow Sternbergia lutea

angustifolia, with its huge blossoms, was mak-
ing a fine show. Inula acaulis cristata, a free-
flowering pale yellow, shrubby-like, dwarf
plant, is a desirable rockery subject. Amongst
the dwarf Amellus Asters King George stood
out conspicuously. The flowers are deep violet

blue and 3 inches in diameter. Beauty of

Ronsdorf is a pretty pale mauve variety.

Rudolph Goethe is a new upright-growing
variety of attractive appearance in colour and
size. The dwarf Campanula carpatica White
Star is a continuous bloomer, and a group
of this plant was thickly studded with its pure
white blossoms. Kniphofias made a bright
display. The variety Lord Roberts, with its

huge coral red spikes, 6 feet high, could not
fail to attract notice. This is one of the best
of these stately autumn-flowering plants.
Royal Standard, a variety with a yellow base
and red apex, was also very showy. It was
too late to see the Montbretias in their full

beauty. Tangerine, which is rich orange
shading to yellow in the centre, was good,
and Prometheus was also attractive. For a
bold effect at the back of the herbaceous
border the newer Helianthus rigidus Monarch,
with its huge blossoms, is a suitable subject.
The twenty-year-old plant of Clerodendron
trichotomum was flowering more profuselv than
ever this season. The perfume of the" plant
was very pronounced. Those who appreciate
copper-coloured foliage should grow Sedum
maximum, which grows 2 feet high. Amongst
Verbascums, Hattoni, a natural hybrid from
pulverulentum, bears its small, sulphur yellow
flowers in profusion on stems rising 4 feet
high. Stokesia cyanea alba was conspicuously
in bloom. In ' a batch of Gladioli the
following sorts were showy and desirable
in colour:—War, a big spike of dark scarlet
blooms; Peace, white with pale lilac feather-
ing; the rich blue Baron Hulot ; Halley, a
large salmon pink variety; Flora, yellow ;"and
Sidonia. with a blue-white blotch. All of
these are desirable plants for the herbaceous
border. !'. Molyneux.

POT FRUIT TREES AT SAWBRIDGE-
WORTH.

Being in the neighbourhood of Sawbridge-
worth recently, we were able to pay a hurried
visit to Messrs. T. S. Rivers and Sons' nursery,
and as there was no time to make a detailed
inspection of all the features of this important
establishment, we contented ourselves with a
visit to the orchard houses, where the finest
pot fruit trees in the country are grown. We
were fortunate in having for our guide the
veteran Mr. Brace, who has charge of this
section of the business, and whose book on
Tin Culture of Fruit Trees in Puts is a classic
of its kind. Very many of the trees are

grown in relatively small pots, and even

the biggest specimens, which are retained

for exhibition and stock purposes, and have
been in the nursery for a large number of

years, are growing in receptacles no larger

than 17 inches or 18 inches in diameter. This

method of growing choice fruits is very profit-

able and extremely simple. Little fire heat

is required, and in most seasons it is only

necessary to utilise the hot-water system at

the lime when the trees are in flower, in

order to provide a dry and buoyant atmosphere
to allow of the pollen dispersing freely, to

ensure satisfactory setting of the fruits. Being
under glass, the trees are safe from the vicissi-

tudes of cold winds and frosts at that critical

period, therefore a satisfactory crop is almost

always certain, and it is remarkable the great

yield these small pot specimens give. Most
of the kinds were over, but the houses con-

taining pot Plum trees were most interesting,

and even comparatively small specimens were
bearing good crops of luscious fruits. For
example, trees of President Plum, growing in

10-inch pots and not more than 4 feet high,

were bearing as many as four dozen fine fruits,

and on larger specimens of the same variety,

about 5£ feet high, in 14-inch pots, we counted

as many as ten dozen fruits.

With ordinary care these pot fruit trees

remain profitable for a great number of years,

and some of the Peaches and Nectarines at

Sawbridgeworth have been grown in pots for

more than 25 years, and are as fruitful as

ever. Cherries may be grown in pots for

thirty years or more, whilst Apricots, Pears,

and Apples will succeed equally as well some
twenty years. Connoisseurs of fruit are aware
that the quality of stone fruits from pot trees

is unsurpassed, and we are of opinion that

there is nothing superior amongst fruits to

such choice Plui"« as Coe's Golden Drop.
Rivers' Late Orange, M'Laughlin's Gage, and
Jefferson. Gage Pums are especially suit-

able for pot culture, and the " trans-

parent " varieties, such as Early Trans-
parent, Golden Transparent, and Late
Transparent, are all valuable varieties for

this system of cultivation. Amongst others

that were fruiting freely were the purple

variety of Coe's Golden Drop, Reine Claude
de Bavay, and Ickworth Imperatrice. Grand
Duke makes a fine specimen in a pot, and
is a prolific cropper, but this variety was over.

A large stock of pot fruit trees of various

kinds, including Cherry, Plum, Apple, Pear,

Nectarine, and Apricot, were plunged in

quarters out-of-doors, and many of them were
already defoliated, with firm, well-ripened

wood, and set with a profusion of fruit buds.

Apart from their value for supplying (fruits,

these pot fruit trees provide a feature of

exceptional beauty in the garden in spring,

and nothing finer could be imagined than a

house, say, of Cherry trees in full bloom.

The trees at such times have a much prettier

appearance than those that are trained in a

fan-like manner against trellises, and an

orchard house in spring time, especially when
filled with different kinds of fruit, is as beau-
tiful as a well-furnished conservatory or

greenhouse.
Planted out in one of the houses is the oldest

Peach tree in the nursery, where it has been
for some fifty years. It is of the Golden Eagle
variety. This, we understand, is the original

tree of the variety. This season it has
matured more than one gross of fine fruits.

Peregrine Peach, which is probably the finest

variety in cultivation, was raised in these

nurseries, in which also originated many of

the other best Peaches in cultivation.

We had just time to walk through the

interesting Orange house, which is as crowded
with fruit this year as ever, and in addition

to fruits there are plenty of flowers; indeed,

we were informed that Orange blossom may be

gathered from one or other of the trees in any
week of the year. Some of the Orange trees

are more than fifty years old, and every seaso>-

they bear marvellous crops. Messrs. Rivers

and Son, like most other growers, have an
enormous crop of Apples, and their fruit room
is quite inadequate to contain them.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Dahlia Coltness Gem.—This dwarf, single-

bedding Dahlia (see p. 162) is rapidly attaining

great popularity. It is undoubtedly a gem for

bedding purposes, and has many good points to

recommend it. Coltness Gem grows about 15

inches high, and requires no staking whatever,

as it as of a sturdy and bushy habit. From early

July until the frost cuts it down, about Octolber,

it is a mass of flowers, and for wealth of bloom
it cannot be excelled. The flower is of mag-
nificent scarlet colour with a yellow centre, and
is most affective when massed. As a cut flower

it is also admirable and lasts for many days in

water. The first time I had the pleasure of

seeing this Dahlia was about four years ago in

the Glasgow publio parks, where it was aised

with fine effect. Thousands of plants are now
used in the decoration of the parks and public

spaces of Glasgow. It appears to grow freely

anywhere, as I saw a glorious mass of it in a

.

garden at Broughty Ferry. Forfarshire, and two
beautiful beds in a garden at the side of Loch
Lomond, and in my own garden here on the
South Ayrshire coast it is equally effective.

It is easily propagated from cuttings and in time
it is likely to largely take the place of the
ever-popular scarlet Pelargonium. Nurserymen
throughout Scotland are working up a stock
as rapidly as possible, as it is generally admitted
that Coltness Gem has a great Suture before it.

John Stewart, Girvan.

Selections of Sweet Peas.—I recently received
from the National Sweet Pea Society the new
" Classification of Sweet. Peas " and list of
" Too-Mueh-Alike Varieties." The Society does
most excellent work which, as an old sup-
poiter, I should like to heartily endorse, but
I feel that one or two anomalies have crept
in. The work of the Floral Committee is of

such value that it seems invidious to criticise,

but I take it that the aim is to encourage
the growing of varieties which are clearly
distinct, and those which to the " man in

the street," appear very similar, should not
be included in the same exhibit, (a) In the
case of the sections " Bicolors (light),"
" Bicolors (dark)," and " Lilac," all the
recommended varieties may be shown in the
same exhibit. I do not suggest they are nearly
synonymous, but surely some bracketing would
be advisable. (6) In the " Orange (pink)

"

section we have only two recommended
varieties, as against three in nearly every
other section ; surely John Porter or Edrom
Beauty are good enough for a third string!

(c) In the "Orange" section, Golden Glory
and Orange ( Dobbie's) are bracketed, but]
either may appear! with Tangerine, (d) I

have not seen Gloriosa, but judging from the
description, is it sufficiently distinct not to

need bracketing with either The President,

or Thos. Stevenson group? (e) Surely an error

must have crept into the "Purple" group!
Royal Purple and Royalty are bracketed, but
is La Madhi sufficiently distinct to be eligible

to appear with either? I cannot help thinking

there is much more difference between Alex.

Malcolm and Royal Scot ifor example, which
are bracketed, than between Royal Purple
and Le Madhi which are not. Amateur
Grouxr.

Irrigation of Gardens.—In the article on
" Irrigation of Gardens " in your issue of j

October 15, a description is given of a method
of sub-irrigation by means of perforated stone-

ware pipes. It may bo worth suggesting, as

an alternative method, the use of pipes of

unglazed earthenware without perforations.

I have had some success with this method in

a small way. It has the advantages (1) that it

can be applied where water has not been laid

on, and (2) that the pipes cease to supply

water if the surrounding soil is saturated.

I may say that the idea was borrowed from
India. The native gardeners there often bury
pots elf porous earthenware (periodically filled

with water) near certain plants (for example,
Tleliotrope), which will not ordinarily thrive in

the dry season unless continually supplied with

moisture. It is surprising to find how rapidly

water will pass through porous earthenware

if the surrounding soil is dry. A. 11. li
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HIESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

(Continued from par/e 207.)

Some species like M. lapidiforme, M. Bolusii,
M. siimilans (Fig. 94) and a few others, nor-
mally develop only one pair of leaves annually,
but while the new pair is forming the old pair
remains plump, and so two pairs are seen on the
same growth at that time, the old pair after-

wards shrivelling (during our spring) and dis-

appearing. When, however, more than one pair
persists throughout the summer, it is due to bad
cultivation in the shape of overwatering, pos-
sibly resulting in the plant not flowering (that

year. The flowers of M. simulans are very
handsome, two inches or more in diameter, and
usually bright yellow in colour, but seedlings
of it have been raised by Dr. Rodier Heath
that have pure -white flowers,; and another
with orange flowers, which are very charming
by contrast; all varieties are strongly and de-
liriously scented, the odour being something
like that of a freshly-opened Cocoanut. The
flowers of M. Bolusii are very similar to those
of M. simulans, but the petals are fewer and
not in so many series and lack the more grace-
ful pose that the latter have.
These species, however, do not show any

marked peculiarity of growth different from

Fig. 94.

—

mesembryanthemum simulans.

that of other plants, but if the mode of growth
is examined of the remarkable little group to

which M. mitratum, M. proximum and allies

belong, it "will he found to be quite different
from that of all ordinary plants. Fig. 95, A
represents a growth of M. proximum in June,
when its growth seems to be finished and the
apparent resting period began. It remains in

this condition until late in September or be-

ginning of October or even later, apparently
without any other change than that the two
leaves at the top of the solid-looking cone
wither and shrivel to very small remains. This
cone consists of two leaves fused into a solid

body for the greater part of their length with
only their tips free. Inside the cone at the
bottom, in the centre, is a bud, which, while
the plant appears to be at rest, develops inside

the cone into two leaves that are free to their

base. Their development is quite undetectable
and unsuspected from the outside, and they
grow at the expense of the substance of the

cone, which is finally completely absorbed and
replaced by the new leaves inside it, so that

only the skin remains to cover amd conceal

them, which changes to a greyish colour. In

autumn or early winter the skin is burst and
the two free leaves inside it spread apart,

bearing fragments of the old skin on their

backs. No other leaves are apparent at first,

but soon the second pair is seen protruding
from between them. Fig. 95, B. represents the
same growth in January of the following year,
showing the expanded free leaves with frag-

ments of the skin of the old cone adhering to that of the cones of the M. proximum group,,
their backs, and the formation of a young and quite unlike that of any other plants,

cone by the second pair of leaves, raised upon When describing the 6eedlings of this group
_ _1 i :_x 1 -f -+_-— TM.:- -_~.„ ,, ttt -n- - nA -\r T>\ T _i-„i-—1 4-1,^4- fl-iaa short interval of stem. This young come
repeats the process described

Fig. 95.

—

m. proximl'm. showing mode op
GROWTH.

A, a cone-like growth in a state of rest in June. B,
the same growth in the following January, with the
free leaves that have formed unseen inside the cone

expanded, and a new cone in process of formation.

A similar remarkable mode of growth occurs

in M. pygmaeum, and the peculiar and very

charming M. evolutiun (Fig. 96, from a photo-

graph by Dr. Rodier Heath), whose beautiful

purple flowers are three or four times the

diameter of the tiny growths producing them,

when resting shrivels its leaves to & white
papery consistence completely concealing the

young leaves under them. Both these latter

plants have the appearance of being dead during

the summer time, and cultivators who are un-

aware of their peculiar mode of growth would
be apt to throw them away as dead or dying.

In autumn, their period of growth commences,
and they assume a totally different app?arance.
I have never seen a cultivated specimen of M.
pygmaeum in flower, and judging from the very

few indications of flowers I have seen upon

I'lG. 96. — MESEMBRYANIHEMUM EVOLTJTTJM ;

NATURAL SIZE, SHOWING THE PAPERY WHITE SKINS

Of THE OLD GROWTHS. FLOWERS BRIGHT MAGENTA.

dried specimens, it would appear that it

flowers very sparingly in a wild state.

The sphaeroid group have no free leaves, yet

their mode of growth is somewhat similar to

(type IV., Fig. 84. M-B) I stated that the

full-grown cotyledonary stage and the growths,

of the adult plant differed very little except,

in size. Their peculiar mode of growth ex-

plains how this is brought about. Fig. 97

represents one of these plants, which I aau.

separating from Mesembryanthemum under the

generic name cif Conophytuui (cone-shaped

plants). A is a seedling one week old, in the-

cotyledonary stage, enlarged three diameters;

B is the saime seedling some months later just

after it had cast off the dried-up skin of the

cotyledons, natural size. From these figures it

will be seen that B differs very little from A,

except in size. This seedling developed inside

the cotvledonarv body in a quite invisible

manner," just as is diagrammatically represented,

in the sectionlail views of adult full-sized

growths at B, F, G; the young internal

growth gradually absorbs the substance of the

older growth until nothing is left but a dried

and often wrinkled whitish or brown skin of

paper-like consistence, covering and entirely

concealing the new growth inside. In this con-

dition the plant rests during tlhe dry, hot

weather, then, when rain falls, growth again

takes place, the dried skin is burst asunder
^

and cast off or blown away by the wind, and!

fIG 97.—CONOPHYTUM NEVILLEI, N.E.B.

A. cotyledonary stage one week old; B. the same seed-

ling just after it had cast off the skin of the

cotyledons; C, a group of four adult growths ;
D,

flowering growth in section, showing the flower arising

from the bottom of the growth, with a minute bud

at its base; E—G, sections showing the manner in.

which the bud inside the growth enlarges and gradu-

ally absorbs all the substance of the older growth

until onlv its skin is left, which, after a rest, the

new grow:th bursts and it is blown away by the wind.

All natural size, except A.

flowers are afterwards developed. Each of

these obconical bodies or growths is in reality

a bramchlet of the plant terminated by two

fleshy leaves fused into an obconical or globose

mass, with a small flattened tube passing from

the small mouth-like orifice at the centre of.

the top through the centre of the mass to its

base. At the bottom of this tube is a minute

bud. which either develops into a flower that

pushes its way up through the tube as re-

presented at" D, or into a vegetative-

growth as shown at E-G. If it develops into a

flower, a vegetative bud is always formed on

one or both sides of the base of the flower-

stalls inside the growth, as represented at D,

which subsequently develops iuto a new growth.

X. /:. Brown.
(To be continued.)

Mango Cultivation in Queensland— Like
most tropical fruits. Mangoes thrive well in

North Queensland, though their cultivation re-

quires great care. Some experimentalists, with

more enthusiasm than knowledge, recently ob-

tained Mango seeds from India, and not one of

them germinated, because the seeds were dry.

It is essential to plant the seeds almost im-

mediately after they have been taken from the

fruit. Cognisant of that fact. Mr. T. -\.

Gulliver has been growing Mangoes in the*

Towraville district for the last forty years.

There is an unlimited demand for choice fruits

at Brisbane and Sydney.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.

{Continued from page 212.)

Wiltshire.—Fruit trees generally blossomed
well, but a disastrous frost on April 4. follow-

ing hailstorms, destroyed much of the blossom
of Peaches and Nectarines. Plum and Pear trees

were full of blossom and set good crops, but
severe frosts on April 15 and 16, accompanied
by cold winds, practically ruined these crops.
Apples blossomed later, and are yielding heavily.

We had plenty of Strawberries, but the berries
were rather small, owing to the drought.
Black and Red Currants were good, and we had
plenty of Gooseberries. Raspberries and Logan-
berries were small, and had a very short season

• owing to the dry weather. The soil is poor
with a flint sub-soil. James Yandell, Manor
Gardens, Bamsbury.

ENGLAND, N.W.

Cumberland.—Owing to the late spring frosts

varieties of Apples that flower early were
practically a failure. The same remark applies

- to Strawberries. Red and Black Currants, also

Gooseberries, were only half crops, but the
flavour of the berries was good. Raspberries
suffered much from the drought, and although
we had a good crop the fruits were small.

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots were failures
• except in sheltered situations. The soil is of a
. stiff, retentive nature, and in dry weather gets

baked as hard as a road. It seems to consist
of a muddy deposit left by the river years ago,

but the land suits all fruits well, except Pears,

for which it is of too cold a nature. James
Tait, Justicetoivn Gardens, Carlisle.

Lancashire.—Ours is a mixed soil, partly
moss, itihe gardens extending just over the
border of what was uncultivated moss.
Lime is entirely absent in the loam, but
iron is abundant. It is a stiff soil

resting on clay sub-soil. Raspberries and
Strawberries were much injured by the long
drought; other small fruits were clean, of goou
quality and fairly abundant. Cherries were
more numerous than usual. Apples are a patchy
crop, but look promising for quality. Pears were
destroyed by the late frosts. TT". B. Upjohn,
Ball Gardens, Worsley, Manchester.
Westmoreland.—Sharp frosts in May des-

troyed the blossom, which was strong and
healthy, on all kinds of fruit trees ; 1QP of frost

will penetrate a lot of covering material. Trees
are remarkably clear of insect pests. Apples

—

Lane's Prince Albert, Lord Grosvenor, North
Britain, Duchess's Favourite and Newton Won-
der are our best croppers this year. Marie
Louise Pear cropped well on walls. Small fruits,

especially Baldwin's Royal Sovereign and
King George V. Strawberries and Black Currants
were of fine quality. Loganberries on sunny
walls gave a very satisfactory yield. On our
thin gravelly soil we aim at deep cultivation and
give generous mulchings, which staved off de-

feat in this hottest and dryest season since 1868.

Wrm. A. Miller, Underley Gardens, Kvrhby
Lonsdale.

All fruit crops in this district have, in

• some measure, suffered from the drought. All
small fruits, however, were good, and we har-
vested a record crap of Strawberries. The
varieties King George and Elton Pine ripened
well and were good. These gairdens are 800

' feet above sea level, and the soil is a heavy clay.

James Jeffrey, Lowther Garden*, nr. Penrith.

ENGLAND, S.W.
Cornwall.—The fruit crop in this district

suffered greatly through the prolonged drought.
Not for many years have I witnessed the un-
usual spectacle of orchard trees in this
part of the country dropping their fruit through
lack of moisture. Strawberries were unusually
good, and we should have enjoyed a bumper
crop under normal conditions; as it was, the

"berries were rather small. Black Currants
were abundant and of good size. Red Currants
also were numerous and good. Harry
'Williams, Tolrean, Bedrutli.

(To be. continued.

)

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL

Trials at Wisley.

The following awards have been made by

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

to the undermentioned subjects after trial at

Wisley.
DAHLIAS.

Awards of Merit.

No. 22, Bianca, sent by Mr. C. Turner
;

No. 33, Apricot, sent by Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons; No. 38, King »/ the Autumn, sent

by R. H. Bath, Ltd. ; No. 42, Nancy, sent by
J. Burrell and Co. ; No. 52, Crimson flag,

sent by J. Cheal and Sons; No. 57, Reginald
Cory, sent by J. Cheal and Sons ; No. 66,

Edina, sent by Dobbie and Co. ; No. 78,

Ladysmith, sent by Dobbie and Co.; No. 95,
(tin Annie, sent by J. Burrell and Co.; No.
113, Suse, sent by W. Treseder, Ltd.; No.
137, Cyril, sent by W. Treseder, Ltd. ; No.
166, Hussar, sent by Dobbie and Co. ; No. 175,

White Star, sent by J. Cheal and Sons; No.
177, Surrey Star, sent by J. Cheal and Sons ;

No. 187, Felicia, sent by C. Turner ; No. 188,

Leda, sent by C. Turner; No. 194, Nerissa,
sent by C. Turner; No. 225. Bonella, sent by
Dobbie and Co. ; No. 202. Mars, sent by C.

Turner; No. 205, A/bin, sent by Godfrey
and Son ; No. 213, Merlin, sent by C. Turner

;

No. 212, Duchess, sent by Dobbie and Co.;
No. 219, Argos, sent by Dobbie and Co.

;

No. 223, Charlotte, sent by Dobbie and Co.;
No. 226, Tommy Laing. sent by Dobbie and Co.

Highly Commended.
No. 24, White Cloud, sent by Messrs. J.

Cheal and Sons ; No. 25, Jean Kerr, sent by
W. Atlee Burpee;- No. 32, Defiance, sent by
J. Burrell and Co. ; No. 68, Iliad, sent by
J. Burrell and Co.; No. 70, Enchantress,
sent by J. Burrell and Co. ; No. 76, Rose
Pirineess, sent by Dickson and Robinson;
No. 97, Rosie, sent by J. Burrell and Co.

;

No. 115, Bishop Crossley, sent by W.
Treseder, Ltd. ; No. 129, Mrs. O. H. Courage,
sent by J. Cheal and Sons; No. 138, Verona,
sent by J. Burrell and Co. ; No. 140, Linnet,
sent by Dobbie and Co. ; No. 156, Ladas, sent
by C. Turner; No. 161, Padre, sent by J.

Burrell and Co. ; No. 168, Mountaineer, sent
by Dobbie and Co. ; No. 185, Lisette, sent by
C. Turner : No. 186, Hildegarde, sent by 0.
Turner; No. 191, Pauline, sent by J. Cheal
and Sons; No. 193, Orpheus, sent by C.
Turner; No. 197, Little Jim, sent by Dobbie
and Co.; No. 203. Electra, sent by Dickson
and Robinson; No. 217, Hetty, sent by
Dobbie and Co. ; No. 227, Toreador, sent by
J. Scheepers; No. 237, Chenango, sent by j".

Scheepers; No. 238, La Grosse Bete, sent by
J. Scheepers.

Commended.
No. 15, Waverley, sent by Dobbie and Co.

;

No. 20, Mrs. Forester Paton, sent by J. Cheal
and Sons; No. 44, Cambria, sent bv J.
Burrell and Co. ; No. 45, Pearl, sent by J.
Cheal and Sons ; No. 49, Nelson's Xarifa,
sent by R. H. Bath, Ltd.; No. 61, Peggy,
J. Burrell and Co. ; No. 64, Orange Sun,
Krelage; No. 127, Aria, Krelage ; No. 131,
Peronne. W. Treseder; No. 142, Lolah, J.
Burrell and Co. ; No. 179, Mauve Star, J.
Cheal and Sons; No. 190, Queen of Whites,
C. Turner; No. 196, Glow, J. Cheal and
Sons; No. 199, China Cup, Dickson and
Robinson.

FRENCH AND AFRICAN MARIGOLDS.
Award of Merit.

No. 4. Legion of Honour, sent by Messrs.
Dobbie and Co.

Highly- Commended.

No. 18, Silver King, sent by Barr and Sons ;

No. 29, Lemon Queen, Dobbie and Co. ; No.
41, Prince of Orange, Dobbie aVd Co.

Commended.
No. 12, Dwarf Gold-Striped, Barr and Sons;

Nos. 13 and 15, Golden Ball, Watkins and
Simpson, R. Veitch and Sons ; No. 17. Pigmy
Golden, A. Dickson; No. 19, Extra Dwarf
Orange, Barr and Sons; No. 16, Pigmy Canary
Bird, A. Dickson; No. 27, Tall Orange. J.
Carter and Co. ; No. 37, African Primrose,
Barr and Sons; No. 40, Orange Prince. Ed.
Webb and Sons; No. 42, Prince of Orange,
Dickson and Robinson.

PERENNIAL LOBELIAS.
Awards of Merit.

No. 13, Cocci neus, sent by D. Ladhams;
No. 19, Shirley Beauty, B. Ladhams.

Highly Commended.
No. 5, Attraction, B. Ladhams ; No. 10,

Southampton, B. Ladhams; No. 20, Mrs. de
Bunsen, R. H. Bath, Ltd.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT

The monthly meeting cif this society was
held in the R.H.S. Hall on Monday, October
10, Mr. C. H. Curtis presiding. Two new
members were elected. One member over the age
of 70 years withdrew £11 10s. Id. from his
deposit account, whilst the sum of £80 10s. 4d.
was passed for payment to the nominee -of a
deceased member. Siok pav tor the month on
the ordinary side came to ,667 5s. 5d., and
on the State side to <£61 6s. 6d., while mater-
nitv benefits amounted to .£16.
In order to make the, Society more known

amongst gardeners, the committee is endea-
vouring to arrange for a series cif lectures to
be given during the coming season.

NORTHERN FRUIT CONGRESS.
The annual show held in the Drill Hall.

Penrith, on Thursday, October 13, was one of
the best the Congress has held. In nearly all
the class?s competition was very keen, and the
judges had a very difficult task to perform.
The show was a revelation to those who were
unaware of what could be grown in the north.
Apples were excellent, and although Pears were
not numerous, they were an outstanding class.
During the afternoon, lectures were given by

Mr. Lobjoit and Mr. Berry, of the Ministry
of Agriculture, and a packing demonstration by-
Mr. Whiting, also of the Ministry. The follow-
ing are the chief awards :

—

The Collison Challenge Cup for three boxes of
Apples was won bv Messrs. H. Britten and
Sons, Beckmill Nurseries, Penrith; 2nd, Mr.
W. Walton, Carlisle. For three sieves of
Apples, Mr. Walton beat Messrs. H. Britten
and Sons, but the latter won first prize for 12
dishes of Apples, with Mr. J. Miixican, Car-
lisle, 2nd, and Mr. W. Walton 3rd.

Gentlemen's Gardeners.

The Bolton Challenge Cup offered for 12 dishes
of Apples was won by Sir J. Knott, Close House,
Wylam-on-Tyne ; 2nd. Mr. T. Fixter,, Bracken-
burgh, Penrith ; 3rd, Mrs. Clayton, The
Chesters. Sir J. Knott was also first prize
winner- in the class for 6 dishes of dessert
Apples ; Mr. E. McLaren, Beaufort Castle
Gardens. Hexham, 2nd; Mr. W. Thompson,
Milnthorpe, 3rd.

Mr. W. Thompson led for 6 dishes of cooking
Apples; 2nd. Mrs. T. A. Angles, Milnthorpe;
3rd. T. Fixter.

Mr. E. McLaren led for 2 bunches of Grapes;
2nd. Mr. M. Lamberton. Hexham. For 3 dishes
of Pears, Sir J. Knott was the most successful
competitor, while Mr. T. Fixter showed the
best dish of Pitmaston Duchess Pear, and Mr.
E. McLaren, the best dish of Louise Bonne of

Jersey Pear.
In the single dish classes for Apples, Mr. W.

Thompson won 1st prize for Newton Wonder

;

Mr. A. Bird, Scalesceugh Hall. Carlisle, for
Warner's King; Mr. S. Moor. Hexham, for
Lord Derby; Mr. H. Beal, Wreay, Water-
millock, for Bismarck ; Mr. M. Lamberton, for

Lane's Prince Albert ; Mr. S. Moor for Bram-
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ley'6 Seedling; Mrs. T. A. Angles for Stirling

Castle; Mr. W. Chorley, Arnside, for

Grenadier: Mr. T. Moor for Rev. W. YVilks;

and Mr. W. Stuart, Dalemain, Penrith, for

any other variety.

In the section for Dessert Apples, the first

prize-winners were Mr. J. Hat, for James
Grieve ; Mr. W. Thompson for Worcester Pear-

main ; Mr. W. Stuart for Allington Pippin

;

Mr. T. Fixter for Charles Ross ; Sir J. Knott
for Eibston Pippin ; Mr. W. Hodgson for

Cox's Orange Pippin; Mr G. F. Hallett for

King of the Pippins ; Mr. S. Moor, for Wealthy
;

Mr. M. Lamberton for Langley Pippin; and
Mrs. Angles for any other variety.

The North of England Horticultural Society's

Cup for the best collection of fruit, open to

amateurs, was won by Mr. Woof, Hackthorpe.
Unfortunately, there -were very few trade ex-

hibits. Messrs H. Britten and Sons had a

large stand comprising excellently packed Apples
in boxes and sieves; Grapes, Pears, Plums, and
Raspberries. Xearly seventy varieties of Apples
were staged. This exhibit filled a space of two
hundred and fifty feet, and was a very creditable
display. Messrs. Herd, Bros., Penrith, ex-

hibited Plums, Apples and Pears in pots, and
an excellent collection of Apples; of the last.

Mere de Menage, Crimson Bramley and Charles
Ross were except ioiiafly fine.

The Cumberland and Westmoiland Joint
.Agricultural Committee staged a very fine ex-

hibit from Newton Rigg Farm School, consist-

ing of seventy dishes of Apples, 'bottled fruit,

specimens of diseases and insect pests of fruit

trees, a .collection of Potatos and types of Para-
dise stocks. A special award of a Gold Medal
was granted for this exhibit. Messrs. Milli-
CAN. Carlisle, exhibited a large collection of

Apples, and Mr. J. Airet, Kendal, showed
Potatos including his new immune seedling.

Captain Cook. Lord Brougham sent about 30
dislies of Apples from his famous gardens.

SOCIETE DENDROLOGIQUE DE FRANCE.
On October 9 the French Dendrological

Society made an interesting excursion to the
Domaine d'Harcourt, in Normandy, about 140
kilometres from Paris. This important pro-
perty, which is owned by the French Academy
of Agriculture (formerly the National Agri-
cultural Society of France), was left to the
Society in 1827 by M. Delamarre, a dendrologist
•of repute. It consists chiefly of plantations of
trees of all kinds, both exotic and indigenous,
established in the first place by the testator,
and since his death augmented and improved
under the direction of such celebrated dendro-
logists as MM. Miohaux, Brongniart, Pepin,
and Chatin. Latterly, it has been considerably
enriched by the generosity of M. Maurice de
Vilmorin. who published a catalogue of the
trees in 1911.

In now covers an area of 400 hectares, and is

divided into three principal parts ; the extensive
woods, comprising a number of species, both
deciduous and coniferous; the arboretum proper,
which is in the form of a horse-shoe, lying
around the ruins of the mansion ; and the space
inside the horse-shoe, formerly the kitchen
garden, where a number of more or less rare
rpecies have been planted. Among the coni-
ferous species are several vigorous specimens of
Pseudotsuga Douglaisii, one of which, recently
struck bv lightning, measures three metres in
circumference.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
The October meeting of this society was held

at 5. St. Andrew Square. Edinburgh. Mr. David
King, president, in the chair
A paper on " Potatos. Past and Present.'' by

Mr. A. W McAlister. Dumfries, who was un-
able to be present, was read by the secretary
Mr. 'McAllister first gave a. short account
rf Hie introduction of the Potato and its ilis

persion over the British Isles and then dealt

with the leading varieties in cultivation when he
first became acquainted with the trade thirty-

eight years ago. At that time Paterson's
Victoria, Myatt's Ash-leal Kidney, Beauty ol

Hebron, Schoolmaster, Scottish Champion,

White Elephant, Red Bog, Dalmahoy, and
Magnum Bonum were the leading sorts. There
were also Queen of the South and Beading
Hero, but these did not ast long. There was
6till a "limited demand for Myatt's Ash-leaf,

Beauty of Hebron, Schoolmaster, and Cham'
lion, and a stray order for Magnum Bonum,
but Red Bog and Dalmahoy did not last long

after 1883, being extremely liable to blight

disease (Phytophthora ). Magnum Bonum was
a wonderful Potato, and seed of it cost 5s. 6d.

per stone in 1880, which was considered a

very high price, but a .nere bagatelle com-
pared with 31s. Gd. per pound paid for some
varieties last year. The leading early sorts

now in commerce were May Queen, Ninety-

fold, Duke of York, Epicure. Sharpe's Express,

Sharpe's Victor, Myatt's Ash-leaf, and Witch-
hill. The next new varieties to command
attention were Up-to-Date and British Queen.

The former is an ideal Potato, the tuber being

perfect in shape, its cropping excellent, and
the haulm just the right size, but unfor-

tunately it was very liable to both blight and
wart disease. What was wanted now was an
immune Up-to-Date, but it would require to

have some other distinction, such as a differ-

ently coloured flower

Unfortunately, most of ihe good, heavy-

cropping kinds* were liable to wart disease,

and since Great Scot was found (in 1912i to

be immune to this disease it had had a wonder-

ful career, and was, no doubt, the best second

early Potato on the market at present. Among
other popular immune sorts were Ally, King
George, Majestic, 3ishop, Kerr's Pink, and
Golden Wonder, the last-named being the best

as regards quality. Some of the new varieties,

such as Katie Glover, Di Vernon, Crusader,

and Rhoderick Dhu, seemed to have good

points, but it was as yet too early to give an

opinion of them.
In the raising of new Potatos, Mr. McAlister

contended that there should be something

definite in view. Many of those who sent

Potato, to Ormskirk rnd Vhilipstoun seemed

never to have asked themselves what kind of

Potato was wanted, and it khs only a waste

of time to experiment with some of those

sent.

In dealing with the question of disease, Mr.

McAlister was of opinion that the safe road

to follow was to get rid of non-immune
varieties as soon as possible.

The exhibits were:—Collection of Asters, from

Messrs Dobbie and Co., Ltd.. Edinburgh

(awarded a silver medal); collection of Chry-

santhemums from ihe Mima source lawarded a

cultural certificate); and a collection of Asters

and Chrysanthemums from Mr. A. M. Crabbe,

Edinburgh. A first-class certificate was

awarded' to a new seedling Pentstemon,

Northern Giant, exhibited by Mr. J. Cameron.

Aucliterarder House Gar lens. Perthshire.

In the evening the County Horticultural In-

structor (Mr. S. Heaton) gave an address on

fruit growing, dealing with the cultivation and

pests and the marketing of fruit to the best

advantage.

LANGFORD FRUIT AND ROOT SHOW

On Saturdav, October 8, a fruit and n>ot

show was held at Langford, Oxon. The area

included in the schedule embraced the villages of

Broadwell. Broughton Pogges. Filkins. Kencot,

Langford and Little Faringdon. Great interest

was taken in the show, this being the first of

its kind in the district.

Mr. Furlev (President I, Mr. Cripps (Vice-

President), and the Rev. H. T. Adams (Hon

Sec.), and the Committee were highly pleased

with'the way in which the growers supported

the show.
The Apples staged were particularly good,

and special mention may be made of the dishes

of Blenheim Orange, Hanwell Souring, Ailing-

ton Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin. Newton Won
der, Warner's King. Lane's Prince Albeit,

Bramley 's Seedling and Lord Derby.

Messrs. 1.axton Bros., of Bedford, sent a
collection of well grown and highly coloured

Apples, not for competition; J. N. H.\ni>-

castle, Eso.. Broughton Hall (gardener Mr. J.

Morrison), staged a large collection of well-

grown fruits consisting! of Grapes. Pears, ami

Apples, not for competition.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.

The annual meeting of this enterprising

Society was held at the Royal Horticultural

Hall during the afternoon of the 18th inst.,

under the presidency of Mr. Leonard G. Sut-

ton. There was an excellent attendance, and

very considerable interest was shown in the

Society's affairs. The annual Report presented

by the committee showed that there has been

an increase in membership and in the number

of affiliated societies during the last year, and

as a result of raising the amount of the mini-

mum subscription, the finances are in a better

state than they were a year ago. Although

the balance carried forward is a small one, it

is worthy of note that the Society has not had

to realise on its investments as it had to do

in 1920. It is to be regretted that the ex-

hibition held at the Royal Horticultural Hall

in July resulted in a financial loss owing to the

very small attendance on each of the two days,

but" no doubt the excessively hot weather

had something lO do with the small attend-

ance. Votes of thanks were accorded to Mr.
Leonard Sutton, President, and to Mr. C. H.
Curtis, Chairman of Committee, for their ser-

vices during the coming-of-age year, and a

similar vott, .vas accorded to the members of

the General and Floral Committees. In the

latter connection, it is interesting to observe

that the Society was so satisfied with the con-

duct of the Sweet Pea trials at Reading that

a similar trial will be held at the LJniversity

College Gardens, Reading, during the coming
season. Mrs. Macnamara was unanimously
elected President for the ensuing year, and
Mr. J. Stevenson was appointed Chairman of

Committee for 1922. Mr. E. Sherwood, Treas-

urer; Mr. J. S. Brunton, Editor; Mr. H. D.
Tigwell, Secretary : and Mr. Gluyas. Auditor,
were all re-elected.

The whole of the members of the general
committee were re-elected with a few additions,

but the election of the floral committee resulted

in several changes, and for the year 1922 will

consist of Messrs. Andrew Ireland, T. Jones,
R. Bolton, C. Unwin, D. Allan. A. G.
Stark, C. H. Curtis. J. Stevenson, and G. Burt.

LEA VALLEY AND DISTRICT NURSERY-
MEN'S AND GROWERS'.

The seventh annual dinner of the Lea Val-

ley and District Nurserymen's and Growers'

Association, Ltd.. held on Monday, the 17th

inst.. in the Hamilton Hall. Great Eastern

Hotel, was a great success. About 130 mem-
bers and their friends were present. The pro-

ceedings included an excellent programme of

vocal and instrumental music. The principal

toast " Success to the Lea Valley and District

Nurserymen's and Growers' Association." was

proposed by Mr. C. H. Shoults, who reminded

the members that the Association bad been

established for some ten years and that never

within that time had there been greater need

for the Association than to-day. Their Presi-

dent. Mr. H. O. Larsen. J. P.. might be re-

garded as the father of the Association, for

he was the first one the members went In in

times of difficulties. The growers had es

perienoed a very difficult season, due primarily

to the importation of produce from abroad.

He welcomed competition, but be objected to

foreign produce being sold under an English

ticket, causing the general public to believe

it was British. Although the Government would

IlOl .Hid COuld no! be expected to give prefer-

ence to borne growers, the latter did look for

honest trading. Mr. John Cull. Chairman of

ihe Social Committee, proposed the toasl of

"Our Guests." and be coupled with ii the names

of Hi II. E. Armstrong, Mr. H. Wardle, ami

.Mr. P. Syder. Dr. Armstrong reminded those

present that although the present
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was the seventh annual dinner it was also the

tenth annual meeting. He knew that the

Society was very much alive, and notwithstand-

ing competition from abroad, the growers were
not doing badly. He was glad to know that

the members had been devoting their energies

to soil sterilisation and the raising of a Tomato
with a distinctive birth mark. He considered

the industry they were engaged in one of fun-

damental importance, for fresh fruits and vege-

tables are an essential element in our diet,

and we do not use enough uncooked vegetables.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

©bituai\>.

James Gossip.—It is with much regret that

we record the death, on October 18, of Mr.
James Gossip, head of the firm of Messrs.

Howden and Co.. nurserymen and seedsmen,
Inverness. Mr. Gossip was one oif the best-

known men in the Highlands, not only on
account erf his business connections, but also

because of his public services. He was a very
successful business man. and the firm of

Messrs. Howden and Co., has a very large

connection, not only in the north of Scotland,

but over other parts of the three kingdoms.
Mr. Gossip was well acquainted with all

departments of the nursery and seed trade,

but was specially interested in arboriculture

and was an expert in matters relating to

forestry. His activities were not restricted to

his own business, as he took a prominent part

in local affairs, and, after a long service in

the Inverness Town Council, and holding

various offices, was promoted to be Provost of

the Burgh. He was highly esteemed by all

who knew him.

Charles Archer.—We regret to announce the

death of Mr. C. Archer, which occurred, in his

76th year, at his residence in Fulham, on the

20th 'inst., after a long and painful illness.

For upwards of forty years Mr. Archer was

associated with the firm of Messrs. James
Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea, as the manager

of their furnishing and town gardening de-

partment, a position wherein his good taste

and skill were of great value. He was very

widely known throughout the metropolitan dis-

trict, and there will be many gardeners in the

country who made his acquaintance in the old

Chelsea Nursery. The funeral took place at

Putney Vale Cemetery on the 24th inst., and
among those who attended were his former

chief, Sir Harry Veitch, and his colleague, Mr.
Alfred Dawkins.

TRADE NOTE.

A further joint meeting of the Chamber of

Horticulture and Federation of British

Growers in connection with railway rates re-

classification re fruit and vegetables was held

at the offices of the National Federation of

Fruit and Potato Trades Association on Fri-

day last, when Messrs. H. Morgan Veitch and
C. M. Matthews attended for the Chamber
and Messrs. A. G. Daniels and E. C. Bough-
ton for the Federation of British Growers.
A long discussion took place as to the case to

be put forward at the meeting with the rail-

way companies. It was arranged that at the
meeting at the Railway Clearing House on the
25th instant, in connection with recommenda-
tion for improved goods services, two repre-
sentatives should attend from the Chamber of
Horticulture, two from the Federation of Bri-
tish Growers, and two from the National
Farmers' Union, in addition to the five re-
presentatives of the N.F.F. and P.T.A. The
Chamber desires it to be known that with re-
ference to the great amount of work done
during the past several months in railway
matters, it has had the close co-operation of
the Horticultural Trades Association, the Fed-
eration of British Growers and other affiliated
societies, whose representatives on the Trans-
port Committee deal with any details peculiar
to their own association.

Bitter Fruits of Pitmaston Duchess Pear:
.-1. E. W. It is rather late in the season
to syringe Pitmaston Duchess Pears with
strung insecticide, at the end of August,
but we do not think this is the cause
of the fruits being so bitter. We attribute
the bitterness to the tree losing its leaves
in July owing to insufficient water at the
roots to enable the fruits to swell to their
proper size. Mulch the root area of the
tree liberally with well decayed manure in
.May next year, and give" water freely
during the growing season ; large and good
flavoured fruits should follow as a result of
this treatment.

Caterpillar on Apple Tree.—.!/. I. No
caterpillar could be found in the package sent
us. If you will send us your full name and
address we may be able to assist you.

Fruit Trees in a Large Greenhouse: J. C. P.
Your statement that the greenhouse is a
large one is rather vague. It would have
been a much better guide to us if vou had
stated the size. We do not advise' you to
grow vines and Peaches in the same com-
partment, for their cultivation is totally
different. If, however, you have decided to
give them a trial, plant the vines in well-pre-
pared soil on one side of the house and train
them three parts up the roof. Half-standard
trees of Peach and Nectarine might be planted
and trained to suitable trellises on the back
wall, assuming the house is a lean-to, or
you might grow these fruits in pots or tubs,
then they could be removed out of doors
as soon as the fruits were gathered, thus
giving the vines greater opportunity to finish
their crop. Of Grapes you might select
Black Hamburgh, Buokland Sweet Water,
or Foster's Seedling. Hale's Early, Duchess
of Cornwall. Dyniond, Peregrine, and Stir-
ling Castle offer a selection of Peaches,
whilst of Nectarines you could choose from
Cardinal, Early Rivers, Elruge, and Pine
Apple.

Lakes Full of Weeds : G. F. Your plan to
run off the water in the lakes in spring is

a good one. No harm will result to the
Water Lilies, even i,f the young red leaves
are exposed to the air for a fortnight, if

they are not too far advanced. Puddling
the roots with clay will keep the weed-
killer from them till it gets well diluted
with water, otherwise it would be un-
necessary. You do not specify the nature
of the weeds. Potamogetons. Polygonum
amphibium, Bullrushes, and Typha, would
probably not be destroyed by a non-poisonous
weed-killer, and their roots would have to
be removed. Duckweeds, the thread-like
green Algae and lower forms that produce a
green scum on the water, and the thin
foliage of various weeds that remain under
the water would be killed. As you seem
to have a supply of water from a river
you could afford to let the lakes fill to the
depth of a foot or two for twentv-four hours
and then run them off to well dilute the
weed-killer.

Muscat Hamlurgh and Alicante Grapes
Failing to Finish : If. From the brief

description given of the treatment of your
Muscat Hamburgh and Alicante Vines, we
can only surmise the fault lies with the
border. From the description given of the
Grapes we suspect that want of water is the
cause of the trouble. Examine the borders
carefully and remove at least six inches of

soil this autumn until you find the roots ; re-

plant these carefully in fresh compost, com-
posed of good fibrous loam, with the addition
of two seven-inch pots of bonemeial and one
of Thompson's manure. This work may be
carried out at once in the Muscat Hamburgh
house, and in the later houses immediately
after the Grapes are cut. If the borders are
found to be dry, thoroughly soak them with
water, and guard against this fault during the
next season.

Plants for Canada : M. N. Sifted dry peat,
as you suggest, would suit very well for pack-
ing herbaceous plants for sending a long dis-
tance. Shake all the soil off the roots, and
tie them in Moss which is just moist; the
Moss will retain sufficient moisture to keep the
plants fresh. Pack them in a stout wooden
box. put the plants in layers, covering each
with the dry peat; do not use very deep 'boxes,
those about Id inches in depth being suitable.*
Packed in this way, plants will travel long
distances safely, if they are kept cool. It is
wise to have a few holes in the boxes for ven-
tilation, but they should be covered with
pieces of perforated zinc.

Potato Tubers for Planting: F. B. C.
Tubers selected for planting should be stored
in a cool frost-proof store, room or shed,
preferably in boxes. After the New Vear-
thcy should be spread out thinly for the
purpose of sprouting. This is best done in
shallow trays, and the tubers should be
exposed to plenty of light in order that the
sprouts may grow robust, but they must
not be exposed at any time to frost.

Red Spider in a Fruit House: G. C. From
your letter we suspect -hat the Peach and
Nectarine trees are suffering from a check,
brought about probably by extreme dryness
at the roots early in the summer. Trees that
have been neglected in this way quickly
fall a prey to red spider, a pest which has
been ^ery prevalent during this hot summer.
The fruits on trees badly affected would
he liable to drop before they were fully
developed and ripened We advise you to
give the border a thorough soaking, and
then ipray the foliage and trees generally
with an Insecticide. Subsequent treatment
consists in syringing the trees each morning
for so long as the weather remains dry and!

warm, and leaving the ventilators open both
day and night.

Species of Potamogeton: ./. 7?. >?. The
amount of copper sulphate necesary to kill

the pondweeds you name, would so poison
the water as to be injurious to or kill the
water fowl. Seeing that you cannot run off the
water, possibly you could lower it for a
time to enable you to fork out the roots

ifrom a boat or punt. Failing that you
could cut the stems as near the bottom as
possible with a sythe or hook attached
to a pole. By doing so at present you would
remove a great portion of the seeds. When
cut, the Potamogetons will rise to the surface
and could ibe raked off, or a brisk wind would
blow them to the sides. It would have a
very exhausting effect on the plants if you
were to cut them low down as they come into
flower, and again in September.

Sweet Peas: W. II. Your blooms would ob-
viously be judged according to their merits,
and, if suffering from weaihe-r conditions,
they would be sure to lose a certain number
of points. In a class for a distinct variety
the fact "hat the blooms were blemished
through weather conditions would not make
Ihem any less a distinct sort, and they could
not be disqualified as being mixed varieties.

Tomatos Diseases: Ignorant, W. G., and
T ,fi. The plants are affected with stripe-

disease, which causes brown stripes on the
stems, brown sunken patches on the fruit,

and brown shrivelled areas on the leaves.

The disease is caused by a small yellow
bacillus, and varieties cf Tomatos differ

markedly in their susceptibility to attack.

Ailsa Craig is said to be less susceptible

than some of the other modern sorts. Seeing
that your plants have been attacked this

year, you should be careful to sterilise the

soil you use next reason, by heating. Do
not use nitrogenous manures to excess, but
potash may be used liberally. Infected plants

should be destroyed by burning, unless the

attack is a slight one, when the removal of

the diseased part will often lead to complete

recovery and a clean croo of fruit.

Communications Received — TV. T.— A. N. S.—
S. T—B B.—W. P. B.—W. M. M. D.—B. V.—
T N.—W\ L.—G. B.—G. S. B. H—H. V.-
D. P. D—P. W. h Co.—F. M. B.—W. C—\V. L.
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The Imperial Fruit Show, which
Imperial was opened by the Minister of

Fruit Agriculture, Sir Arthur Griffith-
Show. Boscawen, at the Crystal

Palace, on October 28, had
the support of a popular newspaper and the
blessing of a Government Department, two
powerful aids to success. But with all the
energy and enterprise expended in obtaining
the co-operation of growers and salesmen,
and the interest of the public, we confess to
some_ disappointment in the result. The
principal defect was in the disposal of the
exhibits in various parts of the building,
space being utilised downstairs and in the
gallery, as well as in the main transept,
for displaying the fruit, consequently many
exhibits were missed by visitors. This spread-
ing of the show was due to much of the
transept being occupied by guns and other
war material in connection with the " Story
of the War" exhibition, so that the produce'
of one of the most peaceful of industries
was sandwiched between and dominated by
engines of destruction. This notwithstand-
ing, the promoters must be congratulated on
the show as a whole, but we do not recog-
nise the claim that it was the finest fruit
shoyv^ ever held, for there have been fruit
exhibitions in the same building which, in
our opinion, equalled the present one in in-
terest, if not in extent. As a display of
choice Apples it could scarcely be surpassed,
but (here were lacking the' superb collec-
tions of choice indoor fruits, Grapes. Pine-
apples, Pears, and other kinds which have
Ken gathered together in the same building
and notably- at the show organised bv the
Royal Horticultural Society in 1894. The
present show revealed one important fact,
e.g., that great improvement is being made
by many commercial growers in the packing

and grading of Apples for market, although
it was evident from many of the exhibits
that much remains to be done in this direc-
tion before the standard of the colonial
packer is reached. This was, we believe,
ihe chief object of the show, and the high
qualit" of the many exhibits gives hope that
at last the British commercial fruit grower
is being awakened from his apathy and is

taking the trouble to market his produce in

the best possible condition and in the most
suitable receptacles. It is deplorable to
realise that the majority of orchards in this
country, and especially those attached to
I arms, are in such a condition of neglect
that our markets are filled with fruits of
inferior quality that are despatched bv the
grower with the least possible trouble
and care. Many orchards are filled

with undesirable and obsolete varieties
and the one thing that it is to be
hoped the Crystal Palace show will

teach growers in this country is that we can
grow Apples equal to any the world can
produce and that they will reap greatc
piofit by adopting up-to-date methods of
marketing them. A ruthless campaign of

weeding out inferior sorts is needed, and
educating the grower in the knowledge of a
select number of the very best sorts, to-

gether with the value of spraying, manuring
and superior cultivation generally. The
optimistic remarks of Mr. Thomas Marlow,
Editor of the Daily Mail, at the opening
ceremony, that we should not only grow
sufficient Apples for our own needs, but also
for export, point to an Eldorado that British
fruit growers will take long years to reach,
nut we do agree most heartily with him that
the people of these islands could, with ad-
vantage to themselves, consume a good deal
more fresh fruit than they do, and that
much more could be grown at home, seeing
that we imported 267,000 tons of Apples last

year, mostly from foreign countries. Sir A.
Crriftith-Boscawen stated that of 220,000
acres of fruit land in this country, 150,000
acres were devoted to Apple growing and
the crop this year is estimated at about
450,000 tons. From this it will be gathered
that already Apple growing is a most im-
portant branch of rural industrv and we are

glad to know that the Board of Agriculture
is aiding in the direction of improving and
extending the cultivation of fruit and
better methods of grading and packing. Much
good has been done by the holding of exhibi-
tions in the principal fruit-growing centres,
such as those at Maidstone, Worcester, Cam-
bridge and Wisbech, and this greater show
should gi've further stimulus to both growers
and salesmen to satisfy the demand which
undoubtedly exists for fruit of better quality.

An important and valuable educational fea-

ture of the function was the display of
orchard pests, of preventive and curative
measures, training and pruning, stocks, and
useful literature, made by the Ministry of
Agriculture and the authorities at East
Mailing and Long Ashton. A series of con-
ferences held in connection with the show
embraced a wide variety of subjects of inter-

est to fruit growers, and we hope to publish
resumes of some of the papers in subsequent
issues. The lecturers included Prof. Theo-
bald, on " Enemies and Friends of the Fruit
Grower"; Dr. C. W. Saleebv, on "The
Apple as an Article of Diet"; Mr. Herrod-
Ilempsall, on "The Work of the Bee in

Pollinating Fruit Blossoms"; Mr. R. G.
Ilalton, on "The Best Varieties of Apples
and the proper use of Selected Apple Stocks";
Mr. G. P. Berry and Mr. W. II. Jenkins, on
"Apple Growing in Small Gardens"; Prof.
Barker, on " Cider-making and the Cider
Industrv," ami Mr. P. J. Fryer, on " How

to produce Clean Fruit." There were also
discussions on the grading and packing of
Apples, in which representatives of growers,
wholesalers and retailers gave their views,
and also a conference by fruit package manu-
facturers on, "Standard Packages." The
interest of the general public was also
catered for in cinematograph displays on
subjects connected with fruit growing and
bee keeping. Elsewhere we give a report
of the more important classes in which verv
liberal prizes were offered bv the Daily Mail
newspaper and others, in the respective
sections.

Horticultural Club.—The members of the
Horticultural Club will dine together 011 Thurs-
day, November 17 next, at 6.30 p.m., at the
Trooadero Restaurant, Piccadilly Circus. After
the dinner, Mr. E. A. Bunyai'd, F.L.S.. will

give a lecture entitled " A Few Horticultural
Observations from Algeria," illustrated by
lantern slides.

Ken Wood for the Nation.—A large company
assembled at Ken Wood. Hampstead Lane, on
Saturday, October 29, under the auspices of the
Ken Wood Preservation Council, which is making
strenuous efforts to preserve Lord Mansfield's

beautiful estate from the hands of the builder.

Numbers of influential persons were present,

including the members of the St. Pancras
Borough Council, and Sir Arthur Crosfield. the
chairman of the Council, received the visitors.

An informal inspection of the grounds was
followed by a short address by Sir Arthur Cros-

field, who said that Lord Mansfield had been
induced to give the Council another three weeks
in which to secure promises of the purchase
money required, which was £340,000. The
original option expired on October 31, but it

was hoped that the further time given them
would enable them to make up the sum required.

Most of the London boroughs north of the
Thames were directly or indirectly interested in

the provision of a further open space in North
London, and if Westminster would grant a sum
of ,£50,000 and St. Pancras of £30.000. the

resulting rate would be infinitesimal, but the

help given to the scheme might make all the

difference between success and failure. Sir

Robert Walev Cohen followed and remarked
that on Saturday and Sunday Hampstead Heath
could hardly be called an open space, with its

teeming masses of holiday makers, it was no more
an open space than Piccadilly Circus. The
acquisition of Ken Wood, by relieving the
pressure, might restore to the adjacent spaces

something of their former condition.

Meteorological Conditions and Disease—Dr.
E. J. Butler, Director of the Imperial Bureau
of Mycology, will open a discussion on
' Meteorological Conditions and Disease." at a
meeting of the Association of Economic Biolo-

gists, to be held at 2.30 p.m. on Friday. Novem-
ber 18, in the Botanical Lecture Theatre of the

Imperial College of Science, South Kensington.

S.YV.7.

Treatise on the Viola and Pansy.—Mr.
Howard H. Crane, who is known to many of

our readers as an exhibitor of Violas and
Pansies, has written a useful little treatise*

on them in the series of garden works pub-
lished by Country Life. Mr. Crane states that
few subjects in the hardy flower garden occupy
quite so unique a. position in the flower world
as do Violas and Pansies, with which most
gardeners will agree, for Violas especially are
valuable plants for a variety of purposes and
their place would be somewhat difficult to fill.

Just now, when gardeners are considering how-
to make the flower beds and borders beautiful
in spring, most of tlhem will n-lv largely on
Violas as a groundwork for tin- \.ni.>us flower-
ing bulbs employed, and as a carpeting
for Rose beds. The author states that
the propagation of the plant by cuttings,
for this purpose, may he continued right
through the late .summer and autumn, even up

* Viola* on:/ Pantiei t"r Oardtn n, ration and
Exhibition. My II. H. Crnm-. Country Ci/«, -20 TaTi-
stoc-k Strict, Covent Gnrdnn, rV.0.2.

'
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to December, and it is our experience, at least

in the south, that frames are not essential.

although they are a great convenience. Violas

root with freedom in a compost containing

plenty of sand or other gritty material, and if

tin- cutting bed is raised above the general

level, so that water drains away freely, the

majority of the cuttings will root and winter

well under a warm wall. Another easy method
of propagation is by inserting rooted portions

of the old plants, and these may be transferred

direct to where they are required to flower.

We agree, however, with the writer, that these

divided plants do not seem to possess such
yigi hi' as those raised from cuttings. We fear

that many gardeners will be unable to raise

very large ..locks of Violas this season, for

many plants have succumbed to the drought.
In such cases it will be necessary to sow seeds,

and in this connection Mr. Crane issues a
warning that the first flower of a seeding can-

not always lie taken as an indication that it

is either a good or a bad variety. The selection

of the best varieties of Pansies and Violas,

given on pages 30 and 31, is a useful guide
to the exhibitor, as well as for those who
grow only for a garden display; the varieties
are grouped in their various colours.

Lecture on Forestry.—Sir Hugh Shaw Stewart,

Bait., of Ardgowan. gave an interesting address
on the evening of October 28 under the auspices

of the Edinburgh University Forestry Society

in the Forestry Department, Edinburgh. His

subject was " Some Aspects of the Discourage-

ments and of the Encouragements of Forestry."

and there was a large attendance to listen to

the able address, Mr. C. C. Stapleton, the

president of the society, presiding. Sir Hugh
Shaw Stewart indicated that the great sources

of discouragement were due to the want of de-

mand for timber at the present time: storms

and gales, which caused great loss ; the risk of

fire; and high cost of transport and railway

rates. On the other hand, there were encourage-

ments, such as the results of scientific research

and experiment; the introduction of quick-

growing Conifers ; and the extended uses for the

timber. Sir Hugh also referred to the oppor-

tunities now offered for the scientific study of

forestry and the operations of the Forestry

Department, which would make available much
information not formerly at command.

Cleve Court and Its Trees.—Cleve Court,

which has recently been purchased by Lord
Carson, is a well-wooded and pleasantly-

situated estate on the Kentish coast, near

Birchington. It is an old-world, walled-in

property, the dwelling house being remarkable

for the wealth of tine old Oak timiber that it

contains, the doors and one of the staircases

being particularly good examples of the

beautiful graining and lasting properties of

British Oak wood. Historically, also, the

original parts of the building are of consider-

able interest, and it was in one of the

Elizabethan rooms, which is now being con-

verted into a dining hall, that the scene was
laid by Baroness Orczy for her fascinating
book Meadowsweet. The older trees, consist-

ing mainly of Elm, Lime, Beech, Ash and
Horse Chestnut, have suffered greatly from
neglect and overcrowding, but are now receiv-

ing every necessary attention at the hands of
Lord and Lady Carson, both of whom take a
great delight in their beautiful and historic
estate. Probably amongst all the trees the
Lime and Horse Chestnut have done best,
though some giant specimens of the former are
beginning to show signs of distress. The
Walnut has thriven well, and several of the
trees are of large size and seem well suited
for the chalky formation of the soil, though in
a few instances a diseased condition has been
induced by neglect of timely pruning after
injury by storms. They produce fruit in
abundance, as does also a giant specimen of
the Mulberry that ornaments a conspicuous
position in the kitchen garden. This is one of
the largest trees of its kind, and greatly sur-
passes in bulk of stem the famous specimen in
Charlton Park, Blackheath, the residence of
Sir Spencer Maryon-Wilson, and which is
said to have been the first Mulberrv tree

brought to England. Another tree of

particular interest is an occidental Plane of

large size, and in perfect condition. A small

grove of Fig trees is a novelty in the kitchen

garden.

The Rev John Crombleholme—About thirty

years ago, alter a period of work in the busy
city of Manchester, the Rev. John Cromble-
holme experienced a breakdown in health, and
was transferred to the country district of Clay-

ton-le-Moors, at Accrington. It was absolutely

necessary that he should take up some out-

door occupation in addition to his clerical duties,

and so he turned his attention to gardening and
to poultry. With the latter, he obtained un-

usual success, and his name has become asso-

ciated with a famous strain of Silver

Wyandottes. But as his success in connection
with poultry soon took him from home too fre-

quently, he abandoned this hobby and devoted
his spare time entirely to horticulture. The
fates were kind to him. because, at this par-

ticular juncture, he made the acquaintance of

the late .Mr. H. F. Sander, and of Mr. W.
Watson, of Kew, and through them was per-

suaded to take up the cultivation of Orchids.

REV. JOHN CROMBLEHOLME.

He had acquired a choice collection of Orchids
When, in 1905, he was transferred to St. Chad's,
in Manchester, to engage again in city work.
However, city life did not suit him, and he
was allowed to return to Clayton-le-Moors in

1908. when he settled down seriously to 'his

second venture in Orchids. His chief interest

was in terrestrial species and their hybrids, and
he at once became a raiser, specialising in Cypri-
pediunis. That he has been successful as a
raiser has been shown in these columns, but
it will suffice for the moment to state that two
of his finest hybrids are C. Cardinal Merrier and
C. King Arthur, the latter of which is very
finely coloured. About ten years ago, Father
Crombleholme was elected Chairman of the
Manchester Orchid Society in succession to Mr.
Elijah Ashworth, and he continues to preside
over that body with a cheerfulness that has
endeared him to every member of the committee.
A year or so ago he was invited to hold a seat
on the R.H.S. Orchid Committee. As indicating
the extent of his work as a hybridist, it may
be stated that Father Crombleholme flowers on
an average 200 new seedlings of Cypripediums
each year, and in the near future he hopes
to flower a similar number annually of Cvm-
bidium seedlings—indeed, it seems possible that
the genial cleric's affection may be transferred
from Cypripediums to Cynibidinms. During the
present season, the Rev. J. Crombleholme has
obtained no fewer than eleven First-Class Cer-
tificates and seven Awards of Merit for new
Orchids at Manchester, which is evidence of the
high quality of his productions.

National Potato Exhibition, 1921.—As already

announced in these pages, arrangements have
been made for this year's Exhibition to be held
in conjunction with the International Potato
Conference, at the Royal Horticultural Hall,

Westminster, on Thursday and Friday. Novem-
ber 17 and 18. The last day for receiving

entries for competitive exhibits is Friday,

November 11. Copies of the prize list may be

obtained on application to Mr. W. H. Morterj

Parks Department, Council House, Birmingham.
It is anticipated that excellent exhibits will be

staged by some of the leading firms who
specialise in Potatos.

Flower Show Abandoned.—Mr. W. R.

Phillips, assistant secretary of the Heathfield

and District Horticultural Society, writes to

inform us that the autumn show of the society,

fixed for November 9. is cancelled owing to

unfavourable climatic conditions and umoreseen
circumstances.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Mon-
day. November 7 :—Nottingham and Notts

Chrysanthemum Society's meeting. Tuesday,

.November 8:—Birmingham Chrysanthemum
Society's show at Bingley Hall (3 days);

Brighton, Hove and Sussex Horticultural

Society's show (2 days) ; Surbiton and District

Chrysanthemum Society's show (2 days). Wed-
nesday, November 9 :-^-Gloucester Root, Fruit

and Grain Society's show; East Anglian

Horticultural Society's meeting; lecture

by Mr. C. H. Fox on " The President's

Evening." Thursday, November 10:—Notting-
ham and Notts Chrysanthemum Society's show

(3 days) ; Norton ' Chrysanthemum Society's

show ;
Bromley Chrysanthemum Society's show

(2 days): Fiiichley Ch'rvsauthemum Society's

show "

(2 days) ;' Hit'chin Chrysanthemum
Society's show; Highgate and District Chrysan-

themum Society's show (2 days). Friday,

November 11 :—Royal Horticultural and Arbori-

cultural Society of Ireland Council meeting;

Sheffield Chrysanthemum Society's meeting (2

Havs). Saturday, November 12 :—Burton-on^
Trent and Shobnall Chrysanthemum Society's

show.
'• The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five

Years Ago.—Sale of Camellias, etc.—A large

quantity of Camellias and other plants from

Belgium was brought to the hammer by

Messrs. Stevens on Friday and Saturday last.

Four good plants—Ochroleuca, Imbricata,

Striata, and Tricolor, fetched Us. ;
Conchiflora

and Preston's Eclipse, 8s. ; Grand Frederic and

Ochroleuca, 12s. ; Grunelli and Anemoneflora,

8s. ; Donkelaerii (4). Tricolor (3), Ochroleuca,

Double White, Imbricata, Striata (2), Trinm-

phans. Punctata, and Maria Dorothea, 16s.

;

Sweetii, Colvillii". Youngii, Punctata, Leeana

superba. Decora, and Double white, 14s.;

Reaplendens and CoviU's Sweetii, 13s.
;

Imbri-

cata, Tricolor, Victoria Antwerpensis and

Speciosa, 18s. ; Coelestina vera and Mira, 9s.

;

Althaeflora. 5 feet high, 13s. ; the larger

variety of Punctata, 13s. : Florida, 6 feet, lis. :

Grunelli, 5 feet 15s. ; Sweetii and Bruceana,

5s. 6d. ; Woodsii', 4 feet, 7s. 6d. ;
Triumphans,

do., 8s. 6d. ; Punctata. 54 feet. 10s.; Double

white, 4 feet, 7s.; Duchesse d'Orleans, 6s. 6d.

;

Lady Henrietta, 5s. 6d. ; Fimbriata, 5s. 6d.

;

Elegans Chandlerii. 7s. : Rolllinii and Gilesn,

6s. ; .and finally Palmer's Perfection, Donkel-

aerii. Sweetii (CoviU's) and Hosackii, 9s. 6d.

Various other lots of smaller plants fetched

from Is. to 2s. per plant : Indian Azaleas and

Rhododendrons, from 7s. to 15s. a lot of 4

plants : Liliums laiioifolium rubrum, album,

and punetatum, from 10s. to 20s. a lot, of from

2 to 3 plants. The total amount of the sale

was about £200 for 321 lots. Gard. Chron.,

November 7. 1846.

Publications Received— The Garden Lover's

Diary. 1922. Cable Publishing Co., Ltd.,

Hatton House, 51, Great Queen Street. W.C.2.

Price 2s 3d., post free.

—

A Text-Hook of Wood.

By Herbert Stone. William Rider and Son,

Ltd.. 8. Paternoster Row. E.C.4. Price 21s.

,, P t.

—

/',-iiit Farming. Bv Cecil H. Hooper;

Illustrated. The Lockwood Press. 1, Mitre

Court. Fleet Street, EC. Price 6s. net.—Two
ffclerotiltm Disease.-- of I/ire. By W. H. Tisdale.

Reprinted from the Journal of Agric Research,

Vol. XXL. Washington.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Town Gardening.*

The author of the above work commences her
preface by saying that a man who pined to
grow Orchids in a town back garden would be
deserving of scorn instead of sympathy; but
many first class collections have been grown in

London back gardens. The- book is divided into
t ' in- parts, each covering a period of three
months, so it practically nieans a year's work
in a town garden. It is surprising what a
number of plants she has turned to useful
account, or described to her readers; yet she is

always rational in her methods of cultivation,
and looks well ahead in providing for later dis-

plays, which many fail to do. She also under-
stands watering, which is a stumbling-block to
many, who water their plants when they think
of it. whereas she does it systematically and
with discrimination, this being evidence" of a
practised hand. The frequency with which all

smooth-leaved plants are sponged or washed
would be somewhat irksome to many would-be
growers of plants in and about their houses

;

yet she considers it advantageous to plants
which are grown in rooms where gas is burned.
Cineraria stellata can be grown in city air, as

soot seems to keep away greenfly. The author
.cannot advise her readers to raise their own
hedding plants without a heated greenhouse;
yet this is what many do or try to do. Blue
Aralias and glossy Aralias are Fatsia japonica

(Aralia Sieboldii) ; but English names are not

always happy, since Cats' Ear may be

Antennaria or Stachys lanata. The botanical

name is appended to the English one, but some
errors have crept in, such as Arenaria olearica

for A. balearica ; A. verna caespitosa aurea for

Alsine glabra pilulifera aurea ; and Antirr-

hinum glutonisum for A. glutinosum. The
frontispiece is coloured, and there are eight full-

page plates from photographs ; while large type

is used, and the printing is good.

THE BULB GARDEN.
FRITILLARIA PALLIDIFLORA.

Few seem to know the pretty and distinct

Fritillaria pallidiflora, which is a hardy
species, and looks well in a group of from
three to half-a-dozen ; even a single plant is

attractive. It is of dwarfish habit, and bears

from two to three good-sized pale yellow

flowers on stems some 9 inches high. They
are of Tulip shape, and hang down from the

end of the stem. The leaves, which are large

for the size of the plant, are of a pleasing
shade of blue-green. The interior of the
flowers repays examination, as it is prettily

chequered with rose or a deeper shade. F.
pallidiflora is hardy, as we might expect from
a native of Siberia. It should be planted
about two inches deep. I have grown it

successfully for a number of years in light,

sandy soil. Bulbs may still be planted. This
plant received a first-class certificate from the
Roval Horticultural Societv in 1887. S. A.

AUTUMN CROCUSES.
Autumn Crocuses are charming plants, and

their flowers give colour in the garden when
most plants have passed out of bloom. Some
kinds, such as C. speoiosus, are well adapted
for naturalising in grass, and a mass of this
jape* ies in bloom makes aji effective picture
towards the end of September or beginning
of October, the delicately-veined purple-blue
flowers being set off 'by orange coloured antlers.
This autumn has been exceptionally favourable,
and many kinds have been seen at their best.

Wihen these Crocuses are grown in a border, it

is advantageous to oar-pet the ground with
some low growing plant that will not igrow too
densely, especially in the case of those kinds
tint send un their flowers before the leaves.
The whole Crocus family is comprised of a

lumber of kinds which will give a succession
of i loon from August, when those of the autumn

• I fu„ gardening. Bv Marv Hampden Thornton
Butt«rworth, Ltd. 15, Bedford Street. Strand. London.
W.C.2. I'nco 6s. net.

section start flowering, through the winter and
spring. Those that bloom in the early autumn
are the most useful, as at that time the weather
is generally favourable to their well-being. The
later flowering ones require a more sheltered
border, or even the protection of a light, to
ensure perfect blooms. In making a selection,
perhaps four of the best would be:—C. speciosus,
C. pulchellus, C. longiflorus, and C. medius.
Besides these are many others of great, if not
equal, beauty, a few of the best being as
follows :

—
C. asturicus.—This is a showy, free flowering

species from the Asturian mountains, with
flowers varying in colour from dark purple to

pale mauve and white. It is one of the earliest
species to flower.

C. caspius.—One of the finest white flowered
Crocuses, closely allied to the better known
C. Boryi. It is a comparatively recent intro-

duction from the Caspian region, and flowers in

October and November.
C. hadriaticus.—This Crocus is a native of

the Ionian Isles, and has pure white flowers
that are freely produced. There is also the

unfortunately, does not increase so readily as
some of the other Crocuses.
C. pulchellus.—This Crocus closely resembles

C. zonatus in flower, but has not the orange
zone that characterises the latter species, which
also has a large flat conn. It is very free flower-
ing, and is found wild growing abundantly in

the Heath thickets bordering the Bosphorus,
and other parts of South Eastern Europe. The
pale lavender-blue flowers, the inner segments
of which have dark purple lines, are produced
in September.

C. speciosus.—This may be considered the
best of these Crocuses for all purposes, and is

admirably adapted for naturalising in grass land.
It increases freely, and a mass of this plant in

flower in September makes a charming picture.
The flowers are large and open wide during sun-
shine; they vary somewhat in shape and colour.
In the typical forms the colour may be described
as bluish-violet, with the outer segments prettily

veined and feathered with dark pmple. In a
wild state this species has a wide distribution
in Transylvania, Asia Minor and the Caucasus,
among other places. C. s. var. Aitchisoni, :i

Fig. 98.

—

crocus longiflorus var. venustus.

variety chrysobelonicus, which has a yellow
throat pencilled at the base with reddish* lines.

This species increases freely in light soil and in

a warm position.

C. iridiflorus (syn. C. byzantinus).—This
species is so named from the resemblance of the
flower to that of an Iris, and is a native of
Transylvania. The large, outer segments are
rich purple, while the small, inner ones are
pale like. This species does best in rather
shady positions, as it is generally found growing
wild amongst low bushes. A group in flower is

very charming in September and October.
C. longiflorus.—A very variable, free flower-

ing plant from Southern' Italy with soft rose
coloured flowers. This is one of the best of the
autumn flowering Crocuses, and should find a
place in every garden. The variety venustus
(see Fig. 98) was given an Award of Merit when
shown at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society on October 4 last b\ Mr. Herbert
Chapman. The colour of this variety i* bright
lilac, with a feathering of drop bloc.

C. medius.—One of the handsomest species,
with rich violet-coloured flowers of large size
that have purple \cining at the base, and are
set off by much-branched, glowing, orange red
stigmas. It is a native of Northern Italy, but,

fine variety from Persia, has larger, lighter
coloured flowers. There is also a beautiful
white form of this plant.

While the t.bove comprise practically all the best
of the autumn flowering Crocuses, several others
are worth growing, including C. laevigatas from
Greece, with ivhite or lilac flowers variously
marked and feathered; C. nudiflorus, with rich
ileal pmple flowers, from the Pyrenees ; C.
niarathonisius. a beautiful, large, white-flowered
species; C. cohroleucus, a creamy white flowered
species from the Lebanon ; and the Saffron
Crocus (C. saitivus), w'th its many varieties, the
freest flowering of which is var. Haussknechtii.
The culture of the Crocus i> very simple, and

any light garden soil suits the plants. Their
main requirements are exposure to sunshine in
most cases and shelter from cutting winds.
Shelter from rain in the form of a 'bell glass,

or lights for the rarer kinds, would be an advan-
tage. The conns should be planted as early as

passible to allow plenty of roots to develop
before the flowers are produced, and autumn
flowering Crocuses, should be in the ground in

July. They should not be planted deeply; some
growers barely cover tin' roiins with soil,

but about 2 in. hi'- below the surface is a suit-

able depth to plant. TV. /.
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The Weeks Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bj John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Specimens in Tubs.—Plants in tubs that have
been stood out-of-doors during the summer
should be stored in a dry. frost-proof, shed.

Suoh subjects as Agapanthus, Hydrangea,
Agave, Bay. and Orange should be kept dry
at the roots, when they will withstand a
reasonably low temperature without harm. In

most parts of the country certain subjects are

grown out-of-doors that usually require some
protection in winter. Subjects that die down
may foe protected 'by placing ashes over the
crowns. Shrubby plants are best protected by
Spruce branches, while bracken Fern twisted
around the stem also affords good protection. It

is important that all protecting material should
be kept as dry as possible, and arranged so that
a free circulation of air reaches the plants.

Protective material should not be placed in

position before it is absolutely necessary.

Planting.—When weather conditions are
suitable, planting should be undertaken with all

possible speed. Due consideration should be
given to subjects that give rich autumn colour-
ing. A few good subjects are various species
of Acers; A. palmatum and A. japonicum in

their various varieties are always brilliant in
localities where they do well. Amelanchiers are
beautiful both in spring and autumn. Azaleas
usually give rich autumn colouring ; Berberis
Thunbergii and B. virescens are always brilliant
in the fall of the year; while Cherries, beautiful
in flower, usually give fine autumn tinting. It
is surprising the common Gean. Prunus Avium,
is not more generally planted for its decorative
effect; it is a quick growing tree, beautiful in
flower, and generally gives good autumn colour-
ing. Koelreuteria and Parrotia persica are two
small trees that should be more generally
planted; the latter has autumn colouring of
purple, crimson, orange and gold. Nyssa
sylvatica, " Tulepo ", is quite gorgeous in its

autumn dreiss. Most species of Rhus may be
relied on to give eood colour effects in autumn.
Disanthus cercidifolia, a little known, small
tree, should not be overlooked, as its leaves
turn a brilliant red. Pyrus arbutlifolius, P.
melanocarpa, P. nigra and P. erythocarpa,
which are not showy in the ' ordinary
way, are worth planting for their autumn
effect. Juglans nigra, the Black Walnut., always
a graceful tree, is worth planting for the pale
cold of its autumn foliage as also is the Tulip
Tree and Ginkgo biloba, the Maidenhair Tree.
Viburnum Opulus var. sterilis usually gives
food colouring. Knkianthus japonicus and
Eucryphia pinnatifolia are also good. Vac-
ciniums, and especially V. pennsylvanicun. give
brilliant crimson and 'scarlet colouring. Liquid-
ambar styraciflua. the Sweet Gum, is always
beautiful in its autumn colouring. Some of the
Crataegus, especially C. cordata (the AVashing-
ton Thorn) give good autumn tints.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Paljifr More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Caladium—Plants of Caladhim that have been
growing all through the summer should be
placed in a position where they may be rested.
They may be put under the plant stages, pro-
vided they are not likely to receive moisture
from the plants above them on a shelf. Place
the pots on their sides. The bulbs may also
be shaken out of the pots and kept in very-
dry peat. But the old method of leaving them
in the pots they have been growing in till such
time as they are required for starting again is
quite suitable.

Bulbs.—Batches of Tulips, Hyacinths, and
Daffodils should be potted each week for
successional blooming. As one batch is readv
for removal from the ash bed, another should

be ready to take its place. It is not advisable
to place the bulbs direct into heat. Grow
them in a cool house or frame until they are
required for forcing. Soak the soil with rain
water when the bulbs are removed from the

ashes.

Tree Carnations.—If suitable cuttings are pro-

curable the present is a good time to root them.
Place three cuttings in each 2^ in. pot filled

with sandy soil. Water the cuttings after they
are inserted, and Toot them in a propagating
frame with bottom heat. When they have made
suitable roots shift them into larger receptacles

or pot them singly in 2£ in. pots. Great care
is necessary in separating the cuttings, as the
roots are very lender and easily broken. When
the cuttings are potted oil they should be placed
on a shelf near the roof-glass.

Deutzia.—Plants of Deutzia that have been
plunged out of doors all the summer should be
placed in a cool ifranie or greenhouse. They may
be introduced to warmth for forcing as required*.

Plants that are leggy and a bad shape may be
planted out in a nursery bed, and in the spring
cut nearly level with the ground. Such plants
will make good clean growth, and may be lifted

and potted in the autumn.

Prunus Fissardii.—Plants of the purple
Prunus intended for forcing into bloom early
should Be placed indoors. If they do not
promise to develop a fair quantity of flower on
the young wood they would be better removed
from the pots and planted out of doors for a
time to make better flowering specimens.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

The Early Vinery—Vines from which the
fruit was cleared in the month of June are ready
for pruning, previous to the house being closed
for starting into growth from the first to
the third week in December, according to the
condition of the weather. In the matter of
pruning I have for several years adopted a
ratlier different method from the orthodox
in this structure, with excellent results. It
consists in close pruning to within a couple
of good buds of the main rod. I select in the
early part of the year a good, strong basal
bud to develop a shoot for training up as
a second and third year fruiting cane, and
instead of pruning all the current year's growth
hard back to the old rod, I leave several
of them with six or eight inches of growth
from which better bunches of fruit are often
to be obtained than from buds closer to the
base. By constantly- keeping young rods
growing no harm is done, for after a year or
two the young rods are fit to take the place
of the fruiting canes which are. in the mean-
time, removed. At this season the house
should have a thorough cleansing, including
the glass, both inside and outside. The walls
should be thoroughly whitened with fresh lime
and all loose soil on the surface of the border
removed. The loose bark on the canes should
be removed, for in this lurk many of the
pests that give so much trouble later in the
year, and the vines themselves should have
a thorough washing with Gishurst compound.
The vines may then be tied in position on
the wires. I never experience anv difficulty

in getting the vines to break evenly, and for

this reason do not tie them in circular
fashion, which practice I consider olften does
more harm than good. A little vine manure
should be worked into the border with a fork,

and if surfao? roots are in evidence a layer
of fresh loam is added as a top dressing.

Pot Figs.—The earliest batch cif Fig trees
is ready for forcing. Trees that were treated
as advised on page 4 will require very little

attention at this stage, except cleansing, but
later will be benefited by a top dressing, as
surface roots bpgin to appear. A hot bed of ifresh

leaves and litter should be prepared for the
plunging of the pots; the temperature of the
bed should drop to 80° before the pots are
plunged in it.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. HEDLEr Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. Oj

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Pruning the Apricot.—Apricots require a mel-
low, rich, loamy soil that is well drained to

produce the best results. On indifferent soils-

they live for a time, but often doggedly refuse

to produce fruit, and become a source of dis-

appointment. Apricots bear their fruits both
on the young shoots of the previous year and
also on spurs arising on the two or three-year-

old branches. The variety Moorpark bears
chiefly on the last year's shoots, and on close

spurs formed on the two-year-old wood. In
pruning, therefore, the pruner should retain as

much young fruiting wood, or spurs, as may be
required. Pruning may be commenced with
the fall of the leaf, and continued during mild
weather until the beginning of March. The
operation consists in removing all old branches
not furnished with a supply of young wood or

promising, healthy spins. They should eithet

be shortened to their origin or to a well-placed

lateral growth, as may appear most expedient,

to make room for training in a supply of

young, fruitful wood. Remove all dead or de-

caying shoots and spurs, and retain, where
possible, a leading shoot at the end of each
branch. Reduce strong growths in proportion
by cutting off one-fourth or less of their length ;

shorten the weak shoots by taking away one-
third, and sometimes one-naif, reducing such
as are very weak to one or two buds.
This shortening will conduce to the produc-
tion of lateral shoots the ensuing summer
from the middle or lower-placed buds ; where-
as, without it, the new' shoots would proceed
mostly from the top. and leave the under part
of the wall and middle of the tree unfurnished.
Never prune below all the blossom buds, except
to produce wood, in which case, cut nearer to
the origin of the branch as advised above. As
on these trees small fruit spurs, an inch or
two long, often appear on the two and three-year-
old wood, these spurs should be retained for
fruiting, if there be a deficiency of young wood.
When, however, any of them project foreright
too far from the wall, they should be removed,
for although they may blossom and even set
their fruits, the latter seldom ripen, and
when they do. are more or less imferior in
quality. The thick clusters of spurs which
form on old trees should be either thinned or,
if not required, cut away entirely. As each tree
is pruned, let the branches be immediately
nailed or tied in position or. failing this, made
secure, to prevent them rubbing against
each other during windy weather. The Apricot
is peculiarly susceptible to damage by summing
and ranker in this respect, from which the
branches seldom recover.

General Remarks.—Proceed with the planting
of all kinds of fruit trees; manorial top-
dressings may be given to established bush and
other trees. Root-pruning ©Derations may be
carried on during open weather—never during
times of frost. Gooseberries and Currants grow-
ing on walls or trellis work may be pruned and
ton-dressed. B'ack Currants on north walls
quickly respond to liberal treatment in this
r<"snect. Stake, or otherwise secure, all newlv-
plantijd trees, especially standards and half-
standards, in exposed positions. After the fall

of the leaf, thp soil between the trees in the
permanent fruit quarters should be lightly
forked.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colmak,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Vanda Kimballiana and V. Watsonii These
Orchids are developing their flower spikes, and
the atmosphere about them should be kept
rather drier than hitherto, and sufficient water
afforded the roots to keen the Sphagnum-moss
growing. After the flowers are fully expanded,
the amount of moisture at the roots should he

reduced, and only sufficient given to keep the

leaves firm and plump.

Aerides, Angraecum and Saccolabium.

—

Many of these plants that flowered early in the

year will soon be completing their growth, and
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the supply of water at the roots should be
reduced gradually. Although these Orchids
never entirely cease making leaf growth, it is

important that they should enjoy a short period
of rest. When in active growth, sufficient
water should be afforded to keep the moss on
the surface in a green and fresh condition, but
from now onward through the winter the moss
should be allowed to dry to a greenish-yellow
colour before water is applied. Angraecums
that are in full growth, including A. Eich-
lerianum, A. sesquipedale, and A. pellucidum,
still require plentiful supplies of water. A.
eburneum and A. Monteirae are pushing forth
flower-spikes, and these plants also require to

be kept moist at the roots.

Cymbidium.—Such Cymbidi'iims as C. Low-
ianum, C. Sandcri, C. Traceyanum, and many
of their fine hybrids, are developing flower-
spikes, and should be well supplied with water
at the roots, whilst others that are backward
in this respect should still be kept on the
dry side, otherwise new growth will commence
and the plants will fail to bloom. C. grandi-
florum has also finished its growth, and flowers
are developing from the pseud: bulbs of the
previous year. To ensure success in flowering
this species, tlhe plants should be placed in a
cool, Light position, and the roots kept on the
dry side during the winter.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. Nall-Cain, Bart.,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Beet.—The remainder of this crop should be
lifted before very cold weather sets in, and the
roots stored in sand or ashes in a frost-proof
shed. July-sown Beets will continue to grow
while the weather remains open, consequently
the plants of this batch may be allowed to
remain where they are. Beet in this district

is decidedly smaller this year than usual;
as a rule the quality is much finer when the
roots are not large and the keeping qualities
are also much better.

French Beans.—French Beans that were
raised in frames should be fed with liquid
manure or a concentrated fertiliser. When
the nights are cold a little heat may be used
in the pipes, but the valves should be shut
down again during tins day. Continue to ven-
tilate the pit freely, both day and night,

whenever the weather conditions are favour-
able. Gather the pods on frequent occasions

to prevent exhaustion of the plants. Later
sown plants in pots should be grown as near
the roof-glass as possible, and in a night
temperature of 60°. The plants should be
syringed frequently with rain water, when
the weather is (favourable, to keep red spider

in check; admit air whenever passible.

Peas.—It is still the practice in some localities

to sow Beas during the autumn. The results on
light soil are usually satisfactory, but on heavy
ground the practice is not to be recommended,
as the plants seldom pay for the trouble taken

in bringing them safely through the winter.

Where it is intended to grow Beas in this way,
select a warm sheltered corner for the crop,

where the plants will be protected from north-

east winds. The ground should be deeply

worked to ensure free drainage. Sow the seed

in wide, shallow drills, spacing the Beas well

apart in the lines to prevent crowding. The
round seeded varieties are to be recommended
for autumn sowing as they are less liable to rot

than those of the marrowfat type. The BUot
variety is largely grown in this district from
autumn-sown seed.

Broad Beans.—Seeds of Broad Beans intended
to withstand the winter out of doors should now
be sown. Choose, if possible, a warm, well-

drained border for this crop and work the
ground deeply so that the surface water after

heavy rain may readily drain away, and thus
obviate the danger of the seeds rotting, which
they will be liable to do in heavy, retentive soils.

Although I advise deep working of the soil, it

should be made moderately firm again before

sowing, which should be done when the soil is

dry enough t < > permit of this being done. Broad

Beans are generally sown in double lines about
9 inches to 12 inches apart and a space of 3 feet
left between each additional pair of rows.
Varieties of the Longpod section are to be recom-
mended for autumn sowing.

FRUIT AT YNYS-Y-MAENCWYN,

Having recently spent a short holiday at
Towyn, I took the opportunity of visiting
Ynys-y-Maengwyn, the estate of Roger Cor-
bett, Esq., as I was anxious to renew the
acquaintance of my old friend, Mr. J. Jones,
who has had charge of the gardens for the
past ten years, and also to inspect his fruit
crops, etc I was amply repaid by so doing,
as I spent a very pleasant and profitable
time in the well-kept gardens and grounds,
and was particularly impressed with the fine
crops of Apples and Bears, growing chiefly
on well-established pyramids planted in the
borders of the walled-in kitchen garden, also
the choicest sorts of Fears and Apples on

A goad deal might be said of the general
features of intenest in the shrubberies, etc.,
but space will only permit my mentioning
the famous Yew hedges, or to be more
correct, piles of Yews grown and trimmed to
represent old Welsh houses, the chimneys
and roof being quite realistic, also the magni-
ficent sp?cinien tree of Quercus Ilex (Evergreen
Oak), said to be one of the finest in existence,
which forms a striking feature on the lawn
adjacent to the mansion. Mr. Corbett has
generously granted permission for his grounds
and gardens to be opened to the public annually
for the past ten years for the benefit cif the
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,
and in this way a large sum of money has
been obtained for this gardening charity. This
is, I think, an example that might be
more generally followed, and the con-
cession is much appreciated by not
only the inhabitants of Towyn, but also
visitors who attend in large numbers, and I
feel sure are deeply interested in the all-

round excellence of the flowers, fruits and
vegetables in these gardens. E. J. Parsons,
Worcester.

Fig. 99.- -CROSS-BRED MARROWS, SHOWING PARENTAL FORMS (CUSTABD AND SUTTON'S
MARROW) ABOVE, AND F, AND FS, GENERATIONS BELOW.

trained espaliers on the walls. All the trees
were carrying heavy crops, but the following
wisre worthy of special mention. Apples;
Beacemaker, St. Everard, Rev. W. Wilks,
Houblon, Chas. Ross, Jas. Grieve, Red Victoria
(especially fine), King of the Pippins, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Ribston, Wealthy. Edward
VII., and Win. Crump. Bears; Conference,
Durondeau, Beurre Clairgeau, Bresident
Roosevelt, Williams' Bon Chretien, Bitniaston
Duchess and Marie Louise d'Uccle The trees of

Conference were bending down with the weight
of fruit, and it would be difficult, I should
imagine, to find better pyramids so well fruited
in the country this season. Apples were
exceptionally fine in colour, which is

probably to be attributed to the high culture
and the humid atmosphere of thiB district.

Wm. Crump Apple, a shy bearer with some,
was earning good crops and Mr, Jones con-

siders this the very best dessert sort for

use in March.
Grapea are grown exceeding well in this

Welsh garden, and Mr. Jones recently Avon the
champion prize at Shrewsbury for twelve
bunches in the big Grape class. This clever

grower told me with enthusiasm it has been
his ambition for thirty years to carry off this

prize ever since he attended the Shrewsbury
show, whilst a journeyman with Messrs.
Dickson, of Chester. He has not only done
so, but achieved his object at his second
attempt, although ho says it was a stiff fight.

VARIATION OF FORM IN

MARROW.
VEGETABLE

Messrs. Sution and Sons have kindly for-

warded us a photograph, reproduced in Fig. 99,

showing great diversity in the form and size

of Marrows as a result of breeding from i variety
of the Custard type and a email cylindrical

variety. Accompanying the photograph were
the following particulars :

—" At our plant-

breeding station at Reading we effected, two
\ears ago, a cross between the Custard Marrow
(9) and a small cylindrical variety known as

Sutton's Vegetable Marrow (J). The F 5 genera-

tion from tliis cress proved to be so varied

tliat we photographed the types obtained, and
bend a copy in case you may think it of interest

to your readers. The Fi plants, which were
grown in an isolated position, produced fruits

all of a similar type, which might almost be
described as a rough compromise between the
two parents, combining the length of the one
with the thickness of the other.
" The F

2
plants have this year produced an

extraordinary diversity of forms, the most dis-

tinct of which rure represented in the picture,

though besides these there are many other in-

termediate fruits. It will be noticed that the

two parental tyjies, or forms very closely ap
proximately to them, have reappeared in this

generation."

B
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TREES AND SHRUBS

POPULUS GENEROSA.

In spile of the drought, Populus generosa

has grown vigorously during the past season,

and at the moment is casting its foliage, which

has turned a brilliant yellow. The leaves,

especially those at the top of the tree, are re-

markable for their huge size, as well as then-

colour; and 1 am sending one to the hdituis

of this journal, the blaA? elf which measures

12 inches in length and 11 inches in breadth.

Apparently Populus generosa is the most

vigorous of the hybrid I'oplars, at any rate in

the young stage. Prof. Someryille, in the

Quarterly Journal oj Forestry, 1918, p. 13o,

states that of six hybrid Poplars raised from

cuttings at Oxford, Populus generosa gave the

most vigorous shoots in the second year, the

average growth for the season being 8 feet

3 inches, the tallest shoot being as much as

10 feet.

Two trees in Kew Gardens, which are now

seven years old from seed, measured each, in

September, 36i feet in height, with a girth ot

21i inohes at breast-height. A third tree,

growing on the lawn near the Palm House, was

33 feet by 22 inches. An original tree m a

Dublin garden is now making annual shoots of

7 and 8 feet in length.

Populus generosa is remarkable as being one

of the very few timber trees that have been

raised artificially. It was originally produced

at Kew in March, 1912, when the pistillate

flowers of a Black Poplar (named Populus

angulata) were dusted with the pollen of the

West American Balsam Poplar (Populus

trichocarpa). From the few seeds, which

ripened towards the end of June, four seed-

lings were raised at Cambridge, which attained

about 2 inches in height by the end of October,

1912 Starting as tiny plants next season, they

crrew with amazing vigour, and at the end of

1914 were 7 to 10 feet in height. The finest

of the four original trees was planted out at

Avondale, and promised to become of great_ size,

but it was mysteriously cut down last winter.

Another is now growing at Woburn and the

third is in a private garden at Ranelagh.

Dublin The fourth, which is growing well in

Clasnevin Botanic Garden, produced in aibund-

niice female catkins, which made a fine show

during last April.

The cross between Populus angulata and P.

trichocarpa was repeated at Kew in April.

1914- and from the seeds, which ripened in June

of that year, some trees of Populus generosa

I ecunda) were raised, the remarkable growth

of which is referred to above. The original

description of Populus generosa appeared in

(inrd Vkron., October IT. 1914, p 257.

Figs' 102 103; and further details, including

an account of the male and female flowers are

given in Irish Gardening, June, 1921, p. bl.

Populus generosa is readilv reproduced from

cuttings, which should be put into the ground

in February. The tree is worth cultivating,

both for ornament and for its possible value as

a timber tree. It demands absolute freedom

from shade of any kind, and should not be

planted in a small 'garden, as its roots speedily

ramify to a great distance. .1. Henry.

A MERICAN HYDRANGEAS.
Of the lour Hydrangeas of eastern North

America the handsomest is H. qnercifolia, with
' ranches densely covered with rusty tomentum,

deeply lobed le;iv,?s up to eight inches in length,

nnd 'flowers in elongated pyramidal clusters.

This shrub is a native of the extreme

southern states and the stems are often killed

nearly to the ground in colder districts in

severe winters. Hydrangea arjborescens and
IT. einerea with flat flower-clusters are com-
mon woodland shrubs southward, and are of no

great value as garden plants. There are

monstrous forms of the two plants on which
all the flowers are sterile, forming nearly

globose white heads. According to the Arnold

Arboretum Bulletin this form of H. arbores

cens (var. grandiflora) has become in recent

years a popular plant with American nursery-

men, by whom it is sold in great numbers.

The handsomest of the entirely hardy American
species, H. radiata, is a native of the elevated

regions of North and South Carolina. It is

distinguished by its broad leaves, which

are dark green above and snow white

below, and by its broad, flat clusters of

flowers surrounded by a ring of large, white

sterile flowers. In cultivation this Hydrangea
is a broad and shapely shrub, and one of the

handsomest of midsummer flowering plants in

the Arnold Arboretum. Once it was fairly

common in cultivation.

EUCRYPHIA PINNATIFOLIA IN
SCOTLAND.

I am sending several photographs which I

hope will be suitable for reproduction and of

interest to lovers of fine shrubs. They are pic-

tures of Eucrvphia pinnatifolia, one is fully 21

feet high, and the other 18 feet (see Fig. 10O),

nnd both are fine specimens, the lowest

branches touching the ground. They were abso-

lutely covered with flowers this season. J). S.

Melville, Poltalloch Gardens. Kilmartin,

A rgyll.

W
:-*
* *

to Long Ashton some specimens from a bush

(or rather dwarf tree, for it had a distinct

single stem) in its first season of big bud (not

necessarily of mite infection), and the report

came back—" (a) they appear undernourished,

(b) the lower 'leaves are normal and the upper

are reverted (this is quite common), and (c)

they are fairly heavily attacked by mite." in

my experience this latter condition is enough

to cause the production of reverted leaves.

If we are to assume that there are two forms

of reversion, one due to bud mite and the

other sui generis, and due to some undeter-

mined specific cause, we do not get much

further forward when the two causes give

identical pathological effects ; doubt remains as

to which, if not to both, the effect is due, and

confusion remains. If, on the other hand,

reversion is always due to the action of the

mite the survival of the three main veins with

a variable number of subsidiaries would be an

indication of the presence of the mite. It has

sometimes been asserted that tipping the

shoots was a cause of reversion. Curiously

enough this is recommended in several French

works, and called the taille Anglaise, and it

may be presumed that if it really led to such

disastrous results it could hardly be recom-

mended ; the association is probably derived

from the portage of mites from one bush to

another by the operator or his pruning tool.

Personally, I am led to believe that reversion

is only a result of the workings of the mite,

and that so-calledt resistant varieties are as

dangerous as " carriers " in human diseases,

for their condition is not recognised by the

presence of " big bud " until the dire spread

has been effected. H. E. Diirli'im.
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Fir,. ICG.—EUCRYPHIA PINNATIFOLIA AT POLTAL- JT
LOCH, KILMARTIN.

REVERSION IN BLACK CURRANTS.

I should be glad if anyone could send me
specimens of Black Currant ieaves which show
the veinnng which is delineated in Fig. 78,1, on
page 193 [Gardeners' Chronicle, October lo,

1921). Examination of numbers of leaves of

several varieties all showed the arrangement
given ill Fig. 78,2, viz., that the veins marked
A and E are branches of the veins B and D,
and not in fact main veins at all. On report-

ing my difficulty I received specimens of leaves

from Long Ashton, but these also were as seen

in Fig. 78.2, and not with five main veins. There
seems to be confusion between a five-lobed

and a five-main-veined condition; this is not

a purely academic point, for in pathological

conditions secondary or later developed parts

often suffer before main structures ; moreover
it would appear that the three main veins are

a character of the genus, thus Weathers (Pract.

Guide, 1901) gives R. aureum, R. cereum and
R. speciosum as three-lobed and three others

as three to five-lobed. The secondaries A and E
might well be anticipated to suffer in defective
development with the subsidiaries 3, 4 and 5.

But, 1 would ask, does this description really

advance our practical knowledge? I sent up

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA HASSALLI AND
VAR. ALBA.

The first flowers of two crosses made in 1917

between L.-C. Britannia (C. Warscewiczii x

I.-.C. Canhamiana) and typical C. Warscewiczii

in the coloured form; and L.-C. Britannia alba

and C. Warscewiczii Frau Marie Beyrodt in

the other, and named as above, is sent for

recording by Mr. John C. Cowan, manager to

Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate.

As might be expected with the double use of

coloured C. Warscewiczii the coloured form of

the hybrid closely approaches that species in

I lie rosy-mauve tint of its flowers, the front of

the labellum being light purple with two yellow-

patches at the base, as in C. Warscewiczii, with

gold lilies from the base to the centre.

The variety alba exhibits in a marked degree

the features of C. Warscewiczii Frau M.
Beyrodt, as is usual when that parent is used;
the large and finely-formed flower is pure white
and the front of the lip violet purple. The
base of the lip is also white, without any other

colour than a clear yellow shade in the centre.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA A.N. COOLEY.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

Sussex, send the first flower of a gorgeously

tinted cross between Cattleya Dowiana aurea
and Laelio- Cattleya Alex (L.-C. Tunis x C.

Dowiana aurea). L.-C. Tunis is between C.

Warsc 'wiezii and L. cinnabrosa (cinnabarina X
tenebrosa), and by the last-named smaller

parents the colour is mainly influenced. The
sepals and petals are bright copper-red on an
orange ground, the petals also having a flush of

ruby crimson; the lip, which is deeply crimped,

is deep claret red, with gold lines from the base.

It is very interesting to note the fine new
colours now appearing in hybrid Orchids, but
which are very difficult to describe. Certain
factors, however, can generally be discerned,

and. as frequently recorded, the least ornate

speciiss with yellow and red takes the lead in

the matter of colour, in the majority of in-

stances. The parent L.-C. Alex was flowered

by Messrs. Low in 1915. L.-C. Tunis was pre-

viously raised by Mr. H. G. Alexander at

Westonbirt.
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WHITE BRASSAVOLA HYBRIDS.
Examination of the results in colour sup-

pression and colour production in the hybrids

of Brassavola Digbyano, known as Brasso-

Caittleya, Brasso-Laelia and Brasso-Laelio-

Cattleya, shows precisely the same results as

the combinations of Cattleya, Laelia and Laelio-

Cattleya, already referred to. A number of

ajbinos, and a larger quantity of white

varieties with coloured lips, came from the

primary Cattleya crosses; the next step, with
Laelia introduced, was unproductive of whites,

but gave good yellow flowers. In the third com-
bination, following on the same lines, the fixed

yellow in al! the species used was increasingly

effective.

This exactly describes the situation in the

Brassavola hybrid group, so far as is shown
by the flowers of the hybrids available. In

Brasso-Cattleya -white forms have appeared in

batches of coloured seedlings, as for example the

B.-C. Digbyano-Mendelii Fortuna; B.-C. Dig'by-

aiu-Messiae Queen Alexandra, and other white

forms of primary crosses of the C. labiata sec-

tion. Where crosses are made with albino

parents, whites are assured, as seen in B.-C.

speciosa Gatton Park variety (B.-C. Dig'bvano-

Mendelii alba x C. Schroderae), and B.-C. Gat-
ton Lily (B.-C. Digbyano Mendelii Fortuna x

C. Trianae alba) and other crosses made by Sir

Jeremiah Colman, Bart. ; B.C. Blenheim
Gladys (B.-C. speciosa x C. Schroderae alba) of

the Duke of Marlborough ; the large white B.-C.

Lady Jellicoe (B.C. Digbyano-Schroderae x

C. Gas'kelliana albens) of Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown; B.-C. Benvenato (B.-C. Ilene x C.

Maggie Raphael alba) of Baron Schroder ; and
white forms of usually coloured-lipped crosses,

such as B.-C. Cliftonii made by Messrs Charles-

worth and others.

It. thus appears that a'binos, or white-petalled

hybrids, may be obtained at will in Brasso-

Cat'tleyas, the greater part of the primary crosses

having the Cattleya as the seed-bearer. In the

most authentic record of Brassavola Digbyano
being the seed parent—in the cross made by

R. G. Thwaites, Esq.—a pale yellow flower re-

sulted, and reverse crosses on the same lines

may have had a similar effect.

In Brasso-Lae'.ia and Brasso-Laelio-C'attleva

crosses the production of albinos practically

ceases, and the development of fine flowers of

various tints of yellow is accomplished readilv.

yellow being a basic colour, especially in the

ialbellums, of all the species used, and the

yellow and red introduced through the lesser

Laelias being effective. Three interesting

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleyas with pure white sepals

and petals should be mentioned; B.-L.-C. Queen
of the Belgians, of Dr. Lacroze (B.-L

Digbyano-pui ourata x C. Mendelii), B.-L.-C.

Imogen (Fig. 101). of Messrs. Flory

and Black. between B.C. Digbyano
Schroderae alba and L.-C. Trimyra (C.

Trianae x L.-C. Myra). the yellow of Laelia

flava in L.-C. Myra being useful in this com-

bination in giving white; and B.-L.-C. Snow-
don, of Messrs Sanders, obtained between

B.-C. Digbvano Mossiae Queen Alexandra and
L.-C. Isabel Sander, which is a good white and
gives an example of what may be accomplished

even in this rather difficult class by using white

forms when white progeny is desired.

PURPLE AND CRIMSON HYBRIDS.
The brief notes on the production of white

and yelli.w hybrid Orchids tell much
of effect produced. and show that in

both sections the yellow tints of tin-

parents used have played an important

part, both in the elimination of cyanic tints,

and tin- production of yellow, and it is clear

that yellow is a more fixed character than the

more fugitive mauve tints.

Yellows and whites an- now readily acquired,

and there are large numbers <if beautiful

Cattleyas. Laclio-Cattleyas, etc.. of various

shades of mauve ami crimson, but very few
which have exceeded in their dark tints (be

thovier species from which they were evolved.

A very suggestive method of securing darker
tints aopeared in The Gardeners' Chronicle,

Feb. 2'i. 1913, p. 114. based llM authenticated
facts, under Cattleya Faliia, the subject having
been touched "ii previously in earlier issues

The note refers to the flowering of a batch of

white-petalled C. Fabia, raised from seed
obtained by crossing a highly-coloured C.

lahiata with pollen of C. Dowiana aurea. This
result tallies with that of Messrs. Jas. Veitch
and Sons in 1894, whose similar cross with C.
labiata as a seed bearer gave all white or
lightly tinted flowers.

The opposite effect, resulting in deep and
bright reddish-purple and crimson colour, was
secured in Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford's gardens,
where Mr. H. G. Alexander, taking C. Dowiana
aurea as the seed parent, crossed it with a
highly -coloured C. labiata, and the resulting
Westonbirt strain of C. Fabia. exceeded all

others in its dark colour and brightness of tint.

Crossed the same way, the dark-coloured C.
labia Vigeriana of Mons. Maron was produced.

nobilior x Peetersii). of the Duke of Marl-
borough, gives the elements for producing rich

colour and so also does his uniformly deep
claret.purple L.-C. Margot (L. JongheanaxL.-C.
luminosa), in which even the tenacious yellow
of the lip has vanished. The flower, however,
is not of gcod shape, but a remarkable example
of unique colour. Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya An-
toinette of Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., between
C. Portia coerulea and Brasso-Laelia Helen, is

beautiful in shape and rich in colour, C. Portia
being plainly visible in the hybrid. In this,

the rich tint exceeds that of the darkest C.

Portia and is not influence 1 by the lighter tint

of the form used, but is probably assisted by
the decided blue tint. In this case, and in the
dark-coloured C. Elfin already alluded to, C.

Bowringiana is a prime ancestor. To consider

Fl,:. 101.—BRASSO-LAETJO-CATTLEYA IMOGEN [REDUCED).

These experiences show that totally different

results may be obtained from two plants.

according to the selection of the seed parent,

and bear out my former remark thai crosses

should be made both ways and the seed bearer

carefully noted.
If the yellow colour of tlie seed bearer in

receiving and heightening rvalue tint, and other

rich colours, is to be relied on, it opens up a

large field for the production of even richer

colours than those now known.
There are already in gardens a lew hybrids

,,f unusually dark tints, which may be men
tinned. Cattleya Transylvania (C. Comet
Leonora x ('. Enid) is one ,>f the darkesd claret-

mauve hybrids from the colleotii f the late

.1. (liirney Fowler, Esq. Brass,, ( 'attleva

Lisette, of W, I!, Fasey, Ks,|.. between B.-C.

Digbyano-Warneri and C. Dowiana aurea (seed

bearer) is equally dark and rich, and in bo£h
it should be noted C. Warneri took part. In

Cattleya Comet var. Princess Mary, of Pantia
Ralli, Esq., white petals resulted from the DBS
of C. Warneri alba. Cattleya F.llin (Mnntinii

analyses ,,i this km,! is one of the duties of the

hybridist. C. Bowringiana helps much in giving

the form and colour when its Moulin,-- oi

size lias been counteracted. ./. (I'll.

LAELIO CATTLEYA GAIRLOCH.
Mr. J. T. Barker, gardener to the Duke

of Marlborough. Blenheim, sends the nrsl flower

of ilu.- cross between L.-C. Decia (L. Perrinii x

('. Dowiana aurea) and C labiata. and notwith
standing the narrowing influence of L. Perrinii

visible in the sepals, a showy dowei results, the

lab,-Hum especially being based on the Cattleya

parents and, is consequently, large and showy
The sepals and petal- are blush-white, Bushed

with mauve, the front of nhe lip violet purple,

the base pale yellow with purple between the

veining.

l.aelio Cattleya Mairgpt il. Jongheana x

L.-C. luminosa) is also sent. The segments are

narrow, as in I... Jongheana, but uniformly
coloured dark claret-purple, even the prom
yellow of the lip of L. Jongheana Inning dis-

appeared.
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EDITORIAL HO TIGE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations.—The Editort will be glad, to receir r

and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remurhable flowers,
trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss
or injury.

THE BARHAM COURT PEACHES.
GARDENERS of a generation ago were per-

fectly familiar with the Peaches and

other fruits grown at Bai'ham Court,

near Maidstone, for they were to be seen at all

the important exhibitions in the country. Mr.

Woodward's success at fruit shows then was on

a scale commensurate with Mr. Beckett's supre-

macy at vegetable exhibitions nowadays. It is

now some years since Mr. Woodward ceased ex-

hibiting, but a recent visit to Barham Court

showed that his hand has lost none of its cun-

ning in the cultivation of high-class fruit al-

though, like most other growers, at the present

time he is severely handicapped by a shortage of

labour, and without the tithe of his former staff

it is not to be expected that the gardens at Bar-
ham Court are maintained in the same degree of

excellence as they were in' pre-war days. But in

the matter of Peach cultivation he is still a

wizard, and the condition of the Peaches at Bar-
ham Court, both out of doors anil under glass is

a little short of marvellous. The fruit walls,
taking both faces, have a length of aJbout a mile,

and nearly the whole of this extensive wall is

utilised for Peach growing. The crop this

season amounted to about 17,000 fruits,

and the major portion of them weighed
between 10 ounces and 12 ounces each.
In addition to Peaches on walls, these fruits are
also extensively cultivated under glass, although
at the time of our visit most of the indoor fruits
were over. The visitor is impressed with two
things in respect to the Peach trees. The first

is the exceptional health and vigour of the
trees; the second, the large crop and the size
and quality of the fruits.

The crop is evenly distributed from the top to
the bottom of the wall ; even shoots quite close
up to the base of the stem have their quota of
fine Peaches. Doubtless, soil and situation hajve
much to do with the success of these exotic
fruits in this Kentish garden, but it needs
something more than this assistance to produce
such magnificent results. We gathered, so far
as we could, some particulars of the treatment
that Mr. Woodward follows in the cultivation
of his Peaches. He believes in young, healthy,
vigorous trees, so that he is constantly replant-
ing, and for this work he favours October or
early in November. The borders are made four
feet wide, and as the gardens harve a consider-
able slope artificial drainage is not needed ; the
soil overlies the Kentish rag. The border is

composed of the best loam obtainable, and this
is mixed with lime rubble and road scrapings,
provided they are known to be free from tar
or petrol. Mr. Woodward also favours the use
of wood ash. Apart from these materials, the
trees receive no further manurial assistance,
except such as is applied as top dressings. One
of the chief details to success Mr. Woodward
considers to be very firm planting, because this
results in short-jointed wood. He is not con-
cerned if the wood growth is coarse; indeed, in
his opinion the shoots cannot be too strong in
young trees, for such growth enables the wall
to be well furnished in some three or four
years from planting. Mr. Woodward informed

us that his trees have made as much as six and

eight feet of growth in one season with wood
a.s thick as one's finger. In the spring, when
the growths are about half an inch long, dis-

budding is commenced, and this important work

is done on three or four occasions in order that

the trees shall not receive a check. The
fruits also are thinned on several occasions, and

at the final thinning, when stoning is completed,

they are a foot apart, so that when they have

fully developed they stand about nine inches

asunder. In this exceptional year of sunshine

the outdoor fruits have proved the best; but,

obviously, in sunless seasons thece that have the

tight that they cannot expand. With a view to

obviating this, the Peach borders at Barham
Court are well soaked every autumn. Hale's

Early follows Duke of York ; then comes

Peregrine, with Sea Eagle and Nectarine Peach
as late varieties. For those who prefer a good

flowered variety, Mr. Woodward recommends
Goshawk, but as this is rather pale in colour

it is unsuited for market purposes, and so is

not grown to any extent at Barhaim Court. Mr.

Woodward considers Peregrine one of the finest

Peaches ever raised, and he uses it ind recom-

mends it for growing in the bush form in borders

in houses, beoauie the fruits colour better than

Fig. 102.

—

flower and foliage of rosa gigantea. (See p. 235.

protection of a wide glass coping are the finest.

It was very interesting to observe that the fruits

on the open walls were much more highly

coloured than those under glass protection.

For early cropping Mr. Woodward cultivates

Duke of York, winch lie favours for its good

constitution ajid the fact that it does not drop

its buds so badly as some other varieties; more
over, it is a larger fruit than most of the earl}

sorts. Asked his opinion as to the cause of bud
dropping, Mr. Woodward replied that it was a

difficult thing to determine what causes it. It

is known that under glass the buds are apt to

get too hard if the borders are allowed to

become excessively dry in autumn, and Mr.
Woodward thinks that the scale leaves become sc

any other variety in the shade. We were sur-

prised to see how free the foliage was of red

spider ; this pest, Mr. Woodward sitates, is

easily kept in check on Peach trees by syringing

the foliage with nicotine in water at the strength

of 4 oz. to 100 gallons. The greatest enemy of

the Peaches in these gardens is the earwig, of

which there have been an unusual number this

season. Earwigs soon spoil the fruits, and, like

torn tits with Apples, they always attack the

choicest specimens. Earwigs are trapped by

rolling a few big leaves together, such as of

Horse Radish or Dock, and tucking them under

the branches. The traps are constantly examined

and unfolded over a bucket of water or tar

mixed with water. Late in the autumn the
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mulching material is taken from the borders and
the soil is lightly pricked up with a fork ; the
manurial dressing is renewed in the spring.
This clever grower does not believe in detaching
the trees far the purpose of assisting the wood
to ripen, as he considers that the benefit obtained
is not commensurate with the trouble and labour
involved.

The other hardy fruits in these famous fruit
gardens are almost as interesting as the Peaches,
and the crop of Apples this year is an enormous
one. Mr. Woodward much regrets that shortage
of labour prevented him from thinning his
Apples, for he is convinced the practice pays.
A ramble through the pleasure grounds and

gardens proved very interesting, for, as is well
known to many of our readers, Barham Court
is noted for its fine trees. A specimen of Cedrus
atlantica is claimed to be one of the largest in

the country. It has a girth of about thirty-five

feet at the base, and at about twenty feet from
the ground it breaks into a series of huge branches
that extend over an enormous area of ground.
Near this Cedar is a fine specimen of the Willow-
leaved Oak, as well as some very large Elms.
On the walls of the mansion a tree of Magnolia
grandiflora, which had reached the very top of

the building, was in flower, the blooms measuring
some ten inches across and scenting the garden.
Oaks, Elms and Beeches of enormous size abound

,
on the estate, but the most interesting of all

the trees are two large specimens of Wvch Elms,
known as Great Britain and Little Britain re-

spectively. These have a curious growth, the
lower limbs having reached the ground by
their weight and rooted, and each become
a monster tree itself.

INDOOR PLANTS.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS FROM SEEDS Ull
CUTTINGS.

[Concluded from page 205.)

Lobelia tenuior is a beautiful perennial

species attaining to a height of about nine to

twelve inches. The plant is light and graceful

in habit, and bears large, dark blue flowers. It

requires pinching when young, and the tips

removed will root freely in heat. Asclepias
curassavica is a useful perennial for the green-

house. The flowers are reddish orange scarlet,

and borne in large, erect clusters. Seed sown
early will furnish plants that will flower their first

season; cuttings also root freely. Browallia
speciosa major and B. visoosa are pretty, free-

flowering annuals, with deep blue flowers. By
successional sowing they may be had in bloom
nearly all the year round. Salvia splendens
grandiflora, a perennial, with vivid scarlet

flowers, commences to flower early in the year,
and continues in bloom throughout the autumn.
Cuttings root freely. Campanula pyramidalis
is a valuable plant for conservatory and house
decoration. The spikes of blue and white
flowers grow to the height of three feet to four
feet. This plant is propagated chiefly by
division. Schizanthus Wisetonensis is most
valuable for decorative purposes. The flowers
have a white ground variously marked with
different shades of colour. Angelonia grandiflora
alba, a pretty greenhouse perennial, has pure
white flowers that stand out in contrast to the
elegant dark green foliage. It is a most valu-
able plant for table decoration, and blooms pro-
fusely throughout the winter. If seed is sown
early the plants will flower the first season.
Rehmannia angulata is a perennial of easy
;ulture, and makes a fine conservatory plant.
A>ith stems three to four feet high. The flowers
are rose purple with a yellow throat and spotted
with purple. The off-shoots root freely. Alonsoa
Warscewiczii is an annual with bright scarlet
flowers that are produced in gnat abundance
during the summer. The seedlings require
pinching occasionally. Statice Suworowii, a
pretty annual with bright rose-coloured downs,
is greatly appreciated as a pot plant for tin-

greenhouse or table decoration, and lasts in
perfection for a long time. Lantanas are
perennials of shrubby growth, and very free-
flowering, continuing in bloom for several

months. The flowers are of distinct shades of
orange, scarlet, orange rose, pink, red and
white. Cuttings of this plant root freely.
There are many others, but by making a selec-
tion of the plants mentioned and described a
bright display may be maintained in the green-
house and conservatory for the greater part of
the year, especially when the flowering subjects
are intermixed with Palms, Ferns and other
foliage plants. John Heal, V.M.H.

introduced from Manipur in 1904 and flowered
first in 1909. Since then it has produced an
abundant display of flowers every year and
formed a glorious object.
The trunk, as one may call it, of the speci-

men shown in the illustration (Fig. 103) is 3
feet in circumference at ground level, with
several branches at 2 feet above ground, each
of from 9 to 12 inches in circumference.
The Cupressus torulosa, which is 60 feet to

Fig. 103. — rosa gigantea on a tree of cupressus torulosa at shillong, assam.

ROSA 6I6ANTEA IN ASSAM.

1 enclose herewith a photograph of the
(i.nil Briar-Rose which I trust you will llnd

of interest. I fust recollect seeing this Rose
(Rosa gigautea) when flowering tome ten years
ngo in the Himalayan House at Eew Gardens,
and it was of great interesf to me when I

suv il in Shillong. growing in a way very
similar to which it is found in its natural
habitat. I gather from inquiries that it was

65 leet in height, appears to suffei no ill effects

from the ili.mt Rose, but forms .in admirable
setting to a very fine picture when the Hose
i - in How er.

Rosa gigautea produces a very striking effect,

ami ,is it doe, exceedingly well in Shillong, at

an altitude of 5.000 feet, where the winter
temperature often falls to from one to three

degrees below freezing point, it would be
interesting to know if this Rose has ever been
I lied outdoors in the warmer parts of England.
/,. Ruse, Way Villa, Shillong, Aesam,
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CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

EAELY BULB FORCING.
Of the many details leading to success in the

matter of early bulb-forcing, a timely start and

suitable varieties are essential. Early planting

is necessary to ensure a healthy root system

which will enable the plant to bear the strain

presently to 'be placed upon it, and without

which, failure, wholly, or in part, of the crop

might be foredoomed" from the start. For this

there is no substitute; no rushing in at the

last moment in the hope of making up for

lost time. The bulbous plants 1 have in mind

are Roman Hyacinths, Daffodils and Tulips.

Of these three, those last named are invariably

the most sparsely rooted, and in their case it

may, in a measure, be true to say that other

things—('.;/., bottom heat and darkness—play

an equal part so far as ultimate .success is con-

cerned. The root system of the bulbs of the

other genera named are stronger and more

abundantly produced, that of the Daffodils in

particular! and in their case, that of healthy

bulbs very considerable. In this connection,

root production in these plants, grown, when
taken indoors, under entirely foreign conditions,

has an important bearing upon the water

supply, hence, to the gardener, the information

should lie appreciated. Of the bulbous rooted

subjects under consideration, the Tulip requires

the least root-moisture ; the other two—Hyacinths

and Daffodils)—in reason, can hardly be given

too much. This, I state with emphasis, having

seen the Daffodil ruined in its thousands for

lack of moisture alone, or through drought, in

the soil and an arid atmosphere combined. Un-
der the greenhouse stage in proximity to the hot-

water pipes, is no place for this crop, yet I

ha.ve seen bulbs there, and neglected in the

matter of watering for weeks on end. To in-

troduce the plants from the plunging beds out-

of-doors to such conditions is ruinous; rushing
the plants into considerable warmth from the

open is also another common cause of failure

with the Daffodil. This, together with growing
the plants for ten days over strong bottom heat
and withholding 'water for a like period, are
among the ruinous and unpractical met hods
that I know have been resorted to by some
commercial growers in a rather large way of

business.

Daffodils.

Of the three genera named, the Daffodil is

the most impatient of strong heat at the start

;

a season of preparation—fourteen days or so

—

of comparative coolness, with moisture, is far
better. Heat, indeed, too early applied, not
infrequently has a retarding effect upon the
crop, apart from which, later, there is an ab-

sence of uniform growth and flowering. Hence,
from the economic standpoint, seeing the high
price of fuel, much might be advanced
in favour of the cooler, progressive, and more-
rational treatment of forcing.

In certain instances, when the forcing of

such bulbs was in its infancy and all had to
be learnt in oonnection therewith, some ex-

perimenting was necessary. This revealed the
absolute stubbornness of certain early and
cheap sorts of bulbs, and how they refused to
budge when placed in artificial heat. How, too.
after two months or so of forcing, when turned
outside in disgust in wintry weather to take
care of themselves, they flowered at their
natural time as though nothing had happened.
The value of these experiments lay in finding
which were the more responsive ones to forcing
and which to-dav, so far as I am aware, are
still unsurpassed for erarly work. From the
many specimens examined of both Hyacinths
and Narcissi, the lack of responsiveness ap-
peared to ha no fault of the flower; it was
obviously due to the fact that the expansion of
the orifice of the neck of the bulbs did not
svnchroni.se with the growth elsewhere, with
the result, that a kind of strangulation was set
no : in some instances, the scape was detached
from its basal seat with, of course, disastrous
results. Cause and effect being clear the
lesson was of untold value.
With the season of preparation ended, the

house mav be closed and a temperature of
45° or 50° maintained. Provided that both

fogs and frosts are absent, this may be

increased to 55° or so after a space of

three weeks. With such deterrents to progress

as fog and frost, a lower temperature should

be maintained; to do otherwise, would be ex-

treme folly and a useless expenditure of fuel.

From now, onwards, there should be no

stint of root moisture for all Daffodils.

A moist atmosphere up to the time of the

opening of the flowers is also important.

Given these conditions, the cultivator has at his

disposal the essentials to a successful issue.

For earliest work Narcissus obvalaris (the Ten-

by Daffodil) N. Henry Irving, N. spurius, and

the old double-yellow Daffodil (N. telamonius

plenus) are still unsurpassed, their flowering

being much in the order given where all are

grown under identical conditions. Closely follow-

ing these in blooming are N. princeps, N. Golden

Spur, N. Victoria and N. Excelsior, which may
be regarded as a richer coloured Golden Spur.

N. Ard Righ and Countess of Annesley (Irish

Daffodils) have both been put forward as first

early-forcing sorts from time to time, and it

mav be true of the first-named, if the bulbs are

Irish grown and forced, not otherwise. Those
first named are the chief source of

supply for the late December and
January market; of the others, N.

princeps is usually the first. Rather than

overforce the second earlies, it is better to

have a successional batch of the first. Length
of stem is thereby secured ; a not unimportant
asset in these as in other flowers grown for

market. What effect the heat of this summer
and early maturing will have upon the forcing

of these flowers will be interesting to watch.
Thus, it will be seen that but the merest
handful of the great and ever increasing host

of Narcissi may be regarded as reliable forcing

sorts. Potted or boxed in September, their in-

troduction into the cold house during the early

days of November might follow, treating them
as already advised. N. posticus ornattis. is

something apart, and late November will be
soon enough to bring this occasionally un-

amialble variety indoors. Pursue an even
medium course with it till the flower scapes
are well in view. It were better to have a full

crop by these means than an earlier one with
many distorted flowers possessing no market
value. Four-inch-deep wooden boxes of uni-

form size are the best receptacles for the bulbs
and occupy the space in the forcing house to

a far greater advantage than pots.

HvACINTHS AND TfLIPS.

Hyacinths and Tulips require both
bottom heat and darkness to force them well,

differing in these important particulars from the

Daffodils. Length of stem and a refined ap-

pearance are promoted thereby, assets of no
inconsiderable market value. The earliest

batches are best grown in a frame within the

house; the bottom heat, always under control,

being supplied from beneath the bed, consisting
of moist Cocoanut fibre with a covering, three
inches in thickness over all, of the same
material. For Roman Hyacinths and Van Thol
Tulips, the depth named is ample. For Tulips
of naturally taller growth, a depth of six inches
would not be too much. By insuring a uniform
heat about the tops of the plants, the gccd
results already noted— stem, length, etc

—

follow. By covering the frame with damped
sacks or mats, heat is conserved and protection
against fogs ensured. Here, it mav be noted,
that Tulips so grown are most sensitive to fog,

hence the cultivator should see that the
crop is not removed from the bed and darkness
until the stems have attained their maximum
and the flower buds fully developed. From ex-
perience I am assured that tlhe apparently
stunted, green tipped, half-developed flower
buds of white-flowered sorts too often seen are
a direct result of too early removal from the
congenial conditions above noted. (Its imme-
diate effect upon the crop is a cessation of all

growth, henoe, the ills named. Usually it is

done with the laudable desire of introducing a
second batch, though the keen observer will

rarely repeat it. The most ludicrous thing in

Tulip forcing I ever saw was the early intro-

duction from frames and plunging beds in the

open to the greenhouse stages, where they were

fully exposed. It concerned some hundreds of

pots of the best bedding sorts. With nothing

to promote stem growth, the flowers presently

expanded on two-inch or three-inch high

stems and, sprawling over the pots, presented

a strange sight indeed. A bottom heat of

65° at the commencement may be increased

to 75° or 80°, in the course of three

weeks; the latter warmth will be ample for

ordinary purposes. All bulbs forced in frames

must be well watered at the start and given

time to become dry before covering them with

the fibre. The material below the pots should

also be well damped. Subsequently, tepid water

only should be applied to the plants. Damp the

frame daily by spraying with the syringe. The
introduction of the Hyacinth and Van Thol
Tulips into the heated frames will depend upon
demand, though early November usually suffices.

For other Tulips, any time during that month
or. say, :frorn the middle onwards is suitable.

The best Tulips for early forcing are La Reine.

Yellow Prince, White Hawk and King of Yel-

lows. The first named is probably forced by
'he million annually, a pure white sort

that has also the merit of cheapness. Intelli-

gently forced, this variety and Yellow Prince

mav be had at Christmas with fair weather,

and with foot-long stems. The cultivator would
be well advised to grow several successiona!

batches of these two varieties. E. H. Jeidinx.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

The Hot Summer and Vegetation. — The
drought and heat persistent throughout the greater

part of this year have obviously had marked
effects on vegetation, and it is evidently impor-

tant to glean any lessons possible. As editors of

the Phcnological Report of l/tr Royal Meteoro-

logical Society, Mr. H. B. Adames, 33. Hol-

combe Road, Ilford, and myself would appre-

ciate notes upon the subject from all parts of

our islands. One important point will be a

comparison of the after-results from the ending

of the drought at such very different dates,

ranging from mid-August in the north-west and
Ireland, to mid-October here in the south east.

Injury from drought; the effect on insect pests

and mischief from birds; the exceptional fruiting

of flowering trees and shrubs, as well as special

blossoming, such as of Yuccas and Jerusalem

Artichokes, will all be helpful points. So, also,

would notes on exceptional second leafing, second

flowering, second fruiting, time of leaf-fall and

autumn colouring. Other results will doubtless

have been noted, and reports on such will be

valued. J. Edmund Clark, Asgarth, Middles-

down Bund, Purhy.

Javanico jasminiflorum Rhododendrons. — In

your remarks on my horticultural career on page

204 there are two errors. One is a misprint.

The year of the International Horticultural Ex-

hibition is given as 1886, instead of 1£66. The

other is a mistake. I was not the originator of

the Javanico-jasminiflorum race of Rhododendrjns.

The first, two hybrids were raised at Exeter

by the late Mr. James Veitch, senr., the grand-

father t>f Sir Harry J. Veitch. The first, Princess

Royal, was raised between the species R. javani-

cuiii x R. jasminiflorum. The other, R. Princess

Alexandra, between Princess Royal and R. jas-

miniflorum. Then the late Mr. Taylor, who had

charge of all the new plants at Exeter and

afterwards at Chelsea, raised Duchess of Edin-

burgh, Taylori, and Maiden's Blush. After that

I commenced to raise new and improved varieties

with a very distinct range of colours. John

Heal.

Wasps.—I am much obliged for the explana-

tions given by C. Nicholson (p. 212i, some of

which apply to the empire of ants and t lie

realm of bees; but do not feel satisfied about

what I called prospecting. The holes which

the wasps were surveying were barren of all

vegetation, with nothing on which flies or

caterpillars could subsist, though it might be

[Suggested that flies could be present, entangled

in spider webs. Wasps cannot be considered
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short-sighted since they can go straight for

their object when enraged. The explanation
of the procession of wasps down stream is

feasible enough, but what puzzled ane was
that all, so far as I could see, were going
in one direction against a stiff breeze, on a
warm day, between three and five o'clock in

the afternoon. I have often seen them
quarrelling with hive bees and syrphids on
various garden flowers, and on Ivy blossom
as late as October 9 this year. In bright
weather, such plants as Epilobium hirsutum,
the leaves at the wild Turnip, and Gipsywort,
are a common rendezvous for wasps, which I

cannot explain, unless it be for collecting

the hairs for paper making. Several may be
on the same narrow leaf together, the leaves

of the first and last mentioned being the most
popular. The statement about hibernation
agrees with my observations. I have found
queen wasps amongst woodwork early in the
year, and have dug up what was a large nest

in summer, after rains of November had done
their work, and failed to find a living thing.

I concluded that all the workers died abroad,
and the queens hibernated in places more to
their liking. J. F.

Veronica Olseni.—There is no evidence in

gardening distionaries that the above species
of shrubby New Zealand Veronica has been
introduced. In general appearance it resem-

' bles some of the dwarfer forms of V. Lyallii,

but it is more prostrate and more densely
leafy, wrhile the leaves are more nearly orbicu-
lar and rounded at the base, not tapering as

in the well-known species. The flower stems
are similar in length to those of V. Lyallii,

with the same large white flowers, but the
rosy purple markings are different in form.
It bloomed v.ery ifreely with me during June,
in a sandy soil with full exposure, in spite

of dry, scorching weather, but appreciated
watering. It is most nearly allied to V.
Hookeriana, but differs in its more slender
growth, and glabrous leaves. The species

seenis to be confined to the Ruahine Eange of

mountains in the North Island of New Zea-
land, at altitudes varying between 2,000 and
4,000 feet, where it flowers from December
to March ; and it should prove as hardy as

V. Lyallii, which ranges from sea-level to

4,500 feet. Like that species, its position in

the garden is as a rockery plant, where its

beauty would be appreciated. A'. E. II".

A New Tobacco.—It is somewhat surprising
to find the people of the United States speak-
ing of Nicotiana rustica as a new Tobacco
(pp. 107 and 201). They cannot be so enter-
prising as the people of the Old World, or
evien John Gerard, who made experiments
with two species of Tobacco and also Henbane.
N. rustica is a native of Mexico, from whence
it was introduced to this country in 1570. It

is variously known as Syrian Tobacco and
Turkish Tobacco; and dried and cured leaves
of it have beien shown in the museum cases at

Kew for the past forty years or more. Loudon
in 1829. gave French. German and Spanish
names for it, and said that it was frequently
cultivated, especially in Europe, because it

was considered hardier than the Virginian
sort. Parkinson says that ho has known Sir

Walter Raleigh, when prisoner in the Tower.
prefer if for making good Tobacco, " which
he knew so rightly to cure." In those days
the Germans and other peoples of northern
Europe grew enough of N. rustica in their
gardens to make Tobacco for their own use.

The strength of Tobacco depends largely upon
soil, climate, and methods of curing or pre-
paring the leaif. Mitcham shag sold in this

country some years ago, would " lay out any
but the most inveterate smoker," as I have seen.
Several that used it found it very economical,
one pipe of it being enough for several
smokers. F.

Nertera depressa. Recently, m reply to a
correspondent, greenhouse treatment and
a temperature of 60° were recom-
mended for this plant. It is true thai
ii is often so grown and well fruited under
such conditions. Many of your readers may.
however, like to knov that it is practically
hardy, requiring nothing more than cold frame

treatment. Plunged in fibre and ashes. I have
thus grown it by the hundred, with nothing
more than a mat covering in the severest

weather. The plants were divided annually,
early in March, the soil employed b"ins neat

and loam, with pounded brick rubble and
sand. In this mixture they grew freely. At
all times, save when in flower—late April or
thereabouts—the plants were watered overhead
and revelled in the close conditions of the
frame. At flowering rime the frame was freely

ventilated to assist the berries to set. This
done, overhead watering was resumed, and
continued till the fruits were half-ripe, when
it was again withheld. In this way delightful

plants studded with coral-red fruits were ob-

tained. E. H. Jenkins.

Pampas Grass.—At each end of our lawn we
have a large clump of Pampas Grass (Gynerium
argenteum) and these specimens have flowered

with remarkable freedom and beauty this

reason. One clump, which is of more compact
direct habit than the other, has carried 105

plumes, while the more spreading one (see

FlO. 1C4.— A FINE SPECIMEN OF THE PA.MiPAS
GRASS IN A CROYDON GARDEN.

Fig. 104) carried 80 plumes. For decoration in

the garden in autumn the Pampas Grass is cer-

tainly one of our finest subjects, and it gives

a sub-tropical effect; the plumes are use-

ful when cut in large floral displays in-

doors or in harvest festival decorations. < '.

Evans, Gardener to A. J. Stratton, E*<j., <>ak

Lodge. Park Hill Road, Fax/ Croydon,

Paraffin and the Carrot fly (Psila losae).—
During the very dry weather in early June our
main crop of Carrots was partially thinned,
with the intention of drawing young roots from
the bed for regular use, and finally leaving the
plants eight, inches apart. At that time no
sign of the Carrot fly was apparent. A fort-

night later, however, 1 noticed a number if
the plants dying, and on drawing several
found them to be attacked by the grub of tin.

Carrcnt. fly. The soil of the Carrot bed being
very dry at the time, it was given a thorough
watering by means of the hose. Two days
later, wood-ash, with which paraffin had been
mixed at the rate of one quart to the bushel,
was spread thinly over the bed. and the hose
again used, sufficiently to wash the paraffin

down to the roots of the Carrots. A few days
afterwards, on examining the roots which ha.

I

been attacked I found the grubs dead, and
afterwards no more losses occurred, and I

have been able f.. store a full crop of good,
clean roots. The dimensions of the ground
occupied by the Carrot crop was 25 yards by
12 yards, and two bushels .if the prepared

wood-ash and paraffin were applied. F. Iron-
side, Scampston Hull Gardens.

Exporting Orchids to Japan.—I was much in-
terested in the note on p. 180 referring to the
exportation of Cymbidiums to Japan by Messrs.
J. and A. McBean. During the years im-
mediately preceding the war Messrs. James
Cypher and Sons, of Cheltenham, dispatched
many thousands of Orchids to Japan, and,
judging by photographs received by the firm
from the East, the plants weire a huge suc-
cess; in the' case of some genera, they
seemed to be considerably more at home in
Japan than they are in Europe. The plants
were exported ex pots and in a half-dry or
" rested " condition, being especially prepared
for the long journey during several weeks
beforehand. They were packed in specially
made crates, the compost of each plant being
securely wrapped in special damp-proof paper.
Adequate ventilation was, of course, provided.
The plants were dispatched in the early
autumn, and all the well-known genera of
Orchids were represented, in addition to many
botanical varieties. Several consignment were
exported during a period extending over several
years. Halph E. Arnold, Gardens, Cirencester
Park, Cirencester.

The Late Mr. W. Speed.—Old probationers
of the late William Speed in all parts of these
islands will learn with regret that he has passed
away, although at a ripe old age. On taking
duties under him, one was soon impressed by
the importance he paid to detail,, hut he was
quick to inspire confidence in his pupils and at
the same time give a true sense of the re-
sponsibilities of one's work by en-
trusting the young men with all those
important routine duties which he might
sometimes have been expected to place in more
experienced hands. Another side of his nature
was, perhaps, not so well known. I had the
first insight of this when in a conversation to
my father, twenty-three years ago, he remarked
he had the same consideration for the welfare
of his young men as he had for his own sons.
Afterwards, in personal kindnesses to myself,
I found how correct this was. and when sending
me to Mr. Haines, of Eaton Hall, his words
were," Speed, of Pe.nrhyn. will follow your do-
ings." It is a pleasing thought that*, as he
helped many, it was given to Him to have so
stout a prop in the evening of his own life, for
long has his son-in-law. Mr. William Knellen.
shouldered for him those perplexities and
anxieties which must be common to all gar-
deners. T. II'. Bolas, Mount Stewart Gardens,
Newtownards, Co. Town.

Old Village Horticultural Societies.—Replying
to your note page 204 [Gardeners' Chronicle
for October 22), I beg to say that during my
stay in_ the county of Durham I came across
a number of "ancient." village horticultural
societies. One of the most interesting is at
Wokingham, where, in the year 1917. the 100th
show was advertised to take place. Wolsingham,
<>nvr a prosperous marke! town and centre for
lead mining and brass foundries, situate in
X.W. Durham Co., is now not more than a

village. The soil is good in the neighbourhood,
Among the population the Liiiums are great
favourites. I think for a village then' are
more species and varieties of Lilies cultivated
there than anywhere else in Britain. Mr. Kirby.
a nurseryman and market gardener; Mr. Devey,
solicitor; and Mr. Etherington, of the County
Council Schools, could no doubt provide you
with information about the Wolsingham Show.
Am. ther place of interest i s Stanhope, a few-

miles from Wolsingham, where a show has been
held annually for about 80 years. Mr. John
II ley is the secretary, or closely associated with
the show. In Durham County there are ancient
Peek clubs, which annually hold shows for

Leeks, Red Cabbage, Beet, Carrots ami Chrysan-
themums. A few of these clubs .late back about
200 years. Mr. Alderman Proct r, J.P. foi the
City of Durham, is President of the County
Federation of such clubs. Mr. Knight, Browney
Colliery, Brandon, Co. Durham, is "The Leek
King." having gained more premier 1 ours than
anyone else for Leeks. John Smith, l-'ainhuin
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SOCIETIES.
EMPIRE FRUIT SHOW.

What was probably the most extensive

array of Apples the world has ever seen has

been on view at the Crystal Palace, London,

throughout the past eight days. This
" Imperial Fruit Show," organised by the

Daily Mail newspaper and the Ministry of

Agriculture, when considered as an exhibition

of Apples—there were no classes for other fruits

•—has been an unparalleled success.

It was formally opened on October 29 by

Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, the Minister of

Agriculture, who, in an eloquent and inspiring

speech, said, "On behalf of the Government

I recognise that the Daily Mail has performed

a great National—a great Imperial, service.

" The history of the exhibition is this," lie

said: "We, at the Ministry, and the principal

commercial fruit-growers, have been anxious

for a long time, to extend the cultivation of

fruit in this country. For that purpose we

have been holding in recent years a number

of local fruit exhibitions in the principal

ment except in one solitary instance, when
referees had to be called in."

"During the year ending September 30," Sir

Arthur said, "We had about 220,000 acres

under fruit cultivation, and of that area

150,000 acres was devoted to Apples. We
might estimate the Apple crop at home at

about 450,000 tons. But against that we im-

ported 267,000 tons, and the greater part of

that was imported, not from the Empire, but

from foreign countries." Sir Arthur appealed

most earnestly for greater fruit production

and greater consumption, and he felt that

then? should be a surplus, so that this country,

instead of importing, should be exporting

Apples and other fruits, lie emphasised the

urgent need for improved methods of cultiva-

tion, but chiefly ifor more attention to the all

important matters of grading and packing. It

was stated on the best authority, he continued,

that proper grading alone made a difference

of 2s. a bushel, which works out to about ,£30

per acre. He also suggested that too many
varieties are grown in this country, and that

we should standardise in this respect in order

to " send to market, week after week, Apples

equal to that in the colonial exhibits, but the

packing was, at times, inferior. It was also

obvious that, in spite of the long journey,

Canadian Apples would keep sound and good

longer, in many circumstances, than the home-

grown fruits. This may be explained partly by

the fact that the Canadian Apples have tinner

skins and contain more sugar, but we feel

convinced that unsuitable methods of packing

are largely responsible ifor home weaknesses.

Already, on the opening day, bruised and

decaying fruits were to be seen in some boxes

of home-grown Apples.

Competitive Classes.

The greatest interest was naturally centred in

the Empire Classes, where the Home Country

and the great Dominion of Canada competed

on equal terms. There were two classes, each

requiring 20 boxes of Apples, and it is

gratifying to be able to record that both first

prizes were won by the Mother Country. The
exhibits ill these classes occupied a vast amount

of room forming a most imposing array-
nearly all of them being of high quality and

excellently packed. The first prize for 20 boxes

-empire fruit suow r.I OF THE I.XHIBIT OF MESSRS. G. MONRO, LTD.

fruit-growing districts, especially at Maid-

stone, in the important Kent district; Worcester

in the West Midlands, and at Wisbech in the

eastern counties. These exhibitions have done

great good in bringing growers together and

letting them compete together. But we hold

there ought to be something bigger than that.

The persons in these districts shouM not merely

compete with each other, but districts should

compete so that we can get the best of all

in the country. We were organising such an

rxhibition when the Daily Mail came forward

jnd suggested something on an even bigger

scale, and that was an Imperial Exhibition.

So to-day we have an exhibition, not only of the

British Isles, but of the Empire."

Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen expressed his

regret that the whole of the fruit-growing

countries of the Empire were not represented,

but this was due to the fact that our seasons

and those of Australia, New Zealand, South

Africa, and Tasmania, were opposite. " They

live in the southern hemisphere. Their spring

is our autumn, and our autumn is their

spring."
" So it becomes impossible for the whole of

the Empire to compete together. But from the

Dominion of Canada there was an enormous

quantity oif most excellent Apples. Altogether

there were 10,000 packages of Apples, and

prizes to the value of ,£3,000. Eighty judges

were engaged in awarding these prizes, and it

was stated that they were in perfect agree-

of the same class and grade for public con-

sumption."

Sir Arthur was listened to by the great

assembly with the closest attention, and aifter

having declared the exhibition open, he and
Lady Griffith-Boscawen, who was presented

with an ornamental basket of Empire fruit

instead of the customary bouquet of flowers,

made a tour of the whole building. Lady Bos-

cawen was keenly interested in the mechanical

grading of Apples, and she, under the tutelage

of an expert, packed and nailed down a stan-

dard box of Apples.

The Exhibits.

From a spectacular point of view the exhi-

bition suffered from the limitations of the

available space, as it had to be accommodated
along the lower level corridor and in the

gallery as well as on the main floor, so that

in this respect it was not so imposing as the

Autumn Fruit Shows that the Royal Horti-

cultural Society was wont to hold in former

vears. Nor were the amateur exhibits equal

in quality to those which were on view at

this year's R.H.S. Fruit Show, at Vincent

Square. But the many British trade exhibits

—

the imposing stand at Canadian Apples, and
the enormous quantity of Apples in the Empire
classes were deserving of highest praise. It

was noteworthy, however, that many exhi-

bitors have mucli to learn in the way of

packing. Generally, the home grading was

of dessert Apples was won by Mr. H. A.

Whiffen, Hawnhall, Ross, Herefordshire, who

displayed Cox's Orange Pippin in magnificent

condition. The same variety was shown by

Mr. Robert Stark, Creston, British Columbia,

who won the second prize, while the third

prize went to the Okanagan United Growers,

Ltd., for brilliantly coloured Jonathan Apples.

In the culinary class the champion 20 boxes

were of Newton Wonder—a truly wonderful

exhibit from the Spalding and District Bulb

Growers' and Market Gardeners' Associa-

tion, Spalding. Mr. Hubert M. Cobb,

Cathedral Chambers, Rochester, Kent, was

second with an admirable exhibit of Bramley's

Seedling, and the third prize was won by the

Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, who

had excellent boxes of the variety Greening.

There were various classes in the " United

Kingdom Section " for boxes and barrels of

Apples, and here Mr. Whiffen added to his

triumph in the Empire Class by winning first

prize with six superb boxes of Cox's Orange

Pippin, whilst Mr. H. M. Cobb had the best

boxes of Allington Pippin. Mr. G. W. Mount,

Patrixboui-ne, Canterbury, won first prizes for

King of the Pippins, Lord Darby and Lane's

Prince Albeit, while Lt.-Col. A. C. Borton,

Cheveney Farm, Yalding, had the best Blen-

heim Pippin, both of dessert and culinary

size.

In the amateur section the general quality

was not so high as might have been expected,
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though there were many good exhibits. The
best 15 dishes (5 dessert and 10 culinary) from
Mr. C. H. \V. Wheeler, Swinton Gardens,
Masham, Ripon, Yorkshire, was an admirable
collection. Mr. Thos. Jones, Kuabon, who is

a veteran exhibitor, had the best six varieties

of dessert Apples, while the best six culinary

varieties were from Mr. G. A. Craoklow,
Darklands, Ross. First prizes were won by
Mr. Geo. Mullins, Eastnor Castle Gardens,
Herefordshire; Mr. John Wilson, Killerton
Gardens, Devonshire ; and the Viscount
Hampden, The Hoo, Welwyn.
The Canadian exhibits were mostly of

brilliantly coloured varieties such as Snow, but
in many instances the natural bloom had been
polished out of existence, leaving a shiny,
oily-looking, surface to the fruits. But against
this must be recorded the excellence of the
grading and packing. The principal stands
were from the Dominion of Canada, Okanagan
United Growers' Association, British
Columbia, Ontario and Nova Scotia Govern-
ment.
On a large stand Messrs. Geo.- Monro, Ltd.,

displayed seasonable fruits just as they are
received at Covent Garden Market for sale
(Fig. 105). There were boxes of the best Apples
from three Eastern and three Western

. counties, Grapes and Cucumbers from leading
growers, enormous Doyenne du Cornice Pears
from the Channel Isles, Tomatos from the
Lea Valley District and Oranges from South
Africa.

On the main floor there were admirable
exhibits from home nurserymen, and for the
most part these were artistically arranged and
composed of high class fruits. Messrs.
Laxton Bros. (Fig. 106) and Messrs. George
Bunyard and Co. both excelled in this respect.

Both on the main floor and in a stairway recess

Messrs. Wm. Seabrook and Sons had valuable
exhibits. The miniature fruit plantation, with
growing trees and bushes, attracted a deal of

attention. Messrs. T. Rivers, the King's Acre
Nursery Co., Messrs. VVaterer, Sons and
Crisp, the B'aRnham Nurseries, Ltd., all had
creditable collections, while Messrs. Isaac
House, Ltd., had many heavily-fruited

branches and gathered fruits of their new
John Standish Apple.

Scientific Section.

To the serious, thoughtful fruit grower the

exhibits by the Ministry . of Agriculture
were the most interesting in the whole build-

ing. Every possible phase of the grower's

troubles and worries was admirably illustrated

by living and dying specimens, and an

excellent set of models of many pests on their

hosts. These, we understood, are made of

copper, and they were the most faithful and
convincing specimens we have seen. Besides
showing the results of neglect of spraying, a
branch illustrated the deadly effects of using

too strong a caustic wash, while the next
exhibit was of a branch which had been closely

trained to a wall where the foreright portion

was perfectly clean and free from pests, while

the side next the wall had escaped the spray-

ing and was literally swarming with pests of

various kinds. Young fruit trees illustrated

approved methods of propagation and training.

Fruit stocks and their influence and the
results from good and bad pruning during tile

early years of a fruit tree's life were more
fully exhibited from the East Malltng
Research Station.
A wide range of specimens illustrating trie

reversion of Black Currants was shown in an
exhibit from the University of Bristol, where
a simple method of analysing soil was also on
view.

by Messrs. Drake, Julian, Harris, Davies,
Meyers and others. The question of stocks
was a prominent subject in the discussion. A
fine pot of Saxifraga Fortunei was shown by
Mr. Wilkins.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
November 1.—The meeting held at Westmin-

ster on this date was an excellent one in every
respect, and, the opinion was generally expressed
that the exhibition was of unusually high quality.
The display was extensive and the fine banks
of brilliant Orchids, bold groups of Chrysan-
themums, exhibits of Berbens. Roses and Carna-
tions were all greatly admired by the numerous
Fellows and visitors wlho attended.
The Berberis Conference held during the after-

noon was well attended and an interesting
discussion took place,-.some of the specimens
of new Berberis from Wisley serving to illus-

trate the remarks made by the speakers.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
chair), Prince Tadashige Shimadzu, Sir Fred
Moore, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

C. J. Lucas, Walter Cobb, W. H.' White, J. T.

Barker. S. W. Florv, W. H. Hatcher, A. Dve,
A. McBean, Pantia Ralli, E. R. Ashton. Richard

intermediate in the shape of the lip ; the ground
is white, beautifully blotched with purple.

Groups.

The Committee appointed to give the Awards
under the especial exhibition for amateurs
awarded the large Challenge Cup to Baron Bruno
Schroder, The Dell Park, finglefield Green
(gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), for one of fcne best groups
ever shown, high cultivation, fine production of
flowers, and other points considered. The col-

lection consisted principally of grand Laelio-

Cattleyas of The Dell strain. The finest were
the forms of Laelio-Cattleya Schroderae, and
L.-C. Ivanhoe, which were represented in great
variety, and every plant superbly good. The
centre of the exhibit was of Laelio-Cattleya
Tiresias, with 150 flowers of fine colour,

surrounded by the fine forms of L.-C.

Schroderae and L.-C. Ivanhoe, with yellow Cypri-
pediums arranged in front and a great variety of

pretty hybrids. Specially remarkable were
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Amber var. Dorothy, a
charming clear yellow flower with rose markings
on the lip, and a clear white variety of Brasso-

Cattleya Rutherfordii. Cypripedium Maudiae
with twenty-five flowers was one of the 'best of

the Cypripediums.
The small Challenge Cup was awarded to J. J.

Joicey, Esq., The Hill, Witley, for a very select

CARDIFF GARDENERS'.
A meeting of this Association was held at

the Queen's Hotel, St. Mary Street, on the 18th
inst., Mr. M. Toy in the chair. Mr. A. Fry
gave a lecture on Roses, dealing largely with
varieties most adaptable to the district. Mr.
Wilkins opened the discussion, and was followed

G. Thwaites, W. J. Kaye, J. Wilson Potter,

Stuart H. Lew, Fred K. Sander, H. G. Alexan-

der, J. E. Shill, Frederick J. Hanbury, and
J. Cypher.

Awards.

First Class Certificate.

Brasso Cattkya 1'rinee of Walts (B.-C. Jlene

X C. Octave. Doin), from J. J. Joicey, Esq.,

The Hill, Witley (gr. Mr. Mackay). A noble

flower of great size and broad in all its parts.

The sepals and petals are rose-coloured, with

white mid-ribs; the broad lip violet-purple with

gold lines to the centre.

Awards of Merit.

Catthya Lady Lean [Portia x Mrs. Pitt),

from Sir H. S. Leon, Bletchley Park. A hand-
some form of the hybrid known as C. Pittportia.

The finely grown plant bore many pretty

magenta-rose-coloured flowers, with light centre

to the lip.

Cypripedium Lady Leon (Dowleri x Hon-
noriae), from Sir H. S. Leon (gr. Mr. Field),

A very fine, well-formed flower, with broad seg-

ments that are white, beautifully marked with
purple.

Laelio-Cattleya Athene var. Our Prince
[callistoglossa x St. Gothard), from Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co., Haywards Heath. A
grand flower with bright rose petals and sepals

and Tyrian purple lip with a yellow base.

Odontoma Thais (M. Sleuana X Odm.
Arjlaon), from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.

The best dark Odontoma, and adhering closely

to the Odontoglossrum in form. The flower was

MESSRS. LAXTON BROS. EXHIBIT.

group, in which the centre was of excellent ly

well-giown Cattleyas and Laelio-Cattleyas, with
eight or ten flowers each, several fine plants of

C. Thurgoodiana being specially noteworthy.
Very remarkable plants were the handsome
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Joiceyi : Brasso-Cattleya
Dr. G. D. Macdonald, a very showy hybrid

;

grand forms of Catt.leva la'biata, both white and
coloured; Laelio-Cattleya Salonika, Joicey's

variety, with snow white petals and purple lip;

the magnificent Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Joseph
Charlesworth, and many showy yellow hybrids,
including L.-C. Carmencita

A Gold Medal was awarded to Sir Jeremiah
Oilman, Bart., Gatton Park (gr, Mr. J. Col-

lier), for a very extensive and interesting group
in which the C. Bowringiana hybrids, and espe-

cially the Gatton blue forms, were prominent.
This was perhaps the best representative group
of the show, so far as the general interest of

Orchid growers and hybridists are concerned,
all sections being well represented Cattleya

labiata. in variety, some white, some lavender
tinted; Laelia puniila varieties, including white
and blue tinted varieties, and the white form
of the allied L. Dayana were included, whilst

among Brasso-Cattleyas, B.-C. Colmaniae was
specially effective. Clear yellow Cypripediums
and good Odontoglossutne were fine features in

the group.

A Cold Medal was also awarded to Baron
Bruno Schroder for his fine exhibit of Laelio

Cattleyas, and to Messrs. CHARLESWORTH for

their superb group of new hybrids, including

hitherto unrecorded Odontomas in line \anely.
with specially fine Laelio-Cattleyas and Cattleyas
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A Silvev-Gilt Grenfell Medal was awarded to

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, for a tine group, including a choice selec-

tion i't new .seedling Odimtoglossums, Odontomas
and other hybrids. Two of the best were Oypri-
pedium Madame Albert Fevrier (Gennaine Opoix
X insigne Harefield Hall), a grand flower, with

white dorsal sepal heavily blotched with claret

red. and Odontoglossum The Prince (Colossus
x Doris), a model flower, white with violet-

purple blotches. It is one of the best of Messrs.
Armstrong's Odm. coeruleum class.

A Silver-Gilt Flora Medal was awarded to

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, for a very
effective group of Vanda coerulea, set up with
other rare Orchids; and a similar medal was
awarded to Dr. Miguel Laoroze, Roefampton.
for a very interesting group of Laelio-Cattleyas
and Cattleyas, including tine white varieties,

i„aeIio-Cattieya Rosario '0. Mendelii x L.-C.
Gladiator) and Laelio-Cattleya La Plata (L.-C.

luminosa x C. triumphans),
A Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal was awarded to

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. fhurgo.id). for a verv interesting represen-
tative exhibit of hybrids and rare species,

for which his collection is noted. Odontoglossum
Lady Veitch was specially good, and Odm. Arm-
strongiae the richest in colour.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded
a Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal for a very pretty
group in which their many forms of Dendrobiura
Phalaenopsis Schroderianun, were arranged with
showy Laelio-Cattleyas, and white Cattleyas
with yellow L. Carmencita and other yellow
hybrids, also good Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
and Jarvisbrook, were given a Silver-Gilt Gren-
fell Medal for a choice group in which their
yellow hybrids and showy Laelio-Cattleyas were
-well represented. The very remarkable Lowi-
ara hisignis, with copper-red flowers that have
rose markings on the. lip. and other rare hybrids
of Sophronitis crosses were very effective.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean. Cooksbridge, re-

ceived a Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal for a very
effective group of specially well-grown and finely
flowered hybrids.

Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a well-
arranged group in which fine forms of Cattleya
Mantinii. C. Portia and other Bowringiana
hybrids were specially attractive. Three fine

Brasso-Cattleyas, the best of which was B.-C.
Penel ?pe. and a verv interesting selection of
species, including various Oncidiums and Masde-
vallias: a irand specimen of Bulhophyllum
Medusae and a ma cs of th» eleeant Platyclinis
Cobbiana were observed in this group.
A Silver Flora Medal was awarded to Mr. H.

Dixon. Spencer Park Nurseries, Wandsworth
Common, for a pleasing groun in which Laelio-
Cattleyas were specially good, the best being
his form of L.-C. Linda.'

Messrs. J. and A. McBean. Cooksbridge, were
awarded a Silver-Gilt Grenfell Medal for a group
in which their high culture of Odontoglossums
and hybrid Cattleyas and Laelio-Cattleyas was
well exemplified.

Messrs. Mansf.lt. and Hatcher received a
Silver Banksian Medal for a ven- effective
group, and a similar award was made to Messrs.
Hassell and Co.

Other Exhibits.

Sir Otto Beit showed a grand specimen of
Cattleya Bowringiana.
Pantia Raixt, Esq.. showed Laeb'o-Oattleva

Renown (L.-C. de Yere Beauclerk x C. illustris).

Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
Svdnev Morris. J a s. Hudson.' G. Renthe G.
Williams. John Heal. J. F. McLeod. D. Allan,
C R. Fielder. W. B. Gingell, Chas. Dixon.
Arthur Turner, W. H. Morter, Chas. E. Pear-
son. E. F. Hazelton. W. P. Thomson. J. T.
Rennet Poe, W. G. Baker. W. R. Dvkes, H. R.
Darlington, Reginald Cory. R. C. Notcutt. E. A.
Bowles, W. H. Page. A. G. Jackman, and G. W.
Leak.

Awards- of Merit.
Pelargonium Itossway Crimson.—A handsome

variety with large rounded flowers of excellent
florists' form, borne in big trusses. The leaves

are green and show no sign of the zone so com-
mon in many varieties. The colour is rich bright
crimson-scarlet. Shown by Major-Gen. Sir C. J.
Hodden, Rossway, Berkhampstead.
Chrysanthemuvi Horsham Amber.—For con-

servatory decoration, as well as for market use,

this is a must promising variety, as it is of
dwarf habit and will carry six to ten good
blooms on each plant. The flowers are of re-

Hexing Japanese type, and of rich amber colour.
Shown by Mr. Riley Scot. Horsham.

Berberis Autumn Cheer.—In this hybrid the
branching appears to be rather horizontal, but
the brandhlets bend a little under the weight
of a heavy crop of roundish coral red berries.

The fruits are borne in axillary clusters. Shown
by R.H.S. Gardens. Wisley.

Berberis Fireflame.—This appears to be the
tallest and most upright grower of the three
sorts which gained awards. The berries are
small, rounded and deep red, borne in dense
axillary clusters along the branchlets. A most
profuse fruiting and effective plant. Shown
by the R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley.

Berberis Sparkler.—The gracefully pendulous
branchlets of this variety carry a hea\y crop
of urn-shaped, coral coloured fruits. As the
branchlets are borne on short branches, the
general effect is very fine, and as a shrub or as
cut sprays B. Sparkler is a capital new Berberis.

Shown by the R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley.

Groups.

A magnificent exhibit of Chrysanthemums was
displayed by Mr. H. J. Jones. Not only was
the exhibit of imposing size, but the quality
was of a high order and the arrangement was
most praiseworthy. Along the back were eleven
tall, splendidly arranged stands of large-flowered
Japanese varieties—each bloom good enough for

the exhibition board—such as Edith Cavell, Mrs.
Geo. Monro, W. Rigbv. Dawn of Dav.
Mrs. R. C. Pulling. ?nd Mrs. G. Drabble, while
in the gentle sloping base there were artistically

arranged smaller, but still large, vases of many
types and varieties, with a frontage of a double
row of specimen blooms, for the most part of

varieties similar to those at the back, but with
the addition of Princess Mary, Mr. E. Dove,
Mr. Lloyd George, and the like (Gold Medal).

Single-flowered varieties were prominent in a
good exhibition of Chrysanthemums by Messrs.
J. Godfrey and Son." Mrs. W. J. Godfrey,
Bronze Molly. Olive and Beatrice are charac-
teristic varieties of this collection, which also
included well-grown Anemone-flowered blooms
(Silver Banksian Medal).

In a corner space Mr. William, Yandell had
a decorative exhibit of small-flowered Chrysan-
themums of the type grown for market bunches
(Bronze Banksian Medal). Similar varieties,

also illustrating good cultivation, were displayed
by Mr. T. Aish (Bronze Flora. Medal).
One of the finest exhibits of winter-flowering

Begonias that has been seen of recent yeans was
contributed by Sir C. Nall-Cain (gr." Mr. T.
Pateman), The Node, Welwyn. The whole of a
length of the tabling was filled with excellent
plants of such sorts as Emita, Elaitor. Exquisite,
Eclipse, and Optima, all bearing an abundance
of bloom, which made a glorious display (Gold
Medal).
Stove plants in great variety, of useful decora-

tive sizes and displaying excellent cultivation,
were shown bv Messrs. L. R. Russell, Ltd.
The Crotons were particularly well coloured, and
there were graceful plants of Celosias in new-
shades of colour (Silver Flora Medal). A goodly
collection of Nerines was shown by Mr. G.
Reuthe, who also made his customary exhibit
of uncommon shrubs and alpine plants (Silver
Banksian Medal). Messrs. H. Chapman. Ltd.,
had a small collection of seedling Nerines.

Stove and greenhouse Ferns in great variety
were contributed by Messrs. J. Hill and Son.
Tree Ferns were represented by Dicksonia
squarrosa and Ci'botium Schiedei, while bright
colour w>s provided by the young Ferns of such
sorts as Pteris tricolor, Doodia aspera multifida.
Pteris nemoralis variegata, P. aspericanlis and
Adiantum scutum roseum (Silver Flora Medal).
Carnations were well shown by various exhi-

bitors. Messrs. Stuart Low and' Co. specialised
with their good novelties White Pearl, Eileen
Low, and Sir E. Mackay Edgar, and also showed

a variety of winter-flowering Begonias (Silve.-
-Banksian .Medal). Mr. C. Engelmann had
goodly array ot tiie varieties grown for market
purposes (oilver Banksian medal). Messrs.
Allvvood liitos. showea a useiui selection, and
also some of their well-cuiown Aliwoodn type
(oion/.e Flora .Medal), and Messrs. W. Cutrush
an,c qons 'Had an attractive collection.

\\ hat may perhaps be tne " .Last Roses of
Summer " from a flower show point of view were
to be seen in different parts of the hall. Mr.
£.. J. hiCKS had very good blooms of Mrs. W.
Christie Miller. Ophelia. Glory of Hurst, Mu-.s

Hornby Lewis, and other sorts (Silver Grenfell
Medal). The Rev. J. H. Pemberion included
The General, The Adjutant, Pharisaer, Gustav
Grunerwald, and Mary Monro in a noteworthy
exhibit (Silver Banksian Medal).

It being more or less a Berberis meeting tJie

Society exhibited a very interesting, but, even
more so, confusing, collection of hybrids raised

at Wisley. Perhaps, wisely, but little attempt
at naming was made. But for brilliantly beauti-

ful colouring nothing could surpass the myriads
of berries on the graceful sprays of many of the

elegant bushes. There were also specimens of

various interesting species and varieties of Fire

'thorns, such as Pyracantha Rodgersiana flava,

P. Gibbsii and P. angustifolia (Silver-Gilt Flora

Medal).
A valuable and interesting collection of cut

sprays of shrubs, largely showing autumn colour

and bright fruits, was arranged by Messrs. J.

Cheal and Sons. Rhus Cotinus, R. copallina,

Acer Ginnala, Berberis Thunbergii and Nandina
domestica were perhaps the most brilliant of the

autumn colours. The feathering seed heads of

Baccharis halimifolia were very attractive, while

flowers were supplied by Erica lusitanica, Cerato-

stigma Wilmottiana, the dwarf Pampas Grass
(Gvnerium pumilum), and Hamamelis virginica

(Silver Grenfell Medal).
A large floor space was made very attractive

by means of lifted bushes bearing vivid autumn
colour and shapely young Conifers by Messrs.

Wallace and Co. The central bush of Arbutus
Unedo bore quantities of red fruits, while various

Berberises were noteworthy for the high colour,

both of fruits and foliage. The bright golden

colour of Ginkgo biloba was particularly good

and harmonised with the rich crimson of Vac-

cinium corymbosmx. and various Acers (Silver-

Gilt Flora Medal).
An interesting Berberis collection, mostly of

Chinese species, was shown by Lady Aher-
conway (gr. Mr. C. Puddle), Bodnant. Tal-y-

cafn. North Wales. Berberis dictophylla is

very uncommon by reason of the long, stout,

almost horizontal side shoots and silvery under-

sides to the leaves. B. Prattii, B. virescens and
B. yunnanensis were also very attractive (Silver

Banksian Medal).
Bronze Banksian Medals were awarded to Mr.

Riley Scott for herbaceous Phloxes, and to

Messrs. Isaac House and Sons for perennial

Scabious.

A neat exhibit of Chrysanthemums and Violets

was arranged by the ' Reeder's School of

Gardening.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (chairman), J.

Cheal. W. Poupart, A. Thomas, N. F. Barnes,

S. B. Dfcks, G. Reynolds, Geo. F. Tinley. P. D.

Tuckett, H. Markham, Ed. Beckett, T. Pateman,

F. Jordan, E. A. Bunyard, Geo. Berry, W.
Divers, J. Harrison, E. A. Merryweather, W.
Wilks, S. T. Wright, A. Metcalfe, and E. Neal.

The' Rt. Hon. Viscount Elveden, Pyrford

Court. Woking (gr. Mr. Auton), showed fruits

of Pomegranate ripened out-of-doors and flower-

ing sprays of the Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica).

The Hon. Mrs. Petre, Westwiek' House. Nor-

folk, exhibited 17 dishes of Doyenne du Cornice

Pears, the fruits averaging 17i ounces each,

and some weighing as much as 20 ounces each

(Silver Hogg Medal).
Several seedling Apples were submitted for

awaid. Messrs. Isaac House and Son, West-
bury-on-Trym, Bristol, showed a very handsome
dessert variety named John Standish. which the

Committee highly commended as a market sort.

The tree is a most prolific cropper. Of the

others, the best were Devonport Seedling, a

conical variety somewhat like Adams's Pearmain,
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and with very sweet flesh ; Boyce's Peeping, a

iarge green Apple of the Alfriston type, which
the* Committee desired to see again later in the

season, and Ste. Bigg, a small variety of the

Cox's Orange Pippin shape and colour, with fair

flavour and quality.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF IRELAND.

The Winter Fruit Show, held by kind per-

mission of the Earl of Iveagh, K.P., in the

covered court, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin,

October 19 and 20, resulted in a fine exhibition,

especially of Apples, of which nearly 2.000

dishes were staged. A table 50 ft. by 6 ft.

of Apples and Pears in great variety tastefully

arranged by Mr. F. Streeter, for Mr. B. H.
Barton, D.L., Straffan House, Co. Kildare,

received the award of a Gold Medal, with a

special vote of thanks of the Council ; another
fine exhibit was set up by Messrs. Wm. Watson
and Sons, Ltd., Kiliiney Nurseries, Co.
Dublin, for which a Gold Medal was also unani-
mously awarded ; Messrs. Chas. Ramsay and
.Son, The Royal Nurseries, Ballsbridge, Dublin,
received a Silver Medal for a pretty and effec-

tive floral group. In the nurseryman's class

for the most effective group of fruit staged
with hardy plants and berried subjects the
Donard Nursery Co., Newcastle, Co. Down,
won the President's cup.
The chief prize-winners in the amateur's

sections were: W. Fitz-Gerald, Esq., Carri-
goran. New:market-on-Fergus (gr. Mr. \v.
Barker), for a collection of twelve dishes of
Apples, eight cooking and four dessert; 2nd
the Earl of Bessborough, Piltown, Co. Kil-
kenny (gr. Mr. T. E. Tomalin) ; 3rd, T.
Sherrard, Esq. Maryborough. Cork (gr. Mr.
Synnot). This class attracted thirteen entries.
1 he Earl of Bessborough for a collection of
twelve cooking Apples, distinct ; 2nd F. B.
Jameson. Esq., Glencormac, Bray (gr. Mr. S.
Usher); 3rd, M. Hennerty, Esq. Boreenmanna.
Cork. Wilfred Tighe, Esq., Ballinapark.
Rathnew (gr. Mr. Carson), for a collection of
six dishes of Apples, distinct, four cooking and
two dessert sorts ; 2nd. Lord Cloncfrry.
Lyons, Hazlehatch. Co. Kildare (gr. Mr. H.
Hall): 3rd. Capt. Williams, Prospect, Sallins,
Co. Kildare (gr. Mr. Cullen). There were
twenty entries in this class. Lt.-Col.
Charteris, Cahir Park, Co. Tipperary (gr. Mr.
J. Shepherd), for a collection of six culinary
Apples, distinct; 2nd, F. B. Jameson, Esq.:
3rd. M. Hennerty, Esq. The Earl of Bess-
borough, for six dishes of dessert Apples,
distinct; 2nd, T. Sherrard. Esq.; 3rd, Lt.-
Col. Charteris. This was a keenly contested
class, there being thirteen exhibits." W. Fitz-
Gerald. Esq., for four dishes of dessert
Apples: 2nd, Lady Clanmorris, Bangor
Castle. Co. Down (gr. Mr. Morgan).

In the single dish classes for Apples the Earl
of Bessborough won first prizes for Allington
Pippin, Blenheim Pippin. Chas. Ross. Cox's
Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins. Rival
ami any other variety of ripe dessert Apple;
whilst for culinary sorts he excelled with
Brantley's Seedling, Gascoyne's Scarlet. Lord
Herby. Lane's Prince Albert. The Queen, and
anv other mid-season variety.

Mr. "W. A. Shea, Sandford Avenue, Donnv-
brook, excelled in the class for James Grieve:
Mr. r. Shaw, Maryboro'. Douglas, for King
of Tompkin's County ; Lady Osborne Beau-
clerk, for Gascoyne's Scarlet. Crimson
Bramley and Golden Noble ; Mr. A. G.
Bowers, Silversprings. Co. Kilkenny, for
Ribston Pippin; Mrs. Thompson, for a russet
variety; Mr. C. Wisdom Hely, Oakland, Rath-
gar (gr. Mr. J. Orrl. for anv other larte
variety: Mr. M. Hennerty. for' Annie Eliza
betn : Mr. A. G. Bowers, for Blenheim Pippin;
.\ Claud Ellis. Esq.. Ramsgate. Gorev. Co!
Wexford, for Bismarck: W. Tighe. Esq.. for
Cox's Pomona and Mere de Menage; W. Frrz-
GeraLD, for Peasgond's Nonsuoh ; Miss Butler.
tiii N,» ton Wonder; Sir Frederick Shaw.
I"i Warner's King: and Mr. D. Pack-
BeRESFORD, for any other late dessert variety.
There were eleven classes for Pears, but

these fruits failed to make such an imposing

display as the Apples, although there were
fourteen entries in the premier class for a

collection of four dishes, the principal winners

for Pears being Lord Inchioiin, Miss Cunning-
ham, Lt.-Col. Charteris, the Stewart Institu-

tion. Lady Clanmorris, F. V. Westby. \\ m.

Robertson. J. O'Neill Donnellan, W. Fitz-

Gerald, Lady Osborne Beauclerk. J. Allely.
Brig. -Gen. Cockburn, T. Sherrard. C.

Wisdom Hely, B. H. Barton, Capt. Daly and
Mrs. McEnnery.

In the packing classes for barrels and boxes,

packing was somewhat weak, albeit the fruit

was excellent and of high colour, the chief

winners being H. D. Mennell, Honeybrook.
Co. Kilkenny: Miss Fitz-Gerald, St. Gatien's
School of Gardening, Rathfarnham; R. F.

Browne, Sligo ; the Earl of Bessborough
;

Mrs. Butler: G. F. C. Hamilton, Dunboyne

;

and J. O'Donnell.

In a commercial class for a collection of

Apples best suited for market, selected from a
given list, the 1st prize was won by T.
Sherrard; 2nd, Lt.-Col. Charteris; 3rd,
B. H. Barton, D.L. There were seven
entries, each of twelve dishes. Five classes
for bottled fruits brought sixteen entries.

Vegetables call for little comment beyond the
very fine exhibit of twelve kinds staged by
Mr. Hall, gardener to Lord Cloncurry ; the
total of entries in the vegetable section was
one hundred and fifty.

CHIPPING NORTON
The third annual Chipping Norton Fruit

and Chrysanthemum Show was held on
October 15. The quantity and quality of fruit
staged far exceeded expectations. The best
varieties of Apples were Allington Pippin.
Cox's Orange Pippin, Charles Ross. King of
the Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, Bramley's
Seedling, Newton Wonder and Lane's Prince
Albert. The principal prize-winners were
Messrs. W. N. Rowell, C.C.. J. de Selin-
ioi-kt. W. Guy, W. Harwood, J. Parsons.
J. J. George, and F. Burbidge.

Messrs. Laxton Brothers. Bedford, sent a
collection of fruit not for competition. Mr.
John Cooper, Chipping Norton, exhibited a
magnificent display of foliage and flowering
plants most tastefully arranged. The
children's exhibits were a great attraction, and
proved interesting and very instructive. Th
show in every respect was a great success.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF ABERDEEN
The annual meeting of the members of this

Society was held in the Music Hall Buildings.
Aberdeen, on Saturday evening, October 29,
when it was brought out that if the annual
exhibitions of the Society are to be a financial

success, some fresh attractions are necessary.
The deficit this year was £176 18s. 2id. Mr.
George Alexander, solicitor, Aberdeen, presided
over a good attendance, and in moving the re-

port of the directors said the financial result
of the year's working was unsatisfactory. The
previous year the weather was to blame for the
bad result, but this year the weather was com-
paratively good, and it was difficult to know
what was the reason for the deficit, except thai

charges were advancing and the income was not
increasing on the same ratio. It was evident
there "would have to lie some outside interests

other than the flower show to attract the people.

and it was for the directors to see if they could
get some other attractions so as to obtain better

results. As a horticultural society, they had to

do their best to try and educate the public in

the interests of horticulture, hut if thev had
to run the Society into debt over it. it was
not \erv encouraging to the directors. He
moved the adoption .if the report. Mr. James
Walker seconded. The unsatisfactory result,

said Mr. Walker, was not due to lac'.- of enter-

prise on the part of the directors The report

was adopted. Some alterations having been

made in the rules, the Secretary. Mr. J. B.

Rennett, advocate, A'berdeen, intimated that

since last annual meeting they had incorporated

the North of Scotland Horticultural Association.

Foi' some years back the meetings of that society

had waned, and the finances had gone. Now
that both societies had been incorporated into

one, the feeling of the directors was that they

should not rush into anything big and that they

should restrict themselves to one lecture. Mr.

G. E. Greenhowe, lecturer in horticulture.

North of Scotland College of Agriculture,

thought the Society should do something in the

way of horticultural education. The directors

agreed to take up the matter. Colonel W. S.

Gili, C.B., of Dalhebity, Aberdeen, w-as re-

elected Chairman, and Mr. W. Anderson, Yice-

Chairman. Eight new names were proposed as

acting directors, and of these, Messrs. James
Duncan, G. E. Greenhowe, and John Strachan

were appointed. Lord Provost Meff was re-

elected Hon. President, and Professor Craib,

Regius Professor of Botany. Aberdeen Uni-

versity, was added to the list of Hon. Vice-

Presidents.

NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patent Applications.

26395.—Macefield, C—Garden, etc., shears.

—October 6.

26435.—McStravick, J.—Apparatus for steri-

lisation of soils.—October 6.

26222.—Meyrick, W. H.—Water-sprayers for

hose-pipe fittings.—October 4.

26360.—Meyrick, W. H.—Appliance for facili-

tating earthing-up of Celery, etc.—October 5.

25133.—Croucher, S. J.—Fertilisation and
growth of plants and destruction of insect pests

thereon.—September 22.

25071.—Verity, C. H.—Agricultural irrigation.

—September 21.

Specifications Published last Month.

169.617.—Giro, K. X.—Readily attachable and
detachable devices for holding or supporting the

stalks, stems, shoots, etc., of plants from sticks

or uprights and for like purposes.

148242.—Chemische Fabrik Rhenania and

Voerkelius. Dr. G. A.—Manufacturers of

manures by breaking up phosphates with nitric

acid.

A. M.—Combination gar-

a hoe. a rake, a spade, or

J.—Power actuated

—Production of fer-

169251.—Hubbard,
den tool comprising
other similar tool.

169245.—Jackson, W.
lawn mowers.

169323.—Kernot, J. C.

tilisers.

ABSTRACT! Published last Month.

Treating Soil, Patent No. 167608.—A process

of applvirig electricity to the soil has been in-

vented by Mi. W. " Bean, of Ashton House.

Fo.xton. Kirby Sigstem, Northallerton, York-

shire. It comprises an apparatus which passes

an electric current through the soil while it is

separated partly or entirely from the ground.

The soil is treated as it passes over a travelling

bed or endless chain member on a carriage con-

nected to a plough or other implement. The
plough is provided with an inclined member for

raising the soil on to the bed. which is provided

willi pushers and is driven from travelling

wheels at a speed greater than that of the

plough so that the soil is disintegrated. The

current is led from a dynamo on the tractor, to

spikes or conductors i" contact with the soil, ami

passes through it to the bed, which is earthed

or connected to the dynamo.
This list is specially compiled for The ('fir

ili'irrs' Chronicle by Messrs. Rayner and Co.,

Registered Patent Agents, of 5. Chancery Lane,

London, trom whom all information relating to

patents, trade marks, and designs, can be ob-

tained gratuitously.
Messrs Raynei and Co.. will obtain printed

copies of the published soecifications ami will

forward on post free for the sum of Is. each.

TRADE NOTES.

UNDER lb. Seeds Act. 1920. all tests for the

put pose oi a declaration under the An. i

in the case of garden - Is, must be nude either

;il on.' of tl fficial seed testing stations, or at
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a private station licensed 'by the Ministry for
that purpose. A declaration based on a test
carried out at a non-licensed station is, therefore,
illegal.

The Ministry of Agriculture has already an-
nounced that arrangements cannot bemadeforaJiy
further inspections this year of establishments for
which a licence is desired ; but as it is under-
stood that this announcement passed unnoticed
by a number of firms who have always made it

a practice to test thedr cereal seeds before de-
livery to their customers, it has been decided
to extend the period, during which applications
for licences to test cereal seeds only mav be
made, up to November 5, 1921.
Licences will be issued only in cases where the

Ministry is satisfied that the equipment and
management of the establishment are in every
way adequate for the proper carrying out of
tests, and only for the purpose of testing seeds
required by the licensee for his own purchases
and sales.

The firm of Messrs T. Bath and Co., Ltd.,
Savoy Stores. Savoy Street. Strand, which was
opened a few weeks ago, have already found it
necessary to increase their premises,' and have
taken additional large buildings opposite, giving
them about 100 ft, extra frontage, with
40.000 ft, floor space.

©bituarp.

Harold Evans.—We regret to announce the
death of Mr. Harold Evans, of the Hardy Plant
Nursery, Llanishen, which took place at
Cardiff on October 8. The son of the late Mr.
Josiah Evans, well-known in Quaker circles as
the headmaster of the Sidcot and Ackworth
Schools, Mr. H. Evans was born and educated
at Christchurch. Upon leaving school he
received a training in market-gardening and
fruit growing, first at Evesham, and sub-
sequently at Street in Somerset, and at Worth-
ing. Later he spent some years in Mr Selfe-
Leonard's Hardy Plant Nursery at Millhead
Guildford. Going to Cardiff in the year 1903 he
acquired land at Llanishen. where', in partner-
ship with his brother Wilfred, he started the
present nursery. Readers of The Gardeners'
Ghromcle will be familiar with Mr. Evans' name
as the contributor of numerous notes on rock-
plants and shrubs, and of observations on plant
growth m general, such as the effects of frosts
upon vegetation. His interests were, however
not restricted to plants. A member of the
Council of the Cardiff Naturalists' Society he
was keenly interested in bird life, of which he
was recognised as an authority for the districtMr Evans was 43 years of age. He leaves awidow and one young son.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Basic Slag
: J. T. W. The autumn is the

best time to use basic slag on grass land, and
it should be used at the rate of two or three
ozs. to the square yard.

Cactus Dahlias for the Garden.— W MThe following are a few good varieties of
Cactus Dahlias that have a habit suitable for
bedding, and produce plenty of flowers on
long stiff stems well above the foliage:—
Alabaster, white; Arcturus, coral crimson

-

^ord Kitchener, reddish-salmon; Mary
Furrier, scarlet; Phoebus, yellow; Red
Ensign, orange-red; Sentinel, rose; Sweet
Briar, pink; Perriot, amber, tipped white-
Manon Walton, pink; Lady Dudley, rose-
pink

; Empire, crimson-shaded scarlet The
following are miniature Cactus varieties, very
free flowering, and well suited for bedding :

—Argus, crimson-shaded scarlet; Coronation
crimson; Martha, orange-red; Snowbird',
white; Marianne, apricot; Gluchauf, reddish-
orange; Miss Lewis, rose-pink; The Boy,
yellow, tipped white. In tne decorative sec-
tion there are varieties which are ideal for

garden decoration, some of the best being :

Brentwood Yellow ; Delice, rose-pink ; Bar-
low's Bedder, scarlet; Papa Charmet. deep
crimson; President Wilson, vermilion-scarlet;
Souv. de Gustave Douzon, orange-scarlet; K.
A. Victoria, white; Porthos, violet -mauve.
There are also many fine varieties of Cbl-
lerette Dahlias, which are excellent for

bedding purposes.

Names of Fruit : Griffin, St. Bridge. 1,

Herefordshire Pearmain ; 2. Wealthy ; 3 and
11, Gascoyne's Scarlet ; 4, Winter Haw-
thornden ; 5, Graham's; 6, Cox's Orange
Pippin ; 7, Manks Codlin ; 8. Melon Apple

;

9, Tyler's Kernel; 10, Lord Burghley ; 12,

Mere de Menage; "3, Ribston Pippin; 14,
Annie Elizabeth; 15, Newton Wonder; 16,
Wyken Pippin. — Lindley. 1, Colonel
Vaughan ; 2. decayed; 3, Stone's Apple; 4,

Winter Hawthornden ; 5, Baxter's Pearmain
;

6. Yorkshire Beauty; 7, Dumelow's Seedling;
Wellington) 8, Hughes's Golden Pippin; 9,

White Nonpareil; 10, Lord Derby: 11,

Margil; 12, Claygate Pearmain.

—

E. H. 1,

Catillac ; 2, Doyenne Boussoch ; 3, Souvenir
du Congres ; 4, Vicar of Winkfield ; o,

Doyenne du Cornice ; 6 and 7, decayed ; 8,
Gilliflower.— II'. J. G. 1, Ribston Pearmain;
2, Cellini

; 3, Gascoyne's Seedling.

—

T . J. M.
I, Stone's Apple; 2. Alfriston ; 3, Lord Derby ;

4, Scarlet Pearmain ; 5, Ross Nonpareil ; 6,
Blenheim Pippin ; 7, Baumann's Red
Reinette : 8, Blenheim Pippin ; 9, King of
the Pippins; 10, Roundway Magnum Bonum

;

II, Allington Pippin; 12, Sturmer Pippin;
13. Golden Harvey; 14, Beurre Diel; 15,
decayed; 16, Doyenne du Cornice; 17,
William's Victoria; 18, Doyenne Oris; 19.
Uvedale's St. Germain.—A. It. C. 1, 2, and
8, forms of Blenheim Pippin; 3 and 4.
Ribston Pippin ; 5, Winter Strawberry ; 6,
King of^ the Pippins ; 7, Belle du Bois.—
W. T. 1, Duchesse d'Angouleme; 2. Beurre
Bosc; 3. Josephine de Malines; 4. decayed;
5. Winter Nelis; 6. Emile d'Heyst; 7,
Knight's Monarch.—/;. A., Gilmerton. 1,'

decayed
; 2, Adams's Pearmain : 3, Wealthy

—J. V. S. 1, Calville St. Sau'veur ; 2, Fearn's
Pippin; 3, Dean's Codlin ; 4. Waltham Abbev
Seedling

; 5, Winter Hawthornden
; 6. Belle

de Pontoise; 7, Whiting Pippin; 8, Keddle-
stone Pippin

; 9, decayed
; 10, Twenty Ounce

;

11. Lamb Abbey Pearmain; 12, Harvev's
Wiltshire Defiance; 13, Franklin's Golden
1 ippin

; 14, Five Crowned Pippin ; 15 not
recognised; 16, Golden Harvey.—Regular
Reader. 1. Warner's King; 2, Beauty of
Kent; 3, Winter Hawthornden; 4. Golden
Noble; 5. Yorkshire Beautv ; 6, Lord
Lennox

; 7, Belle de Pontoise ;
8", King of the

Pippins; 9. Cullen.-7\ G. LI. 1, Lane's
Prince Albert; 2, Lady Henniker; 3, Broad
End; 4, White Melrose; 5, Clavgate Pear-
"lam

',
T

6 '. Alf"ston; 7, Dumelow's Seedling
(syn Wellington) ; 8, Chas. Ross.

Names of Plants : /. L. You defeat vour
own ends by sending a mere scrap of the
plant. In the circumstances a fully repre-
sentative spray in a fresh state in a box
was necessary. Failing this and no word as
to height or habit an approximately correct
answer only is possible. It is probablv
Aster diffusus horizon talis.—H. S. Chrysan-
themum Balsamita (Costmarv, Alecost, cr
Incense Plant). It has other' names, such as
Balsamita vulgaris. Tanacetum Balsamita
and Costus hortensis.—U. (Midlands). 1
and 5, seedling forms of Cupressus Lawson-
iana

; 2. Cupressus Lawsoniana var.
juniperina; 3, Thuya orientals var. aurea

;

4- Thuya plicata var. zebrina ; 6, Cupressus
pisifera var. plumosa aurea ; 7, C. p. var.
plumosa

; 8. Cupressus Lawsoniana var.
gla.uca; 9. C. L. var. ereeta viridis; 10, C. L.
var. lutea

; 11, Cupressus nootkatensis ; 12,
Juniperus chinensis i'af. aurea.

—

A. P.
Portulaca grandiflora.— II'. M. M. D. Erica
ciliaris.

—

A. E. S. Cornus sanguinea (Dog-
wood).—*. T. Datura Stramomium 'Thorn
Apple).

Narcissus Cultivation in Scotlamd: .1/. C.
So much depends on the soil conditions as
to whether you can profitably grow Narcissus
bulbs for sale in Scotland, to compete in
size and quality with Dutch or Lincolnshire
grown produce. If the soil is light in tex-
ture and possesses a good moisture content,
besides being highly fertile, we do not think
you can fail to produce marketable bulbs.
Spalding, in Lincolnshire, is the centre of
the British bulb-growing industry, and we
suggest that this district would be the best
in which to study methods erf cultivation,
rather than Holland. In Lincolnshire, Nar-
cissi are grown both for flower and bulbs,
whereas in Holland bulb production is the
main object, and consequently cultivation
operations are conducted so as to secure
large bulbs. This entails a very intimate
knowledge, and the expenses incurred would
not permit of growers employing similar
methods in this country to make the concern
commercially profitable. In Lincolnshire, the
small grower of a few acres depends mainly
on manual work : the larger growers employ
horse labour for the main part, the bulbs
being planted and lifted by the use of the
plough. In Holland, the bulbs are grown
in raised beds, and the general working of
the crop is more expeditiously performed,
owing to the lightness of the soil, than it

could be done in this country by the same
methods. Planting operations are now in

progress on most bulb farms around Spalding,
and if it is your intention to make ai visit

we may be able to introduce you to a firm

cif bulb growers. We also warn you that
in buying bulbs you shoitld be certain that

they are healthy stocks, as there is a most
serious disease in existence.

Pentstemon oop.difoltus: It. S. J\. So far as

we are aware, Pentstemon cordifolius is not

in commerce. It is mentioned in the Kew
Hand-list, and recently received an Award
of Merit when shown by a lady at a meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society, but

beyond that it is not catalogued by any
nurseryman whose list is at hand. P. cris-

tatus, P. Davidsoni, and P. Roezlii, are

offered by Messrs. Clarence Elliott, Ltd.,

Stevenag,?, Herts; and P. Menziesii Scouleri

(or simply P. Scouleri) are offered by Messrs.

Geo. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, and by
Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., Tunbridge
Wells, Kent, These are the nearest like

P. cordifolius, in being sub-shrubby, and
probably hardier. By herbaceous Cauli-

flower, we think you mean Perennial

Broccoli. This was offered quite necently

by Mr. Crisp, Fordhaim, Colchester, Essex.

Purple-podded Bean.—14. 8. The variety is

probably Haricot de Prague Marbre.

Seeds of Tropical Plants.—G. L. and S. The
most complete catalogue of tropical seeds of

which we have an}' knowledge is the one

issued by Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie, 4. Quai

de la Megisserie, Paris.

Shallot : E. T. The Shallots appear to be
what are commonly known as English, and
not the* big Russian type.

Shrub for Small Island : A. G. If a grace-

ful subject is desired such a. Bamboo as

Arundinaria nitida would be more effective

than an ordinary shrub. As a bold foliage

plant Gunnera manicata has much to recom-
mend it ; one plant in the centre of the
small island would soon fill it. The follow-

ing are the names of a few plants, other than
Primulas, that are suitable for waterside
planting: Rodgersia podophylla., Saxifraga
peltata, Mimulus in variety, hardy Cypri-
pediums, Marsh Marigold, herbaceous
Spiraeas, various Funkias, Japanese Irises,

Myosotis palustris, Polygonum compactum,
and Trollius europaeus.

Communications received. — Mayflower — W. Z.—
H. J. M.—A. C—E. S. W—P. R—W. C—F. B—
W. L.—C. T. B.— T. J. H—C. H.—W. H. K.—
E. J. C.—J. J.— S. B. D.—R. N. S.— I. L. R —
J. M—A. E. P.—H. O.—A. O.
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Wherever scientific agriculture
Sir Daniel

; s practised, the name of Sir
Hall. Daniel Hall is held in honour;

for of all men of the present

generation, Sir Daniel has done most to

establish agriculture on a scientific basis.

His admirers include not only scientific col-

leagues whose work he has often inspired

and always encouraged, but also hard-headed
practical men, who may often be heard to

confess generously—and truly—that they

owe much of their success to his precepts.

As scientific adviser to the Ministry of

Agriculture, Sir Daniel Hall (see p. 2.44)

confers distinction on that department
of

m
State, and the knowledge that his

wise and informed judgment is f.t

the disposal of the Ministry enhances
its prestige among the farming com-
munity. Sir Daniel's active career as a
scientific agriculturist began twenty-seven

years ago, when, in 1894, he became the first

principal of the South Eastern Agricultural

College at Wye. This post he occupied until

1902, and during that period it may be truly

said that he taught the Kentish farmers
much, and learned much from them. It

was, we believe, during this period that his

interest in horticulture was developed—al-

though, of course, gardeners, like poets, are

born and not made. Throughout his busy
career he has retained his interest in horti-

cultural plants and, as all gardeners know,
has become an authority on Tulips in general

and a successful breeder of English florist's

Tulips. It is, indeed, a source of legitimate

pride to Sir Daniel that at the last show of

the National Tulip Society the winning
.stand of twelve English florist's Tulips con-

tained seven of his raising. In 1902, Sir

Daniel succeeded the late Sir Hcnrv Gilbert

as head of the Rothamsted Experiment
Station and set on foot there developments
both of the laboratories and of the experi-
ments which have had, and are still havin.«,
far-reaching and beneficent effects on scien-
tific agriculture. After ten years at Rotham-
sted, Sir Daniel became, in 1912, a member
of the Development Commission, in which
post he remained until, in 1917, he
joined the Ministry of Agriculture. Sir
Daniel Hall stands in the direct succession
to that small band of scientific agricultur-
ists which includes Arthur Young and Cob-
bett, all of whom are distinguished by the
possession of literary gifts of the highest
order. Where is to be found a more wonder-
ful and precise picture of British agriculture
of a hundred years ago than in the alter-

nately mordant and benifn pages of the
Rural Rides, and where shall be found
such a masterly and vivid picture of modern
agriculture as that contained in Sir Daniel's
Pilgrimage of British Farming? Beyond all

his contemporaries Sir Daniel possesses the
magic of style and his literary style confirms
Buffon's maxim, " le style c'est Vhomme "—
simple yet wise, delicate yet . not weak,
without flourish and without pose, but with
a great love for and ensuing of truth, such
i's the man and such is the reflection of
the man in his books. No one who has
read his trilogy, The Soil; Fertilisers and
Manures; and the Feeding of Crops and
Stock, and also his Book of the Rothamsted
Experiments or his Agriculture After the
War, cannot fail to recognise that these are
the works of a master mind, rich in know-
ledge and illuminated with a sense of beautv.
Of him, without exaggeration of language,
it may be said that he touches nothing which
he does not adorn.

Botanical Survey of South Africa.—We learn
from the Journal of the Department of Ann-
culture (Union of South Africa) that, the
Second Memoir of the Botanical Survey of
South Africa, under the direction of Dr. I. B.
Pole Evans, Chief of the Division of Botany.
Pretoria, has been published, and that it deals
with a botanical survey of Natal and Zulu-
land, by Messrs. R. D. Aitken and G. W.
Gale, under the supervision of Prof. J. W.
Bews, of the Natal University College, Pieter-
maritzburg. The country visited by Messrs.
Aitken and Gale had, up to the present,
remained totally unexplored botanically, and
the discovery of the Raphia Palm in the Kosi
Bush, and the information regarding the great
abundance of Hyphaene crinata in the Ilala
Palm Veld, described by the authors, afford
an excellent illustration of the economic
importance of botanical survey work. The
survey has also proved of scientific interest, as

many species were recorded which hitherto
were not known to occur in Natal or Zululand.
In addition to the vegetation found in the
surveyed area, interesting references are made
in regard to the topography, soil, and climate
of this little known part of South Africa.

National Afforestation and Drainage Schemes.
—During a debate in the House of Commons
on Tuesday last. Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen,
Minister of Agriculture, stated that the
Government were taking powers to spend
£250,000 in the next six months on forestry
in England, Wales and Scotland. They hoped
in tile near future to employ 5.000 or 6.0.00 men
on forestry, and during the coming winter to

plant 15,000 acres. The Government had also
a scheme for acquiring more land, which would
be suitable tor planting in the immediate
future. They proposed to make grants to local
authorities and landowners to induce them to

plant at once. The grants to landowners would
be £3 per acre, and the grants to local
authorities would be larger; the cost of plant
ing per acre would be about £9 10s. Land
reclamation had proved an uneconomic proposi-
tion. It had cost £160 per acre to reclaim the

land, and such land was not worth £40 per
acre to-day. Sir A. Griffith-Boscawen stated
that similar schemes of land drainage carried
out by labour on the spot were more useful, and
the Unemployed Committee had voted £650,000
for England and Wales, and £90,000 for Scot-
land for this type of work. In reply to a
circular sent out by the Ministry a few weeks
ago, twenty-two schemes had been submitted,
involving an expenditure of £75,000, and other
schemes are in preparation. The wages paid
would be the standard rates for unskilled agri-

cultural labour in the district. In places where
there was no drainage board, it was proposed
that the county agricultural committee could
arrange a voluntary scheme with local land-

owners ; the Government should finance the

scheme and recover 35 per cent, or such larger

sum as might be agreed upon between the

County Agricultural Committee and the local

landowners. By these various schemes it might
be possible to employ 10,000 men, and probably

more in the next few months in the country

districts.

The White Medal.—The White Medal, which
is one of the honours bestowed by the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, has been

awarded this year to Mrs. Francis King, of

Alma, Mich., U.S.A., in recognition of her

services to horticulture by increasing the love

of plants and gardens among the women of

the United States, by her success as an

organiser and manager of their garden clubs,

by her public addresses and books about

gardens, and by the example of her enthusiasm

and industry. It is of interest to know that

previous recipients of the White Medal include

Prof. C. S. Sargent, of the Arnold Arboretum:

the late Mr. Jackson T. Dawson; M. Victor

Lemoine, Nancy, France; Mr. M. H. Walsh.

Woods Hols, Mass. ; Sir Harry J. Veitch, of

Chelsea; Mr. E. II. Wilson. Arnold

Arboretum: and Mr. W. Robinson, of

Gravetye Manor, Sussex.

Artificial Farmyard Manure.—No class of soil

cultivators will be more interested than fruit-

growers in the Rothamsted discovery of the

simple method of converting straw into

manure without the help of live stock. Fruit-

growers, as a rule, do not- keep muoh stock,

if any, and they are finding it incireasingly

difficult to obtain sufficient supplies of town

stable manure. Yet they cannot grow their crops

for long -without some form of organic nitrogenous

manure, of which farmyard or stable manure
is the best. As a result erf investigations

carried out at the Rothamsted Experiment

Station, it has been found that straw can be

converted into an excellent imitation of

farmyard manure with the help of nothing

more elaborate than water and some soluble

nitrogen compound, of which sulphate of

ammonia is at present most easily obtainable.

Kepeated experiments have shown that the

most rapid breakdown of straw occurs when
some source of nitrogen is supplied, and then

only in those cases where the reaction of the

solution is neutral or slightly alkaline. As

sulphate of ammonia tends to be acid, finely

ground chalk or limestone must bo used with

it to neutralise the solution. For general

purposes three-quarters of a hundredweight

of sulphate of ammonia and one hundred-

weight of finely ground chalk per ton of straw

are sufficient 'to induce fermentation. The

process of making the manure is quite simple

The only trouble arises from the tardiness with

which straw takes up the moisture necessary

for fermentation. It is suggested that the most

effective method is to water the straw ligjhtly

at first, and leave it for a ample of days.

During this time a slight fermentation with

increase in temperature sets in. rendering the

straw more capable of absorbing a second slight

application of water. When examination shows

that the interior of the bea,p has I.e...me uni-

formly moist, the sulphate of ammonia and chalk

can be broadcasted over tin' surface and

watered in. After (his fermentation soon

becomes more rapid, and may li> assisted by

turning the heap to admit air. just as i*

done with ordinary farmyard manure when
(lie desire is to make it heat and rot down
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quickly. Nitrolim may be used in place of

sulphate of ammonia, in which case no

ground chalk is required. Manure made as

described must be inferior to real farmyard
manure in that it is not a complete fertiliser.

It must be considered as supplying only nitrogen

and humus. But it is an easy matter to provide

the necessary phosphates and potash in the form
of mineral fertilisers.

Mr Robert Cameron.—Old Kevvites will learn

with pleasure that Mr. R. Cameron, who left

Kew in 1887. has been elected president of the

American National Association of Gardeners.
Mr. Cameron formerly had charge of • the

Harvard Botanic Gardens, and lie is now estate

superintendent to Mr. R. T. Crane, at Ipswich.

Massachusetts. At a meeting recently held in

New York the American Association discussed

a plan for founding a school where young men
could |>e trained. to become superintendents of

large estates. It appears there is a great need
for such men in the United States, and only 5

per cent, of the men engaged in this Kind of

work there are Americans, the others being
Englishmen or Scotchmen who received train-

ing in the United Kingdom.

The Yield of [Hops in 1921.—The estimated
total (production of 224.CO0 cwt. of Hops this

year is 57,000 cwt. below that of 1920. when the
area was 4,000 acres less, and, excluding the
years 1917-19, in which the area was eom-
pulsorily reduced to a very low figure, is the
lowest recorded since 1909. The total area of

25.133 acres this year includes about 8.000
acres planted after September. 1919, so that
nearly a third of the total consisted of young
Hops not yet in full bearing. The average
yield per acre of 8.9 cwt. is 4.5 cwt. less than
last year and 1.6 cwt. below the average of the
ten years 1911-20. Good crops were obtained in

the western counties. Hereford showing a yield
nearly 2 cwt. and Worcester a yield '"nearly 4
cwt. above the average, but crops were un-
satisfactory in the south-eastern counties,
notably in the Weald of Kent and in Sussex.
The chief Hop-producing counties show the fol-

lowing yields:—Kent 143,000 cwt.. Hants
9,000 cwt.. Surrey 1,500 cwt., Sussex 13,000
cwt., Hereford 33,000, cwt., and Worcester
"4,000 cwt.

Country Visitors to the Royal Horticultural
Hall.—Visitors to the fortnightly and other
meetings held at the Royal Horticultural Hall,
including nurserymen and other traders, who
have experienced a difficulty in finding suitable
hotel accommodation, will be interested to
learn that a new hotel, the Hotel Belgravia,
has been recently opened in the Westminster
district, close to Victoria Station. The lack of
suitable hotel accommodation near Vincent
Square. Westminster, occasioned through the
Government acquisition of the Hotel Windsor,
and St. Ermins Hotel, and the conversion of
the Westminster Palace Hotel to a club added
to the difficulties of those who have to come up
overnight to attend, or stage exhibits at the
Royal Horticultural Hall, therefore the new
establishment should help, in a large measure,
to meet the long felt need for near-by accom-
modation.

Reafforestation in New York State—The
Forest Service of the- United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture has recently called atten-
tion to the fact that the maintenance of an
adequate supply of Coniferous timber is a
forestry problem all o\er the world because,
although the area of hard wood forests is three
times that of Conifers, the wood of the latter
is used to twice the extent of hard wood for
constructional purposes. As a consequence of
this statement the county authorities of New
York State are systematically fostering the
planting of Conifers and in Lewis County the
senior school children assisted in planting '5,000
trees in one day. the trees being obtained from
the State Conservation Commission. By way
of demonstration 142.000 Norwav Spruce have
been

|
United in Otsego County and 10,000 Scotch

Pines in St. LawTence County, while in
S.aratoga County arrangements have been made
for planting annually a large area on the pro-
perties of the Ballston Citv Waterworks.

These and similar efforts promise to ably second

the example set by the United States Govern-

ment, which has planted this year 7,000 acres

of Conifers in the National Forests.

Emptying the Lake at Kew.—Partly in order

to alleviate local unemployment it has been

decided to clean out the large lake in the Royal

Botanic Gardens. Kew. It is some fifteen years

since the lake was last emptied, so the accu-

mulation will no doubt be considerable. When
it was last cleared the silt and decayed veget-

able matter was used as top dressings to the.

various shrub beds, and on the grass in the

\istas. At about that time there had been

divergences of opinion as to the nianurial value

of pond and lake cleanings, but the results at

Kew clearly proved that such were of groat

value when the water supply was free from in-

jurious chemicals or other deleterious substances.

" At Home " at the Ministry of Agriculture.

—The second of the series of informal receptions

which Sir Daniel Hall, Chief Scientific Adviser
and Director General of the Intelligence Depart-

ment, is holding at the Ministry, will take place

on November 16, 4.30-6.30 p.m. The purpose

is to afford an opportunity for those interested

in agricultural research and education to meet
and discuss problems or progress with Sir

SIR A. 11ANIEL HALL.

(See p. 243.)

Daniel himself. The invitation is entirely
general, and all agriculturists and others who
are professionally interested will be welcome.
There will be no lecture or formal speeches of

any kind
;
just a friendly gathering of those who

wish to come and discuss their problems.

An English Firm's American Business.
About ten years ago Messrs. James Carter and
Co., of Raynes Park, established a branch
business in the United States. of America, with
offices at Boston. From its commencement
this venture proved a success, and in due course
offices were opened at New York, at Boston,
Glen Cove, Philadelphia. Chicago, Detroit,
Toronto and Montreal. The business in the
United States and Canada is conducted under
the title of Carter's Tested Seeds, Inc., and
has recently acquired the business and interests
of Messrs. J. M. Thorburn and Co., old-
established seedsmen of New York. Just aa
Messrs. J. Carter and Co. are one of the oldest
seed firms in this country, so Messrs. J. M.
Thorburn and Co. are one of the oldest seed
businesses in America, hence the American amal-
gamation is of unusual interest. Grant Thorburn
opened his seed store in New York in 1805, and
James Carter commenced business at the sign of
the Orange Tree in Holborn in 1836.

Our Blinded Heroes.—Saddest of the many
sad misfortunes due to the war is the loss of

sight by numbers of our heroes, both military

and naval. Horticulturists are proud of the

fact that gardeners everywhere were i.mong the

first to respond to their country's call for men
• to help to save her, and we fear that among the

many blinded heroes' assisted 'by the St. Dun-

stan's Soldiers and Sailors After Care Fund
there are many who worked in gardens, but. who
now, alas, will never look upon fair scenes again.

Our readers, we are sure, regard St. Dunstan's,

like ourselves, as having the first claim on the

sympathy of the public, but the difficulty of

many is" to know how to help. it is with

pleasure, therefore, that we bring to the notice

of our readers a special brand of cigarettes

known as St. Dunstan's. which the charity is

selling in aid of its funds. These cigarettes are

of good quality and are manufactured by the

welhknown firm of Messrs. Carreras, Ltd.
;
gar-

deners who smoke would do well to give them

their patronage.

Awards at Le Mans Show.—In a preliminary

note from our correspondent, Mr. C. Harman
Payne, we learn that Mr. H. J. Jones has been

awarded the Grand Prix d'Honneur for Chry-

santhemums at the French Chrysanthemum

Societv's exhibition at Lc Mans; Mr. C. Engel-

mann 'has been awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal for

Carnations, and Mr. C. Harman Payne a

Diiplome d'Honneur for photographs and en-

gravings of Chrysanthemums. We hope to

publish further particulars m our next issue.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-

day, November 14.—Bath 'Gardeners' Debating

Soi'i'etv's meeting; United Horticultural Bene-

fit and Provident Society's Committee meeting;

National Chrysanthemum Society's Floral

Committee meeting. Tuesday, November 15 —
Royal Horticultural Society's Committee meet-

ings; lecture by Mr. W. F. Bewley on "Dis-

eases of Potatos." AVednesday, November 16.-

International Potato Conference and show (3

days'), to be held at the Royal Horticultural

Hall. Thursdav, November 17.—Aylesbury

Chrysanthemum
'

Societv's show ;
Manchester

and North of England Orchid Society's meet-

ing; Grimsby Working Men's Horticultural

Societv's show (2 days). Friday, November
18.—Leeds Paxton Societv's Chrysanthemum
show, to be held in Leeds Town Hall (2 days);

Dunfermline Chrysanthemum Society's show;
Morley and District Paxton Society's show at

Town' Hall, Morley; Bolton Horticultural

Societv's show (2 days'). Saturdav, November
19—Stocksfield and District Gardeners' Chry-

santhemum Society's show.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five Years

Ago.

—

Botanic Garden at Cambridge. At last

the new Botanic Garden at Cambridge has

been commenced. The Vice-Chancellor planted

the first tree last Monday and twenty men
are hard at work trenching seven acres for

the reception of trees for the Arboretum.
Now that the good work has begun, we look

with no apprehension to the result. We under-
stand that the Curator is quite ready to

receive assistance in plants, and we have no
doubt that they will be furnished in abun-
dance. * (Sard. Chron.. Nove?nber 14, 1846.

Publications Received.

—

The Foreign Ex-
rhanges. By Victor Louis Gerard. Pall Mall
Industrial investments. Ltd., Trafalgar House,
Waterloo Place Pall Mall, S.W. Price Is.—
The British Fern Gazette. Vol. 4, No. 10.

Edited by F. W. Stansfield. The British

Pteridological Society, Kendal, Westmoreland.

—

Typical Flies. By E. K. Pearce. Second
series. Cambridge University Press, Fetter

Lane, E.C. Price 15s. net.

—

Border Carnations
and Chn-rs. Bv James Douglas. " Countrv
Life," Ltd.. 20, Tavistock Street, W.C.2.
Price 9d. net.

—

The Chemistry of the Garden.

Bv Herbert H. Cousins. Revised edition.

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., St. Martin's Street,

W.C. Price 2s net.

—

Come Into the Garden.
By Grace Tabor. Macmillan and Co., Ltd..

St. Martin's Street, W.C. Price 14s. net.

-

Plants of the Falkland Islands. By Mrs. E. F.

Vallentin. L. Reeve and Co., Ltd.. 6,

Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Orchid Hybrids, Sander's Complete List.

The former publication of this remarkable

work * of accuracy and patience, for which the

untiring zeal of Mr. Fred K. Sander and his

vast knowledge of the subject is chiefly

responsible, completed the records to the end of

1916, and proved its claim to be " concise,

reliable and indispensible " to all interested

in hybrid Orchids, a contention well supported

in the Foreword, written by that high authority

the late Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, then Chairman ot

the Orchid Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. The arrangement of the

present edition, which extends to 225 pages,

and is accompanied by an 18 p. supplement,
bringing it up to September, 1921, is practically

the same as the former edition, the work
being divided into two parts, Table I. giving
ttlie name of the hybrid, parentage, raiser's or

exhibitor's name, and the date of its first

flowering in most cases. Table II., in block
print, has the name of every Orchid already-

used in hybridisation, and below each the
names of the species or hybrids crossed with
it. and in the next column the name given to

each combination, and which will be found with
other particulars in Table I.

Without the aid of this book even expert
Orchidists only realise in a vague manner the
•extent to which their art has been carried, but
with its help the full subject is demonstrated,
and the intricate methods by which many
charming productions have been made possible
are revealed.

Examination of the records of a few of the
principal sections show the extent of the work.
In Table I., under Cypripedium, about 2,000
distinct crosses with names and parentages are
recorded in as many lines, and in Table II.

fhe parentage records of each entail about
4.000 lines, but space is economised by placing
"this section in double column.

Cattleya has about 600 crosses between
Cattleyas, and when used in Laelio-Cattleya
^another 1.000 or so results, with further exten-
sions in Brassavola and Sophronitis crosses,

and each line has to be enumerated in both
•sections as before indicated.
A study of the book shows the favourites of

fhe hybridist. Cattleya Dowiana is a general
favourite of proved worth, and has been used
in about 250 direct crosses, and indirectly in

•an infinite number of secondary hybrids. And
so on throughout the whole of the maze of the
hybridist's work to which Sander's Orchid
'hybrid list gives the key.
An alphabetical list of the generic parents

and their recognised titles is also given, and
the pages are liberally interleaved with ruled
sheets for entering fresh comers, and so keep-
ing up to date.

The Chemistry of the Garden, t

The above small book is divided into ten
chapters, dealing with plant life, the soil, the
air, fertility of soil, manuring, organic and
artificial manures, and garden manuring, while
fhe final two chapters deal with the chemistry
of fungicides and insecticides. The writer of
this note has gone through a large portion of
the book in detail and finds it full of useful
'information on the various subjects dealt with,
and in general, is well up-to-date. Some things
ai'e not sufficiently detailed for an amateur to
grasip. For instance, the presence of chlorophyll
enables a plant to remove oxygen from car-
bonic acid gas, to retain the carbon and
elaborate it for the production of sugars.
stTches, pith. etc. Three elements are necessary
for that, namely, carbon and the two elenn"-'
of water. Silicates in the soil are said to be

* Sander' t Complete List of Orchid Hybrids. Con-
taining the names n.nd parentages of all the known
hybrid Orchids, whether introduced or artificially
raised. Arranged in tabular, alphabetical form 60
that all hybrids, derived from each species 'or hybrid,
may be ascertained at a glance; with Addenda t *

>

September. 1921. Sanders. S't. Albans. Price 458.
t The Chemistry of the Harden. a primer for

amateurs and young gardeners. By Herbert H.
Cousins, M.A., F.O.8. Revised Edition. Macmillan
.1 1 "

I 0o„ Ltd., St. Martin's street, London. Prico 2s..

jiost free.

needless, yet they must be very useful in

strengthening the culms of grasses, cereals,

Bamboos, etc. The author takes the use ot

lime as his pet motto for the garden, yet admits
lhat its application on some farm lands is

without visible effect. That could be largely

extended by many northern farmers, who depend
on rotations, without lime. He is well aware
of the value of retaining soil moisture in various
ways, but might have dwelt more strongly upon
it, for a northern farmer, with a fair rainfall,

could grow better Swedes without any manure
whatever than have been grown in Kent or
Surrey this year in most cases. Deep cultiva-

tion is said to be too costly for farm practice;
but in the case of Wheat and some other crops,

even deep ploughing would ruin them in winter.

of these chapters are thoroughly practical and
useful, others so scrappy as to be almost worth-
less. Facts and figures are the author's strong
point, and these are just what beginners are
eager to learn and have a difficulty in finding.

Although many of the figures are pre-war, they
do form some basis on which to estimate capital
required, cost of cultivation, probable returns.
etc. M. G.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

OUTDOOR CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN S.W.
SCOTLAND.

Although, as may be expected, outdoor Chry-
santhemums which have been entirely unpro-

Fig. 107, -DAHLIA VIDA; A MINIATURE DECORATIVE VARIETT OF BRIGHT, GOLDEN-FAWN COLOUR.
SELECTED BY THE JOINT R.H.S. AND N.D.S. COMMITTEE FOR TRIAL AT WISLEY.
EXHIBITED BY MESSRS. BURRELL AND CO., CAMBRIDGE, ON SEPTEMBER A{.

Gas lime is said to be cheap and useful, but
that is unobtainable in most places. This little

book has become a garden classic and is of

the utmost value to the young gardener and
amateur.

Fruit Farming*

Of the numerous books on fruit culture this is

one of the few written exclusively for the

market grower. It should therefore appeal to

many people who are now taking up fruit farm-

ing or thinking of doing so. They will be able

to sift out from it a good deal of information
which they cannot find elsewhere. Several of

the chapters have been contributed by specialists,

scientific men, and market growers, which adds
to the value of the book, although it accounts
for unequal treatment and overlapping. Some'

* Fruit Farming; Practical and Scientific By Cecil

H. Hooper. F.S.I. London ; The Lockwood Press,

1. Mitre Court. Fleet Street. Sets nil Edition. Prico
(Is. net.

tected from the weather, are far from looking
their best, they are still (October 31) wonder-
fully bright and good in this district. It is

pleasant to see them in the little front gardens
of houses, where they give a welcome tone of

brightness. If one might suggest anything, it

would be to associate 6ome of the later Michael
mas Daisies with them for a season such as
this, although such a mild time is but infre-

quent so late in the year unless we have a sharp
frost in September, which, after a short dura-

tion, usually gives place to milder weather. A
little shelter by means of a slight covering at

that time is generally sufficient to nave the

flowers for the later mild time. This year,

however, although some of the annual Tropaeo-
lums were partially frosted about October 23,

the Chrysanthemums have goffered little, and
the result is seen in the prolonged season of

blooming. The members of the Massee type
still seem to be the most popular in these little

flout gardens. S, Ani"tt. Dvmfrits.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, GardeDer to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Epidendrum.—When properly cultivated,

Epidendrums of the radicans type will flower

in a comparatively dwarf state, and when
grown in pots make plants extremely useful for

decorative purposes. At the present season,

any plants that have grown to undesirable
lengths may have the tops cut from the young
growths, about two feet in length, and eight
or ten cuttings may be potted together in re-

ceptacles seven or eight inohes in diameter.
Place the stems about six inches deep in the pot,
with as many of the aerial roots as possible.
During the growing season, train the new roots
into the compost, which may consist of a mix-
ture of AI fibre or Osmunda fibre, with an
equal proportion of Sphagnum-moss. Grow the
plants in the Cattleya or intermediate house
near the roof glass. Give one copious watering
after the plants are placed in the house; after-
wards, direct watering will not be necessary, as
by frequently syringing the growths and aerial
roots the compost will he kept sufficiently
moist. Plants of Epidendrum prismatoearpum
are rooting freely, and any necessary repotting
should be attended to at once. Ordinary
flower-pots form the best receptacles, and they
should be filled to one-third their depth with
clean crocks for drainage. A similar rooting
medium may be employed to that mentioned
for the E. radicans type, with a sprinkling of
crushed crocks added. After the roots have
grown into the compost, give them plenty of
water, and continue to do so until growth is

completed, when only sufficient moisture is

needed to prevent the roots from perishing.
A slight shrivelling of the pseudo-bulbs during
the resting period will do no harm, for although
the plant is evergreen it seldoms flowers satis-
factorily unless given a decided rest for a
season.

Masdevallia—Plants of Masdevallia tovarensis
are developing their flower spikes, and specimens
that have been grown in cool conditions during
the summer should be removed to a house having
an intermediate temperature. Exercise great
care in watering these plants at this season; the
compost should always be allowed to become dry
between each application of water, as an excess
of moisture at the roots may cause the foliage
to damp and fall.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener tn Sir C. Nall-Cain. Bart.

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Preparations for Forcing.—At this date and
through the coming month there is generally an
abundance of fallen tree leaves that are of great
value for the making of hotbeds. It is therefore
important to secure the leaves in the best pos-
sible condition and store them in readiness for
this use. Beech and Oak leaves are the most
reliable, and should be collected in quantity.
Where it is not intended to make use of the
leaves at an early date it is not advisable to
store them in great bulk, but to spread them
thinly to prevent fermentation taking place for
the present. Pits required for forcing may be
made ready. The glass and woodwork
should be thoroughly washed with strong soft
soapy water and the walls well cleansed and
afterwards limewashed with newly slaked lime,
adding one wineglass of petroleum to each gallon
of wash.

Potatos.—The stock of tubers should be ex-
amined at intervals, and this is very necessary
with this year's crop, for owing to the hot
summer Potatos, even where stored in a cool
cellar, are making early growths. The shoots
should be rubbed off at the earliest opportunity,
and tubers showing signs of disease removed.
Doing this will offer a suitable occasion for

selecting tubers for " seed," and arranging
them on shelves or in boxes made for the pur-
pose. Seed Potatos should be kept as cool and
dry as possible, but it will be necessary to
take precautions against their exposure to
damage by severe frost. Where early forcing of
Potatos is contemplated the tubers should be
put in boxes for sprouting, and placed in a
moderately warm structure where they may be
sprayed with clear water occasionally to
encourage the development of strong, healthy
growths.

Horseradish.—To maintain a supply of young
roots it is necessary to form new plantations
annually. By this method of culture the roots
do not grow so large as when the plants are left

undisturbed for several seasons ; but, in my
opinion, they are much more tender and far

superior in eating qualities than when allowed
to grow old and coarse. Perhaps the best way
is to take up most of the plants in the old bed
and replant on well prepared soil which has been
liberally enriched with well-decayed manure.
Select for planting good strong thongs taken
from the base of the " ware " roots. Portions
about 9 in. in length with the ends cut squarely
across will be suitable for raising new stock.

Plant the thongs about 1 foot apart in the row
and about 2 feet asunder. The large roots should
be stored in fine soil, where they may be readily

procured during times of severe frost.

Salsafy.—The roots of this vegetable should be
lifted and stored in damp ashes or sand for use
during the winter. Remove the tops to within
a few inches of the crown, but the trimming of

the fibrous roots should be left until the vege-
table is required for cooking. Scorzonera should
also be lifted and stored for winter use.

Celeriac.—The roots of this vegetable have
become sufficiently large for use, and may be
lifted. After trimming off the leaves they may
be stored in sand in a cool place, or for the pre-

sent they may be left in the ground, in which
case they should be protected from frost by
moulding up the soil over them.

purpose is the Antirrhinum. Well-flowered
specimens of Antirrhinums in 4^-inch pots have
few equals in beauty in spring.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawabd, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Hydrangea hortensis.—Flants of Hydrangea
intended for flowering early should be selected

from the best specimens, those with well ripened

wood and solid buds being the best for the

purpose. Place them in a cool house and reduce

the amount of water at the roots until they are

placed in wanner quarters.

Richardia.—If spikes of the common Arum
Lily are required early m the season a batch

of plants should be placed in a warm house and
the roots fed with liquid manure twice

weekly. Use the syringe both morning and
evening to promote a moist atmosphere.

Primula Plants of the latest batch of

Primula sinensis should be transferred to 5-inch

or 6-inch pots, and placed on a shelf near the

roof-glass in a fairly warm house. The earlier

plants now established in their flowering pots

should be watered with great care and fed occa-

sionally with liquid manure.

Roman Hyacinths.—Roman Hyacinths and
other early flowering bulbs that were potted

and plunged in ashes may be removed to a cold

frame if the pots are sufficiently filled with roots.

The strongest specimens may be selected for

placing in heat for forcing into bloom early.

Gladiolus. — Early flowering varieties of

Gladiolus should be potted, placing 8 to 10
corms in 7-inch pots ; when the corms are placed

in very small receptacles they are apt to get too

dry at the roots quickly, and they suffer for

want of moisture. Where a quantity is wanted
for supplying cut flower, it is much easier to

grow them in boxes than in pots, planting the
corms fairly thickly.

Campanula and Antirrhinum.—Liquid manure
should be given to plants of Campanula pyra-
midalis, the Chimney Campanula, and Canter-
bury Bells intended for flowering in pots. These
flowers make a good display in the conservatory
in spring, and another useful plant for the

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Johh Couttb, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Hardy Chrysanthemums.—As these plants
pass out of flower and require to be cleared
from the beds and borders to make room
for other subjects, a sufficient number ot
stools should be saved for stock. They should
be closely packed into boxes, at the same time
working some fine soil among the roote. They
are quite hardy, and may be wintered at the
base of walls. At the same time they will
develop much better cuttings during the spring
if they are given the protection of a cold
frame during the winter. In situations where
they may be left undisturbed, they make fine,

large bushes during the second year. Consider-
ing how useful and accommodating this type
of Chrysanthemum is, it is surprising the plants
ere not more generally cultivated. Planted out
during spring in the nursery garden, they soon
make good specimens, and may safely be lifted,

even when coming into flower, to replace early-
flowering subjects in beds and borders. In the
north they have, for many years, been used in
the same way as ordinary summer bedding
plants. There are now many fine varieties. All
the Massee family are good in their various
colours, and other good sorts are Goacher's
Crimson, Carrie, Polly, Crimson Polly, Nor-
mandie. Provence, White Boy (with light, ele-

gant sprays that are ideal for cutting) ; Pluie
d'Argont and Verona, all being good in their
respective colours.

The Rock Garden.—Where there are trees in
proximity to the rock garden, carp should be
taken at this time io keep fallen leaves clear
of choic?, low-growing plants. Certain plants,
especially those "ith woolly and tomentose
leaves, suffer from excessive damp in winter.

and should be protected by fixing a pane of

glass above them. Where rebuilding or altera-

tions are conteniplited, the work should be
pushed on whenever ihe weather conditions

are suitable. In most rock gardens there is

generally some work if '.his sort to be done.

In some cases plants nay have died ; in others,

strong-growing subjects may have to be
prevented from encroaching on their choicer

neighbour;;. All this gives the opportunity
for removing the old soil find substituting

fresh material. In doing this, provide suitable

composts and rooting mediums for the different

classes of plants.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. WrrHES, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Muscat Grapes By this date Muscat Grapes
should be thoroughly ripened and may be cut

;

no advantage is to be gained by allowing the

bunches to hang indefinitely on the vines. The
removal of the bunches will benefit the

vine, as it will then be possible to expose

the latter fully to the sunlight and air. Cut
the bunches with sufficient wood attached for

inserting into the neck of bottles that have pre-

viously been filled with water. In this way they
will keep in a condition of perfection for several

weeks. Advantage should be taken of the oppor-

tunity to thoroughly drench the borders with
liquid farmyard manure to enable the vines to

build up plump buds for next season's crop.

The current year's growth should be shortened

to within 8 inches or 10 inches of the main rod,

and the foliage should be heavily syringed for a
few days while the weather is favourable. Open
the top and front ventilators to their fullest

extent both night and day until the tempera-
ture drops to freezing point.

Winter Tomatos.—Four trusses of fruit to

each plant is a sufficient crop, and when this

number is reached the points of the growths
should be pinched out in order that the energies

of the plant may be concentrated on the fruit.

It will be necessary to pollinate the flowers with
the aid of a camel hair brush to ensure the
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fruit setting. A weak stimulant may be given
I he plants; careful watering is essential at this

season, and the atmosphere should incline to

the dry side. On favourable occasions a circula-

tion of air will help to keep the. plants sturdy,
but. a little warmth in the water pipes will

become necessary as the nights turn colder.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Wabseit, Gardener to tbe Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckingrhjamshire.

Wall and Espalier Trees.—Apples and Pears
being similar in their methods of bearing—as

both fruit on spurs which issue chiefly from the
sides of the tree, though certain varieties bear
on the ends of the brandies—the same system
of training and pruning is suitable for both.
When the wall or espalier against which they
are planted is not more than 6 or 7 feet in

height, then horizontal training is decidedly the
best; but when the supports are of greater
height, then the fan method may be adopted, and
for elegance and utility a well .trained tree of

the latter type cannot be.surpassed. By the fan
method of training a branch may, at any time,
be supplied more readily than in any other type
of tree; for which reason it is preferable for

Morello Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums
and Apricots. The distance at which the prin-
cipal branches of Apples and Pears should be
trained apart is from 9 to 12 inches, according
to the nature and strength of the tree, some
sorts growing more thickly than others, both in

wood and foliage. Something like uniformity
of distance between branch and branch should
be maintained. In order to maintain the precise
regularity of the horizontal system the grower
is always under the necessity of almost letting
well alone, in case growth is checked so much
as to interfere with the precise uniformity of the
horizontal layers of branches. Not so

with the fan-trained tree ; it may be root
pruned, transplanted, and to the unpractised
eye appear to be very roughly dealt with, yet
its general formation will not be in any way
affected. Laterals may be introduced to fill

vacancies, without waiting for suitable growths
to develop from buds in particular positions on
the main stems. The main shoots of the fan musi.
necessarily be at angular positions, and the divi-

sion or vacancy between them filled with
branches right and left; but, as a rule, that
should be the only deviation.

Spur Pruning—Trees that have arrived

at a full bearing state, and have filled

the spaces allotted to them, require little else, in

respect to pruning, than regulating the spurs
where they are much clustered together, and
removing the superfluous breast-wood made
(lining the summer. A mistake frequently made
is that of leaving the spurs standing out from
the walls at too great a distance, and so thick

that the tree in the end becomes like a hedge
rather than a cultivated fruit tree. The spurs

thus projecting so far away from the wall derive
very little benefit from the heat reflected from
the wall, and are nearly as much exposed to tile

effects of frosts and cutting winds as if they
were actually growing on standards, indepen-
dently of which the fruit produced on them is

"of a very inferior quality. Wherever large,

rugged, projecting spurs occur, cut them clean

out, at the same time being careful to preserve
a sufficient, number of healthy spurs on the
blanches. Natural spurs will be produced in

abundance upon most Apple and Pear trees in a
reasonably healthy state. Upon old trees, from
which large and unsightly spurs have been
removed close to the branches, in the course of

two years the same branches will have become
furnished with a profusion of spurs and healthy
growths, and produce fruit the third summer.
In pruning, carefully remove all dead wood, or

barren stumps, which will not only give the
trees a, neater appearance, but will also improve
their health, by allowing a free circulation of air

and sunshine to every part, of the tree, and (lis

encumber the latter of a lot of useless foliage

and spray growth, which it would otherwise
have to support, and which would rob the lie..

ami liuil of a great deal of nourishment.

TREES AND SHRUBS
HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS WITH

SHOWi." BLOSSOMS.
If we except the Rhododendrons and their

allies, the number of strictly hardy evergreen
shrubs with showy blossoms is decidedly
limited. The Barberries supply a goodly num-
ber, there being Berberis Aquifolium, which
used to be known by the generic name of

Mahonia, and its several varieties. These are
all valuable from the fact that their blossoms
are produced early in the spring, when very
few other flowers are to be found among hardy
evergreens. Of the South American species the
first to flower is Berberis buxifolia or dulcis,

as it is sometimes called. This species, the
drooping blossoms of which are suspended on
long stalks, is less showy than the well-known
Berberis Darwinii, the orange-coloured flowers
pt "Oiiei! arB borne in the month of May, while
there is often a fair crop again in the autumn.

Ctneorum, known popularly as the Garland
Flower, one of the most Delightful of dwarl
shrubs, whose rich rose-coloured blossoms
are borne in early summer; and Daphne
neapolitana, a little, upright shrub with
purplish flowers often produced in the winter.
Escallonia is a genus of very beautiful flower-

ing evergreen shrubs, which are, however, seen
at their best in the milder seaside districts,

Every one of them is well worth growing, but the
palui must, however, be given to E. macrantha
—that is, where it is hardy, for there are' some
less tender than this is. Between this species

and E. philippiana a valuable hybrid has been
raised. This, which is known as E. langley-

ensis, is often referred to as an evergreen,
but as one of the parents, E. philippiana, is

strictly deciduous, this is, as might be expected,
of a sub-evergreen character. Another garden
form is E. exoniensis, the white blossoms of

which are often borne till quite late in the
autumn. Beside the species above-named may

Fig.- 108.

—

escallonia montevipensis

The small-growing rserberis erupetrifolia also
flowers at about the same time. This last-

named has one very important claim to recog-

nition, for it is one of the parents—B. Darwinii
being the other—of a Barb-rry which is by
many considered to be the finest of the entire

genus, namely, B. steuophylla, a plant of very-

general cultivation, with golden yellow blos-

so.-ns. Other species of the genus Berberis
worthy of especial mention are the compara-
tively new Chinese B. verruculosa, a dense-
growing shrub, with arching shoots and yellow

blossoms, and B. Walliehiana, whose pale-

lint id dowers are borne at a time when prac-
tically all the others are over.

The Mexican Orange Flower (Choisya ter-

nata) is tar haulier than, it is by many con-

sidered to be, and when laden with its white
sweet-scented flowers it is very ornamental.

Various members of the genus Cistus are

beautiful where they are quite hardy, which,
generally speaking, they are, in warm, well-

drained soils. One of the largest growers is

Cistus ladaniferus •nacilatus, whose, white
flowers are blotched at the base of the petals

with purple. Another marked in somewhat
the same way, but altogether a smaller grower,

is C. Loretii, said to be the result of a cross

between C. ladaniferus maculatus and C.

monspeliensis.

The best of the evergreen Daphnes are D.

Blagayatla, a low-spreading shrub, whose ivory-

white flowers ire borne in the spring; D.

be mentioned E. illinita, E. montevidensis or

floribunda (see Fig. 108), E. organensis, and
E. rubra.
Heliantheuiums, though classed with shrubs,

are of such low growth that they are more
fitted for edgings to rockwork and similar

positions. Hypericum calycinum is also of

humble stature, but .it possesses the great merit

of thriving beneath the shade of trees. In the

summer its bright golden yellow flowers form
a striking feature.

After midsummer some of the Privets make
a goodly show, the most attractive being Ligus-

trum sinense, which, attaining the dimensions

of a large shrub or almost small tree, is, when
a i its best, a mass of white blossoms. Ligus-

trunj japonicum and E. lucidum are also

ornamental shrubs when laden with their erect

panicles of ivory-white. flowers.

Olearia Haastii is the hardiest of the New
Zealand members of the large Composite family,

and in the neighbourhood of London it forms

a valuable flowering shrub. The fact that it

does not bloom till summer is well advanced

is another point in its favour', as but few

outdoor shrubs are then in bloom. Some other

species, notably 0. stellulata, are very showy,

but they are more tender than 0. Haastii.

Viburnum Tinus (the Laurestinus) is an old,

well-known, and very desirable flowering shrub.

(liven a mild season, its blossoms will be pro

liueed throughout, the winter. K. II.

i

'/'
'.. concludt /.)
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EDITORIAL NO TICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations-—The Editon will be glad to receir*
and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,

trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss

or injury.

Special Notice to Correspondents —The Editors
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or
illustrations, or to return unused communications
or illustrations unless by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondents.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by
sending to the Editors curly intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their com-
munications, and save U8 much time and trouble.

tf they would kindly observe the notice printed
weekly to the . effect that all letters relating to

financial matters and to advertisements should be
addressed to the Publisher ; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication or referring to
the Literary department, mid all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

THE ANTIRRHINUM.
THERE is no record of the date when this

popular plant was first cultivated. It was
grown previous to Turner, who calls it

Antirrhinon and " brode calf's s,note " and who
states that it was brought from Italy. Aiton.

on the other hand, notes it as being indigenous,

no doubt because of its seeding so freely and
growing spontaneously on walls and out-of-the-

way corners. Lyte, moreover, confirms Turner's

statement, and says that the "great Antirrhinum
groweth not in this country but in the gardens

of certayne Herboristes." He calls it " calfe's

snowte and snap-dragon," and adds a common
Latin designation—siluestris Anagallis, which
refers to the leaves being similar to those of

Pimpernel, just as Antirrhinum does to the seed
vessels being somewhat like a snout. So early

is 1578. when Lyte was published, there were a
few coloured variations, and there was, too. a
narrow leaved section in addition to Turner's
broad leaved, distinctions which survive till

to-day. Parkinson figures a narrow leaved
form, and notes some five varieties, viz., white,

purple, or " pale Stammell or Rose coloured."
almost blush, variable and yellow. Later we
read of a double, and one with variegated
leaves, but there seems to have been not much
variety until the beginning of last century, when
a .striped and spotted variety occurs Progress
subsequently was rapid, for Phillips, writing in

1824. states that the colours were "of all the
shades of a rich orange and yellow down to
white, with the same varieties in red and purples
with an endless change of parti-colours, the most
esteemed of which is that with a gold-coloured
throat and a dark crimson mouth and lips."
As yet, however, these were merely garden or

shrubbery flowers, and it was not until the suc-
ceeding decade that florists gave their attention
to the flower. The earlier-named varieties were,
as usual, distinguished by Latin appellatives, so
we have one of the oldest named reticulatum;
a popular variety. Youngii; and one depicted in
colour in Paxton's Magazine of Botany, caryo-
phylloides, the description of its markings being
like those of a show Carnation, otherwise an
ugly flower. In 1844 appeared a double variety
of a. blood colour, considered a great advance on
doubles, which previously had ranged from white
to ruse. From about this date varieties were
being produced annually in great profusion,
striped, blotched, pencilled and self, from white
I" 'in,, ,s,,n. They were priced as novelties from
5s. to 7s. 6cl. each and, of course, were propa-
gated from cuttings. In or about the year

1850. George Parsons, of Brighton, raised a
variety which exhibited a break in the arrange-

ment of the colours distinct from any of its

predecessors. It was distributed by Messrs.
E. C. Henderson and Sons, of St. John's Wood,
in the early summer of 1852, under the name
of Hendersonii, and as a typically fine Antir-

rhinum has never been surpassed. It is still

cultivated and still finds a place in Mr. Forbes'
catalogue. The colour of this variety is white,

with a deep rose or carmine band in the form
of an edging to the petals. It was illustrated

in colours in the same year in The Floricul-

tural Cabinet. A spike of this variety always

formed a strong point on the exhibition table.

Though Glenny in his Properties refers to

striped varieties, he later denounced them as

being inferior to selfs. but the taste for the

former was too strong for him, and the ordi-

nary florist worked on these for the next forty

years or so. At the same time the flower gar-

dener to a small extent grew selfs. The most
prominent grower of these was Oliver, of Esling-

ton Park. Northumberland, who was followed

by his 6on, Joseph Oliver, and the latter con-

tinued to use them extensively, his white and

crimson beddens being very fine. Another early

worker among these plants was the late James
Dobbie, whose white and yellow intermediates

have held pride of place for at least fifty year's.

The present boom in Antirrhinums for embel-

lishing flower gardens had its initial impulse
in Scotland. At the same time French florists

must receive due acknowledgment, for beautiful

colour strains were in general cultivation there

and seeds of these -eould be purchased from

their seedsmen previous to the beginning of our

experiments. I am not sure if Mr. Thomas Hay.

when gardener at Hopetown House, was the first

to employ novel colours in masses, but he was

at least one of the first, and certainly to him is

due their promotion as indispensable decorative

plants, the intermediate type obtaining the

greatest degree of attention, though the tall

varieties, when suitably positioned and grown

to the best of their possibilities are, on the

whole, superior. But it would be unfair to an

earlier generation of gardeners to omit to note

how the colours at present and for some twenty

years or more popular would not have
been tolerated at an earlier period. One has

only to refer to the early editions of a standa-rd

work on flower gardening for confirmation of the

above remark.

Little need be said regarding the cultivation

of the Antirrhinum. It is one of the few garden

plants that seem to thrive under neglect, at

hast in the early stages of its existence. A
good strain of seed is, of course, imperative

where colour schemes are desired, and it is not

to be denied that perfect strains have not been
always available, though now that things are

getting more normal better results may be looked

for. Usually the seeds are sown about the end
of January, but I have had plants almost as

good from sowings made in March; and though
I like the seedlings to be pricked into other

boxes from the seed receptacles, I have again

been successful with plants not pricked out at

all, but dibbled direct from the seedling boxes
to the positions where they flowered. In any

case 2 inches deep of compost is sufficient to

rarry them on to the planting stage, and where
space is contracted they need be not more than

1 inch apart in the boxes. They also do well

in cold frames, in which labour in watering is

saved. The florists used to select varieties by
examining the under sides of the leaves whether
or no they would be striped, and the modern
gardener would be well advised to cast an eye
in the same way on the under side of the leaf

of any seedling suspiciously unlike the type,

when any difference will at once be discerned.

Though it makes the bloom slightly later, tip-

ping the main shoots increases the effectiveness

of the plant, and no spike should be left to

flower completely if an uninterrupted succession

of flowering spikes is desired. Tall varieties re-

quire the support of a short stake, which need

not reach above the base of the spike. Inter-

mediates I have supported by means of three

very short stakes inserted in the soil so that the

plant could not be swayed by the wind. This

method saves in time against one stake and a

tie, and when the season closes less tune is

spent in clearing off the sticks. Another plan I

have tried with Antirrhinums was planting in a
drill, and, when sufficient growth was made,

drawing earth to the stems to keep them upright.

Where thousands of plants are put out, any

simple means that saves labour is worth atten-

tion, hence these notes on supporting the

plants. I?. P. Brotherstcm.

MR. REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND EX-

PLORATION IN ASIA.*

No. 34.

—

The Queen of Primulas Arrives.

It is impossible, in the conditions under which
I hunted for plants on 'the Chawcho, to tell

about views or the configuration of these

alps. After three weeks of diligent groping,

however, I did ascertain that, while on the

western side the range soars violently up in

crags and ribs like a taut rope, on the Chinese

side it does condescend to the softness of

high alpine vales, with flat stretches and,

sometimes even with little tarns. The aretes,

themselves, are more mild in their descent

to China. What did surprise me, however,
were the conditions of the ground up there.

Even on the Chiniili, snow in mid-July would
be unthinkable, here on the high crests

the scene was still like mid-winter, with
great snow-fields lulling away in the laps of

the fell on the Chinese side, and towering
snow-cornices offering most convenient but un-

welcome help along the crests themselves.

Unprecedented or no, last winter's snowfall

has left these alps so securely covered that

I doubt iif some of their new embryo glaciers

will melt this year at all. I hope, how-
ever they may, since much of this season's

weather I attribute to the excessive quantities

of snow, that must go on, as they melt, breed-

ing more rain and then more rain, up out of

the steaming valleys below in a vicious circle,

till all are gone, and the alps clear. If ever
the fog lifts for ten minutes at dusk, one sees

all the world below and the valleys mapped
out. And. as one watches, thev bring their

new clouds to birth. Rolls of grey fluff first,

then a solid floor of wool ; and in another
half-hour the spectator is once more obli-

terated, in next day's blank invisibility.

The high aretes, therefore, make no over-

powering display this year as yet; and there
is, at least, a fortnight's differeno? between the
state of things on the Chinese side, and that
on the western. On the latter, no snow? al

all now lingers, except in specially cold coulours
and obscure places, and the glades among the
Bamboo brake, and down the gullies are
already glad with a great gaiety of flowers
that on the eastern slope have not even
unfolded their earliest leaves yet. from the
brow:n danknesses of the retreating snow. In
this July, the most salient features are the
Anemones. All over the high tops, in the
lawn and among the Bamboo-scrub, shine

* The previous articles by -Mr. Farrer were published
in our issues for June 21, June 28. July 12, August il,

August 23, September 6, September 27. October 18.

November 1, November 22. and December 6, 1919;
January 3, January 17. February 7, February 28,
March 20. April 24, May 29, July 10.' July 31. September
4. October 2, December 4, 1920; January 1. January
29. February 19, April '2, April 30. June 4, July 9,
August fi. September 24. and October 22.
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myriads of a little rich-blue Anemone most

cheering to behold, even through the pallors

at' the mist. Sometimes it is white, sometimes

pale ; but its type is a deep bluebell blue, with

which the only fault I have to find is that

it is sometimes alarming me from afar, with

hopes of a new Primula. If I do not know
the name of this, I am equally at sea with

regard to its two big sisters. One: the white

one, is apparently that form of A. narcissi-

flora which is called A. demissa, because it

stands bolt upright. This, by millions upon
millions, in ifat clumps, occupies all the open

slopes and flats on the Chinese side, down to

the deep hay-meadows at 11.000 feet. Its

flower is white or creamy, and it makes an
effect onlv beaten by its rival, over on the

western slopes. This is P. 1145, I think A.
obtusiloba. just the same as A. narcissiflora,

but rather stouter, rather taller, and with

flowers of a solid golden yellow that only very
rarely vary to a paler citron. Climate and
season may make the difference, but so far it

has seemed to me that A. obtusiloba and A.
narcissiflora entirely refuse to meet, and have
agreed each to keep a monopoly df one side

of the range. But the glades on the western
slopes are a miracle of delight, fine weather
or foul, just now, a thick Tom Tiddler's ground
jungle with waving golden clumps of Anemone.
Not that the golden Anemone has things

all its own way even here, in these grassy
interludes among the Bamboo. Other flowers

are already there, and still more promise.
Where the turf is fine, galaxies of the " little

Blue " appear, sprinkled among a quaint little

Potentilla with tiny stars of dark crimson,
which I seem to remember collecting on the

high grassy crests olf Ardje'u, in north-eastern

Tibet, on' that fatal fifth of August 1914.

And among these is a perverse little Lloydia
which, unlike L. alpina and L. Forrestii,

sits out in the open turf as boldly as L.

serotina and L. tibetica themselves. But it is

otherwise a twin in beauty to L. Forrestii, with
the same brilliant yellow bells, but stained

at the base and inside with a lovely

light brown ; and occurs rarely though in big

drifts, among the others. Androsace does not
like places st> crowded, and reserves its best

efforts Ifor stonier ones. The Androsace, in-

deed, of these alps, is not the golden loveliness

of last year, but a mere form of our old friend
A. chamaejasme, at whose not-too-ample heads
elf white blossom one is inclined to look with
indifference, until some big boulder hummock
is seen covered by it as in a sheet of snow, and
scenting the wide air with sweet-almonds.
The stonier patches of the glades, though,
have an even more charming inhabitant, amid
their mossy coigns, in F. 1208 of last year. This
I was never able to find in late flower on the
Chiraili in 1919, nor even a trace of it; and
though we toiled unimaginably, collecting speci-

mens in fruit to ripen, so tiny is the capsule,
and so tfew-seeded, that I gather, even now,
Edinburgh has not yet been able to dis-

tribute it. Learn, then, that Primula F1208,
1695, proves well worth both the trouble and
the delay. I had had, indeed, my doubts
olf its beauty, but it now turns out a most
dainty little gem with delicate stems of two-
three-inches each, as a rule, swinging out a
brace of bells, in so bloomy a shade of ame-
thyst rose as quite recalls the indescribable
tones of P. secundiflora. I cannot! make out for
certain whether it be merely annual or no ; its

very slight, frail rootage is suspicious; but
anyone who has a damp moss-covered rock near
(ni- in) a river or cascade, will be able, I

think, to establish it, for its thready little

fibres desire no firmer hold.

Among all these is a Caltha, no doubtful
3] ii js this time, but C. palustris pure and
simple, in pats of solid orange among the
yellows and golds, as solid as ever in England,
and handsomer than its laxer English version
only in the splashing stain cuf blackness that
fills the centre of each leaif. A little lower, and
an Alkanet (but not, T think, the Hpimaw one")

is so copiously unfurling heads of Eritrichium
bine, thai the steep little runnels among the

Rhododendron scrub seem margined with sky.

And I here are Primulas going, too, and Pri-

mulas coming. And then, there is the Shing
Hong Primula itself at last in bloom, no
longer Rheum-like, masses of red snouts push-
ing up. And what shall I say of this? " The
most beautiful Primula I've ever seen? " Will
somebody say they seem to have heard me say
this before? Surely not, unless it he of P. son-

chifolia, which is, indeed, for stout, solid, over-

whelmingness, as far ahead at the top as this

one is, ifor its unique combination of elegance

THE ROSARY.
ROSE GARDEN AT DOWDESWELL COURT.
A somewhat unusual scene, shown in Fig. 109,

is presented by the Rose garden at Dowdeswell
Court, near Andoversford, Gloucestershire, the

residence of Col. Blagrove, as viewed from
above. Mr. A. H. Parker, the gardener, in-

forms us that this Rose garden is of circular

form and the beds are set out in three rings,
"

Fig. 109.

—

rose garden at dowdeswell couht, Gloucestershire.

and sumptuousness. I will prepare you gently.

White Primulas are not common, are they?

And yet rarer in gardens. What are you

going to say then, to a great dumping species

which starts as a sonchifolia, and then sends

up, with the leaves, an eight-inch stem, from
which develop 2-3 pendent flowers, in tin'

purest sikkimensis style, but about twice

the size of any sikkimensis ever bloomed, and
more Byzantinely bell-shaped: And of the

most solid, carved ivory whiteness, very rarely

and very faintly tinged with that lovely pink
which my paintbox calls Rose Antique; with

buds like drops of sunset, and calyces of

maroon-crimson, and a vivid blush of pink or

apricot over the tube. I tell you, if we can

get this Primula into cultivation and keep it

there, it will, indeed, have no rival in our

hearts, except P. sonchifolia on the same hypo-

thesis. But the comparison is as silly as

between Pavlova and Herakles. In any case,

a very white stone should surely mark in

horticultural calendars, the day when a gar-

dener first set eves on the opening loveliness

of Primula F.1712. Let it be remembered

—

July the ninth. Reginald Farrer.

with a fountain and lily pool in the centre.

The foreground, as shown in the picture, is

about 30 feet above the Rose garden, and a path-

way between the trees leads down through the

rock garden to the Rose garden. The varieties

of Roses chiefly grown in the beds are Caroline

Testout, J. B. Clark, Madame Abe! Chateau,
Liberty, Pharisaer, and Frau Karl Druschki.

The beds in the outer circle are connected by

means of arches, on which are grown the

varieties Dorothy Perkins and American Pillar.

The Rose garden at Dowdeswell Court has an
admirable setting and can be seen from several

points of view. The Lily pool and fountain

afford a sense of cool relief in (lie centre of this

sheltered spot in summer, which must lie a must

beautiful feature, with its masses of fragrant

Roses ami patches of showy Water lilies.

KOSES IN A.MKUH-A.
The demand by the public in America for

Roses is very large, and amongst (he must

popular market smts are Mrs Russell, Pre <

and Columbia, varieties nol well known m ilu-

country, Crusadei is said t" he the most
popular red Rose.
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MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW

GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

Continual from page 223.)

The small group of which M. Lesliei (Fig.

110) and M. pseudotruncatellum (why do

the Germans devise such horrible namee?)

arc typical representatives, contains some of

the most remarkable of all flowering plante,

for they are not only " Mimicry-plante," but

also belong to the very small group known as
" Windowed-plants," which are all exclusively

South African. In the seedling stage they

are externally indistinguishable from the

Sphaeroids, compare for example in Fig. 84

on p. 207 the seedling stage of M. Lesliei re-

presented by Q, R, with the adult Sphaeroid

represented by M-0 ; both have a central orifice,

but at a later stage that orifice in M. Lesliei

changes into a- transverse fissure across the

flattened or convex top of the plant, dividing

it into two shout contiguous or slightly gaping

lobes. The mode of growth is just the same

Fir,. 110.—MESEMBRYANTHEMUM LESLIEI AS

GROWING WILD (NATURAL SIZE).

From a photograph by its discoverer, Mr. T. N. Leslie

as that described for the Sphaeroides, but the

flowers differ by having no tube.

As mimicry plants, few can beat them, for in

colour they are brown, rust-coloured, grey,

buff, reddish or whitish, with or without
mottling on the top, so as to closely resemble

the soil, stones and pebbles among which they
grow, buried in the ground with their tops

nearly or quite level with the surface of the

soil. The first discovery of one of these

curious plants "was made iby Burchell, who,
when travelling in South Africa, at a place

called Zand Vlei, far in the interior, om Sep-

temlber 14, 1811, stooped to pick up what he
thought was a pebble, but when he had got
it in Ills hand he found, to his astonishment,
that lie had picked up a living plant that very
closely resembled the stones it was growing
among! Burchell made a drawing of the plant,
and from that drawing Haworth described the
plant a6 M. turbiniforme, in 1821. Nothing
nir !• than this description was known of the
plant for over 100 years after its discovery, as

the drawing appears to have been lost or destroyed

and I had tried in vain to get the plaint re-

found, hut the spot was too out of the
_

way

to be got at easily. Having asked Dr. I, B.

Pole-Evans to look out for it if he had the

opportunity, he being in the region in 1918, was

fortunate enough to find—after searching a

whole week for it^a few specimens of the plant

at or near the place where Burchell discovered

at. Fig. Ill is a view of the plant as he

found it growing, taken on the spot by Dr.

Pole-Evans, who has kindly given me per-

mission to make use of it, but reserving to

himself the copyright. This view shows the

plant growing among the stones near the

centre of the picture and demonstrates how
easily a person might walk over the ground

where these plants grow without detecting

their presence when out of flower. Indeed, Dr.

Marloth and Mr. Burtt Davy have both told

me that they have walked for a long time over

ground where M. Lesliei was known to grow

without finding it, so closely docs it resemble

tne rust-coloured soil and stones where it

grows, as may be perceived from Fig. 110,

copied from a 'photograph of M. Lesliei kindly

sent to n.e by Mr. Leslie (its discoverer), which

shows two growths that have expanded their

flowers and two others above them not in

flower, of natural size viewed from above,

showing the exact appearance of these plants

as they grow in their own locality. From this

figure it can easily be understood from the

appearance of the two flowerless growths that

the plant would not easily be detected when
out of bloom. M. pseudotruncatellum and M.
marmoratum are greyish and mottled on the

top somewhat like the mottling often seen on

stones, and as they grow among greyish stones

and pebbles bulled nearly level with the

ground, are also very difficult to detect when
out of flower. Yct_under cultivation in this

country it is better not to plant them buried

in the" soil as they grow naturally, because our

climate is more humid than their own and there

is risk of them rotting.

I have said that these plants also form part,

and the greater part, of the very small number
(less than 20 I believe) known as Windowed
(not Window) plants. This is due to thejr

remarkable structural peculiarities. It is

usual to find that the green colouring matter

(chlorophyll) of plants forms a layer over the

surface of leaves and other green parts where

exposed to light, but in these particular plants

it does not, for the exposed surface shows no

evidence of being green. Fig. 112. 1. represents

a plant of M. Lesliei as it grows in the ground,

natural size. Fig. 112. 2, is a sectional view of

the same plant: A being the Ibody of the

plant, composed of clear, watery, colourless

tissue, through which light can easily pass; B
is a flower-bud at the bottom of the central

tube through the plant, up which it pushes Its

way to the surface; C, C, are the layers of

green chlorophyll, one layer covering the sides

of the plaint and most of it buried under the
ground, and two narrow strips of it lining the

mouth of the fissure, all the remainder of the

top of the plant being quite destitute of green
colouring mutter; but externally, where ex-

posed to the light, these layers are covered with
a coloured pigment that acts as a screen and
protects the green chlorophyll from being in-

jured by the intense light of South Africa; D
is the thin epidermis covering the top of the

plant, which in M. Lesliei and most of the

other species of this group is mottled or dotted.

Under this part of the plant the chlorophyll

layer is quite absent, and the epidermis serves

exactly the same purpose as a window does,

allowing light to pass downward into the in-

terior underground portion of the plant and
thus reach the chlorophyll layer, E being the
ground-level. This window is not transparent
like clear glass but more nearly resembles semi-

transparent glass than anything else, for the
whole of the outer walls of the cells composing
it have imbedded in them minute crystals of

lime, which act as a screen and modify the in-

tensity of light in the same way that frosted

glass does. There are no crystals in the cells

themselves, only in their outer cell walls. A
portion of this epidermis magnified 130
diameters is represented in 3 (Fig. 112). The

intensity of light is also further reduced by
the top or window being coloured all over or

mottled with a brown, rust-coloured, dull

orange, grey or cream-coloured pigment ; only

in M. opticum and M. Friedrichiae is the
window without pigment. M. Lesliei is mottled
with dull orange or rust colour, and it is only
where these coloured markings occur that
stomata are found on the window part; all the

spaces between the markings are destitute of

stomata, which are very minute, and are plenti-

ful on the underground sides of the plant and
along the fissure where the chorophyll layer is

;

two of them are represented in Fig. 112 some
distance from the margin, where indicated by
arrows. This somewhat elaborate arrange-
ment of its structural details would seem to in-

dicate that the chlorophyll of these plants is

more sensitive to light or more liable to be
injured by its intensity than that of their
allies, which have not got this window-like
structure. TV. E. Brown.

(To be continued.)

THE BULB GARDEN.
DUTCH BREEDER TULIPS.

Dutch Breeder Tulips constitute a fairly
distinct section among Breeders. The general
characteristic of a Breeder is that it is a self-

coloured flower, except for the base—that is

to say, the part immediately surrounding the

^* .* cr->2S v mis... rv.
1

* <

FlG. 111.—MESEMBRYANTHEMUM TURBINIFORME.
From a photograph by Dr. I. B. Pole Evans, of the

plant growing; wild in the locality where Burchell
discovered it.

central pistil, which may be yellow, white,
blue, almost black, greenish, or some combina-
tion of these colours in a definite way or in
an undefinable mixture. Pictures taken from
flowers grown at Wisley at the time of the
R.H.S. Tulip Trials are to be found in the
Report of the Tulip Nomenclature Committee:
1914-1915. They show the variation which
exists in the bases. Bases, however, in them-
selves have nothing io do with determining
the st»tus of a flower. It is the coloured part
above them that does this. If this top is all

of one colour, or of one colour with an edge
of a different shade, as in Baronne de la
Toniaye or Golden Crown, the flower is a
Breeder or, as it is sometimes called, a Mother
Tulip.
The Dutch Breeder,-; are, as a rule, dark-

coloured—for example, Louis XIV., Lord Coch-
rane and Goudvink—but a few are of a less

dark tone—for exampl?, Charles Dickens and
Salomon.
These Tulips have come very much to the

front in the last two years, and their prices
have risen. Some letters which I have had
from Mr. J. V, Ch. Dix, the editor of the
Dutch gardening paper Floralia. throw, I

think, some light on the subject, for he tells

me that he has been trying these Dutch and
other Breeders for forcing. His enthusiasm is

Mich that it has infected me, and accordingly
1 have acquired some of them, and before

these words are in print I hope they will be
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potted. Head what he wrote :
" Have you ever

seen St. James and Louis XIV. in February?
They are fine. St. James is a golden bronze
with brilliant mahogany, while Louis XIV.
looks fine with its unusually lovely metallic
blue. I'm sure, if you see it as I have seen
it, you will be astonished!" I am going to
do my best to see both these, but am a little

doubtful if I can quite manage to do so in Feb-
ruary, as they are being started so late and the
heat in my glasshouse is only such as suits
Nerines, Lachenalias, and Freesias. I hope
they will be as beautiful in March, but it

by no means follows that they will. Take
Sweet Lavender (syn. William Copland). I
have seen it in bloom on January 4, and on
various dates between then and when it has
flowered m May in the open, and I have noted
how, as the normal time for its blooming gets
nearer and nearer, the colour gradually
deepens and becomes less and less attractive.
It may be like this in the case of others,
but I am making the plunge. The using of

Breeders for pot work may be as new an idea
to other amateurs as it is to myself. Hence,
probably the mentioning of some of the best
varieties for the purpose may be useful. I

am indebted to Mr. Dix for nearly all the
names.
The fact of these Tulips being so good for

growing in pots has rather surprised me,
but if there is one more certain remark than
another to make with regard to gardening
experiments it is, " You never know." Who-
ever would imagine 'he tall, rather lanky Zulu
to be one of the best of the Darwins for
forcing? Sturdy William Pitt? Yes. Fra
Angelico? Yes—but no, this last-named,
when tried, is found wanting, compared with
another dark, Philip de Comines. The follow-
ing list contains some of the best of the
Dutch (? all) Breeders for pot work. I am
very careful not to i all March flowering of

Daffodils and Tulips " forcing " after the
withering scorn kindly old James Walker of

real forcing fame once poured on such a

suggestion! Some names will be unfamiliar,
some will be very familiar; but, looking for-

ward to 1923, it is well, I think, to include
all. Toison d'Or (syn. Golden Bronze) ; Clio

(this is now, I am sorry to say, called by a

newer name. Bronze Qi.een; it has another
synonym, Biscuit, which originated at Glas-
rtevin, where Sir Frederick Moore grew it

years ago. and, being unable to get its' correct
name, called it " Biscuit" or "Biscuit Brown");
Panorama; La Turquoise; Virgilius; Velvet
King; Vulcan with the colouring of the Dar-
win Afterglow); St. James; Louis XIV.: Goud-
vink; Prince Albert (I am surprised at this,

it is so tall out of doors) ; Professor Schotel

;

Abd-el-Kadir
; Queen Alexandra; Dom Pedro;

Marechal Victor; and Yellow Perfection. 1

wonder how Charles Dickens would behave. It

ought to be a lovely shade of soft rose if its

stem is all right. Marksman, which is an
English Tulip, is grand for late work under
glass. I am not sure if it is not the best

vermilion red we have, splendid in the gar-

den and fine under glass. Cassandra (rose),

and John Buskin would suit amateurs for late

work. No one realises more than myself the

uselessness of long lists to the uninitiated.

As I feel that the idea of growing Breeders
in pots is somewhat of a novelty, I

will end by giving my selections :—Toison
d'Or, Clio, Panorama, and Velvet King. If

an uncommon English cottage variety is

wanted, either or both Marksman and Cassan-
dra. Joseph Jacob.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

THE FRUIT CROPS.

Pears are disappointing after such a good show
of blossom.- We had hoar frost three nights in
succession when the trees were in full bloom,
and I think this must have spoiled many

' flowers. Bed, Black and White Currants pro-
duced very heavy crops and the berries were
above the average size. Gooseberries and
Strawberries were average crops, and both very
good. Raspberries also were a very good crop,
but suffered from the drought much more than
the other small fruits. The soil is of medium
texture resting on a clay sub-soil. James
Treloar, Trevarno Gardens, Sithney, Helston.
Devonshire.—A fairly promising season in

spring-time, as regards blossom, was sadly
marred by frosts during that period, especially
in the case of Black Currants and Goose-
berries. The long continued drought made
the season of small fruits the shortest I

remember. Apples dropped freely, espe-
cially those of the heavy-cropping Codlin

(Continued from page 224.)

Cornwall.—The fruit crops are above the
average, notwithstanding the long drought which
we have experienced here this year. The Apple
crop is abundant, and the fruits of good size

considering tho number the trees are carrying.

Fig. 112.

—

mesembryanthemum lesliei; for
details see text, 1'. 250.

family. Our soil is a light loam overlying the
red sandstone formation, on a hillside, thus
making it difficult for the grower in a season
like the present one to obtain satisfactory results.

Thomas H, Bolton, Powderham Gardens, nr.
Exeter.

Somerset.—All varieties of Apples in the
garden and orchards are—with a few exceptions
—bearing heavy crops of fruit. Pears are a
good average crop, but Plums were almost a

complete failure. Cherries were better this

year than they have been since I took charge
of the gardens, although, I am told, they have
»ever been a success in this locality. Peaches
and Nectarines were very light crops. There
were very few flowers on the trees in spring
and I was greatly surprised to find any fruit

at all. Apricots are not a success here, they
have the usual complaint, of branches dying
AH small fruits were very scarce. The soil is

a deep, red loam, overlaying shale, on a northern

slope. Gritjor Hoy, Hatswell Park Gardens^
Bridywater.

The Apple crop is very good. Beauty of
Bath. James Grieve, Coronation, Charles Koss,
Cox's Orange Pippin, Rival, Blenheim Pippin,
Lord Sutheld, vVarner's King, Peasgood's
Nonesuch, Edward VH. and .Lane's Prince
Albert, are all good on the Paradise stock, but
not so good on the Crab stock. Plum trees

showed well with bloom, but the late frost

thinned the fruit to a poor crop. Pears are an
average crop, and the fruit is of good quality.

Blank Currants were a light crop, but Red
Currants were very good. Gooseberries were
fewer than usual. Strawberries were plentiful,

but the weather was too dry for the berries

to perfect. Raspberries were a poor crop owing
to the drought. All fruit trees are fairly clean

of blight. The soil is light overlaying lime-
stone rock. Many Apples fell for want of rain.

William Tuck, Clevedon Hall Gardens,
Clevedon.

Gloucester.—The fruit crops, taken collec-

tively, were somewhat disappointing. Severe
frost and cold winds during April and early-

May proved disastrous to the stone-fruit crops.
Plums and Apricots were practically failures,

and we had very few Peaches and Nectarines.
Pears were much below the average in numbers-
Certain varieties of Apples are bearing good
crops, notably Lane's Prince Albert, James
Grieve, Charles Ross. Annie Elizabeth and The
Queen, while trees of Frogmore Prolific^

Allington Pippin, Mere de Menage, Warner's:
King and Stirling Castle are bearing fair crops.

Soft fruits have been well up to the average
and of good quality, the one exception being the

Raspberry, which suffered as a result of the
severe drought. The soil is a sandy loom
on a sub-soil of limestone rock. The
approximate altitude of these gardens is

500 feet above sea level. Frank J. Clark-
Westgttbirt Gardens, Tetbury.

After a good early promise the fruit

crop is, on the whole, disappointing. There
was a thin display of blossom on Plums, due
probably to severe attacks of aphis last

year. Pears flowered well, but frost caused
considerable damage. Some Applets suffered

through frost, but there will probably be
a fair average crop, though a proportion of

the fruit has fallen through drought, and in

some districts the trees are suffering. The first

blossoms on Strawberries were injured by frost,

and the picking season was short owing tr>

drought. Gooseberries were a good average-

crop, but Black Currants suffered through frost

and drought. Raspberries were also affected

by drought, and the fruit was small. Cherries

in this county have been very satisfactory, and'

fruit trees generally have been particularly free

from insect pests. G. If. Bollingworth, Agri-
cultural Organiser, Shirr //alt, Gloucester.

Herefordshire.—Apples : In places there is

much loss amongst Apples from Anthonomus;
Woolly aphis and white mildew (Podosphoera) 1

have been much in evidence. Much loss

resulted from drought, hence, though there

was a fairly good set of fruit all round,
the harvest may be short. Wall Pears
iust blossomed in time and fruits set well

;

in the open the later cold weather caught the

blossom and the trees are mostly without fruit

or a mere sprinkling. Plums were badly caught
by the cold weather when in blossom, and the

crop is a very short one. Morello Cherries set a

moderate crop on wall trees, though it was very

colli when the trees were blossoming. Of small

fruits. Gooseberries were a heavy crop am ' f ''°

berries of better size than would be expected.

Red Currants were a fair crop : many trusses were
pr'itlv caught by cold when in blossom ami tailed

off. Bhuk Currants were also fair, but the trusses

were short from weather conditions. Straw,

berries were small owing to the drought.

Peroetual Strawberries commenced re-blossoming"

earlv and were fruiting again in mid-July,

though usually this occurs in August. Of pests.

\ i . 1 ii . 1
1

• .- have not been verv abundant. P>r.

//. K. Durham. Diinrlm, T/ereford.

i Tn be concludt <l.)
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Amaryllis Belladonna.—Is the following crop

of flowers anything like a record for these

beautiful Lilies, which we have been most
successful in growing for the last 27

years? I enclose a snapshot [unfor-

tunately, uot suitable for reproduction, but

showing a wonderful crop of bloom—Eds.].

showing the plants growing at the foot

of a south wall, in front of a greenhouse, in

a specially prepared border, 24 feet in length

and 18 in. wide. From this area we have cut

jus! over 300 spikes, with stalks varying from

15 to 20 inches in length, several having as

many as 10 to 12 individual flowers on them.

The abnormal heat of the past summer has

suited the plants-well. S. Kerry, Foulkbourne
Hull Gardens, Witham.

Late Sown Peas.—In dealing with "September
Vegetables "

I referred to four varieties of late

sown Peas which had done remarkably well and

in mine. Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen's letter on

the subject (p. 150) makes this quite- clear, for

his firm were some years ahead of Dr. Kagi-

onieri, and therefore had no need to use his

strain (if it was inferior) in theirs. G. H.
Dairy in pic. Hartley.

The Drought (see p. 215).—In your article on

this subject you mention the condition of Rhodo-

dendron ponticum in the New Forest due to the

drought. It seems as if this locality has suf-

fered a longer and more severe drought than

most places. There has been little or no rain

since February 1, and it is as dry as ever now

—

November 1. Such rain as has fallen has been

of very limited duration and very quickly dried

up. Tne weather forecasts in The Field, which

have been very accurate all the summer, give

promise of a very small rainfall up to the end

of the year. G. H. UalrymyU.

White Fly.—This pest has been more numerous
than ever this past summer, not only attacking

Tomatos, but other plants besides, including

many growing out-of-doors. The best remedy

is cyanide and phosphoric acici, which will e\-

FlG. 113.—LATE PEAS AT ALDENHAM HOUSE GARDENS.

were our main source of supply, owing to the

earlier lots having ceased to yield rather early,

due to the extraordinary season we have ex-

perienced this year. 'the photograph repro-

duced in Fig. 113 will give a good idea of

what these late rows looked like on the south

borders where they were sown. It will be re-

called that the varieties were four in number.
viz., Pilot (4 ft.) and Acquisition (2£ ft.), two
round-seeded varieties of the early class, and
Senator (2^ ft.) and Daisy (2 ft.), two second
•early varieties of the Marrowfat group, which
were sown because they were quick maturing
varieties likely to prove suitable for cropping
when the other Peas were finishing their supplies.

Sowing took place on July 23, and Pilot
was ready for picking six weeks after-

wards, whilst the others rapidly followed.
The distances allowed between the rows
were for the three taller varieties 4 ft., and for
Daisy 3 ft. 6 in. We had to carefully net them,
owing to the ravages of that pretty little pest
the Blue Tit. which has worked considerable
damage here this year with the fruit. We
afforded the plants protection at night, which
was necessary, as we had fairly sharp frosts in
October. It will be noticed that the space
between the rows was utilised for Spinach.
E. Beckett.

Sterility in Freesias.—With reference to Dr.
Ragionieri's note on sterility in Freesias (p. 209)
7. can assure him that there is none of his strain

terminate them if used in the proper quantity.

This same specihc is very effective loi destroy-

ing wasps' nests, pushing a small piece of the

cyanide into the hole and pouring a small quan-

tity of phosphoric acid over it. This operation

is best done just as it gets dusk. The nests

should be dug out in the following morning.

M'. Staward, Alfreton Park Gardens, Alfreton.

Derbyshire.

Garden Bonfires.—In spite of the fact that it

is well known that decaying vegetable matter

has almost as much manurial value as farmyard
manure, the destruction of this matter by means
of the garden bonfire is still largely practised

throughout the kingdom, and the fall of the leaf

and ingathering of autumn vegetable crops seem
to give an impetus to this destructive work.
In many garaens all the clearings from the her-

baceous borders and vegetable plots, and some-
times even leaf sweepings and soft herbage, are
wheeled to the bonfire, which is often kept going
for days by this means. This should not be done_

for one of the greatest problems growers have
to face is the supply of organic manures to re-

place the continually decreasing quantity of farm-
yard nnt.ure ihit is available, ihe solu-

tion of the problem can, probably, be found in

the conservation of all vegetable refuse and turn-

ing it into a manure heap instead of dispersing

its valuable constituents in the atmosphere by
means of the bonfire. II'. Avion, Pyrford
Court Gardens. Woking.

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 3 and 4.—After the lapse of many-
years the committee of the National Chrysan-
themum Society felt that it was a propitious time
to return to the old order of an annual two-
day show. That such an undertaking should
not only be possible, but be, as was the case,

a great success, and in one of the most difficult

years from the cultivator's point of view
within living memory, speaks volumes for the
future of the " Golden Flower," and the

fortunes of the Society whose aim it is to

foster it and encourage its cultivation in the
land of its adoption; for the show was a great

success from every point of view. The R.H.S.
hall was well filled with excellent plants and
blcoms ; competition was very keen in nearly

all the many classes, and, in spite of the most
inclement weather, there was a very large

attendance. In the early part of the first

afternoon the attendance was so large that, for

a time, it was only the more energetic and
determined who could view the exhibits.

The Floral Committee, which met in the

morning of the first day, found numbers of

r.ew sports and seedlings awaiting judgment.
They awarded nine First-Class Certificates and
two Cards of Commendation. Had these num-
bers been greater the most critical could

scarcely have found cause for complaint, but

the committee wisely sets a high standard and
recognises only the very best as being worthy
of awards.
As Sir Albert Rollit, the President of the

Society, remarked at the opening ceremony
such a great show of Chrysanthemums as there
displayed could only be possible with the hearty
co-operation of the trade growers who gave
unstintingly of their best blooms and their

time.

The large-flowered Japanese blooms were
exhibited in great excellence. These were
characterised not only by large size, but by good
colour and freshness. But it was the decora-

tive single flowered sorts that were the great

feature of the show—seldom, if ever, have
these been shown so well.

Furst-Class Certificates.

Miss Verena Chichester.—A large exhibition

Japanese variety of great merit. It is a com-
pact, almost round bloom of good depth, and
made up of narrow florets. A slight blush
tinge in the centre relieves the milk white
colour. Shown by Mr. W. Hall.
Hon. Mrs. Daltjety.—A gorgeously-coloured

exhibition Japanese variety of good size. It

has long, broad, recurving petals of rich ruby-
crimson colour over which there is suggestion

of maroon. This variety should have a great

future. Shown by Mr. W. Baxter.
,

Mrs. Charles Chichester.—A very large

Japanese variety possessing long, broad florets,

which turn upwards at the tips. The colour

is light amaranth with good silvery reverse.

Apparently a fine exhibition bloom. Shown by
Mr. W. Hall.
H. Y. West.—Another exhibition Japanese

variety* of great breadth and depth of bloom.

The rich yellow florets are very broad and long,

and are slightly twisted. This variety will

probably figure largely on exhibition boards in

the coming years. Shown by Messrs. Keith
LlTXFORD AND Co.
Mrs) Frederick Fairs.—A primrose-yellow

sport from General Petain. Of good medium
size and very compact form. Shown by Mr.
Nobman Davis.
Blanche Poitevme.—An excellent pot plant

:>f this valuable dwarf white Chrysanthemum
was shown as well as a vase of cut blooms.

This plant, which was growing in a 5 in. pot,

was 18 in. high, 16 in. across, and bore ten first-

rate blooms—a model of expert cultivation.

The flowers are of good useful size ; the stiffish.

erect florets are slightly incurved making a

compact bloom in which the white is relieved

by a suggestion of yellow in the centre. Shown
by Mr. Milton Hutchings.

Pamela. — Another useful, market-sized

Japanese variety of value for home use as
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well as commercially. The florets are broad,
and the colour is a warm, bronzy chestnut tipped
and edged with bright yellow. Shown by
Messrs. Keith Luxford and Co.

Elvira.—An excellent, compact white market
variety. • The florets are stiff and nearly erect,
making a shapely bloom. The foliage is

relatively small. Shown by Messrs. Cragg,
Harrison and Cragg.
Mabel Weston.—This is a most delightful

little Anemone-centred variety, which makes
very elegant free-flowered sprays of bloom.
The small, round, snow white flowers have
lemon-yellow centres. Shown by Messrs.
Cragg, Harrison and Cragg.

Cards of Commendation.
Alpha.—A good yellow, exhibition Japanese

bloom of F. S. Vallis type, though not so long
in the florets. The rich green leaves are
•carried well up to the flowers. Shown by Mr.
T. Clark.
Major Dalgety.—This is somewhat similar in

colouring to the Hon. Mrs. Dalgety, but is a
slightly deeper shade, and has narrower florets.

It is a handsome, showy bloom that will

_probably last well. Shown by Mr. W. Baxter.

Other Novelties.
Besides those which received awards there

were other seedlings and sports of more than
average merit. Mrs. J. P. Minching, shown
ly Mr. W. J. Taylor, is a splendid large single

of light apricot shading, but, unfortunately,
only two blooms were submitted. The com-
mittee were unanimous in their desire to see
this good variety again at some future meeting.
Mary Pickford, a tiny little Pompon, was
shown by Messrs. Keith Luxford and Co.
The sprays had been grown out of doors, and
were of greenish white colouring which,
probably, did not do justice to the variety.
Mis. J. Thorne is a rich yellow single of rather
more than medium size. The florets are a
trifle narrow, but it is a highly decorative
h'oom. Mrs. F. J. Flemming, shown by
Messrs. W. Wells and Co., is a magnificent
silvery pink exhibition Japanese variety, which
the committee desired to " see again." Joyce
'Shiowlger. which may be described as a good
pink Mensa, and Marjorie Rooker, a brilliant

•crimson-maroon of Mensa type, were both
shown and submitted by Mr. H. Hogben, and
these the committee wished to see again.

Open Classes.

The only exhibit of thirty-six Japanese
blooms was by Mr. E. H. Pearce, of the Lord
"Wandsworth Agricultural College, Long Sutton,
Basingstoke, and it was well worthy of the
William Wells Memorial Prize, which was
awarded. He hid magnificent blooms of
William Rigby. Miss D. G. Atheron, Majestic
and Mrs. G. Drabble.
There were many sets of eighteen Japanese

blooms, six varieties in vases. The first prize
was won by Mr. E. H Pearce with a magni-
ficent collection. He showed Mrs. Algernon
Davis, Mrs. George Monro, Mrs. G. Drabble,
William Rigby, Fred Green and Edith Cavell.

The second prize was won by H. J. Bromilow,
Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Graham)', Bitteswell Hall.

Lutterworth, who had splendid blooms of His
Majesty, Mrs. J. Gibson and Queen Mary;
third, Mrs. Hamilton Fellowes (gr. Mr. C.

Hebbourn), Tangley Park, Guildford.
The Holmes Memorial Class also induced

splendid competition. There were three boards
of thirty-six Japanese blooms, all of real merit,

which made a memorable display. The best

was by T. H. Mann, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Jewell),

Trull's Hatch, Rotherfield. This fine collection

w;is characterised by freshness, good size, and
the tasteful arrangement of the different colours.

His very best sorts were Victory, Mrs. R. C.

Pulling." Thos. Lunt, Lord Fisher, Mrs. G.
Drabble, Edith Cavell, Mrs. C. Edmunds.
Majestic, Mrs. W. Sargent, Louisa Pockett and
Daily Mail. The second prize was awarded to

E. (I. Mocatta, Esq. (gr. Mr. Wm. Holden),
VYoburn Place, Addlestone, for a grand collec-

tion, which ran the first very close, and was
inferior only in depth of bloom. His outstand-

ing varieties were Majestic. Edith Cavell.

Queen Mary, Wm. Rigby. Major Chichester,

Peace, Louisa Pockett, Shirley Golden and
Victory ; Mr. E. H. Pearce was a very good
third.

Of the three really good exhibits of twenty-
four Japanese blooms, the finest was by Major
Dalgety (gr. Mr. W. Baxter), Lockerley Hall,
Romsey, who won the cup presented by the
President, Sir Albert Rollit. Had this collec-

tion contained more of the brightly coloured
varieties it would have been almost an ideal

exhibit. Except for Master James and a new
seedling, somewhat like the new Hon. Mrs.
Dalgety, the set of blooms was too pale,

though there were fine examples of such as

Shirley Golden, Mrs. R. C. Pulling, Miss D. G.
Atheron, Victory, Wm. Rigby and Majestic.

The second prize set, by H. J. Bromilow, Esq.,

was also rather lacking in colour, but it was a
very meritorious exhibit. He showed excellent

blooms of Mrs. R. C. Pulling, Queen Mary,
Mrs. J. Gibson, Mrs. A. Dove and Florence
Pocket; third, Col. Thomson.

The six exhibits of twelve Japanese blooms
were scarcely equal in merit to those in the

larger classes, but the leading stands were very
good. H. J. Bromilow, Esq.. who was first.

had fine blooms of F. Joliffe, Wm. Rigby and
His Majesty; second, Mr. E. H. Pearce; third,

E. Roy Bird, Esq. (gr. Mr. R. Griffen). The
Beacon, Penn, Bucks, who was awarded first

prize in the class for six varieties ; second, Capt.

C. V. Liddell.

In the class for a vase of three blooms of

any white Japanese variety Messrs. Philip
Ladds, Ltd., were fortunate in being awarded
the first prize. Their blooms of Mrs. G. Drabble

showed decided signs of age. Many visitors

were of the opinion that the third prize vase

of magnificent blooms of Victory, by Mr. E. H.
Pearce, was the best in this class. Five

blooms of Mrs. G. Drabble, shown by Mrs.

McDowell Nathan (gr. Mr. W. H. Newton),
Little Heath Wood, Potter's Bar, were placed

second.
William Rigby. as shown by Messrs. Philip

Ladds, Ltd., was the best three blooms of a

yellow Japanese variety ; while Princess Mary,
shown by Mrs. McDowell Nathan, was second.

The best of any other colour was Mrs. Algernon

Davis, by Mr. E. H. Pearce ; Edith Cavell, By
Mrs. J. B. Minchin, was second.

Unfortunately Incurved Chrystanthemums
have almost passed out of favour with exhibi-

tors, though many of the visitors admired their

symmetrical beauty. L. E. Chambers, Esq.

(gr. Mr. A. B. Hudd), Farrants, Bickley, Kent,

was awarded all three first prizes for excellent

blooms. His very best were of Clara Wells,

Mrs. Percy Wiseman, Calypso, Percy A. Dove,

Godfrey's "Eclipse and Charles Hall.

The class for six vases of Chrysanthemums
not exceeding four inches in diameter, brought

only one exhibitor, the Marquess of Ripon (gr.

Mi' T Smith), Coombe Court, Kingston-on-

Thames, who was awarded first prize. The same
exhibitor was also alone in the class for six vases

of Anemone varieties, and was awarded first

prize for good examples of such as Ceres. Aphro-

dite and Miss Annie Low.
Pompons were not largely shown and were of

only moderate quality. Mr. H. Runcieman
was alone in the class for six disbudded varieties

and was awarded the first prize, as also was
Miss Df.benham for six not disbudded and three

disbudded varieties.

The George Monro Challenge Cup, which is

offered for the best twelve vases of large single

varieties, produced a great competition. The first

prize was won by Mr. W. Woolman. Shirley,

Birmingham, with a, magnificent, collection

of such soi-ts as Mavis, Flossie. Sweet
Auburn, Edith Dimond, Mrs. W. J.

Godfrey and Lizzie Robertson. F. J.

Yarrow, Esq.. who was second, had vir\

good vases of Bronze Molly, Reginald Godfrey
and Mrs. V. Smith. Third. Messrs. Philip
1, Mins, Ltd. There were only two entries in

the class for a display of singles in a space of

8 feet by 3 feet, but both were highly

ornamental. Mr. H. RtTNcnSMAN, Nightingale

Lane. Wan?tr"d. was first with a beautiful c\

hibit. He included such sorts as -Glorious.

Supreme, Mi lly Godfrey. Bronze Beauty and

Bronze Molly ; second, Mrs. Hamilton Fellowes
(gr. Mr. C. Hebbouni), Langley Park, Worples-
don.

Six vases of large singles was a large class

and the blooms were mostly very good indeed.

'Ihe best were by L. E. Chambers, Esq., wno
had Molly Godfrey, Sweet Auburn, Bronze
Molly, Mrs. W. R. Smith, Mrs. W. J. Godfrey
and Supreme in excellent condition ; second,

Mr. Loo Thomson ; third, F. J. Yarrow, j^q.

The class for twelve vases of singles was also

very good. Mrs. J. B. Minchin (gr. Mr. J.

Taylor), Terrelands, Pinner, won first prize

with a good collection of such sorts as Sandown
Brilliajice, Beatha Fairs, and Isobel Felton;

second, Edward Mainwaring, Esq. (gr. Mr.
A. Winter), Elm Lodge, Dulwich. The only

exhibitor of six vases of Anemone singles was
Mr. C. Runcieman, who was awarded first prize

for a good collection of such as Aphrodite, Ceres,

Thora, Snow Queen and Cordelia.

Decorative Classes.

There were only two exhibits of decorated

dinner tables, and each table was distinctly over-

crowded, though otherwise they were attrac-

tive. The first prize was awarded to Mrs.
Robinson, Bourne End, Bucks. ; second, Mi's.

F. Clark, South Chingford.
Tlie great decorative value of the single-flower

varieties was well illustrated in Class 25, which
was for three vases of large singles. The first

prize was won by F. J. Yarrow, Esq. (gr. "Mr.

A. Robertson), Abbey Road, St. John's Wood,
London, who had excellent vases of Caledonia.

Mrs. U. Smith and Sweet Aubum ; second,

Mr. Loo Thomson, Ailsa Craig, Formby. Mr.
Yarrow7 was also awarded first prize for an
elegant vase of singles with autumn foliage.

The vases of large-flowered exhibition blooms
were imposing and yet very decorative. Mi-.

Yarrow again was first, while Capt. C. O.

Liddle (gr. Mr. E. Jones), Shirenewton Hall.

Chepstow, was second. Mrs. Robinson was first

and Mr. W. J. Day second in the class for a

decorated basket of Chrysanthemums.

Amateurs' Classes.

Of the three vases of fine Japanese blooms
the best was from G. Blay, Esq. (gr. Mr. C.

Pullen), Raynes Park, who staged Mrs. J.

Gibson ; second. Miss S. Darnelly (gr. Mi-. W.
Burchill), South Tottenham.
In the class for a large vase of Chrysanthemums

the judges found two distinct types, and decided

that the beautiful vase of spray varieties and
rich autumn foliage by Mr. C. Fox, Tunbridge
Wells, was more meritorious than the superb
exhibition blooms of Mr. G. Richardson, Tulse
Hill. The best vase of single varieties was a well-

filled one by Mr. H. J. Day. Mr. Richardson
was first with a bowl of handsome single Chry-
santhemums.

Of the six exhibits of twelve Japanese blooms.

distinct, the best was by Mr. J. H. Goddard.
Belgrave, Leicester, who had a very even col-

lection of great merit. His principal varieties

were Queen Mary, W. A. Tofield, Wm. Rigby.
Golden Champion, and Mrs. G. Drabble; second,

G. Blay, Esq.. whose outstanding blooms were
of Edith Cavell, Mrs. J. Gibson and Louisa
Pockett: third, Mr. F. Clark.
Mr. Goddard also won first prize in the large

class for six Japanese blooms, in which he also

showed excellent specimens, of which Majestic.

Wm. Rigby and Mrs. G. Drabble were of out

standing merit ; second, Mr. Chas. Hawkins.
Kingston-on-Thames. The best six blooms in

three varieties were also from Mr. Goddard, and
these were of the same high standard of ex

ceUence. Mr. C. Fox was a good second.

The best three vases of Japanese blooms were

from Mr. F. Clark, and Mr. GoDDAKD was
second. Mr. G. Ki.ay had the beef six vases of

singles, and Mr. Loo Thomson was similarly

successful with two vases.

'Hie offer of special prizes fo* the best

Chrysanthemum plant grown by an amateur did

not bring the competition deserved. The first

jirize plant of Mrs. K. Luxford 1>\ Mr. E. C.

Thomson, (forest Hill, was especially well

grown: second. Rayonante by Mr. C. GrOSHBk,
South Lambeth.
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Affiliated Societies' Class.

The only entry for the Affiliated Societies'

Challenge Trophy was from the Surbiton, King-
ston, the Dittons and District Chrysanthemum
Society, and it was awarded the trophy and first

prize. Except that there were no Pompons, it

was well representative of the different types ot

the flower, and it was a very creditable display.

The Japanese blooms were very good and the

three Anemone varieties were the best of that
type on the show. Although there was no com-
petition, it would have been a difficult mattei
to excel this fine exhibit.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

A most imposing collection of first -class blooms
was arranged by Mr. H. J. J ones on a large

space against the side wall. Along the back there

were many very tall stands of splendid blooms
of such exhibition varieties as Mrs. George
Monro, Edith Cavell, Dawn of Day, Wm. Rigby,
Mrs. G. Drabble and Mr. R. C. Pulling, while
on a lower level there was an enormous quantity
of the best decorative varieties all arranged with
great skill and taste. In the very front Mr
Jones placed many exlribition blooms singly in
vases. Each was a perfect specimen,. (Large
gold medal and the Clay gold medal as the best
trade display in the hall.)

A sloping bank of excellent cut Chrysanthe-
mums was displayed by Messrs. W. Wells and
Co. The exhibition varieties included such
sterling sorts as Majestic, Mrs. J. Gibson, Mrs.
George Monro, and Wm. Rigby. The
medium-sized varieties, which are so valuable
for house decoration and for market, were also

a good feature of this collection, and of these
there were large vases of Sorcerer, Pourpre
Poitevine and Madame H. Foreau, while the
many singles included Florrie King, Ceddie
Masun. Portia, Heroine and Mrs. W. J. Smith.
(Gold medal.)
Just inside the entrance. Messrs. Keith

Luxford and Co. had a fascinating exhibit, re-

presentative of all the sections. Large stands
were filled with such exhibition Japanese
varieties as F. Spring Watts, a new light chest-
nut-yellow. Brilliant, Princess Mary, and a rich
crimson seedling. Smaller vases contained a
great variety of decorative-sized blooms and
many singles. In the centre a'large vase of many
Pompons attracted a great deal of admiration.
(Gold medal.)

A splendid bank of pot plants as grown for
market was arranged by Mr. Milton
Hutchings, Hillingdon. Not 'only did the plants
display the highest cultural skill, but the
arrangement was very tasteful. In the centre
a large mass of Improved Freda Bedford was of
most beautiful colour. Rich colour was also
provided by many plants of Pourpre Poitevine.
Along the front there were many excellent
dwarf plants of Blanche Poitevine growing in
5-in. pots and bearing as many as twelve good-
sized white flowers. (Gold medal.)
A great variety of decorative varieties was

shown by Mr. S. Aish. The Anemone-centred
Aphrodite and Cissbury Pink were especially
well shown. (Silver-gilt medal.)

Excellent Singles predominated in a collection
bv Messrs. Godfrey and Son. The best were
Mrs. W. J. Godfrey. Molly Godfrey; Bronze
Molly, Kitchener, Lady Astor, M.P., and
Resrinald Godfrey. (Silver-gilt medal.)

Mr. Riley Scott displayed his new Horsham
Amber in a semi-circular group of great beauty.
(Large silver medal.)
A very decorative exhibit of useful blo-nns

was contributed by Mr. William Yandell.
(Large silver medal,

j

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENG-
LAND ORCHID.

November 3.—Present: The Rev. J. Cromble-
holme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ashworth. B. J.
Beckton. J. Birchenall, A. Burns. D. A. Cowan.
J. C. Cowan, J. Cvnher. A. G. Ellwnorl J. Evans,
W. G. Giles, Dr.' R. N. Hartley, J. Howes, A.
Keeling. D. MeLeod, E. W. Thompson and H.
Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificates.

Cattleya Puritan (Maggie Raphael alba X
gigas F. M. Beyrodt), sepals and petals light

mauve, very dark lip ; Cattleya Troilus
(Clothar x Luegeae), very large flower, sepals

and petals extra broad. Up deep magenta,
yellow throat; Cattleya Annette var. Princess
Mary (chocoensis alba x gigas F. M. Beyrodt),
snow white sepals and petals, deep magenta
bar in lip; Cattleya Thora, Edgemoor var.

(Mrs. Pitt x Empress Frederick), perfect shape
and one of the darkest flowers yet seen; Laelio-

Cattleya Pepita (L.-C. St. Gothard X Colman-
iana), large flower, intensely dark, fine shape;
Cattleya Hardyana Edgemoor var., very fine,

exceptionally large dark lip ; and Vanda eoeru-
lea var. Renown, one of the darkest blue varie-

ties, from A. Hanmer, Esq. Cattleya Bellona
alba Gratrixiae, white, large yellow lip; Brasso-
Cattleya-Baroness, beautiful yellow flower; B.C.
Muriel var. Dreadnought, flower large, perfect
shape, mauve colour lip, with yellow throat

;

and Odontoglossumt Montezuma . flowers of

grand shape, heavily blotched burgundy colour,

fron. S. Gratrix, Esq. Odontoglossum crispum
West Point Bex, large flowers, fine, shape,
blotched deep reddish-brown, from Mrs.
Gratrix ; Brasso-Cattleya Sofrano var. Renown
(Cattleya Iridescens x B.-C. Leemaniae), sepals
and petals yellow, large flat yellow lip, with
rose-coloured fringe, from P. Smith, Esq.

Awards of Merits.
Laelio-Caltleya Dragon var. (C. Dragon X

L. JC. Luminosa a urea) ; B.C. Lisette (B.-C.
Warneri-Digbyana x C. aurea) ; Odontoglos-
sum, crispum Fairy, from S. Gratrix, Esq. ;

Cattleya Bryan at ha (Fabia alb=i x Lord Roths-
child alba) ; Laelio-Cattleya Scylla Edgemoor
var., Cypripediunh~M rs. Richards var. corny-
turn, and Odontoglossum a mobile var. Aval-
anche., from A. Hanmer, Esq.

Cypri-pedium Evulgton (Lord Ossulston
Eve), C. Cavalier giganteum (Euryades x Earl
Tankerville), and Odontoglossum Uro-Dean
(Uro Skinneri x Dora), from P. Smith, Esq.
Cattleya labiata alba Prince of Wales, and

C. Snowflake West Point var. (labiata alba X
Undine), from Mrs. Gratrix.
Cypripedium Idox Vazran (Beryl x Lord

Ossulston), Odontioda Dodeham var. Kalcida,
from the Rev. J. Crombleholme.
Cypripedium Christopher car. St. Andre, from

B J. Beckton, Esq.
Award of Appreciation—First Class.

Odontoglossum crispum, West Paint Radiance.
from S. Gratrix, Esq.

Cultural Certificates.

To Mr. W. G. Giles, for Vanda coerulea
var. Renown, and Cattleya Serbia Leeana; to
Mr. J. Howes, for Brasso-Cattleya The Baron-
ess, and B.-C. Penelope; to Mr. F. Cookson,
for Pleione lagenaria.

Groups.
S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), staged a group to which a Large Silver-
Gilt Medal was awarded. A. Hanmer, Esq.,
Buxton (gr. Mr. W. G. Giles), was also awarded
a Large Silver-Gilt Medal for a group of Catt-
leyas. A. T. C'ussons, Esq., Kersal (gr. Mr.
Frank Cookson), staged a group composed
principally of Cypripediums, for which a
Large Silver Medal was awarded. The Rev. J.
Crombleholme, . Clayton-le-Moors (sr. Mr. E.
Marshall), was awarded a Silver Medal for a
group of home-raised Cypripediums.

Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, were
awarded a Silver Medal for a group of Catt-
leyas. Messrs. Keeling and Sons. Bradford,
were also awarded a Silver Medal for a group
of Cattleyas.

plants, and until his health failed he was for

many years a market grower at Hampton,
Middlesex.

©bituar^.

E. H. Jenkins.—As these pages are being
passed for the press, we learn that Mr. E. H.
Jenkins, one of our oldest contributors, passed
away on Tuesday, the 8th inst. He was a well-

known authority on herbaceous and alpine

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Evergreen Trees for Marshy Position :

A. G. The common Silver Fir would not be

suitable for the position you described. The
best sorts to plant would be Picea

sitchensis, Picea excelsa, Picea nigra, Pinus

Strobus and Thuya occidentalis, and of these

the first-named would be the most successful.

Fruits of Red-Leaved Peach : L. G. S. The
Peach is Prunus persica var. foliis rubris,

and the fruit may be employed for any pur-

poses that the ordinary greenhouse Peaches
are used for. The skin of the fruit is usually

thicker and tougher than that of Peaches

grown under glass.

Names of Fruits : A. E. O. Blenheim Pippin.

—

/. H. P. 1, American Mother; 2, Graven-

steni.—./. McC. All decayed.

—

E. H. E.

Beurre Capiamont.

—

Core. King of the Pip-

pins.—P. W. M. 1, Allington Pippin; 2, not

recognised.

—

G. R. Pears decayed.

—

L. S. L.

Both specimens Beurre Diel.

Soil for Nymphaeas : A. G. The hardy
Nymphaeas will thrive best in a soil com-

posed chiefly of good turfy loam, roughly

broken up. with the addition of well decayed
.

cow manure and old ' bricks broken to the

size of pigeons' eggs. In an artificial pond

at least a wheelbarrow load of this soil should

be allowed for each plant. The root-stocks

should be secured by means of large pegs

made from the branches of any tree. Where
the pond has a natural bottom the Nymphaeas
may be planted in old wicker garden baskets

secured by lacing a few withies or other sticks

across. It will be found well to place a
layer of half-decayed leaves in the bottom of

the basket before introducing the soil. It is

only in exceptional summers that Nymphaea
stellata will thrive out of doors in an mi-
heated tank. Very fair success would be

attained if this species were grown in large

pots or small baskets of soil, and started in

a tub of water under glass and placed in the

outdoor tank from the end of May until the

end of the autumn. Nymphaea Daubenyana
is another blue-flowered species that may CM

grown similarly.

Sub-Tropical Garden: H. S. C. The success

of a sub-tropical garden depends much more
on skill and taste in arranging the different

species employed than in the actual laying
out of the site. The chief essentials in the
latter are ample drainage and shelter from
all winds. If the site is undulating this is

a distinct advantage, though skilled

gardeners have achieved much success when-
dealing with perfectly level ground. As the
object of the sub-tropical garden is to dis-

play in as natural a manner as possible the
stately and graceful vegetation of tropical

countries it will be seen that a rather spacious
hothouse is an essential adjunct, because
with the exception of such plants as Tobacco-
(Nicotiana), Castor Oil (Ricinus), and Maize
(Zea), which can be raised from seed
annually, most of the principal plants are
slow growing perennials. Palms that are
often used include Chamaerops humilis,.

Livistona australis, L. chinensis, Phcenix
dactylifera, Seaforthia elegans. Trachycarpus
excelsus, and T. Fortunei. Amongst Tree
Ferns the following are suitable :—Alsophila
australis, A. excelsa, Cyathea dealbata, and'

Dicksonia antarctica, while Musa Ensete and
M. japonica may also be used. Suitable
hardy subjects include Bamboos in great
variety, Cordyline australis. Fatsia japonica,.

and Phormium tenax.

Communications received —V. H. B.—G. T.

—

A. C—D. A —W. J. H.—C. C—T, R, C—
H. F. F —Th. P.—F. S. & S., Ltd.—H. W. A.—
E. S'. O—C. T. B—W. P.—G. H. D —W\ H. W..
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for entrance forms not later than May 1, 1922,

to the Chief Officer, Official Seed Testing

Station, Cambiidge, from whom particulars of

the course of training can be obtained. In all

cases students must provide their own accom-

modation at Cambridge, but they will be able

to take their meals at the Institute Club, and
the Secretary will, so far as possible, aid them
in securing accommodation.

Trials of New Roses at Bagatelle in 1922-1923.

—M. Forestier, Chief of the Parks and Pro-

menades of Paris, informs us that the trials

of new Roses will be continued in the Bagatelle

Park as in former years. New Roses for con-

sideration during 1922 and 1923 must be sent

to the Roseraie de Bagatelle an Bois de Bou-

logne (railway station, Neuilly-Porte-Maillot,

Paris), and must arrive before April 30, 1922.

Specimens of new Roses sent for trial should,

so far as possible, have been raised in pots,

and at least five specimens should be sent.

Full particulars of the raiser, origin, and
parentage of the varieties, together with infor-

mation concerning any special treatment re-

quired by the plants, should be forwarded by
letter to the Conservateur des Promenades de

Paris, 4, Route du Champ-d'Entrainemeni, par
Neuilly (Seine), Paris. All new Roses for-

warded will be planted as soon as they reach
Bagatelle, where thev will remain until the
month of October, 1923, so that the jury may
have the opportunity of studying the habit

and quality of the varieties on trial during two
seasons.

The Kew Flagstaff and Remembrance Day.
—The large Union Jack (12 yards by 6 yards)

was hauled up at Kew for the first time at

8 a.m. on Armistice Day, November 11. Pre-
sented to Kew by the British Columbian Govern-
ment in 1915, the flagstaff was erected in its

present position on October 17 and 18, 1919.

It is the best of twelve trees of the Douglas
Fir (Pseudotsuga Douglasii) felled near the
Gordon Pasha Lake; it is estimated to be at

hast 360 years old, and is 215 feet in height.

At 11 a.m., during the two minutes' silence,

the flag was hauled down to half mast.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—At
the Empire Fruit Show, recently held at the
Crystal Palace, Messrs. Laxton Bros, offered

three prizes of £2, £1, and 10s. respectively for

the nearest estimate of the weight of a basket
of Newton Wonder Apples ; the entry fees of

6d. each to be given to the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution. The actual weight of

the basket of Apples was 28 lb. 8 oz., and the
result of the competition was as follows :—1st

prize, Miss Archer, Watford, 28 lb. 8 oz. ; 2nd
prize, Mr. P. White, Upper Norwood, 28 lb.

2 oz. ; 3rd prize, Mr. H. Rogers, Darenth,
Kent, 29 lb. 8 oz., to whom cheques have been
sent.

The Controller of Horticulture at University
College. Reading—Mr. W. G. Lobjoit, Con-
troller of Horticulture, paid a visit to University
College, Reading, on Monday, the 7th inst., and
addressed a large audience in the College Hall
in the evening. The meeting was open to any-
one interested in horticulture. Mr. Lobjoit
gave an address on " Reflections on Forty Years'
Experience of Commercial Horticulture. " His
survey of the rise and progress of market gar-
dening and fruit culture kept his audience keenly
interested. He dealt with conditions imposed
by the growth of the metropolis, as much of the
land used for market gardens forty years ago is

now built on; changes of cropping on account of
foreign competition and improved methods of
transport ; improved methods of forcing and
heating

: changes due to scientific knowledge

;

and labour and wages. His remarks on old-time
methods of packing and marketing, as compared
with present methods, were very appropriate,
especially as the subject is occupying the atten-
tion of all those engaged in commercial fruit
growing. The extraordinary development of
the glasshouse culture of Grapes, Cucumbers
and Tomatos was also dealt with. With regard
t: the future of horticulture, Mr. Lobjoit stated
that though the immediate prospect of the
future is not rosy, he held optimistic views, and

stated that much depends on the purchasing
power of the home market, though the possi-

bilities of export need not be overlooked. He
spoke of the need of better organisation and
co-operation to reduce costs, scientific methods
of cultivation and the control of diseases and
pests. He closed his address by an appeal for

friendly relations between employer and labour.

During the afternoon, Mr. Lobjoit visited two
of the students' hails of residence, one for men
and the other for women. He also made a tour

of a portion of the College, including the dairy

and chemical and botanical laboratories, and
was accompanied by Prof. H. D. Neville,

Prof. J. Percival and Mr. A. J. Cobb, head of

the Horticultural Department. On Tuesday, the

8th inst., he visited the horticultural grounds
and fruit orchards at Shenlield.

Dr. A. B. Rendle.— Dr. A. B. Rendle, Keeper
of the Department of Botany of the British
Museum, is well known to a large number
of horticulturists by reason of his lectures

at the Royal Horticultural Society's meetings,
where he frequently discusses new and interest-

ing plants exhibited at the Royal Horticultural
Hall. Dr. Rendle was educated at St. Olave's,

Southwark, and St. John's College, Cambridge,
where he specialised in botany under Dr. S.

H. Vines. In those days there was little

Photograph by Elliott an I Fry.

DR. A. B. RENDLE.

systematic botany done at Cambridge, but
Rendle found an old volume of Le Maout and
Decaisne's System of Botany (translated by
Mrs. Hooker) in the greenhouse of the Botanic
Garden. With this help he spent a great deal

of time in the gardens, working out the plants
that he found flowering there. In October,
1888, he entered the Department of Botany,
British Museum, as successor to Mr. H. N.
Ridley, who had left to take up duty at

Singapore Botanic Gardens. Mr. W. T. Car-
ruthers was then Keeper of the Department
of Botany, and wisely encouraged the junior
members of his staff to take up some special

work of investigation as a relief from their
routine work. In connection with a mono-
graph of the genus Najas young Rendle was
given facilities for visiting the principal
European herbaria, and this monograph he
presented as a thesis for his D.Sc. degree at

the London University. From 1894-1906 Dr.
Rendle lectured in botany at the Birkbeck
Institute, and ceased only when day classes

were held which required the services of a

whole-time lecturer. In 1906 he was appointed
jKeeper of Botany. British Museum, as suc-

cessor to Mr. G. Murray. It was as a result

of an introduction by the late Dr. Masters

that Dr. Rendle became a member of the
Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society, and on the retirement of Prof. G.
Henslow he was appointed Honorary Pro-
fessor of Botany to that society. For his
services to botany and horticulture he was
awarded the Victoria Medal of Honour in
1917. He has done much good work in con-
nection with the Linnean Society, of whose
Council he has been a member on many occa-
sions, and since 1916 he has acted as Botanical
Secretary to the Society. He is a member of
the governing body of the Gilbert and Lawes
Institute at Rothamsted and President of the
Quekett Microscopical Club. He was elected
a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1909, and
was President of the Botanical Section of the
British Association in 1916. As an author
Dr. Rendle is best known by his text-book on
the Classification of Flowering Plants and
numerous papers on the systematic study of
flowering plants; while he is joint author with
Mr. W. Fawcett of a compendious Flora of
Jamaica, in course of publication by the
Trustees of the British Museum. It may also
be added that he was botanical editor of the
11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britanniea.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Friday,
November 25: Bournemouth Horticultural
Society's Show (two days); Dundee Chrysan-
themum Society's Show (two days).

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five
Years Ago.—Two Crops of Grape- in One Year.
At a meeting of the Horticultural Society on
Tuesday, November 3, Mr. Mitchell," of
Brighton, produced some Black Hamburgh
Grapes, for which a Silver Banksian Medal
was awarded. They were not Grapes of
wonderful size, either in the berry or the
bunch ; the latter, indeed, was small, as all

bunches should be which are grown for market;
but the berries were handsome, black, perfectly
ripe, and excellent. Why, then, do we mention
them thus? seeing that as fine Black Hamburgh
Grapes have this autumn been common as
Blackberries. We mention them because of
their history, which involves some curious as

well as highly important facts. Mr. Mitchell's
G rapes were a part of a very heavy second
crop, succeeding a fair crop which had ripened
in the spring. It appears that he had intended
to destroy a house of Vines, which were
scrambling, out. of condition, and more in-

clined to run to wood than to fruit; that
for this purpose he began to force in the
autumn of 1845, and managed to secure a ripe

crop by the middle of February. By
that time we may suppose that the

Vines were sinking to rest. By the

middle of March the crop was all gathered;

the Vines were then allowed to remain un-
disturbed for six weeks, when, instead of throw-

ing them away, Mr. Mitchell determined, like

a wise man, to endeavour first to get another

crop out of his houses. He therefore on the

1st of May pruned them hard; the sap was
rising, and the Vines bled excessively, so that

the floor of the house was deluged. Notwith-

standing this, however, the buds broke well,

a fine show of fruit appeared, the crop was
left, and finally ripened off in perfection in

October? the Grapes above alluded to having

formed part of the produce. What is more,

the wood for next year is so hard, well ripened,

and furnished with plump buds, that Mr.

Mitchell has changed his mind about destroy-

ing the Vines, and intends to force them again

next vear. but not early, nor more than once.

The fact is, he has tamed their over-luxuriance,

and the reason for their removal is withdrawn.

Card. Chrim., November 21, 1846.

Publications Received.—Bull Gardening. By

Mary Hampden. Thornton Butterworth, Ltd.,

15, Bedford Street, W.C.2. Price 7s. 6d. net.

—Dates, and Dale Cultivation of the 'Iraq.

In two parts. Bv V. H. W. Dowson. W.
Heffer and Sons. Ltd., Cambridge. Price, Part

I. , 10s. ; Part II. , 5s. net.—Sweet Peas. By
Horace J. Wright; How to Prune Poses and
Fruit Trees. Bv Owen Thomas. " Counti-

Life " Booklets,' 20, Tavistock Street, W.C.
Price 9d. each net.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Black's Gardening Dictionary.*

This work, like other dictionaries, is

arranged in alphabetical order, but many
.

things are dealt with in groups, such as shrubs,
trees, Orchids, and so torth. Under their

I
generic names the reader is referred to the
special article in which they are included.
Ampelopsis is referred to Vitis, which in turn
says, " See Climbers and Trailing Plants," and
in this selected numbers of species are de-
scribed. Here the beauty of Vitis Coignetiae is

fully endorsed, without stating wherein its

beauty lies. This may be discovered accident-
ally in an article under " Foliage Plants for
sill Purposes," Clianthns puniceus is described
as a hardy evergreen, which applies to a very
limited part of this country. Cobaea scandens
is said to be a half-hardy annual, which is

only the market-garden standpoint of view,
for it is an evergreen climber, capable of grow-
ing to a height of forty to fifty feet. The
editor conceived the idea of arranging every-
thing under their popular names, but soon
abandoned the idea. Only very small numbers
of plants have popular names: others have
"book names that remain so. To help the lay
reader the editors of The Botanical Magazine
appended the English equivalent of the botan-
ical name, but even this was not adopted,
and English names remain unworkable for the
Identification of plants.

In the selected list of species of Cotyledon
the widely cultivated C. secunda glaucais not
mentioned, although many amateurs know that
it may be wintered in a cold frame or
out-of-doors under the overhanging eaves of a
Tiouse or a window sill, to keep it dry. Under
Ornamental Grasses, Hordeum maritimum is

Tightly described as Squirrel-Tail Grass, but
this is not cultivated, and the writer's descrip-
tion shows it to be H. jubatum. Avena
sterilis has English names in Animated Oats

( and Wild Oats, but the latter name should
, have been reserved for A. fatua, which has

great age to recommend it. Japanese Cherries
are placed under Ccrasus japonica, with C. j.

H. Veitch as the best variety, showing it to
"b? Cerasus serrulata or Primus serrulata.
Cvtisus prostrata Andreana by one writer is

correctly given, by another as C. scoparius
Andreanus. Manures in general are well dealt
with, including cow, horse, and pig manure,
"but nothing is said of fowl manure, which
amateurs often possess and do not know how
to use or get rid of it. Underlying all. how-
ever, is a vast amount of information that can
be utilised to excellent purpose by those who
care to do so. There are long and good articles

on Irish gardening, insect friends and enemies,
diseases of plants, market gardening. Orchids
nerennials for all purposes. Rhododendrons,
Roses for all purposes, foliage plants for all

purpose, soil cultivation, origin of soils, etc.

The treatment for garden robbers, such as re-

lated here, would be a source of amusement to

many, even if they could not pluck up courage
to put it into practice.

TREES AND SHRUBS

HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS WITH
SHOWY BLOSSOMS.

(Concluded from paijr 247.)

The Chinese Viburnum rhytidopliyllnni i-.

perhaps, scarcely entitled to be regarded as

"bearing showy blossoms, but still the large

flattened corymbs of creamy white flowers

stand up in a conspicuous manner. In addi-

tion to this, the foliage is very remarkable.
The Vin?as or Periwinkles are pretty, free-

flowering, procumbent-habited shrubs, while

the Yuccas, from their distinct habit, are gene-

rally admired, but particularly so when their

stately spikes of white or whitish blossoms are

• Black't OarSm Dictionary. Edited by E. T. Ellis.

A. and C. Black, Ltd.. 4, 5, mid 6, Soho Square, Lon.
il.m. w.i. 1921.

'

Price 15s.

at their best. The Yuccas have flowered pretty
generally this summer.
Gardeners in the favoured parts of these

islands, such as in Cornwall and Devon, the
Welsh coast, a portion of the south-west of

Scotland, and in some districts of Ireland, have
a wider choice among flowering evergreens
than that which prevails in the more inland
and colder districts. What is more, included
in the number are some remarkable for their

particularly showy blossoms.
Prominent among them is Berberidopsis

corallina, a rambling or climbing shrub, native

of Chili, with ovate dark green leaves of a

leathery texture, and drooping globulax flowers

of a bright crimson colour. It may be grown
as a wall plant in different parts of the
country, but is seen at its best in maritime
districts.

Carpenteria ealifornica is a member of

the Saxifrage family, and forms a good-sized

shrub clothed with broadly lanceolate leaves,

and bearing in summer a profusion of white
flowers about three inches in diameter.

Veronica bear remarkably showy flowers, and
while some of them are fairly hardy in most
districts, it is in seaside places that they are

seen at their best. There is a wide range of

colour in the flowers of the garden forms,

varying from white to deep crimson. These
Veronicas aire easily cultivated and they grow
well in most kinds of soil.

The present is a very suitable time for trans-

planting evergreens, and equally good is the

month of April, especially if care is taken

that the plants are not allowed to suffer from
want of water afterwards. K. E.

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLANCHE POITEVINE

There seems to be some doubt as to the

correct spelling of the name of the very useful,

dwarf Chrysanthemum illustrated in Fig. 114.

The variety appears to have been first exhibited

in this country by Messrs. W. Wells and Co.,

FlG. 114.—CHRYSANTHEMUM BLANCHE POITEVINE.

Desfontainea spinosa is sometimes a puzzle

to the uninitiated, as the leaves are very much
like those of the Holly, while the drooping,

broadly tubular-shaped flowers are of a thick.

wax-like texture, and in colour yellow tipped

with scarlet.

Embothrium coccineum is a member of the

natural order Proteaceae, and a native of

South America. It forms a gorgeous feature

in the extreme west of England, the orange
scarlet Honeysuckle-like blossoms being very
freely borne in early summer.
Fabiana imbricata, though a member of the

Solanum family, bears a great general

resemblance to an upright-growing Heath, not
only in its habit and foliage, but also in the
pure white, tubular-shaped flowers, which are
borne in great profusion in the summer.
Tricuspidaria lanceolata, far better known

under the name of T. dependens (the true T.

dependens being totally different therefrom),

is an exceedingly striking shrub, whose bright

crimson, globular-shaped blossoms hang
suspended by long pedicels in a way suggestive

of ripe Cherries. Like the Desfontainea. this

flowers in July, and from that time a scattered

succession of bloom is often kept up till the

autumn.
Several species and many garden varieties of

who placed a small plant before the Floral

Committee of the National Chrysanthemum
Society on November 2. 1920, but being such a

newcomer it had not become acclimatised, and
failed to give a good account of itself. The
possibilities of the variety were, however,
obvious to certain growers, who promptly took

up its cultivation ; but no one has been more
successful with this tine white Chrysanthemum
than Mr. Milton Hutchings, Pield Heath, Ux-
bridge, whose specimens shown at the National

Chrysanthemum Society's exhibition on the

3rd and 4th inst. were greatly admired. The
flowers of Blanche Poitevine are white, of

Japanese fonr and medium size, with some-

what erect florets. But the beauty and useful-

ness of the variety lie in its wonderfully dwarf
and free-flowering habit; the specimen

illustrated, growing in a 48-sized pot. was

barely 18 inches high, and carried no fewer

than eleven blooms and one bud. above a setting

of neat green foliage. In addition to the speci-

men illustrated Mi. Hutchings exhibited dozens

of others no less beautiful, each carrying from

eight to twelve flowers, and all examples of

splendid cultivation. A First-Class Certificate

was unanimously awarded to Blanche Poitevine

by the Floral' Committee of the National

Chrysanthemum Society on November 3.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Pleione.—Plants of Pleione with pseudo.bulbs
matured and bare of leaves should be placed in
a moderately dry position in a house having an
intermediate temperature. In watering the
roots do not wet the buds or flowers, as it may-
cause them to damp off. The flowers of Pleiones
are produced with the young growths, and when
the former are over the annual repotting should
be done. Shallow pans form the most suitable
receptacles, and these should be well drained
by filling them to half their depth with broken
potsherds, covered with a thin layer of Sphagnum-
moss. A suitable rooting.medium consists elf

equal parts of Al or Osmunda fibre, good fibrous
loam with all the finer particles shaken out, and
Sphagnum-moss, with a sprinkling of coarse
silver sand or crushed crocks. In repotting, the
pseudo-bulbs should be placed evenly over the
surface, with sufficient space between each for
the young shoots to develop. Plant them quite
firmly, and slightly raise them in the centre of
the pot, but not sufficient to cause watering to
be difficult. If the pseudo-bulbs are of various
sizes they should be graded, putting those of
similar dimensions as nearly as possible in each
receptacle. For several weeks after repotting
very little water should be applied to the roots,
but as the latter become more active and the
leaves begin to expand, water may be afforded
more liberally. After the new pseudo-bulbs are
formed, and right through their stages of
development a liberal supplv of moisture is
necessary, with an application of weak liquid
cow manure at each alternate watering Sprav
the .foliage with clear water occasionally during
hot weather, and sponge the undersides of the
leaves in order to ward off attacks of red spiderAmong those that flower at this season are
P. lagenaria, P. maculata, P. praecox, and its
variety Wallichiana. During their season of
growth the plants do well on a shelf near to
the roof-glass in the intermediate-house. P
Hookenana and P. humilis, which bloom at a
later date, should be still kept in the cool house
affording them just sufficient moisture to pre-
vent the pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlez Warren, Gardener to the Hon N CRothsch.ld, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Biok in" banish ire

The Fruit Room.-Care in ventilating the
trait room is more important at this time of the
year than at any other, so that all moisture
arising from the fruits may be allowed to esca,pe.Many vanet les of Apples are not keeping well
this season. The stock should be examined
every week or ten days, and any showing the
least signs of mould or decav "

promptly re-
moved. The crop of Apples this year has been
>o large that m the majority of cases, to store
the fruits in single layers has been impossible.
Hence the need for more frequent examination of
Apples in store than usual. They should be
handled carefully, for if braised, decay will soon
follow. Allow a, free circulation of air through
the building on all favourable occasions, and do
not use artificial warmth until frost renders it
necessary.

General Remarks—Strawberries that have pro-
duced late runners should receive attention ; re-
move all .the runners and hue between the rows,
afterwards mulching the bed with half-decayed
manure. Raspberries may also be dealt with in
a similaT manner; remove all superfluous canes,
and tie to the stakes or wires those that are left
for next year's fruiting. Anv fruit trees that
are in any way in an unsatisfactory condition
should be carefully examined, and if needs be,
lifted, the drainage made pood, fresh soil added.
and the trees re-planted. Secure young standard

trees, or others in exposed positions, from
damage by winter gales, i.y applying new stakes

or ties where such are needed. The shoots of

Loganberries and Blackberries should be
thinned; remove all surplus or unripened
growths, and secure ihose that are retained to

their supports. Many of these have made a
second growth tint, season, which should be
entirely removed, being unripened, and useless

for fruiting purposes next season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Agapanthus.—Plants of Agapanthus require

protection from frost; they may be placed in

a cool house and given less water to the roots.

Canna.—Plants that have been grown in pots

should be placed where they will become
thoroughly dry. They may later be shaken from
their pots and the rougher soil taken away from
the roots. Cannas should be stored on a shelf

where they will be thoroughly dry and free from
frost.

Schizanthus.—Seedlings of Schizanthus that
were sown in small pots some weeks ago require
shifting into larger receptacles. Very little fire

heat should be used, and the plants placed on a
shelf near to the roof-glass. Admit plenty af

air in favourable weather. Put neat stakes to
the plants to keep them upright.

Sweet Peas.—Seedling Sweet Peas should be
shifted into 6-inch pots, and neat stakes placed
around them to keep the growth upright. The
plants should be grown in a house with a
low temperature, as near to the roof glass
as is convenient. Growing them in cool con-
ditions will cause them to be hardy and make
robust growth.

Adiantum —The earliest batch of Adiantum
Ferns require less water at the roots than
hitherto; only sufficient moisture to keep them
in a green, healthy condition is necessary.

Weak liquid manure water should be afforded
the roots once a week.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Plants for Shade.—In shady situations, such
as under trees, it is often a difficult matter to

keep the ground furnished with plants. In the
case of large trees on lawns, nothing looks

better than grass growing up to the trunk, and
this is generally made possible by keeping
the bottom branches trimmed more or less clear

of the ground. In other positions where it is

desired to have a carpet of evergreen plants.

Ivy can generally be relied on to grow, even
in dense shade. Euonymus radicans and its

variegated variety are invaluable shrubby
species for carpeting shady places under trees.

This Euonymus also makes a good, bold edging to

paths in the less dressed part of the garden

;

when used in this way it usually requires

clipping twice a year. Ruscus aculeatus, the
Butcher's Broom, also succeeds under the shade

of trees, while the smaller R. hypoglossum
makes a good carpet for a shrubbei'y bed. The
Periwinkles—Vinca major and V. minor—are
commonly used for this purpose; there are
several varieties of each, including variegated
forms. Lonicera plicata is a newer and less

well known plant that is also excellent for this

purpose. Berberis Aquifolium, although not
a carpeting plant, is valuable for our purpose,
and the longer shoots -may be cut out if it

is desired to have a low, close growth. Where
larger growing subjects are required, Aucubas,
Box, Holly and Yew are always useful, but
Aucubas and Laurels are much overdone in

many gardens, and they do not present the same
cheerful appearance as our native evergreens.

Funkias and many other hardy herbaceous sub-

jects do well in the shady margins of shrub-

beries, where the Lily-of-the-Valley will also

succeed; Epimediums also do well in partial

shade. Many of the stronger growing hardy
Ferns are seen at their best in partially shaded
places, and with them may be grown a host

of bulbous and other plants.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patf.man, Gardener to Sir C. N*ll-Cain, Bart,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Carting Manure.—At this season of the year
manure should be wheeled on to vacant ground
when the soil is dry in readiness for incor-

porating with the land when it is dug or
trenched. If a cart is used, it is not advisable

to draw it on to the ground, especially if the

land is wet. as the excessive weight tends

to compress the soil and make it lumpy. It is

also necessary to have in mind each crop that

is to be grown next season, so that the manure
may be placed in accordance with the crop in-

tended to be grown. For instance, where
Carrots, Beet and Parsnips are to be grown
next season, no manure will be needed, ibut

burnt garden refuse may be carted and spread

evenly over the surface. All such work carried

out at this season of the year will relieve the

pressure later on.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—The steins of Globe
Artichokes should be out down to within one
foot of the ground directly they have finished

their season's growth. Choose a dry day for doing

this in order that the stalks may be dry when
taken to the garden bonfire and burnt without
delay. The tubers may remain in the ground
until thiey are required for use, Ibut it is

always wise to dig rip a moderate supply of the
roots and store them in a clamp, where they
will be readily accessible in times of severe
frosts.

Chinese Artichoke (Stachys tuberifera).—
The tubers of this Artichoke will keep
fresher in the ground, but those who
prefer lifting them when the tops die
down should not expose- them longer than
is necessary, as the air tends to discolour them.
Mix them with moist soil or sand as quickly
as possible, or shrivelling and decay will soorr

take place.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

General Remarks.—With the advent o£
December thoughts will be turned to the pre-
paration of the earlier fruit houses, for the work
of next season, and the opportunity to push for-

ward this work should not be lost. The leaves
have remained green later than usual, but with
tihe advent of colder days and nights the foliage

will soon fall, and the work of pruning may be
proceeded with. In preparing the houses,
oleanliness is a matter of great importance, and
no better opportunity offers for doing this than
when the trees are dormant. All fruit houses
should, therefore, be thoroughly cleansed now
and ihe walls whitened with fresh lime. The
trees also should be thoroughly cleansed with a
safe and effectual insecticide, and for this

purpose I consider Gishurst Compound, properly
applied, one of the best to use. In the case of

Peach trees, each branch should be separately
treated, placing the shoot against the hand, and
with the us9 of a painters' brash, working the

compound well in the base of the buds, being
careful not to draw the brush in the direction

the buds are pointing. A good lather should be

formed, and by this method many harmfnl pests

will be destroyed. When this work is com-
pleted and before the border is disturbed, the
tree should be securely fastened to the wires.

Trees that were treated as advised on page 84,

will require verv little pruning at this stage,

but crowding of the shoots must be guarded
against. There should be at least an inch of

space between each shoot, and there is no

excuse for overlapping the branches, for trees

in a healthy condition will yield more fruit than
is required for a crop. When the work of tying

the shoots in is completed, the border should be
lightly pricked up with a fork, but not dug
deeply. Trees that are established and have
carried heavy crops will derive benefit from the

application of a little bone meal, and if the

border is at all dry, it should receive a copious

watering.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA CROSSES.

With the flowering of the pretty Sophro-

Cattleya Batemaniana (C. intermedia x S.

grandiflora) in 1886 by Messrs. Jas. Veitch and

Sons, and their subsequent successes in the

same direction, the fact that crosses between the

two genera could be successfully accomplished

was established, and other hybridists engaged

in the pursuit of new tints through the coveted

brilliant scarlet of S. grandiflora.

Most of the endeavours had been carried on

with the smaller flowered Cattleyas, but

in their production of S.-C. Queen
Empress (C. Mossiae x S. grandiflora)

and S.-C. Saxa (C. Trianae x S. grandiflora),

in which salmon-red tints of various shades

were present, Messrs. Veitch commenced the

break with the C. labiata section, that has

resulted in such a profusion of showy hybrids,

which, viewed as a whole, offer a means of

briefly pointing out how the scarlet parent has

operated, and how far it has influenced the

various progeny in colour.

Richard G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington,
Streatham, was the earliest and most enthu-
siastic experimenter with the crosses between
the C. labiata section and S. grandiflora, and
one of his first successes was S.-C. Doris (C.

Dowiana x S. grandiflora), giving varieties of

pure scarlet and vermilion colour which formed
a hybridist's triumph; one giving larser flowers

is his S.-C. Dorea (C. Dowiana x S.-C. Doris).

Mr. Thwaites' S.-C. Blackii (C. Hardyana x

S. grandiflora) and S.-C. Thwaitesii (C. Mendelii
x S. grandiflora), in 1912, were equally good.
These primary crosses were effected both ways,
and but little difference was seen in the size

or colour of the flowers, all maintaining the
scarlet tint, but this was purest in S.-C. Doris.

But in the case of S.-C. Thwaitesii an un-

expected difference in the form of the lip

occurred, the opposite of what might be
expected, the seedlings from the S. grandiflora-

borne seeds having a lip of C. Mendelii shape
though smaller, while those from the C.

Mendelii capsule showed the narrow, pointed lip

)f S. grandiflora. Thus, it would appear that

01 some cases the pollen parent is the more
dominant in the size and form of the lip, in

primary crosses at least. In S.-C. Poppea (C.

Empress Frederick x S. grandiflora) of

Mr. Thwaites; S.-C. Mrs. Francis
Wellesley (C. labiata x S. grandiflora) of

Mr. F. Wellesley; S.-C. Enid (C. Enid
x S. grandiflora) of Messrs. McBean ; S.-C.

Rex varieties (see Fig. 115) of Messrs. Arm-
strong and Brown (S.-C. Doris x C. Empress
Frederick); all show variations of the scarlet

tint, some of them intensely dark and nearing

crimson, but not showing mauve shades.

Some of the crosses, on the contrary, show
darker purple tints evolved by hybridisation,

examples being S.-C. Pearl (S.-C. Doris x C.

Portia), rich crimson purple, of Messrs.

McBean; and S.-C. November (C. Portia x S.

grandiflora) of the late J. Gurney Fowler, of

still darker tint. It will be noticed that, in

both these the C. Bowringiana in C. Portia

takes part in intensifying cyanic tints ; but in

the case of S.-C. November it nullifies the

scarlet of S. grandiflora, which has been so

persistent in other crosses, a feature also to be
seen in the S.-C. eximia (C. Bowringiana x S.

grandiflora) of Messrs. Veitch.
S.-C. Sylvia (S.-C. Doris x C. Hardyana)

gives an example of the heightening of the
purple in all the parents.
In the forms of S.-C. Faboris (C. Fabia x

S.-C. Doris), shown by Baron Schroder, the
copper, orange, and red tints are very remark-
able, and Messrs. Armstrong and Brown's
S.-C. Sir Mervyn Buller (S.-C. Mrs. F.

Wellesley x C. Empress Frederick) is apricot

yellow, tinged red. All these and others of

the class vary in tint in plants of the same
batch of hybrids, but retain the typo
characters. It must never bo forgotten that a

good proportion of scarlet should be worked for

and kept distinct.

Sophro-Laelia, although not producing many
showy forms of good size, is a very important
section productive of many showy hybrids
when passed to the Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
group, which is the showiest of the three. In
this Sophro-Laelia class Messrs. Charlesworth's
good red S.-L. Gratrixiae (L. tenebrosa x S.

grandiflora), S.-L. heatonensis (L. purpurata x
S. grandiflora), and S.-L. Fsyche (L. cinna-
barina x S. grandiflora) have done much in

passing on deep red tints. S.-L. Marriottiana
(L. flava x' S. grandiflora) is the only clear

yellow, L. flava fixing the colour as it generally
does in favourable combinations.

S.-L.-C. Anzac varieties (S.-L.-C. Marathon x

L.-C. Dominiana), S.-L.-C. Joseph Charlesworth
(S.-L.-C. Marathon x L.-C. Eurydice), S.-L.-C.

Meuse (S.-L.-C. Marathon x L.-C. callisto-

glossa), and Messrs. Flory and Black's S.-L.-C.

Vesuvius (S.-L.-C. Marathon x L.-C. Nella),

and the richly coloured S.-L.-C. Ruby (S.-L. -C.

Marathon x "
C. Lord Rothschild) of Messrs.

Cypher being evidence of its value in imparting
size and soft colour.

Of recent productions Messrs. Charlesworth's
S.-L.-C. Prince Hirohito (S.-L.-C. Marathon x
S.-L. Leda), with flowers of various shades of

golden red and crimson, is the highest example.

Fig. 115.

—

sophro-cattleya rex, orchidhurst var.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya is now the largest

class, and it has been developed most satis-

factorily, the flowers showing a fair propor-

tion of the scarlet and red varieties, which were

most desired, and which branch, it is hoped,

may be yet extended and improved. The
highest examples for good size, form and dark
scarlet. red are S.-L.-C. Jeanette (L.-C.

Martinetti x S. grandiflora), a 1911 production

of Messrs. Charlesworth, and S.-L.-C. Falcon

(S. grandiflora x L.-C. Aureole), of Sir Geo. L.

Holford. In both these L. tenebrosa is an
ancestor, and plays a part as colour-fixer, as it

has done in Laelio-Cattleya. This supposition

is strengthened by S.-L.-C. bletehleyflora (L.-C.

Iiletchleyensis x S. grandiflora) of Messrs.

Charlesworth, and more recently by Messrs.
Stuart Low and Co., who, crossing it again with
C. Empress Frederick, produced S.-L.-C.

Brilliant. All these are of the desired brilliant

red, and all have L. tenebrosa in their composi-
tion, a significant fact worthy of consideration.

In S.-L.-C. Marathon (C. Empress Frederick
x S.-L. Psyche) Messrs. Charlesworth pro-

duced a varying series of rose and salmon-
tinted flowers of good form, and which they and
other raisers have used with advantage; their

Of unusual colours, more of which are

desirable, the handsome S.-L.-C. Camden
(S.-C. Doris x L.-C. Oakwood Alpha) of E.
Ashton, Esq., of Tunbridge Wells, stands alone

in the clear orange tint of its finely-formed

flowers, the L. flava in the L.-C. Ernestii

ancestry dominating, as it did in the case of

tin' S.-L.-C. Pixie, of Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co. in lighter yellow.

That deep violet purple may also be obtained
in this class is shown in the S.-L.-C. Brvndir
(S.-L.-C. Sandhage x L.-C. Golden Oriole), of

Dr. Lacroze, and a few other instances in which
the scarlet and yellow have by the combination
darkened the red and purple tints of sonic of

the parents.

It does not appear that an albino lias been
flowered among the Sophronitis crosses, hut an
interesting approach in that direction is the
S.-L.-C. Venus (C. Mendelii x S.-L. Psyche).
of Messrs. Hassall and Co., which opens its

flowers pale yellow, hut. change to white with
a purplish flout to the lip.

In future endeavours the hybridist should
strive specially to preserve a bright red section,

another of yellow, and a third of very dark
purple and violet tint.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER. 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Illustrations—The Editors will be glad to rece'""
and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss
or injury.

Special Notice to Correspondents—The Editors
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or
illustrations, or to return unused communications
or illustrations untess by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondent.'.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by
sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Editors and Publisher.— Our correspondents would
obviate delay m obtaining answers to their com-
munications, and save us much time and trouble,
if they would kindly observe the notice printed
weekly to the effect that all letters relating to
financial matters and to advertisements should be
addressed to the Pcbusher ; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication or referring to
the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editops. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

THE PROBLEM OF THE INHERIT-
ANCE OF IMMUNITY TO WART

DISEASE IN THE POTATO,
POTATO breeding has been in progress at the

John lnnes Horticultural Institution for

some years, and rtany thousands of seed-

lings have been raised from seed produced
by carefully controlled hand.pollinations. Such
is the heterogeneous nature of the Potato that
every individual seedling raised might con-
stitute a distinct variety, while it is con-
ceivable that amongst a large number of seed-
lings some might be found of identical genetic
constitution.

Although most of the seedlings, even of those
derived from the best domestic varieties, may
be of little culinary value, yet they would be
of the utmost scientific value if used for the
direct purpose of elucidating the problem of the

inheritance of wart disease.

Scientific breeders of the Potato have been
making increased use of the Ormskirk Potato
trials within the past few years. At present
these trials are the only means available for

making those tests by which the laws which
govern the inheritance of immunity to wart
disease can be discovered. The individual
seedlings raised from carefully made and
accurately recorded crossings and selfings must
be tested out, and the greater the
number of seedlings of any one family that can
be tested the better, although it is evident that
the labour involved would (be considerably in-

creased. At present it is urgent that seedlings
should be brought to trial before time and labour
have been spent upon those which ultimately
prove to be worthless, but with the discovery of
the laws of inheritance, raisers would know pre-
cisely how to breed resistant forms, and Orms-
kirk would then be used to confirm the results
already anticipated by the raisers.

It may not be out of place here to endeavour
to show what breeding experiments with sub-
sequent trials are required to solve the prob-
lems connected with the inheritance of
immunity.

Although the lists of the Ministry of Agricul-
ture group Potatos into those which are immune
and those which are susceptible to wart disease,
it must be evident to those familiar with breed-
ing results that if the inheritance of immunity
follows Mendel's law, a third or intermediate

group exists, which at the present moment is

included in one or other of these two groups,

because the Potatos comprising it exhibit out-
wardly the characteristic which happens to be
dominant in combination with the other. Let
us examine these three groups.

Group 1.

The first group comprises all those varieties

which are pure resistant types. The tubers of

these varieties are immune year after year,

Moreover—and this is the essence of their

purity—if the pollen from the flower of any
one of these varieties is placed upon its own
stigma (selling) and a berry produced, every
individual plant with its tubers arising from
the seeds contained within the berry would be
resistant to wart disease. Further, if these
varieties of pure resistant type were bred
together, every individual offspring arising from
the crossings would also be a pure imn.une
type. It is, of course, conceivable that one or
other of the two conditions may depend on the
coincidence of a pair of complementary factors.

This contingency is remote, and for the present
may, perhaps, be disregarded. This type of

variety could be called an undiluted resistant,

and we could assign to it with respect to wart
disease the constitution R.R. The pollen grains

(male nuclei) contain R., the egg within the

ovule contains R., and every male nucleus which
n.et an egg nucleus would result in a seed and
plant of the constitution R.R., a pure and un-

diluted type.

How many pure resistant varieties, it may be
asked, are to be found amongst those listed by
the Ministry of Agriculture as immune to wart
disease? How many of these varieties so listed

have been tested for purity?

A direct test can only be made by pollinat-

ing the stign.a of each of these forms with its

own pollen, and growing and testing out ihe
individual plants from the seed so obtained.

Where the immune variety has no pollen, or its

flowers drop in an early stage, such a direct test

cannot be made, and the test as to whether it

is a pure immune type must be made in an
indirect way, as will appear later. For one or
other of these reasons it is not possible to test

out the following immune varieties by
selling :—Golden Wonder, Langworthy, Dargill

Early, Favourite, Conquest, Arran Comrade,
Sutton's Al, Witch Hill, and others.

The following immune varieties could be tested

out by selfing, as each possesses good pollen

capable of setting seed when placed upon its

own stigma :—Flourball Majestic. Leinster
Wonder and Shamrock.

I have raised families of selfed seedlings from
Leinster Wonder, Shan.rock and Majestic, but
they were discarded without wart disease tests

being made, owing to lack of vigour and yield.

Many valuable immune varieties it will be
gathered cannot be used as male parents through
want of pollen, and in some instances cannot
be made parents of any progeny at all for lack of
flowers.

Group 2.

In the second group must be placed the pure
susceptible types. The tubers of such types
become warted year after year when grown in

infected soil. The same remarks apply to the
pure susceptible type as were made concerning
the pure immune type. If a susceptible variety
upon selfing gave seed the seedlings raised from
which were all proved to be susceptible, then it

would be a pure susceptible type. This is the
essential test of its purity for susceptibility to

wart disease. All pure susceptible types when
'bred together would give only pure susceptible

seedlings. It is again necessary to point
out that one or other of the two conditions may
depend on the coincidence of a pair of com-
plementary factors, but this may again be dis-

regarded. ' The constitution of this type could
be designated S.S. Each and every pollen grain

or egg would be carrying S., and when these

met in fertilisation the resulting seed and seed-

ling would be of like constitution S.S.

Again the question arises, how many pure
susceptible varieties are to be found in the

complete list of susceptible forms, and how manv
have been tested out by selfing ?

The same difficulties in the way of making
direct tests by selfing are met with amongst
these forms as were met with in regard to tin

immune forms. Some are without pollen, e.gt

Up-to-date, British Queen, Arran Chief, King
Edward, Macpherson, Sharpe's Express, and

Eclipse; some rarely or never flower, e.g., King

Edward, Harbinger, Ninety-fold, Midlothian

Early, Sharpe's Express.

Among the few susceptible forms that could

be made the' subject of a direct test in the

manner already described are the following :

—

Edgecote Purple, President, Myatt's Ashleaf.

I have raised selfed seedlings from Edgecofi

Purple and Myatt's Ashleaf, but all were very

pciur and were discarded without any test being

made. E. J. Collins, The John Junes Haiti-

mil mill Institution.

(To be continued.)

PALMS OF THE RIVIERA.

THE BUTIAS AS FRUIT PALMS FOR
TEMPERATE CLIMATES.

Some readers have been interested in what I

wrote in my last article concerning the value

of the fruits of the Butias and desire to obtain

mure exact information, which I give below. My
last remarks on these Palms were written in the

month of June, and a greater number of my
Butias have flowered and fruited this summer
than ever before, and on account of the very

warm and dry summer have ripened their fruits

in from three and a half to five months from
flowering instead of, as usual, in from four and
a half to six months.
A printer's mistake gives 15° Centigrade as

the lowest temperature which the Butias have
resisted unharmed. It should, of course, be
- 15° Centigrade, a temperature so low that

it is rare even in England. Writing at the end

of October I am in a position to state that all of

n.y Butias have ripened their fruits and that

several varieties have fruited for the first time
in my garden, among such the very best I have
had up to now, the very juicy fruits being abso-1
lutely exempt from the otherwise so obnoxious
fibres, the " seed " very little adherent to the

flesh, and the sweet, slightly acidulous taste,

scmewhat like that of the Pineapple, as good as

in any other variety. I have called this variety

Butia capitata var. deliciosa. The fruits are

almost globular, of a beautiful orange colour, and
with a rose-coloured base. They are the size of

large Cherries and somewhat smaller than those
of Butia capitata pulposa. The flesh, though ot

good thickness, is just a little less abundant than
in B. c. pulposa. but by continued selection and <J

hybridisation, a very slow work, which I have
made for some thirty years, and which I hope
that my sons will continue, there is every reason
to believe that still superior varieties can be
'.raised, of larger size and of different
flavours, absolutely fibreless, with abundant
flesh and smaller seeds.

Varieties which I know exactly as to fruit

quality from personal experience in my own
garden, I name in order of merit and add a few
words of description of the fruits. There may, of

course, exist other varieties of value in their

native countries of South America or else-

where :—1, Butia capitata Beccari var. deliciosa
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Proschowsky, as described; 2, Butia capitata var.

pulposa Beccari, fruits the largest of all, some-

what depressed (flattened), of light-yellow colour

with rose-coloured base. Kather abundant flesh

of very good taste, somewhat sweeter than that

of B. e. var. deliciosa, the taste resembling
perhaps, most, a mixture of Peach and
Apricot; containing fibres, but not to such an
extent as to prevent some persons eating the

whole. The seeds are large, about twice the size

of those of B. c. var. deliciosa.

3. Butia capiitata var. lilaceiflora Beccari.

Fruits of orange colour, about the size of

those of B. c. var. deliciosa, but usually a
little more flattened; base of fruits a little

rose-coloured. Taste acidulous, agreeable, con-

tains rather many fibres, but these are fine,

and many persons eat all the flesh, including

the fibres.

4. Butia capitata var. subglobosa. Beccari.

Fruits the size of ordinary Cherries, of very
light yellow colour, not rose-colour, red at the
base; almost globose, as the name indicates,

nearly fibreless flesh of acidulous, sweetish

flavour, but having a slightly bitter taste.

5. Butia capitata var. odorata Beccari.

Fruits somewhat variable as to size, ranging
from that of small to ordinary Cherries,

but flattened, of light orange colour, the base

very slightly rose-coloured. Flesh fibrous,

taste acidulous, like that of B. c var. lilacei-

flora. The agreeable perfume found in all the

varieties of Butia capitata is most pronounced
in this variety, hence the varietal name.

6. Butia capitata Beccari var. pygrnaea

Proschowsky. This is the varietv mentioned
in my last article, but I may state that now,
after I have lad occasion to compare its fruits

with those of the above-named varieties, 1

can only place it as the last of the list, as

the flesh is net very abundant and very fibrous,

though the taste, which is acidulous, is not

much inferior to that of B. c. var odorata.

Anyhow, this tiny Palm has the merit of being

specially adapted to pot culture.

The seeds, enclosed in the hard endocarp,

though only small, have kernels of very good

taste, like that of the well-known Coco-nut

(Cocos nucifera). If a way could be found

of extracting these small seeds without crush-

ing them, there could undoubtedly be found

ample use for them.
I have here given only a few indications

with reference to the value of these Palms as

fruiting plants, but it must always be remem-
bered that they are all strikingly ornamental,

and even where thev would not ripen their

fruits, which they do in a shorter time, per-

haps, than other Palms, they are always worth

growing for their beauty.

. I mentioned in my last article the very

great resemblance of all the species and varie-

ties af Butia as concerns their vegetative

characters. I mav add that I possess a most
fjtrikingly beautiful Palm, which I bought
without a name. It is to all appearances a

Butia, hut has not flowered yet. It does not

correspond by its vegetative characters to any

Butia described by the late Professor Beccari.

Especially as it is even much more beautiful

than any other Butia I possess, and is the

object of admiration of all visitors, I am
very curious to see it flower and fruit. It

has proved just as hardy as all the others.

Dr. A. Robertson Proschowsky, Jardin

d'Acclimatation, Leg Tropiques, Nice Trance.

and Pyracantha, many of which were exhi-

bited from Wisley. Most of the shrubs from
which the exhibited branches were taken show
no sign of having been robbed, and promise

to retain their berries for a long time.

The recent gale has spoilt the effect of many
shrubs with bright-hued leaves, but others

have survived, and their leaves are colouring

well. Parrotia persica, by the side of the dark

Berberis stenophylla, looks very fine; this is

the best time of the year to appreciate it, as

the flowers are rather insignificant, and the

habit not particularly graceful. In the wild

garden Pieris mariana has been very attrac-

tive, with leaves of a bright crimson, nearly

all of which have now fallen.

NOTES FROM WISLEY.

The summer has departed at last, to the

great relief of the staff at Wisley Gardens,

who have had a season of no little anxiety.

The ground is. however, still incredibly dry

in spite of the copious rains of early

November.
The long triumph of the Dahlia is over, and

although the plants were a depressing eight

after the first frosts they have confirmed the

opinion many hold as to their great value for

garden decoration

The numerous visitors to the R..H.S. meeting

of November 1 must have been impressed with

the ornamental possibilities of the Berberis

at nine thousand to twelve thousand feet) is

flowering well, and so is Trifolium unifiorum

Parochetus communis (the Blue Pea) is also in

flower, and the form to be seen here is an
improvement on the common one, as the flowers

are of a much deeper blue, and the leaves

have a refined appearance. /. E. (!. White.

IRIS HEBE.

The beautiful variety of Iris illustrated in

Fig. 115 is of Dutch origin, and belongs to the

Regelio-cyelus section. It was shown by Mr.
C. J. Van Tubergen at the Royal Horticultural

j

Fig. 116.

—

regelio-cyclus iris hebe.

Approaching the rock garden from the high

ground some interesting Aeers are conspicuous

on the right of the pathway ; these include the

vivid A. palmatum Dumtsugi and the bright

yellow A. p. viridis. Near these is a bush of

Elaeagnus niacrophylla, which is flowering

very freely. In the rock garden itself

Schizostylis coccinea is in evidence, and it is

a very useful plant for providing bloom at a

time of year when flowers are scarce.

The recent rains following the long drought

have caused certain rock plants to flower a

second time, notably Primula Juliae, the

daisy-like Helichrysum bellidioides and Arabis

procumbens. It is nut uncommon, however,

for the last-named plant to flower twice in a

normal year, although the second crop of

flowers is rarely so abundant as now.

The alpine house has now been filled, and

a few flowers are showing in the pans. Cam-
panula argyrotricha (found in the Himalayas

Society's meeting on May 10, 1921, and received

an Award of Merit. It is a sturdy plant, and

I ho large flowers 'nave soft blue-coloured

standards with deep blue veinings. The tall.,

are bluish grey, and these also are marked
with heavier reticulations, a shade of purple

blue, with a disc of the same colour at the

base. The Keg'lio-cycltis Irises are hybrids

between the Regelio and Oncocyclus groups, and

the firm of Van Tubergen Has raised some

of the most beautiful hybrids of this race.

although, according to liykes in The Genus

i H . it was probably the late Professor Michael

Poster who first saw the vali f combining

the shape and large flowers of rhe Oncocyclus

Irises wit i the greater amenability to cultiva-

tion i the Regelio group. The Regelio eyclus

Irises are quite hardy, but they start into

growth early, and it i- an advantage to afford

them the protection of a little dry Bracken

Fern. The\ thrive, increase and flower freely

in warm and sunny situations.
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

There seems to be no end to the drought in

East Sussex. During October, which is often
the wettest month in the year, rain fell on only
four days, the total rainfall amounting to

1.01 inch. This is not quite a record, how.
ever, as October in 1919 had only .63 inch.
The situation is extraordinary. Ponds and
wells are still dry, the land is too hard to

plough, and the planting of fruit trees is quite
out of the question. Even pruning cannot be
started, except in the case of a few varieties of
Plums, as the leaves, curiously enough, are
hanging well, especially those of Apples. In
order to keep the hands employed it is neces-
sary to put them to hedging, ditching, and the
carting and spreading of manure, jobs
generally reserved for hard weather during the
winter.

Apples Finished Early.

The picking of Apples was finished by the
middle of the month, as late varieties matured
abnormally early. Since it was obvious that
they would not keep well, they were all marketed
before the end of October. My experience is

that it does not pay to store Apples unless they
can be relied upon to keep until February,
prices seldom improving much before then.
The last variety to be gathered was Allington,
which always hangs well, and is not worth eat-

ing unless allowed to mature on the trees.

As Apple trees are still leafy it is to be hoped
that they are managing, at the eleventh hour,
to extract a little sustenance from the soil, and
using it to feed fruit buds for next year's crop.

I am not quite without hope that they may
after all be making some use of the manures
applied early in August for that purpose,
though it hardly seems possible that the meagre
rainfall can have been enough to make these
available.

New Disease of Gooseberries.

A new trouble threatens growers of Goose-
berries, who were beginning to congratulate
themselves on the fact that American mildew
is on the wane. This is die-back caused by
the honey fungus (Armillaria melleu), a common
root parasite of Conifers. The Sussex
specialists in big Gooseberries are, I hear,

severely hit by the disease this year, some of

them having lost nearly half their bushes.
Gardeners in other parts of the country should
be on the watch for this trouble, which affects

Currants also, and must not be confused with
the familiar die-back caused by Botrytis.

Bushes killed by the honey fungus may be dis-

tinguished by a dense white felty mycelium
between the bark and the wood, which runs up
the stem and also downwards into the root. At
this time of the year the fructifications of the
fungus may be found, these appearing as small
tufts of Toadstools, which may develop at the
collar of the plant or on the lateral roots 6 or
8 in. from the stem. No remedy is known
beyond grubbing up affected bushes, taking
care to remove and destroy all the roots.

What to Plant.
People who are starting fruit growing—ana

there are many of them—generally plant Apples
chiefly, and such cooking varieties as Lane's
Prince Albert, Bramley's Seedling and
Newton Wonder for the most part. It is

questionable whether this is the wisest policy.
We are threatened with over-production of
Apples of this class unless we can build up an
export trade. I believe that there are better
prospects for Plums, particularly now that
silver-leaf has ruined many of the old Plum
orchards. Pears also are likely to pay better
than Apples where they can be grown well, which
is by no means everywhere. But one hesitates to
rely entirely on Plums and Pears, because they
are so much more Uable than Apples to loss of
crop through frost. If I were starting again I
should choose land of a lighter character than is
generally considered best for Apples, and plant
dessert varieties almost entirely, in addition to
Plums and Pears if the district was suitable for
these. On light land trees want generous treat-
ment, but dessert Apples gain a high colour and
delicate appearance which make them so much

more saleable than the same varieties off heavy
land. A study of such varieties as Cox's Orange
and Allington Pippins at the fruit shows
demonstrates this fact. There is no question
about the brighter-coloured specimens being the
most attractive ; and in most cases these come
from light soil.

When we come to bush fruits, Black Currants
appear to offer the best prospect, with Goose-
berries next. It is folly to be frightened by bud
mite and American mildew, for it is only because
these troubles have reduced the area under these
crops that they are now so well worth growing.
Light soil is not, of course, the best for Black
Currants ; but I find that they can be grown
well enough if generously manured.

Black Currant Cuttings.

For market culture Black Currants are not
wanted on a stem or leg. The more strong
suckers they send up from below ground, and the
wider stools they make, the better, since the
bulk of the crop is borne on young wood. On
my soil, which is not particularly suitable for

Black Currants, they do not form suckers at all

freely. Probably the bushes have often been
planted too shallowly ; and the tendency in hoe-

ing is to draw soil away from them. The bushes
should always be planted deeper than they were
in the nursery. I think they should be planted
so that all the branches start from below the
ground, none arising from a stem above the soil.

Then they stand a better chance of pushing up
fresh shoots from the root-stock when cut back
after planting. But they cannot be planted deep
enough to allow of this unless the bushes
originally branched out are low down.

Last autumn I put in some cuttings in different

ways to see which would make the best bushes
to plant out with a view to getting wide stools

and plenty of suckers. The cuttings were put
in as follows : (1) 7 i". cuttings, 3 buds out of

the ground; (2) ditto, ~2 buds out; (3) 6 in. cut-

tings, 1 bud out; (4) 4 in. cuttings, top bud 1 in.

under surface
; (5) 7 in cuttings laid diagonally,

one bud out; (6) 3 in. cuttings laid horizontally
under the soil. The last were a failure, only one
managing to struggle through. The short cut-
tings put vertically with the top 1 in. under the
soil also gave a poor result. Those that did get
through made fair plants, but 50 per cent, failed.

Amongst the rest there were no misses, and all

made plenty uf root. Those with three buds out
made two good shoots each, but there is too
much stem. They would have to be planted out
very deeply to get the base of the top shoot under
the surface. Cuttings with two buds out. and
those with only one above ground, also made
two shoots, and there is very little to choose
between them up to the present. Both are
excellent for setting out in permanent quarters.
The cuttings laid diagonally all made one very
strong shoot, but look as if they might send up
plenty of suckers from the slanting root-stock
in future years. I shall not be surprised if they
beat the plants from cuttings with one and two
buds out, which at present look to be the best.
All have been planted out, and their subsequent
behaviour will be observed.

What Can an Apple Yield?
On the return journey from the Imperial Fruit

Show the talk turned on the old question, the
record crop from an Apple tree. The yield bad
got up to 36 bushels (nearly 13 cwt.) by the time
the tram reached its destination; I do not know
how (much higher it might have got if we had
been going any further. One cannot help
wondering what size such a tree must be. State-
ments of this kind are often made on very slender
evidence, such as a mere estimate by the eye;
but I suppose such a crop is not quite impossible.
I have seen it stated that a test acre at Ohio
once averaged 35^ bushels to a tree; but the trees
grow so large in America that only 40 are planted
to the acre. In this country I know from experi-
ence that it takes a very big bush Apple, about
as heavily cropped as it can be to vield 3 hushels.
Standards of some age, on good land, would,
of course, bear a great deal more than this :

but there is such a big margin between 3
bushels and 36 that one can hardly believe the
latter. Market Uruwer.

NURSERY NOTES.

A CHRYSANTHEMUM NURSERY.
The number of nurseries especially devoted to

the culture of Chrysanthemums is not large, and
the establishment in the past year or two of a
new business by Mr. Keith Luxford at Sheering
and Sawbridgeworth is of general interest to
groweis of these, 'beautiful autumn flowers.
Mr. Keitih Luxford is young and full of the
entlhusiasm of youth, and he has made Chrysan-
themums and Carnations his special subjects
during the time he has been engaged in garden-
ing and nursery work.
At present the business is conducted from two

nurseries, an upper one, known as the Sheering
Nurseries, Harlow, Essex, and one on lower
ground, which contains the principal

glasshouses : several of these are filled

with Chrysanthemums, including numerous
seedlings from foreign and Colonial sources
as well as in this country. Several varieties
from the well-known French raiser, M. Auguste
Nonin, include varieties of much promise in the
early and late decorative sections. Amongst
novelties we saw, which appear to ha.ve a future,

were F. Spring Watts, which obtained a First-

Class Certificate of the National Chrysanthemum
Society on November 3; .a lovely chestnut gold

coloured variety, similar in form to the well-

known Kara Dow, but which, apparently, is

mudh easier to cultivate, and may be had in

flower at the end of October, the blooms con-

tinuing in succession until the first week in

December. This variety, we understand, was
named after a gentleman who was Mr. Luxford's

<'iimra.de in the Army during the war. This

is a dwarf variety, with shorter flower stems

than the older sort. Rose Day is a beautiful

pink Chrysanthemum of the largest size, some-

what resemlbling in colour and form the variety

Meudon, but this also is said to be much easier

to cultivate. Both the flower stem and main

..'luots are stout, pointing to a robust con-

stitution.

H. V. West, a beautiful golden yellow variety,

which also gained the National Chrysanthemum
Society's First-Class Certificate on November 3.

has very long, broad florets. The growth of

stem and general habit of the plant are all that,

could be desinsd. It is a Decorative variety of

exceptional merit, and plants that are grown

steadily and allowed to develop a fair number

of blooms produce beautiful flowers, that are

yellow in the outer florets and slightly marked

with bronze in the central ones. This novelty

appears to be quite distinct from any in cul-

tivation, and should become very popular with

growers; Pamela, a large Decorative, bronze.

coloured variety, is of value for market gar-

deners, as well as for general purposes ; Minerva

in another very fine Decorative variety of the

large Japanese' reflexed type, with terra-cotta-

red florets that have gold colour on the reverse

side; Luana is another promising Decorative

Chrysanthemum of the incurved Japanese type,

the colour being buttercup yellow and shaded

green towards the centre of the bloom ; D. M.

inglis is of the largest exhibition size, the

blooms measuring some nine inches in diameter

;

the colour is rosy purple with a silvery reverse.

Katrina. a large Decorative variety of pale

yellow colour shaded bronze, also attracted our

notice, as also did a pretty single named Oriole,

cif deep yellow colour with fluted florets, that

an? set off by a very pretty eye.

Amongst the varieties under number, one

labelled P. 44, is a monster white .sort, the late

buds being slightly tinged with pink. This

promises to be one of the largest white Chry-
santhemums up to date, and much larger than
Louise Pcckett, and with more refined florets.

We were informed that this variety is also

valuable for supplying cut blooms very late in

the season. These are only a few amongst the

great number' of novelties that Mr. Luxford has

in cultivation, and doubtless as the season

advances several more will be found worthy of

naming. Although the firm has only been
established a few years, it has already attained

a considerable importance in the Chrysanthemum
world.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves respo}isible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

The Imperial Fruit Show.—I consider
that the Imperial Fruit Show at the Crystal
Palace was a remarkable achievement on
the part of market growers. It is one
thing to put up a few dishes of Apples and
quite another to stage a ton or more of the
finest fruit in bushel boxes and barrels, as

several exhibitors did. This shows without
doubt a very high standard of culture. But
what struck me more than anything was the
marked improvement in the packing in boxes.

At the commercial fruit shows in previous years

a large proportion of the Apples exhibited in

boxes were bruised, but on this occasion

damaged samples were quite the exception

This was no doubt largely the result of greater

experience on the part of the packers, but
partly, I think, because the British standard

box now used is an improvement on the earlier

patterns, whilst the diagonal pack now insisted

upon is the most elastic, and therefore least

liable to cause bruising. My visit to the show
has made me quite a convert to the non-return-

able box as the ideal package for the best

dessert Apples. The half-barrels used for

cooking Apples are also very suitable for their

purpose, but at present these are second-hand,

which is rather a disadvantage. They are the

barrels in which Grapes are imported. Growers
have to buy them as best they can during the

winter and spring, a long time in advance of

the Apple harvest; and they are very bulky to

store. It remains to be seen whether they could

be made specially for Apples at a price which

permits of their use as non-returnables. .1/. G.

Double Stocks.—I was interested in the dis-

cussion in the Gardener*' Chronicle some while

since re the percentage of double Stocks raised

from seed. Having sown some seed, saved

last year, I have been watching for results. I

raised about thirty plants, and every one except

three, which were in an out-of-the-way place,

and which have not flowered, have been doubles.

All the earliest were variegated like the original

double, and the later all selfs like the mother

plant, II'. E.

Wasps.—Without having seen the prospect-

ing wasps and those flying against the breeze,

it is difficult to say exactly what business

they were engaged on, but I am quite satis-

fied" that the former were not queens hunting
for winter hibernacula. When "J. P." saw
wasps quarrelling with bees and flies on garden
flowers, they had no doubt pounosd on those

insects, or tried to do so, with the intention

oif carrying them off to the nest as provender.

The wasps on the leaves were most likely

there for honeydew, which is verv attractive

to them at all times, especially in the autumn
when other sweet substances are getting scarce,

and for a like reason they swarm to Ivy flowers

and such fruit as there is available. C. N

.

Rosa gigantea.—In reply to Mr. Ruse (see

p. 235), Rosa gigantea has flowered in the open
in this country, at Brant Eleigh Hall, Laven-
ham, Suffolk, in the spring of 1915, and I was
told it had also flowered in 1912. The pre-

ceding summer in each case had been very
hot. The plant had been raised from cuttings
received from India some years earlier, but
I am told that it is now dead. This year we
have tried, without success, to strike cuttings
received ifrom the same source. To success-
fully flower Rosa gigantea it should be planted
at the foot of a tree and allowed to ramble
in the full sunlight. If the position is suitable
a strong specimen should flower in the May
and June following a summer like that of

1921. I have seen Rasa gigantea in flower
at Quetta, India, at an altitude of 6,000 feet,
where the winter, though drier than ours, is

much colder. Imt cold does not seem to adversely
affect it. I do not think this Rose is offered
for sale by any of the firms who specialise in
Roses; I should be glad to hear of any
firm who catalogues it. Charles Hodgson, Acton
Place Gardens, Acton, Suffolk.

SOCIETIES.
SOCIETE NATIONALE D'HORTICULTURE

DE FRANCE.
The autumn exhibition of the French

National Horticultural Society was held from
October 28 to November 6 in the large Palm
House of the Jardin dAcclimatation, in the
Bois de Boulogne, Paris. It was a great
success, and, although Chrysanthemums pre-
dominated, other plants were superbly shown,
as well as vegetables, fruits, and faultlessly
trained fruit-trees.

The Grand Prix d'Honneur was awarded to
M. Nomblot-Bruneau for his exhibit of trained
fruit trees, and the second Grand Prix to
MM. Cor.vu and Oudot for their magnificent
display of Chrysanthemums.
Among the principal exhibitors were MM.

Vilmorin, Andrieux and Co., whose display
(not for competition) occupied the whole of one
end of the great hall adjoining the Palm House.

received a Certificate at a recent meeting of
the French National Horticultural Society.
The Carnations of MM. Leveqiie et Fils were

well worthy of notice; and so were those of"
MM. Vacherot and Lecoufle, especially the
beautiful variety Mme. Agathe Nabonnand'
of heliotrope colour. There were also:
fine Cyclamens from M. de Becker of
Mulhouse, and from M. Aubert-Maille, the-
well-known specialist of Tours. Tuberous
Begonias were shown by MM. Vallerand
Freres and by M. Arthur Billard; hardy
plants by M. Lochard, whose fine white'
Phlox, Jacqueline Maille, was notable;
pot Ferns by M. Mercier, of Montreuil ; a col-

lection of flowering and foliage plants by M.
Poirier, among which were Hydrangeas still

in flower; rock plants by M. G. Weiss; and'
little Japanese gardens by M. Shinoda.
As at the spring exhibition, the Orchid'

Committee staged a collective displav in one
of the small side houses, combining the exhibits
of a number of Paris growers. Among the

117.—PARIS CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW; MESSRS. VILMORIN, ANDRIEUX AND CO. 'S EXHIBIT.

It was composed almost entirely of specimen
plants trained in various forms (see Fig. 117),
pyramids in four or six tiers, and cones. The
cultivation was perfect, and it was evident
that a vast amount of care, time, and patience
had contributed to such a result. Other
exhibits worthy of mention were those of MM.
Fortin and Laumonnier (Single Chrysanthe-
mums) ; Mme. Martin, seedlings, of which a
large number received Certificates of Merit;
the collection of large-flowered plants in pots
from M. G. Truffaut, among which was the
beautiful variety Ville de Saint Germain, lilac-

pink ; the fine collective exhibit of the
Touraine Horticultural Syndicate; the very
beautiful cut flowers of M. Feron. of Garches;
and lastly, from MM. Cayeux and Le Ci.erc.
a very fine collection of a new strain called
Mountain Chrysanthemum—pretty little dwarf
plants of Japanese origin, with single flowers
in a great variety of colours, and admirably
suited to the rockery.
M. Martin, of Digoin, brought cut flowers

of his new and curious strain of Dahlias, with
long petals and curled edges, in brilliant

colours, which he has named Etoile Digoinaise;
this strain was 6hown for the first time in

1920. MM. Cayeux and Le Clerc showed a
collection of Dahlias of outstanding merit, in

which the most prominent variety was Mme.
Victor Cayeux, brilliant copper yellow, which

most remarkable plants were Odontioda Julien-
Potin (from M. C. Maron, Certificate of
Merit), with large bright red flowers; Brasso-
Cattleya Gustave Riviere (also awarded a
Certificate of Merit); Cattleya General Mangin,
pinkish yellow petals and lilac labellum;
Brasso-Cattleya Marthe Gratiot, with a large-,

pure white flower; and Odontonia Edwardii.
The exhibits of fruits were numerous and very

fine. The Montreuil Horticultural Society
sent a collective exhibit of a remarkable kind;
Pears Doyenne d'Hiver and Beurre Naghin;
Apples Calville Blanc and Kandil Sinap; and
others were decorated, on the sunny side, with
appropriate inscriptions, or with photographic
representations of notable people.
The Growers' Syndicate of Thonu'-ry

staged a creditable exhibit of Grapes and other
fruits; the firms of M. Croux and M. Moser
showed fine collections of fruits; M. I'esteli.e

and MM. Thoury Freres, cider Apples; M.
Cartier. several old varieties now become
rare, such as Pear Saint Germain d'Hiver and
Apple Reinette Grise d'Angouleme.
An important collection of vegetable- was

exhibited by MM. Vilmorin. Anouikix and
Co.. representing practically every kind of

kitchen garden produce in fine condition. M.
G. Truffaut also showed vegetables, A num-
ber of Certificates of Merit weir awarded to-

ne« plants, chiefly to Chrysanthemums; Mme
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Mabtin alone received fourteen for varieties
• of her raising. Among the most interesting
of the Chrysanthemum novelties were La l'in-

saye, copperish red (Vilmoein); Vouette, white
Japanese, shaded with lilac ; Mine. Marcelle
Laveau, orange-yellow (lime. Martin);
Poitevin, a single variety with pink florets

(Fortin and Laumonnier) ; and Ambassador
Myron T. Herriek, a fine yellow (Feron). MM.
Cayeux et Le Clerc obtained several Certifi-

. cafes of Merit for their Dahlias, notably for

Guardian, bright red Cactus; M. Arthur
Billard was awarded a Certificate of

Merit for Hiberous Begonia Mile. Germaine
;Sattler, old gold; and for B. Mile. Madeleine
Nomblot. a very fine, pure white variety.

A. M.

THE HOLLAND (LINCS) COUNTY
POTATO SHOW

The first Holland (Lincolnshire) County
Potato Show was held at Spalding, on Novem-
ber 3. The opening ceremony was conducted
by Sir Arthur Griffith Boscawen, Minister of
Agriculture, who was accompanied by Lady
Boscawen, and supported by W. Royce, Esq..
M.P., James Gardiner, Esq., M.P., and the
Chairman of the Show Sub-Committee,
Councillor Wm. Gilding. Sir Arthur Boscawen
stated that the Government was ready to

assist the farmer in every way, and it was a
pleasure for him to come before such a large
gathering of world-famous Potato growers.
The farmer was undoubtedly passing through
a very difficult time, and it was a great blow
to him when the recent Agricultural Bill had
to be dropped. It was, however, a sound
economic policy. As the agricultural industry
employed only roughly one-eighth of the popula-
tion of the British Isles it was unwise to con-
tinue subsidies, and to fix minimum prices.
The farmer must be made free to farm as he
liked, and to get the best prices for his pro-
duce in the open market. The Agricultural
Wages Board had also as a consequence had
to- be scrapped, as with falling markets tne
cost of labour must also come down.

Competitive Exhibits.

In the class for three half-sieves of any three
• distinct varieties of first-early Potatos, the
first prize was won by Mr. Wm. Gilding,
Swineshead, Boston, who showed excellent
Sharpe's Express, May Queen and Dargill
Early; the same competitor also won first prize
in a similar class for three maincrop varieties
with Up-to-Date, Majestic and King Edward.
Mr. F. H. Cooke. Town End Manor, was
second with good samples of Arran Victory,
Kerr's Pink and King Edward.
The class lor one chitting tray of unwashed

seed Potatos, ready for sprouting, attracted
many entries, the first prize being" gained by
Mr. B. Baxter, Park Road. Spalding, who
showed a very even trav of Sharpe's Express

;

Mr. F. Baxter, Pinchbeck, Spalding, came
second, and Mr. F. H. Cooke, third.
There were twenty competitors in the class

for a one hundredweight sample bag of
coloured ware Potatos dressed for market
The wording of the schedule did not state that
the Potatos had to go through definite sized
riddles, and consequently many bags showed
an uneven sample, while others," evidently hand
picked, were a uniform grade throughout. The
premier award was won by Mr. B. Adcock,
Fosdyke, Boston, who showed a bright sample,
of King Edward, and he was closely followed
by Mr. F. H. Cooke, who showed the same
variety. Mr. G. N. Wright, Irby Hal),
Whaplode, carried off the premier award in a
similar well-contested class for a sample bag
of Potatos of a white-skinned variety. He
showed a splendid bag of Majestic, and this
wa.3 regarded as the best sack in the show, and
was awarded two special prizes.

Mr. J. A. Gibson, sen., Weston St. Mary,
Spalding, was first prize winner in the small-
holders' class for a sample bag of -a coloured
Potato, with King Edward, and Mr. Harry
Enderby, Spalding, took first place in a
similar class for a white Potato with Arran
'Comrade.

Messrs. J. T. Smith and Sons, Pinchbeck,
won first place for a collection of five dishes
of five distinct immune varieties, showing good
specimens of K. of K., May Queen, Katie
Glover, Carnegie and Di Vernon, while Mr. W.
Gilding took premier honours in a similar

class for non-immune varieties.

In the open class for a trade exhibit of

Potatos, 8 ft. by 4 ft., Messrs. J. W. Birch,
Sefton, Liverpool, were easy first prize winners,
with a representative collection of immune
varieties. Outstanding baskets were of

Witch Hill, Crusader, America, Rhoderic Dhu
and Golden Wonder. Messrs. Cross and Co.,
Wisbech, and Messrs. Tunnaed Bros., Kirton,
Boston, were second and third respectively.

The single dish classes attracted keen com-
petition, particularly the class for King
Edward and Majestic. The quality was on
the whole very rough, but this may be because
the majority of the exhibitors were farmers,
and most of the tubers had been selected at

the Potato " graves " after they had received
lough handling in the fields. The principal

prize-winners in the single dish classes were
Mr. W. Gilding. Mr. J H. Harr, Boston;
Mr. W. E. Pearson, Boston; Mr. F. H.
Cooke and Mr. T. A. Pick, the last-named
gaining first place in the class for Majestic
with perfect tubers.

Special Exhibits.

A Gold Medal was given to Messrs. A.
B«mlett, Ltd.. Thirsk, York, for their im-
proved Potato digger, and to Messrs. D. T.
Gratton and Sons, Boston, for a three-row
planted-Potato covering machine, while an
Award of Merit went to Mr. David Wilson,
East Linton, Scotland, for his patent Potato
raiser.

A collection of immune Potatos was staged
by the Ministry of Agriculture, and other
exhibitors were Messrs. D'Ai.corn and Sons,
Spalding; Messrs. Wm. Elson, Ltd., Spald-
ing; Messrs. Dennis and Sons, Ltd., Kirton;
Messrs. Tunnard Bros,. Kirton ; Mr. Geo.
Elson. Spalding; Messrs. Cross and Co.,
Wisbech; and others.

SUTTON'S RECREATION.
The second fortnightly lecture in the

autumn session of this club was given on
Tuesday, the 1st inst., by Mr. Walter F.

Giles, head of Messrs. Sutton's Seed Trial
Dept, on " Scientific Seed Production." -Mr.

E. P. F. Sutton occupied the chair.
In his opening remarks, the lecturer pointed

out that few beyond those actually engaged
in seed production could have any real idea
of the time, trouble and expense involved,
not only in supplying sufficient seeds of existing
varieties of ifarm root crops, vegetable crops,
etc., of the high standard demanded by the
present-day conditions, but also in breeding
and selecting new and improved types.

Assisted by numerous excellent lantern
slides, Mr. Giles proceeded to explain how
the mother seed is first obtained from the
very finest plants, and how from this the
commercial seed is then grown. As an exam-
ple of the forethought needed by those
engaged in this work, the lecturer referred
to the fact that arrangements were now
actually beiing completed for growing the
seed for sale in 1924.
The lecturer dealt very extensively with

plant-breeding, explaining how new varieties
were raised and older varieties improved.
At the conclusion of the address the chair-

man added a few points of interest.

BRITISH CARNATION.
We are advised by the Secretary of the

British Carnation Society that Messrs. Stuart
Low and Co. have registered a new Carnation
named Sir Edward Mackay Edgar, a seedling
of deep clove colour, fragrant, free-growing,
and with blooms 3£ inches in diameter.
The annual general meeting will be held on

the 30th inst,, at 5.30 p.m., at the Royal Horti-
cultural Hall, in connection with the' Society's
exhibition.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
November 14.—Compared with the displays

held at the Roval Horticultural Hall during the
last few months, the exhibition held in con-
junction with the meeting on the above date was
small, and only redeemed from being classed as

poor by the three handsome groups of Chrysan-
themums arranged respectively by Messrs.
Wells, Jones and Luxford. Orchids were re-

presented by one small group, and there was an
absence of fruit and vegetable exhibits.

Orchid Committee.

Present:—Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas.
O'Brien (Hon. Secretary), Gurney Wilson, J.

Wilson Potter, E. R. Ashton, Frederick J. Han-
burv, W. J. Kave, Pantia Ralli, Ohas. H. Curtis,

S. W. Flory, Fred K. Sander and the Rev.
J. Crombleholme.

Awards.

Eirst-Class Certificate.

Vanda coerulea var. Bodnant Rose, from
Lady Abeeconway, Bodnant, Tal-y-Cafn, M.
Wales (gr. Mr. F. C. Puddle). A remarkable
variation flowered out of a selection of imported
Vanda coerulea, one of which, of the typical

blue tint, was potted with this rose-coloured
variety, both being shown together. Bodnant
Rose has fine flowers of the usual form, white,
beautifully flushed and veined with rose, the
lip being deep magenta rose, but with no trace

of the blue colour usually seen in the species.

Award of Merit.

Sophro-Cuttleya Dnrea Low's variety (S.-O.
Doris x C. Dou-iana aurea);irom Messrs. Stuart
Low and Co., Bush Hill Park, and Jarvisbrook,
Sussex. The second introduction of C Dowiana,
while still retaining the scarlet tints on a

flower approaching C. Dowiana in size, is one
of the most satisfactory results of careful

hybridisation. The large flower had a yellow
ground, flushed and veined with scarlet, the
front of the lip having a cerise tint and many
gold lines from the base.

Preliminary Commendation.

Odontoglossum Prince of Wales [Lam-
bardianum x Perfection), from Messrs. Arm-
strong and Brown, Orchidhurst, Tunbridge
Wells. The very small plant, with its first

flower, showed superb qualities of size and
form, all the segments being almost circular in

outline. The sepals and petals are dark violet

colour with slight irregular white margin and
blush white tips. The broad lip is pure white
with a dark violet blotch in front of the yellow
crest, which has also violet lines.

The only group shown was that sent by the

Rev. J. Crombleholme, Clayton le Moors, and
it was composed entirely of his Cypripedium
Arthurianum-Sanderae S't. Mary var. (Fairrie-

anium X insigne Sanderae), the clear yellow of

the insigne parent and its pure white upper
half of the dorsal sepal rendering it very attrac-

tive. The well-grown plants, with from three

to five flowers each, were good specimens of

Orchid culture. A Silver Flora Medal was
awarded.
Frederick J. Hanbury. Esq., showed a hand-

some new hybrid, Cattleya Miss Phyllis Mar-
shall (Clarkiae X labiata), a charming rose-

coloured flower, with intense ruby-crimson lip.

Floral Committee.

Present:—Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

G. Reuthe, John Heal, Andrew Ireland, Charles
Dixon, W. B. Gingell, G. W. Leak, Chas. E.

Pearson, W. P. Thomson. Clarence Elliott,

C. R. Fielder, Donald Allan, J. F. McLeod, J.

Jennings. W. Howe, R. C. Notcutt, Sydney
Morris, Reginald Cory, E. A. Bowles, John
Green and H. R. Darlington.

Awards of Merit.

Chrysanthemum H. Sleet.—See description on
p. 265." Shown by Mr. G. Carpenter, Byfleet.

Chrysanthemum Margaret.—See description
on p. 265. Shown by Mr. P. Laods, Swanley
Junction.
Chrysanthemum Hillier's Apricot.—A single

variety of Mary Richardson type with flowers
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borne freely in sprays. The colour, however,
was 'by no means attractive under the conditions

of light prevailing in the hall. On close in-

spection, the colour appeared to be deep bull',

lightly overlaid with orange-pink, but viewed
from a short distance the tiowers appeared dull

and uninteresting and lacking in form. The
variety is a sport from Mrs. Buckingham.
Shown by Messrs. Hillier and Sons, Win-
chester.

Groups.

Chrysanthemums were the principal floral

feature, and these were the subject of three
large groups and smaller collections. Mr. H. J.

Jones, who showed many excellent exhibition
blooms, gave the central place to a perfectly-
formed specimen of Mrs. Spencer Chichester, the
soft yellow variety which, in his collection at

Le Mans, was adjudged the best bloom in that
exhibition. An adjoining bloom of the deeper
yellow Mrs. R. C. Pulling, was also a mag-
nificent example. Amongst the many singles, a

vase of the graceful white Christmas Wonder
also excited admiration. Many floriferous little

pot plants of Erica melanthera made a fitting

border to the excellent group of Chrysanthemums
(Silver Flora Medal).

A great number of large-flowered exhibition
varieties were staged by Messrs. W. Wells
-and Co., as well as many of the Decorative and
single-flowered Chrysanthemums. Of the ex-

'hibition Japanese Mrs. R. C. Pulling, Percy A.
Dove and Mrs. G. Drabble were excellent. Rich,
golden colour was provided by a large vase of

the incurved variety Advance (Silver-Gilt Flora
Medal). Prominent in a collection by Messrs.

K. Luxford and Co. was a vase of the dainty

Pompons, of which Baby Felton, Golden Climax
and Donald are a selection. Undisbudded
blooms of Baby Jack and the rich crimson Mrs.
D. Forneau were also very decorative (Silver

Flora Medal). Mr. S. Aish filled a table space

with many useful sorts, of which such singles

as Mrs. W. T. Smith, Mrs. W. Hemiis and
Phyllis Cooper were admirable (Silver Banksian
Medal).
Carnations were very bright and fresh. Messrs.

Allwood Bros, had a big display of their deep
.scarlet Edward Allwood, adjoining the soft, pink
Oceana and, amongst many other desirable sorts

Included Wivelsfield Fancy, in fine condition

(Silver Banksian Medal). Mr. C. Engelmann
had many vases of the varieties which find

favour in the markets. Thor and Tarzan are

two very brilliant sorts, while the pink Cupid
was also admirable (Silver Banksian Medal).

Besides many desirable Carnations, Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co. exhibited good plants of

Erica melanthera and Acacia platyptera and a

small group of winter-flowering Begonias. Of
the last-named, Eclipse, Emita and Exquisite
were particularly well-flowered (Silver Banksian
Medal).

Small rock gardens were built and planted

by Messrs. Wll. Cutbush and Sons (Silver

Banksian Medal), and Mr. F. C. Woods
(Bronze Banksian Medal). The former used to

good effect a number of small Junipers, such as

Juniperus Sahina tamariseifolia and J. japonica
aurea, with alpines, while Mr. Wood included

a little colony of Phlox amoena variegata, P.

subulata varieties, and Veronica Cataa.Tiac.tae

in flower.

Messrs. Hillier and Sons had several vases

of their new Chrysanthemum, Hillier's Apricot,
and Mr. E. J. Hicks contributed a large vase
of Rose Glory of Hurst.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present :—Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (Chairman).
W. Poupart, W. H. Divers, H. S. Rivers, E.

Neal, S. B. Dicks. G. Revnolds. Owen Thomas,
Geo. F. Tinlev. E. A. Biinvard W. Bates, H.
Markham, J. Harrison, W. Wilks. S. T.

Wright and O. Berry.
Several seedling Apples were, as usual., sub-

mitted for award, but none was considered
worthy ; there were no groups.

First-Class Certificate.

Mrs. Rupert Wilks.—A fine large Japanese
variety of bright, light golden bronze colour.
Shown by Messrs. K. Luxford and Co.
Dr. M. Int/lis.—An attractive, large-flowered

Japanese variety of good exhibition form

;

colour bright amaranth, with silvery reverse.
Shown by Messrs. K. Luxford and Co.

Esnie Waters.—This splendid single variety
has golden-yellow flowers of fine form and great
beauty. Shown by Mr. Philip Ladds.
Margaret.—A large-flowered, single variety of

fine, graceful form; colour bright bronzy terra
cotta. Shown by Mr. Philip Ladds.
H. Sleet.—A giant Japanese variety of elegant

reflexing form and with fairly broad florets

;

colour, rich Chestnut -tinted bronze. Shown by
Mr. G. Carpenter, West Hall, Byfleet.

Commendations.
.!//-. P. II. Riley.—A large, rich yellow

single variety, with several rows of flatfish

florets. Shown by Mr. Walter Jinks, New-
lands Gardens, Thames Ditton.

Ditton Bronze.—A decorative Japanese variety

of axcellent substance and good form, but with
rather heavy stems. The colour is golden-
bronze. Shown .by Mr. Walter Jinks.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

The annual meeting of this society was held
at the Royal Horticultural Society's Library
during the afternoon of the 5th inst.. under
the presidency of Mr. J. M. Fairlee, in the
absence of the president.

There was a ^-oocl attendance, and the annual
report and statement of accounts, showing a

balance in hand of over £57, were submitted
and adopted.
The date of the annual exhibition for 1922

was fixed for July 11, in conjunction with the

fortnightly meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society.

Mr. E. Charrington was re-elected president

;

Miss J. B. Wells and Mr. S. Williams were
added to the committee; and Mr. J. J. Kee
was re-elected hon. secretary and treasurer.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
The Floral Committee met on November 14

at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster.
Sixteen novelties were brought forward and the
following awards were made:

—

DIDSBURY AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

A largely attended meeting of this Society

was held at the Wesleyan Schools, Didsbury,

on Friday, October 28, P. Schill, Esq., presi-

dent, in the chair. Mr. C'uthbertson, of Messrs.

Dobbie and Co.. Edinburgh, gave an interesting

lecture on "The Potato," during which he

gave a short account of the Ormskirk show,

also a few interesting facts regarding the

acreage devoted to seed production in Scot-

land, and the prices of new varieties. He also

dealt with the general cultivation of the Potato

necessary for good results to be obtained, and
gave a list of some of the most popular im-

mune varieties, viz., The Bishop, Ally, King
George, Great Scot, Majestic, Kerr's Pink,

Arran Comrade and Golden Wonder, the last,

in his opinion, the best cooker grown. A few
of the newer varieties, of which more is likely

to be heard later, are Crusader, Di Vernon,
Katie Glover and Rhoderic Dhu. A good dis-

cussion followed. The meeting was made more
interesting by a display of Potatos brought by
Mr. Cuthbertson and several of the members.
—A meeting of the society was held on the 3rd

inst.. in the Wesleyan Schools, Didsbury. P.

Schill, Esq., president, in the chair. Mr.
Graham, of Hewell Grange Gardens, gave an

interesting and instructive address on " Hardy
Fruits." He dealt with the cultivation, plant-

ing and pruning of the trees; pests, the various

times for spraying; the value of grafting in the
case of poor varieties, or varieties that were not

suitable for the particular district; gathering

and storing of the fruit. He recommended the
following varieties : Dessert. Cox's Orange
Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Charles Ross, Blen-

heim Pippin. William Crump, King's Acre
Pippin ,- culinary : Rev. W. Wilks, Annie
Elizabeth, Golden Noble, Lane's Prince Albert,

Bramley's Seedling, and Newton Wonder.
Numerous questions were raised by the mem-

bers and answered by Mr. Graham. A very
fine collection of culinary and dessert Apples
was shown by Mr. Graham. Also, through the
kindness of Mr. W. W. Pettigrew, of the Man-
chester Parks, a fine collection of highly-
coloured fruit was exhibited from St. Fagan's,
Cardiff. Mr. P. Schill also showed a collection
of fruit grown at Withington Hall Gardens,
while several of the members also contributed
to the display.

HITCHIN CHRYSANTHEMUM
Held at the Town Hall, Hitchin, on Thurs-

day, November 10, the exhibition of the Hitchin
Chrysanthemum Society was almost as good in

extent and quality as the shows held previous
to the war. The display was beautifully ar-

ranged and in this respect was an example that
might be followed by many societies. Compe-
tition throughout was fairly keen, but in the
majority of the open classes it resolved itself

into a duel between Sir C. Nall-Cain (gr. Mr.
T. Pateman), The Node, Welwyn, and Major
J. Fenwick Harrison (gr. Mr. T. J. Hartless),
King's Walden Bury, Hitchin. Sir C. Nall-
Cain won the twenty guinea challenge cup
offered as a first prize for six vases of Japanese
blooms distinct, three blooms in a vase, with
splendid specimens of Mrs. H. E. Dixon, Mrs.
Algernon Davis, W. Rigby, Mrs. J. Gibson,
Princess Mary and Queen Mary ; one of his

specimens of Mrs. A. Davis was adjudged the
best bloom in the show. In this class the
second prize-winner was E. Martin Smith, Esq.
(gr. Mr. G. J. Miller), Codicote Lodge, Wel-
wyn. In the class for four vases of Japanese
blooms, three blooms in each vase, Mr. W. G. P.
Clark, Secretary of the Society, won the six

guinea challenge cup with capital blooms of

W. Rigby, Mrs. A. Davis, Edith Cavell, and
General Petain ; 2nd, Mr. D. L. James, The
Hoo, Hitchin. For six Japanese blooms, dis-

tinct, shown in vases, Sir C. Nall-Cain was
the winner of the first prize, and Martin
Smith, Esq., the second prize. The same ex-

hibitors occupied similar positions in the class

for five coloured Japanese blooms, while the

former was winner of the first prize in the

class for five white Japanese blooms, with the

variety Queen Mary. Major Harrison exhi-

bited the best arranged vase of decorative Chry-

santhemums, and also beat Sir Nall-Cain in

the class for twelve Carnations. Single Chry-

santhemums were admirably shown, and the

class for the best arranged vase of this variety

was a very popular one. Major Harrison's

first prize exhibit was very beautiful, and Sir

C. Nall-Cain's scarcely less so. The prizes

were awarded in the order mentioned.

W>nter-flowering Begonias were splendidly

shown, and in the class for three specimens

Sir C. Nall-Cain won the first prize with three

flowering examples of Optima, Eclipse ami

Ideala, Major Harrison winning the second

prize with two plants of Optima and one ot

Pink Beautv. Messrs. Abbis Bros., Grove

Road, Hitchin, were the most successful exhi-

bitors of a group of Chrysanthemums and other

flowering plants associated with foliage plants,

and they provided an admirable display; 2nd,

Mr. C. Green. Sir C. Nall-Cain showed the

best six table plants, and also the best six

Cyclamen; 2nd. Major Harrison. Special

prizes for a display of six kinds of vegetable-,

were provided by Messrs. Sution and Sons, and

the two exhibitors were Sir C. Nall-Cain ami

Major Harrison, who won first and second

prizes respectively, each showing first-rate pro

iluee. Messrs. J. Carter and Co. offered a

silver challenge cup as first prize for a collec

tioii of nine distinct kinds of vegetables, and

in this class Sir C. Nall-Cain and Major

HARRISON were the only exhibitors. The com-

petition in this class was very close indeed,

end there w;is only U points between the first

prize exhibit of the former ami the second prize

exhibit of the latter. Sir C. Nall-Cain winning

chiefly by the excellence of his Tomatos and

Carrots.
In the open classes for sinele dishes of vege

tables, Sir C. Nall-Cain won first prizes tor

Potatos, Cauliflowers, Beetroots, Parsnips, and
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Brussels Sprouts, while Major Harrison ob-

tained the premier awards for Onions, Carrots,

Leeks and Turnips, and usually where one of

these exhibitors won the first prize the other

secured the second. Baskets of Chrysanthemums
were exhibited by lady members, and Mrs.

Abbis won the first prize with a charming de-

sign, but she, as well as all the other com-
petitors, failed to arrange the flowers equally

well all around the basket. In every instance

the flowers were arranged chiefly to face one

way.
Fruits were admirably shown by several ex-

hibitors, and in the class for a collection of

fruit arranged on a spa-ce 6 feet by 3 feet,

Sir C. Nall-Cain won the silver challenge cup

with splendid Apples and Pears, good Grapes

and late Raspberries; 2nd, Viscount Hampden
(gr. Mr. A. Gillings), The Hoo, Welwyn. The
same exhibitors occupied similar positions for

six dishes of Apples, and Sir C. Nall-Cain also

won first prizes for two bunches of Black

Grapes, two bunches of white Grapes, three

dishes of dessert Pears, and three dishes of

culinary Pears, showing in the last class Catil-

lac, Vicar of Winkfield, and Uvesdale's St.

Germain.
In the local classes there were numbers of

excellent exhibits, and among several interest-

ing non-competitive exhibits was a splendid dish

of finely coloured Persimmons, shown by Hugh
E. Seebohm, Esq., Poynders End, Hitchin.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
The November meeting oif this Society was

held at 5, St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh.

Mr. David King, president, in the chair.

A paper on "Allotment Gardening" was read
by Mr. Thos. L. Gray, Edinburgh. He did not
thing it now so necessary, as during the time
of the war, to grow Potatos so extensively, and
considered that other vegetables should be
more cultivated. He also thought that, given
security of tenure, portions of allotments might
be utilised for the growing of ifruit. In con-
nection with vegetable growing he laid special
stress on the working and manuring of the soil.

The exhibits were:—Dahlias and Boses from
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd. (awarded a
silver gilt medal); Bramley's Seedling Apple
from Mr. Frank H. Pearce, Wisbech (awarded
a Cultural Certificate). A First-class Certifi-
cate was awarded to a new Collerette Dahlia,
Tiger, and an Award of Merit to a new Decora-
tive Chrysanthemum, Mrs. M. Stewart, both
exhibited by Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Ltd.
It was announced that the Society's Show in
1922 would be held on September 13 and 14.

©bituarp,

E. H. Jenkins.—The decease of Mr. Edmund
Howard Jenkins, who passed away at his home
3, Shaltston Villas, Ewell Road, Surbiton, on
the 9th inst., in his 66th year, will evoke the
deepest regret amongst horticulturists, for he
was known to a wide circle in the gardening
world, numbers of whom claimed him as a
personal friend. To the majority he will be
known through his writings, for not only was he
a prolific writer in the horticultural Press but he
was the author of The Rock Garden and The
Hardy Flower Bonk, works which bear the
impress of originality, for he wrote only of
what he knew from practical experience. Mr.
Jenkins had been in failing health for a very
long time, and his illness necessitated severe
surgical operations internally, but he was a man
of the cheeriest disposition, and passed over his
troubles lightly; in a recent letter to us accom-
panying his article, " Earlv Bulb Forcing,"
published on page 236, he stated that he was
mending slowly, therefore the news of his death
came as a great surprise to us, and by none
will his decease be more regretted than by our-
selves, for Mr. Jenkins was one of our oldest
and most valued contributors. He was also a
frequent contributor to other horticultural
papers, and especially The Garden. He was a
native of Cheltenham, and commenced his horti-
cultural career in the nursery of Messrs. Parker,

Tooting, when a youth of 16^ years. He
remained with this firm for several years until

he accepted a post in Messrs. T. S. Ware and
Son's nursery at Tottenham, and he was also em-
ployed at Messrs. Henderson's famous Pineapple
nursery, Maida Vale. Subsequently he entered
into business on his own account at Queen's
Road Nursery, Hampton Hill, where he con-

tinued until 1913, when his health began to fail.

He did not, however, remain idle, for he con-

tinued to write freely for the Press, and gave
lectures on gardening, and judged at flower

shows. He was a part-time lecturer for the
Surrey County Council, and for the past twelve
years he lectured on practical gardening at the
Swanley Horticultural College; during the war
he was lecturer on gardening to the staff of the
Great Western Railway Company. For some
twenty-five years Mr. Jenkins had been a mem-
ber of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, and all will miss his venerable

figure at the R.H.S. meetings, and those of the

various floral societies in the metropolis and else-

where. Mr. Jenkins was an authority on
Alpines and hardy border flowers ; he had an

intimate knowledge of many genera, including

Saxifraga, Campanula, Aster, Iris and
Narcissus, the garden forms and varieties of

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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which he specially studied. In the beautiful
church of St. Matthew, Surbiton, where he had
served as a chorister for many years his fellow
choristers and friends assembled on Friday, the
11th inst., to pay their last tribute to one of

nature's gentlemen, to whose widow and
daughter we tender our deepest sympathy. By
his death horticulture has lost a worthy
exponent, whose character cannot be better

summed up than in the words of the Rev. J.

Clifford Banham, M.A., on that occasion, " a
man of gracious and enduring personality ; of

unfailing courtesy and irreproachable integrity
;

possessed of great mental gifts which he hid
under a modest cloak ; a loving husband, father

and friend."

Edwin Molyneux.—It is with the deepest

regret that we announce the death of Mr.
Edwin Molyneux, of Swanmore Park Estate,

Bishop's Waltham. Mr. Molyneux passed away
on Saturday, the 12th inst., after an illness of

about five weeks' duration, caused by a strained
heart. Mr. Molyneux was one of the foremost
of British gardeners and his influence, both by
his practice and writings, on contemporary
horticulture, has been very great ; we hope to

publish particulars of his career in our next
issue. The funeral service was held on Tuesday
last, in Swanmore Church. Mr. Molyneux's
wife predeceased him, and he leaves an only
cl.ild, Miss Florence M. Molyneux, to whom we
offer our deepest sympathy.

A. O. Gentle.—It is with regret we learn of
the death of Mr. A. G. Gentle, formerly gar-
dener at Lit lie Gaddesden House, Hertfordshire,
and latterly engaged in business on his own
account. Mr. Gentle was a clever grower, and
particularly successful as an exhibitor of vege-
tables, especially Onions and Potatos.

A Gardener's Notice : II. J. O. You
should consult a solicitor at once. If you
agreed to occupy the bungalow, then it is.

too late to complain that it was not a modern
house ; but you are entitled to the agreed
amount of coal or an allowance in respect

of it. You are also entitled to a month's
notice, and if you cannot get other premises,
the court is not likely to deal harshly with
you if the facts are fully explained. You
do r.ot mention how the landlord's claim for

damages is made up, but it looks- as though
he is trying to frighten you into giving
immediate possession.

Antirrhinums from Seed : H. S . If you
wish to be perfectly sure of obtaining
varieties true to colour from seed, we do not
advise you to rely on seed obtained from
plants of distinct colours grown in close

proximity to each other. The best plan would
be to propagate a stock from cuttings.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine : L. D. The
plants have failed through an excessive

amount of atmospheric moisture and in-

sufficient ventilation. Keep the plants and
their surroundings drier and admit a little air

whenever possible to promote a circulation of

drier air about the plante.

Ferns Unhealthy : C. T. B. There was a
slight trace of mite on the Pteris, but the
chief trouble appears to be a grub of some
kind, which attacks the crown of the Ferns,
possibly grubs of the vine weevil have been
imported in the leaf soil ; this material should
always be sterilised before it is used for pot-

ting Ferns. The name of the Asplenium is

A. bulbiferum.

Glassiness in Apples: G. E. I. This com-
plaint is not attributable to a disease caused
by a fungus or insect, but to a defect in

transpiration, with a result that water gets

into the intercellular spaces. Certain varieties

are more prone to glassiness than others. The
fruits described as rotting at the base and1

hanging on the trees are probably affected

with brown rot disease.

Grapes Diseased : J. I. The ben-ies are

affected with spot disease, Glaeosporium
ampelophagum (see Gard. Ohron., October 1,

1921) ; there is also evidence of shanking in

the stalks of some of the berries.

Names of Plants : H. II. We do not under-

take to name varieties of Carnations. No. 4

is Helxine Solierolii.

—

F. L. P. 1, Rhus tvicho-

carpa ; 2, Buddleia nivea.

—

F. J. R. Sophora
japonica.

—

T. H. 1, Sequoia sempervirens

;

2, Pseudotsuga Douglasii ; 3, Cephalotaxus
pedunculata ; 4, Taxus cuspidate ; 5, Photinia

serrulate. ; 6, Exochorda grandiflora.

Onions Failing: A. H. The description oif the
fungus is too vague to permit of an identi-

fication of the disease whch attacked your
Onions. *As ths attack occurred in the
spring, probably the trouble was caused by
the larvae of rhe Onion Fly, as Onion Mil-
dew,and the white Root Mildew, two common
diseases, do not -usually put in appearance
until July. In either case it will be advis-

able to select a fresh site for the next crop
of Onions. The variety you mention, now
sown, is hardy and should withstand the
winter in the seed-bed ; hut in the event of

severe weather, protection by the use of
temporary lights over or Spruce boughs
placed amongst them is advisable, as growth
is more succulent than usual owing to the ab-
normally warm autumn. Transplanting into
boxes is not advisable at this time of the
year. Autumn sowing ifor the production
of store Onions is now almost obsolete, as-

better results are obtained by sowing under
glass in January in heat, and hardening
off the seedlings ready for transplanting.

Communications Received.—Salop—T. S.—A. S. K.—Mrs. P.—H. & S.—E, F. S., India—Anxious

—

A. Q.—Y. B.
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average Mean TEUPERATfKE for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty
years at Greenwich, 41.4.

Actual Temperature :
—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 5. Tavistock Stteet.
Covent Garden, London. Wednesday, November 23,
10 a.m.; Bar. 30.3; temp. 54°. Weather—Fine.

As our readers are aware
The Botanical from communications which
Magazine. have appeared in these

pages, there was recently a
grave danger that the publication of The
Botanical Magazine might come to an end.
Such an event would be a disaster to horti-
culturists all over the world, and would
undoubtedly diminish the prestige of British
horticulture. Generation after generation of
scientific gardeners has been accustomed to
refer to the pages and plates of the Bot.
Mag. as to a final court of appeal. The
authority of The Botanical Magazine is, of
course, largely derived from the fact that
by the wisdom of the publishers the respon-
sibility for the letterpress and plates has
rested with the Director of Kew. The
succession of distinguished men who have
held this post—Hooker (father and son),
Thiselton-Dyer and Prain—has conferred
upon the work a real authority, albeit it

has always remained an unofficial publica-
tion. When it w,-.s to be feared that the
Bot. Mag. might cease to appear, Messrs.
Elwes, Lionel Rothschild and Reginal Cory,
with commendable public spiritedness, ac-
quired the copyright. These gentlemen very
naturally offered the copyright to Kew',
doubtless in the hope thai tlie Ministry til

Agriculture—to which dep.-.rtment of State
Kew is attached—would be able to find the
resources necessary for its publication, and
thai the Magazine would then become in
fail, what hitherto it h;.s only been in effect,
an official publication. We are not aware
of the terms of this offer, but learn that after
somewhat lengthy negotiations it has rioi

been accepted by the Ministry. That it has

not been possible to come to an arrange-
ment with respect to the publication of The
Botanical Magazine by Kew is greatly to

be deplored
; for manifestly Kew, the metro-

polis of the botanical world, is the right
and proper institution for the publication of
this work. Whether it is too late to ask that
the negotiations should be resumed we are
not suie; but we are convinced that if it is

not this would be the course which would
commend itself to many horticulturists. We
understand, however, that the proprietors of
the copyright are already in negotiation with
the Royal Horticultural Society with the
view of securing the publication of The
Botanical Magazine by that Society. We
have no doubt but that the foresight and
wisdom in matters relating to scientific

horticulture which characterise the Council
of the R.H.S., have led that body to enter
into the negotiations in a sympathetic spirit.

Although the problem of discovering an ar-

rangement which the Society and the pro-
prietors can accept may not be easy, we are
convinced that that problem will be solved.

The ideal scheme would be one in which
the R.H.S., whilst exercising a controlling
influence in the publication, should entrust
the Editorship to the Director of Kew for

the time being. It might be possible, for

example, for the R.H.S. to do what it did
in the case of Wisley, namely, create a trust
lund for the publication and appoint a
body of trustees to administer the trust.

( )n this body ex-officio members might com-
prise the Director of Kew, as Editor, a re-

presentative of the owners of the copyright,
one appointed bv the Ministry of Agriculture,
and the President and Secretary, and a mem-
ber of the Council of the R.H.S. The
owners of the copyright must naturally be
anxious to secure the permanent and ade-
quate publication of The Botanical Magazine.
\n recent years the difficulties and costs of
publication have been great and notorious,
and these difficulties and high costs have
I iren reflected in the piates. As the cost of

reproducing plates falls, it should be pos-
sible to insure again their originally high
standard of excellence. A strong body of
trustees, comprising a majority of representa-
tives of the R.H.S., would seem to give
all the guarantee that can be given of the

standard being maintained at the highest pos-

sible pitch of excellence. It is possible that
the owners might wish to make the trans-

ference of the copyright to the R.H.S. con-

ditional, but we are inclined to think (hat

il would be difficult to find a formula
which both sides could accept; although, of

course, it would be laid down in the trust

deed that the general style and scope of

the magazine must not be departed from.
There is, however, no need to press any
one particular mode of solving the problem
of maintaining The Botanical Magazine for

all time as the official exponent of horti-

cultural plants; the good sense and good will

of the negotiators will, we are confident
propound the proper way, and our role will

then be the happy one of congratulating
them, ourselves and horticulturists generally
on their good work.

British Carnation Society.—This Society's
Annual Dinner and Social Entertainmet will be
hclil in the Holborn Restaurant on Tuesday,
the 29th inst.. at 6.30 p.m.; Mr. George Monro
will preside. The following day the Society
will hold its 26th exhibition at the Royal Horti-
cultural Hall. Westminster, and this will be
opened by Lady Mond at 1 o'clock. During the
ftemoon a Conference will be held in the
Lecture-room at 3.30 p.m., when the Classifica-

tion of Carnations will lie discussed after the
subject has been introduced by Air. W. II. Page
and Mr. C. Engelmann. We understand that

the Classification Committee of the Society has
been at work on this subject for about two
years, and has now arrived at a basis for the
classification of Perpetual Carnations, both by
colour and habit.

Forestry Progress in the North—For over a
year the Forestry Commission has been quietly
and unostentatiously doing excellent work in
the north of Scotland. What is known officially

as the " Monaughty area." situated near Elgin,
Morayshire, and extending to some 1,500 acres,
has been the venue during the past twelve
months for some highly successful work. Some
14.000 to 15,000 yards of drains have been laid,
and nearly 550 acres planted, and beginning
this month it is intended to deal with another
600 acres during the coming winter and spring.
The trees to be planted include 380,000
European Larches, 15.000 Norway Spruces,
88.000 Scots' Pines. 62.000 Sitka Spruces,
40,000 Japanese Larches, 24,200 Douglas Firs,

and some 500 Willows (Salix alba). Nearly all

the young trees planted in this area have been
grown at Craibstone, near Aberdeen, where are
situated the Forestry Commission's nurseries;
indeed, with the exception of the Norway
Spruces, which came from Lyndhurst, New
Forest, Hampshire, all the plants were raised
at Craibstone. A feature of the work is the
foresight practised. Roads are pegged off
before any area is completely planted, so that-
years hence, when the work of extracting the
timber begins, the facilities now provided will
enable the woodmen to perform their duties
with ease and economy. The trees are placed
5i feet apart, thus giving about 1,600 plants to
the acre.

Imperial Forestry.—The inaugural neeting wasr
hei.l in the Council Chamber of the Guildhall,
City of London, on Wednesday, the 16th inst..
of the Empire Forestry Association, formed as a
result of the deliberations of me, Imperial
Forestry Conference of 1920. Alderman and
Sheriff H. J. de Courey Moore was in the chair,
and said that the City Corporation nad always
taken a very keen interest in matters concern-
ing forestry. In the management of Burnham
Beeches, Epping Forest, and similar properties,
the Corporation always endeavoured to apply the
principles of scientific forestry, and to make
tl'.ni of interest, not only to lovers of lite beau-
tiful, but also tn students in arboriculture..

Lord Novar, the Chairman o£ the newly-
formed Association, in explaining its objects.
raid that ;ess science and money had be?n ippliej
to the development of arboriculture than to any
of the more modern processes of production, such
as the growing of Cotton and Sugar, and the
extraction and utilisation 1 1 Rubber. The war
had seriously depleted many available sources
of supply, and unscientific planting had aggra-
vated the situation. The Association had been-

formed to assist in dealing with the situation,

and in order that all available supplies of know-,
ledge might be pooled. The cost of running the
Association would probably not exceed £1,500
per annum.—The Hon. E.' F. L. Wood. M.P..
Under Secretary for the Colonies, extended the
good wishes of the Colonial Office to the Associa-

tion, and gave some figures showing the immen-
sity of the forest resources in certain Colonies

and Dependencies of the Empire. Lord
Lovat, Chairman of the Forestry Com-
mission, moved a resolution in support of the
objects of the Association. He said that one of

the must important tasks of the Association

would be the linking up of the various forestry

and arboricultural societies throughout the
Empire, so that instead of being merely local ir»

their activities, they would extend their useful-

ness wherever the English language was spoken.

Sir George Perley, High Commissioner for

( anada, seconded the resolution, which was
carried.

Holly Lodge, Highgate.—For man) years the

residence of the late Baroness Burdett-Coutts,
Holly Lodge, Highgate, is to be placed on t.he

market early in June next. This estate, lying

between West Hill and Swain's Lane, comprise*
some fifty-six acres of grounds, overlooking the
Highgate ponds, the green slopes of Parliament
Hill Fields, and Harnpstead Heath. It was in
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the gardens of Holly Lodge that the Baroness

used to give her famous garden parties, which
were attended by so many celebrities. The late

Mr. Burdett-Coutts made an effort to dispose of

the property when it came to him on the death
of the Baroness, but being unable to do so, he
lived there himself until his own decease.

The Pruning of Fruit Trees and Roses.—

A

useful little booklet on pruning fruit trees
and Roses, issued by "Country Life," Ltd.,*
appears at an opportune time, for the pruning
season is almost on us. The author is Mr.
Owen Thomas, V.M.H.. and his remarks
are concise and to the point; indeed,
some may consider them too condensed,
but he touches on all the main details.
He deals with each section of the Rose,
after a few general observations on the
" Pruning of the Rose Tree." He recommends
hard pruning of Roses after planting; in the
case of the dwarf kinds he advocates cutting
the shoots of ' newly planted Roses to
within three buds of their base, and,
in the case of the weaker ones to two
or even one bud. This is Fhe method adopted
by Rose nurserymen, but many growers, and
especially amateurs, hesitate to cut 'their
plants so drastically, in the mistaken belief
that they are spoiling them. In the section on
fruit trees Mr. Thomas has concise chapters
on the pruning of all kinds of hardy fruits,
as well as Vines, Peaches, Figs, and others
grown indoors. With regard to pruning Cur-
rants and Gooseberries, we think this work is

done too early, especially in gardens near
towns, for sparrows are very destructve to
the. buds, and if the pruning is deferred until
after the New Year, many of the lower buds
escape the birds.

Presentation of a Golf Course to Glasgow —
A new golf course has been presented to the City
of Glasgow by the Reid family—Sir John Reid.
Mr. Hugh Reid, Mr. Andrew T. Reid, and Mr.
Walter M. N. Reid. The course occupies a site
just outside, the city boundary, north of Stob-
hill Hospital. It is roughly of triangular out-
line, and bounded on the north side by the
Auchernairn Road.

Poisonous Fruited Plants in Public Gardens.—
A matter of considerable importance to those
responsible for the care of public gardens and
open spaces has been decided in a case recently
brought before the Judges of Appeal in the
House of Lords. A boy aged seven years, while
in the Botanic Gardens, Glasgow, picked and
ate berries of Atropa Belladonna (Deadly Night-
shade) and died on the following morning. The
poisonous berries were growing in a small plot
immediately adjoining a playground frequented
by children, and the plot, which included
various economic plants, was enclosed by a
wooden fence, access to which wa6 gained by the
public through a gate. The respondent main-
tained that the deatth of his child was solely
due to the fault of the Corporation and its ser-
vants, and the Appeal Court upheld this con-
tention, awarding the father £600 damages.
This decision opens up a serious question for
piiblic park authorities, and such places as
Botanic gardens, where valuable work is done
in providing students and others interested in
economic plants with living material. The solu-
tion would appear to be that adopted bv Kew
in the case of their old Students' Garden,
access to which is given onlv ito those interested
in the plants. The educational value of parks
and open spaces is almost as valuable as the
pleasure they afford to visitors, and it will be
a thousand pities if this aspect of such institu-
tions is lost by fear of heavy law costs through
such cases as the above.

Unusual Injury to Apples—Many growers
have been perplexed this season to know the
cause of their Apples being injured, generally
around the eye. the tissue there 'being dis-

coloured and hardened, ouite spoiling the
appearance of the fruit. Even old growers
have never seen such injuirv before, and its

cause has been the subject of much speculation.

By some, it has been attributed to injury by

spraying; by others, to frost. It has been

almost conclusively proved by the Ministry of

Agriculture that frost is the reason, and that

the injury was caused by freezing at a time

when moisture had condensed on the lower part

of the fruit as it hung on the tree, that is, the

eye. That spraying is not responsible is known
from the fact that in some orchards where the

injury has been very prevalent, no spraying

has ever been done. The variety Bramley's

Seedling seems to have been particularly affected

by this superficial injury.

Award of the Symons Memorial Medal.—The
Royal Meteorological Society has awarded the

Symons Memorial Gold Medal to Col. Henry

E Lyons, in recognition of distinguished work
in connection with meteorological science. Col.

Lyons is Director and Secretary of the Science

Museum, and it will be remembered that he

was Director of the Meteorological Office during

the latter part of the war.

New Public Gardens at Brighton.—The Town
Council of Brighton has decided to throw open

the eastern side of the celebrated Pavilion and

beautify this part much in the same way as was

done when the Victoria Gardens were formed.

The whole of the eastern boundary wall, the

iron railings, mounds and shrubberies are to be

* Tlou- tn Prune Rnsex and Fruit Trees. By Owen
Thomas, Y.M.w. " c-uuitry Life." Ltd.. 20, Tavistock
Street, W.C. Price 9d. net.
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(See p. 281.)

swept away and a promenade 22 feet wide,

made, nearly three feet higher than the lawn.

The scheme includes a belt of grass and flower

beds, and on the lawn opposite the windows
of the saloon and two drawing-rooms will be
three pools of water. It is also proposed to

erect two pagodas or domes, on pillars, in the

I'M stern style, to serve as a framework for

climbing Roses. The mounds and shrubberies
that conceal the lawn at the northern end of the

pathway from the grounds will be cleared away
and new vistas opened up. The scheme, which
meets with the whole-hearted support of the

inhabitants, has been drawn up by Mr. B. H.
Ma.eLaren, Superintendent of the Public Parks
and Gardens, and the local Press records it

" as a great personal triumph for the deviser,

who has revealed himself as a real artist in

landscape gardening." The cost is estimated at

£4,500 and that of the road-widening £5.358.

much of which will be spent in labour that will

help to solve the unemploved problem in the

town. Those who are familiar with the public

parks and spaces of Brighton will know how
excellently well they are maintained and that

thev are Object lessons to those corporate

bodies which unwisely place their public parks

and gardens under some other department,

generally the engineering and surveying section.

There are plenty of gardenere in this country

capable of assuming the full responsibilities of

the laying out and upkeep of public parks and
pleasure grounds, but it is a regrettable fact

that only a few up-to-date boroughs have a

special park's department with a gardener at the

head.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Mon-
day, November 28 : National Chrysanthemum
Societv's Floral Committee meeting. Tuesday
November 29: Royal Horticultural Society's

Committee meeting ; British Carnation Society's

annual dinner at the Holborn Restaurant.

Wednesday, November 30: British Carnation

Society's show at R.H.S. Hall; Irish

Gardeners' Association and Benevolent

Society's meeting. Thursday, December 1

:

Manchester and North cif England Orohid
Society's meeting.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years

Ago.—Horticultural Society's Gardens, Turn-
ham. Green.—The Garden Committee, in eon-

n.-?ction with the Council, having determined
to provide a reading room for the improvement
oif the men in the garden, it opened for the

first time on Monday evening last. An intro-

ductory lecture was delivered bv Professor

Lindley, who commenced by stating that the

object of the room was to enable the young men
in the garden to improve their minds and to

assist them in obtaining that amount of know-
ledge which alone could render them superior

to thfi common herd of men. Knowledge, he
said, was power, and offered the only means oif

raising gardeners in the scale of society, and
of improving their wages; and this he went on
to illustrate at some length. The sort of

knowledge most essential to gardeners was
stated to be the art of gardening, erf observing,
I he knowledge of vegetable physiology, botany,
physical geography, and a certain amount of

chemistry, with other subjects belonging to

usual education. Of these, not . the
least important was mentioned to be the
art of observing and this was ex-

emplified by a variety oif very interesting
experiments, all tending to prove that more
than a mere superficial examination of subjects
is often necessary in order to arrive at truth.
Besides the intrinsic value of these kinds of

knowledge, in themselves, thev were also said

to promote the iformation of orderly and system-
atic habits, qualities of paramount import-
ance in a gardener. The art of reading was
also introduced to consideration, more
especially the necessity of making notes of
what is read. The walls of the room—at present
a temporary one—are furnished with maps and
plans of continental gardens, and it was men-
tioned that if the objects of the room were
likely to be appreciated by the men (as they
no doubt will be), the Council would give them
further support, and future lectures would be
occasionally given. Besides various kinds of
mathematical instruments, we understand
that, the library now contains- about 175
different works, the greater part of which are
of direct importance to the pursuits of
gardeners, and all oif which are suited to
enlarge and improve the mind.

—

Gard. Chron.,
Xorembcr 28. 1846.

Publications Received.

—

Bees for Pleasure
and Profit. By G. Gordon Samson. Crosby
Lockwood and Son, 7, Stationers' Hall Court,
Ludgate Hill, E.C.4. Price 3s. lOd. post free.

— The Garden Calendar. A quotation for the

lover of gardens for every day in the year.

Cecil Palmer, Oakley House, Bloomsbury Street,

W.C.I. Price 2s. net.

—

Pigs or Poultry for
Disabled Soldiers. By F. G. Paynter. * Pub-
lished by F. G. Paynter, The Lawn, Lampton
Road Hounslow, Middx.—Market Nursery-Work
Series Vol. I. Glasshouses and the Propaga-
tion of Plants. By F. J. Fletcher. Vol. II.

Special Glasshouse' Crops. By F. J. Fletcher.

Benn Bros.. Ltd., 8. Bouverie Street, W.C.
Price 4s. 6d. per volume. Pot Plants aimI How
to Preserve Them. Bv W. Truelove. " Country

Life." Ltd., 20. Tavistock Street, W.C.2. Price

9d. net. Fruit Growing for Profit. By J. C
Newsham. C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Henrietta

Street. W.C.2. Price 6s. net.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Properties of Wood.

Though wood is one of the four great staples

•of human industry, the other three being Wheat,

coal and iron, its properties are not yet fully

known. The present textbook* has been written

by an enthusiastic investigator, well fitted for

the task. At an early period of his career, Mr.

Herbert Stone came into possession of a business,

in which many kinds of wood were used, and

finding difficulty in distinguishing one kind from

another, he began their study from the botanical

side. His first book, the Timbers of Commerce
naturally dwelt most on the identification and

description of species. Mr. Stone's practical

• experience was a good foundation for the series

of researches now embodied in the book before

us, whioh gives a detailed account of the pro-

perties, tests, uses and defects of wood in

general.

Mr. Stone has been for some years lecturer

on timber at the Cambridge Forestry School,

and he acknowledges the great utility for his

researches of the vast collection of woods
accumulated in the museum there by the efforts

of Mr. H. J. Elwes, Mr. E. E. Burdon
and myself. The numerous illustrations

which make up the 41 plates that appear in the

volume are mostly reproductions oif photographs

of specimens at Cambridge.
This text-book is divided into four parts,

-the first of which describes the growth of the

"tree, the grosser details of structure, and the

•obvious qualities of wood, like its surface, taste,

odour, and chemical contents. The next part

is a minute account of the various tissues of

wood, which comprise the pores or vessels, rays.

soft tissue or parenchyma, and pith. Histology

is briefly dealt with, and Mr. Stone pleads that

histological details have claimed a greater share

of the attention of botanists than they deserve,

leading to the accumulation of a mass of un-

important and petty detail. He holds that the

structure of wood and its significance in respect

to mechanical properties and natural affinities

•can be perfectly comprehended by the use of

a magnification of twenty diameters. This may
seem to render the study of wood an easy matter
to the student ; but the latter will be undeceived
if he turns to the last chapter, entitled
" Laboratory Practice." There he will learn
how many points must be elucidated in the ex-

amination of any piece of wood, and how much
depends on skilful preparation of the material.

Part III. treats of the mechanical properties

of wood, and describes density, resistance to
strain, resonance, conductivity, absorption and
shrinkage. This part will interest the engineer
and architect, as Mr. Stone criticises severely
the tendency to rely on the figures given in

ordinary tables, which are vitiated bv the fact

that no two parts of a tree are alike, and no
two trees of the same species will give the same
figures, except by accident. The recommenda-
tions as regards testing timber 6eem sound, and
may be quoted : Firstly, never select small speci-

mens for tests, but use the largest possible,

working backwards by calculation into safety.

Secondly, make the tests upon sizas in common
use. and of good, ordinary commercial timber,
free from external defects, but not otherwise
selected, and find the least load under which
the weakest may give way. Thirdlv, the result?

so found hold good only for the sizes and
lengths experimented on, and if other lengths be
wanted, then repeat experiments expressly for

ithem, but abolish all calculations whatever.
Mr. Stone is also conservative in his views

about seasoning, and states that for all timbers,

'used for purposes demanding durability and
strength, slow drying at a low temperature is

the only process which is justified from the point

of view of the user. He deprecates kiln-drying

of green wood, and recommends a closed shed
with a refrigerating apparatus.
The last part of the book is devoted to figure,

callus, dpferts. decay, durability and preserva-

tion of wood ; and concludes with notes on
laboratory practice, a select list of books, and

• A Trit-bonk 0/ Wnnd. By Herbert Stone. Pp. 240.

platen 41. (1921). London: W. Rider and Son, Ltd.
.price 21/- net.

an index. The index is incomplete, amd does
not include the names of many interesting sub-

jects mentioned in the text. This is a great in-

convenience, as the book will often be consulted.

This text-book is well printed and is very
readable, being couched in a lively and personal

style. The multitude of facts mentioned serves

as an excuse for venial errors ; but several

inaccuracies might have been avoided if the
manuscript had been read by an expert in

botany. The statement (p. 4) that the lateral

branches of a tree differ from the leading shoot
only in position is erroneous ; the leaves are

often very differently arranged, as can be seen

in the Silver Fir and other Conifers.

Fig. 118.

—

solanum integrifolium — the
tomato-fruited egg plant.

Agatf-agar, U6ed as a culture medium for

bacteria, is not prepared from Lign-aloes, the

wood of a tree, as stated on p. 50 ; it is derived

from a Japanese sea-weed. Lign-aloes, called

aijgur in Silhet, is now chiefly used as an in-

cense in China. It is, however, met with in

most Eastern bazaars, and is mentioned in the

Psalms, xlv., 8, and other texts of Holy Writ.

The statement, p. 11, that the age of the

big trees (Sequoia gigantea) in California has

been much exaggerated, and that they scarcely

approach the age of 2,000 years, is not correct.

This subject has been investigated in the most

thorough manner by Huntington and by
Douglass. The latter, in his Climate Cycle* and
Tret Growth, recently published bv the Car-

negie Institution, has established beyond pos-

sible error, the ages of twenty trees that had

been felled in various districts of the Sierra

Nevada. The three oldest were respectively,

3,232, 3,117 and 3,077 years of age, while nine
other ranged between 2,075 and 2,817 years.

The detect called " pumping " in Larch trees

is not due, as stated on p. 199, to the canker
fungus, Lasyscypha calycina. Mr. W. E.
Hiley's investigations establish beyond douibt

that this serious defect, which is so prevalent
in Larch planted on land previously arable or

waste, is due to the fungus, Fomes annosus.

In conclusion, this text-book contains a vast
amount of information; and we have no hesita-

tion in recommending it to all interested in the
use of timbers. A. Henry.

SCARLET TOMATO-FRUITED EGG PLANT

The accompanying illustration (Fig. 118),
which suggests the representation of a Tomato
plant, depicts a scarlet-fruited plant of the
same family (Solanaceae), which is somewhat of

a mystery at the present moment. Originally

coming to us for trial from Messrs. Barr and
Sons, who had recently received it as a novelty,

it was at the time of receipt described only as

the " Egg Plant—Scarlet Tomato-Fruited," and
we grew it as we would a Tomato. The seed
was sown in a good sandy compost at the be-

ginning of February, at the same time as the

Egg Fruit or Aubergine; the seedlings were
transferred to small 60-sized pots as soon as

large enough to handle, being later on potted

into 5-inch pots in a compost of two parts loam,

one part leaf soil and one part well-decayed

manure, to which was added a good proportion

of sand. Grown in a temperature of about 55°

for some time, the plants were subsequently

hardened off, and grown practically in the open,

being stood in a cold frame on a bed of ashes.

The only reason for placing them in the frame

was to enable us to conveniently protect them
should bad weather intervene. Owing to the

wonderful summer experienced such a course

was unnecessary.

Fine sturdy plants were the result, which
eventually bore a profusion of Tomato-like

fruits, and the whole presented a highly decora-

tive effect. These plants were eventually

staged at the R.H.S. Hall, with a collection of

purple and white Aubergines, Capsicums and

Chilies. In the meantime we had been

endeavouring to ascertain the exact botanical

name, and were informed by a friend that he

had seen specimens under the name of Solanum

ovigerum coccineum, or the Scarlet Egg Plant,

and thus, for the time being, we decided to

adopt this nomenclature. Since then we have

had reason to rather doubt this naming, inas-

much as we were unable to find out whether it

was an edible fruit, and also as the shape of the

fruit, approximated more closely to the Tomato

than to a true Egg Fruit. The Editors of The

Oarrlrners' CJirnnirlr became interested in the

ulants and submitted the fruit to Kew. and the

Kew authorities advise that it is really Solanum

integrifolium fsyn. S. aethiopicnmL which was.

at one time, offered in a Continental seed list as

S..ln!i"in Melnneenn var. Cardinal. Thoiurh a

v. tv highly decorative plant it. is verv doubtful

if the fruit's are edible: indeed, Mr. S. B. Dicks

states thev should not be eaten. Specimens

have nlso boon submitted for examination to the

Scientific Committee of the R.H.S.. and the

members of that bodv do not consider that it

has any food value: thev therefore decided to

treat it as " Ornamental." and on August 23

last awarded it a Botanical Certificate. E.

Beckett.

TThe correct nnme of this ornamental plant

bis been the subject of much speculation since

the Specimens were exhibited by Mr. Beckett,

and by some it was stated to be Solanum

texanum, of which there are two listed in the

J iichr Keweneia— S. texanum of Dun. and Hort.

ex Tenore respectively—and both are given as

synonyms of S. integrifolium. Nicholson in

Dictionary of Gardening, states that. " S.

Kexanum is probably not Texan, although raised

from seeds said to have been collected there. It

probably S. integrifolium of Porict." EDS.]
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
RAKE TREES IN CLISSOLD PARK.

Amongst several rare trees in Clissold Park.
Stoke Newington, two specimens of the Western
Piano (Plantanus occidentalis) are of particular
interest, not only on account of their rarity m
this country, but as being the Western repre-
sentative of the tree that flourishes so well on
the Thames Embankment and in other parts ot

London. The decidedly three-cleft, deeply-in-
dented, glabrous leaves, comparatively smooth,
dark-green bark, which does not peel off in

large flakes like that of the Eastern tree, and
usually single ball of truit are the main points
of distinction in the Western species. The
trees referred to are about 70 feet high and
with well-rounded, clean stems, one of which
girths 9 feet o inches at a yard from the
ground, the combined spread of branches being
fully one hundred -feet. Though an iron label

is attached to one of the trees, on which both
scientific and popular names are given, yet the
date of planting and source from which they
were obtained are, unfortunately, wanting.
With the exception of the tree at Bhiekheath.
which was recognised by Professor Macoun, the
Clissold Park trees are the only specimens that
I have met with. Seedlings from the Black-
hisath Plane trees were raised in Greenwich
Park some years ago, but where they were
ultimately planted is not known.

Other uncommon trees are the Pin or Swamp
Oak (Qorercus palustris) which, on the bowling
green, ha6 attained to fully 60 feet in height,
but is showing evident signs of decay, as is

evinced by the numerous dead and dying
branches. This is an interesting American tree,
and amongst the largest of which measurements
have been recorded in the London district. The
old and carefully-preserved Glastonbury Thorn
still survives, and though not the largest in
the Metropolis, is yet of unusual dimensions.
Towards the centre of the park, and carefully
guarded by an iron fence, may be seen by far
the largest specimen of the common Hawthorn
that is to be found in England, which forms
a perfect hemisphere of healthy foliage 54 feet
in diameter. .1. 7). Webster.

TAXODDJM DISTICHUM FRUITING.
The tree of Deciduous Cypress (Taxodium

distichum) growing in the 'Water-Lily pond,
near the Queen's Cottage at Kew, is carrying a
good crop of cones, evidently the result of the
hot summer, with abundant sunshine, and an
unlimited supply of water at the roots. When
the pond was made in 1896. the tree was stand-
ing on one corner of the site and was allowed
to remain as an experiment. The base of the
tree is immersed in from 1 to lj feet of water.
The complete change from comparatively dry to
wet conditions has been all in favour of *

de-
velopment, trees of a similar age not far away
being only about two-thirds the height of the
subject of this note. A. 0.

POPULUS x GENEROSA.
A tbek of this remarkable hybrid Poplar

(P. angulata cordata X P. trichocarpa) growing
on a lawn in heavy soil near the Palm House at
Kew is attracting considerable attention.
Kaised from a seed in 1914. the tree is already
35 feet in height—an average rate of growth of
5 feet per year. This year, though so dry. it

has increased in height bv 8 feet. The cir-
cumference of the base is 32 inches, while some
of the largest leaves measure 13 irches by
II inches. Notably conspicuous in summer by
reason of the luxuriant green colour of the
leaves, these, before they fell, were a delicate
straw-yellow shade. .-1. 0.

rjLMXTS CAMl'ESTRIS VARTEGAT\ ON ITS
OWN ROOTS.

There is on this estate an TJlmus campestris
variegata on its own roots. In my experience I
have never seen a tree like this before. So far
as I know the trees are nsuallv grafted on to the
common Elm. I should estimate the tree from
200 to 250 years of age. Root cuttings have
been taken and root fairly well, and they are
coming true to the parent plant. It would "be
interesting to know if any of vour readers have
any knowledge of a similar tree. James P>.
Procter, Moor Pari: Gardens, Hickmantworth.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTIODAS.
The main object in using Cochlioda Noezliana

as a parent in hybridising was to pass on its

soft scarlet colour into darker shades of red and
crimson, in flowers of larger size, to be obtained
by crossing with Odontoglossums, and no species
has given such marked success to those engaged
in the production of good new hybrid Orchids.
With the flowering of Odontioda Vuylstekeae in
1904 the quest of the scarlet Odontoglossum was
well begun, the flowers being marked with
scarlet on a white ground, the form of the
flowers and more or less white ground colour
being ruled by 0. Pescatorei characters, which
are recurrent in most of the crosses in which
O. Pescatorei takes part, and which is. in the
Oda. Bridesmaid (Oda. Coronation x Odm.
Pescatorei) of Messrs. Stuart Low, shown in a
close approach to the Odontoglossum. In 1907
a distinct advance in the desired direction came
in Oda. Bradshawiae (C. Noezliana x Odm.
crispum), somis forms of which were entirely
scarlet

; and in 1908 Odontioda Charlesworthii
(C. Noezliana x Odm. Harryanum), with
uniformly dark scarlet flowers, was the sensa-
tion of the year, and has since been used with
great effect in about fifty other Odontioda
crosses.

I>> nnnv of these b*er crosses the scarlet pre-
dominates, but in other cafes, as, for example,
Oda. Brewii (Charlesworthii x Odm.
Harryanum), a second crossing of the Odonto-
glossum parent, the forms vary in tint ifrorn

pale orange to dark purple and nearly black. In
some of these forms lighter markings are
shown, and in the very variable progeny of a
bitch nearly white varieties appear, but these
find little favour, for *hey are departures from
the object, and not comparable with Odonto-
glossums.
For the past twenty years the development of

the Odontioda has been one of the chief

objects of Orchid hybridists, and all the great
firms have secured much success in producing
flowers equal in size in some cases to the
Odontoglossums, and of fine form, with scarlet,
ruby-crimson, and other rich colours, sometimes
with white margins and small white lines
between the colour, which give additional attrac-
tion.

In the matter of how the colour production
and variation takes place but little can at pre-
sent be said beyond the evident fact that the
uniformly light scarlet C. Noezliana—a species
which does not in nature give albinos—dominates
in giving bright colour. which, blending with the
tints of the species with wdiich it is associated,
gives masses of darker and richer tints, chisfly
ruby-red, or dark-scarlet colour, but in another
section, which is more Odontoglossum-like in
form and markings, mauve and lilac.

A class which would reward the raiser is one
with a yellow ground and large flowers of fine

shape, which will probably be best obtained
through Odm. triumphans crosses. During the
past few years remarkable success in this and'

other Odontioda classes has been attained by
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., whose Odontioda
Colmaniae (Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm. Queen
of Gatton). and Oda. Gatton Glory (Oda. Col-

maniae X Odm. King George V.), with large

and prettily marked flowers with light yellow
ground, are two of the most remarkable yet

produced.
Some pretty hybrids of Cochlioda rosea, C.

sanguineu and C. vulcanica have also been
rased, the last named giving flowers with
mauve and purple tints in many cases.

C. Noezliana has also been used with several

Oncidiums always carrying on its red tint, but
the cross with Oncidium macranthum pro-

ducing Oncidioda Cooksoniae, with scarlet red
flowers, proved the power of C. Noezliana to

transmit its colour, and the receptive character

of the yellow to receive and intensify it. a fact

previously alluded to. The future may be ex-

pected to give us further fine novelties.

NEW HYBRIDS.
(Continued from page 210.]

Name. Parentage,

Brasso-Cattleya Adulana
Brasso-Cattleya Carolina
Brasso-Cattleya Extraria
Brasso-Cattleya Leeana
Brasso-Cattb'ya Heatherwood var.
Prince of Wales

Brasso-Cattleya Rosalind
Brasso-Laelin-Cattleya Blenheim
King

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya C.W. Matthes

Cattleya Fryan alba
Cattleva Hardysius
Cattleya Para
Cattleya Plynlinmon
Cattleya Richmond Lady
Cypripedium Bedfo diae
Cypripedium Duchess of Marl-
borough

Cypripedium Hilda Walker
Cypripedium Joyce Hanmer
Cypripedium Joseph Thrower
Cypripedium L.dv Leon
Cypripedium Martello
Cypripedium Thaville
Cypripedium Virsro
Laelio-Cattleya Anita
Laelio-Cattleya A. N. Cooley
Laelio-Cattleya Copi er King
Laelio-Cattleya Hassalli
Laelio-Cattleya Gairloch
Lielio-Cattleya Black Pearl
Laelio-Cattleya Delhi
Laelio-Cattleya Don Juan
Laelio-Cattleya La Plata
Laelio-Cattleya Margot
Laelio-Cattleya Mis.Hanmer
Laelio-Cattleya Rosario
Laelio-Cattleya Rowcna
Laelin-Cattleva Witleyensis
Odontoglossum Armstrong ii

Odontoglossum The Prince
Odontoglossum Viola
Odontoma Merope
Odontonia Thais
Snphro-Lielio-Catt'eva Pink Pearl.,.
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Joyce Han-
mer

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleva Lanetta
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Renown
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Rutilant ...

C. Adula x B. Digbyana
B.-C. Rutheriordii x C. Dowiana aurea
B.-C. leucothoeax C. labiata alba
B.-C. Mrs. J. Leeman x C. Dupreana

C. Octave Doin x B.-C. Ilene
B.-C. Digbyano-Mosiiae x C. Enid

B.-C. Bayaid x L.-C. St. Gothard
B.-L.-C. The Baroness x C. Maggie Raphael
alba

Fabia alba x Lord Rothschild
Hardyana x Dionysius
Whitei x Hardyana
Iris x Mrs. J. W. v\ hiteley
Mrs. J. W. Whiteley x Fabia
Actaeus revoluta x Shogun

Lord Ossulston x Leeanum
King George V X Hera Euryades
Earl Tankerville x fulshawense I

Germaine Opoix x Leeanum I

Dowleri x Honnoriae
Alcibiades x Troilus *

I

Thalia x Earl Tankerville
Psyche x Godefroyae leucochilum
L.-C. ft. Gothard x C. armainvillierense ...

|

L.-C. Alex x C. Dowiana aurea
C. Oberou x L.-C. Phoebus
L.-C. Britannia x C. Warseewiezii
L -C. Decia x C. labiata
C. Mrs. J. VV. Whiteley x L.-C. llaroldiana
Phoebus x luminosa...
C. Clotho x L.-C. St. Gothard
C. triumphans x L-C. luminosa
L. Jongheana x L.-C. luminosa
Welleslevi X St. Gothard
C. Mend»lii X L..C. Gladiator
C. Mrs. Pitt x L.-C. Andromeda
Thyone x amabilis
'unrecorded)
Colossus x Doris
Dreadnought x Colossus
M. Bleuana x Odm. illustrissimum ...

M. Bleuana x Odm. Aglaon
S.-L. heatonensis x C. Gaskelliana

S.-L--C. Marathon x L.-C. Myrrha
S.-L.-C. Laconia x L.-C. Jeanette
P. -L.-C. de Vere Beauclerk x C. illustris

C. Hardyana x S.-L.-C. Laconia

Exhibitor.

Sanders
H. T. Pitt, Esq.
Sanders.
Sanders,

J. J. Joicey. Esq.
Mansell & Hatcher.

Duke of Marlborough

Stuart Low.
Hassall & Co.
Mansell & Hatcher.
Sanders.
H. T. Pitl, Esq.
H. T. Pitt. Esq.
Dr. Bedford.

Duke of Marlborough.
Mrs. Bruce & Miss Wrigley
A Hanmer, Esq
Sanders.
Sir H. S. Leon.
Sanders.
Sanders.
C. Cookson, Esq.
A. Hanmer, Esq.
Stuart Low.
Sir J. Colman.
Hassall A Co.
Duke of Marborougb.
H. T. Pitt. Esq.
Stuart Low
H. T. Pitt. Esq.
Dr. Lacrozc.
Duke "f Marlborough.
A. Hanmer Esq.
Dr. Lacroze.
Sanders.
Sanders.
Armstrong A Brown.
Armstrong & Brown.
Armstrong & Brown.
Charlesworth.
Charlesworth.
Mansell & Hatcher.

A. Hanmer Esq.
Mansell & Hatcher.
Pantia Ralli, Esq.
Sanders.
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THE PROBLEMS THE INHERITANCE OF
IMMUNITY TO WART DISEASE IN THE

POTATO.

(Continued from page 260.)

GROUP 3.

From what has been said uf the constitution
of the pure immune and the pure susceptible
types it is conceivable that the pollen (R.) of
a pure immune type (R.R.) may meet the egg
(S) of a pure susceptible type (S.S.) in fertilisa-
tion, or reciprocally, pollen (S.) from a pure
susceptible form may meet and fertilise an egg
(R) of a pure immune type. The first type of
cross night well occur if the pollen from Leinster
Wonder, Majestic or Flourball were used in
order to set berries and seed on such forms as
Up-to-Data and British Queen, assuming that
all these varieties represent pure types of their
class. The seeds arising from this combination
(crossing) and the plants to which they give
rise must be of the constitution (S.R.)*. Or,
supposing the combination is made in the
second way, then the constitution of the seeds
and subsequent plants can be indicated by the

Fig. 119.

—

method of preventing potato
blossoms from being pollinated by

INSECTS.

letters (R.S.). In effect there is no outward
distinction of the two types (S.R.) and (R.S.).
This latter combination might conceivably arise
by using the pollen of Edgecote Purple or
President to pollinate the stigmas of the
flowers of such forms as Golden Wonder.
Majestic, Favourite and others, again assum-
ing tbat the varieties used are pure types.

Naturally the utmost care must be taken in

making these hand pollinations ; all chance of
insect visitation must be prevented, and where
the flower of a variety contains good pollen in

its anthers the stamens must be removed before

the anthers have shed their pollen.*

Illustrations of apparatus used and in use

at the John Innes Horticultural Institution,

Merton, for preventing pollination by insects

are reproduced in Figs. 119 and 120.

It is important to notice that the breeder is

limited in his choue of parents, for even a
casual investigation will reveal the fact that

many of the Potato varieties now in cultiva-

tion are useless for breeding purposes, for one
or other of the several reasons previously men-
tioned. Much as we should like to make use

of such varieties as Up-to-Dat.?, British Queen,

- The Technique of Crow-Fertilisation *>> Potntos,

By It. N. Salaman, M.A., M I). Journal o) the
liinittry a/ Agriculture, May, 11C2U.

Golden Wonder, Favourite, and many others as
male parents, it is impossible, and owing to
a want of pollen any attempt to bring together
any two of the above forms must fail.* Such
male sterile forms, however, can be made to set
berries and seed when pollen from pollen-bear-
ing varieties is used to pollinate their stigmas.
Other limitations will doubtless come to the
mind of anyone who has become familiar with
the flowers of Potato varieties.

Some fluctuations may occur with regard to
the non-production of flowers or the dropping
of buds in certain varieties; in other varieties
there may be a fluctuation in the amount of
pollen produced. These fluctuations may some-
times be induced by variations in climatic or
edaphic conditions. Generally speaking, should
a variety which rarely produces flowers or one
which drops them in the bud stage, carry them,
no pollen is to be found in the anthers. In
varieties where there is normally complete
absence of pollen, this condition is a regular
feature, but in those varieties where there may
appear to be a few grains—frequently only
debris—the amount may vary slightly, but it

is usually ineffective in bringing about fertilisa-

tion. Repeated attempts have been made at

The question now arises how will those seed-
lings springing from the cross between two
parents, the one presumed to be a pure immune
type and the other a pure susceptible type, be-
have when tested with regard to their behaviour
to wart disease ? Will disease show itself in all

the seedlings and their tubers? This test will
determine which characteristic, immunity (R.) or
susceptibility (S.) is dominant in the cros6-ibred
seedling, and which is latent or recessive. The
answer to this vital question, so important to
the scientific breeder and raiser, has not yet been
given, although immunity trials have now been
carried on for a considerable number of years.
The establishment by breeding and testing, of
the dominance of one or the other of these
factors will mark an important step forward in
our knowledge, and point a way to more sure
and rapid progress in economic Potato breeding.
We shall then know which of the two groups
published by the Ministry of Agriculture as
immune and susceptible varieties includes the
impure cross-bred type with its one factor

dominant and the other latent. Should suscep-
tibility prove dominant it can be concluded

—

if the Potato does not prove an exception to

the law of factor inheritance—that the suscep-

r^*'

i

Fig. 120.

—

details of apparatus shown in Fig. 119.

the Institution to use such material but with
out success. It may be mentioned that during
the last two seasons, 1919 and 1920, the
varieties Midlothian Early, Sharpe's Express,
Eclipse and Witch Hill, when grown according
to the directions of Andrew Knightt have been
induced to flower freely, whilst the rows culti-

vated in the usual manner failed to produce
(lowers, with the exception of Eclipse in 1919.

None of these varieties possessed pollen, the
anthers being deformed or immature, but berries

were obtained after pollination with foreign
pollen. Extended use of this method, by in-

ducing early varieties to flower, increases the
chances of raising new early forms, and if those
early immune types which already exist could
be made seed parents the chances of produciiii;

what is urgently required, namely, early immune
varieties, would be still further increased.

The enforced use of foreign pollen witli these
early varieties will naturally add to the difficul-

ties, but these, however, should not prove
insurmountable.

tihle group includes both pure (S.S.) and impure
(S.R.) susceptible types, whilst all the varieties
included in the immune group will be pure
(R.R.). In such a case all the immune types will

breed true to immunity, and when crossed
together will give nothing but immune seedlings.

How can these forms of mixed constitution,
heterozygous susceptibles (S.R.) be distin-

guished? Only by selfing them and testing out
their offspring. What will result? Each
mixed form will bear eggs, half with R. and
half with S. ; the pollen grains with male
nuclei will bear either R. or S. in equal pro-

portions. Thus, upon selfing, fertilisations will

occur, as shown in the diagram.

Male.

Female.

The modern tendency to select forms which either
drop their flowers or are male sterile, coupled with
Hie disappearance of the older flowering and pollen-
hearing type from cultivation, if continued without
precautions, will further limit the range of vari'-tirs

available for breeding.

+ On Roiting New anil Early Varieties o\ '/" Potato,
1807. Trans, of the Uort. Soeiey oj London, Vol t

,

p. 57. 1812.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colmah,

Bart., Gntton Park, Reigate.

Cattleya and Laelia.—As plants of the autumn-

flowering section of Cattleya and Laelia. such

as C. labiata, C. Bowrmgiaiia, C. Dowiana, and

its variety aurea; Laelia puniila and such

hybrids as C. Fabia, C. Mantinii and the natural

hybrid C. Hardyana pass out of flower, the old

spikes and succulent flower sheaths should be

removed, severing them as nearly as possible to

the top of the pseudo-bulb. If the sheaths are

. allowed to lemain moisture sometimes accumu-

lates at the base, and sets uip decay in the

leaves and new pseudo-bulbs. At this stage the

plants should be afforded a period of rest; place

them in the coolest and best ventilated part of

the Cattleya house. The roots should receive

only sufficient water to keep the pseudo-bulbs

plump. The plants should be encouraged to form

fresh roots, but not to make premature top

growth. Weakly specimens should at all times

have their flower spikes removed as soon as tlhey

appear through the sheatlis. As plants of

Caftleva Trianiae complete their season's growth.

they should be carefully watered, affording them

only sufficient moisture to keep the roots damp,

but the supply may be increased slightly when
the flower spikes are seen to be pushing from

the base of the sheaths. Plants of C.

Percivaliana, having completed their psuedo-

hulbs, should be afforded similar treatment. C.

Lawrenceana makes its growth during the winter

and is. in consequence, a difficult plant to culti-

vate successfully for many years. During the

winter it should be grown in the warmer part of

the Cattleya house, and placed near to the roof-

glass, in order that it may obtain all the light

possible. The compost should be allowed to be-

come quite dry between each application of

water, which should be poured around the outer

edges of the compost. Plants of the earlier

flowering Cattleya Gaskelliana are rooting freely,

but they should not be disturbed by repotting

at this season, this work being best done in the

spring, when the new growths appear.

Lvcaste Skinneri.—This Orchid and its many
varieties will soon be completing their season's

growth, and the plants will be sending up
flowers from the bases of the new pseudo-Bulbs.

Whilst growing actively these Lycastes require

plenty of water at the roots, but at this par-

ticular stage they may be kept somewhat drier,

although on no account should they be allowed

to shrivel for want of water. The slight rest

which they will obtain from receiving less mois-

ture will often cause a larger quantity of flowers

to develop at one time than would otherwise be

the case. Plants of this species should be rested

after flowering by withholding water, as but

little moisture is needed so long as the pseudo

bulbs remain plump. The plants will grow well

in a light position in the Odontoglossum house,

provided the temperature does not fall below

50°; although plenty of light is an advantage,

the foliage should not be too close to the glass

in winter. Other plants of this species that

should be given similar treatment are : L.

leucantha, L. Deppei, L. aromatica, L. macro-

phylla and L. Lawrenceana. Lvcaste lanipes is

well worth growing; it is an intermediate-house

plant. The flowers are in some instances nearly

pure white, and delightfully scented during the

hours of darkness.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

By W. Hedlet Warrek, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Planting.—All kinds of fruit trees may now
be planted—the sooner the better—during fine

weather, for in most localities the ground is in

excellent condition for this kind of work,

being fairly dry and workable. Small fruits,

such as Gooseberries and Currants, should be

dealt with first, Apples and Pears, and such like

immediately afterwards. Early planting is

always bast; the trees become settled in their

new quarters before the advent of severe

weather, and in many instances new roots

develop, the trees thus becoming semi-established

before the spring, and usually break stronger

than those that were planted later in the season,

or in early spring.

Pruning.—The pruning of all kinds of fruit

trees, with the exception of Peaches. Nectarines
and Figs, may now be commenced. The wood
of all kinds of fruit trees appears to be ex

cepitionally well ripened. Standard trees may
be dealt with first, a.nd by the time they are

finished, espalier, and afterwards wall trees may
be attended to. Small fruits may also be pruned
but any time until the end of January will do
equally well for these. Nevertheless, the greater

the amount of this work done now, the less will

there be to do in the spring, when other work
is pressing.

Figs—The Fig. will succeed in any fairly light,

loamy, garden soil, provided the drainage is

good. The principal cause of failure with Figs
usually arises from not choosing a proper situa-

tion for them, so far as regards the aspect; the
best in the garden—facing south—should be
given them, and the space allotted to the roots
circumscribed, or the trees will grow too
luxuriantly to produce abundant and regular
crops of fruit. Remove all superfluous shoots
and old laterals, and introduce younger branches
in their places. Free bearing sorts may be
trained in any way the fancy may suggest, but
the fan form is that generally adopted by
growers. For outdoor cultivation the following
arc among the most suitable varieties :—Bruns-
wick, White Marseilles, Brown Turkey, and
Black Ischia.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Staward, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Lilies.—The old soil should be shaken from
bulbs of Liliums, and the bulbs repotted in
a mixture that has been specially prepared
for them. The bulb* should be placed fairly
low down in the pots, allowing ample space
for applying a top dressing when the
plants have made a few inches of top growth.
As bulbs arrive from the nurserymen they
should be potted forthwith, and placed in a

cool frame, plunging the pots to the rims in

ashes.

Crassula.—Cuttings of Crassula that were
inserted some time since are ready for shifting

into larger receptacles. They may be sepa-
rated or grown three in a pot. A moderate
temperature suits Crassula; excessive fire-

heat will cause the plants to become leggy
and weak.

Azalea indica and Lilac.—If Azaleas are

wanted in bloom for Christmas, a few plants
should be selected and placed in a warm house.
Syringe the plants overhead and under the
leaves to keep down attacks of red spider, for.

although the plants may look clean and
healthy, red spider may be present on the
under sides of the leaves. A few drops of an
insecticide used in the water for syringing will

help to keep the pest in check. A few plants of

Lilacs with plump flower buds may also be
placed in warmth for early forcing.

Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations.—Plants
of these Carnations that were potted several

weeks ago may be fed with liquid cow manure
at the roots once a week. Very careful water-

ing and airing is essential to success; rather

keeji the plants on the dry side than too wet.

Young layers that have been potted for some
time are ready lor shifting into their flowering
pots, those of 6 in. diameter being Lirge enough.

Sweet Peas.—Where a succession of Sweet Pea
flowers is required a further sowing should be
made forthwith, and the plants from this sow-
ing grown on in a cool temperature, using as

little fire heat as possible.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Bulbs.—A largo number of small bulbovm
plants are very suitable for planting under
shrubs, and most of them have the added charm
of flowering during the spring. They include

Eranthis liyemalis iWinter Aconite), Chiono-

doxa Luciliae, C. sardensis; Muscari. the best

being M. botryoides, M. Heldreichi, and M.
racemosum, of which there are several varie-

ties; Scilla bifolia and its varieties, S. sibi-

rica; and the large S. campanulata (syn. his-

panica). of which there are white and rose

coloured varieties. The last is specially fine

for planting in large shrubberies, and among
the stronger-growing hardy Ferns. Snow-

drops, also, are valuab'e for this purpose. The
many varieties of Crocus vermis and Anemone
npennina may also be employed for our pur-

pose. Most of the plants mentioned increase

freely in light, loamy soils, and all seem to

appreciate the partial shelter given by de-

ciduous shrubs.

Rhododendrons. — Rhododendrons are. in

many respects, the handsomest of all hardy-

flowering, evergreen shrubs. The ponticum

hybrids are. hardy all over the country, while

the Himalayan R. arboreum and its many
beautiful hybrids can only be successfully culti-

vated in the warmer parts of the country, as

in the south-western counties, especially Devon

and Cornwall, and more or less all ! up the

West Coast of Scotland. They are generally

supposed to require peat for their successful

cultivation; yet they grow quite well in any

good, light 'or medium . loam ; heavy soils re-

quire to be lightened by the addition of peat,

leaf-soil and plenty of open, gritty material.

In preparing heavy soils for planting, I advise

the addition of plenty of small stones. Rhodo-

dendrons do not succeed where lime is present

in the soil ; in calcareous land special beds

should be prepared for them, and even the

special material used in time gets permeated

with the lime. Even in the case of light,

loamy soils it is wise to place a peaty compost,

or plenty of well decayed leaves, about the

roots of young plants. Rhododendrons have

very fine roots, and are surface rooters ; for this

reason they always benefit from mulches of

well decayed leaves, or a mixture of leaves and

well decayed stable manure. Although they

do quite 'well in the open, they are really

shade lovers, and as such are seen at their

best when planted on the margins of woods,

or among thinly scattered trees which afford

partial shade.
' Many of the colours, such as

the daik crimson, mauve and purple shades,

are only seen at their best when the plants

are grown in partial shade; dark crimson and

red varieties, in the open, and in full exposure

to sunshine, look too glaring, whereas in partial

shade these tones look clearer and more refined

For planting in the open the lighter and livelie

reds, rose, pink and white shades are mos

suitable.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping.

Pot Strawberries.- To obtain ripe berries in

March a batch of Strawberries should now be

introduced to gentle warmth. Plunging the pots

in a bed of leaves that has been made in a

frame or house a week or so previously will be

suitable for the present, as no attempt should

be made to unduly force the plants at this stage.

The warmth generated by the leaves in which

the pots are plunged will be sufficient to start

root growth, but the temperature of the struc-

ture containing the plants should not exceed

45° by night for a week or two. The recent

spell of colder weather has had a beneficial effect

upon the plants. Very little air wi'.l be needed

at this season, but should the temperature^ rirf

above 60° by day a little air should be admitted

through the top ventilators, which should be

closed again early in the day, when a slight

spraying of the plants overhead, together with

the "warmth derived from the sun's rays, will

prove of great benefit to the plants.
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Vine Eyes for Propagation.—Vine eyes for

rooting should be selected from well developed

and ripened wood of the current season's

growth. As the vines are pruned' select such

growths as are considered suitable for the pur-

pose, and tie them neatly together in bundles in

such a manner that the base of each growth is

level with the others. Attach a label with the
name of the variety to each bundle, and then
plunge the shoots to a depth of three or four

inches in an outside border, where they may
remain until such time as they are required. In

very severe weather a little protection shou'd b

afforded by covering them with Bracken Fern,
straw, or similar material.

Cucumbers.—The present is the most critical

time of the whole year for Cucumbers. Fire

heat is essential, for the temperature of the house
or pits must not be allowed to fall below 65° by
night. No air should be given the plants, and
only on a bright, sunny day should the plants

be syringed overhead. Atmospheric humidity
may be maintained by occasionally damping
the walls and floor, but this should be done
sufficiently early in the day to ensure a dry
atmosphere by night. Guard against over-

cropping, and stimulate the roots with a Slir-

faos dressing of fresh horse droppings.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patf.mau, Gardener to Sir C. Nsll-Cain, Bart,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Garden Swedes.—These roots, if not already
harvested, may be lifted and stored. They
may be heaped against a wall in the open and
covered with clean straw or dry Bracken Fern
with a little soil thrown over to protect them
from frost ; a few degrees of frost will not

harm them, but if stored in a. dry atmosphere
they will soon lo.se quality.

Mint and Tarragon.—Immediately the foliage

of Mint and Tarragon lias died down, a number
of roots should be lifted and placed in boxes in

readiness for forcing. Where these henbs are re-

quired early, a. box or two may be placed in a

warm house; keep the roots well supplied with
water and growth will soon appear. Other
boxes of roots may be stood in cold frames and
the plants introduced to a warm house as re-

quired for succession.

Vegetables in Frames.—Crops growing, in

frames, such as Parsley. Lettuce, Endive and
Cauliflower, require frequent attention with
regards to the removal of decaved leaves, which
are often caused through the lights having to be
closed completely to keep out frost. After re-

moving all decayed foliage lightly prick up the
soil between the plants. This will help con-

siderably to keep the surface dry and tend to

naintain a buoyant atmosphere about the plants.

Whenever the weather conditions are suitable

the plants should be fully exposed to the air by
removal cif the lights, using the latter only
when frost and heavy rains are expected.

Rhubarb.—To secure gcod stalks of Rhubarb
for Christmas, prepared roots that were lifted

and exposed to the weather as previously advised

should be taken to the forcing house, or placed

under the stages of a warm plant house, and
kept practically in the dark. Growth will

quickly commence, and the leaf stalks should be

available for use in about three weeks after the

crowns are introduced lo the forcing quarters.

The present is a suitable time to trench a piece

of ground in readiness for replanting young
crowns intended for forcing next season.

I'liuhurb delights in a deep, rich soil, therefore

it is advisable to trench the ground deeply, and

add decomposed manure or vegetable matter to

enrich it. When selecting a site for Rhubarb
choose, if possible, a warm position where the

crowns will mature their growth sufficiently early

to be available [or forcing purposes.

Winter Salads To maintain a supply of salads

through the winter requires more thought anil

foresight than during the summer. Mustard and

Cre3s should be sown in small quantities each

week to maintain an unbroken supply. Endive

should be blanched as required. This autumn
has been favourable for producing fine, crisp

Lettuces in frames, and as these are cut for use

it will be advisable to lift and replant some of

those that have been protected in shelters.

Chicory may be lifted as required, and if the

roots are placed in darkness in a moderate tem-
perature they will soon furnish a supply of

leaves.

Winter Greens.—Remove decaying foliage

from winter greens. Brussels Spro 'is will, in

all probability, require more frequent attention

in this respect than other greens. Cauliflower

and Brocoli should be carefully watched and pro-

tection given to the maturing curdS.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

(Continued from page 250.)

There is one other species of Mesembryan-
thenium, the curious M. rhopalophyllum, which.

although having nothing in common with the M.
Lesliei groups, nor any resemblance to them,
also belongs to the " Windowed plants/' ami
the few others that are at present known belong

to the order Liliaceae.

One of the most odd-looking groups placed

under Mesembryanthemum is that to which M.

\Pltalograph by 1. B. Pole Evans.

Fig. 121.—gibbaeusi argentetjm ;
reproduced

rather more than j nat. size.

pube.-cens and its allies belong. Of these plants

very little is known in this country. They are

dwarf tufted plants, whose growths are obliquely

elongated, ovoid, or nearly cylindric, and com-

posed of two leaves very unequal in size, one

being half or less than half as long as tl ther

and combined with it into a single body, except

a very short, free portion, which (except when

a new growth is being formed) is so closely

pressed against (or apparently into the side of)

the larger leaf as to be only distinguishable by «

mere crack. This gives to each growth the

appearance of having an oblique, closed mouth
n Hiie side of it. so that the growths of these

plants as nearly resemble a shark's head as I

think it possible tor any plant to do. This

group is so distinct in appearance from all others

placed under Mesembryanthemum that although

1 have not yet seen a Hower of any species

belonging to it, I feel sure that Haworth was

light in considering it to be a distinct genus.

I therefore adopt the generic name Gibbaeuin he

proposed for it in 1821 [Bevisiones Plantarum

Sun ulni/arum, p.' 104), which, like some other

genera, he proposed in the same book, has never

been taken up nor even noticed by any author.

The curious resemblance to a shark's head is

well shown in Fig. 121, which represents a new

species of this group, Gibbaeuin argenteum,
described below,* of rather more than half

natural size, from a photograph taken by its

discoverer, Dr. I. B. Pole Evans, who has very

kindly allowed me to make use of some of his

photographs for illustrating this article on the

condition that they remain his copyright.

This curious plant is covered with a silvery

wdiite pubescence of fine, short hairs all pointing
downwards and closely pressed to the surface.

When at rest the oblique mouth formed by the

shorter leaf-tip is closed, but when the new
growth develops, that leaf-tip separates from the

larger leaf, thus resembling the lower jaw of a

shark's mouth, and revealing the tip of the

young growth inside, which, thus seen, some-

what resembles a tongue. The old growth does

not appear to be absorbed by the new one in the

same manner as it is by the sphaeroids. but

withers and dries up after the new growtn has

grown out of it. I have never seen a flower of

this group. Under cultivation, in the seedling

stage, the growths of these plants are quite dif-

ferent from those of the adult plant, fo. She

two leaves composing each growth are then about

equal in length, and their freo tips are not

pressed together in the same way as they are

in the adult plant. The successive pairs that are

developed become more and more unequal, and.

finally, the adult form, as shown in Fig. 121, is

assumed. This seems to indicate that th^se

curious plants have evolved from some species

with a pair of leaves of equal length. I under-

stand that these white pubescent plants only

grow where the surface of the ground is covered

with white stones, so that at a distance they are

not easily seen. Whether this is a case of what
is known as protective mimicry I know not, but

I have a suspicion that it may be. For the same
kind of concealment from observation is adopted

by the group of which M. testiculare is typical.

These plants have only one pair (or, when
making new growth, two pairs) of leaves, which

are very firm in texture and covered with a very

smooth, white skin, without dots or other mark-

ings, giving them a very distinct appearance

from all others placed under this genus. When
seen growing in a collection with other species

they are very conspicuous from their smooth,

white appearance, and I have been informed by
Dr. R. Marloth, concerning M. testiculare, that
" It is simply amazing to find this species only

among the white quartz! I have several times

walked on purpose several hundred yards

towards a patch of such white quartz which I

noticed from the road in order to test it. and

the plant was there, flush with the gravel and
white stones ! Some of these patches are only

a few yards in diameter, others a hundred yards

long, and there may be half a mile or a mile

oi shalv or loamv ground in between without the

plant.
' Why? "

As this plant will grow in loamy or other soil

under cultivation, it would appear safe to

assume that in some way its white colour pro

lets it when growing among the white stones

from the observation of ostriches or animals that.

would eat it, but that when its seeds fall and
germinate (as they must surely sometimes do)

upon the other kind of soil, they are easily

detected and devoured.
Such species of this group as I have seen in

flower have a circular, sessile stigma, quite dif-

ferent from (hat of all others, which, taken in

conjunction with other characters, warrant its

separation from Mesembrvanthemuni. .V. A'.

Brown.
I
To lie continued.)

Oibbaeitm aruenteum, N. B. Brown. Tufted, wiiti

numei s growths forming- clumps up to 3 or 4 [nohes

in diameter, and 1 to i) inch high. Growths :il t 1

[noh long, and 5 to t» lines thiek. oylindrio-ovoid,

slightly bulging on one side at the lower part, narrow

[ng upward to the slightly oompressed, very obtuse

apex, obscurely or scarcely keeled, with an oblique

arohed fissure 2 to 4 lines deep, and i to 6 lines broad,

resembling a mouth a little below the middle, eaoh

growth thus somewhat resembling a shark's head, with

the whole surface Birvery-white (beooming greener

under oultivation) from being densel] covered with

short, fine, appressed hairs, all pointing downwards

Flowers unknown. Fruiting pedioela, |
to | inch

long. Capsule \ inch in diameter, fi-vnlvrd, whit.-.

9outh Lfrios Ladysmith Div., on stony ground, n

i,. w miles from Ladysmith, Pole Evans, BBSS.
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EDiTORIA L NO TiCE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C2

Illustrations—The Editors utll be glad to receirr
and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss
Or injur}/.

Special Notice to Correspondents—The Editor*
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or
illustrations, or to return unused communications
or illustrations unless by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondents.

Local News .

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige by
sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining an steers to their com-
munications, and gave us much time and trouble,
if they would kindly observe the notice -printed
weekly to the effect that all letters relating to
financial matters and to advertisements should he
addressed to the Publisher; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication or referring t,,

the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters arc misdirected.

DEGENERATION IN ANTHERS
OF POTATO*

THE investigation on degeneration in Potato
anthers described below was started ifour
years ago as a necessary accompaniment

to plant breeding experiments which were
undertaken at the sain,? time for economic
ends.

The sterility ( ,f Potato flowers, particularly on
the male side, is a well-known fact, and a know-
ledge of the conditions of the anthers is required
at the outset of any hybridising work in order
to avoid unnecessary labour and waste of time.

As the results of Tackholm and others .-how.

such an investigation should lead to a better

understanding of some phvlogenetic and
systematic problems.

The five anthers of the Potato are long and
fleshy. The yellow colour is due to a pigment in

the anther wall, the pollen itself appearing as a

white powder to the naked eye.

In the economic varieties of Potato two dis-

tinct types of pollen have been identified—long
and short. The long type is found in the anthers
of Myatt's Ashleaf and in some hybrids derived
from this variety, whereas in Great Scot.

Leinster Wonder, Majestic, Kerr's Pink, and in

many others the pollen grain is polygonal in

shape, being about as long as it is broad with
usually a petagonal face at each end. Amongst
this latter type of grain are a considerable num-
ber of giant or compound grains. These giants
appear to be perfectly healthy, and in rapidly
degenerating pollen, such as is found in Great
Scot, are the last to survive.

The investigation of the inheritance of these
two characters in Potato, viz., shape of pollen
(long or short) and presence or absence of giant
grains, should prove of interest.

Types of Pollen Degeneracy.
Three types of anther degeneracy have been

demonstrated in the varieties of Potato grown
at the present time.

(1) The anthers of many economic varieties
contain a larger or smaller percentage of
shrivelled grains. In Great Scot, for example,
most of the grains are found to be shrivelled
and empty. The degeneration of the grain takes
place after the formation of the pollen mother
cell.

* Paper given (with lantern slides) by Mabel S G
Breeze. B.Sc, of the Plant Breeding Institute, School
of Agriculture, University of Cambridge, at the meetinsr
of the British Association held at Edinburgh
September, 1921.

It must be supposed that the breakdown
occurs immediately after the release of the grain

from the pollen mother cell. The nucleus is

first observed to degenerate, the cytoplasm be-

comes thin, and takes stains with difficulty.

Finally the contents of the grain entirely dis-

appear leaving only the empty skin. This type
of pollen degeneracy is by no means uncommon
among angiosperms, and it is of interest to note
that the breakdown rarely occurs previous to the
formation St tetrads. This has been found to

be the case by Juel in Syringa chinensis, by
Geerts in Oenothera Lamarckiana, and by
Dorsey in the Grape. I have also found the
same stages of degeneration in Petunia and Rosa
hybrids.

(2) A form of degeneration in Potato pollen

which occurs frequently in the same anthers as

does the shrivelled pollen type of degeneration
just described, is that of hypertrophied or

swollen grains, many of which contain minute
bodies which give the starch reaction when
treated wth iodine. In all examples of Potatos
producing pollen I have found a smaller or larger

percentage of these hypertrophied and starch

filled grains. When placed on the stigma some
of them have been observed to send out germ
tubes, which are distinguished from the pollen

tube of the normal grain by their inflated and
irregular shape. Similar hypertrophies have
been found by me in Petunia and Rosa hybrids.

They have also been described for Rumex crispus

by Winfield Dudgeon (Bot. Gaz., November.
1918).

Speaking of hypertrophied grains, he writes :

" Pollen grains that "have proceeded to full wall

development and generative cell formation begin
to enlarge until about twice normal volume. In
all such there is considerable accumulation of

starch grains. Whenever the nuclei show at all

they are irregular in outline, poorly defined, and
almost uniform in texture. Later the starch

is dissolved, and the contents of the pollen grain

become more and more homogeneous, until in the
end the grain is filled with a granular substance

staining deeply and uniformly throughout."

My observation of the behaviour of hypertro-

phied pollen grains, whether in Potato. Petunia

or Rosa, agree in almost every detail with

Dudgeon's description for Rumex crispus. As
Dudgeon suggests, the hypertrophy may be due
to high osmotic pressure set up by the dis-

integration of the contents of the grain, and it

would seem that the starch formation is

pathogenic. Probably also the development of

the pollen tubes may be explained as resulting

from high osmotic pressure. In hypertrophied
grains of Rosa Wichuraiana I have found pollen

tubes very much inflated at the tip, and on the
stigmas of Potato flowers the hypertrophied
grain is often enveloped in globular projections
emerging from three or four germ pores.
Frequently these abnormal grains burst. Dr.
Salaman, in his paper on male sterility in
Potatos (Vol. 39, Lirmean Journal of Botany,
1910), describes " round " pollen in the dry
state, and he considers that these abnormal
grains point to some condition inhibiting the
manufacture of perfect pollen.

This " round " pollen is what I have
described above as hypertrophied grains.

(3) Several varieties of Potato exhibit the
form of anther degeneracy to be described below.
The usual case for this type is for no pollen to
be formed at all. Sections of very young anthers
of Up-to-Date flowers show pollen mother cells
which are apparently normal. No reduction
division has been observed. Slightly older buds

in which the anthers are still quite green have
the anther sacs filled with bodies, many of which
have the appearance of hypertrophied mother
cells. These bodies vary in size and shape and
granular density. Some consist of a network of
cells, each cell of which is more or less

pentagonal, and some of which were observed
to have five round chromosome-like particles of

chromatin. Larger bodies contained dark
lateral masses connected with a semi-transparent
tube. Still larger ones showed the dark masses
completely separate.

Some of these lodies are surrounded by a cell

wall. Other stages are devoid of a. cell wall,

the exterior of the body consisting of a thick
cat of irregular surface.

On treating these bodies from fresh anthers
with 5 per cent, sugar solution they become
lighter in colour, swell up, and eventually dis-

integrate, setting free small, round, globules

.Hirrounded by an envelope of oil.

At present it is difficult to speak with any
definiteness of the Up-to-Date type of Potato

anther degeneracy pending further investigation.

Heredity of Degenerate Pollen.

Dr. Salaman has found that " the heredity

of male sterility is distinctly dominant"
It is hoped to determine if possible the extent

to which the various types of degeneration

described above are inherited. This year 300

seedlings have been raised as the result of a
successful cross between Up-to-Date and
Leinster Wonder. Apart from the promising

economic value of the hybrids they should prove

useful material for the further investigation of

the pollen problems.

Correlation of Degenerate Pollen to Disease.

An example of pollen sterility accompanying

a diseased condition in the plant is to be found

in the Quercina type (formerly called Quercina

mutant) in the Jimson weed described by A. F.

Blakeslee, in the Journal of Genetics, April,

1921. The typical Quercinas have anthers con-

taining only a few sterile (shrivelled) pollen

grains

In Potato out of twenty-five varieties which

showed markedly the Up-to-Date type of

degeneration, nineteen are recorded as being

susceptible to Wart disease.

Causes of Degeneration.
The causes of these widespread degenerations

and hypertrophies in Potato anthers remain to

he demonstrated. .

The shrivelled pollen type of degeneration may
result from lack of nutriment in the anther and

in that case would be purely physiological in

nature; or it may le due to irregular chromo-

some formation duiing reduction division of the

pollen mother cell.

It is more difficult to find explanations of the

causes which lead to hypertrophies.

Such conditions of degeneration suggest the

presence of toxins or foreign organisms.

Contents of Anther Other than Pollen
Grains.

An investigation is being made to determine

the nature of certain foreign bodies which have

been found in the anthers of the various

economic varieties of Potato. In the present

stage of the work it is only possible to enumerate

some of my findings.

(1) A short, rod-like spore-bearing bacillus is

abundant in the anthers of such varieties as

Leinster Wonder and Myatt's Ashleaf. It is far

less abundant in the Up-to-Date type of anther.

Since the flowers of the first two Potatos have

large quantities of good pollen, and the flowers

of Up-to-Date have no pollen, there appears to
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be no reason for regarding this bacillus as being
directly responsible for any degeneracies.

(2) Small bodies of definite form ha\ing the
appearance of lowly organisms have been invari-
ably found in the Up-to-Date and Myatt's Ash-
leaf types of degenerate anthers.

(3) Large quantities of starch which is probably
pathogenic in character. The individual starch
bodies are quite dissimilar from the starch grains
present in the Potato tuber.

(4) Very minute green bodies, many showing
apparent fission, are found among* the dis-
organised tissues of the hollow stems and also in
the anther cavities.

(5) An ascomycetous fungus is frequently
present in the tissues of the stigma and style,
and, again, also in the anther cavities. The
septate conidia of this fungus are often found
in groups at the juncture of the flower stalklet
with the main stem.
In this paper I have only attempted to deal

with a few salient facts relating to degeneracy in
Potato anthers. It is too early yet to deal with
the morphological and physiological problems
that lie behind these facts. The question
whether these states of degeneracy are leading
to a unisexual condition in many varieties, or
whether they denote a hybrid origin with accom-
panying disturbances of the sexua! ce Is, remains
to be demonstrated.

GERANIUM PYLZOWIANUM. THE MUSK HYACINTH.

VEGETABLES.

HARDY YAMS,- CHAPPELLIER VARIETY.
To The Gardeners' Chronicle, January 8,

1921, p. 18, I contributed a note on the cul-
tivation of the hardy Yams. This season, I was
able to make a more extended trial, having
secured a larger number of planting sets by the
method already described. The ground space
occupied was about 4£ yards :by l£ yard, to

which must be added a clear way on either
.side of 2 feet to the lines of neighbouring crops.
Planting was done in six rows, but one row was
rilled with cuttings and not proper sets. The
yield gave 35 lb. of large roots (14 to 15 weighed
10 lb.) and 8 lb. of middle, but useful size

;

total 43 lb. Besides these, the tubers grown
from the cuttings only afforded planting sets,

though, had there been enough planting sets,

it may be surmised that the total yield would
have been nearly 50 lb. It may be estimated
that the space would not have accommodated
more than about 10 maincrop Potato plants,

allowing for space between them and the
neighbouring rows, in which case the- yield per
plant would have to be over 4 lb. to obtain a
similar weight of starchy tubers.
A few sticks and strings were used to sup-

port the bines, and during the drought, a few
waterings with clear water and liquid chicken
manure were given, besides hoeings.

The Round Upeh Variety.

This could not be planted on so large a scale,

and altogether only 7£ lb. of comestible tubers
were raised. Though it has the great advan-
tage of not penetrating deeply into the ground,
it seems to be too slow glowing to be of first-

class importance ; large tubers have to be
planted in order to produce those weighing over
a pound, and this means a three-year cycle;

the space occupied, however, is small, but plant-

ing can be done 6 inches apart and 8 inches
between the rows. I have also on trial another
round variety, which seems to grow and pro-

duce roots much more freely; next season I hope
to be able to report upon it. H . E. Durham.

EXHIBITION ONIONS.
Some growers of large Onions for exhibitions

sow the seeds in December, but seedlings raised

in January soon overtake those raised in the
previous month. The compost for the seeds

should consist of three parts good loam, one
part leaf-mould and sufficient mortar-rubble to

render the mixture porous. The seeds should
be germinated in a temperature of 50° to 55°,

and the moi-e steadily the seedlings grow the
better will be the results. A good strain of
Ailsa Craig gives excellent results, and another
good variety is Premier. Wm. Hodson,

This charming little species (see Fig. 122) i> a

native of the mountains of Western China and
was first collected in the province of Kansu by
Przewalski in the year 1880. It was also found
by Forrest in July, 1906, growing in oi^en

mountain pasture-land on the eastern tlank of

the Lichiang range in N.W. Yunnan at an

altitude of 10,500 feet to 11.500 ifeet. He
describes it as a plant growing from 3 inches

to 5 inches high and producing large, rose-red

flowers with darker veined petals.

Muscabi moschatum, the Musk Grape
Hyacinth and its variety havum, sometimes

called Muscari macrocarpum, are flowers which

have often been attempted by bulb growers in

the colder parts of these islands with dis-

appointing results. As a rule, they flower the

first season after planting, but are generally

without bloom in subsequent years. The typical

plant, which has flowers ranging from purple

to a greenish yellow, generally tinted with

violet or purple, is not so much sought after

Fig. 122.

—

geranium pylzowiantm

When Farrer was in Kansu in 1914 he found
a Geraniumi at an altitude of 12,000 feet, which
lie compared to the European G. argenteum" in

habit and size, with large, and pale-pink
flowers. It was growing in shingly soil and had
creeping, spreading roots, and finely divid"ed

leaves on short petioles, making a close and
matted turf. He succeeded in introducing the

nlanit into cultivation. A specimen was shown
in flower by Mr. Clarence Elliott at the meet-
ing of the Royal Horticultural Society on
May 10 as an unnamed species, and was given
an Award of Merit. This is the plant illustrated

in Fig. 122; it is undoubtedly a pale flowered
form of G. Pylzowianum. It appears to grow
best in a poor shingly soil, as when planted in

too rich a compost it gTOWs freely, but doss not

flower. Farrer regarded the plant as one of the

most precious of his introductions, and des-

cribed the flowers as largei than those of G.
sanguineum. W. I.

as the yellow variety, flavuin, as numbers
would like to have a good yellow Grape
Hyacinth, specially on account of the sweet

odour which has given this species its popular

name.
It is not agreeable to have to write anything

which might tend to discourage the cultivation

of a most interesting bulb, but one can only

speak of flowers as one knows them In the

colder parts of this country we do not seem
able to ripen these bulbs properly in our

gardens, as purchased bulbs hardly ever miss

flowering the first season if planted in good

time.

Where M. moschatum is tried it should have

a dry, sunny, position where the soil will be

fully exposed to the sun during the period

elapsing between the foliage decaying and the

appearance of the new growth. 1 prefer to

plant about two inches deep. S. Arnott.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION

THE FRUIT CROPS.

OF

(Concluded from. p. 251.)

Hereford.—Fruit trees this season are clean

and healthy and looking well. Apples are rather

under half a crop, but looking well despite the

drought. The sorts which are carrying crops

are (dessert) James Grieve, Cox's Orange Pippin,

Egremont Russet, Scarlet Nonpareil, Man-
ningfyon Poarmain, Charles Ross, Adams' Pear-

main and Wealthy, (culinary) King's Acre
Bountiful. Rymer, Lord Derby, Newton Wonder,
White Transparent, Loddington, Bramley's
Seedling, Sandringham, Warner's King, Lane's

Prince Albert, Baumann's Red Reinette, nnd
Hormead's Pearmain. Of Pears, varieties carry-

ing crops on bush trees are Colmar d'Ete.

Margaret Marrillat, Emile d'Heyst, and Beiurre

Alex. Lucas. On the walls our best are

Oansell's Bergamotte, Doyenne du Cornice, Bene-

dictine, Charles Ernest. Durondeau, Nouvelle

Fulvie. Beurre Diel, Beurre d'Arenbersr, Beurre
Bachelier, Beurre Clairgeau, and Huyshe's Prince
Consort. Strawberries have been a good crop,

Raspberries also were a good crop but spoiled

by the drought. Thos. Spencer, Goodrich
Court Gardens, Boss.

Monmouthshire.—Apple trees blossomed

freely, and set their fruit well, but owing to

the drought many fruit dropped. Pear trees

blossomed unusually well, but the crops of des-

sert •varieties are very light owing to spring

frosts and cold winds. Some perry varieties in

orchards are carrying fair crops. Bufh fruits of

all kinds were plentiful, and Strawberries abun-

dant and of excellent qualitv. Their season was
early and of comparative short duration. Pro-

minent varieties of Apples are Bramley's Seed-

ling. Lord Snfneld. Lane's Prince Albert. Peas-

pood's Nonesuch, Warner's King. Schoolmaster,

AUington Pippin'. Duchess of Oldenburgh. Blen

heim Pippfn, Worcester Pearmain and Stur-

mer Pippin. The best of the Strawberries was

Oivon's Late Proline and of Bed Currants, La

Fertile, which blossoms late. The soil is heavy

and cold, resting on marl. Thos. Coomber, The

TTendre Gardens, Monmouth.

Shropshire Strawberries King George and

Royal Sovereign fruited well, and the berries

were of medium size. Apples Cellini. Charles

Ross, Mr. Gladstone. Lord Derhv. Lady Sudeley.

Lane's Prince Albert, Stirling Castle. Tower of

Glamis, cropped freelv, whilst such varieties as

Golden Noble. Bramlev's Seedling. Warner's

Kinp. .Tames Grieve, Kind's Acre Pippin, Mere
de Menage -and Peasgood's Nonesuch gave a

medium crop. Plums were very scarce. The
soil, generally, is suitable for fruit. James

Roberts, Eoveries Ball Gardens, Church Stoke.

Worcestershire.—The prolonged and extra-

ordinary drought seriously effected the early

promise of an extra fine crop of Apples. Trees

on thin soils, and especially well established

trees of large orchards prematurely ripened their

leaves and both leaves and fruit dropped

freely. Pears and Plums bloomed well, but
these crops suffered badly from damp frosts at

nights and sunless days, whilst the trees were
in bloom. Damsons being the worst failure I

ever remember. The sunny season, on the other

hand, suited Peaches and Nectarines, especially

where artificial watering was resorted to.

Strawberries were small in size and soon over,

but the berries were extra well flavoured. The
same was true of Raspberries and other bush
fruits. Loganberries excepted. William Crump,
V.M.H.. Oakridge, Malrem Link.

—Pear and Plum trees blossomed well, but
the frost in spring destroyed these crops. Apple
trees also promised well, and many varieties set

good crops, but owing to the prolonged drought
many of the fruits dropped; the following
varieties had average crops, King of the
Pippins, Worcester Pearman, Cellini Pippin,
James Grieve, King Edward VII., Lord
Suffield, Warner's King, Potts's Seedling, Lane's
Prince Albert and King's Acre Pippin. Straw-
berries were a light crop, but the quality was

good. Gooseberries, also Red and Black Currants

were plentiful. Our soil is of a fairly heavy
nature. Ernest Avery, Finstall Park Gardens,

Apples at one time promised to be above
the average in quantity, but the continued

drought caused many to drop. Raspberries
suffered from the drought, and were a light

crop. Strawberries were small, and the crop
quickly over. Gooseberries failed to attain

their average size, and the weight of crop was
proportionately lighter. Black Currants were a
small crop, and the fruit not so fine as usual.

Pears promised very well, and perry Pears are

a good average yield ; but dessert Pears were
below the average in size.and their numbers fewer
than usual. Plums and Nuts were both very
scarce. James Vdide, Droitwich.

WALES.
Cardiganshire.—Most fruit trees flowered

profusely in these gardens, but the weather was
not favourable for the setting of the early Plum
blossom. Apple and Pear blossom escaped
damage, and these fruits set freely. Apples
and Pears have excellent growth, and the fruit
was clean. Green fly has been troublesome on
Plum trees. The following varieties gave
good crops : Apples (cooking). Bramley's
Seedling, Newton Wonder, Lane's Prince Albert,
Warner's King, Chelmsford Wonder, Annie
Elizabeth. Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, Lady
Henniker and Norfolk Beauty; (dessert).
Langley Pippin. King's Acre Pippin, King of
the Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin, Beauty of
Bath, Duchess's Favourite and Christmas
Pearmain

; Peaivs, Beurre d'Arenberg,
Doyenne du Cornice. Maria Louise. Jargonelle,
Souvenir de Oongres, Williams' Bon Chretien a"d
Conference: Plums, Czar, Rivers' Early
Prolific, and Monarch. Our soil is wet and
cold. W. Phillips, Derry Ormond Gardens,
Llangybi.

Apple and Pear trees that flowered gave
good crops ; certain varieties that flowered and
failed to bear fruit last year, had few flowers
this season. Most of the Plum blossom was spoiled
by 16° of frost. Early Strawberries did well,
but mid-season and late sorts failed owing to the
drought, Small fruits were exceptionally good.
The soil is a medium loam resting on gravel.
V. II. Dunn, llafod, Devil's Bridge.

All fruit trees blossomed profusely in
this locality, and generally the fruit crops 'were
good. Apples dropped 'badly owing to the
drought, but sufficient remained to provide a
good crop. All small fruits -were very good.
Fruit trees are very clean, in fact, I have never
seen them in better condition. The soil is very
light in texture, on a sub-soil of gravel, conse-
quently crops feel drought most acutely. /. S.
Higgins, Glynllivon Gardens, Llanwnda.

Glamorgan.—The Apple crop was over the
average and the fruit very fine, especially Cox's
Orange Pippin and James Grieve. Cherries
were abundant, both of the Sweet and the
Morello kinds. The Strawberry crop was the
best we have had for years, both in quantity and
quality. C. T. Warmington, Penllergaer Gar-
dens, Swansea.

Pembrokeshire.—The fruit crops were dis-

appointing: at the time the trees were in bloom
they gave every hope of an abundant crop.
Certain varieties of Apples, such as Lane's
Prince Albert, Warner's King, Peasgood's None-
such, Worcester Pearmain and King of the
Pippin cropped freely : others did not set their

blossom. Drought thinned our fruit severely,

but the crops are very good and clean. Pears
did not suffer to the same effect as some kinds,
and those fruits were veiy satisfactory. Goose-
berries and Currants were very scarce in all

gardens around here. Our soil is a heavy red
clay. Charles Mclnroy, StacJcpole Court,
Pemdroie.

The fruit crops were a failure. Apples
set fairly well, but on account of the continued
drought, many shrivelled and dropped from the
trees. Pears were a little better. Currants,
both red and black, also Strawberries, were com-
plete failures. T . II. Roberts, Swallowtree
Gardens, Saundersfoot.

FRUIT REGISTER.

LITTLE KNOWN LATE PEARS.
There are several useful varieties of Pears,

that are not cultivated to any great extent,

which succeed well on soils of a cold, retentive

nature and produce fruits of excellent flavour.

Forelle, or Trout Pear, is a variety of great

excellence, in season from December to the end
of January. The fruit is below medium size

and as it. ripens, it turns to a deep red, spotted
thickly with grey dots. The flesh is buttery,

white, and of rich vinous flavour. Nee Plus
Meuris (not the Nee Plus Meuris which is

synonymous with Beurre; d'Anjou) does best
when it is double grafted on the Pear stock. The
tree is hardy and very productive. The fruits

are of excellent flavour and may be had an

season as late as April.

Directeur Alphand is a large, white-fleshed

variety with plenty of juice and a sweet,

pleasing aroma. This Pear keeps until the end
of May Duchesse de Bordeaux is another

variety that will keep until March or April

The fruits are of a rich flavour, medium in size,

with a russety skin. Although the tree is not a

robust grower, it is healthy and forms a good-

shaped pyramid ; on west aspects, it may be

grown as an espalier. Easter Bergamot is a

very old variety and was grown in the gardens

at Hampton Court in the time of Queen Eliza-

beth. This Pear requires planting on a south

wall and the fruits will keep in good condition

until May.
The variety Colmar is a late Pear of much

merit. The fruit is above middle size, with a
green <skin and yellowish spots, but this changes
to yellow as it ripens. The flesh is tender and
of excellent (flavour. The season is February
or March. Flemish Bon Chretien is a very

hardy and productive stewing variety, and the

fruits will keep until early in March. Pomona.

THE GRADING AND PACKING OF FRUIT.

The remarks on the grading and packing of

Apples in the leader on page 227 should be
studied by growers of Apples generally. The
packing, however, is not so important to the

English grower as is the grading.

I admit that if the grower is compelled to

send his produce to Covent Garden or some
other central market, then the packing is a

matter of much importance. The labelling, too,

is matter more for the imported fruit than for

our own, local, or even English, trade. Growers
in rural districts within 15 or 20 miles of a

town can generally dispose of their good fruit

by arrangement at a reasonable price, according

to seasons of plenty or scarcity. Under such

conditions as these the sensible grower has him-
self to blame if he cannot keep a trade for his

good produce without the expense of sending
long distances by rail and incurring the expense
of suitable boxes or other packages.

If the ordinary small, or even the large,

grower would but grade his fruit into as many
as three qualities he would quickly earn a repu-

tation, and would maintain a trade with the

best of town retailers and wholesale shippers.

Somehow the average grower is much too care-

less in even grading the best class of fruit, and
thus he loses an opportunity of making a

reputation and obtaining a regular trade. He
would much rather sell the crop, large and small,

as picked from the trees—or shaken down—at

a less price than he would obtain for the graded
fruit. When once a grower has made a repu-
tation, with a shipping firm, for example, and
can supply 20 to 50 bushels of one sort at a few
hours' notice, he has a reason to think he has
established himself in the eyes of that firm, at

any rate. One of the greatest mistakes a grower
of Apples for market makes is in having too

many varieties. This love of variety may be
interesting, but not profitable; a wholesale
dealer requires a bulk of one sort during the

various seasons, and if a grower with a limited

space has many sorts he can only supply limited

quantities at a time, and thus the dealer is com-
pelled to go elsewhere. Practical.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Paraffin and the Carrot Fly.—I was much
interested to read Mr. Ironside's remarks on
this subject in the issue ctf The Gardeners'
Chronicle for November 5, and agree with him
that paraffin affords one of the surest means
of combating this pest. We grow a fairly

large breadth of Carrots in these gardens,

and at the latter end of Mav this year, just

when the drought was most acute, I noticed
the fly was commencing its depredations. I

therefore mixed rip a fairly strong solution

of paraffin emulsion, and applied it to each
side of the rows by means oif a knapsack
sprayer, taking particular care to thoroughly
wet the foliage down to the ground level. I

repeated the process at the end of a fortnight,
and arn glad to say it entirely saved the crop,
scarcely a Carrot being touched by the grub.
I may add that I have also adopted the same
means in the case af a larger area of Mangolds
and Swedes on the home farm here as a pre-
ventive of the Turnip Fly, and with the same
beneficial result. J. F. Palmer, Tihtone
Lodge Gardens, Tarporley, Cheshire.

Early Bulb Forcing—I was interested in the
note on bulb forcing by the late Mr. E. H.
Jenkins, on page 236, and growers who have
the necessary conveniences to follow the sound,
practical advice therein given may well look for

success. Yet there may occasionally be failure,

or partial failure, the cause for which is not
due to any cultural error, but is obscure. Eel-

worm infested Narcissi will break into growth
with sickly foliage and develop flowers that are

irregular, stunted and deformed. Discriminating
growers procure their bulbs from districts not

infested with eel-worm, or bulbs which have been
sterilised. Certain varieties of Tulips may
deteriorate, for instance, La Reine, recommended
by Mr. Jenkins as " pure white." In Sweden,

the best European customer of Holland, the

growers are asking for the La Reine such as

their fathers forced, and so with Murillo, a

variety extensively forced. The stumpy, bulky

bulbs produce short -stemmed flowers, and the

lighter, elongated bulbs produce the longer

stemmed blooms- In regard to Yellow Prince,

certain stocks of this variety throw flowers

splashed with red. I consider Montresor a

more reliable yellow. But is not yellow a

dragging colour in the market at Christmas?

The scarlet Due van Thol and Vermilion Bril-

liant meet with a readier and more remunerative

sale. The prepared miniature Hyacinth, of

which no mention was made, is one of the most

easily forced of bulbs. Last season, with gentle

forcing, they commenced to bloom in mid-

December. Fred W. Jeffery, Milton, Mother-

well, N.B.

Gishurst Compound—On page 258 is a recom-

mendation of this valuable insecticide and fungi-

cide which calls for notice, but first of all a

few remarks may be permitted on the material

itself. It was invented in the year 1858 by

Mr. George F. Wilson, manager of Price's

Candle Company, and its inception was due to

seeing his sister attempting to destroy red spider

in her orchard house with sulphur and slaked

lime, to the great damage of the trees. The

familiar lime-sulphur, a still older fungicide, is

very similar to Gishurst's compound, but in my
experience not so valuable. It was first noticed

in print in The Gardeners' Chronicle, November

6, 1858, by the name " Gerhurst " Compound,

and the following February Mr. Wilson told its

brief history in the Cottage Gardener. Many
notes on it were printed in The Gardeners'

Chronicle in 1859 of a complimentary nature.

But it was soon discovered (hat it might do

more harm than good, and -Mr. Wilson, and

others who had experimented with it, recom-

mended instead of the 8 oz. to the gallon of

rainwater for a winter dressing half that amount,

and for plants in growth as little as 1 oz. to the

gallon. For Apple trees at rest Mr. Wilson

found a lather made with a brush and a little

water to be harmless. Some recommended wash-

ing with clear water immediately subsequent
to its application. Not long after its introduc-
tion one gardener had nearly the whole of the
buds of his Peach trees destroyed by an 8-oz.

application-. My own experience with Peach
trees is that there is a danger of the buds being
destroyed if a stronger solution than 2 oz. to

the gallon is used, and the precaution of syringing

afterwards with clear water is worth taking.

I understand from the recommendation just men-
tioned that the shoots are to be brushed with a

lather of the undiluted compound. Seeing that

the much less strong solution of 2 oz. is suffi-

cient to kill all insect pests, and that one four

times stronger may destroy the buds, the danger
of applying it almost undiluted must be greatly

aggravated. And it must be understood that
varieties differ in their properties of withstanding
chemical applications. For instance, even
Gooseberries show much diversity in this respect,

some shedding every leaf, while others are un-

harmed. Therefore, the need of care cannot
be too great in the use of this material.

—

R. P- Brotherslon.

A Curious Potato Inflorescence.—The hot, dry
summer has been the cause of many abnormalities

amongst plants, and a curious one is shown in

the photograph enclosed (see Fig. 123).

Fig. 123.

—

tubers formed on the jnflores-
('ENii: OF A POTATO.

Probably there has never been a season

when fin- flowering of Potato plants has been

so general, and varieties like Great Scot and
King Edward, which seldom bloom, have
flowered profusely in places. As a result, in

some varieties the fruits or Potato balls have
been produced in heavy masses, which the

haulm has been unable to support. The case

shown in Fig. 123 is probably unique,

for here is an undoubted inflorescence bearing

small but perfectly round tubers. The latte-r

are light brown in colour, and the largest bears

miniature shoots as shown in the photograph.

The cause of this phenomenon is uncertain,

but it seems probable that, after the formation

of the inflorescence, some injury had prevented

the conveyance of elaborated food materials to

the underground portions of the plant, and

therefore it had to be stored in the haulms.

Some support of tins idea is to be found in

the fact that aerial tubers were found in the

axils of the leaves. Unfortunately the plant

had heen lifted before the specimen was noticed.

G. C. G.

Mesembryanthemum.—I am much interested in

the articles on Mesembryanthemum by Mr. N.

E. Brown. The cliff at Bawdsey Manor was

strengthened and rnckified by my firm about

thirty years ago, and Meseinbryantliemum edule

and radicans planted in the pockets of the rocks-

The plants have done remarkably well there,

and are a fine sight when in bloom. Though on

the east coast, this cliff faces south. Some
years ago Mesembryanthemums were planted on
a similar cliff on the south-west coast of Scot-
land, but they were not a success, climatic
conditions being, I imagine, not suitable.

Eighteen months ago we tried Mesembryanthe-
mums on the undercliff at Folkestone, under
similar conditions to that at Bawdsey, as
regards pockets and soil. The aspect proved
suitable and the plants bid fair in course of

time to rival those at Bawdsey. I may add that
at Folkestone we put cuttings in boxes and
placed them out on the cliff until the rock
formation we were constructing to support the
cliff was completed and the pockets ready to

receive them, when they were then replanted.

—

/. It. 1'ulhnm. 71, Newman Street, London.

FLOWERS IN A READING GARDEN.

Why is Potentilla alba so seldom found in any
catalogue of choice rock plants ? It has every
merit, except scent, that a plant can have. It is

in flower most of the year, and never was in

fuller bloom than it was here at the very end of

October. It is a true perennial—does not re-
' move its neighbour's landmark—is indifferent to
frost or drought, and keeps prostrate and neat.

Is anything more attractive than its pure white
flower with the deep orange ring at its base and
its black stamens all powdered with pollen ?

The first Snowdrop opened here on September
30. I suppose it is G. cilicicus; Iris unguicularis
followed on October 10, and about a fortnight

later many buds of Helleborus altifoliue were
4 in. or 5 in. above the soil. All these plants
are growing in the open under natural condi-
tions. Nerme Bowdeni has proved quite hardy
here if kept dry in winter. It passed unscathed
through the winter of 1916-1917, and always
blooms abundantly, but Habranthus pratensis,

grown under similar conditions, has disappeared.
Uxalis hiirta left unprotected in the open is just

coming into bloom—those in pots and given
some shelter in winter have been in flower' for

weeks. 0. purpurata, I aim trying in the driest
and hottest position in the garden, but am
doubtful whether, even if it survives a hard
winter, it will flower. Dianthus superbus is un-
satisfactory here, but D. s. nanus is much more
accommodating and equally sweet. Li tins last

respect it has a formidable rival in D. monspessu-
ianus. Erodium Kolbyanum (= E. supracanum
x E. macradenum) should soon be well known,
as its self-sown seedlings come up in some num-
bers. E. chrysanthum is equally obliging
where there are both sexes in close proximity,
but from E. corsicum we have never had a single
seedling. Romneya Coulteri x R. trichocalyx is

a lavish seed setter, but cannot compare in frag-

rance with R. Coulteri. Fremontia californica

is a tiresome plant from which to collect the
seed. Although provision has been made for

8 or even 12 seeds in each pod, I have never
found more than 3 and usually only 1. The
prickles, too, almost invisible, are very irritat-

ing as you try to force apart the valves to get at
thr seeds. There <s an Oenothera, I think called

montana, which has the merits of flowering for

a long period and keeping open during the day.
It is pale yellow and sometimes almost white.

It has extraordinary attractions for Tits, which
one can watch eating the seeds. The Cole, big

and little, Tit, is abundant, but we seldom have
a visit from the Long-tailed Tit ; however, a few
days ago a happy famdy party of some 12 in

then- flitting came upon a Spindle Tree abounding
with some insect delicacy, and their acrobatic

antics, while feasting, were a joy to watch.
Nuthatches allow one to observe, from a short

distance, their placing the nuts in a crack of the

bark or in a stone preparatory to their cracking

the shell. The same suit of noise often is due
to the big Tit hammering on the bark to drive

out the insects for which it is searching. Years
ago, six little mites of Golden Crested Wrens
were seen sitting in a row on a bough, while

the parent birds fed them, but the town has

grown and the cats have multiplied. A. C.

Bartholomt a\ Reading,
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Trials at Wisley.

The following awards have been made by the

Royal Horticultural Society to the undermen-

tioned subjects after trial at Wisley.

MAINCROP POTATOS.
Awards of Merit.

No. 7-10, Majestic sent by Messrs. W. G.

Holmes, Barr and Sons, Dobbie and Co., H.

Veitch and Son; Nos. 59, Up-to-Date, sent by

Messrs. Barr and Sons (grown also as 42.

Mein's Model, sent by Messrs. Laing and

Mather); 60, factor, Barr and Sons; 61,

Longkeeper, J. Carter and . Co. ; 62, Irish

King, Barr and Sons ; Nos. 69-74, Kerr's

Pink, sent by Messrs. K. Veitch and Son,

Clucas, .Farmer and Backhouse, Dobbie and

Co., Barr and Sons, R. H. Bath, Ltd.

Highly Commended.

Nos. 2-6, Bishop, sent by Messrs. Clucas,

Sutton and Sons, J. Carter and Co.,

Dobbie and Co., W. G. Holmes; Nos. 33-35.

King Edward, sent by Messrs. Farmer and
Backhouse, Barr and Sons, J. Carter anii

Co.; Nos. 44-46, Ally, sent by Messrs. Farmer
and Backhouse, Dobbie and Co., I. Poad.

SPRING SOWN CABBAGES.
Awards of Merit.

No. 9, Paragon Drumhead, sent by Messrs.

Clucas; No. 36, Autumn Exhibition, Barr
and Sons; No. 37, Dwarf Best of All, Barr
and Sons; No. 41, Little Queen, Barr and
Sons ; No. 43, Model, Dickson and Robinson

;

No. 51, Earliest and Best (for garden pur-

poses), Dickson and Robinson ; No. 107, Early

Xantes (for early garden use), Barr and Sons
;

No. 109, Rosette Coleivort (for trueness of

stock), Simpson; No. 112, Vesuvius Pickling,

E. Webb and Sons.

Highly Commended.

No. 17, St. John's Day (for garden pur-

poses), Babr and Sons; No. 49, Imperial,

Wheeler.; No. 72, Early Nonpareil, R.

Veitch and Son; No. 88, Early Jersey Wake
field, Cooper, Taber and Co. ; No. 96,

Favourite (for trueness of stock), E. Webb
and Sons; No. 46, Defiance, Cannell.

Commended.
No. 26, Early Morn, Cooper, Taber and

Co.

SIMMER CABBAGES.
Awards of Merit.

No. 6, Glory of Enfchuizen, Rice; No. 35,

Earliest of All. Wiblott.

Highly Commended.
No. 27, Brunswick, Barr and Sons; No. 30.

Dwarf Drumhead (Gibson), Barr and Sons;
No. 56, Early Wonder, Finney ; No. 62,
Ellam's Early, R. Sydenham, Ltd. ; Nos. 101.
103, 104, Winnigstadt, from R. Sydenham,
Ltd., Rice, Dobbie and Co.

SURBITON, KINGSTON AND THE DITTONS
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 8 and 9.—The two-day show of
this society, held at the Assembly Rooms, Sur-
biton, was particularly successful in the
quality and number of exhibits. The
large-flowered Japanese blooms, shown in

vases, were excellent, as also were the groups
of pot plants. Two new classes for a display
of singles and for three pot plants proved to

be very popular, Ijoth with exhibitors and
with the visitors. At the opening ceremony
a well-deserved tribute was paid to the lion.

secretary. Mr. T. Smith, to whose energy the
success of the show is largely due.

Open Amateur Classes.

The premier class, which requires eighteen
Japanese blooms, six varieties, in six vases,

was admirable. All three exhibitors staged
excellent blooms, while the first-prize collection

from J. H. Mann, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Jewell)
Trulls Hatch, Rotherfiekl. was the best exhibit
of its kind that we have oeen this season. His
varieties were Louisa Pockett, Fred Chandler,
Mrs. Algernon Davis, Majestic, Mrs. R. C.
Pulling, and Victory. Mr. E. H. Pearce,
Lord W'andsworth Agricultural College, Long
Sutton, Basingstoke, who was second, had very
fine vases of Wm. Rigby, General Petain, and
Majestic; third, Mrs. Bond (gr. Mr. S. Pead),
Croylands, Surbiton.

There were four exhibits of twelve Japanese,
distinct. Mr. E. H. Pearce won the first prize
with an admirable collection; second, Mrs.
Bond; third, W. P. Riley, Esq. (gr. Mr.
Jinks), Newlands, Thames Ditton.

Only two 6ets of six vases of Singles were
shown, and here the Duchess of Albany ^gr.

Mr. Kelly), Esher, had the best; the blooms of

Bronze Molly, Juno, and Gwenny Green were
particularly good; second, Mrs. Bond.

Class 4, which was for ten Japanese blooms
shown in two vases, and open only to amateurs
who grow their own plants, was exceptionally

good. Nearly all the blooms were good enough
for competition in any class. Mr. E. Wildman,
St. Margaret's, who won first prize, had splen-

did examples of Mrs. G. Drabble, Majestic, and
Wm. Rigby. Mr. Chas. Hawkins was a very

good second.

The class for six Japanese varieties intro-

duced since 1918 was interesting and valuable

as illustrating the relative merits of the newer

ports. The Marquess of Ripon (gr. Mr. T.

Smith), Coombe Court, Kingston, who was first,

included excellent blooms of Majestic, Mrs. H.

E. Dixon, and Masterpiece; second, Mrs. Bond.

Of the three exhibits of six Japanese, dis-

tinct, in two vase?, the best was from M. B.

Davis, Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Arlott), Daconia, Sur-

biton, whose best blooms were of Mrs. G.

Drabble, Wm. Rigby, and Miss L. Athron;

second, Capt. Ewin (gr. Mr. W. Coldicott),

Coombe Brook, Kingston Hill. The best three

white Japanese blooms were of Mrs. G. Drabble

from W. P. Riley, Esq., while the Marquess

of Ripon, who was second, had in Wm. Rigby

the best vase of any yellow variety.

Competition in the new class for a group

of Singles on a table space of 6 ft. by 3 ft.

was keen. The Leonard Bern-all ^ Silver Cup

and first prize were awarded to W. P. Riley,

Esq , who showed verv large blooms of Bereck,

Phyllis, Rex, and a vellow seedling; second, the

Ii.vhess of Albany (gr. Mr. J. Kelly), Clare-

mont Esher, who had better-formed though

smaller flowers ; third, the Marquess of Ripon.

Most graceful baskets of cut Chrysanthemums

were arranged by the Marquess of Ripon and

the Duchess of Albany, who won the first and

second prizes in the order named. The

Marquess of Ripon also won first prize (for

six tastefully-arranged vases of undisbudded

Chrysanthemums.

The three semi-circular groups of Chrysan-

themums were excellent, and well worthy of

the best traditions of the old Kingston Society.

The M\rquess of Ripon won the first prize

with a group which, for the high quality of the

blooms and artistry of arrangement, has rarely

been surpassed. All the exhibitors used large

flowered Japanese varieties, but those in the

premier group were much dwarfer and

even better in foliage than the others,

though all were very good. The second,

priy.e was won by W. G. Wrigley, Esq. (gr.

Air. W. Francis), Gloucester Lodge, Kingston

Hill; third Mrs. Zimmern (gr. Mr. A. Corps),

Surbiton. The class for three bush Chrysan-
themum plants was a new one. and it proved

to ho verv popular. The first prize was won by
Mrs. Bond, and the second by the Marquess
ok Ripon. In the class for six plants of the

Caprice du rrintemps type, the Marquess of

Ripon led, followed by Mrs. Bond.
Semi-circular groups of miscellaneous plants

added variety and attraction to the show. The
first prize was won bv G. C. Hodgson, Esq.
(gr. Mr. H. C. Bellfield), Surbiton, with a very
elegant arrangement. The Marquess of Rtpon
was second.

SHEFFIELD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 11 and 12.—In typical November

weather the 34th exhibition of the Sheffield

Chrysanthemum Society was held in the
Engineers Drill Hall, on these dates. For
many years the Corn Exchange, a building more
central, has been at the service of the Society,

but owing to it now being in the occupation
of the unemployed, the committee had no
alternative but to go further out. Fortunately
the change did not apparently affect the
attendance, and the exhibits were both
numerous and good. The competition was quite

keen in the majority of classes and gave evidence
of a revival of interest in the Chrysanthemum
in this Yorkshire centre.

In the vase classes some excellent blooms,
mainly standard varieties, were shown ; singles

also were very conspicuous, whilst the exhibits

of fruit and vegetables were probably never
better.

In the class for eight vases of Japanese
Chrysanthemums in eight distinct varieties, for

which £9 was offered as the first prize, Mr. H.
Woolman had things his own way, with blooms
not so good as we have seen him set up, the
varieties being Victory, Mrs. Algernon Davis,
Shirley Golden, Mrs. G. Monro, Mrs. H. E.

Dixon, Queen Mary, Princess Mary and
Majestic; 2nd, General Sir E. Laycock; 3rd,

Mr. G. Chambers. For four vases, General
Sir E. Laycock and Mr. G. Chambers won in

the order given, the varieties R. C. Pulling

and Queen Mary being fine in the premier
group.

For one vase of three blooms, Mr. C.

Fletcher excelled with good blooms of Queen
Mary ; 2nd, Mr. B. Hardstaff. In the class

for three vases of incurved varieties, General
Sir E. Laycock was awarded the 1st prize, his

blooms of Godfrey's Eclipse being magnificent;

2nd, Mr. C. Fletcher, with well finished

though rather smaller flowers. There were six

entries in the class open to members of the

Society within a radius of 20 miles from the

cathedral. Mr. C. Fletcher won with only a

moderate exhibit, the varieties being Shirley

Golden, Majestic, W. Turner, Mrs. A. Davis,

Mrs. G. Monro, Princess Mary, Mrs. F. C.

Edwards and Mrs. E. A. Tickle; 2nd, Mr. G.

Chambers with a creditable dozen, conspicuous

amongst them being Mrs. A. Davis and F. A.

Edwards.
The feature of the exhibition was the open

class for a display of Single Chrysanthemums to

occupy a space 20 ft, by 4~ ft. Mr. H.
Wtoolman, Sandy Hill Nurseries, Shirley, Bir-

mingham, led with such varieties as Bronze
Molly, Sandown Radiance, Ryecroft Crimson.

Lady Astor, Molly Godfrey, Phyllis Cooper and

Gem. The 2nd prize was won by Mr. W. H.

Thicket.

For a collection of British grown fruit the

prizes offeied were £4, £3 and £2, with a cup.

to be won three years before it becomes the

property of the winner, added to the first. Mr.

Tooley, gardener to H. Andrews, Esq.,

Toddington Manor, was easily first, and the

cup is now his property. His Pears and

Apples were magnificent, the latter being very

highly coloured. Melons, Grapes, Medlars,

Peaches, were also attractive, and the whole

was tastefully set off with Crotons and autumn
foliage; 2nd, Mr. G. W. Powel ; 3rd,

Toddington Orchards. In both the white

and black Grape classes Mr. G. C. Barnes was
successful; 2nd, Toddington Orchards. H.

Andrews, Esq., was successful in the vegetable

class, his Leeks and Onions being remarkably

good. The entries were not numerous for the

special prizes presented by Messrs. Sutton and

Sons and Messrs. E. Webb and Sons, but the

quality for the season was very good.

Amongst the non-competitive exhibits Mr.

H. Woolman's stand attracted the attention of

those interested in large flowers. In addition

to massive blooms of older varieties were such

novelties as Pamela, Mrs. J. Balmer, Mrs. T. J.

Fleming, Norman Chittenden and the yellow

incurved Chas. H. Curtis. Messrs. Seagrave
and Messrs. Brook, Bray and Sons exhibited

Chrysanthemums of the Decorative type.
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LE MANS CHRYSANTHEMUM.

We regret that pressure on our space pre-

cludes anything like a detailed account of this

great international effort on the part of our
French colleagues, but we may state that after

an interval of eight years the members of the

French Chrysanthemum Society and the local

societies at Le Mans succeeded in getting to-

gether such a brilliant and extensive display as

has never yet been seen before in a French
provincial town.

The show was organised under the patronage
of the Minister of Agriculture, the Prefect of

the Sarthe, General Commandant of the 4th
Region, President of the Council General, the
Senators and Deputies of the Sarthe, the Mayor
of Le Mans, Mouseigneur the Bishop of Mans,
the President of the Chamber of Commerce and
the President of the Soeiete des Agriculteurs of

the Sarthe.

A splendid working committee, of which M.
Leloup-Grimoux, a most enthusiastic and inde-

fatigable worker, was the Commissary General,
carried out all the details. The site ohosen
was an admirable one, right in the centre of

this old historic town, known as Les Jacobins.
A large temporary building, about 110 feet long
by 50 feet wide, provided the main hall, with
several side, annexes for the Fine Art Section

;

the refreshment room and the Vegetable Section
occupied the middle of the site. Around this

were spacious grounds enclosed within a hoard-
ing, grass lawns, gravel walks and a fine pro-

menade leading to the entrance. The show
offices, secretary's office, etc., were in the
grounds, which were gravelled neatly and de-

corated with charming groups of very attractive

specimens of Conifers and other decorative plants

shown by M. J. Bruneau, nurseryman, of Le
Mans.
On Saturday, November 5, the opening morn-

ing, the International Jury were welcomed by
the authorities and a photograph of them was
taken in the grounds. Mr W. R. Dykes, secre-

tary of the R.H.S., was appointed president,

and Mr. Harman Payne, Foreign Secretary of

the N.C.S. , was appointed vice-president of the
jury, and also president of the Floral Committee.
Mr. H. J. Jones was added as a consulting

member.
On entering the show the visitors, of whom

some thousands must have attended the show,
were struck with admiration at the immense and
dazzling display of colour. All the exhibits

were staged, as is usual at French shows, on
the ground, and set out for decorative

effect in shaped beds and borders of various

designs.

The biggest and meat curiously interesting dis-

play was unquestionably that of Messrs. Vil-
morin Andrieux and Co. , of Paris, who ar-

ranged within a geometrically-shaped border

some hundreds of pots full of a little golden

yellow pompon called Gerbe d'Or, and a huge
number of Chrysanthemums in pots of every

conceivable form. To call these specimen plants

in the English sense of the word is to give

no idea of the many peculiar forms into which
they were trained.' There were square-based

pyramids in imitation of the Japanese method,

there were cones, bush plants, tall and dwarf.

Of course, varieties trained in such fantastic

form do not carry big exhibition flowers. The
exhibit extended right across the top end of

the exhibition hall. We noted among the most
attractive blooms Candeur des Pyrenees, .Mrs.

A. R. Peacock. Petit Charles, Chrysanthemiste
Couillard. Sylvia Slade (single), a colossal-

trained plan! i" pvramid form ; Mme. P. Roger,

General Pan, Rosiere (single), another gigantic

pyramid: Wm. Duekham, La Maine, Le Paix,

and many others, but little known to British

growers. A magnificent display of vegetables

wa- also staged bv the same firm, to whom the

premier Grand Prix d'Honneur was awarded.

M. Let.ott-GniMnrx adorned the entrance,

right and left, with a long border of very

finely-flowered Chrysanthemums in pots—at the

angle where the path divided it was a display

nf colossal specimen cut blooms in verv fine

form. Many other local exhibitors contributed

tli.ir nunta to the show; altogether there were
a!"nit 60 exhibitors of garden prcduee.

In the Fine Art Section there was also a

large display, as in the vegetable tent and
in the Fruit ^Section. Some ol the most attrac-

tive exhibits came from M. Belot (Cyclamen),

M. Lochot (Chrysanthemums), M. Ozan (Oliry-

santhemums), Al. Robert
\
Palms, Begonias,

Cyclamen, etc), M. Roumagnac (seedling Chry-
santhemums raised by M. Chantrier), to whom
was awarded the N.C.S. Silver-Gilt Medal;
Messrs. Rivovie (Dahlias), and others.

The British section, organised by Mr. C.

Harman Payne, who acted as British Com-
missary-General, was indeed a great credit, and
was 'highly appreciated by the Exhibition

authorities as well as the visitors. Mr. H. J.

Jones, of Lewisham, assisted by Mr. Thos.
Stevenson, staged a magnificent group of the

finest blooms in the show (see Fig. 124). On a
table nearly 40 ft. long by 3 ft. wide he exhibited

eleven tall columns at the rear, composed of huge
exhibition blooms, somewhat resembling his

stand at the R.H.S. the previous Tuesday. The
varieties were Dawn of Day, Wm. Rigby, Mrs.

Gilbert Drabble, Mrs. R. C. Pulling, Edith

Cavell, and Princess Mary; an imposing and gor-

geous feast of colour. On the table in front were
many of the finest and most up-to-date show
varieties tastefully displayed in exhibition form
and set off with a judicious display of autumn

Mr. M. E. Mills, of Croydon, sent some uiter-

teresting pencil drawings of flowers.

We could not obtain an orheial list of the

prize winners before w,s left, and the in-

formation given m the last few instances was.

obtained from the prize-cards.

(If the rest of the show we can write but

little. The Floral Committee was very 'busy

examining novelties. Far greater latitude is

given in France in awarding certificates than

in England ; a list of awards in this case would
be of little interest to our readers.

, In the grounds were the poultry classes, the

horticultural sundries, agricultural appliances,

etc., in considerable number.
A military band played at intervals, and on

two nights, there were special fetes in the

grounds.
Unfortunately, owing to the illness of M.

Viger, he could not preside at the meetings of

the Congress. M. Rene Mommeja, the newly
elected President of the French Chrysanthemum
Society did so in his stead. M. Mommeja ex-

hibited a wonderful collection of old plates, pic-

tures, engravings, sword guards, fabrics, and.

other curiosities, all more or less bearing upon,

the " golden flower " from the Far East.

We should be wanting in appreciation if we-

Fig. 124.—MR. H. j. jones' group of chrysanthemums which was awarded the GRAND PRIX
D'HONNEUR AT LE MANS SHOW.

foliage, Ferns, Palms, and other greenery. Singles

included Browai Molly Godfrey, Alberta, Nurse
Cavell, Molly Godfrey, Radiance and Gem.
The best Japanese sorts were Daily Mail,

Francis Joliffe, Mis. Algernon Davis, Mrs. R. C.

Pulling and Mrs. Chichester, the last named a

noble flower, which was awarded a Gold Medal
as the finest bloom in the show. Incurved sorts

included W. Thorp, Sidney Dove and GoMen
Glory ; these, with other varieties, completed
a truly grand display, and one that unquestion-

ably upheld the honour of British horticulture.

\ Grand Prix d'Honneur (a work of art in

bronze) was awarded to Mr. Jones for this very

deserving exhibit.

It is a matter for regret that several other

English Chrysanthemum growers who had en-

tered for the show ultimately found themselves

unable to send their promised contributions.

They would certainly have received substantial

recognition.

Mr. C. Engelmann. of Saffron Walden. filled

a table about 20 ft. long with a collection of

Carnations. It adjoined that of Mr. Jones, and
was awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal. Messrs

GEOROE Bunyard and Co.. Maidstone, sent a

small, but select exhibit of Apples (Silver

Medal). Ill the Art Section. Mr. Uahm'n
Payne staged old engravings and photographs

of Chrysanthemums (Diploma of Honneur), and

failed to record our grateful thanks for the-

lavish hospitality that was offered to the jury

and others officially employed. The Mayor of Le

Mans, both in his official and private capacity,

was untiring in his endeavours to promote the

comfort of those engaged in the show, and

towards the English exhibitors and visitors

manifested the utmost cordiality.

Briefly, the programme was as follows;

—

On Saturday, November 5, luncheon to the

jury, reception in the evening at the Hotel de

Vil'le ; Sunday, November 6, official banquet

by the President, the Minister of Agriculture,

who was supported bv all the notabilities of the

town. Mr. Dykes, on behalf of the R.H.S., and

Mr. Harman Payne, speaking for the N.C.S.

.

returned thanks. This was followed by the

official and ceremonial opening cif the shew.

Monday. November 7, a visit was made to the

cathedral and the principal sights of tha town.

In tlie evening the jury and others attended a

gala performance at the Municipal Theatre. On
Tuesday, the whole party left for a motor car-

riage excursion to Sable, an interesting town

with a chateau and marble works, a ride of

about 35 miles.- There was a " Wine of

Honour " and a reception by the Mayor—also

a luncheon. Then another move to Solesines.

where the party was conducted over the ancient

abbey—and again photographed. In the ever
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ing the British members were again entertained
to dinner privately by the Mayor.
For over thirty years it has been our privilege

and pleasure to attend these French gatherings
of Chrysanthemum growers, and we do not
hesitate to say that nothing has ever yet
equalled the friendliness and hospitality of the
organisers of the Le .Alans International Chry-
santhemum Show of 1921.

INTERNATIONAL POTATO CONFERENCE
The Conference on Potatos arranged jointly

by the Royal Horticultural Society and the
Ministry of Agriculture, held in the R.H.S.
Hall on November 16, 17, and 18.
(fas attended by British growers and
those engaged in research into Potato problems,
•and also by delegates from most Continental
countries, and from America, Canada, Australia
and India. In opening the Conference and wel-
coming the delegates, Lord Lambourne referred
to the patient work the R.H.S. had: carried out
for the improvement of the Potato and its culti-
vation over more than a hundred years, and said
that such Conferences as this gave an oppor-
tunity for all to bring into the common stock the
knowledge and experience which eaoh had
gained. The grower had begun now to look to
the man of science to help him to increase his
production by improved methods and by avoid-
ance of losses thr< ugh disease, and he hoped that
one of the outcomes of this Conference might

toe a better co-ordination between the results of
scientific research and the cultivator's work.
The first session of the Conference was devoted

to a consideration of the Breeding, Selection and
Development of Potatos. In the absence of the
author, Mr. Dykes read a paper on work done
in the United States in this direction Mr
Stuart described the characteristics of the work
of the principal American Potato raisers and
the influence each had upon the progress in
breeding. He dealt with the difficulties met
with m Potato breeding, and described the
technique employed. He thought thaf, few
really valuable variations occur within a com-
nuraa] variety, but that better results can be
obtained by selecting the best available stocks
ot any given variety and working upon these
Mr. W. Robb. of the Scottish Plant Breeding
Station, described the methods adopted by the
late Dr. John Wilson in raising the varieties
associated with his name, such as Templar,
Bishop, and Crusader. His methods of avoid-
ing deterioration, growing of seedlings, selecting
seedlings, and growing them on to test their
value were all alluded to. Mr. Donald McKelvie
related his recent experiences regarding the
sprouting of Arran Victory, adding two or three
instances to that given by Mr. Robb of the
occurrence of bud variations in Potatos, all of
them, however, apparently being connected with
colour changes in skin or flower. Mr. F. J.
'Chittenden compared the varieties of Potatos
available now as compared with the time when
the R.H.S. was first established. H e pointed
cut that there were a few varieties then with
cropping capacity as great as the present best,
but the general level in all directions was now
higher. He enumerated the characteristics to
be Icoked for in a good Potato from the points
or view of the general public and the grower,
and said that the variety which most nearly
approached the ideal, though in some directions
it fell short, w^as Great Scot, This season as
so often, Up-to-Date had given on the whole
the best results at Wisley, but that variety was
unfortunately not immune to Wart disease.
He called to mind the names of the raisers of
the best known varieties and their distributors,
and pointed out the chief causes that had led
to the raising of new varieties. He then re-
ferred to the results of various experiments in
seed selection carried "out at Wisley and else-
where, and said a meihorl of estimating croppin e
power had been arrived at whereby, taking the
crops of forty plants, a result within 2 per cent.
of the actual truth could be arrived at. The dis-
cussion that followed the reading of these
papers centred mainly around the question of
bud variation, and was taken part in by Messrs.
Fife, Martin Sutton, Miss Breeze, Dr.
Salaman, Dr. Quanjer, and C'apt. Leslev. while

Dr. Burns and Mr. Hakahasi referred to diffi-

culties met with in India where soil fungi and
high temperatures were particularly trouble-
some. M. H. L. de Vilmordn said better results
were obtained by taking selected strains from
remote districts of France, especially from the
moister North-West, than by attempting to im-
prove strains found in general cultivation. Mr.
Murphy related his experience in Canada in
seed selection, and Mr. Buchanan Tasmanian
methods. Professor Foex said Wart disease
had not yet invaded France, though the chance
of infection had been prevented by the amount
of planting done by the Germans behind their
lines. Professor Poth attributed degeneration
to adverse climatic conditions. Mr. F. Hiam
thought Up-to-Date the best Potato still, and
that its proneness to blight had followed the
use of artificial manures. Mr. Cuthbertson, who
had been in the chair for the latter half of the
session, said hill selection had been discarded
in favour of obtaining seed Potatos from the
north.

The afternoon session was opened by Sir
Arthur Griffith-Boscawen, -Minister of Agricul-
ture, who after a few remarks, called upon Mr.
J. M. Hannah for his paper on "The Early
Potato Industry." His account of the methods
adopted to obtain early Potatos in Ayrshire and
the risks attendant upon it were followed with
great interest. Heavy manuring is a feature
of Ayrshire practice as it is in Cornwall (as
Mr. Lobjist pointed out) and elsewhere, tout his
remarks on the probable suitability of other
districts with a mean temperature not greatly
differing from that of Ayrshire raised some
criticism from Sir Thomas Middleton and others.
Mr. D. Wright, of Co. Down, suggested that
the diminution of crop that is becoming ap-
parent might be due to soil acidity, a view that
was endorsed by Dr. Quanjer and others, while
Mr. Patullo referred to the great value of 'potash
manures. Sir Matthias Wallace gave an account
of his methods of growing seed Potatos, attach-
ing great value to immaturity of seed, and to
sprouting to obtain large crop's.

After Lord Bledisloe had succeeded Sir A.
Griffith-Boscawen as chairman, Mr. H. V. Tay-
lor read a paper on 'The Industrial and Com-
mercial Uses of the Potato." He pointed out
in a very complete, thoughtful, and closely-
reasoned account that while the Potato can toe
turned to account in many directions the only
ones possible to follow are those which will en-
sure a reasonable return to the grower. Where
labour is dear the competition with other sources
of raw material prevents their utilisation, and
except in starch-making there appeal's little hope
of making industrial use of Potatos in this
country at present. Lord Bledisloe said that
he hoped much might be done in utilising
Potatos in the feeding of pigs, while Professor
Campbell and Sir Lawrence Weaver referred to
experiments in starch-making carried out dur-
ing the war, but said that this matter should
be investigated carefully in more normal con-
ditions when the results might be very different.
Dr. Quanjer stated that Holland had made until
recently important industrial use of Potatos, tout
lately Japan had become a serious competitor,

,

and this largely because of the cheapness of
labour. The Conference had next before it a
paper by Dr. Salaman on the Degeneration of
Potatos, but time did not permit of its dis-
cussion. Dr. Salaman held with almost all

speakers at the Conference that degeneration
does not occur, but that the loss of yield and
vigour which is quite commonly experienced,
follows such diseases as Leaf Roil, Mosaic, and
the like that Potatos acquire, quite apart from
age, in the South. He gave a survey of the
various ideas on the subject which had held the
field from time to time during the last century.
At the third session, opened by Mr. C. G. A.

Nix, Professor Blackmail showed, toy means of
lantern slides, the Life History of tlie Organism
which causes Wart disease, and th« method by
which it gains entry into the plant. He was
followed by Dr. Brierley, who reviewed the
position of the Wart disease problem, and said
that, while he believed immune varieties of
Potato would remain immune, there was no cer-
tainty, and he feared less certainty that the
organism which was its cause might not develop
the power to infect varieties at present immune.

In a masterly summary he showed the folly of
resting on the assumption that immune varieties
alone would solve the problem ; they had done
so for the moment, but there was no certainty
that they would do so for all time. Knowledge
of the cause of immunity and of direct or in-

direct means of exterminating the foe were both
required. Professor Foex now took the chair
and opened the discussion, which was taken part
in by Professor Potter, who considered the re-

action of tlie soil most important (and inciden-
tally very difficult to alter), and Mr. Bryan,
who commented upon the effect of this year's
climatal conditions on the incidence of the
disease, and especially upon the occasional diffi-

culty of diagnosing it (in which Dr. Brierley
concurred). .Mr. Uough doubted the accuracy
of the German reports upon the breakdown of
immunity since experience had shown the need
of most carefully scrutinising Potato stocks for
rogues. Dr. Pethybridge suggested the desira-
bility of testing the value of various uncommon
earth-salts in dealing with Wart disease, and
Professor Foex referred to instances where Vines
usually resistant to Phylloxera had succumbed
under peculiar climatic conditions.

Mr. Lesley then read a paper written by him-
self and Dr. Salaman upon the Inheritance of
Wart Immunity. None of the varieties tested
so far, for which sufficiently reliable results
have been obtained, is homozygous for Wart
resistance, but the results of crossings made
point to there being at least two pairs of fac-

tors concerned. It thus appears possible for

immune varieties to be raised from susceptible
parents. Mr. Malthouse, Dr Salaman, and Dr.
Burns joined in the discussion that followed.
The fourth session was. opened on Friday

morning toy Mr. Dykes, and Dr. Pethybridge
gave an interesting and valuable account of re-

searches in relation to the most serious disease

of Potatos, viz., Blight, due to Plhytophthora
infestans. He related the discovery of resting

spores, and alluded to the possibility that rest-

ing may, as well as hibernating mycelium, carry
over the disease from year to year. Spraying
with Burgundy mixture still proved the best in-

surance against the disease, but the Irish ex-

periments had shown that a 1 per cent, mixture
was sufficiently strong, and enabled the Irish

farmer to save large sums of money in respect to
copper sulphate. Dr. Salaman remarked upon
the difficulty of discovering whether seedlings
were resistant to Phytophrthora attack, and it

was pointed out that varieties which at first

appeared to be resistant often subsequently suc-
cumtoed. The most resistant were usually the
varieties remaining green the longest. Profes-
sor Salmon corroborated Dr. Pethy bridge's con-
clusion that a 1 per cent. Burgundy mixture
was sufficiently strong. The remaining papers
dealt with Degeneration Diseases, Leaf Roll,
Crinkle, and different forms of Mosaic, Mr.
Chittenden presiding. In an excellent and often
witty speech. Dr. Quanjer described the losses

due to these diseases, and showed how by a
series of carefully planned and ingenious experi-
ments he had assured himself and the Dutch
farmers of their infections nature. He thought
the diseases were transmitted by aphides. His
lecture, which was illustrated by lantern slides,

was followed rby the large audience with the
closest attention. Mr. Murphy described his

observations in Canada and the British Isles,

and said he had been able to discover no con-

nection between Mosaic and the disease often
known as Curly Dwarf. Mr. Cotton described
the incidence of the diseases in Great Britain,

and expressed his belief that aphides were
active agents, in transmitting them. He con-
sidered the Potato remained free from these
diseases in the north largely because thev were
not there 60 often attacked by aphides. A
brisk discussion followed, in which a large num-
ber of the audience took part, and to which
Dr. Quanjer replied. The latter brought a cor-
dial invitation from the Government of the
Netherlands to see the experimental cultures in

the garden at Wageningen next Mav and June,
for which the Conference heartily thanked him.
In conclusion, Mr. Chittenden announced that

the papers read and the discussion would be
printed in an official Renort which would shortly
be published. He briefly recounted the manner
in which the Conference tud been brought
about, and moved a vote of thanks to the joint
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.secretaries, Mr. H. V. Taylor, representing the
Ministry, and Mr. W. R. Dykes, the R.H.S.,
and to the readers of the papers, both of which
were carried with acclamation. He then ex-

pressed the pleasure all had felt at the presence
of so many representatives of countries outside
the British Isles, all of them desirous of fur-

thering the cultivation of one of our most im-
portant crops, and said that co-operation, such
as Conferences of this kind makes possible

should be one of the most powerful aids in

increasing the prosperity and well-being of the

respective nations.

NATIONAL POTATO OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND.

November 17 and 18.—A considerable time
has elapsed since the original National Potato
Society provided a display in London, so

that an exhibition devoted solely to the Potato
is somewhat of an event in the metropolis. The
re-constibuted society held annual shows at Bir-

mingham last year' and in 1919, and that now
under notice, which was held at Vincent Square,

was its first in London. In addition to the two
days show, there was an International Con-
ference on the day prior to, and throughout the

period of the show.
On the Wednesdav, after the presidential

address by Sir A. T)~. Hall. K.C.B., the follow-

ing subjects were dealt with: " Breeding, Selec-

tion and Development Work in U.S.A.," by
Mr. Wm. Stuart, of the Department of Agri-

culture, Washington. " Breeding, Selection and
Development Work in Britain," by Messrs. F. J.

Chittenden, Donald McKelvie and Wm. Robb.
" The Industrial and Commercial Uses of the

Potato," bv Mr. H. V. Tavlor. " The Early
Potato Industry," by Mr. J. M. Hannah, and
" Tiie Degeneration of the Potato," bv Dr.
R. N. Salaman.
The morning of the second day was devoted

to judging the exhibits, and the official opening
of the Show by the Minister of Agriculture. In
the afternoon,- there were papers on " Wart
Disease of Potatos." by Messrs. V. Blackman
and Wm. B. Brierlev ; and "Recent Investiga-

tion on Potato Blight," by Mr. G. H. Pethy-
bridge. While on Fridav the subjects were
'• New Work on Leaf Curl in Holland." toy

Mr. H. M. Ouanier. " New Work on Potato
Diseases in America." by Mr. W. A. Horton.
"' New Work on Mosaic in Ireland," by Mr.
P. A. Murphy, and " The Situation as Regards
Leaf Curl and Mosaic in England," bv Mr.
A. D. Cotton.

At the opening ceremony, in introducing the

Minister of Agriculture. Mr. Martin F. H.
Sutton expressed hones that, large as it now was,

Potato cultivation in the future would be much
preater, and that in addition to growing the

Potato as a food crop, its value in the produc-

tion of starch and alcohol would be realised.

In a forceful speech. Sir Arthur Griffith Bos-

cawen also appealed for increased cultivation

and bv formers particularly, in place

of much of the permanent pasture that

obtains at the present dav in England. Cultiva-

tion of the Potato would, he 6aid, engage four

times the labour entailed bv the same acreage
of corn, with the prospects of greater profit.

Sir Arthur spoke earnestly of the great value
of the Potato to smallholders and allotment cul-

tivators, and strongly advised both classes to
" study the Potato and give it a better chance
of becoming a source of profit." There were
many diseases, he went on, to combat, and pro-

bablv woi-ld he more, but the remedy for the

insidious Wart disease was to plant only those

varieties that the Ministry's trials had proved
to be immune. Growers were advised to look

out for new varieties and test them with the

old in order to obtain improved qualities and
increased yields. He believed in the value of

conferences and shows. The latter, he con-

tended, fostered the real English sporting

spirit of rivalry, and was all to the good. On
behalf of the Government, Sir Arthur wel-

comed the foreign delegates and those from the

Dominions. Pnd thanked them for attending and
helping in the important work of studying the

Pot-to and improving it in all possible ways.

Mr. W. Lohioit. in proposing a heart v vote

of thanks In Sir' Arthur Boscawen. said it was

fortunate that there was no union of His
Majesty's Ministers, becanse Sir Arthur was a
consistent transgressor against the eight-hour day
principle. He was of the opinion that it was
very important to consider the cooking quali-

ties of Potatos. The great popularity of the
King Edward VII. variety was largely due to

the fact " that any fool could cook it easily,"
whereas many other sorts required great care
And attention to cook them satisfactorily.

The Exhibition.

There were 48 competitive classes, and trade
collections were also invited. Altogether these,
with various scientific exhibits, well-filled the
hall. The general quality was very high, and
particularly so in the classes for collections of

varying numbers of dishes. In some of the
single-dish classes, the quality was not quite so
high though, as a rule, the prize-winning dishes
were of excellent tubers. There were no classes

for cooked tubers. Competition generally was
good, but in view of the generous scale of

prizes, this was only to be expected. The first

prizes for collections ranged from £6 for 12
distinct varieties, to £3 for 3 varieties, and in

the single-dish classes, from £3 to £1 5s. in
all cases, a dislh consisted of 6 tubers.

Open Classes.

The best collection of 12 dishes of any 12
distinct varieties was from Mr. J. M. Stewart,
Mollance Gardens, Castle Douglas, N.B., who
showed really excellent dishes." though a trifle

larger than usually finds favour with judges.
His chief varieties were Duke of York, King
Edward VII., Exhibition Rose, The Provost and
Tinwald Perfection. Mr. G. Andrews, Venson
Farm, Eastry. Kent, followed the winner very
closely. His tubers were smaller, very shapely
and had unusually shallow eyes.
Mr. R. Grigor. Dalswinton Gardens, Dum-

fries, was extraordinarily successful in these
classes, for he won first prizes in the remaining
six classes for collections, and there was great
competition in those for six dishes of immune
and three of non-immune varieties. In all

cases he showed high-class tubers. His very
best sorts were Purple Eyes, Prizetaker, Witch
Hill, Early Resistant Snowdrop, Bishop. Arran
Comrade, Majestic, and both types of King
Edward VII. The Rev. C. J. Kean (gr. Mr.
A. Basil). Woburn Park. Weybridge, was a
close second in the class for six dishes of non-
immune varieties, and in the single dish classes
won first prizes for Sir John Llewellyn and
Bishop, and with splendid tubers of Mr. Breese
in the class for any coloured variety not named
in the schedule. Mr. J. M. Stewart had the

best dishes of British Queen, Up-to-Date. and
King Edward VII. With splendid tubers Mr.
F. Hood, Willesborough. won a first prize for

White City.

In the half a dozen classes restricted to allot-

ment holders and amateurs who do not employ
assistance the competition was good, but the

quality very variable. Mr. W. P. OrRill,
Hinckley, Leicestershire, won both first prizes

for collections of three dishes each of immune
;m«l non-immune varieties with highlv credit-

able exhibits His dishes of Arran Comrade,
Tinwald Perfection, and Bishop were equal to

any in the show. Arran Comrade was the most
popular white oval or round immune Potato

in this section. Majestic occupied the same
position as an immune white kidney, and Mr.
Breese was shown most in the class for any
coloured immune variety.

Scientific Exhibits.

The Ministry of Agriculture filled

the annexe with an admirable exhibit.

There was a large selection of early, second

early, and main crop immune sorts which have

passed the tests at Ormskirk. and also a num-
ber of varieties susceptible to Wart disease.

An uncommon feature was tubers of such old

varieties as Schoolmaster, Leathercoat. Silver-

skin, and Village Blacksmith. The many
diseases of the Potato were illustrated by ex-

cellent imperishable models made of copper,

and those were especially faithful reproductions.

The model of the baffling and little understood

Mosaic disease was particularly successful.

There were also a few tubers of hybrids by
M. J. Ouminot, Villeurane (.Rhone), France,
and of some American varieties. The latter

were mostly round and pebble-shaped, and
not at all likely to find favour in this country.

In the body of the hall there were some
exhibits of scientific interest, such as " Potato
Genetics—New Colours Arising from Re-com-
bination." from Dr. R. N. Salaman and Mr.
J. W. Lester (Silver Lindley Medal). The
Potato Research Laboratory, Wagenigen,
Holland, contributed illustrations of Mosaic-

Disease and Leaf Curl (Silver Lindley Medal).

Mr. D. Cuthbertson showed excellent photo-

graphs of foliage and iubers of many varieties

(Silver Lindley Medal).

From the Department of Agriculture,

Bombay, was exhibited herbarium specimens

of Potato plants and of diseases. The varieties

gtown in Bombay seem to be chiefly of Italian

origin. The Plant Breeding Institute, Uni-

versity of Cambridge, had an interesting col-

lection of first and secoid year seedlings from

some of the crosses made there.

The most valuable of these exhibits was that

from the Irish Department of Agriculture.

This consisted of many admirable illustrations

of Potato diseases and' parasites, with brief, yet

concise, explanations of their causes (Silver-gilt

Lindley Medal).

The bad effect of lime and chalk on Scab in

Potatos was clearly shown on diagrams from

the University of. Leeds (Silver Lmdley

Medal 1. and the Scottish Society for Re-

search in Plant Breeding sent a number ot

dishes of varieties raised from crosses made

from the late Dr. John Wilson's stocks. Many

of these appear to be of considerable com-

mercial value.

(To be concluded.)

©t>ituan>.

Edwin Molyneux.—The late Mr. E. Moly-

neux, V.M.H. (see p. 268), whose death we re-

corded in the last issue, was gardener and bailitt

respectively at Swanmore Park, Bishop s \\ al-

tham, since 1878. He had already at that date

established a reputation as a clever gardener^

and during the vears which followed he occupied

a foremost position in British horticulture, as

well as farming. He was born at Sproxton. near

Helmslev, Yorkshire, in 1851, and commenced

his gardening career at Stillington Hall Gar-

dens York. He remained in his first place for

seveA vears and passed through the various de-

partments, gaining a good all-round knowledge

of gardening. He spent the next two years at

Sutton Half, near York, which he left to take

up an appointm»nt in Messrs. Backhouse s nur-

series but soon afterwards secured employment

at Tong Hall, near Leeds. Subsequently lie

ontered^the employment of Messrs. F. and A.

Dnksoiis. of Chester, and this firm [recom-

mended him as foreman to Major Walter, whose

n-arden was situated near Birkenhead. Mr

Molyneux, while with Major Walter, gained

an insight into the growing of plants for exhibi-

tions: 'Crapes, bulbous plants, and other sub-

jects from these gardens received many awards

at the shows of the Royal Botanic Society.

Liverpool. His first appointment as head gar-

dener was at Rock Ferry, and while their he

won many prizes for fruit, and especially

Grapes at important provincial exhibitions. He

remained at Rock Ferry for two vears and then

moved to Camp Hill. Wootion, Liverpool, where

he was engaged by the father of the present Mr.

W. H. Myers, and it was from Camp Hill that

Mr. Myers brought him to Swanmore Park as

ibs gardener there, in September. 1878. By this

tun." Mr. Molyneux had established a high repu-

tation as a grower and exhibitor of Chrysanthe-

mums, and his name will always be associated

with the early exhibiting and improvemenl i I

this flower, for his enthusiasm led him to write

a valuable little treatise entitled Chrysanthe-

mums. While gardener at Swanmore the gar

dens "''ie remodelled and the glasshouses re-

built under his directions. Here Mr. Moly-
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neux continued the successful cultivation of such
subjects as Chrysanthemums. Grapes, veget-

ables, hardy plants, shrubs, trees and Roses.

Even when the whole of the estate, including the

farm, passed under his care, he was as inter-

ested as ever in horticulture, as his prolific

writings on the subject testify, and he was a

familiar figure at all the important exhibitions.

He was a shrewd man, of kindly disposition, and
possessed a fine, commanding presence. What-
ever he undertook he did well, and there were
few farms better cultivated in the country than
the one under his charge: indeed. Swanmore
under his management became a model estate.

To the manv who knew the late

Mr. Edwin Molyneux, the announcement
of his death in your issue of the 19th
inst. must have come as a great surprise.

Until recently he was, to all intents and pur-
poses, hale and hearty, despite his 70 years of

age, yet his death . occurred comparatively sud-
denly. As I stood by the open grave, the last

resting place of my old friend, listening sorrow-
fully to the beautiful funeral service in toie

churchyard at Swanmore, where he was laid to

rest on Tuesday, the 15th inst.—one of the most
beautiful of English churchyards, which he had
helped to make lovely—I could not fail to notice
the large concourse of people gathered together
to pay their final tribute to a man who was
widely known and universally respected, and
thoughts of my old friend and his kindly tem-
perament rushed through my mind back along
a period of over 40 years. Swanmore Church
was filled with mourners, and many were the
floral tributes from various parts.

It seemed strange that he should have passed
away at a period of the year when the flower
that first brought him to popular and world-
wide notice was at its best, for it was in the
days when young Mr. Molyneux was beginning
to be well known in the South of England as a
highly successful exhibitor of Chrysanthemums,
that the young gardener, as he then was, and 1,

first met, and our keen rivalry at the exhibition
stand soon ripened into a friendship that has
continued for nearly half a century. He was
then serving the same employer, W. H. Myers.
Esq., of Swanmore House, Hants, as gardener,
whom he was with to the day of his decease,
and I knew, in a way that perhaps few others
did, of the high respect and esteem, nay, even
friendship, that existed between the two; Mr.
Myers stated to me on the dav of the funeral
that he had *' lost a faithful friend."
Many were the exhibition successes of Mr.

Molyneux in those early days ; but, later, when
he became steward to Mr. Myers, he ceased
exhibiting for the more pressing claims of agri-
culture, and as a farmer lie proved himself, by
his work and results, second to none. He. how--
ever, never really forsook his first profession,
and in time became one of the most prominent
judges at horticultural exhibitions, and many
are the times he and I have judged together at
important shows in various parts of the country.
He was, indeed, a keen expert in all matters
horticultural. In addition, he continued grow-
ing his favourite plants as a hobby, and his
beautiful gardens at Swanmore Park Farm exhi-
bited to the full his capacity as a gardener,
with collections of the choicest Phloxes, Roses,
Michaelmas Daisies, and many other flowers.
A man of comparatively few words, but of

strong decisions, his quiet' geniality of tempera-
ment endeared him to all with whom he came
into contact, and he was always ready with a
helping hand for the men who were' fighting
their way on. A Yorkshire-man, he was a keen
lover of cricket, which he followed closely all
his life, and many letters have passed between
us mainly on this topic. He was a frequent
visitor to Aldenham, and I to Swanmore, so
that I had many opportunities of appraising my
old friend's sterling nature, and " I shall not
look upon his like again."

It was only in 1917 that Mr. Molyneux lust

his wife, his partner of many years, a loss he
felt very keenly with silent grief, and now to-
day the deepest sympathy will go out to their
only child, Miss Florence Molyneux. so soon to
surfer the grievous double loss of both her

parents to whom she has \ roved such a devoted
daughter.

His activities were many, and for yeaa's past

he has been a member of the Droxford Rural

District Council, the Swanmore Parish Council,

a School Manager, and People's Warden at

Swanmore Church, as weil as being the Hon.
Sec. of the Swanmore an 1 Bishop's Waltham
Horticultural Society, and also a prominent

member of various farming organisations, such

as the Farmers' Clubs of his district, and the

War Agricultural Committee.
Though, during the pas' few weeks his

strength was failing, and 'eaiing became some-

what of a trial, yet he looi-'e 1 forward keenly to

the arrival of the Gird. ( hron., for he was

a keen reader as well as an able writer ; he was
the author of a famous bock . n the Chrysanthe-

mum and another on the Y ine.

Well, may I say like Mjrcus Antonius on his

friend Csesar, " He was my friend, faithful and

just to me." Edwin Beckett.

It is with great regret that I learn—from

your columns—of the decease of Mr. Edwin

Molyneux, whom I have known, appreciated,

and respected during more than forty years.

He was an example of the best type of British

gardener, devoted to his employer, and a

lover of his work, therefore, successful in his

calling and in all that he undertook; straight-

forward and honourable in all his dealings,

generous and helpful to all who sought his

counsel, or who required information. Edwin
Molyneux first came to the front at the end of

the 'seventies and early in the 'eighties as

the champion grower of' the Chrysanthemum

;

and by his work and teaching he did much to

popularise the flower and to greatly improve its

culture. He was also an excellent cultivator of

the Grape, as well as of hardy fruits, plants

generally, and of vegetables. "The ranks of

British gardeners are poorer bv his loss. J.

Udale.
William Bolton.—Born in Warrington in 1852,

Mr. W. Bolton, who died on Friday, November
18, spent the greater part of his life at

Warrington, of which town he was an Alderman
and " father " of the Town Council. Immedi-
ately after leaving school he became a reporter

on the staff of the Guardian, and for several

years afterwards was sub-editor of The Farmer.

Later, he became associated with a brewing
business in Mersey Street, of which he
eventually became the proprietor. His muni-
cipal career extended over a period of about

forty years, and he was at one time Mayor of

Bolton, besides occupying many other important

positions in the town. To horticulturists, how-
ever, he will best be remembered as a collector

and cultivator of Orchids, and it is interesting

to observe that he commenced his Orchid
collection with a few young plants of Dendro-
bium nobile and of Cypripedium insigne, given
him by his uncle, Mr. S. Barlow, of Stakehill,

Middleton, who will be remembered as an
authority on Auriculas. Mr. Bolton had several
interesting and some unhappy experiences as an
Orchid collector; on one occasion he lost a large

number of his plants owing to the failure of the
heating apparatus on one exceptionally coldnight
and on another occasion he lost a large number
of Odontoglossums as a result of over-heating
the house in which they were growing. But
disappointments served only to increase his
interest, and eventually he became the happy
possessor of a very fine collection of Orchids,
estimated to contain about 100,000 plants at
Mill Bank. Wilderspool. a collection ably
managed by his gardener. Mr. W. H. Gain, for
thirty years. So keen was Mr. Bolton's interest
that many years ago he was chiefly responsible
for the dispatch of two collectors to South
America in search of Cattleyas and Oncidiums.
It was Mr. Bolton's custom to send gifts of
cut Orchids to members of the Royal family on
the occasion of various anniversaries, such as
birthdays, and these gifts were invariably
acknowledged in an appreciative manner. Mr.
Bolton was for many years a member of the
Manchester and North of England Orchid
Society and of the R.H.S. Orchid Committee.
He leaves a widow, two sons and one daughter.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Gardener's Ejectment and Reference : C.S.
(1) Your employer cannot eject you forcibly

without an order from this court, and he
will have to give you notice of the day
and place of his application for this purpose.

It will be in the discretion of the court to

make an order or not, and, if so, upon what
terms; you should be careful to attend ana
explain the impossibility of obtaining other

premises and what efforts you have made in

that direction. (2) You cannot insist upon

a reference, but, if one is given, it must be-

an honest one. On applying for a new situa-

tion, the only course open to you will be to

explain why no reference is forthcoming and
to suggest that yojir proposed employer
should write direct to your late employer.

Names of Fruit: A. N. S. M.l. Blenheim
Pippin; M.2. White YVestling.; M.3. Reinette-

de Caux; P.4. Radford Beauty; D.6. Mela
Carla.—V. T. 1, Bedfordshire Foundling; 2„
Blenheim Pippin; 3, Sturmer Pippin.

—

('. C.

Pear decayed, probably Beurre Bosc.

—

B. B.

1. Lady Henniker; 2, Harvey's Wiltshire
Defiance ; 3, White Melrose ; 4, Flanders Pip-
pin ; 5, Summer Strawberry; 6, Oatshead; 7,

Claygate Pearmain; 8, Lord Lennox.

—

G. S. B. II . 1, not recognised (local) : 2,

Pitmaston Pine Apple; 3, Hanwell Souring;
4, Blenheim Pippin ; 5, Winter Quoining ; 6,

Reinette de Caux; 7, Sam Y'oung.— II'. <'. B.

1, Cox's Pomona; 2, Cellini: Pear Beurre
Die!.—/). P. D. 1, Stone's Apple; 2 and
3. Warner's King; 4, Potts's Seedling; 5,

Kins of the Pipoins : 6. not recognised : 7,

Lord Drby; 8, Small's Admirable; 9. Here-
fordshire Beefing; 10, Golden Noble: 11, Gol-

den Reinette ; 12, Court of Wick ; 13, Yellow
Ingestre; 14, Peasgood's Nonesuch.

—

G. B.

1, 2 and 4, decayed ; 3, Brockworth Park : 5.

Beauty of Kent ; 6, Striped Beefing ; 7. Bar-
nacle Beauty ; 8, Rvmer : 9, Northern Green-
ing.— W. T. 1, White Nonpareil: 2, Fearn's
Pippin ; 3. Roi d'Angleterre ; 4, King of the
Pippins; 5, Cornish Aromatic; 6, Hereford-
shire Pearmain; 7, Mabbot's Pearmain; 8.

Kin;.' of the Pippins: 9, Blenheim Pippin; 10.

Ribston Pippin; 11, Radford Beauty; 12, not

recognised : 13, same as 1 : 14. Brownlecs
Russet.— W. L. 1. Charles Pots; 2, Grenadier:
3, Ringer: 4, King of Tomkins County; 5.

Sturmer Pippin : 6, Reinette du Canada ; 7.

Clavgale Pearmain: 8. Uvedale's St. Germain:
9. Josephine de Malines : 10. Beurre Gris: 11.

Fondante du Panisel : V? . Yineuse : 13. Mare
chal de Conr.—B. V. T. N. 1. Domino: 2,

Franklin's Golden Pippin : 3, Old Xonnareil.
— IT. P. B. 1, Ribston Pippin: 2. Wvken
Pippin ; 3 and 4, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 5. Melon
Apole: 5. White Nonpareil: 7. Cockle Pippin;
8. White Styre.—H. E. Colonel Vaughan.

Names of Plants : Conrad. A form of Lobelia,
cardinalis.—S'. H. II. Mackaya Bella.— IK.

B. S. Datura Stramonium.— II'. II. J.
Specimens appear to be : 1, Bougainvillaea,
glabra; 2, Santolina pinnate, but were very
shrivelled when received.

—

W. G. 1, Pent-
stemon barbatus ; 2, Heleniun. autumnale var.
cupreum ; 3, Physostegia virginiana ; 4,

Anaphalis margaritacea ; 5, Helenium
autumnale; 6, Clematis recta.— IT. T. Blue-
flower, Buddleia volubilis; white, Antheri-
cum variegatum ; the broad Fern is Cyrto-
mium falcatum, and the longer one a plumose
form of Nephrolepis.—/'. A". 1. Daphne
Laureola ; 2, Eleagnus pungens aureo-
variegata; 3. Eriobotrya japonica (Loquat):
4, a very poor specimen, possibly the common
Woodruff.

—

A. M. S. 1. Lonicera Capri-
folium; 2, too withered for determination; 3,

not recognised.

—

A. P. 1, Salvia splendens
violacea; 2, Asclepia curassavica; 3. Aeple-
nium sp ; 4, Polvpodium vulgare cambricum;
5, Davillia ternifolia; 6, Hemionitis palmata.
—G. K. P. Eupatori'im cannabinum, so far
as can be determined without flowers.

Communications Received —W. T. D.— A. H.

—

A. ('. \V.—G. R. &• H. \V—R. V. & S Salop

—

F. T. I).—F. B—E. E—C. D. & S—W. H. J.—
D. B. W.
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10 a.m.: Bar. 29.9; temp. 40°. Weather—Fine

The experiments* made by Mr.
The Norman H. Grubb on the effects

Spraying
f Spravjng Apple trees with

of Apples, different kinds of fungicides are
not only valuable on account of

the new facts which they discover, but also
because they serve to demonstrate the in-
completeness of present knowledge on this
subject and the need for further and ex-
tended experimentation. For example, in-

vestigations are required in order to discover
not only the best fungicides for use to
prevent different fungous diseases—Apple
scab (Yenturia inaequalis), mildew (Podos-
phaera leucotrieha), brown rot (Sclerotinia
fructigena), canker (Nectria ditissima) and
others, but also to determine the relative
amenability of different varieties of Apples
to spraying and their several susceptiblities
to injury as the result of this operation,
Among the results obtained by Mr. Grubb in

experiments carried out at East Mailing, the
most immediately useful is that Bordeaux
mixture is a better spray as a preventive
cf scab than lime-sulphur. It is true that
the use of the former spray mixture is apt,

in some varieties, to produce russeting of
the fruit, but even so, the heavier crop
produced by trees sprayed with Bordeaux
mixture more than offsets this disadvantage.
The order is reversed in the case of Apple
mildew, for which disease lime-sulphur is

more effective than is Bordeaux mixture.
Moreover, whereas ammonium polysulphide
has proved of little use as a preventive

* " Tests of Fungicides on Apple frees." Journal of
Pomoloay, vol. xi, No. 2.

of seal), it appears from Mr. Grubb's ex-

periments to be the best fungicide for use
as a preventive of Apple mildew. Another
tact of importance is that spraying reduces
considerably the number of new infections
of the canker fungus, though which spray
is most efficacious for this purpose cannot
yet be stated. Yet another fact—which
though not, perhaps, new, is of considerable
practical importance— is that the fruit of

sprayed trees is definitely larger than that

of unsprayed trees. This increase in size

is manifest not only when clean fruits of
sprayed trees are compared with scabbed
fruits of unsprayed trees, but also when the
unscabbed fruits of sprayed and unsprayed
trees are compared with one another. (See
Fig. 125.) This is in accordance with the
observed fact that spraying is followed
by a general increase of vigour of

the plant and by a later fall of leaf

— phenomena often observed and reported
in the case of Potatos sprayed with Bordeaux
mixture. The only exception to this be-

haviour yet met with among Apples is

Worcester Pearmain , in which clean fruit
•. ': no larger than scabbed ; but in other
varieties tested, Grieve, Cox's, Allington,

Bismarck, Newton, to use the abbreviated
nomenclature of Mr. Grubb—the difference

between sprayed and unsprayed fruits

amounts to from 2/5 to 3/5 of an ounce;
no inconsiderable amount. With respect to

spray-injury, the author notes the afore-

mentioned russeting of the fruit as a result

of the use of Bordeaux mixture and a re-

duction in crop—no doubt consequent on
leaf fall induced in June and Julv as a
result of spraying (once after blossom fall

and one • a month later), wdien lime-sulphur
was used. It should be noted that damage
due to Bordeaux mixture is greater when
the usual strength, 8—8— 100, is employed
than when the mixture contains an excess
1 f lime, 7 A-—25--100, that is 7.} lb. copper
sulphate, 25 lb. of lime and 100 gailons of

v ater. For our part we are inclined to

think that a considerable reduction in the
amount of copper sulphate might be made
without detriment to its value as a fungii i<!._

and with advantage in the direction of re-

ducing injury, and we are therefore pleased
tc note that Mr. Grubb intends to test a
(>—20

—

io.t mixture. It is noteworthy that

tipped trees show a greater resistance to

infection by scab than do untipped tree:^, and
it appears probable that this resistance is

due not only to the removal of sources of

infection, but also to the increased vigour
< f the tipped shoots. It is satisfactory to

lind that spraying produces a cumulative
eflect— that is one which is exhibited in the

year following spraying, even though no
further spraying is done.

A School of Landscape Architecture—We
have received the prospectus of a School of

Landscape Architecture, which Mr. Thomas H.
Mawson intends to open at Caton Hall, near
Lancaster. For many years Mr. Mawson has
endeavoured to persuade educational authorities

to provide special facilities for the education

of those who propose to follow the profession of

landscape gardening. As he has not been
successful in this direction, notwithstanding the

example set by the Universities of Harvard,
Cornell, Columbia, Wisconsin and Michigan in

the United States, Mr. Mawson has decided to

start a school of his own, and no one will

question his ability to direct the studies at such
a school. Caton Hall is a pleasant estate set

amid the delightful scenery so characteristic of

the Valley of the Lune, a few miles from
Lancaster; moreover, Caton is an admirable
centre for pupils, as a number of fine gardens
and estates are in the surrounding district. A
two years course is proposed and each school

year will be divined into three terms of approxi-
mately thirteen weeks each. At present the
intention is to limit the students to twelve for

the first year, but in subsequent years the maxi-
mum number will be twenty. Mr. Mawson will

be assisted by his son, Mr. E. Prentice Mawson.
We shall look forward with great interest to the
establishment and progress of this new venture.

Denmark's Seed Acreage.—Denmark has long

occupied a high position amongst those countries

which devote a. considerable area to the produc-
tion of seed crops; it is, therefore, interesting

to find from official reports that during the

present year there were in that country 1,500
acres of Mangel ; Sugar Beet, 2.441 ; Swede
Turnip, 1,922; English Turnip, 2,132; Carrot,

297 ; Calbbage, 593 ; Cauliflower, 109 ; other Cab-
bage seeds, 257 ; other garden seeds, 319 ; Red
Clover, 1,609; Yellow Trefoil, 1,124; other
legumes, 1,186; orchard grass, 24,060; English
Rye grass, 3,585; Italian Rye grass, 2,874:
Meadow Fescue. 5,851 ; Brome grass, 1,001 ; and
other grass seeds 872 acres. This gives a total

of 51,732 acres.

Wart Disease of Potatos (Amendment) Order
of 1921.—The Minister of Agriculture has issued
the following modification of Article 3 of the Wart
following modification of Article 3 of the Wart
Diseases of Potatos Order of 1919 :

—" No person
shall plant, or cause or permit to be planted, in
any land in his occupation or under his charge
on which wart disease has been known to occur
at any time, any Potatos which are not of an
approved immune variety and which were not
inspected whilst growing and certified as
rea onablv free from rogues by the Ministry, as
regards Potatos grown in England or Wales, or
by the Board of Agriculture for Scotland as
regards Potatos grown in Scotland, or by the
Department of Agriculture and Technical
Instruction for Ireland as regards Potatos grown
in Ireland. Nothing in this Article shall prevent
the planting on any land of Potatos which were
saved from the crop grown on that land in a
previous year. (2) No person shall permit any
Potatos to remain in land in his occupation or
under his charge if the Potatos have been
planted in contravention of this Article and the
removal of the Potatos is required by notice
served on him by an Inspector; provided that a
person shall not be liable to conviction for plant-
ing Potatos or causing or permitting Potatos to
be planted in contravention of this Article if he
proves to the satisfaction of the Court that the
Potatos were sold to him as Potatos of an
approved immune variety which were certified as
aforesaid, and that he did not know that the
Potatos were not of an approved immune variety
and were not so certified. (3) The restrictions

imposed by this Article shall not apply to any
planting which is licensed by the Minister for
the purposes of experiment. (4) An approved
immune variety is a variety approved for the
time being by the Ministry as being immune
from wart disease." There are other modifica-
tions of interest to Potato growers, who should
obtain the full text from some branch of His
Majesty's Stationery Office, where it can be
obtained for Id. This new Order came into
operation on the 14th ult.

Association of Economic Biologists—A genera

r

meeting of the Association will be held at 2.30
p.m. on Friday, Hecember 9. in the Botanical
Lecture Theatre of the Imperial] College of

Science, South Kensington, SAV.7. The chair
will be occupied by the President, Sir David
I rain. Professor ,T. H. Priesllev, of the

University of Leeds, will open a discussion on
" The Resistance of the Normal and Injured
Plant Surface to the Entry of Pathogenic
Organisms."

A Remarkable Specimen of Diacrium (Epiden-

drum) bicornutum—On the occasion of the

meeting of the Orchid Committee of the Royal
Eortioultural Society on the 29th ult.. Mr. W.
.1. Kaye, Ditton Hill. Surrey, exhibited a photo-

graph of a remarkable specimen of Diacrium
bicornutum, grown in Trinidad. It appeared

from the photograph that tins, sjiecimen earrieif

no fewer than forty-six of its long, slender

spikes, most of which carried about half a

dozen flowers. Diacrium bicornutum is an in-

teresting Orchid not usually grown with con
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spicuous success in the United Kingdom, but,

judging from the photograph, it is evident this

West Indian species thrives well in Trinidad.

Forest Flora ot New South Wales.*—Part 8 of

Volume VII. of this interesting publication con-
tains an account of the Cabbage Palm (Livi-

stona australis). accompanied by numerous
illustrations, several of which show fine speci-

mens of this handsome Palm growing in the
Botanic Gardens at Sydney. Other plants
figured and described in this issue are the
Swamp Mahogany (Eucalyptus robusta), a fine

umbrageous tree, which attains a height of

80 to 100 feet; the Negro-headed Beech (Notho-
fagus Moorei). a handsome tree which produces
very heavy, hard timber; and Light Yellow-
wood (Daphnandra micrantha). which obtains
its popular name from the colour of its timber.
This brings the number of species illustrated

in the whole work to 267. In an Appendix
the cultivation of Eucalypts in countries out-

side Australia is very interestingly discussed,

and includes references to the cultivation of

various species of Eucalyptus in New Zealand.
France. Algiers, Spain. Portugal, Greece, Italy.

Cyprus, India, Java, Straits Settlements, Egypt.
Zanzibar. Rhodesia, Transvaal, Mauritius.
West Tropical Africa, Brazil, Jamaica, United
States, and Great Britain and Ireland. In
connection with the latter countries the editor

points out that " the acclimatisation of Euca-
lypts in various parts of the world has already

a very copious literature, and The (larcleners*

Chronicle is a fountain of information in this

direction; take Vol. XXV, third serin-.

January-June, 1899, for example."

" Miraculous " Leaves.—The recent troubles in

India have been largely brought about through
propagandists trading on the ignorance of the
masses, and there is still a large belief in the
power of some of the leaders to produce con-
stitutional miracles. The latest form of propa-
ganda is that of an alleged miraculous leaf.

Fallen leaves were discovered bearing mark-
ings said to have resemblance to " Musulman
Raj '•' in the native fcript. The mystery was
subsequently discovered to be due to the slimy
trail of a caterpillar, but not before many
thousands of these leaves had been circulated
among the illiterate people, who read into the
markings a message from some mysterious
agency. Some of the leaves are said to bear
the names of prominent propagandists, but the

solution of this mystery was provided when
the police discovered a man up a tree with a

rubber stamp industriously stamping the leaves

with these names. The leaf mystery has been
propagated in many districts, and in certain

places trees are now guarded by police.

Blueberry Cultivation in America—Mr. F.

V. Coville, of the U.S.A. Department of

Agriculture, writes : "I am sending you
a copy of Directions for Blueberry Culture.
1921,+ to show that the cultivation of large
Blueberry hybrids, such as Katharine (illus-

trated in the work), in some of our
strongly acid soils, corresponding to British

heaths, is of great economic importance
in the United States, and it ought to

be of interest to your readers in England.
Our wild Blueberries are of about the same
size as the berries of your Vaecinium myrtillus.
The fact that we have bred three-quarter-inch
hybrids from our wild species, Vaecinium1

coryrribosum and Vaecinium angustifolium, sug-
gests that your horticulturists might accomplish
similar results with the British species. Should
anyone undertake it, let me suggest that he
secure for cross-breeding purposes selected
plants of the western American Vaecinium
membranaeeum. I have seen wild berries of
this species from the Selkii-k Mountarins British
Columbia. t'iv«e-nuart"rs of an in«* in diameter.
This species is one of the true Whortleberries
and undoubtedly will cross with Vaecinium
myrtillus. Our common Blueberries- of the

eastern United States belong to the subgenus
Cyanococcus, and I have never been able to

cross them with the true Whortleberries." Mr.
Coville's booklet is exceedingly interesting and
well illustrated.

Mr. Robert Bolton.— It is seldom that one man
can claim to have been awarded as many as
145 gold medals for exhibits of one kind of

flower, but such a claim can be sustained by
Mr. Robert Bolton, of Baythorns End, Hal-

MR. ROBERT BOLTON.
Eckford Memorial Medalist, 1920.

stead, Essex, who commenced the exhibiting of
Sweet Peas thirty-six years ago, and subse-
quently won numerous prizes as an amateur at
Ulveston and Lancaster, as well as the Eckford
Cup at Shrewsbury Floral Fete. Twenty-three
years ago Mr. Bolton commenced business at

*lhe Forest morn nf New South Wale'. Bv J. HMaiden, Vol. VII. Win. Applegat« Gulliek, Sydney,
l ruse 2s. Gd. per part, or 25s. per dozen parts
•"-Directions for Blueberry Culture, 1921 By

l-rarfonrk V. Coville. United. States Denart.ment ot

Affi„' w"'
<

V
"""••"" N °- 974. Government Printing

Utnoe, Washington.

THE HENRY ECKFORD MEMORIAL MEDAL.

Warton, near Carnforth, and established him-
self as a Sweet Paa cultivator and raiser, and
it is in the latter connection that he has be-
come especially famous. The demand for his
novelties and for seed of other sorts soon com-
pelled him to obtain further land, and owing
to the difficulty of obtaining sufficient seed in

the moist, northern climate of Warton, he.

bought a farm at Birdbrook in 1908. This,
however, soon proved insufficient, and in 1916
he bought more land at Baythorne End, in Bird-
brook parish, Halstead, and gave up his place at
Warton. Mr. Bolton's first important trade ex-
hibit of Sweet Peas was the one he staged at
the Crystal Palace in 1900, on the occasion of
the celebration of the bi-centenary of the in-

troduction of the Sweet Pea to England. On
this occasion he obtained a Silver Medal ifor his
group and first prize for thirty bunches of

Sweet Peas. Since that interesting occasion he

has won the Burpee Cup for Sweet Peas on

three occasions, and a gold medal for new seed-

lings in 1907. As a raiser Mr. Bolton has been
particularly successful in introducing varieties

showing new colours or distinct shades of colour,

notably Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, blush; Mrs.

Chas. Foster, lavender; Mrs. Henry Bell, cream
ground pink ; Clara Curtis, cream ;

Queen of

Norway, mauve; Mrs. George Charles, navy
blue; Tom Bolton, maroon; Red Chief, red

maroon; Afterglow, art shade; Prince George,

fancy; and Charles Foster, pastel pink. No
fewer than fifteen of his varieties have ob-

tained awards from the National Sweet Pea
Society or the Royal Horticultural Society, and
his variety, Gloriosa, as tested in the N.S.P.S.
Trials at Reading this year, has been reserved

for the Gold Medal award. It is of special

interest to observe that no fewer than thirteen

of Mr. Bolton's varieties of Sweet Peas are at
the head of as many colour classes in the
N.S.P.S. Classification List. From all this it

will be gathered that Mr. Robert Bolton occu-

pies a commanding position as a raiser of

Sweet Peas, and it is because of his success
in this connection, together with his continued
success as an exhibitor and his hearty support
of the N.S.P.S. throughout its existence that he
has been awarded the first Henry Eckford
Memorial Medal, which is given for " good
work done in connection with Sweet Peas."

Losses Due to the Effect of Plant Diseases
in the United States.—Every cultivator of plants
is fully aware of the vast amount of damage
that plant diseases are able to effect in all

kinds of crops, but it is rarely that the effect

of diseases upon field crops is stated so graphic-
ally as in a lecent Weekly News-Letter issued

by the United States Department of Agri-

culture, wherein it is stated that during 1919

plant diseases in :he United States were
responsible for the loss of, approximately,

190.000.000 mishels of Wheat, 78,000,000 bushels

of Oats, 200,000,000 bushels of Corn, 86,000,000

bushels of Potatos. 58,000,000 bushels of Sweet

Potatoes, 18,000.000 bushels of Apples, and of

1,742,000 bales of Cotton.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week.—Mon-
day, December 5: Nottingham and Notts Chry-
santhemum Society's meeting. Tuesday,
December 6: Royal Caledonian Horticultural

Society's 'nesting. Wednesday, December 7:

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural

Society's lecture on " Villa Gardening " by

Mr. E. Matthews. Friday, December 9: Royal
Horticultural and Arboricultural Society of

Ireland Council meeting; Association of Econo-
mic Biologists meet.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five

Years Ago.

—

Ja&minum rvudiflorum. Naked-
flowered Jasmine. From Mr. Fortune :

" It is

a shrub with angular deep green trailing

branches, which have little disposition to

branch in the first year of their growth. The
leaves are shining, deep green, and each consists

oif three sessile leaflets of an ovate form. They
fall off early in the autumn, soon after which

they arc succeeded by large yellow scentless

flowers, which grow singly from the buds
formed in (lie axils of the leaves that have

previously dropped. The limb of their corolla

is about an inch in diameter, and divided into

six broad, oblong, blunt, flat segments. The
species seems likely to prove hardy; it grows

freely in almost anv sort of soil, especially

rough sandy peat. During summer an ample
supply of water should be given to its roots,

and it must be syringed overhead once or twice

a day. In consequence of its slender habit, it

is necessary either to train it on a trellis or

to- induce it to form an upright stem three or

four feet high, so that the young twigs may
hang down as they may be naturally inclined.

It is easily multiplied by cuttings or layers,

as it has a tendency to throw out roots at

the joints of the stem. The Chinese often

graft it on the more common kinds, about a

foot from the ground, which improves its

appearance. It will answer well for a rock-

work, or small garden where neat flowering

shrubs are desirable." Botanical Eegister,

Card. Chron., December 5, 1846.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Management of Oil Engines.*

Most country houses of any size employ a
petrol or paraffin engine for pumping, electric
lighting, and other purposes; and it some-
times falls to the lot of the gardener to attend
to it, or at any rate to supervise its work-
ing. If he has no acquaintance with the
mechanism of an internal combustion engine
the task may give him a great deal of worry,
but a working knowledge of the subject is not
difficult to acquire. A little study of this
book should enable any practical man to keep
an oil engine in running order. It describes
in a very clear and simple manner the
mechanism of the various parts of the engine
and gives sound instructions for tracing and
correcting any troubles that arise. The more
experienced power-user will also find many
useful hints on the adaptation of the oil engine
for numerous purposes on the farm, such as
the driving of dairy and other farm
machinery, wood-sawing, irrigation, orchard
spraying, etc. The author writes from an

the winter, and the corolla is of palest laven-
der. Eabbits leave it alone. Herbert Maxwell,
Monreith.

E3PELETIA ARGENTEA.
The above is a remarkable Composite,

which was introduced from New Grenada
(Colombia) in 1845, but must now be
rarely seen in cultivation. I was recently shown
two photographs of this plant, taken as they
grew on the stony, rising slopes of a mountain
and labelled Silversword. One represented the

radical leaves of an undowered plant, while the
other showed a fine plant in full bloom. It

consisted of a single sitem, practically an in-

florescence, pyramidal in outline, and furnished

with numerous branches, ending mostly in a
single head of bloom. The plant must have
been a picture when photographed. The heads
of yellow flowers individually would not be par-

ticularly striking, but the stateliness of the
plant and the long, silky and silvery leavas,

densely covered with sleek hairs on 'both sides,

give the plant am aristocratic appearance. The
species belongs to the tribe of Composites, re-

presented by Helianthus, but has a remote
resemblance to any species of Sunflower. In this

Carpentaria californica ; a good Wistaria

;

Viburnum Carlesii; choice Clematises, including

C. orieiitalis taogutica; Buddleia variabilis

Veitchii ; the charming Eucryphia pinnatiiolia

;

Potentilla Veitchii and P. Vilmoriniana. In the

years which have elapsed since I visited the

garden prior to this occasion, many improve-

ments have been made, and an especially de-

lightful feature are the walls clothed with

shrubs, which not only please in themselves,

but serve as a suitable "background to the many
flowers in the gardens. The rock and water

gardens and the herbaceous borders and shrub-

beries are especially interesting. Beds are

filled with Dahlias, Fuchsia corallina, such An-

tirrhinums as the Fawn, Prima Donna, and

others, Alyssums, Cosmos, Begonias, Asters,

Mignonette, and other plants suitable for the

purpose. Hardy border flowers are numerous

and varied in their genera and species. At the

time of my visit the borders were gay with

such plants as Thalictrum dipterocarpum,

Eryngium Bourgati, Romneya tuchocalyz,

Antholyza paniculata, Montbretias, including

several of the new varieties; Rudbeckia, pin-

nate, the old-fashioned, distinct Tradescantiao

Fig. 125.

—

newton wonder apples from vntipped trees.
The two group* on the left show an average crop from a sprayed tree, the larger one of clean fruit*

and the smaller one of scabbed fruts; the two group; on the right are from an unsprayed tree, showing clean

and scabbed fru:ts respectively (see p. 283)

American standpoint, but most of the informa-
tion is applicable to this country.

PLANT NOTES.

VINC.-Y MEDIA.
This species of Periwinkle, a native of

Southern Europe, is seldom met with in

British grounds and gardens, but it is well
worth the attention of growers, for it produces
its pale lavender flowers on erect stems a foot

high, throughout the dark months. The frost

of November 7-8, which extinguished much
late blossom in the borders, left this Peri-

winkle unharmed in the woods, where it makes
a modest but pretty display beside the paths.

The leaves are of shining green, 11 to 2 inches

long, and the plant spreads by flowerless,

prostrate stems Mr. Weathers is not often

wrong in hi- invaluable Practical ti'nide to

britith Plants, but bis description of this

species as bearing blue flowers in August is

Certain lv incorrect. The plant begins to flower

in October, and continues to do so throughout

• Thf Patrol Engine on the Farm. By Xeno. W.
Pnlnatn. London : Pa?e and Co., 11, Gower Street,

W.0.1. [Unetrated. Prioe lCs.

country it can be grown in a heated greenhouse

or a succulent house, in which the atmosphere
is kept perfectly dry in winter. The silky leaves

must not be wetted, and the soil should only

be watered sufficiently to keep it moist in

winter. When sufficiently strong, the plant will

throw up its inflorescence to a height of five to

six feet in July. Sandy peat makes a suitable

compost. /. F.

ST. MARY'S, NEW-ABBEY,

KIRKCUDBRIGHTSHIRE.

One of the most interesting and best kept

gardens in the South <>f Scotland is that of St.

Mary's, New Abbey, where the Rev. Father B.

Douglas-Dick grows a choice collection of plants

that are splendidly cultivated and in the hap-

piest condition, The full extent of the garden

i- not at first sight apparent. It comprises

several divisions, bul it is more extensive than

would be supposed. Father Douglas-Dick is

deeply interested in choice p'irubs, and his col-

lection includes many novelties. Ceratostigma

Willmottiae is quite hardy at St. Mary's, and

I also noticed Paeonia lutea, with a few of the

new hybrids raised from it; a fine plan! of

in variety, a magnificent specimen of Gypso-
phila paniculata fl. pi.—a cloud of flowers; the
fine Galtonia candicans, towering to a pood
height and giving freely of its lovely, white
bells ; a considerable variety of Gladioli

;

Liliuni tigrinum, L. auratum, and others of this

royal rare, and some good Gaillardias. There
were also large numbers of the best border Car-

nations; Veronicas, Salvias, Irises; Potentilla

Gibson's Scarlet; Geum Mrs. Bradshaw, and a
wealth of other good borders flowers. In a

little Water Lily pool and in tubs sunk in the

ground and margined with rockwork are several

good varieties of Nymphaeas.
The rock-garden is amply furnished with a

number of capital alpines. such as Gentians,

Saxifrages, Sedums, Potentillas, dwarf Irises,

Veronicas, Campanulas, Primulas, spring

Phloxes—in brief, a representative variety of

good plants, all admirably grown. In another

nit of the cmrrlon a pergola clad with the best

Ramblers and Wichuraiana Roses is delightful;

while beds of Roses afford a congenial place for

many food H.T. varieties and others, such as

those of the Pernetiana type.

Fruit trees are in splendid condition and were

hearine well; while excellent vegetables showed

that Mr, .bis Douelas, the crardener, is a
capable all-round gardener. S. Arnott.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Dendrobium—Plants of D. Phalaenopsis

Schroderianum will now be in flower, or will

have just passed that stage. It is important

that the flowering should not be allowed to

exhaust the energies of the plants. Therefore,

as soon as the pseudo-bulbs show the least

signs of shrivelling cut off the spikes. After

passing out of flower, place the plants near to

the roof glass in a house having an interme-

diate temperature. D. formosum gjganteum

should receive similar treatment after the

blooms are over. Evergreen Denchobiums, such

as D. thyrsLflorum, D. densiflorum and D.

chrysotoxum should be placed in the interme-

diate house after completing their season's

growth and afforded only sufficient water at the

roots to keep the leaves fresh^and the pseudo-

bulbs plump.

Cypripedium.—C. coneolor, C. bellatulum, C.

niveum, and the many hybrids of these plants

should receive very careful treatment during

the winter. Having thick, fleshy leaves, the

plants do not require so much moisture at the

roots as other Cypripediums, and the compost
may be allowed to become quite dry before

water is applied, when the receptacle may be
immersed nearly to the rim, or the water
poured round the outer edges of the compost,

the object being to prevent moisture from
lodging in the axils of the leaves. In remov-
ing the flower scapes cut them clean to the

base, for if a portion of the stalk is left it

sometimes sets up decay, which soon proves
fatal to the plant.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gnrdener to Sir C. Nali.-Cain, Bart.

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Celery.—The latest batch of Celery should, if

it has not been done already, be earthed up for

the final time. This work is best done when
the plants are dry, therefore it should be under-
taken in the afternoon following a dry morn-
ing. Prevent, as much as possible, soil from
entering the centres of the plants. It will also

be advisable to have in readiness some protect-
ing material in view of protecting the plants
from severe frost; dried Bracken Fern is an
excellent covering for this puipose. and may
be procured in most country districts. This
material is much cleaner to* use than stable
litter, which is, in addition, difficult to obtain.

Asparagus.—This delicious vegetable may be
forced readily. Select strong crowns from the
established beds, and in lifting them do not
allow the roots to remain out "of the soil for
longer than is necessary. Crowns obtained from
nurserymen should be unpacked immediately
they arrive and laid out carefully in soil to pre-
vent wilting of the roots. As several batches
will be needed to maintain a supplv of edible
shoots, some of the stock mav be merely covered
with soil and the plants Will take no harm
until such time as they are required to be intro-
duced into warmth. Asparagus forces readily,
and very little preparation is "needed if a heated
pit is available. The roots mav be placed on a
layer of leaf-mould, and covered with several
inches of old potting soil. It mav also be
forced successfully in ordinary frames on a
mild ho bed, but in this case' the rank gases
produced by fermentation must be allowed to
escape before arranging the roots in the frame
the lights may then be closed and matted over
heavily until the shoots are cominc up freelvwhen a httle light and air should he admitted
on mild davs. If the heat declines too quicklybefore growth is completed, relinino- the frameswith fresh fermenting material will be necess-
ary.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Apples.—The Apple thrives best in a soft,

hazel-coloured loam, containing a small portion
of sand or grit. In such a soil the fruit will

attain its full size, high colour, and rich flavour
;

the trees will be productive and continue to

flourish for a long time, and troublesome
diseases will seldom attack them, if not here-
ditary or brought on by accidental wounds, or
unnecessary lacerations, wanton, or otherwise.
Very deep soils are not necessary for the
Apple, but rather the reverse; a dry bottom, or
subsoil, is, however, indispensable. Twenty-four
to thirty-six inches of good soil on 'a dry sub-

.
stratum, such as chalk or rotten rock, is suffi-

cient, the same amount on a gravelly bottom is.

however, to be regarded as the minimum depth,
for the roots of any kind of fruit tree should
never be allowed to penetrate such a subsoil.

To guard against this it is necessary to pave the
bottom of the border for a considerable distance
round where the tree is planted, with
stones, slates, flags, tiles, or a composition floor

of cement to prevent the roots from getting into

the deeper, poorer soil,and too far from the action
of air and the warmth of the sun. When roots
grow in a horizontal manner close to the sur-
tace, the young wood is usually moderate in

growth, and ripens well, factors on which largely
depends the production of good fruit and health
in the trees. Soils that are stagnant below the
surface should be drained, or the trees may be
planted on a mound—as described in former
calendars. Wet soils should be more guarded
against than dry ones, for although, in some
occasional instances, the Apple may prosper for

a few years in damp ground, it is invariably founu
that the most productive and most permanent
trees are those growing in dry, or moderately
dry, soils. In very wet situations, or in such as
cannot be properly rendered dry by draining, it.

will be desirable to plant on the surface, and
gather up a slight mound of good soil over the
roots. In such cases, as there will be
only a small rooting medium, the roots

should receive rich nourishment from time
to time. From a commercial point of

view it would not recompense the grower to
attempt fruit growing under such conditions,
unless on a very small scale, as the frequent
lifting, or transplanting of the trees—which
would be necessary—would be too expensive.
Under ordinary conditions the operation of lift-

ing occasionally keeps the roots within reason-
able bounds, and also induces greater fruitful-

ness. If more attention were paid to this matter
there would be less need for paving lo keep tb/>

roots near the surface.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. STAWARn, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Sh;w Pelargoniums.—Cuttings of show
Pelargoniums that were inserted some time ago
are rooted and ready for potting singly in 3 in.

pots. The compost should consist of good loamy
soil with one quarter its bulk of leaf-mould
added together with sand, and from 1 lb. to

2 Hi. id' bone-meal to each barrow-full of the
mixture. The eld plants that were cut back ar?
ready for repotting ; shake a good portion of the
old soil from the roots, and when the plants
have been potted grow them on a shelf near to
the roof-glass, and admit plenty of air.

Zonal Pelargoniums—Plants that were suit-
ably prepared during the summer for flowering
in winter will now begin to bloom and make
useful additions to other flowering plants in
the greenhouse or conservatory. The dry, airy
atmosphere of these houses is suited to" these
plants during cold, wet weather, and sufficient
fire heat should be used to maintain the requisite
temperature. Water the roots occasionally with
liquid manure.

Chrysanthemums.—As these plants pass out of
flower those required for stock purposes should
be carefully labelled and placed in cold frames
or in fruit houses where no fire heat is used.

The old stools should be exposed to plenty of

air and light in order that good, sturdy shoots,

suitable for use as cuttings may develop.
Varieties that are not free in making growths
should be shaken from the old soil and repotted
in smaller receptacles filled with rich loamy
soil. Certain sorts are several weeks before they
develop growth suitable for cuttings. To obtain
blooms for exhibition purposes it is necessary to

root many of the varieties in December, and to
grow them in cool conditions from the begin-
ning, using no fire heat. Cuttings propagated
by this treatment are very hardy and of sturdy
growth.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

Large Plantings of Rhododendron.—When
Rhododendrons are massed in large groups,
great care is required in blending the colours.

and it is always wise to see the varieties

in flower and make careful notes before plant-

ing to any great extent. For woodland
planting on a large scale, R. ponticum is still

unrivalled from the decorative point of view,

while R. catawbiense var. fastuosum fl. pi. is

fine for the same purpose. During recent years

there have been many new introductions from
China, but it is yet uncertain as to what place

many of them will take generally in gardens;

certain of them seem to have the faults of the
Himalayan species, i.e., they start into growth
and flower too early and get cut by spring

frosts. The deciduous section of Rhododen-
dron, generally known as Azaleas, succeed in

the same conditions as those indicated for the

evergreen sectiou, but. unlike them, there is no
difficulty in arranging the colours, as they all

blend harmoniously. These shrubs have the
added charm of brilliant leaf colouring in

autumn.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Late Grapes.—For the sake of convenience!

bunches of Grapes are allowed to hang on the

vines sometimes longer than is good both for

the fruit and the vines. When the foliage has

become ripened and falls easily a period of rest

is obviously at hand, and to use artificial

warmth after this period, except to exclude

frost, is harmful to the vines, while the berries

themselves are likely to shrivel. A fine day
should be chosen when the atmosphere is dry
to remove the bunches to the Crape room. This is

very important if the fruit have to be preserved

for any length of time, for ripe Crapes are very

susceptible to damp, and would quickly decay
once dampness settles in the bunches. It is

equally important, too, in inserting the wood
in the neck of the bottle that not the least

drop of water be allowed to enter the bunches,,

and the greatest care must be exercised in pre-

venting this. With the old method, that of

ordinary wine bottles, as careful as one may be r

it is well nigh impossible occasionally to pre-

vent water from penetrating the fruit, for if

there happens to be a. very short stock of wood1

for insertion in the neck of the bottle there is

the danger either of overfilling the bottle or

using so little water that the base of the wood
is out of it, but with the use of the Copped
Hall Crape Storing Bottle neither of the dan-

gers mentioned need be. feared.

Pot-fruit Trees.—These should now receive

attention. While the shoots will benefit by full

exposure to the weather the roots may suffer

during very severe frosts, and to prevent this

and also the action of frost cracking the pots,,

let them be stood closely together, first of all

making certain that the drainage is perfect.

Well protect the pots and stems of the trees

with a thick layer of litter or leaves. In this-

wiy thp\- will be safe until they are to

be removed indoors, except that it may be
necessary to place fish netting over the trees

to prevent birds destroying the buds, particu-

larlv in the case of Plums.
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CULTURAL MEMORANDA.

MULCHING ASPARAGUS BEDS.
Asparagus beds should be mulched with

short manure at this time of the. year.

1 know that many gardeners, in view
of the manure shortage, are intenuing

to delay applying the manure until March,
when they think that the roots will be able

to benefit by it to a greater extent, but this is

false economy. Manure, if applied now, will

feed the roots, and the manurial properties will

sink into the soil and be ready to be absorbed
when growth recommences.
The best kind of manure to apply is largely

a matter of opinion. I have used half-rotted

stable manure or farmyard manure with very
good results, but decayed cow manure is

undoubtedly good, and has given excellent re-

turns on lighter soils than ours. It is, however,
a great mistake to apply cow manure in a

fresh state to Asparagus, on account of this

manure setting into a thick skin on the sur-

face. Such a skin, when once formed, will

throw off practically every drop of rain that

falls, and keep the roots almost without mois-

ture.

Vegetable manure is not, as a rule, rich

enough for the mulching of Asparagus beds.

There is a way, however, of treating vegetable
manure which largely improves its quality and
renders it very much more suitable for the pur-

pose. This method is to soak the vegetable
refuse with very strong house slops at frequent
intervals before it is applied. Then a manure
practically the same as animal manure is

obtained on account of the urine the slops con-

tain.

Some gardeners mulch their Asparagus b»ds
with half-rotted leaf-mould at this, time of the

year with a view to keeping the crowns warm
in winter. A thick coating of this material may
be used if much forcing is to be done, but other-

wise I consider it is a great mistake, and it

should certainly not be adopted. Leaf-mould
is much too poor a manure for the purpose,

although it also can be enriched very much if

it is well soaked wth house slops; it has a

gieat value, however, in improving the texture

of the soil.

These winter mulches may be applied fairly

thickly, as they will soon dwindle when the

weather acts on them. Two inches of short,

half-rotted stable or farmyard manure will be

sufficient, but in the case of vegetable manure
usually twice as much may be applied with

perfect safety.

Before applying mulches of the kind named
go carefully over the border and thoroughly

clean it. If weeds are removed with the use

of a draw hoe be careful not to draw the tool

too near the crowns, otherwise much injury

will be done, and the bed may not recover from

the damage for two or three years. Lprefer to

clean all around the crowns by hand, for four

inches at, least, then there is no danger of the

tool coming in contact with them and injuring

them.
It is too soon yet to apply much in the way

of artificial manures to Asparagus beds. The
favourite material is, of course, agricultural

salt, and a generous scattering of this materia!

in April will do much good. Saltpetre and

kainit may also be used in moderation in the

spring.

Although not quite the best time for carrying

out the work, beds which are too thick may be

lifted and replanted ; bearing in mind the very

long roots possessed by Asparagus, particular

care should be taken in lifting them, and very

deep holes will be required.

In making fresh Asparagus beds arrange for

them to take three rows of crowns each, allow-

ing twelve inches between each crown each way.

A path 12 to 18 inches wide between each bed
is a great convenience, and enables the beds to

be worked and kept clean.

New beds should not be made in any but the

must open spot, as the plants require full expo-

sure to sunshine to enable tliom tn five a

bountiful yield of tender shoots. F.Tt.Tf.S.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.
PARROTIA PERSIC A.

This is, perhaps, the most richly tinted of
all the trees with foliage which turns to bril-
liant colours in the autumn. A member of the
Hamamelidaceae, it does not attain to a
great height, and throughout the summer it

might be mistaken for a Hazel. But before
its leaves drop they turn to such bright shades
of colour as to make it very conspicuous—car-
mine, yellow, creamy white, and green being
displayed on its foliage, especially during such
a sunny season as that now closing.
Although it is a native of Persia and other

Meneage, Cornwall. Benthamias fruited more
lreely than usual this summer. W. U. Johns,
Horticultural Superintendent, Truro,
[The correct name of this shrub is Cornus

capitata.

—

Eds.]

THERMOPSIS CORGONENSIS
(SYN. PODALYRIA LUPINOIDES).

This handsome plant, with blossoms not un-
like those of the Laburnum, is but little known,
although it has been in cultivation in Britain
since 1775, when it was introduced by the
Duke of Northumberland

Fig. 126.

—

fruiting spray of cornus capitata (benthamia fragifera)

sub-tropical countries, it does not appear to

be at all delicate; and like some other decidu-
ous plants from warm countries, its bare con-

dition, only covered with bark during our
winter, probably enables it to endure the cold

far 'better than if it wore in leaf. But a

young tree of the Persian Parrot-tree should

not be planted out until it has a woody stem,

and it is desirable to choose a sunny position

for it. /. L. Richmond.

FRUITING OF BENTHAMIA FRAGIFERA.
I enclose fruit- of Benthamia fragifera (see

Fig. 126) from the garden of Sir Courtenay
Vyvyan, Bart., at Trelowarren, '.awganin

It is quite hardy, and its foliage, which
resembles that of a Lupin, as well as its

flowers, are remarkably effective in the garden.
This species flowers in the early summer. The
seed is poisonous, like that of the Laburnum,
and should 'be kept out of the way of children.

The leaves and flowers of this species were

figured in Curtis' Botanical Magazine. Ther-
mopsis corgonensis may be raised very easily

fiom seeds, which germinate within a week, if

sown in a cool greenhouse. The seedlings should
lie potted singly- when small, and grown Oil

under glass, in cool conditions, until the stem

becomes woody, when they may be planted out

either in autumn or spring. /. /.. Richmond.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Special Notice to Correspondents—The Editors

do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations, or to return unused communications
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reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
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Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by

sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of

any matters which it is desirable to bring under

the notice of horticulturists.

MR.REGINALD FARRER'S SECOND
EXPLORATION IN ASIA.'

No. 35.—The Indiscretions of Rhododendron.

NOT every day can contain so staggering

a pleasure as the last of which

I wrote, which brought me face

to face with the domed, great snowy

bells of Primula F. 1712, and their soft,

musty sweetness that carried me away back

on to Thundercrown. But one morning when 1

emerged, I was amazed to find daylight visible,

and glimpses of hillsides in the rolling definite

vapours, and no rain to speak of, and the sun

coming through at intervals. This also should

be a day of joy; and off I set. One's whole

being sang songs; it was like the first lovely

spring morning after winter. And the scene

was like winter too, with wintry sunlight fit-

fully appearing. The mere being able to see

things once more was like being relieved from

a load of lead

Northward I went along the arete among the

Rhododendrons, dropped to the dip between two

peaks, rounded the next, and ascended a long

slope of boulders up into the next dip. On the

awakening, wet slopes of moorland turf, the

false Omp'halogramma Delavayi was really bril-

liant, sometimes of so glowing a red purple that

I almost forgave it for not being either the

pseudo-Engleri or the real Delavayi, as well as

for having a pod that will probably get it con-

fused in collecting, with the former, as I feel

certain it has already been (and perhaps by

me, too!) with the latter. It needs a very

steady head and a very vivid memory to keep

these apart in fruit. So I will here put it on

record that the false Delavayi does not seem
to occur in company with the pseudo-Engleri.

It appears to like flatter, wetter stretches,

while the Engleri prefers folds or slopes in drier

turf. However, about this there is nothing
final.

Between the peaks there are slopes and
saddles of lovely, open turf, all as yet a pro-
mise, except for a citron-coloured Fritillaa-ia

that occurs all over these high tops, among
grass and moss and scrub, and makes altogether

a finer show, with its ampler bells, than the
pinched, straight-sided Fritillaria of last year.

And, in the middle dip of all, there lies a beau-
tiful little serene alpine tarn, set in broad,
flat stretches of emerald lawn, still thick with
floating ice-crests, and hedged about with dying
snow-fields like miniature glaciers. In the fine

green nothing was as yet in bloom ; but above,
the gentle moorish slopes and beck-beds were
thick with flowers, and all filmed with the

* The previous articles by Mr. Farrer were published
in our issues for June 21, June 28, July 12, August 9,
August 23, September C, September 27, October 18,
November 1, November 22, and Deoember 6, 1919

;

January 3, January 17, February 7, February 28
March 20, April 24, May 29, July 10, July 31, September
4, October 2, December 4, 1920; January 1, January
29, February 19, April 2, April 30, June 4, July 9,
August 0, September 24, October 22, and November 12.

purple of Primulas. The false Delavayi here

abounded, and here, too, were constant clumps

and masses of what is only going to be P.

serratifolia (F. 1054), though here very much

solider and more massed than I ever saw it on

Hpawshi and the Chimili.

The purple Primula gives me pause. Last

year it was P. calliantha, and this year I have

already reluctantly recorded it as the same.

But now I am sure is is no such thing. On

Hpawshi, though long out of flower, I found

another Primula, of which I managed to collect

two seeds, which turned out to be P. nuda.

Now, this season I have been long unhappy

about my specimens of P. calliantha—even to

the point of appending a note to say that

several important details of diagnosis are wrong

for P. calliantha. Very true: the only trouble

is that this species is not P. calliantha at all

;

it is, I am fairly certain, P. nuda. Botanically,

they differ chiefly in that the latter has petio-

late leaves and no powder at all, except on

the outside of the lowest bulb scales : horticul-

turally, though, I think it would be hard to

name a difference. P. nuda, anyhow (so to call

it), abounds there by millions, over the levels

olf the moors, down on the wet flats where the

snow is melting, and peppered all over the place

among the scrub of small Rhododendrons away

to the highest heights. It is a solid and noble

species, though mauve: and covers, as I say,

I in- distances with colour. I do not like it the

less, in fact, for recalling to my mind P. Wulfe-

niana on the Hech Obir, P. Clusiana on the

Hechschneeberg, and P. spectabilis on the

Tombea. It is, indeed., more lavender than the

three great Arthritics, but grows in the same

places, in the same way (less massed as a rule

:

clumped at the most), and with the same varia-

tions in depth and redness of shade. I even

got one specimen fringy all round the lobe

edges, as in the described example of the equally

entire-lobed P. calliantha. And, after this

beauty, I will not long detain you over another

Primula of these parts, that affects the water-

courses and wettest slopes. This may be

P. vernicesa, or it may not. In any case, it is a

disgrace to its name—a Primula as mean and

ugly, in its very diffioult line, as P. tangutica

itself. It makes a promising rosette, deceitfully

suggestive of P. euosma, and then among this

you notice something dim and feeble, to dis-

cover on inspection that the thing is actually

in flower, with scapeless heads of two or three

little white blossoms, squeezed and tubular in

outline, and never expanding properly at all.

By this time, of course, cloud and rain had

resumed for the rest of the day. I explored

obstinately up the arete of the next peak, pass-

ing specially magnificent clumps of the pseudo-

Engleri on my "way, one of which I could not

resist bringing home to be immortalised.

Otherwise, the slopes yielded little yet except a

large, fat pink Pedicularis of considerable

effect. And in one broken couloir of moss and

silt I came on a queer little thing, at once

Primulaceous and Ericaceous, like Coris, with

a tiny bushy, five-leaved habit, and heads of

white blossom. But now there was occasionally

a new Rhododendron that alternately puzzled

me with strangeness and with a sense of fami-

liarity as I gazed, until I realised that it was,

indeed, a precisely intermediate hybrid between

Appleblossom (F. 1527) and Black Hamburgh

Grape (F. 1670). It is, indeed, a hybrid both

ways ; when F. 1627 dominates, the plant is

taller and laxer, with three or four blossoms

;

when F. 1670 dominiates, it is neater and

dwarfer, with only two or three blooms. In

every respect its origin is obvious, as I was

delighted to find, on painting the hybrid by

itself, and then adding the parents. The calyx

is a particularly nice compromise. So is the

flower; it has something of the width and ex-

pansion of F. 1627, and much of the pure pink-

ness. But modified by the narrow tumbler-

shape of F. 1670, its bloom and its brown

shades. With the result that you get a very

lovely flower indeed, in that most unusual shade

i if pink—a bright, clear and rich Rose du

Barry in fact. This beautiful plant ocours

near its parents, not commonly at all, but

in wide colonies where you find it, and

without its parents might easily puzzle botanists

as a species. Very much rarer, alas, is the even

more splendid R. x F. 1731. Indeed, I only

know three bushes of this, all together on a

ledge. Here the second parent is R. F. 1669,

fertilised by R. F. 1671. The influence of the

latter is seen at once in the modified shape and

size of leaf; the flower, though smaller, leans

more to F. 1669, and in the colour blends both

beauties in a refulgent light vermilion. The

calyx, here again, balances between the obso-

lescence of F. 1671, and the fleshy crimson

perianth of F. 1669. Only one other certain

hybrid have I yet noted, though the possibili-

ties are wide, and collectors should always be

on the watch. Thi6 is R. eclecteum x R. F.

1669. It is pure eclecteum, but for the unmis-

takable calyx of R. F. 1669, and for an unruis-

k sable intermediary in the shape and size and

colour of the corolla, which is here of a very

flaming rose-colour, unknown in either parent.

But of this I could take no specimen, as the

unique plant had only two inflorescences. And

I also suspect R. F. 1669 of breeding with

R. F. 1024, 1683, which is very close to it in

the petaloid calyx : its variations, rare though

they are, to salmon-scarlet and coppery

(" Madame Ed. Herriot "), golden pinks, are

very suspicious. Reginald Farrer.

APHELANDRAS.

(See Supplementary Coloured Plate.)

The natural order Acanthaceae includes many
genera of beautiful garden plants, but beautiful

as so many of them are none is more so than

Aphelandra. Members of this genus have hand-

sumely marked foliage and brilliant flowers, the

later varying from red, through shades of

orange-scarlet, to yellow. They are all natives of

tropical and sub-tropical America, ranging from

the Argentine to Mexico. Some species were at

one time included in other genera, such as

Justicia, but some seventy or eighty remain,

though it is doubtful whether more than thirty

have ever been in cultivation, and probably not

more than a dozen at any one time. Aphelandras
were popular when choice and interesting collec-

tions of stove plants were grown, but at the

present .time they are practically unrepresented,

except in botanic gardens.

As a rule Aphelandras have not been long-

lived in gardens, probably because their require-

ments have not been generally understood by
cultivators. As a matter of fact their cultiva-

tion presents no real difficulties, indeed, they

are more easily grown than many other stove

plants. From the decorative point of view they

are extremely useful, as they may te had in

flower from the autumn until spring, and some

kinds, such as A. aurantiaca and its variety

Roezlii, are very useful for house decoration.

Several years ago I grew quantities of A. auran-

tiaca in small pots for table decoration, and

although somewhat stiff in appearance its bril-

liant, orange-scarlet flowers and handsome leaves,

always excited admiration when used for this

purpose. I may add that this species sets

and matures seeds freely without artificial

pollination ; so freely in fact, that where the

above mentioned plants stood the seed was shed
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and germinated thickly on the bench below.
Most of the Aphelandras will seed if artificially

pollinated. And if cultivators in the past had
taken the trouble to hand-pollinate the flowers

on a few specimens they would not so frequently
have lost these beautiful plants.
Aphelandra tetragona, the subject of the

coloured plate presented with this issue, is a
very striking and beautiful species, differing

from the others in having a branching
inflorescence, while they produce a simple, erect

spike. It also differs in growing taller than
most of the other species, well grown plants

attaining a height of four feet, while tire in-

florescence may vary in length from four to

nine inches.

The successful cultivation of Aphelandras pre-

sents no serious difficulties to the skilled plants-

man. As already indicated they may be in-

creased by means of seeds, which should be sown
in a temperature of 65° to 70° early in the
new year. If sown during February good plants

should be produced by autumn. However, as

will be gathered from the foregoing notes, the
usual method of increase is by means of cuttings,

which are best secured when they are about
three inches in length. They, like most
Acanthads, root readily in a close propagating
case in a temperature of about 70°, with

bottom-heat at command ; old shoots will not
root so quickly as young ones, and when
rooted they do not grow away so freely.

Another important point when stock is short is

that Aphelandras, like most plants in

Acanthaceae, root readily by means of inter-

nodal cuttings, this means that every joint may
be used as a cutting. When using ordinary

nodal cuttings they should, of course, be

trimmed off closely below a joint.

When the plants have finished flowering they

should be given a rest by standing them in a

fairly dry house, and keeping them rather

dry at the root, giving just enough water to

keep the foliage fresh and plivmp; at the same
time a lower temperature, about 55° during the

night, should be maintained. I feel certain that

where most cultivators have gone
_
wrong is

in not giving the plants a short period of rest.

This resting period will, of course, vary accord-

ing to the flowering period of the plant.

If A. aurantiaca, that may finish flowering

during December, is rested until the beginning

of March, the plants then should be cut back to

within three joints of the base, or if they are

old plants they may be pruned back to about

two joints from where they started last year.

The plants should then be placed in a tem-

perature of 65° to 70°. and be given

moderate supplies oif water at the root, with

frequent spraying overhead, until they start

into growth, when the supply of water should

be gradually increased. At this stage, if it is

desired to grow the plants as specimens, they

should be turned out of their pots and have

some of the old soil carefully worked away ifroni

the roots, at the same time shortening

any long roots; they should then, if possible,

be repotted into smaller-sized pots, aifterwards

shifting them into larger receptacles as they re-

quire it. By this procedure each year they may
be grown into large specimens.
But Aphelandras are most useful as small

plants propagated afresh each year; in such

case cuttings should be obtained sometime dur-

ing April from plants started about the be-

ginning of March. When rooted—cuttings are

best inserted singly in thumb pots—they should

be potted on into clean well-drained pots, using

a fine, rich compost of good medium loam, witli

a third of sound fibrous peat, and well-decayed

Oak or Beech leaves, adding enough coarse,

clean sand to keep the whole porous. In sub-

sequent petting the same kind of compost
should be used only in a rougher and more
lumpy condition ; young plants should be grown
on without being stopped or pinched. During the

growing season they enjoy a moist atmosphere,
with a night temperature of 65°, and a

rise during the day of 10 degnees to 15 degrees.

When in active growth Aphelandras require

plenty of water at the roots but caution is

necessary as they quickly suffer from over-

watering. They should be well exposed to light

on all sides, but require shading during the

hut list oart of the dav. During autumn they

should be kept well exposed to the light; and
when in flower may with advantage be re-

moved to a cooler and drier house than that

they were grown in. In a lower temperature
they should .be kept drier at the roots. Until

the flowers appear they benefit by frequent

applications of clear soot-water ot liquid

manure.
,

As regards insect pests, mealy bug and scale

are most troublesome, but the large and com-
paratively few leaves render the task of keep-
ing them free from scale fairly easy. Mealy bug
is much more difficult to deal with as it will

soon damage the growing tip of the shoot,

and this is serious as if bug is allowed to get

into the over-lapping bracts of the inflorescence
it is almost a hopeless task to get them clean.
Spraying with a nicotine compound, and fumiga-
tion are preventive measures.
As regards species and varieties, there are at

present very few in cultivation. In addition to

A. tetragona, the subject of the plate, there are

the well-known A aurantiaca and var. Boezlii

;

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW

GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

[Continued from p. 273.)

Turning now to the floral peculiarities, we
find that there is such a. general resemblance
of the flowers to one another of different species

of this genus that it would at first appear there
is little to note. This similarity is, however,
more apparent than real, and comparable with
the Daisy-like appearance of the flowers of many
genera of Compositae that differ considerably in

structure; for the flowers of Mesembryanthe-
mum are also found to differ very considerably
in structure when carefully examined. The
calyx is sometimes produced into a tube above
the ovary, sometimes lobed down to the top of

the ovary, and the number of lobes sometimes
vary in different groups. The petals are

usually free nearly or quite to the base, but in

Fig. 127.

—

chrysanthemum Margaret; a bronzy-terra-cotta variety, shown by
mr. p. ladds ox november 14. n.c.s. first-class certificate (see p. 265).

A. Fascinator, with bright vermilion flowers in

large spikes, and olive-green leaves, beauti-

fully banded with silvery-white, the under side

being purplish in colour; A. squarrosa, with

yellow flowers and yellow bracts ; A. Leopoldii,

"now regarded as a variety of squarrosa, with

citron yellow flowers and dark-green leaves,

the mid-ribs and principal veins being white

;

A. squarrosa var. Louisae, which also has

the mid-ribs and veins banded with pure white;

A. nitens has glowing scarlet flowers, wJiile

the upper surface of the leaves is very dark
and glossy, as if polished, while the under-

side is a dark vinous colour ; A. blan-

chetiana, flowers golden yellow with crimson
bracts; A. Chamissoniana (syn. punctata)

flowers bright yellow, the long yellow bracts

bring tipped with green, the green mid-rib and
principal veins margined with silvery white.

Other species that have been in cultivation

at various times are : A. atrovirens, A. acuti-

folia, A. fulgens, A. Margaritae, A. Porteana,
A. sulphurea, A. ptimila and A. variegata. J

.

CoiUts.

the Sphaeroids arc united into a distinct tube.

Some German botanists consider the petals to be
staminodes, and they have been described as
such. I!ut there is no more reason for calling
the petals of a Mesembryanthemum staminodes
thaa for applying the same term to the
petal- of a Hose, Buttercup, Wallflower, or
Tulip, for it is well known that stamens are

convertible into petals us a flower becomes
double, and in the Water Lily all stages from
one to I he other may be seen, as is sometimes
the case in Mescinbrvanthemiim. The stamens
vary much in number and arrangement. In
books the elongated stigmas are termed styles.

but this is incorrect, is ihey are stigmatic to

their base. The Sphaeroids have a distinct

style, in other groups !t is absent, the stigmas
arising from the top of t lie ovary, and vary

in form and character, in.l may be used for

generic distinction.

In M. lapidiforme the flown- arc really

axillary, arising from the axils of the older

leaves, one n each side of I lie new terminal
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growth and remain dormant for some time
before developing. But I think that in most
if not all others the flowers are terminal, even

though they do not appear to be so, as is not

(infrequently the case. This is particularly

well seen in the case of the group to which
M linguiforme belongs, where the flower arises

from the second cr third pair of leaves behind
the terminal pair. In reality, I believe, the
flower, when in bud, terminates the stem bear-

ing that pair of leaves, but remains dormant,
while a bud in the axil of one of those leaves

develops one or two pairs of leaves; after these

leaves are developed the flower-bud pushes its

way out from the leaf-sheath and develops.

A peculiarity about the flowers of many
species that I do not remember to have seen

mentioned in books is that they increase in

size daily for a few days after their first ex-

pansion, sometimes attaining nearly twice the

diameter they had on the Hist day.

Another point of interest is that they are

excellent time-keepers, for, provided the tem-
perature is sufficient, many species open and
close their flowers at certain periods of the

day with great regularity. For example, II.

siraulans begins to open its lovely flowers with

me at about 4.30 p.m. and closes them at

about 6.30 p.m., Greenwich time. I have a
new species of which I have as yet seen only

one flower, which did not attempt to expand
until about 9 p.m., and several Sphaeroids do
not expand their flowers until after 5 p.m.
Colour of the flower does not seem to be of

specific value, although it has long been con-

sidered to be so in the case of the yellow-

flowered M. edule and the purple-flowered M.
aequilaterale, which are otherwise identical,

but from a careful examination of the two
plants growing side by side in Cornwall, where
they have become naturalised, and from infor-

mation received from South Africa, I am con-

vinced that these two supposed species are

but colour variations of one species. A proof

of this colour variation is afforded in the case

of M. testiculars. A few years ago I sent to

Dr. Rodier Heath a single seed-pod of M.
testiculare. and the plants he raised from it

are now coining into flower, and he writes

to inform me that some are of a very pale

whitish-yellow, others of a much darker yel-

low, and others purple. All these varieties

being obtained from the same seed-pod de-

monstrates clearly that colour alone is not a

specific character Dr. Rodier Heath has also

raised seedlings of M. simulans, some with
white, others with orange or yellow flowers.

The most curious case of colour variation

that has yet come under my notice is that
of the plant I described as M. fraternum some
veal's ago. A single plant of it, of which I had
a portion, was sent to Kew. The first year
after it was introduced it flowered and was
figured; the flowers were of a rosy pink. The
same plant lias flowered several times since,

and each time the flowers have been white; it

fias not again produced a pink flower. At tin!

same time was also introduced a single plant

from another locality of what I consider to

be a white-flowered variety of M. fraternum
which has remained white and shown no ten-

dency to vary, and is always of a slightly

larger size and less glaucous than the type.

The only other peculiarity to which I wish
to direct the attention of the plant-student
and horticulturist alike, since it is closely

connected with the cultivation of the Sphaer-
oid group, is that these curious plants have
very short roots, rarely more than 1 to li
inch in length. Yet these plants thrive best
in the driest and hottest parts of South
Africa, some of the.n in places where the
rainfall is only from three to six inches per
annum. For months at a time the soil is

thoroughly dry and parched. How do they
exist under fh^se conditions? Ihey certainly
do not thrive in this country if kept, dry too

long. This, however, may be due to the fact

that they want, to grow and flower during our
autumn, which •orresponds to spring in the
parts of South Africa where these Sphaeroids
grow. AT. /•:. Brown.

(To be continued.)

THE PROBLEM OF THE INHERITANCE OF

IMMUNITY TO WART DISEASE IN THE

POTATO,

(Continued from page 271.)

Since we have presumed susceptibility to be

dominant, the two mixed seedlings referred to

in the diagram on page 271 would be

attacked by wart disease if brought to

the test. If, say, twenty seedlings raised

in such a way could be tried out.

fifteen would be susceptible, and five pure

immune. Of the fifteen susceptible seedlings,

five would be pure types and ten of mixed con-

stitution. Thus a susceptible form of mixed
constitution S.R. can be distinguished from a

pure S.S. type by selling each form, when the

mixed form will produce some immune seedlings.

On the other hand, should immunity prove to

be the dominant character, then all the seedlings

resulting from a cross between the two pure

types would be immune, and the task of breed-

ing valuable immune varieties be considerably

lightened. Yet it should be remembered that

although in such a case the seedlings are

immune, they carry the power to produce when
used as parents a certain proportion of suscep-

tible seedlings. The proportion of immune to

susceptible seedlings produced by such a form

when selfed will be as 3 :1, the balance, now
that immunity is assumed to be dominant, being

in favour of immunity. Of the three immune,

one will be pure and the other two will carry

the mixed constitution in a similar manner to

their immediate parent. Moreover, on this

assumption, the group of immunes, as now
published, would include immune types of

mixed constitution as well as pure immune
varieties, whilst the susceptible group would be

composed of pure types only, from which, by
selfing or crossing inter se nothing but sus-

ceptible seedlings could be expected. These

results indicated at some length may be briefly

summarised as follows, realising that in any case

a pure type, whether susceptible or immune
when tested out by selfing, will throw seedlings

all bearing the characteristic of the respective

parent.

a. Assuming susceptibility to be dominant.

Parents . . f S.S. variety X R.R. variety, or.

2. R.S. x R R.

R.R. X S.S.

F.l. S.R. seedlings (all susceptible^

(any seedling tested out by selfing)

I I I

F.2. •- S.S. S.R - R.R.

In proportion I. 2. I.

h Assuming immunity to be dominant.

Parents I
R.R. variety X S S. variety, or,

I S.S. ,, x R.R.

F.l R.S. seedlings (all immune).

(any seedling tested out by selling).

F.l ... R.R. R.S. S.S.

In proportion I. 2. I.

To complete this summary, it is necessary to

give the result of crossing a form of mixed
(heterozygous) constitution R.S. with a pure
(homozygous) type, either S.S. or R.R.

1. R.S. x S.S. (or reciprocally)

Male

S. S.

R.

Female

R.S.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Wilt in Melons.—I should like to* thank
" Mycologist " and others who gave me advice
concerning wilt in Melons ; one correspondent
suggested the use of sulphate of copper, the
application of which I found very effective. It

prevented canker at the collar, and enabled me
to cut very good Melons. Anxious.

Crops on Bush Apple Trees.—With regard to
" Market Grower's " remarks on p. 262 con-
cerning the crop of fruit obtainable from bush
Apple trees, it may be of some interest to

readers if I refer to some of the yields obtained
this year at the County Council Fruit Plot at

Gulval, Penzance. All the trees are about 20
yeans old and of bush form, in so far as they
have little or no " leg " and the crop can be
picked with the aid of a pair of 6 ft. steps.

One tree of Bramley's Seedling yielded 25
bushels, and another 15 bushels. Five trees of
Bismarck averaged 12^ bushels each ; seven trees

of Newton Wonder 12 bushels each, and 10
trees of Beauty of Bath 8 bushels each. The
crops were not weighed as picked, but measured
in well-filled 'bushel baskets. No windfalls were
counted in any of the instances mentioned.
Alec Gray, N.D.Hort.
Wasps.—I was quite aware that wasps were

in the habit of collecting insects as provender
for their larvae (see p. 263). They are sportive
fighters, but have a wholesome care of their own
safety, and lack the bull-dog pertinacity to bo
often successful in catching many live and
healthy hive bees or large hawkflies (Syrphidae),
which are as swift upon the wing as themselves.
More than twenty years ago I wrote two long
chapters on insect enemies and friends for a
gardening book and cited Ihe case for hornets
that they fed on various insects as well as the
common wasp, though I doubted whether their
services would be sufficient recompense for the
harm they were capable of doing. With regard
to honeydew, I cannot imagine that the wasps
could have been present in such large numbers
upon Lycopus (Gipsywort) for collecting it,

since I cannot remember ever seeing it infested
with aphides. It is a very clean plant in this

respect. Epilobium hirsutum (Codlins and
Cream) was scattering its seed at the time the
wasps were swarming upon it, and was, there-
fore, too old for aphides. Besides, aphides were
very little in evidence this year by the
end of June in our neighbourhood, owing to the
aridity of the atmosphere. At the beginning of

that month the black aphis (Aphis rumicis)
swarmed upon Broad Beans. Runner and Dwarf
Beans, Parsnips and Tomatos in the open air,

yet they soon disappeared entirely. The com-
mon Lime was an exception, for the side pave-
ments of the streets were wet and black from
the honeydew exuded by its own particular
aphis, yet I did not observe wasps collecting

honeydew. ./. F.

Early Flowering of Iris unguicularis.—Iris

unguicularis (stylosa), growing on a south border,
was in full flower here on November 1 ; quite
eight weeks sooner than the usual date. The
drought of 1921 must have been suitable for
the development of flowers. During the past
summer we gave the border a thorough
soaking with water -twice a week, and applied
liquid manure occasionally. It would be of
interest to know if others readers have had
this Iris in flower at a similarly earlv date.
ff. Barrell, Merton Hall Gardens, Walton,
XorfolTc.

Antirrhinums from Seed—I can quite cor-
roborate what is written on p. 266 concerning
Antirrhinums from seed. Some years ago I had
an orange-coloured variety named Fire King, a
white one named Queen of the North, and pos-
sibly a self-sown seedling or two in the garden.
Fire King was of wiry growth and did mot give
many good cuttings when allowed to flower. I
saved and sowed some seed, but long before the
seedlings flowered. I knew they had been crossed
and spoilt. The flowers were all of mixed
colours and of no value. Bumble bees visited

the flowers and had no difficulty in entering
them. I could rely upon getting Swee't Peas
pure from a large number of varieties grown

in proximity, 'because they are self-fertilising.

I removed the anthers from a white flowered
variety for the purpose of crossing it. but
neglected to cover the flowers pollinated. I
sowed the seed that ripened, but the seedlings
held out no hope of a cross. When the flowers
appeared, they were striped, flaked and worth-
less. Hive bees were the visitors, collectdng
pollen. J. F.

Reversion in Black Currants.—In my note
the. inverted commas should have been placed
at the end of the sentence, " In my experience
this latter condition (i.e., mite attack) is enough
to cause the production of reverted leaves

"

(see page 232, third column, lines 8 to

10.) Whilst I may not disagree, the statement
is due to the reporting authority, who may
as well have the credit. H. E. Durham.

Little Marvel Pea.—In February of this year
I made a sowing of Little Marvel Pea, and
from the resulting crop I saved some seed

SOCIETIES.
NATIONAL POTATO OF GREAT BRITAIN

AND IRELAND.
{Concluded from p. 281.)

Trade Exhibits.
In view of the great importance of combating;

the diseases which the Potato seems heir to, it

was surprising to find this phase of Potato-
growing greatly neglected by the trade. There
were, of course, a great many immune varieties;
displayed on the various stands, but it was
only occasionally that the fact of their im-
munity to attacks of Wart disease was stated.
Perhaps the exhibitors felt that this aspect
was sufficiently dealt with by the Ministry of
Agriculture in the annexe, where there was
an interesting and educative exhibit. The only
exhibit from a horticultural chemist was that
of Mr. E. R. Btjgge, who, amongst other speei-

1'IG. 123.—POTATO DUNVEGAN; A -NEW, FIRST-EARLY, IMMUNE VARIETY

which I sowed on August 1, and from this

latter sowing I gathered half a peck of well-

filled pods on October 24. I shall be interested
to learn if any of your readers have ever
accomplished this feat in one season so far
north as Yorkshire. T. Ketchell, The Mount,
Ackworth, near Pontefract.

The late Mr. E. H. Jenkins.—I learned with
deep regret of the death of Mr. E. H. Jenkins.
His death is a great loss to horticulture in

general, and to hardy plant culture in particular.

His long experience and observation, together

with his real interest in hardy flowers mad ill

his contributions to gardening literature of the

highest value, and, however one might differ

from him in certain details, one felt that Mr.
Jenkins wrote with every desire to say what
would be helpful to his readers, and that his

pirartical knowledge would be helpful. In our

occasional meetings and correspondence. I always
found him most courteous and willing to

assist. S. Arnott, Fernlea, Newall Terrace,

Dumfries.

The Late Mr. E. Molyneux.—As a gardener,

the late Mr. Molyneux was second to none, and
his notes on many subjects will be greatly

missed by your readers. I read with much
appreciation your kindly notice of his career,

also the very touching remarks of his friend,

Mr. E. Beckett. J. Prince.

fics, gave prominence to precipitated green
sulphur for dry spraying, and Sterole. Tins
attractive contribution received a medal award
later in the day.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons made excellent use-
ot the large space allotted to them. In the
centre, under a large glass case, was to be seen
a very interesting set of a great many tuber-
bearing Solanums ind their hybrids. Goodly
dishes of a great many commercial varieties
were on view beside over forty seedlings which
are on trial at Ormskirk. The first early im-
mune variety, Dunvegan (see Fig. 128), attracted
attention. As shown, it is an unusually large
tuber for a first early. It is pebble-shaped, very
shallow of eye. slightly russety.and white in
flesh. The haulm is dwarf and sturdy, and
it is said to be a " good doer.'' a heavy cropper
and of fine flavour. Of Messrs. Sutton's' standard
immune varieties the most prominent were
Immune Ashleaf, Early Market, White City,
Abundance, and The Sutton Flourball (R.H.S.
Gold Medal and N.P.S. Gold Medal).
Large pyramid-shaped collections of Majestic.

Kerr's rink, and the Bishop were prominent
features in a splendid exhibit by Messrs.
Dobbie and Co., which was also noteworthy
for its attractive style of arrangement. Other
varieties that compelled admiration by their
excellence were Mr. Breese, [Exhibition Kidney.
Sharpe's Pink Seedling, and Perfect Peach-
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blow, the last-named being an attractive round

russet-skinned tuber with shallow pink eyes.

All the tubers in this large collection were

stated to have been dug from Messrs. Dobbie's

trial grounds. (R.H.S. Gold Medal and

N.P.S. Large Gold Medal.)

Another attractively arranged exhibit was

that of Messrs. Webb and Sons, who had a

fieat manv seedlings of promising appearance.

Of the standard varieties the most notable

were White City, Majestic, and Tinwald Per-

fection, though all of the very many were

remarkably even in shape. (R.H.S. Silver

Knightian Medal and N.P.S. Small Gold

Medal.)

The variety Catriona, which has a decidedly

violet-coloured eye, was shown excellently by

Messrs. Kent and Brydon, who also had very

good dishes of Kerr's Pink and both types of

King Edward VII. (Silver Knightian Medal.)

The" collection from Messrs. Alexander and

Brown was of tubers grown under ordinary

field cultivation, and it included very good

baskets of Arran Rose. Burnhouse Beauty,

Duke of York and Majestic. Praiseworthy collec-

tions were arranged by Mr. J. L. Clucas (Silver

Medal), Messrs. Ttixiz. Whyte and Co. (Bronze

Medal) Messrs. W. Dennis and Son and the

South Lancashire Farmers' Association

(Bronze Medal).

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS

Sir David Prain, the President, occupied the

•chair at a meeting of the Association held on

Friday. November 18th, when Dr. E. J. Butler,

the Director of the Imperial Bureau of Myco-

logy, opened a discussion on "Meteorological

Conditions and Disease."

Temperature, humidity and other meteoro-

logical factors were considered in relation to

disease, and particularly to maladies of Pota-

tos, Wheat and Rice in India. The very in-

teresting recent American work coming chiefly

•from the laboratories of Professor L. R, Jones

at Madison was r«fern?d to. In these investi-

gations an attempt has been made to obtain

exact data on the relation of soil temperature

and air temperature and humidity to certain

specific diseases, and the work seems very

-fruitful.

In addition to indicating the relationships

-mentioned above. Dr. Butler laid much em-

phasis on the point of view to be adopted.

Usually plant pathologists are either mycolo-

gists looking at the problem entirely from

the point of view of the fungus. or

field investigators who look at the problem

entirely from the host standpoint. But a

state of disease is a very complex total rela-

tion between an invasive parasite and a help-

less or defensive host plant. And this physio-

logical complex varies in relation to changing

•environmental factors. A true appreciation

of plant disease problems can never be at-

tained merely by the study of certain artifi-

cially isolated aspects.

Both Dr. Butler and succeeding speakers also

emphasised the empirical state of our present

knowledge of plant disease problems. In all

"branches of plant pathology exact quantitative

data obtained under controlled and standardised

conditions are very badlv needed, in fact little

real progress can he made i.ntil plant patho-

logical problems are studied from this point

of view. A beginning has already been made
in America, but in this count rv there is no

research institution (not even Rothamsted) pos-

sessing the equipment suitable to this purpose.

Such facilities naturally cost a good deal of

money, but if this country is not to be left

far behind in this all-important branch of

scienTific leseareh the money should be found
quickly.

The following gentlemen took part in the

discussion: Dr. William Crocker (U.S.A.), Dr.

Ouanier (Holland), Professor Foex (France),

Dr. Joistaad (Norway), Dr. Pethvbridgr". Pro-
fessor V. H. Blaclrman, Dr. Knlkarin (Indiai,

A. D. Cotton, M. rle Vilmorin (Franci. F. T.

Tfrooks, Dr. Campbell. P. Mnrnhv. Professor
Ducomet (France 1

), and T)r. Gregory.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID

November 17.—Committee present: R. Ash-

worth, Esq. (in the chair), Messrs. B. J. Beck-

ton, A. Burns, A. Coningsby, D. A. Cowan,

J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher. J. Evans, G. Giles,

J. Howes, A. Keeling, J. MoNab, D. McLeod.

E. W. Thompson, and H. Arthur.

Awards.

First-Class Certificates.

Lycaste Redwing: A beautiful variety, with

sepals and petals almost claret; lip rose-

coloured, with small claret spots. Cypripedium
Nabob (Gaston Bulteel X Chorltonii) : a fine

flower of the Olga Bagshawe type, but larger

and darker and of perfect shape; from S.

Gratrix, Esq. Cypripedium Rossetti var.

Renown : an exceptionally fine variety, with

large flower, hroad, flat petals, and of perfect

shape. Laelio-Cattleya Marshal Foch (L.-C

Mvnhha X C Luegeae) : sepals and p°ta's

sulphur white, flushed with magenta, and dark

lip; from A. Hanmer, Esq. Cypripedium
hnlnleucum: a, flower with broad dorsal sepal.

white, with yellowish green base; sepals and

pouch of the same colour. Cypripedium
Fairvillr (Fairrieanum x Earl of Tankervi" A :

A beautiful flower, the dorsal sepal white

heavily blotched and spotted de«(p puq>]e.. the

petals greenish yellow spotted and tipped

purple; pouch light brown; from P. Smith,

Esq. Sophro-Cattlcya Dona, Low's var. : a

fine, well-shaped flower of b>-onzv red oo'niiir.

and large lip of the same colour with golden

lines; from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.

Awards of Merit.

Cypripedium Overtonii var. Crista and
Brasso-Cattleya Maranins (B.C. Maronii x C.

Iris), from S. Gratrix. Esq.

Cypripedium Garland. West Point var., from

Mrs. Gratrix.
Groups,

Mrs. Bruce and Miss Wrigley. Bury (gr.

Mr. A. Burns), staged a group (25 plants of

Cypripedium) for which a Gold Medal was

awarded. S. Gratrix, Esq., West Point (gr.

Mr. Howes), was awarded a Silver-Gilt Medal

for a group of Cypripedium. A. Hanmer. Esq..

Buxton (gr, Mr. G. Giles), was awarded a

Silver Medal for a group. P. Smith, Esq.,

Ashton-on-Mersey lex. Mr. E. W. Thompson),

staged the rare Oncidium corynephorum. for

which a Gold Medal and Cultural Commenda-
tion were awarded to the gardener, Cvpripe-

diums holMeucum (F.C.C.) and Fairville

IF.C.C. ). Messrs. Cypher and Pons, Chelten-

ham, were awarded a Silver Medal for a

collection.

The secretary referred to the death of

Wm. Bolto-i. Esq.. of Wilderspool. Warring-

ton, a very old member of the society and one

of the largest growers of Orchids in the United

Kingdom.

ALTRINCHAM GARDENERS.

At the first meeting of the above society for

the session, a Fruit Conference was opened

bv Mr. Harrison, of Disley, who delivered an

address on the " Cultivation of Small Fruits."

Mr. C. G. Girdham presided. There was a

magnificent display of fruit and flowers, the

large hall being a blaze of colour.
_
The lecturer

advocated deep and generous cultivation of the

soil for small fruits. He also spoke on the

advisability of summer pruning and thinning of

the .Hushes, and gave a' practical demonstration

in the preparing of the cuttings for propagation.

An interesting discussion followed the lecture.

At a meeting held on the 4th nit., a Confer-

ence on vegetables was opened by Mr. .Tames, of

Full. Mr. E. W. Thompson occupied the chair.

Mr. .Tames deal* with the principal crops of

the kitchen garden, and a keen discussion
_ fal-

lowed his remarks. Some interesting exhibits

mere shown. Mr. Palmer showed branches of

Rlack Currants, " SeaVooVs Black." which

had reverted to Nettle leaf. The lower parts

nf the shoots were covered with " Bin- Bud."
Branches from the same hushes which had not

reverted were quite free of the pest.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
November 29.—The meeting held at West-

minster on this date was a comparatively small

one and the attendance only moderate. Chry-

santhemums and Carnations were the chief

attractions, but Orchids were shown in fair num-

bers, While greenhouse plants and shrubs were

also interesting.

Orchid Committee.

Present:—Sir Jeremiah Column, Bart, (in

the chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch, Prince T.

Shimadzu, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

Chas. H. Curtis, W. J. Kaye, Gurney Wilson,

Frederick J. Hanbury, J. Wilson Potter,

Richard G. Thwaites, Pantia Ralli, E. R. Ash-

ton, T. Armstrong, J. E. Shill, H. G.

Alexander, Fred. K. Sander, Arthur Dye, C. J.

Lucas, and R. Brooman White.

Awards.
First-Class Certificate.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya His Majesty (S.-L.-C.

Marathon x C. Trianae Backhousiana) ,
from

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hayward's
Heath. A charming flower, equal in size to that

of C Trianae. The sepals and petals are light

mauve with a gold shade ; the lip crimson, with

a yellow disc, and gold lines from the base.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoylossmm Phillipsianum (eximium

xanthotes x luteo pupureum Vuylstekeanum),

from Pantia Ralli, Esq., Aishtead Park (Orchid

grower, Mr. Fames). The flowers in form and

size are near to those of 0. eximium. The

sepals and petals are white with salmon rose

blotches on the inner parts, the lip yellow at

the base and white in front. It differs from

all other forms of 0. Phillipsianum which have

the clear white and yellow of the xanthotes

class.

Cypripedium Nudia (Niobe X nitens-Lee-

anum) from Lt.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford,

Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander). A
very fine and well-formed Cypripedium showing

C. Niobe characters. The dorsal sepal is

white, flushed with rose and densely spotted

with purple; the lip and petals are pale yellow

tinged and veined with purple-brown.

Cypripedium Asion (Queen Alexandra X
aureum Oedippe) from Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co., Haywards Heath. A fine Cypripe-

dium of model shape. The dorsal sepal is

white with a broad median band of purple ;
the

petals and lip are tinged with reddish-purple.

BrOtSO-Cattleya Admiral Jellieoe var Rosita

(B.-C. Diybvano-Mossiaex C. Lord Rothschild)

from Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,

Sussex. One of the largest forms and of good

shape. The sepals and petals are rosy-mauve;

the lip darker and with gold lines from the base

to the yellow disc.

Cdontioda Enchantress (Odm. harvenairnse. x

Oda Madeline (from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,

Cooksbridge. The plant, which was a grand

example of good culture, bore a spike of six-

teen finely-formed flowers, which have a white

ground densely spotted and lined with dark

claret red
Groups.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. were awarded

a Silver Flora Medal for an effective group rich

in hybrid Cattlevas, Laelio-Cattleyas and Brasso-

Cattleyas. Specially good were Cattleya Can-

tuarie Lew's var (Dionysius x labiata Mrs. E.

Aishworth), and among the Laelio-Cattleyas,

L.-C. Baroness Emma (L.-C eximia x C.

Hardvana), a grand flower.

Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded

a Silver Flora Medal for an extensive group rich

in good Cvpripediums, a choice novelty being 0.

Sincerity
' (Reginald Young X Lord Wolmer)

;

it is a stately flower of fine shape. Laelio-

Cattleyas with yellow tints were well shown.

and a pretty novelty was Cymbidium Hebe

(ervthrostvlu'm X Pauwelsii) with ivory-white

flowers tinged with rose, the lip having a red

hand in front.

Lt.-Col. Sir Gfo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,

showed his noble Cvpripedium Viking iBuchan-

ianum X illustre) bv far the best of its class.

The dorsal seoal is white with an inch wide

claret-purple hand, the broad petals and lip

being light vellow, with dark purple markings.

He also showed the new C. Osprey (Lucifer X
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Caractacus), a fine and well-marked Cypri-
pedium.

Messrs. McBeax sent Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
Rosalind (S.-C. Pearl x L.-C. Dominiana), a
brightly-tinted flower of size.

Baron Bruno Schroder sent a cut spike of a

superb white Laelio-Cattleya Schroderae.
Messrs. Charlesworth showed the handsome

Odontoglossum Vesuvius (eximeum X amethy-
stinum).

Tloral Gommittee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),

~W. J. Bean, W. B. Cranfield, Sydney Morris,
-John Green, G. Reuthe, John Heal, G. Harrow,
Donald Allan, C. R. Fielder, W. Howe, Andrew-
Ireland, J. F. McLeod. H. J. Jones, Chas.
Dixon, Arthur Turner, W. B. Gingell, G. W.
Leak, Chas E. Pearson, Reginald Cory, W. P.
Thomson, and James Hudson.

Awards of Merit.

Chrysanthemum Helena Margerison. This
graceful Japanese Chrysanthemum has already
found favour with exhibitors, but why an award
lias been so long delayed is difficult to under-
stand, especially as the variety has been placed
hefore the Committee in finer condition than on
this occasion. Shown by Messrs. Keith Ltjx-
toed and Co., Sheering.

Chrysanthemum Susan. A large and very
handsome sinffle variety, and said to be a sport
from Molly Godfrey. The colour is rich rose
overlaying bronze, with a soft yellow area round
the eve. We believe this fine novelty is to be
distributed iby Mr. H. J. Jones. Shown by Mr.
S. Lego, Warter Priory Gardens, York."
A fine specimen of the interesting Astelia

Ranksii carrying four white downy branohed
soikes of small greenish flowers was shown by
Mary, Countess of Ilchester, Holland House.
Kensineton (gr. Mr. P. B. Rintoul). This old
Rnompliad is seldom 6een nowadays, therefore
the older generation of plantsmen were interested
in the large specimen.

Geouts.

Chrysanthemums continue to be the principal
floral feature of the fortnightly shows, and,
although there were fewer large Japanese blooms
than previously, the various groups were highly
•decorative. Messrs. \V. Wells and Co. had a
very laree collection which, except that tihe

tall stands in the foreground were a trifle too
high, was very well arranged. The exhibition
•of Japanese varieties were represented bv Gen-
eral Petain. Louisa Pockett. and William R'gby.
Amonest the many singles the rich golden Aud-
rey, Allba and Gem, two good white varieties.
-were very prominent. There was also a good
selection of medium-si*ed Hecorativp Japanese
ports which included Rosalind, reddish terra-
cotta, Nagova, a deeip yellow largely grown for
market purposes, and Docteur Ensruehard. a
very fihowv rosv-mauve variety (Silver Gilt
Flora Medal!

.

A laree exhibit bv Messrs. K. Luxford and
Co. included a highly decorative central stand
of Teresa, an Apricot-bronze variety of useful
size and great freedom in flowering. Mrs. D.
Andrew and Helena Margerison, two large
Japanese varieties were represented by many ex-

cellent blooms. A velvety crimson seedling was
a suitable companion for these two good sorts.

Laly Astor. MP., Merstham Jewel, and Yellow
Merstham Jewel, of the Singles, were very
heaaitiful, as also was the vase of Elwpeth. a
graceful lisrht mauve Anemone-centred Single
(Silver Gilt Banksian Medal).

J.-roanpre and Sintrle varieties of useful,
medium size were shown in quantity bv Mr. S.

Aish, who displayed Heston White. Miss A.
Brooker. Lazenta, Violet Lady Beaumont, Mrs.
W. J. Godfrey, and Sandown Brilliance (Sil-

ver Flora Medal).
Major-General Sir Chaut.es Haddon, Ross-

wav, Berkhamnstpad. contributed a noteworthy
collection of Chrysanthemums. The centre vase
contained very laree blooms of Louisa Pockett.
and this was flanked bv manv Singles and de-

corative varieties. Of the latter Phyllis Cooper,
Resinald Godfrey and Gem were particularly
good (Silver Banksian Medal).

Tn anticipation of the next dav'« Carnation
show there were laree groups of winter flower-

ing varieties hw Mess*^. Att.wood TCros. /^'Iver

Gilt Banksian Medal), Mr. C. En ;haian\ (S ; ]ver

Gilt Flora Medal), and Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co., wdio also showed excellent winter-flowering
Begonias (Silver Flora Medal).
A large and interesting collection of Conifers

in small pots and also cut branches was ar-

ranged by Mr. G. Reuthe. Amongst the many
true Pines were Pinus Montezumae, P. Lind-
leyana, P. patula, and P. Banksi, all bearing
cones, as also was a branch of the Umbrella
Pine (Sciadopitys verticillata). The more tender
species included Dacyridium cupressinum, Libo-
cedrus Bidwellii, Callitris robusta, and Cunning-
hamia sinensds (Silver Banksian Medal).
A floor space was attractively filled by Messrs.

Wm. Cutbush and Sons with mounds of heavily
berried Skimmia jaiponica and Pernettya muc-
ronata surmounted by Palms. There were also

many small fruiting Oranges and well-grown
plants of Erica melanthera and E. hyemalis
(Silver Flora Medal). Mr. L. R. Russell also

showed a selection of well-berried shrubs (Bronze
Banksian Medal).

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair),

G. P. Berry, E. A. Bunyard, G. F. Tinley, E.

Neal T. Pateman, 0. Thomas, G. Reynolds,
E. A. Merry-weather, V. Bullock, E. Beckett,
W. Bates, W. H. Divers, W. Wilks, and S. T.
Wright.
Nothing of special interest was presented to

this Committee, and no award of any kind was
made.

Scientific Committee.

November 15, 1§21—Present: Mr. E. A.

Bowles (in the chair), Rev. W. Wilks, W.
Cuthr.^rtson, W. Hales, Dr. Voelcker, and F.

J. Chittenden (hon. b.ec.).

Bat/less Helianthus.—Mr. Fraser showed a

capitulum of the common Sunflower without

rays, but with very numerous small capitula

growing in the axils of the discal bracts, as in

Echinops, and differing from that in having a

common involucre.

Fruiting of Arauja sericifera.—Mr. Norman
Hadden sent a shoot of Arauja sericifera from
his garden at Porlork Weir, bearing many
fruits. Mr. Hales said the plant had fruited

freely outside with him this season.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

The Floral Committee of this Society met at

the Royal Horticultural Hall on the 28th ult.,

but only three, novelties were brought up for

judgment, and one of these received acknowledg-

ment.
After this meeting the Schedule Committee

arranged the first draft on the schedule for

1922.

First-Class Certificate.

Mrs. D. Andrew. This big loosely incurving

Japanese variety is of full exhibition size, and

its pearly whiteness is very attractive. In some
flowers there aopears to be a tinge of pink on

the long outer florets. Shown by Messrs. Keith
Luxford and Co., Sheering.

NORFOLK AND NORWICH

The three-day exhibition of the Norfolk and

Norwich Horticultural Society was held in St.

Andrew's Hall, Norwich, on November 17, 18

and 19. This autumn show is always popular

and added interest was provided by a display

of the work and produce of the Norfolk section

of the Women's Institute Federation.

The cut flower section was well maintained,

though there are not now so many exhibitors of

large° blooms of Chrysanthemums as formerly

;

in fact, at this show the large incurved type had

vanished entirely. This falling off was. how-

ever, largely compensated for by the bold dis-

play of naturally grown Japanese and single

flowered types; six perfect Bowers of Louisa.

Pockett, staged by T. A. RISING, Esq., Ormesby,

excited admiration.

There were two circular groups of flowering

and foliage plants, mostly Chrysanthemums, a

neat set from Dr. Cecil Osburne securing first

prize.

Of great educational interest and beauty was
the wonderful array of berried plants and
shrubs put up by Sydney Morris, Esq.,

Earlham Hall. Mr. Morris has long taken an
interest in such things, and is always adding
the newest kinds from China and other Asiatic

countries.

Of more than passing interest too was the
collection of Nerines put up by J. A. Christie,
Esq., Framingham Manor, Norwich, who raises

large quantities of seedlings of this flower. The
only exhibit of Orchids came from J. H.
Gurney, Esq., Keswick, and consisted of plants

full of vigour and well flowered. This gentle-

man's gardener also staged some exceptionally
well-grown Cyclamen. Begonias from J. E.
Moxey, Esq., Framingham, were exceptionally
well grown and very attractive.

That the gardens of Norfolk can produce good
fruit has been proven by achievements at the
R.H.S. meetings, and the display at this show
amply bore out the fact. No one could wish
to see better Apples, Pears and Grapes than
those from the gardens of Lord Hastings, the
Hon. Mrs. Petre, Sir Edward Mann, J. A.
Christie, Esq., and others.

Vegetables, too, were very good when con-
sideration is given to the drought and the fact
that the majority of Norfolk soil is very light.

In this section place of honour went to J. A.
Christie, Esq., Framingham (gr. Mr. Sam.
High), who arranged a collection in which every

1 subject was almost perfect.
A feature of great interest at Norwich are the

classes provided especially for allotment
holders, one section for those cultivating up to
ten rods, and another for those holding from ten
rods to half an acre. Numerous vegetables of
high merit were staged in this section.

The trade growers helped considerably in

making the show a success. Messrs. Daniels
Bros., Ltd., Norwich, had a fine array of
flowers and foliage plants ; Messrs. Allwood
Bros, showed one of their distinctive display
of Carnations ; Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Read-
ing, staged over 100 dishes of vegetables, repre-
senting every kind available at this season of
the year ; Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp
contributed a collection of trees and shrubs.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL.
At a meeting of this Society in the Council

Chamber, Watford, on the 2nd ult., fine col-

lections of Apples were exhibited by Mr. H.
Dyson, Cassiobury Park; Mr. A. Stewart, Wall
Hall Gardens; Mr. P. Henley, Little Cassio-

bury; Mr. H. Atkins, Little Gillinons; and
Mr. F. J. McLees. The judges awarded the
Society's certificate of merit to all of the
exhibits mentioned. The lecturer for the

evening was Mr. F. W. Miles. Horticultural
Lecturer' of the Hertfordshire County Council,

his subject being " The Cultivation of the

Apple." Despite the inclement weather, a large

number of people attended the lecture.

OXFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Tins Society held its show in the Town Hail.

Oxford, on the 9th and 10th ult,, when a
splendid display of blossoms was staged quite

up to that of pre-war standard. A group of

Chrysanthemums, not for competition, set up

by Mrs. Morrell, of Headington Hall (gr.

Mr. J. Gihson), was a triumph of cultural skill

The arrangement and general effect of this

group was excellent, and the exhibit well

deserved the Gold Medal that was awarded it.

Another beautiful non-competitive group of

single Chrysanthemums was staged by Mr. and

Mrs. Massie. Messrs. West and Son exhibited

a bold group, as did also Mr. T. H. Rose.

Messrs. Tucker showed miscellaneous rock-

garden plants, and Mr. A. Rowles showed a

Very miscellaneous group. Miss G. N. Smart
staged a table of fruit, and Mr. J. Mattock
had some good Roses. The table, decoration by
Mrs. F. Holloway. which won the 1st prize,

was a pleasing arrangement of single yellow

Chrysanthemums.- Nine varieties of Chry-
santhemums, Japanese or incurved roots,

shown by Mr. Henry Balfour, Headington
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Hill, were exceptionally good. The specimens

of Louisa Pockett, Princess Mary, Majestic,

Mrs. R. C. Pulling, and William Rigby were
very fine. In the open classes Mr. T. H. Rose
won the 1st prize for 4 distinct varieties,

and Messrs. West and Sons had the best group
of miscellaneous Chrysanthemums. Mr. Henry
Balfour, Langley Lodge, Headington Hill,

showed the best exhibit of 24 Japanese
varieties, distinct, and the best nine varieties

of Japanese or incurved varieties. The best
single varieties were shown by the Rev. E. H.
Alignton, and this gentleman also excelled in

the class for a \ase of Chrysanthemums.

CARDIFF GARDENERS'.
The fortnightly meeting of the above Society

was held on the 1st ult., and was attended by
51 members. The " Harry Gillett " Silver Cup
was won |by Mr. A. H. Cossam ; 2nd, Mr. Ed-
wards. Mr. W. Drake gave a short address on
the " Chrysanthemum." His remarks were fol-
lowed by a capital discussion on such details
of Chrysanthemum culture as stopping and dis-
budding.
A meeting was held on November 16, when

the Association's Silver Cup was awarded to
Mr. A. A. Petttqrew, for six vases of single
Chrysanthemums

; the 2nd and 3rd prizes being
won by Messrs. Edwards and Cossam respec-
tively. This meeting was an open one and the
discussion was chiefly on the advances made in
recent years in the cultivation of Chry-
santhemums.

©bftuar\>,

John Murison—We learn with great regret
of the sudden death, on Saturday last of "this
well-known seed and plants man, 'who for many
years occupied a prominent position in the
firm of Messrs. James Carter and Co , first
as a traveller and latterly in their establish-
ment at Rayne's Park. He was a man gifted
with a combination of qualities beyond the
common, and possessed a sound and 'practical
knowledge of his avocation, which he could
only be induced to expound to the utmost when
closely questioned. His integrity, energv and
discrimination, together with an ever kindly
and courteous disposition, gained him the
esteem and confidence of all with whom he
came into contact. He was a frequent con-
tributor to our columns, and also one of the
greatest authorities on IRobert Burns. Only a
year or so ago his collection of Burns volumes.
MSS. and papers, valued at over £1,000. was
acquired for a public library in Scotland.

Alexander Sweet.—We regret to announce the
deatli of Mr. Alexander Sweet, of Skelmorlie,
in his seventy-ninth year. Mr. Sweet, who was
for forty-nine years in the Union Bank, spent
his whole life in the parish of Cathcart. in
the public affairs of which he was a prominent
figure. He is the author of Villa and Cottage
Gardening.

William Purdom.—News has been received by
cable of the sudden death, on the 7th ult of
Mr. William Purdom, at Pekin. China. Mr.
Purdom, who was the eldest son of Mr William
Purdom, The Lodge. Brathay Hall, Westmore-
land, was in the employ of the Chinese Forest
Service, but he will be best known to our
readers as one of the band of British collectors
who have enriched our gardens in recent years
with plants from the Orient. He was engaged
at Kew when he was first commissioned by
Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons and the Arnold
Arboretum, conjointly, to explore the Chinese
flora for new and interesting plants, a mission
which he commenced in February. 1909, and
completed in 1912. At the time of his appoint-
ment he occupied a post on the permanent staff
at Kew. where he had been for 63 years, and his
departure was suitably . marked by his col-
leagues, who made, him presentations of a watch
and chain and fountain pen. He undertook
a second journey to China in 1914. this time
in the interests of a syndicate of plant lovers.
1 luring these journeys he sent home rich col-
lections of plants, several of which have a

permanent value in British gardens. Sub-
sequently Purdom accepted a post in the
Chinese Forest Service, and he continued in

this office until his demise. Thus, at an early

age, is lost to science and horticulture, a

brilliant young man, one of those pioneers of

progress and industry who have established

the reputation of their country in distant

lands—a band, of enthusiasts to whom horti-

culture, and especially (Kew Gardens, has
contributed some brilliant members.

William Sumpter.—It is with great regret I

send you notice of the death of Mr. William

Sumpter, who passed away on the 12th ult., at

the ripe old age of 96 years. He worked on

this estate for the long period of 63 years, en-

tering the service of Sir Geoffrey Palmer's

family at the age of 20, and continuing until

•he was 83, when he retired, and was granted

a pension bv the present owner. For many
years he had charge of these gardens, and was
keenly interested in Roses and fruit trees,

many of the latter of which he .planted, and
which are still producing good crops of fruit.

He also remembered the planting of the great
belt of Beech trees which forms part of

the park boundary, and his reminiscences
of the old coaching days and other events of his

youth were always worth listening to. He had
a most kindly nature, and always thought of

others before himself. He brought up a large

family, and was followed to his grave in East
Carlton churchyard by two sons and three
daughters, and also bv Sir Geoffrev and Lady
Palmer and other residents of the parish. In

the words of Lady Palmer, he was " a true and
faithful servant, and was much esteemed by all

who knew him." B. II'. Thatcher, Carlton
/'ark, Market Harborough.

M. Ozan.—The English visitors to Le Mans
Show will regret to learn of the death of M.
Ozan, the Treasurer of the Exhibition, and a
zealous worker on the Committee. M. Ozan
was waiting at the station to receive the English
visitors on their arrival the night before the
opening of the Show. His death took place
quite unexpectedly on the day preceding the
closing of this great and successful effort on
the ipart of our French colleagues. He was a
capable and enthusiastic grower of the Chrysan-
themum, and was borne to his srrave under "what
is described as an " avalanche " of his favourite
flower.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Apples and Plums for a Lancashire Garden :

F. B. You will find the following varieties
of Apples suitable for your purpose:

—

culinary : Lord Suffield, Potts's Seedling,
Lane's Prince Albert, Bramley's Seedling,
Annie Elizabeth and Dumelow's Seedling
(Wellington); dessert: Gladstone, Worcester
Pearmain, James Grieve, Irish Peach, King
of the Pippins and Cox's Orange Pippin.
We do not advise you to plant many Plums,
as these fruits are not a great success in
your county. The most suitable parts are
Victoria, Kirks and Jefferson, but the first

named is. according to the experience of a
well-known gardener in Lancashire, the only
one that is to be relied on for constant crop-
ping. With regard to the percentage of
potash from the residue of a garden fire, the
amount is variable according to the material
that has been consumed. Woody refuse such
as tree stems and old Pea sticks would give
a greater percentage of potash than green
vegetable matter when it is burnt.

Frosting Holly: W. B. Make a solution of
equil parts of oil of turpentine and copal
lac, and immerse the foliage in the mixture,
and before the Holly is quite dry sprinkle
over the frost silver, which may be obtained
from S. Burgess, 8, York Place, Buckingham
Street, Strand, W.C., or any large toy-shop.
Other colours may be obtained by dipping
the foliage in a very thin solution of gum
arabic, and, when partially dry, laying on the
colour with a soft pencil.

Growth on a Dog Rose : B. G. P. The growth
is a gall known as Bedeguar gall, caused by

Rhodites rosae. The insect deposits its eggs,

in the leaf buds and causes the galls, which
are popularly known as " Robin's Pin-
cushion," " Moss galls," etc., and although
they appear to originate from a stem or twig,
they are really developed from a leaf, in fact,

the galls represent fibro-vaseular bundles of
leaves with scarcely any parenchyma uniting
them. They are very pretty, and earlier in

the season are almost a scarlet colour.

Magnolia grandiflora Not Flowering:
W. V. Magnolia grandiflora does not, as a.

rule, flower much until it has attained a con-
siderable size and age. The Exmouth variety
bears flowers at an earlier age than the type,

but even this sort is not very floriferous,

the blooms being produced sparsely and
irregularly. As your plants are healthy and
flourishing, we are afraid there is nothing
that can be done but wait for them to flower.

Names of Fruits : Struan. 1, Hambling's.
Seedling; 2, decayed; 3, Lane's Prince Al-

bert; 4, Cox's Orange Pippin; 5, Colonel.

Vaughan ; 6, Broad Eyed Pippin ; 7, Duchess,

of Oldenburg ; 8, not recognised ; 9, Golden.
Noble; 10, St. Sauveur ; 11, decayed; 12.

Minchul Crab; 13, Flower of Herts; 15,.

Peasgood's Nonesuch ; 16, not recognised ; 17,

Dean's Codlin. A. \V . A'. 1, Souvenir du
Congres; 2, De Neige ; 3, King of the Pip-
pins. Seaside. 1 and 2, Cellini Pippin ; o v

Emperor Alexander; 4, Reinette de Caux

;

5, Hambledon Deux Ans ; 6. Alfriston. Wat-
leycrisis. 1, Newton Wonder ; 2, Barnacle
Beauty; 3, Fearn's Pippin; 4, Cornish Aro-
matic ; 5, Emperor Alexander. F. N . 1,

Melon Apple; 2, Wyken Pippin; 3, Cox's
Orange Pippin. A. M.'V. 1, Lord Derbv

:

2, Pile's Russet; 3, Lord Suffield: 4. Beau'ty
of Kent ; 5, decayed ; 6, Yorkshire Beautv

:

7, Manx Codlin; 8, Beauty of Hants; 9, Win-
ter Hawthornden ; 10, decayed. H. S. 10.

Barnack Beauty: 36, Cox's Pomona; 44.

Dean's Codlin; 63, Warner's King; 66, Old
Hawthornden. A. 11. Bender. 1, Doyenne
du Cornice; 2, Hollandbury; 3. Bramley's
Seedling: 4, Ribston Pipphi ; 5. Cox's
Orange Pippin; 6, Manx Codlin. /. T. 11'.

1, decayed; 2, Stirling Castle; 3, Pear Vin-
euse. V inlet. 1, Catillac : 2, Landsberger's
Reinette; 3, decayed; 4, Ashmead's Kernel
Improved; 5, Baumann's Red Reinette; 6
and 7, decayed. G. E. 11. 1. Emperor Alex-
ander ; 2, King of the Pippins. H. C. 1, Da
Neige: 2, Blenheim Pippin. S. S. A.l and
D.l, Reinette du Canada: B.l and
G.l, Blenheim Pippin; E.l, Sam Young:
G, White Nonpareil; H.l. Aromatic
Russet; J. Winter Quoining; K, Chaumon-
tel; L, Blenheim Pippin; W, Court-Pendu-
Plat. E. B. H. 1, Blenheim Pippin; 2,
Hambling's Seedling ; 3, Bramley's Seedling.
IT. S. 1, Blenheim Pippin ; 2. decayed ; 3.
Kincr of the Pippins: 4, American Mother:
5. Beauty of Kent; 6, Court-Pendu-Plat ; 7,
White Westling; 8, decayed. F. T. P. 1,
Beurre Superfin ; 2, Beurre Hardy; 3, Chau-
montel

; 4, Whiting Pippin ; 5, Old Haw-
thornden

; 6, Egremont Russet: 7, Dean's
Codlin ; 8, Chelmsford Wonder : 9, Beauty of
Kent

; 10, Grahams ; 11, American Mother r

12, Fearn's Pippin. Mono. 1, Sturmer Pip-
pin; 2, King of Tomkin's County; 3, Beauty
of Kent : 4 and 5, The Queen ; 6, Fearn's
Pippin; 7, King of the Pippins; 8, Ribston
Pippin. A. IF. 1, King of the Pippins; 2,
Allington Pippin : 3, Ribston Pearmain ; 4,
Emperor Alexander; 5. Bramley's Seedling:
6. Newtown Pippin. F . D. 1," Souvenir du
Congres; 2, Beurre Diel ; 3. Baronne de
Mcllo ; 4, Glou Morceau ; 5, Souvenir du
Congres ; 6, Marechal de Com- ; 7, Zephirin
Gregoire; 8, Newton Wonder. Porno. 1,

Small's Admirable ; 2, not recognised ; 3,

Sturmer Pippin ; 4, King of the Pippins.

Zonal Pelargoniums Diseased : W. J. A
grev mould, caused bv the fungus Botrytis
cinerea, is present on the plants and may be
the cause of the trouble.

Communications Received.—C. W., South Africa—
D. B. W —Perplexed—W. B.— J. W. V—E. B..
Constant Header—J. J.—E. 1. L —H. S —Y. M. J.
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As many cultivators know to
Greenhouse their cost, White Fly, Aster-
White Fly. ochiton (Aleurodes) vaporari-

orum, has proved a serious
pest during recent years and particularly

during the past season. Not only is this pest
common ^n mixed greenhouses, but also in

houses davoted to the market cultivation of

single crops, such as Tomatos. Known as
greenhouse white fly, this insect frequently

attacks plants out-of-doors, and so long ago
as 1856, Westwood described in these pages,*
under the title "The New Aleyrodes of the
Greenhouse," which title would suggest that
before that date the white fly was neither
well known nor of very frequent occurrence
in this country. The 'most recent contribu-

tion to knowledge of means of preventing
the spread of white fly in greenhouses is

made in the sixth Annual Report, 1920, of
the Experimental and Research Station of

the Nursery and Market Garden Industries'

Development Society. The Entomologist to

the station, Mr. LI. Lloyd, has carried out
a careful investigation into methods of con-
trol of this pest and has been able to demon-
strate that its spread may be prevented by
timely precautions. The recommendations
which he makes for the control of the pest

in To'mato houses may be applied generally
to plant houses in which white fly is present.
According to Mr. Lioxd's researches, the pest

may be controlled by fumigation either with
tetrachlorethane or with "cyanide." The
advantage of using tetrachlorethane lies

chiefly in the fact that it is neither so
tn ublesome nor so dangerous as "cyanide."
The disadvantage lies in the greater cost

—

cyanide proving ten times cheaper than

• TAs Cardcncrs' Chronicle, December 27, 1856

tetrachlorethane. In relatively small houses
the latter fumigant will doubtless be pre-
ferred. To use tetrachlorethane all that is
necessary is to pour the liquid down the
middle of the house in the evening—using
half-a-pint to each 1,000 cubic feet of space.
The longer the house can be kept closed
without injury to the plants, the more effec-
tive is the fumigant. In cold, dull weather,
when the house may remain closed all the
following day and night, all stages of the
white fly except the eggs are killed. On the
other hand, if the house can only remain
closed for fifteen hours, the 'majority only
and not the whole of the flies and scales
are destroyed. Inasmuch as tetrachlorethane
i; not nearly so poisonous as hydrogen
cyanide, its use is to be preferred in houses
attached to dwelling houses ; the only pre-
caution necessary is to keep closed all" doors
icmmunicating from greenhouse to dwelling
house.

_
Mr. Lloyd estimates the cost of

cyaniding at a penny per 1,000 cubic feet, so
that the cost of using tetrachlorethane should
be about Tod. to is. for each fumigation, or
a total cost of 2s. per 1,000 cubic feet for
the two fumigations necessary to eradicate
the pest. Where the houses are large the
cyanide method will be preferred and if

carried out with careful attention to instruc-
tions, no danger is incurred and the pest
i:; destroyed with certainty. With cyanide,
as with tetrachlorethane, it is important to

Fiu. 129.—westwood's figure of " aleyrodes"
F.RSf PUBLISHED IN " THE GARDENERS'
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regulate the time of the second fumigation
so that the eg<;s which are not destroyed
by the fumigant s!hou|ld have batched1

i ut. Mr. Lloyd recommends that in hot
weather (mean greenhouse shade tempera-
ture 72 ) fourteen -days shall elapse between
the two fumigations ; in warm weather
(mean greenhouse shade temperature 65-72°)

twenty-one days, and in cold weather (mean
greenhouse shade temperature 64°) twenty-
live days. It is important to withhold water
from plants to be cyanided and the more
completely the plants can be dried off with-

out, of course, risking damage from this

cause, the less is the danger of risk of

oamage by cyanide fumigation. A low
rather than a high temperature is propitious

for fumigation—below 6o° if possible, and
a still night should be selected. Small
quantities of cyanide lasting through the

night are most effective. Cyanidiing is>

ineffective if done in the day time. The
'materials recommended by Mr. Llovd are
concentrated sulphuric acid of specific gravity

about i.S (a pint of acid of this strength

should weigh about 36 02s.), and sodium
cyanide "high grade" 98 per cent, purity

"(often called 130 per cent, cyanide). Cyanide
should be kept in paper in a closed tin. The
proportions to use are ; water, 3 fluid oz. ; sul-

phuric acid, ih oz. ; sodium cyanide, 1 oz. Put
the water first into a glazed'earthenware jar
and add the acid slowly. The amount of
cyanide to use is from 1/5 to 1/4 oz.
per 1,000 cubic feet, according as to
whether the house can be more or
less completely sealed. According to
the size and construction o.f the house,
the charge is distributed in a number of jars
placed along the centre of the house. Prepare
the water and acid in the jars in the after-
noon, weigh out the proper quantities of
cyanide and wrap each charge in paper. Cut
off heat rf this can be done with safety.
Close the ventilators at dusk and place a
cyanide charge by the side of (but not in)
each jar. Then the exit door being open,
one operator walks down the house from
the far end, pours the cyanide from the
paper into each jar in turn without undue
hurry, but without pausing. He passes out
and locks the door, which is, kept locked till

dawn. It is then opened and the ventilators
also must have been arranged so as to be
rpened from the outside. After one hour of
ventilation, the house mav be entered with
impunity.

Our Almanac—We propose to publish in an
early issue of the New Year a Gardeners'
Chronicle Almanac, for the year 1922. In order
to make it as useful as possible for reference,
we shall be obliged if secretaries of horticul-
tural, botanical and allied societies, or any
of our correspondents, will send us immediate
information of all fixtures for the coming year.

Trials at Wisley in 1922.—The Roval Horti-
cultural Society has arranged to carry out at
Wisley, during 1922, trials of Stocks for sum-
mer flowering out of doors; Sweet Peas of
pink shades (including blush, carmine, pale
cerise, cream-pink, rose, salmon, and pink
bicolors); Picotees (striped and flaked varie-
ties)

; Beet, Broad Beans, Leeks, and late Peas.
Seedsmen and others are invited to send one
packet of seed of each variety which they
desire tried to reach the Director, R.H.S.
Gardens, Wisley, Ripley. Surrey (goods via
Horsley, L. and S.W. By.), on or before Janu-
ary 31, 1922. Entry forms for any of these
items may be obtained on application to him.

Relation of the Soil to Plant Growth— At the
general meeting of the Surveyors' Institution,
to he held in the Lecture Hall of the institu-
tion on Monday, December 12, at 8 p.m., a
paper will be read by Mr. A. A. Hudson, K.C.,
entitled, " The Relation of Soil to Plant
Growth, and in particular when influenced by
the Presencp or Absence of Lime."

Litchi Culture in Queensland.—One of the dis-
tinguishing features of Queensland is the extra-
ordinary range of its physical geography and
consequent variations of climate. Even in the
tropical North there lies, a few miles inland
from the very middle of the humid belt, a
plateau of comparative dryness where the
cereals and fruits of cool regions flourish,
while the climate on the coast is such that
Maneos grow there to perfection. For the
Litchi a medium climate is requisite, and it

is to he found on the uplands on the western
slopes of the coastal range, and in the Cook-
town district, where it has been cultivated
with success for many years. Several years
ago a few well-authenticated trees were ob-
tained from China, and the cultivation has
extended. The trees flourish best where the
roots may secure an abundance of water, the
hank of a stream or of an irrigation canal being
ideal. Good varieties produce fruit about an
inch and a half in diameter, the crisp, brittle

outer covering being deep rose-red in colour, and
the flesh white, translucent, firm and juicy.

Salt Water and Plants at Kew—Readers
familiar with Kew will know that the water
supply of the gardens is pumped from the
lake, and that the lake is fed from the Rivet
Thames at high tide. During the past ex-

cessively dry summer there has been com-
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paratively little fresh water to flow down the

river, and, as a consequence, the sea water

has come up the river in very much larger

volume than usual. In a large, shallow sheet

of water, such as the Kew lake, a considerable

amount of evaporation takes place during an or-

dinary summer, and obviously during that of

1921 it must have been very much greater than
usual. The Kew lake, having no outlet, thus
became a miniature Dead Sea, with disastrous

results to many plants which have been given

water pumped from if. The wholesale brown-
ing of the edges of the leaves of many plants

in the greenhouses during August was the first

indication that something was wr»ng. Most
of the greenhouses are well supplied with rain-

water tanks, and, with a fresh supply in these

from recent rains, it was hoped the trouble

would end. Unfortunately, many plants are

still suffering, and apparently from deposits

of salt in the soil. The cleaning out of the

lake may provide temporary relief, but there

is always the possibility of the same thing

recurring again in a drv summer, unless the in-

take is made above Teddington Lock.

R.H.S. Autumn Exhibition. 1922—The
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society
has arranged for a ftrar days' show at the
Holland Park Skating Rink during the first

week elf October, 1922. The show will open
on Tuesday, October 3, and remain open for
four days until 9 p.m. each day, and close at
that hour on the evening of Friday, October 6.

This exhibition will take the place of the
usual Holland House show held in July. The
Coronation Cup will be offered for the best
exhibit in the show, the Sutton and the
Society's Challenge Cup ifor vegetables, the
Wigan Cup for Roses, and, in addition, special
cups are offered in the various sections. To
amateurs there will be offered the Gordon-
Lennox Cup for fruit, two Orchid challenge
cups, and a special cup for Carnations.
A special schedule of the show will be issued by
the Society early in the New Year.

The University Movement at Reading.—
Messrs. Huntley and Palmer, Ltd., have an-
nounced their intention of making a donation of
£10.000 to the University College at Reading
for the purposes of agricultural research, upoii
the conditions that the College obtains a
University Charter, and that the committee
appointed by the University to administer the
fund shall always include a member elf the
Palmer family.

Classification of Perpetual Carnations.—About
two years ago the British Carnation Society ap-
pointed a special committee to consider the clas-
sification of Carnations and Pinks. This com-
mittee met on numerous occasions and also paid
several visits to Mr. C. Engelmann's nursery at
Saffron YValden. where Mr. Engelmann grew
batches of large numbers of varieties, so that
proper comparisons might be made in respect of
colour and habit. The first report of the Clas-
sification Committee was made at the Roval
Horticultural Hall during the afternoon of the
30th ult.. on the occasion of the conference held
in connection with the British Carnation Society's
exhibition. The method of classification, as pre-
sented by Mr. W. H. Page and Mr. C. Engel-
mann, on behalf of the committee, is bv colour
and by habit. In the colour classification' the sec-
tions are (a) white, (b) light rose and deep pink,
(c) salmon pink, (d| red, (e) crimson, (f) purple,
(gl mauve and violet, (h) yellow, (i) fancy with
white ground, (j) fancy with vellow ground, (k)
fancy with pink ground, and (1) art shades, and
under each section the lightest coloured varieties
are placed first. In the classification bv habit
the committee has had greater difficulties to
surmount, and no doubt in some instances the
position of a variety has been decided arbitrarily.
The sections are : 1. Enchantress; 2. White Per-
fection: 3. Lawson; 4, Ladv Northcliffe ; 5,
Carola: 6. May Day; and 7, Marv Allwood. In
nJdition. the committee has classified Perpetual

-

flowering Malmaison Carnations and arranged a
preliminary classification of other sections of Car-
nations and also of Pinks. Discussion, however,
centred upon the classification of perpetual-
flowering varieties, and the general conclusion

arrived at was that the committee had carried out
its task in a most satisfactory manner. Moreover,
the conference asked that the committee should
publish a list of the best varieties in the several-
colour sections, and learnt with satisfaction that
the committee proposes to continue its work in

connection -with classification by habit and to
issue an alphabetical list of varieties, showing
the halbit and colour groups, to which each be-
longs. There was a capital attendance, and the
Classification Committee, of which Mr. C. H.
Curtis is hon secretary, were heartily thanked
for the work it had accomplished.

Major Charles C. Hurst.—A student of genetics
and one of the pioneers of Mendelism, Mr.
C C. Hurst has descended in direct line
through five generations from the Mr. Hurst
who established the Burbage Nurseries, Hink-
ley, in 1773. It was in 1895 that Mr. C. C.
Hurst first made his genetic experiments with
Orchids, and the results of these experiments
were communicated to the Royal Horticultural
Society in 1897. In 1899 he took part with
Prof. Bateson and Prof, de Vries in the first

Hybrid Conference, which was organised bv
the Rev. W. Wilks and the late Dr. M. f.
Masters and held at Chiswick. This Confer-

MAJOE C. C. HURST, D.L.. .I.P.

ence prepared the way for the discovery of -Men-
del's Laws of Inheritance, which was made a
year later by Prof, de Vries. It was at this
Conference that Mr. Hurst propounded the
Law of Partial Prepotency to account for the
variations of his Orchids and Berberis hybrids
of the second generation, and this theory curi-
ously foreshadowed the Mendelian law of the
re-combination of unit factors. Later, he ex-
tended his experiments to Peas, Sweet Peas,
Primulas. Tomatos, Poppies, Antirrhinums,
and Roses, as well as to poultry and
rabbits; consequently, a large number of

genetic factors were discovered in these genera,
confirming Mendel's law and extending it to

other plants, animals, and even to man him-
self. The results of these experiments are
embodied in numerous papers published from
1897 to 1921 by the Royal Society, Linnean
Society, R.H.S. , British Association, and in

Nature, Tin- Gardeners' Chronicle, and other
publications on the Continent and in America.
Mr. Hurst is well known among Orchid en-

thusiasts as joint author with the late Mr. R.
A. Rolfe of the Orchid S'tur! Booh. A practical

horticulturist. Mr. Hurst has naturally given

considerable attention to the application of

genetics to practical problems; for instance,

owing to his work, the breeding of albino
Orchids has been reduced to a definite system ;

the elimination of rogues in Sweet Peas has

been made easier and more simple for the seed
grower since he conducted the National Sweet
Pea Society's trial at Burbage in 1912; and
in his experiments with Roses and Rose stocks

in 1908-1914 a number of superior types of

pedigree and pure-line Rose stocks have been
bred at Burbage, although, owing to the war,

no account of these has yet been published.

With animals Mr. Hurst has been successful in

breeding a winner of the. Grand National, and
he has succeeded in the difficult task of breed-

ing a champion yellow Dutch rabbit. Further,

at the World's Poultry Congress, recently held

at The Hague, he propounded a new scheme
of grading and breeding poultry for egg-

production based on the seven genetic factors

which his experiments demonstrate to 1 be con-

cerned in egg production. Although over

military age. Mr. Hurst came up from the

retired list in 1914 and served throughout the

war with the Royal Engineers and at the head-

quarters of the Eastern Command, so that he

is now for the second rime on the retired list.

Few have made such great sacrifice in the

cause of science as Mr. Hurst, who has devoted

the best part of his life ancj, a considerable

part of his private fortune to his experiments.

Plants from Mount Everest— Sir Francis

Vouinghusband, President of the Royjl Geo-

eraph'ical Society, stated at a meeting of the

Society held at the yEolian Hall on the 5th

inst., that the collections of birds and plants

made in connection with the survey and ascent of

Mount Everest have reached home in excellent

order. Amongst the plants discovered is one

belonging to the Dianthus family, from a height

of 20,400 feet above sea-level. There are also

several Primulas of pale yellow, blue and dark

purple colours, and one with big, hanging bells.

The collection also includes many Gentians, a

remarkable yellow Pedicularis, Delphinium and
some beaiutiful dwarf Rhododendrons. Sir

Francis stated that 116 packets of seed in ex-

cellent condition are among the treasures which
have reached home, of which eighteen packets

are of Rhododendrons, twelve of Primulas,

eighteen of Meoonopsis. and four of Gentians.

From a height of 19.000 feet, the highest '.point

from which seeds were obtained, is a packet of

Edelweiss seeds. The seeds have been sent to

Kew, where the plants will be identified and
afterwards distributed. Over six hundred photo-
graphs have been received, and a selection of

the best will be exhibited to the public in the

Alpine Club Gallery in the middle of January.

Appointments for the Ensuing Week—Men-
day, December 12: National Chrysanthemum
Society's Floral Committee meeting i United
Horticultural Benefit and Provident Society's

committee meeting; Bath Gardeners' Debating
Societv's meeting. Tuesday. December 13:

Royal Horticultural Society's committee meet-
ing. Wednesday, December 14: East Anglian
Horticultural Society's annual meeting. Thurs-
day, December 15: Manchester and North of

England Orchid Society's meeting.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-Five
Years Ago.

—

Walcheren {Cauliflower) Broccoli.

—Your columns, from time to time, have ad-

vocated the superiority of this variety, which
in its true state is really excellent. Yet it

too frequently occurs that, after a valuable

vegehble has become generally known and
appreciate*d, and large quantities are demanded,
people are taken in with a worthless sort in-

stead of the genuine article. Last spring 1

procured seeds of the above; they have grown
to an immense size, and formed large heads
of little or no worth, merely a bunch cf bard
sprouts, when cooked worse by far than a

Scotch cabbage. This is waste of time, ground,
and money, and you have disappointment into

the bargain. The next procedure is to have
recourse to redress. In the first instances, the

individual that sent them out will satisfy vou

so far by telling you they come from such a

large dealer; that large dealer states he pro-

cured them at a first-rate establishment, where
particular care is always taken to have the

article genuine, and so they go on, and no

more can be made of the affair. A. A., Bishop'?

Auckland, November 30. Hard. Chron..

December 12. 1846.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

EQUAL PRIZES.
In the issue of your Aery excellent journal

dated September 24, a correspondent over the
initials " S. H." takes strong exception to

judges awarding equal prizes, and he justly

states that this has long been a theme for dis-

cussion. I arn too far away to have a friendly

bout with " S. H." over the topic, but I must
take exception to the remark that suoh a de-
cision on the part of a judge, or judges, is " a
sign of weakness " or indolence—for the latter is

implied—though not actually stated. Being
often called upon to judge at horticultural
shows and ,

having been compelled on some
occasions to, divide the first and second prizes,

I do resenf the charge of weakness. In every
case where I have given suoh a decision
•or been a party to such a decision, the
most scrupulous care has been given to the ex-

hibits in order to find superiority in one over
the other. If two exhibits, after the most care-
ful examination, are found to be of equal
merit, or if the defects of the one are counter-
balanced by defects in the other—which is really
the same thing, is it fair to put one above the
other? We must have some consideration for
the exhibitors. As an exhibitor, I should not
be satisfied to be placed second or third—as the
case may be—unless it was clear that my exhibit
was not up to the standard of the other. I

should not think much of the judge or judges
who, to avoid being charged with weakness,
strained a point in favour of the other exhibit.

(I might, of course, bear it with equanimity if

the point was strained in my favour, but that
would not make the judging just.)

There are such occurrences as dead-heats in

racing, as draws in football, ties in bowls, and
so on, but " S. H." would have us believe that
there cannot be equality of merit in exhibits
at horticultural shows. When my colleague and
I judge together.—and we have done so for some
years—we ask each other why this is first, that
second, and the other third, so that we are on
perfectly safe ground, but it happens occasion-
ally that we cannot honestly say that one is

better than the other. We have found the
points to correspond exactly—and we have given
equal prizes. I do not hesitate to sav that it

would have been unfair to have decided other-
wise. Where was the weakness ? Judging is an
arduous business, and I think your correspond-
ent must have declined to undertake it, or he
would have been more merciful to those who
do. It is said that weak men are dangerous
because they are liable to act foolishly in order
to prove that they are strong. I hope " S. H."
doe* not belong to that category, f

. E. Butters,
Prinrr Alfred's Park-, Port ' Elizabeth, Smith
Africa.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

WHITE ODONTOGLOSSPMS.
Notwithstanding the enormous range of

colour, size and form in Odontoglossums pro-

duced by cross-fertilisation in gardens, the
proportion of white, unspotted forms is very
small, and the vote of a large majority of

orehidists would sustain the claim of the

white form of Odontoglossum crispum to be

considered the best.

Since the tvpical white variety secured a First

Class Certificate of the Royal Horticultural

Society in April, 1865, over 200 varieties of

it, out of the many hundreds shown, have

secured awards, the greater number of those

shown in the early days being white, or slightly

tinged with mauve. Whole houses were de-

voted to them by the leading growers, the dis-

play of their stout spikes of large, spotless

flowers probaWy doing more to stimulate the

love of Orchid-growing than any other species

of Orchid has ever done.

Even at the present day we must turn for

good white sorts to the best forms of imported

O. crispum, or to the true-bred forms raised

in gardens; these latter have exceeded in size

and form the best of the imported type. At

the same time it mav be said that O. crispum

lias been the foundation of all the best hybrid

Odontoglossums, it having been used in over
one hundred direct crosses, and indirectly in

the majority of the others.

Odontoglossum crispum xanthotes (F.C.C.,

Schroder, May 23, 1884), was flowered out of

an importation which gave several others

that exhibited similar peculiarities, inasmuch
as the pure white flowers had a small,

irregular spot of clear yellow colour,

such as is seen generally on the lip

or crest of an Odontoglossum crispum, but
never before on the other segments. The few
spots are irrjgularly displayed, and not simi-

larly placed in subsequent flowerings. The
variation may have been instituted by the

seeding of a peloric white form, in which the

yellow of the lip had gone astray, and re-

mained so fixed in character that it comes true

from seeds. When crossed with the white

flowers measure over 3J inches in diameter
and are pure white, save for a slight lilac tint

on the sepals and an occasional spot of crimson
on one or other of the petals. White flowers

always were and always will be great
favourites, and such flowers are of the highest
importance for decorative and florists" pur-
poses. There are a few smaller-Cowered white
Odontoglossums, but for general purposes these

are not to be classed with the species and
hybrids referred to.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA J. STANLEY TODD.
Messrs. Sanders send the first flower of

a very pretty cross between L.-C. Phoenix
(Dowiana aurea x L.-C. Henry Greenwood)
and C. Trianae plumosa, in which the contiast
between the pale greenish yellow of the sepals

and the intensely dark and bright violet purple

Fig. 130.

—

odontoglossum pescatorei var. lady holford.

O. ardentissimum, this produced 0. a. xantho-

tes, and in other crosses, O. eximium xanthotes

and O. Promerens xanthotes. Messrs. Charles-

worth, Armstrong and Brown, and McBean all

have the same experience of the tenacity of

the xanthotes characters, whioh is also si own
in crossing with other genera, if colourless

parents are used, as, for example, in Odon-

toma Magali Sander var. xanthotes (Odm.

ardentissimum xanthotes X Milumia. War-

scewiczii xanthina), all of which show the

characters of O. crispum xanthotes.

Odontoglossum Pescatorei, wish smaller

flowers than those of O. crispum, but freely

produced—the inflorescence of the mature

strong plant being branched, and bearing

numerous flowers—is a good white species,

variously tinted with mauve, and it is a general

favourite. O. Pescatorei crossed wilh O. cris-

pum gave O. ardentissimum, b'lt the manner

in which it was worked to give blotched

varieties added little to the white class, which

should have received more attention. In

Odontoglossum Pescatorei var. Lady Holtorrt

(see l'i" 130). which was awarded the P.U.S.

First-Class Certificate on April 15, 1913. the

of the petals and lip is a very remarkable

feature. The form of the flower is of C.

Dowiana, and the gold lines on the lip come

from that species, but there is no other way
of accounting for the .similarly dark tint of

the petals than that it has been acquired

from the labellum, an arrangement to which

the C. Trianae plumosa, with its purple-veined

petak, predisposes any cross with it to con-

tinue the advance now seen in the new hybrid.

The sepals are devoid of rose or mauve colour,

and the inner three segments are all abnor-

mally dark.

CYPRIPEDITJM VIRGO.

A flower of this chaste new cross, raised

in the gardens of Clive Cookson, Esq., Nether

Warden, Hexham-on-Tyne, between C. Gode-

froyae leucochillnm and C. Psyche (bellatulum

X niveum), is sent by his gardener, Mr. W. J.

Stables. In size and form it is intermediate be-

tween 0. Godefroyae and C. bellatulum, with

the pure white ground of C. niveum. The inner

parts of the petals are spotted with purple, and

there are dotted lines oi purple cm the dorsal

sepal.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Cypripedium.—The members of the flat-leaved

section of Cypripedium, including C. Lowii, C.
Kothschildeanum, C. laevigatum, C. Parishii,
and C. Stonei, are rooting freely, and any
necessary repotting may be done. Specimens
requiring increased rooting space should be
turned out of their receptacles and have the old
drainage materials removed from between the
roots, disentangling the latter as much as pos-
sible, but taking care not to damage them. Re-
move, also, some of the old compost from the
surface. Select a pot large enough to accom-
modate the plant for two seasons, and place a
few crocks over the bottom for drainage. After
placing the plant in the pot arrange more
crocks around and between the roots to half
its depth and till level to the rim with a com-
post consisting of equal parts Osmunda fibre,

Sphagnum-moss, fibrous loam, from which all

the small particles have been removed, a quan-
tity of crushed crocks and coarse silver 6and.
Plants of the Selenipedium section, including
C. calurum, C. oardinale, C. Sedenii, and C.
macrophyllum may be dealt with in a similar
manner, but in their cases the crown of the
plants should he placed slightly below the rim
of the pot, in order to allow space for water-
ing.

Cypripediums of the C. concolor type.—Such
Cypripediums as C. concolor, C. niveum, 0.
Godefroyae, O. bella.tulum, and the many
hybrids of these plants should be afforded very
careful treatment in winter. They all have
thick, fleshy leaves, and do not require so much
moisture at the roots- as other Cypripediums.
The compost should be allowed to become quite
dry before water is applied, when the receptacle
may he immersed nearly to the rim, or the
water may be poured around the outer edges of
the compost, to prevent moisture lodging in the
axils of the leaves. Care should also be taken
that water dripping from the roof does not fall
on the foliage. In removing the flower scapes
cut them out clean to the base, for if any
portion of the stalk is left it sometimes sets
tip decay which soon proves fatal to the plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Coutts, Royal Botanio Gardens. Kew
Kniphofias —These plants are not very hardy

in many parts of the country, and where they
are apt to suffer from frost they should be
given some protection. Whatever material is
used avoid that which is likely to retain damp

;

for, apart from severe frost, damp is their worst
enemy, although they enjoy copious supplies of
water during their growing season. The strong-
growing varieties of K. aloides are usually
hardy, except on very wet and heavy soils, and
they have plenty of foliage to afford them ample
protection

;
for this reason the leaves should not-

be trimmed over during the autumn, as is too
often done, with the idea of making the plants
look tidy. The smaller and choicer species should
always be nlamted in drv borders at the base
of warm walls. If planted in the open, we find it
necessary to lift such species a s K. pauciflora.
K. breviflora, and K. rufa, and lay them
in cold frames for the winter. Even stronger-
growing sorts, such as K. Nelsonii and
K. Macowanii are not over safe in the open.
A bold planting of K. caulescens is very effec-
tive in large rock gardens, especially if grouped
with Yuccas. In the more spacio'us parts of
the garden, the strong-growing varieties of
K. aloides may be grouped verv effectively with
larger growing Yuccas, such' as Y. gloriosn,
Y. recurva. and Pampas Grass. It is always
wise to defer the transplanting of Kniphofias
until the beginning of March.
Arbutus.—The genus Arbutus comprises ever-

green shrubs or small trees of much
beauty, but the members are not hardy

all over the country, especially in in-

land districts. They are, however, quite
hardy in the south and south-western counties
and all up the west coast of Scotland, a suffi-

ciently wide range to justify their more general
cultivation. They prefer well-drained, warm
soils, otherwise their cultivation presents no
difficulty. At Kew the species mentioned
below are perfectly hardy, and generally
attain a height of 15 feet. Arbutus
XJnedo, the Strawberry Tree, is the most
common one, and is a native of South
Europe and the West of Ireland. It is at its

best from October to December, when it is in

flower, and bearing the previous year's fruits,

which are a bright red. There are several varie-

ties, the best known being Croomei and rubra.

A. hybrida makes a handsome group, and always
attracts attention by reason of its smooth red
and green stems, the bark being shed annually.

A. Andrachne is a native of Greece, and although
introduced in 1724 is by no means so common
as it should be, as it is a handsome evergreen,

and a grouping of it, with its smooth, polished
stems is very effective. Another beautiful species

is A. Menziesii, from North-West America, that
somewhat resembles the last species in leaf, and
in its even more highly coloured stems.

Fatsia japonica (syn. Aralia Sieboldi).—This
plant is generally regarded as a greenhouse sub-
ject, and as such is largely grown for d.welling-

room decoration. In the south, at least, it is

quite hardy and makes large, handsome bushes,
which are very effective when in flower during
the autumn. The Fatsia thrives in partial shade,
and is worthy of more general cultivation.

Aralia spinosa and A. chinensis are two hand-
some plants, with large pinnate, deciduous leaves.

The former produces large panicles of small,

white flowers during the autumn; they are very
effective where a sub-tropical effect is desired,

and should be planted in sheltered positions.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Wtthes, Eaq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Temperatures.—The present spell of season-

able weather of bright days and cold nights, with
occasional fogs necessitates very careful atten-

tion to the temperatures of the different forcing
houses. Pot vines, treated as advised on page
194, are beginning to break at the buds, and
each day a perceptible difference in the appear-
ance of the growth is noticeable. If the rods
remain tied down in a circular manner for any
length of time after active growth has com-
menced, there is always the danger of the
young growths being rubbed out in straighten-
ing the caneS, and as soon as it is evident that
the buds towards the base are swelling there
should be no delay in tying the vines to the
wires. The night temperature of the house
should be raised to 50° for a fortnight, when it

may be increased to 55°. Advantage should be
taken of bright, sunny days to gently syringe
the vines at least once a day. Ventilating must
be done carefully, and only when there is suffi-

cient warmth in the sun's rays to raise the tem-
perature of the house to 65°. Admit air only
through the top ventilators for about an hour to
counteract excessive dampness, and close the
ventilators early to conserve as much solar heat
as possible, thereby raising the temperature
another 5° or 10°, which will gradually dimi-
nish as evening approaches. At this stage

water at the roots should be given sparingly.

Pot Peach Trees.—My first batch of pot fruit-

trees was brought under glass during the first

week in December. These are trees that have
for several years been brought in regularly at

that date, and from which we reckon to gather
fruit early in May. The pots are plunged to the
rims in a bed of leaves in a span-roof house, not
with the idea of creating a hot bed, but as
material to hold moisture, for the floor of the
structure is of tiles and unsuited to pot fruit

culture. No attempt is made at- this stage to
hasten the development of the trees. The house
is closed at night to exclude frost, but if the out-
side weather is favourable both front and top
ventilation is freely admitted, and only when
the trees show signs of breaking naturally into
growth is a regular temperature maintained.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hidlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.
Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Peaches and Nectarines.—These fruit trees,

require a somewhat rich and mellow soil,,

richer than . that for the Apple, and much
lighter than that for the Pear. It is of im-

portance to have a naturally rich and light,

loamy soil for both Peaches and Nectarines, as

the application of manure—if not very much
decomposed—is apt to induce them to make
luxuriant, ill-ripened shoots, and often contract

diseases which hasten their death. In a light,

rich loam, without much manure, they

produce smaller wood, which will be both
short-jointed and will ripen well. Damp,,
badly-drained soil is destructive to both these
fruits, and where such conditions prevail it will

be better to form borders for them considerably
above the general level of the surrounding
ground; in such situations they prosper and
continue healthy and productive for many
years. In numerous instances it has been found
that much mora of the success depends on the
soil and on the climate than on any particular-

mode of management. The experience of many
years, and the misfortune of having in some
cases to contend against unfavourable soils, lead

me to this conclusion.

Methods of Training the Peach and Nectarine.
—The fan-shaped tree is undoubtedly the best.

Xo doubt, trees would look exceedingly hand-
some if trained in the exact form represented'

in catalogues, but it is much easier to make a
drawing of a tree on paper, than -to make the
tree grow in the same manner against a wall.

In unfavourable situations all the art of marr
cannot produce healthy trees for any length of

time, far less train them in the exact forms
so often insisted upon. Peach trees may be-

said to be always in training, as there must
be a constant cutting out of the old and the
training in of young wood, in every part of the
tree, even after it has filled the space allotted

to it. The distance that the leading branches
may be placed from each other is not im-
portant; they may sometimes be fairly close,

and at others more distant. Much depends
upon the variety under treatment, the
character elf which can be known onlv by
experience, but the distance apart must be
regulated by the quantity and position of the
young wood. Strong, robust shoots of the
current season, in healthy and well-regulated
trees, should be trained not closer than three

to four inches apart. Nothing is gained by
crowding.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. C. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Gloxinia—Late Gloxinias should be placed in

a dry position where they may be rested and
will be free from injury by frost. The pots

should be placed on their sides to prevent mois-

ture reaching the corms, as moisture with
warmth would cause the tubers to start into

growth.

Cacti.—Succulent plants require careful water-

ing at this season ; many of them need only a
very little moisture during the winter. Cacti

are more easily grown and require less fire-heat

than most other plants; many of them are veiy

interesting, and the flowers of most kinds are

very delicate and beautiful.

Cyclamen—These plants are growing freely

and may be allowed to bloom in batches,

according to requirements. They should be
kept growing actively and the roots fed with
liquid manure. Use great care in watering,

and see that wafer is not poured over the

foliage and flowers, as this would cause them
to decay, especially if they are in a house with

a low temperature. The plants should be

examined carefully each day and any foliage

that has turned brown removed. If the blooms

are wanted for decorations they should be

pulled out and not cut off. When gathered the

stems should be split up from the bottom with

a sharp knife, making four ends: they will then

keep much fresher in water. Plants raised from
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feed sown in August are ready for pricking off

into well-drained pans or boxes filled will light,

sandy compost. Stand the pans containing the
plants on a shelf near the roof-glass.

Cineraria—The earliest plants of Cineraria,

are coming into flower, and should be well
exposed to the light. Feed the roots each
week with liquid manure. Plants comprising
later batches should be shifted into larger
receptacles and grown on slowly in a cool tem-
perature, only using fire heat when frost

threatens. The plants should he watered with
extra care, as they are very liable to damping.

Schizanthus.—Plants of Schizanthus that
have become pot-buund should be shifted into
larger receptacles. The compost at this potting
should consist of rougher material than at the
last and contain plenty of sand. Pot the roots

fairly firmly and place the plants on a shelf near
the roof glass. Place neat stakes to the plants

to keep them upright.

General Remarks—All the bunkers beneath
the potting bench should be filled with
material for potting, including loam, leaf-

mould, sand and wood ashes. Store sufficient

to last until the New Year, as material that

has been outside for some time is too cold to

use until it has been in a warm place for a

few weeks, and if it is under cover it can be
handled at any time.

A NATIONAL DAFFODIL SOCIETY ?

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Patema>t, Gardener to Sir C- N»ll-Caiw, Bart.

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Onions in Store.—When the weather is un-

favourable for outdoor operations Onions should

be examined, and if any bulbs are found to Le

not keeping well they should be placed on one

side for immediate use. Where suitable racks

are not provided for storing these bulbs they

are best roped on sticks and suspended from

the roof of the store. Onions that have been

properly ripened will keep in good condition by

adopting this method.

Seakale.—Where Seakale is forced in Mush-
room houses, or similar warm, dark structures, a

good supply of roots should be lifted and stored

ji ashes in event of severe frost. Before heeling

in the crowns cut off the small roots or thongs

for use as sets for the next season's crop.

Select from the strongest side roots pieces about

6 in. to 8 in. in length, and cut them throug.li

level at the thicker upper end, making the cut

at the base in a slanting direction. This will

show which is the upper end when planting

takes place. They may then be tied in bundles

of 25 and plunged in ashes until the spring.

Early Broccoli.—Broccoli that are forming

their curds need almost daily attention with

regard to protecting them in frosty weather.

This may be done in several ways, but perhaps

the best method is to lift those that are forming

heaits and place them in a cold frame or in some
skeleton structure, where they may be given pro-

tection by matting them over heavily when
frost is expected. I have had good results by
lifting and placing the plants in pots and stand-

ing them in a cool, late Peach house. Late

Broccoli are in some districts best heeled over

to give protection to their stems in very hard
winter. This may easily be done by taking out

a spit of soil on the north side and bending
over the plant; the soil taken out may be placed

over the stem to give the necessary protection.

Late sown Cauliflowers are yielding good heads,

but any out of doors after this date will be best,

removed where protection can be afforded them.

General Remarks.—Take full advantage of

frosty or dry weather to wheel manure on to

the soil. Continue to dig vacant ground when-
ever the weather conditions are suitable, leaving

the surface in as rough a condition as possible.

Wet, heavy land is best thrown up roughly at

this season, and finally trenched, if necessary,

during the early part of another season. It is

not advisable to break up the ground when it

is hard with frost or when under snow, as this

will tend to make the ground cold and almost
unworkable for a long time. When the weather
is dry lift a few roots of Parsnips in case of

frost, and get ill a supply of other roots that

air in almost everyday use.

With tho approach of another Daffodil
season, growers are considering the advisability
of forming a National Daffodil Society. There
would have been such a society eight years ago,
but that the Royal Horticultural Society, acting
through its Council, undertook to do for the
Daffodil all that a National Society ought to do;
inter alia (1) to publish every twelve months a
Daffodil Year Book, and (2) to hold an animal
show. The question may naturally be asked
why, if this is so, is there any need for
establishing a National Society? The answer
is a very simple one. The experiment has been
tried, and it has 'been anything but a success.

The Year Book has been discontinued, and the
shows have been so managed that there is a

general wish for a change. The Council

dil-lovers? Could anything else be expected
from them? Yes, there is something else. There
is the one thing needful—enthusiasm. We have
looked for it these seven years and have never
found any. Hence the time has come (as many
think) when enthusiasm might be tried as the

driving power.; and not only -with regard to the

Daffodil Show, but also with regard to two
other shows, which are, as it were, its awn
cousins, e.g., the Forced-Bulbs Show in March,
and the British Grown Hardy Dry Bulb Show
in August. Owing to the lack of enthusiasm
these shows have nearly fizzled out. It is par-
ticularly unfortunate with respect to the Dry
Bulb Show and its projected annual conference
of British growers. No one imagines for one
moment that the industry can be compared in

importance to that of Potato growing, or that

our area given up to the culture of hardy bulbs
rivals the ten thousand odd acres that may be

*-.«*

Fig. 131.

—

a field of tulips near st. asaph, north wales.

appointed two people to- run the exhibition, but
they very soon discovered that the Council was
very careful to keep them on a leash, and that

they were expected to make bricks without

straw. Why is it that the Council is so

desperately afraid of letting the least iota of

power go out of its hands? Why should it be

necessary for a mennber of the Council to be
Chairman of the Narcissus Committee?

Let me give three examples of what actually

happened with regard to the show arrangements
in 1921. First, the Council (no one else it

must be remembered does anything) sent out

the Daffodil schedule inaccurately dated.

Secondly, notwithstanding their promise, there

were nothing like enough vases provided for the

needs of the exhibitors. I cannot imagine what
would have happened had there not been fewer

competitors than usual. The coal strike 6aved

the situation. Thirdly, the most important

Committee meeting of the year was arranged

to take place at the very time that many of

its most important members were engaged in

judging the exhibits. Can one imagine the

Council of the National Rose Society making
each an arrangement? This last incident is

very typical of the way the Council always

seems to act in its dealings with (lie Daffodil

Show.

Could the Council of tile Royal Horticultural

Society have done more to meet the wants of

the worrying people who call themselves Daffo

found in Holland; all the same, a little timely

help and encouragement might, have been of

some use to the industry. Readers have only

to take up any of our weekly gardening papers
to discover that there are quantities of bulbs in

Holland waiting to be poured out over the

British Isles. Cannot something be done? The
question of growing and selling British bulbs

is a very difficult one, and has many ramifica-

tions. It merits the most careful attention and
thought of all who grow either for pro-

fit or pleasure, and it must have attention and,

I think, some sort of organisation and a propa-

ganda department if it is to succeed.

It must lie remembered that we are up against

the output of Holland. There, the ten thousand

acres ot to-day could very soon be made, as in

pre war days, into thirteen or fourteen or

fifteen. We can never hope to rival them; but
that, is no reason why hardy bulb growing in

the British Isles should fail altogether for the

want of being looked after. This last autumn
1 have handled as good British-grown Daffodils

and Tulips as have ever come from Holland,

and to be perfectly candid I have bandied many
very much poorer. Some of us have much to

learn, and no wonder. The experience of

generations cannot be acquired in one. Why,
bhough, should there not be more of Britain

looking like the picture illustrated in Fiff. 131.

Would a British Bulb Grower's Association lie

a help? and if it would be, on what. Iine6 should

it work ! Jon i'h Jacob.
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EDITORIA L NO TIGE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, WC2

Special Notice to Correspondents—The Editors
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or
illustrations, or to return unused communications
or illustrations unless by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondents.

Illustrations.—The Editors will be glad to r<< •

and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
trees

t
etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss

or injury.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their com-
munications, and save us much time and trouble,

tf they would kindly observe the notice printed
weekly to the effect that nil letters relating to

financial matters and to advertisements should be
addressed to the Publisher; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication or referring *to
the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

A TREATISE OF HUSBANDRY
AND GARDENING.

I

IMAGINE the tracts bearing the above title

are rather scarce though subsequently em-
bodied in book form, of which more anon.

The title of the first of them is as follows :

—

A Treatise of Husbandry and Gardening for
the Month of October, containing such Observa-
tions as are New and Usefvl for the

Improvement of Land, with an Account of
such Extraordinary Inventions and Natural
Productions as may help the Ingenious in their
Studies and Promote Universal Learnings. To
be continued monthly with variety of Curious
Cutts. By R. Bradley, Fellow of the Royal
Society, .London : i rinted tor J. Peelo by
Locke's Head in Paternobter Row. (Price,

One Shilling), 1721. This, the first number, was
dedicated to Mr. Law, the financier of his day,
and those that followed to other persons of con-
sequence. In 1723 the monthly numbers came
out in book form, two volumes, with the title

of A General Treatise of Husbandry and
Gardening, containing a New System of
Vegetation, etc. " Adorn'd with Cuts," and
again in 1726. The matter is divided into four
parts, two in each volume, and in addition to
purely gardening subjects there are many
interesting articles on bees, cattle, rabbits,
cheese-maiking, poultry, cider-making, etc.

Probably the simplest method of analysing the
contents of these volumes will be to take them
seriatim. And the first thing that attracts
attention is the " Shortest Dwarf Pea," so
very scarce that Mr Watts at Kensington is the
only seedsman who can supply it in quantity.
Then there is the new method of forcing Mush-
rooms by means of beds of hot dung, which
must be sloped to allow rain to run off eke it

will cool the beds. The ingenious Mr. Fairchild,
of Hoxton, had been prevailed upon to make a
bed, and Mr. Ben Whitmil, gardener, near the
same place, both being successful. However,
Bradley had not been able to persuade " our
market gardeners " to attempt their cultivation,
so similar in most respects to that pursued at
the present day. Concerning early Cabbages,
Mr. Key, of Tuthill Fields, tells him how by
folding up the leaves of Colworts and tying them
together they may be cut and sold much sooner
than by allowing them to heart naturally. Mr.
Key tells him also of a breast plough pushed by
two men, similar to one introduced from Italy
as a new invention in 1720, but this was used
only in a few western counties. In a lengthy
article on Onions the writer refers to the Onion
" fly " doing great damage, and he recommends
drying the bulbs on kilns in seasons when
they are not well ripened, and the " choicest
of the crop " always. They are then more re-
fined in " flavour." Li " Instructions to a
Gardener " Bradley records how Fairchild in-
arched a branch of Brazile Jessamine into a
slock of the common variegated, with the
result of the form becoming variegated in all
parts. He relates other instances of a similar
nil ure in a communication to Dr. Douglas, and
in another article has some remarks upon the

" breaking " of Tulips, and the way the colours

blend. Philip Miller has a note on Spinach
seed failing to grow, and accounts for this from
the male plants having been pulled out from
among the females. From seeing bees working
among flowers he suggests that they were the

means of crossing flowers. The fecundation of

Figs is treated in another letter. A Dr.

Jeoffrey, of Paris, discovered their inner parts

to be occupied by female flowers, but he
had not discovered the male though he thought

he had in the same fruit. A practice of Mr.
Greening, nurseryman at Brentford, is men-
tioned, which I have found to be correct. That
person " topped " or pinched the points of Fig

shoots about the end of July to induce a certain

summer crop. August, however, I find to be
the proper month for our climate. At the period

under review plants that would not and could

not grow were being sold to the unwary. They
were sold by " Higlers in Plants," a class still

existent when I lived near the Metropolis nearly

50 years ago; fine healthy-looking stuff done up
in moss or soil, "but alas ! when opened out,

innocent of roots. In writing of vines

Bradley mentions the almost certainty of losing

imported plants which might lie at a port in the

Continent for months until they could be
shipped, and he was most severe on
Custom House Officers in England, who
detained valuable plants so long that few
of them could be revived after de-

livery. Bradley thought that plants need not
have been thus lost had " a free liberty " been
granted for their passing through the custom
house. Vineyards were producing well. One at

Bath, in one year, yielded 66 hogsheads af wine
and Fairchild, at Hoxton, and Mr. Warner, at

Rotherhithe, grew Grapes out-of-doors with
success. To the last-named was due the intro-

duction of Black Hamburgh. There is an
interesting account of a method of transplantng
large trees in summer which was pursued by Mr.
Secretary Johnston, of Twittenham. Johnston
was a eon of Lord Wariston, and was Secretary
for Scotland, when the union with Scotland was
carried through, and, from notices we find of
him, an enthusiastic gardener. The manner he
treated trees was to open a large hole, fill it with
" pap " or mud, and drop the roots of the tree

into it. This, however, could be done with
safety to the tree only in summer. In another
of his books Bradley states that some trees

were Fins, 20 feet in height, and they had been
transplanted with perfect success in the middle
of summer. An abundant supply of water at

the roots, however, is equally satisfactory.

An interesting series of notes follow on fruit

culture. A Mr. Heron, of Galloway, records

experimente on training trees in screw fashion

so as at once to get a large amount of bear-
ing material in a small space, and also to cause
the trees to be more "fruitful. This gentleman
also uncovered the roots of his trees a little

before tlhe fruit became mature, and believed

it hastened ripening by a fortnight. From
Philip Miller are notes on walls which he liked

to be perpendicular rather than leaning, which
seems to have been a way of building them,
introduced in 1699. Then follows a long article

by Bradley on forcing by means of flued walls,

the usual method hitherto having been by heat
from manure banked up behind pales. By these
simple means ripe Plums were gathered in April
and Cherries in February, movable glass lights

being used for protection from the weather. It

would appear that these practices were quite

novel and were due to a gardener observing a

tree trained against a chimney producing much
earlier than those in the ordinary way.

In connection with fruit trees is a brief letter

from the Duke of Devonshire's gardener, stating

how he destroyed all sorts of insects "by a

water made with Tobacco stalks." The
" water " was made by infusing six or seven
pounds of Tobacco stalks in two hogsheads of

water. This seems a very minute amount of

nicotine to so much water, but in my own trials

with the same ingredients I find that very little

Tobacco infusion suffices. The tobacco stalks,

as I have used them, were bruised and steeped
in as much water as just covered them, and a
quarter pint suffices for three gallons of water
to destroy insects infesting plants. White fly

was introduced last winter with some plants,

and the above insecticide destroyed these most
completely, eggs and all. I am dubious whether
red spider will succumb to it, as Violets
syringed with it showed the spiders to be alive
after the operation. Succeeding these articles is

one on the incalculable benefit fruit growers and
others derive from insect-eating birds. We are
apt to conclude that it is only recently that
the value of sparrows while feeding their young
has been discovered and estimated. But this

writer shows that one pair of these birds

destroyed in the above manner 3,360 cater-

pillars in one week.
Then we have a change to hothouses ( !), Mr.

Fairchild having built one 40 feet in length,

heated by flues, for the culture of exotics. In

this article it is stated that the progress in horti-

culture since the Duchess of Beaufort had taken
up gardening was extraordinary, one effect since

the Revolution having been that the acreage

of market gardens near London had increased

from 10,000 to 100,000.

Following this is an account of Sir Matthew
Decker's Pine pit, and his gardener, Henry
Ielende's method of cultivation, who used
tanners' bark for heating—another innovation.

The flues were heated with turf, which was
thought to afford a more constant heat thaj

coal. In a later edition is a description of " a

new frame at the Physick Gardens at Chelsea,"
in which stove-plants were cultivated with great

success. This was in 1723. Already Pine-

apples had been " brought to extraordinary
perfection " in several gardens, and several

stoves on improved principles had been built by
" curious gentlemen." In the same year Fair
child erected another stove for Pineapples and
other plants, and this structure marked another
advance in heating, inasmuch as the flues for the
first time were raised above the floor instead of

being under it. Here, therefore, in the brief

space of two years some very important improve-
ments had been effected in the management ol

stove plants, due to the cultivation of Pineapples
having been proved to be possible in England.
Bottom-heat was thus provided by means of

tan, and also by means of heated flues and
top-heat by means of flues in the body of the

house, all after improvements being adapta-

tions of these principles.

In seventy-five observations concerning the

culture of fruit trees are a few notes worth ex-

tracting :

—"Winter fruits should have their

shoots left wider than summer fruits. Weakly
growers should be pruned early and strong

growers as late as May, which will induce the

production of more fruit and less vigorous

growths. The longer fruit can draw the sap

the longer it will last. Fruit should be gathered

a little before it matures on the tree, at the

same time too early gathering is a mistake.

Early thinning of fruit is essential to fine fruit.

Blossom buds are formed by the first sap be-

tween April and June and filled for bearing

between July and October. About May the too

vigorous " buds " should be topped or pinched.

In planting cut in roots equally and remove
all fibres. In dry, sandy ground plant in

autumn; in moist in fpring. In light soil use

free stocks, in stony the Quince, and use this

for melting Pears, the former for dry. Prune
Peaches when buds are so far advanced as to

show the kind of bud. When Plum trees begin

to decay cut them down a little above the

graft. Apricots should be cut down from time

to time to induce the production of fine fruit."

Brief notes follow on the winter culture of

Cucumbers, so as to have them on New Year's

Day or December 20, according to our method
of calculating time. Then follows an account

of the year 1721, its weather and products.

The winter was mild with a severely cold spring.

Kidney Beans at the end of March brought

2s. 6d. the dozen, and Mushrooms 8s. and 10s.

the basket. April and May were cold and wet.

" Colliflowers " in mid-May were 5s. 6d. each,

and Kidney Beans 3s. and 4s. per hundred.

Peas were ICs. 6d. per bottle, and Beans 4s.

The early part of June was also cold, but there

was now a glut of produce, and Bradley advised

growers to meet together and consult about

the state of their crops in order to prevent

recurring gluts In July, Fairchild was cutting

Grtupes, and the first Pineapple ripened at

Richmond. In the general lack of out-door fruit
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Messrs. Warner, at Rotherhithe, are con-
gratulated on having large crops and even the
vineyard was a success. In September two new
sorts of Grapes of " extraordinary bigness, both
in bunch and .berry" were observed at Mr.
Fairchild's, the one St. Peter, the other the
" Hambrough." At the end of October, among
other vegetables, he aw "very good Pease."
In November he "eat good Colliflowers " and
Kidney Beans from frames, and forced
Asparagus. In February, 1722, he had Cucum-
bers and Kidney Beans of his own, and this
month seems to have seen the end of that new
vegetable, the Broccoli.

Succeeding this calendar is a catalogue of
plants in Fairchild's nursery, and in the 1723
edition observations on the weather of that year
which was remarkable for its extraordinary
dryness. There was a drought from January to
June and continued throughout the greater part
of the year, with results and effects very similar
to that of the present year, and to that of 1826.
B. P. BrotJierston.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

HARDY ERICAS.
The hardy Heaths comprise a very beautiful

and varied class of plants, suitable for the
embellishment of gardens and pleasure grounds,
and yet they are seldom included even in good
gardens; even when represented they are not
planted on the liberal scale they deserve to be.

By planting a representative collection, some
of the varioiis memibers may be had in flower
d^_ing each month of the year.
Of the common Heather or Ling there are

at least a dozen well-marked varieties, includ-
ing a double form, and the popular white sort.

The plants are not exacting in their require-

ments, as they grow freely in any light, loamy
soil, without the addition of peat, while heavy
soils may easily be rendered suitable for them
by the addition of plenty of grit and decayed
leaves. In common with most peat-loving sub-

jects, Ericas do not succeed in calcareous soil.

(They grow quite well on level ground, and
many of the dwarfer species and varieties are
valuable for furnishing formal beds. They are,

however, seen at their best when planted on
a liberal scale on undulating ground in the less

dressed portion of the garden.
Heaths may be planted at any time from

autumn until April. They are all easily in-

creased by means of cuttings, and most of the
dwarf ones by division ; another ready means
of increasing the stock is by layering. Over-
grown plants should be spread out in a circle

from the centre, the shoots covered with fine

soil, and held in position with, large stones.

By this method well-rooted plants may be ob-

tained in about six months.
The so-called Tree Heaths include such beau-

tiful species as E. arborea, E. oodonodes (syn.

lusitanica), E. australis (of which there is now
a beautiful white variety), the hybrid E. Veit-
chii and E. mediterranean which is probably the
hardiest of this section. All the others enum-
erated are only hardy in Devon, Cornwall, in

warm districts in the southern counties,
and all up the west coast of Scotland.
They are all very beautiful plants, and under
suitable conditions most of them grow over
five feet in height. There is a variety of E.

arborea known as alpina, which is hardier than
the type; at Kew it grows some seven feet in

height, and is so close and dense that it should
make a good screen or hedge.
Apart from the somewhat tender species al-

ready mentioned, there is still ample choice
of really hardy sorts, and among the most
beautiful of them is E. carnea and its white
variety. This plant usually commences to

flower about Christmas, and continues in bloom
for several months. There is plenty of variety
among our native Heaths-, and they are all

iiTienable to parrden cultivation. Thev include
<'ulluna vulgaris, or common Heather, in its

many varieties; Erica ciliaris, tlio Dorset
He-Hli; Eii'Ji Mawia.na, a beautiful Heath
which was discovered in Portugal and some-
what resembles E. ciliaris, but has darker

flowers and is larger in all its parts; E. cinerea,
which occurs in dry places from Scotland to
the South of England (there are at least six
varieties of this species, including a white one)

;

E. Tetralix, the Marsh or Bell Heather, which
grows in moist, boggy places, and is suited to
garden cultivation; E. Mackayii and E. Mas-
sonii, a hybrid between E. Tetralix and the
Dorset Heath.
Daboecia polifolia, the " rish Heath, is a very

beautiful shrub, and includes a bicolor variety
as well as a very tine white sort. Erica vagans,
the Cornish Heath, is suitable for planting in
large beds, but is perhaps seen at its best when
planted in large masses in the wilder parts of
the pleasure ground. There are several varie-
ties of this Heath, but they do not differ much
from the type, with the exception of the new
and beautiful St. Keverne, which was found
growing wild in Cornwall. E. hybrida is a fine
Heath that flowers throughout tihe winter and
far into the spring; it is a hybrid between E.
carnea and E. mediterranea.

now well-nigh exploded. In actual practice it

is found that Rhododendrons do well on any
soil, so long as it does not contain lime or
chalk. And, what is more, they transplant
better from loam than they do from peat.
This is particularly noticeable when planting
on heavy soils, where the peat ball, which does
not unite readily with the surrounding soil,

remains dry long after planting, unless special
care is taken to moisten it.

- Not only are Rhododendrons easy to please
in regard to soil, but they do well in shade.
Moreover, they succeed in t"wn gardens. This
is an important point that is often overlooked,
and yet the exquisite Rhododendron Alice,
with such fair and lovely companions as
Cynthia, Corona, Donoaster, Sappho, and
Strategist, flourish in London and Manchester,
where they flower beautifully in their season.
What greater recommendation is needed for

the suitability of the Rhododendron for town
gs.rdens? Herbert Cowley, Tunbridge Wells.

Fig. 132.

—

rhododendron alice.

Two Heaths sometimes seen in gardens are

I E. stricta and E. scoparia; they are not so

showy as the others, but should be included
in collections; E. scoparia makes a large bush
some eight to ten feet in height.
Now that great interest is taken in the out-

door garden. Ericas should be more largely
planted, either in masses by themselves, or asso-

ciated with other peat-loving subjects, such as

dwarf Rhododendrons, Ledums, Pieris Vaccin-
iums and Zenobias. /. Coutts.

RHODODENDRON ALICE.
At this season of the year the thoughts of

a garden lover turn to the planting of Rhodo-
dendrons. Amid the multitude of varieties,
to say nothing of the multiplicity of wonderful
species from China and India, the question
naturally arises, " Which varieties shall 1
plant?" If limited to six varieties only, then
surely Alice must be among them. The flowers
are of a rich rosy pink, not unlike those of

Pink Pearl; but Alice has not the straggling
or " leggy " habit to which her fair cousin
is so much inclined. In the variety Alice the
flowers opea in fine large trusses, by many
considered more effective than those of Pink
Pearl. Certainly the blooms are in more com-
past trusses, and, as may be judged by the
accompanying picture (Fig. 132), the variety

is very free-flowering.

There never was a greater fallacy in garden-
ing than (he assumption that peat is essential

to the cultivation of Rhododendrons, but it is

BEGONIA 6L0IRE DE LORRAINE

AT HINDHEAD COURT.

Mr. Charles Hay, gardener to A. Body,
Esq., Hindhead Court, Hindhead, lias a re-

marka'bly fine batch of winter-flowering
Begonias. The plants were raised from cut-

tings struck in the spring in the' usual way.
They are now perfect specimens from 18 in.

to 2 ft. high and 18 in. to 20 in. through.
The pots are only 6 in, or 7 in, in diameter,
and can scarcely be seen for the foliage,

which is perfectly clean and very healthy. I

gathered from Mr. Hay that the compost he
employed consists of loam, leaf-mould, and
cow manure, with a little coarse sand. The
plants are wonderfully good, considering the

hot season, and are grown in a small span-
roofed house that was shaded with tiffany when
the sun was very powerful. Mr. Hay prefers

this lo the ordinary method of whitening the

glass. By this means an even temperature is

maintained in summer, with plenty of moisture
on the floor, thus obviating much root water-

ing, although the plants have never been

allowed to become dry at the roots. For con-

servatory and greenhouse decoration during

the winter, such magnificent plants as these,

with masses of bright pink flowers, are in-

valuable, and there are one or two forms that

are equally good. B. H. ffolton, Crawley.
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NOTES FROM WISLEY.

The gardens ;it Wisley biave mi informal

charm which no one would desire to destroy,

but in the early days of the occupation by the

R.H.S. it might have been useful had there

existed a definite base line on which rather

more orderly planning could have been carried

out. But better late than never; this nerd

was met when the picturesque laboratory was

built, and. now that the chief war difficulties

are over, the laying out of the surrounding

ground is being completed.

In addition to this operation, work is being

carried on in the area between the Wild Garden
and t lie River, known as " Seven Acres," where,

some years ago. a large pond was made. The

earth excavated was used to form largo

mounds which are now being shaped into gentle

slopes and planted with a collection of Ber-

beris species (arranged in their groups), Pyrus,

Sorbus and Chinese and other rare shrubs. In

11 rass are clumps of Ericas and a planta-

tion of Betula sp., while some tall Poplars

will rise from a strip of ground projecting into

the pond, and near these some bushes of the

Sen Buckthorn will be backed with the ever-

green Libocedrus decurrens. On the Island

yellow-stemmed Willows an 1 a large-leaved

rolvgonum will be planted.

It is interesting to note that, although the

pond was dry for about three months, the

Nymphaeas do not seem to have suffered, and

the lie-ilt h\ crowns suggest that the elaborate

precautions which are often taken airainst dry-

ing out are not always necessary. The diving

up of this pond necessitated the removal of

tlie carp with which it abounded, and steps

have been taken to insure a supply of water

in future in case of drought.

A large quantity of garden refuse is being

da" into the trial grounds area', owing to the

difficulty of obtaining farmyard manure, and

dressings of burnt soil will be added in March

The success of this year's Sweet Pea trial

testified to tlie value of this economical method

of manuring.
In the coming vear there will be trials ot the

pink and red Sweet Peas, Violas, and Phloxes,

and the four score or so of Dahlias which

gained awards this year will be grown again

in company with those recommended for trial.

j. ]:. <;. wh'ite.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR STABLE OR

FARMYARD MANURE.

The term " green manuring " is usually

applied to the growing of green crops for the

purpose of digging them into the soil. It should,

however, have a much wider application, inas-

much as by proper treatment waste vegetable

matter of 'every description can generally be

converted into manure with fertilising properties

superior to that of farmyard manure. The \m-

portance of this subject at the present time needs

no emphasis, and it is hoped that the following

description of the process employed here may
prove of practical value to all horticulturists.

Decomposition takes place in open bins con-

structed of concrete, 25 ft. long, 12 it, wide,

and 30 in. deep. These are built, in a slightly

sloping position and provided with a discharge

pipe at the lower end. A sunken pit is arranged

to collect the drainings from one or more bins.

These drainings may be used to moisten the

refuse in the bins when this is necessary, but

on no account should they be allowed to run to

waste, as they contain valuable manurial pro-

perties.

During the collection of tlie refuse it is

ronghlv divided into three grades, viz. :

—

(a) Green, sappy matter, such as weeds, lawn
cuttings, flower bed and vegetable plot trim-

mings.
(h) Dead leaves, dry litter and Bracken.
(c) Woody and fibrous matter, such as Oab-

bage stalks and clearings from the herbaceous
1" irders.

This grading is not absolutely essential, but
the reason for it will appear later. Refuse

classed under (b) is collected in the autumn and
winter, and kept as dry as practicable until

required for use, as described later.

The process of decomposition is commenced
by mixing refuse described under class (a), as it

becomes available with that described under
class (b) in, roughly, equal proportions. The
proportion depends on the amount of moisture
in the refuse, and the extent of decay, and must
be left somewhat to the judgment of the operator
aided in time by experience. Water must be
added to ensure that the whole body of
material becomes thoroughly moist.

The mixed refuse is stacked across the width
of the bins, in windrows. As each windrow is

built a thermometer is inserted to reach as

nearly as possible the middle of the heap. The
temperature should not be allowed to rise above
90° F. If this degree is reached the ridge is

turned and moistened, this being repeated if

necessary until the temperature remains con-
stant under 90° F. Tlie windrow is then thrown
to the lower end of the bin, and decomposition
allowed to proceed naturally.

Refuse described under class (c) is treated

similarly, using a smaller proportion of (b), and
taking great care than the mass is thoroughly
consolidated.

The time taken to effect the decomposition of

the various classes of refuse is naturally subject

to variation. In the case of class (a) decom-
position may be sufficiently complete in a few
weeks from the time of placing the material in

the bin. In class (c) two or three months are

needed. Ligneous matter takes much longer,

hut I have been successful in treating such
unpromising material as hedge trimmings.
Rose primings. Brambles and even Gorse bushes,
and bringing them to a useful condition in 6 or

8 months.
Although bins are desirable for all classes of

refuse, they are only essential for treatment of

the rougher, ligneousjnatter described above.

With this exception good results may be obtained

by treating the refuse on the same lines, in

heaps, in any compost yard, but probably more
attention would be required to keep the heaps
moist.

The decomposed matter resulting from the
above process provides one of the finest mulches
I know, beneficial results showing themselves in

ten days after application. Crops in test, boxes
treated with this manure against an equal weight
of farmyard manure gave results strikingly
favourable to the prepared product,

It is interesting to note that during the decom-
position of this refuse a large volume of gas is

given off. This gas is allied to " marsh gas,"
it can be ignited, and has a high calorific power.
If the difficulties of collecting it on a commer-
cial scale could be overcome its utilisation for

beating purposes would add to the value of the
process, which, however, is worth while, if only
for the sake of providing a substitute for farm-
yard manure. W.Aithm, The Gardens, Pyrford
Court, Woking.

ASPECTS FOR FRUIT TREES.

In gardens where there are long walls in vary-
ing aspects, different kinds of fruits should be
planted in sections, according to their require:
ments. Fruit trees, if planted promiscuously,
cannot receive the proper attention due to
each, neither can the preparation of the soil

or borders be so .systematically accomplished,
or the advantage of protection, watering, etc.,

be so effectively carried out, as when each
kind occupies its respective share of wall
spare. Aleo, the merits of each sort can be
better ascertained, and noted, when growing
contiguously, than if placed at a distance from
each other.

The south, or best aspect, should be occu-
pied with Peaches, Nectarines, Figs and Vines,
the more delicate sorts of Pears, a few Cher-
ries, Plums and Apricots. The proportion
appropriated to Figs or Vines should be regu-
lated by the demands or taste of the owner.
As a rule the smallest proportion of the wall
should be occupied by these.

The largest proportion should be planted
with Peaches and Nectarines at a distance from

twelve to fifteen feet apart, in light soils; but
in land of metier quality the distance may be

From three to six feet more, in the ease of walls

of not less than ten feet in height.

The next division should consist of the finer

.siits of Pears, which should be planted from
twenty-four to thirty feet apart, according to

the mode of training to be adopted, whether
fan-trained or horizontal. The latter requires

the greater distance, but the former being the

most natural and unquestionably the most
elegant shape, is now almost generally adopted.

The next division should be occupied
by the choicest sorts of Apples, and the

trees should be planted at from eighteen
to twenty feet apart. It is only a few
of the more valuable, or delicate varieties

that should he planted on south walls, and
even these, unless in cold and late situations,

may be better if planted on eastern or western
aspects, at least in the south or west of Eng-
land.

Apricots should occupy a small proportion
of the wall, as thev will, in good situations,

arrive at maturity either in an eastern or western
aspect. Two or three trees wiU, in a good
situation, be sufficient for a south wall, to ob-

tain ripe fruits a few days earlier than from
trees on other aspects.

Plums and Cherries should also, in favour-

able situations, occupy only a Lsmall portion

of a south waill, as they will do equally well

in other aspects ; a tree or two may be planted
for the same purpose as the Apricot,

By a judicious arrangement of sorts, espec-

ially Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots—their

season may be considerably lengthened.

Care, however, should be taken' not to plant

late sorts—or many of them—on eastern or

western aspects, particularly in cold situations,

as neither the wood nor fruit will mature.

Apples and Pears will thrive on both eastern

or western aspects, and these trees should

occupy the largest proportion of the wall ; that

is, the same proportion as Peaches and Nec-
tarines on the south wall.

Cherries and Plums should here occupy a

space, particularly the finest Plums, and both

will ripen their fruits intermediately between
tbrse trees on tV south cspect. and those on
standards. A northern aspect is the least favoui-

able for most fruits, but it. is admirably
suited for Morello Cherries, certain varieties

of Plums, as well as for late crops of Currants

and Gooseberries. These small fruits will, if

protected by nets, hang until the advent of

autumn frosts, and prove extremely useful both

for culinary purposes and dessert when other

small fruits are out of season. II*. If. W-

THE BULB GARDEN.

TRITELEIA UNIFLORA.
' Trtf.leia uniflora, the Spring Star-flower,

deserves a little more consideration than has

been afforded it by tha ordinary grower of

bulbs. It certainly does not produce the bril-

liant effect given by a number of other flowers,

but its starry blooms of milky white suffused

with pale bins are very charming, and a potfull

or twro 6f plants in the conservatory or green-

house or a clump or two in a border will prove

a good investment ifor the small amount tho

bulbs will cost. The Triteleia is seen at it?

best in great irregular masses twenty or more
feet across, naturalised in grass or growing
in gravel, where, by the way, it does well if

there is a little good soil below. It is now
many years since I first saw such a mass in

a gravel expanse in the front and at the side

of a Scottish house in the least country
The Triteleia there had originated from a

small group in the grass. Theso plants had
seeded, and successive generations came in due
course and all were leift alone, with the result

that there was a delightful picture of the

starry-white, blue tinged flowers here closo

together, there some inches apart, forming a

sheet of charmingly irregular outline. On a
late spring day such a picture created an im-
pression which never faded from the memory.
S. Arnott.
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MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

(Continued from page 290.)

I had one species sent to me in 1919, which
began to grow well enough, but after

a short time decayed. This spring the same
plant was sent to me with the information
that it grow upon flat rocks in about half
an inch of soil! How does it exist under that
condition? A plant growing in an inch of

soil upon one of our pavements this year

here, provided that the nomenclature tie first

carefully corrected by a competent person
from a comparison of the plants with the
drawings at Kew of Haworth's type plants;
the nomenclature in the monographs of
Salm Dyck, Berger, and the Flora Capensis
is by no means trustworthy in many
instances.

It may be asked, what characters are to be
taken to distinguish the plants that are to re-

main under Mesembnyanthemum since Linne
evidently included several distinct types under
that genus. Taking his generic characters in

combination with the species placed in the

Fig. 133.

—

mesembryanthemum orpenii, n.e.br.
flowers yellow.

NATURAL SIZE

would have had a poor chance of surviving, 1

think, yet this plant thrives ill a similar

position in : he drier and hotter climate of

South Africa. But I found that this species

would not submit to be dried up during this

summer as its allies did, for again the plant

began to die. and I have had considerable

trouble to save it. Its behaviour probably

indicates that it does not like the reversal of

the seasons, and that, having passed safely

through a South African summer was not

prepared to endure an English summer in

addition without first replenishing its store

of food.

I have now given details concerning the

vegetative and other characteristics of some of

the very remarkable plants at present placed

under the genus Mesembryanthemum, in order

to explain and justify my reason for separat-

ing some of them from that genus and raising

them to the rank of distinct genera. For the

more I study Mesoiubryantnemum the more

do I become eonvincd that, as at present

constituted, it is rather of the nature of a

natural order ^han of a single genus. The

great difference in (he vegetative characters

of various groups as above described, is evi-

dent to everyone when the plants are seen to-

gether in a collection. It is the general

similarity of the flowers of various groups that

has caused them to be united into one genus.

Yet this similarity, as I have previously

stated, is often more apparent than real, for

when the structure is carefully examined small

distinctive characters mav often be found, in

fact, I think we may liken Mesembryanthe-

mum to such orders as Cruciferae, Caryophyll-

aeeae and Umhelliferae, where there is often

little evident difference to be found in the

appearance of the flowers of different genera

of those orders, therefore small structural dif-

ferences in the Aowm- are combined with other

characters for separating the** plants into

genera. I propose to do the same with some

of the groups i t present placed under Mesem-

brvanthemum. dealing only with the few

groups I have cultivated, as the total number

is too vast for me to attempt to classify with-

out a prolonged study of all Ihe groups in a

living stale, for the whole genus requires

thorough revision, and that revision, I think,

could bo better dene in South Africa than

genus by him, it would seem that the only
definite characters that can be found are that
the plants should have: il) on each branch
or growth two or more pairs of distinct leaves,

connate only at their base; (2) a "monophyl-
lous half five-lobed " calyx, by which I under-
stand him to mean that the calyx is lobed

down to the top of the ovary and not produced
into a tube above the ovary; (3) a corolla with
the claws of the petals but slightly united at

from such shrubby species as M. coccineum
and M. inclaudens, as do the two new species

here figured, M. Orpenii* (Fig. 133) and M. re-

eumbenst (Fig. 134) and described below, both
of them very elegant plants when in flower,

should belong to the same genus or not. The
leaves of M. recumbens, with the curious tooth
on the back, are similar to those of M. uni-

dens, yet the glaucous and not pellucid dotted
foliage and rosy-flowers of the latter render it

quite distinct. .V. E. Brown.

(To be continued.)

* Afesembryanthcnium Orpenii, N. E. Brown. Plant
tufted, about I-3- inch high, including the flower.
Leaves in about four pairs to a growth, crowded,
;i seen, ling-spreading, 6—14 lines long, 2-J-44, lines broad
and 3—4^ lines thick, flat above, keeled down the back,
being convex at the basal part and compressed at the
ap ex, acute, with a minute point at the apex, gllaibrous,

smooth, purplish or glaucous-green, with red margins
and keel at the apical part, and thickly dotted with dark
green. Peduncle 1-flowered, 4-5 lines long, H lino

thick, terete, glabrous, reddish-tinted. Calyx o-lobed'

to the top of the ovary ; lobes subequal, 3—U lines

long, 2—3 lines broad, ovate, obtuse or subacute, and
the two outer with a short dorsal point, S3—3 of thtm
with membranous margins, glabrous, rather dull dark
green or purplish-tinted and dotted with darker green.
Corolla, \\ inch or more in diameter, expanding about
3 p.m. and closing about 6-6.30 p.m. (Greenwich time).
Petals numerous, free almost to the base, in about
tour series, the outer reflexed, the inner slightly as-

cending-spreading, and the others spreading at dif-

ferent levels, 7—9 lines long, and -S—3 line broad,
linear, aoute, entire, bright clear yellow above,
whitish-yellow on the back, shining. Stamens numer-
ous, all with anthers, collected into a cylindric column
four lines long; filaments light yellow, anthers of a
darker yellow. Top of the ovary very convex, six-
grooved, style none; stigmas 6. about 4 lines long, as
long as the stamens, filiform, with revolute tips, light
yellow. A native of Griqualand West, discovered by Mr.
Redmond Orpen at Campbell (Pole Evans, 69101. When
in flower this is a very elegant species.

t Mesembryanthemum recumbens, N. E. Brown.
Plant branching at ground level, forming: a tuft of
prostrate branches 2—3 inches long. Leaves in about
five pairs to a branchlet, not separated by d stinot

internodes, slightly ascending-spreading, recurved at

the apical part and also usually curved to one side,

\
—\\ inch long, 2j—23 lines broad and H—2^ lines

thick, flat above, with parallel sides to about the-

middle, then tapering to an acute point, convex on
the back, with one tooth (rarely 2—3 teeth) on tba
keel below the apex, glabrous, g£eyish-.green, conspic-
uously and densely covered with rather large and
slightly prominent pellucid dots. Peduncle 1-flowered,
bracfless, ereot, terete, green, faintly -dotted. Calyx

Fig. 134.—MESEMBRYANTHEMUM RECUMBENS. N.E.BR.

FLOWERS YELLOW.
NATURAL SIZE

the base, i.e., fres nearly to the base, not

united into a distinct tube; and (4) stigmas

4-5, subulate, erectly recurved. Linne and

others describe the stigmas as styles, but I

think that none of the species known to Linne

have a true style, as the so-called styles of all

his species are stigmatic all along to their

ba*e.

Which of the species best correspond to those

characters i- the problem that has to be

solved, and when the genus is revised it will

become a question wind her plants differing

so much in habit and appearance from the

well-known "Ice plant" (SI. crystallinum) or

5-lobed down to the ovary; lobes ail reflcxtd. the
2 ouler about 4 lines long, compressed and keeled at

the apex with 1—3 teeth on the keel ; the inner shorter,

2 lines broad, ovate, obtuse, all with narrow mem-
branous murg'ins, green, pellucid-dottod. Corolla 1

icon in diameter, expanding about 3 p.m. and closing

between 6 and 7 p.m. (Greenwich time), scentless or
ncjuh so; petals o0—60, free nearly to the base, in

3 series, the inner series ascending-spreading, forming

a sort of cup, the other 2 series spreading more widely

or deflexed at different levels. Stamens numerous, all

with anthers, collected into a cone 3j—I lines I, nig :

filaments light yellow, anthers darker yellow. Top of

II vary flat." Style none; stigmas .5, about 4—*1

lines long, filiform, finally spreading out from between
tin- stamens, with revolute tips, light yellow. A D

,,i the Orange Free State, on kopjes, near Bloemfon-
1, n, Pole Evans 7483.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE,
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Mr. John Heal. V.M.H.—Your account of the

•work of this clever hybridist and plantsman
•on p. 204 may be supplemented by the

following further particulars:—Amongst his

earliest successes was the raising of fine

batches of Todea (Leptopterris) superba and T.

pellucida, which was considered a great feat at

the time. He remained in charge of the Ferns at

Chelsea for two years, and then took care of the

soft-wooded department, at the time when car-

pet bedding was very fashionable. In 1872 lie

was transferred to the new plant department,
then one of the most important branches of the
(nursery. New and rare stove and greenhouse
plants were being continually received from
collectors and others from different parts of the
globe, and it was not an easy task to manage
-them, as often the plants were in almost a dying
condition when they were received, and only
by great care were they saved. As, for example,
-plant? of the first batch of Asparagus plumosus
sent home from South Africa were nearly all

dead when they were unpacked. They came
with several large cases of Crinums, and the
sender had placed the crowns of Asparagus in
to fill up the space, regarding them as of little
value. It was the same with Jasminum graeil-
limum, and many others. Scon after Mr. Heal
took charge of the new plant department he
hegan to take an interest in hybridisation, and
his first work in this direction was with Hip-
•peastrum, better known to some as Amaryllis.
The new species. Hippeastrum Leopoldii.' had
been recently introduced from Peru, and Mr.
Heal saw the possibility of combining the fine
form and substance of the flower with the richer
colouring and greater number of blooms of the
older type. He crossed H. Leopoldii with a
seedling Amaryllis, obtained from Messrs. de
'Graff Bros., of Ley-den, and was rewarded with
a hybrid which was remarkable both for form,
substance and colouring of the blooms. As
showing his successes with this beautiful flower,
it may be mentioned that no fewer than 112
certificates were awarded by the R.H S to
Messrs. J. Veiteh and Sons for seedling
Amaryllis. In 1877 he commenced to raise new
and improved varieties of the Javanico-jasmini.
"riorum section of Rhododendron, of which the
first was raised by the late Mr. James Veiteh
senr at Exeter. He followed with the Rhodo-
dendron balsammaeflorum section, and as show-
ing how great results arise from small things itmay be mentioned that his success in raising
double varieties was. obtained from a single
flower m a truss on a seedling plant that was
sliehtlv petalood. The Floral Committee of the
K.H.S. awarded no fewer than sixtv certificates
for these new hybrid Rhododendrons. Another
plant which he greatly improved was the Phvllo-
cartiH arid his firm exhibited over 300 'new
hybrids

i
of these plants from time" to time, ofwinch fifteen received Awards of Merit. It.

Wasps.—Having carefully read notes on
wasps ,n The Gardeners' Chronicle, I should
be glad to know :f I hey are subject to Isle of
Wight disease as bees are. From observation
1 am inclined to think that this disease is
carried about by ivasps. I know where an
apiary of 24 colonies was lost apparently through
Isle of Wight disease. The bee hives' were left
open, wasps entered freely, and later com-
menced robbing bees in the locality, and these
hees, though healthy previously, are dyinc fast
I had also noticed many dead wasps' in^boxes
where bees died, and a nest of wasps died out
without much reason, as onlv an armful of
•straw was burned at tie entrance. Wasps
were plentiful in the vicinity of bee hives on
mild days late in November. Reader.
How to Exterminate Potamogeton in Ponds-

May I he permitted to supplement a note in
The Gardeners' Chronicle (see p. 226) upon this
subject. If there is nothing to prevent their
use, I would say get swans. I had once a
large pond infested by several weeds. Early in
spring, before growth commenced, a couple of
swans were obtained, and from that time, for
as long as they remained, not a single shred
•of growth was ever seen. If. I. I.

SOCIETIES.
BIRMINGHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 8, 9, 10.—This Society's fifty-

seventh annual show, held in Bingley Hall,

Birmingham, on the above dates, was much
more extensive and varied than the one held a
year ago, the exhibits generally being of a high

standard of excellence. Begonias of the Gloire

de Lorraine type were splendidly shown, and
Apples, especially the Herefordshire grown
specimens, were very large, numerous and
richly coloured. Vegetables on the whole were
good. The Lord Mayor of Birmingham
(Alderman W. A. Cadbury) exhibited in four
Chrysanthemum classes, and secured four first

prizes.

Chrysanthemum Grouts.
There were two exhibits in the class for a

group of Japanese, Incurved and Decorative
Chrysanthemums in pots arranged as grown on
a space of 12 feet by 10 feet. The first prize
was awarded to Alderman W. A. Cadbury,
Wast Hills, King's Norton (gr. Mr. H. A.
Bick), who had an attractive group composed
principally of Decorative and eingle>flowered
varieties; 2nd, J. A. Price, Esq., Acock's
Green (gr. Mr. A. George).
Mr. Cadbury also secured first prizes in each

of the three classes reserved for plants, viz. :

(1) Six Decorative Japanese Chrysanthemums
(singles excluded), (2) three Decorative Chry-
santhemums, disbudding allowed, and (3) six
single-flowered varieties. E. J. Keeling, Esq,,
Small Heath, Birmingham, was placed second
in the first and last claisses, and Neville
Chamberlain, Esq., Edgbaston (gr. Mr. P.
Catt), was awarded the 2nd prize in the class
for Decorative varieties.

Cut Blooms.
The principal class for cut blooms was for a

group of Japanese and Incurved varieties
arranged on a floor space of 10 feet by 10 feet,
to face four ways. The first prize, which in-

cluded a silver challenge shield, was, as in 1920,
won by Mr. H. Woolman, Shirley, Birmingham,
whose exhibit contained upwards of 250 blooms
freely displayed on stands of varying heights,
the central one being about 7-8 feet high.
There were three good entries in the class for

single-flowered varieties shown on separate, low
tables. In Mr. H. Woolman's first prize set
were io be seen some uncommonly good blooms
displayed on nine stands which showed them
to excellent advantage. The most meritorious
varieties were Phyllis Cooper. Lady Astor,
Coronet, Mrs. W. J. Godfrey, Evelyn, Marvisj
Bronze Molly and Sandown Radiance. 2nd,'
Mr. A. H. Hickman, Cookley, Kidderminster.
The best of five exhibits of three Japanese

varieties, three blooms of each came from the
gardens of W. H. Allen, Esq., Bedford (gr.
Mr. H. Blakeway), whose specimens of Mrs.
Algernon Davis, Majestic and Queen Mary
were of perfect quality. 2nd, J. H. Wheatley,
Esq., Berkswell Hall, Coventry (er Mr W
H. Westbury).

t Vt •

J. B. Brooks, Esq., Bromsgrove (gr. Mr.
Avery), won first prize for 12 vases of Japanese
blooms in not fewer than nine varieties staged
for effect. His best flowers were Princess
Mary, Louisa Pockett, William Turner, Mrs.
M. Sargent and Lloyd George. 2nd, Sir George
H. Kenrick, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. J. V.
Macdonald).
H. F. Keep, Esq. Edgbaston (gr. Mr. T. W.

Davis), was the only exhibitor of four vases
of 12 Incurved varieties, and he was deservedly
awarded the first prize.

The best vase of a pink-coloured Japanese
variety was Mrs. Algernon Davis, shown by
J. H. Wheatley, Esq. (gr. W. H. Westbury).
Flowers of the same variety were also staged
by J. B. Brooks, Esq. (gr. Mr. E. Avery),
and J. W. Moore, Esq., King's Norton (gr.

Mr. G. Moorman), who were placed 2nd and
3rd respectively. The two first-named exhi-
bitors repeated their successes in a class for a
yellow-coloured Japanese variety with well-
finished specimens of Mrs. R. C. Pulling and
Princess Mary respectively.

The six exhibits of a white Japanese variety

made a good show. The variety William
Turner was exhibited by J. B. Brooks, Esq.

(er. Mr. E. Avery), J. H. Wheatley-, Esq.
(gr. Mr. W. H. Westbury), and W. H. Allen,
Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Blakeway), and the prizes

went in the order named. W. H. Allen,, Esq.,

showed the best crimson -coloured Japanese
variety (Mrs. George Monro, junr.) as well as

the winning vase of any variety not provided
for in the above classes.

The class reserved for six varieties of singje

Chrysanthemums was well contested, and the
first prize was won by Mr. H. Hickman.

The best of four exhibits in the class for

six Decorative varieties was also shown by
Mr. Hickman ; his blooms of Romance, Dazzler,

Ivy Gay, H. W. Thorpe and Cranfordia were
beautifully fresh and much admired. Sir

George H. Kenrick followed closely.

Local Classes.

In the open local classes the most successful

exhibitor was H. F. Keep, Esq., Edgbaston
(gr. Mr. T. W. Davis), who won first prizes in

the classes for (a) twelve Incurved varieties,

with good examples of Mrs. Judson, G. F.

Evans, Mrs. P. C. Wiseman and W. Higgs
;

(B)

six blooms of two Incurved varieties with Clara
Wells and Mrs. Sidney Dove in grand condi-
tion; (c) twelve Japanese varieties; (d) two
vases of distinct Japanese varieties with
handsome blooms of His Majesty and Mrs.
Algernon Davis.

Other prize winners in the above classes were
Sir George H. Kenrick, Harry Vincent, Esq.,
Edgbaston (gr. Mr. G. .Palmer), and B.
Goodman, Esq., Erdington (gr. Mr. A. E.
Erney).

F. Bayliss. Esq., Walsall (gr. Mr. C. J.
White), was the only exhibitor of a pair of
vases of Incurved varieties grown beyond the
five miles limit of Birmingham. His speci-
mens of Buttercup and Mrs. P. Wiseman were
very good.

Special classes were reserved for local
amateurs. J. S. Pearson, Esq., Erdington,
excelled in the classes for (a) three Incurved
blooms and (b) in another for three Japanese
blooms.

E. J. Keeling, Esq., beat four contestants in
a class for six vases of disbudded single
Chrysanthemums. The varieties Phyllis
Cooper, Sandown Radiance and Bronze Molly
were exceptionally good. Mr. Keeling also won
the first prize in a class for a vase of a single
white Chrysanthemum, and in another for a
vase of a single yellow-coloured variety.

Mi-. H. Woolman, Shirley, Birmingham,
offered prizes for (1) Three vases of nine
Japanese blooms in not fewer than six
varieties. 1st. Mr. W. Allton, Ward End,
Birmingham

; 2nd, Mr. J. W. Mounsey, Cum-
berland. (2) Four Japanese varieties, three
blooms in a vase. 1st, H. F. Keep, with
splendid blooms of Louisa Pockett, General
Petain, A. F. Tofield, and an unnamed variety.

Messrs. W. Wells and Co., Merstham, Surrey,
offered a prize of a guinea for the best Japanese
Chrysanthemum in the show (trade excluded).
The successful exhibitor was Mr. J. S. Pearson,
Erdingtoii, with a superb specimen of the
variety Louisa Pockett.

Variety was added to the exhibition by the
inclusion of miscellaneous plants. The first

prize in the classes for (1) twelve plants and
(2) six plants were won by Lionel Spiers, Esq.,
Edgbaston (gr. Mr. W. Farmer), whose gardener
is to be congratulated upon the production of

such big. healthy and profusely flowered speci-
mens. The second prize was won by Nevillb
Chamberlain, Esq. (gr. Mr. P. Catt). L.
Spiers, Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Farmer), was the only
exhibitor of six scarlet Salvias. J. W. Moore,
Esq.. was awarded the first prize for six

Cyclamen, and 2nd prize for six Primula
obconica, the first prize for the last named going
to Neville Chamberlain, Esq. (gr. Mr. P. Catt)

J. A. Kenrick, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Cryer), had
no opposition in the classes for (1) three Palms,
(2) one Tree Fern, and (3) one Palm.

(To be concluded.)
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BRITISH CARNATION
November 30.—The twenty-sixth show of this

society, which was held in the R.H.S. Hall,
was distinctly better than last year's. Many
of the exhibits were of high quality, but, un-
fortunately, the competition generally was not
so keen as might have been expected. How-
ever the hall, with the aid of the fine exhibits
•of Chrysanthemums by Messrs. W. Wells
and Co. and Messrs. Keith Luxford and Co.;
the Orchids of Messrs. Sander and Co. and
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co.; and the Ivies
and berried shrubs from Messrs. L. R. Russell,
Ltd., which were left from the previous day's
R.H.S. meeting, was well filled, and there was
a fair attendance.

First-Class Certificates.

Edward Allwood.—This splendid scarlet per-
petual variety is well known to the show-
attending public, who have often remarked on
its brilliant colouring and good form. In
addition to these merits, we believe, it has a
very sound constitution and is remarkably
free-flowering. Shown by Messrs. Allwood
Bkos.

Jessie Allwood.—The first yellow-flowered per-
petual Malmaison Carnation to receive an
award. The raisers describe its colour as
primrose-yellow, and an this they rather do
it an injustice, for the colour was richer and
fuller than primrose. It is a shapely flower,
of medium size, for the type, and the plant,
which accompanied the vase of blooms, suggests
that it is more free than some others. The
broad foliage is very handsome. Shown by
Messrs. Allwood Bros.

Other Novelties.

Amongst the new varieties, submitted to the
committee was a medium-sized, white-flowered
perpetual sort, which seemed to be a very
useful variety. The blooms were of good form
and compact, while the habit was good. The
committee wished to see this variety again.
The name of the exhibitor did not transpire,
and our inquiries failed to elicit it. None of

these novelties was accompanied by the names
of the exhibitors. Jazz, a Fancy of not more
than medium size, was very attractive, shown
in fair quantity by Mr. C Engelmann. The
ground colour is orange-yellow, and this is

contrasted by distinct red markings. Chintz,
another fancy, is a beautiful flower of good
size and form; the pale blush colour is re-

lieved by light rosy-carmine lines. This was
shown by Messrs. Allwood Bros.

Open Classes.

The only exhibit in the George Monro Chal-
lenge Cup class, which requires 12 distinct
varieties, 25 blooms of each, in vases, was set

up bv Mr. C. Engelmann. and there could
be no question but that it was well worthy
of the first prize which it received, for it was
of high quality. The principal varieties were
White Enchantress, Laddie. Enchantress
Supreme, Carola, Cupid, and Peerless. Mr.
Engelmann was particularly successful in

these open classes, for in addition to the above
he was first-prize winner, with Messrs.
Allwood Bros, second, in nearly all the
classes for blooms in vases, the exception being
the class for a vase of 25 blooms of any scarlet

variety, where the positions were reversed.

and Messrs. Allwood Bpos. won with
Edward Allwood. The quality of the blooms
in these classes was of a very high order.

Mr. Engelmann's varieties in the class for

3 vases, 12 blooms in each, of British novelties

distributed since January 1, 1918. were Cupid,
soft pink; Bona, deeper pink; and Thor,
scarlet; while his first-prize American novelties

were Laddie, pink; Topsy. crimson; and White
Delight. In the British class Messrs. Allwood
Bros, showed Marian Wilson, yellow fancv

;

Edward Allwood. scarlet; and Wivelsfield

Claret; while their American varieties were
Maine Sunshine, yellow; Harvester, white; and
Hnppv Day, scarlet.

Tn the very trying class for not fewer than
100 blooms of any one variety in a vase, both
exhibitors had highly commendable exhibits.

Mr. Engelmann used Ladv Northcliffe. while
Messrs. Allwood Bros, had their Edward

Allwood. In the colour classes, which each
required 25 blooms, Mr. Engelmann's varieties
were Crystal White, Delice (pink), Laddie
(salmon pink), Topsy (crimson), Maine Sun-
shine (any other colour), and Circe (fancy).
The competition in the class for 36 blooms,
any variety, packed for market, to illustrate
the method of packing, was very interesting,
and brought three exhibits; the best was the
box of Lady Northcliffe from Mr. C.

Engelmann.
There were three dinner-table decorations,

and, while the first prize was awarded to a
tall arrangement by Sir Randolph Baker (gr.

Mr. A. E. Csher), Ranston, Blandford, many
preferred the chaste display of Wivelsfield
Apricot by Mrs. A. R. Bide, of Farnham. Mrs.
Robinson, Bourne End, was second. The first

prize for a decorated basket of Carnations was
easily won by Mrs. Hammond, 509, King's Road,
Chelsea, who was also first-prize winner with
a beautiful bouquet of Lady Northcliffe Car-
nations and with well-arranged spray and
button-hole flowers.

The trade did not compete in the classes for

pot plants, where the best six were shown by
Mr. Geo. Morley, Preston Training College,

Aylesford. and the best three by J. D.

Campbell, Esq. (gr. Mr. Wm. Holder), Upper
Gatton Park, Reigate. In both instances the

plants were particularly well-grown examples.

In the florists' classes, which are provided

for a decorative exhibit of bouquets, baskets,

vases, etc., of Carnations, Mr. R. F. Felton
was the only exhibitor, but he made a very

attractive display and was awarded all six

first prizes.

Amateurs' Classes.

As in the case in the open classes, one

exhibitor was pre-eminent, and here Sir

Randolph Baker won most of the first prizes

with especially good blooms. In the classes

for vases of cut blooms the exception was that

for a vase of British-raised seedlings, which

was won by Mr. E. Bishop, Windsor.
There was no group of pot plants, but there

were three decorative arrangements of cut

Carnations on a table space, and here the first

prize was won by J. D. Campbell Esq., with

a highly artistic arrangement of very good

blooms, associated with Codiaeum leaves and
Asparagus plumosus. In the second-prize dis-

play by Sir Randolph Baker, the blooms were

of excellent quality, but the arrangement was

heavy.

Trade Exhibits.

Mr. C. Engelmann brought 244 distinct-

varieties of perpetual-flowering Carnations, and
by displaying from three to five blooms of

each in small vases made a very educational

and. in view of the Classification Conference,

an especially valuable exhibit (Large Gold

Medal). On another length of tabling Mr.

Engelmann displayed well-filled vases of ex-

cellent Carnations', which included Tarzan,

Topsy. and Jazz of the newer sorts, as well

as a large number of the varieties grown ex-

tensively for market (Gold Medal).
An exceedingly large and effective group of

Carnations was contributed by Messrs. All-
wood Bros. In the centre they had a quan-
tity of their brilliant variety, Edward Allwood,

which received a First-Class Certificate. This
was balanced by generous vases of Marian
Wilson and Wivelsfield Apricot, Amongst the

very many sorts so well shown we noted Chintz.

Wivelsfield Pink, and Mrs. C. P. Raphael as

being uncommonly well grown (Gold Medal).
Their new White Pearl, in great quantity,

was the chief feature of a collection bv Messrs.

Stuart Low and Co.. who also included ex-

cellent vases of Violet Mond, Brilliant.

Countess of Wilton, and Sir Edward Mackay
Edgar.

Annual Dinner.

The society held its annual dinner at the Hol-
born Restaurant during the evening preceding
the show, under the presidency of Mr, George
Monro. The tables were beautifully decorated
with Carnations by Mr. W. A. Sherwood, and
there was a large attendance.
In proposing the toast of " The British Carna-

tion Society," Mr. Monro reviewed the great pro-

gress made with Perpetual-flowering Carnations
during the past twenty years, and pointed out
that there was prospect of still greater improve-
ment and also of the creation of new sections,

of which Dianthus Allwoodii might be ta<ken as

an example. The society showed great vitality

and was fortunate in its selection of its officers.

Moreover, it had carried out excellent work
through its Classification Committee, and had
thus got ahead of the American Carnation

Society, which had not yet attempted to classify

Carnations. M». J. S. Brunton responded to

this toast. Mr. E. F. Hawes proposed " The
Ladies," and this was responded to by Mr. M.
AUwood, both of whom made exceedingly

humorous speeches, to the great delight of the

company. The Secretary (Mr. P. F. Bunyard)

proposed " The Visitors," to which toast Major

Matthews and Mr. W. Cuthlbertson responded :

while Mr. W. H. Page proposed " The Press,"

which was responded to by Mr. C. H. Curtis

{The Gardeners' Chronicle); and Mr. W. E.

Wallace proposed " The Chairman." During

the earlier part of the proceedings the speeches

were rather too long and a trifle too serious.

An excellent programme of music was arranged

for the evening.

SUNDRIDGE, BRASTED AND DISTRICT
GARDENERS'.

At a meeting of the above Society, held

in the Village Hall, Sundridge, Mr. Smart, of

Ovenden House Gardens, Sundridge, presiding,

Mr. J. R. Pulham gave a lecture on " Rock

and Water Gardens."
The lecturer dealt with the evolution of rock

gardens in this country, and the impetus

given to it by the increasing interest in, and

love for, Alpines. He dealt with the geologi-

cal characteristics and formation of different

kinds of rock stone, and gave interesting in-

formation regarding the weather-worn and
water-worn stone, also some facts connected

with stone from quarries.

The lecture was illustrated bv about 50

iantern slides.

BEDFORD AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

After a lapse of seven years this Society

resumed its exhibitions in the Bedford Corn

Exchange, on Thursday, November 3. The
weather was most unfavourable to a large

attendance of visitors, but, considering the heavy

downpour, the attendance was satisfactory.

Competition in all classes was keen. In the

open classes, blooms of fine colour and large size

were exhibited. The special prize offered for the.

largest Japanese, bloom was won 'by Mrs.

Guthrie (gr. Mr. P. Burr) for a beautiful

specimen of Wm. Turner. In tihe class for 12

distinct blooms, to be shown in four vases,

H. Allen, Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Blakeway) was
placed 1st with some excellent flowers. Another

strong competitor in the classes for cut blooms

was Cap*. Brassey (gr. Mr. J. Quin), who won
1st prizes for (1) a vase of five Japanese
'blooms; (2) |Eor three ibloome of a white

variety ; and (3) for a yellow variety ; this ex-

hibitor was 2nd for twelve blooms, distinct.

Sir Chas. Xall Cain (gr. Mr. T. Pateman) was
also a prominent exhibitor, his chief successes

being in the society's class for a collection of nine

distinct varieties of vegetables, and in Messrs.

Sutton's class for a collection of six distinct

kinds. He also won several 1st prizes for single

dishes of vegetables. In the plant classes this ex-

hibitor was placed 1st for (1) six Begonias;

(2) six Primulas; and (3) six Orchids in flower;

while in the fruit classes he won no fewer than

seven 1st prizes.

There was an interesting array of exhibits not

for competition, including n splendid collection

of Apnles from Messrs. Laxton Bros., who
showed their new Apple. Laxton's Superb, i"

splendid condition. Messrs. 0. Cooper and
Son had an attractive display of vegetables,

while Mr. A. Harrison, Sharnbrook, staged a

beautiful display of Orchids.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Trial of Savoy Cabbages ai Wisley, 1921.
The following awards hare been made to

Savoy Cabbages by the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society after trial at Wisley:

—

Award of Merit.

No. 10, New Year, sent by Messrs. Bare;
*Nos. 18, 19, 39, Early Favourite, sent by
Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, Messrs. Too-
good, and Messrs. Barr; No. 22, Latest, of All,

sent by Messrs. Watkins and Simpson; tNo.
23, Belleville, sent by Messrs.- Watkins and
Simpson; No. 31, Selected Drumhead, sent by
Messrs. Dobbie and Co.; Nos. 49, 50. Ormsk&rk
Late, sent by Messrs. Clucas and Messrs.

Bees; Nos. 36, 37, Best of All. sent by Messrs.
Watkins and Simpson and Mr. Sydenham.

Highly Commended.
Nos. 32, 33, Drumhead, sent by Messrs.

Simpson and Messrs. Barr; No. 40, The Too-
good, sent by Messrs. Toogood; Nos. 42. 43,

Covent Garden Select Late, sent by Messrs.

Veitch and Messrs. Watkins and Simpson;
No. 46, Ormskirk Late, sent by Mr. Scarlet.

CARDIFF GARDENERS.
A meeting was held at the Queen's Hotel,

Cardiff, on the 29th ult., Mr. M. Toy presid-

ing. Mr. A. Fry staged a very fine collection

of Apples, most suitable to this district, which
drew some very interesting remarks from the

older gardeners present. Mr. A. Fry was also

successful in winning the first prize for three

dishes of Apples; second, Mr. A. H. Cossam;
third, Mr. T. Collier.
An interesting paper on Zonal Pelargoniums,

by Mr. Webber was followed by a lively dis-

cussion.

TRADE NOTES.

A meeting of the Parliamentary Committee
of the Chamber elf Horticulture Committee was
held on Mondav, 28th ult., Messrs. Geo. Monro,
G. J. Miller, G. W. Leak, G. H. Barr, and the
Secretary being present.

Mr. Leak was appointed chairman.
The principal subject on the agenda was " To

consider recommendations for inclusion in the
Merchandise Marks Bill, which the Govern-
ment intend to introduce next session, to
amend the Merchandise Marks Acts."
After a full discussion, the Committee agreed

that it was desirable to present a case on
behalf otf horticulture to the Board of Trade
for inclusion in the draft for the proposed
Bill, and that affiliated societies be asked to
consider this matter and to submit a list of
the items they desire to be included, also their
reasons. In the opinion elf the Committee, it

was not thought wise to press for the inclusion
of horticulture as a whole, but only certain
special items that were chiefly affected by
foreign competition.

At the recent meeting of the Council of
the Chamber of Horticulture, the Parliamentary
programme of the Chamber was discussed in
detail, and it was finally decided to adopt the
original progranmie as drafted and agreed by
the Parliamentary Committee with slight altera-
tioms in wording, and to add other items from
time to time as necessity arose. The programme
in tihe first instance will consist of four main
points, viz. :

—

1. Reduction of Industrial Ta-xation.
2. Compulsory marking of foreign horti-

cultural produce, when exhibited for sale, and
the restriction of unfair foreign competition.

3. An immediate reduction in the postal
rates which affect catalogues, circulars, trade
papers, etc.. and to strongly press for the
provision of telephone services in rural
districts.

4. Improved transport facilities :—
(a) Advocating the consolidation of all the
various railway and canal traffic Acts.
(b) That the Ministry of Agriculture be sub-
stituted for the Board of Trade in regard
'1 Award for earliness.
+ Award for garden use.

to the settlement of disputes arising in re-

gard to the conveyance of horticultural pro-

duce.

(c) That tlie Ministry of Agriculture be given
powens to take proceedings in cases of

general importance to horticulture, on similar

lines to those provided by the Agricultural
and Technical Instruction (Ireland) Act 1899.

(d) That no appeal shall be made from the
decision in any court of law on any matters
relating to the Railway and Canal Traffic

Acts where the amount in dispute is under
£20.

(e) To provide for effectual means of pre-
venting railway companies from according
any preferential treatment to foreign horti-
cultural produce. To find means to obtain an
adequate service of transport sufficient to
contend with the amount of produce awaiting
delivery.

With reference to the despatch of goods by
passenger train, the question of railways in-

sisting on pre-paid carriage of all goods per
passenger train was again raised by Mr. Ladds,
and it was generally agreed that very strong
action was necessary to endeavour to obtain
pre-war conditions, when the time came to deal
with passenger traffic.

NEW HORTICULTURAL INVENTIONS.

Latest Patent Applications.
29,814.—Gardner, A.—Instrument for sowing

small seeds.—November 9.

30,098.—Gauntlelt, B. E. R.—Gardening
tools. November 11.

29,784.—Pease, E. L—Production of fer-
tiliser.—November 8.

28,814.—Buggs, H. G.—Apparatus for mixing
and delivering horticultural washes, etc.

—

October 31.

29,226.—Montford, W. M.—Turf cutting
appliance.—November 3.

28,578.—Klagnes, Ar—Process for production
of a cauterising substance for seeds.—October
27.

23,441.—Willson, A. W —Lawn-mowers.—
October 26.

Specifications Published Last Month.
170,368.—Palmer, H. C.—Means and method

of tying young trees, shrubs or plants to stakes
and the like.

170,393.—Strong, W. J. H.—Drying of fruit,
vegetables.

170.474.—Johnson, J. Y.—Manufacture and
production of fertilisers.

170,198.—Jones, C. H.—Apparatus for teach-
ing gardening.

Abstract Published Last Month.
Fertilisers.—Patent No. 169,323.
A new artificial manure or fertiliser has been

patented by J. C. Kernot, of 4. Vineyard Hill
Road, Wimbledon. The fertiliser contains
soluble and insoluble phosphates mixed witlh
ammonium chloride or nitrate and other nitro-
genous bodies obtained from bones. The pro-
cess consists in treating bones from hydro-
chloric or nitric acid, siphoning of the acid
liquor, neutralising it with ammonia, and with-
out separating, the precipitate evaporating to
dryness with constant stirring.
This list is specially compiled for The Gar-

deners' Chronicle by 'Messrs. Rayner and Co.,
Registered Patent Agents, of 5, Chancery Lane,
London, from whom all information relating to
patents, trade marks, and designs can be ob-
tained gratuitously.

Messrs. Rayner and Co., will obtain printed
copies of the published specifications amd will
forward on post free for the sum of Is. each.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Gardeners' Wages.—H. G. M. There is no
recognised standard of wages paid to gar-
deners apart from that drawn up by the
British Gardeners' Association ; the remunera-
tion varies in different parts of the country and
according to the responsibilities of the post.
The average wage paid to foreman gardeners
ranges from £2 10s. to £3 per week, the former

including rooms and vegetables. An experi-
enced working gardener should command £3
to £3 10s. per week, including house, coal and
lights. The British Gardeners' Association's
standard of hours and wages include a forty-
four hours working week and wages; foreman
£3 10s. per week, head gardener from
£3 12s. 6d. per week, with usual allowances

Grapes Rotting.—F. B. There are a few
specks of Botrytis, but the general failure is

probably due to wrong cultural conditions and
not fungous disease.

Largf. Pear: II'. V. Fruits of Doyenne du
Cornice weighing 20 oz. were exhibited at the
R.H.S. meeting on November 1. See Gard.
Chron., November 5, p. 240.

Melons and Cucumbers in the Same. House :

H. S. You would be perfectly safe in sow-
ing Melon seeds from fruits grown in the
same house as a Cucumber, as there would be
no fear of the pollen of the one plant fer-
tilising the flowers of the other.

Names of Fruits : G. A". P. 1, Baronne d
Mcllo ; 2, Vicar of Winkfield ; 3, decayed ; 4„
Old Nonpareil; 5, White Nonpareil; 6,
Whiting Pippin ; 7, Norfolk Stone Pippin :

8, Pitmaston Pine; 9. Yorkshire Beauty; 10.
Small's Admirable.

—

H. F. F. Pear decayed.—F. T. T). Hollandburv (svn. Horslev
Pippin).—/''. S. and S. L. 1, Waltham Abbev
Seedling; 2. Harvey's Wiltshire Defiance: 3.

Mirchull Crab.— It'. /. //. 1, Scarlet Non-
pareil ; 0, American Mother; 3. White Non-
pareil ; 4. Kerry Pippin ; 5, Golden Noble

;

6, Golden Reinette.

—

E. E. 1, Hamhledon
Deux Ans; 2, Catshead.—,S'a/»/>. 1, Lord
Lennox; 2. American Mother; 3, Court of

Wick ; 4, Blenheim Pippin.; 5. Duimelow's
Seedling (syn. Wellington); 6. Wvken Pippin.
—H IF. A. 1, Norfolk Stone; 2. Dumelow's
Seedling (syn. Wellington) : 3, Aromatic
Russet : 4. Nancy Jackson ; 5, Flower of Kent r

6. Scarlet- Pearmain ; 7, Golden Russet; 8,

Blenheim Pippin.

X \jies of Pvants: T. JI. 1, Pinus excelsa

:

2, Cephalotaxus pedunculata ; 3, Picea
excelsa. var. inverta ; 4 Quercus eoeciifera :

5, Staplivlea colchiea.— E. G. J. Erica
stricta.—J. I?. S. 1, Berberis Wilsonae;
2 and 4, B. subcaulialata ; 3, B. polyanthn

;

5. B. Gagnepainii ; 6, B. verrucnlosa ; 7, B.

Hookeii.

—

T. />., Cheshire. Ainslaea ptero-

poda. the plant is a native cf (he Himalayas,

and hardy in parts of this country, but the

flowers are inconspicuous.

—

T. N. B. Pyn-
cantha Lalandei.

—

E. F. 1, Nephrodium molle ;

2, possibly a seedling Aspidium angulare ; 3,

cannot name in the seedling stage ; 4. As-

plenium Adiantum-nigrum.
New Vine Border: G. 1). Lf. Do not use the

loam from the Bracken turf which had been

stacked for eight months, as this will con-

tain too much sand and peat. Make the

border of new fibrous loam, mixing this with

a little lime rubble, coarse bones, and bone-

meal. Do not use much Vine manure, but

rather use this for top-dressing later on.

The border may be made up anv time during

the winter, and the Vines planted at the

beginning of March.

Watering Plants: G. lluyes. A thorough

knowledge of how and when to apply water

to the various classes of plants can only re

gained by years of experience. Take the ca^e

of Cucumbers and many other similar plant* :

during hot, dry davs, transpiration is so rap"!

(hat the roots are unable to assimilate an

adequate supply of moisture, and flagging must

not alwavs he mistaken for lack of water in

the soil. More nlante are killed or rendere-f

unhealthy through overwatering than for want

of wMer. and only by a studv of the structure

and habit of the various plants, from semi-

aauatics to others caosble of bearing drought,

can success be obtained. Water should alwavs

be armlied at the same temperature or even

a little higher than the atmosphere in which

the plants are growing.

Communications Received— f. R. S—J. .T. 6.—
T. H—E. J.—a. S. P.—J. E. S. A.—G. L. S —
Bluebird—J. C. W. & S.—H. E. D.—W. W. l\—
H. A.
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Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 5, Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, December 14,

10 a.m. : Bar. 30.3 ; temp. 41°. Weather—Foggy.

Horticulture
in Holland.

The "Dutch Number"
issued by the Times on
December 6, gives an ad-

mirable and complete pic-

ture of life in the Netherlands and of the

industries in which the Dutch excel- The
fact that the article on horticulture—under
the picturesque title of " The Garden of

Europe"— is by Mr- Ernst H. Krelage, the

Vice-president of the Netherlands Horticul-

tural Federation, is a guarantee of its ex-

cellence, and if that article be read in con-

nection with others in the number on the

constitution of Holland and on the agri-

culture of the Netherlands, it becomes easy

to understand why horticulture in Holland
has reached such an important position

Four causes would appear to have contributed

to this result, the first, and doubtless the

most important, is the natural bent of the

people. The addiction of Dutchmen to

horticultural pursuits is of no modern
ctigin. In the middle ages, as Mr. Krelage

observes, they were already famous for their

skill in horticulture. During the fifteenth

and sixteenth century, migrants from the

Netherlands established themselves in Den-
mark and in this country and engrafted on

*he stock of local practice their specialised

knowledge of horticulture. Indeed, Mr.
Krelage makes the interesting observation

•hat the horticulture of Guernsey owed its

origin tu the enterprise of Dutch settlers in

that island. Natural proclivity and industry

would thus seem to constitute the prime

cause of the success which Dutchmen have

achieved in the practice of horticulture. Side

by side with these gifts go also those of

aptitude for business and readiness in com-

bination. Second among these causes is the

instinct for or habit of specialisation which
characterises both Dutch farmers and Dutch
horticulturists. This specialisation is seen

in the localisation of special forms of horti-

culture in special regions. Centring round

Aalsmeer are the floral farms. The neigh-

bourhood of Haarlem is famous for bulb

cultivation ; Beverwijk is a great Strawberry

growing centre. The provinces of north

and south Holland are the great vegetable-

gi owing districts in which are produced vast

quantities of early Potatos, Broccoli, Cab-

bage, Carrots, Peas, Beans, etc. To this

form' of cultivation some 62,000 acres are

devoted. 'Fruit growing, which absorbs an

equal area, is more generally distributed.

The tree and shrub-raising industry is

carried on in such centres «9 Boskoop,

Naarden and Oudenbosch. Specialisation in

distribution, no less than in production is a

characteristic of Dutch horticulture, and in

illustration of this fact Mr. Krelage points

out that in pre-war days the cut flowers of

Aalsmeer, the island village near Amsterdam,
were exported daily not only to the British,

German and other neighbouring markets,

but also so far afield as St. Petersburg and
Constantinople. The area under bulbs is

about 10,000 acres, and the exports in pre-

vious years reached the enormous figures of

23.000 tons, valued, according to Mr. Kre-

lage, at one and a half million pounds ster-

ling. The third cause of the excellence of

Dutch horticulture is to be traced to the

excellent system of horticultural education

which is in vogue in Holland and the excel-

lence of that system derives to no inconsider-

able extent from the curiously decentralised

constitution of the country. As a result of

this large measure of local government the

central authority does not loom too large in

education, but each district has the power
of determining the k'nd of horticultural

education which it shall receive. As conse-

quences of this partial decentralisation, local

interest in horticultural education is stimu-

lated and at the same time the excellent

system of State prevention of plant diseases

is rendered possible. Last, and by no means
least, among the causes which have led to

thf great success of Dutch horticulture, is

the quality of the soil. Soil and climate

—

no less than the industry and skill of the

people—enable the Dutch growers to cultivate

with success, not only the more easily grown
bulbs such as Narcissus, but also such diffi-

cult subjects as the Hvacinth. As a con-

sequence of Dutch horticultural industry and
of other forms of intensive farming, this

small country, one-ninth the size of Great

Britain and Ireland, supports a population

or 212 persons per square mile as compare'
with 144 in the United Kingdom. Without
mineral resources, compelled to import coal

and also food-stuffs for man and cat'tle,

Holland, nevertheless, continues to maintain

a population larger in relation to its area

than that of any other country in Europe,
except Belgium. Nor is the industry of the

Dutch content with the cultivation of the

land which is already available; it extends

also to great schemes for reclaiming yet

more land from the sea and at the present

time a project is on foot which, when com-

pleted, will add a new and fertile province

to Holland. By constructing a system of

d\kes in the Zuider Zee it is expected that

500,000 new acres of rich loamy land will be

reclaimed.

Our Almanac—We propose to publish in an
early issue of the New Year a Gardeners'
Chronicle Almanac for the year 1922. In order
to make it as useful as possible for reference,

we shall be obliged if secretaries of horticul-

tural, botanical and allied societies, or any
of our correspondents, will send us immediate
information of all fixtures for the coming year.

The Gardeners' Diary for 1922.—The Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardeners' Diary* and
Note Book for 1922, edited bv Mr. W. R. Dykes,
and printed and published for the E.H.S. by
Messrs. Charles Letts and Co., appears to be

as useful and informative as its ten pre-

decessors. It is extremely handy for the

pocket, and, as it contains timely notes con-

cerning horticultural procedure, its popularity

is certain to be as great as that of former

issues.

Curtis's Botanical Magazine.—The Council of

the Royal Horticultural Society has decided to

make itself responsible for the publication of

the But. Mag., and gardeners and botanists

alike will be glad to know that the publication

is to be continued. Messrs. Lovell, Reeve and

Co., in whose possession the copyright has been

since they purchased it from the Curtis family

in 1845, 'decided that they could not continue

the publication after the end of 1920. As stated

in Gard. Chron., November 26, p. 267, the work

was offered to Kew, but the Government could

not see its wav to allow the botanical authorities

there to retain the Botanical Magazine as an

official publication. The copyright was then

bought by several well-known gardeners when
they heard that there was a possibility of its

going out of the country. It was first offered as

a gift to the Government, so that Kew might

continue to edit and control the publication, but

the Treasury raised difficulties, and it yvas

then offered to the Royal Horticultural Society

on condition that that Society would make itself

responsible for the publication and obtain pos-

session of the stock of the third and fourth series

from 1845 up to the present time. Negotiations are

now in progress for the l'esumption of publica-

tion, and early notice will be given as soon as

they are complete.

Potato Immunity Trials, 1921—As a result of

the trials carried out at tlhe Ormskirk Potato

Testing Station during 1921, the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries has decided to add to

the list of varieties of Potatos which are

officially approved as being immune to Wart

Disease, the following four varieties :—Dun-

vegan, Ranfurlv Red, The Celt, Barley Bounty.

No Wart Disease was found on certain other

varieties which were tested at Ormskirk for the

second time this year, but in view of the ex-

ceptional season, the Ministry does not regard

these results as being sufficient to justify such

varieties being listed as definitely immune from

Wart Disease, and they must, therefore, pass

satisfactorily through a' further test before any

deoision on their immunity can be made.

Chrysanthemum ornatum Hybrid.—Under this

name, there is flowering in the Conservatory

(Creenhouse No. 4) at Kew, a large group of

very decorative plants in 6 inch (32 size) pots.

It Is a hybrid raised by Mr. F. W. Smith (an

old Kewite), of the Hollies, Weybridge,

between the species Chrysanthemum ornatum
and a single-floyvered variety. Bushy in habit,

li to 2 feet high, the mauve-tinted white blos-

soms have comparatively short stalks, and in

size arid general formation, suggest a Marguerite

(Paris Dtajsy) rather than a single-flowered

decora li vr Chrysanthemum. This new hybrid is

interesting a« well as decorative and suggests

(hat other hybrids in the genus Chrysanthemum
may be of horticultural value.

The Late Lord Lindley—The death of Lord

Lindley on December 9, at East Carleton.

Norwich, at the venerable age of 93, will be

learned with much regret by the older school

of horticulturists, for he was the son of Dr.

John Lindley, one of the foundew of. and first

Editor of '/'A*' Gardeners' ChronicU : bis grand-

* '/'he Rji S. Gardener* Diary and Vote Book for
;>--'. Edited by W. It. Dykes. Charles Letts A Co
London. Price Bs. 3d., post tree, from our Publishing
Depa rtinrnt.
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father was a nurseryman at Catton, near Nor-

wich, and the author of A Guide to the Orchard

and Kitchen Garden. Nathaniel Lindley

was born on November 29. 1828, at Turn-

ham Green, Middlesex, not far from the old

R.H.S. Gardens at Ghiswick, his father being

then Secretary of the Royal Horticultural

Society. He was educated at University Col-

lege School and called to the Bar by the Middle

Temple in November, 1850, and took silk in

1872. His progress was rapid, and in 1S75, he

was appointed a judge of the Common Pleas.

In 1881, Lindley was appointed Lord Justice

and, from October 25, 1897, made Master of

Rolls ; subsequently he was made a Lord of

Appeal in Ordinary, with a life Peerage under

the title of Baron 'Lindley, of East Carleton, in

the County of Norfolk. Thus the son attained

as great eminence in law as his brilliant father

did in botany and horticulture, and both father

and son were the authors of classical works on

the subjects of their respective callings. For
many years Lord Lindley was one of the pro-

prietors and directors of this journal, and his

unique knowledge of the law was of inestimable

value to his fellow members responsible for the

policy and conduct of The Gardeners'
Chronicle; he served for many years on the

board of directors, resigning in January, 1908.

Lord Lindley was a Fellow of the Royal Society

and received honorary degrees from Oxford,
Cambridge and Edinburgh. He married Sarah
Katharine, daughter of Edward John Teale, of

Leeds, and by her had nine children, of whom
six survive. One of his daughters, who died
in 1908, was the wife of Sir William Cameron
Gull, who succeeded Lord Lindley as ai director
of this journal. Unfailing in his kindness and
of an exquisite courtesy, his memory will be
honoured by all who knew him. The charm and
kindness which were natural to him made
acquaintance with Loi>d Lindley not only a
privilege, but also education, for they showed
urbanity linked with ability and equability of
temper joined with strength and profundity of
mind.

Kauri Gum Industry in New Zealand.—From
an article in The Journal of the Royal Society
of Arts for December, we learn that the average
output of Kauri gum in New Zealand has
risen from 12,000 tons to 15,000 tons, as com-
pared with 8,000 or 9,000 tons in' pre-war
times, and the by-products are estimated to be
worth as much or even more than the gum it-

self. The chief source is from the peat or
pukau, which is the damaged Kauri gum in the
low or swampy land found in the territory
around Auckland. The peat is placed on a
screen and water forced through it ; the screen
gathers the chip gum a.nd allows the waste or
tailings to drop beneath. This chip gum is of
various grades, and it is estimated that forty
to fifty gallons of Kauri gum oil may be ob
tained from a cubic yard of pukau. " The oil

contains a large amount of motor spirit and tur-
pentine. Apparently the supply is almost inex-
haustible, for it is slated that one company
alone has deposits containing 13.000,000 cubic
yards of pukau, 'besides which there are large
numbers of buried Kauri trees, from which large
quantities of oil can be very easily extracted.

The Tricentenary of a French Gardener. ^In
a village a few miles east of Paris may still

be seen the tomb of Edme Girardot, who died
on December 7, 1621, and whose gravestone
bears the inscription :

" Promoter of the Culti-
vation of Peaches in Espaliers at Bagnolet."
His descendant, Baron Girardot, who took part
in the little tri-centenary festival in honour of
his ancestors, tells a curious tale 'of this old
gardener. When Edme Girardot married, hi'
wife brought him a little vineyard and orchard
as her portion. It was surrounded by a plas-
tered brick wall. One day the gardener noticed
a little sapling of Peach, 'which had apparently
been self-sown close to the wall, and amused
himself by nailing the branches to the brick-
work. The result astonished him. It happened
to be a. south wall, and the Peaches were a
size and quality such as he had never seen
before. He consulted the famous gardener. La
Quintmie. who advised him to take a basket of
fruit to the Prince of Conde's Chateau at Chan-
tilly, where King Louis XIV. was staying, and

to place it in the pantry, marked " For the

King'6 dessert." This was done, and great was
the Grand Monarque's annoyance and curiosity

when he failed to learn the origin of his luscious

treat. Not long after, His Majesty was hunting

at Yincennes, east of Paris, when a peasant

with two boys stood by the roadside, bearing

a basket of the same sort of Peaches. The King
questioned them, rode to Bagnolet, saw the

espaliers, tasted the fruit, ordered a basket

yearly, and fixed an annual pension on Girardot.

"Naturally, the neighbours speedily adopted

espaliers and the " Peaches of Montreuil " be-

came famous. Louis XP7. took the two boys

into his service as mousquetaires. When they

retired they did not neglect their gardening,

and their Peaches were still famous. The
family mostly followed military careers

;

Napoleon made one a Baron, and his grandson,

the present Baron, wears the 1914-18 War
Cross.

Sir Herbert Maxwell.—The Right Hon. Sir

Herbert Eustace Maxwell, seventh baron of

Momeith, whose portrait we have pleasure in

repnducing below, is one of the keenest gar-

dwent m Scotland or, indeed, in Great Britain.

THE KT. HON. SIR HERBERT EUSTACE MAXWELL.

His proclivities for horticulture are evinced not

only \.\ I/is beautiful gardens at Monreitli, in

Wigtownshire, but also in hie writings, for he

has .'cng been a valued contributor to those

pages and also writes extensively in other horti-

cultural journals. He is the author of numerous
valuable publications covering a wide range of

subjects, including romance, history, fishes and
gardening. Sir Herbert has a most facile pen and
a charming style which illuminates all his literary

work. He is a keen observer of nature, and has a
knowledge ripe from experience, as the many
notes which he contributes on various matters
of interest to gardeners in these pages show,
and he is familiar not only with the plants them-
selves, but knows, how best to cultivate them.
Readers will remember that Sir Herbert Maxwell
contributed a most delightful series of articles to
these pages, entitled " Notes from a Galloway
Garden," in 1917. Sir Herbert is one of the
busiest of men, for amongst the offices he holds,
or has held, are those of Lord-Lieutenant of

Wigtownshire, Lord of the Treasury (1886-92) ;

President of the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-
land; Chairman of the Roval Commission on
Tuberculosis (1897-98) ; and'of the Royal Com-
mission on Scottish Historical Monuments. Be-
sides all this, he has the care of an estate cf
some 16,900 acres which he owns in Scotland.
Like other busy men. Sir Herbert finds in ga,
dening a pleasurable diversion and relaxation

from other affairs, and garden lovers owe a

debt to 'him for the entertaining and instructive
notes which he contributes on his tn.vourite

pastime. British horticulture owes much, and
nas at all times owed much, to the presence
among its devotees of men like Sir Herbert
Maxwell, who. although they pursue horti-

culture only in their leisure time, yet pursue
it with no less fidelity and assiduity than the
professional gardener. As a result of their

attainments , they become recognised by all as
leaders in the world of horticulture. Though
the numbers of such men are at any one time
but small, the influence which they exert on
the development of horticulture is great and
beneficent

The Down Tree of the West Indies.—Ochroma
Lagopus, the Down Tree or Cork wood of the

West Indies, produces a silky cotton in the pods
which is useful for stuffing pillows and other

articles which require padding, as the fibre as

beautifully soft. The capsules are some nine

inches long and nearly two inches in diameter,

and they have five valves. As soon as the fruit

is ripe and dehiscence takes place, the valves

fall off cleanly, leaving the downy substance
containing the brown seeds within. The wood of

the tree is very soft and tough, so that it is

largely used in the building of aeroplanes, and
is said to be an excellent substitute for cork for

entomological work.

The Dahlia in America.—The Dahlia is stated

to be the flower in the greatest public favour
at the present time hi America, and the Ameri-
can Dahlia Society is a flourishing Association.

The annual show held this autumn was the
most successful since the Society was instituted.

According to the Garden Magazine, the great-

est improvement was seen in white and red
varieties, and that journal also etates that the
best novelties in the United States are being
produced by Californian raisers. Exceptionally
good white varieties were shown in Gladys
Sherwood, a white, Paeony-flowered Dahlia
with long, gracefully recurved florets; Polar
Snow, clear ivory white, with florets of ex-

cellent waxy textuTe; and White Glory, a pure
white seedling, these three being stated to be
improvements on any other white variety in

America.

" Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five Years
Ago.—Beet and Flour for Bread Making.—-The
Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy, paymaster of civil

services in Ireland, has addressed a public letter

to Mr. Labouchere, drawing attention to the fact

that Beetroot and flour, mixed in equal pro-
portions, make excellent nutritious bread. We
have had the experiment tried, by rasping down
a red Beetroot, and mixing with it an equal
quantity of flour; and we find that the dough
rises wrell, bakes well, and forms a loaf very
similar to good brown bread in taste and
appearance. We regard this as an important
discovery ; because there is no crop which can
be so readily introduced into Irish cultivation as

the Beet and its varieties, because no crop will

yield a larger return, and because an abundant
supply of seed may be had of it from France.
We have long since shown the great value of

Beet crop, in point of nutrition ; that in fact

it ranks higher than any known plant which is

cultivable. But there was always the difficulty

of how to consume it, for men would find it a

poor diet by itself, and the present circum-
stances of Ireland are not snch as to justify the

introduction of produce which can become food
for man only after having been transformed into

pigs and oxen. The discovery, however, in

Germany, of the facility with which it may be
combined with bread, removes the difficulty, and
places Beet incontestably at the head of the new
articles which should be introduced into Irish

husbandry. In its relation to Potatos. Beet
stands as 1.020 to 433. if its nutritive quality

is considered ; and as 8,330 to 3,480 in regard
to utilisable produce of all kinds. It is still to

be determined what kind of Beet could be best
cultivated for this purpose. Red Beet pro-

duces brown bread ; white sugar Beet would pro-

bably yield a white bread, and of still better
quality: Mangold Wurzel we have ascertained

to form a bread of inferior quality, but still

eatable enough. Card. Chron., December 19,

1846.
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA MISS PHYLLIS MARSHALL.
A fine and richly coloured advance on

Cattleya Clarkiae (bicolor x labiata), again
crossed with C. labiata, has been raised and
flowered in the collection of Frederick J. Han-
"bury, Esq., Brockhurst, East Grinstead, who
kindly gives a flower for recording.
The form of the flower is that of C. Clarkiae

very much enlarged, but retaining the C.
tricolor form of the lip, with its short, side
•lobes, narrow middle, and broadly expanded
front, which is flat, and bears no trace of the
more convolute lip of C. labiata. The sepals
petals and base of the lip are bright rosy-
mauve, the front lobe purplish crimson. The
stout column is white and like that of C. bicolor.
It is probable that other varieties will show
more of C. labiata. It. is a distinct advance in
its section in every way.

NEW CROSSES.
From Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park

(Orchid gr. Mr. Fames), come flowers

of three pretty new crosses. Cattleya
Mamie, between C. Maggie Raphael
alba and C. Drapsiana primulina (Dowiana X
Mrs. Pitt), is near to C. Maggie Raphael alba,
the sepals and petals being white, slightly

tinged with primrose-yellow, and the lip rosy-

mauve, with closely arranged gold lines.

Laelio-Cattleya Epsom (L.-C. Ophir x C.

Gaskelliana alba) is of good form and sub-
stance, white, with yellow diso and radiating
lines on the lip, the front of which is rose-

purple, with silver veining.
Laelio-Cattleya Golden Guinea (L.-C. Myra

x C. Dowiana aurea) has in its composition
C Dowiana, C. Trianae, and L. flava, the last-

named dominating in colour, and reducing the

size of the Cattleya parents. The twin-flowered

inflorescence has blooms which have clear

yellow sepals and petals and a reddish-rose,

crimped lip effectively veined with pale yellow.

THE BULB GARDEN.
THE BELLADONNA LILY.

The cultivation of the Belladonna Lily is a
•simple matter when the necessary .essentials

are carried out. The best site for the bulbs
is one under the shelter of a south wall or

building. The next consideration is the soil;

this should be a deep, well drained, light loam.
Take out the poor soil to the depth cif about
two feet : put six inches of clinkers in the
bottom, and over this place turves, grass side

downwards, and fill in the remainder of the
sparo with loam or good garden soil, with the
addition of about one-fifth of old leaf-mould

(of Beech or Oak for preference), and a small

amount of ash from the garden fire, un
screened. If the pieces of charcoal are mixed
in with the soil they may help to keep the

material both sweet and porous. The addition

of a small quantity of old mortar rubbish is

also desirable.

The planting of the bulbs should be done
-in the autumn, placing them in clumps of

three, about 9—12 inches apart. Place a good
handful of sand under each bulb and cover

with about six inches of soil. The bulbs should
be nrotected from severe frost during the winter
with a mulching of strawy litter, leaves or

Bracken, but the covering must be removed
in early spring to allow the foliage to develop
fully during the growing season, as on this

depends entirely the strength of the flower

spikes. Apply weak liquid manun? when the
plants are growing freely, especially during
hot, dry weather, but withhold stimulants
as soon as the leaves begin to turn yellow, and
after the bulbs havs had a partial rest the
flower spikes will appear and become fullv
developed by the end of the summer or verv
late autumn. An array of flowering spikes
will nrnvide a picture of striking beauty that
"will last for a considerable period. I never re-

member the Belladonna Lily flowers to be better
than they were this sea.sin. when the earth
was iron and the heavens brass. J}. 77. Crock-
ford, Weston Pari- Gardens, Stevenage.

LILIUM TESTACEUM.
This Lily, which is also known as L.

isabellinum and L. excelsum, is supposed to be
a hybrid between L. candidum and L. chalced-
oniciun. Whatever the origin—and that men-
tioned seems as likely as any—this is one of the
best garden Lilies, while it is also recommended
by a high authority as excellent for forcing in
spring, although it is rarely cultivated in this
way. In the garden, however, where it does
well, as a rule, it is one of the easiest of border
Lilies to cultivate, and rarely fails to give
satisfaction. It is of commanding presence when
grown in good soil, sometimes attaining a height
of five or six feet, and even when of lesser
stature is quite beautiful. It bears a number of
handsome, beautifully coloured flowers of a
kind of nankin-yellow, hence its popular name
of " The Nankin Lily." These are of the true
Turk's-cap form and of good size and prettily
reflexed.

I have grown this Lily in various soils and
have never had any trouble with it. In some
places it is subject to the disease which causes
such damage to one of its reputed parents—L.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons. The Kew
trees were ho doubt planted in 1870 or 1871,
during the formation of the Pinetum by Sir
Joseph Hooker. The tallest specimen is now
about 24 feet in height and 16 feet in diameter.
The Prumnopitys is an attractive evergreen

tree of moderate size, but in a wild state it

attains a height of 40 to 50 feet. As there are
specimens in the western counties closely
approaching, if not reaohing, this height, it is

evidently happy in the mild and moist conditions
where so many shrubs on the borderland of
hardiness thrive. The healthy condition of the
Kew trees suggests that the Prumnopitys is not
so much damaged by smoke as are the Abies
and Piceas. As a subject for a hedge, it is held
in very high esteem by several western planters,
being preferred by them to the Yew.
The greenish-yellow. Plum-like fruits are

about |-inch long. The fleshy outer portion,
enclosing the stone, is eaten by the Chilians.
A. 0.

SYRINGA PEKINENSIS PENDULA.
Mr. William Robinson's dislike for Privet is

well known, and he devotes much space in

Fig 135.

—

prumnopitys elegans ; fruiting branch.

candidum—and in such gardens it is desirable to
spray the plant with a fungicide in good time.
Some of the best plants I have seen were at the
back of a rich border of moderately heavy loam,
which was renewed every few years. I have
also observed it for several years in a garden
belonging to a cottage where it thrives
admirably, the bulbs being lifted annually at
the Potato-planting season, when the border is

dug deeply and heavily manured with rather fresh
stable manure. The soil of this cottage garden
is very sandy, but the annual lifting and the
use of fresh stable manure are quite heterodox,
although giving capital results. The bulbs
should be planted at a depth of about six to
nine inches. L. testaceum is perfectly hardv.
S. Arnotl.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

PRUMNOPITYS ELEGANS.
Prumnopitys elegans is sometimes referred to

as the Plum-fruited Yew, but the autumn oi

1921 is apparently the first occasion the Kew
trees have developed fruits (Fig. 135). The
species was first introduced in 1860 from Chili
by Richard Pearce, when collecting on behalf of

The English Flower Garden to running down
this "meanest of all mean shrubs, I think, but
popular beyond all others." As there are many
who share his dislike for the Common Privet,
it is not without fear of dispute that. I venture
to put in a good word for a shrub that is closely
related to it.

The shrub in question is known as Syringa (or
Ligustrina> pekinensis. It was discovered over
forty years ago by Abbe David in the mountains
of Northern China, and is quite hardy and quick
growing in this country. Although it is met with
in gardens under the generic name of Syringa, it

is virtually a Chinese Privet. Of this specie-
there is a verv graceful pendulous form that
was raised in the Arnold Arboretum from seed
collected in China. Instead of growing erect, as
Privel does, this variety has slender brandies
and the flowers are borne in loose, rather shape
less panicles, late in the season and Ion.; after
most other flowering shrubs have ceased to be in-

teresting. Picture for one moment a weeping
stacdard tree 6 ft or more in height, with thin
wiry shoots, carrying pairs of narrow, tapering
have-;, and the shoots terminating in foam-like
panicles of densely clustered small while Bi

This i- Syringa pekinensis pendula. Herbert
i !•' /. Tunbridge Wt Us.
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l|The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bj Johjt Coutts, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Planting for Winter Effect.—Numbers of
plants are suitable for this purpose, edther for
their flowers, fruite, or coloured stems. Shrubby
subjects that flower during the winter include
Jasniinum nudifloruni, the long sprays olf

which are very useful for indoor decoration

;

Chimonanthus fragrans, the Winter Sweet;
Londcera fragrantissima and L. Standishi

;

Hamamelis arborea, H. japonica, H. zuc-
cariraana and H. mollis, the Witch Hazels, the
last being the most beautiful of them all, and
in the London neighbourhood often in flower
about Christmas, its deliciously fragralrot

flowers scenting the air for yards around

;

Viburnum Tinus (Laurustinus), which, in warm,
sunny positions will bloom more or less all
through wnnter; Osmanthus aquifolium, of
which there are several varieties, green, and
variegated, produces its small, fragrant
flowers during autumn and winer; O. fragrans,
which is hardy in favoured situations in the
south and west; and Garrya elliptica, a beautiful
evergreen producing ornamental grey-green
catkins suitable when cut for house decoration.
This plant is generally hardy, but in the north,
and in cold districts, it should be grown as a
beautiful wall shrub. Cornus Mas (Cornelian
Cherry) should be planted for its flowers, which
are usually produced during February and
March.

Plants with Coloured Stems.—There are a
number of plants with coloured stems that are
invaluable for winter effect, chief among them
being the red and golden Willows, also the tea
Dogwood. The young shoots of the cunrem,
year give the most brilliant colouring, thus the
plants should be cut back each year. Where
large trees of the Willows are desired, a portion
of the shoots should be cut back each year.
Other plants useful for their coloured stems
are the white-washed Brambles, Rubus biflorus,
and R. leucodermis ; Kerria japonica, and
Leycesteria formosa 'both valuable, for their vivid
green colouring of the stems. There are also
many shrubby plants that are useful for the
warm, brown colouring of their stems. When
planting for winter effect tne common Silver
Birch should not be overlooked. Most of the
subjects mentioned should be planted in bold
groups.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq..

Copped Hall, Epping.

Compost for a Vine Border—The compost for
planting vines should be prepared a week or
two beforehand, and should be neither too wet
nor too dry. The following compost is one that
1 employed in the making of new vine borders
.some eighteen years ago in these gardens, and
the result has been eminently satisfactory. To
each cart-load of good loam cut from a twelve-
months' old stack half a cwt. of very coarse
bones -was added together with the same
quantity of bone meal, one barrow-load of char-
coal, one harrow-load wood ash, and about one
ouarter of a crert. of Thomson's vine manure.
These ingredients were well incorporated by
repeatedly turning the heap and allowed to
remain a week or two before being used. The
border in the first instance was 3 'feet 6 inches
wide, and as the compost was wheeled in a wall
of turves was made to hold the soil in position
This was added to year by year until the border
wad completed. The vines were planted in a
green and growing condition, and in turning
them out of their pots the roots were not dis-
turbed

; but if I planted vines in a dormant
state I should remove the ;>ld soil and immerse
the roots in a tank of water previous to plant-
ing so that they might be laid out carefully as
the soil was placed around them.

By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Zygopetalum—The partially developed pseudo-
bulbs of Zygopetalum Mackay i are sending out
flower spikes. These plants usually do best in
a warm temperature, and from now onwards
until the flowering season is over extra care
must be taken in applying water at the roots,
as an exosss of moisture may cause the leaves to
become spotted. Water should only be applied
when the compost has become dry, when suffi-

cient should be given to soak the materials
thoroughly. When flowering is over or the
spikes are cut, the plants may be repotted if

considered necessary, and as it is a strong,
deep-rooted species, plenty of pot room and a
good depth of compost are required. The pots
should be filled to one-quarter their depth with
drainage materials, and the remainder with a
mixture of good turfy loam and Osmunda fibre
mixed with plenty of crushed crooks. Pot the
plants to within an inch of the top of the pot,
and make a surface dressing of choppea
Sphagnum-moss and portions of the soil.

Zygopetalum Ballae—This Orchid is also
developing flower spikes and rooting freely
from the bases of the newly-formed pseudo-
bulbs. The plants should be placed near to the
roof-glass in a warm, shady part of the inter-
mediate house. Sprinkle the surface layer of
Sphagnum-moss frequently with water to keep it

green and healthy.

Other Zygopetalums.—Plants of Z. crinitum,
Z. Perrenuodii, Z. Gottianum, Z. Protheroianuin,
also Zygocolax Wiganianus and Z. Charles-
worthii are in full growth, and should be
afforded liberal supplies of water at the roots
until the growth of the new pseudo-bulbs is

completed. Any repotting should be attended
to soon after growth commences. Zygopetalum
maxillare and Z. Gautieri have a rambling
habit, and are not suitable for growing in pots
or pans

; they do best when fixed on a portion of
the stem of a Tn?e-Fern. If necessary, the root-
ing space may be extended by wiring another
piece of stem on the top of the old block. The roots
should be kept moist at all times. The plants
do best suspended in a moist, shady position in
a house having a warm, intermediate tempera-
ture.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. Nall-Cain, Bart.

The Node. Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Soil for Seed-raising.—At this season of the
year time is often available for preparing soil

for seed-raising, and if this work is done non-
it will help to relieve pressure of other matters
in the busy months after the turn of the year.
The soil which is intended to be used for this
purpose here is already prepared and under
cover to keep dry for" immediate use. It rs
not desirable to prepare a rich mixture for the
purpose; a compost consisting of old potting
soil and about equal quantities of new soil and
leaf-mould, with a little burnt refuse and sand
added, will be suitable for the raising of all
kinds of seedlings. It will also be advisable to ex-
amine the old seed-boxes, repairing any that are
broken, and, by the use of a stiff brush, cleaning
them in readiness for when thev are required.
Any deficiences should be made Erood bv replacing
them with new boxes, and this will provide
work for the staff on wet days.

Early Potatos—Provided the seed tubers have
been specially prepared and sprouted, they will,
in all probability, be ready for planting in
heated frames or In pots prepared for the pur-
pose. If grown in heated frames they will
benefit from a slight bottom heat, and This may
he provided by a good layer of Oak or
Beech leaves, about 2 feet 6 inches m depth.
Cover the leaves with fairly light soil to the
depth of 12 inches, and plant the tubers in
rows about 18 inches apart, allowing about 12
inches between the individual sets. Choose h
quick, maturing variety with short haulm for
this crop. If grown in pots leave sufficient
space for top dressing the roots after the plants
have made suitable growth.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C
Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Pruning the Peach—By having a supply of
young wood in all parts of the tree, a regular
and satisfactory crop of fruit should follow. To
produce this supply of young wood, it is neces-

sary to have recourse to shortening the branches,

of the preceding year—more or less—according,

to their size, and the state of the tree. An
unripened wood, or such as may have been,

damaged by accident, should be shortened
to a healthy, matured bud, and also all those:

from which it is wished to procure a supply

of other shoots, either to fill a vacancy, or for-

the extension of the tree. In young trees short-

ening of the shoots is of great importance, par-

ticularly towards the bottom or middle of the-

tree; for if they were laid in at full length, the
bottom and centre of the tree would thereby-

become thin, and, indeed, bare of such shoots

;

the nature of stone fruits is such that amputa-
tions of large branches are dangerous, produc-

ing gum, canker, and finally death. This,

shortening is less important at the more ex-

treme parts of the trees, particularly in old

trees, or such as have filled their allotted space;

on the wall ; but where such have been injured

by frost, mildew, or accident, they should be
cut back to sound wood.

Insecticides.—Wall trees should, if practicable,

be entirely loosened from the wall every year
at the time of the winter pruning, and the wall

thoroughly cleansed and dressed with a suitable

insecticide. An old-fashioned remedy, and a by
no means ineffectual one, is that of washing t be-

wails with a strong solution of horse urine,

applying it with a partly-worn bricklayer'a-

brush. After the use of this, or some other
safe solution, the trees themselves should be
dealt with. The buds of some fruit trees will*

withstand a much stronger specific than others,

but the proportions given below are safe to use.

For Peach, Nectarine and Apricot trees: To>

about eight gallons of hot water, add one pound
of soft soap, two pounds of flowers of sulphur,,

and one ounce of common shag tobacco. After
thoroughly mixing, strain, and occasionally stir

the specific whilst it is being applied. For Pear,
Apple, Cherry and Plum trees : To four
gallons of water add one pound of soft soap r

two pounds of flowers of sulphur, and two-
ounces of shag tobacco. For Vines and Figs :

To four gallons of water add half a pound of
soft soap, one pound of sulphur, and one ounce
of shag tobacco. The above should be used*

in a tepid state, drawing the brush up the
shoots. Where the composition of an insecticide-

is unknown, or about which there mav be any
susDicion as to its suitability, the above for-

mulas may be safely depended on.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Stawaro. Gardener to R. C. Palmer Morb--
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Tree Carnations.—The earliest batch of cut-

tings will be rooted, and the plants should be-

potted singly. Great care should be taken in

handling the plants as the roots are very easily

damaged. Later batches of cuttings should be
inserted when they can be procured and rooted"

in a propagating frame. Plants coming into

bloom should have plentv of fresh air. which
should be admitted by both the top and bottom
ventilators.

Violets in Frames—These plants should be-

relieved of all decayed leaves and watered on
bright mornings. Where the frames are

arranged on porous material, such as old

branches, more water will be required than
when they are set on a hard surface. Admit
plenty of air to the frames on all favourable
occasions, and keen the lights well covered with
protective material in frosty weather.

Lily-ol-the-Valley.—A number of Ldly-of-the-

Valley crowns should be introduced into the
forcing house and stood over strong bottom
heat. The spikes of flowers will be ready for

use in the approaching festive season, when
choice white flowers will be in great demand.
A quantity of Spiraeas may be started at the-

same time.
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MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW
GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

ANNDAL CARNATIONS IN POTS.

(Continued from page 303.)

Most of the plants 1 am separating from
the genus were totally unknown to Linne, sc

that they cannot be considered as having been
included in it by him. But the plants of the
M. linguiforme and M. difforme type, which
I ani also separating, were included in the
genus by Linne, although from his remark
under M. linguiforcne ."this is 10-styled," he
evidently knew that it differed from the rest

of the genus in that character, but appears not
to have noted that it also differed by the stig-

i, as being very stout and plumose, and there-

fore not conforming to his character of stig-

mas "su'br.late.''

I now give the characters of some generic
names proposed by Haworth that have been
overlooked and the new genera I propose to

establish, together with a list of the species

that I consider should be placed under each.

Glottiphyllum. Haw.
This generic name was proposed by

Haworth in 1821 in his Be^isiones Plantarum
Svcculentarum, p. 103, under M. semicylindri-

cum at the bottom of the page, where he states

that the section " Linguiformia constitutes a

good genus, [for which] I propose the name
Glottiphyllum." This name seems to have
hitherto escaped the notice of all authors, but •

as I consider Haworth to be correct in regard-

ing these plants as forming a distinct genus,

and one that can be recognised at sight, I

accept his generic name and characterise the

genus as follows:—Very dwarf, succulent
plants branching close to the ground. Leaves 4 or

more to each branch, long, narrowly tongue-
shaped, half cylindric or subcylindric, soft and
pulpy, uniformly green, never glaucous-green.
Flowers large, yellow. Calyx 4-lobed to the top
(if the ovary. Petals in one or two series.

Style none; stigmas 8-10 radiating, stout and
plumose; Capsule 8—10-celled ; cells roofed 'bv

cell-wings, and the opening at the outer end
of the wings more or less closed by a large
tubercle, as shown in type D of Fig. 62 on
o. 151.

This genus includes the sections Lingui-
formia and Difformia t if Mesembryanthomum,
which only differ from one another by the
shape of their leaves, and in this character
they grade into each other. The nomenclature
of the species 'belonging to it is in very great
confusion, principally caused by modern mono-
graphers of the genus (Sonder and Berger)
assuming that the names applied by Salm
Dyck to his excellent figures are correct,

whereas they are often entirely wrong, for

Salm Dyck seems rarely to have taken the
trouble to verify the names under which he
cultivated the plants, but to have accepted
them as unimpeachable, so that hifi determina-
tions are often very untrustworthy. Another
cause of the difficulty in correctly defining the

species is that in this country we have no
means of knowing to what extent the same
species really varies under natural conditions

in South Africa, nor have we any knowledge
of the localities in which the species grow.
That there are several distinct species

among them I feel sure, but they are not the

species that are usually found in gardens,

which are mostly forms or hybrids of one
species (<L longum, I think) grown under
different specific names. At the same time I

believe that some of the plants that hare been
described as distinct species are merely forms

of other species, for there can be no question

that some of these plants vary so greatly that

it is very difficult to find absolute characters

for distinguishing them. As an illustration

of this, I may mention that one of the most
prominent distinctive characters is whether
the loaves are all arranged in two ranks

spreading right and left, or whether the suc-

cessive pairs cross one another. This is a well

marked and easily recognised distinction. A/. K.

'Brown .

(To he continued.)

When border Carnations have finished
flowering, there is usually a gap before Carna-
tion flowers may be cut from the young stock
of the perpetual-flowering type, unless old
specimens have been planted out. There is

no better method of obtaining Carnations in
this period after the border kinds are over than
by growing a batch of the annual type in pots.

Seed of a reliable strain should be procured,
and the main sowing made in January. This
sowing is essential. The compost may consist
of a mixture of equal parts yellow loam and
leaf-mould passed through a quarter-inch
sieve, with a little silver sand added. Cover
the seeds very lightly, and germinate them
in a temperature of 60° or 65°. Immediately
the seedlings appear, which they will do in a

rooted, and the main shoot should be pinched
clean out, to cause side shoots to develop, and
thus ensure bushy specimens. It is wise to
stop the plants at intervals, as this will help
to make the season of flowering " successional."

They will soon break freely into growth after

this pinching, and, as soon as new shoots
develop, the final potting may be done. The
best results are obtained by using good yellow

loam, a little leaf-mould, well-rotted manure,
and mortar rubble broken into very small
portions, adding, if at hand, a sprinkling of

bone meal and some Carnation manure. Pot
firmly, using either 48- or 32-sized pots, prefer-

ably the former, as they take up less room.
Stand the plants in the pits again, and cover

them for a few days. When growth recom-

mences, they may be left exposed, both night

and day, and will need no more stopping. The
roots should not be allowed to become dry,

and attention must be paid to supporting the

Fig. 136.

—

chrysanthemum miss veeena chichesteb; flowers white, iinted
blush in centre. n.c.9. first-class ckrtifii'.vi e, november 3, 1921 (see p. 252).

few days, t hey should be placed on a shell

near the roof glass, to prevent them becoming
drawn.
As soon as they are large enough to handle,

prick them out into boxes, or, better still, into

pans, provided with plenty of drainage mate-
rial. When roots commence to grow freely,

the plants should be gradually accustomed to

a cooler temperature. When ready, they
should be shifted into small sixty-sized pots,

lining a mixture of two-parts loam and one
of leaf-mould, with a little sand as a rooting

medium. Keep the house closed, after potting,

for a day or two. then admit all the air

possible on favourable occasions, ultimately

transferring the batch to a cold pit, where the

lights may be removed entirely whenever the

weather is dry and bright.

The plants grow very fast, once they nave

shoots, for which purpose nothing is so good
a- wire supports, now largely used.

By feeding the roots with a concentrated
fertiliser once a week, when they have filled

i lie puis, the plants will make good headway,
ami should be covered with flower buds during
.Inly. Flowers of all shades anil markings
may be expected, if the strain is a good one.

and the very small percentage of singles will

lv surprising, though even these are lovely if

arranged nicely in a vase. Flowers may be
eut from the plants into December if they nro

accommodated in a house, which is a great

advantage during the flowering period, lor the

flowers :ne - tamaged by vain.

The value of these lovely annuals run only

be, appreciated to the full after a trial, and
after the beauty and utility of the Bowel's

have been proved. /. S. DaktTt,
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EDITORIA L NO TICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER, 5 t Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W C 2

Special Notice to Correspondents—The Editors
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations, or to return unused communications
or illustrations unless by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondents.

Illustrations-—The Editor$ tvtll be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flouers,

trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss

or injury.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their com-
munications, and save us much, time and trouble,

if they would kindly observe the notice printed
weekly to the effect that all letters relating to

financial matters and to advertisements should be

addressed to the Publisher; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication or referring to

the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editohs. The tuo
department*, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,

and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when letters are misdirected.

M
THE NODE, WELWYN.
ANY celebrated gardens are included in the

county of Hertfordshire, and those that

occur most readily to the mind are

Aldenham Pansbanger, Hatfield, Wrotham
Park, Tr'ing Park, Porter's Park, North

Mimms, Ball's Park, and The Node.

The Node, Welwym, is situated about half-

way between Hatfield and Hitchin, but the

bast way of readhing it is ,by rail to Knebworth,
from whence it is about two miles along a

pleasant country road. The residence is a com-

paratively modern building with little preten-

sions to architectural beauty; it is surrounded

on all sides by charming gardens, pleasure

grounds and finely timbered park-land. Both the

owner, Sir Chas Nail-Cain, and Lady Cain, are

keenly interested in their garden, which is under

the cane of Mr. T. Pateman, who is known, at

least by name, to the majority of our readers,

both through his writings and successes at ex-

hibitions, for Mr. Pateman has won nearly 800

prizes at flower shows.
The decorative gardens are extensive, and

include many features of interest, but reference

may first be made to the beautiful lawns, which

are almost perfection. They are plumb level,

without a weed, and to cross them feels like

walking on a thick carpet; their beautiful green

appearance at the end of one of the driest

summers on record was indeed remarkable.

The garden-front faces south, and from the

windows the view extends for miles in the

direction of Ayot St. Andrew's, across the en-

closed garden, illustrated in Fig. 137, and the

extensive park, of which a glimpse is seen in

the illustration. This little formal garden,

with beds of geometrical pattern, is approached
by a short flight of steps from the terrace sur-

rounding the mansion, and is made gay in spring
witlh bulbous and other early flowers, and in

summer with bedding plants. It is divided
from the park by a ha-ha, and enclosed by a
low-growing, closely trimmed hedge of Yew,
which is continued on the east 6ode, separating
the dressed grounds from the park. This Yew
hedge is a beautiful example of its kind, with
buttresses at intervals, and when the training
is completed, these will have globular terminals.
On tihe terrace beds are planted with flowers of
different colours to obtain a colour scheme, such
as golden Pyrethrum enclosing a mass of Coleus
Verschaffeltii, with blue Lobelia compacta
dividing the yellow and the red. The terrace
leads, on the west side, to a long pergola
covered with Roses, the approach to another
Yew enclosed formal garden, which is planted
in spring with bulbs and with annuals in sum-
mer. Tn the centre of this garden is a beautiful
Italian well-head of the 16th century, from Val
Telina. The flag-stoned paths are planted with
-Arenaria caespitosa. Veronica ruprestris.
Thymes, and other low-growing herbs in the
crevices, whilst choice statuary is disposed at
suitable spots. It was interesting to observe
that Petunias seemed hut little affected by
the prolonged drought, and Statice sinnata was
also doing splendidly in this garden of annuals.

A little to the left of the annual garden is a

large rock garden ; it has an area of 1£ acre,

ana is a source of great delight at all seasons.

Water pools, waterfalls and streams are in-

cluded ; the principal stream is crossed by a

stone bridge, just beyond which the water

tumbles down, big rocks funning two delight-

ful waterfalls.' The land selected for the making
of the rockery was freely timbered, and the

trees have been brought into the sdheme, with

their lower limbs lopped. They do not greatly

interfere with the flowering plants and provide

grateful shade in hot weather, both to the rock

plants and visitors. In early summer, when
large patches of Saxifragas, Aubrietias, Gentians,

Lithospermums, Campanulas, Violas, Primulas,

C'hieranthuf Allionii, and a 'host of other pretty

alpines are in bloom, the effect is charming,
and the interest is continued throughout the

summer ; for an enormous number of alpines

are included, together with low-growing, flower-

ing shrubs. The rock garden is just on the out-

skirts of a wood, through which numerous wide
vistas have been made and planted with belts

of Berberis, Rhododendrons, Azaleas and Bam-
boos. These sylvan glades, sheltered from cold

winds, and cool in summer, offer congsnia]

homes to the Rhododendrons and Azaleas which
grow and flower with freedom.

Carnations are in bloom all the year round,

and most of the varieties are grown, including

the best of the Souvenir de la Malmaison type,

such as Duchess of Westminster, The Queen and
Princess of Wales. Of the perpetual type Lady
Northclitfe is extensively cultivated for winter

blooming, and another favourite is Mikado,
which Mr. Pateman finds to be one of the freest

in flowering. Winter-flowering Begonias are

grown to the greatest perfection, and some of

the largest specimens are potted in 24-sized pots.

It will be remembered that the gold medal of

the Royal Horticultural Society was awarded
this autumn for an exhibit of these plants from
The Node. During the past season Mr. Pate-

man has won numerous prizes for Chrysanthe-
mum flowers, which are extensively cultivated

by him.
A number of houses are devoted exclusively

to the cultivation of choice fruits, whilst Melons,
Tomatos and Cucumbers are fruited in pits.

Mr. Patemian is a very successful grower and
exhibitor of hardy fruits. The fruit and vege-

table garden has an area of about 4^ acres, and
is enclosed by high walls that are planted with
various kinds of fruit trees, and in every case

these wall trees have borne grand crops this

season. Pears are trained both as cordons and
espaliers.

Fig. 137.

—

formal garden at the node, welwyn.

There is another piece of ornamental wood-
land on the eastern boundary of the pleasure

gardens, enclosed with thick hedges of Laurel

and Box. The undergrowth is suppressed to

expose the fine timber trees, the bo!e6 of which
are kept clear of growth for a considerable

length, so that the view is uninterrupted.
Winding paths lead to a dell, or rather two
dells, one of which is planted with Ferns, the

other with Rhododendrons. The fernery con-

tains a representative collection of British

species and numerous beautiful forms, with
Lily-of-the-Valley, Snowdrops, and a profusion

of other bulbous flowers amongst them.
A belt of Conifers divides this portion of the

pleasure grounds from the Rose garden, which
is enclosed on the other three sides with glass-

houses, the central range comprising vineries

and a Peach house, the othere a stove and a

green-house and Chrysanthemum house respec-

tively. Beyond these are the forcing houses,

Carnation houses, bothy, office, packing sheds,

etc.

Indoor gardening is carried out most success-

fully by Mr. Pateman, and nothing could be
finer than the large batches of winter -flowering
Begonias. Carnations, Coleus thrysoideus,
Begonia Gloire de Lorraine, Streptocarpus,
Cyclamens. Bouvardias, Clivias and, in the
warm divisions, Allamandas, Clerodendron Bal-
fouri, Stephanotis, Browallia speciosa major.
Begonia Gloire de Sceaux, and other stove plants.

Fig. 139 shows a portion of the crop on cordons

of Marguerite Marillat Pears. Other cordons of

Doyenne du Cornice, Chas. Ernest, Beurre Alex.

Lucas, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and others,

were equally well fruited, wrhilst hori-

zontally trained trees of such sorts as Con-

ference, Beurre Hardy, Josephine de Malines,

Pitmaston Duchess and Emile de Heyst, were
also bearing splendid crops. Nectarines,

Peaches, ^Plums, Apricots, Sweet and Morello

Cherries are also grown on walls, and most of

these trees had full crops this year. But the

most striking subjects in this warm enclosed gar-

den were the Apple trees, especially a number
of three-year-old specimens, which eclipsed any-

thing we have seen in young Apples. The
tree of Royal Jubilee illustrated in Fig. 138, is a
representative specimen. The fruits on these small

trees were magnificent samples, and many were
included in the winning dishes at exhibitions.

The older trees, of such sorts as Chas. Ross.
Cox's Orange Pippin, Houblon, Lord Derby,
Gloria Mundi, Bismarck, Wealthy, Peasgood's
Nonesuch, Newton Wonder, Tyler's Kernal,
Braiuley's Seedling, Royal Jubilee and Mere
de Menage, were bearing down with the weight
of crop, and in many cases the branches had to

be held up by props to prevent them breaking
off. They are trained as big bushes, with
branches closelv spurred, and centres are kept
well open to allow the light and air to enter

freely. The Apple trees are planted well apart
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along the paths, and at suitable distances from
them, to allow for the spread of the branches,
so that tlhey do not greatly interfere with the
crops of vegetables which, are, like everything
else at The A ode, grown to great perfection.

FORESTRY.

THE DOUGLAS FIB IN BRITAIN.
With a long experience of the tree both in

England and Scotland, I am by no means con-
vinced that the Government is acting wisely
iii planting the Douglas Fir in comparatively
large numbers on purely commercial lines.

The behaviour oi the trees, even in very
favoured places, such as along the coast of

Wales and other maritime positions, certainly
flints otherwise, for although it grows rapidly
and produces a large volume of timber in low-
lying, sheltered situations, yet it has been
found unsuited for planting on exposed grounds,
where the leading shoots invariably die back
on topping the surrounding trees. Neither is

the quality of timber produced in this country
quite satisfactory, as was proved on the High-
land Railway, and experimentally on at least

two estates where the tree is extensively cul-

tivated. Of course, home-grown timber of the
Douglas Fir is yet immature, but it has been
found subject to decay and dry rot in a much
greater degree than other timbers of equal age
that are cultivated in this country.

In China, where the timber has been ex-

tensively used, it is reported in the Timber
Trades Journal that the sleepers are sub-

ject to dry rot, and have a compara-
tively short life, and Tasmanian sleepers,

which are considered to give greater satisfaction,

are on order for this purpose. Only a short
time ago, several cargoes of Douglas Fir wood
that were sent to Belgium did not meet •with

the approval that was anticipated.

Moreover, the Douglas Fir has, particularly

of late years, become the prey of dangerous
insect and fungous pests, and a special paper

on the subject has been communicated by one
of our university professors, a resume of

which appeared in a late number of

The Gardeners' Chronicle. That under very
favourable conditions the Douglas Fir has
grown with remarkalble freedom, and produced

a large quantity of timber in this country, is

well known, and at Penrhyn Castle, in Wales,
the annual production over a period of thirty-

five years was just under 2| cubic feet. The
trees were growing in a sheltered valley by the

banks of the river Ogwen and in rich alluvial

soil, and nursed by two-century old Oaks. On
other parts of the same estate, where the lands

were exposed, the Douglas Fir was quite a

failure, and in formation of plantations on the

Snowdon range of hills it was not included in

the list of trees.* Having planted the Douglas
Fir in large numbers, at all altitudes up to 600

feet, the knowledge gained proved that it is

certainly not a tree to be recommended for

afforesting exposed lands, such as much of

those that are to be planted by the Govern-
ment consist. The writer and others have both

said and written much in favour of the Douglas
Fir for British plantations, hut forty years'

experience has greatly widened our knowledge
of the tree and its capabilities.

Large quantities of seed of the Douglas Fir

are being sent to this country from British

Columbia in connection with the afforestation

scheme, but it may be well to exercise som«
caution in the planting of a tree, on quite an

extensive scale, that has not been thoroughly

tested as to general hardihood and the quality

of timber produced. A. D. Webster.

* On a quickly-undulating' estate in southern Eng-
land, where several plantations of the Dougias Fir.

[ntergparsed mainly with Larch, were formed thirtv-

three years ago, the trees on the lower-lying1 grounds
have succeeded well, but not so where fully exposed on
the open grazing lands at a few hundred feet alti-

tude. Th'-re the Douglas Fir. owing to not thriving

in a satisfactory way, has been cut out, and The

Larch, wihich was ori'_rin:illv intended :is :i. shelter or

nurse-tree, has been left to form the permanent crop.

Rut such is more the rule than the exception on

exposed ground, and as far as hardihood and adapta-
ImMv are oonosrned the Douglas Fir cannot compete
with such well-tried Binbjeots as fahe Sootoli and Corsi

«an Pines or the common Larch.

MR. REGINALD FARRERS SECOND EX-

PLORATION IN ASIA.*

No. 36.

—

Enter Meconopsis and Nomocharis.

All this time two great names have been
lacking from my pages, and I hope the omis-
sion will have been generally noticed and de-

plored. "Where, though," will say the obser-
vant, " is Meconopsis: where is Nomocharis? "

Reader, he patient. I have not yet mentioned
these august names because I had not yet come
across any of their bearers. And for reasons
good. Meconopsis wants higher average heights
to develop its full variety, while Nomocharis
likes open glades and the "alpine meadows of
Burma-Yunnan " so feelingly described by Mr.
Kingdon Ward. Now of these, on the side of
the range which Mr. Kingdon Ward might per-
haps, like the British Government, for lack of
any better name, call "Burma " there is none :

the range soars abruptly and fiercely to its

blooms of dull violet, enclosed in even rounder,
baggier balls of very dark metallic green. But
the easterly-facing scree-slopes in the lower,
more open part of the valley were already green
and flowery. To these, then, like the Psalmist,
I lifted up my eyes, by means of the field

glasses ; and immediately, through the curtains
of the falling rain, discerned pale yellow blobs
that could only be a Meconopsis of the integri-

folia persuasion. Vastly inspired by this, the
first Meconopsis of the year, I trudged on down-
wards, storing it up against my return. The
next item was P. sonchifolia among the stones
and brakes, so poor and battered as to delude
me at first with hopes of a new, if inferior,
species. And then, over a wide old snow-field,
we came down into the wet, flooded flats of
lawn at the top of the middle-valley (there is

a' still higher "plan" at its head, at present
all snow) and here, at once, the 6cene was rich
with flowers. P. serratifolia promised copiously,
the false Delavayi glowed almost ruby-like, and
a new little Primula stained the turf with sheets

Fig. 138.—tree of apple royal jubileb at the node, welwyn; three years from planting.

crests. It is only down on the quieter Eastern
slope, where vales and meadows may be met
with, that I had been long having hopes of a
Nomocharis, when one day a wood-cutting
coolie appeared from over the pass with the
flowers of one, indeed, in hiis hand. And as

I saw at once that it was neither N. pardan-
thina nor the Hpiinaw loveliness, F. 1031, 1

was immediately agog for those Chinese glades.

The next day gratified me by merely pouring in

torrents: objects in the distance, however drip-

ping, were at least visible. So off we set, down
the staircase-like bouldered watercourse which
is the pass-track on the Chinese side, and ere

long found ourselves in the valley head.
The stony slopes all round were still dank and

sere and wintry, and gave promises of Cory-
dalis and Aconite and the Shing Hong Primula.
Hut the only thing in bloom was an abundant
Scopolia, so very hideous as to be almost at-

tractive in its sinister way, with round, baggy

* The previous articles by Mr. Farrer were published
in our issues for June 21, "June 28, July 12, August 9.

August 23. September 6, September 27. October 18.

November 1. November 22. and December 6. 1919;
January 3, January 17, February 7, February 28,

March 20, April 2-f. May 29. July lo! July 31. September
4, October 2, December 4, 1920; January 1, January
29, February 19. April 2. April 30, June 4. July :i.

Augmat (5, September 34, Octobor '12, November 12.

and DocaaWr 3.

of red. And this, indeed, is a beauty, like
F. 1208 in habit and charm, but very perennial,
forming wide hard masses, from which arises

a dense, but dainty population of stems, 2-3

inches high, each carrying two, or, rarelv three
open bells of a pure, clean, crimson, paling to

the lobes and darkening upwards almost bo a

bloomy black, to meet the black-maroon of the
calyx. It is as charming a plant as the Orilj

other occupant of that marsh was odd. This
was a many leaved tap-rooted Crucifer all of

a tuft, with innumerable solitary flowers, rather
large, in the palest and most evanid tone of

Forget-me-not or skim-milk blue, and exhaling
a pleasant scent of Primroses. This grew Onlj
in the wettest swamps, and I have seen it no-

where else.

Bajniboo-brake succeeded, and then the valley

wound down into opener regions, and a little

lake embedded in lawns and hay meadows. The
former wire a solid glory of flowers, but all

known ones: in the latter, of course, the

Nomocharis abounded. Is it N. Forrestii'.' I

cannot be sure. It is certainly a tall, leafy and
robust species, bigger and much less elegant

than K. 1031, but with flowers almoal exactly

alike, but that the basal gland-flap was different,

there were no crests, and no trace of the curious

tubercular swelling at the base of the stamens.
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which is usually so characteristic of Xomochaiis.
A very handsome and striking species, in fact,

but it so happens that I have not yet been able

to take any very ardent fancy for it. It is a
trifle voluptuous : and F. 1031 sets a standard of

perfection that is not easy for other species to

live up to. The Meconopsis, too, was present

in that meadow, almost over. This, also, I

cannot securely place. I am as nearly certain,

however, as a sensible man will ever let him-
self be of anything, that it is not M. integri-

folia, though very near. I also suspect it,

pretty confidently, of being JM. pseudo-integri-

folia, also collected toy Forrest and Pere
Monbeig, not so very far from these parts. It

is a diminished, hollow-stemmed, weakly affair,

moonily beautiful, indeed, but flaccid and floppy.

Besides its main fasicle of flowers, it also appears
to have an idea about wearing axillary buds
down its stem. There was also another ftoppet

too, in that sybaritic and softening valley, in

the form of a new Primula, barely opening yet

in the wet places and hidden water-runnels un-
der the Bamboos, at one point of the trail;.

This has a great look of Pax's P. elongata, but is

heavily adorned about scape and cluster, with
powder : and of this, too. I have as yet no
towering opinion. It appeared to me, as it

then was, a lanky, spindly thing, not redeemed
by a none-too copious head of none-too remark-
able pendent bells of creamy-yellow, very pale
and uniform. Its large brownish bracts were
its most salient feature. By this time it must
be evident to all that I was badly in need of
my lunch. In thoroughly flat humour over a

dav that had only included so far. a new
Primula, a new Mecononsis and a new Nomo-
charis, I sat noon a boulder in the rain to con-
sume it, in a glade all fiery with Rhododendrons.
I was. in fact, disappointed with the lawns be-
low, disappointed with the meadow. As I mourn-
fully munched a cold lobster patty, tactfully
moistened for me fcv the rain, my eye fell idly

on the bud of a Fritillaria at my feet, in a,

bush. Nasty little thing: no doubt the ordinary
one. But it somehow did not look it : I pried
open the bud and found the tubercular pre-
cedes of Nomooharis. But not all my search
could discover any flower so far advanced as
to let its colour be discerned. I could onlv be
sure that here, indeed, was another Nbmo-
charis, dark in the. stem, fine in the leaf, single-

flowered, and with all the srrace that I had so
peevishly found lacking in F.1730. Perhaps it

was as well, in my sodden mood, that the full

•dory of my find was concealed from me that
dav. It was for a later one to reveal it. The
three wet weeks were up. and I was descending
towards Nyitadi again, when, just below camp.
something flared out in the dwarf-Bamboo
scrub. Could I ;be mad? Was it Lilium chal-
eedonii um or L. pomponium on the Nenanson
Road? No: It was- that same (as I believe)
Nomooharis; but an unspotted Nomocharis with
flowers of a tone unknown to me in all hardy
Liliaceae, of a pure salmon flame-colour that
makes even L. Pomponium and Tulipa La. Mer-
veille opaque by comparison, and can only be
paralleled in the most glowing notes of Papaver
orientale. Nor is it abundant, this unioue
beauty; occasional onlv, in very narrow limits,
among the scrub and Bamboo. Faseiation, I
think, is responsible, whenever it bears two
flowers. But with its normal solitary head, like

Little Em'ly, " hanging a little down." Oh,
what a- wonder! So much so that, after this.

it is almost a bathos even to tell you of Rhodo-
dendron agapetum at last reappearing here,
finer, larger, more perfectly and dazzlingly
splendid than lever remember it about Hnimaw.
The Moku-ji Pass offers no such facilities for

a high-alnine camp as does the Chawchi. And
the conditions of the country are such that
every twenty feet saved off the preliminary
climb >s unite a serious consideration. The
Moku-ji Pass, however, frowns upon such
amenities : so savagely does it climb, in the
steeply descending bed of a torrent, and so brent
are the slopes which fold in its glen on either
band, that it was only with great difficulty that
at last I managed to get a camping place hewed
nut of the side of the hill. Even so, from here
it was still another two hours up to the Col,
instead of another two minutes, as on the
Chawchi Reginald Farrer.

THE PROBLEM OF THE INHERITANCE OF
IMMUNITY TO WART DISEASE IN THE

POTATO.

(Continued front p. 290.)

The following results have been obtained from
the late Dr. Wilson's published records'1'

:

—

a. British Queen Myatt's Kidney (both

I
susceptible).

1. Kate Kennedy ,, .,

„ r, I
susceptible.)

2. Bejant I

v '

b. f Maincrop x a red-skinned variety from
New Zealand

i. Hector (immune).
2. Unnamed. '.' This vaiiety bore a

I natural berry,

1 90-).

1. Truce
2. Student (susceptible)

c. Rector X Myatt's Kidney (immune x suscep)
tible)

Templar (immune).

d. t'p-to-datc x Rector (susceptible im-
mune).

Bishop (immune).

i. Red-skinned New _. ,, ... ....

Zealand form
X Myatt s Kidney.

I

Prior .- X Rector.

/. Scottish Triumph

t. Pict. (probably immune)
2. Celt. ?

< Rector ('? X immune)

1. Cadet (susceptible).

2. Mac. ?

3. Cnnamed.

An analysis of these results has been made
to explore the possibilities of determining the

constitution of the parent forms from the
behaviour of the seedlings to wart disease.

Susceptibility assumed
to be dominant.

(Irmnunes must breed
true.)

Immunity assumed to be
dominant.

(Susceptibles must
breed true.)

a. British Queen X Myatt's kidney.

(2 susceptible seedlings.)

1. S.S. X S S. gives all

susceptible.

2. R.S. x S.S.] gives

|
all sus-

I cepti-

S.S. X R.S.J ble.

3. R.S. X R.S. gives 3

susceptible and i

immune.

The result is met by
conditions i , 2, or 3.

c. Rector X Myatt'sKidney.

(1 immune seedling).

1. R.R. X S.S. i-ives all
I
I. R.S.

The only condition

that will meet
this refult is S.S. X
S.S. which gives all

susceptible.

susceptible.

2. R.R. X R.S. gives

equal numbers.

The result is met by
condition 2 only,

and points to the

mixed constitution

of Myatt's Kidney.

d. Up-to-date X Rector.

(1 immune seedling.)

S.S. gives

equal numbers sus-

ceptible and im-
mune.

2. R.R. x S.S, gives all

immune.

Both conditions will

meet the result.

1. S.S. x R.R. gives all

susceptible.

2. R.S. x RR. gives

equal numbers.

The result is met by
condition 2 only,

and points to the

mixed constitution

of Up-to-date.

'. Scottish Triumph X Rector.

(1 susceptible seedling.)

1. S.S. X R.R. gives all

immune.
2. S.S. x R.S. gives

equal numbers.

Both conditions will

meet the result.

Behaviour of Scottish

Triumph unknown.
t. R.R. x R R. gives all

immune.
2. R.S. x R.R. gives

equal numbers.

3. S.S. X R.R. gives all

susceptible.

The result is met by
conditions 2 and 3,

showing that Scot-

tish Triumph must
be a susceptible

type.

Taking Rector as R.R.,

no susceptible pro-

geny can come,
whatever the con-

stitution of Scottish

Triumph.
If Rector is R.S., then

Scottish Triumph
must be either S.S.

or R.S. to give a

susceptible seedling

in toe progeny re-

sulting from the

cross.

* Transactions of the Uiqhlnnd and Agricultural
Society 0/ Scotland, 1916.

t The behaviour of tlie two parents In unit disease
is not known.

In commenting upon the breeding results, the

late Dr. Wilson said :
" At present there is no

explanation forthcoming why Kate Kennedy ana

Bejant should be subject to wart disease, while

Hector and Templar prove resistant. Perhaps
early sprouting, such as is characteristic of the

former varieties, may ro»ider these varieties

more susceptible."

The scope of the evidence is too narrow, and

the number of progeny tested out is too small

to allow of any definite conclusion being drawn
from the records which have been examined.

The suggestion that Up-to-Date and Myatt's

Kidney are heterozygous susceptible forma,

assuming that susceptibility is dominant, may
have some support, so far as the former variety

is concerned, from the. fact that it appears to

be less highly susceptible than some forms.

Dr. Wilson had no misgiving as to the prob-

lem involved, for he wrote :
" To carry on

experiments in heredity satisfactorily with Pota-

toes it is necessary to grow a large number of

plants, which are of no use to the farmer. Cir-

cumstances have not permitted of that course

of action being very consistently pursued . . .

and all the inferior seedlings eliminated at as

early a stage of their existence as was prac-

ticable."

Seedlings sent by the scientific breeder may
often look poor and without value to the eye of

the dealer in commercial ware when he visits

the Ormskirk Trial Grounds. It should then be

remembered that in scientific breeding work it

is essential that the seedlings are " simply what

the seed has produced." Would that other seed-

lings sent for trial were also just what the seed

had produced !

Dr. Wilson found that wart material, kept

perfectly dry in a closed tin box for four years

and a half, retained its vitality, and caused the

disease to appear in susceptible varieties when
ti e sets were dusted with the spore-bearing

"snuff" at planting time. If kept tor

six and a half years its infect-' e power was

lost.

Degeneration of stocks—usually due to some,

form of disease—so great a difficulty with the

southern breeder, did not trouble him at St.

Andrew's, but it is clear that seedlings were

eliminated very freely and no data for a com-

plete progeny are available. From 1916 more

evidence may have accumulated with regard to

his later varieties, and no doubt will become
available in due course.

The results which have been obtained by the

wilier during the course of Potato Inc. •ding at

the John Innes Horticultural Institution will

he considered in the concluding notes. E. .7.

Qolline.

(To he concluded.)
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

November added yet another to the series of

dry months, for a total rainfall of 1.68 in. was
considerably under the average. Ponds have
not filled, and many of my neighbours are

still carting all the water for their live stock.

Still, it was a good month for work on the
fruit farm. There were four days of rain at

the opening, which moistened tho soil just

enough to make conditions ideal for planting
trees and bushes, and the frosts which
followed were not severe enough to hinder the
work. Good progress was made also with the
pruning of Plums and the application of

manures.

Manuring.
At one time the trees used to show very

little benefit from fertilisers, although the
soil is distinctly on the poor side. Only farm-
yard manure gave any decided results. Pro-
bably the trees in those days were still able
to find enough food "material ifor their wants.
Now, however, most of them have reached a
stage when their roots must have explored
most of the top soil, for they are certainly
showing a much more gratifying response to
manures. A good deal at manure of one kind
and another has been used in the last four
years, and the trees in several cases are dis-

tinctly improved. Some of the oldest Plums
have quite re-furnished themselves with
growth, and Apples have certainly yielded
larger fruit.

Farmyard or stable manure still gives the
most obvious results, but it is impossible to

obtain enough of this to go round. Any local

supplies within carting distance are secured,
but these are not more than enough for the
grassed orchard—in fact, I had to finish it off

this year with fish guano. Town stable

manure now costs more than it is worth bv
the time it has been brought home, for it is

poor stuff at the best. Fortunately, there are
several substitutes that can be used in cul-

tivated plantations, though unsuitable for

grass orchards. Wool shoddv is one of these,

which has given me splendid results. This
winter I intend to apply a quantity of

castor meal, which is new to me, but has
given good results elsewhere. It is similar to

rape meal, which has long been known as a

good manure. But these materials, with the
exception of fish guano, are not complete sub-

stitutes for farmyard manure, because they
supply only organic matter and nitrogen. It

is, therefore, necessary to provide phosphates
and potash in some other form. During the

last three yeaTs I have been working gradually

over the whole farm with basic slag and
kainit, and have just completed the work. I

expect a. good deal from the kainit, as the soil

is specially lacking in potash.

Rightlv or wronglv, I have come to the con-

clusion that manuring is almost the most im-
portant operation of all with fruit trees in

full bearing, at any rate nn soil as poor as

mine. I believe an annual application is not
too much. Heavy cropping reduces growth so

much that there is little danger of forcing

wood growth by manuring; and as the trees

must use the material supplied, it is bound
to serve for the feeding of fruit buds and

increasing the size of the fruit. Manure is

easilv wasted on young trees; but trees in

full bearing are not likely to get more than

is good for them, though they can quite pro-

bably get more than thev can pay for.

The necessary nitrogen could, of course, be

supplied more cheaply in the form of mineral

fertilisers like nitrate of soda and sulphate olf

ammonia; but it is a curious fact that organic

nitrogenous manures give much better results.

Hence the need for comparatively expensive

manures like shoddy, fish guano, meat meal
and castor meal.

Chalking.

It is well known that lime or chalk is a very

necessary ingredient to soil used for fruit

culture. At one time it was possible to get waste

chalk for the carting at quarries several miles

away, and the whole farm was dressed with this

at the rate of 5 or 6 tons per acre. A heavy
dressing was necessary owing to the coarse con-
dition of the chaLk—in fact, it is probable that
much of it was really too coarse to toe of any use
at all. It is now high time that the land was
chalked or limed again, for manures may be ab-
solutely wasted unless there is lime in the soil to

assist the chemical changes necessary to convert
them into available plant food. Therefore, I
have started chalking again, and shall gradually
cover the whole area. As it is no longer possible
to get the waste chalk, finely-ground carbonate
of lime (chalk) has been purchased, this being
delivered on the place in 6-ton motor lorries, a
great, convenience. Of this finely-ground material

Fig. 139.—cordon trees of maruuekitf.
martllat pear at the node, welwyn

(SEE P. 312).

1 ten per acre is sufficient, though tin's is pro-
bably the minimum dressing that would be of
much service. It is rather more than equivalent
to 10 cwt. per acre of ground caustic lime, which
is a common application in ordinary farm
practice. Modern opinion favours light dressings
at fairly short intervals rather than an occasional
heavy dose, for one reason because lime always
tends to sink quickly through the soil. I prefer
chalk to caustic lime for fruit trees, at any rate,
on light land, as :ts action is more gradual. A
dressing of caustic lime on soil that has been
Liberally manured is very likely to release too
much plant food all at once, nitrates particularly,

so tihat some of this may be washed away and
wasted. Moreover, sowing by hand is necessary
amongst trees, and this is hardly possible with

caustic lime, owing to its burning action on the-

skin

Shelter Trees.

Another job to be done this (winter is the

planting of shelter trees around 14 acres of

land, most of which has recently been planted

with fruit trees and toushes. As the place is-

within sight of the sea, shelter is essential as a

protection from gales. Most of the shelter belts

on the older parts of the farm are formed of

Cupressus macrocarpa, which thrives in the. dis-

trict. Austrian Pines were tried, but proved very

slow-growing. I know of nothing that makes a

big, evergreen wind-break so quickly as the-

Cupressus, but it has its faults. It grows very

bulky, and it is difficult to get at to trim it back

when it grows tall, so that it generally overhangs

the headland and the outside fruit trees. Then
the roots are particularly toad for blocking drains,,

end run a surprising distance. I recently found

some as thick as a pencil which had run nnder

the headland and nine trees down the field, a

distance of about 36 yards. Still, it makes first-

class shelter, particularly if it can toe planted

well outside the orchard. C. Lawsoniana is also

good, being more compact than macrocarpa,

but much slower growing with me.

I have one shelter belt of Canadian Poplars,

which were pollarded last winter, and trimmed
up back and front, allowing the side shoots to

extend so as to make a solid, though narrow,

fence.

I like the result very well, and have chost-n

Poplars for the new land. They will be planted

3 ft. apart. In one low-lying position, where

the shelter must be very tall if it is to protect

the rising ground on each side of it, Lombardy
Poplars will be planted 6 ft. apart.

Some growers use Damsons, common varieties

of Pears, and strong-growing Plums as shelter;

hut I do not like this because they are no more

rapid in growth than the fruit trees they are

meant to protect, and they encourage just the-

same pests and diseases

The Tipping of Leaders.

The system of pruning Apples adopted in

this place has alwavs been to cut hard for a few-

years to form a tree, and then let the leaders-

go. With most varieties this is the quickest-

method of getting the trees into bearing, par-

ticularly w-hen the short pruning of laterals

is avoided at the same time. Whilst I cannot

suggest any improvement on this plan up to

the time when the trees come into full bearing,

I now think it would have been better to re-

turn to the tipping of leaders after that stagu-

had been reached. Fruit-bearing, at any rate on-

light soil, steadies down growth so much that it

becomes difficult to keep the trees growing at

all. Prolific varieties are apt to become a

mass of fruit spurs even to the tips of the-

branches, and then further development becomes

impossible and the tree must soon go downhill.

I am going to try the effect of a return to tip-

ping, having been persuaded to this change-

partly by the results of the valuable pruning

experiments in progress at the East Mailing

Research Station. In those experiments tipping"

has alwavs retarded bearing, but it has had

several advantages. The tipped trees have been

very much less susceptible to scab, mildew and

canker ; and thev have consistently borne larger

fruit than trees" not tipped. These are very-

valuable benefits in these days when the quality

of the fruit means so much to the grower for

market.

Trees Damaged bt Voles.

Field voles are still abnormally abundant, and

they are doing harm to fruit trees in some cases.

They gnaw off the outer bark, sometimes for

some distance un the stem, but more often just-

below the soil level. They also climb up into-

t-he trees and gnaw around roars and eat fruit -

buds. They seem to like Charles Ross better

than any other variety. The work might in some
cases be mistaken fo'r that of rabbits, but the

gnawing is shallower and the tooth marks are-

closer together. Painting the trees with one of

the preparations sold for use against rabbits

seems to 1* the only remedy against this

ubiquitous pest. Mnrkrl t.nnoer.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Wilt in Melons.—With regard to wilt in

Melons, referred to in the Gard. Chron. of

December 3. page 291, I should be glad if your
correspondent would state how he used sulphate

of copper as I have been greatly troubled with
canker at the collar of Melons during recent

years. Ardtara.

Successes in Window Gardening.—Not a few
readers. I dare say, remember having seen some-
thing in a street window that they would have
been proud to show themselves as fine evidence

of their powers in cultivation. Three plants in

particular are now in my mind. At the foot

of the old Kew Bridge, on the Middlesex side,

in a -window facing about west, was a very fine

plant of Aloe vairiegata, say twice finer, at least,

than anything ever seen by myself in any
botanic garden or collection. I take it

that like some, other small growing suc-

culents, it prefers something more cosy and less

rigidly dry than are the usual orthodox con-
ditions. This was a plant to look at every time
one passed. Another was the Rat-tailed Cactus
(Cereus flagelliformis) which occupied the whole
of a window facing south, about half-way
between Kew Bridge and Hammersmith. It
formed a curtain such as I never saw in any
collection. The third plant was Vallota pur-
purea in a Cambridge street. It certainly was
a fine specimen, above the usual, but its

lesson is perhaps only that it got well potted
and was allowed to stand without undue inter-
ference, being properly watered or not watered,
according to condition. All the above were the
finest of their kind I had known. There is one
more subject that grew in a window, but in this
case, the plant might be described as under
skilled management. It was the Australian
Pitcher plant, Cephalotus follicularis, and be-
longed to Mrs. Bause, of the Anerley Nur-
series, wife of the raiser of the remarkable
series of Coleus, distributed from Chiswick
many years ago. R. Irwin. Lynch, V.M.H.
Hardy Evergreen Shrubs.—The information

conveyed in A'. S.!s notes on this class of plants,
is severely condensed

; the greater reason for it to
be accurate. Those who have not grown Tricus-
pidaria lanceolata may be misled by the state-
ment (page 257) that " like the Desfontainea. it
flowers in July." I have kept a record of the
date when each of these shrubs has begun to
flower during the last ten years. The earliest
date for Tricuspidaria is May 26, 1918, the latest
June 9, 1916. The earliest for Desfontainea is
July 1, 1920, and the latest July 22, 1915 and
1917. On an average of seasons Tricuspidaria
flowers a month earlier than Desfontainea.
Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Cornus capitata Fruiting (see p. 287).—The
fruiting of this handsome shrub in Cornwall
is surely not so uncommon as your cor-
respondent's note suggests. I have seen it

heavily fruited in various gardens, even in the
colder parts of the Duchy, and, no doubt.
Mr. C. H. Curtis will remember that, some
years ago now, Mr. W. Brown showed us seed-
lings springing up in the interstices of a pave-
ment at the foot of a tree-like example in the
gardens at Prideaux Place, Padstow, on the
north coast of Cornwall. A. O. B.

A Long-Keeping Potato.—Hitherto I have
"been accustomed io look upon the end of July
as the latest period to which Potatos would
remain fit for consumption. The variety which
kept till then was an old one named the
Orkney. Ha ring had a bountiful crop during
1920. we had old Potatos up till the middle of
October this year, although we were using
them mostly twice a day in some form or
other. The best one that remained good till

the last was the Factor, which continued to
"be white, mealy, and of good flavour. It was
clamped in the ipen from the time of digging
till the ground had to be cleared for cropping,
after which ihe tubers were stored in a cool
•cellar. Other varieties kept late were Majestic
and the Ally, but they were softer and not
quite so good. I am wondering whether or
not this was a record for long keeping. J. F

.

SOCIETIES.
BIRMINGHAM CHRYSANTHEMUM.

(Concluded from p. 304.)

Fruit (Open).

There were two entries in the class for a

collection of British-grown fruit arranged on
separate tables, 12 ft, by 4 ft., for which £7
and a beautiful Silver Challenge Cup, value,

.£15 15s., the latter presented by W. Waters
Butler, Esq., of Edgbaston, were offered as first

prize. The winner was Hugh Andrews, Esq.,

Toddington Manor, Winchcom.be (gr. Mr. J. P..

Tooley), and, as he has now won the cup three

times, it becomes his property. His very fine

exhibit included 20 dishes of Apples, 7 dishes

of Pears, 6 bunches of Grapes, 1 dish each of

Figs, Plums, Medlars, Chestnuts, Nuts, Quinces,

and a Melon. 2nd, The Toddington Orchard
Co., Winchcombe.

Fourfteen classes were provided for single

dishes of Apples, and competition was keen
throughout. Mr. W. E. Powell, Wareham,
Hereford, won first prizes for Annie Elizabeth,

Bramley's Seedling, Cox's Orange, Charles Ross,

Newton Wonder, Warner's King, The Queen.

Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury (gr. Mr.

G. Mullins), was first for Aldington Pippin.

Captain R. T. Hinckes, Hereford (gr. Mr. R.

Currie), showed the best fruits of Blenheim
Pippin. Hugh Andrews, Esq. (gr. Mr.

J. R.Tooley), excelled with Emperor Alexander
and King of the Pippins. W. J. Gresson,
Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Parryl, won first prizes for Gas-

coyne's Scarlet and Lane's Prince Albert.

Pears (Open).

Lord Somers (gr. Mr. G. Mullins) showed
the finest fruits of Beurre Diel and Emile
d'Heyst. Hugh Andrews, Esq. (gr. Mr. J. R.
Tooley), led with Doyenne du Cornice. W. J-

Gresson, Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Parry), won first prize

for Conference.
In the Amateurs' Section for Fruit the win-

ning exhibit of three bunches of black Grapes
was shown by J. A. Kenrjck, Esq. (gr. Mr. A.
Oryer), who also had the best Black Grapes
grown within four miles of the centre of Bir-

mingham. The Earl of Lichfield (gr. Mr. G.
Smith), showed the best three bunches of white
Muscat Grapes.
There were ten splendid exhibits in the class

for three dishes of cooking Apples, and many
meritorious fruits were shown. First, Mr. W.
E. Powell with Newton Wonder, Bramley's
Seedling and Annie Elizabeth; second, Lord
Somers (gr. Mr. G. Mullins). W. J. Gresson,
Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Parry), showed the winning
set of three dishes of dessert Apples. The
varieties were Queen Mary, Cox's Orange Pip-
pin, and William Crump. Mr. Robert Price,
Erdington, Mr. E. J. Keeling, and Mr. W.
Hughes were placed as named in a class for

two dishes of Apples grown within four miles
of Stephenson Place, Birmingham.

Vegetables were well shown. W. J. Gresson,
Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Parry), won first prize in strong
competition in a class for six varieties of

Potatos, and in another for six varieties of

Kidney Potatos. Hugh Andrews, Esq. (gr.

Mr. J. R. Tooley), had the best (1) nine Onions
(2) six Carrots, and (3) six Parsnips. Mr. E.
Winchester, Rubery, excelled with (1) Celery,

(2) Red Cabbages, (3) Savoys, and (4) Long
Beet. R. C. P. Ravewood, Alfreton, was first

with Cauliflowers and Brussels Sprouts. The
best of ten exhibits of six round Potatos came
from Mr. W. Bennett and Mr. W. H. Smith led
in the class for Round Beet.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons offered prizes for nine
distinct kinds. First, Hugh Andrews, Esq.
(gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley), whose Leeks, Celery.
Onions, and Carrots were uncommonly good

;

second, Mr. E. Winchester, Rubery; third, Mr.
Werks, Stourbridge.

Messrs. Sutton and Sons' first prizes in the
single dish classes were won by Mr. E*. Win-
chester for Onions, Beet, Celery, and Ton.atos

;

by Mr. Hickman for Carrots; and W. J.

Gresson. Esq., for Cauliflowers. Turnips, and
Potatos.

Messrs. Webb and Sons' prizes were offered
for six kinds of vegetables, and the half-dozen

entries in this class made a good show. First,

W. H. Smith, Esq., Stourbridge (gr. Mr. H.
Davis), whose Cauliflowers and Carrots were of

outstanding merit; second, Mr. W. P. Orrill,
Hinckley.

In the single-dish classes, for which Messrs.

Webb also offered prizes, W. J. Gresson, Esq.

(gr. Mr. T. Parry), led with Carrots, Parsnips and
Cauliflowers. Other prize-winners were Mr. W.
Bennett, Mr. E. Winchester, Mr. W. P.

Orrill and Mr. H. W. Smith. Messrs.

Dickson and Robinson's prizes were for

nine Premier Onions. First, Mr. W. P.

Orrill, who also excelled with Leeks and Beet.

W. J. Gresson, Esq., had the winning exhibits

of Scarlet Perfection Carrots and Market Tur-

nips; and R. C. P. Ravewood showed the best

Standwell Cauliflowers.

The Parton Challenge Cup and £5 offered as

first prize to allotment associations for vege-

tables was won by the King's Heath Allotment
Association for a capital lot of Celery, Leeks,
Onions, Potatos, and Parsnips.

Honorary Exhibits.

Messrs. W. H. Simpson and Sons, Birming

ham, had a prettily arranged group of Decora-

tive Chrysanthemums (small Gold Medal).

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, showed
Ferns and Cacti (Silver Medal).

Messrs. Hewitt and Co., Solihull, occupied

floor space with brightly coloured Conifers, to-

gether with a table of cut Decorative Chry-

santhemums (small Gold Medal).

Mr. E. J. Parsons, Worcester, contributed

Apples and Pears in good variety (Silver-Gilt

Medal).
The Bournvtlle Village Trust, Bournville,

sent Apples and Decorative Chrysanthemums
(Silver-Gilt Medal).
Miss J. J. Thompson, of Handsworth, was

the contributor of an interesting display of Cacti

(Silver Medal).
Mr. W. E. Powell, Wareham, Hereford,

sent a collection of wonderfully large, highly

coloured Apples and Pears (small Gold Medal).

Messrs. Toogood and Sons, Southampton,

had an effectively arranged collection of fruit,

vegetables and flowers (large Gold Medal).

From Messrs. H. Hopwood and Son, Chel-

tenham, came a handsome lot of Apples and

Pears (Silver-Gilt Medal).
Messrs. Godfrey and Son, Exmouth, staged

an extensive group of Decorative and single-

flowered Chrysanthemums relieved with autumn,

tinted foliage (large Gold Medal).

Messrs. Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot,

exhibited hardy evergreen shrub6, including

an interesting collection of Barberries in fruit

(large Gold Medal).
Messrs. Gunn and Sons, Olton, showed

Apples and a number of fruit trees (large Gold
Medal).
King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, displayed

a collection of Apples and Pears (large Gold
Medal).
Mr. M. Bissel, Acooks Green. Birmingham,

staged a collection of Gourds (Bronze Medal).

GAINSBOROUGH CHRYSANTHEMUM.
This society held an exhibition on Novem-

ber 16 and 17, the first since 1913. in the local

Town Hall. The general excellence of the ex-

hibits proved that, in spite of present depressing

conditions, there is still a large amount of

interest taken in horticulture, and the show
reflected great credit upon the growers, com-
mittee, and the energetic hon. secretary, Mr.

G. W. Bee. The principal prize-winners in the

Open classes were Miss Bennett. Westlands,

Grimsby (gr. G. R, Burrows); J. D. Sandars,
Esq., Gate Burton Hall (gr. J. Creed), and
Mr. S. E. Gray, nurseryman, Walderith Road;
and in the Amateur classes. Mr. S. R^yner,
Mr. H. Crosby, Mr. C. Turk and Mr. S. E.

Oi>w\n. Miss Bennett secured the James
Marshall Challenge Bowl for 24 Japanese
blooms, which exhibit also contained the best

bloom in the show, and was awarded a Certifi-

cate elf Merit for general culture and effect.

Mr. S. Rayner won the C. J. Bentham Chal-
lenge Bowl for the best 12 Japanese blooms
shown by an amateur, and his exhibit con-
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tained the best bloom in Amateurs' classes.

The C. R. Farmer Challenge Cup, offered to

amateurs for a collection of Single varieties

-was won bv Mr. C. Ktrke, and the Mrs. W.
Drust Challenge Bowl, offered in the Cottager's

section for 12 Japanese blooms, was awarded to

Mr. H. Kirke. The competition in the classes

for Apples was very keen, and the premier
honours were won by J. D. Sandars, Esq. (gr.

"Mr. J. Creed); this exhibitor was also awarded
the 1st prize for a collection of vegetables.

Brig.-General Sir Joseph Laycock, Wiseton
Hall, Bawtry (gr. G. W. Musk), staged a non-
competitive collection of plants and Orchids,
and J. D. Sandars, Esq. (gr. J. Creed) a col-

lection of Apples.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
December 13.—The last R.H.S. meeting of

the year was held on the above date, and
although the exhibition was not extensive it

•was interesting and fairly well attended. Orchids

were the most prominent subjects displayed and

these included two gold medal groups besides

other contributions of smaller size. Carnations,

Chrysanthemums, Cyloamen and Begonias were
also well displayed, and some hardy shrubs

were on view.

Orchid Committee.

Present : Sh> Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the

chair), Prince Shimadzu, Sir Harry J. Veitoh,

Messrs. Jas O'Brien (hon. secretary), R.

Brooman White. C. J. Lucas, Frederick J. Han-

bury, John Crombleholme, Arthur Dye, Chas.

H. Curtis, J. E. Shill, H. G. Alexander, S. W.
Florv. E. R. Ashton, Fred. K. Sander, W. J.

"Kaye. A. McBean, Pantia Ralli, J. Wilson

Potter, and Gurney Wilson.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum eximillus var. Rex (eximium

x. illustrissimum) , from Messrs. Armstrong
and Brown, Orohidhurst, Tunbridge Wells. A
grand flower of fine shape, the inner two-thirds

of the sepals and petals light red with a gold

shade, the margins and tips being blush-white

and the front of the lip, which is broad and

flat, white, the crest being yellow.

Odontioda Joan (Jupiter) (Oda. Coronation

X Odm. eximillus), from R. Gerrish, Esq.,

Milford Manor, Salisbury. A superb Odontioda

with flowers equalling those of Odontoglossum.

and of rich blood-red colour, with slight lighter

markings at the margins and the tips of the

segments. It is the best of several shown as

Oda. Juno, and Oda. Jupiter, with similar

parentage.
Odontoglossum St. George var. Plutiis

{eximium X Alexandrina), from Messrs. J. and

A. McBean, Cooksbridge. The large flowers

are of fine form, deeply coloured claret red on

a blush-white ground, which shows effectively

on the margins and tips. It is the fourth of

the same cross to receive an award, and one

of the best.

Groups.

Lt. -Col. Sir Geo. L. Hoi.ford, Westonbirt.
Tethury (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), was
awarded a Gold Medal for one of the finest

exhibits of rare Cypripediums ever staged, the

sturdy plants being perfect in foliage and bear-

ing generally from four to seven splendidly

developed flowers. All were raised at Weston-
birt, and those which were varieties were far

superior to the type. It is difficult to make
a selection, but we noted as being specially fine

C. Garibaldi (Bronzino X Earl of Tankervillei

with six grand flowers, far in excess of the

parents in size and beauty: C. Mario (Draco
X Earl of Tankerville) with four flowers, of

the same class : C. Golden Fleece Westonbirt
var., a large, clear yellow variety, with white

dorsal serial: C. Ballot Girl, .in aptly named
beatlty of unrecorded parentage, which has large,

pure white dorsal sepal and abnormally ex

panderi white lower sepals, which together are

larger than the upper one: C. Viking, the noble

Bower, which has received an Award of Merit,

but escapes the F.C.C. in some unaccountable
wav: 0. MoonhVht (Moonbeam X Aetaeus
Bianca), a fine yellow variety, with white dorsal

sepal; C. Lucifer, C. Latona, C. Olympus, C.

Marmion, C. Minotaur and C. Baldur.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park

(gr. Mr. Collier), was awarded a Gold Medal
for a very large and well-displayed group con-
taining respresentatives of most of the showy
hybrids of the season, as well as a selection
of extremely rare species which included two
plants of the rare Bulbophyllum Iemniscatoides
with tassel-like umbels. The centre of the group
was composed of white Calanthe, scarlet Odon-
tioda, blue Vanda coerulea, and a selection of

Laelio-Cattleya Epicasta Gatton Park Variety.
On each side were good Cypripediums and
Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst,
Tunbridge Wells, received a Silver-Gilt Flora
Medal for a fine group of excellently well-grown
hybrids, including a selection of their famous
strain of Cattleya Maggie Raphael alba., the
novelty among which was the variety General
Foch. with five superb flowers. Many very fine
Odontoglossums were included.

Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a group composed
principally of their grand home-Taised Odonto-
glossum crispum. the forms of their strain far
exceeding in size and shape the best of the
imported type. Odontoglossum Promerens varie-
ties, and a new and finely coloured Odontioda
Alcantara were specially good.

Messrs. J. and A McBean. Cooksbridge, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a fine group
in which were grand Odontoglossums and Odon-
tiodas. Odontoglossum St. Elmo (Empress of
India X Admiral Sturdee), and the purple Odm.
Groganiae were very effective.

Sir C F. Hadden, Rosswav, Berkhamsted
(gr. Mr. Havies), was awarded a Silver Bank-
sian Medal for a. good group of excellently well-
prown specimens of Cvpripedium insigne varie-
ties, C. Leeanum and C. Ashburtoniae.

Other Exhibits.

Ool. Stephenson R. Clarke, C.B., B»rde
Hill, Cuckfield (gr. Mr. Gillett), showed Brasso-
Cattleya Albion var. alba (B.-C. Thorntonii x
C. Trianae alba), a fine, pure white variety of
good shape and substance.

J. J. Bolton, Esq.. Claygate Lodge, Surrey
(gr. Mr. Lynes), exhibited Odontoglossum
Nathaniel var. Eric, a fine flower richly coloured;
and a very pretty hybrid like a fine 0. eximium.

Messrs. Flort and Black, Slough, showed a
choice selection of showy hybrids, including the
new Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya 'Our Princess (L.-C.
Thvone X B.-C. Digbyano-Mossiae Queen Alex-
andra), a fine cream-white flower, with canary
yellow disc to the lip.

David Barnard. Esq., Leighton Dene. Wat-
ford, exhibited a fine Cypripedium of the C.
nitensLeeanum class named C. Formidable.

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park (Orchid
grower Mr. Fames), sent Odontoglossum St.
George var. Amethvst, a flower of fine colour.

E. R. Ashton, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge
Wells (gr. Mr. Kent), showed Odontoglossum
Rhone var. Papillon (Aiglon X Dusky Monarch).
a showy hybrid of fine form and colour. Messrs.
Sanders and the Rev. J. Crombleholme were
also contributors of Cypripediums.

Floral Committee.

Present : Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
W. G. Baker, Chas. E. Pearson, W. P. Thom-
son, E. F. Hazelton. W. Outhbertson, Arthur
Turner. Chas. Dixon, H. J. Jones, W. B. Gin-
gell, Thos. Stevenson, J. F. McLeod, W. Howe,
C. R. Fielder, John Heal, G. Reuthe. W. J.
Bean. Reginald Cory, John Green. R. C. Not-
cntt, Jas. Hudson and E. A. Bowles.

Award of Merit.
Chryianthemum Autocrat Reflexed.—This use-

ful late-flowering, pure white variety is of ex-
cellent form and good decorative size. Instead
of the blooms being of the loose, incurved
type, as in the original Autocrat, they are of

reflexed Form, the broad florets extending in a

smooth and even fashion and reflexing slightly.

Shown by Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer.
Groups.

Chrysanthemums were again numerous. Messrs.
Keith Luxjfobd \\n Co. had a very promising
bronze seedling of good form and apparently
great t'r lom. A big stand of Pandora con-

tained quite large and shapely blooms, while

near by a goodly quantity of Norman Chitten-

den was of striking appearance ; the blooms, at

this season, were large, flattish and almost star-

shaped. There was a distinct greenish-yellow

eye to the blooms (Silver Flora Medal). In an

attractive collection by Mr. S. Aish we noted

a large vase of the golden yellow W. H. Lincoln,

a variety which has continued in the front

rank of the late-flowering varieties for very

many years, The more modern, but equally

valuable, Naoya was also well represented, and
there were, amongst other sorts, particularly

good examples of Edith Cavell and Lousia

Pockett (Silver Banksian Medal). Messrs. W. J.

Godfrey and Sons made a good show with

half-a-dozen vases of The Favourite, an excel-

lent late white of medium size and incurving

habit (Silver Banksian Medal).

Especially vividly coloured winter-flowering

Begonias were shown by Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co. These included the varieties Exqui-

site, Optima and Mrs. Petersen. There were
also several pot6 of the fragrant Daphne indica

rubra and a goodly batch of Erica melanthera

(Silver-Gilt Banksian Medal). A large batch of

most useful and especially well-grown Cyclamen
persicum varieties was arranged by Messrs.

'BtACKMORE and Langdon. These plants were all

growing in 5-inch pots and bore plenty of shapely

flowers. In the centre the variety Scarlet King
made a most acceptable mass of rioh warm
colouring. Nearly all the plants possessed the

added charm of beautifully mottled foliage (Sil-

ver Flora Medal).
Although not so numerous as on former occa-

sions, Carnations were very fresh and good.

Messrs. Allwood Bros, had an interesting vase

of their new perpetual-border varieties. Of

the perpetuals Marion Wilson, Jazz and Circe

were very beautiful, and there were several

vases of the valuable perpetual-malmaison Mrs.

C. F. Raphael (Silver Flora Medal). The new
varieties Laddie and Topsy were in excellent

condition in the exhibit by Mr. C. Engelmann,
who also had beautiful blooms of the pink

varieties Delice and Peerless (Silver Flora

Medal).
Sprays of Conifers and small pot plants were

shown bv Mr. G. Reuthe. Amongst many others

there were branches of the elegant Pinus Aya-
ohuite bearing large resin-exuding cones. There
were also numbers of uncommon shrubs shown
as small pot plants, and these included a flower,

ing example of Mitraria coccinea, a free-flower-

ing climbing shrub, which luxuriates in the

warmest parts of the country (Silver Banksian

Medal).
Heavily berried baishes of Skimmia japonioa.

with other shrubs, notably variegated varieties

of Ivy, were shown by Messrs. L. R. Russell.

Ltd. (Bronze Banksian Medal), while Mr. C.

Dixon contributed a model raised lawn, sup-

ported by a dry wall (Bronze Banksian Medal).

An exceedingly interesting collection of colour

transparencies was exhibited by Mr. R. A.

Malby. The subjects included exhibition

groups, floral studies, garden scenes and dishes

of vegetables, and all displayed excellent work-
manship. In addition to the transparencies

there were large photographs of winter garden

scenes in Mr. Malby's best manner.
Various garden sundries included several dif-

ferent patterns of secateurs, of which the

Plucca, which has a neat attachment for hold-

ing the cut flower or shoot, appeared to be a
good tool. The new Fibrex pots, containing
small growing plants, attracted attention. These
arc composed of " a fertile compost, which is

hard and light when dry, but soft and tenacious

when moist." Thev are square-shaped and
made only .in small sizes.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. C. G. A. Nix (in the chair),

E. A. Bnnvard, Geo. F. Tinlev, 0. Thomas,
G. Reynolds. J. Cbeal. E. Beckett. E. Harriss,

T. Pa'teman, IT. Markham, W. Bates. S. B.
links. W. H. Divers, A. Bullock, W. Wilks and
S. T. Wright.

Aw\rd OF Merit.

AppU Orleans Reinetle.- This variety was
submitted by Mr. Hun-yard to show the different

qualities in fruits gathered on October 24 and
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September 24 respectively, the late-harvested

ones being so superior to the others as to bear

no comparison. In Mr. Bunyard's opinion this

is the finest of all late Apples and it keeps good

until February. It as an old variety first de-

scribed in 1776, but its origin is -uncertain.

The fruits are of medium size, somewhat, flat-

tened, of even outline and with a golden yellow

skin slightly flushed with red. In some respects

it resembles Blenheim Pippin and the flavour

is of the Ribston type, but the flesh is more
juicy. There is no record of it in Hogg's Fruit
Manual, but the Hand-booh of Fruits states

that " this magnificent fruit cannot be too
highly recommended." The variety was illus-

trated in Gard. Chron., January 22, 1916, p. 52.

Fig. 22.

Amongst seedling Apples submitted for award
the best were the varieties G. Carpenter, sent
by Mr. G. Carpenter, Westhall Gardens, By-
fleet, Surrey, and an unnamed seedling from Mr.
J. C. Beck, The Nurseries, Henley-on-Thames.
The variety G. Carpenter is a pretty fruit of

the Christmas Pearmain type, and said to be
a cross between Blenheim Pippin and King of
the Pippins. The fruits were past their best.
Mr. Beck's seedling is a very promising Apple,
said to be raised from Dumelow's Seedling
crossed with Keswick Codlin. It is a verv-
solid. pale yellow Apple, lightly streaked with
purple and of the Gravenstein type, which might
have been suspected to be one of its parents.
The only collection was shown bv Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, who staged a number of
Leeks, for which a Silver Knightian Medal was
awarded. Most of the varieties of Leeks were
included, such as Avton Castle, a short, thirk-
stemmed variety with long folia.se ; Musselburgh
and Improved Musselburgh, which is a much
finer Leek than the tvpe ; Prizetaker, Monstrous
Carentan, Royal Favourite, The Lion. Broad
Flag of London, and. the finest of all. Selection
No. 34, with some 12 or 14 inches of blanched
stems.

Scientific Committee.

Novemrer 29, 1921.—Present : Mr. E A
Bowles (in the chair). Messrs. J. Fraser \
Worsley, W. Hales, A. Hosking and f' ,l'
Chittenden.

Cotyledons of Phamnus.—Mr. J. Fraser
showed seedlings of Rhamnus cathartica and
K. Franeula to illustrate their enigeal character
in the former and hypogeal in the latter.

Buddleia madagascariensis.—Mr. van deWeyer showed an inflorescence of Buddleia
madagascariensis from hi s garden, and said the
plant which he had used in raising the hybrids
referred to bv him in communications to the
Committee did not agree in characters with the
plant now shown and which was evidently the
true thing. The other had not vet been
identified.

Fasciated Wallflower—A tall fasciated Wall-
flower, nearly 3 ft. in height and bearing at the
top of the stem a densely leafy, much-branched
tasciated growth was also exhibited.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

December 1.—Committee present: Rev. J.
Cioinbleholme (in the chair), Messrs R Ash-
worth, A. Burns, W. Beesley, A. Coningsbv,
h. A. Cowan. J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood. J.
Evans, G. Giles. A. Hanmer. Dr. R. N. Hart-
ley, J. Howes. A. Keeling, D. McLeod. E. W.
Thompson, and H. Arthur (secretary).

Awards.
First-Class Certificates.

Laelio-Cattl.eya. Cornelius var. superba (L -C.
Purple Emperor x L.-C. St. Gothard) : a larpe.
richly coloured flower, with a very dark Tip
spotted with yellow. L.-C. Zeno Edgemoor
var. (C. Luegeea X L.-C. St. Gothard) : a large,
perfectly shaped flower. Cypripedium. Mario
Edgemoor var. (Draco x Earl Tankerville): a
flower of perfect shape, with dorsal sepal very
heavily blotched and petals richly coloured.
Cypripedium Mulatto splendens (Demeter X
Shogun): a magnificent flower of grand form.

the dorsal petal heavily blotched with burnt
carmine. From A. Hanmer, Esq.

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya His Majesty var.

Bedfordia (S.-L.-C. Marathon x C. Trianae
Grand Monarch) : the flower is of perfect shape,
with sepals and petals coloured purple crimson
and a fine dark crimson lip. Zygopetalum
Brewii Bedford's var. (Perrenoudii X rostra-

turn) : a fine variety of this lovely hybrid,
having a large, rose-coloured lip. From Dr. F.
Bedford.

Cypripedium Lord Wolmer var. plutris
(Leeanum x Hera): a large flower of grand
shape, with large, dorsal sepal, beautifully
spotted. From the Rev. J. Crombleholme.

Odontoglossum erispum Radium: a richly
coloured flower, the sepals and petals being
bright scarlet, with narrow ahife margins.
From S. Gratrix, Esq.

Odontoglossum. rubesrens (Rossii rubescens X
majesticum): the sepals and petals are pale
purple, spotted with rich brown; the large lip
is pale purple. From P. Smith, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Cypripedium Leonora Cool; (Earl Tanker-
ville x Mrs. Godman), C. Archville (Archi-
iredes x Earl Tankerville, and C. Delhi var.
The Tank (Farefield Hall X Earl Tanker-
ville). From Mrs. Bruce and Miss Wrigley.

C. Dalmatian, Brasso-Cattleya Massangeana.
(B.C. Leemanae X C. Trianae), B.C. President
Wilson-, Blenheim var. (Fabia x labiata).
vrom S. Gratrix, Esq.

Cypripedium Momaelis var. Artifex. From
the Rev. J. Crombleholme.

Cattleya DouaA var. Snmv Queen. From A.
Hanmer, Esq.

Groups.

A large Silver-Gilt Medal was awarded to
S Gratrix. Esq., West Point (gr. Mr. J.

Howes), and the Rev. .T. Crombleholme. Clay-
ton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. E. Marshall); Silver-
Gilt Medals to A. Hanmer, Esq.,
Buxton (gr. Mr. Giles) ; a large Silver
Medal to Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons,
Cheltenham ; and a Silver Medal to Mrs.
Bjiuce and Miss Wrigley, Bury (gr. Mr. A.
Burns), for collections.

©bituar\>.

Lady Hooker.—Our readers will learn with
regret of the death of Lady Hooker, widow of
Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, at Pendock, on
December 8. Lady Hooker, -who was Sir
Joseph Hooker's second wife, was the widow of
Sir William Jardine. and married Sir .ToseDh
in 1876.

M. Foukouba.—We regret to announce the
death of M. Foukouba, Hayato, which we gather
from a communication ' from his son has
recently occurred. M. Foukouba, for many years
occupied the position of head gardener to His
Majesty the Emperor of Japan, at Tokio.
During the Rreat International and Universal
Exhibition of Paris in 1900 M. Foukouba and a
staff of Japanese gardeners spent a considerable
fime in the environs of Paris getting ready to
adorn the Japanese section with examples of
their cultural skill, and subsequently in main-
taining the gardens in ' that section. The
trained plants of Chrysanthemums were staged
in a pavilion on a. raised platform, and were
lust coming into flower. In consideration of M.
Foukouba's position and his help towards the
success of the exhibition he was awarded the
Cross of Officer of the Legion of Honour.
Several other distinctions were accorded him.
and he always kept in close touch with his old
French friends. He was an honorary life mem-
ber of the French Horticultural 'Society oi
London and a corresponding member of the
National Horticultural Society of France (Paris).
For over twenty years he maintained very iw-
dial_ relations with the French Chrysanthemum
Society, to whose journal he 'occasionally
contributed.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Names of Fruit ; J. C. W and S. Probably
a coloured Bramley's Seedling.— II', T). and A.
Specimen bruised, apparently Bramley's Seed-

ling.

—

E. B., Constant Peader. American
Mother.

—

J. B. G. Dumelow's Seedling.

—

W. H. Norfolk Beefing.

Names of Plants : F. W. Chrysanthemums : 1,.

Mildred; 2, Mr. Geo. Glenny, a Primrose in-

curved sport from Mr. Geo. Rundell ; 3, Rojpe'
Beauty.

Red Spider on Vines : IT'. Z. When yov
prune the vines wash the house thorough!)
with hot water and soft soap, putting a hand-
ful of sulphur in each pail ; also coat the.
walls with hot lime-wash and sulphur. Top-
dress the border after clearing away all loose-

soii and other rubbish. Detach the loosa.

bark from the rods and wash them carefully,
especially around the buds, with Gishurst
compound according to the directions issued
by the makers. This will cleanse the house-
and vines of any eggs of the pest. If you
ventilate the house freely and carefully next-
season, and syringe the vines occasionally on
fine days with clear water, red spider will'

not trouble you. There is no necessity to
use any poisonous insecticides in a cool
vinery if the above conditions are carried
out.

Rose Tree with Canker : E. S. O. The
trouble is due to a disease called crown gall

;

no cure is known for this disease, which*
attacks other plants. Removal of the diseased
tissue and coating the cut surface with an>
antiseptic is recommended, but there js a
difficulty in removing all the affeoted tissue.

Your best plan is to burn any specimens that
are affected, as other trees near the cankered
Roses are liable to infection.

Stoking of Fruits ; G. Huges. A cool, dark,
and fairly moist place, with an even tem-
perature ranging from 35° to 40°, is

suitable for the storing of Apples. Pears,
require a slightly drier and higher tempera-
ture to keep them from spotting. Nothing-
surpasses a store with an earth floor for keep-
ing Apples sound and fresh. Admit a little-

fresh air through the ventilators to counteract.
excessive moisture, and remove all diseased'

fruits directly they are detected.

The Planting of Vines : Mayflower. Spring:
planting of vines is preferable to autumn
planting, as unless very great care is.

exercised many of the roots of autumn
planted vines perish before the spring. IF
you are planting cut back vines—that is vines-

one year old—disentangle the roots (cut off

the ends of all damaged ones) and spread
ihem in every direction over the soil with
a slight inclination downwards. Cover them-
with 4 inches to 6 inches of soil, and make-
the latter firm. This done give sufficient tepid
water through a rose can to settle the soil-

about the roots. The majority of gardeners,
who have facilities for propagating, now
strike eyes in January or February and tun*
out the young vines in May, as the conditions;
afterwards are more genial for making their
growth. These young green vines prove very-

much superior to cut- backs in the course of a
few years.

Various Plants Diseased : C. iP. A fungus
is present in the Sweet Peas, probably
Thievalia. The material of the other speci-

mens was too poor to determine what the
injury is due to.

Weedy Lawn : /. F. Simpson. Weedy lawns-

are generally due to a poor soil, and a libera!

dressing of a chemical fertiliser should be
applied in the early spring Possibly the-

cheapest and safest course for you to follow
would be to buy one of the many proprietary
manures advertised for the purpose, which-
will destroy the weeds and also act as a
fertiliser as well.

Comrauni-ations Received.—W. T. D.—H. A.

—

W. E. B —R. J. It.—A. T. H —F. T.—H. E. G—
H. C.—C. H. P.—J. 0.—F. J. O.—C. \V—H. M.

—

G. H—It. Y. S.
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smaller, and less than 4 inches in diameter.

Class VII. Dwarf Paeony-flowcred. Similar
to Classes V. and VI., but not exceeding

2 ft. 6 in. in height. Class VIII. Decorative.

Flower-heads like Class V., but with centres

filled with ray florets and without a yellow
disc, i.e., fully double. Class IX. Small-
flowered Decorative. Like Class VIII., but
flower-heads smaller, and less than 4 in. in

diameter. Class X. Dwarf Decorative
Dahlias. The counterpart of Class VIII. in

everything but height, which does not exceed
3 feet. Class XI. Camellia-flowered. Fully
double (without yellow disc), rays regularly
arranged with margins incurved, so as to form
wide-mouthed tubes, with their mouths length-
ened and tips generally pointed. (This new
class has been formed to contain the " Decora-
tive " Dahlias intermediate in form between
those in Classes VIII. to X. with open rays,
and the " Show " and " Pompon " Dahlias in
Classes XII. and XIII. with short, tubular
rays. The name was suggested by Mr. H. J.
Jones.) Class XII. Show. Fully double, over
3 inches in diameter, almost globular, centre
florets like the outer ones, but smaller, with
margins incurved, tubular, short and blunt at
the mouth. This class includes the old
'' Fancy " Dahlias, which had each floret
tipped with white or striped with a different
colour. Class XIII. Pompon. Like Class XII..
but smaller. For show purposes the flowers
of Pompon Dahlias should not exceed 2 inches
in diameter. Class XIV. Star. Small, with
two or four rows of rays, not, or scarcely, over-
lapping at their more or less recurved margins,
and forming a cup-shaped flower with a golden
disc. A long, thin, wiry stem is characteristic
of this class. Class XV. Cactus. Florets
long, generally narrow, spreading, often
twisted, with their margins recurved. There
are three sub-classes: (a) Double, with florets
all alike; (b) semi-double, with several rows of
spreading florets surrounding a central disc;
(c) single, with one, more or less, regular row
only of spreading florets around a central disc.

S8^, XVI '
Dwarf Cactus. The counterpart

of Class XV., but not exceeding 3 feet in
heaght.

Accident to Mr. W. J. Lobjoit.—The manv
friends of Mr. W. J. Lobjoit, Controller o'f

Horticulture, will much regret to learn that
he has sustained injury as the result of a
motor accident. Mr. Lobjoit was driving in
his car near his home at Heston, Middlesex,
when a collision occurred with another motor-
car, and as a result Mr. Lobjoit's car was
smashed and he himself badly bruised, neces-
sitating him keeping to his bed for the present.
We understand, however, that his injuries are
not likely to be permanent, and that he is
making good progress towards recovery.

Northern Australia.—A correspondent sends us
from Victoria Park, Western Australia, an in-
teresting publication* containing details
of agriculture and horticulture ais prac-
tised in the more tropical regions of this vast
island, and influenced by climate, soil, market-
ing facilities, labour and water. The author
conducted an overland tour to collect first hand
information, and his conclusions are that a wide
range of climatic and soil conditions exist suit-
able for crops of certain kinds. The soil on
the whole consists of deep, alluvial deposits, and
much of the land of the north-west is very
rich in potash derived from potash felspar in
granite. The nitrogen content is often low, as
in most dry countries where humus-forming vege-
tation is largelv lacking, and in order to supple-
ment the supply, Mr. Despeissis, the author, re-
commends the ploughing in of Leguminous crops
as green manure. The chief problem is an
adequate supply of water, but the rainfall
would be ample for pastoral and cultural pur-
poses if it occurred during the growing season,
and it has been found that the largest registra-
tion of rain at timely intervals is much better
than twelve inches or even fifteen inches out of
season. The soils in the north-west, are very
deep, and the grower could, bv practising deep
cultivation, retain in the ground, without loss

* The Nof-Wef^and Tropical North Bv F
Despeissis. Publication No. 1. Illustrated. Depart-
ment, of the North-West. Mr. Fred Wm. Simpson,
Perth. \u-.tralin.

by drainage, almost the whole of the rainfall

for two years, and, at twelve feet deep, the

rainfall for three years. Dew6 are a valuable

supplementary source of moisture, and they are

sometimes so heavy that the water drips freely

from roofs at night. A good supply of labour

is available from the natives who are physically

stronger than those of the south. Amongst
crops which are possible the author enumerates
Almonds, Apricots, Arrowroot, Artichokes, Avo-
cado Pears, Bananas, Coco-nuts, Beans, Bread-
fruit, Cabbages, Cassava,, Castor Beans, Cauli-

flowers, Citrus, Cocoa, Coffee, Dates, Cotton,

Peanuts, Ginger, Grapes, Lucerne, Maize, Man-
gos, Melons, Millets, Olives, Onions, Oranges,
Papayas, Pineaipples, Rice, Rubber, Sisal Hemp.
Sweet Potatos, Sugar Cane, Sorghums, and To-
bacco. There are several illustrations, many
shpwing the luxuriance with which the crops
enumerated succeed, and the cultivation of each
subject is briefly dealt with.

Origin of the Coco-nut Palm.—An interesting

article on the origin of the Coco-nut Palm is

published in Agricultural News, Vol. 20, No.
501, in which the author shows that although
Cook considered that the Coco-nut originated
in the salt spring deserts of Columbia, where it

DE. ARCHIBALD MENZIES.

(See p. 324.)

was seen growing wild by Cieza de Leon during

the middle of
" the sixteenth century, about

1540, and that Beccari ascribes to it an Asiatic

origin, the question of its origin is still a matter

for speculation and requires further investi-

gation. Cook drew his conclusions of its Ameri-

can origin from the fact that all other members
of the family Cocoineae, except Elaeis guineensis,

the African Oil Palm, are American. Research
into early literature shows that the Coco-

nut existed in America before the arrival of

the Portuguese and Spaniards, and as the Cen-
tral American tribes apply the name Ko-ko to

the Coco-nut, Cook concludes that the name
Coco is of American origin. He also brings
evidence to show that the Polynesians visited

the Pacific coast of Panama and Columbia in

pre-historic days, and he does not agree that
the Coco-nut was introduced to Polynesia from
Southern Asia. Beccari in his paper refutes
most of these arguments, and thinks that Cocos
nucifera probably assumed its present specific

characters in some lands or islands existing in
former times between Africa and India. But
the most interesting fact brought out bv Bec-
cari is that the " robber crab." Birgns latro,
which is specially adapted for climbing the trees
and for grasping and breaking the mrts, does
not occur in the Pacific coa.it of tropical
America, and Beccari considered that the adap-
tation of the crab could not have been evolved

independently of the Coco-nut, but assumes that

the association must have started before the

period of primaeval man. The author of the

article concludes that the Polynesians took the

Coco-nut to the Pacific coast of America, or else

brought it from that coast to their own islands.

He makes no suggestion of the possibility of the

seeds having been transported by sea, yet, see-

ing that debris is often carried thousands of

miles by ocean currents, there is a possibility

that the Coco-nut may have been dispersed

either from America' to Polynesia or vie

versa in this way.

The RES. Classification of Garden Irises.-

The Royal Horticultural Society now has in the

press the outline of the classification of garden

Bearded Irises, which has been drawn up by a

committee of experts. The classification is in-

tended entirely for garden purposes and is based

primarily on colour, but will also allow of

additional details with regard to height and time

of flowering. On Wednesday and Thursday,

June 7 and 8, 1922, a special Iris meeting will be

held at Vincent Square, when it is hoped to be

able to arrange in order all the varieties given

as specimens in the classification. At this meet-

ing there will be special competitions for Iris

seedlings, for which Cups have been generously

promised to the Societv bv Messrs. R. W. Wal-

lace and Co.. of Tunbridge Wells. Messrs. White-

legg and Co., of Chislehurst, and Mr. Amos

Perry, of Enfield. In conjunction with this

meeting there will be held an informal Con-

ference, at which the classification will be dis-

cussed, and at which it is hoped to have the

collaboration of French and American growers.

The Societe Nationale d' Horticulture is also

arranging a 6eries of meetings in Paris, and it

is hoped that English experts will be able to

attend the chief meeting on May 27, when the

French scheme for classification is to be dis-

cussed. It is hoped that by cordial collabora-

tion between our Allies and ourselves, unanimity

will be reached and a classification drawn up. the

result of which will prove acceptable to growers

in all countries.

The Chrysanthemum in Japan.—An interest-

ing article on the Chrysanthemum is con-

tributed by Mr. Kiyoshi Sakamoto to the

U.S.A. Garden Magazine for November. Mr.

Sakamota states that in all probability the

Chrysanthemum was introduced into Japan from

China in the reign of the Emperor Nintoku,

A.D. 313. One of the annual functions of the

Imperial Court of Japan is a Chrysanthemum

party, which is held on the ninth day of the

ninth month, and is honoured by the presence

of the Emperor, high officials, and dignitaries

of the State. The celebration takes the form of

feasting and composing of poems to the Chrysan-

themum. In the past, the feature of the func-

tion was the drinking of an unusual beverage

known as Chrysanthemum Sake, made from a

mixture of Ri'ce, Sorghum, and Chrysanthe-

mum stalks and flowers. Although the Chry-

santhemum party is still given every autumn,

the drinking of this curious beverage ha6 been

discontinued. The festival is said to have

originated at the time of the Han dynasty in

olden China, when Kwang-ehing was warned

that a serious calamity would befall him on

the ninth dav of the ' ninth month unless he

drank Chrysanthemum Sake. Mr. Sakamota
gives the Japanese methods of raising the

flowers, which have been handed down from
generation to generation.

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy-five

Years Ago.

—

Dr. Sprcngel's Herbarium.—We
understand that the heirs of this celebrated

botanist are desirous of selling his herbarium.

It is represented to consist of 21,£00 species

(without reckoning the numerous srrb-speeies

and varieties) in the best order, and arranged

after C. Sprengel's Systema Vegetabilium, with

an exact catalogue written by himself. It com-
prises unique duplicates of the herbarium of

John Reynold Forster, the companion of Cap-
tain Cook (of 800 species), the rich presents of

the East India Company, and almost all the col-

lections of travelling botanists which were sold

in the first third of this century. The price is

£200, as we learn from his son, Dr. Anthony
Sprengel. of Halle, in Prussia. Gard. Ckron.,
December 26. 1846.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

CYCLAMEN LATIFOLIUM.
The greenhouse Cyclamen is one of the most

beautiful and popular of all indoor winter-

flowering plants. The bright flowers which
.are available from Christmas until March
render the plants most invaluable for greenhouse
and conservatory decoration, and for the decora-

tion of the dwelling house throughout the dull

months. During the past few years there has
been a great improvement amongst the strains,

especially that termed the Giant strain, which
has flowers of immense size, of great substance,

and broad, massive petals, with rich, varied

shades of colours, of great beauty, including

scarlet, pink, purple, dark crimson, cherry-red,

purple and white, pure white and salmon-pink.
The foliage of many of the newer varieties is

beautifully marked with silvery blotches, which
makes t!ie plants very attractive and ornamen-
tal, and so handsome that they might almost be
•cultivated for their foliage alone. The lovely

fringed forms of various shades are very attrac-

tive. The one named Papilio (Butterfly

Cyclamen) is a very striking novelty, with
beautiful fimbriated flowers of large size with
many rare shades of colour, which are most
effective. The sweet-scented strain has become
very popular, the perfume of the flowers being
greatly appreciated.
Many fail to grow the Cyclamen successfully,

under the mistaken notion that they may be
giown among other plants, under exactly
the same treatment, which is a great
mistake. To be successful with Cyclamen the
grower should give the plants special atten-

tion, and. if possible, grow them in a house by
themselves. Unfortunately many gardeners do
not possess that accommodation, hence so many
failures.

A suitable time to sow the seed is about
August. Fill well-drained pots or pans about
half their depth with clean crocks, and cover
the pot-sherds with a layer of rough sittings.

Fill the pot to within 1£ inch of the rim with
a fine mixture consisting of two-thirds fresh
loam and one-third decayed leaf-mould or peat,
with silver sand added. Make the soil firm and
level in the pot or pan, sow the seeds thinly
and cover them lightly with the sandy soil.

Germinate the seeds in a house having a
temperature of about 60° to 65°. Water the
soil by means of a fine rose can, cover the pot
with a piece of glass tilted about 1 inch at the
back, and shade it with brown paper. The soil

should bo kept moist, but not saturated. When
the seed has germinated remove the paper and
keep the seedlings growing freely. As soon as
they are sufficiently strong transfer them singly
to small pots and keep them in a warm house
until well established. On no account allow
the plants to get dry. During hot weather the
plants should be kept comparatively cool, but
not exposed to drying winds.

The seedlings should be grown on to the
•flowering stage without check, under cool treat-

ment, on a damp, ash bottom, or in a low,
span-roofed greenhouse away from the direct
rays of the sun. The seedlings should flower
in about 15 to 18 months from the time of sow-
ing. After the seedlings have done flowering
-water should be withheld gradually and the
plants placed in the full exposure to sunshine on
a shelf or stage to well ripen the corms. About
July or August clean off any old dried leaf
stalks also other decayed matter, place the
plants in a cool frame or pit—which should be
kept close—on a floor of damp ashes and shaded
from the sun. Water the soil freely until it is

perfectly moist and syringe the corn.s lightly
both night and morning. When the corms
start into growth repot them, removing as much
•of the old, lose soil as is possible without un-
duly disturbing the roots. Replace the plants in
the frame or pit and treat them as before until
they are well started, admitting a little air to

prevent the foliage from becoming uvak. After
they are well started they may be placed in a
low, span-roofed house where they should be
kept cool and moist, and not over watered.
Shade the plants from the sun ; they will not
thrive in dry, hot surroundings. Repot as

required; be careful to guard against over-

potting. When the pots become filled with roots

and flower buds develop give the roots a little

liquid manure once weekly. When the corms
lose their vitality they should be discarded.
The temperature should be about 45° to 50° at
night, and 55° by day; a very warm tempera-
ture encourages insect pests, especially when
the plants are making their young foliage, and
if the leaves are ever attacked with greenfly

or thrip it is fatal to their growth. A good plan
is to fumigate the house occasionally to pre-
vent the ^est from aopearing.

The soil for potting should consist of two-
thirds good, turfy loam, one-third leaf-mould,

or fibrous peat with a little decayed cow
manure and silver sand added. Well drain the
pots. John Heal, V.M.B.

in gardens as Epidendrum bicornutum, was first

introduced from Trinidad in 1833, and after-

wards from Guiana, Demerara, and other parts

of South America and the West Indian Islands,

the report of the collectors invariably being that

it was found on rocks or trees fully exposed to

the salt-laden winds from the sea. As these

Conditions are not easy to imitate in gardens,

their lack may in some degree account for the

difficulty often experienced in keeping plants

in good condition in gardens for many years.

Nevertheless, there have been cases in which
the species has flourished in the most satisfac-

tory manner, and notably in the gardens of Major
Joicey, at Sunningdale Park.where his gardener,
Mr. F. A. Thorne, grew succeseifully a large

number of specimens, which bore numerous
sprays of white, wax-like, fragrant blooms with

Fig. 140.

—

diacrium bicornutum; a specimen grown in trinidad.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

DIACRIUM BICORNUTUM.
By the kindness of W. J. Kaye, Esq., of

Caracas, Ditton Hill, Surbiton, we are enabled

to illustrate a fine specimen (Fig 140) of this

beautiful Orchid seen by him cultivated in

Trinidad.

Mr. Kaye writes: "It seems clear that the

essential needs of Diacrium bicornutum for

satisfactory growth are continuous heat and
moisture, and that the plant is not particular

as to the amount of direct sunlight it receives,

as it grows on both the north and south coasts

of Trinidad. Often it is so low down and near

the sea that the spray must blow over it. But
it is also to be found high up on big trees

some 40 it. above high-water mark, as I found
it, twenty years ago on the north coast The
plants are often infested with ants, which even
make galleries inside the hollow bulbs. But the
plants can. and do, thrive without ants, as wit-

ness the photograph."
Diacrium bicornutum, more commonly known

purple spotted labellums, seemingly without
difficulty. They grew in teak baskets sus-

pended near the glass of the roof of a warm
intermediate house, where they were sprayed
frequently in the growing season. Specimens
from this collection were frequently exhibited,
a fine example securing a First-Class Certificate

and Cultural Commendation. These plants were
of the Trinidad type, whioh is by far the best,

but it is said to be getting scarce there, like

the fine forms of Oncidium Lanceanum, O.
haematochilum, O. ampliatum majus, and O.
Papilio, for which the locality used to be famous.

The stems of D. bicornutum are hollow, the
substance of the pseudo-bulb being of firm tex-

ture. It is the finest of a small section in-

cluding D. indivisum, D. biln.nn?llatum, D.
bigibberosum and D. bidentatum. natives of

Central America, which have occasionally

appeared in gardens, but are much inferior in

beauty to D. bicornutum.
The species has been used in crossing, result-

ing in some pretty hybrids, including IVi.- .

Diacrium Colmanae, Dia-Cattleva Oolmanae,
D.-C. Sanderae, Epi-Diacrium Colmanii, and
crosses with Laelia and Laelio-Cattle\a.
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The Week's Work-jl

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Eeigate.

Sobralia.—Plants of this genus and their

hybrids are developing fresh roots from tile bases
of the young shoots, and any repotting needed
should he attended to. These aye strong-

rooted plants and require a retentive compost
and rather liberal rooting space

;
pot-bound

plants may he shifted on into large receptacles,
and any that have grown into specimens larger

than is desired may be broken up and the por-
tions placed in smaller pots. The receptacles
should be filled to about one quarter of their
depth with drainage materials, and the com-
post pressed moderately firmly between the
roots, to within one inch of the top of the
pot. After root disturbance afford water with
extra care, but when the plants are re-estab-
lished they should be kept always moist. Grow
the plants in a light position in a house hav-
ing an intermediate temperature. It is too
ea ly in the season to remove the old reeds,
but as soon as the leaves on the stems change
<.o!our, cut them down to the roots. After-
wards tie the young growths clear of each
other so that they may derive the full benefit
of light and air.

Mexican Laeiias —These plants delight in
more sunshine during their growing season
than is usually given to most other Orchids.
Laelia anceps is the chief garden species, and
includes a series of many beautiful varie-
ties, such as Schroderiana, Schroderae, Perci-
valiana, Amesiana and Crawshayana. These
plants are developing their flower spikes, aim
when they have done flowering, water should
be almost entirely withheld, but the pseudo-
bulbs should be kept as plump as possible
during the season of rest. Any plants which
begin to send out roots during the winter from
the last-made pseudo-bulbs may be repotted, dis-
turbing them as little as possible. Whilst grow-
ing actively Mexican Laeiias require a large
amount of water, therefore, exceptionally good
drainage is necessary. The most suitable root-

• ing medium is coarse Osmunda fibre. Laelia
autumnalis, L. albida, and L. -wfuracea
require very similar cultural conditions. L.
acuminata and L. peduncularis are best culti-
vated mi shallow pans and suspended in *
sunny position in the warmest house.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By John Cotjtts, Royal Botanio Gardens, Kew.

Winter Berries.—Among berry-bearing trees
and shrubs large numbers are suitable for
winter effect. The Holly, Pernettya, Skimmia
a" d Aucuba are among the smaller growing
shrubs commonly planted. Euonymus euro-
paeus, the common Spindle Tree, should be more
generally planted in the wilder parts of the
pleasure ground, not only for its brilliant
truits, but also for its autumn leaf colouring,
borne of the Cotoneasters bear abundant crops
of brilliantly coloured fruits, one of the best
being 0. frigida, which makes a. small itree
some 20 feet in height, and bears an abundance
of orange-scarlet fruits. Amonlg the smaller;
evergreen species C. rotundifolia is one of the
best, and the birds usually do not touch the
fruits of this species until well in the spring
Among the newer species, C. angustifolia, with
yellow fruits, requires the shelter of a wall, and
protection is necessary for C. Rogersiana and C.
(-lbhsn. Chinese Berberis should be largely
planted, not only for their graceful habit, but
also for their beautiful coloured fruit, which is
so freely produced. In this respect I need only
mention B. Wilsonae, which seems a variable
plant when raised from seed. Many of trie
Crataegus are worth planting for their fruit.
0. Pvracantha (the Fire Thorn) and C. Lalnndii
produce a wealth of orange-scarlet fruits, both

on trees on walls and in the open. Celastrus
scandens is a woody climber that produces
freely orange-red fruits resembling those of the
Spindle 'tree. Pyrus 'baccata (Siberian Crab)
makes a fine lawn tree, beautiful when in

flower, and also when carrying a heavy crop of

its brilliantly coloured fruits, which hang all the
winter.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By W. Staward, Gardener to E. C. Palmes Mobb-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Bulbs.—Continue to examine bulbs in pots
placed under ashes, and, when the growth is

a suitable length, transfer them to cold frames
and introduce them into heat as required for

forcing. Hyacinths for early flowering should
be given plenty of water so that roots may he
well developed before the plants are introduced
to warmth.

Asparagus Sprengeri.—Plants of this As-
paragus that have been used for supplying cut

sprays for decorative purposes should be cut
down level with the rim of the pots and after-

wards turned out of their receptacles. Shake

mm
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Fig. 141.

—

flower or diaceium bicornctcm.
' (See p. 321.)

the old soil from the roots and repot them in a
mixture of loam, leaf-mould, sand, and a
quantity of bone meal. Place the plants in a
house having a warm temperature where the
syringe may be used every day to keep them in

a moist condition. Under this treatment new
growths will soon develop, and as the brighter
days approach the plants will make considerable
progress.

Forcing Shrubs.—Azalea mollis, Lilacs and
Deutzias should be placed in heat at intervals
in order to have them in bloom in succession.

Autumn-Flowering Plants.—Where houses
have been filled with one subject the plants
should, as they pass out of flower, be cut down,
and if the old stools' are required for propaga-
tion another year, they should be placed in

an intermediate house. As the houses become
vacant they should be thoroughly cleansed ;

wash the glass and woodwork with soft soap
and water. Subjects trained on the roof should
be loosened from the wires, much of the old wood
cut away, and the plants trained in position
again.

Acacia.—In houses where plenty' of room is

available, young plants of Acacia dealbata
raised from seed this year should he turned out
of their receptacles and planted in their per-

manent quarters in a mixture of good loam,
leaf-mould, sand, and well-decayed manure.
These Acacias will not flower the first year,
but will develop some blossom the second year
if they are in good condition. The plants will

flower freely every year as they get older and
in time prove great attractions.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C. Nall-Cain. Bart,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

Carrots.—Few vegetables are more in demand
than young, tender Carrots in the early spring,,
and are easily procured on a mild hot- bed.
Nothing is better than a thick bed of leaves to.

provide gentle warmth, and the moisture pro-
duced by fermentation suits the roots admirably
To obtain good results it is advisable to sow
thinly and evenly, and if thinning is required,
thin early. Short Carrots need trom 6 inches-
to 9 inches of good, porous soil on the surface o'
the bed to root into; the leaves shoull be made-
fairly firm and level before placing the soil in
position. A suitable variety for glowing in.

frames is Early Nantes, but most of the .Short

Horn sorts' will give good results and furnish
a supply of young, tender roots.

Cauliflowers in Frames.—These plants will'

need close attention during the next six weeks
to keep them in a healthy condition. Sturdy
growth is best assured by removing the lights
on all possible occasions, but it will be ad-
visable to have them in position during times
when excessive rain is falling, but even then
air should be admitted by tilting the lights.

Remove decaying foliage, and slightly stir the-

soil occasionally. Water the roots with extra
care, and watch closely for slugs, which are-

very partial to the young plants. A sprink-
ling of lime or soot around the sides of the
frame will do much to keep these pests in

check. If seeds of Cauliflowers were not sown
in September, a small sowing of a quickly
maturing variety, such as First Crop, may-
be made now. Prick out the seedlings in

boxes with a view to planting them out on a
mild hot-bed or growing them on in small pots'

previous to planting them in the open.

Lettuce.—A small growing of Lettuce may be-

made in boxes with a view to growing the
plants on a mild hot-bed. The plants of this

sowing should follow those that are growing
in frames for winter use.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By Arthur Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Planting New Vineries.—There are two
seasons in which young vines may be planted,

viz., when the canes are green and in active
growth, and when they are ripened and in a
dormant condition. There are advantages in

both methods, but I prefer planting when the
vines are in a dormant condition. In contem-
plation of the planting of new vineries, it is

important to remember that the work, if well

and wisely done, will for very many years result

in annual crops of Grapes of the highest quality

and perfection that will repay for the trouble
taken at planting. Very seldom will the roots,

if allowed to roam at will, find conditions con-

genial to their requirements in the natural sub-
soil, and for this reason it is wise to keep them
within reasonably restricted limits. This may
be done by means of a concrete bottom with s

gradual slope towards the front or back as a
means of carrying off excessive moisture. The
depth of the border should not be more than
3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches. This will allow for a
good layer of broken brickbats, clinkers, etc.,

and a layer of turves should be placed on the
top of these materials before the compost is-

put in. The roots of the vines should be spread
out evenly and the soil well packed about them
and made firm, for which reason it is best to

employ the soil when in a moderately moist
condition.

Pot Fruit Trees.—Where pot fruit trees are
cultivated extensively, it is essential to have
successional batches of trees, to allow of those

trees that are forced one year being rested

the second year and develop more naturally.

These remarks apply especially to Apples,

Pears, and Cherries in pots. With Peaches
and Nectarines the case is somewhat different,

for these trees are capable of yielding early

fruit for many years in succession and are not

difficult to cultivate.
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THE HAEDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlei Warbejt, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Pilberts and Cob Nuts.—Although these Nuts
will grow on almost any soil, the most suitable
rooting medium is a light loam resting on a
dry bottom, such as gravel or sand. In most
gardens Nut bushes receive very little

attention, and the result of such neglect
is usually a quantity of unfruitful wood and
a mass of suckers growing from the bases of

the plants. It is always advisable to keep the
centre of each bush well open to allow the
sunlight and air to enter freely, hence neglected
trees should be considerably shortened back
and the branches thinned out. At the winter
pruning the spurs should be thinned, and, if

necessary, shortened. The main growths should
be thinned or reduced in number, so that the
bush is regularly balanced in every direction.

By this means a quantity of fruit-bearing
wood develops at the lower part of the plants.

All suckers should be removed. When the
operation of pruning has been completed, the
surface soil should be dressed with decayed
farmyard manure. Where the entire ground is

devoted to these Nuts, they are usually planted
in rows about nine or ten feet apart and eight

or nine feet between the stools. The maximum
height of the bushes should not exceed six or

seven feet, this height being most convenient,
both for pruning the bushes and gathering the

Nuts. The red and white skinned Filberts are

WHITE OR SNOWY FLY.

With reference to a note by Mr. \V. Staward
in your issue of November 22, page 252, on that

dreadful scourge, " Snowy or White Fly

(Aleurodes vaporariorum), it would have been

useful had Mr. Staward stated the precise

quantities of cyanide he used per thousand
cubic feet, but his omission has been made good
in your leader of December 10. My first ex-

perience |of cyanide as a fumigant was in

1903, for mealy bug on vines; then the mystery
and dread attaching to it forbade many from
using it. Indeed, at the present time there

Is strong prejudice against its use in gardens.

It is our business at Reading to experiment
with any new wash or fumigant, and it may
not come amiss if I give our experience, so far,

with cyaniding.
Early in May of this year, as our earliest

Tomatos were colouring, the house became in-

fested with white fly. We tried two fumigants
at different times, first at the strengths directed

and afterwards at double strength ; the results

were far from satisfactory, as the adult Hies

fell to the ground and remained there through
the night, but in the morning were as lively

as ever. It was then suggested that strips of

paper smeared with some sticky substance should
be laid on the ground beneath the plants to

catch the flies, but this was absolutely out of

the question so far as commercial cultivation

was concerned.

enter the house before morning, by which tune

all the fumes will have escaped and work can

be carried on after opening the ventilators

widely.
I consider :t necessary during the warmer

weather to fumigate once every 12 to 15 days,

and as the weather gets cooler once every 20

to 25 days. Cyaniding is effective and cheap,

and used at this minimum strength "will be found

to kill every white fly in the house without

tainting the fruits of Tomatos or injuring the

most tender foliage or flower. For mealy bug
on vines cyaniding should be practised only

while the vines :*re dormant, at the rate of two
ounces of sodium cyanide to every 1,000 cubic

feet and the other items in proportion. H. H.
Cook, University College Gardens, Reading.

THE GLADWYN OR SCARLET-SEEDED
IRIS.

In the woods where t)he Gladwyn (Iris

foetidissimia) abounds it is no uncommon thing

at this season of the year to come across groups

of children with arms full of the glittering

fruits of this scarlet-seeded Iris. The fruits are

used extensively for church decoration at Christ-

mas-time, and bunches are sold in shops, while

many a village home is made the brighter by

the presence of this wilding at this festive

season. The "berries" retain their bright

colour when cut and do not fall from the pods
;

Fig. 142.—rons and seeds of the gladwyn (iris foetedissima)

the best for dessert purposes, and the best Nuts
for the same purpise are Brunswick Cob, Em-
peror, Kentish Cob, Prize Exhibition Cob,
Reigate Cob, and Merveille de Bollwyller.

PLANT NOTES.

MARIOA COERTJLEA.
This rare flower is perhaps the most beauti-

ful of the Irideae, and is well worth cultiva-

tion in the greenhouse. It appears to be almost
unknown in Britain, though it may be pro-

cured from Continental growers.
Blooming in July it produces several flowers

on one scape, the upper blossom opening first,

as is the habit of some members of the Juno
group of Irises. The remarkably rich tint

of the broad, blue petals, with the singular
colouring of the smaller segments, makes it very
attractive, the three latter being curled over,

and thickly powdered with crimson-purple on
a ground of pale apricot.

The special points in its cultivation must be
narefullv followed t" ensure Free flowering.

From November till the end of March the plant

should be kept almost entirely dry in a shady
position with a minimum temperature of 50°,

out tepid water should then be given as

required, increasing the supply as growth be-

gins. The plant should be placed close to the

roof-glass. It may be divided and repotted after

flowering. /. L. S.

We next tried sodium cyanide, with most,

satisfactory results in clearing our houses of

snowy fly. The amounts we used per thousand

cubic feet for growing plants were : one-eighth

of an ounce of sodium cyanide, one-fourth of an
ounce of sulphuric acid, and half an ounce of

water. It is of importance that the cyanide

fumes should be distributed equally throughout

the bouse. Therefore, in our long, narrow

Cucumber houses we allow a one-pound earthen-

waro jam-pot for every thousand cubic feet.

The essential conditions for cyaniding are that

the structij-e should be dry and hole-proof, the

plants dry (indeed, wilting), and the temperature

from 55° to 60° As the latter is almost an
impossible condition during the summer months,

we leave the ventilators open as late as possible,

and start operations at dusk. Close the house

as tightly as possible, and at the most con-

venient place measure off into each jam-pot half

an ounce of water and a quarter-ounce of sul-

phuric acid. These two will unite without any

danger, but the water should first be measured

off. This done, distribute the jam-pots equally

throughout the house; '.hen, having previously

weighed the sodium cyanide—one-eighth of an

ounce for each 1,000 cubic feet—wrap each lot

in paper, and, commencing at the furthest end

of the house, retreat calmly, unwrap the sodium
cyanide and drop one lot into each jam-pot.

There is absolutely no danger if common-sense

is used, but when the operator is outside, the

doors must be securely locked and no one should

the writer has known the fruits and seeds when
cut to last the whole year round.

Irises are mostly grown for their flowers, but

our native Gladwyn is grown for its fruits.

Its flowers are dull and inconspicuous. Its

foliage, in tufts of dark green, is handsome even

in winter, while the fruit6 of bright orange-

scarlet colour are of extraordinary beauty. In

common with many other plants the Gladwyn
is this year fruiting more freely than usual.

The pods are very fine, at least 'three inches

long, and the stems bend over with the weight

of the seeds, which are about the size of Peas,

borne in rows within three-lobed pods, which at

this season gape open, as seen in the illus-

tration (Fig. 142), to display the full beauty oi

the highly-coloured seeds.

Many a beautiful winter picture might be

made in gardens with well-placed groups of the

Gladwyn—the foliage of which retains its dark

green through the winter. Roots of Iris foe-

tidissima many be transplanted now, and once

planted this native species knows how to take

care of itself without smothering up the sur-

rounding vegetation. Clumps should be

naturalised about the garden and woodland in

places where they will not be too much over-

grown. There is a "variety of the Gladwyn with

variegated foliage, and even (hose who do nol

approve of vanegation cannot but admire the

pretty garden effect this produce- As with the

typical wilding, it is worth planting for cutting

in winter. Herbert Cowley, Tunindge Well*.
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EDITORIAL NO TICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2

Special Notice to Correspondents—Th e Editors
do not undertake to pay for any contributions or
illustrations, or to return unused communications
or illustrations unless by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondents.

Illustrations—The Editors wtll be glad tn rrro-
and to select photographs or drawings suitable for
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable flowers,
trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible for loss
or injury.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would
obviate delay in obtaining answers to their com-
munications, and save us much time and trouble.

*f they would kindly observe the notice printed
weekly to the effect that all letters relating to

financial matters and to advertisements should be
addressed to the Publisher ; and that all communi-
cations intended for publication or referring to

the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by
sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

DR. ARCHIBALD MENZIES, R.N'

ONE of the greatest Scottish botanists,

explorers and travellers was Dr. Archibald

Menzies, of the Royal Navy. He was a

born Highlander, his place of birth being at

StLx or Styx (see Fig. 144) , an old branch house

of the Menzies of Culdares about four miles_west

from Aberfeldy, Perthshire. The Weem Kirk re-

gister states he was baptised on March 15, 1754.

He belonged to the Menzies of Styx, a branch

from the Menzies of Culdares and Meggernie

Castle in Glenlyon (see Fig. 145), and was

educated at Weem Parish School in the time

of Sir Robert Menzies, the third baronet, who

kept large gardens at Castle Menzies employ-

ing as many as twenty-one gardeners at

a time, as is shown from the old lists, and

where every new plant that could be procured

was planted. The fame of Castle Menzies

Gardens at that time extended so far south as

London, so that it may be said that every

Menzies in or near Castle Menzies was a botanist

or a gardener, eight or ten Menzies being gar-

deners at one time.

Among the young clansmen was Dr. Archibald

Menzies, who had his first experience at the

gardens of Castle Menzies. From there he went
to Edinburgh and entered the Royal Botanic

Gardens as a botanical student; he also' attended
the Edinburgh University Botanic classes under
Dr. John Hope, and finally graduated in

surgery and medicine. In 1778 he made a

botanical tour through the Highlands and
Hebrides, discovering new plants ; afterwards he

became assistant doctor at Carnarvon, and even-

tually entered the Royal Navy, and was
appointed assistant doctor on board H.M.S.
" Nonsuch," on which warship he took part in

the victorious sea battle of the British under
Admiral Rodney, and over the Comte de Grasse,

on April 12, 1782.

After peace he served on the Halifax Station,

from which lie sent home many new plants and
seeds. In 1786 he became doctor on board the

" Prince of Wales," and went round the world

on a voyage of discovery and fur trading, he
being allowed to collect plants, seeds, and every-

thing botanical. He visited Africa, N.W. Coast

of America, Staten Island, the Sandwich and
other islands, China, Australia, New Zealand,

etc. Shortly after Dr. Menzies' return with a

Fig. 143.

—

aravcaria iilbricata.

(Introduced by Dr. Menzies from Chili in 1795.)

great number of new and rare plants, seeds, etc.,

most of which he gave to enrich Kew Gardens,

London, he was chosen as the best botanist of

the time by the British Government to go with

Capt. Vancower on board the " Discovery " as

botanist and naturalist on a voyage of discovery

and adventure round the world. At his request

he took with him large quantities of garden and

other seeds, young Orange and other fruit trees,

also cattle. He visited Africa, Cape of Good
Hope, Australia, New Zealand, Sandwich

Islands, the West Coast of North and South

America, discovering and exploring Vancouver

and the Columbia River, where there is an

island called Menzies Island, named after iRim,

and further north there is Point Menzies, while

in Victoria, the capital city of Vancouver Island,

the principal thoroughfare is named Menzies

Street after him. In every country visited,

where he thought good results would follow,

he planted Orange and other fruit trees

and garden seeds, and to him these countries

are now indebted for these good things.

From Chili he brought home the Monkey

Puzzle tree—Araucaria imbricata. He obtained

seeds when dining with the Spanish Viceroy at a

banquet at the Capatel St. Jago. On the

dessert being served, Dr. Menzies observed the

nuts were of a class he had never seen before,

and instead of eating his share, he slipped them

into his pockets, and on his return to the ship

planted them in earth in a glasshouse he had

erected on the quarter-deck,' and by the time

the ship returned to Britain he had five beau-

tiful young trees, one of which lived at Kew
Gardens until the autumn of 1892.

Among the thousands of rare plants, seeds,

etc., brought to Britain by the doctor is the

Menzies' Fir Tree (Abies Menziesii) ; the Men-

zies' Pine Tree (Pinus Menziesii) ; Arbutus Men-

ziesii, and Thuya Menziesii. The first Douglas

Fir tree, and the first of many of our flowering

plants, suoh as Lupins, Paeonies and Larkspurs,

were introduced as the result of his four or five

voyages round the world. Dr. Menzies was

made president of the Linnean Society of

London, and after his many travels and adven-

tures, he settled down to practice as a medical

doctor and surgeon, at 2, Ladbrook Terrace,

Notting Hill, London, where he died in 1842. He
had four brothers, William, Robert, John, and

James, all of whom were botanists and gar-

deners. The old garden book, entitled the

" Weekly State of Proceedings at Garden, Castle

Menzies," is still preserved and a typical page is

reproduced below ; the work done in December,

1832, was that of collecting leaves and wheeling

soil. Sir David Menzies, Bart., of Pleam

Meiizies Castle, by Larbert.

Dec. 24//;, 1832.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

PYRACAJSITHAS.
The active search for plants in Asia, including

Western China, Northern Burma, and the
Tibetan border that lias marked the past twenty
years has enriohed our gardens in shrubs more
than in any other kind of plant, and among
the new acquisitions none is more likely to be
generally valued than the Pyracantha.

There is a general feeling among botanists that
it is well to separate the more or less evergreen
species with leafy thorns and toothed, but not

bunches ; others have much narrower foliage, are
scarcely less rapid, but generally more compact
in growth, and have rather smaller fruits, but
in quite as well-furnished clusters. The
markedly distinct forms have all been described
in the Gard. Chron., and therefore detailed

descriptions are superfluous. P. Gibbsii ana
P. yunnanensis (P. crenulata var. yunnanensis)
constitute the broad-leaved section and P. Roger-
siana the narrow-leaved. Other names are ap-

pearing, but these have now been with us

sufficiently long to enable us to gauge their

value and to speak positively of their merits.

Their value in the garden depends chiefly upon

unZamSSam
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lobed, leaves from the remainder of that over-

burdened genus Crataegus, especially as each
carpel contains two equal ovules, whereas in

Crataegus one ovule is sessile, the other stalked.

And tnough the name Crataegus Pyracantha,
given in 1793 to the first known member of the

group—which Liimaeus called Mesipilus r"yra-

cantha—will long cling to it both in our gardens
and in nursery catalogues, yet the newer name,
Pyracantha coccinea, which dates only from 1847,

is now fairly well known.
Pyracantha coccinea came to us from the

Eastern Mediterranean, where, and in Western
Asia, it has a fairly wide range, and everyone
must needs praise its beauty when it is seen

well-trained on a suitable wall. Only in

favoured localities, however, is it seen happy
away from that protection, probably because it

has rarely been tried, for it is hardy enough.
The variety Lalandi, raised at Angers about
1874, is hardier, and has stronger, more erect

growth, and leaves broader in the middle, while

the fruit also is larger and of a more yellowish

tinge. Several other varieties have been de-

scribed but have never been widely cultivated.

The Himalayan form with narrower leaves with

crenulate margins was introduced in 1830 to

Chiswick, but was even then a slow grower, loi

Loudon, in 1844, says it formed a bush 2 feet

high. By some it was regarded as a variety

only of P. coccinea, but others made a separate

species of it, P. crenulata. It has never
apparently grown quickly or well in England.
Somewhat similar forms have recently come from
W. China, but a good many of those at first

called P. crenulata are sufficiently distinct in

gardens to merit distinct names.
Pyracantha angustifolia, with its yellow ber-

ries, struck a new note when it was introduced

in 1899. Other introductions have occurred

since, but it has proved rather tender until well

established. It has still narrower leaves than
P. crenulata, and woolly twigs which give it a
very distinct appearance. Where it is hardy it

is very well worth growing.
The newer introductions lie in a measure be-

tween the extremes, P. coccinea var. Lalandi
and P. angustifolia. Some are hmad leaved,

rapid and vigorous in habit, and have compara-
tively large fruits, on rather long stalks, in

their fruits, but it lies not only there. They
are perfectly hardy, and most of them graceful

in habit ; they will bear pruning ; their glossy

green foliage is very pleasing ; and their multi-

tudinous white or creamy flowers carry on the

blooming of the Thorns for a full fortnight

longer, coming into flower, as they do, just as

most of the Thorns are passing.

All appear to be variable plants, like P.

the brandling rather sparse, and the shoots

long and with, an arching tendency. The differ-

ences between it and P. yunnanensis have been

pointed out in these columns, but the latter

plant has less showy fruit ripening later.

The variations in P. Rogersiana are even more
marked, for the forms give fruits varying from
the scarlet of the type, through orange (forma

aurantiaca) to bright yellow (forma flava), with

many intermediates, some of them particularly

pleasing by reason of the contrast made between
the general colour of the fruit and its black
" eye." The yellow form is perhaps the best

of all. Some seedlings have a very beautiful

drooping habit.

Fortunately they are not only hardy, but they

are not particular- as to soil, growing even in

dry sand, and under the partial shade of trees.

Cuttings root freely, and their propagation being

easy, there should be no difficulty in raising

considerable numbers of the best forms. Seeds

cannot be depended upon to reproduce the parent

form exactly, and it is highly probable that

hybridisation may occur and give a considerably

greater range of varieties. F. J. Chittenden.

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS.
The hot summer of 1921 was favourable for

the flowering of the beautiful varieties of the

Syrian or Shrubby Mallow, Hibiscus syriacus

(syn. Althaea frutex). In the south and west

of England they are among our best autumn
flowering shrubs, but in colder northern

districts the shelter of a wall is desirable.

Though familiarlv known as the Syrian Mallow

this shrub is only met with as a cultivated

bush in Syria, its' native habitats being India

and China. This Hibiscus is one of our oldest

exotic shrubs, though still far from common,
having been first introduced in the seventeenth

century.
Averaging 6 to 12 feet, but sometimes more,

in height, and as much in diameter, the

branches tend to be upright in growth, though

the character of older specimens is spreading

and bushy.
In planting this Hibiscus, select open, sunny

positions, with shelter, if exposed to the north

and east. A deep and well-drained loamy soil

is the best for the Hibiscus, enriching it with

leaf-mould and manure from a spent hot-bed.

Seeds, layers, and cuttings, with, sometimes
grafting on the commoner sorts, are the methods
of propagation.

Fig. 145.
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coccinea; and P. Gibbsii, while it varies

slightly in the shade assumed by its brilliant

scarlet fruits, differs more in the time at which
individuals ripen the fruit and in the habit

of the bush. The height reached is about 12 ft.,

Among a considerable number of single, semi.

double, and double-flowered sort6 the si

beautiful in the Kew collection are Hamabo,
white, blotched crimson; Coeleste, pale purplish

blue; and flore albo, pure white. A. 0.
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THE PROBLEM OFTHE INHERITANCE OF

IMMUNITY TO WART DISEASE IN THE

POTATO.

(Concluded from ji. 314.)

Small numbers of Potato seedlings derived

from various crossings made in 1916 were

sert to the Ormskirk trials in 1919. Small

stocks only were available. A much larger

series of seedlings has been under trial during

the past season, but up to the present no
results have come to hand.
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BLACK CURRANT CUTTINGS.

In his article (G.C., November 19, 1921, p.

262) Markzt Grower details soine trials of

variation in method oi dealing with cuttings

of the Black Currant; amongst these there is

no mention of a method given by Vercier

(Arboriculture Fruitiere, 2nd ed., Paris, 1912,

p. 194), which I tried myself and guided
a friend to try; in both cases excellent results

ensued. The instructions are as follows:

—

" A slight basin some six inches deep for in-

dividual and few plants, or alternatively a

trough is dug out and cuttings of about ten

inches in length are put in vertically, so that

one eye is above the ground level of the bottom
of the basin or trough, and the second about the

air-ground level. The normal course is ifor a

strong shoot to develop from the terminal eye, a
weaker one from the second, and perhaps a

slight growth from the third. In February,
the strong shoot is cut back to one eye, and
the second to two eyes; the object is to pro-

mote the shooting from the buried eyes, and
probably, at any rate, one strong shoot (gour-

mand) will come up from beneath the ground.

The following February this strong shoot is

cut to three eyes above ground, and the other,

four or five shoots are cut back to three or

four eyes; by this time the ground may bo

levelled, or a number of air-ripened eyes are

buried. New gourmand shoots from below the

earth are cut back to about six inches, or

shorter, if too many appear."
We did not follow him in cropping all shoot:--

to a level of about eighteen inches. The
further treatment of upkeep consists in not

allowing branches to remain longer than tum-

or five years, removal of crowded interior

shoots, and trimming the bearing wood to four

or five eyes; this, I think, is not a practice

amongst big growers in this country, and
personally I have not tried it. Certainly one

gets good subterranean shoots by the method.

Vercier gives a life of five or six years to

single-stemmed specimens, the avoidance of

which form is generally accepted. I have a

single-stemmed plant which must be oyer

twenty years old, and is retained as a curiosity

and subject for watching big bud and rever-

sion; it only showed big bud nine years later

than neighbouring bushes which were affected,

but its performances in fruit-bearing would not

excuse its existence. H. K. Durham.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW

GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

{Continued from page 311.)

Few would hesitate to say that the two plants

illustrated in Fig. 146 were two perfectly distinct

species, the only thing they have in common
being the pallid swelling (or so-called pustule)

at the base of each leaf on the upper side,

which is scarcely evident in the much reduced
photograph. Yet these two plants were raised

by myself from seeds taken by my own hand
out of one seed-pod ! This seed-pod was upon
a living plant collected at Alice, in South
Africa, and sent to me last year 'by Mr. T. N.
Leslie. The two seedlings figured are of the

same age and have been growing in the same
pot, out of doors, and exposed to the full sun-

light of this summer from May to October
24th. Most of the seedlings are like the small

plant, and three like the long-leaved one.

Their distinct appearance is one of the greatest

surprises I have had, and clearly demonstrates
that the proper defining of the species belong-

ing to this genus cannot be done in this

country. In connection with the two-ranked
arrangement of the leaves common to many
of the species of this genus, it may be of in-

terest to say that in the seedling stage the

first few pairs of leaves that are formed are

always developed in a cruciate manner, the

alternating pairs being placed at right angles

to each other: the change to ft two-mnked ar-

rangement takes place when the seedlings are

a few months old. This would seem to indi-

cate that I'his genus has evolved from plants
having a cruciate arrangement of the leaves.

In consequence of my ignorance of the
amount of variability and the native localities

(which are important) of these plants, the fol-

lowing list must be accepted as provisional.

In it I have omitted all reference to the work
of Sonder in the Flora Capensis, and that of

Berger, as these authors have often ignored
the original descriptions of Haworth and re-

placed them by the erroneously named descrip-

tions of Salm Dyck, so that the names as
given in those works do not always belong to

the plants that Haworth intended should bear
them. As Haworth's works are rare and very
difficult to obtain, I have added to the names
the chief characters taken direct from his des-

criptions or from the original figure he quotes,

and I have quoted, the figures that I think
belong to each species as I understand it.

To save space the letter M. is used for

Mesembryanthemum in the synonvmy of each
species.

A. Leaves distinctly arranged in two ranks.

1. Flowers sessile or subsessile. See also

note under G. longum.

Fig. 146.
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Two plants raised from seeds taken from the
same seed pod and grown in the same 6-inch
pot under similar conditions. About one-fourth

natural size.

1. (!. angustum, N. E. Br. Leaves 3—5 in.

long and \
—

\ in. broad, half-cylindric, flatfish

above, convex beneath, of nearly equal thick-

ness throughout, obtuse. Flowers su'bsessile,

3—4§ inches in diameter; petals broader than
any other (except G. granditlorum), and united
for mon than \ in. at the base. Haworth
states that this species is recognised at first

sight by its semicylindrio leaves.

M. angustum, Haw. Obs., p. 176 (1794),

and Misc. Nat. p. 34, not of other authors.

2. G. DEPREssrM. N. E. Br. Leaves 2-ranked.

pressed to the ground, 2—3 in. long, J—J in.

broad, narrowly tongue-shaped, obtuse, with
the apex variously incurved. Flowers subses-

sile or sessile, 3—3i in diameter. Capsule de-

pressed.

M. depressum. Haw. Misc. Nat. p. 33 (1803),

Sot. Mag. t. 1866, not of Salm Dyck.

M. ri'fescens. Haw. Synon. p. 221 (1812),

and Suppl. p. 89.

Under this species. I think, should

also be placed M. fragrans, Salm Dyck,

Obs. Bot. p. 8 (1820), and Mas. § 8, f. 2; Link
and Otto, Ic. Fl. Sel. p. 93, t. 43, which has
sessile flowers 3 in. or more in diameter, that
are very fragrant.

3. G. grandiflorum, X. K. Br. Leaves 2-

ranked, pressed to the ground, about 3£ in.

long and 1J in. broad, very thick, tongue-

shaped, with a large pustule at the base on
the upper side. Flower usually sessile, 3—

4

in. in diameter, somewnut inodorous; petals

in two series, 3—4 lines broad, obtuse. Cap-
sule somewhat conical.

M. grandiflorum, Haw., in Phil. Mag. v.

68, p. 327 (1826); Salm Dyck, Mes. § 8, f 3.

4. G. linguiforme, N. E. Br. Leaves 2-

ranked, pressed to the ground, 3—4 in. long,

1\—lj in. broad, straight, tongue-shaped, often

with a slight notch on the upper edge, and a

"white cartilaginous ridge at the inner bases

of most, especially the young ones." Flower

sessile, 3—4 in. in diameter.

M. linguiforme, Linn. Sp. PI. ed. 1, p. 488,

not of other authors. Founded upon M. folio

scalprato, Dillen, Hort. Elth., p. 235, t. 183,

f 224; N. E. Br. in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.,

v. 45, p 70.

M. scalpratum, Haw. Ohs. p. 187 ;
Salm

Dyck, Mes. § 8, f. 1.

Probably M. lucidum, Mill. Gard. Diet. ed.

8, no. 43, belongs to this species.

II. Flowers on pedicels i—2 inches long.

5. G. pustulatum, N. E. Br. Leaves tongue-

shaped, ascending, 5—6 in. long, 3—11 lines

'broad, with a large pustule at the base on the

inner (upper) side. Flower about 2i in. in

liameter.

M. pustulatum, Haw. Suppl. p. 88 (1819),

and Salm Dyck Mes. % 8, if. 10 and 10 fi

:

N. E. Br. in Journ, Linn. Soc. Bot. v. 45, p.

133.

i believe the plants represented in Fig. 146

belong to this species, but I have not yet

ven the flowers. G. pustulatum was intro-

duced by Burchell, who collected it near Port.

E'isabeth, whilst my plant was collected by

Mr. T. N. Leslie, at Alice, about 100 miles to

the north-east af that localitv. The so-called

pustule is a very slight swelling af a paler

colour than the rest of the leaf, and is absent

from all the following :—

6. G. latum, N. E. Br. Leaves 2-ranked.

pressed to the ground, about 2-3 in. long and

|-1 in. broad, without a boss at (he base,

straight, linear-oblong, obtuse. Pedicles 1-1 in.

long. Flower up to 2£ in. in diameter. Capsule

7 8 lines in diameter, with a raised dome-shaped
top. 10-11-ceUed.

M. latum. Haw. Ohs.. p. 186 (1794). founded

upon M. folio linguiformi latiore, Dillen, Hort.

Elth., p. 236 t. 184, p. 225. and see N. E. Br.

in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot., v. 45, p. 69.

M. linguaeforme, Lodd, Bot. Cab., t. 1,307, not

of Linne.

M. linguiforme var. latum, Salm. Dyck, Mes.

§8, f. 8B.

M. adscendens, Salm. Dyck, Mes. §8, f. 4, not

of Haworth.

M. medium, Haw. Suppt.. p. 88 (1819) ;
N. E.

Br. in Journ. Linn. Soc. But., v. 45. p. 132.

This species was collected by Burchell by the

Little Brak River in Mcssel Bay Division.

Haworth (Bev., p. 98) states that this ancient

species was sent to him with others in 1819 from

Oxford Botanic Garden, and that there is every

reason to suppose that the plants arc legitimate

descendants of the Sherardian stock at Eltham
(i.e.. the plants figured by Dillenius). Of all

the plants Dillenius figured, " M. serratum alone

is lost ; all the others are now alive before

the author." From this statement it may be
assumed that Haworth's descriptions of the

Dillenian plants are correct. In his Sfiscellania,

p. 32, however, he describes the flowers of this

species as " mostly sessile," and those of a

variety (to which he does not give a name) as

having a " short trigonmous pedicel." So,

perhaps, they vary in this character, but Dil-

lenius figures them with distinct pedicels. The
variety breve. Haw.. 1 believe belongs to G.

obliquum. -V. /.'. Brown
(To be continued, i
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.]

Iris unguicularis.—In reply to Mr. Barrell's

note on The early flowering of Iris unguicularis

(page 291), this Iris commenced flowering here

on October 12. and has continued in bloom ever
since. In previous year?, our first flowers came
in November, 'but this year, thinking it was
exceptionally early, I jotted down the date.

The plant is growing in a warm, sunny corner
against the house. D. Chaplin, Frognal Gar-
dens, Sunninghill, Berks.

With reference to Iris unguicularis
Istylosa) flowering early, it will interest Mr.
Barrell to know that we have this Iris grow-
ing in three different positions in these gardens,
and, although it flowered in January last, it

has again been in full flower for the past few
"weeks. Where it is growing, in a position facing
south, against a brick, wall, it has flowered pro-
fusely. F. IF. Spencer. Estate Office. Tochenham
Manor Gardens, Wootton Bassett, Wilts.

In your issue of December 3, a cor-

respondent draws attention to his Iris ungui-
cularis (stylosa), which was in bloom on
November 1. He asks if any of your readers
had similar experience. At Aldenham we have
had many blooms which commenced to appear
early in October, and not only are the flowers
very strong, but there is an unusual quantity
of them. Our plants are on a south border,
close to a wall. I consider the early-flowering
is due to the unusually long, warm, dry season.
The recent rains have spoilt some of the
flowers, but they may be enjoyed in perfection
by cutting them in the bud state and placing
them in water, where they will open in full

beauty. Your correspondent may be interested
in a note of mine on these beautiful Iris in

the issue of The Gardeners' Chronicle. January
4, 1919 (p. 7), under the heading of "Flowers
in Season." James A. Paice, Aldenham Vicar-
age Gardens, 'Watford.

1 was interested in Mr. Barrell's note
which appeared in The Gardeners' Chronicle.
on page 291, with reference to the above early
flowering of Iris unguicularis, as this species
commenced flowering here about the middle of

October and continued throughout November.
The plants are growing in a narrow border,
facing south, at the foot of climbing subjects
which clothe the wall behind, and did not
receive the attention that Mr. Barrell was able
to afford during last summer, owing to the
water shortage here. During early spring a

mixture of decayed manure and leaves was
worked into the soil with a fork, wherever
nosF'lilc, in vacant plpces. and added by
"hand as a top dressing at others. No doubt,
the hot summer was responsible for the earli-

ness in flowering, as we had a similar experi-
ence following the summer of 1919, though
flowering was then not so early by about a
fortnight. Arthur 11'. Wilson, Knolc Parh
Gardens, Almondsbury, Glos.

In your issue of December 3, a Norfolk
correspondent writes that Iris unguicularis
was in bloom on November 1, eight weeks
earlier than its usual date. In this garden a
flower was open on the pale blue variety on
October 5, and since then hundreds of flowers
have opened. I. u. alba bloomed on October 8,

and I. u. Imperatrice Elizabethae a week later.

This latter variety has very narrow leaves, a
smaller flowers, deeper in colour, and delicately
marked with darker blue stripes. I. u. lazica
has a dwarf creeping habit, broad leaves, and
a very dark blue flower; it is, in this garden,
the latest of all to flower, but this year has
already opened. I. u. inarginata has the
largest flowers of this group, but lacks the
delicacy of outline of the paler blue form. It
may interest your readers to know that in
looking over some letters of the late Dr. David
Moore I found one dated 1838, from the
Rev. H. Ellacombe, father of the late Canon
Ellacombe, written from Clyst St. George,
thanking Dr. Moore for having sent him a

plant of Iris stylosa and greatly admiring its

beauty of flower, which was new to him.

W. I'liylis Moore, Glasnevin Botanic Gardens,
Dublin.

Little Marvel Pea.—With regard to your cor-

respondent's success with Little Marvel Pea,

(see page 291), I made a sowing of this variety

in January of this vear, and from the result-

ing crop my little boy, quite unknown to me,

took a handful of green Peas and sowed them
in his own garden." From this second small

sowing an excellent dish of Peas was gathered

early in October, so this feat of obtaining two

crops in one year has been accomplished as

far north : s Durham. E. F. Glass. Woodside

Hall Gardens, Eaglescliffe, Co. Durham.

A Beautiful New Carnation.—At the British

Carnation Society's Show, held on the 30th

ult., there was one variety which eclipsed all

the others; so much so, that in my opinion it

was "the" Carnation in the show. It was the one

named T. Page's Mauve in Mr. Engelmann's

superb exhibit of 243 varieties. The flower was

on the small side, but I do not think every-

body realised its beauties or possibilities. Like

old "English Tulips, Carnations also break into

feathers and flames, though not so frequently

as Tulips do. Such broken flowers are called

Fancies among Carnations. T. Page's Mauve
is a Fancy, a new seedling from Circe, self-

fertilised, and was raised by the late Mr. Tom
Page, one of the greatest breeders and growers

of Carnations and Chrysanthemums in the trade.

Like Circe the ground colour is mauve,
far deeper and brighter than in the parent,

and the flaming and feathering, while not as

regular as in Ivanhoe, is a glowing mass of

vermilion. It is a delightful combination of

unrivalled colours, while the multitude of

feathering represents the flower as a blaze of

brilliant lambent flame. Both Mr. W. H. Page
and Mr. Thomas Stevenson tell me they have
seen it five inches acros=>, and the colours even

more brilliant than on the day of the show.

C. A. Jardine.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—I was very

much interested in the note on Begonia

Gloire de Lorraine, by Mr. R. H. Hol-

ton, in Gard. Chron., December 10, p.

301, giving an interesting summary of Mr.

Ohas. Hay's excellent results. The Gloire

de Lorraine type of Begonia is excellent for

winter flowering in the conservatory and green-

house. The value of cow manure in the soil

cannot be over-estimated, but I consider that

too free a use is made of charcoal and broken
brick rubble. Cow manure imparts that glossy

dark-green appearance in the foliage, which is

so essential to success. Keep the plants well

syringed and the paths and walls damp. 1

always found it a good plan to suspend the

pots of 48's or 32's size, by means of wires as

near the roof glass as possible in order to prevent
the shoots from becoming drawn. A light

shading is beneficial to the plants during hot

weather, and at such times they need plenty of

moisture. Cow manure has a remarkable effprt

on the size of the blooms, as well as enhancing
the nink colour. John Nibbs, Whitmorc Lodge
Gardens, Sunningdale.

The Late Mr. Ed. Molyneux.—Please allow

me to add my tribute of respect to the memory
of my old friend, Mr. Ed. Molyneux, with
whom I was associated when he came South
now nearly 40 years ago. From the time he
first competed and won the new Challenge Cup
at Kingston-on-Thames Chrysanthemum Show
in 1882, for 48 distinct biooms. he never
looked back. The first cup was finally won
that year by F. D. Galpin, Esq. (gr., Mr.
Harding), Bristol House. Putney Heath. Mr.
Molvneux's method of showing and the finish

of his blooms infused new life into the exhi-

bitors of that day, and was partly the means of
lifting the Kingston Chrysanthemum Society
still higher in the Chrysanthemum world. Our
friendship commenced at once, and my piles of

correspondence show his eagerness for informa-
tion as regards new varieties, what to keep
and what to discard. Mr. Beckett's worthy
tribute to his memorv I most heartily endorse.
C. Orchard. Bembridgc, I.W.

SOCIETIES.
BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL.

A meeting of the British Mycological Society

was held at University College, London, on
Saturday, November 19. The first paper was
by Dr. G. R. Bisby, on " The Use of Fungicides

on Potatos in North America."
Dr. B'isby stated that Bordeaux mixture has

proved particularly valuable on Potatos in the

north-eastern part of the United States, and in

the Eastern Provinces of Canada, because in

these areas Blight (Phytophthora) occurs practi-

cally every year. Over most of North America
the conditions of Potato-growing are quite dif-

ferent from those of England and Europe. The
use of Bordeaux mixture is favoured there by
the facts, first, that spraying equipment is ren-

dered necessary for the application of insecticides

against the Colorado Potato beetle; secondly,

because 'Early Blight and Tipburn are of wide-

spread occurrence, and these troubles are often

lessened by the use of Bordeaux mixture ; and,

thirdly, because Bordeaux mixture, in certain

areas in North America, has been found to give

increased yield of Potatos, even in the absence

of any marked attacks of disease. Potato spray-

ing is, on the other hand, hindered by the lack

of time for this work on account of the extensive
agriculture practised, and especially because the

blight is rare or absent over so much of the

Continent.
Recent tests in North America have shown that

oopper-lime dusts made of dehydrated copper
sulphate and lime, ground finely, possess value as

fungicides for Potatos ; dusting may replace

spraying under certain conditions. Certain

Potato varieties do not respond to spraying by
giving increased yield, unless blight is prevalent,

whereas other varieties may give a considerable

increase in yield. In the warn, central areas

of North America, Bordeaux mixture appears to

exert little influence on the yield of Potatos.

In the more important Potato-growing areas,

i.e., the northern and eastern portions of the
agricultural districts of North America, spraying
is in general valuable, particularly for those
who grow Potatos intensively.

The paper was followed by an interesting dis-

cussion in which several foreign guests joined.

The morning's proceedings closed by an
account o* *' An Eocene Microthyriaceous
Fungus from Mull, Scotland," by Mr. W. N.
Edwards.
Some detached coniferous leaves from the

Lower Eocene interbasaltic beds of Mull. Scot-

land, the cuticles of which had not been de-

stroyed by fossilisation, were found on treatment
with Schultz solution to be the host of a micro-

scopic epiphyllous fungus. The structure of the

radiate discs (thyriothecia), scattered over the

leaf surface, together with unicellular hypho-
podia, and the presence of a 5-celled ascospore,

justify the reference of the fungus to the Micro-
thyriaceae. Its affinities are probably with the
genus Phragmothyrium.

In the afternoon Professor Dame H. C. M.
Gwynne-Vaughan gave a paper on " The Group
ing of the simpler Ascoraycetes. " Elementary
students of fungi have considerable difficulty in

understanding the relation between the relatively

simple forms which possess neither the cup-
shaped apotheciuir. of the Discomycetes nor the

flask-shaped, perithecium opening by a definite

ostiole which characterises the Pyrenomycetes.
It is suggested that these forms should be placed
together in a new group—the Plectomycetes. In

some cases a rounded ascocarp is produced, which
opens either by the decay of its walls, or by an
irregular split or tear : the asci may arise from
the floor of this fructification and stand parallel

one to another, or they may be irregularly dis-

?osed. the fertile hyphae forming a tangled weft.

n other cases the hyphae are naked ; they stand
parallel in the Exoascaceae, but in these para-
sitic forms their position is probably determined
by the fact that they grow up between the
epidermal cells or under the cuticle of the host,

and may be without phylogenetic significance;

and in the Saccharomycetaceae a mycelium is

not developed. Li the majority of species the
asci are club-shaped, nyriform or oval : they arise

indifferently from the terminal or intercalary
cells of the fertile hyphae, and there is no bend-
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ing over of the tip of the ascogenous filair.ent.

The ascospores are usually continuous and
hyaline; in the large majority of cases the game-
tophytic mycelium gives rise to conidia.

Plectomycetes

—

Asci irregularly arranged Plectascales

Asci parallel

—

Ascocarp developed Erysiphales
Ascocarp lacking Exoascales

Dr. A. S. Home described fungi he had suc-

ceeded in cultivating from diseased trunks of

Hevea brasiliensis obtained from the Federated
Malay States and from Ceylon. Cultures of a

new species of Piptocephalis parasitic on Cun-
ninghamela, were exhibited, showing growths of

this species on Phycomyces nitens, Rhizopus
nigricans and other Mueorineae.
Respecting the growth of some fungi in arti-

ficial media, curves were shown illustrating how
the " staling " effect varies from fungus to

fungus, and with the same fungus on different

media. With the same fungus and on the same
medium, the amount of staling produced (as

measured by the diminution in daily rate of

increase in diameter) depends on the depth of

medium supplied, being greater the shallower
the layer of medium ; also under otherwise iden-

tical conditions, the rate of staling of some fungi
can be altered by varying the volume of the
space in which the fungus is growing. Thus
Sphaeropsis cultures on Potato again stale more
rapidly in closed Petri dishes than when placed
with the lids off in large desiccators. This effect

was shown to be due to the evolution by the
fungus of ammonia, and according as this staling

product is allowed to escape or not, variations
in the rate of staling are produced. Thus growth
is accelerated by allowing the fungus a large air

space into which the alkaline gas may disperse;
by growing the fungus over dilute concentrations
-of sulphuric acid ; and especially by growing in
an atmosphere which contains an increased per-
centage (5-10 per cent.) of carbon dioxide. The
latter has in the earliest stages a retarding effect,

but later by reducing the alkalinity of the cul-
ture, it has a beneficial effect on growth. The
phenomena of the intermingling or non-inter-
mingling of fungal cultures are dependent upon
staling phenomena, and can to a considerable
extent be varied at will. The probability of a
connection between sporulation, viability of
spores, and some other features of fungal growth,
on the one hand, and staling phenomena on the
other hand, was pointed out.
During the meeting Dr. E. J. Butler exhibited

Urocystis coralloides, an underground Smut; and
Mr. J. Ramsbottom showed a large specimen of
Engleromyces Goetzii, a Pyrenomycete looking
like a human (fossilised) brain.
The next meeting of the Society will be held at

University College on January "21, 1922.

ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC BIOLOGISTS.
At a general meeting of the Association of

Economic Biologists, held on the 9th inst., the
chair was occupied by the president, Sir
David Prain, and Professor J. H. Priestley, of
Leeds University, opened a discussion on " The
Resistance of the Normal and Injured Plant
Surface to the Entry of Pathogenic
Organisms."
The speaker first described the process of

suberisation resulting from injury of herbaceous
tissues, by the deposition of fatty substances
on the walls of oells below the cut surface
either by precipitation or by oxidation. In the
plant such a relatively impermeable layer
normally occurs, as the cuticle in the shoot and
endodermis in the root. The cuticle is a pro-
tection against hydrolysis. In the root one has
to consider the endodermis and the exodermis.
The relation of exodermal suberisation to the
source of the fatty acids and to salts such as
calcium and potassium in the soil was dis-

cussed and the bearing of this on the calciphile

or calciphobe habit of plants indicated.
The secondary endodermis and the passage

cells were considered, the nature of the suberin
lamellae was pointed out, and the interest from
the point of view of disease resistance of a

breaking of this impermeable cylinder by
internal expansion (as often occurs in the
Parsnip) indicated.

The relatively impermeable cylinder formed
at first by the contiguous Casparian strips and
later by .suberin deposition functions essen-

tially as a barrier between the stele and the
ccrtex. allowing the passage of water, but
stopping that of all organic solutes, and when
deposition is complete preventing even the
passage of water. The very great importance
of this condition with regard to the invasion
of the cortex by mycorrhiza or pathogenic
organisms was emphasised. In the ordinary
flowering plants, for example, there is usually
no endoderm in the aerial portions. Thene is,

therefore, a leakage of solutes into the cortex,

providing food for fungi, etc., and hence the

fact that this group of plants is very subject
to disease. On the other hand in the ordinary
leptosporangiate Fern the vascular strands are
practically entirely clothed in endodermis,
there is no leakage of solute, and this group
of plants is almost immune to parasitic

disease. The conditions found in the Camellia
and the Raspberry were very skilfully used as
an illustration to the same end. The causal
sequence of sap leakage, meristem formation
and the corking off of an injury in herbaceous
tissues was clearly shown. Finally a very
pretty critical experiment was described. In
an etiolated Potato stem there is an endodermis
which prevents sap leakage, and hence on wound-
ing there is little if any corking off, whilst in a

normal Potato shoot there is ho endodermis.
and hence leakage, and a rapid healing of

wounds.
Professor Priestley's aim was to interpret

the broad lines of, disease resistance in terms
of physiological anatomy and primarily as a
function of the endodermis. Whether or not
the endodermis will prove such a master key
remains to be seen, but there is no doubt that
Professor Priestley's address was one of the
most original and stimulating to which the mem-
bers have ever listened. It was a masterly
exposition, and was illustrated by a large

number of convincing microscopic preparations
and specimens.
As was to be expected so fundamental and

controversial a subject gave rise to a most
animated discussion in which the following
members and guests took part :—Professor

Vavilov of Petrograd. Professor V. H. Black-
man. Dr. Brown, Dame Professor Helen
Owvnne Vaughan, A. W. Hill. Professor

Nielson .Tones. Dr. Paine, Professor Margaret
Benson, and Dr. Home. Professor Priestley

replied.

SMITHFIELD CLUB.
The exhibition of cattle held by the Smith-

field Club at the Royal Agricultural Hall, Isling-

ton, during the week ending December 9, was
extensive and well up to the average of quality.

In addition to the cattle, however, there are
always a number of exhibits of interest to

farmers, and in some measure of interest to

horticulturists, but this year the farming interest

was in the ascendant, which means that there
were fewer garden vegetables and fruits on view
than for several years past.

An attractive exhibit of farm roots, together
with immune varieties of Potatos, including
their new variety Dunvegan, was made by
Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading. Messrs.
J. K. King and Sons showed garden roots as

well as farm roots, and Messrs. E. W. Kino
and Co. made a special feature of Intermediate
Beet among their fine samples of Mangolds and
exceptionally clean and bright seed Peas.
Messrs. J. Carter and Co. exhibited Early
Horn Carrots and some other vegetables from
late sowings. They also showed farm roots.
Giant Marrow-stemmed Kale and varieties of
Potatos. Messrs. E. Webb and Sons had an
excellent display, in which Swedes, Carrots,
Parsnips and Potatos were leading features.

Potatos were shown by numerous firms, each
of whom made a feature of varieties immune to
-wart disease, and it was noticed that the
varieties Crusader and Katie Glover were very
frequently displayed. The principal firms who
confined their attention mostly to Potatos were
Messrs. Tillie, White and' Co., Edinburgh:

Mr. R. S. Paton, Edinburgh; Mr. T. A. Scar-
let, Edinburgh ; Mr. J. Gray, Glasgow ;

Messrs.

Isaac Poad, York; Messrs. Cannell and Sons,

Lodden; Mr. R. Morris, Coupar Angus;
Messrs. Fidler and Sons, Reading (who had a
remarkably flue display of about fifty varieties)

;

Messrs. White Bros., Glasgow ; Messrs. Kent and
Brtdon, Darlington ; Mr. J. Gardener, Perth

;

Messrs. Toogood and Sons, Southampton; and
Mr. A. Findlet, Auchtermuchty, who displayed
several unnamed seedlings of merit, in addition
to good samples of Katie Glorver, Carnegie,
Majestic and K. of K.

Messrs. Harrison and Sons, of Leicester,

staged an interesting exhibit of farm and garden
roots ; and Messrs. W. Seabrooke and Sons,
Chelmsford, had an attractive display of Apples,
including their new variety, Monarch. Another
very interesting exhihit was that made by
Messrs. Gartons, in which their pedigree Oats,
Wheat and Barley were displayed side by side

with the parents, so as to indicate the advances
made.

CROYDON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Several years have elapsed since the Croydon
Chrysanthemum Society had suoh a fine ex-
hibition as the .one held in November at the
Central Baths Hall. Not onlv were Chry-
santhemums shown extensively and well but
fruits and vegetables were also displayed in
capital condition.
The challenge cup offered for the best exhibit

of eighteen Japanese blooms was won by Mr.
G. Tyler, East Grinstead, who was followed
'••specti'-ply by Mr. S. P'ead, Surbiton, and Mr.
G. A. Funnell, East Grinstead. The premier
award for ten Japanese blooms was won by
Mr. T. Smith, Coombe Court Gardens. Kings-
ton; second, Mr. W. J. Bedson. Bromley; and
third. Mr. F. Cordell, Reigate. Mr. S. Pead
exhibited the best Japanese bloom in the show
and Mr. J. W. Harrison contributed the best
incurved bloom.

In the open classes for six vases of single
varieties, distinct, the awards were made in
favour of Mr. S. Pead, Mr. T. Smith
and Mr. G. Edwards respectively. In
the local classes Mr. W. J. Bedson won
first prizes for fifteen Japanese blooms,
for five Japanese blooms and for six
plants suitable for table decoration. Mr. A.
Newson, Croydon, exhibited the best group of
Chrysanthemums in pots and the best three
plants of Single-flowered varieties. Mr. G. E.
Pound, Mr. J. W. Harrison. Sydenham, and
Mr. G. W. Bently. Wallington. were chief
prize-winners in the amateurs' section.

In the classes for fruit the principal awards
were won by Mr. B. G. Maisey, Crovdon ; Mr.
W. B. Wright, Wallington; Mr. G. F. Marsh,
Wallington; and Mr. A. C. ADI.AM. Mr. E.
Coleman was the most successful exhibitor
in the class for a collection of vegetables and
Mr G. F. Marsh showed the best collection of

fruit. Table decorations proved an interesting
feature and the single dish classes for vegetables
were well filled with entries.

TAUNTON AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

The seventh annual exhibition of this Society

was much larger than that of last year, the

total number of entries being 391 compared with
259. the increase being in the flower and fruit

sections. The attendance was very satisfactory,

indeed, the Victoria rooms were crowded, and
it is proposed next year to occupy the whole of

the Market Hall for the purpose of the show.

The Lady Abbess, Franciscan Convent, won the

first prize in the premier class for 24 Japanese
blooms in eighteen varieties, thus winning the

Silver Challenge Cup given by the late President,

and which she has now won outright. Of eight ex-

hibits from the Convent gardens, no fewer than

seven secured prizes, including four first prizes;

Mr. Fawle. the gardener, is to he congratulated.

A gold medal offered by Mr. \V. G. Elfimore for

the best Japanese Chrysanthemum bloom in the

show was won by Messrs. J. Webber and Son.

Minehead. with a bloom of W. Turner, shown
in the class fur six blooms distinct. The firs!

prize in this class was won by six blooms from
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the Convent, Messrs. Webber and Son being

second. The best group ot pot Chrysanthemums

was shown by Mr. H. Clarke, of the Greenway

Nurseries ; the first prize was a Silver Challenge

Cup, offered by Mr. E. A. Dimond. Mr.

Clarke also obtained a gold medal for a non-

competitive exhibit, and similar awards of gold

medals were made to Messrs. Jarman and Co.,

Chard, and the Staplegrove Nurseries. A group

of plants shown by Mr. H. King Sturdee, Nor-

ton Manor, was a notable contribution and re-

ceived first prize, Mr. R. J. Case being second.

Mr. E. A. Quick, was the most successful ex-

hibitor in the open division, and in the amateurs'

and cottagers' section. This exhibitor won the

Silver Challenge Cup outright last year in the

amateurs' division, and on this occasion he was
again successful in winning a second vase for

the first time. He also won the Silver Medal

presented by Mr. J. Scott for the best bloom m
the cottagers' classes.

©bituar\>.

Alexander Miller.—It is -with regret we an-

nounce the death of Mr. Alexander Miller, which

took place very suddenly on the 28th ult. Mr.

Miller, who was 73 years of age, was a native

of Thurso, Caithness', and served in noted gar-

dens both in Scotland and England. In 1877 lie

was appointed gardener at Rood Ashton, Wilt-

share, where he remained for sixteen years, and

during that time was a successful exhibitor of

fruits, vegetables, etc., notably at the Crystal

Palace and other large shows. After leaving

Rood Ashton he was appointed gardener to the

late Mrs. Joicy, at Newton Hall, Stoeksfield,

and remained there for eight years. He left

Newton Hall in 1900, and subsequently took over

the Floral Retreat Fruit Nurseries, Pevensey,

Sussex, where he was working to within two
hours of his death. His remains were laid to

rest in West Ham Churchyard, on December 3.

He leaves a widow, two sons and one daughter.

TRADE NOTES.
The Chamber of Horticulture is happy to an.

nounce that, as the result of protracted negotia-

tions, the railway companies have already

intimated their willingness to concede the follow-

ing points :—Asparagus, Rhubarb and Seakale

roots (as roots, vegetable) in 2-ton lots, class 10;

minimum 20 cwt. per truck, class 12; less than
20 cwt. per truck, class 14. The companies'
original proposal here was class 18. Evergreens
(including Mistleto), class 18. (Carriage to be
prepaid.) The companies' original proposal
here was classes 19 and 20.

Quicks (now covered by trees). The com-
panies' original proposal here was for inclusion
with shrubs, two classes higher than trees.

Seeds, agricultural and vegetable, e.o.h.p.,
class 16. The companies' original proposal here
for seeds, e.o.h.p. (which would have included
horticultural seeds) was class 19.

Replies from the railway companies with re-
ference to trees, plants and shrubs, and for
which formulas were recently submitted for con-
sideration, are not yet to hand. The above
particulars refer to the case submitted by the
Transport Sub-Committee of the Chamber, in
reply to the railway companies' proposals for
reclassification of goods rates, for the nursery
side of horticulture, and the concessions granted
will mean lower rates in respect of these com-
modities for manv venrs to come. The Chamber
i-s pleased to record the snlendid co-operation of
the Horticultural Trades' Association in this
matter and of Mr. A. G. Jackman in particular.

According to custom. Messrs. Abdulla and
Co., of 173, New Bond Street, and of cigarette
fame, are offering 10.000 copies of an Almanac
at Is. 6d. each for the benefit of the British
Red Cross Society. The Almanac is a hand-
some nn», 16 inches by 10 ' inches, and onlv on»
month is presented at a time; each sheet
carries a capital illustration in colours from
a drawing bv a leading artist, representing
scenes in Egvpt, Canada. Holland. China,
Sweden, Australia. Spain, Italy. Japan. South
Africa, France, and New Zealand respectively.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER FOR NOVEMBER.

A November with so predominantly south-easterly

winds had never before been experienced during the
fifty years' existence of the Southport Observatory.
Indeed, a greater frequency of winds from that direc-

tion has only twice been recorded in any month what-
ever during the half-century, viz., once in October and
once in December. The extent of the day-to-day changes
ot mean temperature was equally exceptional, some of

the south-easterly surface-winds being warm parts of

the circulatory systems of Atlantic low-pressure arena,

and others being cold outflows from the Continental

anti-cyclones. On the whole, however, the temperature
was low. Sunshine was nearly normal, but was almost

all confined to the first thirteen days; while storms, sea-

winds and ozone were practically restricted to the open-

ing week, and rainfall largely so. From the 9th.

light airs from th-.: easterly quadrant, but chieny

south-easterly, persisted with great monotony to the

month's close, and the weather was extremely hazy.

The mean temperature was 401°, or nearly 3° below

the average. Sunnv hours numbered 55, or only 1^

fewer than usual." The rainfall amounted to 2.64

in., or 0.52 in. below normal. Wind-movement was deficient

to so large an extent as 92 miles a day. Frost occurred

on 12 days; slight sales on 4; fog twice; and very

slight snow and hail once each only. There was no

thunder.—Joseph Baxendell, The Fernletj Observatory,

Southport.

THE WEATHER IN SCOTLAND.

The past month was a dull one, even for November,

with a mean temperature 2° below the normal and a

rainfair slightlv less than the average. Ram fell on

14 days yielding a total of 2.25 inches, the normal

bein»'l6 davs and 2.44 inches; the wettest day was

the 18th with 0.44 inch. Bright sunshine was registered

for 63.7 hours, an average of 2 hours per day and a

peroentag* of 23; there were 14 sunless days. With a

mean of 30.04 inches, the barometer varied from a

highest of 30.43 inches on the 11th to a. lowest of

29°39 inches on the 4th. The mean temperature for the

month was 39°, with a mean maximum of 45° and a

mean minimum of 33<-. The hurhest maximum of M>°

was recorded for the 4th and 5th, and the lowest mini-

mum of 24° for the 9th. while the lowest maximum

ot 38° was that for the 7th and 12th and the highest

minimum of 42° for the 17th. On 10 night. the^screen tem-

i,erature fell below the freezing point. On the grass

he mean minimum, was 29°, with a lowes of 17°•on. the

9th ; there were 18 nights of ground frost. With a

mean of 40° the soil temperature at 1 foot deep fell

from 47° to 38° and Ll.cn rose to 40°. There were two

sU™t alls o. snow during the month. The w,nd was

variable in direction and seldom strong. £>»"

lEwk Direetor of Studle,. ttoTrammg CMt"
Gardens Kirkton-OJJltans, near Dundee.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Gardeners and the Unemployment 1n-

h"r "nce Acts : G. H. No legal decision has

yet been given as to whether a gardener

employed by an Urban District Council i*

exempt from the provisions of the Unemploy-

ment Insurance Acts, although' the Minister

has already held that a gardener engaged by

a private employer is so exempt. In view ot

the importance of this question, steps have

been taken to obtain the Minister's views on

the question raised. He has replied to the

effect that no contributions need be paid,

either by the employer or the workman under

the above Acts in the case of a gardener

employed by an Urban District Council, pro-

vided he is' solely employed in ordinary agri-

cultural duties such as planting, digging,

pruning, weeding, cutting grass, laying out

and attending to flower beds and borders.

—

J. E. B. The tax collector is quite wrong
in claiming that either you or your employers

must pay contributions under this Act. It

has been definitely held by the Ministry of

Labour that a person employed as a gardener

in the garden attached to the private residence

of the employer is not liable to be so insured.

The question whether you are a domestic ser-

vant is not involved in this point, but it was
held many years ago by the High Court that
a head gardener is a domestic servant, and is,

therefore, entitled to a month's notice of dis-

missal.

Names of Fruit : G. S. 7?. Fondante du
Cornice.

—

G. Pear decayed.

—

I. II*. V. 1,

Calville Rouge d'Hiver ; 2. Herefordshire
Beefing; 3. Barnack Beauty; 4, Holland Pip-
pin ; 5. Allen's Everlasting ; 6, White Non-
pareil ; 7. Reinette de Caux; 8. Norfolk Stone
Pippin; 9. Winter Greenine.—.7. E. S. A. 1.

Newton Wonder: 2, New Bess Pool: 3. Annie
Elizabeth ; 4, Tower of Glamis ; 5, Winter
Hawthornden

; 6, Brabant Bellefleur : 7. Egre-

mont Russet.

—

H. E. D. Golden Pippin.

—

F. T. Newton Wonder.

—

G. B. 1, Winter
Strawberry; 2, Norfolk Beefing; 3, D'Arcy
Spice.— II*. II'. ('. 1, Lane's Prince Albert

;

2. Wyken Pippin.

—

L). 2V. 1, Blenheim Pip-

pin ; 2, Lord Burghley ; 3. Lord Derby.

—

F. S. and S. L. 1, Warner's King; 2, Dume-
low's Seedling (syn. Wellington).

Market Measures: J. //. i". When market
produce is sold by measure, little, it any
account, is taken of the weight of tne con-

tents, although in the case of Apples, there
is a general belief that a bushel contains 56
lb., but the weight obviously varies con.

siderably, according to the size and density
of the variety in question. It will be weil

within your own knowledge that some Apples
are much heavier than others, size for size.

Roses eor Bedding : F. J. IF. Good Roses
for your purpose would be Richmond (crim-

son) ; Fran Karl Druschki (white) ; Lady Hil-

lingdon or Madame Ravary (yellow) ; Mdme.
Abel Chatenay or Caroline Testout (pink) :

Viscountess Folkestone or Pharisaer (pale

pink) ; Mrs. George Shawyer or Donald
McDonald (rose colour) ; Lieut. Chaure or
Chateau de Clos Vougeot (dark crimson)

;

Lady Pirrie and Mme. E. Herriot (copper
shaded).

Savtno, Streptocarpus Seeds : 0. W, Not
knowing all the circumstances, w© are unable
to say why the seed capsules of your Strepto-
carpus should dry up and die. Apart from
some fault in cultural detail, we can only
suggest that for some reason the flowers were
not properly fertilised. Although, they do
frequently set seed without artificial pollina-
tion, it is always wise to hand-pollinate the
flowers, if a good seed crop is desired.

The Loqoat and Persimmon: P. The Loquat
is Eriobotrya japonica, a native of Japan.
It has very large, evergreen leaves, and
makes a handsome subject for training on
a warm wall. It is not hardy in the open,
except in Devon and Cornwall. The young
plants may be wintered in a cool greenhouse,
or in a garden frame kept free from frost.

The plant does not fruit in the open air in

England, although it is on record that a

plant on a wall, in a garden near Exeter,

set and partly matured fruit. Diospyros

Kaki (Date Plum or Persimmon) is a native

of China, and is not hardy, except in the

South of England, where it succeeds, trained

on walls, but does not produce fruit in the

open. A plant in the Succulent House in

Kew Gardens produces fruit every year, and
at present is carrying a number of fruit.

There are many varieties of this plant culti-

vated in China and Japan. Your seeds

should germinate in a cool greenhouse. D.

Lotus and D. virginiana are hardy in the

open. The former has fruit about the size

of a Cherrv, while those of the latter are

about the size of a Plum.

Wasps at Ivy Bloom: .4. C. Of the fourteen

wasps that you sent ten were drones or

males, and four workers of the lesser

common wasp (Vespa vulgaris). There was
not a queen among them. This is not sur-

prising, iif they came from the Ivy bush,

because the wasps that frequent Ivy flowers

are practically all either drones or workers

of the above species, and the large common
wasp (V. giermanica). The queen wasp is

about as long ,-;s a drone, but much stouter in

build, and double the size of a worker; most
of them by now have probablv retired to

snug quarters for the winter, and only
drones and workers in verv reduced numbers
are still active; these will die off in the

next cold snap. We do not think it would
avail much to plant Ivy bushes near ifruit

farms, because the Ivy does not flower until

late, when most of the damageable fruit has
been gathered; moreover, the nectar of the
flowers, although possibly slightly intoxi-

cating, is not fatal to wasps in 'sufficient

numbers to render it valuable as a poison.

Communications Received.—H. M.—G. M. B.

—

w. T. D.-G. W. S—T. J. H—M. H —V. G.—
N. E. B—A. M.—J. H.—H. L.—C. T.
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Professor Percival's mono-
The Wheat graph on the Wheat plant,

Plant. which has just been published
by Messrs Duckworth,* tells

a story of fascinating interest. The theme—that of the life and work and origin of the
plant which more than any other provides
the food of civilised man—is a great one,
and has been treated by Professor Percival
in a masterly manner. The uninitiated
might be disposed to expect that this stately
and beautifully illustrated volume of 463
pages would consist mainly or largely of
citations from other authors; but those who
know Professor Percival's thoroughness and
devotion to scientific research will turn to
its perusal confident that every detail of the
story of the Wheat plant, which the Mono-
graph relates, is founded in the author's
personal experience. As Professor Percival
states in his preface, it was his ambition
some twenty years ago to do for all farm
crops what he has now achieved for Wheat.
We can admire both the scope of the youth-
ful ambition and the excellence of the more
limited mature achievement. In his intro-
ductory pages, Professor Percival shows how
widespread both in time and space is the
cultivation of the Wheat plant. It flourished
in pre-historic times and it is grown to-dav
in all parts of the world save in the hot,
low-lving tropics. The amenability of Wheat
ti) cultivation is no less responsible than the
superiority of its product as an article of
diet for this all but universal cultivation.

• The Wheat Plant: I Monograph, by John Percival,
M.A.. F.L.S., with 228 illustrations. London': Duck-
worth and Co., price 63s. net.

Yet in spite of the widespread cultivation

oi Wheat, few countries are able to produce
what they require, and these—Russia, the

United States, India, Canada and Argen-
tina—supplv the deficit of the rest of the

world. No less striking is the fact that there

is no month in the year during
which the Wheat harvest is not
being carried in some part of the

w'orld. In November, December and
Januarv, South Africa, Argentina, Australia,

New Zealand and Chili are reaping their

Wheat harvests, India in February, March
and April, in the latter of which months
Egyptian, Persian and Mexican Wheats are

also readv for the sickle—or its mechanical
equivalent. In May, beside Japan and
China, N. Africa ripens its Wheat, and in

June, the harvest of European countries

begins as does that of the United States,

tc continue until the Northern Russian and
Finland harvests in late October. From be-

yond the Arctic circle to the Equator, Wheat
can be grown. It flourishes from sea-level

up to 10,000 feet in Mexico, Columbia, and
according to Humboldt, reaches an altitude

of 14-15,000 feet in Tibet. It is, indeed,

a hardv plant, withstanding a winter tem-

perature of 20°C, provided air and soil be

dry ; and although most varieties require an

annual rainfall of 20-30 inches, some of the

Macaroni and Club Wheats give remunera-

tive returns in regions where the annual

i;.infall is no more than 12-15 inches. Pro-

fessor Ferciva'l's earlier chapters are devoted

tc detailed descriptions of the grain and its

germination, illustrated by a wealth of new
,:nd admirable .pictures which are a joy to

the botanist so long accustomed to the few,

well-used illustrations which pass from text-

hook to text-book as worn botanical heir-

looms. The general morphological charac-

ters of root, leaf and stem are dealt with in

the following three chapters, and inflorescence

and flower in the two concluding chapters of

Part I. These pa^es constitute a remark-

able record of the author's catholicity of

observation, and the student mav learn from
them the numerous details of the structure

and behaviour of the Wheat plant, none of

which is without its importance in throwing

light on the mode of life of the plant. Part

II. opens with a discussion of the classifica-

tion of Wheat. This is a subject which the

author has made peculiarly his own, inas-

much as that for the last twenty vears he has

grown annually at the farm of University

College, Reading, all available varieties

—

to the number of 2,000 a year. As the result

of his comparative investigations, Professor

Percival concludes that beside the two
known wild species, the cultivated varieties

—

none ol which is found wild— fall into two
natural groups or races. The wild species

are Triticum aegilopoides, Bal. (wild small

Spelt) and T. dicoccoides, Korn (wild Em-
mer). The two races include Spelt, Emmer,
Macaroni, Polish, Rivet, Club, Large Spelt,

;.nd in addition to other lesser known kinds

—Bread \\ heat, T. vuigare. Detailed des-

criptions of these wild species and cultivated

vi rieties occupv a large space, and those

of Common Bread Wheat naturally occupy
most (pp. 265-306). Its predominance as

Bread Wheat is due to two causes, the diges-

:'hilit\ of its flour and the endurance of the

ilant. Tile most ancient of all cereals, T.

vuigare, now exists in some fourteen varic-

ies, seven bearded and seven beardless, which
are classified readily by the colour and
degree of downiness of the glumes. The
antiquity of Wheat is treated of in Chapter

23, Paleolithic man of Central and Eastern

Europe knew, ate, and stored it as man does

to-dav. As to origins, Professor Percival

adapts the view that the Wheats of the

present day fall into three series; (1) T.
oegiiopoides (Spelt) from which T. mono-
coccum has been derived

; (2) T. dicoccoides

(wild Emmer), which has given rise to-

Egyptian Cone Wheat, Macaroni Wheat (T.

durum), Rivet (T. turgidum) and Polish

Wheat (T. polonkum)
; (3) a hybrid series,

in which races common Bread Wheat as well

as others are included. The multiplicity of

races is doubtless connected with the fact that

although self-fertile as a rule, Wheat 'is oc-

casionally cross-fertile and thereby opens the

door to natural hybridisation. Knight

—

greatest of horticulturists—was probably the

first to attempt artificial hybridisation of

Wheat, but results of importance were not
achieved till Mr. Maund, of Bro'msgrove, as

recorded in The Gardeners' Chronicle for

1S46, and Hugh Raynbird exhibited un-

doubted hybrids. These pioneers were fol-

lowed by Patrick, Shirreff, Pringle and
Blunt, Vilmorin and others. Since those

days, hybridisation has produced great results,

Biffin's work in particular having provided a

means of circumventing "rust" by the pro-

duction of immune varieties. In the conclud-

ing chapter is a valuable discussion of the

vield obtained by different countries, and it

'it pleasant to record that of the countries

pioducing Wheat on any considerable scale,

those which obtain the largest yield per

acre include Great Britain, with an average

of 32 busheis per acre; the leading countries

being, Belgium, average yield 37 bushels;

Holland, 35 bushels ; Switzerland, 32 bushers ;

United Kingdom, 32; and Germany 32. The
average yield in France is twenty bushels,

although, of course, the total yield is far

greater—about five times—that of the United

Kingdom and about twice that of Germany,

'the Lnited States, with a yield more than

twice that of France, has an average of

fourteen bushels, India twelve and Russia

eleven. The world's average is thirteen

bushels per acre. Historical research

shows how greatly the yield has been in-

creased during the last few hundred years.

In the thirteenth century, in this country,

rer bushels was regarded as a fair return.

With the increase of stock-raising in the

seventeenth century and the consequent in-

n-ease in tb:: amount of manure available,

averages were raised to 12-14 bushels, and at

the close of the century, 18-20 bushels were

common. The eighteenth century saw-

further improvements to twenty-four bushels;

by the middle of the nineteenth century,

26-27 bushels represent the average, and these

figures were surpassed by the end of that

century. In the twentieth century, the

average for the first twenty years is 31

bushejs. Evidently the standard of cultiva-

tion has been raised progressively and mar-

vellously. Occasionally the yields obtamed

arc- enormous. Thus Mr. Amos, of Wye,
Kent, obtained in iqtS a yield of 96 bushels

(163 lb.) per acre of Yeoman Wheat on an

area of about 3$ acres, but the_ largest yield

icrorded is 117-2 bushels obtained in 1895

in a field of eighteen acres in Island County,

Washington. Professor Percival deserves

tlie thanks of all agriculturists and of all

botanists for his magnificent contribution to

out knowledge of the Wheat plant, and his-

labours of upwards of twenty years find a

worthy and lasting memorial in this mono-
graph, which will be read and admired in

all countries and for many years to come.

Our Almanac—We propose to publish in an
early issue of the New Year a Gardeners'

Chronicle Almanac for the year 1922. In order

to make it as useful as possible for reference,

we shall U- obliged if secretaries of horticul-

tural, botanical and allied societies, <>r any
of our correspondents, will send us immediate
information of all fixtures for the coming year.
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Imperial Fruit Show, 1922.—Representatives of
growers' associations and others interested in
hardy fruit culture were present at the Ministry
of Agriculture on Thursday, the I5th inst., to
consider the advisability of holding an Imperial
Fruit Show in 1922, similar to the one held at
the Crystal Palace this year. The scheme was
discussed from three potnts ; 'first, It/he de-
sirability of holding the show; second, the possi-
bility of holding the show; and third, the
nature of the show. The majority of those
present were in favour of holding an exhibition
next year, although some representatives of
fruit-growing associations pleaded for trans-
ferring the exhibition to the provinces, Man-
chester and Glasgow being suggested as suitable
towns. It was stated by some of the repre-
sentatives that an annual show of this kind
would be likely to interfere with the exhibitions
of those associations, in fruit-growing centres,
which have been so successful in the past, and
a suggestion was made that the Imperial Show
might be held once in three or four years. A
suggestion was also made that the basis of the
show should be widened so as to include a
greater variety of fruits and perhaps vegetables
also. It was felt that such a show as the last
would only be possible by again securing the co-
operation of the Daily 'Mail newspaper, but a
representative of that paper stated that only on
the basis that it would involve no great financial
loss to the Daily Mail could he hold out any
prospects of the proprietors of his newspaper
taking such an active part as they did on the.
last occasion. It was decided to 'consider the
matter more fully in committee, when it was
hoped that the decision of the Daily Mail would
be i rthcoming. If a show is held, Australia,
New Zealand, and the Cape, as well as Canada,
will be asked to send exhibits, so as to make
it more truly Imperial. The Canadian repre-
sentative present stated that the date of the
last show was the very earliest at which
Canadian growers could hone to exhibit, as the
Canadian Apple crop would not, be readv in
time for shipment at an earlier date.

Altrincham Gardeners Fine Effort for the
Gardening Charities.—For many years past,
with the exception of the war period, the
Altnncham Gardeners' Society has conducted
a series of entertainments for the purpose of
raising funds for the gardening charities. These
have been uniformly successful, and the
current year's performances shows a profit of
.£131—a very handsome figure. The money will
be divided between the Roval Gardeners'
Orphan Fund, the Gardeners' Roval Benevo-
lent Institution, and a local fund for the relief
»f distress amongst gardeners in the Altrincham
district. The method followed with such
singular success by the Altrincham gardeners
is to work in connection with a local amateur
dramatic society, which makes itself resnonsible
for the production of the plav. whilst the
gardeners society undertakes the organisation,
advertising, selling of tickets, etc. The district
is divided into sections, each section being
allotted to two or more gardeners, whose
busines, .t ,s to call on the residents in their
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Pr,'°r t0 the Performances.
I he good work of the Altrincham gardeners
should stimulate other gardeners' societies to dosomething similar in aid of the two deservinggardening charities.

«"»«vnig

Logan, Stranraer has forwarded „s a photo-Kiaph. reproduced m Fig. 147. of Lobelia pvra-midalis. a new species discovered by the lateMr. Reginald Farrer in 1919. The plant isflowermg ,„ Mr McDouall's greenhouse andatoned a height of 7 feet. 3 inches.' MrK™11 .W fT ishps th* fn,,owin " >"'' :

,f Ywn~ e s7d
,
was BOWP iv tllp moving

anted JS * T* *"?"• ^ th* seedlingsplanted out m the spring of this year. Thevernw rapidly, and commenced to flower inJuly and are still in bloom (December 61

in V ,
'" *S Phot°S>-anh was lifted earlvin November and placed in a cool house It

is certainly a striking and interesting Lobelia.Ihe colour of the flower is somewhat disappoint-
ing, as there is a greyish tinge about the purple.

giving it rather a dull hue. The species is, I
fear, not hardy, for some young plants left

out last winter all perished, but all those planted
out in the spring did well and flowered pro-
fusely. Good seed seems to have ripened, a
small quantity of which I haive for disposal.
Whether this Lobelia will prove to be a
perennial, or whether a biennial, time will show.
I append Farrer's description :—Lobelia, species
No. 1322, ' China.' A superb species from open
places in the valley region and grassy banks and
warm slopes; attaining 8—9 feet, a pyramid of
long, weeping boughs in August-September, set
all along their length with narrow, pale purple
flowers."

Mr. T. G. Hodgson—Although he has no
direct business connection with horticulture,
there are few men better known in horticultural
circles in the North of England than Mr. T. G.
Hodgson, because of his long association with
the Grand Yorkshire Flower Show and Gala.
Indeed, it is not too much to say that no one
has exerted so great an influence on this great
exhibition during ihe past twenty-five years as
Mr. Hodgson. It is of interest to observe that
the York Flower Show and Gala was established
in 1854 to promote the science of horticulture.
to increase the prosperity of York and to benefit
the York charities. The first show was held

MR. T. G. HODGSON.

in 1855, and exhibitions have been held annu-
ally since that date, except during the war
period. It was in 1880 that Mi-. Hodgson
became a member of the York Society, and he
was at once elected a member of the Floral
Committee. On the death of Sir Christopher
Milward in 1908 he was appointed chairman of
that committee, a position lie still occupies, while
in 1919 he was elected chairman of the council
of the Yorkshire Gala. Mr. Hodgson has kept
in view the possible changes in horticultural
fashion, and it was due largely to his initiative
that classes for Orchids were included in ihe
schedule of 1882, and the Orchid exhibits in

1914 provided me of' the finest features at the
York show. Mr. Hodgson foresaw the value
of Sweet Peas as exhibition flowers, and he
also initiated the rock garden class, which has
been imit-ited by the committees of most of
the large horticultural exhibitions. The man-
agement of the iork Flower Show and Gala
was completely reorganised by Mr. Hodgson in
1888 for the purpose of departmentalising the
vast amount of work which the great exhibition
entails. As a consequence of this method of
procedure, exhibitors rind everything ready for
them on their arrival at York. For many years
it has been Mr Hodgson's earnest endeavour
to make the York exhibition the greatest

flower show of the North of England, and in
this effort he has been wonderfully successful.
The exhibition to be held in 1922 will be the
diamond! jubilee show, and Mr. Hodgson is

anxious that this should be at least equal to,

if it does not excel, the magnificent exhibition
of the jubilee year of 1908. We feel sure that
all who know the splendid work Mr. Hodgson
has accomplished will do all that lies in their
power to help make the show of 1922 an un-
equalled success.

To Destroy Cockroaches.—Those whose green-
houses are infested with cockroaches may be
glad to learn of a simple means of destroying
these pests. A mixture of equal parts of pow-
dered borax and powdered sugar should be scat-
tered about their haunts. The boric acid will

adhere to their legs, bodies, and antennae, and
in cleaning it off with their mouth-parts the
cockroaches eat enough to cause their death.
Cockroaches are very particular in the care of
their persons, and when covered with dust, dirt,

or any foreign material, begin a process of

cleaning. They draw their antenne and legs

slowly through the mandible6, and afterwards
clean the abdomen, doubling themselves almost
into a ball until the cleaning has been done
thoroughly.

National Chrysanthemum Society's Show and
Meetings, 1922.—The National Chrysanthemum
Society has arranged to hold its annual ex-

hibition at the Royal Horticultural Hall, West-
minster, on November 16 and 17. The meet-
ings of its Floral Committee will be held on
September 18, October 16, October 30, Novem-
ber 16, November 27, and December 11, at the
Royal Horticultural Hall, and on October 3 at

Holland Park Rink. The meetings of the Ex-
ecutive Committee will be held at 5. Tavistock
Street on September 18, October 16, Novem-
ber 27. and December 11. On the occasion of

the Royal Horticultural Society's show which
opens at Holland Park Rink on October 3, the

National Chrysanthemum Society is offering a

piece of plate, valued 25 guineas, as an award
for the best exhibit of Chrysanthemums. The
Annual General Meeting will be held at the

R.H.S. Hall on Monday, Februarv 6

" The Gardeners' Chronicle " Seventy five

Years Ago.

—

Duration of Woods.—The follow-

ing are the results of experiments made with

great care and patience by Mr. M. G. L. Hartig :

Pieces of wood of various kinds, 2| inches

square, were buried about an inch below the

surface of the ground, and they became decayed

in the following order : The 'Lime, American

Birch, Alder, and the Trembling-leaved Poplar,

in three years ; the common Willow, Horse

Chestnut, and Plane, in four years ; the Maple,

Red Beech, and common Birch, in five years

;

the Elm, Ash, Hornbeam, and Lombardy Poplar,

in seven years; the Robinia, Oak, Scotch Fir.

Weymouth Pine, and Silver Fir, were only de-

cayed to the depth of ha!f-an-ineh in seven

years ; the Larch, common Juniper, Red Cedar
(Juniperus virginiana) and Arbor-vitae, at the

end of the last-mentioned period remained un-

injured. The duration of the respective woods
depends greatly on their age and quality, speci-

mens from young trees decaying much quicker

than those from sound old trees ; and, wlhen well

seasoned, they last much longer than when
buried in am unseasoned state. In experiments
with the woods cut into thin boards, decay pro-

ceeded in the following order, commencing with
the most perishable: 1, Plane; 2, Horse Chest-

nut ; 3. Lime ; 4. Poplar : 5, American Birch

:

6. Red Beech : 7. Hornbeam : 8, Alder : 9, Ash : 10.

Maple ; 11. Silver Fir : 12, Scotch Fir : 13. Elm
;

14, Weymouth Pine ; 15, Larch ; 16, Robinia. or

Locust : and 17, Oak. It ha.s been proved by
repeated experiments that the best mode of pro-

longing the duration of wood is to char it, and
then paint it over with three or four coats of

pitch. But simply charring the wood was of
verv little utility, as were likewise saturations

with various salts, acids, etc. Hartig, Prrue
Horticole.—Gard. Chron., December 26, 1846.

Publication Received.

—

How to Make
Poultry Pay. By F. G. Paynter. Price 6d.

post. free. F. G. Paynter, The Lawn, Lampton
Road, Hounslow.
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The Week's WorkJ*

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By W. Hedlet Warren, Gardener to the Hon. N. C.

Rothschild, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire

Hardy Fruits in 1921—In this locality tine

present year has been the driest within, living
memory, and its effect on many fruit- bearing'
trees and plants has been disastrous, some hav-
ing died outright. The wood growth on almost
every kind of fruit tree, is very much below
the average, in both size and length. Certain
varieties of both Apples and Pears have made
practioally no growth at all. Gooseberry and
Currant 'bushes have suffered as much as any,
also Raspberry stools, many of which have
perished, notwithstanding that the soil in this

neighbourhood is of a heavy, tenacious nature.
Strawberry stools became early infested with
red spider, notwithstanding the application of

moisture both at the roots and overhead. The
crop of this fruit was the lightest on record
in these gardens. Stone fruits are extensively
grown in this neighbourhood, but the crops
were practically nil this year. Pears, too, were
a failure with but very few exceptions.
The following varieties of Apples—bush and
standard trees—cropped best, and though much
of the fruit was under the average size, the col-
our and finish were much above that of most
seasons. Allington Pippin, Blenheim Pippin,
Brownlee's Russet, Court-pendu-Plat, Eoklin-
ville Seedling, Fearn's Pippin, King of the
Pippins, Lane's Prince Albert, Lord Grosvenor,
Sturmer Pippin, Tyler's Kernel, and Warner's
King. The wood and buds of all kinds of fruit
trees have ripened to a remarkable degree, and
although the fruit buds aro smaller than usual,
they are exceptionally firm and plentiful, pro-
mising well for next year. At the time of
writing these notes the ground is very dry three
or four inches below the surface for a consider-
able depth, and the lower roots of lifted trees
are quite parched through the long drought.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Coljiah,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Odontoglossum. Many Odontoglossums, both
species and hybrids, are developing their flower
spikes. Slugs frequently make their appear-
ance among the plants at this period, and,
unless they are searched for diligently, many
valuable ipikes may be lost. The pests are
generally to be found on the sides of the pots
and on the Sphagnum- noss. Lettuce leaves
or damp bran placed on the stages and on
the surface of the pots form a good trap, and
the pests should be searched for by the aid
of a lamp during the evenings and early morn-
ings. The roots of llants that were potted
during September will by this time have made
considerable progress in the new compost, and
they may be afforded water more liberally, but
precaution in applying moisture is still necessary
for the compost should not be allowed to become
saturated.

Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri.—This Orchid
will soon be developing new roots from the
bases of the young growths, and any necessary
repotting may be attended to. This plant
thrives in a light position in the warmest part
of tho Odontoglossum house.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By T. Pateman, Gardener to Sir C Nall-Cain" Bart.,

The Node, Codioote, Welwyn, Hertfordshire.

A Retrospect.—The year 1921 will live in the
memory of gardeners owing to the continued
drought. June and July were exceptionally dry
months, which made it doubly hard work with
regard to watering and mulching of crops. Even
where strict attention was paid to this work, cer-
tain crops, such as mid-season Peas and Cauli-
flowers, failed to produce anything like normal

yields, and were quickly over. Runner Beans and
French Beans responded to watering much better
than the Peas, indeed, I have never had
French Beans so prolific as they were this year.
Early and second-early Potatos yielded very fair

crops, but the late varieties may be termed a
complete failure in this district, notwithstanding
no fungous disease attacked thexu. Onions
did exceptionally well in these gardens, due un-
doubtedly to our retentive soil and the use of

well-decomposed manure. But on allotments
Onions failed badly. Mildew was not so prevalent
as in very wet seasons. Celery is, on the whole,
very fair, and this crop responded well to mulch-
ing and watering, and there is no rust on the
plants. Celery maggot is very troublesome in

some dry seasons, but this pest gave us scarcely

any trouble, and the plants needed spraying only
once. Late Cauliflowers have been exceptionally

good. Other types of Brassicas suffered some-
what through being badly attacked by white
fly, but after being sprayed, and with the wel-

come rain during the latter part of August and
the second week in September, the plants have

Fig. 147.—salvia pyramidalis flowering in
november (see p. 332).

made fair progress, so that there will be no great
shortage of winter vegetables in these gardens.
Salads have been difficult to keep up the supply,
and to do this entailed a great deal of work
with regard to watering. Artichokes and
Parsnips aro both good crops, but main crop
Carrots were practically a failure. July sown
Carrots have done much better than 1 antici-
pated, owing chiefly to the mild autumn.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By ARTHUn Bullock, Gardener to E. J. Withes, Esq.,

Copped Hall, Epping.

Late Vines.—No advantage is gained by
deferring the pruning of late vines after the
foliage has fallen, and this work should be
completed by the end of December, in order
that the vines may be prepared for another
season'6 forcing. Red spider having been un-
usually prevalent on vines this season, more
than ordinary care should be taken to eradi-
cate the pest. The best opportunity for doing
this is during the dormant season, for the

spiders harbour under the bark and in crevices
of woodwork, ready (o emerge, directly the
vines commence to grow. Before carefully
removing all loose bark from the vines, mats
or tarred sheets should be laid underneath
them to catch the falling bark. Thoroughly
cleanse the vines with Gishurst Compound or
some other safe insecticide, well working it

into a lather and treating all the crevices of
the vines with it. Whether the borders are
to have fresh soil added or not, they should
receive a dressing of bone meal or vine manure
before being pricked up lightly with a fork.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By W. Staward, Gardener to R. 0. Palmer More-
wood, Esq., Alfreton Park, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Gloriosa superba.—Where this climber is re-

quired to bloom early in the New Year the
tubers should receive attention. If they are in

large pots they should be turned out and re-

potted in fresh material, consisting of a mixture
of good loam, silver sand, charcoal and leaf-

mould in equal proportions. Place the plants
in a warm structure. The growths at the com-
mencement will appear to be weak, but as they
lengthen they will get more robust, for Gloriqsas
grow very quickly. Train the shoots up the
roof-rafters or to wires, and allow them a fair

amount of room to develop.

Euphorbia (Poinsettia) pulcherrima.—The
plants of the earliest batch of Poinsettias are
at their best. Manure water should be withheld
from the roots, and the plants grown in a
lower temperature, for the bracts will last much
longer in good condition in a moderate tempera-
ture. The roots of later plants should be given
liquid manure until the inflorescences are almost
at their best, when stimulants should be with-
held.

Streptocarpus.—Young plants of Streptocarpus
that were potted some weeks ago require shift-

ing into larger receptacles and should be grown
on in a temperature of 55° to 60°. Overhead
spraying will be beneficial to the plants when
they are in an actively growing condition.
Streptocarpus are subject to attacks of mealy
bug and a careful watch should be kept for the
presence of this pest.

Fuchsias.—J/uehsia plants that have been
grown in a cool house and rested should he
pruned or the shoots sprayed. Plants that were
potted in fairly large receptacles last spring
will only require the surface soil removed for
an inch or two and top-dressed with fresh
material. The top-dressing material should be
rammed fairly firmly in position.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By Johk Coutts, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kesv.

Saxifraga peltata.—This plant, with its large,
handsome leaves, is an ideal subject for the
bog garden, or for planting along the lake or
stream-side, large plantings of it being very
effective grouped with other foliage plants, such
as Rodgersia podophylla, and the newer R.
pinnata, which is very handsome, with its big
inflorescences of rosy-red flowers, and handsome,
bronzed foliage. They all enjoy a free root
run, with a certain amount of peat in the soil.

Cichorium Intybus.—The Chicory is a native
of this country and should he more generally
used for garden decoration. It is frequently
found growing wild on rubbish heaps, in old
quarries, and in stony, waste places; it is, by
most writers, described as a rampant grower,
and that is about all the good or ill they have
to say of it, which is surprising when one con-
siders that plants with really good blue-coloured
flowers are eagerly sought after. As the plant
grows from three to five feet in height, it makes
a handsome group in the herbaceous border.
It is a beautiful subject for naturalising in the
wilder parts of the garden. When used for tho
herbaceous border it is best renewed every
second year. Seed may be sown in the nursery
garden during July, but the plants will flower
the first year from seed if sown indoors during
January, and the young plants placed
in their flowering quarters some time during the
spring.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the

PUBLISHER, 5, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2.

Editors and Publisher.—Our correspondents would

obviate delay in obtaining answers to their com-

munications, and save us much time and trouble,

i/ they would kindly observe the notice printed

weekly to the effect that all letters relating to

financial matters and to advertisements should be

addressed to the Publishes ; and that all communi-

cations intended lor publication or referring to

the Literary department, and all plants to be

named, should be directed to tlie Editobs. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,

and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when letters are misdirected.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by

sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of

any matters which it is desirable to bring under

the notice of horticulturists.

Special Notice to Correspondents—The Editors

do not undertake to pay for any contributions or

illustrations, or to return unused communications

or illustrations unless by special arrangement. The
Editors do not hold themselves responsible for any
opinions expressed by their correspondents.

COLOURED ODONTOGLOSSUMS
j UST as 0. crispum takes the lead

in excellence in white Odontoglossums,

I so the blotched crispums may claim to

have taken the most important part in the

development of large and richly coloured hybrids

.

indeed, had tome patient raiser undertaken

the raising of coloured crispums

—

i.e., true-

bred seedlings—by cross-fertilising the best

blotched forms, and selecting the best for

further parentage, it is more than probable

that in time he might have arrived at some-

thing like the excellence of the white-ground

hybrids of the present day, or even entirely

coloured forms.

But by crossing blotched crispums with

other species time was saved and new features

introduced rapidly by the hybridist, who not

only obtained good results with primary

crosses, but evolved the material for indefinite

continuation, the results in a great measure

depending on his skill and forethought in the

selection of parents.

In the matter of species used in the produc-

tion of showy hybrids, the best results have

been obtained through O. crispum and 0.

Pescatorei, which, crossed, produced O. arden-

tissimum, which, again crossed with crispum,

gave 0. eximium, still one of the most im-

portant agents. 0. triumphans and O. lutec-

purpureum, when crossed, gave O. Wilckea-

num, the best forms of which were the corner-

stone of the large and dark-coloured hybrids,

especially the Continental type. O. Hallii and

0. crispum gave O. Hallio-cnspum. O.

Harryanum has been the most important in

dark colour production and fine substance. 0.

Rossii has been the forerunner of a pretty and

compact section, and O. Edwardii has trans-

ferred its rich purple in various elegant forms,

while, last and least in the estimation of the

early hybridists, O. Hunnewellianum, with

its small, yellowish flowers blotched with

chestnut red and much-crumpled, fringed

lip, redeemed its character when crossed

with O. crispum, producing the pretty

and variable O. Adrianae in profu-

sion in a wild state, and when further

used in crossing, introduced large-flowered

hybrids of fine shape, giving, contrary to expec-

tation, specially broad and flat lips, a good

example being the best forms of O. Othello

(Harryanum X Adrianae) ; further, O. An
tinous (Othello x excellens) is a perfect yellow

ground, richly marked, with broadly ovate lip.

The tendency of complex hybrids to stray

into undecided characters, which are pretty

enough, but merging into other crosses in a

well-filled section, may easily be counteracted

by crossing the best of the highly developed

hybrids with good forms of species. This pro-

cess gives a new base and enhanced beauty.
Tn the 0. Hallii crosses one of the finest,

largest, and most richly coloured Odonto-
glossums—0. Mrs. Harry Worslev—obtained
by crossing a fine form of Hallii with
O. amabile, resulted; and the superb yellow-
71-ound O. Queen of Gatton resulted from

crossing the O. percultum of long pedigree
with a fine form of O. triumphans, the desir-

able features being carried on in 0. Gatton
Princess (eximium x Queen of Gatton).

In primary crosses the good features of the
6pecies are usually conveyed with improved
effect, and thus O. Wilckeanum and O. har-
vengtense (crispum x triumphans) have been
of incalculable value. One of the most im-
portant breaks was O. Mirum (crispum x
Wilckeanum), and this, crossed with O. Lam-
beauianum, gave 0. Mirabeau Mastiff, and
that again, crossed with Princess Mary, re-

sulted in the noble O. Everest, one of the
finest of dark Odontoglossums.

It is evident that rich colouring is

intensified in cultivated plants, and thus by
selection, or by crossing, the tendency to en-
large coloured markings, even to the extent
of producing whole-coloured flowers of rich

tones, and far exceeding the tints of the
natural species, results in increasing proportion,

tissimum and 0. Adrianae (crispum x Hrunne
wellianum), and its marvellous development
in the best forms is due to its introduction
to a fine form of blotched 0. crispum.
And 60 on throughout all the work which

has rewarded the careful hybridiser, every
salient and satisfactory point gives ample
material for close consideration, and generally
the secret of the success can be arrived at
from the factors of the ancestry. In consider-
ing this wonderful genus as a whole, the diffi-

culty is to make a selection, the merits of the
greater part of the more recent productions
having beauties which, after the first few,
are matters of opinion varying with the
assessors.

The more slender species, 0. cirrhosum and
others, have helped to produce many elegant
forms, and some day the barrier between the
great section and the widely separated O.
grande and 0. Insleayii may be broken and
a new race commenced. /. O'B.

Fig. 148.

—

odontoglossum lady veitch.

and for that reason alone it is desirable

to renew frequently the heavily coloured self

forms by again crossing them with a species

which invariably gives highly satisfactory

results.

O. illustrissimum (Lambeauianum x arden.

tissimum), a combination of 0. crispum, 0.

Pescatorei, and O. Harryanum, produces

whole-coloured flowers, or those showing but

little white on the margins, and many with

O. Harryanum as an ancestor have a tendency

in the same direction. But while these

heavily coloured forms are beyond reproach,

the obtaining of a good proportion with the

colours divided by white or yellow ground

should be kept in view.

Some exceptionally fine coloured forms with

much of the crimson tints of Odontioda,

notably O. Lady Veitch (see Fig. 148)

(Hylandianum x Armstrongiae) and O.

Sir Harry (Mars x Menier St. Vincent) have

traces of the blue-tinted set commenced with

O. coeruleum and O. gandavense, and these

forms should be retained as a distinct section.

O. crispo-Solon gives another grand exampie

of the unexpected aid of the small 0. Hunne
wellianum ; O Solon being between O. arden-

RARE BRITISH ORCHIDS.

In Gard. Chron., August 27, 1921 (p. 109),
your correspondent, Mr. A. D. Webster states

that Cephalanthera rubra " has been re-

cently reported from Gairloch," in West
Ross-shire* May I ask on whose authority
and has anyone competent to judge seen
the specimen? Helleborine latifolia has been
reported from Loch Broom and Applecross
while two plants of Cephalanthera rusifolia,

which was once common, although Dixon, in his

list of Gairloch plants, states it is now almost
unknown, were seen in that district in 1885.

Moreover, Mr. Webster writes he saw it in
" some quantity at High Elms." Surely here
again there must be some error. Either if cor-

rectly identified, it was planted there, or else it

was mistaken for Helleborine purpurata, which,

however, is not recorded from that area in the

Flora of Kent. It would be a great

satisfaction if Mr. A. D. Webster would
supply full particulars and a sketch of his

Orchis maculata praecox, regarding which at

present there are diverse views. G. Claridge
Drurp, Oxford.
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INDOOR PLANTS.

POINSETTIAS.
The Poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrirna) is

a useful plant tor the decoration of warm
glass-houses during November and December,
the showy, brick-red bracts make a pleasing

effect, whether arranged with other plants,

such as white Chrysanthemums, Liliums, and
Adiantum Ferns, or in a mixed group; several

plants placed in a vase are also very effective.

Poinsettias are considered by many gardeners
niost difficult plants to cultivate to perfection,

but, provided one or two details are closely

attended to, good specimens may be grown

;

faults that prove most fatal are allowing the.

plants to suffer a check during the growing
season and an insufficient or too copious supply
of water at the roots, resulting in the foliage

turning yellow and dropping. To retain the
whole of the leaves should be the aim of

every cultivator, as good results generally

follow when the plants are well furnished with
healthy foliage.

Each plant should be carefully examined
before applying water, taking care not to give

water if the soil feels moist; another common
fault is subjecting the plants to sudden changes
of temperature. Maintain an even tempera-
ture, and dispense with artificial warmth when-
ever possible, giving ventilation on every
favourable occasion, as this is the best means
of promoting vigour in the plants.

The best iesults are obtained by annual
propagation, and a good plan to follow where
a large batch is required is to commence pro-

pagating as soon as cuttings are available, and
continue until early June. It will then be

fcund that flowering plants varying in height

fr>m 1 foot to 6 feet are available, these vary-

ing sizes being a great advantage in house

decoration cr for greenhouse adornment.
The old plants should be rested after flower-

ing; a good place in which to store them is

underneath the stage of a cool greenhouse,

giving the roots only sufficient water to keep

the wood plump. The latter end of February
or early March is the best time to commence
propagating. Place the old plants in a moist

temperature of 60° to 65°, and thoroughly
soak the soil, giving water afterwards when
necessary. A frequent use of the syringe dur-

ing bright weather will greatly encourage the

plants to break freely into growth, and' when
the shoots have attained a length of 4 or 5

inches take them off as cuttings, with a small

portion of the old wood, using a sharp knife.

As the cuttings are severed from the plant,

dip the bases in warm water, or plunge them
in silver sand to prevent bleeding. Insert six

or seven cuttings around the side of a 3-inch

pot filled with a light, sandy compost. In
potting Poinsettias always warm the soil to

the temperature of the house they have been
grown in, an essential item sometimes for-

gotten. Plunge the pots in a propagating case
having a bottom heat of about 75°, taking
care to keep them shaded from sunshine, and
lightly syringe them overhead to prevent
flagging. Roots will form in from 10 to 14
days; at that stage remove them from the
frame and gradually accustom the plants to the
air of a warm house having a night tempera-
ture of 60° to 65°. In a few days' time repot
them singly into 3-inch pots in a compost similar
to that used before. As the plants get well
rooted in the 3-inch pots, transfer to others of

5-inch diameter. Never permit Poinsettias to
become starved for want of sufficient rooting
space, as this is a frequent cause of the leaves
dropping.
The compost for this potting should consist

of loam 3 parts, leaf-mould 1 part, peat 1 part,

J part silver sand, and a little dried cow-
manure, at the rate of a 6-inch pot full to
each bushel of soil. Press the compost around
the old balls with the fingers. The plants
will still require a light shading, but do not
shade until they begin to flag, and later on
they may be exposed to full sunshine, which
will be beneficial in ripening the wood, without
which good_ inflorescences will not develop.

Take advantage of warm weather about early
June to remove the plants from the green-
house to a cold frame. Syringe them twice
daily in warm weather, and close the frame
sufficiently early in the afternoons to retain
the sun's heat. During August a little ven-
tilation should be left on all night, and plenty of

air admitted in day-time. In ventilating the
houses or frames always consider the outside
temperature and admit air accordingly.

For the final potting, 7-inch pots should be
chosen for the best and earliest specimens.
A compost similar to the previous mixture
should be need, with the exception that it

should consist of 4 parts instead of 3 parts
loam, with slightly more cow-manure and the
addition of a sprinkling of bone-meal and
soot. Firm the soil gently with a rammer
during the process of repotting, but on no
account pot hard.
During the time the plants are in the frames

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE WESTERN PLANE TREE.

Mr. J. D. Colledge, of Cobham Hall,
Kent, writes :—In your issue of November 2b
Mr. A. D. Webster describes two specimens
of Plantanus occidentalis. According to Bean,
and Henry and Elwes, there are no full grown
specimens of this tree in this country. Are
tliese authorities WTong ?

To this Mr. Webster has replied as follows :

—

About two years ago I wrote a note to Card,
('/iron, on the Western Plane, in connection
with which Mr. Bean, of Kew, asked me to
forward specimens. Very fine fruiting fcwjgs

were sent, which Mr. Bean, in acknowledging,
said had been forwarded to Dr. Henry. The
late Professor Macoun recognised the Black-
heath tree, and the late George Nicholson, one
of our best authorities on trees, was not likely

to be mistaken. But any interested person can

Fig. 149.—CHRYSANTHEMUM HON. MRS. DALGETY; N.C.S. FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE NOVEMBER 3.

EXHIBITED BY MR. W. BAXTER. COLOUR RICH RUBY CRIMSON, WITH A SHEEN OF MAROON
(see p. 252).

an ash-bottom is the best surface for standing

the pots upon, as it is cool and retains

moisture which is necessary for the well-being

of the plants; failing the ash-bottom, the

trellis or boards should be frequently damped
with clean water.

Early in September, or as soon as the nights

become cold, the plants should be removed to

a greenhouse and a little fire-heat used. As
soon as the bracts show the first 6igns of

appearing, a night temperature of 65° to 70°

is required to bring the plants to perfection.

When the flowering pots are filled with roots,

feeding with liquid cow-manure, soot and
water, or an artificial plant food, moderately
diluted with water, will greatly improve the

size of the bracts. All water used throughout
the growing season should be of the same
temperature as that of the house or frames
in which the plants are growing, otherwise

the growth will receive a check and the leaves

will drop. William Baker, Nettlebed, Hen-
Icy -on Thames.

see whether the London County Council is
wrong in labelling the Clissold trees as the
Western Plane (Platanus occidentalis). Tho
Western Plane is no doubt rare, but that it
does exist in this country is well known to tree
lovers.

CARYOPTERIS TANOUTICUS.
In the favoured gardens of the south and

west Caryopteris Mastacanthus is a very valu-
able autumn-flowering shrufb in the outdoor
garden. The new or little known C. tanguti-
cus (it was discovered by Przewalski about
1880) was among the late Air. Reginald Farrer'e
intioductions of 1915. Coming from Western
Kansu. them is a possibility of it being hardier
than C. Mastacanthus, which Robert Fortune
collected wild near Canton. In habit the sub-
ject of this note does not appear to be so tall
in growth as the older species, and the leaves
are smaller (up to It inches in length against
2 to 3 inches). The violet-blue flowers are
freely borne towards the ends of the shoots in
autumn. .4. O.
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MESEMBRYANTHEMUM AND SOME NEW

GENERA SEPARATED FROM IT.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

(Continued from page 327.)

7. G. obliquum, N.E. Br.—This seems very

similar to G. latum ; the leaves are represented

as of the same shape and arrangement, but
rather narrower, and the capsule is much smaller

;md less raised at the top. Dillenius and Haworth
considered it different, and tha latter (under M.
lingueforme) states that it differs from M. latum

in the youngest leaves being ascending, more
unequal and more hooked-incurved at the apex.

The pedicels are about ^ in. long, thickened

upwards, angular. Sepals ciliate on the keel.

Corolla 2 to nearly 3 in. in diameter, with

the petals bright yellow inside, whitish-yellow on

the back. The capsule, according to Dillenius's

figura, is about 5 lines in diameter, and flatfish

at the top.

M. obliquum, Wild., Sp. PL, v. 2, p. 1027

(1799), founded upon M. folio linguiformi

angustiore, Dillen., Horl. Elth., p. 237, t. 184,

t. 226; N.E. Br. in Journ. iLinn. Soc. Bot.,

v. 45, p. 71.

M. lingueforme, Haw. 06s., p. 182 (1794), and

Rev., p. 97, with several varieties, not of Linne

;

Hawortih renamed the typical M. linguiforme of

Linne, and used that name for this plant, which

Linne had regarded as a variety of it (var. y).

Willdenow correctod this mistake, but modern
authors have fallen into a further error of

applying the name "linguiforme" chiefly to

forms of G. longum. I believe that M. latum

var. breve. Haw. Rev-., p. 99, which he dis-

tinguishes from typical M. latum as having the
" leaves more depressed, capsule smaller,"

belongs to G. obliquum.

8. G. uncatum, N.E. Br.—Leaves 2-ranked,

about 2i in. long and 8-9 lines broad, strap-

shaped, flat above, obliquely convex beneatJh,

variously uipcurvedhooked and incurved at the

thickened apex, pedicels £-1 in. long, corolla

about 2-in. in diameter, petals in two series.

Stigmas 10, short. Capsule large, depressed.

M. uncatum, Salm. Dyck, Mes., §8, f. 6.

M. longum var. uncatum, Haw. Suppl., p. 97

(1819).

9. G. cultratum, N.E. Br.—Leaves 2-ranked.

tongue or strap-shaped, 2-4 in. long and about

1 in. broad, pressed to the ground, more or less

sigmoid-curved, obtuse, with the upper margin

upcurved or slightly hooked at the tip. Pedicels

1-14 hi. long. Flower up to 2i in. in diameter.

M. cultratum, Salm. Dyck, 068. Sot., p. 7

(1820), and Mes., §8, f. 5.

M. depressum, Salm. Dyck, Mes., §8, f. 7,

not of Haworth.
M. linguiforme, Salm., Dyck. Mrs., §8, f. 8

(not 8 B), not of Linne nor Haworth. See also

N.E. Br. in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bott., v. 46. p.

71. under M. obliquum.
M. longum var. deolive, Salm. Dyck, Mes-,

§ 8, f. 9 B. N. E Brown.

(To be continued.)

LARDIZABALA BITERNATA.

I should be grateful if any south-

country reader would tell me how this Chilean

climber behaves under more sunshine than it re-

ceives on the west coast of Scotland? It is ram-
pant here, and has spread across a space of 40

feet on a 25-foot wall. The drooping racemes of

flowers are most welcome in mid-winter, the
dark purple, nearly black, sepals of the male
blossom setting the six nearly white anthers in

Rtrong relief ; but one has to hunt for them
among masses of ternate, foiternate and triter-

nate evergreen leaves, and I grudge the south-
fronted wall-space which might be assigned to
something showier. Yet I hesitate to have the
plant torn down, for the foliage is very beautiful.
I fancy that in a sunnier region the plant may
behave liberally, producing a better crop of
the flowers that smell exactly like vinegar.
Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Fruit Growing for Profit.*
This book is intended as a guide to those

who are about to plant fruit on a small area
rather than for those who wish to em-
bark on fruit farming on a large
scale. The author, who is Principal of
the Moumouthshire Agricultural and Horti-
cultural Institution, gives suggestions for
planting an acre of land, which, after the
initial ploughing, is to be cultivated by hand
rather than by horses. He considers that the
beginner who has no private income to cover
living expenses needs a capital of £300 to rent
and plant a place of this size, and to carry
on until the second year, when he shows that
more profit would be made. Two plans of
planting are suggested with fruit trees and
bushes, intercropped in one case with l'otatos
and Cabbages, and in the other with Straw-
berries. Expenditure and receipts for five

years are given in detail for both plans, and
will be found useful as a guido to beginners,
provided that they take the author's hint that
the profits estimated are possible only under
the most favourable conditions, and might
safely be halved if taken over a long period,
which might include two unfavourable seasons
out of five. Much thought has evidently been
given to this part of the book. The only
criticism we offer is that Black Currants cannot
be expected to yield 1 lb. per bush in their
first year, since they should lie cut right back
after planting; and that the grower would be
extremely lucky to grow 4 lb. per bush in his
second year. The rest of the book covers the
usual routine of fruit culture: planting, prun-
ing, spraying, manuring, propagation, etc.

Some of these subjects are treated well enough,
but in other cases it is obvious that the author
is not drawing on his own practical experi-
ence. The chapter on pests and diseases is

enough to make any beginner give up as hope-
less any attempt to cope with such a formid-
able array of enemies, particularly when so

many different washes are recommended. The
reader is told to use paraffin emulsion for one
caterpillar, Paris green for another, " arsenical

washes " for a third, and so on, whereas all

leaf-biting insects can be killed with the same
solution. He is also informed that Apple
mildew can be controlled " if sprayed with
nicotine soap, sulphur, or quassia solutions,"

from which he will assume that he can take
his choice of these three materials, which are

as different as chalk is from cheese.- Nicotine

is mentioned for use against this disease, which
it will not affect in the smallest degree, and
not in connection with aphides and other suck-

ing insects, against which it is the best wash
of all. Tables of varieties occupy 12 pages,

and include far more kinds than Should be

cultivated by either large or small growers.

The directions given for boxing Apples are

quaint, and the dimensions of the boxes are

not those of the British standard box, which

is the only one that ought to be used. M. G.

POTATO LEAF CURL.

On looking through some old gardening

books I find that Nicol in the Scotch Gardener,

mentions Potato Curl. The Srotch. Gardener
was published in 1798, and contains the earliest

record of the disease I know. As this disease

is receiving a good deal of attention at the pre-

sent time, Nicol's account may be of some in-

terest to your readers.

He states: "The Curl is a disease which has

given cultivators of this plant much trouble,

nor has there as yet been any effectual remedy
discovered.

"It would seem to be occasioned, either, firstly

by an insect lodged in the eye of the set, since

frequently we find clean and infected stems is-

suing from the same root. Secondly, by being

planted in too heavy or wet land. Thirdly, bv
being planted in too poor and hungry land.

* Fruit Orniring for Prn/it. By J. C. Newshnm,
F.L.S. London : C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., price Cs.

net.

Fourthly, by the same land having been too
frequently and too recently oropped with Pota-
tos. And lastly, as is the most general opinion,
for want of changing seed.
"In respect of the first opinion, whether it

be really an insect or whether it be not rather
in consequence of the set being, by some un-
known cause, diseased, merits investigation.
That it is an insect, I cannot bring myself to
think. But that it may proceed from disease
in the set or root seems to carry reason along
with it.

"What might occasion this disease may either
proceed from the seed being injured by frost,
damp, mould, or being overdried. And it is
well-known and understood that, from no dis-
eased seed, shoots, or spawn, need we ever ex-
pect to raise plants as healthy, or that shall
ever become so, as from clean, fresh and well-
matured seed.

"In respect of the second and third opinions,
as in fact they embrace the same thing, since
they imply that neither of the situations are
congenial to the nature and inclination of the
plant in question, I have just to say that if a
plant shall be stinted in growth, from any cause
whatever, disease will inevitably follow. On
annuals of a quick growth, such as the plant in
question, this is sooner perceptible than on
others.

"In respect of the fourth opinion, which cer-
tainly carries with it a strong presumption of
the case, if we admit that there is propriety
in changing crops, and that all culinary plants,
which are not natives, degenerate less or more,
if continued in the same soil successively, we
may reasonably suppose it probably proceeds
hence. And yet it has been proved, in some
instances, that this is not the case, by Potatos
being continued for many successive years on
the same spot, without any appearance of the
Curl, although they degenerate in size and
shape.

"In respect of the last and most prevalent
opinion, viz., for want of changing the seed,
by which is to be understood, from one form
to another, or from one country or district to
another, much might be said on both sides of
the question. But I must beg to say that it

by no means carries conviction to me, that this
is the cause, or indeed, that it can possibly
operate in the smallest degree towards it.

"On the contrary, the Curl has frequently
been brought to places where it was never
known before, by this mistaken notion. And
this may not be wondered at, if we admit that
the disease remains in the root, and is con-
tagious.

"But may not the seed be as effectually
changed on the same farm, or garden, if of
any considerable extent, as by being carried from
one parish or country to another? Are Potatos
improvable, like wine, by being sea-borne, or
land-borne, without being afterwards planted in
the soil, different from that in which they last
grew? Certainly, no. And shall he who has
his seed brought from land, non-descript, and
which he never saw, be certain of planting
again in that which is essentially different in
quality? May it not. as probably happens, that
perchance he shall plant in soil exactly similar
to that in which his seed was produced?
"I therefore hold that he who shall be at all

due pains in saving his wholesome seed, by
divesting the crop intended for this purpose,
of all infjected plants so soon as they appear;
secures it from the frost, damp, or much
drought, till planted; plants no weak or insig-

nificant sets ; plants on fresh, well broken, mod-
erately enriched land, of a middling texture,
rather light than otherwise ; allows a sufficiency
of room ; keeps clear of weeds ; bids fair for

overcoming the anxiety attendant on this
malady." D. A., Penrith.

Paraffin and the Carrot Fly.—In your issues of

November 5 and 26, the use of paraffin to defeat
the Carrot Fly was under discussion. I have
also found paraffin to be a first-rate remedy for

preventing mice' and voles from eating early
Peas. The best method is to mix the paraffin

with sand, about one pint to four gallons of

sand, and scatter it along the rows immediately
after planting. IF. H. Clark, Bussoch Wood
Gardens, Netvbtiry.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.}

The Late Mr. Andrew Henderson.—The
announcement in your issue of November 26 of

the death of Mr. Andrew Henderson, of

Mabledon Park, Tonbridge, at the ripe age of

86, recalls air event worthy of notice in your
columns, as many beside myself enjoyed his

.genial help and hospitality over 50 years ago.

It may not be generally known that Mr.
.Henderson was one of the pioneers of Gardeners'
Discussion Classes. When gardener to Mr.
(afterwards Sir) Henry Peek. Wimbledon House,
Wimbledon—a position he occupied before

going to Mabledon—he carried out the wishes
of his employer. He invited the principal head
gardeners in the neighbourhood to the 6pacious
bothy in the gardens at Wimbledon House on
October 19, 1869, to arrange and form a
Gardeners' Discussion Class, to meet fortnightly

throughout the winter montlhs, to read papers,

and discuss methods relating to the cultivation

of plants, and other gardening matters. Need-
less to say the invitations met with a ready
response, and were heartily accepted. Nor
was the inner man neglected ; a pork
pie was provided for each member, to-

gether with a cup of tea or coffee, provided
\>y Mrs. Henderson. Living near by as

gardener to the late F. W. Harris, Esq., The
Priory, it wias my pleasant duty to keep a
record of the proceedings, and send a report to

Gardeners' Magazine, in the late Shirley
Hibberd's time. A record of the names of the
persons attending in my time may be interest-

ing, viz., Messrs. Alderman, Kirk, Sayers,
Collins. Stratton, Dawson, Philmore. Bateman,
Pennycook, Jordan, Lynes, Moorman, Dickson,
Mills, Taylor, Edwards, Scott, Young, Staples,
Reed, Spinks, Hosiery, and I believe Mr.
Brotherstone attended later on. These were not
all members at the same time. Death and other
removals were filled up by newcomers to the
neighbourhood. Alas, I am afraid there are not
many now living, or I am sure they would be
only too willing to add to my testimony of the
good work and the good fellowship of the
Wimbledon Gardeners' Discussion Class, and
extend their sympathy to any members of Mr.
Henderson's family left to mourn his loss. A
more just, pious, and conscientious man never
served in a garden. C. Orchard.

Ulmus campestris variegata.—There is a tree
of the variegated Elm on the lawn at trie

Rectory, Stratford on-Avon, similar to the one
referred to by your correspondent on p. 270.
The suckers are also variegated, and I am sure
if nurserymen would propagate the latter instead
of grafting—which frequently, if not always,
results in some reversion to the green type—it

would be a much better practice. G. C. Palmer.

Melon Canker and Sulphate of Copper.—I am
greatly interested in learning that Anxious
(see p. 291) has prevented the occurrence of
canker in Melons by the application of sulphate
of copper. As Melon canker is a more or less

general trouble in gardens, I shall be grateful
if your correspondent will kindly state how-

he applies =nlphate of copper, that is, is it

applied in the dry state or mixed in anv way?
II'. F.

A National Daffodil Society?—I am much in-

terested in Mr. Jacob's letter in your issue of
December 10. 1 have had considerable corre-

spondence on the subject of the proposed Bulb
Growers' Association and I am strongly of
opinion that it is a British Bulb Growers'
Association that is wanted. The question of
converting the Midland Daffodil Society into a
National Daffodil Society or forming a new and
independent National Daffodil Society was
brought up in 1912. and the proposal to con-

vert the Midland Society was rejected. I think
it would be a great pity if the Daffodil people
reopened this discussion, with a possibility of

arriving at the same deadlock, and I think that

my suggestion is a wav out of the dimcultv.

\ strong Bulb Growem' Association would be
better alilp to rare for the Daffodil than a

National Daffodil Society, for the reason that

it would have a larger membership IT. A.
Watts, St. Asaph.

FRUIT REGISTER.

RUSSET APPLES.
Few varieties of Apples can compare in

flavour with several of the true russet sorts,

which are hardy of constitution and rarely

troubled with canker. They are generally pro-

ductive, and although the fruits are not over

large their usefulness counts above all.

Sykehouse Russet has fruits about the size

of Old Nonpareil; the eye is open and deeply

sunk. The stalk is variable in length. The
skin is coloured greenish-yellow, with deep rich

brown on the sunny side. The flesh is pale

yellow and the flavour excellent, being some-
what sub-acid. The season is January to

March. This variety originated at Sykehouse,
in Yorkshire.
Boston Russet is a medium-sized Apple, of

the first quality, with a Ribston-Pippin-like
flavour. The skin is dull green, covered with
brownish russet; the flesh is greenish-white,

Ard Cairn Russet is a russet Apple of great

merit, and its keeping qualities, with high
flavour, ihave much to recommend it. This
Apple is not generally known, but should be
more popular as the fruit is of the best dessert

size.

Egremont Russet is one of the prettiest of

the russet Apples, although its keeping qualities

are not late, it being a mid-season sort. The
fruit is of medium size, rather flat in shape,
the skin golden yellow overlaid with russet.

It is a variety of the first quality, the flesh
being crisp, juicy and sugary. This variety
makes a good bush, and also does remarkably
well as an espalier. Pomona.

An old russet Apple named Webb's Russet
is illustrated in Fig. 150. It was sent us by
Mr. J. Clayton, of Messrs. Daniels Bros., Ltd.,
Norwich, with the following note:—" The fruit
is taken from an espalier tree, and I should
say that the tree is certainly not less than
seventy years old. It i6 growing in the gar-
den of Colonel Barclay, of Hanworth Hall,

Fig. 150.—apple webb's russet; natural sizb.

richly flavoured and sub-acid. It is a grand
variety and useful for small gardens, as it is

profitable as a hush or half standard. The
season is January to April.

Pine Apple Russet is a most useful variety,

in perfection for eating about Christmas. It

is a variety of the first quality. The skin is

yellowish-green and russety ; the flesh pale

yellow, crisp, tender, with a highly aromatic
perfume. In all respects this is a first-rate

dessert Apple.
Aromatic Russet is an old variety, but one

of the finest for quality. Owing to its rather
weak growth it is not much grown ; neverthe-
less, as a bush, cordon or espalier, it is worthy
of a place in every garden. It is a conical,

russety fruit, with red next to the sun, of

medium size and first quality. The flesh is

greenish-white and richly aromatic. The
season is December to February.
Rosemary Russet is a December to January

Apple, producing large crops of medium sized

fruit on standard and bush trees. The skin is

greenish-yellow, splashed with red on the side

next the sun. The flesh is juicy, of rich highly

aromatic flavour.

Norfolk. It is planted somewhat peculiarly on
the corner of a path, and stretches ten yards
in one direction and eleven yards in the other
direction, at right angles. It has a wonderful
stem, but, no doubt through neglect some years
ago, it now fruits only on the extreme
ends. I do not think there is any doubt of

the name, as I took it from an old lead label

on the tree, which had the name punched in, I

should say, at planting time."

The fruit, as will he seen on reference to the

illustration, is of large size and is about as

broad as it is tall; it is a very heavy, solid

Apple. The eye is open and set in a large,

wide cavity ; the stalk is short and in a deep,

conical basin. The skin is coloured greenish-

yellow, heavily marked with russet, and on the

sunny side there is a brownish red flush. The
flesh is of the Blenheim Orange type, yellowish,

o£ agreeable flavour and slightly acid.

We can find no particulars as to the origin

of this old variety; it is listed in Barron's

British Apples, but no mention of it is made
in Tht Fruit Manual. Perhaps some of our

readers may be able to furnish the history of

this large, late keeping variety.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

December 13, 1921.—Present : Rev. W. Wilks,
M.A. (in the chair), Sir Eveiard im Thurn,
Messrs. J. Fraser, G. Wilson, W. Hales, A. Hos-
king, M. Jones. \nd F. J. Chittenden (lion.

sec).

British Mint*.—Mr. J. Fraser showed a series

of beautifully preserved specimens of varieties

and hybrids of Mentha aquatica and M. hirsuta

and of M. lotundifolia and M. spicata.

Yucca WAipplei seeding.—Mr. Chittenden
mentioned the ripening of seed of Yucca
Whipplei in Mr. M, Christy's garden at Ems-
worth this year. The seeds bad germinated. It

would be interesting, in view of the strange
story of pollination in Yuccas, to bear of the
occurrence of good fruit of this or other Yuccas
in other parts of the country.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.
At the December meeting of the above

Society, held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edin-
burgh, on the 6th inst., a paper on " Prize
Vegetables " was read by Mr. E. Matthews,
Assistant Director of Parks, Glasgow. Mr.
David King, the president, was in the chair.
The exhibits were:—Collection of Apples from

the Duke of Richmond and Gordon. Gordon
Castle, Fochabers (gr. Mr. Charles Webster),
awarded a Gold Medal ; Primula obeoniea from
Messrs. Storrie and Storrie, Glencarse
(awarded a Silver Medal); Chrysanthemums
and Pelargoniums from Messrs. Dobbie and
Co., Ltd., Edinburgh (awarded a Silver Medal)

:

Chrysanthemums from Mr. A. Sword. Inver-
almond, Cramond (awarded a Cultural Certifi-
cate) ; and seedling Apple, "John Standish."
from Messrs. Isvac House and Sons, Bristol
(Award of Merit).

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT AND
PROVIDENT.

The monthly meeting of this Society was held
in the R.H.S! Hall on Monday, December 12.
Mr. Chas. H. Curtis in the chair. Six new-
members were elected. Four members woe
allowed to withdraw interest from their
deposit accounts, amounting to £10 19s. 8d.
The siek-pav for the month on the private side
was £50 12s. 2d., and on the State Section
£43 15s. ; maternity benefits were £8. The
treasurer reported that the trustees had invested
a further £500.

DIDSBURY AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

A meeting of the above Society was held at
the Weeleyan Schools, Didsbury, on Thursday,
December 15, Mr. W. W. Pettigrew in the
chair.

Mr. Sharp, of Withington Hall Gardens, gave
a very interesting and instructive paper on
" Rock Gardens and Alpine Plants." He
pointed out that owing to the energy and un-
tiring efforts of plant collectors who went to all
parts of the globe, rock garders to-day are
very attractive. The lecturer advised that the
Site should be associated with running water
if possible, and the stone used should be suitable
to the locality, water-worn limestone being about
the best for the purpose. Moraine gardening
was mentioned as necessary for certain classes
of plants that would not succeed under any other
conditions. Mr. Sharp recommended that plant-
ing should be done in groups of one particular
class, rather than singly, a bolder effect being
obtained thereby. Lists of plants suitable for
Keck Gardens, Tin.; Gardens, and background
planting were siven by the lecturer
A number of lantern views of Rock Gardens.

kindly lent by Mr. Winwood. gardener to Sir
E. Donne, showed the fine effects that could
be obtained even in Manchester in a rock
garden.

CARDIFF GARDENERS'.

The last meeting for 1921 was held on

December 13, at the Queen's Hotel, Cardiff. Mr.
M. Toy presided, and there were 42 members
present. Mr. E. Brown, a representative of the

Newport Gardeners' Society, gave a paper

on " Greenhouse Winter-flowering Plants,"

which gave rise to a lively discussion, during

which the benefit which was to
_
'be de-

rived when gardeners from other societies ex-

changed views was brought forward.

Two line bunches of Grapes were shown by

Messrs. Webber and Freeman, and a fine

specimen of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine by the

Cardiff Parks.

©t>ituai\>.

A. N. Hunter.—We regret to announce the

death of Mr. Alexander N. Hunter, senior

partner of the seed and nursery firm of Austin
and McAslan, Glasgow, whose business records

go back to the year 1717. Mr. Hunter had
been in somewhat indifferent health for the past

two years, and had been confined to his house
recently for several weeks, but less than a

fortnight ago he reco\ered sufficiently to return

to business. Unfortunately, he caught cold,

which developed into pneumonia, and he passed
away at his residence, 96, Springhill Avenue,
Maxwell Park, on Saturday, the 24th inst. Mr.
Hunter became a partner of the firm in 1892,

and under his guidance its enterprise showed
healthy development. Within recent years Mr.
Hunter had as partners Mr. James McMichael, a

son-in-law, and Mr. John Cairns, who has been
associated with the firm for a long period.

Mr. Hunter, who was 54 years of age, was for

several years a, member of the Council of the
Horticultural Trades' Association, and so long
as his health permitted, he took a very active

interest in the affairs of the Scottish Seed and
Nursery Trade Association. He was also a
member of the Seeds Advisory Committee to the
Ministry of Agriculture. His portrait was repro-

duced in Hard. Chron., October 13, 1917, on the

occasion of the bi-centenary anniversary of the

firm of Messrs. Austin am' McAslan. In his

younger days he was a keen cricketer, and was
recognised as one of the best bowlers in Scotland.

He leaves a widow and three daughters. The
funeral took place on Tuesday, 27th inst., in

Cathcart Cemetery.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Calantiie Bulbs Rotted Perplexed.—The ap-

pearance of the pseudo-bulb of your Calanthe
Yeitohii suggests that the trouble is due to

a low temperature and an excess of moisture,

but it is very prcibable that the decay has
been accentuated by the use of excessively

strong liquid cow manure applied at a period
when the foliage was beginning to die down
and the roots were comparatively inactive.

Eggs on Fruit Tree Shoots: E. P. D. The
eggs on the fruit tree shoots submitted are
tliuse of red spider. To control this pest the
trees should be sprayed with liver of sulphur
in the spring.

Gardeners' Cottage: Bluebird.—The informa-
tion you desire will be found on page 156,

March 26, 1921.

Names of Fruit: A. T. IP—Lord Burghley.
R. J. P.—Braddicks Nonpareil.

Names of Plants : P. 1.—Physalis peruviana
(syn. P. edulis). II'. T. P.—Chimonanthus
fragrans.— W. E. B.—Staphylea colchica.

H. E. G.—Quercus lucombeana.

Removal of Greenhouses : G. T. We cer-

tainly consider that you can remove a green-

house resting by its own weight on a brick

foundation, although you should not remove
the foundation itself. In an old reported
case it was held that a private tenant can-

not take away a conservatory erected on a
brick foundation affixed to and communicating
by windows and dooiis with rooms in his own
dwelling house which he has put up at his

own expense, but in that case the structure

was fixed. In a subsequent case, a rector

was held entailed to remove without incur-

ring liability for dilapidations, certain hot-

houses which he had put up. An article,

fully dealing with this subject, appealed in

our issue of September 29, 1906.

Top-Dressing of Lawns : D. A. it is benefi-

cial to top-dress lawns in the autumn,
esr>ec'al!y wnere the grass is cut very closely

during the summer. Scot is an excellent

stimulant for grass, but it is not advisable to

mix this with lime, as this would cause much
of the fertilising properties of the soot to be
lost. Hand weed the turf by means of a
small fork made for the purpose and after-

wards well rake the surface with an iron-

toothed rake, for preference a new one, or
one that is practically new. The raking:

should be done both ways, and by doing this

much of the moss that is present will be
destroyed. Afterwards the lawns should re-

ceive a top dressing of fine soil and lime or
short decayed horse manure. If short manure
is used it should be moved occasionally with

a wooden rake, when it will soon be distri-

buted evenly. Soot should be applied in the

early spring ; superphosphate and bone meal

favour the growth of Clover on lawns, and :s

not to be recommended. Both nitrate of soda

and sulphate of ammonia give excellent re-

sults, and are best applied during the spring

when the grass oommences to grow. Lawn
Band may be used, but it is to be doubted

whether this gives such good results as sul-

phate of ammonia. Treating the lawns with

nitrogenous manures is the best method of

destroying Clover. It is a good practice to-

rake the surface of the .lawns during autumn
or spring, using a new iron rake for this pur-

pose, but this work should always be done

when the surface is dry. No harm arises

through rolling lawns lightly during the

winter, but it is not advisable following

heavy rains, at this season of the year.

Vine Mildew: W. R. Mildew is one of the

most destructive diseases the Grape grower

has to contend with. The best security

against attack is good cultivation, as early

vines and others which receive liberal treat-

ment and good management seldom show

any signs of mildew. Variations of struc-

ture, frequent changes of management, care-

less ventilation, admitting air by the front

ventilators during the early stages of growth

are amongst the causes which directly con-

tribute to its development. One reason why
mildew is most prevalent in late vineries

is often due to the absence of

fire-heat. Artificial heat should not be

employed when warmth from sun-heat is

sufficient for the purpose; but so sudden are

the changes in our climate that fire-heat

should always be available if required. If

the pipes are just kept warm in damp, dull

weather, this will be sufficient to keep the

atmosphere in circulation and counteract

sudden changes in the weather. Prevention

is often casv, not so the cure, as mildew

spreads so rapidly. Every precaution should

be taken to counteract the disease when it

apneirs by careful attention to ventilating

watering, and the general management of

the heuse. Thoroughly wash the house with

hot water and soft soap, using a handful

of flowers of sulnh.ir to each pail of water;

also wash the walls and other brickwork

with hot lime, into which a good handful

of sulphur has been stirred. Rub off the

loose bark of the vines, and wash the rods

thoroughly, especially around the buds, with

Gishurst Compound.

White Growth on Gooseberry Root:

jj p X.—'Vhe roots are seriously affected

with the White root rot, Dematophora neca-

trix, the spawn of which could be seen creep-

ing as a white felt over them. The affected

plants should be destroyed by burning, and

all the rootlets dug up and burnt, and the

ground left open so long as possible.

Communications Received. — G. F. — Constant

Reader—J. S—0. T—T. D.—E. B.—J. 0.—
T, O. H.














